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EVERY

country to which the light of civilization has penetrated has its antiquity, middle age and modem time.

So even

Minnesota, the State of the North Star, as

like to call

we now

it.

To

our knowledge of that remote period is limited,
has no written history, nor hardly any tradiand about the pre-historic mound builders, or in regard
this

for the red
tion

;

man

unknown mining population which once inshores of Lake Superior, it is not our purpose

to that equally

habited the
within the limits of this short sketch to offer any surmises or
suggestions.

The middle age

of Minnesota goes back

two

centuries.

By

that time French fur traders and missionaries penetrated to
the country by way of the great lakes, and among the latter

Father Hennepin, who, in the year 1080, discovered the
falls of the Mississippi, which, in honor of his patron
saint, he called St. Anthony.
France now laid claim to the
land, calling it Northern Louisiana {La Louisiana du Nord),
continuing Tts nominal owner until the whole Mississippi Valley, in the year 1803, came into the possession of the United
During this period, however, very little
States by purchase.
progress was made. The scanty white population consisted
almost exclusively of Frenchmen and Canadians, who bartered from the Indians their peltries, and most generally mar-

great

ried their daughters.
The commencement of modern times in Minnesota is of
quite recent date, counting hardly thirty years of existence.
It was organized into a territory in the year 1849.
About
that time Fredrika Bremer, the illustrious Swedish novelist,
visited the country, and the glowing description she gave of
of
the
land,
beauty
its
fertility,
the
healthfulness qf climate,
«nd many other advantages, had the effect of inducing quite a
number of her country men— the writer of thisoncof them— to
come out here. Miss Bremer may therefore justly be entitled
to the distinction of having been the first Swedish emigrant
agent for Minnesota. Those who came here first found the
country as represented, and their letters to friends and relatives at home soon enticed thousands to join their fortunes
with the infant territory. Their number is increasing year
by year, and the census of last year shows that nearly 200,000, or more than one-fourth of the whole population of this
State, are Scandinavians or their descendants born here.
And those who know the country cannot wonder at the propensity of the Scandinavians to make Minnesota their home
for the most fertile and valuable regions of their native land
.are found here in rejuvenated and embellished forms.
The
fertile plains of Skane, Ostrogothland and Upland, the rich
pineries of Smaland and Norrlaud, and the iron and copper
mines of Wermland and Delarne— all have their corresponding representatives here— slum tiering, it is true, like the infant in its cradle, but waiting impatiently for the magic spirit
of industry and enterprise to awake them into life. In those
early territorial times the settlements in Minnesota were
mostly confined to the country between the Mississippi and
the St. Croix rivers, with a few embryo villages in the valley
of the Minnesota River.
Our State, as is now well known
by everybody, is divided in two almost equal parts by the
" Big Woods," a belt of timber stretching about 150 miles
north and south, with an average width ot sixty miles.
Twenty-five years ago the country lying west of the wilderness was almost entirely unknown. But rumor told that the
finest part of the territory— the Kandi-johi* country, as the
natives call it—was to be found there, and an expedition, in
winch the writer took part, was organized to explore it.
From St. Paul and Minneapolis' we started, some twenty
in number, most of us on horseback, others in wagons, fitted
out with provisions, tents and camp equipments, others still
on foot, shouldering their rifles. Our route lay the first day
along the beautiful Minnesota Valley to Carver, then a village
with half a dozen houses, now a quite important railroad
The lohowing morning we turned westward, taking
centre.
the "Big Woods.'
trappers path, which was soon lost,
and a compass were our only guides. Timber had to be
felled, swamps corduroyed, steop hills ascended, and the bone
and muscle of the whole party put to the severest test. But

A

nobody complained, none seemed tired. We were on our
to the "promised land."
It took ua three whole days
with our heavily laden wagons to accomplish this journev of
forty miles, which is now, in a comfortable railroad ear easily
made in two hours. Toward nightfall of the third day we
reached the western edge of the forest, and made our camp on
the bank of Crow River, a small tributary of the Mississippi.
Imagine a heaving ocean in an instant being transformed
into dry land, and this land covered by a carpet of the richest
verdure, interspersed with flowers of every shade, the wild
rose conspicuous among the rest, but the blue waters of the

way
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here and there peeping through the rents of the
flowery expanse, forming crystal lakes of the most perfect
purity, and surrounded by groves of majestic oaks and maples.
Such was the scene which the following morning, from an adjacent hill, presented itself to our view. Many a tine rolling
prairie, many a beautiful lake have 1 since then admired, but
this, my first acquaintance with them, will forever be rememstill

bered.

•

This was the beginning of the Kandi-johi country, and in
charming region, among such enchanting scenery, we
roamed about for several weeks, extending our explorations
up toward the source of the Minnesota River. Everywhere
the same waving prairie, sprinkled all over with lakes and
groves. The soil the same black, rich loam. And as for
game, speak about, a "sportsman's paradise!" If ever a region in the world deserved so to be called, the Kandi-johi
country in those early times could lay a just claim to that distinction, for surely in no place have I ever seen game more
abundant. Numbers of deer were seen and hunted every
day. Now and then a g tug of elk showed themselves in the
distance, but of these we did not, succeed in killing any.
The waters swarmed with wild fowls, ducks, geese and swans,
and of the latter I noticed, what I never saw anywhere else,
several pairs followed by their brood of cygnet?. The sharptailed grouse on the prairie, and the ruffed grouse in every
grove, were found in the greatest abundance. In any of the
likes you need only throw a line to catch all that you
Wanted, and more, too, of pickerel, pike or black bass. Being

julii " lire t..'u

DaeUaa

words, and

mean "gathering

place

elected captain of the hunters, of whom there were several
good ones in our party, I had, after the second day, to issue
an order that not more game musl be killed than was wanted
for daily consumption.
1 feel confident that, with some
effort, the hunters of our party might have killed every day
game and fish enough to feed 100 men. But no human being, save our own company, was seen during the whole
journey no dwelling, no cultivation, no trace of the presence
of man. Everywhere the same almost paradise-like nature,
super-abundant in animal and vegetable life as issued from
the hand of the Creator, ready and inviting to receive the
crown of the creation.
;

Longest we tarried at the Great Kandi-johi, a sheet of
water of indescribable beanly, surrounded by groves of the
finest timber.
It seemed to ua hard to tear away from this region, and we made a resolution to make it our future home.

On

the bank of the lake
called Kandi-johi City.

we marked out a town site, which we
Somewhat later we had the land sur-

veyed and purchased from the government, and the title is
still held by some members of the party.
But the great crisis
of 1857, followed by the civil war, dispersed the old comrades,
and the intended town is not yet built. How correct, however, was our judgmeut, as to its adaptability for such a purpose, is best. shown by the fact that, after mature deliberations, the Legislature of the State have, on two several occasions, decided to remove to this place the capital of the Commonwealth, a resolution that only the veto of the governor,
in favor of St. Paul, has prevented from being executed.
Many, however, are those who firmly believe that sooner or
later Kandi-johi will be the capital of Minnesota.
After some time our stock of provisions commenced giving
out, but what did we care?
Venison, even without currant
jelly, broiled goose, mallard or grouse, although innocent of
oyster stuffing, and baked pike or black bass, even if the
horse-radish sauce was wanting, was good enough fare for old
Minnesota hunters. But at last, even the salt and flour and—
worst of ail the tobacco was at an end, and with reluctance
we returned to the settlements.
J. S.
Bt. Paul, Wis.

—
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RED SNAPPER FISHING.

In a recent issue you published some remarks regarding the
snapper of the Florida coast, and furnished your readers with
a scientific description of the fish, from the pen of Mr. Ooode.
I propose supplementing the article by a few remarks regarding the habitat and capture of this fish. Having visited the
banks on more than one occasion and lauded, or, more correctly speaking, decked the crimson beauties, I can give an
opinion, as did Capt. Bunsby.
To the piscalor who can admire one of the most beautiful of the denizens of the deep,
and appreciate a long pull and a strong pull, I will say, engage
in mapper fisniug.
Visitors to Florida, who enjoy sea
fishing, miss their sport when they fail to engage in the capture of the Luljanus Uackfordii.
This fish exista in great quantities along the eastern and
western coasts of Florida. Its habitat is rocky banks or rotten
coral bottom.
This bottom exists in patches of greater or less
extent around the entire coast, and wherever found, if the
water is of a suitable depth, there is the home of the snapper,
grouper, yellow tail, hamialun, porgy, grunt, and sea bass.
Near Peusaeola, at a distance of seven or ten miles from land,
banks exist and excellent fishing is obtainable. Off Cedar
Keys, twenty miles due west from the outer or sea buoy, a
rocky bottom will be found and .superior snapper and irrouper
fishing secured.
Off the mouth ot the St. Johns River, in a
course from E. to N. E. in from eleven to fourteen fathoms,
banks are found where fish of the varieties referred to exist in
immense quantities, and where they can be hooked as fast as
lines can be baited, and made to reach terra Jirma.
On these
'

1878.

8,

this

In ancient time the country was in exclusive possession of
the Indian, the scene of his hunting exploits and savage warfare.

SPORTSMAN'S

(No. Ill KiiIiob St., N. Y.

banks sea bass and the other small fish referred to abound ia
greater numbers than at any point along the coast of the
United States. When snapper are not bitins, the ardent fisherman can find continuous employment, if he uses light lines
and small hooks. On one occasion I used a light line with
seven hooks, and almost the moment the sinker reached the
bottom I commenced hauling in, and until I became tired of
the sport I landed from four to seven sea bass, rangtDg from
three-quarters to two pounds, at every haul.
For the gratification of those who have been in the habit of fishing on our
northern banks, and who have quietly condemned the bait
stealers, it affords me pleasure to state that they will not be
troubled with bergalls on the Florida banks. The only capture to be grumbled at will be an occasional shark from two
to three feet in length
but as these pests make excellent bait
they arc not very objectionable.
To feel the hie of a twenty-five pound snapper at a depth
of twelve fat horns, and to experience the sensation of "pullDick
and pull devil," of fish and fisherman, will cause a feeling
never to be forgotten. As they are pulled and firstseen at the
depth of several fathoms, they look like silver and not larger
than the hand. As the fish nears the surface his tints deepen,
and as he struggles to escape at the surface and displays bia
rich crimson tints, as the fisherman braces himself for the effort of lifting his prize to the deck, the sensation experienced
is
well, I won't Mlempt to describe it.
And when he ia
landed on the deck, and his rich crimson scales and glowing
eyes are exposed to the sun, the suceessfid fisherman will exclaim, " What a beauty !"
;

—

Eighteen gentlemen, including the writer,

left

Jacksonville

on a steamer and found themselves in twelve fathoms of water
and ubout as many miles from shore, before Old Sol poked his
nose above the horizon. The second cast of the lead furnished
unmistakable evidence of rocky bottom, and overboard went
tho lines.
They scarcely reached bottom before the cry of
"Snapper I" " Snapper!" was heard, and a crimson beauty
graced the deck. All were soon engaged, forward, aft, starboard and port; with each it was a tug, a yank, a few yards
of line hauled in, followed by an unwilling surrender of a portion, a repetition of such proceeding, the approach of the
crimson fish to the surface, the landing of the prize and an
exultant smile. For a few moments all went merry as a marriage bell, and as they were landed the shout of "Snapper"
could be heard at various points; but a change occurred.
Each man labored as though the number captured depended
upon his exertions, and no breath or time could be spared to
cry " snapper " or to indulge in fishermen's chaff. At the expiration of les3 than two hours the whistle sounded up lines,
for we were compelled to cross the bar at a particular stage of
the tide. The fish were biting rapidly, but blistered fingers
and tired arms induced all to quietly submitto the warning of

up

lines.

Kn

—

mute for home, noses were counted not sea bass, porand other small fry, but fish worth counting— and we
found that the party had captured one grouper, weighing
two of 181bs., and 208 snappers, averaging 251bs, the
entire catch weighing about two and a half tons.
One gentleman landed twenty, one eighteen and two sixteen each.
One of our young piscatorial athletes decked three braces as
easily as he would the same number of catfish or perch.
Some of your readers will probably ask, " Why was it that
a greater number were not captured if they were biting freely V"
To such I will say, it takes time for a line to descend
seventy feet, and the hauling up of a righting snapper a corresponding distance is no joke. After three or four have
been landed, tender fingers become blistered, and festina Imte
becomes the rule. After half a dozen have been lauded the
business becomes, if not monotonous, exceedingly disagreeable for abraded fingers, more especially when they are treated
hydropothecally with salt water.
In the "Sportsman's Gazetteer" I find the following:
"The snapper seems to be a wary fish, and requires finer
tackle and more careful fishing than most coast fishes." This
language will apply to the mangrove snappers of the southern
Keys, and to those of the Indian Elver, but is not applicable
to the Lufjanus llaeitfordH, so plentiful along our coast ia
from ten to fourteen fathoms. All that is necessary to capture these fish is a strong line, a sinker, weighing from
eighteen to thirty ounces, and from two to three large and
strong hooks.
Mullet bait is preferred by many, but I
fancy shark for bait. The flesh of a young shark is white,
and owing to its toughness is difficult to remove from the
geys,

351bs.,

Bait that is not easily stolen is a consideration when
rapidly and a line has to be hauled up twelve
When feeding, snappers are
to re-bait.
good biters, and anything in the line of cut fish bait ia wel-

hook.

fish are biting

or

more fathoms

come.
11 is surprising to me that Mr. Blackford, or some of the
enterprising fishermen of the North, tlo not utilize our well
stocked fishing grounds during the winter season. Fish exist in unlimited quantitl s, ice is very cheap, and we are seldom troubled with storms during the winter months. The
hotels and boarding houses of our city would consume quite
a quantity of sea fish if they could be obtained. The cities

Savannah and Charleston, and the ci'ies and towns of
Tennessee, Kentucky, and of tho interior ot Ci
South Carolina, would furnish good markets. One steamship
leaves Fernandina weekly for 'New York, and four
leave our river weekly for Savannah and Charleston, connecting with steamships for Baltimore, Philadelphia, Now York
of

FOREST AND STREAM.
If our fish coulri be iced, forwarded and introduced into the northern markets during the winter mouths. 1
If a steam fishfeel assured that they -would find ready rale.
ing smack were used the fish could lie taken to Savannah,
placed on board one of the new steamers leaving for New
York, and could be landed in the latter city in a little over
In our river wo have plenty of Bhad, mullet and
fifty hours.
sea trout, and if it was too rough to fish on the " banks," the
men could engage in fishing with gill nets and seines. The
mullet and trout would find a ready sale in Southern cities
and the shad could be shipped North.
I have reason to believe that there is money for an enterprisiug crew in our coast fisheries, and if any of your readers
feel disposed to engage in the business and wish information,
they can address "Al Fresco," Jacksonville, Fla and he
will communicate any facts in his possession. Al Fresco.
Jacksonville, Fla,, June 85, 187*.

and Boston.
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THE MeCLOUD RIVER HATCHERY.

Emtob Fobest and Stream
The season'3 work here is well advanced. We have a large
force of men tit work, about a dozen, and as many Indians.
The unusual high water of last winter did considerable damage to the place. The McCloud was higher than ever known
The water rushed
before, and covered the whole place.
:

through the hatching house and swept out tanks, troughs, and
every movable thing ; carried away all the fluming and
fencing, and it was feared at one time the buildings would go

destroying hundreds for every one tbey catch. If the farmers, or others owning land around the lakes, or the hotel proprietors (whose interests are especially at stake), would adopt
severe measures to protect the fish while spawning, an abundance of fish, in a year or two, would well repay them for
Dirmics.
their time and trouble.

In the United States
protection at

its

fish

culture

minimum.

Tr.at

is at ils

is all

maximum, but

there

is

about

room

for 10,000,000 eggs.
The passage of salmon up the river was obstructed early
" The piers were placed in the river the last part
this month.
of June, and by the 4th of July the racks were in place and
the river closed. Salmon are very abundant this year ; very
many have gone up to the headwaters, and below the racks

800

feet of troughs,

We

have counted eighty
the river seems alive with them.
On the 11th we made a
in a minute in the evening.
trial haul with the seiue and landed between a thousand and
twelve hundred. A great many were young salmon, two and
three years old. Of course they were all returned to the
The prospects for taking a large number of
river again.
eggs this season is very good, and if we meet with no accident, hope to secure ten or twelve millions. The weather
i; very pleasant this summer, not as hot as usual, although
to-day has been rather warm. Temperature 3 p. m.: Shade,
102 deg.,- sun, 130 deg.; water, McCloud River, 60 deg. On
the 4th we had a little celebration among ourselves. The first
thing in the morning we raised a handsome new flag, made by
Mrs. Stone; then followed rifle and pistol shooting, foot races,
Indian bow and arrow shooting by the Indians, a swimming
match, and the most amusing of all, a wheelbarrow race.
The course was over rough, uneven ground, and each contestant was obliged to wheel a large, round boulder the entire distance and the efforts to make quick time and keep the boulder
on the barrow were very laughable. In the evening there
was a display of fireworks, and the entire day passed very
pleasantly. I must mention a pet we have— a young cinnamon bear. Sunie two months ago an Indian brought him
here and Mr. Stone bought him. He was quite small, and as
ungainly looking a creature as one can imagine. At first he
cried almost incessantly, but as he had plenty to eat and perfect freedom, soon became reconciled to the situation, and
has improved very fast. Has increased in weight from eight
pounds to twenty-eight, has a new coat of hair, and, in fact,
It is necessary to keep him
is quite a handsome young bear.
He has a half-grown
tied up now, for he is so mischievous.
pup for a play-fellow, and they are excellent friends, though
sometimes in frolic they pinch each other a little too hard,
"
and then have a little spat, but it is soon made up. '" Jack
Mr.
is very sociable and does not like to be left alone at all.
Stone frequently takes him out for a walk. He follows like
a dog, but if he loses sight of Air. Stone he immediately begins to cry.
Although there are many more Indians up through this part
of the country than whites, which in these times of Indian
uprisings causes some feeling of insecurity. I cannot think
there is any danger to be apprehended from those in this viSome eighteen or twenty years ago they were very
cinity.
troublesome and committed many depredations, but were SO
severely punished by the whites they have too wholesome a
dread of them to ever think of any more mischief. Alany of
them are quite industrious and find plenty of employment on
Some are engaged in mining over on Fit River
the ranches.
and Squaw Creek, a few miles from here. Of course, there
are some restless, unruly spirits among them who, perhaps,
would like to "break out," but they are in a decidedly small
minority.
The Pit River Indians mentioned in the papers as being
unfriendly belong away up near the head waters of that river,
have heard
some two hundred miles or more from here.
that there have been runners among these Indians from the Fit
River tribe, and also a Piute Indian, but think they did not
JE. B. Pbatt.
accomplish much.

jumping

;

We

A Wise SUGGESTION.—MqO, Boston, Mags.—Editor Forest
and titrmm : Would it not be as well for the gentlemen, who
have undertaken the commendable task of re-stocking Lake
George with bass, to turn their attention, first, to some means
of checking their wholesale destruction ? Lake Mahopac was
Stocked with bass many years ago, and under the natural
course of things would now he swarming with them but
thoughtless boys, and men without conscience or consideration, are on the watch, in season and out of season, to catch
them from their spawning beds as fast as they appear, thus
;

Yoik ought

to

go and see them.

—.—

fish

it.

.

.

The Note off the MichbatOm Qtrur..— WiBuimfitot, Pa.,
July 3.— Mr. Editor I have taken great interest in the attempts— which now promise to be successful— to acclimatize
;

Fbom Seth Green.— Mr. Editor: In the year 1S73 Mr.
Newell sent us 500 California brook trout spawn. We have
now 300 fish raised from the above eggs. They weigh over
a half pound each.
We took 40,000 spawn from them this
spring.
We will raise 15,000 of them for breeding fish. I
think they are a good fish to stock many of our streams with.
They spawn in the spring, and will hatch in much shorter
time than our trout, and are a much hardier fish, and are
game to the last and a good table fish. I can furnish any
State or county or private parties with men that are practical
fish culturists, and who could take charge of any works.
Address,
Beth Green, Rochester, N. Y.
The men Air. Green proposes finding positions for are all
practical and reliable persons, who have been in his employ
for the last five to seven years.
They have not only a knowledge of fish and how to hatch them, but ore conversant with
the waters adapted to fish. In fact, our friend, Seth Green,
keeps a first-class fish school.
Trottt Fbt.

—We invite

the attention of interested parties

to the advertisement in another

Ponds.

column of

the

Ludlow Trout

*

the migratory quail in this country.
There is one pleasant
feature about this bird that I am surprised none of your
numerous correspondents ever mentioned, and that is their
exceedingly pleasant, song or call note.
had one in confinement, procured from a New York bird store, for a number
of years, and every spring or summer morning, even before
the wood thrash or robin thought of shaking up their little
feather beds, preparatory to singing their morning prayers,
Che clear, metallic notes of the quail, in its German WachUl
haw, would stir the morning air. These notes, although not
as sweet and melodious as old Bob White's, can be heard a
longer distance, and, as before remarked, have a peculiar
metallic ring about them, from which I presume the expression, schlagen (German for "to strike"), comes.
The German
does not say "The quail sings," but "The quail strikes
(scMit/t,)."
After a preliminary strut aud a guttural cluck
the quail raises itself to its full height, and then from three to
eight times it repeats, as near as can lie written, " Pick-per-a
wL-k ."' There is a pause of perhaps a second between each
sharp and clearly defined note. After the last note there is a
pause of two or three seconds before repeating. Throughout
perfect time is kept.
Bobolink.

We

^»*^^.
Nesting of the AIessina Quail.— We are very thankful
welcome tidings given below. We shall promptly
publish information of the young birds, sent by our
numerous friends all over the country who have promised to
give us the earliest news of the mating of these new-comers
• Mr. Editor
: I have good reason to believe that a pair of the
newly introduced European quail has nested and hatched the
present season in this place.
Visiting a friend who lives on
the outskirts of the town yesterday, he reported having twice
seen a quail (with young) which he was sure was not our
common bird, having apparently longer and more pointed
wings.
I shall take an early opportunity to follow this up ;
but a sure identification can of course be made only by shooting one of the birds, which must not be done yet awhile. Will
report further when able.
F C Buown.
Framing/iam, Mass. August 2.
for the

as the water was several inches over the floors, which are
raised four feet from the ground, and tore away a part of the
piazzas.
The water that supplies the hatchery is raised from

the river by means of a large current wheel, which rests on
two boats. These boats were securely fastened with a wire
rope and could not get away, but tbey were swept into the
bank, and, when the river subsided, were left high and dry.
Small brooks running across the stage road, that in ordinary
winters are easily forded, and early in the summer are almost
entirely dry, were rapid streams and impassable for the stage.
The boats have
All the damage done is about repaired now.
been relaunched, flumes rebuilt, and the wheel is running,
sending a stream of twenty inches through the hatching
house, where new tanks have been built and one double line
of troughs put up. Four more lines will be added, giving us

with huge deligh*, playing in it like kittens. Their food is
milk, as they have not yet been weaned—the milk strengthened
with a dozen or so of the yolks of eggs. These are the
only pair of hippos at present in the world, and all New

i

Reports of the AIusecm ofWesleyan Uniyzbsity.
Fifth and Sixth Annual Reports of the Aluseum show

m a very flourishing condition.
of Prof. G.

Brown Goode

its

— The

it

to be

Through the

tireless energy
have recently been

collections

gTeatly increased, not only in size, but in real value, since

they now contain the types of the numerous new forms discovered by this naturalist during his connection with the U. S.
Fish Commission and his explorations in the West India
Islands.
At the close of the report for the fifth year we are
told that the collection contained about 98,000 specimens of
animals representing 11,000 species, about 6,000 specimens of
3,000 species of plants, about 10,000 specimens of 400 species
of rocks and minerals, and about 500 specimens in ethnology,
a;total of 115,000 specimens.

Since that report was presented

the results of seven months' exploration in the Bermudas, six
Rice, have come to
hand and are represented by sixty-five barrels, boxes and
'shells,
plants and geospecimens,
crates filled with alcoholic

by Professor Goode and one by Professor

logical collections.

This material will be submitted for study
who will report to Professor Goode on

to leading specialists,

the collections.

As the Aluseum of Wesleyan University was
in 1871,

we

first

organized

cannot but feel surprised and gratified at

its

rapid

progress since that time, a progress wholly due to the earnestness and enthusiasm of those who have it in charge.

—

Birds from the West Indies. We have
just received an interesting paper, describing four new species
of birds from the islands of Grenada and Dominica, through
the kindness of the author, Air. Geo. N. Lawrence. In this
contribution to our knowledge of the ornithology of these
Fotjb

New

New York Academy of Sciences, Air.
Turdus carribmis, Thryotlcorus grenademis,
JUacii'M brunneKapillm and Quiscalus luminosus. Blacieus
brumieicaptUus was gi ven by the author as B. blancoi iu his

islands,

read before the

Lawrence

defines

"Provisional List of the Birds of Dominica," published in

Fohest and Stream of Dec. 6, 1877, but additional material,
and an opportunity to compare the former with Dr. Gundlach's type of Blancoi, has convinced Mr. Lawrence that,
although closely allied, the two species are distinct.
The specimens on which these descriptions are based were
recently received from Mr. Ober, and the types are now in the
Smithsonian Institution at Washington.

,

Mr. Editor : The migratory quail imported by the Salisbury
Game Club last spring are doing finely, several broods of
young ones having been seen, and their catling, which as much
resembles the "twit, twit, twit "of a young turkey as anything, is to be heard all over our fields.
If sportsmen generally will let them have a few years to get established here, we
feel sure of success.
We should like to hear from the other
importations of this spring. If al! have been equally fortunate
with our club, we should have a fine start by fall. Our
farmers like the birds very much, aud think that tbey kill bugs
and worms enough to more than pay for the grain they expect
them to eat this fall.
W. H. W.
Lakeeille, Conn., Aug. 5,
«

»

«

—

An Albino Swallow. Air. W. B. Garrahout, of Newark,
informs us of having killed an albino swallow, but unfortunately his choke-bore spoiled the bird as a specimen. He was
not pure white, our correspondent writes us, having two light
buff colored feathers in his left wing.
His eyes were black,
with legs and feet of flesh

color.

Abnormal Bied's Eggs. —Editor

Forest and Stream June
John H. Sears collected a nest of the goldencrowned thrush (Smnis nuri^piliu^ at Borfcrdj Mass., containing four eggs, three of which were of the normal form,
aud with their usual markings. The other was of an elliptical
form, of diminutive size, and with markings uniformly distributed over the entire surface. The series which is now in
my cabinet present the following measurements: No. 1,
.7SX.03; No. 2, .79x.lJ2; No. 3, k3x.i;2
No. 4 (abnormal),
.43x.S8 inches. No. 4 contained no yolk.
Air. Raymond Li.
Newcomb, of Salem, informs me that he suw an egg of the
golden-winged woodpecker (Cvlaptes auraius) of about enehalf the usual size. 'The rest of he series were of the usual
form, and were collected this spring.
Arthur F, Gray.
!

20, 1878, Air.

;

f

liantersport, Mass., July

1878.

—'2$,

»

.
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A

Read the Paper More Carefully,— correspondent,
writing from Pittsfield, Alass., under date of July 15, says;
" Is it a usual thing for the red squirrel (Xcitmis laulmnius)
Having always considered them Strictly
to be carnivorous ?
vegetarian, was more than astonished to see one eat a young
robin, taken from the nest on Thursday, 18th,
were informed by the farmer and his.family, who were much excited over the occurrence, that lhat was the second bird taken
from the nest in two days. On further inquiry we learned
that the red squirrel also catches and eats mice."

We

Tub Waif

of tiie Sea.— The Carolina

rail,

which was

caught 350 miles at sea by Lieut. Commander Evans, of the
LL S. steamer Saratoga, has been sent by us to Air. Conklin,
the Director of the Zoological Department al Central Park.

There the

bird, in a largo

and commodious aviary,

will have

better chances of life than in a small cage in a newspaper
During the four days he was iu our office the bird had
office.

become quite tame.

H

ever a bird deserved to live this Caro-

We

dislike to have to give up our really valuable space to
questions that we have answered time aud again. If our correspondent will refer back to our issue of June 27 he will

find

A Fond

Satd and Baoiiita.—Two Nubians are they, and the prethippopotami you could want to look at. It is not
" i " cau
that in describing these beasts the final plural

often

We

generally apeak about seeing a hippopotamus,

but in this case there are two hippopotawtwie*. These two
creatures, with the most engaging mouths in the world,
studded with nascent tusks, arrived here on the Minn from
Bremen on Saturday, and are now lodged in the Aquarium.
They were captured last February in Nubia by one of Reiche's
expeditions.

The two

beastes are male

answered

in charge, will lavish

now

his affection

as docile as the last

on

this pair,

one—Baby—which

and will

died.

On

being introduced into the Aquarium, they took to the water

in

the

"Natural History''

».

Fostee-Fatheb.— Our

friend,

Mr.

S.

W.

Williston,

writing to us from Manhattan, Kansas, relates the following
very interesting incident. He says
ianus that
"My sister here has a male Cr
pair of newly-hatched Baltihas always lived in a cage.
more orioles were put in his cage a few wetks ago, and since
that ha has devoted his whole time to rearing them.
He has
stopped his singing and feeds them assiduously, and when
turned into an empty room is trying to teach hem how to fly.
It is extremely comical."
:

A

I

Robins Poisoning

and female, Said, the

masculine representative, being somewhat the heavier of the
fully 500
two. Both of the hippopotami will weigh together
pounds. Dr. Kohn of the Aquarium, who had the last hippo

make them

question

.

tiest little

be used.

his

column.

lina rail did.

gencer says

_.«-_
their Young.— The

Lancaster Intelli-

.

"Two robins in Westchester recently fed their ofl
poison vine because the children had caged them. It ia characteristic of these birds to poison their caged young when no
hope Of their liberty is offered."
very old idea, but whether it has 'tuy foundation in fact

A

is

aoubtiul.
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NEW YORK FLOWER AND

FRUIT

MISSION.

I

Extracts

T1IEBB

is

fiplfl

Hie Keiiorts ot 1*76 am) 1873.]

proverb—"

of broad let
of the Narcissus
look on the Narcissus feeds the soul."
;

It

is

to

satisfy

the

huuger of the soul that the flower Minion came into being.
What it lias accomplished during the past 'eight years is now
so well known that it seems hardly utcessmy to defend our
Still, if here and there some skeptics are to be
existence.
found who exclaim " What, all that fuss over a few roses
:

Do you think it is worth while ?" to thorn
and strawberries
we would say: " Is it not. worth while to bring such cheer
inW crowded pauper hospitals, that lie physician says, 'Even
the operations are more successful on flower day, for then the
patients seem, to take courage ?' Is it not worth while to
carry a bunch of grapes to the old woman dying alone in the
attic of a Baxter street tenement and hear her murmur with
I

l

tears in htr eyes, ' Ah, but dear lady, the best is, they taste so
heart ?' Is it not worth while to bring the ' glory
BWeet to
of the lilies into the darkened lives of that great multitude of
struggling, sinning, and sorrowing beings living in the depths

my

'

of our great city, to show those whom, perhaps, words would
never reach, the purity and blessedness of Him whose loving
?"
heart yearnctb after them
Those of us who have accompanied the flowers on their
mission have seen how a few violets softened the heart of a
poor, winning girl, who had been preached and prayed over iu
vain, and that" a bnuch of roses often brought new life to a
sufferer whom medicine had failed to relieve.
11 those skeptics who tlvuk that charity should be confined
to soup and flannel, the necessities of life, "could have witnessed
the joy Will) which the "Flower ladies" were received mi
their first visit to one of our great Charily Hospitals, we think
they would have come away remembering that, after all, now
as of old, we do not live by bread alone.
At first the patients to whom the lilt le bouquets were offered,
though looking at the flowers V ith longing eyes, all said they
didjl't care for any that day;" hut at last one poor girl, almost too far gone "in consumption to speak, exclaimed, in
broken lories: " Indeed, 1 would give anything for one of
tnem roses, marm but t haven't a cent to buy one with."
When we explained that the flowers had been sent sib a gift
by those who, although strangers, had thought about and felt
sorry for Ibem in their suffering, the news seemed too good to
be true. These poor creatures were so accustomed to he forgotten by the outside world, that at first, they could hardly
realize tins touch of brightness which had come in to them
but iu a few minutes, however, all those able to be up were
crowding around our baskets, begging for even a single flower,
while those who were too sick to"bti out of bed were beckoushall louir reing in us with a most Tiitiful eagerness.
member the joyous tones of a poor crippled girl, who limped
Off on one crutch, waving the other in the air, and shouting at
the top of her voice: "Look a here, girls; git up, git up;
here's some ladies with a lot of flowers to give away for
;

;

Wo

nothing."
'1
he o ly sad feaiure of the occasion was that, though our
bouquets were of the smallest possible dimensions, we could
ugh to supply the eight hundred patients, and
ltd looks ol those who were, passed by were most
tta di

When we visited the hospital again, several weeks after,
many ol the patients showed us the dried flowers, which they
"-couldn't bear to throw away till you brought some more."
When we had not flowers enough to go round— too often,
he ease in our treat hospitals— preference was always
:-,!;is
given to tho-e confined to their teds, and the various subterfuges to which lie convalescents resorted to secure the muchOne old blind woman,
coveted bouquets wars most comical.
thuuab well enough to be up and dressed, the moment she
heard the flower ladies were Coming, would jump into bed,
shoes and all, and with only the tip of her nose appearing
the feeblest i
above the sheets, would anaou
When at fast a nurse told
he '-WHS very sick to-day."
t|
us of her trick, her grief at the. II night of losing her "sweet
tense that in future she at
posy," us She called
lembercd,
least was. alwaysi
one of the chief physicians of
At the end of o r first seas
hat he thought had been the effect
this he
i

l

,

H answered: "I can only
Flower Mission theie. He
you will continue your good work. On flower days
'atmosphere of the hospital seems changed. The
patients brighten up wonderfully, and your flowers have done
muuv of them more goed than my medicine."
It would be impossible here to give an account of the many
pleasant instances which were continually happening in the
hospitals, aQd which showed better than mere words the good
the flowers were doing. Never was there a charity whose adtears and blessings were
ministration was so'delighttul
showered upon us from every side, and as year alter year
passes we see new evidences of the lasting good which has
been accomplished. In the insane asylums, also, the flowers
were most gratefully received, and the physicians in charge
testified as to the soothing influence which they exerted even
over some of the most violent cases.
Among the institutions for children on Randall's Island, the
bouquets seemed always particularly welcome. One little
dwjrt cried for joy over the first one "he received, and said in
a pathetic tone " Why, nobody has given me a single flower
Wore this summer." We should think if there were any one
unable to appreciate the flowers it would be a blind idiot, but
the following extract from a letter ot one of the lad es who
visited Randall's Island speaks for itself-, * * " As theflowers
were not. sufficient to serve all, we had to leave out a great
r

hope
i

that
!,.

i-

;

:

portion of the idiot children, except such special cases as
John, who has been there fourteen years, and who has been
If you could only have seen the joy
blind' for the past three.
the smell of those flowers gave that poor afflicted creature,
and how gently he fingered them over to examine them, you
would, indeed, have felt rewarded for all your summer's toil
aDd labor among the flowers. Ho persevere and never get discouraged. Your present efforts are the actual, but the future
possibilities of what you may consider but a small act no man

knoweth,"

special attention,
llie

If anyman have two loaves
him exchange one of them for the flowers
for bread nourishes the body alone, but to

an Arab

During the past summer (1877) every hospital iu this city
and vicinity, from Chambers street to Hart's Island, has been
visited by the Flower Mission, and the unanimous testimony
of the nurses and physicians iu charge as to the good actually
accomplished, has been most encouraging.
But a branch of our work which has greatly increased
within the last, two years, and to which we would now call
is

fruit, and flowers among
This has beeu clone chiefly

the distribution of

tenement houses.

sick poor in

by the aid of Bible readers, City Missionaries and Children's
Aid Society visitors. Last: summer over 11,000 bouquets, with
large quantities of oranges, lemons, grapes, strawberries and
currants were taken to such cases.
The miseries endured by the sick in a New York tenement
house during the intense heat of our summer can scarcely be
exaggerated.
Without the skillcinursiug found now even in
our charily hospitals; with a seamy supply of the. most unpalatable food
with absolutely none of the comforts which
alleviate the sickness of our own dear ones
breathing the
stifling at mosphere of a tiny room which often serves for a
kitchen as well as a chamber, what wonder ia it that every
summer the mortality list of our poor rises to thousands. After
seeing the surroundings of many such a sufferer, one only
wonders that they ever lake courage to live. Wasting away,
perhaps with some disease which cannot be admitted 'into the
ordinary hospitals, friendless, losing faith in God and man, it
is to such that the Flower Mission goes.
The cluster of roses,
the basket of fruit fresh from some country garden, and the
few words of sympathy given week after week, bring a cheer
and comfort that are often the first steps to recovery. And
if, as alas is often the case, the struggle for life is too hard for
the siok children, enfeebled by bad air and lack of food, the
Flower Mission has comforted the heart of many a poor
mother by laying on the coffin of her little one. who was as
dear to her as yours are to you, the bunch of flowers picked
and sent by some other child, whose happier lot was to live in
God's blessed country.
Tossing upon the straw pallet laid so often on the bare floor
of a tiny room, which serves for kitchen as well as ekam'-.er—
the stilling heat of a New York July day pouring in, a cup of
warmish water and a bit of bread the only food— one can well
understand how the gift of a bunch of delicate wild (lowers,
fresh from the fields, an orauge and a few kind words seem
almost like a glimpse of heaven. One little girl, who lay on
the floor moaning her life away with a hopeless disease, said,
when she. firasped the. little bouquet and looked up to sec a
lady holding out a bunch of white grapes, " Is it an angel,
;

;

mother?"
As one of the flower ladies climbed, last summer, the steep
stairway which led to an upper tenement, where a little boy
had lain sick for weeks, she was met bjr the weeping mother,
who said: "Oh, mam. Johnny died this morning, but. do
come in and sec him." There on a bed of rags lay the little
five-year-old child, claspiug iu his tiny hand a withered rose"It's the one you brought him last Monday.
couldn't
bud.
1

get
lie

it away even to put it in the water, and last night, when
was a little out of his head, he kept saying, Don't it smell
'

"

like the country, mother?'
One woman, who had been confined to her bed nearly two
years with a most painful disease, was delighted by the gift of
It was
a little hanging pot of slips some friends h.d sent us.
placed by her bed and made the one bright spot in the wretched
room she. occupied. Day after day she watched it with the
greatest interest, counting every new leat that came out.
As
she grew worse and worse, it was almost her only pleasure,
and the day before she. died, as her last request, she begged it
might la; taken over and placed on her grave.
Last summer one of the ladies connected with the Mission
made it her work to take every week a basket of flowers and
visit the various tenement houses in some of the most wretched
quarters of the city.
She sought out especially the sick, but
also gave as far as possible a single ros<\ a spray ot lilacs, or,
what among the Germans was always most highly prized, a
peony, to any poor woman who seemed to especially care for
Going into some of those rear building,
just such a gill,
which are almost, shut out from the light and sunshine of
heaven, she would be quickly surrounded by a crowd of
women in every stage of wrecheduess, and the eagerness with
which they begged for a single flower was really pitiful.
These were not children, but grown women, from the tottering grandmother who could hardly crawl along, to the young
girl whom misery and want had made a woman of almost before she had left her childhood behind.
If tlui lady had brought a basket of bread to distribute, not
It was as if the
half the excitement would have been caused.
One poor
wealth of the Indies bad been offered them.
creature said, with tears of joy in her eyes, "Why, 1 never
had a bouquet in ail my life before." And another exclaimed,
as she took the pure and fragrant lily of the Annunciation (a
flower always especially welcome), " You seem like an angel
from Heaven, lady; if you should go through every street iu
New York you couldn't find a sadder or more wretched
woman than I." Sometimes they would almost over
the flower lady iu their anxiety lest there should not be enough
to go around, but some stout-fisted wouiau was always found
to offer herself as a protector, to say as one of them really did,
" I'm a just going to see that there ain't any family in this
house mean enough to want two bouquets."
One hot day last July this lady found her way with her
basket to the upper story of a great tenement house, knocking
At last a feeble voice was
at several doors without response.
heard to say, " Come in," and there she found in a dark bedroom, having light only through a door opening into another
room, a woman in the last stages of consumption. She was
entirely alone
on a box beside the bed was placed a crust of
bread and a cup of water. When asked if she had nobody to
take care of her, she answered, " There i? only my husband
and me, and if he should stay at home he would lose bis
;

work.
When I cough very hard I do feel a bit lonely, but
then the neighbors come in sometimes, and it isn't as bad as
you'd think." She could hardly realize that the bunch of
fragrant lilies was really for her, and said, "Oh, how happy,
how bappy I am now I shan't be afraid of dying alone with
them by me."
The avenues are continually opening before US. One day
last summer a largo box of flowers came to our rooms too late
Having heard
in the afternoon to be taken to any hospital.
that there was to be a meeting held that evening at a mission
among fallen women in one of the worst, quarters of he city,
it was
suggested 'hat we send the loose flowers there, which
;

I

we del.
The next day the missionary

in charge came up to Mill of
At the close ol the meeting
the excitement they had caused,
been sent, which
it was announced that some flowers had
would be given out to all those who cared to wait for them.
The women were almost wild with delight, and crowded
around, begging for even a bit of green. One poor girl was

found in the corner of the room sobbing piteously over a
faded rosebud of a kind "just, like those which used to grow
in mother's little garden 'at home."
Several of the most
hardened wemen went away in tears, hugging their flowers to
their bosoms.
The lady in charge said, "The great difficulty has been to
induce the girls to come to our meetings, but if you would only
send us flowers s-metimeB I really believe we could be the
means of saving some of these poor creatures."
But not for flowers alone do we appeal. We wculd remind
you most earnestly how acceptable, net only fruits of all
kinds, hut. even the fresh vegetables which you have in such
profusion, would be to our sick here.
The poor iu tenement
houses have not eveu the comforts of the hospitals. Imagine
your own loved ones try ing to recover from a fever on a diet
of lumps of greasy meat of the loughest description, with the
occasional luxury of some withered vegetable which lias been
kept in the market until its price has fallen to the limits of
the poor man's purse.
Think of the voting girl dying with
lingering consumption (brought on by overwork and exposure), with only a crust, of bread and a cup of waler, not
even cold, to tempt her appetite.
But while dwelling upon what yet. remains to be done, wo
would not fail to thank most heartily those friends whose
generous contributions in the past have already enabled us to
accomplish so much. And first, the various express companies to whose liberality we are most, deeply indebted.
Indeed, but for their generous offer to bring us packages free of
charge, our work could nol have been carried on. It. has been
a great gift, and one which we all appreciate.
Even the expressmen have taken the liveliest interest in the Flower Mission, and when staggering up to our rooms with the heavy
baskets and barrels they so often bring, their cheery, " Well,
we've got a splendid load for }'ou to-day," was always encouraging.

Then to the children, who have ever been among our best
friends.
Many day-schools in neighboring towns have made
liberal contributions, and several Sunday-school classes

most
have

regularly boxes of flowers they have themselves coland made into little bouquets.
lastly, our warmest thanks are due to the hundreds of
friends throughout the country who have taken such a hearty
interest in the New York Flower and Fruit, Mission.
The y
have made us most liberal contributions of both flowers an'jj
fruit, whose collection and packing have often cost them rea
sent,

lected

And

personal sacrifices. It is to their efforts that the success of 1
our Mission is duo, and though it has been impossible to thank
very individual contributor by letter, we would say here that
noie thanks and blessings have been bestowed by the grateful
ecipieuts of their bounty than would suffice to reach every
me of them. During the past season forty towns sent us
regular weekly contributions, while from thirty-eight others
occasional contributions were received.
]n many of these
branch flower missions have been formed to collect and forward flowers and fruit, and we would recommend that this
plan should be carried out whenever practicable, as so much
more is accomplished by organized and systematic effort. In
order to form such a branch it is best to have notices given in
the churches and newspapers that contributions for the New
York Flower Mission will be received once or twice a week at
some specified house. Then appoint a
imittee to urge
ntlful of fruit, and
people lo send, if only a few flowers or a
little trouble will be found in filling weekly i large box.
In
some places the youug people meet together ir
ing to
tie up the flowers in bunches, und = to arrange !__
ready
for distribution.
During our busy season this is, of course,
As these small bouquets are crushed
a great assistance.
more easily than the loose flowers, they shotikl not be packed
till just before the box is sent.
Cover the bottom of your box or basket with a newspaper,
or a few ferns or leaves. Tie the flowers together iu bunches,
each kind by itself, and pack them iu layers separated by
papers; the upper layer should lie sprinkled and covered
closely with newspaper, to exclude the air as much as possible.
simple wooden box fastened with a strap is easily
procured.
It is almost air tight, and forms one of the U st
means of conveyance. A pasteboard box wdl answer the
purpose almost as well, and saves us the trouble of returning
Fruit should be packed, if possible, in a basket or tin
it.
box, never mixed with the flowers.
All boxes and baskets which are to be returned to the
senders should have clearly painted on them in addition to the
directions (.New York Flower and Fruit Mission, 239 Fourth
Avenue) the words, return to Mrs.
with the full
address.
Complaints have sometimes been made that baskets
have Tailed to be returned to their owners. This almost
always arises from the fact that the address is written on a tag
or card, which is often rubbed off and lost in transportation.
All packages should be given to the express agent on board
the train, who hag orders to forward them to New York free
of charge.
They should be. sent in as early a train as possible
on Monday or Thursday mornings, directed "New York
Flower and Fruit Mission, 289 Fourth Avenue."
All kinds of flowers are acceptable, but lilacs, laurel, pond
lilies, roses, pinks and sweet geranium seem to be the greater
We would suggest to Ihosc who occasionally send
favorites.
flowers made up into bouquets ready for distribution that the
bouquets should be small, the stems should not be cut off too
short, and that if possible a sweet flower should be put into
each one. The cry always is, "Give us something with a
smell, please!"
Fruit of every discription is valuable (as are also jellies),
though grapes call out be deepest gratitude.
Among vegetables—peas, lettuce and tomatoes are especially
good.
The rooms of the Flower Mission are at the Hull, 259
Fourth Avenue (up stairs). They are open every Monday and
Thursday from ten to two, from the 1st of May till the last of
October, and the ladies in charge will always be glad to give
any information about the working of the Mission, 'those
who are. willing to assist, either in making bouquets or in distributing thorn iu the hospitals and various iusiiuuions will be
li

i

A

,

I

cordially welcomed.

Such assistance

is

especially desired..

The Coolest op Su.mmku Oi.othino.— V'eeuliar pi tiff's
adapted to. summer gear seam to be only made in the Last.
Boston enjoys peculiar bri ntal fabrics which the rest of
But Messrs. G. W Simmons
the world knows nothing about.

Now

.

of Oak Hall, Boston, come to the rescue and oiler
these dainty East India ma!cii-ds.
J, re can be found sue!)
novelties as pure Cnrjh Bilk, Old fashioned Sen-surf it and
Pongee, and real NanlWCB. All these .are. goods Messrs. Simmons and Sons make up, or will give the purchaser those, of
oriental fashioning.
They offer chogas, pijamahs and cobias.
For warm weather there is,uothinglikcapijamah.— [&« aatos/-

and Son,
all

tisement.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
I

jp* £#**&•

cannot reconcile myself to the negative value placed upon

retrieving, especially as applied to setters,

were retrieving
desiring us to prescribe lor their dogs
and describe the following points in each aDl-

To Coebespondknts.—Those
will please take note of

mal:
1. Age.

a.

Food and medicine given.

3.

Appearance of the eye

of the tongae and lips. 4. Any changes in the appearance
of the body, a8 bloating, drawing In of the flanks, etc. 6. Breathing,
the nnmber of respirations per minute, and whether labored or not.
1.
6. Condition of the bowels and secretions of the iridneya, color, etc.
of the coat.

;

Temperature of the body as IndiAppetite ;
cated by the bulb of the thermometer when placed between the body
and the foreleg. 9. Give position of kennel and surroundings, outlook,
contiguity to other buildings, and the uses of the latter. Also give any
peculiarities of temperament, movements, etc., that may be noticed,
regular, variable, etc.

8.

THE MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS AND
BENCH SHOW.
St. Path., July 30, 1878.

—

shake

all

Bhow and

It is

a matter for congratulation and a hand-

around, that the prospects of a completely successful
field trial here next September are so brilliant.

Assurances strengthen as plans mature and letters arrive at

There is no doubt a
coming events. The exhibits
of the Bench Show wiil not he confined to Western dogs, and
I know it to be the intention of one Boston gentleman at least
to enter the pick of his kennel in competition with dogs which
have been broken on game not known in New England. As
usual, Mr. Charles Lincoln's efforts have been most happily
directed and employed, while his experience in the management of similar affairs, his acquaintance with sportsmen and
dogs all over the country, and his general knowledge of the
physical features of geographical sections and the habits of
the headquarters of the Kennel Club.

Wide-spread interest

game, are

felt

felt in

the

to be invaluable.

The advantage

of personal

acquaintance with men, and the attributes of their dogs, cannot be too highly estimated. By some logical sequence of
f ortuitious circumstances Mr. Lincoln has gradually drifted
into the position of Superintendent of Bench Shows ; and I
consider his aid and advice, gathered from long experi-

now

ence, quite as essential to a proper presentation and a satisfactory result as those of a general officer would he in an en-

gagement. It is the same kind of discipline and education
a gradual growing into and annealing of the work, as it
were, which gives to Pobest and Stream its vantage
ground among journals, and enables it to know and administer to the requirements of its constituency

with the same

in-

and sagacity that a physician diagnoses a disease.
regard the Minnesota Field Trials as most important in
immediate and ultimate bearing upon the whole subject
of dog culture and selection. Hitherto our field trials have
been run on quail only, the latitude of whose habitat is
telligence
I

their

wider than the range of the speckled trout. Dogs are more
generally broken on quail than on any other single variety of
bird, taking the entire area of our country into the account.
Of course I do not mean to intimate that the dog so broken may
not be a good all round dog, equally staunch on woodcock,
ruffed grouse, snipe, etc.; but to the nose of three-fourths of
the dogs in the country the scent of the prairie fowl is a
stranger, and we are anxious now, not only to inspect the
work of western -reared animals at home, but to note and
compare with theirs the performances of our Eastern and
Southern dogs in scrub oak and grass. We wish to learn
what constitutes a thoroughly competent dog whether any
and
special qualifications are requisite for prairie workj
whether, in the opinion of the judges, Mr. A's dog, of Boston, is an inferior animal to B's dog, of Kansas, only because
he fails to pick up his points on pediacetes pfiasianellus. Rule
9 of the N. A. Kennel Club requires dogs to discriminate between plover, snipe, etc., and the quail and grouse which he
is being hunted on, but it awards no demerits for pointing
There is a delicate questerrapins, shoats, and stink-birds.
tion involved here, which I hope the keen perception of the
j

judges will be able to decide ; for (I am pleased to state) the
rule referred to has been scratched.
It was my good fortune to be present last night at a meeting of the Kennel Club, held in the Court House, to adopt a

To

ignore this quality in a setter

is

simply to bar one of his chief natural characteristics. It is an
English prejudice that too close contact of game with the nose
injures the scent, but I am inclined to pin more faith on the
natural propensity of the setter to fetch and carry than on the
Of the pointer I have nothing to say and
opinion of men.
;

while I advance the foregoing thoughts, I admit that the ques-

which

tion is a delicate one, for

more

there

is still

great

charm of the coming Field

are to go into

Sauk

room

for

much

discussion.

The

Trials will consist in

The

the fact that they are to be held en bivouac.
of owners, handlers,

sign of suffering, etc.

Ms. Editor

spaniels.

whose ancestors

camp by one

army

most beautiful lakes near

of the

Centre, in Stearns county.

entire

and commissaries

judges, exhibitors
I

know

the region well as

one of the best in the State, with an abundance of birds, a
The
magnificent outlook and unsurpassed natural scenery.
advantages of a bivouac on the field, with an early start, fresh
sportsmen
dog and fresh man, will be appreciated by those

who

those of the National Kennel Club to the conditions of the com-

wont

to rise with the lark to

What an

bag the early bird that

experience can be more charming

As an Eastern
men to whom the prairies are a novelty
man, sojourning here for a brief period, I can truly say that
no trip or experience can be more enjoyable to Eastern men
than a jaunt to Minnesota next September. Birds are unusuand
ally abundant, and the breadth of stubble will be vast
after the formal trials are over sportsmen will have only to
lapse confidingly into the hands of these hospitable Western
friends, who are more than anxious to do them service and
Here will be an opportunity not often afforded to
honor.
come to what was so recently the Far West, and to enlarge
one's ideas in the proportion afforded by 1,500 miles or travel.
The railroads are, as usual, liberal and fares are much reto

.'

;

ing competition. Certain changes were made with much care,
after conferring with prominent sportsmen in many States but

of her progeny, a splendid silver cup, value $25, presented by the
Metropolitan Hotel.
For the best Irish Setter stud dog, to be shown with two of his
get, a splendid silver oup, presented by the Merchants' Hotel, val ae
925.

For the best Irish Setter brood bitoh, to be shown with two of
her progeny, a splendid silver oup, presented by the Windsor Hotel,
value $25.
For the best Gordon Setter stud dog, to be shown with two of
his get, a splendid silver cup, value $25.
For the best Gordon Better brood bitch, to be shown with two
of her progeny, a splendid silver oup, valne $25.
For the best Pointer stud dog, to be shown with two of his get,
a splendid silver cup, value $25.
For the best Pointer brood bitch,

to be shown with two of her
progeny, a splendid Bilver cap, value $25.
For the best dog or bitch, of any breed, most suitable for ducking purposes, Capt. Lee Davis offers a splendid trout rod, value

$20.

For the best collection of fox hounds, to oonsist of not less
than three oouples (dogs or bitches), a splendid silver mounted
rifle, presented by S. B. Dilley, Esq., Lake City, value 850.
For the beBt Cocker or Field Spaniel (dog or bitch), prize $10,
presented by W. B, Burkhard, Esq., dealer in sportsmen's goods.
For the best Greyhound (dog or bitch), Messrs. Myers & Finch,
jewelers and

manuf aoturere

of Bilverware, offer a splendid Hilver

oup, value $25.
St. LouiB Shell Co. have presented 2,000 shells to be given to the
best Gordon Setter stud dog, to be shown with two of hia get.

By the way, I may mention as an incident of the approaching competition, that I have met Mr. George B. Olason, of
Milwaukee, who offers to run after the main trial a brace of 6
months pups by Royal Duke out of Gift, against Mr. J. H.
Whitman's Berkenthal's Rake out of native Pearl. Mr. Clason is a most proficient sportsmanand earnest advocate of the
silent system of training and working dogs and when we allow that the trained dog reflects the character of the man, it
easy for us to judge

Dutchman

"what

particularly desired that fanciers

and owners of dogs

shall

bear in mind that the schedule in question applies solely to
Two more
the forthcoming trial— on sharp-tailed grouse.
points have been allowed for nose, and with very good reason.

much

which wind them than to those
and if nose is to be depreciated we may
as well hunt with a greyhound (who hunts by sight only,) as
with setters and pointers. The scale of points as reconstructed
Birds

which

now

lie

25
8
7

6 points

Noaa
Pace

10
5

„

Quartering...
Betrieving

Flushing— (lef t

to the judges).

8
,

3

3
2

;

judges to decide whether points

my

regular

List of Pbemiums— Minnesota Bench Show.
division i— seobting dogs.
Dog or Bitch oan compete in classes numbered 3, 4,
13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 2G, 27, 28 and 20, that had BV6! won a
prize at Chicago, Baltimore, New York, St. Louis or Boston.

8, 9,

first

All other classes are " tree for all. "J
Class 1— Champion Imported English Setter Dogs. Free for all.
Bitches. Free for all. Silver cup,
Silver cup, or $30. Clasa
or $30.
Class
Imported English Setter Dogs, Silver cup, or $20 ;
second, sdver cup, or $10. Class i. Bitches. SUver cup, or
$20 second, silver oup, or $10.
Class 5— English Setter Puppy, dog or bitoh, under 12 moa.
Silver cup, or $10 second, edver medal.
Class 6— Champion Native Setters, of any strain. Free for all.
Silver cup, or $30.
Clasa
Champion Native Setters, of any Btrain. Free for all.
Silver cup, or $30.
Native English Setter Dogs. Silver cnp. or $20. SecClass
ond, silver cup, or $10. Class 9— Bitches. Silver oup, or $20
second, silver cup, or $10.
ClasB 10— Native English Setter Puppy, dog or bitch, nnder 12
moa. Silver cup, or $10 : Beoond, silver medal.
Class 11— Champion Irish Setter Doga. Free for all. Silver
oup, or $80. Clasa 12—Bitohea. Silver oup, or $S0
|

;

8—

no merits or demerits

are to be allowed
for retrieving also the rule requiring puppies to be drawn
It is also to be left to the
and work singly, is cancelled.
trials

I hope to send you the fourth letter of
your next issue.

7—

5

..60

In the puppy

kind of," as the
most interesting
Hallook.

2—

5

Total..

will be a

3—

Failing to back

Chasing
Breaking short
Yalae points

he's

rJVbte—No

;

stands
SCALE OF POINTS roll JUDGING THE FIELD TBIALS.
Merits.
Demerits.

Backing

man

series in time for

better to dogs

track, or rake

Style

one.

P, S.

a

The performance

says.

;

it is

made

are true or false.

;

—

;

;

:

.

—

;

;

;

—

;

:

—
—

;

:

:

n—

duced.

Mr. Charles Lincoln has been kind enough to supply you
with current notes of the events to come, and through his
courtesy I am enabled to send you the following list of special
prizes, which will be much enlarged
For the best English setter stud dog, to be shown with two of
his get, Messrs. M. F. Kennedy & Bros., manufacturers of fine
guns, offer a handsome Smith & Wesson revolver, pearl handle
and Bilver mounted, suitably engraved, value $25.
For the best English Bettor brood bitch, to be shown with two

is

;

i

are

catches the worm.

;

scale of points for judging the Field Trials, or rather, to adapt

Clasa 13—Imported Irish Setter Dogs.
Silver cup. or •='20 ;
second, silver oup, or $10. Claaa 11— Bitches. SUver cup, or
$20 ; second, silver cup, or $10.
Class 15—Irish Batter Puppy, dog or bitch, under 12 moa. Silver cup, or $10 second, silver medal.
Class 16— Native Irish Setter Dogs. SUver cup, or $20; second,
eUveroup, or $10. Class 17— Bitches. Silver cup, or fiilO; second, a'Uvercup, or $10.
Clasa 18— Native Irish Setter Puppies, dog or bitohj under 12
ruos.
Silver cup, or -10 ; second auver medal.
ClasB 19— Champion Gordon Setter Dogs. Free for all
Silver
cup, or $30. Class 20— Bitches. Free to aU. Silver cup," or $30.
Clasa 21— Gordon Setter Dogs. SUver cup, or S20 s»eond sUver cup, or $10. Class 22—Bitches. Silver cup, or $20 second,
silver cup, or $10.
Class 23— Gordon Setter Puppies, dog or bitch, under 12 moa.
SUver cup, or $10 second, silver medal.
Clasa 24— Champion Pointer Doga. Free for aU.
Silver cup,
or $30.
Claaa 25— Bitches. Silver cup, or $30.
Claaa 26— Pointer Dogs over 55 lbs. weight
SUver cup, or $20;
second, aUver cup, or $10. Class 27 Bitches over 50 lbs. weightSilver cup, or $20
second, aUver cup, or $ 10.
ClaBB 2S— Pointer Dogs under 55 lba. weight. Silver cup, or
$20 second, Bilver cup, or $10. Class 20— Bitches under 50 lbs.
weight. SUver cup, or $20 second, silver cup, or W0.J
Class 30— Pointer Puppies, dog or bitch, under 12 moe.
SUver
cup, or $10; second, silver modal.
Class 31— English Retrievers, curly or wavy coated. SUver oup,
or $15 second, aUver cup, or $10.
Glass 32— Chesapeake Bay Dogs, Silver cup, or $15; sacoud,
silver cup, or $10.
Class 33 Irish Water Spaniels. SUver oup, or 15; second silver cup, or $10.
Claaa 34— Cocker Spaniels. Silver oup, or $15 second. Bilver
cup, or $10.
Clasa 35 Field Spaniel, other than Cockers, Silver cup, or
$15 second, silver cup, or $10.
Claaa 36 Fox Hounda. Fur the best couple, sUver cup, or $15
second, sUver oup, or $10.
Clasa 37—Beaglea. Silveronp.or $10 second, silver cup.or fSj
Clasa 38—Daehsuhndo. SUver cup, or $10; second, silver oup,
or $5.
Clasa 39—Fox Terriers. Silver cup, or $15 second, silver oup,
or $10.
Class 40— Greyhounds. SUver cup, or $10 acoond, sUver cnp,
or $5.
Claaa 41— Scotch Deorhqnada. SUver cnp, or medal ,.
oud, adyercun, or medal, $io.

j

DIVISION
NON-SPOBTLSG DOGS.
ClaBB 42— Mastiffs. $5 second, sUver medal.
ClasB 43— St Bernards. $5 second, silver medaL
Clasa 44— New Fouudlauds. $5 ; second, sUver medal.
Class 45— Shepherd or Collie Doge, rough or smooth coated,
SUver cup, or $16 Beoond, silver cup, or $10.
Class 46— Dalmatians or Coach Doga. $5 second, sUver modal.
Claaa 47—Bull Dogs. $5 second, silver medal.
Class 48—BiUl Terriers. $5 ; second. sUver medal.
Claaa 49— Black-aud-Tau Terriers. $5 Beoond, silver medal,
Claaa 50— Skyo Terriers. $5 ; second, silver medal.
Class 51—Yorkshire Terriers. $5 ; Beoond, sUver medal
ClaBS 52— Scotch Terriers. $5 second, silver medal.
Fuga. $5 aeoond, silver medal.
ClftBB 53
Class 54— Italian Greyhounds. $5 second, silver medal.
Clasa 55 Foodies. $5 ; second, silver medal.
Claaa 56 MiaceUaneous. For any breed of dogs that have not
been assigned a regular clasa, silver medals.
Claaa 57—Trick Dogs. For the beat performing Trick Dog a
;

;

j

;

:

;

—

;

;

—

—

aUver medal

What is

—

The following question has been put
Arthur Wheatley, of Memphis
"Joe, Jr., was conceived and born in this land. TJis father
had been here for years, and his mother is several ges
removed from any imported strain, and is of Irish, English
Question Is Joe, Jr., a native ?"
and Gordon stock mixed.
Answer. Joe, Jr., is a native. The same rule applies to
dogs in this matter as to man or any other animal. There can
be no official organization which has the power to make arbitrary rules applicable to a dog, so as to determine ajen he
The race-horse is imported or native, acbecomes a native.
cording as he is bred in this or some other country. It is the
This can be verified in -regard to the man
same with a man.
The question as to whether
at any bureau of naturalization.
in this case Joe, Jr., is a native requires no argument.
The
opinion that the dog in question is a native can be proved by
the best authorities in New York.
to us

a

by Mr.

Native?

W.

;

:

—

—

Feeding Dogs Onoe a Day. Editor Forest and Stream:
For the past eight years I have owned a dog, and most of that
period several dogs sometimes to the number of five and six.
At present I have ihree, two English setters and one black
and tan. My rule is to feed them once duriDg the day, and I
doubt anyone can show three healthier, strouger or better
looking dogs of the same breeds. I am not troubled with
skin humors or weak eyes in my dogs, for I think the great
portion of diseases of dogs arises from over-feeding. My
setters I feed about 5 p. m., giving them all they want.
If
they clean, the dish I get more, and as soon as they leave the
dish with food on it I take it away. In the morning they are
not hungry, and do not wish for food then. If I am suing
out for a clay's gunning I put some crackers in my pocket,
and after they have worked an hour or two give them a bite.
;

This fall I shall use Spratt's cakes. I should like to hear
from some dog owners, and if those who have dogs with skin
ulung out every little while would try the feeding
once per diem they might be less troubled. Of course I would
not break a dog from three meals down to one per day immePaul.
diately, but dolt gradually.
West Boyhton,, Mass.
Without agreeing precisely with our correspondent as to
the one-meal a day idea, what we do think is that a great
many dogs are over-fed. In the numerous testa of maladies,
cures for which are asked of us, our diagnosis generally shows
that half the diseases in adult dogs arise from a
food. A light breakfast for a dog is wiBe, and the great bulk
of the food should be taken by the animal at about -5 o'clock
Still, in working a dog the case is different.
in the afternoon.
We are quite certain that a light meal before starting in the
morning is good and proper. You must have something in
the dog to draw upon. Like a good traveler who doesn't
know where he can get the next meal, and always takes a
good tuck before starting on a journey, it is wise to give,*
dog something before going into the field. The excellence
of Spratt's biscuit

lies in

the fact that three or four of them

can always be carried in the sportsman's pocket, but then one
We have known, if it can be o
can't always get the biscuit.

—

.

-

:

mWT< AND ^STREAM.
any advantage

on heavy work
only getting one meal a day and doing well. There was a
case of a man, lately recorded in the public prints, who never
ate but one meal a day, and was well and happy,
Still, such
a condition

to our correspondents, of horses

we

§nchtitiQ

HIGH WATEE FOR THE WEEK.
Boston.

of dogs seems to

Wo

call attention, to an advertisement in
be on the increase.
our paper, where $50 is offered by Dr. Stub, of 136 Dean
Brooklyn, for the discovery of the malicious person
who poisoned a fine Newfoundland dog. This case seems to
be a most, aggravated one, as the dog was known to be kind
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imprisonment
a heavy fine were not paid, would inculcate a good lesson.

An Admikw. op Poooebs— Savannah, Oa., July 2§.—Mr.
Editor : I have read with great pleasure in your paper of July
4 a Idler from " Podgers," of San Francisco. I would like
to meet this gentleman and be able to "talk dog" with him,
I have owned dogB from childhood, and never saw anything
in print or heard any oue say before what so exactly met my
views of our four-legged friends as does " Podgers." I now
own a Gordon and a pointer, both trained by me, audi underMy dogs
stand them and they me in every word nud look.
icy broken, but for hard woTk and good results 1 do
We often talk together, and
not think many can Ileal, them.
every night my pointer, Punch (who has his liberty at night,
thtin Don, the setter, and not so much
being mOW -'•
given to roaming), comes to me on the piazza and we have a
Very few men know what they lose in not treatlittle talk.
ing their dogs more like friends, and very often they are
Thanking " Podgers '' for the
h-her friends than humans.
great pleasure 1 took in reading his letter, I remain yours
G. L.'A.
truly,
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an Irish water spaniel, and the property
of Criterion, Lake Megantic, Canada.
of Norah, Patsey by Young Doctor
Denis
out of Champion Bridget ("now in Ontario), Young Doctor by
Doctor out of Beaver; Norah by Crigilback's Pat out of
Champion Duck, Pat by Boatswain out of Juno, Duckj by
j Drake out of Lord Howth's Duck.

now

.

—#~—

of Czar, the property of Mr. P. A, Gage,

an English cocker spaniel, liver and
Czar is from Flora and Sam,
white, whelped May 17, 1878.
out of Caper and Captain, and Nellie and Captain, from Juliet
and Romeo. The dog came from Mr. McKoou'b well-known
kennel in Franklin, N. Y.
is

— .».

1

,-

Match Among the Small Fey. Mr. J. M. Sawyer, of this
M ,;,, i:o'i unection with other yacht owners, has been making
arrangements for an open race for boats 23 to 20 feet in
Entries .$100 each, first boat to take the entrance
length.
foes, second to save hers.
Martin M. and Nellie were the
only entries made up to August 2, but others are expected.
Course to be same as that for New York Bay Regatta.
Qcakek City "Yacht Club.— The ocean match of this
club was sailed off Cape May, Del., July 27. Course from
Denizot's Pier around lower buoy on Eph's Shoal, thence
around the upper buoy on same shoal, rounding these buoys
twice and return home, distance twenty miles.
Entries La
Belle, Captain W- E. Reisky; Stella, Captain Chas. B. Magee;
M. S. Quay, Captain Thomas Klose; Phantom, Captain
Charles Seline; While Tying, Captain Taail Klotz. They all
crossed the line under plain sail, the two sloops of -the firstclaas having top-sails set.
La Belle, Stella and Phantom
hoisted jib topsails on the run down to the buoy. The latter
was rounded by M. S. Quay first, Stella, La Bells, White
;

is

Czar

Wing and Phantom following. The latter two went off to the
northeast, having mistaken their sailing directions.
On the
stretch between the two buoys La Belle overhauled the Quay,
and

T., August 3.—Mr. M. P.
claims the name of Bess (formerly Lively) for his
liver- and white cocker spaniel bitch, out, of S. J.Bestor's
Snip and Juliette, whelped November 20, 1875. Through an
oversight, she still retains the name of Lively on Mr. Beslor's
record book, hence the above to'reclify a, possible error.

claims the name of Fame for Ms red
by Elcho out of Bose, bom April 5 at

Wnnmaker

Louis, July 38.—The St. Louis Kennel Club
champion Biddy has whelped to Thorstein three
dogs and four bitches. Irish setter Erin has whelped to
Thorstein three dggs and two bitches.

Wbblvs—St.

Irisli setter

Strrathroy,

July 29. —Mersey, Leicester-Dart, seven puppies,

to Gladstone.

Sales.—Mr. H.

C. Cornell has purchased

his English setter

dog Ripple

;

from Mr. E.

8.

Pride of the Bor-

der-Jessie.

—Mr. G. H- Goodrich, of Toledo, Iowa, has recently made
the following sales of the Dash-Nellie litter
To McKenna
Whalin, Howard,
Bros., Toledo, Iowa, two dogs;
:

Wm.

Stoner <& Emerling, Toledo, Iowa, one dog
J. S. Margerum, Washington, Pa., dog and bitch: C, M,
Walker, Dubuque, Iowa, one dog J. R. McClarkey, Toledo,
Iowa, one dog; Geo. N. Beckwith, Pittsburgh, Pa,, one dog.
The black and tan dog advertised in Foeest amj> Stbeam is
disposed of.
G. H.

Iowa, one dog

;

;

;

—.»

1

«

Visits— Strathroy, July 29.—Dart to Leicester
Bryson's Zephyr, Rake-Fanny, to Gladstone.

Ml, D.

dif-

;

;

yachts of the Brooklyn squadron will, after the termination
of their cruise, make for the lake region via St. Lawrence
River. Mr. W. II. Wood, a member of the Brooklyn club,
is
now in Detroit trying to arrange a series of matches
with local yachts from Detroit to Cleveland, races to take
place in September.

AMonsteb Safely Docked, —The beautiful Imuan Line
steamer, City of Clutter, was successfully docked on Wednesday last, in the large sectional dock foot of Rutgers street.
It

was

at

first,

doubted whether any dock in

New York could

the big ship, but as it was absolutely necessary to replace her
broken propeller with a spare one borrowed from the Algeria,
the attempt had to be made. The City of Chester is the
longest ship of the Inman Line, with the exception of the
monster City of Berlin. She measures 475ft. over all, and
displaces, when light, 5,500 tons.
The steamer was docked
"bows out," and her immense hull towers high above the
neighboring shipping,
She has an extremely handsome
model, her bows being almost those of a yacht in fineness and
beauty.
Her midship section is easy, with moderate "tumble home," and her run is remarkably clear.
She represents
a model in which there is a uuison of lines noticeable throughout, the design to a greater degree than generally met with in
ordinary Atlantic steamships. Like all vessels of the Inman
Line, she is full ship-rigged, and is able under canvas as well
as under steam.
She will be delayed only a day or two
by the docking, and will sail immediately for Liverpool in
command of Capt. Brooks. Messrs. Dale
Inman deserve
credit for the energetic manner in which they have had the
vessel fitted again for duty.
lift

&

British Yachtsmen. The inventive
a veritable nuisance to staid John Bull across the
sonnet has he lulled himseU into the belie! that he
has reached perfection, when up starts some pestiferous
Yankee, and beats him out of sight, inflicting a rude awakening upon his phlegmatic constitution.
The latest, that has
turned up to plague him is the catamaran. A veritable Herreshoff double- huller sailing around the British fleet, at the
Royal London, ou or off the wind, or as Land and Water has it:

Yankee
water.

'&&

There occurred another

referees, Thomas Magee, G. P. Agar and A.
Hyneman starter, John Hockley, Jr.
Bound fob the Laejts. —It has been mooted that several

A.

The Plague ot

|

—Dr. Wiliiam Jarvis, of Clarcmont, N. H., has placed in
Mr. Wanmands hands for breaking his pair of red Irish setter
pups, by Elcho, out of Rose, born Aprils, 1878; Raleigh, dog;.
bitch.

brought up the rear.

:

McKoon

E. S.

Stella

ference of opinion at this point as to the true course, for
while the Quay went around the two buoys a second time, the
other two yachts resailed the whoje course.
The Quay
finally changed her opinion, and followed the others around
the whole course a second time. On rounding the lower buoy
again, La Belle led, Quay second, and Stella third.
On the
run homo Quay parted her topsail halliards and doused the
La Belle crossed the line in lh. 57m. 30s., Stella lm.
saiL
32s. later, and Quay in 2h. 0m. 27s.
Wliite Wing and Phantom not timed. The match was sailed under the auspices of
the following gentlemen Judges— General J. T. Owen and

Harry Jackson

i

Names Claimed—Franklin, N.

Irish setter bitch pup,
Cenlcrville, N. J.

this

—

by Patsey out

:

Emma Lh,

being the second time she has won it.
f successful once more the' cup becomes her property,
in accord with the deed of gift.

foes to

Nature.

Czae.—Pedigree

in the meantime had come out. puffy, accompanied
squalls and rain.
Ou the third round Mary D., when her

'

entered the house, refusing to leave it till be was satisfied
Dis
that 'his polite but mysterious guest had departed.
whole demeanor showed plainly that he felt the monkey
wbb something "uncanny, " and not to be meddled with.

of Fulton, IN. Y.

,•

winning were fair, was struck by a squall and put
on her beam ends without further ado. Egan withdrew, and
the race finished by J'hnma D, winning in lb.; 58m. 45s., corrected time, beating Cora D. 7m. 40s.
The challenge cup

j_

—Denis

it

yachts enrolled 'in other clubs joining in the cruise if invited.
Authority to extend invitations was erauicd the commodore. The course laid out is to Black Hock, New London, Greenport and New Bedford.
Emi'ike Yacht Cum.— Four yachts entered for the match
of this club on the llarlem August I, and sailed for the Harlem River challenge cup. presented by Mr. Dowling. one of the
owners of Emma J). Course, from 104t.lt street," East River,
to stake-boat offl Ward's Island
thence to Eighty-ninth street
and return, Jour times around. Tide was ebb and the wind
fresh from the southward.
It was a free wind up to the first
mark, which was rounded by Emma D. in the lead, Mary I).
second.
Dowling & Ruth's boat was well handled by Ed. D.
Meat anus and his regular crew. Her only rival was Mary D.,
Camel, built some twenty years ago by the famous
Archie Smith.
On the second round Cora, up to this time
took third place, with Joe Egan astern.

by

;,Ki red in jacket and hat, awaited the onset, with
such undisturbed tranquillity, that the dog halted within a
few feet of him to reconnoitre. Both animals took a long
steady stare at each other, but the dog evidently was recovering from his surprise, and about to make a spring for the inAt this critical nurture the monkey, wbo had
truder.
remained perfectly quiet hitherto, raised his paw, and graceThe effect was magical
fully saluted by lifting his hat.
the dog's head and tail dropped, and he sneaked off and

of A. O. P. Bruce,

—

At a special mealing of this club,
was resolved to start on a cruise to the Eastward August 88. The rendezvous is to be Glen Cove. Commodore Lester Wallack spoke on the necessity of the club
making a good display, and he hoped that all craft that could
get: away would join, while there was a probability of several
hold July 31,

.

—A

Lome,

17

B

i

brave, active, intelligent Terrier,
Always be Polite.
belonging to a lady, one day discovered a monkey belonging
organ-grinder
seated upon a bank wnthin the
intinerant
an
to
grounds, and at once made a dash for him. The monkey,

Wamnaker

fi

The wind

''

Mr

23

sr.

FACETING NEWS.
Bkooeja'n Yacht Club.

In reply to your
:
The Shkep CjTJgKROjJ—Mr.
query, Will female dogs worry sheep.?' I must say they will.
A very fine pointer bitch owned here by Thomas Baetie was
shot while fastened to a sheep, so there could be no mistake
about it, as both bitch and sheep were killed by the same disIn defence of the bitch, I must say that her educacharge.
J. Q. F.
tion had been sadly neglected.
Editor

is

h.

45
45
38

M

York.

A'oic

K.

H.
8

A good sentence, with a term of

gentle.

Denis.

•

consider as abnormal.

A Dastakdlt Outbage.—The poisoning

and

riie Yankee nondescript twin sailing boat
was out trying
with, the yachts, and went along as if she had a Bteam
engine
in her.
She easily passed the racing boat on all points of sailing; but such a craft has no pretensions to be Btyled a yacht
she is a mere sailing machine."

mid §axtmg.

is

No

Atlantic Yaoht Club.— The annual cruise of the Atlantic Yacht Club of Brooklyn, set down for
Aug. 8, brought
together a fleet of eight yachts off Baylis Dock, opposite
Whitestono. on the evening of that day. The Triton, Commodore Thayer, is the flagship for the occasion, and Peerless
and Visum, with the sloops Orion, Dolphin, Imperia, Tntrepid
and Nomad., formed the fleet. Thistle, lately from Boston
also accompanied the squadron.
In company they made sail
for Glen Cove with a leading wind.
Thistle, famous in Boston waters, but recently outmatched by the wind-iammer
Undine, showed the good stuff she has in her, in spite of
her
r
defeat by the New l ork built sloop. She showed her stem
to Orion, and as she is a weatherly craft likewise, there
will

be some close work ahead for Commodore Cooper's able
The fleet made harbor with Triton leading, Thistle
Orion third, Peerless, Dolphin, Intrepid, Imperia.,
Nomad and Vision in the order named. A large accession to
the fleet will be made at an early day, as the craft now cruising fall in with the flag-officer's command.
Lizzie L., Alma,
Aleta, Undine and others are axpected to join, and the fleet
will
probably number twenty sail by the time Greenport is reached.
There the open regatta, already announced in our columns,
will bring together a very laige fleet of cabin yachts, and a
Orion.
second,

spirited match is expected.
On Sunday divine service was
held aboard the flagship, the Rev. Dr. W. H. Thompson,
chaplain of the club, officiating.
New Haven, New Loudon
and Greenport is the order of the cruie as far as settled yet.
At the latter port further instructions will be issued to the
captains.
The cruise has commenced under the most favorable auspices, and bids fair to maintain the high reputation
this club has acquired for the zeal and drive its" members put
into the sport, and for the Corinthian character of the yacht
owners sailing under the while and red.

Bbveelt Yaoht Club.—The

forty-first regatta of this

club

will be held off Couit, Mass., August 16.
Open to all yachts
under 35ft. on water line. Only one class. Prizes in money.
Club time-allowance. Start flying. No restriction in regard
to sails.
Two meu allowed for 13fi. and under, three men for
13ft. to 17ft., four for 17ft. to 21ft,, five for 21ft. to 26ft., six
for 26ft. to 30ft., over 30ft., seven men.
trimming by dead

No

weights allowed. These last two rules accord so entirely with
our own views concerning the proper limitations to be set
upon crews and the abolition of sand-bags that we are glad to.
notice the strict enforcement of these rules by the Beverly Yacht
Club, and only wish that tho matches among open boats
in metropolitan waters could be carried on in the same sportsmanlike spirit. Entries must he made by August 15 to Mr.
John T. Coolidge, Cotuitport, Mass.
Regatta CommitteeMessrs. G. P Gardner, J. G. Minot, J. T. Coolidge, G. P
Uphani, Jr., and W. Lloyd Jeffries. Judges— J. T. Coolidge,
A. L. Lowell, F. C. Lowell and G. Crocker. For the fortysecond regatta of the same club, to be held the day following,
there will be two classes, yachts over 17ft. and under 30ft.,
and yachts of 17ft. and under.
Regatta Committee same as
before.
Judges— G. C. Lowell, G. "P. Gardner and J. T.
Coolidge. The yacht Elsie, B. Y. G, will serve as judges'
boat for the occasion.
.

Bobstat Falls.— There seems to be considerable trouble
among English cutters with parting their hobstay falls. Have
they never tried reeving off wire ? The Muriel has a flatcheek block

of iron at the end of her bobstay-rod, a single
block at the bowsprit end, and a pliable wire rope rove
through, the standing part, being secured to the block at bow-

down through the lower block, back
through the upper one and inboard to the winch.
Sale or the Sloop Anna. Mr. Thomas Manning, yacht
broker, 53 Beaver street, has sold to Boston parties the C. B.
cabin sloop yacht Anna, 43ft. 6in. over all, built by Kirby in
1869. While flying the Atlantic Yacht Club burgee she won
seven regattas and has never been beaten. She will be added
to the fleet of the Eastern Yacht Club, and as soon as she
reaches Boston will go on a cruise with the Wayward, which
has been chartered for the season. Mr. Manning has been
appointed honorary agent of the Royal Canadian YT acht Club.
Challenge to Jib and Mainsails. Mr. Taylor, of Jersey
City, will match the Addie Taylor against any 22ft. boat for
$250, or will take part in any sweepstake race for $100

sprit end, then rove

—

—

entrance fees.

—

Lono Cruise. The yacht Okanesta., of Cleveland, O., arrived at Charleston, S. O., July 31, via the Gulf of Florida.

OAR AND PADDLE.
Return of the Shob-wae-oae-mettes.

—The Monroe crew

returned from their visit to Henley, England, in the steamer
Utopia of the Anchor Line. They arrived in New York, July
31, and were met by delegates from the Triton and Eureka
clubB of Newark, who invited them to become their guests
and be present at the coming regatta of the N. A. A. 0. It
is not probable that the invitation will be accepted, as the
of the crew desire to remain at homo a while, and
the distance from Michigan to Newark is too great.
They
will attend the coming regatta of the Northwestern AssociaConcerning their visit to Henley, they say
tion however.
that, though well treated by the townspeople, they did not
receive that attention or courtesy which was their due, and

members

which would have been extended to English crews visiting
ub.
But for the sickness of Mr. J. Nadeau, they feel confident they would have won. Mr. Lee, who returned in the
same steamer, was given to understand by Mr. Brickwood, of
London, that he could enter for the champion race from Putney to Mortlake, and even went so far as to send his boat to
the club-house of the London Rowing Club, and was only then
it had been decided not to allow visitors to enter.
repudiates the idea of tne London press that he was used
up, and says, very truly, that it is ridiculous to suppose he
could not pull one or two strokes mora when leading Moss,
but that he had been distinctly instructed to stop at the
stump, and when he did so he was under the conviction that
he had won the race. Moreover, when he passed the slump
No explanation was given him of this
the flag was dropped.
Moss himself considered Lee the windoubtful proceeding.
ner, and Mr. Play ford assured the American that he had an
easy thing of it and was a sure winner. Altogether, the acijun of the judges at Henley betokens either a sad amount of
indiscretion and incapacity, or something much less excusable.

informed that

He

—

Hanlon-Ross Raoe. After five postponements Hanlon
met Ross at St. John, N. B., July 31, and the race terminated in an unsatisfactory manner. The water was smooth,
and everything favorable to the match. In the morning
Robs objected to row on account of the water not suiting
finally

:

;

I

FOKEST and stream
him and

the starting buoys being out. of line. Hanlon offered to give him two lengths start, but nothing could induce
the St. John man to pull. Sheriff Harding, the referee, then
threw up his appointment and went ashore from the judge's
steamer. In the afternoon, however, Mr. Harding, being
telegraphed for, consented to act, and steamed out into the
bay on the judge's boat at a quarter to five. Both scullers
soon put in their appearance, and a start was effected at oh.
8m. For the first 2U0 yards neither seemed to gain. Ross
was pulling 36 and Hanlon 39. Rosa then got a slight lead
and kept it for the first quarter of a mile ; but Hanlon spurting caught him again, and at the half mile they were once
more even, Ross slowing down to 34 and the Toronto man to
31. At Appleby's Wharf, two-thirds of a mile, Hanlon led
by half a length, pulling 30 against 32 of Ross. Both spurted vigorously, and by the time that the lead was spun out to
a length Ross put on another spurt, when suddenly his oatjumped the patent rowlock and in an instant he was overboard and disappeared. When he came up again lie was rescued by the judge's boat. Ross claims that his boat got in
bad condition soon after the start, and that he was watching
it and not his opponent.
The prevailing opinion seems to
be, however, that he was overmatched and would have been
beaten anyway. From the mile mark, where the accideut
occurred, Hanlon took matters easy, and paddled over the
course in 36m. 58s. And so the great sculler from Toronto
has used up another man. Gradually, but surely, the list of
candidates for him to pull is being narrowed down to Courtney of Union Springs, and efforts are now being made to
bring about a match between the two at Ottawa for a purse
Of $5,000.

Canoeing in Open Watbb— Mr. Editor : The canvas
" Clochette," N. Y. C. C. (Shadow) and " Star" (Rob Roy),
which left New York on July 6, cruising, and bound for Newport, by way of Long Island Sound, arrived safely and in
good order at Newport on July 2(i, after making stops of
several days at New Rocnelle, Rye, Stamford, Sachems
Head, New London, Watch Hill and Narxagansett Bier. The
weather and wind were all that could be desired between New
York and New London, but between the latter place and
Newport the canoes experienced heavjr weather, stiff though
favorable winds, and an ugly sea.
While off Rocky Point,
three miles west of Point Judith, on July 23, such a heavy
sea was rolled in by a fresh south wind, that the canoes were
obliged to put for the shore and come in through high surf.
No damage was done beyond a thorough wetting, the breaking of a paddle and some small spars. During the cruise the
"Clochette" had an extra two-inch keel attached, which added
greatly to her sailing powers. Under sail she was much faster
than the "Star," but was no match for the latter with the
paddle.

L. F. d'O.

The Dory Nautilus.—The little

dory Nautilus has safely
arrived in European waters, and put in at Mount's Bay,
Cornwall, England, Aug. 1. She left Beverly, Mass., June
12, making the passage in fifty days all told. YV it.li the exception of the fatigue occasioned* by their cramped quarters and
continuous duty at the helm, the brothers Andrews experienced no difficulties on the voyage which good seamanship
and watchfulness could not cope with. They propose, after
a short rest, to start for Havre. The crew complain only of
the fatigue, due to the impossibility of obtaining undisturbed
rest, their sleep being akin to stupor and but little refreshing.
The dory is 19ft. over all, 15Jft. on the bottom, and 27in.
deep ; carries a lug sail of 2o yds. duck mast, 8ft. above
deck, 8f in. diameter and the boat and rig weigh oOOlbs.
She was of the usual " dory " model, flat bottom, flaring
sides, and raking stem and stern.
Woodsidb Rowing Club. The new boat-house of this club
was appropriately opened for the use of the members, August
The house is S0x24ft., two
6, at Kearney-on-ihe-Passaic.
stories high, and built in Swiss style.
The lower floor will
accommodate a dozen club-boats and as many more private
shells.
A dressing-room is partitioned off, fitted up with
lockers, bath and wash-stand.
On the upper floor is the reception room, handsomely ceiled and finished in black
walnut. Balconies surround the building, affording a fine
view of the River Passaic and the club course. The float is
30x16ft. The club is in a prosperous condition and owns six
club-boats, besides the private property of the members.
The
officers are as follows: President, F. B. Littlejohn; VicePresident, E. W. Sadler
TreasSecretary, F. M. Wheeler
urer, E. N. Norton
.Lieutenant,
Captain, J. H. Osborne
;

;

—

:

;

F. M. Wheeler.
F. Davis, F.

BOWING IHFPLES,
Plaisted, Evan Morris, and

have formed a new professional four

;

J.

A. Kennedy

Boston, and have addressed a general challenge through the Boston Herald, with
whom they have deposited $1,000. This means business.
Their challenge is directed to Messrs. Faulkner, Reagan, McGahey and Hosmer, the Boston Four
VVoodsides, of Kearney, N. J., are having a fine boat house built
Ricketson
and Mitchell scored three successive victories at New Bedford,
Mass., July 20, and take the flags
Tufts-Cone crew beat
the Ross-Foley and Williams crews on Bedford Basin, Halifax, July 16, in a four-oared race, four-mile course
Weisgerber and Felsniger will pull a three-mile race with turn, for
$600, at Wheeling, Va., Aug. 13
Erie Railroad carries
boats free and oarsmen at half fare to the nalional regatta at
Newark; same on return trip
O'Donneli, of Hope Club,
New Orleans, and Crotty, of Galveston, are likely to meet.
Bet on Grotty
Union Rowing Association offer $400 for
four-oared shell race, and purses for singles, at Sebago some
time in August. Big guns all expected to row
Hosmer
may get foul of Davis, of Portland
Playford won the
Wingfleld Scull on the Thames, England, July 22. Fortunate for him that Lee, of Newark, was debarred lime, 24m.
18s.; Putney to Mortlake.

i

,

in Ili.ikois.— Mr. Editor : A destructive
epidemic is raging among the fish of Rock lliver, Illinois, aud
oue of its tributaries, the Pecatonica. It was noticed on the
20th that hundreds of dead fish were floating on the surf-ace
tiner.
Thousands of them dri ted to the shore aud lay
sturgeon
They are of all sizes.
in heaps upon the flats.
Stranded nfiair Rook ford that measured eight feet, and weighed
150 pounds. It is noticed that no bass, pickerel Or game fish
are affected.
The fish decaying in the sun emit an intolerable
This has become so bad that health officers have
stench.
commenced cleaning out the river. Twenty boat loads of fish
were disposed of in one day at Rockford. The same stale of
affairs exist in the Pecatonica.
The waters are very high und
have a reddish tint never before knowu, and of a soapy, slimy
nature.
Borne attribute tbe epidemic to the fact that the fish
have fed on decayed and putrid vegetation which the high
water and hot weather have made rotten und poisonous. At
Freeport, ou the Pecatonica, the sloughs and land overflown by
It,
high water are full of sick fish, some of a very large size.
stems that la'go fish are particularly affected with the distemper. Newspapers are cautioning people not to eat fish
caught at present in the waters.
ROVEB.
We urge our correspondent and others in the locality to
make a thorough examination of the causes of this epidemic.
1

h,eat to strike it from the stone fire-place on which it rested. The
day following tbe cover-handle disappeared, then followed In rotation
,he binge of the cover, aud finally the handle of the coffee pot, so that
when the cruise waa euded we hung up on a nail the battered and llmbremalns of a once useful utensd in "memento" of our experience.
Supper disposed of aud dishes cleared away we open a box of cigars
from tbe hold of the Bob Itoy aud, lazily reclining on the grass, with
the blankets for a pillow and oue of "Wtlkie Collins' novels for perusal,
smoke aud read away the time until darkness draws a mantle over
the scene; aud remembering the old adage, " early to bed and early to
rise," we stow ourselves in the close quarters of. the canoe and, with
rubber blanket over the deck-hole to keep out tbe damp air and motswe are lulled to sleep by the melodioua bass notes of a huge bullfrog executing a solo to admiring brethren from the top of a dead stump
protruding near by from the water.
Shortly after daybreak we are astir, dispose of an early breakfast,
and the ltob Hoy is under way again. Passing numberless Bmad towns,
stopping here and there to fish, or idle away onr lime, trolling for pickerel and perch as we sail or paddle along and, when Inclination suggests, taking a bath in the clear, cool waters underneath some overhanging ledge of rocka, or In the shadow of the woods that at portions
of the route lino the banks of the river. The end of the tlftb day brings
to Natick, where our store of provisions is replenished and the sum
of three dollars pays for transporting canoo and cargo to Lake Cocbltuate.
Three days are passed on the lake, two of pleasure and one of
discomfort, as a heavy rain-storm from morning until night made any
attempt at enjoyment a decided fadure. Passing bat a day and a haU
on the Sudbury Kiver we continued onward to the Conoord, exciting
frequent and hearty greeting from the farm hands cutting aud making
hay, and the "innumerable " small boy" who stand on the river's bank to
see the strange craft invading the hiiherto quiet stream. Into Concord
Kiver, past Concord, with its well-tilled surrounding farms and ftuitladen orchards, we paaa on our way aud are tuliy satisfied with our
cruise, when the tall chimneys and brick buildings of Lowell, on the
Merrimac, come to view, and our two-weeks' trip Is at an cud. The
itob Roy lakes paasage on a freight car to Boaton and we are once
again ready for business, hale, browned and hearty, and remember long
the beauties and apoit of living in the open air.
Bert.

with
a

nobilior.
i-ike or Picserei, Esox lurivs.
Yellow Perch, Perca fla/Mscens.

Coast of Mains, Aug.
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Cero, Quotum regale.
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ilmticbrrus nebufosus.
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flounders, 10
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porgiea, 6

sbeepshead, 18;

l'roge,
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sea bass, 15

j

whiteQsb,
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Spanish mackerel have been taken in quantity on the

New

Monmouth, selling at 80
pompano, large catch in Chesapeake Bay bluefish
abundant on the coast from Canarsie east as far as Cape

Jersey coast in the vicinity of Port

,

;

;

CANOEING

IN

THE BAT STATE.

Cod.

—

Massachusetts— Nantucket, Aug. 4. Bluefish are very
thick at present, and expect to have good sport for the next
or so. The largest catches are as follows: Gypsie, lu7
Favorite, 77
Flor del mar, 62- Shark fishing is in its prime,
one party bringing in thirteen. Last Monday the Undine
While coming
caught a man-eater— the first Of the season.
through Great Point Rip Friday, the Vesta sprung her mast,
and was damaged to the extent "of $100.
JaOR Curlew,

week
Putman, Conn., July 19, 1ST8.
editor Forest and Stream :
Perhaps some of the canoeists of the old Bay State who are beginning to look forward to the pleasure of a short summer cruise would
have no objections to oar pointing out a route over which we paddled
a summer or two since, and one winch Includes the advantages of being near to the 'Hub" and yet aflor.ung opportunities of camping, ashing ami pleasant incidents that well repay the captain and all bauds lor
the troubles and " outs" of the trip.
Allow us to draw the attention of
the reader to the map of Massachusetts', aud, beginning to trace with
the point of your pencil at the rnoalh of the Charles Kiver follow its
winding aud devious course as far us the town of Nattck, where you
Und yourself only three miiea distant from Lake Coehituate. Follow
the lake to its foot, where you approacli the Head of the Bndbury Kiver
and again yon trace the coarse of this stream until you reach the Con-'
eord ; and from thence into the Merrimao River, which you follow f o

:

;

Gomwnwx—Bagl

Hampton, July 24.— East Hampton

Lake, half a mile from the depot,

We

the resort of aDglers.
spent ini afternoon there the other day, f rum 1:30 to 6
clock,
catching 14 black bass and two yellow perch. Used shiners,
small bullheads and roach. The Island iu the lake is a favorite

is

camping ground.

Rhode Island—Pasqus

H,

—

C,

Island Club, August 3. Two more
were taken here lost week, one 50A pounds by Mr.
Thomes E. Tripler, and the other 43i- pounds by Mr. A. B.
Dunlap.
"F. O. H.
large bass

to notice

some

errors concerning

enter the last and deep mysteries of

There

is

no subject on which so

little is

and yet thousands will tell you that
very well indeed.
I notice in Pi

this,
it

many

Florida correspondents speak in glowing

"black buss" they have caught
Now, I deliberately and solemnly deny
the

in

in Florida
that there

Florida, or, indeed, in the

waters of any Southern State, except they have been introduced by human agency. I make this bona fide offer to any
of the correspondents of whom I have spoken, that if he can
find a black bass in Florida— caught there— a native of Florida waters, I will send him a fifty-dollar bill, and on his fail*
ure to do so he is to send me tbe like sum. The fish to tie
sent to any scientific man or men for examination.
There is a fish in Eloritia— a congener of tue black bass—
which looks something like ]*is cousin; but be is no more a
black bass than a negro ia a white man. These fish tire fouud
iu all southern waters, and they are known from Virginia to
Texas as " trout ;" yet they are less like trout than they are

They are bold biters, but they soon tire,
bass,
having none of the game qualities of the black baSBj nOr
are they near so fine a fish lor the table, their
coarse, and in many instances giving forth a pecuhar musky
In size they excel the black buss, lor while they Often;
odor.
attain to the weight of twelve or even fifteen pounds, a black
bass that "weighs ten pounds is considered* an exceptionally
Longitudinal bars mark the trout, giving it a very
large fish.
In many localities iu" Virginia and
pleasing appearance.
North Carolina these fish are called "chub!" Why, is a
mystery, for they don't look like a chub • and, indeed, in
some parts of Georgia the "wawmoutb," or "mawmoutb."
Why, is another mystery, for the
perch is called a chub.
"wawmoutb" perch is first cousin to the rock bass. And I
know no fish that looks less like a rock bass than a chub
yet the rock bass are found in some southern waters only in
Georgia, and only in three, streams emptying into the Flint
River, and in some emptying into Ihe Coosa.
But our southern fish which is neither a trout nor a bass—
where shall we pluce him ? He is often caught iu Kentucky
1

;

;

crabs per dozen, $1.50.

cents

we

ever waB a black bass fount)

Canada brook trout, 40 Long Island do., 31 pompano,
smoked salmon, 18 hard crabs, per 100, S3 soft

salt water, 25

upon

as

they understand

;

lobsters, 10

would perhaps be well
black bass before

black bass fishing.

;

;

BASS.

THIRD PA PEE,

" It is good luok to any man 10 keep on the good side of the man who
knoweth Ash."— Compuu Angler,

Base, 20 cents ; blueflsh,
salmon. 25 mackerel, 15 ; weak fish, 10 ; Spanish mackerel.
green turtle, 10 halibut, 15 ; haddock, 6 ; king fieri, IS ;

18;

1S7S.

I

Kingnsb

—Eetail

2,

:

had a good passage to Portland via Jlaine Steamship Company's
hue aud can well recommend the route for a short summer voyagb to
get a good sniff of the ocean and a little sea sickness, We are camped
out on Hog lalaud aud have namBd It " Camp Lookout."
All well and
feeling good. More anon.
Thau.
I

terms of

Bonito,'.5ariiu

eels,

H.

fly.

Office Box on ma Tkavels.— The following, from one
of the Foebst and Stbeam office boys, is characterized by
brevity and pith

Sheepaliead, ArchObartni* probator i,Stripe
Bass, Roams linneatnu.
WflAfi Perch, Morons awericanu.
Wcakbsii, Cyncmcion regatta.
Bluen-i.
atlatHs.
Spanie
;>n macula-

codfish, 6

all

black buss, afford

Stkeaai that

nigricans.

satisfactory cause has

An

f£ivei[

Muskaiouge, Kxox

no

parts of the country, and being well storked
much sport to anglers. Charles Zimof St. Paul, and friends, have been taking them with

from

merman,

SALT WATER.

;

1

—

SeaBas*,

;

1

Minnesota— into MinnetonJm, July 31. This favorite reLake Elmo and White Bear Lake, are now thronged with

visitors

biahuon, Salvw HaLar.
Salmon Troat, .s.umo

6

1

sort,

Trout, Salmofontinalis.

cative, 80

;

Similar instances are not rare, but

FISH IN SEASON" IN AUGUST.

Fish in Market

.

yet been discovered.

,

31.

.

A

much

Grayling, Thymalltix triculor.
Black bass, "iiirn.pt/nci miinoide*;

;

f Fish Pkstilbnob

paddled ulong past the lily pads, and, with tbe addition of Med poand hardtack, comprised a repast that full justice was done to.
the troubles of a coffee-pot with a tale, aB that necessary tin convenience parted with its spout by Incautiously allowing too

..

,

'

i

•e

r.,:

in

:

:

tatoes

confinis.

taken

:

Aud here began

FKESH WATER,

tbe

of

j

.

und

InUt,

success

as

one day
with one pair of hands 197 taken in one day they
run larger tban heretofore known. Bltickfish weighing from
2 to 5 pounds taken off the different wrecks. The following
are some of the scores
O. S. Bilyau, T. S. Dando and G. G.
Sill, Philadelphia, 07 weaklish, 76 bluckflsh, 1 sheepshead off
the mediator Howard, Middleton & Co
Philadelphia, 71
barb; Gr. T. Mills, 4B barb: Geo. Birdsall, Philadelphia, 34
barb
G. P. Snowilcn, N. Y., -j; Bheepshead same day 197
taken by all the other boats. Not less than 150 taken per day
Bluelish— on the 1st a decided improve,
OD 3l8t, 1st, and 3d.
ment. Messrs. Cartledge, Westcott & Go. scored 32 on the
2d.
They run about 2 pounds, aud were caught in the inlet
immediately opposite the house.

i

j|^r

Jsrasmr.— Kmsey's

AsMey Some, Barnegat
— Unprecedented
among
sheepshead and
210 pounds
As high
sheepshead

blackfisk.

i,

Land-locked Salmon, Samogloveri.

in

New
Aug. 3

t

;

;

M.

he city of Lowell, and you are back onoe more to within only twenty-six
idles by rail from your starting point. Here you can either have your
:anoe and self transported back to the " Hub," or continue your trip to
Lake Winnepisankee.
f the oanoolafa leisure time is abort he can
make the cruise as far aa
Lowell by water In a week, including time spent in pstrtages over dams
across to tbe lake from the Charles or, if mora hoe be at in disposal, he can pass two or three weeks very pleasantly ashing and camping wherever inclination predisposes turn.
The canoe win
si
over tins route Was a Kob Roy of fourteen feet in length and swa
aud one bad In width, ami supplie! ample stowage room lor COOMng
utensils, rubber coat aud blauketa, fishing rod aud all the " etceteras'
incidentally necessary to tbe comfort of the captain and crew. We carried no tent, as it was our Intention to sleep in the "cabin" at night,
aud the mast, with mainsail aud jib, when folded up, was about tbe size
n old-fashioned family umbrella.
Canned corned beel ami boiled
chicken, coffee, sugar, potatoes and hard tack formed the requiBite
euder for the inner man, and with everything stowed away lugood
sbape, and all hands happy ovor Che strong easterly breeze b.owing in
favor directly from tbe ocean, the Rob Itoy left the Boal it
Union Boat Club House as the bells of Boston were striking the hour of
even one bright July morning In 1S7—
Iu quick succession we pass
inder the bridgea that span the Charles Kiver, past the Urighton
slaughter house aud Harvard's famous college, past farm aud garden,
meadow and woodland, aud at noon reach our drat portage at the town
of Watertown, the damtbere Btopplng tbe farther now inland of tide
ater. Here we transport canoe and baggage, partake of a short much
and halt not In our journey until just beyond Waltbam, where, as night
ia approaching, we propose to make our resting place.
On tbe edge of
woods close by the water'a edge we land, draw the canoe ou shore,
light a fire, and shortly tbe Btrong odor of ohl Java uuilus with the incuse of pickerel fried brown and crisp, caught with a trolling spoon as

—

and Missouri while

halting

for

DB88.

J
ilher

1
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buss nor a

Mahomet's cotlin, between heaven aud
remains suspended until he shall have been taken
trout, like

scientific niche.

placed in his proper
Go with me some aili.
But, reveiuz nous a neres bass,
calm evening In May. Let the locality be the Whitu River
in Indiana. "The gentle current sweeps ligul
at every obstruction, piling masses of fuam and yell
BOms against every ovetli
under them lurk some black bass 'hat will ity
1

your rod, your

line,

here while I cut

your temper

away

anil

skill.
Sit down
down with yellow

your

those vines loaded

—

a

FOREST? AND STREAM,
:

!

:

:

>

I part the houghs of this noble sycamore,
Now drop
just putting on its summer livery of green leaves.
your line, with one single buckshot on it, about a yard above
the foam; it will float down under it, where tlie black and
yellow beauties lie, Was that the current which gave the
line that tug?
"No, by St. Bride of Bothwell— no!'' It 18
a veritable six-pounder! See how gallantly he flat
the river and spins out fifty yards of line, and then leaps

blossoms— while

high in air, mouth wide open, fins extended and a general ail
Deof determination to get rid of thenoak at all hazards
press the end of your rod now and the real work of capturing a six pound bass with a nine ounce rod commences.
Stand a little higher up the stream and you can see the old
tree lap toward which he is now turning. Give him the hull
The good, tough rod bends until you can touch the tip wilh
your hand. You hear the timber creak and groan, but it
holds, for it was made by an honest man and an honest maker
(Couroy), who stands no chance of being beaten by, or will),
rods
Now let him run at his own sweet will— and he will
be sure to do it. Bound and round, in constantly decreasing
circles, until, all play exhausted, he is lifted up the bank—
full grown specimen of
And yet, all the youthful fire is not gone out of the old
!

I believe the West Texas
or our black bass in the highlands.
bass is the true 8almo fontinalis in everything except his

and

scales
if

We

have doubts whether our correspondent

right as to the fish being the liocem lineatus.

mission

is

§ntioml gzHtim$8.

spots.

Has this West Texas bass been described in the books, and
so, what is his name i
N. A. T.
is

exactly

The Fish Com-

not informed that R. lineatus ranges in the Missis-

sippi Valley.

At the Smithsonian there

is

from the Gulf, taken at Fensacola. This
occurring below the St. John's River.
ho the R. ehryso/js.

its

a single specimen

is

the only case of

Perhaps the

fish

may

New York

Athletic Club.— The ninth annual fall games
and third annual competition for the amateur championships
of America will take place at the club grounds, Molt Haven,
October 12. The club also give notice that the second annual
one mile swimming race for the amateur championship of the
United States will take place on the Harlem River on Saturday, August 17, at 5 o'clock p. m. The swimming coarse
will be between the Railroad Bridge and Macomb's Dam
Bridge. Entrance for the swimming race (.entrance fee $ 1)
will close on Tuesday, August 13, at the club post office box,
No. 3,101.

SHOULD FISH BE KILLED AS THEY
ARE CAUGHT ?

Scottish American Athletio Club.—The club will hold a
open games at their grounds on West Fifty-fourth

series of

August

street,

I

As I recall all the exciting spoils of my youth and
" Would I were young
boyhood, I am templed to say
again.'' But age has its hallowed pleasures, Lo which all other
periods are strangers— the fond pleasure of a genial retrospection.
To have merely lived, that is not enough. If we have
not done some good in our "day and generation" then indeed must our lives be called miserable failures. That the
few lines we have written may induce some half dead dyspeptic to try his hand at " bass fishing" were reward enough;
to know that genial sportsmen and accomplished gentlemen
have read them with pleasure were a still higher reward but
the highest of all, the knowledge that what I have Written
has been a solace and a pleasure to my own jaded and wearied
mind.
Soon, I promise you some articles on "Southern Angling."
St. Clalh.
Lmclonville, Qa,
man.

:

;

The

black bass of the North

of the South

M.

sahnoides,

is

Miaropterus nigricans, that

and the question of the relationship
which

is very fully discussed in the "Sportsman's Gazetteer,"

The differcontains the latest information on the subject.
ences between them consist mainly in the size and arrangement of the scales and the bones of the head, and in the numThere are also
differences of habit, the Northern bass preferring running
waters while the Southern delights in stretches of still water,
such as the mill ponds and quiet bayous of the Southern
ber of the dorsal, pectoral and anal

fin rays.

There are many variations from these two
types, and it is as yet difficult to say whether some of these
varying forms are not entitled to be regarded as permanent

States afford.

whether iudividual variation will account for all
As stated in the " Gazetteer," " The differences
differences.
of the two primary forms are, however, perfectly apprecia-

varieties, or

ble, so that

even the veriest tyro, seeing them side by side,

must admit

their distinction."

The fish of which our friend St. Clair writes is of course
M. sahnoides, which may be called " the cousin german of
the black bass proper."
.«.

THE STRIPED BASS
X

IN TEXAS.

Houston, Texas, July
Editob Fobest ahd Stheam

9,

1878.

:

Tour

correspondent, St.

fishing in Forest and

Clair,

Stream of

in

his article

011

bass

bass is not found anywhere in the West except Missouri and
If Texas is a Western State, then he is mistaken
Arkansas.
For some time
in his statement, or I am mistaken in a fish.
past we have had in our market a fish which exactly resembles
ilic
the fish described by St. Glair as the striped bass, and
fishermen here call it by that name. The only difference that
rarely
reaches
a
pound
I can see is, that as we have it here it
iu weight, and usually not so much, while he speaks of it as
It is caught in the Ban
often weighing several pounds.
Jacinto River and other streams flowing into Galveston Bay.
It is a most excellent little fish for the table, and the fishermen tell me that for his size he is remarkably gamy. 1 have
noticed them for the first lime this season, hut the fishermen
I intend to go out to
say they are plentiful in San Jacinto.
that river in a few days and try them on.
I was for some lime perplexed to know where to place this
fish iehlhiologically, and 1 may he mistaken in il yet. I at first
thought they might be the young of the Roocus lineatus, or
sea bass, buL I never heard of that fish in Texas, and my opportunity has been a pretty good one to become acquainted wilh
Then I concluded that it must be the
all our coast fishes.
Labrose lineatuts, but Mr. Hallock does not credit us wilh the
possession of that fish. It is very evident that it is St. Clair's

" which

I

wish to

remark," is this 1 have seen nothing in any of the books
which properly describes the bass of Western Texa?, or the
He is very unlike
fish commonly known there as the trout.
our black bass here. The latter is of a dark greenish
or bronze color, with a distinct dark line along his
his
shoulders are very heavy, and he has a.
flanks
most monstrous and ungainly mouth. He is a furious fighter
when hooked. A lew (lavs ago I caught one in Eagle Luke,
sixty miles west of Houston, weighing 5£ pounds, which
fought with such desperation that I thou 'ht for a while I had
They are sometimes caught weighing
hooked a wild horse.
10 or 13 pounds. They are never seen iu brooks or shallow
water, but stay altogether in deep and still water. The bass
of Western Texas are longer, slimmer, of a light color, "with
':->
no line on the flanks, and have no such shoulders or pi
ous mouths. They rarely reach 4 pounds weight. They are
very gamy, but not at all equal iu that respect to the terrific
hump-shouldered "cusses" we have here. Though inhabiting
mainly still water, I have often seen them by hundreds sporting in rapid brooks, where the water was not more than five
or six inches deep. Coming upon them in such sports, they
dart like lightning toward the deep water, jumping clear out
of the water over one another iu their haste to get away.
Every brook in Western Texas, in Ihe hilly regions, is filled
with them. Indeed this bass is a highland or mouotaiu bass,
While our black bass belongs strictly to the lowlands, At
least I have never seen the West Texas bass in the lowlands,
:

;

communication on this important subject from Charles Roedel.
You supplement his advice on the question with a strong and
characteristic article advising each angler as each fish is
caught, either to knock it on the head or to thwack it over the
"on a stone or the thwart of the boat," or, what you
say is more genteel aud to ihe point, pierce the cervical column
at the "base of the brain with a sharp knife." Yousay further,
" This produces paralysis, or almost immediate death." The
postulate with which you commence your interesting article,
,:
viz
Fist will keep twice as long by being killed by a blow
on the head directly after being caught than if left to die a
natural death," is, we think, with due respect to your larger
experience, rather a proposition needing proof.
have faithfully tested the matter for ourselves and find
your postdate an ignis fatuus. Those fishes which we have
knocked on the head begin to decay long before those which
we have left to die a natural death, and the decay begins first
But, further, is it possible to kill a fish by
at the bruise.
knocking it on the head, or by the knives, as proposed, id
est instanter, so much so as to become to a humane action?
I reply to this question, which I raise with hesitation and all
due respect for your experience in these matters, by stating
the following facts— nothing but facts will serve at this stage

head

:

Archery,

of the argument:
Two or three years ago I spent

with that noted

skillful

;

The question of

MeD Gardiner,
FAPoor
C E Goodwin,

is

only hypothetical.

different perceptions of pain

without bruise of course. An excellent way to kill a fish is
to take the head, and with the thumb and fingers move it to
the right or left, and so the vertebral column at the base of
the bead is severed. The oxygen theory, however, of fish
enjoying themselves when taken out of water into the air we
fresh mackerel on a gravel bank has
do not agree with.

A

very

little

appearance of being happy.

—The Pennsylvania R.

It. Company, with its vast and conthe best route to take for Ihe great West.
all dogs intended for the St.
Paul Bench Show will receive the best attention, and on as
good terms as by any other line. Officers and superintendents
of the road are selected with especial care as to efficiency, and
The ride
travelers are forwarded with comfort and dispatch,
over the Alleghany Mountains is one of the grandest as to
scenery in the world.
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King plover,
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"Bay birds" generally, Including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcUer, surf birds, phalaropes, avocuts,
or Shore Birda. Many States
etc., coming nn
ttt £
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after August 15.
1

'

—

Massachusetts—Nantucket, Aug.

4.
Black ducks continue to arrive in great numbers. Birds are also coming in
in great numbers, and our ponds are so full that they have
no place to feed.
Jack Cuklkw.

—

Connecticut— East Hampton, July
pects in this vicinity are very good.

29.
Shooting prosQuail plenty.
H. C.

—The

Karragansett Gun Olub
elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Pres.,
James Gordon Bennett Treas., Frank B. Ponter; Sec, 8.
Howland Bobbins; Governing (Jommiltee James Gordon
Bennett, Frank B. Ponter, S. Howland Robbins, Travis Van
Buren, John G. Heckscher, Martin Van Buren, Carroll Livingston and Perry Belmont Committee on Birds S. Howland Robbins, Carroll Livingston aud Travis C. Van Buren.

Narragansett Gdn Clcb.
;

—

—

;

Adirondack^ —Martin's,

Saranacs, July 31.—The usual
rush here and to surrounding points has not commenced yet,
and I do not think will.
Disregard to game laws has
rendered this region less attractive to the sportsmen.
Another infringement on the region has just laken place—
a steamer has commenced running on the lower lake.
Shack, of New York ; Rev.
I find booked hore, Mr.
Mr. Wood, of Brooklyn
Mr. Brandy, New York.
Yesterday, Dr. W. W. Ely and Mrs. T. 8. Ely, of Rochester,
N. Y.j Dr. and Mrs. J. It. Romeyn, E. K. Romeyn, of Keeseville, N. Y., and Miss Babcock, Brooklyn, N. Y., passed
through here en route to Bartlelt's.
grand hunt took place
a day or two ago, but the two deer driven in the lake by the
hounds escaped. The State law forbids killing deer until
Sept. 1,
Here they make the law to read Aug. 1, and overlook the fact that the law forbids hunting with dogs at all. We
need Slate Fish Commissioners to prosecute every offender, and
not until then can we save the deer and trout from being unmercifully slaughtered.
8.
;

A

A Cat

Chase Bbfobb Breakfast.— "Val"

writes from

Columbia, Tenn., of what must be lively fun
"Do not think that I have reference to a moonlight chase
in nether garments after the feline that discourses sweet mewThe cat in quessic from bacit fence and convenient sheds.
tion is her more retired brother, the wild-cat.
Daylight
found our party of three mounted on fiery mules and at the
soon surrounded the canebrake and put
haunt of the cat.
the dogs in.
few minutes of silence ensued, during which
time each rider kept an eye on his mule's ear to tell when he
was going to buck. We were soon relieved of our suspense

A

We

by the bay of tie leader, and we knew the cat was thar.'
took some time to drive him out of the brake, but finally
succeeded in ousting him, when he made for the swamp,
but was headed off by a gallant charge from Tom D. He then
took to the woods, hard pushed by the dogs. After half an
hour's run he was treed, and brought down by a ball from
Dncle John's trusty rifle, and his slriu now adorns the sanctum
of your humble servant. After the cat was bagged we returned to Uncle John's to breakfast, about sunrise. Val."
'

It

we

is

We can assure our readers that

—
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MiasETIopper.
Mrs W Holberton
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Miss
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W Holberton, Capt

24

Capfc
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the fish having no feeling .when out of

That different organisms have
is, however, true.
When fish
frying-pan
into
the fire, it is automatic, and
of
the
out
jump
certainly there is no sense of pain. It is. no doubt, true, as
our correspondent writes us, that a bruise in an animal is the
If a knife is
first place where decomposition takes place.
used, and the spinal column be touched, instant death occurs,
water

the score of the regular weekly

is

tun.

many days

fisherman, the late Republican candidate
for Mayor of the City of Perth Amboy, that city just one day
Every day
older than New York City, Hon. Isaac C. Acken.
I accompanied him in his fishing excursions about Perth AmAs soon as the tide
boy bay for nearly or quite a fortnight.
had served for, say twenty minutes, he would up anchor and
As fast as we caught our fish we placed them
start for home.
in a car, thus keeping them alive. If the time was just before
dinner, I would take the oars and he would seize his knife
and proceed to prepare some of the weakfish for dinner. Many
times I have wilnessed the following, and I make the statement without fear of contradiction, for Isaac C. Acken's word
will not he doubted by anyone who knows him, and he is my
witness to prove my statement:
After the bead of a weakfish had been cut off, and entrails
taken out, taken alive from the car, and killed in cleaning for
dinner, I have seen the fish actually jump off the seat of the
boat and continue hopping about on the boat's bottom.
Further, I have seen the cook of our homestead bring a codfish to the table which she had just bought alive, and had
killed and cleaned, and, just as she was going to put it in the
pot, it actually leaped from the table to the kitchen floor.
Like all good and faithful cooks, she uttered a nice little
scream and said " Why, really, that fish ain't dead yet I"
I now propose to show that a fish suffers no pain whatever as
soon as it is out of the water. I own, at the start, that I canNo one is
not show this affirmatively; only by induction.
"If so be the ship's gone
asked to believe unless convinced.
down, she's gone down if so be the ship's afloat, Bhe's afloat,"
The hypothesis upon which this showing must rest
etc., etc.
is as follows, to wit
Place a man in a room filled with pure oxygen gas, and his
He will live a lovely life of exlife will be short but ecstatic.
lie will literally die
quisite happiuess in a very short time,
Man from common air to pure oxygen presents
in ecstasy.
the ratio of a fish from water to common air. The very jumping of the fish is, therefore, by induction, an exhibit of
It is proper to conclude by adding, we
ecstasy, not, pain.
laithfiilly and devotedly believe that the Creator has wisely
and with Godlike skill appointed it so that fish should die a
wanted for the sustenance of man.
when
death of pleasure
C. Hatch Smith.

and most

10, at 5.30 p. m.

—Following

meeting of the" Oritani Archers," Hackensack, N. J., July
'1 lie target used
27.
is 24in. in diameter, with gold, red, blue,
black aud while rings, Gin. in diameter.
Scale of points
Gold (bull's-eye), 9; red, 7; blue, 5; black, 3; white (outer),
1.
Distance, 30 yds. 7 in.:

We

1

the 4th states that the striped

striped bass, whatever that may be.
Aud while on this subject of bass,

Brooklyn, N. Y., July 27, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your journal, May 10, 1878, page 283, you publish a

We have seen several very elegant specimens of penmanship—both curious aud ornamental— executed by Mr. Charles
Gonzalez., of this city. With a pen this gentleman reproduces
articles copied from the Fobest and Sxkbam so plain and
so singularly uniform as to give his work the appearance of
It is not only the lettering which is perfect,
original print.
but the chaste and elegant scroll work around his designs that
stamps him as an artist of rare ability.

EutfSOia— Charleston, July 31.— Squirrel hunting is tolerSome very good bags
ably good around here Ihis summer.
made, the best by Freeman Biggs, the old squirrel hunter,
aud the best in the State. There has been a line doe seen
galloping over the prairie, near the three groves. It is believed that she has a fawu iu there. The underbrush is very
thick.
The unmerciful pot hunter is making a terrible
J. B. D.
slaughter of the pinnated grouse.
'

—

Freeport, Illinois, has a newly-organized "Preeport
Shooting Club," whose object is the protection of game aud
The officers are: President, L. Z. Farglass ball practice.
well; Vice-President, Dr. W. H. Mills; Secretary, E. B
Hall Treasurer, J, H. Slaver Executive Committee, President Farwell, Vice-President Mills, Jesse Bin-chord, E, V.
Hall and Charles D. Knowlton.
;

j

"
sf.

—If any of

Wisconsin— Watertown, AugustX.
should come West this season, they

-will

your people
do welt to take in

Lake KoBhkonong and the canvas-backs. At the present time
snipe and woodcock shooting is good. The engineer of tho
steamer, Joe Marckres, with a friend, bagged 82 woodcock
Tue3day afternoon last, and not content with that, he bagged
six more before breakfast the next morning. Summer duck
are quite plenty now, but the season is uot yet open for them.
Prairie chickens will be quite plenty, though it was feared
the early rains would drown them out but now it is evident
the rains came so early that the chickens nested on high
little steamer has been
ground, and are consequently safe.
placed on Bock Eiver and proves of great convenience to
sportsmen, who are thus enabled to have quick communication with the sporting grounds.
S. M. E.
;

A

—

—

Fall Brook, San Diego Co., July 10. I am
Cai/cfoioiia
very pleasantly located in a lovely little valley of live oak,
a very wild country, with plenty of game around.
The deer have not yet come down from the high mountains,
but soon will be here. I have shot three, however, since the
open season (July 1) began, but there are at present too many
acres per deer for good sport.
The quantity of quail within
a circle of a mile from where I am writing is truly astounding, but I shall not bother them until winter.
There is also
fine duck shooting within a few miles in winter.
Hare are
also very plenty.
It is a different country in every respect
from any otherpart of the State that I have seen. The climate
is as delightful as one could wish and not half as hot as one
would expect of this latitude.
T. S. Van Dike.
etc., in

—

A Boy. an Ox and a Beak Mr. Editor: While at
Aiken a few days ago I saw the foot of a large blaok bear
that was killed within a few miles of that high and dry town.
It is common to find them on the Ediato, fifteen miles from
the town, but very uncommon to find one so far from his old
haunts.

The discovery

amusing

incident.

of the old fellow caused quite an
Mr. Daniel Cook, a respectable farmer
living five miles from Aiken, had sent a colored boy to look
up a very gentle old black ox named Buck. In about an
hour's time Mr. Cook and family were startled by an unusual
lumbering sound, a heavy cloud of dust and a black streak
coming with lightning speed right for his house. This somewhat alarmed Mr. Cook, not being accustomed to such sights
and sounds, and he at once concluded that it must certainly
be the eclipse of the sun coming ahead of time. On it came,
right for the house by the front gate, and over a ten-rail fence
clear right into his house lot, where it came to a sudden halt
with a heavy thump. Mr, Cook cautiously approached the
lot and to his amazement found old Buck and the little darkey all in a pile, and the boy apparently in his last gasp, with
both hands completely tied up in the hair of Buck's tail. Mr.
Cook called for help and soon extricated the boy, took him
into the yard under a shade, and after using a bottle of camphor and rubbing an hour, the little fellow' opened his eyes
and said in a low whisper, "Bar! bar! bar!" and he was
then soon able to give a rational account of his troubles.
After finding Buck he had him by the tail, driving him
through the head of a branch, when all on a sudden " Buck
rear up on he hind foot, and fotch a snort, and dar been de
big bar in tree feet ob we. Buck break for de house. I faint,
and when I come to Mars. Daniel been rubbin' me in de face
wid canipfire." Mr. Cook alarmed the neighbors, collected
all the dogs and gims he could, and they were soon in hot
pursuit of old bruin, and after an exciting chase of half an
hour and thirteen shots, the old fellow fell a victim to his
foolishness in leaving his old range. Weight, 2-811bs. [Gone
to meet the bears that ate the little boys who cried, " Go up,
thou Bald-head."—Ed.]
While in Aiken we attended a meeting of the Goddard
Shooting Club, and saw some good shooting at glass balls.
Probate Judge Williams, of Aiken County, is the Bogardus

of the club.
WillisUm, 8. O., July 8, 1878.

One of tub Gang.

A

Virginia Bear Hunt.—Big Spring, Va., July 21—Mr.
Editor: Have just been on a bear hunt in the Port Lewis
Mountains, which are three miles from this place. I have
made several trips in the mountains, and have had fair sport
among the birds, but bad never been successful in encountering my desired game until the 12th of July, when I fell in
with Bruin. I started early on the 11th, taking with me a
colored servant and two good bear dogs, and provisions suffiAfter a hard tramp over the mountains
cient for two days.
we camped for the night were up by sunrise next morning
to start in pursuit of our game.
We had been out best part
of the morning without any success, when our dogs, passing
down into a deep ravine, struck the trail. On coming up to the
dogs with the utmost caution, I beheld Bruin at the foot of
a tree, snapping and growling at the dogs. Taking steady
aim with my rifle, I pulled the trigger ; the ball striking too
low, and not taking much effect, only served to increase the
excitement and fury of the brute. Catching sight of me,
laying back his ears and opening his mouth, with a snort the
animal bounded at me, hardly giving me time to place a tree
between us. Fortunately the dogs fell suddenly on his rear
with a fury which completely diverted his attention.
Dropping my gun I ascended the tree, from which I watched
the fig lit below. It lasted some minutes, one of the dogs being badly hurt from a blow of his paw. The bear suddenly
beat a retreat down a slope, followed by one of his tormentors..
I descended the tree and looked round for my servant, who
was nowhere to be found. Picking up my gun and placing a
cartridge, I started with all speed and soon overtook the bear,
as he continually turned to drive back the dog.
Placing the
rifle to my shoulder I fired, the ball hitting in the right
shoulder. It wounded him badly, and roused him to a pitch
of fury almost impossible to describe. The roar he gave
when the ball struck him I shall never forget. It so scared
me that 1 almost chopped my gun. He bounded toward me with
a speed one would hardly believe the unwieldly brute capable
of.
Drawing my knife in my left hand, cutting my hand in
getting it out in the hurry, my revolver in my right, I waited
for the attack, which did not take half the time it takes me to
write this. He reared on his hind legs, and as quickly as possible I placed three bullets in his chest, when he fell all of a
heap in front of me. In his dying struggles he continually
tried to grab hold of the dog, who still continued to attack
him. I now proceeded to look for my servant. After wandering about the woods I discovered him up a tree, half
Beared to death. I sent him back after a mule, with which
he returned late that night. The next morning he took our
trophy home. He was in pretty good condition, weighing
386 pounds.
p. 0. C.
;

Notes op Western Tkavbl.
learn that the party convoyed

—Our readers will be glad to
by Texas Jack

are

WkHST

—

now wel

aNHS

sVtream.

under way. The following letter is fromKawlins, Wyoming,
under date of July 21!
Mr. Editor : The 16th of this month we left New York via
N. Y. Central for Chicago, where we had for two days a jolly
After Jack had joined us there, we
time with our friends.
I think
started for Omaha, to Btop theie twenty -four hours.
this is a very good place to purchase saddles we bought two
handsome and comfortable ones for $85 apiece, having all

After many introductions to reporters and Jack's numerous
friends at almost every station, we found ourselves at the
Railroad Hotel, which was so crowded on account of the
eclipse that, although we telegraphed for rooms, we three

were put up in one

room

little

A good night's

like herrings.

rest made us rise early ; we were anxious to get ready for our
ThiB was not so easy as we thought,
trip as soon as possible.
as suitable horses or ponies were very scarce. After two days'

we bought

seven ponies, four for pack and three for
saddle, at the rate of $45 apiece. Our second guide, whom we
The usual
hired i'or $2 a day, had his own pony and ouffit.
price for ponies such as we got is $35 to $40, but they say
Our
that this season the price is higher than it used to be.
other outfit, consisting of pack saddles, tent, blankets, provisions, ammunition, etc., we purchased at moderate prices.
Hunting parties can get at Rawlins the whole outfit they want
for a trip, even rifle cartridges for any kind of rifle and any
calibre.
Our first trip will be south of TJ. P. B. K., near the
border of North Park of Colorado, to Battle Creek and Battle
Lake, about 65 miles from here.
The auspices for fishing and hunting both seem to be firstrate.
Everybody here speaks with great enthusiasm of the
abundance of trout in the above-mentioned stream and lake.
They say that they bite at a bare hook, but that they never
saw any one fishing with a fly. Game, such as antelope,
deer and elk, are said to be just as plenty there as trout in the
waters.
What is true of this we will soon find out ourselves.
This first trip will not extend longer than about three weeks,
as we made an appointment with Mr. Story, from Chicago, a
gentleman whom I got acquainted with at A. P. Jones' hospitable^ retreat at Homosassa, Fla., and another gentleman
search

1
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WHnghea.

Firth

Bun Club— ll'tst

L Palmer

meet

Rawlins

at

thunder storm, which cleared the weather, so that we may
have it fair for the first week or so. My friend Frank is in
very good spirits and humor, and cannot, await the time to kill
his first deer; so is Jack, who is now engaged in packing, assisted by Tip, our second guide. If nothing happens,
to-morrow morning. You will shortly hear from us in the
field.

of gathering it
that the article in the Fobest and Btjseam
of July 4, page 430, was not an advertisement, but to throw
out suggestions as to the manner of gathering it, in order to
secure its germination by parties who are at the trouble to get
the seed and desirous of introducing this desirable wild-fowl
attracting food. 1 will refer those wishing to get the seed to
1 still doubt if it will
what is said in that communication.
grow after the seed becomes dry. It may require various
modes in putting up to send any distance. 1 wish {parties who
have gathered the seed and been successful in making it grow

it v Lengerke
Joe Jouiras
O Hesse

£
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Piersol

;

sacks, green in sacks, damp boxes, dry, or seed damp i n boxes
or kegB, in water. I have received so many inquiries and applications for the seed that I have got the promise from parties
to gather some.
They cannot fax the price, never having
gathered any. It will be procured as cheap as it can be afforded probably $3 to $5 per bushel. After this year a price
can be fixed, but now no one here has any idea what it's worth
to gather it. No more will be charged than it costs to gather
and ship. It must go by express. I would not advise over a
half-bushel in one package. If more, is desired, put up in different ways.
1 will see to the putting up and send in the beet
manner, or as ordered, as soon as the seed is gathered, so that
Parties who order must
it can be sown in the shortest time.
be responsible, or send the money with their order. It will
be probably about the middle of September before it will be
I will do my best
ready to harvest, perhaps sooner or later.
Let this
to aid in something to give pleasure to sportsmen.
be sufficient answer to all interested.
W. B. Ransom.

1

1

1 1 1
11

;

would post up the " boys" how long before sown, whether it
dried, how far carried, etc.
I would suggest to parties who
whether in
order the seed to tell in what manner to send it

1 1

1

1

000 oil 00

Second match, ten

More About Wild Rios.—Mr. Editor : I wish to say
through the Forest and Stream to all who are writing me in
regard to wild (or Indian) rice, that I am not in the business

1 l

1

Payne

^V

A tndereoB

Bohmaht.

•

Ho&oien, X.J., Aumist 3.—Regular club

1

J v Lengerke

Steveno....o

to

The second trip very likely will be north
Wind River Mountains. The last three days we had a

bftllftt,

1

to

London, whose name I forget,

(glass
*

0-S
mine

1

1

tar a gold badge, twenty balls, Bogaxdtii rales, three traps,
IS yards rise, ana 21 yards lor all that have won the badge once

Kn'-.wlt u.,,0
Merrill
1
Pleraol... .1

New

1

Same day Mr. James Hughes won the cmb badge
•

-'

0—

1

Hepsley

IlepBlej's patent glass ball traps.
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tic.

ltlo-4

1

11

..0

Fourth tie.
1—a Hepsley

1

WHoghes

the 10th of August.

from

tie.

1

Hepsley

;

kinds to choose from. Here we made the mistake of Bend; ug
two boxes by freight to Rawlins, our destination, intending
to save money, as we had about 200 pounds over-weight.

Third

W Hughea

1

shooting

off ties.

POSTED.

;
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St. Joseph, Mich.,
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New Jbbset Gun Club.—Monthly handicap pigeon shoot, West bide
Driving Park, Jersey City Heights, July *5 ten birds, SO yards boundary ; use. of. born barrels j club rules to govern :
;
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Ho! fob Bbishton Beach! On Tuesday another newroute to the Atlantic beach was opened. Nearly five hundred
an cars at the LoDg Island
persona embarked on the P ul
City depot of the Long Island Railroad for Brighton Beach.
Time to be occupied from the foot of Thirty-fourth street to
Brighton Beach will be some 45 minutes. The new feature
of this roml, which is most important for some of the 500,000
people who swelter in New York and Brooklyn during the
summer heats, is that Brooklynites can take the elegant cars
of the roaii tit Flatbush avenue and go straight to Brighton
Beach. The trains leave every 20 minutes up to 4 p. m.
fiY.ua Fltitbush avenue, and after that every 15 minutes.
Tens of thousands of people will avail themselves of this new
On the 6th, Messrs. Breslin Sweet, of the Brighton
route.
Beach Hotel, did the honors, and a sumptuous repast was
the guests. The rapidity with which Coney
Island has been converted into a famous place of summer resort is marvelous, and the Brighton Hotel, with its special
Oui
roads, wilJ lie sure to lie. the favorite, house of resort.
thanks are due to Colonel Sharp, of the Long Island Road,
l
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Ties on nine.

WHnghea
Hepsley

killed, 79
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Barclay, 21 yards
Williams, 21 yards
J Hughes', 21 yards
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Mr. Aubrey Coventry
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Match £500 a aide, 100 birds each, 30 yards rise, from live traps
placed five yards apart double-barreled guns, 1J( oz. shut, aud Loudon
einn club rules to govern.
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Blrmlngnams.
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both

oirJs
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Total
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Abbott
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Spencer
Smith
E Reed
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for the Ural
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Bogardus killing Hand Coventry 18. The shooting now began to Improve, and It the end Dl the second 25 the score wu 83 each,. Bogardus
had hard luck, threeof Ids birds fulling dead Just beyond Die Hue. Ai
Bogardus misaed hid
His onth shut Bogardus missed and Coventry led.
67th oinl, but Coventry mlsaed his with. At the end of the nurd 25
birds, Coventry had lulled f*s and Bogardus 57. Coventry
Coventry then led am
Tilth iilr-i, but Bogardus lust his 62d.
u
when the scores were again even. Bogardus mlBsed blssiiu bird and
Coventry once more led but he missed Ills oiltli and olch birds, while
Bogardns lost 110 more, ending the fourth 85 birds hy a BOOl
,.".
The excitement-was Intense during the, last 85 birds,
ior It was not until the very last snot, which was tired by Rognrdut;,
that It was decided thai the latter had nun or the match was a tie.
give the full score as cabled lo the i;ew York Berald
stork.

:

111011—

00O10101 111110 oil

1 1 o 1

Polsoni
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1 1 1

01

i
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traps

Haven.

100000010101

Armstrong

1

j

Connecticut—Birviinghum, Aug. 1.— Bogardus roles and

Fulton
Jorey
Cowell

,r.(iAi!Dus' Victoky—ionrion, Aug. 6.— The great intermatch between Capt. A. H. Bogardus, the American
champion, ami Mr. Aubrey Coventry, came off to-day at till
r:iailonal GnnandPolo Club, and exened enormous interest.
The match was for £800 a side, each to shoot at mo birds an
yards rise. Capt, Begardus was the winner oi he contest by one bird.
The scoro was Bogardus, 79 ; Coventry, JSk The weather was One

national shooting

I

for attention.

.

;

FOREST AND STREAM
£tt8wet[8 to (^aytByonfonts.
Taken

Notice

r\o

W.

R. K., Lebanon,
week's paper.
F.

MT. ST.,

BUver

your inquiries Bee las!

C—

Idaho.— The suge hen and

City,

,

Anourmons Communication..

ot

O.—For an unawerto

tlie

plnnatea grouBe

ire two entirely dlatlnot birds.
.!.
A, B., Crawford, N. J.— Very good snooting for boys
never tried their hands at It before.

P

R,

B., Louisville,

Newport,

Ky.— Write

to Secretary

Narraganaett

who had

Gun

H. L, Versailles,
,

Mo.—Ton will And Bond's

In Florida waters.

Take a small

portable boat unite handy

G. K. J., Richmond, Va.~ Vie
myrrh mixed with olive oil gives great

Gum

relief.

H. B., O. c. K. R.—Having carefully read your
yon mention last wonld suit your purpose.

J.

Tramp,
ton water

Inka, M1B3.—There

IB

E. T. E., Washington, D.
Think my setter must have worma.
Keeps thin, and throws np his food. Have given him vermifuge. Is 17
mouths old. Ans. Give him a teaspoonful of salt each morning for,
three days, and then a purge of castor oil. Note effectB, If not strong

letter

we

think the

no difference between hard water and

m regard to the fish dwelling in them.

for pinnated grouse
0. M„ Dauphin, Pa.— In Minn, the open season
openB Aog. IB quail, ruffed grouse and water fowl Sept. 1,
;

T. L. M., Brooksburg, Ind.— 1 ask your opinion of the guns made by
?
I want a good gnn—one that will
and advertised for sale by
gunB at $86, $100
wear well, shoot well, and look well. Are the
,

upon?

$125 lobe relied

Ana.

You can put

the utmost confidence In

First class work, and will last a lifetime.

New York.—It is not a

A

J.

.,

rifle

Where can I get a copy of "Randall's
2. Which Is best, a long or mid-range rifle, for
Practical Shepherd?"
bunting on the plains and in the " Rockies V 8. Which is beat for use,
W,

ML, Danville, 111.— l.

J.

a 10 or IS bore 7 Ans. 1. Write to Orange Judd, New York. 2. Midrange. 3. According to game. If four-footed, a 10 If wing game, a 12
a. W. IT., Goshen.— 1. Whatslzeor grade of Dittmar powder should
be used for duck and quail shooting ? 2. Does Bogardus shoot with
both eyes opon ? 3. What sizes of chilled shot should be used for duck
and quail with No. 10 gun, one barrel choke and the other medium?
Abb. 1. C. powder. 2. Yes, 3. No. 4 for duck we prefer 8 always for
;

Kawsonvffle.—You could have barrels made by the Winchester
Co., by the Providence Tool Co., by Sharps and

quail.

SuBscniDEu, Baldw'insviUe, Pa.— The season for water fowl shooting
Maryland opens Nov. 1. Tn the vicinity of EUrton you may find good

duck shooting
1.

H. M-, Toledo, Ohio.— In regard to wildrlce see letter in this week's
Send to this offlice the address of your friend. It will not be

don.

used without your consent.
A. C. T. B., Lake Megantlc—Cannot give yon plans of catamaran at
Have sent yon papers containing Information of same. See
in last week'B paper.

present.

answers

Y.— Send your application to John

,

l.

this

He

is

R. M. B., New York.— In Pike Co., Penn., you will And exoellent
Lackawaxen. Williamson's Hotel there Is headquarters for
sportsmen ; board $3 per week. Deer, ducks, snipe, grouse, trout, bass
and pickerel will be found in the neighborhood. Good hotels at Milford $10 to $12 per week. Another good centre la Sholola, where there
are reasonable hotel accommodations. You can hardly go astray.

the President of the

sport at

M. n., Belvldere, N. J.—Cannot give you planB of racing boat in
column, but will send you a design for $2, if you will be more
wanted.

specific as to kind of boat

R. H. B., Middletown, Conn.— We repeat tne oft-repeated recipe for
aquarium cement. Make a thick paste of these ingredients : Two oza.
powdered litharge, ono oz. ground white lead, three oza. boiled linseed
Another good cement may be made by
oil and one oz. copal varnish.
mixing litharge and glycerine to the consistency of putty. It may be

Me.—You can procure any of the books you deby sending to Appleton & Co., Broadway, N. X., or to Charles
SerUmer'B sons, Broadway, N. Y.
Augusta, Augusta,

sire

Englehardt's Rowing AlJ. P, L„ Indianapolis.— Letter at hand.
al«o paper requested. No design for single shell published,
but can send yon a set of lineB for $2.

manac sent

used to

;

F West Granny.—Where can

I get a

.,

book on

shoot at a fourth ball to

win

Is

three

pnt, distance 6

rods?

in a

all

reliable parties

and can do as well with you as any one

For a second-hand yaoht advertise in our columns. A 30 foot
steam launch will cost new about $375 to $400. Will seat six to eight
persona. Speed ten to twelve miles
else.

in a so-lnch tar-

Ana. Three-fonrthB about of the whole count of

D. D. M., East

Rockaway.—I have a very

fine

W. 4

C. Scott

& Sons

8-bore breech-loader, purchased of Schuyler, Hartly & Graham expressly for wild fowl shooting, and am thinking abont having one barrel
choked. Please inform me through the columns of Answers to Cor-

mountain.

respondents what your opinion is in choke bores for shooting coarse
shot, say No. i to BB ? Ana. A choke bore, If anything, shoots the larger
numbers better than the smaller ones.

Glen ville.—The Hart shell has two kinds of primers, the
Common caps would not do. Yon
the Berdan.
would want an ejector to load with. Tlje Winchester cannot be wiped
from the breech,
C. A. T.,

common one and

J.

P.,

St.

Paul,

Minn.—My

Irlah setter has felons over her eyes.

I

thought I had cured her. Since then occasionally matter will form in
her eyes. The eyes look glossy, nose dry, appetite fair, but not strong
What shall I do 7 Ans. Try to Improve general health. Plenty of exGive a little sulphur once a
ercise and good food give a good coat.
week and now and again a mild purge of castor oil, and wash the eyes
with weak alum water once a day, three grains to an ounce.

p.omeo, Mich.— Please explain what you mean when you
Is it struck measure
3 dra. powder and l,Voz. shot ?"
or heaping, just as you would take it out of a quantity with a dipper ?
Abb. The load is a struck measure.

w.

to

&

;

W. E. P., Cambridge, Mass.— On Mt. Chocorua, N. II., Yon may get a
Partridge shootshot at a bear if your aspirations are so high as that.
ing is good. Go to see Piper, an old hunter, who Uvea at tho foot of the

H.

week

excellent.

They are

good target

pellets.

say,

ti

E. C. B., Montrose, Pa.— For a safe steam yaoht write to N. Y. Safety
Co.,
Steam Power Co., 30 Cortlandt St, N. Y. or to Balrd, Huston
Beach and Vienna sts,, Philadelphia; or to Geo. Parr, Buffalo, N. Y.

tie.

number of pellets
IX oz. No. s shot

it

Purge him
do? Ans. Difficulty arises from seme local Irritation.
with castor oil and give five grains nitrate of potash In a little water
three timea a day. For all diseases of the bladder the nitrate of potash

D

Raivo, Ithaca.—Please give me the
with 10 gauge gnn, 4 drs. of powder,

Give

I

MnstD
also breakB three straight.
the match 7 Ans. Certainly. It is now a

and misses the fourth.

B.,

"Load with

Byes Inflamed and
E. T. H., Augusta.— Have a pup 8 months old.
running. Has had no meat for a month. Appetite good. What can I
do for him? Ans, Keep them clean with warm water and use a wash
containing three grains of alum to one ounce of water.

W., Baltimore.—My Setter dog ia 4 years old and has someCoat looks dead, and stomach is swollen.
and apathetic. Have given him oil. Does not Beem to Buffer.
I feed him on scraps. He is troubled with fleaa. Ans. Perhaps your
dog has dropsy, any physician can tell you, and you must destroy the
fleas about the kennel at the same time you kill them on the dog.
Cleanse the Kennel with lime, and wash the whole with water containJ.

W.

thing the matter with him.

ing a

Berwick, Pa.— Please inform me of some responsible parties
and have for sale pure blood dach3hunde and fox terriers.
For
Ans. For dachshunde address Dr. Twaddell, West Philadelphia.
fox terriers, Captain John M. Taylor, Bellefonte, Nottoway Co., Va,

little

carbolic acid.

C. L. S.,

L„ Springfield.— Sstter pup, 4 months old, bos been sick a
month. Gave him oil and he pasBed a few worms. As he kept growing worse I thought I would uestroy him, but thooght I would try some
salts.
He threw np a great many wormB. Gave him then areca
O. v,

that breed

W., Pittsburgh.—The three patterns yon send ns (251 pellets, No.
Parker gun, 10 gauge 240, No. 6 shot ; and 944, No,
I drs. Dittmar) ia first-class, good all around, and
dlfflcalt to better. We think the Dittmar just as safe as any other
powder.

Had canker in the ear, but that is curedbut he is net in good order.
What can I do for him f Ans. Give him two grainB of quinine throe
times a day for a week. Also a teaspoonful of salt the first thing In
the morning for three days.

J. J, P., Cleveland, O.—For a fast sailing yacht write to Pat McGiehan,
Ho has built the well known clippers Bella, Excelsior,
J.
H. Smedley, of South Brooklyn, or R.
Meta, Kaiser, Ins, Cora, etc.
Walling, foot of Court st„ South Brooklyn, also are known for their fast

R. E., Newport.—1. I want to purchase a new breech-loading shotgun to be used on quail, grouae, chicken, snipe, duck and occaaionally
geese and turkey. How Bhali I have the bore for this variety of game ?
I want the gun light, say seven pounds. Should It be true cylinder for
one ban-eland moderate choke for the other, or Bhonld it be moderate

.7.

shot, at 40 yds.,

;

shot—made with

Pamrapo, N.

turn-outs.

the best for the
choke for one and full for the other ? 2. Is the
1. Get a 12 bore gun, one barrel moderate and the other

Sahob, N. Y.—The centre of buoyancy is the centre of displaced
The centre of gravity is the centre of weight of the entire
The former varies Its position as the displaceyacht, outfit and crew.
ment changes in form ; the latter always remains in the same place of

money 1 Ana.
full

water.

O.

choke.

is

a No.

0.

Load with

5 drs.

pow-

$80—most any price now.

It la a very easy matter to break a goat, providing he ia not too
Firet break him ao that he can be driven around without a wagon.
After you have him accustomed to the bit you can put a wagon behind
him. You will And it a tough job to break a goat after he Is one or two
years old, as after thia age they become very stubborn.

nal.

old.

G. P. K., Norwich",

Conn.—The

crawflah are, popularly speaking, a
The scientific name la Atand A, miasippiemU of the
WeBtern states, with other names for the species of other localities.
They are common in all fresh water streams, and we should presume
that yon would find them about Norwich. Can bo procured in the
market. Do not prefer them to Dobson as bait for bass, though much
cross

between the shrimp and the

la<m

bartonii of the Northeastern States,

See F.

locality, etc.

lobster.

.6. S.,

Vol. IX., p. 105; Sept.

13,

isn

,

S. G., Homosassa.— To potlead a boat give her a thin coat of linseed
oil and dust on tho blacklead, rubbing It down smooth.
Pot lead may
be obtained from R. J. Waddel &, Co., 52 Beekman si ., N. Y. Cost 10c.
per pound. Order 20 pounds. A gallon of fresh waterwelghs 10 pounds.
Six and a quarter gallons make one cubic foot, which weighs 62.4
pounds if salt water 64.2 pounds. There are 35.84 cubic feet of fresh
water In a ton and 34.9 cubic feet salt water. Ton, 2,240 pounds.
Will
send book on boat building as soon as Bhipment from England comes to
hand.
L. F , New York.—What kind of game is found In Wyoming and
Which of the two are best for a hunter-and trapper? Ana.
In these territories you will And elk, mule, black and white- tailed deer,
cinnamon and black bears, buffalo, moose, mountain sheep, antelope,
mountain lions, jack rabbits, common rabbits, squirrels, gray wolves,
prairie wolves, beavers, otters, pinnated grouse, snipe, ducks, geeBe,
cranea, pelicans, brant, herons and sage hens. You will find enough
game In either one of them. The Winchester is the better ot the two
rules you mention.

Montana?

W.

Bowmanville.—1,

powder best kept by putting it into a
it be Kept in a warm, dry place 7
moveable rubber butt to be used If
with it the rine weighed over ten pounds or in weighing rifie would
this bo taken off or Included in Its weight 7
4. Would a pad faBtened
to arm be allowed?
Ans. 1. Admirably well.
2.
Yr es. 3. The rifle
alone must not weigh over ten pounds, with trappings
4. It wonld be
allowed—so that it was not a sling or support to the piece.
J.

L.,

glass bottle tightly corked

Would Creedmoor

5.

?

2.

Is

Should

rules allow

;

Subscriber, Brooklyn.— I have a breech-loading shot-gun 10 gauge,
pounds, which is too heavy for summer shooting.
Could I prooure
a pair of barrels, 12 bore, 23 or 30 Inch to At the stock 7 How soon could
I procure them ? Does chilled shot injure the choke of a gun, or has it
a tendency to lead it 7
Ans. 1.
12 gauge barrel would lighteu your
gun so very little as to make but little difference. Would cost about
$75. Go to Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt St., N. Y., or to Madison, Fulton St..

9>sf

A

Brooklyn.

2.

About a couple

of months.

3.

Not

In the least.

F. W. B., Boston.— On account of crowded condition of our columns
the design for a deep Bloop yacht haB been deferred. You may take
the design on page 181, vol. 10, draw In the desired depth and retaining
the beam, sketch in the frames and so make an acceptable design. But
when opportunity offers later on we will devote attention to large dis-

placement craft. A twenty foot jib and mainsail will cost about $300
new, according to quality of build. Would advise you to pick up a
second-hand boat. There are many in Boston to be had from $150 up.
Address of " N." has been sent to you. Will take about twenty-five
days to build such a yacht.

Canvasback, Cleveland, O.— The following are" the dimensions of
canvas for a sloop 21 feet long, medium rig : Mainsail, 21 feet hoist
on boom, 14 feet on gaff Jib,. 20 feet on foot ; 22 feet on leech.
Lay out this canvas on paper, And Its centre and place mast so that it
will balance with centre of longitudinal immersed section, centreboard
down. No deAnite rule for settling upon dimensions of canvas can be
given. Experience governs the amount. It also depends upon stiffness
of the boat, consequently above figures are only approximate, as we
have not full particulars of the yacht at hand. Total area about TOO
feet, and assuming immersed cross section of the yacht to measure 11
feet she will have about 64 feet of sail to l of crosB section, which is a
2T feet

fair

amount

;

for ordinary use.

2.

An

excellent gun.

Both Eyes, New York.—Does Carver use a

rifle with two sights, or
he use the sight or sights? I think it would be very
him to use two, or even one sight, and my impression Is
that a Bight on a ahot-gun la not needed. Theae Inquiries are elicited
by reading the article of " Cesticus " In your lssns of July 25. a. Are
the Damaacus barrels in tho
guns imported or made by them f
Ans. 1. The Winchester is the ordinary ono with the two sights, but
the Bights are not naed by Carver In shooting. It would be impossible
for him to catch the ahotB with the sight8, so quickly does he aim at
flying objects. It is very possible that Bogardus does not use the Bights
In his shot gun.
At first he may have done so, but the end of the bar-

in shooting does
difficult for

rel directs his

aim.

We could not,

They are used by the ahooter

however, dispense with the Bight*.

instinctively.

2.

Imported.

A. F., Sixteenth TJ. S. I., Fort Riley.—Snbscription expires August V,
To rig a boat 12 feet long, canoe model, proceed as follows, for
ordinary rig: Mast, 8 feet long stepped 3 feet from bowB. Lug sail, 6
feet on foot;* feet 9 inches on luff, the latter being perpendicular to
the foot ; 7 feet 6 Inches on leech and 4 feot on head. Use a light pole
for the head and one for foot. Have single halliards rove through sheave
In masthead, or a simple ' thimble" seized on one Bide of the mast.
The lower boom ia kept down by a lashing round the mast, or a cleat.
Single rope for sheet about 1 foot in from eud of boom.
For tacking
1878.

;

nse a " leehoard." If more sail is wanted add a small jib forward and
a corresponding " jigger" aft. Latter Is simply a light pole, with boom

5

1

of Bhootlng.

to a very large muzzle-loading single
Bore just the size of a sliver
Barrel 31 Inches.
a correct charge for same and what size bore

Your gun

$12 to

T. T., Beaver Avenue, Allegheny City.— Where oau I get Information
n the breeding, management and breaking of goats ?
Ans. There is
aeries of articles now being published in the London Liee. Stock Jour-

on bottom and a triangular sail stretched between the two. If required
have line of reef points tn the lug sail 2 feet up from boom. Make sail
of Ught and close drilling.
Hem all around. Lace to gaff and boom
through atlched "eyelets" In the hem.
Have line from boom end to
masthead and down again, so that you can brail up the boom up aud
down tho maat. Lee board Bhould have \K square feet immersed.

What would he

would apply to it ? Ans.
der and i ozb. shot.

From

How

A

Soft Shot" I Bee the Orange Lghtning gives better peneIs the Dittmar as good
tration than the Dittmar ; also, better pattern.
for every-day shooting as black powder? 3. What would you recommend for fall nse in breech-loading shot-gunj Dittmar or black powder?
Ans. 1. lii grB. powder, l oz. shot. S. Dittmar excellent for all kinds

" Chilled

K„ Boston.—I have oeceBS

quarter.

book on canoe

the best

Pact., West, Boylston.—1. Please give proper charge, powder and
shot, for a muzzle-loader, 15 bore, 30 inch barrels? 2. In the trial of

the vessel.

gun very wen made.

for a boy of 16,

la

13 dull

Dick, Patnesvllle, O.—In. shooting pigeons from trap, double rises, if
a man misses hla first bird and, his gun being properly loaded, misses
lire on his second bird, is he entitled to another bird or another dou ble
rise, or not any bird ? Ans, He Is entitled to another pair.

1.0

gun

How much would a

it

.

flsh-culture, the

Black Geokoe, Mobile.—In a miss-and-out match C breaks

aorta of broken household ware.

all

A. B. C.j Germantown.—My Skye terrier has a swelling on his urinal
organs. In great p.Uu. Have tried an ointment of carbolic acid which
seemed to give some relief. Passes water with difficulty. What shall

best book on brook trout? Ans. Mr. Livingston Stone's " Domesticated
Trout." Published by Osgood & Co,, Boston.

balls

mend

harden.

Tuna, Bradford, Pa., and G. K. M., Mount Holly Springs, Pa.—I. M.
Brown, of l GO Nassau St., NewTork, wlsnes to correspond with you.
Will yon please send him your address?
R. M.

will

;

Subscriber, Phila.—I have purchased a gun made by
, of LonHow do they stand as makers ? The gun I have reference to Is a
9 pound 12 gauge modified choke, Damascus barrels, rebounding locks,
Please state In your next issue if such a gun
pistol grip and coal $80.
Ans.
Yonr gun is perfectly
is reliable and what. Is the proper load?
reliable. Load with S;4 drs. powder, IX oz. shot.

paper.

A. M. E Phila., and A. Van D., K".
Avery Esq.. City Hall, New York City.
Blooming Grove Part Association.

What

3. Where con I get such a book ? 4.
cost for a muzule-loadlng rifle ? Ana. 1.
breech-loader.
Half the accidents arise in loading, and for thia reason a breechloader
is safer.
2, and 3. '• Nelson's Practical Boat Building" will coat about
$1.60.
Can send it to you as soon as shipment arrives from England.

much

depends upon

I. M. B., New York.—Address Proprietor Hotel, Cobb's Island, Va.,
and send yonr letter care of Old Dominion Steamship Line, New York
Keatlng'a Insect Powder will give the gentle hint to woodtioka that
Carbolic soap Is also effecttheir room is better than their company.
For duck shooting use i drs. powder and \yt oz. shot. The F.
ual.
and S. is mailed Thursday morning.

Repeating ArniB
by Maynard.

in

A. O. K„ Parker City, Pa.—1.
muzzle, or breech-loader? 2.

J.

and sailboat building cost?

violation of

Chesa-

C. W. B., Uxbrldge, Mass.— For Information S3 to the Government
lands of Minnesota write to the State Commissioner of Immigration, St.
Paul, Minn.

Yon cannot lawfully kill moose In the Province before October,
and then, being a non-resident, you will have to procure a license (fee
from the Provincial Secretary,

ing.

$20)

4.

any express statute to
on Sunday, but a person so doing might be liable to
arrest upon complaint that he was disturbing the quiet of the Sabbath.
Creedmoor rules prohibit Snnday shooting on that range, and the example is a good one. The day was not made for rifle shooting.
F. P. H.,
ahoot with a

;

I.S., Gallupville, N. B.—You will And good duck shooting In
peake Bay and in the Susquehanna at Havre de Grace.

G. O. A., Fttchburg, Mbbb.— Parrsboro', Nova Scotia, ia a fine Initial
point for game and flah.
It Is the starting point for bunting moose
caribou, bears, wildcats, red and cross foxes, ruffed grouse, black
grouse, woodcock, snipe, plover and curlew, and Ashing for trout and
salmon. Gotid hotel accommodations, and guides for hunting and Ash-

give 2 grs. quinine three times a day for a week.

them.

sail along.

solution of bromine, or iodine.

rifle

Club,

Send us your scores.

It. I.

J. N. P., Auburn.— You want us to give you a good nam de pliMe for
your hunting stories. We would suggest Jackass-rabbit Jim or Coyote
Chris.
We have not been, however, reading much abont Western adventure lately. Buy aome ten cent novels with a blood-<lripplng picture
cover and choose for yourself.

vs.

3.

Both equally good.

—

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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A

CRITIC CRITICISED.

The first Flower Mission originated.in

August number of the Atlantic Monthly appears a
critical nolo which should not be left unanswered.

the

*•

A correspondent,

in the "Contributors' Club," takes exception to Judge Caton's statement that the Black-tail Deer is
confined to the western slope of our continent, and asserts

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
Dbvotbd to Field and Aquatic Stouts, Pbactioai, Natukai. Historv,
FishCoi.tdbb, the Protection of Gasik, Preservation 01
Andtrs Inculcation in Men and Women of a Healthy Interest
IN OCT-DOOB, RECREATION AND STODT
i

i
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tftntut and &treain publishing ffaomgang,.

— AT—
NO.

Ill (Old

No.

103)

that, having hunted in most of the States and Territories
between the Rocky Mountains and the Missouri River, he has
found the Black-tail in a!l of them, and ho is informed that it
occurs in Idaho and Washington
He also states that the
question as to whether the antelope shed their horns is still a
disputed one, and winds up his note with a statement attributed to Jim Bridger, and which is worthy of the old man.
The note to which we refer is an unfortunate one, for it is
calculated to convey entirely erroneous impressions to all
readers of the Atlantic who are not up in scientific nomenclature.
The case in hand is only auother instance of the
lamentable looseness with which common names arc applied

Box

#

283!.]

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCB,

pecially hard to

comes

off for

Clubs of

Two

or more.

if

we may

it

many

times, but

use the term.

Adveitiang Rates.

one inch.
Advertisements should bs sent In by Saturday of each week, Jf posBible.
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No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.

The fact is that there are two entirely distinct species of
deer inhabiting our western country, both of which are called,
The one

ia their respective sections, Black-tail.
is

to

A

as the eastern foothills of the Sierra Nevadas.

variety of

Arizona and Southern California,
where it is called by the Mexicans the Burro Deer a name
synonomous with its proper English appellation, for burro is
Spanish for jackass.
Curiacw columbianus is the other, and the true, Black-tail.
this species is found, too, in

—

most abundant on the Pacific Coast, but

its

range proba-

brief oditorlal notice calling attention thereto,

bly extends eastward beyond the Sierras, so that it no doubt
somewhat overlaps that of the Mule Deer. The two species

to ns, will

are so different in appearance that one need not be a naturalist

V Any

publisher inserting our prospectus as above one time, with

and sending marked copy
receive the Forest and Streak for one year.

from the other— an inspection of the tail
That of the Mule Deer (ft
viacrotk) is naked below, covered with short, white hairs
above, and terminates in a heavy brush, or pencil, of black
hairs.
It is as different as can be in appearance from the tail
The tail of the Black-tail, on the other
of the Virginia Deer.
to distinguish one

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

will decide the matter at once.
8,

1878.

To Correspondents.
communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Fobbst and Stream Publishing Company.
Names will not be published if objection bemade. No anonymous comAll

munications will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
not be read with propriety In the home circle.

may

BANKS,

S.

H.

T0RH1LL, Chicago,
Western Manager.

Business Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
;

Saturday, Aug. 10.— Scottish-American Athletic Club Games. Base
Ball: IntlianapollB vs. Providence, at Providence; Milwaukee vs. Cincinnati, at Milwaukeo ; Buffalo vs. Utica, at Buffalo.

Mmday, Aug. 12.— Professional
111.:

sculling at Barrier, Ont.

Utica, N. Y.; Cleneseo,

Thursday, Aug. 15.— Eastern

Trotting:

color, resembles the tail of

This confusion of names

is

very common, and a few examits unfortunate consequences.

ples will serve to call attention to

All of our readers

know

that the partridge of the South is the

North and West, while the partridge of the Middle and New England States is the pheasant of the South and
West, and is, after all, neither a pheasant nor a partridge, but
a grouse. The gopher of Georgia and Florida is a land tor-

—

toise (Xerobates carolinensis.
Ag), that of the plain3 is a
little ground squirrel (Spermvphilus), while the gopher of California is another and very different rodent, the pouched rat

Tlwmornys and Oromys).

Dozens

Welsgerber-Kelslnger sculling

Rowing Association Open Regatta

at

Silver Lake.

of analogous cases

might

In nine years of campaigning on the plairis, iu the Rocky
Mountains, and on the Pacific Coast, we have never met a rehunter who did not believe and strenuously affirm that
antelope shed their horns, and the fact has been known to
We must not be understood
naturalists for about ten years.
liable

the deer.

It is

is

shed, as

only the sheath that drops

is

the case with

off,

leaving the

core of the horn clothed with a soft, hairy skin which grows
hard in a short time, and within a month or two attains its

This shedding takes place in late November or
December, some little time after the rutting season is over.
An interesting account of the process of shedding will be
found in Gray's " Catalogue of the Ungulata in the British
Museum" (London, 1872).
We may mention in this connection that we have on hand
two very interesting articles, one on the " Black-tail of the
full length.

ANOTHER MILE-STONE.
To-day our readers receive Volume Eleven, Number Od.3.
This reminds us that, with the rolling years, thp days of our
youth are passing and we are growing old. But while assuming with becoming grace the quiet dignity and the increased
-wisdom which are popularly ascribed to age, we mean never
to lose the freshness and buoyancy of the youthful spirit.
With ten bound volumes behind us, a subscription list larger
than ever before, a steadily increasing demand upon our advertising space, and the most flattering prospects for the future, we might crave the reader's indulgence if we gave way
to a little self-laudation. But the many friends whose names
have been on our subscription list from the first few weeks,
will not expect any such exhibition of this latent talent, and
those who know us less intimately might misunderstand our
With an expression of
lapse from accustomed modesty.
hearty good will to all, then, we go on our way, trusting that
in ihe future, as in the past, the Forest and Stkeam and
Eod and Gun may pursue its onward course among an everincreasing number of congenial and warm-hearted friends.
<ST Fokbst

and Stream

Six months, $2
as follows
two or more, $3 per annum
:

will be sent for fractions of a year
j

three months,

$ 1.

To

clubs of

Pacific Coast,'"

and the other on " Antelope Shedding Their

Horns," which will appear as soon as

we can

find space for

them.

THE FLOWER

MISSION.

conception
the Flower Mission
THE
feminine. Like many another
of

was eminently

charitable project sprung

from the impulse of woman's good soul, it was not at once
recognized by the prosaic. We are not surprised that when
the New York mission was started some nine years ago, there
should have been well-meaning advisers to urge the substitution of the utilitarian for the aesthetics bread and butter for
How the wisdom of the ladies has been
violets and lilies.
shown by the sequel, and how the flowers have proved themsouls
more than meat and raiment to the
famished
selves to
body, is eloquently told in the simple recital of facts which
we publish in our Woodland columns. These records are a
contribution to floral literature. In all the prose and poetty
of flowers we recall nothing more beautiful or touching than

—

some

come new avenues of labor. As the work is better known
new demands come pouring in, the field constantly enlarges,

also

demand

ever greater than the supply, and the complaint
management they

is

of the ladies is that with -all their careful

cannot

split a rose.

The simple

story of their work, as told

are engaged in this ministry of

plea than aDy

by the

the flowers,

is

who

ladies

much

a

better

comments we ourselves could make upon

it.

Our purpose in devoting space to it is a very practical one:
Let the men and women and children who read this journal
contribute their quota to the good work
and if modesty
stands in the way, let the fruits and flowers be sent to the
Mission as coming from the readers of the Forest and

Stream.

THE DORY "NAUTILUS."

OUR London Mount's Bay, Aug.2d
advices of the

inst.

arrival at

Though we

from Beverly, Mass.

1,

announce the safe

of the dory Nautilus,

commend

find little to

in

any such foolhardy undertakings as that of the brothers Andrews, who formed the volunteer crew of this little boat, and
believe such trips as they undertook to be fraught with
dangers altogether out of proportion to the benefits to be obtained from the rash undertakings, the arrival of the Nautilus
carries with it a little lesson probably never thought of by
those who, without any apparent object or aim, set their lives
needlessly at peril. The public at large is imbued with a fallacy which the venture of the Nautilus will do much to disprove. It seems to be generally the impression that size is
one of the chief elements of safety in ships and 3 achts, and
r

that the smaller the boat the greater the risk of fatal issue at

This, however, is not the case. On the contrary, the
very reverse is true. The smaller the yacht the safer she
becomes. Model, and not size, is the main element of safety.
The dory had a better chance of safely crossing the ocean
than the big Mohawk, and many another craft of her kind.
sea.

The latter are built on wrong principles for sea going vessels.
Their curves of stability indicate clearly the great danger
such craft are in of capsizing at sea. But a boat of only 20ft.
be so modeled as to be absolutely uucapsizable,
and therefore perfectly sate in any kind of weather. Shemay be less comfortable than her larger sister, it is true,
but for all that her small tonnage has nothing to do concerning her safety. It is model and not size, then, that should
in length can

be considered either in designing a vessel for

sea, or for investi-

The smaller the boat
the stronger will she be in proportion to the strains brought
gating her chances in heavy weather.

be cited.

as maintaining that the whole horn

111.

Tuesday Aug. 13.-Sculling as above.
match at Wheeling, W. Va.

its

(C. oirgmianvs), but

below.

(

Friday, Aug. 9.— Trotting at Rochester, N. Y.; Propheratown, 111.;
Mansfield, O.; Charlotte, Mich. Base Ball: Indianapolis vs
Fiqua, (J
New Bedford, at New Bedford ; Buffalo vs. Utica, at Buffalo.

Mendota,

broad, and, except in

Bed Deer

quail of the

Trade supplied by American News Company.
CHARLES HAI.LOl 11, Editor.

T. C.

is

it is black above and white
Besides these characteristics are many others which
would render the confusion of the two species well nigh imIt is the name
possible even to the most casual observer.
that has done the mischief, and nine men out of ten, no matter where they have hunted, when they hear of the Black-tail
imagine that it must be the deer which they know by that

the

name.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mall service If money
remitted to ns Is lost. No person whatbveb is authorized to collect
money for ns unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

W

hand,

There should be one in every city
iu the land.
The New York society was formed in the spring
of 1869, and has since carried on its modest work of love
wifb most surprising and gratifying results. The work and
its object have only to be known to be warmly seconded by
generous contributions of (lowers and fruits from woodland,
garden and conservatory. During the summer of 1877 contributions from seventy-eight different towns amounted to
78,828 bouquets, which were distributed among Hospitals,
Homes, Asylums, Prisons, etc. Eleven thousand distributions of fruit and flowers were made to the sick in tenement
houses. The actual expenses of carrying on the Mission for
the past eight years have only been a little over one hundred
and twenty-five dollars. Anjr donations of money, which are
always thankfully received, are spent in the purchase of fruit
for special cases of severe illness in tenement houses.
But with the increasing facilities and larger means have

which the

the (Jariamu macrotis of natural-

from the great length of its ears, Mule Deer, but
Known throughout its range as the Black-tail. It inhabits
the Missouri River country, and the Hoeky Mountains as far

It is

now

and possibly elsewhere.

the

ists, called,

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line ; outside page, 40 cents,
Special rates for three, six and twelve months. Notices to editorial
oolumus, 00 cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

All transient advertisements
or they will not be Inserted.

Black-tail blunder appears es-

We have corrected

kill.

up— smiling,

contributing critic refers
Twenty-five per cent,

The

to animals of all kinds.

it still

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

[Post Office

Boston; there are

similar missions in Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis,

TN

of the incidents here recounted.

Cork up a bottle,- put some weight on the bottom,
her.
and no gale can destroy it at sea— the neck will float above
water dry and snug. Build a yacht on similar principles
ballast low down, easy form, handy rig, and you can brave
the storm that would make matchwood or a scrap heap of the

upon

biggest vessel afloat.

ANew

Happy Hunting Ghound for Englishmen.— No

sooner has the European imbroglio been cleared, and that good
lady, Victoria, been made Queen of Cypress, thau Englishmen are casting longing eyes on the game to be found in and

near their newly acquired possessions. Perhaps to many
English gentlemen, when the news reached them that Cypress

was

theirs, this idea

time

we

was paramount, "What a

arc going to have with the

game

jolly

in Cypress

good

!

Earl

As a centre
from whence hunting expeditions can be made, Cypress must
Beaconsfield

is

a thoughtful fellow after

present great advantages.

The Fkld

all."

tells

us that on the

mainland of Asia Minor, extending from Adalia to Marash,
on the Taurus Mountains, there are red deer, fallow deer,
roe deer, ibex, chamois, bears, and any quantity of wild boars,
besides francolin, while on the plains, between the mountains
and the sea, there are partridges, woodcock, snipe and large
quantities of wild fowl.
With the wonderful facilities England possesses for travel, in four days the sportsman might
leave England, bo in Cypress, and in a day more find himself
amid the lofty ranges of the Taurus. When England exhausts
one hunting ground, she casts her eyes about for another. The
gobbling up of Cypress, and the facilities it will give in Asia
Minor for hunting, will make the present diplomacy of the
greatest man in Europe most popular.
The first wild boar
shot ought to be sent to "Dizzy."

by

religious scruples

from eating

He would not

Mark Bali.—Scores of our readers will
of the recent death of Mr.

be prevented

it.

Mark

Ball,

learn with sadness

who was

so well

and

:

-

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
widely known among sportsmen. For twenty-three years he
was a conductor on the ErieRailrond, in which position his uniform courtesy won many friends. Later, as the traveling agent
of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, he extended his

From

among traveling sportsmen.
was a member of the Forester Club

acquaintance

1870

lie

18G8 to

of Buffalo,

N.Y.,

and afterward the founder of the Canisteo Valley Sportsmen's

Arrival or Captain Taylor.— We had

the pleasure of re-

who

arrived

Captain Taylor brings with

H

Raymond, Esq.,
a pure Yorkshire blue terrier for 0.
bred by the Fosters of Bradford. His portrait and pedigree
He has also brought
will appear in this journal in due time.
with him for his own kennel one lemon and white pointer
bitch pup, also a black and black-ticked pointer dog pup,
both bred by J. H. Salter, of Tollcshunl D'Arey, and stud,
him

;

night

;

ceiving a visit from Captain John M. Taylor,
last.

and a silver moon, alternate guided at
by the beautiful Southern Cross, which here serves the
same purpose to the mariner that the North Star does to the
I was sailing then from an
sailor of more northern seas.
island where still exist, in almost countless numbers, bands of
monkeys, monkeys with the intelligence of human beings
(always excepting ourselves, of course) monkeys who would,
when I missed a shot at them, curl their mighty tails over a
limb and " thumb their noses" at me monkeys that nightly
robbed cocoa and nutmeg groves and placed the useless husks
of the former on the owner's doorstep.
That was a month
after leaving the island in which I camped in the crater and
ferreted out, through storm and mist, the truth respecting the

sun, glowing stars

;

Club.

from Europe on Wednesday

11

And now

mysterious bird of the volcano.

which

I

am back again

in

and a half ago. I have
two things to encounter here— snakes and prejudice— but hope
to successfully triumph over both.
The snakes are the deadliest known to man there is no
known remedy for their bites, no antidote for their venom.
Weekly occur deaths among the laborers, and not a hunting

this island in

I landed one year

;

Dandie Dinmont terrier, bred by Hugh Dalzill, Esq. Captain
Taylor had with him also a stud fox terrier. The latter
jumped ashore, however, at the Victoria docks in London
and bolted home. Captain Taylor trusts t*ey will find the
fox terrier again if not the National Line will have to make
it good, as he has the receipt of the National Liue, and paid
freight on all the dogs,
We shall receive from Captain Taylor a course of letters of what he saw connected with the dog,
rod and gun in England. Our correspondent speaks in the
highest terms of the courtesy he met abroad, both in England
and the Continent. Captain Taylor proceeds at once to his
;

plantation in

Nottoway County,

man

race.

over a brauch overhanging

It lies in wait, curled

the bridle paths of the mountaius, for the horseman, and deals

Time, Space and " The Herald."— Captain Bogardus deAubrey Coventry, Tuesday afternoon, on the
grounds of the London Gun Club, London, England. New
Yorkers who read the Evening Telegram and the sign boards

—
—were discussing the scores over their

it

That there are antidotes known to the
and shall try to secure them
for the benefit of science.
Relying upon the old and tried
alligator boots, that for five years have defied alike elements
and sarpints, I expect to escape. There is, however, no snake
possessing the peculiarly venomous nature of this serpent. It
seems to entertain a feeling of positive hatred against the hutleman of the couutry.

negroes, I have been assured,

and the Herald account over their morning coffee..
its safety-valve, the Evening Telegram, make
nothing of time and space. It is a matter of perfect indifference to them whether a thing to-day happens in Paris, London
or New Xork.
It all appears this evening and to-morrow
tea biscuits,

The Herald and

morning.

quickly and certainly a fatal blow.
superstitious horror of

They

it.

The poorer

classes

positively declare that

have a
it

will

watch the people from the country going to market, and will
stretch itself across their path at dusk when they return, in
order to bite them. I hope he is not so black as he is painted,
though. Rcgardiug this individual, as well as many others, I
must write more fully at some future time. In my goings in
and comings out of the forests and mountains, I much resemble some water animal coming up to the surface to breathe,
for no sooner have I shaken the mists of the mountains from
my eyes and taken in a good gulp of civilized atmosphere,
than back I plunge into the depths of my retreats.
Fred. Beverly.

[FROM OUR 8PEOIAL CORRESPONDENT.]

ROBINSON CRUSOE'S ISLAND.

IN

Pierre Martinique, July

St.

Editor Forest and Stream

8,

§¥ §¥*<

1878.

I still live."

last I

A

—

was

thirsty

and

tired,

and

yet,

though

my

quart of Bass' pale

my elbow ready to be quaffed, it waited half an
hour longer than usual for just then I espied, in a corner of
my shanty that veritable package of Forest and Streams,
ale stood at

;

With what eagerness I pitched into that same package, only
he who has been deprived of their presence for a good year
can imagine.
In traveling with the goodly band of hunters who narrate
their experiences in your columns, I forgot both food and
drink, and only the

darkey

who

waning

arrived with

light of afternoon

my

dinner, recalled

and the

me

to

my

little

duties.

was hunting over hallowed ground no less a place
than "Robinson Crusoe's Island." Of a truth, my dear friend,
I have trodden the very sands in which " poor old Robinson
Crusoe " first saw the impress of Friday's foot
I have
gathered shells on the very reef ou which his vessel wrecked

Then

I

Massachusetts— Gardner, July 81. The Gardner
Club, Hacmatack range
distance 200 yards, off-hand
Creedmoor

HC
U

It

OF
Gi

I have hunted the wild goat, the peccari or wild hog, the wild
dog, armadillo and agouti in the forests made ever memorable
by De Foe as those in which his hero lived even the very
cave in which was stowed the powder that Crusoe saved from
the wreck and in which Friday secured their prisoners, I have
visited.
In the dark and gloomy forests of the interior and
along the rocky shore, with its numerous beaches of silver
sand, I have shot birds whose plumage might vie with the
rainbow birds of strange shape and with weird notes birds
with feathers of gold and green, blue, yellow, crimson, and
vermilion.
My camps have been by the side of rushing
streams, beneath gigantic tropic trees and palms that lifted
their plumed heads far into the sky.
;

;

;

And

this was in Crusoe's Island.
In writing this I give you the credit of having read, when a
boy, as every boy has done, the adventures of Robinson
Crusoe of having neglected breakfast, dinner, supper of
having " played hookey," as I have done, to read the pages
of that wonderful book. I have a vivid recollection of my
How I waited for months before
first sight of that volume.
the librarian of our public library " forked over " the number
,-

;

which had been on my card so long. With what avidity did
I devour it, piecemeal, as I walked home how many times
;

—beneath the old

elm, beneath the poplars by the
on the ledge that jutted into the road,
safe home there was no rest until it was

cemetery, sitting a while

and when
mastered.

I once got

No

it

book, I can safely say, possessed the interest
man Friday.

that centered in Crusoe and his

was only through

Island

;

by slow

great exertions that I reached Crusoe's

sailing in

a small sloop, beneath a tropical

two
100

William

Austm

Charles Hinds
OMverDitson
J

m.

c.

m.

c.

lot
102

46

103
105
105
103

45
45
45
45
43
40
42
40

45
43
44
41
31
40

91
93
so
62
95
85

Brown

Kretsiuger

;

match— R.

yards, nil-comers

Kingman,

S. C.

ols, 21,

4th

J.

;

S. Bassett,

score 24,

2d Wallace Gunn, 31, 3d
L. Moore, 30, oth.
23,

;

1st prize

;

Harry Nich-

;

Creedmoor.—The second competition for the selection of
team to defend the Centennial Trophy during the coming
year way continued on Wednesday week last. Three coma

petitors participated, and all made good scores.
The weather
for shooting, a very gentle breeze blowing
from the northwest, the light being good and elevations steady.
The scores made by the contestants were as follows:

was very favorable

SOO yards.

„
„ ,„
PBOlark
,

STG

900 yards.
72
62

,n

QWDaviaon

73
73

Dudley

1,000 yards.

T'l.

57

200
199

64
-

66

—

The

spring of Dr. Dudley's gun broke before he finished
his score at 1,000 yards.
match was shot by the members
of the Irish-American Rifle Club for a Sharps special military
rifle.
The ranges at which the match was shot were 300 and
GOO yards, ten shots at each; standing at 300 yards, any position at 600.
This was the first competition The first winner
of the prize was N. D. Ward, who recorded a fine score of 82
points.
number of members of the Twelfth and Twentythird Regiments shot at, the competitions for the selection of
teams to represent these|orgauiza'.ions in the military matches
of the fall meeting.

A

A

Competitions at Creedmoor for An oust.— Competitions
ou the team of 1878 will bo held on Tuesday 13
and Wednesday 14. Saturday, 10th—" National Guardsman
at 300 and GOO yards; Skirmishers' Badge Match,
at
unknown distances. Saturday, 17th— "Soldier's Match," at
3:30 p. M at 200 yards, for miliiary teams of eight; Champion Marksman'.-? B^dge Match, at 300 and 500 yards.
Wednesday, 21st—" Ballard Match," at 3:30 p. m., at 300 yards
no cleaning. Saturday, 24th— "Sharps Match," at 10:45 a!
m., at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards; "Turf, Field and Farm
Challenge Badge Competition," at 2:30 p. m., at 200 yards
Wednesday, 33th— Match for " Gildersleeve Medal," at 3:30
p. m., at 300 and 500 yards.
Saturday, 31st— "Remington
Match," at 10:45 a.m. The Seventh Regiment Rifle Club will
shoot for the " Rifles," Saturdays, 10th and 31st. The members of the Amateur Riile Club will shoot their "LongRange Match," Wednesday, 31st, and the "Short Range
Match," Saturday 31st. The Washington Greys Rifle Club
will shoot for their "Life Membership" prize, Tuesday, 20th.
for places

Match,"

;

—

Competition for American Team. To-day the matches
and next week we will give resume. Ten
competitors made their entries on Tuesday. Five of the competitors, Messrs. Jackson, Gerrish, Sumner, Rockwell and
Brown, are members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association,
and shot in their first two competitions at Walnut Hill Range,
near Boston Mr. Davison is from Providence, and Col. Clark
is from Poughkeepsie.
The remaining competitors, including
Col. Clark, shot their first competitions at Creedmoor.
Dr.
Dudley, who was one of the competitors heretofore, broke hisrifle last week, and as it was not ready yesterday, he will
begin the first of his final competitions this morning. The
will be closed,

»s
8T
98
92

38

Totals.
91
SOT
HOT
90
20-2
88
201
89
188
84
149
11
193
62
177
88

800 yds.

_, __ _

_
WHJackson

Walnut Uxu,— Boston, July 31—Third competition, longrange match at 800, 900 and 1.U00 yards. This match brought
out some superb shooting. Captain Jackson's score of 310 in
a possible 335 is immense, as are Messrs. Tyler and Brown's
211.
give the scores in full

We

:

Captain

£00
BOO
1,000

W H Jackson.

5558
45565586
5885658464555
5

4

3656568866454
H
6656468555655
445S455655456
5558348455446
F Brown.
54S566566665S
55535564546
5663483445365
J S Sumner.
5655655565858
8453646654355
5868805558584
UL
6665645658845
6355935556555
4344585545535
8
665S455S6B56B
4844 44644
8453134543854
William
3854644455550
6354444435454
8534634665684
W
6484665536540
4484554605563
43365E4644533

8
6

6—73
4—72
6—71—216

Tjlcr.

800
900

4
8

1,000

4

S00
900

5

«

7S

6S
%
8
»*

71

(

6li

72

JF Brown
H FRoiikwell

37
70

WimraaQerrfcn

5

1,010

6

800
9U0

5
5

1,000

8

5

6

6-6T—209

3
5

4

8—71
6—71
3—62—204

Wilder.

800
900

3

1,000

4

5

4

4

4

5

Gerriali.

S00

4

9011

5

1,000

4

S00
900

3
5

4—6T
6—64
8—65—190

Arthur.

1,0110

6—67
5—69
4—57—193

S Lewis.

800

4

800
1,000

3

800

5

9110

5

1,000

4

45345
3854446
3256345545464
5

6302853864546
WMffard,
B544S83Z5S305
5403542454283
423
633280363
2

3—63
4—61

3—59—183

4-56
4—52
0-44—152

On the 28th the second competition for the honor of being
placed upon the American Team took place. All the aspirants
were present except GK W. Davison, who is absent at Creedmoor. The other members of the team who represent the
Massachusetts Rifle Association are Captain Jackson, H.
Tyler, J. F. Brown, J. S. Sumner and William Gerrish,
whose elegant scores it will he hard to excel.
Connecticut—Bridgeport, July 28.— The tie on the Howe
sewing machine was shot off by Geo. F. Hull and J. H.
Teackle Of Stamford. Mr. Geo. F. Hull won on the soore of
The following is the list of
20, Mr. Teackle making 17.
those taking prizes 200 yards, all comers match— G. F. Hull,
score 33, 1st prize Harry Nichols, 33, 3d R. S. Bassett, 31,
3d; Captain D. E. Marsh, 21, 4th; G. G. Smith, 30, 5th.
Two hundred yards military rifle match B. E. Latham,
:

:

—

w
V t"£-.V;;
Mar '"
i
i,Partis
FW

201

isi

Retired.
Retired.

2no yards.
3 3 8 4 4-27

5 6 5 6 5 6

5 4 5 6 5 5

600 yards.

8-35-62
5_ft4_i
6-S4-5T
4—33-56
3 833 54 4-27-B4
5 5 5 5 6 5 6-35-b1
B. A. G.

II..:.,,

;.,,,-,

34-23

0'ltii 8

443

4 4 4
3 2 2 4
4

Jas Thlrtlewalt

Amalgamated

tt8

;

;|

4-27
4-19

Rifle Club ol Paterson
possible 50 :
;

5

between members
Creedmoor rules
-

;

off-hand

.°„?,'# er

iPtOl

.,

55 465

New Jersey—Lateview, Am, 3— Match
100 yards

Williamson.

U Martin

3

•18

5

4

3 3
4 4

3

j

JasOSlgler...

4

Pro! Williamson

3

6

4
3

4

4

4

3

4 8
4 8

4

2
4

44432

AldDr John Qainu
4
At 200 yards position, lying on the
above the head, target elevated

4

4
4
4

44

3—36-72

breast, heels six inches

45444844
44644435
4

4

3-39
4-87-76
4-36

5

3

5

4

J

8

4-43
4—39-81

5

4

8

5

4

4-40— 80

Position kneeling.

AldWmCMartln

.,.__,

8-72
8—66
8—63—200
^

0,15

* 3 * 2 3 4 3-23

4 4

F

:

Lee.

800
900
1,000

209

We

„,„,,...,
A Trowbililge
G

Ad Will

8—74
5—63

211
VT.

u

63
63

61
51
01

63

T'l

Utica— Mohawk Valley fiijle Range, Aug. 3.— Competition
for for Ilion prizes, 200 and 500 yards, seven shots at
each
distance.
give the leading scores

of

6—74
5-71
5—06—211

1,000 yds.

72
Vi
70

k Rathbone

6—73
6—71
4—67—211

,T

900 yds.
73

7/

ColHFCiark

Jss",r er

QWDaviaon

;

It

;

;

scores were

Pratt
Ellsworth

;

;

;

:

Knowltoii

luiail

;

Rifle

possible 340 Massachusetts,

;

scores of ten shots each

;

did I stop

;

;

j

—

:

In the language of the eminent statesman of my native State,
Notwithstanding the time that has elapsed since
wrote you, I have held your memory ever dear, as usual.
Two months ago I nearly "burst the bonds of silence " that
bound me, and poured forth my soul in inky flow. The how
weather-stained, storm-beaten package of
of it was thus:
papers the same you sent me in February— reached me just
I was hungry, I
as I returned from a month in the woods.

"

20,

,

Virginia.

feated Mr.

say that every one reads

season passes without a death beiug chronicled of some gen-

D. P. Lyons, 20, 2d William Gormley
3d Wallace Gunn, 10, 4th J. H. Teackle, 19, 5th. Five
hundred yards military— Wallace Gunn, score 23, 1st prize
J. H, Teackle, 22, 2d
Harry Nichols, 14, 3d. Five hundred

score 31, 1st prize

3

Fobliion sitting.
4 3 3 4

„
Aid Dr John Qulnn.
.

4-40

E. H. Jr.

Newark.—The Amateur

Rifle Club, of

Newark, Wayne

County, N. Y., have issued the programme for their annual
It will be held in Wayne County to-day and
to-morrow. On the former day a match at 200 yards will be
Shot at 9 A. M. for prizes aggregating $35. Forty dollars in
prizes will be offered. The feature of the second day's shooting will be a competition at 800 and 1,000 yards for a rifle
valued at $30, and money prizes amouuting to $50. Entries
will be received on the range up to the commencement of
each match.
prize meeting.

Atlantic City.—A match was shot at Atlantic City, N.
on Monday, 29th ult., between teams representing various

J.,

volunteer organizations of this city and Philadelphia.
distance was 200 yards, the highest possible team total
150 points. The best scores were as follows: Irish Volun105 points Montgomery Guards, 101 points Sheares
Rifles, 97 points
Emmet Guards, 78 points.
Irish

The

teers,

;

;

;

Columbia Rtfle Ranoe.—The Columbia

Rifle

Range,

located at Bergen Heights, will be open in a few days. It
can be reached by the E. R.R. in fifteen minutes. Theofflcers
are Col. E. P.' C. Lewis, the Hoboken millionaire, President;
L. C. Bruce, Vice-President
John Kennell, Secretary, and
Colonel Bird W. Spencer, Treasurer.
;

—

Gen. Sherman at a Sohuktzenfest.
Washington Aug. 6.
At the Schuetzenfest of the Washington Vereiu this evening,
Gen. Sherman performed the ceremony of crowning the King
of the Schuetzen Cadets, and made a short speech.

——

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
FaoOMOOB—New Orleans, July 28.—Match between teams
of four, seven shots each at 300 and 600 yards
Louisiana Field Artillery.
•

Selunute

4

B

GlytlD
Goliltbwaitu

4
4

6

Bercegeay

a

4

4

300 yards.
8 S 4

4
2

4

4
a

5

4
4

4

4

8

4—23
4—27

4
3

3—23
s— 24

I

6

6

4

4
6

6

4

500 yards.
6 ;l
6 J
5 5 5 4
2
4 4

4

5-31—69
0-J8-BD

4— 28—Sfl

4—26-49

3

aao

Total

MeOuitUy
Pleree....

4
3

4
3

Kenand

4

Kosenburg

5

3
4

Continental Guards,
6
8 4 B 4-26
4
4 8 2 3-22
4 8 4 4—27
6
3 4 6 3—28
4

4
4
6
4

fi

3

3
4

D
5
4

6 S 8
4
3

5
3

3

4

2

2

2

1

5
3
5
2

4
2
6

3

6—35—01
6—59-51
3—24—51
3—21—49

Washington Artillery.
4 3 4 4-26
3
4
5 4 4 4 3 4 6-29
4 4 6—26
4 4 5
3
8 4 3 3 4 4 3—26
4

'...<

Arms
Belpb!

3

5
2
6
8

4
3

3

2—28-54
54— 22— 4S
4 2 5—22-47
5
4

200

Total

made in the final competition for the Crescent City
Company prize. The prize having been won three times
by the Louisiana Field Artillery, it becomes their personal
property. Teams of eight, seven shots each, at 200 and 500
Scores

Rifle

yards

:

Louisiana Field Artillery.
3 4
3 4 4 4 6-as
S
3 4 4 4—27

Beamont

4

4

Oolleur

4

4 4

Suhouid

3

4

III

Glynn
GOldthwalte
Hetmiutz
Bereegaey

4

4 4 4

4
4

6
4
5
4

4
3

2
4
4
3

4
3

4

4
5
3

4 6
4 4

4

3

4
4

-1—19
4—2T

4

4—23
3-28
4—28
S-24

4

5

2
5

4
8
2

Cambridge.
The shooting in this match was quite unexampled by any
previous performance in the competitions for the coveted
trophy.
The score of Mr. Humphry (the winner) stands
alone, far away, the finest performance that has ever been
made in a public match at these ranges (900, 1,000 and
1,100 yards), and the scores of the next eight competitors are
higher than that with which the cup was won last year. Mr.
Humphry's grand total was 408, while the scores of the "next
eight" ranged from 378 to 360.
But this,;crushing as it is to the Englishmen's pet notion, is
not all. The recent shooting at Wimbledon bears on it with
even greater weight. At this meeting Mr. Humphry, still
shooting with the Remington, won no less than four first
prizes during the first eight days of the contest, making, in
almost every instance of his shooting, the highest score possible.
Thus he made the highest possible score at 800 and 900
yards respectively in the Armorer's and Whitely competitions,
aud In the contest for the Halford or Ne Plus Ultra prize at
1,000 yards, in which only " bull's-eyes " counted, he made
the highest possible count by a magnificent score of seven
consecutive eyes.
The superiority of the American gun was further attested
on July 17, in the Lords and Commons match. The highest
individual score at both ranges (200 and 500 yards) was made
by the only competitor who used the Remington breech-loader,
the Hon. R. Plunkett. At the 500 yards range Mr. Plunkett
put in ten successive eyes. Of course these results, reflecting
great credit on American inventive and manufacturing skill,
will inevitably have the effect of upsetting the English prejudices referred to in the beginning, and of bringing American
guns into increased demand hereT'
All it means is that the marksmen, determined to have the
best possible weapon, think they see it in the almost perfect
American breech-loader. The weather, too, has been favorable—hot and dry. The greatest care has been necessary with
the muzzle-loaders to prevent caking of the powder and leading of the barrels, and it is noteworthy with what care the
muzzle-loading advocates now clean out their pieces. With
the new arms a glance through the tube tells at once whether
it be clean or not.
When the next international match comes

2—22-50

4

3

3—20^7

4

2—18—37
4 4 4 5 4 6 4— 30— 5T
6 4 8 6 6 4 0—25—56
4 6. 2 5 4 4 4-2S-56
4 6 6 4 6 3 5—31-59
5-29-49
5 4 4 3 S
3

2

2

2

Ill

Total

Washington Artillery,
6 4 2 4 6 5 4—29-49
4 3 4 2 3 4 4-20
8 3 3— 20— 45
8 3 5
5 3 3 3 4 S 4—28
4 4 3 2 4 4 4—26-49
.,..* 3 4 2 4 3 4—24
3 5 3 5 4 5 4— 29—61
3 4 2 4 4 3 2—22
4 2 4 3 2 4 6—24—53
5 4 4 4 3 4 6—29
3 2 8 2 4 8 6—88—46
3 4 3 2 4 4 3—23
.1—22—18
5 3 5 6
4 4 5—26
4 4 6
3
5 4 6 4 6 2—28—54
4 4 3 4 3 4 4—26

VellerabiB

Henderson

Brown
Charlton
Babbit....

Seluh

Arms
Bradford

1V U0
'.'.'.

Tnlel

3
...2

3
4

Hajtbrl.

GHira
Herca...
Eosenonrg

6
3
3
3

3

.I

Mcljolthy
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Meeting of the N. R. A.— On Tuesday, August 6, the
programme of the International Military Match, as before
published by us, was adopted. General Wingate staled that
he had received correspondence in regard to the military
match from the Adjutant-General of Massachusetts General
Smith, Commander-in-Chief of the Militia of Connecticut
Colonel Frazler, of Montreal, and Colonel Lowerre, of Nova
Louisiana and the Department of the Atlantic will
Scotia.
probably send teams. On motion it was decided to allow
teams to enter from the Engineer and Ordnance Departments
of the United States Army, and allow competitors to shoot
their fourth competition upon any ranges which they may
choose. The beginning of the meeting will be on Tuesday,
September 17. The prizes have not yet been determined in
There will be 24 eonlests, including the
all of the matches.
two
Military Champion Match. The match will be shot
;

;

m

the Americans will find one of the points whieh told in their
that of superiority of rifles— entirely removed, for the
teams here will either shoot with the imported rifle or will
use others of precisely similar make on this side.
Passing over dozens of matches, team and individual.
merely mentioning that the Canadians lost the Kolopore Cup
by 11 points, and that after the Eaton boys had taken the
Ashburton Shield, with the Scotch lads from Glenalmond at
the bottom, a youth from this latter took the Spencer Cup at
500 yards against the Cheltenham and Charterhouse champions, we come to the. Elcho Shield match, which is, after all,
the chief attraction of the meeting to American riflemen.
The match came off on Thursday last, and if there ever
was an American summer's day at Wimbledon it was that
one.
From an almost cloudless sky the sun came down with
terrific force, and the mercury rose to 149 degrees in the open.
The teams were not over ready in getting to the firing
points, and it was nearly 11 o'clock before the opening shot
came from the Scotch quarter. Ferguson fired it. A bull'seye it was, but upon one of the Irish targets, aud his blunder

at
first at 200, 500, and GOO yards, seven shots
and
each distance ; the second stage will be shot at 800, 000,
competitors who make
1 000 yards, and will be open to the
the first stage.
the 21 highest scores

stages, the

favor

m

Carveb's Pbogeammk to? to November— Albany, at
and 7
Central Park Picnic and Driving Grounds, August
Sing Sing, at
Saratoga Springs, at Glen Mitchell, August
Brookside Driving Park, August 10; Utica, August 12.
Thereafter at Syracuse, Rochester, Auburn, Buffalo and
Waiertown, arriving at New York, August.18. Newark, N.
J August 19. Places and dates not fixed fron August 20 to
37—Probably at Deckertown, N.. J, August 28; at State Fair,
and 7 at PiltsSt. Paul, Minnesota, sis days, 2, 3, 4 5 6
bure Exposition, Pittsburg, Pa., twenty-four days, Sept. 9,

Du

;

;

;

10

11, 12,
27,' 28, 30,

13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26,
October 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Address all letters and

applications for dates of exhibition care Eosest ajjd
111 Fulton street, New York City, N. Y.

[feom otjb

Stream,

across the range pretty strongly,
but, what was more important for good work, it was not
gusty. It was soon manifest where the victory was to lie.
All the teams were strong. No raw men were put in, and
with less than half a dozen exceptions, all the teams were
made up of old Elcho Shield men. At one of the Scotch targets Whitelaw and Lake coached, and at the other Frascr and
Mclsaacs acted; but the team shot quicker and there was too
much Scotch stubbornness. McKerrell, Girdwood and Menzies held to the old face position.
The variety of rifles made
coaching in the team difficult, even had the men been amenable to it. The English team had three face men, Toller and
Blackhouse— probably because they are old Snider shots
and Baker, who has fired very wildly and seems to get good
scores despite his handicapped position. All the other members of the English team used the back position in some form.
A. P. Humphry, with his Remington, used your Fulton position, as did Lieutenant-Colonel Fenton, who fired a Sharps.
Tin- Irish team were all back men, and all but one used Rigby

may feel a high degree of interest in the turn of
of Wales
the Queen's Cup, the St. George and the Prince
competitions; but for work of precision, for interesting
until
spectators
sustains'the
tuck
matches, where the nip and
this
the last shot is fired, the second week bears off the palm
proven
year. The second week of the big shooting match has
was
hot
weather
The
first.
than
the
successful
eveu more

petitions,

to drive all

London out

to the

camp—not

that

it

was

11

,

at this moment.
The Irish representatives went on, however,
scoring bull's-eye after bull's-eye with monotonous
string of fives in John Rigby's so ire UMgl
led us to suppose that his rifle was held ina vice while hr. fired.
A ong the English, Humphry had begun with an inner, and
went on making nothing but bulls until suddenly there camo
a lull in the wind, and his ninth shot at 1,000 yards tailed to
find its billet on the target.
McVittie and Menzies for Scotland, William Rigby and Major Young on the Irish side, all
missed nearly at the same instant, "lt was by this time
well nigh impossible that Ireland could lose with anything short of a total collapse, and their admirable steadiness
forbade all idea of this.
Up to the fourteenth round John
Rigby had not dropped a point, eveiy one of his shots being a
bull's-eye.
Again a change- of light came, and the champion
was thrown off by it to the extent that he could only get cen-

and the long

m

tres for his last two shots, and he finished with 73
cisely the same as Mr. Humphry had made at the previous
range. John Rigby's load- of 315 in 45 shots, or only 10
points short of the highest possible, is the best that has evej
been made in a team match in England, and only four behind
that which Bruce, the American, made at Creedmoor last year,
Mr. Humphry has beaten it once in preliminary practice, and
narrowly escaped doing so again yesterday.
But for the one
fatal miss he would certainly have tied, and prohal
beaten it. As it was, his total of 213 was a great performance,
for out of his 45 shots only seven failed to find the bull's-eye;

p

while John Rigby had eight inners and a "magpie," and
Lieutenant Fenton's 213 was made up of eight inners, two
magpies, and 35 bull's-eyes. The English ...
had finished first, and the close struggle between hem in the
last two or three rounds was watchc
interest, but
in absolute silence.
Then the spectators thronged among the
Hibernians, but though the effect of every shot was marked
all,
suspense
eagerly and whispered among them
had gone
when it was seen that with yet six shots to fire Ireland already
led by some points. Only curiosity to see. whetbtei Rigby
might complete a magnificent score of all bull's-eyes kept
them there, and when he failed to do this they left
point without waiting to join in the cheers for the winning
team, whieh were called for by Mr. Malcolm, Captain of the
Scotch eight, and acknowledged by Major Leech on behalf of
the Duke of Abercorn and the Irish eight.
.

I

I

It would have cheered one of your team martinets to
have seen the style in which they coached each other. One
of your American team men of last year, who sat looking on,
said he had never seen such team system outside of Creedmoor. They shot very slowly, Wm. Rigby particularly ptitting in some of those long waits for which he is famous, and
when the other teams had completed at 800 yards the Irish
had yet five rounds to go. The arrangement of the men on
the Irish targets showed that they had profited by American
lessons.
The two Rigbys were squadded on the target with
Dyas and Banks, the young men of the team, who are good
holders, but need the judgment and advice of old veterans
to keep them on the target. There were now and then during
the day points which showed that the men had not grasped
the American system entirely.
At one time a lull of (be Wind
brought four misses as a direct result of want of watchfulness by the coaches. Glancing over the Irish scores, it will
be noted that they have but two outers— and one of them an
opening shot— and not a single miss. This shows a wonder-

torget the excessive heat.

entertained the Duke of
The Canadians in their
ing.
Cambridge one evening, and were treated to a speech from the
Commander-in-Chief, who regretted that ho could not congratulate them as the winners of the Kolopore Cup, but in
view of the excellent general work done by the team in the
individual competitions, their visit had not been in vain.
"Middle" Sunday, as it is called, gave opportunity tor a
grand church parade by representatives of the several detachments in camp, to whom the ltav. Dr. Shore, Chaplain to the
the
Queen, preached, while the hymns were accompanied and
musical part of the services given by the band of the VictoThe afternoon brought a perfect jam, aud luncheons to
rias
of the associaand fro between the officers and old members
are here doing
tion were in order. Farrow and Johr, who

camp
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were plenty of sights and scenes
In many of the private camps within the great inclosure there were athletic
sports and other entertainments in progress almost every evencooler there, but there

to make one

expression to their approval, as bull's-eye after bull's-eye came
up on the targets, by cheers that were, however, instantly
suppressed. At the very first round the. Irish inr 1
lead by five points, and from this time the ip
self into a case of " Eclipse first, the rest nowhere,'' as by the
,,
finest shooting ever seen on Wimbledon Coi mm- ,,,,
>,,<i,
ally crept further and further to the front until they bad attained the splendid total of 1,610, or 42 points ahead" of their
winning score of last year, which was the highest, that had
ever been registered to that time.
The struggle for second place between England and Scotland was gallantly^fought out to the end. The northern tenia
could not get well on the target at first, and the curious light
Beemed to puzzle them not a little. The sun shown as brightly as ever on the barrels and sights of their rules. There was
Btill a glow on the hot sands between them and the butts, but
the targets were veiled by a dark, deceptive haze, and another
elemeqt of discomfiture was the strange fickleness of the wind

The wind was blowing

Wimbledon, Juty 20 » 1878.
After all, the second week of the rifle work here is of the
most interest to the general reader. True, any one who has
donned the uniform and followed the drum and fife as a
volunteer— who has taken part in matches and company com-

enough

—

hereto twenty, while Scotland, pulling up a pointer two,
tied England on both ranges.
It was about five o'clock when the last range was commenced in the presence of some thousands of people, who
anxiously watched every shot as it was signalled, often giving

cost his side five points.

own cobrespondrnt.]

THE SECOND WEEK AT WIMBLEDON.

much

ful steadiness in holding.
In the English squad three outers
tell of poorer work, while the Scotties deserve a
better luck with their single outer and unfortunate miss.
At the end of the S00 yards range, however, there was no
reason for either team to despair, seeing that Ireland had a
lead of only six points in front of England, and eight above.
At 900 yards there was some brilliant shooting, Mr. Humphry,
of the English Eight, scoring 73 out of a possible 75.
The
Irishmen, profiting by the lessons in team shooting learned in
their recent visits to America, increased their lead still further

and a miss

:

breech-loader is better for military purposes, for fine work
that is, accurate shooting— the muzzle-loader is the preferable
weapon. Several members of the American-British team
had their faith shaken. Lt. Col. Fenton and Sergt. Gilder
Have been doing excellent work with the Sharps rifle, and
one member took care to carry back a Remington breechloader with him, that having been the rifle used by the majority of the American team.
The member referred to was
Mr. A. P Humphry, of Cambridge University, and his good
sense has been fully justified by subsequent events. Mr.
Humphry this summer, by the use of the Remington rifle, has
added materially to his fame in winning the Cambridge Cup
by an unprecedented score. This prize was shot for at the
annual meeting of the Cambridge University Long Range
Rifle Club, June 18 ['and 19, on University Rifle Ranges,

KS

Total

Bradford
Babbitt

good work with the Ballard rifle, were invited to luncheon by
Sir Henry. Halford, who speaks at all times in highest praise of
his visit to America, and never tires of praising the excellent
American system of team shooting.
This second week of this nineteenth meeting at Wimbledon has been important in the way it has shown up the
rifles to the eyes of the English shooters.
There
lias been a growing feeling that the American breech-loader
had in it some merit which the muzzle loader did not possess,
but the tenacity with which Englishmen eliDg to their opinions, right or wrong, is strikingly exemplified in regard to the
relative merits of rifles.
They have long held that, while the
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At the conclusion of the match Mr. John Kigby, the best
Shot of the team, ami the inventor and maker of the rifle bearing his name, claimed that the result of the match showed
that there was nothing in the fuss that was being made over
these new weapons.
At the same time he made an announcement which will interest all small-bore men— namely, that he
hoped to have ready before the next meeting of the Association a breech-loading match rifle which should do as well as
the muzzle-loader. The only objection he urged against the
American breech-loader is that it is subject to an occasional
wild shot, producing a miss which the user knows is not due
to any fault of his own.
If Mr. Eigby succeeds in obviating
this defect, he will do a great feat, but still an imitation of
the American peifected models.
Yesterday gave us plenty of fun watching the mounted competitors of men on horseback galloping and shooting in a bewildering sort of way, and to-day the meeting wound up with
a field day of athletic sports and an assault at arms. There
were foot races, tugs of war. boxing, tent pitching, tent
pegging, lemon cutting, tilling, and with the presentation of
the principal prizes by the Duke of Connaught, the meeting
of 1878 came to a successful finish.
Rudolph.

DR.
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We have

seen quite a long article, which tends to shooter would be forced to estimate
the distance for every
to miss (theoretically) every ball
It would involve the necessity of quick and ready
shot.
about'the philosophy of that article. Now, manipulation of the arms, and it would test the
capacity of
the only reply to this is, that, theory or not, the Doctor does the weapons for such handling.
Any hitch in the mechanism
break them almost every time, no matter how they arc: thrown. of the gun, or delay in the inserting or withdrawing
of a
is
found
with
Dr.
Carver
because he will not enter cartridge, would tell as certainly as in actual service
Fault
against
Pigeon shooting is distasteful the chances of success, for the awardiug of premiums
the field as a pigeon shooter.
should
to the Doctor, and he says that skill can be shown quite as
have reference to the number of shots fired within the allotted
well with a glass hall as with a pigeon,
lie is quite willing time, as well as to the position of the
shots on the target.
that any one shall become, the champion pigeon shot, and such
Such forms of target practice would draw out a largo class of
honors ho will not disparage. Still, in his peculiar line, he shooters who never care to take part in the long-range
thinks he can do as well as any one else, and, as may be seen,
matches as now conducted, and they would serve, as no other
we print an abstract of a challenge offered by hirn. If any trials could do, to inspire a living interest in rifle practice, and
one wants to pick up the gauntlet, we know enough of Dr. to develop the powers of both men and weapons for
active
Carver to be. quite well satisfied that he will stand by the and efficient service in the sporting or military field.
The
wager.
great difficulty in selecting a rifle lies in the fact that no one
Un the 31st Dr. Carver opened the performances, making can thoroughly appreciate the advantages possessed by any
the following scores with his Winchester, regardless of time
gun over another till he has had an opportunity to compare
i o i
t 1 i
i
i o
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 o 1 l o o 1
them by continued trial in actual field service. Many points
10111110. 11111111111011111111011 of superiority, which
11 11
seem insignificant in the recital, are
i
1 1 1 o 1 1.
found in reality to be of vital importance, and defects which
This was followed by the Doctor breaking 85 out of 100 may interfere
seriously with the efficiency of the gun or the
glass balls, as follows
comfort of the shooter may never be suspected till a trial de111110111 11 110 1 111111 111111O0111O110 velops them. The vital
points of accuracy and force are
1
J
1 1
1
1 1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1 1 1 t 1
those which every purchaser takes pains to ascertain, but the
111110 11111 111111101110 1010,
Coin shooting was next in order. New Jersey must be little details, on which the facility of transportation and manipulation depend, are rarely thought of, and even if pointed
rich, for dollars, halves aud quarters were offered as rapidly
as they could be shot oil into space.
The very first shot pre- out their importance is not realized till it is proved in actual
service.
Athletic sports can hardly be said to have proved a
sented was a curious one. It was a glass marble of small size.
At the second shot it was ground to powder. That natuial success in this country, in the only sense iu which, they can
product of New Jersey, a clam, was tossed up, which was be essentially serviceable to the general public. It is true
opened in a novel way. Policemen became excited and shied that a keen and widespread interest has been felt in the competitive trials of ball players, boat clubs aud rifle teams, esup their clubs, and the lignumvitfc flew in splinters.
half
pecially when the contests have assumed a national character.
dollar was struck on its edge three times hand running, and at
But the interest has not extended beyond a warm sense of
last was sent on its was to the salt marshes. The most beautiful shot of the day was an improvised one.
The Doctor was identification with the party for whom our sympathies were
enlisted, neither has it led to the general practice of similar
standing at his loading table, with his back to the race-track.
Some one took a glass ball and bowled it along the track. exercises as a means of physical development, or for the sake
There went the ball, jumping fully 40 yards away from the of the intrinsic interest ot the sport and the attainment of
stand.
Some one cried, " Shoot, Doctor 1" The Winchester the skill iu its performance. The public contests are in no
was unloaded. In a second of time a cartridge was in its sense just exponents of national power, and have exerted no
marked influence on the general progress of physical culture.
place, a report was heard, and on the bound the glass sphere
was splintered, the feathers flew out and the thing was done. There is no such tiling as a general participation in any of the
athletic sports which have been introduced.
Ball play has
call particular attention to this shot, as it does away with
Any sportsman who can do become a mere money-making exhibition of a few trained
all the nonsense of special shots.
that would be pretty certain to be the master of his art.
Of athletes, hired for the purpose, and unknown in the places
they
profess
to represent except to those who hope to profit
course that shot was applauded by a critical audience, consisting of many of the leading sportsmen from New York and by them. Boat clubs have done but little toward inspiring a
the vicinity.
In shooting "against time the two following general love of one of the best of athletic exercises and longrange
rifle shooting, perhaps, a3 little toward the creation of
scores were made in the minute
11111 l 111111191011111 10101 1 — 27. an active interest in the use of that weapon, either for sport1
II
have no right to claim that we
Nine BHflontlB worn Kiel by delay ot party throwing. Second trial 1 1 ing or military purposes.
l t l l l o o 1 l 1
1—23 broke. Nine sec- have reached an advanced stage of physical culture while
t o l
l o
o l 1 1
l
onds lost again by not throwing fast enough.
nine tenths of the men we meet in daily life would consider it
It is a peculiarity of the Doctor that any one may throw
a remarkable feat of pedestrianism to have walked ten miles.
balls for him.
Of course, if he had an expert to throw just The formation of such associations as I have suggested for
" I rifle practice in a simple and inexpensive inanner,l'or the inas Carver wanted him to do, better time could be made.
hate," said the Doctor, " to have things fixed up.
Anybody trinsic pleasure which such practice affords, and as an avowed
can throw that wants to. If I can shoot at all I can shoot measure of health and recreation, would have the further
from anybody's throwing."
effect to encourage and develop such a general familiarity
The shot-gun performances with the Parker breech-loader with the use of arms as is especially desirable under such a
we have before described. The Doctor varied this with new, form of government as ours and when such familiarity was
fancy shots. Many of the shots were made at arms' length, the rule aud not the exception, the individuals who might be
or with the barrels reversed, or from the hip.
It was all
chosen to compete in contests with the representatives of
pretty much the same, for after the gun went off there was a other nations might with some sense of justice be regarded as
splintering of glass.
In the shot-gun performances the exponents of national power.
II. W. S. C.
cartridges were loaded with 4i drachms of Dittmar powder
In answer to quite a number of inquiries made as to the
and 1£ oz. of No. 8 shot.
The glass balls used were the Ira
Paine feather-filled.
rifle and charge H. W. S. C. uses, his articles having attracted
Among all who have been thrown into connection with Dr. a good deal of attention, our correspondsnt writes us
:
Carver ho has left this most pleasant impression that of being
" I am very glad to hear of the interest excited by my leta straightforward and honest man, and free from all tricks.
ters on the sporting rifle, of which I have also evidence in the
receipt of many letters from persons who have recognized
No. B.
my signature. The rifle I use is the Maynard, and the barrel
is chambered for a cartridge of 40 grains of powder.
I had
is becoming more and more the custom, from year to
a barrsl made expressly to use 70 grains, and enough heavier
year, among professional and business men, to seek to prevent disagreeable results from the recoil, but after careful trials found it impossible to get as satisfactory results as
relief from the worry and anxiety of the office by taking
an autumn vacation, aud renewing their exhausted ener- with the lighter barrel, and charge of only 40 grains, and
have discarded it altogether.
H. W. S. C.
gies by a season of camp life and rough sport in the forest.
It is a commendable practice, and its interest may be greatly
Sheltoh's AuxniAim Rifle.— It may be remembered
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Jersey City Heights Gun Club
THEgentlemen
who
devoted

is an association of
are
to rational amusement.
Scarcely founded a year, thanks to the good administrative
powers of the directors and officers, they have been able to
organize a leading club, and we record almost every week the
handsome scores made by them at glass ball shooting. The
distance from the city at which Dr. Carver shot his first three
performances having made it difficult for people generally
who are interested in ride shouting to witness his skill, the ,1.
C. H. Gun Club engaged Dr. Carver on July 31, at a considerable expense to give a performance at the West Side Driving
Park, and we arc- pleased to say that a very large and brilliant
attendance fully justified the outlay made by the club. The
opening of the programme was for various sweepstakes at
glass balls, but, though this interested the participants in the
sport, the great excitement was centered on Dr. Carver.
There has been of late a great deal of stupid comment
made on Dr. Carver's shooting, arising from ignorant critics.
Dr. Carver has been called a specialist. It has been argued,
because the Doctor could hit a glass ball unerringly at a certain distance, he could not hit a mark at 100 or* 200 yards.
do people know this? Is it to bo supposed that the Doctor's early school of rifle practice was entirely devoted to
shooting glass balls? The comrades of this plainsman have
assured us that on the prairies thfe Doctor is an unerring shot,
no matter at what distance. It is quite possible that to take
the Doctor and put a long-range Creedmoor rifle in his hand",
and bid him hit the bull's-eye at 1,000 yards, he would not
succeed at the first tire. But teach him the methods, and it
would be very foolhardy to say that he would not soon make
a first-class—perhaps an invincible shot. To shoot at moving objects or things in rapid flight is exactly what is the
most useful lor the sportsman. Let him graduate in this
school of shooting— the most difficult of all— and we are pretty certain that, having accomplished this, every thing else
would become easy. That masteiy the Doctor has over his
rifle shows conspicuously in his shotgun performances, iu regard to which Carver by no means prides himself. As for
ourselves, we are inclined to wonder quite as much at the
way hi which he breaks balls with his shotgun as with his
rifle.
Let us describe particularly his skill with the shotgun.
person is selected from the audience— a base ball thrower
generally— who is requested to take two glass balls in his
hands and to stand twenty-five yards from the Doctor.
Grasping both balls in his hands, the person, taking a run in
order to acquire an impetus, throws both balls at once away
from the Doctor.
When they are fifty or sixty yards off
Carver invariably breaks them both with his shotgun. This
feat he perforins over and over again, anil we have yet to see
him
a ball At tie West Bide Driving Park tne gentleman who threw the Ira Paine feather-filled balls was not only
an athlete, but besides was a good glass ball shot himself, and
he very rightly tried iu avery way to bother the Doctor in the
way of throwing the balls. But it was of no use. No matter how thrown, they were always shivered.
To return again to this quite petty caveling about Carver's
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THE SPORTING RIFLE.—

IT

increased

if

they will take some pains beforehand to familiarwith the use of the rifle, and make such a study

ize themselves

of the science of woodcraft as will at least deter them from
the commission of acts which can only excite the disgust of a
true sportsman.

A cockney hunter once gave me

a

descrip-

with much seeming zest, of his shooting a deer in the
head from a boat, while his guide in the bows had a firm grip
on the poor animal's tail
No man worthy the name either
of sportsman or gentleman could have committed so atrocious
an act.
If rifle clubs were formed in every town and village for
such practice as would train the members to the ready use of
the weapon in sporting service, the interest, recreation and
health-giving exercise it would afford would render far

tion,

!

greater practical service than the long-range practice now in
vogue, and would require no such costly preparations. Competitive trials might be introduced of such character as would
tend to develop the powers of the sporting rifle, and test the
capacity of both men and weapons for active field service,
which would not only be of more direct service, but would excite a more lively and general interest than the present system
of long-range shooting. Suppose, for instance, that a prize
were offered to be shot for under the following conditions
The rouge to be one with which the competitors were previously unacquainted, and no preliminary practice on it to he
allowed.
Open to any rifles, with the usual restrictions as to
telescope sights and other equipments not available in the
hunting field. Each shooter to be placed singly in front of
his target, at a point the distanco of which he must estimate
for himself, but which shall be less than 100 yards.
Prom
this point he is to fire one shot, then wheel and walk away
from the target while reloading his gun. He may clean his
gun if necessary, but must have no aid from any attendant,
and must cany on his person all the ammunition and equipments he requires. As soon as he is ready he may turn and
fire his second shot, then wheel again and repeat the same
process, and so on until the specified time has elapsed, of
Which he will be notified by proper signal. No indication ot
his shots to be made by the marker till all have been fired, so
that no shot can be governed by its predecessor.
It is obvious that in the most essential points this would
assimilate very closely to the demands of actual service. The

we

that
devoted, some time ago, considerable space to the descripmoat remarkable addition to the shot-gun. The

tion of this

whole upshot of

it is,

not more,

is

if

that

that with a shot-gun, in five seconds,
the time in which a breech-loader can be

opened and shut, you can convert your 10 or 12-bore into a
Say you are in the field, and, having killed your Bmall
game, a deer should turn up. In an instant, with your
Shelton auxiliary barrel you are in condition to put a bullet
into him.
Had Mr. Dudley "Warner met that bear in the
Adirondacks with his auxiliary rifle in his shot-gun, the bear
would have been no more. The accuracy of the auxiliary
rifle is undoubted, for they are made for the inventor by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., and are precisely the same
rifle.

barrels as these eelehrated manufacturers use in their best
The auxiliary barrel weighs about one pound, and its
calibre 32, 38 or 44, as may 'be desired.
The shells uBed are
the Winchester.
deem this Shelton auxiliary barrel us
among the most complete of inventions, aud its charm is its
simplicity.
We, ourselves, saw a 12-bore guu with an
auxiliary barrel in it, when fired at 200 yards, make most
capital practice. Any one who is a good shot with a fowlingpiece becomes at once when he uses the auxiliary a prime
rifleman.
[See adiwtisement.

guns.
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Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. This excellent road leads to no end of charming summer resorts
and business centres.
Skirting Lake Michigan it runs
through Wisconsin. It lands the traveler at St, Paul, from
whence infinite connections can be made.
In fact, St.
Paul is a centre like a spider's web, from whence roads lead
North, South, East aud West. All the officers of this road
are known to us, and all that good management can do for
the safety, comfort and expedition of the traveler is carried
out by them. To Mr. A. Heppe, formerly of the Grand
Rapids and Indiana R. R., now actually Passenger Superintendent of the O. M. &. St. P. R, R., our thanks are due
for numerous courtesies.
Let any one look at the map of
Wisconsin and see those innumerable lakes which dot the
northern portion of the State. What visions of fish and
deer and camping grounds do not they awaken r
To
reach this Elysium of sport, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railway is the road to take.

a
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—
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Fa.llaoy or the Pad Reoobd of Penbtra.tion.
We give below some extracts furnished
us by a correspondent, from a private letter
written by an experienced gunmakcr of Eng-

—

land.

They

substantially confirm

what we

—

have long ago asserted that the pad, as a
test of penetration, gave the most varying
Some months ago we gave an account of the O'Neil system, which seems
identical with that employed in this instance.
results.

Mr. Dennison, the well known paper manufacturer, told us himself he was not satisfied
We. believe with our
-with the pad system.
correspondent that the method of trying guns
with boards of paper, one placed behind the
other,

—

:

;
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will only

The method

M. Berard.

paper of the same thickness and texture is
used, but, in addition, penetration can be
determined at a single glance
"I constructed alongish box, with grooves
at irregular intervals cut perpendicularly on

At forty
the Field— in a word, identical.
yards the lowest velocity gave the deepest
My friends stared. Again and
penetration
again this was demonstrated. One of the
eentlemen challenged me to go back to fifty
L
reductioad
yards, so as to give a kind of
say
This is too severe,' said I
absurdam.'
45.'
He threw out a hint that f was afraid",
which fired me, and I replied that I accepted
the challenge, adding, 'I'll stand or fall by
my theory.' Result, penetration exactly
equal! Both of the gentlemen present are
men accustomed to sift evidence, one being a
magistrate in India, the other a solicitor, and
one of the most acute men, if not the most
acute, on guns I ever met with. 1 placed
myself entirely in their hands. * * * I
am not aware that such crucial testing was
ever actually carried out before; certainly
not in this country. My fellow gunsmiths
have been consulting me about it. They now
see that even by the Field trials my theory
1

'

;

'

The penetration at fifty yards, I
is correct.
I think the
recollect, was fifteen sheets.

The phenomenon has been

in-

correctly reported as instantaneous and the
destructive effect complete, whereas the case
that of a mountain which, for twenty days,
without cessation, has been dismembering
itself and literally falling, night and day, into
the valley below, filling it with pilled up
blocks of stone, extinguishing all sounds by
its incessant thunder, and covering the distant
horizon with a thick cloud of yellowish dust.
The entire mass comprised in the slope forms
a multilated cone 200 metres broad at the top
and 600 at the base (the slope being about
50 degrees) ; this is composed of hard schist
lying close together, but no longer united
and it is united to the body of tbe mountain
only by a verticlc mass of 40 or 50 metres
thick, which already is fissured and shaken.
Periods of repose occur, lasting only a few
seconds, or a minute at the most ; then the
is

:

;

Globe.

—

give philosophical results.

the inner sides. I fitted into these grooves,
at such distances as prevented all possibility
of their touching each other under the shock
of the pellets passing through them, carefully
Beleoted Bristol board or drawing paper—
thin, fine, regular paste-board in fact, all of
one thickness. * * * By charging a large
number of cartridges With various loads, so
widely different, as to prevent all possibility
of arriving at erroneous conclusions, even if
the evidence of our senses did not tell the fast
and slow shooting by sound, etc., and by
firing the whole out of one barrel, we arrived
at the two loads, giving, respectively, the
highest and lowest velocity beyond cavil— the
highest penetrating nearly one half more
boards. Tried by this proper test, the penetration was found to correspond with the
amount of powder, in proportion, of course,
a heavy charge of powder
to that of shot
with a light charge of shot giving the highest
velocity accompanied with the highest penetration, a foregone conclusion under a proper
*
*
*
*
Having then got at the
test.
highest and lowest velocity-giving charges, I
proceeded fearlessly, yet on mere theory and
observation, to demonstrate the fallacy of the
pads. I used the Field paper, forty-five sheets
stitched, and prepared by the maker as for

London

The Fail of a Mountain in Savoy. An
interesting account of the recent falling of
a mountain in Tarentaise, Savoy, causing disaster to two flourishing villages, has been
communicated to the Cimrrier dez Alpes by

not only certain, providing

is

pose they are removed from the shells, simply plunged into boiling water and removed
at once, after which they are exposed to the
rays of tbe sun till every particle of moisture
has evaporated. They will keep for a considerable length of time in this state.
The
finest and fattest oysters bred and fattened
on the bamboo culch, are selected for preparation after this, method, those taken from
the natural beds being inferior in quality, and
not sufficiently fat to endure thfe operation.

•

movement recommences, and continues about
Blocks of 40 cubic metres
500 hours.
cause,
traverse the 1,800 metres of descent in thirty
seconds, leaping 400 to 500 metres at a time,
and finally get dashed to pieces in the bed
of the torrent, or launch their shattered fragments into the opposite forest, mowing down
gigantic pines r.s if they were so many thistles.
One such block was seen to strike a fine fir
tree before reaching the bridge between the
villages
the tree was not simply broken or
overthrown, but was crushed to dust (vo-

become displaced with no apparent

;

trunk and branches disappeared
a burning match.
Rocks are
hurled together and broken into fragments
latilise)

;

in the air like

that are thrown across the valley like swalthen follow showers
lows in a whirlwind
of smaller fragments, and one hears the
whistling sound of thousands of pebbles as
;

they pass. M. Berard reached the edge of the
rock (2,400 metres high), on one of the sides
of the falling cone, and ventured along it, obtaining a good view of the "terrifying"

He reaffirms his conviction that
the phenomenon is inexplicable by any of the
usual reasons that, account for Alpine disturbances, such as penetration of water, or melting of snows or inferior strata in motion
nor does the declivity of the slope explain it.
His hypothesis is that some geological force
is at work, of which the complex resullant
acts obliquely to the mountain and almost
spectacle.

;

parallel to its sides.

A Human

Hog.— The

given publicity to the subjoined challenge.

There was a terrible explosion at Whitehall on the Fourth of July if the match came
off:

The following has been handed to us for
If the challenge is accepted,
publication.
great sport may be expected on the ever glorious Fourth of July

China.— Nowhere,

Eoitob Whitehall Time.
Sir— I have been tole by my freus that ilr.
Teff of the Chronikle can eat more than I can
at a single feed, and that Mr. Teff made little
of my effort on the foot bridge friday last.
Now, sar, I will send this, my chalange, to
mr. Teff, and I want you to print it in your

Oystbk

Ctotoeb

in

probably, in the world is greater attention
paid to the cultivation or "water farms"
than in China, where, the teeming population
develop to the utmost every source of food
supply. Where birds' neBls, seaweeds, fish
of every kind, from the goldfish to tbe shark,
are used as food, it is not to be expected that
the excellence of the different species of
but it is only
shell fish would be overlooked
lately that the fact has been observed that
the Chinese practice oyster and mussel culture on a system not so very different from
In the
that adopted in France and England.
southern piirts of China "collectors" of bamboo are placed in the oyster beds, much
after the same fashion as the elaborate tiles
and "hives" employed in France. These
bamboo oyster catchers, however, are prepared in a vi ry curious manner. The canes
are exposed for about two mouths to the rays
of the sun, and then placed for the same period in salt water, after which they are again
dried for several days. Notches are then cut
in the canes, into which empty oyster shells
are fixed, and thus prepared they arc driven
into the sea shore between high and low
water mark, and left standing to catch the
young oyster spat. Those localities are -considered the best where the rise and fall of
the tide is the greatest, so that the bivalves
may be alternately covered by the flood and
exposed to the air, on the ehb tide. A. large
trade is carried on by these simple collectors,

paper so that all peples
Teff can't eat me.

ma now

that mr.

ohalangb.

;

i

crawled out, and with wide "pen mouths
started for the atpaclc
Meanwhile the ox
loosened the hold of his antagonist, and
smarting under the wound, went in with infuriated ardor to the assault of the reinforced
assailant.
lie caught one of the alligators on
his horns and threw him high in the air, the
clumsy thing falling hea'
ml.
where it lay stunned. Ai
far into the lake.
But the
by
a false manoeuvre, again
in
which element his activity _ npeded, and
being surrounded by his foe-, one of Which
caught him by tbe nose and pulled his head
under water, he soon fell a victim by drowning."

A Boy's Lkttrr from Colorado.—The
following racy letter from a lad has been sent
us for publication. The writer is at Bell's
Ranche, Colorado Springs, and the date is
July 8
"I am going to ride into town and buy
some meat.
raced our thoroughbred
mare, Meta, against a very fast horse belonging to a man named Gilpin, and Meta beat by
three or four lengths.
Charles rode her. We
raced for a keg of beer, and we had a tough old
house-warming, thero being a crowd of cowboys on broncho ponies. The beer did not. last
long.
The climate is very nice and bracing,
but most of the water has alkali in it. This Is
said to be a bad place for any one with any
heart trouble.
We hear the coyotes bowling
about the place in the night, but they are shy.
I got a shot at one tbe other morning, but did
not kill him, he ran so fast.
We have seen

Eli Paquet, will eat Mr. Teff of the
Chronikle for 1 hunder % dolar a side on the
4th July, 1878, at noon of that day, pay or
Mr. Teff
play, good day and good track.
may have the choice of the vittels, which
may be either coked or raw, and waid out in
than
five
pounds
each,
quantitys of not less
and repeat, and the match to be the best in
three with only 10 minutes rest between
to
objeckshins
Mr.
Chancy
any
Iaint
heats.
F. Bates bein steak holder, but the steak mus
be all up on the 3 of July, at noon, all prelimry arrangements can be made through the
his
undersigned.
I,

Eli X Paquet
mark
George Marcoo, witness.
Since the above was in type we have been

informed that if the match can be brought
about the Opera House will be given free
No doubt much money
for the occasion.
will be staked on the result, as both men
have records as eaters.

and successful oyster eullurists are known to.
The Alligatoks and the Ox. It is the
have amasstd considerable fortunes by the
The young oysters Tallahassee Floridian which takes the responsale of their produce.
they are
for
rapidly,
very
develop
to
all of
seem
sibility for this ox and alligator story
ready for the market when two years old, which must be taken with much salt and
whereas the Thames " native" is not fit to be
more discrimination
eaten till it has passed at least four summers.
"The ox went into the lake to drink, and
Large quantities of oysters are dried instead
this purwas attacked by the alligator, whose mouth
of being eaten in a fresh state. For

—

;

was invited to join the excursion. Scarcely
had the well tilled train started from Rochester when the fisherman began his tour of
salutation and hand-shaking.

He had passed
all but the last car, when Jack
him- "Seth, you are out of place;
you should be in the ear where the Fish is"
(referiug to the Hon. H. Fish, who was in a
forward car).
Setb, after surveying those around him,
and noticing certain red noses, replied "I
guess I'm iu the right place, as there Seem to
through

said to

;

several antelopes, and as we were riding on
the prairie tbe other day a large eagle swooped
down and killed a jack-rabbit", which she left
when we rode up, and wc had it fur dinner.
From your affectionate son,
John E. S.

A Pic, to be Peoud Of.— One of the most
remarkable cases of instinct thau we ever
heard of came under our personal observation a few days ago.
Sir. Deveanx, the
county jador, was presented with n small pig
by a friend living about four-miles from town,
and it was tied by him in the Court-House
yard. The pig was not over four weeks old
and was brought the whole distance in a
sack. On Friday morning last. Mr. Deveaux
untied it and did not notice it particularly.
In the evening he discovered that it had
strayed off. On .Saturday morning his friend
informed him that the pig had returned to his

farm and was with its mother, it having succeeded in making iisway from town to the
place of its nativity.
The journey was the
more remarkable as the way to be traversed
was first across Briton's Bay, which is a half
mile wide, and thence through the enclosures

The pig was

seen

by some colored men wtile crossing the bay,
who tried to intercept it, but it eluded them
and escaped to the cornfield in the direction
of its home.— St. Marjfs (Md.) Beacon.

Veteran " Jack."—For many years a lowsized brindled dog, named "Jack,'' has been
tbe pet of the First Precinct, New York City.
He is so sagacious that he will not follow a
patrolman belonging to any other precinct,
and makes his headquarters on the Battery.
With all his sagacity, however, "Jack "could
not escape the ubiquitous dog-catcher. While
taking shelter under a tree >h the Park, some
days ago, a wire noose was slipped over his
neck and he was jumped into the wagon. The
news of Jack's capture spread rapidly through
the precinct, and Officer Cotter rescued him
from his traveling prison before he reached
the Found.
The next day Jack paraded the
Battery with a large plated collar bearing the
inscription : " Old Veteran Jack, the Pride
of the First Precinct.
Leave him alone!"
The collar is the gift of the police and the

Harpers Drawer

be plenty of wickers here I"

for August.

—

The Ihate Editor Again. We have already referred to the enraged Western Editor
as a naturalist.
Another "member of the fraternity, the editor of the Omaha Herald, adds
his contribution to editorial zoology in the
following allusion to the editor of tbe Omaha
£ee, whom he otherwise designates as a

"Bohemian baboon

'
:

This is the bull ring into which we jerk
the stub-nosed and web-footed creature who
defies all ethnological classification, and ask
a civilized coomvun..
to
the performance of the thing for whom a United States
Senator is playing the part of unwilling sponsor

We

of three different farms.

Whitehall Time* has

respective penetration of the two at Bristol
boards was sixteen and twenty-three, nearly
orel"
60 per cent,

m

closed on the foreleg of the animal, crushing
the bone.
The ox started immediately out of
the water, draggms; the alligator. Enraged
With pain, the po<
ninal reared and plunged
wildly, endeavprii
to bora his antagonist.
Meantime the edge of the lake was black wi!h
the snouts of alligators which had smelled the
blood that ran from the ox when first struck
in the water.
Four or five of the monsters

and reluctant stool-pigeon.
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i

"The invention consists iuplacing a torpedo
charged with powder, slugs and bullets in the
'Ihe chicken is
placed on a perch as natural as life, and the
explosion occurs immediately on its removal.
The balls within are so arranged that they tly
in all direction's at. the instant that the fowl is
removed from the perch or roost, and the remover is certain to he instantly
around in small particles. This ingenious
contrivance, the inventor claims,
harmless so long as it remains undi
and no nne is responsible for tbe sudden
death of the party who tampers with it except
the parly himself."

ave pre-

interior of a prepared fowl.

te,

"I prescribe

PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M.

D., P.E.S.,

London, "More pleasant than its rivals, and Burpasses tbem in effleacy."
AITIiENT, M. D., V. R. S., Royal Military Hospital. Nutley. "Preterrefl to rultna and

PROFESSOR

Friedrlehsha.il.'

A \VINE<4I.AHSFin. A DOSE.

i

—

Seth. Everybody in this hemisphere has
heard of Setb Green, our principal fisherman
but few are aware that he hath a merry wit
which cometh out on occasion.
few
;

A

weeks

since,

pletion of the

or the comState Line Railroad, Seth

at the celebration

new

INDISPJSXSA ELK TO TIJK TRA YELISO PUBLIC

FREDERICK; DE
41 and 43

Warren

BARY &
Street,

CO.,

New York.

Sole Agent*, for Wnttd. States an$ Canaaan,

FOKEST AND STREAM.
^itbJications.

flfttbliatfians.

SEASONABLE BOOKS.

SEND STAMP FOR I LLU ST RATED PRICE LIST

WILLIAM STREET NEW YORK

Weeds and Logs,

Don't Catch

CATCQ FIM1.

ill'T

1

List and

Sportsman's Glossary SOc.
Brnsn'B Patent FJonfTrnlline

irely over-

logs, anJ below where the ash si
best, materia! .
Bass r'
musk-Jon,.;, si >>
Eton c.y mail
for Bold-plated, Address,

HENRY

Co.,

New

BRUSH,

C.

other

all

.veeds anil
mle of the

i

«;

•i.

etuis

-.-;t

Tills

Camp

The Fishing

at, the
the alcohol that sup-

i

Bvh

Rheumatism,

eradicating

Asthma,

Cla'airji,

Skin

T)ik-

Dyspeps'

ea-es,

lllle!

DIany of them
Drawn from

Pamphlet, fre£

Maladies.

LU BIN'S

1'ORTAHLB

TURKISH BATH

Life.

f'O .(iKEiist
street, Cincinnati, O,

Fourth

jel3 lyr

Tourist,

A most valuable compilation which should be in
the hands of every sportsman, every one who wishes

92.

JHOTO.s

of Actresses, enmie. etc., lo for 20 cts.
List of books, 2c. S.K.LUDDEN, E. Lincoln. Me.

to acquire the art of shooting or to obtain information regarding game, birds, fish, horses, guns, qulpments, etc. The u-oiiicelnt.li.no has been, tbe peo[le

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

Boys prepared for College or University. Terms,
j.210 for ten months. For eir'nlar apply to Principal,
Leesbnrg, Loudoun (Jo., Virginia.
angl 2uio.
THOMAS WILLIAMSON.

Turk-

and Vapor Bat lis,

plies the heat. It has proved
more effective h an the ordiHouse in
nary Turkish

etc.,

81. 50.

Leesburg Academy.

ish

cost, of

illustrations of Game
Birds, Fish, Horses,

Life in Florida,

mayotf

for the prnrtnciii.n of

of Over One Hundred nnd Fifty Books
Upon Outdoor Sports and Amusements, Together with Botwoon
Eighty and Ninety Spirited

82.

Tour Owu Room
Por Fire Cents.

This is secured by a cheap
apparatus recently patented,

Compilation Contains Brief Descriptions

Wallace's Adirondack Cuide,

i.-.jrr.

Brnshton, Franklin

1 ork.

JUST ISSUED.

.50.

American Club
come tbe defects heretofore
spoons— viz., running so ileep

In

STANDARD BOOKS.

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

$

A TURKISH BATH

OF

Two Thousand Miles in Texas
Sport,

£i$iscelUinqmis.

The Sportsman's Library

t

80&82

15

•

83.

ielSlyr

have not known what works were issued on Held
sports and pasiimeR, or where they could lie procured.— S. P. Stanton, Pres. National Rifle Associa-

(^unyotvthr,

tion.

O.

&

.vi

ZETTLER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
B.

807 Bowery,

New York.
gagewi.

^ernuSfleaeoen uub rcbigitt Boit 8?r. turn 3»crnola.

NOW READY.
HILLOCK'S
American Club List,
AND

'.M

outdoor

amusements win he

am

etfdjclnt
8. tutb 22. einefl iebcn SBfonota link tie*
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leffitq t bes ©llbes,
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SPORTSMAN'S GLOSSARY.

'

Vrcfe »(crtctiahr!fd> 4 3Rort.

THP LATEST AND ONLY CORRECT
Treatise on the

Game

Cock.

The undersigned will issue a publication entitled
Treatise on the Game Cock," as soon as pracafter Jnne 15, isis.
The work has been compiled by Mr. P. W. McDougall, whose long experience as a breeder and trainer
in. joes
f;"<'.ally for the pit, is a sufficient
guarantee as to its reliability.
Its purpose is to introduce a new and thorough
,,.
treatment in ;
ung the Game
andl

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

MURRAY

ST., N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

AM

FOKEST AND
New

&

Laflin

—

§Aii|frirfe gCatfdjgit in 'gleiiicreit bet

fflubliattiontt.

invii:s:.i-n

gratified with this publication. To know the contents of the boon mentioned will flf any man for the
better employment, of his time, and if the knowledge
to be gained In this way is practically employed,
better health and longer life will be the result
Ui >;: r, a .,!, C [i[H;uo .- mfi.i nil T.'Sti is;,Seud two three cent, postage stamps for sample
copy lo
STUB
PUB. CO., Ill
Fulton street,
York.

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
lib. caniters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

No.

mended

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, Btrong and
metal kegs, 6>f

clean. No. 1 to 8 in
each, and canisters of 1 and 6

lbs.

lbs. each.

Orange

Rifle

Powder.

.

FOBMS OF ORGANIZATION AND BULKS FOB PBACTIOE

5DIan aoonnlrt bntd) irgenb roetcrje SBucbqanklung obct
MtettDom SBertega. 2loreffe:

..

i

IN BIKLE, BASE BALI,, SACHTDtG, PIGEON, GLASS

BAH

Vroolnj ®od)fen>
Gkkmanv.

Issued in pocket form. Cloth, price 6Qc.
every club should have a copy.
supplied at trade discount. For sale by

Every

FULTON

ST.,

sprobcSJummetn gratis.

Clubs

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING
8^" Discount to

.

von Svctnote,
ffiilcuberg,

member of

Ill

§fc.

AND OTHER

CO.

NEW YORK,

dealers In sporting goods.

JUST

WHAT YOU WANT!

Farrar's, Richardson and Rangeley Lakes
Illustrated.— t complete and thorough gnirte to
the eniire Rangeley Lake Rtgion. and the sporting
grounds of western "Maine paper, SOc.
Farrar's IHooseliead Lake and the North
Maine Wilderness Illustrated —A comnrehenslve Band-book of tue Jloosehead Lake Region and
the sporting grounds beyond paper, 5Uc.
Farrar's Pocket rflnp of the Rangeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin,
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers cloth, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket lllnp of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; cloih, $1.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re;

on

faults

Cock, ltwlll contain sueli informarion, and will be
so serviceable to fanciers and breeders that it will
be iudifpeusable to all, and will be preserved as a
book of reference for years.
A few pages of the book will be reserved for advertisements at prices within the reach of all.
give every adveniser books enough to pay for his
advertisement. Send for circular.
.urs and breeders subscribing for the book before the same is printed will have their names inserted in black type, iu the pages reserved for that
purpose, witli the variety of stock the? raise, for 35
cents (which ent.it.hvR them t.o a book). Price of book,
ten cents.
Address,

We

i

.

McDOUGALL

;

W&org.

64 South IHinois St.,

BROS.,

and all ordinary purposes.
ami FFFG, Hie last iioiiig tne finest.
Packed iu wood ami metal kegs Ot
lb!)., 12H lte,
and 6if lbs., and iu canisters of 1 lb. and yt lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and vised by Capt. A. II. BOGARDD8,

The

best

for

Sizes,

FG,

FFG

rifles

M

ci, mii

..ij

i

,.i

:_

!

.a

,;

,
,

BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLASTING APPARATUS. MI ITAEY POWDER

kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Frictional and
Platinum Fuses.
ramphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
oat, Bent free on application to the above fduress,
ol

all

C U 1\TP

3

W:D,EiR.

INDIANAPOLIS.

;

ANT BOOK NAMED BELOW SENT POSTP ATD
OS RECEIPT OF PRICE.

oelpt o( price.

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley
Lake Region each 250.
Address,
CHAS. A. J. FARRAR,
Send for catalogue.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
;

DODD, MEAD &
Cones'

CO., 751 Broadway N. Y.

Key to Birds

aprlS

6m

HOW TO HUNT AND
of North America,
lvoL.Svo., cloth, ST OD

By

J.

TRAP.

H. Batty.

Field Ornithology,
l vol., 8 vo., cloth, $2 60

Birds of the Northwest,

By
.Land and

Game Birds

Elliott Cones, $4 oo

or New England,

By Mlnot, 1

VDl.,

colored plates,

Homes and

in their

1 vol.,

8vo., cloth, $500.

Ours,

12 mo., cloth, Illustrated," $1 .60

Forest and Stream

aos

aitd

the Rockv Mountains,
scenes on tlio plains and
from Held sketches by ihe author. A book of long,
actual and roneh experience, treating on Camping,
and
Horses.
Doss, Gnus. Boats,
Tbe Use of Mu'es
Oanoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authentic reference-book for sportsmen ever published.
$i SO.
of
price,
Address
Sent post-paid on receipi
the author, Box 40, ParkvlUo, Long Island.

Go.

Will this year talcs from one lo two million brook
trout egg* (ready for shipment from Nov. 10 to Dec.
20) at lowest prices. Send for price list. Addreas

B.

FREEBURG,

Aug8 5m

Superintendent,
McKean County, Pa.

Ludlow,

AMEKICAN

Hazard's "American Sporting."

TAYLOR'S

CO.,

Art Journal bound
uniform to London publishers' style. Picturesque
America, Art Treasury of Germany and England,
'any Bibles, all
Women in Sacred ffi
Illustrated works, mosic and magazines in the best
styles and lowest prices; done intwo or three days

SONS, 14 Bey

street.

TERSATILE, FASCINATING, THE NEWEST AND bESTJ
HUNTING, SHOOTING AMD FISHING.
A sporting miscellany- One volume, with numerartistic
illustrations, handsomely bound,
al!',
ALBANY, WARDE k
3
50, to any address.
bJO., 5 Beekmau, street (P. O. Box 3,167), New York.
,

SELF-LIGHTING

MATCH

POCKET

SAFE.

This match safe commends itself at once to all.
Simple in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in
operation, and every one warranted. It insures safety, neatness and dispatch. Not necessary to remove
cover except to replenish the box. Just the thing
for sportsmen. Seud fiity cent.-, fur ramble box to
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R 1.
augs Smo
Large discount to the trade.

Partridge &*Pneasant ShootingDescribing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Hunting and Shootlngthe American Partridge-Quail;
P.nffed Grouse— Pheasants, with directions for handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the
wing. Price. $2. Liberal discount to the trade.
To he had at hook stores generally. Also for sale
one donhie-harrel breech-loading central Are shotgun, 12-gange, Address,

$'2

jy25

1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
fine grain, quick aud clean, for
6Jf lb. kegs.
upland prairie Bhootlng. Well adapted to shot-

Nos.

books bound.

WALKER'S

MANUTAOTCBERS OP

GUNPOWDEE.
ters of 1 lb. only.

BINDERS.

E.

THE
HAZAED POWDER OO
Hnzard's " Electric Powder."

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING
Ill FULTON ST., NEW YOKE

if reqaired.
"

U

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Terms, 84 a year. Send for a specimen copy

fine

Co.

B. B. Ramuo, 14 State street, Chicago, HI.
M.Q. Goppahp, nn-t North Second. St. Loni Mo.
F. Bark &Co.,
Walnut St., Cincinnati, O.

mxsxr.

Tho American Sportsman's Journal.' A twentyfour page weekly paper devoted to the wants and
necessities of the Gentleman Sportsman.

Get yout

American Powder

233 STATE STREET.
BOSTON, MASS.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

The Ludlow Trout
In

Ferns

South and Hover

4 to.
$30 oo.
$45 00.

Packard's Outdo to the Study of Insects,
1 vol.,

Cent. Saved.

S vols.,

cloth,

The same,

SO Fer

•We are manufacturing a very 3ne Pure EeadyUlixed Paint, mixed in such a manne, 4hat any oriliBary Btablo or farm Sand can make Ho good a job
painting as a painter can with paint mixed in the old
»ray. This ia because our paint does not set quick,
and thus Bhow marks of the brush. We sell it lower
ymo materials can be bought in the ordinary way,
and pay Height on certain sized orders.
Any one wishing to Paint, will have mBiled free,
upon application, our book— "How Every One can
Paint and Select Harmonious Colors." Address

INGKRSOLL PAINT WORKS,
streets, New York.

8 vo., cloth, $3 00

Birds of North America,
By Bfttrd, Bldgeway & Brewer,

gVBRT ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER.

F.

WALLER,

Oct

ll

Md.

In 1 and s lb. canisters
(fine) to 5 (coarse).
64' and 12^ lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting r-cnat kel.iy close ami with great
(CCil, nn.cn, n
,
vi.loi Clou
Cccec.
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos. 1

and

Ct

.,,,,.;,.,

I

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
PFFG, FFG, aud " Sea Shooting " FG, in kegs of SS,
Vi'A and 6V ibe, and cans of 5 lbs.oI'JBFG is also
packed in lane
Burns strong and
sra.
The FFFG and FFG are ff.vorite brands for
ordinary sporting, aud the "Sea Shooting" i?G IS
the standard Rifle powder of tho country.
i

Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder,
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;.
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES!' OK EXPO It 1\ OP
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OK, HSOOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can bo bad of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in every prominent city, or whofeaul*

Pictures of Residences and Live Stork.

Frank Schlev,
Frederick City,

Hazard's " Dock Shooting."

f/wist.

MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPHER
137 South

A

guns.

ir

jell)

3m

office

88

WAEL

STREKT

'

NBW Y0KK

'

16

FOREST AND STREAM.
^ortsnjm's

§aod§.

ESTABLISHED

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

1820.

SLERK &

Successors to

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

SPECIAL NOTICE

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

Patent

TO

GENTLEMEN.

Trout Hooks snelled

NEW YORK
We have just received

a

direct,

of East India novelties, to
to call attention

desire

48 Maiden

35

Lane,

to order,

Hooks.
per doz.

$1 per doz.

FISHING TACKLE.

importation

which we

Sale of

SETH GREEN'S

Liberty St.

:

1st.

by the
2d.

Oorah Silk, a delicate
creamy shade, which we

2B'pJeces pure
hiic. of soft,

fasell

piece.

25 pieces real Seersucker, which was
in narrow stripes expressly for us.

made

We shall make

suits to

order,

Sack Coats ready
the month of August.
in stock

3d.

and keep

made during

Chogas.— A few of these fine embroidered
Oamel's-Hair Smoking Jackets for gentlemen, such as

we

offered

two seasons

ago.

pieces Pure Pongee Silk,
These
silks, made into suits, we offer as the
coolest and most attractive summer garments for gentlemen ever shown. Price

4th.°25

only $11 per

suit.

Pijamahs and Cobias— or East
Sleeping Dresses.
These were
made to order in Canton, and are very
handsome and desirable, at same time
inexpensive.
Last season we sold the
This month we offer them
suits at $15.

5th. 50 sets of

India

at $9.
6th.

7th.

30 pieces genuine old fashioned Nan
This we sell by the piece or make
keen.
to order into suits for gentlemen or children.

A

few dozen East Indian Silk Sashes,
worn with Children's Summer

to be
Suits.

These are very

but very cheap.

Or.

Pnce

fine in

W. Simmons &

OAK HALL,

quality,

$2.

Son,

BOSTON.

CHARLES

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting

Camping Outfits,

Etc.
Paine's Feather-lilled, Bogardas' Rough, and the
Balls always on hand.
Bogardus' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8.
and T Pigeon Traps. $7.50 per pair.

new Composition

BOSTON

SHOOTING

SUIT.

Fine

ZMAIN,

L
IMPORTER OF

Suits

Breech-Loading Cuns,

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING TACKLE.

Each garment and

every

name and

J*,

.r-.-ii"

attention to

my large

Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

The

barrels, warranted, $28.

variety

oiled, Braided
Silk, Etc.

'•

NEW

FLOAT SPOON." One

of the

most

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.
BLACK FLY REPELLaNTS, 50 cents per bottle,
and everything required by fishermen and anglers.

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty-third
Street,

HEW

0C

PRICE PER SUIT, $13.

the latest improvements.
Insect, and Spoon Bait

Ah MINNOWS,

ine»

Etc., Etc.

§Wt8,

ali

three-Joint, with

LINES, waterproof and tapered,
Silk,

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most art ietic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns

They are the Best.

and with
;

RODS,

rubber aad brass, of the

nuoTKOLT. Bata aid SALMON FLIES.
FLIES titd to OT&efttom any pittern at shortest

any quantity.

Sportsmen's Bowie and Hunting Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,

silver,

notice.

LOOK AT THIS !— A central-flre, English Double

CUTLERY.— Fine

Gtrman

of

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and

throughout the country.

best makei
ART! Fi

hair, $1.

sold in

ia

.Vr'ui i,-a:i

RECOIL PAD," price $2. Pronounced
The "
by the "Forest Stream," Feb. 21, 1878, the best contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper quality robber pad, stuffed with
Gun, side snap-action, twist

The reputation of these
goods is now established

REELS

of every description.

H

NEW

button bears our
address.

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO
extra tip, in case. $18.

OPTICAL GOODS.— Coiupisses, Field and Marine
Glasse?, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., etc.
pertaining to the Sporting
Also
Line.

KVEKVTfllNG

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO TUB TRADE.

YORK.

§uns, gtc,

guns, gtc.

THE SNEIDER GUN

DRAWwee
-

FHEE^nV

ic
,

phice3

JWI

A.l l_

(

The only positive

For

circulars,

measurement
lars,

rules for
particu-

Self-Closing

Double-Grip

IN

and

Sizes,

address

Top Lever Actio

THE WORLD,

from 6io 18 bore.

finish, symmetry of outline and materlalB
to the finest English Guns, and at more
reasonable prices.

Bqual in

G|W.iSIMMONS & SON,

WM.

Boston, Mass.

R,

SCHAEFER,

Manufacturer only of

flrst-ciass

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only Be
bounder with which missflrea will not occur,

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR
"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compel

Breech-Loading Shot- China,
And

Dealer in

GUNS OF ALL DESCBIPTIONfe
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warrants'
EVKRY TIME. Gun stocks— bent, crooked- oi

straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand,
Hunting Suits, and shoes for land or water use.
Spratt's imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, new
Improved Ballard Rifles, for long or Bhort range.

No. 61

Bin

St.,

Boston, corner Dock Square

sating Features of Action."

GUNS REBORED

Ft

LTNG.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,

STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK
Pin Fire Guns changed t» Central Fire.
I

Xtatle-LoacUng Grow Altered

Clark
214

W.
send

&

Pratt

to

GUNMAKEES,
24 Elm

Breacirlioaden.

Street,

Boston.
Febl4

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

K.

em

THOMAS,

JR.,
GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
ISSVi

South Clark Street, Chicago,

111.

P.OREST

AND STREAM.

17

NICHOLS & LEFEVEE,
•SYRACUSE,

N.

Y.,

MAJTEES OP

FINE SPORTI NG GUNS.
"Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
"For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of America
foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

—

two Gold Medals given

Make "—fourteen

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester] Repeating

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

\NINCHESTER. & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS,
In

all

varieties for

MILITARY

SPORTING USES,

and

and ove-y variety

of

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,!

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARM.S COMPANY,
'

New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New
Jpre fennel.
Sharps Rifles Against the World.
Record of Sharps
1878:

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Rifles at

Spring Meeting N.R. A.. Creedmoor

MAY 23--LEECH

CUP, for the Championship of
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with
SHARPS
LONC-RANCE RIFLE, MODEL 1878.
MAT 24— Sharps Military Long-Hange Match Forty-eighth Regiment team,
*> ^ ^v
Sharps
and
,< ^ / %J
using

;

!

(Model I8T8) Military Rifle; record, 800. 900
1 000 yards
Best record of any other Rifle
170
In five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be used, and were used, at the
Spring Meeting of the N R A May 23, 24 and 26, at Creedmoor, they won First Prizes.
.
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TRADE MARK.

Warerooms, 77 Broadway, New York.

for Circular.

may2

§he Henwl

Paul Bench Show,

St.

To be given under

1

the auspices of the

Minnesota Kennel Club,

lyr

AT

STATE FAIR GROUNDS?

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel

PAUL, MINN.

ST.

SEPTEMBER
M. P. MOKOON, Franklin,
I keep

3, 4, 5, 6, 1878.

Del. Co., N. Y.

only cockers of the finest strains.

I sell

only

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG.

young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot he beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.
DO if

OLD RELIABLE.
Send

Sportsmen in want of Srst-elass cocker spaniels
write at once to ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del.
Co., N. Y.
Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price,
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitch pups.

York.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

19.

OHAS. LINCOLN,

Supt.

. J
oiiuitiug uuga iui naie. ttrejuuuuus, puiiiLero,
setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £20
each for the field and show bench, of good pedigrees, £40 each fox terriers, bull terriers, black
and tan terriers, from £10 each, all dead game, of
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding;
better quality for the show bench, £20 each. Also a
few Yorkshire terriers, at £10 each. The prize
;

Sharps Rifle

Bridgeport, Conn., U.

Co.,

S.

A.

;

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel
Club,

New York.

Yorkshire

PEABODY-MARTINI

BREECH -LOADING RIFLES.
THE STANDAR D ARM OF GR EAT BRITAIN.

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

ITS

terrier, "Willie," will

be

Winners

sold.

of silver cup, Queensbury, first and silver cup Ulveiston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent
toMe.srs. Bampton & stegllsh, Express Agents, 60
William street,
York. Drafts to accompany
order, payable on Alliance Bank, London. Satisfaction is guaranteed by the advertiser, who Is a judge
and reporter of English dog Bhows. F. STEEL,
Well Royd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, England.

New

TROOPS IN THE LATE

.

mart 6m

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring to have
DOGS
their dogs broken this year by me will please
None are genuine
IS

BROWN A
For

EIEiITART, «!•«»> St Cft'KV ABTD SFORTIIIG.
B
Express
Our
and
aaa
p-p-Bi
^^tpair^fc^g^ ^^T'm ^
ing

» 1(,„

!,

.

ri '} eti

°,n

Hie only system suitable for the "

01

" principle.

1118

long-range
the Qse of the

the aigata

mid-range
a ge
Z e of

.

PROVIDENCETOOL CO., Providence, R.I.

S n C or price listto
An 8 3,f

Dittmar Powder«
THIS

CAPT.

4,

5

and

6,

s<

St. Louie,

Western Agents.

in cases of 112 pounds.

Worms! Worms!

It

was

breaking balls at seventy-five yards with

CO.,

Office,
1

1

Cortlandt
N. Y.

;

SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thoroughly broken. Can be seen on game— woodcock, quail or partridge: Address, P. O. Box 2,776,
Brockton Mass
jyll tf

FOR

Price BO cents by mall. Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS

FOR SALE CHEAP, when eight

IN

DOGS

Put up in boxes containing

a

dozen powders, with

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Gum
and Fohbst and Stream.

a ehot-gnn.

weeks

old,

six

Gordon setter puppies, three dogs and three
whelped July 13. Dam, Fannie (HopeGrouse, both Imported,),' sire, Prince, imported.
The puppies are black and tan, with very little white
between the fore-legs. Address A. H. THOMAS,
Warrensbnrgh, Warren County, N. Y.
jy25 3t
bitches,

ElOR SALE OR TRADE FOR SETTER DOG-Gyp.

year and a hall oli
broken :on birds and snipe.
Lancaster City, Pa.

.lock. Well
Address J. H. SHIRK,

FORSALE-One grand Englisti Better bitch,

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,

WORKS BOJGHAMTON,

my bine belton Mell. by Burgee' Druid whelped
IT.
Five are black, tan and white, balance
black and white. Address L. F. WHITMAN. No.
5 City Hall, Detroit, Mich.
jel3 lot

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fluaa on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It la put up
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, Which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

NO SMOKE, NO DIRI^LESS MECOIL.
DITTMAR POWDER

SALE, when eight weeks old, twelve fine
FOR
setter whelps, seven dogs and five bitches, out

of

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Baue to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs.

full directions for use.

also used In the wonderful

communicate at once. Want them fitted for Ihe
field ere season opens.
Shall go South for the
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centreville
on the Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pasealc
County, N. J.
je2T tf

May

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

BOCARDUS
CARVER

DR.
At the Brooklyn Driving Part on July

HILDER,
sale

Fleas! Fleas!

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

A. H.

p other.

unless

F. O. De I.UZE,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

jy25 4t

seven

months old, black and white, evenly and beautifully marked. Sire, Demuth's Da»h, Pride of the
Border—Dora dam, Nellie, Trap— Nettie. Price $30.
If not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker's
;

St.,

New

York.

SALE— A few thoroughly brokea setters.
FORPrice
from $80 to $65 each. Address E.
ROBBINS,

Wethersfleld, Conn.

angl

J.
tf

hands for

my own

For pedigree aud full
H. GOODRICH, Toledo,
aog 1

nse.

description address G.

Tama Co., Iowa.

IFOREST AND STREAM.

18

ghq

|tA

EEWAUB

3POU

AuxUiary

gentiel.
be paid

wi'l

SHELTON'S

any peison who

to

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

Rifle

^lecfi^ittHl.

Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

BHANDRETH'S PILLS.

will give sufficient, information to convict
the party or parties who poisoned my Newfoundland
slntMlnka. DE. A. STUB, ISO Dean street, Brooklyn,
Ang8 It
L. I.

We believe these celebrated pills are pre-ordained
by their inherent merits to be the medicine of
the world. They impart a power by which every
organ of the body becomes heathy.
Na'nre has
formed the bowels so that they are capable of drawing lo them the impurity of any organ of the body,
however distant. So we have little more to do when
we are sick than to purge freely w ith a medicine
time has proved will not hurt.
This treatment
ai'tays quickly restores the health when adopted in

T?OR SALE.— A choice few of extra fine high bred
Setter Pups. One litter of btack-and-tans by
JP
Dr. Atens Glen ont of Horace Smith's Nellie. Aned Buck ont of
other litter of pure ret
:.

i,

••
i

J

..

i'!i

if

i'l.i!.

:;:'

Hew York.

...

augs at

time.

BRANDRETH'S PILLS

liver and white
FOB SALE CHEAP.— An English
Apply in evening
116
I'..

"

-

rs old.

at.

i'ook diploma at two N. Y. Shows.

E. 18th street,

angS

i

1

can^rerv^

SALE.— The English setter bitch
FORmonths
by Oarlov
l.-.v
old,

fine

Bed

" Vick,"

DENISON,

CflAS.

7

ii-i

v,-,.

Itz

Irish seiter dog.

Hart

ang8

ford, Conn.

,-,.

alire^htadTng^hot- gun

'can'

^ corS

-

It

^

^"*

we^hs^a^o'nr'one

P^almosX^

barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best,
ad vantage are the Winrhetre
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 41, model 187;?.
Send for-a Circular

LI

and ffi ft

PALE— A

FOR

pointer bitch, thirteen months
old, sired by Sensation, out of May. Also two
well-bred setter pups, four months old ; color, one
.el.

in-

hi

i.'i

.

4or

iter,

ii

'

Address
Springfield, Mass.
pnps, $10 each.

$25

;

P. O.

Box

715

18Arma

Lengt

A

NKW

,?
Co

"'
'

,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

HAVEN, CONN.

Better

ALBERT PHILLIPS. West
AugS

It

gnle,

COVER AND TRAP

FIELD,

cure both co'tlveness and diarrhoea. Ask the man
woo was dying from constipated b lwrls wl at. cured
Mm; hetelisyou Brandreth's Pills. Ask h'm who
had dyseuter.v for months what cured him; he snvs
Brandreth's Pills. They are the bi at medicine for
Small Pox, and tlier prevent any marts. A case ocrurred lecently where Brand! etn's Pills cured a
deep ulcer of the foot, which the doctc rs sal 1 could
only be removed by amputation; yft iwiDty-five
boxes cored it and restored the patient's health,
Reference W. M. Skinner, of White PlalnR.
Brandreth's Pills are not a quack medicine, but a
scientific preparations, which have heen prepared
by the present proprietor for over fifty yenr«. They
are wholly compohed of Innocent h rbs and vegetable essences, are incapable of hurting the most delicate, yet sive to cleanse the bowels and hhod aud
exert a curative efTect upon every form of disease.
Wnere for twenty years the patient had i o movement of the bowels without roeoiei' e or mechanical
means, a month's use of Brandreth's PiilB cuied,
restoring the bowels to regularity.
The secret of recrultlne the vital principle is discovered in this menicine it generates and incrcoses
healthy animal warmth
Provided the great organs
are not Irreparably injured, there is no disease
Brandreth's I'll s will not cure. Remember, they
concentrate the vitality of the system to eject the
disease wherever located In the body.
;

SHOOTING.
BY CAPT. BOUARDTJS.

BRANDRETH'S PILLS

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson. For sale at
this office. Price $2.

are sold by

Trying for a Double." Price per
$3.60 and 25c. for postage. Address
•'

ZIMMERMAN
augl

St.

tf

SALE
FORloader,
glish,
vllle,

-i

BROS.,
Pant, Minn.

double Scott breechalso one handsome En9 lbs., 10-bore
setter, not broken. Address W. H. B., Fisheraugl Sit.
N. H.
;

n ELE3ANT New

S'yle

Chromo Cards, with
GEO. I. REED & CO.,
augl

SALE, in Warrensburgh Village, a Lot, with
FOR
Also barn,
good two-etory house and
store.

FINE

MANUFACTURER OF

MY OWN MANUFACTURE.

OF

five years old; eothlo frame
ings coat over $1,200
tenant's house,
villa- all modern imprnveuients:
twemy-three
stables etc —in one. four horses;
Willi from twenty to thirty
grove,
iut'-s
'four
acres
fruit, trees ;. apple
young
loo
garden;
fine
O'lndsthis
offiee.^
care
P.,
B.
B.
Addre.-s
Sards.
;

^

CITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold
C. S. PEOK, 8 West Twenty-afth
and exchanged.

New

8 B pt27 ly

York.

gportsmett's §ouh§.

THE WIHHINO CUH
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Past Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29>f yards. He
also won the second event, killings birds in succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to ba the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigoon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only.
The winning gun also at the greatLondon Gun Trial, 18T6, beating 102 gun? by all the best makers of
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE PAST BREECH-LOADER Is the strongest
and most durable ever Invented, and the most Bucoesaful gun of the period. Patented in the United
States, Oct. S, 1875 No. 168,828. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

EASY.

SINCLAIR,
Mottvllle,

13t

New York

Importers and Dealers in

B

It is

by the regular pbvscians and medithroughout the conntry. Sold in
bottles at two dollars each, or three bottleB,
which is enough to cure the moat aggavated case,
sent to aDy address on receipt of five dollars.
Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders
to be addressed to

Grant's
551

MAIN

Remedy Manufacturing

ST.,

-

Co,,

WORCESTER, MASS.

-

England.

$66-

City.'

<£

CO.

WATERS'

SJ

STORES

all

Makes and

Qualities of

L oading ]7 ^JL A rms,
ACOESSA.MES.
MM

i

No. 19

No. 220 North Second

St.,

St.,

and No. 527 Commerce

States.

Waters'Pianos
Grand,
r.ghr.

MADE,
bility

uuourpas=td.

AGENTS WANTED.

LABE L.
to

Our chilled Bhot will be found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform In size,
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner llulsh than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
No. 20), Oil Finished drain Leather Hunting i>noes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels,

TATHAM &

wi'h or without nails; English watertifht tongues,
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, S7; 50c.
extra by mail. Send stamp for illustratedCatalogue.

& SONS,
THOMSON
Broadway,
York.

Also,

manufacturers

of

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more

BROS., 82 Beekman

St.,

AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT,

and COM-

ffEW TOHK.

PATENT

FINISH,

uniform than the ordinary moulded shot,

and

Ttp-

Low for Cash or on Installl D
Ministers, Churches,
CatalogneB Mailed.
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR<fc »ONs>, manuGAINS. HORACE
facturers and dealers, 40 Eatt Fourteenth Street,
New York.
liberal discount to Teachers,
etc.

WATERS

N. Y.

Square

BEST
are
the
the Tone, Touch,

Workmanship aDd DuraWarmmed for SIX TEARS.

Extremely

St.;

Equally well adapted

ORGANS.

T"ne~e beautiful organs
are remarkable alike tor
purity of tone and perfect
mecbanisin,
Their cases
are all rlchlv finished in
Solid Black Walnut,
We
sella belter Instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

reech.

(R ED

New

and

also indorsed

1811.

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot.

801

despair,

physicians have been permanently cured.

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders.

1,016,

Do not

cal societies

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT.

Box

be, positive relief ia

really a specific

It is

TATHASVTS

p. O.

it ia

purely a vegetable preparation.
By its timely use thousands of oases that have
been considered incurable by the most eminent
fails.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

for Illustrated price- List.

R. A.

marvelous in Dropsy
No matter of how

may

lo three days.

ui'lll'ii

kinds ot arm-chairs, but
should be used on my No. 4. 5, 3
'
oris, to give complete satisfacTaole can be set at ar.y angle uc.-ucci, or
tion
lowered to pood position for writing. Make a nice
table for an invalid. Cnt.iing-boa.id for tne ladles.
None of your little 7x9 affairs; but is 16x32 inches.
Cannot be got out ot o^der.
My Chairs and Rockers are made npon honor,
•stamped and warranted. Are unsurpassed for comiort and durability. Toe favorite seat in the best
houses of our land. See that my name is stamped
on chair before purchasing

augl

1 Cortlandt Street,

ESTABLISHED,

all

Send stamp

truly

JggluSical $ns(rumct(fs.

Is separate from chair, and
oured In position by a strong but-

i-i'T Lh.,]U:.l'V,JlM

Mary's Works, Birmingham,

St.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr.

My Reading and Writing-Table
is sc'

bad in from one

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at
.£169, and a money prize of £10S, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by

H. O. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

CHAIRS AND ROCKERS.

IS

effects are

;

Common-Sense

LOQ.

ihe

in

Gravel and Bright's disease.
long standing the case
hesitate or doubt, for

1878,

SPORTSMEN,

IT

Its

never

W. W. GREENER,

TAKE

Kidney diseases, Pains

GRANT'S REMEDY.
W.\W.J*reener's Champion Treble JUTedge". Fast,
Breech-Loaders

jy25 3t

!.

All forms of

AND READ.

Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by

hen noises and garden. Good trout and bass fishIge huniing within a few
Woodcc
Deer huul.ng wiihin one day's
minutes' waik.
Three miles from railroid and six miles
drive
For terras, address A. H.
from Lake George.
THOMAS, Warrensburgn, Warren County, N. Y,
Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
FOR SALE— Crvstal
Buildhkiaud, lie gen Ui'im'v, N.

AINU DEA1.-R IN

FISHING TACKLE, STOP
MANCHESTE R, VERMOHT.

RODS, REELS, FLIES

ing.

street,

CANAL STREET, NEW YORK.

SB4

pair,

CBEAP-One

name, 10c. postpaid.
1
Nassau, N. Y.

dealers— 25 cents a box, either sugar-

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

in Water Colors.
ZIMMERMAN'S two celebrated picture", " Tight

Now Ready
Shell " and

all

coated or plain- and at Dr. Brandreth's

nni n Any-.
ouiot

UUUU

;

FOREST AND STREAM,
^gortgnun's Routes,

§>gort$mena Routes,
A NEW hm&
XI BW YORK AND PBILADELPHI
IIKOOU RI!1:TB.

BOUND

i>

FOR TRENTON AND

STATION

PIHI.ADELF1-1IA.

IN Nk'w'vu'i'iK-Foyl

Leave New York lbrTi

o'f

4:0h, 5:40,
6:30. B, 3:3". 10:15, 11:8* A. M., l:an,

and

Leave i"iill;idelphia from
vanla Railroad, Third and
(way), !:45,

M

Burks streets

9:Su, 11:80 a. M..

_(.•:•.->

ISO, InSO, 4:1a, S-AS 15:0"

Mon-

Leave Trenton for New York
day), 6:50, 6:13, 10:20 A. M., 12:15, 2:15, 4:00, 4:55, 6:30
at

*"'

'

West

at 4:30 P.M. for Trenton.
eratir

Room

Pullman Drawing

Oars are attached to (lie

m. train" from
511
tlie7:45,A.lt., 1:80 P.M. trains

MOa.h.,

(except.

1 :20

4:iw, r.

»w Turk and
'hi

to

iptila.

Btodat Trains— Leave New York and

delphiu. a: r.00 A. m., 6:90, 12 r. M.
tor Trenton ar, o::i0 /,. u. and 5:30 r.
York at 1:80, 0:60 A. u.. 6:10 p. u.
ton for

New

mass
ISoaU of the "Brooklyn and Erie Ann-x
connection al .Terse? lity station to and from Brooklyn and Erie Depol, Jersey City.
Nos.
629
street,
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty
and 944 BtoadwsT. m the principal hotels, all offices
Of the Erte Railway in New York and Brooklyn, anc"
checked
at No. 4 Court Street, Brooklyn. Baggage
from residence to destination.
H. P. BALDWIN, Qen. Pass. Agnnt
Saptls ly
'

'

Virginia,

carried free.

The Route of the Tourist

Sulphur Springs.
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsville, with the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
In equipment.

afforded by their lines for reaching moit of the
and RACK COURSES In the
These lines being CONTINUOUS
ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellentcarswhieh run Over the smooth steel trades enable STOCK. TO BE TK AN tH'ORIED witUout failure
or injury.
Tne lines of

FROM

Railroad Company

Wing

Shooting,

and

Still

AlSO, tO

Gen'l Manager.

feblT-«S

CHICAGO &.LT0N RAILROAD,
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago to
to

7:80, 8:80, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:30. 11 HO a. m.. 13 «£.,
12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:4U, 2, '2:20, 2:40, 3. S:2d, 3:40, 1, 4:2u,
4:10, 6, 5:20, 6:40, c, 8:20, 0:40, 1, 7:16, 7:30, 7:45, S,
';20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 B. M.
Returning from Beach-,!, 8, 9, 10, 10:10, 11.1U30,
.1:40 A.M., 12m., 12:40, 1, l:iB, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3,
3.20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40. 5. 5:20, 6:J0. 6, 0:20, 6:40, 7,
7:20, 7:38, 7:50, 5:06, s:20, f:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10;3U,
ST.

2:411.

Kansas

:[,

:-::ill,

.1:41',

*,

51.,

I

:!'>,

15m.,

J:-l".

1,

f.,

9,

9:30. 10, 10:20,
1:40, 2, 2:20,

1:211,

:.,2ll,

.1:41

P.

'

rCcc,

6:40, 7, 7:16, 7:30, 8, S:2u, 8:40, v, 9:30, 10, 10:80 P. M.
Returniug from Island— 9, 9:30. 10, 10:20, 10:40, 11,
11:20, 11:40 A. M., 12 sr., 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3,
8:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, 6:4m, o, 6:20. 6:40, 7,
8:40,

9,

3:30, 10, 10:30,

Time to Coney Island, len minutes.
tickets, 40 cents ; single fare, 20 cents.

11

Excursion

Grand con-

and evening by Conterno's
meet Band.
MB, 'LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been
engaged for Hie season.
The following horse-ear lines run directly to depot: Flatbush avenue from Fulton Ferry; Bergen
street, S. B.; Franklin avenne, from Sonili Seventh
street Ferry, E. D., ami \»miojiiI avenue, from foot
of Broadway.
VV. E. DORW1N, Sup't.
certs every afternoon
,,:--;.

-

St.

'

i

Louis, Minneapolis

from

AND

ST.

Louis, anal Chicago

St.

Island— S:.'0,

to

10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A.

7:20, 7:36, 7:50, 5:05, 8:20,
P. U.

Hunting.

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
BQUAN, and points oa the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIH
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent,
Frank Thomson.

R. R.

SUMMER ARR « NGEMENT,

Sunday Trains

Jersey.

other well-known centers for

Trout nulling,

of the

Commencing July 2, 1S78.
Trains for Conev Island—Leive depot on Flatbnsh
avenne, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:40,

P.

EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principle cities tc KANE, RENOVA, BEDFOKD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and
New

PAUL SHORT

LINE.

City.,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and

EVERYTHING.
SPORTSMEN

will And splendid shooting on the
fine of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.

Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo
telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Kansas

JAMES CHARLTON,

Burlington,

St. Paul.

Rapids & N'rth'rn

C.

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and counecllng with all East and We.-t

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Avenne, Phila.

FISHING!

C. J. IVES,
Gen, Passenger Agent,

s.

tf

THROUGH TO

LAKE BUPERIOK.
,_•

to sportsmen

on

this

" Forest and Stream " route lire ilenasha and Oreen
Bay for bass fishing ; Butternut Creek and Lake for
muscalonge; the many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till last season fi-jhed by sports-

men. Between

Creek and Ashland ail are
trout streams, end many others can be easilyreached
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
lock fishing for speckled trout and trolling In the
silver

Bav affords excellent sport.
The Chequamegon hotel

at Ashland, built

last

jear, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a
steam-yacht, sail and rowboats and excellent guides.
The atmosphere at Ashland Is a sure preventive of
bay fever.
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Porta.
Hand for Guide Book.

EENRT PRATT,
my9 cm

I

1

1

1

1

G. T. A.

Milwaukee, Wis.

r,

,

;

For schedule of sallingsaud further particurates.
lars apply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,
86

&

CO'., St.

West

street,

&

CO., Halifax, N. S.,
John's, X. F.

N. Y.

HARVEY
je206m

Catlniiii

e

feme?

oi;>ii.);:o

minutes pre-

om

Depot, comer Flatbnsh and Ailani!'- avenue-.. Brooklyn. Trains leave
Ity (Hunter's Point) as
Brooklyn aud Long Island
follows : For Grueupo- ;, Sag Harbor, etc.,S:30A.M.,
4 p. M., and on Saturdays at 3:30 P. M. For PatchFor Babylon,
ogne, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3o and 6 v. m.
etc., at 9:30 A. sr., 4, 4:30, 5 and 6 p. si. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For North-

poinm In Northern Illinois, Iowa. Dakota. Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,

PAUL AMU MINNEAPOLIS LINK

ST.

f

r

port, etc., at 10 a. M., 3:30, 4.30 and C:3o p. M. For
LocJisc Vallev, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. m., 3:S0, 4:30, 5:30
and 0:30 p. m. For Far Roskawav, etc., at 9:30 a. m.,
For Garden City and Hemp4, 4:30, 6, tl and 7 p. M.
stead. 8:30 and 10 x. M., 3:30, 1:30, 5:30, BilO p. M., and
12:10 night, and from Long MftmJ Cltj only 9:30 a.m.,
For Pert Jefferson,
l:.'io and 0:30 p.m.
Babylon, etc., and 7 p. si.
Patchogae, etc., 9 a. m.
Northport. and Locust: Valley, 9 A. M. and (!:30 p. jr.,
Garden Citv and Hempstead, 9 a. M., 2:30 and C:30
p. si., and from Long Ibhud Cl-y only 9:30 a. m. and
5!30 p.m. Tialus for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
York at 2iil Broadway, corner
Ticket offices In
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of" The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place. 785 and 912 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. S33 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing

tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
-mlnailon.
checked (row
sue
"
-

S.

SI'KNUEK, GenT

Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Sup't.
•

jefi tf

FOR NEW HAVEN. HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD

Prop'r.

World to show as
rooms as those of
Je20 tt

Grand Fishing.
SUMMER RESORT,
DOTY I h A N V,

ROBERTS'

the short

IB

Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluthand all points
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST.
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
Its
all points in Southern ami Central Minnesota.
GREEN BAT AND M Ahyl ETTE LINE letheoi*'
line for Janesville, Wniertown, Fond du Lao, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escauaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Sum Ita FREKIORT AND DUBUQUE
rlor country
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Freeport and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO
AND MILWAUKEE LINE la the old Lake Shore
route, and is the only one passing through Evanston,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Wnukegan Kaclne,
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS
are now running regularly between Chlcaso and
Council Bio Us, on the Ca'lforuia Express Train of
line for

.

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.

the

West baund, thev leave Otiisugo dally, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. St., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t ,ej leave Council Bluffs at 6:30 P. H„
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),

and reach Chicago next afternoon.
ty No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars,

TO SPORTSMEN.

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant Bhootiug,
our Iowa liuc to-day offers more favorable pointa
than any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass dshing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsurpasssd by anything
in ihe We.-t.

New York office,

No. 4i5,Broadway ; Boston

I,

NEENAH, WIS.

FISHIKG

home

AND ANGLING.-To

and angler no place in Wisconsin

the

sportsman

offers greater in-

ducements, the catch of fish during the season being
at all times good, and the varieties Buch as to make
it flist-clofs sport.
Black and Bilver bass, musca
Ionge, pike, pickerel, catfish, sturgeon, rock bass
and perch, are the common varieties caught, and as
the best Ashing grounds are within a few rods of the
house, no time Is lost in going or coming.
je20 3m

Mount

Julien

Summer

Hotel.

COUNTY PETERBOROUGH, CANADA.
This hotel, situated on the shore of Stony Lake,
amidst scenery of the mo«t picturesque character, is
easy of access and comfortable in all its appointments. The facilities for boating, dshing and shooting cannot be surnassed. Terms, $1.26 per day, $T
per week. Eoats and canoes, dogs and gnldes
always on hire. Boats clthrr via Si^rjension Bridge
and Grand Trunk R. K, to Port Hope, or via Rochester, N. Y„ by boat to Port Hope thence via the
Midland R. R. to Lakefleld, and by boat, to the hoteL
Full particulars furnished c n application. Address
Lakeileld P. ©., Ontario, Canada.
jeO tf
;

office,

THE BARNECAT HOUSE,

ticket agents, apply to

MARVIN HUGHITT,

Forked Elver, Ocean County, N.

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
Ie20
Gen. Pass. Agent. Chicago.

If

TAKE THE

FROM

J.

The nearest house to the finest dshing and
gunning of Parnegat Bay. Superior accommodal

People's Line Steamers

ions for families or transient guests at, reasonable
Access via N. J. s. R. R. Address S. L.
Refer to C. Smith. 44 West

rates.

ATKINSON, Manager.
Broadway.

Je20 4t

PIER 41, N. R., foot of Canal s'reet,
except Sundays, at 6 p. St., connecting at
Albany with Express Trains

dolly,

j^rcetnvoptl Wzhc.

Saratoen, Lake Clismplain, Lnke CJeorge,
the Adlrondncks, Montreal, and all points
l

K^YlilS IS TTIE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N. Y. C. R. R.

MONTCLABR & CREENWOOD
LAKE RAILWAY.

$1 and $2.
can he had
the
THROUGH TICKETS
Westcott Express
at,

offices,
on the pier, at all
at all the hotels tuid Betel offices in New York, or
ol connecting Railroad aud Steamboat Lines.

S. E.

MAYO, GenT

Trains leave New York, foot of Courtlaudt and
Desbrosees streets, daily (Sundays exci pted) at 8:20

Passenger Agent.

I

J.

We

challenge any Hotel In the
large and as elegantly furnished
the SHERMAN.

OMAHA AND

STATEROOMS,

vious to departure of trains

$4.50 per day.

ALVIN nULBERT,

sboitest and quickest, route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the
CALIWestern Territories. Its
FORNIA LINE Is the shortest, and best route for all

Ollicn

Ful'on and

a, and

1 baths, $3.5u,

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago &Northwestern RR.

except Sundays) 30 minutes, and frora Thirtyfourth street, East River (daily) IB minutes previous
to departure or trams, and from South Wall street,
(daily

New

from Chicago to Ashland

-

and return for .-m ai noid at c:i Clark street, or the
CM. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago;
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and

camp equipage taken free.
The pointa of attraction

,

1878.—
ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LONG
Ferrybo"ts leave New York from James Slip

SUNDAYS—

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

Sew

lilvcr,

FOR
ion application io General

27,

THROUGH TICKETS TO FKRNANDINA
FOEJACKSONVILLE,
ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN-

Capt. Mellilinney,
porta, leaving
York, three times a

between above

line

North

W. H. Stknnett,

on parties of ten or mor«
Ticket Office, Cedar Ra
E. F. Wikslow,
General Manager.

EXCURSION TICKETS

tO,

No. 5 Slate street.
For rates or information not attainable from your

Lines In Iowa, I
hunting ground
Pinnated and 11

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, IS a

TROUT

ALHAMP.RA,

a regular

Pier

and An-

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for
Sportsmen.

CHICAGO.

EmhraccB under one management the Great Trunk
Hallway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with
its numerous branches and connections, form- the

U

also reach the beat localities for

SUNNING AND FISHING
Pennsylvania and

HOWARD,

pONJEY INLAND—MUG UTON BEACH.
Opening

TROTTING PARKS

In

H.

BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND

Middle States.

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

ST.

;

G(

Respectfully invite attention to tn»

AXD

mouth. Peisons vi-iting Sura Scoiui, Newfoundland
or the Lower St. Lawrence will find Mils the cheapest
and most direct, rout: avoiding changes and detention
Tune between New } ork and Halifax about
sixty hours, one half of trip hrough Long Island and
Vineyard Sounds, In smooth water.
Oabiu passant-, including stateroom and meals,
New York aud a ax si gold New York and St.
ExcursKii tickets at reduced
Johns, $30, gold.

AGENTS-WOOD

ap

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. OO.

form

White

via

S.

Capt. Bennett, and

1

throngh the most beantlfnl and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

CONWAY

TO SPOETSMES:

CORTES,

Guns. Hslnng tackle, and ene dog for each sports-

The Only Route

SI.

JOHNS, N. F.
THE tfTRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

pickerel, etc., etc.

wau

HALIFAX,

and §esork foil SUportsmetf

Sherman House,

Cromwall Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier and New Rivera, and Kanawha Valley, and Including in their varieties ol game
and dsh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild dnek, grouse,
qniill, Bnlpe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,

PliiJa-

Leave New York
M. Leave Tren-

Fennsylvani

BE

Ohio

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

ma ?'
~e;P
l.r.H.,

"

n

&

Chesapeake

It.

jgatels

t$iwt$iiiciis §otti$8.

The Route

Liberty n. N.

19

The steamers

of this Line

reach some of the finesf

noting sections in the counWaterfowl and npli
try. Connections direct for Chiucoteague, Cobb's
Island, aud points on the Peninsula. City Point,
i

...-k. Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
Bteaaiers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday:
Wednesday
and Friday at 3 p. M.
Delaware, Monday,
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich
-.,-

;

.

i

1

1

ii

New York.

St.,

and 4:30 i*. St.
Leave Brooklyn, via Annex boats foot of Fulton.
and 4 i>. u.
Pullman Parlor Car en t:Sn p. jr. train.
Through coach daily berween ITm-kensack, Paterson and Greenwood Lake.
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York or
A. M.

Old Dominion Line.

sepSSly

Street, at S a. m.

Jersey City, $2.00

Parties of fifteen or

more

per-

sons, $1.60 each.

J. P.

MACKEE,

Qen. Pass. Agent.

SUBSCRIPT?
a capitalist or associaTHE
the erection of a
tion of gentlemen to join him
P.

deelreji

in

^otcte iind^ejiotinfor ^portumtn.

CAMPESG OUT-CAMP PISCATORIAL.
In connection with the Ashley Honse, I offer GO
to those fond of camping ont ; situated

Wall Tents
..vil

I,

.11

ii."

.:

r-.l-i

in

In

.-''l.-'ii.i'ei

:l:i|ii.|,u

i

iinirn'-

select family hotel or ciub house on the most neautiand eligible situation at Greenwood Lake, N. Y.,
with from twenty to illtv acres of land, asmay be desired, and will take one-fiord of the purchase price
of the property in stock or shares In the enterprise.
Choice building sites, with waterfronts, also for sale,
in plots to suit, on favorable terms. Circulars can
belrad at office oi P'Oihst ano Stream. Applv to
ful

or

address

S.

CALDWELL, Greenwood

Orange Coonty, N. Y.

Lake,

mayls

tf

of Barnegai Inlet, nations.— Fish for the catching
oysters, clams aud groceries at first cost-, affording
cheap summer recreation. See posters, with Illustration, in all sporting nouses. Address J, W. KINSEY, Ashley House, Barnegat P. O., Ocean County,

Orange
N. Y. Splendid bass fishing
good boatiog and bathing. Telegraph otllee in
house. Take Moutclair and Greenwood Lake Rail-

N.

way.

my30 "

J.

HOUSE,
BRANDONCounty,

GREENWOOD LAKE,

White Mountains, Montreal and intermediate

points. The new and elegant steamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 2S, East River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3,
passenger train will be In waiting
on the wharf at New Haven and leave for Springfield and way stations on arrival of boat.
NIGHT LINE.— The Elm city leaves New York at
lip si., connBCtinj »-ll oasaeoger train In waiting
on wharf at New Haven, leaving 5:16 a. m. TickelB
sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway. New
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Haven and return, SI. 50. Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, Geuerai

Wild Fowl Shooting.

A

SPRTNGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOOK BAY, L. I„

i

Agent,

By a practical gunner and an old bayraan. Has
on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys en
Die coast. Special attention given by himself io hla
guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM.
alwaj'B

N. LANE, Good Ground.

L.

I.

Nov8

tf

TBAPHAGEN

HOUSE,

BItADNEK

H'HJHK,

OREENWOOD LAKE,

Orange County, N. Y.. L. Y. JENNESS. An excellent family hotel.
Also good accommodations
for the sportsman.
Uood boats and overv faciity
for nshlug.
jelS 3m

ORANGE COUNTY,

GREENWOOD LAKE,
N.

Y.,

May

15,

187S-

Terms— $3 per day. $s to $10 per week. Free stages
for guests to and from the rtcaniboat, dock at

ARINGTON
prietor.

to

the house.

G

S.

BRADNEH,
jj/4

Pro3U1

FOREST AND STREAM.

20

Cartridge

^fiartsmttfs <§oods.

gtffces

&©&

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

gporjsiqm's §00 As.

q°nt.

N>^

COMPASS.

LOWELL, MASS.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THS

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

BATl.HS' MfKJil, PLATED.

ARMY AND NAVY OF THE

and sporting rifles and pistole, and In use by the.
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Kim-are ammunition of
attention given to the manufacture of
Adapted

to all military

Special

Kinds.

all

Cartridges for Target Practice.
THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SLMILB.
Brass case and cover; white metal lace; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been left at the Forest and Stbeam and Bod and
Got? office. Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post office
order, to any' part or the united States or Canada.

This implement la used either for 10 or 12-gauge
brass or paper shells, thus saving the cost of one implement. Pronounced by Bogardus, Tinker and
others the best implement they ever used. Price
$2

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER

RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR.
eo.

JOHN

W. HUTCHINSON, Sole Aoknt,
& FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. Dealers
in Guns, Pistols, Etc.,
81 CHAJIBKKS ST., NEW VUltK.

Match

Long-Range

Muzzle-Loading

Fisher's

Rifle.

THE LITTLE GIANT

WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New Tort,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

COMBINATION

ASHATNTTItlE

Cane and Camp

Pocket Hammock.
THE GENUINE IS NOT MADE OP HEMP,
TON OR GRASS.

^

COT-

To

extra large and of doable strength,
by mail on receipt of $5.40. Include ropes, screw hooks and rubber packing case.
Snostitutes for trees shown above, $1 per set.
Descriptive circular free.
Size No.

weight

3,

3 lbs, sent

'

134

HOMER

FISHER, 260 Broadway, Cor. Warren

MOCUASUVS.
The best thing in the market
for hunting, flshlug, canoeing,
v-shoeing, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
Made to order
" in a variety ot styles, ana
\durable.

article.

Send

the

P. 0.
Bor to Prank Geod.l

Box

36S,

rievmhie

MARTINS

for illustrated oiieular.

HTJTCHINGS,

Dover, N. H.

PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W.

Holberton

(Succes-

&

Pulton

Co., 11?
Co., 712

Market

& An-

street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb &
street, Philadelphia, Pa.: Bradford
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

New

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOLESA LE AND R ETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST N THE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.
I

........$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal flv rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case
Slx-strlp hexagonal fly rod, Gernan silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel
28 hi
plate..
ae, Bolld
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip
reel plate
six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip
H. T,.
. 17 00
i

LEONARD'S

sliver mounting, three-joint, extra tip and
30 "°
waterproof ferrules
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two mi/Idle joints and three lips, l'n;rt ..... 7 50
whipped butt, two middle joints
mounted,
full
silver,
Black bass rod. ash and lancewood, German

II.

]D^NAH»^'slMftpKeiaJonai"AyMd,GermM

I..

tip case,

•
and three tips
Russia-leather fly-book, with the "Hyde "clip, large size
Russia-leather fly-book, with the "Hyde" clip, small size
from
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines,

•

each
]'[elgramit.es or Dobson
A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from
Also Fl es dressed
All kinds of Snrlled Hooks tied to order.

16 Shooting

Yachting

Coat.

Shirt.

Gaiter
Pantaloons.

GARMENTS

largest assortment of SHOOTING
in the World.
Hlustracea price list will be sent to any addreBS on
letter ol request.

The

CEO.

United States
Un.ted States

Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22
Arms Revolver^hot^

cal., nickel,

Iliibor's

5

.

per yard

........ .
;
$1 to $2.50 per

to

„
dozen
pattern.

any desired

$2 50

each

F OR

SPO RTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

HENNING,

C.

WASHINGTON

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
AND
India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

2T

FEATHER
PATENTED

OCTOBER

"St andard " Ball.

The

dealers In Glass Balls to the fact
The Bohemian Glass Works wonld
herefpre we
It TO A S ,:ALK
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying la a stock of unsaleable for other
charged
when you can purchase the Best, Bali ever made a1
is as beautlfuUy
other
Ball
no
and
Ball,
Killed
Feather
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the
breakage
every instance when hit by shot, and la sufficiently strong to prevent
respectfully call

the attention of

AND

all

MAD

i

i

i

«^S*Snm^S£
WMl*

It will break in
by transportation or falling on the grass.
,„ k._«to »r 800.
«m
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade
GLAS3 WORKS, 214 Pearl Street , N.

either

CO.,

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

Y

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN

THOMAS ^LDRELVS
Superior Archery.
W. HOLBERTON & CO.,

and Glass Ball

Trapis.

'

.

A very nne stock ot the above nrat-claai makers
goods Just arriving. Liberal discount to the trade.

B

Flies, tied after
McBride, Thad. Norria, or other patterns, in a
superior manner, constantly In stock,.

Fine Trout, Buss mid Salmon

t^St&TS&mm

^eTAt,

FUe., with double guards,

per dozen, $3.

salmon

Flies, per dozen, *5.
See other advertisement.

H. T.

y

d,

ANTHONY A

CO.,
an.

TttAP

Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Dealers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
direction from the shooter at
(warranted), which.will throw _a bail to any
l

page s.
rales for «lais ball shooting, containi ng 40

591

French manu-

Brockton, Mass.

my23 lyr

free.

O and 2-Cauge Now Ready.
1

t

Every shooter should have " Dudley's Patent PockCartridge Loader," as he is then prepared for all

inergencies, at

home

or in the Held.

it extinct* tight shells; it uncaps, loads, reaps, creases and crimps old or new shells,
ml weigh* but tin- amices.
Nickel-plated sample vvl be sent free by mail on
eceipt of two dollars. Send fur descriptive ciroular,

i

I

iiir.-Ki

jy35

hhih, n-cimiiuendatiOLS, etc.

DUDLEY * CO.,

lm

Y

Fougtikeepsie, X.

INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHTING AND CAMPIN3 Tltll'.
ELECTRO

SOLD WATCH KS.
Hunting Cnses.

."<tein

and Key-winders,
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established fact that the bear leaves a fainter scent than any
other animal in the Stale. Plenty of ordinary dogs cannot
follow the track by Ihe scent at all, even when just made, and
not one in a hundred can follow it two hours after the animal
has passed. The hound in question was the best in that
respect I ever saw, but would not get within a hundred paces
The lake so clear, It was as If,
of the bear if he knew it and if by chance he caught sight of
Upborne on love's delicious leaven,
him making a charge he would run yelping back, and never
We floated in a pure mid-heaven,
stop till be reached some of us, even if we were two miles in
With clouds of lilies for a bordc-r.
the rear. This pusilanimous conduct had a fearfully deThe fragrant summer seemed to ache
moralizing effect on all the dogs we could get, and occasioned
In blossom for dear passion's sake,
an amount of profanity among the boys sufficient to have run
Excessive with Its sweet disorder.
an ordinary mining camp for six months. We had long ago
In you, too, was that fond distress
learned the futility of attempting to get a shot by following
Of flush and fear and happiness,
his track, and always after leaving him at night he would exeCaresses by caiess unhanded,
cute a series of uianceuvres which would frequently take us
Till, Angers mated on thii reel,
till after mid-day to unravel.
I ihought the very trout oould feel
On reaching the place where he intended to pass away the
His double spoil wa« caught and landed.
night (usually in the thickest apruee growth he could find),
he would pick an armful of boughs and, carrying them to
Alas that love which we remember,
where three or four short scrubby spruce or firs grew, would
Blush-ripe as all the wanton weeds,
lay them down in their midst, and getting on them would
Sliculd oe a blossom of September,
bend the tops of the shrubs over him, forming an arbor, under
Born gutltles* of the promise seeds
which he would remain always till we started him out, but
Sweet dying things, whose only duty
always getting off before we came in sight of him
had
Is clothing life In forms of neauiy 1
therefore adopted the plan of stationing ourselves at the
For though I held you in my arms,
various points where he would be likely to pass during the
Ab full of honey in your oharms
day, one man only following the tracks with the dogs.
But
As when the trefoil holds the clover,
on this Christmas morning we all followed up the tracks, for
Tour flngere, tutorod in a thimble,
a man can't stand on a runway with the thermometer thirtyIn plaving trout were found bo nimble
five degrees below zero, or at least he can't get off it, if he
You hoiked the ilsh and cast the lover.
stands there long I After following the trail for about two
hours we found it lead into a small opening made by the fire,
But often, since we slipped the books
the trees turning up after being killed, which rendered it exTo play fur life with baited hooks
tremely difficult to puss through it; so we skirted its edges,
In pools less pure, do I remember
and, going entirely around it, made the discovery that there
The fragile blossom of September,
were no tracks out. This was better than we had hoped for,
Born guiltless of Ihe promise seedB—
aud we immediately disposed ourselves so as to give him a
A dying th'ng, whose only dnty
warm reception when forced to make his appearance. One
Was clothing life in forms of beauty,
of the boys had a double-barrel rifle, one barrel of which was
With heaven above and heaven below It.
a double shooter, thus giving him three shots. Him we placed
Though life has growa to other needs,
on the tracks leading into the opening, as experience had
Our boat lies rotting in the weeds,
taught us that he was more likely to come out there than in
And we can neither raise nor row it.
any O'her place. It was my turn to go in with the dngs. I
—Wilt. Wallaob Babnbt, in Harper't Magazine.
had worked my waynearly to the centre of the '' blow-down "
with the dogs at heel, when I came suddenly on his bed,
under the body of a large tree turned up by the roots. The
For Forest and Stream and Rod and Chin.
ground was only partially clear of suow, and here he had lain
through that bitter night without anyihing under him but the
snow and frozen ground, and nothing over him but the log, at
least three feet above him.
I whistled forward the dogs, and
almost at the same instant heard behind me the crack of Dan's
BY PKNOBBOOT.
rifle, making innumerable forest echoes in that cold air.
The
bear, on hearing my approach, had run a semi-circle, struck
[Concluded from Vol. X, page iU.]
his back tracks behind me, and was at the edge of the opening
the
regard to
changeable temperature theory, the follow- almost as soon as I got to his bed.
second report quickly
ing perfectly unvarnished statement of facts ought to followed the first, and as I hastened back a third rang out
friend in Maine, being out one day with sharply on the morning air, followed by a shout of "All
settle it:
right."
hounds, started up a buck, which, in his course, happened to
As I neared the spot where the shooting took place I heard
run over a bear's den, scaring out an old she bear and her two some of the most emphatic language I ever listened to, and on
cubs of the spring before. This was the 10th of December, getting there I found Dan, usually the coolest of huuters and
the most placid of men, in a high state of excitement but no
there being eight to ten inches of crusty snow on the ground.
bear I
The hunt was at once transferred to the new and more exIt was several minutes before he calmed down sufficiently
Failing to secure them that day, a party of to give an account of the affair, during which time
citing game.
we had all
four pursued them all the next without success, their num- collected around him.
It seemed that when he first saw the bear he was walking
bers increasing instead of diminishing, as these bears, in their
on a log, broadside to him, not having yet got into his " buck
terror, ran over the den of a very large male bear, which also
tracks." Taking a deliberate aim just behiud the shoulder,
came out and joined the others. The next day the hunters he "unhitched," and the bear "went down like a stone."
The tenth day they killed the He stood for a moment and was just going to call out, when
killed the two cubs.
old she bear, leaving the big male alone in his glory. During he saw the bear on his feet and about striking his own trail,
the log behind which he fell having concealed him up to this
all this time they had confined their operations to a piece of
point.
second shot again rolled him over but instantly rewoods a little less than three mileB square, in the immediate gaining his feet he started down his tracks directly toward the
vicinity of which the hunters lived, the track at night being astonished Dan, who was brginning to regard him as buUYtfrequently left within fifty rods of some of their homes. I proof. As he approached Dun delivered his ihird and and last
charge full between his eyes. The brute pitched forward and
reached home from a trip to Union River the day the she
fell headlong.
Naturally supposing that an animal shot
bear was killed, and it is hardly necessary to Bay that the next through the head must be dead, he had shouted to us, and,
morning the party was augmented by one. Fur five more setting away his rifle, was very coolly taking out his pocketdayB the hunt was kept up, when Christmas dawned on us, knile tor the purpose of cutting his throat, when the animal
again struggled to his feet and stood reeling to and fro for a
one of the coldest throughout the greater portion of New
moment, so near to him that he could see him lap the blood as
England on record, the thermometer in our neighborhood at it ran down oyer his nose.
Steadying himself iu a moment
sunrise registering 35 degB., and the opinion was expressed he rushed forward on his old tracks, and not caring to be
among the boys, as we plunged into the woods, that the " old caught fooling with a bear of his size and toughness, wilti
nothing but a pocket knife and empty rifle, Dan very respectfellow would be too stiff to stir," which opinion was strengthfully gave him the right of way.
A short inspection of the
ened by the fact that he had been twice so severely wounded ground bore out Dan's statement.
that he dropped in his tracks, but had at once regained his
In the meantime the dogs, which had gone ahead on the
track, showing conclusively hat the bear was still alive and
feet and made off apparently as well as ever, both the men
able to repel all assault in that direction.
declaring firmly, however, that they had shot him through.
On following him up we found that he was barely able to
During the hunt we had tried every good dog that we could keep out of our way, as we came in hearing of him several
hear of within ten miles around, but had not succeeded in times, the dogs refusing to advance any faster than we did.
soon decided that it was best to leave him for that day,
getting one which would attack the bear. This^as, doubtbelieving that the effects of his wounds, and the cold comless, owing in a great measure to the cowardice of an old
bined, would render him incapable of getting out of our way
houud we were obliged to keep as « tracker, for it ia a well- in the morning, so we struck out for home, the most of us

pis

twenty years. Do you remember
When, boy and girl, we stole the stiff,
And went a (Ishlng one September ?
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going to a Christmas dance that night, so as to be sure and
not oversleep ourselves The next morning we were on hand
before sunrise, the weather having moderated but very little.
We soon reached the spot where we had left the trail—a very
favorable place on the side of an open ridge, which they had
previously avoided.
The dogs, feeling unusually well,
bounded forward unchecked, as we did not anticipate starling
I

him till after the usual amount of circling, which would give
us ample time to overtake them. We had gone nearly a quara mile, however, before we heard a tremendous outcry
from the dogs, only a short distance in advance. The uproar
increased every moment the baying of the old houud and
the savage snarls of the ether dogs, mingled with the roars
and snorting 'of the bear, showing that a desperate fight was
in progress.
We soon reached the battle-" round, and were
speechless with surprise to see. dogs which for two weeks had
exhibited nothing but fear and cowardice, attacking the enraged and foaming bear, not only with courage, but with

ter of

;

Even the old hound was barking furiously
not twenty feet away and catching sight of us as we came
up, he made a gallant charge on the bear, and actually
scratched some hairs from his" ridiculous apology for a tail.
For some moments, so close was the fighting, we could not
get a shot at the bear without ruHning the risk of sacrificing
a dog; but as the old fellow warmed up to his work, he soon
cleared a space around him, when a shot under his ear laid
him low, ending at once his life and the longest bear hunt on
record.
A short examination was sufficient to show that the
shot between the eyes had glanced upwards on the skull and
come out between the ears, inflicting only a slight wound.
On skinning him, however, four bullet holes were found in
his body, two, evidently shot by Dan the day before, had grazed
his lungs, and lodged against the skin on the opposite side.
His lungs were very much bloodshot and inflamed, showing
clearly what had occasioned his distress.
The other two
bullets went completely through his body, cutting the intestines in twenty places.
In his normal condition they would
have proved fatal in from two to six hours, and they had
been shot through him, respectively, four and six days before.
The plug (a name more expressive than elegant) was found
intact, not having any use for his intestines, or any action in
them their being cut to pieces did not seem to affect him in
the least. His coating of fat had greatly wasted away, and that
which remained had totally altered in character, being of a
tough, leathery consistency, wholly differing from its appearance when the animal is killed without being run. It
seems incredible, and a total subversion of all the laws of nature
that an animal could run sixteen days without eating or drinking, or having any action of the bowels or bladder, be shot in
the meantime five times and then make a desperate fight. He
absolute fury.

;

;

would undoubtedly hive whipped the five dogs easily if let
alone.
But all the participators in the hunt are alive, and
can testify to its entire truthfulness. The conduct of the dogs
was as unaccountable as that of the bear. We examined the
ground with the greatest care to arrive at a solution of the
mystery. The bear had gone straight from where we left him
the day before to an old den that looked as though it had been
used for ten years. It was dug under the roots of an enormous
upturned pine. Into this he had crawled, it being well provided with dry moss and leaves, and the dogs had attacked

him while in it, as could easily be told by hair lying at the
mouth of it, and the furious manner in which he had torn out
of it.
What induced them to make the attack will always
remain a mystery. They probably came upon him unexpectedly to themselves, and the boldest, encouraged by the others,
began the battle, upon which the others joined in.
1 had just finished this article (as I supposed; when your
is;ue of May 31 came to hand with its " Gossip About Bears."

am afraid the subject will hardly bear so much writing up,
but cannot forbear adding a few comments. So far from being "nearly extinct" in the East, they have increased rather
than diminished iu Maine and New Brunswick during the last
thirty years, in proof of which I might cite that the payment
of bounties is such a heavy tax iu Maine that a bill was introduced into the Legislature last winter (and I believe passed)
repealing it.
I have a brother-in-law in that State who has
yet to see his thirty-eighth birttiday, who, when I left last
fall, was looking round "mighty pert" for two more bears
to make up fifty shot or trapped by him in the last twenty
years.
And they are certainly not decreasing in the North
Woods, for it was the unauimous testimony of guides and
hunters last October that the bears had not been so pleotiful
for years. In regard to the assertion that the bear "has from
two to six cubB, usually three or four," I would reply that it
is doubtful if there is a single perfectly authenticated instance
on record of the American black bear having more than two
cubs at a birth, for it must be remembered that the very rare
casi s whr re more than that number have been found with a
female are no proof, for numbers of bears, havingyoung cubs,
are trapped every spring.
These, when pressed by hunger,
giye utterance to a peculiarly plaintive and pitiful cry, which,
in the stillness of the forest at night, can easily be heard for
half a mile.
Tnis will attract other females having young,
wheu the cubs will naturally attach themselves to her. In a
hunting experience extending over many years, daring which
time I have tracked scores, f have never found more than two
following one dam nor have I ever found or he ird of more
than that number being found in utero. Of course I do not
insist that triple (or even quadruple) births never occur, but
that they are so very Tare tliat they must, if occurring at all,
be classed as exceptions.
I
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HABITS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
DO

T
*

•*

not propose to give a scientific description of, nor an
elaborate dissertation upon, the habits of the ruffed grouse,

am not equal to either.
1 shall merely give you such scenes and incidents as have

as I

oome under

my own

observation.

The

inferences that I have

drawn, and the conclusions that I have arrived at, may not be
correct. They, at least, are sincere, and my honest opinion.
The result of many years' careful study. You have them for

what they
I

am

are worth.

veiy well acquainted with this branch of the grouse

family, and feel quite at

home

in their society.

It is true

I

never have been " presented at court," nor have I ever even
gazed upon the face of their " king."
I have had so many little social reunions with the "common
herd," that were so entirely satisfactory to me, that a desire to
force myself into the pieseuce of "royalty" has never entered
my mind.

Frank Forester, that most genial and brilliant writer and
accomplished sportsman, does not speak very highly of their
game qualities. Now, tar be it from me to say one word tliat
would lead any one to think that I do not revere his memory,
nor believe that no one has ever done so much to elevate field
sports, and to instil iota the mind of the young sportsman
correct ideas. 1 am only sorry that he did not love and untler
stand them better. Then should we have had from his graceful pen such glowing tribute to this " best of game birds," that
my feeble effort to give them their " meed of praise," would
have been uncalled ier.
I am well aware tbat a large majority of sportsmen do not
agree with me in my estimation of this magnificent bird.
They will tell you tbat they are " unreliable, hard to bring to
bag, and that there is no pleasure in hunting them." .Notwithstanding all their censure, I notice tbat when they do
succeed in gathering them in, there is " joy in their heart"
and a light in their eye tbat 1 fail to perceive accompanying
the capture of any other bird.
To be successful in the pursuit of this royal bird, in the
first place you must have a good dog, pointer or setter. I have
no choice, provided he is a good one. He must have a good
nose, and be perfectly staunch so staunch that he will not
move a muscle should an avalanche overwhelm him. lie
must carry his head well up, and be a free and fast ranger.
He must instantly stop when he first catches the faintest
indication of scent, and hold his point perfectly rigid
until, you come up to him, and give him the signal to go on;
and he must have the judgment not to obey this sigual should
he be close enough, for he must never be allowed, under any
circumstances, to flush the bird.
These qualifications a dog must possess to rank as a firstOf course, we all want a handsome
class ruffed grouse dog.
dog, of our lavorite color one that will retrieve, is clever
and quiet in the house, and so on. I think very highly of
these latter accomplishments, but do not consider them inIt adds very much to
dispensable. The former I must have.
the pleasure of the sport to have a congenial conipan on with
you. One who can appreciate a good point, and share with
you the many good things that are constantly turning up in
He should be quick to see, and take
the course of the day.
advantage of every ciicumstance that wdladd to your mutual
pleasure. He should have an eye to the beauties of nature,
that you may '' hold sweet communion thereon."
When your dog is "roadiug" a bird, and you are silently
following close in the rear— tor this, as a rule, is always your
place— your companion should, with one glance at the lay of
the land, instinctively know the direction which the bird will
take when flushed, and happen to be there at the right time.
He should always keep cool, although in hunting tnis subtle
bird I have frequently seeu the coolest heads completely dazed.
I have not mentioned his shooting, for we are all good shots,
and always bring them down, except, perhaps, when " that
little red bush gets in the way," or tue bird makes a curious
twist just as we pull. With a brace of such dogs, provided they
will back each oiher perfectly, and two such companions, you
can make it exceedingly warm for the bird*.
But do not imagine that you are going to get them all or
you will be grievously disappointed.
To enjoy the sport to its lull, you should be able to appreciate and commend the artistic manner iu which some of these
knowing birds will very often defeat your best laid plans."
Right here 1 wish to enter my solemn protest against the advice
of almost all who have written upon the subject. They tell you
to " Shoot him at sight ;" " Pot him on the ground ;" "Any
way to get him. " if you do, "tuny his blood be on your
head." This noble bird that affords ua such keen sport is
worthy a better fate. Give him a chauce for his hie, and it
you cannct stop him in full career you will at least have the
satisfaction of feeling that yon have not done a dishonorable
and unsportsmanlike act. Your true sportsman doeB not take
eo much pride iu the quantity of game in the bag as he does in
;

;

There is
its quality and the manner iu which it was takeu.
more real pleasure and heartfelt satisfaction in the killing of a
few birds in a truly scieutific and sportsmanlike manner, than
A true sportsto slaughter bushels ot them by unfair means
man is, to use an original saying, "born, not made." Now,
to become a first-class ruffed grouse hunter, you must not
only be "born " with proper msuuet, but you must be "made,"
You must not only be a good shot, but a very quick
also.
one as well. You must not only possess an " eye of lailh and
a finger of instinct," but you must have the perseverance to
follow up and the judgment to so place yourseli that when the
bird rises you may have a chance to display these "henvenThis magnificent bird not only has powerful ingilts."
stincts that teach him to keep you at a respectful distance,
but he is also possessed of reasoning faculties of no mean
You may smile at this, but I venture to say that you
order.
will not find a careful student of their mauy devious ways but
You should therefore always keep cool
will agree with me.
and have at command a large fuud of resources to meet their

born

cunning

tricks, that are not

You must have a
without this you may never

always vain.

very large btock of patience, tor
hope to succeed. I know that it is Leart-rcnaing w hci
miles perhaps of weary, unsuccessful tramping, you finally
obtain a staunch point and have your bird all counted, with
nothing to do but just lay him out when he rises it is indeed
a bitter pill to have him rise perhaps from under your feet,
arid deliberately place the truuli of a tree right in luc way,
and keep it mere until he is ac a safe distance. Many persons
extricate themselves from this and similar predicaments by
" balm
giving the dog a good licking, which, L presume, is as
to their wonuded heart." There are many peculiarities connected with the life and death of this interesting bird that you
should become familiar wilh. There is one thing that is inexplicable to me, and I have never found the man able to ex-,

plain it.
I have seen perhaps a dozen instances where the
bird was shot down in plain sight, and the keenest nosed dog
would be unable to obtain the least scent of it, although the
bird would be lying in plain sight.
In each case the bird
would not be quite dead, although nearly so. I do not remember to have seen this occur with any other bird, and
should very much like an explanation. There are eo many
bewildering strategems practiced by this artful bird, that you
can never tell what tactics he is going to pursue, very often
to your sorrow.
One disgusting (rick he has, which L am
pleased to know iB heartily condemned by every true Sportsman, for the bird not onl}; generally escapes, but your mind is
left in an unsettled condition that is not conducive to good
shooting. Sometimes, when your dog has settled on his point,
and you are some little distance in the rear quietly working
your way up to get a shot, and calmly meditating upon tbat
wonderful provision of nature that enables your dog with
subtle magnetism to hold spellbound so wild a bird, and
thinking that you have him sure, you are suddenly startled
out of all propriety by his rising in your rear, and nine times
out of ten making good his escape. Don't kiok the dog, but
calmly smile and follow up the bird and try him again. The
probabilities are that he will show you some other trick that
will well repay you for your time.
Should you finally succeed in bringing to bag one of these preteruaturully wise, old
birds, what joy and satisfaction deep down in your heart:
with what pride you gaze upou his voluptuous form, and, as
you admire his beautiful plumage and think over the many incidents iu this si niggle for lite, you mentally resolve that
there is no sport in the world that can compare with the pursuit of a crafty old cock grouse.
3. T. H.
/Springfield,

Mast.

—

Forest

could be more imbued with life and snap, but this
not that which 1 desire to obtrude.
point lies in
the close adherence of the artist to nature and reality.
No
necessary detail suffers slight or is neglected, aud, look where
you will, you may observe the evidences of intelligence and
careful study, without which no skilfuluess of treatment, no
subtle management of light and color, will elevate a painted
canvas to a work of art.
J. L. K.
Perth Amboy, iV. J., May, 1878.
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A FEW FACTS ABOUT
AND BLAOK
Editor Forest and Stream
WrtTTE

FISH.

BAIT.

:

I have been out of

town and hence unable to see the Forest
and Stream lately, and do not know what fresh blunders
have been made by your correspondents on the eel question.
There are some points still to be settled, and as our streams
on Long Island do not furnish the information, I desire some
one, who can both see a thing and tell what he sees, to advise

me when

mature eels begin to descend to the sea in tbe
autumn, in what condition tbey then are, and how long they
continue to descend aud, to reward such person, I will give
him two new discoveries, which I have just made and which
;

are important.

.~~*.

For

No picture

and Stream end Mod and Gun.

MARINE PAINTING.

ONE

need not visit the exhibition at the Academy of Design to be made aware of much in art, wherein the
majority of artists fall lamentably short, of excellence.
I do
not mean to discuss the " treatment" of their subjects, nor
do I propose to air my possible familiarity with the vocabulary of phiased cant whereon the conventional critic runs the
gamut of his praise or censure, though tbat is very simple.
It consists in speaking of a picture as though it were a
musical composii ion, and vice versa. 1 do not quarrel with
If it suites the puolic taste, by all means let
that method.
But, if the read.
us see our music and listen to our pictures.
er will permit me, 1 will say what I have to say iu my own
way, and if I call a spade a spade, pray pardon me.
Among the imperfections to which 1 referred « hen I began,
nothing is moie apparent than the lack of technical knowledge
a n y ruariue painters.
It
betrayed in the productions of so
might be supposed that the eludy and observation which are
implied in the reproduction of a subject upon canvass would
surely serve to guard against tie commission of such glaring
for it is a shock
faults as those which shock us constantly
to see, in an otherwise meritorious picture, errors and inconPerhaps ihe artist does
gruities which mar or even ruin it.
not regard as essential some features whereof the presence or
the absence would not be noticed by the ordinary observer.
The carpen er who lratnes his picture strives
If so, he errs.
to do such work as shad stand examination by a fellow craftsman. Should the artist do less? I know but few murine
paintings which would stand the trst of ciiticiam at the hands
of a common sailor— and that is exactly what they ought, to
But how often would they not Instead present to his
do.
wondering gaze some absurd looking crall, with abnormal
spars and ridiculous anils, in impossible positions? if the
vessel be a steamer, he is asked to believe that her smoke may
go in one direction and Ler flag in another, while her sails
(which are always set) indicate that the course of the wind
is at right angleB to both.
However, iney are seldom as bad as this. Their faults are
mostly confined to misshapen sails and inaccuracies ol rig,
which, though unuoticeuble to landsman, damn them utterly
in the eyes of the very class of men whose approbation is
most worth having. For myself, 1 do not care to look at the
picture of a schooner whose spriugstay is much lower than
it worries me so to think what a
the peak of her foresail,
deal of trouble they must have whenever she goes about.

m

;

1 like to see a mast painfully striving to si and erect
under a load of shrouds and ratlines that threaten to capsize
And
It makes me nervous.
the craft by their mere weight.

Nor do

it is not just the thing, you know, to be told, pictorialy or
otherwise, that a ship may sail on an even keel while her spars
are bending to a ten-knot breeze, nor is it usual for her to
carry more than five or six jibs.
Our really greut marine painters, De Haas, Moran, Cary
Smith, Brown aud Bricher, seldom, it ever, offend iu these
particulars, and yet I well remember seeing at the Academy,
two or three years ago, a " morpbrodite brig" by one of
these gentlemen, whereof the bad drawing of the leach of her
mainsail spoiled a picture almost faultless in other respects.
Another boat was ruined by the bowsprit, which was not only
out of line, but wretchedly fore-Bhorteued. But I have yet to
see a Cary Smith which is marred by any Considerable flaw.
f'heie must be some sacrifice iu painting to " effect," but he,
I think, approached perlectiou iu the drawing of a yacht to a
dcgiee which would redeem the picture, if needs be, from
grave faults of coloring or treatment. Take for instance his
"Schooner Sappho in a Yacht Race," of which a photographic
copy is before me as 1 write. With every stitch ol canvas Bet
and drawing, the lovely vessel buwls along, followed by the
ruck of yachts and steamers so familiar to regatta goers.
Mark how the spray spurts upward from ber keen cut-water,
and how she spurns it foaming from her bilges at the leeward
foreetiaiu plates— just where,' if anywhere, it ought to break.
.Note the sagging of that big jib top-sad, just enough to show
a portion of the windward topmast BiiTOUd ami stretcher.
Her jib and staysail are hauled down and snugly stowed, and
in their s ead is swelling out, far out to leeward, a vast
balloon, that leads clear aft aud seems to almost lift her out of
ilie wind is on her quarter, and she is flying on the
water,
homestretch. Vainly the overloaded steamers struggle in
her wake, uith black smoke belching from their funnels, and
They
white foam gushing from their latticed paddle-boxes
Ihe rounded
might as well attempt to overhaul the wind.
outlines of her great mam Loplnasl Btaj -stud, her topping-nit
so deeply sunk into the yielding whiteness of her mainsail, the
gracetul bunding of her top-sail duns aud the dangling slackness of her leeward shrouds, ad attest the strain and pressure
To wind ward of her are a schooner, ship and
they withstand.
lighter, each faultless in its lig and relative position 10 the
wmd. Here are no blunders, contradictions, inconsistencies;
here no liberties with nature and no di.-propo: tions. J trst the
spar aud bull is here
effect the wind would have on Bail and
ihe very waves themselves are motion crystalportrayed,
lized and one constantly discovers new beauties to admire.

Raising tadpoles into frogs has been a hobby wilh Seth
Green, although he has never yet got as far us Ihe fro
has. some fine'tadpoles at Caledonia aud has had them for
Feeling
three years, and he hopes lor (rdgsbfelbre he dies.
a sympathy tor him, I set to cultivating tadpoles which appear with us in July in a diminutive shape, like blots of iuk,
with rudimentary Utile and placed some hundreds in a small
aquarium, in which there was nothing but a few small mini
The Intter
turtles — the common spoiled pond nrucl turtles.
are usually accounted harmless fellows, having a mild eye
and a smooth, round, gentle expression of the back, aud are
But,
false to their
popularly supposed to live on vegetables.
reputation, false to the demands of science, false to the universal brotherhood of f]9hes, these speckle-backs inconlinenlly
proceeded to eat up the undeveloped possibilities of future
ErOgB, and thus gave the lie to their scientific friends, who
said they were herbivorous, and proved themselves little if
any better than mere reptiles. Bo, while I am no farther
ahead than Seth Green on the main issue— tbe parent frogs
having no heirs apparent— I have learned that the- mdd mannered mud turtle is a monster of meat-devouring depravity,
who spares not the pretty pollywog, nor possibly the Infant
To
trout, and hence IS deserving of condign condemnation.
test the lull measure of his" wickedness, 1 offered him raw
meat, which he devoured greedily before my very eyes.
Therefore 1 advise all trout growers to show no mercy to the
mud turtle, but. to wipe him out and clean him up as they
would other plunderers of their ponds.
My second discovery was the finding of bluefish fry less
than an inch long at Far Rockaway. There is an early tuu
Of large bluefish at our inlets about May 24, and these are,
The second run, which is smaller
doubtless, spawning fish.
in size, ClOSS not appear till after July 4, while the small fish,
known as "snapping mackerel," are caught. from and after
Aug. 1. Observing 'shoals of tiny fish in the inlet at, Fur
Rockaway on .July 10, I asked the boatmen who tail forward
and back "a hundred times a day across „ ferry from shore to
shore for the conveyance of hotel guests to the surj
" what these little fish were." They did uOi. know.
then
asked when they first made their appearance. They hud
never si en them before. I pointed them out. Having learned
in
straw
hat,
a
all 1 could from that source, f fished a lot out
aud unless the Smithsonian Institute is perverse and converts
other unknown
them into tailor-shad, or all
species, they were young blucflsli Try, not over a month old.
If so, we have fry an inch long, young fish six inches long,
and grown bluefish fifteen inches long— all in our wateis at
about one time.
By the way, what a splendid chance this offers for the furThey now kill about a thousand voung
nishers of whitebait.
shad, or herring, or alewive", to make half a meal for a satiwhy do they not kill len thousand younf Iu
ated man
They had better extirpate all
in tbe same laudable attempt?
our fish at once, [or they can surely beat the best efforts at
Then they can give up selling
fish breeding if they try bard.
If they do, however, I infish and go to raising cabbages.
I hey may call them
sist they shall include the tadpoles.
" black. bait " if they choose, but they are luscious looking
Just thick of a plate of pollywogs— concenlittle fellows.

—

—

I

:

trated

frogs!

If frogs

arc

delicious,

how much more

so

The fish dealer
should be 'squab frogs, the tiny tadpoles
who introduces "black-bait" will make a name wilhout
doubt, and Will deserve as much as those who introduced
Before Close. I must BBJ I have one tadpole left.
Whitebait.
He is developing into a frog in spite of the bites the vicious
In so far. then, I am
turtles to k out of his comely tail.
Robeut B. Roosevelt.
ahead of Seth Green.
!

1

To State Commissioners and others Wanting Eoos as
the California Salmon. — We are glad to learn that there is
an excellent prospect that tbe United States Salmon Hatching establishment on the Bt. Cloud River, in California, will
secure a large supply of salmon eggs for distribution and as
Professor Baird, the Commissioner, is always ready
applications for the same ftom Stale Fish Commissions, tish
clubs and hatching establishments generally, we would advise
that he be addressed promptly for such number as may be
;

I

understood that the expenses of transportation
by the recipients. In our last issue,
we described the work of the U. 8. Fish Commission at Buii'd,
on tbe St. Cloud River, under date of July the 10th.

desired.

It is

of the eggs are to be paid

Kki.s Going Up STBKAii—Jjibertp'Bguare, Pa., July 2S—
Mr. Editor: I have Often seen eels going up the Susquehanna
and always along the. shore.
have caught ilimi
1

i

When

rom three to six inches in length.
will find them all along the river ;' when
point you will find they stop all along the

net for bail
start,

you

t

they

I

river.
one
I
have noticed Oh Several occasions, when they "begin to move,
you will jjpd them going up at. all points along the chore on
both sides, but never along the islands. Although the river
may be filled with them, I never saw any eels going ''own
G. P.
at

—
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CORALS OF LAKE

WE

have been accustomed

ERIE.

to think of the coral animals

home only in the torrid zone, which is subthose low living, bat the oceanic waters of

as having a

stantially true of

a former age were sutficioutly warm for their existence in
other parts of the world, aud this is proved by the presence of
their corals in beds of limestone far from the Equator.
Such

under the waters of Lake Erie, " cropping out " on
the islands and along the shores, and extending many miles
away. Nature, not being able to perpetuate the existence of
the coral aDimals in this latitude in consequence of the cooling of the earth, has made their remains immortal by imbedding them in the limy sediments of the ocean, which, in
time, together with tlie remains of olher marine animals, bea bed

came

liea

crystallized into solid rock.

longs to

the.

proved by the
before

oldest
fossil

man walked

1

bin ancient formation be-

group of sedimentary rocks, which, is
remains of trilobites. "Millions of years
the earth these creatures lived their

life,

and here they ate!"
and
Subs quently this bed of rocks was raised above the ocean by
" geological revolutions, aud it supported large bodies of ice
during the glacial epoch. This is proved by the glacial
murks on the surface, which are now distinctly visible on the
islands of Lake Erie at Strong Point, near Monroe, Michigan,
and at Sandusky, Ohio. Those long parallel grooves and
scratches may be followed to where they dip into the lake at
an angle with the horizon of about five degrees. Subsidence
was again effected by other geological disturbances, and it received a vast amount of sedimentary deposits, and then became
the limestone took on the; r form,

'

we now

see it.
dry land again as
The corals found in these rocks resemble leaves, roots and
branches ot trees, mushrooms, liverworts and lichens, goblets,
When broken the Iraeture
vases and the norns of animals.
appears like marble, and ihe tine lines of the cells or compartments, one above another, forming six-sided columns, are disSometimes the fracture shows spots where
tinctly visible.
the cells are stained a dark red or brown, and in some instances a thick tarry sunstance has been touud in the cells,
having the odor of petroleum.
Although millions of years old, we may, perhaps, fonn
some idea of the animals they repiesent by an examination of
They were simple in
those now living in tropical seas.
structuie, sack-like in form, and stone-like were their skeletons.
Their soft, cylindrical bodies were but little higher
than their breadlb, slightly depressed on top, the outer margin being fringed with leaf-like tentacles, in the centre of
which, was the mouth opening into the well-like stomach beSome were identical with those of the present day, so
low.
accurately described by Prof. J. 1). Dana in his matchless
work on "Corals aud Coral Ishiuds." He says:
good
idea ot a polyp may be had from comparison with the garden
aster, tor the likeness to many of them in external form, as
well as delicacy of coloring, is singularly close. The aster
consists of a tinted disk, bordered with om or more series of
petals; and in exact analogy the polyp flower, in its most
common form, tiaB a disk hinged around with petal-like
organs called tentacles. Below the disk, in contrast with tbe
slender pedicel in the ordinary plam, there is a Stout, cylindrical pedicel or body, otien as broad as the disk itself, and
sometimes not longer, which contains the stomach aud internal cavity of the disk ; aud the mouth, which opens into the
stomach, is at tne centre of the disk. Here, then, the floweranimal and the garden-flow tr diverge in character, the difference being required by the oifferent modes of nutrition and
other characteristics in the two kingdoms of nature. The
coral polyp is us much an animal as a cat or a dog." That
part of an auiinai between the stomach and outsido covering
or skin, is divided vertically into sections, between which
thin, porous plates of coral slowly arise by growth, wilh one
edge in contact with the stomach, and the oilier edge joined
to a growing circular plate or cylinder ot coral inside the
This stony sttucture within the body of the animal is
Bkin,
As the polyp grows these partitions grow also,
its skeleton.
just as the bones of an infant grow.
The^e animals are not " coral insects," as many suppose,
moving about hither and thither in search ot building
It is true that corals
materials, as do the bees and the wasps.
are found having the appearance of honeycomb, but they were
not mnd-i in the sense that insects make or build their combs
They take in food and seathe polyps do not build at all.
water, from which is secreted carbonate of lime, particle by
particle, for the growth of coral, just as other animals secrete
from their food the phosphate of lime lor their growing bones.
proThe polyps propagate generally by the building.
tuberance, or bud, is formed on the external Burface of the
body, and in time it develops into a perfect polyp, which buds
Its offspring also buds, and thus a colony
in the same way.
is formed, all united to the first parent and to one another,
each one secreting In im its food its part of the coral tormation,
which, iu time, together with the ooral animals, grows into a
symmetrical body. This mass of living animals is called a
zoothorne, and the coral mass is called a corallum.
The above description seemed necessary in order to answer
in a more intelligent manner the inquiry, '• What gives the
six-sided form to the coral Gells f"
Toe bodies of young polyps are soft and cylindrical, and
when coral is formed without budding, or when the offspring
are not attached to their parents, ihe coral is cylindrical also.
When budding takes place, and a zoothorne is formed, all the
polyps grow fast to each other, aud lose their original form
This may be
the cylindrical is merged in ihe hexagonal.
illustrated by a bundle of soft cylinders (rubber tubes, for instance), which, when compressed with an equal force from all
directions toward the central tube, become six-sided from ne-

"A

;

A

cessity.

feome epeciea of polyps do not grow upward in a mass—
they sprt ad themselves out horizontally, the parent, on coming to maturily, multiplies by budding, its offspring growiug
fast to their tudes, each having formed within theu- bodies a
rectangular frame of coral no thicker than a fine thread, aud
beautiful network, with
all being united by coral growth.
meshes only one-twentieth of an inch wide, is thereby produced, which conforms to the undulations of the sea bottom
on which it rests. In some cases, during the formation, there
is a constant depoBit of sediment, so that the last, or outside

A

23

animals, in coming to life, are obliged to live on a little higher
plane ot sea-mud than those before them, and the borders of
the network will gradually move upward into a scutellaled

In November last it was my pleasure to make the acquaintance of Mr. William Reed, o"f Wyoming, an expert and intel-

Sometimes circumstances
a shallow*, scolloped* basin,
prevent their spreading iu all directions, and then we have
the appeal auce of skeleton leaves in great beauty.
Fossil corals differ from living corals by having all their
cells Hlled w'ith carbonate of lime by infiltration.
Living
corals have their last-formed cells empty when the polyps die.
We may, perhaps, have u faint conception of the age of
their aucieut formatious by going backward through all the
general ions of man to Adam, and also through all the stages
of development of the pre-AdamiteS, then down through
the age of mammels, through tbe age of reptiles, through the
age ol plants, through the age of fishes to SUuriau time, in
which polyps first lived, this carries us back to the very
T. Dwiobt Lngehholi..
dawn ol lite upou tbe earth,
Brie, Ba.

December. About the f 2thof the
month, while hunting with him, his unerring rifle brought
down from » small herd six, three of which were males, and I
was delighted to find all of the latter with their new growth
of horns.
One of the best skulls was cleaned and sent to the
Peabody Museum, and I make the following description from a
re-examinaiion of the specimen
The length isalillle overstx
inches, aGd "early straight.
Two inches of the point, or that
portion beyonu the core, is bard and firm, but the remainder is
abruptly changed into a softer, more skin-like appearance, and

form

—

MORE ABOUT DEER AND

THEIR

HORNS.
Makquette, Mich., July 13, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
Duiing a ramble in tbe woods on the south shore of Lake
Superior, and from which 1 have just returned, I picked up
a specimen of deers' horuB about ten miles north of Urand
Island, which 1 forward to you by express, hopiug it may
help to explain the mystery "of what becomes of the deers'
-.

My own theory of this matter is that they are eaten
by porcupines and mice. This specimen shows signs of having been attacked by an animal having larger teeth than a
horns.

D.

mouse.

New York,

11.

Meruit.

July 16, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream
V our correspondent, O. S. J., in your issue of the 6th of
June last, I think, is quite correct in his views. From a long
experience iu the woods in the Adirondacks and Canada, I
:

can testify that deer do not bury their horns alter shedding
them.
Ihe fact that they are so seldom lound is no proof Of
the animal's habit of burying them.
The debris of a wood
and destruction by mice and other rodent, etc., will account
for their disappearance.
In Canada, in October, 1872, 1 made
a trip to a hill called Cariboo Mountain, hoping to shoot some
of the aforesaid deer.
I bagged no game, lumbering operations during the preceding winter having apparently frightened the animals off this Jtavorite ground but I did bag a
;

number of

The right and left antlers were,
tine cariboo hoi ns.
of course, separate.
The ground was Btiewed with hundreds
of cariboo horns, some evidently dropped five or six years beThe diffore, and some the previous spring or late winter.
I think C. S. J. is
ferent stages of preservation showed this.
right, also, regarding the reasons for the doers' habit of scraping
their horns against trees aud bushes.
In regard to a deer's
carcass floating when in the "jluecoat" and sinking when
in the "red coat," I can testify to those facts from experience
with many deer shot in the Adirondacks. When red they
sink like a stone ; when blue, float buoyantly.
Manhattan.

Twin Lakes, Orange

Co., Fla

,

June

30, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream
1 do not recollect seeing any mention
;

in the " Sportsman's
Gazetteer " of the habits of the deer in feeding at changes of
the moon.
I do not suppose there is a native hunter in Florida
who has not implicit faith in the moon theory. They say
" deer always feed at moon up, moon clown, and south moon
above and below,'' which means risingand setting of the moon
aud when it is in or against the south, whether overhead or
underneath us. Four times a day deer feed— about an hour
each time lying down between times. The natives say the
same rule holds good with reference to feeding of biras and
fish,
i know personally men, successful hunters, who have
doue nothing but hunt all their lives, and they alwayB time
What do sportstheir hunts to the above mentioned hours.
S.
incu say about this in other sections of the country ?

—

The suggestions made by
and Manhattan,

offer,

we

iour correspondents, Mr. Merrit

think, a perfectly satisfactory ex-

planation for tbe rapid disappearance of deers' horns.

They

have been made before and in these columns.
Tbe specimen received from Mr. Merrit shows well the
manner in which the destruction of the horn takes place. In
this one the tines are all gnawed off, and the main branch has
been so far eaten away that the spongy tissue of the interior is
exposed, and at its widest portion the horn is flat and sharp at
tbe edges— like a paper cutter. The rough part above the
burr has been attacked and a considerable portion of the horn
eaten away, leaving a perfectly smooth, flat surface. At
various points throughout its length the horn bears the marks
of teeth, but

it

appears that where

it is

largest the teeth of the

animal failed to effect much.
This gnawing is not confined to horns, for bleached bones
Fossil bones and
arc often found bearing the marks of teeth.
fossil horns are frequently seen, which bear unmistakable evidences of having been similarly attacked when fresh. Lyell,
when endeavering to account for these marks on fossils from
lite Pleistocene bone caves of England, conceived the idea of
introducing fresh beef bones into tbe den of the porcupines in
The result was that the bones were gnawed in

the "Zoo."

precisely the

same way as the cave

fosBils,

thus clearly indi-

cating the cause of the mutilation of the latter.
Why the rodents gnaw them has not been fully explained,
il is probable that, their main objsct is to obtain the animal
matter remaining in the bones, although it may be only "to
sharpen their feelh."
We should like to hear more about the moon theory ad-

but

vanced by

S.

It is

new

to us.

ANTELOPE SHEDDING THEIR HORNS.
Editor Forest and Stream

:

Iu a note by Dr. Eudiich in the August number
America?i Naturalist doubt is expressed as to the shedding of
For several years I
the born sheath iu tbe male antelope.
had been so constantly assured of its truth, by the many
hunters of whom I had inquired, that 1 could not well doubt
the fact but it was not till December last that I had an opportunity of myself observing it.
of the

;

ligent hunter, who assured
the middle or latter part of

me

of

its

truth, li.xtng the lime as

:

covered with long rather

fine hair, lying close to the sheath
it.
These hairs are pointed upward.
only represented by a slight protuberance at the
base of the hardened portion. Tbe other specimens if I
recollect, had less hair upou them and were nearer developed.
Mr. Heed thinks that the horns are. fully outgrown and
hardened by the middle or latter part of January.
1 am fuby convinced that the great majority of the maleBdo
thus change their horns, but whether it is invariably tbe case
I am in some doubt
At all events such a remarkable occurrence in a cavicorn is worthy of especial stutly. That the fact
has been seldom noticed by naturalists is not at all strange.
Tbe region that they inhibit is seldom explored by scientists
at the season that the falling occurs.
The cast-off sheathB are
not unfrequenfly found in regions where the animal is most
abundant. The cause of this apparent scarcity is, however,
owing to their easy decomposition and the readiness with
which they are burned by the spring prairie fires.
With reference to the wool in mountain sh t>ep, I can corroborate Dr. Eudlich's statement. A female killed in early
June of the present year, while the animal was sheddiDg its
hair, had its flanks covered with a fine, heavy coat of wool.
The flesh at that season was so strongly flavored with the wild
onion as to be unpalatable, and I was assured that such is
usually the casein spring.
S. W. Wiluston.

and nearly concealing

The prong

is

AMERICAN

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.
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ENGLISH SPARROWS.

HAVE noticed that for some considerable time controversy
I has been going on in regard to the advantage or disadvantage of the presence in this country of the English housesparrow, now so commonly met with in our cities.and their
suburbs, as well as the alleged fact that they drive away our
native birds from the districts in which the naturalized
foreigners have settled. It is not my desire to enter into this
discussion, as my opportunities of observing the birds, on account of absence from America, have net been sufficient to
enable me to form an opinion, but I merely wish to describe
an occurrence I witnessed a few days ago, which may possibly
be of use to some one interested in the question. Around the
house I now occupy, numbers of English sparrows are constantly seen, and not many of our native birds.
This was
easily accounted for, according to one side of the question,
by the presence of the sparrows
few days since, while
sitting on the piazza with a friend, I heard a cry of distress or
anger from a sparrow who seemed to be iu trouble, and on
looking at the place in the path about fifteen feet from me,
toward which some four or five of the birds were flying, I saw
an English sparrow fighting with one of our little chipping
sparrows.
"Now." said my friend, " you will see them pull
that little fellow all to pieces," and I expected to see his words
come true, as all the English sparrowsatiacked the unprotected
little chippy with great fury, and in a moment they were all
rolled together into a feathery ball.
But, presently the ball
fell to pieces, and, instead of the mangled remains of the
chippy, he was fighting vigorously; and, carrying the war into
the enemy's country, he compelled his assailants to retreat.
Not satisfied, apparently, with his victory, he selected a particularly obnoxious cock sparrow, who, with tail up and wings
down, evidently had some little fight left in him, and who
strutted about in a very impudent manner, and attacking him,
drove him to a fence near by and chased him up and down the
lop rail for a distance of twenty feet, picking him at every
jtunp, until the immigrant was forced to take refuge in a thick
cedar near by and hide himself, thus leaving the chippymaster ot the field. Since then I have witnsssed Knottier fight
between the same birds with a similar result, thus showing
conclusively that sometimes the English sparrows get well
thrashed, and that a half dozen of them are overmatched by
our little chippy.
D. tt. Elliot.
New Brighton, Staten Island, Aug. 1877.

A

—

The Red Squirrel as a Sap Sucker. The red squirrel
has fared badly in the hands of our correspondent's. His
carnivorous tastes have brought him into muoh well-deserved
ill-repute.
The following letter from Mr. R. E. Robinson, of
Firesburgh, Vt., mentions a habit of the squirrel, which

be

new

to

some

of our readers

may

:

"A

habit of the common red squirrel has come to my
knowledge within a year, which I have never seen mentioned.
This iB their lapping of the twigs and small branches of the
sugar maple at the season of sap flow and sucking or lapping
I was just told of this by an old
the sap as it oozes ont.
hunter, and soon after my nc ice saw a squirrel in the act of
nipping the hark of a maple branch and then sucking ths sap.
Within a few days of ibis I noticed the sap trickling down a
maple sapling, and upon examination found the unmistakable
marks ol a squirrel's teeth in the smooth bark, and a wet
place extending half an inch or bo from each side of the wound,
So it seems our only true sap sucker
as if it had been licked.
This same
is not a maligned bird, but a small quadruped.
squirrel has become an outlaw with us for his evil practice of
stealing young birds, especially robins, from the nest, a sin too
great to be atoned for by his beauty and grace.

The Ciolb

of a Parasite.—It

may

be useful in order to

better understand the curious circle of life the parasite travels

around, to cite the following discovery made by Mr. Galet in
regard to a parasite fo und in rats and eockroaches. The
Filaria rytipleuriUs are produced in the alimentary canal of
These eggs are thrown out with the fecal matters and
the rat.

swallowed by the cockroack.

The embryos, when

batched,

peuetrate the walls of the alimentary canal of the latter, and
arc ei cysted in fatty matter,

rat.
In the rat thoy now complete
not very pretty nor exactly a " cycle of

being devoured by the
thiir cycle.

It

is

where they await the cockroach's

:

;

A

'
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Kansas Snake Dbn.

—We are accustomed to give a very

limited credence to the marvelous snake stories -which are intermittently offered to us by the ambitious and imaginative

The serpent which figures in the columns of the
morning paper, with many yards of length, innumerable
coils and terror inspiring fangs, proves, when the account is
sifted down to the facts, to be a very attenuated and a very

reporter.

harmless replile after

much-maligned

Sometimes, however, to do the

all.

reporters credit, the snake does exist in all

pictured enormity or multiplicity, as the case may he.
Writing to a correspondent for the confirmation of an account
of a Kansas anake den, we have received the following:
Concordia, Kan., Aug. 3, 1878.

his

Editor Fobrst and Stream

:

Hardy Ornamental

Ornamental Evergreens; a

Plants, viz.:

collection of twenty-three distinct varieties of Retinosporas

;

Silver Fir is compact and
most regularly curved of all weeping
Hudson's Bay Silver Fir is a very small dwarf
evergreens.
P. Nobilis, the most richly
variety, of a rich dark color.
colored of all the Silver Firs, was represented by a very blueform
freen specimen, quite unique and picturesque in its
'arson's Silver Fir has long, exceedingly recurved leaves,
whitish underneath it is one of the most notable and rare of

linings to the light.
graceful, perhaps the

The Weeping

;

;

;

;

;

;

i

;

—

made

this fact that

this exhibit so interesting

ajflmals kbobived at central park menagerie tor week end
ins Ana. 10 One Azaras fox, rulpes azarm, presented by Mr. R. J.
Wneelan, N. T. City; one Mexican deer, Cervus mexicanus, bora tn the
menagerie; one African elepn&nt, Etephas afrimnus ; one com]
rnli, Patiana mnlina, presented by Editor Forest and Stream and
Bod and Gun two ravens, Corvus carnivorus. presented by Mr. ArW. A. Conklin, Director.
thur J. Colbarn, Boston.

best suited for the purpose aud location.

Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens for Week
Esding Tuesday, Jclv 43.— two land tortoises, Testuda tabulate, pre-

without any addition in the way of paint. Inside the wire
a thick layer of green moss should be put, so as to prevent the soil from dropping through, and the plants then

sented one great horned owl, Bubo virgin ia7ius, presented one bald
eagle, UaUattu* tencocephalvs, presented one red-headed woodpecker,
Melamrpes erythrccephalus, purchased.
;

;

;

Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoolooioal Gardens for Two
Weeks Ending Acg 6.— Two great horned owls, Bubo riroinianvs, pre
sented;

one gray

squirrel,

Scivrus carclinenttis,

presented;

three

be

Hanging Baskets. —Baskets of living plants may easily
had in perfection, so long as care is taken to select those

the most satisfactory
of
of

is

After all, perhaps,
a wire basket, which should be painted

some neutral tint, as bright colors quite destroy the effect
the flowers, which should be gay enough of themselves

work

arranged with regard to the season and place they will
occupy. For summer decoration there are numberless plants
even some of our drooping annuals can
that can be utilized
;

made to do duty, and will be found very useful Phlox
Drummondi, Sweet Alyssum, Lobelia gracilis, Maurandia,
be

one diamond
beaver, Castor fiber var. canadensis, born tn Garden
rattlesnake, Crotalia adamantena, purchased ; one ground rattlesnake,
one whip snbke, Boscantm JtagoUiCaudisonia miliaria, purchased
forme, purchased one black snihe, Boscanion constrictor, purchased;

and even the morning

one spreading adder, Hetirodon plaiyrinos, purchased.

aud a host of other plants may be named as effective,
both for summer and winter use, either for their color, for
For winter,
their gracefulnes, trailing or twining habit.
more especially for halls or dry situations, the vatious Echeverias, Sedums, and plants of a like character, will be found
very useful, and may be arranged in the sides of the basket
with the taller and drooping plants on the top. A windowbox, made of wood and lined with zinc, suspended by four
cords or wires, up which can be trained creepers, also makes
a very pretty ornament for a room. The great point as regards keeping plants in baskets or boxes fresh and in good
health, is to give them plenty of water during the growing
season, but more sparingly in winter, and to keep the leaves
If baskets are hung high there
clean
this is imperative.
should be some means of lowering them, which will suggest

;

advantage

if

glories

and Portulacas can be used

the basket is large enough.

to

Iresinea, Cenlaureas,

Coleus, Ivy-leaved Geraniums, Scarlet Geraniums and Nastur-

;

Qfoodlnnd,

$mn

tiums,

mad §zrden.
DAVIDSON, 8EO. N. Y.

J.

HORTICULTURAL 800LETY.

HARDY EVERGREENS.

ON

visiting almost

any nursery

in

the country, one

is

struck with t.e large space devoted to deciduous trees
and shrubs, to the exclusion, we were about to say, of evergreens. It is well known that many, if not all, of the Chinese

and Japanese deciduous

plants ripen their

wood

belter,

and

in

consequence give a better account of themselves here than in
eitheT Britain or on the Continent, but we are glad to see that
some of our larger nursery men are devoting their strength to
the selection and cultivation of choice evergreens, that are not
only most beautiful for lawn decoration or grouping, but per-

hardy as well. The exhibit made by S. B. Parsons &
Sons Co., at the summer meeting of the N. Y. Horticultural
Society, was one of the best ever brought together, and drew
as much attention as even the choice roses, the floral designs,
or the rare exotics. It waa arranged under seven classes of
fectly

Kottob Forest and Stream
1 send rule which will govern

9,

1878.

:

at

the

forthcoming

field

ou grounds near Sauk
Centre.
Mr. Beaupre, the President ot the Club, and other
members of the committee, go up to Sauk Centre on Monday
to locate the grounds, and secure them as far as possible from
baing shot over. They will also arrange for camp, tents, etc.
The following gentlemen have accepted the Committee's invitation to act as judges on the field trials
John Davidson,
trials.

The

trials

commence

Sept. 10,

•

Monroe, Mich. C. J. Butler, Stillwater, Minn.
Win. Mulliken, St. Cloud, Minn. The following railroads will carry
dogs free, to and from the show, when accompanied by their
owners: Penna. Central, Erie, Atlantic aud Great Western,
Wabash. Great Western of Canada, Michigan Central, and all
Tho entrance fee for any
of tbe Minnesota Stale railroads.
of the stakes in the field trials will be ,f 5.
The entries for
Entries for the field
the Bench Show close on the lftth inst
trials can be made any time during the Bench Show.
The
following rules, as revised, will govern the field trials in tbe
various stakes
aged pointer and setter stakes.
;

;

—

Bole 1. Managers of field trials ninst sdvertiee the names of
the judges before the trials take place, and in tbe event, from any
cause, that any Judge or judges are prevented from aetiog, then
the owners of the dogs entered shall have the power to elect a
judge or judges to fill all vacancies, each owner ol the doga entered
to

be entitled to one vote.

Kule 2.— Two dogs shall be run at a time, to he drawn by lot in
the usual manner, except that no two dogs which are owned or
When two such dogs
trianed by one person shall he run at once.
are drawn together, one shall be run only, and he with another
dog which shall be immediately drawn, and the dog which was
drawn and left over shall ho drawn for again. If at the latter end
of a trial, it be found impossible to avoid running two doge together which are owned or trained by the same person, it may ho
permitted.
Rule 3.—In this class, if dogs do not drop to shot, hnt remain
quiet in ft manner not liable to do any harm, it shall not be considered a demerit.
Rule 4 —If, in the opinion of the judges, the day is such that a
dog, running from 12 M. to 2 r. M., runH under disadvantages owing to tho weather, the judges may, if the owners demand it
give such dogs another trial.
Rule 5 —Each dog shall have the opportunity of making five
points on game. HavlDg made five points they shall be taken up
and their positive totals for merit shall be reckoned according to
the ecale of points in Rule G.
Positive points of merit; For each point, 5 ; hacking
Rule 6
Nose, 1 to 7 ; pace, 1 to 10
General points
8.
style, 1 to 5
retrieving,
to 5.
quartering, 1 to 5
N.gativo points for demerit: Each flush to count a lost opportunity only ; refusing to back, 3 each chase, 3 ; breaking shot 8false points, 2. Two chases on birds shall put a dog out of the

—

'•

i

;

;

;

stakes.

Rule 7.— In oaee of running

off ties the

brace shall have the opportunity of making five points on game. Ties can he divided by
the consent of all the owners or dogs making he lies. Should it
ties
the
to
run
off
tbe
Bame
day, (hey shall be run
impossible
be
off the day following.
Rule 8.— No spectators are allowed nearer the handler or dogs
than seventy-five yards to the rear. No spectator or others shall
make any remarkB about the dogs or judges within hearing of
the judges such persons so offending shall be expelled from the
grounds by the iudgeB, who shall order tho special police to Bieot
snch persona offending. Should any handler of dogs annoy the
judges in any way, the judges shall order such handler of dogs tn
desist; should he Btili annoy the judge:, the judges shall order
such doge as Iib is handling, np and out of tbe race. The privilege is granted the handler or dogs to ask the jndgea for information or explanation that hasadirect beating on any point (| is.sn.epending such question the handler of dogs shall order bie doga in
and cease to hunt until the judges have rendered their decision
Rule 9.— Under the head of retrieving, the judges will only allow
those dogs the maximum number of points who do tho-r work
without the handlers going with them to show tbem the bird aud
without mouthing or mutilation.
rtTFT STAKES.
Rule 1.— Dogs over eighteen months old shall not be eligible for
the puppy stakes.
Kulo 2.— All the rules foraged imd single dogs on pn»m y(> points
for merit, mid uegative points for demerit, nod general points
shall apply in the puppy stakes, except that a puppy shall only
have an opportunity to make Eve points on game, arid except in
running olt ties, when ho shall have an opportunity to male three
points only.
Rule 3.— No point for merit shall be given for retrieving, and
none for demerit if a puppy fail to retrieve.
I

;

BRACE STAKES.

Tbe rnles shall bo tho same as those for all aged pointers and
BetteTB, except that two doge owned or trained by the same portion

may be run together ; and that in case one dog of Hib brace retrieves, and the other dog does not, only one-half the number of
points for retrieving shall be allowed.
Tho judges will be given fnll discretionary powers to Bay when
a dog has a true or f«lse point, and to allow or penalize accordingly.
Also, in the case of a flush, the judges will be
Bretiooary power in penalizing.
CHAS, Lincoln.
Transportation.— The Chicago, Milwaukee and S Pnul
R. K. will return exhibitors at one-fifth full fare, they paying
regular fare in going, on presentation of certificate issued by
the club, and will carry dogs free both ways.
.

;

THIS DEPARTMENT IS EDITED BY W.

August

St. Path., Minn.,

;

Tn Teply to your inquiry I would say that there is a snake Silver Firs, and is also quite difficult to propagate. The Comden tialf a mile from my house, and I was there on the pact Silver Fir, of which a fine specimen was shown, is the
day it was discovered. A little boy found it, and came for hardiest, andpeihaps the most symmetrical of all, showing well
me to help him kill them. I stood at the hole and killed for the special feaiures of Messrs. Parsons & Sons Co '8 exhibit,
about one hour, and in that time killed over three hundred.
which is their admirable system of pruning or pinching (for it
Then 1 had to quit and go home; I gave out, and my bands is often no more than that), whereby all formality is avoided
were all blistered. This was in 1870. and in 1877 we killed and the plant is given the most perfect habit of which it is
100 and in 1878 we killed some 1.500 or 1.000, but the first susceptible. The effect is natural, but at the same time alyear—'76— we killed altogether 4,096. In all we killed some- most an improvement on the intention of nature, even under
thing over 5,709, besides which hundreds were killed that I the most favorable circumstances.
did not count, for there would be some days from 100 to 500
Among the Spruces exhibited were noted especially the
persons on the grounds Suiidaysniosily would be the largest Weeping Hemlock, most perfect and exquisite of evergrtens
crowd. This year there were several boys who went, down Weeping Spruce, most picturesque and characteristic, with
into the den avid threw them out with their naked hand. The
pendent branches hugging the stem in grotesque forms; the
snakes were cold as ice and very numb let them lie in the Conical Spruce, perfectly symmetrical without pruning, and
sun five or ten minutes and thev could run very fast, but ihey therefore on this, as wefl as on other accounts, deservedly
If you crowded on them they
are rather harmless snakes.
popular
Gregory's Spruce, broad, massive and dwarf, a
would show fight. One day in April we killed 779. I have veritable evergreen hemisphere the Oriental Spruce, waxy
seen, I should think, at one time, from 100 to 200 alive in a
in its lustre, dark and compact; the Black Spruce, with its
heap or pile. It was a sight to see 4,000 in one pile. People neat dwarf habit and wonderfully symmetrical outlines Maxcame from 100 to 200 miles to see them. They have quit well's Glory of the Spruces, having an unusual amount of gold
T. R. Gkavbs.
coming out this year.
and silver "markings on tbe leaves; the Tiger tail Spruce,
P. S.— It is no humbug thousands will testify to it.
Abies polita, of a rich golden hue and very marked in form.
In this group was also the curious Umbrella Pine of Japan,
receivedat
the
Iguanas.— Two living iguanas were recently
Sciadopilis verticillata, which grows in such rare and unusual
Smithsonian Institution. They are a large species of lizard, forms. The collection of Retinosporas shown by this firm
Iguana lubercutata. and are found in the West Indies and was perhaps the most complete ever exhibited at any horti
of
the
island
from
specimens
came
South America. These
The whole group was very
cultural meeting in America.
Navaza. They are about equal in size, about two feet long, remarkablp, indicating the utmost diversity of form, both of
having a dark skin and a peculiar serrated or sharp-toothed foliage and erowth, whioh hardy plants are capable of assumridge or crest along the whole dorsal line. Beneath the throat ing. Weeping platits here seem to obtain to positive exagis an extensive pouch or dewlap, which they inflate when
geration, forms fern-like, thread-like, compact, erect, and
under excitement. They are very dull and lhhargic in the spreading. Their colors also, silver, golden, blue and green,
shade, but become lively and active when exposed to the sun.
!i<kl greatly to the charms of these positively hardy evergreens,
sand
and
They live among the trees and also run on the
and their special aptitude to the American climate renders
even into burrows, and swim with great activity in the water
them fitted to the work of the landscape gardener to a degree
They are omnivorous and feed upon fruits, leaves of certain not yet appreciated.
plants, insects 'ind eggs of birds whose nests they are said to
Among the delicate.and exquisite hardy plants of the exTheir eggs are deposited in the sand along the hibition the Japanese Maples are as curious as they are intersearch for.
When esting. Messrs. Parsons & Sons have been able to show larger
Bhores of the sea, and'hatcb from the heat of the sun.
enraged they are very fierce in aspect, and will often attack plants this season of these, their special introductions, and
an intruder, their sharp teeth inflicting quite a wound. Their consequently their beauties, were shown to better advantage.
appearance at this time is quite formidable, the dewlap dis- Twenty-seven distinct varieties were grouped together more,
tended, the eyes glaring, and the animal standing erect and
we believe, than have ever been exhibited at one time either
"
threatening. They are considered a very great delicacy, and
The two collections of hardy,
in this or any other country.
are hunted in all of the islands for food, in some of them to
varieeated leaved plants contained over seventy of the most
such an extent that they have become pretty well exterminated. remarkable cut-leaved, variegated aud weeping deciduous
short
a
nooBe
attached
to
slipping
a
They are usually taken by
plants that can possibly be gathered together, and include
Where Variegated Ashes, Purple Beeches and Huzels, Golden Oaks,
stick over their heads, suspending tbem by a jerk.
they are shipped to distant parts of the island or mainland it Weeping Larches and Beeches, etc., etc., all with the foliage
is said they are sent alive, the mouth being sewed up or tied
preserved in the most perfect manner. In conclusion, we
Henry Hoban.
in such a way that they cannot bite.
would say that these plants are peculiarly adapted for small
As
places, especially if restrained by a little simple pruning.
means of producing effects in groups on the lawn, they are
A Garter Fcti, of Snakes.—Nantucket, Mass , Aug. 4.- ascarcely
as yet recognized by the landscape gardener; they
Mr. Editor : Last Friday a man here killed a garter-snake,are gaining in public estimation every day, however, and it is
in the pouch of which were sixty-two little squirming serpents,
and valuable,

;

PAUL BENCH SHOW,

ST.

;

;

Jaok Curlew.

Ufa? £ftftf£

j

a collection of twenty-seven distinct varieties of Japanese
Maples a new plant of late introduction, of great beauty,
Pyrus Manlei Tricolor the new variegated Catalpa Syringse
and two collections of striking Hardy Variegatedfolia aurca
Among the Ornamental Evergreens, the most
leaved plaDts.
noticeable were Nordman's Silver Fir, broad aud massive with
finely curved leaves and branches, turning up their silvery

:

itself

according to circumstances, as

getting

up

to

it is

them every morning with

very troublesome

steps.

This alludes,

For small ones, the best and
really only safe plan is to take them down and dip them
thoroughly, say twice or thrice a week, and let them draiD off
Should any of our
before being placed in position again.
readers wish any information on the subject, or a list of plants
suited for winter or summer use, we will he happy to" give
of course, to

him

or her

all

large

baskets.

the benefit of our experience.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
The

following novel execution I myself was an eye witness

to:
father's huntsman, ' Lige," was in addition to that position chief herdsman and shepherd on Ihe estate.
He fully
appreciated the responsibility which, iu connection with some
peculiar eccentricities, made for him a reputation which was
As the country, with the exception of the
widespread.
sparsely-settled plantations, was a wilderness, Ihe cattle bad
an almost unlimited range. " Lige " never went upon one of
his herdsman's rounds, therefore, without being fully equipped
with gun and bunting accoutrements, and generally followed
by several of his dogs. It was while starting upon one of
these expeditions that one of the dogs committed an offence
which cost him his life. Re killed h sheep. Most men would
have shot the dog on the spot, and ended the matter at once.
But " Lige "decided instead to bang him, and in the presence
of his whole pack.
The place selected for tho execution was
the kennels, which were in tbe same enclosure as ''Lite's"
These consisted of two long sheds about five' feet
house.
high, with wide projecting roofs, the beds being welve inches
from the ground, divided into compartments three
These were considered the best arr
for each dog.
for so hot a climate as that of Mississippi.
On entering the
yard I found the dogs all in their places, looking as though

My

I

ft

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
they expected something strange to happen. And well they
might, as iu the space between the kennels and midway between the gate ami the house "Lige" had erected a scaffold,
such as is used for hanging criminals. The preparations all
being completed, the unfortunate dog was ted forth, and to
hhn was attached the carcass of lie dead sheep, tSjtich he wag
made to draw, with a little assistance ftbm the executioner, to
l

At this point of the ceremony the
the foot of the scaffold.
other dogs were called out one by one and made to take a position in a circle around the gallows, just as well -(rained bounds
then the culprit was mounted
are made to do at the death;
on the scaffold, the fatal noose placed upon his neck, and In
another moment the trap fell, and there hung the poor beast
In mid air kicking and struggling, until finally strangled to
Whether this example had any moral effjet upon the
death.
canine witnesses or not, certainly sheep. killing was nllorJ. D. II.
.wards of very rare occurrence on that estate.
j\

August

r

tts/iHlk,

8.

-
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of Salt for DircSmPBB.— Editor Forest and
StirtHm : I promised some lime ago to give you the result of
R. G. C.'s treatment, for distemper in dogs. The remedy was
to give one a tablespoonful of dry table salt, to be followed
These
the next morning with a teaspoon'ful of Epsom salts.
to continue «>n alternate mornings until a cure was affected.
In both cases the dose was to he liquid measure. I suppo ed
that a spoonful of dry salt, liquid measure, meant a spoon
even full (not heaped), and I proceeded accordingly. My dog
He has always been a
wasasetter, twenty-one "months old.
poor feeder, and very thin in flesh never was sick until this,
He had been
time, and always lively and in good spirits.
1
quite sick for some time when I saw K. 0. C.'s remedy.
had not given him an}' medicine, except a little sulphur to
He was entirely off his feed had a
keep his bowels open.
had cough, a discharge from nose and eyes and vomited more
I gave him the first dose of
or less a nasty greenish matter.
salt on a Sunday morning.
In about, five minutes he began to

TnE Use

;

;

VOmit,

1 don't, think I ever

saw any dog

It lasted

so sick.

about teu minutes, and he threw up a large amount of, stuff,
He lay
first of a yellow color, and the last part a dark green.
down for a while and then I spoke to him.
He got up and
mi, to run around and play.
I then offered him his breakfast (mush and milli), and he ate all that I would give him.
i

The third morning that 1 gave, him the salt he rose upon his
hind legs and fell over on bis side, kicking and whining, and
had a regular fit. I watched him awhile he was frothing at
the mouth, and when be began to spring about the room 1
Ipft, and shut the door. I waited a few moments, and hearing
nothing I opened the door and went, in again, when he walked
over to me with his old intelligent look and lay down at my
feet. I took him out-doors and he had his vomit, and then ate
his breakfast as before.
I gave the remedy just eight days,
ending with the Epsom sails. I fed him soft food, mush
thinned down with a little milk or soup. He is always hungry now, has taken on flesh, weighs twelve pounds more than
he ever did before, and is all right and ready for business.
L.
Newton, Mass., July 37.

'25

one which had stepped back not offering to eat, but dashing
from one side to the other, kept the chickens away from the
dish until the one which was eating hail eaten fully one-third
of Ihe contents of the disb,*wl:en he stepped back and drovo
the chickens away while the other one ate.
This performance
was repeated several times until the food was all eaten.
Blufflon, hid., August 3.
A. A. W-

W

A

Doo for %vkx$.—Tidilar Forest and, Stream : r e have
shipped the following pointers
Liver and white marks, dog
pup, to E.Taylor, Orange 0. H., Va.; liver dog pup to
Orson Adams, Jessops Out, Howard Co., Md.; liver with
while marks, to Charles M. Wray, New York city liver with
white marks, dog pup, to Dr. Warms, Nottingham, Prince
George's Co., Md, Liver and white dog pup Joe, whelped
April, 1878, was shipped by steamer sailing for Glasgow on
Saturday last from New York. This pup goes to Mr. W. C.
Bevun, Malaga, Spain, and was selected by one of Mr. B.'s
:

;

We

feel somewhat flattered iu thinkfriends at his request.
ing that this is probably the first exportation of pointers from
the United States to Spain, and hope that the pup will prove
as staunch in the field as his sire end dam, and do us credit, in
that distant country.
Yours truly,
Muiukihk Kknnki,.

Muirkirk Furnace, Md. August

8.

,

Tuk

Shkei> Question Closed.

—The

testimony in regard
been so fully given by intelligent and reliable correspondents that we may now consider the discussion at an end.
It takes little time to draw

dog

to the female

killing sheep has

out the truth iu suchlmatters.

Bnornw Lkqs.

—A

Ferrisburg ( Vt, ) correspondent, Mr. R.
us of an incorrigible sheep-killing bitch,
which wastinallyexpatriated to the wilds of the North Woods,
where her propensities found ample exercise in deer-chasing.

E

Robinson,

He

adds

tells

I have often SGcn the broken legs of sheep set and kept in
place by a bandage of sole-leather, having holes punched in
Very likely
the edges and laced on, with perfect success.
the same contrivance might be used to advantage on the fractured leg of a dog.

;

We think the dose given' for

eight alternate days too long

Bbom Bones— JVeic Toi-k, August 2.—I claim the name
Brom Bones for my orange and white setter dog pup, by
Milo (Dan-Venus) out of Pau (Dash-Fan), whelped May 21,

of

P. T. BoNTEcou.

1878.

Whelps — Ooldsboro, W.

—

August 9. My red Irish bitch
Gussie (Dan-Ruby stock) whelped four dogs and one bitch on
the 28th of July, sired by Joe; imported by J. U. Cooper,
Limerick.
H. P. DoBTorr.
C.

Eoboken, August I.—Eleven puppies out of
blooded imported dog and prize winner Joe-Jack.

Max

continued, even for an adult animal, and might result in harm.

The

old story might be revived, of

the point of death wanted

:i

how

a sick Frenchman on
it, and got well,

red-herring, eat

and how another herring killed
most uncertain and vague complaint.

a Dutchman.

A

Distemper

general

name

a
has
is

the full-

Hknzkl.

Visits— Washington, August 12.— My imported

field

trial

setter bitch Livv, sister to champion Leicester, visited Arnold
Burgis' Druid on the 4th, oth and 6th instant. Puppies are
all engaged, three of them by the St. Louis Kennel Cluo.

T. B. F.

been given for a score of diseases. If this cure is tried by any
of our readers wc should advise that care and judgment be exercised.
We do not wish any dead dogs to be put to the score
of our paper. The remedy, though a natural one, seems to us

fzchUng mtd §aatittg.

to be a little too heroic.

HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEK.

—

Mutilation Jdstifiable. We take the following sensible article from the London Live Stork Journal:
Is

Seeing several letters on this subject in the Journal, 1
WOUld like to say a word or two both for and against docking
There can be no doubt
dogs' tails and clipping their ears.
that the spaniel experiences great earn fort from being docked,
a fact which must be patent to every one who has worked or
seen such animals worked in close covert, thick underwood, or
among brambles were they not docked they would lacerate
hence, in this case " mutilatheir tails to a very great extent
tion" is a kindness to the animal. Again, the rounding of the
ears of foxhounds may be placed "in the same category.
Scotch terriers used to be both docked and clipped, a proceed
ing quite unnecessary, cruel, and worse than useless, as these
clogs frequently suffered great pain when in foxes' earths, etc.,
through grit and sand getting iuto the ear, which would not
have occurred had the protection Which nature had provided
them been left as it was formed. The English terrier, or
black-and-tau, has its ears out for no other purpose, I can sec,
gave to hide some deformity, or to please certain morbid tastes
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The little tag of ear left on those beautiful terof the fancy.
for, instead of adding
riers renders them obnoxious to me
beauty to the generally well-formed head, it detracts in avery
see at every
high degree, and is useless as well as cruel.
show little dogs with cut tails, but ears left intact. These are
called in these modern days fox-terriers. Now, I should think
that if any part of their appendages ought to be cut off it
should be their ears and not the tails, as those of them which
would go to earth would be more likely to have their ears
torn by fox or badger than their tails; but the fancy, being
more knowing than I am, probably imagiucs that the foxterrier attacks tail first, a belief I also entertain of many of
those noisy little animals one sees at dog shows.
see also
the wee " Yorkie " sitting on a satin cushion, with its ears
thinned to please the taste of lis lady owner. I should like
to know- how she would fancy her ears "mutilated" in the
same fashion. Let us try to improve our animals by selectin: in that we shall succeed lint we Shall never advance
them one Step by Fakil g and t trust every judge throughout,
though the practice has
(he laud will set his face against it.
been sanctioned in a manner by usage, thai docainot constitute
a right of way with fakers and mutilators. Let them he banished forever"from our shows, and let us look on animals and
Truly glad am I to
birds as the God of Nature formed ihem.
see there is a poultry club formed for this very' purpe.se, and
Stkatubooib.
it shall have one supporter in
;

We

We

;

"What

I Can't,

We

Qi.1t."

—Editor

Forest

and Stream:

have two pointer pups tinea months old, I was feeding
them in the yard away from the kennel, and the chickens (I
have a good many of them) were troubling the little fellows
The pups put their
considerably by picking in their food.
heads together over the dish as if in consultation, after which
one of them stood back and the other one ate in peace. T)ie
I

YACHTING AT HOME AND ABROAD.

whom

he

is

as interest.

dealing,

and

We find,

whom

he desires to instruct as well

consequently, the

first

half of the

hook

to be

devoted to the theory of yacht design, a large portion
of which has been reduced to written language, with ninny
appeals to actual experience, thus doing away with the necessity of a liberal mathematical or mechanical education on the
part of the reader. There is not a practical boat builder in
the land who cannot rendity follow the author through his
train of argument
and, apart from the insight into the principles underlying naval construction- to be obtained from the
;

we

regard this as its most praiseworthy feature.
It is often maintained that foreign works on yacht design
are of no use to Americans even more than that, they are
said to be misleading.
To any such opinions wo emphatically
protest.
On the contrary, even did we have American
thought, and work in this line reduced to print, we maintain
lhat a study of English standard works is of the greatest immediate benefit to us. In the present condition of yachting
in America, we have much yet to learn
very much and in
no manner can we improve so readily and rapidly than by example and experience from a nation which has developed the
sport of yacht, sailing and the science of design to so high a
degree of perfection that the average American has no conception of.
It is all very well to resort to such cheap clap-trap as
an appeal to our national vanity, and exclaim about the great
"Bird of Freedom" knowing everything and being able to
teach our British cousins all about, yachts and yachting; but
such screeching comes only from those whose narrow-minded
prejudices preclude a fair and rational consideration of the
matters in question. If we accept some things from abroad,
it by no means
follows that we must take everything and
anything just as they happen to come, but that, we can select
judiciously, and to our advantage, much to be found in England and English works no logical person can deny. In the
first place, the theory of naval architecture is the same, no
matter what type of craft may be in vogue in different waters.
To know how to find the centre of buoyauey, of effort, of
lateral resistance, to understand the effects of' stowage and
ballast, to compute by figures or draft, geometrically, a curve
of stability or displacement, is independent entirely of any
book,

;

—

;

particular style of yacht, and is of value, alike to Americana
as to the builders of other nations.
And, pray, where are we
to obtain such knowledge if not from
English works?
Where is there an American book that can teach the mechanical public as concisely and ably as the works of Mr. Dixon
Kemp? Is it Griffith's sad jumble of high-sounding words
and exasperating mixture of mathematical ignorance and
mechanical ability? Or is it Nystrom's extemporized and
purely tentative parabolic system; or Took's comparison
And if not these, where is the American
of lines?
work we are to follow ? The builder who attempts to wade
through Griffith's will read one page, then throw the book
aside and swear with renewed vigor by his jack-knife art.
The man who follows Nystrom becomes a mere tool and
moves in a rut ; and as for Pook or any other author on ship
construction who may have flourished unknown to the puhlic,
their books cannot any longer be obtained— a fact not to be
regretted, for, with the exception of Pook's " Wave Lines,"
they would all be behind the age, and no more fit for use in
thelight of the modern developments than an old time galliot
'for a Liverpool liner.
An English work on the theory of
design is just as useful to us in America as if it had been
written by a free sovereign of the republic, directly descended from the first bigot who got his shoes wet when he stepped

out on Plymouth Rock from the Mayflower.
But more than
this, our builders can learn much from the more practical portion of foreign works on yachta. It is not at all intimated that
they can improve their present models for speed, for a glance
at the " lines" of boats published in English works will servo
lo show that we have little or nothing to learn from them in
this respect.
Even among the modern and better type of
British schooners or cutlers we fail to delect that symmetry of
proportion and unison of curves so notably the prevailing
feature in American design, and directly traceable to the innate superiority of the American mechanic over his foreign
With the exception of such craft as have been debrethren.
signed by professional naval architects abroad, there is liitJe
question but what wc are ahead of all others on this point.
No one here would for example think of holding up as a copy
such an uncouth and clumsy production as Livonia or even
can beat, their lines every time. A comparison
Cambria.
of Sapp?io, Dauntless or Americayrith British schooners, so far
as grace and ease of lines are concerned, would redound im-

We

measurably in our favor.
But then handsome lines and
speed are not the only things to be sought in a yacht for is
safety, ability at sea, comfort, bandiness to go for nought?
;

Mr. Dixon Kemp, of London, whom it is no flattery to
rank as leading authority on modern yachting, has just pubThis work, wc
lished a new book on yacht and boat sailing.
take it, is intended to be in the nature of both a supplemental
one to "Yacht Designing " by the same author, as well as a

more elementary exposition

of the essence o£ the very inter-

esting science of naval architecture.

The

objections of high

and too great erudition, made against his incomparable
work on Design by many who have either uot the leisure, dis-

price

position nor qualifications required for its perusal, cannot be
brought against the new book. The author's aim seems to

have been the

collection,

with due regard to order and pre-

cedence, of the more salient elements of naval design, called
iuto play in planning the construction drawings of a yacht or
boat

;

and

it

must be

said that, with this in view, the success

of his undertaking has been as thorough as can be desired.
could not point to a book of any kind, treating upon a
subject as intricate in detail as the modern science of naval
architecture, in which the very pith ha3 been gathered in a
shape so presentable and comparatively unbroken as in Mr.
Kemp's new work. There are two rocks upon which the
Such attempts are
popularization of science generally splits.
too often swamped, and their ubiquity curtailed by the weight
of too much detail, the ordinary leader failing to grasp of his
own accord he main principles set forth, losing the line of
argument or deduction in a mass of bewildering detail.

We

I

in efforts made to forestall any such possibility,
'thors are too apt to overlook the continuity of the subject
cept ci inclusions
student to
under treatment, and force tl
and axioms not in any way de vedanuexpb ed in the work
irlh in a disHe finds the ma
before him.
oncerning the
jointed way only, and must
ive his doubts.
truth or advisability of which
He
No such failings can be cbarg
adei
id
ated
thorough accord wilh the spir
ind that mere statements of
throughout, the book bears ii
investigathe light of higher
themselves, however truthful

Again,

:

'

tions, will

not stand

among

that portion of the public with

From

the tables of scantling, the quality of stuff, size of fastenings and fittings and gear which we find in English works,
we can select much that will go to improve the condi'ion of
our fleets on all these important, points. Occasional reference
to Lloyd's rules, Mr. Kemp's books and the like will serve to
check the tendency of builders and owners on this side of the
Atlantic to slight their work, and would mitigate the most
serious evils from which our yachting fleet now suffers.
Wherein surrounding circumstances differ and purposes vary,
allowances can be made. On the whole, then, whether with
or without American standards, a close study of English
works will be of vast benefit to the craft we sail and to the
way we navigate them.
The charge of unfairness and partiality is often urged
against English authors.
However true this may be of others,
it cannot be sustained against those who treat of naval archiAmong the long list of British and French authoritecture.
ties on this and kindred subjects, tha only one we can call to
mind who has allowed his blind partisanship to run away
with his discretion, is E. J. Reed, formerly Chief Constructor,
K. N. In " Our Iron-clad Ships " he goes out of his way to
offer a gratuitous insult to American naval officers, questioning their veracity and ability. He intimates that the small
roll of monitors observed by them at sea is not worthy of
credit, and vehemently discourses in favor of broadside "vesLike all radicals of that class, their own wen
sels.
day turn against them, and thus, a few years later, we Bud
him equally as energetically and lllogically preaching circular
ironclads of low free-board to the bewildered Bi
payer.
It, so happened, however, lhat the stolid public of the.
tight little island had fortunately become somewhat disgnsti d
with E. J. Reed, and failed to take any more stock
him.
Ihe Russian " Popoffkas " turned out only partly successful,
and to the present day no power has seen ihe u. ee-.-iiy of
breaking up their old ironclads and rushing pell uiell into the
adoption of the circulars. Mr. Heed has in '• Nuv.n 3c
upon more than one occasion, vented bis spleen
oil
can designers, who, so far as genius and daring, th
matured, enterprise are concerned, were, gr< ally his superiors,
while his whole course as chief constructor evidences a
gradual and stealthy adoption of the principles given Ea the
:

,

m

i

i|

i

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
world when Eriecson revolutionized naval warfare by launch-

On the contrary, however, there
first monitor in 1862.
Si ill
exists no grounds. of eomplaint against other authors.
Russell, Rankine, Marrett, Bernoulli, Berlin and others have
paid homage to the wonderful productions of the New World
without stiut, and Mr. Kemp, though writing on matters,
close rivalry in which might offer some excuse for partisanship, shows himself a devotee of scientific truth, and a true
chronicler of facts by rising above the narrow vision of national prejudice and taking a bird's-eye view of yachting all
the world over, with favor to none and full credit to those
who deserve it. The frequent reference to American yachts,
and the ready admission, when speaking of the comparative
performances of SeabeUe and Columbia, that:
"ColumMa lias made VX.o miles per hour In a lower-sail breeze blowing alit'lf jiiiifi t.lK- beam, ihe winil pressure hetug equal to SUM. per
square foot. StaMlt (English) under similar conditions has made 11.4
knots per hour * • * "

ing the

must satisfy all that it is quite possible for an English author,
while treating of English yachts, to give credit to the greater
speed of our own, and that the fair spirit pervading such a
book will render it of immediate service to Americans as a
means of instituting comparison between the condition of
yachting at home and abroad.
If we now turn our attention to a critical analysis of those
conditions, we do not think the unprejudiced reader will disagree with us. It is perhaps well known to most that, while
with us yachting is at best only in its infancy, it has reached
a wonderful development in Great Britain, where the sport
has been so thoroughly organized, and the masses of the people are so wedded to it, that yachting may fairly be termed
a national characteristic, influencing in no small degree the
Such
habits and customs of many inhabitants of the nation.
being the case, is it derogatory to our self-esteem to learn
from them and to candidly acknowledge that we can do so to
advantage? Certainly not the very reverse for surely if
behind our British cousins in any respect, it behooves us to
apply what remedies we may, so that not only in one quality
but in all we may be their equals or superiors. The person
who would, like the clam at low water, retire into his shell,
self-sufficient with what success we have attained, is his advice to be followed, and should prejudice debar progress ?
What are the qualities necessary to the perfect yacht?
Safety, sea-going ability, comfort, handiness and speed. How
many of these do our yachts as a class possess to a greater degree than those of Great Britain ? The solitary one of speed.
Our boats are not only not as safe as those in foreign waters,
but with few exceptions they are man-traps. They cannot
go to sea they cannot stand a sea they must run for a port,
when an English craft just gets down to her bearings; they
are hard on their helms, hard in a seaway, low between decks,
and uncomfortable except when in a mill pond iheir rig is
unhandy and dangerous; they are fast very fast— but only
On the contrary, the English craft beats
in smooth wafer.
us on all points but speed. When we want to travel fast we
can take the cars. Is there not some object, then, in sacrimoderate
extent
to
obtain
ficing speed to a very

—

;

;

;

;

—

the

all

other

desiderata?

Certainly

those

who

take

to yachting for other purposes than racing altogether
There can be no reason, if in
will probably think there is.
the pursuit of the many superior qualities now lacking in crur
fleet, why we should not select a vessel approaching to that
type in use in England, which has stood the test of time and
experience on all these points, and the introduction of something like the cutter into our waters we hail with delight as
a sign of progress in the right direction of seamanship, navigation, and the spirit of adventure asserting itself at. last.
imagine we hear the stereotyped phrase : "The cutler is
not suitable to our smooth water." Aud since when is our
water invariably so smooth ? Are yachtsmen always to remain content within the narrow confines ot the Sound, or is
the sport likely to branch out and take root in every port
along the coast ? What, then, becomes of the smooth waters
of the Sound and the Juue zephyrs? When you get caught
in a gale off shore yon will know the value of a safe boat beneath your feet. And does it never blow? Is I here no sea
on outBide the Sound. In short, are not the circumstances
surrounding our yachting changing, and should not the type
Those whose ambiof yachts be altered to suit the change.
tion carries them no further than the Sound may well declaim
against the cutter those who want to get off soundings occa;

We

;

The yacht should be
sionally will do wisely to adopt it.
suited to your purpose. For smooth-water sailing, by all
means stick to the sloop but when we propose going to sea,
give us a boat we can trust our lives in ; we want no Mohawks
That there are in our waters vessels well able to take
then.
the sea is true. They are unfortunately the exception, and
The ordithe above remarks refer to our yachts as a class.
nary sloop has been found wanting in the rougher waters of
San Francisco, where they build their vessels differently from
How much more, then, do not
the skimmers of the Sound.
fleet of cutters
we need an abler craft to go to sea in here ?
is destined to appear ere long in our waters, and to that the
fossilized sticklers for the smooth- water sailing machines may
make up their minds at once. If they do not think so they
We want yachts
simply cannot read the signs of the times.
want
that shall have something more than speed alone.
yachts that wo can make our floating home.
want yachts
They must lie well
that can sail from the Race to the Keys.
built, strongly built, rigged in sailor-like fashion, fitted out
with the. same care bestowed upon a frigate, and able to ride
out a gale in perfect safety, and with ease to themselves and
those on board. Until we have such craft we must grant
superiority to British yachts on every single point but speed.
We have' much to learn from English yachtsmen, aud the
sooner we set about acquiring their perfection in the arts of
seamanship and navigation the better.
;

A

We

Wo

YACHTING NEWS.
CamsE of thr Atlantto Yacht Club.—The

fleet of the
Atlantic Yacht Club having assembled in Glen Cove Saturday
and Sunday, an early start was made Monday morning, August 5. Orders bad been issued to the captains from the flagship Triton, to the effeei that Now Haven was to be the next
harbor to make. Accordingly the fleet hove short aud got
under weigh at 6:45 a.m. Wind flawy and sky overcast,
with the tide half ebb. 'the yachts hoisted light sails, Orion
sporting a huge club topsail and balloon jib.
All hands
drifted out of the harbor the best way they could in the fitful
calspaws, coming from all directions at intervals. Comraolier's sloop led the way, followed by Thistle, Intrepid, Sheila, Nimbus, Dolphin, Triton, Petrel, Imperia, Vision,
moderate breeze soon
Hope, Genia, Agnes and Peerless.
made from the Long Island shore, and Dolphin, having kept
At about
well to windward, was the first to benefit by it.
wo bells in the forenoon watch the wind came out steady

A

i

S. S. E., and brought up theruckof schooners and larger
sloops with it, but the breeze .failed again. Peerless and
Vision in the. meantime had stood out boldly from shore, in
expectation of something from the Connecticut side.
They
caught a fair streak and ran away from the rest, with only
Dolpain and Orion ahead, and, tacking off the north shore,
stood down again on the port tack for their regular course,
followed by Agnes and Triton. The former got" into the doldrums and fell astern, caught by the flood running on the
Connecticut shore.
Orion had worked ahead of l>led the fleet off Eaton's Neck. The breeze freshened and Triton began to make a better showing.
She passed the sloop
The latter got an extra
Vision, and hauled up on Peerless.
puff and took the lead among the schooners iu fiue style. In
the afternoon the wind once more fell light and suddenly
chopped around to the S. W., coming out hi wholesale
fashion.
The fleet now has a leading wind right into port.
Ballooning and booming out were hi order. Agnes fetched
up again among the leaders, and without further incident the
squadron finally comes to an anchor in Morns' Cove, at the
mouth of New Haven Kiver, in the following order
Orion,
6h. 35m. ; Peerless, Agnes, Thistle, Triton, Dolphin, and the
rest at longer intervals.
The morning of August 6 broke
overcast and foggy, but with quite a breeze from the S. B.
As there was the last of the ebb left yet, it was at 8 a. m. decided to make a start for New Lonnon. Though
would be
a turn to windward all the way, the distance was not great,
and it was expected the fleet would make the old whaling city
by the evening.
Imperia led out of the harbor, followed by
Peerless, Agnes, Vision and Thistle in a bunch.
Orion carried
her big topsail as the day before, but when fairly outside was
obliged to send it on deck, a move followed a while later by
Triton, whose topsail would not sit jammed on the wind.
Sheets were hardened in to starboard, die whole lot standing
across to the Long Island shore.
At times the fog shut down
so dense that it was impossible to keep track of (he
yachts.
Orion attemped a short board to the N., but soon

from

i

it,

came about again. The wind freshened and put lee rails
under. Agnes was first to try for the Connecticut shore,
followed by Peerless.
Triton held nn excellent wind
and oulweathered the fleet, Orion aud Imperia oil her lee
beam and Peerless about a mile in her wake. Mr. Maxwell's
graceful schooner, however, turned tallies on Triton and came
out on her weather after several boards had been made'. The
craft that can put Peerless under her lee and hold her there
must iudeed be one of the best two-stickers afloat. Toward
evening the breeze fell and the fog again shut down, necessitating a good deal of fish-horn music and bell clanging.
Triton led past the Bartlett's Reef ship, and with a. light air
bore up for the harbor, followed by Thistle and J
leader's lime being 7h. 7m.
The remaining yachts tnade their
anchorage timing the night, Notnad, Myra and tn
b a
!

ing parted company and borne up for Qreanport dirt ct New
London is an excellent place to "provision up," her markets
afford the best from the surrounding country, and prices pre
reasonable, not as at a more aristocratic watering-plaos, inIn consequence the old town has beflated to the utmost.
come quite a favorite place with yachtsmen to replenish their
stock of soft tack, fresh grub and foe. The Atlantic fleet did
not miss the opportunity, and purposely delayed making sail
for their next rendezvous uiitill) a. m.
At gun-lire bona 'he
Triton all hands got under weigh promptly, and with lite
sheets sped down the reach to the open Sound, Orion,, smart
as usual, again getting away with the lead.
Imperia,
and Dope set balloon jibs, but the other sloops contented tL. •mselves with jib topsails.
Off the Pequot House Peeflw was
picked up, and Triton sent aloft her main topmasl Staysail
Outside the wind freshened aud hauled a bit, so that sheets
were trimmed flatter. It fell again, though, and
from the S. W„ putting the fleet on the starboard taek. heading for Plum Island.
When uearing ihe "gut " it was found
impossible to lay a single leg through it, and, as the tl
rum
through at a lively rate, it was deemed best, to avoid a tedious
beat and make for the passage to the eastward of [he Little
Gull.
Triton led through with Peerless following. Once inside of Gardiner's Bay, it w«s a beat tip to harbor in a light
wind and ebbing tide. The flagship parted BQme of hei gear
and to splice.
This little
ched from he* the
lead she had so well maintained on the passage across.
After
many short boards the anchorage was made by Orion at 2h.
9m. 80s.; Thistle, 3£m. later Peerless. Aiji,,,.,, D„lphin Triton,
Genia, Nimbus, Imperia, Vision, Mope, and
etrel in the
order named. In port were found Mela, Sadie, Nomad, intrepid, Myra and Alma making a fleet of over twenty Bail, Hy1'.
ing the well known burgee of Ihe A.
C. at their on
The New Y'ork yacht squadron made the harbor the same
evening, and the congregation of yachts in the snug waters of
Greenport was immense and something to delight the heart or
every nautical amateur. Pyrotechnics were indulged in at the
Manhassett House ashore and aboard some of the yacts i'ireworks aboard ship are evidently out of place, aud the cuslom
should he done away with. It is dangerous, dirty, ;n<
altogether too much of the small boy.
The morning ot the
8th "broke clear, with a brisk wind from the West, and Ihe
outlook for a fiue race was exceedingly favorable. The eon
ditions and course of the match held by the Atlantic Uluh on
that day have been given iu a previous issue Oi 6h
and Stueaji, and need not here be repeated. Orion did not
start, and so the match was robbed of one of its ollii
tious— a tussle betweenher and the famous Boston Thistle— {.he
New York craft contented herself with taking
Geniu, in trying lo pin; u p
ladies out for a cruise instead.
her berth for the start, fouled Peerless' headbooms, snapping
her boom and ripping her mainsail, which put her racing out
Thistle had been on tin: waya n
of the question.
with a clean bottom, ready to show that i: U nil
handsomest craft that can sail. The start was effected at 10h.
50m. a. m. In the first-claBS Sadie aud Thistle got oil together,
and Dolphin last. It was a run down to the first mark, then
across to the second on the starboard tack, and a turn up
home. Thistle hauled round the mark first, Sadie three
minutes later. No change to second buoy. From there it WS9
Thistle's game, and she had the race in her own
takes something pretty smart to turn to windward with this
crack.
In the second and third class a fine race
the entries including many well-known aloops
A summary
-

;

.

,

were compelled to remainat

that

start with the rest.
The New York Squadron hid
New London ihe evening previous, and no difficulty
was found in working out of the harbor. Fortunately for the
fleet it was a free sheet all the way across, or one might have
some spar breaking or general smashing up to record. Imperia showed the way out, followed by" Triton and Peerless.
The
Peerless " winged out," but the rest kept booms to port.
little Mao was passed in Gardiner's Bay on her way back to

ready to
left for

Mew

York. Dolphin carried a small jib-header, the only one
Triton ran through the lot in the heavy breeze,
When
the Petrel showed goorf speed off the wind.
Peerless finally passed her, Petrel jammed her help down and
came out on the schooner's weather in good shape, blanketing
her in a way that would have been of more service in a
shorter run.
As it was, the Peerless dropped the other
schooner alter a while and went into second place, setting her
The
jib topsail, an operation followed by Triton in ihe lead.
sloops were now some distance astern, and leel the breeze and
swell.
Imperia, hauls down a reef aud Genia runs by her.
The schooners set more sail and Triton continued to increase
her lead,
bht seems to be a smart craft, off the wind, and
fairly outsails Peerless with sheets lified.
Watch Hill was
under ihe lee. beam by half-past nine o'clock, the fleet having
in the fleet.

and

made twenty-five miles by this time, and that against a. *tr< ng
flood. Ths schooners hauled up a bit aud trimmed in to port,
taking in some canvas, as the wind bad increased to a young
gale.
Course. E. by N. i N.
Before the Judith Light was
fetched there was some ground and lofty tumbling
in by the yachts as they "met flic heavy swell of the Atlantic.
Had the wind been froth the E. they Would not, have fared so
well, and It is a question whether they namld not have io rait
and run. When fairly off the Point, Triton lowered mainBail
aud got it over to starboard'.
nasty, short sea was met
with as she run into shoaler wafer, and the violent, pitching
of the craft, no doubt, convinced some that a smooth water
model is not exactly the thing for a seaway. Peerless made
the inner harbor by the north channel, the 'Triton passing in
About half an hour later Petrel fetched in,
damss
followed by Dolphin. Imperia, Genia and Hope, under reefed
e.aie to about two hours later.
In Newport harbor
It was
tas met. sailing under the Atlantic colors.
resolved to disband here and allow the yachts to follow their
individual bent. Thus came to a close an extremely
fuJ and brilliant cruise of one of our most enterprising and
go-ahead clubs. Both the officers of the occasion and the individual members arc to be congratulated upon the consistent

A

'

manner

25m

s

cond

Storm Eing. Wkro-wina in tbe-tuircl class in. 8h '4m 30a.,
ating Nimbus, Viking, Intrepid, Myra, Telep/i,,,
Daisy, Alio,,/, ami Mab.
In the evening a grind ball was
given at the IMiinhasseit in honor of the visiloi
numerously attended. The last day ot cruise, _.
brought with it a regular howler from the BOurbweai
seemed at last a chance of testing the crnft am
thing more than a mild zephyr.
The
much for an English five or ten, yet the numbi
hi

,

,

,

in

which the programme was carried

out.

Nauasset Yacht Club. - The third regular annual regatta
come off at Cohaaset, Mass., Aug. 24, for
by gentlemen of that city. Open I" all

Of ibis club is to
prizes presented

yachts not over 23ft. long. Centreboards divided into three
classes, yachts measuring over 21 ft. and 1 7ft.. nud under 17 ft;
keels iu two classes, 2411," to J'.tft. and under 24ft, Spcci J class
for all floats 14ft. and under on water line.
No restriction «B
to sail in first class centreboard and both classes of keels anti
Iu other class

special class.

Crews, one man for every live
No trimming by dead W*ight<

feet

and

fractional part thereof.

Protests to be made within
an hour after the race.
This is a good rule as it insuo-s their
consideration while matters sue atitl fresh in the minds i ill
concerned. Start from an anchor. Entries to be made to J.
R. Hawes, Jr., 103 Milk street, Boston, before 2 p, m. Aug.
23.
Prizes in cash from $40 down.
Second, third and
Refourth prizes only in case three, four or Ave boats start.
gatta OummilUe
T. IJaliual, ,1. P. Hawes, Jr., C O. Weld,
Patrick Grant, Jr., and W. C. Haskell.
This is the second
union regatta given this year by the Nahasset Club, aud a
very large list of entries is expected. Nearly all yi
he sailed by Corinthians, and this feature will add much to
the value aud interest of the meeting.
full view of the
match can be had irom lie shore between Atlantic House aud
Kim nail's on Pleasure Beach, Cohasset,
:

A

t

—

BiWEEpSTAkiss Matcu R- Gowajius Bay. The sweepstakes
race in. Gowanus Bay, South Brooklyn, was started Aug. 8,
and proved a very interesting affair. (Jourse from frank
Bates' Club House to Bobbins Boot buoy, thence around Fort
Lafayette and home, sailing twice over. Distance, twenty
miles.
The steam launch Otiose went over the course with
the judges and the catamaran Victor figured as " press boat."

The

were as follows:

starlets

Name.
AililiB Tuyliir

21

J Saunders

.

George Iilie.m
11

U

Owner.

FT. in.
21 in

BxeeiBior

..

.41
.3

.1

.

ot
to

DUkS.

II

...M MiiMalmn.

'

Hoi

hi in cracks that have figured iu many a inatch beTide about half flood, and wind brisk from 8. W.,
dead beat, to the Brat mark. Saunders led across
The
the line, with the Heel, standing off on the port tack.
iirsl mark was fetched in excellent time, the whole lot working to windward in fine style.
With booms to port, they
jibed
around first,
made for the second mark, which Saunders
Holmes, Taylor and Dean following. Excelsior had been
picking up somewhat, but suddenly capsized, probably owing
sand
bags
lo
windward.
Sophia
her
some of
Emma followed suit in *n attempt to jibe. Her
picked up by the catamaran and the yacht towed in to Bates'.
)e, with
Saunders leading, Addie
,,,/-,,.
in the bl
id Dean astern.
-in c
picto
Siderably by holding a good wind, and, with the
Taylor, went to the front, Saunders dropping into third

fore.

•

•

.

,i

place.

<

ii

<

,

is: Thistle wins in first-class in 3h
07s. Josfe, iu
class, in 3h. 59m. 20s., beating Imperia, Dope, '

mooringsinGreenpoint,

their

pretty conclusively shows that even among the most venturesome of our yachtsmen a large scope of prudence must, bo »iercised when sailing the flat-bottomed craft through a breeze
and sea is concerned. At the commodore's gun only Triton,,
Peerless and Petrel, schooners, and the large sloops Dolphin,
Imperia, Dope and Genia hove up for a run across to Newport.
Ao this would bring them fairly outside ot the millpond, aud for once put the craft on the briny bosom
of the grand old Atlantic, the
smaller fry did well
Geniu,
to remain snugly riding to an anchor in a safe harbor.
had "fished "' her shattered boom in good style and was

Th" two

leaders

had a

close

thing of

it

all

the

way

around, but the Taylor held bet owe. aud finally crossed the
later, Saunders
winner In Sh. 4

line

tbiru and

-

Holmes

litBt.

AwabSBD —The New

Y'ork Bay Regatta Committhf prizes to the winning yachts.
ej
second, $11.39
\ champion pennant has
been given to ihe winning boat in each class and a Bilk pennant to ihe winning catamaran.

PniZBS

tee have 5ns
First prizes, 345

,

,

Lakb Taobttsg.— Civic
by
at Belleville, Oar,
and third class craft.
,

B

holiday,

yacht race

Daunlum and

Aug.

£,

was celebrated

the first, second
Mndrjvp were tb« only

among

:

:

:

?EST AND STREAM.
Course from STaaBasfsaga Point

the first class.

Big

Ialoijii.

,„,

,

times. arom

|

grand banqueting hall was organized, speeches
Goodwin, Hon. A. S. Hewitt and others. The
sent in their invitations to B public reception
at the City Hall, and Caul:. Goodwin informed the bearer of
The reception was
liis intention to reply at an early hour.
altogether as cordial ami generous as the famous oarsmen well
deserved for their pluck and skill.
NoirrnwnsTEr.N Rowing Rkoatta.—The annual meeting of
he r-,i.riiu''vii'ii Association was hold at Detroit. Mich.,
Aug. 7 and 8. Unfortunately the water was lumpy and a
good deal of water was shipped, but the entire, programme
First race, junior doublowas successfully carried out.
Alexander
Entries
seulls,
one rnile
return.
and
and Armstrong, of the Wah-wah-sums, and Kearney
and Taylor of the Undines won by the former in 15m. 53As.
Second" race, senior single sculls entries, Yates aud Falkner
the. former's 'shell filled and swamped, Falls ncr vanning in
"17m. 28s.
Third race, junior pair oared, won by tveating and
Lynn of the Detroit Zephyrs. Fourth race, junior sixes, one
mile and a half and return Amateurs of Monroe won in 13m.
30 is., beating Excelsiors, of Detroit, and Zephyrs, but the
race, was awarded to Excelsiors, the first crew home having
turned stake-boat in wrong direction. Last race for senior
fours; entries, Wan wall -sums, of East Saginaw, and Floral
The
Citys, of Monroes won by the former in 20m. 22^8.
famous "Shoes" were out in their new uniforms and received
The
a cordial greeting from the fifteen thousand spectators.
second day proved unpropitious on account, of the wind.
The opening race was postponed till half-past four. Race for
entries, Armstrong
senior double sculls, one mile and return
and Alexander, of Wah-wah-sums, and Kearney and Taylor,
Half-way up Undines took the lead on a spurt
of Undines.
Second
and won in 16m. S£s. by three-quarters of a length.
race, senior pair-oared, won by Clegg and McGregor, of
Zephyrs, in 15m. 55fs.; Emmerson and Haven, of Wah-wahThird race, junior fours; entries, Centennials
BUttW, second.
and Michigans, of Detroit, and Amatersof Monroe. Amateurs
Idled and stopped, when Centennials went to the front and
won in 13m. 28s course, one mile and return. Fourth race,
junior single sculls, won by Wells, of Detroit, in 15m. 44is.;
Bowlshy, of the Amateurs' second. Last race of the regatta
entries, Excelsiors and Zephyrs of Detroit.
for senior sixes
The latter
Floral Citys of Monroe, and the Wah-wab sums.
stopped short on account of bail start. At the turn the rough
water compelled the Florals to drop their oars, and half-way
home the Zephyrs swamped, and the crew had to swim for it.
Excelsiors, used to rough water, came in winners in 20m.

meeting

to

start. three

i,,

wind to Brat murk,
to Lead was reduced
by Madcap, hut in the flnaJ partof the match
Hi gained considerably and pasaed the Jine winner in 5h,
.
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down
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Cijcise os Tan Glaxck.— John Foard, Esq., of the New
York Times, and a party of gentlemen started on a cruise
around Long Island in the sloop Glance. Saturday, Ami, 10.
Witt, a light^ind they put into Gravesend Bay tor the night.

;

" ' "r
ik, Sunday, and in the. evi
the inlet at Fire Island, where they were, welcomed by he
music of a numerous hand of friends who became ton familiar
upon short acquaintance with their buzz, autl d nk freely C
the parties' life's claret.
Jersey mosquitoes -Wei.
these birds of prey.
The party intend to cruise to the eastward as far as Martha's Vineyard and will return by way of
the Sound.
:

I

.

;

The Barkie Rf.ga.tta.— The

professional reiratta at Karrie,
Ont., was pujledAug. 12 according to appointment.
Eight
llai
entries,
1,
the lead, but was passed by Wallace
Ross. Haulan kept hack, pullins only 25 strokes. He turned
iirst. However, and on his way back
rested on his oars awhile.
Hanlon won in 28m. 13s., Ro'ss second, Eosmer third, Luther
fourth, then McKerr, Elliott and Plaisted.
,

A

i

ent motion.
To this latter arran
lie largeely ascribed the wonderful speed of
his
rans, for we
any very great speed
been attained
with rigidly connected hulls.
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.
,

must
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ight
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craft

mba-iiiaiion

U

having
It

is,

concerning- the

-very- limited,

Wo left

.
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i

Jlackemtown about noon, where we
afternoon we had a hue view of the
a beautiful valley between two inoual
Passing Washlngt
full slate of cultivation.
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Three starters came to
Scm.i. Race at Bkixbvllle, Out.
the line for the double scull race at Belleville, Ont., Aug. 2.
Course from Massassaga Point to and around Ship Island and
return.
Mr. Denison, Vice-President of the Bay of Quiiito
Rowing Club, acted at starter. Entries, Messrs. Gorman and
Tisdale, Barber and Whepley, and Drinkwater and Ponton.
Barber aud his mate got away first, -but Gorman's boat made
the best turn and came in winner by 2m., Barber and WhepIn the single scull race Tisdale won. beating Jos.
ley second.
Clark and D. Clark. Puut aDd tub races followed.

i

,

ig to the fossiliferOds age of bellied sails and cods' heads
nils.
Wire shrouds have all the stretch required in themselves, and more, too. To slack shrouds and
allow your masthead to go over to leeward, buckling the spar
to the very point of breakage, is absurd.
More spars sue carried away on account of slack shrouds ban the reverse.
Set
them well up; topmast shrouds likewise.

and mackerel

i

The Coming National Reoatta.— This

will

i

OAK AND PADDLE.

and 12 fours.
Silver Lake Races.— From the Boston, Herald we learn
that the Neptune crew has entered for to-day's races on Silver
Lake. Boston, The Narragansett six will be opposed by the
The entries for
City Point, :-iiawmut and Lakeman crews.
the amateur sculler's race include Mr. Lannon, of Union

Tub Hkncby VrcToua.— The gi
four
t
College crew arrived from LiVerpi
<kv
n.Tiin, Saturday, Aug, 10.
Tee.
t.'klArrl,
by their fell, w si .idem s, met the
Hay arid took the famous four abc
.and white buntiu"- ot the
;.
collegi
Ui
stea lied
with a perfocl ovation of whistles
E from the shippi
Finally she returned to the lng.
man pier, where the crew was transferred to n carriage in
waiting.
The ho
taken out and a rope led along.
About one hundred njefl seized hold, and so the crew were
DuHedthrough the streets in grand procession, a plattoon of
police leadme, next the music", thou the bundreds Of f.'iends
'

'

Bpriugs, Ooutuey's protege ; Geo. W- Lee, of the Tritons,
Newark; V E. "Holmes, of Pawtucket, ft. L, champion of
thai itate T. C.Murphy.ot Norwich, Conn.; James Francis,
Boston
Ti P. Butler, Jr., and Reagan, ot the West End.
Among the professionals Courtney has Officially notified his
willingness to be present, and Ellis K. Ward, of Philadelphia,
French? JohDBon, J. A. Kennedy of Portland, Evan Morns ot
m others wall make things lively.
Pim
ii bets Gisems.— Messrs. Lewis Morris and R. P. v.
he Neptune Oiubof Staten Island, pulled a hotlyMr.
oa the Kill von Kull last Friday.
Morris has been a member of the famous BeaverwiokB, who
|

,i'

i

The

which

transpire at Newark, Aug. 20 and 21, bids fair to eclipse anyThe citizens of Newthing of the land held in this country.
fvel] as the city government, are doing all in their
power to make the visiting crews comfortable and the public
The enregulations acceptable to the committee in charge.
tries are very numerous and so far as yet determined, comprise 12 juuior singles, 8 doubles, 4 pairs, 15 senior singles

t

lighted to receive the congratulations of hosts of people.

event,

'

:

Dprlug the
running down
which Wire in a

noli.

inal

aid

if

Damped

for the night-

about six miles this side of P.'illlipaburg. Till* being the first line night
we had we started a blazing lire, cooked a good supper, eujuved a ouiifortablc Bmoke and a good night's rest, feeling much better the next
morning than we had any day since we started. We struck earap ana*
started for l-hUlipsburg, where we gave up our pass, went over the
plane and at last found our30lves in the Delaware Klver. Paddling up
the river about hair a nnte we soon found the current, to be too strong
for us, when seeing an island on the Pennsylvania side, and thinking

i

Set ce Yotjp. SnEOTJBa,—Don't be afraid about doing it
well, either.
Lee shrouds should never hang in a height.
They should be -'ijj e. -.gbt " at all times. Slack shrouds

Little

I

m

crtiisi

at.

mnch as we expected t> do, but t
pretty fair paddlin:
After nanilocks and about as many planes tl
we generally pla d them itila
ing our canoes out of the Canal ut dig
r
sads
by aide, bracing them up with some
'Bather,
them iu the shape of a tent, as a roteeiion against.
ruing of I lie third
heaving Lake Hopatcoog bright and t
loo, we arrived at
Wi
day, and passing through Stanhope I

;

;

the mi.lal of

miles; not aa

;

,,

29, in

on account of the weather, delays at looks and
planes and It being our first day iu a canoe this seaaon.
Hieing at 5 A. u., after a hearty breakfast we launched oar canoes,
took up our paddles and resolved to make better time Ihe second day.
Passing through Eockaway, Dover and Port. Oram we, arrived at JlopatoongB:30 p. in., where we camped for the uighl, covering about, Sit

,

*

Monday morning April

pretty fair traveling

Navy

any kim

J.,

Passing through PaterBon we arrived

where we stopped for lunch after which we continued on
our way, reaching Boonton by 7:30 v. u. and, hauling onr canoes but on
the bank of the canal, we took a cold supper, being unab'e to build a
Are on account of the ram, and prepared to turn in for the night, after
having coyered the distance of about '25 miles, which we considered as

'

in

aud Sfiray aial their
bound to the Delaware

roio

e

Fails at noon,

.

,',,] sof an able, boat a,i sea
,Y
hence the superiority
yof the British cutter with its largo dislighl American sloop tor rough water

Bloomfleld, N.

a cold drizzly rain.

Detroit Rtveb Navy.—The regatta of the Detroit River
took place at Detroit, August 6, and was largely attended; water smooth and weather fair. First, race, fouroared shells, one mile and return; won by Detroits in 13m.
44Js.; Centennials second, Michigans having turned wrong
entries, pair of ZeSecond race, pair-oared shells
stake.
phyrs of Detroit, and double of Wyandottes Zephyrs won in
15m. 7s. Their shell was shortly afterward run down by the
steamer yacht Seotia, but the crew rescued, Third race, sixoared shells, won by Excelsiors in 12m. 51s.: Detroits second,
W
undertaken by suburban
Fourth race, single sculls, won by Wells, Jr.,
in 13m. 40s.
constructors.
The sumo
suits
Last race, for ten-oared
seem to
in 15m., beating E. D. Standish.
have
attended
instructions
sirnil
in Europe.
barges, three-quarters of a mile and return, won by Wah-wahProm Mr. Kemp's new book
that in
1868 Mr. John MacEenzie, of Belfs
d a double tahsee in 'Jm. 30s Detroits second.
boat without centre- hoards! The hulls we]
each sift.
Professional, Rowing.—Mr. Wm. Blakie, who has been
keel, 3ft. beam and 3ft, deep.
They were
a Fith keels
requested to act as referee in the proposed sculling match belinn, deep aft and Bin. forward.
Five true id beams formed tween Hanlon and Courtney, has written to Col. Sbaw, Hanthe connection between the hulls.
The whole was then lon's backer, that he will do so, providing the race be for a
decked over, hatches and skylights fitted a required. Under purse offered by outsiders and not for stakes. He declares his
U»e platform a tank was fitted; capable 6: holding 6 cwt. of
belie! that rooting out the custom of betting or slakes will be
water, to serve as ballast in heavy weatht r. -Each bull was of great benefit to professional rowing and would be a decided
supplied with a rudder, worked from a co: anon central tiller. step in advance. For our part we fail to see much difference
Mr. AlacKenzie thus seta forth the advantages of his boat
between a purse collected among the oarsmen's backers or
greater security, much more comfort, greater carrying ca- from hotels, railroads, etc.
Moreover, we doubt if the repacity than other boats Of similar length (on account of in- quired sums can always be got together from sources other
creased deck room, we presume), less heeling and dryness.
backers in races not of absorbing interest to the pubHe found her stay well, even in rough water, and work to lic in general, and therefore not like to greatly benefit either
windward well. The greatest speed attained was only, how- hotels or railroads.
ever, 10 knots, or twelve miles, certainly far less than 'that atGreat Bartcington Rowing Association.—The first antained by a Serreshoff flyer, but still more than could be got
nua] regatta of this association was held Aug. 8, at Lake Buel,
out of an ordinary boat only 21ft, long. This
four miles from Great Harrington, Mass. First race for single
rigged, and had no houses on deck, and on the whole seems
Both
Entries, R. Goodman and W. N. Thayer.
sculls.
to have given satisfaction.
Other yaehls of similar descrip- rowed paper boats. Thayer turned first and reached the
tion havo been built abroad, but as a class they do not seem o
The second heat for
finish in 7m. 80s., pulling 30 strokes.
have found favor.
As Mr. Kemp remarks,
boat of this
Entries, C. M. Grant and R. Richsingle sends followed.
description, no doubt, will carry her sail without ballast: but,
the latter in 8m. 31s. Third race
no craft with a very light draught will stay in a heavy sea ard's, of Albany. Won by
local amateurs, won by J. A. Brewer in 4m. 42s,; course
without an additional weight to that of the hull and spars." for
half mile straight away. "In the final heat for single sculls,
This is exactly our o* m conviction.
We are decidedly skep- Thayer won in 8m. by several lengths. In the double scull
tical about the sea-goi
>tng abilities of catamarans, and the truth
face Goodman and Grant, beat Thayer and Richards in 7m.
of Mr. Kemp's reniarfc
rksisi ore Strongly illustrated by the inr
The association promises well for the future.
l, )s.
capacity of oven our
tr light displacement yachts to work to
windward

CANVAS CANOES.

on a summer's cruise.

47*8.

and

they may afn
be Ouilt so as to approximate Hc-rreshoff'B
.'"', schooner of the
wonders. T
N. Y. Y. C, so far
as speed is i
!. is a failure and
a decided one, This,
however, m<
ttributed to the lack of space between her
two, or rath it three, hulls.
We remember some ten years
ago having, ome across a " doublediuller " in Washington, p,
0., hut she vas said to exhibit no particular speed compared
to boats of the ordinary type.
Her hulls were, of course,
rigid.
Thi
same
can
of
ungainly
be
said
an
attempt
made in
illiamsburgh
and several others
-

IN

party correlated of the canvas cam
owners, of the Orange Canoe Olub, and v

;

,

each. hull bid

FOUR WEEKS
Our

;

Bbitibh Catamaran.— Though the double-hull sailing
craft with flexible joints is purely an American Law
'- a hulls have often been built, before. Mr. H
boats v
resnpff, of B
R. 1 hit upon the expediency of giving
I

defeated the London crew at the Centennial, and Mr. Bucklin
The start was from a buoy
IS si inel king of a sculler likewise.
New brighten over a straight course of three miles, ending
Mr. J. W.
near Shooters Island; water smooth, tide ebb,
Edwards, of the Neptunes, was referee. Bucklin took the
water first, and off Snug Harbor increased his stroke from 30
to 30, going ahead of his competitor. To .yard the finish Morris closed the gap somewhat, but Bucklin won by three
lengths in 19m. 5s.
Prize, gold scarf piu with figure of Neptune crossed by two sculls.
at

;

ing for tonnage.
In
Amarelte, Aitea Crcua, Minnie A., and Mabel
AT on by THinnw A,, who took lie lead and kept it all the course over.

performancessof the rjgili

ities

j

Cup by

189. only, after allowthe third class there were 'tour starters,

.'

i

:

round Katie Gray overhauled the leader after a One race, and
won in 4h. 12m. 20s, Surprise second and Kathleen third,
fore takes the Kelso

in Ihe
apt,

i

firot mark, with Kathleen :i good second.
On the run to
Island, Surprise, went into second place, and managed
to finish ihe first round with a Bright lead.
Kathleen had to
haul down a reef for want of sufheienl ballast
Oil the final

the

Salmon

n

2?

it would be easy paddling under the lee of.it, we crossed the river at
the foot ot Easton Falls, the Arrow barely managing to stem the curAfter trying la vain to ascend
rent on account ot a cracked paddle.
the river we reluctantly turned the bows of our canoes toward Plnlltpsburg, where we shipped them to Manunka Chunk by train, bat not be-

fore ourselves and our eaaocs had been exposed to the gaze of the
country people for nearly two hours.

Taking our canoes from the train at Mannnka Chunk we ran up the
Delaware station, which is lust below the Water Gap,
into camp and eommeuced our sport, black ducks, weodcock,
Our tent was pitched
quail, black bass and shad being very plentiful.
on the bank of the river, Jersey side, plenty of spring water near at
hand aud a creek running right in front of the camp In which we
moored our canoes. As we were the first parties that had ever camped
in that part of the State, and such a thing as a canvas canoe had never
been seen by any of the people, we aroused a great deal of curiosity.
About every one of the males In the town had to try tho canoes, some
of them getting to be quite expert iu the use of the paddle before we
left.
Presents of cake, pies, milk, etc., were dally sent down to us,
which were very acceptable. We always had plenty of company and
spent very pleasant evenings, stories, jokes and card-playing around a
huge camp tire being our chief amusement.
One of the weekly papers gave the following notice of our arrival at

river as far as

went

Delaware Station
"While the shad hshlng seems to draw the attention of many, other
One
attractions seem to allure gentlemen of leisure 10 our vicinity.
day last week two gentlemen from somewhere, the gossipera have not
fnUy located them yet, or told ua where they are from, pitched thentent close by us. Some say they came to flah, i c, some say they came
by the people in
i. e. follow the manner of living as followed
the Oriental countries, while others, viewing the matter from a practiHow the word "deer"
cal standpoint, say they came for deerp)
But unless the weather proves more
should be spelled is the query.
favorable we presume that ere long they will
Fold their tents like the Arabs,
to tent,

'

'

And

as siiently steal

away

'

"

we are indebted to the Portland Hnt.oi'f>rim\
After spending a delightful time of over three week", being treated
well by everybody aud having first rate luck at both fishing and shooting we broke up camp Monday morning, May 2(5, started down the
Delaware and commenced our homeward voyage, leaving Delaware

For

this pleasant notice

Station at 5:4S A. M.

Batter
t at
scarred ujHl «yi
Nothing of any consequene
ic, who had
Milk rift, when the occupant of the S t iray called to
the lead, to lake the Jersey shore, but before the J.
yards on the Jersey side she was hard ami P.iat on he P tcta
seeing the fix the Arrow was in took the PenDsytvaBia Knie, a
i

I

;

i
tltameai
channel and managed to get tlirough all right,
occupant of the -Arrow; by a great many frantic exertions i,nl Litter
shipping about two buckets of water, managed to Bud the uhi mnel and
soon caught up with the &>r«j/. After stopping a few moiuen ta to Lain
her ai el finding
the Arrow out on a raft to see if there were any holes in
hri in
After pass >
her all sound we proceedsd on our way.
three small rilts we arrived at Great ball rift wen
of iclc-i anp
most dangerous one in he river on account of th» number
Dow to describe olli piirtagj through
the swiftness of the current.
and we
here we hardly know ; all we can say is we saw it. we entered
You can see the big slate rocks on all B»ea of yoi and are
passed it.
unable to tell what minute yon will strike them. Tins HP, is two miles
long and we passed through it in three minutes uxuel.y, being curried
mat fast by the current without usiug our paddles. Hauling the canoes
up on the bank to bale the water out and dry ourselves a bit we were
met by some fishermen who hal beeu walchiug us. 'i'liey said they
never expected to see ua get through alive and asked us if we carried
We said "yes" and held up our arms at which they
ire preservers.
laughed aud said they would rather have some cork. Having got pretty
found
well dried we continued on our way. Arriving at Indian rift we
enough
there was only about five inches of water ou it which was not
aud wading wo let
to float our cauoea with us In them so getting out
••''•
iiKtiidiiit down with the current holding on to them by tjhe
At the loot of the rift we. got aboard again and paddled on to
line.
where, neither of us knowing which aide the elnuiel wan
I

I

i

i

i

,

HoOEei'S'a rift,
one took ihe

,m,

JeMgy

tagtne unlucky one,

aud the other Pennsylvania, the .-irrow beshe found tho rocka Instead Of tha channel.

side

lei

without the oonoe
bul jBSaageil to get ofl them with a, ducking and
Passing safely through Big Cape Push und Little
ceiving spy injury.
shore
cape PUBh rlfta we arrived at Wygairt Falls, asking a man on the
re-

—

:
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where the channel was. He said Jersey, so Jersey we went but we
soon round that he was mistaken, for before wo had got hall way
through the rift the Spray, which was leading by about twenty yards,
strnek on a rock and the Arrow not being aula to steer clear of her, on
account of the force of Die current, threw her bow around so as not to
Both canoes
strike the Spray, broadside, and struck her sideways.
rolled over on their sides and the water ran over ns as though nature

spotted trout, are caught there yearly hy sportsmen'from New
York, Boston, etc. This pond is situated on the Western
side of the lake opposite GeorgeviUe, at a distance of three
and a half miles, and accessible by means of a carriage road
that has lately been constructed from the shore of the lake to
For fly-fishing this pond cannot be
the outlet of the pond.
D, W. A.
excelled.

;

By the aid of our aprons we
to make a waterfall.
After getto keep ourselves from being swamped.
ting our canoes half full we gradually worked our way into deep water

had placed us there

were barely able

and after going on a short distance hauled onr canoes out on a raft,
baled the water out ol them, dried ourselves as much as possible and
took lunch.
Tims refreshed we launched onr canoes once more and
Onr
passing through Eastern Palls in safety arrived al Phillipaburg.
Delaware Station tried to persuade ns not to go down the
rafts had
river in onr canoes as it had fallen nearly six feet after
stopped running and u would be very dangerous to go tlir ug the rttt«
and more so as we did not know the channel. But we had o.noeun our
wial.and
maids to give the canvas canoe (Qui Vive model) a thorou
we did. Having plenty of rough water, as well as strikiu abou 25
times on the rocks between the Water Gap ami Phinipsbnrg w found
pEI
we
them to be all we could possinly desire. Procuring our
started down the canal, camping the tirst night just outside or PhillipsWo passed
burg, in order to make an early start the nextmorning.
thiough Stanhope Lake at sun set, which was a beautiful sight, and arrived at Lake Uopatcong that night and camped in the "old spot."
Leaving the lake at
A. M. the next morning we arrived at Dover before noon.
In passing through this town we were hailed by a gentleman on the shore who said he had read a good deal about the canoe in
the Pokest and Stream and nothing would do but he must examine
friends

at.

'

-i

them (mm bow to

stern.

Continuing on our way until 10:30p.m. we arrived at Paterson, where
we accept .1 :ni in \-itai ion from a canal man to bunk in with him on the
canal boat and had a comfortable night's rest, for after paddling all
day a person gets pretty stiff by sleeping in a canoe. After breakfast.
we bid our friend good morning unri started for Bloomfleld, where we
arrived at 10 a. jr., making the distance from Pliillipsbnrg to Bloomneld, about 91 miles, lu two days and two hours, piddling the whole
distance. We arrived in Orange on Decoration Day in time for dinner,
both feeling better than we ever had before, being perfectly salisaed
with our trip aud feeling that we had thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and
fully put to test the merits of the Qui Vive canvas canoe.
F. P- and E. P. D.
East Orange, IT. J.. Aug. 1, 137S

Massachusetts—Nantucket, Aug, 10.— Bluefish arc very
heavy wind having driven them off shore.
Jack Olblew.

scarce, the

—

Movements or TrtE Fishing Fleet. The later reports
from the Bay indicate an Improvement in quality and catch,
it is Dot too late to hope for profitable returns before lite
season closes. The weather has been rough of late, and unfavorable for fishing, but some good fares are reported. The
shore mackerel fleet continue to "meet with ill success, and
there is little hope for improvement until the mackerel turn
southward in the fall. The number of arrivals the past week
Bank and
has been 12 and the receipts some BOObbla.
Georges fish have been in moderate receipt tie past week.
We notice arrivals from the Banks, with 400,0001bs. o IflSh
and 113,0001bs. halibut, and 20 from Georges, with 340,000
Whole number of fishing arrivals for the week,
lbs. codfian.
i

48— Cope Ann

Advertiser,

Aug.

Bluefish

are.

had trolling

running rather small at present, but fine sport
for them.

is

—

WolcotlmlU, Aug. 11.—Black bass fishing
Conkboiiotjt.
middling good at Bantam Lake, Litchfield, Court,, and
fine strings are al.no, I am told, captured at Warania
Lake, in Kent. Conn. Why it is that bass do not bite at West
Hill Pond, (plenty in it) or Twin Lakes (Salisbury, Conn.) is
Cannol some of your readers explain V Pickerel
a mystery.
and perch are in abundance in Tyler Pond, Goshen, Conn.,
*K.
and Wilson's Pond, Harwinton, Conn.

many

Oommbotiout—Bant Hampton, August 1.—A

bass

was

caught at the Lake by ITncle Jed that balanced the scale at 4A
If. C.
pounds. The largest oue thus far this season.

YoiiK

—

Onondaga Lake. Black bass are more abundthan they have been for years before. Sport
Mr. John Marm, of Syracuse, recently captured

lake,

a five-pounder.

—

SAL!

Trout, Salmofontinalia.
Salmon, Salvia mlar.
(Salmon Trout, Salmo confinis.

Sea Baa?, Sciamops occllatus.
Sheepshead, Archosargus prabato<

Laud-locked Salmon, Sattno glover

Striped Bass, Jioccu* linneatus.
White Perch, Afarone amcricana.
Weak Ball, Cynvscion regalia.

ThymaUus

Grayling,

tricolor.

Black Bass, mcroptervA sahntMei
M. nigricans.
Mu»kalooge, / -'j.i. .'.:
like or Pickerel, Earn Irtriws.
Yellow Perch, Perca ilaoeecetis.
...

tum
Ore. (:_!',;;,)-,:.

iwrnilc.

Bonito. tarda pekvtny&i
Kingllsh
enticirrumebulosus.
,

Fish in SIabkut—Retail Prices
8

;

M

Bass, 25 cents

;

bluefish,

weak fish, 10 ; Spanish mackerel,
Balmon, 25 mackerel, 15
green turtle, 10 holibut, 12 ; haddock, 6 king iiah, 20 ;
;
;

;

native, 20
codfish, 6
eeks,

18

;

;

blaok

;

lobsters, 10

pompano, 25

New

;

10

fish,
j

;

;

flounders, 10

sheeps-head, 20

hard crabs, per

Brunswick

100,

$3

;

;

;

porgies, 8

;

sea bass, 15

Canada brook

trout, 35

3.— Good

;

catches of

Salmon and grille arc now made every day at the rough water
on Ihc Nepisiquit River, litis stretch ot water is a very desirable one for that class of sportsmen who dislike long canoe
It is scarcely three miles by a good road irorn the
voyages,
louse, where good board can be had for $7 per week.
The guides' charges are from §1 to S1.25 per day. Plover
and goose shooting arc good later in the season. Our catch,
myself and friends, at the rough water to-day, numbers sixStanstbad.
Weight not given.
teen.

New Bbtjnbwiok Wigd?— CanftpinfJtie WiMerness, York Co.,
August o.— It. is three months since I left, the verge of civiTrouiing has been excellent,
the water is -warm and the
and so no fun.
My stay here
has been made pleasant hy the many acts of courtesy aud
visi's of John Stewart,, Esq., Superintendent of N. B. & O.
R. R., a whole-souled man and thorough sportsman, whose
camp on the beautiful JGIbuvn is at the service of any lover of
the angle. The prospect for partridge and duck shooting
mver belter. Bears, Ibe usual adjuncts of camp life in the
backwoods, are not plenty this season; still I look two intocamp
yesterday one, a cub, will furnish the principal dish for our
evening meal to-day. Allow me, in conclusion, to Eay a word
in praise of Orvis' flies, which have proved to be the best 1
Oobpoijax Lot Wakiteld.
ever used.
lization for life in the, woods.
the fish large and gamy.
fish languidi; no fight iu tin m.

Now

;

Quebec—Matapedia, Aug. 6.—The weather here is dark
and heavy, with strong east wind and water in the Restigouche high and unfavorable for salmon fishing. The only
salmon killed here for some days past I took to-day two in
number. As soon as settled weather comes and the water
Yesterday I visited
fails there will be good fly fishing again.
Parker's Lake, a few miles back from Campbelllbn, N. B.,
where I basketed 54 fine Salmo fontinalis ranging from -Jib.
Stahstead.
to 21b. each.
;

—

The trouiing on the Nepigon this season
The fish average one and a
reported to be the very best.
pound in weight, and give plenty of work to the angler
who seeks to draw them out on to dry lnud. By a fortuitous
survival of the fittest, the smaller aud weaker fish are all devoured by the pickerel, so that your hook is not molested by
Nbpioon TnorjT.

—

Shark Fishing ot the Hudson. Last Sunday afternoon
two fishermen at Yerplanck's Point, on the Hudson River,
about half a mile from shore, found themselve unable to haul
iiji

;

soft crabs per dozen, $1.

—Bathurst, August,

Adlrondaokb— Blue Mountain Lake, Aug. 10. This region
has recently experienced almost a deluge. For more than a
fortnight ruin has fallen more or less every day (generally
more). The waters of this lake at present writing are higher
than for many years at this seasou. Most, of the hotels in this
region have done a thriving business this season. Both houses
here— the "Ordinary " and " Holland's " have at times had
The long-continued rains have
all they could entertain.
driven many camping parties to the hotels for shelter, though
more have braved it out and are still in camp. The high
waters have put a quietus on the fishing for the present, but a
few days of fair weather will make all right again.
G. M. S,

—

BInedsh, Prmiaiomvs mllatnx.
Spanish Mackerel, Cgbiuminacula-

;:.'...'.

is

on« of their

fishing-nets,

which assumed more weighty

proportions than they had ever known before. Assistance
was speedily summoned, and a fierce encounter was had with
what old fishermen say is one of the largest sharks ever
caught in the waters of the Hudson. For a time it seemed a
question whether a larger force would not have to be called
Finally, the victim was hauled to
to complete the capture.
the shore, causing no litlle excitement among the fishermen
and citizens of ihe surrounding country. It measured nine
It was a fefeet and weighed between 500 and 600 pounds.
male of the black species.

Long IsLkvv.—Sayvilte Aug. 12.— Bluefish are very plenty
in Great South Bay now, and have been most of the season.
The catch on Saturday was from 50 to 100 a boat. Chumming
has become such an institution that an enterprising bay man
has a floating mill near tho fishing grounds in which he grinds
Weak and kinufish are also quite plenty on the
the bunksrs.
The liberal maaagsnent and fast
reef opposite Sayville
trains on ihe L. I. B. P., under Receiver Sharp, has added
Ten
greatly to the popularity of the south side this season.
and twelve cars to a train are often required to seat the
E. R. W.
passengers.

New Jersey—Kinsey's Ashley Jlimse,

Barnegnt Xnle% Aug.
A. Purvis took 4; in one
still very plenty.
another gent 32. An average of 225 taken daily.
Bluefish running about two pounds are taken daily. B. G.
Fallon & Brother, of New York, 56 in two days F. W. ParW. K.
sons and 11. M. Hieskill, Philadelphia, same number
Flynn and parly, from Bordcntown, N. J., 130 weakfish.
Although we have no warden iu our county to earry out the
per
cent, of our net
laws passed last winter, glill some thirty
fishermen have refrained "from using these nets out of fear.
We feel the benefit. All kinds of fish are more plenty than
are
violated,
however,
laws
Our
they have been for years.
by a large class, owing to the laxity of on State CommisB.
sioners in not appointing a warden.

10.— Sheepshead
day;

;

j

Shad

is

August

—Bed Bank, AT.

a tine t-had to-day, a female,
late for a roe-fish ?

J.,

August

—I procured
Is not this

A. H. Wild.
We think it very late for shad. But we have before this
asserted the fact that in and around New York shad can be

half

caught when wanted, almost every month
course in small quantity.

fingerlings.

this place

New Hampshire— GeorgeviUe,

6.

not spawned out.

m

the year

;

of

Pjbbhbxlvasia.-- Greenville, Aug. 12.—James Hunter, of
has caught sixty-five black bass since the law went
Prof. Roth, Of Thiel College, of Ibis place,
caught a splendid pike of about lh pounds. Pike fishing is
There has been several caught, varying from
splendid here.
Bkqoxb.
7 to 20 pounds in weight.
into effect,

August 5.— Steamers run

daily through Lake Minrpbemagog, making connections with
the Vermont Central, 8outbi.-at-le.rii and Passumpsic railway,
stopping al all points on the Lake, including the beautiful
village of GeorgeviUe, which is the abode of the sportsman.
Within three miles distance fcora this place there are between
twenty-live and thirty good lishing grounds, where great
quantities of lunge (a fish of excellent quality, averaging from
But the greatest of
five to twenty pounds) are caught.
nature's curiosities in this country is a living stream of water
one mile in length and half a mile in width, which is situated
on the very top of Mount Alephontum. Great quantities of

Innocents Abroad.— A party of Washington gentlemen
taken unto themselves this happy name, go off
ekeb \ear on n fishing aud sailing cruise in their yacht Pert)
and always manage to have a thoroughly good time. The
party this year consists of Major C. A. Appel, Pre.;
son K. Weaver. Secretary; William 11. Goods, Treasurer;
Dr. E. T. Bchafhirt and Ernest Schmid, Executive Committee;
L. Stoddard, Bailing Master, and DeW. Haines, Joseph L.

who have

8.

— H.

Dickenson and T. Mc-

Clair Plats yesterday with over 300
They took 07 iu one day.

Dbuzo.

\

—Editor
Michigan Grayling— Buy City. Mich., Aug.
forest and Stream : I have read a great, many letters inquiring
about, the recreation and sport offered in North Michigan,
',).

hunting and

know

if Wfl

1878}
grayling
19,

fishing, I make one answer to many who vvi-.li to
have the grayling in abundance, I say yes. July
in the main branch of Ansoph Kiver a

I caught
IS;'
|

catch, antl

After removing the intestines he

inches long.

pounds— as fine a fish as any man could wish lo
game to the last. The grayling is a more elegantly

fish than the trout. He has a smaller head antl mouth,
broader across the shoulders, and tapers off mure radidly to
tail, which is more forked. The point of the eye elliptical,
and the pupil much more elongated than that of the trout,
the side toward the nose being drawn Out to an acute angle.
The opposite side is less acute. The back fin is very large.
(Here is the exact comparison). It bus twenty-three spines
the ventral fin has sixteen the pectoral, ten the anal, fourHe sometimes grows to the
teen, and the tail eighteen.
weight of about three pounds, though one of a pound
and a half, is considerd a good Bized fi=h and larger are not
often caught with lly. They arc the grayling, and no doubt
One word more. There is no oilier as good aud pracof it.
tical way to reach them as via J. L. and Saginaw R, R, from
Bay City, Mich, Those who write me and enclose postage
I will cheerfully answer, but those who do not will hereafter
reman unanswered. There is no sport equal to thi-s in our
whole country. Any one can get to Bay City. Once here,
Grayling fishing is
antl you are in a half day of your sport.
hard work unless you know how, or have an attendant who
may instruct you. C. Babbitt, of Grayling, Mich., has boas,
etc.
He can tell those who wish to know just what a trip
T. O. Puiu.ips.
down the river will cost without extras.

formed
is

the

is

New

MioHTfiATJ— Detroit. Aug.

Graw returned from St.

bass for two weeks fishing.

9.

Rhode Islahd.—WewpoH, Aug. 10.— Bass are being caught
from the noted poi nls every morning. The sea, being rough,
keeps the water stirred up just enough toplea.se the fishermen.

is excellent,

FKESH WATKK.

,

and

ant in the

FISH IN SEASON" IN AUGUST.

Pearson, O. T. Thompson, Henry Bradley, Brvon Turner,
Millard Weaver, and Warren. C. Stone. They sail next
Saturday from Alexandria, Va., and are to be gone sixteen
days. They will proceed to Cherrystone, Virginia, four miles
from the ocean, spending there four days in fishing. From
that place they will goto Fortress Monroe, Newport News in
Hampton Koads, and all places of interest in that vicinity;
then proceed leisurely up Chesapeake Bay, stoppiug at East
Piankatank and Rappahannock Itivors and Bheephei
or Point Lookout
trout grounds at Ooan river foot Bone),
and trout and taylor grounds at Sedge Pond, mouth of Saint
Mary's river. They wiil also stop at Marshall's and Adams' at
Saint George's River and at Piney Point.

-

;

The Grayliug.—The

;

grayling [season

is

now

at its best,

and many parties of anglers are on the famous streams of
Michigan. Others are fitting out. One of the most famous
streams is the Manistee. A letter from Mr. Thomas T. Bates,
of the Grand Traverse Herald, printed at Traverse City, the
terminus of one of the branches of the Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad, writes

"I breakfasted this morning off as fine a mess as I ever
Two men spent a day and a half on Ihe Manistee and
brought back about 100 pounds. The Manistee is the " boss"
gr£.yhng stream. You can reach the stream as well and better,
1 thitil:, from this point than from Bay City.
We can take
boats from here, and keep teams with us BO that we can move
up or down the stream with tCDts, boats and all by hind if wc
choose.
This may be of service to us, for if we want to rtir,
down the river from camp, 10 to 20 miles by boat, the team
could meet us at night and carry us back to camp, five to
seven miles, by land (the river runs about three or four miles
to oue), or if we wanted to go up stream in the morning and
make camp by boat at night, the teams could start ns off
O. K. A small party iB going out next week in this way.
Then, too, we can take in a baas fish in some of our lakes and
saw.

try the trout also."

The grayling season extends

New

into October.

—

and Bass Gboundb in Wisconsin. The following letter was addressed to the editor of this paper by Air.
J. W. Munson, of St. Louis, who is now in Wisconsin with

\

Tp.otjt

his family.

from so

My

We are

pleased to have such satisfactory reports

reliable a source

JJeur

Mr.

:

Ilulloek.

:

When

I left

you

at

Trout Brook

bridge last Friday, on "your way to Madison, my wife aud I
waited on the side of the railroad only long enough to watch
your train over the bridge, when, wiih our guide, we plunged
into the forest, and following a tolerably well defined blazed
trail for nl.nut three miles, we reached the banks of "Lake
Harriet," of which you have heard so much and so ofteD while
ere.
the lady in whose honor Mr. Ileury Pratt,
of the Wisconsin Central R. R., named this lake, ought to feel
complimented, for no prettier little sheet of water can be
found in the State. Completely surrounded by dense forests
of pine that grow down to the water's edge, and whose
shadows are mirrors on its g'assy surface, it nestles almost
bidden from human gaze, and but for the opening last year of
the. railroad through to Ashland, and its consequent influx of
anglers to this region, it would have remained comparatively
unknown and undisturbed. "Creve Coeur " would have been
an appropriate name for it, as it is very nearly heart-shaped,
and broken only by a diminutive Utile island in its centre.
The trail leading from the bridge to the lake is through a
beautiful forest of pine-birch, maple and other large trees, and
for the whole distance we passed on unbroken carpeting of
While my wife enjoyed it, and fully apferns and moss.
preciated its beauties, we both agree that the tramp up and
hill, over fallen trees, and stumps and logs, and through
the underbrush, which, at times, are in the path, is almost too
much for a lady. L"pon arriving at the lake our truide started
off to find his boat, which was on the opposite shore, and iu
his absence I cast in a line and was rewatded with live fine
black bass before he returned. 'Ihe representations which had

down

U
been made to one oi the abli
more th-m verified
could not have asked thi
faster than they did. At twelve o'clock we stopped for lunch,
and had caught forty bass, averaging a pound apiece. As this
was as many as we could bring home, having in view the
tramp back through the woods, we stopped fishing and started

We

by two o'clock. The fish run uniformly in size, nearly all
them being about a pound weight, They are quite game,
and furnish rare sport iu tin- taking. We caught them with
dead minnows, or rather parts of minnows, and I don't know
how any bait can be belter, judging from our success. Live
minnows might possibly 3ttack them faster. They are very
black, or dark colored. The lake water is quite dark,
in

of

—

:

.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
from the pine trees around it, mid I thought, perhaps it might
have something to do with the color of the fish. They seem
to be au individual species— ao far, at least, as aize is concerned—for no one that we know of has ever caught one in
the Jake larger than about a pound, sud smaller ones are veryYesterday I went down again with several 8t. Louis
rare.
gentleman, whd are here lishiug, and we took eighty bass.
We met Captain liich and Mr. Abbott, of Milwaukee, there,
fishing from a new made raft, and having a Hue time. One of
the gentlemen of our party tried a trolling spoon, find
afterwards a tly, and then a baited bass lly, but none of them
would attract, and he was nut awarded with a bite or a rise.
If I noticed any preference shown for our bait it was for a
minnow's head, but if I lake the individual score of any one
bait 1 must yield the palm to the festive bull-frog, a small
specimen of which we captured on our way to the lake, anil
with which its captor took eleven bass before he finally lost it

The only disadvantage
the gullet of a voracious one.
in using it. for the first half hour was its occasional trips to the
surface of the water, perhaps to see if the liahermen at the

down

all right.
On such occasions a sudden downof the rod would take him under and he would
stay there awhile. I attribute the success of live frog fishing
to the fact that ordinarily the frog hunts around on the bottom
till he finds a bass with open mouth, when he crawls in, and
before the baas can throw him out the hook is fastened and
the jig is up. How is this for theory ?
f
an early start is made Irom the lake, a few hours tan be
put in profitably at Trout Brook, above and below the bridge.
I took twelve the afternoon my wife was with me, and while
they were small, you know how much above the ordinary
speckled trout they are prized. Yesterday Oapt. Rich ami Mr.
Abbott took twenty odd with the fly, using only the common

other end was

ward "yank"

I

Brown tackle.

Tours

Massachusetts Angling— Warelmm, July

The

present

is

30.

one and a half million barrels.
February 15, this present
During the six weeks, January
year, about 160,000 barrels of fresh and salt herring were,
shipped from the archipelago of Bohuslan to ueighborin
markets. The fisherman and merchants are preparing largely
for making big hauls, when the herring will return in the fall,
as is expected.
Josua Lisdahl.
Believe me, dear sir, sincerely yours,

1—

—

Mr. Editor:

really a jubilee of fishes in the head-waters of

Buzzard's Bay, embracing

;

Jno. W. Munson.

truly,

Ashland, Wis., July 30.
tt

come from taxation and tithe on the herring, it has been possuch fisheries have existed periodically
ever since the beginning of the Eleventh century. Before
that time the archipelago was hardly inhabited, and the fishing seems not to have been of any importance but to the
scanty population on the fiords, who had too primitive implements for capturing large quantities of fish, and no means of
preparing the article fdr a distant market. The following is
a list of the herring periods of which we have atiy knowledge
,1. About the year 1020.
2. Iu the latter part of the Twelfth century.
3. From about 1260 to about 1341, thus lasting more than
80 years,
4. About the middle of the Fifteenth century.
interval to
5. Prom 155(5 to 1590, thus lasting for 35 years
next period, 09 years.
6. Prom 1600 to 1680, thus lasting for 21 years; interval lo
(ill
next period,
years.
7. From 1746 to 1808, thus lasting for 62 years j interval to
next period, 68 years.
8. From November, 1877, to February, 1878.
The most important period was the above No. 7, especially
during the last twenty years of the last century. It has been
calculated that in some years during that time the annual
quantity of herring fished in Bohuslan amounted to at least
sible to ascertain that

Wareham,

I feci

it

an important

duty to herald the fact to the outside barbarians of the universe, that they too may participate in these bountiful gifts of
Dame Nature. There is not a day in the year that lish of
some variety cannot bo procured in our waters. Our oysters
are of the choicest ; quakogs, clams and scallops abound on
our scores of miles of shores, rivers, creeks, lagoons and coves.
Of our scale fish the white perch, Morone americana, a resident citizen, is taken every month in the year, in winter by
in early March, as the weather beDotting through the ice.
comes warm, he takes the worm and shrimp until the waters
Favorite grounds for
arc chilled with the frostB of winter.

on the Agawam and WeWcanlit Rivers.
former, the most successful and convenient, as a walk of
from three-fourths to one ..and quarter miles from our village
will take one to the marshes, on the shores of which the
angler takes his stand, or by au accumulation of dry seaweed
he makes a comforiable sitting.
In March last I indulged in a tide (last of an ebb and first
of a flood, we call a tide) of this rare sport, and on the point
where L took my stand there were by actual count forty-three
men, women and children, using every conceivable
fishing
rude stick which bore the slightest resemblance to a rod or
About this season our
pole, and all got mote or less fish.
welcome legal-tender alewife puts in his appearance. He is
placed in salt for a few hours, and then removed to the stove
oven, where he is roasted or baked, and when done he is
served on the table as the choicest of all titbits of one's home.
this choice fish are

The

:

Following nest in season is the tautog (in .New York blackfish), scup (in New York porgies), striped bass and black or
rock bass, all of which remain until late in autumn, except
Early in July the most welcome blueflsh makes his
scup.
annual defrttt with vengeance among the menhaden, while he
contributes rare sport to the amateur and professional angler.
Last cornea the squeteague, weakfish (New York), trout (fort
Monroe), OgH/QScion regtdis. He gets along from the middle
In fact our waters are now prolific with
to the last of J uly.
that gay fish, save fins and tail, which, like peacocks' feet,
If there lives in the flesh an amateur,
are moat horrible.
angler who has not experienced the sport of catching and
landing a squeleaguc he certainly deserves the pity of the
knights of the rod and reel throughout the land.
On the 1st of July our Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by
statute edict, opened the broad gales to our inland waters, inhabited by that princely game fish, the black bass, and thus
far the angler has been well rewarded for time and labor
bestowed. Our neighbor, Joseph Alden, a true disciple of
the rod, takes the lead so far by taking a bass from Jilackamore's pond which turned the scale beam at five and a quarter
pounds. As scores of lakes and ponds in this locality are
stocked with black bass to an extent defying annihilation,
there need be no alarm as to want for all time, provided our
State laws are strictly observed.
Our surroundings of land and water, sea and inland our
forests stocked with herds of wild deer, foxes and rabbits,
partridges, quails and wild ducks the fishes that abound in
the salt waler; the black bass, pickerel and perch in our lakes
and ponds, and last, though not least, the wanton trout, who
;

;

skipB in the numerous crystal streams, offer a greater and
more varied advantage to the pleasure-seeker and invalid than
any point on the whole coast, line of New England. Then
again every acre of Buzzard's Bay is admirably adapted to
yachting.
Tourists who are sleepless in their undecided minds where
to no for cheap recreation are advised by me to pack up and
come to Wareham. Take a Fall River boat at New York at
5 P. M., which will arrive here at 7 o'clock next morning.
Boats for bluefishing are in abundanco, with faithful skippers.
Cvrtjb LlSOttM.

Teoi t and Potato Bugs Editor Forest and Stream,:
noticed in your last week's number a statement that fish wore
killed by eating potato bugs.
I have good reason to think
that is a mistake.
Last fall a neighbor of mine was in the
habit, of passing over trout ponds daily with from two to
three quarts of the beetles, which he had gathered from his
potato vines.
One day I asked him to give them to me.
He handed me the pail, wondering at the same time what I
intended to do with them, and supposing, like many others,
But I had seen turkeys eat
that potato bugs were poison.
them with a relish, so 1 did not hesitate to try them on brook
trout.
Of course, they ate them, as aensiblo trout should.
In my opinion it does not pay to raise brook trout for table
use if we can't teach them to live on potato bugs and
furthermore, I think that any brook trout that can't live on
potato bugs in their season and enjoy life, manifest a great
lack of good breeding and a great want of refined taste. I
feel it my duty to exhort all my brother fishmongers to train
up their fish (brook trout in particular) with good moral principles and with habits and tastes to conform with this age.
Ludlow, Pa., Aug. 5, 1878.
;

Tho

reported cases of potato-bug-poisoned

fish,

we

pre-

sume, may be accounted for upon the supposition that the
bugs have been themselves poisoned by Paris green. Next
week we shall give authentic information upon this subject,

and game, which has become a

Paris green poisoning of birds

very serious one in certain

TnE Oldest

Tkotjt

ing complicated.
size,

To

localities.

m the Woeld.— Really this
maintain

is

becom-

a satisfactory grandeur in

weight and number of his fish has hitherto tested the inand imaginative faculties of the emulous angler.
a Buffalo paper comes to the frout with an entirely

ventive

Now,

novel yarn, and introduces a
Affidavits

We

new element

must accompany any

into the fish stories.

rival statements

:

m

the world lives in OnonJames Sherman has a brook trout in his well
positively known to be upwards of thirty years of age.
He has lived in the well all of these long years some thirty
feet under ground, making frequent visits to the upper regions,
when drawn up in the bucket. For five or six years of the
time the well had a chain pump and was covered tight. The
trout now will weigh less than half a pound, in shape resembles a bullhead, having grown broad across the head, and
siui
the body. He is darker in color than the ordinary fish,
canmatch him
and looks the "ancient fish" that he is.
for age ?
believe the oldest trout

daga County.
that

is

m

Who

Weight, Not Ntjmbee.— Mr. C. F. Clapp, the intelligent
Sunbury (Fa.) American, echoes the sentiments
of a great many anglers when he says
editor of the

or later this

end,

and

Ann Advertiser

Baird

the opinion that sooner

renewed fishery may be expected to come

to

an

that after an interval of from twenty to sixty years,

or thereabouts, the Gloucester skippers may again, if inclined,
engage in the business of carrying herring from North America to Gothenburg.

This opinion

is

based upon the follow-

ing item which Professor Baird communicates to the Advertiser

:

Regarding the periodical occurrence of herring in enormous
schools in the archipelago and fiordB of Bohuslan, I have
lately read some Swedish newspaper articles and pamphlets
on the subject, and will here give you a short extract thereof
Before the sixteenth century no records were kept of the
fisheries.
As, however, both king and church had some in-

will soon deposit their eggs.
These after a few days will
hatch, and will require suitable food.
If A. ^Ucropia , the
leaves of the plum tree or Fulton|fall shrub ; if A. Prometheus
are the breed, the leaves of the sassafras or Spice bush should
be given the young larvie, or worms.
I have drawn silk gut not only from the JScropia and Prometheus, but also froni the Italian silk worm. I have never
killed the worm, nor put it iu vinegar for this purpose, which
may be the best method. Soon after the larva; ceases to feed
he begins to spin his cocoon, which is the right lime to draw
the silk gut. I pn. the worm to a board, putting one pin in
his caudal extremity, and another pin about one-third of his
length back from his head. I then, with a sharp knife, cut
off the fore-part of the worm far enough back to cut off a very
little of the sac containing the silk, which is a fluid of about
the consistency of the white of an egg. I then take a large
pin, and dipping it into the fluid silk, which adheres to the
pin, I draw out the silk slowly (the more slowly the larner
will be the gut), uutiJ I have drawn out all, or nearly all of
the silk contaiued in the sacs. I then take another pin, and
attach it to the other extremity of the gut, at the point where
I divided the worm.
The two pins are then stuck into a
board, drawing the gut taut, which soon becomes hard and fit
for use. The fluid silk hardens lo some extent immediately on
coming in contact with the air., I will only add that the
reason why your readers may have seen so few of these moths
T. Gaklick.
is because they lly only in the night.

Wc
friend.

append the following touching

We sincerely

trust that health

lines

from our brave old

may come

again to him:

foregoing paper under very great suffering.
It was so badly written that I had my daughter to
copy it. 1 presume this is the last, article 1 shall ever write
lor any paper.
I may get belter again; but know full well
that this contest between disease and life cannot continue
much longer. For nearly fourteen long weary years this conI am now well into
test has been going on— a constant fight.
my seventy-fourth year, and glad that I am so near the end.
T. Garlics.
Sincerely yours,
Bedford, O., August 6.

I have written

the

ON THE BIG SOUTH FORK.
Stanford, Ky., July

l\

19, 1BTS.

Editor Forest and Stream
The seemingly fabulous reports made
:

ot auecesa In ashing the lower
waters ot tlie Big South Fork of Cumberland' Elver Induced Col. J, K,
Faulkner, of Lancaster, Rev. J. Loton Barnes and myself, of this place
to uuuerialce too mitts of travel—much tlie greater part of that distance
by road-wagons over the most villainous mountain thoroughfare that
can be fouad east of the Bocktes— that we might Bee for ourBclf es j
where no knight of the rod had ever been seen by the Methuealehs olMouth of Rock Creek, seven miles be! .w Devil's Jumps,
that section.
was ourdestinailon, which we reached Wednesday loth Inst, after near
Col. J. L. Bohon, of Wayne
ly two days and a half of horrible travel.
Co., started with ua f .cm his hou=e Tuesday morning aud accoiui anled
us Co the river that he might see that our send-off was such as he had
negot ated with a native, and possibly accompany us to the terminus of
cur seventy miles' cruise to Point Isabel at tho mouth. After spending
one night with us upon the river he concluded lo return Thursday with
our wagoner, who preferred to rest his team nearly twenty-four hours
Uis desertion of us was a sad blow to all. A
before stirring back.
couple of staunch canoes had been made for as by specifications and a
Iu less than fifteen
couple of expert oarsmen engaged for the trip.
minutes after we had unloaded oar loggage at the river and hud begun
trolling, while our agents were catching minnows, I had the felicity of
leading a seven and a quarter pound pike into the landing net, wl.lch
Bah as served within an hour by Col. Bohon made one of he most savory
dishes that any of the nine men partaking thereof remembered to have
ever eaten. Immediately after dluner we loaded the canoes, pushed off
for Devil's Jumps seven miles above and began Ushing with minnows.
We caught back bass by the scores. Could see them in the water
clear aa air, dart from the rocks and Beize a minnow at almost any
i

depth, utterly regardless of glittering gimp and the painted flouts. They
1 saw Col. Fuulknerealch
are notat all faalldionalu matlerof bait.
four of them that averaged one and a Quarter pounds with one minnow
which was dead when taken from the bucket. Of course he was trolling
At the Jumps he look a ten pound
it slowly when each one seized It.

walled-eyed pike with a dead chub which had begun to decompose. It
had been cast into rather awift water and the bntt of the rod ihruat InJ
a crevice to await a bite, while he manipulated a heavier rig. A No;
Japanese- rod delicate
2 Meek reel, small grass Hue and a willowy
enough for lly casting constituted the tackle with which ho landed him.
lifting him out by
tho parson, in absence of landing net, dexterously
to

hand. That salmon was caoght in perfectly clear water at mid day.
We caught so many Hah that the residents (ell heir to at lea^t two-ihirda
single flsh to die and be thrown away
of our catch. We didn't permit a
at what the ret-ldenta
Iu canoeing "0 miles we made but two portages
"
about
two miles, where therlver at a low
of
distance
a
Drlos,"
the
call
Late rains had fllled the
stage is diverted into a subterranean channel.
" dry ponds" and our portages were little more than twenty
ordinarily
easily male, though at noon, when old Sol
live and geven'y-flve yards,
peppered us mercilessly. Our ministerial companion preached by appointment to a small congregation on the river bank under a "huge
spreading beeoh" on Sunday forenoon.
Sunof oar oaramen went home Saturday afternoon and returned
i

pounds instead of

"If the catches of fish were stated in
numbers it would be much more satisfactory. When such
large numbers are reported they are generally nearly all fingerlings, which it is a positive disgrace to any one styling him-

fisherman to retain in his creel. It is this sort of fishing
depopulates streams, and finally renders any real pleasure
numbers of such fish will not comin fishing abortive.
pensate the real angler for the magnetic thrill of hooking a
one or two pounder. The most reprehensible practice is this

self a
that,

Any

greed for numbers.

Do Fish Talk ?— Certainly

;

out in Colorado, Pike's Peak.

THE PREPARATION OF SILK

GUT.

Editoe Fokest and Stream
As I may have been misunderstood iu the articles which I
have written for the Fokest add Stkeam, which only partially
described such of our native silkworms as were most suitable
also, the best time
to procure silk gut from, and their food
and way to procure them for the purpose of rearing them. I
.

;

The Swedish Heeeing Fishery.—Prof. Spencer F.
expresses in the Gape

29

advised that the cocoons should be collected in the fall or
spring of the year. I did not attempt to describe either the
method or time in the life of the insect when the gut should
1 did not suppose it possible that anybody would
be drawn,
think of drawing silk gut from a worm that had already exhausted itself of silk iu spinning its cocoon, or from the
chrysalis, and I now repeat that the most suitable time for
collecting a stock of these insects to breed from is either in
the fall or spring of the year.
Late in the spring or early in the summer the moths leave
their cocoons, and soon deposit their eggs, which are hatched
about the time the leaves appear on which the larvae feed.
Perhaps I should have written another paper stating that
the cocoons should be placed in a cool room, and as soon as
the moths make their appearance and conjugate the females
should be placed in large pasteboard boxes, in which they

One

which he had killed
day, bringing us the claws aud tail uf a catamount
as he traveled homeward.
Game is said to be quite abundant—deer, turkey, partridges, wild
A large flock of domestic goata
oats, catamounts, wolves and bears.
become wild and are frequently seen near the Devil's Jumps.
have

The tackle used by natives in Ashing is grapevine trot lines, bark
euifaceof the water,
"set onts," with short line aud hookUedou at
We saw many traps with dams which it 1
guns and traps.

spears,

down stream. We killed
Die for a fish to escape in traveling
nearly all Iu (-hallow,
salmon, black basa and catfish, catching
than expected, ranging from
smaller
much
bass
ran
The
water
swift
were of about one and a quarter
one half to three pounds. Most caught
Water was astonishingly wsrin. of a higher
to one and a half pounds.
central Kentucky. The C. 3. EB„
temperature than our small streams In
South and Its headwaters iu Tenwhen completed, will make the Big
Elver, of convenient access aud the skepnessee, where it Is called New
oar declaration that no river iu Kentucky afforda
tical can easily verify
to anglers that doeB the one above menUoned
tithe of the attractions
of sufficient delight to create a
Despite the uardahlps our trip was oue
llnished there'll be another
to return, and if the C. B, iatt't soon
pike

longing

rldo over Jordan-lute highways.
There were many natural curiosities which deserve especial and
them,
elaborate description, but I ahail not burden your columna with

wagon

_

——

.

•

Kentuckian. 2
.

.
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FOREST AND STR»
Archery Club, Le Roy, N. Y.; Staten Island Archery Club,
Staten Island. N. Y.< Wabash Merry Bowmen, Indiana.
W. H. Pres. Oritani Archers.

MISSISSIPPI LACROSSE.
Editob Fobest and Stbeam
In the same of Indian ball between tie Sixtowns and Tur!

Crook's, the necessary acoutrements were the ball and bats,
the ball being smaller than a base ball, but equally as hard.
The bats are made of hickory, about three feet long, one inch
in circumference at largest end, and taper to small end.
About one-third at small end is flattened and bent like ihe
bow of a whip or like a wide TJ, one side being shorter than
the other. After it is bowed it is fastened to handle with
buckskin thong, and a netting of green deerskin fastened to
it like a snow-shoe, the meshes being too small to allow the
ball to pass through.
The game is to get the ball home. They select a clear field,
about 800 yards long and 100 to 200 wide, the boundaries at
ends being' home. " The players gather at the field selected,
bringing their squaws, the squaws their camping outfits and
papooses. The big chief calls for a palaver, upon which the
the peace pipe is
players arrange themselves' in rows.
handed around and all take a pull at it, the big chief— the one
occupying position of referee and judge makes a talk, to
which the chiefs of each tribe respond. In meantime the
squaws are busy getting things arranged in camp, and making
coffee (this they keep up during the game), and by the time

key

'

'

in the West.—
Bhould expect the West to
be at the front in the archery movement, for Mr. Thompson
is an Indiana man, and the President of the flourishing CrawfordsvUle, Ind., club.
Chicago has a number of clubs, and
Milwaukee has just organized the "Locksley Club."
match recently shot at Highland Park, 111., between teams of
Highland Park and Chicago, resulted in the following score
Highland Park.
80 Yds. 40 Yds. eo Yds. Total. Hats.
(J G Hammond
109
66
17
192
47
FDHall
126
48
31
195
31
Goodridge
148
19
44
20(1
44
C Carver
149
84
59
283
59

A
:

WM
H

Total

—

the palaver is over and the pipe has again gone its rounds,
the coffee is ready for players, which they drink without
sugar or milk and as hot as possible.
After each player has retired to his wigwam and drank his
fill of coffee, the game is called, a line drawn in centre of
field, the players take their places, each provided with a bat,
upon each side of line facing their gaols, with opponents between them and the goal, leaving space between of about
twenty yards. The big chief walks to centre of space and
throws the ball as high as possible. As quick as it leaves his
hand each tribe utters a yell and goes for it. The excitement
has commenced, and the manner in which they catch and throw
the ball with their bats is startling (they are not allowed to
touch it with their hands) and the ball is sent flying over their
heads by some good player they yell and run for it it is
thrown back and caught by another and sent spinning into
the crowd it falls into clear space, and on the ground they
player has it and
rush at it, struggle for it, and fight for it.
is running for home with it; with a yell, like bay of hounds
after fox, they are after him ; it's a race for it
one player
gains on him, is neck and neck, and by a dexterous movement
of his bat takes ball from out the other's bat and starts back
with it the crowd meets him he dodges and doubles like a
fox; hard pressed, hut of no avail his ball is taken from
him and again thrown into crowd to be struggled and fought
Thus the game goes on for hours, neither tribe seeming
for.
to gain an inch, when, by an expert play, the ball is sent
"home " in favor of Bixtowns, when they yell and adjourn to
drink coffee, smoke, and teli tales until dark, when the fiddles
are brought out, a fire started and the dance commences and
continues until daylight— iml ess they get too full of fire water.
The dance is conducted as wildly and madly as the game, with
the exception of yelling. Coffee— black, strong coffee— flows
"When daylight comes they go their
freely all the time.
At annual meeting they keep it up
several wTays rejoicing.
for a week at a time, and are decked out iu paint, feathers and
gay colored ribbons.
If a person wishes to become thoroughly intoxicated with
excitement, let them attend a game of Indian ball, and if they
choose to bet they will be accommodated, as the squaws will
bet anything from brass buttons to the clothes they wear, and
if you lose you must pay and if you win you must take the
wager.
Val.
Jasper County, Mtis., July 26.
;

;

;

A

;

;
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Chicago.

242

30 Yds.
86

JCHainea

AG Spalding

125

ISColUna

84
77

SEEgan

When

;

We

Abchtot

Total

373

40 Yds.
88
110
84
99

416

876

184

60 Yds.

Tatal.

Hits.

19
12
22
19

193
257
190
193

45
53
48
19

82

833

195

379

—

Bioyolino. Brave Bostonians boldly bestride briskly
bouncing bicycles, etc. (we could do that as long as bicycles
roll), and from this city, which is the " Hub" of the machine,
the sport is winning its way into favor in other cities.
One
Boston young man, Mr. M. E. Parkhurst, an amateur rider,
makes his bi-weekly trips between Clinton and Boston, a distance of 45 miles, in a trifle over six hours. The machine
used by him is a 48-inch duplex Excelsior bicycle. He also
makes daily trips to towns in the vicinity of Boston, frequently riding to South Framingham, iNTatick or WeJlesky, setting
out after dinner and returning before nightfall. Mr. Parkhurst
averages about 30 miles every pleasant afternoon. Mr. W.
R. Pitman, a bicycle expert, who has been traveling through
the State of Maine, reports a great interest in the "silent
steed " among young men in all the principal cities.
In
Bangor a bicycle club has been organized with nearly 20
,

members. At the coming Maine Stale Fair, at Portland, a
series of amateur matches will take place on the race course,
when Boston amateurs will display their skill, and hence we
may expect to see the sport imitated by emulous riders
throughout the State. At Detroit, Mich., last Fourth of July
a masquerade procession mustered three hundred in line.
It
l

stated that there are 3,000 of the old-fashioned velocipedes
in that city.
The devotees are still faithful to the old "boneshakers," but the bicycle will probably usurp their place as
soon as it becomes known
San Francisco papers advertise
the new silent horses, which means of course that dealers are
selling them to the muscular men of the Pacific Slope.
Inquiry at the principal stores in New York, where the machines
would be found if in the city, developes the fact that the craze
has not yet struck the Metropolis. The long-past furor over
the old-fashioned clumsy velocipede has left in its wake a
general hesitancy about again investing in a like machine.
are strong in the belief, however, that this mode of locomotion has a great future here as all over the country.
is

.

We

—

A Long Swim. Kunno Dimmers, a Bowery photographer,
and Hans Tuellf, formerly of the Prussian Army, dived from
Harlem Bridge at a quarter past ten o'clock last Monday
morning, and started out on a swimming race down the Ea«t
River and the Bay to Staten Island. The race was J or $300
a side to determine the relative abilities of the two men, each
of whom had a good reputation as an expert swimmer.
Dimmers, being near-sighted, woro spectacles. Three boats
accompanied them, and they were cheered all the way by the
enthusiastic gathering of spectators along the docks and by
the shrill whistles of the tugs and steamer j.
The waves
caused by the vessels gave the swimmers much trouble. The
was crossed four times in order to take advantage of the
which was on the ebb. The worst eddies encountered
were near Hell Gate. The swimmers made good time, however, although their zig-zag course increased the distance by
over six miles on the East River alone. They kept close
together until Thirty-fourth street was reached, wlien Dimmers was seen to be slightly ahead, and he gradually widened
the gap between himself and Tuelfl so that he led by two
river
tide,

ARCHERY

CLUBS,

forming archery clubs two methods may be adopted— the
IN members
may own their own outfits or the equipments

common

property of the club. The latter is the
may be the
better method because, as a rule, the members do not know
the weight of bow best suited to them, and therefore it is not
until after considerable practice that an archer knows his or
her strength. It also enables the club to start with much less
expense and leaves it optional with the members whether to
own bows or not. The Oritani Archers started as follows,
and the plan has worked well They bought three low-priced
bows and four targets for the club and three arrows for each
member, and for which they are held responsible. The whole
outfit, including one tasseL two gloves and two arm guards,
Many have since bought fine
cost the members $1.50 each.
bows for their own use and to cmble them to practice between
the weekly meetings. The number of members in this club is
fifty, and is limited to that figure, but it is better, if possible,
not to have over twenty-five, as it requires much time and
Bpace for so many to shoot. Ladies should commence with a
bow from five feet to five feet six inches long and pulling
twenty to thirty pounds. Gentlemen should use a six-foot
bow pulling from thirty-five to fifty pounds. The distance
should be, for beginners, that at which they can hit the target
once out of an end (an " end " is three arrows). As soon as
they can strike it twice out of three times they should go back
a yard. Most of our archers use too small a target and shoot
twenty-four inches in diameter is the
at too short a distance
smallest that should be used, but four feet is the regular size
and the full distance is seventy-five yards for ladies and one
hundred yards for gentlemen. The best wood for cheap bows
Fair American bows can be
for beginners is lance wood.
bought for from $2 SO to %i; fine imported lance wood bows
Arrows, good enough for practice at
cost from $5 to $13.
short range, cost about §3 per dozen; but, for long range,
arrows carefully finished and footed with hard wood, with
parallel steel points, are the best thing
they cost from $9 to
$12 per dozen. In using heavy bows an arm-guard and glove
or set of finger tips are necessary. The members at the club
meeting should divide into sides, those making the highest
;

:

;

;

scores at the last meeting acting as captains.
Each member
should fire three arrowe, making an "end," and repeat after
The centre or gold counts 9 red, 7;
each has had his turn
blue, 5 black 3, and outer or white 1.
The ladies should
have their targets one fourth the distance nearer. In the next
article 1 will give a few necessary rules for governing clubs
shooting
matches.
The
following are a few of the
and their
archery clubs recently organized: Brighton Beach Archery
Club, N. Y.; Brooklyn Archery Club, N. Y.; Glen Cove
N.
Y.;
Juniata
Archers,
Club,
Tyrone, Pa.; Oritani
Archery
Archers, Hackensack, N. J. Oyster Bay Archery Club, L. L:
Palisade Mountain Archers, Englewood, N. J.; Bobin Hood
;

;

;

hundicd yards when the Battery was reached.
He was
swimming vigorously. TeuUf opposite Bedloe's Island, was
seized with cramps and was obliged to give up the contest.
Dimmers now had the race in his own hands, but the hardest
pari of the work remained, for the tide was against him
His pilot, Wm. Allen, took
after passing Governors Island.
,

left of that usually taken by
Staten Island ferry boats, and led Dimmers nearly in a straight
When Dimmers arrived opposite Clifton he changed
his course and swam directly for the shore, reaching it at 5:51
p. M.
As he approached the dock bis strokes could be plainly
seen.
They were slow, but full and vigorous. On reaching
the dock between Staplelon and Clifton he was rowed ashore.
He looked and acted as if he could have gone a greater disMr. Dimmers claims that he swam twenty-five miles,
tance.
and the referee and pilot are of the same opinion. Dimmers
complained of the sun, and his face was much burned. He
drank nearly a bottle of brandy and ate a number of sandwiches on the way. As the boat containing Dimmers' clothes
had stopped at the Battery with Tuellf, he was obliged to
borrow a shirt and a dilapidated pair of pantaloon to wear
on his way back to New York, where he arrived al 7:30 p. ii.
Dimmers is a powerfully built man, about six feet in height
he weighs 225 pounds, and is twenty-five years old. He is a
native, of Dusseldorf.

a course considerably to the

lew gttbHq»Hott$.
Hoksebaci Riding, Feoit

a Medical Point or \
Diirant,
D,, Ph. D.
New York: Tasscli,
Petter & Galpta. 1878.
Horseback riding Las ever been accounted uniting the more manly
and noble or sports. If IK seek a philosophical reason for the ex hilartion and pleasure it affords we may ilnd it.in the poetry uf motion, the
buoyant emotions always excited by rapid progression, J be acme M
this exultant reeling Is experienced on the ocean whfep ;i
paohl latohei tiespttUffl
• -.,'Is over the waves,
on
the Jand there la no situation so nearly approaching this as that of lie
novice on a speeding la omotlve. The same reelings are experienced
in a lesser degree, by the horseback MdW.
Ir.
is subjecting toouruse,
and mating subservient, to our will, a more poweiful organism, and
also a doubling and trebling of Our own powers.
Horseback rifling IS
suggestive of the fresh, open air, as yon may and
in the
iog on the hills. Pr. Durant tells us tha", in addition to the
Influence of this early air, which at a e led into,
circulation of the blood, and a cousequen
by the. exercise, bo that we are eni
fal benefit of the
DIstme, Tile effect of muscular exercise upon the quantity of air which
enters the tangs lias thus been tabulated
Lying down, I; standing,
l.SH; walking at Migrate of a mile an hour, 1.9Q
riding, al a walk. E.30;

M

Ghiskni

i

it.

|

.

i

:

;

riding,

.m:;.

-'.

Dr. Durant's easay. iu so tar as

it

at.

atrol, MIS

a

;

i

anlng
fndors
I

i
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aystcal ex-

|

by drawing attention (oils healthful results, to
to practice it more, may be regarded as a valuable contribution to the
cause of physical Improvement.
ercise, and,

The Wkwhbby ok Archeet, by Maurice Thompson.
1

orfc

New

Charles Seribuer'a Sons. 187S.
a handsome volume, made npof Mr. Thompson's contributions to the magazines.
The articles in Beribiur'i and Barptr's
descriptive of the sport to be had with the loug bow, and the great degree of skill to be attained wii h that implement, have given a notable
B game.
Tt is not a matter of any great surprise iliat the
result should have been as
was. A better audience, both in intelll"irabers, than is afforded by the readers <$. these
popular of American magasslnes could uot be asked by the most ardent
This

:

is

i

it,

.

eo o: pastime. That limm
ie appearance
of his enthusiastic sketches Mr. Maurice and his publishers should

have been overwhelmed w .:n lett raft nj
..- world
was
nothing to be wondered at. It was ju-t what writer and publisher
might have expected. Mr. Thompson may be accorded all tin; credit
of the revival of the sport in thf
["he boos now before
.

.

us will doubtless increase tills interest, besides heme If r-irouied as, in a
more convenient lorm, containing the combined charms of the
scattered magazine article. The append!* coi tains vet] plain and
practical instructions for the govern re. :nj al
lubsahd practice.
Letusadd that the illustration, " A Prize .Shot," represents an impossibility. Such a fair-faced young woman n
w lave shot that
hare, and have held It up as she is represented as doing.
,

The Amebigan Natiteaijst.—A vigorous
Dr. Cones on " a
Inellgl
in America" opens the Au|
aqiieaiionof very greal Interest Wall

.pen of

hi

i

from the
Kuropean House

article

the

Sparrow

and deals wiih
who love our natWe birds Bt;
Coues deals with this question In a v
r, and, although
the .Sparrow question has become a lather tiresome one, w« welcome
this latest contribution as giving a new interest even to such a wornout topic.
SVe are glad to fee in tins number
another
of Mr. Loel-lngtou's charming sketches, " Walks Round San Francisco
—The Bay ijhore." The present ail Iclc equals in interest the former
one from the same graceful pen, to which we called attention in a recent
number of Fokest aDI> Stkeam, Prof. A Si Packard oontrrtmti
,

interesting

on "Some Characteristics of

article

I

Reo-geographlcal Province of the United States,'' In which he gives ua
the reaults of his studies on the distribution of certain insects, ano especially tne i'hlliopod Crustacea in the ifocky Mountain region.
The

"Report of the Committee

American Association

of the

Nomenclature, by Prof. fi. D. Cope, is a paper or great
...
but Is of inters?:
King naturalist. A'.
willread with pleasure Mr Barber's paper on "The. Ancient J
or the Ttuinsof the Valley of the Bio San Juan." We cannot have too
lnli records of the manners of life of these lob
whose
only monuments arc these ruins, now fast talUug to decay
Mr.
Barber's article is U'ustrated hy a number of plan? ami sF.eielK's,
perhaps, serve to convey to the mind of the reader a batter idea of
these ancient fortresses and dwelling places than my ..iciei onion
-

logical

'

i

i

i

|

i

i,

Prudent housewives vnu oe traTor-aSrhffcen by Mie title ol the CohciucU
itig articleof this number. "The Hew Carpet
by J. A. Lintnor, The picrture. drawn hj i.
:.-.
...
dUnlnhl Vepesti
?
ivi
g
aevsr
been ob
bill we

pluiifiruCi,"

-

i

I

-

;

......

line.

iu their dwellings

it

will be

all

0081

.'.

i|

|

i
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,,,

parlments or ''Secant Literature", and "General Soteg" are even more
full and interesting than usual, and the August number, as a whole, ib
exceptionally excellent,

The

LTttnteb, or Hints to Young Sportsmen.
By Charles P.
Crosby, revised edition. La Cross, Wis.: Crosby
LUxon,

&

Publishers.
1S78,
is a pamphlet of some thirty-nine pages, written by a hoy o
eighteen who has written a boot, set it up, pr nted it, s Id one edition,
and now wants to sell another. Trie pages ol the amateur author are
This

full of

information anil directions

oi
i

..;..'....
the woods, and

•
.

.

,niu io

there are occasional lapses of such n
should expect in sneli a wort luduigcul, readers should pass re
faults and considerately regard only the good points. We may add that
the linn which last
ttg gazette, for
which they charge the modest aura of tweuty-nve cents per year.
If

i-

i

.

.

—

The Wheei.baebow Man. There was some general incredulity when the Albany pedestrian, Mr. R. L. Potter,
started out from that city last. April to wheel a barrow toward
the Setting Sun. But the plucky fellow is still at it, anil wo
hear of
now and then in the papers, as he goes along.
The Laramie City (Wy. Terr.) Daily Sentinel, of July 31st,
"Potheralds his entry into that town on the 3Utb_, and Bays
ter is in excellent health and spirits, and says he has gained
He has now been on
eight pounds in weight since starting.
the road 112 days, and has traveled about 2,057 miles, leaving
but 1,428 to finish the journey of 4,055 miles, that being the
distance from Albany to San Francisco, by way of San Jose,
he not being allowed to cross the bay at Oakland. He will
pull out this evening or to-morrow morning.'' There are still
103 days allowed him, and if he goes on at the present rate be
wdl reach San Francisco a month ahead of time.

Mm

:

O'Lkakt on the TKiinr Again.

—Last

HOOKS BEOE1VK0.

The Moders Abohek
Long Bowt

;

or,

Instructions for the Use of the
Snyder. 1878. Price,

New York Peck &
.

25 cents.

A nisunal designed to give practical directions for aciinirlngakui with
the long bow, rules for archery practice,

A

Oi u JNatiosal P,uik:
Oayusc Ride Through the Future
Grand Watering F'.ace of Hie Wurni. By A. H. Bishop. Attic!
Press, Attica. N. v,

iCfinttT fop. Ru'lk Peautioe; Including .Suggestions for
Practiceot Long Rauge, and for HelTormatloTi and .Management, of
Associations.
(Vlngate,
,' .rector ol
By Gen. Gto.

W

EWe

l

Rifle Practice.

Monday

evening,

at'8 o'clock, in the Boston Music Hall, O'Leary started on his
walk of 122 miles, which he will attempt to finish in less time
than 22 hours. The track i3 259A feet in circumference, requiring twenty circuits to the mile.

Church, 2is Broadway.

A

I8J8.

Hkakt Twice Won

Van Loon.
delptria

:

;

or.

One volume, vellum,

T. B. Peterson

Second Love.

oi,.

& Brotlmrs, 3u«

Do

%

Eli.ni

.

:

:

W

.

WREST AND STREAM.
§he §nme

^nswep

of gliess.

No Notice Token

Notice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be
addressed " Chess Editor Forbst and Streak, P. O. box 54, Woicortvllle, Conn."

A number

r~

of

ot

Problem No. 23.
set,

No.

Motto

18.

his

Down on

:

Duals.

and

AnonymoiM Comniuiiloatlon*.

anonymous correspondents

their queries are not answered,

Tourney

is giving trouble. There is a continual watery discharge,
slightly inflamed. He likes It rubbed with the hand, and often
brushes his paw over It. Ans. Wash the eyes with warm water several
times a day, and use a lotion of 2 grs. alum to 1 oz. water three times
a day.

but the other

^o^respanimts.

fa

when

will

understand

why

they read the lines at the head of

column.

A II. S., La Grange.— Know nothing about the puppies advertised.
Dayton, O.—Read the

line

immediately beneath the beading of this

G. L. R., San Antonio.— Halloek's "Gazetteer" costs $3, $4, or
according to binding.

$ts,

O C, Philadelphia— For books on
Fish A Simpson, Nassau

to

Boston.— Game

West Texas.

St.,

clog dancing aud banjo playing
N. Y.

,

D. H.,

N. Y.

latest advices

It will

inform us.

It

Squires,

No.

1

be done in excellent style.

Dedham.— The number

not a good paltern.

;

has not had distemper

of shots

ought to he fully

200.

you give Is only a fair,
Shot concentrations do

no harm.

Now York.— Large and small displacement are only relative
No strict line can be drawn between the two— they merge into

;

is

Soon came
Shaking.
Have used Castile soap
What shall I do? Ans. After wuahing out the ears pour in a little
weak lead water, which you can procure from any druggist. Keep the
lotion In the ear for a minute or two. The dog has canker of the ear.
his diet.

InQuirkr, Bradford, Pa.—By chambering buckshot for a choke-bore
the following is meant: Ab the muzzle of a choke-bore is smaller than
the breech if the chambering was done at the breech with large fhot,
In firing they would jam at the muzzle. To obviate this, take a wad
which will fit the muzzle, and put on that the requisite number of buck
shot to cover it, and use in the shell just that, number, by count or
measure. It makes no difference in a choke-bore as to the danger,
whether small or big shot is used, there can be no liability to accident.

H. R.,
terms.

A. O. T., Ashtabula,

used a Scott gun, 10

his late English matches Capt. Bogardus
with two sets of barrels, one 10 gauge, the

O.— In
lbs.;

otter 12 gauge.
to play

and give mate

J, T. G., Gayloravllle.—You have sent us the real helgramltos. If
you could find some one who could collect them they might be sold for
bait in New York.

in three moves.

—Problem No. 21 was Incorrectly printed, viz. The White Paw n A
Queen's third should have appeared as a Black Pawn at Queen's
o. 22 should be placed
Sixth. The missing White Kino in Problem
on Queen Bishop'b sixth. Solvers, problemists aud exchanges will
please make note of these errors if it be necessary on their part.
:

1*

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS— NO.

3—R

«. W. B., Lancaster,

O.—l and
;

2 a most reliable person, and manucan be relied on. 3. 3J4 measured drs.

of Dlltmar, \>4 oz. shot.

rnOBLKM NO.

A. A. A., Port Perry, Ont-— There exists no work on steam-yacht
Our back (lies will furnish much information on the subject,

18.

building.

PROBLEM NO.

1—P-Kt5
2-PtkaQ

1

la.

1—

1—B-Kt5

2— Q-Q4

-B-B6 mate

|

2— K-R4

3—Q-RI mate

Be-rgkn society for the Protection of Game, N. J.— Are chimney swallows insectivorous birds, and as such entitled to the protection
game laws ? Ana. Most certainly.

of the

M. B,, Batavia, O.—It is contrary to our oft-expressed rule to discriminate between guns.
can only refer you to our advertising
columns, -which represent the best guns made.

We

New York.—Please

R. R.,

Game
played Jnly

15,

No. 71.—TRENCH DEFBNCE.
Mason and MacKenzie

the first game between
1878, at Paris Tourney

The following

is

White.

Black.

White.

MacKenzie

1-P-K4

4— P

6— Kt -Q B3
1— Castles

Mason
12—P-QB3
13—Kt-Kt3
14— Q-B2
15— B Q2
16-Q R-K
ll-QRflcli(b) 17— Kiksq
IE—B Mb Kt
IS—Kt B5 ch
19— KttksBch 19—K-R4
20— K tkS P
20— P-Kt4 Ch
21—K-R4
21-Q-KW ch
22— B-K2 mate
MacKenzie

Mason
1-P-K3

2—P-Q4
3— Kt-K

2— P-Q4
3-K-QB3
4-P tks P

.

tks

12—P-K B4
13—P-B3
14— Q R-K B
15— Kt-K2
16— Kt K13

m

P

-B-Q3

6— Catties
T—Kt-QBS
S-Kt-K2 (a)
B-P tks B

S-B-K KtS

9— B tks Kt

10— K-KM

10— Kt-R4

U-R-K R

11-^Q-R5

Black.

Columbia

Rifle

give the address of the Secretary of the
New Jersey. Ans. John KenBergen Heights, N. J.

C. R., Albany, N. Y.— Will you have the kindness to inform me what
shooting there is in the Immediate vicinity of Bloomuigton, 111. Ans.
there is excellent pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies.

Winslow, 111.— We have already stated that Dr. Carver's eyes
were all right. The programme of his exhibitions was published in
onr paper last week. Any letters for lilm should be sent to us.
B.,

C. A. T„ Qlenvtlle, Conn.—Much obliged for sending the fish eggs,
which we would gladly have studied them, but they arrived lusueha
broken and decomposed condition, that they were unrecognizable.

A-

Akron, O.— Will you give me the address of a good firm of
purchase waterproof duch for hunting with? Ans. See our
The firms who there present their goods are re-

R.,
to

advertising column.

(j£)

A most extraordinary move to make In this position

(b)

A beautiful termination.

liable.
S.

V.,

tl.

for large

tNTBR NATIONAL CHESS TOURNAMENT AT PABIS.

etc.

The Bynoptical table below shows the result of every game played in
Mr. MacKenzie, of New York, is "placed" as a prize
this tourney.
winner. The prizes offered are valued at 14,000 francs, and are Ave
Mr. MacKenzie's score with the leading players of the
in number.
touruey la fully what we expected, and entitles him to equal prominence with Winawer, Zukertort aud Blackburne

village, N.

Y—Have we a right (o take brook

law? Ans. Chapter 721, 5 19, Laws State ot New York, reads: "No
person shall at any time catch any speckled trout with any device save
that of angling, except in waters which are wholly private, etc." You
cannot legally net the tront, though, of course, your intentions are of
the most honorable character. It is one of those cases where the Innocent must suffer for the guilty. You can procure trout fry from the
ponds advertised in our columns, and from Seth Green.
the

R., Montreal.—Do you think a young man (city bred) could find employment on on a sheep farm in Texas ? If so, would you advise him
to go there, serve for a time, and then start on h's own account, capital $500?
When? Where? How? Or, can you refer him to some
one posted in the matter? Ans. That depends altogether upon the
young man's disposition, grit, present condition, prospects, etc. There
Is certainly success to be attained by an enterprising person In Texas
shecp-cultnre. "R" could undoubtedly And employment on a sheep
farm, and that would be the sensible way to go to work. We can perhaps put htm in communication with the proper parties.

M., Wells Beach! Me.—Have been using an old Colt's navy revolver
and rabbits about camp with. On tiring a shot
three of the barrels went, off at the same lime, a piece of bullet from
the left chamber taking the skin from my thumb. Can you in any way
account for three barrels of a revolver going off at one time. Ans.
It might arise from the cap exploding and firing the other two. Sometimes the nipples are rusted, so that there is direct communication with
rhe chambers other than directly through the centre of then). Old revolving arms should be discarded. Some bad accidents occur from
them. When they were new they were safe, but old age has made

them

infirm.

Range, just opened in

ned, Secty. Columbia Rifle Range.

which

NOTES.

Chatham

to ahoot partridges

especially in No. 19, Vol. X.

3— B-B6 mate

-QQB3

H. W. A., Byron, Mich.— The name you mention is that of a maker
in excellent repute. Yours of their make compare favorably with
those you mention.
factures excellent guns

mates

1-Q-Q2 ch
2— V tks B <Kt)

-Q-K3

Constant Reaobr, Paterson, N. J.—We have no record of when
Paine flrat shot on the stage. Think it was not much previous to the
date yon mention.

It,

1—K-KR7
2—K moves

1— P-KtR(R)
2—R-K Rs oh

F. F. F. F.,

them with a net) from one stream in the same county
to another for the purpose of stocking said stream wlttiont breaking
trout (catching

one another.

White

months
About a

a pointer 11

strong, with good appetite.

month ago he seemed tender about, the head.
discharge from his ears, whloh still continues.

Reduce

getting very scarce about the settled parts of

Y—Send for what repairs you want to Mr.

Jack, x.
Cortlandt at
it,

So our

is

good.

A Subscriber, TJ. S. Monitor "Mahopac."—Have
old

A. T., Philadelphia.—This Is such a special case thatwe could not advise yon. Better call on a local sorgi on.

J. B.,

Constant Reader, Evansville, lnd.— How can I restore the beautisuch as can be seen on a new English double gnn?
good to distinguish genuine wire twisl guns from
fictitious ones ? What, is good for removing rust without scraping?
Ans. 1. Honestly wecunnot give the mixture. We have recommended
several tldngs, but we are afraid that browning must be done by an
expeit. 2. Yes. 3. You must use mechanical means. A wire brush
ful figure or twist,

Is sulphuric acid

13

department.

send

;

Lancaster,

O.— Brainerd,

a most excellent centre
kinds of wild fowl.grouse,

Mini).,is

and small game, moose, deer,

all

We have received no late news from the locality, but hardly :tUink

that you conld miss finding good sport there.
F. C, P, Lowell, Mass.—The half-breed Indian, John Logan, who
on the Basin, near Parrsboro, Nova Scotia, is
an excellent guide to the Tantramar Marshes. You may write for information to Miss Wheeler, who keeps the Ottawa Hotel at Parrsboro.

lives at Half- Way River,

C—

Tar Heel, Wilmington, N.
Can you suggest a substitute for Barbadoes Tar in cough remedy? It cannot be obtained here, belonging,
apparently, to a past age. Ans. There is no particular virtue in Bardadoea Tar; any other pyroligneus substance would answer the same end.
R. D., Kingston, Mtra.— Can you procure for me, and at what price,
"Gen. B. L. E, Bonneville's Exploring Expedition Beyond theBocky
MoimmniR," written by Washington Irving ? Ans. Yes It would be a
second-hand book, in good order, and we could send it to you for $5.50.
;

N. B.—Two errors occur— typographical ones— In our "Answers to
Correspondents" last week. To "J. P.,"of St. Paul's, the printer made the
dog have " felons on his eyes." PleaBe read "fil'tiw." " J. W. W.," of
Baltimore, will be kind enough to understand that " dyspepsia" was
printed " dropsy."

My

cocker, 7 months old, has behaved strangely.
J. B. H., Buffalo.—
absence overfed him.
About 10 or 12 weeks ago the women folks in
Got sick, but was cured. About three weeks ago hair fell off inside of

my

had
canker came in his ears
Scabby lumps appeared
fleas.
But worse than all, he seems moody and sullen, and snapped at
me. WonS play romps with me. Is cross, and looks wild in the eyeB.
Ans. Every precaution should be taken to guard the dog safely. Your
not believing in rabies will not avert serious consequences therefrom,
and the symptoms you give are very unpleasant ones. Your treatment
Try the effect of kerosene well
of the dog seems good in the main.
r.ubbed in where the Itching ,is, and continue general treatment.
his (thighs.

;

;

L. P., iSidyidge St.—For a centre-fire cartridge *han can be reloaded
a number of times ipf the Winchester Repeater) what kind of powder
best? IsDittmar good.? Could a party ,of two young men make it
pay to trap and hnnt out West t How is it .that Indians are reported to
be starving when there Is plenty of game,out Wi st? Is not the Winchester Repeater used by a great many hunters ? Wli re can a Spencer
Repeater be booght, and who are the agents ? Ans. 1. Use KG powder. Rifle shells have not yet been tried with Dittmar. 2. Hard to say
3. Indians arc not always in
not unless familiar with the business.
good hunting grounds. 4. Yes. 5. The Spencer no longer manufactured. Can be bought second-hand in a great many places.
Is

NiOK, Wolf Run.— In /fishing for black bass, using helgramtles, should
My two
a sinkerbe used to keep the bait to the bottom, or not ?
pointer paps 10 months old welgi respectively 6G and 52 pounds. What
do you think of the weight and how does it compare with standard ?

They are thoroughbred

What make

.

of

goc

did Marsh use at the

New

If so, does he shoot
TtxfK Contention?
Ja £Cd. Tinker .living yet?
Co., ot Philatrap still? What Is the reputation of Grubb
Ans. J, Qp the surface, floating on the top ot
delphia, as dealers?
the water. Give it movement. 2. You must have very large dogs for
their age. Rather big for standard of poiutera over 50 pounds. 3. Cannot say, but from Information understand it was j. muzzle-loader. 4.
Tinker lives in Providence, well and hearty. Does not sb.oot much.

&

from the

5.

Among

the most reliable of houses.

|

8. G.,

Dayton .—My pointer

Is

seriously affected with sneezing, and

makes

efforts to clear his throat. Have given him sulphur. Indicate
treatment. Dog 4 years old
Ans. It la one of the seqnels of distemper. Sulphur occasionally is good, also give 2 grains of quinine 3
times a day for a week or two.
.

—

Pobtablk Turkish Baths. The advantages of Lubin's
portable Turkish baths are many, and their ready sale proves
them to be in high favor with the pulic. They are to be had
for a low figure, there is not the danger of infection common
to public baths, the stifling hot room is done away with, the
heat or vapor being conflnod about the patient by a waterproof cloak, and the work of the medicinal agencies is
thorough in entering rapidly the pores of the skin. Skin disneuralgia, fever and ague, dyseases, catarrh, rheumatism,
pepsia and asthma are among the many diseases that yield
tinder proper trestment in this bath through the medicinal
agents supplied with it.

— ,—

.

«" Fobest and

Stbbam

Six months, $8
two or more, |3 per annum
as follows

:

will be sent for fractions of a year
;

three months, $1.

To

clubs of

W. F. P., Peeksklll.—My pnppy, 5 months old, has a cataract. When
he was born both his eyes were covered, bnt one han disappeared. How

may

I remove it 1 Ans. This is a special case, and will require an ocuto attend to it.
We Bhouid think a young surgeon in your neighborhood, for the lesson It would teach, would be glad to couch your dog.
list

B. B. P., Harrlsburg.—My setter gyp, 3 years old, Is troubled with
Tips become inflamed, and break out, discharging matter.
nose warm. Will you suggest a cure r Ans. Reduce diet
to a minimum, and Increase" exercise.
Use some contrivance to keep
If
the ears from being shaken, and keep them clean, inside and ont.
sore ears.

Coat harsh

there

Is

your paper of July

answering

18,

sixpenny, eight penny,

'

etc.,

from nails having
I have also seen it suggested that the term is derived
been formerly sold at so many pennies per pound, according to size
but this of course

is

eaoally fallacious.

that nails in early times,

hand made, were

A more probable
sold

at.

so

solution

many pence

13

per

another solution, which I rather favor, is that sixpenuy, eightpenny, etc., is a corrnptlou of six pound, eight pound, etc., referring to
the number of pounds to 1,000 nails ; thus designating weight rather
lhan price. It is so now with tacks, four oz., six oz., eic.,' to the 1,000.
gauge
If this isn't, It ought to be the rule, for it would give a positive
for size with all makers and for all time."— We thank our correspondent for his suggestions, though It Is all pretty much the same
100. Still

'

thing.

Si none e vert ben trovato.

;

discharge, pour in alittle dllute'lead water dially.

anu F., Merlden.— Our Irish Better, s years old, has sore eyes.
Began troubling him about 11 months Binoe. Ono of tfcem la now well,
B.

writes from Philadelphia : " lu
' C.
W's.' Inquiry, you say the terms
as applied to nails Is supposed to be derived from the fact that la early times so many nails were sold for a
penny.' That this is erroneous Is evident when you consider that they
could not give more large than small nails for a penny, but vice versa,

Xenpenny Nails.—A correspondent

Matchless.— We have been In an extemporized brush camp before
now, when everything was so thoroughly soaked that we could only
We should not have
light our matches by biting the brimstone end.
done this had we been provided with Taylor's self-lighting match safe.
—ISte adv.
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TRUE MANLINESS.

rifle

are over-disposed to the use of cant terms.

W'E

The

ad-

jective "true" united to inwardness, has apparently
wish then to
disgraced the former quite simple word.
invoke no sneer when we speak of true manliness, for it is n

We

quality,

which in a certain degree seems to be quite disap-

pearing in our

absence

cities.

The

possession of

We

absolutely hurtful,

is

call

limited, ;iml

it is

its

true manliness that

which exerts itself at the proper time, which cannot be reMr.
strained and is regardless of profession or surroundings.
Trollope shows v. hit true manliness— English manliness— is,
in one of his last novels.
A nobleman calls the daughter of a
clergyman a degrading name, right, in her father's face, and
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some bits
which are

moslly passes unheeded. It is
quite possible that an unoffending car conductor has blows
belabored on him, and not a soul in the car says a word for

this State,

bully to

men

as to

women.

It

We seem most of us in the cities to have become utter-

him.

manhood

is

impassible

quite evident.

way

in

which

Foreigners

insults are given

spirit.

The

reply

noticed the

and taken even

They seek
generally made

conversation are often amazed.

American

and a lack of

who have

in

in vain for the
is

that piBtols are

much carried thut an interference might result in death.
do not believe it. Dastards who insult women are always
cowards and shrink like curs before true manhood. What is
true is this, that we are all getting to have that perfect indifference about other people, and other's welfare, which is the
peculiar, unfortunate outgrowth of those who dwell in large
We long to hear in the public prints of some one who
cities.
may take the matter in his own hands, and, using the might
which God gives to an honest man, soundly thrash those low
so

We

curs

who

disgrace the community.

We want

occasionally a

It may be very
more good English knock downs.
and animal, and cant may call it what it pleases, but
kind of muscular manhoodism keeps hounds in check,
and they behave themfelves through fear of personal chastisement. We don't desire to hear the click of the pistol nor to
see the gleam of the knife, but there are circumstances when
men should not be afraid of them. The knowledge that a
little

coarse,

munlcations will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

of Cod, despite hishigh buttoned waistcoat, his white

and all the tenets of the Church of England, knocks
down with his good fist the brutal filthier of a woman's reputation.
Of course we do not espouse fists, but still occasions
do present themselves when their use seems to be called upon.
Do any of our readers remember how some weeks ago, in an
excursion party in a New Eugland State, some roughs captured the whole train and grossely insulted the women, and
how all the men save one took it like lambs, even more quietly
than did the women ? Such a thing we are quite certain never
could have occured in England. There would not have been
a pistol or a knife drawn, but fists would have been used, and
the cause of right and manhood would have prevailed. In
New York, insults to women in cars are not infrequent.
Vulgar, coarse brutality is shown as often by some hectoring
cravat,

ly callous and indifferent about such matters,

sible.

All transient advertisements

man

this

rejected mannsorlpts.

Secretaries of Olubs and Associations are urged to favor ub with brief
noteB of their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service If money
remitted to ns Is lost. No person whatever Is authorized to collect
money (or us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

T. C.

BANKS,

S.

Western Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
Friday, Aug. 16.— Beverly Y. C. Union Regatta at Cotult, Mass.
O'Donnel-Grotty Sculling Race. Trotting : Mendota, 111.; Utlca, N. Y.;
111.

Saturday, Aug. 17.— Beverly Y. 0. Special Regatta, at Cotult, Mass.;
Union Regatta, off Strawbeerry Point, Mass., New Rochelle Club Open
Regatta Grand Trunk Rowing Club Club Regatta, at Montreal, Can.
onday, Aug. 19.— Quiucy (Mssb.) Yacht Club Championship Race.
;

Tuesday Aug. 20.— National
Trotting at Eariville, III.

Rowing Regatta,

Newark, N.

at

J.

Trotting at

New-

Thursday, Aug. 22.— Trotting as above.

Me. Hallock. — Mr. Hallock is now on the Manistee River,
in company with A. B. Turner, of the Grand

Michigan,

Bay

S. T.

Holmes, and D. H. Fitzhugh, of

City, after grayling.

Whekk the Money Gobs.—A firm dealing

in sportsmen's

goods complains to us of the frequent receipt of abusive missives from distant and careless customers who are themselves
in the wrong. The self-deluding people who order fishing
rods and flea powder, and forget to inclose the money for the
same, or to give their name and address, are not the only ones
given to such proceedings. We have now in our safe something like $70, which we have received from time to time, and

which, owing

years was a mere flurry on the part of a

few

enthusiasts,

new-found zeal, pushed the sport further than
had ever hoped to carry it, and then,
withdrawing, left no successors to cany on the sport. This
compound statement is at once true and untrue. It is a fact
that modern rifle practico in America sprang from a soil
where nothing of the sort had before existed. There had been
shooting in America. In town and country, from the Maine
woods to the foremost pioneer shot in the West, there was
but it was all
rifle shooting by all grades and conditions
There was no scientific grasping of the problem of
special.
marksmanship, no freedom from rut- work, but each rifleman
did a certain style of work and looked on as a stranger when
other classes of shooters stepped out. The army, in its regular and volunteer divisions, while it was the greatest rifle field
In
in the country, was at the same time the most neglected.
who, with

their

the old steady shooters

;

Wedmaday, Aug. 51.—National Regatta as above.
ark, N. Y., and Fowlervllle, Mich.

Rapids Eagle, Judge

DECLINE OF RIFLE PRACTICE."

There has been a growing apprehension, and the feeling
has found utterance in the public press, that rifle practice in
America is declining. It is asserted that the work of the past
five

and idiosynand idiosyncratic correspond-

to the peculiarities, eccentricities

cracies of peculiar, eccentric

One
ents, is of no immediate use to themselves or to us.
man, woman, or child sends us $4, and forgets to sign his or
to
some
an
order
one
another
sends
other
than
name
the
her
Forest and Stream Publishing Company, and circumstances
;

combine with the United States Postal Regulations to relegate
All of which proves that while a word
that order to our safe.
to the wise is more than sufficient, the vocabulary of no one
language will suffice to instil wisdom into the heart of a fool.

this condition of affairs, the

promoters of modern

rifle

prac-

tice entered into public notice and began that crusade which
no one will deny has been most magnificently successful. It
was fostered by all who, seeing the importance of a knowlidge of the use of firearms, did what they could to promote
the success of the movement. The press did service, and no
small amount, and military men, with some few exceptions,
took hold of the new idea with a vim, if not always with discretion. If they did nothing more, they pointed the need of
the practice they had set themselves to take, by the public exThe young plant may have
hibition of their deficiencies.

been overworked, may have been strained in certain directions, while complete and healthy development was not attended to. There were international matches and victories,

on a field where the poorest quality of military practice
might have been seen, The people were dazed by great
scores, by comparisons which left the records of the past
years of marksmanship absolutely "nowhere;" and then
when that particular class of rifle work, in which, as a matter
of course, but few can or ever will engage, shows signs of
settling down to a uniform living rate, the cry is set up that
too,

What

the pleasure of a

is

few

is

by the name of ranges,
virtually but little better than the original wild.

of wilderness, dignified

become scarce, but it
indeed surprising that the real trouble should not be at
once apparent.

is

Were every range in the United States closed this very
hour, and not a single shot fired in practice for a decade, the
money, time and effort spent were well expended. An impression has been made, and an example set, which would
work good for twice ten years. In the ranks of the militia
the service has been wonderfully strengthened in self-confidence, and in the good opinion of the civilian public, by what
of rifle practice has already been carried out.
An example of

was seen

in the handling of the impending labor riots in
and an example, per contra, in the mangling of the
actual labor riot in an adjoining State, where rifle practice
was an unknown art. Should American rifle practice cease
have we not done a permanent good in dropping the leavens
of "system," "position" and "rifles" among the English
shooters? What matter is it that we have no international
match this year if we see our problems worked out before
British butts ? We are not an Irishman, or we should say
that American rifle practice is carried on in Great Britain.
It does look just now as if rifle practice was on the decline
if we are to judge by the fancy (yet important) item of longrange work but take the result of the season's work, comthis

;

pare the military record of this year with the past, study the
reports of the General Inspector of Rifle Practice, and, if
there be a fair ratio of progress here, count not the year illA wise rule, if it could be enforced, would restrict

spent.

but when an over-confident company of managers burden themselves with the longrange elephant, they crush out the hardy growth of short and
mid-range work in staggering beneath their load.
long-range butts to one range in ten

We
would
such.

;

cannot always have a great match on the tapis, nor
it be for the best interests of American practice to
have
There is enough to be done without such distracting

is enough doing to justify the remark
American rifle practice is growing, strengthening and
solidifying, and not declining.

pastimes, and there
that

SHARKS

IN

NEW YORK
Gates,

case of

H. TURRILL, Chicago,

Business Manager.

Geneseo,

"

declining.

WATERS.

who was
mangled
THEweek by aCharles
shark while he was swimming

ruffianism.

THE

Editor.

is

not surprising that patrons should

It is

man has his sinews and muscles perfectly at his Command,
hardened and supplied by training and athletic exercises, can
never be shown to a greater advantage than when it squelches

Br Trade supplied by American News Company.
CHARLES HAULOCK,

shooting

taken as an indication of the course of the many. As well
were it to say, because a yacht club is disbanded, or all of
them for that matter, that the commerce of the nation has
been scattered and destroyed, despile the fact that the navy
had never been stronger. Should every race track on the
land be closed, the use of horses would go on. Au effect
might be traced in the breed of draught animals, but it would
be unfair to say that, the use of horses was an obsolete one.
If rifle ranges, or any particular range, Muds its patronage
falling off, the managers had better look to themselves before
jumping to the conclusion that all interest in practice had
fallen away.
One range may be choked to death by nigAnother may have its life
gardly railroad accommodation.
blood sucked out by a plague of mosquitoes, and there are

terribly

last

near the Erie
Breakwater, Brooklyn, in the East River, has excited a great
deal of alarm. Such presence of man-eating sharks in the
proximity of New York is almost exceptional. About two
years ago a

man was

reported to have been bitten by a shark

Coney Island, but if facts there were, they were in so hazy
a condition that nothing very reliable could be deduced from
them. In Gates' case the boy was not very far from the breakoff

water, when he felt one of his legs seized, and if it had not
been for the coolness of his comrade, Arthur Cole, Gates would
have been lost. Cole took a large stone and was adroit enough
Even then the horrible creato strike the shark on the head.
ture was not fully induced to leave his prey, but made a
second attack. Finally Cole dragged Gates out of the water.
The shark's teeth had fearfully gashed the boy, inflicting some
painful end dangerous wounds. From the crest of the ilium
to the anterior part of the thigh, there was a
Over the femoral artery
and the abdomen was gashed. On the right
side the ribs showed the mark of teeth, where they had peneThe appearance of the wound was like
trated to the bone.
that which might have been inflicted with a very dull cutting
peculiarity
of a shark bite seems to be that it
tool, for the
rather resembles a tear than on incision. In 1S64 a well
authenticated case is recorded of a young Brice, who, while
swimming near Thirty-seventh street, North River, was bitten
by a shark. The boy's flesh was torn from the thigh down to

on the right side

wound
there

quite eleven inches long.

was a

cut,

the knee, both legs having been terribly bitten.

Ue

recovered

though badly hurt, at the time. The shark was captured in the immediate neighborhood a day or so afterward
and measured eight feet nine inches. There is another account quite truthful, we believe, of a lad of seventeen, who,
entirely,

in 18G5, near Greenport, while swimming in the Sound,
attacked by a shark, and after having been badly bitten

saved by some

men

was
was

Peter Johnsan showed no
less than thirty-four wounds, and the abdomen and groin were
very much mangled, " the flesh being torn off and left hangin a schooner.

ing by the skin only, nothing but a thin lining membrance cf
the abdomen keeping in the entrals." Old accounts state that

one hundred years ago very large sharks were, found in both
North and East rivers. Mr. De Voe, tie careful collector of past events, writes: " Many years ago, when shaiks

the

were taken

at

our wharves, and especially near the Catharine

FOREST AND STREAM.
or Old Fly Market,

were not long

it

waB a

treat for

some old negroes, who

in culling out the. choice pieces,

was small, for their own particular
York Gazette and Weekly Post Boy

In 1701 the

use."
tells

the shark

if

of three

New

men who
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and buste of Jahn,
commemorative orations, declamations and poems; the singing
of songs, in which the air of " JDii Waeht am Rhine" blended
with strains of " The Star Spangled Banner," and the drink-

besides, (he unveiling of portraits, statues

were upset in a canoe, when a large shark came up- The man ing of innumerable toasts in innumerable schooners of beer.
"was undoubtedly devoured by the ravenous monster," says The lager, indeed, flowed continuously, toasts or no toasts.
Ludwig Jahn, the hero of all this gymnastic, intellectual
the old chronicler, " as he never was seen again."
In the case which occurred last week it is wonderful that and gastronomic outburst, was graduated with distinction at
no attempts were made to capture the man-eater. This would the University, and was destined by his father, a Lutheran
not have been a difficult task, as a strong hook and a one-half clergyman, for the ministry but young Jahn, having served,
That peculiar his time with credit in the army, and, seeing there his couninch line would have soon done the business.
portion of the East River would have been gotten rid of a try's need of more stalwart sons for the national defence, set
been dis- about developing the Teutonic muscle. At his suggestion
have
would
was
it
of
shark
kind
what
and
mouster,
covered. We are iuclined to think that the sharks which have classes of physical culture were established in schools and in
white the army, of which he was appointed the general inspector.
the
shown their voracious instincts are the young of
sharks, which abound in the tropics, and which find their way Then came the establishment of the first Turner Society, and
very rarely into our norlhern waters. The geographical limit these gymnasia rapidly multiplied throughout the various
of fish is always difficult to determine. We are pretty sure parts of Germany. Political trouble come, and wilh it a term
of imprisonment, and the suppression of the schools oh a
that It is now the ordinary blue shark, or Squalus obscuriis,
which is comparatively harmless. The white shark, the dread charge of liberal tendencies. But our hero finally found his
The
long.
feet
to
35
way
out of his embarrassments and his prison, and the value
of the tropical seas, will grow to be 30
of his life-work to the nation was publicly recognized by a
largest shark is the basking shark, found in his biggest form
Jahn died full of years and honors in
But though armed with dreadful teeth, his gul- permanent pension.
off Iceland.
1853.
A monument in Berlin commemorates his life and
let is too small to allow of his swallowing anything of size,
and he is supposed, then, to be a good shark, if there can be Berviees. His best monument is his admirable system of
These sharks have their great physical training, whose principles and practices he taught,
good sharks in a social sense.
use in nature's economy, for all of them are the scavengers of and the stalwart Teuton frame, which has been no mean factor
;

in the recent history of the

the ocean.

There has been a gTeat deal of discussion as to whether a
It has been asserted of
is a ground or a surface feeder.
is his frightful rapacity,

that every-

thing which comes within his reach possessing life is snatched
up and devoured. For man this peculiar shark is supposed to

have a deadly enmity, and when once human flesh has been
tasted, like the man-eating tiger, he always expects a recurrence of a similar prey. It is providential that he is so constructed that there are mechanical difficulties in his way of
biting, and that he must turn over in order to use his fearful

mouth, all bristling with fangs. Those who have noticed
white sharks state that fish swimming in their vicinity are
safe but that let one of the swimmers be caught, and struggle on the hook, then instantly the shark pounces on it. When
a man is swimming or floundering in the water the condition
;

of the man and fish are alike, for they, attracting notice, apparently excite the rapacity and appetite of the shark.

HEAVY WEATHER YACHTS.

WE

are in receipt of

many

requests, both

from the

coast

our columns designs
for deep yachts of a suitable kind that can take the open sea
without danger, and that can turn to windward effectively in
rough water. The present crowded condition of our pages
renders it impossible for us to satisfy the demand, and our
line

and the

lakes, to furnish in

inquirers are referred to our columns in the future.

son

already pretty well advanced, and

is

sible to

launch anything

new

The

sea-

would be imposwe propose makduring the fall and

it

this year, but

it a point to supply the requisitejplans
early winter months. It is with great pleasure that we notice
the increasing tendency of the yachting] public toward seagoing craft. The limits of the Sound and Boston Harbor are

ing

evidently becoming too confined, and the more venturesome
amateurs are extending their cruising grounds along the

and some of them would put boldly out

coast,

to sea

had

they but craft under them they felt confidence in. Only recently a party of gentlemen proposed a trip around Long
Island, and chartered a yacht some 45ft. long. The question
with them was— and a natural one, too— can the boat stand a
sea in the event of a blow from the S.? Our reply was decidedly " No." What a pitiable spectacle this yacht would

have cut in a gale and a heavy swell, with Long Beach for a
To go to sea and risk a blow in the yacht was
lee shore!
sheer recklessness, for it meant nothing short of probable
Fortunately, the run is not a long one, and by
destruction.
taking one's chances on the weather remaining fine for a day
or two, it has often enough been successfully accomplished.
Yet that is no proof of the sea-going ability of the centreboard sloop. Think of an unseaworthy yacht in Great Britain

Such a thing does net exist. A cutter of that
the world over, is safe, can stow crew and
fast at sea.
Such boats can honestly
provisions, is
become a sailor's pride for mere river yachts he is apt to
45ft.

long

length

I

is fit to sail

handy and
j

We

note the gradual change in
have little love or respect.
favor of the seaworthy model, then, with pleasure.

NOTand
a

the veteran old

little

village of

was horn Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, the
father of the Turnkunst, or German systematic course of
event was appropriately celebrated
That
culture,
physical
Prussia,

Sunday and Monday last throughout "The Old Fatherland,"
and not less enthusiastically by the 18,000 Turners, men,
women and children, and their friends in " The New FatherIn Boston, New York, Baltimore, St. Louis, and a
land."
9Cf>re of other cities, the two days were given up to processions and parades, calisthenic drills, athletic sports in gailydecked park and hall running, jumping, wrestling, climbing,
feats on the horizontal and perpendicular bars, Indian clubs
and broadsword exercises, and all the other muscular amusements in the programme of the Turn- Vereins. There were,
;

of

his

plumage

would we

ruffle,

hasten to refute the slanders concerning
war eagle of the Dunn County, Wis.,

;

experience in the pursuit of this game is somewhat limited
I
will not attempt any description of a deer-chase here
rather
would I interest your readers in the smaller game, so' abundant in this section.
The wild turkey, MeleagrU gallapaw
finds here plenty of cover wherein to roam unmolested
That
•

game and

delicious bird, the autocratic ruffed grouse, Bmiusa
wmbeUito, the wildest but most desirable of all our game
birds
struts over his rough haunts beneath cover, almost
impend
trable to man, but frequently leaves his secluded abode
for
some grain-field in the vicinity, wherein he is often flushed
and killed.
In this seetton they are hunted to a great extent

on horseback, and when flushed in the woods light upon
some
neighboring tree, from which they are easily dropped.
This
manner of killing them may be considered unsportsmanlike by
some, but I am not of that opinion. When we remember
that the grouse will not lie to a dog; that
oftentimes
the only knowledge we have of his presence is the
sudden
whirr when he gets up, sans ceremonU, and darts through the
thick woods.
To my mind it is l.gitimate to drop him on
sight, no matter whether we find him strutting
over his
ground, pluming himself on a log, or dodging through
the
branches of trees. All over the mountains the barking of the
timid gray squirrel may be heard, and these dreamy
August

America we refuse to have any national
days, lrom the valleys below, comes the piping of Bob
White
men who, in war and peace, have served Ortyx cirginiamis,
the gourmand now reveling in the stubble
their country, and the brutes who have won for themselves a
fields, from which the golden grain bus just
been garnered
All down the rich Shenandoah Valley, over hundreds
transient place in the crumbling niche of fame, must bo conof
tent to fare no better.
The Steed of Odin may be sung in stubble fields, the partridge disports, unmolested by man
fully protected by the new game law of the Mate, which
forthe Sagas of the Norsemen, but of the hero of
Sheridan's bids a warfare upon
his species untrl the first of November
Ride " the General himself has remarked that had the poet But soon " the autumn, all in yellow clad," will
be here, and
seen the poor wreck of a horse which figures so valiantly in the thoughtful sportsman will not forget this epistle. The
rhyme he would never have written the poem. The vigilant close season for ruffed grouse expired on Thursday, August 1.
The young birds are now well grown and exceedingly juicy!
GeeBe of the Capital may be accorded immortality by grateful
The close season for deer expires on the 15th of October!
Romans, but an American bird, be he gooso or eagle, may not There have been no heavy storms this summer
to drown
hope for untarnished fame. In the ill-natured breast of some young partridges, and, brethren, we may look forward to
unscrupulous iconoclast has arisen the widely current charge good shooting when the leaves shall have withered and the
groves "shine with silver frost."

Here

soldiers.

heroes

among

in

the

'

'

that the eagle of the Centennial was not only not the only
true and original " Old Abe," but that he was no eagle at all,
but a gull.
Wisconsin veterans read the papers, particularly the Fokbst
and Stream, and their watchful eyes have been quick to detect the newspaper stories reflecting upon the fair name of
their old war friend.
In no uncertain tones do they demand
an investigation of his record, and a recognition of his and
their own integrity. Moreover, the whole State of Wisconsin
is behind them, prepared to substantiate and enforce the
claim that "Old Abe " shall not be relegated to the category of
wooly horses and stone giants. The piercing eyes we saw at
the Centennial had scanned the field of battle. The photographs we bought were those of the real hero, now full of
grey feathers and glory.
Last year " Old Abe" attended the reunion of the veterans

Dunn County, Wis., as he will do again next month, and
was then among members of his own company, all of whom
him by certain peculiarities and wounds. Among
others, Mr. David McLean, who was for a long time one of
his bearers in the war, saw him, recognized him, and was
himself recognized in turn by the eagle.
Peace to his declining years. Our readers shall hear from
of

recognized

him

again.

[FROM OUR

OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

THE MOUNTAINOUS REGION OF
VIRGINIA.

Orkney

Springs,

Shenandoah

M

Co., Ya.,

August 3, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
Driven from Washington by the oppressive heat I sought
the cool and invigorating atmosphere of Orkney, at the base
of North Mountain, 2,300 feet above tide water, where I have
been rusticating during the past month. Man requires relaxation from the cares of a busy life, and to my mind there is
no
more rational way of adding to the vigor of his mental, as
:

study

ONELand,

feather

we

well as his physical, condition than by enjoying the sports of
rod and gun, which must lead him to commune with 'nature,

TURNFATHER JAHN.
hundred years ago last Sunday, in the

people.

"OLD ABE" VINDICATED.

shark

the while shark, that such

German

oazy mountain-top are pleasures which form a lasting
impresupon the tablet of our memory.
The surrounding country is filled with game of every
description.
Far up the mountain-side, wheie he is reldem
disturbed by the intrusions of man, dwells the blsck
bear
prau amerieonw, living upon berries, acorns and such other
food as he cau find but sometimes he boldly descends from
his mountain fastness to raid a neighboring corn-field
or turnip
patch, or perchance the farmer's pig-sty may receive
a call
from Lruin, who, never averse to a dainty meal, helps
himself
to the first little porker lie meets.
One of the characteristics
or the black bear is his delight in n cold
water bath, and if a
pool does not happen to be convenient, a mud-hole
will
answer his purpose. The principal spring at Orkney, the
mineral ingredients of which ore sulphates of magnesia
and
iron, )S known by the euplionius name
of " Bear Wallow," because H was herein that they rolled and weltered
ere the encroachments of man drove them lrom the valleys far up
the
surrounding mountain-sides.
Here, too, deer, Vermis virqiniama, range over the forest-covcrid mountains and
enjoy
their noonday siestas in undisturbed tranquillity
but as my
;

sion

all

nature's

her revelations,

God."

Would

"and look through
that

it

Among the sports much enjoyed by several of the guests at
Orkney, is that of catching frogs in Stony Greek, a small
stream near the springs, iu which large ones suitable for the
table are often captured.
I may be called a frog-eating
Frenchman by those who are prejudiced against frogs, but i
do not object to the appellation, as my grandfather was a
mercurial Gaul but I could never understand why this prejudice should exist. It will not be denied that the food
or a
frog consists of insects and various water roots and
grasses
He is much more fastidious in his tastes than a duck or even
a chicken, and his flavor is more palatable than that of either
However, it is not my purpose to enter into a disquisition as
to the delicacy of frogs.
Most sportsmen will agree with me
that a properly cooked frog makes a most savory dish.
Our
frogging expeditions are generally manatrcd by Air. Chas
P
Gautier, of Washington, who is an expert in grabbing
irons'
which must be done skillfully, or he gives a sudden squeak
and disappears.
The only implements necessary for a
fcc-ggmg expedition are an ordinary lantern with a reflector
behind the light, a stick five or six feet long with
eighteen
inches of stout wire attached to Ihe end, and at a right
angle
with the stick, To this wire a cluster of three or four
hooks
is fastened, wilh which the frog can be taken
when beyond
arm's length.
stout canvass bag, in which to carry
the
captured frogs, with a cord fixed in the opening so as to
close
it quickly, completes the outfit.
As to dress, any old garments will do, with a heavy pair of wading boots. Tl e frogs
during warm nights, sit upon the banks of the stream,
and
about pools. To capture them it is necessary that the hunters make as httle noise as possible.
Of course they must
wade the creek, one with the lautern Jeading, and another to
grab the frog following in his steps. The light is thrown
;

•

A

upon either bank of the stream, which blinds the fro^ and he
is easily discovered by the white beneat.lt his
lower jaw
which shows conspicuously. If within reach he is suddenlygrabbed and slipped into the bag
or if his position be such
that he cannot be readily taken up with the hand, the
stick
and hooks above described, if properly manipulated, take him
from his element. The next sport is in removing the frogs
from the bag to skin them, and a good deal of skill is
required to prevent the whole number from hopping out at
one
time.
The skinning process is performed by cutting around
the neck and holding the frog by the head with the left hand
slrrpprug the skin from him with the right
then hand him
j

;

over to the cook.

r.

were possible for

me by any

word-painting to describe to the ardent and enthusiastic
admirer the scenery of this charming country the pleasure
experienced ere the morning suu appears above the neighboring mountain-top, as I throw open my chamber window to
hear Ihe feathered songsters usher in the matin hour. Here
;

they are unmolested by the rude hand which so often drives
them from the neighborhood of thickly-settled communities.
Here the mountain-sides echo the songs and chirpings of the
thrushes, fly-catcners, viroos, finches, buntings, grosbeaks,
and chats flitting from tree to tree, scattering the dew-drops
in tiny showers.
Here the little chipping sparrow, spizella
sociuliis, hops upon your window-sill, in joyful expectancy
of
his morning meal. The grateful odor of the woods, the balmy
and bracing atmosphere as the morning sun illuminates the

g

#

GLORIOUS OLD GLOUCESTER, VIRGINIA.

nature up to

florid

j>_

[from our own correspondent.]

Ware

Rectory, Gloucester Co., Va.,
August.

Ediotr Fobkst and Stream
Your correspondent finds himself
:

counties of tide-water Virginia.

J

2, 1878.

in the very pick of all the

Talk about the Garden of
the Gods in Colorado
why, here is the true Garden of
the
Gods. Those mundane and real gods I mean, who know
how
to enjoy the best gifts of the Creator and to
appreciate the
happiness of this sublunary life. Indeed,
Gloucester and
Matthews Counties are favored spots of earth For ail
who love
what the water, the air and the fertile soil bring forth.
Get a good big map of Virginia and hunt for Mob-jaok
Bay,
called in Capt. John Smith's time Mock Jack
Bay, because it
did so puzzle the seaman with its manifold tributaries,
You
!

•

;

:

::

will find Mob-jack between the Rappahannock and the York
See how the tidal streams, the Severn, the Ware,
Rivers.
the North and the East Rivers, with their numberless creeks
and coves, empty into this bay, and just fancy what a paradise
it must be for those who love the gun, the rod and the net
but it must be owned that the rod is seldom used. Oysters,
the best in the world, are here at every man's door ; crabs in
endless profusion, waterfowl of every kind, from the swan
and the brant to the summer or wood-duck ; and as for fish,
Sheepstheir name is legion, including pompano and bonito.
head and hog fish are so common as hardly to deserve mention, to say nothing of greenfish, Epot and the bay mackerel.
Here too is the home of the diamond-back terrapin, the turtle
and their kind.
As for four-footed game, not a great deal is left. Deer, so
common just after the war that a gentleman of Matthews Co.
Gray
killed fifty-nine in one season, are virtually extinct.
foxes abound, and upon York river a few red foxes afford
good sport. Wild turkeys are numerous, but diminishing.
Partridge, in spite of the ravages of Maryland gunners, who
cannot hunt them at home, are still plentiful enough to attract sportsmen from a distance.
But the chief attractions of
Gloucester are the grand old estates, where even now the
genius of hospitality, royal and boundless of yore, reigns in
No county in
spite of hard times and the scarcity of money.
Virginia contained so many gentlemen of wealth and refinement as were here before the war, and no county now offers
such inducements to men of wealth who desire to purchase
historic homes in a land where living is as easy almost as
breathing, for what the earth fails to supply the never-failing
gentleman of New
water at your door is sure to furnish.
York, who has tried a winter home for himself and his yacht
below the stormy Hatteras, has his eye on Gloucester, and if
word for it, others will not be slow to folhe settles here,
low, and in a few years there will be a colony. Meanwhile
the men of small means, who want to be as independent as
princes, have but to come and buy a few acres on the margin of
the water. -Twenty-five dollars will give each man a canoe, and
with these (his little farm and his boat) he may laugh at stocks,
bonds, strikes, droughts and hard times in every form. Many of
the fishermen(Matthews County is full of them, and so isapart
of Gloucester) are not merely respected by the owners of the
great estates, but beloved by them, so thrifty are they, so
sturdy, independent, hospitable and so upright and useful.
What more need I say, except to add that the price of land is
such as to place it within the reach of every one. If any of
your readers will run down to Gloucester during the coming
fall or winter I promise them in the name of the gentlemen of
the county a most cordial reception, a kind welcome from

A

my

every one and a really "good time" throughout their visit,
be it long or short, but the loneer they stay the better they
G. W. B.
will like it,

GAME PROTECTION.
MEETINGS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS
FOR 1878.
Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association, Nashville, Deo. 2;
Clark Pritchett, Nashville, Tenn.
Wisconsin State Sportsmen's Association.
Massachusetts State Sportsmen's Association, at oall of President.
Missouri State Sportsmen's Association.

Hunting Deer with Dogs in Maike.—An old and experienced guide sends us the following in regard to hunting
deer with dogs.
We should like to have the question freely
discussed.

The

dated at East Lowell, Maine, Au-

letter is

—

Hampshire. An amendment to the law forbidding
fishing in private ponds and brooks provides that such property shall be protected only when it aha! have been improved
or stocked by the owners of the same. This change is re-

New

Mr. Editor: A great many people say that hunting deer
with dogs runs them out of the country ;' but I must say that
those people know the least about it, and such talk has a bud
effect on our legislatures.
A great many spotting men cannot
get a deer without using a dog.
The effect of a law to allow
hunters to hunt deer with dogs in Maine would be as follows
There would be parties from many of the States who would
come to Maine to hunt, and they would employ guides to take
them out, and they would continuously be paying out money,
for there is no market where our deer will bring us so much
money as when killed by parties coming from other States.
But as it is now, it is against the law to hunt with a dog, and
we can only shoot during the months of October, November
and December. Now, many persons do all they can to keep
parties from hunting during these months, and go out themselves after the snow gets deep and deer are nearly worthless
and slaughter them by the hundreds, and no attention is paid to
the law then. Now, 1 would like to have the public understand the true facts about this and have a law made and enforced that would be of some benefit to us all. I don't know
of any better way than to have the matter talked up in your
paper. I have hunted deer all ways for thirty years, and am
willing to give you my experience, but would like to hear from
some other hunters who have hunted with dogs and know
what deer will do when pursued by a dog.
Jonathan Dabltng.

Spake the Fingeblinos.—Holyoke, Mass., July 29.—Mr.

name

Editor : I protest, in the

of civilization, against the

murderous crusades incessantly waged against the trout in our
streams.
All the brooks in the BayState are breeding grounds
for trout, but no sooner does the poor fish reach its first birthday than it is slaughtered in cold blood. Within a mile of
this city flows a charming brook, with cool, clear waters and
lovely scenery, where trout multiply marvclously. If it were
left in peace for two or three years it would supply us with
splendid fishing but no sooner is the law off than its banks
are crowded by so-called sportsmen who fill their baskets with
the trout, and thus the poor little fingerlings are murdered in
their infancy by the thousand.
Our representative in the legislature has been requested to put the law on it, the Rod and
Gun Club, of Springfield, has been asked to move, everything
has been done that is possible to prevent the desecration, but
to no good end.
Now, in the name of charitable humanity,
I protest against it, and ask you to assist in holding up these
fictitious ' sportsmen" to the derision and contempt of all
honorable men. If they must fish, let them go to our noble
river.
There fine shad rise to the fly, and black bass in plenty
can be taken but let them have mercy on the poor little
trout, as they may hope for it themselves.
C.
;

;

Maine — Kennsbunk, Aug.
Creedmoor

rules,

(623669

Pnshman
uisnmaa

i

j

Stanley

2
8

3
U

3

3

5

4

s
S

97

10

4

4
3

4

6

2

3

2
2

3

2

5

sportsmen have secured the conviction

of the only known violators of the present woodcock law.
so thoroughly posted the country with game law
posters that he that runs may read.

They have

4

3

51

,

s

and Gun Game Protection Association, West Jersey Game
Protection Society, Essex Association for Protection and
Propagation of Game. Mr. George B. Eaton, Dr. Talson and

Blauvett were appointed a committee, and submitted
government of the new association the general rules of
State Association, which were adopted with
some slight alterations. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year Geo. B. Eaton, President
Chas. H.
Raymond, 1st Vice-Pres.; J. C. Blauvett, 2d Vice-Pres.:
von Lengerke, Pec. 8ec.; Dr. J. Q. Bird, Cor. Sec; W. J'
Conover, Treas. A State shoot in September will probably be
held at Newark. A gold medal will be provided. The next
meeting of the association should be held on September 5 at
the same place and hour, to receive the report of the different
committees. To say ihat the meeting was a success says
little, as the attention and enthusiasm surpassed every thi-V
the most sanguine workers had hoped for. The N. J. S late
Association is an established fact, and great credit is due to
the Jersey City Heights Gun Club and to all the clubs in general who £0 promptly aided them.
As all the officers are well
known and popular practical sportsmen, and some of the most
J. C.

for the

New York

:

;

.1

and game as to

2

9

3

T-6T
4—35

6

10-87

3

4—22

HKLcril
B Bennett

shooting tournaments, and that the
not forget the real noble purpose of the asso-

3

Vermont— Burlington, Aug.

Butler

LHowsrd

4
4
3
4

8

4

4

4

S—42
4—49
4—41
3—41
4-40

4
5

15

3

4

6

4

4

6
8

3^111

4

13
4
44434344
4

4—39
4—38

No-cleaning match, 200 and 300 yards possible 70. The
no-cleaning match had a fair list of entries, the followingnamed gentlemen completing their record with the appended
result, Messrs. Tyler and Jewell carrying off the honors,
making 59 and 37, respectively, out of a possible 70 at both
;

200 yards.
4 5 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 5

HTvler
OMJewell

4

CMMfiiggS

4

4

4

4

5

ES Bennett

4

6

S

5
3

3

9

8

2

* 4

3

4 10
4

3
9

2
9

3 12 10

ti

2 10

4
3
S

2

4

2

3

5
3

4

9.

— Score

11

made by

rifle:

800

5

oiiii

..5

1,0110..

..6

5544654665
0&565555555
4665548665565
5

4

5

5

5

;

300 yards

Provost .... 6 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 5 4-38
Bennett
4 3 3 4 3 3 4 5 4 4-37
Bennett ....844344344 4—37
3

633
532

3

043434 4—84

4 3
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3

3-34

900 ydB.
48

BOO yds.
47
43
43

NWashbnrn

EH Davison

JF. Atkins

47
45
46
45

COCftSe
C Smith
FWesse!

JNBlsnon
JWCsrieton

S5

Smith

28
23
26
26

Chapln....31
Clark ... 29
Lieut
Lieut c HFaughuun 29
Lieut J L Osgood.... 23

WM

To*»l
141

«
45

43-

40
40

JL Woodbridga

60
49

J

N

rifle

Col

MT
120

21

75

40
45

:

Watlclos

P

Lieut,

65

129

188

-14

34

Bishop

FE

59
57

l|5

W

w

W

Hudson.

aA

31
..

.29

Cornell... 25
18

64

W H McLean

f'olPWHndaon

200
25

FE

-2B

20
28
16
16

61

83
43
33

match

200
...29

600
80

T'l
59

28

Cant Woodbrld.-e....81
Lieut ,fL Osgood. ...28

26
20

53
57
64

Lieut

ten

4—37
3-38
4—32

44

46

60

Military match, Springfield

CorpFV

rifle

took

l.OBOyds.

47

48
37
41
19
33

22
44

Hubbard

CorpF v Chapin

3—31
0-29
2-26
3-31

10.— Long-range match:

Willowbrook, Aug.

WHBinns

military

4—al

4443
3443

WM Clark.... 25

Watkins

W H McLean

15

500
as
21
23

T'l

68
50
S3

In the military rifle match Capt. Woodbridge used a
Borchardt Sharps rifle.
All-comers' match, any rifle, 200 yards off-hand, seven
shots

JWCarleton

.31

W W Tucker

I shot on Aug. 3 with a Remington Creedmoor rifle one
and a quarter miles, and hit a stone four feet in diameter four
times in succession. Mr. Horner uses a Remington rifle.
A. B. WETMEHEtL, Sec. B. R. C.

SWartWOUt..5
Wilson
3

Swords
4 043 4 3324
4 4 2 3 4 4 2 3 9
4—36 Warren
44
3 44334
6-36 Wlleon
3
HWartWOUt..4
3
6 2 8
3 4 3
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4-38 Nichols
Swords
2.3
4 3 2 9
2
Provost.... 4 3 2 4 5 3 3 4 4 3-35 Sklddy
The second competition for the "Bull's-eye Badge"
Distance, 200 yards;
place on Wednesday, Aug. 7.
Shots
4 4 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 4—40 Ferguson.. .3 33533544
TeacWe
8 43543343
Provost
3 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4—39 SWordS
4 40448430
Swartwout..3 3 4 3 4 4 14 4 5-38 Taylor
4 44445432 3—38
Wilson

Warren

B— 50

6—ti

:

Connecticut— Stamford, Aug. 3.— South End Range;
sweepstakes

Mid-range match
Washburn

5—74
5-73—219

4-415-B2

—

C o CaBe

M.

4—29—69
4—29—67
3—25—54

Substantial Rifle Phizes. There is one man in Modford, Mass., who is winning a warm chimney corner for
himself the coming winter. " He is the best shot in the MedWhen he has successfully
ford Amateur Rifle Association.
proved himself a victor in the series of rifle mutches held
by the club every Friday during the month, he will receive
The other prizes are equally
as first prize a ton of coal.
well worth trying for. The second is a case of mineral
waters, the third a half barrel of crackers, and in the opento-all contests are field glasses, powder and rifle cases.

N

A.

4

GF

7-51
4—29

3-53
3—31

4
4

,

0—29
0—12

4-2T
7—26
4—14

4

800 yards.
4 4 5 4
4 4 5 5
4 2 5 4
4 4 4 8 4

4
3
3

Gardner, Aug. 7.— Gardner Rifle Club, at Hackmatack

A

i

4

4

4—30
4—28
4—29
3—27

range. Distance 200 vards, off-hand. Two scores of ten
shots each.
Possible 240, Massachusetts 100, Creedmoor
Totals.
Muss. Creed.
MBBB. (reed.
206—91
45
103
46
CliasOBent
104
20O-8T
101
44
43
HCKDOWlton
99
198—87
9S
44
43
Mbert Bobbins
100
195—85
41
94
44
GBPratt
101
190-S3
42
95
41
Ellsworth
96
1S9-83
97
42
41
Chester Hinds
92
187—S3
44
101
39
Gillman Brown
S6
40
1S7— 83
91
Frank Nicho.s
90
43
1BR-T4
34
83
40
B3
IN Dodge
161-76
38
85
38
HS Pierce
76

S

Horner, of Burlington Rifle Club, on these grounds, Aug. 7,
in a match for Wilkinson prize, with a Remington Creedmoor

CO Cft*e
Capt JAMUIer
W H Blons
D L Sevmour
C WRnow „
FF

,

J

80
29
29

M
20
24
28
21

Stevens

AWhiton

New Yobk—Newark,

Aug.

D Marks
F II Williams
J E Atkinson
OEPIIlard
Henry McEnroe
James Johnson
Palmer
A J Gleason
J

»l
29
89

29
91

..9*

WL

24
22
19

F E Sage
8,

9.— The Amateur

Rifle Club;

5-6T
4—73

annual prize meeting. Noticeable among the names of
the competitors was that of Mr. L. L. Hepburn, of Ilion, N.
Y., one of the American team reserves of 1877, besides other
prominent marksmen from Rochester, Watcrtown, Baldwinsand it is a further source of gratification
ville and Memphis
so liberal
to us to be able to retain under these circumstances
a proportion of the prizes at home. The programme for the
8th: First competition, 200 yards off -band, 10 rounds, two
sighting shots, for $35 in five prizes

4—60—Slid

EBElliott

5-71
4-5S
5-62—191

HFHart

4

5-63
4-65

3

4— 69-180

two sighting shots, for a fine revolver presented by E. Remington &
Sons, of Rion, N. Y.; first prize valued at $20, and ,$20 In

Smith Vernon.—The twenty-first regular annual meeting of the National Rifle Club will be held at South Vernon,
general invitation is extended to
Vt., Sept. 3 and 4. 1878.
N. S. Bkockway, Sec.
all interested in rifle shooting.

A

first

;

7.—Fifth

Massachusetts— Walnut Hill, Boston, Aug.
competition; long-range match. 800, 900, 1,000}
S Wilder.

035565555456
..5555585655556
355260564646
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BOO
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5

1,000
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3
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5

5
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5
8

6
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6

4

5

1

5

4

5

6

6
4

5

6

5

5

4
3

3

6

5

1
S

J C ciiadwell.
800
;900
1,000

4
4

3
3

4

5

3

4

4

045454655
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3264346564
J
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35365440
403U4B6548
5

5
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5

3
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W Mor.^e.

4

S

4
4

6

6

5

3

5

5

5

5

..4
..S

4463635
3 B
A
3

3

6—73
5-67

5

s— B0-OB4

5

5

..33(53433

5
5

5-65
6-70

3

U— 53—138

3

8
5

5

..2

..3434210
5

5

Lee.

3645846656
5465655455
6650555244

trap,

members may
ciation, which was ably presented by President Eaton.

4

JNicholS

4

3

4

J Williams

4

4

..4

EQray...

4—45
6—44
6-44
6-44
4—43
4—42

8

5

6

4
4

BWtlett

TSiaa

3—17
8—IS

3—67
3—35
363344244
10—69
8
4—36
4336435

members of the
summer woodcock

be hoped that
slaughtered will soon be a thing of the past in this State, and
that equal attention shall be devoted to the propagation of
to

4
5

Any

influential citizens of the State are enrolled as
is

4646464
44446556
64543465
54446444
45444544
4464543
5444664
44644444
64B44444
43454444

5

WEGnerrler
JALowel]

\T

200 yards

series,
4
4

of the State, to at-

convention assembled with Dr. J. D. Bird in the chair, and
Mr. J. von Lengerke, Secretary. Delegates were present
irom the following thirteen clubs Jersey City Heights Gun
Olub, New Jersey Gun Club, Morris County Sportsmen's
Club, Matawan Gun Club, Pairview Gun Olub, Newark Shooting Society, Hackensack Gun Club, Old N. J. Sportsmen's
Club, Little Falls Sportsmen's Club, Palisade Gun Club, Bod

it

3

5
3

Aug. 10.— Same conditions:

tend a meeting to be held at the Clarendon Hotel, Newark,
August 8, for the purpose of forming a State association for
the protection of fish and game. At the appointed time the

association,

5-35

.343
Oilman..

vitations, extended to all organized clubs

11-68

5

4 3

NEW JERSEY STATE ASSOCIATION.
have published the Jersey City Heights Gun Club's in-

Saturday, Aug. 10.— Amat«ur
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3.
Regular weekly practice of
P. A.; ten shots, 100 yards, off-hand;
Creedmoor-Massachusetts target

2

Maine— Kennebunk
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Second competition
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WS Smith, Jr.

W H Nicholoy

at 500 yards, 15 rounds, with

four prizes
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EB Elliott
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FGarlock
The competition of the 9th was for a special military
presented by Sharps Rifle Co., and §50 in four prizes:
,56
51
8 Smith, Jr
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62
...67
r T Henhnrn
72
90
44
121 EBElliott
55
M Conner
61
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55
121 FGarlock
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open only to members >v :
and 600 yards; seven scoring shots
military

rifles.

State model.
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AoooTrariKO pqb LjnauooijNtablbs.— Mr. Edil*r: Ever
breech-loading rifles have been used with the paperpatched bullets, here has been now and then an " unaccountable" shot that has troubled many a good rifleman, and many
a score has been lost by one or more bad shots. In the Forest
ajjd Stucam, of July 25, is an account of a fine score (with the
exception of one accountable) made by D. McGregor, at Glen
Alger Range, Harrisville, Micb., 119 out of a possible 135.
He says " The miss on the fourteenth shot 1 cannot account
for seemed to have a good sight and pull off have, before
had he same experience— all low and falling short of the
target.
Perhaps some brother sportsman can tell me where
the kink is." I have had the same experience, but have, without any doubt in my mind, discovered the "kink." When
shooting over a 1,000-yard range for practice, aud making
bull's-eyes right along, I had a miss, the shot falling short and
Being partly convinced as to the
drifting with the wind.

84

Advance.

WS8mu.li.

Capt W C Hedtly
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Selection foe the A-Merman

r,

I';

went to the spot where the bullet struck, and there
found just what 1 expected— that was, nearly all of the paper
Since then I have
patch,' which had followed tbo bullet.
found two patches where the bullet struck when they were

cause,

Auguat

l§,-^Tiie ranges were 800, 000 and 1,000 vards, and 16
as follows:
K.
.70, 70—»18 ; H. I\
Clark GS. 73, 03—304 T, P. Dudley, 66, 06, 56 - -18
P. G. Doughty, 71, 10, 45—186,
Fisher, (10. 62, 57—180

made were

My

:

Team CONTEST. Mr. Editor: Pardon me
misinformed in ree that I think yon have been
here being any feeling auiongtbose "ho are comaiifof 1878. with re sard to a suppeting for a placi
it
posed indifference to
esertiouB by the N. R. A.
is, of course, to have a scorer,
would be a coir..
ented by the confidence placed
but we feel greatly com]
in us in trusting us to ki
ud send in our own scores. Belecessary for us to refer directly
Bides, whenever
A. for anything, we have unito the. officers of the N
formly been treated wit
o most generous courtesy.
scorer.
1 am sorrv to inlrude
have no claim on them
at
upon your time and pat.
a with this note, but" the
Association, and in paris certainly due to f
ticular to Judge Stanton, the President.
8- T. C. D.
July 10, 1878.
Scores in the

i

Mr. Farrow and Me. Yohe at Dusseldoep.
seldorf,

We do not mean in
A. or

its officers,

ing of

members

the least to cast discredit on the N. R.
but public interest in regard to the select-

of the teams has very

as chroniclers of that opinion

we only

much

—

Zettt.ee Club. The fourth annual prize contest, open to
comers, for prizes aggregating $250, will be held at the
ST. Entries may be made
at the Zettler headquarters, 205 Bowery, aud at the Park
during the match.

named precinct, and. it is said, the first of its kind in the
police force, held its first target excursion on Friday at Wash100 yards range was marked out, and three
ington Park.
silver medals, raised by subscription among the members of
the club, were shoi for. Officer Woods won the first prize.
Detective Wdson the second, and Roundsman Martin the
This is a most laudable undertaking if it shall give
third.
the officials good aim and steady nerves. The numerous
highwaymen "gangs" who have made themselves so notorious during the last few weeks, might take the place of targets

A

'

night.

—

BroDTNG Me. C. E. BLTDEMnTRGn Qood-By. On Thursday evening, Aug. 1, a number of friends of Mr. Blydenburgh
assembled at the Grand Hotel to offer their kindest wishes to
the young rifleman, who leaves New York for an indefinite
period, having accepted the position of Territorial Assayer of
Wyoming. Some twenty-five gentlemen, mostly members of
Tork Rifle Club, of which Mr. Blydenburgh was
the
Captain, with a few representatives of the press, were present.

New

Appropriate speeches, eloquent with good will, were made by
Commodore Cheever, Mr. J. S. Conlin, Mr. O'Donnel, Mr.
Ounlapand most everyone present. The sentiment manifested
in all the speeches was one of regret, as it was felt thar, not
only among rifle circles the departure of Mr. Blydenburgh
would be a severe loss to New Tork, but that aside from his

on the Tange, the captain of the leading rifle team possessed many other sterling qualities, which would make his
With the regrets of the gentlemen present
absence marked.
were, however, mingled the kindest wishes for Mr. Blydeuburgh's future success. We shall undoubtedly hear from Mr.
Blydenburgh when at Rawlins, and it was pleasantly remarked by the representative of the New York Herald, as
their Captain had shot off a great many loads, no doubt he
would fire away at a second Comsloek load lief ore long. With
Mr. Blydcobu'rgh's record on the field, and his pluck aud
skill

courage, there, is no doubt but that the Rawliuites will soon
appreciate those merits which made him so popular in New

York.

—

Jersey Souuetzen Corn's— August 13. Union Hill was
well filled on the occasion of the sixteenth aunuat match. At
the. ring target David Miller was four points in advance of his
highest competitor, the register standing: Miller, 74; R.
Bpifcz, 70; H, Oehl, 70; John Kaschcn, 68: G. Tonlen, 67;
William Klein, 04
J. W. Schneider, 07; II. Raschen, 00;
N, Crusius, 64. The target of houor registered the following
Henry Oehl, 66;
Sointsiu favor of the following marksmen
lavid Miller, 63; N. Crusius, 55; Captain Brmisch, 54;
;

:

;

Frederick Horst-

M. Dorler, 52
Hermann Rascher, 51
B. LippA. Zeugner, 51. Out of a possible 75, on the target,
ruann, 51
of honor, H. Oehl has thus far made 6)5, D. Miller 62, Nic,
Crusius 55, Captain Brmisch 54. Charles Babe 54, August
Boemecke 53, Fred. Hortsmann 58, H. Raschen 51, B. Liebmann 51 and A. Zeugner 51. At the man target, Tuesday,
the highest scores were, out of a poBsible 30 John Schneider
39, John Raschen 27, R. Spitz 37, Phil, Klein 86, G. Joiner
26, Hermaun Raschen 25, F. Broadway 25. Nic. Crusius 24,
D. Miller 24. and R. Deb! 34. President Ernijscb hit the last
The festivities will continue to-day.
bull's eye and won $1.
There will be a grand coronation aud a banquet in the evenreport will he given in our next issue.;
ng.
;

;

;

A

De. Cabyek.— Exhibitions were given at Albany, N. Y.,
Aug. 6 and 7; Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 9 Sing Sing, Aug. 10;
Syracuse, Aug. 12. The attendance at all of the exhibitions
Was large.
:

feat is

We

No

Policemen at the Btnrs.— The Twenty-eighth Precinct
Gun Club, composed of the second platoon of the above-

;

He writes

over and 1 an* most heartily disappointed, both
and treatment here. If our reception at
AVimbledou was merely civil, here it was not even polite.
After coming over 3,000 miles we might have been thought
deserving of some little attention. Our letters from the North
American Bund were merely glanced at and returned to us.

The

stated the facts.

Charles Robe, 54; August TSocmecke, 58

30, we

at our reception

Union Hill Schutlzeu Park, Aug.

man, 53

Germany, July

citizens.

slackened, and

all

some

—The follow-

by Mr. Farrow, dated Dusdo not publish with pleasure. We
regret to say it tells of discourtesies, which we hardly think Mr.
Farrow, as a representative American rifleman, should have
suffered.
It might be well if some of the German riflemen in
their country could learn manners from our adopted Teutonic
ing extracts. from a letter written

We

i

:

1

remedy for this difficulty is
called "uuaccouutables."
sure.
Have your bullets soft enough, or, if they are hard,
have the paper patch short enough, so" that the bullet will take
the grooves the full length of the patch, no farther. That will
start the. patch enough so that it will leave the bullet as soon
With a hard bullet and long patch,
as it leaves the barrel.
and a light charge of powder, you will be sure to get "unac1 use one part tin to sixteen parts lead for 550
countabiee."
Joseph Bedjton.
grain bullet, 105 grains powder.
Lakeville, Conn., August 1.

;

,

;

;

37

U

18

W A French
Jumei

IS
IS

-

s

Total.
37

Retrqnt.

21

JRBBayley

one and the same rifle without injury to breech mechanism,
and without impairing in the least the efficiency of the piece!
In form the Peabody-Martini is compact and graceful, and
the working parts are as simple as they are solid.
We are
quite certain that for sportsmen in the West this rifle is
particularly the one specially adapted for flic field, will
be
found wonderfully accurate and effective.

— —
DRIFT IN RIFLES.

were inplace was assigned to us in the procession.
were interfered with while
vited to none of the banquets.
were not allowed to
shooting at the principal target.
shoot at the targets when the fest prizes were to be contended
for.
Yohr made a 25 to start with. Just as he was aiming
his second shot one of the controllers spoke to him, saying,
" Your rifle is not according to the rules," and detained him
that man must have known that
to argue the question.

We
We

Now

our rifles were examined by the committee and had been
passed and sealed. He might have overlooked this, but the
same thing was practiced on me at the field targets. I had a
19 to start with (20 is the centre), when one of the shooting
masters, named Deckers, came to me, and, as he must have
unown that I was an American and could not speak German,
he seized my rifle, and I was told " It was too heavy." I
pointed to the seal of the controller and asked if that was not
sufficient.
" No, that did not amount to anything; he was
bound to know all about it himself. " My rifle was carried out
of the room, and, after it was found all right, I pointed to my
medal aud asked him if he thought I should have traveled so
many thousand miles to try and win by fraud. His reply,
as translated to me, was that he did not care for me or my
medal. Of course this annoyed me exceedingly, and may
have possibly affected my shooting.
translate from the New York Stoats Zeitung of the 13th

We

the following portion of a
its

letter

addressed to that journal by

Rihb-

Of the efficiency of the
rifle it is sufficient to say that as a military
has obtained the highest reputation for solidity,
accuracy and long-range. It helped to make the contest between the Russians and Turks so terrible to the former,
as the arms used by the latter were those made by the Providence Tool Company. One great peculiarity of the rifling
used in the Peabody-Martini is the Henry system. There are
seven long grooves of peculiar shape, with a sharp twist, one
turn in twenty inches. Now, we are frequently asked in regard to the rifling and twist necessary for an Express rifle for
sporting purposes. The principle that is used for the rifles
made by the Providence Tool Company is precisely the one
required for using an Express bullet. With a sufficient charge
of powder, and the proper Express bullet, the most powerful
especially recomimpact can be produced by this rifle.
mend the Kill-Deer pattern, a rifle designed for use on the
Its range is from 100 to 000
plains for hunting large game.
yards. With a calibre of .45, and a weight of 8 or 9 pounds,
28-iDch barrel, it uses a cartridge containing 70 grains of
Tint Peabody-Maktini

Feabody-Man.ini

arm

Lettee erom Sir Henry

it

We

powder, with a bullet of 405 grains. The match rifle, a
superb arm, bums from 100 to 115 grains of powder with a
bullet of 550 grains, calibre .44. If an idea is wanted of the
durability of the service arm, and all the rifles are made with
precisely the same mechanism, suffice to say that with the
regular military rifle, Turkish model, 200,000 service charges
(each charge being of 85 grains of powder) were fired from

St. Joiin

Haleokd.

Believing that a knowledge of the comparative drill of
rifles might be of interest, we addressed Sir Henry
St.. J.
ITalford on the subject.
General Wingate in his last Hditioi
gave us the drift of the Springfield rifle (new
lei, 45
calibre, 70 grains powder, hardened bullet, 405
grains)
as twenty-five inches at 500 yards, or something over
four feet in 1,000 yards.
In the Sharps rifles, in their direc1

tions for practice, they print

"

i

The

rotation of the bullet

causes

it to drift slightly to the right, and an additional
allowance of say .03 at 800 and .05 at' 1,000 yards, should be
made for wind from the left greater than for wind from the

right."

The

following

is

dated at Wiston, Leicester, Eng-

land, July 29

Editor Forest and Stream
1

:

No apology is necessary in writing to me
am always ready to answer questions to

on

rifle matters.
the best of my

ability, and glad to receive information.
1 do not find that
ilk,, drift
Hrifl ot
,,t"
Hit.
m/l,lflpn match
,v.„<.-.l. -ifi.. :,. .^.....^
1.
..
.,
the modern
rifle is more than about
two
feet at 1,000 yards, and no doubt some small portion
,

.

.

.

of

due to earth rotation. I found the drift from Whitworlh hexagonal rifles was about three feet. Metford's
2,000 yards rifle, taking 150 grains of Curtis & Harvey's No.
5 and a 700 grain percussion shell, did not appear to have
any drift at either 1,000 or 2,000 yards. As far as f have
observed, the drift is the same in England whether one
shoots north, south, east or west. No doubt south of the
Equator it would be more or less compensated by earth rotation, as it would have to be deducted from the total amount
while here it is added to it.
I need
only add that at the time this question was
searched into great pairs were taken to insure the vertically
of the sights by delicate spirit levels, and that the rifles
were carefully shot at twelve yards to get a true starting
point. Believe me, yours truly,
H. St. J. Hautobd;
this

is

For Forest and Stream awl Mod and llvn

LONG-RANGE SHOOTING ON GAME.
BY

THERE

are

T.

8.

VAN

1IVKE.

few subjects about which more extravagant

nonsense has been shed from tongues and quills than
about the performances of hunters and experts with the
and certain forms of exaggeration have become so
stereotyped that many good hunters and writers, who really
know better, unconsciously follow them. Much delusion
has been dispelled by the more philosophical procedure of
the past four years In the history of rifle shooting; but

rifle

;

amount of it has, instead of being destroyed, been
only driven to another place of refuge. Pew persons would
venture now to write or talk about driving nails by the
a large

dozen at even thirty yards, instead of 100 as formerly

but

since the great impetus lately given to long-range target,
shootiug, and the remarkable achievements therein, there
has been a proportionate increase in the extravagance of the

about killing game at long-ranges, until a man would
be almost ashamed to write about killing a deer under
150 or 200 yards at the least.
Now, in the name of a sound sporting philosophy, let us
stop this and have the truth. If, either through defective
talk

now

rifles, sights,

foreign correspondent

Messrs. Farrow and Yohr, of New York, each received a
handsome gold watch. The American shots always had a
close gathering of people about them, wondering at their absolute certainty. Messrs. Farrow and Yohr felt rather disappointed that they could not enter for the higher prizes. According to the rules in vogue, however, only members of the
German Schuetzenbund were permitted to compete on the
target " Deutschland," and, as the gentlemen in question were
not members, they could not prove their abilities in this field.
The committee might in this case have made an exception in
favor of the visitors, especially as in America every shot, no
matter to which " Verein " he may belong, is permitted to
compete at any and all meetings. At any rate, Mr. Farrow
proved that we understand how. to shoot in America, and has
maintained the honor of American shots in a highi degree.
His performances are all the more praiseworthy, as all the
shooting was done without auy artificial rest.

-»,

.

i

;

.
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The seventh competition for the " Skirmishers' " Mate])
was next in order. The distances wen: from 500 to 200 yards
five shots per man, advancing aud retreating, each shot to be
The beet. scores
fired within the space of thirty second*
were as follows, the highest attainable number being 50
points

PCMcLewee

:

IJALLAKU— At the regular match of the Bergen
Point Rifle Association Mr J. P. Kathycn, of Port Richmond,
made the extraordinary score of 49 out of 50 in ten shots, and
followed it with 48 out, of 50, thus making 95 out of 100 in
twenty ghOtS, without cleaning between shots. He uses a
Ballard.

distances, 300

>

each nu,

at

Poll

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

or natural difficulty of estimating distance,

we

cannot with any approach to certainty kill game beyond' 300
yards, let us by all means acknowledge it, and either ac-

commodate ourselves to it or try in some way to overcome
the hindrance.
For the sake of the beginners, let us not be

talking about knocking over game, as a matter of course at
400 and 500 yards, wdien we can't do it on an average more
than once in half a dozen times.
Now, no one need point to the superior range of the
breech-loader as a proof that any great improvement has
been made in killing game at long distances, so tar aB the
throwdng of a single ball is concerned. The whole superiority of the breech-loader (I except the Creedmoor rifles from
this) over the " Old Kentucky" lies in the great ease with
which tbo heavy ball that was always necessary for good
shooting at over 150 yards may now be introduced. The
art of making a rifle do accurate shooting at mid-ranges
"" well (though not as universally) understood
many
years ago as it is now, and there is uanyan "Old Keutnck"
in the backwoods to-day that, lot Jed with a wefl-patched
heavy ball, mounted With the sai e sights and fired by the
same hand as the breech-loaders, y >uld make the score of
some of our best " sporting " rifle look a Utile slim all the
way up to 500 yards, and I fear even some of the Creedmoor
rifle owners would begin to wonder,
ared even
with a Creedmoor rifle. Beyond 500 or 600 yards the breechloader might be ahead on account of the difficulty of patchmuzzle-loaders
ing for the
(in the old way, with linen circular patch) a ball heavy enough for a very long flight.
Thebreech-loader's superiority for killing game lies, entirely in
its rapidity of Are, an advantage which, to my mind, far
outweighs every other considerations, so loug as" it is not too
But it leaves the question How far can game
inaccurate.
be killed ?— just where il was before.
Now, the way in which about three-quarters of all the
tremendously long shots we hear about arc made is simply
this: The hunter sees a deer at a long distance, looking
about the size of a fawn. He shoots and drops him perhaps
or, what is much more likely, he shoots
at the first sight
two or three or lour times, and the deer, instead of running
away, only jumps a few steps or stands Still until begets
the range. But when be drops
"Gr-D-r-eat C{0 e-e-c-sar
what a shot I" exclaimed the delighed shooter " 400 yards,
by jingo !" This he fully believes, for he does not measure
the ground, and by the time he gets home he has actually
persuaded himself that it was 450, and when he comes to
i

—

;

!

!

;

;

:

:
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sure of dotoll about it he adds another 100 yards to it to be
ing himself full justice. Now, the fact is that the deer was
just about 200 yards, and the man either had no idea of distance, or took no time either before or after shooting to look
over the intervening ground, or else it waB of a nature to
deceive him if he did. He only knows that he made a very
flue long shot, and jumps at the distance through a fancy
already misguided by the stereotyped forms of exaggeration to which he has been accustomed. But in the main
fact— that he made a long shot, he is eminently correct;, for
200 yards is a long shot on a deer with any rifle and on any
ground, except the open plain, and it's a mighty good shot

even then.
.
good way to judge of what can be done in tins way is
to look over ihe 200-yard scores of the best Creedmoor oflhand riflemen ; and here I may say, notwithstanding Ihe
popular belief to the contrary, that these scores are as good
average scores as can be made by any one. The uuquestiouable superiori'y of the " Leather-Stocking" in shooting
on game is because he can shoot about as well on game as he
can at a target, which the mere target rifleman, however expert, cannot do tor want of iho coolness and knowledge of
.

A

some tew

lurb other game,

it

would, of course, be advisable to try

much further. But when you come
hill, down bill, through timber and

to estimate distance

over timber,

brush or over brush, across canyons, ridges, etc ii becomes
a vastly different matter. There is, of course, uo telling
what could be done by the expenditure of barrels of ammunition, but I believe that nothing short of an extraordinary expenditure of ammunition and patience will enable a man to
estimate distance upon such ground closely enough in the
limited time it must generally be done to hit a deer at 200
yards at the first shot over one-half the time. No matter
what your skill in one kind of ground, your gauge unconsciously shifts when you come to another kind. Especially
The gauge you use to day
is this the case in the" mountains.
in Ihe plain, fails you to-morrow in the foot-hills; and the
gauge y.iii adopt in the low foot-hills is too small when you
are among the larger ones, and your standard for them fails
agaiq when among lie high peaks. Byron, speaking of the
interior of St. Peter's, at Home, says:
t

•'

Its grandeur overwhelms thee not
An.f whv ? It is not lessened, bat thy mind,
Expanded by the Renins of the epot,

;

i

bull's-eye of eight inches, on a dark ground, is easier to hit
than a twelve-inch one of the color of game on the background upon which (except on snow) it is generally seen.
Now the long-range ball (which it is almost indispensable
effectto use in our .44 calibres to have weight enough to be
ive on large, game- in all positions) begins to lall perceptibly

from the line of the level sights at about .0 yards at 100
yards is down some eight or ten inches at 150 yards is
from twenty to twenty-live inches below, and is then
dropping about ten inches for the next twenty.five yards,
and this drop rapidly increases. Exception will, I know, be
taken to ihese figures, which I do not claim to be perleclly
But before any one proceeds to "bounce" me for
exact.
audacity in making such an assertion, I would Suggeai
;

;

my

rifle
that he try the experiment at measured distances, with
sighted and held as he would sight and hold it to cut a
bead at thirty paces.
This drop of the heavy ball cannot be overcome to any
useful extent by increasing the charge of powder. I have
both
never fired a Creedmoor rifle, yet I will venture to say,
upon principle and analogy, that its ball will fall seven
at loO
inches at least at 100 yards, and I believe more, and
yards
yards will lall at least eight inches in twenty-five
The result of this drop is that at 200 yards a mistake of
your distwenty-five yards either way, in the estimate of
nearly
tance, will cause you to miss a deer or antelope
perhaps, both
every time, or only break a foreleg (ihough,
Any one who knows the extreme ease with which a
legs).

squirrel's

mistake of twenty-five yards in 200 may be made, even on
interopen ground, with plenty of time to look over the
it in
vening space, can readily see the difficulty of avoiding
the
rough brushy, hilly or timbered ground. And both
distance,
estimating
of
difficulty
the
and
drop of the ball,
trouble inincrease constantly with the distance, the latter
creasing at a geometrical ratio.
That very Ion"- shots on game are occasionally made is beyond question, and there are three ways in which it is done
game standing for
First by "scratch" shots; second, by
calculation of dissighting shots and third, by skill in the
mean such as Judge
tance, wind, etc. By scratch shots I
letter to the Fourst akd
Gildeirsleeve speaks of in a late
ago
Stbeam—killing a duck at half a mile. Juatten years
of two fish-docks at the foot
last December 1 killed one out
distance at the very first
of Lake Pepin, Minn., at over that
Five months later I fired at a bunch of gulls on a
Shot.
of about ten feet, arid
sand-bar, that were huddled in a space
The bar was half a mile up the
killed two with one ball.
yards from shore at that
river bv the bank, and about 500
by several persons.
point. Both these shots were seen
rifle which canThey were made with a .40-cal. Maypard-a anything
of its
equalled by
not to-day be beaten or easily
that just such
doubt
no
have
I
Now,
weight.
calibre and
who has shot much with
shots have been made by everyone
there is no reason lor donbta long or n.id-rauge gun, and
any inference trow
ingthem; but when you come to draw anything
excephe
them 1 protest. They prove scarcely
Until a man
the ball.
distance to which the nfle will throw
in five or six- times, ihey
once
at
least
shots
such
make
can
considered mere scratch shots, unworthy ot con;

must be

element of skill ensideration, even Ihough a considerable
upon the two shots abovetered into them. I always looked
it 1 had carved oft
as
much
as
accidents,
mentioned as pure
throwing a j.ick-kmte at it,
the head of a flying bird by
t say so to the byalthough. I must confess that I didn
Bt

shots.
The' "second way is by game standing for sighting
Where u-ame is hunted but little, where you can get high
is such thai the
ground
the
of
nature
the
where
above ft
you and often, if it
echo will bother it and it does not see
what you are, it will
does see you, but can't make out
;

still, while three or four balls Strike
jump a few steps at each
over or under it, or else will only
In such a case the advantage of the breech-loader
.not
might
be a trifle more accurate.
which
muzzle-loader,
over a
^immense. 1 have in this way killed several deer at 300
mile.
yards one at 350, and broken a leg on another at hall a
he generally takes good
"But when a man does such things
show he fired before he
care not to tell how many sighting
prevailing
shall follow the
hit it and in the present case 1
there were two tools
fashion exec pt to say that each time
the biggest fool of
well met. and the deer happened to be
every one, and could have
the two. I ran the risk of losing
got them more certainly in another way.

staud either entirely

"Who, that has been among mountains, has not
linen astonished at the

felt this

and

ever-shining deceptiveness of height

?
And now arises a very important question
I risk a. long shot or try to get closer ? Circumstances vary so that a satisfactory answer is of course impossible.
If game has taken the alarm it is generally advisable to
crack away at it, unless the wind is right and nature of the
ground is such that you can keep out of sight, semicircle and
Where
get around or above it without losing much time.
game is not alarmed and the country is at all rolling, any real
good hunter, shed with moccasins (as he should be) can get

and distances

When

shall

within one hundred yards of deer fourtimesout of five, unless
unrler special circumstances, such as crusty snow, thick or dry
brush or leaves, etc. I am "no slouch" on guessing distance
and shooting up to four hundred yards, yet for every deer I
have bagged at over one hundred and fifty yards, by virtue of
having an accurate mid -range rifle, I am sure I have lost three
by being beguiled into opening fire and scaring them away at
the first shot, when, if J had kept still, 1 could have got much
closer.
If I had always had a rifle that would, I knew, not
shoot an inch beyond one hundred and fifty yards, I should
have killed more' deer than I ever have by twenty-five per
So firmly convinced have I become of this, that I long
cent.
ago adopted this rule, which I would suggest to every beginner, not only as a rule that, will insure him more game, but
The rule is
also make him a far more skillful still hunter.

this— never shoot at game beyond one hundred and fifty yards
if there is one chance in thiee of getting forty or fifty yards
closer, and whenever you arc in any doubt as to whether to
raise your sights or not, always keep them down, with the
single exception of shooting across water or a broad bottomed
canyon from Ihe hills above, in which cases you are more
likely to undor-estimate than over-estimate distance.
The long-range delusion rests almost entirely upon mistaken
ideas of distance, game (especially in timber) almost invariably appearing about twice as far to most people as it really is.
all are deceived by it at first, and many never can get
over the tendency to be deceived. One thing that confirms

Nearly

the fallacy in the minds of many is this : Let any man who is
anything of a shot and knows anything about distance, fire a
good loog or mid-range rifle at any far off object either on
land or water. Two chances to one the ball strikes just over
into or just over it.
it or just below it and ricochets
"Jupiter!" exclaims a bystander, "that was a mighty
How that would have tickled a deer Eh ?"
close call
" You bet," says Ihe shooter, really believing it.
Now here are two mistakes. First, it wasn't a " close call,"
for, though the variation seemed but a few inches, it was
Secondly, even if it were a close call, if
really a few feet.
Uiere is any one fact about rifle shooting which may be considered established beyond dispute, it is that "close calls"
wdl not kill game. That requires a bull's eye every time. It
is almost needless to add that the difficulty of long-range
shooting cannot be helped much by using a telescope Bight.
Though very good to hit marks that would be nearly invisible
through common s:s,l:ts, it is just as necessary to know your
much, if
distance in order to adjust it, and it cannot help you
anv in this. In timber it had better be kept off, as it is difficult to nnd your game through it unless the light is very good.
of our long
It might be used, however, to advantage by some
raDge performers to draw the game up close enough to allow
them to reach it before it spoiled, though even then I should
recommend the use of salted bullets to make sure of its preI

I

•vation..
servation..
I[have just seen the article of
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WoodcocK, Ph&kela minor.

.

"Viator," in Forest and
on "Double-Barreled Bines." Such a rifle

Stream
ream of Feb. 7,
and ball as he there describes would increase by some seventywith a great
five yards the distance at which one may shoot,

approach to certainty of bitting, and, paradoxical as it may
seem, would be a longer Tange hunting rifle than one that
would throw a ball double the distance it can. The distance
sights, using high set
at which we can shoot without raising
over game (all
Sights taking coarse front sights or holding
equally delusive and vexatious), would be vas'ly increased,

to
while 'it would shoot well enough at five hundred yards
he can do
take the conceit out or any target shot who thinks
with hair on it as he can
as well at that distance on a target
on a bald target. It would also greatly increase the distance
without holding ahead otit,
at which rnnuin" game can be hit
hold ahead when
as well as diminish the distance necessary to
Such a rifle has long been
loo far or gowg too fast to hold it.
always bemy beau ideal of a true hunting rifle, and I have
sporting rifle of
lieved as Viator seems to, that it wdl be the
moderate price. For two
the fulUKj if it can be made at a
this
rifle made
years I have been trying to get such a
Lcfever have for some tune been making
Nichols
country.
me one, and when finished I wdl give an an account of us per-

m

A

formance.

_

_

the calcination of distance.
it is comUpon open ground, with a few seconds of time, good
rifle,
paratively easy for an experienced shot, with a
calculate distance, four times out of
to
sights,
proper
•ind
a deer or antelope up to net
five Close enough tO hit
This skill may be so cultivated as to make one
varda
enough to be wortn fcrymgat
Pretty sure at 250, and sure
Forelklshould think fitly or seventy-fivc «
300 yards
for buffalo another
might be added to these figures, and
And these 1 consider the extreme outfifty or seventy-five.
game shooting, although where
side ranges for practical
closer, and firing will not disthere is slight hope of getting

by

skill in

;

Trhviacip.-

tarola helvetica.
plover, JEgiolUix eemppalina-

Great man, led

tun.

WlllBt, Tutanat tc-mipalmatw.
Tat ler, Totawu ulanolencti*.
uajlaviptt.
Tellow-sliuuKs, T*.

Ring

Bimmlopui

or long-sUauia,
nigriooMs.

Stiir,

and

service-

most particularly,
able dress for a sportsman, we recommend
neatness and convenience of
not only the material, but the
Rahway, N. J. Just such
the suit made by F L Sheldon, of
it is of a rich brown velvet corsuit is a iw in our office,
i

is no possible use of making
when a man gets into it he lookB
acquainted with
an animated meal-bag. As we are well

duroy and made to

up

I'Vtiit

like

last.

There

of clothes so that

were made— who is gothe gentlemen for whom the clothes
pigeon, glass ball and
in- to take down the entire West in
elegance of his apparel will, no
prairie chicken shooting— the
Shelton s sporting
appearance.
fascinating
already
add to his
of usage. They are made by a pracsuits wdl stand all kinds
and are wonderfully convenient.
tical

man,

or niarlin,

sjoilvv-it,

Lh'Waa ft'ooa.

"Bay birds" generally, including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, cnrlcw, ovsrer-ciiteiier, surl hinla, pnalatouea, avoceta,
etc., comiug under the group Liinacohr. or Shore Birns.
Many States
permit prairie fowl (pinnated, grouse) shootlug after Auensc 15.

Game at the West. The coming shootirig season Is
most promising for all kinds of game, and the coming Bench
Show and Field Trial in Minnesota are attracting a large number of Eastern sportsmen, who wdl find an abundance of
prairie

The

gan.

mallard,

plover,

chickens,

Deer are most abundant

wood

teal,

ducks, etc.

in Wisconsin, Minnesota

best localities in Wisconsin

may

and Michibe reached by the

Wisconsin Central Railroad, between Phillips and Ashland,
and by the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad beyond Elroy in Michigan, north of Reed City, and by the Flint and
Pere Marquette Railroad, between Reed City and Saginaw.
The Northwestern branches alBo penetrate to many desirable
:

shooting grounds.

Quebec—Matapedui, Any. 6.— Ruffed grouse and other
small game is very plenty in this vicinity, and signs of moose,
cariboo and bear are reported to be numerous within a short
Stanstead.
distance of Frazer's Hotel.

—

New Hampshire— Oeorr/evilte,

August 5. The forests herefilled with grouse, and there are great, numbers ol
in Lake Memphremagog during August and September.
Later iu the fall wild geese are to be had.
D. VV. A.

abouts are

duck

Massachusetts

— Warcham,

Any,

9.

— Shooting prospects
Otbus Lisoum.

are very good for this season.

Salem, August 13.

—A sickle-bill curlew was picked up one

day last week on Buffum
finally fell exhausted.

street,

Among

Lynn

had been

;

hit

and

the birds recently brought to

bag by friends and myself have been summers,' snipe, grassUplands are in. good order,
birds and some peeps, as usual.
but will be better in a week. Rainy weather makes it belter
for gunners, as I think showery weather makes birds move
if
there
are any en route for the
after or between them, i. c.
South. Am going out this afternoon, if weather allows, to
Grounds bangtry some uplands in Callow's Hill pastures.
up for Wilson snipe.
R. L. N
Nantucket, Aug.

Thursday

hers.

I

10.—Birds are coming along in fair num
went up harbor and made a fair bag of
Jack

curlew and yellow-legs.

Guhe'vv.

Monomonao Spouting Club. —The annual election of officers of the Monomouac Sporting Club of Gardner, Mass.,
Pres Aaron Greenwood Viceweek, was as follows
John D. Edgell Executive Committee, Thomas Greeuwood, George Nichols, Marcus Wright. The club will start
upon its annual excursion September 3, and be absent ten

last

:

Pres.,

,

;

;

Rhode Island— Newport, Aug. 10.— Good shooting for
this vicinity.
One day ihis week the guns brought to bay 11
grass plover, 3 woodcock, 9 yellow-legs.
Occasional.
Newport, Auyust 12.— Woodcock and plover are being shot
with very good success, shooters getting to bag from three to
ten birds.
T. J. L.

New York— Eldnd,
plenty as usual.

August 8.— Deer and small game as

A good

season's sport

Is

anticipated.
I.

M. B.

Long Island— Jamaica Bay, August 13.—A few flocks of
yellow-legs; ring-necks and surf snipe plenty; one black
duck seen on the" 11th; weakflsh and striped bass fishing first
rate

;

any cmautity of

crabs.

Pennsylvania— Erin, August 10.— Woodcock shooling has
Mr. T. W. Jarecki and myself
been very good this season.
bagged 18 fine birds last Thursday. They are beginning to
molt now, and we have all agreed to let them alone until after
they get through.

Smpk.

Tennessee—Nashville, Aug. 8.— A

great many sportsmen
excellent bags of doves are made.

are out every day, and some
I heard of three gentlemen who killed forty, one afternoon,
and yesterday Mr. Valentine and two friends iu a short while
baggeda dozen, V. scoring eight to his gun out of the twelve.
There is not the usual prejudice against killing doves and
robins as there is in tuany places, and both birds are considered delicacies, The flesh of the dove is dark and resembles

the pigeon, except that

it is

more

delicate.

MianiOAN— Detroit. August 8.— J.

J.

D. H.

E. Long, En three days'

shooting at Monroe last week, killed 70 woodcock.
William
Jardine on July 30 killed 17 woodcock.
Dbuio.

—

Suit. -For an elegant

\n Elegant Suootino

'

is

Red-backed Bandptper, or ox-blrd,

BlacK- bellied p over, ox-eye, Squa-

•

The next way

SEASON FOR AUGUST.

IN

—

Has groira colossall"

which he can acquire only by experience
Now, take the best of these scores, and recol-

;

%mn§ ^ag mid (§mu

,

points,

in the field.
that
lect that it requires a 5-shot to kill with certainty
nearly one-half of the4-shots will miss a deer, or only break
his leg
that almost every 3-sbot will miss him, and that the
Bear in mind, too, that these scores are
Test are worthless.
made at a distance already known to a foot, and with a
sight set to within one-hundredth of an inch at the gre
and generally much cloBer, both of which conditions are unRemember, also, that the white
attainable in the field.

it

up

through

—

Minnesota Montevideo, August 3. Prairie chickens and
ducks are very plenty in this and adjoining counties. We expect great fun the latter part of the mouth.
J,

p

Indiana— Blujj'tm, Aug. 3.— Quail and grouse
and promise good sport

this season.

are plenty

A. A.

W.

—

Iowa Ponwroy, August C— The show for good shooting
was never better than now, especially on pinnated grouse.
They are a month earlier than usual, many being now lull
There is any amount of shooting going on now in
grown.
open, barefaceJ defiance of the law, and that too by men of
would expect more sportsmanlike behavior. We
have no club of any consequence as far as enforcing the law
goes, and as no one makes it his partieidar business to see to

whom one

AND STREAM.

r.OREST
such business, the illegal shooting goes on without stop or
hindrance.
Young mallards and geese tbnt hatched here are
of full size, and are also fulling victims to the insatiable pothunters.
Abe Daootah.

Nevada.— Game

of every description is said to be
season. TUa seaBon opens on the first of nest,
a surfeit of sport is in store for the gunner.

ant, this

and

—Mr. Chas. A. Zimmerman,

abundmonth,

of St. Paul, has printed

some

water colors of his "Tight Shell" and "Trying for a
Double," which are having an extensive sale at $8.50 per
He- will soon follow with, another picture entitled " A
Clean Miss."
fine

pair.

Penetration Tkst— JYdiv

Rochelle,

Aug. A,—Mr.
pleased to learn from

N.

F.,

Editor : Bettor late than never. 1 am
an advertisement in your columns that Mr. O'NeJ] has brought
out a penetration ester for shot. The public have long wanted
some Standard rule by which they could test the power of different guns, not only in the same place, but, everywhere, and
in such a uniform manner that the results might be compared.
Until such a standard is adopted the trial of gtinr, amounts to
but little. The modes hitherto employed are very imperfect
and unsatisfactory. Let it suffice the object of the trial is
to find the force of the guu by its penetration power.
Now,
in a hard, compact mass of paper, the shot meets with an impediment, greater than is offered in many kinds of wood, and
such that, alter [lie shot has entered a short distance, they
are found flattened out almost as much as if fired against a
rock, and more so than if fired into softwood- Open the book
where they stop, and you will find them "asflatasa pancake,"
and with a deep indentation in the paper nearly as large as a
pen, There they have been brought to a stand, and yet have
more huge indentations, thus showing that at the moment of
their arrest, they had yet fores enough to penetrate a dozen
sheets more if they bad not been flattened.
This, then, is no
trial of penetration.
On the contrary, experiments have been
made showing that the greater the force of the gun the less
its comparative penetration in the paper, because there was
more resistance to the flattened shot by the greater force. This
1

-

;

result

is but consistent with the rule of natural philosophy,
the resistance offered to a moving body increases as the
square of velocity. Suspending the sheets loosely will remedy
this evil
somewhat, but yet. this mode has many defects I could point out.
Besides this, there is no established rule 1 know
of,
which determined the kind
and thickness of paper hitherto used. Without this
and uniformity there can be no accurate comparison
of results,
and hence I attach very little importance
to the trials of guns made in this manner, except when they
are tried at the "same paper.
I much prefer a soft pine board
for these trials, and very thin shingles are better still, for then
the shut will not flatten so much.
If we try to force a comrnon pin by a sudden thrust into, a compact book we can
pierce but a few sheets of paper, but if the leaves be separated the pin will carry it through its whole thickness. And
why ? Principally because the paper yields in rear and gives
way to the force or the pin. This shows the principle clearly
enough.
must have in our trial testa (if hard substances
like paper are used) the sheets or cards so separated and
made of such a thickness as to yield to the force and allow
the shot to pass on from sheet to sheet without destroying
their shape.; and in the first place I would suppose that the.
thickness of the paper should be about the diameter of the
shot used. Then the back of the card would yield and give
way as the shot entered, and thus leave it perfect in form. If
the shot are left, perfect, we find the full penetration of the
gun ; if flalleueri, I thiuk not,
must have these sheets
made with great care they must be uniform in material,
thickness and weight, and should not be hard enough to inIf so made, they may, and doubtS'ure the shape of the shot.
ess will, be used all over the country.
Then we can all use
them and know how our guns perform in comparison with
others.
I have once seen Mr. O'-Neil's tester and believe it to
he correct, in pnciple and if he will make a uniform pad or
card to be used with it that can be adopted as a standard and
universally employed, we can, I think, have nothing better.
The cards need be only far enough apart to give the broken
paper clearance. Trials will bring them to perfection.

that,

We

We

;

do certainly concentrate and focus any light, but that light must
come from some natural or artificial light outside of Hie eye.
There can be no phosforescence in an animals eye. The following comes from a correspondent fully familiar with the
subject, who writes from Muskojee, i/id. Terr.:

—

Mr. Editor In your issue of June 18, I notice an article
asking information in regard to the shining in deer and other
animals' eyes. I hunted deer for twenty years, and six of
those have been in the Nalion. No animal's eyes will shine at
mght except light is thrown on them, 1 will give you my
yon can have it at its* worth
experience of night hunting
we do it on horseback. The party consists of two. The
shooter carries the lamp on his- bead, his companion fi Mowing Indian file, carries the gun.
When the eye is first seen
you are at a distance of 150'yards, and if it is a deer you will
see but the one eye
you approach until you ran part the
eyes and see two. Then you are in shooting distance, 45 or
50 yards. You stop, your companion rises up to your right
;

;

:

side and hands you his gu
the eyes, and you invariably

Hold

inches below
ne through the
lit
to the front,
Ouch brings the
nisily discerned.
ig makes it look

A deer never looks at
but either lays his head to tin
eyes over his most vital part. Adct
It is large, very bright, and his quick v
like two brands of fire flickering in the
I have Shol
coon, oppossum, heaver and owls in a lij hi,
The darker the
light the bettor.
On one occasion I 'as out on it turkey
hunt I carried my deer lamp along to guide our way back to
camp. Wo were not successful in finding turkey, and concluded we would follow up the course of the branch we w< re
camped on and kill some beaver. We were following a trail
through a green brier jungle when I suddenly parted two of
the strangest and largest, eyes 1 ever saw. f felt the lamp
rise on my head.
But regaining my composure, hailed.
My gun was handed me, the eyes seemed to grow larger
Two big rings of green now encircled them. I brought, my
gun to iny face and pulled both triggers. The eyes disappeared.
We listened. Not a sound was heard. W'a now
commenced to converse and try and determine what it was.
My companion was an old hunter, but said he never saw such
eyes.
We walked to the spot to look for signs. Blood was
found and brains also on the stump of a tree." Ten feet distant lay the carcass of the largest panther
He
ever saw.
measure'd Oft. 4in. from tip to lip.
We found 18 buckshot in
his forehead.
The shot was at 28 yards, closer than 1 wish to
be to one of those kings of the forest.
1 'cahhe.
heart.

1.

I

We

are losing our faith.
That Offioe Bot.—
Here is a
•boy who, amid the daily associations of this office, was presumably imbibing the moral principles which actuate the

Forest and Stkeam-

we

Both by precept and by example

strive to inculcate in his youthful breast

regard for the laws of

game

facedness and heaviness of
the following.

licity to

believe

ll

we

then, that

spirit,

" Robin pot-pie!"

W. Mkbrhx.

The Standaud Target and Penetration Tester. —We
have occasion almost every week

to reply to questions in re-

gard to penetration of shot. Correspondents write us "We
have shot so many pellets of No.
or 8, through so many
sheets of Sarpefs Magsnune or leaves of an almanac," and
we are requested to tell what kind of penetration this or that
may be. We have answered time and again that we knew
nothing at all about it. That this method of testing penetration was useless— that it was no test at all.
The pad shot
into being more or less compact, alters the form of tne shot.
Prom a sphere the shot gets converted into a disk, and if it
be a disk, the difficulty of penetration is immensely increased.
The recent English trials we thought so unsatisfactory in
regard to penetration that, we did not publish them, Pattern
is a different tiling.
Still, in order to save trouble in counting, a methodical plan should be adopted.
We have before
this advised the use of the tester invented by Mr. O'Neill.
We have made up our mind not to give replies as to penetration unless some such standard as Mr. O'Neill uses is employed.
The following is an exact description of the apparatus, which is as simple as can be:
"A single sheet of paper target of the ordinary size, laid
off in selected circles, so that the pattern can be readily
counted. The bull's-eye has back of it a box some three feet
long supported on legs. In the framework of this box slats
are cut, into which pieces of straw-board can be placed at intervals of about half an inch.
The whole is supported on
wooden legs. Now the method of determining the penetration it? exceedingly simple.
Each separate piece of card:

%

board, 10.} by 10J inches square, as it is traversed by the shot
determines the penetration. At a glance the particular sheet
of card-board which has been shot through can be seen.
Instead of carrying into the field a lot of targets, a small package of these card-boards will enable the person experimenting
to understand exactly what the penetration of Ins gun is.
consider Mr. O'Neill's invention an admirable one, as it
does away with former cumbersome methods of getting at
penetration. '— \Jie.s A tiwrtwenient,

We

]

'

—

Gluamino Exes. Doubt has been expressed by many of
onr readers in regard to the often used expressions of narwhen they talk of "gleaming
Eyes do gleam, but only
eyes" in deer or other animals.

rators of hunting incidents,

did

an unswerving
with shanie-

is

give pub-

No, we refuse

when the cod

are biting

?

It is expedient

for that

home. The letter reads:
Camp Lookout, Hog Island, Me., Aug.
Phaii Fobest and Stream

boy

light

light.

If a cat

were put into a close cellar, where

was excluded, there would be no gleaming.

The eyes

At the front end of the car is a reading room, furnished
with a sola, which can be changed into Iwt o beds. Next to
this is the Baker heater, the double pipes sufficient to make
the car comfortable in the coldest weather.
Then comes a
set, for bedding, etc., while on the opposite is a
ladies' toilet room.
Then comes the grand c'rawing-room
and dining-room, 34ft; long, furnished wilh six permanent
'

seats, similar to the Wagner sleeping-car seats.
The dininir
table is ion. long, and
, Nfeeduam musical
cabinet!
At the sides arc portable, tables lor cards, sewing, etc. This

room is lighted by two large silver -plated oil lamps and one
large table lamp, the stand of which, heavily weighted with
lead, prevents

ment

its

being overturned by any sudden move-

of the car. Iu this room there are" twelve double,
berths, eight upper and four lower, constructed on tho
Wagner plan. At either end are two French plate-glass
mirrors, with embossed border.
The interior finish is of

black walnut, rosewood and mahogany, ornamented with
gold leaf, Ihe trimmings in silver plate, upholstered in
crimson plush; the curtains of rich silk damask in two
colors, green and brown
the carpet, is of rich velvet, brussels.
Next is a large closet, and opposite is the gentlemen's
toilet.
Both Ihe gentlemen's and ladies' toilets are furnished
wilh tanks for drinking and washing water, the latter with
double-action pumps of the latest pattern. In Ihe butler's
pantry and kitchen is a large range, water tank aud pump
the whole well supplied with kitchen furniture.
In the
butler's pantry is a shelf on one side, which turns over and
makes a bed with capacity for two persons. This room is
connected wilh the. kitchen by a window, and is furnished
with a cupboard for the china, shelving and closet room
etc.
Just outside the kitchen is the coal box, refrigerator
and wftter tank mentioned before. Fur convenience and
comfort lor n private party of twelve to twenty, there is no
traveling carriage iu existence that will compare Wilh it".
It is a palatial home on wheels, and does great credit
to the
builders, who have spared no pains to make it as perfeel
a
railroad Carnage as possible without regard to cost.
The originators of this plan of traveling had a car fur
nislied by the Northern Pacific It. It. for the past three
years, shooting on the line of this road and the St. Paul and
Pacific road through the season.
It was on the return from
the trip two years ago that the thought of starling
from
home in our own carriage had its origin. Knowing from
experience what was required for a trip, we went to work
on plans ot the car, and with the assistance of friends
bought out what, is found in the " City of Worcester " and
we think as perfect a plan as can be put into the same apace
in any car.
The dedication trip started Tuesday, July 30
the Stockholders and their ladies intending to visit Montreal
and Quebec, and a portion of the White Mountains. Other
trips are arranged, which will keep the car running
most of
the time until September 1, when it is engaged for a
shooting trip to Minnesota and Dakota for two or three months
This party will be composed of gentlemen and ladies
who
propose to spend the time ou the line of the Northern Pa
cific and St- Paul and Pacific K. It.
They go prepared for
all kinds of game, from a snipe to a deer or elk.
The car
Will be the home of the party for the entire trip.
;

GAME PROSPECTS FOR THE SEASON-

that he hurry

Editor Foekst aud Stream:

S, 1S73.

From

:

We saw a wild dues day before yesterday, but did not have my gun
with me. There is not any shooting here excepting robins. Yesterday
1 shot a wild pigeon. We went out cod listing, but all of as got. seasick and had to pnt back. I never lelt better in my life than T feel now.
1 can row a good deal for a new band at the business. I have eight
pages written In my diary. We have not hud a day here yet without
rain, but our tent did not get wet through. We have lirst-elaas meals
here. This ia what we had tor breakfast one morning Clam chowder,
robin pot-pie, ham, corn beet, potatoes, coffee, biscnl, crackers, etc
:

Thad,

A SPORTSMAN'S

WE

had the pleasure of a

CAR.

visit last

week from Jerome

who brought

Marble, Esq., of Worcester,

to

our

at-

which has been constructed under his supervision as President of the Worcester Excursion Gar Company. The car is built with special atlcntion to the wants
tention a car,

who may go

for a month or two on the plains on a
There is something most fascinating
party going on the prairies, ladies and gentlemen, the men and their wives and children, and enjoyin"
all the comforts of a home.
Such a car would be quite as

of those

the evidence gathered during an extended trip
the

present spring and summer through the West and
Southwest
no other conclusion can be reached than that the coming
season will afford more sport to the fraternity lhan any
year

since 1868.

The winter

of 1868-69, 1 believe,

was so generally destroyed.
quail left over last season,

was when game

There was a liberal slock of
and the winter was remarkably

open, with no conditions to destroy the birds.

The spring
to three, weeks in advance, and the
conditions
favored the successful rearing of broods.

was from two
too, all

Beginning with New Jersey, the fine valleys flanked by
the
hill ranges have not had such a stock of quail since
the period
above mcnlioned. All reports confirm this fact. The same
is

true of

Pennsylvania, and there will be good shooting
in
State within twenty-five miles of Philadelphia.
The

this

Blue Mountains running west by
Reading and Harrisburg is finely stocked with first broods
and there are reports of second broods advanced beyond conentire valley south of the

hunting expedition.

tingencies, so auspicious has been the season.

in the. idea of a

Sportsmen on the hue of the Erie and Atlantic and Great
Western koaos spoke advisedly and flatteringly of iheir
prospects locally for flue sports the coming fall, as did
the mem
bers of the Sportsmen's Association of PitlshurnThey referred to their territory as having furnished reasonably
good
quad shooting for several past seasons, but this season
promises a superabundance of birds on all their
favorite
grounds, lying on the Pan Handle road toward Columbus
and in the buckwheat districts of Washington,
Westmoreland
and layette counties; the first furnishing the men
open
shooting the latter the more difficult on account of
hills and
brush, but more birds.
Cincinnati sportsmen— aud the fraternity is strongly represented there, and show
well bred dogs
—are elated over the success of first broods, and their escane
Irom contingencies until able to care for themselves
I met a
number of the Louisville and New Albany, Ky. sportsmen
and they look for the best shooting for years because of
the
favorable season.
This is too far south for birds to be much
affected by severe winters, and their plentifulness
depends on
the good or bad conditions of the season for brcedinThe
most, inviting quail grounds I noted were in the Miami
Valley
and Included iu a scope of from thirty to fifty miles, of which
Zen.ia County is the centre— rolling, well culliviited
well
watered, and enough cover to satisfy the demands
of Humlards, still without making the shooting diflienlt.
1 should
infer that, the lute shooting of thecover portion of this
district
would be excellent, or when the. birds had left the more Often
parts for its shelter, which they undoubtedly do
f ]L VP

much

a man's domicile, and he could be as happy in it as
Probably tho time may come when those, whom

in a yacht.

Lord has blessed with riches, will own just such ambulant houses, and travel about in them with their retinue of
servants, cooks, butlers, ladies' maids aud all, from Alaska
the

to Bangor.

Company

The

are:

F. Kinney;

officers

President,
Treasurer,

of the Worcester Excursion Car
Jerome Marble Secretary, A. B.
;

Charles B. Pratt;

Directors, the

above-named gentlemen and G. C. Houghton, H. H. Bigelow, Nelson R. Scott, E. T. Smith and J. A. Norcross. The
construction of the car

is

as follows

:

The " City of Worcester " was built by Jackson
Sharp
Co., Wilmington, Del., in 1876, and wason exhibition at the

&

Centennial Exposition, taking the first prize. It was fitted
then only lor a "drawing-room car," without furniture,
thus leaving in just the condition for our use. Our plans of
interior arrangements were, made with especial rele.ence in
fitness for this car, then called the " Delaware."
The Bxte
rior is furnished in lake color, ornamented with gold leaf
aud silver mouldings, giving a very fiue effect. At the
front door to the car is tho common platform, with ma
hogany steps with brass treads the opposite in four aud a
half feet wide, entirely surrounded by an iron fence with a
ga.te at the rear, and steps to be used when tne car is staFor protection against storm and heat, there is an
tionary;.
awning hanging from the hood and reaching to the floor.
Ou the platform is a large retrig rator, coal box and water
tank. Tim car is 52ft bmg. exclusive of the platforms.
•Strength and safely were the ruling thoughts throughout.
Miller platform and buffer, and Westinghouj
Under the ear are four lookers, each iU.vIfl. and 18in. deep,
for ice, tool box, vegetable cellar, and general stowage box.
;

'

!

with reflected
all

to

And why didn't he have a gun when that duck
What right has any boy from this office to be sea-

it.

appeared.
sick

protection,

;

Ma.i. II.

37

.

;

found few

localities

that offered

a.s -,«>,!
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Omnlin,f

same story -prospects never known to be better.
It was
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ln
- Jf"« (0 tear the delicate
V
r>'.
h --H
note v.li.s.ed
from all
quarters, and to see tho
WhiUHJ P ited tacks m the road and on the fences indifferent
hi > iur iresence: 1 he large fair
grounds at Terre Haute were
fairly
aken possession of by the quail, and they were
as
domestic, as chickens.
These grounds, though out of condition from lack of funds, will challenge any grounds
in the
the
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FOREST AND STREAM.
country for natural attractiveness. They bear a growth of
superb timber, and a fine sward, which makes them charming
for S summer drive or a summer party.
I was iu Quincy, 111., at the time of the recent pigeon tournamptlt, which attracted brethren from many prominent hunting localities. Prospects of the coming grouse and quail
id
were freely discussed, and notes compared. Conclusimis were reached that the season had favored the grouse
equally with the quail, and that capital sport with chickens
•would begin with the open season. I cannot attempt to give
details of what were claimed to be the best stocked grounds,
bftt there is no question that grounds good heretofore are
factor toward this was the warmth of last
better now.
Winter, which was prohibitory to slapping, thus saving thousands of birds from the market hunter. Kansas, perhaps,
offers the greatest field for quail and grouse in the States.
Immigration is narrowing the bounds of the latter and increasing them in the former.
The settlement for the first six months of this year has
been equal to that of the three preceding years for the same
The estimate nominally is 4.0,000, and the land sales
perio I.
of the Kansas Pacific and the Alchinson, Topeka and Santa
Fe mads alone reaching 3,000,000 acres. Quail follow the
wake of settlement, and as this extends now nearly 300 miles
weal of the eastern border, it can be seen what a "territory is
opening for their occupancy. Ttirce years ago I was through
Saline and McPherson counties, about the centre of the State,
and then well on toward the western limit of settlement.
The contrast now is very marked, with a minimum of prairie and cultivated land commanding as high as $50 per acre.
For the past two years, in many localities hereabouts, quail
had beeu scarce, owing to destructive snow-storms, and the
The
hunters, by common consent, have not disturbed them
birds have recovered and are again unusually plentiful. I
nowhere saw more of them than in these counties. Grouse,
The Kansas game law of
too, are uncommonly plentiful.
'70, making it penal for any express, railroad or common carrier to transport game, has, bb far as 1 can learn, been a dead
The hunter can scarcely go amiss for game in this
letter.
State the present season, and the late shooting in the southern
part of this State and in Southwest Missouri will be particuThe December grouse shooting in the districts
1 irly good.
s ated, and in and bordering on the Indian Territory, is far
a leud of the summer shooting, when the birds are enervate
a id sluggish of flight. There is some excitement in hunting
the grouse when they are fuil grown, alert and vigorous in
flight, and exact as much diplomacy and grouse-craft almost
as iu hunting wild fowl.
Colorado on its plains bears no inducements for feathered
game, and the experiments that have been made to introduce
quail and other game birds near the mountains, as far as I

A

have not been encouraging in their results. There
cm
is line, hunting in the mountain parks for native game, and
the fishing is also excellent. The Denver and South Park R.
R.. which is extending along the South Platte River, is making that fine trout stream available. Experiments with fish
culture have been successful, as demonstrated near Manitou
aud other places. I was much interested in the experiments
mile
at Green Lake, a body of water covering 100 acres, a
above Georgetown and very near the snow line. It has about
100 000 California salmon in it, which are thriving finely,
and" about 40,000 of both Rocky Mountain and eastern trout,
the earlier hatching of which have a growth of from one to
The fish are very tame, and follow and flock
three pounds.
.None of them have
;vioul your boat as you cross the lake.
The hatchingIn ten taken yet for market or other purpose.
house is large and very complete, but operations have been
suspended for some time, owing to litigation regarding the
ownership of the property.
The Atchinson, Topeka aud Santo Fe R. R. in the spring
talked of organizing a sportsmen's excursion to hunt on the
Hue of its road in Kansas and in the mountain districts of
Colorado the coming season, but I have not heard if the proThe programme would be
tect has taken any definite shape.
to locate.
to equip a special train with a camping outfit, and
and quail, buffalo aud antelope,
at desirable points for grouse
and to close with a fish and hunt for mountain game in some
favored locality in the Rocky Mountains. As the object
would be to make better known the resources the road had to
fixed at a practicable and
offer to sportsmen, rates would be
tempting figure. The scheme is feasible, aud if the road
undertakes it, it has that kind of enterprise that will make it
the
agreeable and satisfying to those who join it. All of
Western roads have sportsmen in their management. 1 do
but, on the contrary, from presi•not know of an exception,
gun and keen
dent down, could name those skilled with the
Consequently they know the requirements of
in pursuit.
sportsmen, and many of them have established rules in their
and the
interest regarding tariffs, stopping-off conveniences
The Western roads are getting few
sbollsnifJg of dog fares.
learn,

for dog-charge complaint. It would be well
this abuse in hand and refor the Southern railroads to take
form it. Their excessive dog fares make the carrying of flogs
prohibitory, and thus diverts sporting travel from their clis-

which give cause

years ago, in company with a member of the Audubon
the knowledge of the
Club, ( Uuoago, who seemed to monopolize
had capital fishing and shooting at Hobart, forty DlUeS
spot
Road, but I learn, though
east, of Chicago, on the Port Wayne
has been discovered. The number
still good, that its secret
there in a troll up
of pickerel and bass that could be taken
Hobart then was
the little reed bound stream was amazing.
The extensive retd
a house or two, now it is a village.
Mich., must
Monroe,
about
there
channels
the
marshes and
long period.
be a field to remain rich in fish and fowl for a
Among all the roads in good case in the West, the PittsWayne, and Chicago deserves mention lor the

A few
'

I

burg Fort

but
superb condition of its road-bed and track— nor. in parts,
and
I remarked this, and the smooth movement,
in whole.
family,
steady cars, to a German gentleman, who, with his
was traveling extendedly in this country, and he said he had
equaled
been on no road here or in Europe whose condition
the West, the difficulties in
to police.
the way'of their execution is the large districts
the cities by the enforcethrough
reached
is
benefit
The main
for sale,
ment of the law which forbids the sale, or exposure
What is wanted is an enactment
of game at stated seasons.
joint action,
aud
pot-huuter,
and
trapper
the
reach
will
that
States of simiwith uniform laws as to close seasons, etc., by
The spirit of the Western sportsman, as lar as
lar latitudes.
is loyal to their game interextended,
have
observations
mv
s of things, and if by mischauce
They re ard
est
given time to recover, by common
a district is depleted, it is
The diminishment of game comes through the comconsent
legislature should direct
mercial quarter, and it is berejtuat the
Pkobpbcttjs.
it8 attack.
Ea$ton> JPa., Jvly 29-

As

regards the

game laws of

'

'

.

WESTERN TEXAS.

IN
Mr. Editor

We ttnve a fine country

Second competltionfor tie Foster gun case:
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and one as yet mil ot game
IhU no game laws, and I fear the spun ot
liberty (?) has such a hold on
tlienaiivoTexauthal.lt will tats a targe influx ol people from the
older states, who can see by experience the folly of killing the goose
that lays golden eggs, to change public, opinion enougli to influence
the legislature to pass laws for preserving game. A few of us here
have done our best to organize and keep alive a shooting eluU, and we
some mo ney trying to make the same attractive to sportsmen generally, and to induce them lo fake a hand but when any one
can take their guu, and in two or three hours get a dozen or two of
:
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supply every winter at from 20c. to 50c. each for large fat ones.
We are not so fortunate as to our supply of Ash, for the Mexicans
havo pretty well seined out the streams within ten or twelve miles of
this city, and the fisherman is forlnuate wlio can capture a good mess
in half a day.
The San Anionio River would be a splendid one to
stock, as it come3 out of the ground only four miles from the city, and
rtiD8 a bold, deep and clear stream.
It Isn't straight, though, by any
means. Put a four-feet snake in a six-inch jar of alchohol, and you
have a fax-simile of the curves in our river of the first ten miles 01 its'
existence. I would Hke to know what kind of fish would be Ihe best
lo stock with, and how to proceed to have the thing done.
Take it all in all, I think the sportsman who would not be satisfied
with the country here would be hard to please, and I advise
the spoilsmen who are blessed with a fair shi 6 of the hhtiy lucre to
to give this vicinity a call, and stay a winter, and 1 venture to say it
will be a happy time— one that will do to look back to for a long time.
We have some g:od shots here, aud some, vei y good dogs, but little or
of the blue blood you speak of so lughiy.
rosstng would,
perhaps, improve ours, but we can beat any raw "furrln" dig on the
ground we have to work on. 1 have stated that we have plenty of good
shots here.
So we have aud also some who remind one of the old
Dutchman who, on being told by his English friend who had bunted
tigers In India that he. "didn't care to hunt, unless there win an element of danger in it," replied, " Den 1 am de man you shoult hunt mil,
for only the otter day I shooted mine bruilder-ln-law In -leedhomlott!"
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for sale freely, price 16c. to 40c eacn, and all fat and large. I have
seen a dozen wagon loads on the market at a time, and saw one man
sell out his whole load of sixty-two turkeys at the same rate the grocer
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pot hunters and Mexican trappers. I venture to say you can liairtly
Una a day for the next five or six uiouthu when Lucre v
trapped quail offered for sale at the markets here ; price twenty-tlve to
sixty cents per dozen,)
From present appearances, I would bo
making a gnod, safe bet to wager that I can, with one gun and one dog,
average for the next four mouths, forty quail a day. In a few weeks
the upland plover (called in Louisiana " pappe-botte") will cover all
the open ground, and they are the best, small game we have for the
epicure. Any body can get forty or fifty of them in an afternoon.
They will remain here until winter sends them farther south. Next in
order come jacksnipe then ducks, geese, brant, and the various kinds
of fowl which hibernate here. In the winter wild turkeys are offered
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Last year was exceptionally dry, and the email migrated westward
for better cover, but. this spring and summer have been very favorable,
and now you can frequently stand in the centre of this city of 20,000 Inhabitants, aud hear some old cock whistling "Bobwli
or chicks, for the first brood is now out, and able to fly. (Let me hero
say in parenthesis that quail have three broods in Texas when the
season is favorable; so you may know that if the cover is good, bo that
they oan protect themselves from hawks, they will Increase to spite SI
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quail, plover, ducks, or snipe, as the case may be, to say nothing of
rabbits (or rather hares), squirrels, doves, larks, etc., It is hard to get
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supplied at trade discount. For sale by

Coues, $1

Elliott

Land and Game Birds of New lingland.
By Mlnot. l vol., 8 vo., cloth,

CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N.Y,

WALLER,

F.

Field Ornithology,

Leesburg, Londoun Co., Virginia,

w

ANTI-

ZIMMERMAN'S

Shell " and

YORK

Boys prepared

augl 2mo.

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding ami
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson. For sale at
Price $2.

thin office.

OX RECEIPT OF PRICE.

STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED PPJCEUST.

80 & 82 WILLIAM. STREET

£, &easant Shooting.

Oescribing the Haunts, Babiis, and Methods or
Hunting and Shooting the American Partridee-QuniiHuffed Grouse— Pheasants, with directlons'lor hand.
:ing the gun, hunting toe flog,
-n toting on the
id
^tng. Price, $2. Liberal, soqui
» the trade.
To be had at bnoV- stores gsnernllv. Also for .-ale
one double-barrel breech-loading central lire shoi
gun, 12-gange. Address,

tlie

FRED'K OE BARY
CO.,
Nos. 41 and 43 WARREN ST., N. T.
Every Genuine Bottle bears the Registered

&

Partridge
Beautifully and fully Illustrated with hunting
scenes ou the plains and in the Kockv Mountains,
from field sketches by the author. A book of long,
exm-neiiee, treaties on Camping,
actual and roue
The Use of Mules and Horses. Dons, Guns, Boats,
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest autheh.
Ho reference-book lor sportsmen ever published.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $1 50. Address

iel3 lyr

^nm$tmmtH,

gte.

T^UE AQUARIUM, HROADWAY AND
Thousands of

livinir
,

35TH ST.

can unities DEVIL FISHES,
I'lui'Jf^EE, etc Perihe Troupe of DOGS

1ROPH4I v no
of
MONKEYS and GOATS.

:

t

rormanoes twice dahy
Admission 80 cents.

Children half price.
ST. BENOIT TWINS.
Admission 85 cents extra.. Children 16 cents.

THE MARVELLOUS

'

:

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
7

40

§ood$.

gportsnten's

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

-ESTABLISHED 1S20.-

(SLEEK &

Successors to

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

SETH GREEN'S

SPECIAL NOTICE

Patent

TO

NEW YORK
a direct importation

of East India novelties, to
to call attention

which we

Needle-Pointed

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz.

GENTLEMEN.
We have just received

Sale of

desire

48 Maiden

35

Lane,

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

:

which

2d. 25 pieces real Seersucker,

made

in

narrow

was

stripes expressly for us.
suits to order, and keep

We shall

make

in stock

Sack Coats ready made during

the

month

Chogas.— Afewof these fine embroidered
Camel's-Hair Smoking Jackets for gentlemen, such as we offered two seasons

3d.

NEW YORK

SHOOTING COAT.
Made
.

ago.

for S-5

pieces

Pure

made

silks,

coolest

ments

into

Pongee
suits,

we

These
Silk.
offer as the

and most attractive summer gargeDtlemen ever shown. Price

for

only $11 per

inexpensive.

suit,

or

For

Corduroy
the

WITH HAT OH CAP.

good waterproof

8-oz.

canvas (not

made In the most thorough manner. Warranted

in the

Maker of fine breech-loading shot-guns. Muzzle
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and
boring gnns to shoot close and strong done in the
best manner. 1 also keep a good Ft-.oh or
KHEKI JT-MMI1KK-. Prices from *:io up;
bored to shoot close and strong as parties may desire. Send for price list.
No. 3 West Main si reet,

KNKllnU

market.

sale by dealers in

guns and sportsmen's sup-

F. L.

SHELDON, Rahway,

N.

J.

MarchSl

gafe,

Last season we sold the
This month we offer them

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every posslblii
No screeu is needed, as no one, not even
can tell the direction the bull will take. Made
if desired. All metal. WORKING PA KTS

TTiOE SALE,
One Packer Gnn, 10 bore,
JC laminated steel barrels perfect condition wt.h
60 shells, loading implements and case complete.
Sold for no fault.

SICKLY FITTED. Send for circular.
WiW. H. CRUTTENDEN, «cn. Agent,

but,

These are very

very cheap.

in

fine

name.

>"ew Style Chromo Cards,

OP THE

SHOOTING

No. 2D, Oil Finishrd firain I.eaihcr Hnntti.B Mioes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels,
wlih or without nails; English ueuertivht tongue?.
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, S7; 00c.
extra by mall. Send stamp for lllustratedOatalogue.
P. O.

Box

la

WM.

301

1,016.

R,

Manufacturer only of

Osgood's Portable Folding
Canvas Boat.

143

flrst-oissa

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.
And Dealer

-il

;

Bailing,

duck

lutut-

Ing, exploring, etc., 20 lbs.; weight, with bottom
board, oars, paddle, etc.. everything complete, 4

every

lbs.

Manufactured by UMluou ASend for illustrated circular,

CHAPIN, Haul

Creek, Mich.

name and

1

4t

Elm

St.,

O'NEIL'S

The only

Standard Penetration Tester.

GUIs
Lever Action

Top

THE WORLD,
Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore.

The reputation of these
goods is now established

tinlsh, symmetry of outline and materials
to the flnest English Guns, and at more
reasonable prices.

Squal in

throughout the country.

rneSneulerKebuundlug Lock used, the only Rebounder with which missnres will not occur.

They are the Best.

"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Ccinperi

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR
sating Features of Action."

GUNS SKBOI

'

-

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered

rules

for

Ciark
214

particu-

W.

&

Pratt

to

Breaclt-Loa^ert.

Snesder,
St.,

Baltimore.

Now

C. S.

8cpt27 ly

York.

Choice Red

Irish Setter

address

BRAWTfCS

&

Horn

out of

New York, IMS.
LINCOLN A UfcLLYAE,

ptize

SALE—
&
F BARTON

SALR- English Foxhound Dog Pnps of very
FOR
K. UuLIJKN, Snersuperior blood. Address
.1.

ang!5 2t

born.Mass.

SALE— A

red Irish setlerdog, three years
old, ii OTOuyMj broken on all kinds of g-mie
can't be beaten on retrieving ; heen homed from
iMiiiii;, o, Texas
ownel hi S Do U96 Price $30.
Adilre.-s -I. K. P., eaie Botanic Jledicine Company,
auglo it
Bulfaio, N. Y.

FOR

;

WILL sell my

blue and white dog Ponto for $36,
soon, or ejechaoge for light breechif taken
loader retrieves from land and water ; is excellent
on sulpe and partridges especially. Sold lorwantof
anglo It
N- Y.
P. MUELLER,
use.

I

;

Mat

A

GENTLEMAN

?.

We are now prepared to till
11, 1ST?).
orders promptly at the following prices:
$10 00
Standard penetration tester
1 00
Test cards, per box (100)
1 <0
Target she is per doz
100
Tripod gun. lest
depot
free
Delivered at, express office or railroad
of
receipt
of charge for package or drayage, on
price. Liberal discount to the trade. Also importshot-yuns
breech-loading
ers and dealers In fine
Send

and price list, J.' PALMER
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ingh-

ill.

i

Gordon

Setter

slut,

six

Jeats old,

|i

,

for Illustrated catalogue
CO., 41 Filth
O'NEIL

&

win,

exchaoi
white cocker

I

all

etc., etc.

the Sctiih

In

bred pointer b Ich that is young, wel
uelji
and with no def'Cs prefers oni in
dog; a high price cannot be pa
ng lull doscripHon, priee,
POUST3R, this .Hire, will be fo warded.
''''I,
perfect
...
n
beaulies, and equal to any in the o.uniry. For particulars address RUl'U LANCASUlhE, Newcastle,
angla it
Lawrence Co , Pa.

1

Stream, July

rifles n'stols

firs",

foxes, perfect pets.
auglsat
CO., 317 Broadway.

I

Boston, Mass.

New

lor paiticii ins addrevB
uugl54t
Warren, Mass.

Two young

*OU

IMPORTED

50, 1ST

first prize
(iniport.il). winner of

I

PR1CE3

W, SIMMONS & SON,
Nov.

Pups

for Sale.
mr Imported Dash, winner 0'

:

Head f or UlnHtratert C'dnlosyne.

Pat,

auglo It

bought, sold
1'KCK., 8 West Twonty-fiftn

ITHSXJ.

STOCKS BENT TO A>'Y CROOK
PSn Fire Gunschanged to Central Fire.

PRICE PER SUIT, SI 3.

ick-

I-

positive

Self-Closing

Double-Grip

moi..

ghq genncl

BoBion, corner Dock Square

THE SNEIDER

L><;

ANO COUNTRY PROPERTY

snd exchanged.
street,

In

Gnns bored to Bhoot olose and hard, warrantor
EVERY TIME. Gun stocks— bent, crooked ot
straight— warranted to stay. Constantly on hand.
Hunting Suits, and shoes for land or water use.
Spratt's imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, now
improved Ballard Rifles, for long or short range.
No. Gl

Interchangeable bar::. c>.l.

Broadway. Alcany, N. Y.

CITY

k, 16T8,

ang

Rifle.

un-i,, niel

eled frame, polished aud checkered walnut, stoc-c ;
The
adjustable sight, with engraved scale on grip.
whole in handsome case. Price, $35. U.B.DERBY,

SCHAEFER,

IN

0.

Picnic
Build-

jel3 if

FOKn SALK-Stevens
22 em,

& SONS,
THOMSON
Broadway, New York

SUIT.

Each garment and

lars,

.1.

one, four horses; tweniy-ihree
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds; tine garden; litu voting fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this oflke.
stables, etc.—in

Weignt, with paddle for trout

measurement and

Farm and

Bergen County, N.

five, years old; politic frame
modern improvements; tenant's house,

all

GUNS OF ALL DESCKIPTIONS

circulars,

Oo,,

ings cost over si, aoo;

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

For

with

EEED &

augj

FOR
Grounds, Oakland,

quality,

W. Simmons & Son,
BOSTON.

button bears our
address.

1.

SALE— Crvstal Spring Fish

Price $2.

OAK HALL,

BOSTON

GEO.

10c. postpaid'.

Nassau, N. Y.

@nns, gtc.

villa;

G.

Address Box C, Merlden, Conn,
angis 2t

ELEGANT

18

few dozen East Indian Silk Sashes,
be worn with Children's Summer

to
Suits.

;

Cazenovla, N. Y.

JeGsmos

dren.

CHEAP—

puller,

stationary

direction.

6th. 30 pieces genuine old fashioned Nan,
This we sell by the piece or make
keen.
to order into suits for gentlemen or chil-

A

je6U

Rochester, N. Y.

plies.

at $9.

7th.

CHARLES GREEN,

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TOTHETR4DE.

Pijamahs and Cobias— or East
These were
India Sleeping Dresses.
made to order in Canton, and are very
handsome and desirable, at same time

Sth. 50 sets of

suits at $15.

a

§tms, gtc,

"ip beat in the world for the price.
For $S a tine suit of dock, superior in qoality to
.ny Eastern or Western make, which usually sells
at $10. Also the btBt (luck suits at low prices.
My goods sold by the trade In preference to any

goods

suit.

Velveteen.

Brown, Drab, or
Dead Grass Shade.

Fiislinn, in

SUITS COMPLETE,

drill),

4th. 25

of Waterproof

and

of August.

§00 ds.

^yorfsmen's

§>yort$meifs (£ooA$.

25 pieces pure Corah Silk, a delicate fabric of soft, creamy shade, which we sell
by the piece.

1st.

either breech or
rerrtd, addieasJ
Ulster Co., N. Y.

ick

and

>le

gun,

re

piv-

irg-on,
aiuinit

SALE—IRISH SETTEBS-Pair of the hand.
FORsourest
this conniry,
pups
Irish
o,,. •

K.

THOMAS,

Jit.,

all

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
188H South Clark

Btreet, Chicago, ID.

and

reel
i-igni

bii'-h,

Hides.

Brooklyu.

s. tier

In

months old; prize vnnn.

Pedigree guaranteed.

or $35 singly. ~C. E.

MILES,

rs

on

Price, $60 for pair,
222 Duffleld street,
» a 8 15 1

.

FOREST AND STREAM,

41

NICHOLS & LEPEVEE,
SYRACUSE,

N.

Y.,

MAKBE8 OF

FINE

S

PORT NG GUNS.
I

the onl y
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show afad Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of
" For the Best Gun of America
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and
Make "—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester] Repeating

m

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE
:.

:

;

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS,
In

varieties for

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and

eve-y variety of

and EFFICIENCY,

DURABILITY
ACCURACY, OFFERED
AT

RAPIDITY

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

nil

AND ARE NOW

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

List,

address

ARMS COMPANY,
WINCHESTEK EEPEATING
Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York.
New Haven,

§he

Paul Bench Show,

St.

To be given under

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want of

AT

PAUL, MINN.
3, 4, 5, 6, 1878.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG.

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
Ikeeponly cockers of the finest strains. I sell only
young stock. I gnaraniee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs canuot be beaten lor ruffed grouse
110 If
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.

19.

CHAS. LINCOLN,

Supt.

mystf

AND NON
ENGLISH PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING
Greyhounds, pointers,
Sporting Dogs for

s lie.

setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the Held, £2V
each; for the field and slinw bench, of go d p-digrees, £40 each ; fox terriers, bull terriers, black
and tan terriers, from £1" each, all dead g We, of
good pedigrees, ami very valuable for breeding;
better qtulity for t lie show bench, £20 each. Also a
few Yorkshire tenters at £10 each. The prize
Yorkshire terrier, "Willie," will he sold. Winners
of silver cup, Queensbury, tir, t a d silver cup Ulverston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent
o

].::

:.

William

>:

uvm

street,

'"

<<••

.-'-:'

cocker spaniels

COCKER SPANIEL
Breeding: Kennel

STATE FAIR GROUNDS
SEPTEMBER

first-class

write at once 10 ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del.
Co N. T. Stock nnd delivery guaranteed. Price,
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitcn pupB.
may2 lyr

the auspices of the

Minnesota Kennel Club,

ST.

Sharps Rifles Against the World.

Mennel

the

fflennel

Drafts to

R. A.,

Creedmoor
.

MAY 23--LEECH

CUP, for the Championship ot
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with
LONC-RANCE RIFLE, MODEL 1878.
SHARPS
07ft
military ong-Kanne March; Pnny-eiRhth Regiment team,
MAY 24—
A# V
aud
Sharps
using )
I
liarpu
1 000 yaids
5
(Model 1878) Military Rifle; record, 800, 900
l1u
Beit reeo-d of, any other Rifle
tt>e
In five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be used, and were used, at
Spring Meeting of the N H. A ., May 23, 21 and, 25, at Creedmoor, they won First Prizes.
.

OLD RELIABLE.
TRADEMARK.

SPRATT'S PATENT
Send
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

Warerooms, 77 Broadway, New York.

for Circular.

Sharps

I

Rifle Co., Bridgeport. Conn., IT. S. A.

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded. Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

New York.

Club,

BREECH-LOADING RIFLES.
PEABODY-MARTINI
THE STANPARDAR M OF GREAT BRITAIN.

••
'

New •York.

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.
1878:

accvmp ny

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMHSMT, AND USED BY
WAK WITH RUSSIA.

Satisfacorder, pavahleon Alliance Bark, London
tion ij guaranteed bv the advertiser, who is a Junge
and reporter of Enclish dog shows. F S EEL,
WellRoyd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, England.

ITS

TROOPS IN THE LATE

•

marT 6m

BROKEN— Gentlemen deFirmg to
DOGS
ther dot's broken this year bv me will

B&.

have

lease
lcate at once. Wont them fitred for ihe
Shall go Souin for the
ere season opejS.
winter with the do-is. Mv entire kennel (12 dogs and
pupi.ies) for s ale. Come and see ihem atCentreville
on t e Etie Railroari. First buyers be-t selection.
Clifton, Pa? ht.
Address S. S.

commn-

IS South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

fl°ld

BROWN &

WANMAKER,

twelve One
out
of my bine helton Mell by Burees' Druid whelped
May 17. Five are black, tan and white, hulancp
black and whUe. Address L. F. WHITMAN, No.
1el3 lot
6 City Hall, Detroit, Mich.

SALE, when eight weeks old,
FOR
s tter whelps, seven dogs and

live bltrheB,
;

T7K1R

SALE— English

setter .jog, 4 yen's old, t.hor-

_T oughly broken. Can be Feen on game- wo dcock, quail or partridge. Address, P. O. Box 2,776,
jyll tf
Brockton Mass

SALE.— A choice few of extra flue high bred
FORSetter
of back-and-ians by
Pups. One
litter

Glen onto! Horace Smith's Nelli». Another litterof pure ml Irish by ru polled Buck out, of
Address, HORACE SMITH, 33 Park Row,
B'Bi
aug-^ 2t
New York.

Dr Aten

HILDER,

For

sale

St. Louis,

Western Agents.

in cases of 112 pounds.

Fleas! Fleas!

SALE OR TR ADE FOR SETTER DOG-Gyp.
FORytar
Well
and a half old. Gildersleeve stock
broken on birds and Bnipe.
Lancaster City, Pa.

Address

J.

H.

A Bane

to

Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.

Price BO cents by mall. Postpaid

A.RECA

NUT FOR WORMS

LN BOGS

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with
lull

directions for use.

Price 50 oents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Gun
and Forest and Stream.

TARC&JBT A JSTJO SPORTSIfS.

Our long-range and mid-range
rifled on the only system suitable for th?. "Express" principle.
be transformed to Express mites by sunpiy changing the sights and the use of the proper size of

" Express " bullet.

PKICES TO SLIT THE TIMES.

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I.

for price list to

Dittmar Poivder,
THIS

CAPT.

octVS

BOGARDUS
CARVER

DR.

m FU. TON STREET.

At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July

NO

july4 tf

4, B

and

6,

He

uses no other.

It

was

also used in the y/onderfni
s

breaking balls at seventy-live yards with a shot-gun.

S3IOKE, Fo~nTiil^ZESS RECOIL.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,

;

SALE— A few thoroughly broken setters.
FORPrice
from $50 to $65 eaoh. Address B. J.
ROBBINS,

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

A. h.

In all his matches, both indoors and In the Held.
performances of

W. HOLBERTON.
)

Demnth's Dash, Pride of the
Border— ora dam, Nellie, Trap— Nettle. Price $20.
If no; sold by Au/ust 10 will be put In breaker's
For peiigree and full
use.
hands for my own
description ad ireas G. H. GOODRICH, Toledo,
aug l
Tama Co., Iowa.
Sire,

Being

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

watch dog
SALE— One grand English setter hitch, seven BLOODED
FOR
Address TRAMPS, N
months old, black and white, evenly and beautimarked.

BffiSE.X1P

Send

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

SHIRK,

jy26 4t

Worms! Worms!

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.

s

i

fully

AR Y.

1e37 tf

Couuty, N. J.

Wethersfleld, Conn.

augl

tf

DITTMAR POWDER

CO.,

WORKS

1 Coitlandt
BlNGHATtlTON, N. Y.

Office,
i

St.,

New

York.

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Auxilleury Rifle,

(f^ung oiv tier,

SHELTON'S

&

Laflin

cgftediiinal.

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

HKA^DiiKT.r*

Rand Powder Co.

No. BG

MURRAY

We believe tbese celeb-atcd

PI1.1.M.

are pre-ordained

pills

by their inherent meats to he Hie medicine of

ST., N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of
orirt'i nfi
lie n ore io do when
eeiy with arneuicuie
Thit tivatrnent
Ph when adopted in

iv

Orange Lightning Powder.
HO.
1 lb.

I

1 io 7. strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
can! tens. Hifrhor uvtmhurs specially are recom-

mended

rr.

for breech-loading gans.

BRANDRETH'S PILLS

Orange Ducking Powder,

cure both

who was

For water-fowl, strong and

6^

metal kegs,

clean. No. 1 to B So
each, ami canisters of 1 and i

lbs.

each.

lbs.

Orange
Tie

best

for

Rifle

rifles

and

all

Powder.
ordinary purposes.

FG, PPG ana
Lug tne finest.
Packed in wood aud metal Regs of m lbs., I2)i ib«
and 6>.j lbs., aud in canisters of 1 11). and % lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
.esiduum than mv othr-r hiasrls mule, aud are re3om.ffien.leJ ami nsed by Oapt. A. H. iioqaRDUS.
'lie -'IJiwinniOil Win^r Shot, of 11m World."
BLASTING POWDER and ELEOi lUCAL BLASTSizes.

J

o>t
riylng V

i

rurred leeentlj

deep ulcer of
nly

s.

'

ixes

b

NEW

O. Bor. 715

HAVEN, CONN.

'

he hi sf medicino tor
any marks. A ca*e oceihv pills cured a
ithed
r, salt could

;

I

in

.i

by

,Hi
t

l.Tl
i

.II

COMPANY

a

v,

wr Is what cured
A«s h m who
him; he asys

what, cured

thi

I

•

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL

APttheman

sa.

him he tel nyai
haa dysentery f< _
hs
Bramfretli's PilK They
>mall Pox, and they prev
;

This barrel can be placed In a gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, and
can te removed Just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun and It cannot get out of order.
Wilh this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about, one pound, almost instantly
a orr-pch loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY
BARREL will
lit, any standard
make of gun pi 10 or 12-callbre— cali re of rifle 32, 38 or 44 as desired Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best, advantage a.
iVneaMng Arms Co 'a
cartridges, No. 32 and 88, extra long, and No. 44. model 1SJ3. Send for n Circular and Price Li-t

|

W. M

ararions which' pave heerj prepared
tne rreseur proprietoi l«r over fify years. They

e wholly cimoo-td of Inn' cent h rb^ aud vegetae ebs.-vifs, ar>- in.ai able of liintin: ihe mo't deli-

ING APPARATUS. Ml ITARV POWDER

.

of all kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Erlotional and

:

ind hj,
of

pfoi

fieri

oil

and

.

for

Platinum Fuses,
rampiilets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
'•Mi. oent. free on application to the above fddresa.

GUNPOWDER.

Uraudre'h's Pus will not euro. Pemeruber, they
concentrate the vital. ty of the system to eject the
disease wherever totaled In the body

BRANDRETH'S PILLS
are sold by

all

dealers— 25 cents a box. either sugar-

coated or plain

and

at Dr. liraudreth's

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

CHAS
FINE
IvT

CANAL STREET, NEW YORK.

!94

MANUFACTURER OF AMJ DEAL-R

IN

FISHING TACKLE,
A W CHESTE R VSRMOHT.
OF MY

RODS, REELS, FLIES

OWN MANUFACTURE.

STOP AND READ.
All forma of Kidney diseases, Pains in the
Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by

GRANT'S REMEDY.
American Powder

Co.

W. W.

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
E. B. Rambo. 14 State street. Chicago, III.
M. G. GODDard, 304 Jorfii Ssmii i. St. Lou!
F. Bark &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati,

Champion Treble Wedge Fast,

Greener's

tbx w x zr xr x xr o>

Mo.

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO
MANCFAOTTJREBS OK

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nob. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed 1b square canisters of

1

6M

1 (ttne)

lb.

no 6

A

kegs.

canisters and
and clean, for
adapted to shot-

(coarse). In 1 lb.
flue grain, quick

upland prairie shooting. Well
guns.
Hazard's " Duek Shooting •"
canisters
Nos. 1 (fine) to. 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5
Burns slowly and very
and 61f and -2>i lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with ijreat
water
shooting,
It
ror.-st
or
Bflii,
penetration. For
is equally serviceable
rank" any oilier brand, and
Tor muzzle or breech-loaders.
1

W. W. GREENER,
H.

0.

St.

SQUIRES,

fails.

By

timely use thousands of cases that have

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
New York City.

its

been considered incurable by the most eminent

Hazard'*

•'

Kentucky

Rifle."
rf

i

cal societies

grant's KeniedylManufucturhig Co.,
551

MAIN

The above con be baa
pany's Agents In
*t our office.

every,

Com-

prom'yient city, or wholesale

WALL

Sport:

English

of deaiers, or of the

STREET,

NEW

all

Nos.

N.

T

Aefint

-loin

No. IS North Skill St., No. 220 North Second

St.,

nave mailed free,
Anv'on^v.
upon application, our book— "How Every one can
...?." Address
Paint and SelPCt B
r i9nii,g'

to

Kbr,

South and Dover

.

We

m

nuy
United

!-qnare aud Upbest
are
the
,i-

'lone,

vioiKuiatish p

uar.ued

,,.-.!!.

and No. 527 Commerce

St.,

for

dberal discount <o
etc

i'u-h or
te-nctiers,

AGENTS WASTE".

GaIn';*.

s a-

HdltACK

. I

for

i

ouch,

aid Dnra-

MX TEARS.

on Inftallments. a
Mir.i-.iers, Churches,
fat.ilot-

organs

at

WHTkRm «

es

Mniled.

GREAT BAB-ONf, msnn-

facturers and dealers, 40 Eat! Fourteenth Street,

New Tork.

TATHAM'S
(R ED

LABE L.

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot.

Equally well adapted to

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders.

uniform In
Our chilled shot will be found frrfe from shrinkage, more spherical, moreCIRCULAR.
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. BEND FOR

TATMAM &

BROS., 82 Beckman
YORK.

size,

St.,

Ttx.nr

Paint,' will

INGEKSOLL PAINT .WORKS,
BtreetB, New York.

tb

Waters'Pianos
Grand.

Second-haud Plan,

«VKRT ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER.

in the old
ualnting as a painter can with paint mixed
paint does not set quick,
sray. This is because our
sell it lower
»nd thus show marks of the brush. We
ordinary way,
jian materials can be bought in the

WkMii

price

States.

Extremely Low
:

I'.lick

mwer

e in the

ACCESSARIES.

STORES

ORGANS.

Theie beautiful organa

sella better Instrument at

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT.
Cent. Saved.
^a Pore Ready<ffe are manufacturing a vers
lixed Paint, mixed in such a mannt, that any orrLwry Btable or farm hand can make w- rood a Job

op

??'yU

s

B reech L oading F H1J.A

'or the Un't*.1 flutes.

SO Per

™

a

Superior Rifle, Enfield
2. 3, 4, 6, 6, T and 8.
W. STITT, 11
and Cot- Hawker's Ducking.
(street.

WATERS'

Makes a nd Qu alities o f

DIAMOND GRAIN.
nerlar

WORCESTER, M&SS.

-

are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
.hi
Their cases
ire all richly ilnlslied in

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

Rifle,

-

MAJfUFACTCBEBS' AGENTS,
Importers and Dealers in

ytlltK.

i? Gunpowder.

1S11.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr. <£ CO.

FFG

FACTORED TO ORDER

ST.,

$66;
r$$tt!iiiial ^/nsfrtwtetits.

are fivorite brands foi
uv.Ul. The FFFG'und
ovoiiiarv sooitijig. and the " Sea sliootin;'" F-- 15
the standard /fife powder of the country.

Superior (Wining aud Blasting powder,
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MTJSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES rOA EXPORT, 05
ANY REQUIRED BRAIN OR VKOOF, MA1MU

It is

and medithroughout the country. Sold in
bottles at two dollars eaoh, or throe boltles,
which is enough to cure the mostaggavated oaae,
sent to any address on reooipt of five dollars.
Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders
to be addressed to
also indorsed by the regular phvsciaus

Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street,

ESTABUSHED,

it,

85,
PBU, I'F'vand " Sou Shooting " FG, in fcea
ia>s mi. fifc lbs, and cans of 51bB.e!'FFG" is also
pocked in 1 aio y. lb. c misters. Bums btrong and

It is

phyoicians have been permanently cured.

I

i

it is really
a specific and
purely a vegetable preparation.

hesitate or doubt, for

sixty-six ol the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmond ey Pcnnell. with a full-choke bor'e
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, k lling 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 font and 29>tf yards. He
also won the second event, killings birds In success'on
at 33 yards, niuki-.tr a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
la acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The wluuing gun at the choke bore match, 1877, beating 17 guns by the beat London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1ST6, In the pigeon shDoting match between Capt. Bogardna and
for $50(1 a Bid s, Bonttl killing 86 birda out or 100, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Qua T'-iai, 15-s beating 102 gnni by all the best makers of
Great lliicai'i a. riielnnd. THIS PATENT TR BIBLE WEDGE FAST BiiEECH-LO ADER Is the strongest
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 180,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

.

Dropsy

in

never

,:

lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

ctjh

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'urt valued at
£169, and a money prize of jCtos, t.tls the greatest
prize ever shot lor at Mona <>, was competed for by

mar

tmly marvokras

effects are

Gravel and Bright's disease. No matter of how
long standirg the case may be, positive relief is
bad in from one to three days. Do not despair,

Breech-Loader.

O

Its

Also,

manufacturers of

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more

PATENT

FINISH,

AMERICAN STANDARD DBOP SHOT,

uniform than the ordinary moulded ehot.

and

COM-

FOREST AND STREAM.
Sportsmen's §autes.

§?port{itnen's pontes.

VIEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA NEW

11

LINK

FOB TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
COMMENCING JULY

'7.

STATION iN NEW- ,Oiik-ro.u m
Leave New York lor Trent™ and

-Ab, 9:80,

11:30 A. n., 1:30, -:30, 4:15, 5:15 li:00

Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (except Monday), 6:50, 8:13. 10:20 x. M., V2-.15, 2:15, 8:00, 4:66, 6:30
M.

P.

Pullman Drawing
0:30 A.
•

4:00, P.

ST.,

the 7-45 a m.. I:*

1

Room

Oars are attached loins

duns, fishing tackle, and oBe dog for each sports-

M. train-- fr in Now York and to
p.m. trains from Philadelphia.

8undat Trains— 1 eava Ne

York

<•

and

The Route of the Tourist

I'hila-

M. Leave New Tort
aelphia hi 9:i
for Trenton at ii:80 a. M. and 5:30 r. M. Leave Trentor for New Yo.k:-: l:m, man a. M„ 6:10 p. M.
JSotitt of the ' Brooklyn ind Brio Annex" make
connection at ,1 raej City ata Ion 10 and from Brooklyn and Brie Pepo Jer-ej Ultj
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty Btreet, Nob. S8»
and 944 Broadwi.v, ai the principal hotels, all oillccs
of tlie Erie Railway in N- w York and Brooklyn, an<?
at No. 4Coun street. Brooklyn. Baggage cheoXed

watering places

realdejji

P BAl nwiN. Oen.

H.

White

via

Sulphur Springs.
;

i'«n». A-gent,

CONWAY

TO SPOETSMES:

R.

HOWARD,

Empties
Uaidle
t-'RuAl
i

i

avenue,
7;'10,

Kailv

n Flathush
at 6:20,
12 >i.,
,

mink Euirance, Proapect Park,
10, 10:30, n, Uvio, 11:10 a m

S:M,

-._. 6:40,

I

I-Jj>,

RsO^'triO,

'«,

T,

7:16,^0/

t:*S, «i

Beach—

7,'8,"9, 16,10:10, 11, 11."20,
'null
i:40 a.m., 12 m., 12:10 1, i: 0,
.-10,
2, 2,20. 2:4U, 3,
S.20, 3:40, 4, -1:2(1, 4:10, 5, 5::0, 5:40. 6, 0:20, 6:40, 7,
7:20, T:35, 7:50, 8:oo, 8:20, 5:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:^0, 11

Railroad Company

also reach the best localities for

New

'Sunday Trains to IsUnd-S:S0, 9. 9:30. 10, 10:Sfl,
10,10. 11, 11:20, 11:40 A.M., 13il., 1, l:2!i, 1:40, 2, 2:20,
2:40, 3, 3:20, 3:10, 4, 4:20, 4:10, 5, ,Vill, 5:40, 6, 6:20,
6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:3-1, s, s:20, S:io, '.I, (cm, in, 10:30 r. M.
Ketnrnlngiromlaland-O, 9:30, 10, 10:2 , 10:40, 11,
11:20, 11.-40 a. m., 12 >i., 1, 1.-2H, 1:10, 5:20, v:40, 3,
3::n, 3:4", 4, 4:20, 4:40. 6. 5:2e, 5:4", f, 6:10, 6:40, 7,
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11

EXCURSION

Jersey.

are sold ar Urn .itices of (lie company in
principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BEDFORD, CRE-SUN, R ALSTON, MLNNEQJJA, and

TICKETS
all the.

other well-knowu centers for

Trout Fishing

Wins

Shooting,

and

I

.

GUNNING AND FISE1NS
Pennsylvania and

Still

Hunting.
Also, to

tme

'I

rUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN CAPE MAT.
3QUAN, ami petals OH the SEW JERSEY COAST
renowned lot SALT WATER SPORT AETER FIN
CUB PEA HER.

to

Coney

Island, ten minutes.

tlekets. 40 cents; single tare, 20 cenis.

Excursion

Grand coo-

ceriB every afternoon and evening by Conteruo's
Twenty third Keg'meul Band.
Mil. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been
ei'ir ie.''i for
In- season.
The f llowing horse-car ilnes ran directly to depot: Flathu-li aveuue from Fulton Ferry Bergen
'

;

& ALTON

CHICAGO

Lie

l

f

of

nt
i

he

street, S. B.; Franklin avenue, from S u h seventh
Street Ferry, E. U., andNosnand avenue, from loot
of Utoadway.
E.
Sup't.

W.

RA1LB0AD.

ml

V

DOKW1N,

,^I,S.
lis

:!,'.,

i.l-io

.

OSMIli

Ten-fiorleA.

LI Mi is the fhorieet and he
Northern Illinois Iowa, D Sola, NeorueKa,

s In

Ncvinla, Califoruiu, Ore-

i"t in.

china, Japan and

Ausitrulla

PAUL aMj MINNKAPOLIS

CHICAGO

lis

LlNh.

is

the short

line lor Nonh-rn w.seons-in and vilnnes i.n, an" tot
i-mii.st Paul, Minneai olis, Dnlutii ami all polii't
la tne C4ieat Northwest.
Us
«t,

Ma

ETER LINE

is

an

St-

CM" ago

to St. Louis,
to

Kansas

-ti*i

i^reeirwaod ^ake.

LINE is the m
Watenown. Fo d du Lie, o.
Appleiou. Green Bav, i-.i-can-ba, Negaunt
Marquette, Uonglit'.n. Ilauc.k ami toe Lake Sup
nor country.
Its
AND IIUBTJQtTB
LINK is the oMv route for Econ. Rockforrt, F
port and all imp ts va Free port.
Its CHICAND MILWAUKEE LI.SE Is the old Lake SI
route, and is ti.e onli one passim; through Evans
Lake Forest, Highland p :1 k, vVimkeiiiii Uae
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULL
irlUL OAKS
1

for Janesviile,

ST.

KRE"OHT

EVERTTK1XG,

Througli Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and St. Panl.

I2f

are now running regularly nc
Council Bluffs, on the Ca Ifprul
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN UnUVAT,
West b uud, they leave
i ngooailv, except sunday (and on every llilid Sunday), from the. Wells
Sir, et Depot, at I0:i0 A M , and arrive at Council
Bluffs next in- rn'ng.
East-bound t ej leave Council

ffs

at

(

or any other form of note. cars.

TO

S.

O TSMifN.

This line preseuia p- miliar advantages.
For
Prairie Chickens. Lucks. u< ese ami Brant shouting,
our Iowa Hue to-day offers more favorable point,
han any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, P,ckeiel and Bass ilshlng. a hundred
points on the Ivortberti and NOrthwesiern ones of
this company will be found unsurpassed by anyilnug
in .he Wm-t.
No.

office,

Sportsmen.

between B

JAMES CHARLTON,

FOR FLORIDA

Albert Lea and

rllngton,

b\

lnneapolis,

cr.'fsing ami connecilug with all East aud we t
Lines In Iowa, running toroiigh some of the finest
hunting grounds Id the Norihwesi 101- Geese. Ducks,
Pinnated and Hulled Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen
arid their dog* tlken good care of. Reduced rates
on partie»ol ten or more upou applies! Ion 10 General
Ticket Ofllce, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. Winsi.ow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, TL t

ISLAND RAILROAD. MAY,
1S7S —
IONG
J Ferrylio
leave New York from James Slip

.

27,

ts

THROUGH TICKETS TO EERNANDINA
FORJACKSONVILLE,
ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence

(naiiy excent Sundays) no miuuies, and from Tlnri.vtourth utreet, Bast River (dally) 18 m utiica previous
to depaitnre of trams, ami fi\m South Wall street,
Ful on and ttharli e ferries (dall ) 3m
nutes previous to departure of trains f, ore Dei.ot, corner fclatbush and Adantic avcuuef Brooklyo. Trains leave
Hrook ynand Long island City (Hunier's Point) as
follows : For Givenpn 1, Sag itarhor, etC.,S:30A.M„
4 p. M., and on Saturdays ar 8:30 P. M. For Paichogue, etc. 9:30 A. M., 4:3 and 6 P M.
For Babylon,
etc , at 9:30 a. M
For Port
4, 4:30, 5 and 6 P. M.
Jefferson, e c, at 10 Jt. M. and 4:30 p. u. For North-

;

Boston

office,

5 Stare street.

,

.

;ion. eic

,

ar. 1

i

.-..

a:

,

J:-.",

'.

Ri

unrl

t:?" p.

y.

F

Lonusr Valley, at 8:30 and 10:0(1 \. a.. r;:ii:, i::u. 5:30
andfi:30p. m. For H'arEo kavi.y, eic, at 9:30 a. m,
For Garden city aud Hemp4, 4:30, fl, 6 aid 7 p. «.
aiead, 8:30 and 10 a. m., 3:30, 1:80. 530 C:3o p. m., and
12:15 niaht, ami from Long I land :nv only 9:30 A. M.,

FISHING!

ticket agents, a

1

tainable

at

from your

ply to

l:»0 and 6:30 p.m.
SUNUAYS— For P..rt Jefferson,
Banylou, etc., 6 and 7 p. m.
Patchogue, etc., 9 a. h.
Norihport and locust Valley, 9 a. a. aud 6:3or «.,
Ga'den it» aud Hempstead, 9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and from Lnng 1-1 mi CI y only 9 o a. m and
5:30 P.M. T:ains for iiockaway Beach, Fluahltig,
College Point, Jamaica, eic, as pec lime tables.
Ticket offices In New Y rk at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fo-rth
sir (t ferries, at ibe offices of " The Long* Island
Express," 3 Park place 7S5 and 912 Broadwav and
Cr ml Cenira Depot in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washiugion uri-et and 79 r mirth street. By nui chasing
tickets at any of ihe above offices, baggage can be
checked Irom refldenceto destinaiioa.
i

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland
and return lor $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the
B. M. and St. Panl, Madison Street Depot, Chicago
also at low raies trom Milwaukee. Dog.-, guns and
;

Gen. Pass. Agent.

select family hotel or crab ho se on the most beautiand eligible situation ai Or. enwood Lake N
wuli from weiiiy -o nfey acres ot laud, as may be He!
sired, and will take one-third of ihe purchase
price
of the piooerty in slock or moires
the ei terprlse
hoa-e bnllrting sues, with wat -r fronts, also 'orsale',
in plots to suit, ou favorable terms.
Circulars can
be had at office of Foufst aku stream. App'vto
ful

Y

m

lew

tf

address

CALDWELL, Greenwood lake
maylf, tf
_

S.

TAKE THE

FROM

PIBR 41. N. R„ foot of Canal s reet,
ixc pi Mindays. at s p. m., connecting at,
Albany with Express Trains

BRANDON

HOUSE,

(klRFENWOOD

to snnrtsmeu on this
"Forest ad stream " i"U'.- are Menaahaaud Green
ake for
Bay (or baas flahinu Buuen.ut Cieek and
mu-caloni»e Ine imc y branches' and lakes of the
Fi .rnbeau and Ctirpp- wa which teem wit', buss, pike
•mdmckcr.-l novel til last M-asm. II lied hy spoiLs.
m.n He, ween -ilv r creek ami Ash'aud all are
-ily r
tront si reams, aud mm
yil.-l
along the Khore trom
rock lishmg for -p.-ei.;

S.

i

J.

SPKNCER,

Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

;

fl.il-,

bOR
T.alre C'h ninlain.
Adiiuinlncli.H, Alouiieiil,

s-iLi-isioirn,

the

Lake fleorae,
anu all points

Wc sr
Wl'Uh la HE OM.Y NnHT LINE OF
STEAA1EKS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK
11NG BAUGAGK TO PLACES ON TUB N. Y. C. R. K.
North and

TiiRi«Tj(4lV TICHLtTS can he Had
on the pier, at all We-icott Express

<ifflce

at
ot

al the

hotels a-

ticket offices in

New

i.e. lent

BRADNEK. H

A so good accommodations
Good boats and evtrv faciitv
JelS 3m

GREENWOOD LAKB

17«P,

CiEANGB (OUNTY.

N.

at

the

May

v.,

JS to ill) per week,

iS

15

i'ree stages

steamboat dock at
S. BRADJNEIV, Pro
i„. \„.
iyMOi

prtetor.

offices,

Yorfc, or

Upovtsttienz ($oodp.

i

Old Dominion Line.
The steamers of tins Line reach some of the fines'
and upland shoouim ser-ious in the couu

iraterfowl

Connections direct for Cliincoteague, Cobb's
island, and points on the Peninsula.
City Point.
..lutes' River, Currituck, Florida, aud the mountainVirginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
ilia country of
-earners sail Tuesday. Tbursdav and Saturday
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at, 3 V. M.
Full information, given at office. 197 (ircenwloh
St.. Row York.
aer. ««.!.
try.

Ratals

hotel.

for guests to and from the
S2. AR1NGTON
to Htehouse.
G

connecting Railroad ami Mntinb at, lints.
N. K.
YO, Oeu'l assenger A«nt.

UH

tiniilv

tor the spor.sman.
for fishing.

Teinis— $'2perdav

STATEROONIsTgl and

mdM'csoti

's

for ^Sportsmen,

SPORTSMEN,

TAKE

EASY.

IT

Common-Sense
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS.
My Reading and Writing-Table
separate from chair, and is secured In position by a strong button
Is easl.y adjusted to nearly
kinds o. arm-chairs
should be used on my No', a
or 18, to gjve complete satisfaction
Table can be set at, a
v
is

all

I

Sherman House,

ai u

,

r

,

i

bT^'a; 1

ia

i

sta^pml'alfd

;i^,,:r

;a; r\!,

T"

l

'

',^'' Aiak:: a iiS

,i

'

hOn0r
^SSS^JSSi
M8W.fprcomV
'

lortauddurabimy

Ti,e

Send stump for

i^vur

l

t.

e(i

Illustrated price-Lht

P- a. .-.^tXAiR,
Mottvme, N. Y.

D8l t
august

^

Geu'l Sup't.
jeO tf

%*??'? ,P ust Preventer.

F°
lT,

daily (Sundays ex-

iln will

be

In

'

I""::

i.i

iil-

wailing

''- "

'

!

L

.'

''

I

I

lei!

and leave for SprtngFsteB reduced to fi per day for

ateam-yacht, sail and r-,whna 8 a"d excellent guides
p:eventive o!
'1 he atmosphere at Ash. and Is a sure
a
8teomers from Ashland to all Lake Ports.
Send for Guide Book.

HENRY PRATT,
mjS am

the parlo'iie

1

all

rooms above

without hatha,
laths (3.50, $4. and $4 50 per day.

floor,

Kooma with

*oid

G. T. A.

Milwaukee, Wla.

and naitgage check! d at 944 Broadway, New
York, and 4 Court street, BrookU u. Excursion to
New llavcn and return, $1.60. Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to KICHAKD PECK, General
Agent.

'

LAKE

Orange County, N. Y. Splendid bass Usiiinir'
good buatieg and bathing
Telegraph o lie - in
house. Take Momclar and Greenwood Lake Railway.

;

camp equipage takeu free.
The point- of attraction
:

MACKIE,

J. F.

SUBSCRIBER desires a eap-tal.st or associaTH*
tion of genth men to jola him m tne erect ion of a

Orange C ounty, N. Y.

Gen. Manager, Chicago.

: :;

THROUdH TO

fare front Brooklyn, New York or
Jersey it, $> on Parties of fifteen or more per*""
sons, $l.6ii each.

or

Marvin hoghitt,

Gen. Pass. Ai-cnt. OMoano.

i

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

Excursion

(

For rates or information not

home

m

I

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier a2 South Delaware Avenue, Phila

TROUT

No. 415 Broadway

.

Pullman farlor 'ar n 4:30 p. si. train.
Througn emich daily .etween Hackensack, Pater-

ri:30

People's Line Steamers
CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSKXGEE TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
QUICKEST,

Leave Br loklyn, via Annex boats foot of Fulton
el 6 A. M. and 4 r. M,

street
111

except Saturday (and on rvery Hi rd Saturday)!
asd reach Chicago next .-.fieruoon.
VS- No other r. ads west of Chicago rnns Pullma

dm

Liberal arrangement* for transport of Dogs for

Trains leave New York, font of Conrilandt and
UesbrosFes streets, duly (Sundays exc pted) at S:2u

daily,

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

telope range of Kansas aud Colorado.

Splendid Bass and Pickerel Fishing— Beautiful Lake and MoiiolilIo scenery.

C

W. H. Stennett,

will find splendid shooting on the
ken. tmese. ducks, brant,
lineo' this road: prairie
Connect* direct at linnMe City with the
quail, etc
Kansas Pacifi,-. Railroad for the siest Buffalo and An-

THE ONLY THROtraH ROUTE TO <""""«
GREENWOOD LAKE.

,

New York

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
ACCOMMODATIONS

MONTCLAIR & GREENWOOD
LAKE RAILWAY.

k"8h,

QiS]

FIEST-CLASS

SPORTSMEN

Minneapolis
AND
PAUL SHORT LINE.

Louis,

St,
from

(Jliicago

-

'

tf

Soi

s in

'

f

GREENBYAND MAhQDETfa
line

™

lmmI
J
e
!'
harterlea, etc..
,\T? \l
with
the largest rig of tiained wnd-geese decoys
on
the coast. Special attention given by himself to
hla
f
Ba™«cttoi gnaranteecL Address WM.
,\,??
l
N. LANE, Good Ground, h. I.
Novs
al

?," t

Pe

i

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

SPRTNGVILLK HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has

Wivoxa
and
—

the only route

Owatonna, Mankato,

-,

Wild Fowl shooting.

vlth
1

lir-MI,

lit.

In Wisconsin offers greater inducements, the catch of fish during the season
being
at all limes good, ond the vane
les such as to make
it ffist-clops sport.
Black and sliver bass, musoa
longc, pike, pirkerel. cattish, Bturgeon,
rock baBS
and perch, are the common varieties
oaught. and as
the in sr ashing grounds are within
a few rods of the
honse, no Bmela lost in going or coming.
leao sm

fOI

IB.

the sportsman

and angler no place

Trunk

at

tin

N.-i

bi

i

'

ir Injury,
The lines of

in

fl

S:i)0,

jeMtn

F.

undei

Eitthr

SI'.

:

HARVEY

N

THE SPORTSDIAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern RR.

..

Pennsylranl

S6 West etr«et, N. Y.
CO.. Halifax, N. S.,

A

CO., St. John's,

gaii,

mint or the

rcshipmcut, while the excelOn!
ilea run over the smooth steel tracks enable STuCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure
-

AGENTS-Woon

Wyomiug, Colorado.

^aeilittea

PISHING AND ANGLIN0.-TO

;

CLARK & SEAMAN,

West ru

and

NEKNAH, WIS.

nieala,

ami llalitHN. $15 cold New Y'ork aud St.
$30, gold.
E.Ycnrsi n tickets at reduced
rates. For schedule of sailngsaud lurther particulars apply to

pom

-.

r-...

lulta

—iteronm and

.

Johns,

FORMA

RACE COCRSES In the
m,,.-.
t.-e being CONTINUOUS
ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffl-

TROiilNG PARRS

SUMMER RESORT,
DOTY ISLAND,

ROBERTS'

times a

a s

Mill

Respectfully Invite attention to the

afforded by their lines for reaching

Capt, McTlhinney,

Ytnk. three

month. Persons vl-iiiu-.- Son Scotia, Newfonnuland
orthe Lower Si Lawrence irtll lad bill the cheapest
t'ti,
rnoti i-liiect rout-, a odmg changes and detenfnn. Time heiween Mou.- ^ rk and Halifax about
iclmlfofmp hiongli Long Island and

icae-i tune oeiweeii
lllcngoaud all
points In 111 nois. Wisconsin, Northern Michgan,

ptiNEY ISLAND-BRIGHTON BEACH.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO.

and

New

River,

idq

Richmond, Va.

Grand Fishing.

I<\

between above jvnta, having

line

Nonh

Pier

Sportsmen.

jfot[

FIKST-C'LASS STEAMSHIPS

Cap!,. Lienne.it,

a ngnlar
in,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,

ap

N.

A.LHAMBRA,
form

&

Railroad connection? at Cincinnati, with the West.
Northwest and southeast at Gordousvllle, with the
Horth and Northwest; uud ..t Kic <mond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
in equipment.

•

Septls ly

Mou italne to their most famous
and summer resorts,'

The Only Route

CORTES,

New York

through tne most. beauiiful aud picturesque scenery
of the Virginia

,

from

JOHNS.

THE

West Virginia.
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
- n:ins Valley of Virginia, Alleghanj
Mouhta'o s. Greenbrier aud New Hirers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in tlielrvarieilesof game
and (leh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
qna'l. snipe, wooocock, mountain tront, baas, pike,

Leave Philadelphia from station North Penn-ylThird and Berks Struts, .it iUR

fotels mid §cnorts

Cromwell Steamship Line.
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, ST. S. AND ST.

Crounds of Virginia and

6:30, s, 9:30. 1«:15, 11:30 A. M-, 1:80, 4:0ii, 5:30, 14 F. M.,
and it 4:30 r. M. [or Trenton.

1

Ohio RE,

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing

st.N.R.

Philadelphia at

Tftnla Railroad,

(way),
P. M.

Uportfmcn's $ontes.

The Route

UflH
Lil.erty

&

Chesapeake

ROtJlSD HliilllH Kdt'TB,

43

ALVIN nULBERT,
We challenge
large and as

any Hotel

Heigh
5

Id

Keac

World to show a»
elegantly furnished rooms as those of

the SiliiiRMAN.

in the

i

e2u

nufiicriirer,
auo, Jersey

EA

B.

Prop'r.

tf

t
:

„

Cincli null. Ohl

&HUde.,St. L

i

I

\0V

E

;

E.

Ea

GEO.

"S dealers, and by
a
il. Kitredge*

Chicago, iu.;

CANNOT BB SENT BYJBAIL.

City

Wm

Co'
Brown

'

;

u

FOREST AND STREAM.
^jportstiwi's floods.

6yvtes

LOST

Cartridge

§^yor,tsitien

Q

°/>7

%

Wft

.At®

BECAUSE KE HAD NO

§00 da.

s

COMPASS.

LOWELL, MASS.,
M-ANUTACTTTREBS OP THE

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

Adapted

to all military

UNITED STATES

and sporting

BAY.

and pistols, and In use by the ARMY AND NAVY
Rim-fire ammunition o( all kinds.
Governments.

OF THE

rifles

and several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

Special

Cartridges for Target Practice.
EXAT

FAC-SIHILB.
THIS 78 AN
Brass case and cover; white nietal race; Jewel
mounted ; patent catch. The very beat eonipass
made, as a guarantee of excellence a sample has
been left at the Forest and Stream and hod and
Gun ifflce. Sent on receipt of si.Sfl, by post office
order, to any part of the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

."'end

for Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON, Gen eral

Long-Range

Muzzle-Loading

Fisher's

Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y.

Match

NOT MADE OF HEMP,
TON OR GRASS.

KEI. PLATED.

I.

This Implement Is used either for 10 or 12-ga»ge
brass or paper. hells, thus saving the cost of one implement. Pronounced by B'gardus, Tinker and
others the best implement they ever used. Price
$2 B0.

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Sole Agent,
Dealers in Guns, Pistols, Etc.,
81 OHAJIUKas BT„ NEW VOKR.

Rifle.

THE LITTLE GIANT

Interchangeable

COMBINATION

ASHANTEE
Pocket Hammock.
THE GENUINE

I"S>

RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR.

Cane and Camp

COT-

IS

Stool.
lera,

P

ayers,

Brse BallSportsmen,

ho appreciate a
ent stool. Tins

.

beauiifnliy fln-

Size No. 3, extra laree and of double strength,
weight a lbs, sent by tna'l <>u receipt of $5.40. Include ropes, screw hooks and rubber packing case.
Substitutes for trees shown above, $1 per set.
Descriptive circular free.

This Rifle requires no patent muzzle to load It. Uses the same bullet aa the Sharps and Remington
rifles.
Loads the same aa oieech-loaders, where they do their best work, viz., from the muzzle. As ferry's
Can be used at one-half the expense of the
Score-book says: "No shells to cart aonnd and pay for.
breech-loader. With powder and balls always ready for a day's sport." Everv rifle guaranteed. Breecblotidlng rifles at manufacturers' prices. All long-range rifles sighted and tested at Creednioor without
D 8G SllOT-GUNS.
Send for Circulars.
extra charge.
A tent f.ir P. WEBL»<Y & SON'S 1
H. FISHER'S Illustrated Catalogue and S:ore-boofc *or Kifle Practice, pr.ce 25 cents.

184

HOMER

FISHER, 260 Broadway, Cor. Warren

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.

HOTCHINGS,

Illustrated circular.
P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H.

sor to Prank Good.l

PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W.

Pulton street,

New

Rolberton

S

(Succes-

A

York; Jos C. firubb *

street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

Mirket

Co., Ill
Co., 712

& An-

FOR GENTLEMEN.

The

COLORS,

$12.50 to $16,

price depending on Size

and

Style.

Sample of Goods, Price List and Measurement
Blank furnished on request by post.

GEO.
.t

C.

m

RANTED THE BEST

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
AND

HOLGMAN &
27

CO.,

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

Y

tip

case

.

117

and three tips
Russia-leather fly-book, with the "Hyde ''clip, lnrge size
Fussia-le tner flv-book, with 'be "Hide " clip, small size
Best emtmeled waterproof taper flv lines, from
Heigramltes or Dobson bait tor blac bass, r-ach
A large assortment of trout and black Bibb flies from
Also
All kinds of duelled Hooks tied to order.
United states > rms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, each
United States Arms Revolver. BsuDt,.*!! 04'., nickel each

FULTON STREET,
above

RA

i,

$5.

Slasric
.

N

Lanterns and

per dozen

each

$2 50
* 50

I

'

jy25

>

DUDLEY &

CO.,

Poughkeepste, N.

Y

INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YA'.'IITKl.l-CTRO
ING AND DAMPING TRIP.

GOI.II HATI11KS. r»tem and Kcy-wlndfrs,
Tlies" watches are accurate
Iluntln« Cases.
eiegnut appearan'e and complete
t.liue-keepers
warranted >o Btand any
SitUaction guarautead
test for ten years, stem-winders,, gems' size, only
These
Ladies' and gems' key-winders, si'i.
$15.
watches we wil send to any part of country C. O.
;

n-fore iiureiv.-ing,
1)., will pnvilBireof e-tammitioii
free of charge. Magnlllc-nt ve-t chain, very eteLadies' clia n-, same quality,
tant, from $1 to $UI.
from * 3 oiio
V. C MILLEi & C >., lis fu'ton
street, N Y. P. O. Box 3,725. Please m-ntioo
jel8am
this paper.

TELESCOPES.
Vi lahtlan.ler'?
snpenor Target and Tonrlats
Teleaco es, the bes In the wor d, fo- sale at KOBT.
MERi ILL'- SONS, sole agents In U. 8., 1(9 Oiiei

New

3m

jyll

Yorlt.

WHITL.OCK, SLOVER & CO.,
57

STIIEKT, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

SOUTH

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope

all

sizes,

Rui-sla bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
p&lnts, oils, etc.

CABIN STOKES.
Jett-ly

in Glass Balls to the fact
The Bohemian Glass Works wonld respectfully call the attention of all dealers
therefore we.
R! TO A SCALE,
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STAND \RD
for tne hprlng Trade,
would respectfully caution the dealer, against laving in a stock or unsaleable article,
Inferior balls.
other
for
charged
is
than
less
prices
ever
made
at
the
Best
Ball
purchase
when yon can
other
Is as beautifnUy
no
and
Ball,
Filled
Feather
the
PLEASURE
of
afford
ball
toe
No other
to prevent breakage
made. It will breik lu every instance when hit by shot, and Is sufficiently strong
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
onn
,.„_„,„ „, 800.
Every bail is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of
the
trade
inducements
to
Special
list.
Send for price
214 Pearl Street, N. Y.

MAD

AND

Ml

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

tgishing

These Traps are the onlv ones that give satisfaction, as
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
a manner
to get out of order, and they throw the bail
that more closely resembles the night or a bird than any
otuer trap lu the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls
and
have a
thtrluiess,
are made of uniform weight and
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
to ativ part of the country, prevent* the glancing of shot,
when
hit.
ball
and thereby Insures the breaking of the
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the flrst to Introduce the
ROUGH BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball

gackh.

Craige's Full-Length Fly Book
with the

"Hyde

bound lu
and sewed.

Clip,"

line

Rusnia Leather

bonk, stiff cover, holdlog 1 gross fliea, $7 00
"
"
8 dozen "
6 U0
flexible "
'•
<•
"
»•
"
"
g
S 73
Sent C. O. D. or upon receipt of price. Steadman's
Klea Powder and An-ca Nut. encti 50 rents per paokTEMPLE F CK \IQE (formerly at
age, noi-tpaid
w. Holoerton's Sportsmen's Emporium), Sportsmen's
Purcnasing Agent. Office, 95 .Maiden Lane, S. Y.

No.

1

NO. 2
}(„_ 4

FISH & SIMPSON'S

Bogardus Patent .uough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.

at triit time.
Balls and Trap
era.

can be ordered through

Stereoptitsans

ANTHONY

md Views: Oxaphosoopes, Chroinos and Frames
Albums Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Convex Glass, Photographic MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and
terials.

all

Gun

Deal-

JL 1

IS,

ia

HEADQUARTERS FOR
a„ . a

......

~,i.„«i

IALLS,
B.

ortition of

HAGGERTY BROS, dt
FOR TRAP8, HART

e

book and

CO., lO Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

<fc

" Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," by A. H.

The most kllll g bait ever invented for either
black ba<-, pickerel, or Ur<e trout, beautiful j
moiiiiod with I'audv feathers, tarnished in either
silver or gold filaied. Sent by mad on receipt of
price.

Liberal discount to tbe Trade,

(warranted), which will throw a ball In any direction from the shooter at
MV IMPROVED TRAP
Old style, 86.
non- ready for the market, Price 38.

containing 250 balls,
parties buying glas* ball will receive, In each barrel
rules for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages.

A CO., 691 Broadway,
a. T.
Stereoscopes
Y., opposite Metropolitan.

BOGARDUS,

contain-

silver plated

75c each.

Gold plated

$1

On receipt of two three-cent atamps we will send
our new ci-page catal 'gue, the most complete llat

ever published on Fiihing ruckle. Camping Hoods,
SnontlugTackle, Pistols, L'.'--e Bill. Archery, Cricket,
Lacrosse. Firemen's anil Oyinuasium (ioods. Boxing
Gloves, Fooi Ball-, Sporting Publications, and everything in the lme of Sportsmen's Uoods.
P. O.

Transparencies,
Philadelphia.

"

lm

treat,

S!> flO

"St andard " Ball.

The

the option of the puller,

Set other advertisement

EM

60
SI to $2.60

'

23,

with double

double guards,

Kindt Bass File

lyr

Every shooter should have " Dudley's Patent PockCartridge Loadi r, as lie is then prepared for all
emergencies, al home or in the field.
It extracts ti<tht shells; it uncaps, loads, reeiip*. crea-es am1 crimes old or new shells,
ami \vei«b- but four ounces.
Nickel-plated sample wi be sent free by mall on
reielptof two dollars. Send for descriptive circular,
et

BALL.
FILLED GLASS
FEATHER
1877.
PATENTED OCTOBER

makers

per dozen. S3.

sal win Flies, per dozen,

per yard

A. PAINE'S

N. Y.

Fli«

guards, per dozen, $i.

my23

lOand I2-Cauge Now Ready.

m

flr-it-clast

Fll

Brockton, Mass.

83 page catal .gue sent free.

Flea dressed to any desired pattern.

Agents for Hnber's Champion Glass Ball Trap

Liberal discount to the trade.
Vine Trout, Bass and Salmon Flies, tied after
McBnde. Triad. Norris, or other patterns, in a
superior manner, co istantlv in stock

Liw

15 00
6 oo
3 5"
6c. to 10c.

••-•-; U^'UV;
THEME PISTOLS WARKANTED.
MAN'S OUTFITS.
FOR^SPORTS
EVERY REQUISITE

goods Just arriving.

md Black

17 0"

uos»HD'8

SOLE AGENTS,
flue ftock or the

00

Six-sirlp hexagonal fly rod, German silver moenting, turee-Joint, eitra tip and
J
s0 00
tip case, waterproof ferrules
7 50
Black bass rod. ash and laneewicd, brass full mounted, two middle J:ilnt8-am1 three tips, lnj^ft
ancl
Ian cewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle JointB
Black bass rod ash

THOMAS ALDRED'S
Superior Archery.
W. HOLBERTON & CO.,
A very

FAOTUBING COMPANY,

:

«

i

India Rubber Goods of EYery Description

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

PRICE.

Six-strip liexagonal, black bass rodVGerman'silver mountings, three-joint, extra lip and tip case, solid
reel plateTT
H. T.. L,EONAR.r»S slx-strlp hexagonal light fly rod, two-Joint, German sliver mounting, extra tip

Washington, D. 0.

COMPLETE

THE MAR KET FOR THE

$18 00
fly rod, German sliver mournings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case
SU-s'rlp hexigonal hy rod, Gcr uan sliver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel

HENNING,

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

IN

Six-strip hexagonal

H.

Blue Flannel Suits,
From

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOLESA LE AND R ETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR-

and

FINEST

WARRANTED FAST

York.

Iff

MARTIN

Send for

article.

New

St.,

BARTON & CO.,
337 IMPORTERS
Broadway, New York.
AND M\MJF\CTUHERS

Sole Agents,
Duane St., New York.

The best thing In the market
for hunting. Ashing, canoeing,
They are
snow-PBoelng, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
\ durable. Made to order
W in a variety oi stvles, and
warranted the genuine

a weight of 3uulbs. Its weight complete is out.
pound. Sent hv mall lot »2.;5. FRENCH MANTJ

tain

I

& SANDERS,

M-oCOT

ibhed cane, which can tie changed ir
M:iitv-eeu US to a camp stool. Warranted to sua

aoe3S

»prSt

Dec«

tf

box

4,968.

FISH

ofc

SIMPSON,
New York

laa.Nassttu street,

:

fc^NMr,

AMERICAN

THE
Terms, Four Dollar* a Year.
Ten '>nn a Cop;.

NEW

!

f

For Forat and Stream and Rod and Gun.

ON

October I left Camp Kenncbago,
Rangeley Lake, Maiue, for Megantic and St. Francis
Lakes, Canada, via the Wilderness. My system was fully
charged with the terrible malaria, imbibed during the sis
months mainly spent at tlie Philadelphia Exposition of 187G.
month's stay at Camp Bema, on Mooselucniaguntic Lake,
had not effected a cure, and friends and physicians advised a
the loth of last

A

hundred-mile tramp through the wild woods of Maine and
Canada. Accompanied as a companion by that sterling gentleman, E.

A. Rogers, Esq., of Rangeley, Maine, ^whose
is so well known to many anglers, sportsmen and
and with the famous Captain F. 0. Barker, of Andover, as chief guide, and Stephen Taylor and Addison Long, of
Byron, and Frank Hewey, Jr., of Rangeley, as packers and
oatmen, we went by Oupsuptic Lake and stream and the
Five Mile Carry to Parmachenee Luke. We were cordially welcomed by Uncle John Danforlh at his unique camp on a raft,
anchored in the middle of the lake, and in a short naif-hour
made a clean sweep of his wellsupplied table, the prominent
and most delicious dish being "beaver hash." Having reached
the region famous as the ranging ground of deer, moose and
caribou, of which I had heard for the seventeen years during
which I bad frequented the Rangeley Lakes, I interviewed
Uncle John immediately after supper as to the probability of
my getting my first shot at a deer. " Oh, yes," he replied,
*' I can give you the opportunity to-morrow morning."
With
full faith in Uncle John, I retired to rest and slept sweetly,
gently, but literally "rocked in the cradle of the deep."
Awaking early and breakfasting at half-past seven, we sent
courtesy
tourists,

two guides

ashore.

At 8

o'clock

we

heard three shots. Spring

ing into our boats we started from the camp. As we rounded
the point of an island a half-mile distant we saw a deer swim-

ming.
As we approached I exclaimed, "Fred, that is a caribou!" He turned.
A look was enough. The forest of
branching antlers looming five feet in the air, together with
his great length and the exquisite dark-gray color of his skin
informed his practiced eye that a veritable specimen of the

American reindeer was before us. He swam rapidly, but not
with the speed attained by our Adirondack boat, propelled by
the muscular arms of Oaptain Fred. At long range I fired my
shot at a member of the noble deer family. Eleven buckshot rattled around him, but only served to quicken his speed
directly toward the shore, but a short distance

first

and turn him
away.

I urged Fred to increase his speed, and

moment

as he glanced at

still

standing

my shoulder I calmly
" Fire I" shouted Fred,
the noble animal now within close range.

in the stern of the boat with the

awaited the

gun

at

for the last shot.

"Not yet; I don't want to ruin those antlers with the twelve
my left barrel." Aiming steadily at the line
formed by the broad neck and rippling water I pulled the trigAlmost at the report he ceased swimming. The mager.
jestic head slowly drooped, and as the antlers touched the
surface of the lake I was alongside and caught the upper one
" All right, Fred I told you
in the crook of my right arm.

buck-shot in

;

ten minutes ago that was my caribou. Now for the camp."
The other boats came up and in tow line we returned to the
camp. It was half-past eight as we touched the raft. The
hunt was exactly an hour.
The next morning as we set out
for Lake Megantic, Uncle John's assistant, Perry started for
Colebrook, N. H., sixty miles down the Magalloway. He carried the head and the antlers, the skin, the feet and the two
hind-quarterB of the caribou, which were expressed to New
York.
rustic sign over the main entrance of Uncle John's
camp on the raft, placed there by our hands, reads, " Camp
Caribou."
We had many delightful and exciting experiences during
our three weeks through the wilderness to the Lakes Megantic
and St. Francis and return to Rangeley, and I may jot
them down for the entertainment of your readers. Suffice it
to say that the main object of my trip was accomplished.
I
returned home fully recovered.
No lingering evidence of
malaria was left in my system. I can therefore earnestly
recommend a similar tour to the victim of this widely-prevalent malady.
1 All this is preliminary to the presentation of an exceedingly
graphic account of a trip just made over the same ground and
extended to Quebec and Montreal by Captain Fred. O. Barker
and his colleague, Uncle Jehu S. Danforth. So far as I can learn
no one but the Indian, hunter or trapper had ever crossed the
boundary at this point previously to our " first Megan tic ex-
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pedition" of October and- November, 1877. It is perfectly
feasible for any one, and I can cordially recommend to the
sportsman -angler desiring to visit an entirely new huntingground, and one abounding in moose, caribou, deer and bear
and trout, this section of our country.
The diary which follows is sen 1 o me from Camp Kennebago,
1

Indian Rock, Me., July 34, 1878
" Our trip through the wilds of Maine, New Hampshire and
Canada was proposed in May, but not decided upon until the
middle of June and on the 11th of July, leaving the steamer
Oquo/moe and Camp Caribou in the hands of trusly men, we
left Camp Kennebago at 7 a. m. and took the Barker and
JJanforth route for 'Parmachenee Lake, arriving at Camp
Caribou at 3 p. m., where we packed our knapsacks with
suitable provisions and also stopped over night.
At 6 A. u.
the following rooming, taking a boat as far as Little Boys'
Falls, a distance of two miles, where we put on our packs
and, taking our rifles in our hands, struck into the woods.
We took a northeast course for several hours, then turned toward the east until we reached the boundary line between
Maine and Canada, which is marked by an opening cut
through the forest thirty-three feet wide. Then we turned
again, this time toward the north, and traveled for several
hours until we reached Arnold's Bog, one of the wildest
places in Maine*>r Canada.
Here we stopped at one of our
camps, and after catching trout for supper (which took us
only a few minutes), we cut the wood for our camp-fire, then
got supper. The day was nearly gone, but the moon beiug
nearly on the full, we concluded to take a sail in the Crow's
Nest,' which is a large nest-like platform, made in tho top of
several trees, and so situated as to give the occupant a view
of nearly a thousand acres of the feeding-ground of moose,
caribou and deer.
We got seated in the nest just before the
moon rose, but did not hear the sound of any animal until
nearly 11 o'clock ; but then there was lots of noise. The animals were just coming down to feed, and in less than thirty
minutes we could see several deer, three caribou and three
moose.
could have bad several shots, but patiently
waited for a bull moose, and in less than an hour there csme
within good range one of Canada's best, and we did not let the
chance slip and when the signal was given, which was one,
two, three,' we both fired.
There was a general stampede all over the Bog. The one we shot at tried to
do hiBpart of the running, but in going ti fly yards his mighty
strength gave out, and he went down with a crash.
We slid
down from our nest, and. after examining the animal, found
the holes of two balls, so neither could claim the shot that did
the deed.
The remainder of the night we spent in taking off
the hide and taking care of the meat, and before we slept we
went to where there w-ere a party of St. Francis Indians in
camp and gave them the most of the meat. Then we returned
to the camp, and, after eating a square meal, we rolled ourselves in our blankets and spent the most of the day in sleeping.
did not leave camp until the next morning at 4:20,
with our packs well strapped on, and all day we traveled
north We saw one caribou, but did not care to shoot it as
we did not need the meat. At C p. m. we stopped for the
night on a mossy knoll near the bank of Arnold's River, and
caught in a short time Irout enough for supper and breakfast.
"We made a bark camp and cut wood for our fire, and were
ready to lie down at 9 o'clock. The next day we spent in
making us a spruce hark canoe, as we were below all rough
water until we got below the lake, and early the next morning
we tried our new boat and found it all O. K., and at 2 p. m.
wc ran out in the Megantic Lake. Then we paddled along
more leisurely, as we knew wo had plenty of time to go to the
outlet to the new hotel just opened.
It was built by Bruce,
and is now run by him, and a more sociable and hospitable
man cannot be found. This house is large and commodious,
and is situated iu the right spot, for sportsmen. Troufnshing
is good in and around Megantic Lake, and bass are caught in
large numbers.
passed a very pleasant night with Bruce,
and at 7 a. m. the following morning we bade him good-bye
and once more took up the paddle, and, pointing our bark
north, shot out of the lake and down the rapids of the Chandiere River.
After ruuning our canoe for about three miles,
we came around a sharp turn in the river, and near the bank
on the west side, just in some rushes, stood a fine buck. Fred
laid down his paddle and took up his rifle but as he did so
the buck looked up, for he had not iced the noise we had made;
but it was his last look, for he caught the ball from Fred's
rifle between his eyes, and with one bound forward he fell into
the river. The current was strong and took him down, but
we soon came alongside, and, towing him ashore to where we
could load him into our boat, we went again down the river at
a fearful rate, as the current was strong and in many places
almost falls, but we did not care as long as our canoe did not
leak.
At noon we stopped, cooked some of our venison and
ate our dinner.
Then on we went again, and about 5 o'clock
we saw another deer, but did not kill it, and laughed as we
;

'

We
;

We

We

;

saw

it

bound away when

it

saw

us.

Our

ride all

day was

through an unbroken wilderness and on a stream that runs
very rapidly so much so a man must keep a sharp lookout or
he will see a roek coming through the bottom of his canoe.
Just at dark we reached a clearing of about ten acres, and
near the centre stood a log cabin. We landed, drew our
canoe up the bank and went to the cabin, where we found two
people— a man and woman— both youngand not over twentytwo years, I should say. They were French, and it was some
time before we could make them understand what we wanted,
;

IN.. Ill Fulton

St.,

H.

T.

way we could tell them that we wanted to stay
was by throwing ourselves at full length on a bed

and the only
all

night

that stood

and bowed

in the corner of the shanty ; then they Biniled
and we made ourselves at home.

Wa

their heads,

brought our deer from the canoe to the cabin and gave the
whole to the Frenchman, who seemed much pleased. The
wife soon had some of the steak on the coals, and soon after
wc were feasting on trout, venison and Indian wheat cakes,
baked in the coals. The cakes were delicious. When it came
time to go to bed, we asked the man where we should sleep,
and at last made us understand that he had no bed for us, and
that we would have to sleep on the floor.
So we asked him
where on the floor we should lie, thinking he must have some
blankets in the chamber for us, but he pointed to the corner
of Ihe room, and said " Anywhere;" and with our coats for
pillows we put in the night as best we could. Very early in
the morning wo ate another meal of venison and Indian wheat
bread, then bade good-bye to our French friends, and shoved
our bark once more into the current. We had gone about a
mile when we came to a birch bark canoe propelled by an Indian woman.
We stopped our craft and had quite a chat
with her. She asked us to go to the wigwam with her.
accepted the invitation, and when we reached the dwelling
we found an Indian stretched at full length on some boughs
in front of a small fire, smoking a long-stemmed pipe.
The
man seemed contented and happy, and merely recognized us
with an " Ugh I" aud rolled over the influence of fire-water,
probably. He did not seem to want to talk, so we passed on
and looked the establishment over, then took our departure
once more in our canoe. We swept down the current of the
roaring river, and stopped only to cook and eat our dinner
until nearly dark.
We did not see a house all day, nor could
we see any signs of civilization. When we landed to prepare
for a night in the woods, we made
a shelter with
a rubber blanket, and with a good fire at our feet we rested
well.
At daylight we were astir, and, after eating our
breakfast, we started. Our canoe seemed to leap through the
water, as we forced it along, helped by the current. The river
showed more signs of rough water, but little did we care as
long as the channel was deep enough to float our canoe.
Everything went well for three hours, and we came to Big
Falls.
We did not know what we had to contend with until
it was too late; until our bark was in the strong water, and
too late to back out. Fred was in the bow, and I heard him
say, " Oh
my Cod," and the next instant he cried, "To the
left of the centre rock," then "To the right, hard," and by the
time he was done talking the canoe passed over the first fall,
and seemed to stop in the air for an instant, as if in trouble,
and seemed to say good-bye to the things of this world. Then
it struck the foaming waters
below, but not ahead of our
paddles, for we saw at a glance if the undertow caught the
stem of our boat we were lost and never did two men pull
with more resolution than we did in that perilous time.
The bark stood still for an instant, then, with a tremble,
started to make another and her last leap. With all the power
we could muster we drove the canoe ahead, and tried to swing
it to the right. We turned it a little, but not enough. It made
the leap, aud almost cleared the Took, but struck hard enough
to burst a hole in the bow nearly as large as a man's hat. Fred
saw the break, and with one stroke of his paddle shoved the
canoe off the rock, then played the part of Perry, by plugging
up the hole with his ow* coat, while I ran the wrecked craft
into the eddy and to the nearest shore.
We sprang out, and
never did men shako hands more earnestly than we." Then, to
look back over what we had passed, and to think what kind of
a boat we did it in, made us feel as though something besides
human power had saved us from a watery grdve.
" It took us two hours to repair the damage done to our
canoe. Then we started again but not to run blindly into
more danger. We found no more of such rough water, and
at 3 p. m. we came in sight of houses, when we bade goodbye to our bark, and with a good team, driven by a Frenchman, we rode to St. Joseph, a distance of thirty miles further
down the river, through the best farming district I ever saw
in cither Canada or the States.
It was just the time of day
to make a ride pleasant, and we enjoyed the scenes we
witnessed exceedingly.
We stopped over night at the St.
Joseph Hotel, and at 6 A. M. the next morning we took the

We

—

!

;

;

train for Point Levi, arriving there at 9.
Took the ferry for
hired a carriage, and also a guide, and
visited all the important places.
It would, doubtless, be of
little interest to you, but it was a feast for our eyes.
At 5
p. m. wa left the city, and enjoyed the ride to Montreal on
board of the fine steamer Quebec, arriving there at 6 A. M. the

Quebec, where

we

following morning, when we took another guide, and looked
the city through.
We stopped at the Windsor House. At 7
m. the next morning took the train for Scotatown, where
we stiyed for the night. At 7 A. m. we left by team for Pemberton, and on our way halted at Pope's gold mine, where
they are busy at work, aud also where you can find a
perfect gentleman, who superintends the business. He showed
us all through the miue, and also the gold he had on hand.
Soon after leaving the miue we left our team, it having taken
us to the end of the road.
put on our packs and struck
into the woods.
skirted the west shore of Connecticut
Third Lake— headwaters ot the Connecticut River iu New
Hampshire— and just at dark walked out on the shore of the
Second Lake.
tired our rifles, and were answered by seeing a boat making for us. It came up.
got in aud were
landed at Tom Chester's camp, a place owned by him, and
A.

We

We

We

We

:

:

—

;

.

:
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nicely fitted up, where be entertains sportsmen, and where
remained with
they can find plenty of fish and game.
Tom over-night, and at 5 a. m. we started for Farmachenee,
arriving there at noon, and at Camp Caribou I bade good-bye
to Fred, and he started for camp Kennebago, Indian Rock,
and the steamer Oquosnoc. Thus passed a fortnight through a
think it a route to be thought of by you,
new country.
and also by parties wishing to take a long trip through a wilderness where game and fish are very abundant."
The perusal of the diary of Barker and Dan forth must have
convinced any reader that two braver or more experienced
guides do not" exist. They can be addressed by letter to Camp
Kennebago, Indian Rock, P. O., Franklin Co., Maine.

We

N.

Stanley,

J.,

Aug.

Geo. Shepabd Page.
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Fish Culture in Wisconsin.— A.

letter

from Mr. Hallock,

:

"While in Madison the other day I called upon Fish Commissioner Welch and also had the pleasure of visiting the
State hatching house, now under the charge of Superintendent
Welcher and Assistant A. B. Scott. Mr. Sanger, of Brooklyn,
and two sons of Hon. Win. Allen Butler, of New York, accompanied me. The State and those interested in fish culture
ought to congratulate themselves for the amount of work accomplished in so short a time by the gentlemen in charge,
The hatchthis being the second year of the establishment.
ing house is capable of turning out several hundred thousand
fry each year. There are now in the ponds some 300 Eastern
aalmon, two years old, in fine condition 2,000 California
salmon (quinnat) three years old 6,000 Mackinaw yearling
trout; 2,000 brook trout spawners and 7,000 ysarlings, and a
few landlocked salmon, all in fine order and all hatched in the
hatching house. There are nine large springs of pure cold
•water on the premises.
The grounds are spacious and diversified in surface.
They are much resorted to by picnic
The State
parties as well as those interested in fish culture.
appropriates about $8,000 per year for the support of the
hatching house. Superintendent Welcher is much interested
in promoting the coming exhibition of artificially raised fish
I may also mention, into be held in Chicago next October.
cidentally, that the salt bath has been found very efficacious
in curing fungus among the fish"
;

:

—

Brooklyn " Fokestek Club." An association of young
gentlemen hai been formed in Brooklyn something similar in
Any of the Brookaims to the Nattall Ornithological Club.
and Stream who may have similar
and would like to join the new " ForeBter Club " are inby the President, Mr. W. W. Walsh, to send in their

lyn readers of the Fokkst
tastes

vited

names to the Secretary, Mr. Robert Sabin, No. 3 Weirfield
street, Brooklyn.
We bespeak for the Foresters all the pleasures of the fields and woodlands.

Further Notes on Belostoma. Our correspondent, Mr.
D. M. Yost, of Norristown, Pa., kindly keeps us au courant
as to the habits of the curious water bug now in the aquarium
of Mr. J. S. Baker of that place. In his last note he saya
A few days ago it attacked a water turtle measuring 2Jln.
across by 2jjin. long, and weighing 1-J ounces, and would
certainly have killed it but for the sharp edges of a fine wire
screen lying on some stones on a level with the water in the
aquarium, against which the turtle succeeded in brushing off
his foe.

This unsuccessful attempt seemed to infuriate the beast,
and he immediately turned on a couple of tadpoles of large
He did
size and killed them in succession in a few minutes.
not feed on them, however, but seemed to kill only for the
sake of killing. In his attack on this turtle he attempted to
pierce the points of the armor, and evidently succeeded so
well as to

make

it

Tushed about in perenemy and trying by every means

frantic with pain, as

it

fect frenzj', snapping at its
tince this attack the turtle shows evident
to dislodge it.
signs of fear on the approach of the beast, while another of the
same size, placed in the aquarium since, takes no notice of it.
are looking for another snake to put Into the aquarium, and
will give you the rebult if interesting. The fellow is getting to
be a sort of elephant, attracting rather too many visitors and

We

depopulating the aquarium so that Mr. Baker is getting rather
Strange to -say he has never attempted to intired of him.
terfere with the fish, although there are a number of various
species in the aquarium.

abb Thbt

?—" Piscator "

writes

from Montreal

August 3

A

lively little visitor, c-tme to us in shoals a few weeks
The visitor in question was
again.
silvery fish, very similar to a herring, but having its
belly (as I found to
cost in taking it off
flies) serrated
or edged with sharp spines.
I presume it is the same fish
•which has appeared in such abundance in the upper St.

ago and disappeared

a

little

my

my

Ontario, and which Seth Green was resalt water herring.
the proper name of that deep, Bilvery
fish called here whitefish, shad waiter, or by the French la
yxieche.
It rises readily to the iiy and dies hard, affording a
good deal of sport.

Lawrence and Lake

ported to have called a

Will you inform

me of

In regard to these fish Dr. Tarleton H. Bean writes us from
TJ. S. Fish Commission, Gloucester, Mass., August 17
" Piscator " would confer a favor on Professor Baird by
sending some specimens in alcohol of the herring-like fish
I am trying
which he took with a fly in the St. Lawrence.
to find some gentleman who will take the trouble to send just
that species from Montreal, because I think it is the ale wife,

the

Pomolobus pseudoharcngu*.. We have the alewife from Lake
Ontario and lakes of western New York, and to solve the
problem of how they got there we now need specimens from
Montreal or its vicinity.
The whitefish, shad waiter, or la queche, is a species of Coregonus, probably the nwanglia of Prescott, which is described
in the " American Journal of Science and Arts," 1851, xi.,
This species is called shad waiter it is found in
p. 340.
;

Lake Winnipiseogce. But it is almost impossible to identify
If your correspondent's fish be a
fishes without seeing them.
eoregonus he can readily observe that its dorsal fins are similar
Two specimens of Alepidosaurus
to those of a brook trout.
Jeroz were received this morning from Captain Jerome McDonald, schooner Geo. E. Whitman, taken in lat. 43 deg. 43
min. N., Ion. 63 deg. 65 min. W., at a depth of 300 fathoms,
on a trawl line.
Will you not urge " Piscator " to send us specimens of the
herring-like fish which he took with a fly ? By the way, the
alewife has been known to be so taken frequently.

Akother Boat Fly.

— Scranton, Pa., July 31.— Mr. Editor:

In your edition of Jul} 25, 1878, a correspondent writes about
insect.
I received j-our paper
Some three hours previous while walkp. M.
ing near some old holes in which water rails and becomes
of
growth
aquatic
grass, etc., I stopped
stagnant, containing a
to look at just such auothcr insect lying near the surface of
the water, and which resented a prod of my cane, as I tried to
turn it over, by a vigorous attack several times repeated. As
soon as the article in question had been read the similarity between the two was at once recognized and noted, H. C. C.

formation on the eel question. This

as it should be, and his
At the same time he
desire to acquire knowledge is laudable.
should not assume that all of us are blunderers because our
eels will not consent to play "follow my leader " with his.
The large eels in some streams do not descend to the sea in
few years since I
autumn for the purpose of hibernating.
lived at Derby on the Housatonic, at the bead of tidewater,
twelve mdes from the Sound. I speared many eels in the
winter, and found them aB plentiful, lying dormant in the
mud and spring-holes fourteen miles above the salt water as
at the mouth of the river. These eels had their choice, and
bedded for the winter wherever the bottom was suitable, regardless of salt. Their condition was adipose, and they continued to descend (into the mud) until they reached hard pan.
trout arc in danger of being saten
I am grieved to learn
is

A

my

hy

speckled
the former.

known

mud

turtles

;

but then the latter muBt first catch
turtles are carnivorous has been

That speckled

me

ever since as a boy I saw them eat worms.
Trmtbeck, Itoslyn, L. I., Aug. 16.
T. O.
to

—

Mobk Light fob Tadpoles, Editor Forest <i7id Stream
I have just finished reading Mr. Roosevelt's humorous article
The difficulty he has exon tadpoles in issue of August 15.
perienced in raising frogs cidls to mind a college lecture on
physiology, in which the professor, speuking of the effects of
climatic changes, adduced in argument the fact that a tadpole
kept in the dark would forever remain a tadpole, but when
exposed to sunlight would in time develop into a frog. Now,
without making light of this subject, perhaps this may account for the milkln the cocoanut. The gentlemen may have
1!. 1L B.
etinted their tadpoles in the matter of sunshine.
2fev> York,

Augmt 19.

July 26 about 4

—

The Hatdbn Expedition. Under date of August 3 the
Interior Department has received a communicatiou from Professor F. V. Hayden from Big Sandy Creek, west base of
Wind River Mountains. The expedition had divided. One
party, under Mr. Garnett, started northward of the valley of
the Green River for the Yellowstone fork, and the other,
uuder Mr. Clark, for the Teton district. Prosessor Hayden
"
have been eminently successful so far in every
writes

We

:

undertaking, and have scoured much valuable information.
We have no trouble from Indians. Some of the Bannocks
are now camped, fishing and hunting, within a few miles of
us, but most of them have just returned to their reservation
near Fort Hall. They are understood to be perfectly peaceIt is not probable that there will be another opportuable.
nity to communicate with the department before some time in
September, when we reach Monmouth Hot Springs, in the
National Park."

—

Gcntuek's Midge. Editor Forest and Stream:
announce another addition to our fish fauna, a
which resembles the mackerel midge rather closely

We

to

have

little
;

a

fish

mem-

ber of the cod family now recorded, I believe, for the first
time.
It is described by Gunther in " Catalogue of Fishes in
British Museum," vol. ii., p. 386, and vol. iv., p. 862, under
In the absence of a better
the name of Hypsiptera argenUa.
name 1 propose to cull it Gunthcr's Midge. This midge may

be distinguished from the mackerel midge, Ciliata argentatn,
very readily by its entire first dorsal of six rays, iustead of the
isolated filaments which compose the first
dorsal of Ciliata. The ventrals of Gunthcr's Midge are threerayed and, in the language of its captor, "shaped like an our."
The collector is Captain R. H. Hurlbert, of Gloucester, our

more numerous

worthy

—

Eels, Tadpoles and Turtles. Editor Forest mid Stream:
Your correspondent on eels, tadpoles and turtles seeks in-

them, but at

last

a very severe rain, long continued, Bub-

merged the place where they nested, and every one was
drowned, much to our disappointed.
They lived long
enough to demonstrate the fact that the wild nature of the
quail can be much modified by domestic hatching and mother.
The prospect for sport in this county was never better.
Some broods of quail have hatched, and By Btroog already ;
they even come within the town limlls and cheer us with
their well-known cry, "Bob White."
Our Fish Commissioners have dealt liberally with us, having stocked all our
important streams. Several of our citizcns,~baving fine artificial ponds, are anxious to get some of Prof. Baird's carp tostock them with.
are organiEing a fi-Jiing and hunting
club ; will give name and data after full organization.

We

Montgomery

Co.,

Ky.

Van.

A Tough Young Night Hawtc.— U.

Barge Kinehehe,
Columbia City, Oregon, July 13, 1878.— Mr. Editor: While
engaged upon the survey of the Columbia River, in the vicinity of St. Helen, a short time since, I observed some facts
which will probably be of intercut to your Natural History
readers.
I was looking for a site to erect a signal upon, and
selected a point upon a remarkable basaltic clill, and in close
S.

proximity 1 discovered the nest of a night hawk containing
eggs.
I have said a nest, but there was no semblance of
a nest, as the eggs were laid upon the bare rock, which, in the
locality, was destitute of grass or shrubs, and covered with a

two

The parent bird was prevented from covering
coat of moss.
her eggs for three or four hours by the presence of my party
at work, and, wishing the eggs for my collection, 1 proceeded
to prick a hole with a pin in each end of one egg, which I
found would not empty of itB contents by blowing, for the
reason that the process of incubation had too far advanced.
I did not puncture the other egg, and placed both back in the
nest.
Twelve days afterward 1 had occasion to visit the

my

station, when what was
astonishment to find not
one, but two healthy young birds occupying the nest
I will
efforts to empty the egg of its contents, I not
add that in
only thrust in the pin as far as it would go, but stirred the

same

I

my

and describes a strange water

What

v

In due time the majority hatched out, tennumber, and a prouder hen than this one seldom led forth
They seemed as dutiful as any brood of chickens,
and would come at the mother's every call. They showed
but few signs of that excessive shyness that all wild birds manifest when you approach them, but they would come and cat
crumbs as they fell from Mr. Woodford's hand. Every night
the hen would gather them in her nest and carefully cover
in

her charge.

—

$§h @nlt*W
of this paper, says

eggs for her own.

ittrul j§t8torg*

We

pilot.

Gloucester,

The

locality

August

was

off

Cape Hay,

Tarleton H. Bean.

13.

Another Albino Chiokkn.

— Warrentcn,

Va., June 20,
1878.
Editor Purest and Stream : "Mac's" letter, in your
issue of 13lh inst., recalled the fact that there was an albino
in this vicinage, an account of which was published in the
Southern Planter last year. This morning I made a visit to
this albino, and upon investigation find the following to be
the facts of the case Mr. R. C. Newby (conducting a tannery near this place) iu 187G procured a full-blooded black
Spanish cock to run with a lot of hens of the common breed.
One of these hens (brown color) laid out, set and hatched six
One
chicks, all taking after the cock in color— a jet black.
of these chicks, a young cock, was "' turned out," and at maturity showed all the points of the black Spanish, except that
two of the longest tail feathers were white. When this cock
moulted in 1877 he became pure white, and so remains to
Mr. N. kindly offers this bird to " scithis time; eyes pink.
:

ence "

" Mac's

" suggestion is adtpted.
There is no quesThe
the facta contained in the above statemeat.
change in color went on under the eye of Mr. N. andjiis
"foreman," both of whom will make affidavit thereto.
if

tion as to

R. H,

Quail Under a Hen.

Downman.

— Editor Forest and Stream
last

Cleveland Rockwell,
Assistant U. S. Coast Surety,

Socialism in South Africa.

A cir-

— Under

this title

Mr. F. E.

Colenso, writing from Maritzburg, Natal, contributes to Nature

an account of some observations of the habits of certain ants,
which are very curious. Writing under date of May 12, he
says:
I noticed this morning that along the bottom of the front
wall of my house, on the veranda, there lay a quantity of"
reddish-brown powder there was enough to fill a coffee cup.
On looking closer I saw that it was made up of small and
larger fragments which glistened, and on inspecting some in
my hands they turned out to be the heads, legs, trunks, etc., of
number of these animals were still on the
countless ants.
wall above, and my attention being now arrested, I watched
them and saw that they were contributing to the carnage beneath. This species of ant is a small, comparatively harmless
one, the chief sin of which is that it makes its way to every
As is usual with ants, the
species of food and swarms on it.
general body of insects is accompanied by larger individuals,
which are provided with heads and jaws quite disproportionate
with
jaws
they
and
these
do all the cutting up.
to their bodies,
Among the ants on the wall there was u large Btrinkling of
the "soldier ants," and the whole community seemed bent on
destroying them. The proportion of heavy-jawed to ordinary ants was about one to ten. I saw a group of little oiks
fastening on to a big one, which made desperate efforts to reAt first the big one bit several little ones in two,
lease itself.
and the parts dropped down from the wall but after a while
the little ones severed all the legs of the big one and finally
got on his back and cut him in two. The group then dropped
down to swell the mass below. Similar scenes were enacted
elsewhere on the wall. The commencement of one combat
big ant walked along until be met another
was as follows
big one, and the two shook antennae. Just then a little one
6efzed hold of a hind leg of one of these big ones.
Neither
took any notice, but continued a rapid conversation. Suddenly other small ones came up, when the big one whose leg whs
on
the little one and seized hiin by
grabbed turned furiously
This OOUld not be done until the big one bad
the middle.
doubled himself up. As soon as he had hold of his small anin
the
air and snipped him in two.
him
tagonist he lifted
Meanwhile all the big one's legs had been seized by little onca
and the party seemed to turn over and over, little bits
tumbling down, now a leg, now half an ant, till the big one
was vanquished.
The ant is most assuredly subject to passions. The way in
which the big ant turned on the little one was singularly inThe determined manner in which he laid
dicative of rage.
hold of the little one was quite human.
;

A

;

:

A

—••-—

.

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

THE AMERICAN ELK
(Cervus Canadensis).

By. Wm. H. Reed.
no nobler gama in all the Rocky Mountain region, and none more attractive either to the amateur or
professional huntsman, than the American elk or wapiti. Their
range is yearly growing more and more restricted, and I have

THERE

no doubt
:

spring which was very amusing,
and showed how much the wild nature of the partridge
(Ortyz tirginiamis) could be modified by a domestic foster
mother. About the first of May last Mr. John Woodford (a
thorough sportsman), of this county, found a nest of paxThe thought occurred
tridge eggs, some sixteen in number.
to him to place the eggs under a ben, which he accordingly
Having at the time a small game hen which had stolen
did.
her nest, he found her and substituted the partridge's

cumstance occurred here

contents inside, and only obtained a little blood and a drop or
two cf serous fluid. That this egg should have batched out
after such treatment excited my unqualified surprise, but the
facts can be vouched for by five or six members of my party,
and as lacts I present them to your readers.

is

that

they will be among the

first

to entirely suc-

before the advance of civilization. Their present eastern
range in the Rocky Mountains is almost wholly restricted to
the foot-hills, except in the northern part, where they extend

cumb

In Kansas, not long ago, they w«re
into Dakota.
to extend nearly to the interior of that State; but I
believe not an instance has been known of their capture for
In
three or four years, and then in the extreme northwest.
Nebraska they are yet. rarely seen in the southwest. In the
south they extend at least as far as southern Colorado. At

somewhat

known

;
;

;

•

present one of the most abundant ranges is near the heart of
the Snake and North Platte Rivers, where not infrequently
they may be seen in herds of rive hundred to even as high as
I have ridden for four hours through a confive thousand.
tinuous herd of these animals, and when they would hardly
make, room for my horse to pass through them. They were
crossing at the time northward toward the Elk Mountain range
in southern Wyoming. From April till the latter part of June
they are constantly passing up to the higherregions, the cows,
with their calves, keeping at snow line, and the bulls, whde
their horns are yet tender, or until the velvet has been worn
oft and their antlers hardened, keeping in small opened parks
near the foot of the hills. At these times the cows are rarely
together, while the males are usually in herds of five to twenty.
At the first snows that remain on the mountains— in southern
Wyoming about the middle of September— they pass down
into the valleys and lowlands to remain during the winter. In
timbered regions they paw away the sward to feed upon the
nutritious buffalo grass but after a rigorous winter they are
In summer .they are constantly harassed
usually very poor.
;

by the myriads of flies ( Tabaniw rlwmlmm, and more especially two species of Ohrywps) and mosquitoes, that are found
more abundantly near the snow line than elsewhere.
During the breediDg season, from about May 20 to June 20,
the cows isolate themselves, invariably seeking timber where
their calves— almost always twins— remain hidden till they are
Like antelope, the young are
six weeks or two months old.
When tamed they run readily with
easily caught and tamed.
domestic cattle, when the adult males will defeat the most
powerful Texas bulls for the possession of the domestic cows.
The cows leave their young in the latter part of August at
that time, for some unknown reason, they are most easily approached and destroyed. The rutting season continues through
the latter part of September and early part of October, the
cows apparently hiding from the males, while the latter, ex;

are constantly traveling about uttering their
long distance.
shrill, bugle-like note, that can be heard for a
At these times the young males have a decided advantage over
the older ones in obtaining possession of the cows. I once

tremely

restless,'

witnessed an amusing contest between a two-year-old and a
powerful bull much older. For some time the heavy antlers
of the older one were used with telling effect against the
younger, and he succeeding in throwiug him down several
Finally, however, the younger one by his greater
times.
agility succeeded in attacking his opponent in the side, and,
after several most vigorous thrusts with his sharp-pointed
spike-horns into his adversary's abdomen, the latter ingloriously fled, leaving the conqueror in peaceful possession of his
hard- won mate.
Little or no reliance can be placed upon the number of
prongs in the male's antlers for determining the age. In a
full-grown animal the usual number is from six to eight, but
The age up to the
in one instance I found as many as ten.
fourth or fifth year may be accurately determined by the size
of the " ivories" or premolar teeth.
They are timid animals, with but little curiosity, and rarely
The females are
show any pugnacity when brought, to bay.
almost mute, seldom uttering any cry even when wounded.
They find a powerful enemy in the mountain lions, and not a
Not long ago, while folfew, I believe, fall victims to them.
lowing a cow at a little distance, I was astonished upon emerging into a little park or opening of the trees to find her violently Btrugclingly with a lion that had evidently leaped upon
her back from some overhanging branch. His terrible teeth
were already fixed into the base of his victim's throat, as he lay
across her back, his claws firmly fixed in her shoulders and
flanks.
It could hardly have taken ten minutes from the first
struggles before the cow lay quivering upon the ground, and
the panther beside her dead from my rifle-ball.

OF BIRDS IN PEOTONE AND

LIST

VICINITY.

FOLLOWING

is a. list

of the birds I have observed at

not very abundant.

;

lapponiens, Lapland

Lougspur.— Very

Been

plentiful in winter.

sometinieH in flocks of 60 to 100 or more. Frequents corn-llelde, patches
weeds and pastures, feeding on the reeds.
Chonatiites gramvmca, Lark finch.— Not common breeds. Builds on
ground in a corn- Held at the foot of a hill of corn.
Zonotrichia albicclUn, White-throated sparrow.— Seen only tn spring;
very plentiful then in the groves.
SpizMa nwniicola, Tree sparrow.— Very abundant in winter; leaves
of

;

early In spring.
S.ptisilla, Field sparrow.— Common breeds.
Evspizamnerkaim, Black-throated burning.— One of our most abnndArrives about May l, and leaves tho latter p irt of September. Breeds. Builds in oaage hedges, clumps of young grass, bushes
and young evergreens. Ralises two broods, the second set of eggs
;

ant birds.

being

laid in July.

Pipllo erylnropthalmm, Ground robin.— Common summer visitant
breeds.
Dolichonyx nrizivorous, Bobolink.—Common breedB.
;

MoMhrus pecoris, Cow bird.—Common; breeds.
Ayelaius photnicms, Red-winged blackbird.— Very common ; breeds
raiaea two broods. Have found nests with young, eggs nearly hatched,
and fresh eggs tn same slough.
Sturnella magna, Meadow lark.— Common; breeds.
Icterus spuriu*. Orchard oriole.— Quite common ; breeds.
/. baltimore, Baltimore oriole.— Kare.
Have seen but one neat in the
grove at Wilton.
Quiscalus versicolor, Crow blackbird.— Common; breeds in large
numbers.
Corvtm americanus. Crow.—Common in the groves at Wilton and

Monee

;

breeds.

Blue Jay.— Quite common breeds.
Kctapistea miyratoria, Wild pigeon.—Occasionally seen; does not

Oyanura

crystala,

;

breed.

Zenaidura carolinensia, Common dove, Turtle dove.— Very plenty;
breeds raises several broods each season.
Cupidonia cupido, Prairie hen, Pinnated grouse.— Plentiful ; breeds.
Monasa umbellus, Ruffed grouBe.—Bare. One or two specimens have
been shot at Wilton.
Qrlyx virginianus, Quail.— Abundant; breeds.
Eotaurus knliginosus, Bittern, Thunder pnmp, Stake driver.— Com;

mon

Coccygus erylhrophtlialmus, Black-billed cuckoo.— Not very abundant;
Two set* of two eggs each obtained on June 12, 1ST7. Nests
built In apple trees In orchards.
Picw* vUhmtt, Hairy woodpecker.— Rare seen of tener In winter.

Tardus

a year in

some seasons.
Robin.—Very abundant

breeds

;

two broods

;

a season.

Blue bird.—Abundant breeds.
Regains calendula, Ruby-crowned wren—Rare; seen only In spring;
its breeding.
seen only during
Megulut rntrapa, Goldon-crested wren.— Rare;
spring migrations ; does not breed.
Maryland yellow-tornat.-Qulte abundant;
trichut,
Qeothlypie
breeds; Wilda Its nest among the weeds near the railroad, close to
Sialasialis,

A

artistic disposition of the most 'expensive blossoms.
few
sprays of Partridge Berry or wild Anemone, with a few wild
Violets or other flowers among them, tastefully grouped in a
small vase, will oftentimes give more real pleasure, especially
io a sick room, than the richest and most elaborate bouquet,
even if presented by Crcesus No. II. As lornr, however, as
ladies will not take the trouble to arrange their flowers themselves, so long will the floral adornments of their tables and
parlors be unsatisfactory.
Flowers give the finishing touch
of refinement to everything with which they are associated,
but, their arrangement, requires taste, judgment, love and pracj
tice.

—

.

—

How

Mrs.

—

W.

J.

D.

».

Board of Health, gives the following as the best method
Place some sulphur in an iron vessel and pour a little alcohol on it.
The alcohol in set, on fire, and before it is burned
away the sulphur will be ignited. There will arise from the

;

does not breed.
In a

Gallinago vnlwnii, English snipe.—Plentiful in spring and fall ; does
not breed, except, perhaps, in isolated cases.
Maerorhamphus griseus, Red-breasted snipe.— Quite plentiful In
spring no record of its breeding.
Prtngoidcs maciitarius, Spotted sandpiper.— Plentiful. Have seen It
during the snuimer, and it probably breeds.
Actiturm barlramius, Field plover, Upland plover— Common; breeds;
nest built on the ground In pastures.
;

Parzana Carolina, Common-rail,— Abundant ; breedB.
Bernicla canadensis, Canada goose.— Generally common in spring ; remains but a few days.
Bernicla brenta, Brant..— Occasionally shot in spring and fall on some
of the large sloughs and lakes near here.

A nas boscTuut, Mallard.— Common in spring and
remain and breed.

fall.

Dr. Chandler, of the

New York

;
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Hare Coursing and Fox Running. The field trial
the. bench show are John Davidson, Esq., of Mon-

judges for

<ffum mud %wtim,

IN

in contact.

The St. Paul Bench Snow.— One of the novel attractions
of the St. Paul Bench Show will be a full team of Esquimaux dogs harnessed to the sledge or Traincau. There will
roe,

AltRlVAlS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GAUPKN FOR TEIB WEEK
ENDING AUGTJBT 13.—Two brown-throated parrakeets, Connrus arruginosue, purchased; two craw llsh and one columber, Obsoktva confinis,
presented three bald eagles, Ualimtw kucnccphalus, presented.

FLOWERS

be fumigated.

IP* S^m^l
also

Qvcrquedula disrore, Blue- winged teal. -Common during migrations.
Podilymbus podiceps, Carolina grebe. Common breeds.

—

comes

pairs

occasionally breeds.
Nettion carolinenms, Green-winged teal.— Common during migrations;
may possibly breed, but have never found ue«t.

THI8 DEPARTMENT

may

burning sulphur sulphurous acid gas, which, like other gases,
will mix itself with all the air in the house without the aid of
draught or currents. It will penetrate to every crevice, and
will destroy the vitality of every disease germ with which it

common;

Some few

Daftla acuta, Sprlg-tailduck, Pin-tail duck, Tigeon-tail.— Not

Ijffoodlxnd,

clothing

:

common; breedB.
Philohela minor, Woodcock.—Rare. Have Been but one bird,
small grove of young maples. Do not know of Its breeding.
Mjiolilis vaciferiut, Kllldeer plover.—Very

BJJO.

N. T.

CITY.

O. J. Butler, Esq of Stillwater, and Wm.
Mulliken, Esq., St. Cloud. In selecting the judges for the
field trials the committee have had only one object in view,
viz.
to secure the best practical and unbiased men.
They
have been peculiarly fortunate in doing this, as Mr. Butler
and Mr. Mulliken are well known in this Stale for their honorable and fair manner in dealing with all alike.
Mr. Davidson is the recognized best judge of a dog on this continent.
Mr. Lort, the great "all-round" English judge, paid him a
very high compliment at New York in saying, that as many
English judges as he had been associated with he had never
met one possessing so much practical knowledge as Mr.
Davidson.
In securing Mr. Davidson as the bench and
field trial judge the committee have done what no other
club lias been able to do, as his services have been frequently
asked for, but always denied.

Michigan

;

,

:

—

Biohmond Kennel Club. A kennel club is now being
formed in Richmond, Virginia. Mr. John Adams is one of
chief promoters.
The Richmond sportsmen ought to attcud the coming field trials in Minnesota.

its

DURING the last ten or fifteen years we have seen

;

migraterrius,

;

migrations

;

probably

Hed-headed woodpecker.—Very abundant
BtMonee and Twelve- Jtlle Grove breeds not seen during winter.
Colaptcs awraiue, Yellow- shaf ted nicker.— Quite abundant; breeds.
Chordeiks popetue. Night hawk. -Not abundant; breeds.
Tyrannm caralinenais, King bird.— Very abundant; breeds; raises
Melanerpescrythroceplialus,

two broods

gardens we sometimes see, and perchance reaches many a son
or dfiughtcr of toil, in whose hard-working lives parks and
gardens are words, and nothing more. The increased use of
plants and flowers at balls, receptions, fairs and other entertainments, has also been mnst remarkable. Formerly, a few
evergreens placed under the staircase, with perhaps a few
flowering plants in front of them, was considered the ne phu
ultra of good taste.
Now colors arc blended with thought
and care, graceful Palms and feathery Ferns break up nionotnous lines; Roses, the queen of flowers, and drooping Fuchsias,
many-hucd Colenses and Dracsmas, and exotics beyond number lend their aid to the general effect. On our dinner-tables,
parlor-tables and mantels, too, floral decoration reigns triumphant and why not ? The first suggestion of such a Ihing is
met by an outcry as to expenses, and" certainly if nothing but
the choicest Roses, Eucharis, Orchids or other choice exotica
will content us, it is not without cause. Bui Ivy. and common
Ferns. Sheep Laurel, Lobelia, our native Lilies, yes, and
Pond Lilies, too, sprays of Madeira Vine, Creeping 'Charlie,
Wandering Jew, Maurandia and other ordinary flowers are by
no means costly, and these, arranged with taste by skillful
hands, produce effcts far superiorlo those attained by a less

to Fumigate. Some of our Southern and even
Northern readers may want to know how a room, a kennel or

breeds.

;

;

flowers and rich green drapery, tended and trained by loving
fingers in our windows and balconies afford pleasure, may be
easily read in the admiring and loving glances directed toward
them. Such a civilizing influence is by no means to be
despised ; it carries on in the hot dusty streets the good work
begun in our well-cared for parks, and the glimpses of private

Nest built sometimes in the midst of a slough, and at
times on the ground at the edge. Usual number of eggs, four have
found one nest of seven eggs.
Charadrim virginicue, Golden plover.—Plenty during spring and fall
;

breeds.

Uphyropious varitts, Yellow-bellied woodpecker.—Rare;
breeds to some ot tic groves near here.
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;

this place and in the immediate neighborhood, with
D. H. Eaton.
notes as to their abundance, breeding, etc.
Twelve-Mile Grove, ahont
Accipter cooperii, Cooper's hawk.-Seen at
pair seen; set ot
nine miles from here, on May 12, 1S7T; only one

eggs obtained

P.

.

:

AND STREAM.

F0TTRST

a vast
improvement in the taste displayed in many points of
none
has
more
addomestic
life,
but
perhaps
in
our social and
vance been displayed than in the floral decoration of our rooms,
Formerly the
balconies, hotels and public places of resort.
attempt at decoration got no further than a few asthmatic
Geraniums, red-spidery Fuchsias, Heliotropes, with
here and there an overgrown Oleander, Cape Jessamine,
scarlet

;

Cactus, or perhaps the beautiful

(when well grown)

Now this dead Jevel

Distemper.—Mr. John Davidson,

of Monroe, Michigan,
one of the judges at the coming Bench Show in
St. Paul, has recently lost twelve valuable dogs from distemper, and has taken the precaution to scatter his kennel to prevent the disease from spreading. He thinks the disease was
introduced by one of h.s dogs which he took with him to the

who

is

East

last spring.

to be

scarlet

—fc_

.

no record of

broken through, and not
only in the pretentious uptown hotels and the Fifth avenue
mansions do we see the feathery and graceful Palm, the manyhued and resplendent Caladium and Colens, etc., but among

High Price for a Setter.— Dash II., but for the odd fifty
guineas, might have come to New York, as our correspondent,

water ; also In the reeds in largo sloughs.
Sciurue aurocapillue, Golden-crowned thrush.—Rare ; seen only in
spring, and know ot no nest ever having been found.
Dmdroica astiva,, Yellow warbler.— Abundant ; breeds.
Peniroiea discolor, Prairie warbler.—RaTe breeds.
Pyranga rubra, Scarlet tanager.—Rare ; probably breeds, as I have

the poorer denizens of this

crowed city the love of the beautiful is manifested in the care bestowed on the sweet Madeira
Vine, the common Morning Glory, or any of those cheaper

says

;

summer.
Birundo horreorvm, Barn swallow.—Very abundant breeds.
Birundo luni/rons, Cliff swallow.— Abundant breeds.
rearB two
Prague purpurea, Purple martin.—Abundant breedB

noticed in the

;

;

;

;

broods generally.

Loggerhead shrike.— Common breeds rears
Nests with eggs are found the latter part of April or Drat

Collyrio ludoviriamts,

two broods.
of May.

;

;

shrike.—Abundant
breeds;
CoUyrio excubitoroidee, Whlte-rumped
season.
common ; breeds.
Tireogilvus, Warbling vireo.— Quite
Mimus sardlirunuUi, Cat blrd.-Oommon ; breeds.
Barporhynchut rufus, Brown thrush.—Very abundant; breeds.
orus sf^tan'a, ShorUbllled marsh wren.— Quite abundant
;

two broods each

Cihtoth

nest In the long reeds in large sloughs.
ChrymnitrU IrUtU, Yellow blrd.-Very plentiful; breeds.
does not
PlMtrepftonta nivalis. Enow bnnting.-Plenty In winter;

breeds

breed.

;

builds

its

Malvaviscus.

is

but not less beautiful flowering, variegated, or parti-colored
foliaged plants that can be bought at such a low figure every
season. For northern exposures, also, our native ferns are
cherished as a boon by many, their graceful fresh green fronds
being a relief to the eye weary of dusty streets and sun-baked
brick walls, and their introduction has been hailed by many,
whose opportunities of enjoying the beauties of Ferns in their
Many of them arc
native haunts are few and far between.
evergreen also, and it iB surely more pleasant, when looking
across the way or enjoying a quiet reading by the window, to
look through a screen of Ferns than through those abominations known as blinds, however useful they may be in their
way. It is a common remark that flowers outside of a house
are ostentatious, as, from their arrangement sloping downward to the outer edge, they cannot be enjoyed by the inmates.
Those who thus object, however, forget that they also enjoy
the full result of theiropposite neighbor's horticultural efforts,
and are hound to make him some return. Besides, is it
nothing to add to the pleasures— all too scanty— of the dusty
and toil-worn wayfarers of the street ? And that the lovely

Captain John M. Taylor, offered 250 guineas for Dash on the
New York. Bell's Life of AuguBt 3

part of a gentleman in

Mr. G- Brewis has sold his celebrated field trial setter, Dash
II., to Mr. Llewelbn for BOO guineas, the highest price ever
paid for a single setter. It will be recollected that Mr. Brewis
gave 180 guineas for Dash at Aldiidge's, and since then he has
won with him the Horseheath Stakes, the Kennel Club Challenge Cup. and a second and third also at Horseheath and
Shrewsbury, added to which he won the Open Dog Stake and
the Champion Cup at Shrewsbury before Mr. Brewis bought
him. Dash has been lightly considered the best looking setter
that has ever contested a field trial, and as he is nearly a pure
Laverack, combining the two best strains of that sort, old
Blue Dash and Blue Prince, he must necessarily be a most inHe was bred by John Armstrong,
valuable dog at the stud.
and was got by the late Mr. Laverack's Blue Prince out of
Kate, by Mr. Laverack's Old Dash out of Kate, by Mr. Field's
Duke, and he is now five years old.

Kames Claimed.—New
ton claims the

York, Aug. 14.—Mr. C. H. Clayl
for his red setter pup, out of

name of "Flame"

Kularney (imported Frisk and Grouse by imported Milo—
Dan- Venus), whelped May 18, 1878. " Judge " for his orange
and white setter pup out of Fan (Gildersleeve's Dash-Fan),

:

:

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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—

Tohn N. Shapley, Hazleton, Pa., claims the names of St.
Nicholas and Meg for his hlaek, white and tan puppies by
champion Kob Roy out of Bess whelped March 16, 1878.
;

Wbelpb—New

York, August 13.— Mr. E. F. Mercilliott's
champion Grace whelped teD, eight dogs and two bitches,
August 12, by Theo. Morford's Quail two dogs dead; the re;

maining eight in

to New Bedford, and from there to Oak Bluffs,
Martha's Vineyard. The morning of the 7th opened with a
light breeze from the W. and at the second gun from the
commodore the fleet got under way at 5h. 40m. A. u. All
had gaff topsails aloft and ballooners on deck ready to follow,
Clio set a big club at her main, and Active sported the fine
topsail we have often found occasion to admire.
There is no
such other to be seen anywhere, and the man who made it
knows his business well. Vixen and Clytie were the first to
pay round, the sloop keeping the lee shore, with her boom to
starboard, Mr. Stokes' many hulled arrangement following in
her wake.
Intrepid, a wholesome and able looking schooner,
by the way, followed, and Estelle, big Dreadnaughl, Restless,
with the blue pennant at her rnaiD, smart Clio, the cutter Volante, and famous Madeleine leaving the harbor astern in the
order named. The cruise had now begun in earnest.
Vuiim,
Active and Rambler— the latter always slow to pay offbrought up the rear. Staysails and ballooners were sent aloft,

Monday

oyMilo, whelped May 21, 1878. "Milo IT." for his liver,
white and tan setter pup, out of Topsy (Drake-Judy), by
Milo, whelped May 22, 1878.

fine condition.

—

Neversink Lodge, Ouymard, Orange Co.,N. T., JulyZQ.
Sensation out of champion Queen, eight dogs,
all liver and white, doing well.

By champion

one bitch pup,

Salbb.— John N. Shapley, Hazleton, Pa., has sold two of
champion Rob Roy-Bess pups as follows: Grace to
Henry Kohrman, Philadelphia, Pa.; Curlew to Henry O.
Thomason, Leeland, La Salle Co., 111.
his

— We

regret to announce that the field trials to be held
under the auspices of the Baltimore Kennel Club are indefinitely postponed.

I leur-de-IAs accompanied the fleet out, Sambler and Intrepid
bad a mild race for a while and did a little luffing together,
but without material result, the breeze being rather light for
such rough water boats. A short distance out Columbia van
descried standing across the sound for the fleet, and at 7 a. u.
her gun announced that she had joined the squadron. This
added another big one of 183 ions to the fleet. All hands
hugged the southern shore but Rambler tried mid-channel,
and picking up a little more wind, was followed by Intrepid,
Mr. Thomas' keel schooner showed that she was no slouch,
for in the light breeze she ran up on Clytie, and it takes a
pretty good schooner to do that any time, much more so when
a keel tries it on a centreboarder with a leading wind. She
even went by famous Columbia with an ease that astonished
many of those who swear by a board, especially when it can
be triced up more or less to suit the occasion. At, 9 a. m_ the
fleet was abreast of Black Kock and the wind had fallen light,
some of it being up and down the mast. Vixen, built by Albertson of Philadelphia, has been doing remarkably well this
season, some of her success being due to the fine manner in
which she is handled. She maintained her lead with Estelle
and Clio in her wake.
The fleet had divided into two
columns, one on the Long Island shore, the other along Connecticut, with Rambler and the crack Stamford schooner Clytie in tbe van, and Columbia., Intrepid and the pretiy little
cutter following, steering about the tame course.
The wind
backed to the S. and strengthened, so the ships jibed to port
one after another. At 10 a. m. the Middle Ground Light was
off their weather.
Clytie and Columbia began to leave the
rest in their lot, as the wind freshened at noon.
The wind
veered again to the W., and Rambler jibed over her mainsail,
running wing and wing. The northern division gradually
worked over to the Long Island shore, Vixen still leading,
Estelle second and Active and the Siamese twins close in their
wake, Vision and Clio to windward of the latter. Columbia
ran by Clytie, and Intrepid overhauled the other keels, when
trimming by a little, she made more for the southern shore
and took a good position. In the afternoon the steam yacht
Runaway, Mr. Aspinwall, joined the fleet, which was going
along finely at about eight Knots. By the time Horton's
Point Light bore due.S., Columbia had run ahead of all hands.
Clytie second and Rambler third in spite of her keel.
Sometimes keels can sail it seems. Dreadnaughl,, likewise troubled
with a keel, was not far astern of Rambler, while Intrepid
was keeping well in company. At 3 p. m. the schooner
Foam, 102 tons, Commodore Boardman, E. Y. C, met the
fleet, came about and joined the rest wing and wing.
Intrtpidvient out into mid-channel, and putting her helm down,
trimmed aft again on the starboard tack, heading direct
for Orient Point.
She failed to gain by the manceuvre. finally, when Plum Gut was fetched, the yachts hauled by the
wind and doused their lofty duds, as the breeze was about all
they wanted. Columbia led through with Clytie close aboard.
Rambler and Dreadnaughl tacked, the latter fetching out on
1
the others weather, and the operation being repeated several
times, Mr. Osborn's schooner showed herself the more weatherly of the two, giving her rival a terrible blanketing on one
occasion, thereby gaining a material lead. It was a beat up
to the Manhanset House, and the craft fetched in to their
anchorage as under, Nereid and little Volante making harbor
later in the evening
Name.
a. M. s.
Nam.?.
H ii. s.
;

PEDIGREES OF RANGER AND

LIZZIE.

Following are the pedigrees of the two pointer puppies
purchased "by Capt. Jno. M. Taylor from J. H. Salter, of
Tollesbunt D'Arcy, Essex, England
Mottled

and white pointer puppy Hanger, by Mr. Salter's MISe,
i\'it. Salter's Romp, whelped March 6, 18T8.
PEDIOBKB AND PERFORMANCE.
and white

blaclc

out ot
liver

Mifce,

pointer dog (K.C. 4,216)

by P.

Bang

Price's

(K. C. 789),
,

Coham'a

Price's

Bang.

Vesta.

White-

f Winner of more Held)
trials and other prizes J- ont of Miller's Sella.
<
(than any other pointer)
Stevenson's If liter's

-<

»

,

,

,

Sappho.'.

Carlo.

Brocxton'8

Bonnce

house's
Hamlet.
Postan's

France's
Belle.

Venus.

Mike won the following field trial]
1874.— Puppy St-'tkefl— Devon and Cornwall.
1/ ccl Stakes (for bracf e). wiih his Mre Bang.
Open siakes (lor br»oe»). with his sire Baug.
Cloveriy S akes— Shrewsbury.
1875.— overly S aSes-Shrewsbury.
Oom 8 afces (dlvlded)--lievon and Cornwall.
Local Stakes (dlviderf)—Devon and Cornwall.
18T6.— r:iovr ny si skes— Shrewsbury.
Horseheath Slakes (divided)— Cambridge.
Show bench prizes
1S76—V. H. C, Brighton.
187*.— S« ond. Alexander Palace.
1S77.— Firft prize, silver
1S76.—First, Crystal Palace.

oup,

Chelniefon .
Third, Dnnmore.

>irsc, Exeter.

1

Second, Bedeford.

Romp, black and white

pointer bitch, K. C. 4,349, by

Wrackenbera's Romp, K. C.

France's Chang (Champion) K.

1,269.

C. 791.

Don,

Brocton's Bonnce, etc, 76S.

Romp,

etc.

etc.

Sancbo.

Bene.

Dido, etc

Won second In Boston stakes. Sleaford (Salter's Romp).
Won first and pxtra prize. Crystal Palace, isii (France's cnang).
Won drat In 1673. po nter lleia trials, Devon iBrackenberg's Romp).
Win first, Birmingham, 1871 (Fiance's Charg).
Won cnampion. Birmingham, ists (French's uhang),

Won first,

Bellevne, 1871 (France's Chang).
pointer hitch Lizzie, by Mr. Salter's

Lemon and white

whelped May 12,
PHMGBEB AND PEBFOHMANOBB.

ol Mr. Salter's Venus,

Chang

II.,

out

1878.

Chang TL. K. C. 4,988. b a'k and white pointer dog, by
France's Champion Chang, K. C. 791 (nrother to Sancho) ont of Flora,
'

,

!

[K. 0. 1,146,
(lem. and white.)

,

Brockton's Bounce, 791,
France's

Belle.

Sancho.

Mentor.

Dido.

Juno.

one of the best pointers In the Held I ever saw ; hrother
to Patch, a neld trial performer, and winner of first prize, Maldon
E. C. ,264.
(jiiang, champion, own brother to champion Sancho, a large winner.
Bee E. O. S, B , K. C. 791.
Flora, a very hindsome prize btich (1st Colchester, 2d Romford), by
WalmiBly's Shot, E. C. 1,146, out of Juno.

Chang

II. 1*

1

i

.

Columbia

6 02 00
B 1100
5 IS 00
5 16 00

Clytie

Driradnanght

Rambler
Intrepid

6 16 811
6 23 00

Madeleine

and Seating.

ffzehfing

Boston.

H.

M.

6
7

10

46
49
48
40
3S

11

IB

e

9

Ane
Aug

33
sw

M

Sea York.

Charlteton.

E.
3
4

11.

B.

M.

19

2

18

3

6

25
ai
ia
03
63

4

43
63
58
66
44
31
18

«
7

8
8

5
S
7
8

Clio

Vixen

..

Estelle
Restless

s 25 3d
5 33 00
5 86 00
n

shoo

5 45 00
5 64 00

Active

—

Apart from the sailing of Columbia too well known to
need comment the handsome beating Clytie gave to such
cracks as Madeleine and Estelle, as well as the excellent performances of all the keels in the fleet, form the most noteworthy points of the day's sail. Even Madeleine had to acknowledge the running and turning qualities of Intrepid,
Rambler and Dreadnought. To be sure, there was something

—

HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEE.
Date.

Vision

of a breeze the better part of the day, but no one expects
two hundied tenners to be smart in cat-boat weather. It
takes something to get their fine qualities out of them, but
that they possess such no one will question who considers
this day's sailing in all its bearings.
Thursday, Aug.. 8, the fleet was to make the run across to

London. A start was effected at half-past one. Ramhad previously hove up and picked her way out of the
which was very crowded at the time, and the steamer
Runaway had left an hour earlier. At the gun the sloops
were first to pay off, and headed for Orient Point with a free

New
bler

NEW YORK YACHT
CLUB.

CRUISE OF THE

harbor,

A

6S
87
24
40

wind, the big schooner Intrepid bringing up the rear. On the
run out the yachts in tlie match of the Atlantic Club were encountered, and some fine steering had to be done to avoid fouling or taking the wind out of the racers' sails. Dreadnauglti
kept the channel with her main boom jibed over to starboard,
and Intrepid followed in her wake, while the smaller craft
hugged the Bhore along to the Point. Rambler in the meantime had hove to, awaiting the rest, and as soon as they came
up she filled away under Dreadnaught's lee. The breeze was
from the northwest, just strong enough to allow light sails to
be carried all around. Regina led through the gut, with Active, Vixen, Clio, Estelle, Madeleine, Corning (who had joined
the fleet), Rambler, Vision, Restless, Foam, Recreation (also
added to the squadron), Dreadnought, Intrepid and Nereid
following through in the order named. In tbe sea, almost
always found in "the narrows of Plum Gut, the keels showed
again to advantage, for Rambler went by Madeleine, Estelle
and Olio, and took the lead among the schooners, with Dreadnought and Intrepid off her weather quarter. At six bells,
the Vice's schooner had actually got tba best of all ths

The captains assembled aboard of the Restless late in the
evening and received their sailing orders for the next day.
first port was to be Shelter Island, Gardiners Bay, thence
remain over Sunday, and on
to New j London, Newport

sloops into the bargain, and was pointing tbe course 10 New
London to the entire squadron. Esielle sent up a club topBail, but her rival, Olytie, had remained at anchor in Greenport harbor, and so there was only Olio to bother her,
Later

large fleet of yachts rendezvoused at Glen Cove, Aug. 6,
in obedience to orders issued from the flagship Restless, and
published in the Forest and Stream. Under the command
of Commodore 8. Nicholson Kane a large attendance was expected, owing to the exertions of the flag-officer to bring together a fine fleet for the usual trip East. By sundown the
following craft were found at anchor off the dock in the cove
\

Name.
Restless

Rambler
Dreadnaughl

SCHOONERS.
Owners.

Madeleine

JS

Intrepid

LI yd Poosoix
.ID Smith

Estelle
Clio
Clytle

Tons.

Corns N Kane
Vlee-Com W H Thomas
C J Oaborn

J

106
893
2«4
161

ldckeraon.."

R

370
103
67
1*3
36

Piatt

WL

BrookB

Nereid

Anson P Stokes

Vision

Rear Com J J Alexandre

SLOOPS.

Vixen

FCLawrence

Volante
Active

Messrs Hitchcook
J Hurst
F

W

The

;

,

when the breeze lightened up a bit, tbe centreboards bepan to show up better, for Madeleine and Ettelle ran up on
Rambler, and Clio improved her position materially. The
steamer Mystic, with a full head of steam and canvas set, had
all she could do to keep clear of the sailing craft.
Estelle
went up on Rambler's quarter and passed her. Madeleine
essayed to run through the big one's Ice, but had to give it up
after a futile attempt.
She put up her helm and ran broad
off for a While, then, luffing gradually, she passed ahead and
weathered on Rambler. Ah they approached the C.
shore they ran into smoother water, and it is somewhat remarkable that the centreboards did not do better, but iluring
the entire cruise the keels proved themselves lough customers,
even to the best of the other clas3. Dreadiiavght and Intrepid, with spinnakers set, rather took the wind from Madeleine, dropping her astern, while Mr. Pacenix's schooner
gradually worked out ahead of the other. Madeleine luffed
and screwed up on Dreadnaught's weather, while poor Re
gina had to take an awful amount of blanketing from the
latter while under her lee.
When Bartlelt's Keef light-ship
was reached, the fleet split into divisions, one going outside
on,

and the other inside the ship. The big outs were now obliged
to follow up the channel while the sloops made a cut across,
by which they headed the fleet upon arriving off the Ptquot
House, in the river Thames. Active was the first yacht, in,
Regina second, Vixen third, and Intrepid. Esielle, Dreadnaughl, Madeleine, Clio, B'oam, Rambler, Coming, VtetQn and
Restless in the order named.
There was a difference of oniy
nine minutes in the time of arrival Of the first and
in.
The yvutnte and catamaran arrived later, an epjtit
was tendered the yachtsmen at the Pequor House, and was
extensively attended.
In return, the guests of the hotel were,
invited to visit the fleet next da}'.
Friday was quietly passi d
at anchor.
The boat races were postponed un account of the
bad weather in the afternoon. Only two boats, pulling pair
oars with coxswains, were started, one belonging to /''<«»»
and the other to Estelle. The Foam's cutter won by a length,
after having Wrongfully taken Eslelle's water.
At 7 p. u, a
thunder storm set in, and spare anchors were let go and cable
veered.
In the evening the Commodore held a reception
aboard ihe Restkss.
Saturday, Aug. 10, broke clear, with a light wind from the
southwest.
Orders had been issued to start at !> a. m., so as
to benefit by the ebb as much as possible.
Club topsails :tnd
balloon jibs were put into requisition by all the yachts.
iJrcadnaught and Clin dropped down with the tide, until
fairly outside the narrow stretch of river where the squadron
had lain at anchor. At half-past nine the guu went from the
Commodore, and a scene of life and bustle immediately ensued.
Olio was of course first to gel away with a gOOdlea,d,
owing to her position outside of all. Regina followed, and
Estelle not fiU" astern, with booms to port.
RambUr on
weather quarter of Dreculnaught, Vixen, Active, then Intrepid
and Clytie, Madeleine, Neieid, Foam, Corning and Vision
pretty much becalmed in the rear.
Clio got more breeze outside, and gained a handsome lead, which stood her in good
service all day long.
Upon bearing up, as soon as clear of
the river, the sloops boomed out their jibs, Regina being in
the lead, Vixen and Active in her wake.
The wind fell very
light, and there was plenty of gee-hawking, trimming to every
cat's-paw that came along, or was supposed to come along.
Dreadnaughl, Intrepid and catamaran set spinnakers, and a
little after ten caught a light puff from W. 8. W., bringing
up the yachts in the rear. The breeze drawing to the west,
booms were jibed over lo starboard, Clytie keeping hev main
boom to port, and her balloon jib boomed out on the opposite side.
Abreast of Noank Clio had a long lead Vision was
;

off to leeward.
The breeze shifted to the southwest, the
yachts slipping through at about six knots.
At half past
eleven Stonington was passed, and, clearing Fisher's Island
the
to the south,
fleet found itself out on Atlantic's heaving
swell.
The wind kept backing to the S. and freshening up
to nine knots.
Schooner Agnes, of the Atlantic Y. C, waB

met bound

to the westward.
Clio was still leading, Estelle
second, followed by Dreadnaughl, Clytie, Rambler, Intrepid,
Foam, Madeleine and Restless among the schooners. Rambler
tried for Clylie's weather, both the latter and Dreadnaughl
lu ff n g to suit.
The centreboard was passed, however, while
Dreadnaughl was running up on Estelle. Shortly after doou
Ihe wind once more altered to the W., and Estelle and Rambler got over their foresailB, running wing and wing.
In the
meantime, among the sloops, Active and Vixen were trying
their hands at a luffing match, when suddenly, having luffed
far out of their course, Mi. Hurst put his helm up and played
i

a well-known prank on Vixen by running broad off and
through the latter's Ice, bearing away for Point Judith. At
three bells the leader was well up with the lighthouse on the
long Sandspit, with Estelle and Regina about a mile in her
wake.
Clytie had doue some fine steering, and by cutting off
the comer had fetched up abreast of Estelle when the liu.e
came to wear for the harbor. Booms were got over to starboard and light canvas Eet, as the wind had slackened and
drawn ahead somewhat, in the vicinity of the Brenton's
Reef Lightship Drendnaught had closed up mate!
Clio, aud Clytie was taking some of the BUuch out of Estelle.
Active was well up with Regina, and Rambler was gaining en
the three centreboards ahead. In a luffing match between
Estelle and Ctytie, Mr. Brooks served the farmer the same as
Active hud done Vixen a short lime previous, and nr
Rambler weathered on
ing awBy shot through Estelle's lee.
both of them, and Estelle bearing down for her rival, put in
some effective blanketing, which again sent her ahead of the
Stamford schooner. After running past the Dumplings, the
fleet divided, some going in by Fort Adams, others to the
northward, off the torpedo station. They anchored as fol-

lows

!

Jiame.

H. m. b.
3 S5 00

<iio

Drcadnaught
Clytie

Rambler
Active

Kegiim
Intrepid
S. S.

3s
42
2 42
2 46
1 *s
2 48
2 52
2
2

(Estelle

Ibis

no
no
311

eo
00
80
00

name.

h. jc s«
540.)

Vixen

..!

Vision

.M 5700

Madeleine

.1

Foam

3

0010

Restless

3

Nereid

S

04 00
'25 On
36 00

„8

56(11)

Volante.

-

and Ideal and schooner Tarolinta made port

during the afternoon. The double huller Nereid did better
than we had expected, but then it waa a free wind
way. It she had had much turning to do in the seaway her
record would hardly have been so favorable.
Volante made a
fine run when the difference in tonnage between this cutter
and the big ones is considered.
The Atlantic Y. C. disbanded this day in Newport Harbor
A noteworthy run to Newport was mada by the little Alma,
of the A, Y C, during tbe heavy wind of Aug. S.
She
must have received some hard knocking about though in the
ugly sea about Point Judith. Sunday was spent ashore by
most amateurs and the fleet lay quietly at anchor for the day.

{Toto Continued.}
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FOREST AND STREAM.
YACHTING NEWS.
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New

Roohiliji Regatta.— Ae a yachling port it would be
pick out a more suitable or more cozy and romautic
sheet of -water than the bight and bays which form the harbor
of New Rochelle anywhere iu the neighborhood of the metropolis.
Its attractions are many, and what with ample
water open to the Sound and arms of the sea reaching back of
protecting islands and promontories, and with good holding
ground, it is not to be wondered that the place has become a
favorite one for racing craft to meet at as well as a port of call
for the large fleet of small craft bound Bast on a cruise during
With a really select and commodious
the Bummer months.
Name.
hotel, the Neptune House, in which MessrB. Hughes & Co.
Susies
numerous
permanent guests during " the N E t'OWler
cater acceptably to
Josephine
season," situated close to the shore amid well laid out grounds Wni Swan
and shaded on all sides by large trees, stretching forth their W F Davids...,
thickly -leaved boughs like so many arms protecting those beNettie
neath from old Bui's scorching midsummer rays, and with
Martha it
cool, saline breezes wafted in from the Sound, the yachtsman
Bertha
ashore con find Si snug retreat during his stay, and in company Mary
7
with other visitors from New York is sure to leave the place Agitator
Excelsior...
aud the friendly solitude of his hosts with feelings of regret,
difficult to

sure to return

agwn when opportunity

offers.

at

New Kochellc are

;

;

,

A

middle of one's mouth only. They form good material
though for the formation of a model yacht club, very suitable
Dinner must be
to bay and inlet work about New RoohelU.

of the

MRBT

OLAilS SI.0OPS.

KlKPBBd
Finish,

.start.

h. m.

.

02

time.
H.

Jr. s.

51. s.

4r>

4 39 no

104 45
10*45

4 4110

8 SB 21
8 4126

1-

03 48

1

02 15

4 57 62
4 58 27

s RJ 30
3 55 07
3 55 42

l

.

n.

s.

4OTK

'

.Time.
u. m. a.
n as

u

3 40 65.
a 61 no
it 65 07
3 54 07

EECOSD OX ASS SLOOPS.

103

3 63 07
a 58 44
4 02 43
4 05 66
4 03 47
4 10 56

4 66 58
8 0189
5 06 SB
5 08 40
6 06 82
5 13 41

45
45
45
45
I 02 45
1 02 45

103
102
102

3 52 41
8 68 0I#
4 02 43
4 0-115
4 02 57
4 04 58

SECOND 0LAS8.

Frou Frou

1

till ilolmee

1

03 45
03 45

GmTdouU

ACodmtm

hOnlBB

J

Peer

EJLoweU.,

5 14 25
6 17 10

4 11 40

4 14 25

4 10 00
4 00 05

102 46
102 45
102 45
.102 45
102 45
10245
102 45
102 45

Fidget

Anitft

lam VV
ChaUtkleer
I

Lille

-

4 26
4 26
4 27
4 SS
4 29
4 20
4 62
4 30

3 23 26
8 23 47

32

3 24
3 25
3 26
3 26
3 29
3 38

32
16

03
19
13
31

47
31

23
34
28

45

3 23
3 22
3 24
8 23
3 23
3 24
3 25
3 82

26
02
47

C

102
102

MaryB

102
102
103

fcOjH
fteed

3
3
3
»

45
45
46
45
45

2 40
2 46
2 46
2 46
2 52

13 35

48 22
49 01
49 IS

3 55 OS

50
87
16

38
23

2 39 10
2 46 30

24.31
3 45 43
51 SS

2

San Frahoisoo Yacht Club.— The annual regatta of this
club was successfully accomplished Saturday, Aug. 3, in a
fresh breeze and sea.
There was a strong muster of yachts,
and, considering the recent formation of the club anew, it certainly exhibits signs of a vigorous growth, and must be congratulated upon the energy and interest manifested by all its
sailing members.
The club is, undoubtedly, much indebted
to the efforts of its Commodore for the high standing it has
attained in the list of American yacht clubs, and that it is a
wide-awake concern, up to the latest doings in the sport is
evident from the fact that the honor of first having introduced
the wonderfully handy yawl-rig, belongs to Capt. C. If. Harrison, of the Frolic, and Capt. T. A. Hyde, of the Fawn,
both flying the colors of the S. F. Y. C. Eastern yachtsmen
may take a lesson from their friends in the " stepping off "
State. We reserve some further comments in connection with
rig and model on the Pacific for a later isBiie.
Entries for the
match, with a summary of time, made as follows

DO. with

Name,
a.

Emerald

1

19
IS

3.

Fawn

1

21

FrOllC

1

17

20
20

4.
7.

Magic

1

6.

(lara

1

6.

Challenge

*

LtVfly

*
*

Twilight.

1
1

Aunle
Pet

1
1

*

Home.

Start.
1

* Tommy
* Carrie

20
29

28
29

1

6

17

5

65
60

5

3

3
4

9

4
4
3

17
11
58
50
41
26
35

53

2 65
4 55
5
6 32
5 24 10
5 28
5

50
16

Tune.
32
54

4

3
3
3

5

58
20

30

1

5

5

T'l

II

45
13 45
22 IB
26 50
38 47
32 35
17 85

6

19
27

1
,

4
5

36
47
32

01

—

Boston. An
Strawberry Hill, Bos-

will he held Aug. 31, off
ton harbor.
Yachts will be divided into three classes, sepaprizes for keels and centreboards.
Course will be
designated at a later day.
Judges: Com. M. J. Kiley, S. 8.
Goodwin, Geo. C. Melvin, H. A. Keith. Geo. W. Morton and

Ceo. H. Palmer.

Providenob Yaobt Glob.— The midsummer regatta of this
club was held Aug. 13, over a course in Narragan'sett Bay, off
Bullock's Point.
Wind, a wholesale breeze from the S., and
the match resulted in a fine sail all around.
Course from the
Point to aud around Nayatt Point, back to Salim's Point,
then down to Bullock Point light and return to stakeboat.
Distance ten miles. Two penants for prizes. The yachts got
away together, save Eildegarde, who soon gave up the race
and made for Bristol.
Hope and Lizzie on the run up carried
away their gaffs and withdrew. Starlight and Lottie had the
race to themselves in their class after this, and Waneick was
alone in the second. The match finished as under
FH18T CLASS.
Return,
M. 8.

Start.

Starlight....
Lottie

.

.

1

.

2

S,

25
23
26
30

1

.1

HildBgarde..

The

M.

n.

80
30
15
00

race for small local craft

H.

II.

2
3

59
10

00
45

Actual
Time.
m. a

1

88

1

47

30
15

Corrected

Time.
n.
1

m.

B,

59
13

95
62

withdrawn.
withdrawn.

was won by Myra.

OAR AND PADDLE.
Tub Silver Lake Rbgatta.—The

great regatta of

August

held on Silver Lake, near Boston, has come in many
respects to unlooked-for terminations. The defeat of Courtney by a colored oarsman of rapidly-rising fame carries with
it two lesions, which may serve Courtney a good turn in lime,
in the first place it has proved the old saying, that it is dangerous to despise one's enemies, and secondly that it will not
do to come to the start in an untrained or unfit condition. It
was expected that Biley wonld have made a better showing
than he did, but as he avers that he slowed down to watch
and stand by Courtney in bis illness, this may account for
his lagging behind, to the disappointment of many of his
friends and backers.
Of "Frencby" Johnson's rowing only
one thing can be said, that with better coaching and a little
finer style he will soon be a man to be feared by* all who may
pull over the same course with him in the future.
Wallace,
Ross and Hoanicr failed to put in an appearance, and Plaisted
and Morris were also absent.
This robbed Frencby's victory
of much of its significance, upon the supposition that Riley
did not do his best.
It is being conceded on all sides,
though, that Prenchy may justly be considered as Boston's
best man, and one who can make away with anybody but the
very best. Moreover, the manly and generous conduct of this
colored knight of the oar has won for him many friends. He
is ready to acknowledge that his defeat of Courtney was owing to the lattcr's illness, and does not expect to perform the
feat again.
In time, however, Johnson will make his mark.
He has the physique and will, and only lacks more perfect
finish to get the power out of his muscles and into his boat.
The day was unpropitious, so far as water above was concerned, though the surface of the lake beneath was smooth
and in good racing order. Owing to the exertions of Captain
Plynn everything was in readiness at the appointed time, and
15;

The owner of Dare Devil has challenged Susie S. to a match
for $100 a side, working canvas only, ten miles to windward
and back.
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NAMBS.

FOtTRTH OL1SS OATS.

Brothers
Dart
Uerirnde

FCLoweli

Nllfift

THIRD CLASS OATS.

So far as the

concerned, they owe much
of their popularity to the liberal enterprise always manifested
They have always been in the hands of
in their organization.
gentlemen, who not only have the worldly means, but likewise the experience and desire to make the races under their
control successful and prominent for the spirit of fairness and
generosity that has characterized them for the past rive years.
The judges were out in their steamer Sprite and aided in the
difficult task Of getting nearly fifty craft into line and giving
them their final instructions. New Rochelle of course made
a holiday at it, and interest iu the competing clippers ran high
among- the many old shellbacks of the oyster and fish perguasifln that have braved the gales of the Sound for a lifetime
in their smacks, and who know every rock and mud-bank
Club members went around the course in
along its shores.
the barge Ma.rw.nt Careen, aboard which the military band from
David's Island furnished excellent music, and several steamers
found a gold mine in giving the general public a view of the.
The morning was overcast and foggy, and the
day's sport.
wind only light from the S. As the start was effected somewhat late, the breeze picked up a bit, and when all Imnds got
away it hadinercased toanice, wholesailingwind. There were
five classes of boats, the first three to sail from the starting
line between a stake-boat and David's Island to and around
Throgg's Neck Spar- buoy, twice over; distance, twenty miles.
For fourth class, to and around Stepping Stones Spindle and
fifth class, same course, only once over
return, twice over
Hardly had the gun fired at lb. 2m.
start from an anchor.
45s., when the fleet broke away, jibs went up as if by magic,
and 'the greater part of the fleet went off on the starboard
The rest went
tack, heading up along David's Island shore.
off o'u the opposite tack, made a short board and came about
on the weather, but astern of the others. As the forty yachts
presented
a very handor more beat out of the harbor they
some siaht. The last of the flood was making and set those to
leeward a little to the E so ere long they came about. Occasionally there was a little blanketing done, but on the whole
Almost from the
it was a fair test Of the craft themselves.
very beginning Susie S. shoved out to the front and
took the lead positively when working down the reach
short, leg was
between the city and Hart's Island.
made on the port tack, then a long one on the starboard.
Susie S. Bported a fine suit of linen, which set aB flat as sheet
weathering on
for
her
This accounted in no little way
iron
the ruck so readily. The Fowler, close aboard, stood closer
into the. shore at Hart Island, and lessened the gap between
her and the leader. The Davids, a local craft of note, was
putting in some good work, and was among the leaders,
working through the reach, the rest all pretty much in a
bunch crossing tacks. By the way, Davids was afflicted with
a bowsprit of tremendous length, mo3t too much of a good
thing as it turned out on the run home with booms broad off.
Dm* Devil was among the leaders, and had it not been for an
accident she met with would probably have given a good account of herself near the finish. Unfortunately, the Eleanor
L. in attempting to cross her bows, failed to clear and caused
the Devil to upset. Both then gave up. Mayotta sprung her
The wind
stick and that was the last of her, of course.
freshened, and the big ones dipped their lee rails and had to
" a bit once in a while, their crews being
be " touched up
kept active laying out and in with each puff— exciting, no
doubt, but daiup'and hard work. The four leaders had the
race among themselves, Susie doing the best and Davids not
seeming to hold so good a wind. She went about sooner than
the rest, and stood below Throggs Neck Point, then made a
couple of boards to fetch the buoy. Susie, Fowler and Josephine stood on across to Long Island till, when put about,
they could mako the buoy without further stretching. They
showed
all calulated well aud hit the mark precisely. Susie S.
the way round, and easing off her sheet, and booming out jib,
was off for the stakebo it in the harbor again. She was followed a minute later by Fowler, and then Josephine came
round some 4m. 47s. astern. She was followed by Davids,
Mettle, Srcan, Bertha, Mairtha M., Agitatvi; Mary, Annie,
Excelsior, Holmes, Frou. Front, Inspector, Truant and Lizzie
0. in the order named, there being a difference of 36m. 12s.
between first and last boat around. Davids suffered from her
long bowsprit, for her jib, when boomed out, set at such an
acute angle with the horizon as to catch but little wind.
Some means of bringing in the tack should be devised, though
When the
sailing rules might prevent such innovation.
It
stakeboat was reached the second round commenced.
was so far as the leaders were concerned, almost a counterpart' of the first— a beat down through the reach at tlity
Island, then a couple of long and short legs for the buoy, and
a run home again. Once in a while Fowler closed the gap on
Susie a little, but on the whole Ira Smith's crack had it her
own way and increased her lead- Fowler is a new boat this
season, however, and a customer not to be despised by the
very fastest of them. The tiny ones of 12ft. found the
breeze and sea about all they bargained for, and such little
shavers as Lulu, Tease, Lizzie 0. and other diminutives were
fortunate in having only one round to make, or they might
have had a tough time of it in the freshening breeze of the
evening. One of the peculiarities to successfully sailing these
of a ton) Is the
little fellows fthey meaiure only fractions
necessity of parting one's hair in the centre and laughing out

yacht matches
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sparingly partaken of aboard of such frigates, for fear of putting them out of trim after a hearty meal
but they form an
excellent school for learning how to handle a beat, and time
Spent in them is not by any means thrown away. The race
was very successful in" all respects, and the committee of the
New Rochelle Y. C. is to he congratulated upon the issue of
this the fifth regular annual regatta they have held.
Music S.
put tor home after lauding the purse of $150 for her crew.
Tie S. 8, Promise made harbor iu the afternoon. Among the
other yachts present, those flying the pennants of the Atlantic and Jersey City Yacht Clubs were prominent,
bUe U
Seawanhakas were likewise represented as a matter of course.
The final of the race we give below
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" Short comae.
t No Allowance.
Courses f rom'Long Bridge to Hunter's Point, to and around
beacon off Oak and Harbor, thence to and around stake-boat
off Port PointWharf and return over same course.
Secondclass and cat-boats returned directly home from Port Point

the amateur single scullers were called a little before 2 p. v^
Entries and positions No. 1, J. Francis No. 2, F. F. Butler .
No. 3, W. H. Backman
No. 4, T. C. Murphy
No. G, M;
Crowley ; No. 6, James O'Brien
No. 7, J. H. Houghton
No. 8, J. Regan No. 9, James Hurley. Frank E. Holmes'
Larmon, Pillips and Lee did not start. At the word " Go
Murphy, Houghton and Butler got away together, with
Holmes following. At the half-mile Regan spurted and went
into second place, and Holmes, with a long, steady swing, took
:

;

;

;

;

;

'

arrived at St. John, N. B., on
After remaining a few days she proCaptain A. Williams has charge of

the lead. At the mile he. lead by four lengths, Regan still
second; but at the turn Houghton displaced him and spurted
after Holmes, but to no avail.
Holmes won by two lengths
in 31m. 57s,; Houghton second, 22m. 3s., and Murphy third.
The second race was for amateur six-oared crews. Only
three reported. The Shawruuls took the lead, Narragansetts
second and City Points behind, having made a bad start.
Shawmuts steered poorly. At the mile the Rhode Islanders
got the lead, aud from the turn had the race in hand, Shawmuts keeping second place. The Rhode Island crew crossed
in good style in 18m. 42s., Shawmuts, 19m. His. and City
Points 19m. 42s. The third race was the event *of the day
and would have been even more interesting had not the absence of many who had entered rendered the list of competiCourtney was, of course, the favorite,
tors very meagre.
aud bets against him could hardly be obtained. The rumor
of his illness, however, soon spread among the crowd.
Ellis
Ward led off, but Freochy's muscle began to tell, and sent
him ahead. Riley aud Courtney kept together, and Sullivan
brought up the rear. Kiley was" pulling 30 strokes and Courti
ney 34, neither of them gaining on the Bostonian. Johnson
noticing an attempt of Kiley to drive him out of his course,
spurted and gained his stake some five lengths ahead. At
this juncture Courtney felt the first symptoms of his coming illness, and told Kiley to go ahead. Both turned, Ward
next and Sullivan last. At. the last mile Courtney threw up

New Bedford Yacht Cldti. — The fourth cat-boat race of a
New Bedford Yacht Club's Cup, was sailed
Aug. 10 over a six-mile course. Won by Sylph, J. H. Beetle,

bonds and the judge's boat went to his rescue. The race
Kiley, 2tm.
finished by Johnson winning in 21m. 29a
Ward. 22m. 444s. Courtney, who had pulled on again
The next
after having his head bathed, finished in 24m. 49s.

Wharf

stake-boat.

Tee Cotter Mukiel.—Many

are the tales of the wonderful
little crack that come to us from all sources.
prefer to await authentic accounts of her sailing,
we may say that all agree in praising her wonderful handiness,
whUe not a few are even sanguine as to her speed. Built and
Bparred for a cruiser only, speed perse has not been the aim of
her designer, but if fast, it will certainly be just that much
more to his credit.

doings of this pretty

Though we

—

Norwalk Yachtsmen Afloat. The members of the
Columbia Y. C, of South Norwalk, Conn., Commodore Herbert H. Booth, will leave that place on a cruise up the Hudson.
They sail in the sloop W. B. Smith, in charge of Captain
'ihomas Wright, and expect to be gone a week.
the

Chtjjbe or

New

York,

is

Vedette, 93 tons,

Vedette.—Mr.

S.

S.

now

on a cruise in his

N. M.

the l.ith insfc., all well.
ceeded across the bay.
her.

Philips Phrenix, of

new steam yacht

He

his

series, for the

Esq., in lh. 13m. 5s., beating Turk, Alice, Enice, Oito and
Previous races won by Fuice Oito and Sylph,
Fester.

A

Good Record.—The Fancy, Mr.

P. Grant, Jr., has a
and has established herself as one of the fastest
She is cat-rigged,
the small craft in and about Boston.
22ft. long, 9ft. 6in. beam, and was built last spring by Pierce
She has started ten times,
Brothers, of Boston, in 1877.
winning first prize six times and second prize once. The first
three races were lost on account of being under sparred the

among

season out.

She

flies

theNahasset pennant.

—

Beverly Yacht Club. As announced in our columns, the
regatta held by this club off Ootuitport was sailed Aug. 17, a
The judges were
strong wind blowing from the southeast.
Messrs. A. L. Lowell, J. T. Coolidge and G. P. Gardner.
The race finished as below
firm
Name.

owner.

A T Perkins

Waqnott

EUne

olasb,

....

JTCoolldge, 8d

Actual

Correorea

lime.

Time.

h. m. a.
I 24 4S
l 34 11

a. «. e.
l 16 87
21 21
1

;

Entries The Lakeman
boats.
the Ward-Butler and the Chelsea crews. Lakeman led
way from the start and crossed ten lengths ahead in
19m. 30As.; Ward-Buller, 19m. 52s.; Chelsea, 19m. 53Js.
Johnson received an enthusiastic reception and. was serenaded
by his friends, who even went so far as to propose a race with
Haitian.
This, though, is going a little too fast, for Johnson
Courtney's
is not yet equal to the Canadian by a long piece.
reception by the Bostonians was very warm. The weights
and boats of the professional scullers were as follows
Charles E. Courtney, ot Union Spring*, N. Y.— Weight, 177 pounds
height, 6ft. H'n- B "at built by Waters of Troy, paper, 29ft. long, 12m.
beuin aud welgat 32 pounds.
Janies H. Kiu-., Siiiura Springs, K. Y— Weight, 161 pound"; height,
ilt.ilj«rn. Boat ot paper, tuilli by Waters, Wth, long, llHin. beam,
and weight, 8BX pounds.
Frenohy A. Johnson, of Boston— Weight. 135 pounds height, 6ft.
inm. Boat of paper, built by Waters, 28ft. long, I2>ilu. beam, and
weighing 31 pounds.
Ellis Ward, of Philadelphia— Weight. 153 pounds; height, Bit. llln.
Boatsolt. long, ISsiln. leam mi welgttlng 83 pounds.
pounds ; height, Eft. loin,
J. F. SaUlvan, ot
BoatSSlt. long, lam. beam, nod.' weighing M.poundB.
race

was four-oared working

Ho.

1,

all

fine record,

first

was

10s.;

:

the

i

I

r

.:

— —

FOREST ANDfSTRE AM,

50

»

Johnson made the best time ever made at Silver Lake, beating Halan's time there by 12Js. Courtney expresses his willingness to row Hanlan over the Silver Lake course, which,
he sajs, pleases him much. Riley left the same day for
Hamilton, Ont., where he was to row on the 21M. inst.
race between the Shoe-wacWhy SnoiT.n They Meet?
cae-mettes, Atalantas and Columbias would no doubt be very
interesting, thongh in common with the Western press we
fail to see by what right either of the New York crews can
expect the Monroe men to travel 1,400 miles just to repeat a
performance which every unprejudiced critic will allow them
The Shoes fairly beat the Columbias
quite capable of doing.
at Henley, and we may say with ease as well, for they never
even spurted for any length of lime and bad plenty of steam
to spare til the finish, while the Atalantas got all they wanted
It the New "iork crews are really desirous of
at Watkins.
meeting the Western men, nothing will be more readily arranged. Let them take; their boats out to Michigan, and, as
we are informed, the Shoes will give them a race whenever
they want one. The latter have by this time got their new
boat, we believe, and it is reasonable to suppose that equivalent to a lead of an additional length or two, for they were
gentleman conbadly handicapped with their old dug-out.
nected with the Detroit River Navy states that if the Shoes
desire to go to Henley next year the financial means will be
forthcoming.
Cahoeist on His Travels.—Mr. W. L. Alden, of the New
York Times, well known as a canoeist and author of " The
Oanoe aud Flying Proa," and other similar books, has housed
his canoe for a time and has sailed for a cruise ashore in
Europe. As a member of the Rob Roy Oanoe Club of England he will send us accounts of the sport as it is in England
to-day, which, it is needless to say, will prove most interesting and valuable to the devotees of the paddle in this country.
The Shadow Canoe in Massachusetts. Mr. William
Blakey, the well-known shell boat builder of Cambridge,
Mass.'. has in hand a Shadow canoe for a member of the Har-

—A

A

—

vard Club.
St.

Loms Pkospkots.— The

heat during the

summer has

interfered with active operations in St. Louis boates. but for all that the members of the clubs on the
Mississippi have had in view the steady development of the
Steps have been taken to provide better means of
sport.
access to the course of the St. Louis clubs, so that it may be
possible to hold the regatta of the Mississppi Valley Associa-

somewhat
ii>

A

dyke is being
tion there next year on Creve Oteiir Luke.
built from Arsenal Island to the Illinois shore, winch will afford n. sheltered stretch of water three or four miles long and
half a mile wide, upon which boats could be started abreast,
doing away with the obnoxious system of heat racing. The
Mound City Rowing Association have selected September 1 as
tho date for their annual review, and have invited the UniverThe St. Louis Club exsity and Marine clubs to participate.
pect to make a trip up to Alton in their renovated barge Daltio,
new boat club has
and have other long pulls on the tapis.
The old puritan prejudice
been organized at Alton, 111.
the honest enjoyment of a pull on Sundays
against
seems to have given way at last to more liberal principles,
and St. Louis crews are not afraid to show themselves in thenboats on the Erst day of the week. Modocs have a champion
crew actively at work. Keokuk has likewise organized a

A

and boats have been ordered from Philadelphia. The
boating fever may be said to be decidedly on the increase in
the West and in the neighborhood of St. Louis in particular.
Whitestone Regatta. The gentlemen sojourning at the
Whitestone House, Whitestone, L. I., held an impromptu regatta August 14. Course, one mile and a quarter. Entries
No. 1, Ferdinand Gondii and Charles W. Garrison, red and
white; lime, 7m. 14s. No. 2, Sidney H. Nealy and Frank
MTliOck, red time, 8m. 16s. No. 3, John Braden and James
Campbell, blue time, 8m. 18s. No. 4, Angus Shore and
William H. Ordway time, 8m. 19s. Messrs. Gondii and
Garrison were the winners. Prizes were awarded by Mrs.
and Mr. Brewster Kissam, and consisted of a silk penant arid
club,

—

—

SorjLLrao in Virginia. The race between George 'Weisthe Brown Boat Club, and Louis Felsing, of the
Nail City Club, for a purse of $500, came off at Beach Bottom,
above Wheeling, W. Va., Aug. 17, Tho men were well
matched; Felsing made a spurt and came in one and a half
lengths ahead. Time, 20m. 40s.
gerber, of

Mr. Editor: A scull
race took place last evening on the Genesee River, above the
dam at Rochester, over a two-mile course, between J. B.
Durand, I). D. Sully and W. F. Sandway, amateur oarsmen
of this city. C. H. Haskin was chosen Teferee, and James
Mallory time keeper. Soon after the word " Go " it was evident who would win, Durand leading at thirty-four strokes to

Sofia Raoe at Rochestee, N. Y.

a minute, Sully following at thirty-two.
At the turning
point Durand brought about quickly, gaining several lengths
on Sully, who made a very slow turn. The race was won by
Durand in 14:40, followed by Sully in 15:19. Sandway came
in with a brokeu toe strap.
Durand was presented with a
handsome blue silk sack, worked with white. Sandway received a leather medal, inscribed

TO WILLIAM

Asa token

SANDWAY,

F.

of valor aud skin in not winning the single smil race ontlie
upper courae ot ibe Genesee Biver, August 15, 1S7S.

This medal
•remis."
Bocltester,

is

awarded with the exhortation, "In Turg/te
Amphion.

Aug.

10.

—

Fast Time in a Ca><oe. Mr. Editor: Your correspondents
give some pretty fast time in their account of " Four Weeks
in Canvas Canoes"
two miles in three minutes through a
rift.
I am a canoeist, and I have traveled a shade faster than
your correspondents. My boat's ruins may be found somewhere. She was set on fire by the friction, and " I only am
escaped alone to tell you."
G. L. M.
New York, Aug. 16.

—

;

;

—Full reports of the great event of tho
— the Nat ional Regatta of the National Association of

Natiosal Regatta.

Amateur Oarsmen, held

at

Newark Tuesday and Wednesday

appear in our issue of next week,
Deteoit vs. Michigan. After the Detroits won th£ fouroared shell race at the Detroit Biver Navy regatta, the Michigan four challenged them to row for the trophy won. This
was at once accepted. Aug. 16 was fixed for the race. Course
one mile and return. Mr. J. N. Ostrom, of the Excelsiors,
was umpire. Crews-. 1.— Detroit— Bow, James Craig, Jr.
No. 2, C. B. Hodges; No. 8, W. J. Gray; stroke, Walter
Rowan. 2—Michigan— Bow, J. Hurley; No. 2, E. Nolan;
No. 3, C. Cable; stroke, J. W. Holmes. Detroit pulled 38
strokes in good form, but one of their men met with a mishap
Michigan was pulling faster, turned first
to his sliding seat.
and worked up to 44, coming in winners in spite of a crab,
in 13 minutes $ seconds, Detroits lo minutes 20 seconds. The
Michigans were challenged by the Excelsiors immediately
after the race, and the latter have also challenged the Monroe crew for a short course. Answer not yet received.
last, will

—

Raodsg on the Passaic— A single scull race took place
on the Passaic, at Newark, Aug. IS, between William Barry,
of Jersey City, and John Eckford, of Newark. Course, three
miles straight away. Eckford took the lead and maintained
Time 28 minutes.
it throughout the race.

Racing at Niagaea.—The consolation race for the men
defeated at Barrie, Ont.. which was held at; Niagara, Aug. 17,
was a great success. It was held under the auspices of the
Hanlan Club and the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, and the Queen's
Royal, of Niagara. The first event was one for heavy
weights.
Entries: Charles Perry, of Toronto; Thomas
McGraw, proprietor of the Queen's Hotel, Toronto,- Mr. J.
A. Miller, of St. Catherines, and T. A. McClean, of Toronto.
Won by McClean after a close contest, Miller second. i<'or
the sinule sculls, were entered Evan Mollis and II. Coulter,
of Pittsburg; Ed. Ross, of St. John, N. B., and W. MeKim
and A. Elliott, of Toronto. Judges, Messrs. Wallace, Ross,
and J. A. Hosjner. Btarter, T. Plaisted; time-keeper, P.
Luther and Hanlan, referee. Course one mile, twice around,
making a distance of four miles. Coulter took the water
first, but, MeK.ee went to the front with 3G strokes; Morris
then spin-led and taking McKiiu's water got the lead.
They
the nearest buoys, and on the run back Ross
all turned
spurted going to the front with 40 strokes. At the next turn
-:pset. and was rescued by Coulter. Ross kept his lead,
Li;. K,
pushed closely by Morris and Elliott ten lengths behind. Ross
won by hull a length bl 89m. 274s. Prize, a purse of $260.
Metropolitan Regatta. The date for closing entries for
this regatta has been extended to Aug. 23.
large number
of crews will take part in the event.
;

—

A

rivers are the best streams.

Nimrod.

Massachusetts— Nantucket, Aug. 17.—This has been a
poor week for bluefish.
Owing to the wet. weather the fish
swim deep. The largest catches are as follows: Flora delmar, 72; Undine, 61; Thorn, 53. Sharks very plentiful.
Perch caught in great numbers one party of three, Wednesday, caught 801 in one hour and fifty-two minutes, and the
same day I caught a yellow perch 151 inches long.
:

Jack Curlew.

Movements of the Fishing Fleets.— The arrivals for the
past week have given a more hopeful aspect to the fishing
outlook, and our wharves have presented the Imsv appearance
which characterized them in more prosperous seasons. The
arrivals have not been numerous, numbering 5B in all, but
some very good fares have been landed in the se\ eral departments of fishing, followed by Gloucester vessels. There have
been five Bay arrivals.
The Shore fleet continue to report a
scarcity of large mackerel, though a few 2s and large 3s are
culled from most of the trips. The number of arrivals for the
week has been 6. The Bank cod fishermen have commenced
to put in an appearance with favorable reports, and the receipts in this department have been much larger than for any
previous week this season. Arrivals, 9 total catch, 1,180,000
lbs.
The number of halibut arrivals for the week has been 7.
The number of Georges arrivals has been 20, and the receipts
260,000 lbs. codfish and 17,000 lbs. halibut.— Cape Ann Adver:

Aug.

tiser,

10.

Rhode ISLMsn.—Narragansett

—

;

j^i mid

SEASON

FRESH WATER,

AUGUST.

SAI/T WATER.
Sea Has*, SeieBtooM »<-rUahix.
SbeepaneaUj Archosargits probate-

Troll', Salmnfontinatt*.
Salmon, Sctimo saiar.
Salmon Trout, Salvto conjinis.
Lawl- locked Salmon, Salmo glovert.
Gmvling, ThymalluH tricolor.

Weukflan, Cynmcion

Black Bass, Microptertis salmoides;
M. nigricans.
Mnakalonge, Hwz noUlior.
Ptke or Pickerel, Esox luciws.
'
Yellow Percli, Pert

Spanish

Market—Betail Prices Bass, 25 cents blneflah,
salmon, 25 ; mackerel, 20
weak fish, 10 ; Spanish mackerel,
green turtle, 10 ; halibut, 15 ; haddock, 6
king fibh, 18 ;
;

;

;

;

codfish, 6

;

black fiah, 10

flounders, 8 ; porgiea, 8 isea bass, 18
aheeps-head, 20 ; Bcallopa per gallon, $2 ;
100, 82.80
soft craba, per dozen,
;

;

;

eols, 18

lobsters, 10

;

pompano,

25

;

;

hard crabs, per

—

Bass at Montauk Point Philadelphia, Aug. 10. Last
week, at Montauk Point, L. I., J. B. Stearns took six bass
weighing 11, 5, 21 J, 10, 18 and 12 pounds each. G. B.

Ccro, Cj/bium regale.

Fish in
;

25

this year.

—

macula

Kingtlsh, Menticirrusneb ulosus]

8

Long Island.— Sayville, Aug. 16.— E. Backus and friends,
from Nassau, N. Y., fishing at Sayville, L. I., caupht 285
bine fish in about four hours, chumming.
A lady took 77 of
them. They were au even run of about 2 pound fish and
very gamey. The removal of the pound netB undoubtedly
has much lo do with the large quantities of fish in ihe Great
South Bay

regalia.

lta<-kerel, Cj/bium

turn.

Bouuo, darila pelarnt/H

;

75 cente.

Spanish mackerel unusually scarce and high. It looks as
though the catch on Long Island would be a failure sheepshead abundant, from Barnegat bluefish in moderate supply,
from New Jersey and Cape Cod some very large bluefish received from Portland, Me., an unusual circumstance.
;

;

;

caught six which weighed
._
35, 18J, 15, 50, 17, 10 pounds.
These were all taken within
three hundred feet of each other on Montauk Point,
I have
fished Pasque Island for the last six years, but this beats

them

J USE

all.

Bkunswick.

—Black

River, near St. Johns,

is

bass fishing ou the

very good

Richelieu

at present.

Nokth Shobe of Lake Superior— Indianapolis, Ind., Aug,
15—This summer we coasted the north shore of Lake Superior,
from Silver Islet, to Sault Ste Marie, fishing lake and streams
whenever we felt like it. We did not, however, go up the
Nepigon. Rock fishing was poorer than usual. The lake is
eighteen inches lower than usual, and the streams all exceedingly low.
Some streams 1 had formerly fished were nearly
dry, and fishing impracticable
others good.
So I had better
and poorer fishing than ever before. Our finest fishing was
off the rocks.
1 took two at one cast— one 23.J and the other
18J inches' long— and immediately after two others, 17^ inches
loug.
All Salmo fonlinaUs, of course.
C. O. H.
;

v

—

Fish Pabadise. Editor Forest and Stream: About one
mile long, half a mile wide, in places very deep, water very
cold, fed from bottom springs, clear as crystal and surrounded
by mountains. This is the little lake where the prettiest of
It is a pleasant day's journey from New
all trout abound.
York, and yesterday I took seventy trout from its bright
•

waters, the majority reaching one pound in weight.
With
many of their kindred they reached home as fine and hard as
when taken from the water. Here, as in most other favored
spots, the spring time is the best to take trout in quantities,
but they abound in such profusion that a fine mess can be
made at any season. Sherbrooke, P. Q., is the centre of a fine
trout country.
To the west, in Brome and Bolton, some 20
miles, are dozens of little lakes all containing trout, and if
one^prefers pounders to the whales of Raugeley, this is the
spot to gather 'em in. To the south, some twenty miles, is
Averill Lake, a splendid water for pounders, while 50 miles
eastward, in a dense wilderness, lies Lake Megantic, where
trout were taken this season that marked the four pound
notch.
The fish here will not weigh less than a pound each,
fight, like "all possessed," and no other fish inhabit the lake.
Three miles east of Barton, Vt., which is fifteen miles south
of Newport, lies May's pond— a grand little sheet of water
one mile in length, where a basket can be filled with "whop.
pers"ina short time. Lunge in Mempluemagog are scarce
this summer, and pickerel also have "gone west," but perch
are taken in great numbers, for some fiend stocked the lake
with them, and they have multiplied amazingly.
Black
bass have been put in aud will be sizable to take next sumTo reach this country lake the 8
mer.
train from
Springfield, Mass., over the Connecticut river and Passninpsie River railroads, reaching Newport and Mempl
at supper time, and Sherbrooke at 9 p.m.
The trip over
these roads is one of great beauty, with ever-changing scentery, touching the Green and White Mountains, and winding
along the two charming rivers nearly to their source.
Herbert, P. Q., Aug. 16 Ch.
Kit Clarke.

am.

.

New Jeesey—Kinsey's

Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Aug
Weakfish biting freely. J. N. Kirby, Phil Malioy and
19
T. A. Henderson, N. Y., took 74, averaging 311bs, 11 bluefish, 19 bass; John O. Hughes and boys, Phila.^ 67 bluefish

—

Wm.

Steel, Lewis Jamison, Bordentown, N. J., 26 bluefishof Towanda, Pa., 25 bluefish
A. I). Hughes
friend, Bordentown, 43 bluefish
C. W. Hancock, 30
blackfish; H. L. Lewis, and P. P. Shirwood, N. Y., 33 bluefish, 15 weakfish
F. Hiller, F. C. Edson and
Birney,

W. H. Bodge,

;

nnd

;

Wm.

;

New

gold badges.
year

Ammonoosic and Dry

Pier, Aug. 14.— A large
tunic was caught off Point Judith on Tuesday. It, was enCanoeing in Open Water. The canoes, Cloc.hettea.xxA Star, tangled in the lines of a lobster pot and towed to the pier by
a
rope
fastened
to its fore flippers. From nose to tail it
which cruised from this city to Newport, R. I., were both
wooden canoes of lapstreak build, the former a Shadow and •measures 7J feet, and from tip to tip of fore flippers it measures 8£ feet, Its upper parts are black
under shell pink and
the latter a Rob Roy modeL
white.
Its back shell was quite hard (though not as hard as a
common water turtle) and had five ridges running its entire
length.
The largest ridge was about three inches high. The
top and under shells were joined at the sides by flat pieces.
^ivej[ fishing.
The turtle could not draw in its head or flippers. The throat
was covered with pink and white spots. The turtle died vesterday.
F. R. Welsh.
FISH IN
IN

.-

;

New Hampshire.— Crawford Rouse, White Mountains,
Aug. 15.— Trout are plenty and of good dimensions. Hooked
75 to-day, the largest weighing 11 oz.; length, just 12 inches.

Elizabeth,

25 bluefish. Sheepshead were biting good
Thursday some 300 taken off the ground. On
Friday night a party from Waretown with a large haul
seine Bwept the channel at the shecpshead ground, and since
then not a bite has been felt nor a fish taken. Thus one small
parly' destroyed the livelihood of some seventy-five poor men,
who have for the last two months been making from .$4 to
$10. per day with their hand lines Cause: Political interference with our State Commissioners, thereby depriving our
county of a warden.
£j.
Jr..

llMil Priday.

" Come Prepared to Rottgh It."— That

is

the injunction

which accompanies and supplements the graceful Invitation
sent out to the friends of the " Solid Comfort Fishing Club,"
of Mercer, Pa.,

who

are

miles from Cochranton.

now
The

in

camp at Sugar Lake, seven
is made up of officers, an

club

executive committee, and the rest of the fellows, nineteen
altogether.

There

is

roughest of roughing
bail holds out

may

the solidiest kind of comfort
it,

in

the

and so long as tho fish bite and the
Lake Campers get rest unto

the Sugar

their souls.

—A

The FraseuRivbb Salmon Season.
correspondent of
New York World writing from New Westminster, British
Columbia, under date of Aug. 10, sayB that in that land of
piscine plenty, salmon are selling at one cent each
The '-run," as the fishermen call it, hag been unprecedented.
Indeed, the canneries have more fish than they know
what to do with, and thousands of the dead salmon are daily
thrown into the river because there are not men enough to can
them. Each cannery is turning out from 400 to 1,000 cases
The profit on each case varies in different years, acdaily.
cording to the run of fish, from $1.50 to $3.50; this year it
will probably be more.
Chinamen do all the work after the
the

:

fish is lauded.
The fishing is done principally by Indians.
A good many people say that the present run maybe expected
every year, as they urge that until now the coned, mode ot
catching the fish has not been understood. Several of the
canneries are not only canning salmon, but have begun to salt
the fish and pack it away in barrels.
A good many people" in
this colony cry out against the employment of Chinese labor,
But for the Chinamen the fisheries could DOtexiBt: H
be impossible to obtain while labor to do the work.
Indeed,
the cannery proprietors would be very glad to get whites, The
season lasts for a few weeks only, and at the end of that time
the men would be out of work. The Chinamen board themselves, aud at the end of the "run " take themselves off.

y As Eoho fbom Michigan. —
Editor Forest and
A short and pointed article in Fobebt and Stbbaji
18, entitled

Stream
of July

"Hoggishness," repremands the ideas of too

many

A

FOREST AND STREAM
who wield the rod aud are adepts in taking trout. Not content with taking such large numbers of flab, they blazon the
weight and number of their fish through the land. Thank
goodness there are some followers of the gentle art who have
a conscience in taking fish as in other things.
Three gentlemen were up the famous Jordan fishing, and could "yank
them out " all the day until anything like sport surfeited them.
They caught 200 the first day. At the camp-fire that night
the matter was discusse.d. One of the party said, "Here is
an agreement. We will confine ourselves to 30 trout per
day, no matter bow they may be biting, or I propose to bleak
up camp and go home.
We have not degenerated to barbarism if we have left the city behind us." They were to use
just what bait each one pleased, worms, grasshoppers or the
Trouting
fly.
I need not say that they enjoyed themselves.
at that time was the finest of sport, on the Jordan, and these
gentlemen came home to the camp with fine trout, taken
legitimately with a fly. Not a trout put into their creels under
six inches.
Yet they caught more than enough for their own
use.
The Jordan, Boyne and Manistee on this side of the
lake, and Au Sauble ou the Huron side, cannot stand sueb a
drain on them as was reported in the month of June. Though
during July, when even the creeks were warm with the intense heat of the sun, you could not persuade the trout to take
the daintiest bait, and it was only in the early morning or in
the gloaming that fish would bite, even though they were
breaking the water before sunset.
Nohman.
Cldeayo,

August

The

angler

supposed to be slandiug at A, facing N, and
Z.
Casting the minnow is an
a fine with

is

his shoulders in

X

A

entirely different process from casting the fly.
minnow
can be cast but a very Bhort distance immediately in front of
the angler, aud all long casts must be made sideways, that is,
to the left or right.
To make a long cast to the left we will
suppose X to be the objective point to which the minnow is to
cast.
The angler now grasps the rod immediately below
the reel with the right, hand, with the thumb resting lightly
but firmly upon the spool; the right arm is now exi ended
downward, slightly bent, with the elbow near the body, and
with the extreme butt of the rod nearly touching the right hip;
the thumb and reel are upward, inclining slightly toward the
left
the tip of the rod, or rather the minnow, just clems the
ground or surface of the water the position of the rod is now
in the direction of the line A B, inclining toward the ground
or water, making an angle of about 45 deg. with the line of
the shoulders,
Z this is the. situation at the beginning of
the cast. Now for the cast The angler turns his face toward
X, the objective point, looking over his left shoulder without
turning his body; he now inclines his body in the direction
of B, advancing the right foot and bending the right knee
slightly, and makes a sweeping cast from the right to the left,
and from below upward, across the body diagonally, until the
rod hand is at the height of the left shoulder, and the
arm and rod extended hi the direction of
0, with the tip
of the rod inclining upward.
The movement of the right

he

;

:

X

;

:

A

15.

si
obtain from the well provided public houses, and the best sauce the
possess la a good appetite. Whatever may be the liquid cordials the*,
procure there is always near them the liquid clement well Iced, and If
they desire a physical tonic or bracing it is always convenient for a
bath. There la a pretty long stage journey from Heclding, Oio terminus
of tbe railroad from here, out men who car, Camp out aud Ash, are
supposed tube well able to stand it day aud night's travel and a strong
shakiug up. The scenery, to lessen the fatigue, Is picturesque and indeed magnificent. If ere are the primal forests, pine tinctured mountain air, and never failing sport with the trout aud salmon ahead, as
the fish Reeu Jumping everywhere in the passing streams attest. The
salmon that are taken Ihfs time of year average about twelve pounds
each. There are so many of them to be captured with salmon roe, the
only bait they now take, that this laud of fishing soon becomes monotonous. The ftltentluu after a liitle while is turned to brook rout and
Dolly Vardena. It Is quite common to catch Hfiy of these per day,
averaging about a pound each. The Dolly Varden is the rarest a irt to
bag. They weigh heavier, are gamier than (he brook tront, havesome
yellow and red spots on their sMcs, but are not so beautiful either in
shape or color, nor so good In the quality of their meat, Tho supply of
fish here is Inexhaustible, and the charm of Ashing would be as much
so could they be creeled by means ot the fly instead or the roe-bait,
tint what a splashing and straggling and excitement, there is on lha
shores of these thickly peopled waters at any rate, an] upon the whole
the trip to a thorough angler and lover of the grand and beautiful and
the healthful cannot bo otherwise than highly satisfactory an 1 delightI

J.Uoopeb.

E.

ful.

—

Sharks. The shark is making himself more of a nuisance
He has been an unwelcome visitor
than usual this summer.
at Long Branch, Brighton Beach and other popular watering
places.
The coast fishermen complain that the man-eater is
giving them much trouble. The fishermen at Short Beach,
Conn., caught one in a net the other day.
He was nine feet
long and very ferocious. He bit a piece of timber, four inches
His big jaws were furnished with formiby two, in pieces.
dable teeth. Ouc six and one-half feet long was killed after
a bard fight by men in a boat off Plum Beach, in Westcott's
fisherman near the mouth of
Bay, on Monday, the 12th.
the Housatonic, the other day, hooked a fine striped bass,
but a big shark came along aud away went shark, fishingtackle and angler's temper.
Wo have had the same trick
played on us many a time in Florida waters.

§%mq §ng mid §ntu
GAME

A

—

Bait fob Poegies and Ska Bass. Use large angle-worm
for bait.
The fish take this bait quite as well, and it remains
on the hook much longer than clams.
E. R.

BLACK BASS ANGLING.
Editor Forest and Stream
Having received letters from several gentlemen dosiring "more light" upon the subject of black bass fishing,
and more especially in regard to casting the minnow, I propose to dispense said " light and knowledge " through the
effulgent columns of the Fobest and Stream to all uninformed brother anglers.
A faithful study of the conformation, habits and idiosyn:

cracies of game fish should be the first consideration of the
true angler, but the average angler usually contents himself
with a superficial knowledge of the ways aud means of capturing and killing the finny tribe, a big catch being the
height of his piscatorial ambition. While good tackle is essential to success, a thorough knowledge of the habits of the
fish is a sine qua non, without which no one can become an
expert and successful angler. Apropos of this might be mentioned the old and hackneyed story of the rustic youth with
alder pole, twine string and worm bait, and the soi-di-sant
angler with split bamboo and well-filled fly-book, who indulged in a day's fishing on the same stream, with the result
of a " big string " for the boy, and one poor fingerling for the
disgusted sportsman. The boy understood the " true inwardness " of the trout, while the discomfited citizen was lamentably ignorant, and relied entirely upon his splendid rig for
success.
Where black bass are plentiful, as iu the quiet ponds and
lakes of Western
York, Northern Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and at the Thousand Islands, the
merest tyro, who can throw his bait twenty feet from the
boat, can, when the bass are in a biting mood, show a big
catch, though he may have necessarily failed to laud two out
of every three fish hooked, But on rivers where the angler
casts to the right and left and across the stream from the
banks, and while wading the shallows and bars, and the bass
are shy, educated, and fully up in a knowledge of the stream
in its windings, eddies, pools aud rapids, the highest skill and
a thorough knowledge of the habits of the fish are indispensable to a full creel, and this, at the same time, constitutes the
pleasure and perfection of black bass angling. But bear in
mind, that sticking the butt of a long rod iu the bank, and
then, whde reeliuiug under the shade of some umbrageous

New

tree, enjoying a pipe or the latest novel while waiting an
bite, is not angling, but simply loafing, and attempting to obtain bass under false pretenses. The artistic angler
will use nothing but the best tackle, essentials of which
a short plianL rod, a freely rendering reel and a suitable
The perfect black bass rod would be a split bamboo,
line.
made in one entire length, without joints, about eight feet
but as such a rod would be
long, and weighing eight ounces
quite costly and difficult and expensive to repair, and could
be carried about only with extreme risk, I merely mention it.
The next best would be composed of the same material, of
the same length and weight, in two or three pieces or joints.
Next in order, not nearly so costly and really more serviceable, is the ash and lancewood rod of the same weight and
length, with the same relative degrees of pliancy and elasThe OrviB rod of this description is the best threeticity.
piece rod made. Mr. P. A, Strong, of Honesdale, Pa., is now
making au ash and lancewood rod in two pieces or one joint,
which approaches more nearly to my idea of a black bass rod
than any I have seen; it iu from 8 to 8 feet long, just right
in weight, balance and pliancy for making ldhg casts, and
plays a bass superbly. B. 0. Milam's "Frankfort Keel" is
by all odds the best, though a first-class New York multiplier
silk line, closely and hard braided,
will answer well.
tinted, and of the smallest size, is the thing, aud, with the
addition of a small brass swivel and a sproat hook, we are
now ready for business.
In casting for black bass, having properly adjusted the rod,
reel and line, tie on the swivel by one of its rings, and loop
the snell of the hook through the other run the point of the
hook through the under lip and out at the nostril of a goodreel up the line until
sized minnow, say four inches long
the swivel touches the tip and make a cast. But how J Aye,
The instruction can hardly be conveyed inthere's the rub.
telligibly by mere words, but with the help of the diagram
below. I will endeavor to make it, at least, partially understood by the vnunitiated.

hour for a

;

:]r

A

;

;

IN

SEASON FOR AUGUST.

Woodcock. Philonela minor.
Eed-bicked sandpiper, or
TringaaimriimM.
mack. bellied plover, ox-eye, HquaLiiuom ftt/oa.

;

VV'illet,

tits.

Sllil,rir

I'lrifi'-Shaiil.:!.

almost in a straight line from a point near the right
hip to a point near the left shoulder the motion in casting is
steady, increasing in swiftness toward the end of the cast, and
endiDg with the "pitching" of the bait— instead of a violent
jerk— somewhat similar to the straight underhand pitching of
a base-ball. In making the cast, the right, elbow should touch
the body, sweeping across it, and only leave it at the end of
the cast, making the forearm do the work.
At the end of the
cast the reel and thumb are upward, and the rod forms an
angle of 45 deg. with the line of the shoulders
Z, aud the
minnow instead of following the direction of the rod C, as
some might suppose, will diverge toward the left, and drop at
X, when the thumb should immediately stop the reel by an
increased pressure.
Casting to the right is just the reverse of
the above proceeding.
The angler being in the same position,
brings the right hand across, and touching the body, to a
point in front of the left hip, the thumb and reel upward, but
inclining toward the body, and the rod extending iu the direction of the line
0, with the tip downward he now turns
his face in the direction of the objective point Z, inclines his
body and advances his left foot iu the direction of C, and
makes a cast from left to right, and from below upward, and
ends the cast with the right, arm and rod fully extended in the
direction of the line
B, while the minnow takes its flight tois

":.

.'/..'.nri/jiVMc:

i

'.it.

J'ntanus atmipalmatua.
."'.!.-.
.... .- .._._
.-

.

L

l

^

..

Yellow-shanks, Totan.ua Jlavipes.

nigricollis.

hand

ox-bird,

GtKBI marbled god wit, or marlln,

turala helvetica,

Ring plover, J£ )ialUie nemtyalma-

Ited-breusted snipe, or Uowitcher,
MaororltumpliiM yi'itteus,

;

X

A

A

;

'•Bay birds" generally, Including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, ovui.ev e<uelu'i* surf turus, ptialuropea, avocets,
etc., coming under the group lAmnmltr or shore Hires.
Many States
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after August 15.
r

—

—

South Carolina Charleston, Aug. 10. Since the 1st of
August several parties have been out. after deer, and all have
had capital sport. On Monday a yearling and buck were
brought in, and on Wednesday two fine bucks were brought
in.
Deer are reported plentiful, and the outlook for capital
sport this fall

and winter

is

very bright.

—

—

Indias Territory Muskogee, Creek Natum, Aug. 13.
word from this part of the world would, perhaps, bo appreOur summer has been unusually hot, but the grouse
ciated.
or prairie chicken, as well as quail, have not been idle, and
have brought out fine broods. Our shooting season has nicely
opened two gentlemen of St. Louis paid me a visit. We
wont out to Tar Springs, nine miles, camped over night, and
;

returned with one hundred chickens. Large bovies of quail
were seen, but aro yet too small to shoot. Turkeys are plenty,
but the cover is so thick that dogs are unable to work them.

A

ward Z, In making a cast to either left or right the body
should sway or move slightly in the direction, and simultaneously with the rod arm; it wiil give force aud steadiness to
the cast but on no account must the body be turned around
or the feet moved during the cast
let us be graceful if we
cannot be proficient.
The first cast that the beginner makes will be. likely to throw
the bait behind him this will be because he will not end the
cast iu time, but carry the tip of the rod too far toward the
line
Z.
He should by all means begin by making short
casts, and lengthening them as he perfects himself by experience in managing the reel and controlling the cast. And
now, having given him the principles of good aud artistic
casting, nothing but patient practice and good judgment, together with a fair knowledge of the habits of the fish itself,
will make him an accomplished black bass angler.
VyntMana, Ky., July 29, 1878.
J. A. Hensham,.

d. a.

Found.— On
a gold badge.

Saturday, Aug. 17, at Brooklyn Driving Park,
Apply to Daniel Green, corner of Court and

Pacific streets, Brooklyn.

;

;

;

X

FISHING IN

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA,

Editor Forest and Stream
As yon and some of your numerous readers no doubt know long
:

the Sacramento, Pitt and MeCloud Elvers, near Mount
Shasta, afford some of the best salmou and trout asking to be found on
ttie globe.
Sir Eose Price, a gentleman who baa fished lu some of the
best commieB for this sport in the world, states that the trout lishing
in these rivers and their ttibutaries is the best he ever experienced,
when the numbers, gameneBs, size and mutiny of the fish iu these
cold, clear and rushlug rivers are considered. To be sure, about this

before

tills,

time of the year when the salmon are spawning, the fly is of very little,
it sny use, but very early or quite late in the season, in some, if not
all of these streams, they take the fly pretty well.
The cause of their
uot rising to the fly is that in the months of June and July, perhaps
earlier or perhaps later than. this, it may happen the trout arc feeding upon the salmon roe that is floating down the stream or are disturbed in the gravel or sand in the eddies by the trout themselves, and
which attuougu fiercely guarded by the male aulmori, who remains by
the female wliile dlscbaigiug her eggs, and, after dropping his molt
over them, drives, or attempts to drive, oil" all intruders of course Including tbe trout and perhaps others of his own kith ana kin, who are
known to be very destructive even of their own particular kind. This
is especially the caBe where the holes are deep, a little away from the
swift current, and where great numbers of ealmou rest, and which
afford the Indians capital opportunities to spear them, and it is even
reported at some of the houses or h08telrl.es in this region that some
white lishermeii and Sir Kose Price himself (but we ti ust that this last
report Is uot true), by moans of clusters of hooks attached to strong
Hues and heavy sinkers, and drawing them rapidly through the water,
struck the flab foul aud captured many of them In these places by these
;

means.
Every year the numbers of flBhermcn who resort to theae waters as
the ne yZua ufcra of angling sport, and then- neighborhood as the habitats of deer aud many varieties of the larger game, arc Increasing.
Those who can aflord the time and menus have a grand lime of It.
They generally camp out either on the shores of one of the many rivers
which, flowing from the baso ot ftlt. Shasta, form the Sacramento, I'itt
or MeCloud, or on one of the latter. Tho canyons are heavily wooded
with magnificent old trees through which theae pure and cold waters
from melting snow flow. These visitors feast on venison, trout aud
any outer portable provisions tliey may choose to bring with them or

The Bonehiia Gun.—Mr. Homer Fisher, of No. 2G0 BroadNew York City, offers an exceedingly good and cheap

way,

gun

to sportBmen.

bounding locks aud

The Bonehill gun has
all

improvements.

extension rib, re-

Mr. Fisher keeps on

of arms and ammunition. From time to
time, in our advertising columns, Mr. Fisher proposes publishing cuts of the various styles of double breech-loading
new patent brush cleaner for rifles,
guns he has On hand.
for sale by Mr. Fisher, we recommend very highly.

hand

all varieties
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A "FlRATiOAi, Skunk." Editor Forest and Stream: la
your issue of July 4, which I find on my table on my return
from vacation rambles, I find an inquiry " What is a piratiFrom an accouut giveu me by a gentleman who
cal skunk ?"
"was there," possibly I may be able to give you a little light
on the subject. It happened that two parties, each with its
own boat, had been fishing in one of the uiiny trout streams
emptying into Lake Huron betwT een Maeknac and Detour,
and, breaking eamp on tbe lake shore one rooming, had the
luck to shoot a line hedgehog. The boats were loaded and
ready to start, when another hedgehog was discovered making
As one of the gentlemen was
his way into one of the boats.
something of a naturalist be thought a live specimen would be
an acquisition, and it was determined to push oil and secure
the animal. So the boat was pushed oil to a safe distance
from shore, and the search was commenced iu the baggage.
After a very thorough tearing up of the contents of the boat, the
two gentlemen found, safely lodged in the very bottom under

—

a box, not a hedgehog, but a fine, well developed specimen of
the Mephitis Americana. Wot standing upon the order of their
going, they went at once, " walked the plunk," incontinently
jumped overboard, plunged aud rose again, but did not give
up the ship. They clung to the sides of the boat and held a
bo tar their enemy, though master of
hurried consultation,
the situation, had not resorted to his most effective weapon,
,iud they determined to gel. the boat in shore and try toreosp*
ttiro it.
By dint of considerable swimming and wading and
pushiug and pulling they stranded the boat on the beach and
quietly retired to a safe distance to devise measures of relief as
well as to await developments. Once the skunk made his appearauee with defiant menaces on the bows, but soon disappeared beneath the plunder. The situation was becoming
The other boat refused to give assistance— indeed,
serious.
Active measures were
it could not— but waited to see results.
determined on, but the maxim about discretion and valor was
kept prominent iu their minds.* So, very quietly, and piece
by piece, all the contents of the boat that Could he managed
with poles were taken out, leaving only a few of the heavier
As the sun was hot the skunk's
articles in the bottom.
quarters soon became uncomfortable, and, unmindful of his
charge of shot from tho amconquest, he jumped ashore.
bushed enemy finished him without other ill effects than the

A

the boat's painter, which became impregnated with
mephitic odor during his dying struggles. Then there was a
hurried emkarkation, and that naturalist is now of the opinion
that he will never again mistake a Mephitis Americana (ot a
hedgehog. The personal observations of the former's habits
loss of

:

which you so kindly recommended to students in your issue
of July 4, that gentleman was enabled to make; and if he will
write you the results you may, by comparing with the characteristics delineated by the Idaho Aznlanche, be enabled to give
an anxious world an accurate scientific desaription of the
piratical skunk.
C.
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 15, 1878.

the paper and escaping unburned, as far as

we conld see, With 4
No. 2 grain of same powder, all apparently burnad, as we conld
Bhoot none through the paper. After this I mads my charges i drs.

dra.

No. 3 grain powder, and did flrat-rate execution. A few days later
we made a machine to test the pattern and penetration of shot,

and found that 4 drs. powdor gave better pattern than either 1)4
or 5 drs. and the best penetration we could get was with 4 drs.,
and the trial that showed the greatest penetration was made with
;

COST OF POWDER.

Of course, the penetration was not exactly alike with the
Bame charges, but the average with 4 drs. was better than with
any other, and No. 2 grain gave better penetration than No. 3
grain.
No. 6 shot was used and 10 gauge guns. We found that
3% dre. No. 2 grain powder and 1 1-8 oz. shot gave the best satis4 drs.

Editob Forest and Stream:

As

a regular reader of the Forest and Stream for several
years, I have noticed advertisements calling the attention of
the public to "great reduction in prices" of shotguns, rifles,
sportsmen's clothing, fishing tackle, and, in fact, of nearly
every article used by the sportsman except gunpowder. The
consumption of this indispensable article to sportsmen is increasing every year. The cost of the material used in its
manufacture is much less than it was five years ago, as is
also the cost of labor.
In view of these facts is it not time
for manufacturers to furnish the sporting public with a good
article of powder at a reasonable rate ?
The common ft &.
rifle powder," sold at §6.15 per keg of 251bs„ won't do for
gentlemen who possess fine guns and abhor filth, as fifteen or
twenty shots with it so foul a gun as to make it unpleasant to
handle, as well as to interfere with its shooting qualities until
cleaned. The next grade of powder sold by American manufacturers costs $3.80 per quarter keg, and is much better but
if it could be profitably sold at this figure five years ago, it is
certainly too high now.
Since the introduction of the glass
ball as a substitute for pigeons, thousands of persons who
seldom used a shotgun have joined shooting clubs to indulge
in this harmless sport, while many are deterred from particiSation in it by the cost of ammunition. The price of shot
as declined within, the last few years about 30 per cent.
Now, if powder manufacturers will follow suit they will call
down upon their heads a blessing from many an enthusiastic
but impecunious sportsman. If the manufacturers can sell
profitably at such a reduction and won't, will some of them explain why not ?
Widgeon.
Illinois, Avg. 14, 1878.

gauge gnu. From these experiments I
became convinced that a large majority of our sportsmen were
using too much powder and (here I expect opposition) too coarse
grain. I do not believe any 10 gauge gun not over 32in. long in
faction with an 8>£lb8. 12

barrels will burn inside the barrels over 4 drs. No. 3 grain powder,

and I believe No, 2 grain will do the beBt service. Will not some
one who has experimented or given the matter thought enlighten

'

'

;

we may

In regard to this
the business of

say that from an investigation of

powder making, we think

it is

shown

that the

the manufacturers are not excessive, considering
the risks attending the business. The price of crude mate-

profits to

is

rials

little if

not so

much

any cheaper

small item, very

no cheaper.
this

of good quality.

if

Sulphur

than five years ago.

less

Wood,

is

for coal, a

cheaper, and for fine sporting

little

powder

Saltpetre is perhaps fifteen per cent, cheaper at

moment than

five years

since.

But

there are several

larger items of cost that overbalance all these

when consider-

ing the value or selling price of powder, particularly the fine

Among

may

be mentioned the interest on the
investment in tracts of land, many times necessarily large, on
which to erect magazines the cost of the buildings and
nearly always the manufacturer has to buy and pay for these,
and -with, the stock of powder, which is kept in each, averaging more than a year's sales, it wijll be seen the investment
grades.

these

;

;

is

no

light one.

The

powder

cost of transportation of

very heavy charge, particularly as

much

is a

of the finer grades of

powder go to places where there is little demand for coarser
qualities, and double first-class rates have to be paid as freight,
while the lower grades of powder can be distributed in carload lots. The cost of manufacturing the higher grades of
powder is great, as much more labor and time is needed in its
production. A powder mill, which will make 8,000 pounds
of

common

blasting powder, will produce probably less than

3,000 pounds of the flue grades per day.

The

sales

of the

very much less in bulk and value than is generally supposed, and with the system of agents to sell,
magazines to hold and mills to manufacture, even at the
present prices the business of selling the fine grades of powder
would be a losing one— very decidedly so— were it not for the
finer grades are

help derived from the sale of the lower grades. The numerous explosions of powder works, an occurrence which no

amount

of caution can

do away with, must

alBo

be borne in

mind.

OVERCHARGES.
Our correspondent,

."

Canvas Back," writes us a practical

much powder in
powder being thrown out unconsumed

lesson in regard to the habit of putting too

guns.
is

:

:

:

u2t97
1

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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The

fact of the

well known.

commend

it

As

the letter

is

plain and to the point,

we

to the attention of our readers

Cleveland, July

20, 1878.

Editob Fobest akd Stream
I want to ask a question or two about the use of powder, and.
at the same time, give my own experience to ita use. I nave often
noticed at duak, when shooting ducks on tho marshes, a long
stream of fire come from every guu fired within sight. I have
also many times had my clothes burned whon shooting against the
wind. From thiB I feared I was using too much powdor in my
9Xlb. 10 gauge gun— was shooting more than it would burn inside
of the barrels. My charge was i)4 drs. No. 3 "Sea Shooting"
powder and 1% oz. No. 3 shot. Oauvas-back and other open
water ducks was the game I was after. All my oomradeB were
A gentleman who was with
to 5 drs. of powder.
using from
me and myself proposed to experiment. So one day we loaded a
few metal shells with i% dra. No. 3 grain Oriental Sea Shooting
Powder, putting four or five pink-edge wads on top, with no shot.
We fired at a newspaper, twenty or twenty-five feet away, and
found it perfectly filled with small holes, like pin holes, each trial
having the same effect. We then put a heavy sheet of pasteboard about three inches from a newspaper, and spread on the
ground directly under the two another paper, so as to catch anything that might fall between them, and after each discharge
found what I should say was from Jf to i 4 dr. nnburned powder.
Some of the party present did not think the powder thus collected wonld explode, but on being touched with a lighted match, it
burned the same as any powder. We then tried 4 drs. and found
:

%

that nearly

all

of

it

burned, only four or five grains penetrating

the readers of the Forest and Stream on the subject of size of
grain and quantity of powder to use ?
Oahvas-Baok.

me

t hat he had had a conversation with Captain Shelley
at Monaco to
»bO ut ihg same effect. Captain Shelley said ; "I think *I can mat* op
a team, or get four or five, men to go to the .-nates »nd snout tne some
number of American gentlemen, provided the terms of the matches,
places, etc., sad ail preliminaries are arranged beforehand, and submitted to me and my friendC
The followmtr was proposed by me to Mr. Dongall, In which he
agreed, but all of tho terms are subject to alteration The English
team to nonsuit of four gentlemen, wn.ii nn exr« umn in raw of accident or ill health, who wid Bhoot the like number m American gentlemen III Vhe following cities New York, Philiidelpnta, Buffalo. Chicago.
St, Lonis, etc., for a sum of money, any $500 each man, and $100 forfeit
each man, or as may be agreed, at twenty-live birds each man, thirty
yards rise, from live traps five yards apart, 1
oz. allot struck the English to ahoot as they are accustomed to, tile Americans likewise
Ttte
traos to be pulled au omatieally, ao that it shall he unnossiol- to favor
anybody, as
Vohn tarns the crunk, nor in fact anybody has the Bllght.esl conception which trap will be sprung. Tne English will bring a [midline with them.
The gnus to be restricted to
:

:

...

:

il-bore.

The American gentlemen who propose shooting
must arrange among themselves Bstoifho is to el

Tp* Rttreet,

White sulphur springs, Col., July, 1878.
The name Roan was probably given to these mountains
name Book becanseof their form. They
are of volcanic origin, and composed largely of gray and brown eruptive rocks which give peculiar tints.
or table
They are of the

'nthatwhen

t

Nottoaay

Billt/onti,

Aug,

Co., Fa.,

20, 1876.

PIGEON MATCHES.

Editor:

because of their color; the

ww

form, nearly flat-topped, Isolated, individual and not in any continuous
range. Some are of great extent, but preserving tue same uniform outline, suggesting a book opened in the middle and laid flat, the leaves
receding evenly from the opposite sides, but with this departure from
the simile that in the center instead of a depression there la a dome—
a miniature rounded peak, set upon the wide and otherwise straight,
horizontal mountain top. Then it suggests the book opened as before,
and turned face downward. A number of these mountains reach
above timber line, and carry more or less snow throughout the year.
This volcanic rock makes excellent soil, rich as mould; hence, all
around and among them is luxuriant pasture.
Higher up are wide
belts of pine and spruce timber.
Lower down, groves and lines of
aspens, with intervals of meadow, each with Its springs and crystal
streams, covered with bunch grass that brushed our horses' Banks. Of
conrse, deer will be there.
They cannot And a better home. Lower
down, toward the large streams, the slopes are timbered with pinyon,
a nut-bearing pine, and cedar. The pastures are rich grasses, white
sage and scrub oak. 8now does not lie In winter, and here the deer
and elk congregate In countless herds during that portion of the year.
We failed to And any bears. They had gone to some other range.
Tho streams were generally too high and roily for trout, as Bnow banks
were yet plentiful on all the higher lands, and melting fast, but In Thn
ponaB Creek, Bgeria Park, we found some good fly Ashing. We caught,
in part of an afternoon, all we could use and a quantity to bring home

Prom

in the different cities

the Engl sli team come over there will be no disappointment. After
the matches all gentlemen who fancy taemsslve- able to 'ope with the
English team will have every opportunity of making a match with »ny
of the team. If the Forest akd struah will get the men and arrange
preliminaries, and correspond with young Mr Dougall, the match or
matches can be eaJlUJ brought about, aa I distinctly understood from
Mr. Dougad that Captain Shelley and ids friends will be pleased to entertain the matier.
All 1 can do is to Bet the ball rolling, aud T now leave tula matter lu
your hands. May the beet team win is the sincere wish of

THE ROAN MOUNTAINS.
ITr.

.

over that region, are deep, wide and old
buffalo trails, and in the valleys themselves are dotted everywhere with
their wallows. Mouldering skulls alone mark where the last of them
valley to valley,

all

Canada— Xcntnal, Aug.

14.— Match for gold medal and title ot
Champion Wine: -Shot of Quebec;" open to all in the Province of
Quebec ; 20 birds each, M yard, r.ae, SO yards boundary Grand Trunk
traps, St. Hubert Club rules
;
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1
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JMnllen
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;
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;

Blaokwood..l 1 1 l 1 1 l o w
Laflenr, Hamilton, Bayard, Cornell, Poirler, Laleunesse Chapleau
Bonnevwe and Churttand withdrew.
RoTAiTli.

Maine— Topstiam, Aug. 16.—Riverside Club glass ball match
volving trap ; 18 yardB rise :
Knight.
n l i o 1
001 1 1

is

mountains and
verdant meadows,

no

lovelier country to the world than these

valleys In the Bummer time, with fresh foliage,
myriads of flowers of every color ond the brightest hues, crystal
streams, cool, bracing air and the eternal mountains, with their neverTon may
It is never hot.
fading crowna of white always In view.
nave front every night, yet wild fruits ripen, and the most delicate
plants flourish everywhere. Jnat now we are luxuriating upon wild

W.

strawberries.

THE LATE SHOT
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MABSACHTJSSETTe -Frcxh Fond, Avg. ID.—Lynn vs, Cambridge. Challenge match; three traps; Bogardus rules, IS yards rise, tiventy-hve
Paine bads
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TRIAL.

Philadelphia, July

Editor Forest akd Stream

K. B.

re-

:
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GGoud

died.

There
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Second match open to all the Dominion four prizes gold medal
cop to second 6 birds, 21 yards rise. SO yards boundary
''
same trap and rules:
Duhuc
1 11111111 1— io MuKenzle. ..1 11111111 ii—
to first, Bliver

io;

Cambridge Gnn Club.
27, 1S7S.

HW

TH

:

1 noticed In your Issue of the tlth Inst, an account of a trial of the
relative merits of soft vs. chilled shot while took place at Oermantown
June 29. Now, giving the participant all dne credit for their efforts to

seems to me to have been entirely out of place
in a trial of shot to have mentioned in the report tho average, etc.,
of several afferent brands of powder and, as mention Is particularly
made of the brand having made the beBt avetage and where It was procured aud also the make of gun nsed, it would lead some people to suppose that the trial was not merely to decide as to the respective merits
of soft and chilled shot, but was gotten up to advertise a certain brand
Now, in matters or this kind It Is troth that is
of gun and powder.
wanted, and if powder entered into this trial of shot would it not have
been proper to have used powder of a uniform quality throughout and

I
ial footing in this respect.
consider the mention of this matter a duty and hope our friends in GerShortv.
mantown on another occasion give all a fair trial.

makers who were not placed npon an eq

1

1

A SHerrlman

1

CEutebrouk

1

11

1

1

1

1

W H llarriKou
AUHebbard

sett,e disputed points it

not have classed the highest grade of one make with the inferior grades
From my knowledge of powder as a sportsman
of Borne other makes.
and from what I can learn from different agents and dealers in this
city I.anin & Rand Orange Lightning, to which is given the credit of
making tho best average, la a high grado of powder, considered by its
makers par excel ence aud Is the same In quality and price as Hazard's
Electric, Pigon Wilts and Lawrence's Alliance, American Telegraph,
Dupont and Oriental Diamond Grain and Curtis * Earvey's No. 0, while
the Hazard, Dupont and Oriental powder used are of a Becond grade
and about 25 per cent, lower In price than the Orange Lightning, etc.
So that It may be readily seen that an injustice has been clone to those
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Rhode Islanp— Newport, Aug, 10,— Match on Narraeansett Club
grounds, between E. W. Davis and J, Tnwnsend. Woo by Davis with
8l)t birds out of seven, alter a tie of sixteen each out of twenty, Sweep.
stakes won by DaviB with eight out of ten.

The toa-tch wae
JLorillard, of

a handicap for cup presented the oiub by Mr. Pierre
ten birds each, three misses and retire:

New York;
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INTERNATIONAL PIGEON MATCH.
ENGLAND AND AMERICA AT THE TRAPS.
lr not all, of the crack allots of England during my
i
have made un my mind that they shoot wonderused, as a
fully well. The pigeons are faster and smaller ; the guns
is a trine
rule, are much lighter ttiau ours the powder in my opinion,
cornea the other
srrouger, aud they use less of It than we do.
within
three
gun
to
side of the question. The English hold tnelr
traps.
with
the
inches of the shoulder all the time, and in a direct line
Then raiee it a little, so as to cover the probate rise oi the turd w hen
merely
brings
.hooter
sprung frum the trap. At tho word " Pull," the
bade the three Inches to his shoulder, having his
the butt of the
According to
.,',.
nil Ihe time.
.-I, and the bird covure
our rales the butt oi the gun meat be beta
WJ, t°swjhe
between Penned
least, is ceitainly more si onmanllke. In the match
seen nun,
ever
have
and Bogardua, tne latter shot perhaps aa badly as i
both
kihiug only 70 out of 10D birds at so yarda rise, with the use of
the time, as
barrels. It la not irue that Ota nun was In their eyes ad
Is it a
nor
at,
shot
birds
this oecurred only during the last twenty-live
durTflfWlnd
traps.
the
fact that the wind was blowing direct from
lino or me.
ing the whole or the match was blowing almost across the
ihe badly shot Wrrts conslderTuereia no

Having seen most,

late visit to

Europe
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him. people
] repeat Bouaioua shot worse than 1 ever BBW
but »'
Bay he shot good enough to win, which is very true,
Penned was one bird ahead, and only live or six buds to shoot at. It
was a very narrow squeak for Bogardus.
to makregar*
Dougali
In
Sir.
Daring a conversation had wlthyonng
informed
ing some arrangements for an International Pigeon Match, he
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MJREBT AND STREAM.
Fountain GUN Club— Brooklyn Driving Park, Avy. IT.— Match at
birds lor places on the team in the coming msteh with the Midway
Club, of New Ter»ey ; club rules :
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In the shoot ^ff at twenty-three yards Ballon won, breaking one out
of five.
Shooting Tournament at Chicago.— A grand pigeon shooting tour
will be Held n. Chicago, 111., Aug. 27, 28, *9 and :!0, under the
of Mr. T. Staeg. Following are the prlzss There will
be six purses; two of $350, two of $450. one of $3i0 anil one of $600,
divided Into Ave prizes in each shoot, ranging from $175 to $25, at ten
slnale birds, entrance $1'J, Including the birds. Tiiere will ais j be a
club shoot, open to teams of two from any club organized previous to
July 1, each club to enter as many teams as they wish, one shooter
looting will be at ten
tl
only being allowed to shoot with one
single rises, 21 yards, and 5 double rises, 18 yards ; entrance fee to each
team, $50, and" birds extra; the prizes will Be live: he first $366, the
second f.ii.0. the thi d $115, the fourth $125, and the fifth $95. Be- ides
these shoots, the last day, Friday. Aug. 30, there will be a five-ground
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on eight by Llnman.

Minnesota—St. Paul, Aug. 11.—The match for the " Championship
Medal" of the Sportsmen's clnb resulted ID drawing together ye. terday afternoon a large crowd of sportsmen and spectators. Matches
for the possession of the above badge arc usually well attended, and
the one that came off yesterday promised a great deal of pleasant excitement lrom the fact of the well known skill of the two contrsiants,
Mr. G.3W. Baldwin and Mr. Bruno Beaupre, both excellent shots; in
fact, in the field they have lew equals. Tms champion medal came
Into the possession of the clnb in 1873, when Mr. Baldwin won It on a
fair score. He was challenged for It successively by Dr. Day, Gen.
Greene, Mr. Betmpro, Mr. Goichcr and Mr. J. G. Taylor, none of whom
to take it from h im. Mr. Baldwin Boon after, resigned It on
account of his emoval (rum the State. Mr. William Qolcher won It at
a club match, and successfully defended It against Mr. Huddlestou
and Mr. Beaupre, and resigned it to Mr. DuPray, from wnom Mr. Baldwin wrested it upon his return to Minnesota, holding It against the
efforts of Mr. Larpenteur and Col. TJline; he struck his colors to Dr.
Day, who was In turn challenger! unsuccessfully by Gen. Green. Mr.
Zimmerman was mure fortunate than the latter, and wen and held it
successfully against William Golcher, Mr. Hnddieston, Dr. Day and S.
Lee Davis. Lol. dine forced him to surrender it himself iu turn, after
defending it against Kennedy. He then resigned it to R. Warner,
from whom Capt. Hodman took It. Lieut. Hainner, altor winning It
from the former, resigued It to Mr. Baldwin, In whose possession it
now remains, Mr. Beaupre having failed to take it from him yesterday. Two years' possession will indole the holder to claim it. as his
property. The following Is the score made yesleiday
B.-anpre
1 0*11 111 '1011 1 1 11 11 1—16
1

110111111111111111

1
Baldwin
Mr. A. L. Mitchell won the regular club medal on a score of

1—I8

14 out of

15 birds.
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Ohio— Wilmington, Attg. 12, 14 and 16.—Three matches for the championship of Clinton County 25 glass balls each. J. A. Sehollotd broke
Wm. Greer broke 15, 19 and 23, and won the match.
20, 18 and 16.
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Brookllne, Mass.— The arm will not do for an express bulwould not get satisfactory results.
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Ties of ten were won, after a second tie of five, by Long, with five
ties uf nine, after a second tie of four, won by
straight at 26 yards
ties of eight, by Rumsey, with live at 28
Christie, with Ave at 86 vards
yards ties of seven, after a second tie of five, by,Pentman, with five
at 26 yards.
;

;

;

T. M. B., Audenried,

$3. Wash jour dog and then
Clean your kennel.

Pa.—The book costs

use kerosene, rubbing

it

In well.

H. P. A., Boston.—What Is the beBt for plover, soft or
and what size 7 Ans. Quite Indifferent. Uae No. 10.

chilled shot,

1

10

1

1

0—3

110 110 11—7
1110
1110 11111—9
11110-8

the brooks of the vicinity la excellent trout Ashing.
teams, etc., at Ralston.

Insurance-, Covington, Ky.—It would be difficult to give the cause of
the death of your King Charles. Don't like R. R. R. for dogs. A dose
might have done him good. Do not think It was a bone. Bnt at
his age n; Bhoold have had no meat. Congestion of the bowelB might
have been the cause.

W. E. C, Merlden.— I have a son about eleven years old who Is lefthanded and la taking up a gun lie naturally places It to hiB left shoulder.
him to do this, or teach him to shoot from the right
shoulder 7 Ans. It really makes no difference. Some of our leading
rifle and other shots use the left shoulder.
Shall I allow

'

No Namb, Greenville.—My setter dog had the dlBtemper last winter,
and since has very red and sore looking eyes. H's noBe Is always very
dry and rough; Mb coat is harsh; appears all right otherwise; Is fed
on vegei able food and has plenty of exercise. Ans. Your dog wants
tonics. Give him 2 grains of quinine every other day for a week.
WoodBlde.—1. Can you

tell

me

7

2.

the beat powder to use for a
Dlttmar powder as good as
Renforth, champion oarsman of Eogland, died? Ans. 1. F. G. 3drs. 2. Quite so. 8. Renforth died In his boat while pulling against the St. John's crew at Halifax for the World's championship.
E. A,

8.,

12 gauge muzzle-loading shot-gun

any other?

3.

Is

Canyon Inform me where

W. E. C.| Mayesville, Miss.—I have a breech-loading shot-gun made
by Joseph Lang & Sons, 22 Cockspur, London. Upon the make of this
Is a dispute, a friend claiming that "Greener" made the gun
and all others of their stamp, la this so 7 How do guns of the sold Lang
stand among sportsmen?
Ans. Long 1b among the leading EDglish
makerB and has nothing to do with Greener. Nothing better than a
Lang gun. Would be very glad to hear from you.

gun there

E. S., Virginia City, Nevada.—I have some rifles of the U. S. A, pat.
tern— Springfield Improved, I wish to reload the ahells. Wnat Is tho
strongest and cleanest powder I can uae ?
What Is the best composition to use for bullets for rifles of that kind for long range ? Ans. Hse
FG. As for linnets, if you wish to harden, take 19 paits lead and one
of tin, But hardened bullets are not much in vogue.
The best way Is
to cast i ust a trifle large and swedge. This makes a compact ball.

H. S. A., Boston.— I have a fox.hound bitch. Since her return from
the country she is continually shaking her head and scratching her
ears, all the while whining. The ears do no^ appear inflamed. There
Is a deposit of dark guniiny-looktng substance In them.
Age, 4 years j
food, oat meal and bread principally. Eats well and is in good con>
ditlon otherwise. Ans. Your bitch has canker of the ear. Wash tne
parts carefully, and use lead water in the ears. Diminish food, give no
meat for a while, and purge with oastor oil if Improvement is not Immediate.
H.,5Hnntingdon, Tenn.—1. Why 1b coarse-grained powder preferable
for Bhot-gun use to fine-grained power ? 2. How many number 3 buckshot make a proper load for a number 13 cylinder bore muzzle-loading

what is the proper charge of powder t 3. Where can hairbrushes set on Iron rods for cleaning shot-guns be had, and what Is the
price?
Ans. 1. Coarse grain powder Is used because the eff-ctls
more gradual, giving belter results than finer grain, or quicker powder.
2. Use 28 of the No. 3
buckshot and 3 drs. powder. 3. Cost $1.85.
Any gunsmith in Memphis, or of any hoUBe In the line in New York.
shot-gun, and

R. E. R FerrlBbnrgh, Vt.— A friend of mine has made an Improvement in metallic shells. Name parties manufacturing shells with whom
he might communicate ? Please describe the construction of the water
glass, an Instrument f^r examining th» water beneath the surface and
the bottom ? Ans. 1. The Union Metallio Cartridge Co., Bridgeport,
Conn. 2. A water-glass la a simple oblong box a foot square, open at
,

the upper end, and containing a pane of glose at the other. On holding
this perpendicularly over the water, one oan see everything through it
as clearly as in an aqnarlnm— fish, sponge, coral, or shells. It Is em.

ployed by the

Bahama sponge

fishers.

3.

Your other Inquiry

will

be

answered next week.
C. J., Matawan.—My pointer bitch became very fleshy before woodcock season opened, and on hunting her the first day and subsequently
she would stagger and apparently have a fit, foaming at the mouth,
glaring with the eyes and lnvcluntarlly pawing the eanh or leaves.
On recovering, In say from two to five mluuteB, Bhe would bant as before. The first day I feared she had gone mad, and If she had started
for me I would certainly have shot her, for I was ready for It, and never
saw her act bo before. Ans. Prudence dictates that when a dog Is to
be used in the heat of summer the animai;should not be over-fed. Your
pointer fell over from something like apoplexy, caused by over-exertion. Reduce food and give some quinine, 2 grains, every other day
for a week.

Fort Johnson.— What 1b the difference betweheen t ordinary
called " chilled'' shot ? is the metal of the latter an alloy ?
the specific gravity as compared with the former shot 7 If
there be a moderate difference In this latter respect It will in a measure
account for different penetration, the lighter shot— same charge, etc
having the greatest IniUal velocity, the heavier, the greatest range.
Ans. The great difference arises from the hardness of the shot. When
s riklng an object chilled retain their Bpherical form and do not flatten.
Ic Is an alloy, possibly a compound of bismuth, or some antimony not
differing very much from type metal, and are a tilfle lighter, but so
little as to make no appreciable difference as to velocity.
We should
think, then, that greater penetration would arise from the shot keeping
its form.
S.,

and the so

A.

;

EJPeuiman

all

of oil

A. D.
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series of matches,
under the auspices of the Howell shooting Club, resulted in the followplunge traps; 21 yards rule, So yards boundary; Detroit
ing score
Gun Club rules

8

Team.

Beebe

i

Michigan— Howell Tournament—The recent

6

1-7
0-4

;

trap Bhooc, Hurlmgham rules, 15 single rises. $15 entrance, birds Include i, live prizes, $160, $120, $100, $80 and $50. All purses to (Id or
pro-rate; in ease they oi'er-flU, one-half the amount will be reserved
for expenses, he balance pro-rated. Otherwise there will be no deduction for expenses. Tne shooting will be from H and T Parker
plnnge traps. Oapt. A. H. Bogarius, Abraham Kleinmann, Ira A.
Paine, .T, Wa d (Canada), J. Close (Pnntlac, Mich.). N. Doxie (Qcneseo,
III..) and Fred. Erb (it. Joe, Mo..) will be handicapped at four yards
extra distance in the shoot proper and at ties, but not in club or
ground-trap shoots. GunB larger than ten-bore barred.
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1

were able

prize badge of the clnb.

6
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1
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H, G. W., Norrlstown, Pa,—Abont Ralston, Pa., you will find, or you
would have found there years ago, bears, deer, squirrels and ruffed

1

Tie of ten won by Wherry, of nine by Lee, of eight by Glenn, and of
seven by Tremper.
Team match 21 yards rise :
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Nashville (Tknn.) Oitv Park.— Forest and Stream Gun Olnb
match, at fifty balls each; Bogardus rules; Bltterllck screened traps :
l
Valentine... 1
1—41.
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1
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1

Pearsall

second and Bonnie third.
R, B.
Several members failed to complete their scores.
Ural: prize,
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Louisville Gun Chva^Louiavillt, Ky., Aug. in.—Match for annual
prizes; fortv birds each; twenty double and twenty single, divided
..j 10
lnlnhn,lnaj<l
111 birds
hlr.lu Hieh
(ill
PHfVer'H H
FT and
HTIfl T traps
M'l! n« r
each m
mutch
Parker's
;
into four matches,
D.

OGJewltt

e

E. O. MoH, , Philadelphia.—My dog has chicken lloe, what shall I do 7
Ans. Wash him well and rob kerosene oil on him, then wash him,
clean again. But If he runs In a chicken coop he la likely to get then

•.

Knickerbocker

Long Island, will shoot

of

each at tho Brooklyn Driving

>

Second day

Long

Pldtibk, BoBlon.— The difference as to shot Is this : When quail are
Bret fledged—young birds— 10 Is used ; at the end of the season 8.
T. N. R., Ponghkecpsle, N. Y.— You can procure County maps of
New York by sending to the Coltons, map publishers, William at., N.Y.
H. F. C, New York.—Schroon Lake, Adirondacks, Is well stocked

with bass, pickerel, large trout and other
ests are well filled with game.

fish.

The surrounding

for-

J. J.—I have a very fine bred Irish setter.
Upon his elbows appear
small lumps like warts, covered by scabs. Ans. Wash the parts well,
and use an oltment of sulphur and lard.

Plutibr, Boston.— It Is very difficult to prevent the anvils of the
yon mention from mating. Nickel plating we have seen tried,
Oil yunr shells well.

shells

but without success.

A. N., Counersville.— Who is the maker of the Bonehill Patent Guns,
advertised. Are they good made guns for the money. Ans. Guns are

made by C G.

Bonehill,

Birmingham,

Very good guns for the money.

What

Is

J. M. B., Eldred, N. Y.—The trout streams here are obstructed by
wooden racks which catch every fish that moves down the streams.
They are pnt in by the owners of the land generally. Is there a State
Law to prevent this 7 Ans. Section 19 of the Game Law, Chapter
"No person shall at any time catch any
It reads:
74, covers the case.

speckled Trout, with any device save that of angling, except In waters
which are wholly private, and only then by permission of tho owner
thereof ; nor shall any person set or draw any net, any Belne of any description, nor UBe any set-line in lake, pond, or Btream Inhabited by
brook trout, or have on the shores thereon, any net, setae, set- Ine, or
other unlawful device for the taklug of fish except as above provided.
And any person who shall offend against any of the provisions of this
Bection shall, for each offense, forfeit a sum not less than $10 nor more
than $25, In thedlscretlon of thecourt having cognizanceof the offense;

and

all nets, seines, and other devices forbidden by this section are
hereby declared contraband, and any peraon fimllug the same In any
place where they are forbidden, is authorized to destroy such contra-

Guide, Broadway, N. Y.— We have had no reportB from the locality
you mention, but the oullook for Bport Is excellent everywhere this
season and we have no doubt of your finding all the fleh and game you

band

want.

destruction.

articles,

and no action for damage

shall

He against him for suoa

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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BRITISH RIFLE TEAMS.

much toward

the promotion of legitimate yachting, afford a
gauge of the popularity of public matches open to all
comers. If it is desired to keep these races select, no trouble
will be experienced in that direction by simply limiting entries
to yachts of regularly organized clubs which have a recognized
standing. What has been done for tho advancement of yachting among open boats, should be immediately undertaken by
those whose interests are merged in cabin yachts. So far,
racing among the larger craft has been but a dull and dreary
reliable

A

RECENT

the London Field (July 27) upon
" team shooting " shows that the British press has at
last begun to realize the secTets of team shooting and to appreciate what is necessary to be done before the " Palrna " can
article in

ever be brought to British shores. In the opinion of our most
unprejudiced shots the Field is correct in considering discipline and training as the

the successful

most important point connected with
of a team, and that the next most

management

vital thing is position, the selection of

the

rifle

being last in

Without the absolute surrender of individual
opinions and jealousies, the team resolves itself into an individual contest. Hitherto foreign riflemen never seemed to understand that it is better to "follow your leader," knowing
him to be wrong, and thereby prove that fact, than to throw
away his experience when it may happen to conflict with your
own judgment. The result of the last match at Wimbledon
for the Elcho Shield would seem to prove that the Irish at last
have grasped this secret, as well as the value of the American
"back position," which they all appear to have used.
A comparison of the Irish scores with those made by them
in previous matches for the Elcho Shield and in the competitions at Oreedmoor, shows a 'most marvelous improvement.
Considering the difference always found between the scores
at Wimbledon and Creedmoor, it will be seen that the Irish
already constitute a team which will give the best Americans
who have ever got together as a team all they want to manage.
From the testimony of the American riflemen who
watched their shooting for the Elcho Shield they have but
little more to learn in the way of team management.
It may

importance.
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between them and an American team is what will be caused
by the difference in rifles. This we are inclined to think is

now

less

than

is

generally supposed.

22, 1878.

tense, because the foreign riflemen using muzzle-loading rifles

now

take even more care to clean them perfectly than

much more

importance, the rifleman can,

the barrel, be certain
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friday, Aug. 23.—Chicago Yacht Clnb Cruise to Lake Winnebago.
TrottiDg: Earlvllle, 11).; Newark, N. J.; Fowlervllle, Mich.; Warren,
O. Running meeting at Saratoga.
Saturday, Aug. 24.—Nahasset Yacht Club Regatta at Cohasset, Mass.
Cricket : St. Timothy vs. Wakefield, at. RoxboroUgh, Pa. Trotting at

Warren, O. Running meeting at Saratoga.
Trotling
. Monday, Aug. 26.—Brooklyn Yacht Club Annual Cruise.

at

111.

comments on the German
Mr. Farrow from Dusseldorf pub-

are glad to notice that our

Fest, -with the letter of

1 ast issue, have been so widely noticed.
espouse personal quarrels. What others think
of us, or what they may write, we are utterly indifferent
about but acts of discourtesy shown to our people when
abroad we are quick to resent. If Mr. Farrow did go to Ger-

lished in our

We rarely
;

who manufacwhy Mr. Farrow, who

as the representative of a leading firm"

is no reason
a straightforward man, known especially for his modesty
and retiring disposition, should be treated rudely at DusselMr. John Rigby was a representative member of the
dorf.
Irish team, and at the same time the most noted of rifle
makers. It certainly made no matter at Oreedmoor what was
This gentleman made innumerable
Mr. Rigby's calling.

ture the Ballard Rifle, that
is

from his skill, pleasant manner and courteous beBut whether he had been John Rigby, a rifleman
havior.
alone, or a riflemaker, we fancy his reception would have
been quite the same in the United States. We have a right,
then, to draw this parallel. The kind greeting the American
team met both in England and Ireland we are most grateful
ftiends

do not, then, feel pleasantly when we learn of the
treatment received by Messrs. Farrow and Johr at Dusseldorf.

and a vast
change for the better will at once become apparent. Will not
Philadelphia or Cape May, Oyster Bay, New Haven, New
London, Stonington, Fisher's Island, Greenport, New Bedford, Nahant, Gloucester, Portsmouth, Portland, etc., lake
notice and offer public cups for competition next season ? Let
(he narrow choking limits of club entry only,

these towns put their heads together, devise a common
code of rules for measurement, classification and time, fix the
events for such dates that a racing yachtsman may, if he
wishes, attend them all in succession, let the cups be worth

all

'

and bring the events properly to the notice of the
yachting public, and then, not until then, will yacht racing
among the large craft be lifted out of its present doleful
sailing for,

It will take

stagnation.

our yachts to sea a little more and
will be of a wholesome

the effect on model and seamanship
and much needed sort.

TURF JOURNALISTS.
that the journalists of Chicago
JT a fact worth mentioning
have organized a Jockey and Trotting Club that is to
say, they constitute such a component part of it as to be
recognized as its most prominent feature, like the nose
is

:

on a man's face. There is nothing singular in the adventure, however, and nothing that should suggest an incongruity in sporting circles

;

for Pegasus,

the fastest flyer of

was owned, entered and handled by a literary
and in more recent times, but still before the age
termed "fast," pony expresses were instituted to obtain the
From relatest news in advance of the Government mails.
motest date to recent times, newspaper men have been insephorse
(or
his
immediate
congearably associated with the
ners), and to some of the most notorious of them the* horsewhip has been an emblem and synonym of valor or dogged
early history,
quill driver,

perversity.

It is not remarkable, therefore, that

on the

the editors

and track,
and seek recreation and health in the "troubling of the pool,"
as did the halt, the maimed and the bodily and mentally afflicted in Anno Domini days, eighteen hundred and sixty
years ago. We've no doubt that the diversion will prove to
all concerned a sort of "merry-go-round," and perhaps pecuof Chicago should find their affinity

niarily advantageous.

Our

turf

best wishes for their success at-

tend each meet and heat.
The following are the gentlemen prominently associated in
the

new

enterprise

L. E. Don, Pres. S. J. Medill, City Editor of Chicago
Tribune, Yice-Pres.; Dr. N. Rowe, Sec'y Wm. Boyle, Asst.
Sec'y Alvin Hulbert, Proprietor Sherman House as Treas.
CoL H. W. Farrar, Manager Chicago Evening Journal ; Clinton Snowden, City Editor Chicago Times; Geo. B. Armstrong, of the Inter -Ocean newspaper; Abner Taylor, Harry
Pulling, of the Commercial, and A. Hulbert, of the Sherman
House, constitute the Board of Directors.
;

;

bestowed upon the muzzle-loader it is still inferior in accuracy,
and the devotion with which its adherents cling to it can only
be nscribed to the tenacity (to use the mildest term) for which
our British cousins are famous in adhering to old customs and

At the same time the record of Ireland's team

is

tennial trophy, in
to

which America

hold her own.
.

«

TOWN

will
.

do well

if

she

is

able

—

-

move of the inhabitants of Newport, R. I., in
offering a "citizen's," or " towJJ" cup, to be sailed for
York Yacht Club, was a step in the right direc-

New

though the donors were a

to

little

too late with their offer,

was obliged to disba nd upon its return
While the intentions of the citizens sub.
the cup were, no doubt, of the best, there can be

Newport

scribing to

harbor.

no harm in calling their attention to the advisability of taking
more liberal council in future, and offering the cups not
merely for any individual club, but of throwing the matches
open to all comers. By confining entries to one club, the race
becomes circumscribed in its importance and local only in its
Since the congreIt becomes a mere family affair.
interest.
gation of yachts from all the ports along the coast in any particular harbor is evidently of much immediate profit to the
merchants and general public of the town, it is hardly judicious to make any individual distinction in favor of one club
over another, especially as

yachts contribute alike to the

all

them
present in its harbor during the season. Had the Newport
cups been offered earlier in the year, and the races thrown
open to all comers, such action would have drawn together a
large fleet of yachts, hailing from the Metropolis, Boston, the
greater prosperity of the

fortunate enough to have

town

East and intermediate pomts,

much

to the benefit of the town.

customary in England to offer public cups upon liberal
and the experience gained at Cowes, Ramsgate,
Torquay and many other yachting centres, has been so favor-

It is

conditions,

able that the annual recurrence of these events is looked forward to with quite as much interest among racing yachtsmen
as the regular regattas, for this the entries for

stand witness.
Newburg, the

town cups

Our own gatherings of small open yachts
New York Bay Regatta and New Rochelle,

at

as

many similar events in Boston harbor, where the
Nahasset, Dorchester and Beverly clubs have been doing so
well as the

The inaugural meeting

takes place next October, 8th to

new West Side track. Col. J. W. Conley, who
has canvassed the eastern turfmen, says the project is everywhere greeted with enthusiasm, and that all the leading

11th, at the

He

has

a definite arrangement with Rarus, Hopeful and Great
Eastern to engage in a race together on the third day of the
meeting, Rarus to go to wagon, Hopeful in harness and Great
Eastern under saddle. In point of novelty this race will " lay
over" anything of the kind ever seen, and that it will draw

made

THE recent
tion,

;

stables in the country will certainly be represented.

CUPS.

as the fleet of the club

DUSSELDORF.

We

has been

its manipuless troublesome than its American contempoThis has proved to be a fallacy. As such it has been
abandoned, and both rifles are now cleaned alike. When this
is done, the argument as to the inconvenience of cleaning is
at once shifted, all the fancied advantages of the muzzleloader are gone, and it becomes a clumsy, obsolete weapon.
The scores made by Mr. Humphrey with a ltemington,
during the Wimbledon meeting, show that with all the care

:

for.

It

stiff,

was

lation

by the

Tuesday Aug. 2T.—Trotting Paterson, N. J.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Flalnvtlle, Conn.; Sycamore, III.; Macomb. III.
Wednesday, Aug. 58—Metropolitan Association of Amateur Oarsmen
Annual Regatta. Trotting as above, and at Wolcottvllle, Conn., and
Waterloo, N. Y.
_

many

;

so superior as to afford every indication that next year will
see them again at Creedmoor in a third contest for the Cen-

Western Manager

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.

WE

and, what is of
by looking through

clean before he loads.

cleaning that wasrequired, and that in consequence

old things.

H. TTJRRILL, Chicago,

Business Manager.

Lincoln,

it is

rary.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brier
notes of their movements and transactions.

CHARLES

done

greased wad, which is forced down
upon the powder in loading tho muzzle-loader, was all the

claimed that the

will

is

by an American with his breech-loader.
While slight advantages may arise from the form of bullets
mode of rifling, as to which manufacturers differ, the true
difference existing between a muzzle
nd breech-loading
match rifle after all is mainly that the barrel of the latter can
be cleaned more easily after each discharge

To Correspondents.

munications

We speak in the present

or

Fokkst and Stbeam for one year.

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

therefore be justly considered that all the difference existing

Remove

repetition of generally poorly attended club regattas.

an immense crowd none will doubt. The pacers have also
been provided with a purse. On the last day there will be a
free-for-all race which, as Rarus and Hopeful are barred in
as Great
it, should bring together a fine field of such flyers
Eastern, Proteine, Midnight, etc.

The programme

in full

is

as follows

Day—2:40 class, $1,000; 3:20 class, $1,500.
Second Day— 2:28 class, $1,000; 2:33 class, $1,500.
Third Day— Special purse of $3,000; Rarus to wagon,
First

Hopeful in harness, Great Eastern to saddle.
Fourth Day— 2:26 class, $1,500 free-for-all pacing race
for $750, and free-for-all trotting race (Rarus and Hopeful
;

barred) for a $1,500 purse.
shall watch this club of

We

fraternal regard,

and promote

journalistic

its interest

turfmen with a

so far as lies in our

power.

FLAP-JACKS.

T

'HIS

is

what the old plainsman

told ub.

We had invited

and eggs, a beefsteak, some Spanish mackerel and delicatelymade French rolls for if there is anything our cook prides
The bacon and eggs were
herself about it is her French rolls.
appreciated, as were the fish and steak, and the rolls seemed
;

to suit exactly the plainsman's taste.
"Not as good a- breakfast as on the praine?"

" I don't know.
one,

writes sometimes for Forest

you

receipts

how

we

inquired.

a combined meal, and a mighty square
you," said the plainsman. " I see a lady

It's

now mind I tell
to

and Stream on eating, and gives

cook things.

That

coffee with a stick

we

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
lot of us fellows, on the Platte a mouth ago, and
Guess the coffee-pot was kept a b'iling all
There came along a lot of officers from the fort on
a hunting trip, and mighty tuckered out they were. Their
small stores had gl'n out, We just made coffee with a stick
for those fellows, and they must have kept drinking it all

tried,

it

a whole

was

just bully.

the time.

You mean

Miss Juliet Corson's receipts,

we

suppose?" we

inquired.

" Yes,

By

name.

that's the lady's

thunder

!

the boys just

drank her health."

"In

coffee?"

"Yes,
sceerce,

nothing

for there wasn't

liquor on the plains,

mighty

when you go

When I

sccerce.

else.

See here, mister,

regularly in for a hunt,

go trapping, and

is

up

fills

Hum is
with stores, it's about the last thing 1 thinks of.
good for Injuns, and not for white men. This here roll is as
white as snow, and first rate in every way but give me a
good flap-jack. That's the best thing on airth. Does that
;

know how

lady, Miss Corson,

"Well, the lady
culinary lore, and

make

to

in question

is

flap-jacks ?"

a perfect encyclopaedia of

we have no doubt

but that she does. But

we

know. So pray enlighten us, and the readers of the
Forest and Stream shall have the benefit of it,"
" I ain't going into print, am I ? Well, I don't kcer. Fust
don't

It was on the Medicine, three years
I must tell a little story.
ago, and there was a swell camp there a lot of New York
and Boston fellers nigger cook and all that kind of thing. I
struck their trail one morning and followed 'em up seed a
paper collar fust, and after that a tin Ash-box— there, jest like
"Ij'ined
that " and our plainsman indicated the sardines.
'em just after supper.
They acted kind of hearty like, but
They made exthe camp was cleaned out of cooked food.
cuses for having no supper. I was downright sharp set, so I
asked for some flour. They had a bag of that. Then I got
some 'east powder, just as much as would cover a dollar piece;
then the darkey handed me a frying-pan, and 1 mixed that
flour with the 'east powder into a batter until the frying-pan
was half full I greased the edges of the pan I scattered a

—

—

;

—

;

little salt

in

it

;

;

then I sot

it

shake the flap-jack, so as

it

The

over the Are.

When

crowded around me.

it

was

half

baked

fellows
I

all

began to

down and not

shouldn't settle

stick. Now, rnister, comes a trick that no one but a man bred
on the plains kin do. That's the tossing of the cake. I dou't
want to brag much, but there ain't a man that lives 'twist the
Rocky Mountains and the sea that can toss flap-jacks with me.

Mebbe Carver can

me

beat

me

shooting, but he ain't no shakes to

agin the hunter's code out on the
You just take your pan,
moment,
give her a jerk and up
steady your flap-jack for a
she flies in the air, and she lites plum on the other side. That
lady kin give you the fixings what a flap- jack mought call
tossing flap-jacks.

It's

plains to turn 'em with a fork.

for,

the 'gredients, but the flipping of a flap-jack in the air she

show you. There was a kind of beam a stretching across
the shanty the party was housed in, and I just slung her over
that cross-piece and cotched that flap-jack as she lit on the
other side. They had never seen the trick before, and they
I was a
just howled with delight, and eat up my flap-jack.
can't

I acted as guide for
baking and tossing flap-jacks all night.
those fellows afterward, and a nicer lot of chaps I never met
with. Now you know all about flap-jacks, except the slinging
of 'em.
Give me flap-jacks and beaver-tail and a good big
three-pound hunk of elk, and I don't want anything better.
Any fool can make up a flap-jack, but the slinging of it is the

thing that

tells."

[FROM

A STAFF CORRESPONDENT.]

ROCKY MOUNTAIN "WANDERINGS.
events,
WHEN, in the course of human
business

ble for the

overworked

it

man

becomes

possi-

or student to ex-

change for a time the desk for the open air recreation, which
most men crave and which all need, the choice of a locality to
visit and of the routes by which this is to be reached becomes
a matter of no small importance. For many years it has been
our custom to visit each summer some portion of the transMissouri region, either the Plains or the Rocky Mountains.
the East where so much pleasure
or health may be secured in so short a time as in the stupen-

We know of no locality in

dous mountains which form the back bone of this continent,
and to all our readers we recommend at least one visit to this
enchanting region. Among these towering, snow-clad peaks
are thousands of lovely valleys, scarcely yet explored, where
game is still abundant, and where delicious trout, weighing
from one to four pounds, are to be had for the trouble of
making a cast. Here there is room for all who are in search of
rest and health, and here, year by year, gather increasing
multitudes to rejoice in the charms which nature has scattered
with so lavish a hand. Among the most delightful of these
spots are the Parks of Colorado, to be reached via Union
Pacific and Colorado Central railroads, and there the traveler,
if an invalid or accompanied by ladies, can find conveniences
in the shape of comfortable hotels, which may not come amiss
when he arrives dusty and tired from his railway journey.
Travel by rail in these latter days, however, is made so comfortable that the tourist has little to complain of, and when
the palace cars are furnished with a bath room at one end for
the use of the passengers,
cease to

we fancy that

the last grumbler will

murmur.

Some brief suggestions as to the mode of our summer's trip
may be useful to others who propose similar excursions, and
to this end we shall furnish, as the occasion offers, notes of
our progress and adventures. We may premise that in our

we have

traveled over almost

Omaha's position to-day among the

000.

cities of

the United

the railroads between New York and Omaha, and that,
a somewhat mature weighing of their various advantages,
we have decided that those to be hereinafter mentioned are
the ones by which our journeyings in the future are to be

States it owes almost wholly to the U. P. R, R., which is the
only road leading to the vast gold, silver and coal fields of the
Kocky Mountains, and to the unequalled scenery of Colorado,
Wyoming and Montana.

made.

From Omaha we pass West along the Platte Valley,
a change has taken place here within our recollection

all

after

The

night."

"

various excursions in the past

55

excursionist

whoso business

make

the \VeEt should not fail to

or pleasure calls

one

at least

him

to

over the

trip

Pennsylvania Central Railroad. Having made one, he will
be likely to repeat it. With us this road is a favorite one on
account of its beautiful scenery, the comfortable accommodations which it furnishes, and the speed and safety with which
it conducts the tourist to his destination.
It was with a great

and security that we stepped into the Pullman
sleeper recently. We felt that now, for thirty-six hours at
least, wc need give no further thought to our journey.
We
would be well taken care of and in due time landed safely in
feeling of rest

So, confiding our traps to the care of John, the

Chicago.
porter,

we devote an hour

or

two

what the
good time.

to surmises as to

next few weeks may bring forth, and then retire in
He who journeys by the Pennsylvania Central when going
West, will not, if he be wise, devote to sleep the early morning hows. Some of the finest scenery on the road is passed
before reaching Altoona, and from the rear platform of the
train our delighted eyes beheld a superb and constantly
changing panorama. From the moment of entering the Alioghenies the speed of the train slackens, and the patient engine
puffs heavily up grades of remarkable steepness. The road
winds around the sides of the wooded mountains, now and
then striking a more or less level river valley which
for a short distance only to leave

mence

its

On

climb.

fresh green foliage

it

every side the
deciduous

of

it

follows

before long and recom-

covered with the

hills

trees,

here and there inter-

away

hazy distance, and far below in the valleys the tiny streams gleam
bright and sparkle in the morning sun. Just beyond Altoona
comes the rarest bit of all the famous Horseshoe Curve. As
wc approach it we see high up on the mountain side, across
the vallejr, the track over which we are soon to pass, and so
steep is it that it seems incredible that our heavy train should
surmount it. We are, however, entering a cul de sac from
which there is no escape save around this point, and presently
spersed with darker conifers, stretch

into the

—

we

see our

own

locomotive creeping along in the direction

we are pursuing, and actually making
So the Horseshoe is passed, a spot familiar, no
doubt, to all our readers, and but for that deserving a more extended description. It must be seen to be appreciated.
The region through which we are passing is one of very
great geological interest, and has bean thoroughly and ably
worked up by the State Geological Survey. Abounding as it
does in coal and iron, we see everywhere signs of business
Furnaces are blazing and
activity and thriving industry.
smoking cars loaded with coal, ore, or manufactured iron
fill all the sidings, and a general air of prosperity pervades
each town or hamlet through which we pass. At two o'clock
we reach the City of Smoke, Pittsburgh to wit, one of the
most important railroad centres in the United States, and
opposite to that which

the turn.

;

I

now we

and comfortable houses,
but a few years ago the buffalo roamed in great herds, rarely

by the Indian. We pass many well recollected
and with the sight of each of them memoty brings
mind thoughts pleasant or 9ad. Here, years ago,

molested, save
spots,

before our

we

killed our first elk

now

leading their

Forest and Stream. Still we rush on,
many
till at last night spreads her shadowy pinions o'er the earth
and shuts out the charming landscape. Morning finds us in
Indiana, and soon we reach Illinois, and at eight o'clock find
a reader of

ourselves in Chicago.

From here West our route lies over the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad. The lines controlled by this corporation
extend over much of Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota
and Wisconsin and, besides being one of the trunk lines
between the Atlantic and the Pacific, they traverse one of the
;

richest grain

and

cattle countries of the

United States.

On

every side we see extensive fields either fresh from the reaper
and dotted with shocks of yellow wheat or green with
waving standard of tasselled corn. Great pastures are full
of fattening cattle, and in the older stubbles are many flocks
The motto
of sheep and hundreds of sleek Berkshire hogs.
of the Northwestern Road is, we believe, "Speed, Safety and
implied
in this
perform
all
that
is
it
Comfort," and well does
saying. The palace cars are all that could be desired and the
attendance

Besides

is excellent.

this, well

cooked meals are

the point from which

pass the bluffs, near which, in a slight difficulty with the
we had a horse shot under us. Where once the
now great herds of cattle extend
almost as far as the eye can reach, and settlements have been
buffalo blackened the plain,

pushed out on all the streams of the State
Almost all the
Government land on the line of the railroad has been taken
up by immigrants, but the Union Pacific Co. has still large
quantities, admirably located for farming, at very moderate
prices— from $3 to $10 per acre. All this land is either on
or very near the railroad, and includes some of the best farming country in Nebraska, so famous already for its grain, its
cattle and its fruits.
.

From various points on the U. P. R. R. the traveler can
reach the gold mines of the Black Hills, the almost unexplored Bighorn region, the Yellowstone Park country, Colorado,

with

its

wonderful mineral and agricultural wealth, and
the Pacific slope. Over the Union

the distant regions of

Pacific, too, the hunter in search of large

game

will travel.

Rapidly as the settlements have spread in the West of late
years, there are still extensive ranges of plain and mountain
country, where the antelope, deer, elk and mountain sheep
afford superb sport. We are now in search of such a region,
and our success shall be duly reported to the readers of

Forest and Stream and Eod and Gun.
Medicine Bow, Wyoming,

Yo.

The Victim of the Shark.—We
who was

regret to announce the
bitten last week by a
which appeared in our issue of August 15.
It seems that the poor boy died rather from nervous shock
than from the direct effect of the wounds. While at the hospital he constantly struck out with arms and legs, as if in the
act of swimming, and if any one appeared at the bedside he
would call frantically for help. Occasionally he had lucid intervals, during which he knew and spoke with his father and
mother. He sank rapidly on Tuesday, and died peacefully
at a late hour that night.
It may be worth while to repeat
here some of the characteristics of the shark. It does not
seem as if the visual powers of the shark were as marked as
his sense of smelling and hearing.
The power of touch is
believed, however, to exist.
For an acquaintance with hia

death of Charles Cates,

shark, a notice of

we

are indebted to the investigations of Jacob-

In the head and great pectoral fins he found an organ,
tubular in form, united in a spheroidal cavity, in which
might be traced a provision for the sense of touch. It is
pretty generally stated that a shark

gently touches

vour
first

its

prey before

mouth downwards.
what it feeds upon.
it,

.

It

it

approaches and

first

turns over to seize

may

and

<

Insthuction Badlv Wanted.—Atowe, time and time
again, in urging the necessity of scientific studies, complains
of ignorance in highly educated English circles on the
simplest topics having to do with physics. Here is just a
case in point. In the last Spectator there is a short paragraph
as to the degree of comfort with which men can live at great
heights.
Mr. Webber, writing to the London Times,
states that in Thibet he lived for months at a height more
than 15,000 feet above the level of the sea. " This travele

A

had crossed the Gurla Mandhata at a height of some 20,000
feet, measured by the 'thermometer!'" Just here the Spectator
ventures to say, " Surely a misprint or a slip of the pen for

Now,

the 'barometer.'"

knows

the average American school-boy

that elevations arc quite accurately

measured by means

of boiling water, a thermometer noting the temperature at
which the water boils. The higher up the mountain, atmos-

pheric pressure

being

diminished,

the

quantity

of

heat

requisite to put a fluid in a *tate of ebulition is lessened.

tion of the courtesies extended to us.

elevations.

Omaha, the eastern terminus
called the

flourishing

M
t

ropolia of
n,

and

is

of the U. P.

the Northwest.

R. R., has been
indeed, a
is,

It

destined in the not distant future to
cities of the Western country.
and in 1877 there were received

be one of the most important

Nine

railroads centre here,

de-

then be said to touch

on the hotel cars, thus doing away with one of
the most annoying features of modern railway travel— the
twenty minutes for dinner at the ordinary railroad eatingBy the Chicago and Northwestern Road we arc
house.
whirled along for twenty-four hours, reaching Omaha, Neb.,
on Sunday morning. Berg we had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Thos. L. Kimball, Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent of
w
the Union Pacific Railroad, over which our journey is
to bo continued, and to him we wish to express our apprecianeatly served

wo

noble red,

sense of touch

shaven stubbles the quail are even

is

we

son.

close

there

thousand Pawnees to hunt buffalo on the
Further on is where wo struck the railroad
after being pursued by a band of hostile Sioux, and still later
Republican.

broad wheatfields and fat cattle as well as for her manufacand agricultural implements. Through these

tender broods, gleaning the abundant leavings of the farmers,
and here, two months hence, superb sport will be enjoyed by

;

started with four

pressing onward, soon arc in fertile Ohio, celebrated for her
tures of iron

What
Where

see on all sides fertile farms

It

the old story of the monks of St. Bernard who tried to boil
potatoes at the Hospice. The potatoes did not cook, because
is

water at that precise elevation will not heat as high as 212
degB unless confined. Sir Humphry Davy solved the problem

by advising the good father "

to bake 'em.
Any ordinary
book of physics gives a table of elevations, based on thermoruetrical measurements of boiling water.
Barometric and
thermometric measures arc both used, however, to determine

Nevertheless, the schoolmaster

''

is

wanted abroad.

Captain Bogaudtjs.— Captain A. H. Bogardus arrived in
New York last Tuesday. Having made more than good his
title of "World's Champion," so far as rival English shots are
concerned, the Captain returns laden down with trophies,
gold and glory. His exploits have very thoroughly demon-

2,000,000 bushels of grain and 95,500 head of cattle. There
are extensive smelting works here which last year produced

strated that

$5,000,000 of bullion, and the total amount of gold and silver bullion and coin handled during 1877 was $60,000,-

holder of our good

when

trap England

it comes to an individual contest at the
must take her place after America. As the up.
name and fame among the crack pigeon.

BhooteTB abroad, Captain Bogardus receives our congratulations

upon the very

satisfactory issue of bis trip.

Upon

his

New York the claimant to that titlehas again found
way of the ' Champion Wing Shot of the World " is
His laurels must be constantly defended, eternal vigilance against "allcomers" is the price of a shooter's fame.
arrival in

that tho

hard.

W.

any number of challenges to
Bogardus to shoot at a mark, break glass balls by the hundred,
the barrel or hour, and to shoot pigeons. Indeed, the rounds
of challenges and rechallenges are quite lively.
There may
be some flame. There is certainly plenty of smoke.
Dr.

F. Carver is out with

Honobs Well Desebved. — Our much esteemed friend,
made a corresponding mem-

Frederick Mather, Esq., has been

ber of the Deutsche. Zisherie Verein.
ment, and is fully merited.

This

is

quite a compli-

John M. Taylor and Captain Shelley, in regard to a
team shooting at pigeons, to be held some time this year in
the United States, between a certain number of English and
American gentlemen. Any correspondence sent us on this
subject, from gentlemen on our side desirous of competing in
this match, must be addressed to the Fobest and Stream,
and will not be made public without permission.

GreeDsburg sportsmen have joined the ranks and are to
organize a sportsmen's club for the protection of game.

m* &foMassachusetts Worcester, Aug. 15—First contest of WorConditions,
cester Sportsmen'i's Club for a gold badge.
The following are
thirty shots each, distance 1,000 yards.
the scores
3 4 5 4 4 5 5 4 5 6 6 4-flO
4
sciarx...

5534254434
554556554345
553233245656
683353354354
4354655045651
000000235
3

6

—

Drafts and Mokes Orders. All drafts, checks and posmoney orders sent to us should be made payable to The
Forest and Stream Publishing Company." By observing this
'

'

rule our subscribers and advertisers will save themselves and

much

ALRlce

i
5
6
4

AG Mann
OB

Holden

8

Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association, Nashville, Deo. 2Sect'y., Clark Pritchett, Nashville, Tenn.
Wisconsin State Sportsmen's Association.
Massachusetts State Sportsmen's Association at call of President
Missouri State Sportsmen's Association.

Frank Niehole

,

SUCCESSFUL BREEDING OF THE MESSINA QUAIL.
:

In answer to numberless inquiries in regard to migratory
and more particularly to the question whether the birds
turned out here last year have returned to their breeding
grounds, I can safely answer that it is now settled that they
have returned, and that the birds of last year's imporlation
have hatched their broods on the same grounds where they
were bred last year, and their broods were fully two-thirds
grown before any of those turned out this year had hatched or
Had had time to hatch. There are a number of nests by birds
of this year's importation in the same vicinity, one containing
seven eggs, two of eleven each, one of seventeen, and others
where the number of eggs is uncertain, the old birds not
having been driven off their nests for inspection. The hay
makers have unwittingly destroyed three nests this year, each
having eleven eggs. One of the birds was injured by the

mowing machine the others were either killed or left the
place on account of the disturbance. The old lot of birds
have scattered more widely than last year's, some of their
nests having been seen twelve to fifteen miles from their loThe birds seem 10 be doing nearly or quite
cality of last year.
as well this year as last, but as they were received and turned
out a week later this year than last, they are a week later in
hatching, and one nest at least has been found containing but
half the average number of eggs. The broods of the old stock
weie large enough on the 25th day of July to take very good
When
care of themselves with the assistance of the old ones.
found in the meadows, though in two cases at least young
birds have been killed by the mowing machine, the same
to
full
grown
birds.
There
have
happened
has once or twice
been imported into this country this year five thousand
(5,000) birds. This, with the importations of 1877 and their
increase, gives us a breeding stock of at least six thousand
Besides the exportation of birds to this country
(6,000) birds.
from Messina, there were exported from that one port to
London fitly thousand (50,000) birds, and to Paris forty
This extraordinary demand nearly
thousand (40,000).
doubled the price at the port of shipment over that of last
year. We, however, do not regret our outlay, believing the
experiment to be fully successful, and that no club can make
a mistake by investing a moderate sum in this enterprise.
The birds will be safe in Vermont for some time to come, as
no sportsman will molest them, and we have no pot hunter
Martin G. Everts.
who can.
;

Vt., Avff. 10, 1878.

spent their money.to forward the acclimation
Lirds in our midst.

receive reports Horn other localities

We should

be pleased
where the birds have

been introduced.
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facts as

they

may be
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Nova Sootla.—The Game and

5

5

Ellsworth

HCKnowlon

6

4—«0— 130
5—6«
6—70—126
3—63

3— 53— 111
4—58
5—55—111

4—5T
5

m.

c.

m.

o.

Totals.

106
105
100

46
46
44
43
42
43

107
106
100
97
95

46
46
44
43
43
40
41
40

218
211
200
193
190

96
97
91
93
88

William Austin
Budge,
Pierce

IN

HS

CharlesHinds

96
SS
88

41

40

187
1S1

176

92
92
88
86
85
83
82
80

Aug. 4.— Regular Wednesday competitions. The scores make the second half of the fourth competition for places upon the American team. Tuesday the members shot the first half, making J. G. Brown, 205 H. T.
Rockwell, 200; W. Gerrish, 200; W. H. Jac&BOn, 200; J.
G. W. Davison, 194. The aggregate of the
S. Sumner, 199
two days is: W. H. Jackson, 410 Win. Gerrish, 406 J. 8.
Sumner, 403; J. Brown, 403 G. W. Davison, 395; U. T.

Boston— Walnut

Hill,

;

;

Inland Fishery Protection
Society, of Nova Scotia, publish in pamphlet form the game
and fish laws of the Province, together with a list of the commisaioners and wardens. Gentlemen who propose visiting

;

;

half of the second competition

The second

Rockwell, 395.

was shot yesterday:
Captain

W H JackBon.
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5
5
S
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1,000

3
5

.
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3

5

4

1,060

5

5
1,1!

0C.

3

4

5

6

C

J

5

6

6

4

6

6

6

3

50O
900

4

1,000,,

6

800

5

5

910
l i0 00

5
4

3

5

6

5

5

8

5—73
6—69
£—62—204

5—70
5—68
4-67—203
6-62
5—71
5-6S-201

ana

5
3

BOO

6

3

...

1,000;.'.".'.'.'

.4
..6

6—6T

3
3

4

5—67
6—65-199

5

3

5

4

5

5

5

4

3

2

55
5456655
38456 545544
5

4—62
5—12
6—64—198

4
....5
4

l.ooo..

4
5

....;.."<>

4254444565555
5256466556566
4535364654642
A Hebbard.
66B4664454546
544455444455
64
5558454565
H
3555434555546
5455535555454
4454664536635
6545543444435
6445556556565
5654455443342
A Howland.
5565445565556
3654455354444
4034443454545
JK
4345564666865
5454535344545

4—66
3—69

6— (2—197
4—69
3—62
5—65—196
3—64
4—67
3—64—196

l.iui

:

5
.:..:.:. ...5
4

3

Massachusetts and

4

3

6-72
5—65
5-54-191

755 against 652:
Med ford Team.

n n D dishing

132

HTyler

131

WPMo'calJ

J a unborn
KB Soother

128
123

J

121

120

of six,

won with

N W Arnold

Captain Jackson...

down the harbor, it has become pretty much to
Boston what Coney Island is to New York. Many thousands
visit the beach every da}', and Mr. H. S. Litchfield, who
controls something over 1,000 acres of land there, with a
beach some ten miles in length, is constantly adding new attractions. He concluded some weeks ago to add a rifle range
After looking over the ground careto other attractions.
fully by daylight, Mr. Davidson selected the location to the
South of Strawberry Hill as being the best suited for a rifle
range. The ground from the various firing points from 100
up to 1,000 yards is a dead level with the ocean on one side,
and the bay on the other, and will not be subject to such
The line of fire will
variations of wind as on most ranges.
be a little east of North, thus gettinc the sun fairly on the
Captain W. H. Jackson, the well
targets all the afternoon.
known rifle shot of Boston, has been engaged to lay out t he
grounds, and as Mr. Litchfield will spare no expense in the
matter I cannot see why the Long Beach Range at Nantasket should not become even more popular than Creedmoor. Long Beach Range will be much easier of access
than Walnut HilU.where flic Massachusetts Rifle Association
meet, and in hot weather it will be much more comfortable.
Mr. Litchfield will build a house at each of the firing points,
which will be so arranged that firing may bo going on at all
the ranges at the same time. The targets will be of iron and
of tho latest improved kind, while every convenience will be
added for the accommodation of marksmen. Mr. Litchfield will also have surveyed a piece of ground for glass ball
and pigeon shooting, and gentlemen fond of this sport can
visit the beach any day (except Sunday) and find every rehour's sail

quisite for

DsL.

it.

Connecticut— Stamford, Aug 14.—Fourth competition
the Champion Badge

for

j

300 yards. To'ala
4 5 3 4 4 4-34— 65
S 4 3 3 4 S t 24 68
4 2 3 4 4 4 3—21-61
3 S 4 .1 4 4 0— U-S0

200 yards.

AS SwOrdB
J HTeacklc

EDHa

4 5 4 5 4 5 4—31
4 4 4 4 4 4 5—29
6

Ibutt

HBGaytor

44

53 3—27

8

* 4 4 4 4 5
3 5 4 6 4 4
4
5 4 3 4

W Fotgn-ion

N Provost

4—29

S— 28

248 83

4—24

4

8-11—4(1

3—17-41

2 4 4

Competition for Williams badge;.844644 4—30 VV Ferguson ..^..4 85434 4—2
A S Swords
5 3 5 4 6 4 4—30 G F Hendrle.....S 4 3 4 4 6 3—36
F n Dennett
T.T Warren
4 43 3 4 3 4-25
4 3 4 4 4 5 5—29
W U Banford

W

H

5 4 4 4 3 4
3 4 4 4 4
4 3 4 5 3 1

Taylor

Nornrin Provost. 4

HM Wilson

—

4-

J

2=1

HTmcSle

4

4—27 3 H Mwartw..m...8
4—27 W L nurlbntt....4

4 S 3 4 8
I
* 8
4
3 J 3 « 3
.'1

3—24
4-54

4—

.'3

—

Ceeedmoob, Aug. 17. Soldier's match, open to teams of
posieight for file and volley firing. Distance, 200 yards
uniform, <U riguer. Special targets of wood
Over these were placed paper third-class
day of the niateb, Company G, SeventyThiee teams entered each
first Regiment, had won twice.
team was permitted to fire two " strings." Each team flred
five volleys, and in the file-firing every man was allowed five
number was 400 points.
attainable
shots; thus the highest
;

were provided.
targets.

Up

to the

scores

were as follows

i

CompanyG,

Seventy-flrst
tlornpany G, Seventy-flrst

.,,,-.

hi,

i

ompanvH

Corupanv

I,

Total.

File.
136
1S3

Volley.

"10 2

97
as

198
190

S3

77

170

I

Seventh
Seventh (seven men)

146
68
63
Company I. Seventh (saven meo)
Second match was the fourth competition for the champion
marksman's badge.
A rifle match was contested between teams of five representing the United Stales Engineers at Willet'a Point, LongThe distance covered
Island, and the Flushing Rifle Club.
was 200 yards. The Flushing Club was successful by three
Flushing Club,
points, the score standing— Engineers, 198
-

.

•

;

Good Scobes.— In the

competitive shooting for positions on

the National Rifle Team, Mr. Rathbone made at Creedmoor
in six consecutive trials the following totals: July, 203 ; 24th,
August 6, 205 7th, 209 13th, 213 14th, 213. AverThis, with his trusted Remington, a rifle which
age, 209£.
by the way, was picked out of a lot in stock at random.
;

,-

;

;

National Rifle Association Meeting— August 15.—

A

Present, Stanton, Wiugate, Gildetaleeve and Schemerhoru.
letter was read from Remington Sons about their prize of
differences have been arranged ; match will
accordingly go on. Hereafter in all military team matches,
open to regimental or battalion representation, separate companies of infantry will be permitted to send a team each. Ad
mission tickets to range good for whole fall meeting will bo
Secretary to communicate
for sale to all at 50 cents each.
with the different railroad companies about reduced rates for
Messrs. Gildersleeve, Schermercompetitors in fall matches.
horn and Wingate were appointed a committee of three with
power to arrange about presentation of prizes at fall meetiDg,
General Sherman, U. 8. A., to be asked to present prizes

The

There will probably be two
of International Military Match.
the Interteams from Canada in the above match. Weapon
"Any military
State Military Match is worded as follows:
any
State or
by
arm
official
an
as
adopted
been
has
rifle which

m

Government."

Aug 20— General Wingate communicated

the following

The letter ia
Major-Genernl Hancock.
Lland, New York Harbor, and reads as

follows

withdrew.

JohnALowell

—

shot,

letter received from
da.ed at Governor's

6—70
3-54

Medfokd—Aug. 15.—Teams

200 yards, 30 rounds each. Boston
Boston Team.

4—26
2-24

etc.

5-64
3—71
3— 60—19o

Frje.

800
sno

4 4
4 4

I

rifle

$800 gold.

S Lewis.

BOO

WGibbg

:

3 4 4—28
4 3 4—27

August 20Vi. A few
accompanied Mr. G. W. Davidson, the well
',to
Nantasket Beach, to look over the
grounds and loca'e a rifle range. Nantasket Beach is the
most delightful place around Boston, and being less than an

214

Tyler Rockwell.

•SOO
'am'.'...

1>0 00

6 4 8 6
4 4 4 4
3 8 4 4
4 3 4 3

201.

6—73
5—64
5—61—201

Salem Wilder.

1,001...

Howard

J B Telle
John i-Tady

New Range near Boston. —Boston,

days since

known

i

J F Brown.
6

3

DN

5—31

W

The
5—66
5—87

5—72—SOS

Cbadwell.

58456544654
4546456465354
B644 436444663

3

at the 200-yards range is as follows

3 5 8 5 4 4

;

5— TO
5—70
5—66—206

Davison.

S00

made

Riciiardeon....4 6 4 4 4 5 4—30
Lushing.. .4 4 4 5 4 4 5 -SO
5 4 4 4 4 4 4—29
J H Eames
4 4 4 4 4 5 4—29
ViDQlng
J

H H D

tion, off-hand

4—70
6—70
5—70—210

Gerrish.

5

4

SO0

o„n

scores

H

;

5555455545545
4566645654654
6456366565558
Wllllum
5555584555
54
56655A65555665
44556656445A5
A H Hebbard.
4864645464454
5405565556654
5653456555555
J S Sumner.
5465555565455
5344554655554
65555044455
B W Law.
5445554365555
5446444345554
5655484666455
o C Hebbard.
554
664550464
555634566456
5445444466565
CW
5645555565554
6035565365656

4
4

SH0
000

eOO
900

merous correspondents give us such

6

3

6

GKFnrtt

1,000::::.;

English Wild Kakiutb.— A Canadian gentleman is desirouToTobtaining some information in legard to any attempts
which have been made in the United States or Canada to import and raise English wild rabbits. Will some of our nuacquainted with

2
5

!

mil"

"We consider such information as Mr. Everts gives us to be
of the greatest value, and are fed to suppose that the breeding
of Messina quail is now an established fact. Great credit is
due to the public spirited gentlemen and to the sportsmen's

t<j

5

;

quail,

game

5

Gardnbb.—The following are the scores of the Gardner
Club at Hackmatack range on the 14th instant. Distance 200 yards, off-hand. Two scores of ten shots each.
Possible 240 Massachusetts, 100 Creedmoor
Rifle

who have

4

3

a

MEETINGS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS
FOR 1878.

Of foreign

6

5

3

3

Rutland,

6

6

N Washburn...
FranK Wesson.

Editor Forest and Stream

4

5

3

needless annoyance.

GAME PROTECTION.

H

The

WKGnrrler

—

tain

tal

H
H

W

tinction.

;

16.
First competition August
400 yards, seven rounds. The scores

at the 400-yards range are as follows :
5 5 6 5 5 6 4—34
RiohardBon
4 6 5 3 J 6 6—38
J BOaboru
4 6 6 6 5 6 4—33
A Ireland
5 6 4 4 4 5 4—31
P Metoalf
5 5 5 5 S 5 5—33 Kufus Sawyer.... 6 4 4 5 4 3 0—35
J WVlnning
5—32
4
4
6
5
4
6
H D Cashing...

made

rington. Esq., Halifax,

Pennsylvania. At the regular annual meeting of the
Franklin Sportsmen's Club and Game Protective Society, Aug.
13, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year
Pres., R. G. Lamberton; Vice-Pres., Alex. Vincent; Sec'y
and Treas., J. B. Hicklin Attorney, L. D. Rogers; Directors, L. W. Howe, .1. S. Macy, Dr. J. R. Boreland, William
Wenzell, W. H. Wallace. A resolution was passed requesting
the farmers of the county and others to make known to the
club any violations of the game and fish laws, with names of
witnesses, and directing the attorney of the club to prosecute
the same with vigor and without respect to persons.

—

Range, Aug.

Conditions,

series.

this

—

—

The Gentlemen of England and America. We call atmade by our correspondent Cap-

clubs

,

Beixevtjb

Scotia this fall will do well to supply themselves with
compendium, which may be obtained from A. E. HarN. S. The society is now four years
old, and is doing a good work in fostering the native game.
One especially noteworthy feature of its success is the renewed
abundance of moose, which in 1874 were at the point of ex-

Nova

tention to the arrangement

us

:

:

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

S6

R Telia
H Ireland
J H Karnes

JHWnltaey

™
}\<>
}'-*

\™

104
98

Gentlemen : I have much pleasure in informing you that
Judge Henrv Hilton, of New York city, has at my sugges-

ussotntion a trophy, costing
tion consented to present to your
the International
prize
less than $1. 000, as the first
|by yor.
Military Rifle Match, recently established
its manufacture.
Co. are now engaged
Messrs Tiffany
rifle shootThe efforts made by your association to introduce
people merit* and has. always received, the

m

not

&

ing

among our

m

—

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM,

67

support and approval, not only of myself, but of the officers
of the army in general.
I regard tho proposed match as
specially valuable in directing toward military rifle shooting
that attention which has hitherto been directed to practice
with Oreedmoor rifles, and at extremely long range, as well as
in instituting an annual competition hei.weeu ho regular army
and the National Guard of the different Stales, which cannot
hut prove beneficial to all. Having learned from General
Wingate. your vice-president, th.it this prize would aid in
making this match a success, 1 have been very glad to be able

and the reputation which they have acquired in this State as
aarksmen is mainly due to his rigid enforcement of
target practice.
As an illustration of their shooting qualities,
it is important to state that they met and badly defeated an
organization whose members were selected from Co. E, First
Regiment, N B. G., of Philadelphia, Pa. The rifle team was
considered invincible by its backers, as its members were all
crack shots. The stipulations were as follows Distance, 100
yards arms to be used, regulation breech loading muskets of
ihe State National Guard best two in three matches every

to do something in that direction by making the application
f am, gentlemen, very truly
in question to .fudge Hilton,
and respectfuUy yours,
WrSITSW) 8. Hancock,
Major General U. 8. A.
passed
to Geueral Hancock and
was
motion of thanks
Judge Hilton. The trophy will be in the form of a statuette.
General Wingate stated that he would confer with the Secretary of War in reference to having the United States Army
represented at the International Military Match.

member

I

A

—

Zetti.ek's Galleut, Aug. 15.
Associated Ex., N. Y.
Turner Cadets 200 yards, Oreedmoor reduced target
;

;

H

SprleBer

Q Mwluer
Tsuhmager
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i' ;; i"
..

39

Ed Zetmegg
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H
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KHayieic
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New Yobk

J Hosanbaum
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Zkttlbu Bift.e Club.— On Tuesday, August 27th, the
Pettier Rifle Club will hold their fourth annual prize shooting match at Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, N. J. Prizes
amount to $250. The committee are C. G. Zettler, D. MilPresident
N. D. Ward, M. Dorrler and T. Broadwav.
of the Zettler Club, M. L. Riggs, Esq
think for team
shooting, there are very few clubs that can compare with
the Zettlers, who twice have carried off the Fobest ahd
Stbkam medal.

ler,

We

Helvetia Rifle Club.— Twenty-fifth anniversary.

This

well known club will hold a grand shooting contest at the
Scheutzen Park, Union Hill, N. J,, on Septembers, 0, 10,
and 11. On Sunday the 8th there will be a promenade concert with illumination of the park, to be followed by shooting on the subsequent days. Total prizes amount to some
$4,000. The President of tho Helvetia club is C. Mattman, Esq. We look for a large attendance, and feel certain
that the programme will be followed out in all respects.
Prizes for the target of honor are rapidly coming in, and
the best, inducement is that every body is allowed to shoot
in this target.

Pbogbajumk of the Sharpshooter's Union.

—The follow-

ing list of shooting festivals of German shooting societies is
an addition to the list given a few weeks ago.
Fifth Ward
German Guard, Captain H. W. Cordts, in the Schuetzen
Park, Union Hill, N. J., August 20th. Zettler Rifle Club,
President, M. L, Riggs, in the Schuetzen Park, Union Hill,
N. J., August 27. Baltimore Schuetzen Gesellschaft, Baltimore, President, W. Raine, September 1, 2, 3.
Brooklyn
Rifle Club, Captain Latnpus, iu Koch's Schuetzen Park, cor.
3d ave. and 50th St., Brooklyn, September 2d. Staten
Island Schuetzen Corps, Captain Bachmann, in Gebhardt's
Schuetzen Park, Staten Island, Sept. 0th. N. Y. Independent Schuetzen Corps, Oapt. I. J. Diehl, in Bender's N. Y.
Schuetzen Park, cor. 63d street and 1st ave. City, Sept
11th. Jersey City Schuetzen Corps, Capt. R. Surber, in Schuetzen Park, Greenville, N. J., Sept. 10 and 17. Schuetzen
Cadetten, President, H. Raschen, Schuetzen Park, Union
Hill, N. J., Sept. 18.
N. Y- Schuetzen Gilde, Captain I.
Best, in Bender's N. Y. Schuetzen Park, cor. 63d street and
Tritouen Schuetzen, Captain A.
1st ave., City, Sept. 23d.
Ellerich, in field's Hamilton Park, cor. 69th street and 3d
S. O.

ave., city, Bept. 24th.

V.

—

Conlin's Gallery. Our old friend Mr. Conlin will open
the fall and winter season at his gallery 1222 Broadway, in
the first week in September. Matches will be shot for
marksmen's badges.

—

—
—

Jersey Sohttetzen Corps August 15. Again has
Mr. Hayes, with a 68 out of a possible 75, been made king.
The following are the best scores Target of Honor William
Hayes, 68 out of a possible 75 Henry Oehl, 66 C. G. Zettler,
65 M. Hammerschlag, 64 John Kever, 63. Most bull'seyes— P. H. Jacobi, first prize, §15 G. Jonier, second prize;
John H. Raschen, third prize. Ring Target—David Muller,
74 points out of a possible 75, which is the best score ever
made on the park, first prize $30. Man Target— J. W.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Snyder, 29 out of a possible 30. After the distribution of the
prizes at the Castle the banquet hall was opened at 8 o'clock
for the regular annual supper.
Captain Ermisch presided,
and, after the good things had been disposed of, made a speech
of welcome, and called upon Mr. Hayes, the King, for an address, upon which Mr. HayeB made a most appropriate speech.
Altogether the meeting was a grand success.

Brixton Riflb Range.—The next competition for the
All-Comers Badge, presented by the Rahway Rifle and
Sporting Club, will take place on the New Jersey State Rifle
Association's Range, at Elizabethport, New Jersey, to-morrow, Friday, the 23d inst. at 3 p. m.
The Briuton Range
is on the line of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, and
very accessible and convenient to riflemen in this city and
vicinity; all the local trains on this road stopping at the entrance to the range upon request to conductors.
This will
be the first competition on this new range since its opening
,

in July

;

;

sible

to be allowed ten shots in each contest ; highest posscore, 50; the winners to bo presented by the defeated

parly with a handsome gold badge. The Wayne Fencible
Team is comprised of tho following gentlemen Capt.
T. W. Taylor, R. T. Cornwall, L. G. McCauley, A. Roecker,
A. L. Smith, M. C. Muir, L. B. King and F. Wollerton.
Challenges from organizations emanating from the N. G., of
Pa., will no doubt be cheerfully received.
A. C. D.

Rifle

:

The

Most Rbmabkable

of

all Scores.— Woodland

Ya., Aug. 13.— Prof. Dwight, of the
Club, having been notified to complete his
scores for the American team competition, shot his third competition, Aug. 12 and 13, making the following remarkable
scores
Aug. 12.
BM
5
8—72

Range, WJieeUnp, W.

Maynard

Rifle

000
1,000

....D

800
900

B

1.000

5

5

GG45S6 5GS4664
54SG6B566BS66

5SB6066654564
Ang.
86666656
44BS
BGB5GBB5B66GB
BB5G5G686GG6G

G—7*
G-T3— 219

IS.

of the Now York Rifle Club, Messrs. Alder, John Blydenburg, Hewlett, Dunlap, O'Donnell and Holton, will leave
this week for Richmond, Virginia, to shoot a match with
a team, the Old Dominion Rifle Club. The match will be
at 200 yards, 10 shots each man.

New

:

;

14

to Yieginia.— Six members

RrFt.Kiiira ooisii

wonder what special magic there is in the Wheeling ranges.
Prof. Dwight is the State Assayer and his bigtf score of

last.

3

5— «8
8—76

B-TB—218

Total for two days

43T

In his score to-day (Aug. 13) he made thirty-nine consecubull's-eyes, commencing with his seventh shot at 800
yards no sighting shots, of course. I believe this score beats
the world.
At the 800-yards range to-day tl}e wind on the
fifth shot changed suddenly from 10 o'clock to 1 o'clock,
carrying him outside the three line, and it required a change
of four points of wind to get back into the bull's-eye.
The
above scores were made with the Maynard Creedmoor rifle.
J. D. Stanton, Sec. Maynard Rifle Club.
tive

;

—

—

South Cabolina Charleston, Aug. 10. An impromptu
match was held between twelve active members from each of
the following companies
Sumter Guards,
Carolina R. B.
and Charleston Light Dragoons, at the Parade Ground
Ranges, 200 yards, open sights, any military riHe, off-hand,
five shots each.
The team entered by the dragoons had never
shot together before, and several of the men had never fired
more than a half-dozen shots over a 200-yard range before.
There was a strong breeze blowing, and the shooting was poor
on the whole. Total score of each team Carolina R. B
213 ; Sumter Guards, 209 Charleston Light Dragoons, 169.
Some very good individual scores have been made this week
in practice. Mr. Ogilvie, of the Sumter Guards, scored 5 5 5
5 5—25 on Thursday afternoon.
:

,

:

,

;

—

" Unaocountables." New York, Aug. 19, 1878. Editor
Forest and Stream : 1 was pleased to see the subjectof " Unaocountables" treated so ably by your Connecticut correspondent.
My experience, which has lately not been inconsiderable, confirms his.
few days ago a friend, who has been manufacturing bullets, handed me twenty-five, with the request that
I should test them.
Their shape was certainly perfect, but
they were patched with quite a heavy papor, in the usual
manner, great force having been used in passing them through
a sizer.
At the same time I had fifty cartridges made up
with the^new Hyde or Sharps special bullet, on which the
same paper is used, but is allowed only to turn the corner of
ihe base, leaving the conical depression quite bare.
thin
wad of draughting paper was used with both bullets. The
practice with them was at 1,000 yards, and all of the latter
struck near the centre of the target. Of the twenty-five
former bullets, I had fifteen bull's-eyes, four centres, one
inner and four misses, for none of which did 1 change elevation or windage, though they were interspersed evenly
through the score, or nearly so. The paper of the Hepburn
bullet is quite thin, light and easily torn, and some of my
most conclusive experiments have been made with it, using
my new Remington, which however I am reluctantly compelled to lay aside, from no fault of the gun and for reasons
beyond my control. I find " unaccountables " almost impossible to secure with this ball, and perhaps quite so, unless a
thick wad be used with a very small charge of powder.
I do
not believe any one has had a genuine npss of this descrip-

A

A

tion with the Hyde bullet as it is now made, whether a wad
was used or not; but with the Sharps "Old Standard,"
which is patched like the Winchester and Hepburn, but with
much thicker paper, and which appears to have been forced
with considerable exertion through a sizer, such misses are
very common from, I believe, the paper following the ball in
its flight.
This tendency to " following " is certainly dimin-

ished

if

not overcome by dispensing with any wad, thereby

permitting the charring or burning of the base of the patch
by the explosion. Pieces of the paper can be seen smoking
in the grass after each shot made under these conditions,
especially if the grass be a little damp.
I sincerely hope
others will give their experience in investigating this very interesting question, and I am sure any new ideas will be acceptable to the F.
S.
S. T. G. D.

&

THE AMERICAN TEAM OF

1878.

There was a rumor about the first of June last, when the
days for entrees to the Centennial match of 1878 were drawing to a close, that the provision requiring such entrees before a fixed date was not valid, and that certain foreign
teams would come when ready and demand a match. There
seemed to be reason in this, and on general principles that

was well to be prepared for emergencies, a scheme for a
team selection in 1878 was sent out.
It was as in previous
made open to all American born riflemen, but the fact
that 1878 was looked upon as an " off" year iu International
match work caused a general lassitude and but few entrees
came to the committee of the National Rifle Associatiou
having the matter in charge. A baker's dozen of names was
all that came in, and even then several dropped out of the
contest.
A few of the Boston men kept at the task in good
style, and on their Walnut Hill range and at Creedmoor put
in some excellent averages. From Wheeling, West Virginia,
came a brace of scores made by Prof. O. E. Dwight, which
it

may

fairly take a rifleman's breath

away and

lead

him

Ratbhone, Remington.. ..107 209 903 209 195 500 213
Jackson, sharps
102 193 2iti 214 208 goo 210
Clark-e, Sharps
V08 200 200 200 2tl 207 204
182 199 V0S 20$ 219 218 168
DwiRht, Muvnurd
iso 203 209 198 195 199 204
Sumner, Ballard
Brown, Ral.ard
183 198 211 101 203 205 13S

Remington

GerriBh,

202
193

179

Rockwell, ReiUngron.... 177

19tt

211

183
166

200
197

206
200

..

195

Aver.'ge..

213—206
2051-T

—

lg!t— i'S 1-*
197—2112 1-4
..
.

— iod

2-7

—TO

9-T

..—1941-3
..—189 0-7

Taking the best score of each man, a total of 1,690
is shown, and it is certainly not a chimerical assertion that
under the pressure of a great match, and after the careful
team coaching, and with the assistance of his scarcely less
able associates, each and every one of the members of the
team should run up a score which should keep the grand
total near that figure.
We flatly confess that if with auy
sort of a decently favorable day, it will be a mortifying surprise to us if the American team does not run well above
score below 200 is now coming to
1650 on the aggregate.
be looked upon as a mediocre one, and to make such a score
on a team is an unexcusable piece of careiessness, or a most
provoking piece of bad-luck ; if the two arc not after all
interchangeable, for much of what is known as ill luck in
poor cartridges, unequal charges, and bad bullets, may be
traced back to avoidable defects, or oversights in manipulation, and as for slip on the field, bad, " pull off," and such

A

no excuse should be accepted. The back position makes of
each man a fixture, and it is his business as a rifleman to see
to it that not »ne iota of care is abated.
The above exhibit of what has been done should silence
the croakers who talk of the decline of rifle shooting. If
its decline what is <t to be in the full glory of the
when, instead of dozens, we sIihII have thousands
competing for places on a national team.
The variety of rifle used should be another source of congratulation, as showing that in adaptibility for long-range
work, the several gun companies are either of them able to
turn out weapons fit for the most perfect and exacting
all

such be
future,

work.

The prospect undoubtedly is that the season of 1878 will
no Centennial International match, but for the encouragement of rifle practice, and to give notice, to intendA team should
ing competitors that the sport is alive here.
Even though their task be
be" picked from year to year.
but a shoot over the ranges, without any present competitor.
they may still work for a record, and it is as valuable as.
though thousands of excited spectators crowded about the
firing points.
It will do no harm, and can be in many
ways conducted to the interests of rifle practice, to have an
annual team selected; and the National Rifle Assoaiation
will be derelict and deserve to be shorn somewhat of its.
prestige and national character of it fall into lethargy and,
because American riflemen have overawed foreign marksmen, allow itself to he caught napping and suddenly awoke
So long as an
to find the " Palma " wrested from us.
annual team is chosen we keep up a certain amount of practice, and keep open a school where beginners in long-range
work may see good work actually performed.
It is
encouraging to find but one member of the team of '77 on
that of 1878, as it would confess poverty of material were
witness*

the old men forced again to the fore. In short, the selection
of the team of '78 is encouraging in what it actually is, and
in what it promises, doubly encruraging.

LONG-RANGE RIFLES.
EDITOB FOEB3T AND STREAM
In some articles, headed " Sporting Rifle," in lite numbers
of your paper, " H. W. O." criticises pretty sharply the idea
of using the long-range rifle for hunting large game, "with its
elaborate and delicate arrangement of sights."
In a previous
number I had advocated such a use of this rifle, with a proper
modification of sights and ammunition, and I beg for a small
:

space to notice these criticisms.
Strip the long-range of

its

delicate sights,

and replace them

with proper hunting sights, as before described, lay asiCe
prejudice, and you have a sporting rifle a little stronger built„
of finer material

and workmanship, much

either short or long range, of a

little

closer shooting at

longer barrel, and of about

same weight

years

Pssnsylvaku— West Chester, Aug. 12.— West Chester, in
her endeavors to emulate the example of cities of
greater dimensions and possessed of fat superior advantages,
evinces a progressive spirit worthy the esteem of that portion
of humanity unfortunately living beyond the pale of her benign influences. I reler to her sporting proclivities rather
than to her industrial progressiveuess, although, for a town
Similarly situated, a comparison would in no manner be
to her disparagement.
About a year ago a rifle team, composed of members of Co. 1, Wayne Fencibles, Eleventh Regimsnt, N. G. of Pa., was organized, T. W- Taylor captain,

the 13th and 14th inst. does not surprise his friends who feel
confident that there is even better in reserve.
One thing is certain, that if after studying these scores any
foreign teaai seems disposed to attempt a steal upon us they
will.display no small share of self-confidence.
In a quiet,
easy way, without any newspaper gush, eight men have
gotten together and show a disunited skill which promises
big things when the men soiidify add the team syasystem to their present individual ability to run up big
scores.
It is the merit of the American team system that
a good shot iu his own right and under all conditions loses
nothing by falling into line with his fellows, and if the team
be properly managed he can be of immense service in giving
confidence to the other men on the squad.
Coming down to the facts and figures of Ihe elective tests,
they read for the leading eight men, so far as we have received them, as follows

to

as the ordinary sporting rifle. It must be admitted
these are not serious objections. The only tangible objection
" H. W. O." urges against the long-range for this use is that
its sharp twist, necessary for long-range, increases the friction,
and, as a consequence,reduces the initial velocity and heightens
the trajectory lor the shorter ranges. With all due respect
for his great experience in the matter, I cannot but think he
has very erroneous views on this point.
Take the Express rifle, the result of years of experience and
study of the best rifle makers of Great Britain, aud designed
specially to get the very flattest trajectory possible within 200
yards what twist is used ? The rifle editor of Forest and
Stream, who is supposed to be posted, says, in answer to inquiry, "fromli to If turns in 30 inches," or 1 turn in 24
inches to 1 turn inl8| inches. John Rigby, of Dublin, whose
name is authority on thissubject,in answer to inquiries, writes
me as to twist, " 400-borc, 1 turn in 30 inches; 450-bore, 1 turn
in 30 inches," and " our Express rifles are sighted for 150
With this sight bullets will strike
yards, standing sight.
:

about four inches high at 90 yards, then the rifle would coma five-inch bull's-eye at" all intermediate distances.
full sight will extend the available, range to 200 yards without
resorting to a second elevation." As to accuracy of smallbores he says: " Both barrels " (fired alternately ) "will, if
carefully shot from a rest, command an 8-inch buli's-eye at
200 yards, under reasonably favorable circumstances a* ta

mand

A

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

53

1

Our system of rifling is our own, not Henry's. Our
bullet is slightly longer than lienry's, and is slightly forced,
so that it can never shift forward out of the cartridge.
Balls
are patched." Mr. Rigby not only uses a twist of 1 in 20
weather.

riches, but also shoots a forced ball, which is also supposed to
materially increase the resistance of the barrel. Charges for
these calibres, as stated elsewhere, for -ISO-bore, 1 drachms
powder, and 300-grain balls to 275; 400-bore 3 drachms
powder and 200-grain ball, or proportion of powder to ball 1
to 2.44.
gentleman with much experience with the Ex-

A

press,

and who owns one

of

Thomas Turner's (Birmingham)

.450 cal. Express rifles, charge 4^ drachms powder and 270
grain ball, or proportion of powder to ball, 1 to 2.2, twist 1
turn in 36 inches, writes as to trajectory: "At 25 yards, 2
inches high at 50 yards 1 inch nigh ; at 75 and 100 yards,
dead level ; 125 yards, 2 inches under: 150 yards, 3 inches
under. This is using the same, sight at all distances. The
trajectories of these two rifles appear very similar, taking
into account the difference in charges, that is, within 150
yards, with same sight, they will command a 5-inch bull's-eye.
This is certainly a very flat trajectory, and indicates that a
decided difference in the twist of therifle has not made a corresponding difference in the trajectory.
Would so many of the British Express rifle-makers adopt
such a sharp twist as 1 in 20 if the trajectory was thereby
appreciably affected ? The tendency of the rifle-makers of
this country, as 1 understand, is to increased twist for their
sporting rifles. The Sharps Company have changed the twist
from 1 in 22 inches to 1 in 20 inches. The long-range increased from 1 in 20 to 1 in 18 inches. Compare the published
table of elevations for their mid-range, twist 1 in 20 inches,
calibre .40, 30 inches in length barrel, proportion of powder
to ball to 1 to 4.7, with the table of elevation of their longrange, calibre .45, twist 1 in 18 inches, length of barrel 32
inches, proportion of powder to ball 1 to 5.5, and we Ami,
making allowance for difference of length of barrel, the longrange, with increased calibre, increased twist and smaller proportion of powder to ball has at least as flat trajectory as
the mid-range up to 400yards. These tables are approximately
correct, but sufficiently so for purposes of comparison.
Now, I submit that these facts do not sustain " H. W. C."
in his theory that a Sharp twist of the rifling, practically or
appreciably affects the trajectory of the projectile. I will
now briefly add the result of some experiments of
own
bearing on this point, with a rifle .14 calibre, 34-inch barrel,
twist of rifle 1 turn in 20 inches. Powder and ball were carefully weighed, Vernier and wind-gauge sights used, and with
a good rest; exactly the same sight was taken in e*ch experiment at all intermediate distances. At the 150-yard and 75yard firing points, where the greatest vertical deviations occurred, enough shots were fired to get a correct average, and
vertical deviations were carefully measured, 100 grains of
powder were used unless otherwise specified. The first
experiment was with a 384 solid ball (the lightest to be had)
sighted for a point-blank of 100 yards (two experiments), 24
shots expended gave a rise of 2 inches at 50 yards, 2| inches
below at 125 yards, and fifths below at 150 yards. Up to 125
yards only two shots struck outside of a 4i-ineh ring, sighted
for a point-blank of 125 yards, the result of eight experiments,
expending 91 shots (52 of which were tired at the 75-yard and
150-yard firing point), showed at 75 yard-point a rise of 3-[
inches above centre of bull's-eye, and at 150-yard point a fall of
Z\ inches below centre of bull's-eye. Of 01 shots fired only
10 struck outside of a 7-inch ring, and every shot within a 10;

exit from muzzle.
Now, if the combustion of
is gradual, and tic full expansive force of the gases
not fully developed until the moment of ball leaving the
seem
muzzle, it would
reasonable that the friction within the
bore does not affect the initial velocity of ball. It would seem
reasonable, especially with large charges of powder and light
ball, that a certain amount of retardation in the bore may be
necessary (such as is caused by sharp twist in rifle, or using a
forced ball) in order to insure perfect combustion and full development of gases generated ; whereas this retardation would
necessarily increase the recoil, it need not have any injurious
effect on the initial velocity of the bail.
At any rate, 1 maintain that as high velocity is developed in properly constructed
rifles with very sharp twist as by those with twist considerably less sharp, and that, practically, flatness of the trajectory
is dependent in a scientifically proportioned rifle entirely upon
the relative proportions of powder and ball. The facts given
above in this communication substantiate these views in my
opinion.
Did space permit I would have something to say in
regard to H. W. C. 's standard for a rifle for large game, but will
close by advancing t lie opinion that it will be some time before
a rifle of his standard, with 40 grains powder, 20-inch barrel
and 6 pounds weight, will be adopted west of the Mississippi
Kiver, where at present they vary in weight from 9 to 16
pounds, with charges of 70 to 100 grains powder, with a tendency to large charges.
P.
instant, of its

powder

l

is

My 20, 1878.
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§>fime of fSshess.
Problem No. 21.

Tourney

sot,

No.

19.

Motto

:

Blue Bolls ot Scotland.

my

and

score

size of target used.

The standard size, as I mentioned in a previous number, is
48 inches, gold or bulls-eye 9 inches, and the distance for gentlemen 100 yards ladies, 75. A 24-inch target, with a 4-inch
gold, is considered about r'tgiit for 40 yards.
;

The

great trouble is that the mass of bows sold will not
throw an arrow any distance. People are buying bows of both
American and foreign make, costing from one to live dollars,
that are only fit for children, and many will become disgusted
with archery from the use of such inferior material. It would
be better for two or three to club together ami get a good article than to use this cheap and worthless stull.
I have a self-lancewood bow, now in daily use for over six
months, and it is perfect. It is one of Aldred's, of London.
It would be very valuable if archers would give, without prejudice, their experience of the different makers.
Mr. Maurice
Thompson claims that he cannot find a foreign bow that will
stand his hard shooting, but also states he has not tried one of
Aldred's. Time will tell, and I have yet to hear of one of
that make disappointing its owner.
W. H., President Oritsni Archers.

Scotia vs. Erin.—The contest between Duncan C. Ross,
the Scotch athlete, of Toronto, Canada, and Thomas Lynch,
the Irish champion, of New York, came off at Jones' Woods,
this city, last Thursday.
The contest was preceded by a onemile walk, won by D. McDonald 8m. 15s.; a half-mile race
(for amateurs who had never won a race), also won by McDonald, against three competitors, in 2m. 3(i:[s.; Mr. McCaffrey won three standing jumps, and Mr. Lynch won the prize
for the running broad jump.
After these competitions had
been decided the event of the day was announced, and Rosa
appeared on 1he sward. The first test was throwing a 56pound stone from the side. In three attempts the following
distances were scored- Ross 84ft. 9in., 34ft, 10in, '-Mit.:
Lynch, 21ft. 6in., 22ft, lOin., 24ft. Three attempts at putting the same stone from the shoulder were won by Lynch,
who made the following score: liJft. 7.Un., 20ft. 4in., 30ft.
4in., against 17ft. 10in., 19ft. Sin., 18ft. 8iin., for Ross. Ross
outdistanced Lynch in throwing the 1 6-pound hammer, as follows:

FG

Lynch, 80ft, lOlin., 98ft.,
throwing the 12-pound hammer as follows:
107ft. 10iu., 110ft.; Lynch, 101ft. 6in.,
107ft. Lynch put a 80-ponnd stone from the

80ft., 97ft. 2Jan., 96ft. Bin,;

Ross won

93ft.

Ross, 105ft.
98ft.

9in.,

at

Sin.,

shoulder the following distances

89ft. 4in., 31ft. 2in., 30ft.
lin., against 27ft. Tin., 28ft., 31ft., for Ross.
Lynch put the
16-pound stone 40ft. 7in., 43ft. 4in., 43ft. 4in., to 36ft. 10in,,
38ft. 4in., 88ft. loin., for Ross.
Lynch also won the standing

WliUe

to [ilay

and give mate

in

threemoves.

Gome No. 72 —BIT LOPEZ.
The last ;ame in the Paris tourney, by the gain of wnlca Herr ZuSerimprovised and a 3-16 inch hole was tort, scoring two, carried off the first prize;
bored into the point of the bullet f inch deep, and its weight
White.
White.
Black.
Black.
Wninwor
Zukcrtort
Znkenort
Wfoawer
reduced from 384 to 320 grains. The result of four experi1_P-JU
1— P-K4
19-K-K
19-U-B-2
ments with this bullet, expending 41 shots, was that sighting
80— 1U-K2
2-Ki-K
2—
Kt-Q B3
ao-p-Bi
B3
for a point blank of 125 yards at all intermediate distances
:;-B-Kt5
3— Kt-BS
21— P-O B3
21— B-R3
within 150 yards, every shot struck within a 5£ inch riug exM—P-QB
4— Kt Iks P
4— Castles
aa—Kt-Kta
23— R tka P
5—B-ka
23-=B-KtB
When the term " ring " is used, it "refers more to n-iM.-l
cept four.
21-R
tks Kt
34— B-KI.2
6-Q-K2
Kt-G9
0—
vertical deviations.
In many experiments strong winds were
7— Kt 1' Iks B
2S-R tks P ch
T-B Iks Kt
25—Kt^K4
blowing, aud the attention was given more to the vertical
2B-Q tka R
6— IU-KB
26— KtksR
g—P Dcs P
0— KL-Q.I
9— Castles
27-K-K
27—R-K
deviation. Had the same care been given to gauging the wind
2S-K-B3
2S-P-K R3
10—
Kt-B.l
10-IU-B4
the lateral deviations would have beeu equally as confined as
11-K-fc.
29—B-Q2
V9— K-Kt
11— Gi-K
the vertical, as the targeting was very fine in all experiments li-Kt-li5
H0-Q-B4 ch
12-f-BJ
30-P-K K3
31—Q-B4
31—Q tksP ch
13—Kt-K8
and the balls well bunched. Not being able to get a lighter lit—Q-KM
32— R-B
.4— B-B'2
32—K-Ba
patched ball, a 295 grain naked ball was then experimented 14— B-RO
Q
tks B ch
38— K tks Q
15-B-KS
15-li-R
33—
with.
On a cloudy, moist day this ball gave very uniform Hi—Kt I.K9 B
34-B-B1
IB— Q tks Kt
Resign:
IT-BtkaP
shooting, balls being closely bunched, though this rifle usually 17— PtksP
13—P-Ql
—Wfxtnitnsttr Papers.
does not give uniform shooting with naked balls. Sighted for 1S-Q-KIU
200 yards, with 106 grains powder, the result of two reliableexCURSORY JOTTINGS.
periments showed a rise at near 100 yards of 7 inches. Sighted
—Zakertort defeated Wlnawer in the He match i>y a score of two
for 125 yards, and using same- sight at 150 yards, and all iugames won and two draws. Mr. Zukertort wins flrat prize and the
termediate distances, several experiments showed the rifle
"
would command a five inch bull's-eye. In one experiment, title, World's Champion,"
—Mr. MacKenzie won two successive games of Mr. Bird, thus
sighted for 125 yards, 13 consecutive shots were fired, 3 at
125-yard point, 5 at 100-yard, 3 at 75-yard, and 1 at 60-yard curing the fourth prize.
point, and every ball of the 13 actually struck within the 5Seven shots were
incb. bull's eye (Deuison's shot-gun target).
then fired with same sight from 150-yard firing point, but targeting was not so good, only two striking within the bull's-eye
and the other five being almost equally distributed above aud
below, the average of the deviation being within the bull's-eye.
In another experiment, sighted for 125 yards, 4 shots were fired
organizing an Archery Club, the first thing is to elect
at 150-yard point, 3 at 100-yard point, and 3 at 67 -yard point
a President, Secretary and Treasurer, and, if the club is
the greatest vertical deviation was 4j inches, and, had a misThe latter should draw up
large, an Executive Committee.
take not been made of gauging the wind to R. instead of L.,
every shot would have been placed within the 5-inch bull's- a simple set of ruleB and by-laws. The bows, targets and other
The above experiments are reliable and can be duplicated club property should be in charge of the member at whose
eye.
substantially at any time. The result of these experiments house the meeting takes place, and by him delivered to the
shows this rifle, with 100-384 grain charge (powder to ball in place of the nest meeting. The scores should be kept by the
captains, who alone should draw the arrows from
3.84), will command a 7-iuch bull's-eye within 150 yards,
using the same sight; with 100-320 grain charge (1 to 3.2), it the targets, and all arrows should be marked with the owner's name in full, to prevent mistakes.
will command a 5* inch ring, and with 106-295 grain charge
Any member dropping an arrow while shooting shall have
(1 to 2.78), a 5-inch ring, with careful sighting and shooting.
This compares favorably with the results heretofore mentioned the right to pick it up and shoot it again, provided he can
reach it with the how without moving from the score.
as given by Express rifles, and convinces me that this class of
All arrows striking between two bands shall count in the
rifle, with rifles of such construction as will hold a light ball,
highest.
witli heavy charge, will give as flat trajetory as any rifle with
Each side, if possible, should have separate targets, and
proportionate charge of powder and ball. Now, Mr. Editor,
my theory about all this business is this 1 am aware that gentlemen should be handicapped one-fourth of the distance
writers on ordnance rather favor the idea that increased twist that is, if they shoot eighty yards, ladies should shoot but
tends to heighten the trajectory. Theoretically, and with sixty.
Ties should be decided by the greater number of hits.
heavy ordnance, this reasoning may be correct. Practically,
Arrows dropping, glancing or rebounding from the target
and with small bore rifles, I believe it ib /i-</4 correct. A scienwith a given bore ami do not score,
lifically designed rifle is such tha
After shooting, arrows and bows should be wiped clean and
length of barrel, the weight and quickness of powder and
weight of ball should be so proportioned that the combustion robbed well with a rag and a little oil and beeswax. If the
and°expansion of the gases is gradual and accumulative until string shows signs of wear, rewind or replace with a new one.
When the whole Each archer should have a tassel suspended from the quiver
the instant of the ball leaving the muzzle.
expansive force of the charge is utilized to send the ball on its belt, and the arrows, when drawn from the ground, should be
way, the resistance of the ball as it starts from the breech is wiped thereon.
Bows should be hung up in a baize bow-bag or allowed to
of two kinds first the weight of ball and resistance of the air,
which is constant during Its flight second, the friction of rest flat, or else they will be apt to warp. Arrows should also
ball in the bore and from the twist of rifles, which ceases at the he flat.

inch ring.

A hand drill was then

fatiaml

Unstimqs,

ARCHERY

ON

:

If the feathers are lost from the arrow, peel a side of a
goose or turkey quill, cut the same length, aud glue on then
when dry; trim to match the others- The arrow should have
one odd or cock feather to show the side that should lie next
to the bo iv.
In lost week's Forest and Stream there was a score between two clubs published, but it was impossible to judge of
the shooting, as there was no way of telling how many arrows
were Bred or what the size of the targets were..
Clubs, in sending scores, should give the distance, number
of ends (each end consists of three arrows), number of hits,

CLUBS.

broad jump, as follows: 9ft., 9ft. 10iu., 9ft. lO.'.in.; Rosa
scoring 9ft. 2in., 9ft. ain., 9ft. 6in.
lie vanquished" his opponent for a fifth lime by jumping 4ft. llin. (running high
jump) and thus he secured "the championship of the world "
and $500.

—

O'Leaby. He
now, and no one

did, or he didn't.
That's the way it 8tand3
will ever know certainly whether the 400
miles in the Boston Music Hall were made in 123 hours or
not.
The timekeeper's eccentricity was to reckon the mile3
variously at nineteen, twenty and twenty-one laps, and while
there is every reason to suppose that the pedestrian accomplished his feat, this peculiarity of the timekeeper has prevented the time from going on record.

"Bating that O'Leary" Again.

:

;

—John

Hughes, the

pedestrian, who was puffed up by Harry Hill's money and
good-natured paper notices hist spring, has started out on
another wild tramp. He was, at last accounts, dashing around
the track in Machinery Hall, Newark, bent upon making 400
miles in less time than O'Leary took to" accomplish the feat.

Amateur Swimmers.— Last Saturday the second annual
swim for gold, silver and bronze prizes, presented by the New
York Athletic Club, was contested in the Harlem River.
The entries were H. M. Martin, Nonpareil Rowing Club
:

;

George Kegler, Elizabeth Turnverein; F. J. Ernes, New
York Athletic Club James Eraser, New York Athletic Club;
T. E. Hitching, New York John Bittner, New Yoik
J.
Heath, New York G. W. Alcott, Brooklyn and Dennis
;

;

;

;

Butler, Brooklyn.

Hynes.

The

start

H

;

Of these, all appeared to* take pal
was made from Macomb's Dam at 5:30

p.

The men swam with the

tide.
Butler forged ahead at
Alcott took second plaCB and Batching was third,
and the other five in perfect line for the first 200 yards, llutler throughout the race swam hand over hand, changing from
left to right hand
the others swam squarely with face down.
At the half-mile stake the positions were Alcott first, Butler
second, Heath third, Bittner fourth and Hatching fifth, the
At the mile stake the excelrest one hundred feet behind.
lent finish was: Butjer, Winner, 19m. C.s.-, Alcott second,

m.
the

start,

;

:

19m.

138.)

Heath

third,

19m.

20s.;

Hitching fourth, 19m. 25s.

—

Cricket. A match between the Staten Island Cricket Club
and the first niue of the Staten Island Base Ball Club, at
Washington, S. I., last Saturday, resulted in a score of 77 to
40 in favor of the former.
The Australian cricketers have reason to be highly satisfied
writer in a recent English
with their success in Eugland,
magazine foretells that the Australian is to be the coming
man. Some of the English cricket clubs are beginning to
think that he is the man already. American cricketers will
shortly have an opportunity to try conclusions with the AusThey leave England about September 10, and will
tralians.
play in New York, Boston, Canada, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Detroit, St. Louis and San PranciSCb.
The return cricket match between the Manhattan Club, of
this city, and the Paterson United. Club, will be played at
Prospect Park on Friday. The Paterson United will play the
The Uermautown Club
St. George's at Hoboken next week.
will play at Staten Island during this month.

A

1

,

:

Newport Athletic Meeting.

—

The entries for the games
Newport to-day number over one hundred, and comprise
athletes, who have made excellent records.
A fine display of skill may be expected.
To-morrow the Lacrosse

at

many

tournament will be held.

Whose Carrier Pigeon is This ?— Elizabeth, N. J., Aug.
19.— Mr. Editor : While on the salt meadows, lust Friday, I
saw a man shoot a carrier pigeon. Ws3 it a bird flying in a
match ?
R. M. C.

—

;

FOREST ? AND STREAM,
">

Jack. —The

EiTixESNAKE

euphonious
title of a long-haired scout who appeared on
our streets this week clad in buckskin habiliments. Jack's forte is oratory and shooting.
After getting outside of a half dozen
"straits" he opened in this style: "I'm a
man from the mountains, I'm a hyena from
the tropics and a nephew of old Kit Carson
I've got a string of scalps that a mule cau't
pack.
General Crook and me used to sleep
in the same blankets and
smile' from the
same bottle I'm a poker player from Arizona,
and my brother rode on the first steamboat
that ever navigated the Columbia I'm a buz'

;

;

zard from the"- Rockies' and a cuss' on general principles hain't slept on a floor for fourI ken
teen years, except in a guard house
shoot a mole's eye out at'900 yards and make
a jackass-rabbit ashamed of himself for a hunWhen last seen this celebrated perdred."
sonage was trying to get a bet that he could
spit in a man's eye nine times out of ten at
twenty paces. Grant Oounty (Or.) Tinm.

jjjUiscelUmqoM.

ffiubticatians.

;

Leesburg Academy.
1
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TIMING

America for Messrs. PATEK,
PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of
whose eelehrated watches they
have a full line. Their stock of
Diamonds and other Precious
Bronzes and Pottery, Electroplate and Sterling Silverware
for Household use, fine Station-
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ery and
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largest in the world,
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public are invited to visit their

establishment without feeling
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THE LANCET.—

that its richness in
aperient salts
surpasses ttiat of all otlier
known waters."

THE

I

Don

belt

A most valuable compilation which should be in
the hands of every sportsman, everyone who wishes
to acquire the art of shooting or to"obtoln informa-
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.Ort.^iti bis
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sports and pastimes, or where they con Id be procured.—X. P. Stanton, Pres. National Rifle Associa-

4

oicrtcIiaf;rI(d)

All Interested in outdoor amusements will be
To know the conmmi
fit any man for the
better employment of Ms time, and if the knowledge
to be gained in this way Is practically employed,
better health and longer life will be the result.—
II m
F "
iptain American TeamlSTO.
Send two three cent postage stamps for sample
copy to FOkEsT A 'nIi s PR HAM PUB. CO., Ill
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Magalloway and Connecticut rivers cloth, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; cloth, $1.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re;
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VERSATILE, FASCINATING, THE NEWEST AND <iEST!
HUNTING, SHOOTING AND FISHING.
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Farrar's Moosehead Lake and the North
Maine Wilderness Illustrated — A comnrehenslve Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and

Id,

ngl

1

Farrar's, Kichnrdson ami Kangeley Lakes
Illustrated.— A complete and thorough guide to
the entire Range ley Lake Region, and the sporting

;

NEW

ustrumeui at
lliiin
any
the United
1

pri ce

oilu
Stal

Furrnr's Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley
Lake Region each 25c.
Address,
CHA8. A. J. FARJJAR,
Send for catalogue.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

80 & 82 WILLIAM STREET

J.1,000.

N. Y.

IB,

Partridge

& Pneasant

Shooting.

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
..in
nuntingaudSliootingtheAmcrieiin
tikie,
I

1

Ruffed Gronse— Pheasant: wli h tiinirious for handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the
wing. Price, $2. Liberal jl c u to Uio trade.
To he had at book stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-loadlug central lire shot,

1

gun, 12-gauge.

1

Address,

Frank Schlev,
Oct

Frederick City, Md.

11

FIELD,

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.
BY

CAP1'. BOUARDTJS.

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson. For sale at
this office. Price $2.

GREAT

triiiAi .;.. WATKits A- nonm, manufauurcis and dcaleis, 40 Eatt Fourteenth Street,
New York.

GAINS.

ceipt of price.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICELIST.

31st.

$67,925.

WILLIAMSON
& CO.,
599 BROADWAY,

Tourist,

Map

and Canaaaa,

Lottery.

PRO UTWAY.

prize of tU,00Q, one of $S,000, and one of

WATERS'

paper, 50c.
of the Rangeley Lake
Farrar's Pocket
Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin,

Sole Agent* for United States
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83.

the sporting grounds beyond

FREDERICK DE BART & CO.,
41 and 43 Warren Street, New York.
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Sportsman's Gazetteer,
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EASTERN AGENCY.
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compensation

liberal

Application for rates to clubs should only be made
to the Homo Otllce in New Orleans.
Write, clearly stating full address, for further information, or send orders lo

Vienna. " I lave prescribed these Waters with remarkable success."
PROFESSOR SO ANZONI, Wurzburg. " I prescribe
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Berlin. " Invariably good
most valuable."

London.
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Louisiana

Ferns in their Homes and Ours,
1 vol.,
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uide 10 the Study of Insects,
1 vol.,
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NEW YORK,
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S vo., cloth, $3 00

vol.,

Birds of North America,
Balrd, Ridgeway &, Brewer,

By

Packard's

The Sportsman's Library

U 00

C oues,

Elliott

cloth,

Birds,

FULTON

t&" Diseountto dealers

Land and Same Birds of 'New England,

The Bame, colored

chase.

The Great European Novelty

8 vo., cloth, $2 50

Clubs

FOKEST & STREAM PUBLISHING
Ill

vol.,

Every

Birds of the Northwest,

The different committees do everything in their
power to satisfy ail friends of this noble sport
Which will visit tiiis festival. Prizes to the amoont
about $5,000 are

8 vo„ cloth, $T 00

Field Ornithology,
1

TASTIJII-.S.

1-isued in pocket form.
Cloth, price 50c.
member ot every club should Have a copy.
supplied at trade discount. For sale by

America,

1 vol.,
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§oad§.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

-ESTABLISHED 1820.-

(3LERK &

Successors to

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS forlthe Manufacture and

Sale of

SETH GREEN'S

SPECIAL NOTICE
Patent

TO

Needle-Pointed

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks swelled to order, $1 per doz.

GENTLEMEN,
NEW YORK
We have just
of East

received a direct importation

JiKlia novelties,

to

which we desire

48 Malta

to call attention
1st.

25 pieces pure Corah Silk, a delicate

fa-

creamy shade, which we

sell

btic, of soft,

hy the

35

Lane,

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

HARLES

piece.

EITZMANN,

L.

EXPORTER OF
2d. 25 pieces real Seersucker, which was
made in narrow stripes expressly for us.
shall make suits to order, and keep
in stock Sack Coats ready made during
the month of August.

We

—

Chogas.
A. few of these fine embroidered
Camel's-Hair Smoking Jackets for gentlemen, such as we offered two seasons

3d.

new Composition

Balls

always on hand.

Bogardus' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

H

and

T

REELS

AND FISHING TACKLE.

RIFLES, PISTOLS

made

coolest

into

and most

These

Silk.

-we offer as the
attractive summer garsuits,

ments for gentlemen ever shown.
only $11 per suit.

Price

and Cobias— or Bast
These were
Sleeping Dresses.
made to order in Canton, and are very
handsome and desirable, at same time
inexpensive. Last season we sold the
This month we offer them
suits at $15.

5th. 50 sets of Pij amahs

India

at $9.

7th.

A

few dozen East Indian Silk Sashes,

to

be worn with

Suits.

Children's

These are very

but very cheap.

The" NEW RECOIL PAD," price $2. Pronounced
trivance

made

SALMON

21, 1878, the best confor the purpose. .Every sportsman

LINES, waterproof and tapeied,
Silk,

LOOK AT THIS !— A ceutral-flre, English Double
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28.
SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in any quantity.
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns

The

"NEW FLOAT

oiled, Braided
Silk, Etc.

SPOON." One

success! ul spoons in use.

of the

most

Try one.

Patent Adjustable Fioa'e and Sinkers.

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS,
and everything required by

Sportsmen's Bowie and Bunt-

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket,
Cutlerv, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,
Etc., Etc.

.r

BROADWAY,
Twenty

Also

third Street,

NEW

EVERYTHING

Marine

pertaining to the Sporting

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

YORK.

§ans, gtc,

^portfmett's §aod§.

(§oods.

60 cents per bottle,
fishermen and anglers.

OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field aud
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc , etc.

a specialty.

CUTLERY.— Fine

Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

Walking Cane RodB.

CHARLES GREEN,

Card's Patent Rotating Class Osgood's Portable Folding
Ball Trap.
Canvas Boat.

Summer
quality,

in

fine

the latest Improvements.

by the "Forest Stream," Feb.

^fiartsmens

6 th. 30 pieces genuine old fashioned Nan
This we sell by the piece or make
kten.
to order into suits for gentlemen or children.

all

MINNOWS,

ARTIFICIAL
Insect, and Spoon Bait
of every description.
Wonld call special alter tion to my large variety
of flneTROTJT. HAt?S and
FLIES.

hair, $1.

Pure Pongee

pieces

silks,

in

best makers, and with

$8.

Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair.

Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with

ago.
4th., 25

BAMBOO RODS, three-joint, with
US.
Girman silver, rubber and brass, of the

Six Strip SPLIT
extra tip, In case,

Fine Breech-Loading Cuns,
Paine's Feather-tilled, Bogardus' Kougli,

Price $2.
fishing, duck huntwciulii
v-.th Luti-.m

Weight, with paddle for trout
exploring, i-t'-.,
hoard, oars, pad. lit-,

'!'

ing,

W. Simmons & Son,
OAK HALL, BOSTON.

G.

:!>>.;

everything complete,

etc.,

-H

1

Manufactuifd hi uMJOOO A- UUAPIN, Battle
Creek, Mich. Send for illustrated circular,
IPs.

aug

1

U
Maker

of flue breech-loading shot-guns. Muzzle
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and
boring guns to shoot close and strong done In the
heat manner. I also keep a good stock of lcN<iH«U
BUEEUII-I.OaUKRm. Prices from $30 up;
bored to shoot close and strong as parties may desire. Send fo- price list. No. 3 West Main street.
Rocheste r, N. Y.
iefitf

<§tc.

H§ttns,

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

;

BRAWTWCa

& PHLCES
HJIML.

BOSTON

SHOOTING

SDIT.

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every possibl •;
direction. No screen is needed, as no one, not evnn
puller, can tell the direction the bull will take. Made
PARTS
stationary if deri, en. ah wntnl.
NICELY PITTED. Send for Circular.

WM,

WORKING

Each garment and
button bears our
address.

every

N, Gen.

,1 tent,
Cazenovia, N. Y.

name and

Breech-Loading Shot-Guna
And

O'NEIL'S

Standard Penetration Tester.

Elm

St.,

The only

DouWe-Qrip

IN

Squal in

tlnlEh,

symmetry
:'.

rules for
and particu-

pi outline
t'i

W. SIMMONS & SON,

|u

."

in.

I

_

aned, the ouiy Ke
i -ilj hot occur.

MEDAL FOR

L

.'_-

and materials

KilJ

.,

.

-

address

Boston, Mass.

I.

16 bore,

r.o

Abounding Loci

I8l

.

<3.

Top Lever Actios

THE WORLD,

from 6

circulars,

measurement
lars,

EHGEAKD,'
iH$3iiltiijfi.

gVJSRY ONE THEIR

OWN

PADSTER.

60 Per

positlvo

Self-Closing

13.
Sizes,

For

Boston, corner Dock Square

BNEIBEE

They are the Best.
S3

IT

Gnns bored to shoot close and hard, warranto*.
EVERY TIME. Gun Btocks— beiit, crooked- oi

No. 61

throughout the country.

SUIT,

BlJiURitiHAM,

jPjH

Dealer In

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
straight— warranted to stay. Constantly on hand,
Hnnting Suits, and shoes for land or water ufle.
Spratt's imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, new
Improved Ballard Rifles, for long or short range.

The reputation of these
goods is now established

PRICE PER

SCHAEFEB,

R.

Manufacturer only of flrat-cliM

Cent. Sirred.
We are manufacturing a very Ine Pure Haadr#lx*& Paint, mixed In such a mann*; that any ordigood a Job
»ary stable or farm hand can make

M

painting as a painter can with paint mixed In the old
way. This Is because our paint does not Bet quick,
and thus show marks of the brush. Wo sell It lower
Shan materials can be bought in the ordinary war,
and pay freight on certain sized orders.
Any one wishing to Paint, will have mailed free,
upon application, our book— "How Every One can
Paint and Select Harmonious Colore." Address
INGEHSOLL PAINT. WORKS, South and Dover
.ir^r-tn.

Mr.,v York-.

i
:

TOH CLOSE SIKH

3d

i'Ux

Pat. Nov. 20, 1877.
of Philadelphia, In his recent
trial of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see Fosest and
are now prepared to fill
Stkeam, July 11, 1878).
at
the following prices :
all orders promptly
$10 00
Standard penetration tester
1 00
box
per
(100)
Test cards,
1 <0
Target sheets per doz
100
rest
Tripod gun
depot
office
or
railroad
free
express
at
Delivered
receipt
or
drayage,
on
of
package
for
of charge
price. Liberal discount to the trade. Also Importshot-guns,
breech-loading
fine
dealers
In
ers and
Illustrated
catalogue
Send
for
etc.,
etc.
pistols,
rifles,
CO., 41 Fifth
O'NEIL
and price list J.
Av«nn*, Pittsburgh, Fa,

Used by Sparks,

We

PALMER

&

Clark

&

214 W. Pratt
Bend
K.

A.

i-ireGnnschaugedtoileairal S%e.

Xuzzle-Loading Owns Altered

THOMAS,

to

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore.

for illustrated Catalogue.

Dealer in Singing Birds, Cages and Glass Shades,
No. 88 OXFORD ST., LYNN, MASS.
aug22 3mos

EDWARD

JK.,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
1S6J4 Booth C'ark Street, Chlri.r,

C.

Oi.

B.

M. TUFTS.

Breaeh-U-alirv

B.

CONWAY,

[|

ZETTMrai

GUNSMITHS AND KIELK GALLERY,
vOI Bowery, New York.

No. 55
Pet

CARMINE

ST., N. Y.

peer HeadB,
Order work specialty.

animals,

Mounted.

etc.,

Stuffed

and

augM omo

FOREST" AND STREAM.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEK,
SYRACUSE,

Make" —

Y.,

SPORTING

N E

I

N.

"Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and " For the Best Gun of American
fou-tteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester Repeating
i

Company

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & H0TCHK1SS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS
In

all

varieties for

MILITARY and SPORTING USES,

ami every variety of

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

address

List,

WTNCHESTEB EBPEATING AEMS COMPANY,
New Haven, Connecticut, or
Sharps Rifles Against the World.
Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N. R. A., Creedmoor
1878:

WAY 23— LEECH

CUP, for the Championship
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with

SHARPS
LONG-RANGE
RUFLE, MODEL
MAY 24—
J.ong-Uange March
Regiment

of

:

.

OLD RELIABLE.
TRADEMARK.

Send

Warerooms, 77 Broadway, New York.

for Circular

1

§he

Sportsmen in want of first-cla«s cocker spaniels
write at once to ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del.
Co., N. Y.
Stock and delivery iruarauteed. Price,
$15 each for dog or hitch or spayed bitch pups.

m»y2

To be given under the auspices

of the

Minnesota Kennel Club,
AT

Breeding Kennel
M. P. McKOON, Franklin,

getmel.

Paul Bench Show

St.

lyr

COCKER SPANIEL

&£

York.

fennel

§ghe

COCKERS! COCKERS!

1878.

-.harps Military
team, Using ) f% -» /Tk
; Fnrly-ciglith
Sharps (Model 1878) Miliary Ritie record, SCO, 900 ana 1 000 yards
<
%J
Best record of any other Rifle
170
In five-sixths of the matches In which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be ased, and were used, at the
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A., May 23, 2-4 and 26, at Creedmoor, they won First Prizes.

New

3145 Broadway,

STATE FAIR GROUNDS
ST. PAUL,

SEPTEMBER

Del. Co., N. Y.

Ikeep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only
yonng stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every enst'omer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot he beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.
110 tf

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

MINN.

3, 4, 5, 6, 1878.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG.

19.

OHAS. LINCOLN,

Choice Red

Irish Setter

Supt.

Pups

for Sale.

Sharps Rifle

Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.,

TJ. S.

A.

T^venty-one Gold,
awarded, li
Club, and of
Club,

Silver and

Bronze Medals
English Kennel
Westminster Kennel
IqI

New

York.

PEAB0DY-1ARTINI
BREECH-LOADING RIFLES.
THE STANDARD ARM OF C REAT BRITAIN.
ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

ITS

By our imported Dash, winner of first prize New
York, 1878, out of Flora (imported), winner of firs'}
prize New York, 1678.
*or particulars address
LINCOLN <fc HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. augl5 5t

setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, .620
each; for the field and show bench, of go <d pedigrees, £40 each fox terriers, bull terriers, black
and tan terriers, from £10 each, all dead game, of
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding;
better quality for the show bench, £20 each. Also a
few Yorkshire terriers, at £10 each. The prize
;

TROOPS IN THE LATE

Yorkshire terrier, "Willie," will be sold. Winners
of silver cup, QueenBbnry, first and silver cup Ulverston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent
Me srs. Bampton & Stefrllsh, Express Agentp, 60
William street, New York. Drafts to accnmp-.iiv
order, pavableon Alliance Hank, London. Satisfaction i.. guaranteed by Hie advertiser, who is a jn^p
and leportLT of English dog shows. F Si EEL,
Well Royd Farm. Stump Cross, Halifax, England,
to

IS

South William Street, N.

&KOWN

& HiLL-EH,

For

St.

sale in cases

T., Sole

Agent.

Western Agents.

Louis,

of 112 pounds.

mart 6m

fleas! Fleas!

SFO RTIWO:
Being rifled on the only system suitable for th? " Express " principle. Our long-range
range and mid-range
cau be transform
titles by simply changing tfte sights and the --- of
the proper Blze of
" Express " bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

rifles

s»en5i< Lfor price

,ist t°

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I.

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring
Worms! Worms! DOGS
their dogs brokeu
year by me

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dors.

Thl3 Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
;n patent hoses with silduitt r cper bos top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efflcacion?.

Price 50 cents Uy mail, Postpaid

IDittmeur Powder,

ARECA NUT FOR WORM8
A

SEJtoAlBl

IN

DOGS

eEMEDY

his matches, both indoora
performances of

In

all

THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY

and

in the field.

DR.
At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July

BOCARDUS
CARVER

i, 5

and

NO SMOKE, NO

6,

He

uaea no othec.

It

was

also used In the

oct 12

BLOODED

breakin g balls at BOventy-flve yards with a shot-gnn.

HOLBERTON117

Address

EU TON STREET.
I

watch dog pup wanted large breed
TRAMPS. N. Y. Herald office
;

july4 tf

JDlE-iyLESS KECOIL.

WORKS? B1NIBUAMTON,

N.

Tf.

born, MasB.

St.,

New

English setter bitch,
FORSaLE—One grand
mid

seven

while, evenly and beautlold, iiiu.<-.K
Sire, Demutli's Dash, Pride of the
Nellie. Trap— Nellie. Price $20.
;
If not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker's

marked.

hands for my own use. For pedigree and full
description address G. H. GOODRICH, Toledo,

Tama

Co..

Iowa.

aag

\

A GENTLEMAN

In the South wants thoroughbred pointer b tch that Is yonng, well broken
and with no defecis ; prefers one in whelp to a fine
dog ; a high price cannot be paid. Letters containd eecrl p t ion
price,
1? K 'nil
etc.,
addressed to
POINTER, this office, will be forwarded.
auglS 2t
,

SALE- English Poxhouud Dog Pupa of very FO
FOR
superior blood. Address
E. HuLDEN, SherJ".

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,
CO., Office, 1 Goitlandt

PITTMAR POWDER

FOR

SALE— English setter dog, i years eld, thoroughly brokeu. Can be seen on game— wo"dcock, quail or partridge. Address, P.O. Box 2,776,
Brockton Mass
jyll tf

Border— -ora dam,

<

W.

wonderiu

have

at once. Want them
ere season opens:
Shall go South for the
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centreville
on tne Erie Railroad. First bnvers best selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton. Passaic
County, N. J.
Je27 tf

munlcate

field

full.v

...

Price SO cents per Box by mall.
Bota the al«
a r.deri bvRoDAMiGiTN
and Fobbst and Stream.

A. H.

to

will lease
fitted for the

months

fut up In boxes containing a dozeD m,
full directions for use.

CAPT.

this

York.

i

auglS 3t

TAKEN ON BOARD.—Dogs boarded and
SALE— A Chesapeake Bay ducking dog, DOGS
FORthoroughly
exercised for $4 per month. Address, for fnl
broken. L. G. WHITE, Box a75
Worcester, Mass.

particulars to

aug22 3t

Jersey.

JOHN M. GUIXFOYLE.Milburn.New
augSSM

s

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

62

gfy §enml
8HELT0N*S

for good secondFORhand breech-loader,exchange
one Mark, «mte and tan

SALE— Or will
For

setter pup.

angJ2

SALE-A liver and white
FOR
bitch puppy, now three months

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO

HENRY

address

particulars

full

KINSLEY, stougbton, Mass.

L.

2t

cocker spaniel

old, out of Lew,
Shot, winner of first at N. Y-, 1878. Price $15.
Address F. N. HALL, P. O. Box 1,393, N. Y.
aug22 it

HANOTAOWRBBS OF

by

GUNPOWDER,

SALE— Gordon setter, very bandsome, pure
black and tan, well broken on all game, four
years old, excellent wsi. r nog, p'-digree. Also Gordon gvp. two years, hroken on gu me with pup now;

FOB

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

,j

Nos. 1 (ane) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point ot
strength an d cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

:

(V.I

Oh

I

Tom

'
1

r

.

I

1

:

-•
.

ivIiit,

1

,11,.

,.,;

,..,.;,

.-,|

'

|i

:.

out of Ohloe, pure black and tan and very

Handsome.

New

For particulars

addre.-s P. O.

M ass.

Bedford,

Box

SALE— A pair ot black
FOE
superior stock, dog and

and tan beagles, of

bitch. 13

months

old

alsoastock beagle bitch, three years old, very handsome. For pedigrees and prices address CH 48. K.
WARD, T4 Sibley street, Detroit, Mich. aug22 2t

SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white
FOR
years
with a pedigree for
setter
bitch, i>

old,

,

Address E.

fifty years.

J.

ters of 1 lb. only.

365,

aug22 St

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for nse in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, and
can be removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gnn'ana it cannot get out of order.
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY
BARREL wlii
flt any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre-calihre of
rifle 82, 38. or 44 as desired
I enr-rb of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the wincheTter
Repeating *rmfcn
cartridges, No. 32 and SS. extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Obenlar and Price
Li°t

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

P. O.

Bos

NEW

715

BOBBINS, Wethersueld,

Conn.

aug22

Hazard's ''American Sporting."
(fine) to 6

NOT. 1

6«

lb.

Hazard's " Dnck Snooting."
5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Bnrns slowly and very
lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with preat
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it.
rank? any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

1 (fine) to

and

HAVEN, CONN.

tf

6jlf

Hazard's

& C. Scott's breechshot gun, rebounding
used; can be seen on apaddress al. once, " SPORT,"
aug22 it

For

[kin

little

•only;':-:

Dobb's Ferry, N. Y.

One Allen
FORgun,SALE—gauge:
one
in
(E

Address H(

SUITE

E

'

SALE— Crystal Spring Fish Farm and 1'icuic
Grounds, Oakland, lle.igen county, N. J. Buildgothic frame
ings cost over $1,200
five years old

FOR

;

villa

modem

all

;

;

tenant's house,

Address B. B.

oi'ee

88

CHAS.

F.

ORVIS,

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEAL R

JN

OWN MANUFACTURE.

OF MY

RODS, REELS, FLIES

jel3 tf

New

8ept27 ly

York.

Wanted.

WANTED—

W.iW.jGrreener's Champion Treble
Breech-Loader.

Wedge. Fast,

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb..
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six ol the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley PennelL with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun- by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
ont of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29X yards, lie
also won the second event, killings birds in succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best Bhooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the sliver onp, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning eun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. Bogardos and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only.
Trial.
1876, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
The winning gun also at the great London Gun
FAS p )'.!;!>:Oll-.Li >.\DER is the strongest
TREBLE
Great Britain and Ireland.
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
IMITATIONS.
INFRINGEMENTS
OF
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 168,328.
1878, the

gunpowder,

&

Rand Powder

No. 28

MURRAY

Co.

ST., N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
lib. canl-ters. likelier numliers specially are recom-

No

mended

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
clean. No. 1 to 5 in
each, and canisters of 1 ana 6

For water-fowl, strong and
metal kegs,
lbs.

6%

lbs.

each.

Orange
The

best

Sizes,

FG,

Packed
and

W

in

for

Rjfle

rifles

FFG

and

gjili'digital.

and

FFFG

all

WEDGE

THE PATENT

OR

BEWARE

W. W. GREENER,
H. C.

BRANDRETU'8 PILLS.
We believe these celebrated pills are pre-ordained
by their inherent merits to be the medicine ol
tne world. They impart a power by which every
organ of the body becomes hea thy. Nature has
formed the bowels so that they are capable ol drawing to them the impurity of any organ of the body,
however distant. So we have little more to do when
we are sick than to purge freely with a medicine
time has proved will not hurt. This treatment
always quickly restores the health when adopted in
time.

"vbs wurniHQ guii

One

douhle-barrel
breech-loading
shot-gun, 10-bore, we'ght about teu piuods.
Address LOCK BOX 201, Hanford, Conn. aug22 It

Laflin

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

GOLDe

FISHING TACKLE,

FINE

P.. care this office.

CITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold
nd exchanged. O. S. PEOK, 8 West Twenty-fifth
reel,

18

;

improvements

twenty-ihree
stables, etc.—in one, four horses;
acres, four acres grove, wilh from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple
orchards.

TO

pany's Agents in every prom*p.ent city, or wholeaal»

;

Sold for no fault.

10

i

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MTJSXET FOWDEB:
ALSO, SPECIAL GRATtRh i.'-OR EXPORT, OF
ANY REQUIRED liltAlM OH 1'1-iUOF, MANUFACTnitED TO ORDER.
The above can bo bad of dealers, or of tbe Com-

60 shells, load: ne

i D ELE9ANT New Style Chromo Cards, with
name, 10c. postpaid. GEO. I. REED & 00.,
aug l
Nassau, N. Y.

Rifle."

y

breech-loading dun hie
Spencer repealing rule.
83 i'aik Row, N. Y.
aug22 2t

CHEAP— One Parker Gun, 10 bore.
laminated steel barrels perfect condition, Willi
iiopiemebts and case complete.
Address Box u., Merideu, Conn.
augl5 21.

Kentucky

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
the standard Jiifle powder of tbe country.

T7VOR SALE,
JP

"

FFFG

fire

cost $225;

;

aud Vl%

'I'll., FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs ->i 25,
ViYt and 1% lb?, and cans of 5 lbs. «] 'FFG is also
packed in i and t lb. cinisters. Burns strong and
moist. The
ami t'Fi are fi v irite brands for

SALE— SlOO— W.
FOR
loading, central
locks

canisters and
and clean, for
Well adapted to shot-

(coarse). Ra 1 lb.
line grain, quick

guBl

gor Male,

proval.

A

kegs.

upland prairie snooting.

Mary's -Works, Birmingham, England.
SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Oortlandt Street, New York City.'
St.

BRANDRETH'S PILLS

cure both eostlveness and diarrhoea. Ask the man
who was dying from constipated liiwcls what cnreil
him ; he tells you Brandreth's Pills. Ask him who
had dysentery for montliB what cured him ; he says
Brandreth's Pills. They are the best medicine for
small Pox, and they prevent any marks. A case occurred recently where Branoreth's pills enred a
deep ulcer of the foot, which the doctors sat 1 conld
only be removed by amputation; yet twenly-Bve
tioxes enred It and resiuivd tiic patient's health.
Reference. W. M. Skinner, of White Plains.
Brandreth's Pills arc nut a quack medicine, but a
scientific preparations, which have boen prepared
by the present proprietor tnr over llfty years. They
are wholly compo-ed of innocent h. rbs and vegetaue ess -lues, are Incapable of hurting the most delirate, yet sure to cleanse the bowels and blood and
''xert. a curative erfect upon every form of disease.
Wnere for twenty years the patient had no movement of the bowels wunoui medicine or mechanical
:ueaus, a month's use of Brandreth's Pills cured,
restoring the bowels 10 regularity.

The

secret of recruiting the vital principle

Is dis-

covered in this medicine it. generates and increases
Provided the great organs
healthy animal warmth
;

ire not Irreparably Injured, there Is no disease
brandreth's Puis will not cure. Remember, they
I'onoentrate the vitality of the system to eject the
disease wherever located in the body.

Powder.

ESTABLISHED,

ordinary purposes.
being the finest.

BRANDRETITS FILLS

1811.
are sold by

the last

wood and metal kegs

of 25 lbs., 12>£ lbs,

and In canisters of 1 lb. and y3 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDCS,
oi-:
•M-iO
'k'horn poo, (Vies, Ssot 01 on
EV.ASTING- POWDER aii.i |f,LW TKK'AL BLASTlbs.,

EDW. K. TRITON, Jr.

,,

dealers— 26 cents a box, either sugar-

PRINOIPAL OFFICE,

CANAL STREET, NEW YORK.

291

BUlWUFACTCBERS' AGEJfTS,

'

.'

CO.

«£

all

coated or plain-and at Dr. Brandreth's

'

ing apparatus, mi itary powder
of

Importers and Dealers in

kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Fractional and

all

Platinum

Fuses.

sizes of the grain by wood
application to the above Address.

rampMets, showing
Cot, sent free

on

~cu u p o¥d e r.

B

Makes and Qu alities of

A
ACCESSSAKIBS.

reech

STORES; No.

all

19

Loading

MM

St.,

|P ire_

Ho, 220 Worth Second

El.,

STOP AND READ.
rms,

and No. 527 Commerce

All forma of Kidney diseases, Paine in the
Back, Sides and Loine, are positively oared by

GRANT'S REMEDY.
St.,
Its

marvelous in Dropsy
No matter of bow

effects are truly

Gravel and Blight's disease,

TATHAM

&
NEW

R O T H E R S
YORK.

SIANWACTUHSB8 OF

long standirg the case

had

in

from one

may

be, positive relief ie

to threo days.

hesitate or donbt, for

it

Do

is really

a

not despair,
specific

and

purely a vegetable preparation.
By its timely use thousands of cases that have
boen considered incurable by ths most eminent

never

"CHILLED-

fails.

It is

pbynieiana have been permanently cured. It is
also indorsed by the regular phvsciana and medithe country. Bold in

cal societies throughout

two dollars each, or three bottles,
which is enoagh to cure the moat aggavated case,
Bent to any address on receipt of five dollars.
Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders
to be addressed to
bottles at

SHOT

American Powder

Co.

233 STATE STREET,
boston, mass.
genbral;western agents.
E. B. Rambo, 14 State street, Chicago, HI.
M.G. Goddakd, 30-1 North Second, St. Loul Mo.
41 Walnut St., Cincinnati, O.

F. barb &Co.,

BLUE LABEL.

Itlill

LABEL.

Compressed Buck
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT.— " Exact
truly spherical form, high degree

of finish

and general excellence."

Shot.
uniformity of size,

Grn
554

MAIN

$66

s Remedy'.Maniifaetiiriiig Co.,
ST.,

-

AMnaaHHui

-

WOECE8TER, MASB.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^porlgtnen's Routes,

porigmens §antes.

XI EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LTN2
1>
IIOl'MI BUOOK ROUTE.
FOB TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
Ci'MMBKCLNti JULY

West

awha Valley, anil Including In their varieties of irame
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duct, grouse,
quail, anlpe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,
plckerul, etc., etc.

it.

Room

Clara are attaohed to the
Pullman Drawing
Ih30 a. «., 4:00, r. M. traiup. trnffl New York and to

me 7:45, a.

¥., 1:30

r.u. trains from Philadelphia.

Sunday Tbains— Leave New York and

for

Trenton

The Route

Boats of the "Brooklyn and Erie Annex" make
connection at Jersey City station to and from Brooklyn and Erie Depot. Jersey City.
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty Btreet, Nos. S29

The Only Route

Coon

Baggage checXed

street, Brooklyn.
to destination.

BALDWIN,

H. P.

8eptl3 ly

;

Qan. Pass. Agent

lotteBvillewitli

theSomh.

In equipment.

TO SPORTSMEN:

All modern

improvements

CONWAY R, HOWARD,
Geu Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Vs.

ap

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. 00. poNEY ISLAND-BRIGHTON BEACH.
afforded by thoir lines for reaching moit of the

POINTS, avoid

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing July !, 18,8.
Trains for Coney island
save depot on Flatbush
avenue, Wllllnk Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:20,
I

the diffi-

culties and dangers of reshlpment, while toe excellent cara which run over the smooth steel tracks enWithout failure
able STOCK TO BE

7:30, 8:30, 9:80, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:10, 11:40 a. a,, 13 m.,
12:40, 1, 1,-20, 1:10, a, 2:'20, 2:40. 3. S:20, 3:40, 4, 4:2u,
4-W, 6, 6:20, 5:40, «, e:J0. 0:40, T, 7:16, 7:30, 7:45, 8,
«:20, 8:10, 9, 9:30. 10, 10:30 p. M.

TRANSPORTED

or Injury.
Ttie lines of

Returning from Bench— 7,

PermsylYani

Railroad

Company

.1:40 a.m., 12 u., 12:40.

GUNNING AND FISHING
i'»N,

i

MLNNEQUA, and

other well-known centers for

Wins

Trout fishing.

and

Shooting,

11,11:20,

2, 2,20.

6:40, 6,
i),
9:30,

2:40, 3,
6:30, 6:40, 7,

10,

10:20, 11

'sundBy Trains to Island— 8:50, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20,
10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A.M., 13 ST., 1,1:20, 1:40, S, 2:20,
2:40, S, 8:20, 3:40, 4, 4:!0, 4:10, 5, f>,20, 6:40, 6, 6:20,
6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:3d, s. S:30. s:tu. 9, 0:30, 10, 10:30 P. M.
Returning from Island— 9, 9:30, 10, 10:2*, 10:40, 11,
11:30, 11:40 A. M., 12 v., 1, 1:20, 1:10, 2:20, 2:40, 3,
8:20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7,
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, B:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:80, 11
P. II.

EXCURSION
ta Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
TICKETS are Rold at the offices of the Company In
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOYA, BED-

8, 9. 10, 10:30,

l:'2o, 1:40,

3,20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, D, 5:20,
7:80, 7:85, 7:60, 8:05, 8:20, S-AU,

also reach the best localities for

FORD, DRBSB0

1,

Still

Uuutlug.
Also, to

Pier

lars

apply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,

Island, ten minutes.
single fare, 20 cenia.

Excursion

the season.
horse-car lines run directly to de-

J for

Louis,

St.

Flatbush avenue from iniion Ferry; Bergen
Fraukltn avenue, from Soir.h Seventh
street Ferry, E. D,, and Nosn and avenue, from foot

Kansas

to

W.

of Broadway.

E.

DORW1N,

Sup't.

Minneapolis
PAUL SHORT LINE.

St. Louis.
from

AMD

and Chicago

ST.

Through Pullman Palace

Burlington,

will find splendid shooting o» tho
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.

Cars

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROCTE.
Chicago &Northwestern RB.
Ballwav Lines of the West and Northwest, aud, with
numerous branches and connections, form- the
Shortest and qr.icke^t route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the
OALIWestern Territories. Its
i.
i. ,;..
...ad ffnie ior ad
: o.
f
poiuls in Northern Illinois, Iowa, D ikota, Nebraska,
Nevada,
Colorado,
California,
OreUtah,
Wyoming,
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE IB the Bhort
Wisconsin
Minnesota,
for
Northern
and
and
line for
Madison. St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dnluthand all points
Its
ST.
in the Great Northwest.
lite
for
is
only
route
Winona,
LINE
Rochesj'F,TF.R
ter, Owatnnna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
Its
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota.

C.

OMAHA AND

i-t

.:

s.

Pinnated and Raffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Oflice, Cedar Eupids.
C. J. IVES,
Gen. Passenger Agent,
E. F. Winslow,
General Manager.
tf

and

FOR FLORIDA

General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co*,
Phlia.

FISH'NC!

THR0UQH TO

LAKE SUPERIOR.

lstheorlv
line for Jancsville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton. Green Bay, Eecunaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Honghton, Hancock and the Lake SupeIts
FREW
OU'I'
AND
DUBUQUE
rior country.
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free-

to

Ashland

Bl-H
,
Or
.!'.,!
I!-!!!'
C ,.-L;
C. M. aud St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dugs, guns and
,,

I''

,

,1

Ll

.•

".

|

|,

;

" Forest and stream

"

to

route are

sportsmen on this
Menasha and Green
Creek and lake for

Bay for bass fishing P.uLLcruut
mnscalonge the many branches aud lakes of the
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with baas, pike
and pickerel, uever till laat: season nahed by sportsmen. Between silver Creek and Ashland all are
;

;

trout streams, and many others can be easily reached
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, whUe
rock fishing for speckled trout aud trolling In tha
Bay affords excellent sport.
The Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a

Bteam-yacht,

sail

and rowboais andcxcellentguides.
at Ashluud la a sure preventive of

The atmosphere
fcav lever.
Steam -re

Send

foi

from Asiltnd

G ride

lo all

LakePorls.

p. M. For Port
M., 4, 4:30, 5 and
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For Northport, etc., at 10 a. M, 3:30, 4.30 and 6:80 p. v. For
Locust Volley, at 8:30 andl0:00s.. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
and (i:30 p. u. For Far Roikaway, oic, at 9:30 a. m.,
For Garden Ciiy and Hemp4, 4:30, 5, ft slid 7 p. M.
stead, 3:30 aud 10 *. if., 3:311, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 p. u., aud
12:15 night, and from Lon;i r.hmd t'l", only 9:30 a.m.,
For Ptrt Jefferson,
1:80 and 6:30 p. m.
Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 f. m,
Patclrogce, etc., 9 a. m.
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 a. M. and 6:30 P. M„
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 *. m., 5:80 and C:30
p. M., and from Lone leluid Ciy only 9:30 A. M. and
5:30 r. M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
York at 261 Broadway, corner
Tloket offices In
Warren street, at Jamea Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place. 7SS and 9*2 Broadway and
Grind Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. Has Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
etc.,

at 0:3» A.

S.

J.

G. T. A.
Milwaukee, Wis.

SPENCER,

Ceittbndbn, GenH Pass. Agent.

Kenosha

Milwaukee.

to

tiiol reach Chicago lirii altemouu.
No other roads west of Chicago runs
or any other form of Hotel cars.

nr

Pullman

The uew and

eh-jrtUH

4

New Haven
Office,

Agent.

on the

MONTCLAIR & CREENWOOD
LAKE RAILWAY.

No.

TralnB leave New York, foot of Courtlandt and
Uesbrosfes streets, daily (Sundays exepted) at 8:80

and *:30 P. M.
Leave Brooklyn, via Annex boats foot of Fulton
and 4 P.M.
Pullman Parlor Car on <:S0 p, m. train.
Through coach daily between Lackensack, Patersou and Greenwood Lake.
Excursion rare from Brooklyn, New York or
A. M.

street, at 8 A. M.

sons,

"$ 1.50

office,

No. 415 Broadway

;

Boston

office,

5 State street.

For rates or information not attainable from your
ticket agents, apply to

MARVIN

HfJGHITT,

FROM

FOR

LnUc Cli-mplaln. Lake George,
all

points

North and West
re- this is 'HIE only night line of
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N. Y. C. R. H.

STATEROOMsTgl
THROUGH

and $2.

TICKtiTS

OUice on the pier,

at

all

can be had
We.-t cott Express

to

select, family hotel or club house on the most beautiful and eligible situational Greenwood Lake, N. Y.,
be dewith from twenty to ifty acres of land, aa

may

sired, and will take one-third of the purchase price
of the property in stock or shares in the enterprise.
Choice building sites, with water fronts, also forsale,
in plots to suit, on favorable terms. Circulars can
be had at office of Fohest ano Stkeam. Apply to

at

addresB

S.

CALDWELL, Greenwood

the

Lake,

mayle

tf

GREENWOOD LAKE,

HOUSE,
BRANDONCounty,
N.

PIER 4t. TX. R., foot of Canal street,
p. u., connecting at
except Sundays, at
Albany with Express Trains
Montreal, aud

SUBSCRIBER desires a capitalist or associaTHE
join lnm m the erection of a
tion of gentlemen

Orange County, N. Y.

daily,

more pet-

Gen. Pass. Agent.

tf

TAKE THE

the Adirondack-*,

MACULE,

J. P.

or

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
leap
Gen. Pass. Agent. Chicago.

Saratoga,

Parties of fifteen or

each.

line

Y. Splendid bass ashing
Orange
good boating and bathing. Telegraph office in
house. Take llontclair aud Greenwood Lake Railway.

ri-USAPHAGEN HOUSE,

GREENWOOD LAKE,

1

Orange County, N. Y., L. Y. JENNESS. An exAlso good accommodations
cellent family hotel.
Good boats and every facilty
for the sportsman.
3el3 3m
for flahlng.
HIiTJSK, GREENWOOD LAKE,
BRADITER COUNTY,
N. Y., May 15, 1878-

ORANGE

Terms—*2
n.-el-f

per day. $8 to $10 per week. Free stages
lot
id..;.,
lend. d..
lo mid ''-' ".
to the house. G. S. BRADNER, Pro"

|.

.

AR1NGTON

j»*

prietor.

8m

offices,

at ail the hotels and ticket ouiucs in New York, or
of connecting Railroad ami Steamboat Lines.
Gen'l Passenger Ajent.
S. E.

gpotltauim's §oain.

MAYO,

Line.
Old Dominionsome
the

finesf
of
The steamers of this Line reach
waterfowl ami upland siiooitug geetions in the counConnections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
Point,
Peninsula.
City
tho
Island, and points on
James' River, turn lie -h, Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc Norfolk
steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
Delaware, Monday, v\ ednesduy and Friday at 3 p. M.
Full information given at office, 19T Greenwich
°en ?9 iv
St., NewTorlr.
try.

<

SPORTSMEN",

TAKE

IT

EASY.

Common-Sense
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS.
MyHeadlngand Writing-Table
separate from chair, and is secured in position by a strong button. Is easily adjusted tonearly
all kinds
of arm-chairs, but ,
should be used on my No. 4, 5,
or 13, to Rive complete satisfaction. Table can be set at any angle desired, or
lowered to (rood posnton for writing. Make a nice
orthe ladles.
table for an invalid. OutUug-board
None of yojrr little 7x9 affaiis; hut is 16xs«.inohea.
Cannot, he got out of order.
My Chairs snd Rockers are made npon honor,
stamped and warranted. Are unsurpassed for comlort and durability. The favorite seat in the best
houses of our land. See ihatniy name Is stamped
on chair before purchasing
is

^fj/fjfe

mtd$$!Wt[fft(or ^yortmnm.

House,
Sherman
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),
CHICAGO.

Send stamp

for illustrated price-Llst.

B. A. SINCLAra,
MottvUle, N. Y.

aagl 1st

je6 tf

Eaton's Rnst Preventer.
For Guns, Cutlery
Safe to handle, WILL

steamer Continental

Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
and return, $1.50. Apply at General
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General

^rmnvooA ^nh.

Jersey tiry, $2.00

TO SrOl.TSMEN.

For
presents peculiar advantages.
Prairie Chickens, Ducks. Geese and Brant shooting,
oar Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Beer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Picket el and Bass fishing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything
in the We.-t.
ThiB

Oen'l Snp't.

leaves Pier "No. SB, East River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3. A passenger train will be in walling
on the wbarf at Now Haven and leave for Springfield and way stations ou arrival of boat.
NIGHT LINE.— The Elm City leaves New York at
11 r. m., connecting with passenger train in waiting
on Wharf at New Haven, leaving 6:16 A. M. Tickets
sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, Hew

a

NovS

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
FORWhite
Mountains, Montreal and intermediate
points.

L

.Ground, L.

AND MILWAUKEE

checked from reeidoucetn destination.

York, and

Book.

HENRY PRATT,
my» em

i

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground In the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his gnests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANK. Good

Its CHICAGO
port and all points via Freeport.
LINE la- the old Lake Shore
route, and Is the only one passing through Evauston,
Park,
vTaukegsn. Racine,
Lake Forest. Highland

New

from Chicago

camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction

except Sundays') « minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trams, and from South Wall street,
Fuion and or sal U e fei flel (dailj)30 minutes previous to departure of trains id >m T1--.M, corner Flatbush aud Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn ami Lmip: Island citi (Hunter's Point) as
follows : For Greenpo t, S;i K Harbor, etc., 8:30 A. St.,
4 p. St., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. it. For l'atchFor Babylon,
ogue, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3u and 6 v. M.
(daily

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RBTREAT, SHLNNECOCK BAY, L. L,

GREEN B^Y AND MAhQIJETIE LINE

SUNDAYS—

The Wisconsin Central Railroad
EXCURSION TICKETS

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
1ST8.—
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip
27,

THROUGH TICKET8 TO FKHNANDINA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8AN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to TO* L. JAMES,

FOR

the sportsman

In Wisconsin offers greater inducements, the catch of fish during the season being
at all times good, and the varieties Buch as to make
it flist-clsfs Bport.
Black and silver bass, mnsoa
ionge, pike, pickerel, catfish, sturgeon, rock basa
and perch, are the common varieties canght, and aa
the best Belling grounds are within a few rods of the
house, no tune is lost In going or coming.
]e20 3m

WINONA AND

Rapids & N'rth'rn

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in the Northwest (or Geese, Ducks,

JAMES CHARLTON,

TROUT

i

W. H. Etknkktt,

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,

AND ANGLLNG.-To

FISHING

and angler no place

its

home

QUICKEST,

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for
Sportsmen.

Pier 54 South Delaware Avenue,

ie206m

Peopl e's Line Steamers

Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Ei

Sleepuitr

lietwces St. Louis, Minneapolis
and St. Paul.

Z2V

EYBRYTHltfG:
SPOBTSlfEN

HARVEY

S„

NEENAH, WIS.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk

New York

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS

N.Y.

street,

CO., Halifax, N.
CO., St. John's, N. F.

Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t 65 leave Council BDffs atti:30 P. M.,
dally, except Saturdav (and on every th.rd Saturday),

;

The following

Chicago to

West
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AGENTS-WOOD &

street, S. B.;

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

Yoik, three times a

certs every afternoon and evening by Conterno's
Twenty-third Regiment Band.
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, hus been

Coney

pot:

CHICAGO&ALTOH RAILROAD.

New

Klver,

Grand con-

to

tickets. 40 cents

SUMMER RESORT,
DOTY INLAND,

ROBERTS'

between above ports, leaving

line

Nonh

10,

month. Persons vislnng Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will Ond this the cheapest
and most direct route, avoiding changes anddetenfon. Time between New 5 ork and Halifax about
sixty houis, one halt of trip through Long Island and
Vineyard Bounds, lu smooth water.
Cabin uassaKe, including stateroom and meals,
New York aud Halifax, $.15 gold New York and St.
Excursion tickets at reduced
Johns, $30, gold.
rates. For schtdule of sailingsand further particu-

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, or, the Cirifornla K.tpreea Train of
the CHICAGO &. NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.
Westbound, thev leave Ctilaitgo daily, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. M.,and arrive at Council

Time

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN- CAPE MAT.
8QUAN, and points ob the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.

Capt. Mellhinney.

ATjHAWBRA,
form a regular

i

TROIT1NU PABKS and RACE COURSES in the
CONTINUOUS

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

ATVD ST.

8,

IV.

.TOHJVS, ft. F.
THE FIltST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and

•!

Respectfully Invite attention to tho

Middle States.- These lines being

HALIFAX,

md §e$orts fat; ^ortsmeq.

Grand Fishing.

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

&

Railroad connection? at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsville, with the
North and Northwest; aud st Richmond and Char-

,

from residence

White

via

§otels

;

Sulphur Springs.

and 944 Broadway, at the principal hotels, all olllces
of the Erie Railway in New York and Brooklyn and
at No. i

of the Tourist

through the most bc-auliful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

at 0:30 a. it.

New York

ton for

PhilaLeave New York
t. M.
and 6:30 p, m. Leave Trenat 1:20, 9:50 A. u.. 6:10 p. m.

a. a.. 6:K<), 1!

delphia at 9:00

Virginia,

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Bluo Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Allenhauy
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan-

Leave Trenton for New York at 1 :M (except Monday), 6:50, 6:13, lOrUOA. M., 18:15, 5:15, 3:00, 4:55,0:30
r.

RR

Ohio

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting: and Fishing
Crounds of Virginia and

a. m., 1:30, i:80, 4:15. 8:45 1V:00

§aat^s.

^fiortfnteti'j:

The Route

6:30, s,9:3i', 16:15, UriO a. m., 1:30,4:00, 6:30, 12 r. M.,
and sis:S0 p. m. lor Trenton.
LeaVt
mi station North PennsylID
Ipl
vania Railroad, Third and Berks streets, nt H:«

(Way), T:il\ U:i0, 11:50
r. m.

&

Chesapeake

1STB

17.

STATION IN NEW ygkK— Foot of Liberty st.N.R.
Leave New York Tor Trenton :oe'i Philadelphia at
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to $3 per day for all rooms above
without baths.
baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.00 per day,

Pstcsreduccd
the parlor

iloor,

Rooms with

ALVIN HULBERT,
We challenge

any Hotel

In the

large and os elegantly furnished

thegaERMAN.

Prop'r.

World to show as
rooms as those of
jeiW

tf

and Surglea] Instruments,
NOT GUM, and will keep la
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It is
the best preparation I have found in thirty-live
yearB of active aud frequent use of guns."

The trade supplied hy sole manufacturer, GEO.
EATON, 610 Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City
Heights, N. J.
Scld by principal New York dealers, and by Win;
Reaa A Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittxedge * Co.,
Cincinnati. Ohio ; E. E. Eaton, Chicago, 111. ; Brown
& Hllder, St. Louis, Mo.
B.

CANNOT BE SENT BY.MAIL.

I

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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§$ortsmtt\x §oods.

A
&
V^

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

Cartridge

siates

^yorjsiifm's $$oods.

Q

°irii

V

COMPASS.

LOWELL, MASS.,
MANCFACrnrREB8 OF THB

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

Adapted

to all military

UNITED STATES

and sporting

BAYi.ISS'

and pistols, and In use by the ARMY AND NAVY
Rlm-flre ammunition of all Muds,
Governments.

rifles

and several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

OF THE
Special

Cartridges for Target Practice.
THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SMILB.
Brass case ana cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been left at
office.

Got

the Fokbst and

Strbah and Rod and

Sent on receipt of $1.50, bj post office
pan of the United States or Canada.
99 Water Street, New York,
London and New York Compass Co.

order, to any'

•WILLIAMS A CO.,
agents for the

Send lor Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON,

HOMER

General Agents,

300 Broadway,

FISHER, 260 Broadway,

N. Y.

N. Y.

JOHN "W. HUTCHINSON, Solb Agent,
Dealers in Guns, Pistols, Etc.,
81 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK.

THELITTLEG.ANT

BONEHILL CUN.

COMBINATION

NOT MADE OF HEMP,
TON OR GRASS.

THE GENUINE

COT-

IS

Cane and Camp

No. 611.-Top-action, treble safety
bolt,

extension

rib,

laminated barrels.
fastening.

rebounding

To

Tourists,

iffs.
ists,

ket.

Send stamp for Hlustrated Circu-

lar of

Guns, Rifles, Revolt ers and am-

_

thirty seconds to a camp stool. Warranted to sustain a weight, of 30blbs. Its weight complete is one
ponnd. Sent by mail for S3.S5.
35!
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Fishers

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Guns

NOW

New

St.,

CO.,
Broadway, Wew York.
337 IMPORTERS
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

York.

MOCCASINS.
The best thing in the market
for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,
y-shoeing, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
\ durable. Made to order
"in a variety 01 styles, and
warranted

Send

genuine

the

MARTIN

for Illustrated circular.
P. O. Box 3SS, Dover, N. H.

HTJTCHINGS,

S

(Succes-

sor to Prank Good.

PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W. Holbenon A

New

York; Jos. C. Grubb <fc
street,
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.
Fulton

Co., lit
Co., 712

4 An-

READY.

BARTON &

Solb Agents,

Dnane

GOOD'S OIL TANNED

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE,

WHOLESALE AND

Etc.,

RETAIL.

FRENCH MANU-

Brockton, Mass.

myU3 lyr

free.

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST N THE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.
I

$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal flv rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case
Stx-Btrlp hexngonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip cage, folid reel
2S 00
plate
tip
three-joint,
extra
tip
and
caae,
solid
sliver
mountings,
8ix-strlp hexagonal, black bass rod, German
ST oo
reel plate
six-strip hexagonal light fly roil, two-joint, German sliver mounting, extra tip
H. T>.
IT 00
and tip case
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mounting, three-Joint, extra tip and
H. I>.
30 00
tip case, waterproof ferrules
T 50
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full monnted, two middle joints and three tips, lOUft
Black bass rod. ash and lancewood, German sliver, full monnted, whipped butt, two middle joints
15 00
and three tips
S 00
Russia-leather fly-book, with the " Hyde " clip, large size
3 50
Eussia-le?ther fly-book, with the "Hide" clip, small size
,
6c. to 10c. per yard
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lineB, from
60
Helgramites or Dobson bait for Macs bass, each
$1 to $2.50 per dozen
A large assortment of trontand black bass flies from

LEONARD'S
LEONARD'S

All kinds of Snellen

Hooka

tied to order.

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot,
United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot,

16 Shooting
Coat.

The largest assortment

of

SHOOTING GARMENTS

CEO.

any address on

nny desired pattern.
$3 60

eaeh
each

-1

F OR

50

COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTBTTB,
AND
of

Every Description

27

&

CO.,

MAID EN LANE,

N.

FEATHER
PATENTED

The

OCTOBER

Y

^^J»*"£££j

?=

gant, from SJ to $10. Ladies' Chains, same quality,
from$3i.oJ10. F. C MILLER A CO., 126 Fulton
Street, N. Y. P. O. Box 3,7115. Please mention
JelSSro
this paper.

TELE S^O PES.
Volghtlander's superior Target and Tourists
Telesco es, the best in the world, for sale at HOBT.
MERhLLLM SONS, sole agents 1n U. S., 179 Water
treet, New York.
} yll 3m

CO.,
SOUTH STKEET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

"Hyde

bound In
and sewed.

Ollp,"

satisfaction, as
they are Bltnple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out of order, and they throw the ball in a manner
that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any
-t s. other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
agthenfl the ball for shipment
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot,
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit.
!
was the first to introduce the
CAPTAIN
BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball

—

-"

Balis

Ellcs, with double guards

MY IMPHOVED TRAP

and Trap can he ordered through

ers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
direction
(warranted), which will throw a baiMn any

all

age, postpaid.

TEMPLE F CUA.1GK

(formerly at

W.HolBerton'sSi" ui -ii inn's Hmporium). Sportsmen's
Purchasing Agent. Office, 115 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

FishcfcSimpson's

NEW

Broadway,
a

a

by ,>.;in, in diameter, and ot which the
This
Is a true illustration.
oalaiicr scale lias eeii designed especially aa
a useful and convenient pei '-ke: companion for
Bpurteoieu, for the purpose of weighing flab.
lengili

annexed cut

!

u receipt

TRADE SUPPLIED.

at

we

ever published on
Goods, Guns,
Pistols, Bise Ball, and everjraing in the Hue
Sportsmen's
Goods,
of
the

CO.. lO Ftett
dc

»r**».I.

SLOAN, Newark, N.

most complete

Fta'dug

City.

J.

—j

~~\* r *i>*. o,nnnn of

"Field Cover and Trap Shooting," by A. H. BOGARDTJS, contain-

Tackle,

list

Camping

Fish fclSimpson,
»* PO

bos

4,903.

-

IUJ6

Vienna and
aee3S

for Sportsmen.

A

very handsome artic.li>, entirely rust
proof, being male of the best hard brass,
aeavilv nickel-plated, only measures Sin. in

Otl receipt of twe three-cent stamps
will send our ueweUty-four-psge catalogue,

FOR BALLS, HAGGEM-Y BROS, ft
HEADQUARTERS
^
yoB TRAPS, HART

Stereoptitiaiis.

at

Book

Russia Leather

Gun Deal-

from the shooter

ges.
rales for alaos ball shooting, containi ng 40 pa

Stereoscopes
netro JlltaD.
T
Chromos and Frames;
and Views; Graphoscopea, .ebritles, Photographic
Albums Ph.
Convex Glass, Photograph.* Ma-

Premium

fine

No. 1 book, stiff cover, holding 1 gross files, $7 00
"
"
flexible "
8 dozen "
6 Ofl
No. a
"
"
"
"
"
S IS
6
No. 4 "
Sent C. O. D. or upon receipt of price. Sleadman's
Flea Powder ami A recti Nut. each 50 cents per puck-

,

First

Ritchie.

ROUGH

Elie^with IdOuble

See other advertisement.

terials.

These walciiea arc accurate
time-keepers; elegant, appearand and complete
satisfaction guaranteed j warranted to stand any
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents' size, only
These,
$1.5.
Ladies' and gents' key-winders, $12.
watches we wdi sent] to any part of country 0. O.
D., with privilege of examination before purchasing,
free of charge. Magnificent vest chain, very ele-

BOGARDUS

ner dozen, S3.
Salmon Flies, per dozen, $5.

tSiSb;
Awarded

and Key-winders,

Hunting Cases.

Focket Scale

These Traps are the only ones that give

Flics, tied after
tfine Trout, Bans and Salmon
In a
McBride, Thad. Norris, or other patterns,
Superior manner, constantly in Btock.^aB. ggM

Philadelphia.

GOLD WATCHES- Mem

with the

N

HEADQUARTERS

Y.

691

T

,

%t

E*N

Poaglikeepsie, N.

fishing

3

makers
A verv fine stock of the above first-class
trade.
arriving. Liberal discount to the
goods

CO.,

DUDLEY *CO.,

Craige's Full-Length Fly

Balls to the 'act
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass
TO[A SCAiE therefore we
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STAN D ARD AMD
the Spring Trade,
would respectfully caution the dealers against laving In a stock of unsaleable articles for
her Merlor balls.
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices leas than it charged for Otter
BO
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Fcatv.
breakage
made. It will break in every Instance when hit by. shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent
._.
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
30".
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrela of
Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade v
"
BOHEMIA GLASS "WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N.Y.
I

etc.

INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACIITELECTRO
LNG AND CAMPING TRIP.

28, 1877.

"St andard " Ball.

BOLE AGENTS,
HT FULTON STREET, N.

recommendations,

iesr-ly

and Glass Ball Traps.

,,-,

ins,

lm

CABIN STORES.

Bogardus' Patent Rough Glass Balls

Magic Lanterns and
H. T. ANTHONY &

Nickel-plated sample will »e scut free by mall on
two dollars. Send fur descriptive circular,

receipt of

paints, oils, etc.

Superior Archery.
W. HOLBERTON & CO.,

"SiTiW.

and welshs but four ounces.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all Blzes,
Rufsia.boltrope, manllla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,

thomaFaldred's

tS&lfr B^r Bast

'
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IRA FILLED
A. PALNE'S
CLASS BALL.

CITY.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Bubbcr Goods

Every shooter should have " Dudley's Patent PockCartridge Loader, as he is then prepared for all
emergencies, at home or in Che Held.
It extracts light sheila; ii nnrapn, loads, reenps, creases an*1 crimps old or new shells,
et

Agents for Huber's Champion

WASHINGTON

HODMAN

1

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

SPOR TSMAN'S OUTFITS.

HENNINC,

C.

BEND FOR PRICE LIST.

to

vs,'iiii.'ii
PISTOLS WAKKANTKD.

EVERY REQUISITE

in the World.

Illustrated price list will be sent to
letter ot request.

.22 cal„ nickel,
.32 oai., nickel

THME

Also Fles dressed

lOand 2-Cauge Now Ready.

jy25

,

India

page catalogue sent

8,

MoCOY & SANDERS,

article.

Base Bail-

Travelers,
Croquet Payers, Sportsmen,
Fishing Parties, -summer Vacationand all others who appreciate a
portable and convenient stool. This
novel Invention is a beautifully tluished cane, which can be changed in

Patent fore end

Cheapest gun in the mar-

FACTURES R COMPANY,
extra large and of double strength,
weight 3 lbs, sent by mail on receipt of $5.40. Include ropes, screw huoks and rubber packing case.
Substitutes for trees shewn above, $1 per set.
Descriptive circular free.

Stool.

locks,

munition.
Size No.

FI,ATEI>.

This Implement Is used either fer 10 or 12-gaoge
brass or paper shells, thus saving the cost of one implement. Pronounced by Bogardus, Tinker and
others the best Implement they ever nsed. Pnoe
$2 60.

ASHATSTTKE

Pocket Hammock.

MfREI,

RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR.
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For
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^ower and

and Stream and Hod ami Cun.

(gardener jjirds.

By

T. M.

Brewbr,

birds, their elegant

forms and

and study of these
At the same time their inter-

to a careful observation

peculiar forms of animal

life.

eating habits, with the constant evidences of a superior intelhas not admired the
ligence, inspires us with wonder.

Who

studied care, the patience and the ingenuity they display in

the creation of their nests ? Need I mention such constructions as those of the weavers, the repubicans, the builders of
pensile nests, the humming-bird, and many others ? In all
these there

is

made manifest

a necessity that incites

it

to build

a nest; the care taken to render the abode for its children
commodious, capacious, sheltered from rain and other exposures, and inaccessible or concealed from the notice of its enemies.

now, moreover, well known that there is one entire
group of birds who are not content with a simple nest in
which to deposit their eggs and rear their young, or with
making use of the same as a mere place of residence. In
this group we find luxury, refinement, and aesthetic tastes so
It is

lax combined as to induce

its

members

to construct

spec'al

which tbey, from time to time^mbellish and adorn according to their fancy, and in which they
indulge in pleasures and follies of various kinds. It is to the
family of Birds of Paradise that these winged Sybarites
belong. They are species belonging to the genera Ohlamydodcra. I'tilonorhynchus, Serieulus and Amblyornis, and inhabit
places for their retreat,

exclusively Australia and New Guinea.
At present the structures of the Chlamydodcra are the best
known. The English call them playing-places, halls, playhouses, but most commonly bowers, but which we of Italy
would regard as best indicated by such terms as arbors, gal-

which construct them are generSo extraordinary did these
structures at first appear that nobody seemed to have deemed
work of any animal, and
it possible that they could be the
they were presumed to be rude cradles made by the natives
for tbeir infant children. It was afterward ascertained that
they could not be nests, as these are made by the Ohlamydoderm after the manner of other birds, among the branches of
trees, in form and size not unlike those of the common jay.
The Oh nut'lialia is a bird not much larger than the European
missel thrush, of plain brown colors— not handsome, but with
a beautiful rose-colored spot on the back of its neck. Its
arbor has the, form of a straight gallery, is made of slicks
fastened in the ground and arranged so as to meet at the top,
and thus create a roof after the manner of the most primitive
The ground all around is strewn with shells. This
cabins.
bird has been seen frequently to take up a shell in its beak
and to carry it through the gallery, tailing it now from one
place and now from another. In like manner the galleries of

The

leries or cabins.

ally

known

as

birds

bower

birds.

the Oh. maculata are made of twigs, but are also beautifully
lined with tall grass, so disposed as to meet at the top. The
decorations are abundant and consist of bivalve shells, crania
Of small animals, and other bones, whitened by long exposure
to the solar rays. According to the accounts given by various observers, these shells must have been transported quite a
long distance, as the nearest streams from which they could
have been collected are often quite remote. It has also been
Stated that many individuals of this species meet in the middle of these galleries to pay their court to the females, and
that the same galleries are resorted to year after year. The
Oh. guttata likewise constructs its galleries- with straight
lines,' while all around on the ground are found the stones of
fruit worn by the action of the sea, which is at such a distance that their transportation must have required a great
part of these birds.
Ileal of painstaking ou the
The galleries of the CA. Gervlmrnitris differ from those of
all the others in having walls that are much thicker and more
upright, though occasionally slightly inclined one toward the
other at the summit, and consequently the inner passage ia
quite narrow. This is constructed of straws fastened into a
platform of twigs filled with loose earth. It is about 1.20
metres b length, but not quite so broad. Here and there, by

of decoration, are Bteewn berries, shells of snails and
One gallery was found to be 1,83 metres in length.
with height of .40, with a number of fresh berries scattered
over it.
Other birds belonging to the genus Plilorynchus construct
The
galleries that display an equal degree of ingenuity.

way

sea-shells.
ii

satin bower-bird,

I',

owlaceu.%

makes a

of the Chlamydadera, and decorates

it

29, 1878.

—

colors such as it can collect
namely, brilliant feathers of
birds, bleached bones, laud shells, etc.
Some of the feathers
are thickly intermingled with the straws, while the other
ornaments the bones and the shells are scattered about
near the entrance of these structures. The disposition which
this bird manifests to appropriate for itself every, attractive
object it meets with is so great that the natives search their

—

in quest of articles they may have lost.
Stone
hatchets are said to have been found in them, as well as fragments of blue cotton cloth, probably picked up from some
encampment of the natives.
It may here be remarked tliat the instinct that prompts its
members to collect bright, shiuing objects, so common a peculiarity of the crow family, and one so well known, indicates their hardly doubtful relationship to the birds of Paradise.
Can it be that here by chauce we find indicated by
these habits well marked evidences of an inherited moral
character, indicating traces of a common origin in the long
distance? Then, too, there is the regent-bird, Serieulus melinus, which also builds for itself a gallery, in which it
amuses itself and meets its lady-love, but these are described
as having little or no ornament.
Couut Salvador! is of the
opinion that the Xantomelus aureus will also be found to construct similar places of retreat, and I was informed when in
Papua that it builds a nest ou the ground. It may be that
this so-called nest really refers to a gallery similar to that of

galleries

their

songs, exert a potent fascination and stimulate us, al-

most involuntarily,

JOURNAL.

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

—

[Abridged Xrom the Italian of Dr. 0. Beccarl.]

T1TE brilliant colors of

SPORTSMAN'S

gallery similar to that
with objects of bright

allied species.

These constructions are spoken of as the most marvelous instances that have ever been discovered of the architecture of
birds. But how insignificant are they in comparison with those
of the Amblyornis inornata, which I am about to describe.
I have thus passed carefully in review all that is known of
all the most remarkable achievements of other species, that we
may be able all the belter to appreciate the genius of this
wonderful creature, which, under so modest an exterior, conceals the best developed intellect of anv member of the entire
class of birds.

And when we consider that the family to which the
blyornis belongs, as do all that construct galleries, the birds of
paradise, and that this family combines with species possessing the greatest elegance of plumage, others that manifest the
greatest development of intellect, we seem justified in regarding it as the most perfect representative of the entire class. It
is noteworthy that among the birds of Paradise those that are
adorned with beautiful feathers do not construct bowers. This
is a gift exclusively to those members of this family that have
the most modest plumage, and it would seem as if the intelligent mind of these led them, in their endeavors to distinguish
themselves, to pursue a different course from those that combine in their own person so high a grade of physical beauty.
The Amblyornis inornata, which I propose to call the
gardener, is a bird about the size of our missel thrush. Its
specific name well characterizes its unattractive appearance.
It is entirely destitute of ornament, and is probably, of all its
family, the most wanting in bright colors. It is almost wholly
of an obscure shade of brown, with a rufous tinge, and there
is no appreciable difference between the sexes.
It was found
several years since by the hunters of Count Rosenberg, but
the first, notices of its constructing, which were; spoken of as
nests, were given me by the hunters of Signor Bruiju.
These
had made an attempt to transport one entire to Jernate, but
were unsuccessful, on account of its great size and the difficulties of the road.
On the 20th of June, 1875, 1 had the very great good fortune to be able to examine one in the remote mountain recesses where it had been constructed. It was on the fifth day
after we had left Andai, going direct to Hatam, on Mt. Arfak.
I had been compelled to remain a whole day at Warmendi, in
order that
carriers might rest.
And on this day I was
accompanied by only five men, as I had been obliged to leave
behind me several of
hunters, down with the fever, and
other carriers did not consider themselves sufficiently
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rested.

I had left early in the morning ; it was already an hour
past noon, and we wero still moving on in a very fatiguing
course.
had allowed ourselves no rest, because, we had
but a short distance to go before we would reach Hatam, our
journey's end.
"We were passing over the slope of one of the foot-hills of
Mt. Arfak ; the virginal forest was lofty and lonely, havdly
penetrated by a single ray of the sun ; the ground was free of
underbrush a well-trodden path showed that dwellings could
not be far distant.
had just passed a small spring, from
Which it was evident the natives often came to draw water.
At every step I met with objects never seen by me"before ; a
species of Balanoplora, growing after the manner of the peculiar knobs of the orange-tree, were on the ground all about
me, like so many fungi elegant palms and strange forms of
plants attracted my notice.
attention was continually distracted by the songs and cries of birds that 1 knew must be
unknown and undescribed, as always happens when we venture into a region for the first time and never before explored.
Every movement of the leaves led me to anticipate some new
discovery ; nor was it mere anticipation, for almost every dis-
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brought with
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Eome new surprise

The

we met with were

for the most part not only different
those of the plains, but wero very often wholly new

to me.
I had just shot a small marsupial as it was climbing in the
manner of a squirrel the bare and upright trunk of a large

tree, when, turning suddenly round, I found myself in close
proximity to the path directly in front of a piece of workmanship more exquisitely lovely than the ingenuity of any animal
had ever before been deemed capable of constructing. It was
a miniature cabin in the midst of a miniature meadow, decked
with flowers. I recognized at once the famous " nests " that
had been described to me by the hunters of Bruiju, but which
I had always supposed must be made for another purpose
than that of a nest, although I was at that time in total ignorance of the constructions of the Ohlamydodera. Icontented myself with a momentary and very superficial examinalion of this marvel, enjoining upon my hunters not to disturb
it.
But all my experience in Papua has since convinced me
that these directions were unnecessary.
Although directly on
their path, this cabin had remained untouched, showing in
what a friendly and peaceful estimation its inhabitants had
been regarded, until their evil star had brought me to disturb
them in their quiet and peaceftd abode. We were then at an
elevation of about 4,800 feet. After a half-hour"s steep ascent
we reached our place of destination.
During the first few days, the putting of my house in order

and the urgent and necessary labor in the preservation of the
vast collection of new and precious specimens that had been
accumulating day after day on my hands, prevented my immediate return in order to

re-visit the cabin of the Amblyornis,
in the meanwhile many others had been found by
hunters, who in a short time succeeded in procuring a number of specimens of their builders. I was, in truth, very reluctant to take the lives of these industrious little birds, and I
had hardly allowed myself a sufficient number of specimens
before I renewed my directions to my hui.ters to spi re them
and to respect their dwellings. The first cabin that I began
to investigate was one nearest to my residence, toward which,
at last, early on one morning, my crayon in hand and with
my box of colors and my gun, which I gave to an Arfak to
carry for me, 1 set out on my visit to the habitation of the
Amblyornis. On
way I provided for my breakfast by
shooting a pair of fat doves, Carpophaga clialconota, which,
after the manner of its family, were feeding on fruit in the
upper branches of a tall tree, where they would have been unnoticed had not their moving from branch to branch and their
throwing down the fruit betrayed their retreat.
Reaching at last the cabin I immediately set myself at the
task of sketching it, which sketch I have since endeavored to
faithfully reproduce.
At the moment of my visit the proprietors of this abode were not at home.
1 could not well
spare the time that would be necessary to enable me to
thoroughly observe them.
hunters had been able to surprise the birds both in the act of entering into and of leaving
their cabin.
In order to secure specimens taken in these
movements they waited for them to appear about their huts,
so that there is no room for supposing that any other bird
would have been their architects. I could not ascertain with.
certainty whether any one cabin was frequented by a single
pair or by more, or whether by more males than females, or
the reverse ; whether the males alone construct it, or if the
females aid in the work, or whether they are made by the joint
labors of several individuals. I have, however, no doubt that
these cabins are used for more than a single season, from the
fact that the birds are continually repairing and re-embellishing them.
The Amblyornis selects a spot on a level with the plain, and
in the centre of which is a small shrub about the size of a
walking-stick, around the base of which it constructs a cone,
a span in diameter, of mosBes. This is a support to the central
pilaster, upon which the covering of the whole edifice is supported.
The height of this central support is less than that
of the cabin, which is at least half a metre.
All around from
the top of this pdaster, diverging outward therefrom, arranged
in an inclined position and in a perfectly methodical manner,
are placed long stems. The upper ends of these are supported
on the apex of the pilaster, the lower being inserted in the
ground, and thus all around, except in front. In this way
they create a conical cabin, exactly regular in the shape the
whole presents when the building is completed. Many other
stems are interwoven with it in various ways, rendering the
roof strong and impervious. Between the central supporting
pillar and the circle where the stems are inserted in the ground
there is left a circular gallery in the shape of a horse-shoe.
The entire structure has a diameter of about a metre.
The stems made use of by the Amblyornis were the slender
and upright forms of a species of orchid, DmdroUum, an
epiphytal plant which grows in large tufis on mossy branches
of tall trees.
It is as slender as small straws, about half a
metre in length. These are all living, and have adhering to
them their small and compact leaves and this plant is evidently selected to avoid the decay or dilapidation of their
edifice; for these stems continue to maintain their life along
while, as indeed do most of the epiphytal orchids of the
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The esthetic tasteB of our gardener are not restricted to the
construction of a cabin. The appreciation of the beautiful in
the Amblyornis corresponds to a remarkable degree with that
we witness among man that which ia pleasing to them is
usually p' easing to us.
taste for beautiful flowers and for
gardens with us are indications of cultivation and refinement.
:

A

seems strange, with such an example set them by this bird,
that the natives of Arfak should manifest so little taste or
decency in their own dwellings.
But now let us see how the gardens of the Amblyornis are
It

FOREST AND STREAM.

made.

p

j

Directly in front of tbe cabin is a level space, occuing a superficies about as large as that of tbe structure
It a small lawn of soft moss, all transported thither,

i self.

clean, and free from grass, -weeds, stones and
her objects not iu harmony with its design. Over this gracefid green carpet are scattered flowers and fruit of brilliant
c flora in such a manner that they really present tbe appear-

kept smooth and

O

aice of an elegant little garden. Tbe greater proportion of
t ese ornaments appear to be accumulated near tbe entrance.
There, probably, tbe male brings bis daily surprises in his

The variety of the objects thus colto bis male.
lected is very great, and they are always of brilliant colors.
Near the entrance of this cabin were a number of the fruit of
tender

visit

Oarcmm, about

the size of a small apple, and of a brilliant violet hue. Others, the fruit of the (lanlenia, were nearly
as large, and these having four or five valves that open irregularly, display a showy pulp and colored seeds of a bright
saffron color. There were also many clusters of a small rosecolored fruit, but to what plant they belong I have not yet
these inclosed in their pulp a yellow
been able to ascertain
seed that projected through the skin, with a singular effect.
The rose-colored flowers of a very beautiful species of
Viccinrum, were one of the principal ornaments, and these
floral decorations must, of course, vary with the season. And
not only from among flowers and fruits does the Amblyornh
select its adornments, but bright fungi and elegantly colored
insects are also found deposited in its garden and within the
After these objects have been exposed
galleries of its cabin.
for some time, and have lost their freshness, they are taken
from their abode and thrown away, and are replaced by others.
The genius of the Amblyornh is not limited to the construction of a house and pleasure-grounds. It is, in other respects, a
very intelligent bird, and one of tbe many names by which it is
known is that of Burun guru, or the master-bird. It has an
infinite variety of notes, and imitates the songs and the cries
of quite a large number of other birds, and thus constantly
hunters nearly
diversifies its melodies.
It often drove
distracted when, attracted by some unfamiliar cry that
promised a novelty, it proved to be the notes of none other
than tbe Amh'yornh. Another name it has received is that
of Tukan-kobon, or gardener, which is also my name for it.
Prom the facts I have given there is no room" for doubt that
the cabins and gardens of the Ainblyornh, as well as the
galleries and bowers of their kindred, are places for pleasurable retirement, where, at certain seasons, the males meet
and pay their addresses to the females, and cater for their
favor.
If the philosopher could content himself with simply recognizing natural phenomena precisely as they impress his senses,
•without being at the trouble of endeavoring to explain their
origin, and if the scope of the naturalist was but to describe
isolated facts, without attempting to investigate the connecting
laws, and demonstrate them to others, what I have narrated
touching the habits of our gardener should satisfy the most
curious enquirer into the wonders of nature. But one always
feels so strong a desire— amounting even to a sense of necessity to give the explanations of the facts, that, while I do not
intend mentioning some of the reflections that have suggested
themselves to me while examining these constructions of the
Amblyornh at any length, I cannot pass the subject by in total
t'je
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nas been the opinion, generally accepted, that the con-

structions made by animals, especially those of birds, result
from an innate faculty we denominate, instinct. It is also
maintained that all edifices reared by man are due to what we
That this opinion is not well founded Wallace
call reason.
has very successfully demonstrated in his chapter on the

Philosophy of the Nests of Birds. I might bring forward
various facts in support of the views of this writer, and the
cabins and gardens of tbe Amblyornis afford me an opportunity only too tempting, but it is not at all convenient forme
at present to enter upon a subject so important, to present
iu its full and proper development would require more
disposal.
time that I have at
The constructions of the Amblyornh present for our soluBy what possible means
tion a problem of no less interest
can a bird reach such a point of intellectual development as to
he able to construct an abode surpassing in ingenuity and
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structures of any known member of the
While I cannot treat the subject with the
may throw some light upon it by certain
observations made by me during my journeyings.
Wallace maintains that no bird is able, to construct a nest
iu the precise manner of other representatives of its species if
it has not first learned their methods, either from its own
parents or from others of its kind. Prom this it would follow
that a bird brought up in confinement from the nest cannot
construct one exactly as its fellows build theirs when at
artistic taste the

winged

tribes ?

fullness

it

deserves, I

liberty.

To explain, then, how from a rude receptacle of their eggs,
birds learn to combine their efforts in the construction of more
perfect nests and habitations, we presume that the builders of
the improved nests must have enjoyed greater advantages
than those that build others less ingenious and less advantageous, and that the superior constructions are preserved and
multiplied iu preference to the others. The theories accounting for these occurrences are known as natural selection and
sexual selection. According to the first, these individuals arc
retained and reproduced who are best able to resist; the
innumerable destructive forces agaiust which they struggle for
an existence. Iu accordance with the latter, the strongest, the
most attractive, or the most intelligent individuals, obtain a
much more numerous progeny, in consequence of the preference given to them by the females.
In the special inslanca of the structures of the AmUyornis,
this bird must be supposed to have advanced to an ability to
build cabins and arrange gardens by the aid of natural selections, the females constantly indicating their preference for
those males that could best construct their cabins and adorn
then- gardens.
As a necessary consequence those that possessed less artistic taste, not enjoying the favor of the females,
remained without progeny. And this will serve to explaiu
why this bird should have been educated up to a full appreciation of intelligence and intellectual endowments, so as to
prefer these, to mere beauty of form and the vanities of personal adornment.
The Amblyornh, as well as the Ch'imyiodfm, belongs to
the group of birds of Paradise, in wdiich the sentiment of the
beautiful is indisputably largely developed.
In the first
place, however, hazardous as the confession may seem, I am
of the opinion that, rather than mere sexual selection, there
supposed
intense
should be
an
desire to fulfill a beautiful ideal, resulting in the production of such a variety of
forms and colors in their plumage as to render these birds
thus resplendent and that a like sentiment, taking a different direction, instead of concentrating its force in personal
adornments, has, in the Amblyornh, developed the taste for
;

the decoration of its habitation. Whatever theory we may
prefer to accept, I cannot doubt that the desire to be pleasicg
to the females must have exerted a powerful influence iu developing, in the birds of Paradise, the high grade of personal
beauty they enjoy, but 1 cannot understand how small
changes, which, according to Darwin, can only take place
slowly and accidentally in the males, can have exerted any
influence on the females, or that in consequence of such
slight advantages the more ornamented individuals have
alone been preserved.
Without here intending to declare my
entire dissent from the theory of sexual selection, I must, at
least, express
doubts as to its essential importance, and
point out, instead, a cause far more potential—the desiresof the
individuals themselves acting upon their nervous im
and influencing their esthetic perceptions. Is it, for instauce,
by mere chance that the PamdUec apoda, in the morning, at
the rising of the sun, and in the evening-, at its going clown,
resorts to the tops or the highest trees of the forest that it may
enjoy these phenomena in all their splendor? I do not so believe, nor could I think that they do this in order to gain the
good will of the females, for this they do not seem to need :
and however probable this may have, seemed to others, what
evidence have we that the young males do not act in the samemanner ? Iu confinement birds of Paradise go through the
same performances, even when no females are present. It
must be rather that they arc strongly attracted toward the
sun.
The tints observable iu the heavens at these romantic
moments are their own ideals of beauty, and must, therefore,
exert a singular attraction
and it is indisputable that all the
colors iu the mantle of this species are the same as maybe observed at these moments in the country they iuhabit, and at
the season in which alone they put on their bridal plumage.
The dawn and the evening twilight present almost every day
a surprising brilliance of tints. The more distant clouds", and
those nearest the horizon, are stratified and gilded by the last
rays of the sun, now out of sight cirrus clouds, and darker
ones with purple shadings, rise above these, leaving tbe blue
of the sky visible at intervals in patches.
The forest presents
its deepest shades of green, intensified by the approach of
night.
All these shades of color aTe reproduced with admirable exactness in the magnificent mantle of the birds of Paradise,
in the yellow feathers may be recognized the fine
gilded strata of the horizon.
The. colors of the soft down on
the breast are most similar to those of the clouds. 1 he bill
and the feet are of an azure hue, like that of the sky. On tbe
throat may be seen the colors that predominate in the forest,
and the head hos the golden yellow of tbe setting sun. At
these moments this bird of Paradise abandons itself to a most
passionate excitement it flies from branch to branch, opens
its wings, extends them to their full length, raises and depresses its long plume like feathers, now lowers and now elevates its head, utters loud cries, curves its long tail, and seems
to delight in its own beauty and vain display.
"
beautiful I would be, how attractive, could I only
adorn myself with the beautiful lints I observe from my aerial
heights !" may have been the aspiration of the first bird of
Paradise when its colors did not essentially differ from those
of the homely Amblyornh ; when perchance it may have had
the same sober costume, the color of its own hut
when it
may even have had its cabin, and may also have adorned its
little garden, making grateful surprises to its lady love, depositing floral offeriugs at the door of her chamber. But one
day, blinded by vanity, it becomes ashamed of its modest
abode, and holds brilliant finery preferable to the humble obscurity of its peaceful cabin.
Is it, then, too extravagant to suppose that an intense desire, a constant belief in the possibility of attaining to this
type of beauty may have produced a change in the colors and
and what is even
the growth of the plumage ?
I think not
more surprising is that while in the region inhabited by the
P. papuana the twilights are usually gilded, at Waighen
they are usually of a fiery red. Is it then by mere chance
that the bird of Paradise there found has a mantle similar in
its colors to those there exhibited in these daily phenomena?
does the Schlegelia calm have its bald head of the same
color as the sky, which it sees and admires from the branches
at the hour of its twilight courtships?
Why, under similar
conditions, does the I). magnified display, over its rump, a
mantle resembling in color and in shape that half-moon
whose rays, perchance, illumine the arena, concealed in a
thicket of bushes, among the shrubbery, where these clumsy
champions, overloaded with ornament, contend for the favor
Oris
of the modest spectators of their gallant tournament?
it by mere chance that the Gi ntinnarua is of exactly the sume
shade of color as the flowers of the Coitus, on the seeds of
owls,
and
Which it feeds? Why do tbe Oapf&wdgida, the
Why is
other nocturnal birds, always wear Obscure colors?
it that among them we cannot find a single species with
bright colors, not even green, that would be their greatest
possible protection by day, while at night no color is of any
moment ?
do the spots on some species of
remind us of the appearance of the heavens, clouds mingling
with the light of the moon, and as they may appeal to them
on moonlight nights as placed on some bough, they stand hour
after hour repenting their monotonous Ory, resembling blows
methodically struck with a piece of wood against the trunk of
a tree ? But I will not prolong suggestions that uiay have no
force, however plausible they may seem to be.
What perception of eoldr can a nocturnal bin
ISext to none: to them the almost complete absence of light
must make all tints nearly uniform the only variety must be
limited to the more distinct spots, to luminous points and
slight differences in tone, such as shadows present on a clear
And how shall we account for well-marked cases of
night.
deceptive imitation which the coloration of some birds occaBut what can be its
sion? Por this I have no explanation.
first cause?
Is it to theui a case of life or death to clothe
themselves in the colors of the phenomena, of which they
the spectators ? In order to pursue our inquiries into these
facts, is it necessary to fall back upon the theory of natural
selection, or, to speak more accurately, that of natural elimination ? I would say not, because with nocturnal birds there
appears to be no connection, -while for diurnal birds, of
brilliant colors, the gift is more one of danger to them than of
advantage.
Being~unable, in cases of imitation, to attribute any of the
results to natural elimination, it remains to be seen if it can be
caused by sexual selection. Tliis may happen where several
individuals begin to exhibit variations" to this extent thaL there
all at once appears a cause different from what we have regarded as the original cause. And here I am willing to concede, as in fact it has been verified, that an individual may
begin to exhibit certain slight variation, without any evident
must, suppose that the females notice these variacause.
tions and give their preference to those possessing these acciAdmitting, then, that: these slight changes
dental advantages.
must be, thus far, an advantage, and that other males labor
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much disadvantage, it nevertheless seems to me
altogether too rash an assumption to assume that the latter, on
this account alone, are excluded from all intercourse with the
females.
If these variations take place in a m
individuals, the- minority 'fiat do not share iti tfii
r
be
eliminated ; but how can it ever happen that any such varis"'
tion can all at once become
in so many individuals ?
This would not be difficult if it c Id be explained or the hypothesis that these- changes take
ce as
consequence of a
general plane of variation, ahead
blishedj .hut ii cannot
B
lie, on the supposition that, the fii
variations we accidental.
Take, for example, the case of /'i
'.
willsuppose, a young male in the plumage of
e. a female at the epoch
when it begins to show the first feathers belonging to 11,0
h very of an adult male. There begin to appear veil >v,
n L ;on its head— but why yellow rather than red, 'black Or blue ?
—some resplendent green feathers on the throat, s
yellow feathers on its back and sides.
From th BG few
feathers have we the right to suppose that in such a single
case there must be admitted to be a remarkable imitation of
the sunset colors, unless we admit as established tbe idea of a
plane of variation, by means of which there ma
bi
produced a perfect imitation of the phenomena ? A]
not be that then, by some chance, there sprang into
the feathers of a darker shade of orange that SO closely imitate the deeper tints of the strata of clouds at the edge of the
horizon? These imitations may sdi have bad theirthe first fancy of the female for yellow feathers, mo I, from
.this beginning, followed by a continued series of fancies OB
of a continued accession of bright feathere, there have
e at last a complete imitation of the colors al stineeih
As,
for example, iu observing the sky wc ifti
ulaie, now disperse, now change theil shape, and then,
nee, give place to some capricious combination in which
Igine that we can detect the images of certain animals;
but pan I regard this as any real explanation ?
The better to
hypothesis. 1 will take iu illustration s
cry, one in regard to which there can IjP no qncsid and self evident imitation.
I take, for example, the well-known case of the " living leaf "—the
-a species of locust which at times imitates the form, the
ilor and the nervous structure of the leaf on which it lives
so exactly that it is all but impossible to distinguish the oue
from the other.
One can imagine what must be the effect upon a Mantis as
it stands on a leaf and sees a bird passing close to it, knowing
that if it is discovered by it it will be it's victim ; what can it
do? It would gladly become invisible, it. would like to be
transformed into the leaf on which it crouches, (hat
escape the sharp eye of its persecutor
but this has already
discovered it, seizes upon it, eagerly, and with clftWB and beattears open its head and body and strips off its legs and other
limbs. It may happen that all the individuals found iu this
critical position do not undergo the same fate; son
the great peril.
Is it strange that under the dominion of so
strong a nervous impression there should be imparled to the
eggs of a pregnant female, who has witnessed the tragic fate
of her companion, a strong predisposition affecting tile parts
susceptible of certain modifications of form by which it inclines to the taking on the appearance of cerlain objects in
this case that of a leaf
which has caused on the pan of the
female in that awful moment so lively a desire to become, bb
her only means of safety? Nor is it improbable that, some of
the little ones, hatched from eggs deposited by her, will be
monstrosities, already showing signs of limbs taking on the
appearance of a leaf for a monstrosity—and in this case it
would be a monstrosity— is not a thing of slow growth, but is
produced suddenly. Were this unusuul form injurious father
than beneficial, it would probably not be reproduced, but
should it appear that through this peculiarity individuals having this form would be more safe, and individuals by this
means escaping, especially if found in a situation like That of
their mother, would become sensible of the advantage ofbeing
able to hide by imitating the leaf on which they are placed,
and their descendants— if not all, certainly a larger number
than in the first instance— would be favored with this advantageous monstrosity, and these would continue to increase in
number, assume a form that would be uniform, hereditary,
and, within certain limits, unchanging.
It is well known that in certain species of Phyllinm the imitation is so perfect as to deceive man himself, and bi
most efficacious means of defence and thus the means of escape, which they possessed iu the form of a MiuUm, are nowchanged into a means of deceiving by false appearances.
Their wings are depressed and spread out and no longer seem
for purposes of flight
over these, nerve-like lecture are extended, as if to create an illusion and give the e He
"
the colors change with the age c " he individn al, imil
of vegetation; the legs are
various lints of different period
under just so
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transformed into 6
their hind claws have become
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-clesa

leaf-like fibres

for
insect
ovu tranquillity.
takes place, in a different way, in the case of tin
I'hosma, etc., which imitate Ory twigs.
Is
natural selection or rather natural elimination, in m
has had its share in the origin of these imitations:
also appears to me, these have been brought about
by any other cause, by nervous sensations and
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To chum that by simple changes, originating at first in
mere accidents, there can be created these Imitations and
mimicries, without taking into account the v.
and the idea of an established plan, would be about as unreasonable as it would he to suppose that an architect
struct, an edifice by accumulating a. mere collection .,:
spy clear idea of what it is his intention 1.0
In the beginning I mentioned it as my belief that Ihe design
which both the true birds of Paradise and the
with their allied apeeies, propose, in
selves, the other iu the construction of cabins and gardens,
has simply reference to the gratifications and 1
the females.
I maintain that this sentiment otoni
only by the aid of natural selection, is not enough to create
the colors of the one or to develope the ability to make conI!

.
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structions on the part, of the other. Andit seems lo me to lie
by no means too extravagant a supposition, that the existence;
among birds of so lively a taste for the beautiful and
Bti

a desire to possess it, as to develop in the true bird of paradise
changes of color in different parts of ils plumage busci ptible
of variation, and such modification of Iheirplumage
permanent satisfaction, and also to develop in the
and other allied species certain powers t
means of which simple primitive impressions may develop
into future deeds, creating in them certain powers of reasoning,
and thus rendering possible the creation of. products that do
not originate in instinct alone,
.
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EEL CULTURE.
any one spot, for tjje student of the eel question
IF it is the pond
of Mr. James N. Wells, of Country Road,
Riverkcad, N. Y. The pond covers some five acres, and
here in the fall of 1870 were planted 24,000 eels, which were
there

is

from eight inches to a foot in length, too small to skin for
market? In 187? the eels were fed with fifty bushels of
clams and 2,000 horsefeet. They were not fed after July.
This spring Mr. Wells began to feed them in May, and writes
us that the last meal for the present season was given to them
Saturday, Aug. 10. Mr. Wells lakes a wagon-load of horseand drives to the pond. He makes a noise by beating on
the wagon, and the eels come rushing in swarms from every
feet

direction,

rising

the water black.

He

will hold a horsefoot

in the water and dozens of eels will cling to it, even when
He says that when he goes to the
lifted out of the water.

pond, except to feed them, he seldom sees an eel. Occasionally one will put out a head and look around, but
He has
seeing it is nut feeding time will quietly disappear.
fed out about (i. 000 horsefeet this season which he buys of
Caot. William Downs. On the 15th of April Capt. Downs
set'a horsefoot pound at the mouth of the river— or rather a
trap of his own invention. After a storm when the trap 1ms
not been visited for two or three days as many as 1,000 have
been taken out at a time. Whether the demand created the
supply, or the supply the demand, we cannot tell, but at
present the supply is rather ahead. Capt. Downs has kept a
record of the number caught from the loth of April to the
15th of June, and it fool sup about 10,000. This feeding of
the eels i* a source of much entertainment to visitors, who
come from all parts of, the country to witness the strange
proceeding. The number of eels is estimated iu the terms
most impressive to each: " wagon loads," "stacks," "thousands " and " millions." Mr. Wells writes
There are other fish,
I do not know about their spawning.
pickerel, pumpkin seeds and yellow perch who may eat the
spawn. My eels are so tamo that you can hold a horsefoot by
beads
the tail just undfar the water and all that can get their
You may catch them with your hands (if
into it will do so.
you can hold them)- They have grown this summer some
from twelve to a pound to six pounds per dozen, dressed.
Toey gain very fast while feeding. Now they are very fat.
They will eat 250 horscfect or 15 bushels of soft clams in a
The next day they will not be seen by any one.
night.
horsefeet this summer
I have fed about six or seven thousand
The pond is a clear sand bottom,
at fifty cents per hundred.
excepting about two acres in the middle of mud. from one to
deep, water, some five or six feet in the middle.
covers about five to seven acres. The margin is
around. It is a spring bottom pond- I put twentyIn three or
three small eels in the pond twelve years ago.
four years they weiched from two and a half to four pounds
each, which was the cause of ray trying this experiment.
feet

five

Whole pond
sandy

N.

Y.,

Aug.

14, 1878.

J.

N. Wells.

will he one of the most attractive features of the
next September 3 to 18. Mr. Welcher, Superintendent of
the Michigan State Hatching House, is supervising the arrangements. The show was primarily designed as an exhibihas been accomtion of artificially raised fish, to indicate what

Fair.—This
lair

plished by

fish culturists

since their initial efforts in 1S67-8

:

but specimens of all fresh water fish are desired for the
aquaria, and we have no doubt that some interesting specimens will be shown. Dr. Estes is making an effort to obtain
some striped bass and other specimens which have attracted
much interest of late. The striped bass (B. chrysops), as described in " tlallock's Gazetteer," very neary restmble the B.
Vnealus of the salt water, though somewhat differently marked.
Their specific characteristics scarcely dill'er. They arc found

many of its tributaries, penein the Mississippi River and
Mr. Hallock has
Slates.
trating several of the Southwestern
and formula of them, by which
drawings
specimens,
promised
the salt water
will be enabled to make comparisons with
and rock-fish of the Atlantic coast. The tanks

striped bass

occupy a large space of the Chicago Exposition building,
that, with the whole of L'ike Michigan
abundant suptheir back and beck, they will enjoy a more

will

and we have no doubt

them at the Centennial
bly of fresh water than was allowed to
beside the lake,
Exposition. The exhibition building stands
This
are. very great.
first-class
show
the advantages for a
and

paper regrets that Superintcndeut Welcher had not communicated with the Forest and Stukam earlier, for we feel that
we could have rendered material service in extending the colIt is a matter of satisfaction that Mi*. Reylection of fish.
nolds, the general superintendent of the fair, his taken so
personal interest in the fish show,

much

effort to

make

it

and given

all

possible

a success.

From, a Tadpole to a Frog.— Editor Forest and Stream :
simple and childlike
I intend to tell your readers in a very
manner how I am the possessor it a " green-headed bull frog,"
raised from a tadpole. Three years ago, after spending some
two days on the Ueaverkill, 1 started IrouiMorrston Station, a
nrtfes, in- tif'aw 3 :;rk, having with me a
driv-j of some 'hirteen
wide-mouthed bottle containing nineteen newts and two tadpoles fthe latter just commencing to change their state to
back of Murdoch's the day befrogs), taken from the pond
«

Reachiuir Morrston Station, 1 bought a two-quart tin
perforated with holes. 1 emptied the
pail,' and had the cover
found one tadpole and one newt dead, placed the
and
bottle
the pail and took the train
eighteen newts and one tadpole in
Y. On arrival here found all in the best of condition,
for
to a small aquarium, 9x10
immediately
them
transferred
and
layer of house sand
inches filled, of course, with crown and
Of the
shells and piece of coral.
at the 'bottom, with a few
now four newts
have
and
fourteen,
away
given
have
I
newts
and a green-headed frog measuring about five inches from the
end of the snout to the hinder phalanges, being the result of
'

fore

N

;

Rana
Germany.

—The

Pir-iEt-s.

German

Society for Catching, Breeding
and Preserving Fish, the Deuicshc Fisherie Vcrein, are preparing an international exhibition at Berlin for 1880.

%ntnml

ffisfarQ.

BLACK-TAIL DEER AND MULE-TAIL
DEER.
Forest and Stream of August 8. we look exception
INto some
criticisms which appeared in the Atlantic of July in
regard to the Black-tail deer, in which Judge Galon's very
thorough book on the " Cervidte " was questioned. We stated
that misconceptions arose from the fact that there were two
distinct species of deer, each called by the same name. In the
September number of Scribnei-'s Monthly, just at hand, will
be found a capital article, both as to text and illustration, due
to Mr. J. Harrison Mills, which is a valuable contribution to
the

67
large as
in size,

mon

it is on the Columbia black-Mled deer, which is next
and more than four times as large as it is on the com-

deer.

I have no doubt, it will be a long time before many very intelligent, gentlemen who have never seen a Columbia deer,
will be convinced that it is not found in the Rocky Mountains.
Probably General Forsyth, when begets through with the job
he now has in hand, leading his regiment of cavalry against
the Bannocks, will make himself as familiar with the true blfloktailed deer as ho has long been with the mule-deer under the
name of the black-tailed deer in the Rocky Mountains, and
then I think you may safely refer to him as authority on the
subject, and I have no fears that he will vindicate my assertions m "The Antelope and Deer of America," that the true

black-tailed deer,

or

ft columbianus, is

not

Mountains.

in

J

Ottawa-, III.,

August

17,

the

J),

Rocky

Caton.

1878.

Australian Bower Bird.— Some

little

time since

we

published in Forest and Stream, in an article entitled
" Architect and Gardener," a brief account of the wonderful Amblyorim, whose habits have recently been brought
to
the notice of the scientific world by Dr. Beccari.
We have

now the pleasure of laying before our readers a very concise
but complete abridgement of the explorer's paper, which has
been furnished us through the kindness of the eminent ornithologist, Dr. T. M. Brewer.
Facts about birds and their
habits are interesting to a very large class of our renders, and
we have no doubt that the present charming paper will be

fully appreciated

by them.

Caribou inQaptititt,—Danville Junction, Me., Aug. 24—
Editor Forest, and Stream : I gave you an account last
of the capture of a cow caribou over on (he north
shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence in the deep snows of March
1870, and of her dropping a buck calf while in captivity in
Time following, and that I afterward obtained the pair ami
transferred them to my miniature park here.
They became
very tame, the young buck keeping very fat, but the cow
thin in flesh.
On the 4th of last April I left home, and was
about four months returning, the first of the present month.
I at once saw that the cow was on her last legs— looking like
a walking skeleton— and it proved so, as she died in a "week
from that time. It seems she had never weaned the calf,
the fat, lazy cub, about as large and heavier than his mother!
and my man in charge not thinking to par!, them. I, of
course, separated theiii at once but too late to save tire cow.
The calf was almost frantic with grief at the death of his
mother, wandering about the park for several weeks with a
quick, nervous gait, making at times a moaning bleat
although he had my herd of deer for company, as usual. He
eats almost anything offered him in the vegetable or grain line.
Of course I don't allow him dry corn. He is very fond of a
moss that I procure in the forest, for him, and many kinds of
green boughs from the forest trees feeds grass pretty well,
but not so freely as the deer. They require a damp, muddy
spot, in which they eau stand, or walk through daily to moisten
their feet, as they cannot be continually dry without becoming diseased. The. carabou is now partially " halter broke,"
and I intend having him broken to harness this fall. His
horns have got a splendid growth this summer, and are now
in velvet.
1 am having a curious experiment with a spruce
partridge in captivity, of which I will tell you soon.

summer

;

;

the history of the mule-deer in Colorado.

"The mule-deer
him

first

hew.

Tub Fish Suow at the Chicago State Agbioultoral

nt

the one tadpole. For the first two ears I fco the frog with
crotou bugs (after he had arrived at a frog's estate), with
which my house at that time was overrun, but having at last
irotten rid of these bugs, for the past year his diet has been
flies, (with an occasional stray bug),
especially so this summer, During the winter, although in a room heated suficicntly for the genus homo, he had nothing to eat for weeks, as the
croton buzs were non est and there were no flies. Then at
times I tried him with small pieces of raw meat he would
take them readily, but invariably as soon as his mouth closed
over them one of his front paws (I can call them nothing else)
would wipe the meat out before you could say "Jack Robin
son." Why is this? Is it because their food in a wild state
is wholly insects?
Using now one of the new balloon traps,
he has plenty of flies, which he takes readily from off
my fingers— one to twenty at a time. No matter how many
he has the "green-headed monster " is never satisfied, and is
always ready for more. The tadpole when put into the
Aquarium was about two and one-half inches in Size and
taking into consideration the change of the water from
that of a trout pond on the fieaverkill to that of croton in u.
small aquarium in the month of July, my success was won
derful. I intend pushing the experiment to a greater degree
when an opportunity offers.
As regards newts if. seems that the more I starve them the
better they like it.
I feed them once or twice a week with
small pieces of raw meat from the end of a broom straw, and
also put live flies on top of the water which they take readily-.
but they will not go near a dead one. I was in hopes to have
had some offspring from the newts, as I had both male and
female, but I presume the frequent changing of water necessary iu a small aquarium is fatal to such a rcalizat ion.

all

Rioerliead,
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as the black-tail, as he

A recent

Mr. Mills says

does not bear an undisputed name.
issue of

is

the liocky

I

knew

almost universally called

Mountain News contains

an indignant protest from one of our hunters against the
liberty Eastern naturalists have taken in rechristening, as
he supposes, this animal." Mr. Mills gives a very lucid der
e are indebted to Judge Caton
scription of the mule-deer.
for a letter on the subject of black-tail and the mule-deer,
which, from such a leading authority, should, we suppose, for
once and at all times settle this somewhat mixed subject
'

'

M. W. Clark.

W

i notice in the Forest and Stream and Eod and Gun
of the 8th instant your criticism upon the critic who, in the
August number of the Atlantic Monthly criticises the review
book, " The Antelope and Deer of
iu that journal of
America." You have given the true explanation of the manner in which the Club contributor has fallen into a great eiror

my

correcting au error. Had he
perused the book, at. least with auy degree of care, he would
have observed that in the very first paragraph of " General
Remarks" on the mule-deer (ft macvotis), p. 04, he would
have lead, "In the Rocky Mountain region, where the tiue
black-tailed deer is not foil ad, it is still known among
hunters and settlers as the black-tailed deer." On p. 375 he
should have noticed the following quotation from a letter
written me by Lieut. \V. L. Carpenter, U. S. A., who is a
Ciieful observer, with very extensive experience in the Rocky
Mountain region from Montana to Aiizona, and an ardent
hunter too " 1 have never heard of any other deer in the
RoeUy Mountain region than the elk "(ft canadensis), the
black-tailed deer (ft macroth), and the white-tailed deer (ft
Itwurus)." Here we see Lieut. Carpenter following the common nomenclature in that region, calling the mule-deer
" black-iailed deer," but he leaves us no room lo mistake his
meaning, for he adds, the true scientific name, V. mocmtis.
This club contributor is not alone in error on this subject, for
the revenue of the P. O. Department has been considerably
augmented by the postage on letters to mo from army officers
and others of very extensive hunting experience in the Rocky
Mountains, assuring me positively that the true black-tailed
deer is (hero found as distinct from the mule-deer, and this is
going much further than the Club contributor has gone; but 1
have investigated no case where the black-tailed deer did not
prove a Macrolis with a white tail, terminating with a black
tuft, and naked on the underside, which is not observed with
any other species of deer.
GeneralJ. W. Forsyth, late of G-eueral Sheridan's staff,
would not, be convinced by me that the true black-tailed deer
Was not abundant, in the Rocky Mountains, butGen. Orookwas
more successful when he hastened to inform me of his reformation while 1 was yet in tne Sandwich Islands last, winter
ft macrotis, or the mule deer, in more or less abundance,
occupy the entire habitat of the true black-tailed deer (ft
columbianus), but in some parts of it is very scarce, as in the
coast-range north of San Francisco, while in Southern CaliWhile this is a true
fornia they are the prevailing species.
Macrotis, it is a very distinct variety (C. macrotia, tiar. C'alifornicas), which I first described about two years since in the
American -Naturalist. The most distinguishing characterist ic
of this variety is a dark hue down the upper side of the tail
from its base till it unites with the terminal black tuft, while
on the Rocky Mouutain variety the tail is white on the upper
On both, the tails are
side all the way above the black tuft.
shapud alike, aiid are naked on the under side, and both have the
enormous metatarsal gland, which is more than four times as

when he supposed he was

:

The Audubon Family.—The following

letter

from a mem-

ber of the family of Hie celebrated ornithologist appears in
the New York Times of August 26 :

Allow the family of the late John James Audubon, the
ornithologist, to contradict some of the assertions which lately
appeared in an article copied by you from the Henderson
Ky.) Reporter. Mr. Audubon's wife, whose name was incorrectly stated, was Miss Lucy Bakewell, an English lady,
whose family, at the time of her marriage, resided near Philanor did she see Louisville till years afterward. She
delphia
was essentially feminine in her pursuits, and could never
have attracted the attention of the public by her powers of
swimming, as she was wholly unacquainted with the art. Mr.
Audubon's proudest boast was that he was an American, having been born in Louisiana, though of French parentage. He
never kept a grocery Btore, though he was part owner of a
(

;

The statement wo wish most decidedly to contradict is
the cruel charge of jealousy of, and consequent separation
With a devotion uncommon even among
from, his wife.
women, she left her husband, and, taking her children with
her, taught, and hereby supported herself and them for
years, that he might be free to carry on his life work.
More
than this wheu, discouraged and disheartened, he returned
to her from his wanderings penniless, she supplied him with
the means to continue those researches and studios, which resulted in a success, due as much to her wifely devotion as to
his genius and endurance.
From time to time articles relating to the private life of our sraudparents appear in different
periodicals aud papers.
While we appreciate and are grateful for the interest manifested iu those so justly worthy of remembrance, wc strongly urge upon the writers of such articles
to send forth nothing to the public which will give a false
coloring to lives which arc fully able to bear the closest
scrutiny throughout their entire career.
mill.
is

1

:

Washington

Jlrfg/tis,

Aug.

22,

1878.

A Sea Lton in Delaware Bay.— We take the following
from the Dover Sentinel of August 24: "A sea lion was raptured at Iieverin's Beach, about one mile north of Sand Ditch,
on Wednesday last, by Mr. Martin Knight. As the tide was
make very fast headway. Mr,
it could not
to some men who were upon the marsh to asThey surrounded the monster and immediately it

out at the lime,

Knight called
sist

him.

Mr. Knight struck it upon the head aud
fight.
it, and they then pulled it upon the shore.
The lion
about oi feet long aud weighs about 300 pounds. Mr.
William Haverin has it at his house in a large lank. This is
the second one ever taken upon this shore.
One was captured
several years ago at Bowers' Beach, but. was killed before
being taken.

showed

slunned
is

Death of the White Elephant.— His Animal Highness,
He of Siam, who weighed several tons is no morel He
flopped his ears,twisted his trunk,and flicked his tail forthe last
time on the 28d of June last, and was floated to his grave on

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

thirty vessels.
Sixty thousand Siamese -were in line, all with
clean, white', moral pocket-handkerchiefs to mourn his loss.
is most important to us in a natural history way is that
H. R. H. Elephant was bora in 1770, and when he expired at
hope this record of his
Bangcock he was 108 years old.
birth and death is correct, though we canDot vouch for it.
Our own Siamese correspondent is instructed to get at the

who

We

bottom facts.
N. B. ThiB elephant must not be confounded with the one
which died a year ago last June nor with the one which died
There are three
the year before that.
It is another one.
more left, enough for three more Junes.

—

;

—

THEra Yodng Joggins' Mines, N. S., Aug.
j and
Mr. Editor : Here is an item for the discuBBion of number of bears whelps
There were killed last February, at
Spring Hill, in this county, an old she bear and four cubs.
There were no other bears in the den, so all must have belonged to the one mother. Hunters here say they never knew
Els.
of such a thing before.
2S.

:
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PRINCE SOLMS' KENNELS.

THEbreeding

attention paid on the Continent at present to the

of choice dogs is very manifest. The late
bench show at Paris brought together a very fine collection
The finest strains of English animals have been
selected, and the utmost care has been taken in their rearing
and training. There are certain breeds of dogs on the Continent which are indigenous to the locality.
If the wolf dog
is to be found occasionally in England, he is kept as a curiosity rather than for use.
In France, Germany and Russia
there exist numerous fine breeds of wolf dogs, which are
trained to hunt the devastator of the sheep flocks, The boarhound is common in France and Germany. There is a peculiar breed of pointer, which we have seen in Hanover, which is
worthy of a passing comment. Huge in size, weighing perhaps double that of our breeds, he is nevertheless very
staunch, docile, and has a keen scent. According to our taste
this dog is overgrown, and his bulk, we think, would prevent
that activity and endurance which is one of the finest quali-

of animals.

ties in

the pointer.

Of course we

acquainted with that really fine

which

is

of

German

all

little

now

thoroughly
dog, the dachshund,
are

origin.

Prince Solms Braunfels has been among the first in Prussia
to devote particular attention to the rearing of choice dogs,
and has an extensive kennel attached to his domain. The
kennel is situated about two hours from Ems, and midway

between Wetzlar and Oberlahnstein. Nine acres of pasture
land, with water running through the grounds, are under enclosure.
There are houses for the kennel master, with a
separate building where the food is prepared.
In a large
house, the hoBpital is located, where the sick dogs are cared
for.
Ample arrangements are made for bitches and their
progeny, and a warming apparatus is introduced in one of the
houses in order to protect the puppies from the severity of
the winter. The plan adopted by Prince Solms seems to be a
very wise one, that of constant division of the animals and
their respective families.
Following out this idea, there are
innumerable smaller houses, with grounds through which
water is constantly running, where the various dogs are kept.
Prince Solms has shown exceeding care and good judgment
in originating these kennels, and the success he has already
with, not only with his finer breeds of English dogs, hut

met

with the native strains of dogs, is quite remarkable. In fact,
the Prince may be said to be developing the true German
dogs, and rescuing them from ultimate dispersion.
Among
native breeds which show the most marked improvement are
the Vorstehhunde, the Hanoverian Schweiszhunde and the
Dachshunde. A numerous family of pointers, setters, foxhounds, deer-hounds, Yorkshire terriers, all of the best
EngliBh stock, have been bred in the Solms kennel, while the
St. Bernards, mastiffs, bloodhounds and boarhounds are the
be6t in Europe.
The St. Bernard Courage has been a prize
winner in London, Manchester, Darlington and Birmingham.
In Germany, at the bench shows, perhaps more first prizes
fall to Prince Solms' kennel than to any other establishment
in Europe.
Late numbers of the Ober Land und Meer and
the Sport contain full accounts of this kennel, and we are indebted to Prince Solms Brauenfels in person for some of 'the
facts.
Americans going abroad might do well to visit these
kennels, and make selections of German dogs for use in the
United States.

LEGISLATION IN REGARD TO DOGS.
We have frequently been called upon

to

frame a

series of

lawB for the licensing of dogs in a city. One of our correspondents, who was instrumental in drawing up the dog ordinance of Brooklyn, has kindly furnished us with the following, which we think fully covers the case
:

an' act in belation to dogs.
Section 1.— Every person who shall harbor, possess or keep
a dog in the City of
take out a license there, shall
for from the Mayor's office, in each year, for which a fee of
dollars shall be paid, which license shall be dated
from
and continue in force for one year thereafter.
8ection 2.—All dogs so licensed shall wear a collar, to
which shall be attached a metal tag, to ba furnished by the
city, bearing the number of such license.
Section 3.—It shall be the duty of the person in charge of
said licenses to keep a record of all payments with the dates
thereof, and the name, color and sex of each dog, and the
name and residence of the owner and possessor of the same.
Section 4. The t mayorJ shall ^appoint
dogcatchers,
,

—

shall

be provided with a badge, to be approved by him,
it shall be from the
day of
until the
year, to capture all dogs found
, in each

whose duty

day of

"What

loose or at large in the streets or public places of said city, unmuzzled and without a collar with its license tag attached,
and deliver the same at the pound, which shall be designated
by the Mayor said dog catchers shall receive
cents for
each dog so delivered, upon satisfactory evidence that such
dog was captured by them as provided by this act.
5.
Section
The Mayor shall designate a pound master,
whose duty it shall be to take charge of the dog pound and receive the captured dogs when delivered to him, and kill the
same ; provided that any dog may be redeemed on the payment of
dollars within
days after it shall have been
;

—

impounded.
Section 6.— It shall be the duty of the police of said city,
from the lflth day of September until the loth day of June,
in each year, to seize all dogB found running at large in the
streets or public places of said city without the license tag as
aforesaid, and deliver the same at the pound designated by
the Mayor, to be dealt with as provided herein.

Section 7.—The pound master aforesaid may sell such dogs
as he may deem advisable, after the same shall have been impounded
days, and he shall expose such dogs as he may
select for sale to public view for the further space of twentyfour hours before killing the same. But no dog received at
said pound shall be secreted or given away by said pound
master or any of his assistants, under a penalty of twenty
dollars for each and every offence.
Section 8. If any dog shall attack any person, or any
horse in acarriage, or upon which any person shall be mounted,
at any place within the city limits, other than upon the en-

—

closed premises of the person or persons who shall own such
dog, and complaint thereof be made to the Mayor, or to any
justice of tbe peace or police justice of said city, the said
mayor, justice of the peace or police justice shall inquire into

thecomplaint, and if satisfied of its truth, and that such dog
dangerous, he shall order the owner or possessor of such
dog to kill him immediately, and the owner or possessor of
any dog who shall refuse or neglect to kill him within fortyeight hours after having received such order, shall forfeit the

would have been drowned had it not been rescued. The
medical officers of the expedition, Drs. Thomas Golan and
Belgrave Ninnis, paid the utmost attention to the outhreak,
and in several instances animals that were severely afflicted
with fits recovered under their treatment, Bud afterwards
did good work.
We are, I regret, " continues Sir George,
"unable to throw much light upon the origin of this mvsterious malady, which in some of its phases is dot
description given of rabies, but there is no instance
in C4reenland of human beings who have been bitten having
suffered from hydrophobia, and the recovery of the animals
in some instances is entirely opposed to the recorded expe.

rience of true rabies."

—

Minnesota Kennel Club Field Trials. Editor Forest
and Stream : Mr. Beaupre, the President of the club, returned from Sauk Centre last Saturday and reports that he
has secured good grounds for the field trials, with plenty of
game. The St. Paul and Pacific Railroad will cany passengers from St. Paul for $5 the round trip.
Traiu leaves St.
Paul at 7:30 a, m., September 9. Entries close September 5,
Circulars are now redely.
St Paxil, Attgust 23.

We shall

Yours

truly,

Cdab. Lincoln, Supt.
be glad to furnish these circulars on application.

—

Pbecociods Settees. Editor Forest and Stream : Herewith I take the liberty ami pleasure to send you the, perhaps,
Wilson snipe of the season in this vicinity, a line old bird,
shot Saturday evening, August 24, by a friend of mine, John
Berkery, near this city. In presence of another friend, Nathan
Gotschiow, a veteran sportsman, I held the freshly-killed
bird before the noses of a litter of my Irish setter pups, then
three weeks old to the day, and all of them stretched out their
heads and tails and began to ruffle the feathers of the snipe,
and showed great delight in doing so.
Max Wenzel.
Hoboken, N. J., August 26.
first

is

sum

of ten dollars,

and the further sum of

five

dollars for

every forty-eight hours thereafter until such dog be killed.
Section 9.—No person shall have, or keep, or permit to be
kept on any premises owned or occupied in whole, or in part
by him, or them, within the city limits, any dog which by its
howling, whining or barking shall disturb the neighborhood,
under the penalty of ten dollars for such offense. Upon the
complaint of any citizen the Mayor is hereby authorized to
issue a summons to the owner, possessor, or harborer of such
dog to show cause why such dog should not be killed. And
every howling, whining or barking dog so found, contrary to
the provisions of this act, shall be liable to be seized or killed
by order of the Mayor.

—

10.
Every dog that shall become mad, or have
any symptoms thereof, shall be at once killed by its
possessor, and any dog that shall have been exposed
to such disease shall be at once confined in some secure place,
and there kept until all evidence, of its having contracted such
d sease shall have passed. Any dog that shall have died while
mad, or having rabies, shall be at once buried not less f our
feet under the ground, and at least five hundred feet from any
bnilding.
Section 11.—Any dog muzzled as aforesaid and wearing
the tag herein before provided for, shall be permitted to run
at large in the streets or public places of said city, and any
person willfully or maliciously injuring or destroying the
same shall be liable to a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars, nor more than fifty dollars, or, in default of payment
thereof, to imprisonment for not less than ten nor more than
thirty days.
Section 12.—II any person shall put, or cause to be put, a
collar with the license tag aforesaid around the neck of any
dog without having first obtained a license for keeping such
animal, he, she or they shall forfeit the sum of five dollars
for each and every offense.

Section

rabies, or

owner or

Section 13.— Any person who shall remove, or cause to be
removed, the collar to which is attached the license tag, or
either of them, from the neck of any dog, or shall entice a
properly licensed dog into any enclosure for the purpose of
taiung off its collar, or license tag, or either of them, or shall
for such purpose decoy or entice any animal out of the enclosure or house of its owner or possessor, or shall seize or
molest any dog while held or led by any person, or while
properly muzzled, or while wearing a collar with a proper
license tag attached, or shall bring a dog into said city lor the
purpose of taking up or killing or selling the same, shall forfeit a sum of not less than twenty dollars nor more than thirty
dollars.
Section 14 All moneys which shall be received for licenses
and fines, and the redemption and proceeds of sale of dogs,
under the provisions of this act, shall be accounted for monthly and paid to the City Treasurer, and, upon requisition of the
Mayor, applied toward the payment of costs ol enforcing this

—

The Doos oe Brooklyn. Dogs licensed in Brooklyn so
3,900; dogs killed, about 800 uutnber of dogs estimated
to be in Brooklyn, about 7,500 ; license fee, $1 ; tag, 10 cents.
Dogs impounded three days may be redeemed ou payment
of S3.

far,

;

The Price op Dash 11.—Editor Forest ar.d Strewn: In
your issue of last week you gay I offered 350 guineas for Dash
II. on the part of a gentleman in New York.
These are the
After the Horseheath Field Trials I told Mr. G. Brewis
facts
that I would give him £300 for Dash II
This off t 1 was for
myself and not for any one else. I then understood that Mr.
Teusdaie Huckell, hearing of my offer, had offered £850 for
him, and so 1 closed by book. If I had purchased Dash If. I
intended to have let Mr. C. H. Raymond have one-half interest in the doe if he chose, but I had no commission from Mr.
.InfflM. Tayloii.
Raymond or from any one.
The Retreat, Nottoway Co., Va., August 26.
:

—

Two Docss Murdered. We are informed that two promising setters, owned by Mr. S. J. Coleman, the proprietor of
the Lake House at East Hampton, Conn. have been poisoned.
We are anxious to have some of these dog thugs caught and
severely punished.
,

—

—

Whelps New York, August 22. Mr. Charles De Rouge's
and H. Inman's Glen, Pride of the Border- Dimity, whelped
on the 17th seven pupnies, sired by same owners' Promise,
Pride-Hash. There are five bitches and two dogs in the
litter, and the colors run as follows: Four orange and white,
two black and white, and one white with liver markings.
Whelps — Springfield,
setter bitch,

—

Mass., August 27. E. H. Lathrop's
Luna, whelped six puppies to his Dick the 24th

inst.

Name Claimed—New Dorp, August 27.— Mr. W. A. Galloway claims the name of Tope for his black setter pup out of
Killarney, Grouse-Brisk, imp., by imp. Milo, Dan-Venus.

mid

fxchtittQ

UIGH WATER FOR THE WEEK.

—

act.

—
—

Section 15. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent or conwith the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
Section 16. This act shall take effect immediately.

flicting

Epidemic Among Aeotic Dogs.— Dr. Kane mentioned in
his book as early as 1853, the peculiar disease his Arctic dog
Sir George Nares repeats almost Dr. Kane's
suffered from.
words. In his recent "Voyage to the Polar Sea," Sir
George states that by about the middle of October, 1875, a
heavy mortality had occurred among his dogs, fifteen out of
the thirty originally embarked having succumbed to disease,
run away, or been neccessarily destroyed. Though the animals had been selected with great care from districts in
North Greenland supposed to be uninfected, the mysterious
disease which of late years had prevailed amongst the dogs
in the Danish settlements soon made its appearance in the exApparently healthy dogs were suddenly
pedition's packs.
seized with this strange disorder, generally falling down in
The spasms of the poor animals in
fits not unlike epilepsy.
these cases were, it is stated, most painful to witness. During the intervals between the frequent fits they roamed about
unconscious, foaming at the mouth, and snapping and biting
at the other dogs, or at any one who came in their way.
When in this condition they would go overboard into the
water, or try to run on thin ice, which in their healthy state
they would never have ventured on. The Eskimo dog has a
great horror of getting into the water.
''I have, "says Sir
George, "seen an animal resting on a sloping snow-bank
near the sea suddenly taken with a fit. Evidently aware- of
what was coming, it made the most desperate efforts to escape up the incline, and howled dismally as its limbs refused
Finally dropping into the water, it
to perform their office.
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had been determined to make harbor at New Bedford on
IT Monday,
there to hold the sloop and boat races, then sail
across to Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard. Alight northwest
breeze sent out most ol the fleet early Monday morning, and
they ranged themselves in a north and south line from Bienton's Reef Lightship, ready for a run " Without delay " to
Clark's Point, at the entrance of New Bedford Harbor, distance about thirty-five miles. The wind dying out, it was
some time before a start could be effected, as some of the
yachts which did not make an early start lay becalmed on
the road from the anchorage to the starting line.
Two minutes past eleven the gun went from the flagship, head sheets
were drawn, and all hands commenced making the best of
their way for the next mark.
Clio got, away first, with Foam
following and Estelk well up to windward. The sloops in
the light breeze had rather the best of it, Hegina leading, unci
Vixen, Active and Vision following, Volants and /
on Clw'n weather. Dreadnought and Intrepid a In
and to leeward, and Olytu next, Madeleine- and Nereid bringing up the rear. Again it was a run with lifted sheets, and as
yet no opportunity was offered of comparing the weatherly
qualities of the different craft on the cruise.
The southerly
wind freshened as the day grew older and light canvas was
in order.
Olio, Foam aud EsteUe had a brush for the lead,
the former two keeping to windward and running out from

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Ravnblm-i lee, while the latter bore away.
PUa fiQt Uk fceat
or the luffing business and
dropped the other schooners in
her wake. Changes occurred
during the inn which
marked by any characteristic features, and we
consequently
omit them. Intrepid seemed to be doing poorly
this
sue tell astern. In the freshening breeze the keels showed
up pretty well, much better than had been expected and
prophesied, but toward meridian the -wind slackened and
the
shallow craft put in some more telling
work. The Een auil
Chickens Lightship was passed by Dreadnought leadi
IB. 3m., Rambler lm. later; then Estelle,
Clio and Clytie almost all within a minute of each other. When sheeis were
again eased, as the craft headed up more to the Northward,
Clu> again began to show speed.
This smart little schooner
holds her own with most anything in the fleet as long as she
has the wind off the quarter, and for aught the cruise has
demonstrated, may be as good on the wind, (hough there has
been no opportunity so far of showing what she is capable of
turn.
She ran away from Clytie and BsteUe, and was
overhauling the two big keels Dreadnought and Rambler.
1 he latter two in going off a little more jibed over main
booms, a, manoeuvre soon followed by the rest as they headed
up for Buzzard's Bay. This order of sailing was maintained
beyond Mishaun Point, when Estelle again caught up with
Clio, bringing with her a streak of
Clytie on
stronger breeze.
the eouirary hist ground.
Dread naught 'set spinnaker to port.
and taking the wind from Esldk, causing a luffing match between the two. Clio, as seems her wont, slipped aku. ..>,
her own bent to advantage, and was a quarter
aiile ah d
when the goal-Clark'B Point— was reached.
The tieet
passed the light in the following order
ame
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Thistit.
She should have attempted a series of half- effected, and she hauled on the wind in good trim apparently,
boards, or gone about again some time ago.
While she was
tdenly her topsail halliards went too, and caused one
off a flaw struck her, and she put heioelf in chock up
baud to ravel aloft. The brcez" Was setting rather too fresh
to the cabin, coming uncomfortably near to being effectually
for topsails, so this last accident did her really no great harm.
"Mobawked." The rest soon. came, about likewise, and all The Edith aud JMy meanwhile had n, quiet little race of their
four stood up for the buoy, coasting along the Naushon shore.
own, in which the former proved the better. The timing at
Thistle again went ahead, but to leeward a little at the same
the Leopard Buoy, end of tirst round, was Seafoam, 2h. 53m.
time.
But she calculated well, and made a good course for 38s. Vsyche, 3b. hn. 04s.-, Edith, 3h. 10m. 10s.; Lily,
the buoy, coming round first in good form) and with sheeis Sh. 10m. 45s.
This order wits maintained on the last round,
a...,
a:,;, bowled along for home at a slashing
gait.
Vixen
the Psyche closing a little on the Hcafbam, and Edith fairly
followed suit, then Active, and some little dislunee astern running away from Lily. The time at the finish was
came Regina, their limes being 2h. 40m. 30s., 3h. 40m. 45s..
Name.
h. m. s.
2h. 43m. 54s., and 2h. 45m, 80s.
Vixen tried the luffing
Searoam
3 46 IS
Psyche
6
8 64
dodge on Thistle, but the latter by an Operation much to the
Hilita
9 IS
4
iredit of her Corinthian crew suddenly ran off and got away
Lily
4 16 46 »
,
again with a lead, then luffed sharply, and came out to windTune having been allowed for difference of tonnage and of
ward. Such sniliug speaks well for the man at the helm.
start. Psyche was declared winner, beating Seafoam by lm.
Active and Regina, with nothing to bother them, had been
58s,
The squadron sail two races, one for schooners and
improving their positions,
Thistle finally took in her small
one for sloops and yawls on the 21th. Outside courses, so
topsail and set a club. All the rest had already been carrying
that with a. good breeze and a lop of a sea the heavier craft
big ones aloft the whole race, and on the run home had set
of the fleet, will have a chance of doing something.
balloon jib-topsails.
Unfortunately for Boston she had only
The Mystery', Mr. Sumichrast, has been on a fortnight's
one topsail-halliards rove off, and so it was not considered ex.cruise to the Eastward.
pedient to lower StUd lose the time required to bend on the big
The Slip, Mr. Jas. Yorston, Pictou, has been added to the
muslin. It was at last effected, and much to Thiatle's advantage.
Had she been supplied with a full set of racing gear, it Squadron and will take part in the race on the 24th August.
The Loch n agar, Mr. .lames Eraser, is also a new arrival.
may be questioned whether she would not have made her
She was built in Shelburn aud was sailed up to Halifax by
while later a ballooner was sent up in
time on tin: rest.
her owner and Mr. W.
They
Brookfijld, of the Wavelet.
place ol' the jib-topsail, and the sloop felt its effects, for she
had an exciting cruise.
perceptibly increased the gap between herself. and Vixen.
The Secret, a Yarmouth built yacht, has come up to Halifax.
Active bothered the hitler with a luffing match, and then ran
She is for sale, but will not tempt admirers of the hardweather
through her lee, thereby becoming second boat. Somehow
style of yacht.
Her mainboom sticks as far outboard as inVixen's skipper did not seem to be equal to the old dodge of a
board, and she carries a huge fixture of a bowsprit long
challenge for the weather and a break to leeward, for the
of a sea.
game was played on her several times with success. 'Thistle enough to heave her down by the he id in anything
Her suit of canvas is about the quintessence of ugliness, but
Bad the satisfaction of crossing the hue first, Vixen and Active
had
she a well-cut suit and proper spaTs she would sail fairly
going over almost together, and Regina a few minutes later.
well in smooth water.
The race goes to the smart Vvxen on time, as under
Bon Pisn to tub Fork. —The famous schooner Encltantrm,
Actual
Corrected
modeled and built by "Bob" Fish, of New York, has just
Arrival.
Time.
Time.
Name.
n. m. s.
».
it.
s.
n. ir. s.
a fleet of British yachts in the match of the Koyal
2 3s
m beaten
YIXSB
3 39 11
a « 21
Sacht Squadron, for the' Queen's Cup.
The prize went to
2 41 03
3
Aeilve....
39 18
Formosa, 103 tons, on time allowance, but that Enchantress
rtii-.ue
a as ss
2 4* 35
Keuria
48 26
2 46 3(1
should have shown such well-known flyers as Egeria, Bhakr
And thus came to a successful close a race that must be con- and Volav-Vent, over a course not suited to the big Amerihave always
sidered the best sailed and most interesting of the season. All can, is much to the credit of the Fish model.
thought that in open water Enchantress has few rivals as good
Thk.lle, though Comthe yachts engaged were Al cracks.
H. K. II., the Prince of Wales, sailed the match
paratively new, 'already sufficiently known by her brilliant as herself.
performances in Boston waters, where we. believe she was in his own schooner Hildegarde, 198 tons, but was beaten 19m.
by the American. By the way, Enchantress is rated at 346
beaten only once, and that by such a wind jammer us Undine,
though the former suffered from poorly setting canvas tons, Thames measurement
What a comment upon that
crew,
drawbacks
which she rule, or we should say that of the Yacht liacinsr. Association.
under
and a scratch

ling of

running

1

:

;

A

H

:

This finished the scrub race, and the vachts, in conformity
with instructions, began to range themselves into two divisions, schooners and sloops, Jed respectively
by the Commodore leading, and the •Vice-Commodore in the Rambler, and
Kear-Commodore in the Vision, heading the divisions separately.
A stretch was made on the port tuck, and then the
fleet had a clear run up the harbor.
Dreadnaught failed to
take her appointed place, which was hardly to be wondered
at, in view of the narrowness
of the channel.
New Bedford
was in holiday attire, and her shipping flew bunting in profusion, m honor of the arrival of the squadron.
The Ne w Bedford \acht Club extended the visiters a hearty welcome, and
tendered them a reception in their club house," handsomely illuminated for the occasion. The sloop Oracle joined the
fleet.
The run of this day was perhaps most remarkable for
the close time made by all hands, as will be seen by reference

•',

We

!

A

the
New Bedford match likewise.
little more breeze aud sea would have suited her better and
put Vixen out of the way. There was hardly enough turning in the match to make it very conclusive, but still all the
yachts engaged may be said to be very nearly equal in running and on the wind. During the afternoon a reception was
given aboard the yachta to visitors from shore. At 5 p. m.
the boat races in the harbor came off. First race, for cutters
Entries
Oracle, Vision, Estelle,
prizo, owl in a silver cage.

labored

'

in

to the table of arrivals.
By General request, the Commodore determined t<
over a day at this port, and so, Tuesday, Aug 13, was
spent at anchor by the greater portion of the squadron.
Mr.
E. C. Palmer, President of the Louisiana State. Savings Bank
and owner of the now famous sloop Thistle, was anxious to
try conclusions with the other crack sloops in the fleet.
In
consequence he was readily accommodated with a sweepstakes Dreadnaught, Foam and Restless, cutters. Won by Vision,
race by the owners of Active, Regina and Vixen, a hard lot cutter. The noble bird will therefore screech in the Rearto beat indeed.
In the fresh breeze from S. W. and smooth Commudore's stateroom until some terrible deed of violence
sea Vixen was certainly a dangerous customer, while if it
is committed against the emblem of victory, and a mysterious
came on to blow a bit, there was JBeyina, cut. out for just such dish of chicken stew or rabbit fricassee served up to the cockSecond race for single sculls won by Foam's yawl,
business, and Sir. Buret's cutter-sloop is -no slouch in either pit tars.
niuminations, fireworks and a good time
weather.
beating Intrepid,
Thistte had laid out a tough job, and the way she
acquitted herself must he gratifying to her owner. Though generally of the circus order finished up the evening to the
it cannot be said that the day
showed her to be in any way satisfaction, we hope, of all concerned, though we pray for
superior to the other racers, it is quite as certain that she is the day when such idle nonsense as fireworks and Chinese
in the leading
none their inferior, unless it be perhaps in her looks which lauterns be relegated to youths under six
are somewhat heavy and ungainly.
yaehting squadron of America it seems out of place. Thistle
Thistle soon goes South,
and will in future hail from new Orleans and carry the broom left harbor the same evening. Olylie, Mr. W. L. Brooks,
in Southern waters.
The Sweepstakes were §10 per entry, parted company at this port, having- left for Stamford, her
This loses one of the smartest
money to go to winning crew. Course from Clarke's Point owner being indisposed.
around Lone Rock buoy, leaving it on starboard hand and re- schooners to the fleet during the remainder of the cruise.
turn.
Wednesday morning, Aug. 14., the fleet beat out to Clarke's
Time allowance im. per foot mean length. Judges,
an
even
start
for
the trip to Edgartown, Martha's
Rear-Corn. J. J. Alexandre and J. D. Smith, Esq.
Referee Point for
long, straggling line waB formed in the light
Coma. N. Kane. Only plain sail to be carried. The Vixen, Vineyard.
got underway with a large party on board and served
wind from B, B. Tin- ebb fide favored the fleet and set all
judges and timing boat. The TJ. S. sloop-of-war OonsUlla- bands well to windward. Clio, Volante aud Madeleine distum, with the midshipmen from the Naval Academy, Anna
tinguished themselves by weatherly qualities at times, but the
polis, on board, got underway and made sail for Newport while
wind was too light for anythiug like a regular race, and the
the start was being effected, presenting a fine and enlivening keels did poorly.
Regina took the lead, followed by Active
picture as the young embryo heroes lay out on the yanjsaiai
and Vision., (Iracie, Vixen, Clio, Foam, Estelle and Madeleine.
cast off the gaskets preparatory to " letting fall." The entries
All the keels astern, there not being enough wind for the big
tor the sweepstakes were as follows
When nearing Quick's Hole, Regina leading and
fet/ows.
Vixen second, the strong race of the Hood through the narWttterline. Time allowance.
Namu
Owner
row passage was met, and proved to be a serious obstacle to
Ft.
In.
M.
S.
A<:t»'<i
FJUurst..,
..so
a
allows
progress.
Most craft were compelled to anchor, only the two
Thistle
EC Palmer.
leaders being lucky enough to get through without being
Regina
WA.Slcwa.rt
47
2
10
W**n
nipped. They stood on and made. Edgartown that day, but
PLsurenoa
48
a
a
The gun was fired at 12h. 35m. 10s., and the Boston craft, the lest, after* finally succeeding in working through, put into
Vincvard Haven in obedience to a signal from headquarters.
Tldstte, with sheets hard in went across lirst. without much
The day's run was uneventful and so bound up in flukes aud
way on. Regina next, Vixen third and Active, la
ui results of any material value were reached,
had gone off on the port tack, the rest on the starboard. Wind
S., and tide young flood.
in some of the short work was rather an improve(Sea smooth.
Presently Mr,
Palmer came about and followed the other three. It very ment though on Madeleine with a free shoot.
soon became evident that ThiMle could not hold the same wi ad
as the rest, for she began to sag to leewaid in spite of the
YACHTING NEWS.
short leg taken to the S. W. at the start.
Vixen on the conSaturday, August 10,
Scotia. Yaoiit Squadhon.
A
trary hugged close and improved her
weather berth right
along.
We. do not think that the apparent lack of weather- the third day'» racing of the season saw three sloops and a
schooner hove to ofTll. i\l. Lumber Yard, ready to compete
liness on the part of Boston's crack was
due in any- degree to
It was
for the prize offered by Messrs Sumichrast & Troop.
laults or shortcomings of the hull, but rather
to hei baggj
canvas, which did not set near as well as that of the im-i.r u- a grand day for racing a romping, roaring breeze from S.
W., firing off heavy, sharp, tierce squalls every now nnd then.
politan racers.
Thistle headreached on the lot though in
rather
aw.
known
as
the
I'assow
Course,
grnud style while Active wis screwing out on Vixen's
weather, and Regina not far astern and a little to the handicaping the schooner and favoring the small sloops she
However,
pluckyfight
she
made
contend
against.
a
to
had
leeward of Vixen.
It was a long leg
and a short
one down to the buoy, the wind having eqme out. Of it and lost by time allowance only, a very good pel -i'ormaiering she had to make so many short stretches
more from the westward. Boston continued to run away auL
from New Tork all the way up, At lh. 47m. Regina was the from marl', to murk. The Psyche was very well sailed, and
spite of accidents secured the prize by saving her time off the
first to go about, crossing under Vixen's, stern, biit,
unable to
The start took place at 1 :54 p. m., and the line was
weather on Active, was obliged to go about again to clear the Seafoom.
yacht on the starboard tack. She came near submitting to a crossed as follows
Owner.
a. m. s.
Same.
blanketing, but with a fortunate puff drew out clear of her
:

:
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:
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antagonist's lee.
It was just Vixen's day, and the Boston
sloop having sagged so much to leeward her chances were not
considered favorable, but, as subsequent events proved, this
was reckoning without one's host, for ThhtU, standing on for
Naushon Island, went about 2h. 08m., and hugged the shore.
Iinlortu.ia.tely Vixen, on the starboard tack, was a stumbling
block in her way, for she could not weather the smaller sloop,
and so was obliged to up helm and driveacross her stern. This
was just so much lost, and did not speak well for the hand*
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once went to the front, her greater power
enabling her to take the whole weight of wind without buffing up as the small craft had to do occasionally, and in the
Ferry Buoy led handsomely. On the reach to
Commissioner's Point, Psyche's mainsail had to come down,
the repairs were quickly
the lacing at the gaff having parted

The Sea foam

i,

at

>

;

the course been longer, Enchantress would have made
her time on Formosa, as she lost much by a slow start. It
will tie remembered that she was built for Mr. Lorillard, o£
She
this city, then sold to Mr. Loubat, of the N. Y. Y. C.
received alterations to her run at the hands of Capt. Fish,
while in Cowes, England, and has lately become the property
of Col. Owen Williams, of England.
The ENonANTjEusss. —The wonder of the match was, beyond
all doubt, the Enchantress.
We had almost forgotten the existence of this wonderful vessel, and the wonderful things she
did some four years ago. —London Field.
Oobanio Regatta. The annual regatta at Oceanic, N. J.
was sailed Thursday, August 22, on the North Shrewsbury
River. Three classes of yachts were started—jib-and-mainThe New Haven
sails over 22ft., under 22ft., and cats.
sharpie, Bertie, was disqualified on account of rig, and likeVixen won §50
wise. The Brothei a for throwing out ballast.
in first class, beating Florence and E. Minturn, the former
taking second prize of $20. Helena D. and Bother won in the
second class, beating Jennie, Mary Ellen and Liezie R. Among
the -cats Eliza took first and Ideal second prize, beating Ocean

Had

—

Spray and Lazy 4.
Cruise of the Bkookmn Yaoht Club.—The Brooklyn
Yacht Club, under command of Commodore Lester Wallack,
hove up from Glen Cove, Tuesday, August 27, for their anThe destination of the fleet was to
nual cruise up the Sound.
Black Rock, Conn.; Wednesday, to New London Thursday,
:

(to-day), to Greeuport; Friday, A-Ugust 30, remain at Greenport aud sail the usual match for lirst and secoud-class sloops;
Saturday, leave for Newport; Sunday, Sept. 1, remain in harbor Monday, Sept. 2, first, and second-class schooner matches;
Bedford; Wednesday, sail for VineTuesday, sail for
yard Haven ; Thursday, Sept. 5, sail to Oak Bluff and attend
camp meeting. The fleet will enter harbor in " closo order."
Orders will be issued as necessary from the flagship Columbia
during the cruise. The programme is a liberal one, and, if
;

New

fully carried Out, will
the club.

Small Seagoing

do much

to

enhance the reputation of

Yachts.— JHV. Editor:

We have on Lake

Ontario a yacht 24ft. 6in. long, 7ft. beam, and 3ft. 6in. draft,
She is deep and of large
mainsail 17ft. hoist and 24ft. boom.
displacement, with 2J to 3 tons ballast. In a little, breeze she
lies over more than a" centre-boarder, but we can slaud all the
breeze that we can get. and, although the skimming dishes
here have to reef, we stand it without danger and can knock
She
the stuffing out of them wheu it blows a little gale.
weathered a gale a few weeks ago when the Rothsay, a steamer
on the lake running to Niagara, could not face it but had to
Loon Foils.
put back.
Toronto, Ont., Aug. 20.
Another in Boston*—Mr, Editor : Your recent remarks
on large displacement yachts we know to be correct. We
bought au old government cutler last year and this spring had
her deepened.
She is 28t't. long and 8ft. beam, and now draws
We fitted her up
about 4ft. of water with lead "11 her keel.
such
as a yacht, aud she does very nicely in a sea, as she has
hei as a regular
will
rig
we
season
Next
form.
a narrow, easv
dipped
cutter with running bowsprit, for we found that she
her bowsprit in a short sea, which strained it and stopped the
soon.
boat.
I will write to you for dimensions of such a rig
Bll-b Wateb Sailoe.
Boston, Aug. 18.
New JbbSBS Yaoht Ci.nB.—The yacht Emma, Capt. W.
She
Burrell, sailed from Hobokeu, Aug. 34, for Newport.
has on board Messrs. II. P. Gray, H. Murphy, D. Cappers,
Edgar Grout and Wm. otmie, of the N. J. Y. C. Capt. Burrell

was formerly

sailing

master of

Commodore

Stevens

famous sloop Maria, and commanded the Minnie, winner
the first ocean match of the New York Yacht Club.

of

Massabesio Yacht Chtb.— This is the title, of a new yacht
They held their first anclub formed at Manchester, N. il.
nual regatta, on Massabesio Lake, near the city, Aug. 34.
The race was over a five, mile course, won by the Nautilus in
57m. 36s. Judges, A. B. Fairbank, Frank Mitchell and Levi

—

;

;

FOREST* AND

70
N. Aldrich. The other yachts in the race were Swan, Lottie,
Clytie, Ida and Madcap.
Prize, a silk flag.
Cbuise op the Enterprise. Commodore Peabody has

—

tripped his anchor for a cruise to Mount Desert in his cutter
Eaterprist. Will be gone several weeks. She was built by
Lawlor, of Boston, and has his style of section, quick turn
to the floors at the garboard and at the bilge, giving a very
powerful, but, we think, laborsome midship section. Her
garhoards had to he hewn out of the solid log on account of
their quick turn.

Can These Things Be ? —Prom

a reliable source jve are
informed that after all the Shoe-wae-cae-mettes, of Monroe,
Mich., hold a questionable status as amateurs. We are told
by parties acquainted with them that they are "punters"
have paddled sportsmen after ducks for pay. One of them
is known to have mixed drinks behind a bar for a gentleman
and, what is much more serious, our informant states that he
knows beyond doubt that they sold their friends last year in
the single scull race at Detroit. Their conduct in other races
is also questioned.
If these charges have any foundation to
them, a close scrutiny of their status as amateurs should be
made by the N. A. A. 0. While we do not pretend to take
sides on these imputations, we must regard them as of a serious nature, for they come to us from parties prepared to substantiate them.
Canoeing at Rochester, N. Y. A correspondent writes
us that the neighborhood of Rochester, N. Y., affords many
fine rivers and reaches for canoeing, and that next season the
sport will probably be taken hold of by gentlemen in that
vicinity.
Practical articles bearing on the sport will appear
in our columns during winter, from which beginners can ob-

—

tain the instructions necessary.

Maiunr Painting.

— "J. L.

K." on "Marine Painting," in

your issue of Aug.

15, has hit the nad squarely.
Makinb Painted.
City of Columbus.— This new steamer, an addition to
the Ocean Steamship Line of Savannah, was open to visitors
on monday last. She is about the same size as the City of
Macon. Pier dimensions arc 275 feet long, 38 beam, her burden being 2,000 tons. The Oily of Columbus will be com-

The

manded by Captain

Nickerson.

The passenger accommoda-

tions are unsurpassed for elegance and comfort.
So many of
our readers go South during the winter months that doubtlessly the City of Columbus will take out many a tourist bound
to Florida,

OAK AND PADDLE.
The National Begatta.—The

sixth annual regatta of the
Oarsmen was successfully

National Association of Amateur
rowed on the Passaic at Newark, August 20 and 21. In spite
of the attempts made by certain hair-splitting theorists and the
small clique discontented with the strict enforcement of the
association's rules to decry the event, it turned out to be a
brilliant affair in all its aspects.
If a few prominent oarsmen
were conspicuous by their absence the entries were ample and
good enough without them, and it ia quite certain that no one
felt grieved at seeing the obstreperous few fail to put in an appearance at the start. The two days' races were conducted
with such promptness and fairnesses to meet the decided approval of all interested, while the preparations for the meeting, both as regards measures taken for keeping the public
informed of the progress of the races and for thoroughly policing the course, proved the gentlemen controlling the races to
be fully competent for the duties undertaken. It is not too
much to say that this year's regatia has been instrumental, to
a large degree, in giving the National Association so firm
hold upon the public mind that its future is secured beyoni
peradventure. If the association will now review some of it
rules, and relax or reconstruct the few particular ones which
it lias been found impracticable to enforce or unpalatable to
some upon, perhaps, justifiable grounds, the few straying
sheep will be glad to return to the fold, and all opposition to
the association will cease, The course at Newark proved well
adapted to the needs of the association, and it is certain that
the strangers whom the race called together leave the city with
full appreciation of the generous hospitality of its inhabitants,
and with satisfaction at the system and energy displayed by
the association, for seldom have races been more promptly
called and pulled without impediment than in this regatta
The Arlington crew, we believe, was the only one to demur to
the decision of the umpire; but as they were so palpably in
the wrong, no doubt when their excitement and disappointment has passed off, they will see the justice of the mandate
which ruled them out in accordance with Hule 13, Section C,
of the laws governing boat-racing. Tuesday, August 20, was
clear and pleasant, with a brisk northwest wind blowing across
the river, but not getting up sea enough to trouble the boats.
The grand stand, with its system of telegraphic signals connected to the observatory stations along the course, was
packed with humanity, and the many private stands, as well
as the river banks, were lined with people. On the second
day the number of spectators was even greater, and estimated
as high as 30,000. The course was one mile and a half straight
away, start near the Midland Railroad bridge, and finish just
in front of the Erie Railroad draw-bridge, or abreast of the
grand stand. An old tug was furnished for the press, and
failed to keep even with the racing boats, and, wliat was
equally objectionable, raised a terrific swell at the grand stani
every time she came down, so that none of the winniDg crews
were able to show their style on the customary short spin
past the stand after the heats, much to the disappointment
of the lookers-on, who like to see a little more of a crew than
the last half-dozen strokes that carry it across the line.
First race for Junior Singles— First heat: F. Campbell,
Eurekas, Newark, N. J., and W. E. Cody, Friendships, N.
Y. Cody did some bad steering, and was beaten by Campbell by seven lengths.
Time, 10m. 05Js.
Senior Singles— First heat F. J. Mumford, Perseverance,
New Orleans, and J. Kennedy, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn. Apparently Kennedy was not in condition, for hi*
well-known record assigned him to a better positiou at the
Mumford, however, proved a hotter man than supfinish.
posed, and won in 10m. 31}£s., Kennedy only three-quarters
of a length behind.
Senior Single— Second heat B. W. Bathbone. New York
Athletic, N. Y.; G. Gaisel, Gramercy, N. Y.; 3. O'Donnell,
Hope, New Orleans H. P. Dain, Highland, Peekskill, N. Y.
Bathbone won without trouble, steering a good course, and
Time, 9m. 35s. Gaisel
pulling a clean and graceful stroke.
second, 9m. 46As.; O'Donnell third and Daiu last.
BonioT Singles—Third heat: G. W. Lee, Triton, Newark
r
F. E. Y ates, Pilot, Grand Haven, Mich.; J. Maginn.Wavcrley,
N. Y. The race was between Lee and Yates, and for the first
halt-mile the latter made a good race, but the man that can
leave Playford astern can hardly be matched in America.
Lee won in very handsome style, pulling his long, powerful
i

:

•.

;

j

;

Alvl.

sweep, with an amount of apparent ease and grace that called
forth continued applause from the spectators. Lee is not only
the fastest amateur sculler in America or Europe, but he is
also one of the most graceful pullers that ever sat in a boat.
Time, 9m. 8^s.; F. E Yates, 9m. 15}s.; Maginn, 9m. 42|s.
H. McMillan, Vesper. PhilaSenior Singles— Fourth beat
delphia; H. Livingston, Yale, New Haven, and .1. 8. O.
The latter did not
Wells, Hackensack, Hackensack, N. J.
go over the whole course. Won by McMillan in 9m. 13{s

The prizes, which were of handsome design and
made by Thos. G. Brown, of New York, were distributed to
taken.

the winners in the evening at Park Hall,
priate ceremonies, Lee and the Southern

Cottbtney-Hanlan Back.— Bepresentatives of the Hanlan
Boat Club of Toronto, Ont., arrived in Geneva August 21,
and were the guests of Courtney's backers. The next day they
took a look at the course on Seneca Lake, and then went toAuburn. A conference between the parties was had and an
agreement for a race between Courtney and Hanlan arrived
at.
The date was fixed for Tuesday, October 1 stakes,
$2,500 a side. The articles call for still water, but no locality
has as yet been determined upon, though it is quite likely to
take place at Ensinore, on Owasco Lake.
Cost of the University Baoe.— The Financial Committee
of the New London University race have submitted their accounts, as follows
Boat-houses and floats, $738.76
grand
stand, |S98; surveying and buoys, §9-1.18; flagging, etc.,

;

Livingston second, flcn 33s,
Juuior Sculls— Second heat: E. W. Morgan, Potomac,
Washington. D. C; D. Lynch, Waverley, N. Y., and T.
O'Connor, Neptune Barge, Philadelphia. The latter did not
Lynch led, but was disqualified for being
cross the finish.
coached. Time of Morgan, 10m. lis.
Junior Sculls— Third iieat G. W. Bowlsby, Jr., amateur,
T.
Lowden, Vikin-jr, Newark; B. S. Keator,
Monroe, Mich-:
Bowlsby won
Yale, New Haven. The latter gave out.
The tide was with him, having changed
easily in 9m. 7^3.
to ebb, while in the previous races the flood was making.
Bowlsby was bow oar of the Shoe-wae-cae-mettesin 1875, and
pulls something after their style, or rather want of style, for
he handled his oais iu an awkward nianuer, and had no form.
Pairs: F. Henderson and W. Bennet, of the Quaker City
Club C. E. Bulger and H. 0. Graves, of the Mutuals 3. B.
Cleufgand J. McGregor, of the Zephyrs, of Detroit; and L,
S. Mack and W. K. MctJredy, of the Athletics. Mutuals took
The rest steered wild. The Quaker
the lead, and held it.
Time, 8m. o(j:'js. Athletics, 9m.
Cities upset near the finish.
17.Va.
Zephyrs. 9m, J-'S^s.
Double Sculls—First heat: Mutual Boat Club, Albany
N. Y., C. Peipenbrink, bow, W. S. Mofely, stroke Crescent
Barge Club, Philadelphia, Pa., C. E. Hallowed, bow, W. H.
Hallowell, stroke; Vesper Barge Club, Philadelphia, Pa., C.
Won by Mutuals, 8m.
F. Goodshall, bow, H. Evans, .stroke.

;

:

:

;

$46.59 3 furnishing quarters for the crews, $115.37; press,
$247.80; referee boat, etc., $148; printing and posting,
|l38.35j music, $227.78; carriages, §29.50
harbor-master
and police boats, 8106.15; transportation of shells and men,
$48.48. Total, $3,338.55. Beceipts from grand stand, $566.55.
Net expenses, 81,832. Of this amount three-fourths will be
covered by the railroads, the rest by the citizens.
;

;

;

—

Amour, Meeting N. A. A. S. The annual meeting of the
National Association was held at Newark, August 20, Mr. H.
E. Buermeyer presiding.
Twenty-seven clubs were represented.
Messrs. Walsh and Levein, of the Nautilus Club.
resolution was
New York, were reinstated as amateurs.
passed to hold three races, open to colleges only, at a future
date.
After routine business the meeting adjourned.

;

;

A

;

—

Prizes Offered. The Passaic, Eureka and Triton Clubs,
Newark, will each present a challenge cup to be rowed for
on the date of the proposed college races.

Crescents, 8m. Otiis.
Double Sculls— Second heat; Hope Bowing Club, New
Orleans, La., J. O'Donnell, bow, P. Powers, stroke; Friendbow, J.
ship Boat Club, New York City, E. Oonlin,

39fs

of

;

BuBUSSXON Beach Begatta.— In

—

Brown-Lynch Baoe.—The single scull race, two miles and
Brown, of Worcester, Mass., and Lynch, of
Salem, Mass., was pulled, August 22, on Lake Quinsigamond.

turn, between

Brown won

—

—

St. John Boat Baoe.
The three-mile four-oared race at
Bay Shore, N. B , between the McLaren and Brett, crews was
won by the former, August 21.

New

Orleans, La., W. Tansley, bow,
Hopes led off, but
3. Lusk, J. McNulty, M. Carey, stroke.
Mutuals headed them at the half mile, and won in 9m. 19.^9.;
Hopes not timed.
Fours— Second heat Eureka Boat Club, Newark, N. J.,

Club, of

Young, bow, P. Young, W. B.

stroke; Friendship Boat Club,

Flavell,

J.

—

Hurley;
stroke,

bow. M. Robinson, B. Evans, P. Birmingham,
Elizabeth Boat Club, Portsmouth, Va., D. Callahan, bow,
f. Gallagher, T. Beilly, P. McGrath, stroke. Elizabeths
caught the water first, but Eurekas passed them, steering a
belter course, as they were well acquainted with the waters.
Friendships dropped back Off the Eureka boat-house the
Elizabeths crowded the Eureka crew, and fouled them.
Eurekas got out of the scrape best, and crossed the line in
9m. Ois, Elizabeths were disqualified. Had the crew from
Portsmouth, Va., steered better, the race might have ended
differently. They row in fair form, excepting the stroke man,
who throws his elbows too much at the recover, in imitation
of a Battery waterman. With a little more practice and
coaching this crew may become a formidable one.
Fours—Third heat Longueils, of Montreal, F. Foster, bow,
A. B. Pell, H. Pell, W, I. Gear, stroke; Centennial, of Detroit, P. Keeler, stroke, John Schafer, A. Stegmeyer, J. C.
Paaselins, bow; Aldingtons, of Brooklyn, G. W. Thomas,
stroke, R. V. Youne, A. J. Valentine, G. W. Paynter, bow.
Longeuils broke their steering gear and the umpire called
the crews back but Arlington kept on her way and was disLongeuil
The other two were started again.
qualified.
fouled, but Centennials took the lead and won in 8m. 58^s.
by six lengths, the Canadian's lime being 9m. 17s.
'junior Singles— Final heat. G. W. BowJeby, Jr., Amateur
Boat Club, MonrOe, Mich.,; F. Campbell, Eureka Boat Club,
Newark, N. J.; B. W. Morgan, Potomac Boat Club, WashMorgan gave out. The other two hail a good
ington, D. C.

The curso far as to say it was two and a half miles long.
rent here ran at the rate of a mile a minute, and I have had
men who have ratted on the river for fifteen and twenty years
tell me that they had fun through there on the rafts at the rate
of a mUe a minute and sometimes faster, for when they used
their sweeps they beat the current.
A few years ago a boatbuilder at Fhillipsburg constructed a boat which be thought,
could run through the rift (when the water was high), but he
found that the current ran so last that the paddle-wheels had
no effect on the water. This was about fifteen years ago,
when thB river was narrower than it is now. No boat has
ever been built that can run up this rift, aod we were the
first boats or canoes that have run down the rift in ten years.
This I have from fishermen who have Jived at the foot of the
If you could give me the
rift for from ten to twenty years.
name of the correspondent who doubts the assertion I might
give him a more detailed account of our passage down the
" Let him go down the
only
say
:
Otherwise, I can
river.
river from the Water Gap to Phillipsburg, and then pass his
F. P. AND E. P. D.
opinion on it."

:

;

East Orange, Aug. 24.

first part of the course, but Bowlsby won
readily in 9m. 40s. Their steering was poor, and the same
may be said of a great majority of all entries, crossing the
river several times in a zig-zag being quite a coiumon occurrence.
r
Lee, Triton Boat Club,
Senior Singles— Final heat: CI.
York Athletic Club,
Newark, N. J.; B. W. Bathbone,
New York City; 11. McMillan, Vesper Barge u OJub, Puiladel

race over the

W

Iff*

FISH IN SEASON

Stieepstiead, ArchotiarfjMs probato-

Grayling, tlmmalbalri
Black Basa, Microptaua natmoittw;

r.'ero,

;

Rest not

regale.
pSlariiya

Bonito, sard*
KWgttsh, NeiMctrt-amab tdoaws

;

,

;

;

;

;

18

eels,

;

;

black fiah, 15

lobsters, 10

30

clams,

noft

pompaao,

30

;

to

;

;

;

flounders, 10

;

;

hard crabs, per

1U0, 42.50

;

porgiea, 8 ; soa baas, 18
aoallopa per gatlun, 32

eheeps head, 25
60 centa per
100;
;

white

;

,

fish,

12>£
soft crabs, per dozen,

75 centa.

Fish of

all

kinds very scarce as

particular season of the year.

it Is

The

always the case

at this

catch of Spanish mackerel

almost a total failure.

ONTARIO— Wuufasfiene, August 13.—Every
filled

with brook trout.

Fours— Final

14s.

Oybium

Fish in Market— Retail PaiOES.—Baaa, 25 centa; bluefiBB,
mackerel, 18 weak flab, 12>£ BpaDiab maokerel,
; BalmoD, 25
haddock, 8
king flbb, 20
green turtle, 10 halibut, 16

codfish, 8

bow, P. Powers, stroke Mutual
Boat Club, Albany, N. Y-, C. Piepeubriuk, bow, W. S. Moseby, stroke. For the first quarter they hung together pretty
At the half mile they
well, when the Mutuals drew ahead.
Hope spurted and steering a close course by
led by a length.
Here Mutual; crowded them and fouled;
the Eureka house.
running out again, they bore down on the Hopes a second
The
time, fouling again and driving Hope away in shore.
They
latrer, however, pulled in ahead and won in 8m. 87*8.
icceived a. warm reception at the grand stand, which was one
of the most pleasing episodes of the day's races.

8m.

turn.

•

;

Saugerties,

nattatrit.

Spanish Mackerel, C't/oium macula-

:

10

5s.

Pomatomua

MnsEaluuge, Knox nohUior.
tiu»
like or Ploltere), Seox

Yellow Perch, Perca (lOBeawW,

40

heat: Mutual, BaugerHea, Eureka, CentenMutuals pulled a quick, short stroke, all working well
nial.
together, and headed the lot abreast of the Triton boat-house,
Saugerties Beoond, Eureka? third, Centennials doing some
Saugerfrightful steering and the rest, none too good either.
took part in
ties fouled Mutuals and Eurekas came up and
the scramble; but Mutuals got out of it first and led the rest

Sn'oenojis occtlalwi.

Stripud Baas, Jlorcim linntaht,,.
White Perch. Mornru amarfama,
W'eukllrtli, Cynovrton h
Blueasi),

,,-ir.anji.

i,'.

this side who could hold his own with the
man from Newark.
Double Scull— Final beat Hope Bowiug Club, New Or-

La., J. O'Donnell,

SALT WATER.

Sea Basi,

Salmon, Snlmfi salar.
Salman Treat, Satnw cmifinia.
Land-locked Salmon. Salmogloveri.

wonderful

Time, 8m.

SEPTEMBER.

Trout, Sulmn/onlitMlia.

England or on

way.

Visiting.

IN

FRESH WATER.

phia, Pa-; P. J, Mumford, Perseverance Boat Club, New
Lee and Bathbone drew out of the ruck and
Orleans, La.
had the race to themselves, McMillan a poor third and Mumford of the Yales out of the hunt. Lee pulled a straight
Passing the
id at the half mile led by a length.
Eureka, boat-house the cheering for the great sculler was immense. Lee spun out his lead and crossed amid great apBathbone led him a good fight
plause, a winner in 9m. 0|a.
and pulled iu excellent form, but was overpowered by his opponent. Lee earned again the title to the champion of amateurs in America, and we cannot name the sculler either in

of the

and givey

.

New

leans,

Orange Canoe Club were out in force on
and attracted a good

Fast Time in a Canoe. Mr. Edittrr : In your last issue
" G. L. M." seems to question the speed made by our canoes
on a recent trip to the Delaware. As regards bur running
through Great Fall Bift in three minutes, I would say that
both myself and chum are wdling to swear that we ran the
rift in that time.
Of course, we had no means of finding out
the length of this rift except by asking the people, and every
one we asked told us two miles. Some of the raftsmen went

Angleman,

New York City, W.

— The

Canoeing.

the Passaic during the National Begatta,
deal of attention in their canvas canoes.

:

J.

in 14m. 45s.

Halifax Sculling. W. Smith won (he championship of
Halifax harbor, N. S., for the third time, August 15.

:

Hope Bowing

the siogle scull race at

Burlington Beach, Ont., August 23, Hosmer won, beating
Morris, Boss, McKee, Plaisted, Sutter and Coulter, in the
order named.

McCartney, stroke; Hudson Boat Club, Jersey City, N. J.,
D. Phillips, bow, W. Clarke, stroke. Won by the Hopes
in 8m. 31Js. Friendships, 8m. 51 fs.; Hudson crew a bad third.
Second Day Wednesday, August 21, was clear, with a
brisk wind sweeping down the river, making the water somewhat lumpy near the start. A heavy rain squall in the afternoon took the starch out of some of the ladies' clothes, but
otherwise did not interfere with the prompt dispatch of the
races.
The tide ran up till the third race, when it changed
in favor of the crews.
Fours—First heat Mutual Boat Club, Albany, N. Y., O.
E. Bulger, bow, H. C. Graves, A. Mull, It. J. Wilson, stroke;
G.

;

Newark, with approcrew coming in for

hearty applause.

:

They

stream here

will take almost

any

is

bait.

A. N. B. S.

,

'

New Hampshire— Mr. James G. M onirics, a guest of Jtlio
Fabyan House, Mt. Washington, caught two big trout the
So says
oi her day weighing 3i lbs. and 21 lbs. respectively.
Among the Clouds, a paper published on the summit of Mount
Washington. Now let us hear from the Qolworislwnka summer

boarders.

:

FOREST AND STREAM
New\ Bedford, Aug. 31.— The striped bass fishing at the
islands continues to be vigorously followed.
Fish are plenty,
although much smaller, averaging 10 to If) pounds each, the
largest one caught the past week weighing 34 J pounds. Bluefi-h, sautog, scup, etc., plenty.
Excursions and clam hakes
ditto.

Concha.

—

Nantucket, Aug. 24. It has been a poor week for fishing
on account of the high wind, what few have been caught
running very large. The fishermen say that there will be
plenty of fish next week. The surf fishermen on the south
side are catching a great mauy fish, anywhere from 70 to 100
to a boat.
Shark fishing still continues good, one party catching nine, three of which were blue dogs and one sand shark
twelve feet long.
Jaok Curlew.

Movements op the Fishing Fleet.— The number of
Bank arrivals at this port the past week has been 13, 5 with
715,000 lbs. codfish and 8 with 290,000 lbs. halibut. The
number of Georges arrivals for the week has been 36. and the

We

receipts 430,000 lbs. codfish and 20,000 lbs. halibut.
notice 6 arrivals from the Bay, with 1,750 bbls., and 16 from
off shore with 2,500 bbls.
364 bbls. have been received from
the Bay by freighter, and several fares are reported on the
way home.
bole number of fishing arrivals for the week,
71.— Cape Ann Advertiser, Aug. 23.

W

Connecticut—Hartford, Aug. 21.— Some good sport was
had the past week by a party fiom here black bass fishing
at West Hill pond.
The pond, like all those waters artificially raised beyond their original shores, possesess a bad feature.

The

vegetation on the former border, now under water, produces a greenish scum, which on warm days renders the
water quite thick aud, of course, unfit for the piscatorial
sport.
"The pond works," as people thereabouts express it.
cold rain or a brUk breeze settles this scum, aud then some
fun may be expected by the ODe well acquainted with tllfl
haunts of the Rah and the peculiarities of the pond, for it is
'just full of 'em." Many of the ahgUre of that vicinity
commit the error of either yanking the fish when hooked out
of the water in a most slouchy manner, or of dragging them
through their element by main force in order to accelerate the
drowning. Botb these methods are unsportsmanlike and apt
to scare away the whole school, whereas a careful handling
of the prey draws the remainder nigh, stimulating their curiosity and voracity. By carefully manipulating his tackle, one
of our party hooked seven and landed six bass at one place
within less than fifteen minutes. One of the funny sights
which wo had the opportunity of appreciating during our stay

A

at the. pond was some jolly country boys drifting in about
seventy-five feet of water with twelve feet of line out, and
another the discomfited features of an immense fat and hoarse
rural angler, who, having hooked a bass through the lip and
dragged him through the water at the rate of six miles an
hour by swinging his long pole right aDd left, finally succeeded in landing his hook minus the bass.
P. X,

delegation of the Union Pacific Kailroad people from Chicago
left last Sunday.
They caught 2,200 grayling, of which they
returned 1,000 to the stream. For one dozen voracious eaters,

three weeks on the river, a thousand fish or so do not go far.
I wish I could give the names of a party from Central New
York, who caught many little fish and left them dead upon

— Bass

freely in Bantom Lake,
Litchfield; average about two pounds each.
West Hill Fond
is still a bad spot to try one's luck, although fairly alive with
black bass.
E. A. K.

Aug.

Wolcotttille,

23.

Aht and Angling.— It

is

bile

not given to

all

men

to catch a

Such wanton waste is inexcusable. Tim river is
and I shall write at length of it anon. Parties take

the strand.
beautiful,

the

Mackinaw branch

of the Michigan Central road from

Bay

thence descend the stream 25 to 30 miles
and come out by wagon to Cheney, a station ten miles from
the river. There is good hotel accommodation at Grayling
and Cheney, aud a shanty hotel on the Au Sable at the terminus of the road. The grayling season lasts until November,
and parties are arriving on the river almost daily.
Fraser House, Bag City, Mich. Aug. 2-1.
Hallock.
City to Grayling

;

,

—

Black Bass Fishing in Lake Pepin Black bass fishing
in Lake Pepin has been unusually good this season.
The
evening before Mr. Hallock arrived here I had the following
remarkable good and bad luck.
Tackle consisted of 8oz.
bamboo rod, single gut leader, with three of my Lake Pepin
bass flies: First cast, 2 hooked, 1 saved; second cist, 1
landed third cast, 3 hooked, 2 saved fourth cast, 2 landed
fifth cast, 1 landed; seventh cast, Ihrec landed.
Four of
these were large fish, one of the three saved weighing 5|lbs.,
the other two (of the same cast) weighing just rr,'lbs.
This
cast surpasses all of my former experience in black bass fishing, and never heard of anything to surpass it.
But to save
more than one ou a single gut leader, aud with an Soz. rod, is
a most trying aud delicate task.
Consequently I now use
but two files, aud ditl 1 not make my own rods should use but
one.
With three large black bass on at once, something is
most sure to be carried away and ruined, so 1 wrote very
early in Forest and Stream that to get three on at once is
about equal to losing all and ruining tackle.
With my two
Hies I ofteu save two at a- cast. "Mr. Hallock while here
fished with one tly, and
will leave him to tell of the sport
he had. I will say that his visit with us at Lake City was a
most enjoyable one to us all, and with him we had some
splendid sport. Two evenings after Mr. Hallock left, in one
hour's time I took twelve black bass with my two flies, threetimes saving two at once. In three evenings 1 look fortyone black bass, and every one with ray own flies and with
my 8oz. bamboo trout fly rod. Now if better black bass fishing has been done in any other waters let us hear the particulars.
Da. D. C. Estks.
;

;

Vt.

1

—

California— Saw Francisco. Rock cod fishing engages
August and September, and one who
all about when, how and where to go, tells the Pacific

the local angler during

knows

Nokth Carolina— Fort

Johnston, Aug. 21.— Some ten
the wreck of the blockade runner Ansaid by the natives to be a good place to fish, and
toinette
We should have reached the fishthither I went last Friday.
ing ground at " low water slack," but the wind not being
strong enough, did not reach it till rather late. Caught one
hundred and ninety-five fish (five persons), one hundred and
sixty-four trout, weighing from two to three pounds. The
remainder were blue fish anfl angel fish. To secure all these
required less than one and a half hours. On Monday I went
out again. The wind blowing quite strongly from tne 8. W.,
and a heavy sea running. Only one trout was caught, but in
about the same length of lime as above mentioned, three of
us succeeded in catching two hundred and thirty fish, nearly
I have
all blue fish, and very nearly the weight of the trout.
caught many fish before, but never had such sport as llus,
yet ye native tells me that I should go out when the fishing is
was
it
glorious
sport, but after a
good. As it was, for a time
D. S.
while it became rather suggestive of hard work.

miles from here

lies

;

A

Floeida— St. Augustine, Aug. 22.— Sheepshead weigh
from two to

fifteen

pounds and are caught
'

y

in great numbers.

SlLVAH.

Stray Notes from the Editor.—D. H. Fitzhugh's party
have just returned from the Au Sable Kiver, where they took
several hundred grayling, conscientiously returning to their
native element all fish under ten inches in length of those
caught. The party comprised Hon. 8. T. Holmes, of Bay

A. B. Turner, of the Grand Rapids Eagle ; your humble servant, Mr. Hallock, editor of Forest and Stream Mr.
Fitzhugh and four guides, one of whom was a justice of the
peace for Craw ford County. J ustices of the Peace in this part of
the country can cook and pole a boat as well as any one. One
of the notables of the party is the old river-man Leu Jewell,
who has acted as poler and Pali nurus for Milner, Mather, Thad.
City

;

;

Norris, Geo.

Dawson aud many

other eminent anglers.

Daw-

son was here only three weeks ago. Just now there are several
distinguished companies in camp on the Au Sable, including
JudgeNorrisand son and Mr. Sweet, of Grand Bapids. Alarge

;

and game

Ontario

protective clubs are now
C. A. Post.

Our game

to the last.
reaping their reward.

— Waubeshene,

—

18.
Deer and summer
ducks have not been so plentiful for years as they are now.
No hunters here to disturb the game.
A. H. R. S.

August

Massachusetts— Orchard

Parker River, Aug. 23.—

Grove,

Gunning good, with prospects of heavy flights soon. Upland
plover and brownie (black-breasted plover) quite plenty.
Bags of 75 and thereabouts, mixed birds, quite frequent.

NlMBOD.

A

Salem, Aug. 20.—
few uplands on our Hills, and very
plenty on Plum Island.
R. L. N.

Lone Island.— Mr. Orvilie Wilcox, the popular sportsman's host, formerly of Good Ground, L. I., has removed to
Quogue, L. L, where he presides over the Oceau House.
Pennsylvania
of

tin'

Brown

— Unvmtawn, Aug.

season Wfts joined in

Bowie

cien

anil

Wishart

settlement hist

by

20.

—The

J. R. Frey,

first coon hunt
John Boring, Lu-

Miller.

They struck

Monday

night

the trail in the

and captured eight

South Carolina

— Kingston,

August 20.— Since the game

law has been in effect the increase of deer has been very perceptible, and I think in a little more time they will be almost
as abundant as in the times of yore.
Around Kingston quail
are very plentiful.
In the fall there are a great many trapped,
but not enough to impair good shooting in season,
friend
of mine went out List night and caught four raccoons and a
couple of opossums, which arc quite plentiful.
M. F. H.

A

Cliarleston,

August

17.

— Two

parties

have been out after

deer this week, and were successful in bagging one on each
hunt. Deer are plentiful this year, aud fine sport is anticipated this fall.

—

Fort Johnston, August 21. Rail are to be found in quanreed-bird later; plenty of duck in season ;• inland
shooting fair, but late too hot and too many snakes.
tities;

;

—

Mississippi Paulding, Augmt\Q.—Var\yo£ four in one
morning's shoot bagged twenty-live squirrels. Turkeys are
reported quite numerous.
Vax.

—

—We

Louisiana New Orleans, August 21.
are having
plenty of " pappa-botts," very fat one of the finest of game
birds fat only a few months in the year.
;

;

—

t

"Having obtained a suitable boat aud some one acquainted
with the bay that knows how to handle her, and being provided with an anchor, and at least oue hundred feet of anchorline, fishing-lints, with plenty of spj.ro leads and hooks, bait,
and something to sustain the inner man, good fishing may be
found at any of the following-named places: Arch Bock,
which is situated a little below and to the westward of
Alcatraz
Bland Shag Rock, which is but a short distance
to the north of Arch Rock
Fort Point, Lime Point, Kershaw's Point, Angel Island, and California City, '.the depth
of the water varies from thirty to eighty feet, with rough
rocky bottom. The fishing-lines should be at least one hundred and twenty feet long, with a lead weighing one pound.
The best hooks for rock-cod fishing are medium-sized Limerick
;

;

—

:

" I am told that in the northern part of Lake Champlain
there is a large bass having more the sun fish shape aud darker
color than this, which is dark greenish on the back, lighter
Our bass is the
greenish on the sides, and white beneath.
gamiest fish of the waters and one of the best, and has greatly
increased in numbers since protected. The ordinary weight
may be set at 2Hbs., though they frequently exceed it by one,
two and sometimes three pounds."

the game season opens. Duck shooting begins September 1, deer shooting September 15, and partridge October 1.
Sportsmen should take notice that these dates are considerably
changed from last year's. Mr. G. B. Sprottle, who was campea
a few days at Lovesick Rapids, on Deer Bay, early this mouth,
reports very fine sport with black bass both above and below
the Rapids scarcely a fish weighing less than five pounds,

:

and then accurately sketch it. A delightful combination
A correspondent, "Ii. E. B.,"
of accomplishments is this.
sends us an exceedingly neat pencil sketch of a fish which he
hooks.
The best bait is worms or fresh minnows, or
wishes us to identify. The outline and eoutour are quite sardines, and the best time to go is on the neap tides,
which
accurate. We have no doubts in pronouncing it to be the' occur at the first and third quarter of the moon."
"R. E. B." writes from Ferrisburg,
Micropterus salmoides.
Fishing Masters. Acting Secretary of the Treasury
fish

when

,

Life

Connecticut.— E'arf Hampton, Aug. 26.— At Pocotopang
Lake, Uncle Jed is still at the front. He captured three
black bass this morning that weighed 7^ pounds, the largest
one weighing 5^ pounds. Fishing lias not been very good" for
u week past.
Harry Culybk.

ii

Hawley has

issued a circular to Collectors of Customs, directing them to obtain from the masters of fishing vessels arriving within their districts reporls showing, as far as practicable, the quantity and kind of fish taken by them within
three miles from the shores of Canada.
The form of the
master's report requires the value of the fish to be given, ex
elusive of the cost of barrels, salt, packing and inspection ;
the tonnage of the vessel, number of crew and time employed.
The circular also requires the Collectors to forward the department, with such return, a list of the vessels licensed for
the fisheries in their district, indicating which of them are
employed in the cod, the mackerel, the whale and the halibut
fishery, respectively, and which of them fish in foreign waters
during any part of the year.

§fitm^

GAME

IN

Ring
Sllir,

lirown aud uray.

Hat'e.n,

Reed or

amateurs by no means insignificant.

Very Remarkable Stuited Bird.—We

S.

mean by
d'wmre of

don't

caption* that the bird is well stuffed, or a chef

is

1

that stuffed bird?" and

natural, ain't

it,

beamed with,

at least, a $10,000 smile.

the Captain'B face

—

The International Pigeon Match. This match, as proposed by us in our last issue, has excited much comment, and
we are led to suppose from the favorable reception it has met
with that such a team match between the gentlemen of Eug-

Great marbled godwit, or marlin,

land and America would be quite possible. Captain John
M. Taylor writes us as follows
"Sou state that arrangements can be made with Captain
Shelly as to an International Pigeon Match. In my letteryon
will see that it was Mr. Dougal, gunmaker, St. James street,
Loudon, who had a conversation with Captain Shelly at Mo-

Willei, Tutanm sernipalmatwi.
Tattler, Totanus maUtnoteucus.

Yellow-snauks, Totamt* Jtavipa.

"Bay

birds" generally, including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, o.vstcr-caicla-r, surf turds, phalaropes, avocets,
etc, coming under tlie group himamlm or Shore Birds.

naco ou this subject. The way au International match was
talked about began in this manner: At the Memphis Field
Trials I met Mr. Greene Smith, and, I think, Mr. 8. H.
Mr. Smith asked me into a private tent he had on
Turrill.
the "rounds, when the conversation turned ou pigeon shootog I remarking that 1 thought light guns could beat heavy
Mr. Smith disagreed with me aud said, Can you find
guns.
four or five Englishmen to come over here and test this quesSo on my lute visit
I replied that I thought I could.
tion?'
to England I mentioned this matter to many crack shots, and
they seenwd to entertain the idea, provided, as I say in my
that all preliminaries are arranged
last letter to your journal,
on this side first and then submitted to Captain Shelly and his

Canada — Peterboro, August 17.— Reports

are made to me
different sections in this county stating all kinds of game
plentiful.
Ou the Otonabee River and Rice Lake black,
wood and gray ducks are in thousands, moving about in large
flocks.
The wild rice is showing up well just now, and no
doubt alarge crop will be harvested next month by the Indians
at Rice Lake.
In Stoney Lake, Deer Bay, Pigeon Lake and

from

Creek and Burleigh summer ducks are more plentiful than
they have been for years; perhaps, owing to the early season,
many of the ducks have brought out two broods. Deer
are reported roaming about the woods like herds of
cattle.
On account of there being very little snow, last winter should have been a favorable one for deer.
We may expect to hear of some heavy bags being made by sportsmen

their skill as

All about It which is really remarkaskill.
what Captain Bogardus told us in regard to that par"
That was the last bird I shot in England in
ticular pigeon.
It would have made
the match with Mr. Aubrey Coventry.
Was I excited ? No, not a
a tie if I had not killed it
it,
did.
and I
It was stone dead
I knew I could grass
bit.
before it reached the ground. I fancy there was something
like -C20,000 on that bird, and it made a difference of
$5,000 to me, and more than that to my friends. Kind of

xembfiUta,

Quail or partridge, Orlyz vinjinia-

and

the taxidermist's

ble

nigricollis.

Red-h icked sandpiper, or ox-bird,

Hal.

W.

A
lliis

en. Citpi.iunia L-npido.

Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Banana

H.

Grayling, Crawford oo., Aug. 24.— Sport?men are here
with their guns, waiting for the shooting season which opens
September 1, passing the interval in fishing. Deer and ruffed
grouse are abundant, and ducks will ha plenty. Take the
Makinaw branch of the Micliigan Central Railroad to GrayFrom Cheney, on
ling and hunt along the Au Sable River.
the same road, it is three miles to Higgins Lake, and from
Roscommon to Houghton Lake, eleven miles, where there is

;

or lnng-sliauks, llimantopm

Woodcock, DtUolula minor.
Red-breasted suipe. or Uowltcher,

there is splendid.

cellent,

hts.

rice bird, Dolichonyx oryzivorous.

and deer shooting in the northern counsoon as the season opens in September. The fishing

—

Black- bellied plover, ox-eye, Sqvatarola helvetica.
plover, ^Eyialitix tiemipalmo-

Wild turkey, Meleagris gailopavo.
Pinnated grouse or prairie chick-

ties as

Ohio— Columbus, August 20. The Columbus Shooting and
Fishing Club was organized yesterday, with the following
Yice-Prcs., K. Savage;
officers: Pres., Dr. J. R. Flowers
Sec. and Treas., Dr. W. Shepard. The tone of the club is ex-

SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER.

beit or Vii. deer, O. vlrffininnvs.
isjnirrels, red, black and gray.

Peed City, Aug. 24.— Parties are arriving by the Grand
Rapids and Indiana Railroad, bound north, to take advantage
of the splendid bird

good duck shooting.

§zg and %mu

Moose, Alees walchin.
Cariboo, Tarandus rannifer.
Elk or wapiti, Cervun canadensis.

Mr. Geo. A. Ncwett and Judson Ayers, on the
MicnictAN.
15th inst., shot eighteen deer and one bear at Helena. The
deer are very plenty in this section this season, owing to the
mild winter.

'

'

friends.'
j

The Retreat, Beliefonte, Nottoway

(Jso. M. Taylor.
Co., Va., Aug. 36."

:

:

:

S
l
7836t :

:

::

:

:

PIGEON MATCHES.

Steel

Akin
;

spring trap straight away balls: handicap rules S balls second-class
being equal to 4 balls first-class
twenty balls constituting a string.
Badge won by second-class, D. S. Mooney and H. S. Fay. each breakIng 15 ont oi
i'
ige won Dy Herman S.
bi
loi
Fay, breaking 10 out of 12; D. 9
too
ol 12. Afterthe
Close ol the shoot, an elegant silver badge, the gift of Mr. Wm. E.
Shaefer, of Boston, Mass., was presented to the e hooter making the
poorest score during the season, of which this was the closing shoot.
Mr. Wm. J. Arnold was the nappy recipient with a score of three
broken balls oug of a possible sixty. Mr. Arnold entertained the club
with a sapper at the Marlboro Hotel in the evening.
;

101111111—8
101111111—9
101111111—9

1

Blankley. ..1

Massachdbiitts— Marlboro, Am. 23.— Regular fortnight's shoot ol the
Marlboro Sportsmans Club, Marlboro, Mass. Contest lor gold badge

1

West

i

i

Massachusetts—Mil/ord, Aug. 25.— A glass ball shoot for a prize of
a silver cap took place at Mendon, Saturday 25th inst. Conditions 25
Bhots, 18 yards rise. Owing to a broken spring in the trap early In the
match it was not as successful as it cui
lave been, and
only about a dozen contestants took part. The cup was won by Charles
Fletcher, of Milford, on a score of 20 out of 25.
Quill DriveH.
Massachusetts— Quincy, Aug. 22— Merry Mount Shooting Club.
Match between two contesting sides, one termed the Picked Five and
the other the Merry Mounts. Winning team to take the four prizes,
which were o solid silver. Bach man shot at 21 yards rise
I

:

Picked Five.

llllllllllioi 1—14
1111111011110 1—13
1001110101111 1-11
111111001 1010 1—10
loillllioooooi— 8— 86
Merry Mounts.
1 1111111100111 1—13
1111111100011 1—la
1011111011111 1—12
1 0110010111011 1—10
10100011111 0,1— 8 —55

EHardwick

1

SH Spear

l

ESBeckford
Myron Clark

1

Owen Jones

1 1 n r,
1 l 1 1

1

.

Wynn

1

1

1

1

n

1—7
0-6
0—5

HO Studlev

1

1

H
lllll

"

Wynn

25 yds..l
Thompson.. 25
..1 1 1

Sixth match,

—1

1

1

1

1

1—6

Buttles. ...iS

..1

..011101 1—5

Walton. ...HI

..1 1 1 *

..1111

...21

1

Thorn

li

—3

10 10

1

10 1110 11 1—S
110 11110 1—8
—2

1

...01100

Lorlllard, Jr.l

Pierson
1
Earle
1 1
Bloodgood...l

—2

1

money

In shooting off for second
scored as follows

1 1
1

1

1

1 1

1 1 1

1

*— 6 KiDg
i<obinson...23
..11*110 1—5
Messrs. Hughes (25), 2; Hemming (21),
Hartsborne.23

1 1 1

..1

1; Dauleir (21),

(25),

1

Gordon

;

;

there were foar contestants

who

H

C Livingston,
Piei re Lorillard, 1 ; A J Thornill, 1 1 1 :
B Jones,
; Newton Earle, 110.
Messrs: Earle, Lorillard and Thornhill shot a match 8200 aside;
twenty-five birds each twenty-eight yards rise. The score was as
follows
;

NEarle

10111 lllllOllOilli l—17

1
1

11011001011000
—
1 OlOllllOlllllllOlO —14

Lorillard.,

A J Thornhill

1

11

1-1

.1110*

:

3
a5
s
i
44
1s

:

11 1—11—5

Baulsir*

Gillet

;

1.

Gillet

111—11-5 Wynn

Eobinson*

1

Austin*
•

0-4

11 1—1 0-4

1—1 1—5 Redding

1 1

1 1—1

Ill-10—i

1-1 0—4

1 1

Divided.

Club rules

Midway Gun
1

Fountain Gun Club.
Kearney. ...1 llllllll 1—10
Watts
1 llllllll 1—10

1

J Bohling.

Club.

Wyckoff....l

Heyer
Dnnlap

1111111
11110
11

1

1

1

110111111—8
11111110-9
Wingert
O'Conuor.,.1 11111*111—9
loollloill— 7
White
111110 10 1—7
Thompson
1— 7
1 1 1
Madison. ...0 1 1
James
10 111110 1—7
0011001111-6
Durfee
.1

1

1

Total

1

..0

1

Slane

IOIO1OI

1

* 1

Miller

McMahon...O
De Frame. .1
1
Howell

*

1 1

1

1

1

l

1

1

1 1

1

1-

li

1—

6

l—

5

0—

4

0*10010*0—3

105

Total

113

New

Jersey Gun Club— West
cap match
Barclay

Duaey

Hughes
Sedore..

Sanders
Smith

10.—Handi-

Side Driving Park, Aug.

21 ydB
22
24
27
22
22

1

21

1

101001111—

1

110 111111—8
1
1 1-0
l

1

1

1

1

1

1

Ties—miss and go

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1-8

1

1—9

1

10 10 111
1110
1
10 10

21

Sip

1—6
1—6
1—3

First

Hanson
Folsom

sweepstake—ten

11111111 1—10
110111111—9
110011111—8

....1

Brogden. ...1
1

balls.

Bennett. ...1

Fulton
Armstrong. .1

llllllll

1—10
1
Sedore
Pennsylvania—Latrobe, Aug. 23.— Glass ball match between teaniB
from Greenaburg and Latrobe IS yards rise, Bogardus irap and rules:
Latrobe Team.

Second sweepstake— five
1 1
1 1—i Brogden

Penn

E Chambers
JHead

111010110—7
Ollllioil— 7
110101100— c

balls.

Third sweepstake.

Oil 1 1—4 Brogden
1 1 1 1 1—
1 111 1—5 Hanson
Armstrong
1 111 0—
11 101-4
1 1111—5 Jorey
Folsom
Armstrong and Brogden divided first money. The remainder shot
off for the second, Jorey breaking five balls and taking it.
Fourth sweepstake.
1—i Hanson1 1 1
1 111 1—5
Fenn
111 1—4 A Spencer
1 101 1—4
Armstrong
1
10 1—3 Penn
1 10 1 1—1
Bray
1 111 1—5 Breeze
oil 1—3
Brogden
11 1—4 Folsom
1
1 111 1—5
E Keed

Penn

1

ZSpencer

1111—5
1111—4

Jorey

;

Birmingham Clnb.

0111001111010001001 1—11
111111110010101111 1—16
1 101111011101011011 0—14
1011111110 01111111 1—16
old 111 111111011111 1—17
OlllOllllloillllll 1—IT
1 lllll
111111111111 1—18
011110111111010110 1—16
1 It lllll
10 10111101 0—16
1—12—158
0101110101111100
New Haven Club.
110111100OIIIOIIOO 1—is
1 110111011111111111 I—IS
1 11 110 0111111111111 1—18
0:0111110011111111 1—15
110101110111111101 1—16
1111111111 11111111 1—19
1 100101111111101111 1—16
1 111111111110 111111 1—19
01111001 u—14
1 111011 111
1 110110110001100111 1—13—161

1

s

Abbott
Baldwin
Arnold

1

EKeed

1

Hoadley
Z Spencer
A Spencer

1

1

JFenn

1

Armstrong

1

Fulton....

jorey

Cowed
Hanson
penn

1

Folsom
Moore
Bennett
Stetson

Kef eree— A. W. Deary.

Scorers-Birmingham Club, T. B. Jewett;

New Haven

Club, G. E. Osborn.
Connecticut— Stamford, tig.— Match at balls ;

A

Wm Scofleld
C Hemrie

Gillespie

WH Smith
Gumming

Mole trap and rules

001110011010110 1111111 0—15
1010001010111011110 10110 0—14
1 00100100101101110110010 1—13
001001000010000100000111— S
1 000010000001010001001010—7
1

Thos
For the Foster Gnn Case the following

is

the score

11111100 1110101110 1001 1—16
01000101110010111001100 1—12
Smith
W H Gillespie
010011100000011110010 0! 0-12
EH
E F WGlllespie....O 11011010001101110100010 0—12
1— 11
111010001011101000000
AG Weed, Jr

H Oothont, Jr

1

1

Win Sco field

Thos Gumming..., 1

00101100001110000000000 1— 7
00010110010000001000100 0-7

New Yoke— Seneca

Falls, Aug.
balls

24.—Match for gold badje

;

spring

Bogardus rules and

traps
Patrish
;

111301111110111101 1—16
lllll lllll 111 11011 1— 1»

Ten Eyck

1

Stacey.

1
1

Eosecranz
Hire
Lawrence

1

1

1— 16
loll 11—18
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

11101111 1111

1

111111111011101101 1—17
1 010100001W
1111111111110111111—1

1

J£lpp

WeBtbrook
SuBby

1

Ten Eyck

1

Ties on

oil

0—3

19.

Sl.sby

1

L.

I.,

Ill 111111
1

Bridges

1

ill

Butler

Hurlingham rules:
1—10 Zollner
Ill
1—10 Gildersleeve.l 1 1

llllllll
lllloilll—B

Madison.

OllOlllOlll 0001 l— 13
10101001110 11110 10 1—12
010111 1 01 10111 01 0—14
0011010111001010010—9

11

HThomas
GHock

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

0—15— S3

111111111101111111 1—19
1 1 1
1
1 1—19
1
lllllllll lltionoi 1—18
111 0111 101111 1110 1—17
111101011100111111 1—10

1

JohnEGiaham

1 1
1

T Lynch

1

T

1

W Jareckl

W W Derby
Smith
H Vanvelsor
r

;

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Maskey

11

Oates

Wallman
McGavock

1

l-o
1—4
1-4

1

0—
1—

1

1

1

1110

0—3

Mitchell won.

1—5 Hoffstetter
1 110 1—4
Bowen
10 110 0—1 Burkholz
001 1—2 stanfleld
1 1 1 1 1—5
McCampbell
1
1 0—2 Maskey

Massey

1

1

sweepstakes, $1 each:

;

1 1 1

1

1

1

0—1!

Valentine

1—2

Wheat

1

1

10

1

0—2

1
1—
110 10—3

1

1

1 1

0—4

0110

0-2

1

1

110 0—
1 1 l—
110 0—3

1
,,.1

HouBton
1 111 1—5
Ties on live at three balla : Oatea won the shoot
Tenth match, 5 balla sweepstakes, $1 each

ofr.

;

Gilbert

1111—5
1-4
1
ill 1—5
100 0—1
Oil 1—4

1

McKinney

1
1

Horn-ton

1

Mitchell

1 1

Turner
Massey

1

1

1

1

1

1

Barkholz

1

10 111—4 Hooper

Maskey
Hoffatetter

1—5

1

1

1—

1—

11111—6

Oites
1
Stanfleld
Valentine
1
1 1 1 1—5
Bowen
Ties on five at three balls: after two ties Mitchell

1—
111 1—5

1 1

1

1

1 1

won

1-4

1

the shoot off

utlie third.

Eleventh match, 5 balls BWeepstakes, $1 each
Jurner
1 111 1—5 Maakoy
1—4 Mitchell
1 1 1
Valentine
;

McKinney
uaiea
Ties on

1 1 1—
ill 1—5
111 1—4

1

1

10 0-2 Massey

1

110 11-4

Burkholz

1—4

1

1

1

01110—3

Gilbert
Stanfleld

1

1

0—3

1

divided stake.

five

Twelfth match, double

balls;

sweepstakes, $1 each:

11 11 10—5
11 10 11—5

Mitchell

Turner
Burkholz

10-5

11 11

n n_s

Gilbert

to
11 10
11 10
11 10

Standeld

Maskey

00 10 10—2 McKinney
Valentine
,
00 11 10—3
Oates
Ties on flveB shot ofT. After a close contest, Gilbert
off from Mitchell on the fifth doable balls.
balls;
Thirteenth match, 5
sweepstakes, $1 each :

111 1—5
1111 1—5
1111—5

Turner

1

Mitchell

-1

Hooper

1-4
1—4

1 1 1

Fields

1

1

1

Tits on fives shot oil at three
and Gilbert divided stakes.

won

the shoot-

1

101 1—4

1

1

1 1

Gilbert
Stanfleld

1

1

1

1

1 1
1 1

balls; after the

second

—

1111—4
11111—6

Turner

10—4
10—4
10—4

Oates

Burkholz

Fourteenth match, 8 balls ; sweepstakes, $1
Bnrbholz
1 110 1
Valentine
1
1 111 1—5 Gilbert
Oatea
Mitchell

1

1

1

1

1

11

i

1

Iowa—Keokuk, Aug.

tie,

...1

1—5
i_s
1—5

Mitchell

1—6

1

1

110 0—3

uow

1

Fields

1

21.— Glass

111111011—9
lllOlllIl— 9

1

Ktnnaman..l

1 1 1 1 1

1

w

1

Bogardus

Shuler

traps, 11

Bassett

1

1

1

Klnnaman.,.0

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

111

.

1—9 ahuler
0—1 Worthen

1

1

Given

1

111111111—9
10 10 1111—7
101011001—6

Shuler

1

1

Hervey
1—10
Fourth match.
1 0—5 Sanford

1111111

1110
Given
Kiunaman...l 1 1

10
1

1 1

1

j— 10
0— 8

1

1

1

1—7

1 1 1

1

IIOOI1110— 7
111011111—9
000000101— 2
1

1—8 Shuler

1 1

I

11111111 0—

1

Third match.
Klnnaman..l
Sauford....l

Welch

Griffey

yards

llllllll

1

Worthen..
Second match.

1

1011000001010016000 1—7

balls,

First match.

Bassett

1

110101 101 llllllll 1 1— 18
1—15
11
1 10 111
11011110 111110 1110 0—16

110

ham

1

1

1

T

1

1

1

1 1 1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0—7
1—

8NA3".

Ties on nineteen.
ill 1—5 P Diefenbach..--

1

1

1110

ffutioml

Washington, D. C, Aug. 19.— Conditions—Bogardus trap with
screen, DO glass balls, 10 single and 40 double, one thrown in front and
the other behind the shooter

E L Mills-Single

.

lllllllll

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11

Double:
1—10.
11 00—38.

11 11 11 11 11

Tennessee— MeWHrtersHlle, Aug. 21.—The following n
glass balls, Bouurdu» rules Bittriiic.h traps, were shot. Mr. H. WallMr. Bitterlich. judges; W. Carroll, referee, and J. D.Hill,
arm ol Gen. 9 11-m, eight miles
scorer. The mi
from Nashville. The spot selected was a beautiful one— on the top oi a
A beautiful
hill some 500 yards from the Murl'ieesboro turnpike.
tndalield
grove of bireh and hickory trees lurpfshed
lie shout v __
the gentle decline of the hill the shooting ground,
gottennp under the immediate Bapedtttenflenoe 0! F. McGavock, Esq.,
a young gentleman who is every bit a sportsman himself. He had pre:" supply of
pared an elegant barbecue or p
buttermilk, to all of which the shooters and spectators did ample justice.
Toe attendance was not very large, owing to he threatening weather,
but those who look the ciiances of weather, which proved to oe delightful, enjoyed themselves hugely.
First match at. ton balls a sweepstakes c' *I es « b tfl e wlnn
ing for the balls:

man and

!

j

Qimtimcs.

Laobossb at Newport.— Last Friday at Newport, R. 1.
three clubs contended for the beautiful cup presented by the
Westchester Polo Club and for the lacrosse championship of
the United States. The players were from the New York
Lacrosse Club, the Union Athletic Club of Boston, and the
Ravenswood Lacrosse Olub of Brooklyn, the teams being

made upas follows:
New York Lacrosse Club. E. C. Lamontagne, Captain
field
G. M. Hammond, defense field
Joseph
Lafon, centre field C. "W. Francis, goal JR. L. Lamontagne

and borne

;

;

;

j

1

'

,

i

;

Oatea

1

Valentiue....O

llllllll
11010001
110 10 11
1111110

0—9 McGavock. ..1
0—4 Mitchell
1

1

1

(1

1 1

11110 111

Burkholz
1
1— T Massey
1 1
Turner
1
1 1—9
McCampbell.! 1
Ties on nine divided stakes.
Second match, five balls a sweepstakes, $1 each:
Barkholz
1 1 1 1—4
McKluney

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1—6
1—9
0—7
1-8

Oates

1

Maskey
Mitchell

Turner
Third match,

1
1

1
1

Turner
Burkholz
Fourth match,

1
1

1

Oates

1

Maskey
Mitchell

GUbert

1

1

1— 1 Massey

1

1

1

1—6 MoGavoek

1

1

1

1—4

1—

J

Hoffstetter

1

1

1
1

_J)

sweepstakes,*! each:
l—o Maskey..,
1 0—3
Oates
0— 1 SianHeld

1

11—3

1

11—4

1—3
1

loo

1—3
1—2

1

11

1—4

1

11

1

1

1—

1

1

1

1

1—4
1-3

0—3 Massey

1

1

1

1
1

111 1—5

1

1

1 1

111 0—4
1

1

11 1—4 Lannom
1 1 0—4 Stinfield

1

1-4 Valentine
Hoffstetter

1

1

1 1

11

1

1

I

i

1

0—3
0—3

1—

1

1

1—4
0—3
1—1

1 1 1

II

0-3

1
1

1 1

1—5

1 1

u 1 1 1

Gilbert

1—4 Lannom

1— i

1

Fifth match, five balls; sweepstakes, $1 each:

Oatea
Stanfleld

Mitchell
Gilbert
Hoffstetter

1 1 1 1

1—5 McKinney

111 0—4 Bursholz
1—1 Ragio
111 1—5 Bowen
1 1 1 1 1—5
Wheat
1 111 1—5 Massey
l ill 1—5 Valentine
10 111—4 Lannom

,1
1

1

1

I

Ties on five were shot off at three balls
again and divided stakes.

;

•

;

-

;

'•

;

;

;

Mitchell and

•

;

;

;

G

1 1
1
.0 11

1-4

1

111 0—4

1

0—

1

1

1

1

1

1—5

1

1

1

0—4

P
1

11111—6
Maskey

tied

W

The Ravenswood and Union Athletic Clubs went into the
The first goal was won for the Ravenswoods in 8m
field.
59 ts., by a side throw of Ritchey's, and the same player secured the second goal in 13m. 3|s. The third goal was won
for the Ravenswoods in lm. Is. by Cluff.
The Ravenswood
and New York Clubs then took the field, and after nearly an
hour of hard play the Ravenswoods won the first goal from
their new antagonists.
They won the next goal in less than
twelve minutes, and a third one before it became dark. This
club

Tlea on Ave.

01—3

Oates
Mitchell

;

•

1 1

sweepstakes, $1 each

;

110 1—4 McGavock

11

1
1
1

10 1 1—l Massey
111 1—5 Wheat.

1

11

1

Stanfleld

.

111
1
111
oil

five balls

McCampbell
Turner
Burkholz

1

1

five balls;

Mitchell

McKluney

McKinney

10

M

cover point H. Innian, point ; J. Mitchell, defense field
T. Pine, home field; A. P. Montant, home field; W. Shaw
home held II. Muir, defense field.
Union Athletic Club) Boston.*-James G. Lathrop, centre
field; P. F. Ferris, cover point: T. Campbell, defense field
T. W. Woods, defense field; Samuel MacDonald, Captain
and home field j J. T. Williams, home field H. P. Hook
borne field J. R. Flannery, point J. Marquand, home field
G. Morris, goal H. H. Howard, home field.
Ravenswood Lacrosse Club.— Edward Cluff, Captain and
borne field W. P. Rilchey, home field A. D. Ritchey goal
Geo. B. Wilson, point Robert Wilson, defense field James
L. Smith, cover point; J. A. Nicholls, home field; Robert
J. S. Graham, home field;
R. J. Slater, centre field; A.
Goldsmith, home field; P. H. Thompson, defense field
H. At wood, home field.
;

;

Maskey

111110 1—9
1—8
1 1
111110 11-8

1 1 1 1

PDIefenbach

W Tracy

five balls

1

1

1

Gilbert-

1 1 1 1 0—4 Oates
off at three balls: on second tie

Mi chell
McKinney

1

1

D.

J S Riddle

1

1111—6

1

1

1

Northwestern Shootinu Club.— Erie, Pa., Aug. 17.—First match
for gold badge, T. W. Jareckt having wou li three times out ol the
twelve contests, now holds the badge as his own property :
Captain

Ninth match,

1

Valentine

Ties on fives divided stakea.

Greensbnrg Team.
Trauger

3-

Turner

1—5

Aug. 27.— Match for special

prize; 26 yards rise; 5 traps;

Wood

1

Beckwith

McCampbell

Brooklyn Gun Club—.Brooklyn.

Wynn

11 0-18

11111111111011101 1 1-18
111010101111111111 1—17

1

!

VanBushkirk

llllliniioiilii

1

1 1 1

G

1111—6 JohnEGraham

1

off Jorey took first, breaking five balls; Penn tDok second,
Bray and Breeze dividing third.
five balls
Match between Birmingham and New Haven CIudb:

Shooting

Bray

1

1

11111-6 DShaner

10 10 1—3 Haniou
1 11 0—
Armstrong
1 1111—6 Jorey
Folsom
1110 1-4
Jorey and i'olsorn divided first money. In the shooting off for see'
end Penn won, breaking five balls to Brogden's three.

Arnold

100111010011111001 1—13
011101011011111111 1—10
110100101010 0110 10 0-10
11010110 110 101110 1—13
1011 1111111111 1110 1—18—70

1
1

Chambers

TKlrk

R

shot

five

Valentine..-.

out.

1111111110—9

Pearson

A

d

Lannom

Midway ts. Fountain—Matawan, jV. J., Ana. 21 — Return match
between the Midway and Fountain Gun Clubs, the Midways having
beaten in first match. Conditions— 21 yards, SO yaids boundary, Fountain

1111-5
1 10
1—3
1111 1—6

1

1

1—4 Wheat
0—2 McCampbell

1

1

1

ter

11

in

sweepstakes, $1 each

;

1 1

Ties on
uilas

:

a glass ball

111 1—4 McKinney
1

Stiuifle

1

1—11—5 Broadway

1

live balls

Turner
(23), 1

who never won

for persons

;

10

:

Massey

;

H

:

0—2 Dorltch
10—2
1
1—2 McGompbell, Jr
10 0—1
0—0 Hurt
0—0
Gunkel
0—0
Staate
Ties on two Wheat won the shoot off. This match created a good
deal of amusement for the spectators.
Seventh Match— The above match created such a feeling of rivalry
between Messrs. Ragio and Wheat, that they decided to try their skill
at a ten-ball shoot, which was won by Wheat.
1

1

Mitchell

eight oat of nine.
$ 2 entry, at 3 birds, 25 yards rise

Hughes*

five balls

Whent

Lannom

w

1—8

o

K.

.:

BWeepstakes, $1 each

;

Eagio

Eighth match,
Burkholz

w

(1

and go out

Pearson

;

1

2; Atkinson
l.and Williams (27),

(21),

w

1

1 1 1

1

.

25

1

Wynn won shoot off with
Same Day— Sweepstakes

0—

11100110 —6
—8
010110

Hidden

21

1

l

..101111 1—

Mnrphy.

1

Livingston... 1

1

Redding.. ..29
Madison.. ..25

1

Eidgeley

lllOlif

1—7 Austin.... 83 Vila.. l
1-7 Willard....23
..1

;

WOO

—

:

match

Long Island Gun Club.—Dexter. Park, L. f.,Aua. 23, 1S7S.— Pigeon
shooting; regular monthly handicap contest for a sliver cup; 50 yards
boundary, l>4 ozs. shot,
and T traps, clnb rules:

llllllll 1—10
111110 111—9
1110 11111-9
AKeating
Walte
1 111111011—9
PCbubbuck
Lambertsonl 11110 0111—8
WDHigglns
1— B
Disbrow....l 1
1
G L'bertaon.l 1111011' 1— 8
Newport, Aug. 24.— Contest for the Bennett Cup, Narragansett Gun HHelght...l 11111100 1—8
Club Grounds 20 yds. rise:
011*11 111—7
Warren
8HKobbins.l 1 1 1 1
—5 Roche
—2 Farrington.l 1 1 1 1 1 0— 7
00110
Halleck.
—2 Thornhill. ..110111011 1— Van BrockieO 1111110 10—7
10 10
Howard
Brown
11101010 1—6
0100
—2 Jones
1
1 1
1
1 1 1—
I
1 1
1 11—6
Brown
11110 10
—5 Heckscner ..0 10 10
—2 Ivins
Wag«taff....l lllinoil—9 VanBuren. luoiil
—3 Vandeveer..l 110 10 11—6
Zbrowskl.. ..0 1111100
—5 Peters
—3 Applegale..O lOolllOOl— 5
01110
TVanBuren.l 11101011 0—T Longfellow.. o o 1 o
—
CCummings

Lonllard
Frick

110 110

1

Elmendorf ..1
" WlUlams".o

omen.
1-3 Wood

Ties

;

;

i

I

P

74
5
!

:

FOREST AND STRF

72

now bold

the

title

of

champions of the United

Athlktio Games at Nhwpobt. —The Games

States.

at

Newport

Thursday, held under the auspices of the Westchester Polo Club, were in all respects very successful.
The
competitions were as follows:
The sports began with a match race of 500 yards between JameB
G. Lathrop, of the Union Athletic Club, Boston, and James A.
Stewart, of Princeton College.
It was won by the former by two
R.

I., last

yards in lm. 6Js.
In the 100-yard race the first heat was won by F. J. McOuig&n.
of. the New York Athletic Club, in 14 6
J. B. Value, of the Elizabeth Athletic Clnb, won the second heat in Hie. The final heat
was won by Value by a y«d in llis.
.

d

.

.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
The one-mile run was won by W. J. Duffy, of New London, in
5m. He. E. C. La Montague, of the New York Athletic Club, won
the 4itl-yard run bv half a yard in 56ia.
In the high jump H. E. Ficken, of the New lork Athletio Club,
made 5 feet 1 mob; Wm. I!. Bears, of Staten Island, and R. H.
Say re, of Columbia College, 6 feet each.
H. li. Buirmeyor, of the New York Athletic Club, put the Bhot 35
feet 5 inches; John Button, of the Stateu Island Club, 34 feet, and
P. Johnson, of the Union Club, 32 feet.
The first heat in the 250-yard run was won by L. H. Warren, of
Yonkers, in 'IHhi.; the second by HeQuigin iu 28^6.. and the third
by Howitt in B^B. The final boat was won by MrQuigin in 26fs.
^.For the broad jump Geo. McNichol, of the Manhattan Club,
jumped

18 feet, V. Johnson 17 feet lOf inches, and W- H. Mahonay, of New London, 17 feet.
The 600 yard run was won by Ealph Voorhees, of Greenpoint,
L. L, with eight yards to spare, in lm, 19Js.
In the hammBr-throwmg Wm. B. OurtiB, of the New York
Athletic Club, threw it 77 feet 24 inches; George D. Paimly, of
the Manhattan Athletic Club, 75 feet 10 inches; P. Johnson tiS feet
10 inches.
The first heat of the 120-yard hurdle race was won by J. Lafon,
of the New York Lacrosse Club, in 22s. ; the aecond by H. E.
Ficken in 19is. In the final heat Fiekon was first, Lafon aecond,

and Johnson

Time, 18{s.

third.

In the mile walk Wm. Putdy, of Greenpoint, was first, H. E.
Springer second, and B. W. Anderson third. Time, 7m. 35Js.
La Montague won the 220-yard run by five yards in 24Ja., J. B.
Value second, F. J. McQuigin third
The pole-leapitg was won by Goo. W. MoNichol, who made 9
feet 6 inches to Robertson's 9 feet.
The half-mile run was wen by W. H. Griffin in 2m.241a., E. O

La Montague

second, and W. R. Ilewitt third.

In ihe 440-yard hurdle race La Montagno won by 9 yards in lm.
Iglehart sooond, and Work third. The official lime made it
lm. 27s.
The New York Athletic Club beat the Scottish- American Athletio
Olub in lug of war. Time, 19s.
2s.,

Dr. R, A. A., Montreal.— We do not know a rifle by the maker you
mention. Inquiries to New York have notled to any information.

B. F., Newark, N.

this performance is called a "walk" we are at a loss to understand.
As a test of endurance it is noteworthy, and as a
runner Hughes has won well-deserved notoriety. Hughes
concluded his fifth day with 425 miles. He continued to
walk till 11:56, making 430 miles, then retired till 1;80. He
made his 4301b mile in 0m. 45s.; retired at 12:58 p. m., and
again took the track at, 2:10 e. m.
At the conclusion of his
470th mile he rested an hour and six minutes, after which he
took only a lew brief breathing spells. On Ms 471st mile his
right foot was badly cut by an attendant while attempting to
cut off a pirce of his shoe, the wound bleeding very freely.
Ou his 490th mile he ran two laps with his little 4-year-old
boy hold of his hand. The last ten miles were made in the

following

time— 14m.

7m.

41s.,

17m-

The

last

20s., 13m. 23s., 14m. 26s., 15m. 15b.,
15m. 15c, llm. 50s., 15m. 9s., 6m. 5s.
in a run of 6m. 5s., the 500 miles
being made in 35m. less than sis days.

made

tw A

number

ol

when they

will understand why
read the lines at the head of

column.

D.,

C.

w. w., Falrland, Ind.—Do not think you should have the least soabout theDittmar powder. We believe it to be perfectly safe.

& S. about overcharges.

article in last F.

Red Spinnkk, Boston.-Iu WeBt

Virginia you will probably find good
Morgan county. You can ilnd enlenainnient at some one of the farmhouseB in the neighborhood, If you
prefer that to boarding at a hotel.
Terms reasonable. Parkersburg
Wood county, also offers attractions to the trout flaherman.
tront Ashing about Berkeley Springs,

H. T. E,, Lynn.— To waterproof your tent: Dissolve one-half poun
sugar of lead and one-half pound powdered alum in a bucket of rain
water pour off into another vessel, and steep your canvas In It, letting
If the quantity Is not sufficient, increase in same
it soak thoroughly.
proportion. Hang the article up to dry, but do not wring it.
;

W. F.

J.,

Richmond.— Will " Fletoher's

I propose to swing
is

the

bell ball" resist

a 22 Ballard

?

and shoot at it 25 yards while it is moving. Who
Do yon know of any other metal ball for rifle
resets perfectly the 22 Ballard. There Is no other

it

New York agent 1
Ans.

It

ball.

W. B., Callaghan.— Please

with 9T pellets. Penetration exoellent.
and hard to beat.

you

Marlboro, Mass.— Communication received and used, as you

will see.

O. E. U., Bradford.— Sorry cannot reply, but not in our lino.
Bradstreet.

Co.

Consult

Creedmoor Fall Meeting

gee our Rifle ootumn.

C, Muncy, Fa.—You can
Bt.,

New

get the needles of

Peok k Snyder,

York.

Jersey City.—In Connecticut you
and geese in September.
G. J. B.,

may shoot duoks,

—Write to West Jersey Game Protective
Camden, N. J.

F. R. C., Bufrulo
too Market

Bt.,

F. H. W., Eimira.—Buy by all means the second-hand
There is no better maker.

Ans. Malters are

brant

Society,

answer. Cases are recorded of death rather from physical shock
than drowning when immersion has not boon longer time live minutes.

gun yon men-

Braintukb.— Write to Jonathan Darling, East Lowell, Penobscot Co.
Maine. He will take yon to the game you want.
A. H. N., Jr.— There is really no difference between the various traps
we ever could judge. Your targets are very good.

that

Mabine Abtist, Portland.— The address of Mr. A. Carey Smith,
tist and naval designer, Is SI West Tenth St., New York.

ar-

B. E. B., Gouverneur, N. Y.— Models ot skiffs are not in nse anywhere. For construction ot one see our paper of Aug. 2, 1817.

hour

is,

we

think, a limit.

E. J. D., Wlllimansett, Mass.—Is a white swallow a rare bird ? July
shot a pure white pink-eyed bank swallow (at least I suppose it was
a bank s vallow, it was in their company, and Is the shape and size of

them). The bird is mounted, and can be seen at any time. Ana. The
bird was an albino. We have accounts in the F. & S. of several albino
swallows having been seen.

R. L. Q-, Louisville, Ga.—Please give me the calibre, length of barrel
and weight of the Parker gun used by Dr. Carver with which lie made
such long shooting at glass halls, breaking them at fifty aud sixty yards,
as reported In your last ISBue t Ans. Dr. Carver used two Parker guiiB.
One Damascus, weight 10>« pounds, 30 Inches, 10 bore the other twist,
;

10

tion.

pounds, 30 inches, 10 bore.

W. W.

Pa—If

a bird which has been shot at by a party at
the score, and is going out of bounds, is shot at by a "scouter," aud
falls Inside bounds, the shooter may claim the bird.
Usually, another
bird is given.
If a bird Hle3 out of bounds after being shot at by a
pirty at the score, and returns inside of bounds, It is scored a iost bird
A bird must show shot marks somewhere to be considered a dead bird.
D., Erie,

J. H. T. E. B., Cazenovia, N. Y.—Dixon Kemp's new book ou yacht,
and boat sailing will cost about |8. It has not yet been received in
America, bnt copies will be on hand in about three weeks. Though an
Euglish work, treating of English boats, It Is full of valuable information and instruction. The chapters on yacht sailing are the best foreand-aft seamanship ever published. We have a sample copy at our
offlce.

E. H. L., Clover Creek, Pa., and H. L. F., Indian Lake, Hamilton Co.,
Y.—Young beai' cubs are worth, delivered, from $iu to $15.

U.

D. Rox, Richmond.—The Indiana open season for quail begins
For a 7X lb., 12 gauge, gun use 3 drs.
1, and expires Jan. 1.
oz. shot.
powder,
S.

Nov.

m

L. N. E., Fire Island.—For good bass fishing within a Bhort ride of
Saratoga, go to Greenwich, N. Y. For local information write to D.
Mandell, of that village.

W

G. W. J., Morrtstown.—In Virginia next month yon may shoot deer
wild fowl, geese, plover, and other game birds excepting quail, for
which the season opens Oct. 15.
H. R. B., 9. Myrosem, N. Y.— Write to Geo. W. Reed & Co., 200
Mention our name. He supplleB all kinds of boat
at,, N. Y.

Lewis

building woods In prepared form.

Old Ek aDkh.— How am I to get rid of fleas on my cats ? Ana Some
We said, " Wash your cat, and rub kero
terrier.
gene on her, remove kerosene by washing again."
.

one might suggest a

E. K. C, Boston.— Shadow canoe costs
flnleh, including

paddle and

Busuton buildB an excellent
jjiementa.

M. Y. M. A., Durham, N. Y.—Your bear story In iBsue of July 25 was
my reading book when I was a child. Pity you have to go back
almost half a cntury for a yarn. To this day I never pass a tree atump
standing high without memory of my quaking sympathy for the poor
man caught iu such a trap. Ans. Yes, the story does smack of
antiquity. Probably your great-graudmother read It in her reading
Wo don't know how old it is. The older the better. Let the
book.
bear be respected for his gray halra and venerable poll. He has "come
down to us from a former (a very former) generation." We don't have
such Bruins nowadays. Nor any suoh thrilling concatenations of ex,ag<erationi8ts' agglomemted hyperboliclsms about bears and other
beasts as good old Sir John Maundeville and the other worthieB used to
perpetrate several hundred years ago. We grieve to see so much
growing disrespect for the good things of our fathers. We may explain
in passing, that the story wsb published, not S3 a "bear story," but as
a sample of some " historical papers."

'

W.
sails

T. W., Philadelphia.—A shadow canoe costs from $100 to $125
and paddle included, everything complete, according to quality of

The best rig for general cruising purposes is the standard rig,
The sharpie rig consists of two legs of
adding gunter, jib and dandy.
is rather Bimpler, but not quite as handy for reducing canvas. Either is serviceable, however, and no decided advantage can be
ascribed to either ; the choice depends upon individual preferences.
Eversoa, of Williamsburgh, or Brooklyn, E. D., is one and the Bame
party. Williamsburgh is at present incorporated with the city of Brook
Everson la
lyn the same as Kensington has been with Philadelphia.
the only party having an authorized set of Shadow moulds to build
from. He will not let any one copy them. For a lengthy canoeing trip
proceed up the Delaware to Trenton, N. J., then send canoe by rail to
headwaters of Susquehanna and explore Its branches as far as time
will allow. The scenery is very pretty and the country interesting. At
the mouth of the river take the Sassafras canal Into Delaware Bay and
proceed to Philadelphia by sail. You may average 30 miles a day all
through, or more.
flnlsh.

mutton and

from $100 to $125 according to

Rob Roy canoe is slightly cheaper
Rob Roy for *TC complete. See our adverBall.

A. H.F-, Coatesville, Pa.— My dog has sores breaking out on body
and limbs. Health and akin about as usnal lost considerable flesh.
Feed has been part meat, part vegetable. Ans. It looks as If your dog
had the mange. First reduce her feed, and give her little, If any, meat
Wash her thoroughly, using yonr hands in rubbing her down. Use an
ointment of flour of sulphur and lard. Give her a good dose of castor
oil by all manner of means,
;

J, H. D., Cincinnati.—A, B, O and D Bhoot a rifle match.
Competitors
have a right to enter as often as they please. A enters twice. All

make 42. A on each entry makes 42. They agree to divide the stakes.
How many 3hares is A entitled to ? 2. In ahooting a match S and G tie
With the following score: S, 445645445 3—43; G, 555444444 4—43.
Which, according to N. It. A. roles, wins ? Ans. 1. Two shares, If
he paid two entry fees. z. S, because he has more bull's-eyes.

0„ New York.—It haB caused some

J. C.

ments

to decide

who

Beicihton

Beaoh.— Of

New

trouble at shooting tournaWith very rare excepand the rules applying to other
think the term "professional

are professional shooters.

tions all olubs shoot for

money

prizes,

We

contests cannot be used here.
pigeon shooter" can be applied only to the men who shoot ostensibly
for a livelihood, or to make money rather than to test their skill.

Merely shooting for money stakes, or to decide a bet of money, does
not constitute & professional pigeon »hoot«r

all

the

summer

resorts in the vici-

York, Coney Island appears to have drawn a
New York residents as well as thoa
from the vicinity. The people of Long Island and Brooklyn have not been slow in improving these favorable opMany of our subscribers from Buffalo, Cleve
portunities.
land and Chicago have eujoyed the surf baths at Coney
Island, and have given us credit for the information. But
half of the story is not told. Coney Island is about four miles
In addition
long, and has an ocean surf suitable for bathing.
to this it has hotel capacity for at least 20,000 people, and
ample table-room for as many more. The hotel at Brighton
Beach is becoming most popular, being able to accommodate
10,000 people, and in order to reach Brighton take the BrookTheir trains run every
lyn, Elatbush & Couey Island road.
This
fifteen minutes from the heart of the city of Brooklyn.
road has five monster engines, weighing thirty tons each, built
by the Danforth Locomotive Works. Every train is well
equipped with the Westinghouse air brake, and the system of
electric signals on the line renders an accident almost impossiDuring the season the company have been running from
ble.
seven to nine cars on a train, with an average of ninety-six
Trains of
passengers on each train every fifteen minutes.
fifteen and even seventeen cars have been dispatched with imwhen crowded, without any accident whatpunity,
All this business of train dispatching is mainly
ever.
due to Mr. W. E. Dorwin, the superintendent of the road.
Mr. Dorwin is well known to us, and his brother, Mr. T.
Dorwin, has proved himself a inott excellent manager
in the West, and is now general passenger agent of the Texas
and Pacific Railroad and located at Chicago. Mr. W. E.
Dorwin has had twenty-three years' experience in the busiAny one seeing him walking around the depot would
ness.
think he was the last man in the world to be looked for as
Every dispatch over the line, however, is
superintendent.
brought to him, and on him the responsibility rests. He
knows it, and is equal to any emergency. Mr. Dorwin's railUpwards of
road experience has continued with success.
twenty years he was in the West and about two years on the
Greenwood and Mountclair R. R., where he became disgusted
But his capacity here shows
with the management and left.
what they have lost, as trains are run at short intervals with
thousands of passengere without accidents. Messrs. Sweet &
Breslin, proprietors of the Hotel Brighton,have shown the public that they are veterans in the business, and the best that the
land or water affords is always at baud and at reasonable prices.
Their hotel can accommodate 1,000 persons with rooms and
all facilities for comfort that can be had at a summer resort.
Brighton Beach, in fact, has been a paradise for New York,
Brooklyn and travelers from all parts during the season. Railroad accommodations have been so extensive by the connection
with the Long Island liailroad, that parties can reach there
from all parts of Long Island with dispatch, and it is only one
hour and ten minutes run from the Fifth Avenue Hotel.
Brooklyn citizens can eo from Atlantic avenue and reach the
beach iu twenty-two minutes, and enjoy the music, surf and
At the beach
associations, aud be home early iu the evening.
we find archery as well as bathing aud other pastimes. We
trust that the facilities uext season will surpass those of any
This evening there will be a grand disresort in the world.
play of fireworks.
nity of

large proportion of the

.50.

to

.

New Haven.— For particulars of

using 5 dra. powder?

O. & C, Battle Creek.—In your issue of Aug. 1 1 noticed treatment of
the drowned. About how long after bPing in the water coutd ttuy be
restored 1 Ans. Your question, though one worthy ot a reply, is hard

2 1

&

Haggerty

.45 cal.,

Dougall, Scott, Henry, Webley and Riley. A good one costs from J20U
You coold not get a .46, we think, now in the country—all imported

M. L. W., Speneor. -Address McKoon, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y., for
ckera rrml

Co., or

vertisement

3.

admirable target,

up.

An

Nassau

An

C. A., Minneapolis.—Please give me the names of some of the reliamakers of Express rliles? How cheap can I buy an effective

See ad-

M. F., Red Hook.—Bohemian Glaas

Rifleman,

Ans.

What

In

We

llcltude

Belleville,

for general use.

G D. K., Carlisle.—For rust In or on gun barrels we can advise of
nothing better than a scratch-brush. Rust eats Into the metal, and
ouce there is rust, the minute erosion remains. Oil careful'y before
using the scratch-brush, and after it.
recommend Eaton's Kust
Preventive as an excellent preventive.

The gun you speak about would stand the charge perfectly well, though
why you should want to use so much powder wo do not know. See

L.,

cessfully with the

a cage 7

Z. M., Red Bank.— We muBt stay by our first Ideas as to your
changing of guns, and cannot help you. Two-thirds of the pellets is a
high standard of targeting at the distance you Indicate. Yon can make
your calculations from this. We think you would want a 12, weighing
some 7X pounds.

ones are mostly

9. F.,

Out.— Can the American goldfinch be crossed succommon canary, and does the former thrive alone in
singing bird or birds (not canarie ) thrive best in capShould Irish water spaniels have b'ack or red roof to mouth ?
tivity?
Are decked canoes, such as the Shadow type, etc., as sale as the ordinary 16ft. skiff for sailing ? Ans. 1. Such crosses have been made,
but do not seem to thrive well. The goldfluch alone endures captivity
2.
Mocking birds, robins, botolink". 8. Irish water
quite well.
spaniels have mostly dark roofa, but while is no sign of poor. 4.
Decked canoes are safer in a seaway under sail than a skiff, after yon
have learned how to handle them. They are much more serviceable
S.

T. C. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.—How long are sand Bnlpe in season on
Ans. So long as the swish of the waves on the shore,
the sliver tones of Levy's cornet, and the soft murmuringa of the darkeyed maiden on the Bhore, make melody Bweet to the ears of this
strange, shy bird.

Coney Island?

doable Express,

again.

H.

went fishing from the Glen House, White Mountains, last
week, and came back with a basket full." Are tht.Be statements corand what kind of a creel dia Josh use ? Ans. This i£ n very old
WhatOTfr is In a
f toiy, how old no one knows
of course it Is true.
newspaper Is trne, whatever is in two newspapers is dtmbly true;
whatever 1b in a thousand papers Is a thonsaul times true. This story
has been in a thousand papers.
The size of the basket dew not materially affect the yarn.
BillirjgB

ble

We will reply at length next week.
Greensburg, Pa— We Bhah he pleased to hear from

C. G., Philadelphia.—

H. F.

long barrel.

10.

let me know your opinion of the following target, made with a 10 lb., W. W. Greener, 82 in., 10 bore charge,
4 drs. powder, \Y. oz. No. 8 shot ; distance, 40 yds.; target, 23 in. circle,
with central bull's-eye of 9 in.: 443 In circle. Bull's-eye was pierced

CommtinlotLtiana-

In.

;

J.

anonymous correspondents

tneir queries are not answered,

thia

i

Ans. Use a 22

:

rect

C.

;

Notice Tttiieu ol Anourro

?

G. H. W., Red Bank, N. J.— The New York Berald, Aug. 22, 187S,
" Josh Billings in one afternoou, in the While Mouutalns, caught
234 trout."
And the Daily Graphic, of the samo dai e, Bays : " Josh
says

E., Boston.—To keep moths out of preserved birds' wings:
with a solution of corrosive sublimate and water. DBe carefully,
as It is a deadly poison.
This recipe was given in our Issue of May 2,
1S7S. When yon wrote you probably had not received the index to vol.

O,

metal

Mo

with strong shooting

Wash

practice 7

&ttswei[B to ggopesfltmdentg.

Austin, Ophir, N. Y.— I need a .45 or .60 cal. rifle for large game at
short range, and for convenience In carrying, wish to have it ss shor
as possible. Kindly tell me the minimum length of barrel consistent

will

F. P. W., Philadelphia.—The question you asked us could not be replied to at once, as the Information we had collected was meagre and
not reliable.
Since you evince, however, so much impatience, you are
quite welcome to seek the information where you please.

8b.,

mile was

J.— You

And very good hooting and flshlug
grounds in Pennsylvania about Ralston, LycomlDg, etc. For hunting
dogs soe onr advertising columns from week to week. There Is a gun
club In Newark.

—

HceHKB' "Walk." Hughes, the pedestrian who has been
working for a record, accomplished his 500 miles within six
days, at Newark, finishing at 10:25 p. m. last Saturday. Why

78
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TIME ALLOWANCE.

visit certain sections of

A

writing to a contemporary pro-

poses to handicap yachts according to their abilities or
performances. This proposition is one of those fallacies that
can only come to the surface through want of sufficient study
of a subject very elementary in

its

nature.. It is an old failing

up among novices about once every season and has
be combated over and over again. Tohandicap yachts with

that crops
to

in Mem and Womkn ok
Out-Door Recreation and Study:

a

Healthv Interest

PUBLISHED BY

potest and gtreatn §ttllishing §omgang.
NO.

Ill (Old

No.

:

—AT—
FULTON STREET, NEW YORE.

103)

[Post Office

Box

283?.]

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Twenty-live per cent,

off for

Two

Clubs ot

or more.

Advertising Rates.
Inside pageB, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line outside page, 40 cents.
Special rates for three, six and twelve months. NotlceB In editorial
columns, 60 cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lineB to
;

one Inch.
Advertisements should hs sent In by Saturday of each week,

it

hands.

Time

allowance,

understood,

It

If

pos-

excess.

—...—
F.

BAIRD.

wide

cross

by any

on
and
armed with every

opposition, proceed

pass through towns

rivers,

Men and

boys,

imaginable weapon, slay them by scores or by hundreds, but
they keep on, apparently heedless of these attacks, and

at.

is

Of the case of many of our deer, which, as
well known, change to a greater or less extent their loca-

last disappear.

tion with the season,

little

need be

said, as the conditions of

summer
One species known, the Barren Ground Caribou,
and takes, each spring and fall, a

their existence render different ranges necessary ia

and winter.

perforins a true migration,

long journey to and from the regions of the extreme north.
The summer is passed on the shores of the Arctic Sea, where
the females, soon alter their arrival in

They remain on

forth their young.

when they

ber,

wooded

May

or June, briDg

the coast until Septem-

turn their faces southward and proceed to the

which lie between the sixty-third and sixtywhere they pass the winter, returning north-

districts

sixth parallels,

ward again

in early spring.

Perhaps the most extraordinary migrations of which we
have any account are those performed by the Norwegian

Lemming, a

rodent hardly as large as a squirrel, of which

little

the most fabulous stories have been related.

other

and

PROFESSOR SPENCER

must be accompanied with the money

They

way.

still

.

sible.

All transient advertisements

time, necessitating

:

Fish Culture, the Protection op Game, preservation op Forests,
iN

all

same

is not granted for different performances at
has nothing whatever to do with the sailing of a yacht.
It is granted in compensation for difference in size for nothing
else.
It is a means by which models of different sizes can be
tested for their sailing qualities. Any proposition to handicap
sailing qualities is untenable upon the very face of matters, for
it would be placing a fine upon superior design for speed and
a premium upon a poor design, and it is to be regretted that
such a misleading suggestion has again found its way into
print.
However, as in lhi3 case the correspondent did not assume to speak editorially, his opinions will probably not carry
much weight. They serve simply to show how little real study
is given as yet to questions at issue among yachtsmen.
We
will recur to the subject of time allowance at a future date.
In the meantime readers who may have the matter under discussion will do well not to overlook the fundamental object
for which time allowance is instituted, viz A to enable yachts
of different size to fairly test the sailing value of their models
by neutralizing the advantages of excess of size through an allowance of time in proportion to the advantages innate to such

bo

and the Inculcation

tain direction, and, undeterred

across railroad tracks.

all.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

rels change their locality is a case in point. Driven by what is
usually termed a blind instinct, they set their faces in a cer-

their

the dividing of the cups between

Dbvotkd to Field akd Aquatic Spouts, Practical Natural History,

really

is

them

the winning line at the

men-

attributed to those above

known about them.
Still more unintelligible appear to he many of the migrations of mammals which so often take place. The very general movement by which enormous numbers of the gray squir-

tioned, but little

reference to performances means, theoretically, simply to bring
all to

the country have no doubt special

and although generally

causes,

CORRESPONDENT

that

tilings,

no

among

It is said,

barriers are able to stop their progress,

that they pass over, or through, every obstacle.

That

we fear not altogether trustworthy, old traveler,
Regnard, in his Voyage en Lapponie, says of the Leuuninizs
quaint, and

;

or they will not be Inserted.
No advertisement or business notioe of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.

V* Any

"When

to us, will receive the

Forest and Stream

uecessary to pass some lake, or river, as bap-

is

Lapland, these

in

bark of a pine or birch

publisher inserting our prospectus as above one time, with

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto,

it

pens at every step

and sending marked copy

tree,

little

animals take the

which they drug to the brink of
upon it and abandon them-

the water, they then set themselves

for one year.

mercy of the wind, erecting Their tails like sails,
becoming stronger, overturns both the ship
This shipwreck, which often overwhelms 3,000

selves to the

until the wind,

HEW

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

and Ihe

29, 1878.

pilot.

or 4,009 vessels, generally brings an

To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, intended for publication, must.be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Fokkst and Stream Publishing Company.
Names will not be published If objection be made. No anonymouB com-

siind,

,i

will

fable if Ilm-l

UT" Trade supplied by American News Company.

CHARLES

and U.

Chicago,

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
Friday, Aug. 30.—Trotting at Waterloo, N. Ti, and Vincennes, Ind.
Saturday, Aug. 31.—Duxbury Yacht Club Eegatta. Glenwood Athletics at Yonkers, N. Y. American Athletic Club Meeting at Hoboken,
N. J. Trotting at Vincennes, Ind.
Monday, Sept. 2.—Beverly Yacht Club Regatta. Quincy, Mass., Yacht
Club Closing Sail. TrotUng : St. Paul, Minn.; Minneapolis, Minn.
Tuesday, Sept. 3.— Police If owipg Regatta on the Harlem. Trotting:
Richfield Sprlugs, N. Y.; Bradford, Pa,; Amenia, N. Y.; Poughkeepsle,
N. Y.; Manhattan, Kan.; GaleBburg, III Providence, R. I.
Wedtiesday, Sept. 4.— Empire Yacht Club Annual Regatta. Trotting
as above, and at Del|ihos, O.; Davenport, la.; Gonverneur, N. Y.
Thursday, Sept. 5.— Riley-Smith Match at Bradford Basin. Trotting
as above.
;

—

Masters of Fishixg Vessels Must Report. The recent order issued by the Secretary of State to masters of
vessels fisliing

on the Canadian shores_is quite important.

a step in the right direction. So far
in the dark in regard to our catch of

It

we have

been totally
fish.
We even hope
that in the future masters of fishing smacks, whether employed on a foreign coast or on our own shores, will be instructed to give full particulars, not only as to kind, but the
weight or numhers of their catch. Just such a measure as
is

was strongly urged by the American Fisbculttiral Association at their last meeting. At present there is not a civilized
country in the world which does not obtain an account of the
catch of fish made by its people. Without such statistics how
is it possible to discover whether certain kinds of fish are
increasing or decreasing ? We would like to have the instructhis

tions to Masters

made

Canadian shores, but
States. In

New York

to cover not only those fishing near the

to include all the fisheries of the

the count of the fish

by private individuals who,

is

now

at the request of

United

being made

the

Commis-

sioner of Fisheries, are industriously collecting the facts.
.

«—

us

much

and

advertisers will save themselves

needless annoyance.

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

MIGRATIONS OF THE LEMMINGS.

FROM

the very earliest times the migrations of animals
have formed one of the most attractive subjects of specuAlthough these general
movements have been observed and wondered at for many hunlaws
which govern them,
dreds of years, their causes, and the

lation for the naturalist or philosopher.

are as yet

way

and

Explanations, which are in a general

unknown.

satisfactory enough,

have been suggested to account for
more study

individual cases, but the whole subject requires

and observation than has yet been given it. The day has
passed, it is true, when it was believed that the birds, like
the reptiles, batracians and some mammals, passed the period
of severe cold in a state of torpor, reviving at the approach of
spring, and issuing forth during the

warmer hours

of the day,

The

Italics are ours.

grations, discountenances the

opinions of later writers that

Jack of proper food or the approach of cold weather causes
the movements of the Lemmings.
It is observed that the migrants always travel to the westward and at last, after their
ranks have been thinned by accident and the attacks of their
predatory enemies, perish in the sea in great numbers. Collet
tells us, and the instance is well authenticated, of a ship
sailing for fifteen minutes through a swarm of these animals,
the water being literally alive with them as far as the eye
could reach. Mr. Crotch believes that the instinct which leads

them

to travel in this direction

hereditary,

is

and that their
some-

ancestors in ancient geological times inhabited a land

where to the westward, now submerged beneath the
of the Atlantic.

He

further states that

waters;

the migration

is

not

completed in one year as was formerly believed, and that the
animals do not, as has been stated, form great processions and
cut their way through all obstacles but that they breed several times during the season, and, gathering together in
;

droves,

make

at intervals a

move

pugnacity of these creatures

is

in a westerly direction.

The

something surprising, and at
back against a rock or
Even the shadow of a passing
anger. Mr. Crotch found on

the approach of any animal they

stump and scream with
cloud

is

said to rouse

rage.
their

grebes at present

most specimens a naked spot on the buttocks, where the hair
had been rubbed off by their assuming the defensive position
just referred to, and he expresses surprise that itshouldsimply
be bare of hair and not a callosity. In their migrations the
Lemmings cross wide lakes by swimming, but they are
easily frightened when in the water, and lose all idea of direction, and if the surface of the water be at all ruffled arc inevitably drowned.
While on the march they suffer from the attacks of all

supposed to swim semi-annually from their winter quarters in
the Southern State3 to their breeding places in the Arctic

kinds of animals. The reindeer are said to trample them
under foot at every opportunity, and carnivorous animals of

regions.

all

only to return again to their holes and crannies if a sudden
change in the weather deprived them of their insect food, or

The rails are no
threatened death by freezing to themselves.
longer imagined, at the approach of the severe frosts, to bury
themselves in the soft mud at the bottom of the marshes,
where they contentedly remain until warned by the movements among the roots of the water-plants that the season of
love is once more at hand, and that parental duties once more

demand

their attention.

The migrations of

.

Draftb and Monet Oedbr9.-A.11 drafts, checks and postal money orders sent to us should be made payable to "The
Forest an! Stream Publishing Company." By observing this
rule our subscribers

Sec'y of the Smithsonian Institute

Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, was born Feb. 3,
Educated at Dickenson College, Professor Baird graduated in 1840, and in 1846 was appointed professor of natural
sciences in that mstitution, where he remained until 1850, when
he became Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
Professor Baird's appointment as Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries dates from 1871. On the death of Professor Henry,
Professor Baird was unanimously elected to the position of
8.

1823.

Western Manager.

Business Manager,

lit myself."

interesting paper was read before the Liuucan Society,
London, some lime since by Mr. W. Duppa Crotch, who,
during ten seasons of northern travel, has accumulated a number of interesting facts with regard to the Lemmings, their
migrations and habits in general.
Although Scandinavian
naturalists would seem to have had ample opportunities to
study the movements of this animal our knowledge of the
subject, up to the publication of this paper by Mr. Orolcb,
was very imperfect. The author of the present account, passing by the marvelous tales of traditiou in respect to these miof

Prof- Spencer F. Baird,

D.AIO.OCK, Editor.
S. H. TURRILL,

n»

'

An

may

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service if money
remitted to ns is lost. No person whatever is authorized to colleoe
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of tht
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

BANKS,

little

successful voyage aud arrive snfe in harbor, provided
favot able and not strong enough to raise any
waves, which na
ioI be violentin order toangulf thcBeliltle
craft.
This singula
rmcma might hi wnsidei

to return rejected manuscripts.

be admitted to any department of the paper thai
not be read with propriety In the home circle.

T. C.

the

the winds be

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brie
notes of their movements and transactions.

Notmng

if

make a

munications will be regarded.

We cannot promise

extraordinary influx of

who find the remains on the shore,
animals have not been too long on the
make use of them for food, etc. Many of these animals

wealth to those Laplanders

and who,

Nor

birds,

are the

little

however, have been

much more

carefully studied than those of any other group of animals,
and by general consent the two causes most potent in influ-

encing the regular spring and autumn movements are tempeand abundance or lack of proper food. The irregular

rature,

movements

of various species of birds

which occasionally

kinds and rapacious birds prey upon them constantly; but
they press on westward. Mr. Crotch call3 attention to
Lemming have been found

still

—

the fact that fossil remains of the

thus showing that thin animal had advanced
thither before that island was separated from the Continent.
The subject is an attractive and suggestive one, and is well

in England,

deserving of further attention.

As

suggested by our London

;

—
»

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
contemporary, Nature, "It is certainly remarkable how a
settled westward course is that chosen, calling to mind the
similar direction

which races

of rnen are

assumed

to follow."

GAME PROTECTION.
MEETINGS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS
FOR 1878.
Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association, Nashville, Deo.
Seot'y., Clark Pritchett, Nashville, Term.

2.

Wisconsin State Sportsmen's Association.
MaBsachuaet ts State Sportsmen's Association, at call of President
Missouri State Sportsniou'B Association.

Meeting of the Nkw -Terbby State Association.— We
trust our friends among the Now Jersey sportsmen will not
adjourned meeting o£ the Association for the Proand Game, to be held at Newark on the 5th of
next month. A full meeting is earnestly requested, as not
only final arrangements must tie made for the State Shoot, it
one is to lie held this year, but a full and free expression of
opinion is desired as to the proper legislative action to be
taken this winter on the very conflicting game law of the
Other matters of importance wilt come before the
State.
forget, the

tection of Fish

We are

meeting.

in receipt of the following official notifica-

tion:

"Notice is hereby given that the New .lersoy State Association for the Protectio n of Fish and Game will hold a meeting
at the Clarendon Hotel, 495 Broad street, Newark, N. J., at
All delegates are requested to be
t-130 P. m. September 5.
present, and ail organized clubs of the State, which have not
yet joined, are invited to attend and send three delegates
,

J.

each.

Von Lknqkkke,

Rec. Sec."

—

Tennessee. Legislation is sorely needed to prohibit the
of fish by seining in liurpeth ltiver and
other streams of this State. The formation of numerous game
protective clubs of Tennessee sportsmen will in time, we
trust, he effective in Securing sufficient public interest in these
matters to see that the supply of game and food fish is
properly protected.

wanton destruction

Aug. 12— Editor
For&ft and Stream: I notice iu your issue of Aug. 8, a communication Blgned B. M. E,, w'atertowu, Wis., in which he
speaks of one Joe Marckres shooting at Lake Koshkonong, on

An Unfaithful Steward.— Chicago,

July SUtli and iJlst, some, thirty-eight woodcock. Perhaps S.
M. "K. doee not know that the open season for woodcock in
Wisconsin does not Open this year until Sept. 35th but such
is the fact. Marckres is the steward of the Black Hawk Club
of Lake Koshkonong, and no doubt the members will be a little surprised to learn his manner of preserving Ihcir gamu.
The fact is, however, be never did pretend to keep the game
laws, and it is time the club knew of it and took some action.
:

How Ann.

HUNTING DEER WITH DOGS.
KlNOSTON,
KlllTOtt
I

FoEEST AKn STREAM

hug leave to

il

Iter

i

S.

C, Aug.

SO,

HIS.

-

with the gentleman from Maine in regard to
Tliere are quite a number ol' (leer In
and George-

"Hunting Deer with bogs."

S.iuth Carolina, especially iu the counties of Williamsburg

with dogs. Tliis is my
experience, aud it is alBO that or a good many old hunters with
whom I have conversed upon tills subject. If a deer Is chased and
gets away without being wounded, yuu will be certain to and him
back about the same spot he was started from iu less than three dais

The only way they can be

town.

killed is

have known deer to be chased by dogs from Black
Elver Swamp to Sante Swamp, a distance of from twelve to fllteeu
M. F. H.
mllca, aud be back again in less than a week.
afterwards.

I

Philadelphia, Angast

22, 187S.

Editoe Fobbst and Stream :
For many years prior to 1876 I have passed some weeks in each year
camping in the Maine wilderness with a friend or two and the necessary guides, enjojingnot only the bracing and delightful recreation
but with occasional " red letter days" with rod
were enjoyed with, the zest of a clean conscience, vigorous appetite aud good health—such as properly belong only to true
that
or

camp

gun

;

life affords,

that

sportsmen.

In the fall of '69 or 'TO two friends and myself started on onr usual
when we spent some weeks among the Schoodtc Lakes, In the
eastern portion of the State, and though we had bnt a limited amount
of good sporting luck, we enjoyed every moment of the trip most thoroughly. On this occasion the man whose name is attached to the article
In your iasue of Aug. 15 was one of the guides to oar little party, and as
But, all the
guide or hunter is not excelled by any one In that State.
same, It is to just such experts as he is that the whole sporting fraternity
trip,

are Indebted for the wholesale game spoliation of the Maine forests of
their game ; and it is the acta of just such men that caused the very
Btrlngent game protective laws to be passed, and wliich, If my memory
ia correct, forbid the killing of moose until after lfSO, or the export of
any caribou, deer, or grouse that are killed In the State.
Now, here Is the reason for my assertion : In the trip in question

Warbkksbobqh, N. T„ Aug.
Editor Forest and Stbeam
It has been a wonder to me.

75

19, 1878.

been brought up
In your columns before. Mr. Darling's thirty years' experience in hunt
ing deer ought to make him a competent Judge on any defect la a game
law protecting them ; alBO thoroughly acquainted with their habits and
aciions both when they are unmolested and after belug driven by dogs.
I think, from his writing, I should nut differ from him, My experience
has been short, compared with nla, it having been only ten years since
I commenced hum lug them, but have hunted with men who are good
deer hunters—two of them have hunted in the Adlrondacks every year
for nearly fifty years. They have killed deer at all timeB, with dog and
without. My opinion is the same as theirs—that deer driven by dogs
as soon us they can elude them by swimming rivers or ponds, or wading
small streams, they lie down to rest, and when night, comes go back to
that this thing has not

the place they started from, or Its vicinity. Have known of several instances when deer have been started three successive days in the same
place, being driven each lime two or three miles. On Sept. 2 a very
large buck was pursued by dogs across the Boreas Elver, and followed
up the stream, wading and swimming, and at times running on the
bank of the river, until be bad gone over two miles. The second day
after he was started from the foot of the same mountain and took the
same route. The next day he was killed, being started from the same
place, and making the same race every time. We have a deer near
WarrenBhnrgh -a doe. She has been here since last winter. I will
warrant she has been driven to water by houude once a week for fifteen
weeks, always starting from the same place, and she can be seen
almost any day in the same field In which she was first seen last spring.
I could mention other instances that have come under my observation
when there could be no doubt about it being the same deer that would
return

when

night came.

another point is, that no man can kill as many deer when there is
the ground with a dog as without, if he la a good hunter. The
time I hunted deer with dogs there were eight in the party, and six
hounds ; four of the hounds ran two races per day for six days. We
killed four deer, all we saw near enough for a shot, and that number is
as many, or more, than parties will average In a week'a hunt, I don't
care how many dogs they nave.
Dew never uu iuu^. Aoont the first thing they look for after being
started ts water, in which they hope to throw their pursuers off their
track, and they altuostalways do it. But when on bucw they sto stillbunted (that IB, hunted without dogs) tne hunter finds the track, aud
follows cautiously uutil he finds his game. If he is an ordinary hunter,
aud even a third-rate marksman, he seldom misses his deer. In the
early part ot the winter this is the way niottof our deer are killed.
Market hunters, some of them, kill, In good hunting, five to seven in a

snow on
last

the butcht-ring season (when deer are worthless, both
the meat and lhe hide), the ialter part ot winter and early spring. The
first crust- that comes upon the anow, It Is impossible to go into the
Adlrondacks without hearing how deer are being slaughtered on the
crust.
Some use dogs, others take their gun and e nowstioes. They
uevcr hunt for single deer, but always go for a flock. As is generally
known to spoi tsmen when snow is deep, deer get together where young
hemlocks and laurel are plenty, aud yard there like sheep. The snow
gets packed hard in their yarJs, so they can get about to feed as well as
in the summer ; bat when they are forced by their wholesale butchers
to vacate their yards, and are chased by them until they can ran no
Two years ago it
longer, then they are shot or the. dogs kill them.
was reported (and I don't doubt it) that some of the Adirondack guides
would kill a deer and deliver the saddle for one dollar. This butchering iu spring, and lloatlug on ponds in summej evenings when does are
with young, la what is ruintug our deer, and if not stopped, soon will
entirely destroy the burning in Die Adlrondacks.
Our game law prohibits homing deer with dogs. In my opinion, and
every man without exception that knows anything about deer that I
ever talked with agrees with me, you may hunt deer with dogs as long
aud aa mnoli as you choose iu the fall, say from September to
December, three in •utlia, and they will increase. It is the spring and
summer shooting that is destroying them. All the law we want is
someihing that can and will be enforced to protect them at that timeIt cannot bedonewltu the law we have now. If our law prohibited

like to

others whose lust for gain has been at, strong that they have lent themselves to the destruction of nearly all the wild animals in that grand old
State. Her tens of thousands of aorea of foreBt, scores aud scores of
magnificent lakes, and miles of Tivers and streams should afford
delight to the heart and hand of the sportsman. Now her wildernesses
have not a tithe of the wild life in them that they are entitled to and
would have but for such wanton destruction.
The Game Law of Maine is very stringent, and I for onehope most
fervently that It will neither be altered nor tiukerod at in. any way, bnt

moat vigorously enforced, that her woods and watere may once again
be full of wild life. No doubt the guides do most BerlouBly desire
to have these gaine laws altered. As I understand it, they are reasonably well enforced, and betm; ao, It materially Interferes with their
Any tinkering wltn it, no matter whether deer are run with
profitsdogs or not, would, in all probability, make au opening sufficiently
large to psrmit rapacious men to step throngh 1 at their pleasure.

Rue Rap.

August Amateur Series— -Boston,.— 200
the leading scores

O

R

;

5
5
5

O

5

W

JJ 1!

Southern

6—45

6—45

4645445
64465464
45544445

4— 46

6

6

Mar.iuall

We give

yards.

5-1514446
55446444

Jewell
J N Frye
II E Lord
E (merrier
IV

5

4

4

4

6

4

5

5

4—45

4

4— IS
4—43

Walnut Mill Range, Aug. 19.— No-cleaning match;
possible 35
tance, 300 aud 300 yards
200 yards.

(IM Jewell

5 4 5 4 4 4

BDrden

4 4 4 5 4 4
4 4 4 3 3 5
3 3 5 3 4 4
4 4 6 3 4 4

.1

C

U M

dis-

:

;

MelggS,.
Jewell (re-entry

J Borden (re-entry)

300 yards.
4 5 4 4 4 4
4 4 3 4 4 4
4 3 a 2 3 8
4 4 4 6 4 6
4 4 3 4 4 4

4—80

4— 29
4— 27
8—25
5-29

4—29—59
2—25—54

4— M-51
6—31—56
3—26-55

Aug. 31.— Seventh renewed competition in long-range
The weather was all that
nlatch at 800, 900 aud 1,000 yards.
could be desired up to 1 ,000 yards, when it came out bright,
with a change of wind, followed by a cloudy sky. In the
scores we give, those having a star were shootiDg for places
on the American team. Both the scores made by Messrs.
Gerrish and Jackson are admirable ones.
William

800
900

4
4

Gerrish."
546
66
545555
55565565466

1,000

5

5

'j

ft

5

6

5

6

455654S55545
W H Jackson*
54645655555
0465555
55
4534555555454

B—73
5—73
6-72—218

Captain

5

80"
900...

6

5

5

4

4

1,000

6—73
5—73
5-68-214

JS Sumner.*

5!>4B655556565
5535666555556

5

S00

6455566550445
J F Brown.*
5B65544455555
555655656 564
3646556554554
UT
4665355565555
55554454
54
4343555565345
GW
5365453555556
055655585536
Johu A Lowe L
443454B555665
4654655445565
4645545566333
Salem
56545656555
5435453554332
A Hebbard.
3B555554543554
46454546
35545655345
J
4864
156656065
5546655668885
565455B66A565
S Lewis.
555455554545
865564 5544358
G Loomis.
S553464505655
4 4543B365
04
545603603034

(I

/

1,0U0

5

fiflO

3

900
1,000

8
4

4

5-74
3—06
6—72—212
6—70
5—73
4-68—211

Rockwell.*

800
»0U

4

1,000

5

5

4

4

6

6—71
6—69
6—66—206

6

6

4—71-200

Davison,*

4
5
5

800
91)0

1,000

5
5

5

5

4

4

5

E

B

4

5

5

5-69
5—66

:

6
5

800
900.
1,000

5

4—68
6—71
4—65—204

Wilder.

P00
B0U
1,000

5
5

800

5
4
5

900
1,000

5
5

5

4
4

5
3

4

5

4

4

5

4

5

5

5

5

4

5

3

4—73
0—09

B-01— 203
6—68
4-07
6—66—201

Chadwoll.

800
900

4
5

1,000

800
900

4

1,000

2

800

6

900
1,000

4

5

3

4 4

6

5

3

3

5

5

4

4

8

2

4

5

5—65
5—64
5—69—198
3—09
0—50

6—63— 1S2
6—66
5-58
5—44—168

The shooting was the best on record, excepting the American team at Creedmoor on the second day of the international
match, they making on the first day 1358, and on the second
day 1277, while the six gentlemen yesterday made 1267. Mr.
William Gerrish's splendid showing of 318 out of a possible
225 equals Oapt. W. H. Jackson's superb score made last season, and the largest ever made on Walnut Hill, and only surpassed by Mr. Bruce at Creedmoor, and Mr. Selph of New
Orleans, who each made 319, the largest scores on record.

—

—

Boston and Metfobd Metf&rd. Teams of six, 30 shots
each man, 200 yards. Won by Boston with 755
Metford,
652.
The highest score was made by N. W. Arnold with 133.
;

Boston and Attleboro Teams, Aug. 19.—Teams of nine
men, 30 shots each man, 200 yards. Boston team, 1,105 AtHighest score made by J. B. Osborn, of Bostleboro, 990.
;

ton team, with 139.

Medfobd Amateur Association

A. H. Thomas.

hear from others oa this subject.

Darling was one of our guideB, he told the writer, as did
brother George, who was with us In a simliar capacity, " that in
he winter of the deep snows, a few years prior to our trip, he and Mb
brother killed upward of 300 deer without firing a shot—running
,them down on show-shoes, cutting then- throats, taking off their hides,

—

—Bellevieio Range,

Aug.

Third match of the August series; the scores mads at
the 300 yard range are as follows :
4 6 5-5 4 4 5—32 Telle
4 3 4 3 4 4 4—28
CnsOlng
4 5 4 4 5 4 4—30 Me teal
Hayes
3 S 3 4 4 4 4—20
4 4 4 5 6 4 4—30 Richardson
Eames
4—20
Dickson
3 2 3 4 5 5 3— S5
4
4
5
4
4
4
Howard
3430443—21
Yl u lug
4 4 4 4 4 4 4—28 Sampson
35.

Ma

;

;

Then comes

the sale of venison after Dec. 1 (by the sale of, I mean shipments from
the country to market) so there would be no sale fur it after Dec. I,
that would In a measure stop still hunting in December ; as it is now
more deer are killed that month than the three preceding, bt cause the
law gives one month to dispose of their deer they take advantage by
hunting almost to the last day for market, and It is very easy to say their
deer were killed in season.
Then, again, some of ths city gentlemen who are so earnest in
their endeavors to Bnstaln a game club (In the city) for the protection
of game, when they come north not only hire guides to help kill deer
for them, bnt use all means in their power to kill all they can themselves, and that too in summer, when nearly every deer they kill deThis iB the class of sportsmen you will Instroys one or two others.
variably find who are always crying with a loud voice, ''You mast not
dog deer," when they themselves do more harm In a single summer
night than they could do in a week'a time in the fall with dogs,
I Bay, have them stay at home a little more, or remember it is their
duty to help encourage this protection ot the game aud not its destrucThere are a few city sportsmen who are In the
tion and annihilation.
woods in the summer months who would refuse to hunt deer with a
jack lamp, and do all they can for the preservation and protection of
game. I mention city sportsmen, because guides depend on them
I should
tor their support aud would not hunt unless paid by them.

R

:

Sill)

dny.

W

;

i

when Mr.

and leaving the carcass lying where it was killed." The hides, having
a small cash value, were " brought out of the woods in a sheboggan."
Again, this very Baine person, with another whose name escapeB me
for the moment, but who lives or lived on the banks of Cold Stream
Pond, near Treat's Mills, in Enfield Town, killed, a winter or two previous, in the Aroostoock region, upward of eighty moose for their skins
alone, which reached the tannery In due season. There are doubtless

standing, and 400 yards, kneeling: first prize. Corporal Copping, with a score of 44. The Wimbledon Team The following are the successful marksmen in the competition for
representatives of the Province of Quebec at the Wimbledon
(Eng.) meeting of 1879: Capt. Thomas. Fifty-fourth Battaliou: Sergt. Kiddle, M. G. A.; Pte. Wynne, Fifth Royal
Fusiliers
Lieut. Vaughan, M. G. A.; Major Mudge, P.
Capt.
R,j Sergt. Wardill, P, W. It; Pte. Ross, P. W.
Balfour, Eighth Royal Rifles, Quebec Sergt. Orr, P. W. R.
Pte. Ross, Sixth Fusiliers; Sergt. ITarkom, P. W.
Sergt.
McAdain, V. V. R.: Oapt. Boyd, Fifty-fourth Batlalion;
Lieut. Campbell, V. V. R.; Pte. Wilson, Fifth Royal Fusiliers; Capt. Thompson, Fifty fifth Battalion Megantic
Pte.
Turnbull, P. W. R.j Pte. Kowaud. V. V. If.; Corpl. Allen,
P. W. B.; Corpl. Currie, Sixth Fusiliers.

—

:

i

Pbovtnob oi? Qdebeo Rifle Association.— Concluding
Day, Aug. 17.— Strangers' stakes; small bores at 800, Snider 's
and Martini's at 500 yards rounds, seven F. Schwartz, 33,
Ladies' stakes 600 yards for Martini's and Snifirst prize.
Mr. G. D. Booth, 43, first prize.
ders, 900 for small bores
1,000 yards, fifteen
Small-bore champion match rifles any
rounds W. A. Jamieson, 05, first prize. Consolation match
300 and 500 yards, five shots at each range Private MorriQuebec Volunteer Champion Match;
son, 43, first prize.
won by D. Turnbull,
five rounds at 200, 500 and 600 yards
;

;

j

Ames

4 3

Scores
Osborn

made
_

4434 4—28

at the 400-yards range
6-34 Ireland

.554535
6 5458 6

Withiugtou

5 5 4 4 6 5

:

4 4 5 5 4 G
5 4 5 3 4 5
5 5 4 4 5 8

5—34 Vlnniug
6—33 RIcharJBon

6—32
4—30
3—29

;

;

;

j

;

;

;

first prize,

with

65.

Frontier Stakes;; 500 yards, seven shots;

Lieut. Col. J. M. Gibson with a full score of 35.
The City Stakes 600 yards, seven shots ; won by Shaw with
39.
The Battalion Match ; teams of five, 500 and 600 yards,
seven rounds at each range ; won by the Montreal Garrison
Artillery, with 218, Three Rivers Battalion making one point
less.
The Macdonna Match; ten rounds at 500 yards; first
The Association Match
prize, Lt. (Jol. Gibson, with 44.
teams of five, 500 and 600 yards, five rounds at each range
won by Richmond Rifle Association, Fifty-fourth Battalion,
with 177. The Military Match ; five rounds at 300 yards,

Holyoke— Springfield, August 23.
vs.
contest of the rifle match between the Rod and
of this city, and the Holyoke Rifle Club, having
place at Willimausett to-day, and was
took
teams of six men,
won by Holyoke by the close score of 350 to 249. The distance was 200 yards, the strings ten shots, and the shooting
Holyoke was also victorious in the first contest,
off-hand.
and, therefore, wins the match.
Springfield

The second

Gun Club

first prize,

Connecticut— Stamford, Aug. 24.— Match

;

JHSwartwout

W

II

Siuford

Q ¥ Uendrle
I'D Bennett

WaltOD Ferguson
\V

11

Taylor

Norman
It

T

I'rovos

HI Wilson
J Warren

AS SWordS

at

300 yards :

5444338353444 3—51
4342443444544 3—65
34 3 4435434446 0—54
5 4443434484400 4—52
4 04443 034 4 0232 5—47
2 33 8 3443423482 3—46
3 4544540202333 4—40
8 444 3 303844222 3—44
2
335343440348 a—48
6

4

4

84

4 3

3S480

8 3 4

4—

:

:

:

:

:

On Wednesday, Aug-

21, the

competition for the $50

first,

by Mr. E. H. Sanford

offered

gold prize

J200....4 4
(300... .4 5
/200....4 4
.300.. ..4 4
1200.. ..4 8
1800. ...4 4

Teaclde

BDHurVbuU
ASBworda
LBGaylor

N

5
4
5
8
5
2

6 4 5 5 S 4 5—48
6 3 B 5 5 5
Tt— 8T
8 454 4 4 4—11

6—

4 3 3 5 3 4

4-3T— W

5 455445-44
4 3 2 44 3 4— 34— 7S

4443 4 4 44-40
44—42
446
23—34—70
44—39
6*86
1 300. ...444333484 3—36—74

44344433 4— ST—77

(800. ...4

(2V0....4

CE Nichols

34144 4 4 3 4—39
44354440 3—34—73
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3-37
44530844 4-35—72

300. . ..3
"200. ...4
300. ...4
'200.... 4 3 4 3 4 4 5 4 4
8 3 4
800. ...3 3 4 2 3
(200.. ..8 3 8 3 3 3 4 B 3
4 4 3 4 3 4 4
1300. ...4
1

GHendrle

H Wilson
T J Warren

5—40
3—28—68
4—32
4—34—76

J

F

CulBFLlark
LGeiger

ILAUen

68
67

Doughty

KHKeene.:...

67

GLMorse

65
70

FHHolton
NDWard......

62
48
54

pHHoiton

44
44
44
44
43
43
42
41
40
39
39
89
..•.38

J L Paulding

T A Carman.
.........

VTTodd
WnDiinlap
li F Davids......
1

Morse

.

NO'Donneli

L

Price
Price

fw
Homer Plsirer
W H Jackson

Ifrs
l'.is

192
191
17B
174

57

Bhots.

The

follow-

A Smart

38

3B
DrJLParley

PCMcLewee

87
37
35
34
84
34
32
32
31

J HcKee
Lieut G B Cobb

30
29

Irwin

W A Bryant

OUBagle

AM Miller
Lewis Cass
apt

>

W

C

IS

Truslow

A Prenoh

Rathbonb'b Team Soobb.— In the score list published
week in the " Scores of the American Team for 1878,"

Mr
last

Rathbono's score should read 197, 209, 203, 214, 205, 209,
of only
•n3 213. This brings his average up to 207^, instead
He leads by about 2f points.
206,' as the report made it.

Mr

Conlin's Gallbby.—To keep pace with out-door novelties
Conlin has brought the glass ball into his gallery with
are used, and at the
very good results. The ordinary traps
globe is thrown high
rifleman's command of "Pull," the glass
The balls are similar to those which Captain
into the air.
Bogardus and Dr. Carver have been as diligently pulverizing.
The eallery experts are becoming quite clever in breaking
of the best scores made in
the balls. The following are a few
thrown from
the gallery with rifle, distance 20 yards, balls

Mr

trap

43

BA

VaiJ

M W

Sheldon

41

C A Watson

40
40
40

E Hughes
BSqnler

40

A

E Squire

40
40

AW DlmocK

36
35

C Gardner
G L Winn

W B Croinelin

35
35
30

I,

J Hewlett

W Gouiiey

PH

Bolton
W Decker

39

,

39

S

B

Urowell

Tillon

On

next Friday a "dirty" match for a Ballard rifle will
take place under precisely the same conditions as that now
pending at Creedmoor. The following Friday an all-comers'
match for a Remington long-range rifle will be shot. It will
consist of ten scoring shots at 200 yards.
The managers and directors of the Brinton range have displayed a great deal of energy, and this new rifle field, from its
proximity to NewYork, with proper railroad facilities, will
undoubtedly bewell sustained. The programme of the Brinton range for the future we are quite certain will be a satisiactory one, as the prize list will be a large and liberal one.

—

Brinton Range. The following is the programme of the
N.J. Rifle Association. Friday, Aug. 30, at 3:30, compe-

&

Rifle, presented by Messrs. Schoverling
Conditions 200 yards off hand, twenty shots (no
sighting shots), any rifle except muzzle-loaders no cleaning
of rifle during the match; to be won three times.
Friday,
Sept. 6, at 3:80, competition for Creedmoor Long Range Rifle,
presented by the Messrs. Remington. Conditions
Distance
200 yard3 off hand, two sighting and ten scoring shots, any
rifle
to be won three times.
Friday, Sept. 13, at 3:30, competition for a Winchester Rifle, presented by the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company. Conditions 200 yards off hand,
no sighting and ten scoring shots, any rifle; to be won three
times.
The fall prize meeting will commence October 1. All
local trains on the main line, and all trains on the Newark and
Elizabeth branch of the New Jersey Central Railroad, will
stop at the range on request to conductor. Tickets to Brinton
Range can be had at all the ticket offices on this road.

tition for Ballard

Daly.

:

;

:

:

—

—

South Caeolina C?iarl€tton, Aug. 17. Match between
teams of twelve from Carolina Rifle Battalion and Sumter
Guards; parade ground ranges. Conditions—200 yards,
military rifles, five shots.
Won by the Carolina rifles with
227 Sumters, 203
;

Carolioa Kiae Battalion.
5 4 4 4 5—22

Sumter Guards

CorpLynali

Sergt McComiacs:..
Sergt Murdock
Sergt sparkman

Maj Walter
Sergt Williams
Private Campbell

4 4 4 5 8—20
4 4 4—20

4 4
3 4
5 3
4 4

4—18

Lieut Hard
sergt Hose

4—20

4 4 3—19
Capt Jervey
4 4 3 4 4—19
Lieut Leaesne
3 4 3 5 4—19
Private North Smith..2 4 4 4 3—17
Private Price
4 4 4 4 0—10
Private McTureous...4 3 2 4 2—15

Total

5 3 3 3
4 3 5 3
PrlvateJIiller
i 8 4 6
Sergt Troti
2 4 4 4
Private McTureous...S 2 4 3
Private Maavct
2 3 3 4
Corp West
4
4 4

Corp Ogilvie
Bruua

Capi.

4 5 4—20
4 4

3—19

4548 8—19
3 4 4 4 4— 19
A 3 4 3 4— Is

Private Smith

227

-.3

3— IS
3— is
3—17

4—16
4—16
3-15
3 2—10

2

Total

203

—

Savannah, Aug. 16. Military festival of the German Volunteers at the Schuetzen Park. Teams of 5; 200 yards;
military rifle.
The following are the scores Georgia Hussars, 109 Savanah Cadets, 105
Chatham Artillery, 9ti Company B, Savannah Volunteer Guards, 91 Company C, 90
Oglethorpe Bight Infantry, 79. The score of the Georgia
Hussars is so excellent that we give it in full
McAlpin,Capt...4 4 4 6 5—22 LlilByala
114 5 8—22
GBPntoliard
4 4 4 5 4-21
DMMcAlpiu
1 8 6 5 4—23
Schley
4 4 5 4 4-21
J
:

w

D Melcantz, 5 eonseculive H. D. Blydenburgh, 6 out of S ; Hon.
«i,,Vn7anSmuii Dnutuf 10; U. D. Burdell, 4 out of 8; O. P. Coreveite,
IssuapendeJ-J. B. Blydenburgh, 9 consecutive Hon.
ton "?3
Fred Alder, 5 do.; bred Kenler, 6 do.; W. H.
Sherinau'sinltii, B do
3 do.; J. A. Ward, 3
Dnnla .4 do T Fiiz, 4 do.; Ji P. Drummond,
Viiughau, 4 do. With pi tal ban suspended-Prank Lord,
do
consecutive.
9 out of 12: Geo. Cooper, 5
;

"a

;

;

•

-HA

POUUTH 4NNUAL PRIZE MEETING OP THE ZlJTTLER RlPLE
Cvm—August 27.—The range and grounds at Union Hill
were well

filled

Zettlers

As

is

on Tuesday with the numerous lriends of the
well known, the Zettlers are considered as

the very strongest, of the German riflemen, not only
shooting, having carried off the
as individuals, but in team
the lust two years. Four
prizes offered for team shooting for
the ring target, man
varieties of shooting were carried on— at
Creedmoor target. Three
target target of honor, and at the
all comers and enshots were allowed at each target, open to
only target which was restricted to
tries were unlimited, the
members being the targets of "honor." The day being remarkably pleasant, the shooting was exceptionally good.
Commencing at 9 a. m., the shooting closed at 7 p. m. The
winning scores are as follows

among

i

;

;

;

;

•I

W
W

109

The prize for the best individual shooting in the team was
won by Sergeant McAlpin. In a match which followed, best
score in three shots, L. M. Ryals
.
eorgia Hussars,
e

won with

ot

a score of 12.

tJl

The Rifle in CnioAoo.—There are no lacs; of rifle clubs in
Among those that are fullv organized are " The
Lake. View Rifle Club" (Jo'jn Macaulcy," President
Henry
O. Bradley, Secretary), with a membership of ten reliable
"Post Twenty-eight Rifle Club" has just completed
shots.
its organization, with the following officers: Col. E. W.
Chamberlain, President ; J. W. Stebbings, Vice-President
Chicago.

;

W. H.

Reed, Secretary H. S. Hevle, treasurer. The club
numbers about twenty members, eleven of whom averaged
4,750 100 shots to the man— during the past week. Co. G,
First Regiment I. N. G., also has a small club, the members
of which are doing some very creditable shooting.
''The
George H. Thomas Post Rifle Club " has been organized for
some time, and recently obtained a charter, under which the
following officers were elected Col. E. D. Swain, President
Wm. H. Chenoweth, Vice-President M. W. Lyman, Secretary; Henry D. Field, Treasurer. This club is now
arranging for a long range, the one on which they have been
practicing being too inconvenient of access.
The range contemplated will be near the city limits, in the West Division.
;

—

her, 63.
nVmxUvi
Man^rifgbt-rnlilp Kl.-m,2S; William Hayes, 28; B Settler. 28: D
2* U Oeh 27 J Kaselien, 26 M S ifngk 25: OG Zettler, fett
M Dorlcr, 21 J K
WilUam Iileln, 24 C Judnon, 24 G BohUrmaa, 24
v,, gl -!, -i
V Kaa e,22.
Grounian.23;
i.

Mine?

•

;

:

;'

;

;

r,

fi

;

Omhmon

C

JS?Gfc ^57:
,;:.":,

„

,

F.

;

Ho.*.„
:

•,

..;;

,
:

Homer
Pi ..tt

J

,,

.

»£^ "*>&;

arlus,3S

f

Thomas Broad-

D Cnliiane, 31 ; C He
Zettler gel the "tirst

way, 84;

Mr B
last.

Thelaiierse-redtiiegrt

woa second and D Miller third.
During the evening festivities were held at Mr. O. DexDuring the great Fest a son
Hill.
fieimer's Hotel, on Union
on the occasion of the Zetborn to Er. Dexheiruer, and

was

presented to the club, and, in their
tler Burrow the baby was
Bernard the given names of the
honor, named Charles
whole club for godZetUer. The baby has, then, the
Messrs.

<i«therg.

i

;

Ltjky.

Omo—

A

Tiffin, August 26.—
rifle club, known as the Tiffin
Rifle Club, fius been organized.
J. H. Bagby, Pres.; Frank
Naylor, Sec, and L. beewald, Treas.
The National Rifle
Rules have been adopted.
propose having a tournament
in September or first week in October.
At request of several
clubs we will try and have a central association organized at
that time, composed of Ohio and surrounding States.

We

Buck Shot.

19.

—Tournament

of the Irish-America
200 yards, ten shots each;
are the scores
3-43
4
5
5 6
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—43

The following

4564

WYSedan
MGindelin
C'aptWlll Hall
Geo fllnsan

446

636535615
46444534
35444463
4
4
44426446
44463S33
4

5

3

4

4

4

5
4

4

4

4

4

5

6

5
5 4
i
3 4

4

3

4

Fryer

6

6

4

F.auui

4

Leon Finder

4

...i
3

D Topf

E O'Connor
MLnugdon
SWOB

A

4

4

4

5

4

3

4

1

1—

1-'

4—42
6—12
5—19
4—41
4—41
4—40
4—40
4—39

—On

Tuesday of
la Cabveb.—Lancaster, O., Aug. 19.
week, Dr. A. M. Alexander, of Indianapolis, entertained
the Hockuociiing Shooting Club, of this city, on their grounds
near Mount Pleasant, with an exhibition of scientific rifle
shooting.
He used a 32-calibre breech-loading rifle, and did
shooting that would have been no discredit to the celebrated
Carver. He broke 38 balls out of 40, thrown in the air at fifteen yards cut lead pencils in two, shot coins and Other articles witli almost infallible accuracy.
His shooting at shortrange, at a stationary target, was simply wonderful, but at
long-range several of the Hockhockings laid him out.
last

;

Sandy.

CREEDMOOR.
Nationai, Riflk Association Fall Prize Meeting.

The following

the

is

programme

of the Sixth

Annual Prize

Meeting at Creedmoor, L. I., April 17, and following days, at
9 a. m. each day
Competition No. 1, Jtjdd Matoh. Any military rifle, 200
yards, standing, seven rounds; entrance, $1
open to all
comers 20 prizes value, $183.
No. 2, Shokt Range Match. Open to all comers, any
rifle, 200 yards, seven rounds, standing; entrance, $1
prizes
amounting to $203.
;

—

;

;

;

—

j

StrcsoEiPTloN Match.— Open to all comers, 200
yards, standing, any rifle, seven rounds, duplicate entries
allowed entrance, $1.
No. 4, Stjbsoeiption Match. Open to all comers, 200
yards, standing, any military rifle, seven rounds, duplicate
entries; entrance, $1.
No. 5, The Cuawfion'3 Matoh, Open to all comers, any
rifle or rifles, 200, 600 and 1,000 yards, ten rounds at each distance; standing at 200 yards, any at 600 and 1,000 yards;
entrance, $2 three medals and cash, $260.
No. 6, Ouvek Matoh.— A silver trophy, value, $100 open
to teams of four from first and second divisions N. G. S. N.
Y.; Remington military rifle, or any carbine furnished by the
State; 300 yards, standing, seven rounds each man; entrance,
$1 each man. Two competitious will be had for this prize
during the fall meeting N. R. A., of 1878. The team making
the highest aggregate score of both competitions to keep the
trophy. No competitor to be a member of more than one

No.

3,

;

—

—

;

;

team in this match.
No. 7, Cavalkt Match. Open to teams of six men from
the National Guard or uniformed militia from each State or
Territory of the United States; standing at 200, kneeling at
300 yards ; weapon, the carbine with which the organization
represented is armed five rounds at each distance entrance,
$1 each man three prizes, $145.
No. 8, Cavalk? (State) Match.— Open to teams of seven
from the National Guard S. N. Y.; 200 yards, standing, seven
rouuds, Remington breech-loading carbine, State model, with
either carbine or infantry ammunition
trigger pull not less
than six pounds entrance fee, $1 each man three prizes,

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

$134.

No 9, Gatung Match. — Open to

the

4 4 4 4

Private Bee, Jr
Sergt Miller

.4444 4— HO

Aug.

Won

Sii

30

:

and

competition for Turf, Field

ing are the scores

"apt J

64

Conditions— 200 yards, 10

Farm badge.

LGrieer

65
65
64

Cincinnati,

Rifle Club; all-comer's match,
three prizes.
by Sedan.

36
33
37
36

;

Day—Eleventh

Same

66
65
67
US
57
66

B4

Total.
209
205
206
198

61

mak-

CPBonuett

H

markable score
70
68

P Dart

best scores ran as follows
.14
R Robertson

P Brown

Cbeedmoor, Aug. 24.— Twelfth competition for the Sharps
Conditions— 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, fifteen shots at
prize.
each distance. Competitor making the highest score at all
three ranges to be the winner. Mr. Jackson made a most re1,000 yds.

Collins

PP Stewart

at 500 yards, five shots each.

900 yds.
73
69
93

The

tries.

—

71
08

is

—

JPB

PW

800 yds.
66
68

Club

New Jersey Rifle Association— Brinton, Range, Aug.
The first rifle match at this new range took place on Friday last, and was very well attended. For the short space of
lime which has elapsed between the organization of the range
and its use, everything worked quite smoothly. The match
was the eleventh competition for the "All-comers' Badge,"
which had before this taken place at Rahway.
Conditions—Ten shots at 200 yards. There were twenty-five en23.

Whitney Range—New Haven, Aug. 23.— Second and concluding competition for places on the Connecticut Brigade
Team to represent the State National Guard at Oreedmoor.
There were forty contestants, all parts of the States being
represented, the result being that the following were the
highest scores, and constitute the brigade Creedmoor team
THE BKIGADK TIAM.
161
Sergeant Henry Simons, uo. H, Piret Regiment
156
Sergeant George G LaBiiraeK, Co. K, se&uid Keglment
154
Private James Tlnkey, Co. E. .Second Kegimem
Kegiment
153
Captain SV Kennedv. T. T. P., Second
Hegiment
153
Private » ailace Gurra, Uj. B, Fourth
161
cm-i). riil Geo. B. Newton, Co. P, First Kegiment
160
Private Edwin H Williams, Co. P, First Regiment
149
Lieut. JobnN Lane, to. I, Second Regiment
148
Private B Jordan, Co. P, Firs! Regiment
147
Hudson, Co. F, First Regiment
Private
147
Lieut. J. L. Osgood, Co B, HWt Regiment
14T
Captain J L Woodhridge, 1. T. P.. First Heciment
147
Private K iv WMtlook, uo. B, Second Kegfraent
146
Sergeant Ernest Watkins, Co. G, First Regiment
Private JoBeph L Raub, Co. D, Third Regiment
The above scores are out of a possible 200. To sum up,
each man had two contests, seven shots each, at 200 yards
range ; three contests at 500 yards, seven shots each, and one

Jackson
WH
DtSTQ Dudley

Rifle

;

1200. ...4 5 8
4 5
1300. ...4 4 4 3 8 4 8 4
(200. ...2 4
4 4

FB Bennett

OL

:

ing extensive preparations, under the direct supervision of its
leading members, to secure to its festival in celebration of its
twenty-fifth anniversary a complete success.
Riflemen especially will be happy to hear that there will be offered for
competition 100 prizes, nearly all cash, on the target of honor,
GO on the man and ring targets, also about 50 silver goblets, as
many medals, and cash premiums on the point targets a total
of about 300 prizes, valued at $4,000.
American riflemen
may be assured of a hearty welcome. The festival will be inaugurated on Sunday. September 8, with a line promenade
concert, and closes on the 11th with a banquet.
Invitations
issued have been accepted by German, French, Italian and ah
Swiss societies. Any information that may be desired will be
promptly furnished by
Hubbb,
Secretary,
J.
P. O. Box 1626, New York.

J200....4 3

,.

ProVoat

BG

;;;

:

Helvetia Rifle Club.—The Helvetia

resulted in these

scores

JH

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

76

N.

G

N. Y.

S.

;

men from
Remington State military rifle, 500 yards,
entrance, $1 each competitor
teams of twelve

seven rounds, any position;
three prizes, §2,160.

;

—

Naw

Journal Match. Open to teams
No. 10, Army and
of twelve from all regularly organized military organizations
in the United States, including the regular army, navy nud
marine corps; weapon, such military rifle as has been issued at
the public expense to the organization which the team represents : 500 yards, seven rounds, any position within the rules
entrance fee, $1 ; three prizes, $932.
:

No. 11, New Yobk State National GtJAUn Match.— Open
to teams of twelve, from the National Guard of the State cif
New York standing at 200, any at 500, Remington riflr,
State model, five rouuds at each distance; entrance fee, $1
;

each

man

;

three prizes, $740.

12, First Division National GrT/ABD Match.— Open to
Remingteams of twelve from the National Guard S. N.
ton rifle, State model, 200 and 500 yards, five shots at each
distance, standing at 200, any at 500 yards ; entrance fee, $1
each man three prizes, $222.
No. 13, Second Division National Guard MATdH. OBeO
to teams of twelve from the second division of the Nn
Guard S. N. Y.; Remington rifle, State modeL 200 and 500
yards, five shots at each distance, standing at 200, any at 500
yards entrance fee, $1 each man; three prizes, $223.
No. 14, Laplin & Rand Powdbb Co. Match.— Open to
members of the United States Army and Navy, the National
Guard or uniformed militia of any State or Territory, Hud to
members of any rifle association or club in the United States
200 and 500 yards, standing at 200, any with head toward the
entrance
target at 500 yards, seven rounds at each distance
three prizes, $270.
fee, $ 1
No. 15, Sl-bsckiption Match. Open to all comers, 50O
yards, any position, any rifle, seven rounds, duplicate entries
allowed entries, $1.
No. 16, Subscription Match. Open to all comers, 200
yards, position any, with head toward the target, any military rifle, rounds seven, duplicate entries allowed; entrance,

No.

Y

;

—

;

j

;

;

—

;

—

$1.

—

No. 17, Inter-State Military Match. Open to OSe
team from each State and Territory in the United States, conmembers of the regularly organized and uniformed National Guard or Militia of such State or Territory.
Position at 200 yards standing, and at 500 yards any.
Weapon, any military rifle which has been adopted as an ofRounds, ten at each
ficial arm by any State or Government.
distance.
Entrance fee, $2 each man. Three prizes, S-tjO,
No. 18, Short- Range Tkam Match.— Upen to team
sisting of twelve

four from, any regularly organized rifle Club, or association ot
military organization (troop, battery or company) iu the

United States; 200 and 300 yards, seven rounds at each distance weapon any rifle or carbine within the rules position,
Mure than one team
standing
entrance fee, $1 each man.
may be entered from the same Organization, but the same individual will not be allowed to appear in two teams. Three
;

;

;

prizes, $310.

[Qonclvd&l nexl m«A.]

:

:

Flies, Flikl. Fue?, Funs, Flies, Furs,
Fwbb. Flies are artificially propagated in
New Jersey, near Patersno, where an asBocration of jnen liavc invested capital and are running the works to their full capacity.
Flies
are incubated from eggs by an artificial batching arrangement and iImj young Hies are taught
all the deviltry they know right in the factory.
Some will look upon this statement as

—

why any association of men
.iiieial propagation of
yVe will explain.
It is well known
that flies die at the end of the season, and if
it were not for artificial propagation there
would be none the second season.
The parties that are engaged in this industry are also
sole manufacturers of fly paper and fly traps.
trust that the object is now plain. In order to sell their paper and traps it, is necessary
to have game to catch.
The gentlemen had
engaged largely in the manufacture of fly
paper and fly traps before they knew that flies
onlj lasted one season, and after a year of
success they found bankruptcy staring them
in the face, as it was probable they would not
sell a sheet of
So
paper the nest year.
false

and wonder

should engaj
the

lly.

We

—

—

two or three rises of very small specimens.
Hungry and disappointed they return to the
tavern and complain to the landlord.
He
apologizes as best he can, says that the water
was veiy low and there hnve been numerous
parties before them who had pretty well
cleaned out the stream. The Bame disappointinout and the same story meet each party after a trial in the stream.
It is discovered afterward that the daughter of the landlord,
who had been to a boarding-school, had
written the communication, to get business
for her father, to help him to make up her
school-bill

A

Real Teeat.

happy
dissect.

—Philadelphia

can be. They have
Dr. Thomas G. Morten

as

it

just as

is

.a gorilla
is

to

a delight-

ed man.
The dead monkey came from
Orange River, West Africa, in a 30 gallon cask

rum:
The carcase was shipped about April 19
last.
The gorilla was captured alive, and
came into the possession of an Englishman,
of

who intended to ship it to Europe for exthey organized the "Great American Artifihibition.
While capturing it the natives
cial Fly Incubating Association of New Jerbroke one of its arms, and before the Englishsey," and issued a million dollars, worth of

We

have not room to describe the
hatching of flies, in the Sun, but it is like
slock.

hatching chickens by steam. Some of the
best old flies are kept; to lay eggs, and eggs
are placed on cards and put into an oven.
They hatch out in twenty minutes, and are
ready in half an hour to learn the business.
First they are taught to wade in butter, to
swim in cream and to get into things around
the kitchen.
Then the young flies are taken
to the dormitory, where men and women, engaged for the purpose, are pretending to sleep.
An old fly and a hundred young ones are
placed in each room, and the old fly, after
lighting on shirt bosoms, or female white
goods, in order to teach the young flies the
noble art of punctuation, begins to get in its
work on the sleeper. The old fly, after seating the young flies on cuffs and collars, calls
"Attention !" and after buzzing around a little
lights on the sleeper's nose.
The sleeper pretends to be mad and slaps at the fly this is a
mere matter of form, however, for if a sleeper
engaged by the association kills an old stool
fly it is deducted from his or her salary.
As
the old fly gets away the young flies laugh and
want to try it themselves.
Then the old fly
lights on the lady sleeper's big toe and proceeds deliberately to walk up her foot, ankle
and calf, occasionally stopping to bite. This
is very trying to the alleged sleepers, causing
nervousness and a twitching of the muscles,
but they must not injure the fly. The little
flies notice everything, and after the old fly
has caroused around and tickled and buzzed,
then the young flies are. allowed to practice
on them. The persons practiced on get $6 a
day and board, and it is a very particular and
trying site: fl .,.
Then comes the expensive business of distributing flies throuhgout the country. Formerly it was done through book agents and
lightning rod peddlers, but that was found
too expensive, so the association originated
the idea of sending out regular agents, called
tramps, to introduce the flies. The first
year only about 10,000 tramps were sent out,
but. the business has grown to such huge proportions that it is estimated that this year the
association has out half a million tramps
leaving flies around.
They go from house to
house begging, and before they leave they

—

manage

to drop a

few

flies

Each tramp has

man

got possession of it the gorill i came near
dying for want of proper food and attention.
Then inflammation of the bowels seized it and
from this disease in a few days it died.
Its
head, mouth and eyes are large, nose flat and
ears are small.
The arms are large and the
lower limbs rather small, but the hands and
feet bear a striking resemblance to those parts
of the human organization.
The head, arms,
legs, back and breast are covered with black
hair.
Mr. Nassau also sent Dr. Morton by
the same vessel the skeleton of an adult gorilla
of extraordinary size. It is complete, with
the exception of a few minor bones."

A

"

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM,

"Star" Mule. — At one

of the theatres

a town of Nevada, the play of the " Forty
Thives" was lately presented, but in rather a
meagre manner, as may be inferred from the
lack of abundant seenery and properties in
the far West. When All Boba had seen the
thieves enter and quit the cave, he went to
the wings and brought in a mule, which,
having taken grave offence at something,
awaited his opportunity for revenge. No
sooner bad Ali come out of the cave with his
bags of wealth, and attempted to put them
on the back of the beast, then he began his
part of the performance. He let fly with his
heels
kicked the shavings (the supposed
riches) out of the bags
kicked down the
cavern ; kicked down a whole forest kicked
down the wings kicked the end of the base
viol, leaning against the stage, to pieces
smashed the foot-lights and finally doubled
up AU by planting both feet in the pit of his
stomach. The mule fairly cleared the stage
and set the audience into a great roar, the
miners laying wagers that he could out-kick
any mule in the State. The quadruped continued kicking as if he were hung on a pivot,
until a rope was fastened around him and he
was dragged off by the united strength of the
company. The Nevadans want to give the
mule a benefit. New York Times.
in
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& Co., Silversmiths,
Jewellers, and Importers, have
always a large stock of silver
Tiffany

yachting,

racing

and

other

and on request they prepare special designs for similar
purposes.
Their

sports,

TIMING

WATCHES

are guaranteed

and are now very
generally used for sporting and

Dates.

—Some

has been gulled. We don't know who it is
but perhaps the editor of the Germaniovm
Telegraph does. In that paper we find the

COMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTION

FANY &
in

CO. are also the agents

America for Messrs. PATEK,

PHILIPPE &

authority of the Commonwealth of KoDtnoHy,
supervised by Hon. R. C.Wintersmith, Ex-Treasurer
Generals T. A. Harris, Geo. IB. H. Gray, and other
prominent, citizens, will Rive their FIFTH POPULAR DRAWING In Public Library Hail, Louisville,
Ky., on

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

No Scaling.
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Their stock of

3

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis-

Bronzes and Pottery, Electroand Sterling Silverware
for Household use, fine Stationtic

Plate

ery and

Bric-a-brac,

largest in the world,

is

the slightest obligation to purchase.

NEW YORK

APOLLINARIS

NATURAL

;

;

one of Baltimore's characters. The last heard
of him, Tobe, according to the Baltimore

Sun, had been incarcerated on a charge of
vagrancy
John Henry Johnson, who bears the name
"Tobe, "is about six hands high and black

$300 each. Approximation Prizes... $2,700
soo each'
1,600
loo each

$116,400

TICKETS,

HALF TICKETS, $L

$11.

5R

TICKS PR,

Order,

COMMON WEALTH
COMMERFORD

tickets and Information, address
DISTRIBUTION CO., or T. J.
Secretary, Courier-Journal Building, Louisville. Kv
or to B. H. PORTER&CO., General Eastern Agonis
1,227 Broadway, New York.
aug29 4c
,

L.S.L

OPPORTUNITY TO WI
A SPLENDID
FORTUNE.
NINTH GRAND
AT NEW
TUESDAY,

V A
DISTRIBU-

TION,
SEPT.

ORLEANS,

1S76,

10.

Louisiana

State

Company.

Lottery

This Institution was regularly Incorporated by the
Legislature of the State lor Educational and Charitable purposes in 1868. with acapitalof $1,010,000, to
Which it has since added a reserve fund of $350,000.

GRAND

ITS

.SINGLE

NUMBER DISTRIBUTION

will take place monthly on the
never scales or poatpones. Look
tribution :

second Tuesday.
at.

LIST OF PRIZES.

HIGHLY EFFERVESCENT.

Capital Prize of
Capital Prize of
Capital Prize of
3 Prizes of
$2,500

BPrizesof

$80,ooo
10,000
5,000

Its sale in France authorized by special order of
the French Government.
Recommended by the highest Medical Authorities
in New York as
"A great relief for seasickness."
"A delightful beverage. Mildly antacid, most
grateful and refreshing."
"Par superior to Vichy. Seltzer, or any other."
"Absolutely pure and wholesome
superior to all
for daily use free from all the objections urged
against Croton and artificially aerated waters."
" Impregnate: oiilv with its own gas."
"Healthful and well suited for Dyspepsia and
cases of acute disease, and where there is a gouty
diathesis."
"By far the most agreeable, alone or mixed with
wine, useful In Catarrhs c stomnc.li or Bladder, and
;

Gout."

" Not only a luxury, but a necessity.
Tobe had oral) W'me Merchants, Grocers, Drugand Mineral Water Dealers throughout the
United States, and wholesale of

gists,

DK BARY A; CO.,
« and 43 WARREN ST., N. Y.

FKJED'K

Solo Agents for the United States and Canada.
Every Genuine Bottle bears the Registered

L.OW

YEL-

Pictorial Label of the

mm

slnu slAMFtUH ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.
^- A
e*.
80 & 82 WILLIAM STREET NEW YORK

WWSUKW

Wow

"
"
"

10

APPROXIMATION PRIZES
Approximation Prizes oi {300
A pproximation Prizes of 200

9

Approximation Prizes of 100

J,700
±,800

900

Prizes amounting to
»llo,ioo
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all

1,857

whom

prominent points, to

a liberal compensation

will be paid.

Application for rates to clubs should only be made
Home Office in New Orleans.
Write, clearly stating full address, for further Information, or send orders to
to the

M. A.DAUPHIN,
Box 092, New Orleans, Louisiana,

P. O.

l

i

500
100
50
go

"

9

9

and

6,000
5,000
lo.ooo
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

1,000

20Prlzesof

1,000

APPROVED by UieAcademieiU Medimieot Prance,

Nos.

It

the following dis-

CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000.
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS EACH.
HALF-TICKETS, ONF. DOLLAR.

100
200
boo

in

$100.

Registered

Letter, Banlc Draft or Express. Full list ol Drawing
pnblishea In Louisville Ccurier-Journal and New
York Herald, and mailed to all ticket-holders. For

Water.

Mineral

H. I.. PI.U1U,
319 Broadway, New York

or to

All our

City.

Grand Extraordinary Drawings a^e under
management of GENS. G. T.

the supervision and

BEAUREGARD and J UBAL A. EARLY.

aug22 2t

EXTRAORDINARY DRAWING
HAVANA LOTTERY, which
September!,

ol the

<?ot

ROYAL

will take place
1879, only ls.ouu ttckeis, -.141 prizes, as

follows

One

prize of pasos

Two prizes of $100,000

prize
prize
•I'wo prizes of $10,000 each
Eight prizes of $5,000
3,126 prizes,
2,141 prizes,

from

$500,000
200,000
50,e00
25,000
20,000
40,000

each

One
One

,

$3,00.) 10 $10,000

amount

515,0011

to

1,350,000

For particulars address M. H. MARTINEZ & CO.,
Bankers, 10 Wall street. Basement, N. Y.
augls 2t

Kentucky

State Lottery.

EASTERN AGENCY,

699

BROADWAY.

Class Draws September
One

prize of $14,ooo, one of $3,000, and one ol

1S94

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

4.

1

$4,Ufl0.

$67,925.

Tickers, $1.

WILLIAMSON
& CO.,
599 BROADWAY,

N. Y.

J£mtt$ement8, J§fc.

HHE AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND

steamer plying in California keeps a
trained sheep on board, which goes out on the
gang-plank when a flock is to be loaded, to
show that the approach is safe, and to act as
pifot to the herd, which readily follows it on

35TH ST.

Thousands of living curiosities DEVIL PISHES,
TROp[t'ALAN^..M ON E^, CHIMPANZEE, etc. Performances twice dally ol the Troupe of DOGS.
;

MONK

!CYS ami

Admission

5')

GOATS.

cents.

Children half price.

THE MARVELLOUS

to the boat.

following
—Aa announced elsewhere, the Fifth Grand Discorrespondent will write to a sporting
tribution of ttie Commonwealth Distribution Compaper that (he trout-fishing is splendid at a
pany of Louisville, Ky., will take place on September
certain place one or two hundred miles away
30th, next.
Tills organization acta under authority
a dozen people in five or six parties rig up of
the State of Kentucky, and as it never scales nor
and go there. They put-up at the only tav- postpones its
drawing it has met with, a flattering
ern in the place as they drop in day by day.
public support.
The landlord is very polite and makes tnem
heartily welcome.
The two first anglers who
—The lateBt tiling in monograms la to have it on
arrive, alter refreshing themselves, makea bee Cigarettes.
The enterprising inannlacturers of
line for the stream. They find it smaller than Vanity Fair have brought it oat in a most tempting
hey expected.
They cast and cast and get style.

10... 10,000

l

;

is

t,000 Prizes

1

;

—This

6,ooo
10,000
10,000

1

;

" Toee, " the Miniatube Teamp.

»&
.

l.ooo
$1,000
$500

TICKETS, »50.
Remit by Post-office Money

the

establishment without feeling

Prizes,

of Prizes;

100 Prizes $100 ..$10,000
3f0 Prizes 50... 15,000
600 Prizes 20... 111,000

..$30,000

WHOLE

and the

public are invited to visit their

UNIQN SQUARE,

Prize
Prize
Priae
PrlzeB
Prizes
Prizes
Prizes
Prizes

1,960 Prizes

25

Diamonds and other Precious

Cash

in

AND TICKETS ONLY

CO., of Geneva, of

full line.

30, 1878.

No Postponement

UNPARALLELED SCHEME.

whose celebrated watches they
have a

CO.,

By

TIF-

requirements.

scientific

—A
one

GRAND DISTRIBUTION

for accuracy,

—

:

5th

articles for prizes for shooting,

;

After
a card with a million young flies on.
he has partaken of his meal and the woman as the ace of spades, his face shining like a
polished
stove.
Every body
of the house is out after a shot-gun, or a dog brilliantly
" iu the eastern section of the
to drive him away, he slips his hand up his knows "Tobe
sleeve and tears off a piece of card containing city, and the objection to him is that he has
perhaps 10,000 yount flies and drops it in the a strenuous objection to wearing apparel,
wood box, or in some convenient place. That and is in the habit of making his appearance
at the eastern city spring or at Patterson
is enough to start on, as the flies breed rapidThe next day the woman will wonder Park in the midst of large crowds without a
ly.
" where on airth all them flies come from." stitch of clothing on his person.
Time and again he had been fitted out
The company has distributing points all over
the country, Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul with a full suit of clothing by a generousbeing among them, where the tramps go once hearted giver, but the day after he is sure to
a month after a new supply. A card will appear in puris naturalibus, much to his own
The introduction apparent delight but somewhat to the aslast a tramp thirty days.
As
of the tiy paper and the fly traps is easier, as tonishment and dismay of the modest.
the articles are sent directly to druggists, far as has ever been discovered he has no
who sell them to consumers. Stock in the home, no relatives and no particular friends.
association is worth an immense amount, He generally sleeps under a porch, and never
paying a quarterly dividend of 20 per cent. lacks for food.
The only way that the fly nuisance can be
No Market For It. On the 25th the ship
abaited is to kill the tramps as fast as they
enter a community, or destroy the manu- Ouilia stranded on the shoals near Nantucket,
factory at
New Jersey. The Sun has the vessel loaded entirely with brimstone.
exposed the nefarious business; now let the Now, had she been cast ashore near New York
people rise up and crush it out of existence. with such a precious cargo, why

Wanted Names and

jgotteriqs.

ST. BENOIT TWINS.
Admission 25 cents extra. Children 15 cents.

A

^isteJJmieaus.

;

Leesburg Academy.
Boys prepared for College or University. Terms,
$210 for ten months. For circular apply to Principal,
burg, Loudoun Co., Virginia,

THOMAS WILLIAMSON.

auglilmo.

HERRING &

CO.,
251 and 862 BROADWAY, NBW YORK.

CC

*/»
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e«y •!

«•»» Skuipk. word,

k
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FOREST/ rAND 7 STREAM.

1

Tire California Sensation!!

OF CALIFORNIA,

THE CHAMPION RIFLE SHOT OF THE WORLD,
Having so

is

a half interest

Id

in his

Phenomenal

Rifle Exhibitions

during next season throughout Europe for the

sum of

to give Exhibitions of bis Wonderful Shooting op Foot or on Horseback, or both, throughout the United States and Canada, until Christmas, when
Europe in the Sining.
speed, upon his famous
engage to hoot Glass Balls at from twenty -one to thirty yards rise, while riding bareback at

open for engagements

California, proceeding (o

Dr. Carver

will

lie visits

Ml

,

BUFFALO HUNTING AND TRICK HORSE "SURPRISE,
jninping hurdles and fences, breaking the balls while the horse
while the horse is ut full speed !

is in

the air

He

!

will ride

1 »

bareback any wild or mil rained horse that can be forced into a run, breaking a glass

Trade Dollar to a Three-Cent
villi a rill e. and is the only man in the world who shoots Glass Balls, Coins from a
Dr. Carver is the originator of Glass Ball E
minute object thrown into the air, -with a rifle. Ilie is the only man in ihe world who shoots Glass Bills from a horse's back, (he horse running at lull speed!
Dr. Carver. will break more Glass Balls, and perform more numerous and Astounding Feats, with either Rifle 01 Shot-Guo, than any man in the world.

ball

Pie.

i

™

,

At Oakland, Cal,

in

December, 1377, Dr. Carver broke 1,903

a

-I us* 'nils wit.li

missing bat seven out of 3,000.

rifle,

At Oakland, Oat,, in January, 1878, Dr,

Carver

won

his

Champion Horseback Badge by breaking 50 stiaight balls, horse running at full spied. At New HaVBo, Conu.. June 12, 1378, Dr. Carver broke LQ00 gtaas JtaUa id 7BJ minutes, with WinAt Brooklyn Dnviug ark, N. i ., July 4. Dr. Oarver broke
A-t Beacon Park, Boston June»9 1&7& Dr. Carver bit*! 100 glass balls in 4j miaulea with Wmches'er rifle.
Chester rifle.
minutes with Winches,- rifle. At Brooklyn Driving Park, N. T., July 13, Dr. Carver broke 5,500 glass balls in 7 hours 30} minutes with Winchester rifle. In
100 glass balls in
performing the latter feat he raised to his shoulder over eighteen tons' more weight am1 bf oke 500 more balls in the same time than did Capt. Bogardus when attempting to break 5,000
B trial, while Qapt, Bogardus was compelled to shoot a portion o£ the time seated in a chair.
Dr
stood firmly on his
glass balls with a shot-gun.
stool. Shooting
Wi I'll WJSCB BarOB PaFLE Shooilng glass ball, the gan npside down, the shooter lying on
FOLLOWING IS A PARTIAL LIST <v nis shot-; at fly
Snooting glass baas thrown ao toiSojartts high, The w llerfnl Hip Shot
3 in 20 a rands.
a Winaneiternria— braatlngio
80 gl»»s balls OOt ot UW lironn into n„ mr| w tlia Wioobeatei rule,
ntaiheair at ihe «amc tlmo. making
.
.... -a. .-a. T
L'gittttlnj D mule Stiit- Breaking tffo glass balls!'
balls Without sighting, hulil: „
— Shooting glass
t.Ulueult shots that can be made.
.-•
The most
of
thomus
moter
is
one
.'ii.i
>a.
tne
tlua
ie:'..r
ii
n
n
a
stralgtitftt
.'
adouble Bhot. and losdlug the gnu oure while tue i,dl I. m
• aii
u: ball is in
inna'ug it with the drat, three shots; loading thegai
wonderrul shot erer made at a avmg object with a ri>le — Snooting a gins bill thrown loco
i

I

M

b

:

I

<•'

.

,

;

1.'

...

,

,.-

,

,

[.'1

;

i

.

'

r

breaking it with the fourth shot be ire ae ball r-aev-s CI
air. Shooting coins tbron n Into the aii —trade dollars, 50,
[

I

The following
f I will

wager from

<- a-

I

ami

as, 10, 6

Drlok thrown
throwi Into the
tting a brick
and hitting

i.

1

1.

in break

challenge, issued by Dr. Carver Dec. 12, 1877, has never been accepted
t'iio io $500 mat I caa boat any man ia the world shooting this following matches, or
.

more gh8B

bam
Iwn

I

i

I

r,.

7. I

can

make more fancy

allots

than any

mo

6. 1 will vragei »l,OD0 that t can inn
jnan IB the world ; ami if buffato are not

nun

in Hit world.
e baffftlo In one ran, shooting
to be f aoud yiu shoot eflc, a ad

from a horse's bank, than any
go on the prairie at any time.

Parties wishing to contract UPON A CERTaAIXTV for Dr. Carver to fiive one or both
of hi» wonderful cxblbUioug-on foot, ou bui-aebuck. or bolli— lor one or more days, or to
skoot ovw a circuit for n stated period, plcosc- ttuply for tnrma ami dutcs io

C. HAYNES, Agent,
ABOH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

E.

K:

835

air,

reloading the gan, and hitting one of the flying

plei

is.

Shooting lead pencils thrown into the

3-e.ent pieces.

thrown from a I3u»nrdna trap, 25 yards rise, than any man in the world.
o, li .-.kor wlta a shot gun than any man living.
2. 1 ran hre.il; l.ooti gnisi
Fg [oanbreat
regit]
B,th(
to be on a rra si yards away
titlli
ahootlngJrom t lorie'Bl
from the hails, than nn man in the wurl im weU ai so yards an hi and on th" ground.
the
i. loan Break more gUra balls with a riii-. the tuIH t.o i» inruwu m the air, than any man in
world can break with, a shot-gun aid shoot an yards, using a Bigardus trap.
I
can break leu glass oatls quicker with a vviaerjesrer rifle than tin? .man in the world can break
them with a shot gun.
the
6. 1 can hreak two g'ass balls thrown in the air 3t the same lime, making a double shot, loading
gnu ouce while the balls are In the atr, using u Winchester Rifle.
i

:

1,

PA.

The following challenge, dated Aug. 19, was issued by Dr. Carver, and published in the
it has not as yet heen accepted
Bull, Aug, £0, 187.H, and the money deposited,
Permit me through the columns of the Sua to accept throe of the challenges of Capt. A. II. ISoganlos,
and to challenge llim for lour more mutches with ahot-guns. Tue m«tcju$ Have accepted are as

New York

i

1

1 °Tn break 80 out of 100 glass balls, diBtanos 30 feet, the halla to be thrown straight or pitched in the
air a distance of from 10 to 30 feet.
urge for ¥S>» a side, distance 1011 yards.
j.
i'o l-1i "ii ii'. a
of agreement and the money to
3. I'o give Capt. A. H. Bogardus 5'jo broken bails in LeiJ, the aitlcles
be danosii.ed wirh the iVIucitenter Anus Company.
'••- '••- 10 snoot ilu-'ee pigeon matches tor iiOO each and the Championship
"l further i:iiali"ni'
ot tlie World. The first two matches to be shot ai 21 yards-, 100 birds each, wo imps, boundary so yards,
under Prairie Clnb rules. Tue tmrd pigeon match to be at tUO Blugle brrda.ail -.r 1.-, IWe groun.l traps
ove yarli aoart, boundary St yards; .English rules to goyeru. The man wlniiuw two of the three
r-.h
»lao m lite the following
60 win ttte badge or champion wing shot, tne stakes to go with traoh
glass bill challenge to Capt. Bogardus: To nhuoi eight, houi.s from ira.is ultn -ho gnus, the man breatto be shot tor :J
The
in-' the moat Oils In eight rouseeative hours to win the maicu.
aaii tae mass Ball Chaiiiiilousuipot the World, sal ti to a a. .01 witn one or more guos ; evtryliing to be
St. Paul to: the ride
1 name
enuai. Theilea to take plaoe be(«r»on Sov. 16 and Duo. IS.
nineties, as capt. Bogardus and 1 outh shoot tnere ooe weeK tue tlrst of September. The money to be
deposited as forfeit before the 1st of September in the above-named place. The man refusing to shoot
at the appointed time to lose the amount of forfeit. 1 hare deposited the ortiulea of agreement and
forfeit with Parker Bros., 07 Chamoera street
'

1

:

-

1

;,

m
mach

.

"mi

DATES FILLED UP TO OCTOBER

12,

1878,

1

, ,

FOREST 3 AND > STREAM.
J§$iscellaneonH t

§ttbJkafians.

fyiscellmqows.

TAKE

TTE havo the

BSSHSr

I

T) 13 V> Any bonk in any language, any Engrav"
lng, Photograpb, Music or Stationery
you may want we can send you. When you write
merely to make inquiry be sure to ineiose stamp for

on

Hfof/fo

tiC-it firiU,,;:

JJJDX)

Btntionflry
„ __ckaffO In tin

contains XS sheets

mau Btreet (or P.

Complete aamnto paci
i.'i,...|

Ring, and o i.miios ;
postpaid 25 rPtiU. 5
1

(1

o

Fancy 8ot

PACKAGES wHh

-

ANY BOOK

BRANDRETU'S

OF PBICE.

T.IPT

BjBI

MEAD &

DOJ)D,

EPTE

MER

8,

CO., 751 Broadway N. Y.

10 and 11,

0,

AT UNION HILL SCHUETZEN PARK.

Couen'

Key to Bird*

of North America,

The

ANTI-FAT

different committees do everything in their
satisfy all friends of this noule sport
visit this festival.
Prizes to the amount
of about $5,100 are set out for target practice.
Prizes to (he amount of ifBee, are set out for howling.
augi2 3t
For particulars sec programmes.

power to
Which will

1 vol.,

less.

la the great rrn
v fnr Ccrv-<-i..i.l.- ;m.[ p-rfci'llv harmT.-,.,-i
In lii<- m.juj.h'-I
prehfinjj convene
ir.iri
f; ii.
Taken In
Willi directions It
a fat

It

1,

i] ,.-

venting ils
accordance
ndueo
pennon from two la five pound* pt-r week.
" Corpulence is not only a i!ise.-,s... Itself, but tllo
narlnnser of others." gn wrote Hippocrates Iwn
I

thotlsanl

ago. and

y.-iirt;

the less so

to-rtav.

press, lor si.w.

«m

vns true thru lunette
ex-

wlt.il.

SmM hv ,lru- h-l--t«, ,,r 5 ,. n t, hr
Qn.i.t._r-.ioMtn jn.oo. Address,

BOTANIC MEDICINE

CO,, Prop'rs, Buffalo, N.Y.

VO„ olOth, $2

50

BirtU of the Northwest,

and Same Birds

Ijr.nd

DIAMOND

Brewer, s

4 to,

vols.,

cloth,

The same,

$3.00

$30

colored plates,

00.

$f 5 00.

Packard's Onlde to the Study of Insects,
l vol., 8vo., clotn, $500.

OLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA

Ferns in their Homes and Ours,

For five Cents.

.5

South Clark Strereet, Chicago.

«0

This is secured by a cheap
apparatus recently
for ibe product U:n of Turk-

I

$661*

C, D

II

!:,,-.

Sffaliririe 'gr.ntfujqit in gtecteren oer gogeret.

ish ant) 'Vapor Baths, at the
cost, of the alcohol that sup-

§erausgeae6en uab

plies the heat. It has proved
effective than the ordi-

more

nary Turkish Bath House

gtWtlttt am.

Id

Khetnnar.isni,
Ca'arrh, Skin Dis-

'radiculitis

and

Dyspepsia,

Nervous

and

all

debilitating

MaladieB.
Pamphlet free.
LIT BIN'S
POBTABLK
IT'h'KlSIl

Fourth

BATUCU

.6<Uf.ast

street, Cincinnati, O.

jelS lyr

TAYXOK'3

MATCH

Per Cent. Saved.

22. ernes ieben ajlonats unb.6e*

We are manufacturing a very 3ne Pore Beadvin such a maniic. that any orifi.
a»ry stable or farm hand can make si ;ood a Job
painting as a painter can wilh paint mixed 111 cte old
way. This Is because onr paint does not set quick,
and thus showmarks of the brush. We sell it lower
Bian materials can be bought in the ordinary way.
and pay lretelit. <>n certain i-ized orders.
Auy one wishing to Paint, will nave mailed free,
upon application, our book— "How Every One can
Paint and Select Haniirinmiis Colors." Address
INGERSOLL PAINT BWORKS, South and Dover
streets, New York.
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olcrttlififirlfd)

4 SWarl.

SJian obomiirt buret) irqcttb toeta)c fflucEjfjanbrung
bteeft

Bont SJetlcgcr.

The Fishing

von §»cntois,

§ix.

©ilmherg, Vroofn.t ®adjfen,
Germany.
5?tobc=Kummcrn

SO) at

J.

WEIGHS FROM

No seams

or leakage

;

J

AMERICAN

<fc

from one

in

Long

_

Do

not despair,

it is really a specific and
purely a vegetable preparation

fails.

By

timely use thousands of cases that have

its

It ia

throughout the country.

Sold in

s

MAIN

Benicdy Mamifacturiiifjr Co.

ST.,

-

WORCESTER, MASS.

-

51 E
Islai

r^lu^ical ^ndrunm\ts.

WATEKS' *gSS&ff ORGANS.

i-aper,60e.

;

Forrar's Pocket

ol Mooseheart'LaKcantl

.ii„i>

vir.ii.it v, iiii'l tii" i.en.iw'irrB of the
St. Jobfi nv.rs: cloih, $l.

Penobscot an

Waters'Pianos

1

Grand,

of the above seat by mall, post paid,
ceipt o! pi Ice.

on

re-

;

each

aprlS

unnuipaa^cd.

bility

25c.

for catalogue.

CflAS. A. J. TAHHAR,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

6m

& Pneasant

Shooting.

Bescrlbing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of

hunting the dog, and shooting on the
Liberal discount to the tTade.
book stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-leading central lire shotgun, ls-gange. Address,

Useful to Sportsmen and

l-'quare

aud

Up-

the
BE>r
are
MADE, the 'lone, lunch,
Workmanshp and Durav\atr.'iie.i rnr hlX YEARS.
r.glj,

Pnrrar'a Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley

Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments.

wing.

Price, $2.

To be had

at

Frank Schlev,

WASTE

&

HOKACK

GREAT

->ONf«, manuWATKKs)
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

New

York.

Yachtsmen.
HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

NEW

JERSEY COAST,

FIELD,

Towns and

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.
BY CAPT. BOiARBUS.

enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on "breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson

Pri«e$2.

points of

ORGANS^

olJcst. largest,

and most perfect manufactory in the U, S

^58,000^
Vy

Two New

Styles Just Out.

r^

New and

this office.

lneiuid Mutitii'gCrounds
Official ourees. with complete sound
Useful to sportsmen and yach siiiiu. a

/if
:

[U.l.CSTBATEP.]

Frederick City, Md.

For

sale at

'

^~f.

Send

for

I'riccLlsu.

i

gentleniiin. Size, 12x!-t. Price' $7.
Yachting lulitor. FoRE!
York.
omce, ill Fulton street,

KUNUAKDT.

New

A

liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,
etc.
i>.
Catalog' es Mailed.
AGENT.S
Second-hand I'iancs and Organs at
BAR-

ling the gun,

Contains History .01 Hie State,

aug29-lt

to three days.

never

GAINS.

Co.,

;

WHAT_YOU WANT!

rl,Ui,\..tfi

Partridge

UT Fulton St., N.Y.

5,109,

,.

Nafne Wilderness Illustrated- A 00m?r£hcn.

TO 3 FOUNDS.

W. Holberton
BOX

,.

:
I

Farrar's I'arkci IWap of the Rangeley Lake
Region and [He headwaters of the Androscoggin,

i

P. 0,

,

the entire Hungelev Lake Kigloii. mid the sporting
ground-! of wesie: ii Maine; palter, 50c.
id the Norili
Farrar's itfoaaclieail Lak

N. Y.

inile-

::

CANAL STREET, NEW YORK.

G ra

Addres-.

burns alcohol; wick

.!::

two dollars each, or three bottles",
enough to cure the most aggavated case,
sent to any address on receipt of five dollars
Small trial bottles, one dollar each.
All orders

Send

out a ns plate, cups, spoons, knives and
Btrocilble.
on
forks, pepper and salt boxes, etc. Sent by mall
receipt of price.
i\ °0
Bmallsizf for one person
0,
2
Medium size f<r two persons
3 «u
LaigeBlzefor iuur persons

r

thich is

Fnrrar's. Riclinrdson and Rangclcy Lakes
Illustrated.—^ eomtdeie ami thorough guide to

Thome's Portable Cooker,
l

•,

bottles at

Lake Region

Novas

to.

.

dealers— 25 cents a box, either sngar-

all

cal societies

JUST

POULTRY AN D CAME,

promptly attended

f

been considered incurable by the most eminent
physicians have been permanently cured. It ia
also indorsed by the regular phvseians and medi-

10, Pai'kville,

KNAPP & VAN N0STRAND,

Ail business

ii

effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy
Gravel and Bright's disease. No matter of how
long Btamlirg the case may bo, positive relief is

Anv

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
N0.146 Bboadwat, Room 30, New Yobk City.

,

GRANT'S REMEDY.

551

Sotekintkndent,
McKean County, Pa.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

,:,.,. ,..,i.

lis

H. Batty.

cts.

WASHINGTON MARKET,

Mi..

,

All forms of Kidney dieeaseB, Pains in the
Back, Sidea and Loins, aro positively cured by

rapping.

Ludlow,

Hos. asrTand 290

.,,-

,

:m receipt or price.

shipment from Nov. 10 to Dec
Send for price list. Addrens

FREEBURG,

B.
AugS Sm

,

hesitate or doubt, for

year tats from one (o two million brook

lowest prices.

hail

STOP AND READ.

gratis.

Tourist,

iel3 lyr

trout eggs (ready for

M iii-.t|

BRANDRETH'S PILLS

83.

Co.

:

are sold by

bad

82.

Be. S.

The Ludlow Trout

|

ob«

Slbteffc:

List and

Paul, Minn.
Ill

lis

to be addressed to

BROS.,

etc.,

rs

;-,..;

..

*rf(a

By

for 25
of Actresses, comic,
PBOTOS
K. LCDDEN. E. Lincoln, Me.
List of books,

"Will this

h

i"

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

St.

tf

fir..

iitv-flv,

1/1

i

healthy animal warmth
Provided the great organs
are not irreparably injured, lhere Is no disease
Brandreth's Pus will not cure. Remember, they
concentrate the vitality of the system to eject the
isease wher ever located in the body.

Life in Florida,

Price per pair,

ZIMMERMAN
angl

nine

-\

vel

the bowels wlihout. mediei. e or mechanical
of Brandreth's Pills cuted,
restoring the bowels to regularity.
The secret of recruiting the vital principle Is dis-

81. SO.

Shell " and •' Trying for a Double."
$3.50 and 25c. for postage. Address

l.'.veh'y

f.'it

iC'l'f:

BM

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

in Water Colors.
ZIMMERMAN'S two celebrated pictures, " Tight

;

means, a month's use

„,

,

Pictures of Residences and Live Stock.

Now Ready

tuHi-Ks.

:.:i..n

present, proprietor for over fifty years. They
are wholly compoheii of Innocent tu rbs and vegetable essences, are Incapable of hurting the most delicate, yet sute to cleanse the bowels and blood and
exert a curative effect, upon every form of disease.

,

,,,„,,

1

Camp

i,

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

',,

'

;u;;ili,'ii

tlonenpnbbDit l»'it iuiiftt otu'liiin. reitibmaleilt. Sebet
Sotjtgnna umfafil bic.sdt uran
Octn'tier bis jum 22,
©cbtemOct nub lutrb gebunbcu bie ^ierbc iebcS a3udjer»

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

3m

i

coated or plaln-and at Dr, Brandreth's

Sportsman's Glossary 50c.
MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPHER
Long-Range Rifle Shooting,
37 South Fifth Ave.,

jel3

;

!

i

Sport, $1 .50.

N. Y. City,

.'.'in

:im[;ii

,-,
i

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas
American Club

|ir:

lit

by the

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP

UgubUcations.

WALLER,

'•,-.

i-iinriifiiiciii

,

tf.iiniiiirii

Slxed Paint, mixed

SAJE.

This match safe commends itself at once to all.
Simple in construction, «legant in finish, perfect in
operation, aud every one warranted, it insures safety, neatne-s and dispatch Not necessary to remove
cover except to n-pMush the bos. Just the thing
for sportsmen. Send fifty csnth for sample box to
G. R TAYLOK, 9 Calender street, Providence, R 1,
augS 3mo
Large discount to the trade.

F.

fiO

POCKET

SELF-UGHTING!

'.

'

gVBKT ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER,

:r.M

'"I,

!
i

'i

Lllf'V

.Til

boxes cured it and rest
patient's health.
Reference W. M. skintnr, of white Plains.
Brandreth's Pills are not a quack medicine, but a
scientific preparations, which have been prepared

bon gr. eon 3»ernol8.

rebigirt

unb

8.

'

'

I

ret

lie

':

iv

^agMettmtg.

Jrntfdje

,

eases,

1

mentof

mo., cloth, illustrated, $1

vol., 12

1

Asthma,

'i'

'•'

Own Room

Hint

I'o.'i,

rnrred recently where Brandreth's Pills cured a
deep ulcer of the foot, which the doctors sail could
i

By

BRENNAN,

M.

C.

1 vol., 8 vo., oloth,

Birds ofNorlU America,
Balrd, Rldgeway &

GRAIN.'

Nos. 2, 8, 4, 6, 6, T and 8. Superior Rille, Enfleld
W. STITT, M
Rifle, a d Col. Hawker's Hacking.
Cedar street. N. Y Agent fnr the United States.

time.

cure both eostiveness ami diarrhcea. Ask the man
who was dying from constipated biwels what cored
him; hetebsyon Braodreth's Pills. Ask him who
hud dysentery for months what cored him; he says
Brandreth's Pills. They are the bt at medicine for
l-innll

of New England,

By Minot,

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

A TURKISH BATH
In Your

Sporting Gunpowder.

Englisgh.

PILIjS.

We beheve these celebrated pills are pre-ordained
by their inherent merits to be the medicine of
the world. They Impart a power by which every
organ of the body becomes heathy.
Nature has
formed the bowels so that tlvev are capable of drawing to (hem the impurity of any organ of the body,
however distant. So we have little more to do when
wn aro sick than to purge freely with a medicine
lime has proved will not hurl.
This treatment
always quickly restores the health when adopted In
BRANDEETU'S PILLS

1 vol., 8

By Elliott Cones, $4

i,tii-.-ly

nets ii[imq

It

S vo., cloth, $T 00

Field Ornithology,

Allan's Akti-Fat

pttlence.

4$edii[inal

BELOW 8BHT POSTPAID

XAM1SI)

OX

Helvetia Rifle Club.
S

jyll tf

1

A«inrtoi Jewell
-Iry$:

N D C, A ,N F
'v^ R TH F CO g§
IOO"BU Yr'SlitrtioMTnnr" inuLcYmotits "to Agimti"
J. BRIDE & CO. 207 Broadway, New York

On

Beek

5

O.

iL'i

:.:

.v,i

AU'.ANY WAUDE ,t CO.,
Box 3,151), New Y'ork.

return postage.

Pencil, Penholder, Gnlde
elry.

.
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^BUFFAU°J

«*.

.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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gportsnten's

§oad$.

-ESTABLISHED 1820,

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,
3luERK &

Successors to

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

Sale of

SETH GREEN'S

SPECIAL NOTICE

Needle-Pointed

Patent

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, SI per doz.

GENTLEMEN.

TACKLE.

We

have just received a direct importation
of East India novelties, to which we desire
to call attention
25 pieces pure Corah Silk, a delicate la-

let.

bile, of soft,

by the

creamy shade, which we

sell

piece.

25 pieces real Seersucker, which was
in narrow stripes expressly for us.

2d.

made

We shall make

suits to order, and keep
in stock Sack Coats ready made during
the month of August.

—

Afew of these fine embroidered
Camel's-Hair Smoking Jackets for gentlemen, such as we offered two seasons

3d. Chogas.

ago.

pieces Pure Pongee Silk. These
made into suits, we offer as the
coolest and most attractive summer garments for gentlemen ever shown. Price

4th. 25

silks,

only $11 per
,9th.

suit.

50 sets of Pi jamahs and Cobias— or East
These were
India Sleeping Dresses.
made to order in Canton, and are very
handsome and desirable, at same time
Last season we sold the
inexpensive.
This month we offer them
suits at $15.
at $9.

6 th. 30 pieces genuine old fashioned Nan
This we Bell by the piece or make
keen.
to order into suits for gentlemen or children.
7th.

A

few dozen East Indian Silk Sashes,
worn with Children's Summer

to be
Suits.

These are very

but very cheap.

fine in

quality,

Price $2.

W. Simmons & Son,
OAK HALL, BOSTON.

G.

WE

ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

BOSTON

SHOOTING

Each garment and
button bears our
address.

SDIT.

every

name and

The reputation of these
goods is now established
throughout the country.

They are the Best.
PRICE PER SUIT, $13.

in tils recent
of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see Forest and
We are now prepared to Ml
11, 18T8).
pice?:
following
the
at
promptly
orders
all
...fW 00
Standard penetration tester
1 00
Test cards, per bos (100)
1 to
Target she-ts per doz
loo
Tripod gu n ifs^
TVln'eved"V exari-Rs ..fflce or railroad depot free
of
of charge for package or drayage, on receipt
price. Liberal discount to the trade. Also importshi.t-Luns
ers and dealers in fine breeili-loauin::
catalogue
rifles pistols, etc., etc. Send for illust-ated
and price list. J. PALMER O'NEIL & CO., 41 Filth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Used by Sparks, of Philadelphia,

trial

Stream, July

For

circulars,

rules for
particu-

measurement and
lars,
<3.

address

W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

«

Osgood's Portable Folding
Canvas Boat.

No. 20, OH Finished Grain Leather Hunting -"-hoes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring HeeJS,
with or without nails English watertight tongiiea,
rice, »7; soo.
adaptedfor Ki
extra by mail. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.
;

K.

THOMAS,

?. O.

fishing, dock huntbottom
ing, exploring, etc., 20 lbs.; weight, with
hoard oars oaddle etc., everything complete, 40

Weight, with paddle for trout

lbs

MannfactoedbyOSGOOD A CHAPIN, Battle

Creek, Mich.

Send

for Illustrated olrcular,

Box

THOMSON
Broadway, N»w York

1.016.

\se% Sonth Clark Street, Chicago,

301

Decoys

SEND F K NEW PRICK
LIST OF TBE FINEST
DECOY DUCKS IN THE
WOHLD.

,

Si

B.

154.

WeedBport, H. Y.

III.

ZETTLEK,
KlTffSANT) RIFLE e ax-USEX,
0J

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
P. O. box
augl6 4t

JR.,

anHft pistols, sporting aoi

'

& SONS,

GOUK

Bowery,

New

Yorfc

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEB,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.„
FINE S P O RTI N G GUNS.
MAKEB8 Of

Winners, at tbe Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

—

Make "

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester! Repeating

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE w „.;-:v

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS
In

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and

all varieties for

every variety of

RAPIDITY. ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

address

List,

WINCHESTEK REPEATING AEMS COMPANY,
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York.
Sharps Rifles Against the World. T?lre
•writer
Record of Sharps
1878:

WAY

Rifles at

Gun

Spring Meeting N.R. A., Creedmoor

23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with

SHARPS
LONC-RANCE RSFLE, MODEL
MAY

ot

1878.

24— Sharps military I,ong-Kan«c Match : Forty-eighth Regiment team, UBtng
«mug
Sharps (Model 1S7S) Military Rifle record, 80
yards
„
!."...'."'.'.
BeBt record of any other Rifle
1TO
111 five-sixths of tbe matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to he
ased, and were used, at tbe
Spring Meeting of the N. R A May 23, 2i and 25, at Creedmoor, they won First Prizes.

„„

;

.

.

1

270

,

OLD RELIABLE.
TRADEMARK.

Send

Sharps Rifle

Simple In Construction. Durable and Effective
1

Bridgeport, Conn., U.

Co.,

S.

in Action.

FIRST PREMIUM AND GOLD MEDAL Af CENTENNIAL
EXHIBITION.

Warerooms, 77 Broadway, New York.

for Circular.

Kndorscd by the Leading Sportsmen as being the American Sun for'Amnricnn
«,.».•..,..,.,..
cr "-"- n "sportsmen.
Send stamp for new catalogue, edition 1818.
Meiuuen, Conn.
87 Chambers St. New York.
From the Champion Shot ot the World-It affords me pleasure to
n
Parkei Shot.

A.

'

I»A»l£JgR BRO'S.

,

Gun

as being a very SB
oellent shooting gun. Having shot lib
find for rapidity in loading and firing, and the extremely long shots made with-.
iai
--celled The
principle of the break-oil, a-.'d the manner of opening to insert the
dvantfflBe ovfer
all other breech-loaders.
The rapidity with which 1 have shot this gun is due to the construction eu hllmr
.

PEABODY-fWARTSNI
BREECH-LOADING RIFLES.
THE STANDARD ARM OF CREAT BRITAIN.
ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

ITS

:

'

;

locsboth hnmmers at one motion, which cannot be done with any other
Wherever I have shot this gun it has attracted great attention by the extremely
I shall always take pleasure In -*-««"j
kou. una
and snail
shall
~~ ctt recommending jour gnu,
•s truly,
DR. W. F. CARVER, San Francisco, Cal.
:

'

'

breech-loading shot-gun.

TROOPS IN THE LATE

§he

j^he fennel.

A

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

C7

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded. Including te lal 61 EffgHab Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

St.

gemtel.

Paul Bench Show
To be given under the auspices

of the

Minnesota Kennel Club,

[

SKxx.xT.a.Sfc'r. ^^.Ktra-^ip a, sr
.iflo?^

rI

ea

n »PORTIlTG

the only system suitable for the " Express " principle.

^^^^t^^r^m^**^"*™""
i,

^

°P

S
for price llstto
A®"1m

AT

STATE FAIR GROUNDS

9

ST.

Onr long-range and mid-range
the use of the

SEPTEMBER

p~p«««s

PROviFENCETOOL CO., Providence, R.

PAUL, MINN.
3, 4, 5, 6, 1878.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG.

19.

I.

CHA8. LINCOLN,

XJittmar Powder,
THIS

CAPT.
b ° tb lD<l00r8

1,eS

P?rforn?anoS'of

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

BOCARDUS
CARVER

tb<? fleld

'

DR.
At tie Brooklyn Driving Park on July

4,

s

and

6,

He "ea no

other.

It

was

also used In the

wonderfa

breaking balls at seveoty-flve yards with a shot-gun.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,
CO.,

WORKS

Cortlandt
BINGJJAMTON, IN. Y.

Office,
i

1

St.,

New

Oe 1LUZE,

South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

HILDER,

St.

sale in cases

Louis,

Western Agents.

of 112 pounds.

COCKER SPANIEL

NO SMOKE, NO DIRT, LESS RECOIL.
DITTMAE POWDER

F. O.
18

BROWN &
For

A. H.

and **

'

o scamped,

York.

Breeding Kennel
OF
M. P. McROON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
I keep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten lor ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.
jlo if

Supt.

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STBADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.

A Bane

to

Fleas—A Boon

to

Dogs.

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put
an
^ratent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by mail. Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS

LN

DOGS

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

.S ap ^ boxes containing a dozen
(nil directions for use.
-},

powders, with

_ . S^ce 50 cents per Box by mall.
Botn the above are recommended by Rod andGtjn
and POKBST and Stbbam.

W.
Oct 12

HOLBERTON.
11T

FULTON STREET.

FOREST AND 1 STREAM.
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§h$

-A-Tixilxa-r-jr Rifle,,

§ennel.

SH ELTON'S

COCKERS! COCKERS!

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

'

4or gab,

-

Choice Red

For sale— pair of black bears, one year old last
May: tame and gentle. Price, 1 1?,. boxed. R. J.

SAWYER, Neillsville, Clark
FOR SALE— Ten- gauge,

Pups

Irish Setter

New

York.

Warren, Mass.

met.

Saw

8ept27 ly

York.

FOR SALE LOW.
This barrel can be placed In a gnn ready for UBe in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, and
expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it canget ont of order.
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about, one pound, almost instantly
breech-loading sb.ot.gnn can be converted into a moat accurate rifle. The
BARREL -will
It any standard make of gun of 10 or 15-calibre— calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44 as
desired " Length of
The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Anns Co 'a
.arret, twenty inches.
tartrldges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Send for a Circular and Price Ll-t

an te removed just as

English and Iri h Doss and Puppies or the purest
-.pniy '
,;ei
In,
u
breeding. Snpet lor n
ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Michigan. aug29-tf

lot

-,,

1

-"ALB-One Irish setter bitch, six months
old— a beauty— with full pedigree. One Irish
setter, fifteen months old color, bright red. One

FOB

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

;

setter 14 years old. For full particulars, address
aug29 2t
J. H. STEELE, Ellington, Conn.

'.

O.

Box

NSW

715

NGUSH PRIZE, STUD, SPORTINGAND NON

Sporting Dogs for sale. Greyhounds, pointers,
£2d
setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the held,
each; lor the Held and show bench, of go d p"diblack
Brees, £40 each; fox terriers, bull terriers,
and tan terriers, from £10 each, all dead game, of
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding;
better qujllty for the show bench, £20 each. Also a
few Yorkshire terriers, at illO each. The prize
Yorkshire terrier, "Willie," will be sold. Winners
of silver cup, Queensbnry, first and Bilver cup 1J1verston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent
toMe-srs. Bampton * BtejftUh, Express Agents, 60
York. Drafts to accompany
William street,
Satisfaoorder, pav able on Alliance Bank, London
"'.
'"
-"
;,:,. i' ; nai-i
STEEL,
and reporter of English <Kv shows,
.'

'

'

'

'

!

THE

MAKUFACTL'ULIMS O

GUNPOWDER,
Hnznrd'B " Electric Powdw."

-

'

F

Noa.

ters of

lease

will

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER

at once. Want them fitted for the
Sha*l go Souih for the
ere season opens,
winter with the clogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see ihem atCeutreville
on tie Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection.
Clifton, Passaic
Address E. S.

F

field

WANMAKER,

No?. 1 (fine) hi 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
CJflb. kegs. A One gram, quick and clean, for
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-

IN

FISHING TACKLE,

f jyLJE

RODS,

"

le27

guns.

MAWCaESTER. VERMONT.
REELS, FLIES OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE.

amiejfandliyf

FOR

:

JJ'

tr

1

English setter bitch seven

FOESALE-One grand

W.lW.J&reener's Champion TrebleJKTedgelFast,

Demnth'H Dssti, Pride of the
full? marked. Sire,
ii "
in.
Border-' 01
notsoldby August 10 will be put in breakers
hands for mv own use. For pedigree and full
Toledo,
ascription address G. H. GOODRICH,

Hazard's " Kentnchy Rifle."
3FFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG. In kegs if 26,
12X and «« lbs, and cauB of 6 lbs. •! "FFG is also

Breech-Loader.i

r

1

.

1

Tama

Iowa.

Co..

boarded and
TAKEN ON nBOARD.—Dogs
Address, for ful

DOGS

..

.

1

1

,

in

1

1.

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'arl valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, tale the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, -was competed for by
slxty-Blxof the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Penned, with a fall-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
ont of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29)tf yards. He

li

1878, the

K '

Jersey.

'4ALE— A pair of black and tan beagles, of
T^superlOT stock, dog and biM,. 13 months old
-r-\riR

;

aTeo a stock beagle

WA

bit.-,..,

threej

-'
11

-

For pedigrees and prices address

some

Detroit,
7* Sibley street,

lit)

SALE-Or

t-,,,1.

Mich.

also won the B«cond event, killings birds In succession
at 83 yards, making a total of 13 birds out of 20. This
Is acknowledged to be tho best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 187T, beating 17 guns by tho best London makers, and winning
the sliver enp, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1S76, In the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardns and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Gun Trial, 1S75. beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
FAST BREECH-LOADER is the Btrongost
Great Britain aad Irelaud. THE PATENT TREBLE
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented In the United
OF INFEINGEMENTS OE IMITATIONS.
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. l&j,828.

auyMat

°toughtott,Mass.

l IJNSLEY,

K.
2t

second

for good

exchange

will

,;.-';;

CH*S
aug22

„ nB
F

Bay ducking dog,
P
sale— A Chesapeake
Box 370
'ho^glily broken. b. G. WHITE,

WEDGE

Worcester. Mass.

sm B— A thoroughly broken

nn

F"

aerrer

flfty

fear"

1

1.

AdVe'ss I!

J.

rAOS OR EXCHANGE— A

nl,

Address

W. W. GREENER,

aug'22 if

Conn

„

BEWAEE

red and white

" p h K rCe f " r
"
>"
BOBBINS, WetljerslleU,
;!

I

THEO. METER,

SIS

liver

ESTABLISHED,

street, Jersey

Eigh h

Z—

I
i„
Wlil'-C

Hilt

ens
"" -rni-udid
f

1

'

nose;
Wil

very fast,
[rillT-^ntPP a^

is

1

ab^'P.^I.^/^S^-^IS
Md.
^orTaIe-Two

H

doc

very

imii'. out of

my

pointer

handsome.black

bia. k

s.i

..

'

l

"

f!

" ,,

l

by Mroog s I .re out or
by
and winner of second at Boston
EN,,
lars address E. C. ALT)
Freigh Depo
RR.
Providence
anl
Phil, Jr.

Ft\o

Peg

«aiE

i'

A red Irish

"'

t

owi

1

'

•

13

Importers and Dealers in

ighte.

Mil

i

No. 19 North

M

St.,

T AT H A

Bedford, Mass.

;

Allen breech-loading double
one Spencer repeating rule.

HORACE SMITH, 33 Park Row,

'J

B8

Laflin

&

Rand Powder Co.

No. 2G

2,

ST., N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed
lib. cani tors. Higher numbers specially are recom-

Wo.
lli

-line,

I

I

Lie

ll

hauling

gllli-t.

Orange Ducking Powder,

Orange
The

best,

for

FFO

Powder.

Rifle

rifles
anil

and

all

ordinary purposes.

FFFO,

thelast being the finest.
wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., li}i lteb
and 6V lbs., and lu canisters of 1 lb. and y, lb.
All of the ab"vc give high velocities and lens
ill,
Packeil In

:',izes,

all

Makes and Qu alities o f

II

0AL BLA8TITARY POWDER

and made to order.
and

1

No. 220 North Second St., and No. 527 Commerce

St.,

CIIiAaDHLFHIji,

& B
NEW

R O T H E R S

,

YORK.

MANTJKAOTCTBEKS OF

'^etToatACKVi

tf

wit
Style Chromo Cards
REED i OO
name, IOC. postpaid. GEO. I.
"

American Powder
BI-UK L-AB£1..

UB ^

KED

i

EXHIBTION-REPORT,-" Exact
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL
Hnian and general excellence."

t nly Bpherical

form, nigh degree of

.

unllormltj of Size,

Co.

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
GENERAL WESTERN AG ENTS.

LABEL,.

Compressed Buck Shot.

ELEGANT New

Kassau, N. Y.

MURRAY

N.^ R

Crr stal Spring Fish Farm and PicDlo
Bergen County, N. .1 Iluildem-s old; gothlc frame
taenia; tenant's house,
Inia- all in
twenty-three
ihi'«. itc-ln one. four horses;
from twenty to thirty
four acres grove, with
£r?, ,0
wing tru.t trees; apple
finc garden; K"
fl
office.^
this
P., care
S™har'ds Address B. B.

18
l6

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Oity.

SALE—
F woutds^akland,

]

is

The above can bo bad of dearers, or of the Company's Agents In every prom'jient city, or who!ea«to

-mm

i

FG

J ire_ J^ rms, CUNPOWD;E:R.
ACCBSSAB-ISS.

water
y^ars old, excellent

1

New York

18X1.

B reech L oading

handsome, pu
-.OR SALE— Gordon setter, very
on all gam»,fou.
I? blacVaniun, well broken
Also Gordog. psdig.ee

Address

c misters. Burns strong and
are fevorite hranrls for

'rieiional

It

^?k^^ ««°R^g|

lb.

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDEB;
ALSO, SPECIAL IV,
POST. 0$
ANY REQUIKW) <4I(AIN OH f Mi\ MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
1

aiinie,

Toneka, Kansas.

One
F^m^SALE—
gnu W gauge

ana

•

sa

New

1

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

B

more,

Street,

England.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr. £ CO.

srs^sst s«s.Sr%'

i,, .I,
H1T.IU

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

H. O. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Oortlandt

and white

City, N. J.

St.

in

The FFFG and FFG

Superior mining and Blatitlng Powder.

wiarnriHo cuat

T3 IE

-

K

packed
moist.

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
the standard Kitte puwder of the country,

If

aus

Dusk Shooting."

"

Hazard's

lu 1 and 6 lh. canlsterB
1 (fine) to S (coarse).
lo. kegs.
Burns tlowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with gnat
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it 1b equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

SALE— English setter dog, 4 years old, thoroughly broken. Can be seen on jrnme-wo-tO. Box 2,776,
cock, quail or partridge. Address, P.
Brockton Mass

Unsurpassed Id point of
Packed In square canis-

lb. only.

1

Hazard's "American Sporting."

communicate

County, N. J.

(One) to 6 (coarse).

1

strength and cleanliness.

have

to

a"^ 9 u

HAZAED POWDER CO

Cross, Halifax, England.
ruar7 6m

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring
DOGS
their dogs broken this your bv me

full

r.

New
''

aug^dlt

One breech-loading shotgun, centre
WANTED—
particulars, K., thia
Are. Address, with
iwning 1.HS0 acres fine prairie
land in Testis, tuxes im'-d uiul clear of incumbrance, desires lu meet with a party willing lo invest
sufficient cash as an equivalent, ued go into Hook
raising on joint account. Address, Tn\Ah, office
angMlt
this pap, r.

r

1

21-hand, 20 to soft,, bteatn yacht, or yacht
engine and boiler wanted. Bex 6, Gardeisville,

A GOOD

U Y

A GENTLEMAN

splendid Utter of field trial setter
naps. Address, HERBERT, 92 Worcester street,
aug20tf
Boston, Mass.

:

Wanted.

office.

HAVEN, CONN.

TJM>E SALE— A

WellRoyd Farm, Stump

full

steel,

OITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold
nd eichaag«a.
0. S. PECS, 8 West Twenty-fifth

address
uugl5 St

particulars

»oi

1678.

laminated

B. y.
choke breech-ioader at a bargain.
aogiOlt
Cambridge, Mass.

By oar imported Dash, winner o' first prize New
York, 18T8, om of P'lor« (imported), winner of firs',

LINCOLN & HELLYAR,

aug'i'J lt

Co., Wis.

HOWE,

for Sale.
prize

BEARS!

BEARS!

Sportsmen tn want of Brst-cla=s cocker spaniels
write at once 10 EGBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del.
stock ami delivery guaranteed. Price,
Co., N. Y.
$16 each for dog or bitcli or spayed biton pups.
rnay2 lyr

B. B.

Rameo,

14 Slate street, Chicago,

III.

FOREST AND " STREAM,
^uortfmcn's Routes.
e-

gport$mm's

KW YOKE. AND PHILADELPHIA NEW
BOU.MI BROOH KOUTK,
1>
\1

LINK

,

(Way),

Mo,

9:30, 11:20 a. II.

West

I

New Tort

of the Virginia
watering places

at 1:.", 9:60
-

anil

a-14

!

-.

H)l

.'i

I

torn

.,

Brnartwav,

at ttie

1

'-.n

ib-.-rrv

street,

principal hotels, all offices

Ml iff York ami Brooklyn, and
[all' ,No. 4 COTisrt street, Brooklyn. Baggage checked
from regluw a to
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pasi. Agent
Beptl3 :y
01

ii

I

ii

ai.

;

HOWARD,

It,

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. CO. pONEY ISLAND-milonTON BEACH.
Respectfully Invite attention to the

afforded bl their lines for reaching most OI the

rniuiiH-n.-;

':;-.

Lew

7:30, 8:;i0, 9:30, 10, 10:no. 11, ll:2o,
ii':'",

BE TRANSPORTED withoutfailure

I.--".

I

•

!•«,

-:''.

630, 5:40,

3,

HMO, i

c.-.iu.

B,

WU,

2:20,

3,

srBO, in,

I,

1!:10a. M.,
3;20, :i:-10
ifas, 7:30,

l'i in.,

',(,

4:20,

T;«,

8,

10:30p.m.

Bench—

rennsylrani

Railroad

Returning from
7, S, 9, 10, 10:30, 11,11:20,
.i:40 a.m., 12m., 12:40, 1, l:i0, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3,
3,20, 3:40, 4, -i:2Li, 4: in, 6, r>:2'i, fj:4U, C, 0:20, 11:10, 7,
7:20, T:38, 7:50, 6:05, 830, t.:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:80, 11

Company

also reach the best leealltles for

SUN HIS 9 AND FISBIHS
New

EX0UR8ION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principle cities to KANE, REN OVA, BEDPennsylvania and

Jersey.

FORD. CRESSON, K ALSTON, MINNEO.UA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting,

and

Still

Hunting.
Also, to

TUCKEETON, BEACH HAVEN.

CAPE MAT,

EU.UAN ami Solute on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned ior SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FES
,

AND FEA2UER.

FARMER,

L. P.
t

.'.i'v ".

i

Qen'l Pass, Agent
febU-tS

'Sunday Trains to Island— 8:30,

10:20,

10.40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A. M., 1'2M„ 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20,
2:40, 3, 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:2", 4:40, 5, 5.S0, 5:40, 6, 6:20,
6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:30, s, s:2u, S:4». <i, o'iiO, 10, 10:30 v. m.
Ketuiniug from Island— 9, 9:S0. 10, 10:2s, lo:4n, 11,
11:28, 11:40 A. M., 12 M., 1, 1:20, 1:10, 2:20, 5:40, 3
3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:2o, 4:40, 5, r.'.'-'ii, B:-in, a, <):20, (1:40, 7
7:20, 7:30, 7:50. S:i.r,. s:jo, t:uO. 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11
P. U.

Excursion

Grand cou-

oertB every afternoon aud evening by Conteruo's

Twenty-third Regiment Band.
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet

engaged

Frank Thomson. GenT Manager.

9, 9:30, 10,

Time to Coney Island, lea minutes.
tickets, 40 centa; single fare, 20 cents.

soloist,

has been

for the season.

The following horse-car

lines run directly to deFlatbuah avenue from Fulton Ferry: Bergen
Franklin avenue, from Souih Seventh
street Ferry, E. D., and Ntaal rand aveuue, from foot
of Broadway.
"SY. E. dor WIN, Sap't,

pot:

street, 8. B.;

CHICAGO&ALTON RAILROAD.
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago

to St. Louis,

Kansas

to

Louis, Minneapolis

St,
from

AND

ami Chicago

ST.

PAUL SHORT

J"ohns,

ami Halifax, Sir, gold New York and St.
gold.
Kxcnrslon tickets at reduced
si liedule of sailings aud further parlica;

$30,

apply to

lats

CLAEK & SEAMAN,
his West street, N. Y.
A CO., Halifax, N. S., HARVEY
John's, S. F.
jeSOCm

AGENTS-WOOD
l Oi, St.

THE SPOKTSMAIV'S ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern KE,

LINE.

Pnlliiinn Palace Sleeping:

between

St. Louis,

the Great Trunk
Kailwav Lines of the West and Northwest, and.with
numerous branches and connections, form- the
shortest and quickest, route oeiween Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisiconsiu, Northern Michigan,
Allnnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

OMAHA AND

Territories.
Its
CALIIs the shortest aud best route for ail
points in Northern Illinois. Iowa. 1'ikota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Orelis CHICAGO,
gon, China, Japan and Australia
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINK Is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
i.i
n,:-i Paul, Mniticnpo is, Piiitu hand all points
.

i

-i

Great Northwest.

la the

WINONA AND

Irs

PETER LIN E is

ST.

the only route tor Wluoua, RochesOwatonna, Jlankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
points in Southern and C ntral Minnesota. Us
M ALO.I'k'TTK LINE is. the oily
line for Janesville, Walertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Eecanaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supeter,

all

GREEN BAY AND

AND

rior country.
Its FREEIORT
DUBUQUE
LINE Is the only route for Elgin, Roekford, Freeport ana all points via Preeport. Its CHICAGO
is the old Lake Shore
route, and is the only one passing through Evanston,
Lake Forest, Highland Park. Waukegan. Racine,

AND MILWAUKEE LINE
Kenosha
are
!

Milwaukee.

to

now running

.I'll"

the

ll

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

regularly
ii'

L'ili.ili.:

1 :.''i'.'i

between Chicago and
K

mil

e--i

-:;

'
!

i

-

hi

1

:

'

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.

West bound, they leas'e Chisago dally, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-bound l ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 p. M.,
dally, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
and reach 1 luciigo next uiieraoon.
.'
11.1.1- ii.;.
.,-.-:..;
-.'J.ijr:
ins l''l Inn n
or any other form of Hotel cars.
i'-li..

|.

i

EVERYTHING.

line

find splendid shooting on the
this road; prairie chicken neese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.

Cars

West.
New York office, No. 415 Broadway Boston office,
No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your

home

Minneapolis

St. Paul.

C.

ticket agents, anplv to

MARVIN HOGHITT,

W. H. Stennett,

Rapids & N'rth'rn

bne of

Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and
telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
QUICKEST,

Sportsmen.

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in lie Northwest for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Lulled crui.hu Md i,,uiiii]. sportsmen
and their dogH taken good care of. Reduced rates

JAMES CHARLTON,
general Passenger Agent,
Chicago, HI

a.

i

on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. WiNSLOw,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
. tf

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and

intermediate landings
Interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 52 South Delaware Avenue, Ihila.

on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and

in!-

jb) '" minutes, and from Thirtyfourth sweet, East River (dailv) ID minutes previous
to departure of trams, and from South Wall street,
FnLon and Catharine ferries (dailv) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains fi om Depot, comer Flati

.

i

.

..-

'

COUNTRY BOARD.
ARTISTS OR SPORTSMEN.
Good Hunting and Fishing, magniGcent seensrv
pure mountain air, good rooms and heard at modeAddress F. F. COOPER, Locust Hill
Farm, Ashle/ Falls, Berkshire Co., Ma<s.
aug29l!t
rato prices.

Rossinore House, Speonk, L.

I.

Situated on theGreat SonthBtiy, between Moriches
and Weethamnton, within a mi'e ami a half of the
ocean.
Excellent accommodation for snmmi r
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boating, fishing, and gunning.
llf:
yeai for Irliii-n mid

House open throughout
i,-i,i.ii|,,

:i

,11,1,1,

,
i

boatmen, stabling, ,-in-i*;i^, ami even- convenience
for sportsmen. Accessible by Long Island Ralirotd
Terms moderate.
S. P. CONKLrN, Prop'r

augM

«

BRADLEY

HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N.
located centrally on the best hunting 'n
Sullivan County, six miles from Shohola, Erie R?R.
Small game very plenty. Some deer, foxes, coons,
Y., is

Terms $7 per week.

etc.

augaa t

greenwood ^ahe.

bush and Atlantic avenues, Braoklyu. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Longlslaud City (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Hivenpn t, Sag il arbor, etc., 8:30 a.m.,
4 1'. M., and on Saturdays ar n:30 p. k. For l'atch:

ogue, etc., 9:80 a. m., 4:3o and 6 p. m.
For Babvlon,
etCy at 9:30 A. 34., 4, 4:30. 6 and U P. M. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For Northport, etc, at 10 a. M., 3:30, 4.30 aud 6:80 p.m. For
Locust. Valley, at &30 and 10:00 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30
andfi:30p. m. For Fur RoCfc&Way, etc., at 9:30 A. H.,
and 7 p. M. For Garden Ciiy and Hemp-

MONTCLAIR & GREENWOOD
LAKE RAILWAY.

J«20 tf

TAKE THE

FROM PIER

*1. TV. R., fool of Canal s'reet,
except Sundays, at 6 P. M., connecting at
Albany with Express Trains
daily,

FOR
and West.

SETHIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N. Y. C. R. R.

STATEROO MS,

and 4:30 p. m.
Leave Brooklyn, via Annex boats fool of Fulton
and 4 r. M.
Pullman ParlDr Car on 4:80 p. >t. train.
Through coach daily between Uackeusack, Paterson ami Greenwood Lake.
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York or
street, at S A. m.

Jersey City, $ 2.00

Parties of fifteen or

more per-

sons, $1.50 each.

can be had at the
on the pier, at all Westcolt Express offices,
the hotels and ticket offices
New York, or
of connecting Railroad aud Steamboat Lines.

m

at all

mayo,

Trains leave New York, foot of Conrtlandt and
Desbrosees streets, daily (Sundays exct pted) at s-20

and $2.

gl

Office

H. E.

Splendid Bass and Pickerel Fishing- Beautt.
ml Lake and Mountain Scenery.

a. m.

Sarntojrn, 8cliroon Lnke, Blue
Mountain
Lake, Lake Ciiimiplain- Lake (loorge, the
Adirondack*!, Montreal, aud all poluta North

THKOTJCn TICKETS

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
1S73-—
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip
27,

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDESA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN

FOR

,-'

Gen. Manager, Chicago.

People's Line Steamers

An-

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

always on hand the beet of boats, batteries etc
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground In the vicinity of New
-..,-:|i
York for bay
ii,.-jes. Special
attention given by himself to his meats and satisfaction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE. Good
Ground, L. I.
NovS tf

point8onthe Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found uusurpaassd by anything

Gen. Pass. Ase.nt. Chicago.

Burlington,

SPORTSMEN will

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRINGYILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S HETREAT, SUINNECOCK BAY, L. L,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has

:

TO SPORTSMEN.
presents peculiar advantages.
For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese, and Brant shooting,
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Beer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Piekeiel and Bass ilshing, a hundred

This

'

and

longe, pike, pickerel, catflsh, sturgeon, rock bass

and perch, are the common varieties caught, and na
the beBt Ashing grounds are within a few rods of the
house, no time is lost in goltig or coming.
)e20 3m

Embraces under one management

;

Through

FISHIKG AND ANGLTNG.-To the sportsman
in Wisconsin offers greater Inducements, the catch of flsh during the season being
at all times good, and the varieties such as to^nake
it flist-clnsB sport.
Block and silver boss, musoa

and angler no place

In the

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST- CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

ISLAND,

NEENAH, WIS.

lis

FORNIA LINE

R.

IS.

Trains for Couev i-dauo—
depot on Flatbush
avenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect Part, at 6:20,

culties and dangers of reEhipment, while the excellent oars whkih run over the smooth eteel tracks en-

!n

CONEY ISLAND

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the
These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid toe diffi-

Middle Stales.

able STOCK TO
or injury
The lines of

..t

SUMMER KESORT,

O O T Y

i

Vfes'tern

Opening of the

BROOKLYN, FLATLUSH

EOBEETS'

month.
orthe Lower St. Lawrencewill Ond this the cheapest
and most direct rente, avoiding changes and deten.-..
New York and Halifax about
sixty hums, ine luilf of niji through Longlslaud and

A

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at, Gordonsville, wlih the
North and Northwest; ttild nt Richmond and Charlottesville with tbeSonth. All modern improvements
in equipment,

CONWAY

TO SP0ETSMES:

White

via

10,

Cabin passage. Including stateroom ami meals,

Sulphur Springs.

NOB RW

Pier

New York

Mountains to their most famous
and summer resorts,

The Only Route
!,.:

'

Capt. Bennett, and

ALHA11BRA, Capt. IMcIlhinney.
line between above ports, Having
Jiorth River, New York, three times a
Pel sons- w.-ihiuir Nova Scoila, Newfoundland

form a regular

irec.

through the moat beauiitul aud picturesque scenery

.

too for
B

CORTES,

The Route of the Tourist

P.

S. F.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

Virginia,

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

man carried

P.M. trains
N'

Scsdat Trains— Leave

delpltia at 9:110 A. St., 6:SU, 12
for Trenton ai. :>mu

JOHNS,

anil llsh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, baBe, pike,
pickerel, etc, etc.

P.X.
Pnilman BrawJug'Booni CHu
9:30 A. II.. '-".:
th«T:-ia. a.m., l:3(i

NEAV YORIC,

Comprising those of Central aud Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains., Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier and New Rivers, an 1 Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of game

1:80, -:S0, 4:15, 5:45 1:1:00

,

Grand Fishing.

Cromwell Steamship Line.
II.VL.1FAX, N. S. ASH ST.

Ohio RE,

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Crounds of Virginia and

i

:

hotels and §esorfs (ot[ ggortsmtt.

gvar^ttfen's §outi>s.

The Route

C:Bn, s.iet.io. :":],-,.
1:00,8:30, 12p.m.,
ami r±T i:'..M r. m. for Trenton.
Leave Philadelphia from station North Pennsylvania Railroad, Third and Berks streets, at 6:«S
i

&

Chesapeake

FOE TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
EG JULY IT, 1S7B
STATION IN NEW ^ ORE—Fool 01 Liberty st.N.R.
Leave Saw York Hjt 5 reoton and Philadelphia at

§ottfes.

•83

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

Old Dominion Line.
The steamers of this Line reach some of the flnesf
rc-.LerPov! Jin! iln.l.iiii SiMotiL.,' ili'i'-ilill.-i ill i-it. i/i! ill:..
try. Connections direct for Cliincoteague, Cobb's
Island, and points ou the Peninsula, City Point,
be mountainJames' River. Onrrituclr, loi
ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
Delaware, Monday, \v ednesday and Friday at 3 r. M.
Full information given at office, 19T Greenwich
sen.^lv
St.. New York.
i.

t

J. P.

MACKIE,

Gen. Pass. Agent.

SUBSCRD3ER desires capitalist or associaTHE
tion of gentlemen to Join him in the erection of a
a

select family hotel or club house on the most beautiful and eligible situation at Ore enwood Lake, N. Y.,
with from twenty to fifty tun es of laud, as may be desired, and will take one-third of the purchase price
of the property in stock or shares in the enterprise.
Choice building Biio-i, with water fronts, also for sale,
in plots to suit, ou favorable terms. Circulars can
be had at office of Fokm-i amu Stueaii. Apply to

or

address

CALDWELL, Greenwood

B.

Orange County, N. Y.

Lake,

mayl6

tf

I

BRANDON

HOUSE,

GREENWOOD

LAKE,

Orange County, N. Y. Splendid bass Ashing
good boating and bathing. Telegraph office la
house. Take Montclair and Greenwood Lake Railway.

4, 4:80, 5, 6

TROUT

FISHING!

SUNDAYS—

The "Wisconsin Central Railroad
through to

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION TICKETS

from Chicago

to Ashland
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and
;

camp equipage taken free.
Tne points of attraction

" Forest and Stream
Bay for bass
niuscalonge

fishing
;

"
;

to snortBmen

on

this

Menasha and Green
Butternut Creek and Lake for
route are

many branches and

the

lakes of the

Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till last season fished by sportsmen. Between SUvtr Creek and Ashland all are
trout streams, and many others can i,e easily reached
nlong the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the

Bay affords excellent spoil.
The Chequamegon hotel

at Ashland, built

year, has been enlarged, and

steam-yacht,

sail

is

last

supplied with a

and rowLmais andexceRontguides,
at Ashland is a sure preventive of

The atmosphere
hav fever.

to all

Lake Ports,

HENRY PRATT,

G. T. A,
Milwaukee, Wis.

"§ot$k midgtp.wi'fsfor gyotimnetu

Sherman
House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

TRAPHAGEN

BRADJIEK

CHICAGO.

GREENWOOD LAKE,

HOUSE,

Orange County, N. Y„ L. Y. JENNESS. An exAlso good accommodations
cellent family hotel.
Good boats and every facilty
for the sportsman.
Jel3 3m
for ashing.

GREENWOOD LAKE,

Hrtt7,*in:,

ORANGE COUNTY,

N.

Y.,

May

15,

18»

Terms—$2 per day, :>s to fin per week. Free stages
for guests to and from the steamboat dock at
AR1NGTON to the house. G. S. BRADNER, Prois'-ism
prietor,

;

ii.

:

!

'I

.

'!

.'.

in

i'Ii.

,1

S.
J.

Chhtenden, Gen'l

SPENCER,

Spo^tsnim'a §oods.

i

Uen'l Sunt.

Pase. Agent.

Jee

tf

Eaton's Bust Preventer.
For Guns Cutlery

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
FORWhite
Mounlainu, Montreal and intermediate

and Surgical Instruments.
WILL NOT GUM, and will keep In
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere In the United
States pronounce it the best pun o.I In the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It is
the best preparation I have found in thirty-live
years of active and frequent use of gunB."
Safe to handle,

The new anil elegant, steamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 25, East. River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.
passenger train will be in waiting
on the wharf at
Haven and leave for Sprmgfleld and way stations on arrival of boat.

points.

A
New
NIGHT LINE.— The Elm

11 p. m.,

Cltv leaves

New York

at

connecting Kith passenger train in waiting

on wharf at Net
15 a. ji.
Tickets
[ ring
sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, New
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Haven and retain
iply at General
Office, on the pier, or o HCH
D PJJCE, General
Agent.
r,:

Steamers from Ashland
Send f oi Guide Book.

mys em

stead, S:30 and 10 A. M., 3:3», 4:30, 5:30, 0:30 p. M., and
12:l5night, and from Long Wand City ouly 9:30 a. m.,
1:30 and 6:30 p. m.
For Pert Jefferson,
Patchogne, etc., 9 A. a. Babylou, etc., 6 and 7 p. M.
Northpbrt and Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:30 p. m.,
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 A. M., 2:30 and 0:30
p. M., and from Long Islind Ci-y only 9:30 A. M. and
5130 p. m. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket omces In New York at 201 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the olllces of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 7S5 and 9(2 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot In Brooklyn, No, 333 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be

i

I

Rites reduced

to $1 per day for
the parlor floor, without baths.

Rooms with

baths, $3.50, $4,

and

all

rooms above

ALVIN HULBERT,
We challenge
large and as e1
the SHERMAN.

any Hotel

In the
niatied

The trade supplied by

B.

EATON,

610

sole manufacturer,

Pavonla

GEO.

Aveuue, Jersey City

$4.50 per day.

Sold by principal New York dealers, and bv Wm.
k Sons, Boston, Mass. B. Kitiredge'i Co.,

Prop'r.

World to show
roomB as those

Reau
its

of

iettl tf

;

Cincinnati, Ohio E, E
& HUder, St. Louis, Mo.
;

ia.

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

:

Brown

FOREST AND STREAM.

8i

0a ads.

Sportsmen's

s Cartridge

slate

LOST

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Stgotf&mtn's §aods.

Q
'A*
*«K

*<r

COMPASS.

MANuTACTtJBKBS OF

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

BAYi.ISS'

ARMY AND

NAVY
military and sporting rifles and pistols, and In nse by the
Rim-flre ammunition of all kinds.
and several Foreign Governments.
attention given to the manufacture of
Adapted to

all

OF THE

UNITED STATES

Special

Cartridges for Target Practice.
THI8 IS AN EXACT FAC-STMILB.
Brass case and coyer; white metal tace; Jewel
mounted patent catch. The very beet compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a Bample has

Send

FOWLER & FULTON,

for Illustrated Catalogue.

Ceneral Agents,

300 Broadway,

N. Y.

;

the Forest and Stream and Rod and
Sent o» receiptor $1.50, by poet office
Gen
order, to any' part of the United States or Canada.

HOSIER FISHER, 260 Broadway,

WILLTAMS &

BONEHILL CUN.

been

left at
office.

New York,
New York Compass Co.

CO., 99 Water Street,

agents for the London and

N. Y.

MfKEL PLATER.

RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR.
This Implement Is nsed either for 10 or 12-gange
brass or paper shells, thus saving the cost of one implement. Pronounced by Bogardua, Tinker and
others the beat implement they ever used. Price
$2 60.

JOHN W- HUTCHINSON, Solb Agekt,
Dealers in Guns, Pistols, Etc.,
81 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

ASHATSTTKE

Pocket Hammock.

No. Bll.-Top-action, treble safety
bolt,

THE GENUINE

NOT MADE OF HEMP,
TON OR GRASS.
IS

COT-

extension

rib,

laminated barrels.

rebounding locks,
Patent fore end

Cheapest gun in the mar-

fastening.
ket.

Send stamp for Illustrated Circu-

lar of

Guns,

Rifles,

Revolvers and am-

muniiion.
Size No. 3, extra large and of donble strength,
3 lbs, sent by mail on receipt of $5.40. Include ropes, screw hooks and rubber packing case.
Substitutes for trees shown above, $1 per Bet.
Descriptive circular free.

weight

MoCOT & SANDERS,

NOW

Bout Agents,

Duane

131

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns

Fishers

St.,

New

GOOD'S OIL TANNED

—

Send

article.

for Illustrated circular.

HDTCHINGS,
sor to

P. O.

Box

MARTIN

Dover, N. H.

363,

S

(Succes-

Frank Good.)

PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W. Holbenon 4

Co., 11T

street, New York Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712
street. Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & Anthony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

Fulton
Market

;

FINEST
Blue Flannel Suits,
FOR GENTLEMEN.
From

$12.50 to $16,

The price depending on

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOLESA LE AND R ETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST N THE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.

Size and Style.

and three tips
Knssla-leather fly-book, with the " Hyde " clip, large size
Russia-leather fly-book, with the "Hvdo" clip, small size
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from

C.

Agents for

HENNING,
Washington, D. 0.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Coats,
Legging and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
AND
India

Rubber Goods

of

00

Every Description.

27

CO.,

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

00
50

6c. to 10c.

per yard
60

dozen
pattern.

$1 to $2.50 per

to

any desired

$3 60
;

INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHTING AND CAMPING TRIP. ELECTRO

GOLD WATCHES.

IRA

;

i 60

from$3to*I0.
Street, N. Y.

PAINE'S

The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully

call

the attention of

all

Ball.

dealers in Glass Balls to.the fact

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the
articles for the
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying In a stock of unsaleable
'5 1
"
wiien 7
you can purchase the Best Ball en
i?-„^„„
and no othe.-BallJs as'hefUtlfnUy
NO otter Cliffords tie PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball
strong to prevent breakage
sufficiently
and
Uj
shot,
made. It will break in every instance wtion Hit•' by
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
„„.„„. care,
,„ barrels
„„„„ In
>,<,rr„i
r,r 300.
ann
or
greatest
with
the
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed
Send for price list. Special Inducements to tho trade j»
214 Pearl Street, N. Y.
t

'

Volghtlander's

.treet,

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get ont of order, and they throw the ball in a manner
that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any
.'i in the market.
The Patent Rough Glass Balls
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for Bhlpment
to any part of the country, provents the glancing of shot,
priri thereby injures the breaking of the ball when hit.
was the Orat to Introduce the
CAP!
BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball
|tt
at that time.
•
Balls and Trap can be ordered through an Gon Dealers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which will throw * ball in any direction tram the shooter at

W

IKY

IMPROVED TRAP

ROUGH

35 Broadway, N. Y.

E&

Philadelphia,

Tourists

jyll

3m

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YOHK.
Yacht Supplies.

CABIN STORES.
Je27-ly

Craige'sFull-Length Fly Book
with the " Hyde Clip," boond in fine Russia Leather
and sewed.
No. 1 book, stiff cover, holding 1 gross (lies, $1 06
•'
flexible "
8 dozen "
5 00
No. 2 "
"
"
"
"
"
6
3 TO
No. 4 "
8ent C. O. D. or npon receipt of price. Rteadman'a
Flea Powder and Areca Nut, each 50 cents per pack-

TEMPLE F. CRAIOE (formerly at
IIolberton'sSportsmen'5 Emporium), Sportsmen's

age, postpaid
\V.

Purchasing Agent.

Office, «D

Maiden Lane, N. Y.

FISH & SIMPSON'S

FOR
HEADQUARTERS
tuuixiAw^.
c„„„,„i

»-,.*

BALLS,

oninmod edition of "

HAGGERTY BROS. &
jpoK TRAPS, HAKT
Field, Cover

The most
black

tt

killing bait ever invented for either
pickerel, or )ar?e trout, beautifully

Wc. each.

Silver plated
Gold plated

*1

three-cent stamps we will send
our newel-page catalogue, the most complete list
ever published on Fishing iV-kK lamping Goods,
ShootlngTackle, Pistols, Bise null. Archery, Cricket,
Lacrosse, Firemen's and Uymnastnm Goods, Boxing
Gloves, Fool. Balls, Sporting Publications, and every,
thing In the line of Sportsmen's Goods.
<

CO.. lO Piatt Street, N. T. City,
&. SI-OAN, Newark, N. J.

and Trap Shooting," by A. H.

BOGARDUS,

contain-

P. O. box 4,968.
apr25

Decs

ba-i»,

mnnutedwitli gaudv feathers, furnished iu either
Sent by mall on receipt ot

silver or gold plated.
price.

On receipt of two

pages.
rules for glass boll shooting, containing 40

i

deeas

and

Target

New York.

and Glass Ball Traps.

_7=

Stereoscope
DOliUn,
. N. T
aromoa and Frames;
and View*:
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Photograpblo
MaTransparencies, Convex Glass,
terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and

Bnperlor

Telesco.ies, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT.
MRRKILL'-. BO
IWtt U. S3., 170 Water

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLABS WORKS,

Patentees,

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans.
H. T. ANTHONY A CO., 091 Broadway,

am

paints, oils, etc.

P_

best and cheapest power for pumping.
night and day; recju.res no attention; no
combustible; twenty-eight first premiums. Office,
Illustrated catalogues gratis.
angM It
Agents wanted.

quality,

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russla.bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,

wo
STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MAPS TO A SCALE .therefore
Spring Trade,

s° iipwinpmili:
The
Works

name

jel3

FILLED CLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

The "Standard"

Ladles' chains,

C MILLER 4 CO., 125 Fulton
Box 3,725. Plonse mention

TELE S^O PES.

Bogardus' Patent Rough Glass Balls

CO.,

F.

P. O.

thiepnper.

6T

A.

Stem and Kej-wiuderii,

Homing Cases. These watches are accurate
elegant appearance and complete
time-keepers
warranted to stand any
satisfaction guaranteed
test for ten years, Stem-winders, gents' size, only
These
$15. Ladies' and gents' kev-windera, $12.
watches we will send to any part of country C. O.
D., with privilege of examination before purchasing,
free of charge. Magnificent vest chain, very ele-

Honor's Champion

-*

EEWANEE MANUFACTURING

Cazenovia, N. Y.

JeG 3moa

gant, from %i to $10.

5 00
3 50

.

7

WORKING

WOT. H. CBUTTBNDEN, Gen. Agent,

;

n0

:

HODGMAN &
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

00

15 °2

•

THKHE PISTOIS WARRANTEB.
EVERY REQUISITE F OR SPO RTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

Sample of Goods, Price List
Blank furnished on request by post.

GEO.

00

LEONARD'S
LHONARP'S

and Measurement

giro

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible
direction. No screen la needed, ax no on?, not even
pulier, can tell the direction the hull will take. Made
PARTS
stationary if des. red. All metal.
NICELY FITTED. Send for circular.

I

$18
Six-strip hexagonal flv rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip ami tip case, solid reel
28
plate
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid
tt
reel plate
six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German sliver mounting, extra tip
H. T..
1'
and tip ease
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver moHnting, three-joint, extra tip and
H. I..
30
tip case, waterproof ferrules
lo^ft
joints
and
three
tips,
middle
two
mounted,
7
brass
full
lancewood,
Black bass rod, ash and
Black bass rod. ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle jointB

Helgramites or Dobson bait lor blactt bass, each
A large assortment ot trout and black baas flies from
Also Fl'es dressed
All kinds of Mnellcd Hooka tied to order.
United States A rms Revolver, Tahot, .52 cal., nickel, each
United States Arms Revolver, r> shot, .32 eaL, nickel, each

WARRANTED FAST COLORS,

CO.,

Broadway, New York.

MOCCASINS*.
The best thing In the market
for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,
w-ehoelng, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
% durable. Made to order
r in a variety of styles, and
warranted the aenuine

READY.

BARTON &
337

York.

FISH

dc

SIMPSON,
New YerS

i3s£Nas3au ttreet,

;

THE

AMERICAN

NEW

SPORTSMAN'S

JOURNAL,

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

For Forest and Stream and Mod and Gun

1878.

5,

tNo. Ill Fulton

St., N.

V.

On

our return to the steamer we made the descent of the larger rivers along the north shore. A day or two after our
rapida, which, though pleasant enough, was not up to what
Pigeon River experience, while accompanying my wife in a
we had been led to expect from all we heard concerning it. canoe for a mile or two down the Kowinistiquia River, we
jjfike
Late that evening we left the Sault, and about midnight took several of the same species.
No. 1.
passed Whitefish Point, and entered on the broad bosom of
When returning in the afternoon to the stream from the
Luke Superior. As we write more especially with reference mouth of the river I directed my Indian to pull for a short
" Forth upon the Giiclie Gnmee,
to the fishing of that region, we will pass over the many
distance along the shore of the bay, and in so doing took a
Ou the shining big-sea water,
pleasant and interesting incidents otherwise connected with Mackinaw salmon, Salmo amothystus,
of two or three pounds
With his flsbiug line ot cedar,
the excursion;
the visit to Marquette, Bayfield, Prince weight, a fish that for symmetry of form and brilliancy of
Of the twisted hark ot cedar,
Arthur, etc., not to omit mention of Duluth, of the Misaltee color rivals the speckled trout.
t'.n'll
ja'i'.n ilu- !-lli; i.i-iil, N:
'lu;l.
Pisoatob.
Mlahe-Nahmn, King at Ashes,
Sea, made famous, by Proctor Knott ; the visits to iron
Smilt St. Marie, August 1.
In bis birch canoe exulting.
A'
mines, copper mines and silver mines; the excursions of
All alone went Hiawatha.''
our enthusiastic geologists, and the havoc they made among
excursionists of the steamer Keweenaid, who left
the sandstone, granite, quartz, traps, etc.
the gathering of
m Cleveland on Thursday, July 11, for a trip around Lake agates along the pebbly shore, where we all became children
BV KETjKA.
Superior, spent Sunday, the 14th, at Mackinac, in the full en- again, and splashed barefoot up and down the beach, and
scratched
in
the
sand
and
gravel
'"pHERE are so few healthful recreations in the open air
until
abundantly
joyment of its pure bracing air, Its delightful drives apd
satisfied
with the curious and beautiful specimens we had gathered ;—
*of which women can partake without being charged
charming views, and on the morning of the 15th started for
all of these form delightful reminiscences, and will long be
with encroaching upon the domain of the " lords of creation
the Sault St. Marie. As a party of fishermen were just pre- recalled with pleasure by all of those
who were so fortunate
paring to visit their pounds, some twelve or fifteen miles dis- as to participate in them.
and incurring the imputation of being unfeminine, that it is
It becomes us, however, to make especial mention of the
not to bo wondered at that archery should be rapidly increastant, we concluded to accompany them and sec the modus
obligation we were all lmder to Prof. Nelson, of Delaware
ing in popularity among our countrywomen, Besides its
operandi, notwithstanding it took us several miles out of our
College, Ohio, for his very entertaining and instructive lecbeneficial effect upon the health, too, it is an elegant amusej
direct course.
accordingly took in tow the tug and sail tures on geology. But to return to our fishing As to
the
boat belonging to the party, and in an hour or two arrived at fishing along the south shore
and northwestern shore as far as nient, developing as much grace as can he displayed in actua
the fishing ground.
The pounds are constructed at a consid- Prince Arthur's landing, it may be summed up in the general dancing, far more than the' modern sleepy quadrilles or
the
erable distance from the shore, with which they aro connected statement that there is no trout
fishing worth naming, or such
indolent glide. Before going into the merits of our subject,
hy a long net or lead, coming in contact with which the fish as to justify persons in Stopping and exhausting their
time and a slight sketch of what is known of the bow and arrow in all
follow it up until ensnared in the pound, from which they are patience in the capture of
such few small fish as are likely to ages may not prove wholly devoid of interest to my readers.
unable to extricate themselves. The pound itself is a large reward their efforts. At
every landing We made we essayed There is no entirely authentic history or tradition relative to
seine or net-work fastened to stakes driven in the bottom of the trout with unvarying
want of success.
the invention of the bow. Plato ascribes it to Apollo, by
the lake, and is suspended from them at a depth of several
That in the less frequented streams, at a distance, from the whom it was communicated to the Cretans. The first menfeet beneath the surface of the water.
Arrived at the pounds towns, good fishing might be had 1 have no doubt but in tion of it occurs in the book
of Genesis, xxviL, 8, 1760
as yard after yard of the net was raised into the boats, bring- none of the streams
within a day's journey of the ordinary B. 0., where Isaac bids Esau take his weapons, "his quiver
ing into view only here and there a stray herring or a
stopping-point of the steamer is the fishing worth seeking and his bow," and go into the fields to get him some venison.
smallsized whitefish entaneled by the gills lu u.e un-shea o£
the after.
More or less small trout may be taken in all of them Isbmael, also, we read in Genesis xxi., 20, "Grew and dwelt
net, we began to think it a water haul, and not worth
the by using a short rod and a few feet of line, with a lead and in the wilderness and became an archer." Indeed,
repeated
detour we had made in order to witness it. But as the bottom bait, but no place
Where you can fly fish with any expectation allusions to this ancient weapon of the Jews occurs in the Old
of the net was neared, a struggling, plunging mass of scaly of a return at all
commensurate to the toil and labor incurred. Testament ; Jonathan presented his bow to David (I. SamueW
beauties came into sight, and were shoveled 'by the fishermen
But while this is true of trout-fishing, some other kinds of xviit, 4); "The archers hit and sore wounded Saul"
(I.
into the boat.
The catch was almost exclusively whitefish, fishing are to be enjoyed in great perfection.
We will many Samuel, xxxi., 2) 1055 B. C. Astor, of Amphipolis, having
of splendid size and unrivaled flavor, as we soon had an op- of us long remember
Pigeon River and its extraordinary pike- been slighted by Philip, King of Macedon, at the seige cf
portunity of testing, our caterer having availed himself of fishing. Be
it understood, however, that the fish taken was
Methone, 353 B. O, shot an arrow, on which was written,
the occasion to lay in a supply for the steamer. I may here not a pike at all, but
the same fish known generally in the
"Aimed at. Philip's right eye," which struck it and put it
remark that there is no fresh-water fish, and but few of the Cincinnati markets
and throughout the West as the Ohio sal- out. Philip threw back the arrow with these words: "If
denizens of the salt water, that can compare in flavor with mon, or jack
salmon. Not that it is a salmon, either, any Philip takes the town Astor shall be hanged." The conqueror
the whitefish of the northern lakes, especially when taken moie than
a pike, and has no resemblance to either except in kept his word.
In the Greek mythology, and in the ancient
from the clear cold waters of Huron or Superior and trans- the elongated head
and dental arrangement, which might be Oivciau and Egyptian sculptures, are various allusions to,
ferred to the table Within a few hours after his capture.
remotely suggestive of the pike.
and delineations of, the bow. Records of archery have also
Having laid in our supply of fish and waved a farewell to
The fish was the Luciopereiis of the ictbyologists; but as been traced in many Persepolitan, Macedonian and Parthian
ur fishermen friends, we steamed away for the Sault, where scientific names
seem almost as unreliable as common ones, antiquities. The Chinese had this weapon. One of their
we arrived on Tuesday morning, the 16th, after haviue tied we believe this latter euphonious
title has had to give way to
proverbs says: " When a son is born in the family, hang the
up for the night at a landing a few miles below, the channel the uncouth name
of Sitsastedion—the fish being a true bow and quiver at the gate ;" and their great sage, Confucius,
of the river being in some places too intricate and
dangerous perch and not in any manner allied to the pike or the salmon wrote a treatise on archery.
to venture on during the night.
family.
All the eastern nations seem to have used the bow as a
The first view of the Sault St. Marie is picturesque and
When our boat came to anohor in the bay off Pigeon River weapon of warfare, and practiced archery as an amusement
in
novel. The seething, roaring turmoil of the waters of the (which, by the way, is the boundary line
between the United times of peace. Iu Persia equestrian archery was much pracSt. Mary River, as they dash with arrow-like swiftness down
States and Canada), understanding that there wore extensive
ticed, and shooting at the popinjay was a favorite recreation.
the rapids, nearly a mile in extent; the Indians in their light falls and rapids a mile or two up the river,
we took our Indian The Arabs were skillful archers. In Chinese Tartary both
birch canoes engaged in taking whitefish in the struggling and canoe and started with the view of
ascendina to the rapids sexes were equally expert in the use ot the bow. The Mamass of angry waters at the foot of the rapids, and the and trying for the trout.
nilla Indians, the Caribbee Indians, the Demerara Indians,
Canadian town away in the distance across the river while
Throwing over our trolling tackle as we ascended the river, the natives of Florida and the tribes of North America,
as
just at hand, on the other side, is the American city, wilh its when about a mile above its mouth
and a short distance below well as South America, all were very expert in the use of this
costly and elegant ship canal, now being expensively improved
the rapids,
water ten or twelve feet deep, our trolls were weapon, though of course, at the preseut day, it
has been
by the government, and its general air of activity and busi- struck simultaneously, and on drawing in we found on each a superseded to
a great extent by the most approved fire arms.
ness, and its numerous vessels passing to and fro through the fish weighing about three pounds.
The Scandinavians were likewise expert archers.
Homer
canal.
Though satisfied that tbey might be taken in numbers in makes numerous mention of the bow. In his Iliad (v. ix.,
I.
We had looked forward with considerable interest to our that particular locality, we were at the
time intent only on 152) Pandarus is thus described, aiming an arrow at Mcnearrival at the Sault, as it was to be the beginning of our trout
trying for trout farther up among the rapids, and not regard- laus:
fishing experience on Lake Superior, and were no sooner on ing Luciojierca as game under the
circumstances, we passed on
" Now, with full force the yielding horn he hendp,
shore, than, having engaged a couple of Indians and a canoe,
at once to the falls, where, having fished faithfully for an
Drawn to an arch aud Joins the doubling ends
we put across the river, at the foot of the rapids, to try the hour or more without a rise, except from a stray pickerel,
Close lo his breast he strains the nerve below,
Till the barbed point approach (Qe circling bow
fishing in the streams on the Canadian side.
The pull across who in the absence of trout no doubt thought himself justiTh> Impatient weapon wliizzeBon r.he wing,
the river, which is here exceedingly rough and boisterous, in fiable in picking up any
flies lying around loose, and whohimSounds ihe tough horn and twangs the quivering string."
so frail and ,ight a bark as a birch canoe, is highly exhila- se.f was picked up iu consequence,
and being informed by
He mentions the Locrians as being
rating and while attended with no real danger, ia yet, ap- our guide that he had
never known trout to be taken in the
" Skilled from far the flying shaft to wing."
parently, so hazardous as to make those of weak nerves or un- river, we put up our fly
rods, and rigging up a couple of bass
accustomed to the water heartily wish themselves ashore
Again, in the Odyssey, wo find the suitors of Penelope
rods with artificial minnows, determined to try back down
vainly endeavoring to bend the bow which Ulysses had left
Indeed, the trip across the river just below the rapids, which the river for the mis-named
pike.
As I fully expected, no
at home
and the hero himself, disguised as a "beggar, having
I made twice, was, to me, much more animating and excitino- sooner had our trolls reached
the locality where we encounobtained permission to compete with them, thus proves his
than the ride down the rapids, which is regarded as the thing tered the fish on our upward trip
than they were again vorato be done by all visitors.
ciously taken, and two fine fish brought to hand.
After this
unsuccessfully
" One hand aloft dlBplnycd
Having trolled
across the river in the hope the biting was fast and furious,
and in an hour we had, perThe bending Uorue, and one toe strings essayed,
of striking a trout or, possibly, a Mackinaw salmon, the haps, twenty fish, varying
from two to four and a half pounds
Prom his essamig baud the string, let ily,
Namtegoose of the Indians, which we* were informed were in weight.
Twangs short 'and sharp, like the shrill .swallow's cry.
our
trolling
put
up
taken here, we
tackle, and, with light flyThe horn- having nearly arrived for the departure of the
iEneas, too, is made to introduce archery when celebrating
rod in hand, began the ascent of what we then supposed to bo steamer, as announced by the
bulletin at the office, we hastened
the anniversary of his father's funeral.
We read that the
distinct streams entering the St. Mary's River from the back
to reach her
but finding that their plans had been changed armies of Alexander the Great were chiefly composed of
Canadian country, but which we ascertained about dinner and that the steamer would remain
all day, we informed others
archers. Plato, who was a great advocate of archery, and
time, as we emerged into the broad stream above, to he only of the locality of the fishing,
and during the evening a hun- was desirous that qualified persons should be appointed by
small branches of the St. Mary passing around islands and dred or more fine fish
were taken. The fish were so vo- the government to teach the youth of Athens this art, menmingling again with the main river at the foot of the rapids. racious and eager that they
would often seize the troll when tions that the standing guard of the city numbered among its
In vain, however, did we try all the allurements we were merely dropped quietly
over the 'side of the canoe as you force one thousand archers. Livy makes mention of the skill
masters of to entice the speckled oeauties from the swift would a bait. I am f idly satisfied
and prowess of the Cretan archers. Plutarch signalizes the
that had we gone early in
waters of the rapids, or the occasional more quiet pools we the morning provided with proper
defeat of the Romans by the Parthians, and ascribes it to the
bait, or even without bait,
encountered. In vain we changed our flies, and at last re- we could in a few hours
have taken hundreds of them, the manner in which the latter galled the enemy with their arsorted to the Indian expedient of attaching a worm to a fly. fact being that they bit
rows. The Huns were likewise skillful archers. The Roso eagerly that it in a measure dehook, all, however, to no purpose
and, discouraged at stroyed the sport, and an hour or two
was as long as one mans as a people were not skilled in the use of the bow, allength, we returned to the Bteamer with some dozen or fifteen cared to take
them.
though many of the nobles and several of the Roman Emsmall fish, none of them half a pound in weight.
1 may here state that these fish seem to abound in all the perors practiced it as an amusement.
Herodian speaks of the
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and the "unerring hand" of the Emperor Commodus.

who exhibited

his skill on the wild beasts in the amphitheatre!
It is a disputed point as to the time of the long-bow's* introduction into England. Some writers assert that it was
thearbalist, or cross-bow, only which was used at the time of
the Norman Conquest until that of Edward II. Prior to the
battle of Hastings, when Harold and his two brothers were
killed by arrows shot from the cross-bows of the Norman
soldiers (A. D. 1066), there is no authentic record of archery
being practiced in Britain, although some writers claim to be
able to prove that it was in existence there previous to 440.
The controversy was never settled as to whether it was an
arrow or a bolt which slew William Rufus and which caused
the death of Richard Coeur de Lion and that the long-bow
;

and not the cross-bow was the weapon of war in the contests
between Matilda and Stephen, and with which Richard made
such havoc among the Saracens. Certain it is that that famous old hero of ballad romance, Robin Hood, who could
JJ' Hit a

fharlc at a

Hundred rods

And cause a hart to die,"
would be divested of half the glamour of his name if we
took from him the graceful long-bow and the 'f eathery arrow.
Therefore, if not from stronger convictions, we side with the
'

mentioned opinions, that, although the arbalist may possibly have been the most common weapon of war, yet in the
" merrie green wood " at least the other was expertly handled.
Ritson, in the " Old Garland," a quaint collection of ballads
of Robin Hood (now scarcely to be found), gives the following characteristic anecdote of nearly the last words and actions of this famous outlaw.
When he felt his end approaching he said:
'• But give me ray bent tow
in my hand,
last

arrow I'll lei flee
arrow is taken up
There shall my grave digged be."
At the battles of Cressy and Agincourt the long-bow was
evidently used. In the reign of Edward III. again we find
express mention of our archers, to whom, indeed, the victory
seems generally to have been chiefly owing in most battles
wherein they were engaged. Sir John Smith attributes this
not only to the skill of the archers, but to the "dazzling,
be-mazing effect which a volley of arrows flying thick as
hail through the air must have on the enemy's soldiers, and
also to their horses."
In the reign of Edward IV. we find sundry curious laws
relative to archery, to the importance of bow-staves, etc., in
Auc! a broad

And where

this

one of which "uulawful games, as dice, quoits, tennis," etc.,
are prohibited, but "every person strong and able of body"
Henry VIII. was a great patron
is required to use his bow.
and a law made in his reign enacted that "all
of archery
men not having auy lawful impediment— except religious and
judges under sixty years of age, shall exercise shooting in
long-bows, and teach their children, servants, etc., having a
bow with two arrows for each under seventeen years of age,
and with four arrows for those above seventeen. Penally,
6s. Sd. per month."
Queen Elizabeth, too, was a patroneBs of archery, and did
not disdain herself to " wing the feathered shaft."
By some
;

of pure white silk, decorated at the ends with loops of scarlet
and gold the delicate and costly arrows, the sleeve of rich
satin embroidered in gold, worn to protect (he arm
and the
jeweled thumb-ring (an article peculiar to the East) used by
these, beautiful captives, as well as the curious target composed
of softened clay, at which they shoot.
But we need not seek
in the realms of the East, in the dream-land of poets or the
superstitions of aucient idolators, in order to demonstrate that
archery has been practiced by females.
Eroissart mentions
that it was one of the recreations of the stately dames of his
day.
Black Douglas, wife of one of the warlike and rebellious
race of Douglas, was an expert archcreas, and more than once,
when beseiged, tried her prowess on her own sovereign.
Margaret, the daughter of Henry VII., is stated to have killed
a buck in Alnwick Park with the bow and arrow. In the
privy purse expenses of Henry VIII. we find entered so much
for bows, arrows, belts, braces, etc., for Anne Boleyn.
Queen Elizabeth, as was alreudy mentioned, must have been a
quite a skillful archeress, for we find it recorded that at one
hunting party she, " with her own hand, did shoot three deer."
Coming down to the reign of Victoria, we see that she was,
when some yeara younger than now, disposed to encourage
this elegant science, having at the Highland Pete, at Holland
Park, in 1850, added as a prize, expressly to be competed for
by ladies in archery, a handsome and valuable bracelet. And
so the progress of this elegant pastime has been through all
come
ages aud more or less popular in all countries.
now to that part most interesting to Americans—reducing
theory to practice and this is rapidly being accomplished.
The whole science or pastime is so very new in this country,
and experienced archers so comparatively rare, that any wellgrounded American authority is scarcely yet to be set up.
The art cannot be taught by words the theory and regulations may be given and certain directions laid down, the rest
must be the work of practice by the archers themselves. Our
old friend Roger Ascham, in his tmaint language, ventures a
very reasonable conjecture as to the reason why more has not
been written " The faulte was not to be layed on the thinge
which was worthie to be written upon, but of the menne
Which were negligent in doynge it anil this Is the cause thereMenne that used sliootynge. most, and
of, as I suppose.
knewe it best, were not learned— men Unit were learned used
sliootynge little, and were ignorant of the nature of the thynge."
There are few, very few works on archery, and of these
Hansard's Book of Archery, Hastings' British Archer, and
Robert's Bowman, are perhaps the best. The Pent hut and
Stkeam has taken the initiative among the weekly journals in
giving prominence and encouragement to what must in the
near future lead all the outdoor' sports of the more refined
;
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TO THE FISH COMMISSION.
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" Her rattling quiver at her shoulder hung,
Therein a fluj=li ol arrows feathered welt;
In tier right hand a bow was nemled strung,
Thc-ruin a shatt headed with mortal steel.
Ho lit 10 ahuot sue singled out among
lh n toaa who Ural hei quarrel's strength should feol
So at I-, snoot Lfttona'n daughter stood,
When Niobe she killed and a.l her brood.'

undoubtedly capable of taking a mouthful with a clean cut
from almost any flsh or other animal. Unfortunately these
order to prefish have all been eviscerated by the fishermen in
the
serve them, aud it is therefore impossible to determine
exact nature of their food from their internal organization or

1

the contents of their stomachs.
Another of the valuable " finds " is the AltpuUvuirus ftam,
five
a flsh with a long, scaleless, serpent-shaped body about
but
feet long, and perhaps four feet in diameter when alive,
having been ten days on ice in a fishing boat and in alcohol
a
by
ever since, is now shrunken to about three, surmounted
foot high,
dorsal fin running nearly its full length and nearly a

take a flight to Asia we shall find in some of the
harems the fair slaves practicing archery in the gardens of the
A traveler in Persia, we forget who, eloquently deseraglio.
scribes the bow of buffalo horn, black as jet and highly
polished, with its richly gilded and enameled back, and string

we

" The loug-bow was six feot long and the arrow three leet; the
usual range was from 3M to 600 yarns. Eobln Hood is said to have
shot from uOO to BOO yards. A Persian hero, Arish, is stated to nave shot
a much longer distance. The cross-bow was fixed to a stock and dis-

charged with a

trigger.

;

;

A

:

A

;

A

Glotjoestur, Mass., August 27.
Btatutes made in her reign we find that the use of the bow
formed part of the education of youth. At some of the Editob Fokest and Steeaji
public schools, and especially at Harrow, every parent was
things connected with the work
gratifying
most
of
the
One
lcaled upon to allow " to each boy a bow, three shafts, a bowof the Commission this season is the interest that its work has
string and a bracer, to exercise shooting;" and prizes were
their care in
given to be shot for by twelve competitors. Shakespeare, who, awakened among the fishermen, as shown by
in his works introduces numberless allusions relative to this preserving specimens taken at sea and bringing them In for
science, was, if we may credit any of the accounts of his mid- identification by the corps of scientists.
Hardly a day passes
night onslaughts on the deer, an archer of no mean skill.
without some rare form, never before known on our coast, or
Charles I. was a practical lover of archery, as was his
presented to them, and occabeing
this
locality,
least
to
at
I.;
and
these
two
sovereigns
commissions
James
by
father,
were issued for the purpose of preventing inroads on and re- sionally they bring something that is entirely new. This, in
moving obstructions from the public grounds and fields de- addition to the daily dredgiugs on board the Speedwell, will
voted to the practice of archery, for it'would seem that brick
make the collection of 1878 as full of important results as any
and mortar were even then beginning assiduously to encroach
of the previous ones when the field was comparatively new.
on the "pleasant green fields."
Archery was neglected by James II. in the troubles of his
The department of invertebrates, perhaps, exceeds that of
reign and after his abdication and the accession of a new the fishes in the number of new species, many of which may
family, bringing with them other predilections, the practice of
be of practical importance as furnishing food for the fishes
it declined, and gradually fell into almost total disuse, being
takes all
still, science
kept up only by a few companies or societies, among which and in determining relationships
questioning the practical value at
the oldest and the one which survived the longest was the forms into account,' never
is known OS a scientific
"Society of Finsbury Archers," who had records dating back the time. Professor Baird, however,
turn, and while the specialists are each
as fat as 167G. In Clerkenwell church is a monument to Sir man with a practical
planning to increase valuWiliiam Wood, one of their old marshals, who died at the age at work in their own divisions he is
taking the charts and Bounding?, the
of 82. It has been restored by the Toxopholite Society. Part able species, or, by
certain species feed and the nature of that
which
at
depths
runs
thus
inscription
of the
infood, etc., to devise means whereby the fishermen may
" Long did he live, the honor ol the bow,
And his (.rent age Co that alone did owe
crease their catch.
But how can art secure ? or what can save
There have been seasons here when the cod were unusually
Extreme old age from the appointed grave ?
plenty, but the fishermen were unable to take many on acSutvivmg archers much his loss lament,
count of the scarcity of bait, which they are obliged to get
And in respect Otstow this m juument,"
Nova Scotia or Newfoundland. Mackerel are the beat
from
Archers
silver
badge,
presented
the
Finsbury
to
splendid
A
bait for cod, but arc too valuable, and the herring comes next;
by Catherine, queen of Charles II., was by Mr. ConBtable
but after being ten days on ice this fish becomes valueless and
one of the oldest and few remaining members of that body
hence they must put back at the end of
transferred to the Toxopholites, when he joined them soon the cod refuse it
not, and to try and
ll. is tiros whether they have u full fare or
after their formation in 1780, under the auspices of Sir Asliton
r
Professor Buird has brought a new style of ir,illLevers and Mr. W ariug. That society was the parent of most remedy this
as is in use by the Norweigah fishermen for taking
of those which have since sprung up, and of late multiplied net, such
cod, from which, if successful on our coast, a change may be
bo rapidly.
also has had a trawl-line rigged,
George IV., when Prince of Wales, was a munificent patron wrought in this matter. He
arms or spreaders every three feel, with a snood
of archery, and by his influence mainly contributed to make it with wire
determine at what depths the differ
end
to
each
on
hook
and
thus
archery
as
reanimate it. Before leaving
fashionable, and
f'eed.
,.
,
,
a masculine accomplishment we must not omit that celebrated cut fishes
Since the announcement in FoiresT and Stkkam of the disarcher, Tell, who, whenGessler asked him why he took the
the chimera there have been three more brought in,
covery
of
boldly
his
place
replied—
taken
But
Tell
has
second arrow,
the fishermen gather
sound,
and
fresh
and
to-day
of
them
two
among the mythological heroes, so it is of no importance
around them in wonder at this sudden apparition of monsters
what he said.
caught here where they have fished all their lives and never
It htiB already been mentioned that archery is peculiarly
singular looking flsh has a shark-like form,
adapted to females, nor are we in the present day singular in seen one. This
but is largest at the head, which has, when seta in profile, a
that opinion.
If we go as far back as the ancient mythology
a formidable mouth,
we find Diana with her bow if we seek in the writings of the square, projecting nose overhanging
which, instead of teeth, has the bones of the jaw projected
poets, we find lasso's beautiful diBcription of Clevinda
and which is
tortoise,
of
unlike
that
a
not
bill
into a cutting

If

old fossil bat-formed reptiles of pre-historic times called
Two of these fishes have been obtained, tho
pterodactyls.
first which have gladdened the eyes of a naturalist on this
side of the water, although several have been taken in the
waters near Madeira. Mr. Goode had proposed the name of
scissors-mouth for the use of the fishermen, but waived this
in favor of that by Professor Baird, who suggested lancetmouth as more descriptive. The generic name is from the
Greek, and is formed from a, not kpis, a scale; and saurus, a
lizard, or a lizard without scales, while the specific one, ferox^
refers to its ferocity.
The chimera resembles nothing more than the fabled monster, whose existence has long been considered chimerical,
and reminds one of thoschideous dreams of the old sculptors,
which they reproduced in the gargoyles on ancient cathedrals,
but the alepidosaurus is like the sea-serpent I It looks like
some of the pictures of it ; and now that two of five or six
feet have been found, why not one of forty?
It is becoming
every day more evident that there are not only more things in
heaven and earth, but also under the sea, than are dreamed of
in our philosophy— and who can put a limit to them? What
a man does not know about, as a matter of course, he has no
idea of
and what do we know of the sea ? Nothing, compaiatively.
The. coast has been pretty well dredged around
parts of Europe and iu a few spots in America, and ships go
across and see wdiat is on the surface, and sailors are believed
if they do not see anything that otbers have not beheld, but
are treated as imbeciles orimposters if they do.
Please remember I hat I do not say that the alepidosaurus is
the sea-serpent, but if it were a few times longer than it is it
would be no discredit to some of the descriptions, and these
specimens may be young ones.
case in point
small
scrpentiform fish, popularly known as a " ribbon-fish," and
growing to perhaps three feet in length or so, has been long
known ; but a specimen was stranded in Bermuda that was
over eighteen feet in length, and which was fortunately
found by the naturalist, Mr. J Matthew Jones, and its bones
sent to the British Museum, for its flesh was almost gone,
anil no specimens approaching its length have been seen beTaking these things into consideration, I am
fore nor since.
willing to believe that the half has not been told US, and
therefore will not be to greatly astonished it some day the
commission really docs pull Leviathan out with a hook, or his
tongue with a cord which tbey shall let down.
1 have described these catches more particularly on account
of their being the most striking in appearance, aud, iu consequence, more attractive to the casual reader or visitor j but
they are far from being the most important things that relate to
All things relating to this
the propagation of tho food fishes.
branch will be found in the report of the work, and one fact
is so linked with another that to attempt to give a just idea of
it as a whole would
be impossible within the limits of this
Your readers are already familiar with the personnel
letter.
of the commission and the manner of dredging, sounding and
taking deep-sea temperatures therefore, 1 will say tbatrhaving worked within tho distance that the Speedwell could cover
in a trip by daylight, the steamer is now essaying longer ones,
ami Corninandar Beardslee left last night at midnight, in order
to get on untried ground by morniDg, with the expectation of

,

tail and a narrow, formidable-looking
head, whoso sharp, scissor-like jaws are armed with keen,
lancet-shaped teeth, which vary in length from half an inch
to an inch and a quarter, giving an expression not unlike those

with a large forked

being back to-night.
In weather when it is not advisable to go to sea, the experts
are busy iu determining the characters of specimens pwivwuoMessrs. Goode and Bean,
ly caught and Tccoid'iug them.
assisted by Mr. Earll, are up to their elbows in the alcohol
tanks a good part of the time, fishing out the undetermined,
comparing
with recorded
counting fin-rays, measuring and
species, or examiuing the stomachs to find upon what other
species they live. There are tenfold more useless, destructive
fishes iu the sea than in fresh water, and if means could be
devised to destroy hern without killing tha useful ones it
i

benefit.
Fox instance, see the bull-heads
or sculpins, Coitus; no vajuablo fish feeds upon them, and
they being all head and stomach, are worthless as food for
man ; but I saw a full grown herring taken from the stomach
of one who would not weigh three times as much as his prey,
aud who, if dressed, with his head off, did not contain as
much clean meat as the herring.
I only mention the sculpin because it has just come under
my notice but there are dozens of other forms that perhaps
served a purpose iu checking the increase of the cod, terriug,
mackerel, etc., in time past, before the advent of man, but
whose day of usefulness, me judke, has passed since man has
appeared as a balancing power, that in some cases— notably
certain fresh water species— has been an overbalancing power.
The fishermen often throw these very destructive fishes
back into the sea alive, but in order to maintain a more equitable balance they should be killed, and woidd then be destroyed iu some proportion to the better sorts.
The absence of visitors on the steamer's expeditions this
year gives the experts more room and freedom from interruption by curious questioners ; and, judging from the character
of the work thus far, it is safe to prophecy a series of results from the year's work that will be not only of great
credit to the commission, but will ultimately tend to the benefit of the fisheries, and through them to the whole people.

would be of vast

;

Fbkd Matueu.
Mass., Aug. Z0.— Editor
and Stream: With Mr. Roosevelt, we think that the

TiniLM and Eels.—Uolyake,
Forest

common spotted fellow, has been a sad disturber of our peace and destroyer of young fish. Por several
years, commencing in 1801, we were in the habit of setting
boa traps for snapping turtles, baiting with a fresh shot rabbit cut open, or the inside of a sheep or chicken, and placing
The water flowing
trap in the shoals at head of pond.
through the box carries the smell of blood down into the
pond.
On going to the box in the morning we were frequently disgusted by finding the box full of mud turtles,
have freleaving the snapping turtle out in the cold.
quently caught them on hook with a piece of fresh beef or
pork, or worms aud dead minnows, when fishing for snapdon't swear, but. the mud tunic haB often
ping turtles.

mud

turtle, the

Wc

We

brought up some very hard thoughts about brimstone, etc.
We should like, if in our power, to assist Mr. Boosevelt to
tin; sight he so earnestly desires— mature eels going down
stream.
In the first place we would ask Are there no eels
in any of the Long Island waters? It there arc Mr, Booseveil need not go farther, for, true to their nature, they are
going of all sizes. Any small stream noted for eels will
answer the purpose. A large stream would be too expensive
Mr. Koosevolt would have to provide
to cover with netting,
himself with a waterproof suit, a good stout net to span
stream, and a lantern. At the first heavy rain and wind
storm of a dark night, on or after the fall of the leaves, and
every storm after until frost sets in, he wonld find eels
moving. The harder the storm and darker the night, the
After the storm clears off,
greater the fisherman's harvest.
;

—
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and the water begins to get clear, the run stops until the next
storm, when the eels move again.
By holding the lantern
cloBe to the surface of the water you can occasionally see one
pass tail first. In the same water wc haw. helped to take
several barrels full in a night, and for many nights in the
season.
have caught them in early Epriug with hook, in
the same stream, as plenty as if an eel had not left thorc the
previous fall. The net will have to be visited, at least every
twenty or thirty minutes, as wc have known nets carried
away from side stakes by weight of fish and leaves. Many
eels will be found drowned in the net, while others arc fidl of
Thob. Chalmeiis.
life and vigor.

We

"

%.

Loss OH WniTK Frsn. Madison, Win., August 28.—Juditor
and Stream : All the white fish in the hatchery at
Milwaukee, died during one night last week. There were a
large number of them, many from six to nine inches long.
They had been in the hatchery eighteen months, and were all
alive and well in the evening and dead on the following morn-

iX

Forest

ing.

No cause

is

assigned for this

"

loss.

i\.
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horns." The does are hornless. An occasional doe has been
killed bearing horns, but these cases are very rare indeed.
Whatever index or guide in other species the hot ns may
be to the age of tbe animal, in this species they are not to be
depended on to any degree in this respect. Spike bucks are
often obtained certainly more than tbe second summer old,
and others with old grizzled heads and molars worn down
to the gums, together with other positive signs of old age,
'ins of not nearly the number of tines that others of
far less age bear and the common idea or opinion of an additional tine for each successive year is wholly inapplicable to
this species.
The bonis sprout from the head in the form of
a knob, about March or April, and mature in August and September they are dropped in December and January. They
form quite a formidable weapon of offence and defence, and,
although severe, fights occur between the bucks during their
amours, still they do not appear to be as pugnacious and determined as other sorts of deer, as no instances are on record
of interlocked horns and consequent death of both combatants.
They rarely come to bay, nor do limy make anything of a fight when caught in the water. The. horns are
;

;

form (slightly ovate), and the tines, with the
brow au tiers, proceed from the posterior
part of the main horns, and they (the tines) but seldom exceed five or six in number. These deer are very numerous
and do not recede before civilization to any great extent, as
long as their cover is not destroyed, and apparently their
numbers are not affected to any great degree bv near proximity to settlements. As an example of this "they abound
within three to four miles of Victoria, the capital of British
Columbia, a city of four to five thousand inhabitants, and in
any direction within a radius of a mile and a half or this city
—one of a thousand inhabitants— a deer can be started by a
good hound within fifteen or twenty minutes from the time
he is turned loose, auy day in the year. Their sense of smell
and, hearing are very acute, and thev appear to be more
alarmed by an unusual noise, or getting tbe wind of, than by
seeing a person, although they pay but little attention to the
report of a gun, And sometimes as many as three or four are
killed with a muzzle-loading rifle without tbe hunter stirring
from his tracks. Why they should be SO numerous may appear strauge, taken in connection with the fact that tbe gray
and black wolf (Cam's lupus), their natural enemy and incessant persecutor, is plentiful, is an object of veneration, and is
never molested by tbe Indians of this vicinity; while also
the gray and bay lynx (Lynx amadensix and Lijnx rufus) depend on the deer to a great extent for stocking their' larder,
while the panther (Ftfh concolor) depends on the same almost
cylindrical in

exception of tbe

tnml

jgisforg.

For Forest and Stream and Mod and

(Jim.

CERVUS COLUMBIANUS,
SINCE this animal is hut little known, and
lack of information as to

its

habits

and

since there

is

a

characteristics in

the eastern part of this continent, I have thought that per-

haps a few remarks made by a person
sant with

it

who

for the past sixteen years

has been convermight prove to be in-

teresting.

The

article

concerning this species in Hnlloek's "Sports" is a fuir account of tbis type of deer, with

man's Gazetteer

this exception-, that in the

inferior in favor

statement regarding the flesh being

and quality

to other species, the writer has

made a grave mistake. The contrary is the case, the
being quite equal if not in some respects superior to
Uervus Yirginianvs, and undoubtedly much belter than that of the wapiti or elk, Cervus canadensis. That of the moose, Oervus alces, is thought by
altogether.
But their numbers may be accounted for in this
some to be better, but others differ from them in this opinion. way: No epidemic
such as is spoken or in other places ocThe black-tailed deer of the Pacific coast differs in appearance curs here.
Their gaits arc three— a walk, a trot, but little faster than
and size but little from the Virginian deer, and, to ordinary
the walk, and a run, the latter better expressed by buck
observers, both animals, if placed side by side, would he
jumps, high bounds being made in the air at each leap. They
thought to be of the same variety, the only distinguishing are splendid
high jumpers a seven rail snnke fence appears
characteristic being, as indicated by its local name, the black
to offer no obstacle, while a five feet picket fence is rarely attail; and this appendage differs only in being black on its
tempted, and affords security to the settlers from depredaupper side from the root to the tip, being white underneath tions on their crops. The modes of capture praeticsd here
as in the Virginian deer. The coat is a blue one from about are still-hunting, driving with hounds, fire-hunting, and floatSeptember till March or April, the rest of the year it is red. ing to a limited extent. Bleating for the bucks and crying
The white on belly and stern never changes. The fawns arc like fawns to call the does are practiced by the Indians, who,
spotted at birth with very distinctly marked spots of white,
here as in other countries, take the easiest, method of securing
extending iu parallel rows from the shoulders to the buttocks. food.
buck on the run can usually be stopped for an inThese gradually decrease iu distinctness until autumn, when stant by bleating or whistling, but if not killed he is off
the
they totally disappear. Occasionally an albino is seen pure next moment, like a shot.
MowrroH.
others
are
marked
with
white
spots
or
patches,
white, while
New Westminster, J3ritiA Columbia, May 16. 1878.
and may better be described by the Spanish word pinto than
any other that occurs to me. These cases are very rare. The
islands lying in Fuget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia produce
more of these deer than any other locality, but this ireak of
nature occurs sometimes on the mainland.
f
Bridgeport, Conn., August 22, 1S7S.
The range of this deer in British Territory is from the 49th Editor
Forest and Stream:
Parallel of latitude on the south to Alaska on the north, and
I have just returned from a sword-fishing excursion off
from Vancouver Island on the west it extends a long distance
Block Islaud, and have become very much interested in the
eastward to tbe interior of the mainland. Its food consists
habits of this fish, and especially its manner of breeding, conalmost altogether of browse, the boughs of the various conifcerning which I am unable to find out anything. The fishererous trees, maples, etc, and the shoots of various sorts of
men know absolutely nothing about tbe habits of the swordberry and other bushes forming its chief diet. I tlo not think
fish except that he comes up to the surface periodically for the
it is a grass feeder to any extent from the fact that I have
purpose of sunning himself. They also know that he is a
never seen it feeding on any of the native grasses, blue joint,
migratory Ash, because "he's here in summer and he ain't
red top and Timothy— to which it has access in many places;
here in winter."
of
said
grasses
seen
any
the
neither have I ever
showing signs
I have never^seen a fisherman who ever saw a female, or who
of having been cropped by deer. Along hanging moss growhas ever seen anything which evinced anv difference in sex.
ing pendant from the Douglas fir (Abies Douglasa) and other
The smallest one which ] over heard of being caught weighed
trees, as also a wild vetch commonly known as pea vine are
pounds, the commonest size caught in Block Island waters
Perhaps under some circumstances it may 46
-a favorite food.
ranging from 80 to 225 pounds, fish being occasionally caught
Ice (I on grasses, but it certainly does not as a rule nor to any
as high as 450 to 500.
These, however, are rare. I wish you
great extent. The size varies considerably in different places,
would publish something concerning this curious fish in the
and in none more so than on the Islands before referred to,
columns of your valuable paper, as I am sure they would be
the average weight being very much more in some places than
appreciated by such of your readers as have ever seen one.
The* largest bucks are a trifle over 200 pounds,
in others.
The " Encyclopedia. Britfanica (1860), Eighth Edition," gives
enlrailB removed, but in August and September, when in
certainly
flesh

that of his white-tailed brother,

;

A

SWORD-FISH.

their finest condition, a buck 150 to 170 lbs. is considered a very
fat doe in January, their best month, goes from
good one.
100 to 120 pounds. The rutting season occurs in different
placesfrom September to November, beingentirely over in some
localities before it has commenced in others, and the period of
gestation is supposed to be about or in the neighborhood of
six months.
No positive authority exists on tbis point, however, as there are no deer parks here, and with wild deer it
can, of course, be only a matter of approximation.
During
and subsequent to tbe rutting the necks of the bucks swell to
nearly twice their ordinary size.
fawns are produced
at a birth
instances of more are related, but this is perhaps
of as rare occurrence as twins in cows. The fawns are secreted for a time after their birth until they gain the requisite
strength to follow their dam. They remain with her till late
in autumn, when they separate and commence life "on their

A

Two

:

own hook."
These deer are not gregarious. Although occasionally a
group of three or more are seen together, they are as a rule
solitary.
By this I mean that they do not congregate in
bands like elk and deer of other kinds, and nothing has
transpired to show or prove that they are migratory in the
Of course, as the snow
sense applicable to other species.
comes lower on the mountains in winter they descend to the
valleys, and the advent of favorite food in different places
has the effect of making some move from their settled haunts,
but nothing of the character of a general movement over occurs.
They are nocturnal in their habits, feeding chiefly early
in the morning and late in the evening, and during the night
about, the period of full moon, and are rarely seen (luring the
middle of the day, except when startled from their lairs, save
during rutting, when they appear
at two seasons namely
to be continually on the travel, and at another period, when
the "bucks' horns are approaching maturity. They repair then
to open spots with a southerly aspect and bask in the sun,
and this feature is termed by hunters "hardening of the

—

:

somewhat measre description of the fish itself and the
methods employed in its capture in the Mediterranean, but
says nothing of the habits of the fish, and does not even mention that it is found in American waters.
Any information
which you can give regarding their habits and method of reproduclion will bo very gratefully received by myself and
several others.
We had very good luck fishing, and in twelve
and one-half days' fishing captured 13, varying from 94 to 326
pounds in weight.
8. H. Hubbard.
a

Wc may state to our correspondent that the sword-fish
probably never spawns on our coast. The only known spawning grounds are in the Mediterranean, and especially about
the Straits of Messina.

In the Mediterranean quantities of
sword-fish are seen from half a pound upward.
None
than three or four feet long have ever been seen in the

young
less

Western Atlantic, and these have lost the distinguishing
young fish, which have a high, sail-like fin
the whole length of the back and a prominent spine on the
operculum. The Pish Commission recently had a sword-fish
from the coast of Maiue, which weighed nearly COO pounds,
one of the largest with authenticated weight. The Cape Ann
fishermen have of late caught many of these fish on their
trawl-lincB when fishing for halibut on the Nova Scotia Banks
character of the

at a

depth of 150 to 200 fathoms, an entirely new phase in

tbe history of this species.

The

sword-fish

make

their

appearance

on

our coast

off

Block Island and Montauk from May 15 to June 1, and remain in tbe New England waters till early winter when
the snow falls.
Their presence seems to depend on that of
their favorite food, the mackerel and menhaden, which they
follow industriously.

When

the schools of

summer

fish dis-

appear the sword-fish also goes.
It is impossible to say how
far they are influenced by temperature, though it does not at
present appear as if they were sensitive to cold. They kil
their prey by striking it sideways with their sword.
Tbey

must needs do

this, because their toothless mouths are not
adapted to seize and hold living struggling fishes. Mackerel
and menhaden taken from their stomachs are usually marked
with a stray gash in their sides, the effect of the blow of the
sword. Wo may add that Professor G. Brown Goode is colIcoing material on the sword-fish, which will shortly appear
in the " United States Report of Fish and Fisheries."

THE ENGLISH SPARROW IN AMERICA.

WE

have hesitated

open in these columns the

to again

long-vexed and very unsatisfactory discussion of the
English sparrow question. Little real value attaches to a controversy where the] recorded observations are often not of
sufficient extent

and thoroughness

to bo of practical bearing,

and where the observers are themselves unintelligent in ornithological and scientific subjects.
It would seem, however,
that the sparrow has now been among us so long that a properly conducted investigation by competent experts would definitely and finally determine whether he is a useful ally against
insects and worms, a merely harmless and neutral member of
tbe feathered tribe, or a pest and a nuisance. To this end we
most heartily endorse the plan proposed by Dr. Elliott Coues
in the August number of the American Naturalist, in a vigorous artidfc upon " The Ineligibility of the European House
Sparrow in America." This proposition is: That "at the
height of the insect season, at the time when the sparrows
should be eating the bugs,

if

they ever do, in some places fair-

number of sparrows be
and examined as to the contents of their crops. Let
the authorities of auy of our large cities preferably Boston,
where the birds are said to have done so much good, and
where the sparrow combination talks loudest furnish to
proper persons, say five hundred sparrows, whose stomachs
shall be examined by some competent botanist and entomologist together.
If noxious insects should be found to form
the greater portion or even any considerable portion of the
ly infested with the bugs, a sufficient
killed

—

—

food of these birds, I would yield the case as far as this particular count is concerned."

Such an investigation, repeated in different sections of the
country, would soon settle the question and determine before
it

be too late what kind of a creature this

cordially received

and now so jealously

is

which we have so

foster.

Dr. Coues has studied this question very thoroughly, and is
outspoken in the indictment he brings against the sparrows.

The charges

of that indictment are substantially these
That
the birds entirely neglect or insufficiently execute the work for
:

which they were imported that they harass and drive away
more valuable native and insectivorous birds that they already commit great depredations upon the kitchen, garden,
orchard and grain field, and that, as their unlimited increase
goes on, these depredations will assume more serious proportions
that they are, by reason of " their perpetual anticsj in
spring and summer" and their constant defiling of porch and
window-sill, especially obnoxious and aggravating and that,
again, the condition of their life and increase being essentially
different in America from that in Europe, they are out of
their place here and have no part in the natural economy of
:

;

;

;

the country

become

;

and, finally, that they threaten before long to
the grasshoppers and the

as serious a plague as are

potato bugs.

While not prepared

to advise extermination,

would recommend for checking their increase that
the birds be left to shift for themselves, that the legal penal-

Dr. Coues

ties for their destruction be removed, and that they be used as
targets for the boys with shot-guns, and trapped for sparrow
matches as pigeons are now employed by sportsmen.
Below we publish two communications upon this subject,
the first from a correspondent in Milford, Mass,, the second
from Dr. E. C. Sterling, of Lake City, Minn.:
In, I think, the current number oC the Eclectic Is an article on Oie

English sparrow, the tenor of the article being against thiB bird, and
ol'.ing the Nnttall Ornithological Olub as authority tor many statements
there made, one of them being that the bird does not eat worm?, or
bugs, etc.

As a friend of the English sparrow I would state an Incident I witnessed to-day. In company with a Irlend, as I was leaviug the office
this noon, we saw one of a numerous flock ol the sparrows fly to the
butt of a large Mack walnut tree, some fifteen feet from where we
stood, and begin to peck into a crevice of the rough baric, and start off
with the bog I send you to-day in his beak. We started toward quickly,
causing the bird to drop it, and as It fell In a clear place near the sidewalk, we easily found It, and, it being something never before seen,
send It to you for name.
This is tbe second time I have seen sparrows taking bugs from the
same tree. Ouce before this, last year, as I was passing along on the
sidewalk, I noticed one of the birds in the street, say twenty feet, from
the tree, fly direct to the butt of the tree, and begin pecking at what I,
after frightening off the bird, found to be a small insect, say as large
as a deer fly, which was closely hidden iu a crack in the batk.
If this Is not good proof of the insect-eating propensity I could furnish
more. I have also seen them picking up canker-worms on the sidewalk, and apparently eating them ; and, passing two flocks four time*
daily for some three years at all times of the year, I have never yet seen
a light between tbo sparrows and other buds, although there were
plenty of small birds of other kinds near by. A pair of the sparrow*
midyear tmltt a nest and reared a brood of young directly over my
olilce in a ventilator hole in the brick wall, and never have I seen or
heard any disturbance with other birds.
Several years since, before the sparrow was introduced into this
town, we were overmu with canker-worms, so. much ao that houses
uear trees were black with the worms and it was not au unusual thing
for one, lu calling at a house, to have the ring at the door answered by
» (servant with a broom in hand, to sweep away tbe wormB before entering. This season it was a rare exception to see a tree eaten by the
worms.
;

:

:
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is this
au arrangement that may be called a
"monotone of flowers." By this I mean to express the arranging of flowers all of the one color, but of all shades of
but color, and should my words be considered out of keeping, I shield myself under this plea and precedent; I have
a year ago.
seen certain pictures, catalogued as symphonies in gray,
In ti past number of Forest and Stream there is an article by Dr. harmonies in red and yellow, and when great artists thus
Elliott Cones, In which he states that the European sparrow, in the
employ words to express their meaniDg, humbly following
in their footsteps I do the same.
course of a tew years, will become so numerous as to be a scourge over
Accident first taught me the chaste beauty of a monotone
the land. In this locality his prediction has already proved correct.
Ten years ago, about thirty pairs of these birds were turned loose here. of flowers. Gathering some ordinary garden blossoms for
of
little
in-door decoration, I was struck by the gorgeous beauty of
The City Council, in order to protect them, had a number
houses placed on the largo elms on the Public Square for their accom- a handful of Nasturtiums, and resolved to try the effpet of
using these flowers and a little foliage alone. The blossoms
modation. This wise City Council, furthermore, passed an ordnance to
were in profusion and furnished every tint of yellow, from
protect these foreign birds, " $10 fine for killing one or destroying
the palest lemon to the deepest, orange. Some were blotched
of their nests." To-day these sparrows can be counted by the thouon the petals with a dark crimson patch, others of aselfsands, not only on every street and by-way of the city, but also on every
calor were almost starlet, others again pure, uastreaked
pnblic rr ad from live to twenty miles beyond its limits. They lmve
maize-color; some a deep orange-brown, almost black at the.
driven away all our native birds, aud at this season when they commence to flodc they are enraging on the garden! nnd fieWa In the base of their petals. The varieties, indeed, were too numerous to remember, but one striped red aud yellow was quite
suburbs. A florist tslla mo that they have destroyed all his tube rosea.
They eat, he says, the flowers in the bud. Another tells me they attack novel ami was christened Tiger. Gathering a largo basketful of (lowers, choice was made of a large blue mid white
the peach blossom budB in the same way, and that he has Rilled them
china bowl of a Japanese pattern, cranes flying over imwith their cropa filled with this kind of food, never Interlarded with
ordinary
any kind of Insect life. One gardener, a week ago, got desperate, aud possible mountains, and so on. In this bowl au
glass goblet was placed, and, filling each with wider, filled
defied the law for protect ion to European sparrows. He had en acre of
the
to
soften
line,
effect
was
and
both
with
flowers.
The
food,
tin
choice oats that ho was cultivating for seed. Being choice
gorgeousness of such a brilliant mass a few sprays of
sparrows made a de?cent upon them, as he says, " by the thousands.
The oats were, faat disappearing, so he brought out the old shot-gun. Maiden-hair Fern and Maurandia were added and allowed
arrange
The Urkt fire Into tlve ftoolc brought down twenty-nine sparrows, tin: to droop over the lower flowers. It was necessary lu
When completed the pyramid was
the blooms very lightly.
second shot forty more at the third shot twenty-eight sparrows fell,
and at the fourth aud last shot, twelve more were killed, making id all, magnificent; so much, indeed, did it brighten up the rot
and centre attention upon its beauty, that Rgaifl, following
the result of f. nil- shots, 109 birds. After the fourth shot Jhe varlets
the example of artistB who, to avoid a too glaring effect of
Grangers, organize your " sparrow clubs.'
left to seek pastures uew.
one color, place the same in minor quantities in another part
of their picture, I arranged the same flowers in smaller
A New Salmoid.—Mr. Hallock, editor of this paper, -while vases on the. mantel-piece and side-table and found my
monotone of flowers a perfect success. The dull corners of
fishing on the Au Sable River in Michigan, last month, disof lue bloscovered what he believes to be a hybrid between the grayling the room were positively lit up by the brilliancy
soms, which cams out in bold relief against the pale drab
and the sucker, and has sent a specimen in alcohol to the which was the prevailing tint of the wails. In making choice
Smithsonian Institution, accompanied by the following letter
of flowers the aspect of the room ought to be taken into conAc SABLE ElVBB,Mich., Aug. 22, L8JS,
Bright summer Roses would look superb and
sideration.
Professor Spencer F. fiairJ. Smilh-soman
impart a warm tone to a dull apartment, as did the NasturDKArtSnt—Michigan, in whose waters the grayling was so lecontly tiums, while a room open to much sunlight might have
found, seems to be the home of another salmoid uot hitherto described,
freshness and coolness suggested by a monotone of flowers
J- Jwhich is apparently a hybrid between the giayllng and sucker. 1 for- in all the various shades of blue.

lady readers to

this pleaBing result can be entirely credited to the
not prepared to say, but I do think they have contributed
toward it, and this opinion la formed from a oUwe observance of them since such a controversy was opened in your columns

Whether or not

sparrow

I

:

am

their full share

t

1

;

:

:

ward a specimen in alcohol by express.
To Dsbermen on the An Sable Elver
fish," a
name derived, so far aB I

it

is

known

as

"pilot-

can asceitain, from

JAPANESE GARDEN PLANTS.

lis

or preceding the whitcflsh in their fall and spring at
rivals at the mouth of ibis river, which empties into Lake Huron. 1
summer it is found in mid-stream lu deep holes or hasins having
white clay botlom, where it is seen in company with suckers, chubs.

habit

dace, stone rollers, and grayling, the last of which it closely resembles
In shape, color, fin arrangement, and many specific characteristics. It
possesses, however, the mouth of the sucker, and, having no teeth, Is

not predacious. It does not take the hook, snd its food seems, from
It a€ceods me
microscopic examination, to be principally larva;.
An Saole late in the fall and spawnB in February, according to the
statements of riparian dwellers. A great many are speared abotit that
time. Specimens which I opened contained spawn which indicated
maturity at that date. The eggs were one-sixteenth of an inch In diameter. Grayling spawn in March and A pril. Whether a true fish or
a hybrid, the pilot-fish evidently reproduces and propagates. I send
the following description

Length of specimen,

Tin formula—D

12,

13 In.: we'ght,

A 12, C

at),

r

If,

6%

V 10

o%.

Do. of Grayling—D

20,

A

8,

C20, P14.V10.
Speciflo Characteristics of

rilowish— Head, about

one-fifth length of

body; length of snout equals diameter of eye; depth of body equals
length of head ; dorsal, about the middle of body; second dorsal, adipose; caudal, deeply forked; scales, one-eight h inch in dUmeter; month,
sucker-like, and when open measures three-eighths of an inch vertically.

Color— Olive green on back, shading to white with purplish tints on
sides; belly, white; dorsal and caudal fins, olive green; other fins
yellowish brown or saffron.
It bears a general resemblance to the grayling, except that It has no
metallic black spots on the sides. Its dorsal fin Is small, pointed and
without variegated colors. Caudal and vertical fins precisely like those
of a grayling ; ventral and anal like those of a sucker ; scales, same as
In grayling. Flesh fairly edible, but softens quicker than the grayling.
I am indebted to L. H. Fitzhugh, Esq., of Bay City, and Leu Jewell,
our expert boatman, for aid in securing this fish. I shall be pleased
to have you Identify the specimen and send your reply to the Forest
and Stream, to which I have forwarded a copy of thiB letter.
Hnci.ues,
I remain very truly yours,
Ell. FOWSST AHP STRE.4M.

Cam

THERE

is

no country so rich in desirable plants which are

suited to our climate as

Japan— witness the vast number of

shrubs, flowers and evergreens which have that distinguishing
appelative, Japonictv, and there is no country in which artiThe
ficial gardening is universally carried to such lengths.
showy aud beautiful Lilium speciosum in its many fr.rms
decks the woodlands and hill sides, and the lovely Lilium
fiuraUnu is grown as a vegetable, the bulbs being used as we
would Jerusalem artichokes, and the variety of other Lilies
and kindred plants which flourish in this country is endless.
The Chrysanthemum is the national flower and grows to a
gigantic size, as well as in many curious tasselated and other
conventional representation of
forms now familiar to us.
both apit is the crest of the Mikado, and the flower and stalk
pear on their new coinage, where it divides the honor with
the Paulownia itaperialis or Kiri, which, on account of the
distinctness of its annual rings, was formerly used for measuring periods, being planted at the birth of a prince and cut
down at his death, when the number of rings gave the years
Its wood is distinguished by its extreme dryness,
of his age.
a valuable property in a climate that is damp for a great part
of the year, and it is therefore used for sword-scabbards and
boxos for the preservation of articles liable to rust. The
Sacuraor double-flowering Cherry (Prunus pseudo-cerasus),
is cultivated everywhere for the beauty of its flowers, as is

A

the dwarf double-flowered Almond (Prunus sinensis).
fruit-bearing Cherry is almost unknown, and one cannot
give a Japanese "a greater treat than a dish of fine cherries. No
one who hnsexamined Japanese porcelain, lacquer-ware, stuffs
or colored prints can have failed to observe what an important
part the double-flowering cherry fall flowers and no leaves)
and the parti-colored, cut-leaved and variegated Maple foliage
play in their landscapes and decorations. The early spri
when the country is abla/.e with the bios mt of the dott
flowered Cherry and Almond, is a time for universal ext
also

The

With their portable fire-boxes, tosions, picnics and frolics.
bacco receptacles, spirit cases, nnd picnic baskets, the whole
family goes afield and makes a day of it. The Japanese hunt
It seems
as earnestly after botanical novelties as any of its.
strange to them that we think so much of a tabic vegetable
the inlike Lilium auratum, but nn accomplished Japanese in
friendover
terior of the country, who was taking nn American
his house and showing him priceless old china and laquer,
and ivory carvinge, finally exhibited as a great
i

tgoodhnd,

Snm m$ §ardm,

ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWERS.
ALLOW me to supplement the interesting and instructive
on
Autjust

22,
remarks of your correspondent,
" Flowers in the City," with, a few thoughts that bave ocmore
becoming
gardening
is
artistic
While
curred to me.
and more popular, and the contrasting or blending of colors

with a view to effect is gaining increased attention; while
the art of dinner-table decoration is becoming almost a special
study, and window decorations receive no mean share of the
florist's attention— the homely, yet pleasing and beautifying

custom of placing vase bouquets in rooms is becoming
neglected. At our receptions, dinners and parties the epergne
and the bout.onniere are always well considered, the massing of flowers ou mantel and in the fire-places, the festooning
of pier glasses, etc, with smilax, and grouping of autumn
and fern leaves in brackets and on walls is by no means
overlooked; but vases of flowers as evcry-day mailers are interesting to all, for they beautify home for those wdio live in
the rooms
it, and give an air of cheerfulness and pleasure to
which cannot but. have its effect nn the occasional callers
whose taste has not. vet led them to think of such decoraFlowers of all descriptions arc as fitting an ornament
tions.
in the house of the artisan as in the palace of the millionaire,
and they impart an air of refinement to every room in which
they are placed, and their tasteful arrangement should receive a due amount of care.

That which

I

most wish

to

draw the

attention

of

your

sword-blades
curiosity au ordinary soda -water bottle (glass is not common
was a
in Japan); and Winnie:: him into his garden, which
little

paradise of

fantastically-trained trees, flowers, rockeries

and cascades, expected supreme admiration for a plant of
variegated Kale and an English Daisy— an ever-blooming
Chrysanthemum, he called it— which were languishing side
J- O. N.
by side in flower pots.

TRAITS OF THE ENGLISH MASTIFF.

be worse than ours. We never hear of any acts of
still, pilfering is not uncommon among our wanIt,
is to protect outlying districts that my
dogs are useful
The breed of dogs I have must be fully fifty
years old in my neighborhood, as my father kept them. The
distinguishing trait is their courage, sense and discrimination.

tramps

may

real violence,

dering classes.

.

The dogs seem

to have a power of perception.
What I prize
curious trait, they have command over their
I can explain this by the following circumstances
Johnny is a mastiff some six years old.
Last spring a
tinker by trade, and a thief, I am afraid, by profession, Was
making across a Held of mine. Trespass, of course, is not allowed in England, but as
field had no growing crops the
harm the man could do was not much. Johnny disputed his
passage through the hedge. The man took a stone and threw
it at the dog. It was not a large stone, and was not thrown with
violence, though it struck the dug.
Johnny did not seem to
mind it. Though quick to fight, somehow the dog never
showed any anger. He did not bark nor even growl then, but
kept passing backward and forward within ten feet of the
man, his head only half turned toward he aggressor. Presently the fellow, being emboldened, pulled out a stake from
the hedge. Johnny did not allow him to sirike.
He went
up deliberately to the man, without a growl, almost at his ordinary gait, and seized hold of his arm and held him. The
man's cries brought some of
people, and the fellow waa
released.
Of course the print of the dog's teeth was in the
man's arm, but not deep. If the. man had been violent, the
dog would certainly have made his teeth meet. All the breed
seem to understand that watchfulness is what is required of
them. If I bring a stranger with me to the house in the day3 the dog will eye him carefully and will follow him for a
little while, seeming to wish bo take in his whole appearan ce.
aid he go out alone for the first day or so, the dog will
impanyhimat a polite distance. If the guest went out
at night, and the dogs were not lied up, they might stick
closer to him than be would like.
I must say that Johnny's conduct in regard to the fair sexis courtesy itself.
Occasionally at a wurd from my daughter,
this dog will go a mile to meet a young lady, a friend of tho
house, and escort her along the. road and grounds. He pays
no attention to anything that don't wear pantaloons, nor to
children.
All the little ones, whether friends of his or
strangers, might do what they pleased, stroll all over the
grounds, and he would remain indifferent. I never knew
him to growl at a child. In fuel, the whole breed arc veiy
silent when at liberty, but when chained then they are decidedI
ly noisy of night, which is more or less objectionable.
have found that bitches were a trifle more cross than the
dogs, and required checking.
Of course the peculiar instinct
of these animals helps them a great deal, but their natural
qualities are improved by judicious training.
I do not allow
the dogs to be handled. They are taught not to wander nor
leave the place.
In feeding them but one or two people care

them

for

is this

tempers.

my

I

my

Kately
for them.
Indiscriminate acquaintance hurts them.
The members of the
if ever do they come into the house.
house and the family they soon know and never forget.
Johnny's father, old Roderick, I think cared more forabrolhet
of mine than for me.
My brother was an invalid for some
years, and could barely walk a hundred yards without resting.
so well, that, after trotting along some
the ground and seem to indithat that exact place was Where he was to
rest.
The dog would remain sometimes all night under his
window. 1 have two such animals, a dog aud a bitch, but it
One grave objecis the dog that does the watch and guard.
tion to these dogs which 1 must state, is that they are quarrelsome with other' dogs. It is very unsafe for au animal to appitched
pear on the grounds, that is if he is of their size.
battle two often ensues, and the adversary is mostly routed.

Rod knew

distance,
cate to

his

manner

Rod would crouch on

my brother

A

what

If

I

have written interests you

I will give you

later other traits of these mastiffs.

some time
It.

L. B.

The True Stoby o*- Pedigree.— Wc have received from
Mr. John R. Robinson, of Sunderland, the following letter in
regard to pedigree, which wc cheerfully give place to in our
columns.

The

Mr. Laverack's letters seem to show conRobinson raised Pedigree
Sunderland, Aug. 18, 1878.

late

clusively that Mr.

i

Editor Forest and Stream
There being an attempt to disprove that I bred Pedigree
and his Bisters Magnet ami Fairy 11., etc., Ibeg to inclose some
of my lamented and departed friend, E. Laverack's, letters
bearing directly ou the subject and leave the mutter in your
:

1 have many
I consider comment superfluous.
more letters ou the subjict, some proving, if possible, more
If you have a
conclusively that I bred the setters in dispute.
catalogue of the Crystal Palace Dog Show for 1876 look tit
the open class for English Betters aud you will Bee that I exhibited iNed and Fairy, Mr. Laverack exhibiting Pedigree, all
.me litter, namely, out, of my Dai iy by Victor, he by
Dash-Moll, and licit Mr. Lavcrnck entered Pediirac as bred
What further proof is needed? The above three
by me.
dogs were the eieani of the litter. Those In America were
nailed Pied, Amy and .Mag or Maggie, and ucie changed to
1 may say that Mr. Laverock
Pedigree, Fairy IX and Magnet,
and I bred Betters together and that I placed all Daisy's litter
It may be
at his disposal except JJed, which was the gem.
interesting to learn that I have a son of Daisy (dam of Pedigree) that I consider by far the best stud setter that 1 know
of ; ha is much larger than Pedigree, with more bone and
substance, and even more elegant looking. He is by Prince,
Color, lemon and white, and better marked than
Daisy's sire.
My fine bitch, Blue Cora (the late Mr. Laverack's
Pedigree.
Nellie), sister to Blue Belle, has had one litter to him, and ere
this reaches you she will have given birth to her second litter.
Mr. Walker, the judire, and a friend of Mr. L.'s, has a brace
Trusting that all concerned and interested
of the first litter.

hands,' as

:.

i

:

'

in the Pedigree dispute will be satisfied,
Baih, England, Aug. 8, 1878.
John Romfobd Robinson.
I am yours faithfully,
KDITOK FottHST AND StHKAM
information
what
you
give
It will give me great pleasure, to
EieirflHAU,, WurreaenCH, Saloi Feb. 9, 1S76.
My breed I believe is a good
I can ih regard to my mastiffs.
receive
u chert tar the pair of
yon
Hear Mr. RobU«nn- Ineluacd
and choice one. I have occasionally exhibited in local bench niun.iei i'i ••„ ''-! in, itiat Is, tlfty gu:uens. You must continue to
"•
eV.usKtei aim tie smn or the litter. Amy I
shows, but never in the London or Manchester exhibitions. I do tiReee'i !]"<The nrleewillbe
friend.
American
Jfiy
points
go
hear from
will send for when
have quite a number of prizes. Still as far as the
The American
parc-haned.
i-awie us thr pair
liv'.-nt'-'iv e"n, hwhich determine the excellence of a show dog, I am afraid
either Hed or oneof uiy blue niche", but you
mm 10
bine
liitehea at. any
either
of
my
1
Bell
Will
that a "rent many animals inferior in intelligence to mine
nmat 'not sell Ned &M
uoga
arnveu safe,
receipt
of
and
tho
judges.
I
of
the
cnecK.
encomiums
Acknowledge
price
would have showered on them the
and 1 can dis- antJf'aro'lO'iraaiil her facuUy all well,
Still the dogs 1 have have a fair local celebrity,
F,. Lavbkack.
i-tuoereiy,
.yours
most
be,
Believe me to
pese of all the puppies I can rear, when six months old, at
from £8 to -CIO. I have not hud any for sak- for the last three
Brodguall, Whitchurch, March a, 18J0.
I read
years, and all yet to come are engaged lor some time.
That ft. Ilobmson— I have received the baakets, and aire the key-.
a great deal in your American papers about tramps. I have a Tbt-v ate lust the thing, and 1 hope the two canine travelers will
certain
and
during
route,
I have bad them ont dally.
satisfaction.
mam
lies
on
a
anil
give
every
small place, which
arrive safe
and am mocb. pleased with Fred, He wUl really make a slashing ana
seasons this road is thronged by dubious characters. Tour
:
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FOTIEST
very handsome

ting,

eyes, like Fairy,

he-

and

.lo

rnu

great,

ami is
would
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AND STREAM.

do not disprove the well-known fact among a numerous class of practical stock-breeders, that the coneeptive influence of previous sires most, certainly and undeniably remains iu almost innumerable instances to a very marked exinstances

I

George Beaumont.

tent.
ill

li

be liani
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tin- rlis
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to

hunt..

tlarlc

note.
li.

I

tluak I

Laveiiack.
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SnKEi- QuES'in >>,-.— Editor ForeU and fit-ream : In
response to your request I'or information in regard to bitches
worrying sheep, I send you the following FttQtS: The Hon.
W. O. Hiinuniiii, of Rowland, Me., once owned a magnificent
block Newfoundland biteh, which not only killed the neigh1
bors sheep, but even her own master's, in the barnyard.
She became so savage that her master was obliged lo keep tier
constantly chained. 'and, finding he would be obliged lo kill
her. he possessed one of her pupa to supply her place
One
night, when the youngster was about nine months old, its
mother succeeded in gelling her head out of the collar, aud,
taking the pup, repaired to a small island at the mouth of the
Seliois, on which a Mr. Roberts was pasturing a flock of
twenty sheep, among which was a, very large buck. Of these
the two dogs killed fifteen outright, aud mangled the others
so had y that three of them had to he butchered, one ewe
and the old buck alone surviving The latter made such a
gallant nod ih-sperat e tight, in defence of his Dock that the
biteh was unable to gel "home, and the pup was in nearly as
bad condition as his mother. The havoc was at first aupposed
to be done In/ bears, but, the trucks on the wet Sand of he
bench were clearly those of dogs, and on being followed up
the culprits were discovered more dead than alive.
Mr. Kamnnit promptly-paid Hie damage, and us promptly immolated
" Old Penolla " on the altar of his wrath. The pup was never
known lo go within a rod of a sheep afterwards. I can vouch
farthe above facts, but am bound to state that in the course
of a long experience among sheep-killing dogs it is the only
instance of a bilcU attacking sheep that "has ever fallen under
my observation.
Penobscot.
Coijrmijha, Nevada, Aug. 22, 1878.
I

Salrs.—Mr. T. A. Fowler has purchased for Mr. John
J., Hash, a lemon and white pointer.
Dash was one of the Boston prize winners.
Gibb, of Orange, K.

Salic oi- Dream and Sefton.— ,T. Addison Smith, Esq., of
Baltimore, has disposed of the pair to Mr. E. A, Willard, of
Jonesboro, 111, for §500. Bream has been already shipped.
Seffcon remains with the Baltimore Kennel Club to be thoroughly broken. Mr. Amos Kelley has charge of Scftou, and
ho will have him ready by the 1st of December.

Whelps.— East Aurora, N.

Y., Aug. 20.— Mr. John W.
Belle whelped four dogs, one bitch,
Aug. 17, by Turk, formerly of Chicago.
Perry's

Gordon

sotter

—

Washington, I). ft, Sqit. 1.
0. L. Keller's orange and
white setter Bird whelped to Duke eight dogs and foor
hitches.

—

Namks Claimed. C. L. Keller claims the name of Glenroy
and Leonora for his black and white pups.

mid Ranting,

ffachting

I

HIGH WATElt

iu my old leather easy chair, in slippers, with my brown old meerschaum, I settled myself tlown
this evening for a covet smoke, aud opened the last number

of the Fokest and Stream and prepared to enjoy the perusal
of its columns.
As turned its pages I was pleased to find
iu the communicnlion of " G. L. A." a sympathising and congeuial spirit.
I was glad to see that a kindred soul appreciI

ated my views on the intelligent companionship of dogs,
I
say to "G. L. A.," "Let, us shake." But rny soul is sad tonight, and "G. L. A." will appreciate and understand my
sorrow v. hen I say that one of my dearest, little pets died last
night,
root- little I'rincc!
He was a lovely dog, and had
been, wont to coil himself up in my lap evenings as I smoked

and

read.

A week ago be began

to

droop and pine, and look-

ing up in my face with sad, meaning? eves, said
"I am sick.
Can you not do Something for tile?" I took down " Stoneheftge" and "Hallock's Sportsman's Gazetteer," and sought
some remedy to fit ihe case. I could find no parallel description of poor Prince's ailments.
I tried various remedies.
called in a Irh'ud of experience, but the disease baffled our
efforts and the poor dog continued to get, worse.
Last evening
brought him in aud laid him on the sofa, wrapped him
in warm blankets. But he. was restless, aud groaned
and as
I sat by him and smoothed dowu his silken ringlets, he would
raise his head, and looking up with his two large, lustrous
eyes appealingly, seemed to understand that his end was near.
About twelve o'clock he essayed to rise, and creeping into my
lap, raised his head and tried to reach my face, which he
licked, and placing his little paws around my neck, gave one
convulsive shudder and fell back dead, with his eyes fixed
on mine. Covering him up with a shawl, I sat the sad hours
of the night through, and at sunrise buried him under a rosebush iu the garden. To-night I am sitting here sadly with a
cloud of sorrow upon my heart. And how much I miss that
little dog none wdio has not learned to love such a little pet
can know. I shall miss his joyous bark of welcome when I
come home at night, and his winning ways. He was only a
little dog, it is true, but he loved me and I loved biin.
"How
ridiculous)" will some unsympatbizing reader exclaim, "to
waste so much sentiment on a dog." JSfot so will ray friend
"Q-. L. A.," say, Iumagine, for he at least will appreciale my
sorrow.
It is true 1 have other dogs, and little Nelly Bly is
sitting at my feet, with beseeching" eyes, trying vainly to attract iny attention, and says plainly, "Let me' take the place
of poor Prince." But no, little girl you are a nice little doggy,
but you are not Prince— not to-night, Kelly. It is too soon.
" G. L. A." will find papers to his initial address at the
pOSt Office.
PODGERS.
San Francisco, Aug. 26, 1878.
:

1

;

;

Irfltjbnce of Previous Sires.— From an exceedingly
telligent article in the Live Stock Gazette,
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NEW YORK YACHT

CRUISE OF THE

CLUB.
(Concluded.)
Aug.
ALLthedaytwoThursday,
divisions of the

lo, there
fleet.

was

so

wind

little

that

Rambler, Dreadnought,

and Recreation at Tarpaulin Cove, aud the rest at
Holmes' Hole, remained at anchor, their crews mostly engaged in fishing. In the evening word was passed to get unEstelle

way early next morning, and make for .Newport again.
The yachts iu Tarpaulin Cove hove up at, half-past five Friday morning, Dreadnought paniug company off Cutty Huuk
oer

have some

and Rambler kept on their
course, and after a fair day's sail namo to in Newport Harbor
at ah. 30m. aud 3h. 10m. p. u.
The other division, under
Commodore Kane, made sail at 6:50 a. m. the same day, with
the wind light, from S. W. and the tide on (he last of the
flood.
Volante had Recreation and Eugene (Capt. Clarence
E. Brown), lately added to the squadron, as her special antagonists.
Vixen, Regina and Active formed another Class by
themselves, while Vision and l/racie proposed tackling each
other.
Among the second class schooners were Clio and
Foam, and Intrepid and Restless among the keels. Volante
was first to pay around the rest followed close astern, excepting Foam, who was delayed some ten minutes. AH set
clubs and lib topsails.
Passing West Chop, Regina and
Vision were in the lead, with Nereid, Active, Intrepid, Restless and
Clio close aboard, and Madeleine, Vision, Eugenie,
Volante, Recreation, Grade and Foam forming a second division astern.
Clio drew ahead, but lost ground upon making
a beard to the southward, and it took her a couple of hours
to make good the difference.
The day was just one to suit
her, though, and so she again came out ahead of the lot.
Toward noon, when off Tarpaulin Cove, Vixen had worked
out ahead, followed by Regin-a., Vision and Clio. To leeward
were the Nereid, Restless and Active. The wind veered to
the west and fell light, showers often killing what there was
of it.
Clio got a streak of wind and closed up on the smaller
craft ahead, but was led by quite a distance, passing the Sow
and Pigs Lightship, by both Vixen and Regina. As soon as
sheets were eased off. Oracle seemed to be doing better, for
she ran by Vision. On the wiud they seemed pretty evenly
matched,
though Oracle had a foul bottom at the
time.
Both indulged
in
a
luffing
match, which
was ended by Oracle slipping through
the other's
lee
after they had gone far
out
of
their course.
Nereid in ihe meantime had chosen the passage through
Wood's Hole and has a rapping tide lo shove tier along. She
to

fishing.

Kstelle

With regard to dogs, some interesting facts have fallen
notice, which may prove to be both useful and entertaining to those interested.
I possessed a thoroughbred
Collie dog and bitch ; ihe latter had already littered several
times, the puppies being thoroughbred.
However, on one
occasion, the hitch got lined by a mongrel greyhound, which
was killed very shortly after this event (the circumstance
took place after the collie had been lined by the dog of her
own breed). In due course of time she pupped, four of the

my

under

offspring

being black-and-tan, resembling the

collie,

while

three, were of the bluish color and build of the mongrel greyhound, impossible to mistake. The collie bitch reiiiaiued in

my

possession for years after the

time referred to, and was
never lined again by any other dog than the collie, yet not
one litter did she have subsequent to the greyhound's death,
without throwing one or more pups beating an undeniable resemblance to the mongrel. In conclusion, I may add that
mosl
rL-breeders know only too well, and often to their
cost, that animals, whether mares, cows, sheep or dogs, will
throw back; therefore, when I take into Consideration the
practical experience both of others and myself iu such matters, I cannot agree with the comparative few who think that
"after the production of offspring from quadrupeds, no con,

Lice Mock -Journal, of May 10, by Mr. Frith,
who also mentions an instance of a gray pony being served by
a male ass, and subsequently by horses
after which he goes
on to say that the fouls got by the latter had no appearance of
the ass, 'not even the long ears.'
It has certainly come
nnder my cognizance iu many cases that mares, after throwing mule foals, have thrown perfect horse foals ; but these
article

iu the

;

'

YACHTING NEWS.
Editor : The second Union
Regatta of Ihe Nahasset Yacht Club was sailed Saturday
Pleasant Beach, Cohasset, and was by far the most
the
season in our
successful
race of
waters.
The
one hundred and four, of w blob.
entries numbered
about seventy started.
The day opened auspicou-ly
with a light southeast breeze, which, as ihe hour lor starting
drew nigh, veered more to the south and blew very fresh, At,
a quarter past one o'clock the preparatory gun was fired for
the that-class centreboards and keels to come into hue; and
after a short delay, arising from the difficulty of getting so
many boats into line, the second gun was fired for the start,
aud off they all went in a bunch, wind abeam, and lugging all
The second-class centreboards
Ihe sail each one could carry
then lost no time in getting In line, and were soon dispatched
after the larger class, many of them reeled sod laying over
well before the breeze, which by ihis time was very fresh and
squally.
The third-class centreboards and second" class keels
then came into li' e antl were soon flying after the r< st, These
yachts all sailed the same course, which was nine mileB in
length and at times pretty rough, giving some of the smaller
craft quite a shaking and preventing a number of timid
skippers from completing the course. Next came the spi cial
class for very small yachts, of which there were a great many,
and, as they started on their short course in shore, they
looked from a distance as if they were all sail and no boat.
off

When ail were started the sight was as pretly as could be deand in fact the number of starters was greater than in
any club race ever sailed here. Besides the racing boats, the
bay was filled wiih larger yachts, some at anchor and some
sailing over the course, and all full of interested spectators.
The beach and all available points on shore were also lined
with spectators, and the steamer Rose SUmrlish carried a large
party over the course. When the race was about ball' completed the breeze suddenly died away, and, after several very
uncertain puffs, came out very light from the southwest, and,
as is usual in such cases, favored some of the yachts more
than others, but did not materially aliei the result, although
sired,

it

enabled

many

did bo well that when the rest fetched into port they, much to
their astonishment, found her quietly riding at her anchorage.
Clio let go at oh. 43m., preceded by Vixen some 34m. 40s.,
Regina next at 5h. 43m. 30s, Madeleine (ih. 10m., Gracu 6h.
tOm, 30s., Vision 6h. 20m., Intrepid 7h. 30m., ActiveTh. 40m.,
the rest not timed.
Regina carried away her topmast, or she
would have given a better account, of herself.
Commodore
Kane informed Mr. Johnson Gdpin, secretary of the Citizens'
G'ommittee, that the club was compelled to decline the offer
of a " Citizens' Cup," as the fleet would disband.
The offer,

We

however, would be kindly remembered by them.
have
already made some remarks concerning the donation of this
cup, and think that if the committee will follow our suggestions they will meet with a more satisfactory result ne.xt'season.
It was next day resolved to disband, ami many of the
yachts then went off cruising on their individual responsibilities.

The commodore and

officers

much

have done

through

their zeal in organizing and carrying out the programme so
successfully to justify the congratulations they received upon
the happy termination of the cruise. It was o ho regretted
that so little windward wor was put in by the fleet, as nearly
the whole cruise may be termed a sail down-hill, and the real
qir lilies of ih" craft and their captains were called into play
only to a limited extent. The sailing proved pretty conclusively that off the wind at least, the keel boats are craft
nol to be despised, aud that among the lighter schooners Clio
is hard to beat, while in the lirst-ela^s Ctylie must be considered as about the best on an average.
But, as we before
said, such tests as these were are but meagre in their results.
Volante deserves a word of praise for the plucky and persistent manner in which Mr. Bobert Center tools her, aud the
conscientious way in which she accompanied the big fellows
from first gun to last. If Muriel had shown up a little more
iu company with others it would have helped solve the riddle
cutlers vs.' sloops, though just out of the builders bauds, with
the paint hardly dry, no one will blame her designer or owner
I

.

why

unfortunates to explain

they

did not

win.
The Fancy in the second class, aud the Psycfie iu the
third both lost their masts early in the race, the Psyche's
going short off at the deck. As both these yachts had hollow
masts it gave those who do not believe in their strength a
chance to crow. There we^e several miuor accidents, but
otherwise the race went off in a highly satisfactory manner,
much being due to the efforts of Mr, Tower, who kindly allowed his yacht to be used as judges' boat, and wb< welcomed
the yachtsmen and their friends on board in a most cordial
manner. The times of the three leading boats in each class
are given below.
Judges: E. D. Peters, J. P. Hawcs, Jr.,
i

A. A. H. Meredith,

;

,

ing:

until she is in trim to enable her skipper
to get all out of her that there is in her.
Dreadnought is
certainly to be classed among the finest and fastest of our
seaworthy schooners, and her equal is not in commission this
year.
Intrepid did very well, and came up to the intentions
of her owner, for no one will deny but that she is a wholesonic, able arid fairly fast craft, just what she was designed
for.
Vision never got into a seaway or Grade would have
badly beaten her. Active proved herself smart and handy,
and the Regina was exceedingly well handled, a fact, by the
way, to which she owes mueh of her success. The cruise of
the N. Y. Y. O. may in
anted as an example for others
to follow next year.

Nahasskt Regatta..— Mr.

'

PuBSHRS. Loses a

from keeping aloof

W.

Lloyd

Jeffries

and E. H. Hawes:

FIRST-CLASS CHNTKKB0ABD8.
Corrected

Tune.

Nnmes.

OwnerB.

.

h.

m.

It.

%,
us
25

18
03
39

24
23

10
17
19

15
31
16

18
19
20

33
84
41

41
09
23

(?)2l

Arthur Burgess

1

17

J. V. bhijpparcl

l

Eva,

T.M.famitti
FIBBT-CLA8S KBEI.S.
Plllingbam & Bond

1

19
23

Clvde.'.

Anderson

Annie

\V. L.

Lottie

F.W.Webster

Length.
s.

2a
si
18

F:im. limn
folly

1
1

23

1

81

St

la.
(i

3

4

6

2(1

SECOND-CLASS CENTBEHOAKIlS.

Scamp

JotmBryant

WturWllch

ll.T. Hutchines
VV. H. Liwhlleld

Thistle

1

1

1

S

ftKOOND CLASS KBBLS.

O.A.Perkins

Fairy

mi,,,,

....

Little Charlie

..

.J

G. Clluiuoera

B. A. Ransom.

1
1

1

21
16

4
2
3

measured.
THIRD-CLASS CKNTBEBOAR1IS.

First prize not decided until fairy Is

Dolly Varden
B.sste

sea

Mew

A.M. Cleverly
G. V. TJprmm, Jr
G. IMlowe

1

1

1

SO
8S
38

33
04
60

0T
IU
10

03
33
5S

16

o

IS
1G

10

Bl'ECIAL CLASS.

Frolic-,

H.M.KnowKu

Cttatlotte.

oiro. t-iarraway

Morn Lee

C.A.Borden

1

1
1

—

13

IS
12

tl

u
$
V.

Brooklyn Yacht Club. Owing to the paucity of yachts
ready to join the squadron of the Brooklyn Yacht Club tor
Tho yachts
the annual cruise, this event has fallen through.
were to have met Monday, August 26, at Glen Cove, but only
ModeUine and Kate were on hand. Commodore Wallacb
mg indisposed, did not put in an app.a
the
flagship liresent.
Word had been
nt ihr
gh the club's
secretary to the vice-commodore to
COM ; but nothing
came of it. This is to be regretted, but we must confess the
failure was not entirely unexpected.
Ihe date was fixed too
Most yachtsuier had already taken nart
in the previous cruises of the Sea ws haka, Atlantic and New
was at an endj
York yacht clubs, and the vacat
The calls of business were omnipotent, and but few craft
could be gathered at the rendezvous. Moreover, others had
left these latitudes and were scattered along the coast down
East, unwilling to give up their private cruising for the sake
of going over the same ground again withiu the narrow eonlines of the Sound, which, by the way, is becomii g jusi a
little too tedious to do more than once or twicu a season
The Corinthian spirit is seeking fields and pastures now. and
will not readily be pent, up within the set limits of a hundred
Which club will be the
miles or so of mill pond sailing.
first to break the cast-iron custom of a cruise up Ihe Sound
and show the stuff it is made of by changing its courso next
year and heading lo the south ?
late in the season.

Tnu Yawl Rio.- -Great curiosity was manifested to see
how the Fawn would sail iu her new dandy rig, and she surprised everybody by the manner in which she behaved.
It
was said she never sailed so well before, and never looked
better.
The new rig is certainly v,-ry becoming to her and
certainly very convenient.— Pacific Life.
Bkviirly YAorrr

Cldb.—The forty-third regatta of

and the third championship regalia of the year

this club
will be sailed

.

wOttEST

90
Beverly Saturday, September 7. Champion pennants will
be awarded to first yachts in, irrespective of size. They become, the property of the boats winning them the oftenest during the season. Other prizes will be awarded, with time allowance. Start, flying. Regalia Committee: Messrs. G. P.
Gardner, J. G. Minot. J. T. Coolidgc, G. P. Upbam, Jr., and
W. Lloyd Jeffries. The champion pennants have been won

at

by Fanchon and Ariel

in the first class,
in the third claBS, so far.

Mirage

and by

Ptyciie

and

Baltimoee Yaoht Club.—This club, with its headquarters
Md., has elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: Pres., J. Blackley; Vice-Pres., W. Colvin;
Treas., P.. Enled; Sec. F. Hoffman.
The annual regatta
takes place September 13. Course, Perry Bar to Seven- foot
Knoll and return.
at Baltimore,

—

Ska CRUisnw vs Caxitobnia. Casco, schooner, Dr. Merritt
owner, has returned from her cruise to the southward, along
the California coast. She visited San Diego. Wilmington,
Santa Barbara and other places. There is some life amonir the
S. F. Y. C.
It is from just such little cruises out in the open
that we expect to see yachtsmen derive much benefit and experience. For such cruises it is not necessary that one's
yacht should bo a big fellow, like Dreadnauglit, nor, for that
matter, even as large as Casco.
The little ten or twenty ton
craft, if properly modeled, will make a safe and comfortable
cruiser, and could make the passage to Bermuda or to the
South without fear and without having to crawl along the
coast on the look-out for a soft spot or a harbor under her lee.
Nor need able little clippers like Volatile and Muriel pick
their weather, lying at their moorings for days waiting for a
fair spell and a smooth sea to flit to the next haven of refuge.
Greenbacks and Yaoht Design.— General Butler is, in the
some, a great light on rags for money. But he disposes of the question of yacht design a little too summarily,
rather too much after his fashion of dealing with irate individuals engaged in forcible opposition to the government,
yclept rebels. When he says " he keeps the America to show
that naval architecture has "not advanced in the last twentyfive years," he overlooks the fact that he has failed to furnish
the proofs of the correctness of his assertions. Now, will not
the sailor-general trot out his schooner and let her show
her racing pennant at the start during the fall matches?
have tooled famous America ourselves, and know about
what is in her.
At sea she can knock the starch out of
any centre-board in our fleet, but in smooth water she is hardly
n match for Clio, Madeleine, Cly tie, et. al. In model, America
comes near to what we desire to see more extensively indulged in among smaller craft. She is not spread out on the
surface, but has a good, deep body; in short, she has someShe is wonderfully easy
thing under water as well as above.
in a sea-way which would jerk the sticks out of a Sound skimmer, and if'General Butler will be kind enough to instruct our
young yachtsmen practically in yacht design, as well as the
public at, large in the greenback issue, he need only bring her
to the line for the Bennett cups this fall, or boldly issue a
challenge to all comers. His duties as Governor-of-Massachusettsin-prospect need not interfere, his Bailing-master
knows what tack he is on without Upton's Tactics standing
on the quarter-deck taking sights at the sun over the foreSo
yard. The General says he paid for his schooner in cash.
he did $5,000 down at the steamboat wharf, O. S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis, "Md., when she was auctioned off by
the Government in I860. Now she is worth three times that.
She has raced only twice since the alterations to her spars.
Madeleine beat her in a turn to windward up the Sound, but
America beat Rambler, we believe, in a match off the Isle of
Shoals.
She must put in more work to substantiate her
belief of

We

;

owner's claim about naval architecture.

—

B unt's"Yaobting Magazine. Yachtsmen have been deploring the absence in America of a regular magazine devoted
to yachting, but since the Pobest and Stream fills the void
we hear no more complaint. Need we add that amateur
sailors have none but themselves to blame, if at any time
Of all sportsmen
their interests Bhould appear neglected ?
they are the slowest to give support to any enterprise in their
Too many seem disinclined to exert themselves to the
behalf.
extent required to read anything of a higher grade than
gossip others are, unfortunately for themselves, too deeply
immersed in the pursuit of the almighty dollar. Luckily,
however, the skies seem to brighten, and a radical departure
from the everlasting dyspeptic and consumptive deskwork in the counting-house has set in if we may
judge from the very liberal support and many wellIt is
wishes bestowed upon us by the yachting public.
a pleasant surprise, even to us, to note the increasing number
of yachtsmen, especially among the younger ones oT the
brotherhood, who understand not only " the three plans," but
who are conversant as well with the higher walks in naval
;

To them, centres, couples and balances, even
curves representing figures geometrically, have lost that mystery so perplexing and dumbfounding to the novice. Such
adepts in naval design will at a glance detect the errors of the
plans in Hunt's Magazine for August. Mr. E. Jackson, of
Manila, offers to his readers an open boat, the Test, in competition with the Jabberwock, a craft peculiar to the neighborhood of Brighton, England. Mr. Jackson is led astray by the
enticements of a high meta-centre. His design may be gen" jiberally characterized as one similar to that of an inferior
and-mainsail " model— broad, flat, and of very light draft,
not even supplied with a centreboard. He thinks such a boat
would be safe and fast at sea but we need hardly point out to
him American experience in this respect in maintenance of
our decidedly adverse opinion of Ins design. The Test would
be about as palpable a failure as a sea boat as could well be
imagined, and cannot compare in this respect with the Jabberwock.
She would not stay in a seaway, and, though as
pointed out, very stable up to 25 (legs., her stability is of a
treacherous kind, for her "vanishing point" would hardly
exceed 40 degs., or at most. 50 degs., where she would ineviIf Mr. Jackson could glance over a file
tably spill her crew.
of American papers and see the large number of persons annually victims of the sea, in consequence of such faulty design, he would hardly have ventured to bring out the Test as
a sample of speed and safety in open water. As a smoothwater racer she mightdo, though even then her lines are much
inferior to those ofa Busie 8., W. T. Lee. or a If. B. Broum.
An exceedingly light displacement and light draft, boat constitutes about, the worst imaginable craft to go to sea in,
whatever other virtues she may possess. Mr. Jackson, originally from America, we think, has evidently been a student
of Mr. Griffith's spread-on-top-of-the-water theories, but we
doubt even if the author of the "Progressive Shipbuilder"
would countenance the extremity to which his theories have
been carried in the Tat. This design is 32ft. load line, 7ft.
She would
Sin. beam, and about 1ft. 6in. average draft
science.

;

I

AND STREAM.

slide to leeward a good deal faster
ahead in lumpy water.

than she could be driven

Psion Regatta off Stkawberny Hn.n. — The Union Re-

gatta Off Strawberry Hill, Nantasket Beach, was sailed SaturClassificaday, August 31. Wind moderate from S. S. W.
Allie, Vision, Glance and
tion, etc., as previously noticed.
Oenone carried away topmasts, and Folly smashed her boom.
in
carue
first
In first-class centreboards Napoleon
second.
In first-class keels Gael won ; if wit second. SecondSecond-class
class centreboards, Posy first, Alice second.
centreboards,
Tliird-claas
Clyde
second.
first,
keels, Sunbeam
Water Witch first, Topsy second. Tlnrd-class keels, Ruby
Actress takes first
first, but disqualified for fouUng Chiguita.
prize, Oldquita second.

Doxbury Yaoht Club.—The

of the season of

last regatta

Dnxbury, Mass., Yacht Club was sailed August 31.
steady from E. In first class Peerless wins, Flora
second in second class Unique wins in third class LitUe
Clwtrlie first, and Sadie C. second.
Haybbhtll Yacht Club. The twentieth regatta of the
Haverhill, Mass.. Yacht Club, came oil August 81. Winners
in first class Lizzie Warner and Empress ; second class, Oapl.
Doane. Course was from the bridge to C rovcland Bridge and
return. Judges, Com. Brown, Capt. Dresser and Mr. T. H.
the

Wind

:

J

—

Lovejoy.

Sale op the Pirate.—Dr. Vondy, of Jersey City, has
She was originally built for Mr.
sold his sloop Pirate.
have not yet
Winans, in 1873, and has a good record.
heard whether the Doctor intends to build a new ship or not.

We

G. Audubon, bow, D.

Henry Mann)

Like the first regatta of the association, tlio second one cannot
be considered a success or of much credit to the purtiesin charge.
An entire disregard of system and a lack of the most ordinary
measures of preparation which an experienced committee
should have adopted, will not conduce to the popularity of the
association, and the same may be said concerning the opposition manifested by some of its members to the rules of the
National Association, winch have received the sanction of the
rowing public in general and which cannot longer be set at
naught by any one local body of oarsmen with impunity.
Steamers, tugs and sailing craft, cruising about the const
did not help to keep the water smooth
were the result.
Programmes
various capsizes
were of no use, as corresponding colors were not furnished
the crews, and a good deal of delay took place in starting die
An hour later than the time announced, Mr. Blaikie
races.
succeeded in getting the senior singles away after first making
an attempt to send oil the fours first. Course, mile ami a hull'
straight away, start from upper end al stakeboats and pull
down to Taylor's Dock al Pleasant valley.
First Race— Senior Single Sculls.—E. L. Philips, Triton,
Newark, andG. Maginn, Waverleyr New York. Geo. W. Lee,
the champion sculler of America and the fastest man in a boat
among the amateurs of any country, failed to put in an apTide was ebb and water moderately smooth.
pearance.
Philips pulled 35 to Maginn's 32. They held fogetbj
well for a half mile, but Philips then began tu draw ahead
with the tide in hU favor. He had to sheer in to clear a
schooner, and Maginn was all the while taking the wash of a
tug which insolently kept ahead of him. This is sufficient
comment upon the kind of a course the Metropolitans selected.
No one seemed to know where the finish was and the referee
had to inform the leader where to stop. Philips won in 11m.

promiscuously

and

Maginn's time, 11m. 33is.
"Second Race Four-Oared Junior Gigs. Entries: Carman
Rowing Association, Oarmnnsvillu, N. Y., J. Gushing, bow,
A. J. Keegnn, R. Saul, J. R. Wemple, stroke, II. A. S. Martin, coxswain; Argonauta Rowing Association, Bergen Point,
N. J., A. Gallup, bow, W. E. Cauldwell, W. Glynue, C. IS.
Green, stroke, E. Smith, coxswain Nereid Boat Club, Brooklyn, L. I., H. C. Brown, bow, J. T. Nichols, It. S. Bussing,
J. P. Earie, stroke, J. O. Egerton, coxswain: Nonpareil Boat
Club, Harlem, New York City, D. Munro, bow, J, 8. O'Sullivun, G. W. Johnson, W. R. Kent, stroke, O, E Gatter,
coxswain; Bayonne Rowing Association, Bayonne, N. J,, P.
E. Mettam, bow, J. H. Romaine, E. Macrae, J. H. Allaire,
8te.;

—

—

;

Van Buskirk, coxswain.
Nereids caught the water first, and at the half mile led by
two lengths, Carmuns Becond, and Argonaulas thud- The
steam yacht Runaway and a, couple of tugs then came up, and,
nearly swamping the Nonpareils, made a dash for the leaders.
steamer carrying the flag of the Eureka Club took the
Nereids' water and gave them her wash, completely using up
This
the crew in their vain efforts to get out of the swell
piece of business calls for the loudesl condemnation on our
part, as there were undoubtedly many rowing men on board
the steamer well aware of the injury they were inflicting upon
lub, of
It is a duty which the Eureka
the leading crew.
Newark, owes its reputation to have the rascals who so willfully interfered with the race severally reprimanded or exNo punishment they nave the power
pelled from the crew.
to decree can be too severe for the men who were in that boat.
Her captain should never be engaged again by any rowing men.
The police boat, of course, did nothing they seemed to imbibe the same incapacity which characterized those in charge
of the whole affair. Of course Nereids lout all chance through
this, and Carman went to the front, with the Argonaulas
hanging close to them. Carman won in 10m, -lis., Aruonautas second in 10m. 33s., and Nerieds third in 10m. £8gNonpareilB fourth.
Third Race— Pair-Oared Shells.— Argonauta Rowing Association, Bergen Point, N. J., E. Smith, bow, \V. Mann,
The Bayonne pair refused to row against Ed. Smith,
stroke.
disqualified by the N. A. A. O., and the other cruw had a
stroke, B.

A

A. B.

Jr.,

WiP

I

W

Childs.
Fifth Race— Junior Single Shells.— Entries:
Nautilus Boat Club, Harlem, New York City J. P. Earle,
Nereid Boat Club; D. Lynch, Waveily Boat Club-, J. Frazier, Palisade Boat Club, Yonkers, N. Y.: A. Dunne, Argonauta Rowing Association. The tide bad turned flood, and,
with a fresh wind, made the water lumpy. Childs, on the
outside, got into rough water, but nevertheless went ahead
through sheer hard work, after Earle had led awhile in the
smooth water inside. Childs was badly washed by tug, put
took the lead upon sheering in shore a little more Lyuch
Earl:
closed up on Frazior and passed him.
Childs won by many lengths in 17m. 4s. Earle secalong.
ond, 17m. 14s.; Lynch third, 18m. (is.; and Frazier fourth.
Duane did not finish.
Sixth Race Six-oared Gigs. Entries. Carman Rowing
Association, D. De Long, bow, R. Saul, A. J. Keegan, S. F
Knapp, Jr., V. G Audubon, A. B. Wilson, stroke, G. M.
Gushing, coxswain; Dauntless Boat Club, Harlem, Now
York City, W. E. Pearl, bow, J. A. Lyon. S. B. Pomeroy,
D. Pearl, H. W. Walter, D. Roach, stroke, J. J. Duff, coxswain. The Carmans had ail pulled in previous races, and
;

fl

;

—

—

their victory is therefore, all the more to their* Credit, though
sir to add that the Dauntless crew contai
men wT li"o had never before pulled a race, and that the rough
Carmans had the inffai against their light weight.

and took the lead at once. At the half-mile they ted by
Then
three lengths, but began pulling wild.

side,

Dauntl
belter, though, than in the four-oared pace
Began
It became a qttesti
lo creep up and finally lappeddurance. First one would pull away, then the other.
Carman's, however, put on a burst of speed, and finally went by
for good and won the best race of the day by tbM
in 13m. 22fs.; Dauntless, lorn, lii.ls.
Seventh Race Bight-dared Barges. Entries
ResOlUtQ
Rowing Club, Carmansville, N. Y, J. Poison
Puti HE
J
% Morse, C. Badgeley, G. Foster, C. Knapp, F.

OAR AND PADDLE.
The METRoroiJTAN Regatta.— The second annual regatta
of the Metropolitan Association of Amateur Oarsman mjs
rowed Wednesday, August 28, near Pleasant Valley on the
Hudson. The arrangements were poor, the course unsuited,
and the entries comprised but very few well-known oarsmen.

F. Knapp,

i

third.

Bound Abboad.— Schooner Nettie, Mr. Frank Osborne,
She will leave in Octowill go to the West Indies this fall.
ber some time.

8.

i

Rookaway Yacht Club.—The

seventh annual regatta of
Corinthian
this club was held in Rockaway Bay, Aug 86.
rules were in force, their owners being required to stand at
the helm. The race was won by Gaviotta (Mr. Lord), Mignon (Commodore Cheever) being second, and Caprice (Mr.

DeLong,

Carman led off with a rapid stroke of 10. steerson, stroke,
ing wild all the tune, and soon gained a lead of three lengths.
At he half mile Saugerties was even with Liu-m, and gradually went ahead, Carmaus being in bad wad
over he course. They then ran iuto ft cat-boat, which did
not know enough, or did not have common courtesy enough,
Saugerties won in 10m. 50s.;
to keep clear of the course.
Atlantic's lime, 11m. 28s.

—

—

:

I

H

•

h
Whitman, awake, 8. Weir, coxswain Colum;
New York City, 11. K. Muller, bow, II. Hend
Weed, B. Lawrence, J. Montgomery, 11. Brown, G. P. Erhard, P. T. Tiinpson, stroke, E. J. Nathans, ooxsw
lumbia had the worst water and a poor man to steer. They
were overmatched by the Resolute from the very start, anil
though the race was pluckily pulled to the end, Resolute won
;

Club,

.1

with" a long lead in llm.'fs.; Columbias, 14m
crews were bothered by the wash of steamers.

i

Both

-15s

—

These two oarsmen, of Bos
Suixitak-Faui.]vN1£b Race;.
ton, pulled on the Charles River, August 27, two miles with
a turn. Faulkner made the best start, but Sullivan caught
up anil passed him, winning in lira. 431;S.

—

FAULiiNKK-RKAOAN and THE Wabds. These two professional pairs will pull a race, three miles and turn, on Silver
Lake, Mass., Sept- 10, for '$2,000 and the championship of
America.
FiciiiNDstiir

Boat Club.— The seventh annual

r

the Friendship Boat Club, of New York, look place at Glen
Bouts and a large party were sent up
L. I., Aug. 20.
on a barge. Course, two miles wilh a turn. Water lumpy,
Senior singles— W. E. Cody, Adolph Pave, M. Robins*
by Robinson in 14m. ISs., taking the
P. S. Bigliu.
championship of the club. Junior singles, rowed in" nil.
working boats— Robert Evans, James J. BHtasimmo]
Tney kepi, together until the turn
itn.

Wood,

I

i

Won

finally

won

in.19m.SQa.

W

Four-oared shells—

Hui

Monger and R. Evans A. Rave, A. A. Adams,
Smith and A. Schneider. The third crew entered did not
show up. Won easily by the Hurley crew in the boat Dennis
Time, 13m. 21s.
Leary.
A New Ci.l-b.—The Atlanta Boat Club, of West Troy, has
been organized as follows: Wni. Cholow, PttSa.; Tugs F.
Robinson, B

;

S.

Tierney, Vice-Pres.; L. W. Smith, Treas.; A. L. Williams,
Sec; Isaac LeRoy, Captain. They have bought a lour and
double of the Beaverwicks, and have besides Several singles.
Their new boat-house is now being erected, and a crew will
he entered for the Upper Hudson Regatta,

—

A double scull race between
Jr., of Ne'v York, and Chas. E. Ueid, o
one boat, and Chas. J. Lewis and Wm. A. Winter,
of Brooklyn, in another, came off in South Cove, Jersey lily,
Aug. 21. Lewis and Winter led from the stair, but were,
passed at the mile and a half stake. Monroe and Keul won
Course, two miles.
in 15m, :.'!s.
Moxtahk" Club.

Monroe,
City, in

(

Semi, Race.— The single scull Tsca beClayton, of Wheeling, W. Va., aud Siebert, of
$5QD, came off at Beach Bottom, Aug. 24.
Clayton won in 22m. 10a., by lour
..n
Rilki-Smith Match.— This match has been declari
Riley refused to go on to Halifax; N. S., for reasons not
given.
ROwErtt IN Dixie Land.— A race came off at Galveston,
Texas, Aug. 24, between a four-oared crew, wild
on Rowing Club, as stroke, aud the barf
MoKernon and Jennie. Course, two miles with u turn. Won
Ci.atto>,-Siei-;kkt

tween Ed.

for

Pittsburg,

Ii

'

I

S

crew

iu

loin. Is.

The Galveston crew

also

won

I

j

walk over.
Fourth Race— Four-oarod Shells—Entries Saueerlies Boat
Club, Saugerties, N. Y., F. Phillips, bow, E. Young, J.
Young, A. O. Austin, stroke Atlantic Boat Club, Hoboken,
N, J., D. McQueen, bow, J- A. Hagcmeyer, J. A. Rosenbaum, J. D. Miller, stroke Carman Rowing Association, V
:

,

;

Banquet to Biggins.— John

Higgine, the

Engd

was tendered a complimentary ban
which he was presented with the ;\;
Tbiton Clces OF Newakk. The annual regatta oi tbj
lub
takes place at Newark, on the PasEaic, Sspt. 21
Lo-pek Hldson RsoaTTa. The regatta of the Upper lind
IRi
ring Association takes place at Albany, N. ST., Supi.
25 and 20.
The Shoe-wae-cae-mettes.— ('apt, Nadearj, ol thi
piou,

—
—

-

wae-cae-niettes, replies to the challenge Of the Eurckas, noticed in our columns, that, their boat is in a bad
aud the crew has given tip practice for be year.
he re lore, is out of the question.
I

I

New Boats. —Frenchy Johnson is having a new
built by Waters & Sons, of Troy, and Bai
his Jewett boat, having sold her
of Williamsburg,

—

|

to Plateted.

ga new

ehip for

i

Mr. .1. N. stroke oar, has joked the Excelsior Club of Detroit
and will take part in the races on hand.

Joined the Excelsiors.

known

:

;

1

JFOI^EST
The CiiurerKr Canoe.— No

HARD- WEATHER YACHTS.

matter of what type, the regular
more than sixty pounds, and
must he capacious enough to be slept in by her captain at
night if desired. Anything that weighs over sixty pounds
cannot be transported with facility by one man, or taken over
"
The cruiser should be alike swift under paddle
and sail, ami her rig readily handled. Strength, stiffness,
elasticity, durability, and last, but not least, beauty and
cruising canoe should not weigh

EDITOB FOBEST AOT STREAM

^"^ ^^

:

2 "'

ins.
I am glad to sec the movement In favor of
giving the
English style or craft a lair trial in American waters,
convinced, as I
am, that before long it is not one, but a score of Muriels that,
we shall
have showing our tleetB » the way out." Harbor sailing Is ull
very well
in its wuy. and racing In
smooth water is glorious fnn yon can bring
out the highest speed of a model, sacrlUeing every
other quality to hat,
and landing yourself at u»x In the catamaran. Not that

',

if possible, the canoe should be unsinkable, through
the introduction of water-light compartments.
White cedar
is by far lie best material for constructing a wooden canoe.
It has nearly the strength of oak, and is much lighter, never
warps, and can bo obtained in clean lengths.
fourteen-foot
canoe, built of oak, will weigh thirty per cent, more than one
of cedar. Keel, keelson and timbers must be of oak, however,
to retain the fastenings well.
Stem and stern posts may be
hackmatack or rock elm, deck of Spanish cedar, beams of
yellow pine, unci paddle should be flat-bladcd and made of
spruce.
For sailing use a leeboard, without it so much leeway is made that it is a drawback to the canoe's efficiency
uuder canvas when beating against the wind. The board
need on! v be small, and could be made to stow snugly on the
bottom inside, or on deck.
finish,

;

mean

to

medium which win

yet be struck by us if we are only wise enough to
oy the experience of our English brethren.
There are two or three points of belief in the yachting creed of this

profit

side tho Atlantic

which bar the way to genuine salt-water yachting,
the centreboard la the equal of the keel for all kinds of
that speed la the main object to be attained ; a third,
that the longer mast and bcom are, the more huge
the jib, the more
vast the maiusaU, the better. We are very apt to put as much canvas
into onr working, or lower, sails as we can manage, and as
a necessary
consequence, the moment it blows a single reef breeze onr cranky
yachts are in difficulties, and it takes a good hand at the tiller,
and
another at, the malnsheet, to pull the vessel through in safety.
Sailing,
under these conditions, becomeB a series of jerks of excitement,
and
you are constantly wondering whether the next pun* will or will uot
capsize yon. For the veriest tyro soon learns by practice the " lengih
of the righting lever" of his boat; he may not give 11 that
scientific
name, but he knows that when the swash is np to the first deck strake,

GOSSIP.

One

is

that,

24, 1878.

:

i

but.

i

'

.

the

The metropolis

of

it all,

&

far as the

i

northern Jaw, so to speak, of the

open month or the eastern end of Long Island is concerned, Is Greenport. The town is known o all yachtsmen, if to nobody else, as a point
ot rendezvous lor the varlo is cluba who aiiuually cruise eastward from
New York. They all like it, or at least all I have talked with, on general
principles.
However,
brouzed skipper demurred slightly agains
the universal expression of admiration.
"It would heperfection," he
said, "only that it's so far upinland. If you are coming westward from
the Vineyard or Newport, why you can sail in very well, but if as generally happens, you have had a fair wind up the Bound, why than you've
got a headwind all the way up here from Piuin Gut and If yon want to
take advantage of a favorable breeze down the sound you must lose a
I

time in slowly beating

down

smooth water; but there is not one of these clippers which, ir caught
outside in a sea and wind, snch as it was my fortune to bo in
a few
weeks ago, but wonld half, If not altogether, drown her crew, and not

one which could stand the amount of hard weather my ten-tonner will
take comfortably. In this summer's cruise my two friends and
I owed
our lives, under God, to tho fact that onr yacht was deep, and carried
her ballast so low that, with quick watching, she could be kept upright
In a horribly bad sea that would have tripped and
rolled over a
shallower yacht depending wholly on beam for* her stabUlty. I have
learned by hard experience the difference between outside and
inside
work, and the value of having under one's feet a deep-draught yacht
that has a good " holt" of the water, can cut her way through a
heavy
head sea, and Is snugly sparred and snugly canvased.
When fitting out, this spring I was strongly advised by several yachts-

to the Gntr"

As usual, swell yaotas have been In and out all tilong during the summe here now. The New York Yacht Club had a regatta here
early in the season and the Brooklyn Club later.
Tho Atlantic Yacht
tint) only last, week, and next week (Friday, Aug. 30,) the Brooklyn
Yachts were to assemble here again, but I believe their programme has
been given up, as at the rendezvous at Glen Cove early last week only a
few put in au appearance.
As one walks about the maple-shaded and cottage-bordered Btreets of
the unlet, picturesque village, particularly in the evening, the number
of naval caps one meets is legion, and each wearer has a dainty bit of

men, for whose opinions I entertain much respect, to give the craft a
longer bowsprit and Ave or six feet more of mamboom in other words,
to Increase her total area of sail by about a third. " She can carry it
all, and more," was ihe end of all such recommendations;
and no
doubt she could—in smooth water, but 1 happen to caro infinitely more
(or outside cruising than for harbor sailing, and my impression
was
that for the former purpose she had as much sail as she wanted. As it
turned out she had too much for rough weather, and quite enough for
fair winds, as 1 think will be admitted when I say we ran ten knots
an
hour before a freshening breeze under mainsail, gaff, topsail and spinnaker; this in a rough «ea is good work for a yacht thirty feet long on
the water line. Now for the rough weather
We went out one morning, at the beginning of our cruise, under plain lower sail—
mainsail
and jib—a tremendous sea heaving m from the southward, and a cross
lop bringing up with the northerly wind, Begular outside sailing;
nothing between us and the coast of Europe, so that we had the full
benefit o the Atlantic surge. The wind piped up with fierce squalls
that laid us right down till tho cabln-iop was swashed. " Heef down"
was the order, and both reefs of the mainsail were hardened m, ditto
the jib, and we spanked nlong, only to And after another hour had
passed, that under close reefs she was over-pressed. We tied the jib
down, showing only a few feet of the head, and even tins rag of headsail had to come in when we turned to for a whacking loug thrash
to
windward, with the pleasing prospect, if the gale got much worse, to
extemporize a drag, and ride to It. Fortunately, matters did not get as
bad as tint, and the good little ship clawed right up under the lee of
the land, and got into the smoother water of Ship Harbor, when we
were able, though it still blew in violent squalls, to give her whole
mainsail and jib. We rigged np a storm trysail lu the next harbor we
made, lor we knew now that the snuggest of canvas may be unexpect-

womanhood on his arm tor the jaunty sailors are favorites with the
fair sex, who are many, and the native swains must stand by and
;

;

accept the situation with the best grace they can, sure that winter will
bring its revenges, and when these natty foreigners are gone tile summer of their discontent will be charmed away.
The schooner Mantle, the yacht o( Vice-Commodore Hall, of the
club, left tor Greenwich, Conn., some time ago, to
Brooklyn Ya
remain over a dlay, and then go across to Glen Cove, whore the Club
was to rend- zvdins. The schooner Comet, owned by Mr. Langley, of
lies opposite the Manhansett House, Shelter Island.
ie
:.

i,

Tae schooner o» prey, oi the Seawauhaka Yacht club, is anchored near
Cooke's trim shooner I'rospero—
the Comet. Not far away lies John
or did this morni ig, but I can't And her among the rest this afternoon.
she Hies the nag
Although not here at the pi sent moment, mention ought to be oadc

C

:

m

of the Brooklyn Club yacht i a Witch, owned by commodore Stolt,
wnich Greenport feels a per inal interest, since she alone, of all the
api !"'ie winter here.
Hitting snuimer (lee
Commodore Stott has a
of the bay south ot the railroad station,
tine summer place on the shot

I

:

.

t

Hb natty crew, may always be seen
anchored just in front of his door, except when away on a cruise.
Sometimes he lUnminates her; Bometimea llres voiieysof salutes on
ie pit >, league effect of the fire leaping into the
[
verj dark nights
blackness from the miniature cannon's mouth, while the echoes resound
along tho far shores, and are answered by courtesies from the guns of
pleasnre-boats across the bay; sometimes he sends a band of music
aboard of her. Thus she contributes to the amusement of his friends
when in port as well as while playfully cutting the blue offlag.
Then there are several sloop yachts here. On one of them— the KaU
—I paid a half-hour's visit his morning it the invitation of her genial

and

bis neat white yacht, with

ft

t

Perhaps

bad better pipe "belay." This yarn has spun itself out,
and knowing aomethiug of the mysteries of crowded " galleys" and Inoxpanslve " tonus," I suspect my communication may be condemned
o the waste-paper basket on the ground of undue length if on noother.
But it it escapes that fate, and is thought worthy of being placed before
die yachtsmen-readers of Fokest ash Stream, 1 shall ask you, sir, to
grant me of your grace" auother chance to fill up a column or two on
this subject of yachts for work as well »a play.
Boooe-Okoix.

i
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particularly pleased with
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Rossjiorb House.— This popular house, situated at Speonk,
near Moriches, L. L, can be readily readied twice a day from
York. This season the Kossmorc House has been remarkably well patronized, which fact is due to its pleasant
situation, its excellent management, and the bathing facilities.
Being located ou Great South Bay, fishing and gunning
can always be had. Address for rooms and terms Mr. S. P.
Conklin, Rossmore House.

seen tn the

Dr. ii.
flies the Hag of the
and the Wyona, owi
rge Post, of Greenport. The Fannie, sailed by the E
of Eiverhead, was
here yesterday, but sailed westwat a last evening. Mr. Winan's sloop,
Arrow, has just been laid up on account of tile recent death of the
father of its owner.
So much for yachting news in this neighborhood. Every day the
slender «pars ami snowy canvas of some new pleasure craft may be
seen lying like a fair picture on the blue, calm surface of the bay, or
scudding before a brisk breeze, while oLhcrs disappear. Besides this,
there are Innumerable small sail-boats, some of them very trim and
speedy, which are cruising about, so there la no lack of this element of
beauty in a seaside picture, and endless opportunity of a day's or horn's
sailing, at a moderate price, for those who enjoy it— and who does not?

New

.

'

inn,

,

John CAmtu'Jsx.

I
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Take Solid Comfort.—You will

'

made by F. A.

Sinclair, Mottville,

the easy chair
Y., and advertised in

find

N.

it

in

our columns.
.

ST Forest and Stream will be sent for fractions of a year
Six months, $2 three months, $1. To clubs of
two or more, $3 per annum

as follows
[

:

;

.SVyun-

tarotii he.!.i:rtwn.

Ring nlovc",
tun.
Stilt, or

long-shanks,

nigricollis

w

,,'",.(,•,
i

,,-i

,

semi palma-

JE-rialitU

n :;„h,;„

Mimantofm
;„.!,<•„

Ked-breaated snipe, or dowitcher,
ilfacr

chick'

pause or pheasant,

:

Ked-li

idplpcr, or ox-bird,

Bom

or marlln,

umbeUutt.
Quad or partridge, Ortyxvinjfni

rujf«*.

"Bay birds" generally, Including various species of plover, sandpiper. sni|ic, curlew, nvBiiT-cittoher, surf birds, plialaropcs, avocets!
etc., coming under the group Lvmaaala; or Shore Birds.

OahatjA— QriwfriltMrtt, Aug. 20.— The prospects for deer
hunting this fall are very good
number of bears have
been seen around the neighborhood this last month, and a few
have been shot.
J. S.

A

—

MABSAoartsETTs—i Worcester, Aug, 29. Mr. Jerome Marble,
with a party of about fifteen, start' rem hero Monday night,
Sept. 2, for Minnesota and Dakota Territory, on a two months'
bunting.
The gentlemen of the, parly are' accompanied with
their wives and families.
They leave here in the excursion
car, "City of Worcester," recently described in the I^obest
and Stueaju, which w.ill be their home during their absence.
They take with them the porter who has charge of the car,
also the regular cook attached to the car.
I'

Jfantwket, Aug. 18.— There has been a large flight of curlew the past week the largest bags were 30, 25, 18, 12.
;

New

YoiiK—Marbletown, Aug. 80.— Game

is

rmite plentiful

B. A. M.

here.

Lono Island— Jatwdca Bay, Aug.

-Oil Sunday morning, duriug the storm, several large flocks of curlew passed
over, going south.
One small lot" got detached from a flock,
27.

wheeled round, came down and made for the water and the
end of the bay, and being so tame that they flew close

east,

to a boat Witha crabbing party in, that they fired their baskets
(not their guns), expecting to capture the whole lot.
Did not
hear how many they killed with that shot.
few small
bunches of shell drakes have made their appearance. They

A

do not stop more than a day or
daily off Rockaway Beach.

Coots are seen almost

so.

Michigan—Bay City, Aug. 28.—I put in a couple of hours
stunmer woodcock shooting near the city yesterday by way of a
change from grayling fishing on the Au Sable, where I had been
camping the week before. Drove out four miles
Bid. A.

Van Dusen,

in

company with

House here, and
bank of the Kawkawlin
River.
Took an hour before dinner and an hour or so after
the Hpund dried by the noonday sun and tho worms deep in
the moist earth below.
Took no dog flushed our own birds
walked up fourteen and bagged eleven as they rose the tassels
of the com. The heat was not great, the birds -were strong
flyers, and all young ones save two, which were begin oing to
proprietor of the Fraser

beat three small cornfields near the

;

;

I never enjoyed summer shooting more.
Had we
taken the early morning we should have made a bag of twenty
brace, as the field was well bored where the woodcock had
worked.
beat up and down the rows, eight rows apart

moult.

We

when we sighted feather, for the
corn was ten feet high in places.
shot 7-pouud, 12bore guns, with 2^ drachms powder and an ounce of Wo. 13

and

abreast, pulling trigger

We

shot.

The

long-bills

came

to

bag in

fine condition,

and no

lead in the invoice.

am disposed

bar the dog in cover of this sort where
the birds always lie close
but the sportsman_must be a good
marker to gather all he drops. Where two shoot together
they can assist each other greatly by lining the quarry from
the point of firing.

I

to

;

'The Fraser

House

a large patronage.

proved.

is

It

The dining

one of the best in Michigan, and enjoys
has just been altered and greatly im-

hall is

twenty feet high and of propor-

Van Dusen, the proprietor, is one
hunters and wing shots in the State, and the

tionate floor dimensions. Mr.

of the best

still

string of woodcock which we brought in was pronounced an
unusually good one for this locality.
We recommend corn as
good woodcock cover, and advise sportsmen to examine fields

more thoroughly than they

are in the habit of doiug.

Halloce.

edly required.

owner and commander, Ytee-Commodoie ltanilolph, of tne Brooklyn
Yacht Club. Her breadth ot beam, in proportion to her length, is
very great consequently, she can make ex-eedanj. ly fast into without,
dipping her rail. She shows a heel to most pi lien owpctitors, beating
the ThiaUe the other day handsome Ij a.ter.aenut [
r oomeoJToonnnsrpr in a race from which the K
;

be, half

if

own yacht

in

mer, and

i

It

M.v

;

lot of

may

way to the cockpit coamings, It is high time to luff
he does not want to turn turtle.
Is fairly entitled to the appellation of " deep,"
seeing
she draws six feet aft, while she is only thirty feet long. She is, compared with the shallower models which compose our racing neet, slow
or,

sharp up

BlacMiellled plover, ox-eye,

i

;

marvellous speed oHaiued, but I contend that the
AmaryUis, Hie Taranlclla, the John Bibpin, et hoc gtmits
mttne, are not yachts in the true
sense of the term. The fact la, we have, on this
side of the water, got
into the habit of calling everything that flonts
a yacht. I have known
an open boat, rigged with sprltmainsall and jib, entered
in a regular
yacht race. In England that would not have been
tolerated, and the
craft would very properly have been relegated to It s own
class of "op»n
sailing boats." But I am not anxious at present to enter
npon the dlfflcult task of drawing the lineof demarkatlon
between yachts and sailing
boats; my object, tn addressing you is to contribute what
I can to the
arguments in support of the deep model for cruising and racing in
rough water.
I have opportunities of famfflariztng
myself with both the shallow
and moderately deep types. Of the extremely deep types, anch
as tho
latest English racing craft are, I cannot apeak
from pen'otuil expertrience; nor do I fancy that anything like the Christine
aaong the
forties, or the Alomtte among the lives, would
suit us. There is ahappy

Business and pleasure of lateliave afforded. mo au opportunity for
beeounug pretty extensively acquainted with the whole eastern end of
and partlci
ly with the Vicinity of this beautif «1 vUIage,
and I am impressed no!
ily with its beauty as a Bummer resort, but
with Its excellence as a
tee for sportsmen, not Just now, of course,
i

SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER.

im-

work; another,

'

IN

Moose, Atctn viiilchis.
artbon, TartMlW) rbngt
Elk or wapiti, L\rrii*cina<tri.Mr..
l-.ed or Va. deer, C. finthwtnnx.
t-qntrrels, red, black and gray.
Ilarci. brown and gray.
K-ecdor rice bird. Doiklwivir omzi

ply that the catamaran is not a perfectly
legitimate craft
on the contrary, I very much admire the ingenuity
of its-construction and the

bmbn*b CANoits.-We have examined some open
canoes lor sportsmen sent to H. 0. Squires, of Cortlandt
street, by Rusbton, of Canton, N. Y.
They are of handsome
model, very light, yet strong, owing to the proximity of the
ribs.
The latter lire a marvel of good workmanship, and
show the form of the boat to advantage. These canoes,
though of light material, can stand a great deal of hard work
and knocking about, and it is a wonder that they can be
turned out for the low figure they are.

Edttob Fobest and Btheam

GAME

i

1

A

Gkebnpokt, August

<§mw §ag and §un.

**

Permit tne, as one taking a profound Interest in tho development
of
yachting on this continent, to thank you for your
abloadvocacy of hard-

1

GREENPORT YACHTING

AND STREAM.

Bay

Oity,

Aug. 27.— On Monday, the

26th, Chas. Hnllock
and S. A. Van Deusen, in four hours, flushed twenty-two
woodcock, killing sixteen of same.
is that, for bigh ?

How

GWTNNE,

—

—

Musxksota HutcMns, Aug. 27. In McLeod County and
the two adjoining counties Meeker and Renville pinnated

—

—

grouse were never as scarce as they are this season. This is
the more remarkable from the fact that the number of old
birds on the prairies this spring were unusually numerous.
I
attribute "the failure of the crop " to the May freeze, which.
I think, must have injured the eggs. Yesterday 1 went out
birds,
seven
and bagged only nine
of which .were old ones,
while iu former years, in a shorter tramp, my count would be
The experience of all my friends corforty-five to fifty-five.
responds with my owb.
AY*. O. E. B.
Rochester, Aug. 26.—Prairie chickens, I am told, are
generally very plentiful throughout Western Minnesota,
owing partially to the fact that the prairies were burnt off last
fall to destroy grasshoppers, so there were no spring fires to
burn the eggs. Brit little attention is paid to game protection
in the western part of the State, and shooting began this year
before the birds were able to fly one hundred "yards. The
quail crop in the eastern portions of the State is a good one,
and in Western Wisconsin there are more squirrels lhan for
years.

Vbkd Mont.

I^REST AND STREAAf.
£

LEAVES FROM A DIARY OF WESTERN
TRAVEL.

|

OME five weeks ago a hunting parly was made up in our
Wotflce, and through the intermedium or the Fokest and
Stbeam, the services of Mr. John Omohondro were obtained.
"We take great pleasure in reproducing the itinary of this
party true hunters, every one of them. We beg to call

—

attention to the terse, clear

manner

in

which information

is

way to tell a story. Fine writing is
way, but mostly it is voxpreteria nihil?
Rawlins, W. T., August 18.
July 27, U:;;0a. h., we started from here, but" did not
travel further than about eight miles when we camped near
After dinner we took our guns, but without
a little creek.
any success, except that I killed a couple of young sagemparted.

all

This

good enough

liens.

is

the

in its

Elevation, 7,2(10

feet.

— Left camp at 7:30;

came at noon upon a plateau
he aneroid showed 6,200 feet. We made about
eighteen miles, and got in camp at 3 o'clock, near Muddy
Creek. Wo had a lovely place in a little poplar grove at the
head of a spring. Near the camp the fish were scarce, and
1 caught only twelve little trout. Elevation, 8,100 feet.
29#i,
Without moving camp we took our horses and rode
some miles to another brook, where c fishing was so good
that I filled my basket in a few hours. Frank and Jack tried
to shoot antelope fired several shots butdid not kill any,
The trout in this water are long and slim, large head, boclv
silvery, with bluish-black spots; belly is nearly red
very
little game in them.
There is another fish here which takes
the fly like a trout,
The form and color is like a salt water
minnow ventral and anal (ins red, dorsal fin and tail yellowish, scales small and silvery; has a good flavor, but is
full of bones; a kind of chub. "During the eclipse I caught
my largest trout that day, and when the darkness was over
we turned home to our camp, where we heard bad news.
Jack was cooking dinner, and during the eclipse, which both
of them were watching, the tent and some of our blankets
f.nd quilts caught lire, which, after some, efforts, they extinguished.
This accident was a good experience for us—
not to make the fire too close to the tent again.
80$.—Left camp at 10 o'clock. After we had been riding about eight miles we saw at a distance two men on
horsback, who took us first for Indians, but whenthey found
out the mistake came up to us. Coming from Colorado,
they were going north. Six miles more we stopped, being a
little tired of the hot sun; thermometer showed Ho deg., and
the night before we had ice. We found here a splendid
clear and cold brook, and expected good fishing, but no fis'a
was caught, not even a minnow or chub. 1 think the water
contained too much lime and alkaLi. In the evening five of
our horses ran away about two miles, and it took all the skill
of the guides to bring them back again. Elevation, 7,200
28l7i.

where

I

—

1 1 1

;

j

— Game

was here in great abundance, but as we
had meat enough in camp Jack and I took our horses and
went out sight-seeing; but, unluckily, I forgot to take my
5th.

aneroid with mc. We climbedjip very high mountains, and
had magnificent views. The highest point we ascendod was
about 10,000 feet.
When we came in camp wc heard that

Frank bad

31st.— Soon after breakfast we all went out to kill some
for our dinner. Jack and Tip killed an antelope each,
while Frank and myself^ only wounded oue each I broke
the hind leg of one, but my old Jimmy, being slow, could
not catch him, and gave the chase up. After dinner we tried
it again.
Jack and I came in camp at ti o'clock, let our
horses loose, and 1 took the cartridge out of my rifle.
When we were putting our saddles aside we saw lour lanje
buck elks coming down a canyon. We took our rifles (ml
ran all speed to cut them off in a little cut-out in the mountain.
Jack was over 100 yards ahead of me, when I could
not run any more.
1 rested a minute, and then I saw Jack
making signs to me to come up to him. I tried all my
strength, and when on the top of the hill I saw three elks to
the left and the big buck about 100 yards ahead of them
near the creek, 200 yards from me. I put my Sharps to the
shoulder and pulled, but no shot responded— I forgot to
load.
Still the buck gave mo time to do this, and then 1
fired, with what success I could not tell.
He ran after a
sudden jump over the hill and got out of sight Meanwhile
Jack fired several shots at the others, broke one down,
which ran off again. When I climbed up to the top of the
hill I saw Jack raising his gun at my big buck that had
fallen down in the high grass, and tried to gel upagain; but
ho was so sick that he could only walk, and after a bullet
broke one of his fore feet he sank down close to the creek,
where a bullet through his head killed him. When he was
lying there he looked at us angrily and showed fight. My bullet had penetrated the abdomen about three inches before
his right hind leg, and very likely went through the bowels
into the lungs.
He was a very large buck, and Jack estimated his weight up to 800 or 900 pounds. His antlers are
enormous, large and fine, although in velvet. The guides
said that they seldom saw sucli large horns in velvet. I felt
proud, but at the same time a kind of sadness came over mc
for having killed such a large animal and not. being able to
make use of all the meat. Wconly took the loins, tongue and
antlers. When we came to camp Tip, brought a black-tailed

game

;

buck home.
August 1.

—We moved south about eight miles

branch of the Savory Creek.

Here

to

the main

found good fronting
of small size could catch more than we could eat. Frank
and .luck went, out shooting, and Frank succeeded in killing
a fine antelope buck, whose horns he brought in camp as a
I

;

trophy.

2d.—Tip and I took horses and rode up the creek
about three nules, where I caught some good-sized trout,
but not many; while Tip, during bis fishing, caught by
chance a young .wild goose. Our camp was very well furnished with meat and fish, and for dinner our 'bill of fare
showed elk, deer, antelope, trout, flapjacks and coffee.
3d.
To-day, like the last few days, the thertnomcter showed between 80 and 90, while in the morning at 5
o'clock we found ice in our cups. It was too hot to go
shooting or fishing, so we stayed in camp and put our things
to rights. In the morning we had a good wash and in the
afternoon we mended our clothes and smoked the pipe of
After this hard work we look a nice, cooling and
peace.
refreshing balh in the Savory. Jack and Tip had looked out
for the next day's camp. Elevation, 7,700 feet.
4$h—At rive we got up, took breakfast at 5:8Q, and
started at seven, and then moved about eight or ten miles
south to the head of Savoiy Greek. The stream is small
here, and so^ are fish, which everywhere in this water take
the fly readily, so that I could catch a mess at any time.
While I was fishing, wading the stream and casting the fly
into a Shadowy popl, overhung by willow bushes, suddenly
1 saw a big old antelope buck standing within five yards before me without any fear, knowing very well that I could not
kill him with my split bamboo Tod, then walked slowly
away. Nothing of importance occurred this day.

—

an antelope.
hot again, and we did not do
I caught some trout near the

camp, and then Fran! and I T
ed go.
Of which
we cooked with such a fin
nt
:st-ratc
With the fat Han-jacks
7t/t.— We moved
i'.le
UP
which tired us out, as well as the horses.
We bad = __
rough but more picturesque country; had to pass many high
and steep mountains; sometimes il was not without danger
to go down the steep canyons and slide down the rocks. "At
about 4 o'clock we arrived at the junction of the two
branches of Battle Creek in a lovely valley, which is surrounded on three sides, forming a triangle, "by high mountains.
Wc put our camp up near the junction of the two
branches, both of them splendid streams, large enough for
fly casting.
We had scarcely put our feet on the ground
when I made my rod ready to catch. Almost with every
cast one or two fine trout were lauded. 1 never had a better
trout fishing.
Not to say that fish were of large size, but
they were so abundant and so gamey that I could not stop
fishing, although I had to put them all back, as we could
not eat them all. Out of one pool, where the branches came
together, I caught thirty-two trout, from six to eighteen
ounces, without moving from my stand. The lish were delicious, and wc hadthcni cooked in three different styles.
[Concluded next week.]
ScnMAUB.
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feet.

k'lled

6th.— The day was
much hunting or flsi

PERHAPS

to the experienced traveler the journey across
is not the pleasautcst be might find' among
the various railways leading out of New York, although the
quiet beauty of the scenery beyond Eiverhead would delight
the eye. of an artist
but to the man who loves to tramp, with
ready gun and watchful dog, when the fields are brown in the
auturuu, and the leaves fall gently through the still, warm
haze of Indian summer, all the latter part of the ride is attractive.
He recalls the prairies as he glides across the level
green plains of Hempstead, with its toy town of Garden Citythen great fields of buckwheat, white patches in the universal
verdancy, remind him of how fond the quails are of buckwheat stubble, and he forms an unuttered hope that the reapers will not glean too closely.
At Farmingdale begins a
close heather of blackberry bushes, etc., and after a few" miles
of this the road penetrates the boundary of that sterile and
fine scrub-oak region, which covers the whole interior of the
island, and is not escaped this side of Yaphank station.
The
surface here is as level as a floor, and the trees, as a rule, are
so scattered that you may look for miles ahead, while here is
no such shadow as exists in a forest. Sometimes only a
little thin grass covers the ground, which is carpeted by pine
needles.
But where oaks grow the ground is likely to be
concealed under a continuous chapparal of tangled vines,
briers, saplings and weeds, knee-deep, which makes grouse
shooting (or partridge shooting as it is termed here) fatiguing
and somewhat dangerous spurt, since the feet are not free to
take the quick steps and sudden turns often demanded when
a grouse is flushed. The range of pretty hills to the northward of the line of the road, known as the " Spine," used to
be, and still is, a famous place for ruffed grouse.
It was in this dry, open country, where the berries and
small acorns which it loved so well were to be round in
abundance, that a century ago the pinnated grouse resorted in
plentiful flocks, rearing their young all over this central part
the pioneers aa the
It was known to
of the Island.
" heath hen," and they pursued it so recklessly that, as long
ago as 1840, Giraud could find no trace of its presence, ami
put it down in his " Birds of Long Island " as extinct, if in
[reduced once more and protected, no doubt the prairie
chicken would thrive well, and increase fast on their ancestral uplands.
At Yaphank the eye is attracted by a stream
which the train shoots over, and which flows tin
tl
yon of vegetation, as it were, the trees and bushes rowing
so directly from the water's edge that no bank can be seen at
"Trout inhabit that stream '' is the mental
all.
wc rush by. There is no doubt they do, for w. know that
some of the best trout ponds on the south side a } fed by its
waters.
For some miles now the region becoi
thickly
wooded and swampy, black, isolated tarns gleaming ami ^
the trees, out of which, perhaps, a startled bittern will rise on
heavy wings and flap away in silence.
Eiverhead passerl, you come to the shores of Peconic Bay,
and the region for fall duck shooting. Spring duck shooting
does not amount to much here, but in the fall and early
winter prime sport may be had. In each of the little halffanning half-fishing villages along the shore of the bay, there
are some one or two gentlemen who shoot more or less and
who own creditable dogs but the metropolis of the gunning,
as of all other interests in this region, is Greenport, the terminus of the LoDg Island Railroad.
It was my good fortune to mske the acquaintance thereof
several gentlemen, fond of the gun and skillful in i:
kindly posted me as to the prospects for goon gunning in their
vicinity during the coming autumn and the best localities to
be chosen by any one wishing to make good bags in sportsman-like fashion. Mr. Burt Clark, who may be spoken of
(without prejudice to his comrades) as probably the most
thorough sportsman in the place, says that he has not for many
years known woodcock so plenty as they were in tins region
dug
last summer.
Just before the Fourth of July one man
up " six. in a clump on Shelter Island, and Mr. Clark thought
that even now, if one was to search especially for them, he
could fiud forty in a single day's tramping. There is no good
fall woodcock shooting in Suffolk County, and if summer
shooting Here abolished the effect would be to stop the spent
altogether still, a two weeks' later opening of the lawful
Some parts of
season would probably be an improvement.
the south side of Peconic Bay afford good woodcock ground—
the Outskirts ol East Hamp'ton, for example- and Montauk
Point is represented as the " boss " spot of all, as well as for
all sorts of snipe and plover.
Gn enport's " Btrong bold " is quail shooting. Besides Mr.
Burt Clark and his brother John, there may be mentioned
several
tlieni
others who
are
good shots * among
Mr. Clark, Sr., father of the two gentlemen alluded tu
above, John Geehring, Captain Austin Benuett, of the yachl

Long Island

:

well behaved and careful not to do mischief to fences or
of the valuable live stock, of which a large amount
owned in the county.
Greenport sportsmen need not go far, but usually tramp
eastward, the country there being more adapted to tlio birds,
and at the same time easier to shoot over. Strangers coming
here would do well to follow their example.
In Oshamomock
the neighboring township northwestwardly the outskirts

wound any
is

—

—

of Dismal Swamp, and Brown's Meadows are good localities ;
also Qui en street, Silver Lake, Long Pond, Alberson';-, Paul
and C mkiin's lands, and the neighborhood of Ihe
crossings.
In East Marion, in the opposite direction, D. G.
!

Boxet Pond, East Marion Lake, Kirch Pnnd and
Jerome's farm are favorite grounds.
Shelter Island and
Gardiner's Island, Montauk and outskirts of Sag Harbor also
afford good shooting for quail, which are already piping loud
and clear from the stone walls.
For grouse shooting the sportsman must go to the southern
peninsula, or else some dozen or eighty miles west of Greenpori.
,Tust around here there are not enough grouse to make
good sport, Southeastward from Eiverhead," however, they
are sniil ti lie in plenty.
Of course, there are some good dogs
in J.liia vicinity.
Burt Clark kindly took me over to see his
pups, the mother of which is his Irish setter bitch Linda,
and the father, Schoonmaker'fi bine belton setter, Ben. They
are exceedingly promising puppies.
I mention, en passant,
Mr. Clark's valuable outfit, of apparatus for ducking and sniping bat cries, boats, decoys and stools of artistic make and
endless quantity, and the "various other accoutrements of an
enthusiastic sportsman. Other dogs which ought to be named
are Captain Bennett's liver-colored setter, Mink, Hcizenuui's
liver-colored pointer, Ned, and Aleck Wiggins' orange and
white pure Irish setter, Dan, which I did not see, but which
was represented to ine aa being an exceedingly fine dog.
Having thus given the information likely' to be of interest
and value to sportsmen who are seeking a good place for
game during the coming autumn, concerning the claims of
he eastern end of Long Island to notice, oniy one thing remains to be noticed—lodging facilities. This is a matter of
too much importance to be ignored.
The most ardent and
strong legged sportsman gets tired and hungry where he can
best overcome both these sad concomitants of a day's shooting it is important for him to know.
All these vikages have
good taverns. It is hard to choose between them, I should
say: "Avoid the 'summer' hotels." The best place, undoubtedly, here in Greenport (which is likely to be the visiting sportsman's headquarters), is the Wyandouk House. I
speak from a varied experience. Though Charley Wright
may not have the time to carry the gun a great deal, both he
and the amiable " Mrs. Charlie " know how to take care of
those who do shoot.
As for getting here, two trains daily on
the Long Island Railroad arrive at, convenient hours, or you
may lake .steamboats from New York tri-wcekly, and from
i,

i

I

i

;

New London
Harbor, where

daily.
I

I

i

!

;

'

'

;
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Arrow, W. W. Reeve, Ferdi mud Heizemanu. Elliott Wiggins
At Mattituek Ed. Belts sh
and H. W. Hulsey.
fo
market, getting, it is said, two hundred quails last Fall; end
at Bailing Hollow, Wm. Youngs has the reputation of being
The farmers are disposed to moke no objecthe best shot.
tions to persons lawfully shooting on their lands if they are

The same remark

applies to

Sag

should recommend the Nassau House.
Joitn Caknifkx.

FROM THE SEAT OF WAR.

WE

arrived in Ceutralia, Mo., 3 e. m., August 14, and
found ourselves in the midst of an immense grazing
country; almost level prairie as far as eye could reach, broken
only by hedges and small groves. When we got off the cars
at Centralia we saw some half dozen wagon loads of hunters
just starting out to get first shooting after the expiration of
close season for chickens.
Each wagon contained from four
to ten men, and half as many dogs.
During an hour or so
spent in C, we saw a number of parties in wagons, on foot
and horseback, with their guns, dogs and, in most instances',
camping outfit, pass through the town on their way to larger
prairies fait her north.
We were informed by our sporting
li'ieuds that recently all the best ground bad been fenced in
and posted, the owners combined In prohibiting all shooting
;

wo

therefore decided to start as quickly as possible and get, aa
we could away from railroad and towus before
We procured tt two-horse team and spring wagon
at the low figure of 43 per day, laid in provisions
necessary in case we bad to camp, put. the dogs in Ihe wagon
and started across the seemingly" endless prairie. After driving about ten milts we accidentally came across the owner of
a large tract of " posted " land, and, after much pot u ion
we succeeded in getting him to " take care ol " us. We found
him to be a good-hearted fellow, who fed us like fighting
cocks.
If his house had ouly been as large as his heart I
could imagine no pleasanlcr place to stay, but alas
his house
was small ami contained but two rooms. To lodge threa men
in sui'h a house, with himself, wife and five children, was
crowding a little more than is always pleasant.
located
far north as

sundown.
wi h driver

I

We

chickens alter sundown, giving our dogs a litat them next morning as soon as we could
Tin: grass was high ami wet, and the birds lay
see to ShoOt,
pretty well for the dogs, but at the first flight Went into tail
corn, where it was useless to lollow them.
After bagging
nine we put for the only piece of uniuclosed prairie, containing about 1,000 acres.
When we got, there we saw parties
coming on the prairie in every direction.
found the first
CJ1TCJ and Killed three birds fit then seemed us if a whole
regiment of infantry had broken loose; the prairie was covered
with men and dogs ranging in eveiy direction. Four coveys
were put up, and in half an hour not a chicken was left on
the prairie, all having either been killed or scared off.
I
counted fifty-two men within sight, and fully twenty-five
dogs.
This prairie being -the only place where they were
lo hunt, and all the game having disappeared, there
waft an informal mass meeting held to condemn the recent
action of land owners, examine guns and dogs, and to generally growl, the thermometer by this time being up in the
After watering and sponging off our dogs my party
drove oft EOT pastures new, Wc came to a nice looking prairie inclosed with close board fence, with sharp spikes and
spiked wires between the boards, and so fixed on lop that a
man could not get over without great danger to clothes and
person.
The gales were padlocked, so we could not get our
wagon in, and without it we could do nothing, as we had to
lor the dogs, who required constant Sponging to
keep them from giving out, While cogitating, two countrywe interviewed them, and found thaUive
an
brothers owned each about 1.000 acres of this prairie all
fenced in this way, and that they could not lie induced to let
We thought, however, that the
any one ahoot on their land.

two coveys
tle

ot

We were

run.

We

I

i

'I

l

trying for, as 5,000 acres, having as many
as this was said to have, wotdd give us ail
started to find the owner, determined to
had not proceeded far when we met a young
man on hoi sebxek with a single barrel gun we Stopped to
As stum as his eyes lit on our
inquire the way from him.
k as a ihuudei cloud, and in reply to

privilege

was worth

chickens upon
we wanted, 80

it

we

We

;

:

inquiry

if

he

my

knew whose land was in a certain inclosure he
I asked him to kindly inform mc. He

simply said " Yes."

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
V

'•"'

" What kind of n man is Mr.
"Mr.
"You'll find out when you meet him." " W
build such fences for, they must be B tireut expense?" "To
keep such fellows as you off.''
He then informed us that he was the owner Of. the laud.
and was in search of a crowd of gunners from the town of
Mexico, who threatened to defy him, and paid no attention tit
replied,

I'

his sign? to "Keep off .'" painted on every alternate panel of
fence.
He threatened to shoot the first one he caught "if it
cost him $1,000," and wanted to know if WO belonged to that,
party.
hastened to assure him that we did not, but
" were weary pilgrims from a far-off land— men of peace, gentlemen of honor, who would not steal his sheep, seme tils' cathad speut, the previous night at
tle, nor shoot his hogs.
had
his neighbor O.'s house, who could vouch for as.

We

We

We

traveled too far to be disappointed now, and we must g
We were not princes no Boss
that inclosurc somehow.
Tweeds in disguise, but were willing to buy. Could 1
board us at his house? Was there not a bole of some sort in
that confounded fence ?" Finally, we succeeded in making a
lie went
treaty, we agreeing to help him keep others off.
with us and showed us where the chickens were, even offerhad fine fun for about an hour,
ing me his horse, to ride.
when we had to quit on account, of the heat. The next mornhad plenty of sport
ing our host went with us again.
until about 10 o'clock, when" it became too hot, again.
could not prevail on our host to shoot, though he carried his
gun all the time. He could not kill on the wiDg, and was
much astonished at our breech-loaders and the way in which
we knocked the birds down, especially on one occasion, when
I killed a pair out of the first rise and then a third one that
He
lingered long enough for me to reload and kill him.
showed the keenest appreciation of the working of our dogs,
hut could not understand why we would not shoot quail when
dogs pointed them. When we parted he pressed us to come
At
again, but I am not infatuated with chicken shooting.
the season when they will lie to a dog the weather is too hot
to allow you to preserve your game, and is too severe on
both man and dog. As a game bird, I find them easy to hit
and easily killed. No. 9 improved chilled shot does the business for them every time. A fair marksman with a good gun
Bbduokd.
could not wish for easier game.
St, Louk, Mo., August, 1878.
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We

We

SALMON, TROUT AND DEER.
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The McCloud is a glacial stream, flowing from the base of
Mt. Shasta, a full-born river, where it bursts from the ground,
inclosed in canyon walls from 500 to 1,000 feet in height, roarWith a velocity of from ten to twenty miles an hour, and continually crooked.
From its source to its mouth, hear the
United States Fishery, more than sixty miles, its icy waters
warmed by the customs of civilbsatiou nor polluted by
the flow of city or even country habitation. Apart from our
camp at Horse-shoe Bend, the Indian alone dances on its
are not

banks and gathers to

its fish-bakes.

Prom

his

conical, bails

hut, or poles covered with boughs, he sallies forth to the deep

pools at every turn, and stauding ou

aupp Jrted by
bone, through
the salmon, and withdrawing his rude spear the barbed
points remain, and by a strong cord attached the huge fish is
drawn ashore. But we had no such unscientific appliances for
taking our trout and salmon.
The Dolly Vardens are found in this stream only, except, in
Alaska and the glacial waters of Mt. Hood in Oregon, and
Mt. Ranier and adjacent peaks in Washington Territory.
They are the Pacific red-spotted salmon trout, Ralmo mrnpbdli); but the Indians call them " Wye-dul-dicket." They
are sometimes fifteen pounds in weight. But as a rare fish
they had no special interest for our parly, one of whom was a
As a game fish they are not
fish commissioner of California.
The salmon, that literally filled the river, would
excelled.
often take the hook in spite of every precaution to prevent it,
and it was hard work, if not good fun, to keep the monsters
out of the rapids, for once in them no tackle provided by any
But
of the party could get them back and land them safely.
He is
rightly managed the salmon soons gives up the fight.
stubborn, but, after his first run, too much hke the pickerel,
worryNot so with the Dolly Vardens. There seems to be no
ing them to death. They are game to the very last, and must
be secured largely by strategy. The ordinary McCloud River
trout weigh from twelve ounces to three pounds, and a catch
Fishing
of forty or fifty requires a horse to bear the load.
with a pack-horse was a novel experience.
The telegraph was sixty miles away, and as for post office,
we had none but ice was on hand, and we packed the large
poles,

crotches, hurls his forked spear, barbed with

;

surplus of fish that a camp of twenty-six could not consume
to tempt the sickly appetites of our city friends, distant nearly
a hundred miles by stage and about "two hundred more by
rail.

Why salmon bite either at a bait of their own eggs, or rise
Some of the
to the fly in fresh water, is to mo a mystery.
proprietors of our many salmon-curing establssbments have
made careful examination to discover their food and found
with
the same
nothing,. One firm examined nearly 100,000
Hence, many conclude, and our intelligent Fish
Commissioners are all of the opinion, that they eat nothing
after leaving salt water, and their nature might have served
for Watts, who wrote
result.

-.

" Let doga delight to bark aad bite,"

from habit.
But they swallowed their bait as though this was their
Some of them were greedy, but not promiscuous
habit, too.
They would carry off a snell or a leader, and in a
biters.
few minutes, perhaps, be landed with the lost hook securely
Others would lie lazily on the gravelly or sand}
fastened.
edges of the pool, and scarcely allow themselves to be frightened away.
Castle Lake is also near Sisson's, but in an opposite direction from our present camp, and in it there is usually flyBut the fishing
fishing for trout unsurpassed in any country.
might, grow tame at last if there was no other recreation or
employment. Usually, in a well-ordered camp, there is no
opportunity for time to hang heavily on any one, bnt here,
certainly, there were excursions too numerous for any one or
all of the party, and too many even to mention iu a single
letter.
But the deer hunting attracted the attention of every
one by turns. The camp was never out of venison, although
for they bite

only bucks can be killed in this State. This is the finest deerhunting region in California. The country is mountainous,

A
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competent guide can travel 100 miles
snow-capped and glacier-clad mounStream or entangling himself in ehapparal, and weary neither horse nor rider.
In a little mountain grove and meadow, whore the south fork of the Sacramento bends, and the pitcher plant feeds on insects that seek
its sweets, twenty-four bucks were seen by one man in one
day.
Iu a single trip from Sissons to the camp twenty-seven
deer were counted. But there are those who will never get
the buck fever by seeking out their game, for, being destitute

rest

of the instinct of the hunter, they are sure to frighten the
game for miles around. There ale those, loo, who have tried
rifles of every improved pattern, and scored well on the tarIt is possible to slaughter
get, but have never killed a deer.
them in this region almost at will, and whoever can shoot at
There arc at least
all can get the finest bucks without fail.
twenty deer licks in the range of the party. There are minthese often appear line a
eral springs to which the deer resort
few drops of stagnant, water here and there in the crevices of
Careful exgreat rocks, where the deer lick the scanty fluid.
amination shows iron, sulphur and soda in nearly every one.
To one of theae I went, about uiue o'clock ouo morning.
As [ descended the canyon wa!l to the bed of the deep,
wild torrent, about, sixty yards across, I could see
several stately bucks coming down the well-trodden rocky
To move not even a muscle, when any one
side opposite.

in on lop of the two charges of powder and shot already in
the guu, and, with a determined air, he was just raising it
again to his shoulder when Biddy cried out: " Whist there,
Tim put, iu your gun one. of those little copper things in the

but not rough.

around the base of

this

tain, without, crossing a

;

appeared in sight, and to advauce toward them when all
chanced to stop and look, or loss their brauchiug antlers at
the same time, and when each was behind some bushy tree,
was no easy task, bnt at last we had approached within good
range and I had selected the two largest bucks, standing one
hundred feet apart, and almost simultaneously they dropped,
one with a broken neck and the other with a pierced heart.
But my own spirit sank within me at the cruel slaughter. It
wus doubtful if both could be consumed in camp, and then
they were killed in such a cowT ardly way, taken by surprise,
where 1 knew they would be sure to come. To be sure it was
not even a, faint approach to the Adirondack method of driving them into the water, where one hunter seizes the deer by
the tail and another blows out his brains with a shotgun, but
stalking ought to be good enough for any one in this region
when it is so easy on horseback. Three varieties of deer are
found here— the mule, the black-tailed and the white-tailed.
Of the mule deer I have seen none alive, but at Sisson's I
find the head of one that was killed last winter and weighed
19G pounds, and they frequently weigh when dressed 225
pounds.
The black-tailed deer are the most common. Somewhere I
have seen it stated that the flesh of these is very poor eating
and not to be compared with that of any other member of its
family inhabiting North America. This is a great error, and
must have originated with some one who killed a lean old doe
and expected the flesh to be tender and juicy like that of a
yearling. When the black-tailed are in good condition the flesh
is fully equal to any of the Virginia deer that 1 have ever seerj,
The black-tailed deer are migratory. Mr. J. H. Sisson, who
has resided here for 23 years, and has killed perhaps more
game than any other resident, is an intelligent and close obHe tells me, and his statescrvsr of the habits of all animals.
ments are fully corroborated by everybody, white and
Indian, that the blaek-ttailed deer are found in sum-,
mer from the snow liue above the timber ou Mt.
Shasta to the
beds of the rivers
that in August
the bpeks are found alone on the high rocky points " harden;

ing their horns," and that as the winter becorhes severe they
ravel across the Trinity mountains to the western side of the
Coast range and along the Pacific Ocean, or else follow the
general course, of the mountains toward the Sacramento Valley, and return again in the early spring.
very few remain in this region all the winter. At some
seasons they lie under the thick brush aud will not stir unless
closely approached, but early in the summer they lie often at
the feet of large trees in open places. They go from gray to
red in May aud June, and the fattest are the first to change
color
and go from red to' blue in September and back to
gray in November and December. They feed largely on the
blue thorn, a species of ceanthus. They rut principally in
December, but partly in October and November.
Compared with the mule deer the feet of the black-tailed
are. small and the body round, the muscles lighter, the horns
smaller in proportion to the body, and less regular iu shape.
The color is darker, aud when blue it is really blue, and even
when the deer is in the red it is a reddish blue. The tail of
the black deer is long aud flabby, white under and black on
good buck will weigh when dressed 140 pounds. On
top.
the black-tailed deer there is usually much less white than on
the mule fleer,
It is seldom white under the throat, but there
Their habitat is
is usually a little white around the nose.
principally in the Coast Mountains of California ami Oregon,
and east to the Sierras.
Considering their abundance, and how easy it is to shoot (or
slaughter) them iu the many licks of this country, and how
easily guides and all necessary outfit can be had at the foot of
Mt. Shasta, is it not strange that one will hold and another
shoot his deer in the Adirondaeks ? Let your sportsmen who
visit California bring rod and gun and turn aside for a month,
or even a week, to this region, and uo one need return from
hunting without his first deer.
F. E. B.
I

A

;

;

A

TIM DOYLE'S FIRST SHOT.
TIMOTHY DOYLE, the hero of this story, an industrious
young Irishman, not long married, came from the Green

Isle to the backwoods of Canada, and was told that a good
single barrel shot-gun would be of mighty good service to him
So he hunted the town stores till he found
in his new home.
in a junk shop an old "Brown Bess," which had been converted from a flint to percussion cap lock. This gun ho purchased, together with a cow's-horn powder flask aud shotbelt, for $3, and returned to his home delighted with the acquisition, which he showed off in sportsman's style to the admiring eyes of Biddy, his wife. Armed with this deadly
weapon, he one day sallied forth to hunt for game. His dog
was not long in chasing a squirrel up an old tree, and Tim
thought, he would have a shot, just to get his hand in before
He loaded his gun, as he
he came to more desirable spoil.
had once seen a neighbor do, by pouring about four drachms
of powder in the palm of bis hand, then emptying this in the

On top of the powder he rammed down a piece of
gnu,
hornet's nest for a wad, then did the same with about as much
shot.
During this time the dog's frantic barking around the
tree kepi the squirrel quietly sealed in a notch, waiting to be
slaughtered.
" llould now, Biddy; see that chap come down out of
Tremthat," cried Tim, bringing the gun to his shoulder.
bling from bead to foot he closed both eyes and pulled the
trigger, but no report followed.
Down came the gun to a

l,o the ground, and Tim peeped in the ban-el to see what
could be the matter. It, struck him he had not put in enough
ammunition. He emptied in another charge of powder and
shot, which were again wadded down as before.
"Now, Biddy," cried he, "look out she is sure to go off
this time."
But notwithstanding he snapped the trigger two
" Be fabberB," cried Tim,
Or ilncc times it would not go off.
"I'll be aquul with yc yet, aud I'll rill ycr old barrel with
powder till ye do go off, had cess to yc." Around came the
powder horn once more, and a good load of powder was put
;

;

paper box."
" Och, tare and ootids, that's just it; she'll go now, and no
thanks to her. Fetch it along quick the bird up in the tree
there is getting tired waiting till 1 Bhoot him, so he is."
Carefully adjusting the cap once more the gun was brought up
;
and the trigger pulled. This time it went off with a vengeance.
Tim was sent heels over head, and the gun went spinning
some yards off. Biddy helped Tim up. " Oh, are ye kilt?"
" Divil a kilt,"- said Tim, '' but where ia me gun?"
cried she.
"T'llgo for it," cried Biddy, starting to run to pick it up.
"Holy Mother!" yelled Tim, holding his nose, which was
bleeding piofusely; "Stop, Biddy; stop, I say; don't go
near the divil there's two loads in her to come out yet; don't
touch her for yer loife." And there the gun lay till an older
settler, who chanced to pass, explained matters, and taught

little

;

;

Tim Doyle

to

become what he now is— a good

ERRORS

shot.

Stauocona.

«
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IN PICTURES

OF FIELD

SPORTS.
Editob Forest and Stream
In your issue of August 15 I have read with much interest
the criticisms of "J. L. K." ou "Marine Painting." He is
evidently a seaman, and knows whereof he speaks. And who
can fail to admire his enthusiasm over the beautiful yacht.
He speaks of her as if he loved her, and 1 have no doubt he
His strictures on the average marine picture aro no
does.
doubt perfectly legitimate.
And yet there may be some excuse for inaccuracies here.
Accurate technical knowledge of
:

the subject is not very easily obtained from books, and seamen
able and willing to give information are not found at every
turn.
There is another department of art, however, equally faulty,
or more so, with not a shadow of excuse.
This comprises the
legion of sporting sketches which adorn or disfigure the walla
of our public and private houses.
Most of them are so faulty
as to be exceedingly offensive to the sportsman and the
naturalist, or to anyone, in short, who knows much about the
subjects treated.
To illustrate, 1 have before me three picIn many respects they are very good indeed. The
tures.
landscape, the still life, the color, the atmosphere, the grouping aud drawing of the figures, all show much artistic merit.
The first is entitled a " Quail Shooting." It is a very popular picture, has been much admired, and reproduced in many
forms.
I need hardly describe it
everybody has seen it. In
the foreground are the pointers, the covey of quails and the
hunter,
In the background is a field of rye, partly cut and in
shock, with the harvest hands busily at work finishing the
It probably never occurred to the ^artist that quail arc
job.
never shot in harvest-time, from the fact thai, they are mostly
in the shell, and it is contrary to law in every State of the
Union. The artist has just placed a late autumn scene on a
midsummer landscape, That is all.
The next is "
Herd of Deer," a buck, a doe and two spotted fawns. Did the artist not know that such a group is never
seen in nature ? The buck is never found in company with
the doe when her fawns are "in the spot." He cares no more
for her or his fawns at this season of the year than he does for
the sod under his hoofs.
The buck has no affection for his
children.
Indeed he will destroy them if he can get at them.
The male and female consort together for about one month
generally through November, long after the spots have disappeared from the fawns. In this picture there is a double
anachronism.
The spotted fawns indicate spring or early
summer. The fully- developed and beautifully-pointed horns
of the buck certainly mean October or November.
These blunders are sceu at almost every turn, and are altogether inexcusable, because the least hit of research would
have pointed out the errors.
There is a print which illustrates pickerel shooting in the
overflowed prairies of the West.
Tha artist and the writer
both place a large dorsal fin upon the pickerel, an appendage
which he does not possess, as every one knows who has ever
;

A

seen him.

There seems to be just nowr a demand for

literary

and

work of this kind. Why do these men offend the
public taste by producing such stuff? A. picture should tell a
story.
The artist should he a teacher of correct principles in
the natural history of the objects he portrays. In other words,
he should speak the truth. In looking over these art blunders
one is reminded of that celebrated picture of " Abraham Offering up Isaac," in which the old Patriarch is represented as
about to dispatch his son with a modern fowling-piece, or of
that other great historical panorama of the Israelites crossing
artistic

the

Red Sea, pursued by the

hosts of Pharoah,

are armed
Yknatob.

who

with breech-loading repeating

Monmouth, Warren

rides.
Co., Ill, .ht</us£19.

" Venator's " points are well taken.

A

great

many ana-

and many of them of the most glaring
character. Our attention was called some time ago to a clever
bit of art criticism in the London Athenmim, which showed
the blunders made by artists who introduced flowers which
were not only out of season, but which could not belong to
the locality in which they were depicted as blooming- We
have before written, however, ou this particular point, that
the picture of a fish, for instance, which might suit tho
thorough art critic, would not do for the professor Of icthychronisms do

ology.

exist,

For the former, general
would he

effects

that slight necessary

idealization of nature

acceptable, while the Smith-

sonian Miixmi would find fault

if

or a spine iu the dorsal too many.

however,

when

nature,

is

there

was a

scale too little

General coarse blunders,
ought to be decried.

travestied,

Neither birds, fish nor animals can be drawn from one's iuner
consciousness. Mistakes in natural history by distinguished
authors might he made quite noticeable, if one were to seek
for the tares in the wheat.
Does not Thackeray ia
Virginians " make the Potomac teem with salmon ?
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PIGBON MATCHES.
Worcester
'

''

!

'

''

Fourth match, team shooting,
Frierson

Marujorofoii.—These sportsmen's clubs had

vs.

'

'"

'

home

in a victory for the

IlililKI^:,!

.:i!-i-

'I

i

their

m

|..M,|i-

„

.

The following

club by a score of 9BS to 251.

WORCESTER.

W s Perry

n lmiinmmiii mi mo

i

A Houghton....! lllllllllllllllliiiiioillll
GJRngg
1 lllllllllllllllioilllllllOl
1—27.
L E Hudson.. .. 111011111 111001011111111111

1 1—25.

ND

011.000111111111011111111111

Oilman. ...1

CBHolden....l

011 01

1 1

1

0—22.

1

^_|f

1 1

01

101

1

1

1

11 01 111

111111111111111111111111111

0llnSon -"

G
mltl1
-22^

1

10

11101 11

°

11 11 11

111°111 000 111

"mU'lnl"!

l

1

MARLBORO.

lm

llOlllllloi 01 11 111 11 n
lOOi'.iiioiOlllllloilllllO
1 1—23.
James Moore... 1 11 Olllllllllllioi 0111111101
1 1—26.
I G Howe..
1 101001111011111111111100110
1 1—23.
OB Brush
1 lllllllllllOOlllllllllliioi
1 1—27.
F A Marshall. ..0 1 Ollioi 1 1 inn lllioillllio
1 1-25.
FB

Gleason..

.1 1

1 1—27.

T J Beandry....l

1

HW Eager... .linillllliliiiiniilloilloi

N 8 Chamberlain.. 1 lllllioillilui iilliuili
1 1—2S.
W H Leighton, Jr..llllllll 11 111 1001101110111

10

111

1—26.

B B

Bliss

00101110011111011110100101

1

1 0—19.
Total, Worcester, 258

R H Gillespie
CHendrle

1

Thos Gumming

o
o 1

Bishop revolver

Hughes

WmScoUeld

W AHendrie
RH Gillespie

l

Walter Daniel
Lewis Donf
,
Second competition for the "Implement Case."
l o l o l l o l l 1—7
Scofleia
l
Hendrle
Oothout, Jr.O

R

Gillespie.

01100011

Hurlingham rales

Or Zolnowskl

FDagro

Stone
W
llammeiiis

BS Murphy
WSGreen
W Henderson

ball

1

1

1

1
1

'•

i
1

"

1

p Smith

25
25

"

match

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

•

1—5
1—5

1

1

SO
28
25

"
"
'

1—

1—5
1-5
1—5
1—4
1—4
1—4
1—3
0—1
0-1

1

1
1

1

10

1
1

for club badge, 18 yards rise, three traps

and Bogardus rules
1
Dr Zolnowskl

111111111 11111110111111 1-24
lllllllllllllllllllllll 1—24
11111110111111111111111 1—24
111101111 OlllOlllllllw
nooi in loiniiooiooo 0—16
111011011111 010100001W
11101111001110111110111 1—19
1 01110100011010101100101 0—13
0000001001010001000—4
O 0000

FDugro
LBriglit
« Bright
ETammerlia
Sewell

1
1

AL

T

W

i

l

,i

Granger
Stone

G W Curtis
Mr Freeman

0010010000111010111111W

rales

LBrlght

11 1—

Ollioioio—5
33

101 1—3
111—3

11111111

1

l—lo

each 21 yards

balls,

l—3 Hughes

1

Aug. 26.— Bogardus

Nashville,

Hughes

between Frierson and Hughes,
1

1

Oates.....

1

Meadows

1

Second match,
Turner

rise.

1

1

0—2

1

1 l

1—5

traps.

21

i;o-4 Maskey

1 1

1111—5
ill 1—5

yards rise

10

Oates

1

1

Meadows

11 1—3

Turner

1
1

Oatea

1

yards

five balls, 21

Meadows

1 1 1 1
1

Rurkholz

1

McKlnney
Meadows won

1

ill 1—5

1

10

1111

tied

1

1-5
1-4

yards, twice
out, of three at

21

rise:

1—5 Oates

ill 1—5 Tamer
10 11-4 Mitchell
111 1—5

I

the shoot off on five.
Fifth match, five balls, 21 yards rise

Mitchell..

1-B

1

111 1—4
1111—5

:

1—5 Brackman
1 1 1 1 1—5
1—5 Turner
1
1 1—3
1—5 Oates
1 101 1—4
....0 10 1 1—3 Gilbert
110 0—2
were shot off by Meadows, Mitchell and McKlnney,

111

1

Bnrkholz
ties

1 1

1

1

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

-

on

five

after breaking three balls each, divided slakes.

Sixth matcli, double balls, IS yards rise
Bnrkholz
11 11 10-5 Turner
111111—6 Brackman
Oates
Mitchell

11 11 11—
11 10 11 -n

11—

10 11

GUU
Vass

J.

Gum Club—Mobile,

City

club medal
Tnnstall

WB

1

Sheffield,

F

carne

wh

Sheffield,

D.

II.

match for

Ala., Aug. 14.— Second

11101111001100111
100111100011111101
0010011110001110 11

lOlloioillOU
14

1 1

1 1 1

l

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 1 1 1 i

1—11
1—11

11011111111010110111— 16
1
0—12
1 1 1
1
O00010U00OO00 000 00—

a

M alone

11 11 1— is
1 1 1 1—

1

01101 HOOlllll 11101
1 D

Ladd
Fry

1—13
1—14
1—12

11101001011101 1—15
l ill
00001100000000110111—7

DrBlzzell
Friend

1

1—20
0-18

1

t

1

1

:

;

KH

Wyokoff

26
22
22
25
26
23
24
22
22
23
22

Cart Warne
James lvine

HAWarne
j

Vanwackle

WADunlop

Stephen Lambersou
Ham**!! Farington
P'.irinfrfnn
George
<i

Ellas

').'}.

Worrell

Vandeveer

Charles Browp

11111111
1111111—6
111110111—9
11111010 1—3
111110 111—8
1 111011110—8
1 11101110 1—8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0- S
1 101111010—7
1 111101010-7
1 111010010—7
.....01 11110 010—6
,110

"
"

1

"
"

1

•'

"
"
"

"

"

11111
10111101

10

1

1—7
1—8

Ohio— Gallatin, Aug. 29.— TheBe are the officers of the recently
organized snooting club: Thomas Miller, President; Jno. W. Walton,
Secretary P.. P. StuaW Treasurer. There are fourtei n members.
Trap shooting will now be the popular sport.

lllllllll 1—10—16
111111110 1— 9—15

ooiooll 1—6
111010100—6

11

Roy

1
Morgan
Same Day— Sweepstakes
1 111 1—5 McLain...
Morgan
1 1 1 l—t Trlbby
Evans
1111—4 Roy
Reeves
Morgan won on ties of five, and Evans won on
Second sweep
...0 1111-4 Tribby
Morgan
111 0—3 Roy
Evans
1 1
1 1—4
Reeves
:

Tribby

won second by breaking three

1
1

101 1—4
110 1—4
1-5

1 1 1 1

ties of four.

•

,

1

1

Tournament.

HaBfurther

110111011-8
01111110 1— S
111111111—9
1—8
10111110
Harding. ...1
111110111—8
Joies
111101110—7
Doxle
1—10
11111111
1
Porter
Hasfurthcr.l 111111110—9
Merriman..l llllllll 1-10
1 11101110 1—8
Pratt
Klelnman..o 11110 1111—8
111000111 0— 6
Leland
llllllll 1—10
Turnstall..
Crandall....l

McArthur...l

James

111—8

11110

McVeagti...l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1111—5
1111-5

Gun Club.

'

'

Hit or B

McArthur

First match, pigeonB, 21 yards rise, plunge traps

Frierson

1 1

Dew

o

Campbell

1

Hughes
Bauey

1

1

0—3
1—5
1—8
11 1—5
o 0—0

oiiioi
111111
10

Second match, glass

balls, 18

101010

Gordon
Begley
Cochran
Webster
Rainey

yards

rise,

1 1 o

o

10

1

I
1

from two

1

10 111

1

1—4
1—3
1-3
1—3
0—6

Frierson

11110 111
1110 10 111
11110 11

1

Campbell. ...1

1—9 Gordon
1-8

1

Begley

1—8 Cochran

traps,

1111110
10
0101001
11010
1

....1

1

1

0—8
0—3
0—4

1 1—6
1—7 Wcoster
10
1 1110 011
liuehes
Rainey
1 0—4
1 1 1
1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1—
Bailey
Third match, at fifteen yards, double rise, from two traps, glass balls:
00 00—1 Gordon
10 10 11-4
01
Frierson

Dew
Campoell
[hes

Bailey

10
1°

W

'....11

11

10

11

10—1 Begley
lu— a Webster
00—4 Rainey

U 10—

10
10
00

Third

tie,

won

37 vards,

-4

10
11

10—

oo

00 -u

[1

won

by Elch with

Donn

000010111—5
1111101111—9
1 1 11
11111— 9
1
1 1 1
1 1— 9
11111100 1—
Eich
Gillespie.. ..1 101010011—6
Hawthorne. 1 110101111—8
Haroaugh
Kimble
Cramer
Organ

..1

1

1

1

ti

111111-5

Kleinman

by Joies with

1

1

1

10—

9

w

1

10 111—4 Leland

1

1

1—4

Ties on six, 20

five straight,

Doxle

1

1

Can

1

1

Leland
1
Merriman.. .1
Crouch
1

1

1

1

1

1—

1

7

llllllll 1—10
110111101—8
llllllll 1— 10
llllllll I—10

111—7
1— 8
1 llllllll 1—10
111111111-0
Vass
LMrArtbiir.,1 111 111101—9
McVeagh. .11110
10 10—6
110 10

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Gaytes
Phelps

1
1

Henry

1

011111110—
1

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

Price

1

1

l

1—

9
S

1

1

1

1

1

1-

9

011111110—7
llllllll — in
011111110—8
1

110 1—4
1111 1—5

1

1

1

1

1

1

Won

Tnrrll
Joies
Cui.tfghaui

Eich
Davis
Wella
Willard

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

Porter

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

111

1

nil

u

1

1

Organ

1

GlUesplB...(l

l

Doxle

1

1

1

1

1 1

Tucker

6

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Bannister.- u

1

1

1

1

1

1—

1

w

1

1

flawthorne.l
Klein man... 1

0—

101110111—8
0—
1

1—

6
m

1

1

0—

9

Q

1

I—

I

1

ill

1

1

1-6
1-4

1

0-3

James

10

1

1

w

1
1.

1—5
8-a

1

1

I

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

1—:,

1

1

1

1
1

0-4
0—2

Second tie won by Kleiuman with five at 31 yds.
Tits ou seven won by Couch with five at 20 yds.
Tiea on six, 26 yds.
Wells
Second

E"

1

1

0—3 Hawthorne
1—4 Bannister

1

10

1

tie

1

Thursday, Aug. 29.— ClasB Bhootlug
Price
111-11111—8 Brlce
1
8 Ballon

llOlllllOl—
1- 9
1 1
111111011—9
1 1110 11110—8
llllllll 1— lu
111111111 1—10
00111010 0—5

ftyer

Ha-fnrther.l

1

1

1

1

1

1

Crouch
Stone

1

AKIeimnanl
Kellogg

1

won by Hawthorne with two at 31 yds.

1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1

1—
1—

8
S

1

011001111—7
0— s
1
101101110—7
1 1
-in
111111100—8

1

1

i

Merriman. .1

1

1

Turriil..

..1

1 1

CailOeld

....0

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

11

1

1

11

I

1
1

Mobley

1

McArthur.
Doxie

.1

Teal
.

F0S8

1

11

I

1

1

1

1

1

l

1

1 1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1

11

1

1

1 1

littii-john

Garrison..

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

13,11

1

1

1

110
1

111

1
1

Tunaiall...

1

Garns'jli
At 31 yds. Crandall

1—4 Bates
0—4 Vass
0—4 Leland
0-3 Gore....
1—1

1

1
1

1

1

A Kleinman

1

1

1

1

1

_

9

0—
1-

a
s

1—

B

0—
1-

s

1

1

1

1

u

1

1

5

0—3

1—

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

I

1-5
0—3
1—4

1

1

1

1-0

1

1

_

1-5

1

0—4

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

31 yds.

:

:

1

1—4

1

1—4

Mobley

on with three out of four.

1

1—5

,..., .-Thursday afternoon
and

i— in

1—

1 1

Leland won with four.
Ties on seven, 26 yds.

At

1
J Kleinman
1
Brlce
At 31 yds. Kleinman

single

.

i-Hi

and Hasfurther divided on five each.
Ties on eight, 26 yds.

Avers
Kimble
Kellogg
Fobs
Others withdrew.

1—5 Crandall
1—6 Turrill
1—5 Joies
1—4 Lydston

1

.

1

I

1

111

111

Hasfurther

1

1

1—4 Merriman
crouch
1—l
McArthnra
At S] yds. MBrrtman won with five straight.
Ties on nine, 20 yds.

Price

1

1

111011111-9
011111111-9
011111100—6

Wells...
;

1

teams of two from each club

;

10

6 pair doable

Turrill

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1 1

1-

s

1

1

10 10 11 10
00 11 11 11
10 11 10 10

1

1

11— 7—12—27
10— 7
10— 8—16—32
01 10— 6
11 10— 6—12—29
11— 7
10 11— 8—15—31
n 11— 8
11— 8—16—32

11 11 10 10
10
11 11

n

10 10 11
00 10 11
10

11

11

10 11 in

1

1

1

10—6

1

1

1

1

1

11—7
11- F— 15— 32
00—5

10 11 10 01

1

1

1-9

t

1

1

1101111 ll— 9

1

1

1—10

1

1

1101111111—9

1 1

....1

1—4 Davis
0-2 Wiilard
0—4 Gillespie
1—2 JKIeinmau

Cunningham

1

1

1

1

10

McArthur

1

111111111—9

by Tnnstall, others withdrew.
Ties on nine, 26 yds.
1—4 Eich
1
1

1

1

1—4

101-4

1

1

9

1-10

1

1

1 1

1

loill.
1
1 1 1— 8
n 1111 111 1—9

1

I

1

1—5
1—5

1

1

S

1—4
110
1111-1

1

.0

1

1

1.1 1

1

1

Ties on ten, 26 yds.
1—3 Tnnstall

1

Kimble
Leland

Vass

1—

1

1

1

1

1

01111110

Ayer
Kimble

1

1

1

111—

1

five straight.

Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 2S.— Class shooting:
1— S Porter
Hasfurther.l
Price
1 111 11111 1—10 James
1

M

1

J

1

1

1

1

Tamil

1

1

1

1

Carr

I

1

1

1

Crandall
1-1
1110 1—4 Merriman
111
Turnstall
I 110 1—4
Donn
1 110 u—
1110—3
Wells
At 31 yards Leland and Turnstall tied on live straight, Turnstall
winning with ano.her five.
Ties on seven won by Henry with three at 26 yards.

1

1 1 1 1
...1 1 11 1 1
1
...0 1
1
1

1

Vass

Davis

1
l

1

001110111—1

1

1

Ties on six, 26 yds.
1-3 CanUold
1

five straight.

Tuesday afternoon
Harding. ...1

1

1—4 Kleinman
1—4

1 1

A Price
lllllllll— 0—17
Doxie
10 1101111—8
1110 1110 0— J— 15
11101110—7 McArthur
11111011 1-8 A Kleinman.... 1 011111111-0
8 Brioe
1 llllllll 1— 10
1- s-17
1
1 1
Sherman
J Kleinman....!)
1
111010111-1 Tucker
1111-7 Wells
Crouch..
1 llllllll 1—10
1— 9
1
1
11111110 1—8 Llttlejohn ..1
Jamei
1 111011001— 7—11
1— 5 Crouch
1
llllllll 1-10 Harbsngh ..1
Vans
llllllll 1—10
Kleinman ..1 1110 11111-9 Tnnstall..
1 01
Turnstall. ..0 1
101114 Q 1— 0—16
STaM..,.
1 1(1111110 1— 8
111014111-8 Organ
Leland
Cramer
1 111011111—9
1 1— 9
1
1
110 11111—8
Merriman. .1
Willard
1 1 1-0 1 1- 9
1
1
1 llllllll 1—10 Wlliard
1 1
10 11— 8—16
Porter
Organ
Lllll-0
Hawthorne.! IIOOOIOOI— 5 McArthur .1 1
u
1- s
1 1
1 1
Uoehe
1 111111100—8
110 11111—8 Joies
Aver
10 1110 0— 6—13
1
Gore
1
1 1 1— 7
Kimble... .1)1111111 1— 10 Gillespie ...1 1
1111111 11-10
Lydston
1 1 1 1 1
1 1—9
Crandall. ..0 lOlllono— 6 Carr
1 1 1
1.1 0- S— IS
lllllllll 1-10 MoVeagh.-.l 101011100-0 Elch
Eich
yaros,

1

1

1—4 Kleinman
110 1-4

10

1

Joies

Hastivrther.l

rules

Dew

1

1

Ltttlejohn...o

J Kloinmanl

Doxle

Second tie— 21 yards.
of the

llllllll 1—10
llllllll fl— 8
1111110 11—9

TleB on nine— 2f, yards.
111 1—5 Porter

1

II

1

Tie on eight— 26 yards.

McArthur

1-5

1 1

1

111 14) 01 11—8
,-.1110111110—8

Merriman
Ayer

..0111111111—9 Leland
1
1 10 110 1111—8 Tucker
111111011- 9 Jolea
1
1111110 0-7 Lydston ....1
Sherman. ..1 1
1 1
1 1— 9
1— 6 Wefts
1
Hawluorue..l 1
Crouch
1
1 1
1 1 1—
11111010 1—6 Uopklua....l
Vass
1111111101—9 Bates
Gore
1
Vass
1 111111 100— 8
Carr
1 111011111-9
Wells
1 111 01111 T—
Ties on ten, 26 yds.
Henry
1 1111110 11—9
110 0—3 Littlejohn
1
Porter

1 111 1—5
1 111 1—5
At 31 yards, won by Merriman with five straight.
Ties on nine—26 yards.
Wells
1 1110-4
1 1111-5
Sherman
oil 1—
1 1 1 1 1—5 Kimble
Crouch
Cramer
1 ill 1—6
1 111 0—4
Carr
second
31
yards,
Crouch
on
tie,
at
won with
and
Others withdrew,

Joies

1110—1

,.1

Crandall. ...1
1 Kleinman.l

Ties on ten—26 yards.
1 111 1—5 Turnstall

Porter
Merrinian

Orgau

1 1 1 1 0-4
Ayer
1
Crouch
1 000 0—1
At 31 yards Porter and Ayer tied ou «ve each, and divided.
Ties on eight—20 yards.

P-ner

The pigeon shooting tonrnament at Chicago, Any. 27, 2?, 29 and
The contests wore
30, was held under the management ot T. Sta^g.
open to the world all matches shot from H and T Parker plunge traps,
set two and one-half yards apart, 21 yards rise, B0 yards boundary,
as
follows
Vii oz. shot. The scores were
Tuesday morning, Aug. 27

1

Turrill

won by Kleinman,

yards,

Others withdrew.

straight.

Tennessee— Columbia, Aug. 19.— Tournament

111 1—5

1

1110
tie, at 31

Kimble

five straight.

10 11 1—4
..1111 1—5

1

Tunstall....l

.1

PENNSYi-VANiA-Sftarori, Aug. 26— Match between Morgan, of BrookConditions : ten pigeons, pluoge
field, O., and Jas. hoy, of this place.
trap, and ten glass balls. Score
Balls.
Pigeons.

0—1

1

1

McVeagh

Tire Chicago

110 1—3
111 0—4

Joies

1

1—7 J Holt
0—3 Fisher

C. G. J.

;

1101—4

1

McVeagh
James

CHolt

Jrf;

1

1—5 McArthur
l-s

Wednesday morning, Aug. 28.— Class shooting:
Davis
1
Vass
1
Hasfarther..l
1—0 Wells
..0
McArthur. ..0 1 1
1
1 1 1— 6
Crouch
1
McVeagh ...1
1-10 Porter
Doxie
1
s Carr
1
James
1— 10 Leland
1
1

:

10011111
10010100

1

•

Pheips

|

Midway Cujs-Matavmn, N. J.— Regular monthly shoot for the club
badge, August 20, at Mount Pleasant, ten birds eaeh, 1}£ oz. shot, 80
yards boundary handicap
1—10
23 yards
1
James Lamherson

Sherman
James

MrcniflAN— Bouell, Aug. 23.— The opening contest for the " Jewctt
Revolver" at glass ball shooting took place last Filday, Aug. 23. wlih
the following result; ten balls; 21 yards rise; new model Bo.ardus
trap, behind screen; to be won three times in succession
Wilcox
10111111 0—7
1 10110001 1—6
Rubert
1
1
1—7
1 10000110 0—4 Mulliken ... 1 1 1
Switzer
Lee

1—5

1 1

1

Bach

Leland
1 1111-5 Jolea
1 1111—6
Ayer
1 1
1 0—3
Second tie on eight, 81 yards, won by Organ, with four out of five.
Ties on seven, 20 yards, won by Turnstall with fonr oat of five.
Ties on six, 26 yards, won by MoVeagh with five straight.

.

Alexander

ill

1

1 1 1 1

Crandall
Tnnstall

:

1

Kimble

Others withdrew.
Second tie, 31 yards, Kletnman won with live straight.
Ties on eight— 26 yards.

Second

on three at
winning Anally with one

Braokman

i

i-r,

Cramer

Price

On shoot off Tamer and McKlnney
McKlnney

1—

0—2

Ties on morning shoot, Wednesday, Augnat 28
Ties on ten—26 yards.

1—3

1

1

10

at 24 yards,

1

1

J Kleinman

tie.

Oates

ill 1— s Mitchell
ill 1—5 McKinnev
1 1—4 Bnrkholz
111 1—5

1

Brackman

1

t

1

Gates and Meadows divided.
Third match, IS yards rise:

Meadows

1

1

n

Porter and Kimble divided first money.
Ties on nine— 26 yards.
Merriman
1 101 1-4
Willard

1

Second

0—1

1

1

1

-1

balls, 24 yards.

1-3 Oates

1 l

01

Vass
Porter
Brioe

oiiitiiio—8
11111110
11111111
111010111—
llllllll
1111—5
1 111100110—7
10 1 1—4 Henry
Joies
111011111—9
Crandall....l
1 1
1 0— s
E Price
llllllll 1— 10
11 1-3 Tnnstall. ...0 oitiiilii—8

1—5 McKlnney
1—3

Ties on three

1111-5

1

:

Turner

Turner

1

McKinuey

1111—5

1

1 1 1 1

guns and Hurlingham

1111101111101111111110
1 1111101010010111111111

EdgarG Murphy

1

l

at 25 j ards rise, five traps, ten-bore

Match

110 10

Gordon
Webster

1— 10

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

off

Lannon

Holt,
1

1

27
...26

WMurphy
J G Hecksher

at five

:

30 yards
28 "
25
25
30

E Buchanan
FHLawrenee
Same Day— Glass

0-5

o l o l o 1 1 «

Long Branch Gun Club— Aug. El.— Handicap sweepstakes
birds, five traps,

1

l

Turner and Oates divided.

1—5 B GillesDie. ..0 010 01100 l-^l
10 1—5 Weed, Jr....o 10001000 0—2

110

.1

1—

»

1

Total

111001111—8

Tie shot
Frierson

and

j9
3

:

Ties on ten—26 yards.

1—8

Private match, ballB, IS yards rise:

Gordon
Frierson

Meadows

Thos Cuuiining

l i

1111-5
110 1—3

1

Bailey

The

:

:

:

1111110 11-9

1 l o 1 1 1 1 1

Webster
i_s Begley
86

McKinney

1101111111111 0—13
11010000111111—9
011011100111—8
1 1101001011100 0— 8
10 00111000010 1—0
OIOOOOOIOOIOIIO— 6
00000010011010— 5
1 1
1
1
1 0— 6
011100100001 00- 5
00110000000100—3

:

n

l

Bide, 18 yards rise
Gordon......!

Bailey

Fifth match, balls, 18 yards rise:
Frierson
i 1111—5

Fourth match,

:

,0

Jr

01

on a

Dew

tllooooii-5

TOM

GFFoote

EFW Gillespie

five

1—7

1

Olloiim-8

'

r

1

OlOlUlll-s

a ne 3
!
5
Roberts

Third competition for " Loading Tools:"
HOothout, Jr
1

AG Weed.

t

at 24 yards.
for

01101011111100111111111 1—19
0110011101 mil lOOlllll 1—18
OlOOOlllllnlOlllOllOllO 0—14
01 01 01 1000 0011011101 11 1 0—13
00000 0100111100 00011 1— 9
00000010000100001000010 1—5

1

GSFoote

1

Marlboro, 251.

;

1 1 1 1

Campbell. ...1

gnghes

on two

Connecticut— ,S*tom/ord.—Fifth competition
HOothout, Jr
WmScofleid

n
«
3J1«

::

First match.

'"''!!!!!!!
aj/
Stedinan Clark UlllllllioiOlllllllllllDOlO
61"1

1

S

:

OREST AND STREAM.

i

11 10 10 11

11— 7-13-25
10— 8
10— T—13— 31

S

.

7

:

8
s

1t

;

n.

.

1

1

I

.

II

|l

l|

1

1

II-

I

1(1

..111111111 1—10-16

i

Leland

1

I

Merritnan

l

Ayer

1

i

1

1

l

I

1

l

1

l

1

1

1— in
1— S— 18

(i

1

1

I

1—

o

1 1 1

1

1

I

p

U

9

001111— I—10
11110111 1—9—

10

Ties on

11

11—3

01

1

11

11—

11

11—1

-7-i a

1

10

10—2—6-14

1

10
10

HI— 2—4— 18

Tnnst&ll

1

..1

1

i-

11—2—1—13

is all

10-2

not

10—3-6—13
11--*

II
10

.

1
o

Btrloe
Ties on thirteen divided.

At-

O. 8 s., utica.—Dittinar's powder seems to give general satisfaction.
Use exactly the same quantity by measure as you wonld of black pow-

00

III

00-1—5-11
no—

11

11—4—.1-13

Mr. Sqnlres will load your shells with Dlttmar. 3& ozs. of shot
wrong, la oz. of chilled, or ordinary shot, is a good load. Could

you where the rabbit dog can be had.

tell

W.

F.

Green"Bay.—My puppy, 9 months

old, setter, has a broad
very unpleasant. Eyes and nose run.
go. What shall I do? Ans.
Give a little sulphur occasionally, and rub in kerosene oil where sores
are. Consult your local surgeon about the eyes'.
B.,

red streak of

Has small

flesh that looks

sores.

Seem

to

come and

Woodcock
They

Y.—For woodcock shooting use one oz. No.

reitre to the higher and more mountainous diseat worms, the larvas of lusects, etc.

W. J. P., Rockland, Me.—My setter pup, 16 mos. old, had the
distemper badly. 1 tried the salt cure on him. It made him so weak
that he could barely walk. Now be Is very poor and miserable. There
What must bs done with him?
Is a thick discharge rrom his eyes.
Ans. In a former number we expressed that the use of Bait or salts for a
long perioil was an heroic method of treatmenl.and might not be adapted
to all oases. Be careful of the dog's diet. Do not let him eat for a
while anything bui good oat meal with broth. Give him a teaspoonful
of oil of sweet a'mondB, and try and build turn up. He must have been
over-depleted by the. treatment. Follow this up with 2 grs. quinine
every other day for a week. There i3 no reason why he shonld not get
well, if judiciously treated. We would be glad to hear from you again

months old. He will not
on his face. Ans. Should

7

D. N., Monson, Mass
For deer In Michigan go to the Manistee
River, the region around Escanaba, Fife Lake, the woods about Kalkaska and other towns lu that part of the State. Take your dog along.
will find both deer and turkeys about Flint.

10
11

Spenoi
Gillespie

especially

You

der.

10-2

10

..1

Eich

A ye

10—2

ttiirt.v-ono.

1

.

had distemper when

Lumps form on him and

A.

1

Tasa

12 shot.

tricts to moult.

hardly go amiss.

give age of dog and some particulars about attack of distemper..
tend aa ranch as possible to his general health.

wiiuu-.l

Lydston..

setter

B. A. M., Murbletown, N.
I

etc.

camping

10—7-15—31
10— 6
01— 3—18—2

11

11

I

1

Tins on

M.— My

J. O.

cattish,
:for

01

2 pair.

Organ

J Klelninan

Yon can

thlsaeason.

woodcock, trout,
stream beat

late advices us to particular

fatten.

...l

Turrlll

A^race
A Kloinman

have no very

11—8

KM

ami

thirty-two, 6 single

We

1011

10 10 10 01
11

Ifl

l

10

1

110 011011—'

1

111

I

ft— &
Id— 5—13—30

til HI ill 111— 5
Oi 11 11 00— 0—11—39

10

...1 1 1

Brice

ui 11

II

W., Norrlstown, Pa.— Ih the country about KalBion, Pa., yon

(>.

flud bears, deer, squirrels, grouse,

will
,

96

AND STHEAM.

FOTJEST

SK.rrKR, Sag Harbor.— Please tell mo In your next what you would
lall a dog answerlDg to the fallowing description?
Black and white
head, dark, spotted with white; 10 Inches from end of nose to top of
d; forehead 4% In broad, « in. around nose, 13 in. around head
jnstfo'ward of ears; upper lips long, Inside of mouth very black.
Ears 5 in. long, set well back; very large lump on top of head; Sft.
stands 22 In. high forward, 18 in. high on
1 in. long exclusive of tall
hips. Hair, long and very fine on ears, hind legs and tail ; weighs 41
pounds 8 months old. Marked— black head, saddle and hips white,
;

;

S„ Ironton.—So much would depend on the weight of your barrels In your German gun that we could not advise.
Certainly If msted
the gun never will do any good work. Such small calibres as 20 do not
allow much chance to rebore.
Advise yon to get a new gun.
To rework the old one might cost more than it was worth.
O. E.

1
1

1
1

1

,1

o

1

1

1

1
1

l

o

Momrnan
Brlofl

t

Tnolcer

Cronoh

1

Fifteen took third money,

Wella
.roles

Leland

10
10

ooio-

1
1
McCalluin
,i v mvridtuj—Five ground traps 80

trance

prizes:
Ayer
.1
1 1
aaafurthor..O
Porter

li-

00—1
10—2—3—10
10—3

10-2—5—

yds-; 10 single birds

;

9

$10 en-

;'ilve

Alileimnan.l
OrandaU...-

1

1

1

1—

T

110101011— o
101101111— T
11111111 1—10

limiHlU-1
0—

Core-

u

Pries
Tunstatl ....1
li

J

11
10

Klemman.l

1

u o

o 1

1

1

4

111111111—9
llllllli l—io
11111111—9

11 Lit

li—

Wells
A Bogardusi

oiiiiiill—

llarbangti..0

10

1110

E

l l

Tucker

1 1 o
1 1

Leland

Lydston. ...1

l

9

0—1
i— o
1—
1 1
11011 0— 6

Moaer
Bogardus.l

1

10

11—6

1

l o u o o

l

1

1 1

1

1

1

o o

1-

11 10-1

4.0

t

<

f.

--..:

..ii.

/.',-;.'

'lies of
at 2n yds.

'J

.,l-

divided on 5

•

i/.

!'"•-•:.

.

sad

divi'led.

s

Ties of

-l'.'J) shoot, ten single

two from each club
Price

Aver
Hasfurther

1

and

double; teams of

live

11-111 111 1-10-1S

1

llllllli 1—10—20
11 1111—9

1 1 1

Coctte

ii

11 10 01 11

11- .8-17-35

11 11 11
10 11 11 10

11-10

]1

II

10 1111 0—8-17 U

TjT ,iM,on

o

10

1110 111—7

KlSL...

1 1 1

Wlllard

11 0- 9-16
11
ill! 101111—9

Organ.".'.

1

1

1

1

11 1- 7-10

1

1

1010111111—
iiiiiiii l-io—is
1 1 1 1 0— 9
1
001111111— 7—10
1 llllllli 1—10

Ballou

gpuairam

-i

Turustall

Thomas
Tucker
C-raoiiail'

Merriman

1

....... .0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1
1

1- 7-17
1- 9

111111111-

9-13

11110 11111-9

Moirtnur

1111110 1—7—16
1111111111—10
llllllli 1-10-20
1111111111—10
11110- 6-16
1 10

Soxie. Porter
price.:;:

1

Koss

SCa&;.

10— 7—17—37

10 11 10 10 11- 7
11 00 11 10-7—11—31

1

.(j ore

11 11 01
10 10 11
oi 10 ll
11 11 10

10
10

10
11

11— 8
10- 6-14-30

n—

n n

11—5

11 11 10 1.1
Ol 10 11 10
11

10 10 11

11 10 11 11
it 11 11 11
11 10 01 00

1110

11-10—16—32
01— 8
10- 6-14-31
11— S
10- 8-10-34
11-10

10- 5-14-81

11 10 10 11
11 11 11 11

11- 9-1S-38
1010- 9-16—32

10 11 11 it in— S
1 1 I 1 1 1— 9
1
1- 0-18 10 11 11 11 01- 8-16-34
l 1
.... !".l 1 1 1 t
Merrtman and Leland and Wells and Joles divided fifth money on

Wells
jjes...
th'

.

1

1

I

McK„ Baliimore.—My 8

month's old terrier has little white lumps
per him filled with matter. These break when squeezed. Eyes watery
and weak. Terrier dull. Eats well. Lumps have come out during the
last three weeks. I feed him on scraps. Ans. Cease feeding meat and
give a teaspoon! ul of sulphur three times a week, followed by a small
dose of castor oil each alternate day.

Riamir, Worcester, Mass.—I have an English setter dog six months
Ahout five days ago a large swelling appeared over his right eye,
oompletely closing the same. Bust quite hard.
After two days the
swelling went down, leaving a sott bunch about the size of a walnut.
Byes are running some. Ans. This swelling may require puncture.
You had better, consult some surgeon.
old.

Nat Halifax.— A cocker spaniel, 15 months old, when retrieving, Is
hard mouthed and spoils birds. How can I cure him? 2. Bitch has had
two litters from a good dog, anu now lined by a cur. Will it affect Iter
in future ? Ans. 1. Can be broken by judicious treatment. A thistle
lu a glove sometimes does the business.
Make him carry an egg, and
punish him if he smashes it. See books on dog breaking. 2. Very
likely to crop out In subsequent litters.
B. B. B., Sparta.—In loading your metalic shells put two wads two
on powder aud one over shot. Use pink
edge over powder and brown over shot. We think that invariably two
wads over powder give better pattern than one. In loading paper
shells nse one card wad and two Eley's pink edge, or one card and one
Eley's thick felt on powder and one Baldwin wad on shot. Wads should
be, for paper shells, size of the gun. Some use a trifle larger.

W

Grand Tower, 111.—My setter, fonr years old, passes blood
T. M.
from his bladder without apparent cause. Otherwise seems in perfect
These discharges donot seem to affect his habits. Whatonght
to b? done? Ans. Your dog has some Inflammation of the bladder.
Would, m the' llrst place, keep him quiet, and give him half ateaspoonf id of sweet spuits of nitre, once a day for three days.
It might become
chronic unless attended to. A little laxative medicine might do him

birds.

dittr.

pense.

sizes larger than the shells in

111111—9

11 11 11 01

,

health.

^respondents.

Jfatstveis to

No Notice Taken

^- a

number

of

ot

AnomrmottB Communications.

anoaymouB correspondents

their queries are not answered,
this

when

will

understand

why

they read the linos at the head of

column.

W. C.

O., Garrison,

N.

T.—In Illinois.

probably be had near
A. C. W., New York.— Good snipe shooting can
Fatchogue, L. I.
G. C.

Broadway, N.

P.,

Y.—No

Pigou, Wllka

& Lawrence powder for

Bale in the oountry.

D., Houston. —Tho makers are very responsible,
pleasure in Indorsmg them.

We

find the namo of the

W. B. R., Ontario.—
but cannot tell his standing.

S—Can

P.

H.S.

is

and we take great

W.

O. E.

B.— 1.

Is

It

considered safe to shoot Eley's or Kay's wire
said gun being one of
's

from a modified choke-bore gun,

aud distinct type of the
and how does the breed, as a rule, compare with the Gordon,
Laverack, Irish, etc., for noBe, staunchness, and endurance? Ans. 1.
Ought not to be used. Safe, but might injure the gun. 2. The blue
belton is a special strain, as much as Gordon or Laverack, and occupies an important relation to most of the modern strains, and was no
doubt equal to any.

$150 guns

1

2.

Is the blue bclton a separate

setter,

give you uo satisfactory pedigree of Shot.

Inquired of

Says he can't help you.

E. G., Philadelphia.— All
what jou want for your

good.

A. P. H., Rochester, N. Y.— The most prominent canoe builders are
Rustton, of Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y,, who makes a specialty of
Cost about $70.
the Rob Roy canoe.
Win. Everson, of 485 First St.,
Brooklyn, E. D., Long Island, makes a specialty of the Shadow canoe.
Cost complete, with sails and paddle, about $120.
E. Waters* Sons,
of Troy, N, Y., make alii inds of paper canoes. Wm. English, of Peter,
borough, Out., builds bass wood canoes of the Indian type, aud Mr. J.
F. West, of East Orange, N. J., can give yon Information concerning
canvas canoes.

cartridges

person in the Directory,

hardware stores sell trunk trimmings, which
gnu ease.

H., P. at, Columbia, Tenn.—We know of no wild pigeon dealer
nearer to you than T. Stagg, of Chicago.

1)., Bay Ridge.— Have a Newfoundland dog abont eighteen
Under his lower jaw, near the throat, Is a
to two years old.
pulpy lump abouta hen's egg in size, that occasionally almost disappears. The lump referred to is not strictly stationary, and has lasted
for a long period. At the same time, he Is troubled with canker of the
Ills appetite is very fair when not troubled with the canker, otherear.
wise it Is poor, and ho cares little for meat. Inform me of the nature,
of the above, with the mode of treatment? Ans. Try and cure him of
the canker. Feed no meat for a month. Give a little sulphur twice a
week, and pour a little lead water In the car each day, hold lug It there
for a few minutes.

J.

v.

months
soft,

D. J. A,, Wall St, New York.— We believe the Penobscot county to be
a good one and that you will iind game there.
stores of the
P. F., Newark.— You will And good Oeld glasses at the
eolopticians and dealers in sportsmen's goods who advertise In oar

.1.

Boston.— The porous stone filter can be obtained of nolberton,
Price $1. At a small additional cost the long India
st.

H.,

No,' 111 Fulton

rubber tubes could be supplied.

C—

Tour's Is a difficult question to answer.
TJ. C. Georgetown, D.
Think we would advise taking the new American gun. The firm you
years.
ask about has been so sailed for about three
results. But. one
DiTTMAji.— We think the mixture does make good
uitrmar Is used for fowling-pieeeB. Two drachms would do

graded

no harm.

Does not weaken the barrel In Hie

least.

Pittsburgh.— What book contains the best information resred Irish seller?
pecting the breeding, rearing and training of the
Head Idstoue, Stonehenge, and many others. S. Have no
Ann.
optnon to give—can't do It, yon know.
J. c. R.,

w

Take half pound
R. S. G., Ashland, Wis.— 1. To waterproof cloth :
sugar of lead and half pouud powdered alum, dlssolvo In bneket of rain
water and pour off Into another vessel, steeping the canvas into it.
Soak well, hang up to dry, but do not wring it. Paste this lu your hat.
2. Rinse articles of clothing, etc. in water, with one ounce alum dissolved In it.
This will render them practically fireproof. To remove
mildew
Slacked lime, two bushels. Draw off the lime water and mix
120 gallons of water and
pound blue vltrloL 4. Pyrethrum rubrum
One half pound blis the insect powder.
5. To patch rubber boots
sulphate carbon, three handfuls gntta-percha. Put in wide-mouthed
bottle, shake frequently at end of two weeks strain through cloth, reDry the article, smear the
To apply
turn to bottle, cork tightly.
cement on and allow It to evaporate before bringing edges together.
After it has become light colored In spots worm and briDg edges perfectly together, stand away for awhile and the Job is comp.ete.
,
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F. T. B., New York.—1. My setter pup has lice on him. What will
>move them ? 3. Is a gun stock injured in any way by being bont ?
Ans. 1. Use kerosene oil well robbed In, and wash off half an hour
after with soap and tepid water. 2. Might be Inconvenient to shoot
with until you were used to It. Could be straightened at a small ex-

A.

re-entries allowed

;

1111111111-10

A Klelnman
.1 Klelnman

E

Ayera audPorter

1111101001—7
11110 11111—9
11 11 11 11 11—10-17—36
1 llllllli 1-10—19
1111110111-9
1011110 111—8

Turrlll

LeYand

T,

won by Merriman.

Tics of

H.

Philadelphia.— Have a setter pup 8 months old. Poppy plays
with toads, picking them up. When I got, him his mouth was dlsflgnred
with warts. Lower Up one continuous series of warts. Has them on
the roof of his month. What must be done? Ans. Gradually destroy them by application of nitrate of silver or caustic potash.
C.

T

101110110—7

Thomas. ...1

110 111—7
0Bates
1 10
l l
» 1 1
1 1—
MeirtHm-iO 1110 110 0-6 Wlllaid
Teal
01 01 1.0 1— S R White.. -.1 1110 1111—8
1
111111101-8
Turrlll..O
o 110
11111-7 S H
Doxie
110 01—4
1
Joles
in sbnot nfl A Klelnman and TunataU tied on at 2G yds., and 4 at 31
MCrrtman.. J

W. Tt. J., St. Augustine. Florida.— Give yonr dog a teaspoonfnl of
sulphur three times a week, followed by castor oil on the alternate
days, or give three compound cathartic pills in place of the oil. 2. Pain
caused the yelping, and he probably has obstinate constipation. 8, Give
le areea nut in a 1 Ittle milk and water, or plain water,

neck, chest, sides, legs and tall. Has fleas, what shall I do for him ?
can come to It. He may
Ans. Black and white setter Is the nearest
be of almost any strain so far as the color goes. For fleas wash him
and apply kerosene, washlnghlm afterwards.

T. A. K., Oquaka, 111.— What do yeu consider the best cure for
distemper? Aus. There Is nothing more general than the term
employed to describe the lirat sickness in dogs. This wo have repeated
in our columns innumerable tlrnes. Distemper may be quite a different
disease In one animal fromanoiher, just as lli children croup differs
from maaaies or scarlet fever.' We cannot, then, udvise one certain
Specific us ft cure, f r what Is called distemper. The best thing to do Is
when the general symptoms appear, such as running from the eyes and
nose, to give a good laxative, and await events. Thesaltcurernentloned
by U3, contributed by a correspondent, wa have of late had good report

1

of in quite

a number o

Loos' Fotle, Toronto.— If your boat is 24ft. 6ln. over all we asBume
her to be about 22ft. on water line. Iu that case would advise lengthening her amidships so that she will have %yi beams to her length. Yonr
beam being 7ft. make her 21ft. on water line. She will then stand up
to her present canvas better, as she will take more ballast to bring her
down. Put; this as low as possible. She will be roomier, faster off the
simpler way to
wind and probably do quite as well in the wind.
make her stand up better will be to transfer as much of her ballast as
possible to the under side of her keel by putting on a " shoe" of lead,
say 12ft. long, 41n. deep and 4ln. thick, or Its equivalent of 9501bs. In

A

some other shape. Remove this much from inside. If posslbe, substitute wooden floor for the metal one and stow the metal between the
floor.
This will materially lower the boat's centre
Perhaps you carry too much canvas iu your lower sails,
You might lastly
cannot judge without more particulars.
experiment by putting more ballast In her as she is at present, though
bringing her down deeper in the water would alter her trim and mlgh
As it is
injure her sailing, but the reverse might also bo the result.
easy to remove, the extra ballast again you had better try this plan first,
then, if not successful, put part of your present ballast under keel, etc.,
as explained above. The lengthening operatiou would be the most expensive.
Remember that narrow boats always keel more than broad,
shallow craft at the outset, but become suffer than the other type the
stronger the wind blows.

timbers under the
of gravity.

of that

we

T. C, Roslyn, L. 1.—The Whitehead " fish, torpedo" Is an English
adaptation of American experiments made mtny years ago.
Mr.
Whitehead, chief engineer at a torpedo factory iu Frlune, Austria
Krciiftiit out the invention in au improved form, since which lime the
British Government has been experimenting with it at the Woolwich
It is steered by an automatic arrangement which keeps the
When once Etarted all connection
torpedo moving in a straight line.
with the operator ceases and no change In direction can be effected.
It is retained at the desired depth by means of automatic-valve attachments to air chambers connecting with a reservoir of compressed
air. By admitting the compressed air into them to a greater or less dethe torpedo rlaes,
gree water is driven out, or let lu, and
The valves operate through the differing densities
or sinks.
The torpedo cannot be steered
of water at different depths.
its
efficiency
is
much overrated for
very accurately, and
practical work.
The propelling power Is compressed air. The
steel cases are made by boring out of the solid so as to avoid Joints
which would jeak under the 600lbs. pressure to the sqnare inch. For
rough water the torpedo may be set down as absolutely useless, excepting at very close quarters; anything which cannot be guided over 113
course by an operator is very uncertain lu Its efficiency.
The Lay and
Ericcson torpedos are much more dangerous weapens of attack than
the flsh.
Explosions on a vessel's side above water would be very ineffective and it would require a mnch heavier charge to produce dam-'
age than under water, as most of the force of the explosion would pass
off through the air away from the ship. Cannot say exactly how many
pounds of nitro-glycerine would be required to shatter the sides of an
Ironclad. Only experiment can determine that.

arsenal.

Davids.— Smallest skiff for two persons should be abont
would do better. Cut out a section board 3ft.
on bottom aud llin deep. Take two boards clear of
knots 14m. thick, cut off at bow and stern at au angle to suit taste for
rake of stem and counter. Cut out stern pieco from Jim. thick board
say 2ft. loin, across top, 2ft. 2in. across ootiora and sjtfin. deep.
Make
of oak, about 3in. stuff. Cut rabbet in It. Now stand up ttie mid
ship section.
Nail the two side boards lightly to the section and bend
Insert and fit the latter, then nail, or
the ends together at the stem.
Bcrew sides to it in the rabbet. Bring them together aft and nail to the
stern board of counter. Trim everything, turn over and nail on bottom
boards of %in. stuff crosswise. Tongue and groove boards are best.
Turn up again and put iu a board in the boat's centre, running the enNail to bol torn.
tire length and abont 6m. wide.
Put on a keel strip
Kainxck,

Oft. 6in.
1

1

.

1

St.

long, but 10ft.

up,

8ft. 3in.

outside about j/^n. or «ra. thick to save the boat

when

beaching.

Next

put in thwarts wide one In stern, one in middle and one up In the
bows. Nail kleets, or strips, to the sides and the seats on top of these.
Tukc out the section board. Put a skagg piece, or after deadwood on
the bottom aft front the point where it begins to turn up, and a stern
post up aud down, acrosB the stem board and the skagg.
This will
itlffenthe. latter.
For thole pins cut rectangular pieces in sides and
nail a strip alongside of them on inside and ontalde.
In the reeeBses
thus formed ship the thole pins.
The recesses should be l>Jln. long,
21n. deep and 3in. apart.
If you wish put on a narrow chafing batten
along uppor edges outside. Oars about eft. 4in. long. For sad use leg
of mutton.
Mast Sft. high, stepped 1ft. oin. from bow through hole in
forward thwart.
Yard 6ft. 61n. long. Sail about 50 square feet light
;

drilling.

:
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FOREST AND STREAM.
OUR INTERNATIONAL TEAM MEN.
The

season of 1878 cannot be called altogether a blank one,
with such a record as we herewith present of the endeavors of
the team candidates for places on the squad of 1878. They
were made at periods extending over a month on ranges here

and there over the country, in all sorts of weather, generally
not the most favorable, and by men in many cases working
singly
or where direct competition did exist, there was, of
;

course, no helpfulness in it, nor were the men stirred to great
endeavors by the prospect of a coming team of foreign champiODS.
There was everything to discourage, and little to encourage the formation of the very best. Per contra, the men
working for places were in nowise tyros. They were all men
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now on

the cards, even though it should result in creating a
permanent panic and slay-away feeling among the foreign

riflemen

W H Jackson, Sharps.

214 216—120

214 206—410

200 310—110

Tot. Avge.
1,260 210

RHathbone, Remington.
19! 2.9—400 203 214-417
C BDwight, Maynard.

205 209-114

213 213—426

1,557

alble.

advertisements must be accompanied with the money
not be Inserted.

Or they will

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
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V

Any publisher

Inserting our prospectus as above one time, with
brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to na, will receive the
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FOR THE FEVER STRICKEN
OF THE SOUTH.

LAST week

CITIES

the following circular was issued by us and

sent to all our advertising patrons, to the sportsmen's
associations

and

rifle

clubs in the

New

England and Middle

States

"

New

Yobs, August 29, 1878.
attention of the nation is turned to the fever-stricken
South. The sufferings of the sick are greatly
augmented by a general destitution consequent upon business
stagnation.
Ptie appeals for aid are urgent.
" -Bitig convinced that these appeals will meet a ready and
generous response from the sympathy and benevolence characteristic o£ the fraternity of sportsmen, and to facilitate the
proffered assistance of sportsmen and sportsmen's clubs, we
will cheerfully receive all cjntrioutions, which will be acknowledge.! in our editorial columns, and at once given into
the general fund in charge of Mayor Ely of this city.
The
money sent through tne agency of the Fuetbt and Stream
axd Koo and Gun is to be known as the 'Sportsmen's Con-

"The

cities of the

1

211 211—422

2o6 200-406

202— 381

2IS 196-414

The

25
10

B.

10

Major Merrill
Mr*. F

16

10

JoUnScOH

G. Dudley

S. T.

Jamea Brady
ThomBon & Son
flolbeitoni Co

25

W. sharks, Plulti
L. S. Lawrence & Co
E.G. B actloid
Fowler & Fulton
Mes-is. ria touife Co
T.

Dr.

P

$10
B
5
5

6
1
1

10

total

amount, $172, we have

day handed to Mayor
Our work has but just

this

Ely for distribution in the South.
commenced. We know of a good deal of money on the way
to iii

u\

appeal

As
and

t

will

the

all

contribute

who

can.

We

feel sure that our

not be in vain.

money comes

full lists of

in

we

will turn it over to the

donors will be published in this paper.

Mayor,

942,980 barrels.

Many

causes were

bad weather
Taking, however, th highest yield
of fish in 1874 as someihing over a million of barrels in
proportion to the increase of boats, fishermen and
implements
now in use, it seems that for ihe present fish must be less
numerous than in former years.

which occurred

in 1876*

•

"

It is ai-sumed," says a leading authority, "
that
consume more than 1,110,000,000 herrings per
But this can by no means account for the loss

the gannets

206

in herring,

204 5-6

much fish

201 203-404

205 198—403

1,229

204 S-6

207—llS

204 1S9-393

1,227

204 1-2

1,201

2001-6

1,182

197

1,150

191 2-3

as the gannets in former years devoured quite as

as tbey do to-day.
The devastation that cod, haddock and ling and other fish make on the herring is undoubtedly greater than the birds and it is supposed that ou the
;

211

200 206-^106

W

HOW TO NAME

200 195-3S6

A YACHT.

Scotch coast the incalculable number of 29,400,000 000 of
herring are consumed

tar.

THE SCOTCH HERRING FISHERY.
published some time ago a very remarkable chronological table

Prom

a careful examina-

when

the fish

are found in great numbers.

During about eighty years between the lapses of a century, fish seem to swarm, then the
shoals disappear and fish are scarce. No exact rule can, however, be formed as to when the fish may be expected in large
numbers. Mr. Lindahl's first date of abundance is in the
year 1020. This was followed by a herring period during
the latter part of the twelfth century.

fish.

When

the fishing in

Scotlandis compared with the industry of former years, the
enormous expansion of the fishing interest is manifest. There
are 7,000 boats fishing for herrings in the Scotch seas, with
an aggregate of 230,000,000 of square yards of netting. If

cover a superficial area of seventy square miles. If, then,
the power to capture has increased fivefold, the catch has not
responded in an equal ratio.

In comparing the results of the Scotch herring fisheries
with our own, it will be found how really insignificant is our
Professor Brown Goodo read before the American

catch.

Fishcultural Association, in February

Then again

at the

and middle of the thirteenth century. From 1556 to
1590 the fish were in enormous quantity, the large catches
lasting for thirty-five years.
There has been preserved fairly
authentic data of the enormous catch in the sixteenth century.
It had a special name and was called a Land-Stotning.
Old
chroniclers state that for a space of fifty and sixty miles the

last, a table

of the es-

timated value of the United States Fisheries for 1876. In
we find the value put on herring to be ¥507.077
and the weight 28,000,000 of pounds. It is the menhaden
fishery which at present is of great importance, its value being
this table

in 1876,

some $1,657,790, representing a catch of 402,000,000

of pounds.

It is quite

probable that this year the catch will

something over two millions of dollars. This
employs 1,500 men, with sixty-five steamers,

represent

special fishery

and several millions

of dollars are

embarked

in the enterprise.

THE BUCEPHALUS OF THE PLAINS.

YOUR general reporter must be an imaginative person, and
your

St.

Louis one most particularly

gifted individual that

we

so, for it is to this

are indebted for the story of the

" Wild Texas Racer," who makes three miles in 4:50. These
The Forest akd Stbbam
are the figures, with a stop-watch.

ahd Rod and Gun

is

not a horse paper, but

still

the history

untamed pacer is so wonderful that we must give it in
Tho Untamed delights in the name of tlie " Black
Boss," and is the glory of the plains.
When you go for Boss

of this
detail.

he looks

at you, whinnies, flirts his tail,

lightning.

Once

and

is

off like greased

(so the reporter says) the celebrated

Mexican

vaquero, Juan Gonzales, went for " Black Boss," tooth and

mane and

mounted relays and lassos and
It was colt's play for the Untamed.
lariats.
Even when they
had driven him into Hermosa Gully, and had the rope on his
neck near the Wichita Mountains, and the vaquero and the
whole, of the company sat on him, he got up and, like that
Western play mule in the drama of the " Forty Thieves," he
kicked the whole establishment to smithereens.
He bit Juan
G., carried him three-quarters of a mile by the nape of his
at
a
gait
of
2:13i
(Rarus'
neck
time), then dropped him
and betook himself to his native plains with a snort. The
"boys" were not, however, disheartened, .but ran him for
twelve long months but it was no use. Now, alas
"Black
nail,

what years herring abounded.

these

—

OUE

tion of the tables there appears certain intervals

hy

these nets were placed in a continuous line they would stretch
out to 12,000 miles— more than across the Pacific and would

contemporary Pacific Life has an appropriate word
to say upon the abominable practice in vogue of naming vessels after some fifth-rate little politician, or a corner
lounger unknown to the world beyond the block he lives in.
All the more nauseous is it to see such designation applied to
yachts.
The Christian names of feminine gender may be excused, though even they become hackneyed, when the Lizzies
and Carries and Belles and Annas number up in the hundreds.
But to call a pretty clipper after such a meaningless inanity as
John T. Smith, H. P. Brown, O. R. Jones, J. TJ. 6. Johnson,
et id genus ornne, is carrying the mutual admiration business
a little too far. Who on earth, outside of the intensely dull and
narrow limits of a country town ward, knows or cares for the
Smiths and Browns and Joneses anyway ? Such names are apt
to repel any one before he sees the yacht. In contradistinction
are such pertinent and appropriate titles, which have lately
been followed up on a certain line among some jib-and-mainsails in our waters ; they include Thistle, Nettle, Bramble,
Thorn, Prickle, Briar, etc.
What does our contemporary think of the following plan for
naming a yacht ? Invite all the girls in the neighborhood, seat
them in a circle, tell them to think each of a name, and at the
count, " one, two, three," sing them out as loud as they know
how.
The first name caught by the owner's ear decides the
clipper's appellation.
There need be no fear of the young
ladies all calling out their own names, not at all.
This happened once, when all those rejected are said to have immediately drowned themselves.
The terrible consequences have
ever been a lesson to the fair ones.
And then girls have so
much more taste in such matters than your rough-and-ready

close

1,000,561 and

039,233,

1,236

in

$25

harvest

was a failure, only 598,197 barrels having been cured, while
during 1873, '74 and '75 the catch represented respectively

1,229

Remington.
193—370 206 211—417 156 197-353
Davison, Peabody Martini.
173 189—367 1S9 199—388 194 201—395

WE

more

l

1SS— 385

amounts

lor the ''Sportsmen's Contribution:"

847,718, being almost 250,000 barrels

Takingthe average then of he last ten yenrs the
total annual catch must lHisomethinglike843,250,800
herring
worth some .€1, 750,722. In the year 1870 the herring

199 204-403

197

due to Mr. Lindahl, of Sweden, which
gave the perodlcal visits of the herring to the coasts of Northern Europe. Herring may be always caught in the northern
waters in larger or smaller quantities, but Mr. Lindahl shows

Forest A Stream Pub. Co
Giii Oeo. W. WingaLe

was

year.

last.

sea coasts.
i

" Money orders and drafts should be made payable to 'The
Forest aud btream Publishing Co.,' New York."
In response to the same we are in receipt of the following

tribution.'

of

barrels cured

196—4"B

2t9

177

We cannot promise to return

209

H T Rockwell,

To Correspondents.

and

Some curious investigations have been made in regard to
number of herring destroyedby the birds on the Scotch

Sharps.

203 200—103

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

The advent of herring in 1774 was a very large one,
it seems to have lasted until 1804.
In 1808 herring were
veiy scarce on the coast of Sweden, and pernaps have
never
been in as large quantity as in former years.
Our attention has been called to the report of the Scotch
Fishery Board for 1877. We find that the total number

fish left.

the

Ballard.

W Gerrish, Remington.

NEW

is told on the Finland coast how
the
queen of the herring having been caught all the rest of the

annum."

206-414 219 21S—43T

Ballard.
212 209-421

18U 2-.B— SSS

H F Clarke,

Forest and Stream for one year.

strange old story which

alleged for the absence of herring, pi incipally the

192 198-390

All transient

Marstrand, alone, for a long series of years, shipped 600,000
tunnor, or some 2,400,000 bushels of fish, In 1587 the- herring
disappeared and reduced the fishermen to misery. There is
a

purposes as a record, and for the scientific memoranda,
were a dozen teams in the
field.
With such a magnificent initiative the team of 1878
should put something on the rifle record overtopping anything
will be all that could be secured

SCORES BETWEEN JULY 16 AND AC0UST 10 INCLUSIVE.

If

fisheries.

than

one Inch.
Advertisements should bs sent In oy Saturday of each week,

who had congregated there from various and distant
and whose sole occupation was in connection with the
Herring were so abundant that thousands of ships
came annually from Denmark, Germany, Friesland, Holland,
England and France to purchase fish.
One small town'
people

parts,

ment of dates he was compelled to shoot again on the 15th
and 16th, and scores of 197 and 188 were made, the fatigue
and the care of such a slight built man being sufficient to
create the falling away. The team will now be called together,
elect a captain, enjoy a few days' practice together, and then
shoot over the ranges for the " Palnia " in 1878. Really, for
all

lialea.

3peclal rates tor three, six and twelve monthB.

as riflemen trained to that careful watchful-

medium and a magnificent score. How slight a thing may
bring down a score is seen in the case of Professor Dwight,
who made his big scores of 218 and 219 on the 12th and 13th
of August respectively. Owing to some error in the arrange-

it

Twenty-flve per cent,

and

ness over minor details, which yields the difference between a

shores of the Swedish mainland and the adjacent islands were
covered with curing and salting houses, many of them two
and three stories high, and inhabited by vast multitudes of

hoof, with

!

;

has learned to be cunning. He no longer awaits the
chase, but at the sight of a pursuer " devours the earth," as
the Arabs call it, or " dusts," as we Yankees briefly express it.

Boss

"

Now, all this is very fine but we are forced to put but
very little credence in the whole story. Ferocious lion hunts
can be as plausibly written up in New York as wild horse
;

chases in St. Louis.

We doubt if
Texas.

to-day there are really any true wild horses in

We mean those which are, or have been, wild during

several generations.

aud

A good many

horses escape from herds

reonsnlo, but aro not wild horses, as the

public unde

—

;

;

.

FOKEST AND STREAM.
stand them. Some time ago our attention was called to a
paragraph which ran the newspaper cycle. This told how
two men in a buggy with a pair of horses ran down wild 1 o rses
Sighting their herd of wild horses, they always kept them
in view, following them up day after day until they tired the
1

wild horses out.

Now, plainsmen,

paragraph, fairly

split

to

whom we showed

Iheir sides with laughter.

must you people down East believe

!

There

ain't

"

that

What

no turn-

pike road over a prairie. Catch horses that way ? If the
wild horses get tired out don't you think the man's team
would get used up, too ? It's iust confounded nonsense."

We

have been looking up this wild horse business for quite
a number of years, and thi3 is the upshot of our researches
;

The untamed

steed of the

States or territories) exists

Ukraue (at least in the United
no longer, save in combination

troupes with peripatetic Mazeppas in flesh tights.

Possibly

twenty-five years ago there might have been found some few

where now are the territories of Nebraska and
Wyoming. There is the barest chance that south of what is
called the Stinking Water country on the Loupe, some few
might be discovered, but even this is doubtful. We have
from the best authority that four years ago three horses were
run down in a snow storm, worn out and famished, which
were supposed to he the last of a band, but reliable trappers
and hunters doubt if these horses were wild ones. Dr.
Carver tells us that he has never heard of any wild horses of
late years, and other guides and explorers affirm the same
thing.
Following up our wild horses led us to inquire about
creasing. Now. we have always believed that creasing was a
mythical performance. Neither Carver nor John Omohon"I have tried it on a
dru believe in it. Carver said to us
horse that we couldn't catch, and it always resulted in killing
the horse. I have planted my ball just where I wanted to,
some inches or so below the mane, so as to clear the spinal
column, and the horse keeled over it is true, but he never got
up again. Only once a horse seemed to recover, but he died
You read "about creasing mostly in dime
in the long run.
herds,

•.

novel literature, but it's all bounce. Just possibly, in old
times, with a small calibre or a spent ball, a horse might have
been knocked down, but with the rifles used on the plains it

Such loose horses as may be caught are
not really worth much. Endurance they have, but uot great
speed. When you break them they lose spirit, save to buck
when the fit is on them." To conclude, the Bucephalus of
is

death to a horse.

MIDSUMMER JAUNTS OUT WEST.

:

worker home.

Hence

Louisville, Ky., lately, to escape

the stifling heat, I made tracks due north, 500 mile3 or more,
as you know, until I reached the Rhores of beautiful Winnebago Lake, in Wisconsin. There under the shade of the
Treaty Elm where Gov. Doty sealed his compact with the
Indians forty years ago, I found that peace and bodily comfort which was assured at the time when the pipe of peace
was smoked. The ancient tree stands on a point projecting
far into the lake, so that all the coveted zephyrs which blow
These cover an area ninety-six
etir its drooping fronds.
feet in diameter, and whenever a chance breeze sways and
glimpses
of either shore from my
catch
little,
I
lifts them a
Under the edge of the
reclining place on the grass beneath.

away

to the right, are

the blue

cliffs

of Clifton,

which are scarcely distinguishable from the summer cloud on
the hazy horizon. Against the blue are the while sails of a
dozen yachts strung out in a line, motionless, and diminished
They have loitered there the
to mere specks in the offing.
long day through, like maids in sulks, gazing abstractedly at
their reflections in

the glassy surface: illustrating the vicissi-

tudes of ardent yachtsuun in a

midsummer

regatta

—no wind,

out of ice and patience, and everything red hot and limp

;

time allowance discounted, and the foremost in the race nowhere. From my weather quarter the shore sweeps around,
leftward, in a great arc, first receding until it scarcely defines
the distant head of the lake, and thence advancing nearer and

which fringe the
margin begin to develop, and gradually take form and comelithe
line
off, the Fox
where
of
breaks
JuBt
growth
ness.
River leaves the lake and a lighthouse stands sentry. Two
miles this side, and abreast of the point where the great elm
stands, another affluent of the river leaves the lake, and the
nearer, until the hardly discernible trees

two

uniting, enclose a pretty island, six miles in circumfer-

ence, the

wooded shores of which

landscape on

my left.

It

is

up
Doty

fill

called

the features of the
Island,

and Gov.

Doty's log mansion is the most conspicuous object seen across
the channel. Forty years ago the Winnebago Indians used
to paddle in from their fishing excursions on the lake, and
drawing their bark canoes up the sloping shore, without fear

man, saunter up to the Doty house and
Governor with an emphatic " How I " This familiar monosyllable usually carries with it an intimation that
a plug of tobacco for the pipes and a handful of sugar for the
squaws would be acceptable— and 1 believe the Governor
or prejudice of white
salute the

never bestowed grudgingly.

their white brethren.

Thereby was cemented a friend-

occupies a shaded spot near the bluff, and a band stand
in a
park opposite is the source of agreeable music in sum-

little

is

the Island Jlouse, kept by John Roberts, which is allowed to
be one of the most charming summer resorts in the State.
Being on the line of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad,
it is much frequented by Chicago people, including the famiThe Wisconsin
lies of the company's officials themselves.
Central Railroad also has a station two miles distant
so that
the house enjoys a constant and considerable patronage.
From the piazza a lawn slopes to the margin of the lake,
where a little wharf finds sufficient depth of water for the
largest steamers which ply between the towns of Mcnasha,
;

A mile below the town, across the river, is a
park with a little menagerie of wild animals, a half-mile race
track, and the popular Tellulah Sulphur Springs,
where one
can drink his friends' health with a flavor of hard-boiled eggs.
mer evenings.

Conveniences for guests, and row-boats on the river, which
is
here bvoad and deep, make the resort more enjoyable. All
along down the river the bold shores are dotted with
farm
houses and enlivened by ripening grain. Cultivated flelds
alternate with forests.
Broad stretches of smoothly flowing
river contrast with the vivacious tumble of
the foam over the
great dams and the swiri of the eddying water

At

below.

Oshkosh and Fond du Lac. Eruit trees and arbors diversify
the lawn, and a fringe of large forest trees skirts the shore.
Winnebago Lake is thirty-eight miles long and eighteen
milcB in greatest width. It abounds in sturgeon, bass, sheepshead, muscalonge and pike perch, and affords unlimited sport
to the angler. Excursion steamers take out fishing parties
daily, and it is not unusual to see a dozen skiffs strung out in
hue, towing astern, en route for well-known islands, reefs and
sand bars, in mid-lake, where the fish most congregate. On
one of the larger islets the Oshkosh Yacht Club has a rendezExperivous, with commodious house and picnic grounds.
enced and enthusiastic anglers take to the small boats and
troll with spoon and minnow, or fish along the reefs with fly
but many remain on board the steamer, preferring the company of ladies and the grateful shelter of the awnings, and
these often catch large numbers of bass and other fish trolling
from the stern at low rate of speed. There is excellent bass
fishing in July and later in the outlets of the lake, the branches
of Fox River, and bass may be raised with fly along the rushes
and lily pads which edge the shore within a stone's throw of

sixteen long intervals sinewy

the hotel.

One of the quaintest places on the Fox River is Depere,
where great blast furnaces belch continually and the air
is
black with smoke. Depere was an old French
mission two
hundred years ago. Green Bay, at the mouth of the river, is
cheerful and enlivening.
It wears a busy aspect, with its
many brick warehouses by the river side its beautiful private residences on eminences ; its crowning spires the
roundhouses and slopes of the Wisconsin Central Railroad on
one
bank, and of the Chicago and Northwestern on the other •
great drawbridges spanning the river and uniting both
puff;
ing steam tugs whistling for passage, and great lake
steamers

Doty Island is the joint possession of the sister towns of
Neenah and Menasha, twin rivals which cannot be induced to
affiliate.
The factories and business houses of Neenah are located on one branch of the Fox, and those of Menasha on the
other, each town occupying both sides of its respective river.
A broad avenue divides the island, and the streets of the riEach has a population of
vals rim parallel and side by side.
about 5,000. The drives in the vicinity are very charming,
and taken all in all, there are few places where the summer
season can be passed in a more enjoyable manner.

bricks, carriages,

furniture, flour,

arms swing open the great gates
which bar the passage a stone sarcophagus receives the launch and its living freight, which
gradually settles down from the daylight into the watery
sepulture below
there is a temporary sense of dampness and a stifling
fish-like
of the locks

:

smell, such as
feet

a

one experiences in a vault j stone walls sixteen
high enclose us on all sides, and all that is needed to make

first-class

tomb

is,

to hermetically seal the top.

can come only through the open door

Deliverance

and when at last the
and the escape valve of the little
steam engine emits a Bigh of relief as we emerge into the sunshine and pure air, we feel like the astonished Saducee at
the
last day, who foolishly believed there was no
resurrection.
However in a July day the occasional change from the heated
;

gigantic leaves fold back,

atmosphere into the lower temperature is rather grateful than
otherwise. To me the journey was as much a novelty as
the
passage across the Styx into Hades will be, with the advantage in my favor that no fee was demanded, Charon being
so much engaged in watching Cerberus that he had no time
to
attend to legitimate business.

;

;

lying at the wharves.

ly

has 8,000 population.

It

Until recent-

was a thriving and growing place, but has lost much of
importance by reason of a decline of the lumber interest in

it

its

With

that particular district.

canal across the State

it

the full completion of the great

will doubtless revive

and become an

lumber, machinery, paper, wood pulp and
woolen goods— the item of flour alone reaching nearly
$1,000,000, and of iron $100,000. Appleton is only in its infancy. In a quarter of a century it will lead nearly all the
great manufacturing qentres of the Union, because its water-

important outpost and entrepot. As a summer resort Green
Bay has always been popular, and especially visited by
Southerners.
Its yachting and fishing are fine and the
hotel

and because it is
the geographical centre of great economic interests, and lies
directly upon the line of a trans-continental highway, which
will soon be made practicable by a navigable ship canal from
Lake Michigan to the Mississippi River. .It does not depend
upon mountain stTeams and the caprices of droughts and

the historical

iron, leather, lime,

:

canopy, far

toward

Close beside the old mansion, nearly hidden by the trees,

include baskets, barrels,

FouBin.

Neritah, Wisconsin, 1878.
Since I sent you " Jaunt the Third " my roving
pen has been gathering facts through half a dozen States
and
here, there and everywhere, pretty much as the bee sips
it is only just now that I have been able to line the busy

my long hiatus.
When I "lit out" from

their faces

Fox River

BY THE EDITOR.

K Brethren

ship so lasting that the Winnebagoes have never blackened

Five miles down the river is the town of AppletOD, the
busy centre of the large manufacturing district to which the
furnishes inexhaustible water power. Products to
the value of $2,500,000 are annually manufactured there, and

the plains does not exist in 1878.

Jatjnt the

97

power

is

greater, inexhaustible

and

constant;

freshets for a precarious supply, but

it

Government, and is making rapid and substantial progress
toward the great consummation. Light draft craft long since
passed through the entire water-way, but it is believed that
four years must elapse before the commercial dream of pracAlready there are sixtical navigation will be fully realized.
teen dams across the river, of which six are massive stone
constructions, 700 feet in length or more, at each of which
It was my good forlarge manufacturing interests cluster.
tune to traverse the entire distance in a steam launch in- company with Gol. C. A. Fuller, U. S. Engineer in charge of the
improvement, and the enjoyment and diversity of such a
voyage now in the canal, and anon in the broad picturesque
may well be imagined. At Appleton are no less than
r j ver
thirty large factories, which line the sides of the river and oc-

—

cupy the busy islands in the centre. The boats of the canals
and the cars of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad take
up the manufactured wares and merchandise at their" very
Those who have contemplated with amazement the
doors.
industries on the Merrimack, the Genessee, the Connecticut,

and the Mississippi

Anthony, would bo more than
water-power at Appleton and
The amount of power running to waste
at

startled to observe the

St.

visible

on the river below.
can hardly be estimated.

of Appleton is romantically located. The houses
wealthy occupy the verges of the bluffs which flank the
and overlook the busy industries below, Back of the
residences are the business streets, which lead to several

The town

of the

river

bridges which span the river.

The

surface of the suburbs is unpretentious hotel
sites.

dulating and pleasant for building

National.

at Cook's, the Beaumont and the
The greatest loss which the town has to deplore is
"Green Bay Horse with Switch Tail," which

has skipped.

Hallook.
[from a staff correspondent.]

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS
No.

2.

has 500 square miles of

water always in reservoir in the lakes Winnebago, Poygau,
and Butte des Mortes. This great water route follows the
Wisconsin River from its debouchure at Prairie du Chien half
way across the State to Portage, and thence by a short canal
into the Fox River which connects a series of large lakes, and
The Fox
finally empties into Green Bay, on Lake Michigan.
River improvement, of which so much has been heard, was
It contemplated the opening
initiated nearly forty years ago.
of this great water route to commerce, and the utilizing of its
power for manufacturing. After bankrupting several companies, it recently passed into the hand3 of the United States

—

accommodation excellent

A

rpHE railroad and its aecompaning civilization have greatly
_L changed the character of the Western outlying towns
and of their inhabitants. Many of the old time desperadoes
have perished by the bullet or the rope, while others have
turned from their evil courses and become respectable (sic)
not a few, however, still haunt the small railroad
towns and eke out a precarious existence by gambling, horseTheir numbers are happily growin less
each year.

citizens

;

stealing or robbery.

A

little occurrence which took place at Rock Creek
Station
while our train was stopping for supper recalled to my mind

some of the scenes

of early days.
A number of bullwhackers
(Western vernacular for the drivers of ox teams) wero in camp
and were collected at the station to see the train come

here,
in.

A few moments before

its

departure, while walking

up

and dowu the platform, I saw a very large man, armed with a
four-foot club, beating a much smaller man who was apparently unarmed. The latter fled at once, and was pursued by
the large man,
agaiu.

At

who

this

soon caught up to him and struck him
blow the smaller of the two, who was called

Wild Texe, turned, and, springing at his assailant, stabbed
him three times, cutting him in the side near the heart, in the
small of the back and in the arm. The large man, Irish Mike

by name, dropped as if he had been shot, but almost immediup again and recommenced the pursuit. Wild
Texe, however, kept well ahead of him and gained a position
of safety near the rear of our train. Mike fell again on reachately sprang

ing the platform, and,

when

the train passed him, as

we

was apparently in artieulo mortis, and was
he was covered with blood a sickening sight. Wild Texe, after loitering about for a few moments, stalled off south over the prairie, but had only made
about sixty yards when a number of the wounded man's
friends, with fierce oaths and threats, but most of them withniovedj west, he

howling lugubriously

;

out arms, started off after the fleeing wretch.

—

As we passed

the bullwhackers' camp, which was but a few hundred yards
from the station, we saw a lithe, active man, hatless, but with hi
rifle in one hand and his cartridge belt in the other,
running
over the prairie with great swiftness, and in a short time I
could see the flashes which indicated that the Texan was

;

FOREST AND STREAM,
my

at.
It was doubtful ia
would be overhauled or not.

being shot
fugitive

dark, arid in such

a light

it is

inind whether the
was rapidly growing

It

difficult

tor a

man

to see his

besides, if the fleeing man
sights bo clearly as to shoot well
can keep ahead of his pursuers for a few moments he can hide
;

and escape duringthe night.

in the ravines

At,

MediciDe Bow

wounded man was still alive,
Wild Texe had been captured and was then in dur-

that evening I learned that the

and that

How matters

have turned out since then, whether the
wounded man died and Texe was lynched, or whether matadjusted
among the bullwhac era I have no
ters were amicably
ance.

of knowing.

means

we

the point from which

Creek

we reach Medicine Bow,

propose to start on our

first

trip.

East and south of this town are extensive beds of Jurassic age,
which have already yielded many tons of fossil bones, and
which it is our purpose to explore still further. Then too,
there are, on the plains and in the mountains, many species of
rare in the collections of eastern ornithologists,

still

while deer, elk, antelope and bighorn are said to be abundant,
in and about the mountain ranges through which the Medicine
Bow River flows. This country, although it has been traversed
by more than one exploring party contains much that is of

and the labors of a careful observer

terest

will not

go

nre-

warded.
Medicine Bow is situated on a river of the same name about
650 miles west of Omaha. Some time spent in the collection
of information in regard to it enables me to furnish the following statistics Number of buildings in the town, nineteen,
of which fourteen are dwelling houses ; resident population,
:

The town has been the point from which freight is
sixty.
hauled by wagons from the railroad to Forts Fetterman,
McKinney and Reno, and the business brought to it from this
source caused

it

for the time being to

assume a certain

air of

Recently, however, the shipping point for
freight has been changed to Rock Greek, and at present Medibusiness activity.

Bow stagnates.
Bow in the afternoon in company with Mr. W.
Reid, I am driven about twenty miles to the ranche of Mr.

cine

Leaving the

H.

whence we shall make short

J. 8. Jones,

trips of

two

or three

days each into the neighboring mountains in search of game.
Mr. Reid, my companion, is an old resident of the Territory,
and is thoroughly acquainted with almost every foot of ground
As hunter, miner or prospector he has traversed it in
in it.
every direction, and is equally at home on the plains or In the
mountains. A good fellow, an admirable hunter and an unusually accurate
I should select

if

rifle

shot,

he

is

the

man

of ail others

whom

make
me that we

ever I should be so fortunate as to

another hunt through

Wyoming.

He

has told

too early in the season to find the best hunting, but
a lair prospect of our finding elk, mule deer and
mountain sheep on the western extremity of the Medicine
Range. In this particular section of the country the

are a

little

that there

is

Bow

game, that

is

elk and deer,

commence

in

summer

to

work

mountains which lie between the railroad
ascends, thus
and North Park, and follow the snow line as it
the range.
reaching by July or August the highest points of
south' into the high

At

commence to dethe approach of winter these animals
Laramie
the mountains, moving northward, crossing the

scend

and the Platte Valley to the Platte Range, which inand Seminole
cludes Laramie Peak and the Sweetwater
range is much
Kanges, where they pass the winter. The latter
southward, and the snows
lower than those which lie to the
melt.
This
soon
higher
peaks,
the
on
except
are light and,
plains

October
northward movement of game scarcely begins before
toward the south commences in
1st while the movement
softens.
early spring as soon as the snow
the
At Mr. Jones' ranche we were most kindly received by
rendered extremely pleaswas
proprietor, and our stay there
Although his
his hospitality and that of his wife.

ant by
ranche

not as yet fitted up for the reception of guests, we
enjoyed
were most comfortably entertained, and we greatly
milk, butter and vegetables with which the
delicious
the
These may seem commonplace
table was each day supplied.
mounto those who have never roughed it in the
is

stantly present

twigs and a rush through the quaking aspen brush,
and, in a moment, we see in a little opening about forty
yards distant a fine buck mule-deer, which stops and gazes
curiously at us with his soft, innocent eyes. His summer
coat is just falling off, and the short, new hair is of a fine steel
ling of

blue

horns are

his

;

now

nearly hard.

on the p'ains, but those who have will remember how
this
and how desirable they are. Mr. Jones proposes
his house, and next
winter to make considerable additions to
East who
summer will be able to accommodate parties from the
portion of the
may wish to hunt on Elk Mountain or in any
Medicine Bow Range. He has a herd of about

it

Even
No,

offers itself.

head of horses, and will be able

to

tit

out parties with

grouse abound

prairie, and the mountains will yield
lope are numerous on the
mountain sheep, though the
elk, deer, bear and probably

latter are

becoming

scarce.

lover of nature
Even were there no game in the country, no
Medicine Bow without
could wander along the valley of the
trees and the
The
this place.
feeling repaid for his journey to
whose sweet songs
full of rare and interesting birds,
air are

At short intervals along the river
the heart with delight.
watching for an
we find fresh beaver dams, and, by quietly
artificers of these curious structhe
sunset
before
two
hour or
at work stopping leaks, gather ng
tures can be seen busily
Make but a move
in the water.
food or clumsily sporting
splash, some watchful old feljt, however, and, with a loud
fill

en

low

signals to

Mb mates that there

are strangers present,

and

and

my

Involuntarily I raise

if it

were a

fever

;

is

is

I shall

have other opportuni-

on me.

.-

;

and Los Angeles counties, April I to August 1.
Colorado. Elk, buffalo, deer, antelope, mountain sheep
and bison, January 1 to September 1
pinnated grouse,
pheasant and prairie hen or grouse, November 15 to October 1.
CoNNEOTCOtrr. Black bass, May 31 to July 1 (in Connecticut and Parmington Rivers may be taken at any time) Salmon, none taken under nine pounds shad, June 25 to March
15
trout, July 1 to April 15
quail, ruffed grouse and wood
cock, January 1 to October 1.
Dklawabe. Rabbit, partridge and pheasant in Kent and
Sussex countieB, February 15 to November 1
in New Castle
county, January 1 to November 1 ; woodcock, January 1 to
July 1.
Florida. No law for fish except one requiring non-residents to procure a license
deer, April 1 to September 1
no

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

:

After a day or two of bird-collecting, Mr. Reed and I obtained ponies and provisions from Mr. Jones and started for
the western extremity of the range on a little hunt. As we

;

sea birds or buds of plumage may be lulled ; wild turkey,
April 1 to September 1.
Idaho.—Fowl in Ada county, April 15 to September 1
pinnated grouse in Ada county, March 1 to August, 1 quail,
April 1 to September 1.
Ilmnots. Deer, February 1 to October 1 geese, May 1 to
August 15; pinnated grouse, January 15 to September 1;
quail, February 1 to November I
ruffed grouse, February 1
to October 1; snipe, May 1 to August 15; wild turkey, February 1 to October 1 ; woodcock, January 1 to September 1.
Indiana.— Deer, January 1 to October 1 ; fowl, April IB to
September 1 : quail, January 1 to November 1
pinnated
Jetober 1
grouse, February 1 to
woodcock, January 1 to
July 1 ; wdd turkey, March 1 to September 1.
;

,

wish

travel as light as possible

to

we

each

tie

a pair of

blankets behind our saddles, and, taking a sack of provisions
coffee-pot, are soon on our way. The first ten miles of
our journey leads us through a country much traveled by herders and hay-makers, and hence destitute of game
but before
long we begin to see antelope in small numbers feeding on

and a

;

One

which was slowly walking along
directly in our path, seemed disposed to investigate us and
waited, watching us most intently, until wewere within four
hundred yards of him. As I was anxious to try my new
Sharps rifle, I dismounted to take a shot at him, but as soon
as I halted he ran about one hundred yards away and then
stopped again, quartering from me with his head turned back.
Throwing up my sights to five hundred yards I fired with
great care, and in a moment the buck started and ran Mice the
wind, soon passing over a little swell and out of my sight.
I turned to mount and asked Reed where the ball struck.
Seated on his horse he could see the antelope much further
than I could, and he replied, "By Jove, you killed him."
And so it was for, after riding on for some distance, we came
upon our quarry lying on his knees quite dead. The ball had
hit him to the right of the tail and had ranged through him,
coming out at the shoulder a lucky shot. The hams were
soou transferred to our saddles, and we proceeded on our way,
reaching the foot of the mountains about three o'clock in the
tlie

trout, November 1 to April 1
antelope and deer, until March
30, 1882 ; fowl and quail, March 15 to September 15, except
in Losson, Plumas and Sierra counties
in San Bernardino

;

rifle

him go

let

when the hunting

ties

prairie,

old buck,

;

—

Here, near a beautiful spring, we determined to
camp, and, leaving our horses and meagre camp equipage,
stalled out on foot to look for deer and elk.
Four hours' hard
afternoon.

mountain climbing, over rocks, through thick brush and among
fallen timber failed to reveal any game or any signs of its recent presence, and we returned to camp discouraged. The
mountains were lovely where we camped, and would have
detained us for some time had we come prepared for collecting.
The dusky grouse was especially abundant, old females
with their half-grown young being started at short intervals.
Clark's crow, too, was seen and heard very often, besides
many other mountain birds; Bears' tracks and other indications
of their presence were seen, but none of the " signs" were
fresh enough to warrant our spending much time in looking
them up.
The
llnwingday was devoted to a thorough investigation
of Codes, Little and Elk mountains, with the same results as
before,
A few fresh elk tracks were found, but it soon became evident, that game was by no means abundant here.
Two months later the hunt would have turned out very differently, but the game was as yet far to the southward amid the
high mountains that wall in North Park. So we turned our
faces toward the plain again and spent several days hunting
antelope, which were very abundant.
It would be a pleasant
task to narrate to you the incidents of these few days, but
time and spaco warn me to close this letter. It is enough to
say that we returned to Mr. Jones well laden with meat and
bearing several fine bucks' heads as trophies of our hunt at the
foot of Elk Mountain.
Vo.
Elk Mmintain, Via Medicine B<tu>, Wyoming.

—

j

j

j

<

;

—

Iowa. Black buss, April 1 to June 1 salmon, November
deer and elk, January 1 to Sept
1 to February 1
lowland geese, May 1 to August 15 pinnated grouse, December 1 to September 1; quailj ruffed grouse and wild turkey,
January 1 to October 1
snipe, May I to August 15
.vm.ilcock, January 1 to July 10. No person to kill more than 35
grouse, quad, snipe or plover in one day.
Kansas.— Pinnated grouse, February 1 to July 31 quail,
1

;

;

;

;

;

January 1 to September 30. Rilling of plover, ruffed grouse,
wild turkey and woodcock prohibited at all times
K>nttjokt.—Deer, March 1 toSeptember 1; squirrel, February 1 to June 15; rabbit, February 1 to October 3Q; fowl,
May 1 to September 1; quail, partridge or pheasant, Fcbniary 1 to October 20; woodcock, February 1 to A a
doves, February 1 to August 1
wild turkey, February 1 to
September 1.
Louisiana.. Deer, February 1 to August 1; quad, April
wild turkey, April 1 to September t.
to September 15
Maine. Black bass, April 1 to Julyl; laml-locked salmon, September 21 to February 1 in St. Croix River and
tributaries, September 15 to February 1, and in Moosebead
and Penobscot waters, September 21 to Juno 1 Salmon and
shad, July 15 to April 1 togue and trout, see land-locked
salmon caribou and deer, January 1 to October 1; moose,
until 1880; fowl and plover, May 1 to September 1 pinnated
grouse (possession), Januaryllo September 1; ruffed grouse,
snipeand woodcock, December 1 to September 1.
Massachusetts.— Black bass, December 1 tu July 1; landlocked salmon, October 1 to Aprd 1; sabnon, until April 7,
1880; lake trout, October 1 to April 1 shad in the Merrimack, June 10 10 March 1 in the Connecticut, August
to,
March 15; trout, October 1 to April 1 deer, until January
puma;
1, 1880; fowl, April 15 to September 1
shooting allowed only on one's own laud;
quail, January 1 to November 1 ; run
1 to July 15
and woodcock, January 1 to September 1.
Michigan. Trout,, September 1 to May 1 grayling, November 1 to June 1 deer in Upper Peninsula, November 15
to August 1; Lower Peninsula, December 15 to September
pinnated grot
15; fowl, January 1 to September 1
uary 1 to September 1; quail, January 1 to f>
wild turkey, Jauruffed grouse, January 1 to September 1
uary 1 to October 1; woodcock, January 1 to July 5.
Minnesota. Trout, April 1 to September S0j antelope,
deer and moose, November 1 to December 15; fowl, September 1 to May 15 pinnated grouse, August. 14 to September 30; quail and ruffed grouse, September 1 to Novembet
;

—

.1

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

,

i

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

30; July 3 to October 31.
Deer, March 15 to September
Mississippi.
March 15 to September 15 dove and starling, April

—

1

;

September

1

to

15.

—

Missouri. Deer, January 15 to September 1; pinnated
grouse, February 1 to August 15; plover, February 1 to Auto OctObOl IB;
gust 1 quail and ruffed grouse, February
wild turkey, March 1 to September 15; woodcock, January
10 to July 1.
Montana.—Pinnated grouse, rolled grouse and quail,
I

;

March

1 to August 1.
Nebraska. Buffalo, elk, mountain sheep, deer and anteJanuary 1 to October 1. No wild bird* save only water
fowl, jack-snipe, sand-snipe, wnders and woodcock can be
taken at any time of the year.
Nevada. Trout and salmon trout, January 1 to Septemdeer, ant elope, elk, mountain sheep or goat, January
ber 1
pinnated grouse, partridge, pheasar
1 to Julyl;
cock, grouse, quad, fowl, geese, sand-hill crane, plover and
curlow, April 1 to September 1 sage chicken or snipe,
April 1 to August 1.
New Hampshire.— Black bass, May 1 to June 80 muscapickerel, March
longe, December 1 to May 31
salmon trout ami
pike, December 1 to May 31
deer, January 1
trout, September 1 to April 30
moose, February 1 to October t plover. quail and ruffed
1
grouse, February l"to AugU3t 1
woodcock, February 1 to

—

lope,

GAME PROTECTION.

—

CLOSE SEASONS FOR FISH AND GAME.
SEVERAL weeks ago,

with the view of preparing for our

and authoritative compendium
fish and game throughout the

readers a comprehensive

neighboring
fifty

the velvet, but are full-grown

again with a smile— it

tains or

arms and blankets—
everything: that they may need except
course bring with them. I feel warranted
these they should of
will be given at this ranche, and
in Baying that satisfaction
moderate. At the proper seasou
that the charges will be
Sage
is to be found in the vicinity.
descriptions
all
of
game
on the creeks which flow into the river ; ante-

still in

shot-gun, but
loaded with dust shot for
I do not think that I should
have the heart to take the grand life that so unsuspiciously

lower

delicacies

rare

to reappear.
As we push through
new objects of interest which conthemselves, we are startled by a sudden crack-

dive, not SOOU

all

brush, intent on the

tlie

small birds.

An hour after leaving Rock

birds

down

close

the

of

country,
States

wc

seasons

for

requested of

the Secretaries

of

and Territories anthentic information.

the several

To

;

;

;

I

;

;

;

this re-

;

quest the most of them have kindly responded, and we take
great pleasure in here acknowledging their courtesy.

We

give below on abstract of the statutes thus obtained.

In some
where we have failed to secure the attention of State
ac have compiled the laws from other and less reThe dates given below we believe to be trustliable sources.
worthy. It must be remembered that in many States there
cases,

are special count}' andloca) modifications of the general Stale

law.

We

shall shortly publish this information in the

a tabulated statement for the use of

game

form of

protective societies

all others who may desire it:
Alabama.— Deer, April 15 to September

and

:

—

November

1 to

AprU

1

;

4.

—

NewJkbsey. Salmon trout and speckled irour
March 1 blade bass, April 1 to Julyl; pike
I to October 15
erel, March 1 to May 1
1 to

;

1

rabbit, Jan hi
squirrels, January 1 to Julv 1
ber 1 quail and pheasant, January 1 to November 1
cock, January 1 to July 4; rail, December I to
upland
1; Teed birds, December 1 to August 15
January 1 to August 1; prairie chickens, until
,

;

shad, April 1 to

December 31;

j

!

;

;

wood-

5

New Yoaic—Black

bass,
trout,

Oswego bass and mi

Beptembt v 1 to April 1 salmon
January 1 to May 80
deer and moose, January 1 to
trout, October 1 to March 1
September 1 fowl and geese, May 1 to September 1 quail,
woodcock,
January 1 to August
January 1 to November 1
on Long Island, January 1 to July 3.
1;
North Carolina. Trout, October 15 to December 30, in
partridge, quail, doves
Lies west of the Blue Ridge
and wild turkeys, April 1 to October 1. Tlds applies only
to the counties of Davison, Randolph, Rowan, Anson, Warren, GuUford, Rockingham, Orange, Caswell K Mecklenburg,
Edgecombe and Carbarras.
;

;

;

;

gomery and Greene.
i'nia.
Salmon, August 1 to September 15; sale on
trout,

July

:

15

fowl, April 1
tn October 1
quail, April I to October 1
wild turkey, Apiil 1
to September lg, These pixv.isiunj relate only to the counties
of Mobile, Choctaw, Monroe, Clarke, Washington, Baldwin,
Marengo, Lowndes, Sumter, Escambia. Hale, Dallas, Mont;

I

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

:

:

:

:

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM,
—

Ohio. Deer, November 1 to Septernbei 20 quail and
nianatfld grouse, January 1 to- November 1
wild turkey,
January 15 to November
in
.nul blue-win-jed
teal. January l to Stpttsiuiini i; other ducks, April l to
bur 1
woodcock, janttarj 1 to July !.
Oi!koo>j.
Deer, moose ami efk, February 1 to July 1
fowl, April l to August
pheasant and sage-hen, April 1

—

;

to .lime 15: pinnated grouse, March 1 to July 1; quail,
April 1 to August 1.
Pennsylvania. Black bass, January 1 to June 1 salmon
and trout, August 1 to April 1
lake trout, October 1 to
January 1 ; squirrels, September 1 to January 1 ; deer, December 1 to October 1 ; rabbits, January 1 to October 16
fowl, Kay IS to September 1
pinnated" grouse, January 1
to October 1; plover, January 1 to July 15
quad, January
1 to October 15
rutted grouse, January 1 to October 1
wild turkey, January 1 to October 15; woodcock, January 1
1*
to July 4; rail and reed-bird, December 1 to September
Sooth Oaholina.. Deer, January 1 to August 1; quail,
snipe, wild turkey and woodcock, April 1 to October 15.

—

i
)

theii

rati

At the conclusion

;

ii

;

:

foreign

game

;

I

Davidson, Madison, Hamilton, Bedford and Wilson
in
Montgomery, Robertson, Maury, Davidson, Lincoln and
Shelby counties, for all birds, and Shelby county, deer and
squirrel, February 1 to September 1.
.ii —Elk, deer, mountain sheep and antelope, January
1 to August 1
quail, until February 22, 1883
ruffed anil
pinnated grouse, March 15 to September 15 fowl, March 15
;

i

;

;

;

August

to

15.

Vkumont.— Black

bass, May 15 to July 1; trout, landlocked salmon, salmon trout or lunge, September 1 to Mav
whitefrsh, November 1 lo November 15
1
wall-eyed pike
,-

;

or pike perch, April 20 to May 20 fowl and geese, May 1 to
ruffed grouse, March 1 to September 1 wood1
cock, March 1 to August 1.
Virginia. Deer, January 1 to August 15; running them
with dogs, January 1 to October 15; fowl, geese, pinnated
grouse and plover, February 1 o September 1| qnail, J anuary
1 to October 15; ruffed grouse,
snipe, wild turkey and
;

September

;

;

—

1

woodcock; February 1 to September 1.
Washington Territory. Deer, February 1 to August 1
quail, to October 1, 1STS
grouse, January 1 lo August 1.
West ViKGrxiA.— Deer, January 15 to July 15; quail or
Virginia partridges, January 1 to October 15; ruffed grouse,
pheasant, pinnated grouse, fowl and geese, February 1 to
September l.
Wisconsin.—Trout, September 15 to April 15 deer, January 1 to September 15 woodcock, quail, ruffed and pinnated grouse and fowl, January 1 to August 25.
Wyoming. Elk, deer, mountain sheep, autelope and buffalo, January 15 to August 15
pheasant, quail, piunaled
grouse and sage-hen, March 1 to August 15.

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

The Potomac Man-Eel.— The

Virginia Fish and

Game

Pro-

tective Society, not long since accounted for the diminution of

Potomac Kiver by the theory that the eels which
there do abound devoured the fish-spawn. To foster the fish,
then, choke the eels. Exactly.
But here is a species of eel,
which by a long cycle of development has so far sluffed off
his original and distinctive eel skin, as to be hardly recognized
among his species, and it is only under circumstances of a.
very peculiar nature that he may be choked in accordance
with the law. This Potomao eel owes his peculiar divergence
from the original type of eel to the freak of some ancestor,

fish in the

who spent whole days standing on his tail
with his head out of the water. This freak was transmitted
cycles of ages ago,

and became a habit of his decendauts, who gradually, as the
centuries went by, became first amphibious and then almost
wholly land animals. Passing through the various stages of
eel, sea lion and merman, this evoluting eel finally stepped
forth upon the dry land, put on a pair of pants and called
himself a man. To be sure, he has still some faint but ineradicable taste for muddy water, which is displayed chiefly
in a proclivity to deeds of darkness. These are to appease the

never quite overcome this. The meshes of the law are tortuous, and he must wriggle and squirm or be squeezed and
choked. His friend and ally is the riparian farmer. Tbe
Connecticut agriculturist,

it will be remembered, discovered
exhausted acres there was no fertilizer
equal to the tender young shad of the river. The Virginia
farmers, not to be outdone, have also concluded that the choic-

last spring that for

Potomac possess magic virtues when
converted into manure.
Working in conjunction with the
wriggling man-eel, they manage to convert into compost for
est varities of fish in the

cornfields

such

sheepshead,

taylors,

other food-fish as are spared by the other eels

mackerel and

down in the water.

A

Washington paper of the 1st inst, says
Numerous parties on the Virginia side are hauling seines and
conveying the fish to vats, provided on the York and Rappahannock rivers at places contiguous thereto, and converting
them into fertilizers, which compost they dispose of to the
farmers as an article of merchandize. All kinds of fish are
thus disposed of indiscriminately, including sheepshead, tavlors, mackerel and other choice varieties,
it will thus be seen
that while Congress, through the Fish Commission, is expending thousands oi dollars yearly to keep up the supply oi ...
fish and add other varieties, these unprincipled and unli.
s
parties are utterly destroying the result of their labors, and
if allowed to pursue their trade, in a short time the river
will
be entirely depopulated of flsU aud the whole country made to
suffer.
The trade is most brisk near the mouth of the river
and in the bay at the exact points where the most valuablefish abound.
i

braRnWBJjENT of the Game Laws.— A
pondent
field

calls

deer in

tire

close

ly mentioned.

Aug.

8, are

Springfield corres-

our attention to a letter published in the Spring-

liepublkan of August

where the slaughter of
season in and around Raquette Lake is openKith,

The obnoxious

as follows

experience in deer hunting, with or without dogs, is
confined to the Muskoka region, 1 can only speak as to that
locality.
September 1 has been the opening of the season
until this year
now it is the 15th, and closes on the 15th of
December. Now, as there is no snow to speak of in September or November for good still-hunting, the usual mode of
hunting the deer is with dogs. My opinion is that the more
the deer are hunted with dogs the wilder they will become,
consequently make the chances comparatively less for good
still-hunting during the season when the snow is on the
ground. 1 think it stands to reason, when the deer are frightened so much by the dogs howling through the woods every
day tor about six or eight weeks of the fore part of the seasou, that they must become very wild and ever on the alert at
the least noise. I know from my own experience when out
etili-huuting, that if you fail to get a shot when you first see
a deer, youmay make up your mind for a long tramp and
wilh but a poor chance of getting a second glimpse at him,
so wild do they become by hounding them with dogs. I do
not think that hunting deer with dogs drives them cut of the
country so much as some people maintain, but I do think that
it makes them timid at the least noise they hear in the woods.
Deer are not near so much frightened at the crack of a rifle
as they are at the bark of a dog, owing, I presume, to the
semblance of the wolf, their natural enemy. Deer chased by
dogs into the water and then shot never make as good venison especially in September— as when they are killed stillhunting. 1 think that if our deer season was during the
months of October, November and December, and that hunting with dogs was prohibited, we would have a good law.
Snow in Muskota is never so deep during the above-named
months as to impede their running, nor does any crust form,
so as to enablo the hunter to slaughter them.
;

—

Joseph Soot

portions of this letter, dated

Aug.

Cfravenhurst, Canada,
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competition,
Conditions, fifteen shots each at SQ0, 000
and 1 ,000 yards. It will be seen how high were the averages
when eight Ol the riflemen made 200 and upwards. The score
of the ttrat eight mounts up to 1676.
Air. Hebbard's 310 in a

long range match.

possible 225 is

immense

bWO

6

5
546465
5556465566656
5

S

—53 564540
„

B— 6S— 218

B
B
5

5—73
4-71
8-60—210

B
8
B

5-72
6-68
4-69—209
r

5

5—66— SOS

..4

656B66B4BB545
..656566*0664446
4655556565686

5— T3

..4

4—64
5—71-207

;i

B56665546
5445544544446
5665555655666
05556445564
05856544538
6

4

S

5

5

5

4

5

5

4

6—70
5—63

4

6-57—200
4—74

5—G7
3-59-200

4

6

6
6

5

5-08
6—71

6

3

6— 611-1'J

5

6666565 63
5236B84685
..46663 B445444B
6456645265560
6

4

4
8

4

1,1100

5— 65
6—69
3—53—187

4

5

ti>

6— 72

4

S LewlB.

6545445656
5035644446S8
584B64556640

..2

2

SI

..4
..4

f,

6

4-67
6-61
4-63—181

Walnut Hill Range—Aug. 24.—Fourth
amateur

competition;
This match was distinguishable for good inConditions, 200 yards, 10 shots.

series.

dividual shooting.

200 yards.

Garner

300 yarda.

5 4 6 5 5 6 4 4 5
5
4
Sontner ....4

44465 5B4

6—47
4—40
4—44

5—43

Butler
Williams.

Bennett
Melggs.

4—42
4—41

Bartell

16

Pryo
Lord

44554564
64444445
54444644

4

3 4 4 5 4 4

The "No-cleaning match"
shots at 200 and

;S00

J

(re-entry)

Borden
Frye

.

.4

4 4 4 4 4 4 8 4 4 4_iti

followed.

3 S 5 4 4
4 4 6 4 4
6 5 4 5 4

4—59

4 4 4 4 5
6 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4

5—30

4

4—20
4—32

M Jewell (re-entry Ho. »)... 4
E B Souther
4
E B Souther

44444444 4—41
45444 5-41
4-^1
48 4 44644 4—40

5
4 84 4
4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4 4

Conditions, seven

yards.

M Jewell
4
O M Jewell (re-entry No. 1)...4
O M Jewell (re-eDtrjNo2)....4
O

JN

Nichols
SibS

,

S— 30
4-31

6—SO
4—2S

4*446

5 5 4 B 5 4

4 4 3
4 4 4
4 4 4
4 4 4
8 3 5
4 2 4

4 4 5
4 5 4
4 4 4
4 4 4
4 3 8
3 4 4
4 4 4 4 3 4
4 4 3
3

Shrewsbury, Aug. 24.—The Sportsmen's Club

is

5— 29—5S
4—29—59
4— 2S— 69
5—29—59
6—26—56
4—55-68
2—26—54
4—18—60

contesting

in three trials for a rifle offered by Air. Frank Wesson.
first trial at 200, 400 and 500 yards, resulted as follows

KA.

L. Rice, 127; O. Jenkins, 118 ;
Bartlett, 108; F.
son, 130; IL L. Wesson, 103; Steadman Clark, 125Ball, 82, retiring before the close.
Bridgeport,

The
:

A.

Wes-

H

Aug. 30.— Fourth competition Bridgeport

S

Rifle

Club for Sharps Rifle; possible 25 at 200 yards fl. Nichols
23; W. B. Gunn, 22; G. F. Hull, 21 J. McCourt, 21. At
500 yards W. B. Gunn, 25 R. S. Bassctt, 25 H. Nichols
After firing ten shots, Bassett and Gunn were still even'
24.
and decided prize by flipping up a cent. The ladies present,
displayed a good degree of skill. We believe in teaching outwives and daughters how to use the rifle as a protection!
against tramps.
No vagabond villain will face a woman' wilk
a rifle in her hands and " shoot " in her eyes.
:

;

;

:

;

White Disk.

Rhode Island—Newport,

Sept. 2.— Challenge match from
the lung Philip Rifle Club, of Bristol, It. 1., to the
Amateur
R. C, of Newport ; 200 yds. Rocky Point. Creedmoor rules
to govern

Team.

J

4 2 4

Iv
etty

J

'

•>

Dunbar

4333
3045

Straight

11

John smith

Cbbkdmook

Amateur Team.
4 3 5—22

4 2 4 4
4 4-22
2 8 4 4 3 8 3—22
3 4 3 5 4 4 s-ao
2 4
4 4 2—16
5-24
3 3
04—19
3
1—17
3 3 4 2 3

44

8—24

3 2 4 4

— Aug.

28.

H Ball,

M Ball

Wm

Jr

4 4 4 3 4 4

11

.

..

WPowel

— Second

a— <w
a_24

3

S Powel. Jr

J H Bowel....

2 4 4

43344 3—03
ssui 4_™
348,5444—3
.4 34404 4—SS
4 44444 3—a?

..2

GeoSlocum

GeoFenning
T J Farrow
Thos.

18

3

Landers..

4 4 5 4 4 4
4
i

4-so
3—22
L. Faheow.

4*3
J.

competition, Gilversieeve

Badge. There were seventy entries. Conditions: Open to
National Guard, in uniform, and the N. B, A. distances.
200 and 500 yards, five shots at each range. The following
are the scores of those who qualified for the State badges, the
leading score winning the prize, and the next highest a
division of the entrance money

FA

Hand

44

ii JasLPrlee
DuPitiuey
iv

a

43

42

Walter

40
40
40
89
39
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37
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1
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11
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at
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i\
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JBBarrell
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J
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:;;"32
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3u
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E Mci oy

".'ao
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•>%
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C H
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l.leutE GflaiRhL.
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-ja

'm
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26
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William Fiukenaur
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The Irish-American Bide Club held its third competition
for a Sharps long-range rifle.
The conditions were Distances, 300 and 600 yards
two sighting and ten scoring shots.
The leading scores were as follows: N. D. Ward 70- Gen
;

F. Milieu, 58; Lieut. P. Farrelly, 57; William Desmond,
55; Capt. P. Kerr, 48. The .Eleventh Regiment will visit
!••

Creedmoor to-day.

:

A a Uebbard.
s,ni

5-75
5—70

:

Range—Aug. 28— Eighth

Btot

a

5

5
5

..54564

E Anthony
J Davis
JohnMcOlaw
LDeWolf

Aug. 80.— First competition for Ballard mid-range
match. Conditions Distance 200 yards, 20 shots.
following are tbe scores

it

5

..5
..6
..5

;

V, '.!,

4.

..405565

Bristol

26, 1878.

Massachusetts— Gardner, Aug. 21.— The following are
the scores of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range.
distance 200 yards, off-hand; two scores of ten shots each.
Possible: Massachusetts, 240
Creedmoor, 100
Mass.
Creed.
Mass.
Ureed.
TotalsAlbert Bobbins
luO
44
103
45
203—S9
107
INDOdgfi
40
93
48
200—86
SL Walker
91
48
101
44
192— St!
GKfrait
97
44
92
43
1S9— 87
William Austin
89
41
87
40
176—81
96
EKnuwllon
44
$9
39
185—83

J
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my
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1,000

game:

Hunting Dees With Dogs—Editor Forest and Stream:

J

S

Rockwell.

;

J

5

3

•

doubt not that the assured success of

These United States offer as much variety of ground as can
be found anywhere, and it seems to me that we might in a few
years add largely to our list of game birds by a judicious
selection and importation of the best foreign varieties.
The
efforts of Borne few clubs and individuals to introduce the
migratory quail are, it seems to me, only a step in the right
such scattered efforts must necessarily produce
direction
smaller results at a greater cost than would be the case if some
means could be devised to unite all such efforts. Many of our
States are waking up to the importance of their lakes and
streams as food producing sources, and are most wisely
making appropriations and supporting commissions for stocking them with the best of food fishes. Now why not go one
step further and let the same commissioners import, at the
expense of the State or by private contribution, some of the
best foreign game birds, such as the capercailzie, the English
pheasant, black cock, European woodcock, etc.? Surely if
our waters are worth farming, our forests are, also. Our migratory quail have done finely.
I think they have beenmoulting since about the first of August, as but little was seen of
them for two or three weeks, but they begin to Hhow themselves again now.

fish.
The eel carries a siene,
scoop net and all kinds of fish traps. There is also still an
unmistakable habit of squirming and wriggling. He can

their

1,M |U

hese experimental introductions of the migratory quail will

old unconquerable appetite for

5—73

Wilder.

5

..5

result in the importation of other equally desirable

As

5

Qerrisli."

We

birds.

4

..6

—

—

5

..5

Imtoetino Gajie Birds. The Sportsmen's Club, of Lakeville, Conn., is one of the enterprising associations who have
imported the Messina quail, Mr. W. H. Williams, of that
club, suggests a more general and concerted effort to introduce

Tjinnebseb.—Deer, March l to September l, pheasant,
grouse, quail, partridge, lark, snipe and woodcock, March 1
to September 15
wild turkey, May 1 to September 15. This
law applies to the counties of ilcnry, Dyer, Giles, Maury,

5

..5
..5

ner, without disgust ?

;

5

['

.1

We

potted.

6

5646B64566B6
Brown.
568565565S66
455545664665
14445555558
S
6544555555
5B654S5555544
55055455545
ET
6BB4B5654545
54
6B5 455654S46
46554BS4
William
544564645465
'B644656565
4B
355465468445

...5

of the letter a deer is caught in the lake

want more stringent laws for
'ii of game.
Cannot newspapers understand that,
though the letters of a correspondent may be all very fine and
florid, true sportsmen will not read such descriptions of deer
killed out of season, aud in a peculiarly unsportsmanlike man-

;

[

W H Jackson.
5 5 5 5
4(1
..44556145-..5

-.5

Ol

i

by the author, and

;

;

the

taken in

.

;

i

had

perienced guides and good dogs,
;''><-'/, the deerhave not
fat aud blue hair, and are incliried to run a long ti
ure taking to the water.
The alia vo
most constant v
had tilled the swamps,
and made tracking the deer exceedingly difficult, so we have
had but few successful bunts.
i/toiif//i

'

,

game BMW

Deer can be

;

;

I
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5—73
5-7t
0-72-316

Creedmook Pbogeammh— Saturday, Sept. 7th.— Shaqis
Match; "Turf, Field and Farm" Challenge Badge. Wed11th— Soldiers' Match; Champion Marksman's

nesday, Sept.

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

100
Aug. 31.—Fifth monthly competition for the Remington
Distances, 900 and 1,000 yards, twenty
$300 in gold.
shots at each range :
900 1,000
T'l
9(10
L0D0 T'l.

prize,

FHHoIton

90

lLAllen

91

T Lamb,

Jr

96
92
67

1SS

91

ITS

EA

DutUoy....S0

9<t

178

Homer Fisher

86

173

WSEImendort

DrST a

RBatmione

87

J

163

77
154
150
67
retired.
retired.

7T
68
75
so

A Hatry
Perry

Fourth competition, Amateur Rifle Club, "Short Range
15 shots.
distance, 200 yards, off-hand
Badge. Condition
62
05 F Hyde
JTB Collins
BO
05 El Perry
I L Allen
•.

;

UrHTODuulev

FH

ND

64
64

Holton

Ward

;

Prizes.—For the presentation for the autumn prize meeting of the N. R. A. the Academy of Music has been selected.
General Sherman will present the prizes. Some three thousand tickets will be issued gratuitously to thepublio and members or the N. R. A.
International Militaev Match. —The object of this
match, to bring into competition the Regulars and National
Guard, came very nearly losing its most interesting factor on
account of the difficulty in obtaining from the War Office the
ways and means to move some of the O. S. soldiers from their
posts to Creedinoor. Thanks to the energy of General Wingate, who visited Washington, the obstructions have been
removed, and the Secretary of War has stretched a point in
allowing transportation to the Regulars who will compete at
After all it must be borue
the International Military Match.
in mind, that Creedmoor is made more for the soldier than for
the mere rifle expert.
Turner cadets, 200
Zettlkb'b Galleby, Aug. 28.—N.
yards, Creedmoor reduced target
31
37 G Maag
HSprteser

Y

G Banzer

36
-6
36
34
34
34
33

Spamer
O Recht
Glllwitzer

L Denis
J Roaenliaum
LBlsehoff.

TSoamager.....

W

30
22

Eisjuger

«
20
W

EZeunegg

L

Kalck.

C Denis

W Siebert

13

—

Conlin's Galleby September 2.—The announcement that
'78
the opening competition for the Marksman's Badges of
would take place Monday evening had the effect of crowding
the gallery with riflemen. The contest throughout was spiritThe trophies shot for are
ed, and good skill was displayed.

They are
eo'ld badges of elegant and original designs.
to be captured'three times before becoming the final property
Competitions, open to all comers, will take
of tho winners.
The
place every Monday evening until the badges are won.
following are the names and scores of the leading contestants,
three

Dang 50
A J Howlett, 45 N

highest possible score

J W Rosenilwl, Paul J Culllnan, W
WSOWWetnurbee,
P Duekworih,
H B Thomson and
Sibley, 48

;

;

O'Dotinell

T

and E

Davis, 43 each;
II

UunP-.ii.4u

H
oh eai-n
P. rMlmlmg.
1
W BaviE-r, U B ciaulaup, r TCimnn, J II Anderand J K Wooa, ac each C P Uelerath oud J
A J Humlin, 34 i) E Berdell,
Mohawic Valley Rifle Ranoe.— R/ea, N. Y., Aug.W.

each;

E Hamlin

;

O Duane,

each

,15

(J

shots at 200

;

;

and seven

lliou prizes

;

500 yards

at

20(1

Of

WI Martin

KWlliegar
J TtliaUethwatie
(JEFraBer.Jr

5

6*324

4 4 4 4 2 6
4 4 4 2 4 3
4 5 4 3 3 3

DEPomeroy
ROmand....

medal and cup

;

4-19
5-29
3-23
3-^5
4-27
2-25
3-21

B.0

6 4
4 4
4 4
8 3

4 4 5
5 3 4
5 3 4
4 3 5

4
4
5

4

500 yds.
3 4 3

8 5 3 5 3 4

0566
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5

4-^4-SJ
6-BT—56
6-35-5S

4 2 2 4 S 5 3-i5-S'J

555545

4 3 4 3 2 5

5

4-M

K5

5 6 B
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.143443-25
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F Armstrong
WRKeene
G A Trowbridge'.
T Parks
The Spoktsmen's

j

:

yds.

3 3 3
3 3
5 4 3 3 S 4
3 4
4 4 4 8 4 3

JohuBanford
F WParilB

!.

3'i.
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—Second competition

1

.1

:

J.J Smith, NV

son, 37 each

4 26 4 2 3
5 4 4 5 5 4

3-20

E-Bt-81
5-20-51
o-i r;

5- S8-4M

4-25-50
S-Ba-ei

44460!! 4—2S—55

4— 2s
3-3B
4-26

B 3
5 5

4 3 6 8 5-32-60
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Contribution. Yesterday the Zettler
Rifle Club opened a rifle tournament at their gallery, 207
Bowery, the proceeds of which are to be turned over to the
fund. The shooting will take place every evening, to contrust the tournament
clude on Saturday, September 14.
will be liberally patronized.

We

Helvktias.—The arrangement for the coming festival at
Union Hill Sehuetzen Park are complete. There lire one hunTickets endred prizes on the target of honor " Columbia."
titling the holder to three shoots will be issued.
cipate a good representation of American riflemen.

We anti-

Men.—At

the Meriden, Conn., tourthe shooting was at 200 yards,
and as there were quite a number of targets, a wooden screen
waB put up about fifty yards in front of the shooting stands.
This wooden screen had openings (port-holes I think they are
called) each to correspond with a target and a shooting Btandi
While Btanding at a shooting-post the whole of the target
could be seen through a port-hole, but, as I soon found, no
allowance was made for the rise of the bullet on its course,
and it would seem that the shooters expected the bullets to
follow the line of sight. I bought some tickets for the prize
shooting, and having carefully adjusted my rifle sights for
wind and distance, I shot six times without hitting the target
but I soon found that my shooting was good, and the six
bullets had cut.through the wooden screen directly above tho
Finding that I could not hit the target sts
port-hole.
upright, I took a more devotional attitude, and, without quite
kneeling, I fouDd I could hit the target. As might be supposed, 1 could not make a high score in such a lowly position,
and I soon stopped shooting. The short men had no trouble,
and made good gcores if they held their guns well, but there
were enough tall men present to completely shoot away large
pieces of the wooden screen directly above several of the
The strangest thing about it was that I could find
port-holes.
no one in the club who would believe that the port-hcieS were
not high enough, notwithstanding that out of the hundreds of
bullets that hit tho screen above the port-holes, hardly any
W- L.
bullets hit below or on the sides.

Tall Men

vs.

Shout

nament, Aug. 10 and 20,

all

Cleaning a WrNOHRSTEB.— A. correspondent suggests that
by means of a whip-cord a Winchester may be very nicely
cleaned: Get a leather whip-lash, or narrow strip of flexible
wrap a, piece of
(but strong) leather ; cut a slit in one end
just
sheet lead around the other end for an inch or two,
enough to give the leather a little weight. put the leaded end
goes
into the breech, and hold the stock of the rifle up down
the strap; in the slit end have an oiled rag, and so wipe a
Winchester from the breech.
5

;

;

—

CREEDMOOR.

Teams.—This

match, -which took place on .Saturday, resulted in a handsome
victory for the Engineers. Teams of five, ten shots at 200
yards.
Engineers, 197 Flushing team, 187.

H

Perry's Modern Observations on Rifle Shootino.

Mr. Perry has combined in convenient form, not only most
suggestive matter for riflemen, but given the i n iiert on the
range a capital score book. The silicate slate, first adapted
by Mr. Perry for use in rifle practice, acts as a blotter, the
scores of which can be more permanently transferred to other
parts of the book. The whole discipline, system of team
shooting, is well explained, and the book is full of the most
useful and practical details.
During the next two montha
riflemen, both at Creedmoor and all over the country, will
want Mr. Perry's book, which we can highly recommend.

63
68

H Fisher

Engineer Cobps and Flushing Rifle

Mr-rki-r

—

—

;

;

National Rifle Association Fall Piuzk Meeting.
Competition No. 10, Subsoeiption Matoh.— Open to

all

comers, 300 yards, standing, any Tifle, seven rounds, duplicate
entries allowed; entrance, $1.
No. 20, Subsomption Match. Open to all comers, 300
yards, standing, any military rifle, seven rounds, duplicate
entries allowed
entrance, $1.
No. 21, International Military Match. Open to teams
of twelve from the following
1. United States of America
A. The Army of the United States, one team from the
troops stationed within each of the three military divisions
Atlantic, Pacific and Missouri (three teams in all).
B. The
United States Navy (one team). C. The National Guard or

—

;

—

:

—

uniformed militia of the several States and Territories, including the District of Columbia (one team from each State
or Territory).
2. Other Countries— England, Ireland, Scotland and each
of the provinces of Great Britain, each of the provinces of
Canada, and all other countries, one team each, from the folA. The regular army
B. The militia
lowing
C. The
D. The navy of any country (separate teams to
volunteers
be sent only when the organizations are separate).
No. 23, Subscription Matoh. Open to all comers, 600
yards, any position, any rifle, seven rounds, duplicate entries
allowed entrance, $1.
:

;

;

;

—

;

No.
yards,
rifle,

—

Open
24, Subscription Matoh.
any position with head toward the

to all comers, 600
target, any military

seven rounds, duplicate entries allowed

No.

25,

Inteb-State Long Range

;

entrance, $1.
to teams

Match.— Open

of four from all rifle associations or clubs in any State or Territory of the United States, that may have affiliated with the
National Rifle Association previous to the match. Distances,
fifteen shots at each distance, any
800, 900 and 1,000 yards
rifle within the rules; entrance, $5 each team.
Prize, a
trophy.
j

—

No. 20, Wimbledon Cup Match. Open to all citizens and
residents of the United States, 1,000 yards, thirty shots, any
enrifle within the rules, any position without artificial rest
1st Prize— The " Wimbledon Cup," value, $500
trance, 81.
-,

2d Prize

—A Steward's Improved Watch,

;

Aneroid Barometer,

value, $50.

WisoHESTBK Rifle Matoh. (At the " Running
Deer Target "). Open to all comer's. 100 yards, any rifle
No.

27,

—

within the rules, including repeaters, but sights to be over
centre of Ihe barrel stauding entrance fee, 50 cents, which
As many shots as
will entitle the competitor to four runs.
practicable may be fired during each run. No limit to the
number of times a competitor may enter, but no second entry
to be fired until all other competitors present have fired their
;

;

that the springs which feed it are, some seasons, very active,
and more than ordinarily powerful, .and the accumulated
sediment and fungus growth of the rocky bottom forced to
the surface and diffused to a considerable depth from the surface by the constant ebullition of the springs.
Yesterday I
closely examined the water which resulted in corroborative
evidence of my theory. I found that it contained an almost
imperceptible, "dull, silvery, silky, and apparently fibrous
foreign substance floating upon, and to considerable depth below the surface of the water, which caused it to appear as if
exquisitely fine lace was floating in countless submerged
thicknesses in the water. Under a very weak microscope lta
variety must appear beautiful. Does this diffusion of vegetable (?) matter afford the bass an over abundance of food, or
does it frighten them ? It evidently docs interfere with the
biting of the bass.
Again I ask to be enlightened by some of
your readers. Bantam Lake is also "working," but the

character of the floating matter appears to be the sediment.
Bantam has a natural outlet, and is not "artificially raised."
"P. X.'s" "more scientific" manner of fishing, and reference to that of others, is open to valid objections, I think.
When fishing with only eight or ten feet of line, give me the
"whip," viz.: Give them no more line, and lead them until
they drown. It does not frighten the bass
An instance
within
own observation Mr. Simon ds, of Hartford (an
export angler), in a boat with two other persons, " whipped "
1

my

:

than twenty good ones he lost none, and did not
the boat one of his companions
whipped " during
and lost none- "P. X." can digest this
and then he should admit that ho is whipped with the
"whip."
E. A. K.

not

less

;

move

'

;

'

that time about eight
fact,

New London, Sept. 2.— Black bass fishing, so good early in
the season at Lake Konomoc, is poor now, owing to the quantities of natural food in the lake.
Misax.

—

New Tobk—Syracuse, Jug. 28. The Boss Bass. Mr.
John H. Mann, of this city, took from our Onondaga Lake, a
few days since, the largest Oswego bass I have ever known to
have been lifted from its watery depths soino five pounds
and over in weight. Although 1 did not see the fish, I've
seen the old fellow's portrait, painted in oil by our native artist, Prof. Thayer, and I'll wager the price of the picture
-,

($200) that it is just like his flshship, so truly fishy does the
picture seem.
The successful angler says that there are plenty
more of the same sort left, and anybody can get them if they
go the right way to work to coax them out from their watery
homes. I am inclined to think tho little it, really is but
enforcing of our fish and game laws plays unimportant
little
part in the matter. What, renders this episode of particular
value to me is that Mr. Mann captured this large and gamey
with
fish
a light split-bamboo fly-rod and line, so fine and frail
that it would sever before it would lift a live bass of five
pounds from the water. If we can only keep in force our
game laws for a proper length of time, our vicinity will be
again one of the best in the State for fish and game.

—

—

Mines.
Coney Island. Aug. 80.— Oapt, Steers, Theo. Alston and L.
H. Abbey caught, August 28, thirty-one bass and four weakMessrs. Steers
fish, weighing from two to four pounds each.
and Abbey have fished in Coney Island Creek during the past
twenty-five years and never had better sport. This is unprecedented bass fishing in Coney Island Creek.

—

—

Three prizes.
Steward's Aggregate Prizes. The following prizes, offered annually by Mr. J. H. Steward, of 4()li Strand, W. G„
London, England, the appointed optician to this association,
and to the National Rifle Association and Nalional Artillery
Association of Great Britain will be awarded as follows: To
the marksman making the highest aggregate score in Competitions Nos. 9, 11 and 12, or 9, 11 and 13, a Steward's New
Camp Binocular Field Glass, as used officially at Wimbledon,
value, $4.5.
To the marksman making the highest aggregate
score in the Competitions Nos. 2, 5 and 26, a Lord Bury

Long Island. Jamaica Bay, August 37. Blackflsh and
sea bass are plenty, and a gooil day's fishing can be had on
any of the wrecks in the bay. King fish also plenty and of
good size ; have seen some nice messes brought on shore.
Sheepshead fishing this season has been extra good for this
One man caught seven on Saturday in the Beach
bay.
Channel and thirteen the three days previous. Bluefish are
running small. The yacht captains say the large fish are to
Expect them here soon.
the eastward.

Telescope, value, $40.

by

first.

—

Special

Note.—In " Subscription Matches "

fifty per cent.
will be divided into three prizes, as
the highest aggregate score, 25 per

of the entrance money
follows 1st Prize— To
2d Prize— To the second highcent, of the entrance money
3d
est aggregate score, 15 per cent, of the entrance money
Prize To the third highest aggregate score, 10 per cent, of
When target accommodation will perthe entrance money.
remain
open
for
duplicate
Matches
will
Subscription
mit, the
and post entries from 9 a. m. till 5 p. m., on the day designated for the match, aud will be divided into two stages, the
first stage terminating upon the firing of the noonday gun,
and the second stage lasting from 1 p. m. till 5:30 p. M.
Note.— Score tickets, containing hour and target at which
competitors are to shoot, will be mailed after Sept. 10, if envelope fully stamped and addressed is sent to the office of the
National Rifle Association.
:

;

;

—

Kansas City Industrial Exposition.

— This leading event

in Missouri will be held for five days, commencing on the
16th of September and concluding on the 21st. This will be
The festival combines with the
the 8th annual exhibition.

industrial exhibition

and agricultural

fair.

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.
FKESII WATKH,
Trout, SalaiofonUitalia.
.Salmon, Safano soW.
Salmon Trout, HuLtno conftnia.

Luud-louked Salmon,

,'l

Grayling, Thymallw tricolor.
Black Bass, Mieropterua ealmaiika
J/,

nigricans.

Muakalonge, Emu

nobilior.

Pike or Pickerel, tiaax lueiiw.
Foroli, Perea ilaaencena.

Yellow

Romu

UmuatuK.
Striped Pass,
White Perch, ilorotK amerttana.
WeakilHll, Ci/noHcion regalia.
Blueilsh, PonuUomue saitatria.
»

V ul -

tuin.

Cero, Cyoimti regale.
Bonito, tSartla pdainya
Ktnguali, Mcnticirru&n&b vlosutt

Connectiout— WolcotMlle, Aug. 30.—Visited West Hill
Pond yesterday and had " nary a bite." My companion
landed one, and anothor sporlsman two very small black bass.
Friend "P. X.'s" correspondence (an entertaining and observant writer), in last week's issue, was probably intended as an
8.
answer to 'my query on the subject, published in the F.
notions ago. However, the ''solution" is unfortunately
" totally unsound. " The artificial raising of the pond does
not account for its "working," as it "worked" long before
The only " sound solution," it strikes me, is
this was done

&

I

—

—

Mississippi— Paulding, Aug. 16. Party returned from
Tallahally yesterday with good creels and report sport fine
Vai..
and trout taking the hook splendidly.

—

—

Michigan Cheney, Aug. 27. Judgo Holmes and D. H.
Fitzhugh, Esq., of Bay City, A. B. Turner, of Grand Rapids,
editor of Fop.est and Stream, arrived
here to-day after spending a week or more in camp on the Au
Sable River. They took several hundred grayling, but conscientiously restored to the water all fish measuring less than
ten inches. This is more creditable than leaving small ones
to die on the bank of the stream, as a party did who hailed
from somewhere in Central New York. There are a good
many anglers now on the Au Sable and Ihe season is at its beat.
Bob,
It extends to November 1.

and Charles Hallock,

Traverse City, Aug.

30.—The Rock

fishing is excellent at

bass,

black

bass

Carp Lake, eight miles from

here.

SlieepsUeatl, Arclwaaryu* probata-

Spanish Mackerel, tV'

—

Pennsylvania Greenville, Aug. 30. N. C.Packard, of the
Packard House.and Hon. A.McDermitt, P.J.,have been spending a few days fishing on Slippery Rock, Butler Co., Pa.
Tbey report good fishing, but weather too worm for pleasure.
A pike weighing 111 lbs. avoirdupois was caught yesterday by
He and his brother have had splendid luck pike
P, Miller.
There has been some 80 pike taken from
fishing this season.
the Shenango near here this season ranging in size from 4 lbs.
M. H. B.
to 20 lbs.

and perch

SALT WATER.
Sea Bass, SeUeiwpa oceUatiui.
ctqthaltis.

—

Onondaga FisniNG Clcb. This club, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
a recent addition of new members, now numbers over
ninety. It ought to do some good strong work both in catching fish and protecting them.

Wisconsin—Madison, Wis., has long been noted as the
most desirable summer resort in the State. Its beautiful,
lakes and magnificent surroundings have given it a world-wide
reputation. It is fast becoming famous for its fishing-grounds
and nowhere can the tourist find better fishing-grounds. Just

now

the sportsman is reaping a rich harvest. Captain Freeman's landing is the favorite place forlovers of the rod. Hero
boats, guides,
is found everything needful for an hour's sport
A party of St. Louis gentlemen, a few daysago, hauled
etc.
from Lake Monona 265 pounds of pike fur three horns' work.
On the 21st, Alf. Men-ill captured two pickerel in Mendota,
one weighing twenty-five pounds, the other eighteen. A party
from the Park Hotel, in two hours, made a string of twentyEight-pound black
six pickerel and twenty-four black bass.
Never before has hairing been as
bass ace frequently caught.
Kovbb.
good in our waters as at the piesent time.

—

—

Flying Fish. Captain James Slocum was trolling for blue
Warren River, Massachusetts, when a huge fish-hawawooped down upon his bait and carried it off. Recovering
fish in

WREST AND
from

STREAM.

tot

his surprise, the captain began hauling in his line, and
after ten minutes' hard labor secured the bird. This exploit
was equalled by that of a Gloucester, Mass., youth who shot a
seal in the 'Squan River last week, and wheeled it home on a

brook, as old recollections seemed to crowd uponTiim like a
log-jam in a spring freshet.
When speech came to him he

wheelbarrow.

with him in every shanty in the North Woods."
And then, with an mteusr caruisliiHss which lifted the
comic into the sublime, he sang, in a full, clear voice, a verse
of " Fa! her, come home, " as if he would have, been the hap-

Tub Ministerial Whitebait Dinner.—We
menu of the ministerial dinner given

print the fish

portion Of the

at Green-

wich, England. We have no doubt but that quite, as good a
dinner can be had at Brighton Beach.
Earl Beaconsfield no
longer can revel in whitebait alone. Mr. E. G. Hlaekford, in
the most brutal Republican way, has deprived English MinisWhat is amusing
ters of the monopoly of whitebait dinners.
about all this is that the London Spectator, because the bill of
is written in old English, dates the decadence of Great
Britain from the un-English character of the menu:

fare

Y±J

AHNUALE WJIYTEUAlTE DINNER
Hyk Majesttr's Ministers
on
Wedncedaio, Vo Uth August, 1B78,
Ye

exclaimed

"Jerusalem!

tlie saililu

Faite of yo same.

Ve F1SHB.

Ye Flounders ouryomily cooked, aud Salmonxe servyd lnnelykc
E

LonsTi

it

Ye

Omelette of

T.IMi

I've

bunked

I

the remark

no more."

STRING OF FISH.

A.

A

Montreal correspondent sends us Hub clipping and asks
can be credited

if

Mr. Charles Lechay, of Gananoque, Out., an oarsman,
had a most desperate encounter with a maskinonge on Monday
on the river, a little below Granite Island. When Mr. Lechay
gaffed the monster he made straight at him, breaking his leg
and frightfully lacerating his arm, and his clothes were
literally torn off him
and had it not been for the timely
assistance of Mr. Frank Lolond (another oarsman) the fish
would have killed him. The monster measured 11 feet 8
inches, and weighs 589 pounds.
Yes we should think the story substantially true.
We
never before heard of a "maskinonge" 118 yards long and weighing 589 tons. But then every one knows lhat there are bigger
fish about Gananoque than were ever caught anywhere else.
It is remarkable that the fish should have swallowed the two
;

vyd to ye Guardes of yc

C

;

I

Km

fob Bass.— Editor Forest and Stream : In black
Trra
bass fishing a short rod is always the best if it is long enough
Bass fishing is
flies where you want them.
mostly carried on from a boat, and a long rod in a boat is a
nuisance. Black bass almost, if not always, as they are
brought near the boat, make a dash and try to run under the.
boat, and a long rod is then a bad thing to turn them around
the end of the boat (the end where the anchor is not, by the
way, if possible). Bass are bold biters when they do bite, and
are just as likely to bile or rise at a fly quite near you or the
boat as at a distance. I believe they arc not scattered around,
hut are much more apt to be collected in some considerable
numbers together. Bass do not seem to be at all timid about
a boat or anything, but arc very notional biting or taking the
fly.
1 believe no one can tell when they have a notion to be
taken and when not. I would suggest in fishing for bass the
using of not more than two flies on a sis-feet leader (casting
lines some call them), and not trying to make long casts.
Try to find where the fish are, and so handle them with a
short line if possible, but " let him have his head" for the
first run with your finger on the line, giving it an easy pressure so as to drag him a little at first, and, as he runs farther,
increasing the pressure so as to turn him before he gets too
much of your line, or gets too near any obstructions. You
will notice, I think, that he will go into the air and "stand
on his tail " when you first strike him, either with a fly or
you bring him
bait, aud is very apt to do the same each time
up at the end of a run. Then you must look out that he does
instant
The
he goes into
you.
line
on
slack
much
too
get
not
the air just pull him over iuto the water where he belongs,
and at the same time " keep him coming," but do this carefully without too sharp or too strong motions. After a few
runs you may he able to bring him near the hoat, then look
out, or he will go under it in spile of you, hreaking your rod
or line. With skillful care just pass him around the other
I think usually the fish won't try this more
side of the boat.
than once or twice before he wiU turn over on his side. Now
get your

to

he

is

ready for the lauding net, anil so pass him out and go
O. F. Onvia.

for another.

Manchester, Vt„ Aug.

1,

1878.

summer. Many of our readers in their summer wanderings
have come across just such characters as this:
Scores of these sturdy workers were on the cars for their
gratified that there was this
several camps, and they seemed
unexpected demand for their wUling service. A little incident
shows what affectionate recollections even the humblest resuspected that 1 was from
tain of their old homes. One of them
"York State, " and, seeing my bundle of rods, fancied, also,
that I might have visited some of the forest localities with
When 1 assured him I knew every
which hewas familiar.
" froze to me "like
of the territory he referred to, he
foot

an old friend and was greatly delighted.
direct question.
"Ever on Little Tupper?" was his first
" Oh, yes, both Big and Little, often. "
" Bully places those air. No such lakes in these parts, nor

trout nuther. I'd climb the tallest Norway in the woods to
see one such as I've tuk in Little Tupper. Ever fished in the

"Every

"Know

"

foot of it.
the Little Bog?

'

'',..,

" I've been there often.
,
,
"Hail Columbia! I used to live right 'round thar. Ever
"
meet Joe Pelser f
once
to
take
me
to Canton."
"Oh yes. I had his team
"
Jumping up with a "whoop! which startled the crowd,
he held out his black bottle toward me as if he were tenderwore
a
continent,
with the
it
ing me a kingdom and wished
simple remark
" I say, pard, won't you take a drink (
importunity for
I begged to be excused, aud averted further
the moment, by sayini'
"Did you ever know Torn Cole, who used" to live, years
Tupper?
ago, on the Point at the foot of Big
At this question my friend looked at me with the most
His face lit
comical expression of surprise and admiration.
up like a pine knot, and his eyes became liquid as a running
.

s

made

the hoats, but the very fact that the oarsmen

faces at the monster

may

account for this

mad

freak.

In

pleasing contrast to the ferocity and bloodthirstiness of the

Gananoque " maslunonge," a most dangerous beast, is the
tender love towards the human race displayed by the pickerel
of Clear Lake
Living at Clear Lake is a family who have a little girl who
takes daily rides on the lake in a small skiff drawn by two
pickerel.
They are regularly harnessed, and by means of
lines she is enabled to guide "them in any direction desired.
The fish are about three feet in length, weigh between seven
and eight pounds each, and are vcry'powerful. The rapidity
with which they skim through the water with the boat and ils
:

,

j

Mill aud other creeks.

For the larger streams they had boats
convey them from point to point, and for navigating the
smaller streams they had a boat which served also as the body
for their fishing wagon.
Their tackle was of the best and
most improved make, Cotvroy's, Meeks' and other reels grass,
linen and silk lines, Limerick hooks, with snoods of various
colors to match the different stages of the water
jointed rods,
minnow seines, buckets, landing nets and hooks, artificial
Hies and trawls, in fact everything that could be suggested to
make up an angler's kit. In addition to the above mentioned
paraphernalia, ihese gentlemen were all experts in the art of
The streams in which they fished were well stocked
Angling.
with black and striped bass, black perch, drum and jack, to
say nothing of eels, turtle and catfish. To say that they were
always fortunate in tailing great numbers of fish is almost
superfluous, for the reason that they never ceased fishing until
they did catch a good number. But with all that nature had
done for their sport, aud science had aided it in, they were
prudent enough not to depend solely upon chance, and in
consequence never forgot to start with a well filled larder and
a few unostentatious flasks of Robertson and Lincoln Counties best brew to make good any shortcomings on the part of
the elements or the capricious finuy tribe that they were after.
Thus equipped they would select some good ground
where to pilch their tents, near a iarm if possible, where they
could get their supplies of milk and butter. Once settled, the
firBt part of the programme was the seeming of minnows.
Kaeh one had his bucket and favorite spot to fish, and away
hey would go, only to meet at some given place about the
horn' of noon, when, as a rule, the fish would cease to bite,
aud they could take advantage of this respite for luncheon
and a rest. It would fill volumes to give a literal account of
all their fishing exploits, so 1 will coutent myself by giving an
account of some of the gentlemen composing this entertaining
angling association, and an anecdote or two told upon one or
more Of them on some of their expeditions. The two D. D.'s
were the exact opposiles in form and disposition the one was
a fine-looking, portly person, cool and self-possesse.', with a
peculiar voice, much like that of a female, but a most patient
and scientific fisherman the other was a person of diminutive
stature, nervous and wiry, believing largely in luck and trusting a great deal in it.
When the fish would not bite ho wotdd
make the woods ring with some old-fashioned camp-meeting
hymn, his voice sounding more like that of a giant than one
we should fancy belonging to him. Then there was W- A., an
excitable individual, at times rather irritable, but a good fellow and an excellent fisherman J. M, A., a quiet and retiring
party, but full of fun and always ready to enjoy a good joke
U. G. was a solemn character, but not offensively so, a hard
worker, and, as a result, a lucky sportsman.
The most
notable member of the association was one who wore a military
title
I say wore it, because he assumed it with a degree of
pomp and style quite befitting the rank allotted him. He
hated water, that is to say, he disliked going into it with the
other members when minnows were to be caught, or a boat
launched or beached, or any emergency when called upon.
On one occasion W, A. was irritated about something—he lost a fine fish, or his hook caught in a root, or some
such trouble had happened him. Just in~the midst of his rage
the military member called upon him to put him across the
stream in the little wagon boat. " All right," says W. A.
" but you know this craft is fearfully crank— a sudden shift
of your quid will capsizo it— so you must be on your guard or
you will get into your much-dreaded element." With such
remarks being made at him, the man of war stepped into the
boat and off she darted into the .stream but before she had
gotten half way across, over she tipped, and into the rushing
stream was our military man thrown. There he was, floundering like, a great fish, swearing all the oaths known to a
regular old salt. Whether W. A. did this to palliate his anger
or was it the result of ueeident, I could never learn, I doubt,
however, if the niUitary man ever believed that it was. The
same gentleman was once the cause of a good deal of merriment in the camp because of a rather ridiculous termination
of a well-intentioned effort to secure some game to his creel.
It was an exceedingly hot day in September, and upon the
banks of Stone's River, that the patieneeof our hero had been
well nigh exhausted— rushing with all kinds of bait, such as
minnows, earth worms, flics, etc., to no purpose, not even a
nibble to reward him.
Just at this moment he fancied he saw
in the grass close by hinia little green frog.
He looked again,
and, there was the frog, sure enough.
"Ah! ah! my little
joker, if I can but lay my hands upon you I would offer you
as a temptation, which I know some noble jack could not refuse so here goes, and I will catch you if I can." After some
little scampering about, aud with the aid of his broad-brimmed
Panama, he succeeded in capturing the innocent frog. Placing
to

;

I

;

;

;

;

precious cargo is said to exceed in swiftness the fastest sail
boat that has been placed on the lake.
When the girl has
tired of riding she drives the pickerel to a boat-house^ where
they are unharnessed, taken into a commodious glass aquarium
aud fed. When she visits the tank to harness them for a ride
the pickerel jump almost iuto her arms, so glad, apparently,
are they to see her.
The .young miss has been offered $1 ,000
for her strange team, but lio money would induce her to part
with them.
.

_

Beautiful, is

it

not

ness of the locality.

destroy the charm.

!

And note

the effect of the

" Clear Lake ;"

Who

want* to

to

indefinil.e-

add the State would

know where

Fairy

J

ia&d

is,

or who would put his finger upon the exact spot on the map
where it all happened " once upon a time, in a land, O ever so
far away."
These, be it remembered, were only coarse pickerel.
If we find such sentiments beneath rough exteriors
what may we not look for— through the magic glasses of the
reporter— in the presumably liner natures of the tenderer trout,
Salmo fo?iti?i(tlis, speckled beauty, Venuslaa maculata? Toughened indeed must be the wretch who can read this truthful
and touching incident without a copious weep
One of the most remarkable evidences that fishes possess
reasoning power is related to us by a reliable gentleman which
:

of Nature,"—Mr. George Dawson, the editor
of the Albany Evening Journal, has been on a grayling expeIn his
the woods and waters of Michigan.
among
dition
travels there he fell in with some of the lumbermen, who
working
through
region,
the
are, for the first time in that

"A Totjoh

Rackett?"

men and

which, year after year, they quietly made their preparations
for their first campaign.
Two of the gentlemen were distinguished divines of the Methodist Church the others were
leading merchants of the city. They were provided with a
complete camp equipage, for they went at their favorite
amusement in true sportsman-like manner. They fished in
most of the principal streams of this State— the Cumberland,
Harpeth, Elk, Flint, and Tennessee rivers, besides Tumbiill,

;

:

"I say, chummy, if you won't take a drink, you'll let me
carry your traps to the shanty, won't you ("
And he did. On leaving me the good fellow shook my
band with a pressure which made it feel as if it had found its
way into the fresh cleft of an oak rail cut. And " I saw his

it

ye SOTJPB.
Soupe made from ye Turtle, aud alsoe Soupe made from ye Greene

Why,

;

ami sobcre comfort of frendes, and that ye mays know
what, ye are asked to accept

Ye BILLS OF Ye FAKE.

Tom ?

man oa the globe ir, at that moment, he could have
taken his old friend by the band, and stood once more OB the
shady banks of Big Tupper aud then, in a tone as full of
pathos as the minor key of a funeral dirge, ho said to mo:
"'Squire, hope to God 1 viadt-sliae the chute until I get
back home again "
g§When I reached my destination, determined in some way
to express his gratitude, he followed me to the platform with

TIliu Bllle of ye Fan- IB drawn IB ptayBe Englyah, without
liny oloaku or Frcuulie or otuer ton y.iar luujma,

for

Did you know

piest

face

Atte ye HOBtelrle 'yclept
SUII'PB, ttl.li' OHBKN VYIOHE.

:

we

hasten to lay before our readers.

Our informant has on his grounds an artificial trout pond
which contains at least 3,000 spotted beauties, weighing from
The gentleman has a little
a half to two pounds each.
daughter, five years of age, who may 'well be called the queen
This little miss has succeeded in
of the speckled beauties.
training the fish so that she can go to the edge of the pond and
with a handfid of crumbs feed them from her chubby fat
hand.
The fish have learned to jump out of the water and

worm from her lingers. They seem exceedingly
fond of her they are said to perfectly adore their little
queen. On Thursday last she was standing near the edge of
While reaching
the pond, where the water was quite deep.
over to drop a few crumbs to her subjects, she suddenly lost
She says
her balance and pitcher! headlong inio the water.
that she "went way down," when she felt something underneath her and she quickly rose to the surface, where she put
and
called
lustily
for help.
their
utmost
test
her little lungs to
Her cries quickly attracted her parents, and they were horrisnatch a

—

fied at seeing the

little girl

floating

upon the surface

of the

The father rushed quickly to the water's edge and
pond.
reached out for his treasure, and as he raised her from the
water a perfect solid mass of trout was found beneath her.
These faithful subjects of the little queen as she fell quickly
gathered beneath her and thus showed their love for their
mistress by bearing up her body until aid arrived, thus preventing her from meeting a watery grave, which she would
Parents who have little ones can
have otherwise done.
imagine the parents' love for these trout, when they remember "that their sagacity saved the life of their little daughter,
For Forest
0(

a?id

Stream and Mod and Gun.

A TENNESSEE FISHING CLUB.

MANY

years ago, long before clubs were known in the
Southwestern conutry, a party of gentlemen of
this place banded themselves together, and for many years
passed several weeks of each spring and autumn in the defar off

lightful recreation of angling.

seven or eight,

and were noted

The party numbered some
harmonious manner iu

for the

—

;

;

him

carefully upon his hook, he next proceeded to cast him
into a beautifully shaded aud cool looking pool (just the place
for bass or jack) nearly on the opposite side of the stream,
liis cast was perfect, and there stood our friend, rod in hand,
reaching as far as possible out into the stream, with the clear
setting sun shining full in his face, which was, from lhat
cause and excitement, as red as a beet, waiting patiently for
" No bite
the expected bite but he waited iu vain.
can this be ?" What was his disgust when H. G., coming up
the opposite bank, discovered that the frog, with the hook in
him, had swam out to the bank, which it had climbed up, and
was sitting there, apparently meditating upon the cruel nature
of the human race and in full view of his persecutor. If it
were not for fear of tiring the patience of my readers I oould
give a dozen or more of just such embarrassing situations that
happened not only lo ibe military member, hut to all the
As it is, 1 bad better tell about Col.'H.'s experience
others,
with a pair of India rubber wading-trowsers. Some friend
in Mew York, knowing the old gentleman's fondness for fishing, and knowing his favorite way was to wade out iuto the
stream, sent him a pair of the above-mentioned trowsers, with
boots and breeches together. Old Nick, as everybody called
"
him, was delighted.
I can go with the boys," said he;
"no fiar of rheumatism or ague with such waterproofs as
J fan lake the stream and be as dry as a powder-horn."
these.
With such consoling thoughts in his mind, he donned his over
alls, and, rod in hand, stepped out into the water.
The
place where he entered the stream was very rapid water, about
eighteen inches deep. The bottom was rocky, with green,
;

!

Now

How

—

1

102

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

slimy moss growing upon

it.
He thought, however, that
was soti, and pushed ahead, his friends in the
meantime
watching to see the result of his new rig. They had
not Ions
to wait, as the old gentleman's feet flew from
under him and
down he came, and there he was, in great danger of drowning
the breeches filled with water and the old man
was powerless
to help himself.
His friends in the meantime were so convulsed with laughter as to be unable for a few
moments to ex>
to his rescue.
At length he was taken out, and this ended
his fishing career.

generally,

it

it

J
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winners of the prizes

in the problem tourney of the
Saccte of Italy, are : first, G. B.
Val.e, Spezia seoo.
Malaga, Spain; third, M. Oberman,
Leipzig, Germany.

MvUta

ft»7fc

;

-The English manager of the

International Tourney intends to pubgame., etc.-he having discontinued
his column In the Glasgow
A<*w of the Weck-m the Argu* and
Etprei, chess c.ilutnn, of Ayr, Scot'
M0rtOn s cheBS commn ln tu P*per is
conducted with rare
«
lish

_T1 e We * tmimter p*Per 'or August gives
a portrait of Mr. Wlnawer
h
! K
the
celebrated
Russo-Polisu chess player, and about sixty
games played
at Parts. It is a valuable
number, and should be in the bauds of everv
J
chess player.
,

of §hess.

Problem No. 25.
Tonrney

set,

No.

Garni No. 74.—HTJT

Motto : Blue Bells of Scotland.

19.

Final round.

Played July

White.

LOPEZ—BIRD'S
White.

1-P-Kl

t-P tks Kt
5- P-K El
6—P-Q BS
S-P

tks

P

9— B-Q Bl
10— Kt KM
11— Kt-Kt5
12— B-Q2
13-Q-K2
14— P Q KM
16— Kt-K6
16— P tks B
17— Q-K4
if—P-HB {<!)

12— B-K B4
13-KI-R3
14-Kt-B4
15— Kt-R5
16— BtksKt
17—Q-K2
IS— P-B3
19-R-B3

20—B-K!.:)
21—nastiet Q

22—PtM

it

P

B— tks Kt
24- Q tks V
—Q R-K
26— P-RB

in the service stations,

2T—UK*
28-Q-KlB

a»—b-q

B3—C K-K
tks

tks
;;r,-K-B

B

R

Resigns

K

A

Would

in

tks

35-R

tks li

specimen copy can be seen

at

our office.

the Yacht " Sunbeam." By Mrs.
Henry Holt & Co., 25 Bond st.

New York

:

Hackneyed descriptions of travels over well-trodden roads the
world has brought forth innumerable, but it has remained for
Mrs. Brassey, wife of the son of the well-known engineer and employer of labor, Mr. Thos. Brassey, to open to the public paths in

B

84— It

Brassey.

(f)

S6-Q-Q5
87-O-QD eh

37— BBS

19-P-K13

and handsome manner.
Aboujjd THB

81— P-BG
82—11 (Q sq)
.33—B-W3

Taken as a whole, the hook can be recommended

to all whose interests are identified, permanently or temporarily,
with the coast of New Jersey, in its past, present, or future. It
is printed in clear type, charts in colors, and hound in a serviceable

sis

3i'— P-B4

Ml—B
B5-B

coast survey chart of New York Bay aad Karitan Bay, with adj a
cent waters, including tho Sound as far as Tbrogg's Neck— a useful appendage.

II

i

7-P-Q4

U-P-B5

Bird

20—Kt~Kt,3
at—Kt-Qfi
Si—RtksP
us— p ks P
24—F tks B
25-K-K
26— B-K4
27—P-K Kt3
38-B-Q

5— Kt-US

S-P.Q3
»— P tks p
10— B-Q3 (c>

and improvements

lighthouses, wrecks, yachts and yacht clubs, inventions, etc, add
to make the hook one of the most proliho works of reference
recently published. The yachting public will find in the rear a

Black.

Mason

2— Kt-Q B3

8— B-Kt5

4—Kt tks Kt
5— Castles
6—P-K Bl (a)
7—B-B2 (b)

In:

23, 1S7S:

Black.
Bird

Mason
1-P-K4
2-Kt-K B3

origin

their locality and furnishing, with rules for the guidance of the
shipwrecked will be found of immediate benefit to all who coast
along the Jersey shores for profit or for pleasure. The profuse
illustrations throughout the volume will serve to give an adequate
idea of the wonderful and rapid development in number and importance of the summer resorts that dot the beaches of favored
New Jersey. They will serve better to select one's summer abode
than any number of advertisements or descriptive articles could
do. The local history has been obtoined from resident citizens, and
is fuller probably than anything heretofore published.
Besides
seventeen charts and maps, the reader will find accurate and detailed plans of no less than thirty-two towns and villages, showing
divisions in lots, and their owners, with the means of access to
them. Statistics, covering all the industries, population, sohools,
,

ability

§mm

She

The

bestowed.

(g)

new and heretofore unexplored. Mr. Thos.
BraBBey, M. P., who, as a successful yachtsman and navigator, is
a standing example for all amateurs to follow, in his account of
literature, entirely

This

altogether premature. P-Q3 Is the correct continuation.
(&> Possibly necessary after the last move, and, no doubt,
intended as
Its follower, but it only shows how
completely the nature
Ing has been misconceived. Mr. Mason possesses
many of the qualities of a really strong player, and particularly
he is by no means apt to
(<*)

Is

1

break down under
judgment.

White to play and give mate in threemoves.
SOLUTIONS TO PBOBLEMS— NO.
[Solutions Nob. 17, IS,

and

19 should

White P at Q3 should be changed
1— Q-S4
1—P tks B
2— B tks B Ob
2— K tks B
3— P tks P mate
11—P tks P
«-Q-Kt7
2- Any
3— <i tks K P mate

lave read Nos.

I

I

I

difficulties,

but he certainly lacks v#at

IS, 19

and

30.

1—
1—Ii-K BT
2— B-B5
2-K tks P
3— Kt Iks E mate
1—
1—B tks B
it-Q tks B
2—K-B7
3— H-B5 mate

is

called

is

work

(«) He cannot stand against H tks B while the K remains
B-B3 would appear lo be more hopeful than the text move

21.

for a Black P.]
1

Which

obviously a sign ef weakness.
(d) This P seems likely, either directly
or indirectly, to
erable mischief.
(0

(/)

Which of course wins.

(a)

This

at

consid-

K, but

game Isagcod specimen

of Mr. Bird's vigorous, if somewhat
Careful elaboration Is not a quality that he goes in
for,
hla opponent's game be broken up, lie does not seem
to
Sis own being in various pieces.— Westminster Papers.

loose, style.

and us long as

mind

Cokkkotion op Pkoblkm No. 23.— Remove White's Qt'E^"
White's Kino on Q's 8th square.

I

board, and place

Game
White.

No. 73

1—P-K4
2— Kt-K B3
3— B-iitJ
4—B-R4

1— P-K4
2—Kt-Q B3
S— P-QR3

5-P-Q4
0— Castles

5—1' tts P

7—P-B.5
fc—P-Q B3
9— PlKs P
10— B-Q Kt3
ll_P-Cjs

12—P-O0 (b)
13—P tks P
14—B-Q B2
16-Q-Q3
16—Kt Q B3
17—P-Q Kt3
18—B-K H6
(a)

That

6— B-K2
(6)
(e)

is

4—Kt-K B8
6— B-Q hi
7— Kt-tJ4
8— Castles
9— B-K2

-RUT

LOPEZ.

White.

Black.

Englisch

(a)

MacKenzle
19— Q R-K
2o— R tks R ch
21— R-K
22-Kt-K4
SS— Qt.k-sB
24— P-K R4
25—B-K KtS
'26— B-B4

10-Kt-Q KtS
11— Kt-Q R4
12— P tks f
13—B-K B3
14— Kt- (Kt.3) B5
15— P-K Kt3
16— P-Q KM
17— Kt-Kt.3
IS— K R-K

20— y

tks

It

21-Q-Q
22— b tks Kt
23—Kt-Q 113
24—B-K Kt2
25— Q-Kt
Sa—K B-B

27-R-Q
27-Q-K
28—B-K3 (e)
2S-Q-Q
29— P-K R5
29—Kt-Q B
30-P tks P
80— R P Iks P
31— B-K Kt5
31— Q-Kt3
32— B-B6
32-ti-l; B4
33—R-Q5
33— Q tks K (f)
34— Q tks Q
84— Kt tks P
35— B itsK Kt P 85— Kt-K2
36— B tks Kt and wins

Rather venturesome.
B.-K3 is preferable.
favor Kt-Q4.

(d) 1

(e) This fine move preveuts Black exchanging Queens save at the exense of a piece.
CO Either resign or play Q-Kt5, which allows of a further struggle.—

\f<*tmm*ler Papert,

—The Derbyshire Chens Column of Aug. 8 is devoted entirely to
American chesB matters. We indorse a portion of that w hich it contains—the balance we view with disapproval. The Turf observed:
"That it is the impartial judgment that oar representatives have not
been out-played, and that their misfortune must be asonbed to some
other cause tban lack of ability, etc." This is published In the Derby" What this
shire Chew Column witli the appended comments thereon
some other cause' may be, of course we cannot even guess at, but our
readers will have some Idea of the chronic state of brag that Just uow
obtains in the States from the fact that this article is being copied into
other American journals [kindly give names of some 71 and that MacKenzle is Chess Editor of the Turf." Oh, Derbyshire, did not MacKenzie score one and one-half games against Zukertort, one and oue-half
games against VVinawer, one game against both Blackburne and Bird,
and then two consecutive games, In playing off a tie, against BUM?
Are not these straws whereon to express an " impartial judgment?"
What would have been the "impartial judgment" of the Derbyshire
Chesa Column had MacKenzle represented Derby at the Paris Tourney?
opine that you would have devoted au entire column to the subject,
and kept it up for weeks thereafter. Had you treated the matter as did
the Turf you would not have indulged in brag. "Brag just now
obtains in the States"— indeed
This affords us a seasonable opportunity to remind the Derbyshire Chess Editor that he has indulged in
brag—we refer to his articles on Relcheltn's 121er and 166er.
This
facts
at
its
has
hard
back,
and English solving ability is justly a
brag
matter of pride. We " acknowledge the corn" In that instance, and we
also parenthetically state that Andrews is a first-class problemist,
solver, critic and umpire, and that .Messrs. Pierce and Meyer are also
good problemists and Bolvers. But why did you so present, the subject
to your readers ia a manner that left open no fair inference to your
readers other than that MacKenzie wrote this ' impartial criticism?"
Hardly the fan- thing to do, knowing as you ninst have, that Mr, MacKenzle did not conduct the Turf chess column while engaged In play
at the Paris Tourney. WhUe we admire Thompson's pluck, enthusiasm and ability, we cannot applaud or even silently wink at his indiscriminate and unfair attack upon American chess in that exceptional
oases are made to appear as illustrations of American chess players
:

-

Btknb's Timber and Loo Booir. By Oliver Byrne C.
The American Mews Company New York.

We

!

E

:

ThiB is a handy little work and ready-reckoner, which is usoful
mechanic and trader. Its use will economize time and labor, and the groat variety of tables contained will
cover a large field of inquiry, To shipbuilders and yachlbuilders
alike to tho merchant,

we can especially commend the pages on boardmeasure, timber and plank measure, the cubical contents of spars
and round timber generally as well as the tables of wages, which
or designers

;

will assist materially in

keeping the accounts of the building yard.
Weights, foreign measures compared with American, tables of
interest, and tables showing the value of any number of
pounds
of cotton at different prices, or of any numbor of articles at different prices, will render the book welcome at the desk of merchants
and traders generally. On all these mat tors the book may bo acIt may be carried easily in the pocket, and
its prioe of 35o. places it within reach of all.

cepted as a standard.

HlBTORICAI. AND BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS OF Kkw JeRSBT
Coast. Illustrated. By Woolman & Hose, Bhiladelpliia.
Price $7.

As

the

name

of interest to
r JOTTINGS.

and there into

politico economical considerations in connection
with the countries visited. Mrs. Brassey, who is thoroughly in
.-.coord with the spirit animating her husband, has, on the
con-

trary, given us, in her book of the same voyage, a pleasantly
and
ably written diary of strange lands and people, as well as of life at
it appeared to a woman of close and intelligent
observation.
At times, her very practical suggestions and naive deductions

sea as

reveal a shade of character bordoring
ministrative qualifications, which it

work contains amass of information
who are or may be connected in any way with tho

indicates, this

all

coast of New Jersey, either as proprietors of land, sportsmen, or
yachtsmen. It is intended to preserve in accessible form a record
of the past and present condition of the coast line, including a strip
of land, ten miles wide, from New York to Cape May. The historical and biographical portioDB of the work have been carefully
compiled from tho most authentic sources by Mr. T. T. Price, M. D.,
of Tuckerton, Burlington Co., and Mr. Bernard Connolly, of Free-

hold, Monmouth Co., both gentleman well known, and fully competent, by their long residence and wide acquaintance in the State,
of acceptably filling the task undertaken. Through them many

incidents concerning the Revolution, and reminisoeneo.« ol facte
relating to the lives of the first settlers now first Mich the light
of publication.
A series of maps of the coast and harbors, taken

by permission from the United States Coast Surrey, are the only
complete maps of the Jersey coast ever published. They form a
most valuable feature of the work, and are worth as much as is
asked for the entire work— certainly they could not he bought
separately for any like sum. Besidea a detail map of the entire
State and adjacent counties of Now York and Pennsylvania, we
have in this book a series of six separata charts of the coast line
as far down as Cape May, with all the soundings, lights, buoys,
fishing and huuiing stations, (owns, counties, roads, rahrowls,
and position of wrecks marked out, which, together with the innumerable illustrations of villages and summer resorts, form a
most valuable collection uf matter, alike interesting to the sportsman, farmer, country gentleman and yachtsman. Accompanying
the rest is an old-time chart of 1S12, taken from Capt Giberaon's
Chart Book," which will form a basis for instructive
of the changes taken place within the last fifty yews.
Old Inlets
have disappeared others opened in their stead. Large areas of
beach land have sunk, and new
while, ol
course, the number of lights and buoys have vastly increased, aud
what was once a dangerous coast has been shorn of its worst features, so far as the most peifect lighthouse system m the world
can effect.
Xo the life-saving .stations much attention has been

The

I

',

descriptive talents of Mrs.

Brassey are marked by their clearness and teieenosa, and are fortunately free from that vapid inflation of words, eo often met with
in books of travel, whose effect is that of a meaningless attempt"
at padding or romantic fiction rather than a troth-conveying
analysis of the actual condition of things. Moreover, in so far aa
Mrs. Brassey relates the doings aboard the yacht, the public may
put entire failh in their value as Bpecimensof professional competence, seldom, if ever, attained by a lady without in the least
sacrificing any of the qualities which render tho gentler sex the
admiration of men. Without doubt, Mrs. Brassey is sailor enough
to teach many of her readers who may pride themselv
nautical acquirements aome lessons which thoy may take to heart
with advantage to their standing as seamen or pilots. The book
as full of interest to the yachtsman aH to the family fireside
and it has been brought out in attractive form with illustrations
by the publishers.
is

—

WlNGATE's KlFLK PrACTICB^

JIaUTTAL FOB KlTXE PRACTICE
Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, General Inspector of Rifle
N. G. S. N. Y. Sixth revised edition
New
York VV. C. & P. P. Church. 1878.
The author of the " Manual for Bifle Practice" has been fortunate enough during the last few years to see three thin
as one Of the originators of rifle practice in the United States, must
more or leas flattering to him: Firstly, from a very

By

Practice,

'

:

small

1

theT "
rifle

I

•

jinning in New York, ritle practice has extended all over
tdStates; secondly, the rules and regulations governing
had for their source the limita laid down bv the

otiug have

Nalici.il Kifle Association

;

and, thirdly, the

"Manual'' has, in

a

on its sixth edition. Both pracGeneral Wingate, from his position of
inspector of Bifle Practice, is admirably capacitated for the work
undertaken. The book has not stood still with its first edition,
but as changes and new regulations have been introduced in the
use of tho ritle as a military arm, fresh and interesting matter has
been added to the '-Manual." One great excellence of the work
is that tho rifleman, whether aa a. military or a non-military man
can lind in it exactly what be wants. Our journal is constantly
requested to give to new organizations hints and ideas how to insurprisingly short time, entered
tically

aud

scientifically,

of members on the range.
Wingate 'd
"Manual," in its ."Suggestions to Marksmen," has an appendix
which is invaluable. As it ia, General Wingate'a " Man
the method, philosophy and practice il inculcates, have beBU so
appreciated that the system designated in the school
of the lirle has now been officially adopted in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Illinois, California and
crease the efficiency

Louisiana.
is

that Ibe

in both the

The greatest compliment that can be paid to the book
"Manual" is considered and used as a standard work
Navy aud Regular Army.

Goosk.— We have

somewhere

lately seen

.here— the wood-cut

.

;

upon sound executive or adis too often presnmed are

wanting in tho softer sex. At the same time, there is nothing in
Mrs. Braaaey'a views elicited by the happenings during their protracted voyage, which is in the least unwomanly.
The occasional
assertion of her rights among not over-scrupulous strangers, and
the means she took to maintain them— as, for instance, when
shabbily treated by mine host at Santiago, Chili— are pleasing insights into the energy of character which even many men would
do well to display ofteDer for their individual benefit and the protection of the general public.

Black.

Englisch
lil-Q B-K 12 (c)

KOTB8 (Condensed),
this move is not better than the recognized continuation of
speedily Bhown.

'

aw

the Sunbeam's cruise around the world has confinod himself to
matters more or less of a professional nature, branching out here

under

—

we don't exactly
of a strange bird.

which

has helped us considerably
" -1 /(«.)• hypobortii*— Snow Gocfe."
\Ve are glad to be so
informed, because we felt it was no-gOose.
it

this legend,

.^

—

n-

.

Onondaoa Con.vrY Aoi-.k ni/rm-Ai. Society.— The first animal fair will be held at .Syracuse on the 17th, 18th and 19th
In a hippie way the programme is superb.
of September.

—

:;

:
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Hanging a LTammook.—Every well-to-do^
fanner— every owner of a cozy village home
—every member of a City stay at-home club
who commands a spot big enough to swing
one— should have a hammock. A very good
one may be bought for $1.50 to $4, or as
mucli higher as you choose to go.
It, should
be hung where there is a good afternoon
shade, and, if. intended in part for children's
use, so low that small children can get into
it by the aid of a box or low stool, and over
soft ground, so that the numerous tumbles
that are probable will be harmless. If no
oilier place is available, it may be hung between the pillars of a veranda, a place well
enough for the older people who use it, but
undesirable for children, on account of the
lack of a soft turf, as we'll as for ttie noise
which accompanies its use by the youngsters.
When children only are to use the hammock the manner Of hanging it is not importMed for the use of grown
persons it should then be so suspended that
the head will always tie considerably higher
than the feet, and much of the comfort of
one who uses it depends upon a proper observance of this fact. If you have no more
suitable place, suspend it from the columns of
The hook which supports the
B verauda.
head end should be 6^ feet from the floor, and
that for the foot end 3§ feet, and these proportions should be observed wherever it may
be hung, to secure the most desirable curve
for the ease of the occupant.
Another point to he observed the head end
should be fastened to the hook by a rope less
than a foot long just enough to properly attach it, while at, the foot is a rope 4i feet
long.
This gives the greatest freedom for
swinging the lower part of the body, while
This is a point
the head moves but little.
which cauuot be observed in a hammock for
children, -who think more of it as a swing
than a place of comfortable repose. "Wl
trees serve for supports, ample provisi
should be made to prevent injury to the bai
by means of a stout canvas or heavy
between the ropes to which it is suspended
and the bark. If the hinging be so arranged
that the hammock can be taken in during
long storms it will last much longer.-— Boston
Golden Rule.
'

:

—

I

A Sturgeon's Extraordinary Leap. — Although it happened over half a century ago,
the following story, vouched for by Mr.
Chester Burbank, of Watervliet, au old resident of the town, will be found interesting
even at this late date "In the year 1826 the
sloop Robert Mums, of Castleton, was lying
The sloop was
at anchor off the Palisades.
200 tons burden, and was manned as follows
:

Wm,

Captain, Arad Buckman pilot,
Porgy
cook, Chester Burbank, who now relates the
Story and Henry Douglass, Titus Mink and
one Bogue, of the crew. There; was also
two young ladies aboard, who occupied the
cabin, one of whom was named Miss Almira
Austin. About 12 o'clock at night the crew
weie roused by the shrieks of the young
ladies and a terrible commotion in the cabin.
;

,

The dour was broken in, when it was found
huge sturgeon Was the cause of the
ii

Appearances indicated that the fish
had leaped from the river upou the locker
and slid through the open window of the
cabin; lauding in the berth occupied by the
young ladies. The young girls, unable to
realize what the object was, were paralyzed
wtth terror at first, Out soon regaining their
senaesgave utterance to shrieks for help, and
springing from their berth, crouched in the
furthest corner of the cabin, while the fish,
trouble.

rinding himself in strange quarters, flopped
about in the berth. It, is needless '.,o add that
the sturgeon was speedily dispatched by the

among

those on
Bailors and divided equally
board. The young ladies, however, refused
their shares, and "could not be induced to
even taste of the fish after it was cooked.

—Two

patrons of
met at tne water's
edge, inquired of each other as to the sucEiitJALiA- "WondbrfuX.
the piscatorial art, having

cess of the morning's fishing.
It was found
that the 3ne had been fishing with fly and
had made a tolerable basket, while the
other, who had been fishing with bait, had
taken only a very few. Referring to the
stale of the water, the fly-fisher recommended the otHar to give up the bait and try "fly,"

and he thought he would be more successful.
Ilia friend, saying he had no artificial
flies with him, he was told he might catch a
few natural flies and try these, and that the
best for this purpose was the horse-fly,
which he would get in the neighboring
[ledges. Taking this advice, he at once went
in the direction of the hedges.
Seeing a
girl herding cows, he went to her and said,

oil'

girl,

do you know where

it

is

likely! will gel, some horse-flies ?" The girl,
not Understanding the question, looked at
her interrogator, but made no reply. The
question was repeated, but still the girl was
silent.
He then said to her, "My good girl,
did you ever see a horse-fly ?" "Na," regirl, "but I've seen a coo jump
owre a dyk.'' Ayr (Scotland) Argus.

—

Moke Irate Editor.—This
English " society paper

hand

—

The Great European Novelty

lllJNYADi JABS.
The Best Natural Aperient.
THE LAN CRT.—

"Uunvadi Jiiios.-

affirms
in
iinr it" richness
suits
anraperient
passes that of all other

Baron Lieblg

known waters."

THE

and the eggB of a goose, moreover; but the
best way is lo keep the thing as quiet as pos-

M

.

ribea

Sing.— At

Pulda, in Germany, there are several schools
The youngfor teaching bullfinches to sing.
birds are divided into classes of from six lo
As they are
ten each, and kept in the dark.
fed a small hand organ is played.
The birds
finally begin to associate the music with th
feeding, and when hungry Ihey begin to sing
a few notes of the tune they hear daily. They
are then placed in a room where light is admitted.
This seems to render them more
lively.
They are then taught additional
music, and enjoy singing. The most dillieti!:
task is starting the birds. Some are kept for
a long time in the dark and on starvation
rations before their stupidity or obstinacy can
be overcome.

1

success?
" I prescribe

ible

i
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at natural history.
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Roman's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans

-fifty

shells in ten minutes.

No water used.

I

Kilmarnock that night by train. The
longest run in one day was from Morpeth
to

New

Edinburgh, the distance being 112 miles.

New

& Co., Silversmiths,
Jewellers, and Importers, have
always a large stock of silver
Tiffany

HERRING'S

Kentucky

articles for prizes for shooting,

One prize

of £14,000,

one

Whole

of $S,000,

'"pHE AQUARIUM,
Thousands of

,M

BROADWAY AND

N. Y.

35TU ST.

curiosities; DEVIL FLSD ES,
rii M f ANZEE, etc. Perof tae Troupe of DOGS,

ONES,

1

<lall -v

fi^'SriPSS
MOiN n. SYS an GOATS.
Admission 80 cents. Children

than

ST. BENOIT TWINS.
Admission 26 cents exua. Children 16 cents.

HERRING &
251

and

582

half price.

THE MARVELLOUS

CO.,
BROADWAY, NEW YQKK.

^iscellmieottS.

:.

.

fine Station-

Long

(Jrkbiimoor

Bric-a-brac,

largest in the world,

tile

and

and

fh.4

AIR GUN GALLERY,

establishment without feeling
the slightest obligation to purchase.

NEW YORK

No.

I

Leesburg Academy.

m

Boys prepared for College or University. Terms,
for ten months, for cireularapply to Principal,

I

...;.:

:

angl

...

!';

:

81110.

i.

..:,:•

uiia

Co.,

\

lrgtula.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON.

Portable Folding
Range Rifle Osgood's
Canvas Boat.
Target, Distance- 200 Feet,

is

public are invited to visit their

UNION SQUARE,

& CO.,

i

Lower

Prices

Their stock of
t
M< BKE]S"N AN,
Diamonds and other Precious HLV KENTUCKY BOURBON &. IMONONG* REJLA
Stones, General Jewelry, Artisunlearnt
40 &;!
tic Bronzes and Pottery, ElectroD. LURCH'S
Plate and Sterling Silverware

Household use,

,

tw:ce

8

full line.

ery and

living

TROPICAL AN

$1,000.

$eT,925.

599 BROADWAY,

in

for

and one of

Ticket", $1.

WILLIAMSON

TIMING

Their
are guaranteed
for accuracy, and are now very
generally used for sporting and
TIFscientific requirements.
FANY & CO. are also the agents

have a

Lottery.

BROADWAY.

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

1891

pare special designs for similar

America for, Messrs. PATEK,
PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of
whose celebrated watches they

539

Class Draws September 14.

racing and otherand on request they pre-

purposes.

State

EASTERN AGENCY,

yachting,
sports,

tries his

A London

iv

UNPARALLELED SCHEME.

field,

to

i

I

"Preferred

A WINEGLASSFUX A DOSE.
nrDISPJBKSA BLE TO THE TFU FBLINS PUBLIC

Kilmarnock gentleman, has just completed
a journey to London and back on a bicycle.
He left Kilmarnock on the 23d of July,
and reached the metropolis on the 1st ol
August, after having made a stay at Shefpart of a day at Birmingham, and pari
of a day at Coventry. The distance of 43S
miles was thus run in about six days, making
allowance for stoppages. Mr. Rankin left
London for home on the 5th of August,
taking the east coast route, aDd reached
Glasgow1 en Saturday evening, thence going

(fiiii

i

The Byoiole

in Scotland.—The Scotcti
papers report that Mr. John Rankin, a young

tin -t

J.,

No Scaling.

$1

Berlin. " Invariably good
most valuable."
Vienna, "I havepre-

PROFESSOR SCAHZONIi Wnrzourg.

The

to

;

PROFESSOR BAMBERGER,

I.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

water."

and prompt bugo&bs

!;

I'i

FIFTH POPU-

give their

will

ii

liy„ on

PROFESSOR VIliCHOW,

—

Teaching Bullfinches

citizens,

LAR DRAWING

aperient

effluacioua

—

Velocipede Tourists. Two velocipede
Paris, M. le Baron Emanuel de
Graffenried do Burgenstein and
A. Laumaille d' Angers, have accomplished a very
long and rapid journey on their velocipedes.
Leaving Paris on March 16, they returned on
the 24th of April, after having traveled a
distance of more than three thousand miles.
Their route extended through a part of the
west, the middle, and the south of Prance,
Italy
They
and southern Switzerland.
traveled through Orleans, Tours, Poitiers,
Angouleme, Bordeaux, Montauban, Toulouse,
Montpellier, Marseilles, Toulon, Nice, Menton, San Eemo, Genoa, Turin, Milan, the
Simplou— where they barely escaped destruction by an avalanche
Vevay, Berne, Lausanne, Geneva, Dijon, Troy and Provins.
The longest distance that they accomplished
in a single day was between Turin and Milan,
a distance of 00 miles which they made in
0£ hours.

riders of

of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
rupcrvised by lion. R CWintersmitli, Ex-Treasurer
Generals T. a. Harris, Geo. E. U. Grav, ami other

By authority
prominent

ISRTTISU

iilldH Al, JOltllNAIi.— "ILmyadi JttnoB.—The most agreeable, safest, and most

sible.

5th
GRAND DISTRIBUTION
€6?oioTvn:<u/rH distribution CO.,

WATCHES

A ibaui/ Journal

''My good

One of these journals declares that the editor of another is the arch-fiend who was casl
out of Eeaven for misconduct which we can
scarcely believe.
The arch-fiend responds by
calling his assailant an egg-dealer, and says
that he lays goose's eggs, a most remarkable
fact in natural history.
It appears to us, as
mere outsiders, that the fiend carries too many
guns for the egg man, and that the latter had
better letire from the contest, or there may
be a terrific smash, in which his fragile wares
cannot fail to suffer severely. It is not pleasant, we admit, to be told that you lay eggs,

10s

Oi Bowery,

(B

Grand and Hester

Sis.)

NKW YORK.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved NewBpapei Folding and
Maillug Machines. Li Spruce St., 4th door from
Triliuiio BaiiamKo. JAMES BRADS, Manage r and
Pro .one tor. Open day and night.

Weight, with paddle for trout Ashing, duck huntexploring, etc., 90 lbs., weight, with bottom
hoard, oars, puddle, etc., everything compi.de, 10
lbs.
ManuTsetnivd nv OSGOOD .v CHAPIN, Batlla
Cteet, Mich. Send for illustrated circular,
ing,

aug Ht

—

:
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c^iscellanqons.

ESTABLISHED

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

1820.-

A TURKISH BATH

OLERK &

Successors to

Own Room

In Tour

CO.,

For Fire Cents.
This
n

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale of

secured by a cheap

is

p::i'at.n-

i'

n

i-ently iKU.ent.--i.

SETH GREEN'S

for tin; prncUi<;t ion of Turkish and Vapor Baths, at the
051, of tin? alcohol that supplies the heat. It has proved
mure effective than Mis ordinary Turkish Bat h House in
mln::ili:i'<

I

!,""<

,,

,

j-b,!

i
i

.

:n

'.
;

and

Nervous

Dis-

clebilitaiiuir
free.

poht.mu/k
Li' P.IK 's
rlTKKJsn BATH C0.,6S East
N-Hid,, Ciii'-inual.i,

•'->.

je!3 lyr

ESTABLISHED

NEW YORK

c6

FISHING TACKLE.

1840.

48 Maiden
OCULIST

35

Lane,

Liberty St.

LES

OPTICIAN,

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
Has received the Highest Awards at, all the World's
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera ant.
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Eye-Giasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.
Sole Agent for the best Unman Artiticial Eyes.
Ittuttroted Catalogue on receipt of postage of A tents.

IMPOBTER OF

Fine Breech-Loading Guns,
RIFLES, PISTOLS

AND FISHING TACKLE.
ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS. Insect, and Spoon Bait
of every description.
Would call special attoi turn to my large variety
of line TROUT, BAfcS and SALMON 'FLIES.

Bcgardna' Glass Bali Traps, $6 and $8.

H and T Pigeon

Traps. $7.50 per pair.

NEW RECOIL PAD," price J2.

The "

by the "Forest Stream," Feb.

made

trivance
sliould

$661

RITZMAMN,

L.

1

21, 137s,

Pronounced,
the best con-

FLIES

Every sportsman

for the purpose.

LOOK AT THIS !-A
Gun, side

central-tire, English Double
suap-;,etion, twist barrels, wai ranted, $2S.

The

SPKATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in

Uxttmtl

SHELLS

Key to

BROADW A
943
Near Twenty

CO., 751 Broadway N. Y.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

HEW TORE,
$Iubliaitioii$,

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

wumu &:mu

Sport,

$

1

.50.

American Club
1 vol., 8 VO.,

Cloth, $2 50

By

Land and Game Birds

List and
Sportsman's Glossary 50c.

Long-Range

Birds of the Northwest,
of

By Minot,

O outs,

Elliott

U

WM.

Shooting,

Rifle

New Kngland.

And

Life in Florida,

Brewer,

4
$30

cloth,

The Fishing

to.
00.

Partridge

Tourist,

82.

$45 00.

colored plates,

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

Packard's Guide to the .study of Insects,

&

Pheasant Shooting-

Describing the Hannts, Habita, and Methods of
annting and Shooting the American Partridge-Quail;
Ruffed Grouse— PhoasaS 5,withdireci [onalor tiatnliDg the gun, hunting the dog, and >hi
inuie.
sing. Price. $2. Hoetaldlscon: ','
To be had ur book stores generally. _
one double-barrel breei'h-loudiug central nro shotgun, 12-gange. Address,
i

1

f

l vol.,

8vo., clotn, $500.

Ferns in their Homes and Ours.
1 vol., 12 mo., cloth, Ulna irateel, $1 .6

HOW

TO HUNT AND TRAP
By

Useful to Sportsmen and

J. H. Batty.

Frank Schlev,
Out

Any book
111-.

I'll

in

.i":l

Eugrav-

an

nerely

"to

make

eturn postage. ALoAivV VAKIlii
nan street (or p. o. Box8.isi), Wew Yofk.

.

Jylltf

bor.n.Jer will)

;,1IDT, Yachting Editor, Fokest
111'Fulton street, New York.

4Nn Stkba!

1

with hunting
Mountains,

:ickv

the plains

A book of long,
ug on Camping,
)gs, Guns, Boats,

ielil

of Mules and Ho:
cheapest autheuraps mi I'iimU'Iii-.
ever published.
reference-book for spo:
Address
50.
post-paid
on
Sent
™
Island.
Long
Parkville,
the autV" Box 40,
ALUERT COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York,

The Use
i.'iiiu,,,.

',

'

I

tic

my 16tf
gtenUtttt bet

§ ftgeret.

JUST

WHAT YOU WANT!
l.lr

Po glC

i

11

ims onicioue Organ bes M-aemelncnin.i
agbfdjubsgsnctae". ®ie3ttuftta=
.naletn, 3e»et
tloncn ftnb don ben oefti
i

Sarjrgang untfaijt Me S|eU Bom
eptembei unb ivttb gcbunben

8. October 1)16 gum 22.
6ie Bierbe iebtS SM"td)er>

ttfdite (eln.

»r«is

oicrteliof)rl(cf)

» SKort.

3Ran abonnirt bur* irgenb roeldjc SJudjfjanblung obtr
ottett

Bom

Strlegcr.

"§x.

Sbteffe:

von jomtofs,
©Ikubcrg, »roofn} «adjfen»
Germahy.

9Jro&e»£rtwnBi«n a*«"*>

:

I

ad Lnl

SDteifirtimft, Sogb.unb rvuuu oiei ijufii.-ii jc. Snttrcfiaiite
Muffabe iibci
ation.
Solj= unb 2Bitb=
if:

lb>

1

h.

I-i

!:i:rtl)ftBD

CLOSE SUOOTrSG.

li'Mi;

STOCKS BENT TO ANT CROOK.
pjn Fire (Sums changed to Central Fire.
.HtiziU-hoiulinp

All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the
Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by

GRANT'S REMEDY.

Clark

Hani

Altered

&

214 W. Pratt
Kimd

to

Breach- Leaden,

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore.

for Illustrated Catalogue,

Its effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy
Gravel and Bright's disease. No matter of how
long staudifg the case may bo, positive relief is
had in from one to three days. Do not despair,

ERAWTfJ.Ca

&

PBlgES

-|'MA!L.

never

unb 6e»

i« '•<
.;,-„ .<>!.
ii, BBUbeS, sa3ttb=
Icfjoftiat (id) in
judjt.SagMiiiiK. SBaiogetedjten, "Miiuimng b«3agb=
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1

hesitate or donbt, for it is really a specific and
It is purely a vegetable preparation.
fails.
By its timely use thousands of oa'ea that have

§eiau«geaeoen unb lebigirt Bon gr. »on 3ocrnot8.
22. eineS ieben ajioiioW

1

will nor o-

Bating Peatnrea ol Action."

nil

STOP AND

i

Mebgcitijtdjten jc.

,

whhih mlsaflres

HIGIiaST CENTENNIAL MEDAI, FOR
"Workmanship, Rebounding LockB and Compen-

Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations. Fish
ingand Hunting Grounds, Hotel?, many charts frou

official sources, with complete soundings, etc., etc
Useful to spoi j n ie u a "ii /ac!!i r,uieii. and tliecounlr
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price ST. Address u. I

Aetloi,

rv of outline and materials
sit- o
and at more
to the finest Bngltsa
reasonable price-.
i

Contains History of the State, Towns and points of
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value,
yield, etc., Taxation and Denis, Schools, Origin o
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light
honses, Life savins tatlon Eat in i.Clubs, Industries

unb

Leyer

Kqnal inUnlBC,

<£$$tliqiml

[U.L0STRATEP.]

8.

Top

THE WOULD,
Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore.
IH

rhe Sueider Rebounding Lock used, the

JERSEY COAST,

am

only positive

Self-Closing

.",

OF

@r[d)eitit

Tne
Double-Srlp

i

'

Dock Square

THE SNEIBSE GUN

ivritii

,n

ramp (or
en
Reek

inqniiy be -ute to Inclose
.'.

iff

No. 61 E!bi St., Boston, corner

attonery

I

y want we

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warrantcGun Stocks—bent, crooked- oi
TIME.
straight— warranted to stay. Constantly on hand.
Hunting Suits, and shoes for land or water use.
Spratt's imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, new
Improved Ballard Rities, for long or short range.

EVERT

Frederick City, Md.

11

npT)
JjjDlJ

Yachtsmen,

SSufltitU ^tmfdjau

Dealer In

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

S1.5<>.
S volB.,

(lrst-oioss

Breech-Loading Shot-G-uns,

S3.

Camp

SCHAEFEB,

B,

Manufacturer only of

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

1 vol., 8 vo., cloth, $3 00

Birds of North America,
By Bairtl, Ridgeway &

Office,

most

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

1 vol., 8 vo., cloth, $T 00

KljHH

the

EVER YTUING

Y,

third Street

$§uVlications.

Birds of North America,

NEW

of

POSTPAID

SE.\T

Field Ornithology,

The same,

SPOON." One

.

CUTLERY.— Fine Sportsmen's Bowie and Bunting Knives; also, large assorlmeut of Dnest Pocket
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spriag-back Knives,

OS RECEIPT OF PRICE,

Cones'

"NEW FLOAT

BLACK FLY EEPELLfeJNTS, 50 cents per bottle,
and everything required by fishermen and auglerB.
OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field and Marine
eto.
Glasses, Telescopes, .Mieroseones, etc
pertaining to the Sporting
Also
Line.

loaded to order with the greatest care,
acid Repairing done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns

Etc., Etc.

DODD, MEAD &

at Bliortost

oiled, Braided
Silk, Ete.

successful spoons la use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.

any quantity.

a specialty.

figtorg.

from any pittera

LINES, waterproof and tapeted,
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and
Walking Caue Rods.

quality rubber pad, stuffed with

c'leoi'ir

i

ha'r, SI.

gtubUcstiotts.

tied to order

nave one.

Al-'o

AST BOOK SAUED BELOW

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelied to order, §1 per doz.

ii

i

Pamphlet,

Maladies.

Needle-Pointed

Patent

'

Asthma, Catarrh, Skin

been considered incurable by the most eminent
physicians have peon pemianentiy cured. It is
also indorsed by tho regular phvscianSold in
cal societies throughout ibe country.

mid the

A— A comr,
Regie
1

the

Lake

-I" a

Farr
Region
.';'

--'

FtUTi
vicinity,
St. John
.V of t
ceipt «. ,..

if

Mh.
abo

(1
liy

the Penobscot

mail, post paid,

on

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley
Lake Region; each 20c.
„.„„.„
CHAS. A. J. FARHAR,
Address,
Jamaica Plain, MasB.
Send for catalogue.
aprls

em

bottles at two dollars each, or three bottles,
which is enough to cure the most aggavated oas.e,
sent to any address on receipt of five dollars
Small trial bottles, ono dollar each. All orders

E.

THOMAS,

1S6V4

to be addressed to
t

Gra
SH MAIN

s

Remedy Manufacturing

ST.,

-

-

Co.,

WORCESTER, MASS.

JR.,

GTJN8, I'ISTOLS,

-..

<Jfc

6POETING GOODS,

South Olark

Street. Chicago,

III.

B. ZKTTL.KK,

GUNSMITHS AND RD?LE GALLERY,
07 Bowery, New Yor*.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEE,
SYRACUSE,

SPORT

E

N.

Y.,

GUNS,

I

Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition o£ Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and " For the Best Gun of American
fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

—

—

Make"

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester i Repeating

Company

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & H0TCHK1SS HEPEATIH6 FIRE-ARMS
In

all

varieties for

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, ana

every variety or

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ABE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATL Y REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Pr|pe List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY,
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York.
Sharps Rifles Against the World.
FOSS BROS. &
(Successors to F.

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor
1878:

MAY 23— LEECH

COP,

for

SHARPS
LO^C-RAIMCE R8FLE,
MODEL
MAY 24— sharps
Kcgiment
rtliiunry r.oDgr-Kange Itfaech

Sharps (Mode INTs) Military Mile
Best record of any other Rille
In flve-sixtbs of the matches
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A.,

;

Foriy-eiaiiiU
1 COu yards

;

team, using

record, mm. nun sunt

I

J

1878.
<n> "» f\
at£ £ %J

Guns,

CO.),

Rifles, Pistols

and Fishing Tackle,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

170

which the Sharps Kitten were allowed to be used, and were used,
23, 24 and 26, at Creedmoor, they won First Prizes.

in

CO.,

ABBEY &

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

the Championship ot

America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with

J.

at the

May

CHICAGO.

OLD RELIABLE.
TRADEMARK.

Send

Sharps Eifie

%ht

Warerooms, 77 Broadway, New York

for Circular.

Mettttel.

§1te Mutate!.

I

Bridgeport, Conn., U.

Co.,

S.

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

BREECH-LOADING

PEABODY-iABTINS

THE STANDARD~ARI^Of"cREAT

A.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want of first-clacs cocker spanieiB
write at once to
Franklin, Del.
Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price,
Co., N. Y.
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitch pups.

ROBERT WALKER,

may2

lyr

RIFLES.
Choice Red

BRITAIN.

Irish Setter

Pups

for Sale.
ny our imported Dash, winner o' first prize New
York, 18T8, out of Flora (imported), winner of first
piize New York, 1678. Kor particulars address
LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. auglS 6t

FOR SALE LOW.
None are genuine

uuiess so stampsd.

O. De I.UZE,

18

F.
South William

BROWN &
For

MII.ITA

s

Being rilled on the only system
rifles can be transformed ><: Exnrer n
" Express" bullet.

suit-able for the
11,

lies

" Express " principle.

sii'i

''

:

i

Our long-range and mid-range

K.-M r ,>nd

1

AugS

listto

u.-e of

the proper Blze of

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I.

THIS

CAPT.

'

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

BOQARDUS
CARVER

in the Held.

DR.
i,

5

and

6,

He

uses no other.

It

was

also used in fie wonderfti

breaking balls at seventy-five yards with a shot-gun.

SMOKE, NO~I)lRl,

LJESS

MECOIL.

CO.,

WORKS

1 Cortlandt
BINGIIA1UTON, .N. Y.

Office,
i

N. Y., Sole Agent.

Louis,

Western Agents.

SALB-One Irish setter bitch, six months
FORold—
beauty— with
pedigree. One

in cases of 112 pounds.

COCKER SPANIEL

St.,

New

Breeding Kennel

FOR

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
Ikeep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.
J10 tf

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It la put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 60 cents by mail. Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
fall directions for use.

York.

full

setter, fifteen

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

SEND FOB CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,

OITTMAR POWDER

St.

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs.

A. H.

and

A t me Brooklyn Driving Park on July

JTO

u

'

hia matches, both Indoors
performances of
all

1

sale

Street,

8

& sraa ©poRTsarsi

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

Send3mfor price
r

In

by

•a?

HILDER,

English and Iri li Does and Puppies of thepure-t
breeding. Superior in color and form. Apply to
ARNOLD BUBOES, Hillsdale, Michigan. augKI-tf

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and
and Forest and Stkkam.

W. HOLBERTON.

Oct 13

Sun

W FULTON STREET.

m«nths

old

;

color,

Irish

bright red.

One

SALE— A

splendid utter of field trial setter
pups. Address, HERBERT, 92 Worcester street,
Boston, Mass.
aug29 if

ENGLISH

PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING

AND NON

Sporting Dogs for sale. Greyhounds, pointers,
setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £21)
each; for the field and show bench, of go~d pedigrees, £40 each ; fox terriers, bull terriers, black;
and tan terriers, from £10 each, ail dead game, of

good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding;
better qmflty for the show bench, £20 each. Also a
few Yorkshire terriers, at £10 each. The prize
Yorkshire terrier, "Willie," will be sold. Winners
of silver cup, Queensbury, first and silver cup Ulverston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent
toMe-srs. Bampton

&,

Stegli

iss

Agents, 60

William street, New York. Drafts to accompany
order, payable on Alliance Bank, London. Satisfaction is guaranteed by the advertiser, who is a Judgo
and reporter of English dog Bbows. F. STEEL,
WellRoyd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, England.

marl 6m

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring to have
DOGS
their dogs broken this year by me will "lease
communicate

at once.

Want them

fitted for

the

field ere season opens.
Shall go South for the
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centrevill e
on the Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKKR, Clifton, Passaic
County, N. J.
Jew «

.

;
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Auxiliary

gmml

£%f

SHELTON'S

Union Kennels, Clencove,

L.

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

Rifle*,

S°r g*k.

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

COVER AND TRAP

FIELD,

I.

SHOOTING.

Boarding and breaking a specialty. Going south
For particulars, address
fall with kennel.
Gloncove, L.I.
Sep IB It

coming

BY CAPr. BOGARDU8.

HARRY HOWARD, Union Kennels,

New and enlarged edition, containing inBtrnctlons
for (rlaas ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at
this office. Prtoe $2.

young stock than I can
wing setter dog

SALE— Having more
FOR
accommodate, will

sell tin: f.iiin

I

by imported Milo (Dan-Venus), frill cousin
champion Ranger One red pup, out of
(imported Frisk and Grouse), whelped
May 16, 1878. One orange-and-whlte pup, out of
Dash-Fan), whelped May 21,
(Gildersleeve's
Fan
One orange-and-white pup, out of Topsy
18T3.
pups,

all

to English

:

K 'Harney

THE

(Drake-Jndi). whelped May 22, 1873. One Itvor-andwlilte pup, same litter as above. Price, $15 each.
For pedigree and particulars, address C. H. C, Postsepts it
O mce Box 2,4f5, New York.

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for ose in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, and
can te removed just as expeditiously. There Is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and It cannot get out of order.
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost lnBtantlv
a breech-loading shot gnn can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle 32, 3S. or 44. as desired.
Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the be Ci
in'.i
Ige tt
ii' Arms Co 'a
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List.

greyI7»OR SALE— A fine f nil-blooded African V.
M„
honnd age about nine months. Address
!

1

1

;

BeptS It

this office.

WILL

I

I

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

exchange a brace of beautiful black and

P.

O

GUNPOWDE R,
Hazard's " Eleetrlo Powder."
(coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
1 (6ue) to
strong; h and cleanliness. Packed In square canisters of 1 lb. only.

CONN.

white cocker spaniels fir a tine double gun,
either breech or muzzle loader; small bore preferred. Address J. T. B. SMITH, Box 106, Kingssept5 It
ton, Ulster County, H. Y.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
In I, lb. canisters and
flne grain, quick and clean, for
6>f lb. kegs.
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-

Nos.

A

guns.

SALE— English setter, two years old good
FOR
on quail, woodcock and partridges; good re;

triever: pedigree; price

1st

Haznrtl'a " Kentucky Rifle."

;

;

FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs if 26,
Ktf and 6« lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. »t'FFS is also
packed to 1 an t
Burns strong and
lb. can] Jten.
moist. The FFFO and FFG are favorite brands for

..'FFG,

of owner
SPAYING.—Bitches spayed at residence Dedtiam,
or kept until well. Address Box 124,
Mass. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J. Foster.
septs 4t
Secretary Mass. kennel Club.

ordinary sporting, and the " Sea Shooting'"
the standard Situ powder of the country.

and white native
Is yard-broken and
price, $10. Address

Brockton Mass

,

'..

J

I

:.'.

i:

.:

i'

ii

i

list.

aug

Iowa.

ang22

Worcester, Mass.

SALE—A thoroughly broken red
FOR
with
vcais
setter
bitch,

1

old,

'.,

Address E.

»

ROBBINS,

J.

Wctherslield,
tf

P

Mr

The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1ST6, In the pig' using
South for $500 a side, Sooth killing 86 birds ont of 100,
WinulnTgun also at the great London Gun Trial, I d

Fn

ono barrel only.
e

,n ns by

all

WEDGE

all

years old, excellent, water dog. pedigree. Also Gordon gyp, two years, broken on game with pup now;
will b'e delivered when pirns are weaned. She is by
very
Tom out. of Chloe, pare black and tan and
handsome. For particulars address P. O. Box 365,
8Ug22 St
New Bedford, M ass.

;

States!

;

Oct

fi!

WtcYNo,163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

W. W. GREENER,

St.

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

H. O. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Oortlandt

Street,

ESTABLISHED,

gale,

New York

England.

47 and 49 Liberty Street.

Importers and Dealers in

STORES:

SALE— Sharps Ride, or will exchange for
FOR
Winchester, Address A. P.STONE, Brattle-

h M\ U
19

all

St..

St.,

S. B.

'

LLED SHOT.
(RED LABEL.
Gives greater pi
choke-bores, uiodiued

tion and bettor
and cylinders.

ot will be found
Our rllilled shot
and of brighter
bnr.b -.-, I.BI

OITT
rest,

AND

COTJSTP.Y

New York.

O. 8.

PROPERTY

PECK,

8

Walnut

st.,

a bri..krtse, mors npbrrlral,
cleaner finish than any other.

free rro.u

and

Equally well

adapted

more unlftrm 1„

Septal ly

SO Per

to

e lxe

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

jar

jaw

-rssstss;..

bought, sold

West Twenty-fifth

^aintittff.

Also,

mannfactnrers ol

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, .more

DROP SHOT,
PATENT FINISH ASU3R1C AN STANDARD
ehot.
nniform than the ordinary moulded

and

COM-

Cent. Sared.

BeadyWe »rs manufacturing a very Ine Pureany
ordrialstd Paint, mixed in such a mannci that
make »:, good a Job
?af» stable or farm hand ran
mixed in the old
Saifitlne as a palnter^an with paint
qmc£
not
««
This is because our paint does
sell It lower
ind thnB show marks of the brush. '
than materials can be bought in the ordinary WW.

W.

Chromo Cards, with
GEO. I. REED & oo.
aug
(

nd enjhanged.

11

St. Louis, Mo.
Cincinnati, O.

North Second,

.HIM

gyVRY ONE THEIR OWN PAESTEB.

1

pattern than ordinary shot.

jel3tf

Nassau. N. Y.

Co.

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
fiENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
Raw no, 14 state street. Chicago, 111.

M.G. GoPDtRP,
Bark &uo.,

;

S'yle

GUNPOWDER.

F.

villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house,
tweniy-three
stables, etc.— in one, four horses;
acres, four acres grove, v.itli lrom twenty to thirty
pmds; line garden; Id young iruit trees; apple
e this office.
Address B. B. P.,
rciiai'ls.

IOC. postpaid.

Fuses.

American fowder

and No. 527 Commerce

order,

TX)R SALE— Crvstal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
C Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Buildlive years old; gotlue frame
ings cost-over 51,2 W

name,

Platinum

Makes a nd Qu alities o f

septs it

o ELEGANT New

of allkindson hand and made roorder.
Safety Fuse, Frictlonal and

rampiiiets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
oat. aent free on application to the above Address.

$50,

;

10

BLASTING POWDEH and EI.Iv. I'lMi.'AL i'.LAST1NG APPARATUS. MI ITAKY POWDER

1811-

St„ No. 220 North Second

price
v, ith
$31. One lam. steel, No. 12, top-snap breech-loader
price $35. Two London made stubin good order
specimens
of
fine
the
oldmuzzle-loaders;
twist
style Lrnulon gnu; price $20 each. W. HOLBF.RTON & CO., 117 Fu.ton street, N. Y. P.O.Box
septa
It
5,109.

-j

:,',,

City.

ACOBSSARIBS.

1

Powder.

MAJnJFACTCRERS' AGENTS,

CO., Auctioneees,

;

Rifle

nest

Sizes,

EBW. E. TRYON, Jr. <£ CO.

SPECIAL!

One Evans' Rifle in perfect
FsR SALE—
cost
cover and 560 cartridges

Orange

for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG and FFFG, the last, being tin; ilueit
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>i lb-.
lbs., aud in canisters of 1 lb. and H ">.
and
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are rojnmin.n.ieJ and used by Oapt. A. It. I'.OGARDUS,
the Champiou Wing Shot of the World."

The

between Oapt. Bogardus and

the beat makers of
The
FAST BREECH-LOADER is the strongest
Great Britain a»dPoland. THE PATENT TREBLE
gun of the period. Patented in the United
ana most durable.ever invented, and the most successful

SALE— Gordon setter, very handsome, pure
FORblack
gamp, four
and I'd. well broken on

boro, Vt,

Orange Lightning Powder.
Cleanest made, in sealed
1 lo 7, strongest and
lb. canl-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

Orange Ducking Powder,

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'ort valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best, shots of all nations, and won by
Penned, with a full-choke bore
Cholmondlev
Mr.
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29# yards. He
event, killings birds in succession
second
the
also won
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
Is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
gun
the choke-bore match, 1877, beatat
winning
The
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver onp, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.
gunmaker.
the
Pnrdey,
J.

liwree f"v

aug22

BARKER &

ST., N. Y.,

No.

1S78, the

at

red Irish setter dog, eighteen
months old, out of Mod II., by St. Patrick I!.;
Will be
is a splendid good dog. and honse broken.
saLoli&-'.'ucc-u dog pm>, seven
one
A'lao,
sold cheap.
Address N. R. BiiiBR,
months old for Bale.
2t
ang29
Kansas.
Topeka,

GUMS!

MURRAY

mended for breech-loading guns.

THE WIUHJHO COB

1

TnoR SALE—A

Mot

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

1

Breecli-Loader,

and white

ii.'

&

1

Toledo,

SALE— A

flftv years.

Send for price

Laflin

W.VW.JJreener's Ghampion TrebleJWedge Fast,

i

Chesapeake Bay ducking dog,
thoroughly broken. L. G. W HITE, Box 375,

FOR

S5

MY O WN MANUFACTURE.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

ii

GOODRICH,

H.

description address G.
Co.,

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents In every prom'nent city, or wholesale
'

at our office,

jyll tf

;

Tama

IN

TACKLE,

Reels to the trade at a liberal discount.

in
!
m, mi
;,ii
a
Border— Dora dam, Nellie. Trap— Nettie. Price $20.
If not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker's
,,,

INC

2,776,

SALE— One grand English setter bitch, seven
FOR
months old, black andwhite, evenly and beauti.,

F fs'H

RODS, REELS, FLIES_ OF

old,

Box

Address, P. O.

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEO .fill

FINE

septs-lt

thorSALE—English Better dog, 4 years
FORoughly
Can be seen on game— woodbroken.

cock, quail or partridge.

is

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDEH;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES Hill KXPOBT. OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OH. PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
1

;

;

FG

Superior mining and Blasting Powder,

SALE CHEAP— A red
FORsetter
nearly two years old
ready for tne Held this season
Box 489, Mlddletown, Conn.

Duck Shooting."

and 6if and

prize in Boston, 2d prize in Sew York shows,
Ms class 3X years old Barnes stock j full pedigree; for a limited mumber ot well-bred bitches,
Address T. A. FOWLER, Llewellyn Park,
$21.
sept 5 It
Orange, New Jersey.
in

"

1 (line) to 6 (coarse).
In 1 and 6 lb. canisters
Barns slowly and very
1 'I'A lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For Held, forest or waler shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

septs 4t

lemon and white pointer, winner of

DASH,

Hazard's

BOARDMAN,

H.

F.

$4.5.

Newburyport, Mass.

(JO

MANETA0TOBBR8 OF

Nos.

NEW HAVEN,

1'ox 715

HAZARD POWDER

We

and pay Height on certain blaed orders.
Anyone wishing to Paint, will have mailed free,
upon application; onr booK— "How Every One can
Paint and Select Oarmonions Colors." Address
INGERSOLL PAINT WORKS, South and Dover
streets, New York.

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
§>yort$mm's §mth$.

$yort$mm'B Routes.
AND PHILADELPHIA NEW
NEW YORK
HOUND BROOK ROUTE,

LENTS

commencdjo .iuxv

STATION
Leave

New

York

for

6:30, P, 9:30, 18:15, 11:30

Trenton and Philadelphia at
A.M., 3:30,4:00,6:30, 12 p.m.,

and at 4:30 p. m. for Trenton.
Leave PhlladclDhla from station North Pennsylvania Railroad, Third and Berks streets, at 6:46
(way), 7:45, 0:80, 11:80

P.M.
Leave Trenton

4:15,0:4517:00

a. m., 1:30, 1:30,

New York

at

(except

RE

Ohio

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

NEW YORK— Foot of Liberty 8t.N.R.

IN

Mon-

P.M.
Pullman Drawing Room Oars are attachod to the

pickerel, etc., etc.

York and to
0:30 a. M., 4:00, v. u. trains from
tno T:15, A, u., 1:30 p. M. trains from Philadelphia.

man

New

Sunday Tiutnr— Leave New York and

delphia at 9:00 a. m., 5:30, 12 f. M. Leave New York
for Trenton at 0:30 a. m. and 6:30 p. m. Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20, 9:50 a, -j,, lino P. M.
Boats of tli c- "Brooklyn and Erie Annex" make
connection at Jersey City station io and from Brooklyn and Erie Depot, .Jersey City.
Tickets for tale at foot of Liberty street, Nos. 629
and 911 Broad nay, lit Itie piiueioii] lioteln, all offices
Of the Erie Railway in New York aud Brooklyn, am"
at No. 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Baggage checked

from residence to destluat ion.
Septls ly

P.

II.

BALDWIN,

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

Gen. Puna. Agent

The Only Route

Sulphur Springs.
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsvilie, with the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements

FUOM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

avoid the

diffi-

culties and dangers of reshipmeul, while the excellent ears which run over the smooth tsteel tracks enwlthont failure
able STOCK TO
Br Injury,
The lines of

BE TRANSPORTED

PeunsylYani

Railroad Company

also reach the best lecalitles for

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

New

nre sold at the offices of the Company In
the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BEDFORD, CRESSON, RM.STON, MINNEQUA, and

other well-known centers for
Trout FiMUiue. Wing Shooting,

and

Still

Hunting.

SUMMER. ARR »NOKMENT,
rotiimeiiolioj duly

Also, to

1.

7:30, S:S0, 9:30, 10, 10:30. 11, li:vu, 11:40 a. m., 12 m.,
12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:10, 2, 2:20, 2:40, a. 3:20, 8:40, 4, 4:20,
4- to, G, 5:20, 6:40, 0, o:*U, 0:40, 7, 7:1S, 7:30, 7:15, 8,
':20, 8:40, !), 9:30, 10, 10:30 P.M.

Returning from Pencil— 7, s, II, 10, 10:90, 11,11:20,
_i:40 a. ii., 12 m., 12: in, I, 1:0, 1:10, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3,
3.20, SM0, 4. 4:2(i, .1:10, f>, r.:;0, f.:io, (i, 0:20, 0:10, 7,
7:20, 7:3s, 7:50, S:t!d, s:2o, s:iij, !>. 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11

Sunday Trains !n Is' u.i-.-::.e,
9:80, 10, lurjo,
10.40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A. M.. 12m., I. l:2li, 1:40, 2, 2:20,
2:40, 3, 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, a, 20, 5:40, (J, 6:20,
B:40, 7, 7:16, 7:30, s„ S:2(l, S:-|0, !), ti-sit, 10, 10:30 P. M.
1

RAILROAD.

St.

•-.:

i.

-

•

'

:S",

hi,

10:21',

lUMO,

11,

Louis, alv!

from
Chicago

;

Twenty-third Regiment Rand.

MR. LEVY,
o.i

s..

the celebrated cot net soloist, has been
lit

scascll.

following horse-oar lugs ruu directly to dePlatbush avenue from Fulton Perry; Bergen

street, S. B.; FraiiKlln avenue, from Snnth Seventh
street Perry, E. D., and x-Suraini avenue, from foot
of Broad way.
E.
Snp't.

W.

DORWIN,

Louis, Minneapolis

St.

THE ONX.T DIRECT RAILROAD
to

i

Time to Coney Island, ten minutes. Excursion
singU: fare, 20 cents. Grand concerts every afternoon and eveuing by Conterno's

tickets, 40 cents

The

Chicago to

,"

i

11:20, 11.-40 A. M., 12 M., 1, 1:20, 1:10, 2:20, 2:40, 3,
3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40. 5. 5:20, 5:40, fi, 6:20, 6:40, 7,
7:20, 7:3,1, 7:50. S:U5, ,> a>, 8: i.e. a, ;i;30, 10, 10:30, 11
P. M.

pot:

& ALTON

ST.

PAUL SHORT

LINE.

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping- Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and

St. Paul.

Burlington,

SPORTSMEN

lansaa Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and
telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

An-

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.
Qeneral Passenger Agent,
Chicago, IS

street,

N. Y.

Chicago &Northwestern RB,

Wild Fowl Shooting.

shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
California,

ami

SPRINGVILLK HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SU1NNECOCK BAY, L. I.,

the

OMAHA AND GALL

Its

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
alwayB on hand the heat of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground In the vicinity of Now

shortest and best route for all
points In Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia
Its CHICAGO.
ST. PA UL AN Li _M INNEAl'OLIS LINE is the short
line for Northern w.sr im.-in and Minnesota, and for
Madi»ou,St. Paul, Minneapolis, "niliit.li aud all poinIB
In

WINONA AND

Us

Great- Northwest.

t.ne

ETER LINE

t

York

for bay snipe shmningnf all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM.' N. LANE, Good

Ground, L.

ST.

is the only route for Winona, IMclicsOwatonna, Mankato, St l'eter, New Ulm and
points in Southern ami Central Minnesota. Its

ter,
all

'.',-,

-I

1

1

1

.

.

:

AND MILWAUKEE LINE
route,

and

Is

,

|

the old

Is

Lake

.

;.

Good Hunting and Fishing, magnificent scenery,
pure mountain air, good rooms and hoard at modeAddress P. 1<\ COOPER, Locust Hill
Farm, Ashley Falls, Berkshire Co., Mass.
ang29 9c

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

Rossmore House, Speonk,

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Blurts, on tin- Ca'ifonnti Express Train of
the ClllCAGO & NOPSlTlW'I-iSTr.L'N RAILWAY.
Westbnund, tliey leave Ctilcago daily, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. M., and arrive at. Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council Bloffa at 5:30 p. _.,
dally, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
and reach Clucugo next afternoon.
£$r~ No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

the year for llsliing and shooting parties. Boats,
boatmen, stabling, enriasLvs, and every convenience
ee [-..! Clou. .-.,-, :-:::.. ,.!,
i.ocr 1,'jcj Rule Oad.
Terms moderate.
s. P. CONKLiN, Prop'r.
,

augffl tf

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Dnck=. i;c-.v- and Brant shooting,
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
sainu.it,
r.ci.e-r-i :e..,: ices ashing- a hundred
poiutsonthe Northern and Nortliwestcru Hues of
this company will be found utisurpaessd by anything
in the Wert.

BRADLEY

HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N.
Y., is located centrally on the best hunting in
Sullivan County, six milts from Shcliola. Erie R. R.
Small game very plenty. Some deer, foxes, coons,

':-.

.-

Terms

etc.

1

-

L. I.

Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches
and vVesihampfon, within a miteaudahalf oi the
ocean.
.Excellent accommodation
for
snmmer
buarders. Surf and still water leitMng. Good boating, llEhlng, and gunning.
House or.cn throughout,

To HI'OKTSMEN.

!

tf

rate prices.

Sin

the only one passing through EvtU)stL_,
Park,
vVaukegan Rnclue,

Lake Forest, Highland
Kenosha to Milwaukee.

Nov8

I.

COUNTRY BOARD.
ARTISTS OR SPORTSMEN,

GREEN 13 \Y AND MAKQ.tJKTTK LINE Is the only
.-•-I'.-,,; ,|,,
.:,..,-:.
J,.,,-,
kosh, Applelon, Green Bay, Kscanaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, rtougliton. Hancock aud the Lake SupeIts FREBloltT and l>UliU<;UE
rior country.
LINE is the only route for Elgin, l'.oekford, Freepovt and all points via Freepnrt. Its CHICAGO
'

T>,

longc, pike, pickerel, cattish, sturgeon, rock bass
and perch, are the common varieties caught, and as
the best Ashing grounds are within a few rods of the
house, no time Is lost In going or coming.
Je20 3m

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and.wlth
Its numerous branches and connections, form' the
Iowa, Nebraska,

AN

[WIS.

FlSlilz.O AND ANGLING.-To the sportsman
and angler no place in Wisconsin offers greater inducements, the catch of fish during the season being
at all limes good, and the varieties such astojnoko
it flist-class sport.
Black and silver basB, musca

4tT

,

per week.

aug29

if

greenwood %aht.

New York office, No. 415 Broadway Boston office,
No. B State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your
home

General Agent.
Philadelphia andSoulhern Mall S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, ihila.

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAT,
LONG
Ferrybo°ts leave New York from

27,

1STS.-

James

Slip

(daily except Sundays) ;-m minutes, mid from Thirtyfourth street, East River (daily) a, minutes previous
to departure tit trams and from South Wall street,
Fulton and Catharine ferries (daiL no minutes previous to departure of trains from Depot, corner Hatbush and Atlantic avenue?, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows : For Grccnptc 1, Sag ilaibor, ei.e..,S:30A.M„
4 p. m., aud on Saturdays at 3::iu p. m.
For Patehogue, etc., 9:30 A. m„ 4:311 aud G p. m.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 k. in, 4, 4:30, fi and UP. si.
For 'Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For Northport, etc
at 10 A. M, 3::-;0, 4.3" and 0:30 p. m. For
Locust Valley, at S:3U and 10:00 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30
andG:30p. w. For Far Rneknway, eic, at 0:30 A. m ,
For Garden city and flemp4, 4:30, 6, « and 7 p. m.

MARVIN HOGHITT,
Gen. Manager, Chicago.

TROUT FISHING!
thuqugk to

LAKE SUPERIOR.

Ticket

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland
and return for ¥20 are sold at C3 Clark street, or the
CM. and SI. Paul, Madison Sciem, Depot, Chicago
also at low rates from Milwaukee, Dogs, guns and
;

sportsmen, on this
Menasha and Green

Bayfor bass fishing Butternut Creek and Luke for
muscalonge the many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Clupp. wa which l.ccm with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till hist season (1-hed by sportsmen. Between Silvtr creek and Ashland all are
;

;

trout streams, and man vet hers can ne easily reached
along the shore from Ashland or Baylield, while
rook ashing for speckled trout and trolling in the
affords excellent spoit.
The Chenfuamegou hotel at Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, aucl ts supplied with a
Bteam-yacht, sail and ruv.djoats and excellent guides.
The atmosphere at Ashland is a sure preventive of
hav fever,
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports.
Send tor Guide Book.

Milwaukee, Wis,

Btead, 8:30 and 10 a. m., s:So, 4:3o, 5:30, 6:30 p. jr., and
12:l5night, and from Long Island City only 9:30 a. it.,
1:80 and 6:30 p. M.
For Pert Jefferson,
Patchogne, etc., 9 a. m.
Babylou, etc., (i and 7 p m.
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 0:30 p. >i„
Garden City and Hempstead, a. jr., 2:30 and 6:30
P. M., and from Lung Isl;md CI y only 0:30 a. m. aud
5130 p, sr. Trains for Roekaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.

SUNDAYS—

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

G. T. A,

]e«n

tf

TAKE THE

FROM PIER

daily,

11.

N. u.,

txeept Sundays, at 6

Splendid Bass and Pickerel Fishing— Tleautilul Luke and Mountain Scenery.

foot of Canal street,
p.

St.,

Albany with Express Trains

connecting at

Trams leave Now York, foot of Courtlandt and
liesbrosses streets, dally (Sundays excepted) at s:S0

FOR
Siiintogn, Schtooii take, Rlne
Mountain
I. nl.e,
l.ako < iiaiiipliim. I, nUe iieoree, the
AdlromluciiH, lllontical, and all points North

and 4:30 p. m.
Leave Brooklyn, via J
t boats foot of Fulton
and 4 J
Pullman Parlor Car tn 4:30 p. m. train.
Throngn coadi daily betwoeu Hackensack, Pateru ana G
lwood Lake.
Ex,
._ fare from Brooklyn, New York or
Parties of lifteen or more per... .'ity, $2 nu

A. M.

street, at s i. m.

iinilW,.»[.

THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OP
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N. Y. C.R. R.
E?-TI11S

IS

STATEROOMS,
Offlce

$1

and $2.

sons, $1.50 each,

can be had at the
at nil We-: con Express offices,
aud ticket offices lu New York, or

"I ..-"tin cc!i ne- i;

,,;.,!
:

s. E.

,u-i

MAYO,

;

i

aiiihuat Ll.a.

P.

MACKLE,

a capitalist or association of gentlemen to Join him
tut erection of a
select family hotel orciun house on themosl. beautiful and eligilile situation ai (tr.enwood Lake, N.
with from twenty Io ftftjy acres of land, asniay be desired, aud will take oneiii, r,i ot the purchase price
of the property in slock or shares in the enterprise.
:..,
:.„ su.-. with water iiouts, also forsalo,
in plots io suit, on liivora'itc i.-ims.
Circulars can
lie Had til oil-.ce id
Finn-sT and Stueam. ApiPv to

Gen'l Passenger Agent:

of tlifs Line reach some of the finesf
and upland shooting sections In the ooau.
Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
James 1 River, Currituck, Florida, aud the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Ftlday at 3 p. m'.
Full information eiven at office, 1ST Greenwich
St., KowTorlt.
senssiy

The steamers

traterfowl

i

try.

or

CALDWELL, Greouwood

S.

Lake

'

niayls if

rpRAPHAGEN DOUSE, GREENWtJOD LAKE

X

Orange County, N. Y., L. Y. JENNESS. An ex^
cellent family hotel.
Also good accommodations
tor tho sporthtnau.
Good bonis and every facilty
for llshmg.
jeis am

BRADiVESt Hi.psR, tJUEENWOOD LAKE,
ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y., May 15, I87i»-

Terms—12 per

7

Sew York

address

Orauge County, N. Y.

§atels <tnd§e<MiitBfor gportemen.

CHICAGO.

m

Y

Old Dominion Line.

Sherman
House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Gen. Pass. Agent.

TUI5 SUBSCRIBER desires

s.

day, $S to 1

1

It

per week.

Free stages

oiiests to and from the steamboat dock ai
AKJNOTONtoilieiiou.se. o S. LKA ONER, Pro-

for

prietor.

at 231 lit oad way, corner
Warren Btreet, at James Slip and Thirtv-ionrtli
streEt ferries, at the offices of" The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 785 and 012 Broadway and
oillces. in

J.

on thuplcr,

at all the hotels

)

,

.

MONTCLA1R & GREENWOOD
LAKE RAILWAY.

ticket agents, apply to

THROTJfsn TICKETS

1710R THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
r JACKSONVILLE, ST, AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by Bteamahip to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

my9 em

West

J,

People's Line Steamers

hunting grounds in the Non Invest tor Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail, Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Oltiee, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. P. Winhlow,
Qen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

c.

FOR FLORIDA

HENRY PRATT,

Sll

l^H

NEENAH,

CLABK & SEAMAN,

Rapids & N'rtri'rn

C.

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines lu Iowa, running through some of ine finest

JAMES CHARLTON,

Bay

DOTY

AGENTS-WOOD & CO., Halifax, N. S,j HARVEY
& CO., St. John's, N. F.
je206m
THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

Gen. Pass. Aecnf. Chicago.

will find splendid shooting on the
tine of this road; prairie chicken, eeese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Snail, etc.

to

Capt. McTlliinnev.

apply to

lars

W. H. Stennett,

everything.

" Forest and stream " route are

ALHAMBRA,

:

Kansas City

without change of cabs.
first-class accommodations in

camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction

ItOBEBTS' STJMilER RESOET,

Capt, Bennett, and

i

.

CHICAGO

ids.

v,

Trains tor Coney Island— Leave .ie|iot on Flatbiish
avenue, Willink Km ranee, Prospect Park, at 6:20,

:

TDCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, OAPE MAY.
SOU AN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
lor SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
-.NT- FEATHER.

Grand Fishing.

ST.

form a regular line between above poita, leaving
Pier 10, North River, New Y'ork, three times a
mouth. Persons, visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
or the Lower St. Lawreucewill tlnd tills the cheapest
and most direct route, avoiding changes anddotenton. Time between New York and Halifax about
sixty hourB, one half of trip through Long Island and
Vineyard Sounos, in smooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New York itud ilalifu \', 5,1.5 cold New York and St.
Excursion tickets at reduced
Johns, $30, gold.
Tates. For schedule Qf sailings aud further particu-

Western Territories.
I'ORNIA LINK is the

'.">,

all

ii...

ptlNEY m.ANl»-KHK!JUTON BEACH.

.

EXCURSION

Jersey.

CORTES,

Minnesota.

P.M.

QUHNIjr& AND FISHING
In

Richmond, Va.

in the

CONTINUOUS

'these lines being

HOWARD,

It.

trie

HKOTT1NG PARKS and RACE COURSES
Suites,

CONWAY

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent,

most of the

afforded by their lines for reaching

Middle

AND

;

equipment.

ap

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO.
Respectfully Invite attention to

White

via

S.

TV.

N. P.

;

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

in

TO SPOETSIEtf:

carried free.

The Route of the Tourist

Phila-

HALIFAX,

und Resorts pt( gpartsnmj.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

West Virginia,
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivera, and Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of game
and Ush, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
qnatl, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,

l :2fl

hotels

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

JOHNS,

day), 6:50, 8:13, 10:20 A. M., 12:15, 2:16, 8:00, 4:65, 6:30

for

§nut^.

gporifiifen's

The Route

18T6

II,

&

Chesapeake

FOR TRENTON AND PUUaADELPHlA.

107

Jjg

ilu,

J>u///.w/e«'A' <$oods.

Grand Centra! Depot in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 70 Fourth -street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
cheeked from residence a destination,
S. SPENCKlt, tien'l Su
Jup't.
J. Chittenoen, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
jell tf
;

Eaton's Bust Preventer.
and

1

For Guns, Cutlery
Safe to handle, Wild,
'

NEW RAVEN, HARTFORD, BPRINGFLELD
FORWhite
Mountains, Montreal
points.

>

clicc.ie.

leaves Pier No. 26, East River, dully (Sunnavs excepted) at :s. A passenger l-ram will be In waltlug

Prop'r.
any Hotel ip the World to show aa
large and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of

Agent.

the

the parlor

floor,

without baths.

Rooms with baths,

$-3.60, $4,

and $1.50 per;day,

ALVIN HULBERT,

We challenge

SHERMAN.

ie'20 tf

it

Surgical

and

uiiai,

....ryv.o.ore

the best

gun

Instruments
will keep in

,„

,;

u

[-,,,,,

.

the market."
of Bay City, Mich., writes: -It la
the best preparation I have fonnd in
thirty-five
years ot active and freijucni, use of guns."
ai
supplied by sole nn.hiiiaettirer, GEO.
"r. ,;i:
p
P " VOnitt Aya
JeU,L y '" y
'
Uelghls, N '.I.
Si 1<1 by principal New York dealers, and bv
Wm.
Keao & Sons, liosi.ou, Mass.; ii. KiliredgeA Co..
Oinclnuati, Ohio E. E. Eaton, Chicago, 111. Brown
A Hllde,-, St. Louis, Mo.
''

connecting with passenger train in waltlug
on wharf atNew Haven, js..,ma>Ki.. a. m. Tickets
sold and baggage checked at mi r.roiidway, New
York, and i Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Haven and return, si so, Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to Richard peck, General

suT

li-eic

:S|n

Judge Holmes,

and iurnunsltat.'
The new and elegant steamer Continental

on the wharf at New Haven ami leave for Springfield and way stations on arrival ofl.nat.
NIGHT LINE.— Tlie Eua City leaves New York at

11 P. h.,

1!

states pronounce

^

oil in

^'

;

CANNOT BE SENT BY

'

:

MAIL.

FOREST AND STREAM.

108

^portsmeti's §oods.

Cartridge

slates

LOST

^

**

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

%^o\hr\[m'& <§ood$.

c

V>^

COMPASS.

LOWELL, MASS.,
MANDFAOTtrBEKB OF THB

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

to all military

Special

all felnaa,

Cartridges for Target Practice.
'THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-8LM.ILE.
Brass case and cover; white aietal lace; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been

Gun

left at the
office. Sent

Forest and Stream and Rod and
on receiptor

$1.60,

by post

office

order, to any; part of the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
New Tors Compass Co.

agents for the London and

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON,

HOMER

General Agents,

MOKKL PLATED.

BAY..ISV

ARMY AND NAVY OF THE

and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the
Rim-flre ammunition of
several Foreign Governments.
attention given to the manufacture of
Adapted

UNITED STATES and

300 Broadway,

FISHER, 260 Broadway,

N. Y.

N. Y.

BONEHILL CUN.

RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR.
This implement Is used either for 10 or 12-gange
brasB or paper bhells, thus saving the cost of ono implement. Pronounced by Bogardus, Tinker and
others the best implemeut they ever used. Price
$2 60.

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Solb Agent,
Dealers in Cuns, Pistols, Etc.,
»! CHAMBERS ST., NEW VOKK.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Bali Trap.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.

No. 511.-Top-actlon, treble safety

The best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
snow-shoeing, etc. They are
easy to the feet, and very
\ durable. Made to order
Fin a variety ol styles, and

warranted

HUTCHINQS,
sor to

the

Send for

article.

illustrated circular.
P. O. Box 368, Dover, N.

S

(Succes-

Frank Gaod.i

PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W. Holbenon &
street, New York; Jos. C. Grnbb &

Fulton
Market

extension

street. Philadelphia, Pa. ; Bradford
thony, 874 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

rib,

laminated barrels.
fastening.

(lenuine

MARTIN
H.

bolt,

rebounding

locks,

Patent fore end

Cheapest gun in the mar-

Send stampfor Illustrated Circu-

ket.
lar of

Co., 117
Co., 712

Guns,

Rifles,

Revolt era and am-

illion.

& An-

FINEST

Fishers

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns

NOW

Blue Flannel Suits,

CO.,
337 IMPORTERS
Broadway, New York.
AND MANUFACTURERS

FOR GENTLEMEN.

WARRANTED FAST COLORS,
From

OF

$12.50 to $16,

The price depending on

Size and Style.

Sample ot Goods, Price List and Measurement
Blank furnished on request by post.

GEO.

C.

READY.

BARTON &

KENNING,

direction.

$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip caBC
Six-strip hexiigonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel
- 5 -" 1
plate
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case, solid
27
reel plate
six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-Joint, German sliver mounting, extra tip
n. I..
.
••
17 on
•
and tip case
;
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mounting, turee-jovnt, extra tip and
H. ]..
30 "0
•
tip case, waterproof ferrules

INIHSFIENSABIiTS ON

0.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
AND
India

Rubber Goods

of

Every Description.

HOBGMAN &
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

2T MAIDEN

-

Russia-leather fly-book, witB the "Hyde
Russia-lesther fly-book, with the "Hyde
Best enameled u tterprooi taper Uy lines, from
Helgramites or Dobson bait lor blacs bass, each
A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from

"clip, large size
" clip, small size

;

6c to 10c. per yard
-

ilVii'™
ji
to S2.5U per dozen

kinds of guelled Hooks tied to order. Also Flies dressed to any desired
United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, each
'
United States Arms Revolver. S shot, ,33 cal., nickel, each
:'V.*i*UV.

AH

pattern.
$2 50

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED.
EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

CO.,

ANY BOATING, YACHTAND CAMPING TRIP. F.r/RfTno

ING

GOLD WMItHSg. Mem

gant, from $3 to Slo. Ladies' chains, same quality,
from S3 to tb). F, C MILLER & CO., 125 Pulton
Street, N. Y. P. O. Bos 3,725. Pleoite mention
je!3!im
this paper.

1

andthreetlp3

TELE SJ>0 PES.
Vclghtlauder's superior Target and TouriBts
Telesoo e-i. the best in the world, lor sale at KOBT.
sole agents In U. S., 119 Water
Jyll Dm
itrcet, New York.

MEHitlLL's SONS,

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

LANE, N. 5

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YOKK.
Yacht Supplies.

57

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans.
H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway,

IRA FILLED
A. PAINE'S
GLASS BALL.

Eh

N. Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopeo
•
and Views; Grapiiiiscope;. Chrnmon and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Convex (ilass, Photographic Matureila
A„jtiniod First Premium at Vient

FEATHER
PATENTED

Transparencies,

O'NEIL'S

Standard Penetration Tester.

OCTOBER

respectf uliy call the attention of

all

dealers In Glass Bails to the!tool
SCALE therefore we
-'-'« TO

AND

I

[S^f
ot».

Y^

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

Bogardus' Patent Plough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.

m
/','«-

I

g.

J^

paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORES.
Je2My

These Traps are the only oneB that give satisfaction, as
they are Pimple of construction, easily set, and not liable
Id a manner
logetoutof order, and t.i
that rum./ A?iv\\ lesemijlen the flight of a bird than any
..
pin the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balla
oti
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
corruaar'.! surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing or shot,
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit.
CAPTAIN BOOAFiDTJH was the Ural to introduce the
ROUGH WALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball
at that lime.
Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Doalers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which will throws ball in any direction from the shooter at
.

EC. A. STEVENS:
V. O. box 154.
angle 4t

of Philadelphia, In his recent
trial of Ortill-d vs. Soft Shot (see Forest anp
low prepared to All
Stream, July 11, 1878),
all orders promptly at the following prices:

Used by Sparks,

..;

in

'

Hi'.

"''
:

"

1 00
1 to

Test cards, per box (100)
Targetshensper doz
100
Tripod gun rest
Delivered at express office or railroad depot free
receipt of
of charge for package or drayage, on
Liberal discount to the trade. Also importprice
shot-suns,
ers and dealers In fine breech-loading
rifles nlstols etc., etc. Send for illustrated catalogue
a^Tprtce list. J. PALMER 'NEIL & CO., 41 Pitta
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa,

MY /IMPROVED TRAP

^

„,„,j
Dec6

tf

„„,,

WcedBport, N. Y.

fuchh.

Fishcfe

Simpson's

NEW

Pocket Scale
A

.

for Sportsmen.

verv handsome

\ proof, being nmie

entirely rnst
best hard brass,

article,

n( the

[heavily nickel-plated, only measures 31n. in
f length by yiu. In diameter, and ol which the
annexed cut is a true illustration. This
oalitiice scale has been designed especially as
a useful and convenient pocket companion for
i

,

,

I

" purpose ofwelgmng Una
u
Registers, at high as 15 pounds,
dusted to 2 onnces by standard

amei

,

I

:1

at.

>v

mail,

post paid,

on receipt

TRADE SUPPLIED.
receipt of twe three-cent stamps we
send our newsixty-foiir-page catalogue,
complete list ever published on
Bl
Tackle, camping Goods, Guns,
Pletols, Base Bail, and everything in the line
of Sportsmen's Goods.

On

will

pages.
rales for aloes ball shouting, containing 40

FOR BALLS,
HEAIiOlTARTERS
"^

Manufacturer,

•<»s

'

20, 1S77.

SEND FCR NEW PRICE
I.iSl' OP THE FINEST
DECOY DUCKS IN THE
WORLD.

Ball. Decoys

The "Standard"
The Bohemian Glass Works wonld

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all bIzfb,
rope, manllia boit rope, wire rope, blocks,

BasBhvboU

23, 1877.

A
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STAND AKD
Trade,
t£
would respectf ully caution the dealers against laying In a stock of unsaleable £t£<n
«J
other nfer
when you can purchase the Best Bali ever made at prices less than is charged for other
Ball IB as'beautifully
no
and
Ball,
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled
breakago
prevent
to
Btrong
sufficiently
is
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and
either by transportation or falling ou the grass.
i>„_«i„ „e nnn
examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 800.
Every uS
Send for price list. Special Inducements to the trade
214 Tearl Street, N.

Pat. Nov.

forclrcular.

7 50

,

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips. lOKtt
Masai silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints
Black bass rod, ash and

NICELY FITTED. Send

15 0"
6 U0
3 5U

'

LEONARD'S
LEONARD'S

puller,
mi

tutd Key-winders,
These watches are accurate
HiiutinK Casrs.
time-keepers
elegant appearance and complete
satisfaction guaranteed ; warranted to stand any
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents' size, only
These
Ladies' 'ami gents' key-winders, JIB.
115.
watches we will send to any part of country C. O.
D., with prlvllegeof examination Before purchasing,
free of rliarse. Magnificent vest chain, very ele-

,

Washington, D.

my»

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible
No screen is needed, as no one, not even
can toll the direction ihe imli will take. Made
Ml metal. WORKING PARTS
mi'v

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOL ESALE AND RETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST IN T HE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.

HAUGEKTY BROS,
FOE TRAPS, HART

fis

CO., lO Phut Street, N. Y. City.
SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

St

-„ l0 ,„ B rt (vHiinn of "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," by A. H.

BOGARDTJS,

oontaln-

Fishing

Fish

& Simpson,

;

,

SPORTSMAN

THE

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

THE LAMENT OF A MENAGERIE
KEEPER'S WIFE.
T am Urea of his passion for hatefnl beasts,
*-

Around Diem he never will cease to roam;
lie gives theni each night most delicious feasts,
While he Knows I've nothing to eat at home.

And

desertpa me in. my rage,
sad supplications regarding not,
he imtrleil away to some horrid cage
To play with his lurid-eyed ocolot.

He has often

has told me that never was wind of south
So sweet to the noBtrlls of maid or man,
the breath of nia brown-speckled Jaguar's mouth,
Or the plaintive signs of bis pelican.

He
As

And ail this I believed, but I cannot see
Huw ne can prefer in this mania new,
To the kiss of his children, and love for mo,
of a crazy kangaroo.

Yet mid tigers and Uons he ever prowls
For the sacred ox he has made a bed.
And he fondles the plumes of those awful owls,
That will hoot on my grave when I am dead.

And I who adore him am

cast aside,

Aa if unworthy to be care«sed,
While he slumbers with gladness and dreams with joy

On the claver-fed zebra's odious breast.
Oh Bome

night could

I shall alwayB recall with pleasure the few hours' fishing at
the fi3h are neither so large nor plentiful as

I

And bis honeyed words to

the Lapland deer,

wonld then hear him joke with the bats and bears,
Ann I know the sagacious things would langh
And I'm certain he'd speak of our household cares
To the puma's cabs and that old giraffe.
I

What hours he spends with the wombats too,
He seems of the yak cage to have a lease,
And I'm morally sure that the brindled gnu
Is his

chosen love and

last caprice

—Ccpid
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ia the forest primeval. The murmuring pines and the hemlocks,
Bearded wiUimosa and in garments green, indistinct in the twilight,
Stand like Druids of eld, with voices sad and prophetic—
Stand like harpers koar, with beards that rest on their bosoms.
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shore along the south coast of

that of Lakes Erie and Huron,

ing

;

is

Lake

Superior, like

low and uninterest-

we ascend along the north coast the outline of
much more hold and picturesque, and in the
Thunder Bay and Nipegon, attains to the sublime.

hut as

shore becomes
vicinity of

pound each.

Bed Rock.. While

only in silence steal,
Unsuspected behind him, I then might hear
All his elegant badinage with the seal,
1

ing that rather favorable than otherwise, we donned our gum
coats and hats and set out under the guidance of Pierre for
the rapids, about half a mile above.
The rain was pouring
down in torrents when we reached the rapids, but the fish
seemed to enjoy it, and were jumping in every direction.
Steadying our boat in the rapid current by the use of his
pole, as only an Indian can do, just at a point, where a smaller
stream, setting off from the main river, dashed wildly and
swiftly over the rocky bottom, we began our castin :;.'. Thc
fish rose eagerly and took the feathery deception in a Way
that showed they meant business, and the Indian lad who
occupied the bow of the boat was kept busy landing and unhooking the fish. They were not of the largest size, but
varied from about half a pound to two pounds in weight,
and were exceedingly beautiful in their coloring and active
and game as they struggled in the rapid current to effect
their escape.
In abouf an hour and a half we returned to
the steamer with between twenty-five and thirty fish that
were the admiration of all who saw them, and wonderfully
stimulated the piscatorial zeal of all who had come in any
manner prepared to fish.
The next morning was cloudy and lowering when I arose
about five o'clock to see what preparations were being made
for a camping excursion to the second rapids, some twelve
miles up the river, at a point known as Camp Alexander. As
all was quiet on the steamer, and likely to continue so for an
hour or more, I hastened ashore, and having roused up Pierre,
set out for the scene of our previous evening's sport.
The
fish, though not so abundant as on the previous evening,
were still quite plentiful, and in about an hour I returned to
breakfast with a half dozen fish, averaging three-quarters of a
r
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they are further up the river, yet they are abundant enough
and of a size sufficient to make it royal sport, while at the
same time it is free from the annoyances and excessive labor
attending the fishing higher up. The fishing ground can be
reached in fifteen or twenty minutes from the steamer land
The water is beautiful, swift, clear and cool. You are
ing.
to a great extent free from the attacks of the black-flies and
mosquitoes which are so annoying in the woods, and all you
have to do is to submit your boat to the guidance of your Indian and devote yourself to the tranquil enjoyment of your
surroundings, all the while taking fish enough, if you understand your business and are properly equipped, to satisfy any
reasonable desire.
On arriving at the steamer we found arrangements in progress for the camping excursion, and about nine o'clock some
dozen of us, together with as many Indians in charge of Uie
.boats, set off for the camp, being accompanied across the
portage of a half mile by pretty much the entire excursion
party from the steamer, and took our departure amid the
waving of handkerchiefs and cheery words of encouragement.
Our party were the most of them prepared for fishing of
some kind— that is to say, they had rods and lines and hooks,
but as they had no previous experience in trout fishing, their
equipment was better adapted for ordinary still-fishing for
bass or pickerel than for casting a fly for trout.
Several of
our number, however, went as spectators merely, and to enjoy the novelty of a day and night in the woods.
It is a long and tedious pull from Red Rock to Camp Alexander, the current of the river being at some places so strong
as to make it extremely difficult to pull up, and it was late in
the evening when we reached our camp. Too late, indeed, to
do much that day, and a most wearisome walk of three or
four miles was rewarded by the capture of only eight small
fishOne Indian, however, took about the same number
with his bait, and other members of the party having met
With like success, we bad among us the greatest adundance
for supper and breakfast.
The most o£ tts had taken the precaution to purloin from
the steamer the blankets in our respective state rooms, and
one or two of ua had availed ouiselves of the opportunity to
buy in addition a heavy blanket from the agent of the post.
It was well we did, as during the night the mercury fell to
forty-two, and it was highly amusing* as I lay awake about
three o'clock in the morning to hear the maledictions from
our neighboring tent on the weather. In a little while one of

The far-famed picture rocks were disappointing in their effect, but Thunder Cape and the massive cliffs and palisades
about the mouth of Nipegon River -were extremely imposing
and majestic.
We reached Red Rock, the post of the Hudson Bay Company, on the Nipegon River, some sis miles above its mouth,
on Friday, July 26. The only white persons residing here
are the agent of the company, Mr. McLaren and his family,
consisting of a son and two daughters. Numerous Indians its occupants crawled out exclaiming:
"My God! I'm
and half breeds, ragged and dirty, lounged about the wharf frozen," and soon another and then another, until all the comBS we came to a landing, while the wigwams, surrounded by pany, with two or three exceptions, had grouped themselves
around
the camp fire, where, with the abundance of dead
e. squalid and dirty set, told us in unmistakable language that
pine timber, they soon had the woods aglow with the roar-we had at last reached the land of Hiawatha. Wherever we ing flames, and were themselves thawed into condition
to
had heretofore lauded and been disappointed in the fishing joke over their grievances.
"
to wait till we got
The next day was Sunday, and perhaps the least said about
•we had been encouraged by being told
So now we were at "Nipegon," the deep,
to Nipegon."
clear waler, as the Indian name signifies, and what was to be
Were we to have them realized
the fruition of all our hopes
to the fullest extent V or were we to be again disappointed ?
No sooner had the steamer reached her landing than wo
sprang ashore, eager to try the trout that evening, although
then nearly five o'clock. In vain, however, was our appeal
to every Indian and half breed we encountered as to the
quality of the fishing and the feasibility of procuring a boat
and guide. None of them understood English, and it was
only after seeing the agent and making our wants known to
him that we were provided wiih a canoe,and a guide in the
person of a sachem, known as Pierre, but called Peter for
By tins time, a drenching" rain had set in, but considershort.
'!

the fishing the better. Several of our party, however, started
out early and returned about noon highly elated with heir
success, and bringing in with them between forty and fifty
fine fish, the largest weighing tour and a half pounds,
This
was taken with a troll by Mr. Crane, of Detroit.
The writer's own experience of Sunday fishing" is by no
means satisfactory. Having remained in camp' with a few
others, whose consciences (hd not altogether approve of .Sunday fishing, and the hours becoming exceedingly monotonous
and heavy, he, in an evil hour, Suggested to a.friend, who was
under bonds to his wife not to "fish on Sunday, that they
should walk down to the river at a point only a hundred yards
distant and relieve the tedium by mating a cast or two, to
Which proposition said friend agreed, but as he was under
I
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bonds not to fish, kindly consented to carry a landing net.
But ours, alas, was but a short and inglorious excursion for,
after a breakneck scramble through fallen pine trees and
underbrush, and a continuous warfare with the black flies,
hardly had we reached the river when, in an endeavor by a
long leap to reach a large rock slanting at an angle of about
forty-five degrees, the writer's feet, as he struck the. rock,
flew from under him, and in an instant he found himself up
to the arm-pits in the river.
To grasp hold of the rock and
scramble out and return to camp a wiser and a wetter man,
and one disgusted with Sunday fishing, was all that remained
to be done.
The experience of the previous night had satisfied most of
our party, mid on Sunday evening they all, except four or live,
returned to the steamer. Early Monday morning we were
;

and having bad breakfast by six o'clock, started for
the falls about two miles above the camp.
After a portage of
half a mile we took to the canoe and began the ascent of the
rapid current. During the usecut to the second portage, a
distance of perhaps a mile, oir boat took a dozen or more fine
fish, when we again disembarked, and, after a toilsome tramp
of nearly a mile, came to the falls.
The scene that here burst upon us was terrificnlly grand.
The immense volume of water came hissing and roaring down
the cascade with perpendicular plunges here and there of tea
or fifteen feet, and as it dashed furiously against the rocks
below spouted high in the air and fell around in wreaths of
spray. At the base of the fall is a long deep pool, through
which the current sweeps rapidly till "it reaches the lower
end and meets the obstruction of the shallows, when it turns
back with an eddy and sweeps up along the left bank on
which we stood. I have not often seen a more splendid cascade and waterfall than these falls of the Nipegon River.
Our party were soon actively engaged, and a great many
fish of one and two pounds weight were taken.
1 was fishing,
as was also my comrade, with an eight-ounce split-bamboo
rod made by Leonard, of Bangor, Maine, and the perfection
of lightness and elasticity, and consequently had great advantages, especially in casting, over those using heavy tackle.
Having satisfied myself with fishing the more quiet portion
of the pool, and in the hope of striking soaiething heavier than
we had yet taken, I approached nearer to the fall, and walking out on a projecting rock just at the foot of the cascade,
where the roar was deafening, made a cast into the boiling
foam below the fall.
splendid fish rose, and, seizing the
fly, sunk again into the foaming waters below.
The strain on
the rod and line was tremendous until I succeeded in phying
him into the quieter water just below the projecting rocks on
which I stood, and which I had succeeded in doing by the
time my guide reached me with the landing net, and who was
at the time toward the lower end of the pool.
After giving
him time to exhaust himself in the quiet water, he was safely
secured.in the net and found to weigh three pounds.
fewmoments after my comrade, a lad of sixteen, struck, and after
some time succeeded in landing, a fish of like weight. Having
no landing net, the young gentleman was loud iu his appeals
for help, when a young friend of his own age gallantly dropped
bis own rod, and, seizing the first net he could lay hands on,
hurried to his relief; sometimes falling overrocks, someiimea
splashing knee deep in the water, aud anon stopping a moment to disengage himself from bushes and snags, he at length,
came to the rescue aud took out a three-pound fish.
Many fish were taken of two and two and a half pounds
weight, but as we had to return to the steamer that night it
became necessary that we should stop our fishing about noon
in order to reach the camp and make our preparations for returning.
On our arrival at the camp we fouud we had nearly
ate our dinner,
a hundred fine trout, and were satisfied.
packed our traps, and set out on our return down the river to
the steamer, which we reached late in the evening, flying our
musquito nets and handkerchiefs as banners, and were enthusiastically received by our friends on board, mostly, no doubt,
through good fellowship, but partly because they were extremely tired of waiting for us aud were anxious to leave.
In conclusion, 1 would say that I have never seen any trout
In the Rangeley
fishing equal to that on Nipegon River.
Lakes'large fish are often taken, but from my own experience
on Rangeley I would say you take ten, nay twenty, fish in
Nepigon to one there. In Moosehead Lake more fish can be
taken than on Rangeley, but the fishing, all considered, does.
Even as re
not, iu my judgment, compare with Nipegon.
gards the size of the fish, I have little doubt that if any record
were kept, more fish of live pound and over would be found
to be taken on the north shore of Luke Superior than any
where else iu the country. Louie, my Indian, stated that
about a year ago he speared, just at the head of the Red Rock
I do
rapid, a speckled trout that weighed sixteen pounds.
not undertake to vouch for Louie's veracity, but at the same
time sue no great reason to doubt his truth.
Fish of eight and nine pounds are not uncommon in the
lakes of Maine, and I believe there is a pretty well authenticated instance of one which weighed thirteen pounds. The
jump from thirteen to sixteen is QOl very great, at least I am
For fishing
eiispoBed to give Louie the bandit of the doubt.
in Nipegon nothing more is necessary than the ordinary trout
rod, reel aud silk line, with a supply of gut leaders ami Hie?.,
and an extra tip or two to provide against accidents. It is
well, also, to be provided with some preparation of pennyroyal as a defense against insect*
Heavy tackle would be of
e.i
except iu enabling you to laud the fish
r ,.i.|
this respect
faster when bUiog, rapidly, and the advantage
stirring,
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would be more than counterbalanced by the disadvantages
tending its use, in the increased difficulty of casting and

at-

in

other respects.
Of course all this applies only to fly fishing. If any one
"Wishes to go all the way to Nipegon and fish with a lead and
hait, and yank out trout as you would catfish, no special preparation is necessary. Only do as the Indians do— cut the
first stout sapling alongside" your path, tie a stout piece of
cord to the end of it, tie on half an ounce of lead, and take
two or three hall hitches over the shank of a stout hook, stick
on a piece of fat bacon, and throw your bait with a chug into
the river. When you feel a tug yank him out if a small one
you will probably find him suspended fifteen feet in the nearest pine tree that chances to be back of you.
If so, keep your
temper. If a large one, and your book "tears loose, keep your
temper but, if 3'ou are fortunate enough to land him, thank
;

;

your lucky stars and go on your way rejoicing. I have never
teen a believer in the entomological knowledge of trout, and
jny experience on Nipegon did no tend to encourage such belief.
So far as I could see, the trout accepted one fly as readily as another and red or yellow, blue, gray or white, all were

—

alike welcome.
The agent of the Hudson's Bay Co. issues fishing permits,
for which he charges one dollar per day, or a season permit
for five dollars. Some of our party were inclined to demur to
this demand and question his right to enforce it. I cannot
speak authoritatively on the subject, but have myself no
doubt of his right to do so. Our steamer left Nipegon on the
morning of Tuesday, the 30th of July, and ran direct for the
Sault, where we had a repetition of our former bad luck fishing, and, having again ran down the rapids, we laid aside our
tackle, satisfied that after Nipegon all else would be stale, flat
and unprofitable.
Piscator.
Steamer Kciceenaa, Auj. 2, 1878.

diminish inside. There may be as many as seven of these
distinct formations.
Some fish begin to breed when they are
two, and some three and four and five years old. Now, suppose a fish is five years old and it breeds seven yeaTs, that
would make it twelve years old. That would take it through
the prime of its life, and fish may be like animals, and their
breeding stops when they have passed the prime of their life,
liens have a deposit of eggs for days; fish have for years.
Hens lay one egg a day ami fish lay one batch of eggs per
year.
If eels spawn 1 do not think it would take long to find
that out, for the roe sack is always there after the fish have

christening, as he supposes, C. macrOtis, calling it. the mule
deer instead of the black-tailed deer, the name by which it is
known in that region.
little attention to the history of
this nomenclature will show the hunter that the rechristening
was done in the mountains, when it was called black-tailed
deer.
This deer, so far as we have any written record, was
first discovered by Lewis and Clark in 1804. They first (»lled
it the black-tailed deer, till they discovered C. cohtmbiamu in
1805, when they abandoned this name for mncrotis, and gave
1
former name to the
it the name of mule deer, giving the
Columbia deer, and they thereafter adhered to the name of
spawned.
mule deer except in one solitary instance. When on their
I have said that I thought they breed in the ocean, because
return in 1800 they procured their lust specimen, which they
I have always seen them coming up the fresh water streams
brought home, they called it the mule deer, which is the last
when they were not larger than a small needle, and when they time they mentioned it in their journal. According to every
are that size they can go up any falls.
They do not go up in rule of propriety and practice, they, as the first discoverers,
the sheet of water, but on the rocks, the same as an angle had the right to name it, especially if they proposed an approworm would go up any wet surface, and I think that is the priate name. The enormous ears of the animal suggested
reason that there are no eels iu the upper lakes. The reason the name and vindicate its propriety, while there is a maniis because they get so large by the time they arrive at Niagara
fest impropriety in calling it black-tailed deer, when the
Falls that their weight causes them to drop off. I believe if entire tail is white except "the black pencil at the end—
Niagara Falls were within one hundred miles of the ocean that much larger proportion of the tail is while thnn black. On
young eels would go over them. I have never seen or heard the Columbia deer all the visible part of the tail is black, and
of an eel being caught five hundred miles from the ocean that
hence the appropriateness of that name for it* The Columwas not over six inches long and his body as large as a pipe bia deer has never been known by any other name. I submit,
stem. These facts are what I base
opinion on. I am then, that the hunters of the Kooky Mountains did not act
anxious to know how eels breed, and will send the first man wisely when they rechristened this deer, giving it an inapproa draft on
York for five dollars, and pay express charges, priate name, and one which properly belonged to another and
very distinct species. From necessity this new name could
that will fend me an eel with young eels in it that bred there,
never become universal, for on the Pacific slope, where both
or an eel that has a roe of spawn in it.
Tours,
these deer occupy the same range, it must be known by its
Sbtu Gtiben.
Mr. Green's idas about eels are very good and sound, and old name to avoicl unutterable confusion. It seems to me" that
the hunters of the Rocky Mountains should desire to be able
his explanation why eels are not found above, the falls of Nito converse intelligibly with their brethren on the western
agara is quite plausible.
slope on this subject; but this is impossible so long as they
retain this misnomer.
Audubon and Bachman, Prof. Baird
Eels in Michigan, thanks to the work of the Commis- and all other authorities, so far as 1 know, have followed the
sioners, are quite plentiful.
In nearlyevery place where they names given to these two species of deer by their original
discoverers, and in doing this it never occurred to them that
have been deposited they have grown and multiplied.
they were rechristening this Rocky Mountain deer. The
question of names I deem an important one, if language is to
The Ludlow Trout Co. This association is prepared to be used to convey an identical idea in all parts of the country.
sell trout and salmon egg and fry at reasonable prices.
Ad- Already great confusion and misunderstanding has arisen
dress B. Frecburg, Supt., Ludlow, McKean Co., Pa.
from lids misnomer, and I really thiuK the sooner it. is abandoned the better.
J. D. Caton.
Ottawa, 111, Sept. 4.
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NEWS FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Mr. Sam. Webber, one of the New Hampshire Fish Commissioners, writes from Manchester, September 7
The young salmon which were introduced in May, '76, were
very plenty last year, and had not all gone to salt water last
July. We have built a new fishway at the Amoskeag Falls in
this city, with a very easy slope— about one foot in fourteen
so that any fish can ascend it easily. Salmon have been seen
here at intervals all summer in the pools below the fall, and
many of them have undoubtedly gone up. One, estimated at
twenty pounds, a week ago— August 31— and Commissioner
Powers has secured several at the hatchery above Plymouth.
We expect to get more when the fall rains come to start them
;

—
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At the Aquarium. It is kind of comforting to look at an
whole batch of the darliugist little 'gators
youcanclapyoureyeson, "pretty enough,' as a strong-minded
lady Who looked at them said, " 10 kiss.'' Dr. Corner is their
foster mother.
The Doctor improvised a bed for the eggs,
brought up the temperature with horse manure, watered
them., and in eleven weeks the little things chipped the shell.
Of thirty-six eggs thirty-five alligators were horn. One egg
was cut open to see how the incubating perJtor)

AN EXTINCT ANIMAL.
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alligator nursery, a
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Tn the "New Annual Register," of 1781, there is an "Account of some particular animals in Connecticut," purporting
to be taken from the " General History of Connecticut." Precisely when this " General History" was published, or what
degree of credibility it was entitled to I am unable to say but
in this " account" is the following catalogue of animals which
bad their habitat in that State, which I transcribe in the words
of the History
" There are only two small parks of deer in Connecticut
but plenty of rabbits, hares, gray, black, striped and red Mpiirrels, otters, minks, raccoons," weazels, foxes, wbapperuockers,
woodeluicks, cubas and skunks
The following descriptions
f
of the four last mentioned animals may be new to the reader."
I shall, for want of space, omit the description of the woodchucks and skunks, as containing little that is novel, and
shall pass over the account of the. whappcrnocker with the
simple remark that lip was somewhat, bigger than a weazel, of
a beautiful brown color, exceedingly wild and untamable, and
carried a fur of so fine a quality that muffs made of it sold for
forty guineas apiece but the description of the cuba is so in-

up. as there was quite a large run in October last year. The
mill owners at Nashua have just completed two first-class
fishways on the Brackett plan,' over the dams on the Nashua
Hiverin that city, which will give the salmon access to the
upper waters of "that river in Lancaster and Oliuton, Mass.,
where the fry have been placed by the Massachusetts Commismissioriers.
The road to the Pemigewasset River is all clear
for the salmon, and next year we expect to provide fishways,
ao that the shad which we put iu last summer can return to
Lake Winnepcsaukee. All the evidence we can collect points
to a two-years residence of the parr and smolts in fresh water,
after which they go to the sea, returning as 8-pound fish the
fourth year. Most of those seen in 1877 weighed from 7 to 8
pounds, and must have been of the planting of 1873, as there
were none put in the Merrimack in 1874, the fry of that year
having all been placed iu the Connecticut.
few larger fish
of lust year may be referred to the planting cf 1872. The
same holds good this year, while the main rim of those seen teresting that 1 transcribe the quaint original
" The cuba I suppose to be peculiar to New England. The
have been from 13 to 14 pounds, with a few larger ones. I,
cat, has four long tushes sharp
for one, have no faith in the theory that salmon increase in male is of the size of a large
weight with such enormous rapidity in saltwater, that a smolt as a razor, is very active in" defending himself and, if he has
before he yields.
dog
His lady is
will
spoil
a
first
blow,
the
of i or -J of a pound can go down to salt water one season and
peaceable and harmless, and depends for protection upon her
return a 10-pound fish the next.
and, as he has more courage than prudence, always
We have ordered from the U. S. Fish Commission 250,000 spouse; him
She sees danger and he
to moderate his temper.
ova of the Salmo quinnat (not of California shad, as jsome of attends
She chatters at him while he is preparing for
the papers have it) which we hope to hatch successfully and fears it not.
too great, she runs to
divide between the Merrimack River and one of the larger battle and, if she thinks the danger is
about his neck, screaming her extreme distress;
lakes, wishing to see if they will naturalize in fresh water, as him and clings
they fly to their caves. In
they have in California.
We also expect from Mr. Stone his wrath abat es and byis her adviceand
irritated into the greatchained,
some of the ova of the McCloud River trout, and have ar- like manner, when he
ranged with Mr. Atkins for 100,000 landlocked salmon spawn. est rage by an impertinent dog, his lady, who is never chained,
Massachusetts will probably provide n lot of California ova, will fly about his neck and kiss him, and in half a minute recalmness.
and we have 150 fine brook trout weighing from | to 2 pounds store him to
" He is very tender of all his family, and never forsakes
each, so that we expect to fill our hatching boxes" this winter
with 000,000 ova of various species of the salrno family. If them till death dissolves their union. What father shows the
final ? He never manifests the least
the Connecticut Legislature will pass proper close laws and magnanimity of this little.'an
allow the fish to return up the river of that name, we will put anger toward his lady, though I have often seen her extremely
How hapand,
as
I guessed, impertinent to him.
loquacious
hatch
part of one
in the upper waters of that stream.
Black bass fishing has been very good this season in some py would the rational part of creation become if they would
example of these irrational beasts
I the more
of our ponds, while in others, either from want of food or but follow the
some other cause unknown, m03t of the fish appear to have readily suppose the cuba to be peculiar to New England, not
having yet seen the creature described,
escaped and gone down into the rivers, but Sunapee Lake, only from my never
Wakefield, Milton, and Northwood ponds have afforded fine but also on account of its perverse observance of carnival and
neglect of careme.
It is to be observed that the writer does not furnish any
description of the color, appearance and personal habits of
the cuba, by which we may compare him with other animals,
EELS.
or determine whether he is now really extinct, further than
that he " is of the size of a large cat and has four long tushes
Rochester, Sept. 4, 1878.
\V
sharp as a razor. " 1 was tolerably familiar with the fauna
Editor Forest and Stream:
of New England fifty years ago but I think the cuba will
I see by the papers that some party has seen spawn in eels,
be identified by somebody older than I am. I should
and another party has seen young eels born. One or both of have to
suspect that the author of the " General History of Connectithese parties are mistaken, I am going to let them fight it
cut" had been made a victim of by some one accustomed to
out, and it may be that some one will take up the light and
draw the long bow, but that he claims to have seen the aniuse up the conqueror. I see my name mixed in with all the
mal he describes and to have himself witnessed the exhibition
articles, and I think it my duty to let the people know what I
admirable moral qualities ascribed to the cuba.
have said. I said I bad opened thousands of eels, and I had of those
There are said to be grains of truth in the sources of all the
opened and examined them nearly every day in the year, and
inwrap human beliefs and current social systems.
had never found any young eels or spawn in them except in myths that
there are savants among your readers who, from
All 1 ever said was that I did not know how And I hope
their stomachs.
facilities of age and accurate observation, or of extended
the
they bred. I may have said some time that they might be hyreading, may be able to identify, by the above description, the
brids, but I never said they were and the reasonl did not
very curious New England animal whose example is held up
6ay they were hybrids is because 1 did not know. If an eel
for imitation by the "rational part of creation."
had a row of spawn like other fish she would have a row after
Geo. W. Chapman,
Milwaukee, Aug., 1, 1878.
she had done spawning. The sac that contains the spawn
;

i
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healed up and is as perfect as
The sack after spawning is
so small that people do not. notice it. It is about one fiftieth
part as large as it was before she cast her spawn. Fish carry
When they arc put under a magnifier
these eggs for years.
they can be seen of seven different sizes. Th ise nearest to be
cast out are the largest, then there are immature eggs, which
is left, and in three weeks it is
it was before the fish spawned.

MULE DEER.
EruToii Forest

and Stream:

I notice in your issue of the 29th of August that a hunter
expresses an "indignant protest" in the Rocky Mountain
AVm-s against the liberty Eastern naturalists have taken in re-

getting along. Now the secret Dr. Dottier may claim as his
own is the use of the watering pot to sprinkle the bed with
and keep the eggs moist. One of the little things when
handled showed exceeding obstinacy. He would not open
V,
his mouth to show his trctl 1.
e
do SO he gave
Little alligafaint squeals which could be distinctly heard.
tors are very much in request for aquaria, and as now' the
whole rationale of raising them has been found out, the
aquarium can enter the market With spring alligators on demand. A saunter through the aquarium discloses many new
The electric eels look iu line condition. There
features.
fine specimens are quite as largo as the tank, and seem sc
be no doubt but that
comfortable and contented that there
they are storing up all the time whole loads of el
For eels they are quite handsome, the bottom of the head and
neck being of rich salmon color inclining to crimson. When
the eels are to be let into one of thepmd* in the. aquarium
with a Bleecker street car horse has not yet been arranged as
Dr. Kohn is busy educating his two pets, Saets and
to time.
Bohita, the hippopotomi. These two brutes, solid 400 pounds
The tine ordei
of India-rubber, are in splendid condition.
they are in arises from the egg-nog (less the liquor in it)
which they absorb every morning, their breakfast being 10
quarts of milk with 10 eggs in it for each of them. At the
word of command the hippo's smile. It. is a smile covering
about an area of four square feet, when the growing tushes
and any amount of tongue and jaw can Be seen. The Doctor
says they are fast becoming gentle, though they will snap likea
bulldog at times. It is doubtful whether they are very sensiAll their heads seem devoted to seeing, hearing,
ble animals.
eating and keeping out the water, therefore the brain receptaThe peculiar valves in the nostrils arc
cle must be small.
curiously constructed. As soon as apples are ripe the young
hippos will be fed with some as a desert after their mash of
bread and bran. Should a baby hippo get a colic what a sad
thing it would be, and what gallons of paregoric would have
The two chimpanzees seem to be all
to be poured down !

•

irj

cm

poor creatures, the winter is coming, and it is
doubtful whether they will live. The most melancholy thing
we know of is to see a languid chimpanzee munching a cold
right, but,

One especially, the red-haired monkey, is said
boiled potato.
to be u striking likeuessof Kearney, though itis the seal which
"pools its issues." The grand coming feature pi the aquarium is the advent of Professor Herrman, the great prededigisThis
tateur, who will do all kiDds of impossible things.
wizaid will commence to astonish people ou the 18th of this
month.

—

YorNG of the Snxo Rat. Sarasota Buy, Fla., Avr;. 19,
1878.— Editor Forest and Stream : 1 notice iu recent numbers
several items relating to the development of the young of the
sting-ray, Trygon centrums, or, in the vernacular, sting-a-ree.
1 am happy to be able to give a little information as to the
time of the year when the young are found alive in them, as
ad only found them
one of your'correspondents si
in the spring, although the fishermen Btated they were also
found in the fall. I was at U-dar Keys the 81s1 of last month,
and while my sloop was lying at the wharf a number of men
and boys came down to enjoy the fishing ou the incoming
tide.
Among the catch was a sting-ray. some eighteen or
twenty inches across, which soou after being landed on the
wharf gave birth to three live young, about one-third as broad
as the old one. As soon as this fact wai reported to me I
hastened up the wharf intending to secure the family for the
Smithsonian or TJ. S. Museum, but. was unfortunately too
late, as the young man and brother who caught them, in revenge for a slight sung from the old one, had uiutilated every
one so thoroughly that J doubted of hey could he made of any
lie said lie young were all veryuse for scientific purposes,
lively and flopped about as much as the old one, and as far as
Upon,
I could observe they were as completely developed.
1

I

—

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
his point I would state further that while becalmed just back
from Long Boat Inlet several years ago, and as near as I can
remember it must have been in August or September, I drove
my lily-irou completely through a sung ray, which must have
been at least four feet across the wings or back. The harpoon
toggled on the under Bide, so there was no chance for it to
draw, and the fish was so powerful that it drew my boat
around quite lively for several minutes, when, with the help

of the throat halliards, I hoisted it ou deck. Just before it
was fairly balanced on the rail, three young ones, some six or
•eight inches across, escaped from the vent, fell into the water
and fluttered away as lively as though they had been there before.
1 cut the large one open to secure the liver for oil, but
did not discover any more young.
Major Sarasota.

Do

Fish

Hear? —Mr. Editor: One day

last

summer

I

went snapper

fishing, and while waiting for a bite watched
the thousands of young menhaden playing around my boat.
Suddenly there came the report of a gun, discharged in the
woods, at least a mile distant. At once every fish disappeared.
This occurred several times, and if the little "Jersey Sardines" did not hear the gun, what made them dive ?
While
on this subject, I will add that having read in " Domesticated Trout " that the speckled gentlemen and ladies refused
to eat during the spawning time, to test the matter I took
spawn from a trout, placedher in the water, then threw some
of her own eggs in front of her nose, and she at once swal-

iowed them.
Roslyn,L.

Thomas Clapham.
I., Sept. 1.

A Theke-Lkoqbd Woodcock.— Mr.

Sutherland has called

our attention to a three-legged woodcock which turned up

among a lot of birds. Unfortunately the careless cook,
who was not on the look out for lusm natures, had the plumes
off of pHlohela.
The third leg was independent of the two
natural apendages, had toes and claws, but

more

for

ornament than

for

play f reaks of this character,

use.

why

Now,

if

was evidently
nature wants to

don't she construct a wood-

oock with two heads, or make a •anvas back duck with a
supplementary breast ?

The Spearing an Anchovy.— This

little fish,

so plentiful

on our shores, and so often used for bait, Professor Goode
and Dr. Tarleton Bean declare to be a species of anchovy,
EngrauttsvttaUm, and differs but slightly from the K. encrasi•oholw, the European variety.
The very long name the little
European fish has is a translation of gall-tinctured, because of
some peculiar bitterness in a badly cleansed fish, Spearing
have become somewhat notorious of late in our waters, as they
have been sold for white bait, which latter fish they do not at
all

resemble.

An English Haven

on the

War Path. — Danville Junc-

Me., Aug. 29.
Mr. Editor : I brought a fine raven from
Sheffield, England, four years ago, aud ht> has just commenced
to talk this summer, speaking the words Rossie, Sophy,
family, and saying, 'Warren, names in
are ye '?"

tion,
.

my

How

quite plainly, and very loud and distinct, but he is a savage
"brat," and don't turn out for anything, having killed a
pair of ruffed grouse, a bittern, and a beaver for me.
M. W. C.
"

»

.

Ahritals at thk Cincinnati Zoolouical Garden up to Sept. 1
1878.— One L'ama, Lama peruana, born in garden ; one chimpanzee.
Troglodytes nujcr, flepOJltecl iij Messrs. C. Reielie & Bro.; one alligator,
A. miJisisitijriauns, presented by E. J. Hlgglns ; one macaque monkey,
Macacus C!/n'.>ii<o.iiHtt.. buru m ^Lirden: three passenger pigeonR, Eciopi^t:*
lniriratornvs, batched in garden; one cauary, Serimts caiwrius, presented by Dr. Zipperltn; two silver pheasants, Euplocarnus nycthemerw,
hatched in 'garden
four English pheaeaut.s, Phasianm colckicut,
hatched In garden; two hog deer, Cervm porcimte; ouo Equine deer,
Genius equinuH ; two spotted hyenas, Hyena crocuba, presented by A.
Erkenbrteclier ; two ouve weavers, Hyphautornw caiiaisis, hatched in
garden; one groat e»rtt, Ardea egretta, purchased; two ditto, presented; two giraffes, Camclopardalig giraff'a ; two jaguars, Pelts onca;
two weeper capuchins, Cebus capueinus ; two brown capuchius, Cebus
fatwMus ; two wlitte-ttiroated capuchius, Cebut liypoleucus ; one great
kangaroo, Jfocru/jiis i)i';/, t/ ift.i« ; two Stanley cranes, TelmpUryx. paradisea; one King vulture, Gyhapua papa ; one b.ue and yellow macaw,
Ara armma, purchased.
H. V. 1KOALI.S, Sup't.
;

AnmVALB at the

Pair.AiiEcpntA Zoolohical Garden, I'aihmodmt
2T.— One pine snake, Pituaphis met«.no
one woodchuck, A. vwnax, presented one Am.
robin, Twrdua migratorius, do.
one snake, Coluber mdpinus, do.
oue
kangaroo rut. li</p6ipr>j'i<(iiu.-> ruj^som*, born in Garden; one great
horned owl, Dubo viryiniamw, presented.

Park, fok

Two Weeks, A Co cst

leucus, presented;

;

;

HOW

POYNINGS SOLD HIS DOGS.
:

my

seeking a milder climate. I beg
the sole reason for my
I advertised my dogs in the Forest

to state this fact quite distinctly as

wanting to

sell

my

dogs.

choicest dogs, the tone of these epistles indicating that I was
a bear in the dog market, nnd vowing vengeance on me for
my intention to break down the business. Need I remark
that the general spelling and get up of the majority of the
letters were of the worst kind ? Sometimes my correspondents
would abuse me. I was old thaljmy dogs were not worth a
cent, that the prizes I had won were due to favoritism.
That
on the occasion of such and such a show I must have remembered " that a dog, the second to the left from your (my) poor
mangy brute, which was nothing but a scrub, was a handsome
dog, and, as money and not. brag was he thing, that he ( A.B.)
would bet his dog or dogs against mine, to take them in Hie
field and try them, and if my (A. B.'s) wasn't the better, why
you (I) might take his'dog. If I wanted to," this individual
continued, " put up money, there was a crowd as would back
him to the amount of $1,000. I had only to send my dog or
dogs to him, and I might expect on their having a fair showing." One very impudent person intimated to me that there
was a ring which would prevent my selling
dogs unless
through his intermedium. "Just clap on §100 on your price
and give me $50 for commission, and I can soil hem. Send
me f 5 at wuusl for expenses I may be at." 1 might have kept
a photographic establishment, and would not then have been
enabled to keep up the demand for dog pictures.
As to the
offers to swop, they were of the most varied kind.
One.
whole-souled gentleman offered me one-tenth share in an
oyster smack sailing out of Hew York, another a whole
arsenal of second-hand fowling pieces, with a revolver thrown
in ; a real estate owner offered a quarter section in Texas.
The barter of my good dogs for worthless ones was
apparently a determined point on the part of many of my
correspondents.
Pedigrees of dogs, which were tissues of
lies from beginning to end, were sent to me.
Of course, as I
did not want, dogs, good or bad, for such letters I had a ready
reply.
I am shocked to state that more than one attempt was
made by persons who called themselves gentlemen to induce
the man who had charge of my dogs to allow my stud animals
to serve without my consent or knowledge.
I never could
have imagined that so mucb annoyance could have arisen
from the simple desire on my part to sell my dogs. Some per
sons who would offer me half of what I asked, and which I
politely declined, left my presence in great anger and spread
the rumor that I had failed and that I was forced to sail out
all I had, even to my watch and chain.
As impudent an offer as I had was from one individual, who, after writing me
six scrawls and coming to see the dogs a dozen times, at last
made the following propos.tion
"Ten dollars cash, ten dollars at the end of the week, and the rest in notes at three and
six months." One coustant offer was for a party to take my
best dog and to pay me half of what he would win for the
next two years in bench shows, and one puppy from every
litter of his get.
Long letters of eight and ten pages, with a
single postage stamp on them, when two and three were requiI had some idea of securing
site, would come in every day.
a secretary or of employing a dog broker. At last I came
In ten minutes my price was accepted, the
across my man.
money was paid, and I really was so pleased that 1 had not
come in contact with a dickerer, or a suspicious man, or a
party that wanted to overreach me, and was so satisfied that
favorites would be in good bands, that, in the exuberance
of my heart, I presented that gentleman with a choice puppy.
With my young stock I had quite as much trouble. The lot
were not quite four months old. but singularly healthy and
Everybody seemed to want them in their
likely puppies.
" Would 1 take
peculiar way.
dollars for them, aud
deliver them in six mouths or in eight months ?" The price
mentioned was below my figures, and I was to guarantee that
Attempts
the dogs would be alive in some months to come.
I was
to overreach me in every possible way were apparent.
telegraphed to by unknown persons to send at once to some
out-of-the-way station in New Jersey a brace of my pups, the
most likely, and by return mail a post office order would
reach me. One most annoying character was a woman—possibly of the dog sisterhood—who offered me for my pup a
parrot and ten free tickets to the leading theatres in New
York for he coming season, the opera included, I think if
I

I

my

I

:

my

my mau

had not watched this woman closely she would have
taken away one of the little does under her shawl. At fist
Baltimore, Philadelphia and Albany took my puppies at .exactly my figures, and atter one month of really hard work,
over which I have had many a laugh, my dog mart is closed.
I do not wish, however, to have such another experience.
IVynings.
New York, July '60, \878.
.—,«—

—

Dogs and the Customs. One would suppose by this
time that the Custom house people understood their business,
and that the question of duties on animals imported for breedLast week Mr. William
ing had been definitely settled.
Astor had sent over a oouple of hlood hounds by the steamer
St- Laurent, which took two whole days before hey could be
I

;

Editor Forest and Stream
Will you allow me to tell an apparently simple yet complex
story ? I was the owner of a small kennel, some five pointers
and setters, with a half dozen youngsters. With time and
means at my dispoial I had carefully selected my stock. All
my dogs had been exhibited, and had secured a fair amount
I had taken great pride in my kennel, when quesof prizes.
tions of health required

Ill

and Stream and Rod and Gun. My stock must have had a
fair reputation, or your paper must reach all over the country
for one week after the insertion of my advertisement letters
came pouring on me like a deluge. My prices, which had
been fully announced, I had determined not to abate a penny.
First I may remark that many letters I received intimated that
the figures I had fixed " were very well for an asking price,
but what was the money I really did intend to take for them
dogs?" Occasionally a letter would come in which I was
soundly berated for asking such an insignificant sum for my

cleared.

After the not very comfortable durance dogs are

put to on a steamer, owners are often very anxious to get
Such delays are then very stupid and
their dogs ou land.
uncalled for. In fact our American method of collecting
Bound up and
duties is of the most unsatisfactory character.
twisted in red tape, difficult to understand, it is mostly out of
the power for a person unacquainted with the routine of the
All U. S. Custom House ordiuance
office to clear his goods.
are impossible and onerous, when it becomes absolutely necessary that a new party, a Custom House broker, must be employed to carry out the simplest business with the office.
"Si'ioE." Editor Forest and Stream: In your paper of
September 5 I read with pleasure, mixed with sorrow, a letter
from "Podgers." I was pleased that he wishes to shake with
me, and I am with him in his sorrow at the death of poor
little

Prince.

I lost,

many

years ago, before the war, a black

and tan terrier bitch that I had raised from a puppy. She
was digging after rats one night, and a heavy sill which she
had undermined fell on her. We found her early in the morning under the sill, and took her oat. There was no bone
broken that we could find, but she pined away and died in a
few weeks. " Podgers' " sud story about little Prince took
to the limes when 1 would pat and talk to Spice and
the poor thing would wag her stump of a tail and thank me
for
sympathy. She did not Beem to sutler much and
could walk a little, but nothing could be done to save her life.
When 1 shall be at home again I know that my friends, Don
and Punch, will be quite bapppy, which they are not now
for my servant, who has charge of them, writes that "they
don't look happy at all.
With a hearty shake of the baud
for friend " Podgers," I am yours, etc.,
G- L. A.
Newport, Ii. I., Sept., 9, 1878,

—

St. Paul Bench Show.
An unaccountable delay in the
mail has obliged us to defer the account of this exhibition until next week.
.

.»

—

Dob Items In and Around Detroit. Detroit, Sept. 7.
Mrs. General Custer has presented to O. E. Mason, of this
city, the brace of imported Scotch staghounds, Swift and
Tuck, given to the late General Custer by a Scotch nobleman.
These dogs gave chase to a deer of Mr. Mason's at his country
seat one day last week.
Mr. Mason'B setter bitch whelped 8
puppies a few weeks ago. They are by Jos. Cook's Princo
Hob, who is out of N. Oodge's field trial setter bitch Rose, by
I'ili-.i ngton's
Rufus, Prince Rob being imported in uttro.
This dog was short lived, ho having escaped from his owner's
premises and runniug wild was cornered in the basement of a
church, and parties reporting the dog rabid, he was shot by a
policeman.
He is a great loss to Mr7 Cook, being thoroughly
broken and a dog of great promise, J. B. Price, of this city,
has presented one each to A. J. Rogers and S. F. Whitman,
of this city, very fine pointer bitches out of his imported
pointer bitch Fannie, by E, EL GTum.an'g lemon and white
pointer dog Dash. Charles K. Ward, of this city, has sold
the black and tan beagle bitch whelp Juno to Wensrll Jack,
Watertown, Wis,
Druid.
Imported Irish Fox Hounds— St. Dennu, Md., Sept. G.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The three couples of Irish fox
hounds sent as a present to the Efkridge Fox Hunting Club,
from the kennel of Mr. Mooro, Ireland, arrived here to-day,

come from the steamer daspian, of the Allan
They were in fine condition, and are large, well built,
muscular dogs, and scars go to show that some of them are
They were taken to the kennel
not unacquainted with foxes.
I annex their names and pedigrees
of the club on the 5th.
Barbara— Black and while bitch, by Lord Portsmouth's
Rondeinan out of his Frantic (ears rouaded).
Racer— White dog with blown and tau spots, by Mr. Watson's Singer out of Lord Donararte's Rosary (cars loumlcd.)
Frailty— White bitch with brown spots, by Lord Waterford's Paragon out of his Tablible (ears rounded).
Prophet Black and white dog, by Lord Waterford's Nestor
out of Blankney Primrose.
Vigilant Tan and white dog, by Blankney Vanquisher
out of Lord Waterford's Giddy.
Relish— Tan bitch, by L.iril Portsmouth's Ranger out of

just having
line.

;

—
—

his

Remedy.

The

ears of Prophet, Relish

and Vigilant are not rounded.

—

Nasuyillk Field Trials
Our Nashville, Tenn., correspondent wriles us that Mr. Clark Pritchell, Secretary of the
Tennessee Sportsmen's Association, has began work on the
necessary preparations for lb
in

held trials to take place there

December, and the association ate determined to make
us much of a sueoes.-i us they have formerly been.

them

Not a Goon Joke.— At a recent break last, given by the
Zoological Society, some one who had a collection of
animals in charge related the following as a good joke;
Being in straits for money, he had crossed a fine breed of
Australian dingoes with Labrador water-dogs, and advertised
tie sold tliem off at two
splendid watch-dog pops for sale,
guineas a piece until their funds were again replenished. All
went well while the dogs were pups, but, vvheu the brutes, grew
up the wild strain of the sheep-killinir blood burst out," and
accounts appeared in the newspapers of strange. wild-lookiDg
animals in Clare, Mayo and ltoscomnion slaughtering the
sheep.
There was a gentleman in the room who knew a
farmer, twelve of whose she. p h id bl n killed hy one of these
valuable watch-dogs.
He said that, Iroin a moral point of
view, he ought, to resign the post of secretary of the society,
and had consulted a clerical friend on ihe matter. The latter
informed him that the case was a difficult one, not provided
He thought, if the elector's health allowed
for in the books.
it, he might keep the place some time, longer, but advised him,
AS a friend, to retire from it some time before death, to give
time for repentance.
Irish

I

Doos at A Bargain.— An oppeirtunity to secure a canine
prize and to rescue a deserving dog from ignoble death is now
in the dog pound, foot of East
offered to those interested,
Sixteenth street, this city, are a number of good dogs of various breeds, which are for sale cheap. If not dispo.-ed of in a
short time they will be drowned with the curs in the East
River.

—

Pennyroyal for Fleas. A. correspondent suggests that
dog owners should gather a supply of pennyroyal, Hedeoma
It is very useful as a
puUgivides, before the frosl kills it.
remedy for fleas, and may be used as a bed in the kennel.

Death.— Mr. W. Mooro, of Bloomneld, N. J has lost his
black white and tan dog pup Magregor by champion Rob
,

Roy-Bess.

—

to

Dash. Some errors having inadvertently been printed as
Mr. T. A. Fowler's Dash, we hasten to 'corn ct the same.

Dash was winner of first prize in Boston and of second prize
in class 13, champion pointers over 50 lbs,, in New York show.
The dog was bought, not for Mr. John Gibb, but for John
Gill, of the firm of J. and G. H. Gill, of Orange.

Names Claimed— L. P. Whitman, Esq, of Detroit, Sept.
name of Rose for his liver and white p tinter
bitch pup, out of J. B. Price's imported bitch Fannie, hy E.

8th, claims the

H. Gillmau's Dash.

—

Clytik. Mr. Geo. Miller, of Jersey City, claims the name
of Clytie for his liver and white cocker spanniel trvp, whelped
May 13. 1678. out of F. N. Halls Lou by Ceo. Watson's Slot,
winner of first at N. Y 1878.

me hack

my

E. D. Moss claims the name of Dandy for his cocker
puppy1, bred by Mr. MoKoon, of Franklin, N. Y.
out of Oasy by Sum.

—Mr.
spaniel

Puppy

;

Gold Medals

in

Paris.— To Louis McMurray

Baltimore, Md., canned provisions.
Burnham
Portland, Maine, for canned provisions.

it

i&

Co., of
Morrill,

:

:

'

AND STREAM.
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aloft, but they were barely across when the
breeae failed and they had a turn at pickaxe drill on the long
swell.
The wind hauled to W. and Muta, first noticing this,
jibed her mainboom to starboard and at once crept away from
Lily and up to Edith, who waited till the first pull of the
new breeze jibed them before they realized the situation.
Muta shoved her spinnaker as fur forward as she could, but it

turned turtlo -without further ado. The -winners finished in
the following time-. Tarantella. 2h. 37m. 115s.; Martha M.,
3h. 50m.; Chester A. Arthur, 4h. 9m.; Sophia. Emma, 4b.
22m.; O'Brien, 4h. 31m. 30s., and C»-a J>., 5b. 19m. 15s.
Martha 3f,, wsa awarded the prize for making the fastest
lime in the jib and mainsail class. The catamaran at times
reached 15 miles on the run home with the wind abeam.

set it as a balloon-jib,
great service. Edith shifted hers
along in capital fashion as
Muta and Lily then stowed spinnaker,
the latter attempting to re-set her gaff-topsail, which she had
handed, but failing to do so satisfactorily until aftei
rounded Ferry Buoy. Muta was now down to the rail ant
close after the leader, which jibed round Commissioners buoy.
as also did Lily— a mistake, Iot they were running by the lee.
Mtlti
the wind having here hauled a trifle more northerly.
kept her mainboom to starboard and collared Edith about half
way across to Dartmouth. The time round Commissioner s
Buoy was Edith, 2h. 9m. 2s.; Muta, 2h. 9m. 80s.; Lily, 2h.

CrTALT.ENOB to Stkam Yaoiits. Mr. F. Hughes, owner of
the catamaran TaranUlla, will match his craft oguinst any
steam yacht, over a ten-mile course for $1,000 a side, both
vessels to be timed and given five chances over the course; the
fastest time to take the money.

with gaff-topsails

§HcMng mid §oaiwfr

,

HIGH WAT.BR FOR THK WEEK.

did her

little

good; she should have

when it would have done

Sept 6
Sept 1
HCpt S
8ept 9
Sept
Merita
Septl2

for a small flying-jib,
the squalls increased.

W

NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON.

TWOsquadrongood
on

very
races were sailed by the yachts of the
Saturday, August 24, at Halifax, a nice S.
breeze springing up shortly after 1 o'clock. There were
two entries for this race, the Beqfoam, 26" tons, Captain Larcom, R. A., and the Albatross, 17 tons, Mr. D. Cronan. Both
yachts carried main-gaff-topsails, but the Seafoam's did not
stand, and she had to hand it, trusting to her rnaiutopniast
The second gun gave the signal to start,
staysail instead.
Matrons stood straight for the line, crossing it at lh.
•when
14ra. Seafoam made a board inshore on the port tacit— a very
Seajudicious move— and, tacking, crossed at lh. 16m. 80s.
Jhum laid right out, fetching within a cable's length to leeward of Ihe Automatic Buoy, when sire tacked and rounded
increasing her already comit, setting her topsail again, and
manding lead of the Albatross. The latter could not weather
Meagher's Beach Light, and went round on the port tack just
inside of Horse Shoe Shoal buoy, standing on toward the
western shore till she waa in the Seafoam's wake, when she
stayed to starboard, but not laying up as close a3 Seafoam,
had to make a longer board to round the Automatic Buoy.
The two yachts now ran for Commissioner's Point Buoy.
Albatross set a squaresail to port, but could not diminish the
distance between herself and the leader, and had not rounded
Commissioner's when Seafoam passed the Lumber Yard a

and

lifted

:

11m.

W,

5s.

—

Bound fob Flouida. — The
"Wm. B. Astor,

is fitting

Embassadrens, schooner, Mr.
out at City Island for her annual

cruise South.

Good Seamanship.— The manner in which Clio's canvas
was managed on the recent cruise of the N. Y. Y.
decided commendation on our part. Her crew were tidily
dressed in uniform and readjf for "inspection" at any time,
while her canvas wai handled quickly and with more show of
good seamanship than aboard most the other yachts. She
was sailed in a way creditable to her skipper and owner alike.
We understand that Olio aud Peerless are soon to sail a match
.

I

to lead, and did so rouud Ferry buoy,
jibbing at 2b. 18m. 15s., while Edith hauled her wind round
The thTee. were now
it lis/ later, and Lily at 21l. 16m. 23s.
race in metropolitan waters.
close hauled for Point Pleasant, heading up all they could,
Oceanic Yacht Club.— The Oceanic Yacht Club, of Jersey
Butler's litilc clipper steadily leaving the others and settling
out to windward of them. Muta's crew now committed one City, have elected new officers as follows :— Commodore,
They luffed hit George Smith Vice-Commodore, J. C. Oockrell Secretary,
of the most remarkable blunders possible.
Treasurer, Louis Heller
Measurer, John
up all they could, screwed round Heed Bock buoy and then John Fackincr
paid out mainsheet like wildfire, pointing her toward Asylum Dcmarest; President, James J. Beid.
Patonia Yaoht Clct. The sixteenth annual regatta of
This was "nuts" for Edith and Lily as they kept
fiagboat.
this club was sailed off Lafayette, N. J,, Aug. 29.
right on for the proper mark, but yells of warning from the
Course
squadron steamer soon apprised the three sagamores on board from Murphy's club house, through channel between Kllia and
Muta of their mistake, and the way in which that mainsheet Bedloe's Islands, thence to Bobbins Beef buoy, thence to
was hauled art was a caution; The blunder lost the leader a buoy No. 10 off Coney Island Point and return. Third-class
good half minute, but spite of it she managed to round yachts went around Bobbins Beef buoy only and return, soil
Pleasant without breaking her tack, while both Edith and twice over. Won by iV. P. Fouler "iu first-class, 3h. 27m.
25s., beating Clara S., Annie Geisel, Fulton, Mechanic, and
Lily bad to make a short hitch across the shoal to fetch clear.
" at once on board Muta,
Frow-Prou. In second-class by Addie Taylor in 8h. 33m.
It should have beeu " up spinnaker
but there was something wrong with the gear, and Ives was 37s., healing the Hobncs, O. K. and Prospect. In third-class
crack!
when,
head,
mast
by The Srotlurs in 2h. 64rn. 34s., beating the Eagan, Uuttnie,
passed before the sail went up to the
down it came bv the run, halliards carried away. By this livbin. Kettle S/iaw and Shaughraun.
time Edith had jibed round Pleasant and was foaming along
Nahasset Yacht Cixb.— Mr. Editor : This club will give
helped
winner at 4h. 13m. 85s.
This
port.
to
out
with a huge squaiesaU ballooning
one more regatta, in September, for a silk pennant and tho
Iu the sloops and yawls Tace Hebe and Kestrel simply ran her to diminish Mutas lead. At Commissioner's Muta only
championship of the club. Open to all
away from the fleet, making a match of it for the handsome cold be timed at 3h. 30m. 10s., and from here, close hauled, and to be sailed for with time allowancecat-boats in the club,
and mainsail only.
Mr. Yorston did not get round from she lengthened out her lead of Edith, while Lily greatly
first and second prizes.
Boston, Sept. 3.
p.
The time
Pictou in time with his yacht, the Slip, 10 tons, and much re- diminished the gap between that yacht
hfitsel 1.
Kkkij-Boats in Boston.— The discussion of the superiority
gret was felt at this by his fellow-members, but Fiona, the at the finish was
uta, 3h, 40m. 37s.; Edith, 3h. 55ro.; Lay,
new yacht from Shelburne, made her first appearance in the 3h. 59m. 348. Allowing for difference of time at siart, Muta of keel-boats at sea has assumed definite shape in the neighgentleman has placed a forftit in The
The little Edith sailed a plucky beat Edith by 11m. 54s., and Lily by 12m. 37s. flldtth beat borhood of Boston.
racing lists and was beaten.
hands of the Boston,'27« aM, and Offers to make a match with
race, but waa entirely overmatched, and had no chance as soon
Lily by 43s. only. Muta took the prize.
any keel-boat in that vicinity between 20ft. and dOft. water
as Point Pleasant was passed. Till then, however, she held
at start might
time
of
difference
for
allowing
system
of
The
Bace, ten miles to windThe line was well be reconsidered by the squadron, for its abolition would line upon the following conditions
her own with the. Psyche, Mystery and Fiona.
ward and return, in a breeze blowing twenty miles an hour or
crossed in the following order
tend to promote the interest of a flying start aud to bring out over, outside Boston Light. Stakes, $50 a side no
shifting
as each would be anxious
crews,
racing
the
of
seamanship
the
1
40
Hebe, dp ,8 toss, J. K. Butler
or light sails allowed.
The challenge should not pass
The yachts, instead of crossing ballast
l 27 55
Edith. Sl]i., 5 tu »*, W- Atkinson
.,
to secure the weather berth.
and as the unheeded among Boston yachtsmen, among whom the Itoriu1 us Q0
KeBlrel, v!., IB tuns. Vice-Corn. White
at long intervals, would be dispatched in a bunch,
thian
spirit
runs
high.
1 2a 211
Mystery, sip., 4 ions, F. 0. Sumiohrast
time fox tonnage is known it would be easy for auy yacht to
1 59 21
Psyche, sip., T tons, Lt. Cape! Cure, 20th
DonorrESTEK Yaoht Club.— The Dorchester, Mass., Yacht
her time ot the next.
1 30 115
tell whether she was or was not within
Fiona, alp., 7 tons, J. Fraser
Club will hold its next regatta off Commercial Point, Harrisquadron wind up their racing season, the most brilliant
The
balloon
jibs
wero
set
on
every
Gaff-topsails and
craft for the
First class centreSaturday, September 7, with son Square, Boston, Tuesday, Sept. 17.
on
waters,
Halifax
known
in
yet
reach up to Commissioner's 1'oint Buo3 r Hebe and Kestnl at
already sailed boards, 25ft. and upward; second class centreboards, 20ft. to
a race open to all rigs and classes. They have
once singling each other out and rushing to the front in grand
25ft; third class centreboards, under 20ft. All keels will be
this summer and have had good entries every
Psyche passed Mystery, and Fiona closed up, but was seven races
style,
one
sailed
iu
class.
Special
class for boats under lift.
time, so that they deserve to be congratulated on the way in
All the yachts
dropped again before the buoy was reached.
Course for first class as usual, "around Sculpin Ledges Buoy(hey have kept up tho manly sport of yachting in
had to jibe here, and then hauled on a wind for the beat down which
second and third class sail over the new course. Entries to
Nova Scotian waters.
,
to Mars' Bock. Mystery was sadly, and quite unnecessarily,
made
to
Capt.
J.
Winniatt,
be
So. Boston, or to the club's
The Kooya s. St., 100 tons, J. T. Holson, Esq., Royal secretary, 5 and 7 Federal Court. Two
driven out of her course and blanketed by the government
prizes in first two
Yacht Club, arrived here on the 3d of September,
steamer Olendon. Fiona, which was as tern, alone profited Mersey
classes and a consolation prize for last boat in.
She
returns
to
Three prizes
Labrador.
and
Quebec
via
aud got to windward of Mystery and Edith, but not for from Montreal
in third and special classes, aho a consolation prize.
about the lOlh, her owner residing there.
Montreal
screwed
up
again,
cruiser
soon
after
narlong, as the
changed Ihe name ot bis new yacht from
has
Monmouth
Beaoh
Yaoht
Ci.mj.—
Fraser
This
Mr.
club
sailed a Corowly shaving George's Island; Hebe and Kestrel, meanLochnaga to Fiona. She is not as swift as Fyfe s clipper of rinthian regatta on Pleasure Bay, Long Branch, N. J., Aug.
wnile, getting the first of the sea breeze, were laying
Owners at the helm, ballast Stationary, and one man to
31.
over to it in the puffs aud making a long leg out of the harbor. that name.
each five feet of length only allowed. Entries Bertie, EleThe second division, composed of the Psyche, Mystery, Edith
YACHTING NEWS.
na H., Sadie, Bubble in jib and inninsnil class, and Gwendoand Fiona, in the order named, tacked successively when off
Empire Yaoht Clou.— The regatta of the Empire Club of len, Ideal, Sunshine, and Julia Thomas. Breeze moderuttj
McNab's aud stood in for the western shore in the hope of
been postponed J ruin June last, from S. E. Sunshine led off, but Elena I), and Ideal took
Fiona was the last to tack, and Harlem N. Y., which had
getting a stronger wind.
4, in a stiff southeast wind.
the lead and maintained it. throughout, both taking first prize
when she went about off the western land, weathered and was sailed Thursday, Sept.Harlem,
through the Gate, pass in their respective classes, second prizes going to Sadie
104th St.,
and
passed the Edith. Hebe rounded Mars' Bock Buoy at 2:40 p. m., Course from foot
Brother Islauos, to and around the Gwendolen. The sharpie Bertie gavo up the race, but went
South
and
North
between
having
Kestrel,
both
made
followed shortly after by
a short
Gangway Buoy and return; distance twenty-three miles. round the course with outrigged ballast and made good time.
'tack to get round, and getting the wind free on tho reach to
While
making
flying.
for
note with gratification that the Monmouth Beach.
Thrum Cap Buoy, which they rounded shortly after the dm- Start from an anchor, catamarans
Emma L) capsized, the fourth-class thereby Yacht Club has given its adherence to the principles advocatfoam, leading in the schooner race, passed up. They raced up the starting line
l'he Mary
most formidable competitors,
ed steadily iu these columns, and we understand thai the bfi&Q
10 and caught her, tho pair of them sailing a most beautiful losing one of their
yachts
got
The
away
start.
the
sliifling
of
ballast will be permanently abolished in the club.
mutch all the way to Commissioner's Point Buoy and back to D likewise capsized before
May Others follow their example. Lenora, Mr, Lampheuv,
the finishing point at Lumber Yard wharf. The four other as under
BOATS.
and
Lizzie R., Bathbone Bros., sailed a match the same day'
OrEN
HFIB-C'LASS
sloops sailed a race of their own, PsycJte a long way ahead of
Length,
Won by tho latter ou 110164
Start.
the Mystery and the latter as far ahead of the Fiona and Edith.
lt.
in.
Owners.
Wdftipp
The race ended as follows Hebe, 4h. 10m. 30s.; Kestrel, lh. ,,,;!)
TrtE Value of Organization.— The steamboat law, re11 ll
*J Wright
II
11m. 40s.
03
Uai.Uil tiamii
Hi as 00
quiring a liberal supply of life preservers on board of every
rjujrrniy
Hebe, therefore, sailed the course in 24 seconds less than
rOCKTH-CLASS Ol'KN BOATS,
steamer, is a wise one, as was amply illustrated Wednesday
Kestrel, and having to receive an allowance of 7m. 2s. for dif- EKOolllns
is M no
KTo-.vir.
Sept. 4, when the launoh, Little Oliarlie,
with the
in 0»«
u an 0! police boat Seneca, on the Harlem. showercollided
TWersoe
ference of tonnage, took the first prize by 7m. 2os., the Kestrel Peper O'Brien
of life-preservers
TUIKD-CIiASS Ul-UN UOA'1'3.
taking second.
were thrown to the passengers of the luunch who were strugsi
VI 5a no
IB*
N Loefcwood
MrT yorston arrived from Pictou on the following Monday, liaryOlhson
gling in the water, as the boat sunk from under them.
They
in
ar.
I\arlun
IIS
August 20, having encountered headwinds all the way. Ills SfipBla Brouii
were all rescued without much trouble by the Seneca's crew.
22 04
12 »B 0)
Aconhlyn
yacht, the SVp, is a sloop of ten tons, carrying a large and Katie
For saving life in any emcrgiwy there is nothing like a good
SE0OND-D1.A88 OPEK BOATS.
handsome mainsail. She is very broad and very shallow, adoutfit of tho required apparatus and thorough discipline. Had
19 1(1
jimesSortcm
23 nu
mirably adapted, iu fact, for sailing in smooth water, but not Inspeetet
''our steamboat laws been in force on the Thames, Fngland,
111
(10
''In -u
:.
...
IS!
US 11%
•IU
the sort ot craft to go cruising outside in.
race was gotten Mary
Kear-Outn. Dull
many fives would have been saved from the sinking Friiuxs'n
CABIN BOATS.
up for her benefit, the champion Hebe, sloop, 8 tons, Mr. J. K.
Alice, run down by a collier recently,
35 00
Butler, and the Psyche, sloop, 7 tons, entering the lists against Chester A Artlinr
12 415 mi
WmtBf D Quinn
Bhitish Yachtsman Gkapuate.— Crawling in at tho
0-'.;
::u
l'J
Ml
...JH.roooel.
l:-:r.
i-.t'iuu
her.
It was blowing a good breeze from S. when the three
on
4:,
IK)
Davis
1«
hawse-hole and coming out at the cabin windows is quite a
E.\-Coni.
yachts were sent off at ih. 52m. 10s. the Slip leading across .lulia
(10
<W
n
V Krauireieli
ChiuJk
common method in England by which their leading yachtsthe line. Hebe went into first place, however, before they S.-Toercsa..
83 00
u 16 00 men
Acouklvn
have come into prominence, and in many instances deso ou
in 46 00
broke their tack under the island, and from that thru; steadily James rregartdn. ..,.utiap. H m-Lynon
veloped into full-blown sailors and pilots. Commencing wilb
C4TJLS1AUAN3.
left the Pictou yacht, holding a better wind when elosehaulcd
a small craft, iu which they and a boy or two do all the haul•31
81 00
13
aud running faster when going free. Psyche was early out of Tarantella.
..FHaghea
ing and tugging, splicing and patchiug, and painting and
19 M Hfl
61 10
..a Panioka
the race, which was unfortunately not finished, the wind fail- roiin Gilpin,.
so oo
la
M 15 navigating, they gradually grow up 111 larger and more pre.
..George Boahr
ing fast and leaving Hebe becalmed two hundred yards from Miami; A Uella...
Nearly all had a reef down. Among the catamarans Taran- tentious yachts until they finally blossom out in a big
the finishing fine, tiiip a very long way behind. It was 7:10
Hie made a fortunate start and schooner or steamer in which the world may bo circumtella hud it all her own way.
v. w. when Slip gave up, followed by Hebe..
The race for five-tonners, on Saturday, August 31, proved was well ahead when the 'Gilpin carried away her iron bob- navigated. This is how Mr. Thomas Brossey learned hl&
The tide was on the last of trade in his youth, and won tamo in later years as a seaman
quite a success and resulted in an easy victory for Muta, built stay and hud 10 run for home.
Cullins got
and pilot of skill second to none who make "seafaring the proby Mr. J, Butler. The yachts had not gone far before the the flood, ami it was 11 beat up to the mark. The
fession of a hfu-time.
After going through the usunT period of
breeze came from the W. aud freshened up so much as to send a knockdown, and Plata Uglg went to her asaiataj
them spinning over the course in very quick lime. Muta, al- giving up the race, only Cora 1>. leinaining in her class and probation in whittling models and sailing toy crafts on poudB
himself sole owner and cook of an
though late in her start, caught up and passed Edith, between tHking the prize after a walk over. Around the gangway, and puddles, he found
Having mastered fore-and-aft seamansbjij,
Whom and Lily there was subsequently a keen contest for Tarantella led by nearly twenty minutes, Marthai-M. second, eight-ton cutter. rudiments
of navigation by dead reckoning
acquired
the
short
intervals,
at
and
rest
and
the
Katie
thud
second place. Punning and reaching Edith held her own
Bella gave up.
be stepped aboard a twenty-three, and then hoisleu his burgee
with both, other yachts, but close hauled they gained ou her, bringing up the rear. Catamaran Minnie iB
fifty.
In her he entiled tbreo
Muta especially, screwing out to wiudward in fine style. The Why tin re biiiiuld be such v. ide divergence between her mid Mr. at the mast-head of a flying
years about the British Isles and the Norway Coast. H e ne x t
marvel, as they arc both of tbesamu length,
,11 le
tons, W. Atkinson
yachts crossed a* follows Edith, sloop,
On the run home became owner of the Albalioa, iron schooner, 119 tons, and
lie same principles.
nearly, imd built un
"lh. 41m. 34a.; Muta, sloop, 5 tons, Lt, Hussey, R, E., lh 45m.
booms were trimmed to starboard. Off Throgg's Neck, Katie, sailed iu her to the Mediterranean. Af ler his ronrriage he took
5a.; Lily, sloop, 5 tons, W. II. Weeks, M. })., lh. 45m. SJ6s,
auxiliary steam, lor Mr, Brassey holds that steum is aa exAll carried tuainboomg to port and spinnakers to starboard, whilo shaking out her wet W"16 struck by a smart puff and to

Muta now was bound
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FOREST AND STREAM.
celfent help in getting from plane to place, and supplies
a valuable escape from the monotony Of CftltUS, but after all
the real beauty of yachting is in sailing the yacht.
For this
reason he always spread canvas when lie could, and used
steam only iu cases of necessity. His first crafl of the
auxiliary steam description was the Meteor, then he transferred himself aud family to the Kothui, in which lie mads an
extended Transatlantic voyage. Our readers may remember
the little steamer, three-masted schooner rig, with a small
mizzen only, as she lay off the Battery
during her
owner's stay in New York. He afterward sold this steamer
to Mr. Ash'bniy. of Dipoiiia fame, and had built the beautiful
Sunhraw., Hu iron auxiliary screw of about 500 tons, and barkanline rig.
His cruise around the world in her recently,
which is so ably described by both himself aud Mra llrassey
iu their books on the cruise, is still fresh in the minds ot lie
public.
Mr. Brassey never did much racing, as he had not
l.hc time to spare, and uuless he could be aboard Ins own
craft and tool her over the course himself, he could not sec
the pleasure of "racing by telegraph," merely allowing his
sailing-master to do the racing and inform him by telegram
of the result.
l

Raisis Rivet; Navy. -The fourth annual regatta of the
Raisin Kiver Navy was held at, Monroe, Midi., tiept. 5, and
a
UOCess in all respects.
Course oue mile and return, for
all except donate and stogie sMIb.
In the (our-oared races
the entries were Centennials, of Detroit
Undines, of Toledo;
Amateurs and Floral Cities, of Monroe. The first named won
the final heat in Mm. 10s.
In the single-seull race Bowlesby,
the winner at the Newark regatta of the N. A. A. O., had a
walk-over. Time, one mile, 9m. 3Gs. In the double-sculls
the Wyandottes won in 7m. 9s,, beating the Undines after a
ciose race.
Iu the six-oared shell race the Florals won by a
length in 13m. 83is., beating the Undines. The Sboe-waecae-nielles were not entered, but gave au exhibition pull to the
delight of the spectators.
:

:

;

Nonpareils and MOHTATOfl.—A four-oared shell race was
rowed ou Jersey South Cove, Jersey City, between the crews
of the Nonpareil Boat Club, of Philadelphia, and the Moutauk
Boat Club, of New York, Judges. Messrs. Verplank and
Brown. Course, three miles with a turn. An even start was
made, but Nonpareils soon took the lead. At the turn Montauks had closed the gap, the other crew fouling the stake.
Montauks kept their lead and won hy a length in 20m. 7^s.
The crews were as follows Montauks— Charles Belli, bow
James Monroe, No. 3; William Whiter, No. 3; Charles
Lewis, stroke, and James Ryan, coxswain. Nonpareils —
Joseph Girard, bow; William Aikens, No. 2 Edward Gannon, No. 3 John Hauiade, stroke, aud Joseph Clark, cox:

;

OAR AND PADDLE.
Metropolitan Folioe Beqatta.

The

first

New

anuual regatta of the

three miles, though a straight line will measure nearly oneis very swift and crooked) whirling
recklessly distributed houi.ie,-.: ,,i,-.' n,e
speed claimed by <> F. p. and E. P. I)." wmld have been sure
death to both boats aud men if it had been possible; but, it is
nor, nearly so swift or dangerous as Wells' Falls, L-unbcrtville"
N. J., a place we ran, though it is usually " carried." Besides
Ourselves, several parties have runlhc Delaware— oue of four
New lurkers, part in canoes and part in rowing boats, having preceded us about four weeks. These, as we were told
there, dodged Wells' Falls except as to their provision and
supply boar, which was wrecked while beine lowered by a
hue.
have here two tarpaulins which we suppose Were
lost by this party, antl which my consort, Mr. Barnes fished
from the bottom half a mile below Lamberlville, " b\ V. ami
E. P. D." are certainly in error, anil I hope they will Search
for the cause of it.
The Delaware is a grand stream for tho
canoeist, from Port Jervis at all seasons, aud from Deposit
when the water is high enough. But no canoeist who has
emu ion as well as nerve will ever dare a two-minute run
through a three-mile rapid, where the average current does
not exceed 15 to 10 miles per hour.
It's too hard on the arms,
and too much for the credulity of old paddlers who "have
third less.
The rill,
among many and aaoii

Wo

been there"
Louhtille, Sept.

2,

A. H, Siegfbied.

1S78.

;

York Police was held

;

on the Harlem River, Sept. :>. The arrangements for keeping swain.
Haklan Rboatta.— The sculler, Ed. Hanlon, gave a two
the course clear were not of the best, and in general the mana"
gement of the affair was more or leas slipshod. However, clays' regatta at Toronto August 80 and 91. In the profeswith this year's experience
a lesson, we look for material sional scullers' race on the first day E. Morris beat Flaisted,
improvement in many directions when the next event of this Wallace Boss, Pat Luther, W. McKen, A. Elliott and Ed.
kind takes place. As the police are being called upon oftener Ross iu the order named. On the second day Pat Luther won
from year to year to attend regattas, keep things in order and iu tho skiff race, beatitig Elliott, Partille, Adair and Humespecially the courses clear, oarsmen generally will view with phries.
favor the fancy displayed by the valiant knights of the law for
A. PiiiLADHLvrriA Foci;.— tlithcrlo the City of Brotherly
the shell and the sculls. It will serve to educate many of the Love las been remarkable for the entire absence of profesforce to the requirements of racing, aud they will be. able sional oarsmen native to her waters.
This deficiency is to be
better to appreciate the necessity of keeping hummers iu supplied by a four-oared crew with the Ward Brothers formsteam launches out. of the water of competing crews, a meas- ing a neuoleus. Ellis Ward is captain. The Wards are still
ure so badly neglected at the recent regatta of the Metropoli- trying to bring about a match with Eaulkner aud Reagan.
tan Association of Amateur Oarsmen. The course was two
Rowing in tub South.— The Junior Pour, of the Palmetto
miles and a turn, from Gates' dock to stakeboat at McGOmb's
Dam Bridge and return. During the earlier races the tide Bout Club of this city, have just returned from Augusta,
where they pulled against a picked crew on the 27th. Tho
was on the last of the flood and water slack for the last two
race was very close and exciting at the start and for a short
wind fresh aud water lumpy. Mr. Win. Blakie was referee.
First race, single-scull shells.— J. Pilkingion, 25th Precinct; distance, but. the capital rowing of the Charleston boys soon
L. Quinn, 29th Precinct.
Quiuu took the lead, but at the half took them ahead, which position they kept to the finish. The
mile Pilkingion went to the front, turned first and won easily Augusta crew steered too close in shore, and lost the usa of
their port oar for some time, which impeded their progress
in 18m. 28£s., Quiun's time ISm. 29 Js.
Second race, single scull working boats. M. Carroll, 80th very considerably. The Charleston crew speak in the highest
terms of the splendid hospitality shown Ihem by their brother
Precinct C. Brady, 1st Precinct J. Roach, 28th Precinct
Brady led off, but Carroll went boatmeu and everybody else in Augusta.
J. J. Donovan, 2;Jd Precinct.
Charleston, 8, C, Aug. 31.
T.
to the front and won easily in 17m. 25 Js. Brady second, Roach
third, Donovan fourth.
Eogbwatkb Rowinu Association.— The first annual regatta
Oarroll pulled iu an outrigged boat
of this amateur association was held at Pleasant Valley oil the
and was protested against.
Third race, pair-oared gigs.—Entries 23d Precinct, J. T. Hudson, Saturday, Sept. 7. Tide, strong flood wind brisk
Donovan and J. G. Stevens, J. McOtellan, coxswain; 29th and quite a sea on. Single-sculls won by Frank Dewitt in
Precinct, L. Quinu and \V. Phelps, T. Dempsey, coxswain.
13m. 4ls., beating Antonio O'Brien, James Annette, Jr., John
At the halt' mile the 23d Precinct led Ivy two lengths, aud in- A. AVinterburn, Geo. Lasker and Clarence weeks. Pair-oars
creased the distance all the way, winning easily in 17m. SJs.
won by Resolutes in 18m. 55£s., beating the Waverleys.
Fourth race, double-scull working hoats. Entries: 25 th Double-sculls won by James Fitzgerald and Frank Dewitt iu
9m. 24js., beating Rich. Annette and Geo. Lasher and J, A,
Precinct, J. Pilkingion and J. W. Phillips; 1st Precinct, 0.
Brady and P. Scallon 10th Precinct, H. Gibson and W. H. Winterburn and Clarence Weeks.
series of scrub races
Hughes. The last crew gavo up after pulling a short dis- followed. Col. Emmons Clark and Geo. Aidee were the
Pilkiugton and Phillips drew ahead, retained the judges.
tance.
Brady and
lead aud won by three lengths, time 18m. .Sis.
Couktney-Hahlan Match.— Another change in the proWhile this race was being pulled gramme. It is now asserted definitely for the fiftieth time that
HCallOU second, 18m. 40is.
the steam launch Little Charlie was rammed uuderthe Seneca's all preliminaries between these two great oarsmen have been
guards by the haymaker that was steering lier, and all hands settled, aud that Courtney has even gone so far as to affix his
were dumped into the water, but finally rescued.
signature and put up $500 forfeit. There has been so much
Fifth race, four-oared barges.
Entries: 25th Precinct, J.
bucking and filling about this proposed race that people begin
Pilkingion, bow, A. Eraser, "j. O. Gilligan, J. W. Phillips, to look with doubt upon its ever really coming off. The
flroke, O. Garland, coxswain; 4th Precinct, M. Crowley,
latest advices transfer the scene of the match from Owasco
bow, T. Barrett, B. Meyers, J. Canovan, stroke, J. Duun, Lake to the Lachine course near Montreal. Stakes, $3,500 a
coxswain; 2<Jth Precinct, L. Keatimr, bow, J. Perry, J. GafT- side and $6,000 more thrown in by the citizens of Montreal,
ney, M. Walsh, stroke. J. K. Pr.ce, coxswain
HthPrecmct, the latter having somewhat spontaneously answered a telegram
H. Burden, bow, W. H. Webb, J. Sarvis, D. Leary, stroke, of inquiry to that effect, though when it comes to putting up
The last crew gave up at the half the cash, it will probably dwindle down considerably. Time,
J. Sheridan, coxswain.
mile.
The 11th and 25th Precincts fouled, the former stop- October 2 distance, five miles. The race will not be for the
ping to row, the other being considerably delayed. The 25th championship.
That is reserved for a second occasion,
went to work again aud drew up on the two leaders. The though the first race will be quite likely to settle the question
4th rounded first, 2ilthnext, 25th third.
Ou the home-stretch of superiority in such a manner that a subsequent trial for the
the latter went ahead aud won in 11m. lG4s. The 4th second championship would be uncalled for. At present everything
in 14m. 22§s., and the 29th l3st in 14rn. 51:'s.
looks lovely— until the next hitch.
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FISH IN
fbbsh «
Trout,

SALT WATER.

Salllho'/tnlttti

Hiilainii, .'-•:'!..") sn.'i
Salniiiii Trent, Stih

LaiKl- locked.-'a, i<«.

Unn ling,

Thymalti

Ular.k Bass. Hu-rop

;,-

St.i

Mn-kieeujje, Kw,£

M'll

rikoor I'iekr-ivl,
Yellow Perch, Perm

/•.'»<;

Maekkt— Retail Pkioes.— Baas,

Fish in

bhiettbh, 8; ealmon, frozen, 25; mackerel, 25;

20 cents

weak

—

;

mackerel, CO

;

green

turtle, 10; halibut, 15

18; codfish, 7; black fish,
eels,

IS

;

lobsters, 8

gallon, $1.50

12K; flounders,

shecps-hontl, 20

;

pompauo, 30 hard
;

smelts, 25

faafltlock, 6

8; pnrgies, H;

frogs,

soft clams, 30 to CO cents per 100

;

black bass,20;

per dozen,

;

j

;

;

Spanish
lung lish,

liih, 10;

;

itl
;

;

ben bass. 18;
Scallops per
tirih, 15 •

;

white

craba, per 100, *2.50

;

sofcoraba,'

W.

;

:

;

—

A

;

—

Fish of all kinds in moderate supply, and prices good. A
few Spanish received from Long Island. Smelts coming in
very sparingly,

Mlisb.— Princeton, Sept. 2.—The landlocked salmon fishnow fairly commenced for the fall season. Eels are
now running down the St. Croix. I am taking lanre quantiing has

ties of trout, whitefish,

pickerel

and

W.

eels.

P. P.

Massachusetts—Nantucket, Sept. 9.— Bluefish very scarce,
but what few are caught are in splendid condition.
Wednesday a party at the south shore caught a sunfish which weighed
between 400 aud 5001 bs., the first one ever caught in these
waters.
Saturday a man caught five piekeref in Maxie's
Pond, two of which were about 15iu. long— a very rare occurrence.

Jaok Cculew.

Movemests of the

Fishing Fleet.— The number of
at this port the past, week has becu
5G— 12 from the Banks, 27 from Georges, ij from the Bay St,
Lawrence, and 11 from Shore maekereling trips. Receipts,
050,000 lbs. (0 fares) codfish and 105,000 U.S. halibut, from Ihe
Banks; -130.000 lbs. Georges codfish: 1,700 bhls. Bay mackerel; antl 1,000 bbls. Shore mackerel,— Cape Ann Advertiier
fishing arrivals reported

Sept. G.

;

;

'

—

Nisw London Boating. Mr. Editor : The Regatta picnic
The annual regatta of this club
Sept. (i, on the Hudson, near 1'onkers.
Course of Kelsey Boat Club, of Norwich, at Thames Grove, Thursfrom Valentine's Bane, up the river to the Gas-house Dock, day, Aug. 29, and the entries of crews from Norwich Rowing
at Yonkcrs, one mile aud a half straight away.
Regatta Association, of Norwich, and C. W. Havemeyer Boat Club
London, seemed to
Committee Messrs. 11. G. .lackaon, M. F. Kowe, if. 11 Starr, and Thames Rowing Association of
promise a meeting of Norwich and New Loudon oarsmen.
11. B. Moore and J. M. Jackson.
Starter, Mr. F. Reese.
First Race— Trial heat for four-oured shelis.
Entries: H. T. four-oared shell race, 1 J mile and return, and working boat
on
races
were
the
programme.
The Thames Rowing AssociaKeyser and Columbia. The latter had outside position, and
went ahead, pulling i)S, but their steering was not of the best tion ran an excursion by barge to the Grove, carrying a large
nber desirous of seeing the question of superiority settled
at the start.
At the haif-milc they led by half a length, which
a
season.
day
or
so
before
the race the Havemeyer
they improved up to the finish, winning by Jive lengths in 9m.
w withdrew, and on arriving on the course it was found
38{s.
Second race, trial heat for four-oared shells. Entries
Two fresh crews in the same boats as used in first caoo. that the shell of the Norwich four, in which they had practiced
Keyser took the lead, and won by three lengths in 9m. 254s. the entire season, even to the evening previous to the race,
Third race, for junior sculls. Entries: C. H. Harriett aud T. was unserviceable, aud would not be entered, the erew enter
H. Silkman. The latter caught the water first, and kept a ing for the working boat race. The Thames four pulled over
good lead all the way. 'lime, 10m. 10-is. Fourth race, final the course in 15m, 43s., with a stroke to turn of forty to a
ute, reluming, of thirty-seven and eight.
The course
heat for fours. Entries: Columbia, A. O. Lawrence, bow
generally accepted for two aud a half miles, although
W. B. Moore, F. W. Ritter, U. U. Thayer, stroke Keyser,
rayed for three. The working boat, race was won by TalE. M. Jackson, W. H. Stewart, A. Moffat,
L. Frazier, bow
brothers
of
(colored),
New London.
stroke.
Both got away well together, lml, Columbia gradu- bot
New London, Conn., Sept. 3.
Misal.
ally forged ahead, aud improved her lead every minute. They
won by four lengths in 8m. 34is. Fifth race, single son. Is.
That Fast Run on tile Delawatm.— Editor Forest, and
open to residents of Yonkers. Entries: G. Corning, F. Post, Stream:
newspaper man myself, I know that you don't
W. Bromley and W. Thomson. Mr. Post, took the lead and want lo be boicd <ut libitum over a small matter, yet 1 beg
won by ten lengths in 11m. 22s., Mr. Corning second,
room Tor a word concerning what must be some sort of error
Bromley third, Mr. Thomson distanced. Sixth race aight- on the part of your East Orange canoe correspondents. They
Dared barges. Entries: Captain's crew, W. Atleck, Jr., how: never could have run Great Fall Ititt, or Foul Bit't,
as it is
W. B. Moore, II. M. Underbill,, H, 0. Jackson, W. H. often called, in three minutes. I believe they honestly think
Guernsey, T. H. Silkman, I. Frazier, H. B. Stair, stroke, and they did, but they did not. Contrary to their
statement iu
C. II. Harriott, coxswain. Lieutenant's crew, J- Moffat, bow;
or Aug. 39, Mr. J. M. Barnes, of this city, in canoe
C. H. Rowland. C. B. P. Underbill, H. T. Keyser, H. H.
flattie, and I, canoe Kleins Friits, in August, iHTii,' em over)
Thayer, W. 11. Meyers, A. Moffat, W. H. Stewart, stroke foot of the Delaware from Port Jervis to" Trenton.
were
and P. \V. Bitter, coxswain. Captain's crew had inside gost warho.d against Foul Rift for two days above
it, and came to
lion and made the best start, when the stroke caught a genuine it determined
uot merely to run it, but to examine it carefulcrab, giving the others a chance to catch up.
They held to- ly, and see if it is as dangerous as the natives think.
gether a short distance, but the captain's crew drew out weut through It without
paddle save for steering purposes,
ahead slowly. The race was closely contested, aud proved but-losing no time from speed of actual current, aud were
the most interesting of the day. The" captain's crew won in just eleven minutes from the time we entered until we left the
8m. 12{s., the lieutenant's crew second in 8m. 31 is. Atouuia- swill, water. That we thought a quick ruu, considering the
ment with lances, padded at the end, finished the day's sport. windings of the channel, following which the distance is fully

Palisade Boat

ton.-

was held

New

:

A

A

:

;

;

;

A

.
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We

We

Mystic Island.— Brooldi/n, Sept. 1.— lhave just returned
from a week's pleasant loitering at Mystic island, on the
Sound, where the delicious sea breeze, the golden sunshine
and delightful temperature made it a v.eek of real sybarite enjoyment. To sit under the shade of the wide piazzas of the
hotel after dinner tmd lazily watch the vessels go sailing by;
the schools of porpoises Uashingand tumbling in the shTniug
waters, varied by llic Occasional leap of a sturgeon or tho
whirr of a sea-bird's wing, while the odor of new cut clover

aud garden flowers, scents the air, makes it a veritable lotua
eaters paradise.
The boating aud bathing is superb, while the
fishing is excellent, to which I can attest, lis a party of us went
out one bright, bracing morning iu the craft of Capt. Potter,
the veteran fisherman of Noanck, and after a most successful
haul of blackfish, sea bass, porgies and flounders, I felt a
strong tug upon my line, and hauling in found I had three
True, though a fish story for a sea
fish upon two hooks.
;

bass had taken one hook, a winner the other, and'a large blackaud pushed him up the hook and caught
The captain said he had never seen the like before
himself.
in all Vila experience, so 1 stood champion fisherman of that

fish struck the latter

kind of catch.

C. C.

Baknegat Bat— Forked
fishing resort

is

River.

—Tha sport

M.

at this favorite

reported to be prime just now.

Our rcgidar

correspondent writes us from the BaTnegat House,

titli

inst.:

Weaklish, blnellsh and sheepshead have been biting well
the past, few days. The yacht ijello, with Mr. anil Mrs. Thos.
K. Fgbcrt and Mrs. J. 0. De La Vergne, caught 38 weaklish,
15 sea bass and 40 porgies. The last mentioned lady, with a
line split bamboo rod, took 28 of Ihe weaklish herself.
She
also, in a couple of hours the day before, caught several flue
large pickerel iu one of our fresh water streams, near the
house. The Vapor, Capt. A. Parker, :i7 weaklish, 28 sea
The Sarah, with a party of gentlemen
bass, 52 pontics.
from Trenton, 80 bluefish, 3 sbeepshoad. 'file large bluefish
are, beginning to make their appearance, and we expect some
flue sport soou.

Come down and

see us.

GitEENWOOD Laicu.— On the Oth a parly of gentlemen had
fine sport at Greenwood Lake with black bass.
Mr. K. Q-.
Blackford, with a six-ounce split bamboo rod, caught the
finest fish, weighing five pounds.
Between 7 4. M, arid noon
a number of large fish were captured. While fishing the party
Were startled by a succession of Hutterings and spkishitigH in
the wider, anil it was found that a covey of quail, in an,
ing to fly over the lake, about a mile, wide, had fallen in the
water. Fishing tacit lo were dropped and all bauds weut in
tho boat to rescue the quail. Nineteen fine birds were caught,
only one having been drowned. The birds- wen,; secured and

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

114
have been caged.
about the

Sam Garrison, who is thoroughly posted
and the birds on the shores, had the party
best fishing for black bass is found off the

decaying vegetation. Its active springs are
thought to be subsidiary in the frequent raising of its scum.
Shuttle Meadow Lake covers a large quantity of brush and
the like, and is, on account of its great quantity of scum, entirely unfit for fishing, except on a few days in the season.
Twin Lakes are in their natural condition, and consequently
free from scum.
Black bass are said to shun this decaying
matter, so far from feeding on it.
"E. A. K-'s " vigorous
great deal of

fish lake

The

in charge.

Brandon House Dock.
Vitro !>,•!.'.— huhtijion, Sept. 7.— Bass fishing in the James
River, at Varner's Falls, is good. A party of Ihree caught
sixty there the other day in six hours fishing.
They avenged
two pounds each.

appliance of the whip brings to mind the four Frenchmen in
a heavy wagon drawn by one dilapidated and exhausted beast.
When inquiring for some pjaee, fifteen miles away, and being
informed that they could not reach there on that night, they
excitedly exclaimed like one man:
"Vynot? Ye all got
vips ?" May the ridiculous aspect of these foreign gentlemen serve as a serious warning to your " interesting and observant " correspondent, leBt in his scientific and microscopic
researches, he apply his whin too freely to his theories of
rocky sediment and " whipping a bass."
P. X.

Salmon usv Bonito.—The following letter has been received by Professor Baird from a gentleman thoroughly conversanl with the fish and fisheries of Narragansett Bay:
Nttwroirr, Sept. 2, 1878.
Pkofkshok Baird Dear Sir: Thinking it may be of some
interest to you, 1 take this occasion to communicate two facts
that came to my knowledge concerning fishes in these waters.
First Mr. Edward Lawton caught in a heart seine, at Brinton's Cove, Inst" month, a salmon weighing
pounds.

—

:

1H

A HOME-MADE BLACK BASS RODS.

Second Captain Albert Gray saw last Friday, eastward of
Block Island, an immense school of bonito— he thinks not
less than a, 000 barrels— more, he says, than he ever saw of
horse mackerel (bluefish).
Yours truly,
J. M. K. Sotjtiiwick.
:

Editob Forest and Stream

A Fishing Hog,—This intelligent pachyderm hails from
Aurora, Bid. Be goes into the stream and catches his fish,
plunging beneath the water, and, coming up with a big fellow
iu his mouth,

know

comes

that a pig

is

to shore to devour him.
Now, we all
death on crabs. In the South, it is delight-

ful to see a porker alter fiddler crabs.

The

fishing animals

seem to increase every day. We have heard of a fithing cat,
dog and pig, and very shortly a horse and a cow will be found
to be piscatorially inclined.
Might wc slate, parenthetically,
that we have known many fishing animals that deserved the
porcine appellation

;

their appetite never could be sated.

"Fisoatob's " Herring. —Albany, Sept. l.—HdUor Forent
and Stream: In hopes lhat I may cast a trifle of light on the
question, I send you the following iu regard to "Fiscalor's" herring Iu July, '77, between the 8th and 20th, these fish ran up
the Black Riveras far as the village of Dexter, where their progress was arrested by the dam.
We were constantly annoyed
in the evening by their taking our flics when we were c sting.
The fish were so thick that one day a party were rowing
through a school of them and two jumped in the boat. In
appearance these herrings were like our .North Itiver herring
—dark on the hack, silver underneath, and the same peculiar
square-shaped moulh.
Their stomachs compared to their
backs was as the edge of a razor to the back of it. Being
possessed of a wonderful powei for Wiggling and squirming
they are not the most pleasaut fish to handle. Dunne their
Btay fishing was very poor, but soon as they left there were
some fine strings of bass, pike, and large yellow perch caught
out on the bar in Black River Bay.
Dexter.
:

:

As the autumn fishing for black bass will soon begin in Kentucky, Tennessee, Northern Alabama and Georgia, and as the
anglers in the several States are extremely partial to a natural
cane or bamboo rod, I desire to tell them how to make a good
one of this material at little cost, and which, though not
"thing of beauty," will prove itself a "joy forever," in comparison with the cane rod as generally used. After using such
a rod as I am about to describe for one season, the angler will
be ready lo advance another step and adopt a good ash and
lanccwood rod, which contingency, I am free to admit, is the
principal motive for this communication.
natural bamboo cane, as it is procured at the tackle
stores, is from fifteen to twenty feet in length, and it is the
custom in the localities named to use from ten to twelve feet
of the smaller or upper end of such a cane for a black bass
rod, after attaching standing guides and a reel fastening.
While such a rod is strong and light, with a moderate degree
of pliancy and elasticity, it entirely lacks the great desideratum,
balance, being deeideuly top-heavy, and is too small at the
butt to allow of a firm grasp of the hand, generally necessitating the use of both hands to hold it. Now to obtain the
greatest amount of good and pleasure from a rod of this
character, proceed as follows
Select a genuine bamboo cane,
which may be known by its dark, mottled markings, looking
as though it had been burnt about the leaf-ridges, or knots.
Select one that is hard aud elastic, with a good taper, and
quite small at the tip those known as " male " canes are the
best, having larger bulges, or leaf-ridges, and being much
tougher than the "female" canes. Having chosen a good one,
cut off six and a half feet of the smaller end for the rod, the
remaining larger portion of the cane will make a good handle
for a landing-uet.
Now make a wooden butt of white ash or
black walnut, from eighteen to twenty inches long, of thefollowing diameters: At the extreme butt end, seven-eighths of
an inch now increase the diameter by a gradual taper to an
inch and one-eighth at a distance of five inches from the extreme butt then decrease the taper to an inch at a distance
of seven inches from extreme butt.
The next four inches
forms the reel seat, and is one inch in diameter throughout
its length
now decrease the diameter by a rapid, concave
taper for two inches to three-fourths of an inch, and then a
gradual taper to the smaller end of the butt, which must exceed the diameter of the large end of the cane about one sixteenth of an inch the diameter of the large end of the canewhen cut in two— will be from half an inch to fivejoint
Having proceeded according to the ineighths of an inch.
structions just given, we have a cane joint six feet and six
inches long, and a wooden butt, say twenty inches long, with
the grip of one and one eighth of an inch in diameter, and the
reel seat of one inch diameter.
Now procure a set of reel
bands one inch inside diameter a pair of ferrules for the
joint the inside diameter of the smaller ferrule being of the
same diameter as the large end of the cane piece, which can
readily be ascertained with a pair of calipers five standing
These
guides, graduated sizes, and a solid metal lip.
mountings should be brass or German sdver. The guides
should be attached at equal distances between the reel seat to
the tip, and, having properly fitted the ierrules aud reel bands,
When
give the rod two coals of shellac, or coach varnish.
dry, the rod iB ready for use, and will be about eight feet in
length, and weighing not more than eight ounces a singlehanded rod equal to any rod made for casting will be well
balanced and strong, but will lack the pliancy, elasticity and
perfect working of a good ash and lancewood rod, yet it will
be such a great imp rovemtnt on the cane rod as generally
used, that it has only lo be tried to be appreciated.

A

;

long
Like Patience on a—
spile "spilin"' for a nibble.
After the fiugerling has been
bravely landed, and safely dropped into the cavernous basket.
bis countenance is overspread with a mingled gratification
disgust-,
and his garrulous tongue dilates to the reverenand
tial youngster upon the glorious catches of they cars and years
ago, when he was a boy. Yes, and here's bad luck to the commerce that has destroyed the old patriarch's sport.

;

;

:

—

;

—

;

;

;

A Man

and a Bass.— All

this

happened

at

Norwich.

Men

were hauling seine at Niantic big bass broke away from the
meshes, and scuttled off for the sea shallow water prevented
his swimming. The Norwich Bulletin says something to this
;

;

Vyidhiuna, Ky., Sept.

5,

1878.

3.

A. Hbnshall.

effect

if

you wish

to

on horseback.

The Blue. River may be reached in this way, also, though
the best way would be to go to Colorado Springs aud t hence
Ihe TJte Pass on horseback, or, still better, with a wagon
and camping outfit. It has been fished but little, aud yields
great quantities of large fish.
It is one of the best, trout
streams in the State and will amply repay a visit. The
scenery, too, cannot but afford high pleasure to every admirer of nature. The trip up the Ute Pass and through the
various intervening small parks is wort li all the trouble even
were there no other object in view at the end of the journey.
And now7 if you are not already tired, let me ask you to
take the cars of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and go
to the southern end of the Stale.
Stop at Garland and fish in
any of the mountain tribui aries of the Rio Grande. The Traucharo or Trincharas, as it is indifferently called, is six miles
from Garland. It is full of fine fish. Last summer Gen. L.,
he was the guest of Gov.
of Pennsylvania, came out. to fish
Hunt. The Governor took the General, who was accustomed
By aud by
to the small fish of Pennsylvania, to the grounds.
he (Governor) heard a great noise and saw a large fish Hying
through the tor. The General, in his excitement, regardless
of tackle, had jerked it out aud thrown it over his so
"What is the matter?" exclaimed Hunt. "Oh, I hi
hook," was the reply. I' was a three-pouud
of mutton on
trout.
Alamosa, thirty miles further south, will soon be
reached by rail. The streams here are equally good. The
trip over the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, passing, as it
does, over the Sangre de Christo range, and through the Vela
Pass at an altitutle of 0,3§8 feet above the level of tho sea, affords a view of some of the grandest, scenery in Ihe World.
Tne Mule Shoe of the railroad causes the celebrated Horse
Shoe of the Pennsylvania to dwindle into insigrtifjce
up

,

;

i

my

a personal
1 have only mentioned such stream
knowledge of or have been reported to mc by friends Upon
whom I can rely. There are, however, many Others, Nearly
In conclusion let me
all the mountain streams contain trout.
say a word as to the pleasures of camping here. I know ol
The
no place where it yields more pleasure and profit.
glorious, exhilarating air, the bright su.ishine and the almost
cloudless sky combine lo make campiDg enjoyable and health-

giving to an unusual extent.

0, B.

COLUMBIA RESERVOIR AND

FISHING.

V

TROUT STREAMS

The men dashed excitedly after him, and vainly sought to
stop him with desperate kicks from their heavy fishing-*boots,
and blows from such implements as they could pick up on the
size, armed with its
is one of the fiercest

Whipping a Bkss— Editor

Forest

A

My

A

Why

a

I

-

Editor Forest and Stream
Most if not all the streams I shall mention afford better
fishing during July and August, and even in the early part of
September, than they do in June. During June the snows
on the mountains melting keep Ihe streams too full the fish
will not bite so readily as they do when the streams are
lower.
By all odds the best day's fishing that 1 had last year
was on the 11th of August. The St. Vrain Klver, almost anywhere among the foot hills, or even when it has reached the
Trout weighing three
valley, i. e., plains, gives flue fishing.
pounds are frequently caught in it. The best fishing, however, in this stream is to be found in the canyon of the river.
This is about sixteen miles from Longmont on the Colorado Cenfair road leads from Longmont to the canyon. Any
tral R.R,
one who wishes to fish the St. Vrain at this point must camp
wsgon containing the outfit cannot be driven up the
out.
canyoD, it is therefore necessary to "pack " your traps on a
mule or horse. Doing this, the narrow trail which leads
up the canyon may be easily gone over. It is only necessary
to go from six to ten miles in this way, and 1 can safely
promise any one who will be at tho small trouble I have
mentioned that he wdl be fully rewarded, both by the enjoyment of the trip and scenery, and the pleasure he will have in
the fishing. 'The impossibility of going up the canyon in a
wagon has prevented the stream from being fished much at
this point, and so the sport remains excellent and will do so
for years to come.
The " Big Thompson," which takes its rise near the foot of
Long's Peak, always repays the angler. The readiest way of
reaching it from Denver is via the Colorado Central JR. R. to
Longmont, and a stage journey of lliirty-six miles Iroui that
point through the Rocky Mountains to one of the loveliest
spots in the mountains, or indeed, for the matter of that, in the
;

and Stream : Not

fully
comprehending the meaning of "E. A. KVs" answer of the
Sthinst., I referred the same to some of our leading sportsmen, such as Messrs. Simonds, Andrus, Atkinson and others,
none of whom were able to understand what was meant by
"whipping a bass," "whipping" being an expression foxthrowing the fly with light rod and fly-line.
opinion was
indorsed by these gentlemen that to drag the bass, when
hooked, through the water, by swinging the pole right and
left, is clumsy and unsportsmanlike, and frightens" the
remainder of the school.
not lift the fish out at once with
a tackle strong enough to drag him anywhere ? It is a method
which might not prove quite so successful with the West Hill
Pond anglers when playing a six-pounder. However, before
condemning, Hartford sportsmen are anxiously looking forward to an explanation of "E, A. KVs " method of " whipping a bass," and to the expounding of the new theories of
the Wolcottville school. The gentlemen also indorse my
opinion as to the scum on our ponds, so unpropitious lo fishing, which "E. A. K.'s" observant eyes did not fail to detect.
It is caused by decaying vegetation (not rocks) aud is
therefore more frequent in ttrfciflQlally raised waters than in
others.
West Hill Pond was originally, some fifteen to
twenty years ago, an exceedingly small and clear pond it is
now some fifteen feet above its former level and covers

IN COLORADO.

:

No

one dared to grasp the monster, as a bass of large
sharp fins and razor-like teeth and gills,
and most dangerous of sea-fish. At, last
Mr. 'Winship went for him, and jumped on lhat bass, and
hugged him, and sat on him, and at last Mr. Winship and the
46J: pound bass were hauled ashore.
beach.

Here,

r

:

:

"Them was the Days."—From the Battery to Hell Gate, i_
the East River, and to and beyond Carmausville in the North
River, the New York docks are thronged on (Sundays by
striped bass anglers of every persuasion and color, every tribe
and kindred under heaven. There are anglers with rods who
never catch anything, and urchins without rods at all who
catch all the fish, men who lug enormous creels, and carry
ttiern home empty, and small boys who run home with their
pockets full, swells who scare the fish away with huge blazing
diamoud pins on glaring shirt fronts, and leas pietontkmB cosmopolites, innocent of diamonds and shirt. Amid this motley
throng the autocrat, oracle and seer is the ancient and grizzled
graybeard. Like hisantequated rod and weather-stained basket
ne is seasoned with the years, and mottled with theBtorms
and Bunshine of a half century. "Where once from the rocks
he cast his shedder and squid, drawing up a generous creel,
now amid the cargoes of Atlantic steamships, he sits all day

whole country, namely, Estes Park.

live as comfortably as you do at home, you may stay at the
Este's Park Hotel, a new house built last summer, thoroughly
well furnished and kept in the best manner.
It you stay here
you will have tho privilege of fishing in the "Meadows," a
lovely tract, without a bUSh to interfere with line or llv. aud
which is kept for the use of the guests of thehouse. But camp
out, say 1; make the Park your headquarters from which to lake
excursions in various directions. Ten to fifteen miles dovt n the.
Thompson, where you must be content to go with such things
as you can carry yourself, you will find fish that will repay
you for all your pains
I believe there is some sort, of cabiii
about ten mdes down the stream from the Park, which Was
erected expressly for the benefit of fishermen.
The North
Fork of the Thompson is reached by a pack trail, aud is 10
miles from the hotel. Here is a good cabin which will hold
several persons, and which can be used free of charge by all
who choose to do so. Take your cooking utensUs, which
should be few and simple, and some canned fruits and vegetables, and you may spend ten days most pleasantly fishing.
It is said that blue grouse are to be found there.
1 never saw
any, though others say they have.
The upper canyon of the Thompson in Willow Park will
repay amply a visit to it. It is six miles from Estes Park, and
is reached by a wagon road.
Take your tent with you, or, if
you prefer, stay at Sprague's ranchc. Do not. attempt to fish
in Willow Park ; you will be devoured by buffalo flies.
Oo
at once to the canyon, which is three miles from Sprague's.
Here the Thompson must be fished by w arimg. The sides of
thecanyon are mostly granite rock, rising almost perpendicularly from the water, and so forbid any operations from the
bank. Here, upon a favorable day, you may take as many
fish from ten to twelve inches in length as you wish to carry
back with you. Another favorite place, which seems to furnish inexhaustible sport, is Twin Lakes, in the very heart of
the mountains.
This place may be reached by stage from
Colorado Springs. It is a charming spot, aud furnishes a delightful camping ground.
The fish are not large, but may be
caught in numbers.
Through Middle Park in the northern part of the State flow
This latter I have never
the Blue River and Williams' Fork.
fished, but I am informed by those who have that the fishing
is good, that now aud then a three pounder is takeu.
Williams' Fork is reached from Denver by rail to Boulder, thenco
to Hot Springs and the Park by stage.
At Hot Sprioga there
is a hotel, and from this excursions may ba made to the Fork

Columbia is the extreme southern town of Tol.and County in Connecticut, and the Columbia Reservoir la situated la the northern part ol the
town about equidistant and three miles Train Andoverand Hon River
This reservoir was raised by ttlfl
Btatloueon theH, P. audi'. B. K.
Wlllhnantic Linen Co. as a reserve force for their thread manufactory
In the year 366 and covera nearly threu hund red acres wrieu at its (all
Soon
head, and required a good part.ot iheyearto an it with water.
their own iudi
alter It was mied the citizens ol the town, by
secured, some pickerel and Mack ban^and put them in its waters for tne
1

.

pin pose o( stocking

;

they alao scoured

tile

passage of an

act, ol

protec-

which oy ub terms became inoperative on i.iic tirtiday of Jan.
AD that time i.he rcaei oir was covered with ice, and to
piscatorial uporls was Indescribable hundreds of people visited Ihe reservoir, and It was estimated at. the time that °u some tluya U much DS
The reautt waa a aaherjqltent
a ton of BSh Was takeu, ah of pickerel.
dearth ol ii,ir.ng, which necessitated the enacting ot oilier lawa reguFrom that utrie onward but few picklating fishing through Ihe Ice.
attriuiued to the
erel and scarcely any bias were caught, and all waa
bass, and much regret oxpreaaed (hat they were ever iatroduei«l,ra the
loo sportive to bo
belief that, taey were destructive to other ash Slid
canght by the average nsacrinaa.
Bipatedby more recent reaolia, which we believe are worthy Ol mention,
1370,

v

;

•

and are contained in the following record, viz.
August B.—W1 ham A. Bibcock, of Soqoi Coventry, ami

tion

.

nana, of eoluuiuia, made B catch of fourteen liaas of very uniform
which would not have averaged ieaa than two pcrauda each, hut
were not weighed.
Awjust l.-Ba'ieock and au eight-year old son of Yeanian's caught
the side of lie
thirteen, but in attempting to put them over
The eleven remaining welshed twenrj -eight
in tna Water he lost two.

pounds,
wiiose united
AnoWJi 16.— Bannock and Yeamana caught twenty-two
weight win forty pounds.
V. B. Prince, of Brooklyn, N.
„.,[ .vii.-Babcock, Yeamana and J.
ht eleven, all of good aize, butaot weighed,

—

—

:

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
-Babcoek, Yeamaas, Prince and Lucien Hicks, of South
Coventry, caugnt Ofty-one, which were variable la size, weighing about

115

Voijni;, America Ci.rjB.— The Young America Sporting
Club, of West Phi la., was organized Aug. 7, 1878. with the
following officers Harry C. Cochran, Captain, 4330 Ludlow
St.; Ben 8. Marshall, Treasurer,
321 N. 41st si,.; W. J. B.
Bluudin, Secretary, ;!!)5l Story st,

.

seventy pounds.

:

,— Babcoek, Veamans ami Prince took flfty pounds iu
weight, the heaviest weighing three oml one half pounds.
— 'eamana went out leea lhan on hour anrt took seven and
three-fourth pounds. In e»cn case considerable numbers of other kinds
of ilsb were caught, ut. no pickerel
S&MnBsr 3.—Babcoek and 1'niiue naught twelve of Rood size.
September 4.—Yeamana and E.-E. Maran, of Hartford, took sixteen,
twelve of which weighed twenty-five pounds.
Other parties have
ashed here with good success, but we have not the record.
Columbia, Conn., Sept. 5, 1S7S.
liKSEKVOm.
".'

1

'i

Tbdhhssbe—Nashville, Sept. 4.—Mr. Clark Pritchett, Secretary of.lhe Tennessee Sportsman's Club, has had some good
dove shooting the last two weeks. Taking it very leisurely,
and hunting only iu the cool of the afternoon, he bagged from
five to eighteen birds each day.
Our game laws allow shooting to begin on the 15th of this month, but the fields and
covers will be full of hunters to-morrow, so that by the time
the law abiding sportsman begins his shooting season the
birds will have become very wild.
There are such quantities,
however, that there will be enough for all.
J. D. H.

I
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Moose, Aleesmalehu
Caribou, Ttu, iwlv,s

camoh'nuis.
ryinitmui.

-

Stilt,

•iclwnyx

rice

Willi turkey,

"Woodcock, Pl>ih,i„>ia minor.
Red-breasted anlpe, or dowitclier.

•'!<<•-

Mekwjris gaUopam.

.1!..

rinnittcd grouneor prairie chicken, rupiii.mto, ouaido.

T

'

'

'

OHyx

,,,,

,',.;,

,,._

Trtnga amerinana.
Brest marbled godwit, or marlin,
Linivmfedoa.
Willet, Tot-anus semipalmatus.
Tattler. 'lUamn, v.-lnrwleuetu.
Yellow-shanks, Tolanun flavipw.

wmbtuus,
Quail or partridge,

,,/,„;.

,,,

Red-Dieted sandpiper, or ox-bird,

',',„,..,

'

,'..:7;u

virffinia-

"Bay birds" generally, including various species of plover,
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalarones.
coming under the group Limamlmm Shore Birds.

saud

etc.,

Game in Market— Retatl Prices, Poulthy and Game—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), SI. 00 per pair partridge (ruffed
gronae), SI. 50 por pair leal, 50 cents per pair WilBon snipe, $3
per doz. plover, $4,50 per do?..; bay birds, large, $3 per doz, dosmall, 50 cents per doz.; rails, 15 cents per doz.; reed birds, 40 to
75 cents per doz. Phildolphia squabs, .-5(2 per doz.
;

:

;

;

;

;

18 to 20 cents

do.

;

the paragraph to
who may be skeptical as to the
abundance and variety of Texan game
" 1 had intended ere this to give you a sketch of a day
among the prairie chicken, which are very abundant here,
and are now in fine condition for shooting, but the weather
has been so bad that it Las been impossible for U3 to get out.
The rainfall has been unusually largo for this season of the
year.
The ground is covered with water; the sun so oppressively hot that our dogs are unable to work more than a f we
minutes at a time, frequently returning to the wagon, or
else seeking the shade of some bush or tree, from which they
refuse to move. Add to this the swarms of green-headed
flies, which cover our horses, rendering them almost frantic,
the millions of mosquitoes, which almost obstruct our sight,
and then draw on your imagination for the pleasure likely to
be derived from " A Day Among the Chickens " at this time.
J. W. D.
How to Load Dittmab Powder, Editor Forest atid
Jtrmm : For the benefit of any who have failed to get uniform results in the use of Dittmar powder, allow me to give
the following directions for loading
if carefully observed no
complaints will ever be found with its performance Dip the
measure heaping full, tap it a few times until it settles even

—

;

:

;

empty

into the shell, striking that a few times so it settles
even in the shell This is important.
Use one Delaware
fibre and one Eley's pink edge, or two pink edge, which fit
tight in the shell, requiring a little pressure to drive them
down, striking the rammer once or twice with the hand then
pnt in shot and one black edge wad and crimp the shell well.
Shells loaded in tins way will equal the execution of those
loaded with best black powder, without the noise, dirt and
smoke which is so objectionable. Mr. Haines, agent for Dr.
Carver, informed me that out of the thousands used by the
Doctor, and loaded in this way, never had one failed in any respect,

Poultry— Philadelphia, and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
18 to 22 cents per pound do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents
do. turkeys,
;

We commend
:

or lnug-shanka, Himantopim

nigriwllvi.

y.

in that viciuity.

the consideration of those

fits.

md gray.

A

sportsman

Black.bellied plover, ox-eye, Squ<itarda helvetUO.
King plover, jGgfatIHa stmipalvut-

ngi/er.

r

BE
Reed or

A

Day Among TitB Chickens.—
Texas correspondent
writes us from Houston, Aug. 26, of the amenities of the

SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER.

IN

;

dnoks, 18 cents; do. geese, 18 oents ; State
do. turkeys, 16 oenta ; do.
;

and Western chickens, 16 cents

;

fowls, 15 cents

;

do. ducks, 15 cents.

Canada—Montreal, Sept.

3

—The shooting season has

fairly

commenced here, yesterday everybody that owned or could
borrow a gun was out. Some fair bags of woodcock were
Stanstead.
made, but other kinds of game are scarce.

Maine —Princeton,

Sept. 2.

— Deer are very plenty.
W.

Massachusetts— Nantucket,

Sept. 9.

HCS.

P. P.

Deooys.— Mr. H. A.

no doubt the thick fogs have caused them to stop. Saturday
saw a great many birds. Black ducks are pleuty on Dry
Jack Ctjblbw.
Shoal.
1

OpsHBOTiotrr

Noroton, Sept.

1.

—There

Yesterday I flushed
quail here this fall.
house.
tato lot not 200 yards from

are.

a great

two flocks

many

in a po-

my

Sooee Two fob Seth.— "Moose," a Germantown sportsman, has been on an Adirondack expedition, and while in

mad
for

pursuit of his pr* y

managed

Rabbits.—In some parts of New York and New Jersey
orchard men, this year, fight rabbits all day and dream rabbits
night, mowers cut them to pieces in the hay fields, cats
bring them into the house by the wholesale, the small boy
pursues them with ferrets, and between them all an unfortunate vagabond is the tramp who cannot strike a good square
rabbit stew for his noonday repast.

to shoot a bull (not a moose),

all

which he compromised with the farmer by the payment
is truthfully related in the Germantown
with this bit about the veteran New York fish-

of $150. All of which
Tetef/raph,

culturist

—The Montgomery Shooting Club have contributed to the
amount of $150 to the yellow fever sufferers in Memphis and

We

saw many curious things while in these glorious mountains—for glorious they truly are. No wonder Seth Green is
about building a town there, to be called Troutvillc. Seth is

New

good shot. We met him there three weeks ago, and
saw him from one side of a stream shoot two deer on the
Of course they were standing side by
other side at one shot.
At the very time, too, he
Bide, or be could not have dune it.
had hold of a supposed ten pound trout, which, on dropping
his pole on drawing a bead on the deer, floated off with it,
and that was the last seen of that polo. Seth was a good

Oun.
LEAVES FROM A DIARY OF WESTERN

TRAVEL.

deal disappointed at losing his pole, line and ten-pound trout,
but he is a man of a very patient and forgiving nature, made
use of no improper language, and was thankf ui for the two
deer at one. shot, as that feat had never been performed in the

Adirondacks before.

Pennsylvania- Mercer, Sept. 3.—The Solid Comfort Club
came home from their camp on Sugar Lake yesterday.
The woodcock shooting has been good here, and the prospect
M. B. McK.
is good for all kinds of small game this fall.
;

all this

month.

This

is

5.

Uh—Started from

along the
a good point. Take

delphia, fare

Thomas Clyde, any morning from Philaabout fifty cents. Stop at the Pier House on the

beach, kept

by

air.

Lloyd.

close at hand.

$1.50 per day, or $8 per week.

H.

W.

Mebeill.

;

;

sooured to supply all our wants. The Sportsman's Hotel,
kept by T. Lord, is plain and comfortable. He is a sportsman, and keeps two good dogs for bis guests to use. at pleasure,

The steamboat, Thomas Clyde, from Philaalso boats, etc.
delphia, touches here at 11 A. m. daily, fare 50 cents, and on
returning, at 4 i». m. Only railroad to Delaware City four miles
above this place. Hotel fare |t.50 per day, or $8 per week
boat pushers $3. Next month the snipe shooting will be
Maj, H.

W.

Mbebill.

7.30 a. m. to get to Battle Lake.
After eight horns horrible tramp through
But it was no go
thick bushes, fallen timber, over rocks, in a hard rain-storm,
we all felt tired, and concluded to give it up for that day aud
go to camp. Before we got down to the creek Tip killed a
deer, and we shot at an elk pretty far off without doing him
any harm. Our camp outfit was, although it was covered,
pretty damp, and the first thing when we stopped was to
make a big tire and get warm and dry. The rest was to cook
dinner, which wc were anxiously waiting for, as our appetite
was grand.
friend, Prank, ate half as much iu meat as
the weight of his body, not to speak of the flapjacks. In half
an hour we were quite different men, and smoked another
pipe of peace. This camp, 8,700 feet high, in the narrow valley of the main branch of Battle Creek waB surrounded on both
sides by high wooded mountains.
We did not feel very comfortable here, but still had to stay another day in order to send
the guides oul to look for the lake.
passed an unpleasant
night, as all our camp outfit, as quilts, blankets, etc., was
damp. The next morning, on the 10th Aug., Jack and Tip
Btarted to hunt for Battle Lake, while Frank and 1 went out
fishing.
The trout were not very hungry, aud did take the
fly weil, because there was so much food washed down the
mountain for them by the freshet, still 1 caught enough for
our table. At noon the guides came back, bringing us good
news. They found the lake about two miles off.
We could
have gone there the same day, but we thought belter to wait
till
our bedding was dry again. To speak of the trout I
caught here, I never saw Salma forUinalis like them before.
llth.— Early in the morning we Btarted for the lake, where
we arrived alter a half-hour's riding over rooky hills and
thickly fallen timber.
What a wonderful panorama we had
after we hud ascended the last hill.
I ant not able to describe
it.
line, but rather small, sheet of water before us, about
000 or 000 yards long, and 300 yards wide was surrounded
on one side by a steep, bare rock, 1,000 feet high; on the
other sides by high wooded hills. The water of the lake was

My

Bail and Reed Bibds— Pier Mouse, PortPenn., Sept. 8.
Following the directions of the "Sportsman's Gazetteer," I
came here a week since to get some wing shooting of bay
As you state, the rail and reed bird shooting is most
birds.
I doubt if a better point can be selected
excellent here.
along the whole Bay. The birds are always here during Sept.
and the rail till about Oct. 15, when both kinds disappear with
coming frosts. The sporting is near the hotel, and very conI send you a sample of a day's sport, from which
venient.
you will see we have plenty of delicacies for the table. Rail
shot Sept. 5: S. Lord, 37; J. W. Gibbs, 33: P. Wain, 38
G. Tete, 36 W. H. Luff, 35. C. Tete and sou, 78 white
perch, and 40 crabs. The above was on one tide and occupied
about four hours only. As for reed or rice birds, they we
being killed daily and everywhere along the shore. Every
morning and eveuing as they fly across the lawn in front of
our hotel a general fusilade is opened on them, and enough

good, with ducks, etc.

camp

!

—Rail

the steamboat,

Game

(Concluded.)
Rawlins, Wyoming Terr.
Aug. Sth.~ After breakfast Jack and Prank with the rifle,
and I with the shot-gun, went out hunting.
I bagged four
fine mountain grouse, and in the afternoon Frank killed
three ana Jack one. These birds, which some call blue
grouse, are here iu great numbers, and are of fine flavor.
Two of them weighed two pounds and fourteen ounces
each.

just

Delaware—Port Penn.—Delaware Bay, Sept.
and reed bird shooting now good birds abundant

Orleans.

For Forest andj Stream and Rod and

also a

Bay, and will be

Stevens, of Wecdsport, Cayuga Co.,
Y., has sent us samples of various decoys of his manufacture, which are excellent.
The Stevens decoys are made of
cedar, are unusually natural, and, the heads being moveable,
can be [jacked iu very small compass. But one grade of decoysare made. The list includes canvas-backs, mallard, black,
red, scaup, golden-eye ducks, with tealp, etc.
As Mr. Stevens
haB generally as many orders as he can fill, it would be well
for duckers to get their supplies early.

— Plover quite plenty; N

We

A

;

!

as smooth as a mirror, and we saw hundreds, even thousands,
of small trout playing or rising to the surface for insects.
Toward lite high rock the water seems to be very deep, but
on other parts pretty shallow. Frank aud myself being ahead,

we had not to wait very long For our train, and then we
rode slowly along the lake to the place where, several years
ago, Prospector (gold digger) had built a log-house.
This we
used for camp, being large and dry. That it did not take
very long for me to get ready for the trout you will imagine.
The poor fish were so hungry that they came to us on shore
where we were standing, waiting for our artificial flies,
and even bare hooks. I fished all wound the lake, and
caught several hundred, but put them back again, as I left it
to Prank to furnish our table.
He only fished a while, and
caught his baskot nearly full. Never in all my fishing have I
found a pond or lake so well stocked with trout as this Battle
Lake, but wo did not catch a larger fish than one pound six
ounces. I think there was too little food for the great number of fish.
On the second day, Aug. 12, I cleaned fifteen fish, and
found worms iu five of them. Of course I threw them away,
and we did not eat any more fish out of the. lake. Frank took
the aneroid aud climbed up the high rock near the lake, where
he found that hu had ascended 1,000 feet; the top was 10,150
The same day, all of us, Tip with Prank and Jack
feet.
with me, started for a hunt. Prank was so lucky as to kill a
doc elk and spikebuck elk, and could have shot many more;
we could have killed some, too, but, having enough of meat,
did not like to slaughter them. We found elk by the hundreds, but no large bucks, and could get close up to them.
We ascended mountain after mountain, very heavily wooded
on the lower parts of them, while on the tops only bare rocks
and snow, and at last we got up the principal peak of this
range, where my aneroid showed 10,850 feet.
Here we were
on the great divide between the Pacific and Atlantic, and on
The view from
the line between Wyoming and Colorado.
here was grand. "We saw nearly all the high peaks of the
northern part of Colorado, as well north of us the Elk mountains and some other high ranges.
The wind was blowing
very fresh, so we did not stay long, and rode down again to
our camp. I tried the trout once more to hook bigger fish,
but without result. The little fellows took anything we threw
in, aud would have taken " a red-hot stove," as my friend,
F. Endicott, likes to say.
Although the elevation we were traveling on now was from
9,000 to 11,000 feet, the vegetation was luxuriant, while we
found on the lower plateaus, 6,000 to 8,000 feet, scarcely a shrub.
saw here timber of enormous size pine and poplar not
so very high, but of great diameter and of dense growth.
There was high and good grass everywhere, and a great variety
of flowers; a splendid country for botanists to make studies

—

Wo

and

—

collections.

—

We left this lovely little spot, and, going westward,
followed this dividing range of mountains through forests,
crossing brooks and canyons, till after a ride of about twentyfour hours, we came to an old camp of ours on the Savory,
where we stopped on the 5th and 6th. Having had a very
13ifA.

we

we felt awful hungry at 4 o'clock, when we
in camp, and we proved that a pound of juicy elksteak
each was not too much. My pipe was lighted then, and I
took my rod and brought a nice mess of trout home.
Our stomachs having been well filled with elk tongue,
lith.
breaded elk steaks, trout, flapjacks and coffee, we packed up.
On the road we fired at great distances at buck-antelopes, but
did not do them any harm. At 2:30 p. m., after about fifteen
miles ride, wo got iu camp, took dinner aud then went shootFrank and Tip killed a black-tailed buck each. Frank's
ing.
buck was a young one and furnished us very tender meat. I
was not lucky enough to get a shot at or even to sec a deer,
but started in a thicket a grizzly, who, grunting, ran away
without letting me have a sight of him, which was, perhaps,
all the better for me.
15th— Breakfast 0:30. Bill of fare, kidneys and heart of
deer stewed brain of deer fried ; deer liver saute ; breaded
Having gone through this we
elk-steaks, flapjacks, coffee.
went for the game again. Tip and I saw several black-tailed
bucks, but could not get a shot at them, out going home I
killed by mistake a young antelope, which I thought to be a
buck. The same evening Jack killed one.
\tith
At 8 we broke up and made a quick and long ride
of about twenty miles to Beckman's hay ranch, this place
being only fifteen miles from Rawlins. Frank and I, after an
hour's rest, concluded to rule the same day to town.
We left
early breakfast,

came

—

;

—

at 4:30 and made these fifteen miles in two hours.
put our horses into the stable, got our letters, and then
saloon, who refreshed us with delicious,
After that we directed our step3 to
the hotel, took supper and slept the sleep of the just.
ntA At noon Jack and Tip came in with the train.
On next Tuesday, 20lh, we start for the second trip north
Very likely
to the Sweetwater and Bighorn Mountains.
we will not have much fishing on this trip. They all say
that every stream that runs into North Platte has no
trout, while all the streams that run west contain trout
My opinion is that the water of these
iu great number.
streams, containing great quantities of lime and alkali (carbonate of soda), are not natural for trout ; so I found some
streams running into Green River, as one branch of Savory
and others, had no trout or any other kind of fish, caused by
containing too much lime. Anyhow, I will take my rods with
me and try every stream. If parties should like to come out
here they can be supplied with all the outfit at Mr. James
France's store, with horses by Mr. T. Rankins or W. Gordon.
For guides I should advise or direct them to Fred Wolf, who
gave us very valuable information, and knows all the guides
around lure. It is not necessary at all to engage guides beforehand. Had wc known this before, we would have saved

Beckman's

We

went to Fred Wolfe's
cool Cheyenne lager.

—

several

hundred

dollars.

Fred Wolf, as mentioned above, keeps a house of entertainment, where you can be made comfortable. So much for this
time.
We will soon have some notes on our next trip.
Sohmand.
.
.« .
Light Guns and Lioiit Cuabges— Editor Forest and

m

Siren
:
My experience iu loading guns tends to confirm the
your correspondent " Canvas-Back," whose, letter
appears iu Fobest and Stbeau of Aug. 22, that lighter
charges than are commonly used are sufficient. At the annual
spring shoot of the Monroe County Club this spring the men
were handicapped, and as 1 hart never shot for a prize before
nor had much practice at the trap, I was put at twenty yards,
Most of the
the farthest distance being twenty-four yards.
participants in the match used 10-gauge guns, mine was 12gauge, weight, 6:} pounds. 1 charged it with two drachms and
a half of common powder aud one ounce of No. 10 shot. Four
or five us killed our first ten birds "straight," but In ahootingoff at five birds ail but one of the 10-gauge gun, twenty-four
belief of

:

s
a

:

:

:

yards distance, were missed, leaving the contest to li'tm and
me. In shooting at, the second live he killed four and I had
the goofi fortune to grass all of mine, making twenty, and
won the gold medal for first prize. The shorter distance I
fired was an undoubted advantage, but the event demonstrates
E. R.
that light guns and charges can do fair shooting.

N. T., Aug. 24, 1878.
same subject " Fusil" writes from Boston
In your last issue I noticcd'an article from " Canvas Back,"
which maybe good enough in theory; but before '.'Canvas
Back" convinces himself and others that a ten-gauge, nine
and one-half pound gun will burn only four drachms of powder in the barrels, let him charge his gun say with six drachms
of powder (or six and one-half, if he thinks the gun will stand
it), and one ounce and one-quarter of shot, and then let htm
write you how he feels after the recoil, and whether he thinks
some of the extra powder, above four drachms, has not been
Rochester,

Tpon

:

:

:

u

n
S9793

:

the

burned iu his gun-barrel.

him

this does not suffice, let

If

gather up all the grains that are unexploded in his experiments
with four and a quarter drachms till he has enough for a full
charge load with this and test penetration with a common,
regular charge of powder that has not been used or use four
drachms of it and see if he cannot pick up for the second time
plenty of unexploded grains.
;

;

W

u

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

GAME

Hester's

Pabk— O/pras
nun Club

handicapped

rise,

1

Atkinson
DrBridges

"

28

"

25
29

"

Ijlankley

Wynn

•'

"
"

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1110

"

11111—0
—2

Gl!ders!eeve....l

Bridges

10

"

28

25
29
30

Ties shot off:

PENNeTLYANii— TitusvilU,

Atkinson.

1

1

10

!<

1—

1

1-8

1

111—1

11000-3

1

w

1

,

111111111
111111111
111111111 1—
1—10
11—
11111110
11—0
Ollllllll 1—

"

U7
..25

Woods
Dr Steele

Pa.,

I

:

Bnller
Zellutr
Hnttles

Dr

flue score at double bills, breaking nine doubles, or
eighteen balls without a nus". Tin-; tiiarksiuan'n skill with a riOc is also
ing lo the front, and hough lie disc.ai :11s at ti-iiipiiiigO Tver's teals,
rtheless Mr. Paine can surprise an audience with his mo. Mr.
e met lately with an aeeKietit, firem a fui wnld m»l
ite
from continuing his engagements, but ia a lew days he will resume his
shooting.
Bogahdus Crrs— Th" intrrnarional cops, which were won by Capt.
Bogardus, "the champion wing shot of ihe world," win
pprized iu the Custom House- ami held for rinlles, were released by
order of the Bccretaiy of ihe Treasury free of all duty and charges,
and, alter being delivered 10 the Captain's frk-uos, weie ,iu.v
forwarded to Him at St. Paul, Minn., by espreas.

mils. h.

for

;

Gildersleeve

T.— Glass ball contest, Pleasnntville

Sept.

between ihe

Titiisuilie aud Mt-asantri ]» teams. Ball thrown from
trap. Caters pab.-ni
distance, 21 yds. rise. Time of mated,

a revolving
two hours ten minutes.

:

Messrs. Wheeloek and Shalioek, of Titusvllle
each lust a ball on errors. Following is official record of match
Pleasantville Team.
Titusvllle Team.

Team,
Sorry
Patton

1 1 1 1 1

1

1

l

1—10 McCrum

1

11111111 1—10
010110110—6

1

Zimmerman.l

10

Hancock....!
Kaihemyer..1
LShattock..l

10

J

o

1

1—

1

Hubbard

5

11
1

1

1—
1—

1

1

1

1

1

1

F

4
9

101111110— S

1

Total..

I

lliiiim
i

Wallace
1
CBoughton..l

01 1—7

1

1

110 11111 1—9
0—
til] *

1

Wheeloek.,.. 1

11111111—9
111110 10—7

1

Parks

one time that deer were growing scarce In Colorado.
Fwas saidnumbers
brought into the various town* by sportsmen and

made a very

I., Sept.. 10.— Monthly cortesl of
championship medal Ave ground traps;
SO yards boundary L. I. S. C. rules
1—10
"as yds.

the Brooklyn

Shattock ....0
Benedict.. ..1

IN COLORADO.

n

King— ot io
ii
00 10 10 in *oi it io lo on li 10 io 10 io 11
ii io oi it io ii in ii io o'o oo ii io it oi lo ii ii ii io io oo to
11 11 11 10 10 01— 64.

u

Streeter

li

i—

11111110

1

Shattock

1

1

11

0—6
1—

1

1

1

1—

1

1

1 1

i
1

1

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

i—

o o

1

1

1

1

1

1—9

1

1 1
1

1

Eonghcon..t

Shauk
Burton
Green

l

I

1—6
1—7

1 1 1 * 1

1

Total

.75

76

at

But tbe
market nuaters during

season certainly looked like a flat conIt was the general testimony of the
tradiction of that assertion.
hunters with whom I talked that, deer were just as abundant as ever
they had been, though, perhaps, it was necessary to penetrate a little
(.he last

further into the mountains to secure them. A commission merchant
told me that he had shipped more deer East last winter than he had
done for several previous seasons.
One can scarcely go amiss anywhere in the mountain region of this
He may select his own ground In the northern, middle or
State.
southern part, mid he will be rewarded for his pains. It he chooses he
may leave the haunlsof men tar behind him, and rough it In the Snowy
Hange. He may camp In any of lite great parks, and bo live more
easily than in the former case. He may, if he choose, stop at some
ranche, or even live at a good hotel, and yet bring home an abundance
of game.
Those who are willing to rough it need little direction. They may
make Denver, Colorado Springs, or Alamosa their starting poiut, and
from any of these places, going into the mountains, be sure of success.
There are tome men, however, who are not able to eudure the fatigue
of long journeys on horse or mule, who yet enjoy a hunt under less
fatiguing circumstances! For the sake of these I want to poiut out one
place where they may stay comfortably in a good hotel, and yet be able
to carry to their Bastcru homes some anllers as evidences of their skill

with the

seventy-live miles south of Denver, from whence it Is
reached by the Denver and Kio Grand K. B., and six miles of staging
from Colorado Springs, wheie yon leave the railroad. It may also ho

JIanitou

6.— Beturn match,

Pleasantville, Sept.

is

reached from the south by the same railroad, via I'ueblo. At Manitou
two good hotels remain open all the year round, ut either of which most
comfortable accommodations may be had. Within easy walking distance deer may be shot almost any day. Last season a gentleman, who
was something of an invalid, shot, two within three miles of the ilauitou
House, at which lie stopped. On another occasion four were killed in

And

witltiu four miles of ihe village.

so I might go on to

enumerate
Those who love nature tn her wild beauty would 11 ml enjoyment
here. William's and Huston's canyons, though very uulike each other,
have great charms iu their picturesque scenery of stream leading from
rockio rock, massive boulders, and high, rocky walls, that the giants
towering heights. Caves, too, offer their peculiar attractions
to the adventurous. Tike's Peak looks down in silent majesty from his
Bolemn height upon the little village that nestles In Ilia very shadow at
his feet, whi,e to the east the bouudless sea of plains stretch away iu
limitless distance, always varying in shade and color with every hour

Team.

Pleasantville

Sawrey

C.

7
5

C Bonghton..!

Ly SUattuckl

9
7

F

4
9

Burton
Green

5

111

1

1 1

1

01111

Streeter ....1
L Shattnck,.0

1 1

1

1

1

1 1 1

1

l

1-
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Parks

Broke the

balls

on

aim)

Olmries ilvans

1

<'

1

H

0101011110111101110- M
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Allen

1

..1

KiDgwalt

C

if,-

Hi:.:

J

1

1

u

1

.;.'.!

'

I

11

II

1

8.— Sweepstakes,

Sept.

II

(I

I

1

,,

00-

1

1 1

n
,j

yards

25

rise, live

:

I

pDugro

The ties were shot oil on the next sweep, and C. Butler and Dr. Tolnowski divided the money. W. Stone aud J. Hainmericss entered, but
did not

kill

a bird.

Sweepstakes, same

DrTolnowski
HamrUig

conditions
l

1-1

1

1-0 JLBrigat

-...l 1

r—l

1

i—

1

WOthers w ithdrew.

I

l

1

a

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

n
t

1 1 1 1 l 1 1
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
1
1

Shaltuck.l

9

i

1

1

a

1

1

Total

76

Aug. 29.—Match at

Pa.,

Wolt

1

Head
Rupp

1

Silue

1

1.

1

1—11 1-6

Uoas
overdeer

1
1

Weaver

1

Brandt

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

II

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

u
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

u

0—

1

u

0—8
0—4

I

1

Ties on thirteen.
Sible

Muinnm

Humma

Hnmer

and

Messrs. Hatfleld aud

1

1

1

1

«—2 Humer
1—3

1_2

1

1

divldod.

Bowtu, judges.

Second match, same day

111111—7 McKeeban
11111 1—7 Knpp
1110 1—5 Kingwalt
11110 0-5 Boas

Sible

1

Bead

1

Wikel

1001

11

1

Stine

1—4
1—4

1

1 1

1

1

1

u 1

1

u l—fi

11

o-a

1

I

110 1110-6

HKoat

and Stine divided putao.
Third match glass bulla, 21 yards rise, Bogardus trap arm
"Smith"
101101 0—5
1 lllllll-s
Wolf
1 1
1
I— Browuawell
1 1
0—4
1 1110
ii 11 Keller
I
1 1 0—3
u 1110 11 0-5 Overdeer
G 11 Keller
Sibie

1

;

1

li

II

11110

Slbie..'

Fourth match, same day

Roat

11-5

1

glasB balls, 21 yards rise

;

111 0-0 Sible
1110 1110 1—5 Head
10 1110 1—5 Keller

Hammond

1 1 1

....

Wade'"
Overdeer....

1

1

1-a

1

1

1

1

1

11-

1

0—3

1

10

1—1 Bowers.
11 0— S Brandt

1

10

IiU pp

n

1

li

11—2

1

0—0

u

Koat and Wade divided second purse,

purse,

Sept.

2.—Match

Bogardns

at glass balls,

1110-4 MeKlnnoy

1

10 11—8

1— a Braduuau
1—2

1
1
Maskey....
1
Vaieutlne
Ties on four divided slakes.

1

1
...n

I

1-2
I

Second match

Braekmon
Wheat
MclUnuey

Maakey
1 1—4
1—3 Vulcmme
1 1—1
yards— Maskey won the shoot

1

1

00

1

1

1

1

1 1
off ut 2i

Third match
Valentine

1

i

—

shooting

off

the tiea in

1
1

I

1

1

11 1—5
1-4
1—5

1

1

1 1

1

1

111 1—5

1—3 Hooper
1-4 Maskey

1

1

1

..1
1 u

10 111—4 Bracknian

Valentine
Fifth match:

1

1

1—3
1-4

1

1 1

161 1—3

0—4 McKmney
11-3 Valentiue
0— 3 Maskey

1

1—1

t

1

10111—4

1

1

1

Maskey and Brackman divided on

11

1

1 1

I

Carter

three each.

;

(at

'•:<

yards) and

live traps, Iliirllngliam rules

Minnins
Murphy ••'-'•—•

3.—The Little Falls and Totowa Asso
York— Little. FalU, Sept.
Xew
".-,,.
.a held the Ilrst of a series of
;.,
,,., mionol ,/:.
monthly shooting matches, Aug. 21 ten single and two double halls:
00 00- 0— 1
0-1
10
BSlmonson
;

i

c 1

1

11111111 1— 10
11110110 1—7

.1

Wheat

Ragio

1

by

bicycle raaes.

:

."5,

professionals, as follows: Messrs. T. Horuu, of the Victoria
South Wales eleven (fast
eleven; F. Bpoffortb, of the
bowler); F. E. Allan, of the Civil Service Club, of Victoria;
O. H. Bailey, of the eleven of Tasmania; J. McBlackluuu,
of the Victoria eleven (wicket-keeper); H. Boyle, of the
Victoria Club (bowler); D. W. Gregory, of the New Smiili
Wales eleven; W. Murdock, of the New South Wales eleven
(wicket-keeper); T. Garrett, of the New South Wales Unlversily eleven; A. Biumerman, of the New South Wales
eleven; Thomas Kendall, professional, of the Victoria Club;
Charles Banuerraun, professional, of the New South Wales
Club.
The principal tmlsmeii are the two Bauneriiiniis and
Mr. Horan. The bowlers are Messrs. SpoHorlh, Boyle, Kendall and Allan.

New

The Petersons beat tho St. Georges in their return game
Huboken, last Saturday, with a score of 5S and 78 for the
two innings, to 55 for the first inning of St. Georges. The
latler club play the Slaten Island first eleven at Hoboken toat

day.

—

:

BKBWSXBB'S BXDXi.
Marsh, o Soulier, h Slovens
C2
22
E Moeran, b Spragne
7
B Greig, b Stevens
J Bornary. b Spraguo
C Williams, b bteveus
L&vt'ler, b
C Middleton,
G
8tevens
4
O Deliar, not out
Giles, b SteJ Yoorhees,
vens
1
\Yilson, b Sprague
G liay ward, b Sprague
Sprague, b
Brewster,

W
W

J

GILKS' H1UE.
Soutter, c Bornary, b Browter....

Stevens, b Browator
Brewster
J Bogan, b Moorau
Hopes, c Greig, b Marsh.

J Sprague, b

W
F

.

Hattssling, not out

A Lawler,

G Giles,

7

Byos, 1

Total

1

39
5

E

109
Bowling analysis— Soutter, 18
Spraguo, 101
balls, 36 runs
Giles,
balls, 32 rims. 4 wickets
30 balls, 12 runs; Stevens, IU
balls, 22 runs, 6 wickets.
;

iicKinney

enlivened

—

Total

C— 2 MsBkey

1 110 1-4
Valentine
Eighth match, ten balls each:

Valentine..

fairs are

3
7

b Greig

oq

not out

;

leg-byes, 2

3

11—6

11 11

lu the shoot off
Seventh match, 21 yards rise:

Wheat

0-17
0-14

U— 6

Maskey
n 11—0
McKinney and Maskey tied and divided.
11
11

11

MoKwney

W. Manning (at 2(i

:

111111110 110 10 111111
1011001101110011111001

—New England

The ArsTiui.uN Ceioketers. The matches in which tho
coming Australian cricketers will meet United States and
Canadian teams have all been fixed, as follows
October 1
and 2, Australians vs. New York eighteen, at Hoboken; October 8, 4 and
Australians vs. Philadelphia eleven, at
Philadelphia; October S and II, Australians vs. Tiuonto
eighteen, at Toronto; October 11 and 12, Australians vs. Detroit eighteen, at Detroit; October 17 and 18, Australians VS.
Mound City twenty-two, at St. Louis; October 22, 84 and
25, Australians vs. all California tweuly-two, at San Francisco. The Australian team consists of ten amateurs and two

Stevens...
Byos, 2; leg-byes, 4; widea,

Sixth match, double balls:
Valentine

second class.

lie-

Match between Ed-ar Murphy
yards, as follows

1

A

,

I

Bioxoling.— Just what the bicycle is capable of may bo
learned front the recent periormance of Appleyard, the English bicyclist, who won the last Bath lioad Medal of ihe London Bicycle Club.
This is given for the fastest time over
the one hundred miles Bath Road. Last year Appleyard won
it in 9h. lOJm.
This year there were thirty-one entries. By
lot Appleyard's place was in the tenth row, twenty-seven men
being in front ofliim, only three behind.
"At precisely 7:30
in the morning the start was made.
Appleyard's machine
was a light racer of but twenty-eight pounds weight, yet ho
contrived to pass over the wet and greasy oolite macadam
between Bath and Devizes at the rale of twelve miles an
hour. At the outset he gained greatly on the mass of riders
by taking Box Hill without a dismount, and as ho approached
Marlboro, about thirty miles out, he caught up with Thorn,
and these two haviog now passed all the others, rode on together for ten miles lo Huugerford, where Thorn stopped for
food.
It was Appleyard'3 determination to ride the entire
100 miles without stopping nt all, so, leaving Thorn, he rode
on toward Reading alone, and was never again sighted by
any man in the rear. His sustenance on the way appears to
have been taken while in motion. His Liebig's meat biscuits
were found too dry and he relied on a half pound if steak
and a half pint of tea, with two eggs beaten up in it."

sulted in the following score

1—

1

oft.

0—1 Wheat

1

1

1
1

1

the 2 1st the

Ceicket, The game for the benefit of William Brewster,
played at Hoboken last Thursday, was very successful.
Messrs. Brewster and Giles having chosen sides, the game re-

Fourth match:

McKinney
Wheat

-'J

J Uauiiuerle.-,s, 25 yards. .0 1 0-1
1 1—2
U Bright, 25 yards
II—
1
3 B Hoey, 25 yards
Butler and J. L. Bright divided Urst money, and Q. Bright won the

1—:

1

1

On

usual contests.

the

Manhattan Club hold their tournament, Fifty-sixth street and
Eighth avenue, and the annual fall meeting of the 6tal.cn
Island Athletic Chi I) will he held on their grounds, Beaumont avenue, Hoboken, on the 20th inst.

—

rules,

match:

Wheat

Brackman
Wheat

Handicap sweepstakes, same conditions:
F Dugro, SB yards
1 1 1-3
C Butler, 2S yards
11 1—3 Dr Toniowski, nd yu'ds
it Prictii 33 yards

programme includes

11

1

1

11111-5 Maskey
1 1 1 1 1— * Hooptr
W
10 1 1 1—4 Braekman
McKmney
I X w
1
Maskey and Brackmau divided on two each.

11111—5 H Munson
ill 1-B B ^ataon
GBnght
1 1111-5

Butler

Dr Toluowskl

1

1

September Athletics.—There are to be three local athmeetings this month. The handicap games of the Scottish-American Athletic Club will he held on their grounds.
Fifty-fourth street and Eighth avenue, the lith in'si.
The
letic

ll

Ties on four shot

Lono Branch Gum '"Club,
;i

I

o o 1 1 o 1

TJ? Wilkinson....

1

1

1111111110110 1-13
1101111111111
0—13
1011111111101
1-13
11111111 00 oil 1—
1111111110100
1—
1010110110
111 l—ii
100111111 Oil 1—10
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1101111100011)
111011—
1-10
11001001U110
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1
1

Humer
McKeeban

First

.'»

.".'..

1

errors.

-...I

Mumma (one

1

Boughton.,1

Grangers' Picnio.— Cumberland Grove,
pigeons, 21 yards, SO yards boundary
Sible

1

11111110

1

Shank

78

Total
(a)

Hubbard

1

Bitterlich screened traps:

,

VrankTaft'.'.'.".

0-

00110100
10 1111111

Beni'dict....l

Hammond ivon flrst

-MASswutTSETTS— Milford. Sept. !>.— Ulass ba'l shoot No. a or the
I'mid,
endon, r'alui'day, Sept. 7.
I'll., Mp.irie.
y.
r r-n
The raid rotary nap; prize, a silver cup
11110 1111101110011 1—lii
. c cnok
1
''

1 1

1
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IS.

PIGEON MATCHES.
':

McCrum

Wheeloek. ...1
Wallace
1

0—
Hancoek...,l 10 110 10 11—
10 11
Kublmever.l 10
1

Tennessee— Nashville,

M.MMi7>ii

lira,

Team.

Titusvllle

111111111--10
lllllilll—-HI

1
1

Patton

Zimmermanl

built to

of the day, with every cloud or ray of sunshine.

won

having

ric-a-antville

one:

Uammond

rille.

one day

:
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1

1111

1

1 1

.

0—3

10011010

1—6

|

-,

83
Bowling analysis— Moeran, 42
balls, 30 runs, "l wicket ; Brewster, 'M balls, 'J9 runs, 3 wicl.ela
Marsh, 42 billh, is run,., 1 Hiol.el;
Greig, 12 balls, 3 runs, 1 wicket.
;

—

Arohebt. Meeting of the Oritani Archers, September
24-inch targets at 30 yards

9.

;

ii,

,-v

1

U Van Houten
jlivanflouter.
A Van Houten
W VanHouten
WBunn

1

'

'

1
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'
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-
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1

1

110 1110
U
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TPosier'
1

00
10
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00 0—1
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Fisher. ...1

O Holt
Angel
Beacn
Wilder

u

Hubert
JudUolt.

10

Wolcott

11111 1-7
1— s
110 10 110—6
111110 11—8
1

1

1

1

1

1

..101111
110 111

11

1

Kumsey....i
WliCOX
Jewett,

00010111—5

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1 1

1

1—7

11

1-

1

1-10
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Punb at MtLFOKD.—Mr,

Paine nas been astonishing the Mll-

his exhibitions iu breaking glass balls with his gun. and
niiwi'U hid revolver, •
lOiMV.J'BlJM

u.

J

W Hopper

,1

.Gardner

w Bolberton
Miss Gardner
" Van BoBkercK
" Ward
Mrs Berry

01110001 l—o
101111011—8

OsiO—Cincinnati, Se:,t. 7 The Qneen City Shooting Club will have
...... toot at pigeons the 2jI,Ii of this month, at "Anderson's
Place " Clifton. Only members of the club can enter, each member lo
Tbeolrda are to be shot at out of H andT traps, 21
shoot at 25 birds
W. K. L.
....single birds.
1

II

11001110 0—6
111111111-9
11

1

1

Mnlliken....l

Mi -:-. ui L.ooKlvn. uud Miles .loiiusou
pairs of birds iieiv.ei.-ii \i lium
B-in|
lo tHe .•...-_•
of New Jersey. In addition
•'.'
i"-.i"e
...; „:. ...i:s
matched to butt Ihe
twu H and 1 traps, 21 yards, vm
last spring. The Bhootmg wai iivm

v

Michigan— Howell, Sept. 5.—Second contest for the Jewett revolver
Bogardus new model trap, behind
(30th ult.) resulted as follows.
screeu; 21 yards; direction of ball decided by loi. Fisher won first
march, and Kiunsey second.

rinds.

Hits,

Value.

8
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13
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7

8
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Total..
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F
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J Berry
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MisaN
"
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Hopper.....
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TflW.. .......,,

33
26
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8
...

Ends.

W
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.jr.
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IP*

set,

No.

20.

conduct of the Secretary of the American Chess aod Problem Association, the weekly referred to has reached us, and as its Chess Editor reiterates his suspicions, which Mr McKlm alone can anthoritatively dcDy

of §hess.

Problem No.
Tourney

117

by performing the duties appertaining to the office which he holds, and
rumors as well by affording another officer or member of the
Association with inform stlon, upon a proper end reasonable request,
us In this case, we do not now propose to lake part in this controversy.
We had our say upon the award made In the Centcnlal Tourney, and it;
Is extremely gratifying to now notice that others alao refer to that
contest, and Intimate that it should also be investigated, " and the real

2li.

silence

Motto : Tarrytown.

in order that our readers may folly determine
whothor wc misrepresent our contemporary's intentions In calling public attention to these tourneys, we give the concluding paragraph in
the number beforo us : "Mr. Secretary McKlm will have to answer
some very ugly questions beforo ho can establish that there were not
irregularities in lite conduct of the late Tonrney, which, when known,
will bring a blush of shame to the cheek of every honest American
chess player. Let him begin to put his house In order."
facts brought to light."

&nsww
No Notice Taken

W* A

number

to ^at[nspondtnts.
ot

Anon rmou* Commnnioatlona.

anonymous correspondents

of

when

their queries are not au>iwered,

will

understand

why

they read the lines at the head of

column.

this

C. O. B., Tttusvllle,

W.

Pa.— Yes, we

will

be glad

to publish scores.

Me.-B. G. Blackford, Fulton Market, N,

P. P., Princeton,

Y.,

Is

the address you wish.

M.
White

to play

and give mate

In

two moves.

BOLOTIONS TO PROBLEMS—KO.

W.

23.

1—Kt or P moves 1— •
2— Q mates

1— Any

1

Bamboozled,"
G. B.

No. 75.—BISHOP'S GAMBIT.

sissippi

Played In the International Correspondence Match between Mr. H,
Brewer, of Bournemouth., Eng., and Mr. E. Delmar, ot New York
White
Black
Black

1-P-Kl

2-P-K Bl

3— B-B4
-B tks P
5—K-B

4

Delmar
14-P-K Bfl (h)
15— Kt-K Kt3
15—E tka P eli
Hi— Ki Iks K. Pell
16— K IKS P
17—K-BJ
IT— Q-K KI3
IS— B-K3 (1)4
13—RtksKt
10-Kt-KBi <j) 19— CJ-KKt
20—U-U5
20— 0-K2
21—B its B
21— F tka B
22— (J. ka K KtP 22— Kt -(J HI!
23— K-Kt.2
23—K H-K
24— RtksKISP 24— Kt-QB2
25— Kt(Kt3)lM 25— O R-Q
26—Kt-K Bo en and wins (k)

Delmar

Brewer

l-P-K-1
2— P tks

P

3-P-Q4

(a)

4-q cu
5—P-K Kt4
6— B-Kt2
7—Kt-K2

(b)

6-Kt-QBB
7— P-Q4

8— Kt-B3
9— P-K R4

(a)

8-a.Bi
9— P-K P.3
10— P-O B3 (d)
11— P-KKt5te)
12— Kt-K K13
13—castles (f)
XOTES EV MK. HAJIKT,.
Thla followed by Q-115 is now considered tke

(*)

Best

1

l'J— P-KB (o)

U-ll-Bl
12—Kt-K
13-Kt-Ki!

;

P

P

tks

Bamboo Man

respectfully deoltnod.

the address of a

River who hunt for a living 7

Ans.

few hunters on the Mis-

We cannot.

T. T., Hillsboro,

J.

Can.— The

best thlug on fly tying

la

F.B.

the chapter

devoted to that subject inHallock'a " Sportsman's Gazetteer."

One nuNDKED Yards,

Plshkill Landing.—The fastest time ever made
was done by Stewart In England, whose record

for the 100yds. dash

was Ms.
Louisville— H and T traps are so called from the custom of flipping
com to determine which trap shall be sprung. U and T mean

up a

Heads and

Tails.

Sec t

Mktamora, Cleveland.— Uow old are female dogs

Time

generally,

AiLANTHus.— If you

that looks correct, but which involves the breaking up of

always an experiment attended with the risk
Q
of giving the first player the advantage.
(/) This looks very much like lost time, which in gambits is always
risky, but especially in correspondence. The student should examine
the variations arising from Black'a P-Q, Kt, followed, If B retires to Kt3
by B-1C3 ; and if Kt then ch, by K-K2.
precarious
(j7) Black apparently cannot save the P, and gets into a
position. We consider the success attained by White well deserved,
and are pleased with it on account of his boldness In offering the B
Gambit. We take this opportunity of observing that gambits in correspondence, though a little risky, turn out mostly, If not always, to
the advantage of the better player. The positions recurring do away
with the regular plodding for Bafety, and admit more originality, brilliancy and ingenuity. This is the first gambit in this match—let na
hope that some more will follow.
trying to save the P, loses a piece, We would have
(ft) Black,
played here B-K3, and we recommend this variation to the study of our
readers. By thiB move
appears to us Black would have got out of his
difficulties, and might have turned the tables on his antagonist.
(»') Too late
all chance of retrieving the game is gone.

New York, you

when

varies, generally after 12 years of

will apply to

Mr. Albert Koebele,

41SI

probably will get some egg3 from him.

W.

2 Ith

St.,

fle has col-

it,

A. T. G., Cincinnati.—For a " rowing machine" of the best pattern
address J. M. L'afltn & Co., 108 Broadway, M. Y., aud mention our name.
Price of machine $ 10 sent on receipt of money.
;

;

U) White's finishing moves are in good style.
(*) Black Is compelled to give up his Q, to prevent mate in
moves.—Ayr Argus.

E. A., Green Point.— A tine Jet-black setter bitch will soon come in
heat. No dog of her color here.
What would be the most suitable
color to cross her with 1 Ans. Black and tan, black and white, or red.
C. A. P., Columbus.— How would it affect pattern and penetration to
Ans. It would not do
crease paper shells between powder and shot?
any good, possibly harm. One thing it would give— a first-class recoil,

E. H.A., Brooklyn.—For omplete North Woods camping ointlt Bee
" Wallace's Guide to the Adlrondacks," pages 2fls to 260. Tne directions
Wc can send you the book for
there given are very comprehensive.
$2.
L. W, H.—A squid is an oetopod or decapod—the long-armed creature
which abounds in the seas, It is found of all sizes, from an inch or two
long to 40 and 50 ft. It Is the favorite food of the cod and of all other

Pound

fish.

all

along our coast.

A

tent 6xS feet will accommodate two campers.
V. E. S., Boston.—
The larger it is the more comfortable, however. To cook by your camp
fire you can form a rest by placing two or three large stones together,

or two forked slicks into the ground
cross piece.

and suspend your

kettle

from a

tlirec

F. E., Cincinnati.— English setter, five months old, has sores all
over his head and eyes ; hair coming out of the affected parts ; slight
cough ; discharging at the eyes coat rough, and Bmells bad ; no appeAns. Has
tite. My greyhound died this morning of the same disease.
maDge, and exhibits early symptoms of distemper.

W.

OOTSOBT JOTTINGS.

;

—The Hartford Times Mites that Mrs. Gilbert has a "certain win" in
one game, and an advantage in two others In the International
Tourney. Mr. Gossip is her opponent. If this be true, and the games
were played with that skill which Mr. Gossip Is reputed to be the
possessor of, then this lady is a much stronger player than has been
asserted. Although we have hitherto expressed no opinion on the correspondence play of this lady amateur, wa have neverthe ess considered her play ot a high order, and should not be surprised should she
Witt the title of " Champion Correspondence Player of America." But
few will deny that the claims of correspondence players have not been
Butllciontly recognized by the chess public, and it ocenrs to us that now
AVe therefore call upon all lovers of
Is a proper tune to urge them.
chess to contribute towards a fund for a grand national correspondence
tournament, In which the chief prize is to be a Championship Cup.
We appoint John G. Belden, of the Hartford Times, Treasurer pro tem
and also clothe him with mil power and authority to appoint a committee to establish ru.es, etc., to govern the tournament, challenges to
the winner, the length of timo the Championship Cup le to be held
before It rests, etc. Should the chess public harden its heart against
this suggestion, we doubt not but what some one will donate a ChamLet us give the ladies an equal chance to secure subpionship Cup.

New

Orleans.— My setter

is frequently taken with tremendous
He staggers
take him out hunting falls in fits.
and Is then seined with spasms, Ans. He
may be suffering from an obstinate constipation. Give him small doses
of sulphur three or four times a week, and a dose of castor oil on Ihe

S. E.,

colic,

«b

If

and whenever

I

afraid of something,

alternate days.

H. L., Versailles, Mo.—Please give name of some good duck shooting
Ans. You will And in
resort, accessible from St. Louis by my boat!
the neighborhood of La Grange, Mo, and Lima, 111., many lakes, ponds,
1
sloughs, etc., where there are great quantities of all kinds of wild fow
and various other game, and good fishing Loo. You will have no difficulty In finding good board at the farm-houses, although we are unable
,

,

stantial oliesB honors.

—The acoro in the International Tonrney now, stands : Eogland, 8
drawn, 2. Bring up that coach, Belden, at a " right
America, 7
smart" trot, and crowd 'em In. We will stroll along in advance, and,
If not lost, will meet you at the Btalion.
;

the contumacious Secretary of the Am.cuess and Problem Assoe'n, at last announces that the nameB of the non-prize winners
In the recent tourney of the Association will be published in the Eiifiss
(this, we infer, is the only organ of the Association I) "Just as soon
asnpacewlll permit." The l.roudsiue recently published In a weekly
journal seems to have awakened this derelict official to a sense of his
duly, Theonlcial discourtesy displayed by Mr. McKlm Is reprehensible,

—Mr. McKlm,

ami he should be

called

upon

proper au-

you any names.

Rifle, Springfield.— 1. Tell me the price of Oriental Falcon Ducking
2. Also the price of Creodmoor brand of Orange Powder
Is your opinion of Inclosed style of target, to be used at lone;.
range 7 4. Will the American Team for lSlfl shoot at Crecdmoor in
September? Ans. 1. $1 per pound. 2. 75 cents. 3. A good idea, but
has been frequently suggested. 4. Not yet decided.

Powder
3. What

C. H., Peoria.—1. 1b Ihe Winchester rifle—model of 1878, 211n. long—
a suitable arm for target practice at short range, say not above 400 yds.
or would the model of 1S715, 231n. long, or any other make of rlile be
more adapted for that purpose 1 2. Whore can T buy iron -targets' ot
;

different descriptions?
latter.

2.

w ttiewi Ittiig.of

M SWW rjfcmon

1

]fl

(K

miw.iiT«ntea

Ans.

1.

Both would do, but would prefer the

Address James A. Diiaond,

A. G. K.,

New

211.

W.

83d st, City.

York.— For an Adirondack tour you will

find very

satisfactory information in "Wallace's Guide to the Adirondack's" and
in Hallock's " Sportsman's Gazetteer," Guides charge $2.60 and $3 pelless

to the Woods, and unpropose to take, we oannot give you dctiyou ha,vo no DitiUe, go W A, «. Fuller'*, M.esflham

There are Boveral different routes of entry

day.

wo know which one you

Dltq information,

thorities,

*wbi.eo,uMit

to resign his position by too

to give

I***!

U

L. B., Ames,

Iowa.— My

setter dog, eight,

months

old,

when

run-

;

wrong till recently, when a number of small running aoreB appeared
on the outside of the base of the oar. Otherwise his health is perfect
Ans. Perhaps has canker of the ear.
A. M. G., FlainOeld, N. J.— Taxidermy : "Brown's Manual," $1
" Taxidermists' Manual," ll.fco. Kills shooting " Wlngute's Manual,'
:

" Perry'a Modern Observations on Kino Shooting," $1 ; " Judge
on the Rifle," $1. Best work on boat building Is Nellson'a
"Boat Building for Amateurs;" for small ya«hts, "Kemp's Manual."
Can procure ell her for you. First cos: a $1.50, latter about t'10. Per
canoes see " Canoe and Flying Proa," published by tho Harpers and
$1.60

;

Gllrtersleeve

'•

Canoeing

In

Kanuekia," some publishers,

E. M. E., Hancock.—The question of ribs on a gun, and how high they
shonld rise above barrels at the breech, ia a very much mooted point
Old guns do not show it.
About twenty years ago it commenced to be
In favor.
We do not see any good reason for having a high rldgo
between the barrels. Ho not think it would affect shooting much In
any way. A glaBs ball should be thrown some 30 ft. For a 12 bore, at
85 yds., 2-3 of the counted pellets la a maximum target. As to putting a
9 and 12 bore together, so as to make them equal, we would advise that
both guns be loaded with 3X dra. powder. The 9 bore ought to glvo
greater penetration, as it can stand a bigger charge of powder.
StrusoniBKB, Norfolk.—!. I have a pup three and a half months old,
the mother a thoroughbred pointer, the father a pure English setter,
points perfect except tail which Is inclined to curl.
Does that defect denote any bad stock?
I raised the mother and know she has
never bred from any but pure breeds. Would you advise me to dock
his tail 7
He poluted his first quail last Sunday. 2. In boat racing
when judges decide a dead heat and the referee sayB he could not tell
which boat crossed the score first, how should the race be decided and
bets thereon ? Ans. Can glvo no advice about such mixed blood. You
have a dropper. Don't cut his tall. We would say it would do no good.
No bad stock shown, but you can't tell when you Jumble up two breeds
of dogs.
2. I tjudges declare the boat race a dead heat and referee
concuiB, as we understand ho did from your letter, tho result muat be
declared a draw and all bets are off, each party having his money returned in full, neither party winning.
all

M. J. D., Bay Ridge.— We have record of three Mystics. One ia a
steam-yacht built by Mallory, and the property of Mr. B. S. Chapln
she la 72ft, on water line. The second Is a Binall sloop belonging to the
International Yacht Club of Detroit, and the third is the schooner yon
refer to. She was built by Lennox, of Brooklyn, in either 1857 or 1861,
and altered in 1869 and 1S73. Owned some time ago by Mr. W. G.
Creamer, and at present by Vice-Commodore Hall, of the Brooklyn
Yacht Club. During her alterations she was considerably lengthened,
and from this probably arlsea your aupposition that there ia a large and
and small schooner In theac waters by that name. At least, we know
of only Mr. Hail's schooner Mystic. If there Is a small schoaner by that
name also, she certainly doea not belong to any recognized yacht club,
and haa made very little noise In the world, or we should know about
her. Com. Hall's Mystic is 6irt. 3in. on water line, and 80 tons N. M.
a. it. K., Carlisle.— About three years ago our stream here was
stocked with lot) black bass which averagsd about a pound in weight
We aro now takiug tine
ilsbtng waa allowed until this summer.
baskets, some of the fish weighing as high as two and a half pounds.
Are these large ones some of the original stock ? What size would a
bass a year old be 1 Is It true that both tlsb ure never absent from the
spawning bed at the same time? Do they raise 20 per oent. more of
Aus. The black bass you are catchtheir young than any other fish ?
The growth of two
ing are undoubtedly the ilsh you have preserved.
and a half pounds in throe years is by no means extraordinary.
have heard of a four pound fish raised in four years. But, very possibly
It is true that the parent
your original Ilsh were older than a year.
llsh do not abandon their nest and so a larger proportion of fish can be
raised than from most other species. For particular 6treams the microp-

no

lected cocoons of the silk-worm.

side,

m

E

K,,

best defence.

B-KC5 and Castles.

A move

Ya.— Grayling would not

D. J. L., South Boston, Mass.— Write to W. F. White, St.
Topcka, Kan , for a copy of the " Hooky Mountain Tourist."

Is inferior.

All this Is according to the books, but the quality of the last move
la considered very questionable.
(d) According to Cook, Black's boat play here ib q Kt-B3, followed by
(e)

is

W.— Can you give me

they cease breeding?
Ans.
age the female does not breed.

(c)

Black's P's on the

P.,

1).

Highlands.—Your story of " The Fishing Pole, or the

|

Game

—We cannot compare one gun with another, and must

Howardsville, Albemarle Co.,
thrive in your regien of country.

(White King on QB6.)

1—B-K3
2-Q mutes

Batavla

B.,

respectfully decline answering.

T.

ning suddenly slops and listens, turns his head to one side, then to the
other, as If he heard some sound close to him
then giving his head a
shake, he runs on, to repeat, the same pantomime a few rods further.
I have examined his ears, and washed them, but could deteot nothing

Wo

terns

is

among

the best of llsh

;

not ouly gamey, but excellent food.

H. B. 1C, Lake Mendota.—The cinchona rubra cure for drunkenness
some time since given by Dr. D'Unger in the Chicago Tribune, is
vouched for by that physician. We have never seen any trial of it.
Dr. D'Unger says: "The commercial crown bark (Soxa) comts in
ceroons, and in each of these is mixed bark. Have the small quills
picked out. They are ten to fifteen inches long, sonietlnius splra'shaped. Any of the importing bouses who get bark from England or
France (where the most of this particular variety Is first shipped) can
procure It, but will charge from $2 to $5 per pound for it. The manner
in which 1 concoct the cinchona that I use lii my practice is to make a
pint out of one pound. I get the bark in the •' quill" form mostly, and
as

pulverize It Juat before the displacing operation is beguu. I cover tho
pulverized bark with water, and keep it over night (or twelvo hours)
thus saturated, afterward using dilute alcohol, altering slowly until a
pint la obtained. If the tincture does not look a very dark reddishbrown, I re-filter until it does. The dose I administer Is usually a teaspoonful three or four times a day, or as often as the patient craves a
drink. In some cases, when the party is strong and vigorous, and
when the nervous system has not been too much shattered, I increase
the dose to two, and sometimes three, teaspoonfulB, and very rarely do
I use anything else, except it may be where there is great restlessness
and Insomnia, then I administer full doses (ten to twenty grains) of the

bromide of potassa."
Cabbink, Bed Cloud Agency, D. T.—1 have a ,4S cal. Sharps sporting
weighs lOXIbs., 30in. barrel; using Government cartridge, .45
Which cartridge
cal., 65 aud 70 grs. powder— weight of bullet, 405 grs.
Wiil not the70-grain
Is the most effective on game up to 250 yds.7
cartridge have a flatter trajectory than the 65-gralD, thereby increasing
the cbauce of striking the object 7 But In case of either one striking,
which has the most power to disable? I find, in shooting at a common
pine box, that the 70 grain makes a clean hole in entering, atld nearly
so m going out; the 55-graiu makes a clean hole on entrance, but a
Jagged, and from two lo three times as largo on leaving (going out) as
the 70. (Understand the box to be 3ft. square, made of lln. pbie, with
int. space between, giving the penetration at 21n., the second board
being Hie one In which the bullet leaves the ragged hole.) What ia the
cause? Ans. The heavier loaded cartridge would, theoretically, have
the flatter trajectory, but at 250 yds. the difference would bo Immaterial. Your second question involves along train of reasoning to make
an answer plain. Heavy charges of powder, as In the Express rlile,
Willi light bullets, give the greatest impact, and produce the most terrible effect on game. Proportionate charges— that is, of ball to powder
—giving high velocities, wbeu the ball enters an animal, It passes
through but little changed inform. Decreaae tho powder and keep
the weight uf the ball the same, and a large, tearing wound la made.
In the KxpresB bullet It is not only the Heavy charge of powder and the
light, lull which makes a piojectue BfiEfMdi but the construction of the
ball—a hollow one— aids the change in the form. If we were to use
both the cartridges you load with, wc believe that the lighter load
would be belter to drop game than the bigger one, No>v as to tho
reason: You nan Wioot a HBii fflrougil I pane oi pu» aim not |u DM
rifle,

—

:
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FOR THE FEVER STRICKEN
OF THE SOUTH.

CITIES

presumptuous to a high degree to say that
" the cordiality, fairness, manliness and digni'y which have
all previous International rifle contests will
not be sustained in the estimation of foreign competitors, or
by our own more thoughtful countrymen, by any such imtruth, besides

characterized

OUR appealOn

most generously reto Mayor Ely $172,
This last contribution was

for funds has been so far

plied to.

we turned over

Sept. 6th

and on September 7th, $143.

made up

as follows
R.B.Eooaevelt
Amateur BiOe Club
Centennial Rifle Club
This with the former

aginary walkover match and claim of victory."
Suppose that the Elcho Shield contest should for any
reason be left to a single country, would not the team of

:

$100
25

J. B,

So

Crook

3

total of $315.

trophy

We

"Palma." There is the ownership of the trophy, there is the record, and there is as well
the succession. If the team men of 1877 were desirous of
neglect to coutest for the

the following

Ely,

amounts

A Lady (through Messrs. Abbey

A WfcliKLY

and aquatic srokts, practical natural history,
Fish Cultdrb, thk Protection of Gams, preservation of Forests,
and the Inculcation in Men and Women of a Healthy Interest
in Out-Door Recreation and Study

kv0ted to

flelij

Conroy, Bissett & Malleson
Basil, Bound Brook, N. J

Total amount sent

The generous

PUBLISHED BY

nobly, but alas

mi

10

Broadway

H. O.

W

(old

^tresttf ^nbUshittg (feomgatiji..
No.

103)

more money

FULTON STREET, NBW YORK,

[Post Office

Box

who

1

is

!

contribution

care

Twenty-Hve per cent,

off lor

Two

Clubs of

or more,

demands made are still very great. Much
It must be borne in mind that when

Advertisements should bs sent In by Saturday of each week,

if

pos-

Blble.

All transient advertisements
or they will not be inserted.

must be accompanied with the money

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.
*.*

Any

publisher inserting onr prospectus as above one time, with

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto,
to us, will receive the

NEW

Forest and Stream

and sending marked copy

for one year.

TORE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

how

Will not
or

all

it

our friends contribute

where they send

the survivors

is

privation in the South is inde-

their

We

?

money, so that

it is

12, 1878.

SOME

of the

members

To Correspondents.
Bud be addressed to the Forest aud Stream Publishing Company.
Names will not be published if obj ectlon be made. No anonymouB com-

1878.

of the old team are of opinion that

the riflemen of this country are "spoiling for a
match," when it is proposed to carry out the programme
laid down and shoot over the ranges for the " Palma,"
One
even in the absence of any competing team.
of our contemporaries thinks that no thoughtful American,
with the welfare of rifle shooting and of true sportsmanship at heart, would countenance the idea of a team
claiming the International trophy without obtaining it
Very true all that
in a manly way in an honorable contest.
is, but when it is pointed out that a " walk-over" or contest
without the presence of a competing team is such a claim we
take issue on behalf of the National Rifle Association and
the real interests of

All communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith

do not

devoted

humanity.

INTERNATIONAL MATCH OF

;

one inch.

rifle

practice.

It

may

be, first of

all,

admitted that the winning of the match by a team of 1878
will put the team of 1877 out of the way and take from it
any actual control, and it may be this half-dozen honored
experts are referred to by our esteemed contemporary when
it says that it " echoes the sentiments of that body of marksmen who have labored and contributed in and out of season

munications will be regarded.

and have secured a supremacy as men and marksmen that
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
may well be emulated." Their supremacy as men we leave
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brie
to the general public to decide; but as marksmen there are
notes of their movements and transactions.
many who emulate their supremacy, and, judging from the
Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may.
competition scores recently published in our pages, it cernot be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service if money tainly looks as though their present supremacy was to be
swept away very effectively. It is both ungenerous and unremitted to ub is lost. No person whatever 1b authorized to collect
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the just to throw down a sweeping slur against the competiundersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.
tions for places because no official scorers were provided,
Trade supplied by American News Company.
It is often
and to speak of the record as of no value.
CHARLES JIAI.I.Ol'K, Editor.
bandied about at Crccdmoor that So-and-Sos big record
S. H. TORRILL, Chicago,
T. 0. BANKS,
was doubtful, because he kept his own score; but in
Western Manager.
Business Manager.
an experience of five years on the National Rifle Association range we can say that no direct attempt to mislead
Dootobs in the Field. A busy, hard-working class of by false entries has ever been detected among the longmen are our physicians. But no one knows better than they range men. If every man is to be judged a rogue until be
do the hygienic value of a respite from the routine of duties proves to be honest, suchau accusation might have ageneral
and from the cares and anxieties which are the most weary- ground, but the very motive the long-range men have for
ing part of the profession. They fully appreciate the good participating in their sport, and the foolishness of attemptthat comes from a tramp after the birds and the fishes, or a ing to get a reputation as a shot on false scores, would efsimple jaunt to the pure air of the mountains and prairies. fectually sweep away any such notion, even were the persoMany of our most charming sketches of sporting travel and nal characters of the men visiting Creedmoor a sufficient
adventure are contributed by the doctors. They know how guarantee of the scores turned in. Certain it is that thOBe
to bag a good amount of game, to return with pleasing eviwho will by hint and nod try to discredit another's score
dences of angling skill, and not infrequently their names never come forward and make their charges openly, where
appear at the head of the rifle and shot-gu scoresn. If more effective punishment would follow their proof. But enough
men and women followed their example, instead of draw- of that. There is no evidence, not even the shadow of a
ing the cork of the medicine bottles, the doctors would have doubt, against the scores credited to the team of 1878, and for

W

—

more time

to play.

—

To ah Editor Turned Showman. Dear Sir: In your issue
September 8, you have a " Menagerie " column, in
which the antics of sundry strange and curious beasts make
up a great moral show, which you claim is harmless to the
of Sunday,

gaping multitude. You will pardon us for intimating that
Beveral of the most wonderful creatures were once our own.
"We claim the credit of having introduced them to the public.
This credit you deny us. Put the tags on the cages, Mr.
Showman ; the people want to know where the specimens
are from.

ternational Military

Match

to be held this

able to arrange this business,
will soon

America is ready to answer with a long-range
any time.
It now remains to consider the policy of having a match,
It is nonor rather a shoot, when no competitor appears.
sense to apply the maxim that, "You cannot win where
you cannot lose." To bet on a sure thing is dishonest b ut

shown
team

make

fall.

and are hopeful

We trust to be
that

theix first j appearance at

'
'

the boys

Oreedmoor

that

at

;

the principle of walk-overs to establish claims is as old as
hills, and no one should know this better than a born

the

and bred horse man.

The

S.

n blue "

the high average shown, those gentlemen deserve only praise
and commendation. If they take no further step, they have

—*-—

Ship Saratoga.—We had the pleasure of a visit
from Capl. W. D. Evans, commanding TJ. S. ship Saratoga,
which arrived at this port on Thursday last. Captain Evans
was aDxious to learn about the fate of the Carolina rail, which
had been caught by him some 350 miles at sea, and which our
readers may remember had been confided to our care. We
were happy to inform Captain Evans that the bird was doing
This officer is anxious that the navy should stand
quite well.
in iine w.th tl e army and the citizen soldiers at thecoming InU.

selves as the

wanted.

to the cause of suffering

Advertising Rates.
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line outside page, 40 cents.
Bpecial rates for three, six and twelve months. Notices in editorial
columns, 60 cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

to-day,

is,

heart of the country has responded so far
the

fact of a walk-over

future contests; or,

if

it

match
has any

in 1878 in nowise affects
effect, it

helps by estab-

lishing a precedent, as our cbfcnces for keeping the

on

this side

the ocean

is

much

through the paces on the
it

stronger

off years,

if

when

" Palma"

we can put a team
foreign-teams find
on our ranges;

either impolitic or inexpedient to appear

and then
record

is

shooting

body of riflemen here the International score
guide to what is doing in the best long-range

to the

a

circles.

men are willing to give their time and effort to fill
the gap of an empty year, and to give an impetus to home
If these

by their example, it is an ill-nf.tured critic indeed
who would Bay them nay, and it is aa far as can be from the
practice

were open, and they could have perpetuated themchampion riflemen by earning and holding the
title, and, losing it, nothing befits them in their " supremacy
as men and marksmen " than a quiet retirement.
None will deny that for comparative uses with the figures*
of other years the scores made by a team shooting without
any rivalry on adjoining targets is as good as could be. Tobe sure there is a loss of the notoriety, the crowds andl
general confusion which attends the spectacle of two or more
teams fighting side by side for the supremacy. But boats
go over courses to beat time. Courses are walked over.
Horses compete, aud why not riflemen exert themselves to>
distance anything ever before put down on the cards. Such.
is the feat which the team of 1878 have set before themselves.
It is to show the world that, do as they may, foreign riflemen will always find in America a squad able to go a little
belter.
If this be " jockeying," then have Messrs. Jackson,
Rathbone and their fellows set themselves to a wicked piece
of business; but as there is no petty trifle of money to be
picked up as last year, and but little newspaper notoriety,
it becomes, if there ever was such a match, one for pure
glory and honor. The men are amateurs in the sense which
no American team has yet been.
In shooting over the
ranges without the accompaniment of a visiting team the
men will be doing nothing out of the common, nothing that
it is not perfectly proper should be done, and if they make
for places

by sportsmen's

The misery and

suffer.

scribable.

888?.]

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

keeping themselves in the posts as custodians of the trophy
and possible controllers of the next match, the competitions

1

5

the heads of families arc stricken by death

NO. Ill

15

T. Williamson, Leesburg, Va,...

$347.

:

potest

J. E.

$10

fclnibrfe)

JOU.tftAL,

section go over the course aud claim the record and the
for the year ? There is something to lose by a

that,

10

amount made a
His Honor, Mayor

have to-day sent to

& Co

Kimball, Qaullleur

j

(.as

everything leads us to suppose they will) a rattling high
have legitimately earned the right to inscribe
the wreath of 1878.

score, they will

"America" on

THE RIGHT
THE

case of

Geo.

came

IN FISH PONDS.

Edward H. Seaman

W. Leo

is

to our notice

against Luther B.

one of particular

some years

ago.

interest,

We may

Lee and
and which

say, at that

when the matter was brought before us by
Mr. Seaman for advice, trout culture was commencing to take
a definite form, though the laws protecting fish ponds were
not yet well determined. The plaintiff, Mr. E. H, Seaman
time, in 1873-74,

had

built in 1873, at considerable expense, trout ponds, situated near the town of Hempstead, in Queens County, New
York, for the purpose of raising fish. These ponds were fed

by a brook and natural

springs, the latter being in the ponds
In 1874 Luther B. Lee and Geo. W. Lee dug a
ditch from their house, on their lands adjoining the lands of
Mr. Seaman, flowing through some ground owned by William

themselves.

S.

Hicks, so that

it

entered upon the land of the plaintiff.

This ditch, so the complaint stated, "carried the water anddrainage of the Lee house and other deleterious, noxious, unwholesome and pernicious substances and fluids, with refuse
matter, resulting from the washing of oil barrels and from
the manufacture of varnishes, into the fish ponds owned by

Mr. Seaman, from whence arose the destruction of his

trout.

The suit was brought on the 13th of July, 1874 the trial
commenced in September, 1875, H. W. Onderdonk, Esq.,
;

being attorney for the plaintiff, Messrs. Morris and Pearsall
for the defendants, the referee being R. Ingraham, Esq.

The

suit

was concluded

in July, 1876, in favor of the plain-

tiff.

From

Term

of the second department,

this decision

an appeal was taken

to the General

when the judgment of the
From this decision,
was unanimously confirmed.

referee

no appeal can now be taken.
were brought up as evidence
by the plaintiff. The appearance of a greasy scum on the
surface of the pond seems to have had almost an immediate

owing

to lapse of time,

Some very

effect

interesting points

upon the

flsh.

The growth

of

oonfervia

seemed

checked, and it disappeared. In fact, it becomes quite apparent by readiog the testimony, that no sooner had the drain
been run into the ponds by the Messrs. Lee than the fish com-

menced

Mr. Seaman having secured the services

to suffer.

of Mr. James Hyatt, a practical chemist, samples of

the

water from the pond were taken, and with proper tests the
presence of impurities in abnormal quantity was found in the
ponds. Some experiments were made by Mr. Hyatt, to determine the quantity of soap in water which would

The evidence given by Mr. W. H. FurmaD,
fishculturist, is

kill fish.

the well

known

quite noticeable, in regard to impurities In

" Impuri-

In his deposition Mr. Furman states
They will live in
ties affect fish, but it depends on the kind.
impure water, but can't grow. Could not tell what an oily
do,
unless I knew what it was.
scum in the water would
Soap will kill fish. If the surface was covered with oil or
grease from soap it would kill the fish. I think any kind of
soap will kill fish soda and oil would either of them kill
Am acquainted with the plant confervia; it resembles
trout.
fish ponds.

;

;

cotton, only

it is

green.

It ia

what ia

called frog spittle, that

1
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grows from the bottom and bears seed. I have known it to
grow in the purest spring water. I think, if it indicates anything, it would indicate pure water
grows very rapidly if
the water is clear and pure. This is beneficial as furnishing
:

shade for the fish."

The efforts of the lawyers for the defence made very little
attempt to evade the fact that their clients did run their drain
What they tried to show was that
into the plaintiff's ponds.
Mr. Seaman's fish died because his ponds were not sufficiently
shaded, or that if impurities arose in the. plaintiff's ponds, it
Air. Seaman had a very strong case,
cattle.
it may be seen by a careful reading of the law
paper— some 100 pages— that a good deal of testimony on
both sides was necessary in order to prove some very self-evi-

was caused by
though, as

dent

facts.

We

must congratulate Mr. Seaman on having won his case,
which was undoubtedly one of principle and in defence of
the rights of fish culture. In fact, Seaman vs. Lee is a test
case, and may considered as establishing the proper precedent
in such matters.
•

RENTING GROUNDS FOR SHOOTING.
a late
IN moors

London

is

an article on the Scotch
gives an apercu of the

Spectator,

found, which, as

it

may

be novel to many of
us.
Sixty years ago Scotland, though not a terra incognita,
seems to have been discovered for English
sportsmen by Sir Walter Scott. If the Spectator \s to be
credited, it was the Wizard of the North wh# almost invented
grouse shooting. It was the Lady of the Lake which made
Scotland fashionable.
Before that time the stretches of
purple heather and their wealth of moor-fowl were unknown

methods employed

there,

119

ful issue of these should have been quite

enough to have led
the sandbag infliction, imposed upon the

to the abolishing of

subHcquent open regatta of Newburgh but not the slightest
attempt was made by those in authority to do away with a
crying evil, which bears so heavily on all followers of the
sport, upon amateur sailors or machine jockeys alike.
What
;

Newburgh

good for a dozen others
flat, skimming dish,
huge spars, bowsprit as long as the yacht, itself, boom' still
longer, and canvas enough to drive a gas tank through the
water then pile up your saud bugs a dozen deep, and climb
out to windward win, or incontinently capsize— that is the
yacht racing of the present day
When may we hope to see
a change for the better
when will there be a prospect of
substituting bona ji<ie yachts of small dimensions for the
veriest sailing machines that man ever devised ?
All praise
to the efforts of the Central Hudson and Monmouth Beach

applies to the

regatta holds

sailed in metropolitan waters.

A small,

;

;

'.

;

yacht clubs

adjacent farms command from $30 to $00 the acre. Crops
this year are exceptionally good, the yield of wheat
rising al-

most

possess.

and to the

development of real seamanship. All praise to the Eastern
clubs the Dorchester, Nuhasset and Beverly most conspicuous among them which have long ago done away with the
pernicious custom of a store-full of dry goods dragging a
mountain of rubbish through the water- in a big saucepan.

—

—

of ante-bellum times, while the corn
the bins and houses that the farmers
have to be left in the field.

all

will

A

son Valley, famous for
interest, will rival

comfort and

all

its

New

beauty,

its fertility,

and

its historic

Jersey or Massachusetts in wealth

the delights of rural

life.

I have not said a word about the magnificent
scenery
around Rapidan, simply because it utterly transcends
my
powers of description.
q.,
.».

^

.

jg

[from a staff correspondent.]

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS.
No.

T N my last

3.

you very briefly some of the
*Incidents of my stay at Jones' Rauche on tbe Medicine
Bow River and my short hunt near the base of Elk Mountain.
Since my return from that country it has been the scene of
a
most shocking tragedy in which two good nnd brave men were
foully murdered by a gang of train robbers.
On the afternoon of August 1 7 a diabolical plot to wreck
letter I detailed to

and rob the western-bound passenger train on the D. P. R. R.,
near Medicine Bow, was frustrated by the vigilance of the section foreman, and attempts were at once made to follow
and

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
CORRESPONDENT

it

when the times improve. Population, already thick, will become dense, and in after years the Rapi-

last

Die future design of our small yachts,

of

others will follow

—

vital to

Much

Gentlemen of wealth from Baltimore and New Orleans have
purchased large farms here and erected handsome residences
on them.
few Northern men have also settled here, and

break through the baneful habit of
shifting ballast, and sailing matches with the floor down over
all weight, and limiting crews to rational numbers
the only
two that have in this vicinity ventured upon an innovation
to at

maximum

to the

promises to overflow

with many readers for capture the perpetrators of the
outrage.
The robbers had reHe is apparenlly amazed moved the straps and spikes from a rail
just east of a short
"Reebuck"
forgets that
bridge which spans a dry gulch between Coues and Medicine
to the Sassenach.
Then came the demand for peat-flavored
Fobest and Stbeam and Rod and Gun is read by Bow, and had attached
whisky and Highland tartans, and money was made by moor- the
to each end of the rail pieces of stout
letting.
Nowadays extensive moors can be hired for about young and old— by those to whom life is just beginning, and wire. The rail was left in position so that the engineer of the
by those older and more experienced. If we have replied for approaching train could not see that
fifteen pence per acre.
Their rental is, of course, but a poranything was wrong, and
the thousandth time that a 10-bore is adapted to this kind of the purpose
of the desperadoes was evidently to draw the rail
tion of the outlay. Expenses of travel have to be added,
and the many comforts and conveniences the sportsman re- shooting and a 12-bore to another kind, we are quite willing from its position just as the engine reached

A.

quires increases the cost.

It

is

not unusual to rent for a

couple of months as much as eight or ten thousand acres of
land at a cost of ±'500. An idea has gone apparently abroad
in England, since the sportsmen sell their game, that " a

good thing " is made out of the poulterers' account. Some
such sales from Leadenhall Market are given, which show
that from a particular moor, where 458 birds were turned in,
the gross receipts were £47 17s. lid., or 2s. Id. per bird.
Estimating then a rental and expenses at £'030, it would require the marketing of 4,000 brace of grouse in order to make
up the disbursements. In the case where the person renting
«. moor would assume the character of the pot-hunter, the
keen desire to make both ends meet might result in the utter
killing of every bird on the land.
In order to prevent this,
canny " grouse lairds " sometimes only rent on the condition
of furnishing a keeper, who may cheek the greed of the lessee.
In old times, when driving was not in use, such havoc among

was impossible. Beating over the grounds, then,
with the muzzle-loader, with good dogs, making some twenty

the birds

miles a day, for four days in the week, the sportsman's bag
would average about a brace of birds per mile gone over.
It is the sensible

which

strikes us.

and economic idea embodied in

What

this article

possible degradation can there be in

which a man cannot eat or give away ?
other day passing through Fulton Market, we noticed
some of the finest striped bass we had ever seen. On inquiring about them, we were told the fish came every now and
then from some well-known fishing clubs to the eastward, and,
from the excellence of the fish, they always commanded a
high price. The time will come when gentlemen sportsmen,
desirous of chicken-shooting, will be glad to hire some thousands of acres of good ground from the Western farmers. In
fact we know now that this is the case. That sportsmen may sell
such game as they do not use, has this English precedent. Of
course the debit and credit account no one is so mercenary as
to wish to have exactly balanced. Tbe grand surplus of
profit is in the pleasure and health such sport gives.
If wellregulated leases were made by sportsmen and farmers, coverdisposing of the birds

The

.

ing the time, say of 100 days, with proper restrictions as to
the numbers of guns, dogs and close days in the week, we see
that there would accrue to all parties a great deal of solid

gain and comfort.

One

finds fault

the questions they ask us.

the simplicity of the queries.

at

keep on answering the same question. We expect to print
gun as long as anybody is in ignorance

to

the exact load for a

or a gun is shot.
Why should we lose patience ? Among
the numerous easy questions and answers which " Reebuck "
smiles at, there comes occasionally one which puts us to our
mettle. The questions sent us are often very suggestive, and

have been the cause of making us study up many a doubtful
We have one now on hand which, in its development,
will possibly give quite novel points in rifle shooting.
It
point.

speaks well,

we

cater to, that so

we wished

thiuk, of the intelligence of the audience

many leading

questions are asked of us.

wo
If

to extend the limits of our

column by introducing
into it the settlement of wagers on games of cards, "Reebuck " might find fault with us. Our readers seem to appreciate our efforts to satisfy a natural thirst for information, and
few weeks pass that we are not thanked for curing dogs, or
settling doubtful points as to the make of guns or the best
ways of rendering them effective. We believe that fishermen
throughout the country have had the advantage of most valuable information derived from our column of Questions and
Answers. Of course, we wince at times—when sixteen questions, for instance, are sent to

man
we

us ia one string, or when a

know who lives next door to him.
our business to take trouble, and to fulfill as well as
can the task we have accepted. If, then, as our corres-

But

in Boston wants to

it is

pondent amusingly asks, some one were to propose to us the
"1. What iB the proper charge for my
foflowing questions
:

gun to kill cats on my back fence by moonlight ? 2. Which
makes the best gun barrel, Jersey elder or Florida cane ?" we
would refer the first to Mr. Burgh and the second to "Reebuck " himself. As it is, send in your questions and you shall
be answered to the best of our

[from

otjr

abilities.

own oorbebpondent]

THE LOVELY VALE OF RAPID AN.
I

to

Rapidan, Va., Aug. 13. 1878.
you from the hospitable residence of Mr. P. B.

Jones, Jr., a lover of horses and au ardent sportsman.

Un -

fortunately this valley, one of the loveliest and most fertile in
all Virginia, has been so denuded by the ravages of war as to

most

morning's sport for this delicious bird, given last Saturday to
my host, had to be declined in consequence of the extremely

quite positive is that

interested.

THE

bers just across the river in Culpeper.

An

invitation

to

a

hot weather.

SHIFTING BALLAST.
abominable

nuisance of shifting ballast

is still

in

cruisers as well as racers, that can give enjoyment, and in-

m

much as lead to success rivalry on only
one of the salient points of the sport. But two clubs in the
neighborhood of New York have this season taken steps in
struction equally as

the right direction for the advancement of legitimate yacht
racing. The members of the Central Hudson Yacht Club
sailed several

matches with " fixed

ballast,"

and the success-

if

it

would have been an easy matter to
and in any

necessary, the remaining passengers,

event the express and mail cars could have been robbed, and
the valuables of the dead and wounded secured. For ingenuity and utterly reckless disregard of human life this outrage
could scarcely have been excelled. Little wonder that demons
who could develope such apian would not stick at the murder

two men whom they had in their power.
the morning of August 18 some citizens of Medicine
went to the scene of the attempted robbery, found the
tracks of eight horses and followed the trail for a short
distance.
It led in the direction of Elk Mountain and
the citizens, not feeling themselves strong enough to
cope with the
outlaws, returned to tbe town and sent out two men,
Robert
Widdowfield, a deputy sheriff, and Tip Vincent, who were
to
follow the trail carefully and, after seeing in what
direction it
led, to return to Medicine Bow and report.
The two men
started out on Monday morning, and that afternoon
a party of
surveyors, at work on the foothills of the mountains,
saw them
enter Rattlesnake canyon which lies between Elk
Mountain and
Code's Mountain.
Shortly after the two men disappeared inof

On

Bow

to the gorge, the surveyors heard brisk firing for
a few moments and, as they were ignorant of what had taken place
at
the railroad, they supposed that the travelers had found some
game.
Shortly afterwards seven mounted men, one of them
leading an extra horse, were seen to emerge from the canyon
and ride off.
From that time until three days ago nothing
was heard of Widdowfield and Vincent then a party of twen;

ty

mounted men who camo down from Rawlins found

their

and fifty yards further up the canyon than his companion and
was shot twice through the head, twice through the heart and
twice in the abdomen Widdowfield was shot in four places.
It seems altogether probable that the two men, not
suspecting
that the outlaws had stopped in the canyon, had been following up the old trail and, having been seen by the scout posted
by the gang, were ambushed and slaughtered without the op-

and upon Clark's Mountain, a mile or two off, catamount have been killed within the last tkree years. In the
Rapidan River, which flows around this magnificent farm,
but few fish worth catching are found but higher up, on one
of the tributaries of the Rapidan the Robinson River— trout
;

—

are plentiful.

portunity of firing a shst having been given.

were brought into Carbon for burial.
It is hardly necessary to say that

this

Their bodies

dreadful act has

awakened the greatest indignation throughout this whole
country, and should the robbers be taken their shrift would
probably be a short one.
Both Widdowfield and Vincent
were highly esteemed by all who knew them the former was
a quiet, gentlemanly person of undoubted courage and great
popularity.
He had assisted last May in capturing a gang of
train robbers. Vincent was a frontiersman of the better stamp,
brave, a good fellow and ready to take part in anything that
;

Partridges, squirrel, hares and such small fry abound in
season,

vogue. The racing season about to draw to a close has
evinced no amelioration among that large cIbbs of yachtsmen
given to match sailing in jib-and-mainsail boats. This fact is
to be deplored. As long as sandbags decide the day, just so
long will we perpetuate the folly of building smooth-water
racing machines, instead of able little craft that can serve as

slaughter,

;

WRITE

break up the haunts of the game with which it once abounded.
Just at this time plover may be found in considerable num-

is

we had described, suggested by
the Spectator, would tend very much to make our game laws
more particularly observed. The farmers would be the parties

would naturally ensue

bodies in the canyon riddled with bullets and covered with
boughs, in lieu of burial.
Vincent was about one hundred

regulations of the character

thing which

it and thus hurl
its living freight, into the gulch, inevitably destroying two-thirds of the passengers. In the confusion which

the train, with

A trouting

turned up. Perhaps
tain

party will leave this place to-mor-

It

it

was just as well that we

when we did.
was with feelings of genuiue

left

regret that

Elk Moun-

we

left

Mr.

row or the day after. They go to a new mineral water resort, Jones's hospitable rancbe, and once more turned our faces
which has become recently so famous as to fill the barns of toward Medicine Bow, from which place we propose at once
the neighbors with visitors, there being aa yet no hotel to ac- to start for the Freeze Out Mountains. Our party is here augmented by one, Mr. Phillips, the courteous and efficient agent
commodate them.
Upon the fine estates hereabouts blooded horses and cattle of the U. P. road at Medicine Bow, to whose kindness we are
may be found, but not in numbers as of yore, and of scarcely indebted for many favors. Here wo engaged a driver, wagon
importance enough, except in a few instances, to be mentioned
by name. Land is high-priced, that in the immediate vicinity
Of Rapidan Station bringing $100 the single acre, while the

and team of mules to transport ourselves and our camp-outfit
to

our destination

amo

On Tuesday mor

the

we

hills.

pulled out from the

Bow.

On,

'

,

1
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monotonous

slow and
iouTney for the first twenty miles was
sage brush prairie which
for the road runs through a desolate
occasionally, a flock
when,
offers nothing to interest one, save
the roadside, or a frightened
of sage grouse would rise from
rattle of the wagon, -would
jackass rabbit, startled by the
sage and skurry away over
spring from his form beneath the
mules were young and only half
the prairie. Then, too, our
rise in the
often in trying to surmount some steep

yarda
rounding level, I caught sight of the game about 150
that it was a muledistant, running toward the hills, and saw
always
Now, a mule-deer, buck or doe, will almost
deer.

my

was

and were almost

The

vertical.

contrast
.

on
A few miles brought us to a high prairie, encircled
and over this we continued our way
all sides by mountains,
four o'clock in the
about
and
direction,
in a north-westerly
beautiful
reached a little brook rising from some

The location
determined to camp.
The almost omnipresent sage had here
was a charming one.
grass in which our mules
given place to a rich growth of
all sides and, though without
revelled the mountains were on
Some of them were
grand.
very
and
rugged
snow, were
others
with living pine, spruce and fir, while

we

•

thickly clothed

had been burned over and

fairly bristled

that

into
he was very fat, and the labor of packing his hams
however, and
was no light one. It was finally accomplished,
wagon ready to pull out, we took our seats, and

finding the

After pro-

were soon traveling further into the mountains.
Mr. Reed, who had
ceeding but a few miles, we picked up
He had seen
been exploring the mountains to the westward.
had found
astonishment
no game except antelope, but to my
mountains, but
bare
the
on
up
high
only
not
these animals
dead timber.
feeding amid the undergrowth in the
actually

ground they are
them, and before we can leap to the
Half a dozen shots, fired at long range,
wind.
moment they are out of sight.
fail to stop them, and in a
pitched and
On reaching our camping ground the tent is
we set off to explore the country for
then
and
supper prepared,
off like the

A

mountains

Mr. Phillips saw a cow

elk,

while

Some game

coats off

defined
it

there

again leaving Tom,
Sunrise finds Mr. Phillips and myself,
move'at ten o'clock.
on a lofty peak of the hills scrutinizclasses in hand, seated
especially
care the surrounding country,
ing with the utmost
ravines, and we have not been
timber
the creek valleys and
rewarded by seeing three deer
watching long before we are
a mile distant and commence to
emerge from a ravine ahout
After obthe valley below.
in
underbrush
feed among the
time and feeling sure from their actions
serving them for some
wide cira
made
we
spot
that
from
that they would not move
the head of the
the mountain, and reaching
cuit passing over
Here we found a
deer were feeding.
valley in which the
could obtain a view of the whole
precipice from which we
and
bluff was vertical, or overhanging
brook The face of the
bends in it fell cascades of the
irom two Utile horseshoe
faUs
these
supplied
which
rivulets
The
nurest cold water.
edge of the bluffs and the
aroLoSy a few feet from the
were
clear from the Triassic rock
fringe flowing fresh and
green moss and overhung
dark
of
masses
beautified by great
The narrow valleys into which these
willows.
curat once and their commingled
fell united almost
canyon bounded on the west by a
deep
a
rents flowed through
bluff
steep
red rock, and on the east by a
ver tieal wall of deep
The valley itself was of the softest
with sage brush.
high. Every few yards there
waist
stood
grass
Seen and the
which would afford admirable
utile copses of willows

game

The country

trail.

certainly promises well

In Vamp Among

the Freeze

plaintive as

OWN

Yo.

CORKESrONTJKNT.]

the Fin3.

of us have

St. Petersburg, Aug.

You may remember

that in

my

letter last

6,

1878.

autumn from Fin-

" as large as a donkey," that
land 1 spoke of an immense trout,
broken innumerable rods and
had snapped innumerable lines,
and I told you that
minnows,
artificial
devoured innumerable
Well, I went for
was " going for that fish next summer."
I

I

'

brother, evi-

got his younger
if I did not get him I
block. He weighed twenty pounds.
dently a chip of the same
What do you think of that for a brook trout ?
on the 27th ultimo.
The happy event took place at midnight

him and

sucoff all day with indifferent
I had been fishing on and
no great luck. At
tried it again at 9 e. »., with
cess
friends off who
some
see
to
club-house
the
to
II we returned

We

meant

morning train at Wiborg
had gone we went upon the

to post all night to catch the

for Petersburg.

K »g

and

interesting.

As soon

as they

^^""S

He had formed the same idea of
had—of an honest and hospitable,

thorn that most

but uueducalod

spare the time.

The crop3 are green, the
is now in its beauty.
covered with the loveliest wild-tlowers, and with
The roads are
roadside.
the
by
profusion
in
the strawberries
Finland

country

is

But the

excellent.

great

public conveyances.

Though

post.

for cart, horse

to be the want of
place to place you must
expensive—only three cents a mile

drawback seems

To go from

this is not

and driver— it

the horses are generally at

is

a slow

work

mode

in the

of traveling, for

fields,

or grazing in

my totness fairly into the water the woods, and have to be sent for aud harnessed. AU this
lake again.
so little fuss that I
They travel well-from eight to ten miles an
takes time.
when it was struck by a fish. He made
announced to my Finnish hour—but the delay at the stations makes your journey, after
thought it must be a small one, and
for
rnola," which is choice Russian
to Bhow more
After a while, however, he began
till I had
not
was
It
hum.
reel
my
life and soon he made
that I realized what a
him alongside of the boat, however,
gaffed him he had to sit
whale he was. When my boatman
hoist
and seize the gaff with both hands to

"
boatman that he was

all,

"small."

down

in the boat

him in.
But truth compels me

my

experience
to say, that as far as
give the play of smaller ones. 1
goes, thesebig fish do not

They were much more gamey
ten-pounders.
One little fellow, it seemed to me, was

caught several
"
than my donkey."
as
as much out of the water
leaps

and continued them

He made at least

init.

until

he was

of

he leaped 1 lowered the point
approval of
did not meet with the

SonTnd

Ly

Sg

pleasing

of the, Laps.
and ignorant people; very much as we think
He found them intelligent, educated, accomplished, hospitareception
warm
very
him
a
gave
They
ble and enthusiastic.
impromptu, aud wanted him to stay
at Helsingfors, though
Imatra.
of
falls
great
their
several days with them and go to
He would like to have Btayed, but had made his appointand could not
ments to be at St. Petersburg on the 30th July,

gafled.

a

dozen

Every time

my rod. This proceeding
my Finnish boatman, who

by a number of guttural sounds, of
signified his disapproval
"niet," w-hich is Russ.an f or
which the principal was "met,"
da,
da,
« no " but I replied with an equally emphatic
"yes," for I had read in that very
r-nvpT for deer and elk.
which is good Russian for
Sportsman's Gazet"
of these living waters we
the
draught
yours,
a
and
of
rest
book
useful
After a short
of the JraScX
should show
a place to descend to the bed
" that if a fish has the spirit to leap you
proceeded to look for
teer
we walked upto afine brood
lowering the point of your rod
Just beyond the springs
respect for his pluck by
stream
your
based upon good sense.
over the little ridge from whmh
This is sound advice, and
of^ge grouse, and on passing
about lohim
tear the
came upon three small coyotes
the suddeness of the blow to
the swings rose, wo
His aim is evidently by
a the sun
along
and there is no
unconcernedly
everything
up
Slack
grown, trotting
his mouth.
from
wo
hook
forafl
plan is defeated.
their mouths, and looking
your gentleman's well-designed
tLir tongues lolling out of
A
of immortality, so he was
so many cur puppies.
My Wgfish'was thought worthyis the museum of the club
hurriedly from sde
glance
air,
the
which
into
piazza,
them to spring wildly
upon the hack
manxiously looking laid
floor in the honoredc
off toward the hills,
IndXportrait outlined upon the
o sTd °and then start
or three jumps. The*
club-only two of wh ch
other hero fishes of the
haTover their shoulders every two
the
of
comical
Ihen 1
a' 22-pounder.
curiosity were very
iTngkTd surprise, terror and
way were heavier-a 21 and
he descended, bv the
eyes and Una
XtagfomTd a place where the bluffs could the spot where toCka red ead pencil and gave him mouth and
the adexcited
wereached
evidently
untfl
valley
work
cLniac. My
preceded dow'n the
walking of beautiful
crowded round m numbers to
I was ahead and was
the deer feeding.
of the natives, for they
through
their remarks as transthe head of a large buck
progress of the picture, and
the
^efully along, when 1 saw
The
the bottom washere
which
by
to my artistic stall.
undergrowth,
complimentary
mass of
to me were
ited
a
of
hope
party ot disthrough this with any
town, and General Grant and a
I could not shoot
olmted
fish I brought to
to
run
would
deer
and
the
eat
htm
that
York
my game, and feeling sureprairio on the other ride of rituistied judges and lawyers from New
up on to the
«

maS

is

I had hardly got

Sy
we

Z
^Eeft

the effect

it is,

eccleyoung, for any priest would have instructions from his
of divine right, pussiastical superiors to teach the doctrine
have
would
and
Republic,
sive obedience, and hatred of the
General Grant tells me that he was delighted with

and

FISHING IN FINLAND.

sLms

S

their

and the high

to obey.

[FROM OUK

r 1^1

XSSTlta

men with

shirts

Education is compulsory in Finland, but is confined, a3 far
elements. It is in the
as compulsion goes, to the simplest
hands of the clergy, and the power is not abused, for here
appear to
they have no political objects in view. The clergy
me to be the most suitable teachers, provided you can be sure
priests unof their not interfering in politics. In Franco the
the
fortunately cannot be trusted with the education of

we leave it.

Out Ml*., Wyoming.

their best dresses, the

very
break into song, and sing their church hymns, which are
plaiuIt seems to me that all Northern music is
plaintive.
But,
people
lead.
tive, perhaps from the hard lives the poor

.,

before
shall receive a searching investigation

women in

and the white sleeves of the

;

with the wild
colors of the dresses contrast very beautifully
wooded shore and dark water of the lake. They f requently

foot of the
at length selected at the very
and
which towered 1,500 or 2,000 feet above us,

on the sides of

my

buck antelope.
only discovery was an old
but we determiae to push on still furis in the neighborhood,
Still we must
it is more abundant.
ther into the hills where
morning we all start out on foot
have some meat and so next
to
our teamster, with orders to be ready

rowing, the

from the granite
near a murmuring stream, which, flowing
abundant supply of cold
rocks of old Freeze Out, affords an
Feeding unconcernedly on the bluffs
and delicious water.
bands of antelope, and
within 500 yards of camp are numerous
one wellthe mountains we can see more than

We

;

me

my

We

" sign " About the little spring from which flows the clear,
brook are numerous tracks of
cold water which forms our
some of them fresh, but the greater
deer elk and antelope,
has been plenty of game
number old. It is evident that there
in the country is doubtful.
here but whether it still remains
into the mountains, first
paths
different
take
and
separate
should frighten the game, not to
aareeing, for fear that we
again
bull elk, or bighorn. On meeting
shoot at anything hut
fawns and
reports having seen two mule-deer
after dark Reed
calves
a, cow elk with

;

them more readily, and they probably do not
see the boat and rod very distinctly.
The Fins are a church-going
at Naraka.
Sunday
a
spent
I
people— all Protestants. The people who live on the shores
It is
barges.
of the lake have several immense church-going
women
a very pretty sight to see them returning, men and

bait deceives

my

A camp was

I

to 1J.

night
the East was quite bright with the coming dawn. The
the fish feed, but I do
is the best time for fishing, as long as
to
rest,
not think they feed much after midnight then they
begin feeding again very early in the morning. At night tho

ceived ideas on the subject.
direction,
traveled for several hours in a northwesterly
miles in diamand entered at length a valley, perhaps thirty
with
abounding
and
water,
and
grass
eter, well supplied with
good hunter could have loaded a wagon with
antelope.
with
supplied
well
were
we
these animals in a day, but, as
their beauty and
meat, we contented ourselves with admiring
which they made off on our too
grace, and the swiftness with

near approach.

startles

caught so many and such large ones that they stopped
no
from mere satiety. In the early part of July there is
was there
night in these high latitudes— 61 deg.— and when I
from 11J
there was not more than an hour or two of darkness,
hour
fished one night till two o'clock, and at that
to 15

avoided the timber, but
to believe that antelope always
preconupset all
observations in these mountains have

scarce-

them

an extended one-has led

Yankee

There has been remarkable fishing at Naroka this summer,
showing that the prohibition of net fishing, and the close seamuch
son from September 15 to January 1, have already done
the law is but two
to increase the number of fish, although
1
July
from
club
years old. The gentlemen who were at the

camp

with dead timber.

upon a little valley
Just before reaching camp we came
in which several antelope were
ly three hundred yards across,
meat it is important
fresh
without
are
As we
lying down.
should be killed, but the noise of the wagon
one
of

;

My experience-and it has been

fine.

afternoon
springs, near which

the second was better aimed, and, striking
He bounded
heart.
the point of the left shoulder, pierced the
this season
high in the air, and fell dead. Like all bucks at

and above him

skill of

fishermen.

;

attained an altitude of six or
there with dark green junipers,

eight hundred feet

wood, Perenniwa awe, a proud witness to the

so I
fawn
stop on hearing an imitation of the cry of a
and turned
bleated loudly, and in a moment the buck stopped,
drawn
must
have
round so as to face me. At the first shot I
rocks behind
sight too coarse, for I saw the ball strike the

broken, and
the wagon back down the hill
pTairie they would stop and let
On such occasions all hands wquld spring from
to the level.
shoulders to the wheel, would
their Beats and, putting their
to drag the load to the top of the
assist the wretched mules
Mile crossing or
Six or eight miles beyond the Twelve
hill.
turned sharply to the right and
the' Medicine Bow Eiver we
which rose high walls
proceeded up a canyon.on either side of
Triassic clay, while
those on the right were of bare brick-red
dotted here and
sandstones,
Cretaceous
to the left the yellow

in imperishable

Lake Saima, carved

the lonely shores of

mire

Z

very slow.

The total
One fish of

result of

my five

days' fishing

was

as

follows

:

one lSlbs.; three lOilbs.; one 811>b one
multitude of a quarter and haltSJlbs.; one 31bs., and a
it
pound trout, of which we take no note in Finland, but call
W. H.
" fishing for the pot."
201bs.;

;

[feom oub regular oobbbspondbht]

THE OLD DOMINION AND HER
WEALTH.
Orkney Spbinos, Shenandoah

Go,, Va., Sept. 0, 187S.

sportsman who enjoys the most beautiful portions
keen appreciation of wild and
of God's great work, and his
and quiet streams are
picturesque scenery, rugged cliffs
It is the

to his sociability and make him the more
There are men who can break
from a trap or bag nearly every bird
thrown
every glass ball
expert marksman is not always
rising before them, but an

Qualities

which add

interesting as a companion.

of the term.
a sportsman in the true character

The

mission

inculcate
Forest and Steeam and Rod asd Gun ia to
enjoyment of the sports found in
a love for nature and proper
and
physical
mental,
the
to
tending
fishing and shooting, all
sportsman with
moral advancement of man. Tho intelligent
and
botany
some knowledge of ornithology, ichthyology,
certainly enjoys the
taxidermy, although it may be limited,
than the pot hunter.
pleasures afforded by rod and gun more
in her most
appears
To some it is in springtime that nature
loves the golden tints of
attire, but the sportsman

of the

bewitching

yellow leaf begins to appear,

autumn. Even now the sear and
the hazel nuts and aCOTHB
and ere the wane of the next moon
oaks all m russet clad. It is
will be ripened, and the sturdy
of the country can be taoBt
then the exhilarating atmosphere

taseaair sends the blood coursenjoyed. It is then the crisp
renewed mid quickeued life.
ing through the veins with
Mountain some 3,000
S tau uj pun the summit of North
the great Shenandoah Valley on
feet above tide water, With
the Alleghewcs looming up in
one side and the lofty peaks ot
the other the: e w a
<

2

KttoBa^Utlnibafar.Weeton

entranced in adauratlon
velf calculated to hold one
ire

m tootle*

"
:

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
through (his valley connected with the lateslrife, and I might
write columns ol 'the ravagesof war which iu this section, particular!)', was waged with such memorable vigor
hut why
devote my pen ta this sorrowful subject? rather do I wield it
in thy belter cause of reconciliation and "pence to men of
gorxl will." The people here, realizing that "what's gone
and what's past help should be past grief,"huvc zealously applied themselves to the development of their rich country, and
traces ol the sad past have rapidly been obliterated.
There
are no untitled fields or empty barns to remind us of the waste
Of war, but everywhere tbe din of the threshing machine is
heard, and the cereid wealth filling the barns in such plenteous
store, gladdens the farmer's Heart and quickens the industries
of the- many towns and villages in the State.
Leaving the fertile valley where thrift and good husbandryis manifest on every side, and going westward to the moun;

tainous section, we find another class of people happy in their
primitive simplicity, having but few wants and knowing little
or nothing of the conventionalities of society or the wiles of
more civilized life. The women enrobed iu 'their plain cotton
gowns without frills or furbelows, simple suu-bonnots barren
of all ribbons or flowers.
The men, with their rough, tawny
faces and well-worn homespun garments, are happier than
many who dwell in pretentious grandeur and unrestrained
luxury. Among them are some who have never seen a railroad and know as little, of the sights and wonders of a populous city as they do of ancient Athens.
No rushing, screaming locomotives invade their country, no labor-saving
machinery lightens their toil no modern civilization has destroyed their honesty, but in their pristine sincerity they are
happy.
walk of ten or fifteen miles, from their log cahius
on the mountain side to Orkney Springs they regard as but, a
few steps, and with their long strides, peculiar swaying motion
of the body and wonderful physical endurance, they travel
great distances and seem to know but little of fatigue. When
an old man sixty years of ago, who had walked seven miles
;

A

that morning, told ma lie could run a deer down now, I was
surprised, but more so when he told me that it was
common thing for him to walk seven miles by sunrise, work
ten hours at ditching for the pittance of eighty cents a day,
and walk home after his day's work. " Glad to get the work,
sir ; glad to get it," he exclaimed, " and only wish there was
more of it to do."

somewhat
a

old Latin aphorism, " Ignoti nulla enpido," is truthfully illustrated in the people of whom I write.
Trained in
the rough school of mountain life, void of the hypocrisies
which too often mark polite society, and free from that insatiable rapacity of more, enlightened communities, they live
contented, with implicit confidence in each other's honesty,
knowing but little of, and caring nothing for, the pleasures
resulting from a higher education.
Upon a few acres of
cleared land surrounding their cabins on the mountain side
they raise enough poultry, grain and vegetables to supply
them with food, i.nd the surplus they exchange at the nearest
village for dry goods and other necessaries of life, hut rarely
sell their produce for money, which ia uncommonly scarce
among them.
Tin-so mountaineers are expert marksmen with thair antiquated rides, aud can drop a deer within any reasonable distance by their unerring aim. They know but little of modern
breech-loaders, aud have a strong prejudice agaiust all arms of
that description one of them had exchanged his old flintlock
weapon-a relic of the Revolutionary War—tor an ordinary percussion one, seemed to think he had made a bad bargain, declaring that he had killed more game before he "swapped
than since. "Are turkeys plentiful in these mountains?" i inquired of a homesteader.
"Indeed they are, sir," he replied,
" but I rather shoot deer any time. Turkey got an eye like an
Injun.'
Further inquiry revealed the fact that they always
shoot turkeys with the rifle, and many of them never use
shotguns for any purpose. Some consider it a waste of powder to shoot ruffed grouse, and look with contempt upon a
man who would kill a partridge. One old fellow, who had
dropped many a deer, evinced some surprise when I told him
how we city sportsmen enjoyed partridge shooting, and intended to give me a withering rebuke when he exclaimed
" Oh, they are so pretty and such nice little things you ought
not to kill them. I have them running about my place like
chickens." So, to calm his rising indignation, I gave him a

The

;

1

121

versary, and watching the opportunity, seizes his foe back of
the neck, brows his deadly cod around him, only relaxing it
when life is extinct.
Not having the amended game law of Virginia before me, I
erroneously stated iu
last letter that the close season for
partridges expired on the 1st of November and for deer on
the loth of October.
The Legislature, at the last session, so
amended the game law as to make it unlawful "for any person to kill or capture, or offer for sale or buy, any partridge
or quail between the first day of January and the fifteenth
day of October of each year," and "to kill or capture deer
within this State between the fifteenth day of January and
the first day of September iu any year."
R. F. B.
l

my

GAME PROTECTION.
White Mountain Tbout and Salmon.— A New England
paper having taken some pains to call the attention of the
Fish Commissioners to the fact that the "trout," taken in
such quantities by White Mountain anglers were unquestionably young salmon, we referred to Mr, Sam. Webber, oho of
the New Hampshire Commissioners, who replies
The item is unquestionably incorrect, and the story was
started as a joke on two or three young law students from
this city, who visited the small trout brooks at the extreme
head of Baker's Kiver this summer, and caught a large number
of very small trout, some of which were brought home, and
seen and eaten by one of our citizens, who pronounced them
nothing but trout. One of the gentlemen who thus practically examined them was Col. John B. Clarke, of the Manchester Mirror and Farmer, and the President of the State
Fish and Game League. Please correct this statement authoritatively, as it reflects on the care and watchfulness of
the Fish Commissioners and Wardens.
8ome of the young
salmon placed in the Pemigewasset and Baker's Rivers in 1870
were taken by boys and city anglers in the summer of 1877,
but when the fact came to the notice of the commissioners,
handbills, containing extracts from the laws, were printed and
sent to all the towns on these rivers, and wardeus were at
once appointed in the towns where it seemed necessary, and
we have heard of no further complaint.

—

Numbkb Four Pakk Association. An association of this
name has been organized at Number Four, in the North
Woods, for the protection of fish and game. They have obtained possession of 10,000 acres, which will be converted
into a private park. The officers are: Pres., Dr. Charles
Barnes, Syracuse; Vice- Pres., D. II. Bruce, Syracuse; Sec,
Frank Bo'lles, Jr., Windsor, Conn. Directors and Game
Keepers— James Lewis, Marcus Smith, Frank Smith, Isaac
Stone, Chas. Fenton. Treas., Chas. Fenton. The members
are gentlemen living in different parts of the State, who each
summer repair for recreation and sport to the Number Four
region.
take pleasure in recording this movement, and
wish the new society all success.

We

—

Nkw

We

have
Hampsuikij: Editor Forest and Stream:
just started a Game aud Fish League hero for the protection
of game aud fish in the close season, and to protect the game
birds from men and boys who make a business of snaring
them in and out of season.
Geo. L. Forbubii, Sec'y.

—

Arrksts Madk by the Philadelphia Association.
game laws of Pennmade by the Philadelphia Game Protective Society
during August, 1878: Aug. 26— Herman Marck aud Chas.
Statement of arrests for violation of the

sylvania,

copy of Fobest and Steeam, and from that moment he was
my friend. The advertising cuts absorbed his attention, and

when

Pennsylvania,

I explained to

him

the action of breech-loaders, the

which they could be fired, their handsome
was plain that his credulity was severely taxed.
Unfortunately I did not have my gun with me at the time.
Had it been in my hands I am sure he would have looked
upon me as sume powerful genii, having the weapon to kill
finish, etc., it

all

the

game

in his section.

Nokwav's Game.—The Norwegians complain that foreign
sportsmen, especially English, are likely to exterminate the
reindeer and wild fowl. More than fifty reindeer are now
seldom seen on the Hardanger table-laud, where 800 or 400
could formerly be found and Professor Friis, the greatest
Norwegian sportsman, says their arc only 6,000 or 8,000 in
couple of sportsmen, moreover, are
the whole country.
said to have shot 1,200 young wild fowl in a week.

As in all other mountainous regions, there are plenty of
rocky formations wherein rattlesnakes make their abode, and
sometimes come down the mountain sides in search of water;
but the many hogs roaming through the woods are a terrible
enemy to the snakes and devour all they meet. This diet
does not seem to fatten these porcine rovers, judging from
many specimens which I have noticed. Some of them were
so lank as to prompt the suggestion from a wag that a knot
should bo tied in their tails to prevent them from goiug
through garden fences. The mountaineers here tell ma that
there is a deadly enmity existing between the rattlesnake and
the hlacksnake.
The latter vanquishes his
iu his deadly wrap, while the rattle
is here

enemy by crushing him

must always go into coil before he can strike, aud it
(he WacVohako gotg the advantage by circliut; around

Mb

Ad-

game country In the world. Hut, when a gentleman's vacation
happens to fall In July or August, he must come here ostensibly to fish,
but teach his guides tbat it is perfectly proper to shoot everything that
he win see while out in tbe woods. They are apt scholars if ignorant
of book knowledge, and when idle the nest winter will put on their
snow-shoes, and kill a whole Herd of deer, after tiring them out by a
few mlleb' wallowing through four feet of snow, while the hunter
follows along easily on top of the crust.
c.

8h* §M*National Riflk Cloti.— The National

Rifle Club held
their twenty-first annual meeting on the 3d of September,
1878, at South Vernon, Vt., on grounds near the railroad
depot and but a short distance from the Mount Vernon

The weather, though mid the Ureen Mountains, was
such as rendered the manipulation of the rifle very warm
work.
The order of the day was three ten-strings at 40
rods position and rest unrestricted ; standard weight of rifle
barrel, 15 pounds
a prize pro rata to each of the best three,
the medal of honor to the best aggregate. Of the sixteen
competitors we give the respective scores in inches, eighths
Hotel.

;

;

and tenths

s

1st string.
Williamson.... 10.3.1

20 string.

tation in the

New England

Hill Mange, Sept. 4.—Final
distance, 200 yards
6—46 Bntler
6 34454444
5-16 Bias
4 44455444
4 5 B 5 4 4 5 4 4 4.. 44 Bennett ....5 3444444 4
....446555444 4-44 OUrlis
443345544

test of the

amateur

Frye
Lord

6

Jewell
BartlEtt

Nichols

series

;

2,

4 6 4 5 4 6 5

Editor Posest and Stream
I know that " nip Rap" ts right when he says that the wholesale
destruction of our gania Is owiug to our so-culled guides. They are
totally unscrupulous about lime and season, aua will shoot a fawnoi
Kb mother in July, it th«y are out with a party, just as soon as in October; and they have acquired that desire to kill at all times, and to get
!

big bags to brag of, in part iroui the so-called sportsmen whom they
take into the woods.
Only a short time since a Boston sportsman gave me an account o(
trip ha made onco to the region about Chesemcook Lake, lie " had a
good pack of dogs, and often killed three to six deer in a day, bat there
are no deer there! now to speak ol." I quote his words exactly.
wliatuecanie ot the game kiUed 1 They could not have eaten a fiftieth
part of it, and it could not have been " packed out," hence it rotted on

Now

the ground.

This/uwc

to get

immense bags

Is

a curse

to every

game

453—44

;

;

JN Pryo
O M Jewell
L L llubuard
JN Frye, re-entry

5
4
4

J

4

N

f,

rc-entcy

Ifrye,

B Souther

JS

4

J Nichols

o M Jewell,
U M Jewell,

6
re-eutry
re-entry

4
4

J Borden

4

LB

4

Souther, re-entry

200 yds.
5 5 3 4 5 4-31
5 4 5 5 8 4-32
5 5 5 4 5 4—32
3 4 4 6 4 4—29
5 4 6 4 4 6—32
6 4 4 4 4 4—29
4 4 5 4 4 4—30
4 6 4 4 5 5— 31
5 4 3 8 6 5—29
4 4 4 4 5
4 4 5 6 4 4—30

4

3
4

soo yds.
4 5 4 5 4
6 4 4 5 4
5 4 4 3 6
4 2 5 4 4
4 4 3 4 3

4
4
4 3 4 4 3 5
3 4 4 3 4 4
3 4 4 4 4 4

4—30—81
4-23-61

5—/.9— 81
B— 23—58
3— 26— 6S

85534 4—2S— 57

4—9

4 4 3 4 4 4
1 3 S 3 5 2

4— 27— 51
4-26— 6T
4—27-66
3—S6— 55
2—23—63

Tho first prize, a Peabody-Martini breech-loading Creedmoor rifle, with reloading tools, presented by the Providence
Tool Company, value $125, goes to Mr. O. M, Jewell, who
won on 50, 50, 59—177. The second prize, a life membership
the Massachusetts Hide Association, $25, was taken by

in

L

Hubbard, scores, 59, 59, 59—177. The third prize a
silver medal, was won by Mr. H. Tyler, with 59, 59, 59—177
The fourth prize, cash ,f 10, Executive Officer Frye gathered
into his purse on 58, 57, 58—173 ; and the fifth prize,
f5
found a safe resting place in the grasp of Mr. E. JJ. Souther
With 50, 53, 57-160.
L.

Sept. 7.

—Amateur

series,

200 yards

5 564 5 4545 4—46
464 5 4 44 6 4 4-43

Jackson

Prye
Lor.
Williams.

4454

1-43
5 4 4 6 4
4 6 5 4 6 3 4 4 4-13

...5

Impromptu match
Frye
Jackson

4 4

34466444
465
4344443s

4

5 4 3 4
3 4 4T4T
5
4—jii
4 5 3 5 5 3 3 4 4 iZZjJJ

at 300 yards

454445

3

4 6 3 4 4 4 5 5 4

:

Taylor
Butler
Sias
Nichols

4

:

5-42 Taylor
4-43

44

4453456
»uoso 04-41
4—41

.

amateur August competition 200 yards:
..32 13 N Howard
J"! ' Grady
31 E WMaves
WlCHuerner..
31
W Wlttn'ngtou
;Sl "'..ver
30 J WVIinug
last

August

of

;

UHDCushing
'

•'

li

ltiimf.s

:.u

-

HHDOushing
11

in.-i.

,

23
29

unison

— BarrlB
The

,1

i-

H

•>„

l£

£

".

:,.!..:

it
-

ia
w

29

HA

35
35

-,

",:

'

score at the 400-yard range was as follows
35 Withlngton

f,^??
H
Richardson..

-

"on

Telle

JHW'hitney..

— Harris

116

11

:

o.

'"S

Ireland, it

J Grady
...W'.lo
The ties will be shot off on the 13th of this month. During
September there will be matches held on every Wednesday.

—

—A

Connecticut Schueizen Park, Bridgeport.
rifle match
of teams of eight took place on the 5th.
The conditions of
the match were
Open only to invited teams of eight marksmen weapou, military rifle of model used in the States to
which the teams respectively belong ; distance, 200 yards
position, standing
ten rounds no wiping only after the
first
rive rounds
no entrance fee for invited teams. The following are the team totals of the scores, out of a possible
400
points:
:

;

Only a tew months since one ot our popular monthUea bad an account
ota deer hunt in Michigan, and th«re was a out of a ton of venison
being hauled out ot the country. No wonder 'the residents of that
region occasionally shot a hound. Let any party try that In the region
where I am camped In October, and If they get off with a dog on their
way home it will be oue'stnffed as a keepsake.

These guides learn that the height o£ sport consists in killing every
comes within range ot tho shot-gun or rlflo. Above
that, the " Uaest sport" is to ruu deer Into a lake, paddle up to him in a
canoe, and shoot him at Uve feet distance when hi: is utterly helpless—
aehce it must be greater sport to walk up tooue, up to Ids back iu snow
and unable to gel away, and cut his throat with a knife tied to a short
stick, l knew twenty-two deer killed, mostly in that way, a few years
nl&ne, only a few miles from Jirowiivllle,

•

;

rotnrninjr to

m?

sitmo

;

;

Bridgeport Rifle Club,

Company

living thnig that

Whut your corrcsponaonts »»y about deer

5-42
3-41
4—40
4-40

Fine practice was made during tbe day by the Charlesat 500 yards.
The second match was the "no cleaning" one; distance,
200 and 300 yards seven shots at each range
no cleaning
allowed

MimroBD Amatbtjb Rifle Association.— Match
1878.

con-

:

04454554
44544455

town Cadets

30;
Sept.

Slates.

Massachusetts— Walnut

RUNNING DEER WITH DOGS.
Watkrville, Me.,

8n btkinii.

Brockway
9.5.0 Mautn
941
12.1.0 Martin
10.3.1
Hatch
u'c'o
Brown
13.5.0 Williamson,... 11.3.0 Brockway
12,4.0
H. W. Martin wins the medal by the best aggregate,
34.1.1. The next anniversary of the club will be celebrated at the same place on the first Tuesday of September,
1879.
J. Williamson was re-elected president for the ensuing year. This club is a leading one, and has a wide repuI'rlcBt

A

country.

selves.

his conqueror,

3—

;

During the summer months these mountaineers are found
about Orkney Springs, especially on Saturday, which they
seem to observe as a. holiday, selling buck horns, snake rattles,
and such articles to the guests. For the horns they receive
from fifty cents to two dollars, accordiug to their size, and for
rattles from ten to thirty cents.
Some of them make a living
doriug the autumn and winter by hunting deer and wild turkeys, for which they find a market at the nearest village.
They carefully mark the places frequented by deer on the
mountains and kill them when the season opens. So, too, the
turkey haunts are noted by them, and being expert in imitating the call of the bird, they soon kill the whole flock. Gray
squirrels are numerous in this section, and a good deal of
skill is required to bag them, especially if a rifle be used instead of a shotgun in the pursuit of them. Last year they
were so plentiful that they became pests, destroying much
corn and grain in the cultivated districts. The mast in the
Alleghenk-s was not suilicient to support them and they emigrated eastward in large numbers, raiding the cornfields and
barns en route. At this season the mast is tender and succulent, and the squirrels soon became fat and juicy.
I believe
they raise two broods annually, the first in early spring and
another in August, but the young soon take ewe of them-

any moment, and find much better game tliat Instant, and It takes a
good shot to stop his veniaou where he cau stop It at his leisure.
We have good game laws, aud we hero ia Maine intend to see that
they are enforced, and as for these fellows who hunt and fish one of
season, I suggest that a " Black List"' be kept at headquarters, and nil
sportsiucu coming Into tho state refuse to employ them.
If a man
know that his name was liable to be placed on a list of those who habitually violate the law, and that he would lose employment by It, it would
have a most salutary effect.
We have an Immense area of timber which la owned by lumber
dealers, who do not Intend It to be cleared but simply grow timber,
and by a proper enforcement of the law we could have tho finest

I'eterboro, Sept. 5.

Kolb, taken before Magistrate Leisenwiug, of Philadelphia,
Aug. 27— Jesse S.
for shooting reed birds ; held to bail.
Bonsai) ana George Slook, taken before Magistrate W. P.
Price, Moore's Station, Delaware County, and fined $20 and
Aug. 30— John Martin, game
costs for killing reed birds.
dealer, Market street, above Eleventh, arrested aud taken before Magistrate Hugh F. Kennedy and fiued $00 for selling
Charles Haines, taken before Magisreed birds. Sept.
trate J. \V. Allen, City of Chester, for shooting eleven rail
He wai ved a hearbirds on August 28, on Tinnicum Island.
ing and entered security in the sum of $200 for his appearance at next Court of Quarter Sessions of Delaware County,

rapidity with

places when chased out by dogs may be true, but in this State, wliereever there are deer tuero are caribou, and if you put in hounds every
will get out, aud rarely come back— at least not for sumo
time. The still hunter, following a tegi r track, may "rlsu" a caribou at

one of them

B,

.805

Irish-American Bine Clnb

Fourth Hegmie»t..2'J0 BobUWOn

n*

Zft)aave,V."."."."*.'.V.'.'.'."l?IS

—

.Emmet Rifli! exm—WiSt Stradford, September 8
The
was a 1111c Sliarps idle for team .shooting; won
fry Ihe
Bridgeport Killc Club with 305 out of a possible
400, at 200
yards. The Irish Rifles, of New Haven, made
203 : Company B, 290; Irish-American Rifle Club, of New York. 374Emmet Rifle Club, 860 Robinson Zouaves, 175. In the
ftU-comor-8 mutch tho scores wove Rg folio ws
H, MoJloJs, gS;
prize

;

i

:

A

:

:

G. F. Hull, 22 G. W. Kerr, 22; William Gormley, 22; G.
William S. Murphey,
Quitmeyer, 22
E. F. Latham, 20
20; P. O'Connor, 30; P. D. Lyon, 20; John Cashman, 20
8. 0. Kingman, 20; William Lyon, 20; D. E. Marsh, 19.
The tie was decided by a toss-up. The average of the winning team in the military match was 38^ points, which is
considered a remarkably good one for a match of this
character.
;

;

;

;

—

—A

rifle
Satjgatuok Rifle Club Saugaluck, September 5.
The presiclub with this name has just been established.
A 200-yard range, a short distance
dent is P. G. Sanford.
from the depot, presents all facilities for practice. We
hope soon to report some of the matches.

—

Rifle Tournament foe Ykllow Fever Suffekebs.
tournament will take place early in October on the
SharpB Company's range at Bridgeport, Conn. There will
be four matches, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards. The prizes
will be sums of money. Half of the entrance fees will be
used for the benefit of "the yellow fever sufferers at the South.
The matches are open to all comers and any rifle.
rifle

Shooting for the Yellow Fever Sufferers.

Pbisie

—

Under the auspices of the Zettler Kifle Club, for a number
of valuable prizes presented by the members of the club, to
at Zettlcr's rifle range, 207 Bowery, up to September
15.
The whole proceeds to be donated to the sufferers.
All persons are invited to participate. Tickets, for three
shots on ring target, fifty cents. Number of tickets un-

be held

limited, but only one prize obtainable by one shooter. Range
open from 10 a. m. to 12 p. M. Prizes on exhibition at the
Committee, T. Broadway, M. B. Engel, C. G.
gallery.
Zettler, H. Oehle, B. Zettler ; M. L. Riggs, president; G.
A. Schurmann, Secretary.

Centennial Rifle Club. —At the annual meeting of the
Centennial Rifle Club, held Friday evening, Sept. 6, 1878,
the following officers were re-elected for the ensuing year
John Quincy Adams, Pies. B. S. Brown, Vice-Pies.; J.F.
Murcb, Sec; E. H. Hull, Treas. Mr. B. S. Brown was appointed captain of the team.
:

;

Crbedmoob, Sept. 4.—Appleton match.
and 300 yards, seven shots at each range

Conditions— 200

i

200 yds. 300 yds.
31
27
DFDavlds
27
Dr 8 T Dudley.30

G
A JHowlett ..

NO'Donnell.....2S

JWTodd

25
...Si
30

T-AOarman.

FHHolton
JSConliu

,20

BE Lewis

27

200 yds. 800 yds.
WHSaniord....26
25
25
26
C A Pease
28
21
G L Morse
WHDunlap
28
20

T'J.

5S
67
66
65

28
27
ST
28
21
23
26
25

..28

J WMaugam....2S

56
08
63
53
62
52

C L Madisou

JElrwln

X

Elliott

W Simpson

TJBolan

27
21
25

20
20
10

23
24

20
IS

T'l
at
61

49
48
47
45
44
48
42

A JHowlett.

81
50

NO'Donnell
JSConlin

FHHolton

73
08

W H Dunlap

70

:

;

;

;

900 yds.
74
72
72
70
70

800 yds.
72
..70

EHyde
BGDoughty

66
78
64
6S
70
69
68
66
63

IsaaoLAlien

Dr 8 T G Dudley

GL Morse
Homer Fisher
TB Lamb.
B A Perry
JAHatry

Rathbone

1,000 yds.
67
67
66
61
64

64
50
60

Total.
213
209
204
204
188
180

6!)

67
53
50
43

61

6B
68

SB
FHHolton
The twelfth competition

lS.t

182
179
173

w
w

61

:

5

«

W

W

,

FHHolton
T A Carman

39
89
39
8S
37

Frank Hyde
Dr M MMaltby
Davids

BA
B

Perry

33
32

W Price

FC McLewee

31

Homer Fisher
Capt

Riverside Rifle Range, Sept.

5.

(J

29
27

E Trn&iow

—A match was shot over

the Riverside Rifle Club's range, at Pittsfield, Mass., by teams
of eight from the Riverside Club of Pittsfield, and the Holyoko Club of Holyoke, Mass. The day was unfavorable, a
portion of the match being shot in the rain. The scores are
as follows

U
44443434

HolyoKes.

White
F, D Smith

DH
Dr

4

..4
Smith. .4

6 4

McDonald.

.4

4445

Barrett

B

Dudley

4

Riversides.

46444534 4—41
44444446 4—11
Conch
4 44443 5 44 4—40
Leonard.... 4 45444434 5—41
Preslon.,.,4 84334435 3-36
Wood
5 6443 4486 4— 4t
Fairington..4 4 5 443365 4—41
Gale
3 84404443 2—34

4 6 4—41

545

4
Mltivier.3 4 5 4 4 6 4 3 5
4 6

MerOelT

3444454
46644344
6 4 444446
44444444

Wentworth.4

WWOOd....*

4-39
4—43
3-10
5—42
4—41
4—43
4-40

Total

329

Total

315

September 10.— Practice of the amateur team who will
The wind was
enter for the Inter-State long-range match.
of the worst character the shooting was good distances
were 800, 900 and 1,000 yards 15 shots at each range
;

;

;

Frank Hyde

IsaacLAllen

E Ktuhbnue.'
ColHFClark

Team

practic

800 yds.
73
73
74

73

and Twenty-sixth

New

street,

8:30 p. m.
All competitors and

Fork

city),

on Satiml

.

.

21st

inst., at

vited to attend,
mission.

and

members

of teams are earnestly inbe furnished with tickets of ad-

will

The platrorm will be reserved for the officers, active and
honorary members of the association, invited guealB, winning
teams, and competitors winning first prizes, and a few seats
and eight boxes will be reserved for ladies accompanying

them, admission to which will be bv ticket only.
The Governors of New York and other States, having
teams participating in the matches, with their respective
staffs
the several divisions, brigade and regimental commanders, with their several Staffs. The officers of the army
and navy and other distinguished eentlemen will bo invited to be present and occupy seats upon the stage. Military visitors are requested to appear in uniform, and teams
receiving prizes to carry a regimental or distinctive guerdon.
The presentations will be made by Gen. McClellan, Gen.
Hancock and other leading men, and will be confined to
prizes won by teams, and first prizes in individual matches.
The latter will receive tickets admitting thorn to the stage
from the Statistical Officer. Invited guests will be received
by the Reception Committee at the Madisou avenue entrance at 8 p. m., and will be escorted by them to their seats
upon the platform.
;

.

Regulars

i?oe

this

International Rifle

Match.—The

team which will represent the military division of the
Atlantic at the autumn meeting at Cree'dmoor has been
chosen, and, by order of General Hancock, will at once proceed to WUIetl'8 Point, L. I., to practice at intervals until
the beginning of the tournament. It comprises the following men and officers Second Lieutenants 8. N. Holmes and
G. R. Cecil, Thirteenth Infantry; Corporals Dennis Geary
and Louis Zopf, and Private C. F. Sweat, Battery D, First
Artillery; Privates J. C. Ci ighton and William Boughton,
Battery A, First Artillery; Privates H. B. Fletcher and
James Gordon, Company E, and Private Henderson Lloyd,
Company C, Thirteenth Regiment. The team will be under
the command of Major Abbott.
rifle

Averages

.

lsrs-a-

-15

l's»6-M is

66.

Conlin's Shooting Gallery, 1222 Bhoauwat.— The second competition for the marksman's badges took place on
Monday evening, and was very well attended. The conditions are
highest score takes first badge; three points less
takes second, and five points less takes third. The following
are the scores out of a possible 50
47 HBTomson
BLStapel, 1st
86
46 W McDonald
Sibley
S
36
(' Welherhee
45
IT Duckworth
30
42 J Sands
C E Overbough, 2d
an
42
Lewis
A JHowlett
,30
,41 James Stanton
J M Rosenthal, 3d
w
41 J £ Moore
J U lleeker
as
39 PQ.ninn
TFitz
47
37 M Jonas
D Dunlap
26
competition
foi
the Winchester rifle will take
The first
place at the gallery on Saturday evening, Sept. 14.
:

:

W

W

W

Helvetia Rifle Club.— The twenty-fifth annual meeting
of this well-known club took place at Union Hill on the 8th,
9th, 10th and 11th of this month, and was unusually well attended. Prizes to the amount of $2,000 were offered. There
were two man targets, eleven bull's-eye targets, wo ring
targets and the two targets of honor, Helvetia "and Columbia".
The following are the names of the prize-winners
First silver medal, L Dryer first silver goblet, Albert Meyer silver
medals to J Blum, niu- l J Sundrd', A Li Llaib.-rc. D Miller, N Erwln, J
JTobler, It Weidman. 1' Meyer. R Faber, J A..-scnbacli, V Seuoltnger,
Philip Klein, Charles I'crrit, AukusI Lii.-bill, II Knehel, P Penning, F
Fleidner, A Bfcnziger, l; ZetUer, it spitz, I, Amarcaux, Aiberi Meyer, J
Wcttje, H Belling, Charles Streinme, Capt L F Geuuericli, H Hartung,
F Jacnbi, A Geuez, M B Bngal, William Klein, George Aery, John
Kasoheu, K Lucius, r. butler, 11 i»lii, K link-man, JN Brandenburg, H
H Kroger, S Lolari, Anton Meyer, J L'nef and Q Doehle.
The scores for the target of honor, out of a possible 75
points, were as follows
I

:

1,000 yds.
60
67
05
61

Total
214

212
205
202

was made by the Seventh, Eighth, Ninth,

Fourteenth and Seventy-first Regiments.
A new match has been introduced in the full lnectiuc programme, to be called the "Tramp Match." The target; is
the outline of a man. The bull's-eye will be three inches in
diameter, the centre eight inches in diameter, the space
above the hips will constitute the inner, and the remainder
of the figure the outer. We rather object to the name given
to this match, and a better one should be used.

Ibib-s

35.

companies of the Seventh Regiment haye already
fired this season, but neither succeeded in running over a
thousand. The Binghamton Company scored up to 1,089,
and there are yet to be heard from one company at Creedmoor, one at Whitehall and two at Auburn, but it is not considered likely that the scores will overtop the
hibit.
The range scores stood as follows
00 yda, BOO yds.
is
aa
81
23
20
21
19
13
17
17
16
.16
18
20
12
•-.
15
IS
Is
14
i

Barnes
White
Perkins
Purple

M Marshall
D Marshall
Wright
Johnson
Torbetl

Channoey
Coe
WOOlSim
D Donovan
Harding

41
44
41

Harness

32
34

Rowland,Finn
Swettaunttln

Worn!

T Donovan

ail

O'Brien

33
16

Lunin

...17

13

311

Slight

13
SO
is
16
17
is

20
24
an
in
21
52

38

Nllioot

W

Hall
Paine

OOOO
Cavelller

Miller

Hell

14

as
26

Leonard
cropgej

38
40

B,irlon

ex-

W

Ecoe
Owlett

:s:i

84
32

Oswego

2(0 yds. 500 yde. T'l.
is
14
33
21
33
9
19
23
3S
19
19
44
23
20
19
38
19
38
16
Si
38
19
19
29
15
14
36
19
17
30
12
IB
36
19
17
38
20
18
88
1«
11
80
20
10
20
38
1H
35
SI
14

T'l.

n

Total

696

620

Nokbistown Rifle Ci.tm.— Scores made

1222

for selection of

team. Distance, 100 yards. On the 10th of this month this
club expects to shoot 'a match with the Keystones of Philadelphia.
Thi3 is a return match, the Keystones having been
the victors
JenKS
,.4 4 4 4 5 444S5—411 TParkor....4 S 6 4 44 4 SI 5—44
Loeser
4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5—48 Frtedeb.irn.ri 4
4 4 6 4 4 4 4—43
Kerpc-r
4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 4—15 Boruer
5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 6 8—44
Bickel
4 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 4—15
BartOU
4 4 3 2 4 3 4 3 4 4—35
AParfcer...,4 5 4 4 3 4 5 5 6 .1—44
Oonneil
4 4 4 5 4 4 6 5 4 4
13

Jackson

3

54444

—

5

54 4—42

Leopold... .5

44556656 5—IS

4 5 11 :! 5 1 ', 4
4 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 4

Shaffer

OOI, Jr

4—12
6—37

SOUTH Carolina- -(
t >ternbei- 5.—At the close
of last month a match between the Carolina Battalion team
and the Sumter Guard team took place; twelve men on each
side; 200 yards, live shots each man. The Carolina team
were the victors, with a score of 228. The Sumters made
.,.-,

214.

Charleston.— Fourth Brigade Ground Ranee,
Match between teams of ten men from the Germat Fusileers and Qerman Hussars ten shots to the mau 200 yards, military
Highest indiv idual score possible,
rifles, Creedmoor targets.
50 highest possible team score, 500.
i

;

;

;

Fusileers.
8
4

AM

Williams
p Gleason
J Ueger
Maj wuiiby

Hschncte
Geo Marjenhoff

A

;

;

Schoberg. 61

;

MD

A

Paul. 60;

N

H'vtng, 68;

A

Knocpfle,

A

Paul, 06; P Tobin, 05; r> Miller, 64; V
09;
Engel, 64 A Bemslger, 61 J Blnnu-nburg, 116; John
;

4

4

4

6

4 3

3

2

4

4

2

4

4

4

2

i

3

4

3

4
4
3

3—35
3-88
4—33

8—84
4—10
8-88
4-37
4—86
4—34

4

4
4

4

1

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

l

3

4
3

5

::

4

3
2

3
4
4

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

4

5

4

2
t

4

4

4

6

Jatho

i

WKlem

1

4

Total

Huaaara.
4

2

J

K bulwinkle
U Barbers

B

4
B

4
i

FBestniaa

4

9

8

2

4

i

i

4

2

4

4

4

4

CSeel...

-

,i

A Bniwmkle

i

ii

Barken

3

H Lube
h Mabus
!•'

_

3

5
3

4

a

2

1

B

J

4
5

4
4

2

Osn-liiOlz

3

4

a

4

5
8

4

14

3

6
5

:j

a

8

s

5

Total

2-31
3—36

4—38
2-25
4—39
5—42
4—81
4—36
5—12
4—34
s&T

West

Virginia

— Woodland

—

Range, Wheeling, Sept. 4. In
Wimbledon Cup, the follow-

practice at 1,000 yards for the
ing scores were made

4404856B6D6
5665S54
5545
46646655560655
542453
3435554 445555
54545
4646555643533

Wallace

5

Dwlght

4

;

V Schoberger, 64.
Columbia—K Spitz,
;

3

.14

3

5

Ellis

1

Helvetia—R Weidman, 71;

4

4 4

4

Schacle,.

CT

,

Stanton

6

6

5

4

3
5

4

5

4

5-72
6—72
4—72
6—85
3-65
6—65

Boston will require her shooting clothes if she doesn't want
the Wimbledon Cup to rest iu Wheeling for the uext year.

;

Kasselien, 58.

B Engel, 66: Ph Klein, 60 :
King Target— Out of a possible 76—
William Klein, «r,; It Spitz, 66; A Oclil, 65; F
Fleidner, 61 A
Knoeptle. U4; H Uol/.tiiaii, 63; l> Miller, 611; B Zettler, 02.
Man Target— Possible 66 points— Peter Mever, 47; H oetil, 4T; A G
Irving.
Klein.
42; W
42; P Fanning, 41; Charles PerHellwlg, 43; N
40.
rlt, 40 ; E Holzman,

Mr. Selph III with Fevki;.— Ril'einen will regret to
learn that Capt Dudley Selph, the celebrated New Orleans
rifleman, together with Lis two children, is down with
yellow fever.

The festival was made delightful by the singing of the
various musical Swiss societies and Lieboldt's military
orchestra, with Eckerl's Band, performed their finest selecThe President of the Helvetia, 0. Mattman, Esq., is
tions.
to be congratulated on the successful way in which the programme was carried out.

lowing extracts from a letter written by Mr. W. Ferguson,
dated Inverness, Aug. 21, to a gentlemen in this city: "I
met ah the team at Wimbledon, and enjoyed a talk over the
kind way we were received when in New York. You may
have seen by the papers that the shooting was superior to
the previous Wimbledous. Yon must have noticed how
Here
successful Humphrey was with bis Remington
are some scores I have been making lately with my Reming-

II

M

W

;

—

New

Jersey Brinton Ri/te Range, Sept. 0.— First contest
The weather was pleasant ;
for long-range Remington rifle.
a gentle wind blew from the south, but without sufficient
force to affect the aim of the riflemen, and the scores made
were unusually high. The conditions were as follows Open
two sighting and ten
to all comers ; distance, 200 yards
scoring shots. Following are the scores, the highest attainable number being 50 points:
:

;

Wm

Haves

45
45

AJ

Hewlett

45

JFKuthven

.-15

RE Smith
MN

Crnwell

44
41
43
43
43
42
42

Fred Schilling

EM Sqnier

B Squire
O McLaughlin
Dr J M Dart
J L Paulding

OF Hill

M

II

41
41

WGourley

T J Conroy
O P Bonnctt
J

V Martin

40
40

-

AMcIunpaa
TFitz
04 Watson
RRobortson
Benj Brown
F J Brown

BA

Ft

Vail

Eames

Capt

A

A

Anderson

Gilbert

Louis Queen

KM Stelle

A C Darling

.10

•
,

40
39
39
as
38
33
38
',16

35
SB
98

Robert Gordon

21

Dlmocfc

Tub Nevada Badc+e.—It

looks as though the Nevada
remain at Oswego, with the Potty-eighth
Regiment, Co. A, for another year. On Saturday last thirtyfive men went out and rolled up a total of 1,222 in the possiThe shooting was witnessed
ble 1,750 at 200 and 500 yards.
by M. D, Hind and O. M. Durkee, of the Twentieth Separate
Company of Binghamton Col. Chase, Inspector of Rifle
Practice, Sixth Division, N. G. S. N. Y., and Col. Manning

Badge was

to

;

Two

representatives of the Binghamton Comalso there.
The badge has now been up for comhas held steady possession of
petition four years, and Co.
ft from the start, with figures as follows
of Syracuse.

pany were

A

1ST5—16 men

l,MT

men

1,169

1876—46

1S77— 35 men,...
1878— 3d men

ton

W- Fbrooson.— We

pfiinitod

are

to

make

the fol-

:

Second day

yards— 5

:

5 6 5 4

Third day

:

cuO yards— 5 6 5 5 6

200 yards— 6 5 5 5 5
S0O yards— 6

son

600

54545568555455565555 0.

yards— 10

shots. 49

;

ir,

shots, 79

" I will use the Remington at the

fall

;

20 shots, 93.

meeting."

4(1

JosH Burroughs

AW

Mil.

40
40
,

:

900 yds.
76
72
66
68

lbtt-38 le

«s.

Two

:

5S

for the Turf, Field and Farm
badge, at 200 yards, took place during the afternoon. The
Distance, 200 yards: position, standing;
conditions were
any rifle two sighting and ten scoring shots. Following are
the scores, the highest possible score being 50 points
37
45 JWTodd
.
G h Morse
Oapt J L Price
37
DrsTfl Dudley
41
A Bryant
36
A French
Underwood,
H
IV
J
Jr
36
J L Paulding
Irwin
46
J
E
35
Getoer
Leonard
10 Lewis Caas
85
r. Allen

DF

:

HThees.Jr

The conditions were
Sept. 7.— Sharps long-range match.
Open to all comers any rifles distances, 800,
as follows
900 and 1,000 yards; 15 shots at each range; no sighting
shots, spotting, or previous practice on the day of the match
the winner to lead all scores at every range. The latter condition, however, was not accomplished, and the match is still
open to contest. The scores were as follows, the highest attainable number being 225 points:
LGeiger

Presentation of N. R. A. Prizes.— The presentation of
prizes won at the fall meeting of the National Kifle Association, will take place at Oilmore's Garden ('Madison
venue

w

Messrs. R. H. Keene, E. A. Duffy, E. A. Hatry, J. A.
Hairy, anil E. A. Perry retired after shooting at the first
The New York Rifle Club had a match for the
range.
" Schoverling " badge at 300 and 300 yards, off-hand, ten
The leading scores were as-follows:
shots at each distance.

K

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

122

Gold Medals Awaedbd in Paris.— To E. Remington A
Sons, of Ilion, N. Y., for firearms; Providence Tool Co., of
silver medal to Sharps
Providence, R. I. for firearms
Rifle Co., of Bridgeport, Conn.; Galling Gun Co., of Harthonorable mention to the Union Metallic
ford, Conn.
Cartridge Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., and United States Regulation Firearms Co., of New York, for Springfield muskets.
Tatham Bros, received an award for soft and chilled shot.
,

,

;

Manhattan Beach.—Every evening during the week
Grafulla's Band performs at Manhattan Beach, and on Sunday
there is a sacred concert. There can be no more pleasant
Cars run all
place for an afternoon and evening's pleasure.
day at short intervals.
.

.».

-«

A Lytcn Taxidermist.— We happen to have seen some remarkable nice work done by Mr. A. M. Tufts, of Lynn, Mass.
Not only was the bird well poised and naturally mounted, but
Mr. Tufts prepares and
the whole conception was artistic.
preserves all kinds of birds and animals, and has all the ad-

1471

juncts and accessories of the business for sale. Our friends
in Massachusetts should let this taxidermist try his skill on

Jjjjj

some

of their late acquisitions.

:

——

:

"

;

:

:

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
JACK.
often that a clog- is honored with a
turned rule for his obituary but tho editors
II,

Ib not,

;

Ky., Sunday Argus saw
fit, not only
to devote a whole column to
their dumb friend, but to give him also the
dark' lines which are the newspaper symbols
of Diourllitig.
As a study of dog character,
this appreciative sketch bus been rarely surof tha Louisville,

passed

pression in his failing eyes which was very
touching.
And SO it proved. Late in the
evening he raised his head, took one long, regretful look around, wagged bis tail in feeble
farewell and then fell "back a stiffened UDd
pathetic unit of inanition, even though he
hid been only a dog.
Jack was neither handsome nor accomplished, but his betid was clear, bis face was
intelligent and he possessed a strong, sturdy
nature which commanded the admiration of
In no sen3e a
all those who knew him wT ell.
courtier, or a tlatlerer— indeed, his character
was just the opposite he was still frank aud
polite.
His manners lacked polish, but they
were hearty.
He loved his friends and he
hated his enemies. He never attacked a woman, or girl, and a child could take all sorts
of liberties with him. He was dignified without being pompous, brave without, being a
bully, grateful without being sycophantic,
sociable without, being distressingly familiar.
Taken all in all, he was a much better dog
than many a man is. Peace to his ashes

—

:

He was

only a dog. "Where he came from
no ono ever knew. His birth and
parentage were clouded in mystery, and it is
hardly probable, that they were noble, lie
was himself extremely reticent upon the subject, and there is no evidence that he ever alluded to it, even to his most intimate friend,
a genial and accomplished dog who resided in
a neighboring alley. His entree into journalism was stormy, to say the least. Ho had
been for a brief time the property of a butcher
on Market street, who kept him chained in a
back yard. Constant confinement played sad
havoc with a temper not naturally amiable,
and his views of the world and its people
grew harsh aud cynical, He became a very
Timon among dogs. He would snap and bark
and bite at every human being who came
near him, until the neighborhood became
Indignant citizens woidd stand off
aroused.
at a safe distance from his chain and cool their
wrath by shying bricks and sticks at the fourfooted bundle of snarling vitality which
tugged and strained at its end. Still he was
game, but his nature grew more and more
morose under thistre.itment. One day, objecting to the quality of meat which was thrown
to him, he sunk his teeth into the daring gentleman who furnished it, and this circumstance
brought about a change in his career. He was
promptly unchained and assaulted with clubs
originally

stones, until, finding the situation much
exciting than interesting, he beat a
noisy retreat, closely followed by the enemy.
He fell back up Market street aud out Fifth
until be reached the Argus office, and then,
seeing a door open aud construing it as an invitation, he darted in and camped under the
table, indicating to tne astonished occupants
by a series of defiant remarks, in a deep bass
voice, that he proposed to stay.
due sense
of discretion moved them to a policy of noninterference, but the next day he evidenced
an ungrateful desire to sample the compositors in the printing office, and it was deemed
necessary to place him in honorable captivSomehow, alter this Jack improved.
ity.
Possibly he recognized the fact that he was
among friends and, possibly, the fierce rencontre of the day before had left an indelible
impression upon his niiii d. At any rate he
became more thoughtful and considerate.
He discovered that true courage did not consist solely in a constant show of teeth, or in
persistent and noisy self-assertion.
While he
still kept up, to a certain extent, his braggadocio manner (for the habits of life are not to

!

—

Tim's Kit. It surprised the shiners and
uewsboys around the postoffice the other day
to see " Limpy Tim " come among them in a
quiet way, and to hear him say
"Boys, I want to sell my kit. Here's two
brushes, a hull box of blacking, a good stout
box, and the outfit goes for two siullin's! "
"(Join' away, Tim! " queried one.
" Not zactly, boys, but I want a quarter
"
the awfulcst kind, just now.
"Goin' on a 'scursion ? " asked another.
" Not to-day, but I must have a quarter,"
:

'

he answered.

Oue of the lads passed over the change and
took the kit, and Tim walked straight to tho
counting-room of a daily paper, put down
the money,

said

I kin write

it,

With slow-moving

fingers

won

scarlet fever— atjred three
Funeral to-morror, gone up to Hevin-left

are guaranteed
for accuracy, and are now very

FANY &

your brother?

Tim

The big tears came up, his chin quivered,
and he pointed to the notice on the counter
and gasped
"I—I had to sell my kit to do it, b—but
he had his arms aroun' my neck when he d
"
!

He

away home, but the news went
and they gathered in a group
Tim had not been home an
hour before a barefooted boy left the kit on
the door-step, and in the box was a bouquet of
flowers, which had been purchased in the
market by pennies contributed by the crowd
of ragged, but big-hearted urchins.
Did
God ever make a heart which would not respond if the right chord was touched?—1)6,
hurried

whose

in his nature.
politically,

he

An

intense
persistently

declined to concede that the Fifteenth

Amendment was an accomplished fact, and would
Ku-Klux any colored citizen who came near
Know-Nothing
in a slight degree, he
him; a
made uncompromising war on ail Italian peanut peddlers and organ-grinders. Somehow
that
they were an entirely
think
seemed
to
he
unnecessary part of the world's economy, and
that he had a special mission to explain the
case to every oue he met.
On last Sunday he was poisoned. How it

was done no one knows, but it is extremely
probable that some idle varlet, relying upon
the fact that Jack was always hungry, dressed
a stray bit of meat with strichnine and thus
Late in the afterenticed him to his death.
noon he crawled around to the office, with
dragging limbs aud glazed eyes, and lay down
Medical
in the old accustomed spot to die.
aid was called and everything which love
could suggest was done to alleviate his sufferings, but, all in vain.
lie seemed to know
thai the end was near, and at every effort to
help himhewouldlookup with an "l'm-justas-much-obUged,-but-it's-of-no-use,-boys" ex-

Their stock of

full line.

Diamonds and other Precious
Stones, General Jewelry, Artistic Bronzes and Pottery, Eleetro-

and Sterling Silverware
Household use, fine Stationery and Bric-a-brac, is the
Plate

the slightest obligation to pur-

UNION SQUARE,

NEW YORK

cannot give.' Ants were to be found in
the hunting,
three stages of civilisation,
the pastoral, and the agricultural stage.
But of their resources for meeting new emergencies, Sir John Lubbock, on the whole,
does not speak well. They have not exactly
anything equivalent to red-tape. But they

—

are
Conservatives, not
of
Lord
strict
Beaconsfield's school, but of the old humdrum type, which regards a new method as
not so much a blunder as an impossibility.
Tlie Spectator.

—A

SrorrED and Potted.
leopardess in a
circus at Davenport, la., gave birth last week
to a cub that was pretty enough to eat, aud
ate it ere itjhad arrived at the early age of
five minutes.
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Bourbon Democrat

TIMING

WATCHES

chase.

bock delivered one of his amusing lectures on
be shaken off in an instant), his temper grew the habits of ants. Here we may add that,
in relation to the other insects associated
belter aud he would let people neat him. And
one day it was determined, after a long con- with ants,— of which, according to M.
sultation, to Unfasten Jack at a venture, aud
Andre, there arc no less than 583 distinct
allow him to roam at will. It proved a most species, Sir John Lubbock had himseli
happy Buccess. Conscious that he was on his studied the treatment by the auts of the
good behavior, he did not disgrace himself. aphides or domestic cattle they keep, as we
An earnest thinker, a deep observer and a keep cows for lire sake of the milk they yield
born philosopher, he made long pedestrian us. The ants keep these crealureBin corn,
tours through the city, studied man and his he says, all the winter, though they are then
kind, and learned that his estimate of the of no use to the ants, and they tend the
world and its inhabitants had been an entirely aphides during that barren time with great
erroneous one. He discovered that men had care. Then in the spring they milk them,
not been created tor the sole purpose of abu- much as we milk our cows, and derive no
sing him; that boots were not an ingenious small part of their sustenance from them.
contrivance of the enemy invented merely to Again, Sir John entirely confirms Huber's
make a kick at him more effective that every observations on the extreme forms which
person who carried a slick did not do to with domestic slavery takes in relation to one
a view of laying it vigorously over his head species, the individuals of which will starve
Whenever the opportunity offered.
As all in the midst of plenty rather than feed themthese things grew upon him gradually, he
selves, so completely dependent are they on
softened more and more, until, at the time of
the services of these slaves. Sir John had
his death, oue who had known Jack only in kept some of this species alive for months by
former days would hardly have recognized allowing them a slave for one hour a day to
him as the same dog. Still, he retained a bit feed and clean them. But without that atof the old
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O, Ac B.

!0I

Bowery,

New York.

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

12 4
$pprtsti(ett

r

s

SHOOTIE

BOSTON

ABBEYANDEEW
& IMBRIE,

§oott$.

SUITS.

Successors to

&

(SLjERK

CO.,

S^fr, \',v

SOLE AGEMTSforthe Manufacture and

The reputation of these
goods Is now established

8ETH GREEN'S

throughout the country.

They are the Best.

)ii

Trout Files tied to order, S2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelSed to order, St per doz.

PRICE PER SUIT, $13.
For

rules for
particu-

circulars,

Sale of

NEW YORK:

measurement and
address

lars,

SIMMONS &

&. W.

Boston, Mass.

35

18 okkirjn Lane,

Liberty St.

SON,
publications.

Om

aant-10

EW ENC'LAND

£Mf

Valuable

publication^.

;r3

on

AMEKICAN'

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans fifty Bhells In ten minutes. Nowater used.
clastic, self-adjusting, prevent the slipping
is unequalled as a brooch wiper by covering with an oiled clots. For sale by all gun dealers,
or sample sent, free by mail on receipt of price,
$1 .60 ; 10 and 12 bore. J. P. BONAN, 7S8 8 hawmut
Liberal discount to lhe
avenue, Boston, Mass.
Sept23 8iu
trade.

Life

Knives

Osgood's Portable Folding
Canvas Boat.

Insurance Comp'y.

A$Y BOOK

Post Offlco Snaarc, Boston, Mass.

ot wads,

Benjamin

F. Stevens, President,
J.

KENNY &
V. P.
E. P.

GENERAL AGENTS.
New York City.
HATC'LIEFE

Cones'

Portland, lie.
Nashua. N. H.

EvlBKSON
'.,,,-

..'.

:;

DODD, MEAD &

PltlCE,

CO., 751 Broadway N. Y.

Gibbens, Secretary

Iff.

TARBOX

;

XA3IED BELOW SEXT POSTPAID

OS RECEIPT OF

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Commissioner's report
$14,486,920 63
Total turplus as per Insurance Commissioner's report
1,621,078 83

Key to Birds

of North America,
1 vol., S vo., cloth, $T 00

,;..,

-,

;,',;..:.

Field Ornithology,

HALL & WORTHING rON.-H:, i,nore,3Id.
VERNOR BROTHERS
Detroit, UlicU.
Chicago, 111.
O. CRONKIUTE
I

Weight, with paddle for trout llshing, duck huntexploring, etc., 20 lbs.; weight, with bottom
board, oars, paddle, etc., everything comp'ete, 40
L1APIN, Battle
lbs. Manufactured by OSGOOD ACreek, Mich. Send for Illustrated circular,
ing,

i

WATSON
DAVIS
M.C.RANDALL

St.

W.

St. Loiiih,

B.

1 vol., 8 TO., cloth, $2 50

Birds cf the Northwest)

Paul, Minn.

J. J.

New

Mo,

Orleans,

By

A TURKISH BATH
Tour Own Room

8 vols.,

plates,

Packard's Guide to the Stndy of Insects,
a

This is secured by a cheap
n parani? recent y oatenteii,

tor the production of Turkish and Vapor Baths, at the
cost of the alcohol that supplies the heat. It has proved
m-re eil'eciive tnanthe ordinary Turkish Baih House in

Rheumatism,

eradicating

Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia, and all
Nervous "and debilitating
Pamphlet free.
Maladies.

PORTABLE
LTJBIN'S
TUHKISB BATH CO.,6SEast

No. 29, Oil Finished Grain Leather HnntfiiB xkoe», broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels,
with or without nails; English watertight tongues,
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, »7; sue.
extra by mail. Send stamp for illustrated Catalogue.
P. O.

Box

& SONS,
THOMSON
Broadway, New York
301

1.016.

I'Oni'.i. street,

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

\

,/'".

The only

DonWe-Srlp

Top Lever

;

ceipt of price.

Farrar's Stereoscopic. Yiews of the Rangeley
Lake Region each 25c.
Address,
CHAS. A. J. FAF.RAK,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Send for catalogue.

6m

Useful to Sportsmen and

need, the only Ho
will not occur.

"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compea
sating Features of Action."

SHOOTXNQ.
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK.
Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire,

NEW

W.

Bond

SEI>F-LIGIITING
MATCH SAFE.

TAYI.OR'3

IjOSB

Clark

&

Pratt

Breoch-Loodert.

Srceider,

This match safe commends itself at once to all.
Simple in construction, elegant in tlnish, perfect in
:-:. 1'i-r
in: euros a
.......
itr., mi
:,!,-, ei
-i
ty. neatne-s and dispatch. Not necessary to remove
cover except to replenish the box. Just the thing
Send Fii'rv e'ES-rs fir sample box to
foe hum tsmrii.
Calender ttreet, Piovldence, R. 1.
O. K. TAYLOR,
augS 3mo
Large discount to the trade.
!

for Illustrated Catalogue.

_ CRAWTMS

3c

,.',

i

I.

1

=

:

1?

F.

PB10E3

WALLER,
Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

i

81 iS

at

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Rfliles in Texas
on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and
Sport,

$

I

-SO.

American Club

List and
Sportsman's Glossary 50c.

Long-Range

Rifle

Shooting,

Wallace's Adirondack Guide
82.

Life in Florida,

The Fishing

Tourist,

.

5etauSgcac6en

am

Sr[d>cint

8.

unb

o«

tit ^.Ictiiereti

und hc=

I'iibto, ifflll^
i,

SlnSufmna bet 3119b:
eeitjoeca !c. anlcrfffanle

3m

Hiifidsc ubti3eaMittjeScaWiotion.
bicbgtfdjidjttn )C
Belli

Sotj» unb fflnlbicm bee „aiL<
a3it3UuftTa.
u Uetn. 3tbet
i

rt'taS".

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

loadlng Shot-guns, nivech-iniuiiiii; Machines, Eley'a
Shells, Wadding and o«p", Metal Shells, Curtis A
--.i:-i
Harvey's and Orange LtaOTrdng POwdere,
Chilled Shot, Glass Halls and Class Ball Traps. Send
Bept 12 lyr
tor Illustrated Price List, free by mull,

tioncn finb 1
3af)taotig uuii

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
NO, 146 BBOADWAT, ROOM 30. NEW YOKE ClTT,
All business promptly attended to.

No"!

in

e

[

(til

bum

©cptembet uno witb gebunbcu
iiiiliCL'

IW

October

bit!

jinn 22.

bie iicrbe jcbes SJiidjef

BeautUuliy and fully illubtraled with hunting
jc-nc'-.n he plains aud In the Kockv
from 'ticld «Setclies by lhe aulhor. A book of huur,
treating 011 Caiwplng,
nauaiandr. iui
The TlBe o( llulcs and Horses. Hoys,
1

1

I

Vrclt

t.i«rtcIioI)rfi*

bunt Sictlcgct.

4 Sttart.

rucldtc

5Bud)l)anMung obcr

--.

i

,

^tOvfSfiimmem

M

r

he-

author.

fl«ati8,

Box
i

.Suentois,

Germany.

i

Theoheap

ana Trapping.

reference-book for sportsmen ever published.
lie
Address
Sent post-paid on receipt or pile. Jl

Slbreffe:

§X. von

,

t

ps

icin.

anan nbonnirt bntdj irgcub
Mr-eft

8.

Clleubcr,], Vrooltti 8<Kpf«rti

$661

H.

gajcret.

22. eineS \£btn iDJonatS

>««
i

,,

J Gnril & Son, London, Out.. Canada, Importers
and uealsis in line English Breech and Mu/.zle-

,1.

lufbt. Saaofffijlltf SBuibaettdjten,

'

Curd's Good Guns,

By

ban $r. ooit 3ocrno(«,

itnb tcbigirt

mi

AND TRAP
HOW TO HUNTBatty.

3agMettang.

§ffn(Irirfe 'glCmfcfjau

i

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

i

i

,

:

:

solo

si. 50.

Petsoual Sketches. Parks. Land As»oeiotion8. Fishing and Hunting Grounds. Heels, manv charts from
offlcial sources, with complete soundings, etc., etc.
Useful to sportsmen aodyachlsmen, aud the country
aentlcman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address O. P.
KUNH .A RDT, Yachting Edit-r. FoittST AND Stbkam
Office , 111 Fulton street, New Vork.

1

]el3

Zff^. B1HM-IKGHAMT,

.

i

[ILLUSTBATEP.]

(djttftlat fid)

Pictures ofUfsiilencen and I.lve Stock.

S

New

and enlarged edition, coniniTiitie' in
for dlass ball shooting, and chafer >! in
Por
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson
this oillce. Price -ft.

i

Bentrdje

137 South

VY OKK.S,

SHOOTiNC.
BY CAPT. BOJARDU-I.

Camp

Contains Hbnnrv of the State, Towns and points o
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value,
"
-!.
...
•:
- ..
e
n: "
Names, liihabitants oi the Bi-aches. Wrecks, Lighthouses, Life-saving Stntions.Yaclii Clulei. Industries,

L

MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPH EE

t ~Jlu ft £• bit

COVER AND TRAP

FIELD,

JERSEY COAST,

POCKET

'J

Baltimore.

St.,

:u you write
>sc slump lor
o., 5 ie !.
,rk.
j.vlltf

82.

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOK

214

Blfttionerj

ir

return postage.
man street (or P

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

reasonable prices.

any Kngre.v-

fig

want v
you
merely to make

Yachtsmen.

bounder with which mlssflres

to

Frederick Oily, Md.

BBB
may

:

outline

KuztU-Loading Owns Altered

;

JeM-ly

and materials
English Guns, and at more

GUNHKEii

Ours,

Farrar's, Richardson and ftangeley T.nltes
Illustrated.— A complete and thorough guide to
the entire Rantreley Luke Region, and the sporting
:nds of western Maine paper, 50c.
irrar's flloosehend Luke and the North
jne Wilderness Illustrated —A comprehensive Hand-book of the Mooseheael Lake Region and
the sporting grounds oevond; paper, 50c.
Fnrrar's Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin,
Magallowny and Connecticut Ivers cloth, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket Map Di Moosertead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; cloili, SI.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re-

to 16 bora.

The Snelder Rebounding LoSk

Frank Schlev,
11

WHAT YOU WANT!

JUST

aprlS

CABIN STORES.

Aetlsrn

THE 'WOBiD,

from 6

m finish, symmetry of
to the llnest

paints, oils, etc.

positive

Self-Closing

IN

Sizes,
Kauai

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russiabolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,

THE SHEIDEE GUN

Homes and

1 vol., 12 mo., cloth. Illustrated, *1 .5

i

57

itms,

Cincinnati, O.
jel3 lyr

1 vol., Svo., clotn, J500.

Ferns in their

Shooting'-

to.

$30 00.
flo 00.

cloth,

The same, colored

4

Pheasant

Describing the Haunts, Dahits, and Methods or
Banting and Shooting the American Partrldge-Qnall;
Buffed Urouse— Pheasants, wlthdirecti.ms for handling the true, hunting the doit, and shooting on the
Wing. Price, $'_>. Liberal discount to the trade.
To be had at book stores generally. Also lor sale
one doable-barrel breech-loading central Ore shotgun, 12-gauge. Address.

Oct

Birds of North America,
By Baird, Ridgeway *" Brewer,

For Five Cents.

U

of New England,
By Mtnot, 1 vol., 8 vo., cloth, $3 00

Land and Same Dlrds

-j.

In

C ones,

Elliott

I, a.

San Francisco, (a

W. ES'ERSON

&

Partridge

niv

1

HI

40, Parkville,

OGCiSWELL,

Long

Island.

Publisher,

New

York.

1

wor ^r«n

GOLD o«iat

(k»,

mot

J12 « '!»? nttanii«

ajOkm '1b« *

0y 7 Avjiw«.,M»lu»,

1

^

.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVER,
SYRACUSE,

N.

Y. f

MAKERS OF

SPORTING GUNS.

E
Make" —

Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

Winchester

1878.

u ompanv,

Arms

in epeatang

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

WINCHESTER & HQTCHKiSS REPEATING FIRE-ARM S,
In

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and

all varieties for

every variety of

EAPfDSTY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

List,

address

WINCHESTEE EEPEATING AEM8 COMPANY,
New

245 Broadway, New

Haven, Connecticut, or

FOSS BROS. &
(Successors to F.

CO.,

ABBEY &

J.

"he iictmeL

\ht

MEAT

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Keunel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

coming

fall

with kenuel.

For particulars, address
Unlou Kennels, Glen Cove.L. I.

HARRY HOWARD,

sep!12 2t

New York.

Club,

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

^etmel

SPRATT'S PATENT
Union Kennels, Clen Cove,L.I.
FIBRI NE DOG CAKES.
Boarding and breaking a specialty. Going south

CO.),

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Guns,

York.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels
write at once to C11AS. S. HITCHCOCK, Secretary
Ouleont Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
each for dog or bitch pups.
septl2 tf

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring
DOGS
their dogs broken this year

have

to

bv me will r lease
at once. Want them fitted for the
ere season opens.
Shall go South for the
winter with the BOgS. My entire keunel (12 dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them atCentfeville
on the Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic
County, N. J.
Je27lf

communicate

None are

PEABODY-MARTINI

BBEECH^LOADING RIFLES.
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN.

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

ITS

18

field

F. O. De l.UZE,
Sonth William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

BROWN k
For

TROOPS IN THE LATE

fceiiume xaumee so stamped

HILDER,
sale

St. Louis, Western Agents.
in cases of 112 pounds.

SALE—

TjX)R

A
field trial setter
Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! r pups. Address, HERBERT, 93 Worces
Boston, Mass.
aug29if
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
SALE— English setter, two years old good
A Baue to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs.
FOR
on quail, woodcock and partridges
splendid

filter

of

;

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 60 cents by mall. Postpaid

WMiXf^Sy, TARGET
Being

rifled

j&.

m S3 SFORTSHQ:

on the only system suitable for the " Express " principle. Our long-range and mid-range
._. lag the sights and the use of the proper size of

1
d to Express Tttflei
frsS™
" Express " bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.
.

I

Send

for price listto

PROVIDENCE~TOOL CO., Providence, R.

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with
full

directions for use.

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended byKoDANDGuN
and Forest and Stream.

W. HOLBERTON.

I.

octia

111

FULTON STREET.

good

;

triever; pedigree; price $45.

F.

re-

BOARDMAN,

It.

Newburypott, Mass.

septs 4t

SPAYING.— Bitches spayed at rn-idence of owner
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham,
Maes. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J. Foster,
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club.
sept5 at

FOR
by

SALE— Two

dog pups,

I'nrte o.i the >;
litter sister to

:

,

out of Kate II.,
:,„.,,

,

,,,,„...,

:J

.

;.,;,.

George Brewis' Dash II., and
1ST8.
She Is by Baverack'a
Blue Prince, out ot Armstrong's Old Kate. Price lor
pups,
$60 each.
AddresH E. A. HEHZBERG,
Yonkers, Westchester county, N. Y. P. O. tins 307.
II.

is

was Imported June

1,

Beptl2 It

«0

THIS

CAPT.
lll

I

^c

^erf'r

.

at hes > boUl
£

R">rs

* n<

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

A. ML

-

In the field.

He

and

At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July

4,

and

5

uses no other.

It

was

also used in the

wonderfu

6,

breaking balls at teventy-Uve yards with a shot- gun.

WO SMOKE, JSO DIR T, LESS RECOIL.
CO.,

WORKS

Office,
:

1 Cortlandt
BINOHAMTON, "N. Y.

COCKER SPANIEL
P.

MCKOON,

Del. Co.,

New

York.

for Safe.
New York. is-bs.
LINCOLN &. HELLYAR,

N. Y.

tor

|'.:l

twelve months

first

prize

winner of

nauicuhirs

Warren, Mass.

New
firs',

address
augl5 ot

Mi'llL;!'

.nl.bvss,

FOR S ALE LOW.

i

u

English and Iri=h Dogs and Puppies of the purest
breeding. Superior in color and form. Apply tc
ARNOLD BUKGES, Hillsdale, Michigan, augSS-M

e

well-bred

two red
I

SALE—English setter clog, 4

I710R
oughly
1

broken.

_.

years eld, thor-

Can be seen on game— woodAddress, P. O. Box 2,770,

ckton Mass

lined by a fine dog.
Address CHAS. A. BKI8GS, South Norwalk, Conu,

septl2 2t

for Ja/u,
SALE— A Winchester ride,
FOR
octagon b.rrel, plain trigger.
Eood order; has never been

old,

bitch, ljt

Address E.

J.

BOBBINS,

fat-

Wetherstleld,

aug22

Conn.

Address

Julvltf

.

watch

POTTS, No.

3,905

Spruce

model of 1-73,
The rifle is in
n-e.l much.
Address F
street, Philadelphia.

septmr

SALE— One

10-gauge,
10-pound, 32-iuch
A. locks, twist barrels. Price
One Sharp?, nttd-rangc, i" calibre, 25-inch bar$25.
rel, pbtol grip, etc., mmi.bic.
c\»-n foil: price $30,
in perfect order. One Evans' magazine rifle. 45
calibre, in perfect order. Price $30, cout too.

IT^OR

breech-loador,

HOLBEltTON &

B

CO., Ill Fulton

St.,

N. Y.,bo.v

cleg

TRAMPS, N

tf

pun wanted; large breed
Y. Herald office
.

W

5.109.

septlS It

jyll tf

SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white
FOR
with a pedigree
years
setter

BLOODED

setter
Bitch very fine bred,

bitch, with eight whelps.

and of great endurance; waa

setter dog,
Irish setter

old, very handsome. For
.\ bible. i.b,
en he, I.,
';.
Btptl2 3t

cock, quail or partridge.

uity years.

I keep only cookers of the finest strains. I sell only
young stock. I gnaran'ec m," Is n ei ion and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock, shooting and retrieving,
jio

U

111.

"

[York, 18T8, out of Flora (imported),
Iprize

Franklin,

i,

;

By our imported Dash, winner of

OP

M.

good dog, tiained to run rabbits.
^rice must be low.
Address S., 141 Park
sept 12 it
Utlea.N. Y.

SALE, CHEAP— One
FOR
fourteen mouths old

Choice Red Irish Setter Pups

Breeding Kennel

w

1?iOR SALE OlIEAP-Engllsh and Laverack

sept.12 It

ANTED— A

bitohe",

[St.,

handsome

white and tan tetter dog, three years old;
from Block imporluii by Whitman, of Chicago, war,
ranted thoroughly broken on quail, chicken, snipe and
ducks, retrieves from both laud and water, and altogether one of the best Held docs in the countryowner unable to use liiui, and too line a dog to remain idle. AIbo, a full-bred all red Irish seiter pup,
six months old, neiilerec running bunk nighty years;
now ready for use; price $25. FHaNCIS MORHIS,
liver,

.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PBICE LISTS,

THTTMAR POWDER

GREAT BARGAIN.—Hemarkah'y

Philadelphia.

CARVER

DR.

A

SALE— Crystal Spring
FOR
Ground*, "jL.hu ii
l.

Ings cost over $t,2U0;

Fish

Farm and

PIcnio
ii.

i

u,

i.

gothlc frame
tenant's house,
one, four horses; twenty-three
acros, four acres grove, with irom twenty to thirty
ponds; line garden; loo young fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., cars this office.
villa;

all

stables,

five years old

modern Improvements;

;

etc.— in

JB13U

I
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Auxiliary

for gale,
SALE— One Evans' Kifle in perfect
FOR
with coyer and 560 cartridges
cost

SHELTON'S

order,

^n§ina1

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading

gfn.'jfriimciifs.

Shot Guns.

$50, price
top-snap breech-loader
;

One

$30.

lam. steel, No.

12,

WATERS'

in good order price $35. Two London made stubtwist muzzle-loaders
fine specimens oi the oldBtvle London gun price {20 each. W. HOLBER& CO., 117 Fulton street, N. Y. P. O. Box
6,109.
septs It
;

IZ&ff

ORGANS.

;

These beautiful organB

;

TON

in.'.

!.,

I,

purity of tone aud perfect
a iam.
Their cases
are all richly linislicd in
Solid Black Walnut,.
Wo
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price limn any
ether house in the United
1

BREECH-LOADER — SPLENDID BARGAIN.—

offer lor sale my line P, Webley & Son breechloader, s% lbs. weight, 30-luch DamaBCua barrels,
one full, the otter modified choke; neatly 3 in.
drop top lever, rebonnrtinir locks, pistol grip extol,
sion rib, with all the latest hupr .verm nts. This gun
is an extraordinary good shooter, both pi tt era and
penetration, has scored 18 slr.dtrht. birds at 30 yards
rise sweepstakes, and 16 out of 17 at 21 yards ; h>s
been used but little, is aB good as new. and is fully
warranted cost $210. Price. $150 cash. AddresB
W. H. PIERCE, Peekskill, N. T.
sepl2-lt

Waters'Pianos
Grand, Square and Uprudd.
arc
the
REST
J1AUK,
Tone, Touch,
lp and Iiura-

:

i

Q ELEWANT New

1O

Style

name, 10c. postpaid.
Nassau, N. Y.

OITY

aug.

AND COUNTRY PEOPERTY

and exchanged.

New

street,

Chromo Cards, with
GEO. I. KEED & CO.,

0. S.

PECK,

8

bought, sold
8ept27 ly

MA-NOFACTUTIEHB OF

GUNPOWDER,
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
1 (fine)

to 6 (coarse).

strength and cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

of

A

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
O.

Box

NEW

715

Ministers, Churches,
rataIog"es Mailed.

AGENTS WANTEU.

etc.

Second-band Hance ard Organa

GAINS.

at

HORACE WATKRix i
and

facturers

New York.

GREAT BAR-

*oiN.«, manudealers, 40 Eaet Fourteenth Street,

HAVEN, CONN.

Sharps Rifles Against the EWorld.

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO
Nos.

IBAB8.

on Installment-.

gun of 10 or 18-calibre— calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44 as desired. Length of
rrel, r. verity inches.
Tim shells used with flic best, advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co 's
rlrldges, No. 32 and 58, extra long, and No. 44, model 18T8. Send for a Circular and Price List.

West Twenty-fifth

York.

lor .six

Sd

beral dls

my standard make

Unsurpassed h> point of
Packed in square canis-

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.
1878:

R. A.,

Creedmoor

MAY 23— LEECH

CUP, for the Championship ot
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with
SHARPS
LONG-RANGE RIFLE,
MODEL 1878.
MAY 24— Sim
Mil
Kesiment team,
^ a\
Ride
ami
«£ £ \3

ii.ip 'yI_.ons-Kn.nselMatc.il ; Koriy-eislith
pit
using ) (T>
Sharps (Model 1st.,) Military
l
one yards
record, aim, ami
; 5
Be?t record of any other Rifle
170
In flYe-sIxtus of the matches In which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be used, and were used, at M>e
Spring Meeting oi the N. R. A., May 23, 24 and 25, at Creedmoor, they wun first Prlzee.
i

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

1 (fiae) co 8 (coarse).
In 1 lb.
kegs.
flue grain, quick

A

ejaf lb.

upland prairie shooting.

;

canisters and
and clean, for

Well adapted to shot-

guns.
Hazard's " Duck Shooting."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 and 5 10. canisters
and6j( and Vl% lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For held, forest or water shooting It
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Hazard's " Kentucky

Jtlfle."

IfFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 26,
12% and Gif lbs, and cans of 61bs.eTFFG is also
packed in 1 and y. lb. canisters. Bnrns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" J?Q IE
the standard Blie powder of the country,

Superior Mining and Blaxting Powder*

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, Or
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, PROOF, MANU
FACTURED TO ORDER,

OLD RELIABLE.
TRADEMARK.

Send

Warero ms, 177 Broadway, New York

for Circular.

Sharps

Kifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,

Treble
Breech-Loader.

NEW

&

Rand Powder Co.

No. 86

MURRAY

ST., M. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in eealuo
1 lb. cant-tera. Higher numbers specially are recommended for breech-loading guns.

No.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. I to B sn
metal kegs, 6jf lbs. each, and canisters of and 6
1

lbs.

each.

Orange

Rifle

for

and

The

best

Sizes,

FG,

rifles

all

Powder.
ordinary

and FFFG, tlielast being the Quest.
Packed in wood aud metal kegs of 2i lbs., Via lb»
,,

',',

",

ING APPARATUS. MI ITABY POWDER
olallkmdson hand and made koorder.

Safety Fuse, Frictional and
Platinum Fuses,
ramphlets, showing sizes at the grain by wooo
out, sent free on anplisatU n *o the above nddress.

GRANT'S REMEDY,

;

_

>

WEDGE

hesitate or doubt, for

never

By

fails.

it

is

really

and

a specific

purely a vegetable preparation.

It is

timely use thousand-, of cases that have
been considered incurable by the moat eminent
its

physicians have been peimanently cured.

It is

also indorsed by tbe regular phvsciana and niedi-

throughout the country. Sold in
bottles at two dollars each, or three bottles,
winch ia enough to cure tho moat aggavated caeo,
sent to any address on receipt of five dollars
Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders
to be addressed to
en!

societies

BEWARE

W. W. GREENER,

Birmingham,

Mary's) -Works,

St.

H. G. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

1 Cortlandt Street,

ESTA-BIjISIIEID,

New York

531

in all

B reech ^ oading

MAIN

ST.,

-

:

WORCESTER, MASS,

-

§;tfes.

«£

CO.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
Importers and Dealers

Grant's Remedy Manufacturing: Co.,

England.

City.

1811.

EDW. K. TRITON, Jr.

UNPOWDER.

effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy
Gravel and Briglit'a disease. No matter of Row
ldBg __tamli['.r the o&Be may be, positive relief is
bad in from one to three day-. Do not despair,
Its

international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an oojet d'art valued at
-C169, and a money prize of £105, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaso, was competed for by
flixty-alx of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholrnondey Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Past Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 88 yards and 1 foot and 2»X yards. He
also won the second event, killing 8 birds in succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
Is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 187T, beating 17 guns hy the best London makers, and winning
the sliver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunniaker.
._
a between Oapt. Bogardns and
The wlnninggun also at Philadelphia, 1S76, In the pigt ol
Mr. South for .$5011 a side, South killing 80 birds out of 1(H), using one in rrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Gun Trial, 1815, bea-ing 102 guns by all the best makers of
FAS V 'BUEECH-LOADER is the strongest
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE
and most durable ever invented, aud the most successful gun of the period. Patented In the United
OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.
States, Oct, 5, 1875 No. 168,328.

',:!.,,

!,,,

All of the abnve give high velocities and less
residuum than -my oilier brauilj made, and are re
Mmmended and used by uapt. A. ][. BOGARDTJS,
the "Champion TVine: f-Mmr. of the Vi mid."
BLASTING POWDER and EI.En IIUCAL BLAST-

Fast,

At the

;

purposes.

FFG

Wedge

tbe wiamsa COM

The above can bo bad of fieaiere, or of the Company's Agents in every pronr>oent city, or waotesals
»t our office.
g8 WALL STREET,
YORK.

Laflin

STOP AND READ.

S A.

All forms of Kidney diseases, Paina in the
Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by

W. W.JJreener's Champion

7

TJ.

Makes and

JF

HERRINGS

Qualities of

ire_A rms,|

ACCSSSAB-IEIS.
STORES

:

No, 19 North Sixth

No. 220 North Second St., and No. 527 Commerce

St.,

St..,

FBIIjADXSXiFSIA.

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT.
American Powder

Co.

BOSTON, MASS.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
E. B. Rambo, 14 State street, Chicago, 111.
M.G. Goddabd, S04 North Second, St. Louis, Mo.
F. BARS &Co.. 41 Walnut. st„ Cincinnati, O.

Sporting

Gunpowder.

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

before

War.

[Hie

861 andsr.2

and 8. Superior Rifle, nil e
W.STI'li' Id
Rifle, and Col. Hawker's Ducking.
Cedar street, N. Y Agent for the United states. 51

CO.,
BKOADWAY. NEW YORK.

(RED LABEL.
Equally well adapted to
Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot.
choke-bores, modified elK/lic-, and cylinders.
Our hilled shot will he found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform la size,
SEND
FOR CIRCULAR.
auy
other.
finish
than
and
cleaner
of
brighter
harder, heavier and

Jfrnufements, $jtc.

i

TATHAM &

DIAMOND GRAIN.E

Nos.

Lower thau^

HERRING &

233 STATE STREET,

English

Prices

a, 3, 4, 6, 6, T

Also,

manufacturers of

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more

BROS., 82 Beekman
CTEW TORK.

PATENT

FINISH,

AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT,

uniform than the ordinary moulded Bhot,

St.,

rpHE AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35TH
Thousands of livlne

TROPICAL AN M'

_>:-il

curiosities
.-,

'.

Ill

;

ST.

DEVrb FISHES,

M l'A NZEIC,

BtO.

P-r-

lormancea twice dailv of the Troupe of DOU8,
MONKEYS and GOATS.
Admission 6" cents. Children half price.

and

COM-

THE MARVELXOCS

ST. BENOIT TWINS.
Children 15 cents.

Adinuislon 85 ceDt* extra.

—

T

FOREST AND STREAM.
%$ort$mm'a Routes,

§gori$mtn's Routes.
TVI

1>

KW YORK AND PH
BOl'MI

LADELPHIA

1

NEW LINB

i:ii<ii.K KilllTE,

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

STATION IN N~fi W Yi :V- Foot
Leave New York for Trenton ami
)

!i'r

!

Liberty

Bt.

1:45, 9:110, 11:110 A. ju., 1:30, 1:30, 4:15, aalS v.a.hi

Leave Trenton

for

New Yoik

day), 6:60, 8:13, 10:K0 A.
F. M.

Pullman Drawing

at

1

:'>''

12:15, 2:15,

SI.,

Eoom

(except MonWri, 11:30

3:0(1,

West

1

1

pickerel, etc., eto.

Cars are

New

York and to
9:30 a. M., 4:on, p. m. trains from
trie 1:45, A. M., 1:30 r. M. trains from Philadelphia.

Ko

York and PhilaSUNDAT Tkaikh— Leave
delphia ot 9:oo a. m,, 0:30, 12 p. M. Leave New Tork
lor Trenton at 0:30 a. m. and B:8I> P. M. Leave Ti
ton ror New Yoi k fit l:ilo, 0:50 A. u.. 6:10 P. M.
Boat3 of the "Brooklyn and Brie Annex " make
connee'inn at Jersey City Bt&Uon to and from Brooklyn and Rile Hep..', Joreoy City.
Tickets for sale et loot of Liberty street, Nos. 629
and 944 Broadway, at the principal hotels, all o dices
MtheJErle Railway in Hew York and Brooklyn, and
at No. 4 Coon Street, Brooklyn. Baggage chocked
from residence to destination.
B. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pftaa. Agent
Beptl3 ly

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

man

carried tree.

Mountains to their most
watering places and summer resorts,
of the Virginia

via

famous

White

Sulphur Springs.

.

OI Injury.
The lines of

CONWAY

H.

HOWARD,

Railroad

PennsylTani

Company

also reach the best localities for

AND FISHING
New

In Pennsylvania and

Jersey.

EXCURSION

are sold at the offlceB of the Company in
the principle cities to KANE, REN OVA, BED-

TICKETc!
all

SUMMER ABH *NGEMEOT,
Commencing July 2, ISiS.
Trains for Coney -lsii.l-l.swt! depot on Flatluish
avenue, Wlllink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 0:20,
7:30, S:30, 9:31), 10, 10:30, 11, 11:;", HMO a.m., 12 jr.,
1

1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 2:1.]. 3. 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20,
l-t", 5, 5-aJfj, B:M, 0, fjriO, 0:401 7, W.S, 7:30, 7:45, a,
r-.'iO, 8U9, 9, 9:30. 10, 10:30 P.M.
Returning irom
7, S, 9, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20,
.1:10 a.m., 12m., 12:10. 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 8,
.1.20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:10, r,, r.;20, 5:10, 6,
0:20, 0:40, 7.
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, S:u:>. S:2u. i:iv, :l, 9:30, 10, 10:80, 11

12:40,

1,

Beach—

atJNMIiTG

FORD, CKESSON, RALSTON, MI£fNEQ,UA, and
other well-known centers lor
Trout Fishing, Wfjpg Shooting,

and

Still

Bunting.

P.M.
Smidtiy Trains

to Island-S:S0, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20,
10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A. 51., 12 51., 1, 1:20, 1:40, >.', 2:20,
2:40, 8, 3:20, 3:40, 4. 4:20, 4440, B, B 20, B:40, (1, 6:20,
0:40, 1, 7:15, 7:3'i, s, S20, s:i0'. 0, 0:30, 10, 10:30 p. M.
Returning fium Island— 9, 3:30, 10, 10:2.), 10:40, 11,
11:20, 11.-40 A. M., 12 M., 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3,
3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40. 0. 8:20, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 0:40, 7,
T:20, 7:35, 7:50, S:05, S:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11

Also, to

BEACH HAVES. CAPE MAY,
points; on the SE\V,IERSEV..v'-s;
SALT WATER SPORT AETER EOS

TTJCKERTON,

SyUAN, and
re. ...win.

it

tor

AND FEATHER.

Time

to Coney Island, len minutes.
single fore, 20 cents,
tickets, 40 cen is

Excursion

Grand concerts every afternoon and evening by Conteruo'a
Twenty-third Regiment Band.
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been
.

engaged for the season.

The following horse-ear

run directly to depot: Flatbush avenue from Fulton Ferry ; Bergen
street, S. B.; Franklin avenue, from Sonlii t-eventh
ia..a
v
no.., nan loot.
a i.i-i i-'errv, K
la., an J
lines

'

.

CHiCAGO&ALTOH RAILROAD,
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Clu>ago to
to

St.

from

E.

DORW1N,

Sup't.

Minneapolis
PAUL SHORT LINE.

St, Louis,
ST.

City,

WITHOUT CHANUE OF CAES.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN
EVERYTHING-.
SPORTSMEN

W.

Broadway.

of

Louis,.and Chicago

Kansas

find splendid shooting on the
line, of thiB road; prairie chicken, aeese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
tuail, etc.
lansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Anwill

telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Literal arrangements far transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, IH &

FOR FLORIDA
FOR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDTNA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. ATJSTJSTINE, SAM
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.

and Southern Wail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Phlla.

PhiladelpTtia

Through Pullmiin Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Lotas, IHiiuieauolis
anil St.

TBROUOH TO

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION TICKETS

from Chicago

to ABhlund
andietarn lor S20 are sold at 03 Clark street, or the
''-pot, Chicago ;
a idSt. Pani, B a
also at low rai es from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and
camp equipage taken tree.
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this

CM.

1

" Forest and Stream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass llBhing Butternut Creek and Lake for
mtiscalonge the many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Chippewa "..Inch teem with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till last season fiilied by Bportsmen. Between Silv.r Creek act! Ashland ail are
u o it streams, and many others can be easily reached
alonr the shore from Ashland or BayBeld, while
rock ashing for speckled trout and trolling in the
;

;

Bay affords excellent bpoi t.
The Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, built last
year, has beoo enlarged, aud is supplied with a
Weam-yaeht, sail aud mwbeats audexoellentguides.
The atmosphere at Ashtand is a sure preventive of
hay fever.
Steamers f om Ashland to all Late Foj tg.
Send for G ilde Book.
PRATT, G. T. A.
BUlwoukee, Wla,
jd js cm

HENRY

FISHING AND ANGLING.-To

the sportsman

and angler no place

HAKVEY

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern RR.

and perch, are the common varieties caught, and'aa
the beat Ashing grounds are within a few rods of the
house, no time ia lost In going or coming.
Je20 3m

CLARK & SEAMAN,

S6 West street, N. Y.
ft CO., Halifax, N. S.j
ie206m
CO., St. Johu'B, N. F.

AGENTS-WTIOD

longe, pike, pickerel, catfish, sturgeon, rock bass

Embraces under one mamigEment the Great Trnnx
Batlwav Lino? of the West and Northwest, and,with
its numerous branches and connections, form- the
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all
points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

OMAHA AND

CALITerritories.
Its
is the shortest aud best route for all
points In Northern HiiuoH, lows, D .kola. Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, .lapau and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE Is the Bhort
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points
in tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA
ST.
PETER LINE is the only route ror Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
all points In Southern and Central Minnesota.
Its
MAHQIJETTE LINE Is the only
line for Janesvllle, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Eseanaba, Negauuee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Superior country.
Its FREKIOKT
DUBIKJUE
LINE is the only route for Elgin. Eockford, FreeIts CHICAGO
port and all points via Free-pert.
LINE la the old Lake Shore
through
Evanslon,
route, and is the only om.' aa-HimLake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,

Western

FORNIA LINE

AND

GREENB^YAND

AND

AND MILWAUKEE

Kenosha to Milwaukee.

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bin lis. on Mie California Express Train of
..'all
V.
the CHICAGO it NO
Westbound, they leave Chisago dairy, except Sunday (and on every third Stindty), fn.iu the Wens
Street. Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
l

next morning.
East-bound I ev leave Council BlnfTs at 5:30 p. is.,
except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
and reach Chicago next afternoon.
it-- No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

Bluffs
dally,

TO SFOhTSMEN.

This line preseuts peculiar advantages. For
--,
.ran an
Prairie Chickens, Lucm. a a.
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Beer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, PIko, Plckei el and Bass fls'njng, a hundred
points on the Northern aud Northwestern lines of
this company will be found nUBUrpasssd by anything
In the West.
1

New York office,

No. 4io Broadway

Boston

;

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRINGVILLE DOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S
TREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman.

KBr-

Hair
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with ill" Itaraeat r |j- of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The h,-s! ground in the vicinity of New
York lor buy snipe shootiugof all varieties. Special
attention Kiven by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE. Good
Ground, L. I.
Nov8 tf

Rossmore House, Speonk,

L. I.

Situated on the Great South Br.r. between Moriches
and Westhamoton, with:n a mi e and a half of the
ocean.
Excellent accommodation for summer
boarders. Surfandsiil! water bathing. Goodboating. ilidiing, and gumr'
ien throughout
the year for fishing s
boatrcen, stabling, cirr
for

sportsmen.

snooting parties. Boats.
-arty convenience

d

.a. -, aa.

Access

I

.aaa

.

Terms moderate.

S. P.

:-inr,ai j;„.ii,

CONKLiN,

a

.i

Prop'r.
nngt:9 tf

BRADLEY

HOUSE, E'.lred, Sullivan Co., N.
Y., Is located centrally on the best limiting in
Sullivan County, efat miles from Shohola, Erie R. R.
Small game very plenty. Some deer, to: es, coons,
etc. TermB $7 per week.
aug29 tf

QPORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE.— The

Franklin

O

House, Chiltanville, Plymouth, Mass.
Good
gunning and fishing, sea foyyl, ducks, partridge,
quail, woodcock, peep and plover. Trained drgs lor
tux, rabbit and bird hunting boats for sea- fowling
and fishing. Terms low. TIMOTHY MANTER,
:

Proprietor.

seplia tf

greenwood %a)u.

office,

No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your
home ticket agents, apply to

iVIONTCLAIR &

GREENWOOD

LAKE RAILWAY.

MARVIN HUGHITT,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.

.

je'/n tf

TAKE THE

People's Line Steamers
FROM PIER
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,
between Burlington. Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
LlneB in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds In the Northwest for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Oiliee, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. Winslow,
Gen, Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

LONG

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 187S.—
Ferrybosts leave New York from .lames Slip
(daily except Snmiavs} .-> minutes, and Irom Thlrtyfourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trams, and from Sotrtto Wall street,
Fulton and Cctaarlce f.-rries Mall.) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains f 10m Depot, corner Flatbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
larhor, etc.,S:30i. M„
follows: Foi
[
:-:-4P. M., and ..a
at 8:30 P. It. For Patchogue, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3u and 6 p. if.
For Babylon,
5
and p. it. For Port
etc., at 9:30 A. M., 4, 4:S0,
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. aud 4:30 p. n. For North-

:

and 7 p. M.
Btead, 6:30 and 10 a. it.,
12:15 night, and from La
1:30 and 6:30 P. M.
Patchogue, etc.. 9 a. m.
4, 4:30, 5,

a he Wisconsin Central Eailroad

NEENAH, WIS.

In Wisconslu offers greater Inducements, the catch of fleh during the season being
at all times good, and the varieties such as to.maxe
it flrst-clats spoit.
Black and Bilver bass, mnsca

W. H Stbnhett,

Paul.

DOTY' ISLAND,

sinonih water.

Cabin passage. Including stateroom and meals,
Halifax, $15 gold ; New York and St.
$so, gold.
Excursion tickets at reduced
For schedule of sailings and further particulars apply to

Rapids & N'rth'rn

C.

-

1

-

port, etc., at 10 A. M., 3:30, 4.30 and n:30 p. u. For
Locust Valley, at S:30 and 10:00 a. k„ 3:30, 4:30, 5:30
and0:30p. m. For FarRockaway, e:c, at 9:30 a. m.,

FISHINC!

S>. tin. as, in

Gen. Pass. Airent. Chicago.

Burlington,

ti

TROUT

Vmecard

&

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the
North and Northwest; and st Richmond and Charlottesville with Hie South. All modern improvements

SUMMER RESORT,

ROBERTS'

10,

rates.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

afforded by their llnea for reaching moit of the
TROTTING PARKS and EACE OOLIKSES in the
These lines being CONTINUOUS
POINTS, avoid the difflcultiea and dangers at rcsiiipment, while the excellent cars which run oyer the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO bh TSAHSFOBTBD without falluro

Pier

New York aud

THE PENNSYLVANIA. R.R. OO. pONEY ISLAND-BRIGHTON BEACH.

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

Capt. Bennett, ami
AU1AMBKA, Capt. Mclihinney.
line between ubove ports, leaving
Norib Elver, New York, three times a
month. Persons Visiting Nova Seolla, Newfoundland
or the Lower St, Lawrence w ill tlud tnis the cheapest
and most direct, rout.., a.o'ding changes and detention. Time between New 1 ork and Halifax abont.
BlxlJ bouts, one half of trip through Long Island aud

form a regular

Johns,

The Only Route

N. F.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

The Route of the Tourist

up

Middle States.

JOHNS,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery

-in.

TO SPOETSMEU:

NEW YORK,
CORTES,

Virginia!

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier and New Kivers, and Kuattwhft Valley, and Including in their vanetiesof game
and Bah, dorr, bear, w 11. lirkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, muuntam trout, baas, pike,

Grand Fishing.

Cromwell Steamship Line.
HALIFAX, ». S. AND ST.

Ohio Bit

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Ci'ounds of Virginia and

Philadelphia at

If.: 15, ll:,i.. ». u., !:;», 4:0u, 5:311, 12P.M.,
and at 4:30 r. m. foi Trei
Leave rhUudelpliai Ir.-ia station North Pennsylvania Hallr.mU, Thud and Berks streets, at H:-T,

§oteIs and Resorts pii gyortsmeti.

Sfiortfmen'a Bont^s.

The Route

»:30, S, 9:31',

tway),
P. M.

&

Chesapeake

N. R.
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For Garden City and Homp3:30, 4: 30. r,:30, 6:30 p. K., and

a
nly 9:30 A.M.,
bias
SUNOAYS— For Pert Jefferson,
Bahvlou, etc., and 7 v. M.
Northport and Locust Vallev, 9 A. H. and 6:30 p. jr.,

Garden City and Hempstead , 9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M,, and from Lung Island Ciy only 9:30 A.
and
5S30 P. ST. Trains for Kockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices In New York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 785 and 912 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 338 Washington street and 39 fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
S. SPENCER, GenT Sup't.
J. Chittendbn, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Jet} tf

M

fTVOR

X

.

daily,

41, N. R., foot of Canal street,
except Sundays, at fi p. M., connecting at

Albany with Express Trains

FOR

Saratoga, Hehroon
l.akf,

Mountain

Lake, Blue

I.aUo Cbtiuiplnin. I.nke Georse, the

Adirondack^ Montreal, aud all points North
and West.
Hy-THIS IS TnE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF
a.TEAMEUts

SP.l.l.liM'

Tit'!

I."''.:

iND CHECK-

ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE

N. Y. C. R. H.

STATEROOMsT»l and
S. E.

I

MAYO,

.

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

Old Dominion Line.
The steamers of this Line reach some of the nnesf
waterfowl and ui.ie.ud shooting sections in the counConnections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peniusida. City Point,
'Ida, and the mountainJames' River, Cnirituel
ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk;
steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
Delaware, Monday, w ednesday aud Friday at 3 p. m.
Full Information given at office, 197 Greenwich
seoHSly
St., New York.
try.

'

I

"§oti>k

Hnd^savtufor ^pertstnen.

Sherman
House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),
CHICAGO.

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD. SPRINGFIELD

and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, New
York, and i Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
and return. $l.co. Apply at General
on the pier, or to RICHARD FECK, General
Agent,
sold

Offl'-e.

ini,i

I

daily

li-rvliv ..a,

Excursion

fare
Jersey city, $2.00
sons, $1.50 each.

J. F.

nr,

train.

between Uaekensack, Fater-

L.i: a.

from Brooklyn,

New York

Parties of fifteen or

HACKEE,

or

more per-

Gen. Pass. Agent.

SUBSCRIBER desires a capitalist or associaTHE
tion of gentlemen to join him in the erection of a
select family hotel or crab house ou tiiemoatbeautiful aud eligible situation at Grrenwood Lake, N. Y.,
with from twenty to may acres oi laud, asinay be desired, aud will take one-third of the purchase price
of the property In stock or shares in the enterprise.
Choice building sites, with water fronts, also for sale,
in plots to suit, on favorable terms. Circulars can
be had at office of Fohsst anu Stkeam. Apply to

or

address

S.

CALDWELL, Greenwood

TRAPHAGEN

HOUSE,

Orange County, N.

Lake,

maylo

Orange County, N. Y.

tf

GREENWOOD LAKE,

Y., L. Y.

JEN NESS. An ex-

Also good accommodations
cellent family hotel.
Good boats and every iacilty
for the sportsman.
je!3 3m
for Ashing.

H4ICSE,
BBADNER
ORANUE COUNTY,

GREENWOOD LAKK,

M. Y., May 15, 1818day. $s to *10 per week. Free stageB
nests to and from the steamboat dock at
i,a
a. in to tie ua.esa,
G. S. BRADNER, ProJjrt amprietor.

Terms-$2 por

•

§aads.

Eaton's Rnst Preventer.

points.

New Haven

Through coach
l-a-a,

,§parjstt(en's

1

White Mountains, Montreal and intermediate
The new and elegant steamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 20, East ltiver, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3. A passenger train will be In waiting
on the wharf at Mew Haven aud leave for SpringHeld and way stations on arrival of boat.
NKj'UT LINK- h e Kim citv leaves New York at
11 P «., connecting with pasaeuger train in waiting
on wharf at New Haven, leaving 5:15 a. 11. Tickets

and 4 p. h.
Ptilhnan Parlor Car en 1:80 p.

street, at 8 a. m.

$2.

at all the he He ttd ttcki fifflaes In New York,
of connecting Railroad and sieainlajat Lines.
I

Trains leave New York, foot of Conrtlandt and
Uesbrosees streets, daiiy (Sundays exci pted) at S:S*
M. and 4:30 P. M.
Leave Brooklyn, via Annex boats foot of Fulton

A.

Rates reduced tojtf per day for
the parlor

all

rooai»>bove

without baths.
baths, $3.50, *4, and $4.51 per'day.

floor,

Rooms with

ALVIN HULBERT,
We challenge

anv Hotel

in the

large and as elegantly furnished

Ua.viia.KMAN.

Prop'r.

World to Bhow as
rooms as those of
Ie20tf

For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments,.
Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, aud will keep In
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere In the United.
StateB pronounce it the best gun oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It la
the best preparation 1 have found In thirty-five
years of active and frequent use of guns."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 570 Favonla Aveus.B, Jersey City
Heights, N. J.
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass. ; B. Kilaretlge 4 Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. E. Eiton. Chicago, Id ; Brown
& Hllder, St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Trimble & Kleda.el:. r, Bab iiiiore. Md. ti.
Ohio.
Croplev & Sons, Georgetown, D. C. Jos, C. Grubt*
& CO., Philadelphia.

Wnw

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
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^es Cartridge e

^orhnfm's

<$oods.

s

LOST

'A?,

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

»K

COMPASS.

LOWELL, MASS.,
MANDTAOTDEKR3 0? THB

,

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

Adapted to

all

military

UNITED STATES

and Bportlng

rifles

and

pistols,

and

Governments.

and several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

in nse

ARMY AND NAVY OJ THE
kinds.
Special

ammunition ot

all

Cartridges for Target Practice.
•THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILB.
Brass case and cover; white snetal lace; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
the Fokbst and STREAM and Rod and
Sent on receipt <>• si.&o, by post office
Gun
order, to any part of the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS "& CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

been

left at
office.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON,

HOMER

Ceneral Agents,

300 Broadway,

FISHER, 260 B

N. Y.

N. Y.

,

MOCCASINS.
The
J

i

ii)

easy

:i

-In-"',

are
very
to order

warranted

Send

article.

JOHN TV. HUTCHINSON, Sole Agent,
Dealers in Guns, Pistols, Etc.,
81 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK.

No. 511.— Top-action, treble safety
n.'i:.;-',

i:

etc.
They
to the feet, and

"arable. Made
_i a variety ot styles,

.

This implement is nsed either tor 10 or 12-gauge
brass or paper .rliel In, tinis saving the cost of one implement. Pronounced by Bugardus, Tinker and
others the best implement they ever used. Price
$2 60.

best thing In the market
.'ii

w- shoeing,
'

RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

BON EH ILL GUN.

GOOD'S OIL TASKED

—

MfKEL PLATED.

BAYLIES'

by the

Rim-fire

for Illustrated circular.
P. O. Box 36S, Dover, N.

MARTIN
H.

rib,

rebounding locks,

laminated barrels,
fastening.

Patent fore

eno

m

Cheapest gun in the

genuine

the

HUTCHINGS,

and

extension

bolt,

S

ket.

Send stamp for

lar of

Guns,

Illustrated Circu-

sor to Frank Good.i

Biflcs,

PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W.

Holberton & Co., 117
York; Jos. C. Hrubb & Co., 112
Fulton street,
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & AnBoston,
Mass.
street,
Washington
374
thony,

New

©

-I

(Succes-

Revolvers and am-

w

munition.

t-«

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns

Fishers

NOW

READY.

>

&

CO.,
337 IMPORTERS
Broadway, New York.
AND MANUFACTURERS OF
HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, BOWING,
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTH 1SG.
The largest assortment and best
Universe.
Descriptive Circular s=nt on request.

CEO.

GOODS

WASHINGTON,

RANTED THE BEST

in the

Write lor one

HENNING,

C.

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOL ESALE AND RETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR-

D. C.

IN

THE MAR KET FOR THE

fj.

ilEON 4RD'S

hexagonal

six-strip

light fly rod, two-joint,

German

silver

mounting, extra

tip

17 00
*
and lip case
Six'-sYrVo iic.s-iigonalfly rod, German sliver mounting, tnree-joint, extra tip and
30 00
•
tip case, waterproof ferrules
Black baas rod, ash and lancewocd, brafs full mounted, two middle Joints arid three tips, lfH/jft...... 1 BO
Black bass rod, ash and laucewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints

H. I~ I.KONAKO»S

Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

AND
India

Rubber Goods

of

DobBOn

Mac;

halt lor

baas,

27

AH

kinds of Snelled

United States
United States

Hooks

tied to

Arms Revolver, 7 shot,
Arms Revolver^,,

from
Also Fl es dressed
order.

c^togK

each
egeh

-^^^

°°
5 00
3 5"

„
yard
per ,

JEA

N.Y., opposite Metropolitan.
.
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chronica and Frames

Key-winders,

iLi.d

JelSSm

this paper.

BJTA1LISHED

y^-fl-

1«0.

WALDSTEIN.

H,

SPORT SMAN'S OUTFITS.

F OR

stem

These watches are accurate
elegant appearance aud complete

noting i:a«cs.

time-keepers;

satisfaction guaranteed ; warranted to atand any
test for ton "years. Stem-winders, gen's' size, only
These
$15.
Ladies' and gents' key-winders, S12.
watches we wlU send to any part of country C. O.
tore purchasing;
v., wiihprmi
I'reo of charge. Magnificent vest chain, very elegant, from 32 to $10. Ladies' chains, same quality,
from $3 to*ll). F. C MILLER i CO., 125 Fulton
Street, N. Y. P. O. Bos 3,T25. Please mention

ti so

~

OCULIST & OPTICJAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway.
and 7th Street,
I

A. PAINE'S

the Highest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Beet Fh Id, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc
Spectacles and Eye-GIassea to Suit all eyes.
The largest 3toct of Optical Goods In this country.

Has received

FILLED GLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Convex Glass, Photographic Ma-

Transparencies,

II

any desired pattern.

Y

Stereoscopes

INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHTING ANU CAMPING TRIP. KI.KCTRO

GOLD WATin us

•V';;,' ;"';•,,„,,?„
Jl to Ji.oO per dosseu

to

Agents for Hnber'a Champion Glass Ball Tri

N.

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptkaus.
H. T. ANTHONY & GO., 691 Broadway,

E&

each

.22 cal., nickel,
.8*

EVERY REQUISITE

CO.,

MAIDEN LANS,

•
6c. to 10c.

large assortment of trout and black bass flies

Every Description.

HODGMAN &
BEND FOR PRICE LIST.

ilelgraraites or

A

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,

"

and three tips
:
Russia-leather flv-book, with the "Hyde" clip, large size
Fussia-leether fly-book, with the "Uvde" clip, small size
Best enameled waternroot taper fly lines, from

WORKING

PRICE.

$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case
rip hexagonal fly rod, Geraian silver mountings, three-joint, exlii tip aud tip case, solid reel
. 25 00
tip
case,
extra
tip
and
BOlid
"three-joint,
mountings,
rod/German'silvcr
Six-strip hexagonal,"black bass
_
27 00
reel plate..

H

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In eyary possible
direction. No screen Is needed, aR no on ', not even
puller, can toll the direction the hull will take. Made
PARTS
stationary if desired. All metal.
SICKLY FITTED. Send f or '. lrcular.

Sole Agent for the best

Human

Artificial

Eyes.

niuslraUd Catalogue on reetipt of pottage e/4 tents.

O'iSiEIL'S

Standard Penetration Tester.

The "Standard"

Ball. TELE S^O PES.

Gloss Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE .therefore we
ONLY BALL
that the ?I£e Parent FUled Ball is the STAND ARD
articles for the spring Trade,
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock or unsaleable
you can purchase the
wj£n 7
u ?~ntif„iw
of the Feather Filled Ball and
: E RK
an
So dher
strong to prevent breakage
made. It will break in every instance ¥hen hit by shot, and is suiriclently
.

wonld respectfully
ass Works
Worts would
r
Glass
Bohemian
The
.,
T-._i
n-.—
t Wlll^ t),lHn tbn i

call the attention of all dealers in

_

m

AND

l^

MADH

i

uf«MbMtHU«

(

weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 800.
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade _~
GLA.S8 WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N.
Every

Voightlander's superior Target and Tourists
Telescopes, the best In the world, for sale al UOBT.
MERhlLL'.s SONS, sole agents In IJ. fit, lid Water
street,

New York.

ball IB

HEADQUAKTBRSJOH^IAN

fishing

Y^

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, aa
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get oat of order, and th-.y throw the ball in a manner
that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any
other trap in the marktt. The Patent Rough Glass Balls
are made of uniform weight and thickness, aud have a
corrnuated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
to anv part Of the country, prevents the glancing of shot,
..king of the ball when hit.
"
CAPTAIN BOGAKDUS was the tlrst to introduce the
ROUGH BALL, aud at a price far below tho smooth ball

Useo by Sparks,
t-ial

of Philadelphia, in his recent
Soft Shot (see Fobest and
are now prepared to fill

of OnUli"d vs.

Stream,

8

Jnly.lt, 1875).
:.;-. r
all orders pro

We

if
'

Standard penetration tester
Test cards, per box (100)

''--

i'

MY IMPROVED TRAP

all

Gun

Deal-

ers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which will throw a ball in any direction from the shooter at

"""$10 00
1 00

r^eTroValai«l»oai shooting, containing 40 pages.

M

1
Target shetts per doz
uu
•
TrluQii £u n reSj
depot free
Delivered "at express office or railroad
receipt
of
drayage,
on
or
of charge for package
•

Bans andTrap can be ordered through

FOR
HEADQUARTERS
^

1

o„

™j

.-.«

BALLS,

„„k„.„o,i «*nnnn nf

HAGGERTY BRoiwi CO., ^XUM Street, N. Y. City,
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

ts

"Field. Cover and Trsp Shooting," by A. H.

BOGAKDUS,

contain-

gavhh.

The most HUl"g bait ever invented for either
black bass, pickerel, or lara;e trout, beautifully
mounted with candy feathers, furnished in either
Bilver or gold plated. Sent by mail on receipt of
price.

Silver plated.

75o. each.

Gold plated

$1

fi

On receipt of two three-cent stamps we will send
onr new 61-page catalniaie, the most complete list
ever published on Fisiilnjr Tackle, Camptna Goods,
ShootlngTackle, Pistols, hise Bill, Archery, Cricket,
Lacrosse, Firemen's and Gymnasium Gooda, Boxing
Gloves. Foot Bane, Sporting Publications, and everjr
thing in the line of Sportsmen's Goods.
P. O.

»pr25

Avenue, FlUBburgt), Pa.

Dec6

3m

FISH & SIMPSON'S

Bogardus' Patent Rough. Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps,

Pat. Nov. SO, 1S77,

Jyll

box 4,968.

FISH

dk

SIMPSON,

13'..Na33au street,

New York

"

THE

SPORTSMAN'

NEW

WE

wero four

Feeder, a tried manufacturer from the

region of the once pure and unadulterated Fall River
Kinayk, a tall, slender Yankee " business fellow " from New
;

Hampshire
tor and
phia.

one of the best of shots and of artists and
Hampshire and Sohnvil, a dignified docand Pennsylvania Dutchman from Philadel-

Btirkill,

;

of fellows in

New

editor

Four men

;

less alike

—could hardly be gotten
camp out

—except

together,

in their taste for venison

and therefore they were

Tho Doctor started tho
and picked up his chums on tho way, so that
when Montpelier, Vt., had been reached we were all together,
happy and jolly, and about to enter the "good time " which
had been planned by correspondence months before. All
night at Burlington, and next morning we rode in the little
steamer across Lake Champlain to Port Kent, where our conjust the kind to

together.

ball rolling

veyance, previously arranged for by Feeder, awaited us, to
take us fifty-three miles into the wilderaes3. The stage-

was a model " baggage agent." He made no attempt
to smash our trunks, we noticed, but wherever they needed
handling he invited some one to assist. "Blessings on the
man," as Sancho Panza would say, who invented rifles and
guns which you can pack in your trunk. Now all day
through that wildly beautiful valley of the Saranac, whence
New York gives up her iron wealth to the unrelenting miner,
and where the iron yields its original sinfulness up to the
persuasive alchemy of charcoal— onward and upward, until
just at the hour of dusk we reached Martin's, on the Lower
driver

Saranac Lake.
Here we found other four awaiting our arrival our guides,
with their slender boats, to carry ua to an objective point,
I must say a word about these faithful
sixty miles away.
men, for all the pleasure of a month like ours depends so

—

the guides you have.
Edson Flagg is well known to many of your readers, for
he has guided through the woods and waters in this region
almost a quarter of a century. His principal recommendation, aside from his experience and amiability, lies in his
length, which enables him to reach up a tree higher with an
ax for tho purpose of obtaining bark for the roof and side
construction of a sanctum sanctorum in the wilderness, and
to get his arms around a wounded deer, with his jack-knife
at its throat, a shade sooner than any of his sect advantages
which the experienced will understand. He was appropriated

much upon

—

by Captain

19,

1878.

Co., N. Y.
We bought our stores at Martin's, and, being all
For Forest and Stream and Hud and Gan.,
ready, started side by side down thelake on a bright Saturday*
morning. Our journey was southwesterly through the Saranac and Ronna lakes, Roquelte, Tupper lakes. Stony Creek
was in the month of March not long ago when I had my
and Bog River to the Chain Ponds, passing on the way, of
course, Bartlett's, Corey's and Cronk's.
Before we reached
first adventure with caribou, for it is considered that in lhat
Bartlett's we saw our first deer, head above the alders, calmmonth it is easier to kill the Canadian deer, as they are unly surveying us. It was a doe, and there were plenty of bucks
able to run upon the crust which forms on the snow at that
ahead, so we all passed.
Wo arrived at the first pond on Bog River and there located, time of the year, but break through it and are thus impeded
by taking possession of a little knoll on the north shore, where in their course and become an easy prey to the hunter. It
we cut and carved us a camp. In two days we had a splendid was in true Chasseur style that we started from the city of
bark house, cook-shed, dining-hall and all the conveniences,
numerous
together with an icy cold spring near by, which was a real Quebec in our search of the caribou. It was not a
blessing.
The first two nights we bunked in a tent. Scarce- party, but consisted of myself and friend, whose name for all
ly had we fallen asleep on the first night when a loud splash
purposes in these presents shall be Edward Willis. Like my" Boys, did
in the water awakened us, and Feeder cried out
self, he had never before experienced the adventure of a cariyou hear that ? did you hear him splash ?" It was a fine fellow who fed near us. The next night about two o'clock, bou hunt, although we had often been together on a fishing
expedition in the winter, and had hutted and tented alongside
Sohnvil, awakened by some noise, went out to the door to
see about it.
Being somewhat of a mimic he barked like a many a lake and stream, and set our night lines and caught
cur and yelled " Git out!" at the imaginary canine. No
numberless trout and 'lunges of fabulous weight. Often had
sooner done than a great buck started within ten feet of him,
and the repeated cracklings of the underbrush and the gradual- we sat together in the evening in our temporary habitations,
ly fainter whoosh whoosh of the gentleman told how rapid- fatigued and drowsy after our day's amusement, talking over
ly he was making his departure back to Hornet Lake. Kinayk the chances of success, and calculating the best localities For
said, " Boys, there are plenty of deer hereabouts, and we must
the morrow. Many a mile had we trudged together along
get some to-morrow," and we all fell asleep again with murdesolate roads, dragging our laden traineaux, sometimes weary
derous intent in our hearts.
but always with joy and happiness at our heart, for in the
But do not for a moment think that we were without meat country, be it summer or winter, there is always in the air
all these two days.
When we had passed the rapids on Bog au exhilaration which excludes the possibility of that ennui
Feeder
pushed
ahead
of
River,
the rest of us tofind something which in the crowded city often oppresses one.
We started
Hardly fifteen minutes had elapsed ere we heard the from Quebec on foot, each having an Indian traineau packed
to eat.
dreadful utterance of his gun. Our guides, having left oars with our rifles, ammunition, provisions and blankets.
Our
behind, now paddled up, and before we came within twenty provisions consisted of tea, sugar, flour, biscuit, salt pork, salt
rods of Feeder he turned in his seat and cried out, "I've got and a few other articles, for in the brush one's difficulty is not
him," and sure enough there was a fine young buck lying appetite except in the way of quantity, and that is often a
across the boat, whose sweet and juicy flesh contributed to
matter of surprise. The unusual exercise, the bracing atmosour first meal ashore. Camp being in order by the third phere, both combine to render one voracious.
night, Feeder and Burkill went out with their jacks, and each
Our road lay to the westward, to lakes in tho roar of Valcame back before midnight with a deer. And thus the sport, cartier, about thirty miles distant from Quebec. Our start
fairly started, went on for three red-letter weeks, and venison
was made in the early morning, and we tramped steadily
Long Pond, Bog River and Mud Lake all onward at the rate of three miles an hour, and did not make
at every meal.
contributed to our sustenance.
We went to live and only a stoppage till about twelve o'clock, when we halted at a
killed what we wanted to eat, avoiding the does as much as hotel to partake of our mil tag mahl, aud have an hour's rest.
we could. Kinayk and Rob, however, 3eemed determined Again we started with renewed vigor, and reached the furone night to break this latter rule ; for, not content with giv- ther part of Valcartier in the afternoon, and found two Ining an old doe one Maynard ball, just enough to enable her to dians, whom we had engaged in town to perform the hard
tell her next season's fawns how it felt, they had to scramble
work of camp life. They lived in miserable little shanties
ashore after her with their jack, and chase her around among about twelve feet square, possessing in front a window and
the alders until her body held two more balls, and then they a door, and another window on one side. These buildings
helped her into the boat and brought her to camp.
were within a short distance of each other, and were situated at
The old buck whom Sohnvil seared the second night evaded the foot of a mountain. The Indians werd both married men,
all saw him, hunted him, fired at him,
us to the end.
but we saw neither squaw nor papoose, us we did not. en tee
missed him, and there is a chance to get him yet. Any of the abodes, for the atmosphere of such dwellings is generally
our four guides will ensure you a shot at him at any time. If far from pleasant or wholesome. They did not take long in
I were to attempt to tell you of all the events which tran- making their preparations, in fact they seemed to me not to
spired or the history in detail of each success, I would tire take more than a blanket a piece, and some tobacco, and, of
you and tax your space too much. We never shot but one course, their rifles and ammunition, which they placed on tho
deer on a trip, though we often saw four, five or six others, and traineaux. The latter they immediately took charge of, and
heard as many more, never two under the same circumstances we were not at all sorry to deliver them up, for our
or looking at all alike. This endless variety of game is one of tramp had rendered their weight rather a sore trial of endurthe great charms of this wild region. Neither did we spend ance.
Our Indians were good specimens of the race, belongour whole time hunting deer. Trout made a pleasant addition ing to the Huron tribe, which occupies the Indian village of
Both lake trout Lorette. Sioui, the elder one, was a noted ckawur, about
to our diet, and we never wanted for them.
and " them speckled fellows " appeared often on the bill of fifty years of age, of a dark copper color, thin and slightly
fare, and, though not just in season, we had all the sport we
bent, caused, I presume, by the habit of carrying provisions:
wanted with the troll and with the fly until the time came on his back. His eyes were dark and quick, and he bad no
when we reluctantly broke camp and bade good-bye to Its whiskers or any hairy ornament about his face. The other
Feeder will remember it because of man, Gros Louis, was about forty, nearly as dark as the other
delightful associations.
his success, both as a murderer and as a feeder at the table.
and of stouter build. Their chief occupation was either huntKinayk will remember it because of his pleasant dreams there, ing for themselves or acting as guides to others. They someand because he never turned over to get up without first times also acted as assistants to surveying parties, in which
having snored ten horns, Burkill will not remember it, be- work they are of great utility. As we trudged along they
cause lie was never there, it being his constant anxiety to get spoke of the many hunting expeditions hey had joined, of
Sohnvil will remember it because of his failure the countless moose and caribou that had fallen victims to
that old buck.
to eat all of the trout he caught, especially tho " largest one
their unerring rifles, but they invariably wound up by saj
caught on a fly," which rewarded hia patience and persistence. that the deer were year by year getting more scarce, tii;n n
Tho guides will never forget the four gourmands they had to a few years there would be none to kill, and that the Indians
in
left
a
notice
up
camp
that
all
who follow would have to move further north. Sioui and Gros Louis
cook for, and we
From the
us are welcome to occupy it, provided they keep it clean and were the most Inveterate smokers I ever met.
in order, and leave it so as we did.
time we left their huts to the time we reached the ramping
Good-bye, now, ye basso profundi froggilegioni of Mud ground their pipes were ever lit. It was near the edge oL the.
Lake adieu, sweet Phebe bird, with your lazy, lingering lake, whose tint snow covered surface stretched outward for
An revoir, old hoot-owl, who cares for the distance of about eight, miles and was nearly three, miles
Phe-be-be-e-e-e-e
you ? Good-bye, boys. Remember our promises for next broad. Its borders were fringed with trees of rir, birch and
year.
maple, the latter two now bare and Stripped of their leaves.
When Byron was in Venice he wrote
High uiouutains completely surrounded the lake and were
"' '
'
this Is breatli 1"
clothed to their summit with forest trees.
Our camp was a hut which had beeu built by former
I have been in Venice, also, and although there are no wheeled
square, and fortuvehicles there, nor horses, nor cattle, and it is still and lonely, hunters, a log hut of about twelve feet
strewn with
yet the Venice of New York is so still that the touch of the nately contained a stove, and the floor was
dried fir branches and the remnants of utensils left
ride upon the boat side sounds and resounds for miles; and as
by its quondam occupants. Our chasseurs soon gathered sufto the air there, it
ficient wood to have a fire going, and then proceeded to lop
"Is breath!
Rapidly
Go try it, ye overworked ones ; it will be a feast and a carni- off some fresh fir branches' anil cut more lirewood.
and scientifically did these Indians do their work. They unval to you, and yet not such a carnival as they have in Venice,
in safe
and
ammunition
placed
the
rifles
traineaux,
loaded
our
flesh
which, being interpreted, implies farewell to flesh, for
positions, piled away the provisions, laid out our blankets, arand fish are plenty and allowable.
ranged the cooking utensils, procured water, and soon had a,
Livingston Bora Yin.
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Feeder.

Robert W. Nicholls has also had long experience, and few
can excel him in maneuvering a boat in such manner as will
prevent the coveted game from "winding" you; and he is
just as talented in eamp as on the water, especially about an
hour before meal times. He is the sole inventor and owner
of a secret process for producing "Biscuit a la Bog River,"
which cannot be eaten in any other latitude and which would
cause certain death to any one who ate them, or even smelled
them, without the usual accompaniment of venison and maple
When Rob was away from camp everybody was
syrup.
hungry. Kinayk was just " business fellow '' enough to secure such a guide.
Hosea Colbath is another old trapper and woodsman, skillful and careful and faithful, with a knowledge truly astonishing as to just where you can get a shot or strike a trout.
When he says "'ttint no use to try tbar," why, then 'taint,
and you may as well as not surrender. Our good friend Burkill monopolized Hosea, and from the time the two met
Hosea neither wore a nightcap nor said his prayers before
going to bed, for the reason that he never went to bed, because Burkill never sleeps nor rests while he is in the woods,
and therefore his guide needs neither nightcap nor prayers,for
he is doomed unlit they two separate.
Alembert Corey belongs to a race of guides, and the race
has improved in size and strength, for " Leni" is the largest
of his tribe. He is the youngest of our four, but he began
early in life, and is equal in skill to any. He can paddle his
boat so suddenly and so closely to a deer that nothing but an
attack of "buck fever" can prevent that deer from lying
dead across your boat within a very short space of time. He
is always on the alert, as quiet as the woods themselves, hears
everything— even to the crackling of the smallest twig— sees
everything. He knows every twist and turn of the Adirondack region, and is a most careful and skillful guide. He
was awarded by the captain to Sohnvil, as a slight reward for"
" Lem
virtue and good behavior, especially at meal time.
also cooked the venison.
The address of all these guides is Saranac Lake, Franklin

IT

:

!

!

We

l

;

!

Edward

;

;

when we quietly had a bowl of good
punch—a reward for our long tramp. We had,
however, to keep a good look-out after our cellar supply, for
both our guides were well known as famous liquor consumers,
Sioui, on our arrival, had placed a couple of lines in the lake,
and by the time tea was being prepared, had caught a fine
trout of over three pounds weight, which, with the pork and
other adjuncts, formed a most hunger satisfying meal after
which a quiet smoke and a voyage of discovery concluded the
day's experience, and, like quaint old Samuel Pepys, " so to
bed."
It was about daybreak when I felt myself pushed by the
Bhoulder, and Sioui, my special assistant, whispered iu my
ear the magical word "Caribou!" In his hand he had my
rifle.
I quickly got up and followed him out of the hut,
taking my rifle from him, he bringing his own. Gros Louis
and Edward were still asleep. Sioui stepped rapidly onward toward the lake, and when we reached a large birch tree, pointed out to the lake. At the distance of about forty feet were
two caribou. In a twinkling I had my rifle to my shoulder,
sighted my victim, and fired.
With a bound in the air he
fell on the ice.
Sioui immediately handed me his rifle and I
ilred at the other caribou, which, on the fall of the first, had
started off to the opposite shore at a rapid pace. He stumbled,
but immediately arose and continued his course. I was about
to follow, but Sioui said it was useless, that it would bo impossible to overtake him, that he was wounded, and we would
track him after breakfast. The report of the rifles had awakened Edward and Gros Louis, who came running toward us

kettle of boiling -water,

doubt, the shortest

whiBky

was

;

what was the

cause.

Of

course, there

was a

little

disappointment and recrimination, but this was soon forgotten in the excitement of going for the dead caribou. He was a
splendid buck, with heavy antlers.
Very artistically was he
skinned and cut up and brought to the camping ground and
hung up, and very delicious was his cooked flesh at breakfast, with the addition of some fresh trout, taken by our night
lines.
We began to feel the fascination of forest life, an unaccustomed elasticity of spirits, an unaccountable vigor in
our nerves and muscles.
It was a new life, and our breakfast would have astonished
the denizens of the city. There seemed to be no end of the
quantity which was required to satisfy our hunger, and yet
there was no sensation of surfeit. After finishing breakfast,
and leaving Gros Louis to look after the camp, Edward and
I, with our guide, Sioui, started off on snow-nhoes after the
wounded caribou. We very quickly found his track, which
was marked with blood, ratifying the assertion of Sioui that
crossed the lake and reached tho
I had wounded him.
other shore, but had not proceeded far when we found the
poor animal lying exhausted on the snow. Sioui gave him
the coup de grace, and afterward skinned and quartered him.
then returned to the camp, and Sioui recrossed the lake
with a traineau and brought back our game. By the time it
waa properly hung dinner time had arrived, and we had so
congratulated ourselves on our success that we decided not to
seek for further slaughter that day, but rather to reserve our
strength for the following. After dinner and a lazy smoke as
a concomitant, Wilks and myself, leaving the two Indians idly
enjoying their pipes in the camp, strolled off with fowlingpieces, for we had been told that ptarmigans might be found.
Our hut was erected in the midst of a wood containing birch,
beech, maple and such trees, and there were clumps of those

We

We

trees in different places.

We

had not proceeded far when we came across a covey of
ptarmigans, and on our discharging our four barrels among
them we found fifteen birds to be bagged. There was no disputing that so far we were lucky in our hunt, and even our
return to camp was not without its trophy, for we shot five
hares, whose white bodies almost escaped our notice till we
were within almost striking distance. They were large and
fat and weighed heavily in our game-bags with the ptarmigans,
but we brought them safely toour hut among the fir and birch
branches, and Sioui and Gros Louis, aided by our scientific
knowledge as regards cooking and a personal acquaintance
with Soyer in the Crimea, soon produced a supper worthy a
king.
Let Atheneus talk as he please of the suppers of the
ancient Greeks, but what could he better have than the bro led
steak of caribou, glorious hare soup, the freshest of boiled
trout, the rarest of ptarmigan, with all the et cetera, including real Lord Lieutenant's whisky with white sugar and
lemon, and all these served up by the wild Indian, mid the
primeval forests of Canada and on the shores of a lake whose
beauties in summer are unrivaled.
Horace, even in the Palace of Majcenas, delicately nibbling peacock pie and sipping
the choicest Chian or Falernian wine could not have more
enjoyed himself than did we on the shore of the nameless
lake in the parish of Valeartier.
might have been that success had intoxicated us, or it
It.
might have been that the unusual exercise had overtaxed us,
or that the famous Lord Lieutenant's liquid had induced prolonged somnolency; but n'importu, we found next morning
that early rising was a mistaken idea, and that bed even of
fir branches was a luxury.
Our Indian friends were, however, on the qui vive, and breakfast was ready ere we were
awake.

We felt like

pashas when the representatives of the forest,
the descendants of Donnacona, the great chief of Stadacona,
brought us fish, flesh and fowl— trout, caribou and ptarmigan
taken from their hunting-grounds, and cooked in chasseur
style, and waited on us with more respect than they would

—

have shown to their

illustrious predecessor.

But breakfast cannot last forever, and, putting everything
in order, we started off on snow-shoes, accompanied by Sioui
and Gros Louis, to try our luck again. We crossed the lake
to the other side and struck up the mountain-side, now and
then coming upon a small clearing but it was dreadful work
climbing up themountain steeps, chrabering over fallen trees,
avoiding hanging branches, stepping over mountain rivulets,
and passing over deep gorges and ravines. Steadily onward
and upward we proceeded, surmounting difficulties to encounter fresh ones, but without any reward for our toil. We
gained the summit of the mountain and descended on the
other side, and the descent seemed as difficult as the ascent,
and sometimes even more dangerous, for a slip might give
one an impetus which might hurl him to destruction. No
tracks were found on the mountain, so we proceeded further
on till we reached the base of a second, and walked round it
without meeting with success.
The caribou had retired, leaving behind them no trace or
mark the death of their fellows had banished them from the
country and they retreated before us. So the Indians had dethe day, and we were many
and as it was well on
cided
miles from camp, we made up our minds to abandon the
chase to avoid being caught in the woods without food and
shelter.
So, somewhat disappointed, we commenced our return, but by no means up the sides of the almost inaccessible
mountain. The longest way round was in this case, without

way home, and even

that shortest

way

;

Foil fraught with sonl in Minna's glorious eyes ?
Who look upon the clear and sparkling grace
That crowns the young Fraueesca's fairy face?
Who catch the genu tint tall, so careless cast.

filled with difficulties.
Huge fallen trees continually
barred our way, immense drifts of snow buried us in their
depths, and low branches and thick bushes impeded our path.

But we had no mountain to climb, and that wi.s something to
be thankful for, as, laden with our rifles and ammunition, it
was extremely difficult on snow-shoes to overcome a declivity
far sleeper than forty-five degrees in fact sometimes so much
so that we were obliged to haul ourselves up by the bushes
and branches. On reaching camp wo gladly threw ourselves
on the grateful couch of fir branches, and lazily watched our

From Anna's lips, so flnout and so fast,
Ho free and fearless; she for whom one breast,
In the far forests of the boundless West,
Beats worthily ? Who see, ao young ami fair,
Sarah beside her sweet and kindred pair
Fit sisterhood, who marvel at the state
Of queenly Julia, mon'iiy sedate,
Serenely courteous and superbly bright?
Who look npon the quick and flashing light
That leaps from Oeorgiana's every feature,
Most artless, Innocent, Bewitching creature?
Who gaze on Sarah's soul-entrancing face.
All woman mlrthfulneas and woman grace ?

;

Hurons preparing supper. It was a repetition of the breakfast,
and was done full justice to. On the morrow we started
early before breakfast, which we procured at a farmer's house
in Valeartier, where we settled with Sioui and Gros Louis,
and relieved them of the laden traineaiix, laden with a sufficiently satisfactory spoil— two caribou, eight and a half brace
of ptarmigan, six dozen of trout and seven hareB— the Indians
having increased our bag of ptarmigan.
From the farmer, in whose house we breakfasted, we learned
that two bears had been shot in the vicinity on the previous
day, and had been taken into town for sale.
We engaged a
man with his herlin, an open wooden box on runners, to take
us to town. Into this berli.n we stowed our game and packed
our firearms and ammunition and what was left of our stock,
and on the top of all placed ourselves, well wrapped up in
buffalo robes.
Our driver was a young lad who seemed to be
of no conversational turn, for his sole utterances were, " Get
up, Bess," and certainly Bess did her best to " get," for we
arrived in Quebec in an incredible short space of time, and
surprised our friends and disappointed our enemies by our
success.
It was the first time we had been out caribou hunting, but it shall not be the last.
T. J. O.
Quebec, September 10, 1878.
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A POEM BY FRANK FORESTER.

AS

the years pass
the love for

away over

the sad grave at tho Cedars,

Prank Forester and

writings are

more and more sought

for, treasured

up and

quoted as the very highest authority in all matters of the rod
ami gun. As he wrote only in prose it is not generally known
that he had any claims to be considered a poet, and indeed we

have never met with any

poem from his pen, with the single
poem that we now send you. We
relative, Mrs. Col. H., who

exception of the very pretty

have lately received

was cousin

to Miss

it

from our

first and dearly loved
were written by him at Portland,

Sarah Barker, the

The

wife of Herbert.

lines

Me., in one of his shooting excursions, and where he first
made the acqmintanca of Miss Barker.
Our friend informs us that at that time— In tho fall of 1839— a little party

young ladies and gentlemen made an excursion to Cape
Cottage at Cape Elizabeth, near Portland, where the hours
were pleasantly passed in song and dance. It was then that
Herbert became deeply fascinated by Miss B., who was a
young lady of great personal attractions, and on the return of
the party to Portland he wrote and presented to her these
verses.
He soou afterward made her an offer of marriage,
which was not then accepted. On her return to Bangor, of
which city her father, a wealthy merchant, was mayor, he
followed her and renewed his suit, which was favorably entertained, and the couple were united and proceeded to his home
in New York, where, and subsequently in Philadelphia, ihey
passed several happy years. In due time a son was born to
them, who was sent to his friends in England to be educated.
On their return to Philadelphia a little girl was born, but did
of

not long survive.
Our lady relative, from whom we have received these verses,
renewed at New York her intimacy with her cousin Sarah and
Herbert, and was in constant intercourse with them, and she
thinks that their married life was most happy. Soon after
the birth of the girl Sarah became dangerously ill with hemorrhage of the lungs, and did ni)t long survive the attack.
After her death Herbert sent everything to her mother save a
curl of her hair and a pair of slippers, and this lock of hair
was found upon Herbert's heart after his death. Herbert's
family kindly invited her to come to England, and our friend
has seen affectionate letters from his mother to Sarah and also
Herbert was proud of his beauold family jewels sent to her.
tiful American wife, and loved her sincerely for her many
good qualities. Though Herbert wrote not in verse, his fascinating pages bloom with the sweetest flowers of poesy, and
his Spirit takes us kindly by the hand to lead us onward into
We remember his pothe fair precincts of the natural world.
etic descriptions as we pass into the shades of the primeval
forest, over the rustling grass of wind-swept prairies, deep in
the heart of embowered dells and copses, along breezy hillsides, by borders of the tumbling brook, or the hoarse reof his pen falls upon all places
beautiful or majestic and illuminates them with fresh glory.
He was the most brilliant and copious of all writers ou sporting topics, sketching in faithful prose, yet with all the enchanting fancy of the poet, the varied scenery where all forest
game have their haunt. Thinking that these pretty verses,
the only poetic tribute we have from his pen, would be valued

The

sounding ocean.

light

his admirers, we venture to offer them.
Isaac
Shelter Island, Sept. 12, 1878.

MoLellan.

upon a foreign strand,
A
Forced by tyrannic power abroad to roam.
Nor visit more his old ancestral borne,
Tilt, from the maidens of that stranger land,
A wreath were called of beanies, tnoh as ne'er
Of king or kaiaer graced die courtly sphere.
Far, far, he roamed doubt, p jrll and dismay
Lowered dark and dismal o'er hla toilsome way.
When hope was fled, when naught remained behind
But aspirations high and fearless mind,
He reached this oity, where Old Ooean smiles.
In dazzling splendor, round three hundred isles.
lie saw the glories of that gorgeous acenc—
minstrel stood

;

Earth's emerald tintaand ocean's sapphire sheen.
lie saw aud paused.
Where skies ao brightly shine

Where

all

of earth,

air,

water,

la

divine,

;

Moat, lovely there, of

Must woman be

!

created things,
toned nis humble slrlugs,

all

He

And forth they tripped, a origin, celestial
To the poor magic of a stranger's song

throng.

:

•

i

be cried ; " 'tis done the toil Is o'er
The prize is won, here on this eastern shore
For who can mark tuq blest expressions rise,
'Tie done,"

;

Francescit, Minna, Sarah, Jolia,

Georgians, Sarah

:

Mat.;h them

rortland. Sept, 1?, 1839.

;

Ann,
if tou can
Henhy William Herui
!
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EELS.

A letter published in the

Augsberger Abend Zietung having
made the statement that sacs had betn found in eels containing
live young ones, Mr.
Clapp,
F.
of the Sunburg Amcrimn.,
wrote in regard to this to Professor Baird, and received Horn

A

him

the following reply:

U.

8. Com.

Gloucester,

Dear Sir :

I

Fish add Fmhkjubb,

Muss, Aug. 27,

1878.

I

)

am much obliged to you for the

continued transmission of your journal, which I always receive and read with

much

pleasure.
I notice in the number of the 23d of August an article upon
the propagation of eels, in which you reproduce from a German journal an account of an eel, which, on being opened,
was found to contain living young. It may be of interest to
know that this was no eel at all, but a marine fish known sis
Zoorees viviparous, not in any way related to the eel, but which
has long been known as hatching its eggs inside its own body

and discharging them alive.
Eels, when opened, are frequently found to contain small,
thread-like bodies, generally supp'ossd to be their young.
These, however, are in all cases intestinal worms, and are
found in the stomach and intestines, and not in the ovary. At
the present time there is not the slightest uncertainty in regard
to the character of the eel.
It is well known to be bisexual,
males and females like other fish, and reproduces its kind
from very minute eggs, which are discharged in the water.
You will find iu my last report, of which 1 have the pleasuse of Bending you a copy, a lull account with illustrations of
this eel, as prepared by Dr. Syrski, of Auslria.
I, myself,
received from the coast of Massachusetts, lust autumn, a supply ot eels in full spawn, of which preparations were nmilr,
and are now exhibited at the National Museum, Washington.
Yours truly,
sn F Baikd
F. Gr,Arp, Esq.
Commissioner.

A

Some month or more ago Bobert B. Roosevelt, Esq
this German statement was referred, wrote to us

whom

the living forms in

worms.

We are just

,

to

that

these eels were nothing but intestinal
in receipt of the following letter

from a

correspondent

Salem, Mass., Sept.

13.

Editor Forest and

Stl

spawn in eels, I would state that nn the 3d ol
June last I accepted the invitation of Mr. E. B. Damon, of
Bowly, to fish Parker River for striped bass, and being snort
of bait 1 fished for and caught an eel.
The same being too
large and life too short to try for another, we concluded to
trim down the one we had, and upon opening it we found it
quite full of spawn. Mr. D. remarked at the time that it wus
the first time he had ever noticed the like, and was quite exreference to

cited over the circumstance.
As for myself, not taking much
stock in eels, I did not care whether ihey spawned or folded
but such is the fact, as Mr. Damon ami his son
their young
C. T. J.
who was also in the boat, can testify.
;

,

Further and to us conclusive testimony

is

furnished

En

toe

following

Com. Fisjt and Fisbieriks,
Bucksport, Maine, September 14, 1878.
U. S.

/

)

Editob Forest and Stream
I have read with much interest the discussion going on in
your columns in relation to the natural history of the eel, and
While
I think it is now time for me to contribute my mite.
engaged in taking schoodic salmon at Grand Lake Stream Lst
autumn thirty-two eels ran into our inclosures and were capthem
examined.
They
were
eighteen
of
running
tured and
•

down the stream we are certain of that, because our inclosures were so constructed as to take the fish that were descending the stream and no others. These eels were nearly all of
large size.
My note book shows four of them to haw been
29, 33^, 35, and 3(5 inches long, and to have weighed "4, 52,
63 and 64 ouuees respectively. They were all very plump
and fat, and their abdomens somewhat distended. Gnjd-mectiug them I found their stomachs etnpiy, but their abdomens
were filled with what at first appeared to he two masses of
glistening white fat.
More careful examination revealed the
fact ibat the supposed masses of fat were constructed iu folds
as are the ovaries of fishes generally, and after catching this
idea it was not difficult to perceive with the naked eye that
the whole masB had the appearance of being composed of very
small globular bodies, embedded in or Connected by tissues.
1 placed a very thin piece under a microscope and could then
see plainly that it consisted mainly of globular bodies of various sixes, the largest being about 1-125 inch in diami
previous and subsequent studies on the ovaries of other fishes
leave nie no chance to doubt that the globular bodies were the
eggs, and the eulire masses were the ovaries of a female eel.
I sent specimens of these eels to l_. s. Commission
and he reported thai there Soemed lobe 00 question that the
My opinion
ovaries were filled with eggs.
of the organs 1 examined is furthei
researches of Dr. Syrski, of Trieste, who made pretty exiea;

by

m

Her self-ourlcd looks and eyes of azuri: line,
Mocks the most lovely heaven's most lovely blue?
Who can behold ami dream that soven like these
Bloom on the softer shores of Bontoern seas?
Tlsdonc! 'TIs done! The high empirels gained
The minstrel's task is o'er, his end attained.

the admiration of the

sporting world for his genius seems to increase, and his

;

;

—
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to find out

;

:
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sive researches in 1873.
His paper on the subject, with illustrations showing the reproductive organs of the eel, was reprinted in the appendix to the third report of the V. S. Com-

missioner of Fish and Fisheries. I made a rough estimate of
the number of eggs contained in the ovaries I examined, and
obtained the immense number of two millions in one eel and
four millions in another, of full sized eggs, while there was also
an immense number of eggs of smaller Eize in the same ovaries.
All the eels examined at* Grand Lake Stream (Oct. 23 to Nov.
1-1, 1377) were females.
European investigators have found
that the male eels are always small. Dr. Syrslri says that of
258 eels examined by him the males and females were in about
eveu proportion
the greatest length of the males was about
netres (17 inches) while the females were of all sizes
up to 1,050 millimeters (41] inches). The eels that we ex;

Grand Lake Stream had empty stomachs without
There was an abundance of young fish and other
exception.
food in tho scream and ineloaures, and it is therefore evident
Hint they were descending the stream, not for food, but on
some other errand. It is also a fact beyond question that in
all of our rivers in Maine thereis an immeuse migration of eels
amined

at

toward the sett in the fall. This migration is the basis of
quite mi extensive fishery for eels, conducted by means of traps
so planned as to take those descending the rivers, but not ascending. There is also a migration of very Bmall eels (3 to 6
inches Long) up the rivers in early summer.
Mo one who has
watched their behavior at dams and other obstructions near
tide, water, as I have done, could question the fact of their ascending at that time. Alvery difflcnlt falls they will leave
the body of water and wriggle their way over moist surfaces
with their bodies exposed to the air. In this way, I have no
doubt, they
pass falls twenty feet or more in height, for I
have repeatedly seen them higher than I could reach, wriggling
up the perpendicular face of a plank bulkhead, where there
was the very slightest possible trickle of water. Take thefie
two facts together— the descent of gravid females in the fall
and the ascent of very small young in the Bpring time and
early summer— and they lead to the irresistible conclusion
that eels go down to the sea to lay their eegs, and the young
or a portion of them, ascend the rivers to feed and grow.
Of
course there may be exceptions to this rule. I think it highly probable that there are.
Eels are reported to be found in
some fresh water lakes, where the difficulties in the way of
ascent from the sea appear too great to be overcome even by
young eels. I hope the interest in this question will not subside without leading to many new and careful observations.

cm

Assistant

II. S.

Chablks G. Atkins,
Commissioner Fish and Fisheries.

FISH CULTURE IN HOLLAND.
We

are indebted to the Superintendent of the Netherland

Fisheries for the following most interesting matter

Bebgen-opzoom, Sept. 2, 1878.
Oyster culture is a perfect success this year, and the tiles
were covered with spat. Last year the. drop of spat was very
irregular, and on an average but middling.
Still the loss after
taking the spat from the tiles, until they were sowed out on
the banks, was considerably less than formerly, and I expect
the heavy losses of before are overcome. There is on lease
now an area as large as half .Newark Bajr for about $100,000.
The system of leasing works is admirable. Very few 3'Cars
ago there were no oysters to lie had. The young oysters were
ithportBd from England and Scotland, but ibis belongs to the
The hanks were almost killed out by the free fishing.
past.
J f you are not careful in America things may come to the
Production is already increasing. Very large
same cud.
capital is invested, and in the employ of the lessees the fishermen make more money than formerly, As Soon as I can get
work a little oil' my hands 1 intend to write a manual for
oyster culture and publish it simultaneously in America, England and the Netherlands. Still, if we don't get ice enough to
close the fishing next winter, I do not expecUo have time to
write before another year has elapsed.
r hope to obtain some eggs of ,s. qmnnnt from
Prof. Baird
If I am successful a great many points
to make n trial with.
will be settled nt once.
It will have its greatest effect on
fishermen, who are, as a rule, still unbelievers in fish culture,
in our salmon fishing it is now a close season, but will open
again November 15 tor winter salmon, which arc seemingly
yearly increasing, and have becu very abundant this year. In
former years the price was from f 3 to $1 25 per pound. This
seas' in they [ell as low as SI, 40, cents and even 35 cents. But
the fishermen did not Buffer, because the quantity covered by
far he deficiency in price.
It is a proven fact now that, when the catch of grilse is poor
in one year, ihe catch of summer salmon the next year ispoor
too.
The lishermen hold it so, and our statistics seem to
prove if. The. report of the fisheries under my control will
shortly be printed.
Whenever 1 receive a copy it will be forYours very truly,
warded to you.
C. J. Bottemask, Superintendent of Fisheries
I
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PohdS. San Francisco, Cal„
mud-turtle does the same mischief
that bis brother, the snapping turtle, is accused of.
I know
from experience that both are very destructive to small fry of
an inch or two jn length.
Two years ago I put four or 'five
thousand small fey in one of my ponds that bad a mud bottom
at one end, and I noticed for about a week that the water became very muddy once or twice a day, and almost every morning when I visited the pond, that my li.sk were growing less
in number very fast.
Finding the water clear one day I examined the bottom very closely and could discover nothing.
An hour after in passing the pond I found it muddy. Taking
a garden rake I raked the bottom of the pond and caught a
Sept.

mud

(5.

TratTLEs in

—The

Fisn

common

him and found

capacious maw
a dozen of my trout, fry. I took four of these smooth, round,
gentle expression backed fellows out of the pond and the
Slaughter of my fish ceased.
jj. jj. P.
turtle, killed

inside

his

1

«—*»H

.
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Raising Tadpoles,— Port Richmond, S. L, Sept. 13.—
Editor Forest and Stream: As my efforts have met with
better success than Mr. Roosevelt's, 1 beg to state a few interesting facts.
I have taken the little creatures when scarcely
larger than a pin's head, and placed them in a tomato can,
one fourth full of water, under the shelter of some shady trees
In time they dropped their tads, and put forth their tiny legs,
and assumed the shape of a lizard, finally becoming upright
little frogs.
While iu the lizard state I was surprised one
morning to find one or two of ihem almost entirely consumed,
the skins lying at the bottom of the Dan,
As I kept nothiDg
else but, "fads" in the can. and the latter covered with a cloth,
I am at a loss to explain this discovery,
J. F. K.

Perhaps one tad

eat auotber tad.

rock, or indeed in any place in which he happens to be, I am
ready to admit it but if they intone! to assert that the same
be produced as when standing on a hollow log,
then I not only wholly dissent, but respectfully submit that
;

effects will

THE POMPANO.

A LATE
a

the

first

number of the Boston Transcript mentions " that
pompano was caught off Wood's Holl, and that it is
of this kind caught in these waters, being strictly

Our

Southern fish."

excellent Eastern contemporary

i

part

is

as we have two species on our
Trachynottu carolinauis aud T.ovatiu, all members
of the genus GasterosUus, from the resemblance of the spinous
ly right

and partly wrong,

const, the

Both these species were taken

dorsal to that of a stickleback.

Wood's Holl in 1873, by the U. S. Fish Commissioners,
and frequently since that time. Both these species have been
caught abundantly, more especially tho young specimens at
various points on the north shore of Martha's Vineyard, at
Wood's Holl and Watch Hill, It. I. Professor Baird found
innumerable five-inch specimens at Little Egg Harbor as early
as 1854. No fishermen had caught them before this time, as
their nets were not adapted for the purpose.
There is no
doubt, but that they are abundant south of Cape God, though
they do not scorn to come within range of the weirs. Very
possibly our Northern fishermen do not know how to catch
tbem. The pompano feed on crustaceans and small mollusks.
We would refer our readers to more complete details published by us in Vol. IV., pages 5, 85, 117. We have recorded
the catch of good sized pompano in the Sound not far from
New York. At present pompano are fairly abundant on the
New York markets, coming from Norfolk. As a table fish it
is decidedly the best that swims, and far better than the Engat

lish turbot.

—»~-
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SAPPHIRINA.
CAPTAIN

MORTIMER, who every time he crosses the
broad expanse of the seas in his good ship the Hamilton Fish makes some addition to our stock of knowledge, has
succeeded in bringing alive to New York some of those curious little creatures called Sapphirina. Those minute crustaceans are found in the Atlantic Ocean in incalculable quanti-

They measure about

three-six tecnths of an inch long,
and but a few lines
Their great peculiarity is that they gleam hke
emeralds, rubies, amethysts and opals in the salt water.
Motes dancing in the sun have at times brilliancy of color, bo
in the medium of the ocean as the light strikes these sapties.

are one-thirty-second of an inch wide,

in thickness.

phirina they too shine and flash.
inkling of
or

all

how many

We

have but the merest
the wonderful things the sea holds in her bosom,
dainty and delicate forms she treasures. Now

struck Captain Mortimer, who, when having anything to do
with nature's secrets, is shrewdness itself, and, though he

it

may greatly indulge in guessing, court-martials all the facts,
vigorously holding an inquisition on all his speculations, that
was not caused by what is
could these tiny creatures show

this opalescence in the sapphirina

How

called phosphorescence.

many

when

was shining in the water?
Catching them, the Captain placed some sapphirina in a glass
Now they were invisible, but on turning them at a
tube.
certain angle, when the rays of light struck them, out flashed
their

colors

the sun

the colors. Evidently these gleams must be caused by the
decomposition of the ray of light on the surface of the sapFishing, then, in a basin for specimens, our nautical
phirina.
naturalist succeeded in picking out one by one, by their flash
alone, these tiny animated jewels.

But how

to

keep them

Alcholie preparations, and, in fact, all
other preserving fluids, are well enough in their way to keep

was tie question

?

form and some semblance of shape, but alas! all the delicate
The Captain bethought him for future
observations, of putting his sapphirina in a sirup, and in this
way has succeeded in keeping some, which still show faint
This, of course, proved that the gleams were not due
colors.
colorings fade away.

animal movement. Others of the sapphirina, the Captain
having simply put them in water, he was fortunate enough to
bring into New York. But they were short lived, and all died
to

How

in a

day or

due

to the light, but

so.

this color comes and goes, is, of
course
what peculiar construction of scale the

sapphirina has remains yet to be studied. Ho tho brilliant
colors of fish, as shown in the mackerel, arise irom minute

on the skin which split up the ray of light into
the tints of the rainbow are disclosed, or can there be
n
on the feathers of birds, which give

series of lines
all

series of discs, like

metalic lustres

?

out

We

are pretty sure that this problem will

sooner or later engage Captain Mortimer's attention, and that
some day, whe* sailing over a summer's sea, with a gleam of
the sun illumining his cabin, with his microscope on his table
the mystery of the beautiful lights in the sapphirina will be

made clear.
Whether

is tied to the dock in New York or
Liverwaves between two continents,
Hamilton Fish has not, only his eyes on

the ship

pool, or thrashing through the

that Captain of the

his vessel, but

is

over revolving in his brain

fathom the many beautiful

how

to solve

nnd

secrets of the deep.

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

DRUMMING OF RUFFED AND CANADA
GROUSE.

T HAVE

such a thing cannot occur, unless the grouse has the powm of
suspending the laws of nature for I believe it is a universally
;

admitted fact that the power of all vibrations is increased by
contact with a sonorous body, and one might as well say that
the sounding-board of a piano was useless, or that a musicbox would play as loudly when held in the hand as when
placed on a sheet of plate glass, as to claim that the bird can
drum as loudly on the ground aswhen more favorably situated.

Nor do

I depend upon theory alone, having proved by actual
experience, time and again, that the distance at which the
is wholly dependent on the character
of the object on which the grouse is standing, be it rock, root
or log.
Of the manoeuvers of which "Monon" speaks I know
nothing, as no such conditions exist in the New England
States.
The birds all single out before the approach of the
breeding season, the males selecting their drumming places,
which they use only during the absence of the female, and I
never saw two of the latter together during such seasons.
In regard to approaching the bird while drumming I used
to consider it an easy mutter, but all things must be judged
by comparison, and' the difficulty of stalking within eighty
paces of an old buck, feeding, head toward you, in an open
meadow, without the slightest cover within a quarter of a
mile, is so much greater that the former is not to be mentioned
In comparison with it; yet this latter feat has to be accomplished when one is armed with a shot gun only, or one must
lo9e caste as a first-class still hunter.
For the benefit of those
who wish to see the ruffed grouse while drumming, I will describe the method by which I have frequently got within
twenty feet of tbem, unobserved, when I could watch them
at leisure.
In order to do this successfully it is necessary to
sight the bird without being seen, to find out which way it is
facing and then approach it from behind (when it begins to
drum it seems to be oblivious to all other sounds), then make
a short run, dropping before it ends, and remain perfectly
motioulesB till it begins again, when the same thing is to be
repeated, till one is near enough to watch its performances
with ease, of course selecting some cover at the end of the
last advance to screen one from observation between the intervals of drumming.
The bird, before commencing, seems
to go into a sort of ecstasy, spreading its tail, erecting its ruff
and rullling its feathers. Then it stands perfectly upright,
smooths itself, brings its wings well forward in a vertical
position, and strikes then horizontally toward each other.
The wings do not strike each other, or the body of the bird
but simply beat the air in front of it. It will be readily seen
that in this position the action of one <ving counteracts that
of the other, and has no more effect to move the body of the
bird than would the action of two rowers to move a boat
when seated in it and pulling with equal force in opposite directions.
It is not strictly correct to say that the ruffed grouse
begins slowly and increases Its strokes in quickness to the
close.
The exact method of the old drummer is as follows:
He delivers three strokes deliberately, and with an exact interval between each ; then a pause about as long again as that
between the strokes, then three more in exactly the" same time
as the first, then the fourth a little quicker, increasing the
rapidity of his strokes tdl he sounds a continuous roll which is
prolonged for a short time, ending in a sort of flutter as the
bird recovers his normal position. "Now if, as "Monon" claims,
the bird produces the noise by expelling tho air from an inflated pouch, he must time the operation very nicely during the
pcrfortnanceof the slow strokes, as it would long ago have been
detected; it also seems as if the noise made must sound
louder, if his theory is true, while standing close to the bird
than at a distance, but the reverse of this is the fact. The
rumbling sound like distant thunder is not apparent at such
times, the "wisb,wish,wish" of the bird's wings being plainly
heard, and not much else. There is another bird of the grouse
family whose drumming I wish to notice. This is the Canada
pronse, or " spruce partridge," as the hunters call it. The
male of this species is undoubtedly the handsomest game bird
in New England, but they are held in little esteem "trim the
fact that their flesh is so strongly impregnated with the odor
of the spruce aud fir boughs on which they feed as to be uneatable when sent to market in the ordinary manner, but if
drawn and the crop torn out when first killed it, is quite palatable.
This bird selects ahorizontal branch fifteen or twenty
feet from the ground, and drums in the air while descending from the limb to the ground.
This species of
grouse are so utterly indifferent to the presence of nun
aB to continue their drumming with a person standing in full
view, often alighting within a few feet of the observer, and
•some of the older males are even belligerent, bristling up
angrily at the intruder, and, if he feigns alarm and slowly retires, will chase him for some little distance.
It is interesting to watch them while iu the act of drumming,
their wings moving with sufficient rapidity to carry them
through the air with the velocity of an arrow ; but their body
all the time slowly settling toward the earth, alighting each
lime on almost exactly the same spot. The drumming is always performer! while descending, the bird flying back to the
limb iu the ordinary manner. When standing close to this
bird the noise souuds much louder than that made by the
ruffed grouse under the same conditions, although it cannot be
heard one-tenth as far, and for this reason I have always beUeved in the hollow log theory. In regard to finding the latter bird in unusual situations in the autumn, as mentioned by
Awahsoose, " the fact that they are so found is well established,
half the villages in Maine being visited by them each succeeding autumn, and I have frequently flushed them in orchards
at such seasons, in the early morning, when the nearest coves
would be a mile away. The hunter's explanation will not
hold, as a mid-summer shower or a howling snow storm makes
a great deal more noise than the softly falling autumn lea res
but, I think I can offer a consistent aud reasonable explanation,
Every one who has had an opportunity to observe the
habits of the ruffed grouse must have noticed the persistency
with which it clings to its chosen location, a flock, uuless frequently hunted, scarcely moving over ten acres of ground iu
a whole season. Now if this characteristic was always re-

drumming can be heard

•

'

tained, places, wdiicli from everburning or any other cause
had become stripped of their grouse, would forever remain depleted
therefore, by a wise provision of nature, the instinct
;

of partial migration Is

read with close attention recent, articles in
-»•
paper on the above subject, but am not sure that I
understand just how much is claimed by the writers.
simply mean that the grouse can drum on the ground or

your
fully

H they
on a

implanted in the breasts of a portion of
the flock, and by litis means barren districts are continually
restocked. The same instinct can be found iu almost all our
forest denizens, from squirrels to deer.
see Hurt
innocent article on the " King Partridge " li
good
I

deal of

comment,

in

one

my

liUu-

;
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garnished with exclamation points. The author,
however, allows (in the Western sense) that he has seen many
wonderful things, although indisposed to admit that others
have been equally fortunate. Perhaps if he should publish an
account of some of them they might appear as fishy to others
as others are to l)im, although 1 should hope people would
have belter taste than to tell him so. However, "in youth
we believe too much, and in old age too little."
high
authority informs us "that at the mouths of three -witnesses
every word shall be established." I know, at least, that numbers of reliable hunters who have seen Ihe bird as described,
and their affidavits can be obtained if necessary. But whilo
sions and

A

Standing squarely by the record, I must respectfully protest
against having the paternity or authorship of the word "King
Partridge" imputed to me, as a reference to the article in
question will show that I obtained it from another person.
"Whether he originated it or not I never thought to inquire,
and it, is now too late to rectify the error, as he has been dead
nearly thirty years.
Penobscot.

The Parrot Fish.—Tv?o very remarkable specimens of this
and curious fish were exhibited by Mr. E. G. Blackford last week in Fulton Market. Belonging to the Scants family, they show the peculiar type.
It is impossible, however, to
give, any description of their color.
Now the tints on fish
generally are not what artists designate as body colors. Such
shades as they have are hardly palpablo in an artistic sense.
The color of the parrot fish is intense. With golden and violet gleams for fugitive tints, it has a dense green, which looks
as if the fish was absolutely painted.
This color has really
the consistency of a pigment, and it looks as if the scales when
preserved might retain the shade. The jaws are convex,
each divided by a median suture. The teeth are incorporated in the bono as in a snapping turtle. The scales on the
body are large, some 1\ inches'. The dorsal is continuous
from behind a line drawn from the head. The length of each
fish was 34 inches and would weigh about 30 pounds.
The
scientific name of these fish, which were caught off Vera
Cruz, is Scarus guueamaia. There is a smaller species in the
Caribbean Sea, some 14 to 18 inches, long, called the S. albi</artiii.
In looking at these fish we recalled the fact that they
were the first to which the old Romans devoted their scanty
knowledge of fish culture. Parrot fish were thought to be a
least for the gods, and made a part of the famous dish called
' the Shield of Menerva," into which were mingled brains of
nightingales, tongues of flamingoes and the milt of the lamprey. Immense amounts of money were spent in stocking
lie. waters between
Crete and Asia Minor with these fish.
The Seams—the Greeks call it Scaro to-day— was thought to
have a voice and to be a ruminating creature. Mexican fishermen believe that it literally feeds on coral, but that is absurd, as what nutriment there may be in pure carbonate of
lime is hard to determine. It is thought, however, to feed on
sea-weed.
Perhaps in that cxhaustless catalogue of fish, on
which nature lavishes such strange colors and outlines, there
is not one more remarkable than the parrot fish.
beautiful

t

—

Stmboii of Hope. The following is from a sermon by the
Kev. Mr, Murray, and has reference to the frigate bird, wWch
he calls "The Symbol of Hope ":
There is a bird that mariners call the frigate bird, of striking Uiiils aud of strange power.
Men see him in all climes;

With
but. never yet has human eyes seen him near the earth.
wings of mighty stretch, high borne, he sails along. Men of
the far north see him at midnight moving on amid auroral
wings
amid
awful
flames,
with
set
those
taking
sailing
fires,
the color of the waves' light which swell and heave around
him. Men iu the tropics see him at hottest noon, his plumage
all incarnadined by the fierce rays that smite innocuous upon
him. Amid their ardent fervor he bears along, majestic, lireNever was he known to stoop from his lofty line of
less.
to all a mysflight, never to swerve. To many he is a myth
Where is his perch ? Where does he rest ? Where
tery.
was he brooded ? None know. They only know that above
cloud, above the reach of tempest, ahove the tumult of transverse currents, the bird of heaven so let us call him— on selfsupporting vans that, disdain to beat the air on which they
;

—

One

peculiarity of this ugly brute is, that with jaws like a
with his broad teeth, crushes through anything he

vice, he,

The hyena

grinds to powder bones which
sometimes withstand the lion's fangs. Not but that the king
of beasts has greater muscular power, but the hyena's teeth
are better adapted to his work.
gets

hold

of.

Frankford, Fhila., Sept.

The Busy Bee.— If

Now,

estimating the

1

kilogram of

in a flower of

must

Truly, "

sides all this he

throwcth in

An Albino Squirrel.—Awabh

Forks., iV. P., Sept.

7.—

Editor Forest and Stream : While out squirrel shooting near
It
this place Wednesday last. I shot an albino red squirrel.
was nearly pure white, but the red eyes, common in albino,
were wanting. The eld squirrels were very thick in the

which

locality in

43 in

less

was

it

With

killed.

than two hours with a

rifle.

a companion we killed
C. T. R.

Arrivais Received at Central Pakk Menagerie I'OB Week
Ending Sept. 14, 1SI8.— Cne pair pea fowls, Pam crMata, presonted by
Mr. G. C. Holm, Snpt. Orphan Farm Soboot, Mt. Vernon one albino
sparrow, Paaer donmtievs, presented by .Matter Victor L. KegDonf, N.
Y. City; one brown thrush, Harporhynchus nifus, ana one chipmunk,
;

Tamiae striatus, presented by Mr. E. D. Carpenter, Supt. N T. Juvenile
Asylum; one song thrush, Turdim musicus, presented by Mra. George
Kellock; tour prairie doga, Cynomys Uidovteianm, presented by Mr.
Arthur E Brown, Snpt. I'hUadelpliIa Zoological Garden: two barred
doves, Gopelia striata, presented by Master James It. Butter, H. T.
City; one gray squirrel, Sciurim carolinensis, presented by Mr. Isidore
Isaac, N. Y. City; one red fox, Yulpes fulvw, presented by Mrs. Hitchcock-,

W.

Broeslyn,

A. Conklin, Director.

ffoodlnnd, $trm mtd §zr(hn.
GLADIOLI FROM SEED.

;

but, ornithologieally,

we

much of a robber. He builds his nest upon low bushes
near the Eeaside and in cliffs. Just tWnk of an expanse of
But theu Mr. Murray is in error when
eight feet of wings.
pretty

frigate bird is found in the "far north seas," as he
ia never seen far from the austral and tropical seas. The wing
bono of the frigate bird makes a superb pipe-stem.

he says the

may

take

follow-

be considered as a
from a corres-

it

MANY

of our readers

know

that the Gladiolus

baged upon principles of the clearest medical science. It. is
advocated by Dr. Joseph Scott, one of the most successful
and popular physicians here, and his brother, Dr. Isaac Scott,
lately Medical Director of the Department of the South.
Many other prominent medical men concur in good opinion
of it, while none are averse to it.
Three
It is as follows
grains of sulphate of quinine on rising, with a half glass of
lemonade to facilitate assimilation. Following this, six drops
of Fowler's solution of arsenic.
After each meal fifteen
grains of chlorate of potnssa as diuretic and to oxygenate the
blood.
The dose of quinine is to be repeated at night, unless
Quinine aa tonic
tinitus awium becomes very annoying.
:

arsenic as tonic and alterative ehlorate of
potassa as refrigerant, diuretic, diaphoretic, and means of introducing oxygen into the blood— the ratvmale is good, and
Tout
certainly the prescription has worked like a charm.
correspondent knows thirty at least who have used it Since
the outbreak, and no one has yet died, only four have been
taken down, and the rest are as well as can be, although living
in the heart, of the infected district. The four who were
taken had the fever so lightly that the third day found them
Dr. Scott prescribes it freely not only to his elisitting up.
eniele, but to all who wish it, without charge, and is giving
He has great confidence in its virtues.
if a thorough trial.
Being an eminently scientific man, Mb opinion in the matter
is the guide for many, among whom is your correspondent,
who, using it, has for three weeks visited the sick rooms of
friends daily, and has so far escaped, although unacclimated.

and febrifuge

duce far more beautiful and distinct varieties then it we permit self-fertilization. With many plants this is a nice and
often tedious operation, with the Gladiolus it is the simplest.
As the flowerB are large, and the anthers readily removed with
the fingers, which should be accomplished as soon as they are
sufficiently developed to admit them, the pollen may be applied directly from the anthers to the stigma without mechanical aid, as soon as the trifid stigma is ready to accept it, genThe seed-pods contain
erally about the second day after.
from fifty to seventy-five winged bulblets. If sown in spring
they will form small bulbs about, as large as peas, several will
bloom the second year, and all may be expected to bloom the
third season— a good while to wait it is true but it is pleasant
over and comto have some seedlings of your own to watch
;

named

varieties

you already have

an

origi-

pare with those
nal painting is more creditable to the artist than a room full of
Raphael's. During the flowering season the poorer varieties
should be eradicated, and only those kept that are wished to
;

be retained, preference being given to those which show the
best shape, marking and coloring necessary to improve our

Though

collection.

so

the

named

have be-

varieties of Gladioli

of late years that, to a beginner, a dealer's

numerous

a thing of mystery, yet
duced to a very small number.

list is

may be

typical collections
If

we were

to look

re-

on a field
bloom we

with one of every named variety in
should see white, rose, red, deep red and yellow as the essenit would require an inspection of individuals
and
colors;
tial
to determine the endless diversity of markings with which
seedling propagation and cross-breeding have invested these
of Gladioli

If,

therefore, without aspiring to an extensive

assortment, the following varieties may be relied on to represent the principal colors White, Shakespeare, one of the
earliest to bloom, flowers, and spike large and fine: Heine
:

Blanche,

La Candeur and John

Bull, a sulphur white variety,

Rose, Marie Stuart, one of the most beautiful of Gladioli, Ambroise Verschaffelt, Mad. Rabourdin,
Ulysse and Mozart, Red Meteor, bright in color with purple

but free and good

;

;

is easily

.

Rosea perfecta, tinted violet; Sir W. Scott, ruby
with carmine veining Eugene Scribe and Le Pouissin, ScarMars, Meyerbeer,
let Stuart Low, violet rose markings;
blotches,

;

Hw/.

IP*

raised from seeds, but it may not occur to them that
crossing one fine variety with another invariably breaks the
tendency to revert to the original forms, and is likely to pro-

superb plants.

enough

We

pondent living in New Orleans, who gives it to the Mew
make a pound of honey, York Times. The method Beems to be sound in every
how doth the busy bee," and be- way:
the wax gratis.
One remedy has been eminently successful so far, and is

,

Poetically, this is all fine

Preventive Against Yellow Fever.—The

palliative against yellow fever.

visit 5,600,000 flowers, or to

2,500,000 flowers.

the everlasting light.

ought to stick to facts. This soaring bird of hope, Atagen
ai/uila, goes for gannets and takes the fish from them.
He is

A

ing regime of medicines to be taken

clover to be 60, the bee, in order to get one kilo, of honey,

come

moves grandly

and 125,000 heads
number of tubes

grain of saccharine matter,
sugar.

16, 1878.

one hundred heads of clover contain

0.8 grains of sugar, then 125 heads of clover hold precisely 1

on.
So shall my hope be. At either
pole of life, above the clouds of sorrow, superior to all tempests, on lofty and tireless wing, scorning the earth, it shall
move along. " Never shall it stoop, never swerve from its sublime line of flight. Men have seen it in the morning of my
life; they shall see it in its hot noonday; and when the
shadows fall, my sun having set, using your style of
speech, but using mine when the shadows disappear, my sun
having risen, the last they see of me shall be this hope of gain
as it sails out on steady wing, and disappears amid

rest,

half nf an inch high, thus illustrating the great rapidity with
which some of the fungi are developed. It is found on pieces
of dead wood, stumps, leaveB, etc., in damp, shaded localities,
and makes a beautiful opaque object under the microscope.
This specimen belongs to the family Myxognxtres, genus
Btemonitift, and is S.jusea.
"Herman O. Evisra.

THE MINNESOTA BENCH SHOW,
St.

Mb. Editor

:

The

Paul, September 7.
show ex-

four days allotted to the dog

pired last night, and two hundred dogs are glad of it, In all
respects it was a success, aud although the number of entries
has been exceeded by other bench shows, the quality of the
stock exhibited was considered by competent judges to be
very fair. The Dilley Kennel was one of its most attractive
and prominent features. There were Whitman's (of Detroit)
beautiful dogs in their various classes— setters, spaniels, fox
terriers,

and
first

Scotch deerhounds,

etc.,

exhibition;

interest of the

prize winners, tho

first

adding greatly to the variety
Gill man's (also of Detroit)

prize champion pointers

Bow

and

Louis Kennel Club, and many other dogs
whose names wdll be recognized in the list appended. The show room was commodious, and the kennels
conveniently arranged in parallel rows running lengthwise
through the building. The dogs were kindly cared for, excellent order was maintained throughout, and general satisfaction was expressed at the awards of prizes and the decision
of Mr. John Davidson, who was appointed sole judge.
Olytie, of the St.

of celebrity',

Brother Dilly naturally

felt

chagrined at not taking

first

prize

champion Ranger and Countess Royal pointers, but
was enough blue and red ribbon scattered through his

for his

there

an ordinary fair and satisfy any reasonable
Whether tho decision was just which awarded the

entries to decorate

ambition.

prize to the St. Louis Kennel dogs can be best determined by
a reference to the published specifications of characteristics

upon which the scale of points for judging at the show
bench is based, which can be found in " Hallock's Sportman'a
Gazetteer." Under these conditions Ranger certainly shows
Ranger has a better eye, aud the eon uga
better than Bow.
Row
tions of the roof of his mouth are not so thick and red.
has more flabbiness and looseness of the throat skin. The
muscles of the leg are less firm, and smaller. Ranger shows
more uniform development. I am responsible for the statements I make, for I was never more careful in making a comparison or more charitable in feeling to both competitors.
Among the dogs I noted G. W. Baldwin's English setter, Don;
Geo. Waddington's EDglish setter puppy, Tempest, of Gene-

va, Iowa the beautiful Irish setter prize winners, Red Rival,
Phosbus, marked with white. A
Prof. Ha-jdkn's Mtti.ks Stampeded. A member of the flamed with vermilion, and
Kennel, Richmond, Indiana, entered by
Hayden Expedition writes, that on the 25th of August the few other good sorts are Robert Fortune, orange lake Peter of the Quaker City
Bannock Indians captured the mules belonging to one of the Lawson, rosy lilac; Rosa Bonheur, tinted lilac; Sappho, R. B. Morgan; Friend and Ruby, by E. F. Stoddard, of Dayparly. The letter reads as follows
" On the 25th of August
ton, Ohio; the imported Irish setter puppies, Fleta and
cherry, tinted orange; Michael Angelo, white with dark
the Indians surprised us at Henry's Lake at 8:30 p. m. We
Buchaaan, the Smuggler, belonging to J. White Strong, of Albany, N. Y.
were sitting aiound the camp-fire when we were fired on by crimson spots Ophir, dark yellow, and Isaac
the native Irish setter dogs belonging to Captain S. Lee Davis,
the Indians, who were not more than 70 feet distant.
Strange best yellow variety yet introduced.
of St. Paul, C. M. Garfield, of Minneapolis, and George l>.
to 6ay, they hurt none of us by the fire.
We made an ineffecaud tan Gordon, Knight, of A,
tual effort to protect ourselves", aud concluded that nothing
An Interesting Fungus. Editor Forest and Stream: Finch, of St. Paul the black
done but to get away alive. We heard the Indians
are interested in Katoral History will be A. Mellier, Jr., of St. Louis; E. F. Warner's four thirleenreaders
who
Those
driving iff our animals, and then we knew that our party was
peculiar
little
finding
a
and
for
Mullikeu's
Minx, of St, Cloud,
month Gordon setters Wm.
Taking provisions for three or four days greatly benefited by searching
in reality on foot.
which may be found "in great abundance at this seaDilley's famous prize-winMinn.-, W. S. Timberlake's Earl
aud our blankets and guus, we got away under cover of the fungus,
se«n in the earliest stages of developWhen
the
year.
of
son
night, and moving off about a mile iu the woods, we rener pointers, Royal, Fan and Countess Royal Warner's good
apoear somewhat like a mass of butterflies' eggs,

—

;

,

:

;

—

;

i

;

;

;

until daylight, wdieu the Indians reopened fire
on our descried camp, and we started for the TTpper Geysers.
,1,1 walk of three days we reached there, and found
Jackson's and Gaanet'.'s parlies, and all safe."

mained there

A

it

being composed of minute spherical bodies clustered together,
but very soft, so that when touched lightly with the finger,
like cream.
Preserve
it adheres, forming a drop somewhat
this mass, place it in a fernery, or some warm moist place, and

A

speedpatient ly the full development of the fungus.
_f »\,;„ MtAMSnii fnnnfl wifiaTillu "ihrillt K
Y- ri f L" v
At
ill
of this species found recently, about 6 o'clock p. m,
this stage of growth, was placed in a fernery, where the atwas warm and moist, and left for the night. Early
next morning it was found to have developed entirely into

watch

Bad Hyena.— An

come
had

ment

will

1.0

his

account, more or less truthful, has.
T
US of a keeper of a show at the St. Louis Fair having

hand
:

This is qun
bitten off by a hyena.
may strike occasionally though they

tiger

may

be

bat no confidence can be placed in a hyena

men
...

,~i

I

years and honors; Julius

Paul; Morgan's Bock, of
Richmond, Indiana, and Dilley's Fleet, Powers' Rattler, of
WintZimmerman's
and
Cute, of St. Paul
Wis.
Tomah,
St,

,

,

and water spal
L-iizie, and others
ers

•

minute brownish colored filaments, about one-tb

many

old Tasso, who
Zabronye's pointer, Fly, of

has borne

spaniel,

Tlner

.

ti

designated in the pri

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
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large attendance proves unusual interest in kennel exhibitions.

Class 41— Scotoh Deerhounds— J H Whitman, Luln.
Clasa -11— Newfoundlands— Theodore Sander, 91 Paul, Bruno ;
nemenway, St Paid, John John A Weide, St Paul, Carlo.
Claas 45— Shepherds or Collies— J
Stiles, Gift, Giuger ; Dr
•I H Bryant, St Paul, Ooony II, Fanny
Frank
Kratka, Pedro,
Gypsie ; R C Aely, St Paul, Gyp, Tige II, Gyp.
Class 46— Dalmatiana or Coach Dogs— Isaac
Webb, Measles.
Class 47— Bulldogs, Dogs or Bitches—John D Oloott, Jerry.
Class 48—Bull Terriers— Michael Lynch, St Paul, Kate; John
McAuliff, Wabasha, Jaok.
Claas 52— Scotch Terriers— Geo Culver, St Paul, Daisy ; E
Gillman, Jimmey.
Class 54—Italian Greyhounds—B F Jones, Minneapolis, Italia.
Class 56— MisoeUaneous, Doga or Bitches— Chas Nash, St Paul,

I send an

Geo.

Scotch deerhound, the only one in its class, was well deserving of the prohibilary price attached to his kennel. The colleys

were a very

fine exhibit

the Newfoundlands too large

;

and badly crossed. There was a pretty English coach dog,
and two very fine bulldogs and terriers, one of each white in
in color.

To

specify the merits of the deserving

would require more

space than our crowded columns would warrant, and I therefore forbear. The show was pecuniarily successful, and the
official list

of awards and entries, kindly furnished

by Supt. Chas. Lincoln, by whose most satisfactory management the show was made so popular and creditable
i

List of Entiukh.
8 TimImported English Setter Dogs—
.)
H Whitman, Ohioago, Clipper
E H
E C Waller, Chicago, Jack BtegH .Shipman, St Paul Joe.
Class 2— Champion Imported English Rotter Bitches—"W S
Timberlake, Lady Cyprus J H Whitman, Jlasgio May Herbert
Preston, Chicago, Naomi.
Class 3— [^ported English Setter Doge—John Davidson. MonClasa

W

1— Champion

berlake, St Paul. Grand Duke
Gil'mtiD, Detroit, Eoppo
stmger's Hock -Brace's June

;

,

;

j

;

;

;

W

Mich, Afton, Laddie;
S Timherlake, Grand Duke; J H
"Whitman, Clipper; E H Gillman, Beppo.
Class 1 Imported English Setter Bitches— John Davidson,
Monroe, Mich. Tyne George Waddington, Geneva, la, Daisy,
Mlily: E
Waller, Chicago. Patti
S Timherlake, Lady Cyprus 3 H Whiiman, Maggie May Herbert Preston, Naomi.
Class 5— Imported Englioh Setters, Puppies Under 12 Months,
dog or biiohMorgan. Quaker City Kennel, Richmond, Ind.
Mm a: (Jail Noi beck, LaCrosse, Wis, Victory (.leorgo Waddington, Geneva, la, Lilly White.
Class 6— champion Native Setters—Dogs of Any Strain— H E
Barron, Faribault, Minn, Don Pedro; E C Waller's Jack; E
Gdlm&n'a Beppo.
Class 7— Champion Setter Bitches of Any Strain— J
Whitman,
Maggie Mav
S Timbetlake. Lady Cvpiua.
Class S— Native Euglish Setter Dogs—T L Cory, Winona,
Black Dick;
Hamphiev.
nueapolis, Jet; E H Warner,
St Paul, Duke G A Hamilton. St Paul. Bap C H L Lange. Hastings, Minn. Zaeh
H Sahlgaard, ft Pan! Sport; G W Baldwin.
Bt Paul, Don
E C Waller, Chicago, J. ff
S Timherlake, Grand
Duke; J H Wui man, Clipper; E U Gillman, Beppo,
Class 9— Native English Setter Bitches— George Waddington.
Geneva. la, Miliy
3 Timberlake, Lady Cyprus J H Whitman, Maggie May.
OlaBB 10—Native English Setter Puppies Under 12 Months
Dog or xiitch-James S Lee, Fklladolpbia, Peon, Tag George
Waddington, Geneva, la, Tempest
11 Holabird, Valparaiso,
-Bessie; Chas Hemmey, Faribault, Minn, Dido; Carl Norbeck,
Y/etory Geo Waddington, Lilly White.
Class 11— Champion Irish Setter Dogs. Free for all -St Louis
Kennel Club, St Louis, Mo, Berkley E C Waller, Chicago. Uree.
Class 12— Champion Irian Setter Bilches- R B Morgan, Quaker
St Louis Kennel
City Kennel. Richmond, Ind, Bed Bival
Club, St Louis, Duck: E F Stoddard, Dayton, 0, Friend; E C
Waller, Chicago. Fanny Fern; E F Stoddard, Dayton, 0, Ruby.
Class 13—Imported Irish Better Dogs— S 11 Morgan, Quaker
City Kennel Club, Jiichmond, Ind, Bob St Louis Keunol Club,
St Louis, Mo, Eriu II.
Class 14— Imported Irish Setter Bitches— John Poster, St PftCUj
Minn, Fannie; J \V Stiles, Decorab, la. Nellie; E F Stoddard.
Waller's Fanny
Dayton. O. Friend B B Morgan's Bed Rival E
Feru; E F Stoddaid'a Kubv.
Class 15— Imnoittd Irish Setter Puppies, Dog or Bitch, Under
r
12 Mouths— J W St,les, Dash J White Sprong, Albany, N Y,
Smuggler.
Claas 16— Native Irish Setter Dogs— Capt S Lee Davis, St
Geo R Finch,
Garlield, Minneapolis, Minn. Dou
Paul Joe
St Paul. Mike.
Class 17— Native Irish Setter Bitches— K B Morgan, Quaker
City Kennel Club, Rose II; B B Morgan's Red Rival.
Clasa 18— Native Irish Setter Puppies, Dog or Bitch, Under 12
C Spottswood, Lake
Months— B Beaupre. St Paul, Nellie
J White Strong's
City, Minn. Zip J White Sprong's Smuggler
roe,

—

;

W

:

:

:

KB

;

H

H

W

;

M

M

:

;

;

;

;

W

W

;

;

;

Class
of her

Class

;

;

;

;

;

M

j

W

;

:

;

—R B Morgan,

Quaker City Kennel Club, Richmond, Ind, Bob.
Class
Irish Setter Brood Bitches— To be shown with two
of her progeny—E F Stoddard, Dayton, Ohio, Friend J
Stiles,
Decorah, Iowa, Nellie, red E C Waller, Chicago, III, Fanny Fern.
Claaa
Gordon Setter Brood Bitches— To be Shawn With two
of her progeny— E F Warner, St Paul, Mab, with Prince and Jack.
Claaa
Pointer Stud Dogs— To be ahown with two of his got
E F Warner, St Paul, Tasso; S B Dilley, Lake City, Minn,

D—

Class 19— Champion Gordon Setter Dogs, Free for all— A A
Melher, Jr, St Louis, Mo, Knight : Ramsen Rushmore, New York,
Bt Laurent ; H E Barron, Don Pedro.
Clasa 20— Champion Gordon Setter Bitches, Free for all— A A
r,

Nell.

Class 21— Gordon Setter Dogs, Open Class— Cbanning Seabury,
F Warner, St Paul, Prince, Jack, Smyko, Don;
St Paul, Don;

E
A A Mellier, Jr, Knight H E

Barron,

;

—

Ringer.

;

—

Paddy

Wm

;

;

—W

;

Wm

;

;

;

;

exhibition only.

Class 25— Champion Pointer Bilches, Free for all— St Louia
Kennel Club, Civile: S O Candy, Prairie, Queen; S B Dilley,
Countess Royal, Royal Fan. Queen Lincoln & Hellyar, Gypsie.
S
Clasa 26—Pointer Dogs OverSOlbs Weight, Free for all—
Timherlake, Dinks E F Warner, Tasso John G Uinkle, St Paul,
W H Holabird, Ted E F
Cory, St Paul. Sam
Snipe
:

W

;

;

;

H W

;

;

D

Rogers, St Paul, Scott. A L
Win
St. Paul, Bunker
Candy, Rival, Jr.
Jim S
Class 27— Pointer Bitches Over 50lbS Weight, Free for all—
Julius Zahonyi, 3c Paul, Flv ; S B Dilley, Countess Royal.
Class 28— Pointer Dogs Under oolhs Weight— R B Morgan, Quaker City Keunel Ciub, Bock ; A S Leonard, St Paul, Don L MoEvoy, St Paul, Brownie : J Pennock, Wabasha, Minn, Sam BL S
Elkins, Wabasha, Minn, Snap.
FosClass 29— Pointer Bitobes Under 501bs "Weight— Henry
ter, Minneapolis, Flora
Geo U Finch, St Paul S B Dilley, Fleet;
Candy, Prairie Queen Lincoln & Hellyar, Gypsie.
S
Class 3D— Pointer Puppies, Dog or Bitch, Under 12 MouthsEddie Zimmerman, St Paul, Cute David Cralt, Wabasha, Minn,
Nell; T S Powers, Tomah, Wis. Rattler; Jas Donnelley, St Paul,
Dick; Frank H Kratka, St Paul, Ned; S B Dilley, Lady Maud.
Claas 31— English Retrievers, Curly or Wavy Coated— E Gria-

Lemke,

;

Mitchell,

;

,

;

:

W

;

;

;

;

aell,

Worthington, Minn, Diver

;

W

A

A

Ware, Owatonna,

Minn,

Owatonna.

W

Class 32— Chesapeake Bay Dogs—B Beanpre, St Paul, Jack ;
Holabird, Sunday, Nellie.
Class 33—Irish Water Spaniels, Doga or Bitohea— Chas A Zimmerman, PriucB John D Olcott, Milwaukee, Bridget J H WhitGould, St Paul, 10 puppies, exhibition only.
man. Paddy
Cmoo 3fc— Cockei Sjpaiuols— J H Wimm u, Deck, Doolor, Dixie,
Fanny .lo..U O AleluV. Bastings, Minn, JnlTV.
HTImreton,
Ciuoa S5- 1'ieiu Spaniels, Oilier limn Cockers—
Coaley ; A H B.aekeii, Minneapolis, Flora; James Biliary, Lake
F M linen, Si Paul, Lizzie.
Cirv Alum, Spot
Class Sli— FuXUuuuds, 111 Couples, Dugs ..r Bitches— Arthur Lyon, Fairm out, AIU1U1 Pearo and Warrior E H Uuluiaii, Jlaialoi-

H

;

;

Wm

W

;

;

w.'id aou

Tj

ly-ilo.

W A Ware, Owatonna, Owatonna.
J— For the Best Collection or Foxhounds,

;

Class

—
—

—

;

WG

L—

W

,1

W

;

G

;

W

consist of

H

;

W

N—

F—

Class
E F Warner, Mab.
Class G-8 B Dilley, Ranger.
Class H-S B Dilley, Fleet.
ClasB I—J
Whitman, Paddy.
Class J—Arthur Lyon, Pedro, Warrior, Ajax, Brutus, Soandal,
Whimsical.
Class
J G Paachke, Beauty.
Class
J H Whitman. Doctor.
Class
Best Brace English Setters8 Timberlake, Grand
Duke and Lady Cyprus.
Class
S B Dilley, Countess Boyal aud Royal Fan.
Class O-S B Dilley.

H

K—
L—

M—

W

N—

MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS.
Fibst DAT— Tuesday, Sept. 10.—Weather, 8 a. m , cloudy, very cold
and blustering, wind southwest ; 12 h„ clouds broken, wind ttill very
brisk and temperature low; 5 p. 31., wind veered to northwest, weather
clearing aud moderating.
All hands In buffalo robes and heaviest
coats ; 7 o'clock, clear and calm.

Finsr TntAt..
and Pointers Under 12 Montlus.

Xitner)/ Stakes for Sellers
First prize, $20

second, §10.

;

Eutriep as Drawn.

Owner.

Fairle Belle,

R.B.

2

Nome,

B beaup

if

Tempest.

G,

Strattnuy,
Lly Willie

D

1

•1

5

Judges— Jo

Mum

O—Best

Class

him

,

in

Duv da

a.

Win

if.

n

.

turd,

B

Brace of Pointer Puppies— S

Lake

Dilley,

lu.l

Mum.

Paul,

Geneva, Iowa.

m<ibi(ra,

Hal luiore,

iVIlcti,

G. Wadding oil,
Rlelliuoilri. Illd
I>. U. Saunoru,
Pa timore, >iu-.ti.
uine. \dc .; i\'m Mel iken, St Ci.mi],
breaker for t. e -t. Loins Kennel thilb.

M

The ground over which this rial was run was a
much diversified by lukes, sloughs

heauti ful roll-

1

ing country,

timber, open
aud standing
scattering dwelling-bouses aud
barns, grain stalks, threshed straw, and shucks too poor iu
quality to pay for threshing.
Both the pinpaled grouse or
true prairie chicken and the sharp-lailed grouse, (called also

prairie, stubble, grass,

meadows, plowed

fields

sorghum or sugar cane, wiih

pin-tailed, sprig-tailed, or white-breasted grouse,) are

The

here iu considerable abundance.
sidered the strongest flyers

Minn.

City.

Riciiiiinuii

St

e,

J imie, (All Setters).

...

li

Residence.

vi.rgan,

Wadtl gron,

;

Clylie.

and the

best

last

game

named

found

are con-

bird of the two.

At 9:45 in the morning, after considerable delay, the two beauPrairie Belle and Nellie, wi re put down on a
broken prairie and cast loose. Prairie Relle ia a chestnut and
white bitch out of Prairie Ranger, hitch Pearl, by BergenNellie is a Dative red Irish setter puppy, nine
tfaal'ti Hake.
tiful setters,

List of Awaubs.
Class

Duke

1—EC Waller, Jack. Vh 0. W S Timherlake, Grand
H Whitman, Clipper. H E H Gillman, Beppo.
Whitman, Maggie May. V h c, W S Timberlake,

J

;

Class

it,

2-JH

Lady Cyprus.
Claaa

3— 1st,

Grand Duke.

H H Preston, Naomi.
J H WhPman. Clipper
H £ Gillman. Beppo.

2d,

;

W

S Timberlake,

II

c.

Claaa 4— 1st, G Waddington. Miliy; 21, J H Whitman, Maggie
May. V h c, G Waddington, Daisy. H 0, E C Waller, Patti W
8 Timberlake, Lady Cyprus Herbert Preston, Naomi.
;

;

Class 5-lst, B 13 'Morgan. Flora; 2d, G Waddiugton, Lilly
White. V h c, Carl Norbeck, Victory.
Class C-E C Waller, Jack.
Class 7— J
Whitman, Maggie May. V h 0,
S Timberlake,
Lady Cyprus.
Class 8— lat, J
Whitman, Clipper; 2d,
8 Timberlake,
Grand Duke. V h 0,
Saulgaard, Sport; G
Baldwin, Don.
U c, E C Waller, Jeff j E
G.lluian, Bjppo
O H L Lange,
Zach.
Class 9— 1st. G Waddington. Millv 2d, J
Whitman, Maggie
May. V h c,
S Timberlake, Ladv'l.yprus.
Class 10— 1st and 2d, G Waddington, Tempest and Lilly White.
V h 0, Carl Norbeck, Victory.
Claas 11— St Louis Kennel Club, Berkley.
Class 12— St Louis Kennel Club, Duck. Tito. E
Waller,
Fanny Fern ; R B Morgan, Red Rival.
0, E F Stoddard, Friend
and Ruby.
Clasa 13— 1st, R B Morgan, Bob 2d, St Louis Keunel Club,

W

H

H

H

W
W

H

;

H

;

W

H

;

II.

Class
Rival.

J

C,

W

U—1st, E

Vh c,

C

Waller.

Stiles, Nellie.
Class 15— 1st and 2d,
c, J
8tiles, Dash.

W

Class
Class
Claaa

2d,

:

B B

Morgan, Red

H c, E F Stoddard,

Friend.

H

J White Sprong, Fleta and Smuggler.

16— 1st. Capt S Lee Davie, Joe

G R Finch,

C,

Fanny Fern

Johu Paster, Fanny.

C

2d,

;

M

Garfield,

Don.

Mike.

17— 1st and 2d, R Morgan, Red Rival and Rose II.
18— 1st, J White Sprong, Fleta 2d, B Beaupre, Nellie.
:

h c, J White Sprong, Smuggler
H e, W C Spottswood, Tip.
Class 19-A A Mellier, Jr, Knight. V h c,
E Barron, Don
Pedro.
Class 20—A A Mellier, Jr, Nell.
Class 21— 1st, A A Mellier. Jr, Knight ; 2d,
E Barron, Don
Pedro.
h o, E F Wamer, Prince.
Class 23—1st, A A Me Her, Jr, Nell; 2d,
Mulliken. Minx.
S Timberlake, ThB Earl 2d, absent.
Class 23— 1st,
Class 24— 1st, St Louis Keunel Club, Row. Vho, 8 B Dilley,
Ranger ; Lincoln & Hellyar, Snapshot.
c, S O Cuudv, Rival, Jr.
C, A 8 Mitchell, Jim.
Class 25— St Louis Kennel Club, Olvtie. V h c, S O Cundy,
Prairie Queen ; 8 B Dilley, Countess Ruyal and Royal Fan.
c,
Lincoln & Hellvar, Gypsie.
Class 26— lat, E F Warner, Tasso 2d. S O Cundy, Rival, Jr.
S Timberlake, Dinks;
Vho,
Holabird, Ted.
c, J J
Hiukle, Snipe
Cory, Sam.
Class 27-lst, S B Dillev, Countess Eoyal ; 2d, J Zahnoyi, Fly.
Class 2s— 1st, A S Leonard, Don 2d, R B Morgan, Bock. V
h c, L McEvov, Brownie.
Class 29— 1st, S B Dilley, Fleet ; 2d, O 8 Cundy, Prairie Queen.
V h c, H
Foster, Flora
c, L.neolu
G B Finch, Minnesota.
& Hellyar. Gypsie.
Class 30— 1st. T S Powers, Battler
2d, Eddie Zimmerman,
Cute. V h e, F
Kratka, Ned.
Class 31—1st,
A Ware, Owatonna.
Class 32— 1st, B Beaupre, Jack.
r
Class 33— 1st, J
hitman, Paddy 2d. J D Oloott, Bridget.
Class 31— 1st, 2d. Vh and h 0, J H Whitman, Doctor, Dixie,
Fanny and Deck. C, J C Melov, Jerrv.
Class 35— Other Tnau Cockers— 1st, F
Finch. Lizzie 2d, A
Brackett, Flora.
C,
Thurston,
0, J Emery, Spot.

V

H

H

V

W

W

:

H

H

;

W

;

H

W H

HW

months old, and previously tried and proven a good ranger
li otn wagon.
They had hardly touched field before both came
to point, the white and liver showing some excellent roading.
Bed led up and backed, and the points proved true ones.
This was a good beginning but as the wind was very high
and the birds wild, and the dogs could not work down wind
without a certainty of flushing, tho trial proceeded slowly
thenceforward. It was fortunate for puppy work, however,
After awhile came a flush for
that the birds were young.
Hie down wind, and then a point for each against wind.
Next a chase for Belle, and a refusal to back by Nellie, and so
on, until finally Nellie was taken up at 11 o'clock, having completed her trial in the tolerably short time of 1 hour and 15
;

N

minutes, considering the circumstances.

Then Tempest was called. Presently Prairie Belle finished
her role, and Strathroy also came to the front. Tempest is an
orange aud white native English puppy, seven months old,
by Charm-Gypsy; Strathroy, a beautiful black, white and
tan, out of the famous Leicester stock of J. H. Smith, of
Tempest found in a swale almost immediately
Canada.
after being put down, dropping in fine style at the rise of the

He continued in luck throughout, although a flush
soon followed his bit of good fortune while working across a
Strathroy showed excellent qualities throughout in
stubble.
staunchness, quartering, ranging, pace, etc., but lie evidently
lost his nose somewhere that day, for he flushed more birds,
it is claimed by Mr. Sanborn, than in all his life before.
Ue
bird.

backed Tempest once when there was no biid he made a
false point ; he pointed and dropped to wing when off duty,
Nevertheless, he wound up his score at the end and
etc.
retired with two false points and three flushes for demerit.
;

Junnie then came to the fore iu place of Lily While, as she
aud Tempest, being owned by the same person (Mr. Sanborn,
of Michigan) could not be run together.
Tempest continued
to do himself credit, as he had done before dinner, showing
fine style, good nose and more good luck, and retired at 5:20,
with three points and two flushes.

;

W

H

;

;

H

W

HW

H

;

M

H

;

WH

Coaly,
Class 36 -1st, Arthur Lyon, Pedro and Warrior ; 2d, E
GUIman, Harkfonvard and Tally-ho.
Claas 37— 1st. E
Gillman. Rattler.
Clasa 39— let, J
Whitman, Fashion; ,T D Olcott, Billy.
Clasa 40— 1st, J G Paschke, Beauty
Jones, Vic V h
2d, It
c, J W Stiles, Ply
Dr D A Stewart, Or. i
F V Freeman, Ladv
Mand;
U whe. lor, Pnuee.
c, Dr Sie.van, Uvu.-io, S U
Cook, Josephine ; R F Junes, Tip.
O.aso 41-lst, J 11 Wuitmau, Lulu.
Class 41— 1st, John A Weide, Ca.io; 2d, Dr I. li ..,.,,
John. H e, T Sander. Biuno.
lua- 4a
lat K C Adv. Tige II ; 2.1, F II Kratka, Ovpsia. V h
o, 1(0 Aely, tii p
r.
F
K c .1
DC 3 H Bi'yalit, Fanny.
Class 47-1.-1,
D Uio.ii, Jenv 3d, 'l tf Avery.
'•« 4,i-l r, J tl c An lift*, Jack: £-1.
Lyucti. itate.
la s 52-lst. E II Gilltaan, Jimmey.

H

H
H

It'

;

1

;

;

H

W

1.

;

H

Gillman, Detroit, Mich, Rattler.
(Jnws 37— Beagles—B
II Wuitmau,
Faobiuu, J D Olcott,
Uiaes 3'J-Fuk TeriiflisBilly: Cuaileo BLiuoolu, Jr, Detroit. Vic.
Buschke,
Sules, Fiy; Julius
C.res 4U— Gievi'iunu- -.1
Wufliebago in". Beauty; D A Stewart, Ml), VVwoua, Mum.
Grace; Prank V EieHnau, Booting*, Minn. Lady Maud; S C
G
Cook, St Paid, Josephine Thomas .-slater, St Paul, Lucy
Wheeler, St Paul, Prince B F Junes, Minneapolis, Tip, Vib.

to

than three couple Arthur Lyon, Fairmount, Miun, Pedro,
Warrior, Ajax, Brutus, Scandal, Whimsical.
Claas K Greyhounds Julius G Pasohke, Winnebago Citv,
Beauty
Wheeler. St Paul, Minn, Prince.
Class
Cocker or Field Spaniels—
H Thnraton, St Paul,
Coaley; J H Whitman. Chicago, Deck; J
Whitman, Coioago,
Dixie J H Whitman. Chicago. Doctor.
Class M-B-st Brace English Setters—
S Timherlake, St
Paul, Grand Duke and Lady Cyprus; Obas A Zimmerman, St
Paul, Sinbad and Jo, black and white, 18 mouths, by Occident.
Class
Best Brace of Pointers— S O Cundy. Owatonna, Rival,
Jr, and Prairie Queen ; S B Dilley. Lake City, Countess Royal
aud Royal Fan St Louis Kennel Club, St Louis, Mo, Bow and
not. less

;

Class 22 -Gordon Setter Bitches— E F Warner, Mab
MuUiken, St Cloud, Minn, Minx A A Mellier, Jr, Nell.
Class 23— Gordon Setter Pups, Dog or Bitch. Under 12 Months
Mulliken, Beauty.
S Timherlake, The Earl
Claaa 21— Champion Pointer Doga. Free for nll—St Louis KenCnndy, Owatonnel Club, Bow; A I Mitchell, St Paul, Jim S
na, Bival, Jr
S B Ditley, Lake City, Minn, Ranger Lincoln &
Cuhdy, three entries for
Hellyar, Warren, Mass, Snapshot S

—

H—

Pointer Brood Bitches To be ahown with two of her
Class
progeny— S B Dilley, Lake Citv, Minn, Fleet Julius Zahonyi, St
Paul, Fly.
Class I— For the Bast Dog or Bitch for Ducking Purposes— In
the opinion of the judge the mist suitable tor ducking purposes
Chas A Zimmerman, St Paul, Prince; J U Whitman, Chicago,

Don Pedro Bemaen Ruah-

more, St Laurent.

W

;

;

F—
G—

Erin

Fleta.

H
W

B—English Setter Brood Bitches—To be shown with two
progeny— Geo Waddington. Geneva, la, Daisy.
C— Irish Setter Stud Dogs -To show with two of his got

;

W

W

H

;

Mellier, J

;

;

;

:

n

L

1

1

li

,1

.1

.1

,,

;

'.'

From

the

moment

feet she astonished
is

the beautiful little Jenuie took to ber
every one by her marvellous speed. She

a regular rattler, and her

little

white figure, nervous

tail,

whisk and flirt through the grass in a wonShe is here, there and everywhere all the
derful manner.
She is so quick
time, and can do a fifiy-acre field in a ]'iffy.
but
that she is apt to flush while whisking down tho wind
quarters
like
apple-slicer,
She
an
drops
at sight,
no matter
and is up and off again in a jiffy. Once, while going at a
tremendous pace in stubble, she came to a,u iustant point, and
up rose ten good birds in a covey. It was a very long point,
and it was delightful to see Tempest back her. (Tempest was
running with htr at that time). She was everywhere a favorite from start to finish, and when sho was taken up about
six o'clock, wilb three Hushes aud two points, all Wutid red

and

flying ears,

;

!

endured so long.
was put down about fix o'clock, only a few
ii, r tir-i e.v,no
minutes before Jennie retire
was to hack
However, a long point and suOjt v. r\ r.iii'ful
her comrade.
e.-y, imil she was wurlung
drawing n deemed till
that she hiul

Lily

Wbi

e

1,

1

I

I

i

M

i,.hi

'
'

,

:

quirt

f

'

her to ors.

1.

.-he

1

O. ...->.-

54— K F J joes, llail*.
5o— VliseePaueum, — tsr, Chas
O— Q Wad, lingua,. Daisy.

Glass
OliBH
Clasa 0i—tt
Claas
E

D—

B Morgan, But)
F Stoddard, Friend.

Nash, Leo.

was

llieu [alien UJp With twi.i |ioiui

hge

ol

beiDg put

She drops
ilii'co

down ahereiird

to shot (sell,

times.

1

1

:,

noil

11

any oluiuce to
but suoaed a W'rul ol nose

The foUowinj

ia

tl

.,,

[n
111

Ihi.-hina;

tue official scale of points as

;

:

;

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

134
given by Uie judges, Prairie Belle winning
Tempest second:

prize and

first

Merit'

,

.,—

Demerit.^

no birds drop, and

Bees

priae which was awarded him.
The Qu
well wiih Strathroy, and both are dogs which a sportsman

fetch.

would

For

the

SCALE OF POINTS.

pointing his birds staunchly, and deservedly earning

style,

first

like to

Like the

down at 11:15, showing wonderful exhibits
aid all that sort of thing, quartering beautiand was taken up at 11:40, having beat a 100 acre field
and scored four good flushes in just 25 minutes.
The after-dinner run was not satisfactory, the birds very
wild, and the opportunities to score few and far between.
Bogs, judges, and spectators returned at a late hour, nearly the
whole day having been occupied with the six puppies. Snap
and Daisy went on at 6 o'clock, Snap taking a false point,
and Daisy a point. Taken up at dark. The following score
Jennie was put

Tempest
4

things

All

considered, the exhibit

ti

,

was most

satisfactory,

went home convinced that they bad seen
some excellent work for puppies of that age. Sufficient
a,nd the spectators

we

credit,

The

eed dogs.

showed

beautiful creatures

which

it

affairs, which may do very well for the Bast, but are
no account on these " perairies," and so, after tui
day satisfied their curiosity, they began to branch
directions with their " outfits" (and some of them are certainly most completely " heeled,") and bring bad
loads of ducks and chickens, with an occasional hawk or owl
pinked at long range from the wagon on a jump. By the
way, hawks are veiy often killed because they kill so many
chickens.
It is surprising what big bags these rough-riders
do bring
There is old Cal. TJline, the brave Colonel of the

SCALE OF POINTS.

!

-^Demsrit.

-Merit

'';

the entries were Western,

and

that

able attention to

was our

none came from

east

Among

the gentlemen present

were Mr. Beaupre, Presi-

dent, and Messrs. Mulliken, Cantwell, Pendergast, Dilley,
Davis and TJiine, members of the Kennel Club Bowe, of
Chicago Field; Swainson, of St. Paul; Bea, of St. Paul
Pioneer ; Rogers, artist for Harper's Weekly ; Glidden. of
Boston; J. Ivellogg, Fish Commissioner of Michigan; Osgood Nichols, of Battle Creek, Michigan Sanborn, of MichiLe Sassier, of New Orleans
Nelson, of Minnesota
gan
Ool Cockerel, of Little Bock, Arkansas; Jones, of Iowa;
Hopkins Smith,
Stoddard, of Iowa; Whitman, of Chicago
Chas. Hallock (Forest and Stream), New York;
of Maine
Dr. Kinney, of Philadelphia; L. B. McFarland, of Tennessee, and in all some fifty representatives from fifteen different
;

;

;

;

Most of the persons named were lodged and admirably fed
in some sixteen tents, which had been furnished by mine host,
Chas. Benson, of St. Cloud, and most pleasantly located on
the bank of Westport Lake, a pellucid body of clear water inhabited by black bass, and bordered by burr-oak groves and a
pebbly shore. Two sloughs, connected with the lake, and the
ducks flying to and from one body of water to the other, afforded excellent sport in the early morning and evening hours.

By the kind consideration of W. S. Alexander, Esq., freight
ticket agent of the St. Paul and Paciflc Bailroad, the
sportsmen were furnished with round trip tickets from St.
Paul to Sauk Centre and return, for $5 each, and a box car free
Westport Lake,
for dogs, implements, and impedimenta.
where the camp is located, is a fourteen-mile drive from the
and

Sauk Centre, over

railroad station at

alternate prairie

and

timber laud, and was a treat to those Eastern men who had
never gazed on the lands of the O jib way and Dacotah before.
Mr. Beaupre, President of the Minnesota Kennel Club, as
well as the Directors of the same, were unremitting in their
attentions to guests, and the members of the sporting press

and

especially,

who came

all

will

wish to come again, no

doubt.
Second D at— Wednee day, Sept :r,ib*r 11.— Weather cool, bnt sun warm
and bright sty from sunrise to sunset. Wind west a slight frost in
;

the morning.

Second Trial.
.ilinnesol a

Kennel

Chtl> Stakes.for

Pointers or Sellers Under IS Months.

$», Entrance, $5.
Residence.
Owner.
Baltimore, Jllch.
D.C.Sanborn.
Chicago.
J. II. Whitman,

First prize, $50; second, $30; third,

Eotries as Drawn.
Stratliroy.

I

i"

'.

3
i'
5

..

Maggie May.
Queen of the West,

J. S.

D.C.Sanborn,
J. B. Whitman,

Jennie.
Clipper,

5

.

7

Dan

Jones,

'I

Fiect,

B.uegruSS,

S. P.

i an,

D.C.Sanborn,

to

Run

a

Bye—Judges,

ford, as above.
Note.—Blttegrass is

Messrs. Davidson, Mulltken

and WhitDi.

Queen of the West by Earnhardt's Flash out ol Blackburn's DlaQueen of the West was handled by C. F. Stevens, o[ Nevada, Iowa; Bluegrass wai withdrawn, as appears In the report,
accouutof sore foot and distemper.

Dl

;

inimil.

Wednesday was

all

ba desired, the crowd having

that could

been considerably increased by prominent residents of the
county (Polk) in which the trials are run, who were in carScarcely a breath of air stirred.
ith their families.
At 8 o'clock the dogs Strathroy and Maggie May were put
down in n stubble field a mile from the camp and cast off,
with the bright gleaming over the stems of the golden straw
where the harvest had ripened.
Strathroy and Maggie May (entries 1 and 2), were put down
in stubble at 7.30 a. it. Two coveys rose wild and Mag was
penalized for a flush.
scored 2 true and 1

Thence

false point

into grass,

where Strathroy

thence into the rag weeds

;

up on fallow land) where
from thence into the main
Strathroy scored another point
Here Strathroy
field of several hundred acres of stubble.
Mag meanwhile scored
finished, and was taken up at 11:15.
two flushes and two points, retiring at 10:20. Queen of the
West then went in (10:20), and between the time when she
was put down and taken up for dinner earned 3 true and 1
Queen of the West belongs to Whitman, of Chifalse point.
cago, and was bred by George Waddington, of Iowa. Clipper
entered at 11:40, and at dinner time (12:30), had penalized to a
Clipper had a pottering gait with ordinary style.
false point.
Strathroy showed excellent quality throughout and good
(a specie, of tall

weed which

springs
;

by

the trials

virtue of his office

light

from south

With the Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan men, the field
more appreciated and perhaps one of these days we

trials are

;

second, $30

;

Snap,

,

a
8

Daisv,
Clipper,

i

Jennie,
Friend,

6

Queen

7
8

Ranger,

West,

il

J. S. Jones,
S. B. Dll ey,
J. S. Jones.

h. Sanborn,
c. H. Whitman,
S.B. Dilley,
C. H. Sanborn,
J. H. Hotchkiss,

Strathroy,

Jack,

all

is

la3t week there appeared a short paragraph
IK in regard to the
dog psund in New York.

These few
correspondent in Boston,
threw himself on our sympathies, requesting us to go to the pound and select a dog
for him.
The margin of choice was ample, "a young dog,
Scotch or Skye terrier, spaniel or pointer— such a dog was
to be saved from an ignoble death, and would be provided
with a good home and good treatment— the children were to
play with him."
The letter touched us from the kindly feeling it displayed,
and yesterday we made a pilgrimage to the dog Golgotha.
The New York dog pound is situated at the foot of Sixteenth
street and the East River. You approach it through the ex-

who

a fine steady worker, but rather slow,
and Iowa on quail. Again a false

Then a

is

handlers

decidedly vice versa.
in.

and dump

their black contents in a weird way, with a noise
As we wend our way along the street we can
however, that sympathies for the poor brutes are quite
Here come a couple of German women, their
evident.
broad faces beaming with smiles. Not less gleeful is a third
personage, quite a fair black and tan terrier, who, attached
by a chain, is an important factor in the group. That tlog
has been saved. He seems to appreciate the situation. He
does not; tug on the chain, but walks along happily hut not
boisterously.
Occasionally he turns around and gives his
mistress a thankful look with his hazel eyes. His coat is
filthy, he has been thrown In with all the mean, low-down
curs that the city vomits into the pound. When he gets
home he will, we trust, be washed aud cleansed, and will be
kept from straying. It has cost these poor Germans, for
they are working people, three dollars to save their doe f rom
Another party follows, Germans again, lota watery grave.
it is a neighborhood of Teutons.
This time tbetl
not been found. They gesticulate. The man loo
agony of grief, and the women are crying. We
last to a low building on which there juts out int.
a wooden sign, with the ominous words painted ou it "Dog
Pouud." Before us trips a cornel
has a basket on her arm.
We enter with her. "Oh, sir,"
she says to a guardian, " such a pretty dog, me
see,

work and find for the dogs,
The handlers of the dogs on

leash out

wagon, if long distances occur between the proper
for hunting, and the retinue of spectators follow
wagons and on foot, " at least 75 yards from the

foot, or in
localities

alter in

judges," as the regulation requires.

Then

the propensities

and if his tail stiffens
Should a bird get up, a point is
scored, and the dog is penalized

of the dog ou trial are closely scanned,

perceptibly

scored

;

if

it

is

a "sign."

not, a demerit is

Generally the birds are in coveys or
packs (a pack is a large gang), and if not wild, get up
singly, and in twos or threes, at considerable intervals ol
time, so that a dog has sometimes an opportunity to score his
If the birds are wild, often a whole
five points very soon.
day is required. There are besides these points, points of
merit and demerit, and it depends upon how a dog quarters,
roads, or trails, winds, drops, or whether he runs wild, chases
a bird, flushes, etc., whether he is adjudged to be a good dog
in the opinion of the judges.
Of eouree the owners and
handlers always differ, if a dog fails to make his score, because he always works better on real business. He is not
Burrounded by a posse ot wagons aud men, and distracted by
his master slewing him up to a funk bird by the tail, even if
he be a puppy (puppies are not entered on field trials wholly
He usually hears a gun shot when a bird rises, if not
green).
he considers his labor wasted and takes to heel, or puts out for
home.
He does not understand why he hears no gun go off,

letter

like thunder.

upon what appears to be good
chicken ground, and then cast off, and the dogs begin to work.
The three judges, flag-bearer, aud reporters follow closely on
lead the dogs

most pleasant

possibly sinister appearance, great big iron cars rush automatically overhead through the air, suspended in ropes

journed for dinner.
The Minnesota boys, the old hunters, rough-riders and big
Injuns of the "water and smoke country " seem somewhat
disappointed with the Field Trials. They supposed that the
dogs were to be run in the same style as they are ordinarily
run on a chicken hunt that is, they were to " skin out " over
the rolling prairie, find and point, while the sportsmen remained in their hunting wagons, following the dogs until it
was time to light and get down on the covey with their guns.
On the field trials, as imported from the East, they " allow "

trial

in a

tensive works of a gas company,huge piles of coal towering
upon both sides of the street give the no-thoroughfare a

false

and take up. At 12:20 Jennie put down. At 12:35 a
bird up aud a penalty for a flush for Jennie, and a chase for
Clipper.
A little later a false point for Jennie. At 12:60 adfinish,

that the breakers and

end of the run

liues attracted the attention of a

point for Jet (12:15), and directly afterward a fine point for

a

at the

our issue of

raised in Pennsylvania

business done for an hour.

up

THE NEW YORK DOG POUND.

IN

Here Quesn ol the West was led up to take her
privilege on backing to decide second place on puppy stakes,
and for a third time refused to back, which refusal gave seClipper now Bcores
cond prize to Dan, Sanborn's puppy.
A false point in
a point, and retrieves his bird in fine style.
Jet

cast off afield until taken

they are more familiar.

roading.

No

from various quarters

I

is, to use only
the flash terms of the kennel glossary,
but I shall rest here, and leave this duty to others to whom

in place of Clipper. Daisy made
Jet put in a point in grass.
and a point and a flush in grass.
Daisy scores a fine powt, and in five minutes afterward another
whioh took her up at 10 a. m. Clipper down at 10:10. Jet
scores a second point and then a third, showing fine style and

point for Jet.

comment

—that

a point in stubble,

stubble for Jet.

the

down and

Snap taken
Snap aud Daisy put down in stubble at 8:20.
up at 9:25, having concluded her score from Wednesday
night with 1 flush and 4 points to her credit, aud Jet put

down

expressions of dissatisfaction

wisdom manifests itself. And this is about
can make upon the Minnesota Field Trials.
It was my first intention to describe the maneuvers (work) of
the dogs in dog vernacular, from the moment they were put

Residence.
Stillwater, Minn.
Geneva, Iowa.
Chicago.
Baltimore, Mich.
Dayton, Ohio.
Marshaltowo, Iowa.
Lake city, Minn.
Marshanown. Iowa.
Baltimore, Mich.
Chicago
Lake City, Minn.
Baltimore, Mich.
Hastings, Mii/li.

C

MaggleMay,
Countess Royal,

many

Ages.

until the result of

O. H. Sanborn,
E. F. Stoddard,

of the

Jet,
Neilie,

12
13

11

third, $20.

Owner.
C. N. Nelson,
O. Waddington,
J. H. Whitman,

Drawn.

Entries as

;

;

have rules and trials adapted not only to America's requirements but to the different wide sections of America. As
at present formed, the rules are too limited for our Minnesota
scope of country and so, perhaps, we shall continue to hear

6 p. M., clear and windy.

;

Entries for Pointers and Setters of A
First prize, $50

5

and proper

but he frequently

shall

Third Trial.

t

trials,

trophies.

t

wind

which
by Dennith's Dash out of C. F. Stevens'

Si'.'j

.'„

oat).

4' 2
Jr-.H
Clipper
Blue ttrass (drawn)...
Dan— 3d prize
clear
hird
Day—
Thursday,
SepUrnber
IS—
Bright
and
6 A. Ml—
T
light wind from southeast ; cold, ice forming In pails one-fourth of an
inch thick;; 9 o'clock, wind south and light; 12 M. clear and warm,

:

Maralialrown, Iowa.
Baltimore, Mich,
Chicago.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Baltimore, Mich.

hie

drops out with Sol. or some other one of the crowd, and goes
off to the " slews " and ridges, and brings home a box load of

Queen of
Jennie (none run

10
It

States.

Pendergast, with

courtesy to the managers of the field

;

;

Col.

L.Davis, Big John V
own. MfBeaupre, the President of the Club, bestows some consider

Col. S.

the quality of ttuir breeding, and the

Of Michigan.

Minnesota,

2-1

«

2

advocates of cross breeds will be pleased that both prizeswere
won by natives crossed by blue blood. We regretted that
all
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our poor Mina 1ms made her sick. Can't
Mina ? She is small— and so pretty—
ck, with gray hair— and she has no hair on the top
loss of

and look

for

head (we repress the irreverent inclination to add "in
where the hair ought to grow,") and she has been
lost since this morning." The poor girl showed her love
for
the little doggy in her face.
" Come in the pound and you can see," replies
the dogpound master unmoved, and on this we both enter. The
Df ber

the place

—

place

not a savory

is

enough

make one

to

one.

sick.
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smallest
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FOREST AND STREAM.
ig had a different sound.
It was a piteous cry, one of
canine grief and agony. The room is divided into kennels

On

of convenient size.

the

building

of the

side

left

said Monseigneur, "here is a mouthful with the compliments
of Bismarck."
huge bit of cake was placed under the
nose of the dog, who refused even to look at it. Being urged
tp est it, he turned away and retreated in the deepest disgust.
"The Pope sends it," cried Beppo's master, and the words
were scarcely uttered when tho cake disappeared in a flash.
"Three cheers for P10 Nono," cried the host. Beppo sprang
to a table under a fine portrait of the Pope, put his forepaws
upon it and barked thrice with enthusiasm. Nor would the
dog, who bore upon his collar this legend, " Beppo, Friend
and Protector," quit the room, although ordered to do so,
until Monseigneur had passed out before him.

alley, where miscellaneous dogs are. huddled together.
Such a wretched, miserable assemblage of dogs, with one

we never

Off crosses from spitz dogs

saw.

predominated: some few were fat and gross, but the majority were lean and miserable
innumerable poor brutes
were mangy. As we mounted on a kennel overlooking the
motley assemblage, contemptible as were the dogs as to
breed, a feeling of piLy was uppermost in our mind. As we
gazed on them, many a poor wistful pair of eyes were turned
on us. fiiquisifive, tar, deep Seeking CJ B K i Iny, which
seemed to say, "for pity's sake, keep us from death
Are
you my mastery Ho, you are not; but for goodness sake find
my owner, and tell him what a sorry plight I am in; and
bid him come— quick, quick— and save me." There is a joyful cry from the young girl along side of us, who has
climbed on the top of a kennel. ''There is Mina our
Mina! There, there— get hct quick.' Poor old faing." Wo
;

1

1

The

!

centered, and a

tendant,

Mina

who

oil

which the pretty

trembling bjute

little

delivers

to

it

it.

comely

Since the dog
lass

cured, and,

the girl,

girl's affections are

fished out

who

by an

at-

puis the dazed

is mangy, not worth three
would not take a thousand dollars

clerk's office,

then saved,

where she pays her three

dollars

Dogs remain in

durance forty-eight hours, then if not reclaimed are drowned.
We look at the instrument of death an iron cage hung from
a crane, which can be swung into the river and then
lowered, and we thought it a merciful way of concluding
the sad business. The cage fits exactly into one of the longalleys, and one side being opened, the dogs are swept into it,
and thus go to their long home. Of course the man with
the flintiest heart must have some sympathy for these poor
brutes.
Still ninety-nine one-hundredths of them are per-

—

and encumber

We

the earth.

found no dog which we could save from death, and our
errand of mercy, we regret to say, came to nought.

MORE CURRENT JOTTINGS BY A
STRAY DOG.

Every well
IT'S a poor dog that cannot wag his own tail
ordered kennel should have a bay window and a Skyeparlor
There is a dog, "out West," who keeps his master's
household supplied with fish. Thirty pickerel in one day is a
him. He came originally from Terra
where the people live almost exclusively upon
what they can fish up out of the sea. The dogs are taught to
bark and flounder about in the bays and creeks, thuse driving
the fish into shallow water to he caught by the fair Fuegan
fair average catch for

del Puego.

maidens
Scotch dogs are very moral cauiucs. No Newfoundland dog trainer " need apply whose ability and charac" 'Tis sweet to hear
ter will not bear the strictest inquiry"
the watch-dog's honest bark bay deep-mouthed welcome as
we draw near home." Byron never had his pants mutilated
as he was climbing fover the back fence or he would not
.Correct information wanted concerning
have written that.
There are two stories current at
Bismarck's dog Sultan.
.

10.

issue,

O. L. Whitman, of Defor his liver and white bitch as mentioned in our last
should have been Roze, and not Rose.

—Mr. H. P. Doitch, of Goldsboro, N. C, claims the following names for the pups whelped by his red Irish bitch,
Gussie, out of Tate & Hobart's Joe, July 38,1878: Sam
Roynll, property of J. F. Doitch, Goldsboro, N. C; Dan No.
Capt. Sam Hodges Portsmouth, Va.-. Shot
, property of
property of Arnold Borden, Goldsboro, N. Oij
No.
Doitch, property of T. D. Gillespie, Columbia, S. C; Pansy
(bitch), property of H. P. Doitch, Goldsboro.
,

Visits.— Will, first prize pup at the N. Y, Bench Show,
1878, the property of E. F. Mercilliott, 186 Broome street, N.
Y., served the celebrated bitch, Julia, the property of E. E.
Hale, both red and white native English.

—Pet, E. F. Mercilliott's native English setter bitch, visited Theo Morford's Don, at Newton, N. J., Aug. 38, 1878.

fachting

nnd Ranting.

HIGH WATER FOE THE WEEK,
Xaa

Boston.

Vork.
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We

creatures

and sometimes caustic

"Rozb."—The name claimed for Mr.
troit,

A

look again at the dogs, There is but one animal worth
anything, and that is a spotted coach dogBut he shows
age, and is possibly eight or ten years old.
There are fully
300 dogs in the house.
ask how many are redeemed,

fectly worthless

him

accord in

necessary.

May

fine large

What a Poo is Worth.— Huntingdon, Tenn., Sept. 9.—
Editor Forest and Stream :
dog case was tried in the Circuit
Court at Huntingdon on the 6th inst., which developed the
following facts On the 2tst of December, 1877, a brass band
wagon had been perambulating the streets of the town.
Manuel Hampton, a colored man, was driving, ne was the
owner of a yellow cur dog which was playfully running
around after tho wagon. On the team returning to Court
Square, Hampton got out and and passed through the courtAs he passed in at the south gate his dog likewise
yard.
passed in, and the gate closed behind them. Hampton moved
in, and passed out at the north gate, the gate closing behind
him, leaving the dog on the inner side. He paid no further
attention to his dog until he discovered him in the agonies of
The proof disclosed that between the gate post and
death.
the fence there was a crack, narrow at the bottom and inclining to the top. One of the witnesses discovered the dog hanging in the crack in a precarious condition, and called to E.
Strange, a saloon-keeper, to go and "get his dog." It was,
perhaps, five minutes before Strange went to his relief. He
states "that he was hanging by the neck, and that he raised

we

told hut a very small percentage.

not always the case,

I advise

own

their

(may be the

money she had saved to buy her a new dress) and then she
goes on her way rejoicing. With a really saddened heart

and are

is

0-7

Names Claim&p.— Mr. C. J. Stoddard, of Washington. D.
0., claims the name of Grand Dnchess for his Gordon bitch
out of Malcomb's Malcorub and Bothcheldor'B Bella. Whelped

pay

we volunteer to the
some advice as to how Mina's mange is to be
with a winning smile, the girl trips away to the
is

time, but this
is

dignantly taking a small live tortoise from his pocket, said,
'! You'll be telling me next that this is a dog, and that I
must
for it also."
The ticket-taker went for superior orders,
and on his return delivered this lecture on natural history:
" Cats is dogs, rabbits is dogs, but a tortus is a hinsect." The
professor had to pay dog fare for the rabbit.

The dog

into her basket.

cents, but the pretty girl

for

is

put

I

We have known warts to disappear of

:

—

see a miserable cur

not to trod*

Newfoundland dog of the well-known grocer
of Mamaroneck, being stung by the wasps, sought him out.
the abutment of a railroad bridge, whence he plung-ed in,
shoved his nose under the water and died. So perished the
"valuable and intelligent " Newfoundland of the well-known
grocer of Mamaroneck
The meanest dog that ever walked
on four legs knows the difference between a dog and a rabbit.
Thai's more than some men know
In England, the other day, a lecturer on natural history was
called upon to pay for a live rabbit, which he had in a basket
in a railway carriage, and which the ticket collector said
would be charged the same as a dog. The lecturer vainly explained that he was going to use the rabbit in illustration of a
lecture he was about to give in a provincial town, and, in-
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THE EASTERN YACHT CLUB.

Boston, Sept. 13, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream-.
The fall regatta of the Eastern Yacht Club came off on the
11th, after being postponed from the 4th, on account of an
The morning was hazy, with a light air from
easterly storm.
him up, and let him fall on the inner side of the fence." The
E., which strengthened as the day went on, and it.
dog for a time appeared lifeless, but soon commenced to kick the E. N.
and foam at the mouth, and bite at the ground. Witness had blew hard in the afternoon. There was a good show of yachts
never seen a mad dog, but supposed he acted like a mad dog. at the start. The Halcyon did not put in appearance as exSeveral parties came up, and the cry of "mad dog" was pected, much to the disappointment of the Foam nnd America,
raised, and the Town Marshal was called for.
He soon came,
latter, as her sailing master says the owner of
and, upon the advice of the by-standers, shot the dog. A especially the
man then handed him a billet of wood, with which he finished the Halcyon has made statements concerning the sailing of his
him. This man testified that he had seen several dogs with boat and the America which are not correct, and he was there
rabies, and that the dog in question appeared to be affected as
ready to sail with him and prove them so. Considerable curithey were, and he thought he was mad, and "a car load of
aroused on the judges' boat before the start by an
such dogs would be worth about one dollar and a half." On osity was
cross-examination he testified that he had neither bought nor ensign displayed in the main rigging of the Brenda. It was
sold a car-load of dogs, and did not know how many it would found, however, as she drew up across the line that she had
take to make a car-load, and could not state if a car-load would
no member on board, the rules of the club requiring that a
be worth $1.50, what one dog would be worth. O. C. Giles
competing yacht should have such a one on board. After a
first saw the dog in the dilemma, and was the man that called
Strange to relieve him, though he thought the dog was short deliberation she was scut on her way, but could not
fastened just back of the shoulders. His testimony did not have taken any prize had she won it. The start was as folmaterially differ from Strange's statement as to the action of
lows:
the dog after he had been loosened. The other witnesses
first-class schooners.
testified that they saw the dog, and thought that he was mad.
Start.
Licurgus McCracken testified that he lived near Hampton's
Owners.
Length.
Names.
1)7
house, and knew the dog. He was accustomed to go with Magic
si os
1!
f Spanl'iing
B0
T 1) Boartlnian
SI no
11
M
aud take care of Hampton's children. He would bark at Foam..-..
Ca.Toy
M
11
10 an
78
Kebecea....
people passing the house, and he had seen him attack people Bremla
JLLUtle
61 02
1!
IB 00
in the alley near the house, but had never known him to bite
SECONII-OLASS schooners.
any one. He was worth ten dollars. Hampton testified that Fearless..
E B Phillips
r>i
15
11
13 fit
there was nothing the matter with Latona
his dog was valuable
DLI'ickmaa.
65 so
1!
H 0+
David Plague
II
47 00
T« 43
him that evening his peculiar action was only caused Anna
GSCurtls
11
48 M
20 00
Dream
by reason of his being choked down. The dog was worth
SECOND-CLASS
SLOOPS,
twenty-Are dollars, though he would not have had him killed
John. Bryant
33 80
n M «
for any amount of money.
The counsel for the prosecution ShadowCap
u IB Ed
J M Forbes
35 00
1

;

present

:

,,

;

Last year, when Bismarck's favorite dog, Sultan, was dying, he walched beside the poor animal with such manifestly
deep sorrow that Count Herbert, the Prince's eldest son, at
The Prince took a introduced as a witness Attorney-General R. A. Pierce, who
last endeavored to get his father away.
few steps toward the door, but on looking back, his eyes met testified that he was somewhat of a dog man and knew some"No, leave me alone," he said, and thing of the worth of dogs. He placed the value of good dogs
those of his old friend.
he returned to poor Sultan. When the dog was dead, Bis- as ranging from fifty dollars to one thousand dollars. The
clog in controversy was not of his kind of dog, though he was
marck turned to a friend who was standing near, and said
brought up on a farm and knew cur dogs to be very valuable
...
''Those old German forefathers of ours had a kind r>
They believed that, after death, they would meet ugain in the to a farmer, if this dog had been taught to mind the children of Hampton, and did so, he was a very valuable dog and
celestial hunting grounds all the good dogs that had been their
would be worth a considerable sum of money to the owner.
faithful companions in life.
I wish I could believe
The evidence of_ the value of the dog was voluminous and
that." Bismarck's love for his dogs can be traced back to his
variable.
His Honor Judge Ayres charged the jury " That
earliest youth, and is very peculiar.
It does not in the leaBt
resemble the commonplace liking most people are able to feel a right of property in dogs wasa settled question in Tennessee.
That if the proof established that Christenberry had killed
for some pet animal,
it is a real affection, deeply rooted in
Hampton's dog, and should then slop, Hampton would be enhis lai ge heart.
Very fine. The other story goes
Bismarck, at last accounts, intended parting with his big titled to recover in damages the worth of the dog, whatever
dog SulLan. The animal, while devouiing his ration of meat, the proof might show that to be. But the plea of justificawas troubled by a bone in his throat, which seemed to give tion was admissible, and if it appeared from the proof that
.,
him pain. The Princess Bismarck immediately began slap- the dog had rabies, or that he was a vicious or dangerous 'dog,
ping the dog's neck in order to facilitate the passage of the and in the habit of biting people on the street, then the def.__idt rebone, but Sultan, being very much out of humor, and not un- ant was justified in killing him, and the plaintiff could
derstanding the demonstration, rushed at his mistress and coyer damages." The jury retired, and, after deliberation,
knocked her down. The bone disabled him from biting, or returned a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for ten dollars.
she might, have been much hurt. So long as Sultan bit the This verdict carried with it the cost of suit, which will probmotion for a new trial was ably
servants or strangers Bismarck had no fault to find, but an ably reach fifty dollars.
attack upon a member of his own family necessitated the ban- argued by counsel for the defendant, which was by the court
overruled. His Honor stated that the issue had been subishment of his trusty companion and protector.
in a charge of which the defendant could not
This Sultan has or had, it will be remembered, very strong mitted to a jury
complain, and that under the circumstances he did not feel
Here is another dog who justified in disturbing their verdict.
religious and political prejudices.
H.
has antiphathieB

-

White

The Magic was

:

them

1

Monseigneur Capel, whose portrait is drawn in "-Lothair"
under the" title of Moneeigueui Catesby, has a Catholic dog,
to whom Charles Warren Stoddard was recently Introduced
at Cedar Villa, the former home of Mr. Sothi
th.

Warts OS Puppies.—A

correspondent, "S.

H,"

writes us

first

and was

to cross the line,

eud of the

j

race,

Mtwic

by actual time, making a gain of
The thrash down to Half Rock

in the

/,>,'..
too much for Foam and came in leading boat.
Brenda, rounded neck and neck, but the former gain.:.! oil the
on the way home, as the wind blew rather
They were oil owed 1.
the smaller schooner.
Shadow, Whit* Cap and Dream, the latter giving up here as
she had not rounded Halfway Rock, and had been virtually
out of the race for some time. The actual and corrected
times are given as follows

latter
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San Francisco traveler was formally presented Beppo put out
a paw and saluted the visitor with a short, low bark.

closely

same order as above, but in the long run
across to Harding's Ledge, before the wind, there was a slight
change. The Fearless, which had gained on the big schoonThe Rebecca, Latona,
ers in the beat down, held her own.
White Cap and Brcn-da ..loped up iln- gap considerably. The
latter schooner made tint: failing here and passed White Cap
and Latona, and closed on Rebecca. The latter, however,
hoisted two staysails, one above the other, which, according
to the rules of the club, would rule her out of the race had any
one protested. lu rounding Harding Magic, Foam and FearZees were close together, but On the thrash back Magic proved

was done

:

A

at the

three minutes for the

...

'

the

followed by tho Foam. The race really in the first-class centered in these two, and they hung on to each other all through
the day, there only being five minutes difference between

13

13
^

i

5

26

S3

s

27

•

",

'-;

;

Mame takes first money for first-class schooners, Fearlets for
second-class fH'ook.tf, ami Shadow for second-class sloops.
ad a private flag up between them, Foam
giving her rival twenty minutes allowance. Rebecca takes the
prize, if the owner of Foam makes no objection to her having
carried two staysails.
The steamer Governor Andrew was on
hand, but the day was not one for ladies, and there were but
few people on board. The Pater B. Bradke was used for the
judges, who were as follows Meesrs. W. II. Whitney, John
.

'

i

:

Jefferies,

neither

R. H. Stevenson and George A. Goddard. As
in an appearance there
for first-class sloops.
Cruizes.

Wayward nor Enterprise put

was no race

W. Bowlsby, of Monroe, the young rower wh
such laurels on the passaic recently, and Mr. Van Nie
of Toledo, who, simply to make a race, undertook to
pull as a substitute for H. B. Taylor.
Bowlsby made the
mile in 9:36 without the least pretense of exerting himself.
He is a fine oarsman, and all present would have been glad
had be worked for a good time record.
The double-scull race, one-half mile and return, was between S. J. Lawrence and H. W. Stone, of the Wyandotte
crew, and H. B. Taylor and J. G. Kaney, of the Undines.
Nothing particularly distinguished it, except the poor steering
and worse turn of the Undines, who, when at the lower
stake-, lost considerable starting home, and finally
aban-

between G.

won

man,

Eastern waters are no match for the more powerful model
i vogue among builders of the Pacific coast— at least, not in
the stiff breezes and lumpy water they have out there.
So
far, we believe, Clara has not shown "herself equal to the
large displacement yachts native ta California waters.
Chicago Yacht Cotb. This club sailed its annual regatta
on Lake Michigan, September 6 and 7. Course for first class,
around the "crib" and return. Won by Cora in 4li. 3Dm.
16s., beating Greyhound.
In second class, Ina had a walkover.
In third class, Peri won in 4h. 16m. 45s., beating
Goodenough, Ma! us, ISovtlueind, Zephyr, No-name, and Symlatsli.
In fourth class, course twelve miles to windward and
return.
Parus won, beating JYo-name, FketvAng, Fane/ion,
Linooln, Zphyr, Mischief and Undine.
A skiff race followed
won by American Girl in li. 30m. 5s., over a five-mile

doned the contest. The race was awarded to the Wyandotte
crew in 7:09. The Sho-wae-cae-mette crew, with Bowlsby
substituted for Joseph Nadeau, presented a fine appearance,
and show a much more finished style of rowing than formerly characterized them.
The mile was made in 6:30^.
The six-oared shell race, one mile and return, was between
the Undine crew, of Toledo, Taylor, Hepburn, Standard,
Merrill, Acklin and Kaney, and the Floral City crew, Bulkley, Willitts, A. Grant, Wing, J. F. Grant and Sterling.
The
race was, perhaps, one of the best of the day, characterized
by good steering and more equality between the crews. The
Floral City crew won in 13:33A.
The day's sports concluded with a working boat race of one
mile, in which Lazette and Viuier were the winners in eleven
minutes, and a tub-race between two lads, won by Frederick
Rochefort. In the evening a reception was held at the hotel,
when speeches were made and a purse of about $400 was presented to the Sho-wae-cac-mettes. The prizes were also presented to the winning crews as follow Centennials, four-oared
shells, silver ice pitcher
Wyandottes' pair, silver goblet
Floral City, silver water service.
The following are the officers having charge of the regatta
Commodore, W. P. Sterling
Vice-Commodore, Moses Nadeau
Signal Officer, W.
C. Sterling; Judges, H. U. Soper, Detroit; W. B. Calhoun,
East Saginaw
Joseph Meyers, Toledo Timekeepers— il.
H. Conaut, M. A. Noble, Monroe Referee, E. D. Price, De-

course.

troit.

YACHTING NEWS,
Sax PaAMOifioo Yacht Club.—The

infused into

life lately

this organization seems to be of a lasting character, and the
amateurs of the Golden Gate have exhibited good staying
qualities.
Squadron cruises follow each other in rapid succession, and the amount of actual sailing put in by the membrrs will compare favorably with anything we do in the East.
Clara, a New York model, and Em&rali, built at San Francisco, are likely to be matched.
Our friends out there claim

—and we

think justly

so— that

skimming dish

the

craft of

i

—

;

:

;

;

;

on the 5th, and

it

regatta on
proved a pleasant and

affair.
The navy is composed of the Floral City,
Amateur and Shoe-wae-cae-mette boat clubs, who own about
twelve boats, four and six-oars, Bingle and double-sculls, and

enjoyable

one eight-oared barge.

Boating on the Rasin has not been
extensively indulged in as a pastime previous to five years ago,
and not until fotu- years ago have any of the clubs attained
any prominence as oarsmen. The first victory was by the
Shoe-wae-oae-mettes in 18(14, at Toledo, in a regatta of the N.
A. K. A., when they not only attracted attention by this victory, but by their extraordinary style of rowing, which soon
became the butt of all sporting editors and con-espoudeuts.
They have since, as all the world knows, compelled, by their
wonderful progress in style and speed, universal admiration
wherever rowing is known or appreciated.
The success of this crew, no doubt, had much to do with
the increased interest and enthusiasm in other members of the
navy, and practice among them all was lively, and many subsequent successes, not least that of Bowlsby at Newark, on
the Passaic, lias entitled Monroe to a claim of being one of
the prominent boating centres of the country. The last regatta, that of yesterday, was not intended nor projected as an
affair of general importance, though invitations to a few clubs
were issued to join them in a social and friendly meeting here
at their home.
The Centennials, of Detroit Wyandotte, of
Wyandotti, and Undines, of Toledo, responded with some of
their best oarsmen, and full turnouts by Monroe clubs made
a most respectable showing.
This river is wide enough at the point where the regatta
took place to allow of but two crews to row safely, but the
water is always smooth, and the course a good one, with the
exception of one rather sharp bend, which, a half mile down
The attendstream, shuts off the view from the grand stand.
ance yesterday was very large, fully 2,000 people witnessing
the races, who represented the very best of Monroe's excellent
people, with some liberal sprinkling from Detroit, Toledo,
Adrian, Saginaw, and smaller nearby towns.
;

The

race was for four-oared shells. Entries Floral
Fred. G. Bulkley, G. S. Willets,
Undines, of Toledo— Crew
Grant, J. C. Sterling.
J. G. Kaney, J. W. Hickman, J. T. Marrow, E. J. Standard.
Crew
J. C
Possilius, ,T. Schafbr,
Centennials, of Detroit—
A. Stegmeyer, P. Keeler. Amateurs, of Monroe Crew J.
Durell, A. V. Ditfenbaught, A. O'Reilly, G. W. Bowlsby,
Course one mile and return for four and six-oared shells, and
one-half mile and return for all others. The first trial heat was
between the Florals and Undines. This was a closely contested
race, and though not very fast time was made, owing to a
mistake in getting out of the course by the Undines it was
an interesting contest and won by the Florals in 14m. 44s.;
time of the Undines, 15m. The next heat was between the
Centennials and Amateurs.
This race bid fair to be exceedingly interesting, the start
being even and the first half mile well contested aud excitiug.
At the "canal" the Centennials led and were out in the
stream to clear the return, forcing off the amateurs who
damaged their steering apparatus and gave up the race, They
claimed no foul, the Centennials being in their own water.
The Centennials rounded the stake and kept on at their usual
speed, reaching the winning line in 14:47.
Although two other races intervened before the final heat
was rowed, the result of that contest between the Centennials
and Floral City's is given here. Their start was very fair, but
on the way down the Florals showed bad steering. The
Centennials reached their stake first, and were almost around
before the others came up. At that moment the Floral Citys
held with their port oars, the Centennials did likewise, but
the radius of the circles described by the respective boats
overlapped and the Centennials ran the bow of their boat
over upon the quarter of the Floral Citys' shell, sliding up aud
over-riding it.
They hung together one backed water, the
other pulled ahead, and after a minute or two the boats were
Judges Soper and Calhoun, who were close by on
Cleaved.
the steam yacht Perkins, agreed that there was technically no
foul, each boat being withiug its own proper course.
The
Centennials managed to keep their lead, but had to work for
strokes to the minute, whde
it, rowing at times forty-six
The Centennials caino
their competitors pulled forty-four.
in first in 14:10, winning the heat and the prize.
The Floral
capsized just as they came opposite the grand
first

:

Monroe—Crew:

:

.

:

—

:

;

stand.

The

race for single sculls,

;

;

KECJiA.
,

Sept. 6.

Trm "Exiles" or Faikmount—HI,

The Raisix RivkeKavy.
The Rasin River Navy held its fourth annual
this historic stream

one-half mile and return,

was

went into exclamations of surprise over the recant revelations
of American energy and industry.
One of them especially
declared that if America went on as she at present is going, in
regard to the paper manufacture, she would soon have control
of the European markets, instancing more particularly the

new

applications of this industry in the United States.
I only
wish wo could have had one of those paper boats present, such
as that in which our Cornell boys beat Harvard the other day.
That would have, completed the tableau." Exactly, //Americans only knew enough to push their wares in [oreuj
including paper boots, dull times would soon cease altogether.
There is a vast field for paper boats abroad, and
Waters & Sons, the sole owners of the patents under Which
such boats are manufactured, are themselves so
American'orders that they must turn away customers from
their doors, why not make arrangements with parties abroad
to carry on theprocessin Europe?
We are too much wrapped
up in ourselves altogether. We hide our light under a bushel.
Paper boats, which have come into such general use in this
i

1

country, are as yet hardly known to exist abroad, and it was
only recently that some of our English cousins went into raptures over the old-dug out of the Shoes at Henley. "What
would they say to one of Waters' latest ships ?

—

Lake Hopatoong Rowing. In the double scull race for
the championship of Lake HopatCOng, N. J., rowed September 7, J. M. Moore and N. Murphy won in 9m. 41s., beating
J. M. Clilicudy and Z. Lozier and E, Barnes and H. C.
Speddy.

—

Racing on the Pabsaio. James McClinchy, of Newark,
defeated Michael Feely, of Jersey City, over a three mile and
a half course, onthe Passaic River, Sept. 7. Time, 32m.

:
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Paul, Minn., Sept.
10.— One of the most interesting events which occurred here
during the Fair week was the entertainment given to the
" Exile " boat crew by the Minnesota Boat Club, of St. Paul,
consisting of a series of aquatic contests and a dinner. The
Exiles are a small colony of English gentlemen, most of
whom have been settled at Fairmount for the past four years.
They are enthusiastic sportsmen, and contributed greatly to
the various attractions of the Fair by their hurdle races, foxchases, jack rabbit coursing and othei field sports more common in England than America, appearing on the field en
grands temie, in full panoply of boots, spurs, breeks, etc. One
of the most prominent of these gentlemen is S. Colquohn, of
Duubartonslane, Scotland, whose father is the author of
many familiar works on field sports. The Minnesota Boat
Club comprises some fifty members, selected from among the
best citizens of St. Paul, many of whom are college graduates.
They own, individually and collectively, some twenty barges
and shells, and occupy a commodious and very charmingly

located house on an island iu the Mississippi River, upon
which rests one of the piers connecting the bluffB of St. Paul
with West St. Paul, 'the view from the club bouse grounds
is very romantic, while from the centre of the lofty bridge
above it is far reaching, aud commands the entire distance
of the course run by competing boats.
The leading aquatic
event was a race between a select four of the Exiles and a
picked four of the Minnesota Club. The latter won easily in
13m. 13s., and have beaten this time by lm. 17s. The English crow were unfamiliar with the current.
The names of
Exiles were
G. Sharpe, stroke C. Sharpe, A. Lyon, S.
Colquohn, bow. Of the llinnesotas, F. B. Jilson, C. P.
Marvin, W. 11. Hyndman, H. M. Butler.
race between
two four-oared boats of the club followed. At 9 r. m. the
Exiles and a number of strangers, including the writer, were
most agreeably entertained at supper, with the usual toasts
and excellent music from a brass band.
The club was
founded iu 1871. May success attend it.
;

:

A

—

Cottbtset-Haslan. The latest hitch in the attempt to
bring these two oarsmen together has luckily been brought to
a successful understanding. The race over the Lachine course,
near Montreal, is to be for the championship of America after
all, and on this condition the money for the event will be subscribed by the citizens of that place. Courtney does not much
fancy the idea of pulling in a match in which the loser is
not to receive a cent, but seems to have finally consented to
the arrangement, as it was high time he accepted some sort of
terms. The Lachine course is not very suitable for the event,
as the water is liable to be rough, especially so in October;
and the point made that Han Ian is more at home in a lop than
Courtney is worthy of consideration to those proposing to inSu- Hugh Alleu is chairman of the
vest upon the result.
Citizens' Committee who are to manage the affair in Montreal.
are inclined to consider both men pretty well matched in
the coming race, with the odds slightly in favor of Hanlan,
owing to his familiarity with rough-water pulling, and Courtney's recent illness, which seems to be more or less chronic.
Both oarsmen will use cedar boats, by Judge Elliott, of GreenHanlan has had two ships built, one 30ft. 9in.
point, L. I.
long, lOMn. wide, aud 51in. deep, weight 30 lbs., the other
30ft. long, 11-Jin. wide, and 5 Jin. deep. He will try both, and
Should the water be rough, he
select the one he fancies best.
Courtney's
will pull in the shorter and wider of the two.
It ia 30ft. long, lljin.
craft has been sent on to Auburn.
wide, and 5§ in. deep, weight 30 lba. Rules of the N. A. A. O.
Coaching prohibited, Referee, James
will be observed.
Harding, Esq., of St. John, N. B.

We

—

Cbbscent Boat Cltxb or Nbwabs. This 1b the name of
new organization, brought to life through the recent regatta
pity
of the National Association being held on the Passaic.
the members could not have selected a name not quite so
hackneyed, and one more appropriate. The club held its first
annual regatta on the Passaic, Sept. 9. First heat, single
sculls, won by H. Miller in 10m. 20s., beating R. A. Learned.
beating E. C.
at, won by D. Demarest iu 16m,
Double scull race, first
Final heat won by Miller.
Nichols.
heat, won by H. Miller and A. Learned in lOni. 55s., beating
Second heat, won by W.
J. BnUerfleld and E. Nichols.
Meechridge and Clarence, beating D- Demarest and W.
Breath.
Final heat, won by Miller and Learned in 10m. 50s.
W. B. Russell, judge; T. P. Palmer, teferee, aud R. K.
Clark, timekeeper.
a

A

"If.''— in a private letter to a friend, President White, of
Cornell University, speaking of American successes at the
Paris Exposition, says : "In regard to several exhibits, while
the presidents of the class juries presented their reports, they

—

Relief for the Sorm. The Mystic Boat Club, of Newark, has sent the sum of $50 to the relief fund for the South,
an example which might well be followed by all other organizations.

Tebbible Deahth op Names.

—Another

Columbia Boat

Club has sprung up, this time in Sacramento. When will
people stop using over and over again such cut and dried
names as Ariel s, Excelsiors, Columbias, Undines, etc? It is
exasperating to see so little taste or sense displayed in the
selection of club titles.

—

ConoeRace at Chicago. We have to record the first
canoe race of the season. It was held at Chicago in connection with the yacht club regatta, Sept. 6 and 7, was paddled
in open canoes, mostly birch bark, with single-bladed paddles.
Course, one-quarter of a mile and return. Won by Mr.
Heissler.

BOWISO

KIP-PLES.

AmerictiB Boat Club held a race for double-sculls Sept. 8,
Course, two miles.
Entries:
T. Heney, how, J. Powers, stroke; J. GalT
lagher, bow, A. Keck, stroke.
on by former in lorn
21|s
A ten-oared barge race took place at Detroit, Sept. 7,
in consequence of a challenge issued subsequent to the Detroit
River IS a vy's Regatta. Entries: Wah-wah-tah-we— W. A.
Ferguson, bow; R. L3 Blanc, J. D. Montie, Gideou Saneh, G.
S. Beaubien, H. L. Seavitt, G. S. Cicotte, Eli Lfl
H. Labttdic, W. H. Montie, stroke; John Seavitt, coxswain.
foot of Fifty-seventh Street, East River.

W

Wyandotte— H. W.

Stone, bow; D. Campau, O. Beigler, H.
A. Griff or, T. T. Busha, F. Walcott, B. J. Hurst, M,
McKnight, stroke S. J, Laurence, coxswain
Won by Wyandottes in 9m. 37a
Nautilus Boat Club, ol
Philadelphia., hold a regatta, open to all Schuylkill
Race between Ward Brothers aud Faulkr.
28
Leslie,

S.

Griffor, J.

;

<

crew

is off, Gil

Wardbeingsick

of printers, held their regatta on

the.

Harlem, Sept.

i

11.

Single-

B. Oouch in 7m. 55s.; Junior pair-oared gigs,
by the Martin Crew in 7m. 38s.; Senior pair-oar

sculls

won

won by

l

The Nonpareils,

won by

J.

Crew in 7m. 6s. Swimming matches folDavis and Reagan, of Boston, will pull a four-mile
Dauntless Boat Club regata on
Chicago Yacht Club gave a series of boat
the 15th prox
Masters'

lowed

race at Silver Lake, Oct. 8

Single-sculls, won by C. S. Downs, in
races Sept. 6 and 7.
Four-o.u
4in. 7^9.
course, three-quarters of a mile.
Darlingtons and Riverdales fouled, former came in first.
Canoe race, one-quarter of a mile and return, won bj
Swimming and tub races followed
Bhawmut Boat Club, of
Boston, rowed their annual regatta over the South Bay course,
Boston, Sept. 5. 8. Gookin won iu the single-scull professional, and J. B. Reilly in the amateur race.

HEAVY-WEATHER YACHTS.
Boslyn, L. I., Sept. 9, 1878.
Editoe Fobest and Btseasi :
I have waited patiently for some readier pen to speak a good
word for my pet— ilia centreboard sloop, but I have waited In
"
vain, so will now tell you and your readcia of thfi " Corinthian
I suppose the writai ot
brotherhood what I know to be facte.
your interesting artiules on the cutter yachtH haa practically testall the
ed his theory, and knows jtiBt want he is talking about
,

same, I am willing to risk the prediction that the cutter nil! never
take the place of that eseentially. American craft the centreboard
sloop— in American waters.
Often have I watched the cutter at home iu her own English
ohoppy aea, aa well aa the efforts of her faulty imitahi
and do not hesitate to say that in all the points of ejieed, sea-

—

worthiness, beanty, quickness in stays, and Justly, in comfort, she
For flf
ia inferior to a properly constructed and modelled sloop

teen years I have aaUed my own boat, assisted by my friends, with
never the aid of a professional During eleven years of that time
our sailing has been done in a sloop (HerieshorTB eecond) 40ft.
over all, 15ft. beam; with Sft. draught— just what your cutter
man would call a skimming dish. Ah, hut I'd really enjoy seeing
him (not his man) go forward on hie cutter and reef, furl, or
''bob" his jib in an old-fashioned "greybaok" off Block Island.
If he did try it, he'd beat know how to awim he'd ha
anyway. Why, one night at Newport, I boarded a well-known iron
cutter, and talking to the 'fore-the-maet men— they know— asked
how she sailed, and what kind of a aea boat *hfj was
plied one, " uue's safe enough, hut a beast for sailing under svater
nstead of over it and it takes sovon mtm to get her club-topsail

—

;

and nearly breaks their backs at that."
Well, our cruising ground in the skimming dish haB been any.
where between New 'York and Nah&nt, east of Boston our sailing
ialofl,

;

Wu never turned
all the year round, when ice permitted.
That was off
hut once to bad weather from necessity.
Brenton's Beef in a November aou'-wester. when myorew, all told,
So
you
will
sea
that
kiu glovets
fifteen.
was one smart boy of
were at a discount aboard the Qui Vive. We have sailed in many

season
tail

regattas, almost alnayo pitted against professionals

;'

h»vo woo

&

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
many prizes have

Cape Cod and Block Island for weeks
at a time, long before such a thing as a harbor was known at the
latter place, and come the weather how it might, our little sloop

and presented a most strange appearance, as she was unlike anything I had ever seen.
Homely beyond anything I had
ever seen, as she is devoid of the graceful lines and proportions

never failed us.
If I were going to China, and meant to stay there, 1 should sail
in a keel-boat, simply beoauae loss skill is required in steering her,
and other things being equal, she can be built stronger but she
should have neither the cut or rig nor model, for both are olumey,

•hich have always been accepted as the standard of beauty in
naval architecture, It is impossible to describe her model without
a diagram, aa she is so unlike anything I have ever seen aa to be

;

lain off

;

137

stocks,

beyond description by mere words, as

will

more to what we are aacustomed
In principles the Gloucester boat does not differ materi-

general outline will conform
to.

from the British cutter, however much she may do so in
mere outline.
ally

CANOEING

be seen by the following

HOME WATERS.

IN

I

while the latter is better suited for sub-marine work than for
riding the seas. To out the matter short, I will say that a deep
keel-boat is entirely nnsuited to the ordinary yachting of our

:

waterB, for the good reason that her needless depth prevents her
entering many of our most pleasant harbors and bays with any

kind of safety, while some of them she could not get into at all.
A few years ago, we were one day running through Fisher's
Island Sound, when a yacht five times our size, attempted passing

us to windward. This we never permitted, so we luffed out, and
left her nicely by crossing a reef with about six feet of water over
it.
She saw the point but not the rocks followed us, and of
course remained in that spot all day to give her owner time to
reflect on the folly of carrying a keel which he could not lilt.
I would suggest to those who desire a steady boat in all weathers
a compromise between the two extremes of depth and shallowness
—say a slightly hollow deadrise, rocker keel of about If t. in depth,
with a centreboard ons-half the usual size, a little leas beam, and

—

—

a long side to sail on.

T. 0.

Our correspondent has done the admirers of the centre-board
sloop a real service in thus placing before the public his practical experience in a yacht of the usual American typo, and if

we

cannot go to the same length in our enthusiasm over the
dish-model, his efforts to establish her reputation as a sea boat
are in the right direction. But we submit that his experience

has been almost one-sided, for

hardly enough ground to
condemn the cutler on, when he cites the opinion of some
hands before the mast. Nor does he touch upon the meet important points in favor of the cutter, her absolute safety in ail

weathers and

is

it

seas, her small area of

canvas and

its

consequent

Fig. 1 represents her as ahe appeared to me broadside, when on
the stoeke and Fig. 2 a cross-section amidehips. There is not a
straight line about her, although she ia a craft of 23 tons burthen.
;

Her timbers are all crooked, aa may be seen by a reference to Fig.
2, making a narrow deck and bottom, and widening out between
like the bulge of a barrel.

She has no keel, her timbers coming together bolow
apace being rilled with iron as ballast, thus making
a solid mass of timber and iron to a depth of something
like three feet, in place of the usual keel.
This, as may readily be
seen, gives her great holding qualities, a point which, with her
other peculiarities in her model, makes it evident that she cannot
be easily capsized, as her inventor, owner and builder, Mr. John
C. Foster, claims that she may be heeled over to her aouppers
without displacing more water than if she were upright.
The overhanging stern shown in the diagram, extends back 13ft.
from her atern-poat, and aa ahe now lies in the harbor, it cannot
the

can

be distinguished from other portions of her hull having greater
draught. Mr. Foster claims that her carrying capacity ia fnlly
double that of any other model of the same tonnage, owing to her

own and keep from capsizing, or drifting on a
shore the heavier cutter would be making easy weather
and good time of it. The smaller the craft the more do these

bulging sides. She is the result of many years of study and experiment, his object having been to devise a model that would
enter and leave the water with the least resistance.

remarks
them tho proportionate increase in displacement and weight is greater than in larger yachts. However, it is not at all to be disputed but that the centre-board
sloop is good enough, in fact, just the thing for Sound sailing,
with an occasional run at sea in fair weather and since a large
share of yachting in America will always continue to bo done
under these circumstances we never look for, nor do we ad-

She is 57ft. over all, lift, beam, with 9ft. depth of hold. She
is schooner rigged, with a jibstay from the foremast to the taightheada, and if more oanvasbe desired, a jibboom can be rigged out

vocate, the entire extinction of the sloop yacht, but on the
contrary consider her a most effective type of vessel for

meaaurement.

superior handiness.
gale

is

That a sloop may occasionally ride out a

true enough, but

when the

centre-boarder has

all it

do to hold her
lee

apply, for iu

;

home

But when

comes to knocking about
the coast as a matter of business all through the season, anyweather,
more powerful yacht is
any
kind
of
a
and
in
where
short

cruising.

it

needed, as experience teaches. To be so, calls for greater
displacement or weight. This, in connection with speed, can
only be obtained by a deep and narrow body, for a deep and
wide craft will make a lighter, very uneasy at sea, and not a
yacht.

Glance at any

craft, especially fitted for sea

work,

al-

together apart from yachts as a class, and note theirnatural
Our pilot boats are deep
tendency to the cutter form.
keel craft with

more

ballast

than a yacht.

Nova

Scotia

who know not what a yacht is, use long deep
open boats, and drier, better sea boats cannot be found. The
smacks along the Scottish, Norwegian and French coasts are
These and similar craft are the result of exall very deep.
perience and experiment lasting over many years.
But wo
need only to look nearer home. In a six or seven-knot breeze,
which has been blowing some time and raised a sea, such
yachts as Vision and others like her are utterly helpless and
For such work
could no more beat to windward than fly.
we need abler boats and for such work the cutter is eminently
fitted.
We need not go to the extremes that have lately come
into vogue in England owing to the pinching tendencies of
the measurement rules of the Y. R. A., but from four to four
and a half beams for length will produce fine, powerful and
easy seaboats that can cruise on any ground. As for shallow
harbors, we have not yet seen the port worth making but
what you could carry all the way from 6 to 10ft., with room
to work ship in.
That there is a tendency among cruisers to
adopt the cutter, and that iu seeking a new model they were
not satisfied with the sloop, is evideat from the number of
deep craft among us increasing from year to year and the testimony we are receiving in their favor.
In so far as we arc
concerned our only object is the furtherance of a spirit of genuine seamanship and yachtsmanBhip, things of which most of
our amateurs have as yet very slight conception.
If the
healthy and instructive sport of sailing and not mere jockeying in a race is to be promoted as well in the sloop as in the
sea-going cutter we are ready to countenance one typo quite

instead of a bowsprit.

To aecure himself he haa filed a oavect. and will very soon take
out a patent to protect him from infringements. Last spring Mr.
Fester oompleted the model from which hia yacht ia built, and
though only 3ft. 6in. long, ahe sailed 450 feet in lm. by actual
This made him very sanguine of succeaa, and now
aince the yacht ia complete, nautical men look forward to her trial
with considerable interest
for. although the weather has been
such as to preclude anything like a fan: teat, yachtsmen and
builders think Bhe will develop some remarkable sailing qualities.
In talking with those about Gloucester, I found quite a diversity
of opinion, aa is usual in such caseB, one old sailor expreasing
;

himself to the effect that he should uot like to trust himaelf far
out in a heavy sea, as the water would pound bet atern all to
Thia, indeed, seems to be a general impression among
piecea.

yachtsmen, and in reality seems to be founded on obvious reasons.
However, her trial trip will bo made in a few days under the
direction of several prominent yachtamen, when her powers will
be fully tested.
DbL.

fisherman,

much as another. Our object is the advancement of the
adventure with its concurrent attainments in
seamanship and navigation, and our thanks are due to our correspondent for placing the possibilities of their acquisition in
the centreboard sloop in a strong light before his more languid brethren who handle the tiller.
aa

spirit of nautical

is

The new yacht which our correspondent has described above
creating a good deal of speculation among our Eastern

we

friends.

As far

of her to

hand she embodies

all

as

are enabled to judge

Boston, Mass., Sept.

loaders a description of her.

At

my

my

first visit

ability to give

ah* was

still

The

particular shape of the

new craft have little to do with the underlying
elements of design, for the latter might be embodied in agreat
variety of form.
The Gloucester yacht combines a long easy
form with a low centre of gravity and may therefore be ac-

lines of this

your

on the

—

wet, but otherwise very comfortable.
Here, however, we met the ebb tide running down from Newark
Bay like a mill-race, and whon at laat we reached the float at the
Shore House, on Bergen .Point, I was decidedly tired and hungry.

little

A

aeries of violent rain squalls detained us here until after two
when, the rain ceasing, the boat was sponged out and our
way resumed.
At Elizabethport the flood tide making its way into Newark Bay
from the Sound, was mot but by keeping close in to the winding
shore, I waa enabled to take advantage of numberless eddies,
which materially leasened the labor of paddling and a few pleasant hours having passed, a dozen ready hands lifted the boat upon
o'clock,

;

;

tho dock at Boasvitle, and stowed her safely in the porch of the
hotel,

when

made my very simple toilet, and

I

Boated myaelf to a

well-earned supper.

A long night's

rest refreshed

me

immensely, but I waa in no
hurry to leave the pretty little village, and the day had well begun
before the canoe waa launched. A leisurely paddle of about an
hour brought me abreast of Tottenville, whore I ran ashore
beneath the bluff, and proceeded to fill my canteen with fresh
well- water, and to overhaul my running rigging.
This done, 1
pushed off, and passing Perth Aciboy, the mouth of tho Baritan
Biver, and South Amboy, laid a straight course for Keyport.
The bay waa smooth as a lake, and a alight mist hid the more
but I found plenty of amusement in
distant objects from view
overhauling tho numerous fishing smacks which were drifting
down with the tide, and which, being under paddle, I quickly
caught and dropped, arriving finally, about half-past eleven, at the
aleepy little town, with its wharf and myriad oyster shells baking
under the Auguat aun.
Here I disposed of a luncheon of oysters and bottled stout—
which latter, by the way, the barbarians iced— and then paddled
out of the cove, exchanging greetings with the oyatermen handling
their long rakeB, and the fishermen hauling in their nets. To each
of these I put the same question, a simple formula, which, during
the paat aummer, haa procured for me a vast deal of information
and amusement, and which I can recommend to all would-ba
cruisers as the open sesame to the fisherman's heart.
It conveys
at once a delicate compliment to his supposed rank, and an appeal
;

and is invariably answered with alacmoreover involves no waste of breath upon

to his superior intelligence,
rity

and cordiality.

It

I said
the part of the canoeist
" Cap' how far iB it to the Highlands ?"
.

:

For eo simple a question it drew answers strikingly varied.
Said Number One " Twelve miles.
:

cepted as a fine sea boat without further question. As to her
overhanging counter whether it will "hammer" in a sea way
depends upon tho form given it. In this respect she resembles
the famous English yawl Jullanar.
By keeping the sternpost well forward and the forefoot rounded off she will be

remarkably handy and
sacrificed to obtain

if

too

much dead wood has

this point she

not been
should also be weatherly

smooth water or in a tumble outside.
So far as the
" tumble home" of her topsides is concerned we cannot give
to this measure our approval. It will serve to keep her easy
in a seaway by preserving a low meta-centric height at moderate inclinations, but it is a question whether her designer
has not gone a little too far in this respect and sacrificed more
statical stability than was necessary in view of her low centre

in

of gravity

and easy form, which would of themselves have

among waves. In rig she seems to
approach the cutter, for what our correspondent terms a jibboom is nothing else than a running bowsprit. With some
of the statements made to him by her builder we cannot coinsecured ease of motion

cide, as for example, where Mi'. Foster implies that she will
not displace more when heeled than when upright.
This no
yacht does anyway, for if the lee shoulder be greater than the
wedge lifted out to windward every yacht will rise bodily un.
til her displacement when heeled will equal it when at the
vertical, for the simple reason that displacement is dependent

Nor

is

Mr. Foster correct

in saying that her capacity is larger

10, 1878.

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM:
Having made two trips to East Gloucester to see the new yacht
of a curious model, I feel confident aa to

from the accouuts
which we have

certain principles

along strenuously advocated.

upon weight and not upon form.

THE FOSTER YACHT MODEL.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
Among your readers are doubtless some brethren of the paddla
who have been unable this year to spare the fortnight or more of
time requisite for a canoe cruise up the Sound or on the rivers,
and to them, as well as to others, a short acoount of a four days'
cruise, which I made last month entirely within the limits of our
own bay, may, it strikos mo, prove interesting. And if any reader
should feel tempted to follow my example, ho may rest assured
that hia fancied familiarity with the shores, though gained by
months or yeara of gazing from a ateamer's deck, will, when he Ib
once in his canoe, most entirely and satisfactorily vanish from his
mind.
A stiff southweat breeze was driviug the white-caps up the bay
around the breakas the Rosalind (Nautilus) poked her sharp n
water at Gowanus in the early morning, and s I headed her at the
seas, and noticed that a yacht, beating dow i to the Narrows, had
double-reefed her mainsail, and taken the bonnet off ler jib, I
congratulated myBelf that masts, sails, and everything that could
poasibly catch the wind had been snugly stowed below. The spray
slapped my face aa the waves now and then broke over the bows,
but the little boat topped most of them neatly, and after two
houra' good, hard work with the paddle, we rounded the point of
Staten Island, and glided into the smooth water of the Killa

than that of any other
yacht of same tonnage, both being identical in meaning. On
the whole we see no reason why the new craft should not be
a success in every particular so far as we are able to judge
from the information to hand.
From this it does not follow
that the principles

embodied in his novel craft by Mr. Foster
cannot equally aa well be engrafted upon a design which in

Then followed a digression upon the subjeot

Number Two replied

of canoes,

" Fifteen mile or so," and followed
readily
with a few remarks conoerning floating coffins.
Nvfmber Three put the distance at eighteen miles, and discoursed
upon tho double paddle.
:

Number Four promised me a paddle of twenty miles, as did
Number Five while Number Six fell back upon eighteen milea,
;

and then

fixed his attention

obligingly allowed

him

to

upon

my

watch as

I

nine-foot mainmast, whioh I

paddled away.

And now

for four long houra I struggled againBt a head tide and
rising wind, hugging the ahore where practicable, but frequently

make long detours to avoid the lines of nets and mantally anathematizing the estimable gentlemen who first gave to
the Nautilus canoe thai frightful sheer which makes her in a head
obliged to

;

wind the slowest boat afloat. At length, however, tho low trees
and sand of the Hook became visible over tho port bow, and entering the Horse-shoe, we crept along under the wooded Highlands.
Then I felt in my tired arms that the tide sotting up tho Shrewsbury had reached ns, and we presently hurried at racing speed
past hills and flats, cottages and restaurants, shot under the
bridge, and ran up to the wharf.
Alter a quiet evening and uight'a rest at one of the hotels, and
a climb up the hill to the lighthouse, from whioh point the view is
superb, I breakfasted then took the canoe from her hiding-plaoa
behind a shed, launched her, and paddled down the stream, amid
considerable chaff from the boatmen, who evidently put not their
;

faith in paddles.

The morning was beautiful, still and hazy, and through the clear
water I could see the bottom of the river, and the marine plants
and long graBB reaohing nearly to the surface. Tho work was
easy, the boat moving rapidly, and as we slipped past the Bandy
beach of the Hook, I felt remarkably oontented and happy. Near
the steamboat dock I fired my formula at a lone fisherman in a
small-boat, and learned that I was about two miles from the point
of the hook then I landed to seek a Beoond breakfast (not having
;

tasted food for

all

of three hours),

and was informed that tha

dis-.
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was

lauoe
-

six miles, but aa. this inforniation

lubber, I took

oum grano

it

last I

came from a

land-

then followed more paddling, and at
ran ashore at the poiul around which the tide doubled and
;

,

ran out to sea with aatonishini; apeed. From the beaoh I could
faintly see through the haze the outlines of the hills at the
Narrows, and aa theae landmarks were enough for my purpose,
aud a good sailing breeze was now coming in from the southeast,
I pushed

hoisted mainsail, aud with sheet well slacked off,
hoaded due north, the boat riding easily and oomfortably over the
long swells coming in from the ooean.
ship in tow, some distant
off,

A

and a few tumbling porpoises, were the only objects of inchannel buoy a, which the next half hour showed
mo but at length I caught sight of the Coney Island observatory
lookiog, from my lowly Beat in the eanoe, like a far-off buoy bo,
trimming in a little, I steered for it, the steadily freshening breeze
increasing the boat's speed until it reached a point which was desails,

terest besides the
;

;

cidedly exhilarating.

Arriving at last off Cable's Hotel, looasted along past Brighton

and Manhattan Beaches

to the eastern

end of the Island, where I

landed and dined, and then struck and stowed away my maats.
preparatory to a passage through the creek, and under the many
bridgea which span it. The tide had by this time turned, and was
running flood, afact which filled my breast with joy, for on a previous occasion I had been forced at low water to wade through
this self-same oreek for about two miles— in water, say three
inches black mud, one foot clam sheila, indefinite quantity, and
my feet tingled at the remembrance hut now I pasaed quickly
through the inlet into Sheepshead Bay, then doubled and twisted
and turned through the windings of that creek, ran under bridge
after bridge, and presently the low, white house that was my goal
peeped out from among the willows, and I lauded.
No Brooklyn boating man who, hungry, has entered and lingered
in Van Bidlen'a low-ceiled dining room
or, tired, haa stretched
himself on the sleep-provoking beda of that time-honored inn, will
wonder that it was high noon next day heforo the Rosalind was
taken from the stable where she had passed the night, and
launched
A gentle southerly breeze filled her mualin as she glided out of
the oreek into Graveaend Bay, homeward bound and before it wo
ran past Fort Hamilton,then across to Staten Ialand back again,
and finally tip along the Bay Itidge shore to Gowanns Bay and the
boathouae, ending thus pleasantly our short but satisfactory
cruise.
W. VL C.
;

(

;

;

;

;

"Wc have taken the liberty of italicizing a portion of the
as fraught with interest to canoeists in selecting a

letter,

canoe for special work.

and

fl#

^iveti

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.
water,

:es»

balt water.

ofoiainalis.

Sea

>no tiutar.

Shecpsliead, Archutargus probato-

Salnw con/mis.

it,

Salmon, Saimogtov

I

Striped Bass, Rocnia linneatas.
White Perch, Mvronc americana.
WeaKtiali, Cgiwacion regalis.

ieolor

Blucfi-,11, Poiudtomus xaAtatrix,
Spanlsn Mackerel, Cybiummacula-

lln^Kaionge, Jisoz nobilior.
1

ike

PtCKerel, /-.'km Inciun.
1'erca ilavcscens.

,>.-

Market— Kutail

bluefiah, 10

mackerel, GO

;

Prices.

—Bass,

;

smelts, 25;

salmon, 30 mackerel, 25 weak fish, 12^; Spanish
green turtle, 12; terrapin, per doz., 812; halibut,
;

i

;

20 cents

king fish, 25 ; codfish, 10 ; black Sab, 15
floun15: haddock,
dors, to porgiea, 10 ; sea bass, IS ; eels, 18 ; lobsters, 10 ; sheeps;

;

;

head, 25

frogs,

;

35

pompano, 75; hard

;

eoallopa per gallon, $1.50

craba, per 100, 4:2.50

;

white fish, 15
soft crabs, per dozen,
;

;

85.

In quoting prices of fish, it must be remembered that they are
and have nothing to do with wholesale prices.

retail prices

A very fine pompano

was caught on Monday at Rockaway
As we wrote in our last issue, this fish is by no means
waters.
Very possibly, if fishermen had
in
our
Uncommon

Inlet,

proper nets,

Long

pompano could be captured

in

quantity along the

New Jersey coast.

Island and

Ontario—Kingston,

Sepit. f).— Fishing tnis season has been
Surrounding us on all sides are hundreds
of small lakes which team with black bass, Oswego bass, pike,
pickerel, salmon and numerous smaller fry.
Yours truly
made a number of excursions on the different lakes, and always succeeded in acquitting himself creditably. Owing, no
doubt, to the numerous rain and thunder storms, the fishing
lias not been quite so good of late, but as soon as the weather
settles the lovers of the rod will find plenty of sport.
Ax.
i

:

y good.

—

Long

the factories.
The surplus supplies are being sold to the
farmers at the rate of seventy-five cents per thousand.
Isaac MoLellan.

Lake Port, Sept. 10.— Five hundred to sis hundred
pounds black bass taken here in Oneida Lake during the last
week, the largest weighing about
V

—

Massachusetts Nantucket, Sept. 10. The fishing season
past, and in a week or two most of the boat will be "kid up.
A huge shark was captured by Mr. Barnes from the shore at
the south side of the islaud. A number of skipjacks have
is

—

;

i

Movbmekxs

Oi Tic

.

,-i

i.iiji.T.

— The fishing

forepart of September, when they are taken at the foot of
bars
deep water, in eddies, etc.
An unusual number of
visitors have availed themselves of the beautiful scenery and
splendid fishing on the river above the Falls this season and
it is for the information of those who are ignorant
of one of
the finest places around Niagara, and for those who would
like to spend a few hours taking the noble black bass during
their stay at this famous watering place, that I write these
few
lines. A new steam yacht has been placed on the river
lor the
accommodation of fishing and pleasure parties. Small boats
and boatmen in abundance and at reasonable rates. The fishing points are but a short distance from the town, and any
one who sees fit to investigate the claims of this least known,
but one of the best, fishing resorts in the country will be
amply repaid. By addressing P. Walker, boatman, boats,
bait, guides, and all information may be obtained.

m

R. S. C.

New

Jersey—Barnegat Inlet, Kinsey's Ashley House,
13.—Easterly storms past week. No fishing of any account except sea bass, of which Col. Post has been taking 20
Sept.

to 75 each slack water.
Master Willie Kinsey found a large.
specimen of sea turtle on the beach near the Old Manor of
Health.
It measured fifteen feet long, nine feet wide, and es-

timated by competent judges to weigh from 1,500 to 3,000 lbs.
Its throat was out. Before parties provided with axes, knives,
etc., for the purpose of securing the shell, eould get back,
the tide washed the monster away.
I have since learned
that five others, smaller in size, have washed ashore at different points on the beach,

j

;

b.

Barnegat House, Forked liiver, Sept. 17.— Owing to the recent storms on. the coast the fish have not been biting so
well the past week. Two of our yachts, Haze, Oapt. Predmore, and the Vapor, with Oapt. Jos. Holmes and Mr. Hopkins, of New York, came in to-day with a fine lot of sea bass
Very few sheepshead have been taken on the old ground,
whore n net was hauled some time ago in the night by parties
from Waretown. It was then reported that some GOO fish
were taken in one haul. The oysters are finer than usual this
season, but not very plenty.
Arthur.

Pennsylvania— Pike County.— Bass fishing in the Delaware has been unusually good and many line ones have been
caught between Egypt Mills and Buslikill. Mr. E. J. Henderson leads the "

summer

boarders." however, having caught
length IS 6

Its weight was' ii pounds,

Greenville, Sept. 7.—Professor Roth still continues to haul
out occasionally a nice pike. He intends visiting Slippery
Rock, Butler County, soon, where black bass and pike are
abundant.
b.

Better Times Couma.— Ludlow, Pa., Aug. 30.— Western
Pennsylvania stands second to none for good trout fishing.
Some five or six years ago a man that had ambition enough
to clamber over rocks and logs and brush, and every other
sort of rubbish that nature has seen fit to adorn :he trout
streams with that flow between the rugged hills and mountains of McKean County, Pa., could fill his creel in a very
short time with trout weighing^lb. to l§lb.
But, alas, what
a change! Sportsmen from every part of Western Pennsylvania and York State flocked in here (I think I may safely
say) by hundreds every season, until in course of time there
were more anglers than trout, and for the past two seasoi
the catch has been very small, so small indeed that the return
from the mountains of a poor fisherman with grief, disappointment aud hunger stamped on every feature, is no uncommon sight. I met one of those unfortunate mortals some
time ago, and on being asked " What luck?" he replied, in a
very faint whisper, "Oh, pretty good— I had what I wanted
to eat," and almost in the same breath inquired if I could
tell him where he could get some dinner Immediately.
But
there are better times coming.
The Ludlow Trout Company
have been able, through the good management of their superintendent, to re-stock some of the neighboring streams about
Ludlow, Pa. Last year they planted 100,000 brook trout fry
at their own expense, and we have every reason to believe
that within a reasonable time— say two yews— our sporting
" Better times have
friends with the rod and fly will say:
come."

Skbomiob.

South in which the reel can be used
Imagine a deep, dark, gently flowing
stream, whoso banks are covered with a dense growth of vines,
trees and weeds, whose bottoms are filled With logs, brush
and stumps. Here and there open places can be found in
which you can fish all day without fouling your line, but
these places are not such good fishing as the " hangy " ground.
Thus you hive the picture of nine out of ten Southern
AVhat would a genuine disciple of old Izaak do in
streams.
such waters? Assuredly, he would lose his fish, his line, and
iu the

vantage.

eke his rod.

Our main reliance must be, then, upon skill in keeping our
fish from the logs and brush afterwe have hooked them.
And
they always hunt for them hunt for them with a persistence
that puts a speckled trout to shame.
We have
tii upon which wc depend for our angling.
The bream, the red perch aud the speckled perch
Of course'
M. sabnoides jack fish, raw mouth perch, and, m some streams',
true perch, help to while away the rosy hours.
The true
perch are only found in Little Pedee, Great Pedee, and a few
other Southern streams.
They are called " red tin trout" in
most localities. They attain to a large size, for I have caught
them weighing fully four pounds.
First, as to the red perch.
This very splendid game fish is
found no farther North than the New River, in Onslow county, North Carolina.
He ia found thence south in all the
streams that empty into the Atlantic. Strange to say, he is
not found in any southern streams that empty into the Gulf
of Mexico except in the Ohattahooche, the Flint and their
tributaries, weighing,
under favorable circumstances, as
much as two pounds. Muscular, active and intrepid, he gives
one all the fight there can be in a fish of bis size. Cautious
and a delicate feeder, he is, except the bream, the most difficult of all fish to capture.
During the spawning season he loses much uf that caution
which is his safety at other seasons, and will bite ravenously
at any kind of worm, even if it bo accompanied by a line
large enough and strong enough to catch a twenty-pound
blue cat. The gravid fish, called vellow perch, are not near
so large as the males, yet they too afford fine sport. They
cannot be found, I am sure, in any northern stream his congener, thesunfish, taking his place.
By the by, Mr. Alexander, in his "Fish and Fishing," states that the sunfish never
weighs over half a pound. I have caught them weighing over
three times that much.
In all the Western lakes they crow
even larger. The red perch thrives, contrary to the eeneral
opinion, in mill ponds.
The finest that I ever caught in my
life made their home in a large mill pond in Lump
Their favorite feeding ground was near a large
Georgia.
sweet, gum that had fallen into the pond.
The pond was very
blear, but by using a rod twenty feet long, a very fine silk
line, and no sinker, you could capture in a da
say twenty-five of the scarlet gentlemen; arid a fine string It
was, for none of them weighed under a pound and a half, and
some over that weight. Of course, it was lazy tishins compared to whipping for trout, but I enjoyed it more than 1 ever
did fly-fishing. This may sound heretical, but it is true.
Our next fish for consideration is t&e bream. The habitat
of this noble fish on the Atlantic side is from the Neuse River,
in North Carolina, to the St. John's River, in Florida.
He is
found in all the streams emptying into the Gulf of Mexico,
and as far North and West, aa the Green River in Kentucky,
and in some tributaries of the Mississippi on the North. Having such a wide geographical range, he necessarily differs, as
do all fish, in size, markings and color. The bream, for example, of the Ohio River lakes are no more like the bream of
South Carolina than a sunfish is like a perch. But he is a
bream, nevertheless. Those of the lakes mentioned
ceed in weight three-quarters of a pound; they are- dark,
But it is of the bream of the Carolinas and
short and thick.
of Georgia that we now propose to write. Bream so largo, so
stately, and so toothsome, that Lord Cornwallis, in one of
his letters written home during the Revolutionary War, said
that South Carolina was worth conquering for her bream
;

'

i

.

;

alone.

Red perch are very shy and wary ; but there is no comparison between tbemand the bream, for the bream
water fish What the sheepshead is to salt water fish. There is
no fish so capricious and such a delicate
that is very killing to-day will to-morrow be disdainfully reThey feed on worms of every kind, but chiefly upon
jected.
the caterpillar of the catalpa tree, generally called "c
in the south.
October.
No frosts have as yet fallen in our latitude,
It is
i

fi

many delicate trees have shed their leaves, and
arable glare of the aun at midday is softened byagn
haze that hangs over all, seeming to touch the v(

but

The

giant cypress Stands with naked arms pointing to the
sky, like grim skeletons forever at their
of vines and creepers, once s
of flame heaped against the dark wat
still save the angry bairfc of the gray squirrel or
splash of some predatory Jack as he chases the minnows for
This is the season for bream, the time
his morning meal.

mass

.

i

when you can catch them, if you know how, to your heart's
content. Go with mo on this beautiful day to some Southern
Do you see that green bush which bends over the
stream.
water, and whose boughs are kept in constant motion by the
Now drop your line very gently above the
gentle, current.
bush, stick your rod in the bank and sit down, e
down. And here, Mr. Roosevelt, I will propoTUl

eonumdnim

for

your especial

benefit.

Why

is

it

thi

bream, perch, and, in fact, all bottom'
not bite as well when you hold the rod in your hand
do when you stick it in the bank ? With all due humility I
would suggest one reason the magnetic
body extending down the rod and line. You may
there must be some truth in it.
But to our bream. At first you see a tremulous motion of
the line, then a tug, then a rush far down the stream
convulsive leap in the air, if you have hooked him
commence a battle with a "bald bream." No child
gling this, but angling which requires all that you
the gentle art for your tackle is so very fine ami
iish so heavy and active, that, to capture" the largest bream,
with your surroundings of logs and brush, is aoj
the capture of a ten-pound salmon.
If any one
that in fishing for sail
doubts this.
have a large double-handed rod, large silk fines, perh
.1 and No. 1
hundred yards in lei
he
fishing for bream I use a single strand of black Sill
salmon trout hook, and a rod delicate enough
ers,

Sill,

$ept.

9.— The

bass fishing

has developed this year in the streams upon which this fort
is situated.
Capt. Anderson, who used to correspond with
you, thought in '73 and '74 that if he caught a dozen bass
during the ^season a half pound weight he was doing well.
It has not been uncommon to draw out dozens daily of two
and a half to three pounds weight this season.
Y. W. D.

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

arrivals

codfish from Grand
Or the
Banks, the total recap
siiuj
;(i0,0001bs.
Bank halibut
have been in moderate receipt, the number of arrivals being
The number of Georges arrivals has
0, bringing S75,0001bs.
usual, 25 vessels, bringing 350,0001bs. codThe Baymen continue to arrive,
fish and but little halibut.
Bringing good fares, but the reports are not, considl
abloforagdodra.il catch, The number of arrivals for the
receipts from the fleet, 6,685 bbls. mack<(?&&. has been 9
erel
by freighter, 050 bbls. The Shore fleet are doing
nothing.
Arrivals this week, 3; catch, about
Whole number of fishing arrivals for the week, 41),— Cape

fishing

A

Indian Terhitout— Fort

"New Bedford, September 14. The past week a few pompauo have been taken in the trap at the mouth of Slocum's
River also a bright-sided diamond-shaped fish, with long
filaments extending from the dors.-,
unS.
Wind
east, nud but few striped bass and bluefish caught.
Concha.

pounds.

on Niagara River above the Falls has been better this year
than ever. These waters are the natural home of the black
bass, and it is one of the best, if not the best, black
Dass
grounds in existence. About the same number of large fish
as usual have been taken, but a far greater number of small
and medium ones.
great many small fish were takeu with
a fly from the shore in July.
The season with us extends
from July 1 to October, the best fishing being in August and

been caught in nets at Great Point the past week.

Jack Curlew.

five

Bass Frsnraa at Niagara Falls.— The black bass

the heaviest fish.
inches.

Cero, Cybiutii regale.
Bonlto, aanla pe-lamys
Kingllsli, Mentirirrns ntbuto&ut.

Yellow Perch,

Fish in

Bas'J, ScianinpH oKllalus.

eephdlu&

New York—Shelter

Island, Sept. 12.— The bunker fishing
the waters of PecQtric aud Gardiner's bavs and
Island coast outside, has been remarkably profitable
this season.
The fish have been brought in to the factories in
millions, and of very good quality, averaging three
gallons to
the thousand.
For the last week the waters have been alive
with them, and more of them taken than could be used up by

m

talis.

Food wan found and oaten

ANGLING IN THE SOUTH.

1

v

:

I

;

DO

not, brother of the rod, think that I am to give you
miraculous stories of immense trout, "monarch;? of the

which I have inveigled from their native element.
elegant equipment, the long, pliable rod, the burnished
the casting line, are here, all out of place.
In their

flood,"

The
reel,

stead

we have

a long, light cane (the longer

better), a fight silk line

equipped,

we go

and lighter the
and a small salmon trout hook. Thus
you gentlemen anglers of the

forth, like all

rarying fortune.

I will venture to say that there

ia

I

My word for
i>

it, if

Ida I

any enthusiastic salmon
have nan

bream" that he hool
a rushing tide, and he would

feel that

fisherm;,

old futmlmr

I

—

.

.

FOREST AND STKE/MJ
comes when a Iwenty-pouuder has
arc game to the very last, often, inreserve thair final artistic plunges to the
Often have X had
lire you think you have tbein safe.
monster, bream that seemed to have all
Deluded
the fight taken out of him. Delusive thought
That bream had only sat clown to feat ail
angler
With energies fully restored. With an Arnold Winkloried determination to make a last tight for liberty, he would snap
frail line, and giving his hccla a final twinkle in the air,
would disappear from my sight forever.
The term "bald bream" may, perhaps, need some explaThe male bream has. when full
nation to Northern readers.
grown, a burnished, copper-colored head. Standing in front
of the fish, there is a fanciful, funny resemblance to a bald
Heuce the term. If any Northern augler doubts that
head.
the bream is a game fish, and that I have drawn upon
imagination, let him come down to Georgia and try them
himself.
1 fe will be convinced.
The speckled perch nest demands our attention as a true
game tish more especially, as in the estimation of some people, no fish can be considered game that does not feed on flies
or minnows.
about suckers, which feed on neither ?
Yet, I venture to say that no fish can pull harder or make
more desperate efforts to free himself from the hook. The
habitat of the speckled perch is, all the Atlantic rivers, from
the James on the north to the St. Johns on the south. They
are found in all the tributaries of the Gulf of Mexico, and
especially swarm in countless numbers in the large lakes of
the Mississippi River.
They are called " bachelor perch " in
Green River, Kentucky, and "croppies" in Missouri. TLey
vary in size according to locality, food and other favorable
circumstances. Those in Green Kivcr generally average about
Iritis., while in the AVhite River, Arkansas, it is no very uncommon thing to catch them eighteen inches long and weighing from three to five pounds. They are bold bitere, and afIf you fish for
ford, with a very light tackle, fine sport.
them with a cord as large as a broom straw, a cork as big
as your fiat, and three or four large buckshot, a pole as
long and as heavy as the lance of a Cossack trooper, they do
not pull much, being engaged in drawing the load you have
imposed on them. They feed chiefly on minnows, but they
bite iu the fall of the year very freely at red worms.
There is a curious circumstance connected with this fish.
They were never seen in the waters of North Kentucky until
about the time that Alexander Campbell organized his church,
the communicants of which church were called "New
Lights," which
Lights." Hence the fish were called
name, T presume, they retain to the present day. And yet,
as I review what I have writen, a feeling of sadness comes
over me as I think that 1 shall never more, perhaps, hear the
sweet whirr of the reel as a ten-pounder dashes madly down
the stream. I fight for my style of fishing now, but deep
down in my soul, I suspect, there lingers a regret for old
times and a traitorous longing for the rod and reel.
Fraternally yours,
St, Clair.
Lav- lu nettle Ky., August. 1878.

down

his arm, -which ever

gorged his

fly.

Bream

to

i
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THE "CITY OFWORCESTER."
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sportsmen, the former
large maIf Limy are not. all familiar with the- shot-gun they have so, own
::•:» with the hook and line, orwhieli yw ivhi near more
oiiit

Our oar has been the centre or attraction and visited by map
and gentlemen. The general expression was of approval and surprise at tuecnnveuieiicos louudlnso small a space, ami it all could avail
themselves 01

this

"novel" mode

of traveling, as they expresB

It,

the

regular trains would have but fow oooupauts.

on the morning of the sixth,
Arrived at St. Paula lltU
on account ot the State Agricultural Fair, tlie vlsl, of the President and
bench snow for dogs, all going on at the same time. By the courtesy
of Mr. W. II. fisher, Supt. Bt. t'anl and Pacific railway, our car was
.ir grounds, aboat four miles, giving the party an opportunity i.o sec nil the attractions, eiofept President Hayes who left last
We visited the dog show on the grounds.
evening for Bismarck,
Later we were takeu by the regular evening train lo Wayzaia station
on the bt. Paul an 1 Pacific R. fi. near Lake Mluuctonka lor a day's
By the courtesy of Mr. W. 11. Mlieuy, of Minnefishing ou Saturday.
apolis, all the arrangements for a day's lishiug on tne lake were made
In advance, Mr. 8. and his friend Win. Corlies, of St. Paul, Joining our
party, making fourteen In all and just filling our beds.
Friday evening it was planned to have an early breakfast and an
early start fur the Ashing grounds on account, 1 suppose, of the early
worms being caught by the early flsh— wasn't that rather discouraging
on the eariy Maries 7— but as you kno,valI well-laid plans of mice and
men flp tali sometimes, bo old our early startcometo uoughtou account
of a very Heavy ram which com.aeneod some time in the night and did
Soon as it iraa settled that a fair
not cease until about 8 o'clock P. K.
day was coming live small dories were quickly Ailed with ladies and
gentlemen, two lines to a boat, all eager for the first fish.
Ju„t btfore
starting it win proposed to make up a purse of 25 cents subscription,
the amount lo be paid to the one taking the first Ash, but failed because
the proposer could not raise the said quarter, which of course led the
re^t of the party to '-smell a mice."
Lest strangers migut Buspeot innocent persons, I would say it was neither of Cue original party, nor the
St. Paul members ; that's as far as I care to go.
Being a fish story It must be confined to fish for the present.
The
little arrangement, we afterwards learned, was a black bass anchored
out in the l;u:e, and not far out, j net where a certain boat was expected
to pass but as Uie purse was not made it fell to Mr. John Babcock to
take the first ttsh, a pickerel weighing nearly three pounds.
Then followed la quick succession black bass and pickerel to every bout, abuui
equally divided between the ladies and gentlemen. At noon we found
ouraeiveB in llaines' Bay, six miles away, with our appetites getting beyond control. We soon had a are all ablaze and the fry pan full of
black bass and pickerel, nothing leaa than two pounds allowed In the
The number of two and three pounders disposed of at that dm
pant,
ner can never be told and if it could would Und few believers.
Aa I
propose to write of nothing but facts I leave the rest of the dinner to
;

future bone-gatherers to tell the Incredible talc.
On the homeward
good lack attended all the boats. At the landing we counted up
fish, weighing 250 pounds, uone over twelve nor under one pound

trip
104

eaeh.

The largest were not hauled into the boat but drawn up, bo they were
known to weigh from ttfteeu to twenty p mods and then lost very un;

fortuuats to lone so targe fish, but could not be helped. All agreed tha
u plea anter trip could not have oecu made on that lake, or any other
tea ready and our party ready to do It justice, and it you had
looked ia span us you would have thought we had fasted for a week,
At a o'c o ok p m, our car was takca by a train and landed at Mlaneap
oils, where we found the train waiting for tho Presidential party.
Attorney-General uevens visited our car, but there being »o ptil
present no speech was made,
Dacoiah.

Found

—

Mr. 8, A. Kilbourne, the artist, who
iish for the forthcoming work lo
by the Messrs. Scribner, to be called the "Game
Fish of America," has gone lo Canada in order to make a
study of a muskalonge. At Mr. Blackford's in Fulton Market
Mr. Kilborue has his atelier, and on the easel and the walls of
Mr. Blackford's private room may be seen many truthful
Mcc-i:at,on.,k.

1

We

sketches of fish.
are pleased to slate that the work of
preparation for this important book is progressing rapidly
and that one of our leading icthyologiflts is preparing the text.

—

Bbekoh-Loabing Cuss at Auction. The firm of Barker
Co., New York, have made themselves popular with the
sporting fraternity by their auction sales of sporting guns.
They opened the present season by a very successful sale on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, and announce the
second sale of the season on the 27th and 28th inst.
are
acquainted with the above firm and believe thai
ment made by them can be relied upon. The next sale will
comprise a special consignment of new guns from nearly all
of the celebrated makers of the world. The sale will be conducted by the good-natured and obliging young auctioneer,

&

We

Mr. George

Banks.

J,

[See Adv.

—

Attention is called to the advertisement in another column
of the New England Life Insurance Company, which is in
every way reliable and trustworihy.

A. P. G., Cleveland.—In mixing Dittmar use equal bulks o
paper for a more thorough method of loading rmimar.

hn|

last

ml ina
•

aud nil together, for rubbing Bows, the proportion of a In on re
small. Beeswax and sperm Dfl, fourteen parts of the first, to
« oarr,
theoii; or simply put a drop or soot oil on a woolen rag and rub wax
ou the bow and rub and polish dowu the wood well.

m

E. u„ Brooklyn.— Couid not advise you as to bestride for a
powder ia excellent for general use. You cannot load a rif" wttli tM
machine yqu mention. Do not know the standing of the pa7* «x. Us.cellent shooting on tho Mississippi south of r>ewOrleans.
The
mention is excellent for all purposes. Wingato'e manual and
Perry's Score Book. The best costs $1.25, the seaoi
-

S.

D. W., Jefferson.— My setter dog, 4<i years

old, has h
Tie pants after the leant; exertion

or rour
Appetite
he seem- in pain. Hai
ry and hard nose hot;
Ann.
The dug probably has bronchitis, or
i,neumonla. Keep him warm and dry, feed him on beef tea, and probably at this stage of the disease 2 gra. of quinine three times a day mil
be of service.

lonths a choking cough.
rregular.

When I pass my

hand over

hie ciie-t

;

J. W. J., Opelousas.—1. What la the address of Arnold
geg? J
Which are the best sizes of Laflin & Rand's Orange Ducking powderand of their Orango Rifle powder, for brcech-loadlng shot-guns? .'
Is the cross between the red Irish and Gordon setters cunsideredagood
one ? Ans. 1. Hillsdale, Mich. 2. In L. & R, Ducking, Nu. S
iu
Orango Rifle powder, FG. 3. Does no harm, but is not advisable, litep
each breed to liself
;

C. D., Portland.—My pointer, six months old, was bitten on the
.T.
one of his bind feet some months ago. Was lame, but Has imLast Sunday he was exercised, when on coming home bis
proved.
hind legs began to tremble. I worked him after that, but he gat worse.
Now he is completely paralyzed. What Is to be done ? Ans, The dug
anlcle of

No Notice Token
A. M. V„ Nyack,
vania this year.

W.

J.

of

Anoniraom Comrannloationa.

N Y.-Deer
.

hunting

prohibited in Pennsyl-

Is

Boston.—We can send yon a copy of Caton's " The Ante-

B.,

lope and Deer."

Costs $3.7o.

Schuylkill, Ph 11a.— Want to make a bass
Ans, See last number F, & S,
W., Philadelphia,— The address deslrod
Jacksonville, Fla. Tell him what you want,
,1.

me.

Instruct

fly-rod.

is

Subscriber, Stamford, Conn.—The gnn Is first-class,
In October about Waterbury, Conn.

R.W. A.,

Ton

will find

A

Allen Station.—Your dog has probably a rupture.
determine this upon examination,

sur-

to

You

A. M., Burlington.— The mange will not thus be transmitted.
should describe the form of mange which the dog has.

A. F.. Fort Riley, Kan.—You can proenre goose callers from any of
the sporting goons dealers who advertise in our columns.
Dr. L.— We have written so mach about choke-bores that
give it again in detail. See former numbers of the paper.

H. G. P., Providence, R. I.— The
Think it would do very woil
compare one rule with another.

rifle

you mention

Is

wo

oaunoj

just

for hunting purposes.

coming

Wo never

to the English Sparrow question
was Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland, O., Instead of the
erroneously pruned for the same.

English Sparrow.—The contributor

Warren.—Are white squirrels a rarity?
caught one a few days ago. He has it iu a. cage.
J.

ot

v..

common

our

As he

is

so

young

uud

rest

Brooklyn.— 1. Is a
for general use? 2
as good as a
Can you use Remington's cartridge loader (Webb's patent) for loadm 3
li.
Is the Urui
rifle cartridges, or is It only used for Bhot-gun shells ?
good lor general sporting use 1 5. VV hlch
I. Is a
reliable ?
is best, to make your own bullets for the No. 45 (00 grs) central-lire
What is the price lor a bullet mould
rifle cartridge, or to buy them ?

gray and black ones.

A
It,

friend ot mine
about the size

is

Ans. emitc rare.

What kind

ot powder is the best for loading rifle
there any good hunting arouud tho Jllssis&ippl
i. One as good as the other.
Aus.
2. No.
The
Wen..'* patent Is for Shot-guns. 8. Don't know anything about them
Mould would cost ip. C. FC. 7. Yes,
I. Yes. s. «uy your bullets.
you will and excellent sport there.

of that size?
cartridges?

0.

T.

Is

Elver below N. O.?

W. D. T., Chicago.— Dlxoa Kemp's "Manual ot Yacht aud Boat
Building" will cost about $10 In this cot try, aa there is a heavy amy
upon books. Can Bend you a copy as si in as shipment from England
directioi s for yacht ou»trmThe book contains compli
is received.
tion but, owing to the difference 11 tho conditions under whlOfl
a, you would have to al Ow soil
tug la pursued iu America aud lingl
For boat building procure
' Practical Boat Iluildiog," price St.25. Can obtain it as Boon as secoLd
shipment comes to hand, the llrst having been exhausted. Bei
Iu a future Issue we will give
back llles of Forest and Stream.
directions for laying out courses ; no book containing directions for
i

<

;

in issue ot Sept. 5,

name

It is impossible to prcsciibe

a

Dr, 0. J. Kenworthy,

good shooting
geon ought

has probably received some spinal injury.
for him satisfactorily without seeing him.
quiet may restore him.
E. C.j

into use.

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. S, 1S78,
EnrrOR Fobkbt and Stream :
•
ny ,il Worcester" left Worcester Sept. 2, at 730 v. if., with a
party

After

has been making sketches of

139

It is

an

albino.

same.

Albany.— I have a sorter puppy six months oid. General'/
and hearty, but or four occasion*, when exercising him, he tin
He stops, staggers aud falls. Eyes roll and look like a irt
Pits sometimes followed by a short illness. Byes
cmthelri
u
mietimes vacant and staring. Will the puppy outsrow these
ecommend a course of treatment. Ans. Ho lias what Mayhew calls
The disease attests young dogs cni fly, and ia
ar sawrfiense,"
often diluouit to account for, though often due to the preai
C. E. C.,

playful

(tad flts

'

H.

S. P.,

Marlboro, Mass.—We cannot understand the case as stated,
to give any opinion. The fact that the shoot in
the linal one of the season should not alter the rules followed

and bo wt are unable
question is
iu other cases.

M., Boston.— What is the scientific name of lire loon, or North Amercan diver? Ans, Colymbus torguatus, the great northern diver; Colsrmlm* arctieus, the blaek-lhroated diver eolyvttmi septelW
;

red-throated diver.

C—

Can any physical harm come from alJ. 11. B., Washington, D.
I have a beautiful
lowing a clean, undisessed dog to sleep with you?
Frequently let It
httie blaok ami tan fond of nestling by me In bed.
stay by me all night. Ans. No harm if dog is clean and healthy
H. W-—Have a W hitney rifle 30 inch barrel, -It cal. iluw light a bullet can I use with TO grs. of powder lor successful hunting aud perhaps
I use 380 gr. bullet far target, Is it
target practice up to 200 yards ?
You have the right weight of
right weight for TO gre. powder ? Ans.

powder aud

;

about a cure.

Rouge okoix, Halifax.— For photographs of Sajypho and other yachts
address Holmes, photographer, 235 Bioadway, N. Y. and mention our
Price of large sized photos B0 cents apiece. For very correct
paintings of yachts In oil address Butterworth, artist, care Thos. Hoop
,

name.

Nassau

St.,

N. Y.

Portsmouth, Mich.—PoBBlbly the worst way in the world to
of the hand
Is exactly what you do— to put a ball In the palm
and pour powder over It. The load then depends entirely on chance.
Use a small nieai-urc, and once having secured that you will no longer
waste powder on your hand, or on the game.
G.

a.

P.,

load a rule

Pittsburgh.—How can any mania a long-range match at
l.ooo yards make a score of 2T0, as olaimed by the Sharps
your advertising columns ? Ans. Think that 270 is the
Bcore made In multary match, by a team of four men, shooting military
guuB, seven shots per man at each range—S00, 900 and 1,000.
R.

W.

810, 900

B.,

and

Rifle Co. in

Wsst Side, New Vork.— See note under game table. The New

Jersey

law prohibiting shooting by non-residents without a license we think
constitutional.
The West Jersey Game Sooloty has jurisdiction over
certain counties in the eastern part of the State to hunt in which you

must have a

I

I

disturbance lu the circulation of

me

brain.

L.— Please help a stack sportsman ont of a regular fix. I wish
to pu< a new extractor In tne bolt of a Hear? rifle (old pattern), but tin
myself unable to take out tho bolt. I know it must he In two pi
D.

S.

I

aud supposed, as there was a small hole through the casting, that iliere
was a rivet to punch out, but l have tried with a steel punch all uloug
li
the cam which the bolt goes through and am unabe to llnd one.
knew there was one, aud justwhat part of tha cam to took tor
could drill It out but I am n»l sure that that Is tho way it comes apart
and can find no one who knows, " and the nearest gunsmith 100 miles
away I" Ans. There is a piu which holds the extractor in place. Take
The riv. -t aa
out the hammer and draw breech pin-base clear back.
you call It will then come in line with holelu frame and can Deplinotled
See page 30 of Winchester Repeating Arms Co. catalogue; this
out.
will give you a good Idea of the mechanism.
1

>.

;

ball.

TaattiBR, New York.— A. small terrier one year old has flts, with
foaming at the mouth. Drops down exhausted. What is to be done ?
Ans. There ia no specific cure. Do not overfeed the dog give plenty
Time geueraliy brings
of exercise and occasionally a little sulphur.

ser, 111

lu the intestinal canal, in wh ch case special remedies tor
Au oeoaaiOoal ciur.se nt sulphur, v.11 li a ,
removal are indicated.
doses of enstor oil, will often do good, and Urns genua ly til. cts a petmauentcure. Avoid over-feeding. The Immediate cause 01 tfii

worms

certificate

from them.

Their headquarters are at Camden.

They
B. Rochester.—Express bnllets are smooth, not grooved.
not, alare patched with paper In some of the English cartridges, but
ways a lubricating wad is used. Dittmar powder has not yet Oer-

W.

;

Creedmoor rifles. We understand that the
DittWinchester Repeating Arms Co. arc loading some cartridges with
uaed, at least publicly, In

iu OaBH,
F. W. S„ Buffalo, N. Y.— You will And excellent shooting
also in many
Crawford, Gasconade, Lewis and Fettes counties, Mo„ and
th» Mo,,
ou
Uarrlsouvlllc,
are
centres
other pans of the State. Good
La
Arlington, on the At. and Paciilc R. R,, and
Kan. and Tex, It.
ft,;

Grange, ou the Bt, li, Keokuk aud Northwestern B, E.
vort tor rod and gun there tips fall.

You

will find

S.

C, Worcester.—1. Does the National

Rifle Association allow en-

be made under assumed names in competitions for prizes ? 2.
a person in any competition shoots his rifle and the cartridge proves
to have half a charge of p rwder, if said person cla ins another ill it
allowed him ?— 3. The case lu point is on a shoot reported in your last
issue undur "Shrewsbury" where F. Wesson leads the score by 180.
Some of us claim and entered protest that his score should be'ouiy 125.
400 yards Mr Wesson fired a shot which was signalled 0. On return-

tries to
if

At

ing to his place ho claimed another shot on account of leaving half
was poi ir ai soon
his charge lu his cartridge box. Wo all knew the she,
is the discharge took place, but another shot was allowed him and he
made a bull's eye which was scored him. Ans. 1. Not, now. 2. No.
Sir 0.
j. All wrong.
If tho ball left the gun it was a shot.
aud was scored for a miss.
flrcd without a bulletin the Centennial match
shot, In it SOta,
pallets of No.
B., Concord.—Is au average of 203
I&TO. breech-loader, 1 1 g&nge, as
ciroie at 10 yds., a good pattern for a
Win.-!, is the
C. Scott & Son's modified. choke?

in. barrels,

W. &

double boll
strongest action— a single bolt and extension rib, or a
anything to prevent the flbre of a gun
out the extension rib ? 1b there
wet? I have a nice gun with a very
slock from rising on becoming
smooth and hard stock that got wet the other day, aud is now
Do you Know of any good dog brealtor within %
quite rongh.
Bhore shooting in the middle of October;
of here? Is there any good
and where is the best ptai
principally,
what birds
the salt atBoston! What is tho beBt preventive against rust from
of

„„ sphere? What is tue best charge foraTKrb., 12 gao
breech-loader? What Is the best oil fur a guu? Ans. 1, Avery
means ol warm
target. 2. Never will be decided. 3. It can be done by
When wood has tfila
U-ons, and then gluing down the raised fibres.
No.
linseed oil.
unboiled
*,
6,
witn
rubbing
good
give
it
a
tendency
UodowntoCape'ccd and the adjacent coast. 0. Use Eaton's Rust
T.
Use only the bost sperm oil for the working parts ot
Preventive.

tho gun,

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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THE CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING.
A S we go

t\

to press the ringing of the rifles at

anxious to explore localities of such promise, and the evening
of our arrival, there being still two hours of daylight after we

Creedmoor

tell of the lively fall meeting in progress there.
In
our next issue the story of the several contests will be told in
full and at present we can only bring the story up to time

of the

call

first

match.

The Committee have made

all

preparations for a successful meeting, and with weather to
match there is every prospect that good scores and a success-

time will result. At short aud long range matches of vamay be entered into and the military marksmen cannot complain that they have been overlooked in the make up
of the matches.
ful

rious sort

LookiDg at it from a sensational or popular standpoint the
meeting is a quiet one.
There are no foreign teams to dazzle

A WKKKL.Y JOUKNAL,
KVOTKD TO FfKLD AND AQUATIC SPORTS, PRACTICAL NATUHAL HISTORY
Fish ucltokk, the Protbotion of UamB, PRESERVATION op Forssts,
AND TUK INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY I]
in OCT-Dooa Kkoreation and Study:

PUBLISHED BY

Rarest and £treatn publishing HHompstny,
NO,

111 (Old

No.

103)

—AT—
FULTON STREET,

[POST OFFICE

BOX

NSW YORK.

SS3V.]

TSRMB, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Twenty-live per cent,

off for

Clubs of

Two

or more,

Advertising Rates.
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line ; outside page, 40 cents.
Special rates for three, six and twelve months. Notices In editorial
columns, 60 cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

one

inch.

Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week,

If

pos-

sible.

advertisements must be accompanied with the money
or tucy will not be inserted.
All transient;

the eyes of those

An y publisher Inserting our prospectus as above one time, with
brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to na, will receive the Forest and Stream for one year.

ful critique of each day and its work the match records will
be summarized into convenient form for future reference by
our readers.

A LESSON TO BE TAUGHT.

THE inculcation
checks
It

lessness,
It kills

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

10, 1878.

To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith

and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company,
Names will not be published if obj ectlon be made. No anonymous communications

will

of this lesson lies at the root of all things.

waste, loss, and riot. It tends
and teaches children the first ideas of
and curbs the natural atavism in us.

curb law-

to

self-restraint.

No

doubt but

man instinctively was a murderous, greedy creature.
Like the dog which worries the sheep, he may have been inclined just to kill wantonly right and left, simply for the killing sake. This is an old instinct which unfortunately remains, though held in abeyance by education. With this
preamble, every word of it true, though we may have rethat

peated

it

a thousand times,

we

will

still

endeavor to teach the

idea of restraint.

The season

be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

to nothing of the matter of

branches of the defensive service shall polish each other into
bright ability with the rifle. Next week in addition to a care-

No advertisement, or business notice of an immoral character will be
received on any terms.
*,'

who know next

shooting. There will be no

Dudley Selph coming heralded
with the richest of rifle records.
Yet Creedmoor will be
crowded.
There will be plenty of shooting and good shooting too, done by men who have learned to love their rifles by
visits to the ranges.
Of teams there are a plenty.
The militia of the Slate are coming out in very good force, while from
other States year after year shows a growing inclination to
display their prowess on the great Creedmoor range by visiting military shooters.
From Boston to the East and Washington in the South the teams have come to enter in this or
ihe other match.
The result of the contest between the regulars and the militia will be looked to with interest.
Whoever
may win, this is the opening match of a series which should
be kept up and extended in generous rivalry until the two
rifle

rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of Olubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that mav
not be read with propriety in me home circle.
cannot be responsible for dereliction of tlie mail service if money

We

for game is just opening.
Many of our young
be going into the field for the first time. If in
game be plenty, attempt no battues. Such
everlasting slaughters belong to a past age.
The ethics of the
sportsman ought to be ever on the advance. If with your
gun or your rod you have killed birds or caught fish in fair

readers

may

certain localities

had

finished supper, we made a reevnnaiMance of the mountain.
The almost vertical slope of the ascent was rather appaling to one who is so little accustomed to mountain climbing on foot as myself, but, by selecting a game trail which

and fro on the hillside, I thought the climb might
be made without, too much exertion. Mr. Phillips and I then
took this trail, while Mr. Heed ascended by a route which,
although more precipitous, was somewhat shorter. Hardly
had Mr. P. aud I reached the trail when we stopped in great
zigzags to

excitement to examine

it.

The path was worn down nearly a

foot into the dirt of the hillside, and was perfectly covered with
elk and deer signs, most of it it not more than a day old.
It

looked as if hundreds of heads of game were in the habit of
traversing the path each day.
So we advanced cautiously up
the mountain side, almost forgetting, in our anxiety and excitement, to feel tired or out of breath.

The ascent finally
accomplished, we proceeded slowly over the rolling upland, and
as we entered the dead timber by which most of tbe plateau was
covered, came suddenly on a fine buck antelope which was
feeding among Oie trees. He bounded off without any notice
from us we were after larger game. The mountain upon
which we were was separated by a deep but narrow canyon
from the one which Mr. Reed had climbed, and before we had
;

proceeded very far on our way we heard half a dozen
quick succession, showing that our companion had found
game. We were following fresh elk tracks through the thick,
dead timber, when something moving off to the left caught

my eye,

and before I could distinguish what it was, Mr.
dropped to the earth, and seemed to try to make himI imitated his example at once, and
from my prone position made out the forms of a number of
stately elk moving with slow and majestic steps through the
forest.
They were all bulls, and some of them had magnificent horns. Evidently they had not seen us, but the shooting
on the other side of the canyon had made them uneasy, and
they were slowly traveling away from the noise.
Their
horns, although full grown and nearly hard, still bore the
velvet, and it was interesting to see how slowly and carefully
they moved among the trees, turning their heads with the
Phillips

Belf as small as possible.

greatest care to avoid striking their horns against the branches.

As

they passed along

we counted

eight of them, all with fine

horns, the

two leading animals especially bearing heads that
woidd be hard to equal. A moment more and they have disappeared behind some high rocks, and we are hard after them.
A few moments later we round a point of rocks, and see
the herd standing among the timber about two hundred yards
oil', while
the leading bull has mounted a little knoll, and
stands with eyes, ears and nose intent to catch any sign of
daDger. He is almost concealed by the trees, but then; is a

little

space, about twelve inches wide, through

see his shoulders.

Phillips whispers,

"Now,

which I can
and

Professor,"

with the greatest care I shoot for the shoulders. The bull
does not move. I have missed him, and, bewildered by the
echo, he does not know whence the report comes.
Another
shot is followed by a mighty crash, and the splendid animal,
with pierced lungs and broken shoulders is struggling among

stop.
Why will you wantonly destroy God's
when you really have no use for them? We would
hundred
times rather cite in our columns that ten brace of the fallen trees. The remainder of the
undersigned. We
band flee at once,
quail or grouse had fallen to the sjare of a good sportsman in
without giving an opportunity for a shot at them by Mr.
vr Trade supplied by American News Company,
a day's honest walk, than that he had killed a hundred birds. Phillips, and we advance
CHARLES HAULOCK, Editor.
to our game.
What a superb
With an over- quantity of the game killed, there always comes creature
S, H, TURRILL, Chicago,
How he compels our respects, even now when his
T. O. BANKS,
Western Manager. across our mind something disparaging as to the quality of the life is so nearly
Business Manager.
spent.
The blood flows from his nostrils in a
man who shoots the gun. We love to copy in our pages some- thick stream, showing that he has been shot through the
thing of this character (our readers will find it in "Schmand's" lungs, and only an
occasional movement tells us that he still
Tint Yellow Fbveb Fund.— More money has been received correspondence), how, having killed his elk, it was wanted lives. We administer the fatal coup, and the brave stag ceases
"
for food
he sees more elk, and lets it pass unscathed. Such to breathe.
to be added to " The Sportsmen's Contribution to the fever
Aid from all parts of the a man is an honest sportsman, and has the right kind of a
sufferers of the Southern cities.
When the work of butchering the quarry is over, the sun is
country lias been most generously extended through the dif- heart. We hold it, then, to be wicked, even villainous, to go near the western horizon, and we hasten to our camp,
pausing
into the field, like the destroying angel, bent on letting no livferent agencies. We have today given to Mayor Ely $39,
at the point where we commence to descend to admire the
ing thing escape. This is the text, then, to instruct your wondrously beautiful
making a total of $3S6.
scene spread out on all sides.
The
children the lesson of self-restraint. Give a boy a gun, and peaks of the
The detailed subscriptions were
mountains are gilded everywhere by the declin$3
Unity Club. Brooklyn
Franklin Rifle club, llartfurd,
if there be plenty of game say to him, " Kill honestly, in
ing sun, while the brown valley below lies in the shadow.
Franklin,
Y.
Mclioon,
N.
P.
5
S25 M.
Conn
sportsmanlike style, just so many birds and no more. I Yet this is not without
its bits of light, for it is dotted here
5 FarrowBros
1
H.D. Bljdenburgh
would rather you came home with an empty game-bag than aud there with little lakes,
whioh still seem to gleam and
*«>
Total
with more than you could carry. Never waste life uselessly,
sparkle, although the sun's rays no longer strike them.
At
S3i7
Before acknowledged
eelf-restraint in your pleasures or amusements is quite as usedifferent points, high up on the hill-sides, the light still falls
ful as when directed toward the graver occupations of life."
upon the deep red strata of theTriassic beds, which alternately
A Noble Death.—It is our sad duty to record the death of Such, then, is our sermon, and we pray it may be heeded.
flash and pule like the glowing coals in a furnace; then, as the
the Rev. Louis S. Schuyler, assistant clergyman of the Episbright rays cease to reach them, fade and grow cold again.
copal Ch"rch of Hoboken. This gallant young man, who
Throughout the plain, which lies at our feet, the courses of a
[FBOM A STAFF CO-RESPONDENT.]
was but twenty-six years of age, impelled by a sense of duty,
dozen streams may be traced by the winding lines of dark-green
left for Memphis on the 6tb of this month, arriving there on
foliage, aspen and willow, nourished and kept fresh by the
No. 4.
the 8th. Tbe Orphanage in Memphis having been ravaged by
cool waters which pour down from tbe granite hills. But the
but
Mercy
one
having
been
stricken
the fever, all tbe listers of
HEN * last wrote you some few da y s as°> we nad surpassing feature of the whole picture, so extended and
down, Mr. Schuyler bravely walked into the jaws of death.
» V just reached our camping ground among the Freeze widely varied, was the sky.
Over the western hills tbe sun,
In nursing the eick children the youug clergyman caught the Out Mountains, and so favorable did all indications appear for in
all his splendour, was slowly disappearing, while above and
fevtr on Friday last, and, as a true Christian hero, on the 17th game that the whole party
were eager to investigate at once around him, yet in no way dimming his brightness, were
of September, passed away to another and better world.
the country in which we had Btopped.
Behind us the moun- banks of clouds, gorgeous beyond description, and reaching,
tains rose almost vertically to a height of some 2,000 feet, aud
though with gradually decreasing brilliancy] almost to the
Natubalistb' Clubs.— We are glad to note from time to at intervals of about half a mile were seamed by deep gorges zenith. Here the clear sky was still of the palest blue, while
time the foimalion of naturalists' clubs and societies for the in which the quaking aspen brush grows in the greatest pro- toward the east the color dimmed till it became a dusky
Btudy of natural science. Especially are we gratified to see fusion. On the rocky slopes of these ravines the mule deer, purple, and above the summit of the eastern hills hung a
young people, the boys and girls, turning their attention to so universally misnamed black-tail, delights to feed, and among single point of silver light the evening star.
Nature, in her the dead timber, further from their mouths, the grizzly bear,
the investigation of physi"al phenomena.
As the last gleam faded from the mountain top, we turned
manifestations of design and adaptation to the thousands of always avoided by old hunters, should have his lair. On the and silently took our way down the slope.
While still only
offers
an
abundant
field for investiundulating table-lands, reached after the mountains had been half way from the summit, we heard a sharply-echoing shot,
forms of means and ends,
gation and lichly-rewarded research. We may not all have climbed, we shall be likely to find the stately elk and the and then another, aud, looking toward the foot-hills, we saw
the honor of giving our Latinized name to a bird or a bug, high peaks of granite or the volcanic dikes, which at intervals a splendid buck springing down one side of a canyon, and
but eveiy student of natural history may enjoy in some de- intersect the beds of olden rocks, will perhaps be frequented then up on the other, while several hundred yards distant
gree the satisfaction which always follows personal investiga- by that great object of each western hunter's ambition— the stood Reed, gazing regretfully after the escaping animaJL
big horn, or Rocky Mountain sheep. Naturally, then, we are Proudly the buck dashed on, making for the trail
tion and discovery.
by which.

remitted to us
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FOREST AND STREAM.
we were then descending, and we crouched low behind some
rocks to see if he would follow it up the mountain. But when
he reached the path he put his nose to the ground, sniffed the
grass tainted by our footsteps of two hours before, and scornfully throwing back his head, sprang out over the prairies,
and in a few moments disappeared from view in a distant
ravine.
Arrived in camp, we learn that Reed has killed three
yearling bull elks and two mule deer bucks, and that he has
seen abundant fresh bear sign. We have now far more meat
than we can use, but there are several camps of herders in the
valley to whom we can give the Burplus.
The following day Keed and I ascend the hills to secure our
meat and the horns of the largest elk, while Mr. Phillips
starts out for bears— and he found them, several; in fact, more
than he wanted. The way of it was this It seems that he
had advanced some distance into the mountain, seeing plenty
:

camp.

It

was

my good fortune

141

on several occasions to watch
and antelope, which were

for a loDg time bands of elk, deer

my

perfectly unconscious of

presence, and certainly

no more

charming sight could be imagined than the groups of graceful
animals, old and young, browsing through the lovely parks or
lying on the hillsides.
As 1 watch the bands of elk I could
distinguish with my glasses each movement of the various individuals as they passed before me, the bulls and cows sedately feeding or rubbing themselves against the trees, and the
calves now taking a bite of grass or vigorously punching their
mother's bags to make the milk flow more freely. Sometimes
two calves, in a frolicsome mood, would chase one another
over the grass and, occasionally stopping and rearing up,
would pretend to fight, playfully striking at each other with
with their sharp hoofs.
How delightful, too, to watch the
antelope, innocent yet watchful, and ready to bound away at

of elk, but disdaining to shoot at them, for nothing less than
a bear would satisfy his ambition. Having reached a level

the first suspicion of danger.

spot, free

from undergrowth, but thickly covered wtth
dead timber, he paused to rest, and, while standing by a large
tree, was delighted at seeing a moderately large bear come up

here; of the duck3 on the lake, the sage grouse on the prairie

over the

and the dusky grouse in the mountains but my letter has already spun itself out to an unconscionable length. Of the
dusky grouse let me say a word ere I close. But few of your

hill,

pursuing a course which would bring

it

within

fifty yards of the hunter.
" Ha !" said P. to himself, "I will
let him pass me, so that I can give him a quartering shot behind the shoulder j" so he prepared to slay the bpar. But be-

fore

was time

head and shoulders of a second
appeared, following in the tracks of the first. Our hunter's
transports were somewhat moderated by the appearance of
bear No. 2 but still he determined to try them. He thought,
however, that it would be well to make sure that there were
no more coming, so just before shooting he cast a hasty glance
toward the hill, and beheld a sight which caused him to
abandon all notions of bear-killing for that day—for he saw
it

to shoot, the

;

approaching a third bear.

I should like to

you

tell

of the

many

interest'ng birds seen

;

Eastern leaders are acquainted with them, I imagine, yet they
are one of the finest

game

birds of this continent.

Yielding

in size only to the sage grouse, they are far superior to

the excellence of their flesh, fully equaling

ruffed grouse of our

m

New England forests.

it

in

Could they be ac-

would be a magnificent addition
Here in the mountains they
feed at this season almost altogether upon a species of low
whortleberry.
This plant grows only about six inches high,
and bears a very sweet and well-flavored red fruit, which lends
our present

list

of

game

birds.

to the flesh of the birds a peculiar delicacy.

While wander-

Mmiulruin horrendum, ing»nsi injorma,

ing over the mountains one morning I came upon a brood of
these birds about three-fourths grown, and, besides the mother,

resembling in size, according to the account, nothing so much
aB a load of hay.
All thoughts of shooting, except in case of
necessity, being given up, Phillips cast a wary eye about him

was with them an old cock. The male birds usually
keep apart from the young broods until autumn, when they
descend from the high mountains, where they have passed the

for a good tree to climb but, alas all that were within reach
were bare of bark and branches and so smooth and slippery
that even a sailor-man would have difficulty in ascending.
There was nothing for him but to remain quiet, in the hope
that the bears would pass him without discovering his presence, which they finally did.
Although the relation of this
adventure was very amusing and caused unbounded laughter
in camp, there is no doubt that Sir. P.'s course was the only
wise one that could be adopted. To have attacked three bears
would have been foolhardiness, for in case of any accident, if
one's rifle failed to work properly, the result would be certain
death. All old hunters avoid bears, if they can, and advise
others to do the same, and it cannot be doubted that the advice is good
However, we got a bear during our stay here j but it was
more by good luck than good hunting. One morning, not
feeling quite well, I remained in camp, and Mr. Reed ascended one mountain while Mr. Phillips climbed the other.
Tom, our driver, accompanied the former to gather a pailful
of raspberries, which grew in the greatest profusion among
the rocks on the hillside. Just after passing the spot where

summer, uniting into packs at the approach of winter. My
attention was first drawn to this little family by the running
off of the old cock, and I advanced into the midst of the group
without exciting the suspicions of any of the others. There,
seated on a log, for half an hour I watched their actions as

;

!

lay the remains of a deer, killed

two days before, a bear appeared trotting along among the rocks, not more than forty
yards distant and coming directly toward the two pedestrians.

Reed shouted, and when the bear stopped and

raised its

there

they moved about, often within ten feet of me, diligently
picking the berries and continually uttering a soft clucking
note.
They seemed very sociable in disposition.
Once in a

then rolled some feet down the'hillside, and, getting up on its hind feet, tried to walk up the slope, where a
third shot gave

Tom

it its

While

quietus.

was dancing wildly about,

all

tills

was going on

flourishing a six-shooter, and,

while himself manifestly in a high state of excitement, imploring Reed to be cool and make every shot tell.
The animal proved to be a grizzly bear about eighteen months old.
Several times we watched by baits which we placed on the

mountains, but, though bears came and fed on them, they
never did so while we were lying in wait.

Game was so abundant near

our camp that

was with great
difficulty that I could restrain my companions from slaughtering it in far greater quantities than were necessary for our
own use. On one occasion, when we were all out together,
their feelings were especially lacerated. We saw half a dozen
small bands of elk, containing in all over one hundred individuals, and approached always to within one hundred yards,
and often much nearer but returned to camp without filing
a shot. We had already all the meat that we could make use
of, and, to me, it was far more pleasure to watch the graceful
and unconscious creatures than it would have been to kill
half a hundred of them.
It would have been an amusing
sight could any one have seen us lying concealed behind rocks
it

;

or brush, myself in the middle, glass in hand, watching each
motion of the elk, while Reed and Phillips on either side were
occasionally sighting at the fattest of the band, but always
heeding my reiterated entreaties of, "Pray, don't shoot I" To
me the chief delight in hunting large game consists in being

my game within easy shooting distance. It
a great satisfaction to be able to circumvent a creature like
all of whose senses are sharpened by constant
use and are constantly on the alert. After you are within
ange it is merely a matter of careful shooting, and the mere

able to approach
is

an elk or deer,

killing for killing's sake presents

few

attractions to

me.

To

observe unseen the habits of large game affords me,
however, the most unmixed satisfaction, and happily I have

had abundant opportunity

to gratify this taste while at

this

those clubs not already belonging to the association to unite
with it by sending delegates and paying the initiation fee.
That the New Jersey State Association for the Protection of
Fish and Game is destined to fill a long-felt want is already
clearly demonstrated by the large number of letters of inquiry
and suggestion that are being daily received by the association
from every quarter of the State.

Ontario Close Season.— Deer— December 15 to September
be exported at any time pheasants, partridges,
and wild turkeys, February 1 to October
quails, January 1 to October 1
1
woodcock, January 1 to
August 1 snipe, May 1 to August 15 mallard, gray, black,
wood and teal ducks, January 1 to September 1 other ducks,
swans and geese, May 1 to September 1 hares, March 1 to
September 1 trout, September 15 to May 1 bass, May 15
to June 15.

15— cannot

;

grouse, prairio fowl
;

;

;

;

•

;

;

;

New Hampshire
Stream:

A

new code

Close
of fish

—

Season Editor Forest and
and game laws was passed at

the last session of the Legislature, the close time for plover,
yellow-legs, sand-pipers, rail and woodcock being from Feb. 1
to Aug. 1, and that for ruffed grouse, quail or partridge being
from Feb. 1 to Sept. 1.
Sam Webbkb.

N. S.,

Manchester,

Sept. 13.

Wisconsin Wolves.— Wisconsin

offers a

bounty of $5 for

every wolf scalp. Last year the State paid out $1(3,000 on
its wolt bounty.
But the varmints are on the increase, and
now it is suspected that some astute patriots are raising wolves
for their scalps.

and when this took place he
and ruffling up the feathers
of his neck, a sign of suspicion and uneasiness, would run
back until he joined the brood.
This habit of calling to one

another while feeding

is

common

the most familiar examples being

many gallinaceous birds,
the common turkey and the
to

Guinea fowl.
It has also been noticed in the Massena quail,
my recollection serves me, in any of the
North American grouse. I have recently, however, noted the
same thing in the young broods of sage grouse.
Well, my hunt in Freeze Out is over, and to-morrow we
start for Medicine Bow.
My time here has been pleasantly,
I think profitably, occupied, and with a sigh I bid adieu forever to these grand old hills and this happy valley.
Yo.
In Camp among the Freeze Out Mountains, Wyoming.
but not, so far as

GAME PROTECTION.
Game Pboteotobs vs. Pot Huntbrs.—A Providence,
I, correspondent who is a member of a game protective
sociation,

§iHe.

J^$

his tail,

head

It

Committee. The Committee on Selection of Grounds for
Holding the State Tournament rendered their report, which
was received, and, on motion of Vice-President Raymond,
the Committee were continued and given full power to make
all necessary arrangements and take full control of
the tournament. The Committee wera also increased in number, as
well as power, and now consists of the follnwing-named gentlemen: Or. J. Q. Bird, G. B. Eaton, C. H. Raymond, f. O.
Blauvelt, J. von Leogerke, William Hughes, W. J. Dunlap,
E. M. Quimby and D. Kellev. After some, excellent speeches
by President. Eaton, Vice-President. Raymond, Dr. J. 6.
Bird and others, on the nature, absolute need and true work
of the association, the convention adjourned, to meet acain at
the call of the President, which meeiing will take place some
time in October, when it is proposed to hold the first annual
tournament. At that meeting an opportunity will be given

while one of the brood would wander so far from the others

would elevate and spread

it

the eye.

local clubs throughout the Shite, suggesting amendments to
the game laws, were received and referred to the Standing

that he could not hear their calls,

in the neck. It fell down, but at once sprang to its
feet only to receive another ball, this time in the face below
shot

;

County Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of Game
and Fish.
A number of communications from the various

this respect the

climatized in the East they
to

of the Newark Shooting Society; Theodore Morford, of the
Newton Gun Club W. H. Richards, of the West Jersey
Game Protective Association, and W. A. Linn, of the Bergen

R.
as-

has sent us the following out-burst of indignation

over the unwarranted destruction of small fry. We agree
with him that there is a great deal of cant among those who
hunt and fish. Too much vilifying of the professional hunter
by those whose claims to any true sportsmanlike sentiments
are themselves microscopic

You, who have done so much to enlighten the " heathen "
especially in this country, cannot but be surprised to learn of
the gross stupidity, meanness and unlimited hoggishness that
still prevails among some who set themselves up as game
and
fish protectors.
What are we to think of the benefit to say
nothing of the intelligence— of a game and fish protective association whose members and officers make a practice of
catching and killing every little black bass of half a pound
weight or less that comes to their hook. And then they
brag of " big catches " (?) aDd obtain the name of " big bass
fishermen " (?). Don't such practice smack strongly of "Big
Injin " or a like semi-savage state ? And then ws hear the
same individuals talk learnedly about "pot-hunters," and the
crime of taking and killing little half-grown birds. For one
I would like to know how much more honorable the fisherman is who makes his brags about killing a large number of little fish, than the "pothunter" who destroys little birds by the
wholesale? Have the little bass of half-pound weight or less
spawned? Let some of these " Big Injin" bass destroyers

—

who

brag on numbers, answer, with facts obtained from some
reliable pisciculturist ; as who would otherwise place any confidence in a statement from such fishermen as we are talking
about, whose fathers must have been poachers, judging from
the acts of their progeny.
Espbit fort.

N. J. State Association.—This association held a regularly
adjourned meeting at the Clarendon Hotel, Newark, on
Thursday, September 5, for the purpose of completing their
organization.
The meeting was well attended, and the enthusiasm was of an earnest character. Eleven clubs were
represented and paid their initiation fees. The President
named the following gentlemen as the Standing Committee on
Rules, Regulations and Game Laws
Vice-President Charles
H. Raymond, of the Morristown Gun Club; "William Hayes
:

Walnut Hill— Sept. 12.—The rauge was thronged to witness the shooting of the experts, prior to their departure for
New York. Ranges, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. The shooting was simply superb. Mr. Davison made a clean string
of bull's at 900 yards. In fact all the experts showed their
flue

powers
J S Sumner.
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meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association
There are six
will take place on the 2d and 3d of October.
matches arranged for the meeting, including a military comfall

petition, open to all members of the Massachusetts Militia and
Massachusetts Rule Association, at 200 yards. The State
team match, at 200 yards, will be open to teams of five
from all rifle associations in Massachusetts. There are two
other short-range matches, one a riug-target match, open to
all comers, at 200 yards, for twelve valuable prizes.
The
"champion's match" is at 300, 600 and 1,000 yards. The
Ballard rifle match, open to all comers, is the remaining competition, the prize being a Ballard mid-rauge rifle.

Medford, Sept. 11.—Bellevue Range.

amateur

series

WE Gnerrler

Two hundred
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Boston and Wakefield Teams.
though the shooting was excotlent.

— Weather was not good,
The following
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We

We

riflemen seem to have worked
with considerable earnestness, practicing, etc., to get " in
time" for the grand competition for the Marksmen's Badges.
The following are the names and leading scores made dur-

Waifl

Gallkby—The

UuDlaii

,

W McDouald

BL Staple
Sibley

:

Donnell

48
42

J F Duckworth

W K Hewitt

89
3*
37
87
65
86

B Meeker
BF DavleB
J

wetnerbee

C H Collins
A EMorau

The next competition for the badges will
Monday overling, September 23. Open to all

take place on
comers.
J,

Zettleb'b Galleby— Sept. 11.—Associated
Turner Cadets :
3S G Maag.
CRecht
87 L Dennis
G Banzer
35
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T
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E Zemiegg
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H
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20
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18
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13

Flushing and Willett's Point Teams.— The third match
men each, at 200 yards, off-hand shooting, was shot
on the 13th, and was won by the Flushing team.
The score was 191 to 176.

Scorer's Association.— This association will have its first
match at Creedmoor on Tuesday, Oct. 1. Private J. W.
Sweeney, of the Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn, has been
chosen Executive Officer of the matches on that occasion.
Prizes for the event have been received from the Third
Brigade Staff, Fifth, Ninth and Thirty-second Regiments.

—Preparation for the
Among those

fall

participat-

ing in the long-range match were Messrs. C. E. Dwight and
Wallace, of Wheeling, Va., who make fine practice with a
Judge Gilderoleeve put in an appearance. The
Maynard.
Remington inatch was postponed until a later occasion. In
the Skirmishers' Badge match increased interest seems to be
It was shot in strict aeeordanee with the rules, the
taken.
distance covered being 600 yards to 200 yards, the competitors returning over the same ground, and each firing five
shots either way at signal sounded on a bugle. There were
twenty entries. The wind was somewhat baffling, but other
wise the weather was perfect. Following are the scores,
the highest attainable number being fifty points
:

Advance.
Colonel Jay EStorck

ITCMcLewee

DBEatcm
James Koss
JLPttUldlug
Oaptala

W

Reddy...„

23
30
is
20
12
16
13

There were

9th, A Irving
Landolt...
loth,
Llth, I'll Klein

S3
57
57

F

mil,
13ih,
i

A

iinopfle

G

Jann

F

Tobler

55
65

mi

i

loth,

in all fifty-one prizes

on

64

Kessler
2d, J J Tobler

R

71
70
69
67
86
66

this target.

Spitz

h Vogel

1th,
6ih.
6th,
7th,

A

Paul

H Bergmaun
C

M

Moiter

05

06
.....65
65

112 prizes in

llth,
14th,
I5ih,
lf.th.

nth,
ISlti,

H

65
04

J Steger

84
64

MUler
Capt Horney

D

W

loth,
«0Ui,

J

21st,

A

C

2d, CZiegler
3d, G Qm.tmeyer
4th, Au« Zengner
6th, FLancloit
6to,
B Itingel

71
....69
07

$10
35
30

87

25
22
SO
18
IS
16
IB
IB
15

G6

M

6C.

Tth.PhKleln

G Jonea
9th.WHahn,Jr

86
66
65
65

Sth,

loth.

^

W Klein

iliii.JR Gi oliman
12th,

66
65

HOenl

30 prizes in

64

Zengner

63

13th,

63

Spitz

Knopfle

W

Mledner
F
Chs Moiter

E Holzmann
D Miller
Geo Baler

lath,
2fit,li,

l8t,HOehl
2d, P Meyer

29
23
2S

II

«
w

g
"
u

M
13
16

27

&

A

MOiusiua

21st,
sad,

B

23d,

R Naegell

Zettler

65
68
6(
64
63
63
03
63
62
62

$15

6S

7

19
12
10
10

S
S

8
7

7

my

One

deer.

of

them, I think, was the wildest deer I ever saw. She tried
jump out and caught on the top of the fence, fell over,
and broke her neck, showing that they do not jump as high
My experience is, you
as they are represented to" jump.
must hold on your game when you pull the trigger, and if
not too far distant you will get your game; but do not hold
ten feet ahead, if so, the chances are not in your favor.
Husteb.
Pine Glen, Pa., 1878.
to

—

Tcu Maynard and the Ballard. Editor i'
first place I must express somewhat of my
appreciation of the efforts of several of your correspondents
(especially " Van Dyke" and •' W. H. H. C."J to furnish
amateur sportsmen like tnyseif such practical information
I think the readers of Forest and Bissau
as they need.
are under great indebtedness to both of these able gentlemen
for their several articles, and I trust we may see their familiar
signatures often. Two years ago, in answer to the queries
of some one, Mr. Cleveland told them that he ha<
Maynard, 20-inch barrel, and that it was a very effective
weapon. I immediately ordered one of those bm
wiMi 40 grains of powder, I never saw a rilie which would
shoot criual to it. Mr. Headly, the crack shot, at the factory,
The 10 bulsent me the target he made with it at 10 rods.
lets all cut into one hole, except one, which was a1
The "hang" of the gun is right, and many a woodehuck
have I bored with it St distances from 20 to 50 rods. I have
a Ballard, 40-cal., 00 grains, 28-inch barrel— one of Martin's
best— and it is the handsomest gun 1 ever looked upon, and
For sporting purposes
as true as any rifle ever was made.
there are none better than either of these, yet at
combines all the good points. Look at the beauty, strength
and simplicity of the improved Winchesters. Wliat terrible
weapons these must be in an emergency! In the region of
tame one of these or a double Express would add
greatly to one's comTort; but in the Eastern Slates, where
we encounter nothing more formidable thau a panther or
bear, the little 20-ineh detachable barrel of the Maynard is
ample for anything, and I have silently thanked our mutual
friend for the suggestion many times. With common gunpowder it is best to wipe out the barrel of any rifle every
time it is fired when accuracy is desired. In order to do
made
this and not carry a stiff rod get a round whip-las:
Cut a slit in the large end and
fiom a strip of sole-leather.
I had puazled my head over the probpass a rag through.
friend
told
lem of a -flexible wiper in vain, when one day a
D. H. S.
me of this, and the problem was solved.
jRiverton, Conn., Augwt 12.
Stream: In the

47
44
44
43
42
42

udDMiler

AG

Hellwig
5th,
6th, NIrvlug
7th, VV Klein
Sth, L Vogel
»rn! J Manz

P Fennlng

?5
30
25

22

12
41

20
IS
IS
16

41

16

12th.
13th,
14lh,
15th,
loih,
17th,
15th,

E Hermann

C G

B

Zettler
Zettler

J Keln

A KnopSe
Chs Zlegler

Wm

Uahn, Jr
19th,RSpitz

40
40
39
39
39
Ss
38
88

15
12
13
10
10
S
S

ss

8

16

all.

For the most points shot in 200 shots, Mr. C. G.
320 points, was declared Kins; of thiB
Wm. Hahn.

who made

Zettler,
festival.

The second most points were made by

—

United SobtjETZBN OadbiS. The second anniversary of
Doited Schueizen Corps was held yesterday at the
Schuetzeu Putk. The offloara of the association are Herman
Raschen, Pres.; Fr. Seip, Soo'y-, and A. Stetteua, Commander.
the

Georgia—Atlanta.— 1\

iile

club practice at -100 yards

TEAM

1.

»

..

:::..:

a

4

Vfltt

smith.

he says I have missed dozens after dozens by holdi
body. Certainly he would miss them holding on the body
as he stops his gun to pull the trigger, which ho explains
himself, when Tie says he can kill them by holding ten feet,
ahead, where if he holds on the body the deer is too quick
Supposing that deer is running full
for him and is a miss.
speed, you are ready with your gun, ten feet ahead pull the
trigger, your deer makes a jump off to one side, where does
your bullet go ? or, supposing your deer stops when you
have your gun aimed ten feet ahead, and you pull the trigger, will your bullet be so attracted by the deer coming to
such a sudden stop, as to curve and enter behind the foreshoulder, which I believe is your place to shoot them. You
must have a different gun from the ones that are used in our
section.
I have a gun, breech loader, made by Scott
You run a
J3on, ten gage, nine and a quarter pounds.
deer by me inside one hundred yards, and I will not hold
ten feet ahead. But if I cover the deer with the end of the
barrels, I will assure you I will not Bhoot behind it, but
shoot from six to ten buck shot into the deer, if held on the
deer, but if I don't hold on the deer, I will not say if my
shot goes behind or before, over or under the deer. My little experience in deer shooting is that there are more deer
missed by over shooting than any other way. You imagine
deer a much larger mark than they really arc, and shoot according to your imagination, anil over-shoot them every
time. I have had some choice wing shotB hunting deer
with me. I would station them and I would start the dog,
the deer would run by them, I would hear the shot, go to
them and ask what they had done, they will tell you how
high the deer was jumping, they will point to some jack-pine,
if any near, and say he jumped as high as that tree or bush.
If yciu come to examine, you will find where their buckshot
or bullet has struck a tree, ten or twenty feet from the
deer
ground. This shows where most deei are missed.
cannot clear a fence six feet high, which I have tested. 1
have a park which has a fence six feet high, I have nine
deer in it now. Last February, the snow being deep and a
crust on, some parties caught four deer, and brought them
tome; only two weeks from the time they were caught I

bought them and turned them in with

:

R
A

llth.RFaber
lath,
loth.
17th,
1st i,

of a possible 50
47
$40 llth, Ohs Perret

4th,NCrUslus

30 prizes in

61
61

llahn, Jr

all.

Man Target—out

lOih,

Miner

N Net
G Zettler

all.

G Zettler

C

85

HDnrfee

Eing Target— out of a possible 75
1st,

:

12tb,Ph Klein

D554B305
443*5445
552*5654

1-4S

3-39
5—14
I 81

555465
56464656
564544*4

..545

.

be

..6
..0

Berkle..

*—*7
6—48

2— S3

1

,

hardly landed at Rawlings
before he was interviewed by the ubiquitous reporter.
" Was he going to shoot ? If so, when and how ? Would
he write a challenge, and let the paper he represented have
Did he think he could beat Carver f Was
the first chance.
Lots of fellows had the drop in
lie good on a revolver ?
Rawlings, and were kind of stuck up. Would Mr. Blydenbugh take 'em down? Just let him show them what
he could do wilh a rifle, and he (the reporter) assured
that if he took the rag off
on mo dest New York rifleman,
thecrowd he might be made Governor, or Mayor, or Sheriff,
or could obtain any political position he aspired to in ihe

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

EXPRESS RIFLES.

'

'

Territory.

Shooting Busunra

Deer.— Editor ForeM and

Stream:

In your issue of February 14, 1878,my brother hunter Van
Dyke tfives his theory on shooting deer running. I suppose
I havcMiiissed as many as he he has, and that is, missed
more than either of us has killed (which he will admit.) I
have been hunting deer for twenty-five years. This season
past, I kept a man watchintr my hunting camp and to cook,
sixty-five days, which will give you an idea I hunt some
when our season runs ninety days. I keep up five dogs for
hunting deer, have a camp and fixtures large enough to accommodate twelve wen. I invite all my hunting friends in
I am trying to force a
season, and we have a good time.
Bill through the Legislature this winter to protect the deer,
I claim the season is too long, two months iB long enough,
There are more deer
and the penalty not severe enough.

snow is deep and crusts, than the
In either of those four months the deer is not fit to
ask in my petition privilege to run dOgs % I
claim there ia no sport hunting deer without dogs. You
never see them in their splendor. Put a dog alter them,
one that will not run more than thirty minutes, and you
will see a sight. And if the deer is heading toward you,
and happens to have a rocking-chair on his head it is hard
on the nerves. There is where my friend wan
Sighted ten teet ahead. Now this holding a gun ten feet
ahead of the deer won't win. My frieud says he never
missed a deer by holding too far abend. He says he has
held as far as ten feet ahead on gome that were killed. But

11
18
1*
16
IS
20

«
ll

*

F

1st,

shot

*
«

»

"

MttWviH"!

;

to
69

targets,

possible 75

89
37
81
30
80

"

VBAJW

Wm

J'Manz

stli,

Seheli

43

A!

15

Westover
FH
WHHeiBger

11
66
05
62
62

AG

4th,
Hellwifc
Hahn. Jr
5tb,
6 h.RNaegeli.
7th,
Paul

Wlnkei

Aug

T'l

27
2S
«*
22
ai

8

U

MUler

— out of a

Target of Honor
1st, R Weidman
2d, L Vogel
3d, WDurfee

M

19
21

10

MJBeauman

43
13
41

40
40
39
39
3S
38

Js Hoaitland

Eetreat.
20

JMcCartlu
FUScafford
J It B Dityley
O A Jones

Ht, Hover
TBjffl

*1

W

—Mr. Blydenbnrgh had

S.

at Flushing

WMSlrby

J Meyer
J l.eary
Th Saunders
Jac Cbdojbers

Total

LFalck
F Hamburger
C Denis

at the range.

Walter

?™is":r::

of five

meeting was evident

41
42

46
46

29
2s

J Koaenbaum.,

Sept. 14.

Geo Scrassnar

MatSne

3.

N. Y.

H.

Ceeedmoob— Saturday,

L Bachmattn
Tk Regan

41

Bavler

Fita second, Duckworth tbird.

first,

4T
16

*»
la
13

Wm Clancy

G

;

Wo

A Kelier..

Sth, PTobin
9lb, AKnonfle
Qaitt.ne'rer
loth,
I ltd, 3 N orandeuberg

prizes $150, entrance $2, and a short-range military match,
with $150 in prizes, entrance $2. Full arrangements have
been made for the transportation from New York to Bridgeshould be glad to receive at
port at special low rates.
Competitors desirous
our office entries for the match.
sincerely trust
of attending should respond at once.
that the meeting will be well supported, and that a liberal
subscription will be sent to the yellow fever sufferers.

jijta

Wm

PHicardo

3d,
;

will be a long range match for prizes amouuting to
$100, for which the entrance fee will be $8 ; a mid-range
a short-range match,
match, prizes $140, entrance $2

D EOverbaugh

;

;

rules

A

4
9ft
4—36

There

Fred Alder
A J Hewlett

3

Helvetia.—We give the scores on the various
which were concluded last week at Union Hill.

4—lO

4—42

St)fj?bbeeb.— On the occasion or the annual meeting
of the employees of Sharps Rifle Company at Bridgeport,
Conn., to be held on the 24th of this month, when -IJsGUO
worth of prizes will be competed for, one Italf of the entrance money will be given to the Howard Association for the
a. m.
yellow fever sufferers. The shooting will commence at

NO
WN

J

5-40
4—41
5—42—123

Fevek

47
*6
44
44
44
44
4*
43
43

I

Th Waeker
Max Kern

possible, Massachusetts

;

42

W Roseathal
W

i—41

6^6

-14 3 4
Williams...* 4 4 4 3 4 3 8 4 8. .36
3 1 S 4 3 2 3 4 5 4—35
Lee
.'

4—10
4—39

200 yards:
4—39

;

-1*8***84

Target of Honor (Columbia)— out of a possible 75

44 PKnowlton.

ing the third competition
Sibley
8

4

GC

ClAM-BARE AND RlIXE TOURNAMENT FOB THE YELLOW

Conlin's

series

Sins

4-4.1—120

2
J*
801

46
43
43

-

Js Garrison
Seppenfeldt

Gardner Kd?lb QivB—8ept, 11.—Hackmatack range

Ditam

5—49

4—43-124
4-43
4—39
4—42—123
3^12
5-3?

M'asefield team total

p

;

Sepfenkelijt Rifle Club, 177 Bowery, M. Y., Sept. 14.
200 yard target distance, 125 feet Creedmoor

—Reduced

8—4U
4— »1

Recapitulation.

;

14

Butler

6-42
4—42
4-42-120

Boston team total

diaiance 300 yards ten shots each
210; Creedmoor, 100;

14.— Amateur

Sept.
4 4 3 4

5 5 4 4 4 4 :, 4 3
4 1 I 4 i 4 5 4 4
4 6
5 4 5 4 3
3 3 D 4 4 4 6 4 3

Frje
Lord

Boston Team.

JROtborn

J

1

Law

scores

D

;
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Capt

:

.

and February
m May and June at licks, and in January balance
of the

when

the

year.

eat.

I also

I

HAVE

taken great interest in the several

articles lately

published and contributed by different sportsmen in dif
ferent States. The last article brings forward a good dog, to

remedy the

defects of our sporting

rifles.

I have adopted a

lively Texa3 pony, and a very closeshooting Fox breech-loading 10-gauge shotgun, and through
three adjoining counties most sportsmen who hunt for pleas-

pack of six houndi, a

ure use the shotgun in preference to our sporting target

rifles.

There are a great many Winchesters i use, and you hear a
great deal said about long shots made with them, but I have
yet to see a good-sized buck dropp d ouside 7o y arils. I have
seen them dropped with Sharps' and Remingtin's 41.70 gram
i

cartridge at over 200 yarda

;

but

it

took some time adj listing

I also find all old hunters, for
sights to eet a certain shot.
hunting, have fallen back to their old large-bore muzzleLast fall I had the pleasure of using a Ilougal 5.70
loader.
Express double.barrel rifle, and I must say it proved itself the
most deadly weapon I ever saw. I shot two doe with it on a
dead run, over 100 yards, with as much ease as 1 fall a duck
shotgun. The Express bullets I have
at 25 yards with
ound of different form; those I used were hollow at the base
and made by Eley. I have seen some hollow at the point,
opinion would flatten out on striking too much
which in
Eley's being hollow at. base, only flatfor good penetration.
striking a large bone; but they produce on striking
still

my

my

ten on

flesh as large a hole as

same

size

round

ball,

with greater pene-

The Express ball is what we want, but is useless unlas
we have an Express We. Fifty pounds is too large a sum,
these times, to pay lor a London gua. It'B Mtoiushing our
i

—

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
rifle-tool ere

A') or

do

j

have
a in el

i

-,.

,,

certainty as

i

Inave made

ft

want

d rlfla

n- ball level tip to

".-.

thi

We

i

he shoulder without ad200 yurds. We
uchagun with os
v !,

ii

justing sights, an

.|,

i

,,

mi'

i

snipe at 2ffya*i
tried

id

i

them

in different rifles.

hold enough powder to
is ool
yard,.
They lose penetration
drive them straight up to
rapidly after 300 yards, but 30U yards is o b a
waj to kill a
» 'da with
deer.
I have heard men tallc of killing
experience is, if I get a shot, nt deer at 50
a shotgun.
yaidsTl am Jneljy to get it after running it with hounds 10
two or
miles. My gal
iflt
It takes a big shock
three buck into my Old hat every time.
to stop deer iu their
and a bigger charge oi
tracks. Such is my experience lor the last sis years in Texas.
San Antonio, Texas, Sept,
B, R. B.

but there

''

WO

\

My

I

'

.

I

COM-MOS Sense CnAXU.the Con
merous improved sources

ide

NY,

Mottville,

by F. A.

'hair.

Sinclair,

Are.'

almost every day
particularly during

i'crcd

to a public

iy,

s the least.
•warm weather, this e'n lii
Withon
any pretentions to the luxurious cushions of the usual lounging chair it affojds a degree of comfort and rest which cannot
the former'.
be attained
We do not propose to explain this
i

m

minutely, but cordially suggest that you try the Common
Sense Chair, and secure the utter rest we enjoy in its ample
and so conveniently disposed proportions. In it there is no
rest for one part of the body to the discomfort of any other.
Happily, all there is of you is induced to rest thoroughly.

man

business, who .seeks relief from the burdento corresp mdence at the usual style of desk,
adjustable to this chair will
te his WOTk, as the body may be at all times in
restful position, and books and papers approach one's person
at any convenient angle.
The chair, with table, is a veritable
benefaction, while " the chair,
pipe and L" are the very
picture of felicitous rest.

For the

Nan tucket-. Sept, 10.—There have been hereabouts very
large flights of plover the past week.
Every one was out,
Jaoe CtUCDBW.
and some gunners bagged sixty each.

of

some application

'

my

BtpSQMoSAO Club.— The Monomcmac Sporting Club, of
the south village of Gardner, Mass., returned home from their
annual excursion Sept. 11, having enjoyed their trip notwithlarge number of fine
standing the unfavorable weather.
pickerel were caught, the largest, which weighed two and onenaif pounds, being drawn in by Mr. C. F. Read, of the South
Village,
The captive was photographed and prepared for the
The innocent amusements of the club
table without delay.
were indulged in very extensively, and a very interesting illustration of the wonders of the phonograph, made up an
evening's entertainment. Mr. G. R. Pratt, assisted by Mr. L.
Walker, presided over the culinary department to the entire
satisfaction of all, their tables being graced with substantial
viands, including ducks, partridges, wild turkeys, prairie
chickens, squirrels and other game, which were brought in by
large number of visitors were received, inthe hunters.
cluding friends from Gardner, Wiuchendon, Kiudge, Fitchburg, Boston, Greenfield and New York city.

A

A

—

Long Island— Siielter Island, Sept. 12. The sea fowl are
just beginning to collect in the bays, and very soon the coot
will be "here in myriads, furnishing capital sport for the gunner, either by sailing on them or killing them in batteries.
The loons— always the first to come are beginning to pass
I
over bay and beach, and the black ducks are numerous.
tried for them a few evenings since, but got no shot, killing
only a long-winged crane. In Montauk the birds have been,
so far, very scarce; nor are they plenty on Gardiner's Island.
A party of four tried for them there last week, but got only
few years since Iho green plover and
seventeen birds.
blackbreasts were there in innumerable flocks.

—

A

lSAAO MCLUIXAN.

—

New

—

Yokk. Laktport, Sept. 10. Yellow legged plover are
quite plenty on the shores of the lake. Large basrs of woodcock and partridge are made about the woods and cornfields
every few days, with quite a number of wild pigeon.

A Hunting Pabty.—Nyack, N.

Sipi.

T.,

18.— Editor

145
who lives about afx miles from Houston, at what is known
as Pierce's Junction, on the San Antonio Ii. R., reports bating seen and killed several jacksnipc (Scolopazj "il.\o,n'i) on
Dr.
Robinson sIbo reports
the 10th day of August.
having seen several birds a few days subsequent to this date.
This, I am confident, is an unusually early arrival of this
own
species of snipe in our latitude.
On 'referring to
record of early birds,
notes give the 19th day of September, 1S73, as a very early date, and it was so considered by
the majority of sportsmen with whom I spoke iu regard to it
then.
I thought, at the time Mr. Wyse mentioned the matter
to me, that they were wounded or crippled individuals, who,
unable to take the long journey to their northern breeding

Tom

my

my

grounds, had remained with us during the Bummer but a
careful and thorough examination failed to discover any marks
of former wounds. Many seem to think that their early arSeveral
rival here is indicative of a long and severe winter.
flocks of wild geese going South at this time, and the predictions of weather prophets, seem to lend some color to this
I myself can imagine no cause for their appearance
opinion,
here at this time. We can attribute it to unusually cold weather
iu their northern Bumruer residence, and of this I have seen
no account. Our summer has been uncommonly wet, raining
almost continuously, with short intervals, for the past two
months. September sets in cold and cloudy, with the wind
from the North, accompanied with rain. Should it continue
this way for any length of time snipe will be abundant with
J. W. D.
us in a few days.
;

1

GAME

SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER.

IN

Black bellied plover, ox-eye, aqua-

<i:ah-hi:t.

taroln hehdUa.
Riug plover, JUgialitu miiipatma-

Caribou, Taraiuius rangifsr.

SuBirr&la, fed,

Mack and

gray.

Hares, brown anil gray.
Keen or rice bh-ci, DottcTumj/jt

Wild

tiirkev.

or inng-slianks, IIimar,(op-us
rn&ricoms.
Wb ideocje, Philahela minor.
Red-bfeatnea Snipe, or dowitctiex,
Macrnrhamplivjt grittut.
Ked-naetcd sandpiper, or ox-blrd,
Stilt,

oryss-

Mekaarta yaUapava.
prairie cttick-

en. Clip

Ratted firoase or pheasant, £<,««««

Ureal inarnled godwit, or marlln,

'iuml or partridge, Ortyx Virginia-

Willie, Tolanm semipalmatub.
Tattler, Totanua nu-lanoleucus.
Vt:iiow-Htiank9, Totanuij jlavipw.

ii»».

" Bay birds" generally, Including various species of plover,
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-uatclier, suit blr.ig. plialaropea,
corniDg under itte group Lluiacalce or Sbore Birds.

sand

etc.,

t&~ Tins

tiblu doos not apply lo all Hie States. It Is meant to repreis generally iu season at this time.
Slate regulaprohibit Hie killing of some species or game here mentioned.

sent the game wliich
tions

may

Mamcm—

Game ln
Ri:tail Peices, Porji/iKy and Game— Philadelphia fowls, 17 to 2u cents: do chickens, 18 to 22; do. ducks. IS
to 20; do. geese, 17 to 18; do. turkeys, 17 to 20.

State and West-

ern fowl, 11 to 17 cents; do. ohickens, 15 to 18; do. ducka, 15 to
18; do. geese, 1J to 15; do. turkeys, 15 to 18.

Partridge, SI. 50

per pah; grouse, $1.25; reed birds, 76 cants por doz.; amiabs,
S2.50; rail, $1.25; woodcock, $1,36 per pah; large snipe, S3 per
doz.; email do., 75 cents.

Ontap.10— Kingston, Sept.. 9.— I see by the weekly reports
from all parts of the Union that the prospects of plenty of
game, and consequently good sport this season, is more than
Unusually fair prospects aiso await the lovers
of the icid and gun in this fair proviuce of ours.
1 notice an
almost eutiie absence of sporfdng news from this side of the
lines, only an occasional communication finding its way in
your columns, u
we have plenty of ardent sportsmen who would make most excellent correspondents. We
have a tolerably good game protection law, and game of all
kinds, in consequence, is plenty, especially are the prospects
good for the approaching season, From all parts back of the
city reports daily arrive that, deer, duck, partridge, woodcock
and plover are very plenty.
Al.
the average.

i

Lakes.—The rod and gun have abund-

This GqjShbpwot/t

ant use in the region of the Connecticut Lakes.

That wilderness has been delightfully free from the regular round of
tourists who have no! }
the good things in the
dense forests! there. The recent notice which we have taken
of the locality wid doubtless send scores of people there, so
all

are hereby warned, as in the city entertainments, to

"come

before the crowd."

Ten thousand

acres of land there, in the northern part of

New Hampshire and including a part of the .First and all of
the Second and Third Connecticut Lakes, are owned by two
gentlemen o£

this city.

In response to our inquiries they

re-

ply:

We

have not the slightest objection to any lawful fishing or
hunting on the laud, or of the proper use of wood for camping
purposes.
Net, ILhme fiyjeug or hunting Dut of season— or
the peeling back for camps (as has been done in former times)
we do Object to, and will prosecute offenders where we can
formation.
We hive made application to the N. H.
Slate Fish Commission to get landdooked salmon to put in
the lakes. Me;
d Chester at Second Lake act as
guides. Mr. Chester has a good cabin, but tents are necessary
generally.
'

season
scarce:

hereabout!

.—The game

fVoodcock arereported
There are
yet.

Wo

Pennsylvania— Greenville, Sept&nber 13.— Squirrel shooting has commenced in earnest. Messrs. Brooks, Beatty and
Grim shot 39 in one day. Pheasant shooting will be good in
this locality, owing to the strict observation of the law, although there are a few pot-hunters who of course don't obB.
serve it.
Pike County Notw.— The indications here are that the
pheasant will be more plentiful the coming season than any
time during the past ten years. Already " the woods are full
Mr. Harry Nyce, of Egypt Mills, a few days ago
of them."
shot a gray eagle measuring six feet eight inches from tip to
tip.

Middleburg, Pa., Sept. 12.— Some of our sportsmen have
been on the warpath for cooub and glory. S. S. Schoch, M,
Z. Staininger and J. M. Vanzandt recently captured eight of

Blooming Grove Park. Association.

is quite good.
Apply for permits to Dr.
Bradley, Hoffman House, These permits to visit the parte
embrace all the privileges to intending members, after the
usual introduction, which can be had of the executive comTime from Jersey City four hours by rail, and one
miilee.
Excursion tickets all
hour and fifteen minutes by stage.
around, $5, to be obtained at the E. K. Ii. office. Broadway

pickerel fishing

and Twenty-third

Kentucky

street.

— Stanford,

—

September 13. Reports oome in
from every direction that the season has been unusually favorable for nesting, and that the crop of quail is larger than
ever before known. The birds are generally well grown, and
shooting will begin at light the day after close season.
Pigeons, in small numbers, put in an appearance this week.
Recent rains and the material fall ot temperature will inaugu-

Kbnttjokian.

rate fall fishing.

—

—

Tennessee Savannah, September 0. The prospect for
good shooting has probably never been better than at, present.
many are already
Q.uail are numerous and unusually forward
fully grown. This is in decided contrast to the state of things
last season, when, even so late as November 1, I found several
coveys too small to shoot. Squirrels are now "cutting"
hickory nuts, and are quite plenty. A party in the river bottom lands, several miles above this place, brought in one day
last week, as the proceeds of one day's hunt, eighty squirrels,
Will.

No

F. C. B.

Ar-

Brainerd, Minn., September

13,

Dote

Shootiito ExxKAonDiNABY. Marlboro, N. J. Sept.
:
Last Friday a. ji. I received word from
my enthusiastic sporting friend, Taylor, of "Colts Neck," to
repair immediately to his place, as the prospect for some fine
sport was very encouraging that afternoon.
I soon drove the
,

Mr. Editor

7.

distance of five miles, and was upon the grounds promptly and
good season half-past twelve o'clock p. m. There were.
however, ahead of me several other sportsmen, and their
shooting-stands were already all arranged with proper blinds,
admirably located, and I was told over one hundred birds flew
The birds
off the field when the first party approached.
were feeding upon lately sown rye, not sufficiently covered
with soil to quickly germinate. Ouly a few had returned by
one o'clock, and as yet not more than two or three killed. I
consulted with my friends as to the best, remaining position
The field commanded a fine view of the
for me fo occupy.
surrounding country, and gave one an excellent opportunity
I now disto see the approaching game from all directions.
covered a flight of doves to the west of me alighting in an
adjoining corn-field. The corn was very tall in places and
small in others in this field, containing about forty acres. The
doves were also feeding upon rye iu this field. You could
get in good range of them in the tall corn, but frequently
could not see them long enough to get a good shot.
Where
the corn was small they could see you approach, and it was
almost impossible to get in range. After walking about this
field a while, and killing a few," I returned to the others, and
found their numbers so largely augmented, aud every available
position taken, I concluded to stick to the cornfield. At this
time there were fifteen shooters upon these fields, and one or

—

in

two had discovered my retreat. I had all the company if. was
me to have. About two o'clock the birds began to fly
thick and fast.
Sometimes in flocks of twenty aud thirty,
but oftener in fives, threes, twos, etc. From this time until
five o'clock it waa one constant f usilade. It was not far from
the village, and I am sure the inhabitants must have been
alarmed. The falling shot frequently fell all around you, and
in a corn-field, where you could not see distinctly more thau
forty yards, it was not the moat comfortable place to be in.
So much firing at the birds in and out of range caused them
to fly very wild and high, and of courso no one made an exThe flight of doves is very rapid, and it
traordinary bag.
requires no small degree of skill and practice to kill them
successfully. After the flight was over, and the extraordinary
sport at an end, we all got together to talk the affair over, and
count out. As near as I can remember, I will give you the
individual scores, viz.: Heyer, 14 j Conover, 14; Win. Buck,
10; John Buck, 8; Cambpell, 6; Taylor, 6; Emmons, 8;
McLain, 4 Drummond, 4 Reeves, 4 Snyder, 9 ; Vandevere, 3; Magee, 5; others I cannot recall.
M.
safe for

;

;

;

;

A Florida

Oampino Ground.— Editor Forest and Stream :

On

the east side of the lower road from Homosassa to Bay
Point, about ten miles from each place, there is a valley about
a mile wide by four long, interspersed with small sandy bottom ponds.
Around some of them are natural graperies
covering acres. Bushels of the most delicious grapes 1 ever
tasted were rotting on the bushes and ground.
There is not a
dwelling within six miles. Wild turkey, bear and deer were
plenty, and large flocks of parakeets were feeding on these
luxuries.
It seemed too bad to see game and fruit so abundant and no sportsmen near.
Some four years ago two men
with their families located near there, fenced in and improved
some ten acres and built a good house and out buildings but
the deer and turkey ate up their garden, and the bears and
;

panthers killed and devoured all their hogs and cattle. As
there were no neighbors near they grew tired of such loneliI
nesB and abandoned their property and moved lo Texas.
visited this place last winter, aud I should think it one of the
beBt places in all Florida for a party to stay to hunt, say for a
month or so, It lies between the Great Gulf Swamp ouuUhcNatihka Hammock, a kind of crossing place for game. W.

Putnam.

Whbbb

Sr.pl.

sufficiently worthy
unusually early appear-

4.--I consider

it

remark to make note of the
ance of migratory gftm o bird* in this latitude. Mr.Wyse,

Squtbeicls

abb a Nuisance.—Mr. Editor:

A

number of Fobest and Stream told us where jack
rabbits are a nuisance, and the manner of destroying them.
In the southern part of California there exists in countleEs
numbers gray ground squirrels which very closely resembles
in size, color and general appearance the gray squirrel of the
Eastern States. Their habits, however, are somewhat different.
So far as I have seen, they nsver make their nesta or
homes in trees, but always take up their quarters in a hole
which they burrow in the earth, or else a crack in a rock,
which latter device saves them the labor of making themselves
a home. They have little or no fear of man. You may approach them to within a few feet before they will run away.
They aro never eaten here except by the " Greasers," though
recent

I suspect they would be considered good food if they were
They are a great pest, to the farmers, being
less abundant.
exceedingly destructive of all sorts of grain. Until lately the
farmers have waged an unceasing but unavailing war upon
them. Shot guns, traps, poison, dogs and what-not have proved
ineffectual to diminish their numbers to any perceptible uegrce.
Recently, however, some genius has invented a poison, in
which he soaks grain, which has proved so deadly that many
ranches have been quite rid of these pests. The happy itiventer has pocketed a nice sum of money, and receives the
hearty thanks of ranchmen generally.
An organized and
systematic effort at destruction by the use of this poison is
about to be put into execution in Santa Barbara Oo.
M.

Santa Barbara, Oal.

Why

Vuiin., September, 1878.

Tbkas—Houston,
of

bjjoii

Editor Forest and Stream :

Two

,

leaves fall.

Wild pigeons.

— On

September 28
the executive committee announce that a meeting of the
Ladies' Archery Club will take place, when the cut Prize Pin
and other prizes will be shot for. Shooting deer is interdicted
in the State of Pennsylvania until 1881, the exceptions being
on the grounds of the B. G. P. Buffed grouse and ducks,
with rabbit shooting, may be had. At present the bass and

and h;,,
near. They tly high and wide, Buffed
grouse have, I think, hatched well, but they won't suitor
.:.

Coon.

the beasts alive.

City of Woboestbe. "

W.

A

friend and myself would like to join a
Forest and Stream :
party of four or Ave gentlemen to spend about two or three
weeks, late in October and November, shooting quail and
would prefer to go not
partridge and deer, if possible.
more than 36 or 48 hours' ride from the city.
A. M. Vooitnis,

'

rived at this place yesterday afternoon, going out of the direct
lino to visit Sauk Centre, where we had heard there were praidays' hunt failed to find them
rie chickens iu abundance.
On the same train we met Mr. Hallock,
in any quantity.
Whitman and others, all bound for the
John Davidson, 'i.
Field Trial, which is to oome off about fourteen, miles southwest of Sauk Centre. Deer are said to be veiy plenty all
about here for miles in any direction one may go. Coming
from Sauk Centre our party saw three deer near the track.
Duck and geese are reported very plenty. Leave Brainerd
this p. m- for Glyndon, where we expect to find the BharpDakota.
taU grouse and ducks and geese.

A Nbwspapbb Man Wanted to he Kicked.—One
on a New York daily paper ia

of the editors of the staff

rusticating in the wilds of Pike County, Peun.

through

(tie

forest

I

a his strolls

h« earn** bi» gun along, ostensibly to shoot

IU

FOREST AND STREAM.

although we have no authentic information that he
ever shot a squirrel or anything else. Being a New Yorker,
he ought to know a " yaller dog " when he sees it hut evisquirrels,

;

my shoulder and not increase the force of shot against a target; yet this has been my experience: I have shot 6
drachms
of powder and could get no more penetration than
with 4
but could get some 400 or 500 per cent, (f had nn
acorn-ate

when seen by method of comparison) more recoil.
My " Ureorj is this
him in the unaccustomed light of the forests. The dog ad- that the extra amount of powder, the amount that 1 hink wil\
venture is confidentially told to a friend in this office, as fol- not burn inside of the barrel, aots as so much sand might
dently everything

is

transformed and changed

'

j

i

lows:
This morning before daylight

I went out after gray squirArter a little while I louutl myself in a magnificent
rels.
piece of overhaugiug woods, with a narrow wagon track
stretching away ahead for one hundred yards.
Game was the
very last thing in my mind, for I was revolving over the contents of a business letter to be written to the city
when
casually glancing up along the wagon track I noticed a yel;

low dog about fifty yards distant, trotting leisurely along toward me.
I paid no attention to him, and in a moment was
oblivious again.
When I raised my eyes a second time the
yellow dog was within twenty-fivo br thirty yards of me. I
raised my gun quickly, but the beast had seen me this time,
and a bushy tail disappeared in the underbrush like a flash of
lightning.
That yellow dog was the biggest kind of a red
fox, and when I realized the fact that 1 let him go, I went
home and begged the farmer's sons to tie me to the barn door
and kick me.

&

Messes. William Read
Sons.—This is the name of one
of the oldest firms engaged in the gun business in the United
Through many long years Messrs. Read
StateB.
Sons have
reputation
the
of
their
house by the reliability of their
kept up
goods. Fine arms being above all things something, where
the word of a dealer has to be taken as a guarantee, Messrs.
Sons have been enabled by their honest dealings to
Read
secure the confidence of their numerous patrons.
specially
of theirs is the sale of the well-known guns made by W. and
These breech-loaders have a well-merited
Son.
C. Scott
reputation for strong shooting powers, tine finish, tight fitting
in the action and locking parts, and for their perfection of
proportion.
Captain Bogardus had a Seott
Son gun in
constant use, and iu performing his feat of breaking 5,000
balls his Scott & Son gun had been previously shot over
80,000 times. This same gun has been, up to date, shot
65,000 times, being precisely the same arm with which Captain Bogardus beat Pennell, Shelly and Coventry, this year In
England. With the fullest lines of these guns, all sizes and
grades can be hid, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 20's. Every gun is
In addition to high-priced guns Messrs. Head
warranted.
Sons have a new grade of $ 50 guu, with top-snap action, allowing the sportsman to own an arm of real worth, which
Knowing as we do the worth of this house
costs but little.
and the high position they occupy, we take great pleasure in
indorsing their claims on the attention of the Bporting public.
See their very full advertisement in this week's paper, where

&

&

A

&

&

&

causing friction, packing, and retarding the force of the
shot
and increasing the force the other way. Of course a portion
of this extra powder will burn outside of the barrels,
and
until it gets outside must cause friction. If "Fusil " takes
the
trouble to carefully watch, and has the opportunity of doing
it, two men shooting about dusk, one using
5^ or
drachms
powder and the other 4, I think he will be convinced that
the one using 6 drachms is burning much more powder outside of his gun than the other, and in all probability, beimr
equally good shots, is not doing as good execution.
If
"Fusil " will load half a dozen shells with 4 drachms of powder and \{ oz. of No. 2 or 3 shot, and another half-dozen with
6 drachms powder and same shot, and get at least 40 yards
away from a standard pattern and penetration tester and keep
an accurate memorandum of the results of each shot fired, he
will find his 4 drachm charges give much better pattern, as
great, if not greater, penetration, the targets will be more
alike, will run more regularly in every way than with
the 6
drachms, and his gun's tendency to mulishness be much
lessened.
At least this has been my experience, and I have
wasted much ammunition and have seen others do the same
before I came to this decision. I hold to my former assertion,
that 4 drachms No. 2 grain powder wil give better satisfaction than any larger charge of any grain in a 10-guage 32-bbl.
gun of 10 pounds or less. Tho recoil is slight and will hurt
no one, and the result in my case has been better in every
way.
I believe a No. 2 shot thrown from a good gun will
kill a duck 100 yards away if it hits him in the head or neck
or under the wing, or will break a wing if it bits it with 4
drachms of powder.
person who has uot tried this will be
astonished at the force of a No. 2 or 3 shot at long distances.

A

Minous Point

Slvooting Club, sept. 14.

Canvas

B4.ni.

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

SEPTEMBER SHOOTING.

TO September

the sportsmen resident of

ing season.

New

York

woodcock but few birds have been found,
and those bagged scarcely equal in number an October good
day's sport.

;

Infinitely preferable

would

it

be—for

reasons

which are obvious—if the close time for FhiloMa minor was
extended until the 1st of September, thus saving hundreds of
all particulars are giveu.
young ruffed grouse that are annually slaughtered under the
Da. Oabvkr on the Pbaikies. Just before the State pretext of August woodcocking.
Fair at St. Paul and Minneapolis about the first September,
What becomes of the woodcock during August has never
our excellent friend, S. B. Dilley, Esq., of Lake City, who
heen definitely ascertained. As much mystery now shrouds
recently made our oditor-in-chief his guest, took Dr. W. P.
Carver, the celebrated rifle shot, out on the prairie near town their disappearance in moulting time as twenty years ago,
and let him shoot over his famous dogs Ranger, Royal, Fan, when "Forester, "in his "Field Sports," arrived at either of
and Queen. They hunted over three townships, and' brought two conclusions— viz., that
of a brief northward migration,
home an immense bag of chickens. Those sportsmen who
have been curious to learn whether Dr. Carver is a good field or an exodus to the tops of the highest adjacent mountains.
there to stay until disturbed by the frosty nights of glorious
sportsman will be pleased to learn that he killed 68 chickens
October. The few woodcock found in August are generally
straight, never missing a point.
discovered in dry swamps adjacent to some spring drain.
Wild Kice. Attention is called to the advertisement of When September, with its cool breezes, proclaims the coming
Wild Rice. This much sought for article may now be pro- autumn, and the sportsman is enabled to bag his brace or two
Kemember that the early bird of ruffed grouse, knocking over perhaps a couple or so of
cured in limited supply.
Mr. Richard Valentine, of Janesville, woodcock during the day, then indeed, and not till then, can
catches the worm.

—

—

Wis., also has a supply cf Wild Rice seed.

Dobs Chilled Shot Affect Choke Bobes?— Mr.

Ira A.
Paine assures us that a few days ago he had his Parker Bro.'s
breech-loader tested to see what effect chilled shot might have
had on his piece. During the last two years Mr. Paine has
used this same gun at all exhibitions, having fired it certainly
over 35,000 times. On examining the barrels, which proved
to be full choke, Mr. JSason, of Luwiston, Maine, having critically measured the barrels, he declared that they were perThis speaks well for both the gun and the
fectly intact.
chilled shot.
As numerous questions have been put to Mr.
Pavneand to ourselves on this question, we should think that
this matter of chilled shot not affecting barrels would be now
forever settled.

—We are glad to

know

sportsmen everywhere,
East, West and South, are appreciating the merits of "Eaton's
Rust Preventer." Like all the other productions of our friend
Jacobstafi, it proves the experience of a thoroughly practical
sportsman.
We congratulate him on his success with that,
as well as his recent election as President of the N. J. State
Sportsmen's Association. A good man in the right place.
Rtjst.

that

—

Movements of Sportsmen. Jerome Marble, Esq., of Worhas just started for the Northern Pacific R. R., for the
shooting season. He will go by the St. Paul and Pacific R.

cester,

R.

to

Sauk Falls.

Lioht Charges.
" E. R." in regard

— Editor

Forest

and stream:

I agree with
to his charges for field shooting, for snipe,

quail, woodcock, etc., my charge would be only 3 drachms
I have shot alongside of gentlemen
powder and 1 oz. shot.
who used from ih to 5 drachms powder and 1^ oz, shot at
these birds but 1 csuld see no use in such large charges,
;

does the carrying of

much

heavier guns
and more weight of ammunition, besides tearing birds to
shreds if shot near by, and, if in making a snapshot one's gun
gets on his arm instead of his shoulder, and he is not heavily
clothed, he feels " in his bones" he has too big a load.
But
for pigeon shooting I should by all means use a 10-eauge gun
and 1£ oz. shot.
The light gun— small charges used by " E.
ii." in this particular shoot—showed better shooting done by
Mm, as his charge probably covered a smaller circle than that
of any of the otherB. My article referred principally to the
use of heavy guns for wild fowl shooting in late October and
November, when canvas-becks and red-heads are wild, strong
and heavily feathered, requiring a hard knock to bring them
down. And when 1^- oz. shot, No. 2 or 3, seems a small
charge wheu thrown at a swift flyer 50 or 60 yards away, then
one wants the best charge of powder, the one that will throw
his charge of shot the closest, most regular and strongest.
And 1 contend that 4 oz. 2 gr. is the best charge. " Fusil "
hits my "theory," as he calls it, a dig when he advises me to
put 6, or even 0^, drachms of powder in my gun and shoot it,
and see if I don't feel that it burns inside of the barrels. I
confess that for some time I could see no good reason why
6 drachms of powder should exert go much more force against

necessitating as

it

.

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun,

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AT MILLER'S
BAYOU.

BY

November the ducks come South,
fine

by the

and, enticed

food and quasi secluded bayous iu Louisiana, any
But by no means are they safer here

quantities flock hither.

than in the ponds of Minnesota or in the marshes of
Island

Sound

;

indeed, quite the contrary, as the vast

Long

and ap-

parently impenetrable prairies are intersected by narrow but

navigable passes, which afford the hunter a chance to steal
quietly in upon them and create sad havoc among a dock
before and as they rise, Sunday is the day for sport, and the
hunting grounds most accessible for a day's shooting are situated on the Mobile Railroad. Parties of gentlemen form and

go over Saturday evening, returning Sunday night. As we
were not to be lull out iu all this sport, a party met at the
train and bought tickets for Lake Catherine. We jumped iuto
a smoking car where our brother sportsmen were chatting in
anticipation of a " fine hunt to-morrow," little knowing how
So pleasantly did time while
miserably the sport would end
itself away in conversation that the howling of dogs suffering
I

State, the 1st of

is seemingly the real opening of the shootTrue, during the preceding month, the season

has been open for

among huge boulders, in whose shadow,
rn growths are blooming, vieing in their picturesque fantastic outline, the virgin beauiy of "the lilies along the
snore.
Here in an adjacent clump of alders the dog is point'
ing, but not with that sneaking, crouching attitude he employed when working on the grouse, but firm, upright, rigid,
with head but Slightly lowered and turned, and advancing we
are not surprised to hear the tremulous whistle of t.Le woodcock as we see but. a glimpse of his shadowy form darting
through the interlacing covert, but even that glimpse has been
enough to send him with broken neck and pinion whirling
earthward. Thus; reader, many a day may be healthfully
and righteously spent whilst waiting for later autumn, the
most brilliant time of all.
Fbank Warwick.
nestling

the shooting season be said to have opened.
The difficulty of killing ruffed grouse has been much overrated, together with the so-called inaccessibility of his haunts.
Admitting that he is often found in the thickest brake or the
most stony, impregnable hillside, amid interlacing boughs of
pine trees and the sinuous rhododendron, he is as of ten flushed
in the comparative open of the swampy woodland— the open

patches bordering the woods, where grow the raspberry and
whortleberry bushes, and, later in the season, upon the edges
of the buckwheat fields white again amid rhododendrons and
second growth white birches, he lies well to the setter cr
pointer, generally affording a fair shot to the gun.
There is
a peculiarity about this magnificent bird which ultimately
ends in his destruction—namely, that the oftener one is
flushed the longer and closer will he lie to the dog, and the
shorter will be each succeeding flight.
At first approach he
may flush wild, giving one but the" glimpse of his glossy back,
and leaving his loud hurtling ringing in the fears. The second
flight, should he not lie well, will probably allow a much
nearer approach, and perhaps a short point and this time, if
the bird be not bagged, you may not blame his wildness, but
tho hypothesis of an inexplicable something " which no fellow can understand."
As the grouse invariably flies in a straight line, but a slight
glimpse will enable one to perceive the direction taken, then
making a short sweep to the right or left lit alights. Occasionally a bird will "tree," and if it be in a tall pine or fir, and
especially in a thickly wooded section, there is but one thing
if you perceive him as you may, nestling with regal
to do
splendor in the shadowy embraces of the pine, then shoot hini
;

;

;

you would have him at all, for a whirr when he
you you will see naught.
Est us suppose a cool, breezy morn in early September, and
following a little babbling stream, the drain of some clear
mountain spring as it meanders down the hill side, over and
between the mossy stones, spreading over the damp grouud
and watering the luxuriant growth of ferns and mosses, whilst
the cool September breeze is sighing among the tall pines,
wafting their aroma over the hill side. In a place where the
shadows play with the golden sunbeams which come stealing
through overlaciug foliage which as yet but by a rare and
beautifully colored leaf of red or gold betokens that glorious
autumn is at hand—yes, in such a spot we find our setter
pointing now carefully and steathily he advances, now becoming rigid under the enthralling ecstacy of the hot scent.
Then we advance a step, whilst the ready forefinger is hovering twixt guard and trigger and as the heart in its quickened
tatoo forces the blood surging through the veins, the brain
harbors no thought save of the present glorious moment.
Whirr! and the golden chain is loosened, as the grouse darts
athwart the open. As we raise the gun we see, as tapping
yonder clump of rhododendrons, the pointed pinions, fan-like
tail and the extended rull whose jetty blackness gleams in the
sunlight, the typical emblem of American feathered game.
But a report has broken the stillness of the hill side, and
" Dead bird, fetch," proclaims that the shot has been true.
Nearing the base of the hill, we overlook a blue Limpid pond

tortures at the hands, or feet rather, of a brutal master, did
not distract us until the brakeman cried out "Lake Catherine I"
where we jumped out and left the hounds and man to proceed en routs for deer hunting further north. Though 1 wish
no man evil, I do hope that that fellow, who, to quiet his
dogs, stamped his heels on them, failed to bring a buck to
bay.
We were hustled into a large skirt which served as a ferry
boat between Lake Catherine Station and Millers,— a distance
Scarcely were we in and seated when some
of say a mile.
one spied an astronomical and lunar phenomenon eommonly
known as the "Crescent and the BSar." The moon was a
crescent, nearly directly over us, and inside of its ere
The night was magnifias bright a star as we ever witnessed.
cent and clear, the reflections of the moon were ta
What, persilvery and tipped by the twinkling
Edward
haps, "it may never be our fortune to again behold!
and Mac, two stalwart darkies, rowed US, and soon we turned
into a bayou marked by a signboard as "MiUei's Bayou."
True, the posts sustaining this guide mark were a tritie off
the perpendicular, but save to a geometrically Critical eye
such an acute angle would not be observed.
In but a very few moments now we came in sight of some
white buildings, flashing lanterns and in hearing of mingled
i

"Pull, Edward," and
"Hold, Mac!"
slowly our starboard touched the little wharf.
"Good evening," said a little dried up old woman whom
we immediately took to be the widow Miller— widow I say,
for one year previous on that clay her husband bad been standing just where she was when his gun hammers Struck the
wharf and both charges were lodged iu his lungs, death tnsuWe bade her good evening and got ashore by
ing very soon.
We walked
the combined lights of her lantern and the moon.
a few feet and entered her house, » very clean cabin, with a
dining room and adjoining two other rooms, each Eull of
bunks for the accommodation of hunters.
She, that is, Mrs. Miller, prepared a supper for us, consisting of trout and wild ducks, the product of the day's pot fishUpon disarming ourselves of our guns, etc
ing and hunting.
we ate heartily, and, gathering about the little stove— the fire
in which had been replenished by some wood brought in by
Mac told stories uutil nearly midnight. The atmosphere
was cold and crisp, and after making our (raps ready we went
to bed.
At three o'clock Sunday morning we were up. A
cup of black coll'ee, a biscuit, and we were ready. Taking
separate dug-outs, we started— some for the Seven Ponds and
others— quorum minium pars fui— paddled across Lake Catharine for a. lagoon known as Bayou Bob, some three miles distant.
We got there just at daybreak. Putting out my decoys I staved at this end; the others went further toward the
upper end. There were some ducks swimming around, but
comparatively few. Hiding myself by pulling the pirogueOccasioninto the prairie. 1 sat still, cold and uncomfortable.

Dutch and Congo.

,

—

duck would fly by, far away from gun shot, and
came disgusted by seven o'clock. However, a stray
ally a

1 he-

forded me a shot and brought with its fall a resolution to stay
a while. So I waited two hours, singing and whistling:

sitting, if

—

flushes is all that will solace

—

:

but not a fowl of the Anatida or any other tribe or genu*
appeared. Aware that there is an end to all things,! pushed out,
a convert to the belief of its practical illustration in the instance
llie speeies of aqua ;ie. fowl was exof ducks— there were none
So 1
tinct, having become so with the spoonbill f CUt down.
paddled slowly through the bayous, across the lake, up the
bayou, and by ten o'clock was in front o! Mrs. Miller's, from
her 1 procured a fishing line and a few minnows for bait, and
from a disciple of Pan was transformed into a monument of
patience, quietly sitting in a dug uot watching a cork float.
;

I

Trout were, abundant, I heard; trout were few and rare I
But I had caught eight by two o'clock, when I again
learned.
returned to Mrs. Miller's and, poor as the shooting was, I
preferred the noise and company of a gun to the dreadful soli'" an entirely diftude of piscatorial pursuit!
With
ferent direction to Lake Frederic, about a mile distant.
;

.id pushed
great trouble I haul bo
along.
I killed several marsh hens, but only to i'
When I entered the laeoon it was filled with hunters who had
done precisely what l"had— sought it as a last resort. The
lake is about one-third of a mile long and uoe-tweru
mile wide, surrounded by prairies where the heads
shot of any I fief,
loomed up. I took a place v.
length of the lake,
and as a mud hen rt.
was a.
nfne hunters' guns boomed to try and atop him.
i<
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small chance given any bird, and but very few escaped.
In
that way I got twenty mud bens, and added to my lone duck
I

had twenty-one

isn't

I hold

New

pieces,
ffftVen,

if my arithmetic is reliable, and
Conn., responsible.

We got tired of that soiv
five o'clock.
Tli

id

came

away

if it

in at about

.;,.-]
no better and many not
so welL
One bud four docks, the llUUt of the day We. had
dinner, and, as we had a half hour Or so to spare, sauntered
over the premises adjoining the house.
Back of it was a garden with some orange trees and
splendid oaks. Beneath one of those superb moss-covered
trees was a grave covered with pretty lake-shore, shells.
The
moss touched the ground about the head, and on inquiry we
were told the sequence of Miller's shooting himself. There
were his remains carefully interred by his home, and nothing
todisturb him save the music of the wind in the trees and the
sound by which he lived and died— that of the shot-gun.
strolled about and then went in.
By 7 o'clock Mrs. Miller came in, and though she said nothing, she looked " two dollars."
:
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The mountains bere

are founded

upon

rocks, they rcat

upon other rocks, and so on all the way down, giving an air
of permanence and stability to the whole country, as pronounced as it iB delightful. But I started out to tell you
about the game. It is plenty, consisting of bear, deer, wolves
panther, wild turkey and quail, with ducks in the winter!
To the hardy climber of hills and rocks a liberal supply of
some or all these is always attainable in the proper season.
The best gun for all work here is a moderately heavy 10-bore
breech-loader.
One will naturally use shot of Nos. 7, 3, and
2 buck. Except occasionally in the open barrens, long shots
never present themse Ives, so that the rifle is more ornamental
than useful. The natives here, however, sport their long
squirrel guns, of range scarcely greater than a good shot-gun,
and display at times wonderful dexterity in their use.
I had hardly gotten over tie fatigue of my journey hitherward when an old and valued friend broke in upon my meditations with a " Let's go and bunt some young turkeys with
your 'pinter,' " adding, "they'll do it," meaning they would
Having some conscientious scruples about
lie to the dog.
killing immature game, I told my lriend I did not want to
take any unfair advantage of the little things. He assured
me, however, that they were as large as Brahma chickens,
full feathered and as well qualified to take care of themselves
as any young prairie chicken in September, and, added he,
" they are oneducated now, and will let the pinter fool with
them. Just you let them birds get educated once and you
nor no other man won't get 'em." Knowing the remarkable
facility with which the wild turkey becomes not only educated but thoroughly accomplished, i concluded to go, and I
enjoyed a phase of sport entirely new to me, and which I
will endeavor to describe.
Taking to horse we rode for about seven miles, all the way
up hill, to the top of a very high mountain, knowu I believe,
Here a level plain
locally, as the "Devil's Back Bone."
stretches for some miles, with here and there a settlor. In the
peach orchard of one of these we tether our animals, and
after a short visit, to the well and the melon patch, proceed
to skirt a wheat field in search of game, and though tracks
and " sun " of all sorts are abundant, are nearly to the place
of starting, when the dog comes to a staunch point in a thicket
near a bare place of ground used by the turkeys as a wallowing place. Peering cautiously into the thicket we see not
lesa than thirty turkeys, old and young, squatted and evidentHe, however,
ly greatly moved by anxiety about my dog.
has no notion ot disgracing his pedigree by jumping in, and
both parties are awaiting a move from the other side. There
were the mother bird and five or six others of, evidently, last
year's growth, and what appeared to be part of two broods of
At the cluck of the old bird, slowly,
this year's growth.

and, as one, they move forward. The dog, unable longer to
stand the pressure of his anxiety, just as slowly and just as
cautiously begins to draw on them.
sharp word of caution
to the dog has the effect to check him, and to put every turkey
sharp ring from my 10-bore
in the gang on the wing.
Greener, and down comes the old bird as if a thunderbolt had
overtaken her. Another, and one of the last year's chicks
tumbles from a lofty height, and the whole gang alights badly
Marking them down as well as able for the
scattered.
timber, I proceeded to retrieve the younger, which proved to
be what in local parlance is known as a tow-head— that is, a
ben of last year's growth that has failed to mate and rear a
brood. This arises from the pernicious habit of killing off the
males in "gobbling time," i. e., in the breeding Beason, a
practice that cannot be too strongly condemned.
But to return to the hunt. Taking the dog to the neareBt
place where I saw one light, aud placing him upon the trail,
I had the Satisfaction of seeing him come to a point in a very
short time. Cautioning him to be steady, 1 gradually approached and saw— yes, saw— a turkey lying to the dog, as if
fascinated by the rigidity ot his position; with every nerve
stretched, ready for instant flight on the slightest motion.
Flushing and knocking over this one we proceed to the next
best place, where like good fortune awaits us, our friend remarking that the time for his squirrel gun has not come yet.
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CAiniB.-Atthe close of the Minnesota State Fair Dr. Oarver, the
celebrated rifle shot, did the following teal s on Sept, 7 : He broke 96
out of 100 glass balls with a rifle broke 100 glass bills with a rtae In
4m. 80s.; hit 22 out of 28 balloons, set afloat in the air at onoe, and
broke 111 balls straight with a shot-gun.
;
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New
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York, to Minnesota with me.
1 hunted prairie chickens and'aBtonished my companions with very long and difficult shots.
I thlukyou
should make a point on field shooting.
I shot 100 shots without cleaning my gun. That is quite impossible with black powder.

Adv.[—

Very

respectfully,

dr.

pigeon

;

12, f.78,

Mttmar Powder Co., BinnluinUnn, N. T.
Gents.—I took 300 shells, loaded with your powder by Squires

shoot; Hamilton Park;
rules, the man winutug the badge Hie greatest number of times In the
year to become the owner Bogardus rules and traps the last holder
to shoot. at 28 yards, and handicap all others from 13 yarda up, accordlast, match
ing to the number of balls broken
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Sweepstake matches; Bogardus traps
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Armstrong, Longdon and Penn divided second money.
Sept, 6.— Glass ball match, between K. Penn and Joan More, of New
Haven, fifty balls each, Bogardus rnles and traps to govern, resulted
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MICHIGAN.— lloivell, Sept. 12.— The third contest '»r the Jowett revolver resulted in a victory lor C. G. Jewett, as follows 21 yards rise.
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Bogardus rules, and trap behind screen at setter's option
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Kansas— Ottawa— A grand bird and glass ball shooting tournament
will beheld at Ottawa, Oct. 8, D, 10 and 11, under ihe urn agement, or
the Kansas State Sporismeu's Association. There are fourteen contests,
with $3,600 in cash prizes. Bogardus gives an exuibillon.
Chicago, Sept. 12.—J. J- Gore against \V. IV. McCullum, ot the Austin
Gun Club single rises at 26 yds.:
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In shooting off the ties at thirty-one yards, Organ took
and Tamil second.
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Bogabdus Afro Cakver.— St. Paul, Sept. T —During the Pair week
ohampUniB— Bo^ar.iua and Carver— formed one of the chief
;b(flt
people at olcc-. aud doing more

those noble

attractions, ex

ecor.is.
«'e print a score of
tneir air afly meritorious
each shooter, made with shot-guns, Hoganins using his Scott's and
Carver the Porter gun. Wednesday, Sept. 4, to break 600 glass balls on
time. Uogardus shoots 535 times in 25m. J7a.:
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too short for the longest accurate shooting for the average
Forty yards, using from fifty to seventy pound bows
the best distance at which to shoot a test match.
Beyond
forty yards, an element of accident begins to affect results
which element may give to the poor shooter the victory over
Suppose you are shooting at
the expert. To explain this
one hundred yards, using the regulation target described by
Mr. Maurice Thompson in his book on archery. The expert
may bit the target ten times out of fifteen shots, while the
poor shooter may bit it but twice. But suppose the two hits
of the latter are one in the gold and one in the red.
They
coimt sixteen, while the expert's ten .hits may be one inner
white, counting five ; one black, counting three, and eight
outer whites/counting one each. The game is a tie I Indeed
I saw this happen the other day.
Of course, the ten hits
wore really better shooting than the two.
At short range the archer may become wonderfully accurate.
I do not at all doubt that Dr. Oarver bit blocks of
is

man.

is

:

the air, and they are known to have killed birds on the wing
and to have broken balls from a trap with their favorite
weapons. Now that archery is one of our out-door sports
why not begin at once to discuss it and study it ? Here in
America we have generally beaten the world at everything
else, why not lead in this noble sport ?
No doubt archers
will differ about bows as widely as gun-shooters do
about
different makes of guns.
Mr. Maurice Thompson in his

book, gives preference to self lemonwood bows for general
purposes aud to snakewood bows for fine, quick actioD
Mr. Holberton prefers Spanish yew. So did the old English
But Mr. Thompson may be right after all, for the
archers.
Spanish yew is not so good as it formerly was, haviDg been
culled for hundreds of years ; and then snakewood or lemonwood were not used or known of old.
I wish to agitate the question of an American manufacture
of bows. Dr. Carver says he prefers a hickory or ash
bow
to the finest English make.
Mr. Thompson recommends our
mulberry, cedar, black locust, sassafras and ash. Archery
never can become widely popular so long as good bows cost
so much and break so easily.
I have broken several fine
Highfield bows this summer at an average cost of seven dollars each, including one snakewood backed bow, which
cost
sixteen dollars. This might please a millionaire, but I feel
a little purse-sore over my losses. A good, durable, horntipped bow ought not to cost over three dollars at the outside
and ought to last at least one season. The backed bows that
are imported by our dealers seem to get injured in their tranThe glue seems weak, and the back
sit across the ocean.
parts from the belly. Let us have through your journal the
ideas of your readers upon this subject. We must have good
cheap bows.
Crawfordsulle, Ind., Sept. 1878.
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In shooting off ties at 31 yds. Turrlll took flrst;
Kleinmau divided second.
A similar sweepstakes was shot again
1 1 1 1 1—5 Taylor
Organ
1 0-3 Odell
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writers on archery give preference to long-rang
shooting, recommending, as docs your correspondent
Mr. Holberton, in the Fouest ani> Stbbam of Aug. 1 from,
fifty to seventy-five yards for ladies and odc hundred 'yards
for gentlemen. This long-range shooting is very attractive
and exhilarating, but it may be doubted whether sixty yards
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ARCHERY RANGES AND BOWS.
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NEW Haven Gun Club.—Regular
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Readers of Porter's old
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country of mountains, and pines, and gorges, and roaring torrents, and game that can never be exterminated.
Rip Van
Winkle might go up some of the rocky valleys hereabouts
and nap it and wake up at intervals as long as he pleased
"Without having his mind troubled by changes going on around
him.
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ARKANSAS TURKEY SHOOTING.
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1

H.ll

Polsom
Hanson
Armstrong

Motrra of Devil's Fork,
>
Co., Ark., Aug. 27, 1878. j

Yell.

PIGEON MATCHES.

We gave them, took our game (?) and Edward and Mac
again bent to their work and we started for the station.
The
tram soon came, and we reached town by 9 o'clock, having
resolved that Miller's Bayou was " shot out," and that we
should not again be parties to a gauntlet for birds to fly ; nor
would we ever again clasp the hand of Mrs. Miller or suffer
the arms of Edward and Mac to pull our carcasses, or those
of mud hens, the victims of a hunter's desperation.
Man Orleans, September 14, 1878.
Sand Snipe.

VAN Boben
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My

We

Editoh Forest and Stkeam

us that one of the gang

calling the others together there.
Running to the place the turkeys get up here,
there, all over, and so excite the dog that he pitches in and
follows them up, putting several of the older ones into tall
timber.
In the scramble I get in a double, two of the largest
of the young brood, just of the frying size, and a very desirable piece of meat for the table.
friend, turning his attention and his squirrel gun upon those in the timber, manages
to bring down a pair before their curiosity about the dog is
fully satisfied.
And so ended the hunt, eight birds to two
guns as many as we cared about.
tells

The MacKinnon Pen.—Why,

it

is

a perfect substitute for

walks along the page of its own accord. With
pen it is as easy to write down a thought as to
talk it. When a man writes a good deal— and an editor has to
do it— sometimes the most brilliant idea goes on the wing and
is clean out of sight while you are dipping your pen in the
ink.
The fountain pen wants no dipping, but just keeps on
writing. There is no smearing of one's lingers with ink, no
overflow of black fluid, no pressure of the fingers on the holder is necessary.
The point is most ingenious, the ink always
flowing around it. As this portion of the pen is of iridium it
must be everlasting. There is no scratching, no spluttering
of the ink. It is light, and does not encumber the hand. In
fact it is the best pen we ever put our fingers to.
brains, for it
this fountain

—

Long Island Ratlkoad. Having carried already this year
over 600,000 passengers, the L. I. R. R. has been very fiee
This most encouraging fact is due to the unaccidents.
This road may be said to have
tiring energy of the officials.
commented a new era of usefulness. It has devoted itself, in
to
its former policy, to render the road
contradistinction
inviting to those who wished to make Long Island their permanent or summer home. With increasing traffic, it has kept
place with the demand for extra accommodation. It is no
longer an arduous task to reach one's home in Long Island
Passing through a beautiful country, the L. I. K. R. has
known how to take advantage of the situation. By giving
greater facilities to travelers and sportsmen, it has becomeone
of the most popular of all roads running out of New York.
from

P-~«H
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meut of this useful;instrument.

•

attention

to

the adTertise-

—

The Austealian Cbioketkks. The record
of the Australian Cricketers in England has
been a very brilliant one. Their success ha?
mprecedented. Meeting the best players in

England— and

that

means the best playexcepted—in thirty
only six. Of their

ers in the world, Australia

matches they have lost
matches with English elevens they won five
games, lost four and had two drawn games.
In contests against odds of eleven or eighteens
and twenty-twos, they won sis games,lost one
and drew eight. The one they lost was with
an eighteen, in which W. G. Grace played
aghinst ihem. A fur the defeat at Hotting"
ham— which wai to have been expected after
the fatigue of a twenty-five thousand miles
journey the victory over the Marylebones
and Yorkshires, lb.3 games in detail we<s aB

Tuesday

World

The

inning.

fifth match was played at Elland, June
and was the first match against odds, the
home team numbering eighteen. The Australians made 90 and 88 against the eighteen's
29 and 00.
At Longsight the Australians were defeated
by two wickets. They scored 67 in each inning to their opponents' 63 and 74. G. P.
Grace, of the Longsights, scored 23 and 42.
The seventh match was what might be
termed the "champion match," as it was
against the Gentlemen of England, at Prince's
ground. The Gentlemen had perhaps their
strongest possible team viz., W. G. Grace,
Gilbert, Hornby, Lucas, G. P. Grace, E. M.
Grace, E. Lyttleton, A. Lyttleton Steel,
Klrachan and Bush. The visitors suffered a
defeat, making 75 and 63 to the Gentlemen's

The

6,

—

188.

Wood

grounds the eighth

match was played, the Australians beating
the Middlesex team by 98 runs. The Australians made 165 and 240 to the Middlesex 122
and 113.
The ninth match waa against twenty-two
of Birmingham and district, the colonials
making 105 and 116 for six wickets against
the home team 123 for one inning. The
match was a draw.
On June 27 the Australians played at Leeds
against a team of Hunslet and district. This
match also ended in a draw, but really in

Sat-

:

first

Quebec on September 7, 1859, and began
play in Montreal on September 27, against a
twenty-two of All Canada, which the eleven
defeated by 117 to 85 and 63, winning the
match by eight wickets. The English eleven
included Parr, Coffyn, Lockyer, Jackeon,
Wisden, Diver, Ctesar, Stephenson, Grundy,

Hay ward and

Carpenter, John Lillywhite
acting as umpire. They played next on October 3, 4 and 5 against twenty-two of the
United States atHoboken, theteam including
members of the St. George, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Young America, Albany,
Newark, and some other local clubs. The
players were Messrs. Gibbes, Earnshaw, Wal-

Sam

Wright, Harry Wright,
Crossley,
Sharp,
Mareh,

Walker,
Wilby,
Bage,
Higham, Cornery, Hollis, Barclay, Morgan,
Walter Newhall, Hammond, Lillywhite, Semon, Lang and Head. This team of nineteen resident English players and three Young
American cricketers was disposed of in their
first inning for a total of about 38 runs, Walter Newhall's 5 being the best made score. In
the second inning they made but 54, not a
player scoring double figures. Gibbes, the
leading batsman of the St. George Club,
scored two duck -eggs Sharp, of New York,
made a total of 10 in the two innings, while
the six professionals in the team made but 9
ler,

;

The whole
altogether in the first inning.
party were frightened by the prestige of the
English professionals, and were defeated in
one inning by a score of 156 to 88 and 54.
Hollis, of Newark, took the majority of
wickets— 6 for 26 runs ; Ooffyn, on the other
side, took 16 wickets for 25 runs, and JackBon 10 for 17 runs. The English team played
another United States twenty-two, at Philadelphia, on October 10 and 12, an the old

favor of the visitors.
On the Monday following they met the
County Eleven at Sheffield, and scored 8S and
105, while the County made 167 runs for their
necessary 20
first inning, and secured the
runs with the loss of but one wicket.
Crossing the border line into Lancashire,
their next opponents were eighteen of Stockport and district, and here the Australians
were victorious by a score of 162 and 225 to
Stockport's 105 and 134.

The thirteenth match was on July 8, against
C. J. Thornton's eleven, at the Orleans
Club grounds at Twickenham. The game resulted in a draw.
...
.
,
,
The next morning the colonials met eighteen gentlemen of Soulh WaleB, at Swansea.
The Welshmen scored 94 and 88 against the
incolonials 219, the match being won by an

Mr

ning and 57 runs.

The fifteenth match was played at Oldham,
against eighteen of Werneth and Oldham.
The contest was not played out. The totals
and for
for the home team were 138 and 117,
the visitors 123 and 112 for six wickets.
The next, match was played at Leicester,
where the Australians contended against an

Leicestershire scored
eleven of the county.
fall193 in their first inning, the first wicket
In their second inning
ing for a 113 runs.
130
they scored 145. The Australians made
second C.
in their first inning, and in the
and
Horan
and
40,
133
made
Bannermau
finally won the match by eight wickets.
Hull was the rendezvous for the next three
250
days, and the score of the home club was
and 68. The Australians made 305 in their
score in England.
first inning— their largest
The remaining fifteen runs were made without the loss of a wicket.
The eighteenth match, at Lards, against the
Cambridge University, was won by the latter
of
by an inning and 72 runs. This was one
played by the
the most interesting matches
The Australians made 111 and 1U2 to
team
Lyttlethe Cantabs 285. Of this number A.
On the
ton made 72 and A. J. Steel 59.
Australian side Murdock's 47 was the highest

The next game was played at Crewe

week from

for

The fourth game was played at the Oral
on June 3, against the Surrey Couuty Club,
and resulted in another victory. Australia
nude 110 and 78 for five wickets, Surrey, 107
and 80. Spofforth took eight wickets in the

the St. John's

the team comes a

English cricket team to visit
America were the All England professional
twelve, under the captaincy of the renowned
George Parr, then the champion batsman of
This party left Liverpool
the cricket world.

—

On

:

The programme of matches in this
country has already been published.
The
forthcoming mw-me of the international cricket
matches played in America is given in the
urday.

foliows:

first

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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against

twentv-two of the district. Australia scored
130 and 102; their opponents 54 and if).
Eighteen of Keighly and district were next

and 24 the eleven scored 105 and 34 against
68 and 74, the eleven winning by three wickets
only, playing their full twelve.
Grac6 was
bowled by Charley Newhall in the first innings
for 14, and in the second but for 7.
Lange
led the score on the other side with 13 and 7,
J. HatgresvQS getting 11 and 7, Clay 4 and
Grace took 21
13 and Dan Newhall 13.
wickets for 68 rnns, Charley Newhall taking
10 for 69 runs.
In the match at Boston on
September 26 the twelve were put out for 51
in their first inning, Eastwood bowling Grace
for 26.
The twenty -two also scored 51, Linden carrying his bat out for 17. In the second inning the twenty-two made but 43 ami
the twelve had scored 22 with the loss of six
wickets, Grace being bowled out by Eastwood
for 5, when darkness stopped play and the
game was decided to be drawn. The highest
score made by the twelve in America was 319
in the match at Toronto, when Grace made

'.

;<:

_

Public Library H»!L Louisville,

In

Ky., on

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

30, 1878.

No Postponement.

So Scaling.

UNPARALLELED SCHEME.

S8 15,400

Cash

in

Prizes,

AND TICKETS ONLY
Head the

J2.

List of Prizes

lPtize
100 Prizes sin
$80,0001
1 Prize
1 .DOO
800 Pi «
10,
i'
.I.ir'1
1 Prize
i10,11011
10 Prizes S1.000
1,00,1 Prizes
apprizes $500
ia,ood
9 Pr»-.e« (300 each, Approximation Prize
"
"
Prizes 200 each
>

Tiffany
Jewellers,

& Co., Silversmiths,
and Importers, have

always a large stock of

silver-

articles for prizes for shooting,

yachting,

racing

and

other

and on request they prepare special designs for similar
Their
purposes.
are guaranteed
for accuracy, and are now very
generally used for sporting and

sports,

,,000

TIMING

|

Prizes

10(1

scientific

inning to 94 by the twenty-two, the latter scoring 60 in their second inning, leaving
the eleven to win with seven wickets to fall.
Gibbes scored 20 and J. Wistar 19 on the
twenty-two side in the first inning, and Kephardt 10 in the second. Jackson took the majority of the wickets on the one Bide and Semon on the other. The American portion of
the twenty-two made 90 runs and the English
portion 58.

FANY &

requirements. TIFCO. are also the agents

M

tickets, n. halftickb
TICKETS, 160.
TIOI
:b Money
Order, Registered
Draft or Express. Full list of Drawing
r.r.

,./,'
published m
and New
York Btrald, and mailed to all ticket-holders. For
iformation, address
PIs'l .;_ ""N CO., or T. J. LOMMERFORD,
Building, Louisville, Ky.,
Secretary, Com
nr to P.. LI. PORTER & CO.. General Eastern Agenta,
;

Diamonds and other

PreeiOLis

Stones, General Jewelry, Artistic Bronzes and Pottery, Electro-

Parr's

eleven until 1868, when another professional
twelve came out under the management of
These came direct to New York in
Griffiths.
the City of Baltimore, arriving September 18,
This team included Jupp, Smith,
1868.
Shaw, Tarrant, Pooley, Humphrey, Freeman,
Raybotham, Charlwood, Welsher. and John
Ldlywhite, Griffiths umpiring. They played
againBt twenty-two selected by the St. George
Club, at the grounds of the latter at Hudson
City, on September 16, 17 and 18. The
twenty-two included Messrs. Cross, Gibbes,
Butterfield, Bowman,
Norley, Earnshaw,
Porneroy, Haughton, Cashraan, Hill, Stokes,

Harry and George Wright, Mortimer, Winslow, Aspinwall, Want, Lee, Smith, Morrisey,
Bogerson and Lancy. The eleven went to the
bat first and scored 175, all getting double
The twenty two were then
figures but two.
disposed of for 61 in their first inning and 88
in their second, Rogerson scoring 22 and
Winslow 11. Norley took 6 wickets for 41
runs and Welsher 13 wickets for 23 runs.
The eleven afterwards defeated twenty of
Boston by a total of 180 to 76 in two innings,
George Wright making the highest score on

In their match with
twenty-two of Philadelphia the eleven won
with three wickets to fall, by 92 and 86
The twenty-two were all
against 88 and 35.

.
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Broadway,

New Tort.
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America for Messrs. PATEK,
PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of TAYLOR'S
whose celebrated -watches they This match
full line.

1,800
DO

"

whom:

in

have a

"

each

i.aco Prices

WATCHES

-»

;,

ri

^

'

sELi--i,it;iiTiNt;

MATCH

«jfi
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POCKET

SAFE.

safe commends Itself at once to all.
in construction, .MeKant tn finish, perfect in
operation, and every one warranted. Iti
U, neatness and dispatch Not necessary to remove
cover except to rephnish the box. Ji
foraportsmen. Send finv cunts for sample box to
Calender Etrcet. Providence, R. I.
a. ft. TAYLOR,
augS timo
Large disconut io the trade.

Simple

1)

& CO.,
and Sterling Silverware WHITLOCK, SLOVER
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
use, fine StationYacht Supplies.
sizea,
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope
ery and Bric-a-brac, is the
Russla.bolt rope, mauilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
the
largest in the world, and
etc.
paints,
plate
for

Household

all

oils,

public are invited to visit their
establishment without feeling
the slightest obligation to purchase.

UNION SQUARE.NEWYORK
The Great European Novelty

CABIN STORES.

Jea?-ly

D.

LURCH'S

Range

Long

Rifle

Cbeedmqob Target, Distance 200 Feet,
AXn

AIR GUN GALLERY,
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester

Sts.)

NEW YORK.

HUNYADI JANOS.

Leesburg Academy.

The Best Natural Aperient.
THK

LANCT.T.-

Jnnna.—

"Bnnyadi

Baron Liebtg

Boys prepared for College or University. Terms,
teii mouths. For circular apply 10 cririopal,
Leeshurg, Loudoun Co., Yti
THOMAS WILLI a M Si >S
aui,i ;m:..
8210 for

afflrniB

richness in
salts
SOraperient
passes that of all other
known waters."
that

its

THE

UR1T1SII

[MEDICAL

JOUR-

able, safest,
efficacious

and moat

The Ludlow Trout

PROFESSOR VI KCHOW,
and prompt success

;

aperient
water."
Berlin. " Invariably good

most valuable."

Co.

Wtil this year talcs from one to two million brook
trout eggs (ready for snip mem. from Nov. 10 to Dec
20) at lowest prices. Send for price list. Address

NAL,.— "Hnnyadl Janos.—The most agree-

side—12.

FRKEBURG,

B.

Superintendent,

Ludlow, McRoan Couuty, Pa.

AugS 3m

10 for 28 cts
of Actresses, Comic,
PHOTO*
S.R. LUDDEN, E, Lincoln, JfO'
List of books,
etc.,

!ic.

BAMUKRREH, Vienna.
young American cricketers. Cadwalader led PROFESSOR
scribed these Wafers with remarkable
with 15, White made 13 and Clay 10. In a PROFESSO R SO ANZONI, Wurzburg. " I prescribe
second match at Germantown the twenty-two
this."
none but
were disposed of for 47 and 63, the eleven PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M.D., F.R.S.,
London. " More pleasant, than Its rivals, and surscoring 117 and, 64. In this match Dan Newpasses them In efficacy."
hall made 20 in his second inning.
A1TKEN, H. D., F. R. 6 W Royal MiliEROTESSOR
an
of
first
visit
the
August
1872,
17,
On
Fr"-> and
tary Hospital. Nulley. "Preferred to Pnllna
amateur, team of English cricketers was made
Friedrlchshall.'
to Canada and the United States, the " GenA WINEULASSFUL A DOSE,
'

i

tlemen's twelve," being under the control of
Mr. Fitzgerald, the Secretary of the MaryleThis team included
bone Club, of Londonthe renowned W. G. Grace, by courtesy ineluded in the list of "gentlemen players,"
though really a professional, as he is paid for

defeated, the home team putting tomade
gether 102 and 133, while the colonials
first innings and the remaining
their
20S in
32 in their second, witli the loss of three
wickets.
,
The game against eighteen of Rochdale
ended in a draw. The Australians scored 159
72 and the eighteen 124 and 50 for six

and

W

one inning.

At Buxton twenty-two of the district made.
and 17 for one
77 and 134 to the colonials 97
wicket. This match was also a draw.
Captain Conway arrived in New York last

authority of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
supervised by Hon. R. C.A\ intevsmliii, Ex-Treasurer
GeneralsT. A. Harris, Geo. E.

ii'

for his services in a match, though he does
not attend to ground-keeping or any other
The
like duties of a professional cricketer.
other players were Messrs. Appleby, Hornby,
A. Lubbock, Francis, Rose, Ottoway, Hadam,
Pickering, Harris (now Lord Harris) and
Fitzgerald. This team played against twentytwo of New York on September 18 and 19 at
Hoboken, and they scored 249 against 66 and
44 by the twenty-two, thus winning easily in

met and

CO.,

By

1

first

the Boston

5th

GRAND DISTRIBUTION
COMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTION

143.

Camac's Woods Grounds. The twenty-two
on this occasion included twelve Americans
as follows: Walter Newhall, Vernon, Kephardt, W. and J. Wistar, Bayard Hunt, Hall,
H. Fisher, Barclay, Waterman and Morgan.
In this match the eleven scored 126 in their

No foreign team visited America after

=

%oti£rii{&.

=

.

Grace was bowled by George
Wright after scoring 68. George Wright got
the highest score on the part of the twentyIn the
two, making a six hit over the fence.
match at Philadelphia on September 21, 23

ENAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,
POULTRY AND CAME,
Nos. 2S9 and 290

WASHINGTON MARKET,

N. T.

M. I3E,ENTSrAN,

C.

n?DTSP£XSABLE TO TBE TRAVELING FUBLIV
Every Pennine bottle bears the
Apollinarls Co. (limited)," London.

FREDERICK: DE
Salt

name

BART &

of

"The

M

41 and 43 "Warren Street, New York.
Agmtefor United States and Canada*.

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS AND
DRUGGISTS.

The

OLD KENTUCKY BODRBOH & MONONGAHELA

CO.,

label

on every genuine bottle

is

blue paper.

printed ot

Bouth Olaik

Strereet, omica«o.

Hew York Mailing Agency.
Folding &nd

with latest improved ffewspBpM
Mailing Machines. iSSpraee St., 1th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BEADY, Manage.- and
Proprietor. Open day and nicht.

K.

THOMAS,

XR.,

QTJNS, PISTOLS,

SPORTING GOODS,

rv -^ AND **£^2 Al^
1

%ND STAMP FCR ILLUSTRATED f

R0& 82 WILLIAM STREET

N'

UOJ

Bowery, Re

1

:

:

:
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SCOTT & SON'S

C.

i

8
Recommended

for

Strong Shooting Powers, Fine Finish, Tight Fittings
Locking Parts, and Perfect Proportions Throughout.

gun received highest award.

Extract from an article by one of the Judges of the Centennial Exhibition, where this
glory of the display was the case of W. & 0. Scott & Sons, of Birmingham. This firm has sent more good guns to

"The crowning
and they

especially

commend

Action and

in

this country during the last few years than any Other,
themselves to American sportsmen from the fact that they furnish guns honestly made, of high shooting qualities, at very moderate prices.

Winners of the only International Gun

Trial.

At the International Gun Trial,
York, the Committee awarded these guns the Diploma of Merit, being first and second in each of the four classes for points of Merit of Action,
Materials, Proportion and Shooi in t Qualities.
in breaking 1,000 glass balls in In. 17m., shooting
The late feats of Capt. Bogardus with one of these guns,
previousl V
1,128 consecutive times, and later in breaking 5,000 glass balls in eight hours' snooting, are splendid proofs of the superior quality aud great strength of locking action of this favorite make.

New

Shot Over 30,000 times,

which he had

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS IN ENGLAND
&

Using his W. <fc C. Scott
great matches have been won by

Championship Of the World
one gun over 55,000 times

Son Breech-Loader, which we furnished him, and with which he has held the

him

this past

summer

in England.

He has shot

M.ES8BS. Wm. Read & Sons, Boston
Gentlemen : I am much pleased with the W. & O. Soott & Son Breech-Loader which you had
"
"
fiade to my order. It is the bkst propoktioned and most effective gun I ever owned or used,
ts shooting is perfect, aud the gun has not been touohed nor re-bored since leaving Soott'a hands.
" guD.
I can fully recommend the Soott as " the
A.
H.
BOGARDUS,
Champion
truly,
Wing Shot of the World.
yours
am
I

June

:

&

C. Scott

&

;

July 19 1878 Gun Club, London, match with Mr. C. Kerr for £50 ; 25 birds eaoh, 30 yards
.21
Mr. C. Kerr killed
Captain Bogardus killed

July

23,

1878,

Hnrlingham Club

100 birds each, 30 yards
Cantain Bogardus used his Scott

;

19

return match with Mr. H. Cholmondeley Pennell for £300
killed 71.
killed 69.

— See

London

Field, July 27, 1878.

:

;

;

—

August

Kobbinsville, N. Y.
Messrs. William Read & Sons, Boston
Dear Sirs: I have tried and tested the W. & C. Scott & Sou top-snap guu, bought of you, and
pleased with It. I have shot a great many guns in my time, and try to get as good as
there is in the market, but I must say that this gun, which I bought of you, giveB me the utmost
satisfaction in every particular, aud I don't meet any one with a better gun.
MILES JOHNSON.
Youre respectfully,
Messrs. William Read & Sons
tien
I am highly pleased with the Scott top-snap breeoh -loader, and at the Watertown
State Convention I woo with it the first prize in the fifteen single bird shoot, being the only one in
about eighty entries who made a clean score. I also won the third prize in the double bird shoot,
aud also the prize for best average made during the convention. I was told by many of the best
"
shots that it killed the birds cleaner, and was undoubtedly the " closest and strongest, shoeting
gun there. I could have sold it to three different gentlemen. I would also say that Mr.
of Rochester, won with it a private
of this place, also won a prize with this gun, and Mr.
match. I go next week to the Cleveland Convention.
HORACE SILSBY.
Yours respectfully,

3,

1878

;

match with Mr. Boulton for £100

:

;

50 birds each, 80 yards

Mr. Boulton killed

42

Captain Bogardus killed

.16

$5,000.—August 6, 1878, International Guu and Polo Club
Great match with Mr. Aubrey Coventry for £1,000 100 birds, 80 yards
Capt. Bogardua shot with a Scott Choke, 12-bore, and killed 79. Mr. Aubrey Coventry used hia
Purdey Choke and killed 78.
" Of the many important pigeon matches that have taken place of late years, few have created
so much interest as the one under notice and the contest will be handed down as one of the most
exciting ever witnessed."— Extract from Field, Auqust 10, 1878.

GREAT MATCH FOR £1,000 OR

:

;

:

;

(Copy of a
'

W. &

C. Scott
Gentlemen

,

& Son

Letter

Capt. A. E. Bogardus.)

from

London, August

:

9, 1878.

Before leaving England for my home in Amerioa, I wish to express my fullest
satisfaction in the terrific shooting powers of your Choke-Dore guns. I now possess two heavy
all of your make, which
10-bores, eaoh with extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20-bore
cannot be excelled in the shootiug qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of
your Triplex Action. I used your gun iu my two recent matches with Mr. Pennel, June 28 and
birds
two
also in my match
match,
winning
by
in
each
July 23, at which time I scored' 70 and 71
With Captain Shelley, July 29, at which time I scored 84, 'the highest score on record,' and in the
international match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, Aug. 6, for £l,000, which i won by
As evidence
All of tho above matches were at 100 birds each, 30 yards rise.
killing 79 out of 100.
of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is stUl in good con-

,

:

;

same, under date June 18.)
Dear Sirs: I sond you a Cleveland paper containing an account of my shooting on the last
The gun, as at Watertown,
>fational Tournament, when I won the second prize of 8100.
attracted a great deal of attention, and received many compliments for its "wonderful execution.
I think you will receive orders for at least half a dozen similar gnns. You are at liberty
as heretofore I
my
circumstances,
opinion, which ought to have some weight under the
to quote
have never recommended any gun.
HORACE SILSBY.
Yours respectfully,
the

;

'

Believe me, youra very truly,

A. H.

BOGARDUS, Champion Wing

Shot of the World.

and the best evidence of the worth of these noted Breech-Loaders is the continued and inTestimonials of similar import we are constantly receiving from all parts of the country
have at all times a Urge assortment in stock of all sizes, 4, 8, 10, 1-3, 14, 16 and 30 bores
creasing demand for them, which we, as Agents, have met during the past ten years!
such guns being built to exact specifications and ideas.
desired,
will
send
executed
if
to any address on approval.
Also, special orders
of all weights, and
I

;

We

EVERY GUN WARRANTE
New $50

Special Attention
Also

all

Other makes, such as

is

directed to our

Crade

BONEHILLS, CLABROUGH, MOOBE,

Send

for

of

this favorite

etc., all grades,

Circulars and our

from $25

Lists of

SHOOTING.

Top-Snap Action, thus giving sportsmen

for this

low price a gun of real

up.

Fine Second

WILLIAM READ

Hand Guns.

Address.

13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON.
PKESEKVE THIS SHEET."

;

_
Mr. Pennell used his Greener Choke and
.

Choke aud

July 29, 1878, Gun Club, London matoh with Captain Shelley for £200 100 birds, 30 yards
Captain Bogardus used his Scott 12-bore Choke and killed 84. Captain Shelley, a Purdey Choke,
See London Field, August 3, 1878.
and kiUed 64.

Son, of the

am much

(From

The following

Club, London, International Match with Mr. H. Cholmondeley Pennell, fo
100 birds each, 30 yards
Mr. Pennell killed
70
68
See London Field, June 29, 1878.

Gun

28, 1878,

and the Club Silver Cup, value £50
killed
Captain
Bogardus
°
p
i'SOO,

(Extract from Mil's Life, London, on Dsgardus' English Matches.)
Oapt. Bogardus shot with hia famous breech-loader made for him by W. & C. Scott & Son,
Birmingham. It is a strong, plaiu weapon, without ornament, and an "extraordinary killer."

{Extract from the London News.)
This now well-tried gun was ouilt for Capt. Bogardns by MessrB. W.
Premier Gun Worke, and refleots no little credit on Uiat establishment.

for years past.

!

worth.
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^iscellmeoas.

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

-ESTABLISHED 1820.-

NEW ENGLAND

MUTUAL

Post Office .Square, Uoaton, Mass.

KEHNY & UATCUFFlf
New York fUty.
V. O. TARBOX
Rowland. M«.
Nashua. N. H.
MARSTON & WAKKLIN.. ..Philadelphia.
HALL & WORTHlNGTON.Bal imore, Md.
VERNOR BROTHERS
Detr«.it, MleU.
thica.o. 111.
O. CBONKHITE
J. J. WATSON
St. Paul, Minn.
W. B. DAVIS
~t. Louts, Mo,
M. O. RAMDALL
New Orleans. I<a.
W.EVEUSON
San Francisco, t
E.F. EviERSON

NEW YORK:

Paioe's Feather-flUed, Bogardns' Koagh, and the

new Composition

ol Turkit. n
and Vapor Baths, at the
cost of the alcohol that supphesthe heat. It hag proved
in re effective than tin- ordinary Turkish Bn> n House in

for the product

H and T Pigeon

I

'J

Jei3 lyr

LOOK AT THIS !-A ceutral-flre,
Gun, side snap-acttoD, twist

Wanting Cane Rods.

English Double

NEW

barrels, warranted, J28.

FLOAT SPOON." One of the most
The "
successful spoone lu use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Slnkere.
BLACK FLY RBPELLaNTS. 50 cents per bottle,
and everything reqnired by llshermen and anglers.

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in

any quantity.

loaded lo order with the greatest care,
and Hepalrlng done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns

§abliattion^,

OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Pteld and Marine
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc etc.

a specialty.

;r$

Sportsmen's Bowie and Hunting Knives; also, large assortment ol finest Pocket
cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,

Shooting-

Frank Schlev,

ixtntn

WHAT YOU WANT!

Farrar's. Richardson and Tfangeley T.akes
Illustrated.— A complete and thorough guide to
the entire Rangeley Lake Rtgion. and the sportiDg
grounds of western Maine paper, 60c.
Farrar's Monsnhend Lake and the North
Maine Wilderness Illustrated —A conmrehenslve Hand-book of tne Moosehead Lake Region and
the sporting grounds oevond; oaper,50c.
Farrar's Pocket i>Iap of the Rangeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the Androsrogglu,
MagaPnway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 5flu.
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and
vicloirv, and the headwaters of the Penobscot
St. John rivers; cloth, $1.
Any of the above sent by mail, post paid, on re-

r

s

without a Ttuillry
for he is then pre-

pared for »nj emergency. But not bav Ingot
band, the want of it may he of more worth that

A word

to the wise

is,

(to.

&

BARKER &

-

PRICES

Srnp&jiMiv

ceipt of price.

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley
Lake Region each 25c.
Address,
CHAS. A. J. FAR RAH,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Send for catalogue.
apris

6m

Moore and

AND TRAP Useful to Sportsmen and
HOW TO HUNT
By J. H. Batty.
Yachtsmen.
HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

NEW

JERSEY COAST,
tu.nrsTttiTEn.]

Contains Hl'torv of the State, Towns and points o
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their valoe.
yield, etc., Taxation and De-WB, Schools, Origin of
Names, Inhabitant of the Beaches. Wrecks, Lighthouses. LPe saving Stations.YachtClutia. Industries,
Peisanal Sketches. Parks, Land Associations. Flatting and Hunting Grounds. Hotels, many charts from
soundings, etc., etc.
UB p
official toutces, SVtth
,,.,„., < men »ntj fat iitsmen, and tne country
u'
gcnileman. Size, 13x14. Price $T. Address U. P.
1SDSTBRAII
KUNUARDT, YaChtlnj
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York.
Bte

t

.

i

00, 4T

&

49

LIBERTY

ST.

In consequence of the widespread and increasing
popularity of onr auction sales of F no English
Breech and muzzloloading spott'ng guns, we will
hold our second annual sale (being the third season)
on Friday and .--atu. day the 27th a- d SSth ia-t.,
commencing at 18 o clock each day, at which time It
will be our pleasure to offer a special iiiv.,lce or
new pattern guns recently Imported, of the tnl.
lowing popular makers Westley Richards,
& C.
Scott i. Son, W. W. Greener, P. Webley 4 Sou, J. P.
Clabrongh & Bro., C. G. Bonehill, E. & G. Hackelt,
Chas.
Daly,
James Allen, VVm.
V. Chr. Schilling,

W

:

;

Frederick City, Md.

11

&»k.

lor

salebv gun dealers genera ly. Send for circular to
sept.19 4t
DUDLEY & CO., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

ERAWToieS

pertaining to tha Sporting

U.MS! CUNS!
rni-WADISG GUNS AT AUCTION.

Pocket Companion.
No sportsman shoDld ever be
Pocket Loading Implement ;
cost twice told.

EVERYTHING

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

NEW YORK.

;

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Bunting and Shooting the American Partridge-Quail;
Ruffed Grouse— Pheasants, with directions for handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the
Wine. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade.
To he had at book stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-loading central lire shotgun, 12-gange. Address,

Also
Line.

third Street,

I.

publications.

JUST

,

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty

CUTLERY.— Fine

Etc., Etc.

American;

Oot

three-Joint,with

ofhneTROUT. BAsS and SALMON PLIES.

SHELLS

& Pneasant

RODS,

G

rrnan sliver, rubber and brass, or the
best makers, and with all tne latest improvements.
in

hair, $l.

free.

1/RKlbH BATH CO .liSEaBt
Fourth street, Cincinnati, O.

Partridge

REELS

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait
of every description.
Would call special attention 'o my larg<? variety

$8.

Traps. $7.50 per pair.

NEW

i.-iiii iM.i.iKtn.

PORTABLE

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO
extra tip, in case, $18.

ANDFISH'NC TACKLE.

RECOIL PAD," price $2. Pronounced
The "
by the "Forest Stream," Feb. 21, 1S78, the best contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with

Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia, and all
Nervous and flebililattuS
Paniplilel,

IMPORTER OF

1FLES, PISTOLS

Bails alwayB on hand.

Bcgardus' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

ish

RITZMANN,

L.

Beech-Loading Cuns,

Fine

secured by a cheap

liIipaia-U.-lVC-.-.tlT [la'Chldi,

LUPIN'S

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

CHARLES

Own Boom

For Five Cents.

Maladies.

35

18 Maiden Lane,

A TURKISH BATH

;l

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz.

GENERAL AGENTS.

!

Needle-Pointed

Patent

Benjamin F. Stevens, President.
J. M. Gibnens, Secretary

Is

Sale of

SETH GREEN'S

Total cash assets, aB per Insurance Commissioner's report
$14,466,920 S3
Total surplus as per Insurance Commissioner's report......
1,621,078 88

This

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

Life Insurance Comp'y.

In Tour

3LERK &

Successors to

other*.

The guns will be on exhibition, and catalogues
ready Tuesday morning, the 24tn irst.

EVERY GUN GUARANTEED.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

septw

Curd's Good Cuns,
Canada, importers
J. Gnrd &
and deal»is in One English Breech and MOZZleloading siiot-guti", llreech-loailing Machines, Eley'a
shells, Curtis A
-Metal
Shells/ Wadding and Caps
Harvey's and Orange Lightning Powders, Newcastle
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls and Glass Ball Traps. Send
free
by
mail.
sept 12 lyr
List,
for Ilhutrattd Price

£ftf

Son, London, Ont..

It

gemtel

I.ISXESI!
The

Sportsmen's Bell
the position of the
causes ihe birds to He
Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cocking and general shooting,
where the covrr Is thick.
Bold by dealers In guns
and sporting goods. Samph-s ser.t by mall postpaid,
tells

(l.'g,

Loader.
Pocket Cartridge
Dudley's
'
°
Patented

WW.

Extracts, Uncaps. Recaps. Loads, Creases, and
Crimps Shells. Nickel-plated. $2. Sent free by
mail on receipt o( piic>-. Send for descriptive circuL)i DI.Ei' ,t CO., Poughkeepsie, LS. Y.
lar
sept!9 4t

closer.

30 cents.

BEVIV BROS. MaNUFACTL'RINO

Ea?t Hampton, Conn.

<

eeptl9

O.,

8m

i

from

ilel

ami Toned :'.X|H.-ri!"
oi Mules an

;-.;-,Lila!

'.'.-,

The Use

maium:
1

u

.

,

•.;r"li

«s, Btrai, Boats,

Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authener pub li sh td.
tic reference-book fi
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $1 50 AddresB
Island.
the author, Bos 40, Parkville, Long
New York,
Publisher,
ALBERT COGGSWELL,

my I6U

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and
Sport, SI. 50.

S<"

SALE— Crista! Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Bulldgothio frame
inascost over Ji,2u0; Ave years old

FOR

;

villa;

gffufirirtc £ltmfd}<m in •gtentereii bet gogeret.

5>aau5gegeben unb lebiglit Don $r. con 3«rnot9.

am

eridjeint

8.

unb

22. etneS jeben SBIoiiatS

Long-Range

.SBttrtnS". 2>ie Suufha.
aemeincn Belli
ficmen finb Don ben beften beuijrhen3agbma(ern. 3cber
Ui8 jam 22.
Sabrgang Bit
September into rottb gebunben bic ijterbe rebeB iSudjeo
.:

("I'

STJlun

Vtt|0 Bicrtcliahrlld) 4

abonnirt taxi) irgenb

Matt bom

SSerlegcr.

§ifi.

roeldie

STAarl.

SutStmnbtung oba

Camp

gtjentois,

©ilcnberg, ¥ro»(nj «ad>fen.

Gbrmant,
\

$ro*t«SftimvmeJ:n gratis.

modern improvements;

etc.— in

1

1

Style Chromo Cards, with
Q ELEGANT New
REED & 00.,
postpaid. GEO.

name, loo.
Nassau, N. Y.

street,

Fobbst and Strbam,

mum

boi

8eptl»3t

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel
OF

M. P. MoKOON, FranMln,

Del. Co., N. Y.

keep only cookers of the finest strains. I sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beantifo! and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and wnodenek shonting ond rotrlovlne.
nn it

IT

FOR SALE LOW.

No rice
ai company orders
supply I'm ted. Address THE
T'.
English and Irl h Dogs end Puppies of
WILD RIOB MAN. Refer to Forest and St«h>m breeding.
Hnperbr in c. ,o. aim loirri.
Minn.
septl9
4i
B.aineid,
CaNI'WELL,
Tfcloy.P.
ARNOLD BdaQES, ill Isdale, M,oulg.,n.

111

York.

R in any language, any Engrav.DJJJJ ing, Photograph, Mnslc or Stationery
yon may want we can send you. When you write
merely "to make inquiry be sure to inclose stamp for
postage. ALBANY WARDE * CO., 5 Beek
Jyil tf
man street (or P. O, Box 8,15T)„New York.

Any

&*««

New York.

P o

orders mii-t

c.

FIELD,
of

^"S-

CITY AND OOUNTBY PROPERTY bought, sold
0. S. PECK, 8 West Twenty-hfth
and exchanged.

sained

S2.

office

I.

Del. Co., N. Y.

I

or

Tourist,

Sportsman's Caretteer,
New

lin,

twemy-'hree

re.-s

81. 50.

For sale at
3"ulton street,

tenant's house,

one. fonr horses;

Sportsmen win please take notice that I will hereafter sell the choiMt of rocker npnniel pups lor $S,
(10 and US each, and also defy compel Hon In prices
for as good and fine Btock. M. P. McKOON, Frank-

acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this office.
]e!3 tf

BICE FOR SALE, price $2 p^r bushel; can
WILD
Cash
be snipped etneruy ne'ghtor u

Life in Florida,

The Fishing

T)T)D

5liref(c:

von

3dc.

Wallace's Adirondack Cuide

flcf;

j

tlfdjes

Shooting,

unb be*

mit 6er Slaturgefctjidjte beS SHJllors, HJilb.
aibsen
en, StiiSiibuug ber3ogb:
SDie'ftrtunft, 3agB* uttb gangmttfjober. jc Stitetcfjante
fio!j= unb 2Bilo=
ttufiatst iiber3agMirSeSeglSlation.
64 ifi bae officleue Organ be8 „3ru*
blebgejd)ict)ieit »c
(djaftiot

Rifle

all

stables,

American Club

List and
Sportsman's Clossary 50c.

SPAKIELS!

£**'.

o.

the pure-t
ppiy te
.
au s 2U-i.f

COVER AND TRAP
t

HOOTING.

BY CAFP. BO 4ARDU3.
New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter 01
breaking of doge by Miles Johnson For sale at
this office. Price $8.

and ut teat enlnranc,-; «as nutd o_v a nne d g.
Address CHAS. A. bKliJUS, south Nurwalk. Conu.
sentia 3c

1

;

1
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEE,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
N E S P O RTI N Q GUNSMAKBK8 OP

|F

I

"Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the onlytwo Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
Make "—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

1

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF

1878.
.

Arms

Winchester! Repeating

Companv,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER &
In

all

varieties for

TCH

H

K

I

REPEATING FIRE-ARMS,

SS

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and

every variet y of

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address

WINOHESTEE BEPEATING AEMS COMPANY,
New

Haven, Connecticut, or

}he MetineJ.

245

Boarding and breaking a specialty. Going south
comlne fill with kennel. For particulars, address
HARRY HOWARD, Union KenneiB, Ulen Cove.L. I.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and
awarded.

I

(Successors to F.

Bronze Medals
itsh Kennel

Guns,

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want ol flrU-class cocker spaniels

Want them

CHICAGO.
None
18

splendid litter of field trial setter
pnps. Address, HERBERT, 03 Worcester street.
Boston, Mass.
ang29

r

&

are genuine nnieeB s

F. O. De LTJZE,
South William Street, N. Y„ Sole Agent,

BROWN

& HUVDER,

For

SALE—A

"EH)R

Louis,

St.

sale in cases

BREECH-LOADING

PEABODY-MARTINI

fitted for the

Shall go South for the
field ere season opens.
winter with tbe dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them atCentrevllle
on the Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic
County, N. J.
1e27 tf

CO.),

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring to have
DOGS
their dogB broken this year by me will dense
at once.

ABBEY &

J.

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

write at once to CHAS. S. HITCI1COCK, Secretary
Ouleont Kennel Club. Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
each for dog or biloh pups.
septl2 tf

communicate

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Club, and of Westminster Kennel
Club, New York.

septia 2t

York.

FOSS BROS. &

JPtc ^ettnel

Union Kennels, Glen Cove,L.I.

New

Broadway,

RIFLES.

THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN.
ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

Western Agents.

ITS

TROOPS IN THE LATE

of 112 pounds.

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

SALE—English setter, two years old good
FOR
on quail, woodcock and partridges; good re- STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
;

triever; pedigree; price $45.

F. H.

BOARDMAN,

Newburyport, Mass.

A Bane

septs 4t

to

Fleas— A Boon

to Dogs,

spayed at residence of owner
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedliam,
Mass. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J. Foster,
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club.
septs 4t

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and emcaciouB.
Price SO cents by mail. Postpaid

A GOOD SETTER

DOG, well broken, for sale.
Bart, Lancaster Connty. Pa.
septl9 It

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS LN DOGS

James Purdey guns.

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

SPAYING.— BltcheB

STEACY,

D. G.

FOR SALtt-Two

flrst-ciass

No. 12-gauge, 30-inch barrelB ; weight, %yz lbs.
muzzle-loading, In perfect order, with Implements
and cases complete, with certificate with each gun
from the maker. Will be sold reasonable. Call or
address J. KRIDER, cor. Second and Walnnt Sts.,
Philadelphia.

septl9

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

RIFLE AND CARBINE

Price 50 cents per
Both the above are r
and Fobbst and Stream.

W.

it

SALE— A Danish Mastiff,

Box by

about nine months

Imported ; of large size and growing rapidly; of good color; has a Due coat and is
An excellent
very powerful; ears nicely cut.
watch dog, but kind to those about him. Price $50
JOHN J. BERRY, Eacfcmsack, N. J.
septl9 tf
old, recently

and dam
Show of
;

very handsome setter pups
city), aged two months. The sire
both prize winners at last N. Y. Bench

Or will exchange for
pupa of undoubted stock. For
address H. E. S., N. Y. P. O. Box 2,093.

superior pedigree.

flr6t-class pointer

particulars,

septl9 it

8ALE— A few very choice orange
FOR
setter pups, ten weeks
Price
old.

For

particulars, inquire of

Fulton

street,

and white
tii)

each.

W. HOLBERTON,

N. Y. P. O. Box

5,109.

HT FULTON STREET.
THIS
;

twelve months

particulars address D,

old,

well bred setter dog,
two red Irish Better
very handsome. For
KB 'aiks Corners,
;

1

septl2 3t

111.

SALE— English setter dog, i years old, thorFORoughly
broken.
Can be seen on game— woodcock, quail or partridge.

Addre.-s, r. o.

SALE—The thoroughbred Gordon setter
FORWallace,
by Copland's imported Shot, out of
Tllley'aMab; three years old
•' highly
commended," N. Y. Bench Show, 18T8. Address EXKCUTOR,
;

flic

e

Forest

aw Stream,

septl 9

1

Box

2,116,

jyll

tf

SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white
FOR
setter
yeais
witn a pedigree
bitch,

fifty years.

1

old,

'.,

Address M.

J.

fur

ROBB1N8, WetheisuelJ,

Conn.

aug22

tf

CAPT.

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

BOCARDUS
CARVER

A. H.

matches, both indoors and in the
performances of
In

all his

DR.
At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July 4,

6

and

He

field.

6,

uses no other.

It

was

also used In

thewonderfu

breaking balls at seventy-five yards with a shot-gun.

JYO S3I0KE, IfOlDlJUX;

LESS BJECOIZ.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,

DITTMAR POWDER

Office,

CO.,

1

Coitlandt

WORKS: BINGHAMTON,

IN.

New

[St.,

Y.

SALE—Two dog pnps,
FOR
byPrideof thcBor.i.i
II.

is

litter

sister to

was imported June

i,

out of Kate II.,
vvin![)i,i Augusts. Kate
George BrewiB' DashII.,aud
Sue is by Laverack's
lfia.

''.''

117

septio It

I.

HodandGon

Brockton Mass

SALE—Two
FOR
(now in tblB

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.

listto

mall.

HOLBERTON.

SALE, CHEAP— One
FOR
fourteen months old
bitches,

1

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

Send
for price
AugS am

for sale.

Both in perfect order; will sell cheap. Addrees F. A. BAILEY, Albany, N. Y.
septl9 it

I7K)R

" Express " bullet.

fnll directions for use.

Oct 13

REMINGTON

Being rifled on the only system suitable for the " Express" principle. Our long-range and mid-range
.» Rifles by simply changing the sights mm iLu
can be Iran

rifles

•.

i

.

The Patent Self-Actin^Cow Milker M'fg Co.

i

pups, $50 each,
Address E. A. UEltZBERG,
Yonkets, Westchester County, N. Y. P. O. box 307.
septus

A good Coon Dog.
WANTED—
Box
particulars, J. C.
fall

N. Y,

S.,

52,

Addres,

White

who owns

with

Uii'lll.

i'

It

r

~f a

nit

'byDrs. White and

a

cow should have one of our wonderful

Sr.iTll

I

ll'.ii.

cow's

tr.ii

m :inv

,,.=
1

-

Office,

in

tin:

uli (lie

i

It.,.:.

'iiv.

i

:-

lull's

,.iii',

Milkers.
IW1|.I

till

mini;

tin-

U'su-

and bag dissected and sclentinciUl

Vv'llBon of thlsclty.

Plains,

septl9 It

|i:

iiiijilili'l

575 Broadway,

Sentfreeti

GEO.

inyaddi

K. K.I.VG, President.

New TCorls..

York.

i
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Avixiliary Rifle

§ttttpotvd$r.

SHELTON'S

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

^a^inal ^mtnumt[tn.

J

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

fATEHS'

"BSW

MANUFACTOBER3 0*

GUNPOWDER,
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
1 (flue) to 6 (coarse).

Nob.

strength and cleanlineBS.
ters of 1 lb. only.

States.

Unsurpassed lp point ol
Packed IB square canis-

Waters'Pianos
Grand, Square
right,

Hazard's "American Sportlnc."
Kos.

SM

oanisferB and
and clean, for
Well adapted to shot-

1 (fine) to 6 (ooarse). In 1 lb.
lb- Kegs.
fine grain, quick

A

upland prairie snooting.
guns.

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."
(One) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and B lb. canisters
G<< and Vi% lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it
ranks' any other brand, and it Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

1

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for use In a second of time with the game ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cannot get out ef order. . With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound almost Instantly
a breech-loading shot gun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARRBLwill
at any Btandard make of gun of 10 or 18-callbre—calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44. as desired. Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'s
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra loBg, and No. 44, model 1813. Send for a Circular and Price List.

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

and

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
PPFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 86,
\VA and 6« lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. el FFG is also
packed in

v

and

Burns strong and
brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG IB
the standard Bite powder of the country.

nwist.

1

The above con bo had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in every pH>m*p.ent city, or wholeaals
*

Laflin

SS

&

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

Box

NEW

715

MURRAY

MAY

23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with

1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest mode, in sealed
1 lb. canisters. Higher numbers specially are recomfor breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 6 in
metal kegs, 6X lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 8
each.

Orange

RBfle

for

and

rifles

FFG

Powder.

ordinary purposes.
the last being tne finest.
all

and FFFG,
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>i lb;,
and 6& lbs., and in canisters ot 1 lb. and % lb.
All of the abnye give high velocities and lass
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Cant. A. H. BOGARDUS,
the 'ClimniiiiMi Wing Shot of tho World."
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLASTSizes,

FG,

AGENTS WANTED.

ING APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER

of all kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Frictional and
Platinum FuseB.
ramphlets, showing raizes of the grain by wood
out, «ent free on application to the above fddress.

GUNPOWDER.

M misters,

Churches,

Catn]ogi>es

Second-hand Planes and Organs

at

HOBACK WATKK" A

Mailed.

GREAT BARs»>n.««,

manu-

East Fourteenth Street,

-to

Morgan s^

SHARPS LONC-RANCE RIFLE, MODEL

of

W

1878.

Two New

7%.

A£

,,.

Styles Just Out.

„»«

Send r« lvkc-Li-i..

OLD RELIABLE.

mended

best

for
liberal discount, to Teachers,
etc.

HAY 84— Sharps Military Long-Banco Match; Foriy-elghth Regiment team, using ) e% "» ff\
Sharps (Mod.
RlOej record, 800, 900 and 1.000 yards
\J
j
Best record of any other Rifle
170
In live-sixth* of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be ased, and were used, at tse
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A., May 23, 24 and 25, at Creedmoor, thoy won first Prizes.

BT., N. Y.,

No.

Up-

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N. R. A., Creedmoor
1878:

<$lcdii[imiL

TRADEMARK.

Orange Lightning Powder.

lbs.

Extremely Low

GAINS.

and

are
the
BEST
the Tone, Touch,

Workmanship and DuraWei ranted for SIX YEARS.
Cash or on Installments. A

unsurpassed.

HAVEN, CONN.

Sharps Rifles Against the World-

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

The

bility

New York.

FFG are ftvorite

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder,
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MTJSSET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES t'OR EXPORT, OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
1
at our office.

P. O.

MADE,

facturers and dealers,

lb. ministers.

The FFFG and

ORGANS.

These beantlful organs
are remarkable alike lor
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly finished In
Soild Black Walnut..
We
sell a better instrument at
a lower price than any
other house iu the United

Send

WareroOms, 77 Broadway, New York-

for Circular.

Sharps

1

Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,

U.

S.

A.

.W.WA<freener's Champion Treble^WedgelFast,
Breech-loader .1

''TH E

WIWHIH O! CO ST ^

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix do Casino, an objet d'art valued at
£169, and a money prize of £706, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, waa competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell. with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 18 at 28 yards and 1 foot and
yards. He
also won the stcond event, killing 8 birds in succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 18 birds out of 20. This
Is acknowledge* to be the beBt shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877. beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at ISO guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdcy, the gnnmaker.
~"
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting mitch between Oapt. Bogardns and
Mi. South for $500 a side, South killing 8« birds out of 100, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Gnu Trial, 1878, beating, 102 guns by all the best makers of
FASP BREECH-LOADER Is the strongest
Great Britain and Ireland. THR PATENT TREBLE
and most durable ever Invented, and the most successful gnu of the period. Patented In the United
OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.
States, Oct. 6, 1875 No. 168,328.
1878, the

»#

STOP AND READ.
All forms of Kidney diseases, Paine in the
Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by

GRANT'S REMEDY.
marvelous in Dropsy

ItB effects are ttuly

Gravel and Blight's disease, No matter of how
long standirg the case may be, positive relief ia
had in from one to three days. Do not despair,
hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and
never fails. It is purely a vegetable preparation.
By its timely uso thousands of cates that have
been considered incurable by the most eminent
phybicians have been permanently cured. It ia
also indorsed by the regular phvscians and medical societies throughout the country.
Sold iu

two dollars each, or three bottles,
which is enough to cure tho most aggavated case,
sent to any address on receipt of five dollars
Small trial bottles one dollar each. All orders
to be addressed to
bottles at

,

WEDGE

grant's

BEWARE

;

W. W. GREENER,

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

St.

H. O. SQUIRES, Agent, No..l Corflandt

Street,

ESTABLISHED,

Hew York

^

England.

651

MAIN

Remedy Manufacturing

ST.,

-

-

Co.,

WORCESTER, MASS,

City/

Ufa.

1811.

EDW. K, TRYON, Jr. <£ CO.
MAJTUFACTUBEBS' AGENTS,

American Powder

Importers and Dealers in

Co.

all

Makes and Qu alities o f

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

§uns,

0c.

The only
Double-Grip

positive

Self-Closisg

Top Lever Actio*

TU THE 'WORLD,

Sizes,

from 6

lira

I

I

AOCESSAR-IESS.

STORES

THE SNEIDER GUH

l"

'
'

E. B. Ramho, 14 State street, Chicago, 111.
M.G GOBDArd, 301 North Second, St. Louis, Mo.
F. JURE *Co., 41 Walnnt st., Cincinnati, O.

:

No. IS

M

Sixth St., No. 220 North Second St., and No. 527 Commerce St.,

& BROTHERS
TATHAM NEW

Lower than

Prices

YORK.

10 18 bora.

before

Etfce

War.

HERRING &
SBl

finish, symmetry of outline and materials
to the finest English Guna, and at more
reasonable prices.

CO.,
BHOADWAY, NEW YORK.

and 252

Equal in

The Sneider Rebounding Lock

£mtt$ement8, §tc.

used, the only Hewill not occur,

MANUFACTURERS OP

bounder with which missflres

TOE

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR
"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compen

AQUARIUM UKOAIIWAY AND 35TH
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER IS.
Pi

sating Features of Action."

GUNS REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING.
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK,

Clark

&

214 W. Pratt

to

Breach-Loadcri.

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore.

Send for illustrated Catalogue.

ST.

public performance
of

THE GREAT HERMANN,

Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire.
HuztU-Loading Qvns Altered

st

RED

Entirely

LABEL,.

Compressed Buck Shot.
FIRST PREMIUM, CBNTENNIAT, EXHIBTION—REPORT.— " Exact
truly Bpuerical form, high degree of finish

and general excellence."

uniformity of size

After an absence of ovrr two vears,
Marvellous Keats of Magic,
new and never seen before In this country.
Unrivalled Sleight of Hind.

New

i

.

ricks.

st riling Cabinet Illusions.
Spiritualistic Manifestations.

Bewildering Dl :
Every day at. 2:Sii and evening at R o'clock,
Admission, 50 ceuts. Reserved seats, 25 oenta extra

FOREST AND STREAM.
§ohh and §esorls

^ §partsmoi

$$ort$mms

gperigntttt's §ont$B,

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Northwestern RR.
Chicago

Grand Fishing.

&

EmhraceB under one management

ROBEETS' SUMMER RESORT,

OOTV ISLAND,

fornia

NEENAU, WIS.

FISHI? G AND ANGLINO.—To tlie sportsman
and angler no place in Wisconsin offers greater Inducements, the catch of ash awing the season being
at all times good, and the varieties such as to, make
It niBt-clafB epoit.
Blade and silver bass, muaea
longe, pllce, pickerel, cattish, sturgeon, rock bass
and perch, are the common varieties caught, and as
the beBt Ashing grounds are within a few rods of the
house, no time Is lost In going or coming.
je20 3m

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I„
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bay sulpe siioutiug or all varieties. Special
attention given bv himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Addrc-BS WM. N. LANE. Good
Nov8

I.

TH E SUBSCRIBER
of gentlemen
tion

select,

family hotel or

poinis In Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, china, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
sr. 'PAUL AM li .MINNEAPOLIS LINK is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison. St. Paul, M inuuapolis. Duluth aud all points
ST.
Iu tne Oreal Northwest, Its
tETER LIN E Is the oulv route for Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Slankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
and
Omiral
MP-nesota.
Ktmmern
Us
all pointB In
MAliQUETTK LINE Is the onlr
GREEN B-\Y
line for Janesvllle, wwertown. Fond du Lac, OsNegaunee,
Kscanaba,
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay,
Marquette, Houghton, n uncock and rue Lake SupeDUBUQUE
Us FREiti 'OUT
rior country.
LINE 18 the only route for Elgin, RocKtord, FreeIts CHICAGO
port and all points via, Freeport,.
LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, IQfl is the only one pusslng through Evansloa,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, WauUegan Racine,

WINONA AND

AND

AND MILWAUKEE

desires a capitalist or associahim In tne erection of a
the most beauti-

to join

cmb honse on

eligible situation at Urieuwood lake, N, Y.,
with frnra twenty to Of t,v acres of laud, as may be desired, andwtli tn'ku one-third of the purchase price

and

of the property in stock or snares in the enterprise.
Choice budding sites, with water fronts, also for sale,
in plots to suit, on favorable terms. Circulars can

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Binds, on the t'a'ifornlii K.vpreps Train of
the CHICAGO & NOHTIIWESTKUN RAILWAY.
Westbound, they leave Chicago dally, except Suuday (and on every third Sunday), from the WellB
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. M., and arrive at Council
Blnffs next morning.
East-bound t cy leave Council Bluffs at B:30 p. H.,
dally, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
and reach Chicago next oficrnonn.
S&- No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

TO SPORTSMEN.

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chlckeus, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting,
our Iowa Hoe to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiel and Bass 11 sh In g, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsurpasssd by anything
In ihe Wert,
New York office, No. lis Broadway Boston office,
No. 5 Slate street.
For rates or information not attainable from your
home ticket agents, apply to

GREENWOOD LAKE.

HtlURE,

COUNTY', N. Y., May 15, 18W.
Terms—J2 per day. $8 to glQ per week. Free stages
for guests to and from the steamboat dock at
AKlSuTON to the house, G. S. BRADNER, Fro

hH 3m

priclor.

MARVIN HOGHITT,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
]e«l
Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago.

W. H. Stbnnbtt,

tf

TAKE THE

People's Line Steamers
FROM l'lKR

41, N. K.., foot of Canal Street,
dally, except Snndays, at B p. H., connecting at
Albany with Express Trains
I'OII

Luke.

Sn.rn.nwn, Sclu'ooii

Mountain

Blue

Lake, Lake Cliumplaln. Luke George, the
Adirondack!!, Montreal, and all poiutH tVurlh
and Wint.
t=W~TH13 IS THE ONIiY NIQHT LINE OF
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N. Y. C.R. H.

^fio^mfen's 0tw/fe.

§yort$men'H Routes,

Ohio

RR

TO SPOKESMEN:

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Crounds of Virginia and
West Virginia,
Comprising those of Central ami Piedmont Virginia
Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains, Greenbrier nnd New Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including iu their varieties of game
and u>h, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,
pickerel, etc., etc.

Guns, ashing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

man

THE

Respectrully invite attention to tie

of the Virginia
watering placoB

Middle

CONWAY

Railroad

Company

also reach the beat localities for

AND FISHING

QTJ1TNIN&

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
sold at the offices of the company in
the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

in

TICKETS are
all

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and
other well-known centers for

Trout

Kisliiug,

Wing

Shooting,
limiting.

and

Still

Also, to

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

pONEY ISLAND-BRIGHTON

CONTINUOUS

being

POINTS, avoid the diffi-

BE TRANSPORTED

HOWARD,

B.

lines

Pennsylvani

White

via

Sulphur Springs.
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsvlllc, with the
North »nd Northwest; and at Richmond and CharlotteBvllle with the South. All modern Improvements
In equipment.

ap

These

States.

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent carswhich run over the smooth steel tracks enwithout failure
able
TO
or injury.
The lines of

Mountains to their moBt famous
and summer resorts,

The Only Route

W aetlitlee

afforded by their lines for reaching most of the
and RACE COURSES In the

TROliING PAUKS

STOCK

carried free.

The Route of the Tourist

I

PENNSYLVANIA E.E. OO:

Smg©^!©^

through the moBt beautiful and picturesque scenery

TUCKERTON, BEACH

CAPS MAY.

HAVEN.

5QUAN, and points on the N W HUSKY COAST
renowned for SALT WAT UK SPORT AFTER FIN
.1

If;

AND FKArflER.

BEACH.

SUMMER ARH'NGEMENT,
Commencing July S, 1618.
Trains for Coney Island— Leive depot on Flatbnsb.
avenue, Wllllnk Entrance, Prospect Park, ut ti:'20,
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10, 10:30, n, 11:20, 11:40 a. u., 13 x.,
U:«, 1, 1:20, 1:40, <t, 2:20, 2:411, 3. 3:211, 3:40, 4, 4:20,
4:10, 6, 5:20, 1:40, «, 8:20, C:40, 7, 7:113, 7:S0, 1:45, 8,
• :20, 8:40, 9, 9:30. 10, 10:30 r. it.
Retornlng Irom
7, 8, 9. 10, 10:30, 11,11:20,
.1:40 A. M., 12 s., 13:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3,
3.30, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7,
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:30, S:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11

CHICAGO 4&ALT0H RAILROAD.
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago

Beach—

;

be had at office, of Fokksy and Stheam. App v to
or address S. CALDWELL, Greenwood
Lake,
Orange County, N. Y.
may!6 tf

BRADNER
ORANGE

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

Routes.

&

Chesapeake

AND

tf

ffireenutfod ^uhe.

ful

omaUA and

CaliHa
Territories.
LINK is the "hottest and best route for all

Kenosha to Milwaukee.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

Ground, L,

the Great Trunk
llsllwuv Lines of ihe West and Northwest, uud.with
its numerous branches and connections, form the
shortest ami qulcues! route between Chicago and all
points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, lows, Nebraska, California, and the

Western

151

'Sundsy Trains to Island-8:50, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20,
10.40, 11, 11:30, 11:40 A. if., 12 u., 1,1:20, 1:40,
2:30,
2:40, 3, 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5,20, 6:40, 6, trill,
6:40, 7, 7:16, 7:30, 8, 8:20, 8:40, 0, 9:30, It), 10:30 v. M.
Returning from Island— 9, u:3ii, in. 10:2», 10:40, 11,
11:20, 11:40 A. M., 12 a., 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3,
8:20, 3:40, 4, 4:2(i, 4:40, r,, 5:20, 5:4", ,;, 0:20, t,: to, 7,
7:20, 7:88, 7:50, 8:06, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11
P. K.

to

Excursion

Grand

W. E. DORWIN,

Kansas City
I2f

EVERYTHING,
SPORTSMEN

will find splendid shooting on tie
line of this rood; prairie chicken, «eeso, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
gnail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad Tor the great Buffalo and An-

telope range of Kansas

and Colorado.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

con-

certs every afternoon aud evening by Conterno'i
Twenty-third Regiment Baud.
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been
engsged for the Beaaon.
The following horse-car lines run directly to depot : Flatbush avenue from Fulton Ferry ; Bergen
street, S. B.; Franklin avenue, from Souih Seventh
street Ferry, E. D., and Noatrand avenue, from foot

Of Broadway.

from
aud Chicago

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIB8T-0LASS ACCOMMODATIONS

%

Time to Coney iBland, ten minutes.
tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cents.

to St. Louis,

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Ii

b.

Snp't.

FOR FLORIDA
S2. St. Louis, Minneapolis
Eaton's Bust Preventer. STATEROOWJsT$l beand
had at the
THROUGH TICKBTf* can
I70R THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNAND1NA
For Gnns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments.
We*teotl Express
P JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
Office on the pier,
ST.
PAUL
SHORT
Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep
LINE.
New York, or
at
the hotels and
at,

in

any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market.
'•
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes
It lr
the beat preparation I have found In thirty-five
:

years of active aiid ri nuent use of guns."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 850 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City
Heights, N. J
Hi id hy principal New York dealers, and by Wm.
Reao 4 Sous, iioston, Mass. B. Kitiredge 4 Co.,
Cincinnati. Ohio; E. E. Eaton, Chicago. 111.: Bmwr,
A Dilde"-. St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Tninble & Klelbaekrr, Baliimore. Md. S.
Cropley A Son-. Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grubb
AOo., Philadelphia.
:

offlcea,

all

ticket offices in

all

of connecting Railroad
,.
E.

and steamboat Lines.
Gen'l Passenger Agent.

MAYO,

Line.
Old Dominionsome
of the

The steamers

of this Line reach

and

and upland shooting sections

In.

—

Ip/j/V Is

at

18T

office,

Greenwich
senSSly

nni^ttsotiUifor ggportmnen.

C
Weight, with paddle for trout

lbs.

'JO

hslib g,

flack

H

I

C A

OO

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds In ri. r:
u use. DuckB,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care oL Reduced rates
onparllesof ten or more upon application loGoneral
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. I\ Winslow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
37,

except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (dally) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street,
Ful'on and Catharine ferries (dall ) SO minutes previous to departure of trains f orn Depot, corner Platbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long island city (Hunter's Point) as
follows : For Gruenpo t, Sag iiarbor, etc., 8:30 a.m.,
4 p. «., and on Saturdays at 8:Sti p. m. For Patch(dally

Manufactured by OSGOOD ,t CHAPI.V.Batile
Send tor illustrated circular,

Creek, Mich.

aug Ut

i

ogue,

etc., 9:30 a. it., 4:3u

and

6 r. m.

For Babylon,

etc., at 9:30 A. it., 4, 4:30, 5 and 6 r. ir. For Port
Jefferson, e'e, at 10 a. v. aud 4:30 p. m. For Northport, etc., St 10 A. M- 3:30, 4.30 aud 6:30 r. M. For
Locust V.lley, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. m., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
,

('%

and

(i:30

r. n.

4, 4:»o, 6, «

Ritea red uced to J l per day for
the parlor floor, without baths.

Rooms with

baths, $3.50, $4,

all

rooms above

and $1.60 per day.
Prop'r.

ALVIN HULBERT,
We

challenge any Hotel In the World to'show as
large, and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of
1e20tf
theSHBRMANi

No.

2<>, Oil

I-

iiii-h,

<l

ftrnin Leather

Hunt-

,

P. O.

Box

& SONS,
THOMSON
Broadway, New York.

1,018.

301

Kossmore House, Speonk,

L.

L

Sllual ed-ou the Great South Bay. between Moriches
and tVesthainnton, within a rule ami a half of the
ocean.
Excellent nrcomuiodsiion for summer
boarders. Surf and sun water bathing. Good boating, fishing, and gunniug.
House open throughout
the year for fishing and shooting parties. Boats,
boatoen, stabling, carriages, and every convenience
for sportsmen. Accessible by Long Island Railroad,

Terms moderate.

S. P.

CONKHN,

Prop'r.

augiS

tf

BRADLEY

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans nflv shells In ten niiuutes. Nowarerused.
Reives elastic, self adjusting, prevent the slipping
of wads, is unequalled as a breech wiper by covering with an oiled cloth. For sale by all gun dealers,
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price,
J1.6H; Hi ulid lii bore. J, U'. HONAN, TSBShawmnt
avenue, Boston, Mass.
Liberal discount to die
Bept23 3m a
trade,

HOUSE, Kldred, Sullivan Oo., N.
Y., is located centrally on Ihe bust hunting in
Sullivan County, six miles 'from Shohola, Erie R.R.
Small game very plenty. Some deer, foxes, coons,
etc.

TermB

$7 per week.

SPORTSMEN TAKE NOTIOK.—The

aug29

tf

Frankdn

House, Cblltonviile, Plymouth, Mass,
Good
gunning and fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge,
quail, Woodcock, pec|> and plover. Trained dogs tor
10X, rabbit and bud hunting; busts for sea-fowling
and fishing. Terms low. TIMOTHY MANTER,
,_

Proprietor,

TROUT

FISHING!

The Wisconsin Central Railroad
THR0TJ8H TO

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
1878.—
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip

hunt-

weight, with bottom
everything complete, i0

liiK^bor's. broad, heavy, soles arid Spring Heels,
With or without nails English watertight tongues,
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, S7j 50o.
extra by mall. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Kail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South. Delaware Aven ue, l nils.

.

lbs.:

etc.,

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

on

,i

House,
Sherman
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),
ing, exploring, etc.,
board, oars, paddle,

St. Paul.

finest

the country. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
oa Ma, and the mountaintui
James' River',
ona country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
Delaware, Monday, w ednesday aud Friday at 3 p. m.
tfaterfowl

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

Osgood's Portable Folding
Canvas Boat.

Through Pullman Palace! Sleeping: Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis

peptia

tf

und

For Far Kockaway, etc., at 9:30 a. m
7 p. M.
For Garden City aud Hemp-

stead, 8:30 and 10 a. m., 3:3(1, 4:30 r,:S0, 0:30 r. M., nnd
12:16 night, and from Long bland city only 9:30 a. a.,
1:80 and 6:30 r. M. 8TJNDAYS-For Pert Jefferson,
Patchogue, etc., 9 a. a. Babylon, etc., 8 and 1 r. a.
Northportand Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:30 p. h„
Garden Cltr and Hempstead 9 a. it., '2:30 and «:30
p. a., and from Long Islind CI't ouly 9:30 a. m. and
5:30 P. M. Trains for Kocfcaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.

Ticket offices ii

Warren

street,

New York
at

James

at 2i:l Broadway, corner
Slip and Thirty-fourth

street ferries, at the offices of m

The Long

IBland

Express," 3 Park place, 7b5 aud 912 Broadwnv and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 383 Washington street and ,9 Fourth Btrcet. By purchasing
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
8.

J.

SPENCER, GenT

Chittenden, GenT Pass. Agent.

Snp't.
je6 tf

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
FORWhite
Mountains, Montreal and intermediate
The new ami elegant, steamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 26, East River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3. A passenger train will be In waiting

points.

on the wharf at New Haven aud leave for SpringHeld aud way stations on arrival of boat.
NIGHT LINE.— The Elm City leaves New York at
11 P «., connecting with panseuger train in walling
ou wharf at New Haven, leaving 6:15 a. «. Tickets
sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, New
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Raven and return, *l .60. Apply ut General
oulce, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General
Agent,

TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland
and return for $20 are aokl at 03 Clark street, or the
C. M. and St. Paul, Madlsou Hr.rew, Depot, Chicago ;
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dugs, guns and
camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this
" Forest aud Stream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass fishing Buueniut. Ci e.:k and i ake for
muBcalonge; ihe many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Chlppcw.i winch teem wltu hasa, pike
;

and pickerel, never till last season lbhpd by sportsmen. Between s||v,r Creek and Ashland all are
trout streams, and manv others can be easily reached
along the shore iionr Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for Bpcckled trout ami trolling In tho
Buy affords excellent spoi t.
The Chequamegon hutel at Ashland, bnilt last
year, has been enlarged, and :a supplied with a
steam-yacht, sail aud r.nvima'8 in ,i excelleutguides.
The atmosphere at Ashland Is a sure preventive of
hay fever.
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports.
Send for Guide Book.

HENRY PRATT,
myo 6m

G. T. A.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

HALIFAX,

IV.

S.

AND

ST,

JOHNS, N. F.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
CORTES,

Capt. Bennett, and

ALHAMBKA,

Capt. Mcllhlaney,

form a regular line between above pons, having
Pier 10, North River, New Yoik, three times a
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
or the Lower St. Lawrence will Und tnls the cheapest
aud most direct route, avoiding changes and detention. Time between NeWiork and Halifax about
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
NewYorkuuij
New York and St.
Id
Johns, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at redueed
rates. For schedule of sailings and further particu;

lars apply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,
AGENTS—WOOD

60 West street, ». Y.
& CO., Halifax, tf. 8,i H MlVEY

& CO., St, John's, N.

F.

]ei!06n\

,

FOREST AND STREAM;

152

Cartridge^

^partsmeti's (gooffs.

tates

LOST

^e
O*'

BECAUSE KE HAD NO

COMPASS.

s

,

0o ads.

^a^siifett's

BOSTON

SHOOTING

SUITS.

The reputation of these
goods Is now established
throughout the country.

LOWELL, MASS.,
JtANUPACTTTREES OF THE

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

They are the Best.

AND CARTRID GES.

to all military

all

Special

kinds.

For

Cartridges for Target Practice.
ITfflS IS AN BXACT FAC-BLMILB.
Brass case and cover; white metal lace; Jewel
mounted patent eaten. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
;

been

Gun

left at
office.

Stream and Ron and

the Forest aoti

Sent o» receipt of $1.50, by post office
order, to any; part of the United States or Canada.
York,
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street,
YorS Compass Co.
agents for the London and

New

New

FOWLER & FULTON,

General Agents,

lars,

300 Broadway,

N. Y.

FBSHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y.

BON EH ILL GUN.

r

best thing in the market
hunting, fishing, canoeing,
w-shoelhg, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
\durable. Made to order

"in a variety
warranted

SIMMONS &

SON,

Boston, Mass.

No. 611.-Top-action, treble safety

The
"

address

G. W.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.

rules for
particu-

circulars,

measurement and

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

HOMER

PRICE PER SUIT, $13.

AEMY AND NAVY OF THE

and sporting rifles and pistols, and In use by the
Rim-fire ammunition of
several Foreign Governments.
attention given to the manufacture of
Adapted

UNITED STATES and

ot styles,

and

bolt,

extension

rib,

rebounding

laminated barrels.

locks,

Patent fore

end

%

Cheapest gun in the mar-

fastening.

the

aenuine
Send for Illustrated circular. MARTIN S
article.
HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 30S, Dover, N. H. (Successor to Frank Good.1
PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W. Holberton & Co., 117
Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubh & Co., 712
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & Anthony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

ket.

Send stamp for

lar of

Guns,

Illustrated circu'.

Rifles,

Revolvers and am-

21

3

_

t»

r
munition.

w

01

Fishers

-

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Guns

NOW

READY.

CO.,
337 IMPORTERS
Broadway, New York.
AND MANUFACTURERS OF
The

largest assortment

and best

Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

C.

GOODS

W

Ite for

one

HENNINC,
WASHINGTON,

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHO LESALE AND R ET Al L.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR-

RANTED THE BEST

in the

G

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod,
Six-atrip hexagonal fly rod,
plate
fitx-strlp

D. 0.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

AND
Rubber Goods

of

Every Description.

HODGMAN &
SEND FOK PRICE LIST.

27

CO.,

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

LEONARD'S
tip case.
LEONARD'S

and

light fly rod, two-joint,

German

Bilver

mounting, extra

Convex GlaBs, Photographic MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and
doeas

O'NEIL'S

Standard Penetration Tester.

6 00

3 50
6c. to 10c.

HelgramitesorDobBon

bait for lilacs bass, each
large assortment of troat and black bass flies from

per yard
60

•

dozen
pattern.

»1 to $2.50 per

Also Files dressed
Alt kinds of Snelled Hooka tied to order.
United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, ,22 cal., nickel, each
United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot, .32 oal., nickel, each

to

nny desired

$2 60

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED.
EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

i so

every posslblo
needed, us no one, not even
In

direction. No screen is
puller, can tall
boll win take. Made
stationary If desired. All metal.
PARTS
NICELY' PITTED. Send forClrcular.

WORKING

ESTABLISHED

1840.

WALDSTEIN.

H,

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
I

Has received the Highest Awards

at all tho World's
Sxhlbittons for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Snlt all eyes.
largest stock of Optical Goods in thlB country.
Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes.

The

Sole

riluBtrated Cat<Uogue

on

receipt of postage

o/i oente.

TELE SC^O PES.

LEA FILLED
A. PAINE'S
CLASS BALL.

FEATHER
PATENTED

The

Hi
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. ThrowB

17 oo

Y

Transparencies,

•

tip

•

•

" clip, large size
Russia-leather fly-bo :.
le
Hussia-lefther fly-book, with the "Hvde" clip, small size
Best enameled
er By lines, from

E&

^

,

Agents for Huber's Chn.

Stereoscopes
. N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Graphosoopes, Chromos and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Philadelphia.

hexagonal

,

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans.
H. T. ANTHONY 4 CO., 691 Broadway,

terials.

six-strip

i

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German Bilver mounting, three-joint, extra tip and
n. I..
s0 0°
tip case, waterproof ferrules
1 50
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, 11114ft
Black bass rod. ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints
15 00
and three tips

A

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,

T..

PRICE.

B

,

$18 00
sliver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case
extra tip and tip ease, solid reel
loin
Stiver moo
25 oo
erman silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip oase, solid
21 00

Gemau

hexagonal, blao]

reel plate

H.

India

n

THE MARKET FOR THE

IN

w
W
>
w

5

BARTON &

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, BOWING,
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPOHTING CLOTHING.

t*

OCTOBER

Volghtlander's superior Target and Tourists
Teleaco i.-ea, the best In the world, for sale at KOBT.
MEKKILL'-t SONS, sole agents In U. S., 1T9 Water
dreet,

23, 1877.

"St andard " Ball.
'act
respectfully call the attention of all dealers In Glass Balls to the

^^

The Bohemian Glass Worfcs would
therefore we
TO A
ONLY BALL
that the Paui?Patent Filled Ball Is the STANDARD
for the spring Trade,
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying lu a stock of unsaleabla^rtlclea
iless than is charged for other Inferior balls.
when you can purchase the Beal
h B auHfnUy
fO other Ball is as
No othef ball affords the PLEASURE of U
strong to prevent breakage
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently
. _..
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
,_
800.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade ^
214 Pearl Street, N. Y._j
1

MADS

AND

New York.

Jyll3m

Duncklee's Patent Camping

and Mining Stove.
Pour bIms, weighing from 15
any one camping out.

the thing for

TON IRON WORKS

CO.,

87

to

70 lbs.

Address

Just

TAUN-

Hin;ei,
Blackston1 street.

Boston, Mass.

Jyii

d

G0LDiU£r££ftSV

I

HEADQUARTERS BOHEaHAN QLAS8 WORKS,

Bogardus' Patent Rough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.
These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out. of order, and they throw the ball in a mariner
that more closely resembles the flight, of a bird than any
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balla
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot,
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when bit.
5
C'iPTAIN' BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the
ROUGH BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball

Pat. Nov. 50, 1877.

at that time.
Balls and Trap can

TJseo by Sparkp, of Philadelphia, In his recent
Soft. Shot (see Forest and
t-ial of Chill-! vs.
are now prepared to nil
stream, July 11, JST8).
llowlng prices:
all orders pn
* u ? 22
Standanl pi
1 00
box
(100)
per
Test cards,

We

Target she taper diz

ltj

e

mt™laVt

«pr^'offloeOTwiV^"ii*p<>tftee

drayage, on receipt of
of charge for package or
importLiberal discount to the trade. Also
price
breech-loading shot-finis,
ers and dealers in fine
for illustrated catalogue
Send
etc.
rin™ nlstolfl etc.,
Filth
41
CO.,
&
J.PALMEItO'NEIL
list

and pHce
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa,

MY IMPROVED TRAP

be ordered through

all

Gun

Fish<fc

Simpson's

NEW

Pocket Scale for Sportsmen.
A

very handsome article, entirely ru
proof, being mane of the bear, hard braa_
'heavily nickel-plated, only measures Sin. Ii
length by ^in. in diameter, and ot which tl
annexed cat la a true Illustration. Tb.
oalanne scale has been designed especially a
a useful and convenient pecker companion hi
sportsmen, for the purpose of weighing flsl
and game. Registers as high as IS poundand graduated to ! ounces by alaudaiu
weltfbta. Sent by mail, postpaid, on recelp
ol75 cents.

Deal-

Liberal discount to the Trade.
ers
(warranted), which will throw a ball In any direction from the shooter at

TRA.DB SUPPLIED.

On

receipt of

twe three-cent stamps*

send our newslxty-fonr-page catalogue
the moat complete list ever published o
Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Gun.
Pistols, Baae Ball, and everything In the 11of Hportainen'B Goods.
will

rates for atoos ball shooting, containi ng 40 pageB.

^

FOR
HEADQUARTERS
^

BALLS,

HAGGEETT BROS,
FOR TRAPS, HART

10 PliUt Street, N. Y. City.
SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

it CO.,
dfc

Fish
P O bos 4,»88.

& Simpson,
13S.Nasaau;street, N. Y.

—

AMERICAN

THE

NEW

for the rifle of tho weary driver of our pony cart, and added
a delicious dish to the dinner, devoured at a late hour
within sight of the lakes, toward which our erratic course

-

^mkhn.
K

We do

Indian name, evidently.

not

know

the

Eng-

lish for it, and presume you do not.
So, from our
knowledge of the locality and of the customs of our red pre-

decessors to give to a country a

title

indicating

its

character-

istic features, we may quits Bttfflly assume that Myakka
means Hunters' Paradise, Deer's dome, Turkey Eoost, or
well, suit yourself any term suggestive of an abundance of
game and the best possible place for a hunter to drop into
for a month's sport in winter, and you have it as well named
AVe say "drop into " advisedly, for if
as it is ul present.
there is any pleasure in getting to it in any other way we

—

confess to utter ignorance of
If

you are interested

to

it.

know what and whore Myakka

is,

take any large mapof Florida, and, finding Manatee County,
the name will appear connected with lakes and a river entering Charlotte's Harbor. The Floridian gj ves to al the territory
I

drained by a stream the

name

it

bears, so iu the present in-

stance lakes, Tiver and the adjoining country, including a
widely scattered settlement, are all known as "The My-

akka." With the lakes and river our story runs. The former
lie southeast from the enterprising village of Manatee, on
the Manatee River, twenty-seven miles from the wharf,
where two fine ocean-going steamers land the semi-weekly
mail for South Florida. Not very far, one would say, to
Well, it isn't, over a fine road and
travel for good sport.
with a lively team but good roads and lively teams ate not
found in tins part of Florida. So, upon the occasion that
our party of four jolly hunters traveled these twenty-seven
miles, an ox-team for our hoat and grain, a pony and cart
and three saddle-nags were our means of transportation, Our
start was made upon a bright morning in December, 1877,
;

one of the mornings when the visitor to Florida from the
frozen hills of NewEugland or the bleak prairies of the West
finds it impossible to realize that it is indeed winter, and
that around his distant home the cold blasts are whistling.
With the mocking-birds in full chorus, wild flowers in full
bloom, and perhaps heat enough to make coats a burden, it
is hard to believe that it can be cold a few hundred miles
away.

We had started our ox-team

several hours in advance of

the party with a darkic driver, whose knowledge, or rather
ignorance, of the road was an unknown quantity in his education.
So, late in the day we espied our Newburyport
" dory," bobbing along over the prairie several miles ahead,
and on a wrong trail, heading loo far to the westward. "No
use to go back," said we. "It's open prairie and pine woods,
and we will just cut across in the morning to tho right
So said we in our ignorance of what was between
road."
us and that road; and, camping for the night, we made a
fine supper from a sand-hill crane the darkle' had killed, and
some quail we had " taken in" by the wayside.
have often noticed the fact that the first morning in
camp a party will rise fearfully early. Even the at-othertimes lazy fellow seems impressed with the truthfulness of
the saying concerning birds and worms, and is perhaps the
one to light the fire for our early cup of coffee. It was so
in the present instance, and before the sun shone through
the pine trees we were marching to meet him and to regain
the main road. At noon we were still marching eastward,
and had reached no road, with the disagreeable impr-ssion
intruding itself upon us that perhaps we had better have
gone back to the main road upon the trail we followed off
an impression that struck us with all the force of a dead
certainty, when about 1 o'clock our cavalcade, with ox-team
slowly bringing up the rear, came to a halt against an impassable slough running north and south, or directly across
our course, and stretching in either direction as far as one
could see. Slightly provoking sight
But how do you suppose we felt, after following that infernal slough four or five
miles to the southward hunting in vain for a crossing, to be
told by a cow hunter, whom we chanced to meet, that the
only crossing was about four miles back, and that we had

We

j

!

passed

it.

swore, and has forgotten if every one else
had driven through as rough a country along
the edge of the slough as a cart ever went through, jolting
over logs and palmetto roots until the oakum started 'out of
the boat's seams, and to go back over such a miserable track

The writer

didn't.
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gu n

AN

SPORTSMAN'S

Wo

was

a trial of patience, indeed.
Our mounted men, skirmishing to the right and left of
the crawling teams, found an abundance of jack-snipe and
yellow-legs in the edges of small ponds and in wet spots
where the woods had been burned a few weeks before during a dry season ; though it must be confessed that the proportion of misses to hits of shots at the swift flying birds
way anything but flattering to the vanity of the sportsmen.
That tl'ie horses had to assume the blame for many a wasted
cartridge, was not surprising; they were a little gun-shy.
fox squirrel, hunting forbia mid-day lunch, afforded a mark

A

nad constantly tended.
The fatigue and mishaps of the day's travel were forgotten
around the bright light-wood camp-fire, and with the smoke
of our pipes our spirits and anticipations rose. [Visitors to
our camp from a nol-far-dislanl farmhouse, of the gentle as
well as the sterner sex, helped us to enjoy the evening, and
assured us of game iu abundance, in return for which assurance we promised the ladies a boat-ride— and never kept the
the promise.
Two of them had never been in a boat, and
were filled with admiration of our dory, even as it appeared
perched on the ox-cart.
The day's fatigue and extended evening pleasures " told "
on our slumbers, so that old Sol winked merrily at discovering a party of hunters still snoozing under the pine trees
as his earliest and brightest, rays touched the "Upper Lake."
A mile or more away at the foot of a gcntly-deseeuding
_

slope it lay before us, slightly ruffled by the breeze, glittering like millions' of diamonds in the sunlight.
wide
border of bright green grass, covering the bottoms that overflow in high water, forms an emerald setting for the
lake's brilliants.
Bordering the picture, with the irregular
and graceful outlines, stand clusters of grand old mossdraped live oaks, stalely palms with gracefully pendant
leaves, and maples bright with the tints of this their autumn
season. But for the palmettoes, that give to the sceneiits
tropical look, we might for the moment imagine ourselves in
the carefully-kept park of one of England's favored landowners, for the hundreds of cattle quietly feeding on the grass
keep it smooth and close-clipped as a lawn. No stretch of the
imagination, however, could ever picture such cattle as these
iu "bis lordship's" park.
Wild, small, and broad-horned,
they ib) not wait for au inspection that would justify a closer
description, but, with heads up, go with a rush for the
nearest timber. There are over one hundred thousand such
catlle in Manatee County that are driven and penned yearly
for marking and branding.
It is not, then, to be wondered
at that the seven hundred registered democratic voters of
the county find little time forthe adornment of their homes,
a lack that the visitor notices at the first glauce. With our
arrival at the lake our fishing began, and, though it was
Sunday morning, we had to catch a bass for dinner.
have read Fobkst and Stream for years, and with feelings

A

We

of mostprofound self-gratification have compared the fishing,
with which some of our fellow-sportsmen (whose exploits
are therein recorded) seem well satisfied, with that enjoyed
by us at these lakes. Some whose experiences have been there
related and read with interest have gloried in a catch of
from four to a dozen black bass, describing so vividly every
turn and effort of the finny game as to convey to the reader
almost the pleasurable excitement enjoyed by the captor.
How we wish for the happy faculty of description enjoyed
by some of these to recount the captures on these pretty
lakes and river. A fourteen-foot bamboo rod, stout linen
line and big hooks completed our fishing rig.
hit of venison ami a wisp of white hair filched from the 'attcr end of
our dog's tail made a bait. Just the thing it proved to be
for bringing the bass up from the bottom of the cold water.
Another good quality it possessed, that ot lasting.
caught fish with it for four days. Something over twenty of
the greedy bass tried to eat it in the, course of an hour's pull
along the "bonnets," the largest of which we threw back,
reserving a half-dozen of the little fellows for frying. And
here let us observe, at the known risk of being accused of
bad taste and worse judgment, that a black bass is about the
poorest fish for the pan or for fun that we know of. He
tastes as he smells, which is strong, and we have read with
astonishment of his game qualities in Northern waters for
never having found them to any extent in the denizens of
our Florida streams, we concluded that the same influence
which makes the resident of this "Land of Flowers " easygoing had affected the bass. Of the twenty odd we took
seven weighed over nine pounds, and one seventeen, yet
there was little fight in them; leading up to the surface like
a stick, they would make a dash or two for freedom and
give up. Accustomed to catching the salt water fish of the
coast, drum, shoepshead, redfish, revalid, etc., there was no
sport in this son of fishing for us, and we took only enough
to eat after the first trial.
It will be said, perhaps the fish were disgusted at the
weight and strength of our rig. Well, perhaps they were,
and some time we will try them with eight-ounce rod,

A

We

;

braided silk line and reel, but wo do not expect to find evidence to change our opinion.
We pitched our tent under a monster live oak near the
shore, whose mighty limbs spread sixty feet on every side
of the short and crooked trunk.
Standing between and up
among the low-hanging branches were a dozen palmetto
trees, rough columns supporting the roof of our leafy

mansion.
Pulling from our tree long festoons of gray moss we
filled our Lent with it half way to the ridge pole and rolled it
down for our bed. A rubber blanket, to keep down the
moisture, is advisable in this most luxurious eoueh. As our
lent was pitched on Sunday morning, it was resolved to do
no hunting, but to spend the day "looking around."

The
tion)

writer, carrying his "Winchester" (for self-protecand riding a well broken pony, chose the lake side of

26,
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woods for his field of observation, and with interest
noted the flocks of plover that, seemingly fearless of danger,
quietly feed until the pony was within a few feet of
them, when, with the unanimity of well drilled troops, they
would rise, wheel and settle a rod or two ahead, to repeat
the manoeuvre upon another near approach. English snipe
best and sweetest of birds— iu countless numbers
their sort bills over the half dry mud at the lake's edge
;
flock niter dock of willctt rose with shrill whistle, while
sandpipers and yellow legs simply ran out of the way, evidently unconscious that an enemy was near. An account of
the incidents of this trip has been purposely left, unwritten
for months, to allow the enthusiasm consequent upon a successful hunt and the sight of acres— literally acres -of game
birds to subside in a measure, well knowing that the unvarnished truth with regard to theinumbers of birds seen would
sound like a terribly"" fishy " story to many readers unfamiliar with the wilds of Florida. It does seem a little like
an exaggerated yarn to say that for half a mile or more the
low bushes on one side of the lake were perfectly white
with the wood ibis (or gannets, as the bird is commonly
called here), and to tell of flocks of white curlew covering
acres of the grassy flats might injuriously affect our reputation for veracity.
Tet we take these chances, and state that
we saw all these, and more too. The beautiful pink curlew
(roseate spoonbill) were also feeding about in large numbers, and seeming to value their fine feathers as highly as
we did, were more shy than their white cousins, keeping at
a safe distance from us, while other birds were not wild at
all.
Wo except from this last statement the sandhill cranes.
Perhaps the other birds knew that it was Sunday morning,
and that they were not in danger, on that very account, from
pony
or his well-pleased rider who, in watching and
the
counting the rafts of ducks on the lake, scaring up tho birds,
noticing the lily-pads for future visits, etc., was enjoyimr in
anticipation more than the sport that was to come on~the
morrow, when the pony stopped, with ears pricked forward
and an air of observation generally that speedily
attention to the front. Gemini
what a flock of turkeysOne, two, three, five, nine— gone, and not half counted.
Op that, trail to the pond in the hammock. Down drops
the pony's trail rope and our observation party of one is as
speedily dismounted and transformed into a hunting party
as possible.
Very strangely, the desire for knowledge of
the ground, to be quietly obtained, was changed in an instant to a most positive wish for a turkey at dinner.
The
caution of a veteran hunter, "Don't hurry," was borne in
mind (by the way, it's the best advice any hunter could receive), so after fifteen or twenty minutes of quiet walking
and crawling the edge of the pond was reached, and with it
a sight that would gladden any sportsman's heart. Nineteen turkeys, some feeding some sunning themselves, with
outspread wings, in tho saud, and all looking plump and
fat enough for our Sunday dinner.
WhUe lying quietly behind a log, the actions of the pompous " old gobbler " and
his family afforded a pleasant study, but, as the rifle was
brought to an aim, an old hen remarked " pect," which, being interpreted, is, run, scud, get out of this.
She should
have spoken sooner, for the bullet reached its mark ere her
advice was followed, and one of her sisters laid down her
"Bad man, hunting on Sunlife that we might be fed.
day I" Admitted, without an argument but who could
resist such a chance for a good dinner.
The following day our party divided up, for a varioty of
game, one taking a swamp six mdes from the lake and river,
for deer, two others trimmed the boat for ducks and sculled
about the lake, and another, with a resident hunter and his
dog, put out for the turkeys that had received attention on
the previous day. The flock was found near the same pond,
and were quickly flushed by the well-trained dog. Two
shots and but one turkey— score that oue for our "Cracker"
friend and his Kentucky rifle.
Turkey shooting on the
wing is literally "big sport," with a dog that understands
the business.
With shot guns it is too easy lo be much fun,
but with rifles it taxes ones quickness of eye and steadiness
An hour or so of
of nerve fully enough to be interesting.
quiet hunting, enlivened by three successful shots at flying
gobblers, and tho bag was considered big enough for the
day, especially as we judged from the rapid firing on the
The ducking
lake that ducks would be plenty for dinner.
party, however, met with but indifferent success, as the
ducks were wild and our dory not well adapted to the
sport.
Shots at long range were indulged in without turning
the ducks much or killing many either enough for dinner,
the

would

—

!

;

—

however.

And

here, for the satisfaction of the reader whose experience of wood life will enable him to appreciate tho bill of
fare at that four o'clock dinner, let- us give it; Black bass
end perch, fried, first course. Snipe and turkey breast,
stewed turkey ; broiled teal BWeot potatoes,
fricasseed
boiled and fried Irish potatoes, ditto
coffee noir.
It would have been a fair dinner, even it' v.e. /WrcV. a
"camp appetite" with it; and indeed as we were all greatly
that
in
was
blessed
respect, it
adjudged by the partj a first
Not by all the party either, for tho absence
class " spread."
of venison from our bill of fare was duo to the absence of
our deer hunter, whose hungry condition we earnestly commiserate as we smoke our after dinner pipes ami see the sum
go down and darkness come on without his yet putting in
;

;

;

an appearance.

;

"

Bedtime comes, and so soundly do -we sleep that apparently but a few minutes have passed and daylight oomefl to
wake us to the consciousness of the fact that he is not yet in,
but that hishorse is and is without his bridle. "We "take in "
the situation, and in a minute have saddled a couple of
horses, roped the stray nag, who has evidently left his
rider in the lurch or swamp, rather gathered a few fragments of yesterday's dinner, and started to the relief of our
-unlucky comrade. The crisp, fresh morning air exhilarates
us and stimulates our ponies to put their best foot forward.
The level, grassy bottoms afford a smooth road, so the six
or seven miles that lie between our cainp and his hunting
ground are gone over in a few minutes, and we enter the
big Myakka swamp, now dry, and only covered with water
during the summer rainy season.
Winding around among the great live oaks and rough
palmetto trees, we ride a mile "or more into tlie thicket,
careless of disturbing by the shrill notes of our hunting horn
the game we are not seeking. Grave fears for the safety of
our friend disturb us as no reply comes to our repeated
calls, and with few words and serious faces we ride on,
carefully scanning each open glade.
Stories of hunting accidents and deatlffrorn snake bites intrude disagreeably and
with oppressive force on our recollection, and the straight.
column of smoke we finally discern, away through the tree;
by the river bank, somehow is not reassurintr, rising, as it
seems to, from a smoldering or dead tire. We ride quickly
Up to it, wiih hearts beating audibly, and discover our
comrade stretched out on a pile of moss sound asleep and
the sun an hour high.
W. S. Wapjmh.

—

—
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THE LOTUS FOR FISH PONDS.
Cleveland,

Editok Forest and Stream

Sept. 10, 1878.

:

Among

the numerous native aquatic plants described of
late
the Pobest and Stream, as adapted to the aquarium,
fish pond and stream, 1 have not seen the attention of fish
culturists called to the most magnificent of all our water
plants— the nelumbium {Nelumbium luteum) commonly called
the water chinquapin. This nelumbium is the largest and
most beautiful water lily of the northern zone. It is allied to
the nymphrea speciosum and the N. lotus of India and the
Nils it can rightly be called, on account of the size and
beauty, the Victoria Tiegia of the North. This plant is found
in many isolated marshes in the West.
Those under my own
observation are at the west end of Sandusky Bay, on Portage
Biver, that empties into Lake Erie at Port Clinton, West
Harbor, on Lake Erie near the mouth of this river, and in
Point Au Pelee Island marshes on the north shore of the lake.
In the quiet bayous of these localities this lily could once be
seen growing in patches of from one to five acres, its broad
green leaf, twenty to thirty inches in diameter, on stems two,
three and eight feet long, covering the water eutirely from
view. The blossom, which comes out in August, is from
eight to ten inches in diameter and shows itself well above
the water. The seeds, from fifteen to twenty in each capsule,
ripen in October, and are about the size, form and color of the
" black-jack oak " {Querent nigra) and with the root of the
plant, which resembles much the root of the sweet potato or
yam, were both used as food in early times here by the Indians, and cultivated, it is said, by them.
Prom my own ex-

m

;

perience

1

can here affirm that both are quite edible.

For deep water and ponds of great extent I consider this
lily (iV. luteum) of more value to the fish culturist than the
sweet scented variety (Nymphma odorata).
Some years ago a friend requested me to procure skins of
the male woodduck, Anassponsa (Audubon), as lie wished lo
Bend the feathers to a salmon-fisher correspondent in Scotland.
Having noticed numbers of these birds on October evenings
alighting in a small bayou at the west end of " Mud Bay," a
continuation of the west end of Sandusky Bay, I poled my
boat in there one day about sundown, and soon procured
thirteen male buds in passable plumage. 1 found, on skinning
them, their crops filled (as I supposed) with acorns, and not
until a half-breed Frenchman proved lo me that they were the
seeds of lily pads did I discover my mistake
From that time
I have ever been interested in the history of this magnificent
water plant. Passing my hunting boat in deep water along
the border of these liiy fields, I have stopped by the hour to
study the natural aquaria of an acre or more of water covered
entirely with the broad leaves of the nelumbium.
The frog
had not been hunted then for market, and Rana pljmns
numbered his family by thousands and hundreds of thousands.
At evening every broad leaf became the sounding-board and
platform for one of these batracbians, and the song that they
sang will ever be remembered. 'Twas no mild " Colonel
Dyer and Eldigau, too," but 'twas like the beating of a thousand gongs and twice ten thousand bass-drtuns combined.
In the afternoon in early October you could see the gallinules,
rails and March wrens running and Sitting over these water
carpets, while under them, in "the clear and shaded water,
thousands of pickerel, bass and sunfish took their quiet siesta

on
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—
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" In your issue of yesterday, you reprint ah article
from the Green Bay Advocate, in which it is claimed that the
famous Egyptian lotus has been recently discovered in Lake
Winnebago, and it is said to occur at only one. other point
in the United States, Seldon's Cove, on tho Connecticut
river, where its presence is attributed to "a shipload of Egyptian rags passing up the river from which some seeds blew
into the water," etc., etc
As the plant referred to in this
article is not the Egyptian Lotus; is found at several localities
in this country, three of which are in this State; is one of the
most beautiful and interesting species in our flora, and has a
close relationship to one of the many so-called Lotus plants
of the Old World, I venture to send you a brief note of comment upon it. The plant mentioned in the Advocate is Nelumhium litUwn, or Water Chinquapin, the largest and finest of
our water lilies. Aside from the localities mentioned, it occurs at Sodus Bay, Lake Ontario, on the islands in Lake
Erie, at Toledo, at North Bend on the Ohio, and at some
other places ; and yet it is a rare plant. It will be recognized
by its circular, peltate leaT, often two feet in diameter, which
floats on Ihe surface of the water, and by its groat fragrant.
Bower, pale greenish-yellow in color, sometimes leaving a
Hush of red. Its seeds are held in a flattened receptacle three
or four inches in diameter, are nearly as large as hazel nuts,
and are eatable. Visitors to the islands will find these lilies in
the marshes of Middle Bass, and in much greater abundance
at More's Dock, near Ottawa, on the peninsula.
Both the
root and the seeds were used as food by the Indians who formerly lived around the western end of Lake Erie aud it is
probable that it would richly reward efforts for its cultivation
in this vicinity, both by is beautiful and deliriously fragrant
flowers and its edible, nut-like seeds.
Our jfelumbium is
closely allied to A", qieciomm, which grows spontaneously in
India; and, like the papyrus, was formerly cultivated in the
Nile, but does not now grow in Egypt. This is sometimes
called the lotus, but|tbe true lotus was a nymphim (N. lotus),
a species of the same genus with our white water-lily (N.
odorata), and very much like it.
This grows abundantly in
the Delta of the Nile, and both the immature seed pod and
the root were eaten by the Egyptians.
This and Ihe A'elumhmni were accurately described by Herodotus, and there can
be no mistake about them. The blossoms of the white water
lily of the Nile, and also those of the blue species {N. cmrulea), which grows with it, wT ere highly esteemed by the flowerloving Egyptians, and were used "by them to decorate the
tables at their feasts, and as crowns and garlands for the
They also formed a conspicuous feature in the offerguests.
ings to their gods. There is considerable difference of opinion
among scholars as to the identity of the plant which bore tlie
fruit said by Homer in the Odyssey to have been offered to
Ulysses in North Africa, and to have the peculiar property of
producing forget fulness of home and country in those who ate
it.
It certainly was neither the Indian nor Egyptian waterlily, but was probably the fruit of Zizyphus Lotus, a small
This fruit is something like a
tree which grows in Barbary.
date or plum in appearance, and the Arabian poets ascribed
to it a lethean influence similar to that felt by Homer's Litlw;

pliagi.

has been said here regarding this water
some of our fish culturists to undertake its
Should any such want the seedj or roots 1 have
no doubt they could procure any amount needed by applying
to the members of the Hone's Point or Winnow's Point Clubs,
located at the bead of Sandusky Bay.
Both clubs have men
iu their employ that would willingly collect the material for a
Ok, E. Steeling,
sufficient compensation.
I

Since the above was written I have had brought to my
two newspaper articles on the nelubium.
the Green Bay (Wis.) Advocate, as follows

The first, from
" The Egyptan

:

Lotus, so celebrated for

its rare

and beautiful

blossoms in flavor and color, have not until quite recently been
known to exist at all in the United States, but are found in
great perfection iD several placeB in this countrywhich we discovered last week to be in Lake Winnebago,
near the Insane Hospital, and probably at some other points
on the lake. It grows also at Sheldon's Cove, on the Connecticut liiver, not far from Long Island Sound, and its rare and
beautiful blossoms are always in great demand there, from $8
to SiO having been ottered for them.
Every effort to transplant the plant has been unsuccessful, and it has teen heretofore believed that only one spot elsewhere on the North Carolina coast now that idea is exploded, wo are correct in belioving that it grows in Lake Winnebago.
The oriiiin ol the
lotus at Sheldon's Cove is attributed by tradition to some
seeds which blew from a shipload of Egyptian rags passing
up the river. The blossoms on the Lake Winnebago specimens are of a delicate, pale buff color, and larger and finer in
texture than the ordinary pond lillies of this country."
The second is from the Cleveland Herald;
>

—

'

hope

sufficient

plant to induce
cultivation.

—

Eggs of tub California Salmon. Mr. Livinston Stone's
efforts this year at Baird, Shasta County, California, seem to
It would be well if the
have been crowned with success.
various Fish Commissioners would at once apply for eggs for
their use.
Mr. Stone writes from the TJ, S. Salmon Breeding
Station at the above point, under date of Sept. 11
We have taken eight million salmon eggs this season, and
have a good prospect of taking three or four million more
within a week.
This expectation of a further catch seems to have been fully
realized, as we are in receipt of the following news from Professor Baird, who writes from the United States Commission,
:

Pish and Fisheries, Gloucester, Mass.

,

Sept. 21

Stone telegraphs to-day that he has taken twelve millions
of salmon eggs, and can get plenty more.
This is beyond the
sum of all applications.

Trout Eggs.

—A very

—«*—

large

number— one million—brook

Charles Lyeli,

l'.

It. S., etc.,

etc.',

made

quite a

report

of

them, and in most cases the statements were sworn to, and
in almost exactly as many cases they were shown to be tlie
result of natural aud not unnatural causes.
In 1843 scientific
Boston was most shamefully deceived by a Mr. Knock, who
exhibited a real ''sea-serpent." It was supposed to have
been only thirty feet in circumference, but was finally found
to be a. Tegtodon, an extinct cetacean of grout size.
It was
most carefully made up, the vertebra of several of them being
joined together, making a snake of over one hundred feet in
length. Soon after this— August, 1S45 we have the sworn
statement of two gentlemen of Merigornish, Nova Scotia,
who state that they saw a monster, eighty feet long, hard
aground within a hundred yards of the beach, and after
watching its motions for an hour, they saw it move off. One
of the men mounted a high bank, and stated that it raised its
head high out ol water and its back wT as covered with lumps,
or they were caused by the motion of its body. The skin
was dark and rough, and it worked about continually and
would bend its body into a circle aud unbend it with great
rapidity.
In 1844 a large creature swata past a wharf at
Arisaig, near the northeast end of Nova Scotia, and was obBarry, of Picton, who certified that he was
served by Mr.
within twenty-five feet of him, aud it was over sixty feet
long and three in width. The back was covered with lumps
or natural ridges. The above evidence was collected by J. W.
Dawson, of Picton, for Sir Charles Lycll. In February, 1-U0,
Capt. Lawson and crew, of the schooner Mary Belt, stated
that they passed a monster snake off Capes Charles and HenThe length was given at one hundred feet (and not an
ry.
inch over), and the same general description given as above
probably owing to a similarity of brand in the medium of
In the mouth of August of this year, and
sight.
of July, 1845, articles appeared in the Norway papers
giving a description of a monster fish or creature seen by
many people, and giving the names of surgeons, lawyers and
Other prominent men who had certified lo tlie veracity of
the statement.
The animal was seen in the vicinity of Christiansand, and also at Molde and Lund
It entered the fiords
on calm days, and was seen to be over seventy feet in length,
of a black color, smooth, andabout three feet iu circumference.
It moved through the water like an eel, and came so near the
beach that its waves broke upon the sands at the feet of the
wondering crowd as if a steamer had passed. On the neck,
hair was observed that waved like a mane in the water.
Archdeacon Deint oil, in his official report, says that the people
who saw it were not frightened, but observed it with " care
and reason," and fired shots at it, some of which must have
taken effect, as
dove and moved away.
In the years 181? and 1830 a large marine animal made ils
appearance upon the New Lnghuid coast, especially between
These visits created so much
Gloucester and Boston.
interest that the Linnean Society of Boston appointed a
committee to investigate the matter.
It was done,
and
Dr. Bigelow and F. 0. Gray, two well-known gentlemen,
mide the report (and it has clung to them ever since).
It was as follows: ''The monster was from eighty to
feet long
his head usually carried about, two feet above the
water of a dark brown color, the body with some thirty feet or
more protuberances— compared by some to four gallon kegs,
by others to a siring of buoys-, motions very rapid, faster
than those of a whale, swimming a mile in two minutes, and
sometimes more, leaving a wake behind him, and chasing
mackerel, herrings and other fishes, whieh were sesn jutnpiug
out of the water, fifty at a time, as he approached. He only
came to the surface in calm, bright weather. A skillful gunner
fired at him from our boat, and, having taken good aim, felt
sure he must have hit him on the head. The creature turned
toward us aud divetl under the boat, and reappeared a hundred yards away."

—

W

1

it.

;

;

Such was the report of the scientific men or fifty years ago,
and having made it, they termed it Scoliophy's all
Drawings were made of it on the spot by Colonel Perkins, of
Boston.
He saw more and further than all his colleagues
jointly, as ho mentions twenty projections eight
and counted the scales by a large majority. The drawing he
made resembles the one figured iu the "Natural History of
Norway," published by Bishop Pontopiddan in L758, This
creature soon alter appeared in Gloucester Bay
seen by a Mr. Mansfield and wife. They saw it in Si
water from a cliff. The}- could not agree upon its length,
one stating it as eighty feet long, and the other as one hunpassed that it was
dred.
They judged from a pier Which
'I 'his gentleman afterwards saw
one hundred feet in length.
it off Lynn aud Nahant (see "History of Lynn," Mass), and
was one of thirty persons who followed it along the beach as
It is to be supposed that it was not
it swam along the shore.
then moving at a rate of a mile in two minutes, as above reported.
Gentlemen are still residing in Lynn who were of the
party, and the writer is fortunate iu having an old and valued
friend who was a spectator, and to the present day he still
affirms that, it was really the great sea serpent—and
say nav. In 1800 Captain Johnson, of ^iaw Jersey, was becalmed off Hatteias, and reported seeing an immense snake,
Tne sea airthat, raised its head and moved oil like an eel.
pent has Often been confounded w ith other marine animals,
as in September, 1808, a huce monster was thrown
in
the outside reef at Eothesholm Head,
Slrousa, one of
the Orkney Islands, where it was found, and measured fiftyiau. and
five feet. "The affidavits o
others were taken and published in the " IS einermn Society."
It measured fifty-five feet, and had bristles iu the mi
fourteen inches long. Tins was so confounded with the
Norway sea serpent that it was named HalsydonU
pontopiddani, Afterward the scapula arch and vertebral column
were sent to the Edin hureh Museum of Comparative A nat May,
and pronounced by Dr. Barclay to belong to an -animal Unturns were
known to science. Some months
io Sir Everad Etowe in London, who at once proI
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MARINE MONSTERS OF TRADITION

morning meal.

noiice

chance for the "serpent." We expect him, and he will undoubtedly soon put in au appearance at the Aquarium, per.
haps in sections, but still there where he will be introduced
by "Tody Hamilton" into the mysteries of very alcoholic
fire water and " what oysters know "about following a man
around the room." The curious effects of thi
stories (on the future) can be seen in the numerous statements
in history to-day of appearances that are there recorded as
facts.
Bo, many of our yarns of to-day iu a hundred years
will be unearthed and wonnered at by the half-doubting
reader.
Some of the latter day notes taken upon strange
creatures are extremely interesting, to show how the rev
of a perfectly reasonable creature can at, times be distorted.
So much attention have these appearances taken that. Sir

AND

A

THEpent," by virtue
periodical

FACT.

"newspaper appearance

of the sea-ser-

of its romantic surroundings, has bo-

come an old stand-by, and is looked for and read with a paDay after day
tient credulity that is worthy a better cause.
these monsters are

hurled at us by the fun-loving "ink

a shoal of antediluvian horearly date, they would
cause but little surprise to the htmdreds w ho are continually
being primed and double-shotted with an earnest belief of
fiend,"

and

it is

safe to say that

roTS should enter the harbor

if

at an

7

Next to the great sea serpent, the devil fish
who go down to the sea in
and even Victor Hugo's wonderful tale of the octopus
and its great size has long since been verified by the appearance of a relation of this creature at the New York Aquarium,
lies in slate, its immense arms, thirty feet long,
armed with death-dealing suckers, almost substantiate the
So, perhaps there is still a
tales of the " ToilerB of the Sea,"
their existence.
tins

been the great Uieme of those

ships,

'

:

H

the longest

I
i

set iD length
lie

When

historian fails to

In this year, in answer to a request, the Bev. Donald
Maclean, of Small Isles, in the Uebnd.ee, wrote a statement o2
state.

"

:

,
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what he witnessed

id.

km

thai vicinity

iv<

relative to a sea serj

rted

that in

hour."

One

point in their favor is that the descriptions agree in alcase, those of Norway and America being about
Hundreds of arguments are brought up. The inability of men to judge when frightened, is one; but in
England it was observed by men who were entirely composed ;
ayain it has been compared to a line of porpoises, but these
could not raise themselves in the air after the fashion of this
fabled monster.
These questions are answered by Sir Charles
Lyell, whose theory is that the sea serpents arc in reality
large specimens of the Stjutilm mirsimii-s.
He says ''Dr.
Melville informed me that he saw a large species of shark
swimming at a rate of ten miles an hour in the Torres Strait,
and besides the lateral ilextures of the tail, which are the principal propelling power, the creature described as it advanced
a series of veitical undulations, not by the actual bending
iy itself, but by the whole animal rising near the
surface and then dipping down again, so that the dorsal fin
and a part of the back were occasionally lifted to a considerable height.
So, if a large shark was moving at a rate of
twenty miles an hour, that portion of the back that emerged
ill front might easily be taken for the head, the dorsal
for the
mane, and he waves formed by the rising of so heavy a body
complete the humps. Again, if the fins should emerge and
be submerged in rapid succession, the image of one set
would he retained on the retina of the eye after another set

most every
the

s;i.me.

New

;

t

had become

and they might be continued over and
indefinitely,." The" extending of the head out of the
visible,

water has been laid to the PItoca probastidea, or sea elephant,
metimes grows to a length of thirty feet, but it is a
question whether the animal coidd move for hours -were its
head so high. So it will be seen that there are many points
ou both sides.
Those fortunate beings who have seen the
great unknown believe in it, and those that have not do not
like to deny it, as it would be casting some reflection upon the
word of a conviuced (?) colleague.
However, we live in
hope, and fondly expect some fine morning to see the Brooklyn Bridge clasped in the slimy folds of the great unknown.
New York,
C. F,H.

— i.

•

Osteich Breeding.

—

.

The value of ostriches has very largely
The London Colonies and India gives the

increased of late.

price of some ostriches sold at Micldlebury, South Africa, for
breeding purposes, as £285 a pair. Twenty pairs of breeding

Fine feathers are worth a3 much as
£67 per pound, or about fifteen shillings for each feather.
When it is remembered that a few years ago ostriches could
be procured in South Africa for the catching, and were purchased for a mere trifle for exhibition purposes in this country, whereas at the present time a live ostrich does not exist
in London, the importance of the birds on the ostrich farms
of Cape Colony may readily be realized. Northern African
birds do not possess the fine plumage of the Southern varieties.
Wiry should not Bird of Paradise culture be attempted ? It is
quite possible that in New Guinea some of the finest of the
Paradise? might be produced by artificial incubation. Who
would like to go into the business? The only trouble is that

birds averaged £130.

"Strathbogie" writes that in a place five feet wide by Ave
were fourteen dogs of different

Hqtmql

7*u

June, 1808; he

saw a huge creature from the shore ami from a, boat, "Its
head was wide and oval, neck small, and it moved swiftly,
with a snake-like motion. Sometimes the head way out Ot the
water, and then the speed seemed to decrease, and its object
was evidently to Bee; and at one titnett dived furiously under
and putsoed the boat," Again he says, " We saw it from the
Shore, and it moved Ofl about a mile, and we lost sight of it.
Its length we believed to be from eighty 1)0 one hundred feet,
Af'tei ward it was seen between Roun and Parma, Us head
high above water and moving along at about five miles an

feet ten inches in length there
sizes,

Minnesota. Field Teials.— Owing

to failure of the mail,

the conclusion of our report of the Field Trials did not reach
us in time for last week's paper, and we append it herewith,
containing the Thursday's work for Dogs of All Ages;

Thursday, P. M., Sept. VMh.— After dinner Clipper and
Jennie were put down (3:45) working in grass with a flush lor
Jennie almost immediately. Altera little clipper weakened and
Was ordered in. Friend was then put down. Friend is an importer]

red Irish setter (Flash-Stella).

•red a

J

,,

,,

;

;

;

Trial

pompano

—

—Merit.

,

,-Demerit.-^

on

error if not more
Liunasus called this fish a Oasterostexts.
Of course this resemblance was but superficial, and is
not recognized to-day. Tho pompano has nothing to do with

being nearer to the mackerel
All of these were once considered to be memall its relations

and caranxes.
ber of tho genus

Gasterosteus.

Snap
Daisy
Clipper.

Jennie
Friend

Queen

of the

West..

to take liberties with the python,

and kicked the boa. Like
lightning the python wound himselE around that Singapore
gardener and almost squeezed him to death.
private of an
English regiment came to the gardener's aid and managed to
take the hitches out of the snake.
Don't fool with a python.

A

.

New

Bbes fou
Zualand.— Insects play an important part
in floral economy, and a curious bit of agricultural enterbased upon this principle, comes to us reported from
New Zealand. The New Zealanders are about to spend a
Considerable sum of money in acclimatizing the humble-bee
so as to assist the agriculturists in cultivating clover.
Common bees are not strong enough to force their way into the
petals of the clover flower, and thus fertilize the plants as
they fly from one to another.
For this purpose, therefore,
the humble-bee is needed, but so far the nests sent out have
been destroyed. Attempts to acclimatize the common bee in
some hot climates have so far proved useless. After a short
period they quit the hives, and cannot be enticed back.
prise,

A

—

of Elk. A novel feature of the State Fair at St,
Paul, Minn., the other day, was the team of elk driven by
Mr. A. n. Moore. The auimals were captured about two
years ago on Rice River, eight miles south of Fargo, Dakota
when four or five days old. "Dexter" weighs 512 pound,
and " Dasher " 500 pounds. They are. well broken to harness
thoroughly trained and gentle. Their speed is sixteen mfleB
an hour.

Team

—At Merthyr Tydvil one of the great events of

the year is
meeting on a large scaled organized by a society of
licensed victuallers.
Because thus organized before the
meeting took place this year public prayers were offered up
in several chapels that rain might be sent to spoil the sport.

an

athletic

New

in

in about a space of ten feet
dogs,

some

of

them

we

regret to say, are

We know of one place

York.

by

eight,

where,
counted sixteen

we

of good size, three cages of rabbits,

two

with Guinea pigs, besides numberless coops and crates filled
with chickens and pigeons. The odor was simply horn hieAs we approached the den it was sickening. That such an

unwholesome hole must breed a

The
unknown

very certain.
parently

pestilence

seemed to us to bo

use of the simplest disinfectants

is

ap-

who keep

these dog holes.
where the proprietors find any money in the
business.
Animals or birds in such an atmosphere must
sicken and lose condition.
There is no doubt but that a great
many of these dog dives in New York, as in London, are receptacles for stolen dogs, and that the poor poultry exhibited
arc simply blinds.
Strange to say prices asked at such dog
dens are most preposterous, generally three to four times more
to the

people

We often wonder

however, very rare that a
at all.
We do not
mean to be general in our remarks, for we are pleased to
state that there are quite a number of dog dealers in the city
than the value of the dog.

It

is,

good animal cau be found in such places

who have toy breeds, who keep their places in good order,
and where animals arc fairly cared for. All such places of bad
repute ought to be put under surveillance. The question of
dog-stealing is, of course, one that should be summarily dealt
with but in close September weather, unless such dens are
purified, the health of a whole neighborhood may be en;

dangered.

Treatment of Dogs When III.— We take the following
from an article by Dr. Gordon Stables, contributed to. the
Reading Mercury-. "There is a disease know as distemper,
about which not a little misunderstanding prevails among
people generally, It is believed that all dogs are bound to
have it once, and once only. This is wrong, for in well-kept
kennels it is exceedingly rare on the other hand the same
dog may have it more than once, and that, too, when quite
old.
Distemper is really a catarrhal fever, ushered in with
some degree of shivering, dullness, loss of appetite, running of
water first, and pus mixed with blood afterwards, from nose
and eyes. There is also rapid emaciation this latter symptom distinguishes it from a common cold. There is, too,
snorting and coughing in distemper. The disease should be
met at the outset with an emetic, such as a teaspoon! ul of
mustard in warm water, followed, or not, by some camoiuilo
tea
then get the bowels to act by the common buckthorn and
oil mixture
dose, from a dessert-spoonful up to two tablespoonfuls. If the, cough seems very troublesome, a setonmay
be put in the front of the chest. For the first two or three
days, from two to ten grains of James' powder should be
given thrice daily, with a dessert or table spoonful of Minde—
You must sustain the system as soon
rerus spirit at bedtime.
as the fever is abated with nourishing soups and port wine,
and, to complete the cure, give quinine, from half a grain to
grains
made
into a pill, with from two to five
two
thrice a day
grains of extract of dandelion cod-liver oil must then be
given for a month dose, from a teaspoonful up to one ounce
twice a day. I know of no more excellent remedy for weak
;

;

j

;

;

;

ness of all kinds, either for grown dogs or pups, than cod-li vcr
oil.
I invariably use the light brown it is the dearest, but in
my opinion far away the best. Dogs are often troubled wiih
diarrhoea, and, as it may merge into dysentery, it should be
Bpeedlly seen to, sspeciallyin warm weather. It is usually an effort of nature to expel some irritant substance from the bowels
a dose of castor-oil will, therefore, assist the action, with a few
drops of laudanum to ease the pain. Chalk mixtures may then
be given thrice a day, or oftener, and rico and milk as food.
When the reverse is the case, and costiveness occurs, a run
and a dip in the water will often effectually relieve it. If the
dog seems in distress administer an enema of warm water,
with half an ounce or more of castor oil in it. Constipation
in the bowels is usually produced by want of sufficient exer;

Jet..
Nellie.....

:

Maggie May
Countess

—

lioyal.

Ktrathro?
Jack, withdrawn

There

is

a probability that Friend will be protested, as he
the Trial was run
in which case he
either record or place.

was withdrawn before
would not be entitled to

;

The Minnesota Kennel Club have been very
the selection of their judges,
less task.

terests of

who had

fortunate in

a difficult

and thank-

No greater care could have been taken of the inthe competitors, the judges disputing fractions of

Had the birds been abundand the weather more auspicious on the first day, the
would have been more enjoyable. It is seldom that so
many superior dogs have met in competition in this country,
most of them being owned by professional breakers and
breeders.
The camp canteen was well managed by purveyor
points on the merits of the dogs.
ant,

Trials

Charles Benson, proprietor of the West. Hotel at St. Cloud,
and the table was all that could be wished or expected. Suf-

teams were provided for spectators. Probably one
hundred persons in all witnessed the Trials but on the last
day the judges, handlers, and two reporters, were all who
witnessed the fortunes of the field, and wearily followed the
dogs through stubble, break, slough, and prairie.
ficient

;

Doo Holes

—

is New Yobk. Our most trustworthy Engcontemporary, the Line Slock Journal, has an excellent
on the dog dens of London. It speaks of the miserable
places where dogs are kept by dealers on sale as " hot beds of
cli8ef.se, engendered by filth, overcrowding, and the abominably
disgusting food supplied to the unfortunate creatures confined.
lish

article

When we know this we have the remedy
Give more green food, aud more meat
clearly set before us
and exercise. Medicine may relieve, but cannot cure, a conColic is a painful afstipated habit either in man or beast.
fection in the dog, and is often brought on from cold, constipation, or the eating of indigestible food. Tho dog is uneasy,
constantly changing his position, and giving vent to piteous
howls. The indications of treatment are tw'o ease the pain'
and act on the bowels. Give at once some brandy and water
with from ten to twenty drops of laudanum in it, anil shortly
after a good close of oil, aiding its action with an enema)
Dogs, as well as their masters, suffer often from indigestion,
generally brought: on from lazy habits and over-indulgence of
too luxuriant appetites. The fault maybe the owner's; he may
feed the animal between meals, cram him with tit-bits, dose
him with daiuties, or let him gorge himself ou that grueBome
garbage— greasy greaves. And so the dog thrives not ; his
coat Blares or is in tatters, his nose is unhealthy, and his
To cure him, feed spar
sleep disturbed by fearful dreams.
ingly anil rationally, give an occasional aperient, and a daily
cise, errors in diet.

Ranger

— The bead gardener of the Maharajah of Tohore undertook

—«—

cases of wretched cruelty,

;

might be conducive of

thoroughly explained.

the stickleback,

Such

uncommon

f

SCALE OF POINTS.

el
in last week's paper

confined in cages in which they could not turn them-

selves.

not

it,

"horrid" the next.

the

stubble Held

surrounded by prairie and worked
pa
ail v without, result,
Ground so situated is usually most excel it for birds. Thence
into grass and then into stubble, and
until 5; 15, when
a flush was scored to Jennie's account, which took her up.
Queen of the West took her place at G o'clock, and no birds
showing, the dogs were taken up, and the trials adjourned
until Friday, all hands overworked and the business growing decidedly monotonous. Seven singles and three braces
remain to be run. As we returned to camp myriads of wild
ducks filled the air flying trorn their feeding grounds in the
fields to the ponds and sloughs.
13.— MorD trig frosty, iirUtut and clear; wind light, aoutbeusi
6 v. St., elear aud ealin.
12 m., wind soma and brisk
Friend and Ranger were put do^vn at 8:30 a. m. and soon
cast off in a prairie near camp.
Ranger is a seven-year liver
and white ticked pointer, well known as one of the best dogs
in the country, very steady aud a hard worker.
Presently
the dogs moved into stubble, Friend working slowly and determined not to risk a flush. Ranger justifying his name.
Almost immediately Ranger found. Soon after a covey of a
tlozen got up wild
no score. Ranger afterward earns two
poiuts in an old rag-weed field.
Large flocks of wild geese
rose from a "break" (newly plowed land).
Now across a
mile of prairie, and thence into stubble. Poor Friend is
footsore, preferring furrows to straw stubs, Ranger gets a flush
on the edge of a prairie due to carelessness of handling, walking in after he had established his point, but earns a point five
minutes later. Friend also earns a point and is taken up at
10:15 with a full score of five points. Hanger goes up at 10:20,
and Maggie May, a black, white and tau imported English
setter, and George Waddington's Nellie are put down. Nellie
winds well on the edge of a dry slough, roading carefully,
and trailing a circling bird, and won a brilliant point. Dogs
taken up to change to distant locality, and are put down again
on prairie at 11:15, both quartering beautifully, and going at
a great pace; thence into stubble, crossing it, both winding
on the edge of a prairie, Maggie coming to a point first and
scoring.
At 11:50 Maggie earns another point in grass. Birds
scarce, lie very close, single, aud when they rise fly the regulation mile before settling.
Gophers very numerous, rendering false points liable. Gopher mounds are the central structure, from which the burrows of these pestilential rodents
radiate.
They are usually two feet high, ten to twenty feet,
in diameter, and covered with tall weeds.
There are also
badger mounds.
Hawks are constantly sailing over tho
prairie and pick up many chickens.
At i2 m. another pretty
point for Maggie May, who shows most excellent nose and
staunchness and good roading. (Taken up at 12:30 for dinner.) Dogs put down again at 1:45.
Nellie gets two flushes
and is taken up. Maggie earns a flush at 2:50, and is withdrawn.
Countess Royal, a liver and white pointer, and
Strathroy, a setter, are put down and worked untU (i o'clock.
Countess scores two flushes and two points and is withdrawn,
becoming sick and unfit for work. Strathroy runs out with
four points aud a flush. Dan withdrawn,
The Brace Stakes, for which there has boon three entries,
were set aside and not run, for want of time. Broke camp
Friday night.
The following is the score in the All Ages

the ladies are inconstant in their fashions, and the rage for
Bird of Paradise feathers might be at fever heat one year and

Tee Pompano. — Our few remarks

155

:

1

dinner pill of quinine, rhubarb and taraxacum, and a bucket
bath every morning. I must at present pass unnoticed the
more serious internal inflammations, such as nephritis, bronchitis, hepatitis, pleurisy and other diseases of the lungs, as
is
latter
often
as
speedily
this
well as jaundice;
proper advice shou.d
yellow jack itself, and
fatal as
be sought as soon as it appears. In all acute diseases
you can seldom do wrong in at once getting the bowels to
move, applying counter-irritants to the seat of pain, aud hot
fomentations or the hot flat-iron, and administering repeated
small doses of opium by tho mouth. Mange is too well known
The dog should be washed twice a
to need a description.
week, using Spratt'8 soap, and after each washing anoint with
the following liniment: Mix four drachms of creosote with
seven ounces of olive oil, and add one ounce of solution of
potash. Change the dog's bed often, alter hedlet, give an occaaperient, and from three drops to eight (according to size
(61 liquor arsenicalis twice or hi ice a day in the food to
two or three weeks, unless it brings on redness of eyes if ic
does, omit for a day or two, and begin again."
l

i

j

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

156

CURRENT JOTTINGS BY A STRAY DOG.

A

T

;;

a bitch big with young she
kitten which disappeared, no
children said the pup had been eating
green apples, that the bitch got injured by one of their number, and that the kitten was stolen by a bad boy, but the coincidence struck me as singular, to say the least.
W.

hot, lost his appetite ; also to
sickened and died also to a

;

;

BOSTON

"to perpetrate doggerel
poetry is to be guilty of a cur-rhyme." That B-hounds
reasonable
A. fierce old dog ina Texas jailis named "Dash,"
paper

insists

one knew where.

that,

because -when the convicts make a dash for liberty he dashes
after them, their hopes are dashed to the ground, and their

remarks as the cur grips them from behind could be only
hinted at in a polite journal like this by dashes
A New
York police station dog, Major, " had an extra dish of rations
the other day and an engrossed set of resolutions besides. He
'

The

As our correspondent
a coincidence about

intimates, there

all this,

but

we

powder cannot affect an animal.
rubrum to be perfectly innocuous.

may

be something of

arc very sure that insect

We

believe

Pyrdhrum

during the meeting. Col. Geo. D. Scott, as officer at the
firing points, found a week of hard work, and to his coolness
and efficiency much of the smooth moving of the meeting is
due. Without a single accident to man or rifle, and without
the consideration of a single material protest, the week's work
shows that there are riflemen from dozens of ranges who have
learned well the lessons of modern rifle practice, and have
found in it an invigorating, healthful exercise, while to the
country at large the gain is in having so much proficiency on
the part of the militia.
the following columns:

'

pursued a flying jail-bird and treed him in a cellar
A.
Yankee Norval has discovered that the dogs which devour his
father's mutton on the Grampian hills invariably attack the
neck of their victims to sever the arteries and drink the blood;
so Norval has designed a collar with sharp projecting points,
to be worn by the sheep
Denver people used to scatter
strychnine around tUeir yards and alleyways to kill off the
stray dogs.
little black baby ate some of the poison and
straightway winged her flight where all good little black babies
go. Denver people don't scatter strychnine around any more.
In my nocturnal wanderings I have made the pleasant acquaintance of several canine artists who " do " the dog " busi-

A

ness " in the third and fourth class (and some no-class-at-all)
variety shows. The Bowery Theatre is about as high as I

In one of the most notorious of the variety halls, a
favorite actor was, until recently.a dog, "Sport." His "parf'was
always the occasion of boisterous demonstrations from the delighted audience. But "Sport" fell into the dog-catcher's hands,
and his master lamented with a reporter as follows
That chap was the best part hof my show. Why heverybody 'as seen 'im jump from 'is chair, where 'e 'ad been
Bleeping while the Big Four were hon the stage finishing
then' performance, hand scramble hup hand chase them behind
the scopes.
Why, there his ban 'ole bin the scenes, purposely
made for the
to hescape through.
Bite*! hof
course Vd bite 'em.
ne hof the hactora hare bitten hall
hover. The hactors
e hafraid hof 'im, halthough 'e made
fun for the folks haround. The honly way to sbut 'im hup
was to throw 'im ban hold 'at and wouldn't 'e shake hit ?
"Sport " got halter ban hactor last week, chased 'im hoff from
ever get.

\.

—

the stage hup hinto the gallery hamong the spectators, ban
the hactor nearly broke 'is neck when 'e jumped from the
'Is lead struck hon that wooden settee
gallery to hescape.
there, hand smashed bin the seat.
The hactor didn't know
hanything for twenty minutes. Hi wouldn't 'ave lost 'im
But wasn't 'e tricky ? Last fall 'e was sent down
for
sleep
nights,
to the stables to
band Hi'm blessed hif 'e didn't
walk lame hand play hup sick to get back hinto the warm
rooms. But one day, lookin' 'im hin the heyo, hi says,
" Sporty,' you're play in' hit," hand 'c never tried hit hagain.
" Sport " was ha show dog by nature. When hi was sick
last winter with rheumatism, " Sport " stayed by the bed
hand could 'ear the performance hon the stage. When 'is
performance came the Big Four 'e would rush like mad to
play 'Is part, hand then come back, jump hon my bed, look
hinto my heyes, hand halmost say has plainly has day
" What's the reason you haren't downstairs?"
'

—

—

:

The dogs
dog has

from every dog. Every
dogs have their nights. An enter-

his day; theatrical

might be written about these four-footed charThink 1 will suggest something of the
acters of the stage.
kind to my friend "Tatters," of the "Shaughraun," or to
" Schneider," whose drolleries in the first act of "Rip Van
"

Westminster Kentjbl Cluh Notes.—The Westminster
Kennel Club's pointer bitch, May, full sister to Psyche, winner of first prize and special prize at the late New York
Bench Show, has just whelped six by Sensation.—Mr. T.
Hall, of Marlboro, Ulster Co., N. Y., has purchased a Sensation-Daisy puppy.— Westminster Kennel Club's Sensation
has just visited their Pallas. Pallas was bought at St. Louis
last February of Mr. Scott, with the imderstanding that she
was then in whelp to Bow. Pallas is lemon and white, by
Gen'l Prim out of Powell's Queen. She has a very sensitive
nose, and is stylish and fast in the field.
It is expected that
her litter by Sensation will be very fine, combining the highest bench show and field qualities.
Her head is the nearest
approach to Sensation we have ever seen. She was not exhibited at Boston, Baltimore or New York, as she was at the
lime suffering from the usual mange, contracted by her ocean
trip.
She is now in perfect condition. The club have a few
Sensation-Daisy puppies, six weeks old, lemon and white
dogs, which will be sold at reasonable prices.

have convulsed whole audiences with laughter, as

in the concluding scenes his refusal to recognize the dazed

"Bip" has completed

the pathetic picture
When a dog
run ahead of a lightning express train and the people
go to the spot to investigate the result, they can hardly tell
whether there has been a dog there or not
The Turin
papers record a curious hunting accident, II. Giacomo Beschetti, while out hunting, became weary and stood leaning
upon his gun. His dog pawed the trigger, the gun went off,
the man received the full charge in his breast and died
We
all know of dogs who have traveled long distances to reach
their homes, in some instances enduring great fatigue and
hunger on the road. Much sagacity is often displayed, besides a very wonderful instinct— shall we call it ?— of direction, which has furnished a theme of speculation for more
than one student of animal psychology. A curious incident
recently transpired on the North British Railway, Eng.,
which affords a striking example of canine sagacity :
^Shortly before the arrival of the train leaving Edinburgh
for QueenBferry, a wise-looking black and tan collie dog came
on to the platform, where it stood for some time, during
which a West-going train stopped and took in passengers,
until the Queensferry train came up, when, watching its opportunity, it slipped in at the open door of a third-class carriage, in which were seated some ladies and gentlemen, who,
seeing that the dog had no owner, endeavored to turn it out,
but without success, the dog retreating into a corner under
the seat, and resisting every attempt. At the other stations
on the line these attempts were repeated, but the dog stuck
to its post until Kirliston was passed, when it approached one
of the doors of the carriage and sat waiting until the door
was opened at Dalmeny" station. Then, with a bound it
cleared the carriage and made off at full speed. It had evidently, traveled by the same route before, and, having lost
its master in Edinburgh, had taken this method of getting
home.

" Doos at a Baeqam."— Notice is hereby given that there
no more dogs to be secured at a bargain in the Now York

We
See our Kennel Department last week.
dog pound.
should be glad to select good dogs for all the correspondents
who have applied to us, but dog-fanciers must look elsewhere.

—

Club,

md

Stream : Is it possiYork, Sept. 22.— Editor Forest
1
the- Persian insect powder is injurious to dogs?
applied it to a young dog and he was quite sick after it nose
ble that

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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1878.

Sales.— Hazleton, Pa.,

Sept.

20.— Mr.

J. N. Shapley, has
setter pup St. Nicho-

sold his black, white and tau field trial
las, whelped March 10, 1878, out of Bess
Roy, to Mr. C. Wolf, of Now York.
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Sales Last Week.—Jet, by J. S. Jones, of Marshalltown,
Iowa, to Hopkins Smith, of Portland, Maine, $ 100; Queen
of the West, Jones to B. Beaupre, Esq., St. Paul, §125
Tempest, by Geo. Waddington, of Geneva, Iowa, toJ.H.
Wilcox, of Cedar Rapids, $100.

S

NY

stakes in the Nashville field

Val.

trials.
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Whelps.

— The Topeka (Kan.) kennel's small-size liver- and

white ticked pointer bitch Fanny whelped, September 12th,
nine— seven dogs and two bitches— by their large-sized,
liver-colored pointer dog Drop, Jr. (a grandson of WaddcU's
old Phil). Five are pure liver, and four nicely marked liver
and white, Two of them are marked with tan.

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.
Full Repoht op the Sixth Annual Prize Meeting op
the N. R. A. op America.

THE Sixth Annual
moor

the

National

which occupied the range

at Creed-

Fall Prize Meeting of

Rifle Association,

week was an entire success
The work done indicated progress,

for the majority of last

shooting exhibit.

as a

and,

while the attraction for a great crowd was wanting, the riflemen were left to carry on their work without interruption or
annoyance, and after the start had once been made, everything passed off with the greatest smoothness and precision.
Capt. Jos. G. Story, the Executive Officer of the meeting, was

having a spell of beautiful weather in which
of matches. Stress of weather did not
and all matches began and closed
in the least
promptly on time. His excellent time schedule worked to
Gen. D. D. Wylie carried out
a charm from first to last.
the financial part of the work, and did a rushing trade in

most fortunate

in

to carry out his

list

pool tickots, disposing of nearly 10,000 bits of pasteboard

254

oth.NGSNY
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_.,.
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Visits.— »Sep«. 18.—Mr. P. H. Morris' champion English
setter Lark has been bred to his Llewellen setter bitch Ida,
out of Rob Roy. Also Mr. Morris' Llewellen setter Czar, by
champion Leicester out of champion Petrel, to Horace Smith's
Gypsy out of Shipman's Joe.

263
263
202

200

2lst,NUSNY
puppy lOtn.NGSNY

Tennessee— Columbia, Sept. 19.— M. C. Campbell's
Light got strychnine a few days ago and died, in spite ot all
that could be done for her. Light was entered for puppy
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8th, N GSM
23d,MGSNY
4th
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300

875

253

307
245

270

24S
299
202
218

228
293
278
229

312

282
234

...

Average

1ST5,
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221
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36
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87
160
1T7
233

101
161

245
3.4
298

33
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145
290
221
219
217
201

250
234

261

IM

237

131
01

141

273
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19th,NGSNY
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271
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..
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32S

271
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2d Conn,

interfere,

Will Flea Powomt Injure Dogs?— Union League

New

in

is told

17.

Match, with its 232 entrants, gave opportunity for a bit of
off-hand work for many of the militiamen who were to compete later in the team matches. In connection with the shortrange match, fired immediately after, it, is interesting to note
the leading scores in connection with the fact that in the first,
Topeka Kennel Drafts The Topeka Kennel (Topeka, military iifies were required, and in the second any rifles were
Kan.) has disposed of the following pups from the litter out allowed, one had 2SZ entries, the other 157. It may be that
of their field-trial bitch France, by Mr. Ulias. N. Whitman's some of the military marksmen remained out of the shortimported pure Lavarack dog Pedigree, whelped June 13, range, fearing the competition of the line-sighted rifles. But
1878: To C. K. Drano, of Frankfort, Ky., a black white- a majority of the prizes, it will be seen, oven in the auy-rille
aud-tan dog pup, and a black-and-white dog pup. To B. R. match, fell to the users of open-sighted weapons, and the
Buffham, of San Antonio, Texas, a black-and-white bitch leading score is to he found in the military match. It proves
pup. To Wm. Vie, of St. Louis, Mo., a liver-and-white once again what every rifleman of experience knows, that
bitch pup and to Mr. Henry Wilson, of Silver Lake, Kansas,
under general circumstances the open-sighted rifle is equally
a black white-and-tan dog pup. All reported are tine healthy as efficient for off-hand shooting as the bead-sighted pieoe.
pups, and very promising.
The Judd Match has now been fired for six years. In 1873,
with 78 entries, Wm. Robertson was the winner with 16
points in the possible 20 at the old target; in 1874 there
Queen's County Hunt. The club has increased in numwere 177 entries, and Capt. H. B. Smith was winner with 23
bers since last season.
There are several new horses, an enin the possible 28, also at old target; in 1875, J. Mas
larged pack of hounds, five foxes, and a good supply of anise
entries, came to the front with 30 in the
seed to be used when the foxes refuse to run.
The meets ar- Canada, among 130
possible. 35; 1876 saw 200 contestants, and F. J. Fullgraff led
ranged are as follows; September 28, Garden City ; October
with 34 points; a year ago E. W. Whitlock, of Connecticut, led
October 5, Garden City October 0, Syosset
2, Hempstead
the 217 competitors with 83 points, and to-day that score is reOctober 12, East Meadow Brook October 1G, Farmingdale ;
peated by B. McSoley, of Rhode Island. With the afternoon
October 19, New Cassell October 23, Island Trees ; October
the military shooting began, the cavalry leading off With
October 30, Hinsdale November 2, Garden
20, Jamaica
The first stage of the champions at
their carbine matches.
City.
200 yards was eagerly looked for, and among the 10 contest^
W. M. Farrow, who but recently returned from his
How Dogs abe Judged. "Stonoheuge," in his latest edi- ants,
European shooting trip, led with 40 in the possible 50.
tion of " Dogs of the British Islands," gives the Bench Show
Meanwhile the team shooting had opened in full blast upon
points of our breeds of dogs, as compared with the latest
the old range, where mid-range targets had taken the place of
standards. Mr. W. M. Tileston has compiled these points,
the short-range slates of the morning.
The Army and jS'avy
together with the descriptions of the dogs and the "why and
Journal cup drew twenty teams into the field and gave a flue
wherefore," the whole forming a neat pamphlet, which is a
match, with good average scores. In the past six years no
valuable guide to visitors to our dog shows," or to owners of
thirty
separate
teams
less than
have contested for this trophy
dogs who do not possess "Stoaehcnge's" book. [See adv.]
with scores as follows

tries to

are

story of the gathering

The first arrivals at the range by the early morning trains
found a mist-covered lawn, a wind what there was of ithad a " fish-taily " tendency, but by nine o'clock the hour
fixed for the opening of work— a brightly shining sun had
driven away the mists, while the wind freshened up to a good
breeze. The range never looked better, and Supt. Brower
had things fixed in first class order. The targets were bright
and clean, ready for the leaden shower, and the long grass
and daisies had all disappeared before the lawn-mowers.
Down the western edge of the field ran a long line of tents,
put up by the various teams and organizations engaged in the
matches. The club-house was thronged from morning till
night, and the several official tents 'looked cosy and neat.
When several unfortunate blunders had been corrected in the
issuance of tickets, the firing of the meeting opened by a
general line of work at the 200 yards points.
The Judd

of the profession differ

taining article

Winkle

The

Tuesday, September

.

.

293
273

I

63
22S
169

811
152

135

Ifll'nd

8S

33
252

252

Score dlaallowed because of Ulod sights on

265
rlilefl.

264
t

149

109

Old laiget.

The victory of the Engineers was well deserved by them.
Captain Livermore, were he present, would at last see something of the results of his intelligent efforts toward a better
But it must be borne in mind
rifle drill at Willett's Point.
that that post is an exception to the general rule of the army,
and any comparisons founded on those figures would be entirely eixoueous when applied to the whole army.
The Galling match brought another outside team to the
front, and if anything were needed to prove that Creedmoor
is a fair range this series of victory after victory by outside
exports over the old Creedmoor men should show it. A
couple of subscription matches and the day's work ended.
Many marksmen went off disappointed, but none Without the
conviction that they had been beaten by the best man of the
crowd.
Wednesday, September 8
The second day was entirely a military one of local interest
mainly, but it passed off with the greatest smoothness. The
bustle of the first day was not seen, and from the opening gun
morning to the sundown gun at (J o'clock
tbe rattle of the military arms was almost incessant at the 600
The wind was moderately strong
ranges.
throughout the day from about the " 8 o'clock " quarter. In
some of the regiments it was plain from tbe wandering way
in which the shots struck the targets that the men did not Are
with any intelligent appreciation of the wind problem.
Colonel Scott, at the firing points, pushed on the shooting according to the time schedule, but a cloudless sky permitted the
sun's rays to fall with an unwelcome force upon those obliged
During the afternoon a large numto walk about the lawn.
ber of regular army officers, at present visiting the headquarters of the Division of the Atlantic, went to the range and
watched the doings of the men with their military rifles.
The details of the matches are sufficiently shown in the annexed scores, but it is evident that to the team who puts in

at 9 o'clock in the

and 200 yard

8
6

1

FOEEST AND STREAM,
the greatest amount of practice trill gel the victory in the majority of instances.
'Where a regiment sustains a rifle club
and keeps up something like a systematic practice outside of
the usual official shooting, the team make a respectable showing on match days but to depend on a team scurried together at the last moment is to invite certain defeat.
;

Thubsdat, September 19.
To-day an event toward which Creedmoor has been working
was brought about, in the meeting of the militia
and regular- army teams in a full and fair trial. Naturally the
regulars should have succeeded, since they are, if anything,
professional shots but actually they were left far behind by
the better armed and belter trained soldiers of the States.
Arnied with the Bochard model Sharps rifle, the New York
team were a model military team, each man able to do good
work himself and as a coach of assistance to his fellows. The
Nutmeg team were fair shots, but were handicapped by the
Weapon they had chosen, and failed also to possess the persofor five years

;

nal skill of the
of the Atlantic

home

team.

The

reputation of the Division
the VVillett's Point men, who
might have done better had they been more careful at the 200
yards range, since here the alleged inferiority of their rifles
was an immaterial factor but instead it will be seen that the
two teams of regulars were at the bottom of the list in the otthand work. If it be true, as is asserted by army officers, that
the majority of army posts peimit only short-range work, the
fact that practice is taken here should be shown in superior
As it is they are weak here, and lead the outsider to
scores.
suppose that rifle practice in the army is more of a tradition
than a reality. There might be some truth in the assertion of
its officers, that the U. S. Army is armed with an inferior
weapon, but it is undoubtedly truo that the army as a whole
have failed to gain even moderate proficiency in the weapon
they do posjess, and to blame their ill-success upon the arm
used is a confession of personal weakness. While it is true
that they failed to win against the persistent practice of such
men as made up the New York team, the army lads did not
make a discreditable exhibit. They averaged between sixty
avid severity per cent., and would be classed as marksmen, but
it certainly does appear that the pick of a national army
should
exeeed this somewhat, else the suspicion arises that the bulk
of the regulars are sadly deficient.
The. Inter-State mateli drew five representative teams, and,
after a lively rub between New York and Connecticut, the
victory went again to the New Yorkers. The Massachusetts
team illustrated tbe policy of that Commonwealth, and their
defeat was the direct result of a niggardly plan of refusing
anything approaching a reasonable treatment of the claims of
the militia to decent accommodation for rifle practice. When
her long-range men are winning such honors, it is entirely inexcusable that the militia should standso far in the rear.
that Brtnton range has been established, there will be no
excuse for
Jersey should she. send a weak team to Creed-

was upheld by

;

Now

New

moor next

fall

;

and she should

also send a

team captain who

own disadvantage when other
marksmen throw bulls eyes upon his target.
Tbe short-range team match was another surprise, and when

will not again protest to his

how his New York Rifle
Club team failed to sustain their reputation, we think the air
will grow blue about Cheyenne. The winning team were four
our friend, C. E. Blydenburgh, learns

employes of the Springfield Armory, shooting and testing
weapons with an almost unceasing regularity, and firing sevhundred shots per week. In" this match again, the open,.
sighted military weapons took rank ahead of the line special
eral

off-hand

complete fizzle, as
to convene about.

matches

;

Fkidav, Sejtembeb 20.
The military shooters having shown their skill, it became
now tbe privilege of the long-range men to occupy the range
in the Champion's and Inter-State long-range matches. In the
first-named there were good spurts made here and there, but
the thorough work of W. M. Farrow kept him to the front
and to him goes the gold medal for the present year, though
he is closely followed by a company of excellent shooters,
but all of them, it will be noted, failed to gain any headway
on the 200-yard range, and it was here that the match was
virtually decided.
The great long-range match of the meeting, however, was
the lnier-State for teams of four.
Massachusetts sent the
pick of that coterie of shooters who make such rattling high
scores over the Walnut Hill range.
The Columbia men, from
Washington, were ready to try conclusions again; while the
Amateurs of New York— the club which for so many years
had never been beaten—had a strong team in the field.
ith a
strong one o'clock wind, the match opened at one o'clock,
with every indication of a sharp tussle between the Bostonians
and New Yorkers, and really such magnificent shooting had
never before been shown at Creedmoor. To have a pair of
S18's in a single match was an embarras de ridimes sufficient
for anybody but the rifle critic, one of which fraternity
went growling off the range at Jackson for having lapsed into
a pair of imiers in his 43 shots. As it was, his -10 bulls'-eyes in
4S shots leave him but slight margin from infallibility. It is
a noteworthy thing to glance at the list of rifles and the comparative scores made by them. The slight lead which the
Amateurs secured at 800 yards did not in the least discompose
Mr. Jackson and his friends, and the handsomo gain they

W

at 900 yards— are due to his
carelessness in putting bulla'-eycs, in each instance, on the
wrong target. U-iven these 10 points, the Amateurs might
have secured the single point which would have given them
the victory.
As it is, the men are clcse enough together to
look upon each other as equals in rifle shooting.
During the day the Winchester match at the"itunning Deer
target was competed for, but here Colonel Gildersleeve seemed
to have a monopoly, making, on no less than three occasions,

a

total of 3 bulls during a single run of the effigy.
His score
ol 40 tn four rims would almost equal that
as an average.

of riflemen called for this day turned out a
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CKenaud, J S Barton, J
Nutt, P J Laurltzen,
Boll,
Ogden, O G Hoffnmo, A D AIcllasty-29 each.
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F Edmund'.
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stoil, Geo w.^
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Darken, P Ward, W M Eirby, Geo A Beed,W 8 Cogswell,
E S
Brevoo, L Caes, Fred Holmes, A Steele, D Chaunoey— 25 each.
No. 3— Scbsc-BIphon Match.
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Open to all comers. Distance, 200 yards. Position, standing.
rifle.
Mounds, seven. Duplicate entries allowed. Entrance fee, $1. S3 entries 8 prizes.
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value $25.
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Match.
Open to teams of four, comprised of non-commissioned
officers and privates from any Company, Troop or Battery in
the 1st and 2d Divisions N. G. S. N. T., who have been active
members of their Company, Troop, or Battery at leaBt one
year previous to this competition. Teams to appear in the
uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigue.)
Weapon,
Remington military rifle, or carbine furnished by the State.
Distance, 300 yards. Position, standing. Rounds, seven
each man. Entrance fee, $1 each man.
Two competitions to be had for this prize during the fall
meeting. The team making the highest aggregate scjiu of
both competitions to keep the trophy. No competitor to be a
member of more than one team in this match. One prize.
Three teams entered.
Co G, Twenty-third Beghnent.
No.

let competition.
4 4
4 4 0--.'8

AGWeber
A QFerharn

3 3 3 4
4 3 6 4
8 4 3
3 4 3 4

W J Oliver
JH Stearna

8-«

4 3
3 3

4-21
4—24

2d competition.

8 3 4 2 2 3

4-26-EO
3—22—43
4—23-44
3—20—44

D
3 3 8

0—20—40
3—18-89

3 3 4 4 4 4
3
4 4 4 4
3 3 4 4 4 4

91188

Totals..

vo. B. Eighth Bogtment.

thaa 30 polnta.

55 G -S^ SH Wcstover...,4 4 4 6 5 4 4-30
ll
6 50 54- 3- GADurrln
44 5454 4-30
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-4-14
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ilttj"
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4—29

J Lorned
Wingato, A G Weber, L P
Mangatn, A Stella, D E Van,

Entrance fee, $2— 41 Entries.
Pirst Prize-Grand Medal of the National Rifle Association
in Gold, value *100.
Second Prize— Grand Medal of the
National Rifle Association in Silver, value $50. Third Prize
—Grand Medal of the National Rifle Association in Bronze,

8 2

8 4 4

3

II

Noble
W CMOOre

Co A, Fourteenth Regiment.
8 3 3 2 3 8 3—20
3
2 4 3 4 4 3
4 8 3 8 4 2
3 3 3 2
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prizes; 157 entries.
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4 4 4 5 4 4

D F Davids, H T Bookwell

to all

1 wenty

r

4—30 J S Case
5—29

Burneide,

Open to all comers. Weapon, any rifle or rifles. Distances,
200, 000 and 1,000 yards.
Hounds, ten at each distance.
Position, standing at 200 yards, any at 600 and 1,000 yards.

No. 2— Short Banoe Match.
comers; weapon, any rifle; distance, 300
yards; seven rounds ; position, standing. Entrance fee, $1.

Open

Match.

f

WH Jackaon.....4 5 44

D H Ogden

W H Klrby— 20

Coflln,

,T

Ft

Open to all comers. Distance, 300 yards. Position, standing. Weapon, any military rifle.
Rounds, seven. Duplicate
entries allowed.
Entrance fee, 1. 23 entries ; 3 prizes.

'

""'

J W Mangam, H Qiiinn.
W Minor, E E Lewis, W DauiapH T Bocfcwell, G L Morse- 29 each. Win

D P

Austin, J B Blydenburgh, S K Wallace
A
Wickham, P J Laiuitzen, C E Dwisht— 27 each.
F Brown, C A Peake- 8(j eaoh.

,

? ? * K ? w "-' v F *
W P Wood T LamS!
r A Jones, T
C
Linton,
J K B Bayly, Uco White, D S Eaton, J o
Keamer, c Heiznisn,
H ilnrpuy, E b Browe, 11 it altby, D Cuauncey, Jr, J
Hobeitaon, 1 K WaBlnugton,
Keeley-25 eaoa.
U irk> V^ ard> Ja3 Tl^ey. Owen Cook, T Ro/ston,
n i %? yS- JE tHotnnus, ?,
CCGray,
a D Scott, WHieteaar,
S f romor rt A
1

;

W
W H Jackson, A 3 Hewlett—31 each.

-

,

,',

W

'

w nalleM Sam Mo °™. W W Studwell, BU Doughty
«!,£
LsteaB ™.
ee a /'Nr*,
B N cll0l Jr ?l
wb Qann, B Butenelder. B JK Su'el- JO P Burutlde....42
LH
3K
k MUleit,
v
%W K"vvhfccna,
raau, b
8 VKenaedy, W H D Woodruff P U
da

S Smith,

-

'n

JMTPartello

if

eaob.

W

Gardner.

W

.

j

W

,1

Flail,

(

(.1,(00...

Offered annually, under resolution of Board of
Directors
••,4;' >° commemorate the services rendered by Hon.
S'
David Vy Judd, in securing the passage of the law by
which
the association was enabled to secure its range
Weapon, any military rifle; distance, 200 yards; position
standing rounds, seven. Entrance fee, $1. Open
to all
comers. Twenty prizes; 221 entries.

r \v«°n
an nSfc.*
Orden
KOTOS'...

W F Amea,

C A Barton, B G Post, A Curtis, It E Smith, W P Wood,
H Nichois, r Lloyd, J F Rowley, J F Brown, A H Wickhain, O
Snyder,
fiDwigUt, C A Hodgman, H W Goui-Iey,
C Gl«k,
H Dunlap, A N Wellington, ,T HjTeaokle,
L Geieer, Goo White L
an ea U s Eaton W ° KoM?, J C Beamor," J W Mimgam, H
£ Clark—
o,
!
b
F
27 each.
J S Barton PH StaiTord, J E Irwin.W A French,
J Lauritzen,
G D Scott W GerriBh, Thoo Bogers, J S Conlin, NP O'Donnel.
T Have, J Andrews, T Hyde, T A Carman, C O Gray, C Itenaud, BJ
V

AHHebbard..

1— Judd Match.

V Houghton, T

Win Poland, 8 V Kennedy-28

GroUman,

It

Engalg, J MoOurtin, O

11

W Linton, M M Mai toy,

'

;

Thirteen competitor

score— one at 800 and another

Orden, W 8 Klmendorf G Qaittmer, Geo P
Q Newberry, Jag Tinkoy, J G Fraen, B McSolev.
Q Zettler, G L Morao, H T Boca well, J F
Gfeorge, D n Ogdon, Jaa Lorned, D F Davids, A
htroh and O J McOmvau— 20 eaoh.
B B Lynch, F H Jlolton, J 8 Somner, A G Wober, T R Murphy.
E Aekerman, S T Dudley, S Nichols, A H Hebbaid, J \V HranV,
3,"
° W Minor J c HaralDB-. E A Perry, \V M Farrow,
£
H ^A SGilderaleave, M Kelly, T Lamb, W Simpaou, A W Dnrriu,
H
L Dover, D Piunoy,

C A

-Ho

No.

The wind during the day had been blowing from about the
two o'clock quarter, and gave in some of the team matches
What might have been a slight advantage to the team on the
right hand end of the firing line.
A very quiet opening was
made of the military championship match, or the American
edition of the Queen's Cup prize. There were few entries,
and before the close of the match but poor scores yet the
match is an important one, and should be sustained by the
Association.
There is not now any such opportunity for an
individual military shot to show his ability in a series of competitions, and while in this first competition the leading scores
are not at ail bad, as compared with the flower of Jsmzlish
effort, the endeavor should be to make the match one in which
every rifleman on the teams, and hundreds beside, would
gladly enter into and carefully prepare for.

would, since there was nothing

SATUKIUY, SlPTEMBEn 21.
The meeting was favored with fine weather to the
last, and
the final day saw shooting which would compare
well with anything now on the books. In the second stage
of the military
championship badge match, Capt. J. S. Barton made
77 in the
possible 105 at the three long ranges. At the contest
in J ul y last
tor the second stage Queen's Cup, Rae,
(he Scottish expert,
made 78, which was four points higher than had ever been made
Ho was the pick of over 3,000 riflemen, who for 17 years
have been struggling with this very match.
Capt. Barton
was the head of 31 who tired through the first stage, and
he
fired over ranges which had never before
been covered by
many of the men. Query-Shall we not have an international
military match over the Queen's Cup Ranges?
At the tramp target-a rather odd name for a most excellent
test ot shooting ability— two teams entered
and fired several
times each. It will repay any reader to consider
the concise
exhibit of the shots, which will be found in its
place among
the matches. While the file firing is not
baa, the volley
firing, where, out of 20 shots at the word,
from 16 to 20 hits
were made upon the body corporeal of Mr. Tramp at 100
yds
means that the National Guard have men who would be
very
ugly customers to deal with in a street light, where
the paper
effigy might be replaced by Mr. Tramp alive
and riotous
The Wimbledon Cup brought the meeting to a close in
good shape, finishing it up, as it were, in a blaze of glory
for
143 in the possible 150, under a fish-tail wind, at 1,000 yards
is glory enough for any man in one day,
particularly where
he defeats men who can run in 15 straight bulls'-eyes.
lhe 3U or more contestants numbered the most expert riflemen at present before the butts. The " has-beens" were conspicuously absent.
Yale was a tradition. Pulton and Gildersleeve did not enter, and the men who, less
than five years
ago, upheld the honor of the country, might
have seen their
figures left far in the shade.
The 188 points of Pulton were
looked upon as wonderful by the Wimbledon small-bore
men,
while the 130 of Allen the year following made the
Creedmoor
cracks declare it to be the. top notch of fine
shootintr
But
now, with improved rifle, matured judgment; and "the
experience of a half dozen years of careful test and
trial, the
Wimbledon Cup is taken by a gentleman who already holds
the Leech Cup for the present year. Twenty-five
bulls'-eyes
in the 30 shots fired brings the score up to a
point where an
inner or two does not materially affect. Nor is
Mr Hyde
successful in this alone, for on the aggregate
prizes offered by
J. n. Steward, of 400 Strand, W. O, London,
for the best
aggregate m the short range Champions and Wimbledon
Cud
matches .having a total of 300 points, eveu then
he was
tied by W. H. Jackson and H. P. Clarke, but
the best score
at longest range decided it.
The best aggregate in military
Shooting went to J. Cony, of the 14th Regiment of Brooklyn.
The work done and the last shot tired, "there only remained
the pleasant task of presentation, and this was
accomplished
with much eclat at, Gdmore's Garden on the evening of
the
last shooting day. There were speeches by
Generals McCIellan
and Hancock. Lieut-Governor Dorsheimer also assisted
in a
speech.andColonel Gildersleeve afterwards spoke in a pleasant
way. There was music aud applause, with teams looking
rather better in full dress than in the dingy shooting
jackets
of the firing pomts.
It was the pleasant finale of a profitable
week and there now remains only the figure story of the

rifles.

The convention

naturally

it
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7— Oavaist Match.
six men from regiments,

45 129

No.

battalions or

Open to teams of
separate troops of cavalry or batteries of artillery (armed with

:

/OREST AND STREAM

158
carbines), of the National Guard or uniformed militia from
each State or Territory of the United States. Teams to appear in the authorized uniform of the organizations they represent (full dress or fatigue), and the members thereof to be
certified by the commanding officer of the regiment, battalion,
separate troop or battery that they arc active members thereof,
and -were such on June 1, 1878. Distances, 200 and 300
yards.
Position, standing at 200, kneeling at 300 yards.
Weapon, the carbine with which the organization represented
Bounds, five at each distance. Entrance fee, $1
is armed.
each man. Five teams entered three prizes

—

Separate Troop
Lieut Wellington

200
19

Wagner

si

Pvt

Lieut Newell
Sgt Haven

is

17

I.

500 T'l.
17
86
14
85
is
s*
17
3+

200

QMSgtPasco
Bg

21
18

ROSS

18
14

captBaker

900 800 T'l.
so
is
19
29
13
Hi

CaptTurner
Pvt Watson

—

19
15
10
15

PvtWalhler
Corp Richter
PvtSchreifer

13
13
15
10

3a
28
25
25

Gatling Battery
900 600 T'l.

Corp Urquhart
Beeoe
Bug WhiUock, Jr
SgtHarold

17
15
9

.Lieut

15

13
18
16
10

80
25
25
95

FstSgtGlaser

200
14

CorpMiller
SgtWllBon...

6

Lieut Volekens
Sgtpfleger
Sgt Melscohn
C;

M

18
12
16

No.

8

35
2«

25
24

600 T'l.
10
24
IS
30
184

aoo

PvtGeialer

13
4

PvtGaetens

eon T'l.
19
6
9
6

—

138

Total

"N." Brooklyn.

SgtMajMoog
Bug Kosquln

200
18

600 T'l.
2
20

S

8

—
138

Total
200
S
9

600 T'l.
20
19
19
10

—

Total

149

Match.

Open to teams of six men from regiments, battalions,
separate troops of cavalry or batteries of artillery (armed
with carbines) of the National Guard or uniformed militia
from each State or Territory of the United States. Teams
to appear in the authorized uniform of the organization
they lepresent (full dress or fatigue), and the members
thereof to be certified by the commanding officer of the
regiment, battalion, separate troop or battery that they are
active members thereof, and were such on June 1. 1878.
Distances, 200 and 800 yards; position, standing at 200,
kneeliug at 300 yards; weapon, the carbine with which the
organization represented is armed; rounds, five at each distance. Entrance fee, $1 each man.
Five teams entered ;
thTee prizes.
Separate Troop I, Oswego.
First LientCS Newell
4 8 4 4 4 6 4—99
Priv F Watson
3 6 8 6 4 4 4—'47
C»»t
Taracr
3 4 8 5 4 4 * 27
PrivWWagner
3 4 4 2 6 3 4—25
Lieut A A Wellington
4 8 4 3 6 8 3-96
PnvFKellogg
4 8 2 4 3 8 4—28
SergtFHaveu
4 4 4 3 2—20—176
3
Separate Troop B, Washington Grays New York City.
Sergt J K McHogtt
4 4 3 4 3 4 4—26
St-rgtMPNOSS
3 6 8 2 4 5 8-26
Priv J L Voorhees
4 4 3 3 4 3 4—25
CaptLTBaker
4 3 3 4 2 3 3—23
Corp W T Miller
4 4 3 4 3 4—22
PriVjRozell
3 3 3 2 4 3 3—21
Sergt u E Pasco
4 2 3 4 4 3 0—20—163
Separate Troop D, Brooklyn.
3 4 3 4 3 4 4—26
PrivJWacbter
3 8 3 2 4 4 3—22
Priv F Giesler
8 4 5 3 4 3— »2
Sergt D Oeigens
rnv Uick Lubernan
4 2 8 4 3 3 3—22
Capt H Mobsmen
2 5 3 3 2 3 3—21
4 5 3 3—19
Corp T Detghter
2 2
2
2 2 3—18—144
Priv M Scbrlefer
4
Gatling Battery N, Brooklyn.
28 Bug Whitlock, Jr.. ..21 BngHasguin
13
Corp Urquhart
24 Lieut Baebe
20
Sergt Ma) Moog
14
Total
SergtHauold
24 Priv Warner
144
Troop F, Third Regiment.
PrivGerken
23 Priv Norton
17 Priv Kosher
14
17
Sergt Fledaerman...l9 Sergt Offerman
18 CaptJCKoble
16
Total
Lieut. Volekens
124
Separate Troop G, Third Regiment Cavalry, N Y.
19 Priv Ohlrogger.....l7 LlentBelden
Sergt Kalb
8
18 Sergt Falkenmayer.14 Sergtseibert
Sergt Heuw
8

W

23
20

Bgt Steel

Lieut Burd

Pvt Walker
Sgt Maj Allen

19
16

Pvt Robertson
Pur Cochran..
fm-hran
Pvt

Fst Sgt Oliver

.

Total

22

Sgt.Engle

21

20
20

Total

2S4

CorpDemmler

SI

Pvt Munzinger
tapt Clark
Sgt EdniunBtoa

27
25
25

Seventy-First Regiment.
Sgt White
26 Sgt Steele

Pvt Robertson
Pvt Williams

23
22
20
14

Pvtcocuran
PvtPyle
PvtMeCahlU

24
24
23

Myer.-i

1-

,

—

82

CorpCorry

.30
2T

Corp Harvey

Lieut Nutt
Sgt Smith

91
IB

Capt Nutt
Pvt Clancy

18
16

Total

9— Gatlino Match.
twelve men from any regiment, battalion

Pvt Jones

Pvt Hover
SgtSiroh

Twentieth Separate Company of Infantry (Blnghamton).
Priv

A Bevan

5

DM

Worden.
Priv
Private C Y Durkee
Priv U Ilelfonia
Lieut B ft Roberts

3

4
3

PrivTFHolmes

H Congdon

riv S

1

PrlvDHurden
priv C Van Osjden
PrivJLarnid

PnvMD

-

Seventh Regiment,

i

W

E

i

..

i

!..

W

Corp J
Priv J

Gardner

Teackie
A Bryant

H.

W

Priv
Sergt J Le Bomilller

capt J L Price
Sergt J B Holland

4

6
5
5

B
5
2

4

3
5
4

FA

Priv

J

Cook

3

6

2
6

6

5

4—32
5—30
5—28
4—28
3—28
2—27
4—26
4—26
3—25
2—23
6-19
2—18—309

New York (City.)
4

5

6

4

4

5

4

3

6

3

-

2

3

4 4

4

'i

i

3

4-30
4—28
i-

:'.--.

4—27

4

5

5 4

2
8

4 4—27

3

4

6

3—26
4—25
3
4 4 2 4-/3
8 2 3 2 3 6 4—22
4 2 4 3 4 3 2—22
2 3
4 3 6 6—22-303
4

5

4

2
2

4

4
4

....8

2

6

FrivJFRowley

3

8

Bergt

4

4

P H (Stafford

4

4

8
4

alladay

Oapt J McCartlQ

5
6
2
4

3

Forty-ninth Regiment (Auburn).
3 4 5 6
S 4 3 4
8 6 3 3
Wright
4 4 3 5
PrivJLMUls
2 4 5 4
PrlvMKelry
2 4 3 3
Priv U A Van Guilder
4 S 4
CorpJAndrews
3 4 4 8
'1

4

2

F Westover
AdJWMKirby
F

3

6
5

2
2

Priv 8

Priv C
Sergt

4
5
4
4

3

'•

W J Underwood, Jr
W A French

Priv
Sergt

5
4

4

4

4
4

Price

4

4
2

3
6
8
4

6
2
2

5
4
4

4 4
5
2

P Worthing

Priv J

Priv

3
8

5
3

Hinds

PrlvCHEagle

5

...4 6

Lieut Cobb
99
Sgt Nordbruch
22
Lieut Hitchcock ....17
16
Sgt Ward

24
93

Corp Jingle
Pvt Dldway

23

LieutBauman

v3

Total

Wood

Twcllth Regiment.
BgtRo«a
..26

81
93
27
26

PvtWIethau

CaptDecker
Capt Murphy
CaptBurna

CaptReddy
OrdSgtDrodge

23
23
22

92
so
16
9

Sgt Januser

SgtYanHeuaen

Total

272

Llent Balaton
Lieut Gee
Pvt Clark

Eighth Regiment.
Sgt Murphy
23
Pvt Siutr.
92

80
28

PvtlJewar

...23

Pvt Cochran

4

Pvt

23

21
91

n el mm an

SO

Pvt Ilobart
Pvt Held, Jr
Pvt Douglas

20

20
18

268

Capt Schrader
LieurOook
Maj Walcott

Twenty-First Regiment.
Fat Sgt Ward
93 Lieut Williams.

28
27
27
26

Lieut Col Clark

5-32
5—28
4—27

6

6

6
6
2

8— 28

2

2— -0

2

8—19
2—19—293'

5

4—26
4 5—25
5 4 6—26
2 S 6—24
5 8 5—22

3
3

8
2

4

4
3

4
4

2

PvtDidway

as

Sgt Ward
BgtStron

25

LtCobb

23
22

Hitchcock
corp Eng.-d

I.t

21

Pvt Jones.

19

LtBeanman

7

17

n

Y.l'.'lS

!n

.......

7

Total

3 3

Conn

First Regiment,

PvtWilliama
28
Pvt Hiikeweasell....26
Sgt Simon
Pvt.Jordan

N G.

Corp Newton
LtFauzhnnn
23 Lt Osgood
capt Woodbridge...20 Capt Hudson...
Sgt Watklns
So Corp Chaplu
J.t

26
26

Clark

28

20
ifii

\.K

2m

Ilobart.

Eighth Regiment.
Lt Balaton
23

Murphy

Capt Barker
Lt Gee

27
26
26

Wmoochran

23

Beed,

Helzman

2:1

Dewar

Wni Smart

23

Clark

21

DouglasB

Sirt

21
is

Jr..'.

u
13

,m
Fourteenth Regiment.
Corp Harvey
26 Sgt Smith
LtNutt
23 PvtArkeli
Pvt Clancy
19 Pvt Rjbertaon
97 Pvt Noble
is Capt Nutt

CaptBrowe

30

CorpCorrey
Pvt Moore

17

29
27

.17

15
14

Pvt Morrow
Sgt Devo

Hoffman

CaptBenewny

si

Capt Haubennesbel.

Pvt Neish
Capt H Calk
Pvt Rutau
Pvt Purdy

28
25
27
26

Ma) Bush
Pvt Worden

Battalion.
22 Pvt Cramer
21
Lieut Curtiss

19
4

Pvt Lawreuce

21
90

Lieut

Wlntermntcio
946

Fifty-Fourth Regiment.
Meyer
29 Sgt Shove
Eddy
32 Lieut U B Clark

29
24

LieutHonk

Corp McMasters.. ..23
23
Sgt French

Lie.ut

17

Col

16

Adjt.

Brnman

31

Corp MeCluakey

20

PvtMcNab

Sgt Cribb

Total

15
i»

246

Pvt Wright
Capt Mliiett
Curp Woodruff
Pvt WllklnB

21

Tenth Regiment.
Pvt Kaley
18
Llent Spelman, Jr. .17
Pvt Wood
17

Corp Bachelder

20

Sgt Schreiber

Pvtfiiiton

27
25

Dewey

Pvt.

14
14
14
6

Pvilienis'on

15

Total

208

Capt Carton
Pvt McKeon
Corp Corr
Capt Cushing

24

,

21
10

LieutRegan
Maj Dnff?

18

Lieut Farrelly
Sgt Desmond

15
15
13
12

12
12

Corp O'Connor
Corp Fitzgibbon....

3
5
4

5

4

4

6

3

5

4

4
6

5

6

2

3
6

6

8

4
4

4

3
3

4

AM Miller
PnvRSoliS
Lieut W L Flek

,

-

4

4

4

PrlvRKohrt
CorpMDoolan

5
3

5

5
4
4

LteutWMBIack

4
4

6

3

C Barnett

5

3

PrivJFra8er
SergtJTurner

3
2

a.

4

2

2

2
2
5
8

PrivAKrebs
Priv JF Weber

2

2
2

4

3

b

2

5

4 6
8 5
5 4
5 4
3 4
4 4

CaptJSBarton

3

4

5

4

Lieut-Col C V Houghton
LieutACnrtis
Priv vv Finn

5

4

5
2
5
5
2

3

5

4

8

4 5
4 4 4
2 4 5
4 5 4
5 2 4

8

6—31
4-29
3—27
3—27
4—27
3—26
4—26
4—25
4—25
6—23
4—22
3—22—310

Foity-eighth Regiment (Oswego).

6
8
3

PrivCLWood

Lieut C ACIeming
Sergt-Major « White
Sergt L L Barnes
Lieut C A Barton

2
...4

4

8

6

6

6
6
2

5

Hall

3
3

C C Harding

CaptRGPost

3

4

4

8

Seventh Regiment,
Sergt J B Holland
,
Sergt J Le Boutillier

New

4

4

8
3
4
3

4

y/ork

4

2

5
4
3

4
4
3
5
2

(

5

4

4
5
3
3
3

3
8

3

4—30
4—30
6-29
3-27
4—27
5—27
5—26
4—26
3—24
5—23
2—23
0—13—305

5

4

4

6

4

4

4

4

3
4
3

4

3

5

4

3
6

4

4-30
6—29
6—28

Priv J

4—27
8 4 4 6 4 2 4—26
2 2 6 4 4 6 3—26
4 4 5 6 4 3 0—25
4 2 5 3 3 4 2—23
3

First Seret D Oaauncey, Jr
Priv \V J'TJnderwood.'Jr
Bryant
Priv

WA

6

CaptJLPrlco
Corp F C MeLewee

3
2

PvtCooK
PvtRowley
PvtTallady

SgtKelly
Capt McCartln
Sgt

Van Guilder

Pvt Mills

21
24
23
53

2
2
4

5

Pvt Ogrlen...

Pvt Holmes

Sgt Dolan.
Lt Murphy

is
10

u
11

CaptDecker
Or Set Drudge.
Pvt. Btishncll....'.

Lt

Grevn

an
le

Lt8timis

.10

Uorp Spoiin
Pvr

15

il.jilil.-nliocdsi.

LtSyraes
Pvt Luckhardt".

Stndwell

Bens
Degrlck
Weller

26
25

Moore

2-1

Sllrns

24

Gnnn...,

Blakeman

17
ib

Th.impaon.
Belts
Fatble....

'.'.

.'.'.'.'.'.ao

9

,.339

Harrold

Fifty-fourth Regiment.
Grlbel
99

27
22
29
22

UolBddj
Shove

Hook

Adjt Brnman

90
19
19

Mcoluskey

McNab

Sgt Clark....-

4

4

J—22

5

4
4

4—20
4—29—308

3

Adjt Kirby

Second Regiment, Conn N
Lt Bacon
S3 Sgt Craig
PvtWhitlock
22 Corp Walker
Pvt Colvln
22 Capt Kennedy

27
2«
25
24

IvtFolsom

19

Corp Andrews
Pvt Westover

18

Sgt Stafford

17

Twentieth Separate Oompanj.
29 Pvt. Bloier
24 Pvt Van Orden
24
Pvt ninds
29 Corp Moss
27 Pvt Congdon
£8 Pvt Durkel
21
Corp Cooley
27 Lt Roberts

2S
23
22
S2

Maj Wolcott
Sri

Ward

Pvt Morrow

19

is
16
19

270

9
^

Twenty-llrst Regiment.
Col Lindley
21 Capt Beneway
1st Lt Williams
20 Lt-Col Clark
2d Lt Cook
20 Bgt Deyo

Capt Haubemiestel.n

i«
11

»

SdLtBentell

6

Total

220

Tenth Regiment.
20 Corp Baislieder
26 Corp Woodruff

Pvt Wright

Sgt Schreiter, Jr. ...24
Pvt Hilton
20

PvtWllkiua

20

17

PvtDewey

20

Capt Milieu
LtSpelman, Jr

13

Pvt Wood
Pvt Kaley

is

Maj McEwan. .....

"7n

Total

r.

jug

One Hundred and Tenth
28 Cramer
24 Worden

Lt Curtia
Maj Bush
CaptClark

Purdy
Lt Hoffman

21
.....20

BunneU

Bittallon.
17
17

Rntan

13

,*«
Wiutermute. ''10

Capt, Root....

16

Lt.

10

Lawrence

'..

g

m
Sixty-ninth Regiment.

2d Lt Farrelly

Corp O'Conner
CaptKerr
Corp Corr
CaptOartun

29
24
21
17

latLt Regan

Capt Cuahing

PvtMcKean

16
16
15
14

Sgt

in

Desmond.
Rvan

Corp Fitaglbboa..
Maj Duffy

Total

11

"a
10
2
iot

No.

Open

11—K.

Y. State N. G. Match.

to teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion or
company of infantry of the National Guard of the

separate
State of

New York, each man being certified by liia regimental commander to be a regularly enlisted member in

good standing of the regiment, battalion or separate company be represents, and to have been such on June 1, 1878.
All competitors must appear in the uniform of their corps
Distances, 200 and 500 yards posi(full dress or fatigue).
weapon, Remington rifle,
tion, standing at 200, any at 500
State model rounds, five at each distance. Entrance fee,
$1 each man. State prize and three bronzes eighteen teams
;

;

;

;

entered.

Holland

4
3

4

6—22—45

6

4

5

4

3

5— ssj— 40

4

4

6

4

5
2

5
5

4—23—39
4—20—39

4

3

4

-I

4

3
8

3

5

433

4

4

3— IB
B—20
4—is

4

5
4

3—20
3-21

2

4
4

S— 17

4

4

3

3
2
3

4—17
3-17
4—19

4
'j

2
2

4
4

o

4

2

4

3—16-33
3—IS— 30
;— 12-30—438

Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn.
4 4 4 4 4—20
Frothingham
5 6 5

5

4—24-44

4

3
5

J L Price

3

DCPinney

AG Peiham
W J Oliver
AG Weber
FA

600 yards.

4
5

4

5
4

13

JB

New York City.

800 yards.
4 5 6 6—23
3 4 4 4—18
4 4 3 4—16

W J Cnderwood,Jr....4
EWPrlce
6
W A Bryant
C Eagle
4
4
J W Gardner

FH
,

17
12

LtLane

Total

3

21
21

lg
15
14
12

MoMastcrs
Meyer
French

Total

Pvt Nichols
Sgt La BarneB
Pvt Tiukcy

FCMoLawee

2

8

N c.

S2
22
20
19

Kingman

Total

Sgt.

1;,

14
.'.'.

,.ss

Fourth Regiment, Conn

J Le Boutillier

8
3

20
18

"11

CaptReddy

j^
Ninth Regiment.
Lt Wood
24
IstSgtGoll
21

25
Pvt Calvin
Corp Washington... 28
Capt Griffith
26
25
Sgt Currey

WAFreuch

2su

,

Capt. Bnrnfl

JB

6

Total

PvtWoiden
Pvt Lamed

PvtWlethan

JHTeackle
DCbaincey.Jr

4—2S

Forty-ninth Regiment.
28
16
27
26

Sgt candee
Pvt Walker
Sgt-Mal Alton

Pvt Thompson

8W

Seventh Regiment,

5
4

H Teackie
Corp J W Gardner
Sergt W A French

22
20

Twelfth Regiment.
28 Sgt Van UenBen. ...23
27 Sut. Ross
21
35 Pvt Wood
SCO
24 Pvt Smith
20

ity).

PrivEW Price
C H Eagle

Priv

53
2:1

Total

United States Engineer Battalion.

Capt

Pvt Hand

Schrader

No. 10— "Arav asd Navy Journal" Match.
Open to teams of twelve from all regularly organized military organizations in ihe United States, including the Regular Army, Navy and Marine Cjrps.
All competitors to be
regularly enlisted members, m good standing, of the regiment, battalion, corps or troop they represent, and to have
been such on June 1, 1878, and to appear in the uniform
(full dress or fatigue) of the organization whicb they repreWeapon, such military rifle as has been issued at the
sent.
public expense to the organization which the team represents; distance, 500 yards; rounds, seven; position, any
within the rules. Entrance fee, $1 each competitor. Nineteen teams entered one challenge cup as first prize, with
second and third prize of statuettes.
4

24

9

no

Total

Corp J Cavanagh

Pvt Pertain

PvtHolton

Sgt Crampton

Sixty-Ninth Regiment.

Capt Kerr
Pvt Rvan

25

Total
90
13
11

Total
Sgt Hanold

Sgt Oliver

90

951

Pvt Bunnell

Twenty-third Regiment.

Ad) Froth Ingham... 28 Lt Burd
PvtStearns
28 dorp Weber

.91

23
22

One Hundred and Tenth

Total

Ninth Regiment.
Pvt Jones

32
30

Pvt Hover
Set Nordbruch

Total
.

Lieut Bentell
Col Litnllej

Total

Sgt Wright
4
4
3
5
4

18
—
..

Total

Capt Barker

Total

DC

19
19

.

.

873

SgtDolau

Priv
Sergt

White

Pvt McOahill ..
Pvt Munzinger
n«i ni
11
t.
Col
Chaddock.""

266

CorpHenwood

Priv

SH

26
24
28
tin
22

Total

Sgt Eugle.

27
25
25
95

PvtHC Jones

No.

Open to teams of
or separate company of infantry of the National Guard State
of New York. All competitors must be regularly enlisted
members, in good standing of the regiment, battalion or
separate company which tuey represent, and must be certiThey shall appear
fied to have been such on June 1, 1878.
in the uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigue). Weapon,
Remington State military rifle; distance, 500 yards; rounds,
seven; position, any. Entrance fee, $1 each competitor.
Fifteen teams entered; one principal prize, Gatling gun and
two medals.

Sir* TTilmnnarnti
Sgt.
Edmonaton

277

Ninth Regiment.

Lieut

Pvt Pyle
Pvt Williams
Capt Clark

tit

Total

Fourteenth Regiment.
Pvt Moore
24
PvtArkeli
22
Pvt Robertson
21
27 Pvt Noble
21

CorpHenwood

Pvt

28
28
2«

2S6

;

Total..

CorpDimmler

256

Forty-Eighth Regiment.
Lt Col Houghton,... 28 Sgt While
25 Lieut Clemens
Capt Barton
24 2d Lieut Barton
2T Pvt Wood
Li Curtis
27 Sgt Harding
21 Pvt Hall
Caps Post, I R P.. . 27 Pvt Finn
22 SgtBarnes

Pvt Smith

SgtFrers
Sgt Kohlmann

8— Cavalkt

Pvt Thompson...

25
21
24

Total

CaptBrowe

600 T'l.
17
8
13

25

PvtStearns
Pvt Dolton

Total

Troop F, Third Regiment, Cavalry.
200
18

Seventy-first Regiment.

PvtHand

...19S

Total

Total
Separate Troop D, Cavalry,
200 boo T'l.

Mohnuan

Capt

600 T'l.
19
40
18
ST
17
35
14
as

30
28

Pvt Perharn
26
AdjtFrotblngham..26

Cavalry, Oswego.

Separate Troop B, Washington Grays.

SgtMcHugll

Twenty-Third Regiment.

SgtCandee
Corp Weber

Uoiton

Hand

JLThompaon
J M Allen

i

4
4

5

8
2
4

4

5
3

3
4

4

i

4

4—20
4—20
3—20
4-18
3—19
4-20

2
4

3

6—17

4

4

4
6

8

o

14

4

4

4
4

4
3
4
4

4

4

4
5

4

EWBurd

4

4
I
3

JHStsarni

4

WLCandee

6

4

4
3

1

5

.4

3
3

5-19
6—20
4—20
3—14

4444
8255
3

8—IS—SO
4— :o—87
4—17-37
3—14-35

a— 17—34

5
4
2

5
3

3

3

4-20—40

4

6

4

8

6
4

2
4

4

5
5

2

8

3

4

2

2

.'.4
3 3
2 4
8 2
5 8

3
3

2
2

8

4
2

4-20—40
1—18—88
4-10—37
4-16—85
i— 15— 35
3—17—34
4—15-34
4-14—34

4

3

.3—13—33

0—15—29—4M

—

u

'

[FOREST AND STREAM
Poitjr-eightii

4

4

t

2

i

a
4

4

Harding

3
3

.,

*

s
3

2

a

4

]

3

I

4

j

a

J

e
I
:

L L Barnes

.1

i

-!i

:;

4-18
4 -19

8

l w.'oj

I

.i

4

0—21—30
4—20—39

2

3—

i
4
4

i
3

-i-i

'J

4
4

3

3

4
3
a

3

4—10—36
5-19-30
4—17—35
3—17—34

4

3— 17
4-17
r:-n

s
3

j— is

-i

9

HlOgi
A .Mom?

4

:i

t)

J

Lamed

(J

Hinili
Vail Orel .<n

W

II

cm
1

4

4

i

-l

t-Sfl

§

4

a—

::

Durkce

Cnngdon

si

EA

W

Koberta

P

p

Pratl

3
3

3

3

a

4

4
4
2

19
17
19
19
20

Coip Andrew?
Klrby

M

6

IS

4—21

1

3

20n

Adjt,

2

5
4

4

2

2

3

4
2

5

444

a—la
K— 17
4-21

3-M

|5

9

8

3 3-17
Forty, ninth Regiment, Anburn.

Capt McCartoU
Pvi Mills
Pvt Tiitlaiiiiy
Bgi Stafford „
Sgt

;;

I

5

4

Worthing,

I

4—19

.

4

8

A BevUr
'i

3

3

..4
5

Kelly

500

1

:— a;

aoo

Pvt Weatovi
Pvt Kow.ev
S B t Wright

so

PvtCord
is

19

15

IS

15

Sgt

Van

Uuilder

60fl

Ti.

21

23
2(1

.,..21
IS
19

19
19
17
Hi

17

10

41
42
40
S3
35
35
33

19

)'v! Reed, Jr
Lr.Balston

b Barber

ijupt

boo ti.

1.1

19
is

21

12

18

L2

33
32
32
SO

Total

4J2

VV Stuart

Pvtneigman
PvtS Clark
Pvt roenran, Jr
Pvt Duvar

ado
20

5oo

.19
15
17
11

11
13
11
10

ti.

IB

Sal Nordf.rach ...

Total

Tl.
40 Lt

H

Pvi.

Jones

1C
10

Hitchcock
Fvt Hover

500
16
16

Tl

16

32
32
32

covpBUiel

18

ift

ai

37
34

LtBeauman

15

11

I,

Ili

16
-.,,..15

Stroll

2(10

V;m Heuaan.
eaay

. .

17

200
Hi
19
10
17
13

Ross
Prv Weestan
PI

Murphy

rut Clarke

uid Hgt Dodge

M0

Tl

15
12
is
10

31
81

1i
2T
24

11

IT
'.'.'Hie
TOtaU
33
Twenty-First Regiment, Poughkeepsie.

200
19

Deyo

Maj

oleott

rt

Corp

600

iv

r?!!

i

V

n
''",

Sgt

16
15

200

BOO

38
34
34
33

T'l

Wart
Hanbei neatal

4

A

rVAUl

»"

Pn06

g'lPeS
LUDldway

HLUover

8
4

V*,KVr Lnyle
J
L. A Jones
,

3

MJBeauniau

4

••,

""

HC Jones
W 11 Nordbruch
J W Hitchcock

4

WStUart

vvUDewar
JGCIark

Jr

O

i

12

31

10

Total

336

Tentli Battalion, Elmlra.
Clark:

l.iei

14
15

600
in
13

•

T'l
2J

2a

Wintermute

.

13

8

21

Total
Regiment, Rochester.
34

1

Pvt Hearing
PVi l.llllall
Pvt l.elever

16

U

T'l
35

200
l.uut Settle

18

500
12

r:itl:i

19

Corp Tolniail
PV.T11M1

17

PvtOardner

17

Lieut Blakcley

is

Sgl
14

Bill

..18

IS

31

Total

367

Fourteenth Regiment, Brooklyn.
5U0

Corp Corry
St; Smith

17
15
15
15
!S

Moo •
Capt Browe
Pvi

Lieut Barlow.
Pvt Robertson

3
5

*

4

4

4—18
5—18

4
3

3

3

3

6

3

5

3
4
3
2

3

4
4

8

5

3

4

4
4

4

4

i
6

3

4

2

s
5

4
8

5

6-25-45
5-22-41
5—""—41

CB

2-20-3S
6-17-97
5-16-36

5

4

11-17-32

3

8

4-16-30-441

8

4

4

6

4-S1-41
8—20—11
5-91—40

4

6

4

S— 18-36

4

4

2

2

3

3

2

4
4
2

4

2
3
S

4
3
4

W H Jaokson,

8

b— 17

A

each.

EA
TA

3—15—34

K— H—34

3—16-33
6—14—83
S 0—18—30
2 3—11—28—419

S

3

8

8

3
5
4

4—20-40
2 5 4 4-20-89
2 5 3 4-18—37
5 4 3 4-18-35
6 2 4 4—15—35
8 4
6-14—85
4 4 2 3—15—33
8 3 3—12—31
3 4 3—12-31
3 4b 0—12-30
3
5—10—30
3
2 4—11—28-405

IB

T'l
39

m

200

Corp Kenwood
Pvi

Aiken
.

500

17
17

12

T'l
29

.18

1U
14

28
27

4

2

5-20
3 5-19

4
4
6
3

3

3
6

4

S

U— 19

4-18
4—20
4 4—21
3 4 8 4-18
4 3 4 4—19

2

8— 19

2

S-18
4—20
4 3—17

2

i
5
5

4
4
4

3

4

4

4
8

3

4

4

5

500

Pvt Wtei 11:111
Sgt Van Heneen

is
20
20
20
19
1»

is
is
10

SgtDWan
eddy
Ski: Lots
Pvt Smith
tip' It

i

3

2

2
3
5
9

6

'!:'.

'e'O

Subsciui'tton Match.

33 entries

fee, $1.

16
16
16

16

IS

I

Lt Regan
Capt carton
LtFarrelly
Corp Fit zgibbon

200

36

Wood

Pvt

37
30,

l«
18
16

Cap Burns
PvtBeattle

sc

sgtciark

36
85
35

Sgt Drcge

.:

...16

17
13

17

7

Total

I

,

f.;

"

,;:„

18
13

"

'

.

500

T'l

13

32

in

I

,:;.
i

Pvt McCahill
Pvt Meyers

13
1«

16
12

14

35
33
33

14

33

IS

31
31
29

Total

30
29
28

—

394

260

Sgtllesmond

17
18
17
13
18

Pvt Ryan
Corp Corr
Corp O'C'ODnor

CaptCnshlng

tOO
10
9

8
9
6

vll

I

_

19

11

37
34

34
84
3"
29
24

200

19

17
16
13
13
11

T'l

404

PvtCochran

17
16
16

18

500
is
16

37

20
19

20
18

PvtMcKeon

T'
»7
27
25
22
19

—

14

18

27

Total

"

Fra

"

G W Davison— 34 each. Wm Gerrish—
W Todd-30
each. D F Davids-29. O H
Clark,

W Mangam—28 each.

500

T'l

11

7

21

16

4

l\: Kaley.

Cupi Milieu
Pvi Wrighl

W J Oliver

AGPerham
J

3i

Corp Batch
fvt Wood..

'.4

17

31

12

18

30

Pvt Dewey
i'vt Wiikino
Total

19
—
365

EUlj -Fourth Regiment, Syracuse.
-hi

Sgtllarrold
Lieut Clark
Sgt liuok

'-•
19

17
17
...13

BOO
2'
2.1

4ii

37

230
xrjl

Lieut Regan
Pvi Ryan

Ui'Siii'juU

DCPinney
JLThompson

JKobenson
T Hatvey
F. Browne

II

Corp MeC'lusRej
Brunian

A<ij

500
.17

It
9

15
15

S

15
12

9

T'l

>

is

24
23
21

..887

16

33

200
18

500

CftptKsrr

14

11

25

9
8

2.5

Corp Fitzgtbbon
i.-,

:.;:.;

Lieut FaTrelly

16

;

16

32

Maj Duffy

14

:',

1

10

u

10

11

30
30

.a-,,

,

i

!V'',

ml ir.r '"

u

-

2110

BOO

tfl

20
17
14
17

...IS
II)
.

.11

CaptVorgang

17

Col Rneger

19

Lieut Nalil

29

12

prtLangoake

10
8
.13

T'l
36

JllBrainard

C V Peckham
BTLangcako

CBLHeimich8

35
33
2S
27

27
25

T'l

14
IS

u

'17

2

23
24
19

Pvt Langsdorl..',."" "10
Lieut Parisette.
I0
1s

2

Pvt genluji

BgtDosch
Pvt Lode

500

I)

Toial

21
14
I:;

:u

Pn

Id

;,0

Lieut Pu,h.n

Ifi

5
n

12—1st

88

26
8i

PvtScnlJ

Pvt Hindrioha
Bruroii

PvtHarris
Tola]

19
1?
tl

31s

200
13

500
10

20
14

3

pj

n

5

T'l

<A

m

J,'

1:

r_
11

—
294

Match.
Open to teams of twelve fiom each regiment, battalion or
separate company of infantry in the 1st Division of the NaPivisio-n N.

MA

Scull

Matthews
JJHinricD.
J Harris
C-i

5
3

3
4
6

5
4
4

020

3

4

3

3

5

3

2

8
5

4

3

6

3

3

2

4

2

2

3
5
4

2

4

2

3
2
3
3
2

H V Quinn,
Brevier,

l

IT.

A Gildersleeve, Geo White— 31

C V Houghton,

Otinn n»Il..il.

W

.1

27

M M Maltby'

;

6

3

4
4
2

6
2

5

8

4

8

3

4
5
5
2
3

2
5
2

5

3
4

2

2
3
2

3

4

4

5
6

3

2

3
I)

U

3

4

4
6
4

3

3
5
3

2

2

3
3

2

4

0322
30333

3—5

5—19—88
4—17—37
3—16-36
4—16-36
B— 16—36
4—15—35
2—14—34
3—16—33
4—14-33
2-14—32—432
2—18—39
3—17—39
5—19—37
0—15—35
8— 13— 32
0—12—32
3—14-31
4—13 —31
4—14—29
3—12—29
0—10—29
2—12-28-391
3—21—38
4-17—34
2—19—33
2—14—33
2— 13— 31
2—13—31
5—13—30
2—13—30
8— il—29

17

500

T'l

CaptVorgang

15

Capt Schlig
Sgt Dosch
Pvt Schmidt
Lt Stringing
Col Rneger
Pvt Languor!

17

21
17
17
17
17
10
15

36
34
83
33
27
25
25

16
18

10
s
10

0—9-14-350

Pvt Ottner

LtNahl
Pvt Bode

200
9
9
8

500

Tl

14

23

13
12

22
20

Lt Parltette

2

17

19

Capt Latz

2

17

19
—

Total

each.

to one

State or Territory, chosen in such manner as shall be
prescribed by the military authorities thereof.
Each team must
be provided with a certificate from the Adjutant-General
of
the State it represents, certifying that each of their number
is
a regular member of the uniformed militia, in good standing
and was such on the first day of June, 1878. They shall apin
the
pear
uniform of their corps. Distances, 200 and 500
yards.
Position at 200 yards, standing; and at 500
yards
any. Weapon, any militaryrille which has been adopted as
an
official arm by any Slate or Government.
In cases where the
State has adopted no particular model (which must be certified
to by the Adjutant-General), the team will be allowed to
use
the rifle in use by the regular army of the United States,
or by
the uniformed militia of any other State.
Rounds, ten at
each distance. Entrance fee, $2 each man. Five States
represented— one grand prize and two medals.

New Tork State National
200

Pvt Larned
cm

T'l

41

41

S2

89

42

81

200

500

T'l

41
38
41
45

44
42

85
so

SS
3S

79
18

,1

Is
36

41
43

:

>

r

500
45
44
42

41

'

-::e

:

'We
...

(vi,

v :miarr,s

i'vt

PvtVanOrden

85

SgYvanHeuaen
'"'It

'

Tiukey

Corp Newton

FVtWhiUooiT
Pytwichols

Iteyens

PvtWhitiock
CaptGriinths
Lt Greve

"Weapon, any military breech-loader (excludDistances, 200 and 500" yards. Position, standany with head toward the target at 500 yards.
Bounds, seven at each distance.
130
Entrance fee, $1.

Pvt Gray
Pvt Roffee
Lt

flail

Sgt,

Williams...

3 medals.

SBKeunedy
C Reamer

J L Price

20

yards.

5 4 4 4 5 4 5—31
s s 5 3 3 4
6 4 5 4

44

5—3l!

4-30

"

::;

;

I*

Lt Osgood
Pvt Gunn
Lt Lane

aoo
40
40
39
v.
:

200
33
41

600
42
37

37
41
...34
41
37

41
36
41
34
34

71

200

Pvt Merrill

34
2S
35
39
35
24

Col Beal

ggtWemyBS
Corp Andrews
Sgl Gragg
PvtWlBWBll
Maj Hobb

32

500
40
30

?

2(1(1

29
28
36
29

Ron

m,.

41

85

ss

34
32
30
23

70
7"

39

Jersey.

l»r-Maj INolte

61

aoo
37
42
as

600

T'l

33

70
70

.33

59

:o,

•:.

2.s

31

Total

69
m
_
,1

g 4

900
38

500
32

T'l

70

::

.;,,

.

41

37

24
28

65
05

_

8 53

Militia.

200
88
34

500

PvtGardner
ellett

34

20

54

14

38
™

Pvt Dole.

:

6S
65
62

71
70

62
950

New

Capt Townsend
Pvt McCabe
Pvt Curry
Sgt Jones

TT
74
74

,„

76
_
074

40

T'l

80
7S
77
TO
76
75

19

7»
79

37

Total

77

1-1

39

.39

Capt Kennedy
«•«* WOOdtaidge

Massachusetts Volunteer

,

1

1

Pvtfiddy

1.1

LtBrowncU

24

21
21

Total

T'l
69
55

723

No. 18— Short Range Team^Matoh.
teams of four from any regularly organized Rifle

Club or Association, or Military Organization (Troop, Battery or Company) in the United States. Each competitor
must be certified to as being a regular member in good standing of the organization which he represents, and must have
been such on June 1st, 1878.
Distances, 200 and 300 yards.
Rounds, seven at each distance. "Weapon, any rifle or carbine
within the rules. Position, standing. Entrance fee, $ each
man. More than one team may be entered from the same
organization, but the same individual will not be allowed to
appear in two teams. Sixteen teams entered. Three prizes.
Springflekl Armory Rifle Club.
J
li

F Cranston
T Hall

W

W

200 yards.
4—29
4 43
4 5 4 4 5 4 5— Si
4 4 4 4 5 4 4-23
i 5 5 5 4 3 4—30

444

,

Lull

SSB'JUlBtead

600 yards.
5 5 5 5 4 5 1—33-64
4 3 6 6 5 6 5—62— 62
3 5 5 4 5 6 5-32-62

300 yards.
3 6 5 5 6 4
4 4 4 4 6 4
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 4 3 4

119

Totals

4—31—60

4—211—fid
4—28—67
3—20-50
log 227

Remington

O

V Houghton

4

L L Barnes
J

-

Banou

S

Totals....

v,

U

H

Rifle Club.
4 4 5 5 4 5—31

...444444
3 5 4 4 4 4
5 6 3 4 4 3

Geo White

B

;

Idenil.

Militia State ol Rhode Island.
200 noo T'l
40
38
7S Bug Sweet
42
34
76 Pvt Taylor
40
34
74 OaptMcSnt
..
37
36
73 Sgt Barry
34
3S
72 Pvt Hallett
39
33
72
39
33
72
Total

Lt Stringer
Lt, Forsyth

J

J

Wood

Pvt Alexander

to

39
89
40

Sgt White

National Gnard ol

States.

800,

entries

.''!

41

,

Lt Stimls

Open

soo

Capt Price

Total
Connecticut National Guard.

Lt Clark

Lt

Guard.

86
S5

,

Pvt Robertson

iNL

Ci.

it.

..

team from each State and Territory in the
United Slates, consisting of twelve members of ho regularly
organized and uniformed National Guard or Militia of such

ing specials).
:r

,,.

.1.

No. 17.—Ikteh-Stath Militabt. Match,

Open

310

14— Lafmn & Band Powdeb Co. Match,
Open to members of the United States Army and Navy, the
National Guard or Uniformed Militia of any State or Territory, and to members of any rifle association or club in the
No.

United

„'

1.

1.

2—9—26
3—8—21

Thirty-second Regiment.
200

H

O

each.

Stylos
W H Jackson,
W B Wood—
30 each. W
"
on
,w,
^

C Kingman, A Anderson— 26

Pvt Forsyth

2235
2

433

Brlinlow

_
500

is
14
:

No.

JRBBayley
T Whaley

..339

200

20

29
15

-

SgtMatthewf

Askell

LSlllith

3—19
4
5—20
2
3—20
4
4
4 4 4 4—20
2
5 3 4 4 4—20
3
4 4 4 4 4—20
3
4 4 4 4 4-20
4
3 3 4 4 3—17
5
4 3 4 4 4—19
it
3 4 4 3 4—18
2
Fourteenth Regiment.
5 4 4 3 6—21
4
3 4 4 4 5—22
3
3 4 4 3 4-18
3
3 4 5 4 4—20
3
3 4 4 4 4—19
5
4 8 4 4 6-20
2
4
s-17
4 4 3 3 4—18
2
3 3 5 4—15
3
3 3 4 4 3—17
2
3 4 5 3 4—19
2
5 4 8 4-10
3
Forty-seventh. Regiment.
4 4 3 3 3—17
6
3—17
3 4 3 4
4
2 3 3 3 3—14
3
4 4 5 3 3—19
2
3 3 4 4 4-1S
4
3—18
2 5 4 4
5
4
3 4 4 2 4—17
4 3 3 4 3—17
4
3
3 3 5 4—18
3
2—17
4 3 4 4
4—13
4 2 3
2
3
4
4
4

i

'

Total

T'l
39
31

tfl

Ob..-

PvtBayty
SgtWliaiey
SgtBrainerd

T

m AW

Forty-Seventh Regiment, Brooklyn.
200

W

Nutt
JJClaucey,.
J

''

'

,,

T'l

Thirty-Second Regiment, Brooklyn.
...

Moore

HNUtt
J Hen wood

GAPhellli

T'l

i:-.

Cntou

ell

t'l

MeRetm

OorpCorr

re

Total..

6.10

,,

CaptCushiug

I

ski Voung
SgtSnoye

11
IS

200

Stearns

IMJUlen

JRKBarlOW

T'l

33
33
32

14
16

ly

Corp Masters
Lieut Meyer
HgtUribie

H

BWBurd

.7

38

koi
Styles'

Domed,

J

;

338

No.
Division N. G. Match.
to teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion or
separate company of infantry in the 2d Division of the National Guard 8. JST. Y.
All Competitors to appear in the
uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigue), and to be certified by their regimental commander to be regularly enlisted members, in good standing, of the regiment, battalion
or separate company they represent, and to have beeu such
"Weapon, Remington rifle, State model;
on June 1, 1878.
distances, 200 aud 500 yards; five shots at each distance; position, standing at 200, any at 500 yards.
Entrance fee, $1
each man; four teams, three prizes.
Twenty-third Regiment,
FAHand
4 4 4 4 4—20
3 4 4 5 5—21—41
WLCandee
4 4 4 4 4—29
B 5 4 5 2—21—41

J Corry
200

anv

Position,

Duplicate entries al3 cash prizes.

E

HF

Peny, J
Carman, J

'

Open

365

Albany.

yards.
:

I

TT

Sixty-ninth Regiment.
800 500 T'l

FHHolSOn
Total
:nt,

W

No. 16— ScmseRiPTioN Match.
Open to all comers. Distance, 500 yards. Position, any
with head toward the target. Weapon, any military rifle'
Rounds, seven. Duplicate entries allowed. Entrance fee 91
49 entries 3 cash prizes.

5

Seventy-first Regiment.
200 500 T'l
19
18
37 PvtMunzlnger

Sgt White
Capt Clark

J B Frotlnngham

is
IB

W

'

Hodgraan,

F Brown,

S— 10—84

5

Entrance

lowed.

i-17— 35

6
«
3
8

W

-

W
M Gardner— 50 each.

J

Beers,

—H5
6
6

M

W DuoW

H

M

M

Open to all comers. Distance, 500
Weapon, any rifle. Rounds, seven.

5— ts-36
2-17-33
2-14-33

A

W

No. 15

4

4
5
4
2

5
S
3

MW

'

H

ti^fl

3
2
2

3

12

4— 1»

3—20
4-17
4 3—19
3 4—17

5
4

5

5

—,s

8

B

5
5
8

2

4—21

*

4

6

5442

2
5

3

5
4

Twelfth ReginienL

A U Weber

,14

.

Corp Uarvey

-

4

W

13— 2d

1

igtl

5
5

W

t

'

Lieni
3g1 Pur.!

Pvi.Ortner
Capt Lutz
Lieut St, nung...

4

3

19

Maj Duffy......

17

lig

4 --"

445

.1

200

:'M

21

s

4

5
B

i

Capt Decker

asH

200

!i

5

18
19

Capt

ipl

4

4

llelztuan

THMmpliy
E Barker

COrp Robertson
Pvt Steel*

Maj Baal

'l<

3
4

Balaton

A Gee
GDUobart

•'

2S
98

T'l

''-'2 °

3

15
12
s

500

*

5

4

14

200

3

S
3

..16

,.19

3

4

CaptBeneway

Sgt White

4

.

W

Eighth Regiment.

capt Corcoran

..19
.17

.37
Py t Menainger
One Hundred and

Capt

4
4

n

19

MoCanill

i

1

i'v P.vle

16

Pvt Pule
Corp Robertson
Pvt Edmeni

J
8

p.
Nil Ward

31

22

4

5-19
5—21
4-20
4-18

!

11

TT

-

i

RP....13

Sdirailer

4

3-16
3-19
2 3 3 3-15
3 « 4 4 3-14
Ninth Regiment.
"••''
c * * *-%>
4 5 4 4 4—21
4 5 4 3 3—19
4

1

11 ,1

S

4

—

..«.,..
„„ 00,^ u
x , j. i_Lu.iv uon xiiihMy, J p -Dat'tOll,,! jr
Granaton-58 each.
JJ J Jordan, C C Gray,
B Gnnn,
G
Weber-57-eaoli.
Robertson, I, H &;me, E H Williams,
L L, Barnes, J L Wooilliriilge— 5G oacli. J L Oaoood G
Wingato, P II Stafford, W L Wake, G li Newton, J LeBoutillier
Io a tiu F H y d °.
Bull-55 each.
Reddy. o Snyder
•J ?. ii. r
J
D Williams, E 8 Browe, 8 N Holmes, J H Toackle, P
J A.ndrow8-5t each. P Ward, A B Henaen, L
Grove,
J
h
J
I n>W
Kirby
D
S
Eat0D
H
J
Schrader-63
each.
? „P?J 5
S A7?f'
G
Cecil
Beauman.W
Studwell, F, A Berry. 8 IT Westever,
A Strob, H A Gildersleove-52 each. J h Thompson, V P
Thompl
sod, F G MoDewee, Jae Moore,
J Underwood, Jr— 51 each.
Heisser, J h Rout., I) Chauucoy, Jr, S S Bumstead, D
O Binnev

Kelley,

^

l(

;

K tr n

-W

"
4
5

i
3

''

'

20

in

Total
Seventy-First Regiment.

1'iemlei.

4
?

""J '

D oiianncey, Jr
y,\

3
3

.",'

r
leaoHe

FCMOLewee

Pvt Williams
500

prizes.

.4444

J,

393

200
1

IS
..18
17

IS

.

=d
Boutilher

"

T'l
33

20
22
18

Llout-Col Olutk
Lieut Cook
Lieut Lcutell
Lieut Williams
Sgt Mon-ow

Pvt

c H Eagle

JLe

Dressier....

I'vt i-niitti

i'vt

31

16
36

18

••:!

,.403

Tl.
Sgt
41

80

U

Burns

(..'apt

Sgl

..30

\vx.d.

rv!,

Cipl.

500
21
21

'.'.'..'is

r

26

Total

Sift.

and three

11

W n Cochran,
SC Clark

Twelfth Regiment.
Bgtpjllan

011

41

St

<

'.'.'.'.'.IS

T^',2jf?"?
J?"
??

WHHeed.Jr

3
37

87

19

21

QilO

six tenuis

;

SeventU Regiment.

J'r!

500

....82

gle

LU'ohb
Pvt. C Jones

man

33
so
28
2S
21

Ninth Regiment.
200

in good standing, of the ratiraent or batthey represent, and to have been such on .Tune 1,
"Weapon, Kemin-rton ride, State model
disttineer,,
200 and 500 yards; five shots at each distance; position,
standing at 300, unr at .500 yards. Entrance fee, $1 each
;

Eighth Keglment.

PvtHobart .
Sgt R Mnrpby
Li Gee

members,

A

34
S3

22

Pvt Clark

by

listed

talion
1878.

4—21—89
6—20—39
2—19—39
5-21-38
4—19-88
4—17—33
4-14-30
S— 17— 34
fl— 9—30
5—12-26
"
8— as— 490

Tl.

159

N. Y. All competitors to appear in the
their corps (full dress or fatigue)) and
their regimenlal commander to be regularly en8.

tineil

I'll

5—IB—36

4
3 S 3- IT
3 4.-16—83
3
4 8—13
4 4—19—32
DgS
'......4 3 3 4 3—17
4—14—31-420
Twentieth Separate Company Infantry, Binglmmtun.
a
4—51-10
4 4 S 5 3— 19
II

,T

4

5

*-ao

i

o v Houghton

Guard

iiotittl

4—28
4—28
6—29

3 4 4 4 4 4

!— 27— 5S

5 4 3 4 8 5
3 4 8 5 4 4

5-28—86
3—27—55
5—26—55

352454

116

,a

lt'8

S24

Stamford Amateur Rifle Club.
Sauford
'leackie

H Sanford

RUKeene
Totals.

Rockwell
Osborne

4 5 4 4 4 3
4 4 4 6 5 5
6 54 3 43

4— 2S
4—31

— 454554 6—9
4—31

4 4 4 5 3 4
4 4 4 4 4 3

444443
334243

119

Massachusetts Rlflo Association.
26
25-61 Lowell
-2.5-.58
31
Arnold

6—99—67
3—26-57
4—27—56
3—23-54
105 924

82
20

97-60
25—64—226

—

Flashing Rile Cluh, No.
87— 57 Dennett
31
27—56 Finlajson
29

Lewis.....

Wlckham
Davids
Holton

I.

27—51

2.

23
80

Rowley
Smith
Bennett
Howlett

Lnnlap

27—57
25—52—216

30
27

JJnrtlty

25—53 McCartln
26—56 fctoike
Stamford ARC, Jr.
27—51 Wl'snn
,...24
25
29—54 Swatwort
New York RiOe Clnb.
80
21—51 Conlln
29
22—51 CDonneil

Tall»dy

SerK

2S
25

21—52
25—60—211

27
26

3D—56—210

::

::

::

:

:

Mathv

26—51
16—43

25
30

McHugh

Cavaiiagh

Flushing Rifle Association, No. 2.
21
22—43 Griffin
23—49 Eloks
28
Remington Hifle Club, No. 2.
27
25-52 Wood
20—47 Finu
27
Columbia Elae Ass3ciatlon, D. O.
25—49 Laird
21
25
21—46 Bui'UGide
Forty-ninth Regiment Rifle Clnb.
23-43 Cook
26

Wl'son
Lath
BartOIl.,.
Clerniug

Lanriizen
Paitello

Eaton
Andrews

13—51

23

Co

29
26

24—63
25—51—209

27
23

29—56
27—55—208

29
23

27—66
23—51—204

29
28

19—48
21—49—196

56
23

24—62—194

Wellington

Wagner.

21

—4T

23—48
19—45—192

23
26

E,

26—62
10—38—191

27
23

20—44
28—61—183

24
28

Open to all comers, Distance, 300 yards. Position, standWeapon, any ride. Bounds, seven. Duplicate entries
allowed. Entrance fee, $1. 24 entries 3 money prizes.
H Jackson
4 4 4 4 5 4 4—29 DF David
6 8 4 4 8 5 4—28
WHD-mltip
4 3 4 4 3 5 5-2S
Minor, E E
A H Wiokham, H T Rockwell,
T Quinn, C
Arnold, C A Peake. B B Lynch
Lewis— 27 each. G L Morse, N
—26 each. N O'Donnell, A J Howlett, J
Mangam, J O P Burneido— 25 each.
ing.

;

w

W

H

W

Prtv Derby

Pnv Pales
Corp Walters
Serg Keeshan
No.

W

Geo While,

A.

H.

22
24
24
21
24

22—79 Berg McOlane
20—77 Priv Pot er
17—63 Corp Rockford
25 16-67 SergtMcMahon
ss 14—66
24 15—65
Total

2s
28
26
26
27
26

29
29
25

22— Military. Championship Match of the

10

C

JJ

1

26

;

.lemmings,

I) H Ogder.,Wm Finn,
L L Bamee, 21 each.

Open

to

m any Btateor Territory of the United Stat,
affiliated

whose team may win
MASSACHUSETTS

Pubsceiption Match.

f Open

to all comers.
Distance, 800 yards. Position, standing. Weapon, any military rifle.
Hounds, seven. Duplicate
entries allowed. "Entrance fee, $1.
16 entries; 3 cash prizes.

800
l,t00

,„,4

J EStorke

3 4 5 5 5 3
8 6 4 3 4 4

CF David...
J S Case, 2T

4-29
6-23

WH JaCkSOn

4 3 4 4 4 4 4-27

B00
9'0

5 2 6 4 4 3

5—23— S7

3 6 5 3 4 4

3—27—37

3 4 4 5 6 4

800
900

4—37

4

E00
»00

3—28—?6

5 6 5 4 4 4

4—31—S3

3 5 3 5 3 3

4—26—S3

5 4 4 4 4 4

5—80—80

—

—

Ammunition, any. Entrance fee, $1 each
or Government.
man. Five leams entered. Prize A trophy to be shot for
annually at Creedmoor or such other range as the National
Bide Association of America shall select, to be held during
the year by the head of the corps or organization whose team
may win it, and to be returned to the N. K. A. at the expira-

—

tion thereof.

New York State N.

G.
600 yards.

600 yards.

200 yard*.

Ogden, Twentieth Separate

Totals.

3 3

500
800

5
5

1,000

5

A C'emmingi, 4Sth Regt
G R Cecil, U S A
fl

H W dements,

7th

Re?t

J F Rowley, mill Reg'
14

J

A

Giluei sleeve, 1st Division

H Teackle, 7rh

Regt
Regt

M Kelly, 19111
VV G.irdner, 7th Regt
W C Clark, 7lst Regt

J

-

Wm Robertson, 71»t Regt

4 5

3— 29— SO

SOO
9(10

6

0—2S— SO

1,000

5

2 2 5 5 5 4

4—27— SO

5 3 4 2 3 4

4— 25— SO

3 6 5

4 2 3 3 4 2

3—21—79

2 4 4 5 5 6

5—30—68

4 4 5 4 3

6—26—78

3 4 4

4 4

8—22—78

5 6 8

3

4—20—78

4 4 2 3 3 3

4—23—77

4 4 3

B— 21—77

6 5 6 6 4 3

3—30

S

4 5 6 5 3

3

3—29

6

Prlv Eivie.

4 6 6 4 6 4 4—31
Capt Parton.

2 3 3 6 5 5

6—28

B 3 5 4 6 4

B— 81— 90

5—29

6 5 5 4 6 b

5-84

3 4 5 5 3 2

6—27—90

4 4 6 4 4 3
4 4 4 4 5 4
Priv Price.

4-29

5 4 3 4 3 5

6—29

B 6 5 6 5 5
8 5 6 6 4 8

4-34

8 4 2 8 4 5

4—29

8-26-89

is

Total.
71

5-30— £8

DHOg len_

4 4 4 4 5 4 3—23
Prlv Lomtd.

4 4 6 5 4 4 5—31

4 5 3 2 4 6

6-27—96

4—19

6 5 4 5 6 6 4—33

4 3 8 3 2 4

6—24—36

4 6 4 4 6 3

4 4 6 4 4 3

4—23

8 4 5 8 6 4

3—29

6 4 4 6 2 3

16

25

18
20
18
24
13
18
12

22

24
29
29
27
26

72
70
70
63
67
66

65

retired.

the

op

S.A,

tf.

[Second Stag-e.]

Open

to the highest sixty in the first stage.
The winner of
the first prize in this stage is entitled to the "Championship
of the United Stales of America," for one year.
Distances
800, 900, and 1000 yards.
Rounds, seven at each distance
Weapon, special military rifles, which will be issued on the
Range to each of the sixty competitors. The rifles will be receipted for when issued, and must be returned to the Superintendent of the Kange. Position, any. Entrance fee, P 1
Sharps
15 Entries.
Peabody Martini special rifles used.

&

JSBarton, Foty-elehth Regiment:
3 5 5 6 4 5 4-31
3 6 6 4 3 4 4—23
A B Van Heusen, Twelfth Regiment
3 4 4 5 4 3 5—23
3 2 6 5 4 5 4-28
J H Teackle, Seventh Regiment
5 5 6 4 5 6 3— 32
5
2 4 4
0—15
M Farrow, Newpoit Artilleries:
u S S 3 6 4 5—25
3 3 5 6 5 4—25
Finn, Fortv-tightli Regiment:
4 4 3 3 4 3 4—23
2 2 5 2 5 4 0—20
Robertson, Seventy-first Regiment:
3 3 5 4
5 0—20
3 8 2 4 B 4 2—19
L L Barnes, Forty-eighth Regiment
2 4
043 4-17
JMcCartin, Forty- ninth Regiment:
2 5 8 2 S 2—19
4 5 2 3
3 2—19
C H Eagle. Seventh Regiment
3 5 4 5 3 5 4-29
304020 0— 9
J Cavanagh U 8 A Engineers
u 3 3 4 5 5 3—23
5 4 4 3 2 3 0—21
A French Seventh Regiment
0000 8-3
4 8 6 8 5 4—24
E W Price, Seventh Regiment
4 3 3 5-17
2
220000 0—4
P H Stafford. Forty-ninth Regiment:
3
4 8—10
4 4
3 3 5 0—19
J L Price, Seventh Regiment:
u 0—12
4
3
3
6
4 0—12

S^O
901

4

1,01)0

8

5

2"0 500 600 T'l
31 32 *4— 1-7
2J 82 2"— 31

Lt Osgood
Prtv Guan

al 23 it— si Capt Kennedy
Capt Newton
Capt Wood b idge.... 29 S9 2<J-78 Pnv Tinkey
v
Sergt. La Barnes
26 28 28—17 Capi.
Priv Nichols
30 30 15—76

,

N Holmes, USA:
023220 0—9

'

LtMahou

.23

30

IB—74

i

No.
201 600
vs 2i
26 26
31 24
29 2i
22

Total

(apt Townsetiti
Lieut Wiiltloet

Ca .t Grifflr.h
Lunt Greve
Lieut Wood
Litut Alexander..

2!

29
29
37
..27

SI
30
27
S6
22

24—78 f-ergtJou'.s
19—78 Priv Stevens
20—76 DrAlalXolte
21-74
23-72
Total

29
27
27
2fi

24

2

2-18-77

3 4 2 4 3
3

2 6 4

lowed.

17—63
15—60

RRathbone

iO— 70
11—62

15-56

Entrance

fee, $1.

113

23
17

14— 61
IS— 59

11

69
ST

—
— 54

5

5

B

4

6

5

5

5

5

5

6

.",

5

4

4

5

5

5

6

5

5

I

6—72
5—71
5—73—216

6

L Alien— Bochard Rifle.
5

6

6
6

4

5

5

6

5

5

4

5—72
5—71
6—70—313

5

4

5

5

6—78

5-69—209

RiOe.

5

4554545045456
5565448555365
4

5

5

'!

5

6—67
2-60
6—71—193

6

Total..
iilFLK A360CIATI..1-V.

JOP Burnside— Remington Rifle.
6

1

5

8

4

4

5

r,

2

5

5

4

8

5

5
5

6
3

45545

J

S

5

4

4

TM

5

4

4

4

6

4

4

368

4— Oil

5

l-CJ-195

S

5

6—73

6
555238

C H Lalrl— Remington

5

6

B

5

6

5

3

6

5

4

6

6

Rirle.

5

5

4—05
5—53

434533

6

44-546665

B 4 3 B
Partcllo—

6— 66—1S3

...

4B44653555B44
5034435436656

8

4

3

4

3

5

6

5

5

5

4

5

5-63

4

4

5
4

8— 6l!
6— 5a— 189

P J LaurUzeu— Remington ElOe.
l.ooo..

3

3

J
4

325503
8

3

5

5
5

3

3

3

4

4

5
4
5

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

6

4

6- r)7

550433

!!_S3

4—56—165
.713

No. 26 -Wimbledon Cop Match.

Open

to all citizens and residents ol the United States
Distance, 1,000 yards.
Thirly -I
aily r ja e
within the rules
Position, 8.03- without artificial rest
Eu
trance fee, $1. Prize, the Wimbled
nail
p
Pre
sented by the National Rifle Asa
Sreat Britain to the
S.K. A. of America, to be 001
decided upon by the National
erica,
and to be held by the winner till the next fall meel
N. P.. A, when it, will be shot for on tin
in 1876 by Henry FuiVn, score 133 : 1876, 1.
score 13!)
1877. Dudley Helpb, score Vd~.

B

1.

,

;

Franlc Hyde. Sharps Rifle.. ..5
455465655535556355C5
55455555 o— 143,
J S Snmner. Slivps Rifle.... s 444545684 6 4 445865556
565a5555 5—
T H Gray. Remington Rifle. .4 284 5 565556056556 5546
066545535 5— 14l.
14.'.

HF

6 2

3—18—53

0000234E

Clark, Sharps RiOe

35
[rated,

2 5

005000 2—

Sharps Rifle

0— 0—44

424400

L h Hepburn.

434555

L

0—

8 3

6—35

3— 7—31

2 2

KB

2— 2—13

32 entries

yards.
;

Position,

any.
til-

.

W

Judd, P J Lauritzen, J F Brown,
A
French,
Gunn, C A Peake, 81 Bach. G L Jlorse, D F Davids,
Daviaon, J N Camp— 29
E A Perry— 30 each. C E Dwight, G
Todd, 27; O Judd, 28 M Cooper
each,
b O Kingman, 28; J

A Hodgman, L

W

and

Geiger,

O

W

H Laud, 25 each.
to

all

W

j

24— SuBScnmtoN Match.

comers.

with head toward the

Distance, 600 yards.
target.

Weapon, any

Position, any,
military rifle.

Hounds, seven. Duplicate entries allowed. Entrance
20 entries
8 cash prizes.
;

fee, $1,

5 5 4 5 4 4 3

8-187

5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5

4—187

5 5 5 5

6-186

555564454365594543636
553464 6 4 35545565506 5 5555

5—184
.4—183

B G Doughty. Remington
5 S 3

Rifle :
5 5 4 3 5 4 5 5 4 4 6 4 6 8 4 6 5 6 5 6 3 6 3

.5

W 8 Bin

incron Rifle:
.."' S 4

5 5 8-13S

4 6 S 5 5 6 5 4 5 5 4 6

4 5—129

GLMoo..

34554624666-44 5 6 6644554

WDavisrtra. Peabody Rlflei
6 4 6 3 3 6 2 5 6 4 4

3 5 4 5

6 3 3 5

6

5 2 5 5 4 5

5 5 4 4 5

2-199

4 6 3 4 9

.•

_«a

CEDwIght, Mavi^r,
4 6 5 3 3 4 3 3 3 2 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 8 5 3 4 4 5 6 4

H T Rockwell,

5 3 6 6 5 6 4

5 5 5 3 3 4 5 3 5 5 4 S 5 5 4

W

Wm

Gerrieh, 124;
Poland, 122121; HIVI.er, 11'.-: .1 F Waters. 117
J
U,"' Ui J
U>
° F I;,JI ns »
???'
,f
112: OJudd, 10/; TLamh, 10G; J A
101); E H San lford,93; A Anderson. Ill
Dndley,
124;

:nl,

Farrow,
Xo.

5-1S8

Sharps RiOe
4

L Geiger,

^r

Duplicate entries
3 cash prizes.

3 S

45554S4555 5 55555565
5355S553 3 4505546355

'

Allen,

2—10-43

B—21-42

:

Herolng-on Rifle

J F Brown. 8h B

C4

4 4 5 5

::.-,

Shara
S 5

I

T—46

5

1

9—63

6—12—50

455344545456 4 555566656544 4— 183
Rifle:
5065548555555665646558646 5—187

5

KemftUtOD

44

W H Jackson,

2—15-60

6

H

A H Hebbard.

4 8 4 2

1

Won

6—11—61

6 6 6 5 6 6 6—35 JOP Burnside. ..6 4 6 6 5 5 5—34
5 6 6 5 5 5 6—35
Geinah
H F Claris, 3f S K Wallace, F Hyde, L L Hepburn, H Fisher,
W H Jaokaon—33 each J M T Partello, J N Oamp—82 each. V

No.
21

4—53
4—64
6—70—107

6

5

6

58564545
3455658456546
H F Clark—Bochard
4656655446556
6564585644
4465466566454
5

8

3

Wm

Open

19
24
26

3

555

5

8—20—67

.

10—511

4

6

5:105605665656

9

3 3

23— Sobsckiptiok Match.

Open to all comers. Distance, 600
Weapon, any rifle. Pounds, seven.

20—73

5

600
1,0110

04 2-14-70

05

0-2

16—71

903

Military Division of the Atlantic U. S. A,
so 30 26— S6 Lieut B'ack
27 20
CorpGeaty
28 28 vo— 79 Corp Dootsiii
19 31
Uavanagh
2« 2.5 2T— 73 Serge AlcBrld»
25 23
Corp
2J 23 11—76 Lieut tijlines
Lieu-.Fisk
23 20
29
31
17—76
Pnndlo
RaySOTtls
Pnv
24 15
27 28 24—74
prlv Frazer
26 23 20—73
LientCeC.l
Total

National Guard, New Jersey,
3) si B3-84 Priv Mccabe
is 29 24—19 PrtvCnrrj

T'l

0000

17—73
21—72

,

PrlvK'irt

Lieut Stimis

6110

5

5

E Rathbone-BocharJ

.

Connecticut National Guard,
LtClarfc

4

'

22— Militaju' CnAMPiOKSHir Match

Lient S

PrvtWmUnck

4—69
5-71-212

,

Three competitors

No.

W

8—26— S3

5—'2

Rifle.

Rifle.

20

•l

6 5 6 3 3 4

5—71
6—74
6—70-218

5
5
6

5

6345556565655

5

6-1S— 75

500

Wm

Prlv Orgden.

5

4

4

5

6

.4

3—23—76

4 6 2 2

W

4—31—92

5
6

5

5

5
6 2

W

H Teackle.
6 4 4 S 3 6 6—31

Friv J

5
6
6

S
6
6

5
6

5

Isaac

Jr,

200
29
21
25
29
22
23
25
20
21
27

5

ils

CoNOSHY:

3 5 4 4 5 5

4

B

3

COLUMBIA

4 3 3 5 6 3 4—27

4 3 4

5

3

Frank Hyde— Boehord Ride.

4 3 5 3 4 4

4

W S Fiake, USA:
4 4 5 2 3 4 4-23
8—27
6
5 6
2 4 2 4 8
W J Underwood Seventh
Regiment SG8NY1
3-23
5 4 6

5

5

AMATEUR RIH,B CLUB TEAM OF NEW TOBK.

:

4 5 4 5 4 4—26

4 4 4 5 4 3 6-29

—

5

Total

Forty-eiehth N G S N Y:
4 4 4 4 4 4 5—29
6 3 4 4 6 4 2— 2T
Barnes, Forty-eighth Regiment N G S N Y
5 3 4 4 4 5 4—29
3 3 4 5 5 4 5—29

DH

No 21.—Inteenational MixrrABy Match.
to teams of twelve from the following: 1
United
States of America.
The Army of the United Stales, one team
from the troops station, d within each of the three military
divisions— Atlantic, Pacific and Missouri (three teams in all)
The United States Navy (one team). The National Guard or
Uniformed Militia of the several States and Territories, including the District of Columbia (one team from each State
or Territory).
2— Other Countries. England, Ireland, Scotland and each
of the Provinces of Great Britain, of the Provinces of Canada
and all other countries, one team each from the following:
The Regular Army, the Mililia, the Volunteers, the Navy of
any couniry. The members of each team to be officers or enlisted men, and active members of the corps or organization
which they represent. The shall be selected in such manner
as shall be prescribed by the military authorities of the Country or State the}' represent, and shall, if required, be certified
to by them as being lheir authorized representatives. DisKounds, seven at each distances, 200, 500 and 600 yards.
Posilion, standing at 200 yards, any with head totance.
ward the target at 500 and GOO yards. Weapon, any m.lilary
rifle which has been adopted as an official arm by any State

6

3
5
3

2—27—36

5 4

;

Open

5
4

8

3556466556655
45 5.15456565
64566555
455
0B5C
35455556
3534
5633 56

5

:

J R B Baylev. 26 H T Rockwell, W H Ogden, J
W A French— 25 each.

;

Burnside,

6

J F Brown—Ballard

:

5 4 8 4 4 3

5
5

3
5

1,000

5 8 4

SGSNY:

A Barton.

6554555566555
5*666666

6
5
5

:

C

4—71
6-73
6—74—918

5

W H Jackson— Boohard RlOo

1

LL

TEAM.

665844
5455504S66HB4

6

1,000

SGSSJ:

N Holmes, U s A

central place in ihe

RIPI.E ASSOCIATION

455645

5

some

it.

A H Hebbard—Boohard Rifle.

W

S

,

Sumner— Bur!

J S
S'lO

V"'l-'

SGSSY

W

...,

,,.-

!

I

team, which shall be deposited in
State

;

Wm

,

;

4 4 4 4 4 6

W

Anrierson, 22:

with the National Eifle Association previous' to the
match. Distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards fin
at each distance; weapon, any rifle within the rales.
Entrance fee, $5 each team.
Prize— A trophy, to be held for the year by the a

SGSST:

500 yards.

A

;

6.03

|

4—29
4 4 3 5 4 5 4-29
SI. Farrow, Newport Artillery
4 6 5 5 4 4 4—31
6 5 4 2 4 5 3—23
Geo White, Forty-eighth Regiment KBSST:
5 5 4 4 4 5 3—30
4 4 4 5 4 5 4—30
Finn, Forty-eighth Reeiment
4 3 4 4 4 4 3—26
4 4 5 5 4 5 5—32
J Cavanagh, U S Engineers
4 4 4 3 4
4—23
5 5 4 6 3 6 4—31
A French, Seventh Regiment N G S N T:
3 3 8 3 4 5 2—22
4 4 4 4 5 4 5—30
A B Van Heusen, Twelfth Regiment N G S N T
4 4 3 4 4 4 4—27
6 5 5 4 25 4—30
J S Barton, Forty-eighth Regiment
444545 4—30
2 4 5 4 6—20
E Price, Seventh Regiment N G S N T
4 4 3 4 4 3 5—27
4 4 2 3 3 5 3—24
J L Wood, Forty-eighth Regiment N G S N Y
4 8 6 3 3 5 4—27
4 2 4 4 4 3 4—25
F H Holmes, Twentieth Separate Co X G S N T
4 5 4 4 5 4 4—30
2 2 3 4 4 3 5-23
J L Price, Seventh Regiment N G S N Y
6 4 4 4 5 4 4—30
2 3 4 4 4 4 4—25
P H Stafford. Forty-ninth Regiment
4 4 4 4 4 4 4—23
4 4 5 4 4 4 5—39
M D Hinds, Twentieth Separate Co N G S N Y
4 4 3 4 4 3 •4—26
2 4
3 4 4 5—22

23 each

25— Isteb-State Lows-Basse Hatch.
teams of four from all rifle associations or clubs
No.

:

No. 20

Priv

B

:

—

or A.

S.

TJ.

22—60
16-60
10—59
20—58
22—66

16
20
25
17

Open to all members of the Army, Navy or Marine Corps
of the United States, or of the National Guard of any State.
Each competitor to appear in ihe uniform (full dress or
fatigue) worn by the organization of which ho is a member
Distances, 200, 500 and 000 yards
Pounds, seven at each
distance.
Weapon, the authorized military arm of the organization to which the competitor belongs.
Position, at 200
yards, standing;
at 500 and GOO yards, any, -with head
toward the target. Entrance fee, $3. 42 entries 21 prizes.
C H Eagle, SeventhRegiment
200 yards.

Stafford

Second Regiment, Conn.
55
21—46 Whltlock
29
26—55 Colom
Separate Troop I, N G S N T.
26
19—44 Newell
17—11 Watson
24
No. 19— Subscription Match.

Tlnltey
Nichols

OP

:

:

Military Division of tho Missouri, r.
27 31 80— ss
Prlv Johnston

LFinsT Stage.
22—49

Irlfh-Ainerican Rifle Club.
,

Phillips

Sergt Agie

Pnv A*hton

Empire Rifle Clnb.
27—56 Farow...

29
24

26—S3

27
87

Forty-ninth Regiment Rifle Club, No.

Clarke

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

160

U^

SC Kingman

r.

W

Haml

'

:

!

'

;

and

B

J

Lam

'

•

8TG

~'J;

\\

jl

1

?7—WiscHESTEB Rams Match—ai the Runsikq Deee
1
.

.

Open

to ail comers.
Distance, 100 yErds.
within the rules, inclj
over centre of tbe ba
standing.
SO cents, which will entitle the cum:;

Weapon, any

rifle

many

lay

shot.-.

number
second entry to be
have fired their first.

ol*

he

fired durin,:;

limes a competitor

fired^nntil

M s

,,-,

,

he

Euti

No

each run!

in

1

Tea. cents fine for notfiring, for
at deer when out of bounds, or for hitting the haunob.
to be paid before a second run is tired.
Three Prizes— First prize to the highest at

firing

Pines

runs
(n<
......
any
..,-.-..j four
...:;,
n u mriK'sror
,,;
"«i™ilnn Ride
RillA (model
/"mnrlfd nf
1t7li offered
,.IT
U_'1l—
Repealing
of 1873),
by the
•peatiD z Arms Co. of 215 Broadway, N. Y., yah*
Repi
...

1

I

,

\

entries,

—

;

:

W

:

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Mr

let rim.

A

11

Giiita-Bieeve..

enti

[si

Ten prizes. 4th Competition- Sixth Division National
$1.
Guard Match.— Teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion

a
li

.

or separate
iffl

"

5r.li

••

...'

3

HSanifi

»

'

M
.li

"

5i.li

"

4

H Jackson

(V

in
n

..

'

3d

Open

:i

"

"
«
Tbasip Match.

41 H

Homer Flslier

lot

to teams of four officers, non-comruissioned officers

from any military

organization, or four members
club or association. Each organization to send us
many teams as it desires. Distance, 100 yards. Position,
standing.
Weapon, any military rifle (magazine guns to be
used as siugle loaders). Target, the figure of a tramp, having
a 3-inck bull's-eye, 8-inch centre above the hips, inner; remainder of figure, outer. Teams to be formed in two ranks,

or privates

any

of

Rem-

Competition— Cavalry Match.— Open

from

to

teams of

live

5th

—

...

1st entry.
gll

of infantry in the Sixth Division.
ington rifle, State model. 2Q0 and 500 yards.
Fi
each distance.
Enlntnce, SI each man. Three prizes.

each troop of cavalry in the Sixth Division.
Remington military carbine.
200 and 500 yards. Five shots at each distance.
Entrance, $1 each mail. Four prizes. 6th Competition —
Officers' Match.
Open to all commissioned officers in the
Sixth Division. 200 and 500 yards.
Remington military
rifle or carbine.
Rounds, five at each distance. Entrance;
§1.50. Four prizes. 7th Competition— Short Range Match.—
Open to all comers. 200 yards. Any ride. Rounds, seven,
with two Blghting shots. Entrance, SI. Ten prizes. 8th
Competition— Loug Range Match.— Open to all comers. Any
Distance, 800 and 1,000 yards. Rounds, ten.
Entrance, $3.

1st esta

21

company

curious to

rifle

:

Four

prizes.

SEPFENFitiiDT Riflb Club.— 177 Bowery, JV. Y., Sept. 21.—
Reduced 300 yard target; Creedmoor rules Wm. Seppenfftldt, 48; Er.
Holfzman, 4(5 Aug. Grueneberg, 46; John
W. Adams, 45 Js. Garrison, 45 Albert Keller, 44 ; Wm.
Clancy, 44; O. Strassner, 40; L. Bachmann, 40; Jacob
Chambers, 40; Th. Waker, 40; G. C. Walters, 39 M. Winkel, 38
F. Saunders, 38; T. Myer, 37.
:

;

;'

;

know what

thus arrested in

the line of

ia

fall

of the double ball

Of course the projectile with the
momentum would carry the bah with the less power
own line of flight for a short distance It 13 very fiDe to
its flight.

greater

I

11
stu

161

in its

speculate over such matters in one's chair, but the practical
experience of such pheaomena must be rather dangerous.

John A. McLaughliu, late Lieufc.-Col. commanding Fortyseventh Ind. Vet. Vol., writes from Topeka, Kinsas, to the
Scientific

American

hand you herewith a curiosity in the shape of a Rebel and
a Union bullet impacted in the air, which was picked up on
the field during one of the numerous entrasrements between
the Rebel forces aDd those of General N.' P. Banks, at the
time of the latter's retreat toward the Mississippi River, after
I

having been defeatod

in bis

a!

tempi, to capture Shreveport
Lieut.-Col.

La., in the summer of 1864,
I wis at th'rt time
commanding the Forty seveuth Indiana Veteran

Volunteers.

A portion of the regiment was deployed as skirmishers, with
the main body following four hundred yards in the rear,
marching by the flank. These two bullets were impacted in

;

j

and

to fire

1st Stage.—As many shots as possible by file firing, within
one minute after the command " commence firing," taking
the second file not to
cartridges from the cartridge boxes
fire unlil the first file has fired, and a bull's-eye to be deducted
for each shot tired after the call "time."
2d Stage. Five volleys to be fired according to the tactics
the commands to be given by any person "selected by the
;

—

squad.
be signalled at the end of each stage. Each team
enter as many times as it desires, but will not take more

may

than one prize.

Entrance

Seventh Heglment

fee,

$l each team for each entry.

Team—Capt.

W.

L. Price, J. H. TeacKle,

J.

young and old.
J.

Ui.iUrwoixt, Jr., ttudE. \V. Prleo.

FUe.
lllia.

Bull's-eye (5)....
CI.-mrtR (-1)

luna-s(S)
Outers (3)

Vol'ey.

Son-e.

3

10

3
IS

32
4S

4

8

Totals..

sufferers

File.
Volley.
Hies. Score. Hits, score.

Ui;=. Sijore.

—

Zbttleb Rifle Club. Prize shooting for the yellow fever
from Sept. 5 to 15. Number of prizes 42, valued at
about 8120. Ring target, the centre counting 18; number of
three shots each, but one prize only:
tickets unlimited

SECOND ENTRY

FU13T ENTRY.

—

Unitbd Sohuetzbn Cadets. The Cadets met on the 18th
Union Hill and had a grand jolitication.
This corps of
youthful marksmen is composed of boys of from tea to sixteen years of age.
They use a miniature rifle for drilling.
The shooting was done with air-guns at a 100-yard range.
The highest score was 46 out of a possible 54, made by Master Carstens, Peter Michael scoring second with 44.
Miss
Bertha Steltjes made a pretty s-eechin crowning the victor,
as she pinned a medal to his jacket. Altogether it was a
most charming festival, and gave great pleasure to both
at

;

Kings.

Wemyes
Q L Utilise
57-135

19

re

24

THIRD ENTRY.

60—123

IS

78

FOtJBTB ENTKT.

A

Grobraan
G UolI*ttuer

li

GBeatee

64
61
54
51
SI
63
63
53
63
63
63
62
52

J P.

Q

Polner

It Spitz
llr Dudley

outers

Kalgl

(I

M

51-120 23
61
WasnuiRton Grey Troop Team—David Wilson, M. P. Ross,

MeHnga and W.

FIBST ENTKT.

Centres

1
1
11
ll

(4)

IruierL- (Si

Oilers

il)

Score.
5

CUas Jmlson

U Asliurmann
F Levy

SECOND KNTET.

Joun Smith

«

L Gelger
KatoT

21

li

4

Meyer
350 Llctels

73

Totals...

66-1S9

20

3H

have been shot In

51—139

19

Brinton Rasoe.

Other Matches.
BtASSioHTJSBTia— Walma Sill, Sept. 31.—Third competition

;

we

give the leading scores

•

J Borden

K 15 ^Outlier
JNFiye

JN

5

5

4

5

4
6

4

5

4

5 4
4+6
5
5

5

3

5
4

*

5
4

WBa'tieit(re-entrj)

4

5

HBJepSOU

4

K

B

5
5

4
4
5
4
3

HE Lord
TS1»B
« W Ijn

4

4

4

4
*

S

4

J NirUols

...5

W

Knc- (re-entry)

5

Faitletl

IMiiii'll

1

4

4

4

—

4

4
4

4

4

5—45
3-45
5—44
5-44

5
5

4
4

S 4

4

5

4
4
4

14
5
4
5

5-41

3—4i

5—41

6-4*
4-42
4-42
i i-ii

5

4

Sbaups' Rifle Company Kanob. Bridgeport, Rept. 34.—
The second annual rifle tournament of the Sharps' Rifle Company was held at their armory, in this city, to-day. Onehall! the receipts are ho be donated to the yellow fever sufferThe morning and evening trains from
ers (^ the South.
New York and ihe East stopped at the factory, and the attendance of prominent riflemen was large. There were $600
Four
in cash prizes, with the number of entries limited.
targets were arranged at 200 yards, two of which were for
At the 500 yards
sporting riflts and two for the military.
range there were two targets, and at the 950 yards range one
target.
Shooting began promptly at ten a. m. at all ranges,
und was kept up incessantly during the day. 'ihe hazy atmosphere was moist and favorable for shooting, but occasional fitful breezes appeared to annoy the men at the score.
Mr, 8cb.ermerb.orn, of the National Rifle Association, had
full charge of the shooting during his presence on the range.

One new and leading

feature

of"

the occasion was

that of

gentlemen shooting for and in the names of ladies present, the
As some disonly to receive the prizes wou for them.
satisfaction was expressed at .tbis proceeding, the officers of
the company announced that all prizes wou by ladies would
be duplicated in cash and the original programme of cash
The following is
prizes would be carried out to the letter.
the result of the shooting

Rjnge Match.— f?. Hvde. 35; c. Duaeubnry, 34; W.
W. H. Bimms. 33 J. V. Brown, 32 Homer Fisher,
Jitckrion, 31; W. Gurm, 33; C. A. Hodgmaa 33
G. L. Morse, 31.
C. Lamb, 32
Mid BangH Match.— C Dutienbury, 40 F Hyde, 38
A Peaks,
Gerrish, 36; VV C
SG; RBalhbune,35; C A Hooyman, 85:
B A Folsorn, 38 F Biowd, 37; N G Ailing, 36 F
Dole, 31
Hing,
35
35
W
C
C
O
Case,
HI.
Wesson,
Short Gauge Match.— S S Bamatoad, 32 J Smith. 31 C G Zet
F Hill, 2!) E W Price
lsr, 30
F Wasaon, 30 C A Peako, 28
Carl
29 F J Kabboth, 31 A J Hewlett. 31 W Parker, 30 J
Parker,

'AM

30; W.

II.

:

;

;

,

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

;

.

G

;

.1

;

•

;

;

;

W

Bennett, 29 Isaac Mctlourt, 29.
ton, 29 ; F
BarMilitary Match.—J L Paulding, 32 ; E O Perry. 31, ,T
ret, 31; 8 B Nichols, 30; S S Bumstead, 29; T G Lyons, 29;
H C Nichols, 31 J Smith, 31 ; E A
I: Spitz, 31
Clark, 29
29
T
Dudley,
29.
Price,
E
30
E
Yi'hitluek.
;
W

W

:

;

;

;

In

tile

grove two

were ornamented by the maswon by Mr. Frank Hyde, and chowder

lorig tables

cup recent ly
was served at noon.
F.\m, Meeting Sixth Division Rifle Association.— This
meetimr will take place at Syracuse on the 2d and 3d of October. 1st Competition—Directors' Match. 3d Competition—
Duncan Badge Match.— Open to all members of the National
din the Sixth Division. Weapon. Remington military
Hounds, five each distance. Enliffe; 200 and 500 yards.
ee fee, $1.
3d Competition— Short Range Match.— Open

sive silver

....51

Millet

61

AGelgur

61
61

Albert Meyer
Gilselhuig

w

61

Theo HeHsmtter

MF

51

Rally

61

TGBoese
L Truu.iel

60
6H
fO

MeKieben

W Culhane

50
bo
60

Aery

51

Cii.pt

A Steel
MeCov

50

Wm Klein

6
...60
1

FDutii
S 11 Keller

60
50

Lipaie

ail.

—The next competition for the

all

;

;

Pennsylvania— NorrUlown, Sept. 16.—The match today
between the Norrisiown and Keystone teams was well contested, and our local riflemen are. much gratified at this victory
over the Philadelphia boys. Riflemen were present from the
Keystone, Pennsylvania, West Philadelphia, Social, Girard,
" Cannibal " (of Camden, N. J.,) and other rifle clubs. The
scores were
Norrlstown

Team— A.

B. Parker, Captain.

85555646
44451556
54454555
66444445
TH Parker
4 45544465
C
GWlluner
55544445
45544145
FPrlodebum
45654444
Keystone Team— Wm
Bower,
5545554
Wm
WTLWarthman
6 53544465
Witmiwtr
44546545
4
Wm Bagley
6444444
45444444
JOjnTouier
34544454
HRuuell
34344
54
JOlmBauer
55444446

EALeopOld

4

AB

B
5
5

Paraer

liTLoeaer

li lietptt

4

Ell Bickel

5

4

II

Bartley

5

4

4

Joliu Hi (fan

4
6
5

vv

4

4

5—45
4—44
4—11
4-44
4—43—360

4—IT
4-44
4—44
5-42
8—42
4—42
4—12
8—42—345

The Rifle

accomplishment.

—

in Nevada. Autumn Pine meeting was hold
Carson City during the first week in September. A large
of spectators were in attendance.
The Governor offered a prize of a handsome gold watch, to be competed for
by teams of twelve. If the scores as they come to us are correct, 378 out of a possible G0U was not very remarkable.

number

to all comers ; 200 yards,

Any rifle.

(Seven shots.

Entrance,

A New

Breech Blook for a Riplb.—Mr.

Jas.

to be permissible

A

is

not a Briarous, and has not a thousands hand3 wherewith
Secondly, there was a very determined

to shove out tickets.

growl on account of the absence of the President and Secretary of the N. R. A. Judge Stanton was quite ill in bed until
left his

room

scarcely convalescent to attend

Mr. Scliemmerhorn was moving his family to the
day of the meet, and, at the greatest personal
sacrifice, arrived on the ground, and was always on duly, not
only by day, but at night. During the spring and fall meet-

on ihe

first

ings the labors of the Secretary for about fifteen clays
average something like eigtteeu hours of work per diem

The shooting was

better than ever.

E^en when

may

scores are

same as in former years, the uon rifle public
must remember that there were no sighting shots allowed. In
former years it was quite possible, with two preliminary
essays, to begin the counting score with a bull
now a fellow

relatively the

he leads off with a centre at a first shot
Score
the military matches, that the soldier-guns
made as fine work in able hands as the most costly amateurish

i3

lucky

McAlpine,

New Haven, has exhibited to us a breech-loading rifle of a
novel and simple construction. The breech block slides at
right angles with the bore of the piece.
The mechanism to
put the breech in or out of position consists of but really two
working pieces. It cannot help to be very strong, and we do
not see 'how it can be otherwise than safe.

if

this in favor of

The shooting

at the Running Deer wa3 simply wonThis sheet-iron animal slides along a distance of 110
If you want to hit it, you must hold some
2 to 3 feet ahead of the shoulder, to keep smiting it in the
haunch. Yet in several single ruus thne consecutive bulls' -eyes
were made, and in one of the appearances and disappearances

rifles.

derful.
feet in

at

of

and ought

;

by Carver seems to have given an impetus and deto their

Such kind

solicitude cannot be
under all cirSome quite unfriendly criticism may have
cumstances
been indulged in as to the trouble which existed on the first
crowd of competitors rushed for
day ol the meeting.
When so many men have determined to shoot, why
tickets.
did they not make entries sootier?
The tickets had been"
waiting for nearly a week, and a two-cent postage sta-np
would have simplified the whole matter. A. clerk at an office
called coaching,

cily

Some of his feats arc said to be equal to those of Dr. Carver.
The attention which has been attracted to ihe so-called " fancy
velopment

her husband as to the wind.

the range.

Rival of Cakver. Dr. Alexander, of Indianopolis,
lnd., who was set down for a match at that city with J. C.
Dunn, is gaining a wide reputation for his skill with the rifle.
shots "

was charming to see, ou that importaut occasion, a most gracious and affable Boston lady, score-book in haDd, marking
adroitly each exact spot on the note-book target, and coaching

Friday, and then

—

A

a deep and abiding interest in her husband's pleasures.
Quite a nmber of wives acted as squires for their husbands in
the late rifle conte.-t, and notably at the long-range match. It

4— -J6

5—

Captain.

5

PASSING RIFLE NOTES ON THE FALL
MEETING.
NOTHING can be more charming than to see a lady take

5— IS

j

H

M

A

comers'
gold badge, presented by the Rahway Rifle and Sporting
Club, will take place on the above range, at Elizabeth port,
N- J, , on Friday afternoon, the 27th inst., at 4:30 o'clock.
No entries will be received after that time. The conditions, as
heretofore published, are 200 yards off hand, two sighting
and ten scoring shots any rifle under the rules to be wou
three times before becomiug the property of the winner. As
this is probably the last competition before the fall meetim; of
the New Jersey State Rifle Association, a full attendance may
We understand an attractive programme is in
be expected.
preparation for this fall meeting, which will take place commencing October 8 and continue through the week.

;

W

:

;

61
61

J Patterson

62
62
53
52
52
52

Eliiga
5J

Sullivan

P PenalUE

.62

onus -milk

D Miller
T BiCHdway

Volley,
File.
Hits. Score. Hi a. Score.

File.
Bull's eye (5)....

J. F.

T. Miller.

Ill's.

U Eugel

MLHIuga

Tola's

P

Benbaesen

the air at a point, between the skirmish Hues of the opposing
bodies, and carried to the rear of our skirmish line, where
they fell, like a spent ball, near the head of the column of the
main body of the regiment.
Drum Major Craig, of my regiment, seeing the object fall to the ground quite near him,
picked it up, supposing it to be a epentball, butinstead found
it in the precise condition in which you now see it. He afterward presented it to me as a token of friendship and a memento of the events through which we were passing. The
larger bullet is the Kobe! ball, which is known by the fact that
it is of 0.08 calibre, of which the rebels had a large number,
and the Federal forces in the engagement had none 'larger than
057 calibre, which is the. calibre of the smaller bullet. It is
supposed that the larger bullet had traveled a less distance
than the smaller at the instant of the impact, and possibly it
was fired with a superior quality or quantity of powcer ; and
this, together with its weight, had the effect of driving the
smaller bullet back beyond the line from which ii was fired.

4 seconds.

of the deer,

Hugh

Gildersleeve

made

3 bulls

and a centre

with his Winchester, a score never before equalled. So much
Scotch game-keepers and Fuglish
for shooting a la Carver.
noblemen, used to stalking on the Highlands, might come

a chance. The Tramp was well peppered,, and
wa3 more attractive in cast-iron than in the flesh. Several
went for that Tramp with rifles and pistols.
It being
over, and take

ladies
off iu

a quiet corner, the fair sex had ample opportunity to

maul that Tramp. At 100 yards, one lady, in three shots,
Bails Welded in their Flight.— We arc indebted to made a bull (8 inches) and 2 iuners, which was one shot in
the Scientific American for the following letter, with the cut,
each three seconds, and with a revolver. Many ladies could
illustating how two rifle balls meeting in their line of flight
have taken a bit off of the end of a tramp's nose every time
are welded together.
We have been informed by the Messrs. with a pistol. General Wingato was ahead. At 100 yards,
Tatham that in their scrap lead, derived from Southern battle- with a pocket revolver, 3-inch barrel, 33 cat, the General did
fields, such welded bullets are not uncommon,
bettor than many of the riflemen.,... Nothing, could hav
It would ho

:

:

;

been finer than the long-range match of tie champions for the
Leech Cup. It was a galaxy of the best long-range men in
the United States— may wo not say in the world? There was
an easy -way about it, a methodical manner of loading, a quiet
repose of position, and the result was bull's-eye after bull'seye. No fluster, no press, no anxieties— only great calm,
fixity of purpose, and the bang of the rifle.

THE RIFLE

IN COURT.

The testimony given by Mr. Charles D.
Spa, in the

trial of

Leet, at Ballston

Jessa Billings, Jr., for murder,

was

of a

most interesting character, and shows how thoroughly the
subject of arms and ammunition lias been studied. Mr.
Leet is an expert in the manufacture of cartridges, baying been employed at Bridgeport, Connecticut, and
having worked in the Ordnance Department in Vienna. It
became necessary for the jury to be made familiar with the
character of the projectile discharged from the arm as to its
being fired from a pistol or rifle, and whether a conical or
round ball had been used. One quite curious point was the
determination at what distance the arm was flred which
resulted in the death of a woman, and also if certain marks
on a window sill were due to imperfectly burned powder.
It might have been possible that some arm other than a carbine which had been found in a well had been used. The
carbine produced in evidence was declared by Mr. Leet to
be a Ballard .44, and after certain marks on the ball had been
examined, the expert declared the ball to be one fired from
a carbine, and not from a pistol. The weight of the lead
taken from the skull of the victim weighed 165 grains
—when whole the bullet weighed 220 grr.ins. The grooving
on the lead being wide, Mr. Leet was positive that it could
not have been flred from a pistol. As to the powder marks
on the windows the expert deposed as follows
He thought that the residuum of powder might be found
at a distance of from forty to fifty feet.
He never found
any powder that would burn at that distance. They v.-cie
only dark particles, or the ashes of powder, ana certainly
could not be fouud further than fifty feet from the muzzle,
according to the strength oi~ the "powder. Occasionally
;

__

can supply the place of practice, directions can still go along
way toward keeping one out of errors, into which
win certainly fall—which will BuMy be fatal to
success, and which he will not learn from his own expi
enci
except at a price that will make him mad every time he
thinks of it.
These principles are. very simple in the abstract,
but it is astonishing how one will overlook them in practice.
The flrst is, that an aim that is close enough for the best of
shotgun shooting is not close enough to hit one deer out of
ten at any considerable distance.
Nearly every deer hunter
has found out to his disgust tho wonderful ease with which a
deer, standing broadside at only fifty yards, may be missed
with a rifle. The least little carelessness in aim is apt to be
fatal to success.
Therefore, the very first thing to do when a
deer starts is to recollect that you have a rifle, and not a shotgun, in your hands. Then throw the rifle ahead of the deer,
and get your eye on the sights the very first thing; and be sure
and keep it there, making the sights the most prominent object
of attention.
You will have bo trouble in seeing your game
plainly enough, but a great deal in keeping vour eye properly
upon the sights. It is best to throw the rifle ahead at first
(unless in a straightaway run), because, if the sights come on
him, you will find the temptation to pull almost irresistible.
The next principle is, that if the deer be at any distance, or
going at any speed, if you shoot directly at him you will not
touch hirn, unless he is running very low and nearly, or quite,
straight away.
Therefore, you must hold on the spot where
he will be when the ball gets to him. This distance necessary to hold ahead is surprisingly great, even to one perfectly
fa m il ar with the distance necessary to hold ahead of crossing
ducks with a shotgun. I have seen the ball strike behind a
deer at about seventy-five yards when I held fully five feet
ahead of him. But as a deer usually runs, from two to four
feet will be enough to reach him back of the shoulder at
seventy-five yards and this holding ahead must positively
not be neglected, even when the game is running slowly or
quartering, if it is at any distance over thirty or forty yards.
Lven on a deer walking at sixty or seventy yards you will be
apt to make a "paunch shot" unless you see a little strip of
daylight between your sights and his breast.
On hares running—even quartering— at only twenty yards, I have invariably struck behind them when holding on the body instead
of a few inches ahead.
The amount of margin necessary to
to allow at different distances can be learned only by practice
but with a small wheel rolled where you can see the balls
strike, yos cr.r, learn a great deal about it, and if you can make
the wheel bounce by obstructions on a hillside it will be much

cartridge? lose their strength.
If the shells are left in the
hoi sun the tallow or wax msy melt, and if the rim of the
shell is loose it may run down into the powder and kill the
fulminate. The witness then described how shells were
filled, showing that one might contain more grains of
powder than another, owing to the carelessness of workmen. All this would lessen the power of penetration.

When the sash through which the ball was fired was examined, the witness said
The ball had keyholed the window. By keyholed be
meant that it struck the glass about a quarter sideways.
bullet striking the glass point blank would make a perfectly
round hole. The hole in the window pane is elongated "a
sixteenth of an inch, and that shows that the ball struck it
sideways. Balls did not keyhole without a cause. He had
seen a hundred shots fired from a pistol through one smaller
than this. He had seen Dan Wesson, of Springfield, do it
a hundred times. The shape of the hole in the window was
not due to the angle from which the bullet was sent, but was
caused by the position of the ball when it struck the glass.
The glass did not break the force of the bullet. The likelihood is that when it left the muzzle of tho rifle it canted a

A

frequently the case when a rifle is foul or dirty.
Sometimes bullets turn clear around before striking. If a
gun was not rifled the bullet would tip as soon as it left the

little,

as

is

muzzle.
This very interesting question of the wasting or dispersion
of the ball was also given by Mr. Leet
The questioning turning upon the percentage of waste resulting from the peculiar fragmentary condition of a bullet
after it has reached its object, the witness said that he knew
bo way of gauging it. He judged that it was according to
the resistance offered. He had seen 220-grain bullets lose
more than half of their weight,
The loss ranged from 1 to
187 grainB. That was his experience for twenty years. It
depends in a great measure upon the speed with which a
bullet is started and the resistance it meets.
A bullet will
lose one grain without any resistance.
bullet ahot into
sand would gain weight,
because the sand wohUI
adhere. He said that if a bullet should strike a glass
point blank another ball oust in the same mould would
not go through tho hole without scraping the lead from its

A

side.

With the guilt or innocence of the accused in this case we
have nothing to do. We only bring tho evidence in regard
to rifles and ammunition as interesting to our readers, and
as likely to settle quite a numerous category of questions.
For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

SHOOTING RUNNING GAME WITH

THE

RIFLE.

THEshooting

best of shotgun shooting

tame compared with rifle
on large game and even of this the best
standing shooting is tame compared with shooting it on the

run.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

162

Not only

the very

acme

of the pleasures of the

but it is also a great necessity, and, on some kinds of
ground, almost indispensable to success. But, in the whole

field,

is nothing which at first is so provokingly puzzling. The number of deer which will bound
away unharmed from the best of standing shots is amazing.
Nor will skill \>lth the shotgun be of any avail at first, but
rather a hindrance.
Col. Gildersleeve last spring, at the
Creedmoor running deer target, made only two hits out of
thirteen shots, and this although all thirteen shots were on
open, level ground, all under precisely simdar conditions and
at a known distance, speed and jump of the deer.
Nearly all of the trouble comes, first, from a disregard of
two simple principles and, second, from ignorance of the
extent of their influence, even when thought of. And this
information nearly every one has to work out for himself
through a long series of mortifying failures. Though nothing

line o£ shooting, there

;

Nkw

;

better.
Strict attention to sights and simply holding the right distance ahead will reach nearly all large game, except deer,
is the hardest of all to hit.
So far, we have supposed
But generally a running deer is a
to be running low.
bounding deer and often a bouncing deer. The black-tailed
deer especially often runs as if bouncing on India rubber,
rising, apparently without effort, from one to two feet at
every jump.
When running over ground that is rough,
rocky, covered with logs or low brush, a deer is nearly always jumping with high aud often irregular springs. Now
(unless very close), just as surely as you shoot at where he is,
The best
just so surely will the ball strike where he is not.
way is to catch him as he strikes the ground, and for this purpose, where you have time, you must keep the rifle ahead of
him for several bounds, until you catch the length and height
Then, when he is at the highest point, shoot
of his jump.
at the spot where he will be when he strikes the ground, and,
above all, be sure and pull when he is in the air. To get the
right distance ahead, and at the same time the right elevation,
and pull just at the right time, is a very nice operation, and a
miss is never discreditable but, with care and coolness, you

which

him

;

way make

which you will chuckle for
low you may disregard this
up and down morion, and if running very fast you must disregard it; but when bounding high you cannot overlook it
with safely, and in straightaway shots you must hold about
for his knees when he is up.
Nothing is so essential as care and coolness. Don't try any
I have twice wiped
Bnap. shots, unless it's your only chance.
the eye of a much better shot, whose anxiety to get first shot
made him a little careless and made him miss each time a
good chance within fifty yards. Let quickness come with
time, aud make it your main object to send the ball to the
right spot, even if your game gets a few yards further off.
In timber you may be edified by the "chug " of the ball into
a tree when you thought you had a sure thing on tho deer.
Always look out for an open place to shoot through.
The sights should be moderately coarse, and the front one
of ivory, except for hunting on snow, where brass or gold is
the best. File off the "buck-horn" sides of the back sight,
so that you can get a clear view of your game when holding
ahead of it. The " buck-horns " are really of no use but to
prevent reflection of light from the corners of the notch, and
this you can do as well by rusting them with iodine or acid.
I go so far as to cut down the sides until the notch stands in
a little cupola in the middle, affording a perfect view all
around it. I find such a one worth a cartload of buck-horn
sights, though it takes a little practice to get used to it, when
The pull
it is caught just as quickly by the eye as any other.
A set
of trigger should be about one-half to two pounds.
trigger is an abomination for running shooting; equally so is
the Creedmoor three-pound pull.
Try these directions and report progress. If they don't
work it will be because you are deceived in distance, have a
poor rifle or have not got over the nervousness that wUl bother
any one until he has killed several deer.
Miner's Ihuich, Ban Diego Co., Cat.
T. S. Van Dtkb.
a month.

'

'

bows are made loo cheap— that is, people are no
pay for a good article, and therefore the makers must slight
their work to get it cheap enough.
I have yet to hear Of any
of Aldred's bows breaking (excepting one lady's bow out of
one hundred sold), but every one complains nf the price
of his bows, while admitting that thty wear spleni
have used a lancewood bow made by Alan 1 over five months,
almost daily, and it is as perfect as the day it was
"Archer" should remember that in the tie nv
his letter the greatest number of hits wins.
1 do not agree
with lum that forty yards is the best distance to
111
shooting, but it is far enough for the first sea&i
hear of one club using a four-loot target at tweii
II
Ono might as well shoot at the side of a barn.
is that three-fourths of the bows said arc not capable of
sending an arrow with any accuracy
afty yards.
The American bows are most always stamped with a weight
beyond the true one. Probably they may pull up to weight
when tested, but they soon lose their strength.
Any
I believe Dr. Carver only uses a bow at short range.
wood will do for that style of bow. Mr. Maurice Thompson,
I believe, has never used a yew bow, and he wrote nil) he
never heard of Aldred's make. The bows (lemon-wood and
maplcwood) he praises are among the poorest woods. Jlundredsof years of experience have given the English » big start
in these matters, and we must not expect to beat tin
season.
1 do not doubt but split bamboo and cedar, or a combination
of the two with hickory, may make a splendid bow.
If the
demand continues, some one will probably find the material
among our native woods, but 1 doubt if a perfect bo
W. II.
furnished for §3.
alrjut

•

i

Obitani Archers.— 24-inch target

distance, 30 yards

;

Ends.

W. Holborton
J. MoD. Gardener
Miss H. Von Boskorck
Mibb K. E. Poor
Capt.

11

Miss N. Ilopper

MiesE. Hopper
Miss
Sherman

A

Valne.

Hits.
12

W)

«

11
11
11
S
S
8

411

b'i
til

I!

6

18

4

BO
It

4

19*

Total

Ends.

Value.
67
86

Bits,
17

Capt. J. Hopper
T. A. Poor...

10

Mrs. Uolberton

11

6

18

11

4

11

11
9
2

Miaa

U

Quackenbuah

S.

MibbL. Qeiackonbush

7

MiBB Gardiner

9

3
2

MiesE. Bogert

a

4

12

W5

Total

Aboiierv.—Match at Cniwfordsvilln, Indiana, July 4,
between four members of the Kokomo Archers and
an equal number of the Wabash Merry Bowman,
target; 30 shots each at each distance
1878,

:

shots over

Apolliuams Watbk Company.— Some very untrustworthy
and malicious articles having been written and circulated in
regard to the Apollinaris Company, tho agents desire us to
convince the public of the falsity of all such assertions, advanced by rivals who are water manufacturers. Something
has been printed, headed "U. S, Assay Office," derogatory to
apolbnaris Water. The best proof that such statements pass
unnoticed is that at present in all the U. S. hospitals Apollinaris Water is used and highly recommended by the
The popularity of this water, in spite of jealousies and futile
While in
attempts to check its progress, is over increasing.
1S74 Great Britain used some 300,000 bottles, last year the
amazing amount of 400,000,000 bottles were taken. The demand in the United States quite equals, if it does not surpass,
the European figure.s Apollinaris Water is indorsed by the
leading professors in the hospitals of London aud Paris. That
it is a pure natural water, unadulterated, untouched, and that
it is bottled as it flows from the spring, is attested by the
Messrs. Frederick de
United States Consul at Cologne.
Co., of New York, are the sole agents in the United
Barry
States and Canada.

&

5

:

KOKoaio au«l

If a deer be running

is

;

is this

ARCHEdY BOWS.
Editob Forest and Stkbam
I see, in your article on archery last "
Wi
Bpondent has broken a number of bows of High "
1 presume some bows will break, the same as some guns will
burst, even when made by crack makers.
The trouble is.

i

will in this

§Hstim^.

utioml

WillG&UBe

.

Chas. Leach

W. A. Enasell
A. Jay

a

074
WABASH MEBBY linWMKX.
798

Total

WUl H. Thompson

H

II.

a

20 Sards. 30 Yards.
-.
120
170
154
803
212
214
169

250
102

Talbot

WillBrawer
John A. Booe

208

Total

834

184

Wabash Merry Bowmen won by

217
191
128
138

40 Yards.

«

'

78
13i
115
120

,,

103

512

464

1886

171

688
500

iSs

no

122

115

461

07-1

201.

Lacrosse— At Prospect Park, Brooklyn,
of lacrosse was played by players chosen from the
Brooklyn Lacrosse Club, the Ravenswood i.
One side was led by Caphe New York University Club.
The result if the
tain Cluff and the other by Captain Caldcr.
struggle wT as five goals won by Captain duff's side aud three
The members of the Broo
goals by Captain Calder's side.
game
t

.

Lacrosse Club, the Kavenawood Lacrosse Club, the New Tork
University Club, the Brooklyn Atletic Club, the M6tl
Athletic Club and other associations that exercise in
air, including base ball clubs, will unite in
crosse entertainment next Saturday afternoon at the OapltOlino Grounds— in all twenty-seven different games—for the
benefit of the yellow fever sufferers.
championship match at Toronto, Sept. 21, between the
Torontosand Caughnawuga Indians, was won by the latter,
who took the first, fourth and fifth games.

A

New York vs. Australia.— The eighteen cricketers of the
George, Staten Island aud Manhattan Club?,
play in the grand match at Hoboken on Monday and Tuesday
next, were selected on Tuesday, and they ate v
B
S. T. Soutter, of the St. George Club, bowler
of tho St. George Club, wicket keeper; A. Marsh,
George Club, captain and field; E. W. U
George Club, bowler and slip; C. W. Bauce, of the St,
George Club, point; J. B. Sleigh, of the St. George Club,
cover point; J. B. Cashman, of the St. George Club, bowler
aud slip ; J. Prazer, of the St. George Club, tnid-v
P. J, Couover, of
Allen, of the St. George Club, mid-wicket
G. Giles, of the St. George Club,
St. George Club, long leg
bowler and short leg A. flarvey, ot the Staten 1:
bowler and slip; J. H. Moure, of the Staten Island Club,
long stop; J. A. Sprague, of the Staien Island Club, bowler
,,l »
Island Club, square leg; W.
E. "W.Stevei
B.
Brewster, of the Manhattan Club, bowler and third man
bow.
Club,
Manhattan
the
of
Greig,
Club,
long fleli
F. Rogan, of the Manhattan
Messrs. Maynard, Eyre and P. Bonaldsdn,
St.

j

ii

;

;

;

;

.

;

The Eleven of PirxLADELi iiiA.— The fiili
been selected to represent Philadelphia in
match against the Australians, viz.: Francis E. Brew&ter,
j

:

AND

*OKKtsT
R. Nelson OaldWell, KdWard 'f. Comfort, John Hargrove,
Thomas Qargrave, Edward Hopkinsoc, Sutherland Law,
Charles A Nawlial], Daniel B, NewJiall, George
New-

M

hall,

and Rottert

8,

STftK/AL

1

'tin
proprietors of Beacon Park, Boston, ure discussing
Hie laying of a cinder path inside the trotting couree,
This is
designed for the bicyclists, who are looking for a suitable

track.

NewJiaiL

—

AMATEtru Championships OF Amekica. The ninth annual
games anrl championships of the New York Athletic
Club, (grouuds 150th street and Mott avenue. Mott Haven,
New fork City, open to amateurs), will be held on Saturday,
October 12th, 1ST8, commencing at two o'clock p. m., for
The proWhich entries will close on .Saturday, October 5th.

Why do we hear nothing of the bicycle In
Boston nas a new club, making the third

New York ?
now

organized.

full

gramme will be as follows, unless circumstances should demand a change 100 yards run, running high jump, one mile
:

run, putting the shot, 410 yards run, running broad jump, 120
yards hurdle race (10 hurdles, 3ft. bin.), throwiugthe hammer,
220 yards run, three mile run, pole leaping, throwing 501b.
weight, three mile walk, half mile run, tug of war (teams of
Gold, silver, and bronze medals will
four, two substitutes).
be given in each charapiouship game, excepting tug of war,
An entrance foe (not rewhere a set of colors will be given.
turnable) of ouo dollar per man, for each and every games
No communication will receive
must accompany all entries.
attention unless addressed to the club box ; and all per3on,
are particularly requested not to call upon the officers at their
places of business.
Handicap games will ba given on election
day. Entries can be made with the Secretary, N. T. Athletic
Olub, P. O. Bos 8101, New York.

Shokt Httxs Athlbtio Olub.

—The

annual

Ml

meeting

The programme
will take place Oct. 5, beginning at 3 p. m.
consists of ten events, the entries for which close on the 28th
All communications r.hould be addressed to A. Noel,
inst.
Jr., Secretary, T. O. box 898, New York.
Plainfield Athletic Club.— The fifth annual games will
take place on the new one-fifth mile track belonging to the
club at Plainfield, N. J., Oct. 9. Entries close Wednesday,
Address J. A. Demarest, P. O. box, 768, PlainSept. 25.
field, N. J.

Manhattan Athlbtio Club.—This

club held their annuar.
at the club grounds, Eighth avenue and fifty-sixth
street, this city, with the following programme

games

nd red Varda Ran Handicap— Trial Heats.— First heat—H. L,
N ow York, 11 yards, 1; 10s. J. Lafon, M. B. C, 1 yard, 2.
u
aaauu
d heat— P. Rube, New York, 4. yards, 1; 10 3 ob. E. H. Van
Third heat— E. CI. Gunny, M, A.
ArBdale, G. A. O., 8 yards, a.
Fourth heat— H. H. Moritty, 8. A. A.
C., 7 yards, 1; walk-over,
C, 8 yards, t; 10 U-5s. C. F. W. Dauibiraum, 8. A. A. C, 11
Fifth heat— II. P. Wilkinson, Adelphi A. 0., 7 yards, 1;
yards,"a.
Sixth heat—
J. F. Burns. Greenpoint A. C, 8 y&>-da, 2.
10>£s.
H. T. Moore, Jr.,
A. Noel, Jr., 8. A. A. C, 11 yards, 1; KbV/s.
Stevens' Institute, t 7 yards, 2. Seventh heat— M. J. Qilligan,
South Brooklyn A. O., 8 yards, 1; 10 3-5s. J. W. Murry, Jr.,
Eighth heat—J. L. Smith, Yonkers
Plainfield A. U., 7 yards, 2.
Lyceum. 8 yards, 1; IQ)V«. p Bisaell, N. T„ 9 yards, 2. Ninth
M. Bishop, A. A.
heat-J. 0. Wray, A. A. C, 7 yards, 1; 10>£b.
-

C, 10 yards, 2.
Runnine, Broad Jump.— W. T. Livingstone, H. A.
4in.
J. I. Smith. Yonkers Lyceum, 2; 10ft. 3>£in.

C,

1; 19ft.

One Mile Walk Handicap.— Forty-one starters—W. Purdy,
J. F. GioGreenpoint A. C, 1; aUowanoo, 30 seconds; 7m. 20a.
W. Hall, N. 1'., 3;
bous, S. A. A. O., 2; aUowanoe, 75 seconds.
allowanoe, 60 seconds. It was afterward discovered that the above
men had walked a lap short, and the modal was awarded to W. B,
Whitmore, N. Y. A. O., allowance, 85 Heoonda.
Patting the Shot.— J. Briton, 8. A. A. C, 34ft. 5in., 1. J. MaA. T. Moore, Jr., Stevens Instituto,
hon, M. A. O., 84ft, 2in., 2.
31ft. 3m.. Si
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Bun.—F. Bonham, Harlem A.
M.
A. O., 2. C. H. Boland, Yonkers
Griffin,
H.
W.
(J., 1; 55.^3.

Lyceum

.

H

A

Hum—

It is just as easy as that.
are the gloves.
All that is required
is to know how to pour one thing into another.
Something
else be does is so ridiculously covaulonplace that it is hardly
worth repeating. Hermann siiows you two white rabbits.
There they are. Then ho puts one rabbit into the other, and
there is but one rabbit.
Next be makes that single rubbil
swallow itself, and there is not any rabbit at all. Of course
there is nothing in that
anybody can do it. It is real
;

child's play another manoeuvre lermann goes through.
He
walks right into the middle of the audience with a pockethandkerchief, not an extra large one.
He flirts it about and
shows you that there is nothing in it, and the next miuute he
draws from under it a globe with gold fish swimming in it.
You have only to go to any genllatuan'a furnishing store, and
of course you can buy a dozen pocket-handkerchiefs with
aquaria in them. All these things which Mr. Hermann does
1

are of this easy matter-of-fact character. Of course there was
a very large audience of people, who were amazed at what

they saw, and laughed and wondered. Now we should like
to know what there is strange in an old bald-headed man's
hat, which when taken off the man's head is found to contain
several bushels of cut flowers.
Old gentlemen habitually go
about New York thus crowned with flowers. Just let people
go to the Aquarium and see Hermann, and when they come
home they will reason it all out nnd know quite as much about
it as we do. But how the watermelon was found in our soft hat,
or how a pair of brogans and a shovel came out of our neatly
folded umbrella, wo must confess slightly puzzles us.
Maybe
some of our readers can explain.

Jlnswcw
No Motloe Taken
W.

Half-Mile Bun Handicap.— Final host— W. E. Barnes, H. A. C,
allowanoe, 60 yards, 1 ; 2m. 6%s. D. H. Steel, Greenpoint A. 0.,
allowance, 45 yards, 2.
roar Hundred and Forty Yards Hurdle Etoe Handioap.— First
heat— E. G, Gurney, M. A. O., allowanoe, 14 yards, 1; lm. 4a. J.
Lafon, Mystic B. G, soratoh, 2. Second heat— O. W. Krausnaar,
M. A. C, "allowance, 4u yards, 1; lm. George P. Work, Now York
Lacrosse Club, allowance, 16 yards, 2.
Hundred Yards Bun Handicap.— First heat—H. L. Bose, New
A. Noel, Jr., S. A. A. C, alYork, allowanoe, 11 yards, 1 ; 10s.
lowanoe, 11 yards, 2.
One Mile Run— For Members of tha Dauntless Boat Club.— O.
E. Trotter, 1; 5m. W%a. W. Bolston, 2.; H. Peunoek, 3. Nine
Btarted.

protest on grounds of a fowl, bat it was not allowed.
First boat— Elizabeth Club Team, G. H. Babcock,
Tug of
oaptatn; J. J. Crane, G. O. Grundy, Jr., and J. Whelau, against
Scottish American Athletic Olub team. M. E. Moore, captain; E.
Arnold, H. Thompsonand C. A. J. Queckberner. Scottish American won. Time, lm. 29s. Final heat— Scottish American against
New York Athletic Olub; W. B. Curtis, captain ; J. G. Truax, C. H.
Truax and &. M. Smith. Scottish American won. Time, lm. 51b.
Running High Jump.— H. E. Fickon, New York Athletic Club,
W. E. Beers, btaten Island Athletio Club, 2 ; 5ft. Sin.
1; 6ft. 4in.

War—

Hughes and O'Lbaby.—These two
championship walk next Monday

pedestrians start on
at 12:05 a. m.
The
be ut Qilmore's Garden and under the supervision of
Both men are in excellent condition.
local athletic clubs.
their

"will

—

Bioyclb. At the Attleboro, Mass., Farmers' and
Mechanics' Association Lxbibition, Oct. 3, there wiU be bicycle races open to all amateurs. First prize, an elegant duplex bicycle, valued at $100 second prize, silver pitcher and
.Entries to be made on or before Oct, 1
goblet, valued at $25,
For particulars applyto Frank I. Bardeu, North Attleboro.
to Albert A. Pope, 87 Summer street, Boston, or to Frank I.
Burden, North Attleboro.

The

;

uiiinloutlon*.

i

New Y ork.— Quito sate.

T.,

Warren.—Mr.

8. v.,

J, J.

Berry, Hackotisack, N.

wishes your ad-

J.,

dress.

H. W. H., Montreal.—What you want
Kansas.

made by W.

Is

8.

Goss,

Neosho

Falis,

A. D., Cambridge.—The parties
In oar paper ai e quite reliable.
J.

We

B., Sterling Run, Pa.—
cannot procure the dog yon wif h.
hardly mink a cur city dog would answer your purpose,
could not
vouch for freedom from disease in aogs taken from the pound.
It
might be curious to note the effect of a change to country scenes upon
a dog which has been brought up In the olty.

We

1. K. B., Newark.—Judges betting on the result ot a boat race are
not necessarily diequahnod from acting thereby, though such conduct
on Mi.-ir part should be avoided. If a boat's crow Is not satlsfled with
the Judges' decision, they may appeal to the referee, whose decision is
superior to that of the judges and flnal, You must therefore carry jour
case to the referee, and abide by his decision.

M V. A., Philadelphia.—Tour seven-months dog has probably n
of (ils'emper, Peed him low— no meat—and give him
small doses of castor oil.
If the appareut pain In passing waier continues, let htm take a few drops of sweet spirits of nlire. For
thi fleas

advertise the goods you

want

C, Bay Ridge,

L.

I.—In shooting glass

bull

Is

a moderate

matches the trap

should ba placed level on the ground.

Rana. Piiten3,
bird.

The

New York.—We

8.,

have restored the rights of the reed

ueglect was unintentional.

Sndlanapolla.— We

know nothing about

the responsibility of

We have declined their advertisement.
R. 8., Pittsburgh.— We know nothing about the Arm yon mention uor
of the guns they Bell. We decline advertising them.
Bass, Norfolk.— We use here for striped bass shedder orab and

the house.

shrimp, also spearlag.

Would be glad

to

hear from you.

W. L,, Lowell, Mass.—For the " Rules ot the National Association of
Amateur Oarsmen" write to Weed, Parsons t Co., Albany. Price not

4,

1,

2

and

S of F.

6 and 6 at $4 apiece, bound,

and

and
1, s,

S.

9

we cannot furand

10 at SS.50

apiece, bound.

Pluvikr, Boston.—You will find our report as full as any published.
Write to T. Stagg, Chicago. Chilled shot. Is now used In pigeon matches
and Its use Is Increasing.
P. W. P., Syracuse.— Liver-white is a good color, and In selecting a
dog try and keep to the same color. Could not tell you of any good dog
in your neighborhood. Expense varies from $26 upward,
O. K., Boston.— Best book obtainable Is Hoyle. It Is written up to
date and embraces the annals of poker by l-tie American Ambassador at
the Court of St. James. C'OBts Irom forty cents to $2, according to size.

Edfbb, Philadelphia.— " Deer hunting Is not prohibited In Peuusylvanla this year." That was the answer which should have been given
last week, but the '! not" was not, therefore It was not not.
Certainly
not.
J.

v.

jr.,
1 oz.

wads are

all

S M., Philadelphia.— The dimensions you Bend,19f. by as.in. by liin..
make a fairly fast boat. Cannot give you further particulars, as
you are not specific enough in your letter for what partiose ynu waut
the boat. A good book on boat building is " Neilaoii's Boat BulldliiR for
Amateurs." Can send yon one upon receipt of of *l.!15 as soon as shipment arrives from England. Will give mora Information on tuo subject
will

numbers of

of boats In future
C. S. McK.,

this paper.

New York.—Desmond,

of Peck Slip, Is an excellent and
also O. B. Elliott, cor. Quay and Franklin fits.
Greeupolnt, h. I.; and John Kyle. 133d st. and 4lh av., Harlem Kiver
Cost of light gig, $75 to $135, according to finish and workmanship.
reliable boat, builder;

For books on training can recommend "Oars and Sculls," price about
Englehardt's " Kowing Almanac," Too.; or " Boat Racing," by
$3.
Can procure you either.

$2.50

;

Brlekwood,

Bass, Loch Haven, Pa.— Describe the proper tackle to use In trolling
for black bass.
Which la the beat artificial minnow, and the proper
sizii ?
What size and
For band trolUng, No.

line,

same leugth

waters; use a
Line, $1.50

;

No

style ot reel,

and cost of above

articles ?

Ans

1 braided linen line, 1U0 yds. ; for rod, a No. 5
spoon, No 5.
Artificial mluuow Is good on specla

;

4

A No.

Caledonia.

minnow,

$1

;

reel, $5.50

;

S multiplying reel with

Bpoon

bail;,

drag

tBo.

M. W. C, Danville, Maine.—1. Will trout and black bass live and
breed together (I don't mean cross), or would the black bass drive out
or devour the trout? 9. Will trout and gold ttsh live and meed together
in a pond fed by living springs!
Ans. 1. This question baa caused
some discussion.
think If fish of equal alze about are Introduced

We

they will grow together well enough In ponds. Feeding trout prevents
cannaballsm and the predatory habits. 2. Sun Qsh might- slider, but not
materially.

E.

C, New York.— Since Courtney entered

the rowing arena as a pro
he has not been beaten, except through accldent-onco by
Greenwood Lake, when Couitney became sick, supposed to
have had his tea poisoned and the Becond time by Frenehy JohnBon,
on Silver Lake, Ho*ton, when Couitnn vas taken 111. Ha was also
capsized out of his boat In a race with jempsoy, on Seuaca Lake, presumably tbrongh hidden obstructions, bnt the match was declared off
by the Judges.
fesslonal

Riley, on

;

C. V. W., Minneapolis.—To make a salt lick for deer, of course
requires a perfect knowledge of the habits of the animal, and where ha
frequents. A rather marshy place Is selected, and, as the process of
accustoming the deer to the new salt lick takes time, It Is commenced in

A quantity

wood ashes is good to begin with. These
water poured on them so that
broken up lato pieces, and plentifully distributed around the place.
Rock salt, rather hard to obtain, is, of
course, the best. But aB rock salt la soon lost by the action of water, it
does not remain long. If used, put It la little openings in the trunks of
trees.
Hard salt cake, from soda factories, is used with advantage
If started in the spring, the place ought to bo visited every two weeks,
in order to renew the salt, In the South and West the soil of old smoke
houses, when the ground has been freely saturated, is much sought
after for the purpose.
It takes time and a grsat deal of trouble to
make a salt lick.
of hard

may be rammed hard In a
when

barrel, a little

dried,

E. A, M., Broadhead, Wis.— For flat-bottom boat 10ft. long, S^ft,
beam; make Ball of stout drilling use clothes-line stuff for gear, Place
mast 6ft. from bow. Cut salt as a " standing lug," that is, a lug sail
with gaff and boom. Make it aft. on fool, 6ft, 6Ids. on head. Cnt the
forward edge, or luff perpendicular to foot, and make It 7ft. Keep the
forward end of boom down in Its place about Bins, above rail by means
of light lushing to thwart, or eyebolt in mast ctn. below the boom.
Mast 2lns. diameter at rail height. Boom l)£tn, diameter one-third he
length out, taper toward ends gaff or yard U„ In., and taper likewise.
;

l

Halliards rove through small block at masthead, or through sheave In the spar.
Have an Iron ring with hook, or
Slip it over the mast
bill forged on its lower half and au eye above It.
and spbee lower end of hadiards to the eye. Have a thimble strapped
lSlns.
from
forward
upper
corner, or " knock" of the sail.
on the yard
When you want to hoist hook the yard to the bill on ring, or traveler,
and sway up on the halliards. This traveler serves lo keep yard close
to mast.
Or you may cut the halliard sheave close to whore yard
will oomo when chock up, thereby dolug away with the ring.
Pint
method la preferable. For tacking employ a " lee board." Take a, or
Jjln. board, cue it narrow on top and have tj* to a square ft. Immersed.
Hang it on a pin or peg on rail by a short rope, both ends rove through
holes close lo each other lu the board, knot the ends, leaving the bight
or eye on inside. By shifting the peg any balance desired may be obHave a light guy from forwa d to
tained and the boat made to tack.
lower part of the board to keep it in position, or make other provision
hi hanging it.
Sheet, single end of rope.

Rocoe Croix, Halifax.—Vols.

powder,

well, and rub some creoBote on htm, washing him afterward.
the sores enntlnno, Inform us. la the meantime, rub them with au
(lour of sulphur and lard.

;

over SO cents.

Vols.

If

ointment of

they cake, and

We

B. R. G.

wash htm

spring.

who

R. K. D., Georgetown.— The gun used by Dr. Carver
never compare guns.
choke.

nish.

Four Hundred and Forty Yards Hurdle Baco— Handicap. —Final
heat— 0. W. Krausnaar, M. A. O., allowance, 40 yards, 1; lm.
E. G. Gurney made a
8>£a. J. Lafon, Mystio B. C, scratch, 2.

'I

G. W. W., Orange Lake, Fla.—We know of no builder of repute in
your neighborhood. You had better write to Richard Wallen, John
Munun, orPat.McGlehan, in care of Ihlsofflce. They all build very
fast boats, and we oan obtain for you their lowest figures, ir you send
further particulars. There will not be much difference in rreight,
whettieryou ship from here or aome southern port. Cost of shipment
by schooner will be nominal only, compared to price of boat. Send
nearest seaport having connection by vessel with Now York.

to (^otirespondmtz.

G. L. D., Boston.—A mater la excellent repute.

W.

race.

Hi F Tj, Unucuni. Annul, how many shot will « good 1-2 iioro put in
aslfl, circle, Mu. bull's-eye at 40 .yd».,
drs. powdsr, 1 oz. No. 8 Bitot ?
Ans. Iraki
..} mtci! pellets ns the maximum of
pattern,
and calculate from that. Quo mentioned Is an excellent one.
a

sommODcement

HrastAsx, the PRBSTimaiTATEDR.— Nothing can be more
simple, more readily understood, than the tricks performed by
Hermann at the Aquarium. This sleight-of hand personage
walks among the audience and asks for eggs and lemons. Now
it is well known that ladies and gentlemen never, at least in
New York, go to an evening's entertainment without eggs and
lemons. It so happens, however, Hint the exact people Her
niann asks to furnish him with eggs nnd lemons do not appear
to have them.
This makes little or DO difference, f of eggs
and lemons are instantly forthcoming from ladies' hats and
gentlemen's shirt collars, Hermann, having collected then a
walnut, a lemon, an orange and a lady's gloves, puts all
these articles on different tables, and then be passes the nut
into the egg, and the egg into the lemon, and the lemon into
the orange, and next with a knife be cuts the whole of the
various things in two, and in the nut, which is in the middle,

3.

Throwing the Hamraor.— W. B. Curtis, N. Y, A. O., T9fL, 1. O.
A. J. Queeiiberner, S. A. A. C, 78ft. 10iu., 2. G. D. Paruily, M.
A. C. 78ft. Bin., 8.
Half-Mils Ban Handicap— Trial Heats.— First four in each trial
First trial beat— W, A. Barnes, II. A. C, allowto run in final.
W. B. Dowd, Mystic B. O., abowancu,
ance, 00 yarud, 1; 2m. 5s.
05 yards," 2: W. B, Hewitb, H. A. C, allowanoe, 50 yards, 3; JE. O.
Second trial heat—8. H,.
Lamontagiie, N. Y. A. O., scratch, i.
W. 8.
Steele, Qreoapoint A. C, allowance, 45 yards, 1; 2m. 'J^a.
Pryor, New York, allowance, 50 yards, 2 ; E. H. Van Aradalo,
Bowland, Yonkers
Greenpoint A. C, allowance, 50 yards, 3; C,
4.
yards,
15
allowance,
Lyceum,
Hundred Yards Handicap— Second Trial Heats.— First heat— H.
L. Boso, New York, allowanoe, 11 yards, 1; 10s. Second heat— A.
M. Bishop,
Noel, Jr., 8. A. A.O., allowanct, 11 yards, 1 ; 10^8.
A. H, O., allowance, 10 yards, 1; 10 2-5s.
Pole Leaping.—A. log, 8. A. A. C, 9(t. Bin.; George MoNichol,
jumping
until
dark, but
gentlemen
kept
Theoe
9m.
9ft.
M. A. 0.,
as neither oould clear 10 feet the referee deolared the match a
draw.
Two Mile Walk.— T, H. Armstrong, H. A. O., 1; 14m. 2s. J.
Four started.
V. Wolcotk, M. A. O., 2; 15m. 6a.
G, 1: 10m. 35Jis. T. H.
W. J. Duffy, H.
Two Mile
Won by 6 feet, after a oloBe
Smith, M. A. 0., 2 ; 10m. 86%s.

race

Badges, Emblkms.— Mr. N. M. Bhepard, of No. 150 Fulton
New York,hns sent us his catalogue containing the innumerable different pieceB of work' made by him. As the catalogue shows, Mr. Bhepard was the manufacturer of the major
part of the medals presented by tliu Pobbst and Bxbbam this
season to various ritlo clubs and sportsmen's associations. The
work made by Mr. Shepard is in the best of taste, of fine
workmanship, and can be furnished at a reasonable price.
Having competent artists, designs can be furnished with
promptness,
street,

16;j

Philadelphia.—The load for yonr gun would be 3% drs.
shot. Wc think you over-load by \i dr. powder. Your
right. Your make of gun is excellent, among ihe veiy

beat.

N. W., Uoboken.— Where could 1 sec the English Kennel Club stud
book? Are the Baltimore Held trials to take place ? Do you know the
foil pedigree of
Ans. l. We have It. J. Indefinitely postponed,
1
w« are sorry to say 3, We do sot know.
.

Bath, September 18, 187».
H. C. Squnvaa— Sir : I received the can of Dlitmar (C) powder you
me August 2S. It is the pleasantest worklug powder I ever i-aw.

sent

Wun

lu-gnuge Remington

gun

at GO yarda I buried

i&oe, NoSehot

out of sight With in drachma Dbtmar pnwd«r. My shouting is mostly
sea shooting, Would ant the B powder be better for me 1 Please tend
me the terms for it in quantities, and I will Bend cash. I gave most of
the first can away, as none has been seen he e before.

Ude.

C. H, Gbki*(L£AJY

;
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THE SCULLING CHAMPIONSHIP.
AFTER many delays and hitches the
America are Anally to

two best oarsmen in
meet each other and test their

claim to the championship of America.
nical point of view, the championship is

Prom a strictly technow held by Eanlan,

of Toronto, he having defeated

Evan Morris in a five mile
race at Pittsburgh in June, this year. The coming contest
over the Lachine course, near Montreal, will therefore go to
show whether he is able to hold the title agaiost all comers, or
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bvoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,
Fish culture, the Protection of Game, Preservation of Forests,
and the Inculcation in Men and Women of a Healthy Interest
in Out-Door Recreation and Study:

PUBLISHED BY

whether the United States can produce the man to show him
over the course. The event must undoubtedly be set down
as the most important in the annals of modern boat racing in
America. The old line of champions, the Browns, Hammills,
and other such gentry, some of whom are even now pulling
in golden shells o'er tideless and glassy-smooth rivulets of
milk and honey, are fast leaving this wicked world for a better one, where fouls and hidden obstructions are not known.
They and the oarsmen of their day belong to a race of the

Rowing during the last few years has taken such an
new and more popular directions that the

past.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
Friday, September i1.—Sir\<$Lt&: YoungAmericasvs.OldHaverfordlTruting: Syracuse, N. Y.; Dover, N. H.; Quincy, 111.; St. Louis,
Dover, Del.; Manhattan, Kan.; Columbus, O.; Albany, N.Y-;
YoungstowD, O.; Lewistown, Pa.; Eentvllle, N. S.
Saturday, September 25.—Nautilus Boat Club Open Amateur Regatta,

Germantown vs. Young America, Nicetown
Belmont (2) vs. Merlon (2), at West Philadelphia Young America (Jr.)
vs. Geimautown (Jr.), at Turnpike Bridge Manhattan vs. Belmont, at
Prospect Park; Longwood vs. Hlghlandville, at Longwood. Staten
Cricket:

show

the rapid succession of regattas and the

numerous attendance

thereat, the public has witnessed during
about drawing to a close with the great
match of the Titans of the United States and Canada.
It is to be hoped that the environs and circumstances may
prove what we should have a right to expect, but

the season,

now

we can

only pray for.

course at this time of the year

is

The Lachine

especially unfitted for shell

work, and already
lumpy water is seriously
interfering with the practice spins of both men.
That such
an utter lack of stamina and judgment in arranging the preliminaries of so important a race should have been displayed
by the backers and friends of the man from Union Springs,
is for Americans south of the St. Lawrence a most unfortunate mishap. Instead of pulling the race on some neutral,
quiet water, Courtney is carried off across the border and,
nolens nolens, pitted against as tough a customer as ever he
met, over a course unfavorable to him in the extreme, and
upon terms the like of which have never yet been heard of
boat

A

in the history of boat-racing.

strange land, strange water,

and strange conditions will do much to neutralize what there
may be in favor of the best man we can put up to fight our
battle with the wonderful Canadian.
A more bungling piece
of diplomacy than that shown by Courtney's agents we have
no ken of. The Canadians completely overreached him and
his men, and carried all before them.
So Courtney will have
to tackle his

for a prospective $11,000 or nothing!

CORRESPONDENTS: GOOD AND BAD.

LAST week, in our issue of

Island Athletic Club Games.
Monday. September 30.— HugheB-O'Leary Walking Match, at Gilmore's
Garden. Rtinn'ng Meeting at Syracuse, N. Y.
Cricket : Eighteen
Tuesday, October 1 —Hughes and O'Leary Walk.
of New York vs. Australian Cricketers, at Hoboken. Trotting: Syracuse, N. Y.; Parker City, Pa.; Eochcster, N.Y.; Norwich, Conn.; CinDover, N. H.; Philadelphia, Pa.
cinnati, O
Wednesday, October 2.—Hughes and O'Leary Walk. New York vs.
Australians, as above. Courtney Hanlan Match, at Lachine, Canada.
Trotting as above, and atMlddletown, Del.
;

Thureday, October S.— HugheB-O'Leary Walk. Philadelphia Eleven
vs. Australian CncketorB, at Nicetown, Trotting as above, and at
Danbury, Conn.

again at his post,

Twkntt-Eioht Pages.— Circumstances have compelled us
to print twenty-eight pages again this
isBues are

now more

twenty-four.

space that

week; indeed, our

frequently of twenty-eight pages than of

Our advertisements press so

we have

It is prosperity

seriously

on our

garment according to the cloth.
hearing on us so heavily.

to cut our

which

is

Again.—We

Bay it once more, and shall repeat it from
time to time so long as there is need to do so All drafts,
checks, and pos'al money orders sent to us should be made
payable to "The Forest and Stream Publishing Company."
i

By

observing this rule our subscribers and advertisers will
save themselves aad us much needless annoyance.

twenty-eight pages,

we

published communications from seventy-four correspondMaine, Now Hampshire,
distributed as follows

;

is

» «.—
KEEPING A LION IN
•

BRTJCE'S TIME.

ents,

;

Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Jersey,

Texas,

Rhode

Island,

Kentucky,

Pennsylvania,

Michigan,

New York, New

Tennessee,

Indiana,

Louisiana,

Minnesota,

Kansas,
Indian Territory, and California, Ontario, Quebec, and HolThe communications were narratives of sporting adland.
venture,

articles

Illinois,

utter strangers to us.
mails.

upon

For

These

their authenticity

came

to us through the

we must depend
men whose names
year we receive

reliability

the integrity and good faith of the

In the course of a
thousands of such communications. It would be no difficult
matter to deceive us, and, through ub, our readers. We beThe
lieve, however, that in very rare instances is this done.
contribution published in our columns, as a rule, bears the
stamp of its frank and manly author. We (that "we" means
editor and readers, too,) occasionally, however, Bre imposed upon, and not in a good humored way either. We can
appreciate a joke ; we cannot endure the imposition of a correspondent who habitually and intentionally exaggerates,
falsifies and misleads.
Our readers must understand that if
the Forest and Stream is deceived month after month as
to the character of a correspondent,

Forest add Stream

may

is

human

it is

and, with

simply because the
all humanity, sub-

Moreover, to show how much serious
newspaper a malicious purveyor of misinformation
accomplish, we publish the following complaint from a

ject to imposition.
to a

of

Park

in Philadelphia,

"A full grown lion should have about fifteen pounds

meat a day.

used to cost us,

This

4f cents per pound, which the beef
would amount to within a fraction of 70 cents.
at

I now use averages a cost of
per pound, reducing the amount to 11J cents per
lions are generally not fed on one day in the week,
reduced 1-7 of the above figures. The horse meat

The horse meat which

J of a cent

diem.

As

this cost is

answers as
well as beef, and as the meat is freshly killed it is richer and
more full of blood than any beef which could be procured for
such purposes. The quantity of food should be cut down at
least ^in hot weather, or the livers of the animals might suffer.
Traveling shows feedle3s than this, but this is our basis."
The query we had put to Mr. Brown arose from a quaint
old description of a lion and how he was kept, which has
lately been exhumed from the exchequer rolls of Scotland.
Robert Bruce, the doughty king of Scotland, had a lion.
Perhaps he who had been taught patience from studying a
spider in his toil found instruction in a lion.
Bruce was in
the habit of going around from place to place accompanied by

The archives tell us that it fell on the burgh of
Perth to find a house for the brute, and though the lion had a
mansion to himself, the Queen and hor two sisters were
lodged in a double bedded room. What interests us, however,
is this fact, that to keep the lion for a year the kingdom was
mulcted with a charge of £6 13s. 4d. Those not acquainted
with the Scotch pound in the Fourteenth Century, might
think this an extravagant charge
but the pound Scotch in
those days was only 20d
therefore, £Q 18s.
Scotch,
was about $2.50.
As money in the Fourteenth
century was worth ten times more than it is to-day— that
his pet.

;

is to

say, that its purchasing

power was ten-fold— it is apparent
Hon was in fair proportion

that the expense of keeping that

Anyhow, civilization has ceradvanced since the time when Bruce kept a lion, for feeding animals in zoological gardens has been brought down to a
Some data on this curious subject can be found in
science.
The cost of keeping the wild beasts for the
older annals.
gladiatorial
combats is given somewhere. We someRoman
times think that one of the most interesting works which
could be written would be one devoted to the keeping of wild
animals in a state of captivity, and matter of the most useful
character could be derived from it. We have looked in vain
among libraries for a book of this kind, which would be philosophically constructed and thorough in its character.
Returning to the lion of Perth and the Philadelphia lion while
the former cost some §3 to keep/the latter could not be fed on
beef for less than $30 a year. We must remember, however,
as has been before stated, that a value of $3, gold or silver,
five centuries ago would have had a buying or exchanging
power of fully $40. This little bit of antiquarian zoological
lore, when the value of the Sootch pound is understood, is no
longer puzzling to the political economist, and it is quite posto the cost of beef or mutton.
tainly

:

sibe that Mr. Reiche, under similar circumstances, could not
have fed a lion cheaper than King Robert Bruce's keeper.

A Welt. Merited Honor. —Professor Spencer F. Baird has

four-fifths are, personally,

letters

and

are affixed to them.

harm

Arthur G. Brown, the Superintendent of

Zoological Society of Fairmount

of scientific discussion, minor notes, and

news items. Of their authors

short

THIS is what Mr.
writes us:

;

man

What are the chances of the two? They are very nearly
evenly matched, we should say. Hanlan has the prestige of
a greater number of races with the best scullers to be found
among us on his side, while Courtney has a wonderful string
of victories as an amateur. As a professional he has kept remarkably quiet, his victories, chiefly over Becond class men—
Riley, Plaisted and other light timber— cutting no very great
About the best thing Courtney can
figure upon his record.
point to is the victory he scored in 1876 on the Schuylkill.
He has pulled but a few five-mile courses, and should he take
the lead October 2, he will find all the work he wants to hold
out with Hanlan, whose wonderful stay is perhaps the most
remarkable feature of his splendid sculling, and upon which
not a few among his friends count with justice.

;

"^* Mr. Hallock has returned, and

.

have

ans.

Mo,;

Reading, Pa.

;

I was completely beaten out in
This is parti v to be
attnbuted to a cause which I have had thrown at me many
times in the past two months, and of which I would
have
written to you before, if it had not been that I thought I had
escaped its influence.
But the matter was mentioned to me
again before I had been in this hotel ten minutes. At
in this State, resides a man who corresponds for the
Forest
and Stream, and the fact that he docs write for the paper has
prevented me from securing a large number of subscribers in
no less than six different places. He is known in all these
towns as a most scientific and unscrupulous liar, with a tendency to assumption, and a total disregard of facts. More
than fifty persons who now take the paper have assured me
that if he continued to correspond they would stop their
paper when their subscriptions expired. I tell you the facts
just as I hear them, and vouch for the injury done to
your
paper.
He is a young man of some talent,' but with an utter
disregard for truth and actual facts. A gentleman in his town
told me about one one-hundredth part of his statements
would
bear sifting, which opinion was corroborated by all the other
sportsmen of the vicinity.

cut a sorry figure alongside

swing of 38 or 29 and the far reach of the sliding seat. Never
before have the people on this side of the Atlantic lent such
favorable countenance and given so much encouragement to
rowing men generally, whether amateurs or professionals. No

what, unfortunately,

must be accompanied with the money

No advertisement or business notice of an Im m oral character will be
received on any terms.

T. C.

the short,

been

other year can

Advertising Sate*.
Inside pages, nonpareil type, as oents per line ; outside page, 40 cents.
Special rates lor three, six and twelve months, Notloea In editorial
oolumuB, 60 cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to
one inch.

All transient advertisements
or they will not be Inserted.

choppy dip and

old knights of

was as unpleasant to us as it was unexpected, and that
the matter has been promptly attended to
tion

the handlers of the spruces of the present day, with their long

883!.]

Twenty-flve per cent, off lor Clubs 01

energetic start in

gentleman who has been securing subscribers for us in a State
not a thousand miles away. We may premise that the revela-

received the silver medal of the Society of Acclimatation of
Victoria, in recognition of his introduction of salmon in the
Australian colonies.

The Sharps

Rma Meetin&.—The matches at the

Sharps

last Tuesday, were successand the occasion a most pleasant one. The
fund for the Yellow Fever Sufferers thus raised will in due
time be forwarded through the Forest and Stream.

Eifle

Range, Bridgeport, Conn.,

ful throughout,

The Yellow Fever Fund.—Wc have to-day handed to
Mayor Ely $7, sent to " The Sportsman's Contribution"—J.
G.

Willetts,

Skaneateles,

$5,

and C.

3.

by

Kinyon, Owatonna,
There are

us, $303.

Minn.. $2.

Total, so far, received

many weeks

of suffering yet to be gone through in

Memphis and many other places. We
receive money for the purpose designated.

leans,

are

to

We

certain that

many

of our friends will respond.

gives quickly gives twice."
verb.

So says a

New

still

Or-

ready

are quite

"

He who

good, old Latin pro

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
Cbeedmoor.—We give to-day the whole story of the Fa!!
Creedmour Meeting. The American Team shot yesterday.
and will shoot again to-day for the Trophy. The wonderful
progress mado by our people in practical and scientific rifle
Shooting is too manifest to require any further proof than that
contained in our columns of the scores, The National Rifle
Association has fostered the scientific rifle shooting of both
soldier

and

civilian,

the country

is

and

to this Association

the gratitude of

due.

Death of Cor,, T. B. Thoki-e.— Colonel Thorpe, the
author of "Torn Owen, the Bee Hunter," and many other
sketches or great brightness and humor, died on Friday last,
September

Colonel Thorpe possessed talents of the most

20.

varied character, and not only wrote admirably well, but
wielded the pencil with extraordinary talent. He was a
natural historian of no small merit, and

was among the first
were oviparous, a

in the United States to declare that snakes

Colonel
fact very much disputed some thirty years ago.
Thorpe was among the earliest of our war correspondents, and
his " Army of tlic Rio Grande," and " Our Army on the Rio
Grande," are historical reminiscences of the Mexican war
which are of great value. In his literary style Colonel Thorpe
possessed to a marked degree wonderful clearness, brilliancy
and force. Our pages have often been embellished by contributions from Colonel Thorpe, which were remarkable for
Born in 1815, Colonel Thorpe was
their strength and vigor.
sixty-three years old at the time of his death. Thu3 passes

away a

true gentleman of the old school.

4

.

.

[fbom a staw correspondent.]

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS.
No.

AS

5.

down

to detail to you the event of this our third
mountains of Wyoming I cannot refrain from
giving you a coup d'teil of our surroundings.
I write by the
flickering light of our fast-dying camp fire and, the inner man
having being satisfied, the brain again begins to resume its
sway, and in a meditaLive and retrospective mood I shall at-

I sit

trip in the

tempt to recall the not-very
spired since

my

stirring events that

The

last letter.

have

trans-

occasional snapping of the

burning aspen logs, the " crunch, crunch" of our mules cropping the grass near at hand, and the dismal howl of the distant
coyote are the only sounds that disturb my reveries. Close at
hand lie my companions, stretched out; at full length on the
ground, gazing dreamily into the fire, their glowing pipes
The wind whispers
tightly clenched betweon their teeth.
tlirough the sage brush and sometimes throws up clouds oE
ashes, interfering not a little with my writing, and during the
lulk in the breeze we hear the subdued murmur of the stream
The grand old mountains, monuby which we are camped.
ments of past convulsions and upheavals, tower on all sides
and, while impressing us wilh our own insignificance, recall
to our minds the tiresome clamberings of the last three days

among

their crags

Medicine

Bow

and

cliffs

aud the

results of our

hunt in the

range.

Satisfied with elk, deer, antelope and bear hunting in the
Freeze Out Mountains we, with the natural longing for the
unattainable paramount ever in the human breast, had decided
that mountain sheep alone would fill the cup of our enjoyment, and the day following our return to the Bow, Reed,
Mort and myself started for the source of tfio Wagon Hound
Creek. On the head of this stream, and on its tributaries, or
among the rocky fastnesses from which they rise, we hoped
to strike a band of sheep which, rumor told us, held their
It is scarcely necessary to add that
abode in that region.
Tom, our teamster, completed the quartette, he being a most
necessary part of the outfit, as indispensable, in fact, as mules
wagon, tent and other impedimenta.
We camped the first night on Foot Creek, at the base of the
range. Nothing of interest bad occurred during a very tiresome day of jolting over twenty-five miles of rolling prairie
in a sprihgless wagon, with the exception of some poor shooting at sage -hens and antelope, and one excellent shot by Reed,
who brought down a doe, on the "keen jump," at four hunOne of the hams furnished us meat for supper
dred yards.
which, with the excellent biscuit of Reed's concocting and a
draught of crystal water from one of nature's fountains, com-

pleted a repast as acceptable to us as a far

viathan ship.
tic

Its
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eroded faces, worn into a thousand fantas-

shapes and pierced by many a hole and crevice, furnished
and breeding places for the numerous birds seen sail-

resting

Close to the top on
its summit.
an inaccessible ledge, a. pair of Lanner Falcons had reared
their brood, and to this eyrie the family would repair at close
of day saluting each other with the shrillest and most discordant screams. Above, oelow, and on both sides of the home
of these fierce birds were hundreds of nesting places of the
beautiful violet-greou swallows (Hirundv thalassina), and
these little fairy-like creatures flow hither and thither in
ing through the air about

clouds, utterly regardless of the presence of the falcons.

It

association, though one often seen in the West.
Immediately upon making camp we started out to inspect
As one of the party remarked, "The
our surroundings.
country looked sheepy," but a tramp of four hours through a
most attractive region failed to disclose any recent sign of these
animals.
At one point we struck a fresh elk trail made by
two or three wandering individuals, and later saw some tracks
of deer, but were unsuccessful in our attempts to find either,
and at last, tired, hungry and disgusted, we turned our steps
campward. In Indian file we traversed our silent path over
steep hills and down into deep, cool canyons. The Bweet
scent of the pines fills the air, and the dark, sodden ground
beneath the green timber gives forth no sound. Now and
then a pine rabbit jumps up in front, and scurrying away,
A
stops short at fifty yards, and eyes us with amazement.
dusky grouse whirrs up from beneath our feet, and skims
down again into his leafy covert, surprised at the new animal
Just as we approach the
that has invaded his quiet home.
camp a fine "black-tail" buck is sprang from a thicket of

was a strange

quaking asps. He has made but a few jumps when a loud
b-a-a-a-h from Reed stops him, and he turns his great, wonHe lingers only an instant but the
dering eyes toward us.
stock has pressed the shoulder, the finger the trigger, and the
bullet goes crashing through both shoulders and brings the
noble animal to the ground. The deepening twilight gives us
time only to butcher him and, admiring his fine antlers, still
in the velvet we take some of the internal titbits with us to
relieve the monotony of antelope diet, and hasten onward.
As we sit round our roaring camp fire that evening we listen
to tales of former hunts and to stories of the Iudian fights and
;

Each in turn contributes
white men's brawls of earlier days.
his experience to the general fund, and scenes and incidents
mountains aud on the
in
the
are narrated which took place
plains, when game was more plenty and hunters fewer.
Befote we sleep it has been decided to spend the following
day in collecting bird skins and then to betake ourselves to
At break of day the deer is
more profitable fields.
packed and brought into camp, aud a flue fat fellow he is.
sound of his juicy
sizzling,
spluttering
write
the
I
Even as
Thursday
chops, enjoyed at suppor, still sings in my ears.
is devoted to collecting and some valuable skins are added to
our collection. No elk, deer, or sheep, however, are seen and
so this morning we broke camp, and here we are.
The scarcity of game here is to be ace ounted for partly on

other and

the supposition that

it is

further south, as explained in a pre-

fact that last winter and spring
there were many tree choppers on the head of Wagon Hound
whose presence no doubt caused the animals to forsake the

vious letter, aud partly

by the

country.

yachts broke tacks. Psyche was first to make a board toward
Dartmouth, then went about and lay a course for the buoy.
She met Muta at the buoy, and, being on the port tack,
was Obliged to go about for her, being badly h:ini|ici-ed by a
schooner at anchor. Muta kept the lead gained on the reach
across to the Commissioners.
Jibing around she set balloon
jib, aud Psyche contented herself with a jib-topsail. All hands
jibed round Fort Clarence mark, 'as follows
Muta, 2b, 25m.
51s. Psyche, 3h. 37m. Sis., aud Seafoam, 2h. Blm. 8s. Pxyche
had some trouble with her jib-topsail sheet, and stowed the sail,
Muta spinning out her lead once more. The rare was between these two, Seafoam and Lily having no chance any
longer.
The same order was maintained rounding Fort
Clarence mark the second time. The craft trimmed sheets in
hard for the Commissioners, when Psyche showed to better
advantage, reducing the gap between herself and Muta at a
lively rate, the latter being only 40s. ahead when the mark
was fetched.
On the reach to the Ferry, however, Muta was
again at her old tricks, and once more slipped away, rounding the buoy with a lead of 57s. She set her spinnaker to
port in seamanlike style, and lengthened out her lead materially, finally winning a well-sailed race at 3h. S2m. 30s.{
Psyche at 3h. oim. Us. Seafoam 3h. 37m. 13s., and Lily 3h!
54m., 54s.
Muta won, after allowances, by 4m, 3'Js. over
Psyclie, and by 16m. 12s. over the schooner. " The club members and friends assembled aboard the squadron steamer
Carrie, and the Honorable Secretary, having read Unreport of
the Sailing Committee, the prizes were presented to 'the winners by Mr. F. M. Passow, as follows:
Open Race, August 10— First prize, Psyche, Lieut. Capel
Cure, 20th.
Schooner Race, August 24—First prize, Seafoam, Capt.
Laroom, R. A.
Sloops and Yawls Race, August 3t—First prize, Hebe, Mr
J. E. Butler; second, Kestrel, \ ice-Commodore White.
Open Race, August 28— Not awarded.
Five-ton Race, August 31— First prize, Muta, Lieut. Husscy, R. E.
Open Race, September 7—Fust prize, Muta, Lieut. Hussey, R. E.; second, Psyche, Lieut. Capel Cure, 20th.
Sloop Phantom, Lieut. Hammersley, Twentieth Regiment,
was in collision with a schooner recently and had bowsprit
broken short off at the stem, and mast taken off close to the
deck. The sloop was close-hauled, the schooner going free.
The R. M. Y. C. steam yacht Nooya, J. T. Molson, sailed
for Montreal on the llth via Cbarlottetown.
General Sir P. L. McDougall, K. C. M. G., commander-inchief at Halifax, has a new cat-rigged yacht of about two
tons.
She was built at Shelburne.
Boston Yaoht Cum.—
are in receipt of the latest is = ue
i

;

;

.

We

of the Boston Yacht Club Book. It discloses a Mattering prosperity of the club, for the book contains the private signals of
no less thau sixteen schooners, sixty sloops, three steamers
and two catamarans.
Among the schooners are the well
known cracks America, Julia and Silvk, while the jinglestickers include the smart Undine, a regular windjammer,
Shadow, Wayward, Violet and many others of fame in the local regattas of the club.
The club book is very tastefully
gotten up, contains a cut of the club-house as a fronticepieces
list of yachts, owners, ports, dimensions, etc., and the name,
of over 200 members. Then follow constitution, by-laws,
sailing directions and time allowance tables, based upon length
measurement, with full explanations of how the rule was fixed
upon and allowances calculated. The flag-chart in the rear,
handsomely lithographed on tinted paper, lias added to it the
club burgees of all the principal yacht clubs on the coast.
One omission we hope to see supplied next season, at least as
far as possible.
special column should be devoted to the
builders, sailmakers and modellers' or designers' names as
well as the dates of constructiou and alterations. This will
serve to make the record of each yacht more complete and
will preserve much of interest concerning them that is now
too often overlooked or lost.

A

—

Haykbhill Yaoht Cltjb. The union regatta of this club,
sailed Sept. 14, turned out quite a successful affair.
In the
first class Lizzie Warner won in lh. lm. 5IJs. Empress second,
lh. lm. 40s. In the second class Linnie May won in lh. 40s.'
Eclipse second in lh. 2m. 15s.
In the third class Abbk m'.
won in 4Gm. 32s., Adelaide second in 48m. 17s. Iixo won in
the special class in 44m. 37s.
;

It is a sad faot, but one that cannot be controverted, that
even in the Rocky Mountains large game is each year becoming scarcer and more difficult to find, and certainly unless
something is done to protect it we shall soon inhabit a country
absolutely without large wild animals. The advocates of game
protection should see to it thit some steps are taken in the
I shall have more to say on this
right direction before long.

and at a future time.
is a letter devoid of exciting incidents, but your
must remember that the hunter takes the bad fortune
with the good, and than in no breast does hope spring more
To.
persistently than in that of the ardent sportsman.
In Gamp on Wagon Hound Creek, Wyoming.

subject in another place

This

readers

fnehUng and goatittg.
HIGH WATEB FOE THE WEEK.

more pretentious

New Bedford Yaoht Clttb.— The fifth race in the series
of matches given by this club was again won by Enice, making a tie of two races with Sylph. These two will have lo
sail a sixth match to decide the series. The last of the series
of
cat boat matches took place in New Bedford Harbor Sept. 21.
Course, six miles. Won by Enice in lh. 20m. 33s., beating
Sylph by 10s. Thus Enice wins three out of the six matches,
and takes the cup, Sylph having scored two aud Otto one. The
-

last

match was started

to sail off

the

tie

between Enice and

Sylph.

Atlantio Yaoht Club.— The small

craft of this club sailed

their closing race of the season in New York Bay, Wednesday, Sept. 18.
Course, from flagship Triton, oil' Breakwater
Point, to a stakeboat off Owl's Head, thence around stakeboat in Upper Bay and back to flagship, seven and one-half
miles, to be sailed over twice.
Prizes, a pennant aud cup for
each class, sloops aud cats. Wind light from W. and lids
last of the flood.
An uneventful race was finished as under
;

SLOOl'S.

banquet.

Dale.

Ncx morning we were off

shortly after sunrise, and by noon
had reached the highest point in the canyon accessible by
wagon, and made camp. The road lay throughout the whole
distance, some fifteen miles, along the 6ides of Foot Creek,
and the wooded slopes of the mountains reached high on
The timber was mostly dead, burned by the Ineither side.
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growth had
and its dark recesses looked very promising for deer.
We
saw no game, however, nor indeed any sign of it until far up
the mountain, when an occasional elk trail crossed our path.
Mountain birds, however, were noticed in goodly numbers,
and prominent among them were Clark's crow, whose grating
cry was almost constantly heard, the fearless tanner falcon,
the dusky grouse, the violet green swallow and the broad-

Our camp
tailed humming bird with its gorgeous plumage.
was advantageously placed in a small basin within fifty yards
of a clear spring which gives rise to the main fork of the
Wagon Hound and surrounded on three sides by timber, while

5

Trnant No.

S3

Gertlo

IS

Wind

just behind us rose

which stood out

a towering cliff of soft white sandstone,
and beetling like the prow of some le-

fierce

—

Sootia Yacht Squadron. The race of September 7
Scotia Yacht Club was, according to programme,
to have been the last of the season, but the liberality of the
R. A. and R. E. quartered at Halifax, provided for a final
race, which was sailed subsequently, Saturday, September 1-1.
The wind was strong from the N. E., but became flawy toward afternoon. At 1:30 p. m. the yachts got away, as follows

Nova

,

;

LUv, Blonp, s tons, W, H. Week*, M. D
Favcho, Bloop, 7 tons, Lt. Capel Cure, 20lli
Muta, sloop, o tun-, Lt. Huasey, E. E
Sealuaiu, sclioimer, 2litou«, Cupt. Larcom,

n.
1

E.A

189
153

s.

44
80

,

_

Fiaisa.
a. it. S.
(',2134
31 21

Elapsed
Time.

Corrected
Time.

n. m.

h. m.

s.

s.

4 2S40

4

4 37 57

4 35 60

6 05 07
06 SO

4 10 37
4 12 26

4 10 37

6 29 OS

4 to 26

23 40

OAT-BIGOED.

YACHTING NEWS.
Nova

of the

,

Oorinne

when they

deserted the hunting ground, but a second
sprung up and attained a height of about five feet,

n. n.

Phot

M.

.

,

Start.

Name,

t

dians

_.

York. Charleston.

si.

36
I 39
1 89
1 40

s.

68
27
B9

88

Seafoam, from her size, should have given the rest the slip,
but she had to lug au extra ton of ballast, taken aboard just
before the start, and was not up to her usual form,
lt was a
turn to windward to the Ferry Buoy, and in making for it the

1

15130
154
163

40
82

4 12 2(1
US
4

U

155 10
topwlDg
Wltddrawn.
Truant No. 2
164 30
Notttmed.
Pilot takes cup and pennant in sloop class, beating Corinne
by 7m. 10s., and Truant, of New Rochelle, wins in cat-boat
class, beating Gertie by lm. 43s.
The annual pennant regatta
of the club will be sailed to-day.

Dokchb8tbe Yacht Club.— The

third regatta of the sea-

son sailed by this club took place Sept. 17. "Wind light but
steady from S. W. First class centreboards, 25ft. and over
second class, 20 to 25ft. third class, under 30ft. All keels
There was also a special for boats under
sailed in one class.
14ft.
Start, from an anchor ; no restrictions as to canvas,
cat-boats being limited to mainsails, however.
Judges
Messrs. Parkman Dexter, G. F. Clark and A. L. Jackson,
aboard the latter gentleman's schooner, Osceola. Among the
larger boats, (Enone took the lead and maintained it throughout the race. Nattie gave Fancy a brush at Ihe Dolphin, but
the latter shook her again. Clam B. was disqualified.
Charlotte and Roslyn were to be re-measured before awarding
the
prize in their class. The prizes were awarded as follows
;

i

;

FOREST AiND STREAM.

166

—

First-class ceulrebcard8—First prize, marine glass, (Enone,
prize; consolation prize, Fmiehoa, lili frig-horn.
First-class keels— First prize, marine glass,
second ; consolation, fog-horn, Lydia Adams.
Second-class centreboards— First prize, marine glass, Fancy;
no second : consolation, fog-horn, Natlie.
Third-class centreboards'—First prize, marine glass, Psyche:
second, compass charm. Scamp; third, marine clock, Curlew;

crack set spinnaker, and Utuwh followed
with a big one a little later, but could not close OH her
and Fidget went across the line a winner after an exceedingly smart and well sailed race. The absence of sandbags and a professional mob in cockpit did much to render the
race interesting and instructive, and should carry a lesson to

consolation, fog-horn, Bubble.
Special class— First prize, opera-glasses, tiadie; second,
compass charm, Lena ; third class, galvanized anohor, Char/Me or Roslyn (yet to be decided) j consolation, book, Little

New Hamburgh course, twenty miles Corinthian race for
Challenge Pennant, Central Hudson Yacht Club, September
Tide, ebb; wind, W. S. W.
21, 1878.

New Hamburgh

no second

suit

:

!

rival,

those

Name.

—The

Lcnjrth.
FT. IH.

Brown
PWget

annual cruising trim subscription regatta of this club will take place early in October.
The prizes are the result of an annual subscription, brought
into life some years ago by Mr. F. W. Weston, an active
member of the club. It is expected that many large craft

—This

become quite popular.
The Boston Htrald remarks,

Boston cutter

is

having her

to cary a little more head sail.
Bad SEMAHsniP.— Says the Boston Herald: " A great many
of the topmasts were carried away through ca relessness in not

having backstays or not working their stays in time to prevent
the topmast from reesiving all the strain." That is about the
length and breath of the thing. There is a great deal of room
for improvement in even the most elementary sailorizing, and
it iB high time a little more study and zeal were displayed in
the direction of more proficient yachtsmanship.

owner

the closing reeatta of

:

Mamie, Floyd

&

3m.

but

28ft.

we

question

beam, and

it.

lift,

The schooner measures
water with board up.

—This

28s.

Won

Emma

Yachting

re China.

— From Pacific Life, we learn that the

again looking up. Some time ago
was in quite a flourishing condition, but latterly many of

Hong Kong Yacht Club

:

it

We

is

the craft had outgrown their time, some were sold, others
were wrecked, and it looked for all the world as though the
But there is always a leading spirit
club might founder too.
in all clubs, and so the Hong Kong has been once more reviviMost of the yachts are of the cutter type, but the Loified.
terer, schooner, is the handiwork of the famous Geo. Steers.
She is no match for her more powerful sifiters, being too beamy
Naomi, a native cutter, built
for racing work at sea.
upon lines sent out from England, seems to be the crack and,
with her crew of Chinamen, can liaudle her canvas in a style
our
civilized tars stare with ad mi rathat would make some of
In the rigging John Chinaman is said to be like a cat,
lion.
strong, wiry and agile, and he enters into the spirit of a race
with great zeal. The Hong Kong club was founded in 1809,
Their
and at one time contained twelve sea-going yachts.
ranks have since been decimated, but in time will no doubt be
tilled by now comers.

Vedette. -The

S. S. Vedette, N. T. Y. C, Mr. Philreturned to this port from her cruise eastward,
Brunswick and Nova Scotia coasts, Sunday,

New

Bkown.

;

—

take from Hunt's
" The dory is a first-rate
Yachting Magazine for September
idea for towing easily through rough water, as she would
* * *
would puboffer almost no resistance whatever
lish her lines if any useful lesson were to be learned from
them. They might mislead novices, but the experienced man
would only regard them as something to bo avoided, lite a
palpable rock at sea." We entirely agree with our contemporary, and think the dory a most unfit boat to trust one's-sclf
in at sea, especially under canvas and when not decked over.
They are built for towing, as Hunt's surmises, and are in extensive use among our Down-East fishermen. In the ordinary
long swell of the Atlantic they are found handy by the fishermen in tending the seines, but in bad weather they are poor
things to get adrift in. Their chief recommendations are
low first cost and the ready manner in which they can be
towed and dumped on deck.

vs.

elsewhere.

The following

is

the

summary

:

F1HST CLASS.

Nobfolk, Va., Yaoht Race.—For the open regatta field
23, there were entered. Vision, E.

—The race for the Corinthian Challenge

at Norfolk, Va., Sept.

Haidee, Thomas
Index, Hitchings Brothers
Bain Aphrodite, John M. Askins Cora, Frederick Hardy
Wanderer, Ernest Graves Aline,
Lelia. Hitchings Brothers
W. A. Graves; Mist, A. H. Kirby Little Fraud, W- P.
Tilley ; Campbell Groner, General V. D. Groncr. Won by
Index in 2h. 50m. Course, from the Naval Hospital to Old
Judges : Capt. Thos.
Point and return distance, 25 miles.
Referee, Capt. O. E
Orellin, Captain .lames H. Robinson.
Edwards and F. Pfeiffer, timekeeper.

W. Face

;

;

;

;

j

;

;

:

;

;

Oat-Boat Regatta at Norfolk, Va.,

Sept..

23.— There

never was better weather for a trial than to-day the wind
east-north-east, a leading breeze throughout the entire course,
with all that the yachts could stand up to. Never was better
time made by craft of this class and inches, taken collectively,
as the summary will show, the distance of twenty-five miles
being run in three hours. The course was from Hospital
Point to and around a buoy near old Point Comfort and return, and the harbor was not only alive with sailing craft and
;

;

r
i

Length

Owner

Name

E

Hatelilui; Uroti
T A Haiti

Hidden
Aphrodite

excursion steamers to witness the race, but a hundred or more
Sewell's Point,
vessels lay in Hampton Roads, wind-bound.

in

it

W Face

visiou

Into

J Gaaklnu

i
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SH
11
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::

i

3

25

30
]j

B

aicuND class.

P Haraj

Cora

no small play

Baltimobe Yacht Club. The regatta of this club was
sailed Sept. 12, over the regular course, Ferry Bar to White
by F. C. LaKocks and return, iu Baltimore harbor.
in third.
Probe in first-class, D. Collier in second and

The Dory Nautilus.—The following we

Fidget

is

Nahassbt Yacht Club— The Bpecial regatta held by this club
off Nahant, Sept. 10, for the champion silk pennant presented
for competition by Mr. P. Little, was open to cat-rigged boats
Won by the famous i"a/i<?y,
only. Wind fresh from N. E.
Mr. P. Grant, Jr., in 55m. 57s.; Psyclie, L. M. Clark, second,
50m. 2s.; Avis, W. O. Haskell, third, lh. 41s.; Awn, R. D.
Sears, fourth, lb. lm. 59s.; Ida, F. F. Emery, Jr., fifth, lh.

Atwood,

Pennant of the Central Hudson Yacht Club was sailed over
the regular New Hamburgh course, on the HudBOn, Sept. 21.
The pennant was presented by Mr. Philip Schuyler, and has
been won by Fidget first, then by Mary Emma, of New Rochelle, then by Victoria, and next, for the second time, by
The
Fidget, and again by the latter, beating Dare Devil
match with the Flyaway came to nothing, owing to lack of
wind, and Fidget was Anally challenged by TV. Ji. Br&xcn, of
Newburgb. The race was sailed in a good breeze of wind
from the W., enabling the yachts to make the marks all over
the course without any turning, though they were sometimes
trimmed in about as flat as it was possible to haul sheets. Corinthian rules vere in force each owner sailed his own craft
crew limited to seven, and ballast fixed. Fidget, with Commodore Irving Grinnell at the helm, went across the line at
Brmcn, tooled by Mr„ C. F. Brown, ul
lOll. 53m. 15s., and
luh. 59m. lbs. The lower stake was turned by Fidget, with
a lead of lm. 7s. On the run up Brown, got a slant and went
ahead showing the way around the mark. Fidget luffed out
on Brown's weather on the second run up, and after some
the bettor of the two. The
trying lulling matches, came out

s.

Emma

:

Sept. 22.

it.

3 3S 23
:)
38 IIS

for the Dowling cup,
Sept. 13, on account of
lack of wind, resulted in a victory for the Brothers. The
course was from foot of E. 104th street to and around a stakeboat off the Manhattan Club-house, repeat four times.
Wind
blowing iqually all day. Only three put in an appearance,
and after numerous knock downs, capsizes and a general going
to pieces, Brothers mauaged to cross the line 5s. ahead of
D. The latter had won the cup twice and camo near
getting possession of it by a third victory, as required by the
deed of gift.

20m. lis.; Function, A. Burgess, ill. 21rn. 00s,; Folly, J.
Bheppard, lh. 22m. 24s. Second class Allie, Mr. Chapman, Hi. 21m. 21s.; Natlie, Mr. Nickerson, lh. 23m. 53s.;
Veronica, Mr. Chamberlain, lh. 26m. 03a.; Eugenia, Mr.
"West lh. 27m. 53s. Third class: Waterwilch, Mr. Hutchings, ih. 25m. 40s., Pttyche, Mr. Clark, lh. 35m. 51s.; Fancy,
F. Grant, Jr., lh. 27m. 39s.

along the

a.

3 3S 23
3 3T OS

Emhihe Yaoht Club. —The match
postponed from a previous day to

lh.

lips' Phcenix,

Time.

Race.
u. u. u.

prizes.

We

in first class

B. u. s.
3 23 83
3 !M OS

corrected

organization is in its first
year of existence. It has long been a matter of astonishment
to us that yachting should not long ago have been developed
to * greater extent in a port so favorably situated, and in
which ample wealth has accumulated to warrant a successful
following for the sport. At last it seems to have arrived at
that stage of advancement where the formation of a club adds
dignity and method to its prosecution.
The club inaugurated
its existence with a regatta on Lake Erie, Sept 10.
Entries
schooners, Fleetwing, Mystic, Corsair and sloop Arrow in the
first-class, and iu the second-class, schoouers Anna Argo,Adella
and sloop Telephone. Fleetwing and Anna Argo took the

near Unknown was to taking the prize, it was, according to
the rule of the road, the latter's business to haul her wind and
give way to Eureka. But, as Eureka could not expect to
take the prize for centreboards, common courtesy should have
induced her to go about and cross the line in time, and not
As there was, moreover, no reawillfully foul the keel-boat.
son whatever for Eureka'* standing across Unknown's bow,
the fouling looks very much like a wilful trick on the part of
Capt. Fuller, and he will have only himself to blame should
lie and his boat be debarred from again sailing under the South
Boston's auspices. We trust that prompt action will be taken
in the matter, as such tricks cannot be loo summarily dealt
have no desire to see professionals bringing the
with.
sport to the low level they already have done in some other

Winners

all,

Buffalo Yaout Clcb.

between the judges' boat and flag boat.
it on the port, passing
Napoleon took the lead, but upon carrying away her topmast,
dropped to fourth place. Posy suffered a like loss, as did
Sunbeam. Grade carried away her boomingout pole. Unknown, was fouled by Eureka. It seems that Unknown was
iunning free for the winning line and Eureka was on the
wind. As the latter had the right of way, no matter how

F

after all

148ft. over

this club, Sept. 18, open to all yachts, there were seventy-two
entries, thirty-three boats actually going over the course, which
was the judges' boat to Cow Pasture Bar buoy, Dorchester (No.
6). leaving it on the port, to bnoy No. 7, off Fort Independendence, leaving it on the starboard, to Sculpin Ledge buoy,
leaving it on the port, to buoy No. 6, lower middle, leaving

pastimes.

a: 03

ot

;

head booms lengthened

South Boston Yaoht Club. — For

over-sparriug.

to handle a
toy of a boom 85ft. long, but if report speaks true there is a
likelihood of big Ambassadress, Mr. William Astor, turning
up this fall iu a racing mood. Her owner has all along averred
that he proposed to put her speed to test sooner or later, and
has stowed away for ovsr a year as full a suit of racing dudB
as ever was cut and sewed for any cruft afloat.
They need
airing badly, and it ia to be hoped that Mr. Astor, upon his
return from Europe, will try on Intrepid, Rambler, or, better
If there is anything in our waters that
still, D) eudnaught.
can cope with the huge City Islander it is Drmdnaught.
In
lighter weather, Intrepid, Idler and others could readily get
away with her, but when it comes to bucking into a heavy
swell and a snorter outside there is nothing that can at all
compare with Dreadnought, unless itbeioine of the big cracks
which Nicholson has turned out the last few years in British
waters big ones, like Ambassadress, that run on to 500 tons
and require some 15ft. to float in. Mr. Astor's schooner is altogether too large, however, for efficient racing property, and
it would not surprise us one bit to find him change his mind
and quietly head for Southern climes without pulling hia craft
to pieces before.
As to speed. Ambassadress will very much
belie her looks, should she display any.
As a wholesome
family coach she is all very well, but she lacks the lines of a
goer. In a seaway, though, her tremendous power would tell
heavily in her favor, as under such circumstances time allowance to the smaller craft would not make up the deficiency,
and so, possibly, Sam Pine's big one might land a cup for her

Ttlu Intbktid in Boston.
concerning the recent visit of the schooner Intrepid in Eastern
waters, that " she does not appear to be very stiff, judging by
the way she was reefed coming up the harbor." But the
Herald overlooks the fact that Intrepid is modelled on principles differing from those in force in the broader and shallower
type of schooners which predominate, and that a greater
angle of " heel" is expected in vessels of her design. They
do not depend upon great statical stability, but rely rather
upon a low centre of gravity, which comes into play at small
auglea only to a moderate extent, but mattrially increases the
righting lever when it begins to blow and the craft gets down
to her bearings. Such vessels are eminently safe in all kinds
of weather, even though they heel more at the outset, while
yachts of the opposite extreme are always liable to be Mohawked if they carry on beyond a certain point.

Ctjtteb Enteiu'ejbk.

Return

Start.
B. it,
10 45
10 15

Wli
Match on the Tapis.—It

will enter this season as the regatta has

—

upon over-ballasting and
is appended:

of the race

Time

probable another regatta will be announced before long.

Dohohestek Yaoet Club.

8. 8.

slili insist

wns called fur 10:30, and so prompt were Hie yachts that the
whole fleet were off and away within thirteen minutes afterwards, an example which it were well worth while to imitate

;

Greta.
It is

who

A summary

Ol.l Pom!, Hospital Point, and the wharves
in Norfolk and
iy- were covered
with interested spectators Including matty sailors from the Navy Sard and Hospital
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The Index won the first prize iu the fir.-t class, beating the
Haidee 2m. 30s., and the Lelia beat the Cora by 07}s. in the
second class.

OAR AND PADDLE.
OODRTHBY AHD HaNLAJL
In view of the rapidly-nearing day, when the two best oarsmen in America will meet for a trial of skill and endurance
to settle the claim of either to the championship of the Continent, a glance at the records of both will be of interest, and
may aid in forming an opinion concerning the probable issue
of the coming match over the 5 mile Lachine course, Montreal,
Canada.
Ed. Banian first took Iht shell in 1873, when he was but
eighteen years of age. He was then living with hia family ou
an island in the harbor opposite the city of Toronto, Ontario.
In that year he won the championship of the harbor, defeating Williams and McKa3r
The next year he easily beat. Loudon, of Toronto, thereby securing the championship of Burlington Bay.
In 1875 he repeated the performance, and pocketed
$200. Iu the same year, over a two-mile course, he mads
away with Loudon and Douglass iu a race for the GoVefUOi
General's Medal. In 1870 he defeated McOaun ami
.

I

and later iu the year won the champion belt of Ontario.
During the Centennial races ho showed to the front in a
prominent way, beating Harry Coult.r, Thomas, of London,
and next day Pat. Luther and Fred. Plaistead, winning easily
in 'Jim. 54J«. Finally, he defoated Alex. Braylcy, of Bt. John,
N. B., for the championship, iu 21m. 9s. Next wa find him
at Silver Lake, Boston, where, June 13, 1877, he was defeated
by Plaistead, through the breaking or his outrigger. June 85,
he beat Frenchy Johnson and Driscoll, over a three mile
course, clearing $150. He fouled his old antagonist, Plaistead,
in the Boston City Regatta, July i, and was disqualified.
In
October, 1877, he defeated Wallace Ross in a five-milo race
near Toronto for $1,000 a side.
Iu May, 1878, he again beat
Plaistead in a three-mile race at Toronto
in June he got tlie
best of Evan Morris at Pittsburg, tluishi»g a five-mile course
Later on, he beat the whole lot, including
in 37m. 58s.
Plaiated, Riley, Luther, and a host ot minor lights, in the regattas of Brockville and Cape St. Vincent, Canada.
In July
he defeated Wallace Rosa a second time in n five-mile race on
the Kennebecasis, and added $3,000 to his purse.
Charles E. Courtney was born and brought up at Union
Springs, N. Y.
He is twenty-nine years of age. He early
took to the water and engaged in many local contests, and
when he branched out on a larger scale aud appeared at the
regular regattas of amateurs, he invariably led them ovoi the
course.
go unfailing were his victories, that whenever
" Courtney from L'niou Springs" came to the line it was a
;

foregone conclusion. At Saratoga, September 11- and 13,
187-1, he defeated Yates, Keator, and others of lesser noto.
In August, 1875, he took the diamond medal and the cham.
pionslup of the State of New York, by defeating such old
hands as W. B. Curtis, David Roche, Ed Blake aud Yates.
The prize for double seulls went to him and R. A. Robinson,
at Troy, September, 1875.
With Frank Yates in his boat, at
Saratoga, Aug. 8, 1870, he won the double-scull race without
hard work, and at Philadelphia he beat all comers at the Centennial races.
At Greenwood Lake, N. Y., in August, 1877,
he met Riley, beiughis first race as a professional, and after
that he quit the ranks of amateurs and rapidly disposed of all
professionals of a lesser sort.
He beat Riley' and PJ
Saratoga, August 28, 1877, three miles with turn, in 20m.
In September he won the championship of the United
47Js.
States at Owasco Lake, beating Riley, Frenchy Johnson, Ten
Eyck and Laberger, three miles and turn," in 21m. 20 L s.
Then followed an"attempt to get on a match with Trickett,
which failed, owing to the same bad management which has
characterized his recent match with Hanlan.
Jn June, 1876,
he tackled such extremely light material as Dempsy, on Seneca Lake, but was capsized near the turn, as reported, by hidden obstructions, though, upon investigation, none could bo
found. The farce of pulling Dempsy, whom he eonK beat
with one hand, was repeated at Skaneatelea, when the
countryman was dropped out of Bight readily enough. Aug.
15, Courtney took part in the Silver Luke regatta, Boston, but
was defeated by Frenchy Johnson, on account of being taken
ill.
It was supposed that the ducking he received whilu
pulling Dempsy had affected him permanently, but recent reports affirm him to be in perfect health, aud we trust that he
may have no recurrence of the Ul spells in the coming match.
Hanlan is 5ft. Din. in height and weighs 1521bs. in fighting
trim Courtney is 6ft. hia. high in stocking feet, and weighs
have described their boats iu our last issue.
lG8bs.
;

Wc

—

Rowing at Elizabethpokt, The first annual Citlzi
Regatta was held at Elizabethport, N. J., Sept. 21,
in every way a success, though the course might
kept clearer. Double-sculls, won by Dury and Moore
it.

iu iOm.
15s.; Lother and Conlin second in 16m. 80s.
Single-sculls,
one and one-half mile with turn. Mohr took he lead, but
collided with a strange boat, and the race went to John HatSenior doubles, won by Decker and Houghfield in 14m. 3s.
wout, two miles, 16m. 55s.
Ladies' double-scull race, hall
mile with the tide. Maiden crew, Misses Emma Lamond and
Tillie Bonlgen, beat the matron crew 2m, 20s., pulling a
stroke of 40.
Senior singles, won by J. W. Dederick, two
miles, in 18m. 15s.
Juuior doubles, the Tate brothers won in
17m. 10s., Dederick and Baxter second, Dixon and Streke
third.
Juvenile amateur doubles, Clarke and Hatfield, 8m.
second. Singles, open to all, won
Rogers
37s.; Hughes and
by David Clarke in 17m. 55s., J. Lowther second, J. K.
l

Tub races finished the day.
third.
useful as well as ornamental
Moore

Prizes were

all

JOBKBON-Hoaaise.— At Burlington Beach, Out., Sept. 21

—

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
over u four mile odurB

"i

turn, for $500

]

time,
|

plftCG Oil

oared gigs, B. Lowae
former's crew won by
..
bouJIs, won by J. R. Erabreo.

by one

Strokes.
The
Single.
length.
Eom-oarea gigs, won

sudexter,
oi

:

I

latter

The Hmtb^tou is a sccond-claoBboat, and never was intended For
speed but, uut'oiUmiteiy, bus developed that reattttg ol
Id a staunchness if one questions who has
trial
seen hoi tried. She is 26ft, 7iii. over all, 84ft. lIuj. water line, 10ff.
i

.,,:,.
Clll
mrso, tine mile- Four-

Nf.i.

by tbe

167

Bh md

i

length.

Hudsoh Boat Ootb,—Tha fourteenth annual
clnb took place at Jersey City, Sept. SI.
Course one mile
and a half including n. turn. Single-sculls, F. E. I laugh
winner, 10m. 22*3. Four-oared barges, won by S. Pearson,
stroke; H. V. Mater, C. P. Patterson, F. R. Baldwin, and
H, C. Pearson, cox,
Time, 9m. 37s. Four-oared shells.
won by O. F. Ockerhausen, stroke Q A. OckGrbausen, W.
Clarke, II. Ockerhausen. bow. Time, 8m. 53?s. Pair-oared
shells, won by Ockerhiutsen and Huugh in 9m. 83£s. Running
races followed.
reastta of this

;

Faoifio Amatkuk Rowing Asspoia.tioit.—The regatta of
thiS California association, which was to have been pulled
Sept. 21, has gone over till next season, tbe organization not
being fully perfected as yet.

Stukseow Point Pkofessiosal

Ka.ce.

—In

tbe race

for

a

purse of $050, held at Sturgeon Point, Out., Sept. li), there
were nine strollers. Course, four miles and a turn. Flaistead
claimed a foul from Keiley Hostner and Kennedy the same.
Keiley claims one from Morris. Plaistead and Roiley werfl
disqualified by the referee, Wallace Boss.
Morris took first
;

money, Kennedy second.

Columbia Boat Club.— The

regatta of this club, of
Brooklyn, took place Sept. 18. at Bay "Ridge, L. I. Course,
a mile and a half.
Single-sculls, won by J. F. Boyd, Kim.
23s.
Second heat won by C. W. Lippitt. Four-oared gig
race, won by J. 8. Btatser, stroke; O. W. Lippilt, C. S. Butler, H. 6. Mallert, bow. and .1. O. Tweach, coxswain.
Second beat won by Geo. 8. Baru«s, stroke; Geo. C. Eyelaud,
Jr., T. C. Overton, J. F. Mallett, bow, and F. P. Scatters,
coxswain.
Time, 10m. 58s. James Foster, starter; C. L.
Sanderson, judge, and R. Bleecker, referee, liowed Sept. 14,
eight-oared barge race Elecira and Constitution.
Won by
former in l:-'.m. lSs. Crew: C. W. Lippitt, stroke; F. Bayri,
G. S. Barnes, W. Chapman, C. England, J. F. Mallett, L.
Anery and F. F. Lavens coxswain.
fall

—

Passaic Rowikg Association.
Tbe annual regatta of this
was held on the Passaic, at Dundee, N, J., Sept.
Single-sculls, course one mile with turn, won by J. T.
19,
Nicholsen in 6m. 53s., benling W. E. Clark. Pair-oared
shells, won by Geo. Atterbury and C. G. Buckley, of the
Adelphia Club, in 6m. 24s., beating W. Smith and T. Henderson, of the Patterson R. A.
Single-sculls, second heat,
won by W. Henderson in 6m. 42s., beating J. Q. Hayes and
H. D. Smith. Doubie-sculls, won by G. S. Nicholson and
H. D. Smith, of tbe Adelphia Club, in Cm. 28s„ beating W.
Ryle and W. Henderson, of the Patterson R. A. Pour-oared
shells, won by C. G. Buckley, stroke
E. C. Wells, W. Kyle,
and Geo. Atterbury, bow, in 5m. 56^3., beating the Patterson
association

il

beam, and a draught of

Sin.

5ft.

Her

alt.

linos

arc round and

she carries her bulk in body, and not so much in keel, the
only 12in. amidships in depth; but, having a long
art,
The depth of her hold

full;

latter being

run, she has considerable deadwood

from the under side of cabin to top of keelson is iff. 6bi., saving
ample cabin accommodations for four in cruising, besides a nice
forecastle 6ft. long.
Although the Sunbeam is the shorter boat
she Ions in the custom home about 11-75 or 12-75 more than tho
Her spread of canvas is considerable. Her mast ia steppod
Qiffl.
7ft. Sin. from bow
length of boom, 31ft. Bin. gaff, 16ft. mast
above deck to truck, 41ft. (tin.; bowsprit outboard to jibstay, 1.2ft.
;

;

;

mainsail hoiat, 21ft.
(iln.
jib on toot, 22t't. Gin.
Her main boom laps over tho stern
about lift., and is very heavy
there are about 173ydB. of lOoz.

bowsprit outboard to headslay, 13lt.

6in

;

;

;

and mainsail, besides a jib-topsail and gaff-topsail for
and a large balloon-jib and gaff-topsail for racing. Wa
never reef the jib, but sot a storm jib on the stay, or from an eyebolt on the bowsprit as occasion requires. A party of four have
put in a reef in less than four minutes outside In a seaway without experiencing any trouble or losing way or course. Her ability
to carry so much canvas has been demonstrated many times, as
most of the boats reef boforo we think of it. She sails very well
for a heavy boat, as her record will sustain, having taken prizes
amounting to thirty-one in number.
This race is to determine the spood of tho Gael and Sunbeam la
a stiff bre«ze, and outside the light. The course ia to be ten
miles to windward and back for $100 a side no shifting by dead
Boston Yacht Olub
weight allowed
no restrictions as to Bails

duck

in jib

cruising,

;

;

;

rules with Herrasboff's table of allowance to be followed.
will also

It-

on her keel
race

with

is

tend to demonstrate whether a shoal boat with weight
better than a deep body with weight inBide. Tho
comment, and is looked forward to

is

creating a great deal of

much

interest.

In giving you the above measurements I have kept within the
your readers something of an idea to form
their conclusions on. We are now entering the season of yachts-

limits, so as to give

men 'a

—fall

winds and woathor, rousing nor'westers and
tho timid stay at homo, but calls us on deck,
his weather eye open.
We made a splendid run from City Point to Marblebead the
other day in less than two hours (a distance of 17 miles), the wind
fresh from westward, stopping in the meantime to shake out
a reef off Tinker's Island, and oatching fits before we got inside.
Some of our fair friends expressed much anxiety as the squalls
laid ub into it, but wo quieted their fears by telling them we had
painted tho top and sides of the house with copper paint.
bliss

northers, that

mako

and makes one keep

;

Kedou.

crew.

Hablem Regatta Association.—The second

annual regatta of ibis Association will be held on tbe Harlem, Saturday, October vj.
Open to all amateurs. Races for eightoared shells, six-oared gigs, four-oared shells, double-scull
single-scull shells for seniors, same
for juniors. Course, one mile straight away, in heats. Prizes
to each individual winner ; also set of colors for the eights,
sixes and fours.
Entrance fees not returnable. Singlet
pairs and doubles, $6: fours, $13; sixes, $18j
eights, ;|t}-b
National Association rules. Trial heats commence 9:30 a. m.;
shells, pair-oared shells,

1:30 p. m.
Conveniences areofl red visiting crews by
the clubs of the Association.
Entries close Octoher 9, Address George O. Power, Secretary and Tieasurer, 52Exchange
Place.
finals,

The Hopes of New Orlean*.— This Club has officially returned thanks to the citizens of Newark for the kind reception accorded their crews at the recent National Regatta at
Newark.
Dolphin Boat

A.

Editor Forest and Stbeaii

:

In your able notice of Mr. Thomas Brassej's yachting career, in
your isaue of 12th inat., you state that bo "never did much
raoing." This is not quite correct, for Mr. Brassey atone time
wont into racing con canon, being one of tho best supporters of
the Birkenhead Model Yacht Club, which sailed many a hard
match on the turbulent Mersey. He racod Spray of the Ocean,
cutter, and some other small craft before he purchased his "flying
fifty," the beautiful Si-ton cutler Gyiuba, built in 1854 by Fife, of
Fairlie, for Mr. J. M. Rowan.
Mr. BraBSoy raced her in the Irish
and Mersey waters in 1*56 and 1857, winning Her Majesty's Cup
in 1858 he took her to the ThameB, raced her
in the latter year
He was not as
there, on the south coast, and in Iiish waters.
;

successful with her as Mr. Eowan had been indeed, while in that
gentleman's possession, she was never beaten— starting five times
;

—This

club held a race for single
sculls over a two-mile course on Charles River, Boston Sept.
21.
Prize, a cup given by Mr. W. H. Hammond, the club's
vice-president.
Starters, Messrs. Granger, F. Kyle and F.
Jaquith.
Kyle went to the front, with Jaquith second. Kyle
fouled the turning buoy and damaged his boat, letting in the
water. Granger then passed him and won in 15m, 36}i., Kyle
second, with his boat half full of water.
Oltjb.

,

The London " Spobtmak's" Cup.

in 1854

and taking

and was the

cruising,

firet

'

mdifax,

yachtsman who obtained a Yachting
Rouoe-Ohoix.

Sept. 18, 1878.

§{g mid ffivei[
FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.
SALT WATER.
Sea Bass, ScUmopx oce.llatw.

FRESH WATER,

Saeepstiesd, Archosaryua probata.

Roccut linneatm.
White Perch, .!/<.),-me amertcama.
Weakflsh, CyuMGUm regalia,

Strtpetl Bass,

iooeri.

failing to start.

\oiden;

SMALL SEA-GOING YACHTS.

.

19, 1878.

Although an interested parly, I will simply give you the
your readers can form their own conclusions.

facto,

and

The two contestants— for there are only two in this case— are
the yachts Gael and Sunbeam. The former ia much the longer
and

reckoned herein the first-class keels in our usual club
is about 27ft. 8iu. water line, 30ft. over all, and 11
ft. beam.
Her draught of water is 6ft, aft, the peculiarity of
which iB her keel of almost 21in. depth amidships. Her stern and
sides tumble in very much, the lines of her quarters giving very
much the appearauce of a sharp comer. Her bow ia very much
cut away, and the leanness is carried to her sheer plank. Her
greatest power lies in her "hips," and as she slta on the water,
she presents a rakish and graceful appearance. Her ballast, consists of lead, with the addition of an iron keel weighing l,7001be.
or more. She Dairies considerable canvas for the amount of submerged hull, is sloop rigged, and has the reputation of being one
of the fastest keel sloops in our waters. She is certainly a credit
to her builder and ewner, Oapt. William MeCorniaok.
is

She

'.

V.'.

.!.'.

).

'.:'.

.'.lii/i''

Cere, Cybium regale.
Bontto, tiarda pelamyt.
Klngtlsh, Menticirriti ndmlotus.

itaveactnt.

:

I have been so nmob interested in the subject of sea-going
craft, that I have been induced to give you a little account of a
regatta that is to take place Oct. 2, wiDd and weather permitting.

I

Spanish Mackerel, Cybiu'm macttlatum.

nobilior.

Pike or Pickerel, Ettoxlucius.

Boston, Mass., Sept.

li.

'

MuHkaionge, Esox

Yellow Perch, Perca

regattas.

and starting

(Master's) Certificate of Competenoy.

by the latter, the foul being decided against Boyd. It is
hardly likely that Elliott will be a match Tor Boyd' in future
races, and his prestige obtained on the strength of a foul will
be short-lived. Biggins took third prize on a walk-over,

boat,

;

four times in 1855 with four first prizes, total value £270. Mr.
Brassey also raced the Albatross, sohooner, built for him when he
Since then he has aonfinod himself to
parted with Oymha.

into

Emtok Fobest and Stream

value £360

five first prizes, total

—The sculling match for

the cup offered by tbe London (Eng.) Sportsman "was rowed
on the Thames, September 16 and 17. In the first heat, Wil-

Blnckman

YACHTSMAN GRADUATE.

BRITISH

Fish in Market—Eetah Prices.—Bass, 20 cents smelts, 25;
weak fish, 10 Spanish
bluefish, 8 ; salmon, 25 ; mackerel, 20
mackerel, 40; groon turtle, 10; terrapin, per doz., $9; halibut,
8 ; blaok fish, 15 flounfish,
18
codfish,
haddock,
8
king
;
12!4
eela, 18 ; lobsters, 10 ; sheepsders, 8 ; porgies, 8 ; sea bass, 18
;

;

;

;

:

;

part of Hie country, and the Only satisfactory explanation of
travel that we can guggGBt Is its uttei nonsense and falsiti

its

—

Massaoui .setts— Cohass-d, Bept. IS. Shad are. plenty ia
Weir Biver, and take tho hook readily, Use shrimp for bait
aud a tiy rod. The. tis.li caught weigh from one to three
founds
8. E. J.

Movements of tttf. FisHlsG Fmibt.— The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been il
with cod and 10 with halibut from the Banks, 18 from
Georges, 5 from the Bay St. Lawrence, 4 from Shore mackerel
ing trips, and one from Greenland total, 44.
Some good
fares of Bank halibut have been received, several vessels landing upward of 40,0110 lbs. each, the total receipts for tho week
lbs.
being 380,000
Receipts of codfish, 1,070,000 lbs. from
the Banks and 300,000 lbs. from Georges.
The Bay
bring
fair cargoes, the receipts for the week being 1,350 bbls. mackerel, but late intelligence from the Bay show a meagre catch
or late, with the probability that the season is about over,
Receipts of shore mackerel,' 050 bbls., and of Belched halibut
60,000 lbs. from Greenland.
The weather has been more favorable for curing codfish.— Oapt Ann Advertiser, Sept. 20.
;

mm

—

New Yobk— Port Jensti, Sept. 19. Seven feet of " Albany
beef," weighing 150 pounds, was killed by a discharge o'f
firearms in the Neversink Kivcr, an affluent of the Delaware,
at Carpenter's Point, near this place, yesterday afternoon.
This is the second sturgeon ever captured in this neighborhood.

Vieginia— Clifton Forge, Sept. 17.— It is now in the
height of tho bass season here.
great many are being taken,
though not bo mauy as laBt year, on account of the great flood
sweeping out a large number of them. Our Fish Commissioner, Colonel McDonald, paid us a visit a short time since,
and is making arrangements to transfer a large number to
other portions of the State.

A

Tbnsbssbe.

— Columbia.,

Sept.

19.

— Anglers

are

making

preparations for the fall bass fishing.
The anticipated
catch is large. Several parties have already arranged for a
week's hunt and fish on the adjacent trout streams.
Val.

Texas.— On Tuesday Mr. Archer, the great American
whaler of tbe Colorado, caught fifteen alligators and pike gars
one haul with a seine, about five miles below the city. The
smallest of the lot weighed 75 pounds. Mr. Archer has also
caught several immense catfish the last two days. A.untin
at

Statesman.

Wisoohbkt-tAsMaind^ September Hi.— The fishing party,
consisting of Dr. E. K. E. Carpenter, of Chicago; Silas
Humphrey, Esq., of StlUman Valley, III.; Eugene F. I'rinci;
and the Editor of the Ashland P-rets, with Alex Welcome,

John Madwegan, Sam Stoddard aud George Whitbird as
guides, returned from the headwaters of White River on
Wednesday last, after a ten-days' trip among the pines on one
of the finest trout streams in America.

Bass Fishing at Montauk.— During the past week or two
there has been some capital bass fishing at Montauk. Mr.
8. Stearns, of Brooklyn, made an excellent score, including a
splendid fifty-pounder, of which he has adorned the register
at Stratton's with a capital portrait, that is, if one may say
that a fish is susceptible of portraiture.
Rod fishing, with a
wind that has in it a point more or less of northing, can bo
prosecuted with great comfort and convenience all along the
south shore of Montauk. Just inside the lighthouse, at the
extreme end, in a little bay, in which the long Atlantic surges
thunder on a wide shore of great boulders, all round aud polished from the crumbling cliffs, there is a capital fishingground. Here Mr. Sauford R. Gilford, one of our great, masters of landscape painting aud a most enthusiastic and accomplished disciple of the rod, has been plying the latter
vigorously and successfully for a couple of weeks.
The sport
is fine, and is only occasionally interfered with by big, voracious flukes, whose ill-advised ambition leads them to- aspire
This involves the loss of an
to the diet of their betters.
occasional fine bait of lobster, adjusted with great pains
and designed for a nobler quarry than a huge, ungainly flatfish.

The weather just now at Montauk is heavenly, and the
wild beauty of the place is more impressive than at any other
The endless slopes of the downs are rich in autumn
colors, and tho little dells and sheltered nooks where the Mon.
tauk trees seek refuge are gardens of the richest, and warmest
and then one hears tbe crack of a fowling-piece,
colors.
and startled flocks of plover fly wildly overhead, uttering their
Snipe abound in every reed-girt shore of the
plaintive cries.
season.

Wow

countless pond«, and tall herons stand statue-like along tho
shallows.
Teal feed in tbe weeds and a few black ducks dot
the waters of tho Great Pond. There is an abundance of gamo
and solitude, and tho whole place, its aspect and its people
impress one with a sense of primitive and untamed wUdness
that is imparted by no other spot on the near Atlantic coast
The accommodations at tbe Point, ''such as tboy are aud
what there is of them," are good. Clean beds and a good
table, including a sound and well-cooked country fare, with
plenty of good milk and butter, can be bad at Stratton's or at
Osborn's or at tbe Lighthouse, over the domestic part of
which Mrs. Babcock presides. The prices charged are very
reasonable.
The best way to reach Montauk is to take the Long Island
Railroad to Bridgebampton, buying a through ticket to Baathampton. At the latter place Mr. W. Gardner, irreverently
known as "Bill Gardner," will house- one comfortably and
make all the arrangements for teams across Napeague Beach
Mr. Gardto the Point, a distance of about twenty miles.
ner kept Montauk Light for many years, and is a practical
fisherman as well as hotel-man, and his advice and assistance
aro invaluable.

;

head, 25 turbot, 35 ; English soles, S5 Boallops per gallon, §1.25;
soft clams, 80 to 60 ; white fish, 15 ; pickerel, 18; black bass, 18

Rarb Fish at Fuwon Maeebt.—Mr.

;

;

ponrpano, 75; whitebait, 60; smoked salmon, 18; hard
eoft orabs, per dozen, 75.
100, &2.50

ora,bs,

per

;

Tnosu White Mountain TsOuT-We have often been amused
There seems
at the persistency with which a lie will travel.
to be some magic quality in a misrepresentation of facts,
which appeals especially to the taste of the average newspaper
Mot one man in a thousand, outside of those
scissors man.
New England States, really cares a tig whether "the great
quantities of nout caught in the White Mountains this season
have been discovered to be young salmon, with which the
New England Fish Commissioners have beon stocking the
streams at great expense, etc.," or whether "the great, etc.,"
are so many crocodiles.
But we have seen this important discovery hashed up in just sixteen papers, hailing from every

Blackford had quite

a series of rare and curious fishes at Fulton Market last week
There wasa thrasher shark with an extraordinary development
of

tail.

The

length, of

caught
a tale

must

some seven feel two inches in
was 45 inches. This shark was

creature measured

which the

off

tail

alone

What an awful whipping such
could be applied on oats or wheat

Martha's Vineyard.
give,

and

if it

A

threshing machines might be at a discount.
remarkable
capture of spotted bass, or, as they are called, the " spot,"

was made off Sandy Hook, some twenty having been caught
with hook and line. This fish resembles in many respects the
bass, only different in color,

having a golden shade, with a

distinguishing black spot near tho
fish

tail.

Tbe

locality of

has heretofore been placed to the south of us, and

this

we

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
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known

have never

it

to be caught north of

New

of large size, caught off the

Capo May.

Ceros

Jersey coast, were also ex-

an exaggerated herring, there was a
huge tarpon of t30 pounds, caught of Newport, which was also
exhibited,
This fish has the largest of scales. We noticed
Blso shad, in fine order, which had been taken in Gravesend
Bay. The fish looked in prime order. There was also a rare
pecimen, a Scewens foctens.

Looking

hibited.

The Anohovx

like

Si-easing

— Editor Forest

and Stream: In

12, Mr. Goode and I are credited with
of the "spearing "of New York marwith one of the anchovies (Engraulis vittatus). The
specimens sent to us from that market as "spearing " are, indeed, Engraulis mttatus; but we would by no means say
have good reason
that all ihe spearing are this species.
to believe that the common silversides (C/drostoma notata) is
also called "spearing," and, perhaps, more generally than the
Engraulis. prof. Baird would be glad to have specimens of
all the fishes called " spearing " in New York.

your issue of Sept.
the
ket

identification

We

Tarleton H. Bean.

Yours very

truly,
Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 13.

Dr. Bean's request for spearing, or anchovies, might have
been fully supplied last week.
On the 10th Mr. E. G. Blackford succeeded in marketing no less than fifty pounds of fine
anchovies, -which were distributed next day

among

the various

New York. The fish were caught at GravesThose who partook of the fish— old, experienced

leading clubs of

end Bay.

gourmands— declared them

to be admirable.

Thus,

by
The

little

the whole wealth of our waters being developed
which we examined resembled very closely the anchovy we
have seen caught in the Mediterranean. There is a charming
reminiscence of a breakfast taken by us at Capri, where anchovies were served, like Eves, in fig leaves. A word of adIn dressing an anchovy, the most delicate of all fish,
vice
beware of overcooking it
We are sure Miss Corson will
back us up here. The fish ought to be just basted a little and
broiled—grilled— over a hot fire.
Where is your muddy
Thames now, or your blue Sea of Capri ? Whitebait and anlittle, is

!

fish

:

I

chovies are

guishing
a thin

now

trait

within the reach of our fork
One distinof the Engraulis family is its transparency, and
!

band of quicksilver sheen, which runs lengthwise

along the

fish.

1— »«, -.

THE WATCHFUL, TROUT.

species being the great basin of the St. Lawrence,
the whole
Mississippi \ alley, or almost the entire ranueof
country lyine
between the Alleghany and the Bocky Mountains,
and the
South Atlantic States from Virginia to Florida.
It would
naturally be expected, in view of this extraordinary
and ex
pansive habitat, to find differences of conformation,
color and
habits; indeed, it is surprising that the variations
are not
more marked, and the number of species consequently
when one considers the great natural differences and greater
conditions ol the numerous waters and varieties of
climate r G which
this genus is native.
find, however, that the most striking difference is in color, which will run from
almost black
through all the shades of slate, green, olive and yellow
to almost
white, and, indeed, these variations in color can be
found in
almost any one State, and to a great extent in any one
stream
or lake, at different seasons of the year.
Slight dissimilarities
of contour and some diversity of habits also exist.
But all of
these differences obtain, not only with regard to black
bass
but to most other genera of fresh water fishes, and
depend on
well-known natural causes. I lived for ten years in Wisconsin, where there were twenty lakes, abounding
in black bass
within a radius of eight miles of
residence, and from close
and constant observation of the characteristics of the black
bass in them I could almost invariably tell upon being
shown
a string of bass in what particular lake thev had been caught.
Without going into a specific and detailed analysis of the
two species of black bass, it will be sufficient to say, that
as a
general rule the small-mouthed bass is more trimly built
and
of a darker or more sombre hue than the other
variety, where
they both inhabit the same water ; the large-mouthed
bass
being rather a coarser looking fish, with a much larger mouth,
larger scales, thicker through the shoulders, with more
depth
of body, more pendulous belly, and growing to a larger
size,
with the color more inclined to shades of green. The color
of the small-mouthed variety sometimes approaches
shades of
olive or yellow; and there will often be more or
less red in
the iris of the eye, in some instances shading down to orange
or yellow.
This latter distinction, however, like the double
curve at the base of the caudal fin, and the more forked tail—
which have been mentioned as distinguishing characteristics
of the small-mouthed variety— cannot be depended on, as one
or all of these distinctions are often Jacking.
The former name of the large-mouthed species, Mkropt-erwt
nigricans (C.
V.) Gill, has been very wisely discarded by
Profs. Gill and Jordan, who have substituted therefor the
more descriptive title of Micropterus pallidum This has been
done in justice to Rafinesque, whose priority of description
of this species certainly entitles him to this acknowledgment.
Ichthyologists have, at various times, given to
the genus numerous
appellatives,
and to the species
m:;re than thirty specific names, while laymen in different
sections of the country have contributed their quota of vernacular names, among which may be mentioned black bass
bass, black perch, juming perch, trout, black trout, chub,'

We

my

&
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Moosbiiead Lake, Me., September 18, 1878.
Editob Foeest and Stbeah:
I am not altogether ignorant of the character and habits of
the speckled trout, having fished for and caught him in
various waters
but I have lately made his acquaintance
under different circumstances than ever before, and, as I have
never seen any mention of him under similar conditions, I
have thought that a description (of what is to me a new discovery) may not be uninteresting to you and your readers.
The Outlet Bouse, as is doubtless well knowu to you,
though it may not be so to all your readers, is situated on the
shore of Moosebead Lake at the point where the Kennebec
River flows out from the lake, the outlet being guarded by a
dam used for logging purposes. The river— quite a large
stream— is for many miles below the dam a succession of
swift rapids alternating with deep pools.
,

—

I fish for the trout with flies always— either in the pools
or at the "heads of the pitches," that is, at the points where
the swift, smooth water breaks into the ripples of the rapids.
The trout caught at these points are large ones, varying in
weight from two pounds up to six. I have within a few days
past landed a number weighing from three to four pounds
each.
To fish these waters I make a trip of a mile or two
down the river each day in a birch-bark canoe, under the
guidance of Henry J. Wilson, the proprietor of the Outlet
House, a famous canceman and fisherman.
Mr. Wilson hiis more than once told me of a habit the very
large trout have of coming to the surface of the water simply
fur the. purpose of observation; while I have not wholly disia accounts, I have taken them with those grains of
allowance which a little experience at fishing resorts naturally
leads to.
But yesterday, just at night, his accounts were
confirmed by my personal observation and that of Mr. B. F.
Barton, of Waterville, Me., who happened to accompany me.
I had just landed from a pool a trout weighing within a hair
of four pounds, and was examining my flies and adjusting
them for another cast, when a large trout, weighing certainly
six pounds, and probably more, projected his head obliquely
out of the water so that his eyes were fully two inches above
the surface, and for a full quarter of a minute sailed slowly
around the pool, moving no faster than a muskrat swims
when nni list orbed, eyeing us intently all the while, and at the
end Of his survey dropped as quietly back into the water. Mr.
Barton and myself were simply speechless with amazement,
which was succeeded by a roar of laughter on the part of both
of us, as well as of Mr. Wilson, at the comicality of the sight.
The laughter had not ceased before another trout, slightly
smaller than the first and in a different part of the pool, repeated the performance.
flies were in a tangle or I should

green bass, moss bass, Oswego bass, etc. In almost every
issue of the Fokkst and Stkeam correspondents write of
bass, bass fishing, bass tackle, etc., meaning black bass in
each instance, and take it for granted that the legion of readers of that widely-circulated journal will understand what
particular kind of bass is meant. Now, this is all wrong, and
is owing to the culpable carelessness, or perhaps, in some instances, to a want of proper information, and is a habit that
ought to be reformed. Let us call things by their right
names— a spade a spade or a quail a quail. It is just as easy
to write th£ distinctive name "black bass" as the general
name "bass." Bats is a very vague term at best, meaning
one thing in one part of the country and a totally different
thing in another. Along the eastern coast it means either a
striped bass or a sea bass in the West it may be either a
black bass, a rock bass, a white bass or a silver bass; while in
Otsego County, N. Y., it means an Otsego bass, which is not
a bass at all. Then again, your correspondents write of the
real black bass, meaning generally M. salmoid.es, the small
mouthed species, seeming to imply that the other species is
not real, or at least is not ihe black bass, but something else—
a kind of pseudo variety. Others, in writing of the largemouthed species, M. pallid us—owing to its former name, M.
nigricans— have called it the real black bass, under tie impression that, as it was named nigricans— i. e. black the other
variety must be some other color, and was not the simon pure
Now, one species is not more real than the other
article.
the small-mouthed variety is regarded us the type species, because it was the first to be described. It is thought by some
to be a gamier fish than tho large-mouthed variety— indeed, I
have sometimes thought so myself but this notion, like the
gustatory superiority of the cauvas-back among ducks, the
delectable excellence of the brook trout among fish, or the
exquisite ambrosial flavor of Veuve CJiquot among wines,
exists more in the imagination than in reality.
Loth varieties
of the black bass are equally good as game fish and equally
good for the table. The term " Black Bass," then, is distinctive, and should always be used when alluding to the genus
generally.
In writing of the different species they should be
mentioned as the small-mouthed black bass or the largemouthed black bass, as the case may be, no matter whether
the color be black, green or yellow.
Every reader will then
know exactly what is meant, and much of the confusion and
uncertainty that now prevail will be cleared away.
j

—

;

" Not, chaos-like, together crusii'd anil bruls'U,
But, as the world, harmoniously confus'd,
Where order in variety we see,
And where, though all things differ, all egree. M — Pope.

My

to hook this second gymnast foul.
Either
could have been easily killed with a shot-gun.
Mr. Wilson assures mo that this is not an uncommon thing
of
the
Kennebec
to do, and that they never
for the large trout
do it except when the flies have been thrown over them, their
object being, apparently, to ascertain whether the offered
food comes without the aid or presence of man. He has known
a fish to keep up this sort of observation at short intervals for
an hour or more. The incident 1 witnessed was certainly a
novel, interesting and amusing thing to me, and it may be so
to many of your readers as well as, perhaps, of some scientific
value.
W. E. S.

Cynthia, Ey., Aug. 29, 1878.
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Editoh Forest and Stream
The genus Micropenis, black

The

Black- bellied plover, ox-eye, Squa-

.

Elk or wapiti, Germs canadensis.
Bed or Va. qi

Ring

Squirrels, red, blttCK till, I gray.
Earns, brown and gray.
Reed or rice bird, Dattdumyx oryz-

Slut, or long-shanl-:-,

plover, ^Criialitia icmipalma-

»

,

OupiUmia

en,

Maerorft

n

i

Ipipar, ornx-ljlrd,
n,:a,M-

aipido.

Buffed grouse or pheasant,

B

Bed-breasted Bnrpe. or dowltchar,

Witd turkey, Mfltugrte ijallopaio.
Pinnated grouse or prairie chick-

Bonma

umheltus.
Quail or partridge, Ortyx Virginia-

Sreai hiaruled goctwit, or martin,
i

-iilmatiis.

Tellow-shanks. Jfttanw Jlaripm.

Bay

birds" generally, including various species of plover, Fund
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf l.ir.is, phaiaropes, avocetr
etc., coming under the group LimamUvor Shore Birds.

"" This table does not apply to all the States.
the

sent,

tions

game which

is

It is meimi. to repregenerally tn season at this time. St
of some species of game here mentioned.

may prohibit, the Silling

Game

in Mabket.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), Bl.SS
partridge (raffed grouse), $1.40 to 81.75 per
mallard ducka, 75 cents per pair black do,, 75 cents per
pah; widgeon do.. 50 cents per pair; broad bill do., 50 cents per
pair; teal do., 50 cents per pair WilBonenipe, S3 per do;
plover,
$3.50 per doz.; bay buds, large, S3 per doz.: do. small
per doz.; rails, 31.25 cents per doz.; reed birds, -10 cents to $1 per
doz.; Phildelphia equaba, 82.50 to *3 per doz.
Poultry— Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
20 to 22 cents per pound do. fowls, 10 to 18 cents
do. turkeys,
to 81.50 per pair:

pair

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

18 to 20 cents : do. ducks, IS to 20 cents; do. geese, 16 to 18
cents ; State and Western chiokens, 15 to IS cents
do. turkeys,
15 to 18 cents ; do fowls, 13 to 16 cents do. ducks, 12 to 15 cents;
;

;

do. geese, 10 to 13 cents.

Vermont.— Burlington.— The prospect

for the fall shooting promises to be very fine.
I have never known such an
abundance of ruffed grouse. The woodcock have also been
plentiful since the season opened.
On the
lake the ruffed grouse are not only to be found in large mini
bers, but very tame ; the only drawback to shouting time is
the density of the undergrowth, which almost prevents one
from following a dog. Through the kindness of Col Le
Grand B. Cannon, I have twice used bis line red setter, Guv,
given hitn by Dr. Goldsmith. Guy completed his education
last fall out West, in the hands of Mr. T. D. Gladstone, of
Boonton, N. J., and has prove,! to be in the field a splendid
representative of his sire and dam, Plunket and Carrie.
V. S. F.

Massachusetts— Cohassct,

Sept. 18.

—The

cootln

has opened with us very well, and some good bags of 13 and
14 to a man have been made. At present the weathei
warm. Bay bird shooting has been very good, bell
for some years, as high as 25 black breasts to a man have
been taken. Partridge quite plenty, but woods too thick as
yet to do much. Woodcock scarce and wild.
other day, best I have got this year.

I got
S.

K.

Jit.

—

Deek in Pennsylvania. By the omission of n word of
three letters in an answer to a correspondent last week, our
information was made mis-information.
Deer hunting in
Pennsylvania is not prohibited this year.
Pottstilk, Sept. 23.— Game of every description (excepting
deer) in this section is in great abundance, though several
varieties have been bunted down before in season. ""An Officer
of the lav; has succeeded in securing the names of these marauders, and our " Game Protection Association " have taken
the matter in charge for a proper adjustment.

Dom

Peuko.

Game and Fisn Association.— This organizaTitusville, Pa., is now in its second year, and lias a

On, Cheek
tion, of

Its object is to enforce obediuuee
list of members.
to the laws us they exist, trusting to increase thereby the field
sports of the country. The president is David Emery, Esq.,
and the vice-president M. W. Quick. In their O
and by-laws, which we beg to acknowledge, they adopt the
excellent plan of putting on the outside cover of Ihe little
pamphlet, the close season for birds, beasts and fish in Pennstrongly advise all game protection at
sylvania.
throughout the country to thus make public the game laws of
their respective States.

numerous

We

—

—

Tennessee Columbia, Sept. 19. The season opened 13th,
and sport bids fair to be immense. As 15th come on ; umJay
the more eager took Saturday for first day ate returned wt.il
1

pleased.

The weather
much pleasure

too warm
in the field.

and weeds and grass too thick for

is

Sept.

23.— Although we have

,,

sportsman's club here, we have lots of boys that b
boyB have had comparatively no practo handle a gun.
'.,"
but we have killed birds a few.
trial at the
balls the other day, Bogardus traps and rules, resulted in
Tallman, 16; Lucas, 18; Post,
these totals: Tinsman, 14
16; Kent, 10; Koch. A., 10; Koch, E. G., 16; Mo
Heavy, 7; Emory, 15; Wunderwehr, 1. I would have sent
you a full score, but I had to act the traitor to sem,

A

;

description

by many

is

very

of our friends

-

who
is

write to us in regard to black bass fishing.

The mouth

BOBQLlRK,

the great distinction between the micropten, and a Utile

—

makes the difference immediately perceptible. One
variation which, we think, can readily be seen is that in the
small-mouthed bass the scales of the interperculurn cover only
about half the bone, while in the large-mouthed tho entire
bone is covered. We might supplement "the list of wrong
names given to black bass as follows
*It is called perch,

CliJUm Forge, Sept. 37.— The season for deer
1st iust., and bids fair to be a good one. There
plenty of mast and the mountains are well tilled v
Hunters are beginning to flock in, and in a few d
be bard to be out of hearing of the yelp of a hound or (he
party camped in North Mountain, near
toot of a horn.
T. R. G.
Dagger's Springs, have had hne success.

chub, trout, green bass, slough bass, bull bass, and every-

Spoet in Louisiana.— The following notes of an excellent

practice

.

opened on the

is

•

A

.'"

:

buss, includes but two speciessalmotdes (Lac.) Gill, the small mouthed black
bass, and Micrepterus pallidus (Baf.) Gill and Jordan, the
large mouthed black basa, or, as it is sometimes called, the
Oswego bass. Possibly no genus of fishes has been the occasion of so much confusion, scientifically and popularly, as the
black bass. This is owing, no doubt, to its extensive habitat
and wide-spread distribution the original habitat of both

game

thing save the right name.

region in Louisiana are especially timely at this season.
many weeks have passed scores of sportsmen and

Before

ua

;

SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER.

IN

A kt."

'-I-::.

We

for the lucid distinctions he

and small-mouthed black

confusion arising from carelessness of

GAME
Moose,

Williermsporl,

A.Henshau., M. D.
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New Yoke Hoeticitltural Society.—The Fall Exhibition pleasure seekers will have turned their faces southward, some,
of the New York Horticultural Society openeil with a brilli- who have " done " Florida, to seek new Bel
ant display at Gilmore's Garden last evening.

The Garden

beautifully decorated, the display a most excellent orje,

Thomas' music addB

to the

enjoyment.
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dition to a great
ity of the
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to be found at Opel
abundance and variety of g
is

extended to the stranger as a not unim.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
portant inducement.

Out correspondent writes from that

lawn:
of Louisiana is the healthiest portion of the State.
miles east of Opelousas are the lowlands of the bayous
:

A few
Teche and Courtableau, and Atchafalaya River where deer
and bear abound on the west, reaching to Texas, lie the
prairies, where we hunt the pinnated grouse (called pheasants
here), and in the immediate neighborhood of Opelousas ia as
partridge (Bob White), snipe and, some winters, woodcock hunting as' can be found in the world, and ducks are always plentiful in winter. One can visit the coast at no great
distance from here, Bay at Calcasieu pass, mouth of the Calcasieu Hiver, where oysters, fish, ducks and geese abound.
This is an out-of-the-way place, where northern tourists seldom come but. we have here a greater variety of game, of
people and of agricultural productions, than any other part of
the South.
There are two routes from New Orleans— one by
rail to Morgan City, thence up the Teche by boat to New
;

;

Iberia, thence forty-seven miles

through the prairie by stage
to Opelousas; the other route, the pleasantest and most
traveled, is by boat here, up the Mississippi to the mouth of
Red River, then down the Atchafalaya to mouth of the bayou
Counabltau, ana up the latter to Washington, six miles from
Opelousas, where hacks are always ready to convey passengers
to the latter place.
The best hotel in the State, outside of
Orleans, is in Opelousas.

New

Texas— Gahestm, September 20.—The Galveston Gun Club
organized last, week, with the following oilicers. C. C. Pcltil,
President; J. D. Settle, Vice-President
A. Cannon, Secretary and Treasurer.
Directors. 0. G. Bowman, 10. MoCormiek, O. PainpMe, J. M. Foshey, A. Brock. The list of
members comprises the names of some very accomplished
sportsmen
The new club will do much to foster the interests of the fraternity here.
Bx.ce Wing.
;

—

—

Minnesota.
Melrose.,
September 14. The recent cold
weather has brought the ducks and geese here in great numbers. The ponds, sloughs and grain fields swarm with them,
and there is very good decoying and grass shooting all through
this section.
Deer are very abundant, although there is no

mast

this year, neither acorns

are gradually
civilization,
loiter

becoming

nor hazel nuts. Prairie fowl
Sharp-tails cannot exist with

scarce.

but the chickens or pinnated grouse will ever

around the farmers' barnyards when not molested.

—

The Redoubtable Bear Slatees or Tennessee. At the
moment of going to press the following account of a Tennessee hunt i3 the latest bear story received at this office.
The
postmark

There

Fayettesville, Tenn., Sept. 19.

is

poetry with the article which
lishing

we

H. O.

correspondent,

Pierce,

Esq.,

Great excitement has prevailed in Fayettesville and vicinity
for a week over the frequent appearance of a huge bear at
various places across the creek west of town, he had been
seen by various persons at different times and places, and
on Saturday evening he was seen on this sido of the creek, in
the edge of town. About dusk on that evening a note was
received by courier from Mr. Hill, who lives about a mile
east of town, stating that he. had just shot at the bear, and
would keep on his track until reinforcements could be sent
Captain W. Bear Nicks immediately organized
a large force, both cavalry and infantry, and started in hot
pursuit.
The wildest excitement prevailed in town, and our
citizens waited in breathless anxiety for the result of the raid.
About 10 o'clock the rattle of lire arms was heard in the direction of the enemy.
It sounded like a regular battle, yells
and all. Then our citizens commenced to breathe easier.
They knew that the gallant Captain W. Bear Nicks with his
brave and interpid lieutenants J. E. Caldwell and Horton
Lamb, would not leave the spot until they had killed or captured the fearful and dreaded enemy. Their confidence was
not misplaced. Captain Nicks had met the enemy, and he
was his'n.
The huge bear was found comfortably ensconced
upon a projecting limb of a large tree on the hill one mile
west of town. Captain Nicks and bis brave squall of fifty to
seventy-five men and boys, both white and black, were soon
riddling the huge monster with bullets and buck shot.
As it
fell to the ground, one colored individual, Tobe Bonner, cried,
" Marster Captain Bear Nicks, let me stick him with my
case knife," Ouffey ran up, and with one well-aimed stroke
severed his head, exclaiming, "Fore God, Marster Bear Nicks,
it is rmffin but a bag of straw !" and on examination it was
found that at least five hundred shot had penetrated the black
calico, and the straw with which it was stuffed was protruding from each wound. The gallant Captain and his brave
men rode triumphantly into town, bearing the bear-skin
aloft, and were greeted with tho most enthusiastic demonstrations of approval by the citizens in whose defense they
acted so bravely and daringly. The name of Captain W. Bear
Nicks can never be erased from the grateful hearts of this
people. Three cheers, a tiger and a bear for Captain Nicks.

from town.

Eltc.

of the

—

PIGEON MATCHES.

Montreal Gun Club.— Third quarterly meeting of the Montreal
took plack at Back River, September II. Owing to tlte high
state of tie weather there was a limited attendance. Contest for gold medal 21 yards rise ; six birds each ; club
rules to govern

Gnu Club,

Ebsha Daly, Jr., George Wheadon, Mat. Gephart, Thomas
Slater, Prank Cavilt, William Cavitt, AlmaAiston, AsaLindley, James Dwyer, L. B. liobb and V. Arrasmith.

Hocking

1

Strachau

1 1 1 1

Bachlaw

tuoiio 0—1

Mobs Wild

Rice.

—Any of our readers who want wild rice

will probably be able to secure a quantity for planting

by ad-

Hon. William Mulliken at St. Cloud, Minnesota,
has arranged with a half-breed to secure him fifty

dressing the

who

wind and unfavorable

;

Maine— Brunswick,
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19.— Riverside Clcb ball shoot

Bogardus
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1111111111111
1111111111111
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W.
Secy.
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Hall.

who have applied
wild rice, and took the pains to personally
interest Mr. Mulliken in the matter, and to him obligations

new shooting pu-K at Buffalo Ham; conditions, ten wild hire's: 20
yards rtfle. plunge traps, N. Y. S. rules. The ultimate owner must
hold the medal three times in succession against all members contesting. It has been now held at the first content by J. P. Flsi.er, at the
second by S. A. Roberts, and at this, the third eoDtest, by Mr.WUhelm
H. Jaeger

this notice for the benefit of several parties

to us this year for

are due.

—

How to

Clean Shells. Put all the shells in a can after
firing them off, and pour boiling water on them; then pour
off and put a piece of brown soap aB big as a marble iu the
can and cover with hot water let stand about four hours.
Wipe all clean and they look like new.
A. B.
;

A. S.,

New Yokk

-Buffalo,

the

Roberts

ft

Hemold....l

Ward

1

Relgelman..l
Btugeni....O

Heiotz
Maticr

1
1

Beler, Jr...O

—

Outfit fob tub Chickens. Intending
prairie chickens will find a good fitting-out
liard's, in St. Paul.— [See adv.

raiders upon the
station at Burk-

members

Sept. 13.— The third contest far the Sutter
or tho Bultalo Audubon Club ; Byron Sehultz's
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Don't

point

your gun at any one else. Don't carry your gun so that it's
your hunting companions. Don't try to
find out whether your gun is loaded or not by shutting one
range- includes all

eye and looking down the barrel with the other.
Don't use
your gun for a walking-stick. Don't climb over a fence and
your
gun
through
pull
muzzle foremost.
Don't throw your
gun into a boat so that the trigger will catch in the seat and
the charge be deposited in your stomach.

Don't use your gun
Don't carry your guu full cocked.
Don't carry your gun with the hammer down.
Don't be a
fool.
Don't you forget it
for a sledge-hammer.

I

A

Swimming Torket.— " Did we ever hear of a swimming
Tes every Christmas. Swims in gravy and that's
the only proper element for a civilized turkey to swim in.
Swims on his back. Never swims but once. E. B. B. of
Vail, Iowa,

:

who

;

has not fruitlessly pursued the wild inhabit-

ants of the darksome glens writes

Some

•.

eighteen years ago while hunting wild turkey in the
Cedar River bottom in this state I shot a large gobbler which
was sitting in a tree directly overhead, and as it came tumbling
through the tree tops to the ground I ran to pick it up " but
not so," his lordship picked himself up, and started towards
the river (which was only a. few rods away) at a gait that
astonished me, I followed him up, thinking I had him sure
when he reached the water, but imagine my "disgust at seeing
him wade in and paddle off as bold as any old gander. The
river at this point was fully one hundred and fifty yards. wide
and had it not been for my dog coming to my aid he would
have reached the opposite shore in safety, for he was within a
few feet ot the opposite bank when overtaken and brought
back. He weighed twenty-three pounds after being dressed.
Have any of the readers of Fobest and Stbeam ever had
similar experience ?
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Pennsylvania— Sharon, Sept. 10.— Semi-annual shoot of the Sharon
ShoottugClulj for Uii: gold medal. Mr. Old has held the medal since
last January, and if lie can hold it for one year it will become his personal properly. Ten glass balls, 18 yards rise
Ohl
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Reeves

10 111-4
„l

101

i_i

anfoar—21 yards
I

1

1—3

1

1

0—3

rise.

110—2

Reeves

;

1 1 1 1
1

1

1

3—6 Strawbrldge
1—4

KeeveH

1-5 Roy
Ties on five—21 yards.

1 1 1 1

Tribby
Ohl

1

1

1

1

X—S Beeves
1—3 Roy

1

1

1

1 1 1

1

1

1—
1—5

1111-5

w
1

1

Third match

...1

Tbnnksske— Columbia, Sept. 17—The "Hit or Break" Gan Club has
been doing very good work du>ing the jammer, and are ready to back
their challenge made some time ago, and still reoiainlniz on the boards,
viz.: The Hit or Break Clnb having members (honorary'! in live emuitii-s
of this State, proposes to shorn, a match against a club selected In the
Smte of Kentucky, or, in other word-., five counties in Tennessee will
shoot against the whole State of Kentucky.
Tai..

Wisconsin— Baraloo, Sept. IT.— A few shooting men ot this city
organized a glaaa bail club. The first shooting was done to-day 18
yards rise
:

Brewer

1

Baaaett
Potter

1
1

11111111 1—10
110101111-8
100011111—7

Kaatack....!
Wistance...i

00111

u

1

1

10 1—
11

Michigan—Howell,

6
5

Sept 20.— Fourth contest for Jewett revolver 21
yards rise ; Bogurdus new model trap behind screen, ut Better's outton;
Paine balls, Bogardua rules, Sept. 13th last:

Beach
l
Rumaey....O

w

1 1 1

1 1

Wllbox

Wllber
Rubert

w

t

001 w
w

Fisher

;

....1 1 1 1 1
1

Ira Holt.. ..n

w

Mulliken. ...0
On account of scarcity of balls

1

w

w

w

Jud Holt....! 1 1
w
Jewett
1 11111111
L—It)
those who missed withdrew.

Rifles and Glass Balls.—The lime may come when breaking elasi
balls with the rifle will be as popular a form of sport hs the present
Shot-gan matches of Hint 'iliar.tol.ei-. The impetus has been av.»i ,n
the sport by the exhibitions of Dr. Carver, aud from all parts of the
country come reports of more or less satisfactory scores. The Kngliah
are manifesting their interest also. Sir Henry rial ford writes that he
has been practicing with the rifle and glass ball t, at a riinsto of twelve
yards. This Is a greater distance than that at which Carver shoots.

THE OCTOBER MONTHLIES.
The

literati are giving their experiences in the ContribuClub of the Atlantic. The novice in the work of the pen does
not always find the path to literary distinction smooth and flowery
He must be content to put np with some hard knocks, and overcome repeated rebuffs with untiring perseverance and persistency.
There are in the present number of the Atlantic three papers devoted to a discussion of the social and political problems of the
day: "Certain Dangerous Tendencies in American Life," by an
anonymouB writer "Abuse of Taxation/' by Brooks Adams, and
"The Relations of Labor ant] Capital," by Eraetus B. Bigelow
The fiction^eompriBes the continuation of James' ''The Europeans''
and Soudder's " A House of Entertainment,'' and a story by Mrs.
Stowe.
There are poems by Stoddard, De Forest, Augusta
Lamed and T. R. Bacon.
tors'

"The Multitudinous

W. Benjamin, has the
accompanied with six illustra-

Sea," by S. G.

place of honor in Appieton's.
tions. D. C. Macdonald, in

It is

"A Motley

University," gives a description of Aberdeen University, Scotland.
Fanny Foster
describes " The Csardas," which is the national dance of Hungary,

and Lyman H. Weeks describes 'a trip "Among the Azores."
There are four stories, by J. Stanley Hall, Elizabeth Stoddard,
Amelia E. Barrand Christain F.eid. Nora Perry, Edgar Fawcett,
Joel Benton, F. S. Salters, JohnMoran and Constance Fenimore
Woolson contribute the poetry.
St. Niclwlas is as

pictures

and puzzles.

artistio taste

it

charming as ever with

its stories,

poems,

boys and girls nowadays have no
good people who
If we were a good niar>y years younger

If the

certainly not the fault of the

is

publish their magazines.

than we are now, and had just money to subscribe to one magawe should hardly know which to have, St. Nicholas or

zine with,

Wide Awake. Probably we should give it up in despair, and
Wide Awake haB a most happy combination of amusement and instruction, things fanny and things serious and
altogether, every boy and girl who ia fortunate enough to receive
it may find something to his and her taste,
divide.

j

Harper's has a varied

list

of contents, the descriptive pieces

"A New England Dairy
Gothard Tunnel," Stanley's journey
"Through the Dark Continent," "New York in Summer," "A
Japanese School," and "Around the Peconica." The two serials,
" Macleod of Dare" and " The Return of the Native," are contin
ned and the department of fiction is supplemented with three
short stories of merit. Robert Herrick's " Ye Bellman" has a
full-page illustration by Abbey.
Tho Editorial departments are
up to the usual standard, the Drawer containing its usual complo
rnent of solemn humor.
treating of topics so widely diverse as,
St.

;

The opening pages
New York,"

of Scril/nei-'s are devoted to " The Ar6
illustrated by drawings from life aud from
by the students of the National Academy of Design, the Art
Students' League, and the Cooper Union. A paper descriptive of
some wild sport is given by Mr. Henry W. Elliott, who describes
the life, pursuit and oapture of the sea lion of Alaska, " A Trip
with Lincoln, Chase and Stanton " in 1862 will, of course, exoito
interest.
Mr. James Richardson writes of "Neophonography,'
the very formidable name of a short-hand system of writing.
There are a score of sketches, stories, poems, etc. the Editorial
departments being especially timely in then- subjects.

Schools of

casta

One of the best things in Lippincott's is Mr. George Kennare's paper on the " Unwritten Literature of the Caucasian
Mountaineers," which is full of queer proverbB and curious folk" Warwick and Coventry," by Lady Blanche Murlore stories.
The Taris Exposition of 1878," by Edward H. Knight,
are the illustrated papers. The fiction and poetry are contributed
by well-known writers, and the number is an excellent one.
phy, and "

1—3

Tribby, Ohl and Roy divided first money, and Crosthwaite and Strawbridge divided second.

Oil.

Louisville Toubnaitent.— A grand pigeon Bhooting tournament
be held at Louisville, Kv., October 1, 2 and 3. under the auspices
of the LoulBville Gnu Club. There are $2,300 in cash prizes. For full
particulars address L. W. Noel, 186 West Main street, Louisville.

,

divided.

Ties

1

will

and Stock Farm," "The

Excelsior Gux Club.— Brooklyn VriHng Park, Sept. 19.—Regular
monihly match, It and T trips 21 yards, except McGnl, 30 yards

Same Day —Sweepstakes;
turkey ?"

1

1

Berlugar

point your gun at yourself.

1

1

i

Don't—Don't

;

is

if required. The price will be f 4 per bushel.
Orders
Bhould be sent at once, as the season is already well advanced,
and the seed should be planted as soon as gathered. We print

bushels,

Mateo, between Strawbrldge and Reeves Five balls
Strawbrldge
n 1 1 1 l-t
1 1111—6 Beeves
Mr. Reeves has only one arm, the left one, having lost the other on
the frontier fighting ihe Indians,

:

—

Scobes Deferred. Owing to the demand upon our space
by the Creedmoor Meeting, we are compelled to defer many
rifle and pigeon scores.

California.. In Sylvan District, Centre township, on the
inst. , a shooting club was organized with the following
membership: F. T. Miller, Thomas ward, Lewis Daly,

8th

some

is

prudently refrain from pub-

:

Hal.

—Our whilom

Waters, Pierce Oil Company, St. Louis, Mo., complimented
us with a call yesterday, having just concluded a hunting
cruise among the Rocky Mountains, and barely saving his
Ecalp on one occasion. He brought numerous trophies of
deer, bear, elk and antelope, and glowing accounts of the
scenery, with the TJtes omitted.

169

1111—5

Ohl won first and Tribby won second money,
Fourth match
Tribby
o liio—s Reeves
1 Oil 0—3
Crosthwaite
1 1 1 1 1—1
1 1 1 l 0-4
strawbrldge
Ohl
1 1 1 1 1-5
Croathwaite and Ohl divided first, and Strawbrldge got second.

Amekioan Ornithology

Or, The Natural History of the
;
Birds of the United States. Illustrated with plates engraved from drawings from nature.
By AJexaudu
Wilson and Charles Lucien Bonaparte. Popular edition.
Philadelphia: Porter
Coates, 823 Chestnut st,
1878.
We have already paid our tribute to the excellence of this "Amer-

&

and we are pleased to see the really good
editions of the work multiplied. The volume before us is a handi
some, well-printed book, and a most desirable addition to th?

ican Ornithology,"

natnrahit's library.;

I

I
:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Pantuek, Moose and Mas.—This version
oE a pleasant episode in Adirondack sport is
vouched for by the

The story

is

writer,

who was

told in the Utica Mepublican.

there.

Per-

haps the moose was one of those recently introduced into the North Woods. We have
been through some queer experiences ourselves in the course of our Adirondack campaigns, but we never kept watch between a
pmtlKT and a moose, and, what's more, we
never care to:

So much lias been said about Smith's adventure with the moose, near Jock's Lake,
and so little of which approximates the truth,
tliat the writer, who was one of the party,
deems it best to give the details.
The party
consisted of seven men, all experienced in

woods

and members of the Norway
Charles Hall, M. D

life,

Foresters, as follows

:

,

Hiram Austin, Walter Servis, Zenas Smith
and Willis Kelley of Norway, and Jay Delevan and George H. Worden of Prospect. The
party met and organized at the house of Ed
Wilkinson, at Wilmurt, at 5 a. jr., Wednesday, June 5, and proceeded to the last house
on the Jock's Lake road, occupied by a one:ii niud soldier by the name of James Stevens,
where we breakfasted, leaving there about 8
A. m.
An adopted son of Stevens carried our
knapsacks as far as the Frazier clearing, taking the horse back to their place, where the
o.hers were stabled.
From this point we
packed in, making a short stop at the Jock's
Like outlet shanty; then crossing the outlet
we arrived at the mouth of the Indian River,
which makes into the west branch of the West
Canada Creek, about fifteen miles above Ed
Wilkinson's, on the east side. Here we went
in to camp and stayed until after dinner, when
Smith's adventure commenced.
Zenas Smith is rather below medium height,
smdy complexion, clear gray eyes, and,
withal, a fine-looking, frank, easy-appearing
young man of twenty-five years. He and I
wore to take our rods and baskets and go to
the "Four-Mile Stillwater," or the West
Branch, and if we found the fishing good,
were to camp there and fish the next day, a
distance of about five miles from where we
left camp aboutl2 m., and kept
were.
along the creek trail for over a mile.
While we were clambering along we were
suddenly startled by the appearance directly
in front of us, and not more than twenty rods
distant, of a large moose, probably eighteen
hands high or more, which was making diIn the same moment Smith
rectly for us.
Ciughtme by the shoulder and pointed to a
tree near the moose, where I beheld the glitwere without
tering eyes of a panther.
arms and ammunition of any kind, the only
offensive or defensive weapons we possessed
The moose was
being our pocket knives.
upon us at a glance we knew that he came
for protection, but the huge panther still

We

We

;

and had stopped iu his headlong course. " Smith," said I, " howis this ?"

loomed over

us,

"I believe we are all right," said Smith.
" The moose has come to us for protection,
the panther
is not belligerent
undoubtedly cowed by our numbers, or
Let us build a fire,
dire not tackle a man.
and I will stay here while you go back to
camp and bring the rifle, and have one of the
oiker boys come back with you."
To this 1 demurred for a long time, but
finally concluded to go, leaving all my traps
with Smith, to make the more rapid progress.
This part of the story can be told very shortI got lost, wandered around until after
ly.
dark, built a fire, slept some, got out next day
and traveled till dark again, built a fire,
and started next morniDg (Friday,), and
tramped until about 10 a. m., when I came
to a stream, and, following it down, came
to Jock's Lake outlet shanty, and from there
went back to the Indian River shanty, where
the first man to meet me was Smith, who, I
supposed, had been converted into panther's
meat before this time. I was nearly starved,

consequently he

;

is

but asked Smith, " How was it ?"
"After you left," said Smith, " I got all the
wood together I could and kept up the fire,
the moose standing back a little, but keeping
me between itself and the panther, which
kept his position in the tree. We kept this
up all night, the moose one side of me, the
panther glaring with eye-balls of fire upon
the other, and you may imagine I acted my
part as middle man without, getting very
sleepy.

About sunrise Thursday morning the

panther gave a terrible growl, sprang from
the tree, and rapidly disappeared in the forest.
While I was watching the panther I had not
thought anything about the moose, and when
I immediI turned my head he was gone.

came up to camp and found you gone.
Some went to look for 3^ou, some went hack
ately

we found no

with me,

lint

either the

moose

further trace of
or panther."

The Bbmjm Teeatx and tub English

—

—

Gbotjsb Season. London, August 31.
have heard it gravely asserted that the Berlin
treaty would have been a much better piece
of work had it not. been for the grouse in
Grouse-shooting begins on the
Scotland.
12th of August, and the. British plenipotentiaries, it is averred, were hurried into making concessions, which, with a little patience
and firmness, they might have escaped makiDg, by their anxiety to reach home with
their work in time to permit Parliament to
adjourn before the festival of the sacred bird
As it was, Sir Charles Bilke
of the moors.

rind a

to

few other unpleasant fellows contrived
in town past that

keep the Government
lay; so that,

the sacrifice,

made, was made partially in vain.
this story be true or false, it at

if

really

Whether
least illus-

then, in about an hour or two, go back to the
old lady and sell them over again.
I have
myself sold the same lot of heads to her fuur
times in one day, a)
But boys will be boys, you know. " N. D.

Fish Story.— The pike placed in the Sacramento River form lines across the rivrr
with military regularity, having their heads
upstream, and devour all, the young salmon
and other small fish

trates the

passion of Englishmen for what
they call sport.
Whether this passion is a
natural or an artificial passion might be worth
discussing, perhaps, had I time just now to
indulge in such a discussion, as'Juckily for
your readers I have not. But, natural or artificial, it certainly determines the movements
of half the upper classes of England, and on
Monday morning every county in the island
will be alive with gentlemen and their gamekeepers making war upon the English partridge as savagely as for three weeks past they

have made war upon his Scottish cou3in. The
Paris papers toll us that Marshal MacMahon,
weighed down with the cares of state and ill
with the "nausea of office," has been heard
to declare that he " would rather he a gamekeeper than President of the Republic" I
think he would reconsider the matter if he
were called upon to be an English gamekeeper
for the next three or four weeks— unless, ineecd, it fell to his fate to be put in charge of
one of the "let shootings," of which tales are
told now, and of which we hear that they are
shot empty by their wily owners in advance
of the season, on shares with the keepers,
who divide the profit and undergo the painful experience of facing the disgusted and
disappointed " cits " who, paying roundly for
the privilege of killing off a certain number
of birds, come down and find no birds to kill.
Certain it is that partridges of the year have
been procurable at the London restaurants for
a fortnight past, and rumor even assertB that
they were served up as long ago as on the
18th of August at a dinner in Cowes given by
a lady of fashion and partaken of—my pen
trembles as I write it— by no less a person
than H. R. H. the Prince of Wales.' Of
course if the British public could be made to
believe this the Prince would never be permitted to ascend the throne of his ancestors.
Indeed, he would probably be put to death
at once in the Tower.
Let us hope, therefore, that the story is not true.
Certainly
the charming American ladies who are just
now basking in an Indian summer of London
fashion at the Isle of Wight owe it to so pronounced a friend and admirer of their sex and
country as H. R. H. to unite in a round-robin
denouncing the tale as a wicked and revolutionary fabrication.
Corrtxporuknct New

—

York World.

—

Sea-Hoksk akd Sea-Cow. Not the queer
creatures which are put down in the books.
The sea-horse was discovered some time ago
by Oapt. Edwards, of the fishing smack
Amelia, while beating off Skunnett, on the
Rhode Island shore, one day last month.

The captain made sail, but could not overhaul the animal, which was making desperale efforts to reach the main land, three
miles away.
At times he would disappear
from view in the waves which broke over
him, the sea running very high at the time,
but a moment later he would reappear, and
with a loud snort and loss of the head shake
the water from his head, ears, and eyes, and
renew his struggle with the billows. At last
he made the shore, and, without pausing a
moment, dashed up the beach, his long tail
and mane floating outward in the wind.
Keeping up a rattling pace, he soon disappeared from view, leaving the captain and
to wonder what he was and where he
came from. Since which time this natatorial
equine has got on swimmingly in the papers,

"Devil Bibds."—In the Laccadives a
species of rat suddenly appeared which, flying in the crowns of the palm-trees, nibbled
off the young nuts and threatened to ruin the
colony.
The Indian Government being appealed to for aid, sent over a stock of cats,
but as the cits could get fish to eat below
they declined to climb ninety feet up the
(ices in get rats.
Tree-snakes were then
tried,
but the villagers were prejudiced
against reptiles and killed them.
Then the
Government sent out a consignment of mnngooses, but the mongooses declined to climb
trees after rats while they could get chickens
on the ground. With cats and mongooses on
the ground refusing to ascend to the rats, the
officials decided that all that was required
was to make the rats descend to the cats and
mongooses, so they sent the islanders over
some owls. But they had overlooked the
popular prejudice against these birds, and in
committee assembled the people decided that
even rats up in the trees were better than
these " devil-birds. "
They accepted the
birds in all apparent gratitude, but as soon as
I

the coast was clear the owls, cats and mongooses were all conveyed in procession to a
boat and solemnly deported to an uninhabited
reef.

—

How

the Shbcmj>8 Grow Fat. Sea-bathing cannot be safely indulged in at Ostcnil,
neither will the shrimps grew fat till after the
of
Dean
St. Nicholas has, on the last Sunday
of June, blessed the sea. An altar, profusely decorated, is erected on the pier, and
the path leading thereto is strewn with
a v
berries and small squares of colored paper.
The procession consists of burghers in black,
with medals and badges, bearing banners
with strange devices supplemented by Finnish explanations of their respective meanings
upon tablets fixed to the tops of long poles,
the banner and supporters of St. Nicholas, a
band, seven children dressed as virgins, each
escorted by a retinue of little ones' typifying
characters eminent in ecclesiastical history,
and the
bearing the host and attended
by clergy, beadles, incense beareis.etc. After
an intoned service lasting a quarter of an
hour, the host is carried to the back of the altar and held up facing the sea, a flag is hoisted and a salute of three guns fired. The
bourgeoisie and rich peasantry compete hotly
for the leading role* in the procession.
i

I

Den

Two

Waj-s— One

Wait.—At

place this year public prayera were offered up
in several chapels that rain might be sent to
The other way
spoil the sport.
Beginning
of the shooting season in Yorkshire.
Sporting Rector: "Saturday being the Feast of
St. Enurchus, there'll be morning service at
there'll
be.
To-morrow
the usual
eleven.
Bible meet—." Ditto Clerk (in a loud
whisper) "Hou'd on, pairsoo Thu's forgetpairtridges!"
Rector
ten t'
(hurriedly)
the Bible meeting will not take
Let us sing," etc.
place.

—

—

night,

first

last

she started

hovever,

ming toward

the

main

land,

off, swimand that was the

heard of her until a day or two ago,

when

was ascertained that she was in Bay
Settlement, some four or five miles by water.
She evidently made a determined swim, that
"
night, for home and liberty.
it

is

a story told by an unblushing correspond-

ent of the

good old
land

New York

times,

some

Times.

fifty

It is of the

years ago, iu Eng-

when they paid a premium on

sparrows:

In the village where I was born the Overseer of the Poor was the person whose duty
it was to pay the money
lor the sparrows'
heads that were brought, to him. It so happened that he was an elderly bachelor, and
his mother (a very old and fastid
kept house for him. He was generally absent

on business during the clay. Now, we boys
would go and rob the sparraws' nests, get the
heads of the young ones, wrap them up in
a very dirty piece of paper and take them to
the Overseer's house, of course knowing
he was absent. The old lady would take
them iu her fingers as gingerly as if they
were nilro-glycerine, give us our money (2
cents Eor every three heads'), and, as soon as
we were gone round the corner, would throw
Ihem into the back yard.
would then
watch the old lady, and, as soon as we were
sure that she was in the front part of
the house, one of us would slyly slip round
to the back yard, pick up all the heads, and

We

& Co., Silversmiths,
and Importers, have

Tiffany
Jewellers,

always a large stoek of

silver

articles for prizes for shooting,

racing and other
and on request they pre-

yachting,
sports,

pare special designs for similar
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purposes.

WATCHES

are guaranteed

now very

and are

for accuracy,

and
TIF-

generally used for sporting

requirements.

scientific

FANY &

CO. are also the agen ts

America for Messrs. PATEK,
PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of
whose celebrated watches they

in

have a

full line.

Their stock of

Diamonds and other Precious
Stones, General Jewelry,
tic Bronzes and Pottery, Electro-

and

Plate
for

Sterling Silverware

Household

ery and

use, fine Station-

Bric-a-brac,

the

is

and the

largest in the world,

publie are invited to visit their

establishment without feeling
the slightest obligation to pur-

chase.

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

APOLLIHARIS
U E A L

X A T

Water,

Mineral

HIGHLY EFFERVESCENT.
APPROVED by the.

Bit of Oo&lpaiirotivts Philology.
once heard of a green-colored South American parrot who was more than one hundred
years old. This aged fellow could speak in a
real language which was known to have been
used by a tribe of South Americans who, it is
supposed, petted and taught him when he
was young. One by one the Indians died,
until there was no one left who could understand a word of their language. The poor
old bird tried bard to keep cheerful, but
there were sorry time3 when he would mope
by himself and say over some of the words
of the language that had been spoken by his
earliest
and dearest human friends.—Si.
Nicholas.
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PRICE LIST.

& 83 -WILLIAM STREET HEW

YORK

Leesburg Academy.
Uoya prepared for College or University,
[810 for ten months. Foreircoini
!,.-i.ji..nn>. l.ou. io'in

Ti mis,

Co., Virginia.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON.

Converse whs accidentally shot by

supposed he was

.

'•Healthful anil well *uit«d for Uyppepsln and
cases of acute disease, and where there is a goaty
diathesis."
• By fur the most agreeable, alone
wine, useful in Catarrhs of Stomach or BIS
Hi Unlit."
"Not only a luxury, oi
To be had of all Wine Morc.'itii.N, (jrocerft, Drug.
glHts, ami Mini-mi Water Dealers throughout the
United States, and wholesale of

time.

Newell Delphin, while hunting mi
Stafford, Conn.
Converse had climljed a tree
to drive a coon out Of its
was Killed by a charge from his ci

who

antii.-:

I

......

lot flatty d

ami asses opened

the 10th inst. England, Belgium, Hungary,
Denmark, Italy, Holland and Russia are repregret that the American ass
resented.
know several asses
should be left out.
who would make a fine display of themselves
at Paris, as they do everywhere else, and
M'hom America could well afford to dispense

M-.lo-u! Authorities

New

Fill li'K

of protection against the pest.

Not ReF-ResbHTEd. —A
show

is

tin- tn,L'!t':H

hi
"York aa
-A great relief lor s.-asi'-kness."
"A delightful beierage. Mildly
Ipj
grateful

pile of

destroyed,
about the

of Frauco,

G iv-rnment.

Hie Frem-.li

large

brush was burned on the river bank at
Senna, Ala, the other night, and .luring the
hour and a half which it employed in burning a continuous swarm of moths from the
neighboring cotton fields, attracted by the
It is estimated
light, poured into the flames.
that several millions of the insects were thus

,.,-

1

prince aathoris!

.ii

—

A

How
Spaebows and Total DarBAViiy.—Here

Weak It.— We

"Hem!—

crew

having crossed the Atlantic. His exploit has
been equalled by the adventure of a cow,
which is thus, set forth in the Green Bay,
Wis., Advocate: "Some two months ago
Blish Mitchell, of the Long Tail Point Lighthouse, took a cow from this place to the
Lighthouse, and turned her loose on the island, where their is good feed.
During the

Ycra,

bill.

!

:

Coat Fits

Merthyr

Tydvil one of the great events of the year is
an athletic meeting on a large scale, organized by a society of licensed victuallers.
Because ttrtts organized before the meeting took

:

m!

If

a sportsmen who calls his tailor woodpecker, because he bores him with his little

know

firing at the

game.

KNAPP & VAN NOSTEAND,
POULTRY AND CAM
NOS. iSS.and 890

E,

WASH1MGTOS MARKET,

H. Y.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^xnttlhmans.

j^iHtettmieotiB.

rem

NEW ENGLAND

T1CW,
OCT. s.

TO WI^ A
CrBAHD DISTBIKO-

01

1878.

Life Insurance Comp'y.

I

Post Office Bauarc, Boston, Mnss.

Louisiana

Company.

Lottery

State

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Commissioner's report
$11,480,020 53
Total furplus as per Insurance Commlgsioner's report
1,621,078 Bii

This Institution was regularly Incorporated by the
Legislature of Uiu mii
ma] and Churlol $1,000,000, to

a

ve fund 0,1 ©SO.OUO,
NINtlLK NCJIBLII. 111.STU1E1TTION

GRAND

ITS

Tieiijnmin F. Stevens, President.

will take place monthly on the second Tuesday.
It
nrvr,r sealu or pontpoiKs. Look at tne following dls-

ribuHon
100,000

BENNY

PlilZIS, $30,000.

TICICKTS AT

TWO DOLLARS

HALF-TICK ETP, ONE DOLLAR.

BPrhtesof

tao.oot
10,000

"

200
800

"
"
"

1,000

5,000
6,000
6,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,00*

(3,500
1,000

2UPrlze»of

000
100
B0
SO
10

W. B. DAY1H
M.

Approximation Prizes ol $300
Approximation Prizes of «>0
Approiimatlon Prizes ol 100

C.

Pity.

Simple

New

Orleans,

Durable and

In Construction.

Efler.tlvo In Action,

CIM1>M

FIRST PREMIUM AM) GOLD MEDAL AT
EXrUBITION.

Endorsed by the Leading Sportsmen as being the American
i-'enil stump fur new catalogue, edition 1S7C.

Mo,

«i. I.ouis,

RANDALL

T.a.

>m. Francisco, la

W. BVKT.r'ON

PARKBR

JL

dim far'Amorlcan Sportsmen.

BRO'9,

MIHIDEN..C0NN.
Ol t'lmuiben Hc.Nsw York.
From U10 Chti.uiplnii shot, of the Woria — It sflords me pl'&mre to reconjioenil Mir- Parker Shotas heing a very safe, durable and excellent shooting gun. Having shot U in manv of my exhibitions I
in)
lg, and the extremely lonj shots made with It.
And for rapid]
inti
lelled
The
principle of the break-oil, and the manner of opening to Insert the slteMa give it
n?r.over
The rapidity with which I have shot this gun is due to the construction embllng
all other breech-loaders.
to break ihe gun open and cock both hummers at. one motion, which cannot be tlono with any other

Gun

.

1

$ubUcations.

APPROXIMATION PRIZES
9
•'

New York

Portland, M*.
Nashua, N. H.

E.B. B4U5KSON

MAR8TON WAKELIN. .. .Philadelphia.
HALL & WOKTHfNGTON.HnLfniore, Bid.
VBKNOK BROTHERS
Detroit, Mich.
O. CKONKH1TE
Chicago, III.
J. J. WAl»OW
Br. Paul, Minn.
.V.

1 Capital

l»o

RATCUFFU

.<•

V.O.TARBOX

EACH.

LIST OF PRIZES.

Prize or
1 Capital Prise ol
1 Capital Prize of
S Prlsea of

M. Gibhens, Secretary

J.

GKNERAI, AOHNTS.

-

CAPITAL

9

Parker Gun

a?lx©

MUTUAL

OPPOHTraiTV
A SPLENDID
TENTH
AT NEW
FORTUNE.

171

.1

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP

1,700
,.800

By

BOO

xhihitious,

Batty.

J. H.

,857 Prizes amounting to
1110,400
Responsible, corresponding agenls wanted at all
prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation
will be paid.
Application for rates to clubs fhould only be made
to the Home Oilicc in New Orleans.
Write, clearly staling full address, for fnrther information, or send orders I*
HI. A.

pnouic ,« ii-,.uiunieiiuiiis .vuur «nn, ana snai
DB. W. F. CAKVER, San Francisco, Cal.

Yonra truly,

1

(Successors to F.

J.

CO.,

ABBEY &

CO.J,

DAUPHIN,

New OrlBann, Louisiana,
II. L. PLUM,
New Vork City.

BoxG92,

P. O.
or to

FOSS BROS. &
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

319 Broadway,

All our Grand Extriorrtlnvy Drawluars aro under
the supervision and management of GENS. G. T,
BEAL REGARD and .TUBAL A. EARLY,

The Ludlow Trout

Guns,

Co.

Beautifully and fnlly illustrated with hunting
sceneB on the plains and iu the Rocky Mountains,
from rlelrt sketches by the author. A book of long,
actual and rough experience, treating on Camping,
The TJ«e of Mules and Horses, Doss, Guns, Boats,
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authentic reference-book for sportsmen ever published.
Bent post-paid on receipt of price, $1 50. AddreBa

year taks from one to two million brook
trout egg« (ready for slilpmont from Nov. 10 to Dee
20) at lowest prices. Send for price list. Address
Will

tills

FKEEBURGr, Supbrintendbnt,

B.

Box

the author.

ALBERT COGGSWELL,
Ang8 8m

Long

40, Parkville,

Island.

Fabliiher,

New York.

Rifles, Pistols

and Fishing Tackle,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
OHIOAGrQ.

WESLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS.

mylBtf

Lndlow, McKean County, Pa.

iLirs

\ HOTOS

of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 25 cts
List of books, 2c. S. R. LTJDDEN, B. Lincoln, Me
ie!3 lyr

POOLER & JONES,
PATENT BOSS

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only

practical cartridge holder In use. Will
carry brass ear
and positively prevent
wads from starting on
shot. Suitable Tor either
paper or brass shells.
TheBe cartridge Holders
can be easily attached to
aov bunting vest or coat
front. A vest will bo:d ;;d
of the cartridge Holders.
Two dozen of ttiese holders only weigh 8 ozs. One
so
belt complete, with
attached, only
holders

Partridge

weighs oue pound. The
holts can be Derfeetly adeither a slim
or large man. Will deliver to any address, and
prepay postsce, belts of
any number of loose holders on receipt of the following prices: Spring
hra«s cartridge holders,
ger dozen. $1.-25; adjusta-

Justed to

le

& Pheasant

Shooting-

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Huntlugand Shooting the American Partridge-Qnall;
Ruffed Grouse— Pheasants.witti directions "for handling the gun, hunting Uie dog, and shooting on the
wing. Price. $2. Liberal discount to the trade.
To he had at hook stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel bre<
a tral fire shotgun, 12-gange. Address,

fit

Frank Schlev,
Oct

belts with BO spring

brass holders, complete,
$4. Elegant nickel-plated holdere and buckles, the
gayest and nicest belt in use. $5.
solicit correspondence from dealers. All onr belts are made
of the finest Russet t leather, and have Neck-Straps
on (not shown In cut). Cash must accompany O'derB.
Send money by registered letter on Serena, HI., or
Send 10 cent
P. O. Money Order on Ottawa, 111.
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to
<fc JONE.S. Serena, La Salle Co., in.
Bept26

Frederick City, Md.

11

WITHOUT A

1

.

Useful to Sportsmen and

half last year's prices.

Yachtsmen.

P. O. box 4.309.

We

H.

NEW

JERSEY COAST,

gtibJicxtivtts.

SEASONABLE BOOKS.

[ILLtJSTBATEn.]

l-.-

Bay Yiew House, on Shinnecock Bay, Pond Quogne,*Long Isiand, now open for fall and winter

t

Towns and points o
Farm Lands, their value,
Schools, Origin of

...

....

.

1

:

,,

,!.:..

1

Office, 111

1,

Fulton

street,

New

York.

lm

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest
invention. Anvbo'i ca u operate
fect success. Complete outfits

$30.
graph, $2.60.

\

Chromo Photography

it

with per-

from $6

outfits,

Send stamp

SACKMANN & CO.,

^Y.

sept26

1

:,.

'

iBland,

.

:_

houses, Life
Industries,
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Klsning and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, mauy charts from
official f ourcea, with complete soundings, etc., etc.
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address O. P.
KUNHAKDT, Yachting Editor, Forest and Stkeam

shooting— ducks, geese and brant. This house offers
superior advantages to sportsmen, is centrally located, within easy access of shooting grounds.
Guides, with Urst-class boats, batteries, decoys, etc,
arc at the service of guests. Billiard room "in connection with the house. For further particulars, adtireBS ALONZO H. coin',,:;,
Proprietor, Good

Long

fc3

;

Sfftt-ffoirte

to

Helio-

(or full information to K.
Manufacturers, 218 Pearl st.

Bept2613t

otmfdjtm in gUnierett

eetauSgEoehen nab
fojaitigt fig

m

8c

PRICES

f»6t

rebinirt

bet ftfgeret.

con »r. B0 „

,1..

SDtei ftjranft, c,a 3 fc,

GRAWWCa

D. FOLSOM,
WARREN STREET, NEW TORK.

30

JUST

Contains History of the State,
Interest, Populations,
,r
yield, etc., Th cat*

TO SPORTSMEN.

O.,

&

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATBA8

POOLER

Ground P.

RIVAL.

Messrs. T. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, at vast expense, have secured the most perfect
machinery for gun ma ting rver s-ei. up iu any onefac.orj In England. Theremin, lulled limy eau now turn
out guns, peifectly uniform iu excellence, and in such increased quantity as n ureativ reduce the cost. Their
specialties this year are their Hne Treble-Wedge Guns, "Nos. 1 and 2, of which the above cot
will give a
to erably fair idea.
Every gon has tine Damascus or lamini
lebonndlng bar locks, pistol
grip, extension rib, lever forepa it and treble bolt, anrtii bored after SVebley'ss:
em
W b Las produced
nicli marve'lous results, and yet all this at a price so low as. to place the guns within the reach of almoat
aDyone. This is What machinery can do. It Is a new thing to be able to bnv a line breechloader, with
every possible appliance which can contribute to its beaoty, convenience or e bi file
th ii'ioo-ingat the
t theTreble Wedge Guns, we have on h— --'
de lever, of various grades, which am
._,.dly closed out at greatly reduced price.. _
WebJey's system, and will shoot Just as well as the Treble Wedge Guns. Many of them are from SU to 11
pounds weight, and are splendid guns for dnck shooring, or for killing large game at long range. We also
have Webley's celebrated Double Action Revolvers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, etc., etc., at but little over

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and
Sport,

$

1

Segistotion.

& «6o8

offteleffi

tc.

W«ttantt

$otj= unb
waaii

mi Mt"

an!> toi,tb

*rc(4

8e6unticn bit

ofertelialtrltch

3 ieloe

aprlS

Tourist,

S3.

besTan,
1

Btbbam,

ill

itbe« iBucber

FIELD,

4 Btatl,

SHO W POI NTS OF DOGS."

A

83.

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTINC.

a6D" nl " b «dj irgenb toeltfjc SButhfjanblung obet
mS?-bom
SBctfcger. abrelje:

6m

"BEiNCII

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

gemetnen SDcutjchen 9ngbfd)uS=»e«in*». "Bit sauftrationcn ftnb bon btn beften beut(d)en Sagbmalern.
3cber
£aBigatig umfafjt bte jjett com B, October bis jum 22.

;

Map

of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers ; clolh, $1.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on receipt ol price.

Farrar's Pocket

;

»1.SO.

Mb,

;

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley
Lake Region each 26c.
CHA8. A. J. FARRAR,
Address,
Send for catalogue.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Life in Florida,

The Fishing

—

;

List and
Sportsman's Glossary 50c.
Long-Range 3oc.
Rifle Shooting
Wallace's Adirondack Cuide

Camp

Farrar>>< Blcfaardaon and liangeley Lakes
Illustrated. A complete and thorough guide to
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sportlDg
grounds of western Maine paper, 60c.
Farrar's Dloosehead Lake and the North
Maine VVIldernems Illustrated —A comprehensive Hand-bon ,,,,,!
.ad Lake Region and
the sporting grounds beyond paper, 60c.
Farrar's Foeket illap of the Rangeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin,
Magallowsy and Connecticut rivers cloth, 60c.
..;

.50.

American Club

©Iftes, SBHfc»

unb jmiomrtfiobcn

SagbUAe

."*«
f»[
btebgttdjiajlcn
sc

3 wntol6.

Two Thousand Miles in Texas

WHAT YOU WANT!

book compiled by Mr. W. K. Tlleston from
" Stonehenge's " new edition of "Dogs of the British islands," and containing a full description of all
breeds of dogs, with their Bench Show Points, and
the reason wny. These scales of points have been
adopted by the Wes.minsier Kenuel Club, and, being ihe latest, will probal -i. adopt lasthe standard In this country. Price 50 cents. Andres, w. M.
TILESTON. P. O. Box B,l>U, >"ew York.
6cpt26 If
1

blKft

5fr.

\

e»6c.Wt.mm«n

Don Svetnols,
ffiffcttberg, Droodn

mH

Crm'^

,

BY
®od)fcrt.

<

\ri\ BO'lARDOo,

enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glasa ball Bha til 1. UMJ chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles JohnBOn For sale at
his office. Price $2.

New and

.vuu may want we. can send j
to make lnqniry be sure to Inclose stamp for
return postage. ALBANY WARDS & CO., 5 Beet
man street, (or P. o. Boa s,16I),iHew York,
jyn t

merely

;

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

172
J$poi[f8ntm'8 <§oo&&.

ABBEY & IHBRIE,
ANDREW

-ESTABLISHED 1S2G-

EMPOMM.

SPORTSMEN'S

CLERK &

Successors to

CO.,

Tents, Blankets, Portable Boats, Boudren & FerguJack Lamp?, Dunckle's Stoves ana everything

son's

necesssiy lor

Camp

Outfits.

Atdred"a Archery Goods, the

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

London

best

maker.

Holbcrton'a Celfbrnted Asli ainlLnnnewofwl
Fly and Bait Rods, from $5.00 to $15.00; Six
Strip split Bamboo fly rods for Trout and Black
Bass, $18. 00 and $23.00.

Trout

Every rod warranted.

$1.00 per doz.; Black Bass. $2.00 to

Plies,

Sale of

SETH GREEN'S
Patent

$3.00. Tied after Mcbrlde and other patterns in the
most careful manner. Holberton's full length fly

Hooks.

Needle-Pointed

books.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
TroutlHooks snelled to order, $1 per doz.

The Fox Patent Breeeh-Loader,
the beBt gun in the market. Shooting warranted.
Shooting Tackle of every description.
The Celebrated Dead Shot Powder.

Sportsman's Clothing of

all

NEW YORK:

kinds.

HOLBERTOv'S CELEBRATED INDIAN
TANNED ANTELOPE SBLIN TESTS AND

fft

JACKETS,
Wind and

cold proof.

Men Lane,

35

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

Especially adapted to wild

fowl shooting.

Rubber Blankets, Boots, Coats, Camp Bags, etc.
Send 10 cents for 63 page illustrated oatalogue and
hand-book.

Kemember, on and after October
matter can be registered.

1st,

3d class mall

W. HOLBERTON & CO.,
117 Fulton

St.,

Bex 5109.

P. O.

N. Y.
septus tf

WING SHOOTING
WITH A

EIF&E.
LYMAN'S GUN SICHT
Is the beat rear sight ever made.
Send stamp for
circular.
Address WILLIAM LYMAN, Middlefleld,

Conn.

fmted.

WANTED— A breech
!'..

i

ml!

.!

.

C.

H.

tgun and a light

oadll
="-.

.

Address

cash.

i.

:.:.

DUNNING,

'-'.ii

:-,

in

Hallowell, Maine.
sept2« It

4" M*k
FOR SALE.
One million brook
f

rpm the

&

to J. B.

tront

Nov.

1st of

egg3—ready

to Jan. 29.

W. EDDY, Randolph,

F.

for delivery

Send for price

lis t

Catt. County,

N. Y.

sept26

tf

PRAIRIE CHICKENS!
Spoilsmen from the Bast traveling West can complete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose

me at very reasonable rates.
Don't forget it. WM. R. BURKHARD, 39 East
Third street, St. Paul, Minn.
Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods
ammunliion from

Generally.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

SALE— Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
FOR
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. BuildAve years old

ings cost over $1,200;

;

gothlo frame

DEAFTS FOR SALE

villa; all modern Improvements; tenant's house,
stables, etc.—in one, four horses;
twenty-three
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
young fruit trees; apple
ponds; tine garden;
orchards. Address B. 11. P., care this office.

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Clab, and of Westminster Kennel

AT YERY LOW PRICES.

wo

Having accumulated more dogs than

jel3 tf

Clnb,

New York.

WILD

;

WILD RICE MAN. Refer 10 Forest and Stream
septW «
THOS. P. CANT WELL, Brainerd, M inn.

FOR

SALE-Swivel Gun, by Greener's

father,

scarce— worth r mo for museum
or dealer's window. Also, 12 "Case-Bedell Game
Belts." Banning.
HEATH, '22 Orand River Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
sept26 It
$50, cost- £'250

;

TTIOR SALE— One new W-gauge Parker

and one black
and white bitch pup, wnelped June 1:1th. out of my
"France I" (Belton— Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple) by
Pedigree (pnre Lavarack).
Iwo dogs and one bltcti, whelped July 4th, out of
my 1st prize red bitch Carrie [., by Champion Berk.
ley.
They comprise the blood of the rnoit noted
field trial and bench show winners In America, viz.:

18

ELEUANT New
name,
rtiii'-,

Style

i"(j
postpaid.
10c.

Chromo Cards, with
GEO. I. REED & CO.,

N. Y.

.

aug.

CITS' AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold
and exchanged.
C. S. PEOK, 8 "West Twenty-afth
street, New York.
8ept27 ly

and

price,

WaTCH,

p.

aos

sat,

dog
age

Baltimore, Md.
sepi2S 2t

SALE— Setter dog pups, all by imported
Milo (D.'ui-Veruis). One red pup out of Killarney (Imported Grouse and Frisk), whelped May 16,
1818; one orange and white pup out of Fin (import-

FOR

ed Fan GHld< rsleeve's Dash), whelped May 21, 1S7S;
one orange and white and one liver and whlta pup
out of TOj'Sev (Imported Drake-Judy), whelped May
Price rc> each. For pedigree and particu22, JSTS.
;

lars address C. H. O., P. O.

Box

2,475,

New York.

sept.26 It

SALE.— One Chesapeake Bay ducking dog
FOR
mars old. Both splendid
2 years of
m
1

retrievers.

Two

pups, 3 monihs

LISON, State Centre, Iowa

old.

JAMES ALsept26-3t

LISTEM

De LUZE,

BROWN &

HLLDER,

For

Louis,

St.

sale in cases

Western Agents.

of 112 pounds.

FOR SALE—Two couples of well-bred Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
HOUNDS
hounds, ljf year old, from imported stock; will
run anything a trial on fox. Will be given at kenSTEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
nels any day. Apply to HARRY HOWARD, Union
sept26 It

I.

A cocker spaniel, thoroughly trained
WANTED—
grouse or pheasants must be under
to
riiffed

A thoroughbred Newfoundland
WANTED—
pup. Address, giving pedigree, color,

V. O.

sept 26-4t

Kennels, Glen Cove, L.

;

Address E.

sept26 It

SALTS! CHEAP— Four Irish Gordon
FORpops,
whelped July 31 dam
Gordon

a

;

sire a
$10.

S.,

Jf

A Bane

to

Fleas— A Boon

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white
FOB
with a pedigree for
Better
bite

nf ty years.

Id,

Address E.

ROBBINS,

SALE—A

tf

English pointer of superior
pedigree; broken.
Address C, M. PRAT!',
WestbrooK, Conn,
8ept20 it
fine

fall

directions for use.

Price 50 centB per Box by mn.ll.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Qch
and FOKR8T and Stream.

W.
OOt 13

HOLBERTON.
11T

,

Sportsmen will please take notice that I will heretor $5,
after sell the choicest >f en
$10 and $15 each, and also defy competition in prices
for as good and fine stock. M. P. McKOON, Frankseptl» 31
lin, Del. Co., N. Y.
t

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring to
DOGS
their dogs broken this year by me will
communicate" at once.
ere

1

Jj on

quail,

setter, two years old; good
woodcock and partridges; gouu reHi. F. II. BOARDMAN,

triever; pedigree; price

Newbnryport, Mass.

SALE, CHEAP— One
FOR
fourteen months old

well-bred setter dog,
;
two red Irish setter
bitohe?, twelve months old. very handsome. For
particulars address rj. u. WEBSTER, Parka Corners,

111,

nav8

t.leas
tor ilia

Wai

Shall po South for the
season opens.
winter with the doK-i- My entire keunel(12dogs and
tor sale. Come and see Hem at Centre villa
on tne Erie Railroad. First 1. mere best sele ction.
FaE?alo
Address E. S. WANMAKI1R, Clifton,
Je27 t
Coanty, N. J.
;

T^OR SALE—English

FULTON STREET.

Wethetsfleld,

ang22

Conn.

*OR

J.

1

1

Put np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

FOR

Sportsmen's Bell
the position or tne
dug, causes ihe birds to lie
closer. Valuable In early
snooting, cocklug and general snooting,
wnere the cover Is thick.
Sold by dealers in guoB
and sporting goods. Satnoles sent hy mail postpaid,
sn .,„,,
i*cVim kp,.ii irrvrricrrmVii o

Price BO cents by mall, Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

6ept26H

SALE— English setter dog, i years old, thoroughly broken. Can be seen on game— woodcock, quail or partridge; Address, P. O. Box 2,776,
Brockton Mass
jyli tf

I

TBe

tells

to Dogs.

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It 19 put np
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

setter
Irish

son of Piunket and Carrie. Price, from $5 to
Address P. DUNHAM, Leeds, Mass.

Dogs and Puppies of the purest
Superior in color anu Joim. Apply tc
Hillsdale, Michigan.
Mlgft-tl

None are genuine unless so stamped
18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

Topeka, Kansas.

three years old and thoroughbred.
Lock Box No. 9, Harrisburg, Pa.

E¥ Mm&

breeding.

ARNOLD BURGKS,

'

TOPEKA KENNEL.

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE LOW.

;

breech-

loading shotgun, pistol grip, Damascus barrels.
Address, Box 673, New Haven,
sale cheap.
sept26 2t
Coun.

MoKOON,

Enr-llsh and Irl-h

Plunket, Berkley, Loo II., Blcho, etc.
Pointer pups, when 8 to 10 weeks old, of the
Drop, Jr., Fan" litter. Thev are from good stock.
Also other pointers and setters of different ages.
Correspondence solicited from any and all persons
desiring to purchase setters or pointers. Address.

JJ

P.

finest strains. I sell only
satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and Intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for raffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.
J10 if

I care to

I will sell the following, viz.:
One liver, white and tan bitch pup,

For

M.

I keep only cockers of the
young stock. I guarantee

keep

RICE FOR SALE, price $2 per bushel can
be shipped either by freight or express. Cast
or P. O. orders mini la-cum pa 11Y orders. No rice
8'ilpped C. O. D. Supply limned.
Address THE

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel

eeptl2 8t

seit.',

4t

SALE—4 red and white Irish
FOBprize
and
stock; verr handsome;
each,

MAS

fleld

?T5

WENZb'L, Apothecary, Iloboken, N.J.
aepUB

1

FOREST ANMSTREAM.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEE,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
FINE S P O R_T N Q GUNS.
MAKERS OF

I

Make"

—

"Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOCUEfOF

1878.

Arms

Winchester j Repeating

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS.
In

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

all

varieties for

MILITARY and SPORTING USES^and jsvery

ACCURACY, DURABILITY

*APIDETY.

variety of

and EFFICIENCY,

AND ABE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATL Y REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated

Catalogue and Price

List,

address

WINCHESTER REPEATING- ARMS COMPANY,
New Haven,

Connecticut, or

245

Broadway,

New

York.

CONROY, BISSETT & HALLESON
FULTON STREET, NEW YORK

65

FACTORY!

Split

Bamboo McCinnis Black Bass Rod,

weight,

feet

II

Six-Strip Split Bamboo Fly Rods, 6 to 9 ozs.
12 feet long, $25, formerly $40.
Every

long,

Two-Piece Bamboo

14 ozs., 925, formerly $45.

12 to

CITY.

Foot of South Eighth Street, Brooklyn, E. D.

Six-Strip Split Bamboo "Forest and Stream" Black Bass Rod,
feet long, weight, 9 to IO ozs., $25, formerly $45.
Every Rod Guaranteed.
Six-Strip

I

"Chum"

by

I

-4ths,

IO 1-2 to

Rod Guaranteed.

Rods, Whipped Butt, $5, formerly $8.

Finest Quality Trout Flies, either stock or tied to order, $1.25 per dozen.

Waterproof Silk-Tapered Fly Lines, 8 cents per yard.

ALL GOODS SOLD AT~ FACTORY PRICES.
Ty±ttzxxeLr
THIS

CAPT.

POWDER IS NOW USED BY

DR.
4,

5

and

field.

C,

He

uses no other.

It

was

breech-loading rifles.
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN.

peabody-mabtim

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

BOGARDUS
CARVER

A. H.

In all liis matches, both indoors and in the
performances of

At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July

Powder,
also used in the

ITS

TROOPS IN THE LATE

wonderfu

,«A

breaking balls at seventy-five yards with a shot-gun.

NO SMOKE, NO JURl^EESS MECOIL.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS,'
CO., Office, 1 Cortlandt |St,

DITTMAR POWDER

WOBKSi BINGHAMTON,

PAYING.— Bitches spayed at residence of owner
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham,
Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J. Foster,
sept5 4t
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club.

S

Mass.

FOR

SALE—A Danish Mastiff,

about nine months

old, recently Imported ; of large size and growhas a line coat and is
ing rapidly of good color
An excellent
ears nicely cm.
watch dog, but kind to those about him. Price $50.
septw M
JOHN J. BERRY, Hackensack, N. J.
;

very powerful

IN.

New

York.

V.

in

want

of first-class cocker Bpanlels

CHAS.

S.

HITCHCOCK,

Secretary

Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $16
each for dog or bitch pups.
septia tf

for price
Send
AugS 3m

O. M..

;

;

SALE—A splendid Utter of
trial setter
FOR
pups. Address, HERBERT, 8a Worcester street,
field

.i,

Boston, Mass.

'

.I:..".:.

"3?

A.sraa

spoBTiar6<

Beta" rifled on the only system suitable for the " Express " principle. Our lona-range and mid-range
can be transformed to Express Rifles by simply clianglug the sights aud the u=e of the proper size of
" Express "bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen

write at once to

MII.STAR?, ^ & 3R e& JH
rifles

(HJ3

listto

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.

BRENNAN,

KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONQNGAHELa

1,

augMH

«o

Bonth Clark Strereet, Chicago.

New

York Mailing Agency.

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4th door from
Tribuna Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor, Open day and night.

I.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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A.\xx±l±ei*ry Rifle.,
SHELTON'S

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO

instruments.

teal

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

WATERS'

"SKWF

OF

.CTTJRERS

GUNPOWDER,

are

Hazard's "American Sporting."
In 1

to 6 (coarse).

lb.

and

canisters

This barrel can be placed in a gnn ready for
in a second of time with the s:
; ease as a cartridge, ana
can Ib removed just ns expeditiously. There
n wear on tbe rifle barrel, nor
the shot-gun, and it cannot get out of order.
With thiss Auxiliary x>auci,
Barrel, which
pound, almost instantly
nuwu weighs
,a about
auum, ^
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a inost accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
flt any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-catlbre— calibre of rifle 32, 3S. or 44. as desired.
Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'s
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1SJ3. Send for a Circular and Price List.
:

Hazard's " Buck Shooting."
Nos. 1

(flne) to 5 (coarse).
In 1 and 6 lb. canisters
12
lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, snooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting, it

X

and By and

rank» any other brand, and
for

equally serviceable

it is

.

m

<

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
P. O.

Box

NEW

115

Grand, Square and Upright,
are
the
BEST
MADE, the Tone, Touch,
Workmanship and Durability unsurpassed.
Wairsnted lor SIX YEARS.
Extremely Low lor Cash or on Installment?. A
liberal discount to teachers, Ministers, Churches,
etc.
AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed.
Second-hand Planus and organs at GREAT BAR-

GAINS.

HORACE WATERS &

SONS, manu-

facturers and dealers. 40 East Fourteenth Street,

New York.

HAVEN, CONN.

muzzle or breech-loaders.

Hazard's

"

Kentucky

Rifle."

iWFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" EG, in kegs .M 25,
1S# and 6* lbs, and cans of 51bs.et.FEG is also
packed in

aim

1

The

motet.

Burns strong and
are fevorite brands for

y\ lb. c misters.

FFFG

FFG

and

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
the standard Sine powder of the country.

EG

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER:
ALSO, SPECIAL G
-XPOBT, OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OB, PROOF. MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
_
The above can bo had

of dearers, or of the Company's Agents in every prom'jient city, or wholesale

J

86

Rand Powder Go.

No. 26

MURRAY

MAY 23— LEECH

CUP,

;

record, 800, 000

in

clean.

No.

1

each, and canisters of

Send

Two New

X«yA

Styles Just Out.

.

^.

SaMferMtfeLtOi.

170

used, atjne

which the Sharps Rides were allowed to be ased, and wi
23, 24 and 25, at Creedmoor, they won First Prizes.

May

Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.,

C„

SCOTT & SON'S

TJ. S.

A.

and

1

fi

W.

Powder.

•The nest for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., liy% \\&.
lb.
and si, lbs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and
All of the above give high velocities and less

%

residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Oapt. A. H. BOGAEDUS,
the ' Miarupion Wing Shot of the World."
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLASTi

ING APPARATUS. MILITARY POWDER
on hand and made to order.

Safety Fuse, Frictional and
Platinum Fuses.
ramphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
on application to the above ewldress.

CBt, oent free

GUNPOWDER.

&

FINE BREECH-LOADERS
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish a nd Shooting Powers.
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OP GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
NEW FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER, RECENTLY MADE BY
W. & C. SCOTT & SON.
[From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDTJS.]
London, August 9, 1878.
O. Scott & SON:
Bentteimm—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest satisfaction
shooting power of your choke-bore guna. 1 now possess two heavy 10-boreB, each with
extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, which cannot he excelled in the
shooting qualit
Ible to beat in the solidity and power of your pateut Triplex Action. I used
your gun in my two recent matches Itn Mr. Pennell, June 2y and Jnl 23, at wC a time I scored ro and 71
also in my match with Capt. Shelley, July 29, at which time I scored
in each mate!
Birds
Brighton,
84, "the highest score ou record;" an.: in tlte International Match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at
Aug. 6, for £1,000, which I won by killing 79 out of 100. All of the above matches^™""
elO-bore <
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, 1 nave shot
still in good condition.
A. H. BOGARDTJS. Champion Wing Shot of tne World.
Believe me, yours very truly,

W. &

In the terrUlc

-,

;

[From COL.

JOHN BODINE, New

STOP AND READ.
All forms of Kidney diseaeos, Tains in the
Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by

to 5 In

each.

Rifle

Warerooms, 177 Broadway, New York.

for Circular.

Sharps Rifle

Orange Ducking Powder,

ail kinds

1878

TRADEMARK.

1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
canisters. Higher numbers specially are recommended for breech-loading guns.

of

in

OLD RELIABLE.

1 ib.

Orange

\^

l€>ara,UBU]

:ji

perfect manufactory

ST., N. Y.,

No.

lbs.

Forty-eightli
1 000 yards

and

and most

258,000^

the Championship of

RIFLE, MODEL
LONG-RANGE
SHARPS
Long-Hange match;
Regiment
MAY24—
Sharps (Model IStB) Military Ride
Best record of any other Rifle
In live-sixths of the matches
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A.,

Orange Lightning Powder.

metal kegs, e^f

for

America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

For water-fowl, strong and

ie oldest, largest,

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N. R. A., Creedmoor
1878:

SharpsMilltnry

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

&

Laflin

Sharps Rifles Against the World-

is

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder,

lbs.

finished lu

Waters'Pianos

ters of 1 lb. only.

1 (flne)

richly

Slates.

Nos. 1 (one) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

gam

all

Solid BlacS Walnut.
We
sell a hetter Instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Nos.

ORGANS.

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases

GRANT'S REMEDY.
Its effects are truly

'

it is really a specific and
purely a vegetable preparation.

hesitate or doubt, for

never

fails.

By its

timely use thousands of oases that have

It is

been considered incurable by the moat eminent
physicians have been permanently cured. It is
by the regular physcians and mediSold in
cal societies throughout the country.
bottles at two dollars eaoh, or three bottles,
which is enough to cure the moat aggavated ease,
sent to any address on receipt of five dollars
Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders
to be addressed to
also indorsed

York.]

, n_ n
C. 8oott & Son:
^PI 11 T u 18 3 „
.
Gentle-men— 1 have received the Premier quality choke-bore gnn, No. 8,696, In good order, Muongn
lay that its performance excels my expectations,
Messrs. Sohuvli-v. He
while Its symmetry and hnlsh is all that the most fastidious could desire. It fully comes np to specifications
of order, both in linish and shooting qualities. I have disposed of my two guns by other makers.

W. &

Grant's

Remedy Manufacturing

Co.,1

-

554

MAIN

ST.,

-

-

WORCESTER, MASS.

Mv-

SILVER MEDAL AWATDED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878.

ESTABLISHED,

marvelous in Dropsy
No matter of how

Gravel and Bright'B disease.

long standing the case may be, poaitive relief is
had in from one to three days. Do not despair^

1811.

EBW. K. TRYON, Jr. <£ co]
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
Importers and Dealers in

American Powder
233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
E. B. Raiibo, 14 State street, Chicago, 111.
M.G. Goddard, 804 North Second, St. Louis, Mo.
Cincinnatlj O.
F. Baiik &Oo., 41 Walnut Bt
,

English

Gunpowder.

Sporting

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

E reech L
M

STIES:

Ho. 19

oa

all

^n g

Makes a nd Qu alities o f

F

A

ire

Sixth St„ Ho, 220 North Second St„

ad

rms,

Ho. 527 Commerce

St

DIAMOND GEAIN.
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 1 and 8. Superior Ride, Enfield
and Col, Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, 91
cedar street. N. Y Agent for the United States.

Rifle,

A TURKISH BATH
For Five Cents.

.

tor
ish

.

is

secured by a cheap

in

Prices

.

tic production of Turkand Vapor Baths, at the

251 and'<5'2

H^i

Nervous

and ttebi Its a\
Pamphlet free.

LU BIN'S

PORTABLE

IBATHCO.,68East

Fourth

street, Cincinnati, O.
J

el3 Jyr

itlie

t

War.

CO.,
BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BROADWAY AXD 35TH
T1IE AQUARIUM.
WEDNESDAY. BKl'iKMBEK IS.
Fl

st

ST.

public performance
of

THE GREAT HERMANN,

Em

Maladies.

before

^mn$mtnt&, §tc.
MAl-TFACTUKEBS OF

eost of the alcohol that suppliesthe heat. It has proved
mure effective than the ordili House in
nary Tin klsli

ins
Rheumatism,
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia, and all

lower than

HERRING &

Own Room

In Tour

This

& BROTHERS
TATHAM NEW
YORK.

Entirely

BLUE LABEL.

ItED LABEL.

Compressed Buck
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION— REPORT.—"Exact
truly spherical form, .high degree of finish

and general excellence."

Shotuniformity of

Blzc>

After an absence of over two years,
Marvellous Feats of Magic,
new and never seen before in this country.
Unrivalled Sleight of Hand.
New Apparatus, New Tricks.
Startling Cabinet Illusions.
Spirii"

'Ions,

Bewildering Din
at 2:30 and evening at s o'clock,
Reserved seats, 25 cents extf

Every day

'-amission, 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM.
&

TO SPOKESMEN:

Ohio RB,

Chicago

Respecttnlly invite attention to the

Virginia,

Comprising those ol Central and Piedmont Virginia
Bine Ridge Monoi sins, Vulley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains, Grornbrter mid Sl-iv Rivers, ana Kanawha Valiiiv. ami Including in i.liwr rriTiflicK >>r game
and ile.li, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild limik, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, base, pike,

and one dog for each sports-

The Route of the Tourist

and dangers 61 reshlpment, while the excel-

lent.cars

which run over the smooth eteel tracks enBE TRANSPORTED Without Jailors

able STOCK TO
or injury.
The lines of

Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,
In

,

other well-Unown centers for

Wing

Trout Fishing,

IIOWABD,

and

Shooting,

Hum lug.

/~10NEY ISLAND-BRIGHTON BEACH.

teblT-tt

BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, R.

SUMMER
Trains

AltK ^N ;EME>TT,
vo' depot on Flattmsh
Kneot Park, at 0:20,

,
,

JO, 11:10 a. m.,
12:40,

\.

iri.u'i

12 m.,

;,!,,

Sunday Trains

Beach— 'i.'s.'o.
12:40.

l-.-M,

t,

in, 411:30,

","'",-

:

,"

;

•
,

6:10,7.7:16

3:20/8:111,

4,

in

i

!'.

Coney

to
.'i

i'iu-i;

.

;':.

[o 1

"

8:10,

9,

from

Louis, ai»U Chicago

St.

to Kansas City.

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CABS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN
EVERYTHING.

i

7'

iiiio;

ts-au.'

SPORTSMEN

will find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
queil, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great. Buffalo and An-

Owattmna, Mankat.o, St. Peter, New Ulra and
points in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its

ter,
all

B-\Y AND MARQUETTE LINE Is the only
for JnneRvllle, Watertown, Foud dn Lao, Osknsh, Appleton, Green Lav, Escamibu, Neganuee,
Mtlrqnette, Houghton, HiLnoocIc and the Lal-:o Sape-

L1NE

is

port and

Uio" only route- for B (;tt
11H

i'.i'i,

PULL

CAIIS

are now running regularly i>i
Council lllulls. on the Ca'iforn
RAILWAY.
the CHICAGO ,t NOUTI1WI
West hi-iund, thev leave Chi-.'ago dally, oxvepi sunday (and on every iidrd Bandar}, from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a 11., and arrive at Council
Muffs next morning.
East-bound t ;ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 r. M.,
daily, except Saturday land on every third Saturday),
and reach Clue.ngo next afternoon.
!»~ No other roada west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.
.

.

TO SPOKTSMHN.
For
This line presenla peciilbir advantages.
Pralrlo Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting,
our Iowa line to-dav offers more ravorable points
than any oilier road in the country, while tor Seec
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike. PlUkoiel and Bass fishing, a hundred
pninis on the' Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything
lut

Wt-.-l

New York office. No. 410 Broadway
No. 5.state street.
For rates or Informatics n
home ticket agents, apply to

;

Boston
hie

office,

from your

jrabli

iult, t

be Had at office of Foukbt ano Htbkam. App'v to
address s. OALDWELL, Greenwood
Lake,
mnylii if
Orange County, N. T,

Gen. Pass. Agent. Chicago.

]e'?.n

H

GREENWOOD LAKK,

N, Y., May 15, 1S7A
day. $3 to $10 per week. Free stages
to and from the steamboat dock at
to the house. G S. BRADNER, Pro-

ARINGTON

J»i

prietor.

3m

^ar^snfctt's (§oodfs.

Eaton's Bust Preventer,
For Guns, Cutlery
Safe to handle, WILL

and

Surgical

Instruments.

NOT GUM, and will keep In
any climate, sportsmen everywhere in "the United
Mates pronounce it the best gun oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It Is
the beBt preparation I have found in thirty-five
year- of active and frequent use of gnns."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO,
B. EATON,
570 Pavonla Avenue, Jersey City
Heights, N. J.
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm,
Rean &, Sons, Boston, Mass,
B. Klttredge & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. E. Eiton, Chicago, III. Brown
& Hllder. St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland.
Ohio.
Trimble & Kleibaokcr, Baltimore. Md. S.
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grnbb
1

&

N.

H.., root of Canal alreet,
'tt.
except Sundays, at
v. it., connecting at

Albany with Express Trains

FOR

Sariuogn, Sclivoon

guests

for

;

Gen. Manager, Chicago.

e.

HOU.SK,
BKAONER
ORANGE COUNTY,

Terms—$2 per

;

MARVTN HHGHITT,

W. H. Stennett,

daily,

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, L:

fronts, also fort-ale.
Clrci

'

LoKe Shpre

TAKE THE

been

X

..I

PROM PlBR

JAMES CHARLTON,

%j*uhc.

desires a capitalist or assoolatlon of gentlemen to join him in tne erection of a
Helect family hotel orciub boose on tliemost beautiful and ellgtble situation at Greenwood lake, N. Y.,
with from twenty to fifty acres of hind, asmay be desired, and will take one-third of the purchase price
of the property in stock or snares 111 the enterprise.

CHICAGO

Its
nl-t

Peopl e's Line Steamers

Spoilsmen.

(^rectiwood
rpni! subscriber

1-.-

points via Freeport.
LINE Is Hie

AND MILWAUKEE

Kansas and Colorado.

Grand con-

tornet soloist, has

for Norihern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dulutli and all point h
in tne Great. Nortlnvest.
lis WINONA AN"U ST.
PETER LINE is the onlv route for Winona, Roches-

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

telope range of

Excursion

and evening by Conterno's

D

Tw

v. M.

9:30, 10, 10:3.1, 11

cents.

i-ore-ie inn.-. 2.)

5:5"*

i:,'

0:40,

minutes.

Inland, len

:j,

10:30,

'

,

e! rr.-i^'i-iiCa',

'i:2o,' l:i"o.

7:20, 7:3S, 7:50, 8:00, 8:20.
p. M.

Time

:

10, 10:30

Returning from Ir-hmd-9.

Chicago to

11,11:20,

2,20, 2:40,

9:80,

9,

8,

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

,

'"2

'

%

1:40,

to Tslanrt~s:f,0.

:-'j'-'

7:45,

7:15, 7:30,

7,

t

"Returning
.1:40

12 «.j
4, 4:2U,

.1:111,

1.

4.-W, B,

&ALT0N RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

OMAHA AND

By a practical gunner and an old bavarian. Has
always on hand the best of boala, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The. best grouud in the vicinity of Hew
York for bav snipe shouting of all varieties. Speoial
attention given ov himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N, LANK, Good
Ground, L. I.
Nov8 tf

Hue

'

Geo'1 Manager.

'the

OALITerritories.
IIS
is the dliorie«t and best routo for all
poiuis in .Mirtln-rn Illinois, Iowa, DiMila, Netirapka,
Wyoming, Coloi-min, Huh, Nevada, California, Oregon, iihina, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AN 11 MINNEAPOLIS LINK Is the abort

FORN1A LINK

Lake Forest. BJghiMld
Kenosha to Milwaukee.

Also, to

Frank Thomson,

of the

and

Oalifi raia,

,'

Still

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPF, MAY,
POUAN, and points on tho MEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIX
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, QenT Pass. Agent,

ap

Opening

EXCURSION

Jersey.

are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principle cities to KANE. RKNOVA, BEDFORD, CKE-son, raus'I'uN, MlNNEQUA, and

;

It.

New

Pennsylvania anil

..

line

TICKETS

Railroad conned ions at Cincinnati, with tho West,
Northwest and Son: iieast at Gnrdon^villc, with rue
North and Northwest; and nt liiciimond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements
in equipment.

CONWAY

-

GREEN

alBO reach the beat lecaltties for

GUNNING AND FISHING

White

Sulphur Springs.

Railroad-Company

Pennsylvani

of the Virginia

via

.-

Western
afforded bv their lines for reaching moit. of the

through the most beautiful aud picturesque scenery

The Only Route

.

TROTTING PAKK8 and RACE COURSES in the
Middle Stales. These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the ditllciilties

pickerel, on:., eta
Guns, fishing tackle,
man carried See.

t-

.

fowa, Ni bragki

^tfiortsmetf

SPR1NHVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAS", L. I.,

Railway Linen of the West and Northwest, and, with
its numeion- brunches and connections, form- the
shortest ami <,
leMinnesota,

/aif

Wild Fowl_Shooting.

& Northwestern RR.

Embraces under one management the Groat Trunk

THE PENNSYLVANIA B.K. CO.

Crounds of Virginia and

West

SPORTSMAN'S ROt'TB.

TIIF,

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting: and Fishing

j§oteh mxA Resorts

Myortgtticn's goutqs.

^portfmm's Routes.

Chesapeake

175

Co., Philadelphia.

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

Osgood's Portable Folding
Canvas Boat.

Mountain

Luke, Blue

Lake (icorso, tho
Adirondac.kH, Montreal, and all points North
Luke, Lake

Clinnijilalli,

^THI^'lS THE ONLY NIGHT

LINE OF
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N. Y. C. R. R.

Ihpt;

Louis, Minneapolis

St.

AKD

PAUL SHORT

ST.

LINE.

Through Pullman Palace' Sleeping

Cat's

St. Louis, Minneapolis
and St. Paul.

between

Burlington,

QUICKEST,

FOR FLORIDA
THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDLNA
FORJACKSONVILLE,
ST. AUGUSTLNE, SAN

General Agent.

The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and unkind sbooling eeetiuns In the counConnection-! direct lor Climcoieagne, Cobb's
Island, aud poiuis on the Peninsula. City Point,
James' Liver, Currituck, Florida, and the monntatnous conntrv of Virginia, Tennessee, etc.- Norfolk
steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8 P. M.
EuU Information given at office, 19T Greenwich
sepssly
St., New York.

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 23 Sonth Delaware Avenne, Phila.

TROUT

FISHING!

T

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,

2T, 1878.—
Ferryboats le iveNew York lrom James Slip
bs, and from Thlrty(daily except 8uudi
fourth street, Hast Kiver (daily) 15 minutes previous
ns, and from Sonth Wall street,
FnPon and catharl ce ferries (dalh) 30 minutes pro>f trains from Depot, corner l'latvenuee, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Give npoi t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 A. M.,
urdnys at 3:S0 p. b. For PatehFor Babylon,
p. m.
4:8 and
r. m. For Port
4, 4:30, 5 and
,
For North1:30 P.M.
Jefferson, eic.. at 1 ii\ m

Aj

;

:

i>

.,

(i

i

.

1

Lnc'1'1

'<•'.

:i:".|>,

.

and

Valley, at'« 30

nil.l

Hi a

:

I

311

and

C:iii

For

P m.
.

lu:'W a. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30

M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30,

li.a'i

r. M.,

and

and 6:30 r. m. SUNDAYS—EoT Pin Jefferson,
Patchogse, etc., 9 a. m.
Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 r. a.
Northporl aud Locust Valley, 9a.ii. and 6:30 r. m„
Garden City and neuipstead, 9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:80
p. M., and from Lung Isliiid CPy only 9:30 A. M and
5130 p. M. Train* for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices In New York at 201 Broadway, corner
1:80

street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and

Grand Central Depot
""
lngioii

tickets

i-treet am"
at ftnyol

1

;

Brooklyn, No. 333

Wash-

•t!i

street.

By purchasing

re

unlets,

baggage can be

'

J.

LAKE SUPERIOR,

O

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to ABhland
and return tor 120 are sold at 1)3 Clark street, or tho
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ;
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, gnns and
isiiiip i-qmna^e taken free.
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this
" Forest and Stream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass fishing Butternut Creek and lake for
muscalonge; the many branches aud lakes of the
Flambeau ami Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till last season fished by sportsmen: Between Sltvtr Creek and Aahland all are
trout streams, and many others can be easUy reached
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the
Bav affords excellent sport.
The Chcquamegon hotel at. Ashland, built last
year, has

been enlarged, and is supplied with a
sail and rowimat-s and excellent guides.
at Ashland la a sure preventive of

The atmosphere
bay fever.

Steam ejs from Ashland to
Send for Guide Book.

all

Chittendbn, G
Alt'!

FORI;,

SPRINGFIELD

connectl
•

-

en V01 k at
train In waiting
leaving 5:15 a. m, Tickets

.mh passenger

ew uaven

and oairgage checked at 9+4 Broadway, New
York, and ! Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Haven and return, $1.50. Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, Gsueral
sold

1.

THOMSON
SONS,
Broadway,
<&

Box

1,016.

New

801

i'ork

m y9

em

For sale by

ilea cloth.

nt free by
SI. 50; 10

and

32 bore.

avenue, BostOD, Mass.

Rate3 ruduced
floor,

per day for
without baths.
to

$:i

Rooms with bathe,

G. T. A.
MUwankee, Wis.

lime

or.

ngwitha

$3.S0i **,

and

all

rooms above

,1

mid
;

on
:

lealels,

all

rei-e

.!.,.:

Liberal

trade.

1

iv

e

discount to die
Sept23 3m

$1,5 J per day.

ALVIN HULBERT,
We challenge

Prop'r.
any Hotel in the World to'show as

large and as elegantly furnished

rooms as those

theSHfiRMAN.

of

je2tl

t.t

Cromwell Steamship Line.
Rossmore House, Speonk, L, I.
Situated ou the Great South Boy, between Moriches
TAYLOR'S SELF-LIGHTING
S. AND ST.
and rVeathaniDton, within a ml e and a half ol the
NEW YORK, HALIFAX,
MATCH SAFU.
Excellent a'-eommodntinn for summer
ocean.
N. F-

POCKET

IV.

JOHNS,
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

;.i!;-

Capt. Bennett, and

"

-1.:

f

and

still

.-.aier

bathing.

ing, ilshnig, and gunning. House
the year for fishing aud shooting

ALUAMBRA,

Capt. Mcllhinney,
ports, leaving
form a regular line
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a
,.-.Vi
it wt'oumiland
h--.-mouth Persons vl-iiiu
"
the cheapest
orthe Lower St. Lawn uci « 111
ea anddetenand most dlrec ronti
Halifax
and
about
York
Time between New
t'on
ongti
Long
Island and
tin
sixty hoots, one half of rip
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water.
and
meals,
stateroom
Cabin passage, includine
New York and Halifax, J-15 gold New York aud St.
Johns, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced
rates. For aohtdule of sailings and further particulars apply to

Good

boat-

open throughout
parties.

1

;

CLARK & SEAMAN,
SB

AGENTS-WOOD &

West

street,

CO,, Halifax, N. 3.;

&CO.,St,JoUn'B,M,3?,

N. Y.

HARVEY
JOSMni

This match pafe commends

itself

at

once to

all.

Boats,

boatmen, stabling, carriages, and every couveniencc
sportsmen. Accessible bv Long Island Rallioiid.
S, P. CONE !.;>', Prop'r.
Terms moderate.
anguo tf
for

'

Montreal and intermediate
The new and elegant steamer Continental
points
leaves Pier No. -a. Must. River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3. A passenger train will be in waiting
ave for Spring-

tl'p M

1

.

P. O.

the parlor

Lake Ports.

HENRY PRATT,

between above

II

HICAao

;

'

EATEN,
FORNEW
White Mountains,

No. 20, OH Finished Crnin Leather llnnt.1.1
ilea and Spring Heels,
Ihk .shoes, in":
with or without nails; English watertight tongues,
adapted for hiiir.M-i iiiHi pedestrians. Price, 87; 5!)c.
extra by mall. Send stamp for illustrated Catalogue.

House,
Sherman
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

THKOnOH TO

CORTES,
^"

checked from res

lit

md^sa^Mfar gyortmnetu

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

.

Warren

aug

Old Dominion Line.

steam-yacht,

For Garden (V-

a
<

1

-1

lbs.

try.

§otete

-

1

THROUGH

TICK.ETH can be had at the
on tho pier, at all Weeieott Express offices,
the hotels and ticket offices in New York, or
of connecting Railroad aui.I steamboat Lines.
Passenger Agent.
1. E. MAYO, Qen'l

Weight, with paddle for trout dahlug, duck huntexploring, etc., so lbs.; weight, with bottom
board, oars, paddle, etc.. everything complete, 40
Manufaciured by OSGOOD A CHAPIN, Battle
Creek, Mich. Send for illustrated circular,

ing,

Oillce
at ail

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
S EACH WAY DAILY,

some of the ffneat
Lines In Iowa
hunting grotmdsin h- tort west for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated ami Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
-ion to General
on parties often or more upt d ipp)
C. J. IVES,
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
9en. Passenger Agent.
E. F. WiNStow,
tf
General Manager.

and $2.

SI

FORD, ENTERPRISE and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thenee
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

Rapids & N'rth'rn

C.

STATEROO MS,

BRADLEY

HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Oo., N.
Y., is located ceuirallv on the best hunting In
Sullivan County, six miles from ShOhOla, Brie R. R.
Small game very pleuly. Some deer, foxes, coons,
aUfiSM
etc. Terms 11 pbr week.

«

SPORTSMEN TASK NOTICE.—Tho

Franklin

Good
House, ohlltonvllle. Plymonth, Mass,
gunning and fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge,
quad, woodcock, peep ami plover, Trained dogs for
-for
sea-fowling
boats
hunting
bird
fox, rabbit aud
and Ashing. Terms low. TIMOTHY MAN'lEEL,
;

Proprietvr.

septus tt

.

R.

TAYLOR,

Large discount

to the trade.

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &
57

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
manUla bolt rope, wire rope, block*,

Russia.bolt rope,
paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORES.
JeaHy

-

176

FOREST AND STREAM.

^portsmetfs §oads.

gBBSflS
LOST

Cartridge^

X*

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

BOSTON

SHOOTING

SUITS.

v><*

COMPASS.

The reputation of these
goods is now established
throughout the country.

LOWELL, MASS.,
MANTrFACTfTBKBS OF THE

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

They are the Best.

AND CARTRID GES.

Adapted

to all military

and sporting

and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY
Rim-flre ammunition of all Hnda,
Governments.

rifles

UNITED STATES

and several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

Special

For

Cartridges for Target Practice.
Send

THIS IS AN EXACT FAO-SIMILE.
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence a sample has
been left at the Forest and Stream and Rod and

Gun

of $J r>o, by post ofllce
of the United States or Canada.
York,
CO., 85 Water Street,

on receipt

.Sent

office.

order, to any! part

WILLIAMS &

agents for the London and

New
New York Compass

Co.

FOWLER & FULTON,

HOMER

300 Broadway,

FISHER, 260 Broadway,

snow-ehoeing, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
^durable. Made to order

r in a variety oi styles, and
warranted the genuine
Send for Illustrated circular. MARTIN S
article.
HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes-

Frank Oeod.i

PRINCIPAL AflENTS— W.

Fulton street,

Market

street,

SIMMOWS

G. W.

N. Y.

<£•

SON,

Boston, Mass.

GUN.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

bolt,

extension

rib,

rebounding locks,

laminated barrels.

Patent fore end

Cheapest gun in the mar-

fastening.
ket.

Send stamp for

lar of

Guns,

Eifles,

2?
tT

Illustrated Circu-

Revolvers and am-

York; Jos. C. Grnbb & Co., 712
Plidadelploa, Pa.; Bradford & An-

New

munition.

_
a

NOW

READY.

BARTON & CU7
337 Broadway,

SS

,

y^
Ml

New York.
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

largest assortment

and best

Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

C.

GOODS

W

In the

ite for

one

HENNINC,
WASHINGTON,

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants, Goats,
Leggins and Boots.
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
India

AND
Rubber Goods of Every Description.

HODGMAN &
SEND FOB PRICK LIST.

27

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHO LESALE AND RETAI L.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST IN T HE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.
$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel
86 00
plate
tip case, solid
'.'or mountings, three
Six-strip In
27 00
reel plate
H. Ti. IiEONARD'S six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip

and

I,. LEONARD'S Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver moHnting, three-joint, extra tip and
30 00
tip case, waterproof ferrules
7 B0
Black bass rod, ash and laucewood, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, lovsft
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints
00
18
and three tips
S 00
large
size
"Hyde
"clip,
Russia-leather fly-book, with the
8 50
Russia-leather fly-book, with the "Hyde" clip, small size
6c.
to
inc.
per
yard
from
My
lines,
Bet
Best enamele.
60
Helgramites or Dohson bait for black bass, each
?1 to $2.60 per dozen
A large assortment of trout and black bass tiles from
Also Files dressed to any desired pattern.
All kinds of Snelled nooks tied to order.

United States Arms Revolver,
United States Arms Revolver,

MAIDEN LANK,

each
each

7 shot, .22 cal., nickel,
5 Boot, .32 oa1.,

nickel,
THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED.
EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

CO.,

$2 no
4 50

puller,

can

stationary

screen is needed, as no one, not eveu
the direction the ball will take. Made
desired. All metal.
PARTS
forClrcular.

tell

If

Witt. H.

Gen. Agent,

Cazenovla, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED

1B40.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

00ULI8T & OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
I

Has received the Highest Awards

at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Beat Field, Marine, Opera aod
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Eye-GlasBcs to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.

Sole

IRA A. PAINE'S
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL.

Convex Glass, Photographic MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and

Transparencies,

PATENTED OCTOBER

dceas

Standard Penetration Tester.

CRUTTENDEN,

1e6_3moa

Agent

for the beat

Unman

Artificial

EyeB.

TELESCOPES.

E&

O'NEIL'S

WORDING

NICELY PITTED. Send

TllvMrateA Catalogue on receipt of pontage o/i cents.

N. Y

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., C91 Broadway,
Stereoscopes
• N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Git-ulv-'Seooes, C'aromos and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
iphia.

No

direction.

H.

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans.

terials.

*<

IT 00

tip case

a

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every possible

md

D. C.

1—1

o
w
W
f
w
W

-

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns

Fishers

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING,
BATHING, G5TMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTHING.

<»

m

r1

Holberton 4 Co., 117

thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

The

5m

septl-2

BONEH ILL

No. sll.-Top-action, treble safety

The best thing in the market
for banting, fishing, canoeing,

sor to

address

lars,

N. Y.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.

rules for
particu-

circulars,

measurement and

for Illustrated Catalogue.

General Agents,

PRICE PER SUIT, $13.

OF THE

Volghtlander's snperior Target and Tourists
lie best In the world, for sale at ROUT.
sole agents in U. S., 179 Water
Jyll 3m
street, New York.

MEKMLL'.-i SONS,

23, 1877.

Pocket Companion.

"St andard " Ball.

The

respectfully call the attention of all dealers In Glass Bails to the fuel
TO SCALE, , therefore we
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of ui
other inferior balls.
when you can purchase the Best, lt.li ever made ;,t prices less than is charged for otaer
Ball is as beautifully
>"
n»
ana
No other ball Bffo
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is suulolently strong to prevent breakage
lagan the grass.
either by tr
barrels
or 300.
in
care,
greatest
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the
Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade

The Bohemian Glass Works would

MADE

AND

A

NO Sportsman should ever bo w lthout a Dudley
Pocket Loading Implement; for he Is then prepared for any emergency. But not having one a
hand the want of it may be of more worth than we
cost twice told. A word to the wise is, etc. For
,

sale by

gun dealers generally. Send for circular
sept.19
CO., Ponghkeepsle, N. Y.

DUDLEY &

t

GOLDo

*M

to
4t

OoiUf

v,„,„„,™

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLAS8 WORKS,

S'd'ing

$at1th.

214 Peari Street, N. Y.

FISH & SIMPSON'S

Bogardus' Patent xiough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.
These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out of order, and they throw the ball in a manner
that more closely resembles the flight of a Bird than any
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Bails
are made of uuifonn weight and thickness, and have a
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
II'."

'I.

1

-...

.

iPrvN BOGARDUS was the Urst to introduce the
EOUOH 3-i^„ .;"-! :' ? rice far below the smooth ball
."

'

Pat. Nov. 20, 1877.

Tjsea bv Sparks, of Philadelphia, in his recent
vs. Soft Shot (see Forest and
1S78).
We are now prepared to mi
all "Filers promptly at the following p-iees:
Standard per iinri.j tester
$10 00
of Coined
Stream, July 11,

trial

Test c-nds, per box (100)
Target she;ts per doz

1 00

Tripod gun rest

,

1(0
100

Delivered at express office or railroad depot free
of charge for package or drayage, on receipt of
price. Liberal discount to the trade. Also importera and dealers in flue breech-loading shot-runs,
rifles, pistols, etc., etc. Seud for iliu-icrated catalogue
CO., 41 Filth
and price list. J. PALMER. O'NEIL
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

&

'

es

^f

.!—

^»=bs=s»=*»

"—

Balls and Trap can oe ordered through, all
ers> Liberal discount to the Trade.

Gun

Deal-

In any direction from the shooter at
IJHrBorai TRAP (warranted), which will throw a ballVMt&bfcia.
theoptioaofthep.lte^, is now ready for the market. Price 38.
containing 8o0 balls, score book and
las tl nils will receive. In each, barrel
Parries b >,
rules for alaua ball shooting, containi ng 40 pages.

MY

.

,

i

HBABQTJABTKRS FOR BALLS,

HAGGERTY BROS. &
FOR TRAPS, HART

CO., lO Plutt Street, N. Y. City.
<3fc SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

ne™nrt and enlaTced edltlou of "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," by A. H.

BOGARDUS,

contain-

on Mwguia* breaking of dog sby ildes Johnson.
tallStri^ffluS. Ban SMoting, aWcuaptet
BOGARDUS, ElklLirt, Logan Co., 111.
Price
by mall, postage paid. Address, Capt. A. M.
tut

Dec6

tf

Silling bait ever inventedrvfor.. either
pickerel, or large trout, beantlfully
iraudy feathers, furnished In either
silver or gold plated. Sent by mail on Tecelpt of
price.
75c. each.
Si', ver plated
?1
Gold plated

The most

blacg

l.'i-s.

mounted with

On receipt of two three-cent Btamps we will send
our newot-pftge catalogue, the most complete list
ever published on Pishing Tackle. Cam r
ShootingTacRle, PistoU, L-i-eBail, Archery, Crlcltet,
Ltt<;roase, Firemen's and Gymnasium Goods, Boxing
thing in the line oi Sportsmen's Goods.

P. O. box 4,968.
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WE

are crossing London Bridge on the top of a stagecoach this bright morning, July 6, 1878. Ben, looking -wistfully at the ripple and sheen upon the surface of the
Thames, bethinks him of those purer streams amid the mountain forests, and he ejaculates
" Ah, lad, what a morning thi3 for Irout on a stream such
as we have seen together!"
I make no answer, but sink into a reverie
the chaffing of
coachy, cabby and street sweep falls upon a listless car for the
nonce. More than three thousand miles of space lie between
;

me and that pretty stream, with which I was so enchanted
that from her foaming, restless bosom I plucked my nam de
plume, and the bright and pleasant memories now chase
and crowd each other in my mind as I while away the hours
in fancy upon her mossy banks, 'neath shading sugar maple
boughs, among whose branches sing the oriole, robin and
cheewink, and where silently flits the rose-breasted grosbeak
and the scarlet tanager.
Anon, the yellow-billed cuckoo
sends forth her weird notes, fortelliug the coming shower.
The raven, black and glossy, caw-caws from the dead pine
tree top and makes the forest reverberate the sound from hill
to mountain.
The woodpecker screams out his shrill cry of
delight, as he fastens himself upon the Irunkof a dead tree and
Viooeeds with loud-sounding, well-directed blows of horny
leak to break away masses of rotten wood to find ttie fat.
lying beneath.
I now clamber over gnarled trunk of
fly into the swirl beneath its
fallen forest giant and cast
shade, or leap from rock to rock, or wade thigh deep in her
torrent,
very spirit cooled and refreshed by the laving
crystal waters from feru shaded springs.
Every now and
then a gamy spotted trout is slipped through t lie hole in
creel top, and 1 move on until I am rudely aroused hy Rett—
"Let us go trout fishing." To which, with a tinge of bitter"Ask me to go up in a balloon, go to the
ness, I answer
tower, to the Crystal Palace, to the Zoological Gardens, or do
something possible; but don't taunt a helpless American
sportsman with such ideas when their fulfillment is so impossible."
" We'll go to Germany to-night," replies Ben, " if you say
the word, and by Tuesday next 1 will put you down on a
trout stream, amid mountain scenery which your wildest
fancy cannot imagine, and where the trout are so savage that
they challenge anything from a black palmer to a ' white
moth.' The stream is a beauty, and I have a stauding invifriend Herr Krieger, who has it in his power
tation from
to obtain the courtesy of fishing for foreman (the German
name for troui), and in any of the mountain streams owned
and preserved by the Baron Von Duiker."
So a fishiug-tac ;le store was sought, and rods, lines, flies,
casting-lines, reels (which they call " winches" here), creels,
landing-net, and all complete aud new, were purchased at.
rates from twenty to fifty per cent, cheaper than in America.
In this London s:orc I noticed that bait was also sold— i. e ,
live minnows, red worms and striped worms
from wet places,
with circular stripes arouud them, which they call brandling
worms here, aud maggots, obtained by exposing decomposed
beef liver to the sun and allowing the big blue-fly to deposit
larvm in it, and when they grow" to sufficient sine they are
transferred to a vessel containing red sand, which scours
them, and they are then ready for use as bait, and are sold by
the name of "gentles." They resemble chestnut worms more
than anything 1 have seen that did not, grow, live and have
its being in a chestnut.
The roach and Jack (latter similar
lo our pike) take the gentle as bait in the Thames.
While
selecting our tackle there were scores of sportsmen coming in
for various articles, ana the sportsmen were as of various

worm

my

my

:

my

—

kinds, from the cockney sportsman with dirty corduroys,
dirtier shirt, greasy cap, red nose, and one eye bigger than
the other mouth reaching from ear to ear, with a briar root
pipe filled with unsavory tobacco, who, with a contemptuous
air, Bpat tobacco juice on the unoffending, sleeping cat upon
the floor, and patronizingly to a lady clerk slated his wants as
"Hey, lass! ee'l 'ave tuppence 'erth red wurms,
follows:
tuppence brandlin', an' ha'pennurth gentles. lJ ut paper au
urn, ee go flshin' in Terns." Alter this he heaved a deep sigh,
or rather a snort, as though he had stated all the wants except the fish, which were to como.
Evening saw us, valises in hand, rods strapped together,
jumping from a Hansom cab at flolborn Station, and we were
soon speeding our way by rail over the Surrey downs, the
South downs in the dim distance, the spires of London receding from our view, and the grand lowers of the Crystal
Palace standing like giants against the sky in the gloaming.
The herder was gathering his sheep, the song of the milkmaid
came to our ears, and the pretty lasses and lads were playing
lawn tennis on green sward at the villas as on we sped to
Queensboro'. Here at ten o'clock in the evening we em;

little

Dutch channel steamer, the StaaU

Flushing, to cross the Straights of Dover to Flushing, in Holland.
Entering the harbor of the River Schelt, we realized
that the Dutch had full possession of Holland, as their soldiers swarmed everywhere, and there we had to open our
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baggage

By South

SPORTSMAN'S

and exhibit our scanty wardrobes
House officials, and after a miserable
compound of strong cheese and black

to

the
sand-

breatl.

military-looking guard shouted out in Dutch, "All
and we were off again by the Netherhmd Slate
and Bergiah Hargish Railway.
I was ravenI was hungry
sandwich baffled every attempt to swallow a
mouthful. It choked me there, was no water on the train
there never is in Europe.
I could have spent the entire day
over that sandwich had not Ben, who was gazing out of the
window of the car, dispelled my hunger by calling my attention to the number of wild duck that were disporting themselves among the tall Teeds and grasses that grew in great luxuriance in the water along the railway.
They were evidently
the

aboard'.''

;

ous, hue that

;

bred here, as they paid little attention to the passing train.
Occasionally they would rise in pairs, or fours or fives, and
fly away to some other more secluded spot across the level
lowlands; hut oftener they would swim about close enough
for us to see their bright eyes.
Hares were seen— great big
fellows, three or four times the size of our little cotton-tads
scampering away from one hedge to another.
Along the shore of the arms of the ocean curlew, willet,
aud a great variety of the wading birds were seen in immense
numbers, and such wing shots were presented as to make my
fingers tingle.
I was no longer hungry.
Cranes, bittern, sea-gulls and storks abound everywhere;
in fact I bethought me of the boundless Iowa prairies, where
it is my wont lo spend September days in shooting prairie
chicken, duck and sand-hill crane.
The roads are in this country all elevated, to permit travel
in winter, when the incursion of the tide3 overflow the land.
The crops are all flourishing, aud everywhere the waving
patches of rye, wheat aud barley are seen.
There is no corn

—

here,

and no fences.

The barns and dwellings are all under one tha'ched roof.
The women work in the fields, and to view their broad
shoulders, big arms, stout, ankles, and, shall 1 say it, big,
wooden-shod feet, one would admit they were intended for
purposes of industry of a heavy character. Their dress,
though plain, is usually clean and tidy.
We reach Ellerfeld in Germany about three in the afternoon, where there are now Kaiser William's stalwart soldiers,
and our baggage is again examined, and off wo go again
through Dm-seldorf aud over the highly cultivated rolling
lauds of Westphalia to our destination" for the night at. Uagen, among the mountains, where we are met by Herr Kaler,
another German friend of Ben.
After dinner we take a drive down the valley of the Ruhr
and tip the mountain-side to an old castle of the Feudal ages
The scenery is picturesque and grand, the river winding its
serpentine way, a mere silver ribbon on an emerald ground of
meadows, dotted here and there with the herd3 of cattle, far,
far below ua in the valley.
In front of us, frowning at the
castle and, as it were," bidding defiance to its hereditary
power, is old Geisberg .Mountain, with iis balllementcd tower
monument, erected in fhe time of King Jerome Bonaparte,
last King of Westphalia, in honor of one Baron Sttin.
Who
this baron was I was not able to learn, further than the
Deutcher, who handled the whip and reins at my side with
such drxtarity as to keep his fine, big, Weslphalian bays on
the jump constantly up hill and down vale, assured me the
baron was a grosser mown, " (great man) " in dos country."
That evening Ben's friend, soon to become my own as well,
and one long to be cherished in my bosom, called upon us, in
the person of Heir Peter Krieger, direclor-in-chief of the
Sluoden and Schwerle Eisenindustrie, which is the large iron
works of the region, employing many hundreds Of men. Herr
Krieger is an enthusiastic sportsman, and speaks English
fluently, and, as we sat that, night over a bottle of real i-lbchhelmer, and pure Seltzer water from the spring less than fifty
miles away, we were regaled with some thrilling stories of
great furiLlen (trout) the genial Herr had taken, and in recounting in detail his adventures with big pike and forelkn
his very soul would light up and his soft gray eyes flash with
a fervor that only a true lover of the sport can feci.
At last
we parted for the night, he to return to Schwerle and we lo
bed but before leaving the kind Herr Krieger informed us
'

'

;

would be sent at six in the morning to take
us to the fishing-grounds, twenty miles awav in the mountains,
near Hirudin, where, by the time we would arrive, he would
have the necessary permits awaiting us from the Baron Von
Duiker, whose harouial residence is in the Bait Mountains,
near Nunden. Press of duties at the works prevented the
kind Herr Krieger from going with us, but he would join us
thai,

his carriage

later in the sport.

At six promptly wo had a good breakfast stowed away
under our fishing jackets, and rods and other armamentaria
pmatoria on the front seat of the big German road carriage,
with Alter Coonrod on the box and a fine pair of deep bays
looking through the collars.
grand flourish of the long whip,
which cracked and cracked again at each successive flourish
like a German needle-gun, sent the powerful bays into a
bounding gallop down the broad, level road, shaded by linden,
poplar and beach trees. The hoofs resounding in the cool,
damp morning air made dame and red checked fraulein peep

A
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from small cottage windows. We were happy and greeted
everybody, light and left, who smiled and greeted agara anil
shook their heads approvingly, all of which amused Alter
Coonrod. who, at last, with a loud rur-r-r-r-rr, a roll of the
Dutch for whoa, drew his horses up at the first toll-gale and
confidentially told the toll keeper en pauanl, that we were
Americaners. The toll being paid by Go<inrod,who imperatively
told Ben, who speaks German, that Herr Kreigergave him the
money for toll and would be very angry if it was bol
bursed by him.
We yielded our attempts to pay, and, acknowledging the friendly greeting of the old toll keeper,
away we wenl again at a spanking pace over the best roads it
wr as my good fortune to travel upon.
But we had been up late aud early and traveled far, and the
big deep seats of the carriage were sleep invilinar. and to sleep
we went, when I dreamed of trout and DutclTelieesc, Rhine
wine and Bologne sausages, and the immortal and indomitable
ever

tribe of barbarians who in early limes inhabited Ike
forests and mountains— the Cbemskians.
I dreamed that
their chief, Armc-nius, came down to the stream where I was
fishing and ord.rcd me off the premises,
lie was clad chiefly
in the consciousness of hi3 own power, with a string of wild

boar tusks hanging around his neck. This was about all he
had to cover his niikcdnes3, except a wealth of blonde curls
and a wild boar skin, with the bristles on, hanging about his
waist.
When I ventured to ask this magnificent barbarian
how far 1 had to go to get off his dominions, he told me it
would take five days' journey. But this was all a dream, and.
1 dare say. prompted hy the historical impressions of the
country and ihe atmosphere of theTeutoberger Forest, which
lies among these very hills and vales.
There a noble sbalt rears up its head 200 feet high, upon
which is a statue of the brave and crafty Armenius, sword in
hand, erected in fond memory by his descendants, the present inhabitants of Westphalia.

The

story of Armenius, the

Gheruskiau prince, is a little digression, which I will give you
briefly as toll me the night betoro by Herr Beekhaus, his intelligent,

descendant.

Armenius, son of the Cheruskian prince Ligimer, was born
Anno Domini, and while young was captured bv
some Roman legions fighting iu Northwestern Germany, a
long distance from his own home. Ho was taken to Roma as
a hostage, and while there became educated iu the Latin language and Roman|arts of war, and was afterward made a Roman
citizen, knight and commander of a cohort in the battles <<« In
Danube against the enemies of Rome. He, after gaining
honors abroad, returned lo his native country, where Varus
was now Roman Governor of the province. Varus was secretly much hated by the warlike ami liberty-loving Chcrnskians for his oppressive tyranny and injustice to these subjects
of Roman empire; and Armenius, wiio still loved his native
country wiih that love that can never die in the heart o a
veritable patriot, formed a secret resolution to free his nation
from the hated Roman yoke,.andtoluis end he feigned friendship to Varus, who soon after intrusted young Armenius with
the year 10

I

the

command

German

of the

which Armenius had

legions sent to quell other tribes
secretly excited to rebellion.
He then,

with thesy legions of German warriors reunited, drew Varus
and the Roman legions, all now informed of the situation, into
the Teutoberger Forest, much of which is marshy and intricate, aud iu which the German warriors were hidden, and here
a batilc raged lor three days in terrific storm and rain, where
barbarian lance clashed against Roman shield, and the Roman
warriors were slain in count less numbers.
Varus vanquished,
his warriors nearly all sliln around him, now in desperation
at the last moment, threw himself on his own sword
Item yield himself a living prisoner to his barbarian subjects.
The Romans sent back their legions under Germauicus, but
the brave Armenius, now called the liberator of his country,
fought with his cohortsaad hurled them back again, and neVCI
more could Roman yoke be placed on Cheruskian neck.
This brave and youthful prince was afterward murdered by
his own parents, for what reason my historical budget does
not speak.
But we are by this time on the stream— the limine— which
winos through the Bait Mountains, and while we are put
together our rods and casting lines aud flics, the followil
note is handed to Ben by a man who has just dismounted
from ahorse. I look over Ben's shoulder as he reads it, hut, it
is Dutch to me, and I impatiently tell hiui to give it to us iu
Eoglish, and quickly, too. lie translates as follows
"This is in reply to my friend Herr Krieger'a honored
favor, in regard to fishing, for his friends, which 13 granted
'

I

i

:

with pleasure, etc."

" That's

all right.

right over ihere,

Stand aside,

where

I sea

my

boy,

two Whaling

I

an
l,L

g<Jjng to cast

ones

fooling

around."

The

dry and the gut all curled up, bul, out it goes, a
eighteen feet, and drops lightly on tbu surdistance
Two big fellows make a dash at; if,
face by an old log.
one of them going clean out of water bul. I am excited and t
strike Wildly, not hooking either.
"Kd-p cool, lad, you'll break your rod," said Ben,
you lunge and jerk that way; recollect you arc nol catching
black bass now with a two-pound trolling rod."
I cast again lightly in the same spot, when there is another
rush, and a twenty-inch savage breaks water at once, Willi my
fly already down
his stomach.
The way be tears things
about tells me he is firmly hooked, anil I, lor Tear of my light
bamboo tip, humor him by letting him take a spin down toline is

of

;

m

;

,

ward some big

rocks,

where the stream tumbles over

in a

cascade.

The young German "gaffer," with landing-net in hand,
makes a dash for him as he breaks the surface again, nearly
under my very feet by the bank, and falls headlougand nearly
I motion him hack, and reel up line
tumbles in the stream.

a

little,

as there

is

too

much

line

out to fairly manage this

fighter, who seems to get worse and worse.
We each had a man with us. Where they came from we
but they informed us they were sent to wait on
didn't know
U9 and show us where to fish and, "as 1 turned my head,
Ben's " gaffer " showed by his delight that he had also caught
a Tarter and was having a lively "time.
My boy, who wa8
much excited lest I should lose my fish, made another unexpected dash with his net from the protruding root of a tree
and captured my fish before he was half conquered. A disgorge was necessary with this, as with several others. Tbey
seemed to be so ravenous as to swallow the fly instantly.
Around the turn of the stream below the cascade I saw the
fish rising in tin minis, some of them large; but, though ex:

;

itie

verification of

copious regarding the literary career of one whose untimely
end will always be shrouded in gloom the most melancholy.
Beyond the perusal of the " Field Sports," the "Fish and
Fishing," etc., very little is known of his versatile genius in
other directions.
I think it is a fact not generally known that his talent as a
poet has in some instances equaled his productions in prose
writing.
He has, however, written a great many poems
which have in years past graced the pages of various high
standing periodicals, though, all of which, like the gifted
author, have long since ceased to be.
In all probability the
finest of these is a poem eutitled " The Hawking Party," containing no less than forty stanzas, from which I have taken
the few subjoined verses:

Dimly gray the dawn is stealing,
Stealing up the eastern sty
Loud the red-coclc's clarion pealing,
Telia the world that morn 13 nigh.
;

Southerly the wind is sweeping
O'er the forest sad and sere
Heavily the dews are weeping
O'er the death of the woodland year.

my

fondest hopes, I stopped' to adYes, this is truly a trout— and
I lay my tape-line on him and he reaches
in Germany.
eighteen inches from snout to tip of tail. He is not so deep
as an American trout of that length, hut, altogether, built for
a long and gamy resistance. As is my custom, I take the time
now to see what his diet list consists of, in order to better
please his friends whom I hope to interview. I find in his
stomach small, very small, black flies, and 1 at once open my
fly-book and place a good sample of this kind on my casting]ine, in the hope that it will conform to the trout menu of today, although I observe only a large, yellow fly fluttering occasionally on the water, but the swallows are picking them
up in then- flight. I soon find that the diet I present to them
in quite as pleasing as any other, for the flies no sooner touch
the water before there is a rush and a dash from two or three
directions, and at my third cast have the dropper taken while
the trout on my leader is making a fine dance at his " surprise
party,'' which I have just afforded him. I land them both
safely, the "gaffer " getting the larger one into the net, and
the smaller l)ne he scrapes out with his big wooden shoe,
scolding and talking Dutch all the while, much to my amusecited at

—
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mire and caress this beauty.

ment.

Having made a successful cast or two below the cascade 1
follow up the stream where it winds through a beautiful
green meadow, where the hay has just been cut and is still
There is ahawthorne
lying on the ground, for half a mile.
hedge growing on one side, and on the other there is an occaWhat a stream for fly-casting, especially
sional .small tree.
The surface is being momentarily broken
at this" very time.

now

by the rising of fine trout.
Ben has already whipped

Swift the woodcock's wing is gliding
vale to his lonely brake,
And the tea) her brood is hiding
In the reeds by the lilted laKe.

Down the

Id the yellow stnbblee feeding
Calls the partridge sharp and shrill,
While Ids hinds the stag is leading
To ward his halt from the heathy hill.

His passion for the autumn covert naturally leaks out from
under those heavy matted locks and shaggy eyebrows, as if
endowed by his Maker with an inspiration for no other purpose than to herald forth the wondrous beauties of an Almighty Creator. Among his other poems are two fine productions framed from the pages of holy writ, entitled, "The
Death of Samson " and " The Women Taken In Adultery,"
both quite lengthy, and are masterpieces. The fact of the
matter is, that the man was such an accomplished scholar he
could write a faultless article on any subject whatever. He
translated two dramas from the Greek "Prometheus" and
"Agamemnon," which make one very nice volume. It is
said, and I think very truly so, that some of his finest contributions lie among the debris in waste-paper cellars, where I
have found many. The three stanzas at the head of "Autumn
Shooting" in the unparalleled "Field Sports" are his composition.

Era was started in New York (I think
Era, though now quoting only from memory,) he

When

the

it was the
this part of the stream, and passed
contributed to that journal a matchless article, "The Triumph
into the defile in the mountains, from where the stream
emerges, but there are plenty more here that are over their of Christianity," and it is quite laughable to think that a man
scare and gone to feeding again. I cast and strike, losing no writing on such topics would, and did, on very little provo" bounce " a man clear over the garden hedge at "The
time, as the gaffer is now more steady in landing and dis- cation
engaging my fish. The harvest hands leave their work, and Cedars." But such, it is recorded, was the gentleman's style
W. W. W.
come across the field, and are much delighted with the suc- of gel ting rid of unwelcome visitors.
I move on soon as they come
cess with which I am meeting.
too close to the stream, and frighten the fish away, as they
have ceased to rise.
One of the men, a dark, wild looking fellow, I spied across
the stream, beckoning to me ;n:l pointing through the hedge Editor Fouest and Stream
I paid no attention
into the stream where he saw fish lying.
About a year ago you published a series of articles entitled
to him, until finally I observed he had his hand full of big
" The Rangeley Lake Region," and 1 take the liberty to send
stones, which he was anxious to throw in to drive the trout
you
a brief sketch of a section contiguous to that, which
up to my line. He at last, in spite of me, effected his assistseems to be ignored almost entirely in the accounts of sportsance, as he considered it, and I, much amused at his innocence,
overtook
forest,
I
Ben.
the
where
moved
on
into
consequently
men who travel in the Lake Kegion. I refer to the MagalloWe Lad now been fishing about two hours, and on suggesting way River, its tributaries, and especially its source— Parmathat we should see how many fish we had, Beu instructed Ihe
They did so with delight, and cheneeLake. These waters are well supplied with trout,
fitters to show them in a pile.
particularly the lake, where they are caught of large size.
will not tell you how many we had already, as it might
pardonably be considered a tough trout story hut suffice it The forest abounds with deer and small game, and for good
to say, that 1, with much earnestness, told Ben at once, while camping ground it is unequaled in New England.
There can
my face burned with shame, that we must stop fishing or the
trip— aud certainly no healthier one
Baron would naturally think that we were abusing his courtesy be no more pleasant
than a journey to Parmachenee Lake, when the sweltering
in taking such numbers. We, however, had a good hearty laugh
at one another and our droll embarrassment, the gaffers watchheat and dusty streets of our crowded cities warn us that vaing our conversation narrowly but not understanding a word cation time has come.
we said. Ben instructed them to take a dozen of the finest to
How do you get there? Oh, that's easy enough. Select
we
little
hostelry
where
to
the
more
once,
a
lot
the Baron at
were stopping to be cooked for our dinner, and to give the any of the advertised routes to Hmbagog Lake, and taking
I was unhappy
rest to the harvesters in the meaaow below.
passage on the steamer Diamond, go up to Magalloway laudwhile such a pile of trout lay before me so early in the day.
Here teams will be
miles up this rivet'.
We chatted a while under the shade of a stately old elm by ing, some eight
found in waiting to take us over the carry to the head
he edge of the forest, and ag eed to go at it again aud to
throw the fish back utter catching them. The gaffers came of Aziscoos Falls, about five miles distant, there being
hack at length with the word that we were welcome to catch a good road nearly the whole distance, though the last mile, or
all we could, and my gaffer was soon after much incensed at
two is somewhat rough now but improvements are being
me for my determination in throwing them back 1 could un- made, and there is a prospect, of having a good country road
derstand him to be telling me in Dutch that theparticvtlttr fish direct to the head of the falls. But if you prefer to fish the
tributaries before going to the headwaters, we will stop near
I had thrown in was a seluena forelUn (pretty trout) and very
good to eat, and that if I didn't want them he would take the steamboat landiug, at the hotel of Mr. Thomas Flint, aud
tuem (and I suspected he would sell them, too). Thus the spend a lew days exploring the mysterious winding of Dead
days went on, and happy days tbey were. Our visit was Diamond River. This stream is not much frequented by
doubtless a boon to many of the honest German peasants, who summer tourists, on account of its being so little known to
are never allowed to cast a line into any of these beautiful them as yet, but many pounds of trout have been taken from
good logging road has been cut
Streams or interfere with the trout in any way, and through it the present season.
us they had a feast upon them, and we a successful and de- through on its bank for about twelve miles, making it easy
lightfu' time, such as is rarely the lot of a pair of wanderingfor pedestrians, but rather difficult for teams in summer.
sportsmen to enjoy. And now, so as I complete this imperfect
Having become satisfied with our trip up the Diamond, we
sketch of our trip in the beautiful and hospitable city of Dub- will proceed to the head of Aziscoos Falls, where we will stop
lin, the metropolis of the gallant aud valorous Irish people, I
at the "Aziscoos House," kept by Fred Flint, and if we wish
feel, this beautiful sunny morning, as though the most deto spend a few days in the vicinity of the falls fishing, or to
ascend Mount Aziscoos, we cannot do better than accept the
sired spot on earth to me to-day is in the glorious land of
the ancient Cheruslriana, the modern Westphalia, where the hospitality of Mr, Flint, who will readily give all the informusic of the limpid Hunne rises in a thousand notes from mation in his power iu regard to the best places for fish, and
dancing waterfall and cascade, and the gehemafbretien (pretty will guide us to the various points of interest in this vicinity.
The ascent of thiB peak (Aziscoos) will be well repaid by the
trout) lie in waiting in the little eddies and shades for the
delightful view from the summit, as on a clear day the whole
struggling lly, ready even to attack aud struggle themselves
with anything coining their way that bears a fair resemblance Eangeley Lake country is spread out at our feet like a clearly
defined map.
to their adopted diet.
There is a good path nearly to the summit, and the ascent is
greeting and our thanks again to Baron von Duiker, and
our warmest sentiments of regard and lasting friendship to by no means difficult. The name, A-zis-co-os, is pronounced
that noble, genial, kind gentleman sportsman, Herr Peter by many, Es-co-hos, and is so spelt in some of the guide
But we are now ready to proceed up the river, so enKiieger, from his grateful friend, the writer.
hooks.
gaging a competent guide, and bidding adieu to our host, we
.- -«,
embark in a rowboat aud enter the wilderness of the Magalloway. We have passed the last sign of cultivation on our
route, and our journey is between thickly wooded banks,
Bbookia-j,', Sept, 2a, 1878.
where the evergreen, spruce and fir predominate. The curEditor Fokest and Stbbam
rent for a dozen miles is quite sluggish and the water deep.
I rend with great pleasure in the last issue of the Foeest
mouth of several brooks where we shall be likely
akd Stream a new poem y Flank Forester, so kindly ten- We pass the
may to reap trout if we sow flies. Beaver Brook, two miles from
dered to the press by his friend, Isaac McLcllan.
been a particularly good fishing ground, as has
has
Fails,
the
the
justly feel ourselves under obligations- to this paper and
Lincoln Brook, a dozen miles farther up the river. If we do
for information more or less

on up

not desire to hurry to the lake in one day we bad better stop
at "Hunter's Camp" for the night.
Wo find no hotel here,
only a log cabin, used now andlhen by hunters and trappers,
but our guide will soon show us how nice a supper he can get
up at short notice, and after eating heartily we stow ourselves
away in blankets to revel in the land of dreams.
Probably it takes a good shaking from our guide to wake us
in the morning, and we find the sun up ahead of as, and
breakfast waiting, and we wonder how we came to sleep so
long.
It does not take a great while to pack up, and out
Mctalluk's Pond is the first
boat is once more on the move.
noticeable feature in the landscape.
This is quite a large
pond close to the river, and having a broad opening into it.
In Ihe deer season we must linger here in the evening and
watch for these fleet-footed creatures to come down to the
pond to feed and drink. The guide books have blundered in
naming this pond, setting it down as "Metallic." It was
named after an Indian chief Metalluk. There are two ponds,
one about five miles above the lower one, and are known as
"Metalluk's Upper and Lower Ponds."
short distance
above this lower pond we enter the "Meadows," where the
current is quite rapid, and the broad level interval is covered
with grass and shrubs, and the spruce and fir give place to
elm. The meadows extend for ten miles or more, and the
serpentine windings of the river here are quite bewildering.
short distance before reaching the "Little Magalloway,"
we come to the " Great Rips." Here we are obliged to gqt
out and wade, dragging our boat along, though if the water
be high enough we may pole it along without wading.
The rapids extend but a short distance, however, and wo
are consoled with the thought that o>vr river journey is about
ended for the present, as we laud a little way beyond the
good forest path leads
mouth of the Little Maga'loway.
from this landing to Parmachenee Lake, which is three and a
Half a mile from the landing on Ihe carry
half miles distant.
road is the camp hotel of Mr. T. S. Flint, or, as he is more
familiarly known, Spoff. Flint.
Before going to the lake we
shall tie likely to stop a day or two at this camp and enjoy
the fishing in the several ponds, from which Spoil, holds the
exclusive right to fish. All parties stopping with bim are allowed to catch from these ponds all the trout they may need,
without extra charge. The time spent here will not be lost,
as Spoff. is an excellent guide and can show us where to get
In the camp we shall flpd
trout, partridges, or deer.
commodalious, and, best of all, a good label, well provided
with excellent food and good taste. Mr. Flint's private ponds
are constantly receiving new acquisitions, more than a thousand
trout having been placed in one of them the present season.
party fishing in this region in Juns of the present year
caught in one of these ponds, one evening after fj o'clock, upward of forty pounds of trout, the number of fish being ten,
malting an average weight of over four pounds each. ArtifiThis party consisted of D. H.
cial flies were used entirely.
C. T. Sloan,
Buell, Hartford, Conn.; E. 0. Fitch, N. Y.

A

A

A

A

;

Newark, N. J. This is only one instance nmong the many
good strings caught here the present season and for good air
and healthy living this region is unequaled, aa Parmachenee
Lake hns nu elevation of some 2,000 feet above the level of
;

the sea.

W.

C. T.
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THE MAGALLOWAY RIVER COUNTRY.
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REMINISCENCE OF FRANK FORESTER.
:

I

>

old

"American Sportsman,"

We

THE REPORT OF THE NEW YORK
FISH COMMISSIONERS.
Commissioners of the Slate of New York seem to
have taken this year a novel course of research. These
gentlemen having a right to consider that, with the present
advance in American lish culture, the question of the taking
of the eggs and their hatching had been fairly solved, have
devoted their attention more particularly to the food of fish.
It is believed that much can be gained in the future by a more
thorough acquaintance with the various forms of life which
There are waters which are barren, or fruitthe fish can eat.
How
ful with fish. There is nothing abnormal in the water.

THE

account, then, for the absence of fish ?
the food fitting for the fish is wanting.

The reason is that
The endeavors of

the commissioners have beeu, then, to study all the vegetable,

and other forms of animal existence which arc found in
streams where fish abound. It has heen well known that certain waters— notably the springs and creek at Caledoniaswarmed with trout, and Mr. Linter has carefully studied the
insect

vertebrata, articulate

table

growth found

and tMlUSW, with the moss and vege-

there.

It

being taken for granted that

fish

elements are present, the
question arises Can the kinds of animal and vegetable life
which exist in one water be transferred to other waters where
they will live and multiply? Arguing from higher 1ypes to
life

thrives especially

when

these

:

lower ones, or inversely, there is no possible reason to suppose that transplantation of all kindscannot be successfully carried out. There can he no check on the propagation ol' either
plants, vertebrates, articulates or molluscs.

The commiss'on-

what seems to he a sound theory should be
into practice, and that such transfer of plants and in-

ers advise that

carried

sects should be

made.

missioners to follow

It is

up

their

Com-

the purpose, then, of the
!'

experiments in this

which

more about the sources and
feed our fishes, and to distribute them in various parts of instate when they forward the young fry from their hatchingvarieties of

to learn

life

I

most happy
house in Caledonia.
thought to send with the nurselings the exact food on which
theirfuture existence must depend. In proof of the advantages of this food distribution, the commissioners bring ill
It seems, then, to be a

evidence the fact that the Erie Caual, binding together various rivers of the State, and bearing iu its waters the germs of
notably the Mohawk— to
life, have caused certain rivers—

abound with

fish,

comparatively

when

rare.

a

hundred years ago such

Professor J. A. Liuler,

in

fish

weie

hi

and other animal forms, with Professor Peck on the
plants iu Caledonia Creek, have given a must thorough classification of the little-heeded life which exists in the
To fishculcunsts this appendix must be of the most valuable
insects

character,

all

the Coleoptera, Diptera, Hempstera, Ncuroptcra

.
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being clearly described with the mollusca.

As

to the direct

and practical labors of the commission in shad-hatching last
year, 1,233,000 shad spawn were collected and 1,500,000
fish hatched, which were turned into the Hudson. In crossing
breeds, the commissioners have succeeded, by impregnating
the spawn of the brook trout with the milt of the California
salmon, in producing fish showing characteristics of both
parents.
Their future development will be carefully studied.
Among numerous experiments tried was that of putting shad
m the v.aters running into Lake Ontario. Shad of fair size
have been caught iu Lake Ontario, mostly at the foot of the
lake, but also in the Genesee River and Sodus Bay.
Last
year, m September, a shad of five pounds was caught and
sent to Mr. Selh Green for examination.
The California
salmon arc more rarely heard from, though one of three
pounds was picked up dead on the banks of Oayuga Lake.
The California brook trout, now some three years or more
old, were larger, so state the commissioners, than the native
Saimo Jhntinaiis, and a hardier fish. This year an attempt
will be made to fteure their spawn.
One great object of interest to those visiting the Slate pond have been the salmon
trout.
These fish are now from three to six years old, and
Of brook trout, the
the largest weigh river nine pounds.
number of eggs collected and distributed has been over a million six hundred thousand.
The commissioners are Messrs.
Horatio Seymour, Edward Smith and Robert B. Roosevelt.

— "Rover"

Sept. 23, that the whitefish in

The recurrence of the
epidemics has become a matter cf serious consideration.
The State Fish Commissioners should give the subject their

factory explanation has been adduced.

attention.

Let there be a

scientific

investigation

of the

waters, with an examination of the bodies of the dead

for the purpose of detecting the presence of poison.

must be a cause

|

work should

intelligent

curious circumstance that, in multitudes of cases, the larvasof
the horntails are destroyed by the operations of the ichneumon fly iu laying its eggs. This occurs in the following way
About a year after the egg of the horutail is laid, when the
gnib has attained a fair size, two of the largest ichneumon
flies, Bhyaot atnda and Innator
species as slender as a small
dragon fly and armed with fine bristle- shaped ovipositor
nearly three inches long, thrust them into the holes made by
one kind of horntails, and lay their eggs in the living larvse.
When hatched the new-comer feeds upon the body of itshost.
In this way the efforts of the horntails to propagate their
species are kept within moderate bounds.
On this side the
Atlantic one species called the "banded horntail " does no
small injury to maples, especially those planted in the streets
of cities while another, called the citnbex, commits similar
ravages on elms.
Pine trees in England and on the continent of Europe often suffer great injury from the excavating
powers of another horntail, called the sirex gigas and juvencus.
In the instance before us even ladies' ribbons were remorselessly drilled by one of these borers, as though they
were a piece of pine.
The following extract from " Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Entomology" has a bearing on subject before us, and is
in itself interesting: "Mr. Stephens informs me that the fir trees
inaplantotion of Mr. Folyambe's, in Yorkshire, were destroyed
by the larvae of Sirex gigas; while those of another, belonging to
the same gentleman, met with a similar fate from the attacks
of Sirex juvencus.
In proof of the ravages made by this
last insect
Mr. Reddon exhibited to the Entomological
Society a portion of the wood of a fir tree from Bewdley
forest, of which 20 feet of its length was so perforated by its
larvae as to be only fit for firewood and being placed in an
outhouse, five or six of the perfect insects came out every
morning for several weeks. When fir trees thus attacked are
cut down, it often happens that ihe larvae of the species of
Sirex inhabiting them have not attained their full growth at
Ihe time the wood has been employed as the joislB or
planks for floors, out of which the perfect insects, even years
after, emerge, to the no small surprise and even alarm of the
inmates.
An instance of this, where several specimens of
Sirex gigas were seen to come out of the floor of a nursery in
a gentleman's house to the great discomfiture of the nurse
and children, is related by Mr. Marsham, on the authority of
Sir Joseph Banks, and a similar circumstance stated by Mr
Ingpen, occurred in the house of a gentleman at Henlow (Bedfordshire from the joists of the floors of which whole
swarms, literally thousands of Sirex ifopfcr (Tbuckard) emerged
from innumerable holes, large enough to admit a small pencil
case, causing great terror to'the occupants.
As the house had
been built about three years (the joists of British limber)
there could be no doubt of the larvae having been more than
that time iu arriving at their perfect state."
I am unable to make out theexact name of the insect found
in the cylinder, but it is closely related to Sirex and Ziphydria.
The cylinder and ribbon came from Britain, and, as might
have been expected, the insect is not like any American
;

—

;

writes from Madison, "Wis.,
Lake Mendota are dying by
thousands, and the decaying bodies are cast up upon the
shore.
The fish of several Western lakes and rivers have recently perished in the same Inexplicable way.
There is no
lack of surmised reasons for the fatality, but as yet no satisPistt Epidemics.

not

fail to

fish,

There
discover

it.

;

How He

Raised His Pish.

relates to fish

and

—A correspondent

"lam

Georgia, thus writes us:

in Madison,

greatly interested in what

and

am

indebted to the Fokest
valuable information, through which I

fish culture,

and Stream for much

have succeeded in raising an abundauce of
ponds, which cover three acres."

flue fish in

my

THE TAIL OF THE TADPOLE.
HbXMOUTB, Warren

Co.,

111.,

Sept. 21, 1S78.

M>: Editor—In your edition ot sept. 19 there is a communication
signed " J. V, K.," entitled, " TUislng Tadpoles." The author contributes inn j aire in propagating the old error as r.o the "tad" dropping his
The tail performs the eanie duty for the
tall.
It does no Eiioh thing.
young frog whicli the yolk of the egg does for the chicle in the, shell.
They are reservoirs for the nutritive organs to draw npoa until such
development is readied that the creature can obtain its livelihood iu
the usual way. The tail floes not drop oil, but is gradually absorbed.
The legs make their appearance the bones gro^r stronger aad stronger
The mouth and head in the
Kiv ,i«i „.!! with the shrinking of the tall.
mcautime develop rapidly, and by the time the tail Is reduced by internal absorption to a small tubercle of shriveled-up skin, the frog
stands fortn in all his reptilian glory and beauty, henceforth ready for
business against any living thing which be can force down his capacious throat. Get more " tads," gentlemen, and observe a little more
-

;

Venator.

closely.

Our correspondent
tail

No

doubt but that the

add

is

partly right, but

of the tadpole to the

the

tail

egg sac

is

of the tadpole

nearer toa

when he compares

in a fish, not entirely so.

to the vitality of the incipient frog.

otic slate, the. tadpole

when absorbed
Still, in this

does

embry-

species

The Uymmvptera

is

a vast order of insects, including bees,

wasps and their kin, hornets, ichneumon flies, the great
family of saw flies, gall-flies and ants. In the insects the
wings are four in number, transparent, membranous, the
veins comparatively few, nnd the hinder pah smaller than the
others.
Their mouth is furnished with powerful horny jaws,
and with a tongue guarded by the modified maxillffi. The
females are armed with a mauv-valved sting or ovipositor.
St. John's, New Fouridland, Aug., 1S78.
M. Haktev.

than a frog, the caudal
The breathing apparatus

fish

appendage helpiDg its locomotion.
is really formed like the gills of a fish, with fairly deveolped
Imuwhuv. It is then, as " Venator" says, a popular error that
Some time ago a wonderful paper on the
the tail drops off.
frog was written by St. John Myvart in Nature which was

DOMESTICATION OF QUAIL.
Stanford, Ky., Sept.
Editob Forest and Stkkam

24, 1878.

-.

with us a current belief that quail cannot be domesticated but an upright and truthful gentlemaD, from that part
of our county called " Over the Knobs," refutes the impression in an account of five full grown birds which he has
It is

;

exhaustive in character.

Seven of fifteen eggs were taken from a
and placed beneath a bantam hen. Every egg was
hatched, and five of the seven escaped the assaults of ravenous rats, safely passed through the multitudinous ills and dangers incident to infantile and youthful fowlhood, and are toduy "as big as anybody's quails," the owner said. They flit
about the yardaud as unhesitatingly invade kitchen and dining
room as do any of the petted domestic fowls aud animals.
They spunkily assert their prerogatives by promptly appropriating a full share of all food they see thrown the chickens,
turkeys, ducks, pups and kittens, and as regularly repair to
the dining-room as do the members of the family.
They have
bulldozed the kittens completely, and invariably provoke an
undignified " spat spat !" and scamper to quarters of safety
by frightfully erecting their plumage and noisily and threateningly dashing upon the hapless possessor of a tempting titbit.
They often sally into the adjoining fields, and have been
seen to separate from a bevy of flushed birds and fly back into
raised this season.

turnl l§i8torg<

nest

F&r Forext and Stream and Rod and

A STUDY

Ghin.

IN INSECT LIFE.

AKRIENDof mine, who keeps a dry-goods

store in this

city, handed to me lately the remains of a piece of ribbon which was rolled on a cylinder of wood, in the way that
such goods are usually exhibited for sale in shops. This remnant of ribbon, several yards in length, was perforated at one
all the folds, a small circular hole having been
On removing the ribbon a hole corresponding in size was found in the cylinder, and in that hole

spot through

neatly drilled through.

an

179

wood, and to what species of iusect did the creature belong ?
On examination the creature proved to he a hymenopteroua
inseet, belonging to the family E-tiraceridm, or "horntails,"
as they are popularly called.
The name has been suggested
by the circumstance that the males have a long, prominent
horn (or process) on the abdomen, while the females have an
ovipositor (made up of three pieces], which is attached to the
middle of the abdomen, and extends far beyond its lip. The
ovipositor had a sheath composed of two pieces, each of
which is narrowly spear-shaped, with minutely serrate blades.
With these a small hole is bored in the tree, and an egg is
laid therein, by the ovipositor proper.
This accounts, in the
present instance, for the deposit of the horntails egg in the
wood of the cylinder. Afler it is hatched the larva commences to excavate, and makes a long, cylindrical burrow,
which, in this instance, extended to the ribbon wrapped
round the wood. This is always done before going into the
chrysalis state, and while yet in the larval stage, though it
attains its winged state while yet in the tree.
Now, it is a

insect, still living,

which was evidently the mechanic

in

the operation and the author of the mischief by which the
ribbon was rendered worthless. The question at once pre-

!

the poultry yard.

In imitation of the brood of chickens with

present abode so

which they were raised, they roost in a back-yard apple-tree.
Suddenly startled, they oftenest dash on wing toward the

as to do the work ? The bolt of ribbon had been in the shop
more than twelve months; the piece of wood on which it was
rolled must have been seasoned for a considerable time before
it was turned and made into a cylinder.
All this time perhaps two or three years— the egg, out of which the perfect
insect was developed, must have been advancing to maturity,
and had at length attained its winged state, ready to emerge
from its burrow.
How was the egg deposited so deep iu the

neighboring limber, but nearly always appear to recall the superior protections of yard and house, and circle back to alight
near the door or on the porch. The novelty of their domestication renders them he pels of the household, and it is Ihe intention to extend the care of them over another season, with hopes
of rearing one or more bevies in and about the poultry yard,
in which event they can be preserved. By the way, the seven
eggs abstracted from the neat were replaced by nine, and Ihe
old bird began sitting on seventeen, but was foully butchered

sented

itself,

how

did the insect get into

its

—

I

by some feathered or four footed poacher, and from her death
resulted jthe destruction of the embryonic brood— no affectionate or patriotic cock to gallantly cherish those eggs
through the remaining days of incubation.
The same conscientious gentleman assured us that he found
a nest a few weeks ago with the shells of thirty-seven eges,
from which the birds bad been hatched ; and, knowing the
incredulity with which his yarn would generally be received
by strangers, confirms it by the corroboration of neighbors
whom he brought to the spot, aud had to verify his statement

by counting

for themselves.
If one
nest, didn't, she spread herself f

mother attended to that

Au

old Christian farmer, who would have flagellated a quarter section of hide off a twenty-ycars-and-eleven-months-old
boy of his if caught in a lie, is authority for two quails laying
in the same nest, which he watched da.y after day after his
discovery of the nest. He patiently watched first tine and
then the other bird visit and leave the fiest, and counted the
daily addition of two eggs.
To-day a gentleman told us that
he flushed three coveys of quail at one time in his woodland
pasture, a mile f om town.
There were seven or eight old
birds, and the young ones, nearly fifty in Dumber, were of
three distinct sizes, the smallest scarcely able to fly aud the
largest hut half grown. Apropos of the comtuiugling of coveys,
Mr. Editor, I will be obliged for your experience and information as to the consolidation of fragments ot flocks in winter.
Opinions pro and con have not been attended by satisfactory
proofs, aud remain mere opinions, so far as we have heard.
Robert White is a notoriously pugnacious gentleman, as has
been oberved by all old netters when two coveys are brought
in contact, and though perfect parental and filial harmony pervades the family circle, it is charged that, visiting neighbors,
or even relatives, are severely warned to scrupulously abstain
from crossing the dead line. Our acquaintance, who has the
pets, says that Robert as recklessly bristles up to rooster and
gobbler as the conventional bench-leg assails the passing big
dog, differing from the loud little dog in the. essentia] particular that Robert's demonstrations mean business, not bluster.
A mi generis, living alone within one hundred yards of a
turnpike, thoroughfare and railroad, and wil bin ear-shot of
half a dozen neighbors, had a bevy of quail raised near his
house last year, which became so completely domesticated as
to recognize and regularly respond to his calls to fowls and
pigs, and they ran about his feet in feeding with the poultry,
and crowding about the pig-trough as absolutely fearless of
his movements as were the chickens which he had raised.
Unole Tim says that he never saw his birds alter some "son
of a gun " came along one day " with a d— d bobtailed pointer
dog, and got to shooliu' at 'em."
The writer has seen the domesticated wild turkey, and
knew a neighbor several years ago to have a nest of partridge
eggs hatched by a hen, but he couldn't calch enough flies and
small bugs which the little fellows would seize wilh avidity
from his ringers ends and they died of insufficient nourishment.
We have known the mallard to attach itself the flock of domesticated ducks and follow to the poultry-yard roost, till it
had become so thoroughly domesticated as to demand a share
Of the corncob shower, which was necessary to the protection
of the pigs in their evening meal of shelled corn, aud have
often seen the not unusual participation in poultry yard feasts
of many varieties of our migratory hiids, and why not the domestication of our quail, which observation teaches is loth to
leave its native field so long as food and cover are adequate to

—

its

—

moderate demands

m

Kkntucki ajj

?
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THE ENGLISH SPARROW.
The

friends of the Euglish sparrow are not few, nor are they

at all undecided in their
sect destroyer.

good opinion of his value as an inThat the sparrow may be a blessing in one

place and a nuisance in another is suggested by a Bay
Ridge, L. I., correspondent who signs himself " Fair Play
for the Sparrows":
It would not
ral food, for he

be easy to determine what is his specific nattirseems to be capable of living upon almost any
kind of aliment, and will find something io live upon under
almost any circumstances. In England he lives almost entirely upon cereals aud seeds, robbing the wheat stacks aud
picking in the barn yard during the winter, and in the summer ravaging the wheat fields to such an extent that the
village officers very commonly pay so much per head for the
pests, while the farmer watches them closely with his gun.
In his native country the sparrow is rarely or uever known to
eatinsedsor worms. Iu our own cites, however, where
grain is not obtainable, he is certainly insectivorous.
Upon
no other supposition can we account for the almost total disappearance of the worm pest trom the si reet foliage of New
\'ork aud Brooklyn since the importation of this little brigand.
My own observation on three acres of thickly wooded lawn
furnishes daily evidence of the spanow being a deadly enemy
to caterpillars and insects.
It is unnecessary to adopt your
sugge tion of e.\aruimug the contents of their stomachs,
when 1 can at any lime see them entering their nests wilh leaf
worms in their beaks.
This summer three of my maples
were attacked by " measuring worms," one so vigorously that
in two or three days half ihe foliage disappeared; but as
quickly the sparrows were seen actively at work in the trees,
and the worms immediately vanished. The charge of pugnacity made against the sparrow has not been confirmed by
my observation of his habits. I have never seen him
injury to birds of " another color;" and all the species common to this vicinity mingle freely with him on the friendliest
terms.
It is, however, quiie possible that his voracity and
large numbers leave so little food for his competitors that
some of them may at times find it necessary to migrate to
pastures he has not invaded.
I am therefore disposed to conclude from a jealous observation of the little intruder, ibat,
in our cities aud in suburban localities, ho is a valuable addition to feathered society' and merits the distinguished consideration a generous public has awarded him.
Hut let him
once get a footing iu the farming districts: and a very different
reception is sure io greet him.
In that ease hisoriginal graineating instinct will be revived
ho will forsake the worms for
the wheat and the seeds, and the farmers will curse him lor
the heavy toll he exacts from their crops.
Whet) it Comes to
that, Ihe farmer may seek his Compi'iiR'i.i.ion by making 'he
sparrow in turn minister to his own appetite, for a 'wellcooked sparrow pie is a dish thut an epicure will always
;

welcome

as

no common delicacy.

It may be very plausibly urged also that, while quarrelsome
under certain eonditiqns—for instance, when the struggle for
subsistence is a hard one— the English bird under circumstances may live in harmony with our native birds.
A. de-

—

,
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home surrounded by

nghtful picture of a

was a resident of Brooklyn, and the anillars was (he chief reason for seeking a

Thirty years ago

noyance of

cater]

I

rivals, 6U.

in the country.
I chose a spot fifteen miles from Mew
that had one acre of old forest trees, and with a particular -view of making it pleasant for song birds.
I had always
plenty of all kinds except English sparrows. The first years
Were noted for the ravages of insects.
rose-bushes were
spoiled by an insect that burrowed in lie roses, by worms,
incipient mollis and caterpillars, that eat up my lloweis, infested my vegetables and defied insect powder and slacked lime.
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Wlih reference to the Eo-eaTled '• working" of West mil Pond,
Maul have given the matter tome thought since "P. X."

to say

on

is

piece.

this coast is

to

the most abundant species

A Chicago correspondent who became dissatisfied wilh the
performances of shop bass rod?, made some experiments of
his own Willi results which seem lo have gratified him, and

A

capture them, and I am confident that a schooner of 30
tons could easily take a ton or more a day. The fish

to 40

which he has made us acquainted with. He writes
I determined to make a rod that would combine strength wilh
Last March I bought a Calcutta bamelasticity and lightness.
inches, cutting cIobq
boo, cut off from tho top about ti feet.

is re-

:

markable for the great quantity of gelatinous fat along the
Some persona who have
fcfcs, corresponding to the halibut."
eaten this flounder consider it extremely choice, and equal to

any of

its class.

It

|

St

tiog-noseil

it

to Ihe

i

Commisaoaec

is

to

be thanked for bringing

it

before

the

public,

—

FfsH at thkCuioaoo ExrosiTioN. The exhibition of living tishesat the ChicagoExpositionisfinc. The building, being
near Lake Michigan, can of course command plenty of water.
A lofty fountain plays in ihe centre of the building, and near
the south end is a real waterfall a sheet of water perhaps ten
or twelve feet wide and six inches deep falls ten feet into a
more of a cataract than many of thi
large tank or basin

**

Gin'l. Snpt.

—

;

The Manhattan Beach Hotel was closed on Monday, September HOth, and trains and boats ceased runuing on that
date.
U he >,ea«on has been most prosperous.

|$*

and

;

..Inch attract

Black Bass, Micropten
M. nigricans.
M uskaionge, Esox iwbiliar.
Spanish Mackerel, Cybiwnmacitia-

WeakUsn, f>"«'

Cero, Cijbimn mjale.
Bouito, narda pelaw

iiluetlsli, I'vmaloi

Kingdsh, Mcnticur

—

nebutCGKfi.

Fish rs Mabkjbt— Eexju, Peices. Baes, 20 cents smelts, 25;
S; Balmon, 3); mackerel, IS: weak fish, 10; white
green turtle, 12; terrapin, per
perch, 15 Spanish mackerel, i
doz, $9 1 halibut, 15; haddock, 8; king flfch, 18; Bfldfiahj 8
;

bluelish,

i

;

j

flounders, b'
porgies, 8
eea baes, IS ; eele, 18 ;
sheepshead, 25 ; scallops per gallon, $1; soft clams,
30 to 60 white liah, 15 pickerel, IS salmon trout, 18 ; black
baas, 18
pompano,40; anchovies, 40 dry cod, 7; hard crabs,
per 100, 32.50 [soft orabs, per dozen, $1 j frogs, 3:c.

Dlaok

fish,

lobsters, 10

15

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Canada— Gananoqu',

Sept. 25.

countries.

Around the

;

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

;

European

fountain are arranged glass lanks, containing brook trout,
from those just, hatched to those of one, two, Ihree and four
years old; Mackinaw trout, of the same ages California salmon, from one to three years old. Anolher tank contains a
pair of dogfish, Amia ocdO'cand'i; Uich., an old-fashioned
genus said by Agassiz to be extinct save ia North America.
Other tanks contain whitefish, hlack and white bass, pikeperch and pickerel, young bullpout, minnows and a splendid
Iu anolher tank were young alligators
collection of goldfish.
and snapping turtles, the latter extending their long necks to
that length that they seemed to be snakes crawling out of a
turtle shell, the head exactly resembling that of a serpent
There was also a curious water lizard, from Arizona, wilh a
mine or gills e.xlendiug nil round ihe neck.
Professor Ward, of Rochester, li.nl there bis reproduction
of the mammoth, '.BUphif. priuiigeniiu, made from that in the
Museum of Silitgardt. It stands Hi feet high, with a length
of 20 feet, in his habit of long, black hair, as when he lived,
and is a most awe-inspiring monster.
One of the most interesting things in the Exposition is the
collection of Indian pottery and implements, belonging to Mr.
H. N. Rust, of Chicago, which fills two or three large eases,
and consists of seven or eight hundred pieces of pottery, in the
most remarkable style of preservation, taken from burial
mounds iu Missouri. The workmanship of some of these show
considerable advance in the ceramic art, more than we have
ever seen in the pottery of the North American Indians.
There is also an extensive collection of arrow and spear-heads
of flint, with the implements of war and the chase, from DaThis collection ought to belong to the Smithsonian,
cotah.

jj$ivei[

White Perch, Hoi

visitors in

— Measurements and weight

of a black bass taken by companion last Saturday
Extreme
length, l94in.i width a :ross side, (iiu.; girth around body,
1 tin.; weight, 41bs. plm lp.
Was taken on light rod wiih
live minnow, and made it fluke lively, rb we were fishing
from a skiff, wilh .-tit! i ju'-west wind.
G. M. S.
i

:

or to the Peabcdy Museum at Cambridge.
that it can be purchased for $5,000.

understand
S.

;

;

;

;

j

t

A working diagram accompanied this sketch,
think

it

Movements of the Fishtxg Fleet.— The

I

but

we do

not

necessary to an intelligent understanding of the writ-

ten description.

Ed.

THE BLACK BASS AND

AMONG

0. C.

In the Oktuodox "Way. A Syracuse clergyman. Rev.
Mr. Van Slyke, who was fishing from a dock at Geddes last
week, espied a large black bass swimming leisurely about.
The fish was in perhaps two or three feet of water. The
pastor decided to capture the fellow. Leaning over the edge
of the dock, lie reached out and succeeded in grappling the
The
fish in both hands, and brought him out of the water.
surprised bass, when out of his element, gave a sudden jump,
but agsiiu ihe minister was loo quick for him, and grasping
him close to his woolen coat, succeeded by a sudden movement in landing him on llie dock. The fi»h was one of extraordinary siz.e, tnd weighed just five pounds,

NOBMAH,

pickerel fishing.

—

Ma,b8a.ohmetis—iftsM Bedford, fspfc :2S.— During the past
week some good shooi ing has been done in this vicinity, and
I have seen quite a number of blue winded teal, plover and
lilack ducks brought lo town.
Concha.
receipts of Bank
codfish have been larger than any previous week this season,
L.eiug fully 1,4SC, 000 lbs., Covering 8 fnres.
The [eceiplB of
halibut
week
have
unusually
for the
been
bank
light, viz,, 3
liues, 90,000 lbs.
The number of maekeicJ arrivals for Ihe
week has been 13 from the Bay St. Lawrence, and 15 from

We

If) inches to Insert
my buit. Al
the hottom'of my bamboo 1 put a thin brass ring, to prevent
the possibility of splitting.
of
selected
a
piece
clear
maple, put it
For my butt-pitce I
into a lathe, and turned out a tapering dowel lo lit into the
bamboo Until it touched the knot above, fitting it in quite
snug. I finished off the lower end of the butt', cutting out
reel seat, put on the reel bands and rings, put on a brass
I lookout trie butt, uud to inthimble piece for the bottom.
sure its holding fast, put on a coat of glue putting in the rod
again, found it was jus-, as solid as the. original bamboo.
The next thing was to whip the upper part of the rod, lo
strengthen it ; for this purpose, black silk, waxed with shoemaker's wax, was used, taking about a dozen turns round the
rod, putting them in every three inches, up where the rod is
tapering as'a packing-needle, and lessening the number where
Saving made standing guides of
the rod increased in size.
hard brass wire, they were whipped in every ten inches of the
inches of the reel. 1 can nol adrod to within about 2 feet
mire a solid tip, but made the lip of the rod of brass wire.
'Ihe reasons for putting the guides so close was to pievenl tho
Expeline hanging lo Ihe COO, or c itching over the guides.
rience has proved that, wiie presenls less surface, cous< quenlly
less friction for a line to puss over, and guides made of wire
will enable any one tn make longer and better casts than tlic
Finally, giving the silk whipping a coat of while
Hat guides.
thellac varnish, putting on a linen braided line for the handpiece, and giving the rod two coats of coach varnish, my rod
was finished not a rough place in it, and good looking too.
Many old fishermen admited it. It was just as solid us n real
bamboo, and ou weighing it found it. would just lip the scales
at 1 ounces and measure'! 8 feel 1 inch.
Now for results: It was used in company wilh rodB costing
from $5 to $15, and some of them iu the hands of expert bass
they have just the same trouble as I have had in other
fishers
years; baits were flying through the air, their Frank foH
the trouble lay in
reels got caught, or something else caught
they could" put a line 30 or 35
Ihe rod being too springy
My little bamboo was singing n
feet, ut most, with a sinker.
lively tune every cast that was made, and laid out from 60 to
75 feet every time, putting the bait just where it was wanted,
and not a bit of sinker larger than a email buckshot, to it.
As to its strength, it traveled nearly 1,000 miles this summer, in steamboats, by railroads, iu wagons and iu
and is as sound to-day as the day it was finished.
They are preferable to a jointed rod every lime for bass and

to the knot, leaving about

would, perhaps, require do great effort

same place as the turbot ami sole of
Great Britain. On examining the fish at Mr. K. G. Blackford's, itseimvd to us fat her longer and more elongated.
One distil guidiing tr lit, we think, was a somewhii
appearance of the bottom side of the flounder. The fluke and
fat being srow white by comparison. There can be no doubt
as lo the. value of ihe fish, and the United States Fish
to introd ice

have

tallied

It.

the discovery

unknown

i

:! out it, with the result of elmmtln/, er lather modifying, the
opinion X then hid.
My present opinion—of little value, becanse not
founded on sufficient studv— ia that the uraen matter fouad la the water
ihe (\»>.f>riia variety, which, In quiet ponds, hangs
is a plant or
together, end goes commrnfy by the name of "frog spittle;" bat
which, In larj>e ponila like the one in question, disturbed ny high winds
li unand chopping waves, sepa-ates into small particles. 1 think.
derstood that fish do feed on Confervas when It maintains itself In a
mass, but it would teem that they cannot do io— at least as readily—
when it Bftparatcs inio niiuiite particle*. I ihlnk It Is also we.i settled
.'iff grow Eomttimts in the purest spring water, free from
that
decaying vegetable matter. It would seem, however, that tne presence
of such matter would favor the growth. I do not Snow whether Wea
Hill Pond ever "worked" before it was ariuiulaly raised, hut I do
kn.w that the raL-e made since lust summer wee not the tlrst of the
kind. It had been srtlUcia ly raised b;fure that, a fact that perhaps,
W. XJ. Simonds.
you were not aware of. Vonrs truly,

wl

:

and dealers here,

.',

urisp'jrt.-nianllke.

on the const. It is the Olyptocephxtlm cynoghphus, or Pole
Flounder of England. It is only found at about 40 fathoms,
The mouth is so small that
in a temperature of 36 to 40 deg.
trawl would
it is likely that it would not take a hook.

purchased.
if.

pounds a

five

of a species of flounder, which, although entirely

;

Akthuh

favorite

fishing at this

A New Flofndbb.—Professor Spencer F. Baird, writing
"One of the most important

Jlammca var. atiu-ricima two angora rabbits six weeper Capuchin
monkeys, Cebus capwinu&j one brown pelican, 1'e'ktmvs fuicus, from
Florida; one pig-tailed macaque monkey, Xacaaus nemestriunus; one
all

would weigh about

practical results of our operations

/

;

30.— Tne

from Gloucester, Mass., says

M

rnesua, macacu-s erythrmus

I

hunted up and read for the II rsi time "P. X-V ente in the lg-ue
of Aogusc 29.
Yrmr note in the issue of Seps. 5 t had already seen, It
having i>eeu called lo my notice by " P. X." aiiout three weeks ngo. It
feems to me om now reading the three articles together, that he mid
yoi arc talking of d 'fferent things, hence the apparent difference of
opinion us regards " whipping" of bus.
" P. X.," iu his letter daltd August 21, reprobated the dragging of
n bass through the walcr t>y main strength with a long, stiff pole ; yon,
in your letter of August SO, refer t..p:nyliigafi8h with a limber Ilj-iOd
wiiicti is an entirely different thing. X doubt :f yon have happened to
»ee boss taken in the man ior that " P, X,' refer* to, and t have as ilLle
ilontit line If .vou were to ecu It you would consider It crude aod
tlrst

Arteuii.

.

;

" E. A. K.:"
I am but yesterday home from a fifteen-days' aojonrn at Moosehead
Lake, and having jnst laid hold of the Forest and stream lor Sept.
I ttiu moved by " P. X.'u" communication therein to write you, having

Spring*, Stpt. 22,— Fishing is
about over except in the largtr streams. Owing to Ihe very
warm Sumiru r trout poshed further np than usual, and were
W. N. B.
fioin two to tbiee weeks later itarung dowu.

snake, H.platiirhmr.*: all presented.
Two capybaraa, Eyteo h rvs api/bara ; two bonnet monkeys, .fc«one rhesus, If. rrythraus; one common macaque,
eutf radiatun
live Guinea baboons. CjfnGeephalus xphinx ; one douron.; ...v.. :V".t
coal\, Myrtipithf ii.s t< ir-Jr.jahis : one cebus; two ciuerens vultures, V
cincrem two griffin vultures, Gyps /uZrus ; four barn owls, i'rrfa
i

Sept.

JJaktfokii, Conn., Sept. 25, 1S7S.

My Dear

Colorado—Hot Sulphur

.ppev-

,-

Rker,

—

Disputed Points. We print the following
on sundry topics from interested correspondents

Adjusting
letters

place slid continues good for striped bass, black fish and sea
bass.
The yscht Belle, Capt. Joel Burka'ow", with Sir. W.
M. Leslie, of New Yoi k, and your correspondent, came in today with one hundred and twenty sea bass, a few porgies and
some black fish. Mr. D. Chamberlain, last Saturday, caught
twenty-one striped bass, several of which would weigh over
three pounds each; lie also at ihe same lime look lw*o weak-

delphia Zoological Garden, Faikmocnt
'T. 21.—Two lizards, Seeloperus mululatm;
tjiensia; one red fox, VtOpei ful> as ; one
mg, Ave coppeilieatl sDaKes and six .young,
:,::!:
mke. Pm
rrlcr

j

CatcbOS of Striped lass icponed. The following gentlemen
made the annexed scores in parts of two flays: lion A. B.
Caldwell, of Washington, Pa., 90 hlaekfisll and sca-bass;
Gen, B. F. Fisher, Philadelphia, M5-, J. P. Molsecd, Philadelphia. 173; J. W. Mulbollaiid. Pa., 84.
Captain Charles
Cox had the parly in charge in bis fine yacht Ehzahtlh. B.

—

lit

mouth ship-shape, in fine, to make the sketch plausible, we
shrink from the taste,
We can do most anything with written
copy, and slick up the roughest work until it reads like Alfred
Tennyson's verses, but when we are called upon to touch up
and
strange
monstrous drawings, then we declare that we are
neither Bracketts nor Killbournes.

now a fine run of
Island shore.

Jersey Kimey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Sept.
22,— Only three or four sheepshead taken past week. Bluefish— No weather for fishing outside, consequently no report
to make.
Some good
Sea-bass and blackfish very plenty.

FiomiBBBS' Eyks. According to a paper by Mr. Agassiz
in the proceedings of the American Academy of Science, the
of ihe young flounder immediately after hatching
do not differ from the eyes of other fishes. Very soon,
however, the eye on the pale side begins to work its way over
toward the dark side, passing over the frontal bone by a proO' ss of volulation and translation.
Just here comes a curious
effect.
Ponchet tells us that the want of color on the blind
Bidrj of ihe fish is due to the partial atrophy of the great sympathetic nerve caused during the passage of the eye from one
side to.thc other. In the plaguaia the eye sinks into the head ami
works its way across, finally appearing on the other side.

Anka

Long

—

New

eyes

on •oritit

the

Neie Dorp, Sept. 25. Fishing yesterday in "Yates' Ilole,"
our catch was 9, 1 to 'i\ lbs., weak fish 4,
1 lb., striped bass, and the 14 blue fish, weighing from
^
to h It', in weight, also simd porgies too numerous to mention.
We have had the best of fishing ibis year at all points around
the Island.
This is my fifth trip, and I have always had a
mess of fish.
W. A. 6.

my

,

Bay and along

the

Sept. 27.

Tor/,:.— There is just

in Fishkill Creek,

A

bittern,

fish in

— Nat)

\ to

I even sprinkled petroleum on them, which did not kill the
insects nor improve the appearance or perfume of my garden.
Sparrows about that lime were landed from Cunard sUameis
in Jersey City, and found their way to my home, taking possession of a bluebird's hoVr of which I had ten.
From this
commencement they have multiplied. I have box room for
about thirty each winter— and by autumn have had a flock of
aliout two hundred. As thirty is as many as can find comfoitable winter quarters, I thiuk'the balance, sire eaten up by the
owls or find refuge in Newark. But every spring for five
years about a dozen of my bird boxes have pairs, who commence household duties before the other birds come along.
Bluebirds come next, and in two double boxes I have sparrows in one end and bluebirds in the other end. The wrens
are. more conservative, and I have six boxes with a hole so
small that no one but Jenny can get in.
lively time she
and her mate make when a sparrow looks in. But be rarely
intrudes, though Jenny's house is a little the most ornamental,
and birds may be envious. The robins come next, aod ihey
build all over— in the wisteria and honeysuckle, the pear trees
and spruces, so that I have more than I want in strawberry
time.
Next in numbers are the cat-birds, who build in the
darkest recesses of the Norway spruces.
Three pairs of orioles and two nesls of the thrush, in the deepest recesses of the
hawthorn. Kobert of Lincoln, Bryai t's friend, has a meadow
lot shared wilh a meadow-lark, and brown linnets or field
sparrows are all around. I think the birds aie gratelul, for I
am entirely freed from
enemies, ihe insect pests, except
the potato-bugs and the c'.rculio. I have more song birds
than I had before the sparrows came.
Nati-balist.

_Anrntro-cn

— Cope Ann Adverlixer.

York.

—

My

I

Aurivals at fraE Pb
Park, for Two Weeks.
two alligators, A. mist
water snake aad twelve

—

Art. A very well meaning artistic correspondentsends the
rough drawing of a queer fish, which he says is a striped bass.
This fact "we take on trust; but when we are requested by
our correspondent to touch it up, elongate the body, put the

the'Enstern shore. Receipts, 2,270 bbls. Bay and 1,650 bbls.
Shore. Another Greenland halibuler has arrived home the
past week, with only a partial fare.
Whole number of ar-

feathered songsters

is this;

green

:

"Ainla

HIS
FISHES.

peer, or

a vassal?"

—J. Madison Wells.

J-

Editob Forest and Stream-.
Those who have lasted ihe lotus
in that Utopian

PLACE

clime of far

of
iiwuj

salmon or trout fishing

— while

reveling in

its

aesthetic atmosphere, and surround) d by a misty halo of the
spray of the Waterfall, or enveloped by the filmy gauze and
iridescent haze of the cascade—have inscribed tomes, sang
idyls, chanted pieons and poured out libations in honor and
praise of the BUver spangled salmon or theruby studdi
while it is left to the vulgar horde of black bass anglers to
stand upou the mountain of their owu doubt, and presumption,

;!

;

:

FOKEST AND STREAM.
and, with uplifted bands, in admiration and awe, gaze wil.li
dazed eyes from alar upon that EorbiddOO land— that Urra incognita— and then, having lived in vain, die and leave no Sigh.
It is then with a spirit of rank heresy in my heart.; with
smoked-glass spectacles on my nose to dim the glare and
glamour of the transcendent shore: with the scales of justice
across my Shoulder— M, mtmoidei'm one scoop and .V. pallidus
I pass the. barriers aud confines of the enchanted
in the other
land and toss them into a stream thai, has been depopulated of
even fingerings by the diliMnnU of salmon and trout fishers
for I would not, even here, put. black buss in a stream inWhile watching the plehabited by salmon or brook trout.
beian interlopers sporting m an eddy, their bristling spinesand
emerald aides gleaming in the sunshine, 1 hear an awful voice
from the adjacent rocks exclaiming: "Fools rush in where
angels fear to tread!" Shade of Izaak Walton defend us
While appealing to father lzaak for protection, I quote his
words: " Of which, if thou be a severe., sour complexioued
man, then I here disallow thee to be a competent judge."
Seriously, most of our notions of game fish and fishing are
and as the salmon and the trout
derived from British writers
are the only fishes in Great Britain worthy of being called
game, they, of course, form the themes of British writers
on game fish. American?, following the lead of our British
cousins in this, as we were wont to do in all sporting matters,
have eulogized the salmon and brook trout as the game fish
par excellence of Amciica, ignoring other fish equally worthy.
While some claim for the striped bass a high niche in the list
of game fish, f feel free to assert that, were the black bass a
native of Great Britain, he would rank fully as hiah in the estimation of British anglers as either the trout or the salmon.
I am borne out in this by the opinions of British sportsmen,
whose statements have always be<n received without question.
W. H. Herbert (Frank Forester) writing of the black bass,
says: "This is one of the finest of the American fresh water

—

;

181

than those we emp'oy for the diminutive bass, and however
much wo may admire the subtle strategy and the fighting
qualities of the latter, or estimate

them by comparative value,
they cannot be measured by the same scale. 'Che manoeuvres
of ihe bass are

merely amusing

they are Liliputian.

;

But the

efforts of the giants arc all-absorbing. It is only after a man has
captured a salmon that he feels as if he bad conquered a world.
The man who has landed six-pound bass, one after the other
with a light bamboo rod, as we have doue, greatly enjoyed the

sport, but

he never

Alexander.— Ed,]

felt like

;

:

;

idea 1 had when t first heard the two compared; hut I am
I consider he is the superior of the
bold, and will go further.
two, for he is equally goof! as an article of food, and much
stronger and untiring iu his efforts to escape when hooked."
Mr. Uduiore again says: ''Americans have reason to be
proud of the black bass, for its game qualities endear it to (he
fisherman, and its nutty, sweet flavor to the gourmand,"
Now, while salmon fishing may be the highest branch of
and while trout fishing in Canada, Maine
piscatorial sport
and the Lake Superior region justifies all the extravagant
praise bestowed upon it, I am inclined to doubt the judgment aud good taste, of those anglers who snap their fingers
in contempt of black blaes fashing, while they will wade a
Stream strewn with brush and logs, catch a few trout weighing six or eight to the pound, and call it the only artistic
While they arc certainly welcome to
angling in the world!
their opinion, 1 think their zeal is worthy of a better cause.
The black bass is eminently an American fish, and has been
representative
in his characteristics.
said to be
He has the
faculty of asserting himself and making himself completely
He is plucky, game, brave and
at home wherever placed.
unyielding to the last when hooked. He has the arrowy rush
aud vigor of a trout, the untiring strength aud bold leap
of a salmon, while he has a system of fighting tactics pecuHe will rise to the artificial fly as readily as
liarly his own.
the salmon or the brook trout, under the same conditions j aud
will take the live minnow or other live bait, under any aud
all circumstances favorable to the taking of any other fish.
I
consider him, inch for inch and pound for pound, the gamest
The royal salmon and the lordly trout must
fish that swims.
yield the palm to a black bass of equal weight.
That he will
eventually become the leading game fish of America is my
This result, I think,
oft-expressed opinion and firm belief.
is inevitable, if for no other reasons, from a force of circumstances occasioned by climatic conditions and the operation
of immutable natural laws, such as the gradual drying up and
dwindling away of the small trout streams, and the consequent
decrease of brook trout both is quality and quantity; and by
the introduction of predatory fish iu Ihe same waters with
Another prominent cause of the decline and fall of the
trout.
brook trout is the c.reetiou of dams, saw-mills and factories
upon trout streams, which, though to he deplored, cannot be
prevented ; the march of empire and the progress of civilization cannot be stayed by the honest, though powerless proBut, while the ultimate fate of the. brook
tests of anglers.
trout is sealed beyond peradventure, we have the satisfaction
of knowing that in the black bass we have a fish equally
worthy, both as to game and edible qualities, and which, at
the same ime, is able to withstand aud defy many of the causes
that will in the end effect the annihilation and' extinction of
;

TRIALS.

THE

was favored

editor of this journal

in

being able

to attend the joint agricultural fair held last

mouth

at

Paul and Minneapolis, in the great and prosperous State of
Minnesota. Every courtesy was extended to him by the officers in charge of the exhibition, of which the bench show at
St.

St. Paul,

columns, con-

already described at length in our

stituted so attractive a feature,

Of

especially to sportsmen.

all fairs and induswhether they be merely local aud limited, or
world's fairs and comprehensive but there were so many features or this Western frontier display not found in stated
shows of like character, and altogether novel to residents of
older States, that we would have gladly described them at
length weeks ago, when we wrote up the Bench Show and
Field Trials, had there not been more legitimate demands upon
our space. There were to be seen aboriginal Indians with
their implements of industry and weapons of the chase ; furs,
robes and hides, with the rude tools used in dressing them
great structures created of
stuffed specimens of wild animals
the products of grain, which now grows luxuriantly on quondam buffalo ranges wonderful implements of farm industry,
doing the work of scores of men; steam threshers and selfbinding harvesters, all showing the marvelous development
Incidental and appropriate were the side
of a very few years.
shows, the team of elk in harness, the feats of wild horsemen iu
the saddle • the marvellous execution with rifle and shotgun
Scatthe rough riders, fox running, and coursing of hares.
tered through all the great space, indoors aud out, were the
motley costumes of frontiersmen, voyagers, trappers, stockraisers, soldiers, scouts, surveyors, half-breeds and Indians,
all typical of the Far West and its recent change to civilizaFortunately, and very creditable to those enterprising
tion.
publishers, the Harper Brothers, of New York, that firm sent
an artist to the grounds— young Rogers, noted for the force
of his character sketches —who, by his own industry and some
slight service rendered by Mr. Hallock, to whom he bore a

course there

is

a sameness of character in

trial exhibitions,

;

;

;

;

Exhibtion in the engraving which

Even more

mauy strong points
we print to-day.

has preserved

letter of introduction,

faithful

and characteristic

is

of the

the sketch of the

Field Trial Grounds and the camp, represented in the com-

panion picture. It is the first delineation of such an event in
America, and our thanks are due to the Messrs. Harpers for
the privilege of printing

[In parenthesis,

it.

for that fellow in the sketch

who

we

feel sorry

sleeps with his boots on

and

;

1

We

I

feet outside of his blanket.]

lust hero our immediate reference to the subject gives us an

opportunity to correct some errors which occured by the trans-

Ages Slakes in
our last issue. Those

position of figures in our score table for the All

the Minnesota Field Trials, as printed in

using our paper for reference will please note this

SCALE OF POINTS,
Merit.

,

—

,

Doos, Spoetino and Domkstki.

—Whether

-Deimerti.—i

l

a

is

it

merely

fashion or the result of a general increase of interest in the

animal generally, certain

it i3

that dogs are being adopted as

unknown

pots aud protectors to an extent hitherto

in

this

A few years ago pugs, or Yorkshire terriers, were
kept and looked upon as curiosities now, in every
large city, and many smaller ones, they are so common as to
scarcely excite remark.
The same may bu said of the mastiff
and St. Bernard. We had but few, and of those many were
mongrels now they are bred on a large scale.
In St, Bercountry.

rarities,

the brook trout.

:

;

As I have stated long since in the Fouest and Stream, the
bli.ck bass will exhibit game qualities that will at once convince and surprise the most Skeptical salmon or trout fishers,
if they will angle for him with as suitable aud delicate tackle
as they employ for his more favored congeners of the tribe
Salmontda, It is high time, then, that anglers and sporting
writers should accept the situation
accord to the black JJRBS
bis just due, and acknowledge him as the coming game fish of
America.
J. A. Hunsitah, M. D.
Qynlhiana, Xt/., XepL 23, 1878.
;

the Bass

the appointed successor of the Trout

Truly

Daisy
Clipper

W

Jaoiile
Jrrienil

Queeuot the
West..

Ranger
Jet

Mat'gle

May

—

Countess Royal.
Stratliroy

who may

Jack, withdrawn

are subject are almost identical,

sad to contemplate in the not
distant f uture the extinction of a beautiful race of creatures

soft vari-tinted flush of the trout

disappear in the eventide,

behold the sparkle of the coming bass as he leaps into the
we hardly know which to admire the
most—the velvet livery and the charming graces of the depart!

ing courtier, or the flash of the armor-plates on the advancing
No doubt the bass will prove himself a worthy subwarrior.
stitute for his predecessor, and a candidate for a full legacy of

not be sportsmen.

Pop

Forest

and Stream and Rod and Oun.

A CHASE FOR THE BRUSH.
THERE arc particular

which seem

to be enchant-

From Curl's Hill to Gaston the cliff3 and
on the Roanoake are literally honeycombed with holes,
into which the foxes retreat when too closely pressed by
hounds for their comfort. Iu these dens, too, they raise their
young with security, and if left alone for a few years the
country would be overrun with them. They are never trapped,
or bunted with gun
but the hunter, with practiced pack, begins upon them early iu September, and by the close of the
fall but few are left.
I have been their chief enemy lor nearly forty years, and have more than once during mat period
caught every one iu that focalitv- Tbis season 1 began upon
them the 2d of September, which I have continued every
other morning to the 18th, and with a success rivaling my
resort of red foxes.

bluffs

what

ten, sickness arises

localities

ing to foxes. For forty years the Allen plantation, just
across from Roanoake, opposite my own, has been the favorite

The

ills

to

which

all

varieties

and we hold ourselves in
our power towards alleviating the
sufferings, or adding to the well-being of one kind as well us
another.
With small dogs used as pets, iu nine cases out of
readiness to do

it is

whose attributes have been sung by all the poets, but we regard the inevitable with the same calm philosophy with which
the astronomer watches the burning out of a world, knowing
that it will be succeeded by a new creation.
As we mark the

morning of his glory

nard's, the kennels of Mr. Le Roy Z. Collins, Mr. Burdelt
Loomis, and others, will compare favorably with any in England, from whence, indeed, the choicest blood has been imported, and many gentlemen of this city and vicinity, and also
T
hile the dog used
of Boston, have fine kennels of mastiffs.
for sporting purposes will naturally always hold pre-eminence, yet the time has arrived when other breeds are entitled
to recognition, from the fael that they are not only as valuable intrinsically, but are equally cherished by their owners,

Knap

Nellie
is

not through heritage, nor selection, nor by interloping, but by
fore-ordination, and for the reasons which our far-seeing corres-

pondent advances.

on

full

i

[No doubt

Comet and the peerless Vanity, the full
brother and sister to leader, though eight years old, displayed
this oecasiou their usual vim and coinage.
Winder, the
brother of Rebel, but her junior, distinguished himself for
speed and dash, a fitting accompaniment of so much beauty.
Young Watchman aud Red Bird were not behind Jiim in these
qualities. I crossed the Roanoake on this occasion long before
sunrise in a small canoe, and niy pack took water and swam
over.
The stream here is some half mile wide, but the water
being warm the hounds did not hesitate to cross it. 1 invariably teach my dogs to take water iu the summer, and they
will do so then at all seasons, regardless of the temperature of
the water.
Hardy had a horse at the opposite bank ready for
me. His dogs were in full cry on a lively trail as I landed. I
was just in time the thing was artistically done, and the recruits went iu without jar or confusion.
Off they dashed up
the Roanoake in as lively, merry aud joyous a mood aa ever
pack in its opening chase displayed. The huntsmen, too, did
nor, lack the enlbusiasin the thundering of a full pack of
hounds invariably inspires. For my part, quiet and steadiness was my philosophy, occasioned by being mounted on an
old, stiff aud spiritless nag greatly addicted to falling down
when urged beyond the slowest, of paces. Two tumbles in
half a mile convinced me that her reputation for vaulting was
deserved, and for the first time in my life my caution in ii redfox chase overruled my enthusiasm. But. the old nag kept me
out of the dew, and furnished a conveyance, if at
) safe, a
little better than foot.
The fox kept 'up under ti
ver hills
for some distance at a time, when be would come
and out
on the hills as in search of his food. This made, lb
lil really
splendid, aud one mounted even as
was could ^
the puck handsomely followed it around in all its tortuousuess,
bringing it back to the near point of its emerging from under
the bills.
This movement was repeated several times before
the fox reached his cover on Curl's Hill, whore, closely aud
quietly at rest he lay, unsuspicious of danger.
were upon
him before he was aware of it. He had no time to arrange
his toilet or plan bis escape.
He was surprised, and like all
surprises the result was dismay and confusion.
He bolted
pell-mell first in one and then iu another direction, confronted
in every move by a hound, but the undergrowth being dense
he. finally safely got off, aud away he flew like a falling star.
The pack soon emerged from the thicket, aud in ranting style
made pursuit. But the pursuit was too hurried, breaks iceiu red,
and the old red, panic stricken, took no lime to listen to his
pursuers.
The morning, however, was suited to this condition of things, and iu a few minutes the pursuit was renewed,
and in earnest, too. With the advantage thus obtained the
fox turned down the Roanoake much in the line of his trail to
the Allen field. This he crossed, turned south and rounded
back west to Curl's Hill. I met the pack on this turn, and,
though the slowest of the huntsmen, saw this, the most magnificent press of the chase, alone.
Rebel's brother, Winder,
was in the lead, Logan aud Watchman, Jr., were next ihe fox,
barely out of view.
But he stood this press without faltering, and as the cry gradually faded away in the distance there
was no diminution of its jig-like character. The fox made for
Curl's Hill, but avoided the place of bis surprise and took to
earth near the mouth of Stouehouse Creek, so he is left for
another day.
T. G. T, of Gaston, IN. 0.
Bister representatives.
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;

it is surpassed by none in boldness of biting, in fierce
fishes
and violent resistance when hooked, and by a very few only
Barker Giluiore (•' Unique")
iu excellence ripon the board.''
" I fear it will be almost deemed heresy to place this
Bays
at least, some such
fish tblaek bass) on a par with the trout

IB oils companion some twenty years ago in the same huntwhen I caught or put to earth tweiny out of
twenty-one on as many hunling mornings, ihe longest race
being only ninety minutes. This season 1 took a servant with
and
ttxe
spade, and closed every hole I knew, and, as I ran a
fox into a new one, would close that the next day. In this
way ! closed the door upon them, and have fun now until it
isn't fun.
At this season the red fox cannot be run out, of his
range, which is in this locality some three miles up and down
the Roanoake and about one from it.
The first chase was
luckily after the old male.
1 had invited I). 0. Hardy. Jerry
Newsomeand Nat Showers to join in the sport, and right
readily did they respond, and brought in recruits of„no ordinary promise. Our united forces amouuted to some thirty
hounds, and nearly all of them could boast of their lineal descent from old Byron, Leader, Rebel and Pilot.
Three sent
Gen. W. H. Jackson, of Bekmead, Tennessee, had brother and

ing giound,

lies iu

from over-feeding and

it

may

be set

down

almost as a rule that a strict attention to diet, with cleanliness,
After all, it is by no
is at once preventive aud remedy.
means a difficult thing to keep dogs in health, setting aside,
of course, that dreadful scourge, distemper,

attendant

evils.

some plain

We shall endeavor

and

in future

its

issues

directions for the care of dogs, together

Irain of

to give

with the

more common disorders.
Very young dogs almost invariably point at sight. Pupon chickens, or even on flies. It

simplest remedies for the

pies are often seen standing

;

>

honors.

By

same

which has predestinated the trout, the
salmon may also bo superseded but there is no fish which
has ever yet swum, that can be accounted his peer,
His
gigantic forccB must be encountered with heavier weapons
the

fate

;

always a capital sign, ami almost a sure Indication lhat the
" hunting" instinct exists, and merely wants development
with age,
the eyes.

the

when the nose can be brought into play instead of
The powers of scent can be developed by allowing

puppy

to trace a piece of

meat or a fresh bone

that

has

.
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been dragged

in

a zig-zag direction through grass or over the

ground.

—

Cats and Dogs in Florida Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Hamcrlon, in one of his " Chapters on Animals,"
remarks that one great difficulty in the intercourse between
the dog and his master is the shortness, of the dog's life,
which comes to an end just. When they begin to understand
each other. If this is the case in England, where the dog
leads a life comparatlvelj safe, bow ranch more is it the case
Likes, rivers
in Florida, where be has many dangerous foes.
and swamps there abound, and in them lurks the cunning and
ferocious alligator, whose favorite repast is dog meat, and
sooner or later the hound or pointer goes down that yawning
I have heard of a wise, old foxhound, who "used to
throat.
baffle the enemy by attracting him with his voice to a certain
part of the river, which he wished to cross, and then running
at full speed to another part, where he crossed before the

brute could reacli him.

The same

told in ancient history of the dogs living
on the Nile, and I have heard it told as a trait of the instinct
of the dogs of South America, where the cayman, or alligator,
There must be some foundation for a tide
is very dangerous.
which conies from so many quarters. Old Buck, the Florida
hound, was once overtaken by an alligator in the river, when

story

is

The reptile being cowardly, and
tight.
not used to resistance, drew back and hesitated, wnich gave
the dog the chance of escape. But some time after, having
been left behind by his master, who had gone across Halifax
Inlet in a boat, Buck started to swim across, and was devoured by a shark. The panther is also fond of dog moat,
and has often been known to carry off the house-dog in the
id unicMany dogs die f
night.
Besides theseeno
es, the dog in this climate is
casins also.
1
seldom lives out all bis
Bubject to many fatal diseases,
ml of. a case of canine madI have never, however,
days.
bundant.
ness in Florida, though dogs ar
he turned and showed

habits, escape the maw of
Cats, not being aquatic in tht
e heard of a
alligator, and seldom are snake-bit
but he came
big gopher-snake who used to curry off
Once too often, for he met the enraged parents, who set upon
and killed him, although he measured seven feet or more.
and
dangerous
enemy
of
the
in
Florida
cat
is the
The great
wildcat {Fells rujus), very abundant in the woods and
swamps, which prowls about for poultry and young pigs,
and which scruples not to devour its domestic cousin when it
Hitting once late; at night ou the piazza of my
gets a chance.
hotel at New Smyrna, I heard a great outcry among the
"harmless, necessary cats," which the landlord explained by
saying that a -wildcat was after them and sure enough, all
that remained next morning of our sleek and handsome
Thomas were a few bunches of hair at the edge of the scrub.
At another house where I was staying a favorite Maltese disappeared in the same way, notwithstanding the efforts of the
The robber was too quick
dogs, which rushed to the rescue.
S. C. C.
for them.

the

t

;

doubtedly the only one which will hold, which is, "that the
worms bore their way into the blood vessels of the intestinal
canals," or may be floated there in the blood, and that, these
turned loose into the milk of the mother, are again taken up

by the

offspring.

Doa Foisting a Stone.—A

correspondent, writing from
Salem, Mass., sends us the following:

Coming up Cherry street, recently, my dog, a young setter,
stopped short, ou a point, quite stiff. Investigation proved
him to be standing on a small stone, which he evidently mistook fora house-sparrow, thalare very numerous in our neighborhood. One thing this proves to me, i. e., young dogs will
very often point, at sight, I think quite as often as at scent—
at Last until shot over.

Wbbm-s.— Lake City, Minn., Sept. 24.— S. B. Dilly's Dolly,
dam of Royal Fan and Rattler, has whelped seven by champion Ranger.
Psvoiie.—Mr. H. N. Morris' lemon.and- white pointer bitch
Psyche, winner of the first and special prizes at the second
annual N. Y. Bench Show, has just whelped five fine puppies
by the champion Sensation, all lemon-and-white— four dogs
and one bitch.
Sport.

wretched state the skin becomes thick, ribbed, and irritable,
and low diet, physic, and dressing, all fail unless the dressing
No house-dog in a
is severe, and as I think barbarous.
moderate-sized family requires any feeding. He can supply
himself if he is unrestrained, ami plates of meat, thin bread
and butter, and cake, are cruelties. I think, however, that no
dog should be altogether a free agent. He should he chained
up at times, or he will Lie indifferent to any exertion, and capricious as to following his master or staying at home. He
will be most sensible and useful if he is the servant of one
person, and if no one else has anything to do with him, and
decidedly, whoever is to be the master for the day should perThe dog always has a very marked
sonally loosen his chain.
preference for that individual who unbuckles his colar first
when he has been taken to a new home, and he never forgets
this hour's liberty.

to

drawing-room

pets, in

many

of the eases of

by IdsLone has
been surfeit. There is the story often repealed of the famous
to cure dowspecialty
it
was
London,
whose
dog doctor in
ager's dogs. His system was as simple as possible. The dog was
tied to a tree and given nothing to eat for three days, and was
then returned perfectly cured. The charge for treatment was
malady reported

two

guineas.

to us the cause as designated

Sometimes, when we have advised anxious
them at all for a day or

quirers about their pets not to feed

inso,

and then but sparingly, when such counsel has been taken the
If a dog is really hungry he will
best results have followed.
eat plain, good food, which, when pampered, he refuses.

Dogs tor Shooting

in

Nobwav.

— A writer in the London

—The Morse Brothers, of West Medford, Mass., have

lost their fine

road

train.

English setter Sport, which was killed by a railShe was a fine hunter and the mother of many

good dogs.

Very Superior Stock.— We

call particular attention to

advertisement in our columns, which offers for sale a remarkably fine lot of pointers and setters. As all these dogs, their
pedigrees and performances, are familiar to us, we can assure
those wanting good animals that a better opportunity of
)n the
securing choice animals has rarely been presented.
pointer puppies, any one wanting to start a kennel with the
best and bluest blood, would do well to secure the entire lot.
will be glad to give full information in regard to these
animals. [6'ee adv.

We

In assuming, or rather resuming, charge of the Kennel
Department of this paper, the writer would assure the readers
of Forest and Stream and Ron and Gcn that no effort
will be spared on his part to make it thoroughly interesting
and valuable. Since his former connection with the paper,
and during his editorship of The Country, he has given kennel matters the closest attention and study, and therefore approaches the task with confidence. Everything of interest relating to the dog, both at home and abroad, will be carefully
W. M. Tlleston.
noted and commented upon.

Doa Management.— We take the following from ldstone
on "The Dog, with Simple Directions for his Treatment "
Drawing-room pets are peculiarly liable to plethora, and
With over-high condithere is but one remedy— starvation.
In this
tion, skin disease comes as a matter of course.

In regard

telling

of shooting

.

'

'

:

the other the obnoxious clause of "so many to start or no
race " was repealed.
When an owner goes to the trouble and
expense of getting his craft in racing trim and comes to the
fine with the bona fide intentions of fighting for the cup, it is
manifestly poor policy to send him back to his moorings in
consideration of all the pains he has put himself to.
"Two
to start or no race " has often been the means of frightening
off intending racers, doubtful whether a second yacht would
come to the line, and thus the entries have been skinned of
some of the best upon more than one occasion. AVhilo the
entries for the match in question might have been more numerous, those that did hoist racing colors were' among the
smartest in the fleet, and the race turned out a well contested
one from beginning to end.

During the run out a moderate breeze prevailed, in which
Agnes showed to remarkable advantage among the schooners,
holding a good wind and fairly beating Triton and Peerless.
The latter did better when the sea outside was struck, as her
deep body began to tell, but she gave the Lightship a very
wide berth in rounding, and lost much 01 What she had gained,
by keeping too full and runnine: down to leeward of the
mark and then tacking for it. Off the wind Triton put in
some belter work, and we were rather surprised to find Peerless actually overmatched by both the other schooners.
During the squall they gave her a most unmistakable beating,
though it is but fair to mention that Peerless seemed a little
shorthanded, or else Mr. Maxwell, finding he could not. make
his time on the smaller ones, concluded to do nothing hasty,
but keep on the safe side of things during the terrific squall
from the westward, in which the race finished up. Among
the BloopB, JVimbus, though hideously ugly, showed that she
had speed in her of no mean quality, and what with smart.
handling managed to give those of the lamer class the go-by,
with any amount of time to spare. The. judges wen: Messrs.
Feet, R. 0. Field and G. M. MeNulty, and followed the
racers in the Oyclops over the course.
Schooners were classed over and under 75ft. on water line,
r
sloops, over 45ft., :J. )fr. to -loft, and under 35ft.
It took an
extra whistle to get away the sloops, who did not, seem to
understand the directions. With numerous entries this little
piece of charity on the part of the committee might have led
to protests from those that did get away at the proper lime;
but fortunately no such trouble arose this time. Ilowever.it
is well not to he too indulgent, foi surely skippers Could not
ask for simpler instructions than those of the printed circular.
The wind at the lime was moderate Erotb S. E lide
runningfull ebb. The fleet, which had been standing off and
on, finally bore up and made a dash for the line. 'Dolphin,
taking advantage of a puff, went across at a. good pact, and
Triton followed. The rot. were very tardy and sooner Of later
some of them will be heavily handicapped "tor lagging and filing over the bay when they should be near the start, especially
when the breeze is fitful and apt to leave some of them in ihe
Sadie followed
mile astern,
lurch at the critical moment.
with a big club topsail aloft and a whacking mainsail, on account of her mast being in her eyes, making her rig a good
deal like that of a huge cat-boat.
Then tollowcd Agnes and
pot-leaded Peerless not far astern. The times were taken as
;

.{

under

§nthtinQ mid goiitinq.
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no nonsense about the Atlantic Yacht Club.
When its members want to sail a match they sail it,
and when they want to go on a cruise they go. Twelve
yachts to start or no sail is something they know nothing of,
for they never intend to make a hippodrome display of the
dab's affairs, but follow up the sport for the love of it and
for the enjoyment to be derived from its zealous and resoluti
pursuit.
When, therefore, the date for the annual pennant
match of the club was made public it was a foregone conclusion that the race would be a fine one, and in this we were
not disappointed, for the meet of Thursday, Sept. 26, could
is

not have been surpassed in interest, the close struggle, fine
seamanship and abundance of pluck displayed, stamping the
club as one of the first in the land in point of seamanship and

able craft.

The arrangements

for the race

-

n no so
in to
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ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB PENNANT

THERE

,T

SauiB

a.

n. U, 8,

R Maxwell

Peerless
Triton

Dolphin
a.
6

were thorough, and the
printed programmes gave all the information needed to the
classification of yachts adopted by this club is
The
skippers.
as
follows
prominence,
The best dogs to lake for this kind of sport are setters, a judicious one, and does away to a large degree with the
1 like the lemon-and-white-colored Eng- failures attending upon the crude attempts of some regatta
trained to retrieve.
committees to sail big and little alike in one and the same
lish variety best myself; they are more conspicuous wdien
tables to
among the birch and willow bushes than the red Irish or class and trust to the deceptions of time-allowance
make good the difference. In this respect we are far behind
sportsman
if
the
visits
the
Even
Gordon.
tan
black-and
have reached such system in their
country alone, two dogs at least are absolutely necessary, as a our English cousins, who
all
obsolete,
regattas that time-allowance is fast becoming
single dog is so liable, if continually worked, especially over
certain figure and meeting
rough ground, to become footsore, and in that case the sports- yachts being built to class np to a
won
rendering
a
race
size
only,
at
the
of
same
line
the
Others
dogs,
has
two
man would be unable to go out, while, if he
meaning something more
should one unfortunately fall lame, the poor brute can have a worthy of going ou the records as
or a streak of good luck, no one
day or two's rest, while the sportsman makes shift -with the than first home, by a fluke
knows
how.
But
as long as we have a fleet of yachts widely
Other.
- >» divergent in size, and as time allowance must stall come into
fairest course in
Worms in Dogs.— An article, written by our correspond- play, the Atlantic Yacht Club has struck the
adopting a diversified classification which shall, as far as posent, "S.," having been used by our excellent contemporary,
sible mitigate the short-comings of time-allowance, and hence
origin
of
Entoma
in
Stock
Journal,
which
the
Live
in
The
its regal las are looked forward to with interest by the general
Comptes yachting public quite as much as by the club members themanimals is traced, we find the following in the
The courses selected were judicious, the omission of
selves.
Rendus" for 1876
rounding the southwest Spit upon the return home being a
In some researches on Filaria liemiUica, M. M. Catch and satisfactory feature, cutting out a very tedious portion of the
PourquiiT found these worms in the blood of the foatus of a course without materially reducing its length. The smallest
bitch, whose heart was filled with them, lint they do no; ex
class went around the spit only and then made forborne.
plain how they traversed the double wall of the placenta, in Two of the rules call for passing" notice, and other clubs may
order to pass from patent to offspring.
adopt them to advantage. In one it was stipulated that there
The round of life in Kutosoa is most curious, and has yet to should be no limit to the time of the race, a very sound propposition of our correspondent is un- vision, for nothing is more harrassing than a resail, and in
The
Solved.
vipers— a species of ptarmigan
found in Norway— brings the colors of the dog somewhat in
Field,

1

Nimbus

E— CAIUN
L

II
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08 51
07 69

SLOOPS.

Eiigeluw

i

i;

:..

The schooner Atalanta and

the sloop Orion went oat with
Cornet followed later.
It was a pity that, Orion
had not entered the lists, for in Sadie she bad a worthy opponent, both of them being noted jammers, ami a light between
the two would have materially added to the Interest of the
match. That Dolphin, an old-timer, could have done so well
and come so near making her time on Sadie is one of the marvels of the day, and shows what good tooling will do as a
make-up for lack in form, for to the excellent manner in
which the craft of many years was handled we must ascribe
the close push she gave Herreshoff's turn-out,
All handB
kept pinned in to do their beat, stood along the Long Island
shore till they were headed and had to make a board or two
Agnes did well front the word
to fetch through the Narrows.
go and showed well to windward, when she went about
abreast of Fort Wadsworth. As the wind freshened and the
Cyclops passed the Orion, the latter just laid her rail in ami
was going along in fine style, with her veteran skipper, Oothmodore Cooper, casting a weather-eye aloft every now aDd
then at his gear and' relishing the slashing pare of his pet
craft, for CycUtps had to -wag her screw pretty lively to cut
across his bows.
By the time Hoffman Island bore South,

the

fleet,

and

Agnes had spun out a fine lead, with Dolphin to leeward of
her and Pee) less not far astern, with Sadie ou her weather
quarter, standing up like the proverbial steeple.
Triton
about a quarter of a mile in Peerless' wake. Then there was a
long break, with the other sloops strung out all the way up
to the Narrows, A'imbus having a decided had among them.
The wind now veered to the southward, and the fleet was
compelled to make long and short legs of it to fetch tlla spindle on the spit,
Off Dix's Island Dolphin had regained her lead, and Peei-i

fe«

was waking up.

Then Dolptdn went

to the

fi

long leg, the rest of them working in shorter boards
The two sloops held a belter wind than the schooners, for they all crossed under their sterns upon coming about,
Agnes, however, working out to windward in quite Wonderful
style.
Her canvas is a beautifully setting loi of muslin, and
n
ot her
she does not lose many jioiuts on an
When Dolphin had got far enough to
duds, that is certain.
the south she put her helm down and could lay her course for
the spindle with something to spare, so she was first in the lot
to set a jib-topsail.
When Sadie, ou the short leg, bore down
again she crossed under Mr Cooper's stem, and it was evident Dolphin had gained by standing to the southward so long.
Atalanta had beat down with the fleet, and about held her
own, always giving way and beeping to leeward of the racers,
which courtesy, we hope, was fully appreciated by some of
the smaller ones, whom she hail many opportunities of blankLight duds wete now being got ready, preparatoiy to
eting.
the round. Dolphin doused her small jib-topsail and set a
channel.

•-:-•

1

big balloonor instead, but, steering wide of the marl
Peerless to squeeze around the Southwest Spit in the lead.
Peerlesi, lib 36m. 80s.:
rest followed at close intervals
Dolphin, 12h, 36m. 30s.- Agnes, 12h. 87m.{ Sadu, 12h. 37m,

The

;

;

;
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Triton, 13b. 3Sm. 4s.
Among the smaller sloops,
bus went, around with a very long lead, set light Bails and was
followed a quarter of an hour later by Win*Omt
Btid
GmiO; The big fallows now had a drift or it in
out to the Hook, with the Qtst of the flood just beginning to
make. Balloon maintopmast staysails were in order, but when
the. Hook whs rounded, all hands had to trim aft again as the
wind backed m. re to the east. In the light swell outside,
Peerless took the lead, but Dolphin and Sadie hung well on to
Orion was either not driven 01
her and kept a hotter wind,
Bhe
her usual form, for she was dropped by tbe
in to the Ship without trouble. Sadie forged
whoU
Bheai
earned to be doing better in the light wind.
jii.'i] shift of sail nothing transpired till
Barri
the
tied.
Tri.lon. was first to haul around at
Light

E. Wilmot, T. H. Terry, O. U. Grant, H. 0, Field, stroke,
8. Whitney, coxswain. The Brundk—W B. Pinto,
bow, T. Drew Bunnell, K M. aridity, A, N. Waterbouse, J.
J. Aalhom, Harvey Hewitt, stroke, and W. A. Rend, coxswain.
Brttrtette'gqt away first, bul the Blond.-* overhauled
them with their long swing and won in 8m. l(H.i. Course,
mile and a half. Four-oared gigs— Entries: The Flirt—R.
H. Bunker, bow, Siduev Green, M. P. (Ihristensen, Louis
Saulnier, stroke.
The Coquette— W. T, Sharpe, bow, T. G.
Wells, P. T. Lawrence, W. C. Howard, stroke.
Won by
Flirt in 7m. 4B|s.
Pair-oared Bhells—Entries:
Cwrletn—
Daniel Chatincey, Jr., 'and H. W. Maxwell. Petrel— U. C.
Duval and William Arnold. This was a close race all over
the course until Petrel's stroke caught a crab, when Curlew
won in 4m. Distance, one mile.

2m. 42s.; Dolphin third, at 2h.
4m. c 3., and Pee 'is having gone about some distance to lech full headway, rounding the red painted
ward
her ste
?.ing in between her aud
ship close
Agnes, be
with Agnes 5s.
beiug tal n at 2b. 4m. 3os
mi
soon followed, and Orion later.
liter.
G'<
iteto
With the Hood tide and a •esheniug breeze a rapid run home
was in store. Ballooners rere again at a premium, but not
very long, for the wind aj in chopped to the S. and it was
Dolphin alone holding on to her
once more jam on the win
i
excellent form, by the way, ami
big jihtopsail, which set
Down to the Homer Triton led the
stood her in good stead.
way she was evidently better with sheets lifted than when
trimmed in flat. All the yachts, however, kept pretty well
together, the schooners a short distance ahead of the sloops.
When the Homer was dropped they could bear up a little
Triton bore
more, and light canvas again came into play.
away to the northward to get into the flood coming through
the East Ohaunel, but she ran out of the wind, and Peerless
and Agnes went to the front. Tbe small sloops were now
overtaken, Winsome with a good lead.
A violent squall bad been brewing on the Western horizon, and
was rapidly drawing close, an immense ink-black cloud overhanging the upper bay. It came along with tremendous velocity, aud if was a lucky thing that the yachts saw the fishermen
and working craft, under bear poles scudding before it. Had
they delayed a moment longer we would have had to record
some terrible spar breaking and capsizes.
As it was the
escape was a close one, but excellent seamanship seemed to
distinguish every yacht in the fleet during the trying moments.
Peerless was first to take in kites and settle away foresail. She
paid broad off and received the heavy gust broadside on, with
hardly steerage way. But her canvas was nearly handed and
she was out of danger. Agnes was handled with rapidity likeTriton's skipper managed
wise and escaped the worst of it.
his craft with consummate skill that deserves ail praise. During the excitement be kept bis wits about him, kept his craft
a good full, so that when struck she should have way on
then lie settled away his fore halliards and hauled down the
jib.
When the wind struck her she was luffed into it, payed
off and luffed again, until the worst was over, when she at
once commenced to beat up the bay, for the wind had come
out in very wicked blasts from the N. W. She was not long
in getting foresail on her again, aud worked up to the lino with
lee gangway awash all the time.
We have never seen a
racing cfajt under full canvas put through such a terrific
squall in a more, ship-shape fashion than was Triton
day.
She went over the line
on this memorable
a long way ahead in good trim, without a rope-yarn adrift.
Nor should we fail to mete out justice to Agnes, for she, too,
was thoroughly well tooled through the most of it, and,
though a little slower in getting on her course again, she
managed to save her time, aud crossed a winner by 25s., after
a race in which she and her crew did themselves much credit.
Winsome received the brunt of the blast with her club topsail
aloft, and, her gear getting jammed, she went over to it down
Tuere she lay a moment, with her crew up
to her skylights.
to windward, apparently taking things very easy, when
slowly she came back, and, after minutes of suspense, righted,
none the worse for her knock-down. She made sail again
and worked up home in tbe pluckiest manner. Had she not
been a deep craft she would never have come back, but would
have shared Mohawk's fate. There is no time for finding out
the value of a model as when it blows great guns, and Winsome's crew will have a good deal more faith in depth than
The match was finished as under
heretofore.

Ui'PBR Hudson Regatta.
brought to a close the first
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Peerless
Triton

11
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Agnes

II

m.

01
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CLASS

Dolphin
Badie

1»

Winsome

11

in

11

11

4
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115

4

38

55
05

i

5
5
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CLASS
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S3
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CLASS
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s.

W
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51
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s.
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51

H.
5
5
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Time.

u.

H.

H.
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s.

CI

03
11

5

51

0.1

5

49

6

29
27

05
10

34
01

5

16

6
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32
01

12

5

34
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65

4

24
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33
39

SLOOPS.
10
11

29
51

10
6

10

BL00P3.
43

03

31

Nottlmed.

E—CABIN
05

51

3

SLOOP.
31

00

24

to Agnes, Sadie,

Winsome and

Nimbus.

Pkovidknok Yacht Club.— In the annual regatta of this
club, held off Rocky Point, R. I., September 20, Wanderer,
Mr. Ben Davis, beat Lucille, Genevieve and Peck & Dixon in
2h 29m. 56s.
Empire Yacht Ci.uis. In a fifteen-mile race of this club,
held on tbe East river September 26, for tbe Howling Challenge cup, the Brothers won in 3h. 25m. 40s., beating Emma
D., who capsized, Comet, Mary D. and Hogan. The latter
carried away some gear and gave up.
Montbbai Yaout Club.— The second annual regatta of
this club was sailed on the St. Lawrence September 21.
Wanderer carried away her tiller, and
Course, twelve miles.
the others shipped a good deal of water. Won by Maud, Mr.
Brewster, M. 1)., in 2h. 7m. 55s.; Waterioich, Mr. J. C. Jen-

—

kins, second, iu 3h. am. 31)8., beating Stranger, Sappho,
roclydvn, llaitie. Wanderer, Peerless and Iowa.

Eu-

OAR AND PADDLE.

Harry Lister tieat J. H. Hanug in 20m. 20s.
awarded to M. L, Ward on a foul. Single sculls,
ack beat C. Post in 30m. 453.

Gig race

W.

Laver-

Aloyonb Boat Club.— The regatta of this club was held
Saturday, Sept. 21, off Bay Ridge, L. I. Six-oared gigsentries The Blonde— O. H. Taliaage, bow, W. 0. Field, C,
i

If we pass on tq the rig, Ihere can be little
ddubl that closer inquiry will convince our correspondent of

for the present.

.

— This

at

Albany was

day— Wednesday,

25— in-

regatta

Sept.
intended.

A

Ihe superiority of the cutter for oraieihg.

unhandy

rig Ihau that of the sloop

The

ceive

cutter-rig

would be

il,

the very reverse, as

is

more clumsy,

difficult to

con-

the following

points will serve to show, To be well adapted for cruising no
one will venture to dispute as absolutely essential: first, safety

second, bandiness

demand, the

With regard

third, efficiency.

;

cutler's sails are smaller as a

under better eoutrol

ally, therefore

to the first

whole and individu-

her sticks are less lofty,

;

and therefore stronger her bowsprit reefs and is less liable to
be snapped ofT in a jump weight aloft is reduced by sending
the topmast on deck.
It will not, do to point to the smacks
about the coast.
In them everything is sacrificed to low first
cost, and their little stub end bowsprits, though ample for he
purprws intended, have to bo discarded in the yacht and a
;

;

stead of spreading the races over two, as
Fouroared shells, Muttials of Albany beat Olympics in 8m. 58£s„
one mile and a half straightaway, Douhle sculls wT on by
Olympics in 9m. 5Hs.: Minimis second. Senior silicic sculls
won by Lath rop, of the Mutual 01ub. iu 10m. Ills.; Fuller,
of the Mohawk Club, second and Hiagins, of fhe Oboes
Club, third. Junior single sculls won by Orant, of the Ulysses Club, in 10m. 51s
Sheeby, of the Olympics, second,
Hoffman, of the Mutuals, third. Pairoared race, Olympics
had a walk-over. Six oared gigs— Olympics kept the lead
till near the close, when Mutiials spurted
aud won a well-

I

long Blender Stick substituted.

While the stub does uot dip
in a sea, or if it does can stand a good deal, the longer and
lighter slick of the yacht would be in danger, oral least would
interfere with the hoat's sailing by dodging into the swell.

;

Wo

—

have seen one of our

tail in

largest, sloops ignomintously turn
a seven-knot, breeze, unable to make any weather of it
moderate swell, for she would at every dive bring up

in a very

contested race.
Quints: Rowing Association. This is he name of a new
organization started at Quincy, Mass
with the following
offlcers: President, James McG'rat.b Vice-President, William
D. Webb; Secretary, John Avery; Treasurer, William Crawthorn.
Directors— James Sullivan aud John Harkins.

a bobbed jib full of water, and finally

was compelled

up

to

I

home, in weather that would have been the
If men had been sent out on
her head booms tbey would have been washed off, certainly
The haudiness of the cutter
they could have done no work.
rig can be easily enough discerned upon a little reflection.
The mast steps nearly amidships and, with the lesser area of
canvas required, reduces the size of tbe mainsail by twenty-five
per cent.
The head sail is cut in two, each portion more
easily sheeted aft, hoisted and stowed, and shifting a jib for a
smaller one from tbe forecastle is a safer, easier and more seamanlike job by far than the lubberly " bobbing," or taking off
a bonnet in the sloop. Finally, concerning efficiency, there is
For smooth water
little to choose between the two styles.

helm and run

,

glory of a

;

Challenge By Er.r.is Ward.— Ellis Ward, of Philadelphia, has issued a challenge for a two, three or live mile working-boat race for $1,000 a side.
Aa he was recently badly
beaten by Myers, his challenge seems a little rash.

—

Ambrious Boat Club. Members of this club pulled a
double-sculling match, Sept. 23, on the Harlem and East rivDistance, eight miles. Wou in lh. 30m., by William
and Edward Allen, beating Morris Powers aud Maurice Allen
by three minutes.
ers.

HARD-WEATHER YACHTS.
New

for

ten-ton cutter.

little

racing the sloop
Yobk, Sept.

19, 1878.

EDrron Forest and Stbeaji
You do not, in my judgment, give tho New York sloop

head

cutter's

is

sails

a little tbe better, bat for outside work the
have the advantage of being more quickly

:

tho sea-going capabilities she really possesses.
instance, tbe oyster boats of tbe

shifted to suit the breeze, while reefing the bowsprit, thereby

credit for

keeping

Consider, for in

Commodojv and Admival

more than compensate what
having the canvas more in one. In making
and shaking out again, in every re-

clear of the sea, will

it

benefit belongs to

type.

TheBe vesselarun the beachfront hern In Virginia steadily llnoogh
the season, and certainly this Bide of the North Atlantic after November is not a calm sea, yot wo never hear of oub of thorn coming

in sail, reefing

and taking

with the

spect, iu short,

water,

AgaiD, how few, compaiativoly, of tho small trading
sloopB and schooners which ply but wi on North Carolina and the
oast end of tbe ground are lost by strong of any weatber that tbey
encounter? Yot these vessels are, almost without exception,
to grief.

exception of racing in smooth

sol'3

cutler is so vastly superior to the sloop that

(lie

why

and that

laud-locked water,

in

perience with cutters and a good deal with sloops, that while the
heavily weighted cutter is a sine nun non in Iho short, high seas
and rapid tide rips of British waters, it will be found that the

silverware; bul the cruiser, or the

will

—

Ihe clumsiest of

when hove to, owing to her drifting
instead of holding on, the modified centreboard sloop has
a deoidod pull over the keel type. Of oourse, in advocating the
over that
sloop rig I allude to vessels under 55ft. water fine
I should have my canvas on two Bticks.
a
product
of
American
typos
of
amah
craft
are
Tho English and
thoir respective environment, and as such, each one is hcBt suited
well
centreboard
does
cut
to its own water. It is true that tho
off

;

all,

there

is

very

little

room in

any kind of a small craft, and the bost of them arc very uncomG. M.
fortable for a voyage of many days.

The bearing of all the communications received touching
heavy-weather yachts seems to point in one and the same diOur correspondents are ready, one and all, to acrection.
knowledge that the ordinary skimming dish can be improved
upon by verging more towards a "medium model," one
which shall be deeper, heavier and somewhat narrower than
the present type. If they will follow out their propositions a
little

more in

detail

they will find themselves landed aboard

the lull-blooded cuttor before tbey know it, for to this craft
Ihe changes they grant as beneficial will evidently lead, if their

reasoning he followed to an end. Tbe sloop can be improved
upon, they acknowledge, by a little more displacement very
;

Also a little less beam perhaps (point number two);
Put all these confessions
possibly a shallow keel, some add.
in one and what do they amount to after all, nothing short of
"
G. M." prefers the centre board, but with
the cutter model.
well.

If oystermeu aud fishermen have to dp
what aim in view?
their work on banks and fiata, the board may be a necessity

;

up by a tow centre of gravity. Iu no way can it be so readily
and effectually done as by splicing some thirty to fifty peris

In fact this step

not open to choice.

The

is very much more reliable iu stays at sea,
is easier on her helm, will not yaw when off the wind, nor
" G. M."
broach to, and will hold her own when hove to.
very truly makes the point that the centreboard is easier in a
sea-way, with headsbeets to windward, because she drifts
down tbe wind; hut an uncongenial proximity to a rocky

keel boat, moreover,

she

shore under the lee has led us to prefer an occasional soaker
to a continual scanning of the breakers in hopes of finding

some

soft

rocks to bring

uvj

on.

Wo much COBOT

likes to race

we

agree that the dish model

may

he exchanged with material gain for one less beamy and of
greater displacement. Tbe keel follows as a matter of require-

The rig recomment and will improve sea-going qualities.
And, pray, what else have we then hut the
mends itself.

— —

cutter?

-».

.

AND CENTREBOARD.

KEEL,

Lynn, Mass., Sept.

20, 1878,

Em™ fobs
few words about yaobts, especially tho
much malign ,d centreboard boat. Now, I don't much wonder at
sailors cabin the average New York model a saacedisb, if what I
from tboro are fair specimens. Dou't condemn tho
havo
centreboard on account of a faulty model, but lay tho faidt where
would

I

it

lil

is

to aay a

My

belongs.

boating,

>

experience, covering nearly a score of years of

being equal, the centreboard yaobt

that, other tbiugs

tbe ablest aud

is

fastest.

grout trouble with yachtsmen is that the draught of boat is
taken from tbe bottom of tbe keel, or shoe, as tbe depth of tho
boat. Now, a koi-1 boat may bo drawing six feat of water, and a
isions on deck may draw but, say
centreboard of tho sar

The

five feet,

and yot be

boat, because that draught dooB

r

tt

keel.
Wnila the body of the canuot include two or inor
deep as hor draught, I am inclined to think
reheard is nearly
3 that the deep keel boats you bear of would,
that any one will
'

t

that part below tie gaiboards— was cut off, find
Mr till
tbe keel— or
it is the keel that makes tho draugho, aud not the body of Ihe
O! course, I do not wish to refer
in a groat many cases.
this statement to the extreme English model, as I don't think
if

that

boat,

many

of pnr American yachts arc

built

on Bucb extreme

lines as

regards depth.

;

but for a sea-going yacht its claims cannot be considered equal
to the advantages of a keel, which are many aud very essenWith
tial, though our correspondent has overlooked them.
this must be made
less beam there will be a lack of stability

becomes a matter of necessity and

retain the sloop,

yachtsman who

all rigs ?

Willi our correspondent

rig with a small crew, dryness

but, after

may

anything and everything to bis desire for

sacrifice

and cruise as his tastes incline, or opportunities offer, can
there he any justifiable grounds for his tenaciously clinging to

centreboarder not Ibe extreme skimming dishencounter the comparatively long, easy swells of our side of

;

he will

for

tho Atlantic with practically equal safety with tbe cutter, whit
for first-class speed under ordinary circumstances, handiuess of

up a Bmall ship badly

fail

it

racing,

modified

we

should not be universally adopted by all whose
aim is something else than polling mugs in. fair weather and
Tbe racing man who cares for nothing hut
smooth water.
to see

centreboarders, and in point of gear not exceptionally well found
Personally, I have nearly come to the conclusion, after some ex-

cent, of the ballast into the keel amidships.

Exori.kiou Boat Club. —The regatta of this club took place
Sept. 24 on the Passaic, at Palerson. Coursu, one mile and re
Weather unfavorable. Single sculls won by Harry
turn.
Working boats won
Lister in lilui. '15s., beating It. Coobby.
by John Lister iu 80m. 25s:, beating J. C. Zutterkirch. Second heat, J. H. Call beat J. O. Hincbman in 19m. 37s. Third
heat,

andC.

'

ixpci

and
till

:e

loads

me

:aho»ra. built fro

o

be both ublei

ad fas
tihe

boat.beeau,

two boats, one keel
idol, the centreboard
tbe
irk ha.. dicr, and bo better in
steer hai'dei- than tbe keel

to tbe belief that of

her hell

i

i

rind

quicker.

And

I

am

forced

he general upiniou, that the
J best on the wind, as coui-

to the oonvi
ai

est off the
centreboard
a considoralate) b coast
Be
pared with tho keel. We have on the E astern
bio number of deep centreboard yachts, and tbe o iea where tbey
are beatou on any point by keel boats are exceed Edy rare. My
own idea of a comfortable cruising yacht would be Length, from
draught, fr in 5 to 6>-6 ft. ;
beam, from 12 to 15 fi.
in to 50 It.
.-.

;

|

rather high Iroehuatd, Willi a moderate sized 61
A boat (if that oat
false keel, and culler rigged.

ilrobiiaid;

no

aie by lour
ISOO-tonner, can be handled almost anywhere oral
men, and would have accommodations lei twice that number. A
(sail
not too
cutter
rig
fi'mBtisioHs,
with
yacht of tbcsn or similar
'Hid ho able to go anywhere that any vessel could,
i

,

1

I,

beljeyejo luepntfr

'

i

'"

-

"

'M ungainly appeals

.
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When y
it doeH what no other rig renders possible.
have to shorten sail on a cutter, it brings the sail more and mo
as you reef down, toward the centre of the boat and lower do\
and consequently the boat works easier, and sailB faster
a breeze than a Bloop with a bob-jib fifteen feet ahead of her, and
a close reefed mainsail that she won't work under'alone.
I ara at present in possession of a cat-rigged boat, 20ft. long on
deck, 7ft. 9in. beam, and drawing 3ft. of water, with centreboard.
She carries about 35owt. of ballast, has 64yds. of 30in. duck in her
mainsail, and is the ablest open boat I ever saw of her size.
I never had a boat lie closer to the wind than I could, or saw
a cat-rigged boat that would steer so easy running off. Cats

anoe, for

studded Btretch in hope of glimpse of boat or swimmer. In Indian
file we sped away up the dam to where a bateau, in which two men
had come down to see us run the falls, was hauled up. This we
lifted from the water, and launched below the dam with three

mentothereBCiie.
Far down the rift, behind

of the saucer kind will beat her in a little light breeze, but I cau
go along comfortably when they can hardly get along at all.

Giuanros.

The experiences

of

"Grampus"

so entirely coincide with

own that his letter calls for few remarks. The value of a
more moderate form and of the cutter -rig he is ready to accede
to and can plead his own actual experience in their support.
For our part we should add the keel in place of the board,
unless limited indraught, and if our mooring ground was on a
mud bank, with no more than a few feet of water, we would
see to it that a new anchorage was found, even if we had to
our

take the cars to get there.
forth in

We prefer

the keel for reasons set

these columns before-, greater

stability,

strength of structure, and greater ease in a seaway.

respondent " Kedge," in our

last

greater

Our

number made mention

cor-

of his

setting a smaller jib "flying," keeping the tack about half

way

out on the bowsprit in place of reefing or bobbing

jib.

His plan shows the natural tendency among practical sailors
toward something more satisfactory in heavy weather than
is nothing else than an actual

the sloop-rig, for his substitute

application of the cutter principles in preference to those of

the

sloop— bis operation being akin

to "shifting jibs."

We

think that such testimony, virtually involuntarily, or unintentionally, given in support of the cut ter,should cany weight

with those

who

are apt to point to the prevalence of the sloop

as proof sufficient of the popularity of its snugness

and adapt-

ability to all purposes.

a sheltering,

rocky island, waist deep

Whirling water, clinging to boat and effects as best they might,
we found the undaunted boatmen. Taking them aboard, the
bateau, with the wrecked Saranac in tow, made the best of its
way to terra firma. Do you wonder that tho oanoes dodged Wells'
Balls? For five feet the port side of the Saranac was crushed in
as one might crush an egtrahell. Every rib from stem to stBrn
was cracked or broken. The whole boat was awrack. It took five
hours to patch her up with tin, white lead and putty, and then sho
was only a mockery of her former self. Her beauty was lost forin

ever on Wells' Palls.

Not without preat difficulty the cargo of the wrecked boat— save
two canvas flaps used in rigging, with the inverted Saranac as
roof, a tight camp at night
an oar, a coFfee pot and a cap— was
rescued from the water. These tent flaps were the "tarpaulins''
which Mr. Barnes found at the foot of the rift.
The cauoes which bo ignominiously "shirked " might, perhaps,
have attempted the ruuuing of Wells' Falls had the Saranuc's
That there are many rifts and falls
venture proved Buccessf ul
on this river below Easton fierce and high enough to tax the nerve
of the canoeist, any one familiar with the stream will not deny. All
of these were safely threaded by the canvas canoes and their frail
;

.

The statement made by "F.

and E. P. D." concerning the
>eed with which they ran Great Foul Rift is evidently an error, as
is the o ne stating that their canoes were the first to navigate that
perplex tug water. Being personally acquainted with these gentlead having talked the matter over with them, I am entirely
is to understand bow they can bB, seemingly, so thoroughly
convinced of the fact that they really accomplished the obviously
impossible feat of running a canoe among rocks two and a half
P.

Their convictions are so strong that 1 am
forced to believe that their time-piece must, in some unaccountable way, have failed to record several very important minutes.
However, I am anticipating a canoe trip this fall, during which I
shall ruu this much-abused rift, and, if possible, take the time

miles in three minutes.

Magua.

with accuracy.

East Okangb, N.
Editor Fobest and Stream

J.,

NEW

^fcitioml

Soutter, c Bailey, u Garratt
Giles,

The redundancy of correspondence

elicited

by the narrative of

me

But
now, that Mr. A. H. Siegfried has awakened old and plemant
recollections by his mention of Well's Falls, and more particularly
aB he has credited me, or my party for I was one of the " New
part in oanoea and part in rowing
Yorkers" who preceded him,

led

to decide against participating in the controversy.

—

,;

—

boats" with the very lubberly proceeding of courting a capsize
by attempting to lower a boat down Wells' Falls with a line I,
feeling that my honor as a canoeist must be vindicated, request

—

beautiful June ovening in '76, the
" Qni Vive" canoes Delaware and Qui Vive, from Newark, N. J..
:

en route for the Centennial Exhibition, met, at an appointed rendezvous, Musconetcong. ten miles below Easton, the Adiroudaoiboat Saranac and the canoe Dragon, one day from Water Gap.
Greeting and supper over, the voyage of the day was discussed,
and although Great Foul Rift was mentioned as an ugly place to
run, its navigators did not appear to consider it particularly dan
Several visitors at our camp warned us to beware of
gerous.
Wells' Falls, and one old raftsman dubiously remarked that it
the " worst place on the river," and advised us to " carry round."

height— with proverbial rustic versatility— was variously estimated at from six to eighteen feet.
About ten o'clock in the forenoon on the second day after leav
ing Musconetcong, the arrow-like Long Lake boat Saranac and her
three consorts debarked their crews on the Jersey wing of the dam
Its

that converges the river at Lambertville.
cannot. A sharp decline— a bold plunge

Describe Wells' Falls I

—

a huge white foamer
expending off down Btream a hundred yards or more, and miles of
broken, white rift below— this was what we taw. The captain of the
Passaic Canoe Club and commander of the Dragon immediately,
putting his mouth close to the mate's ear, decided in favor of
'* shirking."
The respective paddlers of the Delaware and Qui

Vive at once followed

suit.

The men who composed the crew of the Saranac were no
novices at rapid running. Together they had shot many a fall,
and navigated scores of miles of quick water. Each had perfect
confidence in Mb own individual coolness, nerve and circumspecand in their boat. I mention these things to
demonstrate that no tyro's inexperience can be called to account.
for the catastrophe that followed. The water was very low, the
current powerful, and the accident well-nigh unavoidable.
The mau with the paddle in his hand exchanged glances with
something which the roar of the falls
hits companion, said
drowned, pulled his gray slouched hat over his brows, knocked
back the brim, and started in the direction of his boat, followed,
somewhat reluctantly, by his comrade.
Tbe Saranac was not our "provision and supply boat." Each
canoe carried her owner's stores and effects. She was not lowered
by a line on the contrary, the usual precaution of letting down
stern first with the oars was disregarded. The men took their
places, pushed oft', swept down the decline, and Bhot over the fall,

tion, in the other,

;

dam cheered lustily. But, Bcarcely had they made
yards of their lapid way down channel when we could see the

while we on the
fifty

boat, in spite of the sternman's frantic endeavors, begin to turn.

A wild

—
—

wave of the paddle-blade in the air a si«ual that all hope
was gone a shook, and they were over overboard in a boiling,
seething mass of angry, rushing water, in whose grasp they were
powerless as infants, their very lives at its mercy. What wonder
that our hearts leaped to our throats, that our breath came gaspingly, and that we were spell-bouud for an instant.
But inactivity could not long remain with men of our training.
From the moment of capsize we had lost all sight of boat and
men alike. Little use of gazing open-mouthed down such a rock-

—

The great event in athletic circles just now is the longThese players
lalked-of visit of the Australian cricketers.
from the antipodes had met with such good fortune in Euglaud, the home of the game, that their proposed matches
with American clubs was talked of much as au exhibition of
scientific play rather than a contest in which the home clubs
unfounded
would have much chance of victory.
such expectation was has already been determined by the excellent games of Tuesday and Wednesday.
The strength of the Australians and the feature of their
playing, which has won for them their victories over English
Their theory— and
clubs, is the excellence of their fielding.
a correct one it is, too is that a run scored for their opponents
For this superior fielding the
is a ruD gained for themselves.
English players were wholly unprepared, and were defeated

How

—

room for this little narrative.
One
The facta are these

o

n
4

.

o

not out

17

not out

3

.

out.'

8

b w, b Spoflbrth

1

SecoDd Inning.
and b Boyle

Boyle, b Spofforth
b Spofforth
c Murdoch, b Spofforth

Rogan, c Blackham, b Garratt

3

Brewster, b Spofforth
Moeran, c Bailey, b Spofforth
Stevens, b Spofforth
Frazer, b Garratt
Cashmau, c Garratt, b Spofforth
Sleigh, b Spofforth

9

13
6

Conover, b Garratt
Allen, b Garratt
Spra«ne, not oat
Bye*, 3: leg byes, 2

3

Total
1st inning.. .5 8 8

U

2d inning..

35

.5 5 5

4.

Byes, 2

63

Total

;

leg byes, 1

3
38

FALL OF WIOKETS.
15 20 25 2S 28 32 35 38 46 51 51 51

Bowlers.
Spofforth...
Garratt

63-63

Ruuh.

Balls.

Maidens.

83
26

1)0

Wickets

10

SECOND 7NNLNG.

:

the running of Great Foul Rift by the East Orange canoeists had

5

First Inning.

Bance, b Sofforth
15
Moore, c and b Spofforth
Harvey, c aud b Garratt
1
Cross, run out
o
Greig, c Blackham, b Garratt,

SCORE— FtltST IXNtNS.

Hjastirnqs.

THE AUSTRALIAN CRICKETERS.

Sept. 27, 1878.

with the loss of four wickets.

Marsh, run

conport.

CANOEING ON THE DELAWARE.

was when the champion bat of the team, Charles Bannerman, hit a sharp line ball to Sleigh at mid 'off, who held it
and sent the baiter out with a single. Horan, another One
bat, took his place at the wicket and maiden over after maiden
over followed until lioran was bowled out by Brewster with
only six to his score. A. Bannerman was caught out by a
splendid play of Conover, and Giles took a king fie
all
from Spofforth, the score meanwhile reaching seventeen. The
play following was careful, thorough work ouboth sides. The
New York team's fielding was a constant surprise, the Australians confessing that they had nor seen it equalled by any
English eighteen. When the last two men were in and twentyseven runs were yet to be made before the score equalled that
of the New York boys, the latter saw fit to change bowlers.
This proved a help to the visitors, and they closed" the innings
with a score of 70. Brewster's bowling in this innings was
five wickets for twenty-four runs and twenty-seven maidens
bowled over. Bprague took one wicket and bowled twenty
maidens over. In the beginning of the second innings, the
first three wickets went down with but five runs, but before
the fourth fell thirty-four had been put down, and when the
stump was drawn at 5:30 r. m. there was a total of thirty-six,

tors

Spofforth
Garratt
Boyle
Allan

32
24
16
10

15
11
12

3

3

3
1

1

2

AUSTRALIA NS-FTEST INNING.
Conover, b Brewster
c Sleigh, b Brewster
Horan, b Brewster
Spofforth, c Giles, b Brewster
Gregory, b Brewster
Murdoch, run out
Bailey, b 8prague
Blackham, b Brewster
Garatt, c Cross, b Brewster
Boyle, not out
A.
O.

Bannerman,
Bannerman,

c

3
1
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Allen, b Soutter

Byes, 2

.11

1

9
4

5
s
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1

jq
13
3

it rather than by any phenomena) batting.
Total
The Australian eleven consist of six players of New South
1 6 6 17 24 26 32 30 36 70
Bannerman, Gregory, Spofforth, Garrett and Fall of wickets
711
Wales, C. aud
EOWXrSG SCORE.
Murdock; four of Victoria, Blackbam, Boyle, Allan and HoBowlers.
Balls.
Buns. Maidens. Wickets. Widea.
ran ; and one of Tasmania. Bailey. Besides these, there are BrewHter
150
24
31
Judging from their English record and Sprague
substitute players.
196
27
1
fj
home reputation. Boyle, Spofforth and Garrett are wonder- Soueter
27
12
3
1
(j
Harvey
fully etl'ective bowlers, while Allan, Horan and others have
6
4
1
achieved laurels in bowling. Murdoch aud Blackburn are
Umpires—Messrs. Frank Crocket for Australia and James Smith
famous
C. Bannerman is a
for New York.
the two best wicket keepers.
We go to press before the match was concluded.
batsmen, provoking great admiration in England, where his
batting average was over 23, while A. Bannerman, Bailey,
Peninsula Cricket Club.— Tbe Peninsula Cricket Club
Murdock, Sp ifforth, Horan and Blackham have recorded fine
of Detroit, who play the Australian Cricketers the 11th
scores at the bat.
and 12th itists., have a very good record Of tjtjccess in 'he
The eleven arrived in New York las'. Monday, on the City
From 1867 to la78 inclusive they have played sixtypast.
or Berlin, and devoted Monday to some practice on the St.
four games, of which they have won fifty-one.
Their last
George's Ground, and to working off their "sea-legs." The
game was with the Loudon, Ont., Club, September 30, the
Hobokeu grounds had been most thoroughly prepared for the
score standing In their favor, 113 in one innings to 81 iu two
The
often
surpassed.
one
not
was
the
wicket
and
occasion,
innings.
New York eighteen are well known in the vicinity for their
They were Soutter, Cross, Marsh, Giles,
Cricket.— Tho return match between the Bolmonts, of
skill in the game.
Philadelphia, and the Manhattans, of New York, was well
Frazer, Moeran, Bance, Sleigh, Allen, Conover and Cashman, of the St. George's Club Harvey, Moore, Sprague and played, resulting in favor of the latter by a score of 107 to
Stevens, of the Staten Island; Brewster, Greigann Rogan, of 103.
the Manhattan, wilh Eyre aud Ronaldson, of the Staten
PoTTSvuxB Athletic Association.— Editor Forest and
They met the Australians without hav- Stream: An athletic association was permanently organized
Island, substitutes.
They were all old on the 36th alb, christened the Pot tsvllle Athletic Assoc!
ing had auy previous team practice.
Some hail played beiore in international and these officers elected for the ensiling year: President, T.
cricketers, however.
matches, aud the team were not disposed to be awed by the B. Fielders; Vice-President, Col J. M. Wetnerill
brilliant record of their opponents and accept defeat asaforeW. <J. Price; treasurer, S. H. Kaercher Board of Directors,
gone conclusion.
B. B. McOooi, D. C, Uenning and Frank Roseberry.
The
The two tennis met for the opening game on the St. George's object of the association is for the development and improvegrounds at eleven o'clock last Tuesday. There was a vast ment of the physicid powers of its members by the cue Oi
throng of spectators, among them many ladies. The turf and such appliances as constitute a well-appointed gymnasium,
grounds were in excellent condition, and the day a perfect and by athletic sports The list of membership, already numone.
The Australians having won the toss sent the New bering about one hundred, is composed of leading citizens,
York team to the bat and themselves took the field, assigned as both old and young.
Don Pedko.
follows: Spofforth, bowler Blackham, wicket keeper: H<>ran,
Potlmlle, Pa., Oct. I, 1878.
long stop-, Gregory, slip Bailey, long slip C. lianDcrmun,
Staten
Island
Athletic
Club.— The fall meeting of tbis
point; Garrett, cover point A. Bannerman, long off Allan,
club was held at West New Brighton last. Saturday. The
It will
square leg
Boyle, mid on, and Muiduck, long on.
be fjbserv d that the omitting altogether ot the long leg and programme and performances were as follows
leg
Square
Tbe one hundred yards dash was won by B. Li Bamontagne, II
the other disposition of the players was peculiar.
A. C, iu 10s.; running 101 yards: J. Lafon, Mystic B. O.j second;
stands close in and well forward, and two men stand respecNearly all their Sapor tas third.
tively at short mid on and short mid off.
Hammer Throwing.— William B. Curtis, N. Y. A. C, made the
made
few
tuds
men are kept iu front of the wickels, and the
cast of 82ft. llin.j O. 3 Qaerokbertier. Scottish-American A. C,

by

^

A

'.'tt

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

showed that this disposition was successful.
Bance and Moore, of the New Yorkers, went to the bat to
So effective was the
the bowling of Spofforth and Gamut.
bewbngand fielding that the tenth wicket fell with only
thirty-two runs: Bance. 15; Marsh, 8, and MoeraD, 9. Cushin the slips

ran up thirteen, making one hit for four. There was
When
from the fiist excellent playing shown on both sides.
The sides
the last wicket tell the score was mly sixty-three.
were then changed, the New York eighteen taking the field,

man

and the Bannerman brothers went to the bat. Tbe peculiar
bowling of Spr.igue, the base-ball pitcher, proved very annoy'.Dg, as it was novel to the Australians, and they assumed
the defensive. The first occasion of surprise for the apecta-

Sift 2in.

F. barken. Princeton College, 77ft. 9in.

:

Mr. Curtis'

cast cannot become a record, as trie hammer was about one pound
under regulation weight, and only used an the occasion because a
:

lage,;
\".

\

P.

C.

to

be

C

ed.

landed the one mile run verv credit.
A.
..
Ho defeated Frank Klepesko, Columbia ColH. Smith, Manhattan A. G., and E. O. Bimou
Duffv una all the way, aud finished at a spimt pace.

inontagne third,
hi two heats for the one hundred yards
Five wenl lot!
club handicap. B. S. Begamendia (scratch) proved the wianer in

Smith wae

-

10 2-5e.

In the running high jnmi
Fioken,

JS.

Z. A. 0., tied at

flft.

'

-

5in.

:

-

-

J,

In jumping

,\.

off

andH-E.
CFiekon
won.

FOREST AND STEE/ M?
Twenty-five ran in trial heats for the quarter-mile handicap. H.
H. Moritz. Scottish- American A. C. (2* yards) wou the final heat
in 52 3-ob.; W. Whoatley, Now York (30 yards) second.
The three mile handicap walk had seven starters. B. H. West
Adelphi B. B. 0., with 2m. 5s. start, won in 21m. 23*8. actual
time; W. 0. Rowland, Statmi Island (3m. 50a.). was second in
26m. 33.V£s., and W. H. Purdy, Greenpoint A. C. (scratch), finished third in 23m. 19a.

The Scottish- American A. C. representative, John Britton,
whose form is familiar on the Broadway police, put the shot 35ft.
6io., F. Larliin,

Throe othor

Princeton College, being second, with 31ft. 71n.

entries.

W.

The running broad jump fell lo
T. Livingston, Tlarlem A.
H. Inman, Short Hills A. C, reached 18ft.
0., with 18ft. llin.
lin.; It. P. Westbroolt, West New Brighton, 16ft. 6in.,and E.G.
Gurney, Manhattan A. C, 16ft. 4in.

A

0. Pabregou, ScottiBh-Amerioan
C, had a "walk-over 1 ' for
the pole vaulting.
The Scottish-American A. C. team heat the New York A. C.
team in the tug of war, beBt two in three pulls. Winning tearn-E. Arnold,.!. Duuning, C. J. Quorokberner, A. Thompson. Losing team— William B. Curtis, J. G. Truax, C. H. Truax, G. M.
Bmith. Times, 45a., 2m., 49s.
The half mile handicap was won by William Eaynolds. a lad of
fifteen, member of the Short Hills A. C. He Btarted with 68 yards,
beating twelve others, in 3m. 8 2-5s. J. Lynoh (58 yards) was
second.
W. B. Beers won the club hurdle race, one-sixth mile, with five
yards start, in 44 seconds.
His opponent was C. L. Thorp, same

S. H. H.. Bridgeport, Conn —The " Rifle Practice" $1.50
Score Book" costs $1. We can send them to ymi.

to J.

H. Rimmer, who

of his

little

bow and

arrow.

We

have two clubs in our city, with an average attendance
of twenty-five members, and as yet have confined our shooling
to short ranges of thirty and forty yards, and h ipe by another
season archery will have developed itself as a universal pastime, and some very fine, shooting may be "xpected.
So great
a call was made for cheaper bows that a party went to manufacturing ash b'.iws. They were nicely made, stained of a
yellowish hue, leather handled, and in all made a very showy
bow ; but time and use have shown to us that they" become
brittle, lose elasticity, and break when least expected.
I, for
one, have broken four, one self lancewood included. Although the cost of the ash bows was not large, it was aggravating snough, for when once accustomed to a bow a change
naturally alters the shooting.
I have made experiments with
our woods, in hopes of finding something durable. After testing
the qualities of hickory, ash, cedar, spicewood, ironwood,
sassafras, I find the last two much in favor for toughness
and elasticity, and the bow going back when string is loosened. I have now in
possession a 5 feet 3 inches sassafras
bow with which I am well pleased. As winter with its other
pleasures will soon close the archery season, we will study
new ideas, ready for next season. One main point to be determined is a wood for our bows superior to the self lancewood and at a much less cost.
desire to learn the experience of other archers.
Arrows with two or three feathers
are best.
J. W.

my

We

W.

Ten -Mile Wat.k.— A

ten-mile walk between C. A. Davenport and Leonard Fosdick, for the championship of the New
York Life Insurance Company, on the Manhattan Club
grounds, last Saturday, was won by the latter in lh. 31m. 36s.

—

—

American Atrlbtio Club New York, Sept. 28. The
games were held on the St. George Cricket Club grounds.
The seventy-five yard run was won by G. G. Bolding, time,
8£s., and the one-mile walk was won by M. H. Johnson (25s.
start), time, 7m. 45s.
In the running high jump A. H. Oakes
cleared 5ft. 4in.
L. E. Goodwin was victorious in the twomile run, time, 12m. l^s. The mile run for the championship of the club was won by J. Magee, time, 5m. 18s.

Beookltn Athletics. The gamesat the Capitoline grounds
Saturday were well attended, the total receipts, about
The exercises
$300, being devoted to the yellow fever fund.
consisted of running and walking matches, jumping, throwIn the high jump J.
ing the stone, lacrosse and baseball.
West cleared 5ft. 6in., against 5ft. for J. Slaight. In the
three-quarter mile run G. W. Wheatley was first and H.
Wilkinson second. J. Campbell was the winner in the 100
yard foot race. The running broad jump was well contested,
and Slaight was the winner. The prize for the four-mile
walk was carried off by Benjamin J. Smith.
last

Eqtjbsourkiouldm— This is the very long name

of Mr.

W.

C.

Coup's exhibition of trained horses, goats, dogs, etc. These
are the horses whose wonderful intelligence and training attracted so much attention at the Aquarium not long ago, and
they are well worth seeing. The Equescurriculum is now in
this city.

—

—

The reopening of the Knickerbocker Cottage billiard
rooms, Sixth avenue, this city, last evening, was the occasion
for a very pleasant reunion.
The club rooms and other apartments of the Cottage have been refitted throughout.
Jlnstvets to (gayespondentx
No Notice Taken

at

Rana Fipienb.—Ton spell
Rana piptm.

Awjmmit

Communication*

name

The

the

correctly.

frog Is

Sana

chained, has very poor appetite.

W. C. F., Monroe, N. C— Are the Remington shot-guns
or partly so

7

Ans.

fall chok-ltore

Partly so.

Ohio.— See onr game

tables, published Sept.

s.

All the

game laws

for thirty-eight States are there given.

P. O. DeL., New Tork.— Kerosene Is not injurions to dogs unless
used too often, or left on too long at a time.

B.

W.

H., Foxcroft.—Know nothing about the

Arm nor their

guns.

We have declined to take their advertisement.
C. A. B., Atlanta, Ga.—The Secretary of the National Sportsmen's
Association Is B. P. Dorranoe, WDkesbarre, Pa.
F. B., New York.— Robin shooting Is never permitted npon Staten
Island, nor in any other part

It is

a

common

properly to

all

it.

Generally a

makers.

Torus Snapper.— Whloh
of fur out

W-

West 7

is the best country for trapping all kind
Ans. Colorado. Arkansas Is also a good State.

A. v., Philadelphia.— Wild pigeons migrate in search of food.
Their
appearance, as you report them, flying south over Philadelphia is
nothing unusual.
C. H. B., Philadelphia.— My pnp three months old has worms and Is
asthtoas a rat. Nose and appetite good. What shall] give 7 Ana.
Try areoa nut, followed by castor oh.

H M. R., New York.— Brutish racing cutters are decidedly good Bca
It is a popular error to supboats better, in fact, than their crnisers
pose them incapable of keeping the sea.
.

;

W.

Hammontown, N. J —The symptoms

S.,

ofNew York State.

powder and \yx on. shot ugUt to be your load, and no more. Ton
would not do so well with more shot. S. No difference In penetration
<

with paper or metal.
Holyoke, Mass.—Pointer dog; eyes, a thick yellowish discoat looks rough, and there Is quite a scale coming off under
tongue white; lips dry. He ro'led in the water a great deal
while out hunting. T have given him two doses or castor oil. Ans.

detailed by you— low
and dull ooat— are those or the early stages of disshould be treated accordingly.

n.,

J.

charge

;

his coat;

Probably haB taken cold, and may have inflammation of the lungs.
Keep him warm and dry and feed him no meat. Give warm broth, and
a Utile sulphur once a day.
T., New Britain, Ct.—To do good shooting Greener recommends
op the space in the cartridge, on the top of the Phot with hot talwhen the weather is hot to mix wax with the grease. What
kind of wax Is referred to and what preparation should be used 7 Has
this method been tested in this country and with what success 7
Ans
Wo pupi oso beeswax is meant. We have heard of a drop of oil put. in
shot, or some tar. It has a tendency to ball shot.
J.

Long Island.— To break up unlawful

fishing give the
proper information to your magistrate, and bring the offender to trial.

A. G.,

W.

to All

low, and

F. L., Santa Rosa, California.— We can recommend the following
bonks as coming nearest to what you want. They are all English
works, as nothing of that class baa been published in America:
"Kemp's Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing," price $10 "VandeTdeclcen's Yacht Sailor," $3 50; "Yanderdecken's Yachts and Yachting," $10. For building small boats see back numbers of this paper.
"Falkard's Sailing Boat," $10. Can get either of the above for you
;

unon

receipt of price.

spirits, inactivity

He

Englishman,
hears

'is

Man.— What hnllB my Hlrlsh
Ton hall him yourself when you

Isle of

Ana.

7

s'jakes his ears because

setter 7

'E shakes

holler at him.

He

he doesn't hear you.

F. N. T., Bridgeport, Conn., and F. F. M., New Tork.— For game
laws of all the States see F. AS-, Sept. 5. Good blueflshing at Barne; see our Ashing reports for the past month.

gat

G. E. A., Boston.—For a Bob Roy canoe write to Kushton, Canton, N.
and mention oor name. Canoe complete will cost $68 to $75. His
See advertisement.
is Arpt-class in every respect.

T.,

work

W. E., Hackettsto wn.—Ton had better addreBS the party for the Information directly, as we never use the apparatus. See answer to a
correspondent, on the same Bubjectyou ask for in this Issue.
A. N., Philadelphia.— My setter bitch, In heat, had to-day the most
Ans. The probability Is that the fit was
fit I ever saw In a dog.
Induced mainly by her physiological condition; feed low and give a
mild purge.
violent

Inquirer, New Tork.—Follow our yachting columns, and you will
get a c'.ear Idea of what the cutter rig Is, and Us advantages. We consider it very handy for small cruising yachts, fully as much so as for
large craft.

C—

Ton will And the game you are questian
V. V. X., Washington, T).
Do you not read the very instructive letters of our stiff
of in Colorado
correspondent who la now In that region? See his sixth contribution
in this issue of

E. M. A Cheesequake Creek.— The bird you send us is the Florida
It is generally found In th" South Atlantic and Gulf States.
Sometimes, but not very common, in this latitude. Has been seen in
Massachusetts. Tours is a young bird.
,

—

For a varnish such as Is used for percussion
T. L., Jr., St. Paul
caps dissolve 1 lb. best gum shellac in 1 at, rectified alcohol containing
95deg. of ,iure spirit. The solution i« best made at. a temperature of
120 deg. as the alcohol evaporates use a small additional quantity In
working.
A. F. C, Providence, K. I.— Tour request for the mention of " good
hunting grounds" is too indellnlte. If you have read our paper you
have seen the mention of scores of good huntlug grounds. B unting fields with "a good market near by" are generally pretty well occupied by ptoressloual hunters.
will

Lake City, Utah.—The pocket aneroid barometer Is shaped
like a watch, ouiy that with its case it is about twice as bulgy.
one costs from $13 to $32. It Is a very good thing to have with
you on your mountain trips. Send to the opticians or dealers in sportsmen's goods who advertise with us,
H.
very

G. C. P., New Tork.— Whore can I And the best Bquirrel hunting in
Pennsylvania 7 In what part of Wisconsin is the best general shooting? Ans. For Bquirrela go to the vicinity of ClearOeld, or any town in
that region. Ton will And the most ducks, prairie fowl, ruffed grouse
(called pheasants), rabbits, plover, etc., In Central Wisconsin, reached
by Chicago and Northwestern, and Chicago and Milwaukee and connecting railroads. For larger game go to tue northern part of the State,
reached by the Wisconsin Central.
J., Baltimore.—i. Will It hurt a pug bitch, which was lined two
ago. and which now has mange, to gtvo Fowler's Solution and
rub with sulphur ointment? 2. Also, what shall I do for a fourmontlis' old pnppy png bitch, which, whenever frightened or excited
seems unable to hold its water? Besides, It urinates perhaps thirty
limes a day. Ans. 1. Would not advise thence of the arsenical solution.
Give Blight dose of oil before applying the sulphur ointment, and
reduce food a IlttK 2, Your four-months' puppy will git aU over the
trouble you mention In time. Would have no solicitude about her.

weeks

W. H. S., Philadelphia.—I have a shepherd dog; has a very ugly Bate
on one of his ears ou the outride, close to the head. Discharges a
white, pnssy looking substance ; has been there for about Ave months ;
had other sores on his back and a couple on the Inside of the eaT, but
these are all well; have been putting coal oil on them. It cured the
others, but does not seem to have any effect on this one. The ear
seems thick all around the sore. The dog was very fat, but he Is not
so now. Ans. The dog probably has canker of the ear. The externa"
sore

may need opening;

dress
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gallinuie.

S., Salt

much

A good

it

consult a surgeon
with diluted lead water.

•

published in our

li-sue of

Sept.

S.

have an old English gnn that has the
Aubrey stamped upon it. Could you tell me anything of his
2.
Can you tell me of any person In this city
a aunmaker 1
1. Such a maker Is known to
Ans.
that has spaniel pups tor sale ?
have made good guns forty years ago. 2. Do not know.
Spaniel, Philadelphia.—1

name

.

1

of

ability as

Brooklyn— Patent

locks are those having antl-frlction arin the centre blockB, which holds the pin of the sheave.

rangements
They gen., rally consis of a series of composition rollers about the pin,
and which, in revolving around the latter, remove the friction produced by the sliding ot the sheave over the centrep<n in the common
block.

Header, Indianapolis —I have a youBg pointer that I wish to train
Can you mention a book, or Beveral, if convenient, that
me some hints regarding it. Ans. "Dog Breaking," by W. N.
Hutchinson; "Dog Paths to Success," " Youatt on the Dog," "Stouehenge
on the Dog," Btc. Hallook'a "Sportsman's Gazetteer" is very thorough,
practical and simple.
for the field.

;

If not,

then cleanse

It

and

W. E. W., Newark, N. J.— My metal shells swell when I load them,
I do not fancy entering or taking out a tight Bhell when hurried, and
would Uke to know whether it could be prevented. Would It help
matters to load them in a block of their own size, or load them in the
gun. and then take out ready for use ? Would shells of twice lite usual
thickness of mefel lessen the swell If No. 10 wads were nscd in No. 18
shells? Ans. We do not think any method of loading would help you.
nor Rind of shell. Possibly It Is the gun which is at fan It, being a trifle
larger than the shells, and tho shells In exploding swell to the size of
the harrel. Ton could not force a 10 wad In a 12 shell.

Doctor, New York city.— Go to any part of Virginia for qnail. Tou
cannot go astray. In parts of the State a shot-gun cannot be found.
For dnekB, quail, snipe, woodcock, geese, rabbits and small game, go
to Aocomac and Northampton eomxtks, including Chincoteague, Slnapuxent, Markham, etc., reached at little expense by Old Dominion
steamer and railroad connections. For deer, bear, wild turkeys, and
excellent fishing, go to Kanawha Falls, on Chesapeake and Ohio H. R.
For deer and turkeys go to Greenbrlar, Brunswick and Augusta coun.Excellent shooting also within a few miles of Norfolk. Toucan
ties.
reach most anywhere within twenty-fours' ride of New Tork. Would

recommend
J. K. T., Philadelphia,— You will And good hunting and Ashing In the
region descrihed in the article "In the WUd-t," F. * S. August 22, 1S78;
ddress the men there designated. It a party Is going, earn
page 45.
both rifles and shotguns. There are game laws In Maine, which are

Virginia to any other State just now.

—

G. A. 8., WestAeld, Mass T have a pointer pop. About a month
back had the distemper, which I cured by using the salt remedy. A
week ago I noticed his eyes twitch, and the head seemed to draw toward the leftside, and he would raise his toot at the same time. This
would stop him short fir a second, and then he would go on all right
for a few rods, when the same thing would occur again. This keptgrowing worse. On the second day he seemed weak in the hindquarters, so that he staggered and fell in the morning, and foamed at
the mouth a little was u p in a minute, apparently all right bat for the
twitching. The same noon, as I was taking him to a tree in the yard to
chain him, he suddenly commenced to yelp and look behind him as
though he saw something coming after him The least noise or harBh
words will set him going. It takes a minute or two for him to get over
The twitching about the eyes
this, He baa had two of these turns.
and stde of the face are kept up all the time. He howls and whines
with every breath, as though he was In great pain. An9. The dog is
suffering from nervous disorder, the result ot distemper, likely to terminate in St. Vitus' dance. Sometimes quinine (1 to 2 grs.) and nux
vomica (ii to Jf grs.) will do good.
;

will give

Can you send the name of some good locality In
J,. S. M,, Boston.—
within seventy-flve miles of this city, where I shall be
Ukely to meet with good partridge and gray squirrel shooting, etc.
Ans. No place nearly so good as Barnstable County on Cape Cod.
Take Old Colony Railroad to Sandwich. For fullest information, see
" Hallock'a Gazetteer."
1S17, for

Z., New Tork. -Official time In Brooklyn regatta, June 12,
Comet and Arrant Is as follows: Arrow— start, lib., 36m., 349

arrived,

Sli.,

X. T.

Pa.—My setter, Kept
Ana. Needs more exercise.

Was Barnnro's Museum burnod down

Ans. In February, 18GT.

st.T

this country,

pipiens, not

P., Plttston,

or Prince

Richardson.—No name on a gun ; every dealer uses

E. S. T.,

Hughes and O'Leabt. At 2:45 yesterday O'Leary had
walked 211 miles and Hughes 190.

B.

St.

second-class arm.

temper.

Abohbkt Bows.— Titusville, Pa. Sept 24.— Editor Forest
and Stream : Archery bus superseded croquet, and the small
urchin to the old gentleman is only happy when in possession

New Tork.— When

C. F. B.,

near Spring

L,
fell

" Perry's

Jathet, Framingham.— For excellent map of Currituck and vicinity
addreeB A. Dlnden Kohl, publisher, Washington, T). C.

start.

The club quarter-mile run handicap
went from the scratch, in 55 3-5s.
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;

43m., 18s

;

elapsed tune, eh., 6m., 42s.

;

corrected time,

lm., 50s. schooner Coowt— start, llh., aim., 529. arrived, 5h.,
60m., 60s.; elapsed time, em., I2m., 68s.; corrected time, 6li., 13m.
163. .arrow therefore beat Comet by llm., 25s.
eh.,

;

G. B. T., Barnegat.— Please give me composition of red and green
Aub.
Kedure: 32 parts strontlan nitrate, 9 of
Ares lor boat signals.
sulphur, S of potassium chlorate, and a of lamp-black. Green Are : 18
parts of barium nitrate, 6 of Bnlphur, 4 of notasslum chlorate, and 1 of
lamp-black. Parts are by weight. Keep dry In bottle. If composition
turns slowly pounded rosin will help combustion.
E. B., Philadelphia.— Please give me the charge for single-barrel
breech-loading gnu, ru, lbs., s bore. The recoil is heavy at 2 0?.
Would like to shoot so much or 2>4 7 Should a shell be as long as the
chamber? Do brass ehells give most penetration 7 Ans. 1. 5drs.

W.- S. R.. Danville, 111.—I hive an Imported pointer bitch. About six
weeks ago she whelped with seven puppies. Five were taken from
her and two remained. Puppies apparsntly well until a recent date,
when the bitch came to my bedside, looked at me, and then, whining,
On recovering she went to her puppies. I called a docfell Into a At.
One of the puppies died in
tor, who pronounced the case to be rabies.
half an hour, tho other in three-quarters of an hour, both in convulsions, froth and hlooi' coming from th-* mouth of one of them. The
breath. After noticing
blt.cn had convulsions, panting and gasping for
her puppies she seemed aa if fearful, and would snap at Imaginary obbut
is stiff and has no apbetter,
grow
to
times
at
seems
She
jects.
peculiar howl. The Doctor
Is very n> rvous, and gives out a
petite
has made an examination of tho puppy who died, and found the
stomach fllled with hair, straw, undigested food and some worms.
;

ttomach was red and Inflamed, as were the lungs. The
brain was white and bloodless, the liver, spleen, pancreas and kidney,
pluval cavity, containing a large amount of bloody serum. 1 now keep
the bitch under surveillance. PleuBe give me your advice. A «. By

Tin" coat of the

thla

time the nature of the disease in the bitch will have folly

mlned

Itself.

Some

of

the

symptoms

certainly

indicate

<i

'er-

rabb-',

although highly bred bitches are often liable to a variety ot fits daring
the period of suckling. The youngsters no doubt died from the effects
of the poisoned milk, the result of tho mother's condition. Of course
the diagnosis of the physician must ha accorded weiirht, and he should
observe the progress of the disease in the hitch until fully demonstrated, when, If rabid, she should be killed. We will be gratified to
learn from you the further history of the case.

—
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LONG ISLAND DEPLETED OF GAME.
WHATEVER various causes may have conspired

,,'Vi

drive and keep wild

Long

shores of

fowl and bay birds from the

Island, the fact that those shores are almost

horses,

of the greatest fox hunting club in England,

localities.

We

have

not had an opportunity to investigate causes of dearth in
maDy well-known resorts; and it may be that absence of
fall is due to caprice more than to radical
and that the desertion of the great bays by wild fowl
during the past and previous years was but incidental and
temporary. Of one section, however, we do have positive
knowledge, and we regret to say that the causes of dearth are
so deep-rooted and positive that no wild fowl will ever appear
there again until they are removed. It may be that investiga-

shore birds this
causes,

BV0TBD TO FlKLD JJW AqDATIC SrOBTS, PRACTICAL N ATUMAL HlBTORT,
FlSHCCLTUUK, :. PKO-KITIOH OF UAME, PRESERVATION OF FORESTS,
AND THK INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A ILEALTHY INTEREST
N OOT-DOOB RKCBEATION AND STUDY:
•-
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tion will result in revelations of like character elsewhere.
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NEW
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Half way down toward the end of that long and picturesque
known by the Indian name of Montauk, and which

peninsula

YOKE..

terminates the southeastern extremity of
2S32.J

sheet of water called Great Pond.
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It is three

years ago

it

was out

Island,

is

a

miles long and

of reach of tide-

and grown up

all along its edges with a luxuriant
morass of the sweet vegetation upon which water fowl love
to feed.
Then two or three gunners could kill fifty geese on
a pleasant day during the season of their migration, and all
sorts of ducks were present in thousands.
We knew of one

water,

party of three

was only

one Inch.

Ten

half a mile wide.

Long

men

killing 250 broadbills in five days,

About

eight years ago.

men who had

and

that time, however,

this

some

being ridden by the ghost of
Nirnrod before their eyes, cut out the passage-way between
not the fear of

the ocean and the pond, so as to allow every tide to sweep in
and take possession of the inland lake. Their idea was the
cultivation of eels.
The result, of course, was that the salt
water killed all the sweet sedges and aquatic plants upon
which the wild fowl lived and this food supply gone, the
honking hosts which were wont to stop and linger at their
j

Pond now only whirled
once or twice in disappointment above their accustomed
haven and then continued on their way. The gunners, therefore, like the geese, have departed, and no more does the
sound of the double-barrel echo along far Napeague, or vie
repast in the reedy environs of Great
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American Sporting Terbitobt.— It is the pride of the
Englishman that he may hunt his game the world over and
The territory
remain all the time on ErgUsh possessions.
open to Americans in their own country is scarcely less in exWhen a man has thoroughly
tent or more limited in variety.
by the widely differing fields
to he found in this broad land of ours, from the swamps of
Territory, he will be
Washington
of
Florida to the glens
either too satiated with the pleasure or too advanced in years
to carry the war into Africa or any other effete hunting region.
Indeed, on the contrary, we find the great hunters of Africa,
tested the sport

afforded

among them Gordon Cummings, as well as the other sportsmen of France and Germany and England, count the cycle of
they connot reckon in them some

their field days incomplete

if

weeks or months devoted

to the

man

game

When a
next in order

of America.

considers himself an expert lion slayer it
The bear may
to "tackle" a grizzly.

him

r

profit

by the increased catch

vided so ample a harbor
Great

Pond

is

serviceable,

;

of eels, for

is

show him some

things not dreamed of in the lion hunter's philosophy.

Department of
by the recent (fo?»Mi<r of that eminently respectable paper, the
Countbt, -which lived to so fair an age under the management
of our quondam and much esteemed editor, Wni. M. Tileston,
Esq. This gentleman has now engaged to serve us in the
capacity of Kennel Editor, and will endeavor to draw his
lines in ihe interest of gentlemen sportsmen and fanciers of

We

sired acquisition, for there

paper which requires so

is

consider

him a much

no department of

much

tact,

game

are confident that as a

would be more so. There was a time when large
were in the habit of " going on Montauk " to shoot wild geese and ducks, sure of good sport there.
These sportsmen left money behind them, and where one
went ten years ago five gunners would go now, and, as a matpreserve

it

numbers

of sportsmen

farmeis of the vicinity, transformed for the
nonce into hosts, would find five times as muchmoney intheir
Now, however, no sportsmen except plover and
woodcock shooters go there, for wild fowl no longer flock
It would certainly be good policy for the proat the pond.
ter of course, the

prietors to sacrifice their eels, shut out the salt water,

de-

a sportsman's

discernment, discretion

and

pray that the duck-weed and sweet flag make haste to grow
again. Then they will have an attraction to advertise worth
considering, and will reap a good harvest of both money and
If the Montaukers won't take our hint, then we advise some
dozen or so of gentlemen interested in the sport to obtain the
title to the spot, which could probably be had very cheaply
since, as we are informed, only $50 a year is paid by the eel
culturists— and restore it to its pristine condition. Two or
three years would suffice. The original outlay would be
small, and the annual expense only sufficient to pay a watchman to keep the natives from tearing down the dam and

We
eel pond of it again.
and the sale of shooting privileges
would not only satisfy the stockholders for their investment,
but afford a handsome profit.
making a public

honestly believe

that the subsequent sport

A MISCONSTRUCTION OF SPORT.
descanting on
a recent
London
THE
Pytekthe death of Mr. George Payne, the Master
isBiie,

of the

Hunt, goes very much out of the way to decry sport in
general, and to throw opprobrium on the leading sporting
ley

journal of the world, the

London

Field.

The Spectator

says,

noting the drift of popular ta te, " that every year the space
devoted in the political journals to sport increases, while the
demand for it advances, till proprietors are compelled to use
type which
betting

'

there is

is

almost too small to read, and

crowds out the

"a

thirst,

latest debate."

apparent in

pleasure; better, no doubt, in

all

*

*

*

the

'latest

Also, that

grades of society, lor

some respects, than

the pleasure

hills

provided by the music hall, but at least as destructive of
steady devotion to work of all kinds, the Industry and the
self sacrifice, which have made England great."
Persons familiar with that crabbedness of the Spectator,

The wise man will yield
to rambles through the woods.
to the beguiling influences of the hazy atmosphere and the
falling leaf, and go forth to find health for body and spirit.

which dictates so many articles of an acerbitous character,
Between the
are not at all astonished at such expressions.
person of the late Mr. George Payne and the general subject

and
its

intelligent

knowledge of the matters which come within

scope.

These October days

and

|#|

invite us to long

tramps over the

to frequent races, to follow the hounds, to be

master

was Mr. Payne's
Thanks to just such an intrinsically great
journal as is the London Field and its infiueuce, that sole
horsy element, which might have been the only one in the time
of the regency which was cared for by the sportsman, has had
substituted for it other and more ennobling objects.
It may
chiefest ambition.

be said, in honor of

the loading English sporting journals,

all

tlla sports of the forest, and the stream have drawn men
from the race course and betting stand, and taught them how
to find health and recreation in more wholesome fields. These
journals have done more than this. Thanks to them, a man,
after the toil and trouble of work, has gained new life—fresh
pleasures in the absolute study of the animals, birds and fish
which the Almighty has placed on this earth. This appreciation of all the forms of nature tempers his amusements.

that

Sporting journals of the higher class all show the elevating
tendency, and are no longer simple records of horse racing or
boxing, but have educated vast audiences to other and higher
aims.

A crusade against sport,

such as the Spectator makes,

shows an utter ignorance of what true sport is for the author
never could have taken the time to read what was best in
English journalism on the subject he treats about. If clerks
are devoted to athletics, what on earth can be better for them ?
;

When

the brain

is

fagged out with poring over ledgers, the
close air of count-

body cramped, the lungs suffocated by the
ing-rooms, shall not the jaded
in the fields?

man

the

vim he may have

find recreation

many

not given to

It is

Spectator writer, to take his horse

and

like,

ride, in

lost in inditing the

and health

perhaps, to the
order to recover

very article he has so

acrimoniously compiled.

We may

be thankful that articles of the character

we have

commented on are so much ink and paper wasted. As long
God has made man, the man will and must find recreation.
Mind and body seek relaxation, and the morals of the general
public, both in England and America, have been improved,
and will continue to improve if they seek even to a greater deas

gree, in honest ways, that recuperation of the

which true
the racing

vital energy
can give. The whist player or
not to our taste any more than to the writer
but the idea that the vital life of a nation is

rational sport only

man

in the Spectator

is
;

impaired by reason of

its

fondness for athletic amusements

The most

man

is

he who can read in
dry digest of international law, and then, dropping the musty
tomes on the greensward, run bis mill, or on the lawn
stand hat in hand before the stumps, or on the cool river
handle the oars. We all must seek for that counterpoise between brain aud brawn, and the Spectator may snarl for years
to come about the coachman who said of the gentleman,
" He war a gentleman
He never did nothing, and he'd such
lots of horses!"— and still the world will do what it can to
amuse itself, for amusement brings with it a better life, and
simply absurd.
his study his

perfect

Greek tragedy,

is

or clearly understand a

!

even the foretaste of future happiness.
Evidently the source of the Spectator's information must
have been derived from "Tom and Jerry." Thackeray tells
in his "Roundabout Papers" how, tempted by curiosity, he
went to the British Museum to look over this old book of
Pierce Egan's. The style of writing, he was compelled to
own, was not pleasing it was even vulgar aud a description
;

of sports

;

and amusements of London and of England in the
more than fifty years ago, were to him

ancient times, hardly

more curious than amusing.

gratitude.

Spectator, in

Dkpabtment.— We are glad that the Kennel
Forest and Stee am is likely to be the gainer

Otjb Kbnnbi,

dogs, as he has always done.

which they have proan eel-pot

but, granting that as

we

pockets.

TURRILL, Chicago,

Business Manager.

with the ever-booming surf.
This is an unfortunate state of affairs for all parties concerned, unless possibly we may except the wild fowl. The
people who live in the neighborhood no doubt obtain a small

It

true,

Last week four thoroughbred gentlemen sportsmen, of whom
we may say ex-Gov. Dix was one, spent several days near

from various

by no means as

Mr. Payne was a sportsman, as England once understood it. Inheriting a vast fortune, he soon left his handsome
estates at the Derby and Epsom and Crockford's.
To run
is

utterly deserted at present is as patent as -it is lamentable.

parties bring like reports

WEEKLY JOURNAL.

is

perfect a connection as the author of the article indicates.

Southampton, aad scarcely saw a feather, where four years
ago there was an abuudance of game. Oiher trustworthy

A

English reviewer writes about, there

the

to

MIDSUMMER JAUNTS OUT WEST.
BY THE EDITOR.

Ja unt the Fifth.
Ashland, Wisconsin,

I

Brothbb Editobs

Sept. 1878.

-.

My

Ashland letter should have been written aud forwarded
lo you six weeks ago, while yet it was midsummer; but now,
as I write, an early frost has touched the maples with crimson, aud the ash with yellow, and the guests who could then
scarcely keep cool, even in these
scattered to their respective homes.

northern latitudes, have

The

friends

who

fished

with me in Fish Greek, Sioux River, Wbittelsey's Brook and
over at the " Rocks," on the West side of Chequamegon Bay,
have departed, and the few who remain here for the fall
shooting find a merry crackle and gemal warmth in the campfire.

Over the bay at Green's farm, when I was there, the deer
lo run with the cattle on the meadows, and I doubt not
some sportsman has made good venison of them by this time.
All around Asuland is excellent deer shooting. The woods
are full of swamps, aud bears find ample shelter in the thick
jungle. A good bag of woodcock can be made in season at
the head of the bay, and mallards, teal and geese give excellent sport throughout Ihe present month.
I have always regretted that fashion seems to have set the
used

limit to the rural hotel season.

The

heats of the

summer

are

simply to be endured, but the crisp, vivifying atmosphere of
autumn is to be enjoyed. Those who rusticate usually experience about as few of the del gilts of country life 83 the attendants on a

camp meeting do of the
and heat

swelter through the dusts

They
summer under the

joys of heaven.
of
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heat of

shade and shelter of a piazza, and go home to the dust and
town just so soon as the temperature becomes toleron their golden garniture. They
know us little of the charms of the country as those do who
visit Florida in midwinter and return before the orchids empurple the bare limbs of the trees, or the roses aud jasmines

marshes, all in their primitive stale and conBtittfttDg the
sources of the St. Croix, Chippewa, Rush, Wisconsin, Meno-

able, anil the forests put

minee, aud minor rivers, with their tributaries.

enrich the earth with their bloom and fragrance. There is
no portion of the year so delectable to the sportsman and the

much

lover of uature as the months of September

Wisconsin and her

sister States adjacent.

my summer

tions of

sauuteriugs on

unalloyed, and whether they take

aod October

Still,

my

in

recollec-

Lake Superior are quite

me

back to the river channel which courses through the tangled woods, or among the
verdure-clad and verdure-crowned rocks of the Apostle
Islands, the hues which I recall are all either rose-tinted or

rememher only the bright sunshine which made
the day happy, and the blue bosom of the broad lake where
its sparkles glinted and flashed. If the mid-day were torrid,
we took a siesta in the thick woods, as the deer do, or pushed
our skiff into one of the cool caverns which honeycomb the
sandstone cliffs along the Superior shore. I wrote you of
these cliffs in my last year's letters, and told you how the
wear of time and the elements had beaten and chiselled the
cerulean.

I

soft rocks into all sorts of fantastic shapes, so that the cliffs

look like buttresses and ramparts, and the caves like gateways to ancient castles. Well, the big trout which are caught
here lie in the shadows of the arches, like liveried flunkies in
' waiting,

and so we

knowing their foibles, paddle up
and light tackle, and quietly give
them the " tip," as they say in England and the joke of it
is, we take a rise out of them every time.
Of course it is an
imposition upon their credulity, but it scores one to our basket, and that is where the laugh and the fish come in together.
In some places masses of rock which have been split off by the
frost from the ledges above have tumbled into the water below,
and around these there is always good fishing. Fly-fishing is
the approved mode, and there can be nothing more comfortable to the angler than tosit in his skiff and cast, regardless of his
back line, which has the whole bay for scope, in toward shore,
and when he has hooked a fish, be allowed the whole of Lake
Superior to play him in. But bait-fishing is not a tabooed
art by any means, and the man who can toss his minnow
anglors,

cautiously, with our rods

;

straight into a crack or under a beetling ledge

He

spised.

will take fish

is

not to be de-

where the other

expert local fisherman, with bait or

fly,

fails.
The most
Jim Chapman, of

is

He is a

merchant, aud as lie never allows his business to interfere with pleasure, one generally finds his store.
closed and himself down at the rocks. This year the rockBayfield.

fishing

was

poor,

owing

natural food of the trout
test or two,

to the absence of minnow,

and the

best bail for

Jim devoted his attention

to the

them

which is the

so, after a
streams which flow
He has a pret;

into the lake for forty miles or so along shore.

ty steam launch with which he can reach them easily,and parties
can usually charter this craft and Jim's services and put inafew
days most profitably. The past season two parties, one composed of the Hon. Henry M. Rice, of Minnesota, and
friends, and the other of lawyer Bowman, et at, of St. Louis,
made most notable catches on Sand and Sioux rivers, their
takes counting several hundreds.
One fishiug party was
composed entirely of clergymen, from various States, eleven
in all. Their vacation extended over several weeks, with enviable
good fortune to themselves and credit to the reputation which
has always attached to the cloth, since the days when
the Ap03tle Peter went fishing with a hook. In one single
day no less a number than forty persons left Bayfield with
outfits for extended cruises, some to
he outer islands, and
I

others to the rivers along tho lake coast.

These rivers are for the most part clear and very cold,
winding through unbroken forests, aud much obstructed by
fallen trees and drift, requiring frequent use of the axe to
Boats ascend several miles, however, with
no great difficulty, aud the comparative immunity from flies
and mosquitoes makes camping delightful, and enhances the
enjoyment of those in search of rest as well as recreation.
The principal streams within thirty miles are the Upper White
clear a passage.

Long Lake Branch and

River, the

White

River, Fish Creek,

the South Branch of the
Whittclsey's Creek, Vandewent-

Sioux River, Onion River, Trout Brook, Brunsweiler, Marengo, Silver Creek, Sand River, Raspberry and
Pike's Creek, all accessible by boat or railroad,
I, as well as
Messrs. Munson, Pratt, Prince, and others, have sent to you,
from time to time, brief notes and longer descriptions of many
of them. To describe here would be simply to repeat the
er's

Creek,

narrative of the toilsome ascent of rapids, the carries around
obstructions, the sackiug over shoals, the chopping away of

and

hauling over cross-timbers, dodging under
sweepers, paddling or rowing over stretches of still water,
and pushing or poling when the stream is turgid. To make a
long story and a long journey short, the best fishing is at headlogs

drift,

waters, and he

who

can inveigle the fish most successfully by
poking his bait and sinker among roots, logs and brnsh will
capture the heaviest fish and make the biggest Btring. Success depends less upon faith than on strength of tackle. There
are, to

be sure,

fly-casting,
to

make

many long

and taken

all

stretches of river

together there

the excursions pleasant,

numerous

which afford good

is sufficient diversity

Besides the

trout streams

and muskalonge lakes, accessible by the Wisconsin Central Railroad, which has opened up
the wilderness regions of Northern Wisconsin to the lumberman and sportsman. The best known of these are Lake Harriet, Dry den's Lake and Butternut.
This whole section is interspersed with large and small lakes, swamps, sloughs and
there are

bass, pike

Until

the

fill

(ho valley with a dense foliage, through

ling river can

lie

which tha spark-

seen at intervals.

Central Wisconsin Railroad was built last year these wilder-

Six miles farther on the pretty village of Ashland lies
stretched along the shore of Chequamcgon Bay in two paral-

ness streams were the only thoroughfares for getting the logs

lel

and lumber

on a high

to market, but with

made

the railroad as accessory,

which could not be
reached before. All along the Hue, from Stevens Point, which
nearly
lies
iu the centre of the State, to Ashland, on Luke
Superior, steam saw mills have been erected and villages have
sprung up around them, some of which have already expanded
of tho wilderness

is

into very considerable

great industry, which

tramways

towns.

available

Ksich mill

is

the centre of a

fed and kept in activity

is

by rude

of logs extended far into the pineries, over

which
by

the timber harvests of the logging Bwaraps are transported
horse

power or steam.

These tramways arc the quaintest

much

imaginable, laid without

regard to grade or direct lines;

and a very novel and amusing sight it is to watch the strings
of trucks, each laden with from 1,500 to 2,000 feet of logs,
rumbling and jolting over the roughnesses of the road, as they
wind through and emerge from the deep recesses of the
forest.

Very absurd,

too, to

look

at,

are the

engines

little

which are used. Upon the rear end of a platform car is
perched an upright boiler six feet high by four feet in diameter, crowned by a smoke-pipe leading from the fireplace
underneath.
In front is a water tank, three feet in diameter
by five feet high. The driving gear with the driver at the
lever, stands between the boiler and the tank.
The motor
consists of two 0x9 cylinders with link motion, placed on au
upright stand and connected with a pair of drivers by two
heavy Evart chains running over spur wheels, while the two
axles are likewise connected by the same kind of chain, thus
making all the wheels drivers. There is a light bousing over
all,

upon uprights of inch gas-pipo.
and will draw from six to
only $1,400, and its weight
With these contrivances, the whole sys-

consisting of a tin roof

Esich engine

is

of 50-horse power,

eight loaded trucks.

about 800 pounds.
tem of lumbering

Its cost is

is likely to be revolutionized.
Instead of
depending upon winter snows for hauling, and the caprices of
uncertain streams for driving, lumbering will be carried on
chiefly in summer, aud uninterruptedly all the year round
and regions remote from water courses will be just as availa;

ble as those penetrated

by

rivers.

When

one section

is

ex-

may be taken up and relaid in other
and thus we shall sooner and more easily reach the
end of our timber supply, which, we are told, is so nearly exhausted that in a few years more we shall realize, as fully as
those who dwell on the treeless prairies, the inconvenience
and absolute distress occasioned by a scarcity of wood.
In following the route of the Wisconsin Central Railroad
from Milwaukee to Ashland, I wrote you last year that all that
portion south of Stevens Point was long since settled and improved.
Stevens Point was the outpost and distributing point
hausted, the tramways
directions,

for the almost unexplored wilderness beyond, until

was extended and completed

fifteen

months ago.

tho road
Aside from

the lumber interest and the growth of settlements along the
line which it is interesting to watch and compare from time
to time, there is little to engage the attention of the tourist or
break the monotony of continuous forest for 160 miles after
leaving Stevens Point. Probably in no other part of the
United States can such a stretch of uninterrupted wilderness
be traversed. To conductors and trainsmen who pass it almost
daily the year round, the journey must be irksome, but to me

there

is

something entrancing in the complete isolation and
I can study the grandeur of the towering

sublime solitude.

pines and contemplate the impenetrable

swamp and

the far-

which extend for two miles or more. It ;s perched
which is broken at a half dozen regular inravines, or cooleys, and these being bridged, give a
picturesque diversity to what would otherwise be a continuous level. An unbroken rorest lies directly in the background.
streets

tervals

bluff,

by

The only

new court house and
which has now become noted as one of the most
commodious and desirable summer resorts in the NorthweBt.
The site is charming. The broad bay in front is five miles
wide, flaukcd by high hills and red sandstone cliffs, and it expretentious buildings are the

the hotel,

tends for eighteen miles,

broken at intervals by projecting
In the farthbay can be seen, when the
sun is shining, the white houses of Bayfield on the one side,
and of La Pointe opposite, with the rounded outlines of the
Apostle Islands between to which places an excursion by
sail yacht or steamer is one of the favorite pastimes of
points of

Lnd and

est distance at the

ants

which people the forest, they lie close in cover while wc
No birds are on the wing. Occasionally we see wig-

of the

;

summer sojourners. Six miles east, along the shore where
the Bad River empties, is an Indian reservation which affords
an interesting visit to strangers. The natives come almost
daily to the hotel to sell berriesand trinkets.
There is usually
a summer camp at the head of the Bay, three miles distant
near the mouth of Fish Creek and here the phenomenal tides
;

Lake Superior can be observed at best advantage, for there
a bar across tho creek which at times prevents the passage
of a skiff, while at others it allows a draft of two feet of water.
of
is

The

interval between the ebb and flow is often less than half
an hour, but the tides occur at irregular and uncertain interI have often made my boat fast at the edge of the
water on a shelving beach and afterward found it high and
dry, twenty feet away.
Two miles from Bayfield is another
Indian reservation, and a few miles farther west the headquarters of the Agency, comprising a dock, barns and several

vals.

large buildings neatly painted.

Bayfield and Ashland are rivals.
the most picturesque.

It

flanked by a

is

top of the mountain

is

the village by pipes,

fill

lectable trout streams are accessible,

great lake steamers lies at the door.

modifies the

summer

engine wakes the echoes

;

when we

stop,

all

is

silent.

The

steam has a hollow sound. When the
sun shines the lights and shadows are cheerful, but when
hiss of the escaping

is felt.
Then the glow of the headout in a bright ray far in advance, and wc trace
which lead us by a fixed and certain
pathway to our desired haven. Behind us the track is just as
positive, and he who does not deviate therefrom will not be

night falls the solitude
light flashes

the parallel lines of steel

let us imagine ourselves set down in the selfsame
dropped into the wilderness, as it was before this road

But

lost.

spot,

was

built

slight

;

how

helpless

we

our chances of escape

should be in our solitude
!

!

How

Then, indeed, would we realunbroken wilderness. The

ize the vastness of this 160 miles of

experience would be different from our

midsummer jaunt

in

parlor cars, surrounded with all the luxuries of travel, with ice
in the water-cooler, cigars for refreshment, and the inevitable
train
torial

boy to tempt us with
and dime novel.

apples, peanuts

and the latest

pic-

Thirty-five miles before reaching Ashland, the road crosses

Penoka iron range at a height of 1,000 feet above Lake
Superior, and after passing the summit, touches the Bad
the

River, a boisterous, dashing stream, whirling through rocks,
ravines and broken landscape, crossing it some dozen times in
seven miles. Next it jumps Silver Creek, over an iron bridge
ninety feet high and 600 feet long, and then, in a few miles
more, another iron bridge, 102 feet high and 1,560 feet in
length, which is said to be the largest of its kind in the
world, with one exception. From the oar window the traveler looks down upon tho tops of the largest pines which line

the river bottom for miles above and below the bridge, and

and the track of the
cool southwest wind

The

and drives the mosquitoes back into
the woods behind.
But Ashland has that which Bayfield has
not, namely, a first-class hotel, and so, while Bayfield
may
captivate the anglers who rough it, Ashlaud enjoys the
cream
of the summer patronage. There is talk of building a
grand
hotel, and an apparent demand for it seems to warrant
success to the mterprise.
This season there has been a marked
increase of visitors, who have congregated from all parts
of
the United States.
Certaiuly, the attractions are greater than
can be found at most inland resorts.
When I left this cosy nook on Lake Superior to plunge
heat,

again into the 186 miles of wilderness of which I have
written, I turned my back upon one of the most favored spots

on

I shall ever remember the gorgeous sunsets, the
cool
evenings and the lingering twilights, which did not wholly
fade until after the hour of nine o'clock. So, happily,
may

earth.

be the departure of all our lives— radiant at the close, like
the
candle which flashes and is then snuffed out, or the
autumn
foliage

which crimsons ere

it falls.

Hamook.

[from a staff correspondent. J

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS
No.

wams

of Indians, half hidden in the underbrush, but the occupants are invisible. While we move, tho thunder of the

Bayfield is by long odds
occupies a slope at the foot of a

wood cliff on the east. On the
a lake whose waters, conducted into
the pretty yardB with sparkling fountains aud the houses with comfort.
Outlying islands enrich
the landscape, and afford abuudant sport to the angler.
Demountain, and

reaching morass with an interest which kindles as we advance.
For miles together we see no living creature. If there be tenpass.

the inflow of several rivers.

mouth

1\/T X

iVl

6.

you was dated "In Camp on the Wagon
Hound." Leaving that gameless country on the mornlast letter to

ing of Saturday, we reached Medicine Bow early in the
afternoon of that day, and as Como, a small station seven miles
from the former place, was our objective point we
determined
to push on and make our port before night. We
stopped long
enough at the Bow for Tommy to feed and water his mules
and started in a drizzling rain.
The seven miles was accomplished in the surprisingly short lime of three hours,
and this
amid the lamentations of
who complained of the

Tom
rough
which was in fact very good, as roads go hero, wet
weather, and so forth. He was not much to blame, however,
road,

Bow must be made by him before
and the rain from a drizzle had developed into a firstArrived at Como the unpacking of our rnulti.
farious goods occupied some time, but finally Tom
was
as the return trip to the
night,

class storm.

ready to start back, and with a parting good-bye, and the
remark that ho would take it slow going home (which evoked
audible smiles from the party), he belabored his team
and

crawled out of sight over tho

bluff.

Two

years ago the population of Como, resident I
mean,
this it must he confessed included
eight
dogs and a cat. The census of 1878 makes the residsnt
population nine, including men, woman, children,
dog

was

fourteen, but

and

cat

Children and cats are running up the count in a
surprising
"ianner,and we predict a large increase before the next
census.

Como was not, before the railroad, and is now only to the
extent of the station, whose genial and efficient young
manager, Mr. VJT. E. Carlin, is now sitting near me, and
the sectionhouse, containing all the female population, covered
by one
capacious calico wrapper-like garment, her faithful spouse and

—

the brood of offspring, whose exact

number I have not yet

de-

termined.

Como

a namesake

of the beautiful

and though not daring

ian town,

surroundings

is

and picturesque

to rival

Ital-

in grandeur of

it

Lake Como

yet appropriately named.

in

water, slightly alkaline,
reflects, with several bays and indentations,

is a clear crystal sheet of

blue as the sky

it

and stretching from close by the railway

line

about two miles

to the north east. Its shores are diversified by alternate overhanging bushes, white sandstone cliffs twenty feet in height,

and prairie lands sloping to the water's edge. Its depth varies
from three to twelve feet, and the sole denizens of its opaque
waters are the curious Siredon lichenoides, changing into the
lizard-like Amblystoma of terrestial habits, a few water beetles
(Hidrobim and Eydrophilus), and this year for the first time,

The bed of the lake is in
frogs and the transitional tadpole.
most parts covered with a beautiful vein-like growth of moss,
with spaces between of clear white clay, the whole having a
The surface though, to a
very attractive and fishy look.

Groups of
sportsman's eye, presents the keenest attractions.
ducks float at all seasons lightly on its ripples, and in the fall
days the golden October sun looks down upon its surface literally covered with water fowl.

Mallards, gadwalls, shovel-

three varities of teal, Oarolinensis discors

lers, sprigtails, the

and cyanoptera, with occasional flocks of canvas backs, red
heads, scaups and a few geese, mostly Canadensis.
The country about Como is rich in geological treasures, and

The
its beds of fossil remains are yet but slightly worked.
rock exposures are wholly of Mesozoic age, and fine sections
from the middle Cretaceous down to the base of the Triassic
From the Jurassic beds have
can be found in the vicinity.
been obtained, by parties in the employ of Professor Marsh of
Vale College, some of the most remarkable forms of fossil animals yet

known from

most diverse

Gigantic dinosaurs of the
and with thin and

this country.

descriptions, others very small
turtles, crocodiles

bird-like bones, fishes,

mal make up the strange

Some

list

of

and a single mam-

Como's ancient Jarassic life.
when alive, have weighed

of the larger saurians must,

arrival here

Sunday following our

we

spent in rest and re-

cuperation, cleaning and oiling our guns and rifles, which
were something the worse for the weather, writing our letters,

we

and so on. On Monday
investigate its resources

repair to the shores of the lake to

By

direction of Mr. Garlin,

who

a first-rate gun shot, I make a circuit and place
en passant
myself on the extreme point of a neck of land which juts out
is

into the lake

and

an extensive bay, on whose
concealment, descry numerous

incloses quite

glassy waters I can,

from

my

Carlin I can
groups of teal and mallard peacefully feeding.
them, lizard-like on all fours, at,
see crawline slowly toward
its greatest curvature.
Now
the point where the bow attains
he has stained the rushes which furnish an admirable blind, and
unsuspicious,
chatter
and
together,
sip
innocent
still the ducks,
this place, and pursue their various
the water, nearly fresh at

by me as
reflecting the clouds and
looks most like the moving slides of

Numerous
and with the moving waters
single birds

avocations.

1 wait,
bordering landscape

it

and pairs

float

As
the kaleidoscope.
wings take to flight, and simultaneously the puff of smoke
rolls from shore to shore.
seen and the double detonation

Carlin rises, the ducks, with a roar of

birds drop to the water,

half dozen
ing, and the birds,

and now

my

turn

is

singles out his birds; perhaps

two

are about to cross, or

;

my

eyes from this water-mirror,

is

now

utterly ob-

circling wider and wider from
literated, and the tiny wavelets
semblance of land and sky and leave
the centre soon efface all
" Bitters" (an
conglomerate of blue, green and gray.

but a

Newfoundland dog) is soon retrieving the birds one
numbers eight
by one, and one bag from the lake at this point
gadwalls and a green-winged teal.
birds, five mallards, two
betake
ourselves to the extenand
ridge
the
cross
we
Now
intelligent

formed by the overflow of a small fresh-water
creek which runs into the lake and by numerous fresh springs
which here abound. Tall rushes cover its whole expanse with
is necessarily slow,made
their thick green stalks, and progress

sive marshes,

more so too, by the constant halts as the mallards, or teal,
sprung by ones and twos from the spring holes and creek
constant bang-bang of the
sides, fall here and there to the

The walking

is

tedious in the extreme, deep holes

abound at every step, and being covered with the long grass
and dead reeds form admirable pitfalls for the luckless sportsThis ill, however, is more than compensated by the
man.
Marsh hawks are seen on every hand,
abundance of birds.

flesh,

is

fortunate enough to

when

causing a strong, sometimes pungent odor and

taste.

in with a brood of young birds.
No dog is obtainable, so
we do the next best thing, go without. A flock is soon found,
and the birds, great things as large as a hen-turkey, are walked
up.
Instead of crouching down and attempting to hide they
stalk slowly in front of us until two or three of their number,
taking wing, are easily dropped, when the whole flock clumsily rise, fly three or four hundred yards and drop again. The
killed and wounded are left on the field and we proceed in
search of birds of more tender flesh and age.
Luckily we
find an old cock and hen with seven pretty well-grown young,
the latter lie well, and of the seven that we almost kick from
the sage brush we bag six.
They are about the size of a hen
and, being dressed and cooked, made fair food.
Our fiat having been pronounced against sage grouse shooting as a sport,
and they, when cooked, having been stigmatized as " a poor

we

clean our guns of the

powder expended in

The Colonel

and make ready for our next turn with the ducks.
So the days of our stay at Como glide by, days filled with
work and nights filled with restful, dreamOccasionally the monotony of grouse and duc.t
less sleep.
shooting is varied by a tramp to Rock Oreek for deer, or an
As the
antelope hunt fills out the measure of another day.
hour for my departure draws near I cannot but take a retrospect of the weeks spent near this locality, the pleasant friendships and acquaintances formed with the generous, openhearted plainsmen and mountaineers.
The tedious days' climbing, the return to camp and supper
of choicest viands, then around the camp fire the thrilling story
of border life, the rollicking, reckless song and the stilly night
beside the dying embers and beneath the starry and moonlit
canopy of heaven ; all this, manei alta in -mente reposlum;

we

that

from

Como, Wyoming.

;

own pen two months

game preserves in America.
In some sections the quail are as numerous as the multitude
camp of the Israelites in their journey
Verily, the Virginian Canaan is
to the Red Sea and beyond.
like unto the Canaan of Caleb and Joshua, those stout henchmen of the patriarch Moses, who Btayed the bands of the
prises at this time one of the best

and explorer uplifted

the fruitful-

in surprise at

ness of a land overflowing with quail, good grapes, peach and
honey. If there is any gentleman in the State capable of
testifying to the actual facts as herein stated,

editor of the

Richmond

it

is

the senior

Dispatch, whose palate, though long

exercised, has uot lost its nicety of perception, nor his knife
and fork their cunning. By long study of the anatomy of

the bird, and careful dissection of its edible parts, assisted by
such gentlemen of the cloth as Messrs. Ott, Palmer and Zet-

Richmond, he has become perfectly familiar with the
natural history of the Ortyx virginianus, and can give full information as to its habitat, where it incubates and where it
We hope that the present abundalights when full-fledged.
ant supply of this most succulent and edible bird may contell,

of

tinue as long as he lives.

—

#H

•

1

Dek Deutsche Jagdzeittjng.—Mr. Franz Von

Ivemois, of

Eilenburg, Prussia, has sold his popular paper, the Jagdzeilung, to Col. Otto v. Corvin, of Leipsie, and turned his attention

more

Von

made an

excellent sporting journal, and his

enterprise in securing material for its

columns was not limited

He made his readers acto the area of his own Germany.
quainted with sport and leading sportsmen all over the world.
But Von Ivernois is a young man, of abundant means to enjoy leisure, tired of editorship (which is apt to be drudgery,
and panting for more active duty. So he
pulls up stakes for Homburg, where he expects to have a betnot a "dog's

life"),

opportunity to satisfy his passion for hunting than in EilHis successor is a veteran of sixty-six years, who
started the first sporting paper in Germany forty years ago. It

enburg.

was a

daily

quote extracts from

•,

,

think. Though I am 65 years old, I am not jet lame, or bliud, or bald.
They say lam made of India rubber and steel. Thus I may last yet a
couple of years— accidents excepted.

Col. Corvin adds

:

we will continue to entertain the same good rebetween yonr paper at* Mr. v. Ivernois. What I can do
Berve you I shall do with the utmost, pleasure. Though 1 published
also—40 years ago— a hippological paper— the Martian (monthly)— and
advertised alt about horses, etc., Ido not care now for the turf, and my
paper Is devoted mostly to what the Germans call "Jagd," though
1 do not exclude fishing
and other Bporta, it specially interesting. I
I

hope, dear

sir,

that

lation existing
to

draw

freely from your Interesting columns, and wish you might
worth the while to do the same from mine. If yon would accept
would with pleasure enroll amongst your contributors. Now
and then something might turn up which might Interest you.
shall

And

my

it

oiler T

Convrif.

We feel much complimented by these expressions of interest
by our German

confrere,

and

shall certainly be pleased to re-

ciprocate not only his sentiments of friendship but tangible
evidences of active good will.

GAME PROTECTION.
—

Action. The first thing in oratory, according to the reply
of Demosthenes, is action, the second thing is action, the

We

third thing is action.

paP er caUed ihe Jager, which lived for a few

read that in the reading book

all

we

emphasis exercises when

were school boys.

It is also

our reply to the correspondents who are continually asking
"How can we stop the violation of the game laws." Stop
it by action.
When men are seen to break other laws they
are usually apprehended and punished.
If the game laws
are just and worthy of being observed, their observation demands also an active interest in every law-abiding citizen.
Do not write to us. Give in your information to the magistrate,

and

insist

upon an enforcement

of the statute.

Massachusetts.—The Massachusetts Kennel Club, holding
the object of their organization to promote improvein the breeding and management of dogs, and that with-

it is

out game several of the most prominent breeds of dogs cannot be brought to their highest perfection, have ajjpointed a

committee to take measures for a more thorough enforcing of
the game laws of the State. The committee are John Fottler,
:

Chairman; Edward P. Brown, J. Nelson Boelaud, FranQreenough and George Delano. This is a most commendable and common-sense move.
In undertaking such
fundamental work as this the Massachusetts Club have set a
praiseworthy example for other kennel clubs.
Jr.,

cis B.

Central

Game and

New Jersey Bootbtt. —The Central New Jersey
Fish Protective Association of Plaiufield, N. J.,

has a rapidly-increasing membership. The association was
organized last March, with the following officers: President,

William H. Sterling
Vice-Presidents, Dr. Charles A. Hart,
Wilson Young and John I. Holly Secretary, W. L. Force
Treasurer, George Squier
Counsel, George P. Suydam Directors, E. P. Thorn, Percy C. Ohl, William H. Sterling, Isaac
Brokaw, Martin Schenck, John Ball, Thomas AckeD, Thomas
De Reusey, Rinaldo S. Little.
;

;

;

of

:

West Jersey Game Protective Sooieti.— The sportsmen
New Jersey are exhibiting a most commendable zeal in the

enforcement of the State game protective laws. The
West Jersey Society are as thoroughly systematic in their
work as any existing organization of a similar character in the
country, and at the annual meeting in Camden the other day
the reports showing the progress of the Society and the work
accomplished during the past year was a gratifying exhibit.
Besides a very efficient police service, there are premiums offered tor the destruction of hawks and foxes.
The past year
more than 800 hawks have been killed and more than 100
The society will distribute 150,000 of the 300,000
foxes.
salmon eggs, recently received from California by the State
Fish Commissioners, and 2,000 black salmon. As Directors
better

to serve for the ensuing year

the following gentlemen were

Camden County, Henry Vanuxem Gloucester, J. C.
Richman; Cumberland, Major Thomas W. Walker: (JapeMay, William B. Brown; Atlantic, John R. Beebe; Phiiadelphia, Frank Furness.
As questions have arisen concerning the extent of the power of game clubs in New Jersey and
chosen:

to practical sport.

Ivernois

We

ago.

July 5, 1S7S. 73d Hauptmann 9tr. r,
Dear Sir— J commanded 1S49 In Baden, defended Badatadt against
the PrnsBians, was condemned to be shot, was graced with six years
confinement, etc., etc. Alter that I was banished, and went, 1856, to
England, and in 1861, to America as Special Correspondent to the
London Times and the Augsburg AUgm. Zeitung. When the Times became Inimical against the Union, I gave np my connection with that
paper, became a citizen ot the District ot Washington, entered American
service, etc, etc. My family is well known In the United States. Tom
Corvin was a son of my father's brother, who emigrated to America as
early as about 1730.
In 1881 I returned to Gennunyaa special to the
New ork Times (under Mr. Raymond). I have written about a dozen
English vols published by my friend Put. Bentley, In London been
;
a contributor to Dickens' " All the Tear Round " these 30 years, etc.
At present I am occupied with publishing a new edition of my great
Universal History, Illustrated. I have been a sportsman as long as t can
Lsir-sic,

sent into the famishing

great leader

known in America and England, and

so well

and exciting character
are tempted here to furnish a brief biography elicited

his

ment

—The people of Virginia

waking up to the importance of game preservation in that
and the leaven of conservatism is even working strongmountains thanks to the efforts of the Fish Uommissioners, the State Game Protective Society, and those
earnest and time honored papers, the Richmond Dispatch and
Richmond Whig. Fortunately, the State of Virginia comly in the

Corvin has had enough
drop into a routine.

to

a letter dated

Yo.

Particular.

now ready

career has been one of such varied

bis

that

Ortyx Vibginiancs— in

is

is

satisfied.

their pur-

pleasant out-door

olim et Time meminissejuvabit.

and

or life's vicissitudes

So both parties are

suit

ter

when one

time to

grouse, Uentro-

excepting

years until the revolution of 1848-0.

fail

bird of prey pays the penalty of his life in more than one instance foi his daring robbery.
It
This sport, even with its inconveniences, is admirable.
exciting to a degree, and

bird,

this

trail,

The sage

This fact, to my mind, detracts much from the sport, for who
enjoys the killing of game merely for the sake of killing, and
with no after benefit to accrue ? Still, off we start, hoping to

if

is

on the war

;

but so bold are they that often one will descend to snatch a
dead or wounded teal before we can bring it to bag but the
;

are again

young, say three-quarters grown and even then the bird must
be dressed soon after being killed.
The reason for this, as
many of your readers are aware, is that their almost exclusive,
or very general diet of sage seeds and leaves permeates the

State,

shot,
So 1 calculate my
closely huddled offer a triple
volumes first to right,
ehances, and my dear old gun speaks
their
wings
and, splashing on
close
birds
then to left, and three
lovely panorama, a moment before
the water, lie still. The

gum

Toward evening we

" try a whirl" at the sage grouse.

cercus urophasianus, is a poor table

are

quarry, how he tightly grasps his
for the surely-approaching
gunstock and barrels, and with flashing eye takes his measures

is

ing.

is

in
and security. And you all know
that seeking a haven of rest
breast of the hunter lying in wait
the feelings thrilling the

home, the feeling

one akin to triumph
Wilson's snipe, too, are in season, very plenty here, but we
are a trifle too early, though a few are flushed in the open
spots of the marsh.
The buckskin cord suspended across our
shoulders grows more and more weighty, and before we have
traversed a half of the ground we are fain to confess that we
have had enough sport of the kind for one day and, loaded
with eighteen fine fat ducus in prime condition, we retrace
our steps to the station and arrive in time to enjoy a hearty
lunch with the balance of the population, resident and mov-

A

com-

broken into smaller bunches, are bearing
down upon me. You all know without an attempted descripas with outstretched necks they sail
look,
birds
tion how the
bush or brush house, intent only
steadily down toward the
on the dreadful enemy in their rear; how their wings quiver
anxious heads turn this way and
their
and
sunlight
the

delighting

a double shot, as a pair of mallards spring quacking
their reedy

dish,"

many tons.

and

make
from

is

Wyoming

;
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s

the legality of certain actions, we publish the following enactment of April 4, 1S78
"1. Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the
State of INew Jersey, That, from and after the passage of this
act no person or persons uun-resulents of this State shall kill,
destroy, hunt or take any doe, buck, fawn, or any sort of
deer whatsoever, or shall kill, destroy, hunt or take any
partridge, moor fowl, ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, Wilson or
gray snipe, reed bird, rail bird or rabbit, at any time, or shall
catch any speckled brook trout, or ppeckfed river trout, black
basaor salmon, at any time in this State, without complying
:

M

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
with the by-laws of the game protective societies, organized or
to he organized under the laws of this State; the person so offending shall forfeit and pay the sum of fifty dollars for each
and every offence, and may he proceeded" against in any
county in this State wherein 'such person or persons may lie
arrested, or wherein such Offence shall have been committed
and in default of the payment of the forfeit money, with costs
of prosecution, any person or persons so offending shall lie in
the common jail until the same shall be paid; one-half of the
forfeit money shall he for the benefit of the person prosecuting for the same, and the remainder paid to the collector of
the township wherein the conviction may he had, and all acts
and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed; provided that nothing in this act shall prevent
dents of this State from taking game or fish subject to the existing laws of this State.
;

fl

And

be it enacted, That any member of any society for
the protection ot game and fish, organized under the laws of
this State, shall be empowered to make arrests of any person
or persona who may be found violating any of the provisions
of this act, or infringing any of the laws of this State made
for the protection ot game and fish, and bring him or them
before a magistrate for examination.
"3. And belt enacted, That the county clerks of the several
counties of thin Slate be, and they are hereby directed to keep
in their respective offices a record of the members of any game
and fish protective society organized under the laws of this
8tate, and shall, upon the payment of twenty-five cents, furnish to said members as aforesaid a certificate under his seal
certifying to said membership."
"5}.

Wide-awake pHlLABHtHjaiAMB—M$$S/f Fnrest and Stream :
On the 12th of this month Henrv Rihle, residing at, Penrose's
Ferry, near the mouth of the river aJhaylkili, was arrested
on compUlut of an officer of the Philadelphia Game Protective Association for netting reed birds, ami was taken before
Magistrate Shain, who held him in $300. The above person
has been for some time engaged in that illegal way of taking
birds, and the Association hope they have stopped him.
Philadelphia, Sept. 30, 1878.
B. W. R.

—

Tbsnbssee. A Kentucky correspondent whose nom de
plume is well known to our readers, desires the names of
some Tennessee sportsmen who will exert themselves to secure
legislation protecting the streams common to those two States.
Address " Jientuckian," care of this office.

THE "PALMA" MATCH OF

1878.

The International match for the Palma has come and gone.
In the absence of any foreign competitors, the National Rifle
Association of America were resolved not to allow the year to
go over without fulfilling that requirement in the conditions
which demanded an annual contest. There had been no little
confusion in the preliminaries, and in no small degree the
desire to close the controversy between the team of 1877 and
the directors of the National Rifle Association

was of much

weight in determining the fact of a "walk-over." Many
opposed it, urging that to shoot a formal match, and put oi
record such scores as it was felt would be made, could only
result in postponing indefinitely the coming of another foreign
team to our shores, To this shallow view it was replied, that
the riflemen abroad were well posted as to doings on the
American ranges, and to think that they were to come under
any misapprehension of the task before them was lo impugn
their intelligence.
There had been some talk, even after the
closing of entries on June 1, that a foreign team from across
the border might come and demand the right, of entry without
any notice at all, since the origiual conditions imposed no
forfeiture of right to shoot

by neglect

to enter.

Altogether,

it

was resolved to have a formal shootingover the ground, if for
no other object than to beat the record " or the American
team of a year ago," and a fe*v weeks ago the invitations were
sent through the country for such as chose to try for places on
the team, to at once proceed to

them

in to the N.

R.

greatest of hurry,

A

make

trial scores, and send
Everything was done in thi
who might have entered were

office.

and many

debarred by the shortness of the notice accorded them. Howmen were chosen, and on scores, too, which, as
the files of the Fobest and Stbeaji will show, were far in
ever, eight

excess of anything heretofore

shown

in such preliminary

Hopes were raised that at the two days' match, or
"walk-over," that a record would be made which only the
most sanguine would ever think of excelling. There were
many adverse opinions given, and in not a few quarters the
hope was that the new men would break down,
they were
accused of spoiling for a match, and all sorts of reasons,
flimsy and specious, were given for postponing or prohibiting
the. trial.
The selection of days was most unfortunate. The
24th and 25th were first chosen, but a picnic, to which several
of the team wished to go, induced a postponement to the 25th
and 26th, and thereby gave them a pair of difficult days, and

tests.

a finish in the grandest sort of a wind and rain squall.
The
team was made up of five Bostonians, a Virginia man, one
man from Poughkeepsie and but one ancient Creedmoor marksman. It had never fired over the ranges as a team, and,
the squadding was a matter of chance.
Under these circumstances the score it made was remarkable.
Two targets on the extreme right of the range had been
provided, and upon these, the men were arranged. To the
extreme right, on target VI., wereH. P. Clark, ft. Eathboue
C. E. Dwighl and H. T. Rockwell, shooting in the order
named, while upon the target " Star" the Order oi firing was
W. H. Jackson, J. S- Sumner, .J, S Brown and Win. Gerrish.
The rain of the preceding night had left a damp sod, and the
sun raised a shimmer, which gave the target a dancing, un-

certain look.

B. G. Doughty coached upon target VI., while A. G. Davison did lhe"same on the "star" target, Mr. J. P. Waters
also assisting there as spotter.
Judge Stanton, the President of the Association, acted as
executive officer, aud before the shooting began made a brief
speech to the assembled team, welcomiug"them to the grounds,
and saying that, while the crowds of a great international

match were wanting, such a spur was not needed to secure
the best possible effort from the men and to enable thenl to
sustain America's high prestige at the target.
He felt proud,
as the President of the National Rifle Association, that the
ritlcmeu would not allow the sport to languish, even though

no teams came from abroad to urge the men to their best
effort.

In reference to the troubles and misunderstandings which
had arisen between the National Rifle Association Directors
and the team of 1877, the following amendment, to the original
conditions of the match had been passed by the Directors, who
were the donors of the prize, and he would read them for the
information of the team men before they proceeded to shoot:
That for the purpose of carrying out the in<?,
structions of the Association in establishing the competitions
for the American Centennial Trophy, the following be substituted for the 9lh paragraph of such conditions, entitled
" Prize, the American Centennial Trophy Palma. Such
trophy to be shot for in each subsequent year on the same
terms as the country of the team holding it at such time and
place as such team, or a majority thereof, may prescribe except that when the trophy shall have been won by the American team, the time and place for the succeeding contest shall
be fixed by the N. R. A. of A. At least six months notice of
such time and place must be given to the National Rifle Association of America aud Great Britain, notices being sent at
the same time to the rifle associations of all other countries
that have been represented in previous competitions.
Such
notice may specify a date not less than ninety days prior to
the time fixed for the match, -within which lime entries must
be made aud such notice may further prescribe that in case
no entries shall be received within such time the match shall
bo declared off for that year.
In case no opposing team shall
enter a shoot in any competition the then holders of the trophy
may, in their discretion, dispense with any competition or organize a team to shoot the match. In case a team shall shoot
under such circumstances, there shall be inscribed on the
trophy, in the place allotted for the record of that year, the
name of the country of the team shooting, and the words,
'No other competitor,' and such team shall be entitled to its
custody for the year. In case no team shall shoot in any
year the trophy shall remain in the hands of those holding it,
and the space left for that year shall be filled with the name
of that country, and the words,
competition.'
Capt. Jacksou made no response, but proceeded at once to
take advantage of the fair weather conditions, for at the moment the flags huDg fiat and still against the poles, with now
and then a slight movement as a puff came from the 8 o'clock
quarter.
The sun shone down hot and strong, and the wind
was tricky and shifty ; but the opening was a good one, and
from Sumner's 75 to Dwight and Rockwell's 67 the scores
were well grouped. Dwight, with his Maynard, was unfortunate in having loaded a lot of cartridges before he started
from his Virginia home, and a thousand miles by rail aud
water had, he thought, caked the powder and rendered the
fire uncertain
in some shots he declared he could distinctly
feel the explosion of the fulminate aud then the ex plosion of the
powder. The "uuaccountables" which he put in at each range
on his first day are disagreeable facts, the reasons for which
have not becu clearly determined. Mr. Dwight insists that the
fault was not in the weapon, and that his feat of 218 and 319
on two successive days will be repeated by him. The men
and their style of shooting are worth noting. Of course, none
of them fired in the old prone position.
Jackson, who led off on target "Star," is a large, finely
built man, and bad on the dark red team uniform of last year,
aud used the old Yale position, with his gun resting across
his left leg and the butt-plate lucked close into his right armpit.
Sumner, the champion of the match, is a slight, longbearded man, below the medium height.
He crosses his legs
at the ankles, and with the heel of his rifle in his right armpit, rests the barrel on his left thigh.
He is a stove-dealer at
Newton, Mass., and a marksmau of barely a year's standing.
Brown is a powerfully built man, shooting, like Jackson,
wilh his left, hand across his breast. Gerrish is a young man,
lacking the judgment of the older shots, but a good holder.
He rests his left upon his right unee and puts the rifle barrel on
top of it. These four men have shot together for months upon
the Walnut Hill range, near Boston.
On target VT. Bathbone, a gaunt old man in his shirt sleeves, fired in the Yale
position, his left hand grasping the rifle barrel near the breech.
i.:oi..-iDeJ i..,;i:k, of
r''.''.i^h:;eep:"-ie,
mere boy m tmnu-, I'll., an
old rifleman, crossed his legs like Fulton, but keeping his gun
to his armpit.
C. E, Dwight, the West Virginian, used the
old Fulton position pure and Biniple, with his" left hand graspieg the heel-plate of his gun. Rockwell, the handsome man
of the party, with his moustache and goatee, had an easy position, like Col. Clark's.
Ah of the men, with one exception,
used the Borchard Sharps Rifle from the Bridgeport Armory.
The story of the day's work : The 800-yard range was
finished before luncheon, and here they were five points behind the corresponding score of last year's winning team.
During the 900 yards score the wind on the dial was from the
7 o'clock quarter, but i o varying in force that the men found
difficulty in keeping within the bull's-eye, but at the finish
they were ahead of the score of last year, and this encouraged
them for the 1,000 yards' work, where again they were ahead
of the record of 1877, and the day closed with a majority of 5
points. The actual shooting merit had been far ahead, for cornpared with the first day of 1877 this had been a perfect puzzler.
lu the one it was merely set and hold, iu the other there wasa
continuous strain on the judgment and attention of the men.
Had it not fired another shot the team of 1878 had shown itself the superior of any team yet organized either in this
country or abroad.
Besides the weather they had a score of
obstacles to contend with which would have thrown any ordinary squad into utter confusion and ruin. The men had been
chosen in a hurry, had assembled and proceeded to work
without anything like an organization. To the majority of
them Creedmoor was a terra ivicognita, and its tricky winds
were a sore botheration. The men approached nearer to a
fortuitous concourse of atoms than a homogenous working
organization able to give a long, strong pull altogether. With
various weapons never brought to a standard in windage or
elevations, the men, except as aa association of coaches,
could afford each other but little assistance, and a point, or
two of carelessness put the finishing items to the long list of
misfortunes under which they suffered. Rathbone put in a
bull's-eye on the wrong target.
It was a mistake more damaging probably to himself than to the team as a body, and it
would not be 'out of the way to ask whether in firing matches
of this character it would not be well to use screens, to keep the
men on their own targets. It may lead to greater care lo keep
the present open line, but losses will bappen aud a defeat on
the record with a virtual victory on the field is provoking.
Besides, such cross firing is dangerous to the men iu the butts,
:

;

;

'

No

;

;

and the screens suggested would be

fair all

round and allow
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each team to put all its work on record and avoid the present
unexplained failures and "goose-eggs."
The gem of the day's work was Summer's 221 iu the possible 225. It was simply magnificent, and carried out. too, almost
entirely upon his own judgment.
Potty-one bull's-eyes in
forty-five shots is almost good enough to suit anybody, but
there is perfection yet ahead, and while neither of the quartet
of centres made by Summer were over six inches from the
bull's-eye, they were out of the black and therefore altogether
despicable. A little flickering Of the wind at the finish, and
perhaps a slight unsteadiness' at the prospect of something
well nigh infallible seemed to trouble Mr. Summer toward the
finish, and his four centres Bt the finish have a very inartistic
and unprofessional look. If they are to have any place at all
iu the record it is surely not at the end of so brilliant an
effort.

The

scores of the

day were
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There was no disguising the fact that the second day was
not to give the marksmen even such a chance as they had experienced with on the first day, and as for comparison with
last

year, when, on that

memorable Friday

in

the.

middle of

September, the Americans rolled up 1,679 points. There
were d jzeus of points difference in the weather, but, as this
does apt go upon the report, the men set to work to beat the
1,679 down in plain black and white.

There was no change

in the

arrangement of the men, and

through the 80D yards score the light was dull and heavy, the
clouds threatening rain in the strongest manner, and the wind
too, was blowing at a stiff rate froin the 7 o'clock quarter, not
very changeable as to direction, but very much so as to force.
Jaeksou led off with some hope and much trepidation, but he
caught a bull, and here was plainly evident the want of team
organization for, with such a lead, every member of the (ruin
should have followed suit, whereas but four of the team
opened with bulls. The men were evidently striving, for such
a score on such a day was simply superb 584 iu the possible
600 showed the finest sort of work, and two perfect scores at
;

;

the same distance is enough to stamp the team as of first-class
material.
At 900 yards the sun came out hot, while the wind
began to freshen up into a gale, and as much as seven points
were allowed on a 7 o'clock wind, while elevations ran very
low indeed. There was some irregular firing, but a score of
."544 in such a wind was fully ten points better
than the s-ie
of last year, while it stood ten points behind.
It was evident when the 1,000 yards range firing opened
that it was to be a nip-and-tuck race to see whether the end of
the match or the coming storm would arrive first.
But luck
was against the men, and with his first shot at 1,000 yards
Rockwell discovered that his rifle was disabled, and then
came the exhibition of bad management somewhere in the
team ; for, with no extra gun to] take, Rockwell sat helpless
during the hour and a half while the other men fired their
scores, expecting to borrow Jackson's rifle when that gentleman was through with it, both of them forgetful of the wellknown rule which prohibits the use of the same rifle by two
competitors in the same match.
Dwight, using a single cartridge shell, which he loaded after each discharge, was detained behind his squad, and finally at 4 o'clock, when the
storm of rain and wind burst over the range, currying away
tents and stools, washing the target faces into graybacks, and
forcing all to make short cuts for the semi-shelter of the club
house.
The squall was over in less than au hour, but left the
range dark, and an attempt to finish the scores of Messrs.
Dwight and Rockwell only succeeded iu giving the bitter gentleman a miss. It was evideut that there was nothing but an
indefinite postponement, and Judge Stanton, as executive officer, at JaBt so ordered it, when it was evident that the elements were to give no mercy.
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awarded to the competitor who, at the close of the season of
187B, has won tho greatest number of timis.
The scores of
luj winner, and those who have qualified
a.s
marksmen were
i

ii.

1,0

.

.

son yar.ls.

1,01)11

It was an unfortunate ending to so brilliant a promise, for
had the weal her been even reasonably fair it was evident that
the bis scores of 187? would have been left 'behind; a.s it was,
with 18 shots to go, a total of 1,57(5 was reached, belter than
the entire effort of the victorious American team on the second day in 1876, when the weather was infinitely better iu a
The match is in nowise to be styled a lizzie.
shooting tease.
Considered in all its phases of weather and men, it shows hat
in rifles, in shooting ability, there has been no retrogrcssi m
nor even fixedness, but a positive gain. The mistake was
in supposing hat as it was a walk-over match it could be dis
posed of in a slouchy, perfunctory manner. If it was worth
while attempting, it was worth while doing wr ell. No doubt
I

I

was responsible for the summary finish of the conbut under the prompt, ready management which should
attend a match of such consequence a corner of that kind
should not have been possible.
When riflemen learn
nothing
that
gained
is
by dilatorines3 in firing,
competition
can be carried through
and a victory
promptly won, is a double victory. On the second flay lie
match could have been finished ere the squall broke had extra
diligence been exercised, but enough was done to show the
team as an extra slrong one, and if, as some feared, the
foreign competitors were to he scared off by an exhibition of
our strength, then should the team of 1878 put them in a
proper awe.
To permit ready comparison with previous efforts for the
Centennial trophy are given
1876.
the storm
test,

;

:

list .day
1'idllav
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1st
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iIhv
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Canada

Hi'
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4S5
r,w
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1

-Total
l,Bi7
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America

Tub Massachusetts

—"We
i

'

of Sunday.

made

We

Team at Crkedmoop.
member of the

we

find in a

Boston paper
have no doubt that some of the complaints

are quite just

range to compete, aud been charged a quarter for admission.
also feel assured that, on arriving at Framingham, some
little attention would have been paid them, and that it would
not be left to another visiting team to do the honors for us.
Furthermore, should they have been accompanied by the
Adjutant-General of the State of New York, we are sure
somebody from headquarters would have taken cognisance of
For another
the fact, and extended some official courtesyyear, to do anything, it seems that there should be appointed,
by the State, an expert rifleman as Inspector of Rifle Practice;
that notice of competition should be given early; that every
man should have the chance, and those who promise well be
urged to compete ; that the team be selected far ahead, that
they may be disciplined as a team, aud not by one, hut by
several competitions (half a dozen at least), held, if possible,
under the tutelage of the inspector; that our rifles and ammunition should be e>f the most perfect pattern allowable tor
their special purpose, regardless of anything else
and that
the arms should be used and kept hy the team for practice
only, and in each individual's charge and, finally, that a
syBtem of honors or promotions be adopted for good shooting,

We

;

;

or some of the handsome medals that are distributed so liber1 am assured that these
ally in other States be offered here.
little seeds would bear golden fruit for another year.

—

28.
The return of the Boston riflethe range, after they had so notably distinguished
themselves at Creedmoor, drew together a concourse of specta-

A

to

The match was " The Amateur Series," 200 yards Mr.
It has only
J. A. Lowell's 48 in a possible 50, is very fine.
been made once at the range, and then by Mr. L. L. Hubbard,
but Mr. Lowell's score is better, as he has five's for the eighth
and ninth shots, while Mr. Hubbard's score shows two centres:
5
.TALowell
S-MS
5 84
4— 15
J A. Sosvall, re-entry
T.SiaH

4

JlNFrye

4
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Frye. re-entry
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4
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4
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4
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Pbize Meeting at Bhinton- Range.— The first annual
prize meeting of the New Jersey State Rifle Association will
lake place at Briulon Range, Elizabeth, N. J., beginning 011
Tuesday, October 8, and closing on the 5th. Tuesday, Oct.
9— Short range; open to all comers; distance, 200 yards;
fifteen shotsl ten prizes.
This (Batch will be duplicated.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 10 a. m.— Military Team Match open to
teams of twelve from any regiment in' New Jersey distances,
200 and 500 yards; five shots at, each distance; prize, a
bronze trophy,' valued at $800. " Hayes" Long-range Match
open to allcomers; distances, 900, 1,000 and 1,100 yards;
lil'leen shots at each distance
three prizes.
Thursday, Oct.
10, 9:30 a. M.
Champion Hatch; open only to Hie First
Brigade, New Jersey National Guard; distances, 200 and 500
yards prizes, a gold badge, presented by Major J. .1. Wardill,
Inspector of Rille Practice of that brigade, and a division of
1

T

Dlmon-i

C M

;

JSiijflia.

Amateur Rifle Club, for long-range badge, at 1,000, 1,100
and 1,200 yards. The distances over 1,000 yards being as yet
in the region of the unknown, scores were not good
.

1,«I0 yds. 1,10(1 yds. 1,200 yds.

.„

.

Isaac

Allen

r,

as

Frank Hyde

62
44

.53

Horner Mailer
JAllatry

50
4D

44

43
49
3i

Bi

24

T'l.

ma
151

132
VtS

Programme fob Octobbb.— Saturday, 5th.—

CiiEi'.niviooK

At

10:15 a. si.. Match for the "Bharps' Prize" of $250 in
gold, at, 800, 000 and 1,000 yards, and at 3 P. K. the thirteenth
competition for the " Turf, Field and Farm Challenge
Wnil.ev,"

200 yards. Wednesday, 9th.— At 8 p. m., the
"Skirmisher's Badge" match.
Saturday, 12th.— At 2:30
p. m., the "Soldier's" match for teams of eight, firing by file
and volley, and upon conclusion of the preceding, the ninth
competition for the " Champion Marksman's Badge," under
conditions similar to those of the competitions for the State
Badge. Wednesday, 10th.—At 2:30 v. St., the "Appleton"
match, at 200 aud 300 yards. Saturday, 10th.— it 10:15 a. si.,
the "Remington" match for $300 in gold, at 000 and 1,000
at

yards.

Wednesday,

23d.— At

200 yards.

Saturday,

2:30 p. at., the "Ballard"
2Gth.— At 2:30 i\ m., "Running Deer" match.
Wednesday, 30th.—At 2:30, fourth
competition for ihe "Gildcrsleeve" medal; conditions similar to those of the State " Marksman's Badge " competitions.
The Amateur Rifle Club willsboot their " Mid Range Match "
at 000 yards, on Wednesday, Olh
the "Short Range Match"
at 200, Wednesday, 23d, and the "Long Range" at l,0u0,
1.100 and 1,200 yards, Saturday, 20th. The Washington
Gray Troop Club will shoot on the 8th and 22d.

match

at

;

LV

Gallbrx— Sejit. 28.—Fifth

4

4

3

5

4

4—42
4-42
3-42
4-41
4—41

4

5

4— II

3

6

3—41
4—41
3-40
4-::j
B—S9

4—39

Creedmoob—Sept. 28.— Gildcrsleeve medal. Conditions:
to all members of the National Guard in uniform, and
distances, 200 and 500
to the National Rifle Association
yards-, five shots at each distance ; prize, a gold medal to be

42

W MacDlUlflu
JH Meeker
M Ma. thy
EP Dulles

17

n

w

II

4ii

KullKMlT

4'i

40

J A Ward
45 WKlleweU
WHDuntap
43
The two leading scores— 48 and 47 in a possible 50—is

NO'Donuell

39
BB
88

.15

PFitz......

;

:

—

;

Team Match: open
tion

Same

money.

the entrance

day,

at

P.

1

St.

— Short-range

teams of four from any club or associaand :!00 yards; ten shots at each distance;
Friday, Oct. 11.
"Headquarters" Match;
to

distances, 200

;

—

three prizes.
to all members of the New Jersey National Cuard
distances, 200 and 500 yards; live shots at each distance
prize,
a gold badge.
Spirit of the Times Loug-rance Match; open
to all comers
distances, 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 yards fifteen
shots at each distance; prizes, fourteen in number, aggregate
value, $200.
open to tiie
"Sterling" Badge Match
Jersey National Guard distances, 200 and 500 yards four
shots at each distance prize, a gold medal, presented by Col.
W. 11 Sterling, General-Inspector of Rifle Practice of that
State
open to military teams of eight from any organization
in
Jersey; distances, 200 and 500 yards; ten shots at
each range ; prize, a silver cup. "Beginners" Mutch; open
to all members of the .New Jersey Rifle Association who have
never won a prize; distance, 200 yards; ten shots. Gov.
McCklltin will present a gold badge to the rifleman making
Ihe highest aggregate score in the "Headquarters" and "Sterling" matches.

open

;

:

;

;

New

.

;

:

;

;

New

New Rule

Gall-ep.y at Jersey City.— M. Bubser, of 40
Jersey City, in connection -with bia gun and
has just opened a rifle gallery, 100 feet
range, with all of the latest improvements. Mr. Bubeer giveB
a fine gold medal to be shot for to Ihe person making the
highest score during Ihe week ending Monday evening next,
October 7th, Conditions, open to residents of Hudson County,
New Jersey, ten shols, Cieeibiioi.r target, reduced fiom 100
feet: entrance, 25 cents, as often as he please.
Highest score
to take the badge.

Newark avenue,

Portraits of Dr. Carver.— Every one who has known
flue

shooting.

S

rifle

:

him.
814-16

fi t

FGFiiiliiriiir

Paul

.

NOBonnall

.5 12.10

Cullman, second....

I

FreilKessler

7

MM Malt by

0-lti

6

AJ

9-16

The New York

Club

Rifle

J 10-Ki
s S-1B

Thursday

this

evening at Conlin's Gallery, when an effort will be made,
trust, to do something for the Yellow Fever Fund.

we

the secretary reported be correct— that all trains between the
city and Creedmoor are discontinued— the condition of affairs

As

was authorized

the president

it is,

to confer with the superintendent in regard to running certain
lines for the accommodation of riflemen.
The net profits of

the fall Meeting were reported to be -91,185.08.
Captain
Story recommended that matches for teams of twelve, representing the National Guard and the regulars, be arranged at
distances of 200, 300, 500 and 600 yards.
General Wingate
tendered his resignation, proposing Col. J. II. Cowpcrlhwaite
General Wingate's resignation was acceptas his successor.
ed, but the election of directors was postponed.

Soourus's Association.— This matcli took place Tuesday.
All the military organizations conlributed handsomely. There
were two matches. The first at 100, 150. 300, 400, 200 aud
500 yaads. Five shots at each range. Winners, with their
scores, were as follows
F. J Smith, 11T; CH Brown, 113;
Stiller, 114; 3
Hale, 113; ,1
:

McNevm,

W

WT

W

W

Myers, 112;

'.is;

'..;-;;

II

.1

113;

F A Guilder,

W

HI

PJ

Slack, 4U;
.

'.I-

.

K

.

at

w

W

20.

prizes will be presented at

—Creedmoor
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AugGruenhere

yym Seppentuidt

;

Creedmoor on Oct.

York, Oct. 81, 177 Bwmy.
200 yds. target reduced. .Sept. 20:
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Mi tms
Ed Blory, Jr
Max Kern
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T

-14

g c Waite
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44

W

44,

LJJachman

43

Wak-r..

OBasuh
Joseph llnglanu
Winkel

yards, at Dunkirk.
Weather, bad
by the Dunkirk. Club.

nem

Dunkirk Amateur

Creed
Capt Miller, Item Creed
Hej/iieiiiimuii;, Item Creed
Miuer, Sharps
bliter, SharpB

35

M

DuNKraK avu Cuba,—Sept, 21.—Teams

Gross,

;

heavy

„!"
of five at 500

rain.

Match won

Kille Club.
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Cnbi Rifle Club.
Captain Lalta, Maynard Creed, .,,6 314555535443 5
Morgnn.Maynard Creed
5555563S55S424
Cole, ilaynar.l Creed
i 54 46 6$ D 54 4 6 4 3
S'ebbins, Mayaard Creed
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200 and 500 yards,
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Seppeoteibt Rifle

'

Charles A. Zimmerman, one of the best

tographers in America, has just seul us specimens of cabinesize

photographs, which are certainly very

5

life-like

one where the

pears in his broad-brim felt sombrero.

One of

why

reason

friend

is

Zimmerman should

printing until at least every subscriber

and ex

doctor, ap-

these days

these portraits, like those of other celebrities, will

be

but 40 cents there

much
is

no

not be kept busy sun-

whom we

have on our
Brother sportsmen, send in your orders.
lists is supplied.
Zimmerman also sells two very striking water-colors, entilled, " Trying for a Double," and " The Tight Shell." Price
per pair, $3,50.

ANkwGcn

Sight. —Mr. William Lyman, of Mid.llcfield,
is the maker of a rear sight for sporting and target
which seems to us to possess quite a number of advanWith the Lyman sight an almost instantaneous aim

Conn.,
rifles,

tages.

can be taken, the object being sighted quite as quickly as if
II
certainly has undoubted
only the front sight were used.
excellence for

Lyman

moving

objects, as both eyes can be used.

says that witli this sight on a

rille

Mfc

any good shut with

a fowling piece can get into the knack of breaking glass balls
with a rifle. (See advertisement).

EXPLOSIVE SHELLS.

;

-lover, 33;

Glover,

The

;

F A

exploits

likeness of

him honor. Mr.
field shots and pho-

;

J
Bale, St; J
;
Sjreener.49: E J Smith. 4,1;
Brown, 4:1 ; ,J McNevin, -12; \v F Miller, 411 ,1 11
Guntlier, IK); J J Barnes, 39 ; J Myers, 36; .1
1 ary,
T Kelly, 3d; J J Murray, >-i; ,1 T Gulliver, '-1 ;'s

Sullivan, 04

M"*Wyers, 44

;

:

seven shots at each distance

possess a correct

character and his skill do

•

m

;

K
W
The second match was eon tested

8

bolli his

.1
Cary, i'l'.i; I' ,1 Sullivan, 102 T
.1
-J
Harries,
,j
Myers 94 s V (iiovr
Shirk. 112; .1
S ,v..-,-n,-y, sj o Ullsoll, St J T Uulllvcr, 711 ;
Glover, U4; T II Stevens, 63;
L Franz; 27,

Kelly,

will be glad to

rifle,

valued as souvenirs, and as the price

—

National Rifle Association. The Board of Directors
held their monthly meeting ou the 1st of October.
If what
quite unfortunate.

fin

1

pressive, especially the characteristic

meet on

will

11-111

7 14-10

Hewlett

""id
6 in-ic CE Overbaugh
13-16
JF Duck*orlu
There werescver.tl other competitors.

is

Dr. Carver personally, or nas seen his remarkable

with the

Third competition for the Winchester
,...815-16 £ P Davis
W Libber, "r

Open

;

J F March

48

46

AJ

PU

competition for Marks-

:

Sun.-

Howieit
J F Duel: worth

W LilKiy

B

tors.

J

H'-e--,

B.muiiiCT
BViin Iiensen

I..:

man's Badges

Militia Rifle

Walnut Hill— Sept.

J

50 points:

!

fishing tackle store,

People look at things differently here than in Massachusetts,
and a spirit to get any small advantages they could, by use of
their wits, as well as by good shooting, was occasionally
manifested by individuals. A New York lieutenant told me
that his men could cock a piece so it would stand six
pounds, and then, hy a slight change in cocking, would go Off
And the officer who told me did not seem to
at one pound.
think this trick reprehensible, but smart, though he was
speaking at the time of individual regimental competition, and
would doubtless have thought differently on a team. The
paltry exactions and fees, which make it as much a nioneymakiug concern as acircus with its side shows, might, it seemed
to us, have been very graciously waived to visiting teams.
We know other teams shared this opinion, and we should all
have felt pretty cheap had the New \'ork team come to our

men

UV)

Coni-is's

lake the following from a letter of a

Massachusetts Rille Team, which

as follows, lbs highest attainable number being
L 10U
4!>
JMMcKurlarul.'.
S^'t. '",
41 HSOlarli
J.^'KI"

yards.

—

Poughkefpaie, Sept. 27.
JTifth
Division Match.
Teams
entered from the 21st
Sixteenth Troop E, Seventh Brigade
Twenty-fourth Separate Company, with Twenty-seventh
Regiment. Distances, 200 and 500 yards Twenty-first Regiment, 300; Twentieth Battalion, ;',65
Sixteenth Battalion,
:;0-j
Twenl._v-lV.nrHi Separate Company. Z'M
Troop B.
Seventh Brigade, 105; Twenty-seventh Regiment, 293. The
prize contested for was a piece of bronze, valued at $300.

4244443

return match will take place at the
Buffalo, early this month,

.3

5— tw
b— os
£—60

1— 511

30354

6-5S-320

Bay View

ranyc, in

2

Editor Forest add stkbam
In view of Ihe fact that explosive bullets are much talked
of in this country at present, 1 will contribute my mite in
:

their behalf.

Whatever the theory regarding explosive bullets may be,
to fry them on game to become fully convinced
That one may sometimes be disappointed at
of tin ir efficacy.
Ihe result I am willing to admit, but iu eight hits out of ten
the game is secured, ami when compared, shot for shut, with
the solid bullet, they will be found vastly more destructive,
-i'ss much more knock-down force, which alter all
I make these asis what is must desirable in bagging game.

one has hut

sertions after several years' experience, founded entii
the amount of game killed during that period, and embracing
various kinds, from the South American ostrich, deer, puma
aud guuaeo ; and in this country on elk, buffalo, antelope

and deer. Last Hummer, while with the 7th U. S. Cavalry, I
killed with a Winchester rifle, model 1ST;}, over forty antelope
with explosive bullets which I made myself, and in no case
did any of them require a second shut to bring it down, when
hit in the body or neck, although of course they were not always killed oiitrinlu. At all events they were stopped, aud
that is the grand desideratum* especially when in hunting
deer through thick underbrush in early fall, when there is no
snow on the ground, or in any kind of shooting when doga
A Winchester explosive bullet will not
are not used.
go through an antelope, as a general thing that uaturally
depends when and where the ball first strikes a bone; if, for
instance, the shoulder bone on the near side ib hit, what with
the expansion of the ball from explosion and that from BtTiking a hard substance combined, the bullet will in all probability lodge somewhere in the opposite shoulder (according to
the angle at which it is fired), or perhaps stick bel
;

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
flesh

and bide on the

only strikes meat,

it

it
side.
But if, on
may, and generally will, go completely

the contrary,

off

Wiih

through.

heavii r charges of powder aud ball, of course
are different, but i am now speaking of the forty
grain powder cartridge.
Of one thing I can vouch, viz.,
that after I gave up nay Winchester, I ueed a 45-100 calibre
regulation Springfield rifle, 70 grains powder and 400 grains
lead, and that with this gun, which was infinitely a stronger
shooter than the Winchester, I lost many an antelope, shot
clean through (perhaps a little loo far behind the shoulders),
9

•when I feel satisfied 1 would have bagged him with my
Smaller but explosive, bullet, which did not weigh half as
much, nor would it have had one quarter the penetration.
This summer I am using a Sharps', ca.libre_.45, 110 grains
powder, and an explosive ball <Vbi.cn weighs about 370 grains.
The effect of this on an antelope is fearfully demoralizing— in
fact, it absolutely floors them.
On my last hunt on the Belle
Fourche, near Beat Butte, Black Hills, where we are camped
this summer, I killed four antelope in five consecutive shots,
all over 300 yards; the only reason I did not kill the fifth was
that 1 overestimated the distance and overshot.
On this same
hunt I killed several other antelope, and never failed to "call
them in " at one shot with these bullets. The objection to an
explosive bullet in shooting in timber is that it may strike a
branch and explode before reaching the object aimed at. I
have experimented on that, shooting with my Sharps' through
a three-inch stick of cottonwood, after which the ball went
Straight enough to strike a deer's body for over thirty yards;
in fact, when the centre of the stick was hit, the ball wont as
true as a solid bullet would go under same circumstances, a)
that if by misfortune, one does hit a branch, in either case
the chances are that a miss will be the result.
1 make my
own bullets, having had the mould made by the 'Winchester
Rifle Company, at the moderate charge of $3.
I place in the
cavity a long calibre 33400 rim-iiic shells, and have found
them in every way entirely satisfactory. They do not com.
pare with an Enii'llsh Express rifle bail, prihe pally because
the rifles themselves are groove
differently
also in the
matter of trajectory are they somewhat different, from same
cause.
His ideas are precisely
I entirely agree with Van Dyke.
like mine, for although a Fair shot myself, I never count on
an antelope over 250 yards, and even under that distance they
frequently show me their ''white shields" and skip.
It would not do, however, to expect to kill buffalo wiih a
Winchester, calibre 44, with explosive bullels.
I have seen
that tried repeatedly, and know beyond a doubt that the solid
ball in that gun is tar belter, as there is not penetration enough
in so light a shell ; but with a heavier load the old bull comes
down as gracefully as the antelope, for nothing can stand before a shell, if of sullicieut weight and driven by, say 120
graius powder— 1 mean no game on this continent.
For deer shooting I cannot, imagine a better gun than the
new model Winchester, if properly built; as lliey make them
now, the stocks are so straight that 1 cannot handle them at
but by ordering one that can be remedied, such a gun,
all
with explosive shells, is about perfection.
Gauoho.
Camp of Cavalry in the Field, Bear Butts, D. T,
,

I

;

;

wild oats being green and not, ripe probably was the cause.
I have shot rail for twenty-five years, and never yet have I
seen as many birds as I did last full. Quail and pheasants
promise to be uo usually abundant this falL, and I calculate on
having grand sport.
I,. \V. S.
KiiuKi/'a Axhhy Jhuse, September 22.— Black ducks and
sprigtails are coming on in large numbers.
Yesterday the

between High Bar and the (Ham island was covered
with them. The season opens October 15.
flats

Ssim atFobked River—Ekeehold, Ar

.

J., Sept. 2(i.— Lasi

Saturday morning we came to anchor oif Bamrgit Light,
into our yawls and went over on to the tints.
The
birds (tew Ihick for about three hours, red marlius, ring-tail
marlins nnd beach snipe. The two shots of the party, J. A.
Ward, of Freehold, andCapt. Foreman Matthews, bugged over
seventy birds. The season is just opening, birds nreswarmUlg, are in prime condition, and all the conditions for successful aud satisfactory sport at Forked River most complete.
Fox.

jumped

—

Pennsylvania Philadelphia,, Sept. 30.— Last Monday a
made their appearance here right in my neighborhood, Twentieth and Mount Vernon streets. Thursday
flock of quail

morning, 26th, a large flock of wild pigeons Hying to the
south.
Two of us bagged in Chester County, ten gray squirrels; 9th, in Gloucester County, N. J., we bagged fourteen
gray squirrels.
R. F.
Blairsville, Sept. 27.— The Blairsville Forest Club has just
returned from their annual club hunt ou the banks of Blacklick Creek, iu the Chestnut Ridge, and a rant lime they had of

The camp was

it.

always

a complete

success, as

their gather!

During the camp the club elected the following

are.

ensuing year: c. B. .Street, Pies.; Root.
Spencer, Vice-Pres.; W. G. Tiieec, Sec: T. I). Cunningham,
Treas.
The club is growing in numbers and in interest, aud
our camps-out are anxiously looked forward to Trom year to
year, and each year finds more members, who spend a week
in the grand old woods.
W. 0. T.
officers to serve for

—

Bquiebbi HuNTiiKs. 'She squirrel hunters of Tionesta,
Pa., mustered last week for a side hunt, under Capt. D. M.
MeGauehey, were twenty-one aimed men, aud an equal number upheld the banner of Capt. E. A.. Leary.
Leary's scon
was: 22 black, 18 gray, and 374 pine squirrels total njirahe
of points earned, 1, Pi!?.
McGauchey's >id<- sc >tvd 23 black,
IS gray, and 328 pine squirrels; the total count of points being
;

1,702.

A

squirrel hunt at Clearfield, Ta., the previous Saturday,
rcsulled in a very good record, the biggest squirrel killed
turned out to be a hear.

—

Kentucky Ashbynburg, September 22.— Small game in
abundant, such as squirrels, cpiail and rabbits. A party driving for deer last week Eaw two, but the whole party failed in
getting a shot.
The dogs also ran out two turkeys, which
were killed. We have no pointers nor setters nor other sporting dogs, but deer and fox-hounds, and they have been on
the decline for

some

Hunters here use the old-fashioned

time.

muzzle

0#w£
GAME

|fc# nnd (§mu

SEASON FOR OCTOBER.

IN

Moose, Ahesmatrhis.
CarlboQ, Tarandus rangifer.
»
Elk or wapiti, Den
.

iii

i

Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, Squt
tarola helvetica.
plover, ^Egialilis

Ring

i

Bed

or Va. 'leer, <\ riitjinlriius.
Squirrels, rc-d, black ami gmy.
Bare*, browmuw gray.
Kent! or rice lard, botlchonyx oryz-

semipalmt

his.
Stilt,

or lorjg-Bbanks,

ni.Jricutli.H.

K.ed-t.lvIVed Mi'ip" Or dowitehor,
,

id

sandpiper, or ox-bird,

En, Cupirtonia eupido

Huffed grouse or pheasant, Bonasa

a iled

remarkable; a thing to be remembered and blown about on
every occasion.
Paddy O'Leaby.

UimmUum,

Wilil r.urtev, ileh:mirl< nitllopavo,

Pinnated urease or prairie Chick-

loader.
I have tho only breech-loading firearm in thi;
part of the country.
The majority of shot-guns here are
single-barrel of the old-time sort, small bore, and from 36 to
42 inch barrel. People here hunt, quail very little, and then
only when there is snow on the ground, and they can find
them huddled so as to kill several at a shot. There are no
wing shots, and when one happens to accidentally knock over
anything running or flying he thinks he has doue something

godwit, or marlln,

—

Illinois.
Charleston, Sept. 24.— C. aud J. Hughes, seven
miles southeast Trom here, in the hickory flats, killed 'fifteen
squirrels the other day.
Good hags are there made. Wild
pigeons arc getting plenty ou the flats. Mast is scarce ai
they do not. stay long. Quail are here in good number.
J.

timbeUv*.

Quad

or partridge, Oriyx virc/inia-

nus.

Wrllet, Tolanus semipalmatitA.
Tattler, Totauus msJanoleiicus.

Yellow-shanks, Totanm Jlavipa.

"Bay birds" generally, including various species of plover, sand
piper, snip.-, curicw, .jtsirr-rau'iu-r, surf lards, pimiaropcs, avoeets,
etc., coming under the group Mmncolce or Shore Birds.
tw~ This table does not apply to all the Slates. It is meant to represent the game which is generally In season at this time. State regulamay prohibit the killing of some species of game here mentioned.

tions

Game

in JIabket.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1.25
per pair; partridge (ruffed grouse), $1.25 to $1.50 per pan'; mallard ducks, 75 cents to SI per pair black do., 75 cents per pair ;

24.—The ducks are coming in, and the
Zumbro bottoms good. Quails are very plenty

and afford good

sport.

Lake

City, Sept.

D,

—A

Minnesota— Owatonna, September 24.
pelican was shot
near this city one day last week, the first one heard of in tl
Are they found far from the coast as a general
vicinity.
tbing?
J. p. E.
Pelican are

common

do., CO cents per pair; broad bill do., 50 cents

teal do., 60

to 70 cents per pair;

Wilson enipo,

.$3

per pair;
per doz.;

$1.25 cents per doz.; reed birds, 75 cents to SI per
doz.; Phildelphia squabs, S2 to t3 per doz.
Philadelphia
and Bucks County dry piohed chickens,
Ponllrj
do. turkeys,
18 to 22 cents per pound ; do. fowls, 10 to 18 cents

rails, $1 to

—

;

IB to 20 cents

cents

;

;

do, ducks,

18 to 20 cents;

do.

State and Western chickens, 16 to 18 eents

16 to 18 cents ; do fowls, 15 to Hi cents
do geese, 10 to 12 cents,

;

geese, 10 to 18
;

do.

turkeys,

do. ducks, 13 to 15 cents;

.

Cahada— Gr&oenkwtt,

Sept.

23.—The

first

deer brought

into the village this season had an extra horn, which had
grown out of the. one on the right side of the head, about au
"inch above the base of the skull, was nearly as large as
either of theother two. It had three antlers, the others "four
each. The deer was in prime condition, weighing 175 pounds
when dressed. He was shot near the village.
J. S.

Deer's horns are subject to all eccentricities of shape.
German illustrated sporting papers very frequently contain

We

have in our office a single
cuts of misshapen antlers.
horn, once worn as a distinguishing ornament by a doe.

Massachhsbtts— New Bedford,

Sept. 28.— The Pasque and
fishing houses close their doors nest week.
striped bass taken the past week. Mr. Ghas. S.
Randall caught one Monday of large size, but the fishermen
are waiting for the fall run of Menhaden as as to bring the
Conoiia.
striped bass iu shore again.

Cultyhunk Club

Some few

The

northern Minnesota.

in

I'elica-

rddec are found in nearly all temperate and tropical countries,
and are not confined to the coast. In the West the while va-

riety is

common

;

the

brown

is

;

widgeon

B. D.

shooting on the

Colorado—Hot Sulphur
fairly opened
in tine condition.

ing season

strictly maritime.

Sprint/it, Sept.

22.— The

fall

hunt-

elk, deer

193
Light Charges— Editor Forest and Stream : I never load
No. 10 gauge Seott. & Son breech-loader, nine and a half
pounds, with over Tour and one-quarter drachms of powder.
" Can viis-Back," I think, avoids the issue. I simply
assert
that my gun will burn more powder than that above
named—
not that it will make hotter penetration or pattern with over
" Canvas-Back " advances a theory
that amount of powder.
that it will not burn more than four drachms.
I stated what
I considered facts to prove Unit it would, one of
which— col.
lectmg the uncxplorted grains and firing them again—
"Can
vas-liack
ignores.
doubt also if many will coincide with

my

I

his explanation, that tne extra powder gives the extra
recoil
without being burned in the barrel. It is pleasant, however,
to dispute the question with so amiable
a correspondent as
•Canvas- Back" evidently is.
I shou'd like a day's sport
With bun in spite o his theory to wide,. I cannot subscribe.
Boston, Sept. 23, 1878.
F[;alIi
,

.

The

discussion between our

interest,

two correspondents

because within the

f great

last week the queslio
much powder a rifle would burn was brought up
court iu a criminal case now exciting marked atten
Slate.
Why do not some of our readers try this exo

Lay a number

"how

f

efore a
in the

jnient ?

of sheets of white papa-

on the gr mid say
from the muzzle of the gun, and then
having a determined load, fire it, and so catch the grains
of
unconsumed powder on the paper. Such experiments would
be useful and interesting.
We may state that the general
ten or fifteen feet along

tendency of sportsmen

A Model

is

to overload.

Camp Stove.—ProL

G. H. Rouey, he musical
sportsman of East Saginaw, Michigan, who divides his
affectroris between Beethoven and Nimrod, has lately
contrived a
portable camp stove which certainly does great'
credit to his
inventive senius, and ii most nearly fills the requirements
of
a permanent camp ol any stove which we have ever seen.
Us heigh ,s 20 inches; depth, from front to back, 20 in
breadth, Mm.).oven, 24x21 in, 13} in. high at back
and !)i
in high under lire box.
Stove is built of best No. 18 charcoal
(sheet) iron, and weighs, empty, 128 pounds,
packed ready fo
carnage, loo pounds. The fire box contains 7,1 feet
of telescopic stove pipe, tour stove legs and lid lifter, while
in the
oven is packed thr lollowing list of stove aud table
ware
One do/., tl-inch tin plates, 1 doz- half-pint fin cups, 1
doz
pint tin basins, 1 doz. teaspoons, ldoz knives, ] doz
forks -i
;

•

doz. table spoons, 3 bread plates, 4 pic tins,
2 large iron
spoons, 1 carver and fork, 1 bread knife, 1
two.quart tea
steeper, 2 six-quart pans, 1 one quart dipper, 2 dripping
pans
11x18 inches, 1 thirteen inch frying pan, 1 six-quart coffeepot, 1 gridiron 12x18 inches, 1 eight-quart tea kettle,
1 tenquart iron kettle, 1 twelvc-quart tin pail, 4 pepper

and

salts

J vinegar bottles 1 cooking folk, 1 griddle
paddle, 1 stove
rim, 1 grate 14x24 inches. Total 111 articles.

R. M. Ku.nv's Catalogue.— For the convenience of
bis
patrons, Mr. R. M. Kilby, of Montreal
has
published an exhaustive c dalogue of all varieties of
sporting
goods.
In it may he found prices of gunpowder, shells
and
cartridges, guns, fishing rods, lines, and an extensive
line of
all
the leading English and American articles.
Mr. Kilby
being a courreur des boh, is thoroughly conversant with
all

many Canadian

camp

furniture and the best outfit.
No department has been
overlooked, and as Mr. Kilby is agent for all the leading
manufacturers, anything wanted can be most
expeditiously ob
lamed. Any orders given to Mr. Kilby are under his
personal
supervision.
To our American friends going to Canada on a
hunting expedition, we would advise that they call on
Mr
Kilby, of Montreal, and make their purchases at his
establishment.

Alotion Sale of BitEKon-LoAniNG Guns.—To-morrow
and Saturday Messrs. Barker & Co. will sell by auction
an
assortment of English and American breech and' muzzle-loading sporting guns, also several long and short range
rifles
We were present at the sale last week, and although the prices
realized were low, it was pronounced successful.
The spacious room in which the sale was conducted and the
bidding
especially when liner guns were put up, was quite
spirited
1 he present display is said to be much superior to the one of
last week, and therefore should awake deeper interest.
Every
facility is afforded to examine the guns thoroughly
before
purchasing, and for this purpose catalogues are issued,
and
guns placed on exhibition two or three days before the
sale
The firm of Barker & Co. tire well known, and what they as"
sert is generally considered correct.

[See adv.

Mr. Ira A. Paine.—This renowned shot has just finished
a most successful engagement at the St. James Tneatre.
Mr.
Paine goes to Pittsburgh, where he will open at the Academy
of Music.
Iu the City of Smoke he will make a first appearance, aud the spectators will be able to discriminate between
the various schools of Paine, Bogardus or Carver. It
is Mr,

and antelope are plentiaud
The first is most sought after just
now. Almost every day wagons pass here loaded with elk Paiuc's first appearance iu Pittsburgh.
meat, bound for Georgetown, where there is a ready market
for local consumption and for shipment by rail to Denver and
For Forest and Stream and Bod and Qun
other points. At least twenty men arc now engaged in elk
hunting for market in Middle and North parks. Incidentally
IN VIRGINIA.
many deer and antelope are also killed. Gordon Cnmmings,
the celebrated African hunter, is here, making this place his
TF there is a profession which is more overworked and
base of operations, but at present in the North Park.
Several
other parties from Europe and from Eastern Suites aro in the -L underpaid than the newspaper business, it is not known
to
neighborhood hunting.
W. N. B.
mortal man. There is some rest for tie weary, the hymnWild Pigeons. Will our correspondents throughout the book says, but for tho searcher after news, the seeker
country kindly give us full and immediate information in re- afler truth, aud tho hopeless collector after unpaid subscripgard to the flight of wild pigeons in their respective seel ions,
tions, here is no rest this side of Jordan, except now and
from which poiut of the compass they came and, if alighting,
how long they have remained, in what direction they have then when the printer's devil learns how to read proof and
ful

is

;
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—

1

takes the reporter's place.

gone.

What
birds are

it Costs.

now

—The expenses

so light tint

we

of a day's fun

The acme
with the

rarely hear any

complaint on
this score.
A well known professional gentleman of Nevada
City, Cal., went out for a whole clay's hunt recently, and this
is all it cost him
Guu and ammunition, $4; spirits fermenti
for sun burn, SI. 50 horse and carnage $5 ruined boots and
:

;

pants, $33;

*51.

He

lost ring,

;

$6

;

lost pocket-knife,

$1.50;

total,

killed three birds.

happiness for one of the "fraternity "

of

is

to

in his hat, and a free invitation to the
Springs iu his pockci, and, like Mr. Dick Swiveller, he can
sing that song, "Begone dull care." Tie hue Bohemian

have a railroad pass

never thinks of the future, he

is

essentially :u.a truly improvi-

dent, aud, like a soldier, he lives in the present, ho is the best
of comrades, for only the scribe cultivates that navoirfraire
by which he makes friends and items as he goes along in the

world he is imaginative, for by stretching that positive
virtue, he lives and Urrives
in fact, to sum it all up, he is
what the French call " Ye bon tig."
;

New

3w3axi—Ham,montuwn,Bept. 21.— On Mulberry River,
Some thirteen miles rom here, we have good shooting when
I can kill more birds on a hundred
the rail birds do come.
acres of meadow than I could on a mile along the Delaware
River. Have boen down twice this year; tides were good,
but no birds, they not ye* having made tlunr appearance. The
I

—Mr. F. J. Abbey, of the firm of F. J. Abbey & Co., of
Chicago, died in that city on the 23d ult. The firm was
among the oldest gun dealers in
Abbey was widely known among
and West.

United States, and Mr.
the sportsmen of the East
the

;

The outlook

in Virginia for sporting this fall is an

usually good one.
I ever

knew

Game

of before,

of all kinds is

un-

more abundant than

and the sportsman

will

have

his

band

—

:

w

:

H7Sas89S

:

and his game-bag

full,

WmSchofleia

and can shoot over the best of cover

enthusiastic sportsmen iu the Old Dominion
who inherit the love of thoroughbred horses, staunch dogs,
and fine guns from their ancestors, and they have established
sporting clubs all over the State. 1 know of many crack shots
who can fill a game-bag and empty a jug of whisky equal to
the best Northern or Western bimtsnnu. Certainly the Virginian might to understand the mimic warfare; he has the
love of the chase in his blood he knows how to ride before
he can walk learns how to pull the trigger by the time he can
Sboot his marble, and his first essay in music is to blow a
In the limits of his State
clear blast on the hunting horn.
can be found every variety and species of game. Beginning
All
at New Year, he can shoot steadily all the year round.
the winter the Potomac, Kappahanuock and the St. James
rivers and their tributaries furnish the wild fowl— the canvasback, mallard, tea), and the brant, the ganiest bird in the world;
also, wild geese and swans, and then is the time for foxhunting. In the spring, on the sea coast, bay birds and
snipe can be killed by the thousand, besides splendid tishing
In summer, curlews, willet and
for rock-perch and chub.
woodcock are in uncounted numbers. After the loth of Aug
deer are in season, and afford line sport; in September the
ortolan
and real-bird, and single
sora,
marshes are tilled with
guns can count their day's sport by dozens. At this time the
angler is in bis glory with trout aud black bass, that rise
readily to the fly in all the mountain streams, especially in
In October partridge shootiog comthe Shenandoah 'River.
mences also, pheasants and squirrels, not to mention hares,
friend of mine killed
which swarm in the old sedge fields.
thirty-six in one day last fall he really aid, for I saw the
skins rnvself, and his exploit was not like the Cockney Englishman!! who, bragging upon hisshooting, boasted to Douglas
"
Jerrold that he had sh-A forty hares before breakfast.
God," said the great wit, "you must have shot at a wig."
So it will be seen that with rivers full of fish, swamps
abounding in wild fowl and game birds, and woods where the
flesh do most abound, that a sportsman can find his Arcadia
in Virginia. But he must have the requisite qualities to enjoy
the sport. Mo sybaritic young gentleman, wtio prefers his
ease and comfort before the chase, can ever hope to succeed.
He must have an iron constitution to begin with, and be able
to endure winter's cold and summer's heat, without flinching
and without grumbling; to sit in a siuk box, ina bitter, stinging cold day, with the'fine sleet chilling the very marrow of
his bones, and to keep his temper and his nerve as the mallard
and brant swoop by him at lightning speed; or to sit on the
sea meadow along with his decoys with the August sun
beating down with its torrid rays upon him, and the waves
hip high. He must keep cool then, and single out his curlew
and snipe, and kill them by a clean shot, and not mangle
them, and lose half of the game by wild, careless shooting.
He must have also a pair of strong legs that can carry him
over moorland and hill, and not break down when the quail
The ideal sportsman has a touch of the Rip
fly the thickest.
Van Winkle vagabond in his nature. He is, moreover, a
lover of nature,"for nature's self, a thorough gentleman; in
short, a happy union of genial Frank Forester and quaint old

There are

;

;

;

A

—

My

Isaac Walton.
The place from which I am writing is on the very centre of
Here the pure, unadulterated
the Alleghany Mountains.
mountaineer is found in all his primitive simplicity, dressed in
homespun, with his long, lank body and his bow legs which
come of scaling his native hills. These physical peculiarities
with an uncouthness of speech, make him an object of interest
You never see him without his rifle
to a lowlander's eyes.
—a long piece, some six feet, with nearly straight stocks
and with this rifle he is the best shot in the world. He has
a perfect contempt for shotguns, and, in fact, for all modern
;

fire-arms.
I had two rifles with which I had done some
shooting at the Springs, several of these sharpshooters
brought their old mountain killdeers to shoot against me.
One of my pieces was a (Jreedrnoor Sharps, the other a sporting Winchester each had globe and peep sights. The trial
brought together a great many interested witnesses. The reWith my Winchester rifle—
sult was a foregone conclusion.
which is, I think, the very finest weapon for perfect accuracy
and rapidity of firing ever invented— I beat them all easily at
one hundred, two hundred aud three hundred yards. My
Winchester astounded and amazed them, and they sorrowf uUy admitted that their old pieces were beat at last by
" them darned new-fangled weepons."
If I go by a pawnbroker's
I have a hobby for fire-arms.
shop and see a strauge rifle, or old, antiquated fowling-piece,
I go in and buy it and so my room has come to be a minia1 take great interest also in all new inventions,
ture armory,
aud have many rifles, but the pride of my heart is my " Winchester." I don't think that the science of gunnery can go
It is simply perfect, and I wouldn't part with it for
further.
all other rifles invented.
For the benefit of your readers who intend coming to the
Old Dominion this fall and winter to hunt and fish I will
In the first place strangers hid
give some treneral directions
best bring a letter of introduction to some well known Virginian, who will introduce them around and save them all the
anxiety about breaking the game laws. For deer hunting,
write to Ca.pt. Wm. JN'. Blow, Littleton, Sussex County, Va.
Those desiring to hunt quail near Washington City will find
good board and plenty o f birds in Culpeper County, along
the Virginia Midland Road, about three hours' ride from the
National Capital. Write to George Meyers, Jeffersonton, Culpeper county, Va., who will tell you all you want to know,
and v,-ho will make any party who slays with him comfortTourists who wish to visit the Dismal
able and happy.
Swamp aud fish in Lake Drummond, write to Bob Rogers,
This is a trip I tecommend to every lover of
Suffolk, Va.
There is
the strange, the weird and the beautiful in nature.
splendid hunting also iu the vicinity of the Great Dismal
Swamp. The last of September or the first of October is the
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;
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The American Naturalist for October contains the conEdward Palmer's very interesting paper on the
" Plants Used by the Indians of the United States." "Phioiograpby," by C. Lloyd Morgan, is an attempt at a general survey of
geology aud the kindred branches of science, in order to afford a
clusion of Mr.

comprehensive survey of that philosophy whose aim it ia to comprehend and consolidate tho genei'alUiatioua of science. The leading illustrated article is an essay by Prof. \v\ J. Beal. telling OB
" How Thistles Spin." The usual departments of General Notes,
Beceut Literature and Scientific News are well filled.
Guide to the Oabdbns of tub ZooLoero.u. Society of
By Arthur Ervvia Brown, General
Philadelphia.
Superintendent.
In a moat convenient form Mr. Brown has given a
Differing from the
to the Zoological Gardens in Philadelphia.
usual trashy catch-penny publications, the little work under our
notice gives a brief vet intelligible account of the animals. The
cuts are fairly good, and Ihe plan of the Gardens excellent.
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out of 39
Mr Taylor shot v -rv well throughout the day, tilling 3.'
the second,
birds, winning his match, the nr»t sweepstakes, aud dividing

Elliott

Sept.

27.— Monthly

Long Island shooting Club.—Dexter Park, h. I.,
Oham llouBhip of the cub. Handicapped rise, so yards
boundary, seven birds each, H and T traps
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Interventionlot Physicians in Education," by Dr. E. Seguine
The Cost of Drinking Habits," by Dr, Edward Young. Chief of
;

nmM

The

the Government Bureau of Statistics.
discuss a variety of topics.

Editorial departments

HKCSIVED.

Guide to the Adirondaoks. By E. R. Wallace.
Mew £ork American News Company. 1878.

edition.

Sixth

:

Thk Mexican Uf.publm— Ah ilisloric Study. By C. EdNew iork: American News Company. 1878.

wards Lester.

Price, in paper, 60 cents

;

muahu, 80

cents.

Game Butus Their Habits uud Haunts How to Find and
Shoot Them. By Thomas Alexander. Lakeside Library Scries.
Chicago Donnelly, Loyd it Co. Price 30 cents.
;

:

:

A

Quiet Life.

\

11111

by Dr. E.

and Solarization iu Health aud Disease j" " Relflr
Between Sewer Gas and Diphtheria," bj Dr. Johu W. Tripo
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The Exchange Club begin this week shooting for an elegant silver
cup, preseuteel bv Dr. Shuenburg, the winner being subject to a challenge from any member of the cluo any lime this season.
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Long Island vs. N issiu— Dexter Park, Cypres Hills, L I., Oct. 1.—
hiid uihicIi between -eleced teams from Cue Long Islam! ->h mtlug
Club and the Nassau Qua Club; if'sen oirls each, 25 y irJs rise, in
yards boundary, 11 and I' traps:
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FOREST AND STREAM.

194

Philadelphia

From
Henry

the

:

By

Mrs.

T. B. Peterson

same

Greville.

£

publishers,

Price 75 oents.

Frances Hodgson

Eros.

i:

Buruelt.

1B78.

Marrying

OS a

Daughter." by

FOREST AND STREAM.
An Eagle in the Storm.— In

the days of

when men recognized

divinities in

long ago,

Bronzes and Pottery, Electroand Sterling Silverware
for Household use, fine Stationtie

plate

the elements, and the warringa of nature were
the struggles of contending gods, such an in
cident as this
for a poetical

would have
myth

ery and

afforded a subject

Brie-a-brae,

:

During the storm yesterday afternoon,

dents tu the northeastern part ot the city witnessed an inspiring sight. The wind was
high, and increasing from the northwest, and
a large black eagle, estimated to measure at
least six feet from tip to tip of his wings, flew

establishment without feeling
the slightest obligation to pur-

down with great rapidity toward the lake
He evidently sought to recover him-

chase.

He

NEW YORK

perpendicular ascent,

The Great European Novelty

rise as

to

if

IIUNYADI JAjNOS.

and in one instance dove directly downward, but by each effort appeared
to find it impossible to extricate himself from
In this
the current on which he was borne.
struggle between the gallant bird and the
upper air tornado in which he had been enthe right or

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,

W. W. GREENER,

Janes.—

tail

THE

)

aperient

PROFESSOR VIKCHOW,

Berlin. " Invariably good
and prompt success ; most valuable."
Vienna. "I have prescribed these Waters with remarkable success/'
PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Wurzburg. "I prescribe
none but thiB."

PROFESSOR BAMBERGER,

PROFESSOR LAUDER B RUN TON,

D., P. R. S.,
and sur-

51.

London.

"M'-'re pleasant than its rivals,
passes them in efficacy."

PROFESSOR AITKEN,
tary Hospital. Net.ley.
Friedrichsball.'

i

St.

Mary's ^Works, Birmingham, England.
1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

M.

D., F. R. S„ Royal Mili" Preferred to Pullna aud

Guns,

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
O H I C A Gr O
WESLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS.

FREDERICK DE BART & CO.,
41 and 43 Warren Street, New York.
Sole Agents/or United States

and Canada*,

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS AND
DRUGGISTS.

The

label

on every genuine bottle

Is

blue paper.

printed on

A TURKISH BATH
In

Own Room

Tonr

WITHOUT A

For Kive Cents
This

is

secured by a cheap

fipbariHii- recently patented,

for the pmrtuc'icn ot Turkish and Vapor Bailis, at, the
of the alcohol that supplies the heat. It has pioved
mure efiecni-e ibanitie ordi-

He laid his head
entirely.
quietly' for examination, and without
the use of the gas submitted to the removal
of a stump and a tooth as quietly as possible.
large bear at the Berlin Zoo had become
blind through cataract on both eyes. They
strapped him up, chloroformed him, had him
treated by an oculist, and when next he was
allowed to come into the light and noticed
that he could see clearly, the great brute
winked and capered in ecstacy.
meanor changed

cost,

nary Turkish Bail House

tu

eradicating
Rheumatism.
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia, and all

A

Nervous

and

.'.bieiuiee

debilitating

?(iii,pi,|rt

Irec.

LU BIN'S
PORTABLE
TURKISH BATH CO m-East
Fourth

— "I'm a tough

1

1

half last year's prices.

MUTUAL

Life

& Co., Silversmiths,
Jewellers, and Importers, Have

Benjamin

publications.

GUNS! SPECIAL!

BABIER

*(.,

New

York.

BARKER & CO. will make a special sale of line
guns, Breech and Muzzle- Loading, ou Friday a'nd
Sal unlay, (let
ami ,, ,;,,,, -.^nem, ,- : ,,vi..u|.-.
1

$14,466,920 53

1

Guns on view Thursday morning.

oct,3

Commis1,621,018 S3

F. Stevens, Prtsident

articles for prizes for shooting,

J.

M. Gibbons, Secretary

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP
By

SBNBKA1, AGENTS.
other KENNY & RATCL1FFE
Now York Oily.
V. C. TARBOX
Portland. Me.
sports, and on request they pre- E.
F. EMERSON
IMiahua, IS. U.
MAU5STON & WAKELIN.... Philadelphia.
pare special designs for similar BALL & WORTHINGTON.Hal io.„,-.«, JMd.
Ueireit. Midi.
VBRNOH BROTHERS
liicano, 111.
O. CRONKHITE
purposes.
Their
Hi. Paul, Minn
J. J. WA1SON

and

TIMING

J.

H. Batty.

<

W. B. DAVIS

are guaranteed
for accuracy, and are now very

AMERICAN

& CO., Auctioneers'

AN EXTRA CUN SALE.

Insurance Comp'y.
Mass.
Insurance Com-

silver

M.C.RANDALL
W. EVEKbON

-t

.

ioiiir., 1U0,

Sew

Orleans. La-

sui J?ruucisco, V

Partridge

a.

New York Mailing Agency.

CO., of Geneva, of

have a

full line.

Their stock of
Diamonds and other Precious
Stones, General Jewelry, Artis-

With Utest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manigei and
Fioprietor. Open d»y and night.

C.
'

A B. ZKTTL.ER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
SOI Bowery, New YorK.

SHOW JOINTS OF DOGS."

A book compiled by Mr. W. M. Tilcston fiota
Stoueht nge's " uew edition of "Di gs of the British Islands." ami containing a full description of ail
breeds of dogs, With llltlr Keaeli Mhovy Points:, and
Hie reason way. These scales of points have been
adopted by the Wesminaer Kennel Club, and, being ihe latest, will probably be adopted usthe standard in this countrv. Price so cents, Addres-, W. M.
T1LESTON, P. O. Box 8,111, New York.
septal if
•'

i

celebrated watches they

Frederick City, Md,

11

"J8t>CH

Coys prepared for College or University. Terms,
$210 lor ten mouths. For circular apply n r-rincpal,
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia,
augl 2mo.
THOMAS WILLIAMSON.

America for Messrs. PATEK,

Shooting.

Frank Schlev,
>oi

CO. are also the agents

& Pneasant

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
it anting ami.Shooting the a lueiaeaH Partridge-Quail;
Ruffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hauding the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting ou the
vmg. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade
To be had at book store* generally. Also for salo
one doable-barrel breech- loading central tire shotgun, 12-gauge. Address,

Leesburg Academy.

generally used for sporting and
scientific requirements.
TIF-

D. FOLSOM,
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

30

47 and 49 Liberty

Post Office Square, Boston
Total cash assets, as per
missioner's report
Total surplus as per Insurance
sioner's report.

&

H.
P. O. box 4.309.

%otitt.

NEW ENGLAND

Tiffany

1

I

^.iscellmtaas.

cuss from Bitter Creek,"
the expression employed by the Plains des-

RIVAL.

Messre. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Bir.niiigoam aud London, at vast expense, have seenred the most perfect
machinery for gun making overset up many one facorv in England The result iatii.it they can now turn
out guns, peifectlyuuifuiii in exeelle' oe, and in ninth inci cased qu.ntily as to greatly reduce the ci st Their
specialties this year arc their tine Treble Wedge Guns, Nos. 1 and 2, of which the above cut will give a
1,1 i-iauly in ir an
a.
L\ cry gun has tine launwn, or U:i;iu?ieii el eel b-.rrels, ebounolng bar locks, pistol
grip, extension rib, lever lorei art and treble bolt, and 1- bored after Wt-btey's svttem, which has pi educed
tuch oarve'lous remits, aud yet all this at a or.ee so low as to place the guns within he reach of ahnist
anyone. This is what machinery can do. It is anew thli g to be able to boy a tine hi eech loader, with
every possible appliance which can contribute to its beauiy.c livninin- or axcellsnc in shoo ir gat the
price of ordinary guns. In addition 10 the Treble Wedge Guns, we have on hand upwards of one htradied
Of Webley's bretcn-loaders, top and side lever, of vaiious grades, winch air.ved la-t year after the sea-on
was over. These guns are being rapidly closed out at grcativ renin td price;-. They are all bored after the
Web ey's system, ana will sioot just as well as ho Treble Wed;:.. Guns. Munyof them are from SJ4 to 11
pounds weight, and are splendid guns for cluck shooing, or fur kill uir huge game at. long range. We also
have Webley's celebrated Double .\:',ion Revolvers, the Pug, liriiinii Bull Dog, etc., etc., at out little over

street, Cincinnati, 0.

jets lyr

perado to inform everybody that he is "on
the fight." Further east the corresponding
member of society says, "I'm a wolf, and
this is my time to howl." In Kentucky he
says, "I'm a yard wide, and all wool."
—Helena (Mm.) Herald.

whose

CO.),

Apollinans Co. (limited)," London.

down

PHILIPPE &

CO.,

ABBEY &

J.

IXDISPJiXSABLETO TBBTRA VBLIXG PUBLIC
Every genuine Dottle bears the name ot "The

the dentist managed to get his hand on the
abscess and gave relief, the monkey's de-

in

.

J

—A

FANY &

.

A WINE«I A.SSJ?DL A DOSE.

monkey at the
Zoological Scrgerev.
Alexandra Palace was suffering from toothache, so they put him into a bag whence only
his head protruded, and handed him over to
Pug screamed and snapped and
the dentistthreatened to be very troublesome, but when

WATCHES

.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALER8 IN

llunyadl Ja-

efficacious

The
squirrels only touch the sweet pears.
gray squirrels are very fond of peaches, and
will attack the red side, eat a piece the size
of a filbert, and then leave the peach to deGrapes are also attacked and pieces
cay.
bitten therefrom.

racing

Varl »»:•.,;

objet

ai

g

BRITISH

NAXi.— "

R. Payson, at Belmont, has been invested
and seriously damaged by squirrels for some
time, and that three men are employed solely
as executioners. Mr. Payson says that the

yachting,

:

,-..

(Sueeessors to F.

.HKWCAL JODR-

A

always a large stock of

.

nos.— The most agreeahle, safest, and most

colony of red and gray
squirrels ha*e been protected by the residents, and they were carefully provided with
But the squirrels have been turning
food.
their attention to the fruit, and, according to
the Boston Traveler, one of them actually
opened and picked the seeds from seventyfour Seckle pears in a single morning, throwing the rest of the fruit away. Becoming a
question whether the squirrels or the pear
crop should be made extinct, it was decided
to exterminate the former, and a lively warIt is
fare with powder and shot is going on.
reported that the pear orchard of Mr. Samuel

is

8e

mms

TREBLE

"FOSSBROS. &

its
richness In
aperieni
Baits
surpasses that of all other
ttx.it

the ajsthetic tastes of the Boston

Highlander.

,

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

Baron Liebig affirms

about among the branches of the oaks,
a feature of landscape gardening which ap-

pealed to

.
,

i

THE LANCBT."Hunyadl

flirting
is

'.",.1

WM

Known waters."

bushy

I

BEWARE

The Best Natural Aperient.

tangled both passed out over the lake near
the head of Division street.

—A

'i

and a money prize of X70B, i;;iis the greatest
prize ever shot for at. Monaco, was competed lor !Sol the best. sliols of all nations, ami won by
Mr. Cliolmninbey 1'ennell, with a fiiiI-<-u„ke be"i by W. W. Greener, killing it biro
oat of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and
Do
yet'tlB,
also won the second event, killing 8 bin:
sm ,at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. Til's
la acknowledged to bo the beet shooting on recoil.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, boa lng 17 guoa by the best London makers, and v. Inning
the silver cnn. valued ar r,u guineas, presented by Mr
<T. Purtley, the gunmakcr.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1S76, In the pigeon shooting mutch between Cant. Bogardus and
6
Mr. South for $Mo a sid -, South killing SB birds out of HID, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at tho great London Gun Trial. 1STS beaeing 1112
bv all the bent makers of
Great Britain ai.d Ireland.
PATEN i"
WI'Dii S IMS 1' BiiKh 11 i-i.u iiKu, d Lin- strongest
isi
ami most durable ever kn*.
successful gun of the period. Patented in the 17m; :,
States, Oct. 5,1875; No. 168,328.
OP INFRINGEMENTS OK IMITATIONS.
£161),

1

left,

Squirrels at the Hub.

S

'

THE

make a
then would swoop to

would

often

Fast,

'

gale of

cape.

Wedge

-

UNION SQUARE,

and attempted to beat back against the
wind in which he had been caught.
Observers were of the opinion that a powerful
cyclone was passing in mid air to the southeast, and that he had been caught in its vortex, from which he found it impossible to esself,

Champion Treble
Breech-Loader.

thk wisariso con

the

is

public are invited to visit their

shore.

Greener's

and the

largest in the world,

resi-

W. W.

195

Beautifully and fully illustrated with hunting
acenes on the plains and in the Rookv Mountains,
from Held sketches by he author. A book of long,
actual and rough experience, treatiug on Camping,
The Use ol iNIU'es and Horses Hues, Guns, Boats,
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authentic reference-book for sportsmen ever published.
Sent posi-pa.d on receipt of price, $1 50. Address
the author. Box 40, Parkvllle, Long Island.
ALBERT COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York.
1

mj 16M

ing,

Photograph, Music

or stationery

you may want we can semi you. When you write
merely to make inquiry be sure to iticlose stamp for
return postage. ALBANY WARDE & CO., 5 Bee It

man street (or P. O. Box S,l57)„New

York.

Jyll

n

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

196
^itbUcHtion$r

ESTA BUSHED

ABBEY &

1820.-

SEASONABLE BOOKS.

Successors (o

Two Thousand Miles in Texas
on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

$

Sport,

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

Life in Florida,
S1.30.

The Fishing

Tourist,

82.

;M

1

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

'-\

I,

,

i

TroutiHooks snelled

COVER AND TRAP

new

Yachtsmen.

Bcgardns' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

H

[ILLUSTRATEIVJ
Contains History of the Stale, Towns and points
Populations, Farm Lands, their value,
yield, etc., T.i.vai urn and Dews, Sevan's, Origin of

ha

ot the B aches. Wrecks, Lighthouses, Lire saving St it unus Yacht Chins. Industries,
Personal Sketches. I'arks. Land as ociationa. Fishing and Bunting Grounds, Mot eh, many charts from
official -ources. with cuiplete sound, ugs, etc., etc.
Useful to spo: ismen and ruchismen.aud thecountry
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address O. P.
KUNHAKDT. Ylclllillg Edrli-r, FonrcST AND STREAM

New

REELS

r,

Silk,

$1.

CUTLERY.— Fine

Farrar'n, Richardson and rtangeley Lakes
Illustrated.— A complete and thorough gnlde to
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting
grounds of western Maine paper, 50c.
Farrar's IHoosehead Lake and the North
Maine Wilderness Illustrated —A comprehensive Hand-book ot the Jluo^ehejri Lute Region and
the sporting grounds oeyond; paper,50c.
Farrar's Pocket rilnp ot the Rangeley Lake
Hegion and the headwaters of the Androscoggin,
Magallowav and Connecticut rivers cloth, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; cloih, $1.
Any of the above seat by mall, post paid, on re-

German

RODS,

three-Joint, with

rubber and brass, of the
ttie latest Improvements.

silver,
all

tied to order

from any pattern at shortest

LINES, waterproof and tapered,
Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

oiled, Braided
Silk, Etc.

Walking Cane Rods.

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty

Sportsmen's Bowie and Hunt-

ing Knives; aisu, large assortment ol finest Pocket
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,
ate, Etc.

NEW

The
FLOAT SPOON." One of the moat
successful spoons In use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.
BLACK FLY RKPELLaNTS, bo cents per bottle,
and everything required by fishermen and anglers.
OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field and Marine
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc , etc.
pertaining to the Sporting
Also
Line.
'•

loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guna
a specialty.

L

ia

best makers, ami with

FLIES

SHELLS

"

Y'c

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO
extra tip, in case, $18.

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait
of every description.
Would call special attention to my large variety
of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES.

$S.

pair.

LOOK AT THIS !— A central-Are, English Double
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $23.
SPRATFS DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in any quantity.

Names, Inhabitants

street,

PISTOLS AND FISHINC TACKLE.

The"
RECOIL PAD," price $2. Pronounced
21, 1878, the beat contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper finality rubber pad, stuffed with

Interest,

WHAT YOU WANT

and T Pigeon Traps. $7.60 per

IFLES,

by the "Forest Stream," Feb.

JERSEY COAST,

Fulton

IMPORTER OF

NEW

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

JUST

Bogardus' Rongb, and the
Composition Balls always on hand.

Palne's Feather-Ailed,

RITZMANN,

L.

Beech-Loading Cuns,

Fine

Useful to Sportsmen and

Office, 111

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

CHARLES

BY CAPr. BOtMRDUS.
New and enlarged edition, containing Instructions
lor class ball shooting, ami chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at
his office. Price $2.

NEW

35

IS filasden tans,

SHOOTINC.

per doz.

$1 per doz.

to order,

1

NEW YORK
FIELD,

Hooks.

Patent

82.

Camp

Sale o

SETH GREEN'S

Shooting,

.Rifle

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

.50.

1

Long-Range

IMBRIE,

AND11EW GLERK &

EVERYTHING

third Street,

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

NEW YORK.

§he gennel

£or gak.

guns, mfles.

;

;

One

Sporting Cuns a specialty!
THE GRANDEST DISPLAY OF SUPERIOR ENGLISH AND AMERICAN

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley
Lake Region ; each 26c.
Address,
CHAS. A. J. FAHRAH,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Send for catalogue.

6m

million brook trout

from the
J. B.

1st of

&

F.

HLGH bred dogs

eggs—ready

Nov. to Jan.

20.

Send for prloe

W. EDDY, Eandolph,

list

Catt. County,

septM

tf

PRAIRIE CHICKENS!

BARKER &

FOR SALE,

for delivery

N. y.

SHOT-GUNS.

ceipt of price.

aprds

FOR SALE.

CUNS!

One Brace
One

'

One

"

One

"

Setter?, 3

and

5

years old, fine

Young

Setters, «

and

"

Pointers, 3

and

S

field

months

10

dogs.

old.

months.

Pointer Puppies, of the highest strain.

CO. respectfully announce their next
For full pedigrees and further particulars, call at
and most important gun sale of the season will take
Sportsmen from the East traveling West can com- this olllce, or address T. O., Box lout), New York
place on Thursday and Friday, Oct 10 and 11, when
oe' 3 ll
we will have the pleasure of offering a much larger plete their ontnts, or obtain proper fixed or loose P o
assortment, and a higher grade of ihc.se superb
rates.
reasonable
very
at
from
me
ammunition
Breech and Alnzzle-l.n ultng Slot-Guns, Rifles, etc.,
SALE CUKAF.-A flne young Setter. Jet
East
than ever before. They are made by the most ex- Don't forget it. WM. R. BORKHARD, 39
Address
months
old.
P.
Black, about fifteen
perienced European and American makers, sach a3 Third street, St. Panl, Minn.
octa 2t
O. Box IBS', Holyoke, Mass.
Charles Daly, W. A C. Scctt, Wes'ley Richard?, P.
Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods
Webley, Parker Brothers, J. P. I'labrousn. Hollis A
Generally.
& Sons, O. W. Bonehlll, W. W. Greener. Blessard,
SALE.— Four liver and white pointer pupAllen, Remington, Sharp", Flobert and others. They
pies, by ChHinpion " Chancellor," (first prize at
comprise all new and impioved actions, snaps, IT^OR SALE— Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic Belfast, Doncaster, Bramley, Trelford. etc., in tho
grips, bolts, every variety of bores, locks, and all
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. 3. Build- United Kingdom), out of "Nina," (by Whitehonse's
gothic frame
There is not an inferior gun ings cost over $1,200 five years old
desirable weights.
Beau" mit .or sister to Aaron's Duke," first prize
among them, 'i'lie. store prices range all the way villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, at Belfast, Bramley. etc.,) lately Imported with her
from $16 to $300. They wiU he peremptorily sold to stables, etc.— in one, four horses; twenty-three Utter. All particulars from MR. COLSON, EveroctS 2t
the highest brad
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty green Kennels, Brentwood, Long Island.
flue garden; 100 voting fruit trees; apple
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, OCT. JO and 1 1, pands;
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this ollbie.
SALE CHEAP.— Beautiful full-blooded Gorthtbidon Setter Bitch. Color, black and tan; hunted
ia fiii-t, good nose and vi-ry
seasons on quail
SALE— One new 10-gauge Parker breeclr- two
staunch, ami haul to neat in held. Her full brother
ti
. .
"
.!
sold lor Siiii, and Sister, J 100. Sold for no fault.
BA.RKER & CO., Attotionbeus,
For sale cheap. Address, Box GJ8, New Haven, S>J years old. Pedigree given. Price J40. A beauseptic, 2t
Coin.
tiful red Irish biich. s months old, same stock, took
0Ct3 It
4T and 49 Liberty St., New YorU.

FOR

§Kuflntit 'gtmfcrjau in gUrucren

iter

§ogerei.
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A SRarf.
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FOR

Slbtefje:
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I

Bn>be«3ctinnnent
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§uns,
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'ii
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'

Baltimore Show ; price, $80.
Lancaster, Pa.

II.

DERSM1TU,

WILD RICE

FOX'S PATENT

Gilcnbcrt), ^Srooliij <Zad)fVn#
\

••

'•

;

;

FOR

tltajcfl (tin.

V«i*

FOR

'

B.

___.

WANTED—
Kngdi-h

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN

RICE SEED.

OTXX.X3

§ifles. gtc.

. have on hand plenty of wild seed rice, picked and
cured by Indians. Orders shipped ti any part of the
Address F. A.
United Srate? at $3 per bushel.
oeta 4t
sua liFKR, Money, Minn.
i

wing shouting

VON-

oct3St

To communicate with owner

Germany.

of

a

grevhountl hitch wlih a view to
fine
securing pup. from a recently Imported greyhound
of unusually good points. Address \V. J. MORION,
York.
octS It
:'.5 East Thirtv-thiril sttreel, New

rWO

Gordon Setter Pupr. nine months

for both.
«iewark, N. J.

Inquire at 163

old,

$75

Springfield Avenue,
oct3 it

WITH A

RIFE.E.
Flyman's cunsicht
In tho be»t rear sight ever made.

olrcuto?

Address

Send stamp

WILLIAM LI MAN,

to Load.
Wonderfully Strong.

S?lmple,

for

Middlelleld,

Conn.

BRAWWCS & PRICES

There never was a gun easier to handle, ea=ler to
clean, less liable to get loose or out ot order, or one
so good for the money. Prices range from $50 to

WARRANTED

IN

ang22

tf

tlehl

each.

SALE CHEAP. -A
FOR
breech-loading la-bore,

tine

New

English

double

mod. choke gun, with
would exchange
Address HOWARD,

shells, loading tools, case, etc.; or

and Mining Stove.
TON

TAUN

'WORKS

Botton,Mass,

"n

for heavy duck gun, large bore.
thinnfflnn.
office.
this

Uoiiukcn, N. J,
sept26 It

SALE—My

liver and white, pointer dog
Jocko, 2 years old, thorough y broke mikinds of same, and prizewinner at the
Bench Show, 1877, price $05. One Imported Red
Irish Setter dog. i'A years old, perfectly yard broken,
drops to shot anil wine, and a good retriever for land
and water. Price J75. One Red Irish Setter dog

FOR

g*k

MAX WENZEL, Apothecary,

ocu

It

pua, 7 months old, very pretty and from Champion
stock. Price $30. The above two dogs will send on
For pedigree Intrial if good security can be given.
octS at
quire of C. Z. M1LEY, Lancaster, Pa.

SALE A very fine English shot-gnn, double
FORbarrel
breech loader, twelve bore, in leather
equipment of tools and lot of cartridges and ammunition. For sale cheap, owner has
Apply at this office,
lid time for shooting.

FOR

;

octa at

setter dog, not thorougmy broken for the deld, bnt
admirably suited to a gentleman's country place, or
as a personal companion. He Is full-sized and
highly bred. Price $100. Application must be made
oct3 tf
Address C.
at this office.

FOB

SALE— Thoroughbred

full particulars,

Stougnton, Mass.

address

UENRY'

L.

KINSLEY,
oct3 at

Chesapeake

bitch

Ruby, three years old. winner of second prize
both at Boston aud New York Bench Shows of this
out of > osc, v. inner of Urat i rlze at both
year
shows. Shot over one sensou at Currituck. Sound
and warranted as most thoroughly broken, and as a
Price S100.
QAKD.Q, HAMperfect retriever.

MuND, New

London, Conn.

oct3 4t

SALE—Three dugs and one bitch pup, born
FOR
out of Imported English setter bitch
July
10,

John Davidson's Afton
They are orange and
II).
white ticked, black nose and eyes, and ve y handAdfUees HERBERT, »2
some. Price $26 each.
NVoicester street, Boston.
oot3 tf
Bute (Roval-Muu), by
(Champion Rock-Flora

case, with full

octan

SALE— The red Irish bitch Dew (Imported
Kate-Hal), two and a half years old well yardbroken; never lias been hunted much; has been
riever. Terms
used to breed from; a iplandl
low. Address G. E. OSBORN, New Haven, Oonn.

NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for Bale
THE
an exceedingly handsome black, white-ond-tan

U*nn&

SALE— 4 red and white Irish setter pups, of
FORprize
stock; very handsome; $15
and

Co.,

BOSTON,

#»'

Hires welshing from 15 to 70 lbs. Jus
the thiug for 'a„v one camping out. Address
CO., S7 Blackston atree
IRON

fhe

EVERY RESPECT.

The American Arms
MASS.

wnnr

or

$300.

Send stamp for circular to

Duncklee's Patent Camping

RICE FOR SALE, price $2 per bushel; ci
be shipped either by freight or express. Cash
P O. orders must accompany orders. No rice
shipped C. O. P. Supply limited. Address THE
WILD RICE MAN. Refer to Fokkst and Stbe*"
septla
T1IOS P. CANTWELL, Bralnerd, Minn.

WILD

Open
WondevfuUy

FOREST AND STREAM.
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S Y R A C U S

N.

E,

Y.,

MAKEHS OF

FINE SP
Make "—fourteen

Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, oE the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
making the best gun in the world.

foreign competitors and seven. American, sustaining our assertion of

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

Winchester
-

.-,.~

1878.

ompanv, j

itepeatin

f

"

-

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATIHG FIRE-ARMS,
In

all

varieties for

MILITARY and SPORTING USES,

ami every variety of

RAPSDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

List,

address

WINCHESTEE EEPEATING AEMS COMPANY,
New

Haven, Connecticut, or

§he gnmel.

JP^

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

New

CInb,

Y'ork.

245

Broadway,

York.

BREECH-LOADING RIFLES.
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN.

COCKER SPANIEL

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

Breeding Kennel
M. P. McKOON, Franklin,

New

PEABODY-MARTINI

gettttel

ITS

TROOPS IN THE LATE

Del. Co., N. Y.

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and in-

dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed groust
and woodcock shooting and retrieving.
Jin if
telligent

The Sportsmen's Bell
the position of the
dog, causes die birds to lie
closer. Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cocking and general snooting,
where the cover is thick.
Sold by dealers in guns

tells

None
IS

are genuine unless bo stamped

F. O. Do L.TJZE,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

DROWN &
For

HILBER,

Louis,

St.

sale in cases

Western Agents,

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAN'S PLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane

Fleas— A SSoon

to

to

Dors.

This Powder is guaranteed to Kill Ueas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
lu patent I'oxee with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
I'm up in boxes
full directions

talnlng a dozen powderB, with

lor use.

Price oO cents per Box l:y mall.
ilotn the above an recommended uv Ron si
and f'OKKST AND Stkeam.

Sportsmen wii please lake notice
after sell the ch
$I0ai,d$15 each, and

117

FU1TON 8TREET.

CHAS.

cocker spaniels
Secretary

t-olftBs

fir

HITCHCOCK,

S.

Ouleout Kennel Club, Frankliu, Delaware county.
delivery guaranteed.
Price $15
each for dog or bitch pups.
sept!2 tf

BROKEN— Gentlemen rte.-inug to
DOGS
their dogs broken this year by me will

have

lease
at one*. Want thun fitted fir Hie
ere season opens.
Shall go South for the
winter Willi the does. My eniire kennel (12 dog' and
puppies) for sale. Come and see ihem aU'enticville
on tne Erie Railroad. First leu erf be-t selection.
Address E. S.
Ci.fton, Pas-aie

communicate

Couuty, N. J.

1e27tf

DRAFTSlTOR SALE

SALE— A Danish Mastiff, about nine months
FOR
old, recently imported
of large size and grow;

ing rapidly ; of good color
has a line coat and is
very powerful
ears nicely cut.
An excellent,
watch dog, but kind to those about him. Price $50
JOHN J. KERR Y, (lack msack, N. J.
sept!9 tf
;

Having accumulated more dogs than

;

I care to

will sell the following, viz.:

One liver, white and tan bitch pup, and one black
and white bitch pup, w Mil pert June 13. h out, of my
'France I " (Belton— Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple) by
Pedigree (pure Lavarack).
wo dogs and one bo
'1

my
ley.

i,

oil

>

oily 4th, out of

1., by Chamnion Berk
They comprise the blood of the mt>4 no.ed
and bench show winners in America, viz.:

1st prize red bitch Cai rie

field trial

Loo lb, Elcho,

l'lunket, Berkley,

Pointer pups,

"Drop, Jr., Fan

when
"litter.

WA-VI'HJ.i-/,
pup.

and

price,

i

n/libroi

>..

,'.

ooiiillio:

ilio

l

Address, giving pedigree, color, age
P. O. Box 391, Baltimore, Md.
sepi20 at

WATCH,

SALE— One
FOR
2 years old
,

Chesapeake Bay ducking dog

one bitch,

2

years old. Boi

Two Pups, 3 months
RSiX^?'
LISON,
State Centre, Iowa

old.

li

splendid

JAMES AL-

etc.

weeks old, of the
They are from good stock.

8 to

10

Also other pointers and

sei ters of different, ages.
solicited from any and all persons
desir.t.g to purchase setters or pointers. Address.

Cm r.'spoiidence

TOPEKA KENNEL.
Topeka, Kansas.

The Patent Self-Acting Cow Milker M'f'g Co.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want, of

SPAYING.— Bitches spayed at ri mlence of owner
or kept until well. AddieB-t Box 124, Dedliam,
Mass. Refers, by peimissiou, to Dr. E. J. Foster,
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club.
septa 4t

keep I

|„

al

Topeka_Kennel.
AT VERY LOW PRICE8.

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.

for as good and line sto
)iu, Del. Co., N. Y.

WANMAKER,

HOLBERTCN

W.

for price listto

that

Held

dUuk

Send

CO.,
septl9 3m

N.T. Stock and

ARECA NUT POP WORMS IN DOGS

.

bEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING

write at once to

Price BO cents by mall, Postpaid

A^O BPORTIBQi

Tjak.RO.E1T

Being rifled on the only systi
suitable for the " Express " principle. Our long-range and mid-range
fins by simply changing the sights
can be tiaiisfornnM u. Express Rifkw
and the use of the proper size of
" Express "bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIM
rifles

and sporting goods. Samples sent by no, ;ooo:oo
30 cents.

East Hampton, Conn.

of 112 pounds.

MILITARY,

SALE—English Better dog, 4 vears
FORoughly
broken,
can be seen
cock, quail or partridge.

Brockton Mass

on

years.

Conn.

Address E.

old, w,tii a

for

aug22

tf

Dougall, Purdey and Tolley

Double Express

Rifle

For Sale.

books.

The Fox Patent Breech-Loader,
gun in the market. Shooting warranted.
Shooting Tackle of every description.
The Celebrated Dead Shot Powder.
Thomsons' Goods and English Shooting Shoes and

the best

Moccasin
Sportsman's Clothing of

DOUGALL—10-bore, 31

inch Damascus barrets,
lock-fast action, pistol grip; Urst special
quality; weight, S'i los. ; cost $350; used

very

price

little;

$225

.

all

kinds.

CELEBRATED INDIAN
TANNED ANTELOPE SKIN VESTS AND

IIOLBEHTO

\S

JACKETS,
Wind and

cold pioof.
fowl shooting.

Especially adapted to wild

Rubber Blankets, Boots, Coats, Camp Bags, etc.
Send 10 cents lor 03 page illustrated catalogue and
hand-book.
Remember, on and after October 1st, 3d class mail
matter can be registered.

W.

tf

ROBBINS, Wethersneld,

A

>

2.JT6,

jyii

J.

ATdrod's Archery C.oods, the best London
maker.
Holbcrlon's Celrbrateri Ash noil l.unoeMood
Fly and If alt Hods, from $5.00 lo $15.00; Six
split Bamboo fly rodB for rJ rout and Black
Slri
Bass, SIS. 00 and $23.00. Every rod warrauttd.
frout Fdes, $1.00 per doz.; Blue* Ba=s. $2.00 to
Tied after lib-Undo and other patterns in the
$3.00.
most carefjl manner. Holberton's full length fly

game— wood-

Address, P. O. Box

IARCAS NS!

EfflPORIUM.

Tents, Blankets, Portable Boals. Boudren & Ferguson's Jack L'tiiMio I'unckle's Stoves and everything
necesa.ny for Camp Outfits.

old, thor-

SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white
FOR
setter bitch, io yeaia
pedigree
fifty

SPORTSMEN'S

P. O.

18

Box

HOLBERTON & CO.,
117 Fulton St., N. Y.
8ept26

5109,

ELEGANT New

Style

10c, postpaid.
I,

N. Y.

PURDEY— 10-bore,

32-inch, Damascus barrels,
lever under guard,
Lefaucheux action;
weight, S'j lbs., with finest case and implein perfect order; used very little;
cost $000; price....
$300

ments

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE
'"'
-

!

shells,

$300;

100

bullets,

I'

no-

RIFLE.-fiO cat,
I

l"-h

500 primers,

good as new; price

.1

etc.;

,,,,

OO

cost
$150

tf

Chromo Cards, with
GEO. I. REED & OO.,
auff.

PALMER O'NEIL & CO.,
E1ETH AVENUE, PITTSBURtiH, PA

J.
41

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Auxiliary

§unpowd$r.

SHELTON'S

THE
HAZAED POWDER OO

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

Rifle*

$ooth.

IJnilftiirg

Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

MANUFACTUBKBS OF

COMPASS.

GUNPOWDER,
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nob.

(iinc) to

i

(coarse).

fl

Strength and cleanliness.

Unsurpassed Id point of
Packed ia square canis-

ters 01 1 lb. only.

Hnzaril's "American Sporting."
1 (5ne)
co 6 (coarse). In 1 lb.
C-; lb. Kegs.
A Hue grain, quick

canisrers

No*.

and

This barrel can be placed In a gnu ready for nse in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gnn, and It canWith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
not get out of order.
a breech-loadlng Bhot gun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
Length of
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle 33, 3S. or 44. as desired.
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'a
cartridges, No. 32 and S3, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for » Circular and Price Uet.

and clean, for
Well adapted to shot-

noltn.l prairie shooting.

guns.
>:

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."
:) 10 5 (coarse). In 1 and s x canisters

C'

I

1

1 iy, lb.
Burns slowly and very
kegs.
"titm remarkably c'o^e and with great
For Held, forest or water snooting, it
i ' brand, and it is equally serviceable
I

,

....

.

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

-..

Hazard's " Kei

stan rUr

lbs,

/?;.:U pL.vv.lcr

..I

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER:
ALSO, ST
OR EXPORT. OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR. HROO^, MANUFACTUBED TO ORDER
I-

In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four.

of dealers, or of the Company's Agents In every pron?*pent city, or wholes*!*

WALL STREET, NEW YO RK.

&

Laflin

The New York
ol
eri Ifle, 900.

New York

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

MURRAY

Average per

The
,..,

,i,||.

at.

:.;

THE

l.tno yards.
;-,-.- .,,..
-mi

New

Powder.

W.

for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG and FFFG. tlielast being tne finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>i lb;
and 6,V lbs., and In canisters of 1 lb. and % lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Oapt. A. H. IJOGARDUS,

best

Sizes,

1

Rest by any other

.044.

rifle,

.

WILLIAMS'* CO.,
Igents for the

TELESCOPES.
Volghtlander's superior Target and Tourists
Telesco ies, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT.
MERRILL'S. SONS, sole agents in U. »., 170 Water

Sew York.

JyllSm

Osgood's Portable Folding
Canvas Boat.

(.

i

W

York Warerooms,

W. &

and

Fuss
.Kr,

l

C.

,

Inu.

(

paddle for tron

Willi

JtplorlEg, etc

Man

211

,

paddle,

board, oars,
lbs.

1)8

'!<..

\

,•:,

il

Creek, Mich.

Send for

illustia

aug4it

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

SCOTT & SON'S

C.

Sl

Broadway.

177

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YOUK.

57

CAPTAIN BORARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
NEW FINE TRIPLEX 12-GATJGE BREECH-LOADER, RECENTLY MADE BY

Yacht Supplies.
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope

all

sizes,

RuESia.bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORKS.
Jesr-lJ

SCOTT & SON.

CAPT. A.

11.

BOUAKDUS

Jglusicjil ^Jnstnunctits.

.]

London, August 9, 18T8.
rets my fullest satisfaction
-Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express
two heavy 10-bores, each with
tiac power <o mui .o.oke-bore guns. 1
m the lernti.'
be excelled In lhe
cannot
which
make,
..11
of
jour
light
and
20
b
.,
12
also
a
inrrels;
extra 12-bore
solidliy and power of your patent Triplex Action. I used
shooting qualities and impossible •Mr. I'cntiell. June 2, and July 23, at which time I scored 70 ...ml 71
your gun in my two recent match
Julys!), at which tli
[.-.Shell
n
icl
i
also
in
my
birds;
by
two
whining
faVach match,"
'it'll !Cnbrev 'Coventry, Esq., at Brighton.
..,„,. p^io'-t^oio-oii coord;- an.l In the International Match—'
, 4
."* — «, ".,., ™,l,i,.>,
l-tlliriT 7Q mil
All nf
the above matches were at lull birds each, 3d
of ttlfi
All
loo.
out nf
of Itl'V
won Ku
hi kiiii'nYTS
wlneh IT ..,«»>
Aug - for^yiuti,
10-bore
yard's rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot
condition.
sllll In eood
A. H. BOGARDUS. Champion Wing shot of the World.
Believe me, yours very truly,

GUNPOWDER.

s or Canada.
09 Water street, New York,
London and New York Compass Co.

order, to anv. part 01

itreet,

003.

Long-Range Match.

Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finis h

as Shot 01 the World.:'

BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLASTING APPARATUS. MIi IT ART POWDER
Platli

Best score by any

FINE BREECH-LOADERS
and Shooting Powers.

:

Safety Fuse, Frictional

rifle,

;

TE

each.

m H

with a score of 11T1.

RIFLE CO., 221.
SHARPSCONN.,
231. BRIDGEPORT,
UNITED STATES.

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 8 In
metal kegs, <3,v lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 6

ii.-.iupl

first

man

:

AMERK

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,

The

Military

Inter-state

THE LOKG-EAKGE MILITARY

No. 3 to 7. strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
1 lb. eani ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

Rifle

took

International Military Match.

Team, with Sharps

WIMBLEDON

possible 15»

Orange Lightning Powder.

Orange

;

with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197.
of a
CUP, won bv Mr. Frank Hyde with a S-barps Rifle with a score of 143 out Best.
J.EECI1
CI', won at Spring Mating with a score of 20o,
_,- .-rite rnze at Fall Meeting, thiee compentorseach, with Sharps RiflesH. Jackson— tied on a snore of 3-0 points.
Mr. Frank Hvdc, Col. w. 11. 'lark ami rapt.
CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Oapt. J. S Barton, wilh a Sharps
All priz»s in th's umicli veer.- \\ on with Sharp* Hides.
Military Rifle.
\ >! Vi'.ilk-OVER
First Day).— J. s. turnner made, with a Sharps Long-Rangi
\r;
and 1,000 yardB.
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 33 1 points out of a possible 223 at 800, 900

ST., N. Y.,

.-„

lbs.

State

The

matches

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SJ3IILE.
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a satnplo has
..-en left at toe FOREST vsp stream ano Rod and
Gun ofllce. Sent on receiptor $1.50, by post office

Match.

won

State team, uslug the Sharps Military Rille,

The

Sola Proprietors and Manufacturers of

mended

were entered In m
Amoog them the

Military

Inter-state

The above can bo had
SS

221,

(TEVDE MAEK.)

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

of the country.

Superior mining and Blasting Powder.
v

HAVEN, CONN.

"OLD RELIABLE"

221.

Sea Shooting" FG, In kegtof 25,
and cans of 6jbs.on?FCFis also
l«no y lb. canisters. Burns strong and
tnoist. The PPFO and PFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG is
'.he

N2W

715

toy Rifle."

"'II

12« and H%

Box

P. O.

Gi'ntb '»i;c,i
.-

'-

*$&ff

WATERS'

•lt.li

—

'fl~

[From COT,.

foorri'-iM'
W ifGentlemen—
have

JOHN BO DINK, N,w

ORGANS.

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike fur
pnrity of tone and perfect
in
Their cases
are all richly linlshed In
Walnut. We
.

;-.

nt

York.]

lhan

April T, 187S.
received the Premier quality choke-bore gun. No. 8,006, in good order, through
expectations,
Messrs "Schuyler. Haitley .0 Cr.aaui, and am o a-e to so, hat ,ts performance excels my
desire.
..
,,,,o rae oio-a. Jaaii. lion;, coo.
twt
of order, botn In finish and shooting qualities. I have disposed of my

toe

I

'

at

,ny

United

I

i

i

.

.

SILYEtt

Waters'Pianos

1

;

i

.

MEDAL AWVTOEH PVilH EXHIBITION,

ESTABLISHED,

1811.

o
for

Jr.

*£

CO

C:i

Importers and Dealers in

B.

It.

Bare

304 North Second, St. Louis, Mo.
JtCo., 41 Walnut St., Cincinnati, O.

$};t rifting

§00 ds,
STORES

ESTABLISHED

i

No. IS North

U

1840.

St„ No, 220

_F3rgrTT»

WALDSTEIN.

H,

l-hand

Gal
Mew

Makes a nd Qu alities

i.

a.

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

WAT

IIOKACE

•.

40

Exhibitions for
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes.

<m<i

Vipw=-

'i

,

X> &

I

3? "g_,

Norlli Second St.,

and No. 527 Commoroo

St.,

A Ti-niT.T'TriA.

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT.
^mttiements,

'

Frames

§k.

LABE L.

ordinary shot.
Gives greater penetration and better pattern than

Bqnally well adapted to

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders.

TATHAM &

ace38

BROS., 82 Beekman
TORS.

St.,

Entirely

new and

manufacturers Of

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more

PATENT

FINISH,

AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT,

uniform than the ordinary moulded

ahot.

Apparatus,

country.

New

Startling Cabinet Itlu-ion-.

Spirr

Also,

ttiis

i

.OO.

New

JEVB-WT

;

Photographic
Albums Photo^aphs of Celebrities,
Transparencies: Convex Glass, Photographic Maat Vienna and
terials. Awarded First Premium
Philadelphia.

(R ED

Btei

Q

...

Chnti hea,
Mailed.

cents.

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans.
H. T. ANTHONY A CO., 591 Broadway,
T., opposite Metropolitan.

rs,

OKHA'I BAH-ON", m«nu-

of

at all the World's
the Beat Field, Marine, Opera ant!

E*H

Insfulli

Eatt Fourteenih street,

I

o/i

n

Catniojnes

d orraua at

v

HaBTecelved the Highest Awards

receipt of postage

i

'i

wanu;...

flan, s

TATHAM'S

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,

IUwtlmted Catalogue on

Op-

BEST

A
ACOESSSARIES.
L o^g

]g ree&

GENERAL WESTERS AGENTS.
u Stale street. Chicago, HI.

Hamihi,

M,«. OrimiiRD,
F.

all

or

h
.

AiisvT'

.

Co.

the
'j

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

are

eii,

.MADE, the one, 'touch,
w kmausli p and liuraiiwoit.1 for SIX YEARS.
ia.

EDW. K. TRYON,
American Powder

and

Grand, Square

18T8.

and COM-

.

lions.

Bewildering Diablerie.
Every day at 2:30 and evening at

a o'clock.

amission, 60 cents. Reserved seate, 26 cents estr

FOEEST AND STREAM.
£yort$mm*& joules.

&

Chesapeake

§£#or($mm'8 Routes.

Ohio

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing

Crounds of Virginia and

West

i.

Guns. Ashing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

man carried

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.E. GO.

free.

The Route of the Tourist

afforded bv their lines for Teaching most of tho
PARKS and RACE COURSES in tho
i.

i

,

Thenr lines being CONTINUOUS
avoid thedlfntangere nl resliipment, while the exceloi Itiea and
lent cars which "run over the smoorh Bteel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED withoutfallute
01 injury.
The lines of

Middle States.

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

through the moat, beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

The Only Route
;

GUNNINQ AND

other well-known centers for

Wing

Trout Fishing.

SUMMER APR NGEMEXT,

T AN.

-=i

.,i

and
.i

i

i),

a., 12jt., 12:-io 1. U20,
:40, •!, arid, 4:40. r>. Bym.
7:20. 7 :3S, 7:50, Side, 8:20, S:40,

l:iii.

.

r,:-1ti,
I),

2,
it,

0:30,

FARMER, Gen'l Psbs. Agent,
feblT-tf
Ge"'l Manager.

111:50, 11

10,

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
to

St.

Louis,

-iLvi

from
ubicago

Kansas City

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN
SPORTSMEN

will find splendid shooting on the
y, geese, ducks, brant,
tine of this roat
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
qnail, etc.
I

,;!-,,i-

a

,

I-,,

,,

..,;

;!

Liberal arrangement* for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, lit a

cornet soloist, has been

the season.

t,.r

[.-,;,,]

,ii,

lines run directly to deFlatbuKh avenue from Fulton Ferry; Bergen
Franklin avenue, from Sonth Seventh
street Ferry, F/. IX, and Nostraud avenue, from foot
of Broadway.
W. E. DORW1N, Sup't.

the m.iv

is

PAUL SHORT

is

Through Pullman Palate Sleeping (Jars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and

Burlington,

St. Paul.

C.

Rapids & N'rth'rn

Chicago

ing regit!

Council

i

r.luirs,

General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 23 Sooth Delaware Aven ue, Phlla.

and squirrels, red, grny and bint

Tirms per week,
eluding
per man.
N. Y.

boiir.i.

ii

J.

M.

,

.

fo, patties if t nr ...
n.oni-, cn.de, back fron
AD1.EY, Eldred, Bull

Iilf

NORTHWESTERN RMLWAY.

the CIIICAliO AWest b mud, Ihev leave Cliicngo datlv, except Sunday (and on every Hind Sunday), fr'iu the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council

Blnffsnext morning.
ey leave Cnttucil Pdnfl's at 8:30 r. M.,
dully, except Saturday tund on every third Saturday),
and reach
Chicago nexi. afternoon.
No other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman
or any other form of Rote! ears.
t

B

To Sloi.TsMifN.

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens. Ducki, Uceseand Braut shooting,
our Iowa line to-day offers mere favorable potnte
than any other road in the coantry, while for Deer
and Bear limiting, and for Brook Trout, Like
Salmon, Pike. P:e.keiel and Dass lislung, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern tinea of
this company will be found uuz-urp^ss-d by anything
the We^t.
New Y'ork office, No. -115 Broadway Boston olllce,
No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your
home ticket agents, apply to

m

;

greenwood

Italic.

THKSI'UM'RlP.Eii

desires a capital,?
tionof genilemeti to |oin htm m Ihui
select family hotel or nub ho- se on tin niO-n lieitm
ful and eligible situation at Gnenwood
id::-. \. y
with from wcniv to uttv acres ot bud. :>,-, i
I

:

sired, and wil
of the property ra s ck or shares in the erderprise.
f on'.s, a .-,.
CllOite bUil'd
-a ,•
in plots to suit, on favorable terms, circulars oiu
he had al ofllce of Foiust ami Stbkam. .\.pv;
i

:

,

i

:

address S. CALDWELL,
Orange Countv, N. Y.

Greenwood

or

BRADBIBlt HdHSK,
ORANGE foUNTY,
Terms— $2

per day. Js to

for gnosis

ARINGTON

(UtEENV.'OOD
N.

May

v..

per week.

,*ni

aud from the

to

ii

LA K

K,

mi

1,.,

n.

.i.-

,-

u

.

s

steambr.nl, dock at
S. BRAIDER, Pr.Y

G

to the lions.-.

.

Lake

iniiym

prletor.

jc/i Siij

MARVIN HUGHITT,

W. R. Stennett,

Uen. Manager, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Aeent, Chlcaato.
je2(l

if

PEOPLE'S

Bust Preventer.
Evening Line to Albany Eaton's
For Guns,
and
Leaves PIER -tl, ti, R., foot of Canal s'.rec-l,
Sundays excepted, at o v. m., making close
connections with trains on New York Central Railroad for the
est. aud Delaware and Hudson Railroad for the North, and Susquehanna Railroad lor
dally,

'iwest.

Warmed

Comforlnbly

by Stcniu.

the only night lino of steamers Belling tickets and checking baggage to places on the New
York Central Railroad.

This

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
JACKSONVILLE, 8T. ATJGOSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

ats.ad-

ii

sepwo lm

Km

Kl'r; LINE is the* old Lake Shore
the onlv one passing through EvanMoa,
Forest, Highland Park, Waukegnn Racine,

and

route,

Hoi

FOR FLORIDA
FOR

LINE.

ionic f;r Elgin,

AND milwa

1

Louis, Minneapolis

ST.

ami wo.t.r

fali

or,

street, S. B.;

AND

l.f

tJuo-

liav, I'oiti

01 E

LINK

W

The following horse-car

pot:

St.

Good
n„vs

Ma:

Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope rango of Kansas and Colorado.

Time to Coney Island, ten minutes. Excursion
•-.Ms; single fare, 20 cents.
bi
Grand concerts every afternoon and evening by Oonteruo'a

LINK

N.

L. I.

offers

East-bouutl

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

11,11:20,

2,20, 2:40, 8,
0:ii, 0:40, 7,

;.-

TO SPORTSMEN.

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

EVERYTHING.

MR. "LEVY.

Ground.

Bay View Hooso, on 8Wnn«oouk
gne, Long Klond, now opeu for

Lake

pointr,

...

Ohi"ago to
.1:10 *

Still

BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
on the TvEW .JERSEY COAST
l.r WATER SPOKT AETER EEH

TTTOKERTON,

L. P.

Commencing July y, lBTs.
Trains for Coney Islandol ouFIatbush
avenue, Willink Kntranee, Prosper: Park, at 0:20,
7:30, s:;-;0. 9:30, it), lo ?,n. n, ii :i
11:10 a. y., 12 w.,

8, 9, in, I0:!in,

and

Hunting.

Fkank Thomson,

Beach— 7,

Shooting,

AND FEATHER.

poNEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH.

WM.

faction guaranteed. 'A.idiess

I

.la;. an

.\Mi Ml

•;.

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEtJUA, and

,.:

6 ..om

:

china,

PAUL

Also, to

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

:

8 in

Wyoming. Colorado,
ST,

FISHIMQf

New Jersey. BXCTJRBION
ore sold at the offices of the Company in
the principle cities to KANE, REN OVA, BEDPennsylvania and

all

HOWARD,

R.

POID
got:,

TICKETS

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, wit h the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsvllle, with the
at Richmond end Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
in equipment.

ap

By a practical gunner aud an old bnyiiinn. n
always on hand the best ol boats, ball

also reach the heat lecalitieg for

lu

North and Northwest; and

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRINGVILLB IIOU8K OR SPORTSMEN'S RSTREAT. SillNNi;- OCT BAY, L. I..

Company

Railroad

Pennsylvani

White

via

Sulphur Springs.

CONWAY

Railway Line* of th- Wtsi and Northwest, ami, with

Respectfully Invite attention to the

1

it

& Northwestern RR.

Chicago

Embraces umler one management the Great Trunk

Virginia.

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley OfVlrgtaia, Alleghany
MoontniiiH. Guvniiriri' and New liners, an Kanawha Valley, ami including lu their varieties of name
ami lish, 'leer, hear, wild t.ark< ya, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bads, pike,
pickerel, etc

§otek mul §esorfs /uif JfgwfejMWfi

§port§nici\'8 i?o«/?.5.
tup; sfortsmak's route.

TO SPOBTSIEfl:

JIB,

The Route

199

is

Cntlerv
Surgical Iustrutntiil.-.
Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and wnl keep n,
any climate. Spurtsuieu cvervwiiere in the United
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market,
Judge Holmes, of Bay Cttv, Mleh., writes: " It I'
the best preparation I itavc found in thirty-five
years of active, and frequent nse of guns."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON,
5ro Pavon'a Avenue, Jersey Oily
'
'
Heights, N. J.
Sold by principal New Tori dealers, and bv Wm.
Reao & Sons. Boston, Mass.; B. KittredgeA Co..
Cincinnati, Obio; E.E. Bacon; Chicago i'i
Brown
& Htlde". St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Par- Cleveland,
:

:

'l'."

-iJl.il

I'.

k.t

'

,',

'

:

&

-.'

k.i,

.

Cropley&Sous, Geotgetown, D. C.

Jos.

Grtibb

('.

Co., Philadelphia.

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAU.

Old Dominion Line.
The Eteamers of this Line reach some of the Onest
waterfowl aud upland shooting sections in the country. Connect Inns direct for Chlncoteague, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
.Tames' River, 'tin itucfc Florida, and the mountainous conutry of Virginia. Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Mnn.Nv. 'l'nf-s J av, Thursday and Saturday. Lew.?, Tl., Tuesday antVBWday at 3 p. )t.
Full information given at otticc, tin Greenwich St.,
i

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSBSGBR TKAINS EACTI WAYDAILY,
QUICKEST,

between

iriniel'iii.

P.

Win-it

TROUT

Lea and Minneapolis,
all
Fast ami West

crossing and connecting with

hnuting grounds i:i tie N,.r:hwest for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Knfie.t Grouse aud (juail. Sportsmen
and tliOlr dogs ttken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties ot ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Onlce, Cedar Rapids,
c. J. IVES,
E. F. Winslow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
if

New

FISHING!

;

LROAD, MAT,

1818.—

2i.

depa
bash and Ailt
Brooklyn and
:

4 P. M.,

and

sepaa ly

ntu!§e8or fsfcr §jyort8tnm.

IQofcte

t

Sherman
House,
AND RANPOLPH),

THROUGH TO

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION TICKETS

vloiisto

follows

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

York.

Cilain Leather Iliiut-

(C'LAlVK

CHICAGO.

from Chicago to Ashland

Butteimnt Creek and

etc.. 9:i

at

-.

II.

.,

THOMSON
& SONS,
aoiRjoadway,
New

1,018,

York

mnfcalonge; the many branches and lakes of Iho

Bonan's Metal Shell Cleaner.

0:30

C'eaus
;;.

,

Mley.a
.

r,,

.;

and

::-.:n

For

and
and

7
in a. m.,

stead. 8:;10
12:10 night, anil
6:'lo p.

asm, 4:ao, smu, Kau p. u„ and
from Long [-land city only 0:30 a. m.,
h. SUNDAYS— For P< rt Jefferson,
ami 7 p. m.

Pstchogae, etc., u ». ;
Nortbporl aud Locust Valiey, 9

..

a. m.

:'.:

i;

The CUequamegon in tel at Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, aud s supplied with a
sieam-vaoilt, sail and rowboats andcxeelleutgnides.
The m Unisphere at Ashland Is a sore preventive of
Steamers from Ashland to
Send for Onide Book.

.

"The Long

Island

S Park place, ISO end out Brojdu r: and
Uro. klyn, No. 3.H3 Wash; tu
ington street and 70 ronrth. street. By purchasing
tickets al any of the above oirieea, baggage cau be
checked from residence to destination.

Express,"

Grand central Depot

3.

SPENCER, Gonl

Chittesdkn, Cei.I Pa--.

Ager.t.

8tip't.

jo6 tf

NEW RAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
FORWhite
Mountains, Montreal and intermediate
The new and elegant steamer Continental
leaves Pier
er, daily (Sundays excopied) at s. A passenger train will be
tagn the
Qeld
NIGHT I.IM, —The l.ini city leaves New York at
117 »., ooan
nger train- £u waiting
points.

sold and haggncc checked a: -*it Broadway, New
York, and 1 court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Haven and return, si. 50. Apply al General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General

Bates reduced to JH per day for
floor, without baths.
Rooms with baths, JS.5U. ;J, and

HALIFAX,
.ion vs,

CORTES,

Capt. Bennett,

N. S,

AND

ST.

bj. i'\

l'll!ST-Cl.ASS

STEAMSHIPS

and

ALUAMBRA,

Capt. Mcllhlnney,

form a regular line between above poits, leaving
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will find nils the cheapest
and most direct route, avoiding changes and detent.ou. Tune between New »ork ami Halifax about
Blxiy hoots, one half of nip through Long iBlandaud
Vineyard Sounds, In smooth water.
OaWn p.ssage. Including stateroom ami meals,
New Yolk and Halifax, $lf> "old flew York and St.
Excursion tickets at reduced
Johns, JSti, gold.
rates. For schedule of sailings aud further particu-

rooms above

apply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,
86

West

<'(>„ Halifax,
.ENTS-WOOU
WOOD &A CO,,JM
AGENTS—
ft

CO., St. John's, N. F.

street,

N". S.;

i

12 fibre.

ROUAN,

J. F.

avenue, Boston, mass.

Liberal

tS8 siiawmiiE
discennt (o die

trade.

ScoWtain

per;dav.

Prop'r.
We challenge any Hotel in the Wor'd to'show as
large ami as elegantly furnished rooms as'those of
feafltl

Eossmore House, Speonk,

L. I.
It i on tilfifireai South Bay, between Moriches
and vVeslhamotoii, wuhtn a ml'e and a half ot the
Excellent
accommodation
for
ocean.
summer
boarilers. Surf and still warer bathing. Good boating, tlshlng, and gunning. House open throughout
the year for tlshiug and shooting parties. Boats.
bin:
or
and
ages,
every convenience
a, stahltnp,
for sportsmen. Acuto.s.b.e b.i Long 1- nun ::a;.,"..d.
Terms moderate.
S. P. CONKLlN, Prop'r.
Mm;

1

TAYLOR'?

N T.
.

HARVEY
ieuoom

DOCKET

SRIiF-LICrllTINR

MATCH
This match

sat.-

SARE.

eommends

itself at once to alt.
slegant iu tlmsii, ..crfeet in

Simple in construction,

1

angii9 tf

3 RABt.KY

OTJSE, Eldred, Snllivan Co., N.
ed neutrally on the best hunting In
slv miles 'from Sholiola, Erie H. K.
plenty. S ime doer, tost
,

etc.

Ten

,.

i

aogS9

.

Large

trade.

A PHIO- APPARATUS,
tPHOTOCUtAnybotlj
with perrim operate
latest

1

il

feCt

if

;

lars

It

,.,.,.),

S1J0; lOaud
all

$1.5:)

thesanRMAN,

Cromwell Steamship Line.

TAB

shells

is uni-pniil

Ing with an oiled
•ale by all gun rtenliis,
or sample Sent free by mall on receipt ol price,'

ALV1N HULBERT,

G. T. A.

Milwaukee, Wis.

NEW YORK,

liftv

h-i

iv.-s

wads,

of

the parlor

Lake Porta.

myD 6m

College Poini. Jinna-i-a, etc.. as per lime tabled.
Ticket oill.es iu New Y rk al 2«1 i:ro ...
Warren street, at James slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the nfllccs of

all

HENKY PRATT,

id 8:3

Garden Cltv and Hempstead, o a. si., 2:80 and (fcSO
p. m„ and from Long fel.ud 01 y only 9:30 a. m and
SIS0P. M. Trains for Roekaway Beach, Flushing,

Agent.

.j.'

:-i,

I

Lake for

Jefferson, e'c
port, etc

J.

Box

P. O,

(

etc.,

]:«)

,:ii

wnteriUlu tongues,
Price, 87; M'c.

Fat

ogue,

4, 4:110,

s

forillustrated Catalogue.

i

.

;

i--h

l-

.lc:-r,.,ns.

and return lorfrtn are sold at GS Clark street, r the
C, M. and St. Paul, Madison Street. Depot, Chicago ;
Dug*, g"H9 nod
ilso allow raiea from Milwaukee.
camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction to sportsmen onthis
Bay for bass fishing

:

.

I'

SPORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE.— The

I'lunkiiri

Good
House, uhiltoiiviile, 1'lviuonl.h, Mass.
gunning and fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge,
Traluud dogs for
.£ti:i..l, woodooek. peep ami plover.
lox, rabbit and bird hunting boats for sea-fowling
:

aud

fisluug.

Proprietor.

Terms low.

TIMOTHY MANTEit,
septu u

graph.

SO

1

-

$-2.co.

BAClvMANN
». Y.

P(HOTO.S

l

C

-M-.

Immiiiii

llipl

1
'
!

1

1

:

i

.

1

1

1

te

,

,.l)!(|i.,
ii

.

1

1

1

1

.

i

.-:

1

1

:,

.

Send stamp
iS

;

II.

for full information
..i
CO., Mflnufaotureis, 57s

,..

'Ii.

to

E

i

sftpt2H 13,

of Actresaes, comic, etc., lu tol-SMS ets
List of books, lie. S. K. LUDDEN, E. Lincoln,
jelli lj

Me

FOREST AND STREAM.

200
§>gortsmetfs §ooAs.

RUBBER

INDIA

Cartridge

siates

gporf.'sirfen's

Q

W%

*.*

Fishing Pants, Coats,

BOSTON

and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

LOWELL, MASS.,

AND

MANBFACTlTREKB OF THB

of

Every Description

throughout the country.

FOR PRICE LIST.

27

M AIDE S

L A.N IS.

H

.

1

U(K>i>>S OIL T A S 3 E
MOCCASINS.

1)

'.

for tllnrfiated circular.
HTJTCHINGS, P. O. Box 3SS, Dover, N.
Bor to Frank Good.i
'''

Send

PRlNCIPAI

'

Al

-

r

>'•'"

MARTINS

H.

'>-'•

(Succes

-

''•"'.

all

all

Special

kinds.

For

FOWLER & FULTON,

HOMER

General Agents,

New York-; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., Tl«
street. Philadelphia, p a .; Bradford A Anthony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

circulars,

rules for
particu-

measurement and

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

address

lars,

300 Broadway,

N. Y.

SIM3IONS & SON,

Q. W.

FISHE

Boston, Mass.
geptlii

'

BONEHILL GUN.

Fulton street,

No. 511.— Top-action, treble scfeij
bolt,

extension

rib,

laminated barrfastening.
Set.

rebounding

Send .stamp

lockp.

cm

Patent fore

Is.

Cheap

larof Gnns,

si

f.ir

II lies,

gun

In

the mar-

m
0
H

Illustrated cireu

lievnl- erB

end am-

munition.

oi

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING.
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request,

CEO.

w

ite for

WASHINGTON,

lira-.

c;

''

i.

:

shot.

i;,, ;,,.!•

.

'.-.

I

,

an

complete, -.villi ..o
only
attached,
holda-i

lusted to fit either u
or lame man. » ill

nilm

If)

aav

add>'e-.s.

hexagon

•.!

ii-fit fly

rod. >wo-jolnt.

mounting, extra

n silver

C;

tip

.....

.

l,LUf*AKO>s

i..

'-''

<>i

United States Arms Revolver,
United States Arms Revolver.

ri-

11

on

I.

B 00
3 50
ce. to 10c.

per yard
60

-

$1 to $2.50

Fie. dressed

per dozen

any desired pattern.

t<

In overv poaslbiu
screen is needed, ai no one, not even
the direction the hall will take. Made
desired. All met il.
HA UTS
PITTED. Send lor Circular.

Nu

ran

MICKEY

tell

WOKK1SG

If

Pocket Companion.
Ko sport'inun should evir benlihout a Dudley
Pocket l.oailiiijj Implement ; for he Is then prepared firony emergency. Kut not having oue a
hand, ihe want of it may he of more worth titan -ie
itist uvi -e lold.
A word to the wine is, etc. For
Bfllebv i>nn dealers genera ly. Send for circular to
scpt.l!) ii
ri.Dr.EY .1 CO., Poughkeeps e, N. V.

HERRINGS

ii so

1
7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, enpl
5 shot. .32 cad, nickel each.

4 50

THK8E PISTOI.H W A H A S T
EVERY REQUISITE FOr7^^°^TS!V!AW S OUTFITS.

folots on receipt of the
lowing prices: Spring
bra -s cartridge holders,
per dozen, SLw adpistable belts with SU spring
brass holders, complete,

miller,

Oil

tip case, solid

1

and

prepay po,"taee, bens
any number ol loose ho

!

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws
cUrecnoii.

stationary

25 00

Hyde' c ip, Tee ,-iz.
Russia-leather ilv-icoa, with id
RDBSitt-lefitber tly-Dook, with the "Hv.ie " clip saiau srae
Best enimep'd warerrroot taper flv lius"', from
lor
blue.
Pass, each
bail
He.griUUi.es or Dobsou
A large assortment of trontana black b..ss ii.es from
Also
All kinds of Smiled Hooks tied to order.

uc'tMcan be perfectly ad-

liver

•

and

tip case,

belt

'lee

,.

$18

:

i

,

ease

11|-

1

six-strip

i

intlugSj three-Joint., extra tip

silver

se-joiut, exira tip and
Six-strip Hexagonal fly rod, German .-.Iver lutmntiug,
30 00
waterproof ferrules
T 5"
Black bass rod, ash and luiieewocl, l.,ra.-» full nioujled, two a.Hulo j plots ,v\ three tips, 10J4K
buu,
two middle joints
witip;ied
mounted,
full
silver,
ash
and
Black bass rod,
lance wood, German
IS
00
tips
:
and three

H.

iruLi.
A i.''Si >vill li"M.".n
holders.
of the cartridge
Two dozen of these holders only weigh S ozs. One
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SUNSET ON THE BEARCAMP,

SPORTSMAN'S

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

The " Bluff," whose precipitous sides rise one hundred and
above the water of the lake, gives an extended and
delightful view of lake and bay. Here, each year, large camp
meetings ate held, and usually after the discontinuance of the
meetings the ground is occupied by those who come here to
" camp out," and enjoy primitive life in tents.
With a grove of noble old maple sand beeches above and
around them ; the ever-changing panorama of the lake dotted
with sails and steamers; the waters of the bay, wilh Islay,
ArranandBule nestled on its bosom ; the pure, dry bracing
air, as it steals soflly among the trees, brings pleasure to the
strong, and bolh pleasure and strength to the feeble.
fifty feet

SLOW fades the vlstou of the sfcy,
The golden water

And over all the

piles,

valley-laud

A gray-winged vapor vails.
go the common wny of all
The sunset fires will burn,
The flowers will hlow, the river now,
When I uo more return.

I

l$o whisper

from the mountain pine

Nor lapsing stream shall tell
The stranger, treading where
01 him who loved them well.

I

But beauty seen

ia

never

tread,

lost,

God's colors are all fast
glory ot this sunset heaven
Into my sonl has passed,—
gense of gladness nuconuned
To mortal date or clime

As

the soul Ilveth,

It

shall live

Beyond the years of time.
Beside the mystic asphodels
Shall oloom the home-born flowers,
And new horizons flush and glow
With annsot hues of ours.
Farewell these smiling hills must wear
Too soon their wintry frown,
!

off them shake
The maple's red leaves down.
But 1 shall see a summer tun
Still setting broad and low
The mountain slopes shall blush and bloom,
The golden water flow.
A lovei's claim is mine on all
I see to have and hold,—

rose-light of perpetual hills,
sunsets never cold

And

— From WiHHers Seio Volume.

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

i§hU gshnd.
old painting, realizing

new

;

peer of all, the bright, sparkling, dazzling diamond ?
and you love the beautiful in nature as well as in art
and precious gems, come to our " Little Island," now robed
in her summer and autumn dress.
Over to the west, Sand Point (now dotted over with the
white tents of campers) like au index finger, stretches out
three-fourths of a mile toward the island. To the north and
or, the

If so,

west stands Charles Point, seutinel of the harbor, while the
"bar," along, narrow beach between the bay and the lake,
runs away for a mile to the east, till it joins the mainland on
" Bluff."
the eastern shore of the
Shooting ducks over decoys (or "coys," as they are here called)

One
presents the very extremes of disgust aad satisfaction.
moment you are thoroughly disgusted, for have you not
waited for hours with patience and forbearance, in a cramped
and a

stiff nor' wester chills

you

through and through, carefully scanning every point of the
compass for the longed-for flight of ducks, while your decoys
But,
float and nod to one another, yet not a duck to be seen.
presto change perhaps the gale brought them. "We know
not ; neither do we care there they arc, hovering over the
decoys heads thrown forward, wings "tipped " and extended,
fifteen or twenty red heads, all in a bunch what a sight
Does not the blood go coursing to the extremities like a millrace ? One moment, now, like Roderick Dliu, in Trosach
Glen were worth a thousand of the tamo ones of common,
!

'.

;

—

;

fish, hunt, row or sail, singular incidents sometimes happen;
Great Sodus Bay is five, miles in length from north and west seldom an accident, but of len ludicrous scenes in the extreme.
and east, about three miles in width, with undulating One evening perhaps thirty boats were on the water, the ocTo the west lies the little sleepy, dreamy hamlet of cupants intent on their several diversions. The evening sun
Sodus Point, with the great stone light-house on the hill
just setting in a great bank of crimson and gold, the lake
south and east a farm now and then dots the landscape, but it covered with a mist tinged with the rays of the sotting sun;
is mostly clothed with chestnut groves, except Thornton's
the vessels on the lake, scarcely discernible, looking like
Point and Briscoe's Cove, where the fragrance of pine and phantom masts, spars and sails, when all were startled by
hemlock is wafted far out on the waters of the bay. This is screams and yells, loud and prolonged, coming from one of
somewhat of the setting, but the gem itself consists of but the boats containing three ladles.
Of course every boat
twenty-two acres covered wilh beech, maple, and here and within hearing hurried forward to offer assistance. The ladies
there a pine or hemlock.
What a few years ago was a dense had been quietly fishing, unattended by gentlemen, as they
wood, an unbroken forest, to-day is a charming grove, where often do here. Now, an auburn-haired girl stood on the stem
lake or land breeze is felt from one shore of the Isle to the seat, hands extended as f appealing for help, face the picture
other, while the fierce rays of a July sun are shut out by the
of fear and dread, while a handsome brunette, with sable
green canopy overhead.
plume and gipsy hat, her face blanched with fear, stands balThe west bank is bold and steep and bluff, extending but ancing herself on the narrow bow, as If she had always been a
below.
a cold welcome to the water, twenty or thirty feet
professional rope-waker.
Amid the boat is a lady of more
The north point is covered with rocks and boulders, and mature years, who is perhaps the mother of the dark-eyed
both bank and point would savor of aristocratic and exclusive girl at the bow. She, too, is standing erect on the middle seat,
owners were it not for the friendly landings running out into desperation marked on her countenance, while with a visethe water, and the easy flights of step3 leading down to the like grip she gathers her skirts about her.
water's edge.
The east shore, with gentle slope, extending
In the bottom of the boat, squirming, wriggling, twisting,
in a semicircle, holds within its embrace a small, sheltered
rushing from one end of the boat to the other, with the. line
bay, and here at early dawn the gray clouds change their attached, is a huge eel, the unconscious cause of all this contints to amber, to crimson, to rosy red, to flaming liquid gold
sternation among the trio. Of course there was a gallant rush
as the east flashes brighter and brighter, until at length the
to the rescue, and the young men slew the eel as royally as
summer sun rushes up over the east shore of the bay, driving Perseus rescued Andromeda.
away the thin mists that enshrouded Arran and Bute.
Again, it is very singular what some fish live upon. Last
The great bald eagle is already soaring away in circles to- year an old sportsman (not in years, but in deeds)— one who
ward the sun, but with eye as keen for game as that of any loves the rod and reel, who, from the sand-liars of Florida to
other sportsmau, for his eyrie is in a great dry oak at Chim- the rugged banks of Anticosti. from the. south shore of the
ney Bluff. The sea-gulls are also on the wing. Some are of great lake to the valley of (lie Yosemite, has cast the fly and
dazzling whiteness, while others are white with wings of the pulled the trigger— came to the island for rest and recreation.
great night-heron has shaken the dew At last his UBtial good luck seemed to have deserted him, and
most delicate lilac.
from his wings and seeks to escape the light of day, finding day in and day out but moderate success attended his best efshelter in some swamp far inland.
forts.
At length upon the last day of his stay an enormous
All along the shore are evidences of the employment of the pickerel was safely landed and exhibited to his admiring
dwellers on the island.
A "minnow car" anchored a little friends but he presented an unusual appearance of having
way from shore, trolling-lines stretched out to dry, poles of gorged himself with some hard, indigestible substance. And
all descriptions, and landing-nets, while in the morning sun
sure enough, in dressing, the boatman took from the fish a
you catch the sparkle of brass, silver or gold spoon-hook as it stone weighing a pound or two.
The
is suspended from some limb ready for the owners use.
Islay Island is owned by five gentlemen, three of whom
small yacht Islay, sloop-rigged but without jib or staysail, have erected cottages of ample and convenient proportions
rides at anchor a cable length from shore, her white sideB and and pleasing architectural design, wilh all the surroundings to
red wale gleaming iu the sunshine; while a dozen rods away a make their summer sojourn here comfortable and delightful.
long, rakish-looking cralt, with its great white mainsail, stay- The other two owners, while they have as attractive surroundsail and jib already hoisted, its boom lashed to the stern and
ings, content themselves for the present wilh large wall tents,
halliard apeak, above the cross-trees a top-sail also shaken out,
spread over a permanent foundation and divided into convenlies the lied Hot, chafing under the little breeze that comes
ient apartments.
over the tree tops.
To some of these gentlemen their friends are under obligaFrom the main shore, from bluff and island, fishing boats tions of no small amount, for they have been the recipients of
are putting out, some to troll for pike, pickerel or bass, with
their hospitality in the hunting and fishing seasons.
You can
others to "still-fish" from anchored boat scarcely imagine a place more comfortable, or a better locality
spoons or gangs
with "rod and reel," with minnow or other bait. Here is a for duck shooting in the spring and fall.
boat in charge of an experienced oarsman, filled with young
of
of
these
stands
giant
the
side
one
cottages
a
oak, so
By
children, five or six of them, all trying to fish, all shouting,
tall that it towers above all the surrounding forest, a landThere is another with three mark for the country but its base is charred by fire and part
all filled with joy and gladness.
This morning of the immense trunk burned away. Old residents say there
ladies in it, one rowing the others trolling.
exercise, the tonic of the lake breeze tinges their cheeks with is a legend of a beautiful Indian maiden and the death of her
a healthy color, and if you catch the sparkle of their eyes you lover connected with this scar on the old oak. Some time we
Yonder is the will try to tell the story as told to us by one who had it from
will not want evidence of their: enjoyment.
boat of an old sportsman (sportsman in the higher and nobler his guide, a Chippewa Indian, on the shore of Lake Superior.
sense of the word, for from just such scenes as these he is
filled with the best of inspiration) who, with wife and oarsFar Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.
man, is intent on making a catch that will supply their table.
No. 2.
Already he has selected a gold
Intelligently he goes to work.
spoon, the day being bright, and his boatman with a slow,
your issue of Sept. 25th, under the heading of " Sport ia
steady, even ptdl at his oars that keeps the spoon revolving at
Louisiana," you remark, "Before many weeks have passed
just the right depth, takes a course just outside that long bank
of weeds. Pull well does he know the nature and habits of scores of sportsmen will have turned their faces southward,
the fish for which he " goes-a-fishing." The pickerel builds
who have "done" Florida to seek new fields of consome
for himself a home or rather a hiding-place, where, secluded
"
and sheltered by the weeds about him, he waits, cat-like, for quests. Now I would Jike to meet the man who has "done
When it comes along, be it frog, snake, toad, mouse, Florida. I admit that some sportsmen have done the St.
his prey.
and
Homosassa
Rivers
but
how
darts
upon
it.
If
Indian
many,
if
spoon-hook or minnow, with a spring he
John and
he misses he may strike a second time, but generally returns any, have visited he southern portion of the Slate, where man's
foot has not been heard since the last Indian war, where game
to his old lair.
tell
of
the
neat
boat
passing
hard
the
"luck"
exists in unlimited quantity? In the southern purl ion of the
to
It is not
now. The spoon drags the top of the water not, more than State to the eastward of the Ctiloosahatchie, west of the Attwenty -five feet from the boat; the oars, lifted from the lantic and south of Lake Ochechobee, there exists an extensive
and interesting section, well supplied with game, and which
water, seem waiting to eateh the: words the lady is sp< aking.
No. An artist would draw the picture, with the is totally unkuown to sportsmen, and which I shall briefly
Fishing
refer to.
trolling line and spoon left out and one seated beside the
Some months since I commenced the preparation of severother, slowly floating down the stream—yes, " floating for
al brief articles regarding that terra incognita, between Capo
deai."
To the north and west of Islay is the channel, coming in Sable and PuntaKossa, Florida. My firsi comnnuiicntinn was
between the piers to the harbor and out to the open bay. published in your columns (Vol. X., p. 133). but sickneis in
The chaunel is deep and its sides abrupt, and along the*' family, and afterward sickners of self, prevented mc from con;

the small, unlooked-for things
beauties eacli
beautiful thoughts expressed
as they steal out, hidden tints,
on the canvas? Or a beautiful gem in a plain setting, with
emerald, ruby and crimson
golden,
color—
of
the scintillations

position, while the rain pelts

trolliug-pole.
But, like speckled trout, black bass are variable
in their moods
sometimes a good basket is the result of the
sportsman's labors, sometimes otherwise.
Thronged as Great Sodus Bay is in summer with those who

A

Gbkat Sodus BAv.
some
HAVE you ever watched
moment,

banks at the. right time are many- boats having royal sport.
Black bass in large numbers inhabit these, grounds, "and hera
will meet with all the incidents and excitement attending
the capture of these, among the most "gamy" fish. Some
persons fish with live minnows, others with fly-pole and flies,
while others, with a long trolling-line, gut leader, three fairsi/i'd " white millers" and a
"red ibis," drop from a heavy

you

;

And enow-cold winds from

The

10, 1878.

to south
shores.
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See them "come to," like a vessel in
wind." Now two guns— four barrels—
the gale,
to the right and left belch forth fire and No. 4 and shot. See
them tumble some go heels over head, andslrike water spat;
others shy and spin, and when they teach the water dive to
There a proud-crtsled diake comes down with an air
escape.
of disdaiu, as though he was alighting for feed, nods to the
decoys, turns on his back and paddles in the a;r. This is but
an introduction to the fun, and what bad been a cold, dreary
beach, with the sullen roar of Ontario's surf at our back, Incomes the most enticing place imaginable, as one flight alltr
another comes down to the decoys.

everyday business

"head
.-

life.

to the

'!

FOREST AND STREAM.

202
turning them. In explanation of the briefness of my notes,
I may
remark, Hint after leaving Key West I had no means of
communicating with home until I reached Pnnta Rossn. I hurried over my route to reach the latter point and
telegraph
home, and if All well " was received in reply, I proposed returning and subjecting tho island?, bays and rivers to a
thorough examination, and at the same time indulge in a
wander in the Everglades; but fate willed it otherwise
Entering Shark River we noticed the light of Dr. Harris'
boat ahead and we made fast to her stern.' The entrance to
Shark River can easily lie found by observing the following
directions: l\orlh west from north Cape gable, about
four
miles, will be noticed a heavily timbered cape projecting
into
the Gulf- rounding this point, and keeping the timber
to the
right hand, the aver will be discovered. As a heavy
northeast gala was blowing, the captain of the Dr. '3
craft had anchored a few hundred yards from the entrance, where we
were protected from the storm by the giant mangroves. This
'

'

is incorreotly palled a river, for it is a

mere

from
the Cult to White Water Bay, and should
be ramed Shark
Pass
According to the U. S. military map of Florida, published by tho War Department in 1S5G, Shark River enters
White Water Bay from the Everglades at a point 15 miles
northeast from our anchorage. While we question tho propriety of using lli#wonl river as applied to this pass,
we
are of the opinion that if the word Shark was ever appropriately used as descriptive of any body of water, it is pec
pass" leading

applicable to this.

The jide was ebbing

;

the night set in dark and rainy,

and

about 7 P. nr. the shark performance commenced. One remarkable feature of the water along the southern portion of
the State is the presence of innumerable phosphorescent
animalcule, commonly called "lightning of the waters."
When the night is dark the movement of any body through the
water resembles the passage of a mass of pale fire. It appeared
as though all the sharks in Christendom had collected to attend a camp or political meeting at this point. We have
wandered considerably, and sailed over many oceans, but
never saw even an approach to the number and size of the
sharks at this point. Their movements in every direction
rendered the water luminous.
Until we retired for the
night they were visible, here, there and everywhere. They
-were dashing hither and thither with a rapidity that surprised
me. They would dart like lightning and double upon their
trucks with an ease thul astonished me.
Their movements
and size could be determined by the phosphorsscence of the
water.
Mullet pass into the rivers and passes with the tide
and out with the ebb, and it is probable that the sharks were
enjoying a feed of these toothsome fish. The water was
eighteen feet deep, and looking over the side of the
boat
flashes of light not larger than the hand could be
noticed,
probably proceeding from these monsters many feet below the
surface. About 8 e. m. one of the brutes struck the bow of
the
boat a severe blow in one of his rushes to capture his prey,
and I denounced him for his stupidity.
Although I had beat across Florida Bay in a severe gale,

my boat

was comparatively

and made but little water.
For another hour I enjoyed my pipe and watched the voracious
monsters as they forwarded lour, chisse;e and turm d corners.
At U i-. m. I arranged my bed and stretched myself for a
.snooze.
I was just about to bid farewell to this world ami
exclaim with Sancho Panza, "Blessed is the man who invent
ed sleep, for it wrappeth one up like a cloak," when bang

visiting Dr. Harris' settlement at this point.
The entrance
to this stream presents many obstructions in the way of coon
oyster bars. For two hundred yards the channel is very nar-

row and

tortuous, winding bet vvecn the bars.

came one

of the monsters against the starboard side of the
boat, aud the dory trembled from stem to stern.
Satisfied
that the boat had received some injury I turned out. lit my
lamp and examined the well to ascertain if the boat was leaking.
I made a hasty examination, and fancying that all was
right turned in.
I awoke at 4 a. m. with a sensation of (noisiness about my hips and found that the boat was leaking badly
and that the water was over the floor. I attributed the leak
to the butting proclivities of his sbarkship, and on examination at a later date developed the fact that the blow had
started a plank.
Saturday the ram poured down in torrents, and a strong
gale was blowing from the northeast. At 1 p. m. the rain
ceased, and as I was anxious to see what was beyond I started
for White Water Bay. After beating for four miles, with
two fathoms of water in the channel, I entered the bay and
was greeted with the sight of a beautiful sheet of water
studded with Islands. It commenced raining in torrents, and
as considerable sea was running with a strong ebb tide, sailing
proved anything but a pleasant occupation, so I returned ana
anchored in a small bayou near the mouth of the river ami
out of tie way of quarrelsome sharks. The banks on each side
of the pass from the gulf to the bay, varied from four to eight
feet in height
aud along each bank the herbage had been
closely cropped by deer.
I have questioned many old coasters,
and those who professed to be familiar with the coast, and I
l.nve vet to find a person who has entered or explored White
;

Water Bay.

From me map published by the War Department White
Water Hay is thirty miles long and fifteen broad. From appearances the bay is studded with islands, and unless the exploier keeps an eye to his compass or studies the tidal currents he may become bothered in navigating this sheet of
water. Thirty miles east of Fast Cape Sable a small stream
will be found, named the Hallalahalchee, which, according to
the map referred to, opens into the northeastern portion of the
bay. From the point -where this river or pass enters the bay
a westerly course will bring the wanderer to Shark Pass, distant thirty to ihiity-flve miles.
I met an individual who endeavored to enter this long-named river in a ship's yawl, but
the tide was low and he grounded on the mud fiats. To the
east of this st ream was the main hunting-ground of the Indians
before their removal, and, as far as I am aware, the locality
lias not been visited by sportsmen.
About the islands anil
mud flats to the westward will be found the winter home of
that most beautiful of ourplumaged birds, the flamingo.
Sunday morning was clear, and as I was
folks 1 determined
ke hay while the sun shone,

homo

Key Wcst.reque sled me to visit his settlements
Kiver, fifteen mi les north of Shark Pass, and on
the Chockaluskco, six miles fi irther north, and, as I camped
his men on Frielay night, r thought 1 would do so.
great inducement to comply
? the fact that the men assured
me that I could find pink curie
ud flamingoes in those locaiities.
These are the only st
nenfs on tho coast for a
distance of abonl 150 miles. I
red a course north hy east
for the mouth of Rogers
ossiug the deep bight of
line twelve miles to the
Chatham Bay and leavli mis s
lion of this bight will be
eastward. At the northeaster!
found Harney's Kiver, by whicl
ades can be entered.
Dr. Harris, of

on the Rogers

A

with

w

Km

is eight
the military map Rogers I
miles Ipnj
tnr]
enters ihe southerly portion of
ie
b
id tt a
is liny, oppOsite the mouth of the Okat.takat hee River, which drains a,
I inquired of Dr. Harris' man if
portion of the Everglade's.
:

I

Inside of the

bars I found a beautiful stream three to four hundred yards
wide, with two fathoms of water.
It is nothing unusual to
find rivers along tho Florida coast obstructed at the mouth
with oyster bars and mud flats, and impassable at iowlide for
a boat drawing fifteen inches of water. The key on the north
side of this river is named Lostman's Key, and the one on the
south side McLaughlin's. Proceeding two miles up the river,
or, more properly speaking, pass, I sighted the Doe:
iog to the left, I landed, found a two-TOomed hut, but no
one to welcome me.
Around the shanty 1 found several
acres of luxuriant bananas, but as the plants were not old
enough the luscious fruit was absent. As far as my observations extended the land on each side of the 1 iver was very
rich and above overflow.
On this stream frost is unknown,
and the banana and other tropical fruitB can bo successfully
cultivated. As it was early in the season, I found the mosquitoes somewhat troublesome, and I took my departure.
I
steered to the north, and anchored under the lee of one of
the Thousand Islands.
Before leaving Key West I interviewed an old army guide
and pilot regarding the best mode of exploring the Thousand
Islands, and he assured me that no one had made the attempt,
and if I did so 1 would " come out missing." If time had
permitted 1 would have made the attempt, for, between compass and tidal currents, to have lost my way would have been
impossible,
in cruising along these islands I passed several
wide nnd deep channels with rapid tidal currents. These
channels are probably the outlets of large streams rising in the
Everglades, and if followed the main land would probably be
reached in from fifteen to twenty miles. To those who" are
fond of adventure the islands and main land between Shark
Pass and Pavilion Key presents a field worthy of notice.
During the trip the fisherman, hunter, naturalist and taxidermist would find ample employment. I hurried over tho route,
but it is probable that I shall visit this section during the
course of the ensuing winter", and lift the veil that overhangs
this unexplored and unknown region.
I have "done" as
much of Florida as most men, but I have a hankering to do
up the region referred to.
Ai, Fkesoo.

SUMMMER WORK AT GLOUCESTER.
>
U. S. S. Sr-KRDWF.l.!.,
GtocoESTiiK, Mass., Sept. 2a, 1878.)

tight,

1

By

he had ever explored Rogers River, and he replied that he had
never been two miles beyond the settlements. I endeavored
to enter Rogers Kiver, but the tide was low and the boat
grounded on the mud flats some distance from the river's
mouth. Leaving the river unvisited, I proceeded northward
and sighted the ChuckaluBkee River, with the intention of

Ebitob Forbst and Steeam
As our summer work is over, a brief resume of its progress
and results may be of value, and will probably partially re
:

deem

my

promise.

We began work on the

15th of July, and have carried

it

on

until yesterday, interrupted only by occasional bad weather.
Some ilelay to make th« necessary changes in the fitting of
the vessel, and now and then a day idle through embarrassment with our riches, the work of the day previous having
overburdened the scientific corps wii.li creatures to be
classified, described, sorted and preserved.
Those days have not been altogether lost to those of us wdio
care for fiah and birds, from a practical point of view, and
who, on the adjacent banks and beaches, have exacted tribute
with line and gun of the cod and bay birds, or have strolled
or driven to some one of the many magnificent outlooks upon
the ocean, which make of the suburbs of the quaint old fishing
town one of the most delightful of quiet summer resorts

Bass Rock, Staggs Rock, The Chasm, Magnolia, Norman's
Noc, Brace Cove, Grape Vine Cove, aud, grandest of them all,
Tuekcrmen's Rocks, from which, at one coup d'wil, we have
three-fourths of the horizon in view at once.
Way up to the
northward the peaks of Agamenlian, in Maine, break first the
New Hampshire, Cape Ann,
curve, then the Isle of Shoals,
a promontory at our feet Cape God, blurring the southern
horizon, Salem and Marblahead peeping out to the westward.
The surroundings of Gloucester arc unsurpassed for natural
scenery, and its summer climate dispels dyspepsia, and piles
up solid meat upon one's ribs.
Our summer has been a most successful one, and quantities
of new and strange fish— starfish, shrimps, cephalopoda,
sheila, and invertebrates of all descriptions have been collected
for the National and other museums, aud of much more importance, vast stores of valuable fuct3 have been discovered
and hunted out all in the possession of old-time fishermen,
who, in the palmy days, possessed secrete, "tricks of trade,"
through Which they succeeded when others failed, but which
died with such as died, and would have died with the others
but for the skidful pumping process, which the indefatigable
Goode and Bean have subjected them to with their copious
note-books, absorbing, as sponges do water, facts and figures,
which, collected, systematized and arranged, will
epitome of the subject of cod and halibut fisheries.
Another point, whose value can hardly be overestimated,
has been gained. We have enlisted in the research a great
corps of most valuable coadjutors. Gloucester sends hundreds
of schooners to the various banks to procure her staple commodity—fish. The crews of the vessels bring up daily on
their trawl hooks a great many articles which "are not what
they are hoping for, viz., cod or halibut, and overboard they
go, unites, perhaps, some endowed beauty, as with the corals,
or peculiarity, as with some of tho rocks, induces them to
Bteange fish, too, of no commercial value, but of the
save.
greatest to those seeking to add to the stock of knowledge on
the subject, are caught daily. Now, these people bring in for
"the Professor " alt and every of their finds, and vie with
each other in the cause. Fish that but a short, time since were

m

;

—

i

science are now procured in quantities, thus
benefited greatly, wildcat the same time other
as are served
geology gains by these
tions, for among them are many frjetes from the bottom, to
'' ei has been
itaoi i:
have clung
6
diawn to the surface oy lie.: tia'.e!
iny of these
racks show plainly by the fossil sh.
in them that
they are these which formed the tertiary period, (arcs
shells which then existed, and which aic now extinct, are
Among these fossils there are found, too,
plentifully found.
v.
[ will i

unknown

to

ichthyology

is

into this branch of the subject. All the knowledge I have in
it is drawn from the writer of the annex,,! article,
which has
appeared in the Cope Ann Advertiser, and which should
appear in all journals interested in the success of this ex-

pedition, as I presume the Fobjsst And Stream to be:
" Among the donations to the United States Fish Commission during their stay in Gloucester have been numerous treecorals and sponges, obtained by their becoming entannled in
the fishermen's lines, by which they are brought up from the
sea-bottom.
Those are generally attached to stones, which
often come up at the same time, and in many cases both have
been saved. Another way in which racks appear to have been

hauled up is by the hooks being caught in holes which are
bored in the rocks by a small shell, shaped somewhat like a
clam, and called by zoologists Saxicnea arelka. The rocks

which arc perforated in this way. as well as many others
brought from the banks which do not show these burrows, are
calcareous sandstone, formed of muddy sand and cemented
by lime so that they have become nearly as compact and hard
a3 the grinite of Cape Ann.
These rocks of calcareous sandstone when broken open are usually seen to have a gray and
sandy edge perhaps a half-inch thick over the outside, while
the interior is much darker in color and much harder.
The
latter is the natural condition of the rock, and the difference
at the outside is caused by the dissolving out of a lame part of
the dine by which it was cemented.
"All these calcareous or sandy limestone rocks appear to
belong to ledges existing somewhere between the coast and
the banks, or they may be fragments derived from immense
areas of this rock forming a whole or a large part of the banks
themselves. They are certainly quite unlike any rocks which
occur on the mainland, as is known from their mineral character and from numerous fossil shells which they contain, and
which have proved very interesting to the scientific men engaged in the work of the Fish Commission. Portions of thirteen different boulders yielding these fossils have been presented to them from George's Bank, and these have been
iound to contain more than thirty different species of shells :
another rock from Banquereau gave eleven different species
;
and two other rocks, very similar to these, with fossil shells
embedded in them, have been presented from Grand Bank.
These fossils are inclosed in the solid rock, and are evidently
the remains of the animals which lived in the mud and were
imp
.Lied when this was changed into st"
" The scientific importance of this subject will be explained
by a brief statement of iis bearing on geology. The greater
part of all the rocks which form the earth's surface are sediments brought by rivers and deposited in the sea, where they
often inclosed the marine animals of the period when this
took place. These deposits have turned into rock, and have
been upheaved to form the present comments with their
mountain ranges, so that sea-shells may be obtained from the
rocks in many places fur inland and a, mile or more a
level.
The order in which these rocks lie, one above another,
and the kind of fossils which they contain, enable geologists
to determine the comparative age of the rocks-, that is, they
find in this way that the chalk in England is a more recent
deposit than the coal, and the fossils of our coal in Pennsylvania show it to be of the same age with that of Oreat. Britain.
Since the coal and chalk were formed, other deposits, called
Tertiary, have been accumulated in the sea, aud in many
parts or the world they have been elevated and form land.
This is the case all along the COBBt of the Southern States,
when, in going from the mountains to the sea, the traveler
posses in succession over rocks of the coal, chalk and Tertiary
i

Eastern Massaohusette, New Hampshire and Maine, however, have hi raeksoi this period, all being older than the
age of the COB^ showing that this part of the continent has
not been submerged by tho sea so as to allow the accumula•

tion of deposits since that lime.

It seems certain, however,
have been accumulating during all these ages
beneath the sea along Ohr coast. It is not. surprising, therefore, that these fossiliferous rocks, brought from the fishing
banks, appear to belong to the sumn age with the extensive
'Iertiary deposits which form the sea border of the Southern
States.
In these Tertiary beds, and in the recks brought
from the fishing banks, the fossils are found "to be in part
forms which are still living in the sea, while probably half are
extinct.
They are the rocks, next to the present time, and
Have a tnuchlarger proportion of species which are still living
than the chalk aud coal already mentioned, which contain
few, if any, forms identical with livi

that deposits

"Beeausoof the geological interest of these fossil-bearing
rocks, it is desired to call the attention of fishermen to this
matter, and to ask them to keep all the roeks which are got
during the coming year upon Georgia Bank and the other
Belling banks, marking them'so as to distinguish from which
portion of the batiks they come, and leave them at the
wharves or at tho office or store adjoining, or at the office of
the Fish Commission on Fort Wharf.
Ii
is
disirable that
some memorandum of the place where they were found
should be left at the same time. One of the assistants upon
the Fish Commission work, who has collected many of these
boulders about the ciiy, and who supplies us this notice of
them, with other representatives or the Fish Commission,
will come here again next year and will be glad to see these
rocks which may be brought in."

A

study of

this paper will indicate that there has been
entific evidence gained by combination of the icsults
wiih those described by the historian of the OfutU
lltion t> justify a full belief that then
exist in some unfrequented portion of he ocean, occasionally
appearing in less lonely spots, great marine creatures, which
naturally be classed by ordinary observers as sea-

descril e

1

i

•

serpeats.

On dry land we find as fossils tho creatures which lived in
the Tertiary period.
On the banks many such fossilB, and
easts of others are also found
few living
and
creatures corresponding closely with the type supposed to be
extinct.
At a depth of 3,000 feet the c/m/i, ni/a- found un-,

mistakably living

starfish

opposed to

and

represent the Tnrtiury pel
forms of life of genua which lived and
are found in the strata ol till
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FOREST AND STREAM.
apace there still exist others too strong and agile to be captured by our devices ?
In the Ti rtiary period there existed, as is proved by the.
fossil remains, two great cetaceans, either of which, if now
living, would rrMiuihlc very closely Ihe Ma-serpent bb ordinarily described— one of these, the ZengUdon, the other, the
Jl,i.-,ii.^t«>-i;<
creatures growing toalength of a hundred feet,
with round bodies as "thick as a barrel," with small, pointed
heads and tapering necks. May not still living members of
one of these families be occasionally seen ?

black on the upper part of the body, suddenly changing to
Immediately above and
white on the sides and abdomen.
rather behind the eye is a while, patch, not unlike an eye-lid.
The dorsal fin, about the middle of the body, is very large,
being about four feet high, and the pectorals are also large.
Its head is more rounded than that of a porpoise and its forehead more convex its snout is short and round. The lower
jaw is somewhat bent upward, broader but not so long as the
upper.
The grampus is not often seen around these coasts, Greenland and Davis Straits being its favorite resort. It is common

MoCloit. Rivbb IJATcmiNo Station.— Editor Forest and
ream : Following is a statement showing the dailyrecordof
al mon taken at the United States Salmon Hatching Station,

in the British seas

;

I

Kiver, Cal, during the season of 1878

McCloud

Yuk 80 .in 000 Auk. 22, 30,n0fl: Aug. 23. 62.000; Aug. 24, 54,000; Auk. 2G, 110,000s Aug. 27. lS2,OO0i Ang. 28, 302,000; Aug. 29,
30fi 00fl;"AuK. 3(1 444.000; Aug. 31. 490,000: Sept. 2, 682,000: Sept.
Sept. G, 582.000:
::
,s
3epfr. 5, USC.000:
1,00(1
34S ilOO
3
p
Srat. 7. 57S.000. Sept. S. 740,000; Sopt. 9, 573,000; Sept. 10, 714,000- Sept. 11, 891,000: Sopt. 12. 722.000:' Sept. 13, 858.000; Sq.L
M, 920,000: Bapt. 15, 500,000; Sept. 16, 648,000; Sept. 18, 700,000.
•

I

LmaeSTON

Total, 12,2-16,000.
Bttirtt, .Shasta Co.. Sep*. 28.
-i

—»

Stone.

The pods will be distributed judiciously among flshculturists,
and we will plant some seeds in the Blooming Grove Park

We shall subsequently note the success of

the experiment. The seeds planted now, before the shell of the nut
If they are not
hardens, will sprout readily next spring.

in the

is

Roots of the plant

found.

fall.

may

he procured

later

.— •!—

Tms Lotos in Canada.—Editor Forest and Stream: While
angling for bass on the outlet of Lake Calumet last summer,
my attention wits drawn to the large size of the water lily
tNytnphWl odorata), as compared to the lily growing on most
of the lakes in this part, of the Laurentides. My guide informed me that the lotus also grew there, and on expressing
a wisli to see the plant., he pulled his boat up to the outlet of
the lake, and there, sun; enough, the water for several acres
was covered with the broad, green leaf, twenty to thirty
inches in diameter, the stem growing from the centre of the
leaf.
Mr. Beeves, of South Chicago, informed me that be
bad dug up a number of the roots, and had transplanted them
If any of your readers would like to procure
successfully.
any for planting, I think he could furnish them with the
W. H. PABKEfe.
roOtS.
St Wlie, P. Q., Oct. 3, 1878.
should like the roots very much, with minute instruc-

We

when and where

ions

to plant

them.— Ed.

^

Oai.tfoiwia. Trout in New Yoke:.— Mr. Editor : 1 have
I took '10,000
three hundred mature California brook trout.
spawn from them last spring. They commenced Bpawning
We have 20,000 of the young now at our works.
March 14

They do not require near the attention
are doing well.
to raise them that it does our brook trout. I have stocked
some streams with them, and tbey are doing finely. They
grow much faster than ours, and 1 think they will be a good
fish to stork ("p- streams, and when the young stock we have
on hand grows up we shall be able to furnish a great many
Seth Green.
vouii" fry to a t' «k onr public waters.
They

Bot
or Bkkecb-Loading Gcks.— Barter & Co. anin another column their fourth annual auction sale of fine
met American breech and mnzscle-Joading irons. The above
and are giving this depanment,
ffrtn are mating a specialty of guns,
close attention, selling no gun they cannot fully guarantee. The next
sale of the. season will tate place as soon as the receipt of an important

Another Sale

Still

nonnee

BflgllaJ]

invoice arrives.— lAde.

^ainml
For

Forest

§is(org<

and Stream and Bod and Gun.

SOMETHING ABOUT THE GRAMPUS.
our
scene was witnessed recently
AVERT unusual
full-grown grampuses entered the Narrows
iu

bor.

har-

Two

of steamers, and were obin the wake of one of the Allan line
intervals
served dashing rapidly about the harbor, blowing at
boat's crew from a manand seemingly quite bewildered.

A

be in the harbor, was dispatched
the headof the harin pursuit of one of them and chased it to
wharf and it
bor, where its tail caught between the piles of a
passed round it
were
Ropes
became completely powerles.
and it was speedily dragged into shallow water xn one of the
coves and dispatched. It proved to be a full-grown grampus,
circumference. Its com25ft. 4in. in length and 15ft. in
panion managed to find the entrance to the harbor and escaped.
of-war.

which happened

to

cut up for the sake of the oil it conI managed to obtained, but very little could be extracted.
condition. They
tain the skull and jaws, which are in perfect
have been thoroughly cleaned, and I shall preseDt them to
our local museum. There are eleven teeth in the upper and
under Bide of each jaw-forty-four in all—very powerful,
those furthest back being
large conical and somewhat hooked,
Two of them are broken, indicating
flattened at the summit.
engaged. This armathe Severe battles in which it bad been
ment of powerful teeth, which interlock when the mouth is
warlike character of the
closed, indicate-, the voracious aud
and the smaller porIt attacks and devours seals
grampus
nut, lives chiefly on cod, halibut, skate,
p,,-,..,:

The dead grampus was

•;

:'nd turbot, of

,

,

.

which

it

consumes immense numbers.

m

It is

company attack a Greennumber of them will
their powerful
laud whale biliug aud tearing its flesh with
lips and tongue, like so
teeth some seizing the tail, others the
many mastiffs fighting with a wild bull, and seldom ceasing
I made a careful examinathe contest till finally vietoflons.
The color is
tion of the great animal soon after its capture.
slut (-I

that a

This

firths.

is

the

first

instance of the

:

St John's, Newfoundland, August, 1878.

M. Haovkv.

SPARE THE SPARROW.

planted before spring time the shell should be peeled off at
the germinal end. They will grow wherever the Nymphasa

ordonata

and

capture of a grampus on our shores of which I have heard. It
is no easy task to master one of these powerful animals, and
had it not been that the tail of this one got entangled between
the logs ot wood forming the breastwork of a wharf, it would
have escaped. The grampus is at once cautious and daring.
It is on record that four of them were taken in the Thames at
different times, between 1750 and 1793, and one in Lynn harbor in 18211. Sir Joseph Banks gives the particulars of one
"After being pierced With three
taken in the Thames in 1772
harpoons it ptdled the attached boat twice from Black wall to
Greenwich, and once as far as Depiford, against the tide,
running at the rate of eight miles an hour and for a long
time unimpeded by the lance wounds which were inflicted
when it came to the surface. So long as it was alive no boat
could venture to approach it, and the dying efforts of this formidable creature, were very terrible. It was finally killed opI suppose the one I have been
posite Greenwich Hospital."
describing must have got thoroughly exhausted by its efforts
to escape, otherwise it would have made a more desperate
Probably never before was a gramfight in its last moments.
pus caught by the tail. The skull, with the mouth open, displaying the teeth, will be a striking object, in out museum.
:

-.

the NET.nMBrcM: Ltjtbum.— We have received
Sterling, of Cleveland, O., some seed pods ol the
the lotus whoso adaptation to fish
luteum,
Nclumbium
ponds was discussed by Dr. Sterling in our issue of Sept. 25.
Seeds of
from Dr. JE.

lake.

;

Eottok Forest abd Stream:
I lately saw an article from Dr. Coues,

which he renews
his abuse of the sparrow, or, to speak more accurately, of
He divides the advothose who approve of the sparrow.
in

cates and supporters of the foreign little bird into five classes,
four of which he calls idiots, and the fifth weak-minded.
There is a very powerful aud almost conclusive argument
against the sparrows. There is no denying the logic of epithets, and we are fairly inclined to answer, " You're another."

We, too,
there is a weak point in Dr. Coues' position.
So long as we have Denis Kearney
can resort to epithets.
among us we shall never be at a loss for a Bounding sentence
We will not, however. We will only mildly
of vilification.
and gently term all the haters of the poor bird " sparrowhawks." Who has not seen the sparrow-hawk pouncing from
above with sudden dash and resounding whirr of wing, or
darting like the arrow from the bow in direct pursuit of his
innocent prey ? savage of eye, bloodthirsty of heart, merciThe poof sparrow dashes here and there,
lesB and relentless.
seeks for refuge and escape, doubtless says his prayers, and
thinks over the many good acts of his harmless life; but in
vain, the sparrow-hawk overtakes him, sei7.es him in its cruel
claws, rends him asunder, and calmly sits down to eat him
So would Dr. Coues pursue, slay aud, possibly, eat the
up.
Still,

—

lively little bird.

be accused of wrongly stating Dr. Coues'
I quote his words:
in this country fall in the folFirst, those who know nothing and care
lowing category
nothing particularly about them, except that they rather
like the perl aud brusque familiarity ot the birds— a class
composed chiefly of children, women and old fogies. Secondly, those who are or were instrumental in getting the birds
here, and are interested, either in reputation or in pocket, to
keep them here. Thirdly, quasi-ornithologisls who have been
misled into hasty expressions of opinion to which they feel
Fourthly, the claqtiers of the last, who
bound to slick.
play a sort of ' Simon-says-up game. Fifthly, a very few intelligent and scientific persons, but not practiced nor professional ornithologists, who recoguize fully what little good the
sparrow undeniably does, and shape a favorable argument
mainly from the undisputed advantages which result from a
certain just and proper number of sparrows in Europe."
Advocate though I am of the spcrrow, I cannot defend him
at all points, and the sparrow-hawks bring one serious and,
The
it must be admitted, well-founded charge against him.
cruel little bloodthirsty monsteT is accused of lulling his big
The evidence upon which this accusation
brother, the robin.
is founded is so ancient and universally accepted that it can
have all heard it from the days
no longer be disputed.
of our infancy, and it seems never even to have been denied,
and absolutely' to have been supported by the admission of
the culprit himself
Who killed dock Robin?

Tliai
forcible

I

may not

and able argument,

" The friends of the sparrow
:

'

'

'

We

" I," eatd tie SpatrOW,
my bow and arrow—
" I Killed CockK.-biu."

" Willi

There is nothing further to be said, therefore, in way of
direct answer to this heinous accusation, which is so ostentatiously admitted, and condign punishment, it would seem at
But
first blush, ought to follow, as Dr. Ooues contends.
herein lies the greatest error, as we insist, of the sparrowhawks. They forget a well established axiom of law that
that
Sparrow,
the
sometimes killing is no murder. It is true
armed with his deadly bow and arrow, Blew Cock Robin but
did not the latter deserve his death 1 and was it not a case of
;

even proper and praiseworthy punishment? Outlaws, habitual criminals and public enemies deserve punishment at the hands of any citizen and a cri min al
caught in an act of felony may be slain with impunity. Does
not the robin occupy that position ? He is a fraud of the
deepest dye— a confidence bird of the most barefaced impudence. His acts are only the more base because of the assumption in wmieh he endeavors to cloak them. His name is
a lie, and his pretended good works utterly without foundaHe calls himself a robin, whereas he is nothing but a
tion.
miserable thrush. He philanders about in the livery of
Heaven, claiming to be the robin redbreast that covered the
Babes in the Woods, whereas he is a thieving, squeaking, deceitful bird that never did good to any one. The whole world
knows hu steals cherries and all maimer of good fruit, but it
does not always consider that he wastes ten limes as rnuch bs
he consumes,
lie claims to destroy worms, but he does
nothing of the tort, as our farmers, with their ruined orchards and fruitless plum-trees, can sorrowfully testify. If he
touches a worm it is a harmless earth worm, and yet he
justifiable homicide, or

;

203
makes a s
cerculio.

muc h parade about it as if it were a canker causing
like all pretentious
Jj e is a big, cowardly brute, too,
rogues, to let himself be whipped and slain by a little sparrow not one-half his size. De is a very outlaw— an enemy to
humankind. He

is all

bad; does no good and

much harm—

and the worthy policeman spara shaft through him at sight and without
mercy.
We destroy worthless curs, we eradicate weeds,
we hang murderers instead of abusing we ought to thank
good master sparrow that he. helps rid us of the robber robin.
Dr. Coues demands that the sparrow shall be perfection—
very angel with wings and a harp and yet, what can be set
up in this country as a rival to him? Apart, from the game
birds— which are not surpassed the world over— what
miserable, birds America— at least, the northern States— produces? They have neither beauiy of feather nor sweetness
The
of song and as to their habits, Ihe less said the better.
game laws talk ol* protecting insectivorous and song birds.
Why. there are no insectivorous nor song birds in our land, except, possibly, the lowly cat-bird, of which little is said by
have squawk-birds,
the declaimers on Sparrow Cruelty.
but that is about the nearest we come to leathered songsters
and our trees covered with worms black worms and white
worms, red worms and gray, hairy worms aud smooth worms,
hollow case of

false pretence,

row Should send

;

,-

;

We

—

crawling worms and walking worm3, worms singly, in pairs,
by hundreds, in armies aud in tents— prove only too clearly
Let us look the ground
that we have no insectivorous birds.
over in detail. There is the blackbird; but he is indeed a
wicked bird. Not only does he steal the bluebird's nest aud
eat the bluebird's young, but by the same proof that Dr.
Coues brings against the sparrow, be. has done much worse.

Remember

his brutal attack

upon the young maid engaged

in

a useful household pursuit how, when she was busy hanging out the clothes,
Along came a black bird and snipped off her nose.
This is a worse infraction of right than any alleged against
It was a direct attack on the superior race, and
the sparrow.
Dr.
the better sex of that race, and deserves no mercy.
;

Coues will not dispute my authority, as it is the same as his,
which proved that sparrows kill and probably eat robins, blue
jays and possibly cranes -who knows but the very American
Eagle himself when ho comes in their way— and has equal
probability for its foundation.
Then there is the blue-jay. Now we appeal to any one to
know if the blue-juy is a sweet boon ? Then there is the useless blue bird and the senseless swallow, the humbug lark,
which does not mount the sky to send forth its tuneful note
far overhead, but slops on a fence and gels off something between a squeak and a whistle, and altogether like the. rasping
of a rustv door-hinge ; but on the American insectivorous and
song birds that never kill an injurious insect nor sing a plensSntsong let the sparrow "arise, kill and eat" till they lie

"heaps upon heaps," a worthy testimony

to his virtues

and

his valor.
I have a place in the country where we cultivate the native
birds and allow no gnu to be she/, that will disturb them.
Thev abound, they till the nests that are. built for them, martins Bail through Ihe air, woodpeckers climb the limbs of trees
ami keep tapping on the bark, robins and orioles and blue-

jays flit through the leaves, their chirps and squeaks resound
on every side, and yet I can show you every variety of
noxious ting and harmful insect that exists. Them the birds
never touch, but not a cherry do they leave on my young
trees, hardly a strawberry or raspberry that they do not destroy
Better a voiceless woods than one filled with the
or deface.
Lay aside fancy
discordant, uotes of such a useless crow.
and tradition and answer if I am not right.
The sparrow may eat grain— he has not done so yet— but
Let
the sparrow hawks" alltitn Unit he will one of these days.
him.
So do the black-birds and reed-birds and tho-e sweet
creatures— the crows— that the admirers of our native species
are continually calling upon us to love and spare, and so,
And what is the value of
doubtless, do almost all our birds.
a few kernels of wheat or corn in comparison with lovely,
luscious oxhearts.'or rosy, enticing Antwerps, or the big juicy
jacundas or tiiumph-de-gauds. Let the sparrow come, and if
he will only eat the worms, clear our orchards and save our
plums, he is welcome to fill his little crop with all the grain

he can stow away. 1 will raise an acre of wheat solely for
the sparrows that will drive out aud keep out the worms from
my orchard. It would be a saving of labor and infinitely

more of vexation

of spirit.

_

Have the sparrow-hawks already forgotten the condition ot
our city parks and all those streets in which trees grew before
Dow they were practically imthe advent of the sparrows ?
passable from the numbers ot disgusting measuring worms
which hung in festoons by threads from the limbs part way to
the ground ? It seems, forsooth, that, some very delicate minded
gentlemen have their tender sensibilities shocked by the
rough ways of the busy and boisterous sparrow and cab tonus
Take such people, Dr.
extinction to save their feelings.
Coues, and walk them out to a city park where, no sparrows
exist; let the measuring worms crawl over them, get on
their clothes, creep up their sleeves, lay out quarter sections
in their hair, crawl arouud their necks and wander down their
Tone up their nerves by a short course of such treatment and they will cease to howl against the sparrow. Dr.
Coues says he is himself not one. of such, which we are glad
to hear; but we do not observe that he includes this class

backs.

the idiots to which he had previously referred.
Our parks were utterly useless as pleasure resorts till the
sparrows came; they were not only deserted, they were
They
avoided. No lady could cross them, no man cared to.
were abandoned wholly and absolutely to the worms, which
by June had stripped every leaf from the trees, often killing
bare and denuded as in
the. latter and always making them as
simply
mid-winter. Tbey were, instead of pleasure grounds,
as
nuisances, and the trees would have had to be removed,
was done by many private persons wilh the trees before their
soon forget
doors, if the sparrows had not come. Shall we so
how much we owe them? But it is said our native birds

among

might have done the same

" Might have done

service.

they never did.
Of all Ihe weat words that never have won,
The weakest ol all are, might have done.

The sparrows did not pave the parks with good intentions,
they set about their appointed work and did it. They did
harnot idle on bush or limb to squeak a feeble attempt at
mony they did not slip off lo steal fruit they did not satisfy
whole duty of
their, mlndsand feel they bad performed the
birds by selling up their feathers ami saying, " llow pretty
killed
am" They were expected to kill worms and they
them. Early and late, without folly or idleness or wicked indulgences, they performed their duly till ihe measuring worms
them no
ceased lo be and the place that knew hem knows
more. Go ou, good sparrow, our farmers should say, urn
;

:

I

I

I

the fury of thy anger on all

vile

worms and

destructive in-

:

,
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heed Dot 1he carping sparrow-hawks, wo will protect
thee, and, moreover, give thee all the grain thy plucky little
body needs to keep up thy great soul in thy little person,
Thou art indeed the friend of man.
sects,

^

—

—

Robebt

B. Roosevelt.

..

Ha.be Pish Editor Forc.it and Stream : Within the last
week I have carefully examined a specimen of one of our
Tare fishes, taken on this coast, which was received for the
Provincial Museum by its vigilant curator, Piofessor Honeyman. It proves to be the Aspidophoroides monoptarygius of Cu v.
and Val. Its total length i.s four inches and two lines; diameter
of its body at its widest part, the origin of the pectorals, 4J
lines. Hardly anything appears tobe known of the habits of this
flslt, and even the recorded descriptions of American authors
appear to have been made from mutilated specimens. De
Kay. who copies from Storer, mentions the existence of a
smaller spine posterior to the two nasal ones, which is absent
in our Halifax specimen.
Gimthcr (Cal. of Fishes Vol. II. p.
316) grants two spines only to the isolate species he describes
from Greenland, and ho also gives sis aDal rays, which our
specimen possesses, while the Massachusetts specimen appears
to have, according to Storer, four, and De Kay, five.
I am
inclined to believe that a specific difference exists between
the Massachusetts and Greenland specimens.
Halifax,, 1ST. S,
J. Matthew Jones.

down game, howevev heavy or far to
and mild, tractable temper." A dog gifted with these
must be trained entirely by kindness. This rule
should never be forgotten.
Severity may sometimes be
needed to restrain an impetuous, headstrong pointer or setter,
but so much depends on a retriever's own will and willingness that any dog requiring harsh breaking had better be at
once dismissed. Some time ago, Mr. Colquhoun remarks, n
hasty gamekeeper near Edinburgh got a practical lesson from
his dog, which he would remember better than the soundest
scolding his master could have given. He dropped a partridge
with his first barrel, wounding another, which fell out of
bounds, with his second. The dog retrieved the first bird,
but not having perceived that the othev was hit too, only
wagged his tail with an expressive look at the dead partridge

land "never to lay
requisites

and

any one
ceive

—We

some weeks ago a

noticed

The London

city.

Field has just seen a three-legged chicken,

and a three-legged goose has .been exhibited in a London
market. These malformations, which are not of extreme rarity, are accounted for upon the theory that they come from
double-yolked eggs. One yolk is perfectly developed and the
other only partially so. It's rather rough on the undeveloped

losing

M

killed

succeeded

we

gives the following hints as to

how

Fanmrti' Gazette
should be

a retriever

trained

—

;

A

—

i

Arm

—

A

—

—

;

RETRIEVERS.

almost

our

setters

fetching

unknown

and pointers

game

however,

late,

are.

reason that

broken to perform the duty of
it.
So many changes of

as well as pointing

cooio o'er the spirit of the sportsman's

dream

not impossible, that we may yet adopt the retriever
There arc times and seaas a portion of the field equipage.
sons when he is undoubtedly of value. For instance, we have
that

it is

shot snipe (abroad, tobe sure,)when they were so abundant that
a setter was not only useless but rather in the way, while the
little

curly-coated retriever

grassed was invaluable.
of retrieving dead
of too

much

game

who

kept at heel until a bird was

The question as

to whether the fact

affects a dog's nose is

one admitting

discussion to be entered into here, although

we

are of the opinion that the quality of the dog3 used in shooting in this country, and which are almost invariably taught
to retrieve, effectually

disposes of

the question.

Still,

we

expect to some day see the retriever come into fashion. He
makes a splendid companion on an excursion of uny kind.
to his qualifications, Mr. Colqnhoun, in his capital book,
"The Moor and the Loch," says that they combine a very

As

soft

mouth, unflinching '.courage in water, perseverance

on.

i

My

:

my

method

—

you t
Do nothing Cairo dog but bite and snap and
show him teeth."
While Jacomo was with us he had always on his English
slop. Sometimes as a philologist, Jacomo's organ was attuned
to French, Italian, German, Arabic or Lingua Franeu, as the
poor brute.

are not informed.

A writer in a recent issue of the London

my

in this country, for the

My

keeper, fully aware of his mistake, tried his utmost by kind-

—At

Tit

My

Say you find dog, nobody buy dog in Cairo; wha
with him, miss? Ynuashanic to carry him away with you,

a flogging.

First of all make your dog know you as his friend as well as
his master ; and 1 may here repeat what has often been remarked before, and what everybody, I dare say, knows, that
there is nothing you can do for a dog that goes to Ills heart so
soon as giving bitn liberty. Always unchain him yourself,
and he will always look up to you as his greatest benefactor.
bird.
I have not space to enter at any length into the whole subobject is rather to give
a late Agricultural Unicn Fair, held at Lake City, ject of the education of the dog,
Minn., Dr. D. C. Bates, a naturalist and sportsman of that hints with the hope that they may be found capable of being
There is a great deal to be
put into practical execution.
city, was awarded ten first premiums for the following exhidone before you should take your dog into the field with the
bitions: Taxidermy, Indian relics, concohology and ento- guns.
And here the question naturally presents itself, when
mology. Also for tine aquarium with specimens of Lake is he ready to go into the "field ?"— the answer to which is,
is obedient; when he will
when
he
"eeelt" when told to do
Pepin fish, an exhibition of Bplit bamboo fishing-rods, and a
so, and readily bring the object of his search; and when he
large collection of artificial flies.
will at all times, and uuder all circumstances, " down charge"
This is very important, as it
directly the hand is held up.
Bkookltn Entomological Society. This society was acts as a check upon too high spirits, aud is" a means of steadyorganized in 1872 with only five members, the same number- ing the dog when apt to get wild. You must be very strict
ing to-day ov-3r thirty active coleopterists and leidopterists. in your teaching tins lesson, aud, if necessary, severe. If he
The society has acquired a fine cabinet containing about two gets up after being told to " down charge," take him back to
thousand accurately determined beetles (Coteoptera) from all the place he came from as many times as he moves from it,
parts of the United States and Canada, and a valuable collec- until he lies still, and is told to do otherwise.
tion of entomological publications.
The meetings of the
In your lessons take care never to weary the dog; it must
Society are at No.'O Broadway, Brooklyn, E D., on the first be a pleasure, and not a toil. Never play with him, or allow
Saturday of every month. The Society publishes a monthly him to play with anything whi'.e you are instructing him, or
Bulletin, the first number of which "appeared in May, this he will make but an indifferent retriever.
Always, by hiding
year. The contents of the Bulletin are: 1. Practical hints for a glove, or dropping a glove for him to go back "for. develop
Collecting Insects 2. Raising the Larvae of Beetles in Breed- as" far as you can those faculties with which the dug is so
ing Cages; 3. Raising Larvte of Butterflies; 4.
List An- largely endowed, "instinct" or "reason," so called, but
nouncing the
Publications of the American Entomologi- which we would prefer to call " memory." And now having
made your dog obedient, take him into the "field" alone by
cal Society of Philadelphia; 5. Synoptic Tables of Genera
yourself, and be very careful with him, for much will depend
and Species made by Dr. Horn, of Philadelphia.
upon this day. ¥ou must meet with severity such flagrant
Nesting of Ctjokoos Editor Forest and Stream : A pair faults as chasing fur and hunting up and hen chasing winged
of black-billed cuckoos (Coccyjus erythropliilialmus) nested game, the latter you should never even give him the chance
of doing.
When you lull a bird, walk quietly up to the
this summer, and the
on the banks of the Northwest
eggs were taken by W. G. Morrow. This is the first instance spot where you think the bird fell, and wheu within a few
known of the nidification of this species in the neighborhood yards of it, let the dog search for it, steadily aud quietly.
Wnen he has found the bird, call htm and walk away, he is
of Halifax.
J. Matthew Jones.
sure to follow you, take tho bird from him, bag it, and caress
Halifax, N. S.
him. Never play with him by throwing the bird for him to
The White Elephant of Siam. That White Elephant bring again, for he knows as well as you do that such child's
is sheer nonsense.
Be quiet and steady yourself, for explay
procession of thirty vessels,
of Siam has just died again.
citability is catching, and quickly reciprocated by the dog.
Long live the white elephant of Siam.
etc., etc.
When you have a winged bird down, be careful never to
hurry your dog. The bird will not run far before it hides
Animals Keceived at the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens foe somewhere. I have noticed and I may speak on this subthe Week Ending: Oct. 5.— Fonr hog-nosed snakes, Betarodon platy- ject with every claim to he heard that when "runners " are
rhinos; one garter-snake, Mtitomia sirtalis parietalU; one opossum,
in..
lost in turnips they will, in nine cases out of ten. li.
Didelphys virgintuna ; two gray lizards, Scelopones undulatue ; one black
when the field is walked through again, and frequently close
gaake. Bascanion conxtricMr ; one water saake. Tropidowtus rluombifer;
to the spot where they were lost— the loss being owing to the
one quail, 0> tyx virginianus ; oue uillk snake, Coluber obsoletm eonfinis; dog being hurried, and lifted and helped,
ff the bird is not
two land tortoises, Tcstudo tabulata ; one gray squirrel, Sciurus caroli- where he was known to have fallen, then let the dog hunt in
One brindled gnu, Catoblepus gorgon; two circles, widening them gradually
rtensis, all presented.
this he will soon learn to
whooping cranes, Urus americanu* ; two sandhill cranes, Grns mna- do of his accord. When he hits off the trail, and settles down
detuis; One weeper capnehin, Cebus capucinus; one red coatl, Xasua
If he does not "settle " to it,
to it, be quiet, and watch him.
TWtrwa,* one pair hoopoes, Upupa epopsi one Jackdaw, Census ttkmwwalk in the direction he appears to "wind" the bird, which
dula, all purchased. Two elk, Cervus canadensis, born in the garden.
has probably gained the fence if there is one near. You had,
Abthuk E. Brown, sjupt.
however, much better not take that for granted. When your
dog is hunting for a winged bird, after a few casts of his own,
he frequently gets invigorated by his fancied liberty, and
Here I can offer a hint which is simple, and its
turns wild.
As soon as he shows any symptoms
after effects never lost.
of wildness, throw at him a stone, stick, clod, or anything
that comes to hand (not viciously, but as a reminder), this
will bring him to his senses in no time, for there is nothing
the dog dreads so much as a stone. The utility of this
rievcr proper, that is, the land retriever, is a dog that

New

DOG.

the sagacious creature obstinately refused to reby one who so rewarded his efforts. The

The keeper

to fetch its neighbor.

him

efficient in collecting

else,

game

AN ARAB

WAS convalescent

For weeks, although most
the dead
wounded for

when ordered
patience, gave

willing

T
x

in Cairo in 1870.
time of anxiety
was gone. No longer kind friends were solieii
my health.
hacking cough, my feebleness, n
lion had passed away.
The delightful Cai rem: wil
given me new strength and hope. I was told that I had been
saved from the jaws of death.
first ride in a close carriage, propped up with cushions, gave mo the ion e
new life. There are many good Maltese servants in Cairo
and Jaconio was a typical coachman. I fancy he had been
early in service in Malta, in some English family, as he had
all the ways and manners of an intelligent English groom.
From his former English master, who was an o'fflc:
as I afterward learned, he had absorbed some idea of what
was a good dog. "When
old mister go shooting in
Malta he always take me. Oh! miss, such
pinntare.
De dog of Cairo not. worth powder and shot to kill
him. What for good Cairo dog? Only to eat bone. Mfes
say she want Cairo dog; mauwi.i chien.
Have mi
hang his tail between bis leg, no come when you

ness to regain the dog's confidence, but whether or not he

Three-Legged Bikds.

three-legged bird, received at a popular restaurant in this

For Forest and Stream and Sod arid Gun.

AY-AB,

carry,

twofold.
1st. It has the desired effect of bringing him to his senses.
2d. It has the effect of making the dog keep his eves upon
his master, a habit he will maintain throughout life, and n
valuable one too, for when he becomes old and deaf, he will
be able to work by signs instead of sounds, which is of course
the perfection of the art.
is

Always make your dog find wounded game if possible,
however much patience it may require on your part. Always
shoot for the sake of the dog, and not for the bag the reason
;

why

keepers seldom train dogs perfectly is that they always
shoot for the bag, aud never for the dog. They always forget
that the dog is more valuable than a wounded bird or wounded
here, and even these they are more likely to get if they do
Never overlook a fault always be
not hurry the dog.
Always treat your dog consistently, reproving faults,
patient.
Never send him after crippled ground
praising good deeds.
game until out of sight; and keep him from trausgressing as
far as you can, always remembering as your motto that a good
dog U one that does what he is told to do, and does not do
anything that he is not told to do.
;

necessity presented

itself.

I had expressed my determination to our coachman to have
an Egyptian dog, a pet of some kind, and Jacomo objected to
But a dog I would have, and at last I became the owner
it.
of a IhiD, scraggy and poor puppy.
" If miss," said Jacomo, "make up her mind to have dog,
I get miss leetle dog before he know bad treeks.
if miss
want Maltese dog, pug dog, spaniel, I get him. Plenty nice
dog in Cairo, dog of gentleman and lady, not mean, poor

street dog."

But it was the poor, much abused street dog I wanted.
Ay-ab was brought mc in a basket of plaited reeds, lil
Moses, when he was four month old, a true Arab dog of low
degree.
True to his instinct when I first ventured to be
familiar with him, though not inclined to be snappish, he

would have nothing to do with me. In fact, tho want of
sympathy between man aud dog, as shown in Eygpt, wasquite
positive in Ay-ab.
It was some lime before he even ventured
to wag his tail with emotional instinct.
Ouce started in this
education of his better faculties, Ay-ab's improvement was
Determined that he should love me and obey me, I
rapid.
never allowed any one, for quite a long time, to feed him. If
have stated that Ay-ab's improvement was rapid, I must acknowledge that, with a woman's prevailing jealousy, I was
pleased to see that the dog's liking was for me alone,
Mv
father he could bear on suff rauce, but my brothers he despised.
With some of the native, servanis it was different,
allow them to care for him, but he absolutely repulsed their
caresses.
Ay-ab, in the presence of those ho disliked, was an
abject cm-.
He would slouch into some corner, with his head
toward his aversion, and generally howl he never barked.
This howling was terribly ear-splitting and annoy it
lyto
burst outat anytime. Entilhe wasayearold, Iseei
Ayab to lie his only protector, and when in trouble I he
:Ould
keep him away from me. In time I got him to be q
and affectionate, and by degrees his animosity towi
human
beings was only individual, and not general.
But f his own
kind he indulged in a special hatred.
Even when a puppy,
seated at my low window, when a brother of his passed, the
hair on his back would stand on end, and, curling his tips, he
would show his nascent fangs. Coward as he was with human beings, he was bravery itself with his own ap
unless secured by a chaiu he never went out without a light.
Now. there are two kinds of dogs in Cairo, tho larger one resembling the Constantinople breed, and the smaller peeuliai
to Egypt.
Between the pictures of tho dog as found on the
old monuments and the present race, those who have studied
the forms of animals declare there is a great difference. The
animal of Cairo is of a coarser type, and with sharper eammd
a heavier body. Mariette Bey has promised my father to have
a critical examination made of a mummy dog, in order to
compare it anatomically with the animal oi
But to return to Ay-ab. It was along time before he
took to civilized ways, and more than once 1 had a hard time
A dozen times it was decided on that he
in fighting for him.
should be turned into the street.
I declare tu-duy that there
is no such amiable animal in the world as Ay-ab, and I never
had so docile and intelligent a creature. When I left Egypt

I

;

I

ti

for the United States Ay-ab came with us.
Should the editor
of the Fobbst and Stbbam ever come to our country, to a
certain quiet old homestead, as ho opens the gate to the
avenue he will see a good-sized dog, recalling no canine type
he ever saw, watching him closely from the veranda. Ay-ab
will not bark at him, but will give two or three prolonged
yelps. Should you endeavor to pat him, as you are a stranger,
he will evade you. He is not familiar, and" will not lie proyou are fairly at the door he will jump
pitiated.
through the window and bolt straight to me, and inform me
as plain as can be that some one he has never seen before is
about to pay me a viBit. His loyalty to me is immense. Ay-ab
takes to colored people much more readily than he does to
Once we took Ay-ab into the woods about ten miles
whites.
from the house, and he found a deer.
In an instant the dog
was on the trail, and some lady friends who are familiar with
hunting declared that ho ran as swift as a deer-hound, but
made no noise. As I am writing this Ay-ab has come in. I
have a letter from Cairo just received by the la.st mail.
show it to Ay-ab, and say in
best Arabic, " Good dog ;

When

my

but he has been so long away from the shadow of the Pvramids
that he has lost his appreciation of the language,
lie" replies,
however, by putting his paws on the table, looking at mo with
his dark eyes, and whining piteously, his manuer of showing
affection for me.
Near Danville,

Maut.

The Pbofeb Food foe Dogs. —We
the noses of a very large

ing them too

J.

Va.

much

are of the opinion that
are spoiled by feed-

number of dogs

meat, particularly

when young. "Stone-

and other authorities, strongly advocate the most
sparing use of meat, and then only iu the shape of broth, in

lienge,"

—The concluding
issue, entitled

paragraph of a short article in our last
" Dogs, Sporting and Domestic," should prop-

erly have been placed after another headed,

Stone."

"Dog Pointing

a

which meal or biscuit should be boiled. When young does
once become accustomed to meat it is exceedingly difficult to
get them to eat anything else, and the only ooursa to pursue

:

:

:
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is to

The

starve

them until they are

-willing to eat scraps or

mush.

use of vegetables as valuable articles of dog diet is also

much

Mange, and other kindred diseases of
the akin and blood, would be much less common if vegetables
were fed more. They possess anti-scorbutic qualities of a
high order. Dogs soon become very fond of boiled cabbage,
and there is nothing more healthy. Even scraps from the
table should be boiled before being fed.
We once had one of
too

neglected.

those rare individuals, a cook
dogs,

and who was willing

who

took a real interest in our

to exert herself for

their benefit

without being driven to it. This model of a cook had an iron
pot on purpose for the dogs, into which the table scraps were
all thrown.
Every second or third day it wa3 put on the fire
with sufficient water, and, when thoroughly boiled, the mess
was thickened with corn meal. This when cold could be cut,
with a knife, and was very palatable. "Stonehenge" gives
the proportion of meat which a dog should be allowed as ten
Bones are excellent, as they prevent an accumula-

per cent.

tion of tartar on the teeth

Young

and promote a secretion of

saliva.

puppies, of course, must have milk, but this should

invariably be boiled and, at

thickened with flour to the
consistency of cream. When oat meal is fed it sometimes
causes a looseness of the bowels, in which case the quantity
first,

should be diminished and other food given.

If the bowels

are constipated, oat meal is the best thing to feed, but

should always be thoroughly boiled to bring out
qualities.

Fleas.— We have heard

The

it

nutritious

—»—

.

this year

its

.

of more complaints than usual
of dogs of the superabundance of fleas.
remedies against these pests appear to have failed,

from owners

usiial

and there are great outcries for a panacea. Flea powder, instead of being " sure death," appears only to have bothered
the fleas a little. But in a majority of cases it is not properly
applied.
We know of one instance in which a family wero
actually compelled to leave their house on account of fleas.
A pet dog, whose coat had become infested with the vermin,
was thoroughly rubbed with insect powder in the house, the
result of which was that the fleas took refuge in the carpets,
from which they could not be dislodged until the carpets had
been taken up, well shaken and treated with naphtha. When
insect powder is to be used it should be rubbed in the dog's
hair while at some distance from his kennel, and a good washing afterward would do no harm and perhaps remove the fleas
which had not been reached by the powder. When fleas get
a foothold in the house it is sometimes difficult to get rid of
them, and the following account of the experience of a correspondent of the London Field may be of value
No one but those- who have known what a plague of fleas
is can realize it. Two cases have come under my observation,
both caused by the dirty people left in charge of the empty
houses, and confined to the one or two rooms occupied by
them. The rooms were cleared and washed with all sorts of
soaps without avail, insect powder freely sprinkled— and this
certainly destroys them if it reaches them but they seemed
to smell it, and take refuge under the boards.
I put white
paper across the middle of one of the rooms, and on returning
in a few minutes and standing on it, some hundreds of fleas
came from under the boards, I presume smelling blood, and
I could both see and hear them hopping about on the paper.
My opinion was asked as to whether the nuisance was suffi-

—

cient to terminate the tenancy, but as a last resource, broad
strips of strong brown paper were pasted across the cracks

London

in the current issue of the

projsct feasible,
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We consider

Field.

and will do what we can

to co-operate

the

with

arrangement could he made
with one of the steamship companies, we have no doubt that
some dogs would be sent from here
8ib Since the Royal Agricultural Society have arranged
to hold their next annual show in London, and to give to it in
some respects an international character, several sportsmen and
other gentlemen who take an interest in dogs have spoken to
me of the desirability of arranging au exhibition of dogs of
international scope, to be held on the same dates as the Royal
pro a

1

iters.

If a satisfactory

—

Agricultural Society's meeting.
v that such a scheme, carried out in a liberal spirit,
and worked by a committee of practical men, would meet
with very general support in this country; and I have no
doubt that our French and other Continental neighbors
would reciprocate the compliment paid by so many English
exhibitors to their dog shows by exhibiting at ours and even
our American cousins, who are now "going" for dog shown
with great ardor, would doubtless he represented.
1 am quite aware of the numerous difficulties in the way
of carrying out successfully a proposition so extensive in it's
designs ; but where there are no obstacles to overcome there
is no honor, and rarely any good to be gained ; and my faith
in the power of Englishmen, combined and working for a
common object, to do anything and everything, possible and
impossible, is almost infinite.
My own opinion is that the Kennel Club is the best organization, or should at least form the nucleus of any organization, for carrying out the scheme I have broached.
Thanking you, in anticipation, for the insertion of this letter, which
is written at the request of several friends, and with a view to
call out the opinions of others willing to aid in making the
project a practical success, I will conclude by saying that,
should the idea meet with general approval, and an influential
committee be formed, I will gladly give
services on the
;

my

Hugh

working committee.
Thornton Heath, Croydon.

Daxzibl.

—

Birmingham Dog Show. The annual dog show at Birmingham, England, is probably looked uoon as the most important of any held in Great Britain, not" that the entries are
larger, for the number is usually limited to one- thousand, and
the shows of the KeBnel Club at the Crystal Palace and Alexandra Palace generally greatly exceed these figures iu the

The Birmingham show, however, is
of exhibits.
about the oldest established of any, and competition seems
The dates fixed for
closer there than in most other places.
this year's show are December 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th.
The
judging will take place on Saturday, 30th November. The
prize list is much the same as in previous years, a number of
cups being given by various manufacturers and tradesmen,
and Messrs. Spratt, dog biscuit manufacturers, give a special
prize of a silver cup, value £25, for the best bloodhound,
deerhound, greyhound, pointer, setter or retriever and Mr.
R. LI. Pureed Llewellin gives a silver cup, value il'O, for the
handsomest dog or bitch in the show used with the gun, competition confined to pointers, setters, retrievers, and all spanThe dogs will this year, for the
iels except fancy spaniels.
first time, be fed on Spratt's patent dog biscuits.
Entries
close on 1st November, to Mr.- George Beach, Athenaeum

¥m

Buildings,

Temple Row, Birmingham.

perience with the use of the powder.
I have a setter biich
puppy, three months old. Twice within the past three or
four months 1 have used the powder on her. I sprinkled it
on, using a small pepper-box, and rubbing the powder well
On each occasion, within ten or fifteen minutes
into the hair.
after using, she has been taken with violent vomiting.
She
showed no other signs of any other sickness in both instances,
her bowels being easy and regular. In both cases, as soon as
the vomiting had ceased, I gave her all the milk she would
drink, and it seemed to help her, for she commenced playing
at once, the same as usual.
I think there is no question but
what the powder made her sick. Following the idea up, I
went to a friend of mine, who is a druggist, and got a copy 'of
the thirteenth edition of the United Slates Dispensatory,' by
Wood & Bache, and found out that pyre-thrum earnattm and
pyrethrum roseum was used a gre-it deal in the Caucasus upon
insects which are apt to infest the person of man and animals,
as well as bedding and sleeping apartments.
It acts Very destructively, first stupefying and then killing them.
It does
not appear to be poisonous to man, though it is said to cause
some confusion of head to those who sleep in close apartments
'

where much

of it is used. The demands for the powder have
increased of late, and it is said to be adultorated with
the leaves and stems of the plant. The powder I used was as
above, being known in plain English as Persian or Caucasian
So fully have I concluded .that it was the
insect powder.
powder that made her sick, that I have decitled to use no
more of it, for it seems very feasible to me that if the fumes
strong
are
enough
of it
to affect a human being that it must
certainly be strong enough to affect a puppy, and especially
so as she is liable to get more or less of it in her mouth when
trying to work the fleas from off the body. I hope to hear of
the experience of others through your columns before long,
and have no doubt but what 1 have said may have the desired

much

effect.

F. 0.

"English Kennel

Clitb

—Mr.

G. H. Goodrich, of Toledo, Ohio, has bred his setter

bitch, Nellie, to Mr.

Demuth'a Dash.

—Mr.

J. It. Schuyler, of Bloomsburg, Pa., has bred his
red Irish setter Nell II. (Piunket-Ne'l) to champion Elcho

(Sept, 21).

Leiokbtkr-Daht.—Dr. L. H. Smith's Dart has whelped
nine puppies to Leicester.

—The lemon and while pointer bitch Psyche IT., byCal
out of Psyche (winner of the first prize at the last New York
Dog Show), has whelped a litter of ten puppies, six dog and
four bitches, sired, by Sensation.
Psyche II., is the property
of Mr. F. H. Fuller, of Springfield, Mass.
—Mr. G. H. Goodrich, of Toledo, Ohio, has made the following sales: Black and tan setter bitch, Tama, to D. S.
Wilbur, Iowa.
Black and white and ticked setter bitch
(no name) Demuth's Dash, out of his Nellie, to EC. W. White,
Yanktown, Dakota Territory. Both purchasers are highly
pleased with their docs. Mr. Goodrich has received from O.
flerbeck, La Crosse, Wis., the bitch Cerise, of Royal Duke,
out of Queen Mux Flora. She is now in training and doing
well.

—Mr. G. E. Osborn, of New Haven, advertises for sale his
red Irish setter bitch Dew, of imported stock. Dew traces
back to the celebrated stock of the Marquis of Waterford,
and from her pedigree, we should imagine, would make a
capital brood bitch.
—Mr. S. B. Dilley has sold his Rough (Ranger-Minnesota),
pointer pup, to J. C. Meloy, Hastings
Hanger III., RangerQueen pup, to F. H. Rockwell a Ranger-Dolly pup to John
Schrink, of Toledo; Ranger-Fleet pups to Dr L. C/Gould,
;

;

Lake City, Minn.; Ansley Grey, Bismark-Dakota ;" and a
Queen-Ranger bitch pup to Chas. Scott, Lake Elmo, Minn.

—

Death. Dr. Edward J. Forster, Boston, lost his Gordon
pup Argyle (Allison's Reuben— Tawger's Nellie), Oct.
1878, from meningitis following distemper.

setter
3,

fnetting

and

$§<mting.

HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEK.

twelfth dog
show of the English Kennel Club will be held at the Alexandra Palace, near London, on December 12th, 13th, 14th
and 16th. It seems a little remarkable that a Sunday should
be allowed to intervene between the last two days of the
show, but the club is rather noted for eccentric movements of
Uis kind. The dates fixed are a week later than those on
which the Birmingham show is to be held.

Blood Will Tell.

— A correspondent writes

Paul, Minnesota, that a

few days

St.

Gordon

time and, without any education at all,
he went to work like an old stager, and our friend shot twenty

him in just two hours' time. Thisconfess, is something remarkable, although we know
a Gordon setter puppy, who, at seven months old, had
more than 100 birds killed over her points. The puppy in
this case scarcely required any field breaking.
Young point-

we must
of

sometimes take to

rule, are

much more

field

work almost

naturally, and, as a

easily broken than setters.

—Mr. L. W.

Holman, of Worcester, Mass., is owner of a
whose traiuing appears to have been
brought to perfection. She points at the command, stiffening
her tail and raising one foot, carries lighted cigars and pipes,
picks up small coins, etc., and does it all with a sweet smile.
While we believe that, as a rule, trick dogs are never of much
use in the field, yet Gypsey is said to work remarkably well
on game. She is well bred, being by Mr. Lathrop's Dick out
Gordon

setter bitch,

of St. Kilda,

through

whom she traces

back

to Idstone's cele-

brated Kent.

Names Claimed. — Mr. Derwent H. Smith,
claims the name of Dash for his pointer dog

this city,

Sept. 17.— Mr. George E. Poyneer, of Clinton, Iowa, claims
name of Gowrie for his Chesapeake Bay retriever dog,
whelped February 17, 1878, presented him by his friend Geo.
W. Kierstead, of Laporte, lnd., out of his Nellie by his Sun-

the

day,

—Mr. D. P. Boswortb, of this city, claims the name of
Clare for his liver and white cocker bitch, whelped October
-1th, 1877, by Dr. .Morris' Nimrod, out of J. C.
DowUng's
imported Gypsie, Clare is now in whelp to Mr. Golf's
—Mr. Theodora Meyer,
Lady

,

„
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of Jersey City, claims the
for his liver and white pointer biloh puppy,
I.
Sire, Austin's Sam
dam, Davis' Fan.
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CAN THE RACING CUTTER CRUISE?

AN

impression

is

abroad that however well adapted as a
of the English Channel, the

racer in the short chop

British racing cutter is but a poor cruiser, a wet, dangerous
and unwholesome diver, always on her side, half awash, with

bows and washing out over the
This is one of a number of popular misapprehensions
which we deem it necessary to clear up, so thai in coming
days the amateur may be in position to judge intelligently for
himself as to the kind of craft he wants and not remain at the
mercy of his builder's prejudices or predilections. This Is
taffrail.

what the London Field says concerning the modern racing
" So far from racing yachts being
cutter of Great Britaiu
unable to encounter bad weather and to keep the sea it is
notorious that no weather prevents them shifting ports and
they go out and make passages when the owner of the cruiser
would as soon think of 'shooting the falls' in a 'sailing
canoe,' as trusting himself out in his old bos with rotten
spars, threadbare canvas, and threshed-out gear.
Only last
summer the Jullanar came out of Kingstown in a hard breeze
of wind— magnified by the 'cruisers' into a irale— and steed
sea, and forced a passage round the Land's End to Falmouth
under trysail, and actually beat the Dublin and Falmouth
steamer by hours, although the wind was a regular muzzier
:

Twenty

years' experience has taught us that for
comfort'
in making passages there is nothing
The fact is that a good and successful
racing cutter is necessarily the best cruiser, and the "half-

safety

and expedition

like the racing yacht.

tide-rock" and 'all-lead-aud-wings' metaphors are nothing
but the weak sarcasms of a scared landsman.
modern
cruising yacht— built as such— has now usually a lead keel,
iron floors, and generally some lead ballast and the reason
for this is simply that experience has taught those who really
know what a yacht is and can account for her behavior that
she is all the better tor them.
When, some thirty years ago,
we turned the 'cod's head and mackerel's tail' end for end'
every one was delighted to find that in a head sea the long
bow, instead of pitching twice into the same hole, would
smash through the combers without stopping, and we imagine
that no amount of drawing-room criticism will restore the

A

of

pup, bred by
Mr. Walker, of Sheufiehl, England, got by Don, out of
champion Lady, No. 1,192, K. C, S. B,; Don by Corporal
out of Fan, Corporal by General out of Helen, and Fan by
Bumper out of Veuus II. Also the Dame of Buff for his
pointer bitch pup, by Mr. Thorpe Bartram's Special out of his
Both puppies imported by Ss. Denmark at the beBelie.
ginning of September last.
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seas tumbling in over the
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since he took his

setter out for the first

ers

Date.

Dos Show.—The

Dan ly.

An iMWiKATioNAi Dog Show.— The following letter from
Mr. Hugh Dalziel, a gentleman well known in connection

—Mr. Theo. Meyer's pointor, Nell,' by Oumminga' Don,
out of Davis' Fan, was bred on the 5th inst. to Mr. Cosgrove's
imported dog, Sport.

Oct. 15
Oct. IS
Oct. lr

five prairie chickens over

—

first

St.

;

it

F.LE a. Powder Ln,i ukk Dogs ? A correspondent writes
from Peoria, 111., under date of October 2, 1878, as follows
" I noticed in issue of September 26 an article in which the
writer was not certain whether to lay the cause of his dog's
sickness to the use of the powder or to the chain of coincidents which he stated.
I would corroborate partially his ex-

S. B. Dilley's Countess Royal,
prize and special, with Royal Fan, for best
Paul, litter sister to champion Ranger, was, on
September 98, bred to Ihe St. Louis Kennel Club's champion
Bow. Something extra should be looked for, as this combines
the blood of two of the most celebrated strains of pointers
now in the United States.

brace at

number

m

the floor, and every crack covered— not one must be left, or
will be labor lost
This effectually and immediately ended
the nuisance, and the same plan being adopted in the second
case I refer to, the result was the same. The trouble is great,
no doubt, but the nuisance is greater, and fleas multiply
rapidly.

Breeding Notes.— Mr,

winner of

name

of

whelped

;

bow.'

1

V

Testimony of so clear and positive a nature, eomin°- from
such a source, it will be difficult indeed to gainsay or even to
set aside; it should certainly go far to relieve the public mind
of the false impression now in vogue concerning the cruisine
abilities of the cutter, vwrewng.
Murid, N. Y. Y. c with
40ft. od load-line and 9ft. beam, has been knocklng'about
the Eastern coast- all season, and has given the most thorough
Instead of beiDg a diver, she is a far abler
satisfaction.
and
easier craft at tea than any sloop, and bears out to the
fullest extent the testimony in the cutter's favor
quoted
from the Field above. It is not our object in these few
hues to hold up the cutter to our readers' admiration, but
simply to correct some popular misconceptions conoer in/*

—
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performances, which, like
some others— notably and she carries it well aud has proved herself a fust sailer.
inoal regatta of lie B«.y of Qufnte Yacht Qlub fame off
impression that, a broad unci shallow boat
on ber bottom than the narrow craft— have 'in Monday last, the prizes offered being for second and thirdgot abroad, owing to the superficial reasoning which class yachts only, as the b'gger ones were not iu racing trim.
has hitherto characterized most investigations connected with The second class race received five entries, namely, the Katie
Gray, Kathleen, Sylma and Grade, of Belleville, and the
yacht sailing and desigu, in which the. blind too often have
been found leading the blind. If, for example, we were to Emma, of Kingston. The course was 20 miles, three circuits
make the statement that the broader and shallower a vessel i? being required to complete it. There was but. a slight breeze,
the less will she sail on her bottom, and that the narrower »nd the- yach I.b being able to carry gaff and Jt° topMIs, and. aldeeper she is the more will she sail on her bottom, we fancy though not racing machines, which yon so justly condemn,
the exclamations of astonishment, that will escape from many the leading yacht was able to sad the race in oh. 20m., a pera hasty reader, and his ready challenge of an intimation so formance 'which it would be difficult to esce'. The K>i$ie
Gray won by 8m. 53s.; Kathleen, second Grade third, 11m.
at variance with the common acceptations of "a long floor to
behind her " Emma fourth and Sybna lust. In justice to the
sail on," "a broad bottom to stand up on," "a yacht should
have beam to sail on her bottom aud not on ber side," and Sylvia it must he said that when Bailing very fast within five
the hundred and one other misleading and stereotyped phrases minutes of starting her topmast carried away aud insured her
which have found their way into many a mouth through the defeat, while the Oracle set nothing most, of the way except
lack of knowledge and insight into the actual condition of fore and aft canvas, she being without a topmast, so that she
matters still prevailing itniong practical builders of limited did very well under the circumstances. The third class race
acquirements, and who unfortunately are loo often accepted also had five eniries, namely, the Mystery, of Kingston
MinnkA., Mabelnud Whisper, of Belleville; and Tna II., of
as infallible guides for a want of better authority to urn to.
With the close of the regatta season we will be more at liber- Picton. The Mystery won a very closely contested race by
ty to dilate upon the subject of naval design, and without lm. 32a.; Minnie A. second. Ina. li. third, and Mabel fourth.
taking sides ourselves, propose laying before the reader On the whole the regatta was a great success. Oothberl has
put a new stern on tbe Ella, of Oswego, which vastly imfacts and experiences, letting him weigh for himself the evidence adduced for and against, alter placing him in possession proves her appearance and it is thought will also add to her
speed. The season is advancing rapidly, and very soon many
of ull that is necessary to found judgment upon.
Port Taok.
of the yachts will go into winter quarters.
Sweepstakes Match off Nahaxt.— Editor Eorest and
Stream: There has been much rivalry here this summer
boats, and a short time ago it was de
The handicap race for the R. A. and R. E. prizes, post- among the fast cat-rig
have a sweepstakes race to settle the q icstion of
poned by the Billing committee on account of stormy weather, lermined to
the Tace were that the course
was successfully sailed on Saturday, 81st. The breeze was superiority. The conditions ofnear
five miles as possible, and
must be dead to windward, as
at first very light and paltry from 8. W., but it, freshened up
be allowed mainsail only, and no shifting
with squalls, and the heavy swell met with outside did not return. Boats to
cat-boat under 20 feet water line could enter by
help to improve speed, the yachts pitching bow under and ballast. Any
paying five dollars to one of the judges each boat to appoint
Hebe., as usual, ran
the green sea pouring over the decks.
a judge, lt was decided to have the race at Nahant as the
clean away from every rival, making a capital start and plantfairest place for a steady wind and a square trial of speed.
ing herself well to windward from the outset. She carried
Six boats, all " cracks " with one exception, were entered, and
gafftopsail and a small flying jib, which lifted her to the seas.
more, the Josie, appeared, and,
Spray sailed a splendid race throughout, She carried no gaff- on the day of the race one
though contrary to rule, was allowed to enter, as no one protopsail until she rounded Mars' Rock, when she piled on the
wind was light northeast, and the boats were
tested.
The
the
rule
Muta
that
being
on
every
yacht.
was
adcanvas,
leeward with a flying start, three minutes being almirably sailed all day, and her crew enjoyed the pleasures of sent off to
lowed to cross the line. The Scamp was first away, with the
the bath without having to leave her decks., This was the
On tbe run before the wind the Fancy
rest close behind.
case on Spray and Mystery too, and little Lily pluckily went
gained considerable on all the others, and rounded the buoy
the whole course. Hebe was first away, followed by Sp>ay
windward with a good lead. The wind, howand Mystery, Psyche and Muta shortly after, then Seafoam for the beat to
ever, had been hauling to the southeast, and it was found, unstriding along steadily as a church and biding her time, knowfortunately, that the boats could lay their course for home
ing her size would tell in the seaway
The WaUr Witch and Josie, through not
without beating,
Owner.
Name;
h m. a.
knowing exactly where the stake boat was placed, stood much
.'V
I K Butler
Hbuk ..
1 3T it
Spray
HS UTwIiiiiJg
1 89
too far to windward, and wouid have lost a great deal, but
Mysiery
BG Sumielirast
1 39 19
,\
they were lucky enough to get more breeze, and on the whole
U Capet-Cure, 2-Hli
Psyche...
l 40 2J
were probably benefited by the operation mora than they lost.
Lt Uussoy. It K
Muta
1 41) 69
The Fancy made the best actual time, hut the JotU would
Seafoam
Cnp» l.arci 111, K ,\
.1 42 45
W H VTkcKs, J1I)
Lily
1 48 19
have won the prize on time allowance had uot the judges deThe whole fleet stood down on the starboard tack. Psyche cided that it was no race because there was no beat: to windFancy, .lasie, Water
crawled up on Mystery's weather, and blanketed her off ward. The boats came in as follows
The failure of this
Wilch, Scamp, Mirage, Psyjie, Sea. Mew.
Point Pleasant. Seafoam and Muta being still astern, Spray
hauling out ahead, but to leeward, and Hebe industriously race was a disappointment to many who were interested, and
spinning out her lead. Mystery tacked to port and made a each boat went away feeling sure that had there, been a beat
board inshore. Sen foam was first to come about off Horse- to windsvard she would have won. The boats cannot probably
P.
shoe Shoal buoy, and was followed by Sfrray further out and be brought together again this season.
Boston, Sept. 30.
Muta. Favored by the southing of the wind, they were able
to lay clean across, and the three cut Mystery by a
Dorchesteb Regatta.— Saturday, Sept. 28, tbe Dorchester
Psyche rather foolishly elected to stand Yacht Club offered five prizes for cat boats under 21ft., in
long piece.
on starboard tack across the shoal water of Meagher's hopes of bringing together the boats which raced at Nahant.
Beach, and made the acquaintance of some heavy rollers, Five of them appeared, and also several slow boats, induced
which pretty well shook the wind out of her sails, and when to come in by the number of prizes. Fortunately there were
she did finally go about she was well astern of Mystery. Hebe more boals than prizes, and at about one o'clock the sun was
also stood too far out, and when she had tacked to port and
The race was a drifting match throughtired for the start.
made Sandwich, she became suddenly aware of the close out, and when near the windward buoy the Josie caught a
proximity of Spray, which, carrying a "splendid breeze along puff of wind which put her ahead of several others
the western shore, was looking dangerous. Another board
beaten her up to that time. She held her Lead to the end aud
and the lot got round Mar's Rock, leaving Mystery and Psyche won easily. The course is a miserable one. lt is almost enThe
to enjoy a little match of their own. in w'kich the former came
tirely land-locked, and the winds are very unsteady.
The time here was: Hebe, 2h. 47m. 48s.; Kpray, tides run bard, the water is shoal and the turus are many,
offbeat.
2b. 55ui. 20s.; Seofoam, 2b. 58m. 3s. Muta, 2li. 5l)m. 25.
giving a stranger a hard chance. Following is a summary

their

the

peculiar

l

more

sai.s

;

;

I

NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON.

;

(II)

:

;

:

jibe at Thrum Cap Buoy was safely effected by all.
Psyche here cut out Mystery, being quicker on ber helm, but
immediately after Mystery luffed across her stern and covered
her, and, had not Psyche fleeter heels off the wind, would have
kept her pinned under her lee. Balloon jibs and jib topsails
were set on every yacht except, Muta, whose balloun jib and
jibboom had been carried away as soon as set off Mar's Rock,
and the run home showed nothing of special interest, save that
Hebe continued to draw away and came in nearly a quarter of
an hour ahead of Seofoam, second boat. As Hebe was abreast
of Meagher's Beach Light, on the run home, she was struck
by a very heavy Squat and had to let all her sneets fly. The
liming at the finish was: Hebe, Zb, him. 20s. Seafoam, Ab.
5m. Spray, 4h. 12m. 58s.; Muta, 4h. 10m.; Psyclie, 41i. 17m.
Lily, 4h. 42m 29s
28s.; Mystery. 4h 2lm
Tbe sealed handicap having been opened, it was found that
Hebe had to allow Seafoam 8m Psyche and Muta 12, Mystery
and Spray 20, Lily 40, the time between any other yachts
being obtained by taking the difference of the" times allowed
each of them by Hebe. The order of he yachls iu the winning

The

;

;

;

,

l

is therefore: 1, Hefa; 2, Spray ; 3. Seafoam; 4, Lily;
Mystery; fi, Muta; 7, tsyche; Hebe taking first prize,
and Spray second.
This race closes the programme of the Nova Scotia Yacht
Squadron for this season, us far as racing is concerned, but it
is probable the yachts will assemble for a closing cruise under

list

5,

orders before the end of the season. Mr. P. O. Sumichrast,
Hon. Secretary of the squadron, has b-.cn elected a member of
the Yacht Club de France.

YACHTING NEWS
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Bat of Quests: Yacht Chvs.—Be lleville, OnL, Oct.
Although but little yacht racing has been indulged in in these
waterB for some time back, our yachtsmen have not been altogether idle, as is evidenced by the f.-ct that, two new 10
fconners, both modeled and built' by local amateurs, have been
added 10 the B-.y of Quiute Yacht Club's fleet within a few
weeks past. The first of these which I will menlion is the
Sylvia, a standing keel craft, constructed by Mr. W. M. Pike.
She is decidedly out of the common, being without a single
hollow line about

She

her, except a Blight hollowing oi tbe bows.
is sloop figt'cd, aud carries an immense, press of canvas,

her mainsail having a hoist of 28ft,, 34ft. on [he boom and
18ft. on the gaff, with jib in proportion.
Her length is 30ft.
4in.; beam, 9ft,; draught of water aft. 4ft. [tin.; forward. 3ft.
6in.
The other ctaft has been turned nut by Mr. R. M. Roy.
She is a centreboaider, measuring 25ft. Sin. keel and lift.
5in. beam.
Her canvas is rather smaller than that of Sylvia,

Corrected Time.
h. m.

Name.
JoBie
KoeKet...

s.
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The Josie is a new cat-boat, which lied a tremendous repuShe has been in three
tation for speed before she was built.
races, each time without ballast, aud has been lucky enough to
She has a long bow and
get a very light wind in every race.
no sheer, ami is certainly not handsome. She sails wonder
fully well to windward in alight air, hut perhaps having no
In any evtnt, she has
ballast and no floor boards helped her.
F.
yet to earn a reputation for ipeed.

—

Catamahash. In consequence of the contined demand
to furnish parties with plans and instructions
for building catamarans, we bare made arrangements whereby
we are enabled to send to any address a full set of drawings
and specifications for building and rigging double-hulled boats
upon receipt of price, $4. Orders should be addressed to the
1.
Yachting Editor, Fokkst and St,

made upon us

;

—

Ckesoekt City Yaout Club. By the sale of La Belle to a
of this New Orleans club, recently effected by Mr.
Thos. Manning, yacht agent, a valuable addition to the fleet
on Lake Pontcharlrain is made.
Ameuioan Model Yaoht Clob.— The CflWk Cup presented
by Mr. Clark, owner of the Boston cutter Saron, was won by
Carrie (Mr. Bennett) in a race on Prospect Park Lake, Brook-

member

and Cole.
cup presented
sailed off
was
Y-,
N.
by Mr. Sidney Jones, of Staten Island,
Newport, R. I, Sept. 28, and proved only partially successCo. us,- from Long Wharf
ful owiug to ihe lack of wind.
around Breuton Reef lightship and return, eighteen miles.
'•-•.'
and J "
'it
Wind light aud baffling
Hebe, Mr. It. Jourman's, was the only one to go over
up.
her.
awarded
the
cup
was
and
course,
the
Cfntkal Hudson Yacht Club.— Fur the fall Corinthian
but
regatta of this club, Sept. 28, nine yachts were entered,
owing to lack of wind only one went over llus course. Wind
fresb'from N. W. at start, and a tine day's racing was promQraoie, Mr. II. E, Btlouer,
ised, but it fell calm later ,11.
the
third-class, made the race iu the stipulated time and takes
Time, 3h. 17m, 25s. Shadow and Flyprize in her class.
lyn, Sept. 2S, beating Lizzie, Jeannett, Cornelia
The match for the
Nkwpokt Yaoht

Cum.—

"

U

,

away not

finishing.

.

I

Hudson River Yaoht Clcb.— The fourth am,
of this club was sailed St pt. 29, in conjunction with the
Pavouia Yacht Club- Course for Bret and second-class from
Seventieth St., North tiiver, aron
off Fort Leo,
thence around one off Weehawkeu and return to club-house
sail twice over
third-class, return from Fort Lee stakehOnt
Ott second round.
Start flying.
Wind light from N. L but
;

,

from

shifted to fresh breeze
in first-class

by CYft™

,s\,

8. W". latter part of

13m,

-ill

Annie

60s.;

race.

Won

Geisel,

-ih.

54m. 833. j Irene, 4b. 59m, 13s. Meclinnii wilhrew. SecOndelass— Geo. B. Deans, 4b. 43m. 45s H. H. Holmes, 4b. 57m.
50s.; Lydia T., Ph. 4in. 48s
O. K. aud RoUga and Tough)
not timed 4 Annie I,, and RisyH. with drew, 'Third
Butler, 4h. 42m. 20s
QussU and Nellie '"haw not timed.
Special prize for cat-rigged boats taken by 0. K.
Tuexton Yaoht Club. This club sailed a match on the
Delaware River below Trenton, Sept. 30. Course about six
miles.
Won in first-class by Minerva, 4h. 10m.; Ida, second,
4b, 21m.
Second-class— BtMa and lifppfe sailed a dead heat
,

;

;

—

3d. 3m., afterward sailed off in favor of Hippie,,!. S.
In the third class, Mumole won in 3li. 13m.,
Sujtxk second.
The entries were very numerous. Prizes consisted of challenge pennants.

in

Mount, third.

at.otroEs-iEi: Yacht Cum.— The first regatta of this new
Firstclub wassailed Sept. 20, ofi Pavilion Beach, Mass.
class, from 10 to aSffr. water-line, sec -nd-class under 19ft,
First-class sailed around a mark two miles outside of Eastern
Point Ledge buoy and dag boat off Ndnnati'a Woe. Judges,
Capt. Chits. Bab-son, Bennett Griffin aud Councilman Wm.
Thompson. Mr. Joseph J. Burns was timekeeper. Judith
won in first-class, lb. 40m. 40s., Adek second. Hard Tiim::
won in second-class, lh. 3,is., Zip second. Zawiffcarried
away her bowsprit. The new dub 'is full of life, and promises
to enter upon an active season next year.
Long Cruise.— The schooner yacht Ol-nrtHo, of Cleveland, Ohio, Capt. F. "VY. Edmunds, arrived at. this port from
The sclx o ier is
Ihe South, after a very extended cruise.
32ft. long and 9ft. beam,
She left Cleveland Oct. If, 1877,
sailed down tbe Mississippi through the Gulf to Cedar Keys,
At. Pass Christiana
Fla., in search of a place to "locate."
she was blown high arrl dry on the mud by a squall, and it occupied several days to launch her again. By tttkiua the inland
safely ms
was
reaches along the coast, Philadelphia
from there the skipper struck out for New York, via uanAl,
He proposes to sail for Troy, thence to Buffalo, via Frio
Canal, and by the lakes home" again to Cleveland, where be
hopes to arrive, about the 20th inat.

A

Cum

Houses. —The San Francisco Yaolll
New
inaugurated their handsome new house, at Saueelito, Gal,,
witb appropriate ceremonies, and Ihe D> irchestel Yacht Club,
of Dorchester, Mass., is about to take action looking to the
building of new quarters likewise.
Match Off. Unless Intrepid can be brought to the line,
there does not seem any likelihood of Ambassadress being ac
commodated with a match this season, as I)jeodmMr/hl has
gone into winter quarters.

—

—

Gak.i.-Sunbkam Match. The mutch off Boston
tween these two little clippers, before noticed in those col.
urans, was started, Oct. 2, in a fresh breeze of wind, which,
however, died out just in time to prevent making the race in
Gael had a lead of a few lengths. The
the stipulated time.
match will probably be resailed at a future date.
Bound South.— The schooner Ida C, Capt. J. H. MtQuilkin, of Cambridge, Mass., is fitting out for a trip to Jacksonville, Fla.
Her owner proposes to take his family along with
him. Quarters wdl be limited, as the yacht is only 32f(„ long.

Such an undertaking should be encouraged, and U11
his our best wishes but if Ida C. is of the ordinary wide
and shallow .style, m: 1.711st he la well aware of the
putting out to sea in fall weather iu a smooth water ruuikl.
;

—

at.

6
SansSouoi Y. C. The annual regatta of thiselul
IAMingburgh, N. Y., on the Hudson, Sept. 2ii. Course,
wind strong from N. W., shilling to N. Won,

twelve cpUes
in

olass,

oral

Sams

So'/c.i

.

;

by Artful" Dodger, of Albany, Sh. 19m. 7s.;
In second class by Albam iu 3h. 45m.
class by Addle in 3b, 48m. 17s.,

second.

Nina second. In third
Annie second.
Cleveland Yaout Club.

25s.

;

—

A new organization has been
formed at Cleveland, Ohio, under ihe above title. Officers
President, F. II. Srnead, Vicehave been elected as follows
.

President, "W; P. Francis; Secretary, P. Smith; Treasurer, II.

G. Phelps.
Qcisoi- Yacht Club.— This club held their fall regatta
September 20th, off Quincy, Mass., wind steady from ,s. \V.
Course from judges boat to red buoy, off Buukiu Island,
thence to red buoy off Hull and return: distance, six miles.

Won

in first-class by Virion, B. F, Curtis, 38m, 25^, lu'lly
*' crowded "
It was claimed that Folly had
mile out of the race, and that this action was
Cur friends in Quincy arc ftvidenl
unfair.

second.

whole

in tbe rules Of yacht sailing, "and may I"
to advantage; from them ihi-y will \de.in that "crowding, in place Of beineuolawful or unfair, is, ou lb
pcifcdly legitimate, and a luffing match between two orafs
!-.•
Ibat Can bo
'.
is one of the most in'.
1

'

->

'

kipper has probably

witnessed in a sailing
,

.

.',;'!

hefoie,

and took advai

'iiiin
bi
bis opponent, wlio found il
troublesome to Ebake him. In the si cond el
Litclilieltij won in 37m. 20s., Kattie second. In thirdDandelion (I. Q. Adams) won in 42m. 57s., Imp
class,
660 :ni.
Ci.t-vELANn Regatta.— The match, sailed under the Mite Cleveland Yatching Association, September IBch,
brought uioe yachts lo the line. Course on Lake Erie, three
Won
miles out and bc-me, rounding the crib on the return.
by Unique iu lh. and 10m., beating Chimes, Silver Spray,
Gipsy, Stranger and Trio.
The Magic—This famous schooner, well known as the
winner of the "America Cup, in tbe International match
against Cambria (Mr. Asbbury), bas been purchased by Mr.
Francis M. Weld, and will in future bail from New Bedford.
She will probably hoist the colors of the N. B. Y 0.
,

•

60

(W. H.

'

OAR AND PADDLE.
TffU SCCT-LBllb
After postponing the race from Oct. 2 to the next day,

I

[or a hell to li
leaded to
rather than disappoint the mullitlld'
Owing to the lacted
both the contestants to the start.
practice on the part of Courtney, his chances had been wau
ninJ- ever since his arrival, and to the knowing ant
pretty clear case for the Canadian, especially as more or If"
.

i

—

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

207

3Srptlgh water could be counted upon.
It was no wonder then
that odds .should have been given on Hanian at 100 to 85, and
in Baltic cases even 4 to 1.
The weather on tue 8d opened

anything but agreeably, and it was almost feared that a repetition of the disappointment of the day before was in store for
the crowd.
Toward afternoon, Sheriff Hardin-, the referee.
went over the course, and finding the water barely at for
»0ed out be men afler a sharp rain squall "bad flatten id out the writer a little.
The crowd of spectators was exceedingly small, uot reaching ten thousand, little faith having
been placed
iljl.y
being pulled that
day.
JUanh
obi lice of sides,
and selected the outside course, m
affected by the
current, being more under the lee of the
in slack
Is and
water.
Both men paddled flown to the
rling strikes togct.her, and were Bent away well logethi
'ourtney at, tin.'
rale of 34 and the Toronto man putting
his work in his
old business-like way at 29.
This tended
,ive Courtney a
slight lead at first, and at Wh'
Pi .in the had spun it out to
half a length.
Here HfWflto
think
seined to
it time to wake
up a hit, and in a spurt, keep » well within himself all the
time, he sent his ship ahead s
lie quarter-mile, the signal at
the. grand stand being receive
with loud cheering.
Be had
again dropped
27, when at tint half mile he
a a imtoi tab
warmed up to 29 once more,
tl
at the mile had a lead of
three quarters of a length.
rough water and tide rips
od deal, but wot king up to
seemed to bother Courtney a
33 he held his opponeu
hand until suddenly"] I
made a powerful effort to shake him, and spun out his lead
t.o a full length, then crossing some nasty tide rips,
made for
the lee of Dixie Island, Courtney, divning his intent ion,
putting on a spurt and hauling up even easily. For a time
both held the same positions, but at the mile and three-quar.
tu-fl, Courtney had ncually gained on the Canadian and headed
him by nearly a length, the first decided lead he obtained up
to this point.
But Hanlau seemed to have a large reserve of
steam for just such occasions, and working up to SI, $
fast Htroke for him. he reduced the American's advantage, and
before they were far past the two mile stake had turned the
tables on his opponent.
Both now pulled out from under the
islands and steered a straight course for the turning buoys,
the Union Springs' sculler having a little the furthest to go.
Haitian fetched alongside first, and in six strokes was around,
time, 21m. 25s
the pull up having been against the wind,
which was
blowing
quite
fresh
again.
Courtney
was just broadside at the buoy when the Canadian
started
for
off
home, but the American made a wonderfully quick turn and gained much, runuing up even cm
I

:

'

"

i

ti

'1

;

how

Hanlan

at the quarter mile on the home-stretch.
It was evident, however, that the Toronto boy had the race pretty well
in hand, and was piilliug a wailing race.
He had tested his
man, and now knew that he could show him across the line,
lie was willing to makes sure thing of it and take no risks
Uy keeping up a full bead of steam all the way home to no
purpose. They rowed a close and a fast race on the voyage
down the river with wind aud sea in their tail, Ilanlan loading still at the four-mile station.
When the last half mile was
opened, Courtney showed that he had the stuff in him yet,
for he made a last and wonderful effort, which, but for an
untoward check, might have turned the scales in his favor, or
materially reduced Haitian's lead at the finish. He quickened
up to 30, and ran up even. Both had been steering off their
course, and when Hanlan found himself oli'iged to gel back
to their proper water he was compelled IrSaoss Courtney's
bow, leaving to the latter the chuice of frffag or slacking
up. Poor Courtney, who had allowed him?3r 'to be thus led
off by the Canadian, was in sorry plight indeed. Foul he other
man he would not.and so slows down. Haitian crossesand speeds
his shell over the hue, a winner by alength aud a' quarter, and
champion of America from pole to pole. Time, 36m, 33s.
This was an unsatisfactory linUh, but the referee gave the race
to Hanlan, aud for Hie lime that settles the question of the
championship of this continent. What Courtney might have
done, or would have done, if he had not done just as" he did.
and all the other dozen ifs that t~e result of the match has
called up, cannot enter in the least upon the question of the
title, to the. championship,- Hanlan holds it now, aud will hold
I; until he is beaten.
I

Active Boat Cmjb.— The first annual regatta of this club
held, Sept. 29, on the Harlem Eiver.
Course two miles
•with a turn.
Starter and referee, Jobu Kyle. Judges Messrs.

was

Donnelly and Higgins. Senior single-sculls, won by Hubert
Dougau, 16m.J Joim Smith not timed. Junior single Sculls,
won by John Saul, Mm.; Christopher Me.Keou, 18m. 45s.
Double-sculls, W. F. Gannon and John Smith, Mm. 45s.;
Thos. Cannon and Thos. Oassidy. 15m.
Barge race, H.
Pilfer, stroke
0. McJIeou, J. MeEnigbt, W. Lemmcy and
J. Kohler, cox., 16m. 15-.; T. McKeon, stroke; Peter Leo,
J. Lemmey, D. Cough aud E. Brogan, cox., Kim. 30s.
Gig
race, W. Gannon, stroke; J. Smith, B. Dougau, K. Toifflt
and J. Saul, cox., 14m.; T. Gannon, stroke; J. Dougau, P,
Tracey, T. 'Cassidy and T. Hoolahan, cox., 15m. 15s. Fes:

up the day.

tivities finished

A

;

;

;

H

;

cox, 9m.

Gladwin, bow; H. 0. Brown, B. S.
Bussing, C. M. Bull, stroke; B. Hazard, cox., second, 9m.
S|s.; J.

L.

19*s.

Eureka Boat Club—The

fifth annual regatta of this club
the Passaic off their club-house near Newark.
Thos. W. Kennedy. Judges, W. M. Cougar aud
Marcus P. Hague. Water smooth. Distance, mile and a
quarter with a turn.
Single-sculls, Frank Camp bell, Sra. 31s.

was rowed on
Beferee,

i.

Young, 8m.

32s.;

L. Laiblin, A.

H. Groel,

S.

Howard and

F.Fisher, not timed. Fair-oared gigs, R. Laiblin, bow,- W.
B. Flavell, stroke, 8m, 61s.; M. K. Everett, bow; W. F.
Volk, stroke, 8m. 544s.; A. H. Groel, bow; 8. Howard,
Stroke, third
W. Clark, how G. Clark, stroke, were
Stamped. Four-oared shells, G. Clark, bow; B. Laiblin, M.
;

;

Young, bow; J.
VV. B. Flavell, stroke, 7m. 37s.; S.
Howard, biw F. Fisher, W. F. Volk, J. B. Angleman,
Bticke, third; W. Clark, Jr., bow; M. Fcrce, W. Parsel, P.
young, stroke, not limed. Six-oared gigs, J. Young, bow; J.
It.

Everett,

W. Ryuo,

stroke,

7m.

358.; J.

T. Duffy, F. Campbell.
;

T. Duffy. R. Laiblin, W. B. Flavell, F. Campbell, J. B. Angleman, Btroke; J. P. Conttel), cox., 7m. 17s.; W. Clark, Jr.,

Gaisel

York

Pioxeek Boat Club.—This club held its fall regatta on
Gowanus Bay, Sept. 38, Water hinipy. Distance, one mile
with turn. Slnglu-sculls, J. M. Jacobs went across the line in
Cm. 51s., but, having turned in the wrong direction, the gold
medal was awarded to Jas. R. Beard, 7m. 5s.; G. Cox, third,
7m. 12s.; E. J. Smith, fourth, 7m. 13a. Pair-oared gigs,
DarUtiff and Flirt.
Crews W. H. Bandy, how; A. Gtinther, stroke; Ge. rge t fax, Jr., cox
and F. Fink, how; F.
Keddall, stroke; George V. Thatcher, ox. The Darling won
in Gin. 48s.
i'lirVn time, 7m.

;

27th

;

year.

Atlantic Boat Olub. -Their twentieth annual regatta
was rowed, Sept. 28, over the upper Pleasant Valley course,
from, the porvder house down to Taylor's Hotel.
Distance,
Junior singles-. J. McCord, 9m. 30s.; a'

Hahu

Bath Boat Rack.— The

;

llAl!t.H.M

RoWLNl
ixg.

cup

in

this

mi

;

—

A sculliu
ulliug match took place on too
between J. B. Hunsley aud James Mulhu.
with a turn. These two men won the
ill race of the recent
police regatta, and
tod. iiie who was to retain the same.
Rensage, won in 19m. 45s.; Mullins, 20m.
i'

Distan

3,

i

ilts

a

:

i|

race loilowed.

jell

Entries: J. Larose,

M. Coghhm, M. Kyle, bow; J. Walsh,
Logan, W, Tuomey, bow.
Won by
?4m. 30s.
Third race, for single sculls,
i;
ly in luin. 30s.; Win. Miluer second.
at Ciiatal'oi:a Lakh
The professional
iqua. September 28, turned out a failure,
^euient and want of cash. G. H. Hosmer
wed over the oourse in the dark, Hosraer
J.

!

—

and Ed
coming

If*

ahead tccoiding to some accounts.
Rkbulutk Bo
Clttb
The annual regatta of the Resolutes of Washing :m Heights was held, September 22, on the
Hudson, foot of 153d street,
e. one mile straightaway.
Water Smooth. Junior singl
B. Kuapp, 5m
W. B. Peet, second.; F. D. Clark, third; J. Putnam,
17jfa.
fourth.
Senior pair-oared gigs: J. R. Folsom, bow, H.
i

—

nnd

Uu/flf

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
FBRSIl
Btaetr Bass,

;

H

WATER.

IRcroptcrw m!.„wkU«;

eiKe or Pickerel, F.sox luciun.
Percli, I'erea Aaveectm,

Yellow
Muskatoage, Hsox

Morse, stroke,
E. D Jackson, coxswain, 5m. 14Js
F. D.
Clarke, bow, M. G. Foster, stroke, 8. P. Weir,coxswuiu, second.
Junior pair-oared gigs S. 1 J Weir, bow, I, Putnam,
stroke, P. W. Foster, coxswain, 5m. 46s.
H, E. D. Jackson,
bow, J. R. Folsom, stroke, F. D. Clarke, coxswain, second
M. L. Aiken, bow, F. Baker, slroke, G. S. Dearborn, coxswain, third. Folsom slipped his seat off the runners and
Putnam's crew won by three-quarters of a length. Single
sculls: H.Morse, 5m. 324s.: M. G. Foster second.
Eightoared barges: M. L. Aiken, bow, I. Putnam, F. Baker, W.
B. Peet, C. B. Kuapp, T. Peet, T. Tonnele, A. Whitman,
stroke, G. S. Dearborn, coxswain, 4m. 4%.; S P. We r, bow
H, E. D. Jackson, W. S. Crittenden, II. Morse, M. G. Foster!
T' Fulsi
J. R.
Fulsom, F. D. Clarke, E. S. Whitman, slroke, C. Brock,
C0XSWvain, second. Final race, Capt. A. Whitman's crew, of
Heonl/HtA
tient Pres.
Pcpq E.
Lt S.
H Witman'a
iViirv,,in'a r.vnr,,
:- u
barge llewLule,
beat
crew, in
barge

nobittor.

;

:

Charles Norton and A.

Editor Forest and Stream : The canoeing interest at Newark received a severe blow on Wednesday "last,
when Bowers' hoaWlGU.se was totally destroyed bV tire. The
Alice, Mr. John Hnbherton: EdiVi Adele, Mr. R. Martin;
Josep/rine, Mr. William O. Mcllwaine, und Qai Vive, Mr. I.
P. West; together with two that were nameless, one of
which belonged to Mr. F, Hussey, were burned. Three of
the above-mentioned canoeists intended to start for a cruise
of some 250 miles on the 14th inst., anil this fact greatly
aggravates their loss
However, the love of the double
paddle and the light Qui Vive is so firmly rooted in the
breasts of the bereaved that the spring of '79 will probably
behold successors to most of the ill-fated cruisers furrowing,
as did their sires of old, the turbid waters of the Passaic.
Bast Orange, JY. J., Oct. 7, 1878.
Maoua.
OniTtiAitY.

in 7i

Harten

8s.;

S.

how J. Miller, stroke, G.
C. Erleukotter, bow.
Won

D. McQueen,

I

H agemeyer, and

J.

Single

,

Lemont and L. Blair second, 18m.
Duncan third, 18m, 10s.

1

Kloppenberg,
by the former

Course, two miles.

Oscar Oihill, second, 17m.;

Edward Pepper, third, 17Am. Single scull working boats,
won by W. P. Stevens in 22m., Charles G. Lemont, second,
23m and Charles B. Harrington, third, 23m. 7s. Double
scull working boats, Stevens and Harrington won in 18m.,

:

Eosenbaum, am

annual regatta of this club took

place October 2d. at Bath, Me.
sculls, Fred H. Kimball, 15, n.;

second.
Pai
'Lis
Uhromo, J. Miller, stroke, J.
Hagemeyer, bow, f ud .1. Benson, coxswain
Empire, D. McQuinn, stroke, ,1. Rosenbaum, bow, and A. Kiel, coxswain;
J
l uddin, J. Reed, a Hoke. M. Daao, bow, and E. Offerman,
coxswain. Won iy (Jltronm in 8m., Empire second, fuddin third. F.mr-o; ired shells: J. Reed, stroke, J. Molihnan,
.1.

ult.

RossPlaistko MATcn.— Wallace Rnss has accepted the
challenge of Fred Plaisted, of New York, lo row a two mile
race for $1,000 on the Kcnnehecassis, St. Johns.
There
is sure to be trouble about smooth water there this time of

;

WATER.
Sea Bas-i, Sri&nops occllatu*.
Stripeil Bass, Jloccua tinneatua.

.

White Perch, Murone amerieana.

;

WFSSi.'ish, (.ViA'.viVi,,,, r-'iju.:*.
Bluettst!, JPornatomtts saltatriz.

Spanish Mackerel, Ci/himn

m

turn
Cero. Cyliwni regale.
Bonito, ocm/a petamyfi
Kingttsti,

WmiiLirriU nebutoBu*.

On the Necigon.- -Reports of

unusual good sport during
the past season havo come to us from the ti out fishermen on
tbeNepigon. Mr. James R. Chamberlain, of Rochester, N.Y.,
and ope or more companions, whose identity is concealed under
the time-approved "we," have been on a most enjoyable
tour among the big fishes, whose size, color and gamenesa
have won for the river its fame. The accounts of the jaunt
which he gives his fellow-sportsmen induce all sons of envious
feelings

among

the stay-at-home's.

Palisade, by one length.

V.E8PEB Boat Club.— The first annual regatta of the Vesper Boat Club, of Lowell, .Mass., was rowed, September 20,
over a two mile course on the Mcrrimac, above Pawtucket
Falls.
Telephonic communication was supplied between the
grand stand and different points along the course, keeping
the. public informed as to the progress of the races all the way
down. Water very rough. Referee, J. S. Ludlow Judges,
Henry Burrows, Prentiss
Webster,
F.
B.
Shetld
S. E. Stott, Walter Coburn, Thomas Nesmiih, E. W. Hoyl|
R. H. Butcher; Starter, F. T. Greenholge; Timekepers'
Willis Farriugton, G. H. Allen, A. H. Hunking. Doublescull working-boat race was won by A. S. Baker and A. D.
Butterlield in 15m. 4|s
H. A. Roach and E S. Sherman
second.
H. K. Boardmau und J. U. Coggeshall met with an
accident and withdrew.
Single scull working-boats— won by
John Walsh iu 15m. 59fs.; Ralph F. liiayor second. W. K.
Chase got into trouble with his slitting seat and gave up. F.
W. Stackney also gave up, owing to an accident to some of
his gear.
Four-oared shells— Messrs. Paul Butler (son of
the General), bow; H.S.Johnson, F Whitney, Ben Israel
Butler (.another sou), stroke; and W. N. Law.son, bow; S.
T. Barnes, T. E. Patker and Ed. Ellingwrjod, slroke.
The
Lawson crew won in 15m. OJs., the Butler crew's time being
15m. 17s.
;

;

The
this

Lonuuetjii.

Rowing Germ.— The annual

Montreal club was held on the

regatta of

Lawrence September

St.

Water smooth

28.

Nereid Boat Clou.— The annual regatta of this club was
held over the Neptune course, Hill von "Hull, Sept. 28. Distance, one mile and a half with the tide.
Water a little rouah.
Single-sculls, shells, J. L Gladwin. 8m, SBJs.; H. S. Bussing,
Jr., 8m. 33J&; J. p. Karle, 8m. 47s.
Junior four-oared gigs,
A. J. Munday, bow j T. E. Pierce, E. W. Gladwin, W.
Brown, stroke; 8. Benedict, cox., 7m. 29j?3.; 0, B. MiddletOD, bow; C. T. Adams, R. W. Murray, ft, W. Walsh, stroke;
J. 0. Egertou, cox., second
J?. B. Fiske, bow
J. A. Lynch,
E. E. Britton, E. C. Halsey, stroke
O. Brown, cox.,
Senior four-oared gigs, A. O. Bunce, bow; W. H.
third.
Force, W. D. Johnson, J. P. Earle, stroke
J. O. Egerton,

;

close race all the way.

'

,

—

Sculling on rue Hap.lem. A match race between G.
Gramercy Boat Club and W. MeCrecdy, of the Hew
Athletic Club, was rowed on the Harlem, October 2d,
over a mile course won by Gaisel by several lengths.
Halifax's Champion, Warren Smith, having won the
ehampiou belt of the p irt three times, was presented with
the soue by M. II Rickey, M P., Mayor of the city, on the

W. F. Volk, M. It. Everett, G. Clark, W. Ryno, P.
Young, slroke; M. Force, cox., 7m. 20s. This was a very

race-won

distance, two miles with turn.
Tub
by P. Foster, beating J. Moffat a longdistance.

Single sculls— J. Ferguson, 29ui. 30s.; M. Smith gave up.
Four-oared shells— Lactone Club, 19m. 30s; Longneuil Club
second, 20m. Junior fours— won by Moffat, bow, McClure,
Boyd and Lovelace, aim.; Lovelace, bow, Bonnell, Lfthead
and Pell, second, 28m. 30s. Pairs— U. Hell and H. Lusper,
22m. 15s.; Binned and Walls second, 24m. 40s. Single-scull
handicap— F. Foster, 20m. W. Gear second, 18m. 45s.
;

Reading Regatta.— Under the auspices of the Nautilus
Club an open regatta was held at Reading, Pa., September
28 course, mile aud a half with a turn tide favorable, water
smooth. Four-oars— West Philadelphia Club and Nautilus
Club, of Reading; won by latter in 9m. 28+s.; crews, H.
Lane, bow, S. A. Abbott, M. Fulton, W. Heaton, and S. McIlvain, bow, W. Hyman, S. Seyfert, B. McHuight.
Secoud
heat, Pennsylvania Club and College Club— won by the College crew, the Pennsylvauias touliug a scow while making a
close race; crews— Pennsylvania, J. W. Barr, bow, J. M.
Andrews. A. L Kappes, W. B. Cobb
College, R. L. Hart!
bow, D. Kennedy, W. M Stewart, J. Bond. Senior singles;

I

;

being the railroad bridge of the O. O. R. R. at that point, and
for some cause they do not lake the bail as they did in days of
yore.
Some three weeks since, accompanied by a friend, we
drove to a small lake some rive miles distant from our village,
where we launched our canoe, and in one and a hdf hours
took 23 black bass. My friend used the shrimp bait, while I
deceived tbem with an artificial India-rubber helgramite. I
caugbt the first biss and my full share of the number total.
On Tuesday afternoon last we added a friend to our compauy
and visited the same little lake aud launched our canoe, and
in about the same space of time canoed 21 black bass, one
p'ckerel and seven splendid yellow or red perch
We used
for bait shrimp
in Yankee land

on the
cases

latter

seem

aud saltwater minnows.
Notwithstanding
we claim the above as fair luck, uvuat say,
in particular, ihe black ba<s did not in most
himself.
His action was languid or lazy like,
I

day

like

sucking in the bait with a sort of indifference, lacktoe his
characteristic snap and avidity, which 1 ai tribute lo ihe unparalleled excessive heat of the past summer, which as a rule
will apply to the trout.
This little gem of a lake in the
woods is a treasure of itself. It embraces seventeen acres of
>

;

;

Julian Kennedy won easily in 10m. 21^s, II. McMillen, of
the Vesper Club, Philadelphia, second.
This reverses their
tial at the Newark National
Regatta, where Kennedy was
beaten 30a. by his opponent.
Final beat, four-oars— won by
Nautilus crew in 9m. ]8s
College crew second, 9m 22Vs.
Pair oars— F. Henderson and W. Rennert, of the Quaker cfty
Club, Philadelphia, had a walk-over iu 10m. 40s.
Junior
;

;

singles— Sey fen won easily in 11m 57s

New

Mass.aohijsetis— Warelwm, Sept. 30.— This has been a fair
trout season, notwithstanding their languid indifference to the
bait and the great increase of worm-drowners aud would-be
sportsmen, whose labors have been anything but encouraging,
while the "old ones," having waded on in the "oven tenor of
their ways," have been rewarded with old fashioned heavy
baskets. The scpietague (weakb'su), which make heir advent
in our waters in July, were early taken in desirable numbers,
over sixty being takeu to a boat hut clo?e in their wake
came myriads of unbearable blue sharks anil tck possession of
the grounds, driving away our gamy fish, to the discomfiture
of the sportsmen, who can but occasionally fad in with a
strolling school.
The unwelcome sharks, an interminable pest
to our fishermen, have come to us this year in greater numbers
than ever before in the memory of our oldest fisherman.
The striped bass put in an early appearance at their old and
favorite haunt, Cohassel Narrows, the fishing ground or stands

'

;

R. D. Sorver secoud.

Yoek Aa hi.etio Cri:n -The sculling
for the
Champion medal came off September 28 on the Harlem; dis
tance, one mile against the tide.
Won by E. D. Mills, Jr.,
the present holder of the medal, W. E. McCready running
into a schooner when he had a good lead.

maxh

middle, and
a

is

edg.al around by a

day on that bridge

in

I

company

in the
put in

ho

wed

every device, strategy and tempti ig bait (natural arj i arliiicial)" known, and on that day
me bass was taket i, which
weighed less than five pounds
Tbev
-_jb say the frost
will bring them lo their appetites: but I am of the opinion
that they are an educated class of fishes.
And why not,. Nature taught them to beware of the shark, which they wisely
dodge at first sight, and why not the same teacher give them
instinct Id beware the tiny hook; but whether educated or
from whatever the cause, il is sufficient for mo to kuow they
do not take the hook. It is a beautiful spot for anglinc, the
hole being surrounded by a piue forest, making a picture of
iture's own art, unsurpassed in real splendor by any sheet of
water and surroundings in the State
Iheiv are countless
rs of fiihes, and the amateur can catch too many in one
The largest bass taken from this lake turned Ihe scales
day.
upward of six pounds. Not a bass weighing under one pound
is allowed to be killed.
Cxnus Ll-clm.
<

Northampton, Ost, 8.— Black bass fishing in the Couuecticut
River, at Northampton, Holyoke, clc, has been very fine for
the past few days, aud excellent strings are reported.

!

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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2?ew Bedford, Oct. 3.—The past week has been marked by
the arrival of several distinguished visitors from the South,
the shape of two tarpums, one weighing 108 pounds, and a
baracuda, over three feet in length, caught in St. Thomas'
Trap, a few miles from the city, and a green turtle caught
Striped bass plenty, but
in the lower part of our harbor.
rather small, averaging five to ten pounds each ; eels, tautog,
Concha.
scup, squetague, etc., plenty.

m

Movements of the Fishing Fleet.— Shore mackerel have
been in good receipt the past week, the arrivals numbering
20, with 5,550 barrels. The number of Bay arrivals have been
and the receipts 1,310 barrels. Tho Bank fishermen continue to arrive from the long trip, -with moderate fares of cod8,

the number of arrivals since our last report has been 8;
the receipts 1,200,000 pounds ; Bank halibut continue in
light receipt, the number of arrivals for the week being 8,
bringing 130,000 pounds. The number of Georges arrivals has
been 20, and the receipts 320.000 pounds codfish. Whole
fish

;

and

number

of fishing arrivals for the week,

71.— Cape

Ann Ad-

vertiser, Oct. 4.

Locks, Sept. 5.— Black bass anglers
fill the river here, and especially at Terry's Island, less than a
mile above the railroad bridge. This island has become
famous, as the spot selected by Terry, the Millerite, who, with
his band, chose the highest point upon it as the " jumping off place" some years ago, when they were awaiting the
end of the world. They nearly froze to death, and the world
did not go to pieces either. Miller has since built a house
on the island, and still lives there awaiting the crack of doom.
His friends have a standing invitation to come and fish, and
the bass, all unconcious of the Millennium coming, bite
voraciously. Messrs. C. A. Birge and Leopold Egner, of
this town, took seventy-six pounds of fish there the other day,
the bass averaging from one-half to three and one-half pounds

Connecticut— Windsor

each.

New Tobk— Shelter Island,

6.— The bunker

fishing for
week ending the 5th has not been as good as for several past
•weeks. The fUh have not been in Gardiner and Peconic bays,
which is bad for the sailing fleet ; but the steamers have done
better, being able to pursue them off Montauk, and along the
southern shores of Long Island.
Oct.

New

Jersey— Kineey's Ashley Mouse, Barnegat Inlet,
Sept. 28.— Fishing poor during past week, owing to easterly
Nothing biting except blackfish and sea bass, and the
•winds.
B.
latter thick as they can be.
bass and gamy black
The best
fish still biting, but not so freely as last week.
catch this week was fifty-two, by Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
BlueLeslie and a Miss A. Brown, in the yacht Belle.
fish have not yet made their appearance in any large quantities, and, owing to heavy easterly winds, it has been imAbthub.
possible for our yachts to go outside.

Forked

River,

7.—Sea

Oct.

Pennsylvania— Wolf Bun, Oct. 5.— Some very fine strings
They were
of bass are being taken from the Susquehannah.
put into this stream by John Bowman, Harry Petriken and
James D. Brewer, about seven years ago ; that is in Lycoming
County. They are very plenty, and in a very few years the
Susquehannah will compare favorably with any of the bass
first

Niok.

streams.

Greenville, Oct. 1.— Hon. A. McDermitt caught to-day sevB.
eral black bass in the Shenango, at this place.

YinGrnix—Leeshirg, Oct. 4.—Bass have been taken for the
last ten days in strings of from ten to twenty-six, averaging
two pounds, some as high as three and a half pounds. PotoT. W.
mac and Goose Creek both clear.

South Cabolin a—Port Royal,
spot-tail bass
I

Oct. 3.— Quite a number o
October
in the river last month.
are the best months for bass, sheepshead and

were taken

and November

weakfish. 1 have taken quite a number of hickory shad (bone
herrings) from my little wharf this summer also, plenty of
skip jacks, yellow-tails, weak-fish, etc., fourteen different
kinds, in great plenty. I never knewithere was such a great
K.
abundance of fish in the creeks.
;

Sept 30.— The fall fishing will not be
very good, owing to the drought that has prevailed here for the
past two or three months. The streams are low and sluggish,

Alabama—Athens,

fish unfit to eat, and killing them in some places.
There are several very fine streams that abound in fish when
water is high. Near" this city, and twelve miles south, we
have bwan Lake, that affords the angler a great deal of sport
Val.
as well as fish.

making

Sept. 28.— Pickerel, pike, bass,
fish are yet taking the hook good, and the
Merrill.
Maj. H.
be said;to be fine.

Wisconsin— Pewaukee Lake,
perch and pother
fishing

:

may

W

A Rare Fish. —At Mr. Blackford's we saw some specimens

of what is really a rare fish, the Albula condrhycus, or lady
Professor Baird states that one or two have been capfish.
tured at Martha's Vineyai d, but none before from the shores
of .New Jersey. The fish is a handsome one, with hard,
closely-set scales. It will measure about 18 inches long, and has
As a food fish it cannot be rea sharp head with a flat top.
commended, its flavor being a trifle r ank and its flesh coarse.

—

Having Eyes They See Not. The intelligent sporting
Germantown Telegraph must have been napping
when this item was put into his paper
fiiAstoryis told by a writer in Forest ajto Stbeam of large
editor of the

:

trout inhabiting the Kennebec Kiver, several miles from its
source, in a deep pool, which are so watchful for the sporlsman, as to rise up to the surface of the water, with their eyes
above the surface, swimming round slowly to see whether the
This,
flies thrown into the water were by human agency
But this little story may
indeed, was a common occurrence
be put to rest by the simple tact that fish caunot see out of
Hence, coming to the
the water— only through the water.
surface to take a Burvey of outside objects would be like blind!

!

folding them.

We are next

Next!
ourselves,

and we boldly

affirm,

from

all

our

ships,

may

possibly open a

new avenue

of income

if

But the tawny conqueror may never dispatch his armament, and the merits of the still mythical devil
fish as an article of food has not yet engaged the attention of
fasting citizens.

But the octopus we have with

us,

and

it is

improbable that the price of that now neglected
dainty may yet be quoted in our maiket reports. Someday
possibly the octopus may displace the delicacies of to day,
not at

AMERICANS.

forth

soft words of love may be whispered into the ear of the
one with telling effect when her palate has been tickled
with a choice bit of octopus arm served a la St. Helier. At
least such may, we believe, be the approved mode of court-

Blackham, b Spofforth

10

at.

15
5
34

e and

7

Brewster, e Murdock, b Allan
O. Newhall. b Allan

E. Newhall, b Allen
G. Newhall, e Spofforth, b
Horan
Calilwell. a t Blackham, b
Boyle
Hopkinaon,

c

b Allan

b w b Spofforth
o Bailey, b Allan
1

Gregory, b Allan

2

13

o

22

b Allan

8

c Bailey b Spofforth

5

c Boyle, b Spofforth
Bt. Blaokh&m, b Allan
bAllan

7
D
4

not out
Byes, 6

S

Gregory, b Bai-

ley

all

and

Second Inning.

First Inning.

Hargreavea, o and b Spof-

J.

he shall

capture the once fabulous monster and retail choice bits of
his shiny folds for the Friday morning repast of the much-

restaurateurs.

who had given just as questionable a decision
Braun in a similar stumping case, they would withdraw
Mr. Braun, not otherwise. This was put to a vote of the
team, and through Mr. Spofforth's influence it was decided
by a majority vote to take the field with the same umpires.
The subsequent progress of the game will be seen in the subjoined score
Mr. Freeman,

as Mr.

D. Newhall, not out
T. Hargroaves, b Allan
Comfort, b Allan

31
1

3

Meade, b Allan
11

Byea, 8; leg byes, 6.

fair

ship in vogue in the Isle of Jersey.
as bigger, fish in the

There are

better, as well

sea than were ever caught out of

it.

The Jersey folks and the dwellers of the Mediteranean have
shown that the octopus is susceptible of very satisfactory culinary treatment. The St. Helier fish market daily
at least

receives, in the season,

huge basket

after basket filled

with

PALL OF WICKETS.
28 28 33 73 110 119 178 188 196 196—196
2 19 19 19 27 37 44 44 53 53—53

let inning

2d inning

howling scoke—fibst cranio.
Bowlera.
Spofforth
Garrett

96
52
80
76
40
16
16

Bovle

Horan

which, by the continual jolting, become transformed into one
Octopus fishers simply
turn over stones and rocks at low tide with iron hooks, dislodge them from beneath the boulders, or with a few crabs

Bailey

Murdoch

indistinguishable gelatinous mass.

and a piece of twine, allure the prey to the surface of the
water and gather them in with a scoop net. Many rare and
savory dishes are made, and octopus, boiled, stewed or fried,
is

deservingly a favorite article of diet.

—

The guests of Mr. John Sutherland, the caterer, have
been interested this wee? in viewing a great muscaloDge,
weighing forty pounds. The fact that it took one of Abbey
Imbrie's
&
fluted trolling spoons may be taken in evidence
that it is the only fish of that size which are taken with those
spoons— or it may

Spofforth
Allan

C.
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THE AUSTRALIAN CRICKETERS.
in the match of the Australian Eleven and the New
PLAY
York Eighteen was resumed Wednesday morning, Spofforth going on again and the innings being completed with 98.
The bat of the day was made by Marsh, lifting Garret over
the Australian quarters for six.
At 1:30 the brothers Bannerman opened the second Inning
for the Australians, maidens and singles being the rule for
some time. The play was concluded without remarkable feats
on either side, the Australians winning the game by a score
of 162 to 101, with five wickets.
Tne Australians went to Philadelphia Thursday, and the
game with the eleven of that city began at 12:20. The Philadelphians selected were J. Hargraves, T. Hargraves, Brewster, D. Newhall, C. Newhall, IJ. Newhall, G. Ncwhall, Caldwell, Hopkinson, Comfort, Meade and Allen. The Australians
went into the field, and Messrs. John Hurgravts and Brewster
going to the bat, opened with singles, then played more freely
and ran the score up to 28, when Hargraves returned a ball to
Spofforth and retired. Charley Newhall, succeeding him, was
soon followed by Robert Newhall, whose remarkable inning
was the feature of the day. Being soon joined by George
Newhall, the two ran the score up to 73. Caldwell and Hopkinson succeeded George Newhall, making the score 119.
Dan Newhall then joined his brother, and for over an hour
the two held the bat. Bob Newhall, having maintained his
inning for over two hours, finally retired with a score of 84.
The further progress of the game will be seen from the scores
subjoined.
The game was resumed at 11 o'clock the following day, and
the American team displayed the same excellent playing in
the field they had done at the bat. Bannerman, the "Grace
of Australia," was soon disposed of, Spofforth shortly afterward following and going out on a ball from C. Newhall into
K. Newhall's hands, the third wicket falling with a score of
17.
The excitement among the spectators culminated when,
with Captain Gregory at the bat, the fourth wicket went down
for only 20 runs.
Murdoch; and A. Bannerman did good
work, keening their posts from 12:15 to 1:45, running up the
score to"9!J. Excellent fielding was displayed, and when the
last two men, Boyle and Allen, went to the bat, two runs
were yet to be made to save the Australians from following
their wicket.
The concluding day of the match was a notable one in
American cricket annals. Never before had such a throng of
people gathered to witness a game in this country, nor has a
game been attended with such universal interest." The play
was marred by the injudicious action of the Australians, who
at one point in the game, not accepting the umpire's decision,
retired from the field.
Not only was this in violation of all
cricket rules, but the action bad a most depressing influence
upon the Americans, and poor batting followed, the fourth
wicket had fallen for 19 only, when San Newhall had opened
with a leg hit, and he had Caldwell for a partner, when in
playing forward to a ball from Allan, the ball went into
Blackham's hands, and tho bails were lifted as Dan put his
hat down. It was a question for the umpire, and he only, to
decide, and ho gave Dan in
but Blackham assumed the duties of umpire and decided him out, and as Braun would not
coincide, the Australians became indignant, and after a brief
consultation, they, at the call of Mr. Conway, withdrew from
the field and refused to play unless the American umpire was
withdrawn. For over an hour an animated and exciting discussion went on as to the merits of the case, pro and con, but few
regarding the occurrence other than with feelings of painful
regret and as very bad precedent for cricket in this country.
The two captains had "a talk" over the matter, and Mr.
Newhall's ultimatum was that if the Australians withdrew

6
1

2

1

1
1

1

7
6

5

Widoa.

5

Newb C. Newhall

b Meade

27

A. Bannerman, cG. Newhall,

bO. Newhall

46

Horan, run out

5

o K. Newhall,

i

b

b Meade

Spofforth, c B. Newhall, b C.

Newhall

O.

Newhall

4

Gregory, b C. Newhall

37
Murdoch, bD. Newhall
Bailey, c Meade, b O. New-

notont

bC. Newhall
notont

hall

not.

Wickets.
1

5
4
6

Second Inning.

First Inning.
Bannerman, c G.
hall,

Maidens.
8

26
27
39
24
10
5
second inning.
24
75
72
23
AUSTRALIANS.

AUan

slimy, hideous and repulsive masses of arms, eyes and bodies,

Bnns.

Balls.

20
Blackham, b D. Newhall
1
Garrett, b C. Newhall
Boyle, c T. Hargreavee, b D.
30
Newhall
4
Allan, not out
3
Widta, 3
..150

Total..

Grand

84

Byes,

1

Total

5C

total

-

•
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FALL OF WICKETS.
3 10 17 20 92 92 102 115 115 150—150

1st inning
2d inning

Bowlera.

8 16 53 56

—

BOWLING SCOUE FIBST INNING.
Budb. Maidena.
Balls.

C, Newhall

212
104
16
8
105

Meade
Comfort
CalJweU
D. Newhall

07

Wickets.

29
13

S
1

IS

3

Widea.

10

36

7
3
34

2
1

SECOND INNING.
C.

Newhall

Meade
D. Newhall

72

39

9

3

2S
40

16
10

4
5

1
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The Six Days' Walk.—The six clays' walk for the longchampionship between Daniel C'Leary and John
Hughes, at Gilmore's Garden, this city, was concluded Saturday eveninsr at 11 P. M. The result was an easily earned
distance

The career of his rival was a checkered
victory for O'Leary.
one. His movements were decidedly erratic, there was no
display of the first characteristics of a lasting pedestrian, and
as a contest of skill the whole exhibition was a miserable
Hughes began the contest by running, and the subfailure.
sequent progress made by bun was the result of a series of
spurts. As a matter of course such proceeding could avail little
when opposed to the determined method of O'Leary. The
latter had behind his walk the abiding strength of moral
stamiDa, and the "piston-like" movement of his stride was
sure to bring him out ahead of bis clumsy, slouchiDg comDuring the concluding hours of the walk the vast
petitor.
throng of spectators kept up a continual cheering, which
reached its height when O'Leary was presented with a medal,
and finally made a triumphal march about the Garden through
Hughes made sporadic spurts
the lanes "formed by the crowd.
during the evening finally retiring before ten o'clock. There
was from the first a very large attendance of sightseers, the
The
receipts for the week amounting to more than $15,000.
following is a summary of the walking done by the men in
each twenty-four hours
O'Leary.

HugheB.

MS

First twenrj-foiir hours

72
69
76
52

Second twenty-four hours
Third twenty-four hours
Fourth twenty-four hours
Fifth twenty-four hoot*
Sixth twenty-four boors

59
71
20
"

31

403

Total..

810

Hoods vs. William iBLLB—Titvwille, Pa., Oct.
championship 40 yards 30 arrows each
"Ua m TellB Bobin Hoods.
„ K_
,
71 Gapt Levi Tuck
Webber
0»pt 3
»9 August Eastland
OrloMarsh
Porter
Byron
s
5
Farwell
George

7.—

fiOBiN

Match

for the

;

;

:

w

W

61
87
76

.

experience, that fish do see in the water, through the water

and out of the water.
shark's eyes, and " this

Just waggle your finger around a

he put to rest." We
don't know about a dried herring or the blind side of a flounThere are scales over someder; but most other fish can see.
body's eyes here.

Bumanka's besieging forces shall invest Manhattan Island
the hungry inhabitants may turn them with good grace to
their horses, and so follow the Parisian mode in food as they
now do dress. It is more than probable, too, that, long before
the navy of the African monarch shall appear in New York
waters, the devil fish will have become a familiar denizen of
our harbor; and when at length the siege comes, the daring fishermen of Fulton Market, braving the guns of darksome war-

little

story

may

Next

The Octopus Afl a Food Fish.—We do not eat horses in
New York, They do in Paris. Some day, whe King

226

Total

Total

223

Abohbbt at the Intjiasa State Faie.— At the late State
novelty among the features of the
fair at Indianapolis, Ind. a
Archers and the
dav was an archery contest. The Kokorno
were represented by skillful memMerry
,

Bowmen
Wabash
The shooting was
bers.

at a regulation target with nine inch
sold counting nine a four and a half inch red ring, countfive
ing seven ; a four and a half inch white ring, counting
ring, counting three ; and an
a four and a half inch black
;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
We know nothing of

oilier white ring, four and a half inches, counting one, making
the target forty-five inches in diameter. The first match,
thirty arrows at each distance, was as follows
(iO

JohnABooe

108
101
118
149
118
123

90

ChwleB Leach
Will Brewer

74

93
10S
85
66

OiJ»J
Theo MoMecham

40 yds.
150
242
170
159
165

50 yds.

yds.

Total.

i

323
463
868
401
383
395
325
539

187
121

cal.

Mays,

a,

Kokomo Archers" and the
" Wabash Merry Bowmen," which was won by the latter club
by the following score, each archer shooting 30 arrows at 40

W A Russell
Total

H Thompson

Will

Total
Difference

758
1US

—

;

Baynolds, 7 yards in 10s.
One mile handicap walk.— Sis entries J J Calberton and J P
Gibbons, who finished first and second, wore niled out under rule
of cautions, and C B Lewis, 35s., was pronounced the winner, 7:50
actual time. P Noel second.
One mile run.— Three entries T H Smith won in 4m. 49 l-5s.;
;

;

Rowland second.

Bunmng high jump.— Won by W R Beers, 5ft. lin.
Two hundred and twenty yards handicap.— Won by F C Farley.
In the 150 yards dash W C Wilmer, Short Hills A. C; F C SaWon
nortas, Harlem A. C, and J B Value, Elizabeth, contended.
bv Wilmer inl5 2-5s.
Half-mile handicap.— Thirteen entries
45 yards.

Running broad jump.—

mau

won by

Pierre Noel,

W C Wilmer won with 19ft.

8in.

H

:

In-

entries
Haigli second.
Tug of War.— Scottish-American A. C. team defeated the
York A. O. team,

won

in 1m. l-5s.

;

ta gtotirexpatidettis.
at

Y.— See

our

n. P., East Chester, X.

A. D., Warsaw, 11L— Thanks for your communication.

Y.—Write

K. W., Bedford, N.

to Charle3 Prior, Provincetown,

F. C. A., Buffalo.— Cost of advertisement lor lour months, $80

T., Abilene,

Wis.—Have answered your

;

lor

Kan.— See answer In our last,

question in full in

stating that poll

are not confined to the sea shore.

O. H. B., Delphos, Kan.— The best thing for carrying wads
which allows the heads id go down into it.

Is

a belt

good

W., Houston, Texas.— The gunmakers you inquire about can turn

out as good work as Grant, and finer than Boss.

Ga.—Articles on boat building are not yet published
probably will be this winter,

J. B. T,, Atlanta,

book form,

lint

New Orleans, La.—For the "Tight Shell" and companion
O. LeF
chroma address Ohas. Zimmerman, St. Paul, Minnesota.
,

robin Hood,

Pa.— For a

Titusvllle,

30 yds. archery target the bull's-

eye, or ' gold," should be 4in. diameter,
,1.

W.

12

K.,

Georgetown, D.

tion are reliable.

You

will

and

C—

The cheaper guns of the Arm you menHud an a% or9>4 lbs. weight a very good one

N„

migratory.

N is. 10,
and 4 snot respectively; Sjj drs. powder, 1«oz shot? Ans.
No. 10, 50 yds. for 8, and sixty yds. for 4. Load heavier for
heavier shot.
-

New Ycrk.— What is the proper quantity of Spratt's Dog
my setter while not in use, feeding onee a day ? Ans.

A. P. v.,

Biscuit to feed

Three biacuiia

al ttie

but we should vary the diet at
;
of boiled food, containing vegetables,

outside, fed dry

week with a mess

I

meal and meat.

Padot O'Learv, Asltbysbnrg, Ky.— Paper shells are the most conveShells should be full length of
nient; metallic the must economical.
gun chamber. Your gun Is reliable for small charges. Toreload brass
shells you will need a loader, block, extractor andrecapper. They may
be haa of our advertisers.
G. F. A., Ftsiikill.— I have a

breech-loading gnu, 12gange, 27

in.

With l.VT oz. No. 9 shot can put from 270 to 294
a 30 in. circle at 40 yds. Is not that a fair target, and is this
make a good one ? Ans. A wonderful target if your figures are correct
gnn in good repute.
cylinder bore.

barrel,

pellets in

L. N. H , Honesdale, Pa.— My setter bitch is lined by a cur. Will
in about two weeks. Will It Injure hei to drown the pups as soon
as born 7
What shall I do? Ans. Rubbing, and drawing the milk, If
necessary, prevents caking. Castor oil should be given, and may also

come

be used externally on the teats.
J.

R.

Philadelphia.—I use a 12 gauge Moore, of London, 301n. barof charging one barrel with ball and the other with
good for anything? If so, what size ball should I
Ans. Use a No. 12 ball, and load heavier than for shot. The
not novel. You may get fair results.
T.,

Have thought
Is the Idea

shot.

idea

is

Lawrence, Mass.— Your dog is suffering from impoverished
blood and general reduction of the system. Give him ten drops of
Fowler's Solution of Arsenic morning and evening, and each day a pill
Give him
containing two grams each of quiulne and citrate of iron,
plenty of nourishing food, but very little meat.
J. J. A.,

L. B. W-, Wilmington, O.— You will Ilnd De La Plaine, Greene Co.,
aflrst-rate centre for sport iu Arkansas. It is reached via the St. Louis,
Irou Mountain and .southern Railway. You can hardly go amiss In the

York.

Knapp and Van Nostrand are reliable game dealers in New
Fine grained powder burns quicker than coarse grained.

A. B. P., Norristown.— What is the proper charge, powder, shot and
wads, for a 11-gauge. 30-mch muzzle-loading gnn for rabbits and partridges, and what would be a good pattern at 40 yards, 30in. circle, for
such a gnu ? Ans. s</% drs. powder, i>„ oza. No. s shot, one pink edge
wad over powder, and one pasteboard wad over shot; 130 pellets
would be a good pattern.

any satisfactory
all

Knsr, Troutman, N. C—According to the copy of the laws of your
which is now before us, the law referred to by you does not

apply to your county.
S. K., Jr., Yarmouth, N. S.—Kcnforth died in his boat while pulling
against the St. John crew for the world's championship on the Kennebecassis, not at Halifax, as reported.

Mass.— Good squirrel shooting in Western New England will be found about Waterville, and Waterbury, Conn., among the
Berkshire Hills, and around Pittsfleld, Mass.
0. 8. P., Lynn,

G. W, M., Augusta, Me.— The best special work on fish culture is
General information had better be
Livingston Stone on trout rai-ing
derived from TJ. S. Commissioner's Reports.

Wis.—Mast lor a boat 10x314 ft should he about
Sail should be of light
long and 1?4 in. in diameter at thwart.
and contain 90 aq. ft. See otln r answers on this head.

E. A. M., Broadhead,
drilling,

OU> SroBT.—The house

of Turner

&

Hobs, of Boston, are not

we have

known

declined their adver-

Mich.— Ton cannot shoot shot from a

We use the globe and

directions

some people might use them
market now.

M.

For slugs,

Your gun

fair

out of the

;

use 70 grs. powder.

New York— 1 Intend going to Indian Territory next

M.,

with

off In

peep sights to |squint through

to load with.

.44 cal.,

rifle

and go

result, as the shot will catch the rifling

June and

a good time of the year?
the Territory is the
For best localities
1.
Beer, turkeys
see Hallock's " sportsman's Gazetteer," 900 pages, $3.
and prairie chickens.
July for a couple of months' shooting.

Is that

What game is to be found there 7 What part of
best? Aus. The best time is IromSept. 1 to Feb.

Pa.— The name you mention

c. T. J., Jr., Leveringl on,

a

maker

;

it

Is

simp'y a trade-mark.

All of the genuine

is

not that of

Greener guns

have " W. W. Greener" stamped on the locks, and " W.W. Greener, St
Mary's Works, Bu-iniugham, England," on the barrels. The guns purporting to be Greener guns, marked simply " Greener," or otherwise
than as mentioned above, are frauds.

Virginia.

State,

to ua except by advertising agents, and

C.

it

the Dover's powders are given at once.

F..

Pobt Tack, Belleville, Out— Write to Mr. Thos. Dean, Secretary
Boston Y. C, Boston, Mass, and state yonr capacity. Ho will, no
doubt, comply with your request for a club book. Time allowance is
based upon the size or dimensions of yachts, and no difference la made
on account of their having cabins or not. You will Bud excellent time
tables in the club book referred to. Such tables have been brought to
much greater perfection among our Eastern yachtsmen than in New

W

s. B, New York.— I have a rifle, .44 cal., 95 grs. powder, 3S5-gr
I wish to use it as an off-hand gnu, bnt the recoil Is too great for.
uerves to be comfortable, and cork or wads are a nuisance. I have
thought that if I could procure a clean powder, and much weaker than
the FG rifle powder, I might be able to flll my shellB and avoid tbla
trouble. Ans. We could not give you any powder that was less effect
ive. Instead of loading with 00 grs. use 65 grs., mixing your powder
with dry sawdust to get the balk in the shell.

ball.

33 yds, For

for a 100yds. target 9in.

Philadelphia.— We think you will And satlsfagtory quail shoot,
ing about Port Jervls, N. Y. See our answer last week recommending

lift,

It Is

Manchester. X. 11 —What is the killing or effective range
gauge, 2=ln, barrel, double-barrelled breech-loader, with

Sttres, Marquette,

We

are assured that our correspondent did not
cakibot/, Montreal.—
intentionally disregard the game statutes.

"'..

shot.

$60.

E. A. M., Broadhead,
issue ol Sept. 26.

give one grain santonins for three successive days, fo'lowed by
a tableapoouful ol castor oil.
Give the puppy also a Dover's Powder
night and morning. Careful nnrslngaud warmth may pull her through

York waters.

time scratching among the leaves on the ground.

its

Key West,
of a

Stale.

in

or,,

we would ad-

about the best for a Stephen's braechPittsburg.—Is not the
What Is the right charge of powder to kill rabbits,
and pheasants from said gun? Will Eaton's Rust Preventer take
rust from a gun after it in once on. Ans. l. Excellent, 2. 3 grs. powder, l oz. shot. 3. No, but It will prevent rust increasing.

Mass.

J.

from 210to

In

;

quail

game columns.

J.

U. N.

gun puts

powder, 11-16

loadlng shotgnu ?

Anennaoua Communication!.

J,

one year,

si drs.

R.,

no Notice Taken

C be

:

EJ

N

J$nswm

of

use?

second.

Finkey, Jr.;

in bore, B$t lbs.,

Ans.

M\, New Rochelle, N. v.— The bird is a cliewlnk, otherwise called
marsh robin and towhee bunting. It is common in Eastern United
States, and inhabits thickets, underbrush and briers, and spends mu^h

rels.
;

Four hundred and forty yards hurdle handicap. —Nine

W

T., Baltimore,

The gun gives good execution
vise yon to let. well enough alone.

Sitokt Hills Athletic Club- The opening games of
There
litis club were held at Milburn, N[. J., last Saturday.
were a goodly number of contestants and spectators, and
the programme passed off most successfully. The contests
were as follows:
One hundred yards handicap.— Nineteen entries won by E H

H

Vomits large quantities of worms, la
shall I do for her? Ana. For

worms

cannot appeal to the referee. Only in the event of the Judges disagreeing can the referee give a final verdict. Custom has established this
liiercisnowrittenlawor authority in its support, but in the appointment of both .luges and referee a tacit understanding exists to this

eiU

This prize was a magnificent gold badge valued at $50, offered by Mr. Pfingst, of the Grand Hotel, to the best club in
At the close of the shooting a suthe country, open to all.
perb bow of rosewood, backed with fancy wood, was presented to Mr. Thompson, because of the unparallcd score made
by him at the 50 yard range. Immediately upon the close of
the shooting the Kokomo Archers challenged the Merry Bowmen for a second contest, to take place by the 26th, Will H.
Thompson to be barred, which was promptly accepted by the
Crawfordsvilleclub.

C

Pi— My Gordon setter pup, four months old, appeara

deficient supply

and so increase a

larvre are bred,

Gkkshokb, Brooklyn.—My

190
181
183
204

WiUBrcwor

.Tuscola,

great distress at times.

cotter, Oswego.—The iron cutter Viiulex was built at Chester, Pa.
eauey, Son & Arctibold.
She was not in commission this
season. The ToUmte has three and a half beams to her length. She Is
40x12ft. Has lead on her keel.

220 No. S shot in a Min. circle, 40yds.,

655

Theo McMeeham

I.

effect.

WABASH MEBBY BOWMEN.

A Boos

John

ponds
and

Md. -James Everson, oil 485 First St., Brooklyn, E.
shadow canoes. Write to him, and mention
our name. For outfit for canoeing and camping address W. Holberton
Jt Co., 117 Fulton st., New York.

142
150
187
176

,

fish

ush-culturistfs plant those grasses

IX, is the only builder of

KOKOMO ABCKEBS.
Gauso

,

in

coming down with distemper. What

c, Newark.— In a race where both judgeB and referee areap
pointed, the latter decides upon any disagreement between the judges.
If these, kowexer, are unanimous in their decision, the contestants

* T.

yards.

O AJav

O.

he

also

the distemper

N. J.— In addition to supplying

like,

of food as well as of oxygen.

splendid contest between the "

Will

B., Princeton,

weeds upon which

;

Charles Leech

of this year.

Coixkge

with minnows and the

WARuasell
138
121
204
H Thompson
214
Will H. Thompson won the first prize, a fine gold medal
John A. Booe the second prize, a fine silver medal; Will
Brewer the third prize, a silver cup Theo McMeeham the
fourth prize, a fine set of arrows. After this there was

Will

.'ton

I

I.

to

Rouge, La.— Would not advise you to use a Spencer,
[eating atm, a Winchester is so much better. Buy a .45
People In Pittsburgh quite reliable. Tour subscription ended
i

WillGause

their responsibility or quality of the

offer.

I

Non-Resident,

New York.— It

is

my

desire to get a

few days'

quail

Monmouth Co., N. J some time during the month of NoNot being a resident of that state T would like to know what
steps to take in order to procure a license to shoot under the now law
covering such cases. Ans. Address Richard T. Miller, See. WeBt
Jersey Game Protective society, 106 Market st., Camden, N. J.
shooting in

,

vember.

Virginian, Norfolk— The best s ystem for measuring cat-boats for
time allowance is ou the water line, from forward side of elein to after
aide of Btornpost or, if the boat has an immersed couuter or portion of
;

the hull abaft the post in tne water, measure to point of intersection of
Plumb up the two points, and measure the
such part with the water.
distance between them wl'h a tape-line or piece of scantling.
W. G., Ithaca. N. !\—Dixon Kemp's " Yacht Designing" costs $25;
same author, $10. Can procure either
"Yacht and Bi

Sloop-yacht Vixen, formerly owned by
receipt of money;
built by
Mr. Livingston, ol Statea Island; was moaeUefl by won Fish,
:.,
IBUj sails by I. M. sawicr, of Sew
York. Length over all, 51ft. tin.; water line, -Mil. nin.; beam, 16ft.
,

-.

am.- draught,

4ft. -iin,;

with centreboard,

1

ft.

Gin.

B. 11. T., Helena, Mont.— Iu the rifle match, of which the score Is
given in another column, the first prize should have been awarded to
Bashaw, because he had no inners the second to Allen, because
of best score in inverse order of shots ; third to newin, because of
fewer Inners than O'dham, who took fourth. This award Is made In
accordance with rules of N. R. A., which are published In another
answer to-day. Had the shooting been "class shooting," those who
made scores of 41 wonld have divided or shot off for flrBt prize those
making 40 second ; 39 third, etc.
;

;

Baltimore.— 1. For a dog troubled with fleas would yon prefer the use of flea powder such as advertised In your paper, or the cc»
pious use of good and pure carbolic soap 1 i. What is the best bedding
for a d02 this season and later ?
Ans. 1. The copious use of carbolic
soap Is about as bad for a dog as anything well could be. An occasional
washing Is well enough. The flea powder Is better, followed by a good
washing with almost any kind of soap, allowing the soap to dry on, and
subsequently washing it off. Whale oil soap is good, and so Is S.iratt's.
2. Pine shavings or clem wheat straw, to be changed once a week.
J. T. N.,

L. C. (!., Homosassa, Fla.— If your yacht rolls very badly before the
wind, " wing" her ballast as much as possible— that is, stow it ont to
the sides.
The fault lies In her construction, and the only advice wo
can give you is to experiment with her ballast. It Is a difficult matter
Scrub sail with fresh water and soap, then rub
to remove mildew.
over with soap and sprinkle or rub whiting on it
allow it to dry and
bleach to the sun, and repeat, It necessary.
Treat both sides. Do noc
use chloride of lime or caustics or acids, as they rot, the canvas. If you
use chloride of lime only the clear liquor should be allowed to touch
the sail, then rinse well.
;

H. U. R., Rockford, 111.—My setter has a disposition to sleep, anl
will drop down the moment I stop to speak to a person, or stop for
any reason. Very little running will cause him to pant very hard.
When walkiDg spreads his legs far apart, and carves his back up. Ha
seemo in pretty good spirits, and eats well. Ans. Yonr dog has inflam
matlon of the bladder, probably the result of high feeding. Reduce his,
diet, and give him cooling food, with plenty of boiled vegetables. Give
him, twice a week, % oz. sulphate of magnesia and 10 grs. nitre, In suffncient water to dissolve. If this treatment does not cure him give him
each day one or two capsules containing balsam of copabla.
J.

W., Cleveland, Ohio.—If you propose

sailing altogether or chiefly,

and 6ft. beam. She

ming

the " skip-jack" for

would advise greater beam, say

10ft.

long

will require either a centreboard or

a keel, not both.
For ballast use old Iron— grate-bars and castings. Stow it as low down,
on the bottom as possible, and secure it so that it cannot shift. The
amount will be governed by the depth you wish your boat to float at,
and la best obtained by experiment, when launched. For a cat-rlj
make sail 17ft. on foot, 10ft. hoist, 8ft. gaff, and ISft. on leach mast 1
fi, above rail, 3ln. thick at deck, and stepped 1ft. from bow;
centreboard, 4ft. 9m. long, 2ft. wide f irward, 2fti 6in. aft ; or a keel, 61n. deep
Round off the forward end or forefoot.
aft, and 4X forward.
;

K. J.— 1. 1 want to get a gun for glass-ball shooting, partridge,
What bore (choke or modlfled), gauge and Iengt i
ducy, squirrel, etc.
of barrels should I get? I want an 81b. gun. 2. Would shells Lis
in. shorter than chamber or gun impair shooting ?
3. What is the price
of Dlttmar powder ? 4. What is the price of Eaton's Rust Preventer,
and from where can I get it by mall ? 5. What color is tan ? 6. Is the
as good as any other for the same price ? Ans. A No. 12, gfl to
In.; left ban-el moderate choke for glass balls, the other plain. 2, Yes
Impair shooting, though very slightly. Shells ought to fit exact. 3. * I
5.
per pound. 4. 25, 50 and 75 cents. Cannot be sent by mail.
Color
of tan, bark. 6. Yes.

R.

A. S., Battery E., San Antonio, Texas.— Can you give me any information about the Ottawa or Grand River, Canada? I would like to
know the length of the river, how far It could be navigated with a
wooden boat, or whether it would take a canoe ou acconnt of portages
Also, w liar, kind of fur game Is there in the country ? Where can I gat
map or any book describing the country? Ans. For map of Ottawa
River address James Campbell & Sons, Toronto, Canada. The river is
possibly S00 miles long, but trappers and sportsmen seldom go above
Round Lake, near Bigansville, 17S miles from its month. It Is navfgv
ble for canoe to its headwaters. For special information see Hallock's
"

office, price $3,

Gazetteer," published at this

postage paid. Fur game

In great variety.

A. B. P., Norristown, Pa.— In an annual report of the matches at
Creedmoor, under the N. R. A. rules, I and two scores that are tie In
4—11 ;B, 4544443 4 5 4—41. Is there
points
A,
Which of these two scores is
not a mistake in point of order o! merit
best under the circumstances : C, 444 5 45415 4—13
D, 3 514
4 4 8 4 5 5-43. Ans. These scores are a tie In total number of points,
and in number of bull's-eyes, centres and inners. The top score,
counting Inversely, is the best. In the second series, the first score is
the best because it has no Inner. The N. R. A. rule is: "Ties shall bo
decided as follows: l, when the tiring takes place at more than one
distance, by the score made at the longest distance, and if still a tie, and
there be three distances In the competition, by the score at the second distance 2, by the fewest misses 3, by the fewest outers 4, by the few.
est Inners; 0, If still a tie, by iuviu-se order of snots, counting singly
from the last to the first S, by firing single shots at the longest range
:

445434454

'?

;

;

;

;

;
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THE FUTURE OF THE PALMA.

NOW

that the walk-over

match has been gone through

with and the fact demonstrated that there has been no
it is time

retrogression in the ability of our small-bore experts,
to look at the question of the International

match

in all its

bearings, and consider whether something should not be done
is to continue.
Under date of Sept.
John Rigby writes from Dublin and takes bold, reasonable
ground in speaking of this very topic, and when this leader of
the enthusiastic Irish marksmen says, "I must confess that I
it

the series of matches

21

see no stirrings

among our

and succeeding years.
It must be patent to all that the contest is tp be one for years to come between Great Britain and
America.
A conference between the representative riflemen

two countries could now, in the light of past experidraw up a model code of procedure fur the matches of
the future. Do it at once and 1879 will witness another great
battle of the butts.
Neglect it and another walk-over, even
of those

ence,

tamer than the

last, will

the transatlantic shots

by before

THE CHAMPION SCULLER OF

riflemen to indicato an intention to

AMERICA.

and puzzling fishtails of Creedmoor in
should be taken as the warning note to the managers

face the burning sun

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
kvotbd to field and aquatic sports, practical natural fjlstort,
Fish Culture, the Protection of Game, preservation of Forests,
and ths inculcation in men and women of a healthy interest
iH Out-Door Recreation and Study
:

PUBLISHED BY

potest and

gtrmq

1879,"

it

of the

Palma on

this side of the water.

the enthusiastic

inaugurators of the series of international matches

grow

may

The

be of service.

Directors in

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
[P03T OFFICE

BOX

When

the popular subscrip-

hands of the N. R. A. it
was with the understanding that the trust was to be intelligently executed. It certainly will not be so carried out

TBRMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

if

after

a couple of gallant attempts on the part of our British and CoTwenty-live per cent,

off for

Two

Clubs of

or more.

;

one Inch.
If

pos-

sible.

AU transient advertisements
or they will not be inserted.

must be accompanied with the money

No advertisement or business notice

of

an Immoral character

will

be

publisher Inserting our prospectus ss above one time, with

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending
to us, will receive the Forest and Stream for one year.

NEW

TORE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

marked copy

10,

and strength, but

skill

We eannot promise to return

1878.

show

rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.
Nothing will be admitted to any department, of the paper that may

not be read with propriety in the

home

tr Trade supplied by American News Company.
CHABXEB HAIXOCK, Editor.
BANES,

S.

The American Cricketers.
Iris

H. TURRILL, Chicago,
Western Manager.

any contests of

is

skill

not

with

confidence
foreign competitors. But there was a curious lack of
meet the
displayed in our cricketers who had been selected to
Australians. However commendable such a modest estimate
results of the
of the prowess of America at the wicket, the
New York and Philadelphia games have done much to reassure the faint-hearts. The Philadelphians surprised them-

drew from their
selves, their friends and the Australians, and
opponents words of well merited praise. The Germantowu
grounds were the centre of intense interest last week. We
gentleman's
look for a greater popularity of this admirable

game.

mx

The Walk-Over.— A correspondent

asks whether the

work

The
really a walk-over.
Of the American team of 1878 was
shall fire over the
conditions require that a team of eight men
range,
at
each
shots
thirty
ranges,
800, 900 and 1,000 yard
This would make a total of
equally divided over two days.
fired, whence our
shots, whereas but 703 were actually

730
it
correspondent concludes that as the course was not covered
Perhaps some member of the team of
was not a walk-over.
1877 may found an argument upon this
surrender the Palma.

when

The New Haven Steamboat Link.—The

called

upon

to

great steamboat

H. Northam, recently restored, and two weeks ago replaced
upon the .New Haven Line, is probably the staunchest and
accommodations
best appointed steamboat in the world. Her
round trip
are most luxurious, and hundreds daily make the
the delightful
enjoy
simply
to
Haven
New
to
city
this
from
She leaves at 3 p, m. of any given day, and is
experience.
Q.

wharf by 5 o'clock the next morning,
New Haven. Capt.
genBownea commands, and Horace Clark is the clerk. Both
several centuries,
route
for
this
on
tlemen have been steadily
remember.
or at least as long ago as we can

New York

in
giving three or four hours' visit

affairs as a

walk-over the

and the Boston team who went through the dumb

to put the bauble on show in a Boston shop-window, or stow
This move was, seemit away in a Boston safe-deposit vault.
ingly, a very clever one, but it remains to see whether it was

What is needed is not restriction, but freedom.
In place of narrowing down the conditions they should be amplified, and made so broad and liberal that each year should
It is a
see a match fought through with the keenest zest.
a politic one.

ridiculous notion to suppose that the range at

Creedmoor

will

sink into insignificance if the Palma match is not contested
there whereas, the prospect now is that one will go down
;

John Rigby

ton" on the matter
test,

and

to

make

strikes the

when he says
the

:

"

To

" best possible

car-

insure an annual con-

Palma a truly international and not

merely a Creedmoor trophy, it is only necessary to revise the
view to locating the match in Europe on alternate
This is a confession of weakness on the part of the
Irish riflemen by their great leader, and as such must be highly
rules with a

years."

—The typical American

ability in

such tame

of September will find they have only acquired the right

with the other.

circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mall service if money
collect
remitted to us is lost. No person whatever is authorized to
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

Business manager.

to

experience of the past fortnight shows that nothing but neg-

can be expected. A few more such pantomimes and the
life will be crushed out of the Palma.
The Directors have quietly taken the trophy entirely under

be acAll communications whatever, intended for publication, must
companied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publibhinq Company
Names will not be published if objection bemade. No anonymous commnnlcations will be regarded.

back to her

was performed,

and that when known abroad in its significance and in its
figures can only add the more point to their objections to
tempt defeat again at Creedmoor.
The Palma was intended
to be a popular badge of battle, and tke-public stand ready to

their wing,

given to under-rating

ult.

lect

To Correspondents.

T. C.

These opinions were written

Association of Great Britain.

give a generous support to anything approaching a real test of

received on any terms.

Any

Halford echoes the opinions of "the Irish Bodine," and he
speaks as the accredited representative of the National Rifle
before the walk-overof the 25th and 26lh

Advertisements should bs sent in by Saturday of each week,

*.'

wrest the honors from us, the whole affair
should be permitted to fall into a decaying neglect. Sir Henry
lonial cousins to

Advertising Rates.
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per hne ontslde page, 40 cents.
Speelal rates for three, six and twelve months. Notices In editorial
columns, 60 cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

patriotism might
ful sculler

all.

American riflemen.
Mr. Rigby may put
on the expense and difficulty of
sendiug a team across, but if that team, picked from among
thousands of rifle users, were the experts they conceived
themselves to be the Palma would not now be resting in posThe British
session of the country which first offered it.
riflemen had for years given the world to understand that as
They were taken at their
riflemen they were invincible.
word by the rest of the world, and before America had fired a
long-range shot she was taunted to a lost, stood it successfully,
and now when the best efforts to overcome her have failed,
those who had been champions when there were none to opThe question now
pose now beg for more favorable terras.
Surely if the acis can America afford to give these terms.
tion of the Directors in amending one portion of the conditions is legal they possess the power to go further and make
It would be in
the amendment which Mr. Rigby suggests.
every respect politic, for it would revive interest, where now
it is dying out, and rouse the popular feeling to the points
seen in '75, '76 and '77, when the struggles were real and not
simulated.
We have yet to find an American rifleman who
is willing to express a fear that in a fair field and an equal fight,
Putin America or abroad soil, they would suffer defeat.
ting the matter then on the low ground of seeking to preserve
an undue advantage, there is nothing to dread in going upon
any range the world over and proving our ability to hold the
Palma against all comers. We have a right to be boastful,
for should defeat be in store for us what has been dono is
enough to stamp our marksmen the equals of any. If we are
to suffer a break in our series of victories we have at least the
satisfaction of knowing that in men and rifles, system and
position we are far in advance of what the British champions
of five years ago ever dreamed of. America can afford to be
She
generous in this matter. She can do more and be just.
can meet every demand which the British riflemen, smarting
under defeat, can make upon her, and then, when the new line
of victories shall be ours it will be time enough to cast about
and meet the fresh difflcultiea which may then arise.
Now is the time to fix upon the course to be taken for 1879
flattering to

the

the ground of his plaint

" Champion

of

title

Those of

of America.''

who followed closely the columns of the Forest
and Stream will have no cause for regret at the issue, so far
as they are personally concerned, however much their laudable
match

tion placed this fine trophy in the

the

falls

our readers

but a few more blunders in the long chapter of them in
the history of this trophy and the Directors may find them-

selves called to account for

2832.]

great race has been rowed, and to Hanlan.of Toronto,

question have been most generously treated by the public at
large,

NO. Ill

THE

so

despondent in face of the conditions which have been tacked
on to the Centennial trophy the idea may strike the Directors of
the National Rifle Association that a few more reconsiderations of the conditions

{£ompxtig„

fflttblishing

When

come, while the present eagerness of
be turned to apathy and years pass

may

the subject be revived.

make them wish

;

it

a different ending

to the

takes a good

of Hanlan, but

reserve to

for

Courtney, of Union Springs, is a powerman to hang as he did to the like

at Lachiue.

equally certain that the latter had a large

it is

draw upon and

He

a "waiting race."

that he rowed, for his

own

purposes,

pulled hard, but never did his best. It

one of the characteristics of this quiet, unassum
dian, that he holds back and does not show what he can do
In none of his fermer races with
unless there is need of it.
is

much lighter timber than Courtney has he done his utmost.
"Hold your man, near the close give him a twist ;" that seems
to have beeu his maxim in all the many races ho has pulled
The plan worked well, for while " Charduring the season.
ley"

was industriously pulling

races in the daily papers, chal-

lenging everybody and meeting only rustics of the
stripe, defeating

confidence on paper,
credited, the

Dempsey

Hanlan over and over again with very much
if

reported interviews with

wiry Canadian was

filling his

him

are to be

backers'

and

his

pocket with sheckles and coins gathered industriously

own

from all comers in the United States and across the border.
A good sculler he was, every one granted few suspected the
full extent of his powers, for he found it policy to keep them
shady and bide his time. Bide it he did. His friends caught
Courtney and his backers over-coDfident, wheedled them into
a race on rough, strange waters, over a tideway, put the whole
wilier
pot on the winner, and kept their man in the dark.
game, legitimate though it was, has seldom been played.
Courtney's wonderful confidence held well on paper to the
last minute and, after hardly half a dozen spins over the
course, he found himself face to face at the start with a man of
whose real capability he and his friends knew nothing at all.
Hanlan, in a very business-like way, disposed of his adversary
and can do so over again any day and on any water you may
select. It is certain that the rough sea affected Courtney somewhat, but it is equally as certain that the Toronto lad had
plenty of wind and muscle to spsre, and if Courtney's backers are blind enough not to see this they will find their man
To be beaten by such a sculler
pulling a stern chase again.
as Hanlan has shown himself to be is no disgrace; to hang to
him as Courtney did is an honor few or none can claim.
A great deal of noise has been made, by those too read; to
judge others by themselves, over the presumed dishonesty of
one of the contestants. At this day, when the race is a week
old, not a single particle of tangible evidence of any dishonest
;

A

action has

come

to light.

Insinuations, plausible generalities,

but nothing that would stand as evidence in court.
These rumors can be traced to the gambling fraternity in the
first place.the sensation and gossip mongers in the second, and
finally to those in whose eyes dishonesty seems more readily
borne than defeat. The race was beyond doubt an honest one
plenty;

and well fought from beginning to end.
say in mitigation of Courtney's defeat

we

Whatever we may
are not blind to the

he was actually overpowered by Hanlan and that the
The
had him well in hand throughout the course.

fact that
latter

championship has gone to the best man in Amen
opine it will be a long while ere any one wrests it from his
safekeeping.

THE GLADIATORIAL SHOWS

NEW YORK.

THEden was offrom
result

IN

the O'Leary-Hughes walk at Gilmore's Garthe

first

a foregone conclusion.

It

was

a hopeless struggle of over-weening confidence, brute endurance and senseless expenditure of strength pitted against inNothing save certain defeat
telligent and scientific effort.
could have been predicted for the man who began a si?; days'
contest by running like a deer for the first few hours, drinking

immoderately at first of milk, and later in the contest, exuding
the vigilant eye of his trainer, swallowing his champagoeand
tumbling into a drunken snooze from which he sullenly reSuch escapades would be fatal
fused to return to the track.
to a cast-iron "pedestrian's" record, even when offset by the
strange enmity displayed by Hughes toward his rival and
the loudly-vaunted resolution to " bate that O'Leary or die

was something worth while to sec the mework of O'Leary. Every stride had the
We do not wonder at
regularity and precision of a machine.
the plaudits showered upon the champion as he went on and

on the thrack."

It

thodical, systematic

on around the track, nor at the ovation he received when his

was completed.
But we protest that the spectacle of his opponent was painHad a galled and jaded horse been
ful it was disgraceful.
urged by blows about the ring in Gilmore's Garden the agent
task

;

—
;

—

:

:
;

:

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
of Mr. "Bergh

would promptly have interfered and pubwould have sanctioned the interference.
The only difference iu this case is that here was a reasoning being, who, as such, of his own free willand for the sake of
cheap notoriety and more substantial greenbacks chose to inflict the torture upon himself, arid people chose to go and
witness the exhibition, and cheer as the old Romans cheered
sentiment

lic

And

their gladiators.

a sorry figure he cut, as with blistered

and sore, stiff ened and rheumatic joints, he went limping around the track like the hero of the nursery rhyme,

feet,

My

eon John,

One shoe oil", me oilier thoe on,
every movement of his body accompanied by a grimace of

the fate of its neighbor, the apple-tree. And is there anything
to the cook or to theone that's eating it than
to find secreted in a royal apple one of these horrid worms ?
Let the farmers be persuaded to take a little more care of their
orchards.
Were this done— the trees pruned and shaped, all
dead wood cleaned out, every worm-nest annihilated (the
small boy with a pole, on which is tied a sponge or cloth
saturated with kerosene, could burn them out), we should not
see so many adventurers coming to Florida, orly to have their
high hopes of orange fortunes blasted. There is money a the
orange, but it comes at the expense of great care and watchfulness.
Let not a man who allows worm-nests to disfigure
his apple or cherry trees ever think he can find money hang-

more aggravating

i

ing on orange

teBt, not of skill, but of endurance.
The man
has the most bull-dog in his make-up, and can stand the
most pounding, gouging and biting, is the winner of the belt

recognized

who

andtheplaudits of the ring. The performance of "The Lepper," as his friends dub him and we take this performance
at Gilmore's only as an example of many similar "shows" was

—

little

more elevated or

—

elevating.

It

how much punishment

solely of

was a

test

simply and

There was a difference in degree only, not iu
from the old-time gladiatorial exhibitions where the

human performers

nate youth of the

Roman

in the arena edified the effemi-

Capital.

It

of cock-fights, dog-fights, bull-fights

belongs to the category

and

There

prize-fights.

it

must be confessed

is

it

a

Advertisements.—All transient advertisements sent to us
must be accompanied by the money to pay for their insertion.
This rule is sensible, business-like, imperative and absolute.

We

cannot and do not receive advertisements upon any other
Our rates are plainly set forth n our prospectus.

terms.

equally extensive.

among
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APPLES AND ORANGES.
<

those

who

to find their

way

into the

columns

of a newspaper, provided their communication bears with

the magic Sesame of sterling good sense.

that those

The subjoined

it

bit

the

who

young men who

are constantly writing to news-

paper editors to know whether or not they shall emigrate to
" Would you advise a young man to
the South, or the West.
go to Florida ?" " Shall I go into the orange business?" These

and our reply may be found subIf a young man
goes to Florida because he is too lazy to care for a farm at the
North, he will, in all probability, come back in as sad a plight
as did the man who gained some notoriety among the paragraphers last winter because he returned from that sunny
clime on foot, clad in a hat, shirt, pair of pants and one suspender. The conditions of success in any part of the world iu
are the oft-repeated queries,

stantially expressed in the following letter.

these days, are— barring the golden spoon— honest, faithful
If a man lack these essentials, energy and thrift, at
work.
the North, he most certainly will not find them in the climate
of Florida. To the kid-glove dreamer of dreams it is a suggestive fact that orange trees have thorns.
The apple of the North and the orauge of the South are par
excellence the two fruits of America.
Their merits have been
sung in verse and told in story. Prosaic statistics tell us that the
apple crop of last year in the United States was valued at $50,000,000, while there were 22,000,000 oranges gathered. Orange

The Florida fruit commands the
demand is ever greater
As the trade increases we may look for
than the supply.
more intelligent care of the groves and better facilities of
transportation.
That more fortunes than one are to be made
in Florida is no secret, but fortunes do not make themselves
there any more than in other parts of the Union.
One who
culture

is

yet in

its

incipiency.

highest prices in our markets and the

has not himself fought the unequal battle can have little conception of the myriad forms of animal and vegetable life

everywhere infesting the earth, air and water.
Eternal vigilance against things flying, hopping, creeping, crawling, burrowing and boring is the price of immunity from their deadly

The dolcefar niente in the hammock is all well
enough in poetry, but even a more practical man than a poet
might be staggered to reconcile hia otium cum dig. with a
neglected Florida orange grove. This is what our correspondent writes from the Uatskills
Being a woman, I do not know whether I ought to speak
ravages.

:

at your title-page emboldens me to defend the
I think some one ought to speak for
lives of the apple-trees.
the apple-tree in some way.
Frequent drives of late through the Counties of Albany and

but a glance

Green have afforded us an excellent opportunity to notice the
orchards of fruit, which are numerous in this vicinity. In
Florida a man does not expect to succeed in the orange culture unless he is on the alert for every enemy to his pet trees.
Not only is the ground hoed and the soil enriched, but
•the trees are pruned and scraped and washed, the utmost care
being taken to keep them clean, and the manner in which
they show their appreciation of chis fondling, and their expression of gratitude, are rich enough rewards to the faithful
orange-grower. The owners of some of these apple orchards
that I have seen lately may be brothers to those orangegrowers. The trees were in good shape (how often an appletree inclines 45 deg. !), the leaves were perfect, and the fruit
well, t won't attempt to describe that— so rich, so tempting.
But there were many orchards that harbored great wormnests.
Almost every wild cherry tree was literally stripped
of its foliage by these rapacious vermin, which only foretokened

game and

well,

from the pursuit of
should take measures to preserve them as

derive so

fish

much

It is peculiarly appropriate

be-

lieves himself capable of

making a full score.
The shooting
took place in the presence of the President of
the Columbia
Rifle Club.
inau who can make 44 bull's-eyes out of 45
be considered as a remarkable shot.

YsnuoTai—Burlington, Oct. 3.—Match between Burlmirtou and Saratoga rifle clubs. Fifteen shots each man,
at 800.
000 and 1,000 yards:

^

Burlington Club.
yards.

Boardman.....

09
c9

Horner
Haggerty

M

and so be not only destroyers but protectors and pre-

[ft

n -uinery
LiurnitRiu

72
05
60

1

1

McCaffrey

Saratoga Club.

Geip

-

C9
63
63

$**«
a cy
Jf
Dfacgar

6')

Alnswortll

DeBEMOT OffIOULS

IN

OkANOK AND ROCKLAND

—An indignant friend of game protection sends us

CotJNTlItS.

this

query

Is there no way of stopping the trapping of the birds ? I
know of two counties in this State— Orauge and Rockland
where partridge are caught every year by the thousands.
The constables know about it, the landowners know about it
but they do not interfere, or, rather, they say they dare not
interfere.
The only way, as I understand the law, to have
the trappers punished is to catch them in the act of taking the
bird out of the trap, which la, of course, a very difficult matter to do.
Last week a friend of mine saw two boxes of
trapped partridges shipped on a railroad car. He notified at
once the 'squire and the constable to have them stopped, but
the only answer he could get out of these two officials was
that they could not do anything.
There is a regular gang of
those trappers in the above-named counties known to every-

body, and they defy anybody openly to have them fined. I
of two stations along the Erie Railroad where they are
said to have shipped last year over two thousand weight of
trapped partridges. What is the remedy ?

know

The only remedy we can suggest

is to

oust the officials

who

men who

will

display such apathy, and put in their places

use proper exertion to enforce the law.

The

applying to trapping and netting, reads
shall, at any time or place within this State, take
any ruffed grouse, commonly called partridge, any pin-

ter 721,

No

person

or kill

no healthy public feeling on the subject there
no remedy. Half a dozen sportsmen, united to see the law enforced, may by judicious action bring the
offenders to trial and conviction.
It is not an enviable condition of affairs when any chapter or section of the State
laws can be thus wantonly defied.
If there is

200 yards, off-hand. Two scores of ten shots each.
ble— Massachusetts, 240 Creedrnoor, 100.

8m-

Creed.

O K Hrui

GF

Chester Hinds
Nletlola

Mex

Cr<

Totals.
S 09-91
206-90

1,5
103
at
99
95

Ellsworth

Ali Robbing

V

Mo^s.

101

lCuuwllon

Wm Austin

9,s

L Walfier

96
91

li.9-86

19S-S7

167—ST

—ss

ISti

195-86

93

ODltaou

IS!'— So

113—79
171—77

Medfobd Amateur Rifle Association—Medford, Mass

Final match in all-comers' series
Cuslnog...

.55-14554-154-45

R'ssmi
"rady
Euues

5-1444454

j—4-3
4
4 4 5 5 4
4—12
4 4 5 4 4 4 5 3
-1-42
liiclurdeou.4
S 4-42

4444
5440454
4444444

;

—

200 yards, off-hand

Withlngton.
Vinlnir?..

.

Sawyer
llny'ds

UicseOn..

..

5—41

4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 5 4 3 4
5 4 3 4 3 4 3
4 4 3 4 4
3 4 3
5 4 4 4 3
3 3 4

3—39
3-89
5—39
3—80
3—36

Gushing took first. Walker second, Guerrer third. Gradv
'
*
fourth, and Russell fifth.
Four hundred yard match, open only to members of
the
Medford Amateur Rifle Association; rounds ten; re-entries

J Frost
Oil Jewell
Beat

4
5

M

JEShepard

AW

iiowland

Arnold
NW
Allen
DW
SCNoyes

O, V. Riley,

L\V Farrur

and Stream

season for deer and cariboo extends from Septem-

ber 1 to February 1. Strenuous efforts are now being made to
curtail this period, go as to clcse the open season on January 1,
as subsequent to that date the game in question is in poor condition ; the does are bearing the burden of maternity; and it

Possi-

:

FICKuowlton

:

i

The open

1S1-1.47T

Massachusetts— Gardner, Oct. 5.— Scores of the Gardner
Club, at Hackmatack Range, Wednesday.
Distance,

Rifle

fall meeting is considered as one of the
leading events.
he wind was moderate, coming from the west. about
a nine
The first match was the State team match
to teams of live from all Organized rifle
associations in Massachusetts, ten rounds each man; entrance
fee, $5 per team.
The prize is a trophy of the full value of
the entire amount of entry fees, and was won by the
Lawrence Rifle Club team on a total score of 211 out of a possible
350, the Abington Club following closely with 209, and the
first team of the Massachusetts Rifle Association
took third
place with 201. The last-mentioned organization had
two
teams in the field, the rules governing the match allowing
o'f
the entry of more than one team from the same
association
Lawrence Rillo Clnb.

Prof. Spencer F. Bairti, Secrcl&ry Smithsonian Institution
Bear
1 notice tn various papers statements referring to the
death of Ash and fowl In different parts of the country, caused
by Paris green wnleti is nsed to destroy the potato-beetle.
It Is
Important to decide whether or not these statements are true. I hope
that yoij will use your Influence to get specimens of fbh or fowl said
to be poisoned by Paris green, so that we may have this question defi-

— ISdilor Mn-est

204
I74

^

I

:

Sept, 24.

66

65

o'clock wind.

bugs is still a vexed question.
Below we publish a letter
from which it will be seen that the Entomological Division of
the Government Department of Agriculture are about to scientifically investigate the subject.
The importance of this
matter is such that it should engage the attention of all interested in the preservation of our fish and game birds

Quebec— Montreal,

62

MO
MS

Conditions— Open

to

truly,

61

202
191
181

present

—

Potato Bugs, Paeis Green and Fish. The supposed
death of fish caused by the Paris green used to destroy pota-

Yours

51

64
55
58
67
37

Fall Meeting op the Massachusetts Ruxe Assoou
tion.— The meeting opened October 2 under the most favorable auspices.
There was a large attendance, many ladies
be
ing present, and real enthusiasm was taken in the
match
Rille shooting has been so thoroughly and
systematically car
ried out in Boston-has taken such a rapid
development—
that we are forced to turn our eyes to the Walnut
Hill Ranee
tor the best work.
The grand form the Boston men made
when with us, their sterling qualities at gentlemen and marksmen, gained them universal applause. May we not
sav that
the prestige New York riflemen and New" York teams
once
possessed has, m a measure, passed away ? Boston
is much
more enthusiastic about rifle practice than we are and this

can, of course, be

chemical analyBlB.

57
63
61

69
6S
60
63
51
70

'allowed

nated grouse, commonly called prairie chicken, or spruce
grouse, commonly called Canada partridge, or any quail, with
any net, trap or snare, nor set any such net, trap or snare,
for the purpose of taking or killing any Of said birds; nor
shall any person sell or expose for sale or have in
possession any of the said birds after the same shall have been so
taken or kdled, under a penalty of $10 for each bird. And
it shall be lawful
to take and destroy auy such nets, traps
or snares whenever found set.

nitely settled by

Shurter
MilcheU.

Be »90n

Corcoran. ..4 4

section of Chap-

300 yards. 1,000 yards.

ne
70

"Itherell

Ke'aey

pleasure

servers.

of reflection from an observant lady will answer the inquiries
of a host of

re-

it,

than the dwellers in the woods.

;

woman

We

gard
as a happy token that Adirondack game protection is
engaging the attention of a larger and more powerful class

rwas

hard for a man or

the Adirondacks.

visit

.

not a difficult feat for Ali Baba, with his Sesame, to
gain admittance into the cave of the Porty Thieves nor is

it

annually

:

be recorded.
The distances were, if wo are rightly informed, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. The arm was the Remington Creedrnoor.
It may be remembered that Mr. Partello
shot at Creedrnoor, making a tie with Mr. Hyde.
Mr. Partello
is a youug gentleman of twenty-five,
with dark eyes. He

may well

would be a most useful organization; its initials would
be as numerous as those of the S. F. P. C. A. and its field
.

a. Full Soorb.— Our attention has
been
wonderful score made by Mr. James Partello, of
City, to wit
324 out of a possible 225.
It is to

A

GAME PROTECTION.
—

Idiots"

Onb Less Than
called to a

be regretted that this superb sequence of bull's-eyes
was not
made in a public match, still the score is authentic enough
to

Number Foub Association. We learn from the secretary,
Mr. Frank Bolles, Windsor, Conn., that the Number Four
Association, the objects of which have already been set forth
in these columns, has a very creditable number of members

of Self-inflicted Cruelty to

size.

and our ever-increasing circulation warrants the "more,"' we
Fobest and Stbeah every day and have a Sunday double number besides. There's a good time coming.
shall issue the

about these contests none of the ennobling influences attaching to the generous rivalry of true sport; they are, on the
contrary, unmanly, debasing and reprehensible in the ex-

A "Society for the Prevention

than tour-aiid-one-half Inches iu

Washington

is

treme.

tion to the section which
provides that it shall be unlawful at
any tune m the year to draw any seine net in Flushing
Bay
or Us branches
Fyke nets set in auy of the waters surroundin.irLongUlnnd, Htatcn Island, and the bays and
saltwater
estuaries and rivers approaching
thereto must be not less

pretty vigorous infant, and by-and-by, as the field enlarges

the so-styled pedestrian

could endure.
kind,

brute and

as yet in its infancy, though

K.

R.

complains that to receive one copy of this journal only once a
week does not satisfy him.
Well, some people never would
bs satisfied. We assnre this newspaper Oliver Twist that he
shall have " more" in due time.
Sport in the United States
is

Is of
Id e
))aw8

Flush inq Bat.—We are advised that ths fish laws are
bang grossly violated in Flushing Bay, Long Island. For the
benefit ot those who plead ignorance
of the law. we rail atten-

A Daily Edition.—An importunatcNorthCaroiina subscriber

pain.

"We fail to distinguish between brutality in pedestrianism
and brutality in prize-fighting. The "mill" is the disreputable,

trees.

is, moreover, considered a
violation of the pure instil
sportsman to slaughter an animal at a time wh-n all
against it, Thoso who, knowingly and willfully,
set o
at defiance are handled in an
unceremonious manner.

,
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5

4

4

fi—13

4

4

4

4

6

4
3

4

4

4

4

4
5

4

4

5

4

6-13
4-12
4—43
4-11-211

5
,.,4

4

I

4

Aoingtoa RiUe Club
3

5
5

4

5
4

5

5

4
4

8

K

4

<t

n

4

6

i

.1

43554

4-15
8—48
4—42
5-41
4—38—209

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

JBOBborn
WHJackflon
.

|

J 4 Lowell

w TOand

H Tyler

4
4

44441
4

i

4 3

4

4

t

4

3

4
'.144443
lit it

::::::.i

4

5—4!
0—42
4—40
4-39

:

;

:

*

:

.

SI.HUorrt Rifle Club.

H1I OCa-lliDg

K

»

Rcliai'uSnn

4
4

Jjllll Gra;iy
TJ S Harris".

U

.1

4
4

KaillOB

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

!
5

*

5

4—13
1—11
4—39
4-38
3-37-197

4
4

16
43445443
34444344
44424444
64444444
48454443
44434444
443435
34844444

Wakefield Rifle Club.

DHWalker

4

W U Daniel.

.5

BPaul

.4

D Ogllvte...,
K Howard

.4

.3

5

4—11
4-40
4-89
2-3S
3-36—194

4

Second Team, Mtiaeacliusetts Rifle Association.
3
De Rocliemont

H

c

;:

THFrvf

3

j Bon'en

5
3

r

EWLaW

4

44454544
54444444
43444444
4434
644
54334042

4—41
3-39
3—39
3-38
3-31—188

4

from the fall meeting, had eight entries. Mr. Saunders
added another 50 to his record, the second he has made in

the two first, which were kept open all day, being the only
ones ot consequence. The first, which was open to any
had 82 entries the Becond, which was open to military
rifles only, had only 40.
The range in both matches was
200 yards, the number of shots 15 for each man. E. E.
Lewis, of Flushing, won the first prize in the first match on
a score of 08 points.
A. G. Gibbs scored 07, as did also B.
A. Vail; T. J. Conway, 00; O. W. Minor, 00; J. T. B. Collins, 66
W. M. Farrow, GO I. L. Allen, 60; F. H. Holton,
65 W. H. Jackson, 05. William Hayes, of Newark, stood
first in competition No. 2 on a score of 60 points.
W. M.
Farrow scored 04, and J. L. Paulding same score. D. F.
md F. H. Holton scored 63 each.
.. ,.

match. The best three scores are given below, several
not completing their strings
LSaunders
5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 5-59
5 5 5 5 5 6 5 4 5 4—1«
L Saunders (re-entry)
L maunders (re entry)
.6 5 5 2 6 5 5 5 4 5—49
The military match at 200 yards was next finished, 55
entries having been made in yesterday's trial,
There were
some excellent scores made in this match, of which the
seven highest are herewith appended, three aggregates being
Adjutant John A. Lowell, First
taken to make each total
Battalion, 93: H. T. Rockwell, Company D, First Battalion,
Sergeant I. P. Grasfg, Company D, First Battalion, 90;
91
L. L Hubbard, 90; C. Centre, Company B, Fifth Regiment,
89; H. O. Gardner, Company D, First. Battatiou, 88
G. H.
Dickson, Company G. Fifth Regiment, 86".
this

rifle,

:

;

:

91
S7
SS

Wm Poland....
Capt W H Jackson
OM Jewell

Somber..,
Kb
jn uaborn...
LL Hubbard

85
S4
82

D KbSwood

Arnold
XW
HTBoukwell

83
Sn
17
76

J A Lowell

JN

Frye

...75

*..

.76

;

Fokeig>j

—

&

Helena Rifle Club.— Helena, Montana, Sept. 20.—The
made yesterday upon the range of the

Helena Rifle Club; 100 yardB; Creedmoor rules; wind unsteady, light poor
Beeves
634646446 0—39
.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4—11
Basbaw
. . .

44445445 4-41
4—41
34454458 5-41
344445 3 —in

KeatUlg.
Jone?

3
4 3 4 5 6 4 4 4 4

Hewins
Oldham.

.4

.

..3

.

454643-14

4 3 4 3

8-39

4-1444 4—33

Hundley....:! 4 5 8 4 3 4 4 4 4-38
Carpenter.. .3 4 3 4 4 3 8 2 3 4—33

Ballard mid-range rifle, at
900 yards, open to all comers, ten shots each man. The
njatcb is also to remain open till the entry fees equal the
value of the prize ($50), and the winners are to be determined
by the aggregate of three scores, not necessarily consecutive,
the second and highest aggregates to save the amount of entry fees actually paid inT There were twenty-seven entries
in the first day's trial, fourteen of the scores being given as
follows

Fifth Division. Pouglikeepsie, M. T., Sept. 27.— Open to
teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion, troop, bat-

that for a

OM Jewell

*

)

6
s
5

W Law

Law' (re-entry)
KW
JALOWCll

5
5

S\Vild t r\Ve-entry,....

Washburn

(re-entry)

•Pl-lnWP

B

•

»

«

J

6

6

5

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

I

\

4

6

6

4

*

"

*

A 5 8 6
A Lowell '(re-entry)
:
The Military Rifle Match was contested

•I

»

59

5

\
4

BWildCr
•N

»

6
6
4

JFBTOWn
J F Brown ire-entrj
WHJac.son(re-cmry)
N wasiiburn

11

5—50
56656554 *-60
54555556
—
6—49
55555664
6-48
65555665
5—48
56446665
5—47
4564654.
5-47
45545545 5-46
4
%
4—46
C5546545
4-45

5
«

WH.Tackaon

5

6

**

*•

*

5
3
*

5

4

3

3

5
4

5-44
5

—u

6-10

;

Rockwell, CO D, 1st Bat
J P Gragg. CO p, 1st Bat

HT

Cant

W

II

Jsctsutl

•

C c Wemyss. Co A, 6th Regiment

W

a Warner, Co 1),
DKirkwn.od.......

4
5

4
4

5

4

Bat

1st

4

*

53 55

5-31

\\\\
4
4

\Tl
4—

5

4
4
4

4

4
J

Bashaw

;

54556555 4—47
3 46556655 6—47
4 4 5 6 5 5 4 4 5 5-46
5 44555545 4—46

....4

Stuart

Jones

Oldhum

COO yards

4

4

3

4

4
4

4

6

5

4

Creedmoor rules

45635545 5—16

4 5
3 5 3

HewiUS

.5

4 g 5 5 4
5 4 4 4

14

3—14

4—40
-316

Amateur.

—

distance, 200 yards
company in division
standing, 500 yards lying, with face to target ; weapon, Remington State military ! five scoring and two sighting shots at
Six
each distance. The day was fine and attendance gaod.
teams entered for the match
tery, or separate

;

201)

Twenty-nrst Regiment, PoughkeepBle

500 yards.
ion

Total.
399

1S3
181

121
115

175

US

189

57

394
296
292
196

yardB.
230
v

Sixteenth Battalion, Slug Sing
Twenty-lonrth separate Co, Klleuville ....
Twemv-seveiitii -.eg't. Westchester Co....
Separate Troop, Wesichester County

i

The Twenty-fourth Separate Company

a

is

new

organiza-

their arms but a few weeks, and deserve
credit for their energy and pluck in riding forty miles
over laud to attend the match- The Separate Troop Cavalry
bad no previous practice with the infantry arm. Preparations
for match and superintendence of the same was in charge of
Lieut- Col. John Bodine, Division Inspector, assisted by
t

:

and have had

on,

much

Lieut. Col-

Henry Huss, Quartermaster.

The Zettlkk Rifle Club.—Weekly shoot

Bowery,
off-hand, Creedmoor tar-

ill)

5-29
4-29
4-29

;

Reeves. ...5
Allen
4

Total

The

Thursday.

j

members

;

Match shot September 26
and wind both variable

light

2

3
*
3

conditions were Distance, 200 yards rounds, 7, open to all
of the Massachusetts miiitia and Massachusetts Rifle
Association weapon, any military rifle, not special winners
bv the aggregate of three scores, not necesdetermined
to be
there were fifty-seven ensarily consecutive. In this match
Subjoined are the best scores made
tries.
:

4 3 4

at 207

October 8. Conditions: 100 feet,
22 cal. rifle. Possible 50 points
49 P Fenntng
C Jndson
-IT
]{ Zimmerman
M Farrow
47 M L Hlggs
M BEngel
47 C Zettler
B Zettler
ADunslng
47
~
j Levy
J6 DCulhaue
H Oetil
get

;

40
43
42
48

W

Parker, 1st Corp
Brownell, Co D, 1st Bat.

B

J

5

3

4

4-24

4

FC
Second Ballard rifle match, No. 3, was continued from the
previous day. There were thirty-three entries. The best
scores are given

c,,.„a™

,

5

TW Brown

6
'

5

WHJacI"o'n'.'"...

j F Brown

5

(re-entry)

6

Saunders (re-entry/

L

H Jick-on (re-entry)
W
WM Ward

.8

6

.

3
5
6
5

.

LLHuobatd

OM Jewell(.e-eutry).....

,.

rO
M Ward (re-em
W
entry)..
OMJtwell

5
5

..

(re

S Wilder Ore-entry)

.

...5
,4

BC

E

5

Spofford (re-entry)
Spofford (re-entry)

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

5

6

5

5

4

5

5—50
6-49
6—19

5

4

4

5

5

4

5

5
5

4

S
6

5

5

6

4

5

5

4

4

6

5

4

6

4

5

3

2

3

Consolation Match-Distance, 200 yards; rounds, 7

5-62

open
There

;

members of the Massachusetts R ifle Association.
were fourteen entries, but as there were not enough to fill the
first prize,
requirements, the match was shot leaving out the
and third, both cash
a silver medal, and leaving the second
to

prizes of stated value:

EWLaw

*

FNEr£T (re-entry)
Dickson
GH Brown
(re-entry

*

J

*

«

|

R

Kline

Spitz

JDutll

T Broadwav
GA

i-ebnruiann

42

D

41
40
40
40
40
40

44
43

J F Reyles
<; Connor

C Recnt
Miller

46

L'Xreubel

Settesfbi.dt Rifle Club.—The annual election of offl
President, John W. Adams j Vicecers resulted as follows:
President, Em. Holtzruann ; Treasurer, J. K. Garrison SecThe
Captain, F. A. Grueneberg.
retary, G. C. Walters
match shot under Cieedmoor rules, 200 yards target reduced
41
-47 ASdholl
F \Grueneberg
;

fc^a
5-48
3—43
5-47
5—17
5—47
3—47
5—16
5—45
5—15
4-44
5—44
4-30

3

6

S Wilder

5

5

58555554
S65565S5
5
65665556
5
64565555
56453556
64655555
55435554
546
5446
55444535
56544358
44655 35
0405334B

4

6

j F Brown (re-entry) ...
•-•
S Wilder
L S .unders (re-entry)

5
6

Wm

,

Voilara

48
45
41

*jjj

{

-4

4

4

4

4

4

4-28

4

3

3

4

4

4

4—26
3-26
3—26
4-25

;

EHol.zmann

«6

E
Adams
W
W BeuBenfeldt

45
45

J
J

t;..rn>-on

45
43

JChamoers

LBaehman
G C Waiters

43

T Walker

49

M

c Uiseii

J Hoffen
.Max Kern
-I

>I

Hoagland
Wiukel

.

36

41

,444443
,354426
,444342

)

j BParkei

Law (re-entry)
KWParker
entry)
JB

(re

Saturday

The Rifle Ball for Debb.— Editor

Forest and Stream

:

my

16 calibre, double express rifle,
Lel'ever, of which I wrote you before.
This ball passed through the thickest part of the hams of a
large deer, and lodged against, the skin on the opposite side.
The indentation in the butt results from the forcing back of
the outside metal, as the butt was perfectly flat when loaded.
The ball was three quarters of an inch long, 65-100tbS of an
inch in diameter and weighed about 600 grains. It was hardened and the hole ran half its length, tapered to a point at the
bottom, and was about 20-lOOths of an inch in diameter at the
front. I find this altogether the best way to cast them for
I inclose

you a

ball

made by Nichols

from

&

competition in

5..—The

first

i

,

4

6

6

4

E

A

A

*.

A

K—

6

4

4
1

6-43
4-42

A

A

The

from

Sir

Henry Halford:
rifle match is naturally a
to American riflemen, as well as
which took part in it in 1870 and 1S77.

future of the Centennial

matter of

much importance

to those nationalities

That an

international

contest

so happily inaugurated

survive its second year would be a disaster reon the judgment of all who were concerned in its inception.
It. is worth
while, then, to examine those causes
which are likely to influence its future prospects, and to ask
whether the obstacles which have rendered 1878 blank are

should

fail to

flecting

likely to reappear in future years.

In the first place it seems to me unreasonable to expect
that the same nationalities would continue to send representatives to America year after year with a constantly decreasing chance of success, and yet this must be so if the
contest be annual. The Barne men cannot he induced to
spend the time requisite, even if there were no expense,
year after year.
New men must be sought to whom the trip has the attraction of novelty, and even with new men those who have leisure
and freedom to engage in so serious an expedition are but a
smidl proportion of the whole. These hindrances do not
exist for tbe home team.
The elite of their new men are
always backed up by the veterans, ready to step into any
places imperfectly filled.
It follows, therefore, that if the home team has succeeded
in defeating all comers twice in consecutive years, an interval mu^t elapse, and that, probably, of more than one year,
before the assailants receive such an infusion of new blood
as will encourage them to another attempt.
Another obstacle which must he faced is the expense.
The home team in 1877 received, I believe, a sum sufficient to cover their practicing expenses, and, as the match
attracted considerable gate money, I presume the executive
were able to do this without external aid.
The British team, on the other hand, has no such assistance, only their traveling expenses and ammunition used in
America having been met by a subscription, which, although
public, really fell heavily on the captain and a narrow circle
connected with the National Rifle Association of Great
Britain.
I am safe in saying that an attempt to levy a similar subscription annually would utterly fail, even in England the

wealthy.
I do not think an efficient remedy for these defects of construction will be found by the annual performance of the
farce of " the walk-over " until the year arrives when the
foreigner recovers his aggressive spirits and again challenges
inn of the Palm a.
Each year tbatfal
duce a contest will be reckoned as something taken irom
the lustre of the trophy. To remedy these defects, to insure
an annual contest and to make the Palma a truly international, and not merely a Creedmoor trophy, It is only accessary to Tevise the rules with a view to locating tbe match in
Europe on alternate years. If the proposal to hold it at
Paris this year had been cordially adopted in America the
necessary arrangements could have been made, 1 am persuaded. This opportunity has passed away, and soon the
question of next year's contest will be imminent. I must
confess that I see no stirrings among our riflemen to indicate an intention to face the burning sun and puzzling fishtails of

Creedmoor

in 1870.

One remark— a pregnant one-

" We have crossed the Atlantic three
frequently made
times to shoot with the Americans. They have only visited
us once. Let them come here next year, and then Palma will
Jous Rionv.
flourish again in 1880."
Dublin, Ireland,, Sept. 21, 1878.
is

:

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

THE RIFLE ON GAME AT
By
Nothing

is

T. 8.

REST.

Van Dike.

more true than the remark in an article on
number of Scribner'l, that " a dead

deer hunting in a late
shot at the target

may be a perfect muff in the field." For
may this fall try their rifles, for the

the benefit of such as

time, on game, I shall attempt to point out the main
1 shall treat only of standing game, having
causes of this.

first

discussed last year the subject of running game.
How to find and get a good shot at a deer is a subject I

Let us assume that you know
shall leave for the future.
this most important part of hunting, and are also a first-rate
target shot, but have never yet had a shot at game.

match called was the opening
the October " Amateur Series," at 200 yds.:

Oct.

subject

G.

%

F is

Ahoct the Palsia.— The following

Farm from

Connecticut. The " T. Steele
Son Prize Cup" annual
contest will take place at Wallowbrook range, Hew Haven,
This match Is open to teams of four from any town
Oct. 26.
Teams will be present this year from Hartford,
in the State.
Middletown, New Britain, Bridgeport and New Haven, and
The prize is a maspossibly from other towns in the State.
sive silver cup, standing about sixteen inches high.

Allen

^i. j. ions

has been received by the editor of the Turf, Field and
Mr. John Righy, the leader of Irish riflemen.
In our next issue we shall give a communication on the same
letter

Stuart

The next match was

;

;

following score was

CHDeRocaemont

;

;

:

;

The ring target match followed, in which there were 148
Open to all comers rifle and position, any within
entries.
the rules; five rounds per man. The target is twenty- four
inches in diameter, divided into inch rings, and counting
from twelve (centre of bull's-eye) to one on the extreme circumference. The match is to be kept open till the proceeds
equal the value of prizes, of which there are twelve, aggregating $155 in value. The winners of the match are to be determined by the aggregate of two scores whenever made- The
aggregate of Wednesday's and Thursday's shooting was as
follows

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

212

11

:

: :

:

While moving quietly through the woods, let us suppose
you suddenly discover that inevitable "big buck," standing
you will do one of
broadside to you, at about fifty yards
:

•{5°^
iglS?,!,
N

i £S„?t't
i? varker
I£"? er
£^,,-H

W Tirtie'tt
tt

LTcvet

:".'.'...

...4

4
5
..

....""
-,

5
6

4

4 3

4

4

5

3

i

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4
6
4

4

5
4
4

4
3

4

8
4
3
4

5

5

iumimm
4
4

4

6

..*

4

4

4

4

5
'i

3
3

3

3
2
3

3

4
3

4-11
3-41
3-49
4-39
3-35

The "ring target " match, continued from the fall meeting,
was next called." There were 94 entries, which, together with
furnished the
those made on Wednesday and Thursday last,
The scores were
requisite quota to close the match.
:

pmk«~;::..;.:: «

40-75

tlSSBS?.v;:.v.:::us «-f
given by
This match has been the most successful ever
Association, -131 entries having been
the Massachusetts Rifle
made during the three days on which it was shot.
Ballard rifle match, at 900 yards, also brought ove

-The

four thinas
First,

You may stand and gaze

This is
rifle until he is gone.
."
ague
Second, A cold shiver may start at your hair, and travel
like a shower bath to your toes, while .your hands shake so
with anxiety to hit him that you could not huld the sights
on a barn door. This is another kind of " buck ague."
Third. You may throw up the rifle and shoot it as you
would a shot-gnu, without seeing the sights at all. This you
will be quite apt to do, if familiar with the shot-gun, and it
is about as sure a way to miss as you could adopt.
But what you will probably do will lie the fourth thing.
You will think you are quite cool, without the slightest
touch of the amue", will raise your rifle with admirable dedraw them plainly on him, and
liberation,
He skips away untouched. Too close, my friend;
lire.
the

general use; as a ball that flies to pieces on striking does not
have half the effect of these on hip or raking shots, which
cannot be avoided at times, especially in running shots
while they are quick enough in their effect on forward shot*,
do not make such an abominable mess of the iusides, and

bleed out a deer much better.
not one touched
I have now shot 19 deer with this rifle and
I find all the o
in tbe body has got twenty yards away.
lections to large calibres (especially recoil and spoiling
meat), all of which I have entertained quite step
past, vanish entirely upon trial ; and even if they existed t
advantages of flat trajectory and getting game when it's h

would

entirely over-balance

them

all.

T.

S.

Van Dyke.

Bbinton Range.— At the meeting last Tuesday, two allcomers matches and several subscription matches were shot

him, lorgefting about
the worst form <A " buck
at

that's

all.

How can a thing be too
"Too close ? What nonsense
close ? "I had perfect aim," you say,
!

FOREST AND STREAM.
nevertheless.
You thought you had a good
enough afro, but it w;is in fact a careless one. Tl
looked too big, and you didn't draw your front sight down
You
;is -fine as you would have done in shooting at a target.
undoubtedly overshol him, SO remember that a deer may be
lost by a billing neglect of rare, even when close enough to
hit with a stone.
soon come in sight of another, feeding in a little
small
hollow, while we arc just peeping over a ridge.
"Two hundred yards," you say to yourself, as you
it looks
pull up your 800-yard sight,
deer in the woods is very
Stop Put down that sight !
different from one on a powder can, in a market, stall or
show case of a museum. They often look small when toler-

Too

;

to the field, and you should be accustomed to lib the Centre
With open sights with the sun in any dir
But the great point is to never be. in a hurry, but shoot
just as you would at a target.
Place no dependence upon
rapidity of fire, but no matter bow fast you can shoot,
lire every shot with as much care as if it were your last ball.

We

How

'.

A

!

That deer

ably close.

is

Speed of fire
There

is a great thing, but tends to carelessness at
is a vast amount of space outside of game, and
the love of aball for the empty space is marvellous. Be selfreliant, but not over-COflfldent, and never chuckle "My meat"
Don't try to he smart about
until you've got its throat cut.
shooting the instant the rifle comes to a level, as you read
about in novels but let it lie level long enough to be sure it
is right.
Don't be ashamed of taking a rest, when you can
just' as well get it as not, especially on long shots.
If your
hand trembles from crawling, running or climbing, wait a
moment or two ; but if it trembles from excitement it will
only lie apt to get worse. In the latter case, take a rest, if
you can, either on some tree or rock, or your knee, and if
inill wiggles let it wiggle, but. when it wiggles on the
Nothing cau take the place of experience,
righ! place pull.
but by observing these few hints you will save much time,

first.

not over 100 yards off; shoot With

perfectly level sight, and hold on the middle of the shoulder,
or just behind.
You put down U\c sight but so sure are you that it is at
least 150 yards that you lake a coarse front sight and lire.
;

-!"! about

;

yards and stops.
"Now he
IS two hundred yards, anyhow,'' VOU think, as you throw
up the 'JOo-yard Sight again, and" tire. On it goes a few
jumps aud slops again. You now drop behind a log, and,
resting the rifle over it, take a good sight and shoot." You
see the dirt fly from the side of a hill about six inches over
a moment ho waves you a fond farewell
his back, and
With his tail, as he clears the crest of the next ridge.
••Pshaw Why, that last shot wasn't over 150 yards, and
the first wasn't over 00," you exclaim, as you now lake a
good look over, the ground,
~ Correct
You have made the common mistake of overestimating distance. The tendency to do this is amazing.
With two exceptions you will do it five times out of six', unless very cautious. These exceptions are game across water,
smooth, clean snow, and from one high hill to another,
where the intervening valley has a broad bottom, in which
cases you will be more apt to underestimate. If the valley
is V shaped, or if Shooting up hill, down hill, across brush,
or where you do not see the intervening ground, you will
be likely to over-estimate. Hence take tiffs as a rule of the
nit importance: use a rifle having the flattest possible trary up to 150 yards, and never, never, never raise sights.
Take coarse front sights, or hold high on game, unless very
fifty

1

m

1

i

1

;

game and

!

vexation.

f#m$

!

GAME

down

a very steep

lull

;

Uimantopus

Slid, or long-shanks,
*

Grea

Quail or partridge, Orlyxviiyinia-

Ma.
ox-hlrd,

Tri

iroled godwit

rnarlin,

1

Will

nemipalrnatu&.
Tattler, Totaiucx vuUanoleucua.
,

'atait.ua

YeUow-shauks, Totanus Jlavipea.

"Bay birds" generally, including various species ol plovor, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, ptialaropes, avocets,
etc., coming under the group Limacola: or Shore Birds.
tsr This

table does not apply to

all

the States.

It is

tions

Game

in JIauket.—rUmated grouse (prairie chickens), .$1.25

per

pair

lard

ducks,

widgeon
teal

,

50

do.,

grouse),
partridge (raffed
$1. 00 pair
mal75 oenta per pair; black do., 75 cents per pair
bill do., GO cents per pair;
;

;

do.

60 cents par pair; broad

pair; Wilson

cents per

plover, $3 50 per doz.

;

bay

snipe,

birds, large, $3.00

$2.50 per doz.:

per doz.

;

do. small,

80 cents per doz.; raUa, $1.25 per doz.; rood birds, $1.00 per doz.;
wild pigeons, alall fed, $3.00 per doz.: Phildelphia squabs, $3.00

(say from 600

per doz.
Poultry Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
20 to 22 cents per pound , do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents
do. turkeys,
do. duoks, 16 to 20 cents; do. geese, 15 to IS
16 to 20 cents

—

;

;

cents
15 to

aud Western chickens, 15
18 cents ; do fowls, 13 to 16 cents
;

State

to IS cents
;

;

do.

turkeys,

do. ducks, 13 to 16 cents;

do. geese, 10 to 12 cents.

Massaohcsetts— Spencer, Oct. 5.—The annual hunt of the
Sportsman's Club took place on Thursday with thirteen men
on a side. E. M. Bliss and L. M. French were captains.
Ohas. Allen was umpire. The game counted as follows Fox,
coon and mink, 100 points each partridge, woodcock, snipe,
rabbit, woodchuck, gray squirrel,
duck, 50 points each
muskrat, crow, weasel, pigeon, hawk, owl, kingfisher, Garfield woodpecker, 25 points each
pigeon hawk, 10 points
red squirrel, jay and crow blackbird, 5 points. The hunters
returned home at 7 o'clock and the game was counted in the
Town Hall. Captain French's side secured 2 woodchucks, 13
gray squirrels, (53 red squirrels, 7 crows, 1 partridge, 1 pigeon
and 3 jays, making a total of 910 points. Captain Bliss' side
brought in 10 gray squirrels,l rabbit, 58 red squirrels, 3 woodpeckers and (j jays, making a total of 815 points ; Captain
French winning the match by 85 points. After the count the
hunters with their ladies sat down to well filled tables at the
expense of the losing side.
:

;

;

;

Wattham, Oct, 5.— I have noticed quite a number of wild
pigeons, in flocks from two to fifteen (generally in pairs),
flying from the northeast to the southwest.
The fall flight of
woodcock has fairly set in, aud fine large birds they are.

;

B. B,

\"V.

;

;

Partridge shooting iu Massachusetts has beeu ruined by
These worms attack the birds,especially about
ticks.
the neck, and from one to sixteen of them are found on a
single partridge.
Out of seventy -six birds examined by our
informant only one was found free from the ticks.
This
pest seems to have extended into Connecticut also, as of six
birds on a Hartford game dealer's hook one morning last
week, not one was found free from the burrow ing vermin.
The quail shooting is reported as excellent. This is something unusual for Massachusetts, and shot-gun owuers jrre

wood

jubilant.

New Yoke—

HameHavittB, 0,1,. T.—Nothing shot lately but
It is not uncommon for
squirrels, black, gray, red and flying.
one gun to get '30 black and gray a day. One black shot here
weighed 2 lbs. 7oz. Another shot must have been a cross bufox
squirrel,
gray
on back, fox color on
tween a gray and a
weighed over 21ba.; one black with a while
belly and' breast
;

4.—Pheasant

shooting began the 1st

inst.

B.

Wi*t Ohtster, Oct. 3.— Messrs. John T. Ingram, Isaac Darlington and Thomas Darlington, of West Chester, Pa., went
on a short fishing excursion to File's Eddy, on the Susquehanna River, a few days ago. As the result of their combined
labors, they returned home with M0 black bass, weighing
from two to four pounds each, aud report that 325 were
caught in one day by themselves. Such extraordinary good
luck is unprecedented in the history of bass fishing at Fite's

Eddy.

T.

MaVeytovm, Oct. 7.— Deer, I hear, are pretty numerous in
Licking Creek Mountains, a short distance from this town,
three being shot on the first day of the season, October 1.
Turkeys and rabbits are exceedingly plenty, but cannot be
legally shot until the loth inst.
Squirrels this year are somewhat scarce. Pheasants are unexceptionally plenty. Partridges, ducks and other small game are reasonably plenty.
E. J. S.

Blooming Grove Park.— In reply to recent inquiries relative to the present condition of Blooming Grove Park and the
game to be found there we are pleased to feel at liberty to lay
the following informal letter before our readers.

It is

written

by the President of the Association. This Park is rapidly
meeting the expectations of its original projectors, who
designed to

make

it

the leading

Its financial affairs are

game preserve

in the world.

very flourishing

Office or the Blooming Grove Pabk Assoc., :i7 Park liow\
New y ork, October 3, 1S7S. j
There were twenty persona at the Park last Sunday, most of whom
have been there since July. The summer visitors are leaving, but the
sportsmen remain for grouse shooting anil deer hunting. A great deal
has been done this season in the way of Improvements, both at. the
clnb house and grounds.
The new road from "MUlvllle is u great success.
It Is thoroughly made and drained, and the Club team makes
the trip in about onehour to the station. The wild turkeys Irom Judge
Caton hatched two litgofls, but, through an aeuideut, they were exposed
to rain, and the young chicks all died—a great disi-ppolnrmem.
Clnh-honse has been in charge of Mr. nylaud, as Superintendent, who
gives satisfaction to all by bis careful attention, and provides good fare
well served. The black bass flshlng at Lake Laura has been excellent.
There Is a shanty for flshlng parties, tilted up with bunks, and a gamekeeper in attendance, there. Boats have been placed at Lake Laura
and Beaver Lake, where there is a landing for thoBe who like pickerel
a jd perch fishing. The gamekeeper at. the breeding park reports that
he has seen several buo.es ontside the fence, and they will probably enter through the traps, attracted by the herd Inside.
Huffed grouse are
very plenty. A lady artist report* that while sketching she saw several
broods, and was startled by ttielr ft ?ing around her. The prospects fox
bear hunting in November are good
Several have been seen in the
vicinity of tho Knob.
It is proposed to have a ladies' archery match
near this city soon.
John Avkbv.
.

Virginia

—Zeesburg,

Oct. i.

— Some few

killed near this place.

pigeons havo been
T. W.

North Carolina—Monroe, Oct. 2.— Quail have been scarce
since. December, 1876.
large snow at that time, which
remained on the ground for four weeks, came near destroying
all of them, and in some localities they were entirely killed
out.
Very few have been killed since that time, the farmers
especially using every means to protect them.
This season
has been unusually favorable for their rearing the spring
was very dry. The prospects for winter sport are now good,
as quantities of quail can be found within one or two miles'
wall;; from town.
Three covies wandered into town, and,
becoming bewildered and spattered, took shelter iu trees along
the streets, on top of houses and under wood-piles, and I
think at least a dozen were killed with rocks and sticks today.
We have no close season here, but no one thinks of
kUling quail before the first of October. I went out yesterday, and found several covies, but most of them were not
over half grown, so I have decided not to go again before the
loth of this month or 1st of November.
There are only about
three men in the county who keep pointers or setters, so
we have all we can do to keep our engagements with our good
farmers, who invite us to see them and hunt for two or three
days at a time.
Avery-

A

here

:

John.

tail,

Buffalo,
sisting of

5.— A party of Buffalo sportsmen, conSam Winansand Frank Lusk, of Batavia, Charles
Oct,

igo, and myself, went hunting October 3, and
the following good bag: 38 woodcock,"'.) partridge and
call liiis good spolt for this part of the country.
rabbit.

made
1

4—

Pennsylvania— Wolf Bun, Oct.
Woodcock shooting is
a failure this season in Ey coming County.
They have never
been known to be so scarce, although we have some very
choice grounds. Quails are plentier than they have been for
years grouse also plenty, owing to a very mild winter.

meant to repre-

game which is generally in season at this time. State regulamay prohibit the killing ot some species of game here mentioned.

sent the

downward motion

;

larola helvetica.
plover, .KiiaUtie mrmipahiut-

tus.

/tk'oa.

to 1,000 feet, or over), you will be more apt to under-shoot.
Whether this is from being deceived in distance, or whether

the co-operation of the attraction of gravitation with the
of the ball increases the ratio of its drop,
Such
I caunot say, but it is probably due to both causes.
shots are very deceptive, even when you know pretty closely
the altitude of the hill. The rule given by a correspondent
of Fokest and Stream sotne time since (to measure your
distance irom a point level with your station on a perpeni!
line, erected over the game), though correct for
short distances or slight slopes, will not do for a very long
plunging shot, aud is at all events veiy difficult to apply.
As I always work for down-hill or level shots, and always
where possible get above deer, 1 have not had enough long
I
up-hill BHots 10 fium any reliable judgment upon them.
never have had any trouble with short shots but have found
a tendency to over-estimate distance on long ones. For such
above
referred
to
uile
is
undoubtedly
correct.
shots the
Long range shooting on game I have quite fully discussed
The beginner should avoid every
in a former article.
kind.
There
is
no
more
captivating
of
the
delusion
attempt
in the world, and the expert target shooter is more apt to
And this trouble cannot be
fall into it than any one else.
removed by any arrangement of sights or artificial point
blank, as it is the liability to mistake in judging distance
that makes it, and not the fact that you have a sliding sight.
Have a rifle that wilt hit a deer at 140 yards, when held just
for 170 yards
as you would hold it to hil one at 40 yards
use" the same sight as fine as before, hill hold for the lop of
for 300 yards take full front sight, but still
the shoulder
hold on the deer lor 300 have a leal sight, or scale elevator,
on the back sight, aud never, never, except occasionally on
the plains, or unless game is scarce aud has taken the alarm,
shoot beyond that, but try to get closer, and in timber
never raise your sights tor the first year. You will, of
course, lose game by this, but in the long run not half as
much as you otherwise would, and will have far fewer
cripples.
When your first shots fail on a long shot do not
try to shift the sights if your hall strikes within a foot or
two, but hold the IronL sight higher or lower uext time. If
your sight is easily shifted you may risk it, and if your ball
is much astray you will have to.
Anolher mistake you will be apt to make is to shoot at
the middle of your game. A deer hit anywhere from three
inches back of the shoulder to the hip, unless the back-bone
or kidneys be touched, can run for miles, unless shot with
an extra large ball, and often even then unless the ball is
In such case let it alone until it lies down aud
expansive.
sickens, and don't go after it, even then, if you can possibly
set around or above it for another shot. In, or just behind
itr, about oue-tbird the way up, isthe best place to
but you will have to take
shoot, if you cau get a chance
shots just where you can get them, especially on the run.
You may find Other troubles in your way. The ball may
be deflected by unseen twigs of trees. The sun may light
up the lower part of the back of the front sigbt, so that you
may mistake it for the fop, and thus shoot too high. This
is more common than is supposed, especially in running
shots, and for this reason only the tip of the sight should be
kept bright, and the rest dulled with acid. Pol
over bare, ground, ivory or white agate is the best for the
front sight. The sun may also shine on one side of the

Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, Squa-

Red-

New Jersey—Forked Stiver, Sept. 30.— We have had
some fine bay bird shootintr. Gapt. Mathews, with Mr. Tom
Ward, of Freehold, shot 113 large ones a few days since. Mr.
C. Cashman, of New York, also had some fine shooting last
week, having killed one day over HO birds. The prospects
for duck shooting look well, as the birds are alteady beginning to make their appearance in large numbers. Arthur.
Barnegat Inlet, Oct. 1.— Black ducks and sprig tails plenty.
For the past few days large flocks can be seen daily on the
flats near the Clam Island aud High Bar.
B.

Niok.

Ring

en. Qup&iania cupula.
Ruffed sfrou.se or pheasant, Banana

Isaac McIellan.

Kouins.— The shooting of robins in New York State is permitted during the months of September, October, November
and December, except in the counties of Kings, Queens, Putnam and Suffolk, whore the time is limited to the last three
months.

Birds are plenty and sport good.

enl'lbou, 'J'artulih/.-: .::
Elk or wapiti, Cervm canade

Wlld turkey, Ik'soyris yallopavo.
Pinnated grouae or prairie chick-

I

;

Moose, Alcm malchte.

We

Shelter Island, Oct. 6. —The coot within a, few days have
to appear in numbers, but they do not yet begin to
in sufficient numbers to make sport.
The
worthless cormorants and loons, however, have bad a good
tligbi last week.
md broad-bills
I do not hear
are yet plenty in Shinnecock and South bays.
The weather
has been too warm for them to be on their migratory flight.

begun

work up the bays

Greenville, Oct.

Jtecl-

;

long shot

%mu

SEASON FOR OCTOBER.

or Va. deer, C. lirginUnua
squirrels, red, black aud gray.
Hares, brown aud gray.
Heed or lice euro, ±K!i'-i,r.inix cryz-

its

On a very

IN

and

Jlfafl

Bed

necessity, and if there is any doubt on this
point d-cide always in favor of the level sight. I believe
that with an Express rifle it would be a safe rule never to
You would miss less
raise sights when shooting in timber.
in the long run.
If not very familiar with the trajectory of long-range
rifles, you will be apt to tni^s dser from 100 to 140 or 150
yards by holding a level sight on them, and having the ball
drop under. And after you do know their trajectory, you
will be extremely liable to uuder-shootin trying to avoid' the
danger of over-estimatiug distance, and to over-shoot the next
Paraone, perhaps, in trying to avoid the previous error.
doxical as it may seem, the longer the range of a rifle the
worse it is for hitting game from 00 up to 800 yards a point
I cannot now take lime to explain.
Your next deer is down hill, about 80 yards away, and,
taking what you consider a very deliberate and accurate aim,
you see the ball tear the dirt just over him. The tendency
to over-shoot, downhill, is one of the inexplicable, thing's
about shooting. It is, however, easily' remedied, but will be
very apt to deceive you at first, unless you are careful.

certain of

213

front sight in such a way as to rnal
It may so strike the back sight, as to make you
or i! may glimbol torn Of the notch
mer on your barrels, so as to make a mirage of your front
sight.
All these things should be attended to before going

close,

We

j.

South Brooklyn Sportsman's

a

.

Oct. o.— I notice Jack curand small, white^cgrets, sandpipers, etc,

Alabama— Athens,
briskly.

g.

—At

a meeting in
the club rooms, at the Orchard House, corner Thirty-fifth
street and Third avenue, the following officers were elected
Fred Scheiker, Fres.; John Warony, Viee-l'res.; Paul; Bassinger, Sec,; Gustave Boysen, Treas.
Clara.

South Caholina— Port Royal,
lew, willets, large

every day on the marshes and

There seems

Sept.
to be

flats,

but not in large numbers.
C. G. K.

30.— Quail shooting has opened
an unusual amount of them

in

the surrounding country. Two or three coveys have made
their appearance on the streets
several were caught in Ihe
stores.
The citizens of Ibis place are very fortunate in this
respect: a few months ago, a deer that was chased by dogs
ran thr jugh town, jumping over obstacles in his way, among
which was a gentlemau sitting in front of his store reading a
;

:

2H

:

I

s9i

:

The deer jumped over him, carrying the paper with
Another deer, an old buck, was in the habit of coming
into town to drink from a pond. Finally he was killed, Deer
are rather plentiful, rabbits numerous, turkeys abundant, and
during the migratory flight of ducks and geese, good shooting
is found on the ponds, sloughs, etc., in the neighborhood.
him.

VAX.

—

Oct. 1.
The outlook forhuntingthis fall
not as cheerful as we would like; but we are hopeful, unless the vast enlistments in the army of Niuirods the past season, excited by the interest created in glass ball and pigeon
shooting, should divide up the sport into too small chances for
pleasure or profit.
Quail 8re very abundant, and if they
escape pot-hunters, who will hunt them at all times, we will

Illinois— Warsaw,

is

have good shooting November 1. A. few ducks are found in
(he sloughs south of here, and also a few flights of wild
pigeons, but afford but rare shots.
The famous region for
ducks in paat seasons, ten miles down the Mississippi from
here, known as Lima Lake, is but a shadow of its former
prestige as a hunting resort.
A levee, built mostly the past
year, has prevented the usual overflow of the vast bottoms between the river and the bluffs, and only the deep sloughs rewater.
tain any
Those hunting-grounds are being rapidly
reclaimed and converted into farms.
The sloughs afford fine
fishing, and the Sportsmen's Club assemble there frequently
A. A.
en masse to have a chowder frolic.

Wisconsin— La

Crosse, Sept.

30.— One gun

the past

week

bagged 118 woodcock in three days' shooting, 49 the llrst, 43
the next and 21) the last. The 43 were killed in 55 shots. We
call this first-class for an amateur, and not easy to beat.
Weather too warm for ducks, though fair bags have been
made on teal and wood-duck; mallards just beginning to
come. For all kinds of game this is the best season for years.
Squib.

Pewaukee Lake, Sept. 29.— Duck shooting is now quite
good in thus lake, but the larger ducks yet remain North.
One good storm will bring them down. Parties from Milwaukee and Waukesha are constantly visiting this place for ducks
The lake is very clear and pretty, and affords
and fishing.
food for duck and fish, and has cover for both.

man

persuading an acquaintance who owns a good horse
now is the time to go fishing or hunting. He
his tight began faiiioar him, the most graceful and
successful field shot ever produced by this part of the world,
if he were not the best in the worl 1, and to-dav
as a finer
and better trained pointer than
ody.
He" bus had a
friend's Meek reel borrowed so lu.ig that the most accomplished logician on earth, armed with all the facts in the
case, couldn't convince him that it is not his own
and he
can almost equal Dick Burnside in stealing minnows and
borrowing minnow buckets. '1 he boys say that Dick never
bought a bucket in his life, never bought. "a reel nor rod, a
hook nor a line still has a better outfit than anybody.
Huffman is second only to Dick in those accomplishments.
The buys do say that, while Huffman is not too old, he is
actually loo lazy to follow the dogs through the most inviting cover, and will complacently and contentedly plant himself in the shade of the nearest walnut or hickory-nut tree
and spend the time eating nuts, while his companions do
all the hard work.
Yet, when it comes to the divide, Huffman necessarily having the lightest bag, though a bird
never escapes him— always liberally permits the boys to
have half that they have killed.
Dr. Huffman is "one of the mo3t accomplished physicians
in interior Kentucky, and enjoys a large and lucrative
practice; but if anybody doubts the above, Sam Miller, Jim
Burnside and Smalley Wherritt, refer to Stephen Marra,
Wm. 11. Kinnaird and " The Little Dog " for corroboration.
I could write volumes about Huff., but the dove shooting is
of

Lalie, Fox River, Oct. 1.
I am trying the ducks here,
find good shoot. ng, though the large ducks have not yet
arrived in abundance from the North. This lake is but a
shallow marsh of open wild rice land on the Fox River, and
is nearly two miles long and three-fourths of a mile wide, and
is covered with rics and flags, and affords food and cover for
thousands of duck and other game birds— the rail in particuIt lies three miles N. E. of Mukwanago villar, snipe, etc.
lage, and taken in connection with Long Lake, which lies one
mile west, and Army Lake, three miles south of said village,
gives ample field fur good sporting all the fill, and large bags
can always be made by the sportsman. There is a groat variety of gam* here, and 1 can always get a full bag in a short
time and enough to tire in carrying to quarters. This ia llie
Both are very
finest fox and gray squirrel country we have.
large, and one can soon load himself down with these, which
are very fine eating.
A day of promiscuous shooting may
Ducks, fox squirrels, gray squirrels, fox and gray
run thus
mixed— and all very large ruffed grouse, pinnated grouse,
rabbits, quail, snipe, woodcock, rail, wild pigeons, coons,
woodchueks, hawks, owls, etc. Thus the shooter is kept
Maj. H. W. Merrill.
busy.
:

—

Montana.— Virginia City, Sept. 23 —Game is very plentiful
here this season. DuekB, geese, and grouse of all kinds are
found everywhere in great abundance. Some good bags have
been made. In a pare of three days' shooting I bagged OS
•mallards, 23 teal, 1 goose, and about 3 dozen pinnated grouse.
K.
Deer and bear in abundance.

— Camp

— Just

was,

till

We

are having fine
California— San Francisco, Sept. 24.—
sport here in California at present with the quail and ducks,
the law having expired on the 14th. The mallard ducks this
S. L. A.
year are especially line.

A New

Flexible Gun CleANBB.—Mr. F. C. Axtell, of
Buffalo, has sent us for examination a most simple and convenient flexible gun and rifle cleaner, to which we would call
the attention of sportsmen. The principle is that of a weighted cord, which has an ingeniously constructed acorn which
The convenience of such a little "fixing"
will hold a rag.
is well known by those who have to wipe out their WinchesFor breech-loading shotguns we would think Mr. Axters.
tell's invention would be of the greatest use.

—

Guns at Auction A very good article can sometimes
be picked up for a very little money in city auction rooms.
Tunis Johnson, in ano'ther column, advertises two days' sale
of English imd American guns and rifles.

!

IN

KENTUCKY.

CENTRAL

—

—

the question.

Monday I accepted an invitation to join a trio of Lansportsmen— Capt. W. S. Miller, Jim Burnside, Esq.,

Col. Snialley Wherrett—in a day's dove shooting in
neighboring hemp-fields, where they three bagged 108 a few
days before. Shells were loaded, und all other arrangements
necessary to an early start Tuesday morning were made;
but Captain M., master r>f transportation, as usual (the boys
said), had a hundred things to attend to before we got off,

and

and Dr. Hill Huffman learned what was in the wind early
enough to "'ring in on us,'' in company w ith a neighbor
pill-peddler, whom he persuaded to haul him out to the
grounds.
By the way, a brief biographical sketch of Huffman will
not be out ol place here, and would be wonderfully interesthe only had an able
i ng to his thousands of acquaintances if
Vet, Huffman is deserving more than a passbiograpter.
ing mention at all times. He is one of the most popular
sportsmen in Central Kentucky, and, while he doesn't own
either gun or fishing-tackle, can always borrow, and has a
happitfr faculty than the most accomplished confidence

1111—3

Ave—
him

same distance.
Beach

„

nil—

l

Obsgqbt.

Booardus Retires.— (Japt. A. H. Bogardus sends

to ns notice of his

withdrawal rn.m the d> l'l for a period of two years. The reasons addnced hj the Captsn are that having now held the undi-puted Ig^on
jhtoting championship of (be Uuiieu Suits for more than sev-n years,
and of Ihc worl f< r ov, r
r iwo
years iu order
give othcrx a chance. He hopes to st-iunla'e competition by offering a medal, which -hall carry with it the title ot the
American Champtonanlp. If any worthy competitor shall appear to
win this medal the Captain will allow him to hold it, unless some one
else shall win it, nnlll me expiration ol tnc two years, when (he
optain will again ohallense hiru tor the champlousuip. Tins ooofrt w ill
came oil" in some large city ah titctir sin-as, nnds-r ruirs pri-.-rnbid by
Eniranc". J2'v tinK one-na f d ubi.- rises uni--ba f single
rises; winner to take etianmiojaiilp. champion mtd.il and unf-third
the entrance fe.--e; second m in to take 51 per cent, or the bat nee, and
third and fourth to lake :•:« aud 20 per cut. respectively. On the secernl
day of the stunt win be lln contest for ihe glass bill championship
medal M be Bitot under my rules, 100 balls HO enrano-, m
divided
aa money in piga n em est. a purse ,,f f 1,1100 will be tsven as pr.ze
money during the conte.ts. While litis abr igatin" the Atueilcau
Championship title, rapt. Kn./ar his still re-aim the World's Cuampicnshlp, and will give public exhibitions of tils skill.
fOBiTiONS ok bats,— To secure the peat prac ice at ihi traps, Capt.
Ihe trap shoul 1 be bolted D'tnly on
",

I

;

I

w

>

:

;

i
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i
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i

i

;

;
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A Word

About Cokkesfondbsts. Any one who has ever
office knows that all the world
And, as according to the proverb it
takes all kinds of people to make up the world, it follows
that in the newspaper mails come every conceivable and in-

been inside of a newspaper

out.

writes for the papers.
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conceivable kind of communications from every conceivable
and inconceivable kind of people. The problem in publishing
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a weekly journal like the Forest
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6,— At the glass ball shoot last
BrookflelU, twelve from Spencer and
tlvelrorn Leicester participated. -Each
shot at a su-.n* ot 52
balls, and North Brouktldd broke 161, spencer, 143, and Leicester, Tl
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Meesra. Glilett and Eddy divided nrst and second money, Broadway
and Wynn divided third aud loorth money.
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Illinois— H'arsaiD, Sept. as.— Sport-smea's club's shooting match; a
Bogardus screen trap autl rui^s at IS yards
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MICHIGAN—Hotmtll, Sept. 2T-— Filth trial lor Jewett revolver ; g!a»8
balls 21 yaids rise, bogardus trap betiiud screed at Better's option.
I'nc r.,in fell moderately, unu the wind blew a gale, resulting iu the

following score, aud oeing won by Hubert:
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from correspondents in the columus of Forest aud Stream
from time to time is something that concerns us all, and it may
be assumed that unless our editorial friends insist upon a higii
standard of excellence the interests of subscribers suffer.
Traveling much of the time, one of my principal duties and
pleasures is to procure, weekly, the Forest and Stream und
kindred weeklies, and for many years have derived from such
perusal much instruction and comfort.
With toe satisfactory
results obtained, I have, however, been pained by the persistent,
efforts of certain correspondents to ot.-trude their private concerns, numely, to puff their favorite canines which they breed
and sell for a living, and which, too often, are inferior inj
leess to strains not so continually bepuffed, or to bring into
notice, without paying the printer, some patent canine neck
wear or new dog tail suspender, the efficiency of which does
not seem to be proved by the sales thereof. The din raised
about these canine matters—hair-splitting about points interesting only to the disputants, and the assumption displayed by
wiseacres in learnedly discoursing upon subjects with which
they are in no sort critically familiar these have been long
noticed and borne wiili by respectable aud intelligent, renders,
whose comfort has been sadly interfered with. One man,
hailing from the interior of Texas, seems unhappy unless he
is continual ly lauding bis favorite American gun, and another
from Louisiana, with strange laste, chooses a sportsman's
weekly in which to publish a statement concerning his limited
resources, and to intimate that if So-and-So should
give him a puppy, ihe same would be gratefully, etc. Another,
a young person from some wild, woody place in a northwestern Slate, seems, in some unknown way, to have obtained
gome paste, scissors and postal cards, and, "having printed his
little book, is unhappy unless trying to swell his obscure village mail-hag with postals to every writer, great and small,
whose name has ever appeared in sportsmen's papers, 'this
young person, ruined by injudicious praise, writes without
trouble in a gushing strain, but in a style hard and mechanical.
His writing is simply writing against space. Samples of it
may be seen, too often for the fame of Herbert or of his unwise
youth, in good sporting weeklies. Iu ihe person now in mind,
who, in ten years, may have learned something, there is observable continually lliat inordinate love of praise, which
seems to be slopping over eternally in ttusbiog praise of Blank
or Blanker, if there is any decent cliance by so doing of getIn his case, so well
ting bespattered with praise in return.
has the youth selected his game, the return praise is duly
sounded from quarters unnecessary to name. Our papers are
to be read abroad each week to some extent, und it behooves
us, as gentlemdn and not simpletons, to consign to our maidservant for use instead of the deadly kerosene, all such of our
contributious about which we ourselves have any lurking susIt is only by self denial and repealed effort in these
picions.
directions that we can hope to possess weeklies replete with
Scribe.
things indisputably good.
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—Geutlernen wishing most desirable grounds for summer residence
near New York (15 minutes by rapid transit), win please refer to adThere is a line trout pond on
vertisement la our co.unms this week.
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Brooklyn A watf.urs.— Pigeon shooting sweepstakes
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to

what we could not with proptiety write ourselves.
do would be to

11110111111111111111101
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11101011100001111111111 1—IS—149 send in his contribution, and thus give us one

Massachusetts.— Worcester,
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what

pardonable

not pleased.
We were at first tempted to believe that the
communication must have been misdirected, having been intended for some other paper. However, there is some general truth iu the suggestions of " Scriba," and we may allow

Bockiugham.

J Brown

but what to keep out.

please every

1

Hatch

in,

pride to the growing general excellence of the material weekly
laid before our readers.
As a matter of course we cannot

1

J Howell
E Rowell
Man-tun

:

Last,

i

a plank,
o learu to shoot well at qiart/Ta there sooud be three traps
set lea yards apart, and pulled so as Lot to know out of which one Hie
ball la coming, for ttiia luakea lha Irett practice.
row str. tL'lit. a-ny, aud the two ou side traps .should tliio.v
quartering slmia bacu from the shoot-r. crossing the centre line about
rlfteen ja-ds from ihe middle trap.
This lnetcoi of setting and using
the trai? gives better practice ror flell and wiu^ shootim man any
other glass bad amuying that ea-i ne dune. In the llrst place, when
you ao into the Held to ihoot you will get mue out of ten saoti either
straightaway or leu or right qnaitmng."

hour, after the birds had
ceased feeding, quite a breeze had sprung up, and the birds
flew high and fast
but we tumbled them right and left, and
started home to supper with 179 in bags.
There was some
excellent shooting, and some very indifferent
but, altogether, it was a successful day, in view of the wind and the
fact that much shooting has been done there this season.
BLauiccKiAN.
It strikes us that this is dove shooting with the doves left
arrival, at a late

First
2, 1878.

]

Ties on

Holt

'j

Soon after our

O Edwards.
Stanford, Ky,, October
EUITOB FOKEST AND STREAM

Bench

;

1

DOVE SHOOTING

Ttuuisey

I

:

now

there is no
shouting, but in a few weeks expect to have plenty of sport
after ducks, as there is always an immense number along the
from
which
valley through which the Verde River flows, and
There is plenty of California quail,
this post takes its name.
mountain grouse and black tailed deer in the mountains withJ. T.
in a few miles of the pos'.
Company K, 6th TJ. S. Cavalry.
Verde, Sept. 15.

model Bogardus trap behind screen at 5ct er's option; Palne's balls:
Hubert
.1 10 111111 1-9 Fisher
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1
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10111111 0-s Mniiken....n 101 1111 100-8
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1 1— 9
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1
1110 1—0 Holt
1 111110 11 1—9
Wilber
1 ooiiol
lll-T Switzer
1
1
1 1 1 o i u-6
Angel
110000111 0-6
Ties on nine— 24 yards.
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11110-4 Hoit
11111—6

and buggy that
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Mud

and
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FOREST AND STREAM.

paper.

Arizona

:

1

me premises.— [Ado,

FOREST AND STREAM.
MY WINTER GARDEN.
any glass roof -which Sir Joseph
Paxton ever phnned, that dome above my
head some three miles high, of soft d
gray and yellow cloud, through the vast lattice work whereof the blue sky pesps, and
sheds down tender gleams on > elkrw
and softly rounded heather knolls, and pate
chalk ranges gleaming; far away. But, above
I prefer to

all,

I glory in

my

What winter

evcrgreeus.

garden can compare for them with mine ?
True, I have but four kinds— Scotch fir,
holly, furze, aud the heath
and, by way
of relipf to them, only brows of brown fern,
sheets of yellow bog grass, and here and there
a leafless birch, whose purple tresses are even
more lovely to my eye than those fragrant
green ones which she puts tin in spring.
;

Well, in painting, as in music, what effects
are more grand than those produced by the.
scientific combination, in endless new variety,
of a few simple elements?
Enough for me is
the one purple birch the bright hollies round
its stem sparkling with scarlet beads;
the
furze-patch, rich with its lacework of interwoven light and shade, tipped here and there
with a golden bud the deep, soft heather car;

;

which

pet,

for hours

invites

you

to lie

down and dream

and, behind all, the wall of red
fir-stems, and the dark fir roof with its
edges a mile long, against the soft gray sky.
An ugly, straight-edged monotonous fir plantation? Well, I like' it, outside and inside. I
need no saw-edge of mountain peaks to stir
up my imagination with the sense of the sublime, while I can watch the saw-edge of those
fir peaks against the red sunset.
They are
Alps— little ones it may be but, after
;

my
all,

;

as I asked before,

what is size ? A phanan optical delusion.

—

tom

of our brain
Grandeur, if you wiL consider wisely, consists in form, not in size
and to the eye of
the philosopher the curve drawn on a paper
two inches long is just as magnificent, just as
symbolic of divine mysteries aud melodies as
when embodied in the span of some cathedral

Mind and Mtjsole.— The gate receipts at
Gilmore's Garden last week were $15,000.
Of this $7,500 goes to the management,
to O'Leary between $5,fio0 and $G,U0O, and
Hughes about $1,800. Who is foolish enough
to develop his brain when leg work is at such
a premium ?
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articles for prizes for shooting,
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racing and other
and on request they pre-

yachting,
sports,

pare special designs for similar
purposes.
Their

TIMING

WATCHES

are guaranteed

and are now very
generally used for sporting and
scientific requirements.
TIFFANY & CO. are also the agents
in America for Messrs. PiTEK,
for accuracy,

PHILIPPE &

The winning jjnn al-:o at Philadelphia, 1576. In the pigeon shooting match between CiiDt. Bogardus and
B
Mr. South tor J.aK, a side, Smith, killing 86 bird? out of 100, using one Barrel only.
Tbe wanning gun also at the great London Qua Trial, 18 t beating 102 gun* bv all the bent makers of
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TRUBLB WHOSE FAS i' BHBBCH-LOA.DBB is the strongest
and most durable ever invented, aud the most successful gnu of the period. Patented In the United
States, Oct. 6,1875; No. 168,838. BiSWARE OF 1NPKIXGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

W. W. GREENER,

(Successors to F.

CO., of Geneva, of

Their stock of
Diamonds and other Precious
Stones, General Jewelry, Artistic Bronzes and Pottery, ElectroPlate and Sterling Silverware

Have you eyes

to see

?

Then

lie

down

on the grass and look near enough to see something more of what is to be seen, and you
will find tropic jungles in every square root
of turf, mountain cliffs and dehacus at the
mouth of every rabbit burrow, dark strips, tre-

mendous

''deep glooms and sudden glories," in every foot-broad rill which
wanders through the turf. All is there for
yon to see, if you will but rid yourself of
"that idol of space;" and Nature, as everyone will tell you who has seen an insect dissected under the microscope, is grand aud
graceful in her smallest as in her hugest
forms. The March breeze is chilly, but I can
be always warm if I like in my "winter garden.
I turn my horse's head to the red wall
of fir-stems, and leap over the furze-grown
bank into my cathedral, wherein if there be
no saints there are likewise no priestcraft and
no idols but eudless vistas of smooth, red
green-veined shafis holding up the warm,
dark roof, lessening away into eudless gloom,
pived with rich brown fir-needle a carpet at
which Nature has been at work for forty

for

Household

ery and

Guns,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.

WEBLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS.

the

is

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

and the

public are invited to visit their

establishment witfiou.t feeling
the slightest obligation

t>.>

pur-

cata'racts,

Red shafts,
years.
and there a pane
Jones

nor

green roof, and here
of blue sky
neither
Willement can improve

—

upon

while
that ecclesiastical ornamentation
for incense I have the fresh, heabhy turThere is not a breath
pentine fragrance.
but the breeze sighs over
of ait within
the roof above in a soft whisper. I shut
eyes and listen. Surely that is the murmur
of the summer sea upon the summer sands in
Devon far away. I hear the innumerable
wavelets spend themselves gently upon the
shore, and die away to rise again.
And with
;

;

my

the innumerable wave-sighs come innumerable memories, and faces which I shall never
I will not tell even
see again upon this earth.
you bf that, old friend. It. has two notes, two
keys rather, that iEiuian harp of fir-needles
head; according as the wind is
above
This
east or west, the needles dry or wet.
easterly key of to-day7 is shriller, more cheerful, warmer in sound, though the day itself
be colder j but grander still, as well as softer,
in the sad soughing key in which the southwest wind roars on, rain-laden, over the forest, and calls me forth— being a minute philosopher—to catch trout iu the nearest chalk
stream. Tbe breeze is gone awhile, and 1 am
in perfect Bilence— a silence which may be
heard. Not a sound, and not a moving object—absolutely none. The absence of animal life is solemn— startling. That ringdove.
who was cooing half a mile away, has hushed
his moan that flock of long-tailed titmice,
which were swinging and pecking about the
fir cones a few minutes since, are gone; and
now there is not even a gnat to quiver in the
Did a spider run over these
slant sunrays.
dead leaves, I almost fancy I could hear his
The creaking of the saddle, the soft
footfall.
step of the mare upon the fir-needle, jar my
dead
ears.
I seem alone in a dead world.
world, and yet so full of life, if I bad eyes to

chase.
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TAPBOX
Ponliuid, Me.
E
E'.Eiisus
Nashua. N. H.
MAR9TOS
WMvELIN. ..Philnrtelpulu.
•lAIJ. A \\ORTtllNaTON..Bnl iu.orr. .Ud.
VKKMOK UKiiTtiEKS
Detl-i.lt. Mich.
'•'.

St.,

i

Greener. .". Web ey
Ocoper. Parke- and

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.

J. ai. tJibbeus,
GKKBRAI. AGEKT3.

Nassau

We win offer ard ten. recording to in'tructions
Irom the rngli.-li mirorteis. wit tit u-ervc or restrictlon f any kind. 55 guts o tbe foil
known makers: W. -v o. Soot A Mns, Y,\ W.

Boys prepared for College or University. Terms,
$210 for ten mouths. For circular apply 10 frincipal,

Total earn assets, as per Insurance Commissioner's report
$14,486,920 58
Total surplus as per Insurance Commissioner's report
1,621,078 83

Benjamin

37

Tuesday aid Wednesday. October 15 and

.

:

'

Life

TUNIS JOHNSON'S,

At 12 o'clock each diy.

v,

NEW ENGLAND

AT

.

years' experience.
./.

my

head every fir-neeole is
breathing— breathing b r ever; currents unnumbered circulate in i very hough, quickened
by some undiscovered miracle around me
every fir-stem is distilling strange juices, which
no laboratory of man can make; and where

!

1

:

;

Above

RIVAL.

Messrs. P. WEBLEY4S0N- Birmingham and London, at vas
the most perfect
machinery for gun making ever it np in any one factory in Engiai
hev can now turn
out guns, perfectly uniform in ex elle'ce. ami iu such increa-td qu
:e the ci st. Their
specialties this year are their ni e Treble Wedge Gnus, Nos. 1 an
re cut will give a
to erably fair Idea. Every gun i is line Damascus or laminated st
ar leaks, pistol
grip, extension rib, lever"jorepa
id treble bolt,
den has p. onuced
such marvellous res olts, and yet. .1!
sto
gur
iher ich of aim -at
This
till!
It i
able
h,,y a
a,kaa villi
very po=S'tile sppdance wtrch can contr.bu e „
price or ordinary gnus. In addition to tn e areble Wfdge Guns, we luvenn hai
upwards a one bandied
of Webleys breecu- loaders, pap and side lever, of viv ions grades, which (it vert la-t rear after the sea-en
was over. These anna are being rapidly closed ont. at greatly redm td prices. They are all bored nfterthe
VI eb ey 9 system, ano will snoot Just as well as the Tiebie Wedge Guns.
Many of them are from su to 11
pounds weight, and are splendid guu- f m an k shoeing, or (or kill ng large game at ng range. We also
Wehley'g celebrated Double Action Revolvers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, etc.. etc, at out little over
s

my

-

CO.),

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

use, fine Station-

Bric-a-brac,

largest in the world,

—

seel

CO.,

ABBEY &

J.

England-

City.

full line.

;

Owen

New York

1 Oortlandt Street,

FOSS BROS. &

whose celebrated watches they
have a

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

St.

H. O. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

;

roof.

Fast.

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art yarned at
£169, and a money prize of £105, tits the greatest
prise ever shf-t for at. Moua -o, was competed for bv
Blltj-sfxof the best shots of ail nations, and won Iw
Mr, Cholmond ey Penned, with a full-choirWedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 bird
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 (bet and ity, yards, lie
alsowon tbe second event killings blrdiJlnssn
ataBjarda, raakLuratotftlof 19 birds out of 20.
la acknowledged to be the best shooting on rero'd.
The winning gun at the choke-bore in3teli, 1S7I, beat,
lug 17 gnus by the best London makers, and
tneallver enp, ral
anted by Mr.
J. Purdey. the gunmaker.

& Co., Silversmiths,
and Importers, have

always a large stock of

Wedge

oot 10 it

dT

CO., Auctioneer.
and 49 Liberty street

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

216
^ngieal

"g&ff.

WATERS'

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

^nsirttttwifs.

'

ORGANS.

sell a better lnt-trnment at

price than any
iii/iisein the United

States.

Waters'Pianos
Grand, Square
M'.-'lir,

f

and

Extremely Low for Cash or on Installment?.
liberal disccunt to Tenchera,

AGENTS WANTED.

etc.

A

GREAT

HOKACK WATERS & SOWK

GAINS.

manu-

NEW YORK:

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

New York.

35

48 Maiden Lane,

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

§tmsf

§ublkatiotts.
Largest,

Game

and most perfect manufaclor

58,000

Birds

WHAT YOU WANT

JUST

FOE THE

Amateur Sportsman.

»

ion.

and the sporting

grounds of western Maine paper, 50c.
Farrar's T'loosehead Lake and the North
Maine Wilderness Illustrated —A oompreheuBlve Hand-book of tlie Moaseiiead Leiie Region and
the sporting grounds oeyond; paper, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket l>lap of the Raugeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin,
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; cloih, $1.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid,

great

HERRMANN

By
St.

and Mile. ADDIB,

and Phenomenal Illnsions,
Slelgi of Hand, Diablerie, etc.,
Wonderful Mid-air Suspension Act.

THOMAS ALEXANDER,

Author of " Fish and Fishing"

Etc.

t,

Marvellous

Spirits'

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views of the
Lake Region each 250.
Address,
CHAS. A. J. FAREAH,
Send for catalogue.
Jamaica Plain, Mass,
;

etc.,

Gun

and

;

CHANGE OP PROGRAMME WEEKLY.

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

Glass
Sight
error

make

of shooting behind; proper allowances to
for all kinds or shots, etc.; 3 Illustrations.

IV.— Suggestions ;

Two Thousand Miles in Texas

aug22

COMPASS.

Illustrated.

V.— Upland Shooting. General Hints.
VI.— The Prairie Chicken ; 2 Illustrations.
VII.—The Partridge, or Buffed Grouse

A

Co.,

Dougatl, Purdey and Tolley

Double Express
illus-

;

VIIL— The Quail;

2

ill

Rifle

For Sale.

trated.
narrations.
Illustrated.

1

illustrated

illustrated.

;

XII.— Wild Pigeon,

Wallace's Adirondack Guide
82.

Camp

to

BOSTON, MASS.

tl

BARGAINS!

LOST
BECAUSE HE HAD NO

IX.—The Wild Turkey,
$ .50.
X—The Woodcock;
Rifle Shooting, XL—The English fenlne
Long-Range 25c.
Plovers, Curlew, Babbits;

Sport,

IN EVERY RESPECT.

The American Arms

faceting <§oo&%.

trations.
tlie Gun.
in.— Shooting on tlie Wing- To Make a
Ball Trap; The Cross Bow Trap; A New
for Wing Shooting, designed to correct the

SEASONABLE BOOKS.

WARRANTED

;

II.— Carrying

publication^,

$800.

Powder,

selection.

Its

Sim. sizes of; Proper charges for
Different Guns To Test a Gun A>'ewandCneap
Hunting Suit; New Game Bags, etc., etc.; 4 illus-

Admission, 60 cents. Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra.

to Load.
wonderfully Strong.

bimple,

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to
clean, less liahle to get loose or out or order, or one
so good for the monev. Prices range from $5U to

Send Btamp for circular

Chaftkb I.—The
quantities, etc.;

Cabinet.

Most, aston'shi' g fears ever performed.

Open
Wonderfully

6m

apris

Startling

BREECH-LOABIE SHOT-GUN.

;

celpt of price.

BROADWAY and 35th
THE AQUARIUM.
CONTINUED SUCCESS.

§ifles. §tc.

FOX'S PATENT

Farrar's, Richardson and Bnngeley Lakes
Illustrated.— A complete and thorough guide to
the entire Ei

HABITHND HAUNTS

THEIR

A COMPLETE MANUAL

The

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz.

Ministers, Churches,
Catalogues Mailed.
at
BAR-

Second-hand Pianos and Organs

Needle-Pointed

Patent

Up-

are
the
BEST
the Tone, Touch,

Workmanship and DuraWnimiteri for SIX YEARS.

unsurpassed.

bility

MADE,

Sale o

SETH GREEN'S

a lower
otht-i

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

We

Walnut

Solid Black

(SLEEK &

Successors to

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
parity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly finished in

Life in Florida,
SI. 50.

DOUGALL—10-bore, 31

Inch. Damascus barrels,
lock-fast action, pistol grip; flrst special
quality; weight, SJ£ los.; cost $350; used
very little; price
$325

4 illustrations.

XIII. —Wild Fowl Shooting. Outat and requisites;
flight of and aiming at wild Jowl; blinds, anew
portable, ever-readv blind; Batteries or Sinkboxes Decovs, a new way of setting up dead birds
for decoys to make swimming, diving, and Hying decoys how to arrange your decoys ; retrieving dogs, etc., etc.; 6 illustrations.
;

;

The Fishing Tourist,

For

Fulton

street.

FIELD,

office

New

of

Foeest

Stream,

jlnd

ill

York.

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.

Working

and

XIV.— "elecfng

Sportsman's Gazetteer,
sale at

PURDEY—10-bore,

;

82.

Stand,

ilie

Calm days; wmdy days; snooting in corn fields,
at ice holes, from sail boats, in the timber, etc.,
etc.; 2 illustrations.
Full Descriptions cf the following varieties
of Ducks: Canvas-nack, Mallard, Red-head, PinGolden-eye, Widgeon, Gadwall, Bluebill,
tail,
Dusky or Black, Ring-necked or Tufted, Bluewinged Teal, Green-winged Teal, .Spoonbill, Butterball, the Buddy and Wood Ducks ; i illustra-

XV—

tions.

XVI.— Wild Gecee, Brant and Swan.

BY CAPT. BOaARDUS.

2 illustra-

tions.

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at
Mb efuee. Price $2.

FRANK &©MLirS

XVIL— Camping Out;
j

a

AN EXACT

IS

FAC-SffllLB.

Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very beBt eompass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
oeen left at the Forest and Stream and Rod and
Gun ofllce. Sent on receipt of $1. 50, by post office
order, to any part ot the United States or Canada.
WILLIAM.s & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

new

boat seat,

etc.; 3 illus-

trations.

XIX— Training. the Dog'

street,

New York.

Klfie. Descriptions and calibers of best
allowfor the various purposes how to shoot
ances for winds at all (istances; a new sight;
sights for moving objects; trajectory; targeis,
slzeB of; specimen Bcores, etc., etc; 12 illustra-

jyll

ESTABLISHED

;

Sold by

ail

Publishers

&

Loyd.

-THE LAKESIDE l.IBKARY,"
CHICAGO,

ILL.

shells,

100

bullets,

500 primers, etc.;

al.,

cost,

good as new; price

$160

41

PALMER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
J. Gurd & Son, London, Ont., Canada, Importers
ruin deal" s in fine Luglish Breech and Muzzleloading Shot-guns Breech-load
Wadding and Cap-, Metal Bhe

Shells,

I

Harvey's and Ornuge

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
',

all

LL'ht., ii:g l'owiii-r-\

Chilled Shot, Glass Balls and i.ltiss Ball
for Illustrated Price List, Her- o.v mail.

sept, lg

lyr

ERAWWS & PRICES

I

Has received the Highest Award:
Exhibitions for the
Tourist's Glasses, Telescope.

O'NEIL & CO.,

FIFTH AVEMIE, PITTSBTJBGH, PA.

Curd's Good Guns,

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,

Newsdealers, or sent post-paid on receipt

Donnelley, Cassette

barrels,

with case and Implements; 100 loaded metal
$300;

3m

1S40.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

tions.

ot price by

Damascus

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIFLK-50

J.
Voightlauder's snperlor Target and Tourists
Telesco es, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT.
MEflhILL'.s SONS, sole agents in U. S., 119 Water

XX.— The

;

32-inch,

lever under guard,
Lefaucheux action;
weight, SJ4 lbs., with finest case ami implements in perfect order; nsed verv Utile;
cost $600; price
$800

TELESCOPES.

Illustrated.

XVIII.— Boats and Boating, an improved model
for hunting boats

THIS

^™a.JTV,.MAiL.

the World's

rine, Opera and
:eters, etc., etc.

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock or Optical Goods in
Sole Agent for the best Human Artiiiclal Eyes.
:,

Partridge

&

Pneasant Shooting-

of
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods
Hunting andShootlngthe American Fartricge--4naii,
Ruffed Grouse-Pheasants, with directions for handif, and shooting on the
ling the mm
wing. Price, 12. Liberal discount to the itade.
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shotI

gun, 12-gange.

Address,

Frank Schlev,
OOt

Useful to Sportsmen and

Yachtsmen.

"BESCH SHO W POI NTS

OP

NEW

JERSEY COAST,

i>0GS."

01

..,:•.

Points, and
breeds of rtn,:-, wit
have been
the reason why. 'ihe-e seales of points
minster Kennel Club, and, beas the standfng?he latest, will probably be adopted
Address W.M.
ard in thl» country. Price do cents
soptM «
TIUMTON, r. o. Box »,0li, New York.
'•'

I

CO., 691 Broadway,
Stereoscopes
N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Graphoscopes. Chroinos and Frames
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and
terials.
a <*SS
PblladelDhia.
.

;

Names, Inhabitants
•

ot the B< a,

...

'i
-

i

i'

Vre-..-

..

j

'.:-

us.

5T

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

1

ii'-iuien,and

ue country

12x14. Price $T. Address 0. P.
Vachting Editor, Fokkst AND Stbkam

Size,

K.UNHAEDT,
in Fulton street, New

Office,

:

Industries,
Associations. PlanGrounds, Hotels, B ,.uv charts from

spoil..:!

gentleman.

i

saving Stations, Yaeul Clu

Personal St:
ing and Hunting
official ,-ources, with compieri
Useful to

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

Populations,

Interest,
yield, etc.,

i

Slereopticaiis.

E&

[ILLUSTRATED.]

Towns and points o
Farm Lands, their value,
Taxation and Debts. SofTools, origin of

Contains History of the State,

deston from
book compiled by Mr. W. >'.
" Stonehenge's " new edition of " D,gs of the Bnt-

A

Magic Lanterns and
H. T. ANTHONY &

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

Frederick City, Md.

u

Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage oft cents.

York.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia.bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
oils, etc.
paints,
v

CABIN STOKES.
je27-lJ

LYMAN'S GUN SICHT
Is tlie uati rear sight

circular.

Address

ever made.

Send stamp for

WILLIAM LYMAN,

1

Conn.

Dudley's Pocket Cartridge
B Loader.
Patented

1871.

Extracts, Uncaps, Recaps, Loads, Creases, and
Crimps Shells. Nickel-plated, $2. Sent free i,y
mall on receipt of price. Send for descriptive circuDUDLEY & CO., Poughkeepsle, N. Y.
lar,

sept!9 4t

FOKESTISAND^STREAM.
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NICHOLS & lepeve:
SYRACUSE,

N.

Y.,

MAKERS OF

INE SPORTING GUMS.
Winners, nt the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
Make"—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES OF

1878.

w
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WIHCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS.
In

varieties for

all

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and

every var iety of

'11

RAPIDITY. ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT
PRICES.
GREATLY REDUCED
-

m THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

address

List,

WINCHESTBE EEPEATING AEMS COMPANY,
New Haven,

245 Broadway, New

Connecticut, or

PEABODY-MARTINI

BREECH -LOADING RIFLES.
THE STANDAR D ARM OF GR EAT BRITAIN.

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY
WAR WITH RUSSIA.

ITS

TROOPS IN THE LATE

gh*

JPre fennel.

SPRATT'S PATENT

Club,

TARGET

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.

CHI

for price list to

3m

*

7

None

For

are'

genome unless

HILDER,

75c.

per Box,

KAY &

§¥ Mmw

genticl

Imperial
Setters

Kennel.

and Pointers Boarded,
Broken,

etc.

Young Bogs handled with

H. C. C.I.OVER,
Toms River, N.

J.

A

i!

.

;i

quire of C. Z.

Worms! Worms!

Bane

to

Fleas— A Boon

to

Dogs.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put ap in boxes containing

a

dozen powiers, with

directions for nse.

Price 50 cent* per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rodaud Gdk
snd FOKEST AND STBEAM.

1-

New York

-in-

al

W.

THE
an exceedingly
setter

3(

liar

offer for sale

luie-and-tan
broken for the field, bat
i

:'

•

admirably suited to a gentleman's country place, 01
as a personal companion. He is full-si
highly bred. Price $100. Application must be made
octstf
Address C.
at this office.

SALE— For want of use, a red
FORbroke
game S years old
on
all

;

;

Irish setter'
a first class

retriever; at the low price of $40. Address J. W. S.,
octlO 2t
Ponghkeepsie, N. Y., for particulars.

U7 FULTON STREET.

ecui

Topeka Kennel.

•

:

canbegiven.

MILEY,

For pedigree

Lancaster, Pa.

guaranteed to be pure blood, and will
breeding stock. Wieght of male four
pounds, female four pounds. Price for the pair, $76.
Black and tan, female, weight 4 lbs., price $40.
octlO tf
JOHN J. BERRr, Hackensack, N. J.

intelligent,
make fine

want

of flr't-class cocker spaniels

CHA9.

HITCHCOCK,

S.

Uecretary

Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
each for dog or bitch pups.
septl2 tf

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring to
DOGS
their dogs broken this year by me will

have

lease
at once. Want them fitted for the
ere season opens.
Shall go South for the
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centrevllle
on the Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic
County, N. J.
je27 t
i

communicate

field

SPAYING.—Bitches Epayed at residence of owner
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham,
Mass. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J. Foster,
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club.
septs 41,
SALE.— One Chesapeake Bay ducking dog

2 years old , one bitch, 2 years old. Both, splendid
retrievers. Two pups, 3 mouihs old. JAMBS ALLISON, State Centre, Iowa.
sept2G-3t

CHEAP.— Beautiful full-blooded GorFORdonSALE
Setter Bitch. Color, black and tan; hunted
two seasons on quail is fast, good nose and very
staunch, and hard to beat in field. Her full brother
Bold for $125, and Sister, $100. Sold for no fault.
;

SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thorFORoughly
broken.
Can be seen on game— woodcock, quail or partridge.

Address, P. O.

Box

2,7iiS,

jyll t£

DEAFT8 FOE SALE

in-

0Ct3 2t

Having accumulated more dogs than

old,

fifty

i

a

ill

years.

Address E.

J.

ROBBfNS,

Wetherslield,

aug22

Conn.

tf

I care to

the following, viz.:
One liver, white and tan bitch pup, and one black
and white bitch pup, vraelped Jnne 13th. eat of my
'France I" (Belton— Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple) by
i

,

I

SALE— A thoroughly broken red and white
FOR
with a pedigree for
Better bitch, IV years

sell

SALE CHEAP.— A fine yonng Setter. Jet
FORBlack,
about fifteen months old. Address P.

O. Box 769, Holyoke, Mass.
octs 2t
years old. Pedigree given. Price $10. A beaured Irish bitch. S months old, same stock, took Pedigree (pure Lavarack).
ly 4th, out of
Two dogs and one bitch,
prize at Baltimore Show
price, $30. H. B. VONSALE.— Four liver and white pointer pupmy 1st prize red bitch Carrie I., by Champion Berkocts it
UERSMITI1, Lancaster, Pa.
pies, by Champion " Chancellor," (first prise at
They comprise the blood of the most noted Belfast, Doncaster, Bramley, Trelford. etc., in the
ley.
Held trial aud bench show winners in America, viz.: United Kingdom), out of "Nina," (by
Wtiitehouse's
SALE-The red Irish bitch Dew (Imported Plnnket, Berkley, Loo II., Elcho, etc.
"Beau" outof sister to Aaron's ' Duke," first prize
Kate-Hal), two and a half years old wed yard',.,,,!.the
i'eii S to 10 weeks old, of
imps
broken; never has been hunted much; has been " Drop, Jr., Fan " litter. Tliey are from good stock. at Belfast. Bramley, etc.,) lately imported with her
litter.
All
particulars
from
ME.
(JGLbON,
Ever,
used to breed from
a splendid retriever. Terms
Mid setters of different ages.
r :.i:
green Kennels, Brentwood, Long Island.
oct3 2t
low. Address G. E. OSBOKN, New Haven, Conn,
v.n ui:.. :.ni 'ill p.-n.imtl
ml
..I.
ILi

2K

tiful

FOR

I

;

FOR

;

;

SALE— Two Yorkshire terriers, one year old,
FOR
recently Imported; they are beautifully coated,

Y.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in
write at once to

FOR

HOLBERTON.

ocl 12

AT VEP.Y LOW PRICES.

NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB

N

1871,
5:

skill

and judgment.
Address,

i

Western Agents.

This Powder ia guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It la put np
;n patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates Its use. Simple and efficacious.

full

all

Willi

rail

Del. Co.,

The Sportsmen's Bell
the position of the
dog, causes ihe birds to lie
Valuable lu early
woodcock shooting, cocking and general snooung,
wnere the cover is thick.
Sold by dealers in gnus
and sporting goods. Samples sent by mall postpaid,
30 cents, BEVUN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
East Hampton, Conn.
septl9 3m

of 112 pounds.

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.

price $05. One Imported Red
years uid, [lerfcctiy yard broken,
Irish Setter doc:
drops to shot and wing, and a good retriever for land
and water. Price $75. One Red Irish Setter dog
pup, 7 months old, very pretty and from Champion
stock. Price 830. Tiie above two dogs will send on

Bench Show,

Louis,

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

SALE.—My liver" and white pointer dog
FORJocko,
2 years old, thoroughly broke on
kinds of gam::, sbd

so stamped

Price SO cents by mail. Postpaid

A. B.
CO., Newark, N. J.
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting.

§he

St.

sale in cases

Fleas! Fleas!

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

Franklin,

finest strains.
ell only
jalisiaf.tinn and safe delivery lo every customer. These beautiful and indogs
he
for
telligent
cannot
beaten
. uffed grons?
and woodcock shouting and retrieving
110 If

F. O. De LTJZE,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent,

BROWN &

;

McKOON,

closer.

13

with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading
guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke-bores are supposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready
Packed 50 in a box.
other sizes to follow.

P.

tells

I

A New Expansive Concentrator,

M.

Ikeeponly cockers of Hie
young stock. I guarantee

POaTISGi

Being rined on the only system suitable for the "Express" principle. Oar long-range and mid-range
rifles can be transformed to Express Rifles by simply changing the sights and the use of the Drone
" Express " bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

Send
AugS

New York.

gmttel.

COCKER SPANIEL
Breeding: Kennel

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES,
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronae Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

MEilTAa-F,

York.

..I,

i. ..I

.

'

,

oct3 St

FINE PUPS FOR HALE— Five months
TWO
Address
bred expressly for water. Price
old,

$5.

O. B.

EDWARDS,

Noyack, Sag Harbor, L. I

,

N. Y.

octlO It

.J.

.

i

desiring to purchase setters or pointers.

Address.

TOPEKA KENNEL.
Topeka, Kansas.

FOH

SALE— One

Stoughton, Mast.

16 months
"Bismarck stook." For

English Setter Dog,

old, partly broken;
full particulars, address

HENRY

L.

KINSLEY
octs

'it

-

n

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

218

Auxiliary^Mfie

a he iiennel

SHELTON'S

SPRATTS PATENT
DOG MEDICINES.

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

gale.

tor

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

SALE— One very line Ketnlngton double
barrel enn; Damascus barrel- 1-2-g-iUge.piatolgrrp, weight 8 pounds
, with very
complete set it wil
flasks, poncni I, etc; «lso, 4S

FOB

I

,

CURE for DISTEMPER

orwims,

Care

Alterative Cooing Pc
Rheumatism, Lumbt-go, ami flies
for Jaundice. Tunic Conditio P.l
Care for Canker I the far. Llnl
Stimulant lor tlie Growth ol II

lng

Purg-

nickel-plated shells and BOO
tost $200; price 1 136. A
in perfect order. W. HOLBERTOM
Kultou street, N. Y. F. O. box 3,stl0.

Pills,

onndete.

ml

i

dire

0'i»l] Hil a.

praps,
and MaDge Lo-

car,

The Kennel Medicine Che

H. C.
OCtlOlt

1

feet
$30.

irlous Surgl-

graph,

For

old, white and orange ; was
huotsrl and shot, over cue en' ire running wi»nu lust.
fall In Delaware ; will compare in appearance in the
field with any tetter in this country. Price $100.
For partculars address R. A., Philadelphia, care or
John Krider, Second and Walnut st.eets.
octio 3c

I:

ported Bello. Bess is a very dart rich red. with
wnite, a good fielder, with keen nose and stiunch on
game, and a sp'.ead.d brood h.tch an great breeder.
.Kour veara old November 1. 1378. Address, F. A.
DIFFENDERf'FER, 16 Shippen stree', Lancaster,
octio 4t
Pa.
I

SALE—Th ironghbred Chesapeake bitch
Ruby, three years old, winner at second prime
both at Boston and New York Bench Shows of this
year; out of Pose, winner of first riz'e at both
shows. Shot over one season at Currituck. Sound
and warranted as most thoimigiily nrocoo, am! its n
Price $100.
perfect retriever.
G iKD. G. HAMoct3 4t
MOND, New London, Conn.

Box

NEW HAVEN,

715

OLD RELIABLE'

221.

CONN.

221.

(TRADE MARK.)

of Actresses, comic, etc., in for 25 otn
List of books, ic. S. 14. LUDDEN, E. Lincoln.
jel8 ly

M

§>ttn£Ottidqr.

THE
HAZARD POWDER OO
MANnFAOTURBBS OF

GUNPOWDER,

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

FOR

i

,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
P. O.

SALE—Red Irish setter, Bess, by Sallua'
FOR
Dash; arat prize Watertown. N. Y., Outot im-

.

.

Send stamp

p HOTOi

.

Gilderslee-'e setter dog.

niplere

t'

iihromo Fno

N. Y.

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for rise in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
:peaitiOUSly, 'There Is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cancan le rejnovei a
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
not, get out of order.
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
lit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— caliore of rifle 32, 38. or 44. as desired.
Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the bent advantage are the V,
.or Arms Co 'a
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 18711. Send for a Circular and Price List.

witii

it

i-uf.ilt.s
from $5 to
ontdts, $3 ; Hellofor full information to E.
CO.. Manufacturers, 278 Pearl St..
sept26 13

suecesr--.

J2.Sfli

SACKJIANSA

sale by

SQUIRES,

CORTLANDT STREET, N.Y.

SALE— A genuine
FOR
coming three years

CO.. 11T
octio It

APPARATUS latest
tVnOTOGRAI'HlC
operaie
invention. Anybody
pet-

tion.

Contains all the above remedies,
cal Appliances.
DOS SOAP, free from Poison.

and

outfit,

A

fov;.-'

nt

Haaiard'*! u Electric

Powder."

Noa. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed io point of
Btrength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters ofl lb. only.

i

Inter-state
The New York
rifle, 9GO.

SALE— Three dogs and one bitch pup, born
FOR
Jul*
oat of imported English setter bitch

The

New York State.

The

Irish setter puppies out of
>rted Dash, winner of first prize

piize in New
piippi»s wure w Helped Julv 21, and

at last N. Y.

Show.

York,

The

1S77.

Gipsey won

first

W. BASSFORD,

are all a deep red. Address G.
"While Plains P.O., N. Y.

oeilO It

S»LE OR EXCHANGE-A very handanme
FORhigh-bred
years old. For sale
pointer dog

man

A

Address

P.O. Box

::

Milton,

19,

;

tricks.
No one need answer this who
C.
is unwilling to send the dog on trial.
octlO 2t
SMITH, 56 Genesee street, Uiica, N. Y.

dog; no bad

J?3/c,

FOR SALE.

Best by any other

i

rifle.

903.

OOI

CO.,

SCOTT & SON'S

C.

FINE BREECH-LOADERS
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finis h and Shooting Powers.

[From CAPT. A. H. BOUARDUS.]
LONDON, August 0, 18T8.
O. 8COTT ft SON
Gentlemen— Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest, satisfaction
shooti
of
vour onoke-bore guns. I now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with
terrific
power
in the
eg
winch
Tonr
be excelled in the
of
ctmsot
20
all
make,
12
bo
e
also
a
light
and
12-bore
barrels;
extra
shooting qualities and impossible lo beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. 1 used
your gun in my two iore,o mutches wirh Mr. Penm-n, June 2^ and .liny 'J', at which t,me I scored 70 and II
',9, at which time I scored
July
Capt,
Shelley,
mulch
with
nlrds
also
wi
by
in
my
match!
ning
two
eaeti
in
,.,,•. o oa'
..;,
-,,,..,,
Mitch with .-nbrev Coventry, Ebo.., at Brighton,
ec ircl ;" and in the Internal ion
Aug 6,for.£i fin. ivliiu ..on by killing 79 out of 100. All of the above matches were «t 100 birds each, SO
yatds rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and It is

&

from the

1st

B.

&

eggs—ready

for delivery

Send

for price list

of Nov. to Jan.

20.

,.

.

.1

i

i

J.

F.

W. EDDY,

I

sept28tf

K. Y.

Believe me, y'ours'very

PRAIRIE CHICKENS!

W

Sportsmen from the East traveling West can complete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose
ammunition from me at very reasonable rates.

Don't forget it. WM. R. BURKIIARD, 39 East
Third street, St. Paul, Minn.
Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods
Generally.

WILD EI0E
R.

Seed for Sale.

VALENTINE,

Janesvllie,

[From COIj.
ft

FOR

SALE—CrJBt*! Spring

villa-

all

Fish

s

Farm and

41

WALL STREET, MEW YORK.

SS

&

Rand Powder Co.
MURRAY

No. 26

Y„

ST., N.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in Sealed
1 lb. canl ters. Higher numbers specially are recommended for breech-loadlugguns.

No.

Orange Ducking Powder,

April

SILVER MEKAIi AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION,

ESTABLISHED,

7,

STORES

s#

lbs.

lbs. each.

Powder.

Rifle

1878

1878.

Packed
and SJi

In

wood and metal kegs

lbs.,

and

in canisters of

I

of
lb.

lbs., 12>i lbs

'2.1

and

a

lb.

All of tho ab..vo give high velocities and less
fesldmun than any oilier brands made, and are ve' A. H. liOGAEDUS,
20inmended i,
•A'.nid."
ol r
the "Obaraplon WIdrSIi
it

H.r...\STlNil

US^

1811.

POWDER

""li; A

o£»iiir;ii-

.

it's.
••

-

and El

HI

lv

Safely

<£

lilt'AL

i

IT'.V

It

BLAST-

POWDER

Y

v,»i and made to order.
I

and

CO.

GUNPOWDER.

Makes a nd Qu alities o f

all

L oaaing F m
~

g

metal kegs,

1

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr.
reech

clean. No. 1 to B in
each, ami canisters of 1 and 6

For water-fowl, strong and

A rms

9

ACCESSARIES.

:

No. IS

U

Sixth St., No. 220 North Second St.,

ad

No. 527 Commerce St.,

Picnic
Build-

r,N-.J.
gothic frame
.»ld
tenant's house,
one. four horses; twenty -three
twenty to thirty
acres four a<;res grove, with from
apple
Ponds- nue garden; 100 young fruit trees;
office
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this

Grounds, Oakland B
live years
ings cost, over $ 1,200

pany's Agents in everj pron*'jient city, or wholeusto
otioo

York.]

i

THE

septlO

IVtiv

most fastidious couM ucmic it fully comes up to speciUcaiions
I have disposed of my two gun's by other makers.
tiea.

mill

WILD RICE MAN. Refer to
TUOS. P. CANT WELL, R atuet

ptnvder of the conntry.

Jiifte

Superior Mining and BluMttng Powder.
BOVERMMKNT CANHON & MCSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL SHADES t'OB EXPORT, OS
ANY REQUIRED yR.\ IN OK i'itOOF, MANUFAL'TUKEII TO ORDER.
1
Tho above can bo bad of deaiers, or of the Com-

Orange

5IANUFACTUREBS' AGENTS,

price $2 pir bushel; can

'" >>y> V'hto
n
orders
or P. o. oiders must s. cornpi
lim
sliin ed O. O. D. Supply

JOHN BOOJNE,

Importers and Dealers in

K

Rifle."
\

Shot of the World.

Gentlemen— I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. S.S9G, in good order, and am
to say that its oorforrunnce excels my expectations, wh'le lis symmetry and finish is all that the
of order, bota in Unlsh and shooting quali-

please.

wi&d aics SEED.
WILD
be

BOGARDDS. Champion Wing

C Scott & Fon:

pct3 f

RICE FOR SALE,

A. H.

truly,

Wis

picked and
I nave on hand plenty of wiid seed rice,
cured by Indiaus. Orders shipped to an* pare of the
A.
Ad .ress
United S'ateo at $3 per bushel.
oct3 It
Moiley, Winn.
fill \ rJii'KK

KentucUy

;

-

Randolph, Catt. County,

'

Hazard's

Laflin

;

million brook trout

One

lb.

PFre, FFC, and "Sea Shooting" FQ. in keg« -,f 25,
1!% and HH lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. c, FFii is also
packed In land « lb. cmisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFO and FFO are ftvorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shootin =' " PQ IS

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS YION A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
TINE TRIPLEX 13-GaUGE BREECH-LOADER.MADE BY
W. ft C. SCOTT ft SON.
VV.

1 (fine)

&X

the standard

1

&

to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canlsfera and
kegs. A Hue gram, quick and clean, for
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotguns.
Hazard's •' Duck Shooting."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb, canisters
Burns slowly and very
and 6if and V'M lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration, for field, forest, or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

No?.

i

SHARPS RIFLE

W.

JAY

^ar

1,044.

Long-Range Match.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. «'«'*•
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.

octio It

SETTER

rifle,

THS

OOI
*fWA«

Mass

DOG WATNTED—Thoroughly broken,
not over 3 years old, must be fast, staunch,
tractable and kind a good grouse and woodcock

Best score by any

Rifles,

THE

or will exchange for a good secood-hand
rare chance to secure a line
breecli-loa'ling gun.

animal.

Military

Inter-state

with Sharps

WIMBLEDON

2'i

l»w,

with a score of 974.

213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197.
The
CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a
possible 15o at l.noo yards.
LEECH CUP. won at Spring Meeting with a score of 203. Best
other rifle, 197. Eorthe Sri idAggregals Prize at Fall Meeting-, three competitorseach, witn Sharps Rifles"'apt w If Jackson— tied on a score of 3iO points.
Mr. Frank llvde, (ol, v- li
LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won bv Capt. J. S. Barton, wilh. a Sharps
Military Rifle. All nriz-s in tli'n match were won with Sharps Riflen.
AMERICAN TEA?! 'iVilJi-OTER (First Day).— J. S. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 231 points ont of a possible 225 at 800, 90J and 1,000 yards.

Average per

-

red
—Four
FORGypsev bv
Tup

SALE

won

International Military Match.

Team, with Sharps

10,

Bute (Royai-Mnu), by John Davidson's Afcon
Champion Rock-Flora II). They are orange and
white ticked, black cose and eyes, and ve y handAddress HERBERT, 92
some. Price S2« each
oci3 tf
Worcester street, Boston.

Hazard's "American Sporting,"

Match.

Military

State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle,

other

I

;

«table«

;

modern improvements;

etc— in

farm, near mouth of Elk
and sink, box
River, Md., three son ...iru, to nrs.
fenced
privileges 16fi acres good buildings and
,-,0,o.-- I,- .-j
"!,:
'.,.,
.11.
bargain G.
A
ilshimr.
nu.i
sluol
nerd]
easy qua!
Fa.
Philadelphia,
lane,
Elbow
it!
SEHD,

FOR

ILLED SHOT,

IM

American Powder

SALE— A ducking
;

1

.,

;

W. TOWj>

Eight acres fine grounds,
TTWR SALE OR TO LET—
be;ween
trout, pond, cotiag.-. stable, etc.,
X withVernon
\>w Koehellc. Address HOR \CE
Mount
uc.iu it
MORGAN, Pine street, New York,

shot.
Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary

,.n.i

«4T.E— A W. &
Fan* ai'mf
shot-gun,

C. Scott
12-gaure,

TATHABVi

&

&

Son's breech
2S-luch barrels

uu ling o-.ks and pistoi
DamaBco.'bdrrels, aud r
M. A
For mrtier paniculate address ocUO
grip
it
BOSWORTH North Brookneld, Mass.

Also,

mannfaotnrera of

E. B. Sambo,

St-,

AMERICAN STANDARD DKOP SHOT,

and OOJl-

rHESSED BUCK SHOT, more

PATENT

FINISH,

nnlf orm than the ordinary

moulded Bhot,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

to

BROS., 82 Beekman

KEW YORK.

1

,

Equally well adapted

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders.

1

Co.

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

(RED LABEL.

;

:

.'

m

•

M.G. Goddard,

3M North

F Bakb &Co.,

11

tgo, HI.
Seeoii-1, St. Limls,

Walnut

at.,

English Sporting

MO.

Cincinnati, O.

Gunpowder.

CURTIS A HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.
BOS. 8, 3, *, 5, 6, 7 and S. Superior Rule, Enflaid
and Coi. Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, IS
Cedar street, N. Y Agent for the United States

Klfle,

FOREST AND STREAM.
l

es.

&

Chesapeake
The Route

ER

Ohio

TO SPOETSIEN:

Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

Respectfully Invite attention to the

(!
New Hirers, and KanVallev, antl including in their varieties of game
wl
duck, grouse,
rj
and Belt, deer, ',".
mountain
trout, dubs, pike,
woodcock,
qnall, snipe,
pickerel, etc, SCO,
Guns. Ashing tackle, aud one flog ror eaoh sportsman carried free.

Mountains. Greenbrier an

awha

I

The Route of the Tourist
White

via

Sulphur Springs.

'1

culties and dangers of reshipment, while the exoelleut oars which run over the smooth steel tracks en-

able STOCK TO
or injury.
The lines ol

;

CONWAY

UOWAED,

R.

ap

Line

GUNNING AND FISHING
m

New

Pennsylvania and

Company

n-

and

Shooting,

LINE

hanna railroad tor the Southwest.
Rooms Couifortubly Warmed by Steam.
rBf-THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF

STEALERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING RAGQ \QK O PLAI FS ON' TILE N.Y.O.E.R.
THSUlXill TICKETS can be had at the
'J

ofUee on the pier, at Westco'-t Express offices, at all
hotels and (idol odiece in New York, or ol come t»
tog Railroad ana Svamimat, Lines.
B. E. MAYO, Gen'l Passenger Agent,

route,

Still

to

Louis,

ollice, 197

Greenwich

New York.

Milwaukee.

to

PULLMAN HOTEL

SPORTSMEN'S

CAltS

.

ii

'

line presents
il..
d re.eie
,

peculiar
e

'

I

'

:.

advantages.
ire

•

For
ee

;

m

Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickeicl and ltiies lienuig, a hundred
poUilscnthe Northern and Norihwe.-ieru lines of
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything
in the Wert.
New York oilU-e, No. 41S Broadway Boston office,
No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not, attainable from yonr

-""tary for

SPORTSMEN

will And splendid shooting on the
line of this road ; prairie chicken, geese, Sacks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City wtth the
quail, etc.

EMPOEIDI.

Outfits.

;

Stria Split Hcmboo ily reds for 'Irout and Black
Bass, $13. U0 and 523.00. Every rod warranted.
Trout Flies, Sl.on per doz.; Black Bass. $2.00 to
Tied alien- Mebri.le and other ruiirerns in the
$3.00.
most careful manner. Holberton'a full leugth ay
books.

The Fox Patent Breeeh-LoadeF
gun In tlie market. Shooting-warranted.
Shooting Tackle of every description.
The Celebrated Dead Shot Fdwfller.

the best

Sportsman's Clothing of

IIOUBRRTO

>3

all

MARVIN HUGH ITT,

kinds.

INIUAN
VESTS AND

CEIJlilli'll.n

TANNED ANTELOPE

ticket agents, aoply to

*«ItlN

JACKETS,

W. H. Stenkett,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
j> 20
Gen. PasB. Agent, Chicago.

Camp

Holberlon'H CcUbrnteil Ash noil I.niioeivon.l
Fly and Ifntt ffodn, from SO.OO to J15.00 Six

;

home

0oods.

Tents, Blankets, Portable Boats, r.oudren ,v, Ecrgn-n's.Tack Lamps, Duuckle's stoves and everything

for

tf

AArlnd

and cold pioof.
fowl shooting.

Especially adapted to wild

Rubber Blankets, Boots, Coats, Camp Bags,

l§ot$te

JAMES CHARLTON,

House,
Sherman
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, D, a

etc.

mil j^qsorjH for ^gortemzn.

W. HOLBERTON & CO.,

CHICAGO.

117 Fulton

P. O.

St.,

Box

St.,

N. V.
septS6 1 1

51 OP.

sep'23 ly

Eaton's Bust Preventer.

Louis, Minneapolis

St.

^poitsttim'ss

I

and Bear hunting, and

EYERYTIRNG.

.

;

;

n

Is

TO SPORTSMEN.

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

Liberal arrangements for transport of Bogs for
Sporkm-cii.

octlO It

six months, from December 1, a
Collage, near 1-ort Eoval S C
oranges all winter from the trees »n ahimiiance of
game, fish, oysters, etc., at lunrl Missis, ip postal
and telegraphic facilities; an eligible place lor a
party of sportsmen, or for an invalid seeking a mild
climate. 'Perms. Sfiufl for llin serttnn
a.i,i.-„,.„ r,

ie

,

our Iowa Hue to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the countrv, while for Deer

Kansas City

The Fteamers of this Line reach some of lire finest
waterfowl and upland suonlmg sections in the couutry. Connections direct for Chlncoteogtie, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainoas country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Mondiv. Tuesday. Thursday and Satnrday. LeweB, Del., Tuesday and Friday tit 2 i: M.

.

r,

LET— For
TO Furnished

'

from

Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great, Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

1,1

;

FRErtloRT AND DUBUtiUE

Its

I

Chicago

it-el

;r,i,

at Noyack;
decors
gunning; skills: r i-hait". etc. Quail when
B wit p,-r week-, u her charges modeEDWARDS, Noyack, Sag Har-

Is off.

rate. Address o, 11.
bor, L. I , N. Y.

la the old Lake Shore
eel. It. eeeiee,
the only one passim.- u
Forest, Highland Park, TVaukegau Kscine.

This

St.

ii.

arc now running regularly between Chlearro and
Council Bin lis, on Hie California Express Train of
'
e
;.,
H
the CHICAGO & Noi
.
Westbound, they leave Ciileago daily, except Sunday (and on evei-y third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-hound t ey leave Council Bluffs st B:S0 p. H.,
daily, except Saltirday (and on every third Saturday),
"d
ich Chicago nexi afternoon.
tv~ No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

I'l

Chioago to

.,",,,

r-lOOD DUCK SHOOTING
V.T
law

the only route for Elgtu, llockford, Freeall points via Frecport.
Its CHICAGO

and

Lake
Kenosha

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

Old Dominion Line.

Full information given at

Is

port and

Hunting.

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

n-i

AND MU.WACKKE LINE

TtJCKEETON, BEACH HAVEN CAPE MAY,
3QUAN, and potato on the NEW JERSEY COAST
nvued for SALT V VTEli SPul-.T AUTER FES
r
*,Sli FEA7IIEU.

CHICAGO

I

coumry.

rior

other well-known centers for

Wing

IV,

.

i

at

Appleton. Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaiinee,
Marquette, Uouglucn. Haneo.dc ami the Lake Supe-

In

EASE, RENOVA, BEDFOED, CRKSsON, RALSTON, M1NNEQTJA, and
the principle cities to

Trout Fishing;

in

to

will

Lake, N. J., open until Dec. 31 for the accommodation tif sportsmen.
Quail are elmndar.r. i.hw y L-ar,
and it is out a short distance to the head of Bamegat
Bay, where there is good une.k and goose shooting.
Take the Central Railroad, foot of Liberty street.
U. W.ABBOTT, Propneior.
octWZI;

kosh,

EXCURSION

Jersey.

a

ii"-

TO ALBANY.
Loaves PIER 41, N. R., foot of Canal street,
r. m.
A ily, Sundays excepted, at
*irst-clnsn fare. 81- Deck, 50c. Excursion
to Albany and Return, $1.50. Btn.erooms, $1 .end $S.
Making close connections with trains on New
York Ctu rii Kr,l road for the Wen, and Delaware
and Hudson Railroad for the N'rih, and Susque-

under o

I

also reach the bent leealitlea for

Also, to

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

People's Evening"

Company

Railroad

Peiujsylrnni

ill

In equipment.

BE TRANSPORTED WitUOUtlaiiaie

TICKET:-

Railroad connection? at Cinc.lnnall, with the WeBt,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonavllle, with the
North and Northwest; and at. Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements

moat of tho

afforded by their lines for reaching

TROTTING FAKES and RACE COURSES in the
hese lines being CONTINUOUS
Middle Stales.
'•'ROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi-

through the most beanilful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most lanloua
watering places ana summer resorts,

The Only Route

The subscriber b ga leave
TOsaySPORTSMEN.—
that he
keen the Lake House,
Spring

tthe Great Trunk
Hallway Llnee of the VVi-bi and Non Invest. and,« ith
itsuumeroua branches and connections, form the
stioiicM and q.e kee' route between Chlcngoand all
points in Illinois. Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska. California, and the
WcRierii Tenimn,;).
Ha OMAHA AND CALIFORNIA LINK :s the eliiittest and beslronte for all
poms in Northern Illinois, Iowa, D.,kotu. NebrasTta,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. IIS CHICAGO.
ST. PAL'L AMI) MIMlKAI'id is T.IFeit is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin end .Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points
Its WINONA AND ST.
In the Great Northwest.
eETER LINK is the only route for Winona, Rochester, Owatonua, Mankulo, St. Peter, New Uliu and
all
lOintS in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its
GREEN 13 -\Y AND MA1K; U ET IK LINE Is the only

THE PENNSTLTANIA E.K GO.

Virginia.

Comprising those ol Central and Piedmont Virginia
BluoEidge MonntainidYallcv «r Virginia, Alleghany

.

fotds and gesorls %ot Sportsmen.

THE SPOKTSMA1VS ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern RR.

Emu

of the

West

^ar^ttietf's §mtqs.

Routes.

gffartimen'.'i
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For Guns, Cntlery and Surgical Instruments.
8afetohaucde, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep la
any climate. Snonmion everv where In th United
Statiapronrunce it the best, imn od in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., wrtcs: "Itia
the best preparation i nave, iound in thirty-flvo
years of aei ive ,-id irequent use of gons."
The trade supplied by sole mannfacttirer, GEO.
B. EATON, BIO Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City
Heights, N. J.
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm.
Reao k Sous. Uost.m, Mass; It. Kitiredge * Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio B E. E ifm. Chicago, ill. : Brown
'.rims. \v. Pert, Cleveland,
a. li'.ldt-. St. Louis. Me.
Trimble & Kleib.el.i-, Baltimore. Md. S.
Ohio.
Cropley A- Sons, Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grubb
:

ST.

PAUL SHORT

LBNE.

Through Pnllmau Palace Sleeping' Cars
between St. Lotus, Minneapolis
and St Paul.

Burlington,

C.

THROUGH TICKETS TO EEKNANDINA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

FOR

Rapids & N'rth'rn

General Agent.

Philcuklpliia and Southern Mail S.
Aven

Pier as Sonth Delaware

QUICKEST,

;

S. Co.,

ne, Phila.

TRAINS EACH

Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting ground;, in tin- Nori invest ror Geeae, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Ollice, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
B. F. Winslow,
tf
General Manager,

1879—
ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip
27,

(daily except Sundays) :.n minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (dailvj :.e minutes previous
South Wall street,
to departure of trains, and fr u
Fulton aud Catharine ferries (flail ) 80 minutes previous to departure of ti ulns fi om Depot, comer Flatbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn ami Long lsiaie.1 City (Uunter'a Point) as
follows: ForGreenp'j t, Sag ilarle.r, etc., 8:30 A.M.,
* p. M., and on Saturdays at 8:30 p. m. For Patchogue, etc., 9:80 x. si., 4:3. and 6 p. m.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 A. m., 4, 4:80, 5 and 6 P. M. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at to a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For North-

m

1

i

Eort, etc., at 10 a. M 3:30, 4.30 aud 6:30 p. 14. For
oeust Vjdlcy, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. m„ 3:80, 4:30, 5:38
andtl:30 p. n. For Far Eoekaway, etc., at 9:30 A. it.,
4, 4:30, 5, « and 7 p. u.
For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:80 and 10 a. m.. K::-:u, 4:30, .",:?), 0:30 p. jr., and
12:15 night, and from Long i - lam Ci iv onlv 9:30 a. m.,
1:80 and 6:30p.m.
Pnfptrt Jefferson,
,

i

Sundays—

Patehogsc, etc., 9 a. m. Babylon, etc., and Tp.m.
Northport and Locust Valley, g a. m. and 6:30 r. m.,
Garden City and Heinnsteud, a. is., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and from Long lelind Ci y only 9:30 a. m. and
5180 r. m. Trains for Rr( eKaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
New Y.rt: at Eel Broadway, corner
Ticket offices

TROUT

11

«

The new ami elegant steamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 28, East River, daily (Sundays excepted) at::, a passenger train will be in wailing
on the wluirr ai New Haven and leave lor Spring-

points.

at

on the

pier, or to

Apply

RICHARD

at

1'1-X'K,

-_.

General

Co.. Philadelphia.

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland
and return forSWi arc sold at c:; Clark street, or the
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and
, e
L-e _
eriTiD
The points of attraction to sportsmen on thlB
" Forest and Stream
rente are Jlentisha and Gret
Bay for bass llslims Butternut Creek and Lake ft
miiscalonge the many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till last, season liahed by sportsmen. Between Silver Creek and Ashland all aro
tront streams, and niauv utiiers eaa Ue easily reached
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the
Bey ail elide excellent spott,
The Chequamegon Hotel at Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a
steam-yacht, sail androwbcaia audexcellent guides.
The atmosphere at Ash.and Is a sure preventive of
;

e

r

-

!

[

i

'

1

1

*'

;

;

to all

G. T. A.
Milwaukee, "Wis,

my9 am

Cromwell Steamship Line.

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans tlfty shells in ten minutes. No water used.
Knives elastic, sell adjustu g, prevent the slipping
of wads. Is unequalled a- a breech wiper by covering wiin an oiled riotn. For sale by all gun dealers,
rr sample sent free bv in .1 oh roeelnl of price,
SI. CO; lilond Pi Ik re. ,1. P. I.'nNAN, Tas shaw
t
Liberal discount to ihe
avenue, Boston, Mass.
ScpKII 3m
trade.

BRADLEY

SPORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE.—The

Franklin

Good
House, Chiltouviile, -Plymouth, Mass.
gunning and fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge,
quail, woodcock, peep and plover. Trained dogs for
lox, rabbit aud bird hiiniing; boats for sea-fowling
and fishing. Terms low. TIMOTHY MANTEL,
septia tf

Proprietor.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

Lake Ports.

HENRY PRATT,

I.

HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N.
Y„ is located centrally on Hie best hunting in
Sullivan Couniy, six miles from Sliohola. Erie R.R.
Small game very plenty. Some deer, foxes, coons,
augMtf
etc. Terms 47 per week.

hav fever.

Steamers from Ashland
Send for Guide Book.

L.

Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches
and Westhamnton, within a niie and a half ol the
ocean.
Excellent, accommodation for summer
boarders. Surf aud still water bathing, tioaa boating, fishing, and gunning.
House oiien throughout
the year for fishing and shunting parties. Boats,
boattten, stabling, carriages, and every convenience
for sport' mrm. Accessible bv Long I-'mei Hamoad.
Terms moderate.
S. P. CONKL.N, Prop'r.
angv) tf

SITUNGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, 8U1NNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig oi trained wlkl-gscse decoys on
thecoast. The best ground In Cue vicinity of New
York for bays ui| ie stionliugef all varieties. Special
attention given by himsel to lu= gnesis, and satisfaction guaranteed. Addre8sWM. N. LANE, Good

No. 20, Oil Fini»Iie
ir.g siloes, broad, hea
with or wliiurat nails
adapted for hunters and
extra by mail. Seiidslai
;

[

NEW YORK,

HA1IPAI,

N. S. AiVD ST.

JOHNS, N. P.
THE FIRST-GLASS STEAMSHIPS
CORTES,
form a

Capt. Bonnet

i,

and

Norih Riv

mouth, [vie

i,

,

Lower St. Lav
and most direct rou

Time hi

P. O.

1,010.

Bay View Horse, on Shinnecock Bay, Pond Quoldainl. now open lor fan a-

gnc.'Long

New

tula the

cheapest

twee

sixty horns, one hall

Vineyard Somes,
Cabin passage,

New York aad

tf

oik.

or the
tion.

NovS

1.

THOM
Box

TO SPORTSMEN.

ALIIAMBRA, Capt. Mcllhinuey.
""Ve porta, having

regnlai

10,

Ground, L.

ALOSZ"

in
ii icludiug

Uali.

et'iterordu

:, e'd
Bxcnraion
-

1;

S30, gold.
tickets at reduced
rates. For schtduli : of Bailings and further particalars apply to

Johns,

H-

CORW1N,

86

West

AGENTS-WOOD CO., Halifax,
& CO., St. John's, N. F.
.V,

N.

TAVXOR'3

Propriete

BRAIXLET? HOUSE — To

streer,
B.,

N.T.

HAKVI1Y
Je8U6m

ir'c]'u.[ini' bri'uV'i.'Vor.nif.

mule,

This match rale

Sportsmen,

i

linen

at

POCKET
once

to all.

10 to SO

iiom station,

l)

per man; J. M. llliADLEY, El tired, Sullivan t'eoniv,
l-!.

SELl'-blGHTING
JUATCII 6CAFE.
aommenus Itaelf

and meals,

New York and St,

CLAKK & SEAMAN,

...

Ollice,

.V

Prop'r.

Kossmoro House, Speonk,

Pier

NEW HAYEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
FORWhite
Mountains, Montreal and intermediate

FISHIMC!

THROUGH TO

U

street, at James Slip and Thirty -fourth
street ferries, at the offices of ''The Long Island
Express," 3 Pari place, TSa ami 912 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; In Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offici s. baggage can he,
ere lee iiei.
vhee-eil item reF-ldiuj ,H. SFUNCBR, Gen'l Sup't.
je6
J. Chittehden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

.Agent.

rooms above

challenge any Hotel In the World to show as
large and as elegantly lurm.ihed rooms aa those of.
je20tf
theSHBRMAN.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

Warren

New York

all

We

WAY DAILY,

City leaves

Jtt

ALVLN HULBERT,

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West

NIGHT LINE —Tee Elm

per day for
withont baths.
to

the parlor floor,
Rooms with baths, $3.50, Si, and $1.51 per day.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

TWO PASSENGER

Rates reduced

OctStf.

cover except to repl nish the Iotx
Jobi the rh-ng
lor spoitsmen.
t-..-inl rii'iv eerera bu- sample box u,
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender Hrci t, I'loviile-iee, 1{ l
J a-ge djtcmnt io the trade.
MieB 3in

;

'

-

FOREST AND STREAM.
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i

m-ini

Goats,

FisMng Pants,

Sjporjstiien's Quaffs,

Cartridge
Cc
siates

^ortstnen's §ocds.

"^

SHOOTING

BOSTOS

SUITS.

The reputation of these
goods is now established

Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

throughout the country.

COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
AND
India Kubbcr Goods

of

Every Description

HODGMAN &

They are the Best.
PRICE PER SUIT, SI 3.

AND CARTRID GES.

CO.,

2TMAIDENLANE, N^J

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

HAOTFACTTTBBH8 OF TUB

SHELLS,
BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING

"(^^'TTlirTANN E

Adapted

to all military

Cartridges

MOCCASINS.

,.

.lnrl.iije.

Made

order

to
1

e-.'ve

:

:.
1
Trr-nintH,;
for Illustrated circular.
P. O. Box fa, Dover, N. H.
,

1

qpnd

-,«,.7„

MARTINS
(Succes-

ETCHINGS,

"pffl^&TB-W.

Holberton*

Co..

t«>^M»^^^^^^^^ ^^Sl °l^

several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

TTNITED STATES and

J>

The best tMng tn the market
for hunting. Ashing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the i.ui, an.., very

^6

Governments.

Bun

ammuu Uv

lire

measurement and

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON

,

3QO Broadway,

General Agents,

HOf¥.ER FISHER, 26©

rules for
particu-

circulars,

For

Target Practice.

for

Y

N.

address

lars,
.

G. W.

Broadway, H. Y.

SIMMONS &
Boston,

folass.

SON,
septli

sm

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

BONEHILL CUN.

in
No. 611.- Top-action, treble safety S

Boston, Mass.
{Sony! 874 WaBbtoatonatreet,

bolt,

extension

rib,

rebounding locks,

laminated barrels.
fa/Jtenlng.

Cheapest gun in the mar-

Send stamp for

ket'.

lar of

|

Patent fore end|

Illustrated Circu-

Guns, Rines, Revolt ers and am-

munition.

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING,
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTHING.
The

GOODS

and best

largest assortment

C.

NOW
1UVV

in the

ite

WASHINGTON,

D. O.

POOLER & JONES,
Cartridge Holders and Belts.
practical cartridge holder in use. Will
brass eoi.
carry
and positively prevent
wads from starting on ^_---bshot, suitable for either ^-sr*
paper or brass shells. '-<^_i:.|
These cartridge hoUH-rs c ; -.,-,'

The ODly

can be easily attached to
any hunting vest or coat

vest will hod 30
holders.
of the cartridge
Two dozen of these holdOne
ers only weigh sozs.

A

—

READY.
ir»J-JJn-J-'i.

,

„

.

BARTON &NewCO.,
York.

Broadway,
337 IMPORTERS
AND MANUFACTURERS OP

FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
CUN^^foLS^OCKET CUTLERY,
U
WHOL ESALE AND R ETAIL.
WARBErnnrprt PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS,
RANTED THE BEST IN^^MARKET FOR THE PRICE.

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws

'

PATENT BOSS

front.

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns

W for one
HENNINC,

Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

Fishers

Sixismp hexagonal black bass rod. 3erman

V

silver

mountings, three-Joint, extra

German

silver

H r^^ARD^'elx-strip hexagonal light rod two-Joint
mounting
H F*I$ONaWs Six-strip hexagonal rod. Germatt silver
fly

tip

and

ft*

ture^Joint,

every possinlo

Cazenovla,

JeS'Smoa

Pocket Companion.

solid

^^
^^
Ei tratl F and
^^

pjg

W
*—

>®gf

complete, with 30
attache,
holders
weigh* one pound. The
adbelti can be perfectly
slim
justed to fit either a
eeor large man. Vi'il! '<

In

WUKKlNC, FASTS

K1CKLT FITTED. Send (orClrcular.
Will. H. CRVTTENDEN, Ucn. Agent,
N. Y.

mounting extra Up

fly

ivjji

tip

Ita' Yonory'f

'

Dudley
No sportsman should l
hen prejJochct Loading Iuiplei
pared for any emergency. .....
worm tnan uo
band, the want of It may te "1 i""i'''
the wto«itj,.etc. .For
coat twice told. A word
for circular to
sale bv gnn dealers genera ly. Send
DUDLET & CO., Poughkeepale, N. Y.
.

t...

belt

lines, from..
Best enameled waterproof taper fly
HelgramitesorDobson bait f»rblacs bass each..-.
from.
assortment of trout and black bass flies

A

AH

anv addtei
prepivportaze.onbeltsor
dIny number of loose ho
liver to

ers

large

order
kinds of Snellcd HooUs tied to
cal.- nicka
States Arms 1-evolver, I shot, /«

United
United States

—
•

......

G«
-

$1 to $2.50 per

Also Fl en dressed
each

t»

y

dozen

nn.Uern .

deslred

....

4

,

^'"^Vl S W A RKASTKD.
O0TF S
EVERY REQUISITE F OR~SPORT S MAN'S
|J g

on receipt o

Spring
prices:
bra-s cartridge Solders,
ner dozen, $1.25; adjustaspring
ble belts with SO

Wing

M

Arms Revolver^ehot,^

Agents for Hnber's ChnmpV

.irTatpaini's
CLASS BALL.

RsS6SSS&35£

FILLED
FEATHER
r fc*% ""^TENTE
D OCTO BER 23, 1877.

The "Standard"

Ball.

FISH & SIMPSON'S

Bogardua' Patent Rough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.
that give
These Traps are the only ones

satisfaction, as

J S X"?

b

h

HOUGH^Ai!ll, lad

at,

? Vrice far

below the smooth

ball

Pickeri..

'or

^"SSSTSSSS

S

p;iP

,iar

i

'

'

i»

the»Kf«S^

one opera-

HEADQUARTERS FOR
lots,

we have

must

'^rSlWftS

S ongbton, Dane

m

^

Dec6tf'

h-

**

Gold plated

send

we
On receipt of two three-cent stomps
most complete
onr new 04-page catalogue, the
will

...rrrMT
KT^BROS,
UAGGE

CO.,

^^ &
.'i:

,

;

lO Piatt
loaNj

Street,

N.Y.

^^^^ N

.

j.

C.ly.

list

"'' ,'
l^ahons.and ever*
'..

Gloves, Foot Bull-. Si.oriing 1
thing in the line of Sportsmen

ap
I

^T

^verplated

P. O. box 4,9081

coWa remittance.

GOLD 2

.,t=
BALLS,

ordered through all Gun DealBalls SSdTrop can be
a
C
3C n
any d,?e c\ton from the ahooter at
b au
which willow

^

i

FISH

dt 81 MPSON,
street, New York

1 32.NassiU

Four Dollars a Year.
Ira Cents a Copy.

Ternin,

NEW YORK

I

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

BUBO'S CONUNDRUM.

the rocks turned them red.
One day, when a large snake
his eggs, one of
the eggs hatched out in a clap of thunder, and the Great
Spirit, catching hold of a piece of the stone, moulded it into
a man and threw it at the snake, who was not hurt. The
man's feel grew fast in the ground, where he stood for many
ages, like a great tree, and therefore he grew very old.
He
was older than an hundred men of the present day. At laBt
another tree grew up by the side of him, when tbe snake ate
them both off at the roots, and they wandered away together.
From these have sprung all the people that now inhabit the

While winking and blinking
keep up thinking,

I

earth."

do, 100-hoo, loo-hoo!

The Upper Wisconsin Indians have a

"Now draw you near and
In language yon

The

old bird said,

let

me

tell

may understand."
"there

is

a spell

That hangs o'er owls In every hind,
That makes mankind conclude full well
That owls the wisest brains command,
For winking and blinking;
We keep np a thinking,

And that

is true,

too-hoo, too-hoo

" The spell— now move you not a peg
Nor twit me as a wise old fowl—
A problem is, which now I beg
You hear, and then go langb, or growl
Was the first owl hatched from an egg,
Or th 9 "rat egg laid by an owl?
And winking and blinking
Of that we are thinking!
Too-hoo, too-hoo, we never get through I"
—J, C. BDRNKTT.

For Forest and Stream and Mod and Gun.

§rmt ged gipq J/«ff

§M
AMONG

the traditions of the North American Indians,
few are more interesting than those which relate to the
all

Great Red Pipe Stone.

would seem

to

it

as

possible, that they

is

As the Indian

he wise

ing,

may

is

rapidly disappear-

to preserve his traditions, so far

pass into the history of this peo-

tradition

which points

to the flood and connects the relationship between the red
men and the pipe stone to that dale. The tradition is as follows:
" In the time of the great freshet, which took place many
generations ago and destroyed all the nations of the earth, all
the tribes of the red men assembled on the high prairie to get
out of the way of the waters. After they had all gathered
from all parts of the earth, the water continued to rise until at
last it covered them all in a mass, and their flesh was converted into red pipe stone. Therefore it has always been considered neutral ground, as it belonged to all the tribes alike,
and all were allowed to get it and smoke it together. While
they were all drowning in a mass together, a young woman,
K-wap-tah-wa (a virgin) caught hold of the foot of a very
large bird that was flying over and was carried to the top of a
high cliff that was above the top of the water. Here she had
twins, and their father was the war eagle, and her people have
since peopled the earth.
The pipe stone, which is the flesh
of their ancestors, is smoked by them as the symbol of peace,
and the eagle's quill decorates the head of the brave."
The Chippewas of the Upper Mississippi Biver, although
the traditionary foes of the Sioux, possessed a common interest in the pipe stone, and frequently visited the spot to secure
stones for their pipes. Their tradition differs somewhat from
that of the Sioux

" Many ages after tbe red men were made, when all the different tribes were at war, the Great Spirit sent runners and
called them all together at the red stone.
He stood on the
top of the rockB and the red people were assembled in great

numbers below. He took out of the rock a piece of the red
stone and made a large pipe and smoked it over them all. He
told them that it was part of their flesh
that, though they
were at war, they must meet at this place as friends that it
belonged lo them all; that they must make their calumets
from it and spoke them to him whenever they wished to appease him or get his good will.
The smoke from his big pipe
rolled over them all, and lie disappeared in its clouds
At
;

;

The Red Pipe Btone Quarry

ple.

is

situated near the south-

western corner of the State of Minnesota, about six miles
east of the Dakota line, and not far from twenty-five miles
north of the boundary line between the States of Minnesota
and Iowa. When this portion of the State was ceded by the
Indians to the General Government, a section of land on
which, the quarry was located was reserved and is still the

property of the Indians. One reason of this reservation was
to a recognition on the part of the Indians who made

owing

the treaty of the common ownership of the Pipe Stone by all
This fact, together with a peculiar
of the Indian nations.
value which they affixed to the spot, which will be readily
understood upon a reading of their traditions, caused them to

withhold

it

at the lime of the transfer.

Since that time

many

which had through generations made annual pilgrimages to this spot to obtain stone, out of which to manuhave been removed to the Indian Territory.
pipes,
facture
of the tribes

there still remain tribes along the Missouri River who
adhere to the practice of their fathers, and regularly visit this
spot to secure a supply of stone.

But

When

first

flesh color

taken from the ground the stone is of a pale
soft.
"With exposure its color deepens

and quite

to a rich, dark flesh color,

Save in

color,

it

and

it

becomes very much harder.

closely resembles slate, being flaky as

it is

quarried, about as hard, and works very much the same.
Within (he past few years a few visionary white men have
conceived the idea that a quarry of such a stone must possess

great value as a building stone, and several attempts have
been made to " jump " the Indian's claim. But so far no one

has amassed a fortune out of the speculation neither is any
one likely to, for it does not exist in sufficient quantities to be
valuable for such a purpose. To white men it is worthless,
;

To

the Indian

it

riferous region

So

possessed a value far exceeding the most au-

on the continent.

far as the observation of

the writer goes, traditions reamong all of the tribes

lating to the origin of this stone exist

and nations of the Northwest. The wandering Sioux of the
plains, by whom the Red Pipe Stone is held in great esteem,
have a tradition that " before the creation of man the Great

whose tracks tre yet to be 6een on the stones at the
Red Stone, in the form of the footprints of a large bird, used
to slay buffalo and eat them on the ledge of the Bed Rock,
ou the top of the high prairie, and their blood running over

Spirit,

the last whiff of his pipe a blaze of Are rolled over the rocks
their surface.
At that moment two squaws went
in a blaze of fire under two medicine rocks, where they remain to this da3', and must be consulted and propitiated when-

and melted

ever the pipe stone is to be taken away."
Among the Iowa Indians a tradition existed almost identical
witb. tbe foregoing, the only difference being such as would
naturally occur in the transmission of the same tradition

through different lines
Here," according to their version, " occurred the mysterious birth of the red pipe, soon after the creation of the red
man, which has blown its fumes of peace and war to the remot est corners of the earth which has visited every warrior,
and passed through its stem the irrevocable oath of war and
desolation.
And here, also, the peace-breathing calumet was
born and fringed with eagle's quills, which has shed its
thrilling fumes over the land and soothed the fury of the relentless savage.
Here, at an ancient period, the Great Spirit
called the Indian nation together, and, standing on the precipice of the red rock, broke from its wall a piece and made a
huge pipe by turning it in his hand, which he smoked over
them to the North, the South, the East and the West, and
told them that this stone was red
that it was their flesh
that they must use it for their pipe
of peace;
that
it
belonged to them all, and that the war club and
scalping
knife must not be raised on its ground.
At the last whiff of his pipe ids head went into a great cloud
and the whole surface of the rock was melted and glazed, two
great ovens were opened beneath, and two women —guardian
spirits of the place— entered them in a blaze of fire, and they
are heard there yet (Tso-mec-cos-tee and Tso me cos-tewon-dee) answering to the invocations of the medicine men,
who consult them whenever they visit this sacred place.
Near this spot, also, is the Thunder's Nest, where a very
small bird sits upon her eggs during fair weather and the
skies are rent with bolts of thunder at the approach of a
storm, which is occasioned by the hatching of her brood.
This bird is eternal and incapable of reproducing her own
species.
She has often been seen by the medicine men, and
is about as large as the end of the little finger.
Her mate is
a serpent whose fiery tongue destroys the yoimg ones as soon
as they are hatched, and the fiery noise darts through the
'

'

;

;

;

skies."

In these rude legends the reference to the Great Spirit and
the serpent at the time of the creation of man, as also the subsequent destruction of the race by flood, are in singular harmony with the Mosaic record, and open a field for unlimited
speculation as to the origin of these people.
But the reader
can theorize at his will. The writer's mission is ended with
the simple furnishing of facts.
M. Gore.
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had crawled into the nest of the bird to eat

A S silent as n graven stone
-"- A solemn owl sat long hours ttirough
His great round eyes with wisdom shone,
And told of wonders that he knew—
Wonders he eonld not keep alone,
And km he said to me, " Too-hoo !—

As wise men

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

THE OLD SPORTSMAN.
HPHAT

a moderate indulgence in field sports

is

conducive

Jto longevity is patent to all observing men.
We find
upon looking over the list of our venerable friends who have
run the Tace of life for three-score years or more, that those

who

take their yearly vacation with rod and

gun are by far
body and mind. And what is there,
heyday of life is passed, that so sweetens declining
years, making man renew his youth and find peace and comfort after the turmoil and strife of vigorous manhood, as do
the best preserved in

when

the

field sports ?

There are many expert shots among the older members of
guild— those whose eyes are not dimmed nor natural force

the

abated,

who "fag"

through a hard day's shooting as well as
But they are not numerous. Angling is par
man's sport for although the sight may not
be keen enough to cover with fowling-piece the swift-flying
the youngsters.

excellence the old

;

quail or hurtling grouse, still the supple wrist and exquisite
sense of feeling in the hand is left.- So tbe old man grasps
the pliant rod. amj airing the trout and salmon streams nerves
his youth while plying the "^aiUe art."
It is a fact that some of our most exiert

anglers are old
men, and their aptitude is owing in a great ., r "" to the many
years they have given to the science. An\. mail, it Wild
seem a good angler, like a good shot, is born, not made. The
passion for this sport, instead of dying out with age, seems
to grow stronger as the years roll on, and the veteran of seventy, at the close of the fishing season, un joints his rod
and
reels in his line with a sigh, and settles down to
a patient
waiting for the reopening of the season next year, hoping
that terrible rheumatism he has fought so successfully of
late
won't get hold of him, or that dimness of vision that he has
noticed coming on for years won't settle into a permanent
weakness, or, worst of all, that terrible autocrat, Death, in
view of the expiration of the allotted three-score years and
ten. won't step in and claim his own.
He seems to live in an atmosphere of hope and expectation,
and when the good time does come no boy of ten let out of
school for a fortnight's vacation is happier or more free from
care than our veteran. His troubles are. over now. Thehurry
and bustle of preparation is past, everything is in order, and
the old man scans Ids guide-book through" his gold-rimmed
spectacles with all the complacency imaginable, because tomorrow morning he is off for a four-weeks' trip through
Maine and Canada, to fish those waters that for thirty.fi ve
years have yielded tribute to his skill.
Ah what solid comfort he takes during those long summer
days, whipping the bright waters
with what pride he returns to camp at night and displays to the eyes of his comrades his well -filled creel, and that big' un that wouldn't go
into the basket,
flow he forgets his years as he recounts his
exciting passages in the day's sport, emphasizing this " rush"
and that "break" with hearty gestures.
Happy the fishing or shooting party that counts among its
numbers a representative " old sportsman," one who has tried
it many years and found by actual
experience how pleasant
are the paths of nature when followed understandingly.
What a fund of anecdote he possesses tales of " Auld Lang
Syne," of monster trout and giant antlered-bucks, of moving.
accident by flood and field.
What valuable hints he is constantly throwing out from the depths of his experience to the
ion and knowledge of the youngsters; what savory
dishes he concocts from that which youth and inexperience would cast away as worthless. And then the restraining influence of gray hairs and good example on the young
and rash is worthy of consideration, for inclination to excess
is sadly prevalent among a majority of shooting
and fishing
patties; and as the old man from his seat at the head of the
bark table beams benignantly on "the boys," all tendencies to
evil die out, and all are attention, listening to the stories he
tells, while the smoke of his meerschaum curls lazily upward.
Blessings on the old sportsman
may he livo yet many
years to indulge hia favorite pastime; may the balsamic
breath of the pine woods diffuse new life in him may the
healthy diet aud perfect freedom from care, of the cabin in
the wilderness, lengthen and sweeten his closing years, making them the happiest of his life ; may his wise counsels and
virtuous ways show to those who have just entered the arena
that it pays to study nature and indulge in her sylvan delights
soberly and moderately.
There is no reason why a fairly sound body cannot be made
to wear for scores of years with all its functions unimpared,
providing that body contains a soul in love with nature. This
is a very beautiful world of ours, even to a casual
observer
but when one becomes a student and delves into theminntive,
!

;

:

i

;

;

what vast

fields open up for investigation, and what infinite
comfort can be derived from such research.
Health and field sports go hand in hand, one naturally follows the olher, and he who goes forth thankfully and understandingly among the forests and along ibe streams in response to those natural inst nets wisely implanted in his
heart, will surely find health, happiness aud fulness of years.
H. W. D, L.

'"

;

:

'
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Salmon Eoqs for Eukopb.—Nearly a half million eggs of
the California salmon went out in the steamship Oder, of the
North German Lloyds, for different parts of Europe. They
are sent hy Prof. Spencer F. Baird, U. S. Commissioner of
Rah and Fisheries, to the different countries, they paying the
They

coBt of transportation.

perature.

The Evening Post has an

are on trays in refrigerating

boxes, and will be accompanied
culturist,

any of the different BpecieB o( the Lotos family grow where the conditions are suitable. The seeds of all varieties, having been gathered
and becoming perfectly dry, moil nut germinate, even ii
a marsh. Several other kinds otaeedB will not germinate either when
perfectly dry, the shells being impervious to mohrture, which prevents
germination. By taking a sharp, line Die, and filing partly through th«
hard shell in two or three places, so Ilia*', the moisture cau penetrate,
they will germinate readily. 1 have done this with the Sehi mbiuvi and
several other kinds of these bard shel) I
T. G irlice.

by Mr. Fred Mather, the fishwho will attend to keeping them at the proper temThey are to be distributed as follows
Germany,

Question."

Yes

moss and placed

in a refrigerating car with five millions others

for the different States,

which were distributed from Chicago.
Mr. Mather, it will be remembered, took over some last year,
the young from which are now in the Rhine.

;

W.

Illinois-Dr.

A. Prate; 100.000; Elgin. Illinpis
W. K. Fairbaok; 100,000; Chicago. Illinois— Samuel
Preston 200,000 Mt. Carroll. Iowa— B. F. Shaw 250,000;
Anamosa. Iowa—W. A. Mynster
50,000; Council Bluffs.
KanBas— B. F Shaw 100,000 Cedar Rapids. Iowa. Maine
—Lorenzo Bailey; 15,000; Pembroke. Marvland— S B.
Ferguson 1,000,000 Baltimore. Massachusetts— A. H. Powera, 100,000, and E.
Bracket!, 100.000; 200,000; Plymouth, N. H., and Winchester, Mass. Michigan— Frank N.
Clark; 250.000; Nonhville.
Michigan— Geo. H. Jerome;
200,000; Niles. Minnesota— Dr. R. O. Sweeny, 1,000,000;
St. Paul.
Missouri— B. F. Sbaw 200,000; Anamosa, Iowa.
Nebraska— J. G. Romine 100,000; South Bend. Nevada—
H. G. Parker; 250,000; Carson City. New Hampshire- A.
H. Powers; 250,000; Plymouth, State Hatching House.
New Jersey— Mrs. J. H. Slack: 450,000; Bloomsbury. New
Jersey— Mrs. J. H. Slack, 300.000 West Jersey Game Proteciive Bociety, 150.000.
New York— Seth Green 100,000
Caledonia. New York— Abram S. Hewitt, 25,000. North
Carolina— S. G. Worth
350,000; Henry's Station. Ohio—
W. G. Gates for Castalia Springs Association; 50 000; Cleveland. Pennsylvania— James Duffy, 250,000, and Seth Weeks,
150,000 400,000 Marietta and Corry, Erie County. Rhode
Island— C. T. Reed 20,000 Recdsbur; ntsWBLJP. Kock;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

5

r^,

B

U L ke

;

S*

Virginia-Prof. ETfcVirginia-C. S. White;
^Consin-B, J. Sawyer; 15,000; Mel!
r ° se
..loGoheiy*^ M. Welch; 100,000; Madison, State
Hatching House. "Wisconsin— A. E. Lytle; 200,000; Geneva
Lake. New Zealand— Care Hugh Craig, San Francisco, Cal.,
;

?^?no
o
00 000

-

SnSnrV
Romne^
600,000; i
'
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The Lampkhn.—Last

July, when the editor of this journal
Winnebago Lake, Wisconsin, a young daughter
of Gen. Stager, Western Superintendent of the Union Telegraph Company, both of whom were of the party, caught a
large bass with a parasite attached to its body just below the

was

fishing in

'

f
t
h
2&?%$rg. West

fin.

It resembled an eel,

inches in length.

five

and measured some

Upon

attempting to remove it from the
not only lifted the body of the
fish most, easily, but almost taxed a person's main strength.
When it let go it gave its hody a flirt and quick as a flash attached itself to the hand and clung. Its eyes were bead-like
stuck so firmly that

fish, it

it

and snaky, and had a most

intelligent and wicked look
und
it hung to its fastening, the victim felt like St. Paul at
Malta when the viper leaped out of the fire and fastened on
his hand. There was a pricking, burning, sucking sensation,
sucli as the flesh feels under the cups of a surgeon, and he
;

as

as

felt

if it

was all up with him
was detached aud

As quickly as possible the
flung to the deck, where it
Presently a scientific grip was

vicious thing

flapped around quite lively.

!

made on it, and it was placed tinder binocular and microscopic
examination. As to its body, it was that of an eel but in
stead of gills it had a row of seven holes on each side of its

Canada— Samuel Wilmot

New

Castle,
500,000;
Mather, 10,000; Fraiice, care
;

as the lamprey has

and instead of a mouth the under part of the head was flat and oval,
and almost wholly occupied with a circular disk or sucker,
fins,

;

on the tentacles of the cephalopotls or cuttle
which so much has been written of late. By this disk

just like those
fish,
it

of

attaches itself to objects.

same was ajMrjeyJieak,

Directly in the centre of the

just like that of

the octopus, whose
aS.il' draw blood *nd
nourishment ad libitum. It fastened to fish on parts where
it could not be rubbed off by the most vigorous efforts. These
lance-like mandibles cut into the nesti

creatures are technically

known

a large size, quite capable
efforts;

as lamperns.

They grow to
human

of mastering or resisting

and we can scarcely imagine anything mgre

horrible,

England, care Fred
Fred Mather, 100,000; Holland, wire Fred Mather, 100,000;
Germany, care Fred Mather, 250,000.

be the victim man or fish— if fish have thoughts — than the
doom of a victim thus destined to be slowly sucked to death.
None of the fishing party had ever seen a lamperns before,

Ebls Once More.—As to the breeding habits of the eel, a
resident of West Hampton, Long Island, contributes the following information to the Evening Post :

and

''In the east end of the Great South Bay thousands of
dozens of eels are annually caught and skinned, and sent to
market. About thirty -five years ago it was part of my occupation to catch eels in the spring of the year, say from the
middle of April to the last of June. In the process of skinning and preparing for market a large number of very small
eels were seen in the offal.
On close inspection they were
found to be inclosed in a water-sack separate from the paunch.
They weTe alive while in the sack, about the size of a darning
needle— say two and a half inches long of a much lighter
color than those we find in the fresh creeks and mill flumes.
I was then convinced that the eels breed their young alive
after their kind, and am of the same opinion still.
How long
the time of gestation continues I am not able to say."

—

—

A Compliment to Mr. Blackford. We take the following extract from a Report on the American Fisheries to the
Norwegian Department of the Interior by Frederik M.
Wallcm, Cand. Jur.
The fish merchant to whom we were inChristiana., 1878.
troduced, Mr. Eugene G. Blackford, was not only a capable
business man, but also a highly accomplished gentleman he
was able to give ub not only information on all things con-

—

;

cerning the fish traffic, but also scientifically-founded communications oij the natural history of fishes. As one of the

society— the American Fish Culturists'
Association— he was identified with all the prominent scientific men in that branch, and with the large staff of fishery
commissioners in all parts of the United States. We could
not have been introduced to any one who was better fitted to
great portion of the
be our cicerone and our living lexicon.
information which I acquired on the fresh fish trade 1 owe to
his kindness and intelligence.
officers of that great

A

The Giant Lilt of North Ambiuoa.— What

our valued

correspondent, Dr. Sterling, of Ohio, has written of this most.
beautiful and interesting aquatic plant has attracted

from readers of our columns.

much

at-

'

A

Our old friend Dr. T. Garlick, of Bedford, Ohio, whose
physical sufferings do not quench his interest in science, has
also contributed the following information as to planting the
seeds

;

BBDroKD, Oliio, Oct. 6, IMS.
Mr. Editor—I save read Dr. Sterling's article In the last Forest and
la my dues shooting In Maamee Bay
1 have Been acres of ff«(u»»Wuw littium. I wish to write a short article
lor your readers, giving the reasons why this plant Is not easily marie
to grow in places where they are not natives, but I am too sick to-day,

Stream with much interest.

and will only say now

that thore

Is

no difficulty

in

making the seeds of

it

was deemed a

rare curiosity.

lost before the party landed.

in salt
in

water or

common

fresh,

in the

we do

West

is

How

Unfortunately

it

was

—

S.

C. c.

-

most, if not quite, universal belief of hunters in this State that
deer feed four, times each twenty-four hours, Viz: rising and
setting of moon and when the moon is
above or beneath us. 1 wished to get an expression from
hunters in other parts of the land on the subject, but it seems
no hunters have an expression to make, which is somewhat
singular, for not a word has been published.
Did no one ever
heal' of the theory, or has the universal experience ot hunters
in other parts been so adverse to such theory as to induce contempt? If so, why not say so? If, on the other hand, they
have had no experience or never heard of the theory, perhaps
it would be interesting to themselves and readers of the Fobesand Stream if they would get some experience and give rei
suits.
Certain it is that most successful deer hunters here
time their hunts by the moon as above, saying that you will
find deer on the move for about an hour rnore or less at the
time specified above, unless it be in localities where they are
much hunted, when they feed principally at night. 1 "have
heatd hunters tell of sighting deer lying down, and watching
them patiently until the moom was right, have seen them rise,
stretch and go to feeding.
I rather pooh-poohed this theory
when I first heard it, broached, but I'm not so certain about
its being a subject for ridicule now, knowing, as I do, men
who have killed their hundreds of deer, who have as much
faith in the theory as they have in their own existence.
8.
i

rare these creatures are,

not know.

servation of Dr. E. B.

We

have long known of this Florida

elsewhere found any one

who

belief,

but have never

We

entertained a like opinion.

have come to regard it as a Florida
open for further discussion.

Our columns are

belief.

«

Bbeeding Snow-Birdb.— Editor Forest and Stream; In
paper of July 4 a correspondent in Williamsport, Pa., mentions having 'found the nest of a snow-bird, Juneo hycmalk,
thirty miles north of that city,
I think it probable that they
breed as far South as northern Georgia. I found them in considerable numbers in July of last year in the mountains of
western North Carolina, and, though I did not lind any nests
myself, I can give the names of those who nave frequently
found them. This was at an elevation of over six thousand
feet.
I conclude from this that while. Juneo hyemaUs certainly
goes North to breed, he pays more attention to LOB
and environment than to degrees of latitude.
Geo. EL Mohan, M. D.
Camp Thomas, A. T.,8ept 13.

Wanted, Black-Tailed Debe.— If any

our readers

of

have specimens of black-tailed deer which are young, large,
healthy aud docile, they will confer r favor by communicating with us.

^_^^_____^^^_

That they are not

quite certain, for very recently our

Detroit corresponden t, Mr. J, H. Whitman, called our attention to a specimen some ten inches long, which Peter Honey
caught in the river there while fishingfor bass, It was placed
in the museum aud examined. Through the intelligent ob-

Ward,

of Detroit,

we

are enabled to

throw the following light on the subject, what we print having been published in the Detroit Free Press. The Doctor

FEVER

IN DOGS.

" Stonehenge" and other authorities arc

of

young dogs,

is

simply a fever which,

if

will readily yield to vigorous treatment.

upon

to be relied

IF much of the so-called distemper, particularly in

the cases

taken immediately,
In fact, the

tre&t-

says:
" It evidently belongs to the order of fishes known as Marsipobranchii and to the class PttromyzonkUw.
It is not the
true lamprey, but the lampern Lampelra flurmtitk, of the
English, or /'. JSiyrkunx, of American writers. Although the
lampem, like the lamprey, belongs to the tributaries of salt
seas, the former is by far the greatest frequenter of deep water,
only entering streams for the purpose of spawning ; while the
latter, being a ground loving fish, rarely leaves the more shallow river bed. "The former is also much the larger of the two,
measuring from two to four feet in length, while the latter
rarely exceeds twelve or fourteen inches.
There is also a
marked difference in their respective colors, mouths, etc. In
the British Isles, and on certain parts of the Continent, the
lampecn is very highly prized as an article of diet, the socalled eel pies of Loudon and elsewhere being ofteuer made
of the flesh of this fish than that of the eel, and being considered much its superior in flavor and delicacy.
On measuring this specimen 1 find it to be about ten inches in lengthTbe most interesting question connected with this fish is, how
came it here ? for, although this variety ascends far up fresh
streams, it is quite a conundrum as to how it came up over
the falls."

ment prescribed by "Stonehenge"

The Sea-Serpent Off Oapjj Race.—Editor Forest and
Stream : Apropos of that portion of my letter to you from
Gloucester, Mass., last week, which relates to the sea-serpent,
the following is important evidence which cannot he well disputed nor explained away by any ridiculous hyp
From the commanding officer of the U. S. Coast
Survey Schooner Brift, Master Robert Plait, of the Navy,
who, in a five minutes' interview, ,'gave me hasty details.
Mr. Piatt's long service in the responsible position he holds is
full evidence that
he is an intelligent and reliable man.
He told me that on the 23d day of August last, while the
Drift was becalmed oil Cape Race, all hands saw on the port
side, about half a mil? distant, some animal emerge from the
water to a height of about fifteen feet, resembling at first a
large spar projecting from the surface ; but a small head, a
At
taperiog neck and waving motion were distinctly seen.
about two boat lengths (explained is about thirty feet) in rear
The
there projected what seemed to be a huge pointed fin.
creature dove head first into the sea, its body forming a graceful arch, and soon after reappeared on the other side of the
This time it emerged to a much greater height, and
vossel.
after a time dove again and disappeared.
Capt. Piatt says
further that in appearance this creature resembled closely the
description given to him by Capt. Frank Howe, of the

four grains of calomel, powdered jalap ten to fifteen grains,
ginger one grain, should be given. The dose above being for
a full grown dog, and to be graduated to one-half or one-

.

He

adds further
" Charles Birnettc, of the Hone's Point Club (post-office
address, Fremont, Ohio) can furnish the seed and roots of the
Jfelumbium lentium packed in frog-bit (Anactrasis alsina.ipond or stream can hardtrwn), of which Dr. Bates says :
"
ly be overstocked with fish where this plant abounds.'

tention

—

do Dekh Feed?— Twin Lakes, Fin., Oct. 7.— Editor Forest and Stream : Some time ago I sent you a short
communication on the subject of deer feeding, stating the al-

;

neck, behind the pectoral

-

200,000.
Ontario.

—

When

second dorsal

McClotjd River Hatchket— Table of Distribution of
Salmon Eggs From the United States Salmon Breeding Station, McCioud River, California, During the Season of 1878:
—California— Consignee, B. B. Bedding Number asked, assigned and forwarded 2,500.000; tributaries of Sacramento

—

The Ladv Fish.— Mr. Editor: A strange fish, new to the
was taken lately at Narratransett Pier. Being
submitted to Professor Putnam of Cambridge he pronounced
it to be Alfocla conwIcyncliuH
Bl. and Schti.
called sometimes lady fish, a Southern form.
It differs, however, from
the species known as lady risli on the coast of East Florida,
which is perhaps Elops Saurus— Linn. — a voracious and active
game fish with larger mouth and teeth than the former.
local fisherman,

•.

250,000; France, 100,000; Holland, 100,000; England, 15,000.
The eggs were obtained at the U. 8. Salmon Breeding
Station on the St. Cloud River, Cal., and were packed in

River.

;

headed " The Great Eel
there has been a great deal said about it.
article

steumer Lawrence, who, iu the same locality, saw, not long
since, two such creatures.
Is it possible that in this case any
of the ordinary explanations will contradict the statement J
ffaey Yard, Washington, Oct. 12, 1878.
Pffijsoo

'

i

might in almost

all

for simple fevers is one that

wheu distemper is sushereafter.
The difference be-

cases be adopted

pected, and will be described
tween fever and distemper appears to be that the latter is accompanied by a rapid loss of strength and flesh in proportion

The symptoms

to the severity of the attack.

of fever are,

first, a chilliness accompanied by an increase of surface heat,
and quick respiration and pulse then loss of appetite and di;

minished secretion of urine, with frequently costive bowels.;
tendency to congestion in the mucous membrane of the
lungs or nostrils, producing cough, aud running at the nose
and eyes. The latter symptoms it will be seen arc those usualso a

ally indicating

aa attack of distemper.

In the case Of

young

puppies it has been our custom to administer night and morning a Dover's powder containing from one to two grains each
of opium and ipecacuanha. This is in the nature of an expectorant, the effect of which is to excite, or promote a discharge
of mucous, relievinginflammation and allaying cough. As fur" Stonehenge," viz., two to
ther treatment, that suggested by

When this he
quarter for a small dog or a puppy.
A
the dog should be fed on gruel and kept warm and dry.
tonic may be required afterward and nothiug can be bettei
than the gelaline-coated pills containing one grain each of qui.
nine and citrate of

iron.

MR. LORT IN AMERICA.
Bbbvoobt House,

New

Yoek,

I

Oct. 14, 1878.

Editob Fobest and Btbeaw

i

sporting paper ot the 11th ot ucSeeiDIl in a contemporary
Visitor or Servitor," bearing upon
tober an article entitled
Mr Lort's awards at the Bench Show of 1878, and on the cor- respondence arising therefrom, I ask you will insert t„r me
It would be in England a slight on Mr, Lort
these few lines.
such as these in quesl
to defend him from criticisms
his judging capacity raise
his personal character and
:

which

FOREST AND STREAM
lum Immeasurably; hut in this country he is not so well
known, and by many these uniust assertions might be beIn our country Mr. lioi't's judgment is final. He is
lieved,
considered the beat judge we have, and his decision can lie
influenced by nothing but the quality of the animals before
him. It would be absurd for Mr. Lort to defend himself
from criticisms that can in do way affect hi in. The wi'll *
'

question uses the term "true type of An
setter." May I ask if the American seller is originally imported or native ? And may I further ask what a pure American
seller is?
The setters of Ibis country are identical with those
of England, subdivided, of course, into many types, but I
believe all haying to enter into the three recognized classes
Every breeder has his pet style,
Irish, English and Gordon.
and he will, no doubt, consider it," the beat but that by no
means proves that it is the best. Mr. Lort has had an experience equaled by no man in either country, and is therefore
more competent to pronounce an opinion than other men. In
all countries, however, disappointed exhibitors must have
their say.
Sportsmen should be gentlemen. Let thorn give
their reasons for a difference of opinion, but not bring accusations of dishonest intentions, or only as prejudices.
I can
speak of Mr. Lett with some authority. My dogB have been
both successful and unsuccessful under him, and I have always had to indorse his judgment.
1 am, dear sir, faithfully yours,
AA£OH A. BBown, Liverpool.
the article

in

;

The

writer of the above letter

'will

be remembered as the

gentleman who made such a handsome display of mastiffs
Norma, Vandal and others— at the New York Dog Show in
1877. Apropos of the article in our contemporary, entitled
"Visitor or Servitor," in which it was stated that Mr. Lort
was paid for his services as judge in the city last spring, we
would say authoritatively that such was not the case. Mr. Lort
came over here purely as a guest and at great expense and inconvenience to himself.

Dogs at Auction.

—A

number of dogs were

sold at auc-

tion in the old post-office building, in this city, on Saturday

The

last.

prices were, in

most

cases, ridiculous, for

which

the owners have only to thanu themselves and the auctioneers,

had this sale been properly advertised in the sporting
papers, and intending purchasers afforded an opportuniiy for
verifying the statements made regarding the dogs, the attendance would have been larger, and prices more in accordance
with the value of the dogs. Most of the lots offered were
puppies drafted from the " Windsor" Kennel of J. B. Miller,
Esq of New burgh, N. T., who will be remembered as a large
exhibitor at the first New York dog show.
The. prices obtained would scarcely have paid the expenses of the animals
from Newburgh, and we fancy Mr. Miller will hardly be
The first dog offered was a
likely to repeat the experiment.
puppy three months old, said to be a cross between a bloodhound and Newfoundland. He was started at abjaut his
value, ten cents, and was finally knocked down fof $2.
Henry, a fair bull terrier, eight months old, brought $9, Pet,
Prince and Chance, three Siberian bloodhound puppies, three
months old, of good breeding, sold for $1. 50, $1,75 and $1, respectively.
A Skye terrier bitch, Judy, one year old, said to
be imported, brought only $5.50. Another Siberian hound
puppy sold for $1. Three bull-terrier puppies, for which the
owner expected to realize 850 to $75 each, sold for $2.25,
$4.25 and $5.50. After these lots had been disposed of, two
black-and-tan fox-hounds, or, rather, stag-hounds, six months
old, bred from the pair- presented to Gen. Custer by the Grand
Duke Alexis, wero offered and sold for $5,50 and $5.75. Following these, two red Irish setters, Sank and Sal, the property
of John Taylor, the celebrated Jersey City pigeon shot, were
for
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Mr. Thome, of Thornedale, this State, lias had a strain
years.
Mr. Medley, of London, brought two over
Hampton Court Kennels, which were exhibited at The first New York (log s l,„w, anr b,,ing ticketed at

Dana.
for

some

with him from the

i

£10,000 each they attracted

from a deerhound.

We

much attention.

them undersized, however, and not up

considered

work expected

to the

^.»,^

Dog Lost,—Mr. George B. Grinnell, of Milford.Conn., has
had the misfortune to lose, or to have Btoleu from him, his fine
setter dog Rock. Rock is a red dog, with breast, feet and tip
of tail white, white blaze on face and white spot on neck;
about
three
years
old and
of very
friendly
disposition.
His collar bore his owner's name and address. We
rts men will

in another

column

it

Eared to] bis return,

By

look out for him.

an advertisement

will be seen that a reward of $25
and one of $100 for the conviction

is

of-

of the

thief.

A Small Dog. — If

a puppy,

whelped on the 3d inslaut from

a black-uud-tan terrier bitch, the property of Mr. E. B. Unrtwell, of Louisiana, bves, its

owner

is

sure of

all

the " smallest

" prizes at dog shows for some time to come.
The puppy
question weighs but three and a half ounces, and at last
accounts was doing well. The mother weighs five and a half
pounds.

dog
in

A

Curious Superstition.— The Pall Mall

Chieette, inrefer-

ringto the fact that an impression widely prevails

among certain

from the bite of a dog bubpecled of being mad can only he averted by the death of the
animal, stales that dogs unaffected by rabies are no doubt
classes that the danger arising

often destroyed in accordance with this theory, leaving the
person or persons they may have bitten in a state of suspense
as to the risk incurred of an attack of hydrophobia.
In Burruah mad dogs and dogs supposed to "be mad are not only
killed, but eaten, the flesh of a mad dog being in the opinion
of the Burmese not only the best antidote to the poison of the
tooth, but a prophylactic against hydrophobia.
crowd the
other day, according to a Rangoon paper, were Been in the
streets of that city hacking a. dog to pieces and scrambling for
tin- morsels, which, when secured, were taken home and fried
and eaten by their fortunate, possessors. The dog was rabid,
and had bitten several persons, some of whom have since died.
It was ultimately chased and clubbed to death, and those who
devoured its remains flatter themselves that they are now hy-,
drophobia-proof forever.

A

,

A guarantee as to their petfect field qualities and a
week's trial went with each dog. Sank was a dog of fair
color, with a good head, and was cheap at $59.
The bitch,
not so good in any respect, brought $70. Two Parker guns,
belonging to Mr. Taylor, were also put up. One was bid in at

sold.

$80,

and the other sold for $40.

We

are forcibly reminded

who have dogs

by the above

to be sold at auction

sale that persons

seldom appear

Kamis Clumrb.— Mr. James T. Walker, of Troy,N. Y.,
claims the following names for setter puppies by his Dash
out of his Black Bess, whelped July 3, 1878 Brigadier for
black and tan dog puppy Fanchion and Cricket for black,
white and tan bitches also, the name of Black Prince for
black setter dog puppy by his dash out of Bennett's Mab.
:

;

;

—In recording the names claimed for red Irish puppies in a
recent issue, we gave the name of the owner of puppies as
Mr. H. P. Doitch, of Goldsboro, JST- C, when it should have
been H, P. Dortch.

—Mi

.

Dodge, of Detroit, has sold the following named
Cash, to J. E.Long; Remus,
and Romulus to Fred. H. Stearns, all of

Rose-Leicester dog pups, viz

:

to J. H. Oauniff,
that city.

—Mr. J. A. Wright, who purchased one of Mr. J. Addison
Smith's Sensation-Lily lemon and white pointer puppies, announces his safe arrival at Austin, Nevada, after his journey
of 3,000 miles.
Mr. Wright expresses himself as much
pleased with the puppy.

—

It is reported that Mr. Ohas. Lincoln, in connection with
the sporting fraternity of Detroit, is making preparations for a mammoth dog show to be held in that city during
the winter.

some of

—Mr. William H. Pierce's (of Peekskill, N. Y.) fine Gordon bitch Wrag, whelped (Jet. 8, by Dr. S. Fleet Speirs' Gordon dog Gypsum, twelve black and tan puppies, all beautifully marked
but three are now living.
;

to think it

necessary to advertise in anything but the local daily papers.
make this remark not because we are desirous of having

We

the advertisements ourselves, but in the interests of our read-

whom we

HIGH WATEB FOH THE WEEK..

keep posted as to such events. .Not a
not have inquiries for dogs of the
various breeds sold on Saturday, and we venture to say that
in
time to nolo the proposed sale in our
had we been advised
issue of last week, that there would have been tea bidders
present to where there was one.

ers,

wetk passes

desire to

that

—

mind

the fact that few persons in this country are really aware

of the difference between a deerhound

and a staghound.
imagine that the latter is the rough coated dog used in
the Highlands of Scotland forchasiug wounded deer. In point
of fact the stughound is merely a large foxhound supposed to

Many

have been descended from the old Southern hound. His colors
are identical with those of foxhounds, except in the case of
the blue mottled, which color is now banished from all firstclass packs of foxhounds as indicating a harrier cross.
There
are several packs of staghounds in England used generally for
chasing a half-tamed deer which has been brought to the meet
in a cart, and which is generally recaptured ali ve and uniu j ured.
The deerhound is the rough-coated dog of the Highlands, in
shape like the greyhound, the dog of Sir Waller Scott, and of
The latter has made us familiar
Landseer the great painter.
with him in some of his finest works, such as the Stag at Bay.
of
hne'deerhounds
There are a number
in this country Mrs
Gen, Fremont has a superb specimen and so has Mr. Paul
;

:

time, and is growing in strength and financially. There is
strong talk of buying a first-class Canadian yacht that has
cleaned out everything over the border, and bringing it here
lime enough to open another season with. But for this accident, Chicago yachtsmen feel jubilant over the season's
work, and arc looking forward hopefully to a strong club for
1879.
Nokmax
Chicago, Oct. 10, 1878.

—

EastBEM Yacht Oli:b. The schooner Brerida, Mr. Little,
,has been to Bath, Me., whore her spars were cut down, her
owner not wishing to carry such a heavy press, requiring too
constant reefing. With less canvas it is expected she will do
quite as well, and possibly better, than before.
This schooner was always a fast one, but since coppered this season we
have the assurance of her owners that site showed a perceptible
increase of speed.
The. Foam, Com. Boardman, was badly
beaten by Rebecca, Mr. Joy, in a private match a short time
since, even without the 20m. time the Commodore had to allow. Foam has not been improved by the alterations made.
We have before us a photograph of JJrenda, which shows the
yacht to advantage, and from her looks we should take her
to bo a good heavy weather craft. In this connection we wish
to call attention to the advisability of having yachts photographed "broadside on." Au artist might prefer some foreshortened view; but since the only value of a yacht's photograph lies in the perfect display of her outline, it will be
readily understood that, owing to the impossibility of arranging the camera for more than one focal distance at a time, a
view of a yacht other than in a broadside position will show
her in distorted perspective, making that portion furthest
from the camera unduly small, thereby failing to give any
adequate idea of the yacht's appearance or proportions.
will be pleased to receive photographs of yachts of all kinds
It is to he hoped the cusif our readers will send in a copy.
tom of having craft photographed will be more generally
adopted everywhere.

We

Portland Yacht Club.— The fleet of the Portland Yacht
Club now numbers 12 schooners, 18 sloops and 2 sleaUK'.rs,
figures that indicate quite au access to the squadron during
recent years. The club was organized in 1869, has been incorporated this year, and has on its book 145 members and 12
honorary members. Among the yachts flying its pennant
white, blue border, red diagonal cross and blue star we
notice the schooner May, one of Geo. Steers' renowned crafts,
very much resembling America in her general form. As a
sloop, Bay was equal to about anything afloat, especially in a
sea, where her deep peg-top bottom would always tell to her

—

advantage.
We should like to see her come out in racing
trim again, and try conclusions with the sloops of long flat
floor, so much affected curing the late infatuation with
beam, when nothing cou'd be built that was too flat and
wide.

Scamp vs. Faxcy.— Mr. Editor: A match race between
two cat-rigs, Scamp and Fancy, of the Nahasset Y. C,
sailed here this week, which resulted in favor of the
Fancy. The match was best two in three, and no time allowance, although the Scamp is the smaller boat.
The first race
was won easily by the. Fancy in a solid nor'-wester, both
boats having alt they wanted uuder close reefs. The second
race was won by the Scamp, with about ten seconds lead,
and the third by the Fancy, with only a few seconds to spare,
wind being moderate northeast and smooth water in both
the

was

races.

F,

Boston, Oct. 12.

—

Hablbm Challenge

Cup. The last race of the season for
this cup was sailed on the Harlem, Oct. 10, over the usual
course, and was won on time by Emma I)., in 2h. 18m. 54|s.,
beating Brothers, Smarmy Fox, Fidget, Kale Jerolcmon and
Comet in the order named. Wind was fresh from the N. W.
Emma D. has won the cup three times and holds it till next
When won live times by the same yacht it becomes
'season.
personal property.

—A

we do

Dbeiuiounijb akj> Stagjioumds. A conversation which we
overheard at the auction sale of dogs reported above firings to

could be dispensed with while on this tack. Captain Busey,
of the Cora, neglected to i.'o ibis, and it was soon seen the
Cora was acting badly.
With the first puff of wind she
keeled over pretty badly, and was losing steerageway,
The
"ring-tail "was draggiDgin the Com'* wake and impeding
her progress.
II was finally cut away, but no sail shortened.
The wind freshened again and Ihe Cora keeled over. It was
evident nothing could" be done to save her, and each puff
added to her already critical position until she lay on the
water like a log, with her sails submerged. Fortunately no
lives were lost.
The. tug Constitution, a powerful boat, hove
a line to her and soon righted her. Now for the cause
The
Cora, though a Hue boat, is a skimmer, covering a good surface of water, but compares badly with a line, sea-going
yacht.
If I remember right, she has au iron shoe, or "keel,
but in spite of this carries a large amount of ballast. To enable her to beat, Hie Gfeylimmd, they took out of her 3,000
pounds of ballast, thus making her cranky. Such, at least,
are the reports among yachtsmen who witnessed the race.
Yachting has created quite an excitement bete this season.
The ('. Y. ('. harS done better tins year than at any previous
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race was sailed, Oct. 3, at NorNorfolk Cat-Boats.
Won by Ltttte Fraud,
folk, Va., over a ten-mile eoutse.
beating Grade, Lelia, Mist, Aline, Cora, Campbell and Grover.
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YACHTING NEWS.

TnE Sculling Championship.
That the opinions expressed in this paper concerning the
Courtney-Ilanlan race are entertained by disinterested witnesses of the match, the following extract from the letter of a
gentleman resident in Montreal will serve to show "I trust
you are going to do the race justice and not, join in the unworthy and discreditable hue and cry against Courtney. One
only could win the race, and surely no discredit could attach
to him by being beaten by such a " stayer " and such a skillful sculler as is Hanlan, "I saw the race throughout, and from
what 1 saw, coupled with the fact that Courtney made as good
time as in any of his previous performances of which Ihave
read I am satisfied the race was a fair on, and that those who
circulate the vile calumny that Courtney sold the race, only
heap discredit upon themselves." Nothing whatever has yet
been brought to light in the shape of anything worthy of the
:

Yachting at Chicago.— Editor Forest and Stream:
During the. past few weeks yachting news has been somewhat scarce, owing to the fact that we were having our equ noetial gales.
They have blown tierce and strong enough to
1

take the " sticks " clean out of our big three-mast lakers,
so
that no shallow skimmers could have lived in the big
seas
thesestrong winds caused. But on Saturday, October 5 the
closing regatta of the season took place. The prizes were
to be
" pennants." Several yachts entered for the race, among
them
the Cora and Greyhound.
The principal interest was drawn
out by these two yachts, because it has been nip and tuck
tuck between them at different times for the pennant of the C
Y. C. The day was a fine one for racing— cool and clear, with
a puffing breeze from S. W. W., veering at times to
N. W.,
inclining at times to be strong.
The stake-boat was anchored
three miles distant from the starting point.
The boats got
away in good shape, and wore Boon carrying all the sails they
could spread to stand up w ,tt,.
Each were provided with
rmg-tails," and carried mainsail, jib, jib-topsail and gafftopsail.
The Cora first came around the stake-boat. Captain
1 rmdiville, after rounding his boat, took in those sails that

name

of circumstantial evidence,

much

less proof, against the

honesty of Courtney in his race, with Hanlan. Because the
backers failed to put up the. stakes as large as first reported,
and because some of Courtney's best friends put all they had
on the Canadian, this is about all the "chain of evidence
wound about the dishonorable sculler doomed to share the
shame of Benedict Arnold," and all the other nonsensical
trash that, the disappointed scandal mongers have been foisting upon a surfeited public for some, lime past. There is, as
we have said before, not the least tangible evidence warranting the stupid and baseless calumny of Courtney, and if many

—
;

;

.

FOREST AInDIISTKEAM.
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rumor hucksters and would-be false witnesses only work, and finally passed the line with nine lengths to spare,
serious harm they are inflicting upon the fu- making the four mileB in 28m. 6fs.
Davis thus has made the
ture prosperity Of professional rowing in America, they would fastest four-mile time on record, and his victory, though unthink twice before allowing such indefensible license to their expected, was received with satisfaction. We think Davis a
tongues. Most of these persons are actuated by a desire for particularly good man, and one who will show to the front
cheap notoriety in the public prints. The whole trouble more extensively than heretofore. Poor Reagan's defeat was
arises from the fact that Courtney has been a good deal too
He was killed through
the least of his misfortunes that day.
much of a champion on paper and has been lifted up to the an accident to the train in which he was returning to Boston.
gaze of the people as the great invincible " I am," until the Faulkner, his rowing partner, was wounded, and the latter's
public began to believe it. He was as fairly beaten by nan- wife met with her death, together with Sirs. Blakey, wife of
Ian as ever a sculler was, and he will let him severely aloue the Cambridge boat builder."
The attempt to defend opinions enfor a long time to come.
HOWIKG RIPPLES.
tertained previous to the great race by disparaging the honesty
Plaisted and Fjvan Morris will pull, Oct. 18, over the Hulof one of the contestants, is as puerile as it is unworthy and
ton
course
at
Pittsburgh,
two miles with a turn. Morris is
prejudicial to the populariiy of the sport in the future.
On the 2d inst. Ellis Ward beat
Faikmocnt Rowing Association.— The second annual re- the better man of the two
W.
Myers, of Philadelphia, over a three-mile course on the
this
club
took
place
October
5 on the Schuylkill,
fattaof
Delaware
The amateur championship of Mystic River,
'hlladelphia.
Single sculls won by Charles Hamilton in
Mr.
J. U. Houghton, Oet. 5, who had a
Itm. His.; George .Mitchell second, Thomas Lambert third. Mass., was won by
walk-over
Andy Seibert, beat J. Burrett, at Wheeling, Va.,
Single scull working boats— won by William Francis in
Hosmer and
Oct. 5, over a three-mile course in 23m. 5Ss
14m. 46^s. John Sehnare second, IS. Connelly third. Double
All the sporting
Frenchy Johnson will arrange a match
scull working boats— won by 13. McCoskeV and T. Lamfraternity who lost money on the paper champion of America
bert in ISm. 37fs.; John McCosker and T. Brown second
now the Courtuey-Banlau race was fraught with disWilliam Tapper and C. Beitzc third, Four-oared barges- are sure
Hanlan, champion of America, will "row no more
barge Fairmount, A. Campbell (bow), T. Hopkins, William honesty
Ashman, 8. Little (stroke), and T. Tillott (cox.), won in 14m. races this season, but will leave for England this winter to try
his luck abroad
D. Dri
.1 beat Sullivan and Corbett in a
10s. barge Wave, E. Connelly (bow), H. Faber, Al. Doerr,
single scull race on the Men nac, Oct. 5, winning ihe MerriCharles Schimf (stroke), and H. Moore (cox.), second.
Sixmac River B. A. medal the t ird time, mnking it his propi
oared barges— barge Ethel, Thomas Lambert (stroke), John
.Courtney propose
Riley has
fecute his libellers
,
McCosker, Ed. Branon, W. Tapper, John Fowler, John
done a good deal of practice work for his five mile race with
O'Neill (bow), and Robert Bell (cox.), won in 10m. 43fs.
Davis, of Portland, to come off October 19, on Owasco Lake
barge Washington, B. McCosker (stroke), Hugh Simpson, J.
Pacific Life offers for competition among its subscribers
Parrel, J. Waters, Walter Poole, T. Roitze (bow), and Charles
a fine $800 barge and outfit.
Moore (Cox.), second.

of the

knew how much

—

;

;

.

.

;

—

Pot»mao Boat Club. The annual fall regatta of this club
took place October 8 over the club course on the Potomac,
Washington.
Single sculls Roberts took the lead, but
slipped his sliding seat. Barbarin won in 8m. 43a,; Bailey
second, Roberts third, Gadsby fourth, Stevens fifth. Double
sculls boat Crapley took the lead and won in 8m. 30s.; crew,
Bester and Zeigler; boat Excelsior second; crew, Wheeler
and Bailey. Four-oared shells— Polmnac crew, W. H. Gibson (bow), W. F Roberts, J. S. Zeigler, N. Beslor (stroke):
four-oared shell Saratoga
crew, A. B. Brice (bow), s!
Wheeler,
Zappone, G. Wbeatley (stroke); and six-oared
gig Phil. Dodge; crew, F. Johns (bow), Lee Cox, 0. Stevens, W. Wheatley, J. D. Doyle, R. Morgan (stroke), and J.
H. Gordon (cox).
Potomac look the lead and won in Gm.
50s., Barat/>ga Gm. 55s., and the gig 6m. 59s.
Yale Fait, Regatta. The closing regatta of Yale was
held, Oct. 12, on Lake Saltonstall, during bad weather and
lumpy water. The course had been re-surveyed recently and
found to be 120 ft. short, which error was rectified. First
race, for barges
distance, two miles; Seniors had the eastern course, Juniors the western, with Sophomores in the middle.
At the start the juniors took the lead with a stroke of
Seniors
Sfeecf the turu the leaders shipped a lot
;
second.
42
of water and were compelled to pull for the shore.
The
Seniors were the first to turn, and increased their lead on the
run home, crossing the line iu lorn. 58a; Sophomores in 16m.
zrjjs.
The crews were as follows.- Class '79—E. F. Livingston (bow), H. S. Green, J. W. Curtiss, O. D. Thompson, J
V. Farwell, F. E. Hyde (stroke), C. F. Aldrich fcox.). Class
'80—F. O. Spencer (bow), Preston King, F. W. Kcator, K.
G. Osborn, H. W. Tad, W. R. Inms (stroke). E. W. Knevals (cox.).
Class '81— J. F. Merrill (bow), W-' W. K. Nixon
P. C. Fuller, Henry Ives, J. B. Collins, A. B. Beadle (stroke),
H. N. Tutlle (cox.). Second race, for four-oared crews of
the Dunham Rowing Club, over a one-mile course. Red
pulled 48 to Blue's 44, but the hitler took the lead and won
in 6m. 30}s
Red followed in 7m. Crews as follows Reds
J. E. Wilson (bow), T. Richford, R. H. Mason, H. 11. Donaldson (stroke), J. Bulkley (cox.). Blues— P. Bigelow (bow),
M. S. Wilson, L. M. Higginson, L. A. Stokes (stroke), J. J.
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Nairn (cox.). Third race, for six-oared barges, distance two
miles, between the Academic and Scientific Freshmen.
The
Academics, with a long swing of 30, drew out ahead and
slowed down to 30 on the return, winning readily in 15m.
Crews as follows: Academic
56|s.; Snientifics, 16m. 26|s.
'83—T. De W. Guyler (bow), H. H. Knapp, F. M. Eaton, C.
B. Storrs, L. K. Hull, H. T. Folson (stroke), A. Fitzgerald
(cox.).
Scientific— A. D. Bcvan (bow), M. Alcott, E. Bailey,
C. M. Carpenter, I. J. Schiller, E. A. Hubbard (stroke), G.
L. Sargent (cox).
Analostan Boat Club. The regular fall regatta of this

—

club was held Saturday, Oct. 12.
Water smooth. Fouroared shells. Entries: America— Campbell, Marshall, Taylor
and Burdette. Undine— Maunder, ISyman, Elliott and McPairo,
Kenney. Fraud— White,
Mosher and Page. Fraud
won in 7m. Second race, for double working boats. Nellie—
Jones and Hall, and Hazel, Page and Burdette won by the
;

in 8m.

Third race, for barges, Anahstan and
Course in all cases one mile.
Rowing at St. Louis. The annual four-oared race for the
championship of the Mississippi was rowed October 6. Distance, about five miles, most of it down stream
water rather
lumpy, the mark boats drifting from their moorings. Modoc
Rowing Club— J. Cummings (bow), D. Weinheimer, J.
Stumpf, W. Keller (stroke), won in 32m. 30s. St. Louis
Rowing Club— B. F. Brand (bow), L. Stoeker, D. Newell, L.
Edel (stroke), second, 33m.
Western Rowing Club--,!.
Spires (bow), G. Hoffman, H. Sicken, T. Hilhker (stroke),
third, 36m,
Mississippi Rowing Club— J. Hahni (bow), K.
Moses, L. Tenleberg, 11. Clark (stroke), fourth, 36m. 40s.
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Ked-breasied snipe, or dowilcher,
Macrorhamphits gristnia.
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Blooming Grovb Park.—The Bloom-

1

1

—

ing resort of a large number of Charlestonians, about 22 miles
from the city. A large number of deer were started, and a
couple of fine ones brought home. Governor Hampton, who
was one of the party, bagged a fine buck in handsome style.
The Governor is a capital shot, and is very fond of hunting,
but has had few oportunities of indulging in any sport for the
last three years.
From August 1 to this time 26 deer have
been brought home by the Summerville sportsmen. They report deer very abundant, and have had magnificent sport.
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game which Is generally in season al this time. State regulamay prohibit the killing ol some species or gaaie here mentioned,

sent the
tions

Game

Market.

—Pinnated

grouse (prairie chickens), SI to
51.25 per pair partridge (ruffed grouse), 90 contB to SI per pair;
mallard ducks, 75 cents por pair black do., 75 cents per pair
widgeon do. 60 cents per pair; broad bill do., 60 ceuta per pair;
AYUbou snipe, S2.5Q to $3 per doz.
teal do., 60 cents per pair
plover, $3 pet doz.; bay birds, large, Sil per doz.; do. Bmall, 50
is

;

;

;

,

;

cents per doz.; reed birds, $1 to $1.25 por doz.; wild pigeons,
stall fed, £1.75

per doz.; Phildelphia Bquaba, 83.25 per doz,

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
do. turkeys,
pound do. fowls, 10 to 18 oenta

18 to 22 cents per
16 to 20 oenta

cents

;

;

do. ducks,

;

;

16 to 20 couts

;

do.

State and Western chickens, 11 to 10 cents

14 to 16 cents

;

do fowla, 13 to 15 oenta

;

geese, 14 to 16
;

do.

turkeys,

do. ducks, 12 to 15 cents;

Coot SnooTiso at Shelter Island.

— Under date of

our correspondent, Mr. Isaac McLellan,

Shelter Island, L.

about wet

T,\ acea

very
— Quails
killed.

writes

from

There has been so far but few coots up this part of the
bay, as they have been collecting in Gardiner's Bay, several
miles below.
But this rough northeasterly storm which is
raging here to-day will bring them up the bay and around
have seen several flocks of them this mornthese shores.
ing flying along the shore, seeking a more sheltered place for
rest and food.
Last fall and winter, as you know, were remarkably mild and moderate, so the coots and old squaws
were very plenty on the flats east of this island, and were
It is to be
easily killed by sailing on them or by battery.
hoped they will be as plenty this season, and by the latter
"
part of this
mill,
c >r
in .November, they may afford good
•8
here, but
numerous
these fowl are very
sport.
In soi
in others they are
mparatively scarce. There waB good coot
shooting last" fall and all through the winter until March.
They were very abundant and a single battery in a few hours
would kill as many as sixty or more. The shooter lies in a
small boat, with his decoys around him, aud his comrade in
a row-boat picks up the birds:

We

13.— On Friday

I started

—

—

'

j

M. G. E,

—

Michigan. B^ars are numerous in Lapeer County.
A
300-pound?r was the trophy of a party near the town of Lapeer last week.

Iowa—Pomeroy,

5.— Sport

Oct.

prime here now: ducks

is

are coming in all the time
geese in fair quantities.
Doc and
I drove out a couple of miles Tuesday evening and I bagged a
pair of fine Canadas, making a clean double, the first of the
SeaBOn. I walked up behind some stacks and took a run for
them, cutting them down clean at 80 yards with my 18 gauge.
What No. 10 gun could do better ? Glass ball shooting is on
the decline here since the opening of the season.
party
leave for Spirit Lake next week on a ten days trip from Dubuque. Any friends East who may wish to visit Iowa for
sport will be aided as far as possible, and any questions will
be cheerfully answered if they will address me through your
office, as I am ever ready to lend a helping hand to brother
t

A

offers.

Abb Daootah.
Minnesota— St.

8.— Ducks are beginning
out now on the war path."

J'avl, Oct.

pretty well and every one

is

been out and " purchased

"

a few myself.

Wir.n Pigbons— Washington,

I). OL, Oct.

to fly
1

C. P.

have

M.

12.— Wild pigeons

numerous in Montgomery, Maryland and Fairfax- Counties,
Va., and the region thereabouts.
great many have been
killed along Seneca Creek in the first-named counly, twenty
miles west of Washington, and the shooters have had raie
sport.
The birds are iu good condition and tly low. They
are feeding on buckwheat and acorns, and seemto p
to the West.
C'hikf.
are

A

—Wild pigeons are here (Blacksburg, Montgomery County,
Va., Oct. 8) in some considerable numbers, as is the case
every year in September and October, moving apparently
southwest along the mountains.
M. G. E,

—

A Generous Oafhb and a Babe Chance. Here is an offer
from a merchant in Pennsylvania which we think some of our
hut if disposed to do so
write to the principal and not to us

readers will be delighted to accept

\

.-

ii

Oct.

A

plenty.

A few score to

The Petersburg Tndcx says thai partridges are as abundant in the adjacent counties as sparrows.
The coveys are
large and numerous and the birds tan;e.

Oct.

I.:

New jEsssr—Hammontown,

8.

Oct.

snipe have ap-

Good bags have

sn d springheads.

sportsmen whenever an opportunity

do. geeao, 10 to 12 cents.

11,

oc*t>

group LimaaiUe or Shore Birds.

table does not apply to all the States.

—Wilson

good many ruffed grouse have been

various species of plover, sand
dIcqb,

Oct. 10.

peared much earlier than usual this season.
been made.

Virginia

"Bay

p/per. Buiee, curlew, ovaier-oau-iivr, aurl

from Lower Bank with a worthy resident of that place— Mr.
Steve Henry Adams— for Landing Creek. We paddled up
the creek and through the branches aud guts, aud started a
The boats differed in style, some being lapstreaks, others number of wood duck, of which Mr. Adams handed down
shells, and the darkness caused much wild steering.
It was hard work, aud required the
nine, and myself six.
SOWING at Portsmouth, Va. The Hope and Brisk four- most perfect quiet and the utmost, nerve and quickness to
oared crews pulled a race at Portsmouth, Va., October 2. hand the fellows down, for wood duck jump on sight of you,
Hope—M. Ellis (bow), William Miller, Julian Pace, S. Bal- and care nothing as to how the wind is, but are off like a
You only see them for a few seconds, and in that time
shot.
lantine (stroke), and S. Hope (cox.), won in 12m. 13s.
Brisk— Millard Brenaman (bow), William Ridgewell, R. Mc- your gun must do its work. On our way home the wind
from southwest to northeast, giving a prospect of u
changed
Geo.
Gwin
(stroke),
and
Ed.
Summers
Clain,
(cox.), second.
Saturday morning the wind had
big tide for the next day,
Davis-Reagan Match. These two Boston oarsmen met changed to the north, but there was a fair tide running.
So,
on Silver Lake, near that city, Oct. 8. Reagan was the accompanied by my trusty pusher, James Kramer, we started
favorite, pulling in a new ship," by Elliott, of Greenpoint, L.
The birds were plenty, but hardly enough
for the meadows.
I., 30ft. long, llin. beam and 37£ lbs. weight.
Davis was water to pursue them successfully. I have- heard some sportsseated in a '-down-East " shell, from the shop of Stevens, of
men say that a rail at all times is a dull, sluggish bird, and
Bath, Me., 29ft long, U^-in. beam and bringing down the that any tyro can kill them; but if lliey could have seen the
scales at the extremely light weight of 241bs.
At the word rail yesterday get up before the wind and twist and turn and
'•Go, both men got away well together, at a stroke of about go like a rocket, they would have had to call all
Reagan showed to the front slightly, but when the half into play to bring them down. But with all the high wind
38.
null- was reached Davis had the best of it by half a length.
and poor tide, 1 managed to beat sixty-four as fine birds as I
He then quickened his stroke and spun out his lead to a clear ever saw. 1 killed a number that it was impossible to boat,
Time, 13m. 14s., the best on rec- which, of course, I did not count. The wind was so Btrong
three lengths at the turn.
ord.
On the pull home the Portland sculler put in more good at times as to force ua to sit down iu the boat but we had a
1

in

—

tarola helvetica.
plover, Aii/ialitis temipalma-

vngifer.

Elk or

Deer Stalktkr

ing Grove Pari- Association own? a tract of some 12,000 acres
of land much diversified.
Included iu this territory is a
breeding paddock one mile square for deer and elk, which is
inclosed by a high wi.e fence.
Al the present time the number of deer in the inclosure is quite large, and bucks especially have become superfluous.
Among the rest are two old
reprobates which arc obnoxious to the gamekeepers, for
reason, and it has been determined to hunt them out. of their
coverts and kill them. To do this successfully, and afford
amusement to members of the association, there will be a
html for them on the second day of next November, when
self-styled hunters will be enabled to exhibit their woodcraft
and skill with the rttle. No dogs will be used, and the efforts
of the hunters will be to jump them from their cover and hit
hem on Ihe fly. That's what's the matter. The Executive
Committee have requested us to urge those intending to take
part to address Dr. E. Bradley at the Hoffman House, so that
if the numbers warrant a special car may be engaged to leave
New York on Friday, November 1, at 8:43 A. m. Invited
guests of members will share in the privilege,
The winter sports of the association are bear and deer hunting, the shooting of ruffed grouse, ducks, wild pigeons, hares,
tabbilB, foxes, squirrels, mink and otter, and fishing for pickerel and black bass.
Deer and ruffed grouse, are especially
numerous, and combined with the exhilarating atmosphere
peculiar to the region, cannot but afford rare sport and enjoyment to those fond of out-door pastimes. Tickets to Millvifle
Depot and return ("account Blooming Grove Fark "), $5,
to be had only at the Erie R. R. office, corner Broadway and
Twenty-third street. Time, 4 hours 11 minutes by rail, and
1 hour and 15 minutes by stage.

South Oaholvna Ch'irltMon, Oct. 12. A. very pleasant,
hunt came off a few days since near Summerville, the charm-

Blaek-bellled plover, ox •eye, Sgiia-

» i.fc/os

I

(.-nrlhi

(jj$wu
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good time and was well pleased with our success. If sportsmen would like to have sport, among the black ducks and
broad bills let them go by rail to Egg "Harbor City, and then
by stage, seven miles, to Lower Bank.
L. W. 8.

Editor Forest and

-

9

GLEN, Centre Co.,

I'a.,

Oct. S.lBTs,

Btj;

tou might uum: mj object
tui
proanil would he to makesouie
to induce parties to eouie to my tnmling
money, I do ma hum tor the m lie! I hunt l.ecauss I enjoy it,
have several friends from the Kai *ho come up every season. I expect some. It ttOl alt. tin:- s
Our principal hunting is tor deer.
We braBh them with dogs. Vf e have a great many ptieSBOnts, mid this
seaaon black and gray squirrels are very plenty.
1 expect to go to my
camp on Nov. 11 aud stay until Dec. to. 1 cam» and hunt on my own
and grounds that I am Interested. in. We camp La rsgnltu- hunters'
style, keep a man all the lime at camp to cook and do tlie wort. Where
we hunt we can hear the whistle of The locomotive from the P. and E.R,
R.ou one side and Suuw-Shoe on the other, Snow-Shoe is my railroad station. Xniv, I will take one or two good fellows and I will give them all
I

Seep no

hotel, n

it

do

I

1-

for one, that,

;

they hunting limy may voiut, I will assure them good, warm quarterB
while In camp I will meet ilitin at railroad and see that they git. to
camp ; see that thfiy gfct same to take SoniB, and K you, or any of your
friends, may want to accept let them writetomeand I will give then
;

all

Gko K.

the particulars.

Long Branch Gun Club.

—

liotK.

m

At a meeting of the club
this
were elected about one hundred new
members, who came from the Boston, Marragansett, Philadelphia and Baltimore Gun Clubs. The club as newly organized propose to hold a series cf matches at Newport next
summer, in which the best shots of the country will partioicity last Saturday there

FOREST
A club-house is to be built, and the club will apply for
articles of incorporation. The following officers were elected
John Hoey, Pr&ident; Qfloraa N. Curtis, Vice-President
John S. Hoey, Secretary, and Julian L. Myers, Treasurer.
pate.

:

Wellington Sportsman's Club.— At Wellington, Kansas,
has just been organized a club for the protection of game and
the better perfectingthemgelveB in shooting, termed The Wellington Sportsman's Club, with the following officers
Prcsi.
dent, William Quigley
Vice-President, F. B
:

;

tary,

W.

Haddawayj

S.

James A. Lang, A. W.

Naw

Treasurer, C. R. Godfrey
Shearman, G. M. Wyatt.

Trustees,

;

Railroad fob Long Island.— We have received the
new narrow gauge rourl which
is proposed

prospectus of a

it.

to build between Brooklyn and Babylon, following the south
shore of Long Island, and which is to be known as the " Eastern Railroad of Long Island.'
While such a road, as inducing that competition which is said to be the life
of trade, is
likely to result in benefit to the general public,
still we are reminded that thebuilding of railroads, like the making of books,
7

has no end, and is about as frequently profitable.
If there is
not enough traffic now to support one road it seems hardly
probable that two could

live. The prospectus before us, however, sets forth in most plausible terms the benefits to follow,
and if sportsmen are to lie afforded better facilities for reaching the most favored spoL in this vicinity wo cannot but wish
the new enterprise success.

That Office Boy.—That office boy of ours that had such
luck shooting on the coast of Maine, lias just returned from
another trip, covered all over with glory.
He took an after
noon train and went to Bill Lane's favorite sportsmen's retreat
at Good Ground, Long Island.
On, his arrival in the evening he was "awful hungry," but the supper soon provided
was far better than anticipated, and ample justice was done in
good boy style. The next day Mr. Lane did all he could to
give him a good day's sport, but a gale from the northwest
drove the ducks out, and fifteen bay-birds was the result of a
-day's work.
Of the place, the house and the host the boy
was enthusiastic. He says of all the places he ever visited
Lane's is the best.
Birds were there by the thousands, and
every facility can be readily provided for sportsmen, except
in such a gale as he was caught in.
As for the comforts of
the house, he thinks it unsurpassed lor a shore retreat in
shooting season, and also thinks the motherly Mrs. Lane the
best cook on the island, except his own mother, of course.
He was delighted with the trip but the worst of it is lie
wants to go again, and all the boys in the office waut a day's
vacation to go down on the island and see how it is for them-

STREAM.

AxNTD

them in herds— 1 mean in 1888, '3D, '4(1, '41 and 'i2.
The flamingo reddened the beaches and bars from theAmolete
Keys to Key Biscayno. Curlew, suipe and ducks were seen in
myriads, and wild turkeys were everywhere.
I recognize
" Al. Fresco's" correct description of many points.
At Me-

•.para.tivety

>andituail,
field.

are

now

having a grand

the ducks that are to be found in large quantities
Blue-bills, red-heads and mallards are thicker
.on our waters.
Jack snipe are also making their appear[than for years past.
ance. The present high water of our lakes inundating the
marshes makes it difficult to get near them. Prospects are
such as delight the heart of the sportsman. The favorite
spots near the city are Westport and Second Lake.
'time

among

Rover.

—

Boston Shooting Scits. Our friends Simmons & Co., of
Boston, seem perfectly satisfied with the success of the
" Boston Shooting Suit "among sportsmen, which, they say,
something almost unprecedented in the history of new garments. Much of this, however, we feel privileged to say,
has been due to the very liberal manner in which they have
placed its merits before the readers of Forest and Stkbam.
Entering the field for competition in this department but two
years since, Messrs. Simmons & Son, of Boston, have already
carried off the highest honors at all places where they have
exhibited, and their daily mail frequently contains orders from
as many as twelve different States for these now famous suits.
Their testimonials from well-known sportsmen in all parts of
the country are of the most flattering description. We would
advise any one in want of a first-class equipmeut of this kind
to send for Messrs. Simmons & Son's circular and samples.
is

Atjxu.ij.ry Barbel.— Editor Forest and Stream : Mr.
A. 0. Shelton, of the Auxiliary Rifle Barrel Co. of
Haven, Conn., left for home last evening, haviag been here
and at Milwaukee for two weeks exhibiting his new invention
in combining a rifle barrel to be inserted in any breech-loading
shot-gun. He has given several exhibitions showing its shooting qualities to our Western sportsmen, demonstrating to them
•that it shoots equally as well as any sporting rifle.
Chicago, 111, October'12.
Ctuoago.

The

Gtjns at Atjotion.— Judging from the great number o
breech-loading guns sold at auction by Messrs. Barker
Co.
of Liberty street, sportsmen must anticipate a plentiful sup
ply of game. The above firm are making a specialty of the
No gun will be sold by them
sale of fine guns by auction.
The fifth Side of the season
that they do not fully guarantee.
will comprise an unusually large number of expensive guns,
Son's make being
not less than twenty of W. & C. Scott
firm
will
also sell by auction, commencincluded. The same
ing next week, Wednesday, the entire contents of the " Old
Curiosity Shop," located on Broadway, near Bleecker street,
which will afford collectors of bric-a-brac an opportunity to
purchase curious articles gathered from all quarters of the
world, including Japanese and Chinese bronzes, pottery and
aU varieties of china and earthenware, idols, arms and armor, elegant wood and ivory carvings, plaequcs, fans, etc.—

&

&

ISeeAdv.

The Man who has Donh

Stream: "Al. Fresco," in "Marooning No. 2,"
like to see " the man tliat has done Florida." Well, if I haven't,
no man ever did. In pursuit of the wily Seminole, when our
present General Sherman was only a second lieutenant in the

Third U. S. Artillery, when Gains, Jesup, Taylor, Worth and
lived and fought, the writer hereof went over every
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Levi Wooley
M Burleigh

1

l

1

1

1

1—12
1-11

1

i

1

1

1-11

1

1

1

i

l

1
1

1

l

1

1

1

1
1
II

1

1—9

1

1-12

1

1—It
I—If

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1—1!

1—IS
(i—

1

11

-

1

1

1
1

1

1

(1

i

1

1

1

(1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1—

1

1

:

1—U

1

s

1

0—11
1—11

1

0—

5

1

ll-

?

1

0—10

1
1

1

1

1

1

I)

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(I

1

1

0—6

1

1
1

1

1—11

n

1
1

1

5.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0—10

o—
0—1(
1—1

1

0-12

1

(Excused).
Geo Benson
The diamond gold badge remains with E. E. Pomroy, ot the Androa
eoggin, S C, who won It last year from the Maine S. C, of Pon land ;
score, fourteen out of liftecn.
single birds, 28 yards rise

E

C Cobb

W Moore

1

Ties on thirteen were shot

AC

w

1

live

oil";

Hiokloy

1—5
won by E.W. Moore,

w

1

of

Cushnoc Height Gun

Club, of Augusta.

was

KG

1—5

Nason

1
...1
1

Frank Curtis

1

1

1

TieB on five— 31 yards rise.
R U Hall
w

Noyce
W
FR Whitney
Fourth prize,

F R Whitney
w
1111-5 R G Hall
o—i EWCotram
W
A Longfellow
w

low

ACHammoa

1

$S,

H1W

waB won by

1 1
1
1

1

1

1111-5

Ow

lllflw

a resulted In

favor of C K- Munson, of Androscoggin, S. C,
flvi

||.

I

i

.;-..'.

1

1

Louisvili/e TortRN'AstENT— LoitfsviUe, Ki/„ Oct.
H and T traps :

1,

1

10

H

111
111
Oil
111
Oil

..i

H

-'.HI

RP

I-

'

I.'

l

W

Match
J

won by

at three pair of birds, 13 yards,

Griffith, third

H

won

10

Columbus, lad

n

10
10
10
10
10

H

,

out of a possible

15.

11—

01

11—

10
00

10

11—4
2

j_
i—

T

Doup, Indianapolis

HE

1
1

Louisville
J Griffith, Louisville
Barbour, Louisville
J
Hill.

,

111
oil

1

10

1

1

1

„

1

1

0—3
i_4
1—5

ill

Doup and Barbour

divided first, Hutchinga won second.
Match at five single birds, 21 yards S5 entrance
and
;

LG

;

U

Tuck, Louisville

KoMjBUae.,

M

s

fi'iriiiiuick,

O

Donp, Columbu-, lnd

t

1

n

1

1

1—

1

1

i

1

1

1—1
i_s

1

1

1

1

I

Loulsvilk

.in,.,

1

,

R P P.ouule, L uisville
Dr J M Keller, Hot Springs, Ark
M Hun. 11., l.'Ui-ville
J ilnillth,

traps

001 1—3
1-3
110 1——
1—3

1

R H Harding, Louisville
JHBtiii.i", Louisville

T

1

l

J Hutchiugs, Louisville
Jno E Green, Louisville

1

Lfluisrtlie

Louisville....
a sviile

21

s Hu'-chings, Louisville

C, Lewiston, Maine.

11—5
11—5
00—3

11

G

yards

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

H and T traps:
1

1

1

oil
1

i

L

1

1

1

1

\

1

1

1

DUrysoo, Memphis, Teun
Ulioup, Columbus, lnd

1
1
i

m

Harbour, Louisville

H Brjwra,

Mempals

J Griffith. Louisville

W

J

Walters, Jeffersonville, Ind
Bedford, Louisville

H

1
1

1

0-0

0—
1—
0-0
1-4

oil

i

P

1-4

i_
1111-4
1

ill1

1

;

1

1

nine, LouslvlKe
Geo Gunther, Louisville
J Kevnard, Louisville

.1

B score ol 58

H

won

K PB

ioggin S.

11

10

Griffith won first, Hill and Bedfojd divided second, Hatchings
•bird.
Match at five birds, 30 yards, both barrels ;
and
traps :

Match at dve single birds,
L G TucKer, Louisville

The Androscoggin team— Levitt,

1

by Barbour.

and T trapa

Griffith. Louisville.
>.

o_-2
2

1
j

second

H Uutchings, Louisville
Ii P Bonuie, Louisville
K E Hi 1, Louisville
J
Bedford, Louisville
Palmer, Indianapolis

g Don

i_4
1—3
1—2
1—2

o

i

1

Palmer, Indianapolis

W

a.llicultof wnich was bre
ininnte witu a ahot-gun, loading
sporlioi? cluba ot Sfalne of a gi
feather-tilled glass balls, to be ct
tlClpatiUg in the annual shoot 11

i
1

1

1

W

Ties for first divided

|_;

I

i

o

1

o

Waliert, Jelfri'sunville, Inil
H Smith. Franklin, lnd
D Biysou. Memphis. Teun
Isaac T»ler, Louisville, Ky
Doup won second, Green third.

most

l;

1

.

Bonnie, Louisville

AMerrituan, Memphis, Teun
I M Harbour, Louisville—
C
Moore, Louisville
II Smith, Franklin, Ind

W

1.

;

3.—Match a

2 aiui

W W Watson, L

get o
a XlOUl
Oil
got up. Nineteen eicered nt. $1 eac
for the birds 76 birds were shot
W. Curtis shut Big]
trie pile, which, looked sm ,11 alter paying for the ij.i--.i-.
exercise of the second diy yas aa interestlug shoot at glas
history of which we wish ti give to the many readers 01 \vi
paper, as an expression f o lr gratitude and thanks to Ira A,
ell known among shooting u
of New York, a gentleman
of August, and gave a
He made 113 a friendly visit the
hihltion in aliootmg grass baits
1

:

.--

,1

i

i

;

;

;

Fisk.

Jeo liiinilier, l.oniHvlde. ......

10 10 0—

F, R. Whitney, of the Lewiston Shoot-

ml
,

won by

M

ing Association.
Tic

:

:

S Hntchings, Louisville

Ties on twelve were shot off same as above. Third prize, $10,
won by W. Jones, of the Maine Shooting Club, of Portland.
Ties on eleven.

W Noyce
C W Curtis

1,
ii.

H

l 1 1

Second prize, $12 cash,

1

1

10 10 10—1

live single birds, 21 yards,

11111
11
1110

110o 11o

1
1

Ties on six,

;

lluni er (Is), 3

hi

1
1

Carroll (19), 3 SIBno (23), 3 White
Howell (19), 2 Black (19), 2; W-..
and Steele (21), 1. Referee, Mr. W. Walton,

(19), 3

(19).

-."

1

,

.-

s Hntchings, Louisville
1
o
1—2
R Harding. Louisville
1
1—3
i; P Bonnie, Louisville
1
1—5
C Cook. Indianapolis
1
1—5
J H Bedford, Louisvlle
...o o l o 1—2
G Doup, Columbus, [ml
1
1—4
J MeMicluei, Louisville
1 1—$
J Griffith, Louisville
1
1—5
Palmer, Icdianapolis
1
0—3
Ties of Ave at 20 yards divided by Bonnie and Oook ; ties of three
won by Palmer.
Match at four single birds, 21 yarda ; $5 entrance; H and T traps
S Hntchings, Louisville..
,
1
o 1 1—3
G Doup, Columbus, lud
1 1 1 i_t
Renard, Louisville
±
i i i i
J H Bedford, Louioviile
i_i
1
1
i
B Harding, Louisville
1
l l o—

1

t

.in

1

"

"
"

i

1

I—11

1

1

A.

(19), 3;

Hunter

"

"

I

1

1

0—8

1

u

Messrs. Hanlev

I

'

1
1

1

1

1

Watts
IVildwin

•

1

1

1

1

W Lewis
P Jaris
UH Longfellow

oiiover

..,..1
1

"
"

0—5

1—5
11110
0—6
01110
1—}
10
11 0—
00101 I!—
1—1
10101
01011 *_
0—4
1—4
0*10114
111 0—*
•

1

1

Squad No.

KMLevett
E WCoburn

Kearney..,

110 111
1
1

1

"

-i'i

28
23
21
is
25
21

Hanson
I

1

I

1

1

-

1
1

"

1
1

i

''

-

'

"
"

1

1

i

'

1

1

1

"

0—6
1—0
1—6
1-6
1-5

11110
1110
1111
110

1

•'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I.

Cleaver

1

"
"

i

1

i

:

"

i

i

1

l

l

2:1

23
23
23

1

t

D

10
1110
1

1

Harry Wilder
Samuel Barbnr

l

1

27
19

Allen

(41), 1:

1

4.

110 11

Hinckley

8

1

;
:

l

21

Chamberlain
O'Connor

MoMnhon
fl

1-

1

1

10 110

Frank Merrill

A

1

1

1—12

11111

NEFickett

L

1

1

E W Moore
WmJones

1

1—
1—

1

1

S.

11111
1

Davis

1

1

1

110 11
,010111
1110

CNason
CK Munson

Hall

I

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

CMWormell

RO
AC

l

I

11

Squad No.

FR

1

1

1

1

n-s

1

1

1

FrankCurtiB

JC

l

1

S.

o
1

1

iirync
llurfec

Henry
i

I

liibbard

C. as

iraps, 21

tad shot at liveprize, the second

23
2a
21

Chase

l

1

10
1

1

first

1

P 1
Q C Cobb..
Warren Nov ca
H S Farnham
O
Curtis....

1!

1.

J

Ira Crocker

T

...

?

1

1

Squad No.

and

PoFralil
She nlan

;

(

snails

prises wraa at fifteen birds

as

Slate
i, SI;
The shim!

It

Itth,

;

mi-s; live

9.— Match for gold badge;
ties decided, miss and

,19yarda

p

shooting at live birds cacti, and toen retire
this repeated three tunes. The highest lase the
highest the second prize, etc.

,

w

;

Miller

tor the

h. J', Oct

U and T traps

SO yards boundary, \% oz. shot,
i-iii
Ciiib rules to govern:

'

and
says he would

1

Out

r..

/...

handicapped

Same Day—Shoot-off

1:

Florida. — Editor Forest

1

..,1
1

nut--,,
;

11110 11 1—9
I1O11I10
1—3
110113
lu i—
1-8
10
111111—6
11110
110 0—7
11110
1—6
0*001011 o—
i—
1—1
0*01101 0-2
1—4
1

l

"

!:;>,"
'
25
'.'5
"
.::'-"
n*i "

ar.

;

New G

,

trans
1

ffianktfj

Dr Steele

;

Clement

7.— Our sportsmen

T

anil

Robinson

DrKooe

Maine Sporting Association—iowtsfOTi Trotting 1
annual shoot took place September .! ami 2-3. Bot
lovely as heart could wish. The clubs pannepjiing wei
coggin Sporting Cub, of I.cwisiou, twelve men Fort
Portland, twelve rucu
Lewiston Shooting Assoclat
.Maine snooting Club, live men: Ciishnnc Height dun
The men were divided iuto five squads, eight in etch, on

RC

Oct.

'd

Dtonwa

ParB,

H

;

abundant this season, particularly pinnated grouse
and our local sportsmen have enjoyed rare sport in

Madison,

26

Wisner

October, 1878.

SqaUdNo.

The wild-fowl

I

PIGEON MATCHES.

Martin...

are beginning to put in an appearance in considerable numbers at the grand old resort, Packaway Late, and the wiseacres predict a bountiful harvest for
isportsmen. The Packaway Club are in their cosy quarters,
and numerous sportsmen from all sections are arriving at the
Snipe and wild goose shooting will soon be in its
lake.
prime.
W. W.

the

"
"

!3t«

W

i

mat,

25

Wynn
lliv-rs

;

Ragles?

Durfee

Idersleevfi

w

JN

Westfield, Oct.

Monthly pigeon shooting from
ardB bonndary:
SB yds
Woods

Ukinson

Key
had a severe tight with'" Wild Cat," the
Seminole chief: atPubta Rassa, three or four of them; on
Start River, np the Everglades, in the Big Cypress and on
Okeechobee, more of 'em
If he looks sharp al some of our
old landing places and camp grounds he'll find the initials "E.
Z. 0. J.'' cut on more than one tree, if they haven't, grown in.
Fish, turtle and game were so plenty then that I often in a
half 'day's sport got enough to feed Our crew of sixty men for
days.
This is no yarn it is the truth. There wiis a fresh
iflg near the point of Cape Sable, and the only fresh
water in that vicinity. The deer cams there to drink in such
numbers that the ground was trodden soft as it is in a cowyard. There, when acting lieutenant on board the U. S.
schooner Otsego in 1839, in a single night tiy moonlight, with
an old English double-barreled gun and buck-shot, I killed
seven large, fat deer. It was done from behind the shelter of
a clump of palmettoes, and after the game went down my
boat's crew came at the call of my whistle and carried the
game away to dress it.
Twice I killed a deer with each barrel before they got, away from the spring, and when::]] was
still more came down.
It was rather risky work, for the redskins were thick on he main land; but I got my game and
saved my " hair." If " Al. Fresco " will overhaul the records
of the War Department of the years alluded to he will find
rude, charts and draughts of all the section he speaks of, done
by myself and others, who were year in and year out "canoeing," wading and marching through that alligator-infested,
mosquito-winged country.
Nun LYntline.

7.— Small game has been com-

Wisconsin—

I

|

starting

Laughlin's

Omm—Dtseter

Brooklyn gun

glade and swamp, through every creek, river, bay and bayou
of southern, middle and western Florida.
Then deer were so
thick that you could not go a hundred yards on land without

;

selves.

22*

1

1—

0—3

1—4
1—4
1..5

0—4
1—1

1

1

1-4

I

1

1

1—

1

1

l

0—4

1110—1
10

0—2

1

1

u

1—

1

1

1

1—5

:

:

:

:

a1

2ls*t
i

:

,

B

Harding, Louisville..-

ti

Doup won tat, Hatchings
at

,.

,

l

J

Louisville....

Uryou, Memphis

H

Bedford, Lonisvllle

II

Bryson,

1
1

U

111

1

1

1

1

1—0

i

Memphis

l
.1

.0
1

won

ilrst,

Hutchings second, Barbonr

Match at five eingle birds,
Q Boup, Columbns, Ind
Sam Duff, LoMsviUe
TCP Bonnie, Louisville
Geo Guuiher, Louisville
Harry GUmore, Louisville
D Bryaon, Memphis

21 yards

1
1

0—

l

l

1

1

0—3
1—4

1—4

1

10

1

1—3

110

1—4

1111—5

0—2
0—3
0—4
1—5
1—2

1

l

1

1

1

111

1

1

l

o

1
o

tnirrt.

:

1

1

111

1

1

1

1

J

1

1
1

1

...,l

1

,111 Barbonr, Louisville
Watson, Louisville

WW

LG

Bryaon first, Palmer second.
Match between Dr. Alexander, with

1—5
1—5

1

1

1

Tucker, Louisville
Isaac Tyler, Louisville

1

1

1

J Griffith, Lonisvllle
Palmer, Indianapolis

1

1

1

1

Bedford, Louisville
Hutchings, Louisville

1

111
1
Oil
111
111

1

n

H

shot-gun
The following

1—

1111-5

10

1

Alabama

Griffith

.1

1

1

Ark

GDoup. Colum'Mis
Palmer, Indianapolis
,T Kenard, Loutyyille
Sam Hiucoinif, Louisville
J Griffith, Louisville
Keller.

(1-4

1

'<

M

M

1

n

1

Duff, Louisville
Geo Gun ther, Lonisvllle
Isaac Tvler, Louisville
Keller, Hot Springs,
Dr. ,1
Barbour, Louisville
J

F

1

110
1

1

8am

1

1—1
0-3
1-4

1

I

AN Adams.

D

1—3
0-3
1-3

second, Smith third.

LoniBville,
Louisville

W Fox, Louisville

:

H

(I

1

birds, 21 yards

Ave single

L O Tucker,
K P Bon >lc,

!

1

...,0

Louisville

l—

o

i

WH

Jno EUrecn,

1

...1

Witzol, Louisville
smith, Franklin. Ind

Match

:

1—
1-4
0—5
1—5
1—4
1—3
1—6

1
1

1

I
1

1

1

1—4

0—
1—5

11

1—4
0—4

and B. T. Martin, with a

a rifle,

:

10011110111
lllill llll noil iiilliii liilililiiotl
11111111110111111111111 I*. 11110111110
111011110111011111 0—100 om or 114; time, sm, 22s.
1 1 1 1
Mr. B. T. Martin— 10 111111111
1 1 1 1
llllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllll
11111111 111 1—100 out. of 101; time,
40s.
the score of Dr.

is

Alexand«r— 1

I

;

II

1

1

!

1

1

1

1

7i:i.

Queen City Shootinu Citjb— Cftirii
H and Tt taps, 21 vards rise.

ti,
O., Sept, 30.—Mutch al
ooUvg Interfered with t>y 8.
Inn city limits; double birds;

pigeons

F. P. C. A., and by police, for shooting
shot at to hasten conclusion of match

Kic Casper

1

John Koehler.,
John Rooks
H Wolf

1

1

1

DB

1

EdFry
CSwemberger

1

Leo Mushabcn

1

o

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1

WmHehvig

1

1—10

1

1

1

1

*

1

1

1

o o

1

1

o l

1

*—
1—

11—5
11—1
00-4
10—5
10—3
00—2
00—5
11—3
OH—
00—
10—4
10—2

10 10 00 10
11 00 00 00
01 11 10 00
00 00 11 11
1.1 10 01) 00
00 00 10 10
11 10 10 11
uo 10 01 Oi
00 10 00 10
10 fio 00 00
00 10 10 1*
00 10 00 00

011111 11011 0-10
1111110
10 1—9
1110111 1001 0— S
10 10 111*1—7
* 1 1— 7
1
10 10 110 110—6
1*110—6
110

1

Dbas Fluke
Llnberg

6
fl

*
11*00011—4
HFinke
CMineke
110-2
Howell shooting Club.— The Howell Shooting

3. one. IHlbs.; 0th, two. 11', and 121bs.
John
8tb, one, 61bs. Thos. Tuppler, Oct. 8, two, 41bs. each.
Hayes, Oct. 3, seven, 141bs., 8th, two, Bibs. Mr. 'V
The prospect for fine fishing is
five, 71bs.; 5th, one, 741bs.

John H. Rogers, Oct.

Kxmxa—WeUingtm,
trapanfl rules,

E, Browkh.
very good.
Virginia Leesburg Academy, Oct. 11. The bass fishermen have been taking good strings of fish with minnow, and
Maj. Ferguson took with fly some twelve or sixteen pounds
in an hour the other evoning on the river.
T. W.
Report of the Jfrt in Paris on Fish and Fish Products. We take the following from the Deuwlie Fixcfterci
Zcilung of September 17. The report of the Fish Section of
the International Exposition of Paris, of 1878. may be condensed as follows The members of the class 72, meat and
fish, with vegetable and fruit 73, which were united, had as
judges the following persons M. Peligot, M. Mereier, M.
Omer Decugis, M. Pellier, M. Pepper, Mr. Collins Levy, Mr.
Mathieu, Herr H. Friele, with M. Beboiirs Giuzelin and M.
Chevet. The French associates were added, but all acted together for the completion of the work. Herr F. M. Wallam
subsequently joined the jury. The jury held some session on
July 10, under the charge of the Minister of Trade, but commenced on the 16th of June and continued its work until the

—

—

—

:

:

6th of August before the definite rendering of prizes.
The
total number of exhibitors was 1,479, of which a few hundred
were thrown out on account of improper classification. " On
the whole," says Herr Friele, "the exhibit was not so complete or instructive as it might have been.
At the begining of
our labors, lasting each day for three to four hours', it was
seen that many of the exhibits were spoiled. With reference
to the manufacture of the finer fish, the exhibits shown by
France were distinguished from all other countries by their
excellence.
This was especially marked in all preparations
made with oil. Norway was conspicuous with her fish food
marineed, and similarly prepared.
North American and
Canadian salmon and lobster were remarkable for cheapness
In the coarser fish food, Norway was unapproachable with its
stock fish and klip fish. But competition in ordinary staple
fish was not great, for, with the exception of fish from Canada
and Scotland, no other fish was placed on exhibition. In salt
herring Russia exhibited certain products which were the best,
although Holland and Scotland had almost no representation.
The Russian herring came from Astrachan, and, with the
Norwegian herring, were distinguishable for excellent method
of preparation.
Almost 7,000,000 of these herring were taken
in the Caspian.
In regard to salmon, smoked or in oil, especially the Northern products, such as herring, Norway and
Sweden were on a par. Highly salted, smoked and spiced
such
in Russia and in the North of Europe,
as
are
used
fish,
were not fully appreciated in France. Of other fishery products, such as oil, guano, etc., comparatively little was exHerr Friele, in concluding his remarks, states
hibited."
" that the fishery exhibit in Paris left a great deal to be desired, and this opinion Herr Wallam also corroborates."

12.— Glass

Oct-

balls,

Bogard

18 yards rise,

West

110 1-3
1111—5

1

Godfrey
Quigley

0—3

1 o 1 1

10 10—3

1

Second match

West

1 o 1 l
1 1
1
1 1 1

Godfrey
Quigley
Third match.

1-5 Jordan
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Excelsior SuoOTrao Club— Muiiui'cnh'a Gram: Street Shooting Park,
WiUiamnburn, Oct. 12.— lleeular monthly snoot lor the club badge. Otto

P MoGill, 7 C Obrlg, 5; H ilcdoman,
Kamplmulier,"; J Hufgemy.6; J Heiser, a; otto Huber, 7; B
President

oi the

elub

:

;

N Watts, B.

L

Yellow Perch,

nigricans.

I'erca Have-wens.

SALT
twin.

Bluefish, Pomatonixui mltatrix.

Catoh of Fish and Theib Values. — We

are enabled to

represent the gross weight of catches of halibut, with their

Of
net value, made by certain vessels from Gloucester.
course such lucky ventures are exceptional. The figures we
give may, however, present some idea of the value of our
catches were

made by schooners from about
the close of November
Gross

the beginning of February to
weight, 66B.168 pounds, net value, $27,470.53 gross weight,
651,731 pounds, net value, $21,785.99 ; gross weight, 260,316,
:

;

pounds, net value, $18,186.48; gross weight, 418,111 pounds,
net value, $19,088.82; gross weight, 399,214 pounds, net
value, •$ 18,702.88; gross weight, 624,090 pounds, net value,
$24,124.16.

ten

trips,

The

largest catch

was

in 1870,

whea a vessel

New York

A.

:

J.

Stewart, Princeton

C; Edward

,0

—

—

Putting the Shot. H. E. Buermeyer, N. Y. A. O, changed
the American record by putting the shot 37ft. 4in., the
previous chainpionship.dist.ance bemg,37ft. 3in.; John Britten,
Scottish-American A. C. (the Broadway policeman) second
prize, with 36ft. 3 Jin.; John Gleason, "Union A. C, Boston,

4$m.

—

Three-Mile Walk. There wore three starters
T. H. ArmW. H. Pttrdy, Greenpoint A. C; S. N. Hoair, American A. C.
First mile— Purdy and Armstrong,
Hoag, 7m. 40s.
Two miles— Purdy and Armstrong, 15m.
244a,
Three miles—Armstrong, 23m. 124,s; Purdy, 33m.
19*8.) Hong, 24m. 25s.
Pour Hundred and Forty Yards Run. --Those who started
were Walter H. Griffen, Manhattan A. 0.; Prank W. Brown,
Glenwood A. C. (formerly of Yale); J. H. Rimmer, Staten
Island A. C; William McNulty, Union College, achenectady;
Charles M. Shaw, Yonkers A. O; H. H. Merit
American A. O, and E. C. Lamontagne, New York A. C.
:

strong,

Cero, Cyhtum regale.
Bonito, Sarda pelainyn
Klngusli, Mnitieirrus ntbuteaus.

WeakUsh, Cyno*

— Starters were

Banham, Harlem A. C; E. C. LamonMerrit, New York A. O,
and William McNulty, Union College, Schenectady. For the
last seventy yards Lamonlagne and Merrit rau what it would
seem to be a dead heat, but Merrit won by a yard in 2m. ]-s.
Lamontagne coming iu ten feet ahead of Banham.
McJM ulty
and Stewart did not finish.
Running High Jump. The first prize was won by II. E.
Ficken, N. Y. A. C, with 5ft. 5in.; A. H. Oakes, American

34ft.

Cybiumm

Spanish Mackerel,

ocellatus.

Striped Bass, Rorcm linneatua.
White Perch, Morone, amerieana.

The

One-half Mile Run.
College A. A.; Frank

Sin. for third prize.

twbilior.

Sea Bass, Sciienops

fisheries.

were Horace H.

A. C, took second prize, 5ft. 4in.; William R. Beers, Stateu
Island A. C; George L. Heins. Lniversity of Pennsylvania,
and W. Wuuder, Olympic A. C, Philadelphia, tied at 5ft.

mid ^uer
FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
jf|#

Mue kalonge. j&MS

starters

Lee, University of Pennsylvania Rene L. Lamonttigne, New
York A. C, and \V. C. Wilnier, Short Hills A. O.
Wilmer
won in 10:5 Lamontagne four feet behind, and Lee seven

tagne,

in

occupying about one year's time, landed 1,000,000

—

•

A

C, reached

fish.

—

Fishing Fleet. The fish receipts at this port the
past week have been moderate for the season, the whole

The

of fishing arrivals being 59, as follows
13 from the
Banks, 4 with 618,0001bs. codfish and 9 with 180,000)bs. hali2 from Bay
but 31 from Georges, with 430,000ib.s. codfish
St. Lawrence, with 480bbls. mackerel; una 13 from trips lo
the Eastern Shore, with 3,870bbls. mackereL— Oape Ami, Ad-

number

:

;

,

vertiser, Oct. 11.

:

Brown won by

three yards, Lamontagne second, five inches
McNulty. Time, 54§s.
Throwing the Hammer. The hammer weighed sixteen
pounds, and had a handle 3ft. 6in. in length.
William B.
better than

—

N. Y. A. O. won first prize with a cast of 80ft. 2in.;
William O'Connell, Union A. C., Boston, secured the second
prize with 77ft. 5in.; C. A.J. Qtieckbernor, ScottiBh-Atnerican
A. O, the third, 75ft. 5£in.
Hurdle Race.— 120 yards, 10 nights, each 3ft. 6in. highContestants were Joseph Laf on, j My stic B. 0., Newark; H.
Edwards Ficken, New York A. C, and John H. Van Loan
competed in the 120 yards hurdle race, 10 flights, each 3ft.
All got away nicely, and Lafon led. Ficken won
6in. high.
by six Vards iu 174s.; Lafon second, Van Loan third.
Run.— Starters were: Thomas H. Smith, Man" One-Mile
hattan A. C; Charles H. Rowland, Y'onkers Lyceum; CorSmith finished four yards
nelius Vought, Yonkere, N. Y.
ahead of Rowland in 4m ol^s. Vought did net finish.
Throwing the Fifty-six Pounds Weight.— Seven contestants.
The successful men were William H. Curtis, New York A.
C.,21ft. Andrew Thompson, Scottish-American A. C, 20ft.
2in.; James McDermott, Scottish-Americau A. C, 19ft. lOin.
Curtis,

:

New York—New
also squid.

I

York, Oct. 9.— The bass are earning,
send a record of those caught here this week

;

indifferent distances.

Three Miles Run— The contestants were. William J. Duffy,
Harlem A. C; William H. Robertson, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
Cornelius Vought
Duffy won by four feet in 17m. 25s.
;

;

Robertson second.

Tug

War.— In

lie first the Scottish- American A. C. team
the Elizabeth A. O. team in 51 seconds
the New
York \. C, team defeated the Elizabeth boys in 36 seconds.
The final heat between the victors was won by the Scots in

of

I

defeated

lm.

:

53-js.

Major General Shaierj Judge of Walking, Thomas
Timekeepers, Alfred H. Curtis, Charles 11. Pierce
and Augustus P. Montant
Judges at Finish. Hermann Oelriches, Clarence E. Johnson and G. Livinglon Morse
Starter,
Albert H. Wheeler.
Referee,

W. White;

;

;

Dartmouth Colleob Games.—The athletic games of Dartmouth College were held at Hanover, N. H., 'Oct. 10. The
summary is
N. D. Oram, of Chicago, won the running long jnmp, Covering
16 feet 2}4 inches the standing long jump, covering 9 feet 11'.,
inches
Uae running high jnmp, rising 4 foot 7 inches, and the
hop, skip and jump, covering 40 feet 1}£ inches.
The medley nice, 100 yards hopped and the same distance run,
was wou by W. P. Bnow, of Boxbury, Vt, in 29# seconds.
ter-inile run was won> by C. H. Coggswell, of Noith
Eaaton, Mass., in 55^' seconds.
The 100 yard sack race was won by C. B. Little, of Pembroke, in
eonds.
The three-leg race was won by H. Danforth, of Dover, and 0.
S. Blonna of Washington, D. C, iu 13% seconds.
Throwing the Baseball—N. B. Porter of Loudon, Ont., 319 feet
3 ice ties.
Two-mile Walk— J. E. Ham, 1(5 tain. 45^ seconds.
;

;

Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Dash— O. H. Coggswell, '-loV
seconds.
Horizontal Bar— Oscar Mickel, Albany, X. Y.
Batting Baseball— L. J. Kundlett, Bedford, 311 feet 3 inches.
Final Heat of Hurdle Race— W. Moore, Brooklyn, N. Y., 213£
seconds.
Final Heat, 100 yards Dash— G. H. Danforth, UJj seconds.
Consolation liace One-quarter of a Mile, open to all couloslantB
not having won a prize— H. H. Parker, Hanover, Stlf seconds.
In the baseball game between Amherst and Dartmouth Universities the Amhersts scored 11 to 1.
The snorts concluded with a match game of football between
picked twenties of Dartmouth students, T. 8. Norton, captain of
the blues, and Willard Warren, captain of the reds. The result
was in favor of tho redB.
Williams Collkok Athlbtics. Tue annual fall games of
the Williams College boys were held last Saturday.' In the
mile walk there were five entries. Matz, '82, won in 9m. 13s.
Half-mile run, Vanderpoel, '81. 2m. 20s. Throwing tallBruce, '79— handicapped, 20 feet distance, thrown 3
hundred yards run, second class, two heats, tie between
Dowd, '79, and Dyer, '82 time, 12js. Trial heat won by
Dowd time, 12 js. One hundred yards dash, first class, won
by Stevens, '78; time, lOiJs., handicapped 6ft.; Jewett. '79,
uecond. Standing broad jump, Jewett won, lift. Sin.; handicapped 3in. Vaulting with pole, Dowd, '79, won, 7ft. Bin.
Running high jump, Dowd, '79, won, 4ft- lljin. Two hundred and twenty yards dash, Stevens, '79, won, 23J9. Putting
the heavy weight, Jewett, '79, won, handicapped 3ft., disHurdle race— Wright, 3ft. hurdles— Dowd won
tance 86ft,
in 14s.
Running broad jump aud hammer throwing were
postponed, to lake place at the college Wednesday nesb
One
and a quarter mile race, Stevens won, handicapped 20ft.
;

time, 58s.

Tonkbks Lycbtjm Anhcal Games,

—The

fifth

annual games

of the Y'onkers Lyceum were held on the club grounds, Oct.
10.
The first contest, a run of 100 yards, was won by F. W.
Brown ; time, 104s. The school boys of Yonkers, under sixteen years old, next engaged in a race.
The winner was G.
In the mile walk for the Lyceum
F. Brown time, lljs.
championship the competitors were J. O. Williamson und H.
B. Starr.
The race was won by the former ; time, 7m. 52*s.
In a 440 yards' handicap run H. L. Rose won in 54s. In the
running high leap the winner, John Frazier, cleared oft. fin.
In a run of 220 yards for the Lyceum championship G. H.
Rowlan made the run in 27 4l s. 11. B. Starr won a handicap
one mile walk in 8m. lis. J. I. Smith cleared 19ft. Jin. iu a
handicap half mile run was won by O.
running jump.
Rowland in 2m. 10s. F. W. Brown won a hurdle race of
one-sixth of a mile, going over 8 hurdles in 42s.
Lyceum
handicap, 100 yards run, whs won by It. Oh Jackson
time
In the sack race W. Irvine made 200 yards iu lm.
QOt taken.
consolation
was
a
race
for those
The closing contest
40s.
who had not won a medal. Charles M. EVnaw and R, W.
Rowland ran -140 yards, Shaw winning in lm. ois.
;

A

H

A

;

Collkge Foot-Ball.— There is every promise of sonic ex
work in the foot-ball arena this fall. The Collegiate
Foot-Ball Association, which met at Springfield last week,
arranged various games in which Yale, Harvard, Princeton,
Amherst, Trinity and Wesleyan will probably participate.
celfeut

—

The cricket season in the vicinity of New York closes today with the annual match for the benefit of George Giles,
The players will be
tbe professional of the St. George club.
selected from the St. George, Staten Island, Manhattan and
Patersou clubs.

ARCHERY".

:

pounds of

The American

;

feet.

11—3 Jordan

1

Jordan

if.

:

;

Sixth match, double balls.

W

follows

Yards Run.

record was again changed in this event, Wilmer, of the Short
r
Hills A. C, winning in 2 '.i».
The best English time is that
of F. Elborough, London A. C, who made the distance in S3
3-5s., October, 1876. Wilmer's competitors were Lamontagne,
who was two yards behind him, Lafon and Hall.
Vaulting with the Pole.— Alfred Ing, Scottish-American A.
C, won with Oft. Three others tied at 8ft. 9in.
Running Broad Jump. Wilmer took another championship
medal, taking first prize in this contest, making 18ft. Din.; P.
Johnson, Union A. C, Boston, 18ft. Tfin., second prize;
Thomas H. Smith, Manhattan A. C, 17ft. llin., third prize
George L. Houis, University Pennsylvania: M. McFaul (deaf
mute), Fanwood A. C, and William T. Livingston, Harlem

—

third annual championship games of America, under
the auspicics of the New York Athletic Club, was held at Molt
Haven "last Saturday. The work done at these meetings is
always creditable to the participants, and the record of last
week is no exception to this general rule. There were many
spectators present. The long programme of events was as

One Hundred Tarda Dash.— The

1-4 McMuilln

1 1

1

West

9;

ATHLETIC CLUB.

The

;

West
Godfrey
Quigley
Fifth match.
McMuilln

Is

NEW YORK

first-match

"Haddaway

Two Hundred and Twenty

s

Olnb, of Howell,
Mich., have received a handsome gold-lined silver cup, for which
weekly competitions are held. V hen won three times in snccessioa
by any member, the cupbgcaDies Ids property,

Huber

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

226

Editos Fohest and Stbeam

:

r
Y our correspondent of the "Oritani Archers" gives me
some sly raps over the knuckles of my bow hand for
some things I have said in my correspondence for your
paper about bows aud archery. Now I think you will not
throw the charge of egotism at me when I say that I am confident that possibly with the exception of Maurice Thompson,
I have used bows more and can shoot them better than any

Your correspondent who sells the Aldred bows,
recommends them as being very durable, and sayB that only

American.

FOREST AND STREAM.
one has broken "out of about one hundred-" sold by hirn,
afore he thinks 1 nunaot know so much about bows ns
he.
I will only suggest tu him that I have used up, worn out
and broken more than one hundred fine bows inhto
and I think in that time I have learned something about
them. I have no doubt ''W. H." has used an Aldred how
for live months, and if he has I will say positively without
any information on the subject, that his bow does not pull
fifty pounds.
It may be marked fifty, but will not weigh
ii

my

experience is that litThe reason I say this is that
weak bows will endure three times the shooting that
The reason is that the powerful restrong, quick bows will.
coil Of the stronger bow more quickly affects the the texture
Another reason why I think " W. U." shoots a
of the WOpd
weak how is that he publishes no scores of his club at greater
He says one might as well
range than thirty yards.
shoot at a barn as a regulation four-foot target at twenty
True, but why shoot, at twenty i It would surely be
yards.
Interest and benefit to archers, and of comfort to publishers, if all clubs would shoot at the regulation target, so
that all that would be. necessary for the reporters to say would
fifty.

tle,

archer 30 arrows; W. Tell, 60yds.,
150; 40 yds., 100," etc., iu reporting scores.
To show the difficulty of discovering the actual value of
the score .published by " W. H." as made by the " Oritanl
Archers," in your paper of the 211th of Sept., I accompanied
Mr. Maurice Thompson to the target ground of our club, and
drawing a face upon paper of a 2-i-inch target, with a 4j inch
gold and 2J inch rings, we placed it on the front oi our regulation 4-feet target, and shot the same number of arrows, i. e.,
11 ends of three arrows each at 30 yards, with this result

"Each

be simply:

Maurice Thompsou
Archer

Score,
1TB

Hits.
33
S3

Etuis,
it
11

157

Now, few archers care to take the trouble to make a new
face for every size target they find being shot at by others, so
Tuen
it is very desirable that we have uniformity of targets.
let the reporter give the score just as I gave the score of the
contest at Indianapolis on the 1st of Oct., for the prizes offered by the State Board of Agriculture, adding, if he deWill not
sires, the number of golds made by each archer.
other archers respond and discuss this question, for surely we
ought to know at a glance how the score of any archer compares with our own. 1 have before me the English "Archery
Kegister," for 1878, giving the names of all the clubs in England, and the scores made by each archer for the past year.
What a fine thing it would be if every club would report their
scores at a regulation target to the Forest and Stream, and
then a year's issue, bound, would hold the history of archery
I would not take $100 for such
in this country for the year.
Akohkr.
a book if I could not replace it.
Abchep.y Score Cards.—We havo received from Messrs.
Holberton & Co., of 117 Fulton street, samples of two styles
of archery scoring cards one plain, and the other colored.
These cards are somewhat like the scoring cards in use in Europe, and experience has shown that they are the simplest and
The complete score of twelve persons, or one person
best.
twelve times, can be kept on this little card all that is required is to prick the hits, under their respective colors, with
a pin, so that at a glance the archer can see where he has hit
and the value of the shot.

—

- and the subscription
the year the size of tli
price correspondingly increased,
yet, notwithstanding theae
changes, the subscription list has been steadily growing larger all
Although the increase in the size of the Bui.
through the year.

to be from twenty- four to forty-eight pages
over the numbers for the year paat that ihey
average fifty-four p&gea each. The magazine calla for the support
of all Ornithologists, whether professional or amateur : and iu the

was supposed

letin

wo

find by looking

advertising sheets, whioh

it ia

now propoeed

to iaaue

with each

number, the collector and taxidermist will find a most advantageous method of introducing their wares to the class whioh makes
use of them. The Bulletin for October opeua with a delightful
bit ot bird biography treating of a specieB of which our knowledge
haa been very slight, the "JProthonotary Warbler (Brotonotaria
Thia is followed by some extremely
eiirea)," by Mr. Brewster.
entertaining "Noteaon Birda Observed at Mount Carmel, Southern
Illinois," by Mr. Bidgway, the obaervatiuns having been made
during the paat spring, while the author and Mr. Brewster were
collecting iu company. Mr. H. A. Purdie'a article on " The Nest
and Egga of the Yellow-bellied Ely-catcher (Emiridonax flaeiventrisy ia of great intereat, but his observations differ widely from
" A List of
those of Mr. 8. D. Osborne in this same number.
the Birda Obaerved at Coosada, Central Alabama," by Nathan
Clifford Brown, and a continuation of Mr. Brewster's " Descriptions of the First Plumage in Various Species of North American

Recent
Birds" ooncludo tho longer articles of thia number.
Literature i8 exceptionally full and interesting but we must con
;

General NoteB that we alwaya turn first when we
and the Notes in this number aro not lesB in-

f 68B that it ia to

Oritani Akohbbs— JIachensac/c, iV.
Hits. Value.

M

U

4
Wells
Mrs. W. Holberton... 20

10
81

4

20

Cant. Gardiner

B

MiasE. Hopper
Miss A. Sherman

30

1878

Oct, 12,

J.,

.

—

;

Capt.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Mias

W. Holberton.
Ward

Hits. Value
15
59
IB
58

B
8

N.

Hopper

Jfatsweys to ^o\resjtPndents.
Aaouraiaim l!aiomunloH[lan».

ot

Ookinthtan, N.

Y.— Please send

w. McO.,

R,

St.

N.

address to tuts

B.— See answer

to

"W.

Q. P." in this

probably a contraction,

is

$6.

Can procure

for you.

it

A

;

Buffalo Akohekt Club— Sept. 28.— 24-inch target at 20
and 30 yds.; 42 -inch target at 40 yds.; 10 ends at each 20 and
30

yds.-,

20 ends at 40 yds.:
Hita.
79
80

Sidway
Davis.

Value.
347
349

Spanlding

Smith

Hits.
52
67

Value.
188
289

Score of Mr. G. B. Hayes, of same club, Oct. 2, 1878, 3o
yds., 24-inch target, 12 ends, strong crosB wind: 27 hits;
value, 147- This is the best score we have yet seen.

Baltimore.— The Dover's powders recommended are those containing one grain each of opium and ipecacuanha.
A. B. C, Boston.— A 10 gauge and a 12 gauge will shoot equally
A 10 gauge is preferable for marsh shooting.

strong.

game on

C. T., Belleville, 111.— For

Louis, Iron MounlalQ

St.

B., last

Chicago.— Can forward working plans, rig, specifications and
building directions of home-made catamaran upon receipt of $4.

Bbookltn.—The guns are not
powder

See advertisement of the
so good.
Sport In Virginia ia excellent this
in eur advertising pages.

24 Bond

Hill.

Diseases op

New York:

mi

Dou.

By John

Albert Cogswell, Publisher,

We

Can.—The firm we

believe to be respeetable.
The Dobson is of the Sialina

Fair Shot, Chicago.—There ia no difference between paper and
brass shells in the leading oi gun barrels, Perhap9 your shells do not
flt

abundantly supplied with dog literature but that
HiU'a book aa a useful addition to what we
The copy before ua is an American
su'ojeot.
the
on
have
already
edition of what we judge to be, from the favorable notices we have
England.
In fact, we can reoall no
in
work
popular
a
aeon of it,
other Biuce " Maybew," which goes ao extensively into the diaadvantage
of the light of modern
the
has
it
and
doga,
eaaea of
It we have a fault to find, it ia iu the too frequent uae
aoience.
that would be intelligible to
of scientific terms in place of others
reader. Aside from this we Bhould
the average, or even iguorant,
addition to the sportsman's
valuable
moBt
a
the
book
consider
Horary.

The Nottaix Bulletin.—As

the early days of October

SuOelin for 1878, *d notice
bring to u^ the fourth number of the
successful one for the
with pleasure that the year has been a
its succeaa
Nutttdl Club's publication, and that the prospects for
At th« beginning of
in the future are brighter than ever before.

to try the

Delaw Aim, Newcastle, Del.—Cartridge shonld fit chamber or gun.
a good general rule for pattern la that your target should show onenumber of pelleis In the oharge. Seventy-live dollars will not
flrst-clsaa gun, but will buy a very good gun.
The cartridge
holders are as represented, so far as we know. Browning gun barrels

half the

buy a

ought not to Injure them.

H, U,

Mich.— The insect you sent ua belongs to Hymen
to entomologista under the name of Peleainvt
not uncommon In many parts of the United States,
and iB found In the neighborhood of New York, mostly in shady woods
clear of underbrush. The elongated abdomen is undoubtedly naed to
place its egga in a place of safety.
B.,

and

Pontlac,
Is

known

It ia

and

Pa.—Two weeks ago my

In four days
out.

It Is

It

now

setter's throat commenced
broke, and discharged freely— it broke both
healed up, but there la a hard lump left about

What must I do for her ? Ana. Let iho
and It will (.robabiy dlaappear. If It does not, louoh tt
on the outalde with tincture of Iodine.

alone,

W, H. M., Bellevue, O.—The inaect sent is the large water bug (Belu«toma grandis) of entomologists, it is not uncommon in toads, ditches
and stagnant poois. It is a voracious Insect, and feeds on all water lasects indiscriminately. It aeizea ihem with its powerful claws, plercea
them with its aharp beak, and sucks the j ulcea from them. It is a dangerous insect In the aquarium, as It will deatroy all the flah and other
H. W. H., N. Y.—I have the choice of two bitches, one a setter, and
ol her a pointer— both Imported, with full pedigree, and will score
about the same number of polnia each.
I desire to use my purchase
for breeding purposes. Will yon kindly answer which is the moat
desirable ? Ans. For breeding purposes there la no choice beyond that
of taste; for sporting purposes much would depend upon the part of
the country in which you proposed to shoot.

w, (i, P., Montrose, Pa.— My setter dog has-red mange.- Have been
referred to you aa an authority In thiB matter. Ana. A very good r-en>~"
edy for red mange Is the following Sulphur, 8 oz.
whale oil, 8 oz.
:

;

Apply thoroughly to all parts of ihe body, after first
of tar, y, oz.
washing the dog with warm water and soft soap. After three daya
waah off, and apply again. Give at the same time eight drops of
Fowler'a Solution of Arsenic twice a day for a week or ten daya.
oil

W. S., Jefferson, Ohio.—A Gordon setter dog, eighteen monthg old
does not seem to have any nose whatever. He runs over partridges in
places where a dog with only an ordinary noBe ought to BmeU them.
Ia there anything that can be done for him ? Ana. If yonr dog has no
noae we can suggest nothing to give him one. But we aliould hesitate
to condemn him without further trial. Have yon attempted to develop
ids

the gun.

powers of scent by making htm understand what
him on other game ?

la

wanted

of him,

or by trying

Constant Ukases.— Common sense should tell you that your comrdalnt against officials, unaccompanid by your name, cannot receive attention from us.
I.

os

C Philadelphia.— Keed
,

Hudson.

birda have been seen up tne

If there la food for

them there

Hudson as far
would he not

their presence

at all remarkable.

W.

P. B.,

A

ing.

Lynn.—The gun

proper charge for

duck shooting, nee shot No.

ia

it

too light for partridge and duck Bhoot-

is

1%

drs.

powder,

\%

ozs. shot.

For

«.

Blubnosk, Halifax, N. 8.— You will find all about sheep and cattle
ratamg in Texas in the book " A Thousand Miles through Texas," price
We can send you a copy of It.

$1.50.

W. F. F., Heppner, Oregon.— Can you tell me of any good house in
Philadelphia or Baltimore that deals iu mink, martin and beaver hides?
Ana. L. Gerber, Phila., and N. ft Iteisky, Plitla.
J. N. B., Warren, Mass.—We do not know of anyone whom you could
engage with In cattle raising in southern Kansas. You might possibly
the right parly by addressing W. N. Byors, Denver, Col.

and

D. H. H., Live Oak.—The black bear produces its young in the spring
You will find some Interbringing forth one, two or three at a litter.
esting discussions of the question In some of our former numbers.

West

Chester,

Pa.— What kind

of

game

ia

found in the south-

J.

fifty

M. G.— The guns you ask about vary in choke, and Some are not
" Modern Breechat all. 'iho beat book on gun bores Is

choked

Loadera," by

W. W. Greener.

We can

send

St.

We are not ao

we can welcome Mr.

is

fall.

eastern part of Kentucky in the latitude of Wuitney County, about
miles from tae mountains? Aus. Quail, rabbits and small game.

Woodruff

and

week.

S. M.,

Ko.,

The Management and

PiiENLx,

to the

question

the

J.,

Southern Railway see answer to L. W.

C—

Is

living animals.

H. V. W. M., Newark, N. J.— Subscription price to Hunt's Yachting
Magazine

in good condition, 25

can procure any pre-

Richmond.—Ia it true that placing the bed with Its
North promotes sleep? Ans. The best way to tent this
experiment Sonio persona possess more animal
magnetism than othera. We believe that it makea a great difference to
some people which way their heads are placed.
JOHN

head

ightly

H. R. B., Canton.—Was there ever a repeating gun made Known as
the "Sharps!" Ana. No.
Is

If I

The proper load of a 10 bore 29 Inch barand ducks, is >iy, drs. powder. 1 oz. shoe,
not injurious to gun barrels.
Uae your wire brush
to acrape the lead out ot your gun as often aa the lead geta into your
gun.

.ump

column.

Philo Logos, Athens. Ga,— Tlio word loafer
or syncope of the words low fellow.

etc.,

one, if desired.

me know

the size of a shelled walnut.

office.

family.

196

188

regular meeting of the Oritani archers was held at the
house of Mr. Gardiner, Hackensack, N. J., Mr. Holberton in
report was read by the Secretary, showing Ihe
the chair.
club out of debt and a balance in the treasury. It was voted
to continue the outdoor meetings as long as the weather permitted, but the proposition to shoot at short range indoors
during the winter was voted down. The club have in use
three American bows, two Highfield's, three Feltham's, and
They have been in use since May, and
six Aldred's make.
Some of the members have been regular
not a bow broken.
in attendance, and in consequence their scores have increased
Next season they hope to
in a very satisfactory manner.
measure their skill with some of the neighboring clubs. It is
a pity that the numerous rifle ranges do not furnish butts for
archery practices it would pay, as the expense would be very
The Brinton and Columbia ranges are particularly
slight.
W. H.
well adapted to this pastime.

E, P. G., Washington, D.

Dittmar powder

to swell,

C— Bogardus uses Dittmar C powder.

Johna, N.

let

rels breech-loader, for quail

inside

J. O. N., Littleton,

you pleaso

pared food Bultable for gold fish kept In an ordinary two quart globe ?
Have heard of nn arilclc made from rice papeT for the. purpose. Ans
Send to any dealer In aquarium goods for wafers for gold fish.

E. B., Pittaton,

No Nolloe Taken

Can prooure you

loss.

v a .— will

F. P.,

Second-hand engines,

N. Y.

st.,

per cent.

W.

optera,

J. J. B., Petrolia,

A

to 33

polyyerator.

itnow nothing of the article advertised.

Dougherty

.1. S. T., Oriskany, N. Y.— Cost of engine, boiler and attlDga for 'J5ft.
launch will be about $600.
Write to N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co., ao

Cortlandt

teresting than is usually the case.

.

Gardiner

Ana. "Hallook'a Sportsman's Gazetteer" is very complete on hunting
animals and bird3. For trapping bny Batty's " How to Hunt and Trap.'
We can furnish both of them.

receive the Bulletin,

j

30 yards, 24-inch target, 13 ends
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R.
ing,

J.

G.—There la no peculiarity

about, the

It

to yon.

Price $3.50.

creedmoor manner of load

except that extreme care is exercised to see that everything is perThe Kouilogton and Sharps 550 grains special ballets are

fectly right.

used.
S. H. T. E. B., Cazenovia.— Kemp's book will be received shortly.
Delay owing to negligence of importers. For Bo3ton Yacht Club book
write to Mr. Thomas Dean, Boston, who may aceeed to your request
for a copy

S. E. P., Princeton— You may procure gauntlets for cold weather
shooting of any of the dealers lu sportsmen'., goods advertised in our
columns. Ion ought to know more about the game of your own neighborhood than we do.
K. N„ Cambridge, Mass.—The eatalogne we think, ia sent free. The
For description ot Express bullet see our rule
rttte ia a good one.
columns. The particulars regarding Blooming Grove Park Association

are also given in to-day's paper.

authority on hunting

E., Blgln, III,— Where can I get a book that ia
and trapping ; inch a book as one would need In his

travels In

Montana?

W. Yan

A., Mt. Sterling,

Ky.— The specimens you sent

us are commonly called bee-fitea. They belong te Deptera, or insects having two
developed wings, and are known to naturalists aa Bomblylana.
Thia
group contains a number of genera, and a large number of species with
wide geographical distribution. The specimens you sent are undoubt(Sax,),
L.
tergissa
thoraciaa,
(Fab.). They are voracious
edly Laphria

and aelze on any inaect that cornea in their way, pierce It with
their aharp beak, and anck out the Juices. One small species of thia
group often comes into houses in searoh of flies, and is oommonly
called a mosquito hawk.
insects,

L. N. P.— Previous to Sept. 15 1 caught a great many small striped
basa with ahrlmp. Since then have been unable to catch any, Do tuey
leave the creeka as early aa that, ns what I caught were oaaght in
1 have tried soft crab, but wit
creek; or Is different bait necessary ?
no succesa. Ana. All fish are capricious and their movements canno
be always accounted for. The striped baas season la usually over by

the end of October. They have probably left the creeks and will nol be
Good baits for striped baas aro
found there again until early spring.
made of longitudinal Btrlps of the menhaden, or mossbunker of a
wedge-shaped piece cut from the stomach of the basa, or from pork
;

skin

;

sand

eel, squid,

mud worma and mus8els.

Cahpek, Cambridge.— For roughing

it

you muBt assume rough

There ia solid comfort In an old soft hat and a well-worn pair
ciotlies.
You will need a lent, a camp stove, and such kitchen
of stout boots.
Some warm blankets, aoap,
utensils as may be conveniently carried.
needle and thread, extra shirt buttons, etc. As we do not know

Whether yon are going to hunt, hah, or gather chestnuts, wo cannot be
more definite. If you oan have yonr impulimenta carried to the spot
with a team, we should advlae it. For provisions go to the nearest
farmhouse— go in daylight. Remember that it takes years of practice
to be able to crawl up to a chloken roost In the night without raising a
rumpus. For practical Instructions on how to "rough It," whattoeat
ami how to cook It, buttonhole the next tramp that stops at your door
for a repast.

Stemtcs, Montlcello, Fla.— Where la Tomoka Creek, and what fish
Ans. Tomoka Creek enters the
doea it contain ? How is it reached ?
northern part of Halifax River ; it ia well supplied with the same flah
as spruce Creek, but of a larger size, especially the black bass whioh
have here been taken weighing from 19 to 15 pounds. It la a stream of
large volume and has good hunting grounds on Its banks. Guides and
boats ahould be taken from New Smyrna. Laat winter there waa a
jteamer running from Jacksonville to Halifax Ialet and New Smyrna,
Also one on the Halifax and Hlllsboro' Rivera connecting
fare $6.00.
with the other boat. At New Britain, Day tona and Port Oranee, on the
Halifax, arc comfortable hotels aud boarding houses torma %t per
The best Hading la near the Inlet, where B. Paoettl lias a neat
day.
cottage, with room for six or eight boarders. Mr. Lowd, at New Smyrna,
has enlarged hlB house to meet the Increasing demand for that pleasant
retrsat for aportamen.
;

:

:

:
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FIELD TRIALS.

physical exercise

was

useful to clergymen.

We

pride our-

Fobest and Stream was among the
was before our time considered heresy.

selves in the*fact that the

WE

learn

Professionals vs. Amateurs.
from a letter which appears in a contemporary

The proposed Maryland Field

definitely abandoned.

mode

room

to clergymen as to laymen. We are quite sure from the mauy
examples we see in the United States that our doctrines are

for

which these trials should
whether there are not
abuses to be corrected whether a gentleman who may choose
to break and handle his own dogs, and who works them in
the trial as he would in the field, is not heavily handicapped
in

;

quicken

bvotbp to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,
Fish Couture, the Protection of Uahe, Pkeservation of Forests,
and the Inculcation in Men and Women of a Healthy Interest
Out-Door Recreation and Study:

w

NO.

Ill

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
[POST Office

Box

2S32.]

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANOB.

D
U UT

In all contests of this nature
supposed to be the desire of every one that the "best"
win, but certainly in Field Trials this does not always

The

occur.

slow, pottering dog,

ply because no opportunity

who makes no

Clubs ot

off for

Two

or mora.

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line outside page, 40 oonts.
Special rates for three, six and twelve montlis. Notices In editorial
columns,
cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to
;

W

one Inch.

m

Advertisements should bs sent

by Saturday of each week,

If

pos-

sible.

must be accompanied with the money

All transient advertisements

or they will not be Inserted.

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.

V

Any publisher Inserting our prospectus as above one time, with
brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to ua, will receive the Forest and Stream for one year.

;

and, second, against a system of breaking which will

Gentlemen sportsmen do

ruin dogs for general field work.

not keep dogs for the sake of winning trophies or dollars at
Field Trials, nor are they, as a rule, anxious for a record which

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

17,

1878.

will enable

own

them

To Correspondents.

Neither have they their

to sell their stock.

reputations as breakers at stake.

terested in all of these points,

run for, or by Aem,

communications whatever, intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addresses to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company
—KSUieS'wiil not be published if objection be made. No anonymous comAll

it is

and

if

The professional is inthese " trials" are to be

better that they should be abolished.

A RIGHT GOOD

BISHOP.

-

munications will be regarded.
rejected manuscripts.

will

be admitted to any department of the paper that may

not be read with propriety In the

home

circle.

We

cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mall service if money
remitted to ns Is lost. No person whatever Is authorized to collect
money for ua unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

E»~ Trade supplied by American News Company.

CHARLES

Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Skinner, of Gananoque, Canada,

tion."

§2;

Subscriber, Orange Co., Fla., $5.

Total received by

us, $400.

—Dr.

A. Henskall, of Cyn tinana, Ky., -whose favor and support our Journal has enjoyed
from its beginning, sends the following congratulatory words
" 1 must congratulate you upon the constant improvement
in Forest and Stream.
It has gained a prestige that it can
never lose. It is now a matter of wonder how we ever did
without it, for it has so worked its way into our daily life that
it seems to always have been.
May its prosperity increase,
Its Mission Peepetual.

and

J.

mission be perpetual."

its

Mr. J. C. Burnett, of the U.
Washington, says:

S.

Trollope, in a recent

in defence of himself, his

Treasury Department at

Your

discussions of questions of natural history are alone
worth all that the paper costs, not to mention tho various
chronicles of yachting, shooting, exhibitions, fish culture, etc.,
etc., all of great interest and benefit to those who are interested in particular studies and recreations. It seems to me
you do everything in your power to make a paper to please
every true sportsman and real lover of nature.

daughter.

We hold to the idea,

and-pistol school, that even in
perfectly well understood that a

word

without being of the sword-

good society, if the
knock-down would

or a shameful innuendo,

very

full.

The work now comprises

909 pages,

and constitutes the most complete and comprehensive encyclopedia of sport extant. Prof. T. V. Hnyden, of the U. S.
Geological Survey, says: "It is a most interesting and in-

much information with which I
was not previously familiar."
The patronage which the book has so far received shows
the popular estimation in which it ia held. For gale at this
structive work, containing

office,

price $3.

fact

was

infallibly

men would

overheated than the French, by no means inclined to effervescence, somewhat indifferent to that polished glaze of manner

which

is

but at the surface, your Englishman, positive as to
The true
be bullied by word or gesture.
Rouse his ire by direct insult and
is in him.

his rights, is not to

bull-dog instinct

he seeks, not with pistol and knife to defend or to attack, but
ith that good strength of fists which nature gave him. Here
a case in point, and the clergy all over the world may be

is

proud of one of their own cloth
The Rev. Rowley Hill, Bishop of Sodor and Man, is drivA coarse fellow
ing out with his wife on the Isle of Man.
hurls an insult at the Bishop and his wife, and ends by throwing a stone which inflicts a scalp wound on the Bishop's wife.
Now," says the London Telegraph, "a good many laymen
would in these circumstances have driven rapidly on to avoid
Let us add that quite possibly a
a possibly worse assault."
large majority of American clergymen would have done preso
with our Btaunch Englishman.
Not
cisely the same thing.
He stops his carriage, leaps out, collars the dastardly hound,
id when the latter breaks away and runs the Bishop is close
A flying navvy and a doughty clergyman of
at his heels.
course might have been an unusual sight. The rufflao draws
a knife, flourishes a club, but tho Bishop is not a bit frightened
and, having a better pair of legs, corners him.

Haixook's Sportsman's Gazetteer— Fourth Edition.—
Forest and Stream Publishing Company have just issued the
Fourth Edition of this most valuable work, with import
ant emendations and additions, including a Glossary of common words in local use. The ichthyology of the Pacific
Coast, specially revised by Prof. Gill, of the Smithsonian Institution, is

own

Church of England in such a position that he fells to the
ground a blackguard who has cast foul imputations on his

follow a coarse

sent to Mayor Ely, Octoseven dollars, received for the " Sportsmen's Contribu-

14,

when

fame of others.
We cited how Mr.
book of his, places a clergyman of the

reputation, or the fair

be more guarded in their expressions, aud causes of dispute of
Wc honestly admire
a frivolous character be less frequent.
England andEnglish gentlemen and society for this fact. Less

IXAJ.LOCK, Editor.

The Yellow Fever Fund. —We
ber

took occasion some time ago to express our approval

regardless of his cloth,

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

Nothing

WE

of the direct usage of physical force in the individual,

We cannot promise to return

the face of

such evidence, could venture to maintain that in
model, staunchness, outfit and seamanship we were one
whit

trial rather than be
permitted an opportunity of making a flush, or a false point.
In the hands of a skillful breaker, and one more particularly

itism

two

Between the

there can be no doubt but that, indifferent to the weapons,

would have mastered his man but somebody
help of the Church and the beast is captured.
out " Bravo to you, Right Rev.
Bishop. You are a Christian gentleman and all the better for
being muscular." Certainly, with that pluck you have, there
is tenderness and mercy in your soul.
Now, what is the upshot of all this ? It must mean that this
English gentleman has legs than he can run with, and arms
and fists that he can strike with. He belongs to no maudling
type of man. When he was young, either at Eaton or Harrow,
he had been taught, perhaps even by the great Dr. Arnold, of
Rugby, to be true and honest and fearless, and at the same
time to develop not only his brains, but the thews and sinews
It was long ago that we thought that
the Lord gave him.
the Bishop

comes

;

to the

We clap our hands and cry

!

American yachts were

blow and towering
seas ? And is not Sappho a match for anything afloat, be
it in
a gale or zephyr ? Have not other American schooners faced
the dangers of the deep off soundings, and reached a
home
port again with the same spars they carried out ? And who,
in

of one day and part of another in her

skilled in the ins and outs of a Field Trial, who scarcely allows his dog to go beyond the reach of his hand and voice,
such a thing is very possible. We have received many letters
on this subject, and it is one worthy of attention, and regarding which we shall be glad to have the views of our readers.
If Field Trials are to become popular and universal it is necessary, first, to guard against anything like unfairness, or favor-

that

the Atlantic and bravely meet blow after

when one dog, doubta good one after a fashion, was allowed to consume nearly

less
all

Advertising Rates.

few years ago the idea

would have been rejected with scorn and the announcement
received as high treason. Did not America run a British fleet
hull down? Did not Vesta, Fketwing and Henrietta cross

mistakes sim-

afforded him of

occurred at the late Minnesota Trials,
Twenty-five per cent,

a

unfitted for cruising, and built entirely with a view to
racing, at a sacrifice of almost every other desirable
quality,

making them, is
ranked as better than the high-spirited, wide-ranging dog who
works as nature and his master intended him to, merely because the judges cannot, or do not care to keep up with the
latter.
No better instance of this can be cited than one which
is

:

CORINTHIAN SENTIMENTS.

Mm as well as the professional.
may

gpte&t and &trean{ §ahlishing fgomyatfs,.

it

who

we apprehend that it will meet with assent from many who
have witnessed Field Trials, the question arises as to whether
the " Corinthian" should not have some opportunity shown
it is

PUBLISHED BY

when

handles his dogs with
If the latter proposition holds, and

a view to " trials" alone.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

in, and we entertain the hope that good leaven
will
all masses of society.
It is altogether exceptional
the consciousness of strength develops brutal instincts
rather tends to temper them.

believed

;

as against the professional breaker

teach what

but

Trials have been

It occurs to us that there is

discussion as to the

be held in this country in the future

first to

We do not want O'Leary clericals, nor fox hunting deacons,
we must ever inculate the idea that rational amusements,
where health and strength are afforded, are of as much benefit

that the Tennessee Field Trials will be held as usual

this fall.

much

very

inferior to our British cousins across the sea? All this
is very
true.
Our large schooners, or rather some of them,

are able

sea boats,

and have

for skippers

men who have trod the quarmany a year, and who can

ter-deck of square rigged craft for

need be, keep a clay's reckoning, take an altitude and work
out a sight without landing themselves on the prairie or
in
the middle of Africa. But what applies to our largest
schooners unfortunately cannot be said of the smaller craft, in
which
most of the rising generation receive their first induction
if

and acquire their first taste for seamanship and a life
at
There was a time not long ago wbtu we stood alone
in
but knowing something of the sport in the
old country as well as in the new, and feeling
convinced Chat
into

sea.

these assertions

;

would in time develop among us as it had
abroad, and that sooner or later a class of sailor
graduates
would naturally spring from among the racing members
of
the yachting public, our efforts have been directed in
the first
place to calling attention to the difference between racing
machines and jockeying, as a means of excitement and
passing
pleasure, and the nobler phase of the sport, as
embodied in
the cruising yachtsman, master of a sea-going clipper,
captain
of Ins own ship, and all which that implies; and in
the second
place to pointing out the most ready course by which the
aspiring tyro could steer in the wake of his leaders and
the cruising spirit

climb

the ratlines of the ladder of proficiency, until he himself
in
turn shall have reached the pinnacle of the Corinthian
prolession.
That we struck the current of the popular inclinations
is becoming more aud more evident with the
advent of every
season.
This is what the committee having in charge the recent "cruising trim regatta" of the Dorchester Yacht
Club

say in their circular

"Inasmuch as the
tas is to develop the

tendency of the usual practice of regatracing at the expense of the 'cruising'
fact, receives very little, if any encouragement at all, the promoters of and subscribers to 'this
race have instituted it and opened it to all yachts large enough
for cruising purposes, in the hope and expectation
that
cruising' yachtsmen wdl appreciate the effuri, and that
the
result will appear eventually in the multiplication
of Bea-coing
models, and the corresponding diminution of the 'skim dish 1
and 'sailing.macbine' varieties of yachts, which have been
model, which

'

'

latter, in

'

and are yet for a while, in favor. The fact that so
of the larger craft are hauled into winter quarters before weather liable to test their abilities can be looked
for,
speaks for itself, and demonstrates without words the need of
the stimulus it has been, aud is, the aim of this regatta to
supply.
The mouth for this race (October; has been chosen as being the more likely to furnish the desired weather,
and as also less likely to bring to the starting line craft which
ate unfitted to compete."
so long,

many

We need hardly add that they strike the nail on the head,
and that ere long we expect to hear others speak in the same
strain.
The influence upon model aud rig can only be to the
good of the sport.
Trrs Bisbv Club.— Gen. R. U, Sherman, of Oneida County,
whose sketches have frequently enriched the columns of Fonkst and Stream, has associated himself with Lynott B.
Root, 11. Lee Babeoek, Henry J. Cookinghain, A. T. Goodwin and James W. Husted (the "Bald Eagle of Westchester")
and incorporated the Bisby Club, for the purpose of hunting
and fishing in the Northern New York Wildemess, and have
leased some 7,000 acreB and built a lodge in the neighborhood
of the headwaters of the Moose and Black Rivers, in Herkimer County. Their Arcadia is reached from Alder Creek Station, on the Utica and Black River Railroad, by a wagon ride
of twenty-one miles, a row of three miles across Woodhull
Lake, and a walk into the woods, about a mile beyond. The
membership of the club is limited to twenty, and parties visiting the lodge must provide Iheir own supplies and service.
With regard to the nature of the supplies, we notice by the
club pamphlet before us, that Gen. Sherman recommends
baked beans, and Secretary Root, sardines, both very good in
their way, and seldom known to be in any one else's way.
We wish the club success.
P. 8. There is fiabing up there, they say.

FOREST AND STREAM.
CAME PROTECTION.
in Abundanoe.

—Dr.

land, Ohio, naturally inquires

why

Wild Ricb

when

to Minuesota for wild rice,

end

Lake Erie abound in

of

E.

the marshes of the west

all

He

it.

patches covering 100 acres or more.

to collect

tober is

until

it is

of

venture to say that

I

Most people who wish wild

it

"I know

says;

Sandusky Bay

there arc over 1,000 acres of this plant in
this time."

Cleve-

necessary to send

is

it

of

Sterling,

at

rice neglect

efforts

The

of Oc-

too late iu the season.

first

late.

Lbttkb prom Judge Evrrts.— Editor Forett and Stream
make to you a report, and of sportsmea and
:

I beg loiive to
naturalists in

New

New

York,

Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware a request
First, I report that the migratory
quail turned down by me this season bred well, the nests
averaging about ten eggs each, nearly all of which hatched,
and the young birds, we have good reason to believe, mostly
lived and have gone South.
They disappeared from this section ab jut the 1st of September.
The request I have to make
of sporismeu aud others is that they will inform me through
your columns of the Southern progress of the birds, so far as
they observe it. They resemble to a degree in color and
marking tbe American bird. The tail is shorter and the wings
longer, however.
In size they are. inferior to our bird. They
are not as strong on the wing, nor do they make quite as
much Dolse sod Sutter when they get up. They are easily
distinguished from the natives by a very ordinary observer.
If gentlemen will take the trouble to report them, if they are
seen, it will go far to enable us to judge of their habit of migration and progress.
Will they oblige us in this matter?
Very truly yours,
Martin G. Evebts.
Rutland, Vt., Oat. 11, 1878.
:

We

our friends will respect the request of our valued

trust

correspondent, and put an earnest effort into their labors.

Ed. F.

J. J. Reilly won the first competition on the excellent record
of 45 points, viz.: First competition, 100 yards ba
JJRetlly
5
5 4
14 5 6 5 4 4-45
J L Paulding
4-41
8 6

KS

J

1444445

Smith

C Snmrty

—

Virginia. The Committee on Laws of the Virginia Fish and
Association has the whole game law code under advisement, aud hope to be able to present to the coming Legislature
such amendments as will render it satisfactory to all parts of the
State.
This committee is composed of Judge T. N. Garnett,
of Norfolk Dr. M. G. Ellzey, of Montgomery Colonel John
M. Patton, of Albemarle; Thomas Williamson, Esq., of Loudoun and John S. Wise. Esq , of Richmond. The laws are
generally well observed throughout the State.
;

;

—

Saved His Mutton. Mr. George Simmons, of Jamaica,
Long Island, while out gunning, shot a quail, which is a violation of the game law.
His neighbors threatened to inform
the authorities, but he got the start of them by going before a
magistrate and himself lodging information against himself.
He was fined $10, which he paid. He then claimed half the
fine for giving the information, and was handed back $5.

Ohio— Cincinnati,

10.

.5
...S

8 Sumner.

555565556555
48555555
666355555555
53554555
545 55544545

9110

3

6
6

1,0110

.4

4

soo

...

.

4

3

4

5
6

5

6
5

4

4

5
3
5

5

5

5

5

6

6

3

5

3

O'Connor..

.5 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 4

Fender

1

1544534

6

6

3

5

5

6
5

3

3
5

4

6

5

4

5

5

5
6

4

5

2

5

453434443505
3

5

4

5

Seppenfki.dt Rifle

moor rules; 200
Baeamann

1.

J Garrison

R

Richards

O

Bosch.

3

5-67

4

5-6T—202

4
4

5— Co
5— HO
5—01—192

4

4

5

5

4

5

5-6S
4—40
4—4 1—139

—

!

500 yards. Totals
3 4 3 5 8 5 5-30—55
4 4 5 4 5 5 5— s3— 58
4 5 5 4 4 4 4—30—59
4 4 4 5 4 4 4—29—54
5 5 5 5 5 5 6—85—62
4 5 3 3 3 4 4— 27^19
5 2 4 4 3 4 4— 26—45
5 S 5 5 5 5 5—35—62
8 4 2 5 4 6 5—23—56

4 33434
5444 35

Mania
'i

yards.

4-26
3—25
4—29
4—25
454334 4—27
2 32244 5—22
3 3 3 4 2 4 0—19
4 4 4 4 4 4 3—27
4 44434 5—23

-.iwondge

3 4 4 3 4 4
3 3 4 3

Tln.,riethw:iite

Prazer, Jr

Bamfurd
Mailoiy

Winegar

4 4

has now been won once by each of the followTrowbridge, Thistlethwaite and Mallory.
fall meeting of the Mohawk Valley Kifle Asssociation
will be held Tuesday and Wednesday, October 15 and 16.
There are nine competitions on the programme. The first is
the Association Directors' match, 200 yards the Becond for
members of any military organization in the sixth division,
distance 200 and 500 yards third, short range match, 200
yards; fourth, National Guard match, open to teams of six,
distance 200 and 500 yards fifth, subscription match, 500
yards sixth, and range match, 500 yards seventh, Utica
Citizens' Corps match; eighth, long-range 800 and 1,000
yards ninth, 1,000 yards' subscription match. The prizes
aggregate value is $737 50.
B. A. G.

The medal

ing

:

The

;

;

;

;

Club— 177

40
40
45
45
44

Win Seppenfeldt
EHoltzmann
W Adams
.1

E

Story, Jr

Kern

41

E

Vooili

44

M

44613443

3

;

Bowansville.— Match shot between two
members of the Dunkirk, N. Y., aud Bowmanville, Canada,
Each team shot on their own club range, Oct. 5
Rifle Ciubs.
500 yards, N. B. A. rules. High winds on Dunkirk range :
'

Bowmanville, Canada, Rifle Club.
MoJCanghlin, Hem Creed
Scott Russell, Hajnard Creed

Dunkirk:

Cant Miller, Bern mid-range
R J Gross, Rem Creed

—

5

5

555

6

55

5

556485

6—7.4

2653555665554 5—71—145

Amateur

3 3 3 4 4 3
2 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 4
2 8 2 4 8 3 4 3 i

Bowery,

GC
M

H

WinRel
Rothenberg

C G

possible 50

;

HOhl

WM
I.Tn

JIB

Farrow

5 4 4

55564560546

5—73
5—70—142

Prospect Hills Rifle Club—Neio York, Oct. 12,—The
Prospect Hills opened the season by a competition for a 100yards marksman badge at Washington Park this afternoon
open to all members P. H. R. C. distance, 100 yards
weapon, any rifle within the N. R. A. rules badge to tie won
three times before becoming personal property of winner. Mr.
;

;

;
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4
5

4
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4

4

4
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5
4

1

1

6

5

4

5

4

"

5

4

4

64

64

JlMim

64

O

M

c Gardner

W

Martin

;

4

3

5

4-68
4—67

4

5-117

5-66
4
4 5—66
4 6 4-66
5 5 4 4—66
4

5
5

4

4

4

4
"

4- 06
4-65
5-65

w U Sandford
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81

lUnrsp
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n

P Tusterln

ETEa™
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N
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m
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.

McLaughlin.. .."01

comers

all

:

*

1

'-'™> 3

62
02
62
C2

LHGreVe

W Griffith
Jackson

4

5

4

200 yards

;

any military
J

;

5
5
3

4
4

~*\iii\%%\\\\\
5
4
405154
\VP

MFarro W :;::-.-.:.::-..-i

I'HUolton
?&>ite
±1

4

8

:

r
•.V'l'" '"^'

I
W

5

v

.

a A Peaij

.4

4

4
5

4
3

4

4

3

8
4
4

3

5

Wood

t Price

J

AMcNim-

HJ

5
4

4
4

4
4

5
5

5

6

5

4

5

g=£
5-€4
4-63
4-63

8

4

Allen

61
ei

1

1,

.1

r Gronman

61

E W Price
A Anderson

69
b<>

..

llowlel,t.......,(lo

68
V.V.5S

Military team match open to teams of twelve from any
regiment in N. J. S. N. G. (200 and 500 yards) using U. 8.
I
held rifle; ten rounds each distance
prize, a tronhv.
* J'
value $200:

B Z
.!

h

4

4

Short-range match
40 entries

43
43

4
4
4
4

68

rifle

;

O Juueon
M Punier

49
49
16

6

<;i

:

Zettler

5

o

W load
F J Brown..

,

rifle

4

J

'

;

5

1,5

J

89
38
30
30
36

4

1

L Snellen
JFKathyen
i 1
Matt

->\

5

4

WEBttnlftp

43
42
49
42

Walter

4

4

4

cfi

::

A

4
5
4

PHDolton
Wit Jttotaon
O G Zettler.
Settler

W

J Hoagiand
Sonoll
J linden

5

4

.'lien

I

4

4

4

WL M Farrow

4-83
3-35
4-35
4—32

Chambers

.)

5

4
4

4
4

TJConroy
J T B Collins

10.— Creed-

Oct.

64(5564 65
55
555400 444
54
454554 4
46454 548
4454544

\

Vail

CW Minor

B..I1.W

;

Vo.lol

ngel

i

New

DGulhai

44
it
44

J Levy

Officers.

J Dutll..

LQ

—The following

German shooting

societies

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hall, 136

Newark avenue,
Oct.

Club

Rifle

they are (the members of that club) as clever a set of gentlemen, and as promising marksmen as there are in any club in
the country, still we do not feel as well satisfied as we shall
on our own range. I append the score of the shoot on Saturday, the 5th instant.

Union

shoot, Lake View and G.
distance 200 yards standing

s

H

:

;

4554
5 445'
4
444534564
04433444-;
4 5 4
4-.
4 4

4
5 5
4

6

3

5

4

3

5

4

n B Freeman

g
4
4
4 4
4

4

4

4

3
4

4

i

i

$

McCoUueil

3

4

4

5

4

4

3

s

4
4

2
4

4-33
4 4 4—32
4 3 4 2-32
5 4 4 3—31

5

3

44444434*
44444444
14
4:

coleliour

Gregg

Field

Bums

4

3

3

2

'4

3
2

,.

Young

3

4
3
6

4

S

3

4

4

5

l!-30

H. DliOKY.

Milwaukee,

W

LNolte
J Washington
Blurry

Griffith

75
72
72
OS
67

31

200
31

600

T'l

30

34
33
SO
25
25

e4
g4
64
63
69

si

BFHart

84
38
34

I, mcklMi-dl
32
.38
29
JasHSymes
Second Battalion,

USpolm...,

SJSNG.

Sergt MHalstead... 70

JB

Holler

,i9

on

9)
JJDcMorr

511

II Licliteuberg

52

Ueo Sshor

43

'i'hlrtl
li3

02
02

MNOrlott
iCortelyou

62

^ Diers

01

Ltcaasaer

os

.

H W Mabil
F W Hover
F

.".'.* '.'.'.".

40
'.."so

is

.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'."32

Coyte

(4

.

MJSNG.

Regiment,

JWScbroeder
5u John Berbal Ian
32
P Sinhriue
44 W
20
W A F Randolph,. ..40 c EI.oveland.
Johnson
57
CV Sharing.,,
30 J F Way....!!!!!!','20

N J S N G.

Filth Begiment,

CorpU M low:-,scn..ir.3
Lt W H Alexander."
C1, f.s
'
t t
T
JL
°t z'a

P Preeland

52
50

V «Pri"ger.

£
^'iv'^V -.V
DWDeMqtt

WmMenley

50
l!ainard....41
,v Van
viio"oren
Doren
4U
Sadler
39

';mi.

W

it

H

u

J York

Wm

Iletaehick
32
lieo JNeil
20
J Scattcrgood..!.'.';".18

"Hayes" long-range match; open to all comers; 900,
l,000"'and 1,100 yards; fifteen shots each distance; prize,
7 £
'
-.
fold hfldo-p vain*. 'fcftM
.

W

II

900 yds.

Jackson....

FHyde

UL

FAPerry

A tlatry

J

L Allen

I

yds.

1,100 yds.

Total.

66
so
60
49
85
go
01

,

M J Ciaham
All Jay

H

1,00(1

;«;

,'l'irse

W M Farrow

Fisuer

,.

13

,,

Champion badge, First Brigade, N. G. of N. J. open to
all members of First Brigade
rifle, that furnished by State200 and 500 yards first prize, gold badge, presented
by Mai!
;

;

;

1

J. J.

Wandell, Inspector for First Brigade
200

W P Wood
Lt W HGreve

600

18

T'l
23
27
25

17

22

Lt

Alex MeNair

19

LtCU Gorman

200
13

FWPalmatter

CM Sdmes

500

T'l

17

H A Horwar
14
Lt Isaac R Cenman.. 9

0s

14

Short-range team match, open to teams of four from
any
clubororgauization, 200 and 300 yards, any rifle, ten shots
each distance, three prizes
:

Railway Rille and ShootiDg Club.
Oct.

Practice at Soldier's
follows
Markham, Rem
Johnston, Kern

11.— Not much wind, but a glaring light.
Home, over the 1,000 yard range, was as

200 yards.

..444443545

35445555
65S55355
63035555
..603444545
5

4

11 ake, Rem
Yale, Item

4

4

8

5

5

5

4

5

4

5.4356

Sharps

300 yards.
4 4 5 5 3 4 4 4 4

5—42

55444446 4-42
44344444 3—33
..4 44444634 5-41

5—46
4—45
t-43
6^10
5-3_
4—34

4-41— S3

433456443 4—39—81
314444443 5—3S—76
44253 4 344 2—35—76

...8
..4

:

1'itWiU",

85
35

.37
.41
.80

Grove

II

=

4

.40

63

Jersey City.

11.— The G. R. Thomas

L

T

T'l
(9

M Siimis
Sergt I, Gall

—

Humboldt

BOO

W P Wood

Lt

Beat

have recently elected new officers
Williamsburg Schuetzen Gescllschaft
Joseph Burger,
President; William Hahn, Vice-President; Charles Falkenmeyer, Secretary ; L. Adelstein, Treasurer C. Horny and C.
Beck mann, Shooting-masters.
Tritonen Schuetzen, of New York—A. Lorcnz, Captain for
two years; A. Schuler, 1st Lieutenant (the 2d lieutenant will
be elected in six months)
Saurer, Secretary, and Gaerth,
Treasurer for one year.
Jersey Schuetzen Corps—A. Ermisch, Captain
F. H.
Jacobi, Recording Secretary; Dr. R. Lienan, Financial Secretary; L. Lienan, Treasurer
A. Appel, Custodian
J. Rasehen, 1st Shooting-master H. Wollens, 3d Shooting-master.
This corps will hold hereafter their meetings in Brummer's

.

New York

.316

Rifle Club.

South

CAxoi,rsA.—C/iurleston, Oct. 13.— Great interest is
rifle match, which
come off iu November. Two teams from Georgia have
already entered, and it is probable that more will enter.
Almost all of the Charleston organizations will enter teams.

being manifested here in the approaching
is to

Empire

Rifle Clnb.

A

Good Shot.— On the 21st ult., Robt. J. Kimball, of
Brooklyn, Secretary of the New York Slock Exchange Uifle
Club, while with the Dwight-Wimair Sporting Club on their
annual hunt in theMuskoka region of Canada, shot and killed
a large black bear with a Sharps mid-range rifle, at a distance
of 125 yards. The bear was running at his best when shot.
The ball entered his back, passed through the length of the
body, and severed the jugular vein. His weight was about
three hundred pounds.
E, E. B.

First Brigade, N. G. S.
80
29
63 Grove
34
22
56 Gibson

*
Sums

f

1

N

J.

32
27

Total..

'l°

Bergen Point Rifle Association.
41
37
78 Dort
40
35
75 Conroy

m"

Ratll J e n

37

34
S3

.,".%

N.

J.

STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
Fall Mbktiso.

The

first

meeting of the

New

Jersey State Rifle Association

enabled the directors to know and feel just what strength they
have in range work. They have made a start, and now
remains the work of building up an interest in the State on
of

rifle practice, until it shall

not be a fact that a ma-

marksmen in a long-range match shall come from
without the State. With a week of good weather, Briutou
range was a fair grouud for all comers.
The mosquitoes had

jority of the

retired for the season, so the tender-skinned visitors

were not
handicapped against the leather-bound Jerseymen. The targets worked well, albeit they were of cauvas, and
therefore
prejudiced against by old Creedmoor men. The matches were
well put, and the prize list fairly liberal, and the officers of

71
62

^

Total

all lines

Rifle Club.

65544 5 55555*65

BA

Zettlek Rifle Club.—Weekly shoot of the Club at 207
Bowery, Oct, 15
10 shots, off-band
Creedm'oor .22 cal.

vs.

Dr

ten prizes

E E Low

The

;

Dunkibk;

j

Club

yds. target reduced
is Ann Grneneberg
4T Tn Regan
41;
J Waoker

Cowlea

:

Partis

S—39
B—87.

4 4 3

Burns

Ctunoweih
Drury

4— OS

Rifle Range Utica, iV. Y. Oct. 5.
Third competition for Ilion badge and cup, 200 and 500 yards,
seven shots each distance, any rifle

Parks

4

Davies

>radley

—

MownAWK Valley

2110

4-41
4-41

Maeauley

2
5

4

4

Rifle
at Price's Hill to-day.

Cram

5—72

Spofford.

..0003003

4

6

3 4 4 S 4 '4-39

Mclutyre...4 5 B 3

Thomas R. C, Chicago
5

.5445553
8 5
5 5 5

5

4

:;

4.— The Irish-American

Oct.

lAFreemau

4

EC

...5

5

5-75
4-67
5 5—73—215
5

2

..5655555

4

D

any long-range iu the country. They are now indebted to the
Lake View Rifle Club for the use of their range, and although

—

:

J

5

6

negotiating for that range west of the Chicago Trotting
Park, and, in case they get it, shall fit it up in a style equal to

—

6

3

is still

Massachusetts Walnut Hill Bavge, Oct.
fied, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards.
Match
5

4
a

gave their second tournament
following are the best scores
Heusen
4 5 8 4 4 6 8 5 4 5-42 O'Harc
Taiif
.4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4-42
Daly

Illinois— Chicago,

§¥ B*fo800

4
4

Saturday, the 5th, a private subscription match was
shot at same place.* C. Smarty carried off the honors with 41
Next Saturday the First competition tor the club
out of 50.
trophy, a revolver, takes place; same conditions as " Marksman's Badge.
J. L. P.

;

Game

1,000

4
4

the State Guard have now a precedent upon which
to improve.
In the military shooting there was va~,t room for improvement,
while the number of entries are ridiculously low. The
unique
match of the season was that at 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 yards
ranges if we mistake not, the first all comers' prize match
ever set at those distances,
Without further introduction,
the scores are annexed. Short range
match, open to all comers,
any rifle, 200 yards, standing position, fifteen rotmds, eighty6 J
ton »"•-">"
'

On

MLRiggs
P Penning

&S,

;

229

Rahway Rifle and Shooting
g" ,bs

3S

Sn-uier

38

40
32

Club, Second

Team.

Martin

78
70

36
34

Vail

33

69

Retired

Headquarters N. G. match, open to any member of N. G.
of N. J., in uniform, 200 and 500 yards, any military rifle,
five
rounds each distance.
Prize A badge presented by General
:

Capt J
Greve

W

200 yards.
Griffith

4

gf&gfe

1

800 yards.

4-20

*—21
19

I

j

_.,
t

4444 4—20
0243 4—13
3—13
3 442 3-10

Wooti
Palineiiiicr

Malague
«' l S °, n
'

u

2 4 3
8 2

3-12

2—7

5—31— 41
5—19—40
2— IS— 37
3—17—37
2—11—81

4 5 4 3

5 2 4
4 5 3
2 2 4
3 K 2

3
4
6

4

II
3 3
2 2 2

2 4 4

Way
Denman

8 6

8
4 4 4 4

4

McNalr

t

444

4 4

,

2

2— 8-21
0— 6— ID
0— 2—18
0— 0—13

Retired,

Sterling badge match, open to any member of N.
G. of N.
uniform, 200 and 500 yards, any military rifle, flyeshotfj

J., in

;;

:

:

—

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

230
each range.

A

badge presented by Colonel

W. H.

1 conimeoee/l at 100 yards, using a cardboard target and
a fi-inch bull's-eye, and used the open bead frost sigh!, and
shot, in my Creedmoor position, being careful to have the
4 2 5 4 6-80—88
bull's-eye central each shot.
After shooting 12 or 15 shots
Wood
4 4 5 4 5—22
5
3 4 4—16—38
3544 3—19
Mulague
2034 4-18—32 into the bull's-eye 1 retired to the 200-yard point, anil shot
an equal number, shooting 15 shots of each kind of powder
Greve
6 8 5 4 3—18
2 3 4 3—12—30
4 3 4 4 3—18
MeNair
2 2 5 2— 11— SO
before going to 200. I marked all the first shots, and had
4 4 4 4 5—19
3 2 4 3 6— 15— £4
StftUtS
Palmcmior
4 4 2 0—10
2B0 2 5— 9—1» changed the bull's-eye for an 8-inch one, being careful that
O0033—6
02020— 4-1U their centres should be in the same place exactly. I had a
Way
00000—0—6 man at the target to note each shot, and when 'doue there
Gibson
U 3
2 0— 5
Deoinan
200 00— 2
Eetired.
was no mistaking the range or the kind of powder each hole
vi'ii.
The average drop of the shots fired with
The McClellan Badge, presented by His Excellency, Geo.
the 115 grains Laflin & Rand was nine inches between
B. McClellan, Governor of New Jersey, to be awarded to the
100 and 200 yards
Of the 105 grains Curtis & Harvey,
individual making the highest aggregate score in the military
tried the Curds & Harvey at 2S0
1 then
team match, the headquarters K. G. match, and the mulch seven iuch-.s.
for the "Sterling Badge.''
The badge to remain in the pos- yards, and found that the drop was an average of 12 inches
those
shot
at
from
100
yards. The Laflin and Rand dropped
session of the winner until the next Fall Prize Meeting of this
at 250 yards, an average oi 14 inches from those shot at 100
Association, when it will be placed in competition as may be
yards.
I then tuck a long-range cartridge, 100 grains Laflin
then directed.
Won by Lieut. W. P. "Wood.
& Rand and 540 grains pointed bullet, and it struck full 2J
Spirit of the Times long-range match, open to all comers

Prize:

Sterling, State Inspector of Rifle Practice
200 yards.
Capt-Geo Griffith
3 4 4 3 4—18

gret that the terms should be such as to practically preclude
us from entering.
" With regard to your team having a " walk over " the
course, we shall look with much interest for the scores made,
though there is no necessity for their shooting at all. The
Palma is yours as much when challenged as w'heu you have
gained a victory.
" With kind remembrances to my friends in America, I am
yours very truly,
H. St. J. Halfohd."

.

500 yards.

JP* §nmt

of §hess.

;

weapon, any riae distance, 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 fifteen
shots at each distance position, any without artificial rest
entrance fee, $5 the rules of the National Ritle Association
to govern in the match, except where modified by the special
conditions herein set forth no sighting shots nor previous
practice on the day of the match no coaching allowed by
competitors or outsiders, and no assistance allowed to any
competitor in keeping score books. '' Spotting " shots, giving
or receiving any information, to debar the competitor so
offending from further competition and from the receipt of
any prize a rope will be drawn twenty feet in rear of the
firing points, and but
two competitors at one firing
point will be allowed within the rope at the same time.
No. 2 entering the inclosure while No. 1 is in the act of firing,
entering
and No. 3 not
until No. 1 comes out, and so on. No
conversation allowed between competitors while within the
ropes.
In addition to the scorer, a spotter will he at each
firing point, who will note the shot of each competitor.
competitor may look through the "spotter's" glass and locate
the shots for himself, if he so prefers. No telescopes or field
glasses, except those in use by the spotters, will be allowed in
the match. First prize, gold, $100 second prize, $25 third
fourth prize, $10 ; fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth,
prize, $15
ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth
;

Notice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be
addressed •' Chess Editor Fobest and Stream P, o, box 54, Wolootivilie.

Conn."

Problem No. 27.
Motto: Tarrytown.

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

prizes,

$5 each.
Frank Hyde.

3
5
,,4

1,000
1,100
1,200

54B3453565555
3454S5534G554
4836645464453
L
0444465855454
3444S56435355
4448465556
54
W M Farrow.
0454566326444
454646443434
4443260343620
I

1,(1110

2

l.luO
1,200

2

3

1,000
1,100
1,200

2

2

4—66
4—65
2—00—191

Allen.

5

an Express

5— 5T
2—59
3—60—176

2

6—58
3—66
4—16—160

Win Hayes.
1,000

5

1,100

.,,,.,....-..4

lim.:..r.
"^'

-/

3
2

5

6

2

4

5 3-. 2
5~ 5 4

S
4

5

4

i

3

4

4

5
5

4

B— 55

6

5—02
4—39—156

0R34R55442422
EA
2255S54255324
58584554535
R544B04352623
a

a

Perry.

2

1,000
J'lOO
iJuOO

8

3-54

5— 6»
2-40—164

W B Jackson.

000034 453656
6S55556554555
5

1000
I'inO

4

I^OO!!.'.'

4440304035532
AH
445435555423
4202425535344

5-44
5—71
3—39—154

Jooelyu.

1000

2

I'lOo"

5
3

l}i00.'.".'.'.'.'.

Ann

i

Ann

.4
2
2

'.'.'.

4

5— CO

4K3K33 22 5560
M J Graham,
4534634053
03

3—51

3

3

2

2

6

4

3

3

4

3

5
2

2— 3T—148

4-49
4—33
5 4 4—14—126
4

43K35520502
H
3004465343653
B
3B
B 3BB4042650
FF
2202235236444
0200033554344
054242268302
GL
234555444
S5
85003000030303
00200045224
J A
03302300024
.1000B3200000
OBEBB04005000

1200.'.'.".'."

Fisher.

5

ono

1

....2

I'-.m
1>I0.'.'.".',".'.'.'.'.'.'."

5

5

5

3

4

5

3

2

5-62
0-42
0—28—128

Saunders.

!

01)0

1

100

1200

2-42
0-34
3-39—115

2

....2

'

!."."".

'.'..".".

2

2

2

3

Morse.

0H0

T

,'ioo
'

8

2

I200".".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.""...«

4—56
3—23
0—21—100

Hatry.

i

|'

MO

.B

1(,n

|'2oq

4

6

3

5
3

5-31
0-1T

0-12-

below where the lowest of the Express bullets had done.
then took the .40 cal. mid-range rifle, 30inch barrel, and
at 100 yards, taking a new target.
it
The powder
charge in this case was 72 grains of Curtis & Harvey, and 78
graius of Laflin & Rand. Both kinds shot into the same
group
at
100
yards.
4-inch
At 200 yards the Curtis & Harvey dropped 8 inches, and the Laflin & Rand averaged 11
inches drop. About 50 shots were fired with the .40 cal.
gun. The sights and the holding were the same as in the
trial of the .44 cal. gun, the object being to get the exact
drop of the bullet between the ranges. Mr. F. J. llabbeth,
the well-known rifleman, was on the range a good part of
the time and rendered valuable assistance, and did a portion
of the shooting. 3Ir. R. tried his 24-inch Winchester, model
1873, on an adjoining target while the .40 cal. bullets were
being tried, and found that the average drop of about 20
shots between 100 and 200 yards was 24 inches.
My conclusions are, from the above experiments, that Mr.
Rigby is correct when he says that with the Express sights
and such a charge and bullet, that for ordinary hunting purposes no change of sights is necessary between 100 and 250
yards, beyond taking a very fine sight at 75 to 100 yards and
a rather coarse one from 175 to 250 yards, to bring down a
deer, antelope, or any other game worthy of being shot with
feet

I

tried

bullet.

Now, for some experiments showing the effect of such a
bullet with such a charge of powder, Ifind the .44 cal. bullet,
with either kind of powder, will go through 12 to 14-inch
solid pine, but that only f to £ the weight of the lead wil get
through, the rest being left on the way among the fibres of
the wood. The first .41 cal. I fired was into a block of pine
Of course it came
9 inches thick, at a distance of 50 feet.
through, but when I looked at the hole where it came out I
was greatly disappointed, for it was only J diameter. Altera
while it occurred to mo to split open the block and see what
had been done on the way. At 2 inches from where the bullet entered the hole was 1$ inch in diameter, where the
wood had been carried away clean and clear, and from that
By the time the bullet
it gradually tapered oil to the exit,
was into the wood its length the hole was over 1 inch in diameter. The .40 cal. bullets have a penetration of about 9 to
10 inches in solid pine, and expand just as rapidly on enterOn shooting one at 50 .feet at a block of
ing as the .44 cal.
pine, 5 inches diameter across the grain, the bole at the exit
was nearly as large as the hole made by the .44 cal. in the
case above mentioned, and on shooting one at two pieces of
1^-inch hlack-walnut plank, very dry, and placed 2 inches
apart, the exit ou the first one measured lj inches across the
grain and 1| lengthwise of the grain in diameter, and it
started intothe second plank on the same scale, but came
out only about a f-iuch hole. From the shape of the bullets
when caught and the appearanco of the track left through
the front of the ball when it strikes
soft woods, the air
and begins to upset forces out. the hollow portion until it is
turned" back upon the base, being, in fact, turned in soft
pine wood completely wrong side out in going in 8 to 4
inches, or even less; and as the bullets keep their rotary motion as long as they do their forward motion the effect on any
And I am prepared to
living animal must be siuiplj erriflc.
believe all that has been stated about game being dropped in
their tracks at 250 yards by a shot in the flank when a bullet
are now prepared to furnish rifles
of this kind is used.
either long or mid-range, with both the long-range and Express sights, so that they can be used either at the target or
Geo. W. Davison.
on the plains with equal effect.
Bupt. [Sporting Rifles, Prov. Tool Oo.
Providence, Oct. 0, 1878.

m
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EXPRESS RIFLES AND EXPRESS
BULLETS.

White

Game No. 77.—EVAN'S GAMBIT.
Flayed by correspondence between the Italian problemists A. Scgllere
and G. B. Valle
White.
Black.
White.
Black.
A. Seglieri.
«. B. Vallc.
A. Seglieri.
G. B. Valle.
1-P-K4
1-P.K.4
IS—B-QS
13— B-Q B
2— Kt-K B2
2-Kt-Q B3
14-R Q3
14— B-Q KB
3—B-B4
3-B-B4
15— K tus Kt 16—P (SB K
4— P-Q KM
4— B tks F
18— Q-Q B2
16— B-Q2
5-P-Q B3
G—B-Q 114
it—a io-os
IT—KtltoKt
5— p.Q4
6—P Its F
18-QtEaKt
IS—B Ell
7— Castles
S— B-Q HI!

7—Kt-TS
s— P-Q:;
9-P-U4

10—B-Q Kio
It—P tks P
IB-Q-Q ku:

10-Kt-K5
11— B-Q2
12-P-Q K3

,

The. 44 cal. are ^-inch long; are flat across the base are hollow from the, point to within 7-32 of an inch of the base.
This hollow is 20-100 of an inch in diameter, and the air is
kept out by a thin copper tube like an empty cartridge case,
which is inserted so that its closed end comes just flush with
the end of the bullet. They weigh 280 grains. The .40 cal.
are made on the same principle, are ^ of an inch long and
weigh 225 grains. The composition is 1 part tin to 20 parts
as the ordilead, and thev are patched in the same manner
nary or mid-range bullets. I had great curiosity to see how
so light a bullet would work with so large a charge of p w;

der as our English cousins say is necessary to develop the
Express principle; and yesterday I took one each of our
long range and mid-range rifles to the Blackstone Kange to
experiment.
When last in New York I had obtained some of Curtis *
Harvey's Diamond Grain Is o. 6 powder for this very purpose,
in the
and had loaded roy shells with 105 grains C and
41 cal., and also some with 115 grains of Laflin &. Hand

H

Creedmoor No. 7. The difference iu the specific gravity of
the above powders is shown by the fact that the shells were
full to within 1-lGib of the top in each case.
The only point I expected to settle at the range

far this charge could
.Sight*.

be

was how
deposed on without Change of

His

letter is

it

is

worth study on the part of our National Riile Asit puts the whole matter in a full, clear

light.

Sir

Henry says

" I do not think that I have much to add to my oftenexpressed views as to best course to be pursued to keep up
the interest in the great international rifle matches, for I still
think that, to make them a success, they should not be open
to more than (among others) one team from the old country.
Your IS. R. A., however, were so adverse last year^ to any
restrictions upon separate teams from Ireland and Scotland
that ourN. K. A., which is of opinion that there should be
only one team representing Great Britain and Ireland, would
not consent to countenance any separate teams, whether from
England, Ireland or Scotland. " Nor do I think it likely that a
purely English team will ever be formed to contest the Paima.
The match for the Eleho Challenge Shield shows that it would
not be possible to get a team from any of the three countries
separately which would have a chance of competing successfully against a team chosen from the best shots in the United
States: for, as vou will remember, the winning team— the
Irish—made only 1,010, though the best eight men in the
I fear, then, as long as the present
throe teams made 1,663.
rules are in force that you will in future only have, as this
year, no match, or only Irish or Scotch teams to contend

We, of course, have no right or wish to dispute the
against.
terms for the shooting for a prize given by the American
people. It is simply lor us to accept them or leave, them
alone ; but, in doing the latter, it is certainly a matter of re-

.ml Blaolt reslgni

1

Ma

/,/

VtgU SOMA

—The report of the Judges of the sets of problems entered Id the first
tourney of the British Chess Problem Association awards Die prizes as
1st set prize (" Ex Sudore"), J. H. Flnllnson
:
2d sot prize
("Anything"), P. E. Lamb ; 3d set prize, not awarded ; beat four-move
problem (''Kb Glebt"), C. Callender; best three-move problem (" Que
ressemble"),
J.
W.
Coates
("
ae
;
beat two-move problem
Home, Sweet
Home"), J. Paul Taylor.
follows

;

—The following Is the latest score In the international Tourney :
winners— .1. Copping, in, t. Palmer, Win. :\asb. E. Palmer, II.
Monck, B. 11. Phillip and H. Brewer, one each; J. Parker and ColorSergeant Woods, two each, making a total of elsven British wins.
American winners— William Olcott, T. 11. Forater, L. S. Atkinson,.!.
L. T. Brown, two,
Freeh,!). C. Kogera, and L. W. Davis, one each
making a total of eight American wins. H. Holmes and F. U. Curtlsa
bave drawn one each.

British

;

—The
in the

»
4
5

following Hat embraces all problems entered for competition
Forest and Stream Problem Tourney:

Earnestly Advlae Knowledge.
SriooesB 10 Literature in Chess.
Talk Enough— Gossip.
E Pluribua Duo.
to Richmond.
Act Wiederaehon.
Quickly rndoretnnd and
Ever Chess is
Koyai, Chess Lives Eterually.
irossing the DaDabe.
Only for Position.

<m

7 Sir

regardo J in England.

sociation Directors, as

19—d-ga
20— P-K Ktl
21—R-K Kt
28—P. K Ha

—Chess editors will please address exchange copies to " Bdj; 54, Wolcottvllle, Coon.. V. 8. A." We have added several of onr chess contemporaries to our list, and expect that they will comply with the
above.

Leicester, to Capt, L. O. Bruce, of last year's team, about the

as

19—H-QB
20— Q-K Kt.5
in—Q>K Bfl
22—k tks r
23—B

Bil

CDBSOBY JOTTINGS.

on tub Palma..— Under date of Sep.
tember 22 Sir Henry Half ord writes from his seat at Wistow,

Palma matches

211.

1

As English Opeuox

future of the

In three moves.

I

.:

:

and give mate

1—
1-R tks P
1-K-B3
1— K-KS
2—KtB5
2— K-Kt4or K-Q3 2— Kt-K3
2— E-114 o
3— B tks P or Kt-K7 mate
3—B tkB P or Kt-B mate

1

EDITOR FOHEST AND Sl'BEAM
Having had numerous inquiries in regard to Express bulyour paper, we asked
lets, referring to an advertisement in
Mr. Hobbs, the Superintendent of the Union Metallic
Cartridge Co. to make some adapted to our mid and longrange rifles, and the first installment cams to hand last week.

to play

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—SO.

Kemeinber
-

9
10
it

Me Not.
Down On Duals.

Checkmate if You Can.
Aus liuropa.

smdy Each

56
30

,is Gently.

37

Forgive aud Forbear.

Aleve Carefully,
Bnnitt»aa VI',
11 T.v.i,.-.,ir
Will
Follow.

toward the Mark

A

and

foi

Quo'.'

Waldund Strom flat)
Wald und Strom (2d).

38 Manrieo.
39 Fifteenth Amendment.
40 He who •lines
these

17 Oil HuQU.
18 Tokkaree.
lti

31

32

30

the Prize.

12 Tsrrytown.
13 Blue Sells of Scotland.
Silver Bells.
1(1

A Ten Case.

B3 XIII.
34 I Press

Forget

u

23

24 Featina Lente.
23 Nota Bene.
.vor ;o Excel Alt.
27 Diligence Ensures Success.
26 Load and Keel.
BO Cornblogs.

probs.

Wmlersteln.

20 Klllarney.
21 ,lust So,
22 A Long Look

—The

nn, sword, or pistol

Ma;

Ahead.

41

Be

Patient.

following are entered for competition in

the FholOgrarrti

Tourney
1

What is hope 7 The beauteous
sun which eolorB all it shines

—

_——

UP0Q-

2

Beauty

1-T—

In Simplicity.

—
PlTTSBUBU, Sept. W, 1S7S

H. c. Squires, Esq.:
reply to your favor of the 2ith, would say that Dlttmai
Powder is undoubtedly a superior explosive, and having been wtth Dr,
Carver during his entire public career as a marksman, 1 liave taken

Dear

,iir

-In

Load your cartridge
its efficiency.
formula you hive given, and In no single Instance does It evet
Glass talis are broken 75 and SO yards away, using Hi
little satlsfaoUon to enjoy cleanliness
shot. At the conclusion it la no
of— no smoke.
as a result, to say nothing
E. Q. Hatmib, Agsnt for Dr. .:arv«r.-Uc(».
yours truly,

pains to observe closely
10 tue
fall.

i

FOREST AND STREAM.
The American
tion, Limited.

and the good people of Liege, encouraged by the successful issue of recent experiments, propose to establish, at an early
day, a regular system of cat communication
between that city and the neighboring villages.
Having caught the idea the A. 0. 0.
0. L's. agents are now catching the cats and
training them to their work. The prospectus
of the company, now before us, shows that
the whole North American continent is to be
cobwebbed with ramifications of cat-carrier
lines, radiating from all the principal cities
and reaching from the everglades of Florida
rection,

—

to the snowy wa wastes of Alaska.
The
advantages claimed over the present mail ser-

from the increased

principally

arise

Every one knows

speed of communication.

that a cat can outrun a railroad lightning ex-

By au

press.

application of the liu-pau-cau-

dal-attachment-patented

it

is

estimated that

the natural feline speed will be quadrupled,

and thus

letters

may be forwarded at least five

Silversmiths,

Co.,

and Importers, have

Jewellers,

have turned their

Bolt^iiina

always a large stock of

attention to utilizing the feline instinct of di-

vice

&

Tiffany

CAT Corpora-

Caiiktkk

— The idea was borrowed from

The

Belgium.

racing and other
and on request they pre-

yachting,
sports,

homes, where cats from other stations
which are thus forwarded.
important advaniage claimed by the origi-

An

nators of this scheme

is

Express

trains may be robbed by road agents floods
and storms are elements with which Uncle
;

cannot cope

i,

WATCHES

are guaranteed

and are now very
generally used for sporting and
for accuracy,

requirements. TIFCO. are also the agents

scientific

FANY &
in

America for Messrs. PATEK,

PHILIPPE &

CO., of Geneva, of

whose

celebrated watches they

have a

full line.

also won the second event, killing s birds in Brio
Bl lion
at 33 yards, making a total of ID birds out of 20. This
Is acknowledged to be the best Bhooting
on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, hewing 17 guns by tho best London makers, and winning
the ellver enp, valued at so guineas, presented bv M r.
J
J. Pnrdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia. 1ST6, in the plgoou shooting match between Cant.
Bogardns ana
and
V parous
Mr. South for S500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of loo, using one Rarrel only.
The winning gun also at the great.London Gun Trial, 111TB, homing 108 guns by all tho best make™ nt
Great Britain aud Ireland. THE
TfiBBLE
PAST BKEEOII-LOADEK is the"wonee«t
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in tha rjnftnl
States, Oot. 5, 1675 No. 168,323.
INFRINGEMENTS OK IMITATIONS.

WEDGE

PATENT

BEWARK OF

;

W. W. GREENER,
H.

Mary's ^Works, Birmingham,

St.

SQUIRES,

C.

New York

Agent, No. 1 Oortlandt Btreet,

England.

City.'

webley'sTtreble wedce guns.

Their stock of

Diamonds and other Precious
Bronzes and Pottery, Eleetroand Sterling Silverware
for Household use, fine Stationery and Bric-a-brac, is ihe
largest in the world, and the
Plate

public are invited to visit their

increased safety in

the carrying of valuable messages.

Sam

1S<8, tho

TIMING

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis-

take the messages

P ig e0 n shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
A' *5 e '"ternatlonal
Grand Prix de Casino, an oWrt d'arl valued at
£IW, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
siiiy-sLt of thebestahotB of all nations, and km,
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing it birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 20 !<f yards. He

,

pare special designs for similar
purposes.
Their

tic

their

—

Breech-Loader.l
>
_^

silver

times faster than under the present; system.

are kept in constant readiness to set out for

W.IW.JJreener's Champion TrebleJRTedge; Fast,

articles for prizes for shooting,

We

cannot yet give full details of the enterprise, as they have not been perfected.
Suffice it to say that at each station of the A. C.
0. C. L. cats from all the neighboring stations

231

but a cat will carry the
Koad agents may pepper

;

mails through.
away with then rifles. Did any one ever
know of a cat being harmed by bullets ? The

establishment without feeling
the slightest obligation to purchase.

NEW YORK

UNION SQUARE,

WITHOUT A
Messrs. P.

WEBLEY & SONS,

RIVAL.

Birmingham aud London,

at vastespense, have seenred the mostnerfect
any one factory in England. The result Is that the? can nWtbVn
and irfsnoh increased iiuantiti a; :/,,-,iio cost
Thpir
specialties this year are their line Treble-Wedge Guns, Nos.
and 2, of Whi
u] will »ive s
tolerably fair Idea. Every gun has line Damascus or luimr,
N, rebounding bar locks nistrii
grip, extension rib, levf-r fur,.;,.
i llf; bolt, and is bored after Webley's system, which
u „i
has produce,
snch marveUo itesttfte,! d vet all this at a price so low as to place the gnnl
anyone. This is what machinery can do. It is anew thing to be able to bny a line breech-loader
with
every possible appliance which can contribute to its beauty, ooriyerii ncei
Bueneo in shooiingat the
price of ordinary gnns. In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, we have on hand upwards of one
hundred
of Webley's breeen-loaders, top and side lever, of various grades, v.
ter the
waspver. These guns are being rapidlj Hissed oril u
ojicei
are all bored aftertne
WebleysByscem, and will shooi.jM-.i
r,
well as 1, 'ivohie
,„, -,,,:
lL
s
to
poundBw-ig]
-'d guns for ductal ic
Ungjai egame at ton* raSase
WVni««ted D ° UWe AC "° n Eevolvers the Fa *> British Bui? Dog, etc., etc* at hut
little over
haTlaY'yS prfi

machinery for gnn making ever

-

out guns, pes

i

;

,

,

,

up

set

In

..,,;!. .,,ce,

•

.

1

I.

I

i

i

elements may do their utmost. Did any one
ever hear of a cat struck by lightning,
drowned in a flood, or blocked up in a snow

..,-,

,

SPECIALjrOTlCE'!

storm ? The rolling stock of the A. C. 0. C,
It is estimated by the New
L. is enormous.

York Superintendent

that this city

alone

male and
female, and a proportionate supply is to be
found in every city and town in the Union,
making the total number wholly incomprehensible. The well-trained "courier and scoutcat" department is another branch of the same
The company have already taken a
service.
Government contract to supply several hundred extra-tough cats for use on the frontier.
will f urniBh at least 40,000,000 cats,

modes of employment is that of
by a circuitous route, the cat
domesticated in the camp
become
which has
to a point such that the Indian enemy shall be
between the cat and the United States forces.
When released the cat, with its message and
tin-pan attachment, makes a bee line— or, as

Among

the

transporting,

I.

Japanese and Chinese Curios,

modern Lacquers, magnificent Bronzes, Por-

Texile* Fabrics, Indian

forming a complete
ties.

the

aught save grunt in open-eyed awe; or
lets fly his

winged shaft and

rapidly-disappearing

else

do
he

transfixes the

apparition,

nothing dismayed, appears in
two or three arrows with him.

to

and Tom,

camp bringing
The hero of a

Broadway, the

A Virginia Bibd Stout.— This is the story
by the Petersburg Index-Appeal:
Some time last week Mr. William H. Walton,
a farmer of Greenville county, was seated on
told

a fence near a stack of

watching the
operations of his field hands who were
While seated on the fence a small
at work.
bird alighted on his shoulder and remained
there until frightened

a

blow aimed

by Mr. Walton. It flew off but a little
way and returned to bo treated as before, and
at it

repeated this feat until the gentleman concluded to allow it to remain on his shoulder
in order to ascertain, if possible, what induced it to act as described. The bird
moved close up to Mr. Walton's face and deliberately commenced to pluck a mouthful of
gray hairs from his beard, after which it flew
away to the hay stack and disappeared in the
crevices between the sheaves of oats.
Examination of the stack disclosed the fact that
the bird was building its nest and had used
the beard for the purpose of making a lining
for the same.
The bird is said to have been
-f tha wren species.

i

,

,

i

1

'

i

museum

old

in part the stock of

shop,

689

entire contents of

which

will

BARKER & CO., comWEDNESDAY, Oct, 23, and continue daily till ALL js sold.

BROADWAY and 35th
THE AQUARIUM.
CONTINUED SUCCESS.
Wonderful

BARKER &
47 and 49 Liberty

Street, N. Y.

49 Liberty street, sells this

portation of fresh elegant gaiiB.

octl7 It

NEW ENGLAND

MUTUAL
Oflii

3

(JRUNKHITE

SrWH&l

»™™

Chicago,

.St

U
W
W, BVERSOS

'

lex,

New

& '""»•

Fourth Edition.

83.
For

sale at

Fnlton street,

office

New

of

Forest and o'bsam,
Stream hi

York.

ceipt of price.

Farrar's Stereoscopic Views
;

of the

Rangeley

each 25c.

AMEKICAN

A. J. FAHEAH,
Jamaica Plain, Mass,

CHAS.

6m

Useful to Sportsmen and

Yachtsmen.
HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

NEW

JERSEY COAST,

Names, Inhabitants

M3xr

Orleans, La.
Cnl.

Towns and

THOMAs'wiLLlAMSON.

POULTRY AND CAME,

of the Beaches,

points

Partridge

i

in Pulton

street,

New

Shooting.

York.

0ui

n

Frank Schlev,
Frederick City, Md.

"BEACH SHOW POINTS OF DOGS."
FIELD,

A

book complied by Mr. W. M. Tilestou from
"Stonehenge's" new edition of "Dogs of the Rritlsh Islands," and containing a full description of all
breeds of dogs, with their llcnch Show Points, and
the reason why. These scales 61 joints have been
adopted by the Wesrmlnstor Kennel Club, and, being the latest, will pro
as the standard In this country. Price 50 cents. Address W. M.
P. O. Box »,011, New York.
aoptW tf

TIXESTON,

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.

BY CAPP. BOaABDUS.

'

Y

& Pneasant

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
limiting and Shooting the American Partrldge-Quallfaffed Grouse— Pheasants, with directions for handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade.
To be had at book Btores generally, Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-loading central lire shotgun, 12-gauge. Address,

Wrecks, Light-

honses, Lilc-saving sinuous, Vac hi t.ii.nw, Industries,
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, fishing and minting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from
official sources, with cornnlelc soundings, etc., etc.
Useful to sportsnieD andyachisrncn, aud tiiecountry
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0. P.
KUNHARDT, Yach!v
, , N „ Sth eam
Office,

*-"ih»hmi

N,

Tourist,

83.

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

[ILLCSTKATEP.]

111.

3M WASHINGTON MABKET,

The Fishing

paper, 50c.

Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value
yield, etc., Taxiiilnn ;t.nd Del-its, Hcimols, Origin of

KNAPP & VAN NOSTEAND,
Nob, 289 and

;

Life in Florida,
81. so.

Moosehead Lake Region and

Contains History of the State,

Leesburg Academy.
an

of the

Shooting,

;

Citv.

8an grandson,

Leeaburg, Loudoun Oo.. Virginia

Rifle

82.

Camp

L>ui>er,50c.

Portland, Me.

EMERSON
Nashua, N. U.
MARSTOX & WAKELIN....Phllpdclnlila
HALL 4; WORTHINGTON.Ri.l.iuiore, fflid
OTUEB8
Detroit, Mich.
P^'£5JS
O.

.50.

1

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

Farrar's Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the Androscogdn,
°
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers cloth, 50o.
Farrar'd Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; clolh, $1.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re-

apris

Souare, Boston, Mass.

New York

Hand-boot

the sporting.'

J. M. Gibbens, Secretary
QBKEBAL AGENTS.

E. P.

$

Sport,

Farrar's Moosebead Lake and tho North
Muine Wilderness Illustrated.— A comprehen-

Aildiess,
for catalogue.

Benjamin P. Stevens, President.

V-aTABBOX

.

Send

Total cash assets, __s per
Insurance Coin,
niissioner's report
$14,166,921) 63
Total t-urplusas per Insurance Commissioner's report
1,621,07s 63

KJJNNY & RATCLIFFu:

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

Act.

VEEKLY.

bake Region, and the sporting

i:

grounds of western Maine

Lake Region

Insurance Gomp'y.

Post

'

WHAT YOU WANT

the enilreKaii:

TLurndav and Friday, Oct. IT aud 18. an extraordinary clioloe line of the beat guns from the
most noted European makes, aud oil 1 Uursdav and
Friday, Oct. 24 and 25, an entire new im-

Life

'iisiou

O

Long-Range

sive
arid.

;

i

Karrar's, Richardson and Knngeley Lakes
Illustrated.— A complete and thorough guide to

Killed, etc.
CO., ,n

.

Admission, BO cents. Reserved Beats, 25 cents extra.

JUST

YORK.

Two Thousand Miles in Texas

Most astonishing feats ever pe formed.

CO.,

Continuation or tho Popular Weekly Sales of
Breech anil Of uxzIe-Lnndiiig Snot-Guns,
<fc

Mi. >:;>:- "

NEW

SEASONABLE BOOK

St.

publications.

G U MSI
BARKER

\VA8BEN STREET,

J§tc.

The great BfEKRM
ADDIE,
Startling and rhenoiiiemU Illusions,
Sleigbtof Hand, Diablerie, etc., etc.,

CHANGE OF PHOGRA

FOLSOM,

D.
SO

ummts,

of rare curiosi-

curiosity

&

H.
P. O. box 4.309.

Idols, etc, etc.,

be sold at auction by

oats,

away by

Arms,

mencing on

thousand scalps as he draws forth each arrow,
can distinguish from its peculiar form just
what tribe it belongs to, and thus information
is obtained which is worth more than a fortnight spent in beating about the bush.

and Ivory Carvings,

The above comprise
well-known

—

Tom

nun

,

;

il

-

Wood

celains, Pottery,

the technical term is, a feline for headquarand dashes at quadruple-stneak-of -light-

the supernatural vision of flying

and

;,:,

ters

ning speed through the camp of the Ked-Skin.
The R. S. is either too much amazed by

old

»

New and enlarged edition, containing Instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on brewllug
and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson yor sals
at
his office. Pri** i*.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

232
c^ltMeltmitottS.

„STABLISHED

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

1820,

LSI.

A

Successors to

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A
FORTUNE. ELEVENTH GRAND DISTRIBUTION, 1878, AT MEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY,

Legislature of the State oi
land Charitable purposes in 1SGS, with a capital of $1,000,000, to

Patent

wnlch It lew since added a reserve fund of
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION
will take place, monthly on the second Tuesday.
It
never scales or postpones. Look at tne following dis$30,000.

'Mi rs AT Tfl O HOLLARS EACH.
HALF -TICKETS, ONE DOLLAR.
LIST OF PEIZES.

100,000 T'<

6Prizesof
100
200

"
"

500
1,000

"
"

10,000
5,000
6,000
B,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

800..

100
60
20
10

NEW YORK:
48 Maiden Lane,

000

amounting to

$110;400

whom

lo

These beautiful organs
are remarkable allKe for
pnrity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly finished in
Solid Black Walnut.
We
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

Application for rates to clubs should only be made
to the Home Office in New Orleans.
Write, clearly stating full address, for further information, or send orders to

M. A. DAUPHIN,
Box C02, New Orleans, Louisiana,

H. L. PLU;11,
3J9 Broadway, New YorU

orto

KTew York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4th door from
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and night

G.
Oil)

M.

§tms,

CORTLANDT

1

ST.,

YORK.
1

The Gun

simple,

of the Future.

HORACE

Samples of the Hnmnerluss Gu
exhibition, and orders taken by our agent.
Guns to be delivered June 1.
Sin—It is a pleasure forme to inform yon of my
high appreciation of the 104b. Greener breech-loader
purchased of you last winter. I consider chokeboring, if skillfully done, as the greatest improvement in fowling pieces since the Introduction of the
percussion cap. It gives the maker complete conpenetratrol of tho pattern, and greatly increases
tion. To prove this, I will give yon the performance
of this gun. The 32-Inoh 10-gange barrels, charged
with i% drachms of powder and 1% ozs. No. 6 ngSst, to
lish chilled shot, give patterns ranging Irom

AN EXACT
'

the Forest and Stream amd Ron ano
Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post office
any part of the United States or Canada.
CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.
left at
office.

order, to

WILLIAMS &

WHITLOCK, SLOVER &

CO.,
SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

Double and Single-Barrel Shot-Gunn. Pocket
KlfleH, Pocket Pistols, and the noted Hunter's
Special attention Is called to our
Pet Klfli'N.
Double Breech-Loading Guns. They are simple In
construction and manufactured with great care
from the very best material. They are pronounced
by experts "the best gun in the market for the
money." Send for catalogue.
Our Shooting Gallery Rifle Is the favorite

CO., Chlcopee

Falls,

Mass.

1

o/i

cents.

N. Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes
»nd Views; GraphoscopeB, Chromos and Frames

Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
ivex Glass, Photographic Materials.

Philadelphia.

Work,

;

PURDEY—1 0-bore,

Top

finish,

to

Vienna and
dceas

Dama-cns

barrels,

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIPLE.-50 cal.,
with case and implemenis; 100 loaded metal
shells,

$300;

100

5H0 primers, etc.;

bullets,

goodasnew;

cost,

price

$150

41

PALMER

O'NEIL & CO.,
FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA.
WHOLESALE AND KETAIL,

Lstot Actios

THE WORLD,

irom 6

33-inch,

lev6r under guard,
Lefuucbeux action;
weight, sa lbs., with finest case and implements In perfect order; used very little;
cost $80o; price
(300

positive

Self-Closing

16 bore,

symmetry

.

Curd's Good Guns,
J. Gurd <Ss Son, London, Ont., Canada, importers
In fine English Breech and Muzzleloading Shot-guns, Breech-loading Machines, Eley's
Wadding and Cap*, Metal Bhellg,
in'-..;
Harvey's and Orange Lights ng 'owders, Newcastle
Is and Olasa Ball Traps. 8euil
for lilu-trac. d Prlpe L Bt, free BJ mail.
sept 12 lyr

Shells,

I

1

1

CRAWTrJCS St PRICES
.Fr»£E JTV, MAIL.

"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and
sating Features of Action."

GUNS RKBOKED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING.
STOCKS BUNT TO ANY CHOOfc
Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire
of fine breech-loading shot-guns. Muzzle
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and
boring guns to shoot close and strong done in the
best manner. I also keep a good stock ot ENGLISH

Maker

BREECH-LOADERS.

Prices

from

up;

$30

may deWest Main street,

bored to shoot close and strong as parties
sire.

Send

for price

list.

No.

Rochester, N. Y.

3

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered

&

Clark
214

W.

Pratt

Send

to

Breach-Loaders.

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore.

BIKMIXGHAM,

for illustrated Catalogue.

ENGLAND.'

Jeott

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls Try B.

Felt

The Huber Trap.

EQUAL TO

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTING
GOODS.

Goodman's New Ameri-

IV

can Chemically Prepared

TJSE

Lanterns and Stereoptieans.
H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway,

jtlagic

at

inch. Damascus barrelB,
loik-fast action, pistol grip; first special
quality; weight, 8)4 IDa.
cost $050: used
little; price
;

very

Bir-

of outline and materials
to the finest English o una, and at more
reasonable prices.
used, the only Re
TheSnelder
bounder with which tnlssflres will not occur.

Kqual in

Artificial Eyes.

Illustrated Catalogue, on receipt of postage

Premium

DOUGALL—10-bore, 31

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR

the Highest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's GUiBst-s, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.
Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
and
Spectacles
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.

First

^^ ^^

8t, Marv's

The only

1B40.

Has received

Rifle

For Sale.

J.

IN

WALDSTEIN.

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

Awarded

yards^

THE SNEIDER GUN
Sizes,

Je27-ly

Human

i

Dougall, Purdey and Tolley

Double Express

England-

mini*ham

CHARLES GREEN,:

CABIN STORES.

Sole Agent for the best

to 24

W. W. CREENER,

Double-Grip

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizeB,
Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,

ESTABLISHED

from 15

ererywhere.

dfc

No.

oz.

gives 160 to ITS pattern, with penetration which kills
It
to 70 yards like a stroke of lightning.
to show its
is a characteristic of the choke-bore
greatest superiority in the large sized shot. What
lam about to say will perhaps surprise you as much
as the performance surprised me. On trial of the
12-gaoge 28-inch modified choke-bore barrels, with
«° drachma of powder and ljg oz. ot shot, I got
3
about the same pattern and spread of shot at 26
yards as with the fall choke 10-gange barrels at 40
yards, with tremendous penetration. This Is just
the performance required ol a gnn for thick cover,
In which vou generally find ruffed grouse, woodcock
and quail, these birds being killed, with few exceptions, at

J.STEVENS

1H

A

ducks at 60

FAC-SLMILE.

Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has

The same
American shot

330 pullets In 30-Inch circle at 40 yards.

charge of powder and

SPORTING RIFLES.

E&

Co.,

BARCAI NS!

BREB< H.I.OAD1HU

H,

EVERY RESPECT.

for circular to

JftJeeS; Chicago.

I

paints, oils, etc.

IN

to handle, easier to
b or out of order, or one
Prices range from $50 to

BOSTON, MASS.

ang'22 If

STEVENS PATENT

57

Load.

The American Arms

New Yorfc.

See the Following Testimonials

Gun

Jul

money.

WARRANTED
Send stamp

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO
COMPASS.

-THIS IS

to

Wonecrfully Strong.

There never was a gnn easior
clean, less liable
so good for the

BEENNAN,

South Clark

PATENT

American Agent,

NEW

GAINS.
W.M'KKS A- SONS, manufacturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

§tacfitiug <§o0(lB t

been

FOX'S

§k.

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GDI

KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELS
to

§ifles.

in America.

Squires,

C.

New Yorfc.

ZETTXBR,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

C. dk B.

Bowery,

Game

Tried on
Supplied by E,

Waters'Pianos
Grand, Square and Upright,
the
BEST
are
MADE, the Tone, Touch,
Workmanship and Durability unsurpassed.
Warranted for SIX YEARS.
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,
etc.
AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed.
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR-

§ifles, gtc.

W. W. Greener's
CHOKE-BORE GUNS

States.

City.

Grand Extraordinary Drawings are under
the supervision and management of GENS. G. T.
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A. EARLY.
All our

?07

§uns,

WATERS' "ffivUf ORGANS.

all

a liberal compensation

will be paid.

P. O.

TACKLE.

Liberty St.

2,700
1,800

Responsible corresponding agents wanted at

prominent points,

35

4lffl$?*/ $nstmmit{h.

APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
9 Approximation Prizes of $300
9 Approximation Prizes of 200
9 Approximation Prizes of 100
1,857 Prizes

Hooks.

$30,000
,.

1,000

20Prizesol

Needle-Pointed

Trout Flies tied to order, S2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz,

:

1 Capital Prize of
1 Capital Prize of
1 Capital Prized
2 Prizes of
$2,5»u

Sale o

SETH GREEN'S

State Lottery Company.
This institution was regularly Incorporated by the

CAPITAL PRIZE.

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

NOV. 12.
Louisiana

tribution

(3LERK &

.

,,

For

sale

ELY.'*,
all

SBCGMKCI

RIFLE.

AT LESS PRICE.

Manufactured by B.
Ansonia, Conn., and 7 Wane street,

by

GOODMAN,
New -Sort,

Cun Wads.
dealers.

<x«tt

3m

LYMAN'S CUN SICHT
Is the best rear sight ever
olroular.
Address

made.

Send stamp for

WILLIAM L JMAN,

Oonn,

Middlefleld,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEE,
SYRACUSE,
N.

Y.,

MAXBBS OF

FINE SPORJTING GUNS

"^

n °,er a t ?* e (? reat St Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's
Goods, of the only
1
two ^l
Orold ?V
Medals
given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the
Run nf
Amprir-an
UUn
°f AmeriC(m
competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in
the world.
.

Make "-fourteen foreign

TW

1

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester [Repeating

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS
In

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

all

MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and

varieties lor

every variety of

JAPIDSTY S ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATL Y REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address

EEPEATING AEMS COMPANY,

WIJNTCHESTEK
New

O

245

Haven, Connecticut, or

XX X

ghf gemul

A

KAY &

75c.

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel

Twenty-one Gold. Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and ol Westminster Kennel

;

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

A. B.

York.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading
guns, making straight-hores shoot as well as choke-bores are snpposed to. Cheap,
convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.23
per hundred for 10-gauge, aD d *1 10
tor 12-gauge
10 and 12-gauge now ready
other sizes to follow,
Packed 50 in a box.
;

New

Broadway,

per Box,

New

Clnb,

M. P. MCKOON, Franklin, Del.

York.

N

Co.,

T.

keep only cockers of the finest strains.
ell onlv
stock, f guarantee satisfaction and
safe de
livery to every customer. These
beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for
I

young

CO., Newark, N.

J.
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting,

uffed grouse

and woodcock shooting and retrieving

™o t?

ne

rix&

Grim

M

None

are genuine unless so stamped

1 J3onth

BROWN &
For

s
.„ f 0r tsmen'8 Bell
*J\
tells the position
of In"
em,.
closer. Valuable
in ° r v
woodcock snooting, a•'''

F. O. De LUZE,
William Street, N. Y., Sole

HLLDER,

St. Louis,

sale in eases

i

tJ^ZgTi^
* M^««o

andsp-o^Tng goods.

Western

a

ZS&a&g&g

of 112 pounds.

;

Imperial__Kennel.

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.

Setters and Pointers
Boarded

Broken,
3Ud

Address*

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs oi
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
m patent boxen ,vu.n aiuju pepper box top, which
;

Simple In Construction. Durable and Edective

FIRST PREMIUM AM) GOLD MEDAL AT CENTENNIAL
EXBIIBTION.

WOW* Co**.

s

being the American

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

:

dogs
5 havp

&A»MRS« BROS. 97 Chamber.

St.,

New

York.

dnfrtottJT f'llaVTToweTer'S^ell^owJIrt 10 "^" 86 doubIe « aa you Have just bnilt for me

ca

W.

me

(

„i,

:

M

,

-m

t

\,i

i

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for particulars.

Irish setter,
a first class
re8 s J VV S

FOR
recently imported

octi'o "i

SALE— Two Yorkshire terriers,

Got.'

HOLBERTON.

m FDLTON STREET.

Oct 12

ing'out whether
*? l" opportunl^oVflU
n and sbot
best maker*, both English and
wlth £ aDS 0l tne
",'
American bur I aSTrnlv
perfect gun I have ever had tamV,
my new Parker the most
SbhSl hnH.LSJSJS?
-•-';•"
wUni
and metal, the workmanship, engraving and ftnisn are all nhrtH
|H
e<1 ha Vinfc' tlle wel hc
it la needed, and, although weighing
nst where
lot b "» LTbe as
S
eCl a8 a
y
have not only the
'* lbs gun I consider I
?n, f
T have ever seen
large number of sportsmen, who one a,
I nave shown it to a
ag ee with my opinion of It. Except for
special occat
*'»X«t^rtSS^iS?Sf*S'
'"
|B
minefield. When I make a poor•score
in a due* boat or
*»
"P! ! "
haI1 ™ ost certal nly not blame my new
p
Seneca Falls. N. T.. Jan. 10. 1ST8
Parker.
HORACE SILSBY.
_J

;

i..«

rinii„

directions for use.

r,ce 30 cents per Bo * b y "oil» t. fu
Both
the above are recommended by Rod amd
and Forest and Stream.

Gun for;Auierlcan Sportsmen.

i^S^a^mrmm^l^^Tv^^
Sfi^
T
wr[

retriever; at the

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

skill

ent -

oceio

all

full

Endorsed by the Leading Spertsm
Send stamp for new catalogue, edition 1SJ8.

Splendid kennel accommodations
access to salt water.

feALE-For want of use, a red
ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS FORbroke
on
game 3 years old

Action

in

^

H. <:. GLOVER,
Toms River, n. J.

greatly facilitates its use.

Simple and efficacious.
Price 60 cents by mall, Postpaid

etc.

Young Dogs handled with

one year old
they are beautifully coat ed
intelligent, guaranteed to be pure
ami will
make fine breeding stock. Wieght blood
of male four
pounds, female four pounds. Price for the
par, $J5;
Black and tan, female, weight 4 lbs
price $40
P

JOHN

;

BERIU. Hackensack.N.J.

J.

'

£?t 10

tf

.

-

-

Topeka Kennel.

,

,

'

,,,

-'

.,

'

.,

-

,

'

'

,

''

-

'

W

'

AT VERY LOW PRICES.

.

,

*£

Uemtel
offer for sale

whlte-and-tan

setter dog, nor, thoroughly broken for the Held
but
admirably suited to
juntry place or
i

0ua c " ra P«nion. He is full-sized and
S?r,
i
d
vnc **
g
Application must be made
S
at ,i^ffl
this office.
Address C.
oct3tf
a

,

-

m

-

COCKERS! COCKERS!
wrRrTrfcVto

nS«

f

«P3S!SKS

eloIVor^go^t^'K

c0<

*

F
S^v™"

,

m

;

'

'

<

__^^^

CCt3 3t

0K Nr GeDt,emel1 desiring to have
D°t?p,r^
their dogs 5
broken this year by me will please
Wl,n
"^"for'Se

fleidTre'Tea^i
er spaniels

'

"""
a l'lc""lil retriever.
Terms
A rtrt,^
Address
U. B. OSBOHN, New Haven, Conn

£&

,

^

,

-

'Jj^g

Address

years.

K. J. Re'LitljNW.

U'etherstlelJ.

aug22tf

NICELY BRED

FIELD TRIAL DOS PUPS FOR

whelped July IT, 1ST8, out of Minna
™-,
(R-rby-Rock), by poiim
SobRov Address D. MURRAY, West River P. O., Maryland.
.

^^
XTTANTED -A

Fox-Hound

bU aCS^SfSaf

.

octl7*4t

^ »?

Bitch, not over three
8t0ck" antl hunt

»25 REWARD.

:

-

1

TOPEKA KENNEL.
Topeka, Kansas.

8naraMeed

fifty

c °nn.

and white

a pedigree for

[|

.tag accumulated more dogs th i I
care to
will sell Me- iollowiag vlz.f
i
eI
7l ite and tan m'clt
Pup, and one black
„„
?i
i ! i'! i .».|i.
" " -l""
i.i,,,..
v
.,.,.,,,,
irance I' (Belton— Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple)
v ' by
Pedigree (pure Lavarack).
"
1 wo dogs and one bitch, whelped July 4th, out of
my 1st prize red bitch
niipion Berkey,-„
ey comprise the blood of the most noted
,
.T':
held
trial and bench show winners in
America ' viz.:
Plunket, Berkley, Loo II., Blcho, etc.
Pointer pups, when 8 to 10 weeks old, of
(he
rf
r '' Fan " 11,ter
The y are (rom good stock.
a ?n I5'h"
Also
other pointers and setters
of different ages.
( urrespoadence solicited from
n „ v and all persons
deslr.ng to purchase setters or pointers. Address.
:

E

ne red Iri8a bitcn Dew (Imported
K 0f » 38
n ,7T
''- two and a nalf years old
wed yvard;
SSftn h£S$ 1 been »?Mea much; has heen

ow
low.

Ha
—

old,

ltf

SALE
,

keep I
( ne

«Wf/.

NEW YOBK KENNEL CLUB
THE
an exceedingly handsome black,
S?„,

DRAFTS FOR SALE

-

'

'

SALE— A thoroughly broken red
FOR
setter bitch,
years
with

W.

T.

IRWIN.

A. C.

Iwr

dl e,J t0 nirl
ll!
" swer s to the
i
f
lull, i„
(,
i3]
„
W
l
11 a r
d resTa\.d n^e"Zci J r ,.WlUl my flame aud aiU
"? above reward wui be paid on his delivery
»
to
m
'

-

<

il

1

<

l

,

,

WADDELL.
sept 26-4t

St0

?url ?nfnr
ii,

?

n $l0 ° wl " be P akl

UKINNELL,

'

Milford, Oonn.

!m

retain of-dog
octlT 4t

:

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Auxllieursr Rifle

fennel.

JP^

SPRATTS PATENT

SHELTON'S

4or

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

DOG MEDICINES.
CURE

DISTEMPER. Cure

for

'

Worms, Purg-

for

yr>>R SALE— One

PIIIb, Alterative Cooling Powders.
Cure for
Rheumatism. Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Core

ing

tlj

etc..

Kennel medicine Chest

DOG SOAP,

from Poison.

free

CORTLANDT STREET, N. T.

1

(f

SALE—Black, white and tan Gordon setter
FORbroken
on quail; age, 20 mos. Price
SALE— A

fine

cheaper

;

$30.
oct!7 St

CUAS. A. BALCOM, Newton, Mass.

FOR

Foil

by

sale

SQUIRES,

H. C.
octlO

For

thoroughbred, well-broken

setter: also a goon, w-ll-iirolr^n poster— good
retriever. Address
SMITH, 83 Park Row,

This barrel can be placed In a gun ready for U3e In a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can be removed Just as expeditiously. There Is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cannot get out of order.
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre
calibre of rifle 32, 3S. or. 44. as deBired. Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating ADnsCo.'a
cartridges, No. 32 and 3S, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Sendfor a Circular and Price List.

—

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

HORACE

N.X.

octlTtf

LIVER AND WHITE SETTER FOR SALE-Two
years old ; one of the best In the country. Address B. It. BURNETT, 11 Front street, N. Y. City.

octmt

SALE— A genuine Giltlersleeve setter dog.
coming three shears old. white and orange was
liunted-and shot over the entire gunning season last
fall in Delaware
will compare in appearance In the
field with any better In this country. Price $100.
For particulars address R. A., Philadelphia, care o
John Krider, Second and Walnut streets.
octlO 2

FOR

;

P. O.

Box

NEW

715

HAVEN, CONN.

OLD RELIABLE'

221.

first

;

ported Belle. Bess is a very dark rich red. with
white, a good fielder, with keen nose and staunch on
game, and a splendid brood bitch and great breeder.
Kour years old November 1, 1S78. Address, F. A.
DIFFENDERt?FER,15 sltippen street, Lancaster,
Pa.
octlO It

SALE—Thoroughbred

FOR

Chesapeake

bitch

Ruby, three years old, winner of second prize
both at Boston and New York Bench Shows of this
year; out of Eoae, winner of first prize at both
shows. Shot over one season at Cnrrituck. Sound
and warranted as most thoroughly broken, and as a
perfect retriever.
Price $100.
GARD. G. HAMMOND, New London, Conn.
oct3 4t

SALE— Three dogs and one bitch pup, born
FOR
out of imported English setter bitch
Julv
10,

Inter-state

F°l

SETTER DOG WAN TED—Thoroughly

broken,
not over 3 years old, must be fast, Btaunch,
and kind ; a good grouse and woodcock

The
New York State Team,

no bad tricks. No one need answer this who
unwilling to send the dog on trial. JAY C.
octlO 2t
66 Genesee, street, Utiea, N. Y.

is

S°r

M*l*>

Average per man with Sharps

One million brook
from the
(

1st

J. B.

&

trout

eggs— ready

for delivery

Send

for price list

of Nov. to Jan.
F.

20.

W. EDDY, Randolph,

Catt. County,

sept26tf

N. Y.

PRAIRIE CHICKENS!

WM.

it.

R.

BTJRKHARD,

Best by any other

WSGR ANGE

i

SHARPS RIFLE

C

39

East

221.

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

1 (hue) to 6 (coarse).
In 1 lb. canisters and
6,¥lb. kegs.
aue grain, quick and clean, for
upland prairie 'Shooting. Wall adapted to shot-

A

guns.

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."
1 (One) to 5 (coarse).
In 1 and lb. canisters
1-1% lb. kegs.
Bnrus skaidy and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with area!
penetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, it

and 6« and

ranks any other brand, and

Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finis h and Shooting Powers.

BOGARDUS]

c. Scott

Rifle."

_

The above can bo had of deaiore, or of the Company's Agents in every procq'ncnt city, or wholes*)*

WALL STREET, SEWTOHIv.

S68

1

i

.

.

i

A. H. BOGARDTJS, Champion Wing Shot of the World.

JOHN BOD1NE, New

York.]

& Son:

A P r11

,

T > 18 '' s

Geneemcn—I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. SMB, in good order, and am
ormance excels my expectations, while its aymmi ry and finish is aU that the
ha
most fastidious could desire. It fully comes up to specifications of ordor, both In finish and shooting qualiI have disposed of my two guns by other maker s
ies.
SILVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878.
.

&

Laflin

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

MURRAY

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, BtrongeBt and Cleanest made, in sealBd
1 lb. canisters. Higher numbers specially axe recommended for breech-loading guns.

No.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and
metal kegs,
Ins.

ix

l

DS - each,

1811.

«£

CO

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

m

clean. No. 1 to S
and canisters of 1 audi

each.

Orange

EDW. K- TRYON, Jr.

ST., N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and MannfacturorB of

pleased to saj

Third street, St. Paul, Minn.
Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods

equally serviceable

Kentucky

Superior mining and Blaating Powder.
SOVBRNJIENT CANNON & MTJSKET POWDER:
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES full KXPOST, 0$
ANF REQ
«, PROOF, »""*u
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
.

my

[From COL.

W. &

"

"Sea Shooting" FG. in kegs -,i 26,
12X and 6J* lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. .1 FFG is also
packed in 1 ana T4 lb. canisters. Burns strong and
iimst. The FFFG und FFG are fevorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG is
the standard Rifte powder of the country.

TOflTee.

London, August 9, 1878.
O. SCOTT & SON
o
it satisfaction
home in America, I wish to (::-:
(tenth oo >i— Before leaving England for
In the terrific shooting power of your choke-bore guns. I now possess two heavy ]0-bores, each yvlth
extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, which cannot be excelled in the
ction. I used
shooting qualities, and impossible to boat in the solidity and poyver of your n
.red 70 and 71
yourgun in
two recent. iiiMtclio: with Mr. Penuell, June 25 and July 'J3, at
match with Capt. Shelley. July 29, at which time I scored
In each match, winning by two birds ; also in
S4 " the highest score on record :" and In the International Match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton,
Aug. 6, for £1,000, which I won bv tilling: 79 out of 100. All of the above matches were at 100 birds each, 80
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is

my

it is

muzzle or breech-loaders.

Hazard's

CAPTAIN BOGARDTJS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER.MADE BT
W. & C. SCOTT & SON.

Believe me, yours' very truly,

" Kloclrlc Powder."

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed Id point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters ofl lb. only.

for

SCOTT & SON'S

[From CAPT. A. H.

OF

GUNPOWDER,

Fl'FH, FFG, and

FINE BREECH-LOADERS
W. &

M

.

information to E.
ft Peart St.

ieiuly.

1

&

sratiin lor full

Nos.

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES.
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.

W.

;

Send
SACKMANN& CO.
N. Y.

lln viiirdV

TEAM WALK-OVER

221.

pc-i-

Omplote unttlts from $5 to
uhTomo Pnotography outfits, S3 Helio-

J-2..W.

THE

THE

cell 7 It

with

it

success.

fect
$.10.

903.

rifle,

Long-Range Match.

213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 183 and 197.
The WIIIBLKDOS CUP, won bv Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a
possible 150 at 1.000 yards.
LEECH CUP. won at Spring Meeting with a score of 805. Best
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall MeetiDg, three competitors each, with Sharps RiflesMr. Frank Hyde, Col. W. n. 'lark- and Capr w h Jackson— Med on a score of 3nO points.
MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won bv Capt. J. S. Barton, will! a Sharps
Military Rifle. All prizes in this match wer« won with Sharps Rifles.
AMERICAN
(First Dav).— J. S. Somner made, with a Sharps Long-Range
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 231 points out of a possible 223 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards.

ESTABLISHED,

Spoilsmen from the East traveling West can complete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose
ammunition from me at very reasonable rates.

Don't forget

1,044.

Forest and

Anybody can oneraie

i..

MA»JDT\iCTtn!BB8

Best score by any

Rifles,

my

FOR SALE.

rltlc,

Inter-state

;

SMITH,

Match.
with a score of 974.

International Military Match.

with Sharps Military

The

tractable

dog

won

other

Bute (Royal-Mna), by John Davidson's Afton
Champioa Rock-Flora II). They are orange and
white ticked, black nose and eyes, and ve*y handsome. Price $25 each
Address HERBERT, 92
Worcester street, Boston.
oct3 tf

at last N. Y. Show.
Gjpsey won first prize .in Nl
York, 1877. The puppies were whelped July 21, and
are all a deep red. Address G. W. BASSFORD,
White Plains P. O., N. Y.
octlO It

Military

13.,

of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 25 els
Listof booKs, 2c. S. H. LUDDEN, E. Lincoln, Me

STILL TRIUMPHANT.
State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle,

t

graph.

Address A.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest

221.

(TRADE MARK.)

The New York
rifle, 960.

than glass.
Streaji Office.

4HOTOS

;

SALE— Red Irish setter, Bess, by galtus'
FOR
prize Watertown, N. Y., out of imDash

ngeflj orfgl-

SALE- A composition ball (patented). Ths
owner having other business requiring his attention, cannot devote the necessary time to the
manufacture, and wishes either to sell outright, or
will take a half interest.
This ball can l>e marts

the above remedies, also various Surgt-

ces

';

new and never

Price Jin. One We.-aou rifle, wiih
in perfect order. Price SIB,
Ad5!
Boston.
octlT It

-'5

Lire-

Tlie
all

line tiout rod, nickel click reel,

folding

for Jaundice. Tonic CoimIImod Pills, and Cough Pil.s.
Cure for Canker of the Ear, Liniment for Spra'ns,
Stimulant lor the Grow lb of Hair, end Marge Lo-

Contains

Ja/f

IVE QUAIL.— I will sell a choice lot of live quail
"n and after November 4 at $1 per p^itr. Orders

The
Sizes,

best

FG,

Packed
and 6V

in

for

Rifle
and

rifles

all

Powder.
ordinary purposes.

FFG and FFFG, thelaat being
»h
wood and metal kegs of
2.".

Hit:

Oueat.

.

and in canisters of I lb. and \i lb.
All of the abnve give high velocities and less
i-esiduurn than any other brand!
Mmmendedaral used by cant. a. h. BOGAHDUS,
World."
1 the
in
lbs.,

I

Generally.

Importers and Dealers in

all

Wakes a nd Qu alities o f

11CA1
BLASTING POV DER and E
tSa IPPAKATUS. Ml 1'1'AIIV ruTOER
of slum is a mnd and made to order.
i

!

.

RICE
WILD
VALENTINE,

Janes\

R.

WXI.S*

SIOE SEED.

I have on hand plenty of wiid seed rice, picked ana
cured by Indians. Ordeis shipper to any part of the
Address F. A.
United 'States at $8 per bushel.
oc>B«
S1IAEFISR, Molley.Uinn.

33

STORES : Ho,

SALE— Crystal Spring Pish Farm and Picnic
FOR
Buildgen Comity, N.
Grounds..'.
ff.

a,

gothic frame
modern improvements; tenant's house,

ings cost over $1,200; five years old
villa-

all

T.A

;

twenty-three
stables, etc.— in one, four horses;
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine garden: 100 young fruit trees; apple
office
this
care
orchards. Address B. B. P.,

L oa^ng F A rms,
ACCBSSAKISS.
k
UM
M
ire

reech

IS

Second

Sixth St., No,

THAM

St.,

and

& BROT
NEW

527 Commerce

Safety Fuse, STicMoual and
Plat-mom Fuses.
i-amphlets, showing sices of the frrain by wood
ont, sent lree on application So tho above eddresa.

GUNPOWDER.

St.,

H E R S

YORK.
IMFEOVED

SALS-A ducking farm, near mouth of Elk
River, Md., three shooting points, and sink bos
J?
privileges 160 acres ; good buildings and fenced
crop, l,4fli bush corn, :V'0O baskets peaches; access
ishing. A bargain. G.
easy; quail
W. TOWNSENI). 247 Elbow lane, Philadelphia, Pa.
octlO 2t
T7>OR

ANrFACTCRERS OF

;

gDROPSHOT.g

OR TO LET—Eight acres fine grounds,
with trout pond, cottage, stable, etc., between
X
Mount. Vernon and KewRochelle. Address HOMER

"CHILLED"

SHOT

T7AOR SALE

MORGAN,

Pine

street,

SALE— A
FORloadihg
Bl

New York.

W. k

C.

Scott

",

oclio It

&

Son's breech28-inch barrels,

Damascus barrels, and rebounding locks and pistol
For further particulars address M. A.
Erin.

BOSWORTB, North BrooKfleld,

Mass.

octio at

BI.UE LABEL.

American Powder

RED LABEL.

Compressed Buck Shot.
'

FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION— BEPORT.— " Exact,

truly spherical form, high degree ol finish and general excellence."

uniformity of Slse,

Co.

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASK.
GENERAL WLSTEftN AGENTS.

H

B. B. RiMBO,
r
In.
U.S. GonriAiiu, 3(u North Second. St. Lonia, Mo.
F. Bake &Co.,
Walnat Bt., Cincinnati O.
-

j

«

FOREST AND STREAM.
gportfmtn's §anhs.

&

Chesapeake

§£pori§mm's pontes.

Ohio RE,

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

West

i

i

wild turkeys, wild dnck, grouse,

quad, snipe, woodcock, mountain

tront,

bass, pike,

pickerel, etc. etc.

Guns,

man

flailing tackle,

and one dog for each sports-

carried Tree.

The Route of the Tourist

Middle

Mountains to their most
watering places and summer resorts,

Sulphur Springs.

lines

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

CONTINUOUS

being

POINTS, avoid

the dlflloaltieB and dangers of reshlpment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks enable STOtlK TO BE THAN SPOUTED without failure
or injnfy.
The lines of

New

EXCURSION

Jersey.

are sold at the offices ol the Company in
the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

Shooting,

and

StUl

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN.

STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGG VGB TO PLACES OS THE N.Y.C.R.R.
TRltotifiH TlCKET.t can

lie
had at the
on the pier, at Westco't Express offices, at all
hotels and ticket offices in New York, or of oqnjiectIng Railroad and Steamboat Lines.
!*. E. MAYO, Qen'l Passenger Agent.

of this Line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun-

Connections

direct,

for Chincoteague,

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago to

ST.

Louis, auJ:

St.

from
Chicago

to Kansas City

Elgin, Kockfonl, Frea-

port and a

CHICAQO

route, and

WITHOUT CHANG h OF CABS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IN

PAUL SHORT

1

k,

Waukegan

I.I.MAN

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'pn

of

aud reach Ci
BS~N.>otbi
or any other fi

loago runs Pullman

TSMFN.
This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese, and Brant shooting,
our Iowa line to-dav offers more favorable points
lhan any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Piko, 1'ickeicl and Ba u s llshiug, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found nnsurp.isssd hy anything
lu

Ihe Went
New Yuk office, No.

415

Broadway; Boston

office,

iet.

home

8P0BTSMBN will

find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Butialo und An-

party of sportsmen, or for an invalid seeking a mild
climate. Terms, $500 for the season. Address C.
G. K. , Port Royal, 8. C.
octlO 4t

A

except Suodajri)

:*>

minute.,,
iyj

sm

:

i

:jd
511th V

B

Ful-on and Catharine terriea [dafli (BO minutes previous lo departure of trains fron Depot, corner Fiatbnah and AUasu.c avenues, Brooklyn. Tralus leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Gtvenpoi t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 A, M.,
4 r. M., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. M.
For Palchogue, etc., 9:30 a. si., 1:3i and 6 v. is.
For Babylon,
etc, at 9:30 A. M, i, 4:30, 5 and 6 i". M. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. jt. For Northport, etc
at Hi a. M., 3:30, -i.30 and 6:80 p. M. For
Locust Valley, at 8:30 ami 10:00 a. m.. 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
and (1:110 p. ji. For Far Eockawav, etc., at 9:30 a. m.,
4, 4:80, 5, 6 and 7 p. h.
For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:30 and 10 a. jr., 3:30, 4:30, 5:80, G:30 p. M., and
12:16 night, and from Long Inland City only 0:30 a. m.,
1:80 and 6:30 p. m. SUNDAYS-Eur Pert Jefferson,
Pat.c.hogue, etc., a a. m.
Babylon, etc., 6 snd 7 p. it.
North port and Locust Valley, o A. M. and 6:30 p. m
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and from Long Tsl-.nil Hoy only 9:30 A. M. and
5130 P. M." Trains for Bockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables
Ticket offices in N ew York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
:

,

street ferries, at the offices of

Express," 3 i
Grand Central Depot
I

1

;

"The Long Island

and 942 Broadway and
in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash-

fofq

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
]e20t(

Chicago,

III

h mulj§esout<>fJer ^portmtm.

Invalids.
See

lestlnatioo,
S.

SPENCER, GenT

Chittenden, GenT Pass. Agent.

Sup't.

je6 tf

a

c

fTtOR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
White Mountains, Montreal and intermediate
Jj

u

i

oi

to

Bermuda," forward*!
J.

MATTHEW

S.

oct!7 4t

gyotiistum's §oofa.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
FULTOW

117

ST.,

NEW YORK.

Tents, Camp Stoves, Jack Lamps, Blankets, etc.
Everything necessary for camping. Aldred's and
other fine Archery Goods. Fine Fishing Tackle of
every description. Particular attention given to
Black Bass Rods of Ash and Lancewood and Split

Bamboo. Florida Outfits. Holherton's full-length
fly-books. Agents for the Fox Guns; cheapest and
best in Ihe market.
Head Shot Powder; try it.
Antelope SSln Vest and Jackets fi r Duck Shooting;
warm and wind proof. Sportsmen's clothing of
evert kind. Good's and Thomson's Shoepaoks and
Moccasins. A new style of Waterproof LegglnB,
protected from briers by heavy canvas; price per
pair, $3.50 to $5, according to length. Rubber Goods
for sportsmen. Send leu cents for 63-page handbook and catalogue. Third-class mail matter can
now be registered.

W. HOLBERTON

&

CO., P. O.

Box 3,SOO.

Sporting Emporium.
Mo. 213 South

Fifth Street, Philadelphia.

TO

« o.

FOR FLORIDA

cll.
Shows date, number of ends, number of hits
and value of same. These cards will bo afjai By
mall, prepaid, on receipt of price. Liberal discount
to the trade.

FOBD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

The Sportsman's Diary and Blank Score
Hook, bound in leather, will be sent, pre-paid on receipt of ?:> cents. This book contains, also, ruleB for
glass ball shooting, game laws, receipts, etc.

W. HOLBERTON

General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier aa South Delaware Aven ue, l'liila,

P. O.

TROUT

The Wisconsin Central Railroad
THROUGH TO

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland
and return for {20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the
C:M. and St. Paul, Mad >n Streel Depot, Chicago;
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and
camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this
" Forest and Stream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass fishing Butternut Creek and 1 ake for
mnscalonge; the many branches and lakes of ihe
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
and pickerel, never till last season fished by sportsmen. Between Stiver Creek and Ashland ail are
trout streams, and many others can be easily readied
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in Che
i

;

Biiv affords excellent spoil.

The Chequamegon

QRADLEr
Y.,

to all

myfl

IltiUSE,

located

Is

c.

K'drod
.i

.'..

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

HALIFAX, W. S. AND ST.
JOHNS, N. F.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

CORTES, Capt. Bennett, and

TliiuTIIT' MANTEI:,
aepiia

tf

Wild Fowl Shooting.

Ground, L.

Nov8

I.

tf

TO SPORTSMEN.
Bay View House, on Shinnecock Ray, Pond Quo-

.i

li.

'

"

'..

!'!'

field and way stations on arrival of boat.
NIGHT LINE. -The Elm City leaves
York at
11 P- «., connecting with passenger train In waiting

.

:....

..

.

Ground

P. O..

Long Island,

septs26

lm

;

CLARK & SEAMAN,

AGENTS—WOOD A

& CO., St.

bftWest street,

CO. Halifax, N.
John's, N. P.

8.,

N.Y.

HAEVEi!
Je206m

Cleans fifty shells In ten minutes. Nowaterused.
elastic, self-adjusting, prevent the slipping
wads. Is unequalled as a breech wiper by covering with an oiled cloth. For sale by all gun dealers,
or sample sent free hy imi'l on receipt or price,
Si. 50; luand'lS bore. J. F. RON AN, box 34 Roxbury
Station, Boston, Mass.
Liberal discount to tne
trade.
SeptSS 3m

Knives

By a practical gunner and au old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decovs on
the coast. The b.-sc ground mine vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shouting of all varieties. Special
attention given bv himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good

gue, Long Island, now open for fall and winter
shooting— duck;,, goese ami brant. This house offers
superior advantages to sportsmen, is centrally located, within easy atjcfcBa ol shooting grounds,
Guides, with first-class boats, butteries, decoys, etc.,
are at the service of guests. Billiard room lu connection with Ihe house. For further particulars, address ALONZO 11. OOEW1N. Proprietor, Good

i

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

ot

Capt. Mollhinney,

II

.

&

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
'

form a regular line between above ports, leaving
Pier 10, North River, New York, three timea a
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
orthe Lower St. Lswreneewlll And tola the cheapest

Time between New 'Vork and Halifax about
sixty hours, onehalf of trip through Long Island and

and Surgical Instruments,
and will Keep in

NOT GUM,

any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United
States pronounce it the best gnu oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It la
the best preparation I have found in thirty-flyo
years or active and frequent nse of guns."
The trade Bnpplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 570 1'avouia Avenue, Jersey City
'
*
Heights, N.J.
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm.
Reaci & Sons. Boston, Mass.; B. Kinredge A Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio; E E. Eaton, Chicago. III.: Brown
ft Hilde
St. Louis, Mo.
Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Trimble ,fc KleilmcKer, Baltimore. Md. S.
Cropley
Sons, Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grobb
* Co., Philadelphia.

Sullivan Co., N.
the bes; hnnnng lu

SPR1NGV1LLB HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAY, L. I,,

G. T. A.

Milwaukee, Wis.

ALHAMBRA,

o.-

t.f

r:;

Lake Ports.

6m

I.

gnnolr

been enlarged, and is supplied with a
steam-yacht, sail and rowboais and excellentguides.
The atmosphere at Ashland is a sure preventive of

HENRY PRATT,

L.

it

For Guns, Cntlery
Safe to handle, WILL

Sullivan County, six mlU-sfi-uiu Sliolioia, En., j;. R.
Small game very plenty. Some doer. li\e<, coons.
etc Terms %1 per woe c.
unfay if

year, has

hav fever.
Steamers from Ashland
Send for Guide Book.

Jeffl)

angw

last

built,

to show as
as those of

Rossmore House, Speonk,

fox,

hotel at Ashland,

rooms

Prop'r.

Situated on the C4i ,v,i South l'.;;v, benveenMorlches
and vVeBtiiamnton, within a mile and a half oi the
ocean.
Excellent accommodation for summer
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boating, fishing, and gunning.
House open throughout
the year for fishing and shooting parties.
Boats,
boatmen, stabling, cA T ria;ri ?, aud every convenience
for sport-men.
"/ Long Island Ralhoad.
Access!!
Terms moderate.
8. P. GONKLlN, Prop'r.

JD

CO.,

Eaton's Rust Preventer,

;day.

-::;.s

any Hotel in the World

large and as elegantly furnished
the SHERMAN.

FISHING!

&

Ill Fulton St., N. Y.
octli It

3,800.

t?,

AXYIN HULBERT,
We challenge

Box

per
without t
to

the parlor floor,
Rooms with baths,

Vineyard Sounds, In smooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New York and Halifax, $15 gold X«w York and St.
John9, S30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced
ings and further particurates. For b
lars apply to

on wharf at New Haven, leaving 5:1m a. h, Tickets
lold and baggage checked at. 944 Broadway, New
tfork, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to
New Haven and return, 11.50, 'Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General
Agent.

N.

ARCHERY SCORE CARDS.

t'on.

New

lLtll fax,

Plain, per doz„ 25c.
Colored, per doz., 35c.
These cards are tne alinplestand best in nee, and are
scoring, which can be done either with a pen or pi-u-

The new and elegant Bteamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 26, East River, daily (8undaye

points.

"The Visitor's Guide

post free on receipt of one dollar.

.TONES,

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID
LOADINC SHELLS.

Sherman
House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

General Passenger Agent.

ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be

checked ire

Pleasant Winter Resort for

STONE'S

Chicago.

(Sen. Pans. Aidant,

JAMES CHARLTON,

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
rvest for GeeBe, Ducks,
hunting gnu

2T,

V..,,

a.

;

from yonr

ion mil attainable
ticket agents, anply lo

W. H. Stknnktt,

Spoilsmen.

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
18J8._
LONG
Eorrybo'ts leave New iork from James Slip

lull, xvuj ai,
;

MARVIN HUGHITT,

Liberal arrangements for transport of Bogs for

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs t.-iken good care ol. Reduced ratea
on parties of ten ormoi a upon application lo General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapida.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. Winbiow,
Gen, Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
U

UL.ttl

llacine,

lORTUWESTBRN RAILWAY.

Rates reduced

QUICKEST,

vuiutiiit,

HOTEL CABS

FOR

St. Paul.

Ul IIIOIICV,

the old Lake Shore
»aing through Evanatou,

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN

LINE.

i'

;

sep2S ly

and

J.

-JL

all winter from the trees
au abundance of
game, fish, oysters, etc., at hand Mississippi postal
and telegraphic facilities an eligible place for a

oranges

is

Westb-iuiid. ihev leave c -i.:igo daily, except Sun(and on every ihird Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:80 a.m., aud arrive at Council
Itlu0s next morning.
Kant-bound t cv leave Council Blnffa at f>:30 P. M„
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),

EVERYTHING.

Cobb's

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis

(daily

LINK

between Chicago and

VIB8T-CLAS8

Louis, Minneapolis

St.

tl

is

Liberty street.
octlO It,

ilay

CHICAGO &ALT0N RAILROAD.

Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountalnons country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Mondiv. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 r. M.
Full information given at office, 191 Greenwich St.,

New York.

ORT AND DUBUQUE

counu

telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

The steamers

try.

Mirncsola. Its
is the only

,

.

.

AND FEA?HER.

oillce

Old Dominion Line.

Appl

kosh,
•

CAPE MAY,

SOLAN, and points on the SEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPURT AFTER FIN

hauna Railroad for the tSoiithwest.
KorniiB Comfortably Warmed by Steam.
ta Tills 18 THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF

ntral

own, Fond du Lao, osBieanaba, s.gaunee,
ork and the Lake Sniie-

Lake ForeiKeuoahato

Hunting.

to ALBANY.
Leaves PIER 41, N. K., root of Canal s reet,
Sundays excepted, al 6 P. M.
First-das* fare, 81. Beck, 50c. Excursion
to Albany mid Return, $1 "><>. Staterooms,, $1 and $2.
Making close connections with iralns on New
York Cen'ral Railroad for the West, and Delaware
and Hudson Railroad for the North, and Sasque-

!

|

points

all

A AND ST.
ite in- Winona, RocneaPeter, New Ulm and

AND MILWAUKEE

other well-known centers for

Wing

isthe short

Minneapolis, nnltiihaud

Owatoj

LINK

Also, to

dally,

KI'KI.

all

Trout FiHblns,

Evening Line

tl,

rlor

CONWAY K. HOWARD,

People's

;r.\KAroi.iSLINB

...li

good duck and goose shooting.

0ALI-

louteforall

lOrHortnern Wisconsin and Minnesota, aud for

line

TICKETS

North and Northwest; aud at Eichmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements
in equipment,
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

:

poiuiflin Northern Illinois, Iowa, D.Ko'.a, Nebraska,
levada, California, OreWyoming! Ci
gon, china, Japan and Australia
lis CHICAGO.

•

GUNNIN0 AND FISHING
Pennsylvania and

AND

MIA

Oil

Its

,

f

H.niNl.i

is

Railroad, foot of
Proprietor.

the

«.:!

,::,.

.

W.ABBOTT,

ETTE LINE

FORD, CEESSON, RALSTON, M1NNEQUA, and

ap

:

line for 3c

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West.
Northwest and Southeast at GordonsviUe, with the
;

son

also reach the best lecalttlea for

in

subscriber bigs leave to
that he will keep the Lake House, at Spring
J., open until Dec. ai for the accommodation ol sportsmen. Quail are abundant this year,
and II is but a Eliort distance to the head of Barnegat

Lake. N.

Tukethe Central

ter,

Company

Railroad

PennsylTani

famonB

White

via

These

States.

TOsay
H.

afforded bv their lines for reaching inoit of the
and RACE COURSES In the

TROTTING PARES

SPORTSMEN.— The

Bay, where there

Ml.,:.,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia

The Only Route

&

Respectfully Invite attention to the

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mo-.mr.a, us, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
M Etui s, ore lTi'.-i ud Ne' i B«
ud Kai
-tvba Valley, and in el
enesofgams
ac<l fish, deer, bear,

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago
Northwestern RR.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO.

Virginia.

md §t&arts fa gpartsmetf.

§otels

§_por$n(eti'8 H-outqs.

TO SPORTSMEN:

The Route

235

BKAJDldEY HOUSE

To Sportsmen,, 10

to 30

shots at partridge per day guaranteed. Rabbits
and squirrels, red, grsj
lolach Ip. great numijera,
..

Deluding boaid
lerrnan. J.
J.

Y.

JI.

No. 20, Oil ETnlahed tiraln leather Huntlug- ."Uioes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heela,
with or without nails; English watevtifht tongueB,
adapted for hunters aud pedestrians. Price, S7; 60o.
extra by mall. Send stamp for illustrated Catalogue.

THOMSON

HO

Uar.lon,
in Oouni

oct J

tl.

& SONS,

v.

P. 0.

Box

1,016.

801

Broadway,

New

York

=

'

'

FOREST AND5fSTREAM.

236
^portsmeqs §oads.

tes Cartridge C(
°ir,,

RUBBER

INDIA

%yot tsttim'8 (goods.

A sia

L

BOSTON

Fishing Pants, Goats,
Legging and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

throughout the country.

SPORTING AJ*D CAMPING. OUTFITS,

LOWELL, MASS.,

AND

MANrjFACTUKERB OF THB

India Kufober Goods of Every Description.

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

HODGMAN &
GOWD'S

AND CARTRID GES.

CO.,

MAIDEN LAN B,

2?

N. 1

TAAaMED

OlJb

MOCCASINS.

m

cue market
best tkmg
for hunting, ashing, canoeing,
They are
snow- shoeing, etc
eat? to Hie feet, ana very
•"~r"\duriiolc. Made Co order
.jjMF in a variety ot styles, and

The

y.-a!

article.

Ren.

!:-

"I

HUTCIIINGS,

V. O.
sor to Frank Uood.i

Kr.y.

Dover. N. H.

:'.os.

PRINCIPAL AGENXi-W.
Fulton street, New Yo^k: J

'fcnuinc

IVie

MARTINS

.

fRnooes-

SUITS.

The reputation of these
goods is now established

COMPLETE

SBND FOR PRICE LIST.

SHOOTING

Adapted

PRICE PER SUIT, $13.

and sporting rifles and pistole, and in use by the AEMT AND NAVY
and Beveral Foreign Governments.
Rim-flre ammunition ot all lands.
the manufacture of

to all military

UNITED STATES
attention given to

OF THE
Special

For

Cartridges for Target Practice.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway,

HOMER F8SHER7260

N. Y.

address

Y.

IM.

BONEHILL GUN.

street, Philndc'pl-.iH, . -. , ........
ttiony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

lars,

SIMMONS &

G. W.

Broadway,

rules for
particu-

circulars,

measurement and

Boston, Mass.

SOW,
septl2

2m

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

HOl'oei",

Market

They are the Best.

No. 611.-Top-action, treble safety
extension

bolt,

rib,

rebounding

laminated barrels.

locks,

Patent fore

end

Cheapest gun In the mar-

fastening.
ket.

Send stamp for

lar of

Guns,

Rifles,

Illustrated circu-

Revolvers and am-

munition.

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, EOWING,
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

W

ite for

Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns

Fishers

NOW

CO.,
337 IMPORTERS
Broadway, New York.
AND MANUFACTURERS

HENNINC,

C.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

OF

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,

POOLER & JONES,

WHOLESALE AND

PATENT BOSS

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only

_

practical cartridge holder lu use. Will
brass cartridges,
carry
and positively prevent
wads from starting on
shot. Suitable for either

bra

paB€r-_ or

"

shells. £—-«:.'

Avestvfiilli'.ifi so

complete, with 30
attached, only
holders

The

::ii be perfectly adjusted to fit either a slim
eor large man. Will
llver to any address, aDd
prepaypoita.je.oubeitsDr
any number of loose im ders on receipt of the following prices: Spring
brass cartridge holders,
..,
v.
din
le belts with B
E.-.,
brass holders, complete,
$4. Elegant, nickcl-pUted holder.-; umi buckleB, the
We solicit corgayest and nicest belt in use, $5.
respondence from de-Hera. All our belts are made
of the finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps
i

i

tip

esse

II 00

WONAEB'S

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mounting, tnree-joint, extra tip and
30 00
tip case, waterproof ferrules
T 50
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, UUtt
Black bass rod. ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, Whipped butt, two middle joints
15 00
and three tips
6 00
Russia-leather fly-book, with the "Hyde" clip, large Size
"
"
Uvde clip, small size
S 50
Russia-le ttier fly-book, with the
Cc to 10c. per yard
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from
60
Helgramltes or Dobson bait for blacs bass, each
$1 to $2.50 per dozen
A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from

H.

belt

,i

REDUCED PRICE LIST ^F SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST IN T HE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.

and

of the cartridge holders.
Two dozen of these holders only weigh 8 ozs. One

weighs one pound.

RETAIL.

$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra rip and tip case
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, eolkl reel
plate
28 00
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, eolld
2T 00
reel plate
H. T.. T,EO,\ARivS six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip

^H
jSjH

These cartridge holders gt^R.
can be easily attached lo *"•
any hunting veet or coat
front.

READY.

BARTON &

one

I/.

Aiso
All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order.
United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal„ nickel, each
Cnit.i-.d States Aims Uevolrer. s sli.it. .32 cat, nickel, each

Fl cs dressed

t»

-

I

,

Agents for Hnber's Champion Glnss Ball Trnp
'

Amateur

7

Duncklee's Patent Camping

and Mining Stove.
Four

sizes,

The Bohemian Glass Works would
that the Paine Paten
would respect
,

I,

.,:

,,-;

No

—

.....

r

I-:-.

other ball

I

.'.

....

.,.:.....

,

,

IRE

hIi

MADE

•

•

BO other Ball Is aa beautifully
sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
I

HERRINGS

and

is

Prices

lower than

an and sea BROADWAY,

i

he ball

,

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was

ROUGH

BAL_, acd at

<•

the

iprice far

first

when

hit.

to introduce the

below the smooth

ball

at that time.
Halls aud Trap can oe ordered through all Gun DealLiberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which vriiltlnow a ball in any direction from the shooter at
Old .style, 86.
ready for the market. Price 88.

Fish& Simpson's
JNEW

Pocket Scale

TRAP
MY IMPROVED
now
onller,

the option of the

is

Parties buying slas* balls will receive. In each barrel containing
rules for si ass ball shooting, containing 40 pages.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

BALLS,

GOLDoS;

balls, score

book and

HAGGERTY BROS, CO., lO Piatt Street, Pi. Y. Cily.
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
tfc

by A. H. BOGARDUS, containPecond and enlarged edition of "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,'tfng of dog- by Miles Johnson,
taffinstxactaons for Glass BaU Shooting, and chapter out
Elkh-«t, Logan Co., 111.
Priced by mail,.portage paldT Address, Capt. A. H.
i

Costly

250

BOGARDUS,

Decs

tf

for Sportsmen.

very handsome article, entirely mat
proof, being made of the best hard brass,

A

;iin.

in

length by ;„in, in diameter, and of which the
Illustration.
This.
is a true
oalaoce scale has been designed especially as

annexed cut

aasefnlandconv.

inlou for

•.

sportsmen, for the purpose of weighing flsh
Registers as high as 15 pounds,
..
and graduated to 2 ounces by standard
.vritiiiH.
Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt
of 75 cents.

ers.

>is

CO.,
new yoiik.

§ach!e.

.Sishing

.„.

;,,.......

_aud thereby

i

buforeZ itlie^War.

herring"*

list.

satisfaction, aa
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out of order, and they throw the ball in a manner
that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass BallB
are made of uniform weight and thickness, aud have a
corrugated surface that strengthens the hall for shipment

oct3 2t

.Tuat

Jyll

is

These Traps are the only ones that give

factured only by CAMP ft »I;E. S.oughton, Dine
County, Wisconsin. All orders for Barnple loaders

lbs.

I

Bogardus' Patent Hough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.

must contain remittance.

TO

Ball.

all

BOHEMIAN

-

paper shells of any length, each shell being accurately charged and wadded complete In one operaAmount of charge readily adjusted. Highly
indorsed hv sport-men and ihe press. Having nerfeoted arrangements for manufacturing in large
Manulots, we have reduced the price to SG.

to

Address TAUNBlackston street

I 60

weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 300.
Special inducements to the trade
GLASS WORKS, 214 Penri Street, N. Y.
HEADQITARTERS

Every ball

Send for price

tion.

SI

$2 60

dealers In Glass Rails to the fact
TO A SHALE, therefore wa
ONLY HALL
-:™k of unsaleable articles for the spring Trade,

respectfully call the attention of

of the FeaOuj
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot,
either by transportation or falling on the grass.

and V2-g»uge metal or

CO.,

Boston, ifasa.

A. PAINE'S

The "Standard"

CAMP'S LOADER STILL AHEAD

to 10

camping out.

TON IHON WOKKS

FILLED GLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1877.

sept2S

Each loader adapted

weighing from 15

the thing for anv one

each S9 .00
"
5.5Q

,

'

IRA

oa (uot shown in cut). Cash must, accompany orders.
Send money in registered letter on Serena, 111., or
Send 10 cent
P. O. Money Order on Ottawa, III.
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to
POOliEti ifc JoNii"<, Serena, La Salle Co., 111.

the direction the ball will take. Made
desired. All metal. WoRKINii PARTS
forClrcnlar.

tell

if

SICKLY FITTED. Send

any desired pattern.

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED.
EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPOR TSMAN'S OUTFITS.

.

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws lu every possible
No screen Is Deeded, us no one, not even

direction.
nuller, can

stationarv

TRADE SUPPLIED.
twe tbree-oeot stampBwe
new Blxty-four-page catalogue,
the most complete list ever published on
FisMns Tackle, Camping Goods, Guns,
Base Ball, and everything iu the line
of Sportsmen's Goods.

On

will

receipt of

send our

Fish

& Simpson,

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK
For Forest and Stream and Rod

LONG ISLAND

IN

Ctnd

Gun.

LATE OCTOBER.

|~|0TOBEK'8 flaming

u

From

banners, of purple and of sold,
O'er all the bowery woodland, are flauntiugly nnroll'd
bis o'er-brlmm:iig urn red Autumn poura his dyes

thy realm, Long Inland, from clouds that sail the akie3.
of elm and chestnut, so emerald-green ere while,
glow wi;h brightest blnsheB, suffused with Autumn's smile.
The maples of the uplands are flushed with royal red,
A nd rob id mid garlands golden o'er the pasture-oaks are spread
The sumacs by the roadside now wear a scarlet crown,
The bayberry bashes by the beach are c"ad in russet brown
The apple orchards, late despoiled of all their ruody globes,
Tlnet witlt the frost are all arrayed in vari-color'd robes
And low in swamps and thickets of cedar and of pine,
The woodbines redden, and the lithe, hlgh-clambsring grape-vine.
And there the village children come, the purpling grapes to glean.

O'er

all

Thy woods

Now

Whose

clusters load

alders that o'er the Btreamlets lean.

tlie

The grass of summer uplands, where far the sheep-flock strays,
The bush grass of the meadows, where wad tig cattle graze,
So green ere while, are wither'd now, and thro' their thin brown
The sorrowful breeze Is sighing, like »ne In pain that grieves.
l

leaves

Thetrabblingbrook, whose currents glide through banks of living green,
So clear that in the crystal deaths the spotted trout were seen,
Creeps brown and turbid now, all chok'd with foliage sere—
A clouded mirrcr now, ere while transparent dear
Nor more the angler comes with tapering rod to sweep
The brook or limpid pond where dark tree-shadows creep.
I Btand high up a hillside,

where far as eye may reach,
fields, and the sandy, yellow beach.

Stretch out fair woods and

The harvest crops are garner'd, the flelds lie brown and bare,
The three Iter's flail in distant barns, resounds upon the air
I hear the cow-boy's call, the whistle of the bird,
And all the joyous sounds of rural life are heard.
1 hear the piping quail and the gunner's weapon ring.
And see the startled coveys burst forth upon the wing;
I hear far overhead, in the upper realms of air,
The honking of wild geese, as onward swift they fare
Mi. in the salt bay meadows I see the fowler's boat,
I hear his gun, I see the smoke above his ambush float
I see the platoons of the coot, the squadrons of the brant,
And hovering black ducks, the shallow coves that haunt,
The Bhelldrake and the broad-bill, and all the feather'd flocks
Which haunt the o.jea biys aai waesl o'er oseia roits.
I

Fair acenes

I

bright scenes, enchanting scenes, that

fill

The heart with o'erflowing Joy, and the llfe-pulaes thrill,
So fair in all your Autumn pomp,* in all your summer green,

When woods are bright,

skies full of light,

Shelter Island, October.

and waters smile serene
—Isaac McLbllan.
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THE

writer, in

company with Mr. H. C.

Price, of Brook-

lyn, left Titusville in the early part of last February
for a cruise on the beautiful sheet of water known as the Indian River. Only those who have taken this trip can form

»ny

idea of the

charm of

sailing

and camping in these waters.

Extending for over 150 miles, averaging two miles in width
fed by various inlets from the sea, it becomes a miniature
land-locked ocean. The water perfectly salt, and at night
sparkling with phosporeseent light, teeming with fish of many
varieties and containing numerous beds of lucious oysters. Its

banks

alternate between high bluffs of pine lands and palmetto
quail, wild turkeys and deer are found),
with dark and gloomy swamps, in whose tangled recesses
lurk the panther and wild cat, and glide the alligator and
moccasin snake. The perfect days and delicious nights all
combine to make this a mo3t desirable resort.

hammocks (where

At

Titusville

we

chartered a small flat-bottomed sloop,

A

about 30 feet in length and about four tons burden.
waterproofed tent, arranged to go over the boom and fasten down,
under the sides of the boat, made us a comfortable and dry

A

tent at night.
small galley stove, fitting in snugly under
the forecastle, a good colored man as " chef," and plenty of
" hog and hommny," with etceteras, sufficed
for
the wants of the inner man. Rifles, choke-bore breech-loaders, fishing tackle of all kinds, with plenty of ammunition
and
metal shells, and last, but not least, a couple of staunch setters completed our equipment.
After leaving Titusville our first stopping-place down the
_
river was at a noted orange grove here we laid in a supply
of splendid oranges, lemons and limes. The kind old gentleman owning the grove allowed us to pick our oranges from
the trees ourselves, which made it more romantic. It was a
pleasant sight to see the long rows of orange and lemon trees
'With their golden fruit gleaming amid the dark-green, glisten-
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;
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ing foliage, while all around them, standing as sentinels,
clustered the " wind brakes " of graceful palmetto.
next ran across the river to Merrill's Island, where we
found the quail very plentiful, starting sometimes a dozen
coveys in the hour. But alas, every "rose has its thorn."
The mosquitoes were so numerous here and so vindictive in
their attacks that shooting became almost a martyrdom, and
the thick palrae! to scrub told heavily on the dogs.
remained here some time. Our boat anchored in a little quiet
cove, the surrounding hanks fringed with palmetto and huge
live oaks, their every branch festooned with a drapery of
Florida moss, hanging gray and dead like old men's beards,
as if a race of loug-fo:-gotten ancient Neptunes had been
doomed to stand there on guard forever, the limpid water
revealing in all clearness the white and pebbly bottom, where
the channel bass, mullett and cavalli darted swiftly to and fro.
Over all, the glorious sunlight and blue sky of Florida,
the air musical with the calls of quail, the whistling of the
red-bird, and the shrill cry of the sea-gull, while the deep
booming of the surf (only half a mile distant) broke in with

We

We

its heavy monotone.
We made frequent trips over to the Banana River, where
wild fowl were found in great abundance, and a few Wilson's
snipe. Our next halt was made at Crane Creek.
Here we
found plenty of quail and many curious and beautiful birdF,
among them white and blue herons, pelicans, parrakeets

and cormorants.

Higher up the creek we saw many

alliga-

tors.

24,

1878.

eyes and long beaks, their ungainly sprawling limbs clad in
short fuzzy down, stare curiously at you, while solemn oil
birds, their pouches hanging down, gaze reproachfully upon
you. Little tiuy, half-fledged pelicans, with hardly any beak
to speak of and no clothes, peep out over their nests to see
what is going on, and, toppling over, come fluttering to the
ground.
But your space will not permit of a full description of all
the sights, pleasures and exploits of this genial winter resort.
Not least among its attractions may be counted the graceful
beispitality cf its inhabitants and the deliciously flavored
oysters and oranges.
And when we found ourselves, about
the first of April, back again at Titusville, brown as berries,
fat as seals, and with fearful and wonderful appetites, we bade
adieu to the Mover, our floating home, with regret, well pleased
with our trip and already looking forward with joyful anticipations to next winter, when we propose, D. V., to try it
again
There is a railway, with a comfortable car, running from
Salt Lake on the St. John's River, and I am told by the general nmnager that by next winter the road will be completed
to Lake Harney, so that travelers can then reach the Indian
River direct from Jacksonville without change of boat.
Sportssmen to Jacksonville will be cordially received and
taken care of by the gentlemanly superintendent of the railway, Mr. Churchill. By next winter a large hotel will be
opened for guests.
W. E. C. M.

One day, when paddling

quietly up the creek on the lookout for 'gators, a large Duck of wild turkeys suddenly " broke
cover " from a palmetto swamp.
both discharged our
rifles at them, killing one fine gobbler.
Prom Crane Creek
we sailed down the river and made our next camp on the
opposite side.
Here a narrow neck of land about a half mile
wide and covered with heavy palmetto scrub, divides the
riverfrom the ocean, and here we remained some time enjoying a daily surf bath, deer hunting, and shooting beach snipe
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and pelicans.
One day while crossing over the beach one of the dogs was
observed to act very strangely. He came to a half point on
something in the scrub, and then ran to us apparently much
alarmed. We retraced our step?, thinking it might be either
a fox or snake, when suddenly, almost beneath our feet,
up
sprang a couple of deer. My companion brought one down
with a charge of buck shot, and the other fell a victim to a
Sharps rifle ball. After securing the game we had a good
laugh at the novel idea of a setter dog pointing venison. During our stay here we killed three deer, and were thus enabled
to gladden the hearts of some of the settlers by donations
of
fresh meat.
And thus the happy days and weeks glided by
Sometimes we camped at the mouths of little creeks and inlets
whose (to us) unknown waters we exp'ored in a small skiff,
sure to find good sport shooting alligators, deer and wild
turkeys. The " cast-net " at night supplied ub with mullett
for the table and bait for channel bass fishing.
It was .'rand
sport catching these immense fish on hand-lines or with
a
stout boat rod and large salmon reel.
Sometimes, too, we
would hook a "tartar" in the shape of a shark, when the
total loss of hook, bait, and general demoralization of the
tackle
would be sure to follow. Higher up the different creeks and
fresh water rivers good sport could be had with trout rod and

SHOOTING AT CHATEAU
RICHER BEACH.

HHHE

first of September brings gladness to the heart of the
sportsman, for on that day snipe, woodcock and partridge
shooting commences, and Ihe woods and beaches are—

1

uant with the sound of the fowling-piece, the whistle of sportsthe barking of cockers, and the proprietors of sportsmen's resorts prepare their salons and their chambers a coucher

men and

for the messieurs de

The

summer sun
feels in the early morning
and evening twilight a suspicion of coming cold. The fields
have been shorn of their waving crops, and the green leaves
of the maple, the birch, the beach and the oak have changed
to pink, to purple, to orange, to brown, and in fact to all the
colors of the rainbow, while fruit trees luxuriate in myriads
of blue and white plums and rosy and russet colored apples.
are

ville.

fierce rays of the

somewhat tempered, and one

It

was

in the afternoon a

friend, seated in

few days ago when myself and

a four-wheeled dog-cart, laden with the

complement of fowling-pieces, ammunition and the

superficial

and drinkables not procurable in country villages,
d drawn by a strong Norman pacer, whose steps varied not
the level road or on the ascent or descent of hill, drawn
over the Dorchester Bridge, leaving the city of Quebec with
his countless tin-covered roofs and mountain-pitched edifices
behind, to pass a day or so at the village of Chateau Richer
and try our luck at snipe shooting on its famous far-stretching
flies.
beach.
Quietly smoking our cigars, while our two pointers
At the St. Sabaslhn River we remained some time, and contentedly lay at our feet, we could not help feeling some of
here an accident befell which bereft the writer of a favorite the enjoyability of life, which now
and then repays one for its
setter.
Poor Dash could not resist his instinct -to retrieve
nps and downs, its disappointments and its cares, its losses
and while swimming the river one day in hot pursuit of a aud reverses.
crippled duck, and deaf to all remonstrances of his
We passed through the village of Beauporl, with its whitemaster
a huge alligator rose to the surface.
washed lime-stone, vertically twisted cottages on each side of
yell of terror from the doomed dog
the deadly sweep of
the road cropping up one after the other for miles.
Down to
the reptile's tail the metallic clash of its jaws a splash
a the right swept majestically past the great St. Lawrence, lavstruggle, and poor o.'d Dash sank to rise no more.
Peace to ing in its waters the base of the rock built city of the heights
his body
He was a good dog and faithful friend, and may of Levis and the shores of the Isle d'Orleans. On this village
his spirit find some canine paradise where boues
and birds site, nearly one hundred and twenty years ago, the brave
abound and 'gators exist not, It was also here that the sur- Wolf was defeated by the chivalrous Count do Levis, with
viving setter distinguished himself by a panic.
While hunt- the loss of several hundreds of men in killed and wounded.
ing quail one afternoon, about, a mile from the boat, Don
con- The English afterward revenged the defeat by carrying fire
cluded to inves'igate a tangled swamp. In a few minutes a aud sword through all
the villages of the north, from Beauhowl was heard, almost human in its agonized expression of port down. Soon
we passed over the rushing, seething Montterror.
Out of the swamp came the dog as an arrow from morency River, and from the bridge we saw the fleecy cloud
a bow, "each individual hair standing on end, likequills upon of misty spray
rising upward from the falls, not far down,
the fretful porcupine," and, regardless of its master's appeal;',
and were almost deafened by the continuous roar of thedashing
sped frantically to the boat, Close behind him came a pan- waters. As we hastened
on the sound gradually receded, and
ther.
Whether the panther would have caught the dog or we found ourselves surrounded by orchards of apples and
not, must remain a mystery, for a coup'e of loads of
bird plum trees, whose freighted branches stretched across the road,
shot, poured into the animal at short r;.tige, turned its
forming an archway, from which we could pick the most decourse
and it slunk away into the thicket. As it was nearly dark and licious fruits.
Delightful cottages and farm-houses, near
no buckshot handy, the writer declined to follow but it was which were barns, milk houses, stables and bake houses,
dotted
many days before poor Don recovered the tone of fhis nervous the side views, and the village of L'Ange Guardien, with its
system.
parish church, whose bell was sounding the Angelus, came
The fishing in Jupiter Inlet was simply superb, and some- into view and was passed to give place to more extended
times we amused ourselves by baiting a large shark hook and, views of orchards, forests, towering
mountains on one side,
fastening one end with a heavy rope to a mangrove root
we and receding declines and river view bounded by the fertile
generally contrived to hook one of these wicked gentry
pastures of the Isle d'Orleans on the other.
beIt was getting
fore morning.
One of the most interesting sights of the river dusk as we approached the village of Chateau Richer, but we
is Pelican Island.
This is a small mangrove island on the could recognize remembered places of former visits, Bnd, aa
east side of the river partially covered
with water, and is the we rapidly passed the church, we could feel assured that we
abode of myriads of these curious birds.
Every tree is had not many yards more to drive before we could be certain
crowded with their nests, and pelicans of all ages and stages of of comfortable lodging
and hearty welcome at the house of Mr.
development, jostle and tumble over each other on every Pierre Garne&u.
oranch. The nobe is deafening and the
smell far from that
We were not unexpected, for a telegram had informed our
or Araby the Blest.
Funny little pelicans, with gieat staring host of our intention, and he was waiting with his lantern lit

A

;

;

!
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to unload our vehicle and put up our horse, -whose trot for
fifteen miles did not stem to have fatigued him in the least ;,
lusfovi/,, f,;„-n. hoi aired the beds, put the rooms in order,
and Soon had a good substitute for dinner in the shape of
fowls, eggs, potatoes, toast, coffiie and lea the little et cetera*
we had brought from the city tendered everything complete
DBUrcd tor us a comfortable aud pleasant evening. After
satisfying our hunger and putting our things ship shape, we
sal down~lo bear the news of the beach from our host, who
cheered our hopes by his reports of abundance of snipe. H is
benevolent-looking face beamed with enthusiasm as he related
to us the wonderful shots he had made, of the bags he had
filled, of the grands memtws whom he had had the honor to
meet, and the magnificent fowling-pieces it had been his good
fortune to handle. His admiration of our breech-loaders was
unbounded, as was also his praise of the contents of our flask;
but he prided himself in regard to the latter in possessing such
Turn as could not be purchased in Quebec, and in proof thereof
brought forth a bottle of it. It was certainly the best we had
ever tasted, and had been in his father's house for many,
many years. In former times, when the West Iudia trade
with Quebec was much more extensive than it now is, rum
was largely imported direct from there, and ninny captains
took advantage of the extended length of unguarded river
coasts to carry on a profitable trade with the farmers, many of
-whom laid in a stock which to this day Btill remains unfinished.
Of such a stock was the rum which Pierre Uarneau
gave us to sample. As the evening advanced and his vivacity
increased with added potations, he related to us the legends
which had descended from the time of the siege, of the burning and desecrating of churches, of the desolating of whole
villages, and the entire destruction of harvested crops by the
English of the cruel mode of warfare, in scalping the dead
and murdering the wounded, and even their prisoners. His
;

i

;

grandfather and grandmother had narrowly escaped
death by taking refuge in the mountains, where they remained
hidden for weeks, living on herbs and what birds, squirrels
andhares they could kilL "3ut," he continued, "nousavom
change tout cela, and the English are our good fiieuds, and
much belter than the French," whose atrocities during the
reign of the Commune seemed to have horrified the old man.
"Ah 1" he said, " we have better laws than in France, and we
can attend our church and listen to our cure without fear or
danger, and when we are ill we can go to la bonne iSte
Amu, who will cure us of all diseases and make the lame to
walk and the blind to see." Our good host became quite eloquent over the miraculous cures effected by to bonne ate Anne,
and resented any doubt of her superlative powers. The village
of St. Anne is about seven miles below Chateau Kicher, and is
under the patronage of St. Anne, the mother of the Virgin
Mary; and a part of one of her finger bones is deposited in the
parish church, and is considered a most holy relic, capable of
curing any suffering by the simple touching it. This church
was lately created by the deceased Pope Pio IX. a shrine of a
bigh order, aud it is estimated that over thirty thousand pilIt has
grims from all parts of the continent yearly visit it.
certainly been of great advantage to the inhabitants and caused
the circulation of a large amount of money, which, but for
his Holiness' thought fulness, would never have been spent
there.
We at last confessed our faith in Ste Anne, for our
host was becoming argumentative, and we had to be out early
-^OB-the beach.
~
It was' between four and five o'clock the next morning
when we heard our host calling us to get up— just, the morning twilight, when one feels more i'uan at any other time the
desire for a little more slumber and folding of the hands.
But the sportsman's life is not one of laziness, and we sprang
from our beds to enjoy a bath in the spring water, which had
at that early hour been drawn for us. It was icy cold, and
soon brought our blood to a proper temperature and refreshed

own

and invigorated us for Lhe exertions of the day. After taking
a hearty breakfast of eggs and bacon and hot coffee, tempered
by the richest ot cream, we put on our bottes sauvages, which
reached up to our thighs and were fastened round our waist,
and rendered impervious to water by thick coats of neat's
foot oil, we let loose our dogs, shouldered our guns and salThe morning air was sharp and the great red sun
lied forth.
was just peering over the Island of Orleans, as through the
wet grass we made our way to the beach, up which an easterIt had not yet begun to rufly wind was beginning to blow.
fle the surface of the River St. Lawrence, down which was
quietly floating a balUau laden with pine deals, while the
helmsman, in his shirt sleeves and wearing a bonnet rouge,

on the immense tiller enjoying his morning
smoke. Through the damp grass, over turned up fields, and
by solitary paths in woods of autumnal tinted trees, we passed
till we came to a large hedge of haws and stunted oak trees,
in which we found an opening, and gained the beach. Here

was

lazily silting

We

were almost on a level with
shooting-ground.
the water and the beach stretched for miles before us, while
to the right rolled on forever the great St. Lawrence. In the
distance were mirages of far-off islands, and the clouds and
the water seem to touch as upon the ocean. To the left were
the variegaled colors of the Canadian forest, dotting the land
as with raiment of costly workmanship and far upward rose
the ranges ofjhe Lautentian Mountains, whose tops were
Not a Eound
still covered with the heavy clouds of night.
was heard, save our own hushed voices, as with poised guns and
dogs at heel we carefully trod upon lhe sinking, marshy bottom.
Then the dogs went forward, slood still, a point, a whirr,
whiz in the air, aud the rapid discharge of four barrels.
Down charge, and the birds were found— two brace and a
But old Garneau had marked the
half out of four brace.
Another whirr and
fugitives, and again we pushed forward.
strange
my gun brought down a bird, making three brace.
gun now appeared on the ground and flushed the birds which
had escaped us but this was all fair, as we were on common
property and the birds were careless as to who shot them, if
such were to be their destined fate, which, so far, seemed

was our

;

A

;

mosl probable.
Aa we cautiously advanced we approached a small

rivulet,

and, while looking for a safe crossing, rose a flock of wild ducks.
Then our breech-loaders came into good service, for in eight
discharges we were able to bring down five brace. By the
time wo had retrieved our birds the beach had become livelier
and the reports of fowling-pieces were heard continually. The
east wind continued to freshen, and this was a good omen, as
up more birds, and in fact in a
it would surely bring
short time my friend and myself, having become somewhat
B-'parated, could see and hear that each was busy in keeping

lime with the flushing of the snipe. It was glorious sport,
aid, although walking in two feet of water is~not pleasant,
and laboring in as many feet of sinking, marshy ground is
much less so and very fatiguing, the time flew rapidly, and
found
it was a matter of surprise when looking at my watch 1
upon for our alfresco
•t was past twelve— the hour agreed
/unch. I descried my friend at a distance standing on a small

waving his hankerchief to me, while. Garneau stood by
I hastened to
him, anxious to show
his side.
prizes and
to see his, and was envious enough to begrudge him the difference of one which he had gained on me.
Some fowl and

gard to the

tongue sandwiches, washed down by Hennessey's best, dissipated all jealousy, and, finding a dry aud comparatively soft
spot, we lay dawn to enjoy the ever-consoling pipe.
Dl
our fellow- sportsmen had followed our example, for there
seemed to be a sudden cessation of all noise even the snipe
must have gone more vigorously to work probing for food
with their long bills, for noi. a whirr disturbed lhe serenity,
broken solely by wind through the long marshy grass and the
purling of a "spring near by which supplied us with water to
soften the Hennessey.
Our hunger satisfied, and our siesta
over, we resumed sport with renewed vigor, and again the
beach was alive with gun reports and terrified snipe. Steadily
we pushed onward, dealing destruction in the most orthodox
manner and making good bags, which were beginning to be
a little heavy for our personal convenience, although we had
transferred lhe greater portion to old Garneau, who followed
us and seemed to enjoy the sport as if participating in the

QUESTION OF ARTIFICIAL fRODlTOTION.
Perhaps the most important work of the commission, in lhe
opinion of Professor Baird, aud upon which it is still engaged
at. Gloucester, is the series of experiments in reference
to the
artificial propagation of cod, mackerel and other kinds of fisb.
Should these prove successful il is easy to estimate the value
to the country of au organization which hopes, by the aid of
suitable machinery, to be able to hatch out annually hundreds,
and perhaps thousands of millions of these fish at a very
moderate cost. In addition to its labors in connection with
the sea fishes of the United States the commission has continued the work of propagating shad and salmon on a very

hillock

my

I

;

killing himself.

We

had reached the village of St. Anne, and he would not
us pass without our witnessing the truth of what he had
asserted the evening before concerning the miraculous powers
of the saints. So we went up to the church and entered it.
young girl was on her knees in the aisle, devoutly counting
her beads, and took not the slightest notice of our entrance
or our examination of the piles of crutches which filled all
sorts of nooks and corners in this favored edifice.
With such
proof before our eyes we could, of course, admit all the statements, however extravagant, of our credulous friend.
did
not, however, see the ielic had we done so, it might probably
have dispelled all our doubts. After the visit to the shrine we
returned to the worship of Diana on our return tramp to
Chateau Richer to the beach, and she was certainly as propitious then as before, for the birds naturally seemed to rush
in our way.
When nearing the village we took a start upward, and, crossing the road, reached the mountain path, and
were lucky enough to add a few brace of partridges to our
bag. It was falling twilight, and| the Anglus ringing when we
reached our quarters, where I found a telegram which required my departure for the city early next morning. In fact
had we not been so lired and hungry I would have left that
evening, but it was with a delicious sense of comfort that,
after divesting ourselves of our hunting gear, and performing
a much needed ablution, we sat down to a comfortable dinner,
consisting of trout,* boiled mutton, snipe, and an excellently
tasted apple pie, not to mention the extras brought from the
Our long walk was not an incentive to any lengthy discity.
cussion with our host, nor did he himself seem more inclined
to it than ourselves, so we retired early and rose early the
next morning quite prepared, if such were possible, to repeat
the tramp of the previous day.
When I say early, I mean
about nine o'clock; for, like Tom Hood, I do not believe in
early rising, when there are no fish to be caught nor snipe to
be shot.
After a hearty breakfast, and a kind farewell to our friends,
we started for Quebec with our booty— thirty -five birds— and
arrived there to astonish the citizens with what could be
found on Chateau Richer beach.
let

A
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:

THE DOINGS OF THE U. S. FISHERY
COMMISSION AT GLOUCESTER.
of our editors spent two weeks at Gloucester, Mass.
gathering information regarding the operations of the
Fishery Commission there the past summer, but, having

One
lately,

U.

S.

failed

to furnish

us the result of his observation,

pleased to reprint from the columns of the

we

are

New York Herald

operations of the Commission at Gloucester, as conducted for the past three months, have just been brought to a
close, so far as the investigation of the fishes were concerned.
Many eminent gentlemen had embraced the facilities furnished
by the Commission, including Professor Verrill, of Yale College
Dr. Farlow, of Cambridge: Professor Asa Gray, Mr.
Clarence King, Mr. Sanderson Srnilt, Professor G. Brown
Goode and others, who were present lhe greater part of the
season. As heretofore, a Government steamer has been at the
command of the Commission for the purpose of miking investigations of the "grounds" and "banks," determining the extent and boundary of those already known and searching for

The

:

new

ones.

AS IMPORTANT DISCOVERT.
Many important additions to the present knowledge

of the
A large flounder, closely allied
subject have been obtained.
to the English turbot and not inferior Lo it in excellence as an
" Strange to say, however,"
article of food, was discovered.
said Professor Baird, "it proved to be entirely unknown to
the oldest fishermen on the Cape, thia being due to the fact
that it had been taken by the beam aud trawl— a fishing implement used alone by the United States Fish Commission and
by Professor A gassiz in the United States, although extensively
employed in Great Britain for the capture of market fish. The
fish in question has so small a mouth that one two feet in
length would be unable to swallow an ordinary baited hook,
while a small hook would not be supposed to sustain its weight.
It iB the belief of Professor Baud ihat several tons could be
taken daily by small schooners suitably equipped. Specimens
of the fish submitted for critical examination to several well
known restaurateurs of Boston were pronounced by them to
Besides the food fish just referred to,
be excellent food fish.
about 150 specimens of fishes were added to the list of species
inhabiting the waters of the United States, some of them new
to science and others previously recorded, only, however,
from such distant localities as Maderia, the deep sea off the
coast of Porlugal or the waters of Greenland.
Many observations were taken of the temperature and
density and chemical composition of the water at various
depths up to 200 fathoms, with the special object of determining tho physical conditions which influence the movements
and migrations of the cod, of the mackerel, the menhaden aud
most important, scientific discovery was that
the herring.
of a new geological formation of the tertiary period of! the
Masses of rock containing characteristic masses of
coast.
fossils from all the best fishing localities, some thirty species
in all, were secured, a considerable number being unkaowuto
large mass of informatiou was also secured in rescience-

A

A

* Caccitt at Sault a la Piece,
°

Bielu-r.

a saort distance to

We north

rise, progress and present condition ol the great
which have rendered Gloucester so famous/this
information relating more especially to the cod, mackerel aud

sea fisheries,
halibut.

largc scale.
Twenty-three millions of shad were procured
at the station in Albermarle Sound and at the station in Havre
de Grace, ou the Susquehanna River, and distributed to every
State in lhe Union.
Twelve and a half millions of eggs o'l
California salmon, obtained at the United States Salmon Fishery Reservation, on the McCioud River, a tributary of the
Sacramento, have also just been distributed throughout the
United States. Generally the portion cominir East would fill,
in the regular packing cases, two large freight cars.
The
original bulk of the eggs themselves would amount to oyer
two hundred bushels. In referring to the importance of hisinkr
sion the Professor said that the investigation of the sea and its
bottom was as important and essential as the investigation prosecuted in the West by Prof. Haydcn, Major Powell, Lieutenant
Wheeler, Clarence King, and many other*. The production
of food was considered one of great importance in an economical point of view, from the fact that the propagation of fish
required only the planting of eggs, while the raising of cattle
and other kinds of food entailed'a large expense. The population of the country was rapidly increasing, while the means
of producing animal food on the land was decreasing in almost like proportion, aud it was the artificial increase of food
fishes alone lhat the country could look forward to with any
degree of certainty. The inquiries into the sea inhabitants
and of the rivers are over for the season, but the operations
connected with the extensive propagating of mackerel, cod
and herring are in progress at Gloucester, under the direction
of Mr. James W. Milner, and will probably continue for several,

months. The extensive steam apparatus required has been
erected on one of the wharves, and the prospect of success is
very satisfactory. The experimental work has all been done
between six and seven o'clock in the morning and at about
the same hours in the evening.
The professor paid a compliment to the fishermen of Gloucester for the interest which they had taken in the matter,
they alone having contributed over two hundred valuable collections.
They are, in the opinion of the Professor, a very
commendable class of citizens, and he will kindly refer t'o
them in his official report. He has taken them repeatedly out
on the steamer in order that they nvght see the wonderful
mysteries of the sea as brought to light by a thoroughly scientific apparatus.
In referring to the Herald's Arctic expedition Professor Baird
said that it was one of the most important enterprises of the
He remarked that it was "an admirable opportunity
age.
for making scientific observations.
And it is to be hoped,"
said the gentleman, "that the opportunitiea that will be
offered will be utilized in the interest of natural history and,
of physical science as wellas of geographical discovery."

The Treatment oi? Adhesive Eggs.— In our remarks
concerning the translation of circular No. 4, of the Deutsche
Fischerei Yerein, we mentioned the fact that Prof. James W.
Milner, Deputy U. S. Commissioner on Fish and Fisheries,
and his Assistant, Mr. F. N. Clark, had treated adhesive eggs,
by the dry method, as mentioned by Herr von dem Borne.
Since that was published, we have learned that the gentleman
mentioned hatched some two hundred thousand alewives, in
Albemarle Sound, last spring, freeing them from their stickiness by repeated washings, slier impregnation, which was
performed dry. Ten of the Slate Commissioners have tried
to hatch this truly valuable fish, on account of the difficulty
of handling the eggs, which have a tendency to mass together
in large numbers, but the U. S. Commission has been successIn nature,
ful, so far as they have had occasion to use them,
these eggs are scattered by the tail ot the fish, and adhere to
weeds, slicks, etc. with which they come in contact, eithei
singly or in such small groups that oxygen is not prevented
from reaching most of them. The Germans are very desirous
of introducing this fish into their rivers, and we have had
several letters from Herr von Behr on this subject.— Fred
Mather in CUwgo Field.
,

Stocking the Streams.— The Fish Commissioners have
made extensive preparations lo continue to stock the different
streams of this State with salmon during lie approai
and winter. The Commissioners have received irom Prof.
Spencer F. Baird, V. S. Fish Commissioner, half a million
eggs of the California salmon. They have made arrangements
to hatch and distribute in suitable waters throughout the
State two hundred thousand brook trout dining the coming.
winter and Spring.—MaOffH U'a.) Free J
1

!

Tennessee— Columbia,

Oct. 12.

Chateau

It is

now

stated thai Geo.

Akers, Stale Fish Commissioner, will receive a large number of salmon fry for depositing in our several streams.
look forward with delight to the time when we can catch
Val.
salmon from the Suck.

F
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MAMS.wnrsBTTS Fisu and Game Protective Association.
first fall meeting was held at llicir rooms, COS Washington street, Boston, on Wednesday evening. Oct. lb', the
President, Dr. John P. Ordway, presiding, and was of » very
interesting character on account ol" the several reminiscences
related by members concerning the sport enjoyed by them
with rod and gun during the close season of the Association.

— The

ATLANTA, Ga., Oct.

10, 1575.

Mm. H.

(_'.
Sotirbs :
Hear .Sir— The Diltmar is splendid. T consider
for lhe sportsman. I shall use no other.
YuarstroJj,

Dear

.S'tV— TJtttmar 19 ihr

powder

'or

'ciui

aee tor yoorbell.

lours,

etc.,

It,

a valuabte discovery

Wsi.
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H nWBTODpR; Pa., Oct. 10, 1S78.
wing Btipotlpg— doafi, Slicing

no smoke, and nothing battering at yoni
.i
to Mfc the "oiler feuouy
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—

log Tiit'.mar
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Pi

f

hit that
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same ttroe— generally In buuettes of from flvo or Rix to a
couple of dozen, but. also a good many single ones, wblnh always made
a good deal of whistling— a single sharp note. They looked when dying more, to a ring neck than anythin? else, although somewhat
larger but when picked they were, almost 09 big as a golden p.'Over,
and most delicious on the table. The uiuoiml of meal on them, compared Willi Die r apparent biimi with the feathers on s ruck me as very
marked. They had a short, beak ol a dark, ye lowl-h color, some black
about the neck, quire r. variegated imck. with rich reddish brown, bUtuk,
etc., and orange legs.
1 thought at first that they were chicken plover,
-aw mat there was a difference,
until I shot so tie ot the litter,
they being larger and more black about the neck. 1 think it a r«nge
that a brd that Is so plenty here should have never come under my
observation on our coast. It I am not nils aken, when flying tuelr
backs look black with two white angular lines on the wings like invertflying at the

Ijtetaris*

ANOUtS RECEIVED AT CINTTUL PARE MUKAGERIE F011 WEB!
Ending Oct. 19, 1ST8.—Oils bPlted kingUsber, Ceryle alcyon, presented
by Mr. James p. Swain, Jr., Bronxville; six black swans, Cytrnus
atrai.ua, born lu Honageiie. Tuls Is the second brood of cygnets rawed
by the same swan this summer. One red-tailed hawk, Butto bareaUs,
presented by Mr. Guso Kiscbebusch, N, T. City; one collared pecoary.
Dimtyle* tojacu, presented by JIIss Emma L. Jucob, Maniaroncck one
gray fox, Vulpes virginianvs, presented by Mr. Harry N. Watts, N. Y.
City ; one American bittern, Sutaurua tentigarwtws, purchased.
W. A. Conkijh, Director.
;

Mioropteeos Saxmoideb and M. Nigricans.— Under the

re-

vised nomenclature of Gill and Jordan, the big-mouth, Oswego,
or grass bass, as

it is

pallidua instead of

black bass,
color,

we

tinction

known

variously called,

M.
as

it

M.

and

known as M.
As the true

salmoidcs is really the darkest in

are pleased with the change

between

will be

nigricans as heretofore.

which marks the

dis-

cousin pallidum, or pale.

its

—Two California squirrels have recently been turned loose
on Capitol Square, in Richmond, Va. They are larger and
stouter than the gray squirrel of Virginia.

;

ad

ed Vs.
There were also some birds exactly like penpR, only certainly two, if
not three, times as large, and very good they were. I compared the
two often, and could see no difference except in size; but they were
not mixed up together—some flocks being of tho one, some of the other
kind.

— Prof

Hayden's Surveying Expedition is officially reported at Washington all -well. With
the exception of some mules stolen from the Wilson detachment no losses have occurred to the survey during the sum.
mer. He reports that the work of the survey, though interrupted from time to time by storms, has gone on steadily, and
that two tons of specimens are on their way from Bozeman.
Expedition.

Est Spawn. — Mr. Eugene
this

week what

appeal's to

be

Blackford has been exhibiting
eel

Prof. Baird has so pronounced

we await

.

that were nearly half as large again; but as far as plumage goes, I conld
seo no difference.
Some of the golden plover had very black breasts— not the beetlehead or blackiircast, as I got those also, aud know the difference lu

spawn under the microscope.
Having fixed the spawn

it.

the next stage in the development of this interesting

question of reproduction.

Linmban Society,—The Linnean Society held its first
meeting of the season on Saturday evening last with a good
attendance. Mr. Merriam spoke of having found the past
spring the nest and eggs of the black-backed woodpecker,
Picoides articus, in Lewis County, N. Y. This is the first
authenticated instance of the finding of the eggs of this bird.
Both parents were taken. The change in the habits of the
horned lark (Ercmophila alpestrU) were also spoken of, they

being found much more abundantly in this State duriag the
breeding season than formerly. Mr. Osborne also related his
experience in finding the nest and eggs of the yellow-belly
fly-catcher (Ernpidonax JUivivenlris) at Grand Menan, N. B.,
imbedded in a tusoock of moss and entirely hidden from view
and was only discovered by his almost stepping on it and
starting the female oft". Several new members were proposed,
and great interest was manifested in the winter's work to
come. The fact of two of its members having each added a
set of eggs before unknown to the record of science is one for
which they are to be congratulated.
*

-*-

Bhapoof head— to say nothing of the absence ot even a rudimentary
joint toe in the golden plover, but undoubtedly golden plover.

If I re-

member rightly, when

I was a youngster shooting aiouud our harbor,
the gunners used lo say that the young birds for the first year had black
on their breasls. These, however, seemed always to bo the largest and
plumpest, If there can be any difference iu plumpness where all are

e a bait of sweet, fresh butter.
coast of New Brunswick can give no information

li.

The r.atives on the

as to the different varieties, as in the Euglbh-speaking communities
they call all shore birds snipe or curlew, while the French lump them

and do not consider them worth a
w<re very
I and my canoemen could use.
One more question—Is the large herou or crane that is so plenty
here the sime as the crane ot the Western prairies winch is said to be
good eating ? I was told that it was very good, but did not like the
looks of the meat.
Doctor.
under the term alloucttcs
charge of powder and shot.

(larks),

all

when

glad to get them

I

I got

noticed, however, that they

more than

Judging from the description of the plover mentioned in
first question, we should suppose the

our correspondent's

birds to be killdeer plover (^Sginlitis vociferous) the rich

brown

reddish

of the back especially points toward that

species.

The

T6d
This rule has been tested in human beings by Dr. J. B
who has reported in the Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal, 26 Sept., 1878, twenty -two cases, in eight of which
the facts bear out the theory, aDd in the remaining twelve tho
sex was correctly predicted before delivery. Of course the
Swift,

few

cases reported are too few to furnish au unerring rule,
but they are very interesting and warrant lurther investiga-

tions, which, in regard to canines, can be easily made by the
owners of kennels. We should be pleased to hear from our

known breeders giving their experience in the past, if
they have any reliable data, and from all who will take the

well

trouble to fully record

any authentic cases which

"peeps" were perhaps Tringa Bonapartei—the
whiterumped s andpiper though we should not like to say
large

—

positively without a fuller description.

With regard
say that size
species

;

Esquimaux and jack curlew, we may
most apparent characteristic of the two

to the

is

the

otherwise they resemble each other quite closely.

Finally, the large heron of

(Ardea

New Brunswick

herodias), while the crane of the

equally a true crane (Grus canadensis.)
the former

is

called the great blue heron

is

a true heron

Western prairies is
In the vernacular

and the

latter the

occur

[We would add to " Mohican's " article above, a statement
own experience carries out the theory mentioned.
one occasion we bred a bitch so late in her season that we

that our

On

wc had delayed even too
dog puppies.]

of six

Tennessee Field Tbiaxs.

long.

The

result

was a

litter

— We are

requested to announce
on Dec. 2, at Nashville, and that
programme will be about the same as in 1877, including
trap shooting.
The purses for champion, brace, puppy and
under twelve months, will be attractive and graded. For
particulars address Mr. H. Clarke Prichitt, Secretary, Nashville, Term., from whom programmes may be had.
At present the judges are (unless they cannot attend): Gen. Wm. H.
Jackson, of Nashville, Tenn.; Gen. Churchill, of Little Rock,
Ark., and " Guyon" (Dr. Rawlings Young), of Corinth, Miss.
Birds are plentiful and perfectly protected, and entries from
Boston, St. Louis, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Canada,
Michigan and other points insure a full and enthusiastic meetthat these trials will be held

the

ing.

„ .».

.

HUMANE METHOD FOR DESTROYING
DOGS

AS

the safety of the

.

commtnunity requires that the house-

less and friendless dogs that infest our streets— the curs
and mongrels without character or kind— should be destroyed,
it behooves us that the mode by which they should be put to
death should be as humane as possible. The method now used
at the dog pound in this city is by drowning through the medium of a large iron cage, which, after being filled wilh dogs,
is submerged.
It is claimed that this plan is accompanied by
a certain amount of cruelty, although if the generally received
theory that death by drowning is painless, we cannot see where
the cruelty comes in. There are other methods in use for this
same purpose by which death is produced more rapidly, and

we

are indebted to

Our

Dumb

Animals, of Boston, for the

following cuts and description of the plan adopted by tho

Penn Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, of
Philadelphia and which has been in use since 1874

WEST.

Ed.

sandhill crane.

may

in the future.

fanced

One other point— Is there any (to the unscientific eye) difference,
except that of size, between the jack curlew and the Esquimaux curlew
or dough bird 1 I shot many certainly of the latter, as tney were mixed
up with tliegoldeu plover.aud also some that were lu flocks by themselves

'

The Uatden

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

>'o. l.

—

Carb or Young Pigeons.—A considerate contributor sends
the following

Mb. Editor— I have made a little discovery with regard to
feeding young pigeons. It is entirely new to me, though it
may he an old story to some. A short time since, a pair of
my old pouters neglected one of their young, feeding only one
and starving the other. I was anxious to save the bird and
make an experiment too. I mixed some suitable food, and
putting it in a cup stretched over it a piece of thin rubber,
through which I made a hole about one-half inch in diameter.
After two or three attempts to feed him through the hole,
the youngster began to see my meaning and would gorge
himself finely.
He was raised successfully, and I am proud
of my success, for the hand-fed bird is as large as the other,
and able to take care of himself. It is considerable trouble
to feed a hungry bird four or five times in a day, but it may
sometimes be desirable.
F. W. Kitouell.
Milburn, M. J., Oct. 17, 1878.

October

BY MOHICAN.

IMPREGNATION is due

to the spermatozoon (plural spermatoza) of the male vivifying the ovum (plural ova) of
The ovaries the organs which are removed in
the female.
spaying— contain the ova; these latter are given oil only at

—

the time

when

the bitch

21, 1S7S.

is

in heat,

and

find their

way from
womb,

the ovary through the fallopian tube lo the uterus or

where,

impregnated, they are developed into perfect emThe spermatozua arc secreted by the testicles and are

if

bryos.

contained in the semiual fluid of the mule, and under the microscope resemble so many little tadpoles. One or more of
these spermatozua

"WHEN DO DEER FEED?
Editor Forest and Strkam

BREEDING FOR SEX.

may

be necessary to impregnate an ovum.

Dr. Carl Weitzman has propounded the theory, that if one,
or possibly a few, reach an ovum, the female element will be
if many, the opposite will
in excess, and the result a female
;

:

Let me "correct proof" In your last, where you. have Amtlote, instead
ol AndoU Keys; ancl then let me say In regard to the article headed
Paul Cauovas, bora in St. Augusas above tn your last something.
tine, and long a resident ol Jacksonville and its vicinity, was regarded
by all who knew him a* the best and most successful hunter of Ins day.
I knew him Well, aud was Telated to him by marriage.
He held the
"Florida belief" that deer always came out from the hammocks to feed
at moonr.se, and killed many on their feeding grounds by moonlight.
My own xperieuce in Florida, Georgia, the Carolinas and Virginia
in New York, Pennsylvania, Maiue and Vermont; and Wesr, from
Illinois to the Pacific, is that tney feed when they are hungry and are ou
good feeding grouud. H./w many of us who used to be up early for
trout along the lakes aud streams in the Adrrondacks have startled
them at dawn as our boats dashed along the shores ? How often at
sunset have we watched them cropping the tender grasses on the
glades near by our camps. With the Editor of Fobbst and Stream
I hold it peculiarly as a Florida belief, because I never beard it elsewhere.
One word of thanks from one of the "old nns" to "H. W. D, S.,"
whoever he may be, for his kindly words to na whose tramping, camping, Ashing days are nearly over, but who yet dearly Iovgs the old camp
Nbd Bdntline,
Are, the song and yarn of livelier, happy dayB.
In districts where deer are much hunted they feed mostly

—

hold true and a male be produced.
If coition lakes place at the beginning of "heat" the ova
will be at or near the

the ova; but,

if

ovary and few spermatozoa will reach
be delayed, the ova will be further

coition

down and more spermatozoa will come in contact with them.
Prom the foregoing we deduce the following rule To produce females coition should take place at the earliest moment
:

i

at night.—Ed.

QUESTIONS ABOUT SHORE-BIRDS.
Boston, Mass., Oct.

14, 18TB.

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM :
Having last September had a crack at the shore-birds in New Brunswick, there are some points with regard to which I should be glad 10
Firstly, wilh regard to the name of a bird of the
get information.
plover family of which I shot a great many. They were flying with the
golden plover, dough birds, ring necks, etc., or, rather, I slurald say,

possible

;

for males

it

should be delayed until tho very end of

"heat."
So much for theoiy ; let us see how facts bear us out. Gentlemen have told me that if a cow is not served by a bull at
the earliest moment after she is found 10 be in heat, the reOne of our most successful
sult is usually a bull-calf.

^In

this„instance~ death is caused

by the use of curoonoua

oxide gas.

one male can of course impregnate many females, and is to be
accounted for by the reason that the males servo the females
at the first opportunity, the exceptions occurring often enough

represents the interior of a small brck buildlug, nearly square, containing two rooms, one oa the ground
The walls on the north and east are
floor and one above it.
omitted in the pictures to allow a view of the inside.
Cut No. 1 shows best the upper room (from the east side)
No. 2, the lower room (from the north side). The building is
The
12 feet 6 inches long, 11 feet wide and 12 feet high.
lower room runs along the whole width of the building, 11
feet, and is 4 feet 5 inches broad, a partition of brick sepabeneath.
rating it from the rest of the space
At the east end (marked A) it is 2 feet 8£ inches high, its
roof or top being a little higher than the floor of the room
the incline of the roof upward to the window D
above
makes that end of the room 4 feet 41 inches high the incline
was made to allow more light and an examination of the procould be made lower in the new building
cess, but window
and the roof be made straight instead of Inclined. Window
D is 4 feet Hi inches long and 1 foot 5| inches wide. Winand B are 3 feet 5i inches long, and 2 feet 6 inches
dows
wide each of these windows has a dash of glass, and one of
wire; the sashes lift in and out. Window C ou (he top is 1
foot 4 inches square.
The floor is of brick, and the (loir,
ends and sides are covered with cement to make the room air-

to preserve the breed.

tight.

breeders of blue blooded dogs, recently, in answer to my
question, " When do you serve your bitches ?" replied as fol-

lows:
" The sixteenth day they usually bleed nine dajs; I wait
a week longer unless I want a litter of bitch pups. C. (a
;

noted breeder) once told me my idea was all humbug so,
contrary to my own judgment, formed from experience, 1
;

followed his advice and had a litter of live bitches."
A fact which seems to me to bear out the theory,

herds of wild animals the
cess of the

number

number

of males.

of females

This

is

is

is

that in

greatly in ex-

a provision of nature, as

The woodcut

;

;

;

D

A

;

I

:

.

no
In the two stoves in the room above the gas is generated.
Tlio stoves are known as the Rosebud pattern, No. 13, holding about 5 a bushel of charcoal each ; each has a pipe 22 feet
ti inches in length, with a cross-pipe running into the chimney.
This length of pipe is necessary that the gass may be cooled
before reaching the animals. There are four valves, or dampers in the pipes, two marked E and F in the cross-pipes, and
two just above them in the main pipes. There are alBo valves
these
ilt the end of each pipe where it enters the lower room
v.iives are opened and shut by the pulleys (which are not connected with anything else) ; they are "ground seat valves,"
six inches outside diameter, or in other words, to fit a sis inch
pipe they are make of copper.
The mode of application is as follows
;

:

S: art the fire with a light substance, such as paper, and
gradually fill the stoves with charcoal.
Have the dampers
mned on so as to send all the smoke and heat up the chimney.
As soon as the fires are well lighted call the dogs into the
or 13, and put in the wire sashes.
lower room by window
As soon as the blue blaze appcarson the fires shut all the win
dmvs of the lower room, reverse the dampers so as to cut off
c imuiunication with the chimney, and send the gas into the
lower rpom also open the valves at the end of the pipes.
Not more than a minute ought to elapse before the dogs
After that they will soon cease to breathe
full insensible.
leave them in, however, 8 or 10 minutes. After that time has
elapsed open the lower windows to let the air escape that no
one may breathe the injurious gas.
The theory of this method is based on the poisonous nature
This gas burns in the air with a blue
ol' carbonic oxide gas.
M
when so burning it iB converted into carbonic acid
When the fuel is in condition
gas, which is not so deadly.
to burn on top with a blue gas, and then the upper part of
rhe stove is closed tight so that no air can get into it, the
flame will be extinguished, and the poisonous gas will pass
The expense of this process
into the box through the pipes.
t

A

j

;

I

is

1

1

1

small.
»

Fox Hunting

my

We

fie

all.

had hunted

still

lower

down

the river, and lay between the Sturgeon Hole (my crossing
We witnessed the start.
point) and Dr. W. W. Clement's.
Logan raised his head as we approached a high fence, gave
mouth as he did so, and leaped it, and was off in a second.
Every dog soon was in place. I hesitated, and did not dash
I feared Logan had started a deer, as he was
after die puck.
I went leisurely along
as fond of that game as of the red fox.
until 1 came to the road on which the pack had gone, and
This delay placed me under
there saw the track of the red.
The fox went before the wind and up
ureat disadvantage.
the river toward the Sturgeon Hole. The pace was rapid, the
contest fierce and furious. It lasted but a short time
No fox
Be threw up the sponge becould. stand .lung such a press.
fore he was half way to "any hole. The run was off from the
Thus ended the life of the mule.
river, rounding toward it.
1 rested, ub usual, one day, and on the (5 th crossed the Koanoke
again, making the same arrangements with the party as
set out up the Roanoke for
before, and all were to time.
Curl's Hill, but struck a trail in the Allen field, which carried
us immediately there. It was too warm a trail to be enjoyed
You know
in noting the varied manoeuvring of the pack.
the traifot a red fox is always faster and more direct than
Every practiced huntsman from this fact
that of a gray.
for
Nor
can
it
be
mistaken
the
game.
readily distinguishes
The hound never smells on the twigs and unthat of a deer.
derwood unless the track is that of a deer, and then he inWe trailed over Curl's Hill, and half a mile
variably docs.
above in a dense forest we started. The race was a short one,
too short for sport and not enough varied to justify a descripThe
It was straight and not of a minute's duration.
tion.
Roanoke was rising when I crossed early in the morning, and
Being water-bound, I acin a few hours it was impassable.
cepted the hospitality of my friend Hardy to remain with
In the evening he proposed to go
hitn until the water fell.
some three miles off and hunt a gray. I consented, and about
4 o'clock we arrived in a large body of woods, a favorite regot fairly into the woods before
hardly
sort of gray foxes. We
Comet struck a gray, and very soon he was up and off but,
like the red in the morning, he soon came to grief, and in a
T. G. T."
Both were voung foxes.
briefer time.
Gaston, N. C, Oct., 1878.

We

;

Fleas Again.

—The Manufacturer and Builder claims that

the oil of pennyroyal will drive away fleas without fail, but, it
says, where the herb grows it is cheapest to make a decoction

your pets in it once a week but let the decoction get cold before you dip them. You may also gather
the herb and put it in their nests, or scatter it in the pig pens
once a month. If you cannot get the herb, saturate strings
with the oil and tie them around the necks of your pets, not
too tight, and pour a little of the oil on their backs and around
their ears. In about a fortnight the fleas will have disappeared
It is a common remedy against lice in horses to tie such strings
once a day around the necks and tails of horses. Another
remedy against tteas in the house, it is said, is to put camomile
flowers in he beds and on the carpets. Snuff has also some

of

it

and dip

all

fleas

were

si ill

Ihere and seemed to have a death grip, as it
to pull them out.
They showed no

;

i

reputation in this respect.

Editor Fobest and Stream
A few weeks since a friend of mine here gave me a young
hound pupy, probably a month old. The little fellow was
The young lad who brought me
literally covered with fleas.
Ihe dog cautioned me about the fleas and said, "Rub him

however. In the course of a few hours I examined the dog ami found one live flea, but have been unable
to make a like discovery since.
1 believe the oil did the business completely.
Yours veiy truly,
C. A. Post.
life,

Peterboro, Canada, Oct, 17, 1878.

We believe that

petroleum

is

sure death to fleas, but

dangerous to use unless washed off immediately as
mentioned by our correspondent. Ed.

it

is

in the case

Flbab on Bogs.— A correspondent sends us the following
" My dog was infested
recipe for removing fleas from dogs
with these pests (fleas) to such an extent that by constant
scratching most all his hair came out, and making his skin
very sore. I use Buchan's carbolic soap for dogs and a solu:

tion of about \ oz. pure carbolic acid, with i oz. glycerine added to a pail about half-full of water. With this solution and
the soap I produce a copious lather all over the dog and rub
Now, the main thing is to leave
it thoroughly in the hair.
the lather on the dog for about an hour, or until it is throughlv dry, and then sponge it off with pure water.
This will
remove
ihe
I
ut
will kill them.
not only
The action of
fleas
the carbolic acid producesa healthy skin, removesall dandruff.
This I
scales, etc., and brings out a beautiful glossy coal
have tested on several dog-, especially on my red Irish setter.
Grouse. His coat, formerly a dull-yellow, is now a beautiful
dark chestnut. Slnuld the kennel be infested With fleas," by
using the remainder of the solmion and washing it thoroughly
with this it will effectually hiuish them and disinfect the
kennel. Youtb truly,
G. L. W."

GAME

[For an occasional application this will do very well, but
believe that the frequent use of carbolic acid is very injurious to a dog's coat.—En. J

we

des-

champion stakes

the Minnesota Eield Trials, from which

at

In stating Friend's winnings, the writer of the article is in
error in stating that Rory O'Moore, one of her get, tied with
Paris for the prize for the best seller in the

show

at

New

There was no lie about it. The four judges
an extra one being called in, he decided
Nor can we understand why, if her first
in favor of l'aris.
sired by Rufus, as the article states, how
litter
wa-i
only
and
she could have been shown at St. Paul with two pups by Bob.
iu 1877.

divided, and,

.

Worms

m—

-

in Prr>s.— A Pennsylvania correspondent recom-

mends some milk

for worms.

Breeding Notes.—The

pointer bitch Gipsey (Col-Psyche),
Hellyar, of Warren, Maps.,
the property of Messrs Lincoln
on" the 31st ult. eight puppies, sired by Champion

&

whelped

Snapshot.

—Dr. Wm.

Stflt*-

plover,

tot.

Squirrels, red, black and gray.
Hares, hre-wuand pray.
Heed
rice bird, Detichonvi oryzumrovii.
Wild turkey, MekagrU gctfbpavo.
Pinnated jrrofi.se or prairie chicken, Cupidoniacu]rido.
En lied grouse or pheasant, Eonaaa.
umliettui.

BU.it,

or long-shanks, Hfowwitoplts

mgrtcnllii.

Woudcoek, Pbllahtla

viiiwr.

Hed-breusied snipe, or duwltelier,
M&cror7taimphv&

fffitetis.

Bed-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird,
ZVtoaaamcrttiaiia-

Great 'marbled godwit,

c c

niarllo,

LinwmfwJoa.
Willet, yw.w.i/* ."twij.atmnrfi'*.
Tratrlur T„t„,

Orli/jc cir./inia-

„.,„

"Bay birds" generally, Inclnding various Bpecica of plover, Rand
piper, snipe, curlew, ojater-eatcher, sun birds, pnalaropca, avoeets,
etc., comlug under tne group Limacola: or Shore Birds.

;sol gauie here luenuonci.

Uamk

Market —Pinnated grouso

in

(prailio chickens),

Jtl

Iu

partridge fraffod gruime), 5(1 cents to 91 25 per
81.10 per pan
mallard duoka, 75 dents to 3)1 per pair : black do., 50 to 75
cents per pair; Widgeon do , 50 cents per pair; broad bill do., 50
cents per pair; leal do., 50 to 75 cents per pair ; red head ducks,
75 to $1 per pair wild turkeys, 20 to 2± cents per pound Wilton
;

pair

;

;

;

to &2.50 per doz.; plover, $3 per doz.; bay bird*,
30 eouta to *l por doz.;

1.00

large, 50 cents per do/..; roed birds,

Phildelphia squabs, $2.50 per

lii

floz.

Poultry— Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
do. tmkow,
do. fowls, 10 to 18 cents
to 22 cents per pound
;

;

do. ducks, IS to IS cents; do, geese, 11 to la
;
do. turkeys,
State and Western chickens, 15 to 10 cento
15 to 10 cents ; do fowls, 18 to 16 centa do. ducks, 12 to 15 oenlB;
do. geoue, 10 to 12 cents Boston green ^eose, IB to 20 cents,

15 to 20 cents
cents

;

;

;

bilch, of dark, rich blood-red
color, eyes soft brown, well set and full of intelligence.
The only mark about her is a white blaze in the face. Sne
was bred by the Rev. J. G. Leigh, of Liverpo il, by his wellknown Flash, out of his Stella, both Irish setters ol undoubted
purity, and their pedigrees are clear and unbroken for many
generations, and recorded in the kennel registers of England
and America. The strain is well-known, having won many
Being a true type of this best
prizes in England ano Ireland.
strain, she is entitled to her position."

were

Black-bellied plover, ox-eje,

King

a<Um<it.

j

we lake the following
"She is a very hauesomc

York

SEASON FOR OCTOBER.

IN

Moose, Atettl mlehit.
Caribou, Torn
Elk orwapiu,

.

Jasyis' imported

red Irish setter bitch Hose
(Palmerston-Flora) whelped, on the 11th iust., six puppies,
four dogs and two bitches
D. Edward J. Forster, Boston; has bred his black setter
Daisy, to Luther Adams' Drake (Prince-Dora) 10th October,

—

—

Coot shooting for the
fine aud weather all that could be
lligh line for one man, 32; two men in boat, 47.
The law beiug off, quails were about all killed ibis week
about here. Have not heard of over six to one man
B, K., Jk.

MABsaoHOSBTia— (Masse*,

past

(Jet.

v.i

two weeks hns been

wished,

Connecticut, where the close season for woodcock,
and grouse expires simultaneously, we hear that in some
woodcock shooting has been remarkably good,
while in others, owing to the absence of frost, the cover stall
remains too thick to permit of good shooting. We also are

—From

quail

localities the

informed that in certain districts in that Stale snaring has
been carried on to such an extent as to entirely destroy all the
The game protective associations should look to this.

birds.

—

The weather has been too warm
STielter Island, Oct. 19.
for the sea fowl, still some have been lulled. Early this week
two boats were in the bay, Off the shore, waiting for llicm.
One boat got nine and the other one six.' Home few fowl,
chiefly loone, are flying in the morning over the beach. If the
coot shooting here is as good as it wbb last fall and winter I
Yours very truly,
will duly inform you of the fact.
Isaau.

—The warm weather has interfered with duck shooting,
although we have heard of one or two good bags of broadThere has also been si .me
bills being made at Good Ground.
flue coot shooting at the Thimble Islands, io Long Island
Sound, but some cold weather is much wanted before Ibe
ducks will fly well, and until then, shooting over decoys, in

1878.

this vicinity at least, is alraosl labor lost,

—Mr. A. 0. Waddell's (Topeka, Ivan,,) smooth-coated black
and tan Burdetle cocker spaniel, Josie, has been bred to Mr.
3. H. Whitman's cocker dog. Doctor (first prize at St. Paul,
September, 1878). Doctor is black and while and heavily

In
the regular fall flight of English snipe will soon be along.
-•as a small flight last week, but the birds were

feathered.

Sales.— The Llewellen setter dog Brussels has been sold by
Mr. '1'. Donoghue, La Salle, 111., to the Topeka Kennel, Topeka. Kansas. Brussels was bred by L. H. Smith, Blrathroy,
Canada, out of his celebrated bitch, Dart, by Leicester, and
therefore brother to Mr. Smith's Paris, Pride of the South,
Blrathroy, etc., the latter a winner at St. Paul field trials.
Brussels is a large, well-developed dog, and will be placed in
Color, black, white and tan, and blue belton.
the stud.
T. Irwin has sold to Mr. A. C. Waddell mow of
Topeka, Kansas) a fine black and white bitch puppy, of the

—Mr. W.

Pedigree (now dead)-France lilter.
In our issue of Oct. 10, in a notice of sales made from the
kennels of Mr. G. II. Goodrich, the address was given as Toledo, Ohio, when it should have been Toledo, Tama Co.
Iowa.

—

Namus Claimed,— Mr. W. M. Tileston claims the name of
SlaDley for a blaek and tan seller puppy bred by Wm. Stanley,
Esq-, and out of his imported Belle, winner of 1st prize at N.
Y. Dog Show of 1877, and sired by Young Jock, he by old
Jock (imported) out of Emerson Foote's Mab.
—Mr. Henry Smith, of Boston, claims the name of Rufus
2d for a four months old setter dog puppy, out of Mr. D. T.
Charles' (of Albany) bitch Nina, and sired by Mr. Adams'
Rook.
of New Market, Wis., claims the
black and tan setter puppy, whelped
out of Mr. Tileston's Low by Mr. Jerome
Marble's Grouse.
Mi-. Arthur W. Leroy, of New Durham, N. J. claims the
name of Young Lark for his orange and white setter puppy,
10 months old, by Mr. P. H. Morris' Lark, out of his Juno IP

—Dr. J. W. Downey,
name of Grouse II. for a
September

7,

—

,

:

•with coal oil; that's the way father does." As soon as the
lad had gone I took the puppy in one hand and oil can in the
other to the yard, and thoroughly soaked the dog's hide with
the oil (it was Canada petroleum, as used for lighting purThe
poses) taking care of the eyes, nosti'ila and mouth.
oil remained on about five minutes, when I took warm rain
water and the ordinary laundry soap, washing out the petroleum as well as I could, and then rubbed the dog dry. The

§mn$ 8*8 and §mu

was almost impossible
signs of

cription of the red Irish setter bitch Friend, winner of the

:

without trailing him at

,

Kiuend.— The Fay ton, Ohio, Journal publishes a long

.«—

Nouth Carolina.— Our

correspondent,
T. G. T., sends us from Gaston, North Carolina, the following graphic account of a fox hunt "On the 4th of September
the Roanoke to repeat my sport after the red
1 iigain crossed
foxes.
The old male I put. to earth on the 2d had ample time
tii recover from any bad effects of that race, and I had closed
The morning was an exhis hole against future retreats.
The dew was very heavy, and about day the
ceptional one.
wind turned to the south; it became cloudy, and there was
every indication of rain. I consequently prepared for it, and
The party met me by appointment
umbrella.
took* along
and to time. 1 had sent Lord Elgin around the day previous,
so that I might have an animal not addicted to the bad habits
which tlie old mare so incautiously practiced in the first race.
moved down the Roanoke and came right upon the fox
in

— —

:

FOREST AND STREAM

—Mr. H. C. Glover, of the Imperial Kennels, Toms River,
N J claims the name of Vista for a black and tan bilch
puppy, whelped Sept. 7, out of Mr. Tilesions Lou by Mr.
Jerome Marble's Grouse.
—Dr. Edward J Forster claims the name of Neptune for his
bull pup, whelped August 12, 1S78, by -Barnard's To
Nellie) out of Barnard's Kate.
Mr. O. W. Donner claims the names of Lassie II. and
Quince for two liver and while English setter puppies, sired
by his imported Ranger II. (by Mt. Macdona's champion
Ranger) out of Lassie I.
,

.

i

—

I

Snipe

'.

Snips!

—Present weather

appearances indicate that

very wild and neither doga nor sportsmen had much chance
with Ihem. On the Hackensack meadows, up to the time of
writing, there has
that

was

cut,

been

fair sport,

considering the

lillle

grass

but there has been no shooting whatever on the

Pine Brook, Hanover Neck

Whippany Meadows. ShootNewark meadows. Such birds

or

ing has also been poor on the
as have appeared are in small wisps, bul

by the lime

this

paper is in press the birds should belying singly and the
shooting better. For several weeks there have been scattering birds, and tbe Von Lengerke Bros, have killed over their
dogs— the Jerseys "—about 100 birds.
'

'

— The

rail

are lingering in their favorite localities, notably

on tbe Hackensack, and quite a number of late birds have
been picked up by local gunnel's. Aprojws of rail, we have
have had a number of specimens scut to us this season which
were killed in mountainous

districts,

probably in

localities

where they were attracted by swampy ground, with small
streams lined with rushes. Although the appearance of this
bird at such high altitudes is undoubtedly of rare occurrence,
rail is a visitor to extremely high latitudes, as they are
found in large numbers even beyond St. Paul, Minnesota,
and other places equally far north.

yet the

Pennsylvania- McVeytuwn,
-

Oct.

19.— As all game could be

legally shot en tbe loth Inst., the hunting season has but
Seven or eight deer have been shot in Lickrightly Opened.
ing Creek Mountains since trie 1st. Wild turkeys are very
numerous, and quite a number have Been shot Bince ihe
15lh inst.,one man shooting two inside o£ an hour or two.
Babbits, partridges and other small game are being shot in
abundance. After the election in November a large party are
I'oing on an extended hunt inlo the Seven Mountains, u few

Upon
miles west of this town, and a famous deer resort.
Parties are
their return I will give you a full report.
every day (or the mountains, and the sport is getting
stirred
u
up
md
<> large coveys of
iL.-diiy
was out
ing.
partridges, but. il being very windy, and having no dog, I was
B- J- B.
unable lo secure unvt

I

10.— Shooting fair, with the weather
Oct.
Bkomslmrt/h.,
iuade a fine bag to-day— thirteen woodcock, five
quite dry
Mil.
partridge.
;

FUKEST AMD STUUAM
toron, 06t,

verygoocTport?

— The

20

prospect of

quai]

Our mountains arc well stocked with
woodcock hunting was failure.

better spoi
clue;

i

11.

ft

let,

IT.— Game

will

be plentiful

in this

county

llii.s

splendid mast.
We are having a good time hunting
is our principal game.
Bear will be very fat also
this winter
great many here.
0. h. (i.
season

deer,

•

which
;

Masiwrd—BitgeraUnBti,,

Oct.

IS.— Sportsmen

no

will,

doubt, be glad to learn that the rabbit "crop " will be larger
than usual tin's season. There was so little snow on the
ground last winter that huntsmen were uuahlc to track them,
and the number killed was not as large as usual.

Virginia— Richmond,

Oct. 10.

—The close season for

quail

ended on the 15th, and dow the voice of the hunter is heard
in the land.
Birds are quite numerous in the counties adjoining, but a great many are not, grown.
found sev
I
coveys last Wednesday, and only two were grown. Some of
them were so small that they would fly about 'fifteen or twenty
yards and light, and you could catch them with a dog. 1 have
seen some men who call themselves sportsmen, shoot the
small birds, and brag on the size of their bag.
Would you
ot call them pot-hunters.
If you don't, you should.
Deer
are quite numerous in the neighborhood of Chesterfield Court
Louse. I understand that several have been killed within the
last two weeks.
Blackbirds are plenty on the flats opposite
the C. and 0. BB. wharf, and from there all the. way down
the river
The farmers do not object to parties shooting
them ; in fact they are glad to have them killed, for they
damage the corn a great deal.
party of four or five can
have as much shooting as they want by going in the corn and
taking them as they come over. One man killed twenty-two
at one shot a few days ago.
Yours truly,
J. R.
i

I

A

—

Yesterday was the opening day for quail
Iforfi/Ue, Oct. 16.
shooting, with us, aud a great many parties were out.
Best bag reported, 35; smallest, 6. Weather warm, weeds
rank aud high, aud in some coveys birds not fully grown.
AVant two or three heavy frosts to make shooting perfect.
Some few ducks in market.
B terra ond
.

— Our old subscriber and advertiser, Mrs. Van Slyck, has

re-

cently married Mr. D. B. .Nye, Van Slyck's Landing, Currituck (Jounty, N. C, who respectfully informs his many sporting friends that he will furnish them with board, skiffs and
Duck, goose, partridge and snipe shooting. All
Btopl ducks.
grades of powder and Nos. shot kept on hand. Steamer
<'t/giitt. from
Norfolk runs direct to Van Slyck's Landing
Mondays aud Thursdays at 6:30 a. m.

" Hit ob Bbbak."— One hundred and eighty-five dollars
were contributed to the Armstrong Belief Fund through the
" Hit or Break " Gun Club, of Columbia, Tenn.,
The club furnished the
assisted by the ladies of that city.
game for
game supper, and the ladies furnished the
other delicacies, and superintended the cooking, arranging,
etc.
Over 600 quail were cooked, besides squirrels, rabbits,
effurts of the

II

hares, ducks, turkeys, venison, etc., including the indispensable " 'possum an' sweet 'taters," a dish that has the true attractiveness for the Southern sportsman. Our merchants contributed oysters, fish, hams, celery, cheese, 'shire sauce, etc.
Wednesday evening, October 2, the doors of the Nelson House
dining-rooms were thrown open and guests invited to the
"spread.''
After partaking of the bountiful repast they
mingled with the merry party within, and the contest between
wit and beauty continued until the "wee sma' hours." The
receipts, $185, were given to the widow and children of the
late for, Armstrong, formerly a citizen of this city, who died
in Memphis of the yellow fever while discharging his duties.

Val.

—

Tbnshssbb— Columbia-,

Oct. 13.
Breech-loaders, muzzleloaders, old muskets and their respective owners are seen in
every direction, following the dogs in search of quail, and
as a general thing with good success, as many large bags

Squirrels and rabbits are also numerhave been taken.
ous, and it is claimed by old hunters rabbits are more plentiful than for many years previous.
Wild fowl shooting will
be very good this winter.
Val,

—

—We

Georgia Rome, Oct. 17.
have a better shooting
season in prospect than I have known for 3'ears. Fiom every
direction comes in the cheering news of a big quail crop.
I
walked out a few days ago, after closing office' at live o'clock,
and got up two coveys, bagged seven birds by nightfall. How
is that for shooting within a mile of a town of 6,000 populaH.

tion ?

Alabama— Mobile,
as

18.—We are looking for frost soon,
m. A member of our club killed last

Oct.

it is quite cool this a.
evening a Scolopax wiUonii, weighing 5\ oz. Is this not unusually large for this bird, as 1 have shot large numbers, and
can't remember ever seeing one so large. With cold weather,
we will have a flight of ducks, for which we are prepared and
anxiously waiting.
E. G.

Your woodcock
ozs.,

is

heavy.

We have

seen them weigh 8

Ed.

however.

mometer

wind, the ther
weather, with north
Since then the weather
to 46 degrees.

cool

falling

warm and dry, and no more have arrived. I
killed sixteen prairie chickens in fifteen shots on the 30th ult,
setter bitch
she did not make a single flush or false
over
point. The time for hunting them here, though, is after frost,
and we shoot, them through the entire winter. They do not
become so wild as they are said to do in the Northwest after
winter has set in. If the snipe and woodcock visit us in sufficient numbers this season, and the geese and ducks, they, together with the partridge (Bob White), prairie chickens,
hares, squirrels, turkeys, deer and bear, we already have here,
would furnish a sufficient variety to please all.
lu the canebrakes of the swampy country between the Atchafalaya. River
and Bayou Courlableau, not far from here, are plenty of bear,
and frequently in November (the best time to hunt them)
that whole region, though subject to overflow in the spring,
It is the
is so dry that water is scarce for man and beast.
primitive forest, without human habitation; inhabited only
by panther"!, wild-cats, bears, deer, raccoons, opossums, etc.,
has been quite

my

|

liau in fields

MjOehuk—Bebre$t, Oct. 18.—Abner Price and Harry
Hawkins, the famed pigeon shooters, went to St. Clair Flats.
Oct. 10, for a season of duck shooting.
O. D. Brown, of
Kinderhook, shot a blue erano last. Saturday on the south
shore of Ooldwater Lake, which measured six feet from tip
to tip of wings, was live feet and three inches from ond of
bill to end of toes, and its bill was seven and a quarter inches
long.
It was a beautiful bird.
A bidd-headed eagle, which
measured four feet and two inches from tip to tip of
wing, was also shot in the same township the same d^v
Dbotd.

surrounded by woods.

Id the marshes near the Gulf thousands of geese and ducks
are killed simply for their feathers.
From' here, to Grand
Ij-ikc, in Calcasieu Parish, is about two days' drive through the
laafl of the prairie chicken, and snipe during the season;
from there to the mouth of the Calcasieu River by sail-boat is
only a few hours aud the game there is an abundance of red
and other fish, oysters, ducks and geese, and, returning,
prairie chicken and snipe.
More can be combined in such a
trip, through prairie and woodland, through fresh water to
salt water, than in any other one from this point. Two weeks
or three will cover it, and afford sufficient time for pleasure.
;

W.

J.

Texas — QalmCon,

Canada— Toronto, Oct. 11.—There were 23 shooters, 15
birds each, of three classes: First class— John James, 15, B.
Moore, 13 ; H. Miller, 13; J. Barratt, 13 George Smith, 18;
John Maughan, Jr., 13. Second— A. Deacon, 13; E- Ferryman, 12; W. Kennedy. 10; Old man, 65 years, 10 T. Wliitleld,
Third— F. Lucas, 13; B. Wilson, 11; G. Monro,
10.
8; J. Douglass, 11; C. Caliighan and H. Morrison, 10 each,
fn the shoot-off ties at 26 yds.: First class— Miller and Barratt killed 5 each and divided.
Maughan and Smith also divided, having killed 4 out of 5 at 26 yds.
Second— Deacon
1st; Perryman, 2d; Old 65, 3d; E. Moore, 4th: Wmfield,

Jaokson.

12.— On account of the mildness of
the weal her our shooting this fall has not been as good as
usual.
The army of water-fowl are waiting, no doubt, to
Oct.

;

;

avail themselves of the strong northers that usually occur at
this season— Of. four or five days duration— to assist them in

migratory

their

A

few" jack-snipe have been bagged,
aud some fat, delicious teal may be found every morning in
the market. The Galveston (bin" Club appreciate your favoraflight.

ble mention.
They are associated together as much for reduction of expenses of shooting as anything else. They will,
in putting you or any other gentleman
sportsman iu the way of some sport should you chance to visit
this city iu game season.
Some of the members are trying to
get a fast steam yacht for hunting about the bays. On account of worms, she should be coppered, and should not draw
over two tuul a half or three feet of water, with say fifteen
persons on board. Then many of the best shooting points
could be visited that are now inaccessible on account of distance, and being out-of-the-way places. More auou.

Third— F. Lucas, 1st; Douglas, 2d Wilson, 3d; MorThe prizes were $25, $15, $11, $9 iu each class.
is the nickname of a member of that ago, who declares
he can beat any breech-loader made with his muzzle-loader,
5th.

no doubt, take pleasure

Old 65

either for distance or penetration.

on Lake
Erie, not very far from Cleveland, which the writer of the
rough sketch herewith appended requests shall be private, are
the headquarters of a famous shooting club.
The bay is

Beooab.
Da. Fcrrbr's Litti.b Hunt.— Last week came into our
Dr. Furber fresh from the Kocky Mountains, where he
had been hunting in company with Mr. Otto Franuks, of this
city, and a few days afterward Texas Jack, who was guide
and companion to these gentlemen, followed. The Doctor

were widgeons and the

rest blue-winged teal.
His narrative
of the second day
" Selecting a good position for blinding, I put my half
dozen decoy teals about twenty-five yards down wind from
the place 1 expected to shoot from, then, pushing my boat
broadside to thedecoys into a point of deer tongue," I patiently waited.
It was now a quarter before five, and the east
showed signs of early daylight and the promise for a fair dR.y.
I could now beat the splash of the ducks as they came in
singly and settled on the water, but could as yet see none.
As it grew lighter I could see the ducks passing at a
two-mile-a-minute gait, and soon had a half dozen down.
These I set up on stickB for decoys, making a dozen, which
were all I wanted. I now had sport in earnest. Knocking
down the blue-wings right and left, as they came on singly,
in pairs and by the dozen at a time, getting at one lime "six
with two barrels. My light gun became so hot that I was
obliged several times to put the barrets in the water to coo).
The little ponds, about fifty yards in diameter, were covered
with dead ducks. I now cocked my large gun and laid it
across the boat ready for use.
Seeing four leals coming for
my decoys with wings set for lighting, I waited. Now two
of them are on the water, and after a wheel the others are
hovering over the decoys ready to light. Bang! bang! goes
the gun, and the two in'tho air lie dead on the water
the
other two, having to rise toward me, present a fair shot.
I
quickly pickup my second gun, and they too are killed.
Being in deer tongue about ten inches higher than my boat, I
am obliged to be on myknees and to bend low until the ducks
are near enough to shoot, and when I rise up they scatter like
a covey of quails, and the shooting of them is not very unlike
rhooting at quails. Abont tea o'clock the birds quiet down,
and at half-past ten 1 picked n,- pored id the bay, set my
large green umbrella and sailed direct to our dock.
On count
ing my ducks I had ninety-nine. The evening shooting was
nothing to speak of, as I got but fifteen, making a total for
the day of 114 ducks, 108 beiug blue- wings, five green- wings
aud one widgeon.
The next morning at five o'clock I was again on my way
for the marsh, but this time back of our house instead of
across the bay.
The day being very warm, the ducks wire
not moving very much, and by ten o'clock I was back to the
house with sixteen. Toward evening I again went out and
bagged seventeen, making thirty-three for the day. The
next morning at eleven o'clock I was home, having for my
two and a half days' work 169 ducks. Of course I don't cite
this as an every-day occurrence, for it is not
it is an extraordinary case, "the ducks being very plentiful on the Tuesday
"

goes on to say

We

pleased to contemplate the

tall, lithe and graceful form of our
Those who look at him critically
from a standpoint of brute forces would hardly believe that
there was so much latent strength aud courage beneath his
placid and handsome exterior; but we believe that any lady
who would calmly lift her eyes to meet his gaze would unhesitatingly selecl him for her cavalier. Dr. Furber speaks
in highest terms of Jack's qualities as a guide, cook and circumventor of Indians. Of his own exploits and attributes
Jack seldom speaks, except in a general way. He says that
Dr. Furber's party was too fond of scenery to hunt much.
Their "ove of the picturesque took them into dangerous
ground, where scalps were not insured, and into the very heart
of the Mauvais Terres or Bad Lands, where Indians were as
thick as horned frogs on the sand plains of Arizona.
But of

we

Mr. Omohundro.

After leaving his charge at Chicago Texas Jack joined Dr.
Carver at Pittsburg and assisted him in giving an exhibition.

The Doctor was

received with eclat, and captured a large gold
medal, illustrating one of his shots at glass balls with the rifle,
1b

now

starring

hibits to-day (Oct. 24th) at

it

throughout the South.

He

ex-

Macon, Ga.

—

Captain Bogardds' International Trophy. This
beautiful jewel and a valued addition to the Captain's

is

a

bril-

has just been received, and was accompanied by the following letter
liant

trophies.

It

W8

„
Captain
To „

PICCADILLY,

Sept. 24,' 1873,
*
hooAKPirs
Sir— By thts mail I have much pleasure In forwarding to you u gold
medal of International Guu and Polo Club, as a memento ot your victory iu the coutestwilh Mr. Aubrey Coventry, at Brighton, and yo-.r
straightforward aud snoitsinan-ltke bearing throughout the match.
Kindly let me know whether you receive it all right.
f am, sir, yours faithfully,
Henry Hoyt,
Sec. I. G. and P.O.
Captain Bogardus has just returned from a very successful
trip through the West.

;

Duok- Shooting Below Niabaka Falls.— Editor Forest
and Stream: It occasionally happens that immense Hocks of
ducks and geese, in flying up the gorge below Niagara Falls

during the night, strike against the cataract aud arc carried
back into the river below, where during the next day they afford splendid sport for the local sportsmen, who, postiug
themselves on the hanks with their guns and clogs, or cruising about in boats, pick them up in the eddies.
The birds
are easily approached, as they seem bewildered by the noise
and spray, and when they fly do not rise high enough to see
the river above the Falls, and, being loth to leave the water,
soon settle again and are shot to the last one. Early Satur-

he was at the Volks Garden, Brooklyn, and has engagements
on hand for almost the entire season. During December he
will give exhibitions at Harrigan &, Hart's Theatre in this

;

moved

at pleasure.

Worn

either outside the coat or inside

it.

See advertisement.

;

At a short distance
and some mosquitoes in warm weather.
on the north and west we have pine woods, with deer and
wild turkeys, and clear streams, the home of black (green)
southwest
and
we have
For a hundred miles west
bass.
prairie, interspersed with timber along the streams, and southward to the marshes of the Gulf. In these prairies are the
pinnated grouse, and also snipe, ducks, geese, etc., in their
Partridges (Bob White are tven
season, and formerly ^\na.
the whole country, and in oar prairie fields we have much
I

1

—

Collectors wishing fine specimens of North American
birds are referred to the advertisement in our columns this

week.

Cleaning Bbass Shells— Philadelphia,, Pa.,

To

Sept.

20.—

thirty shells or less, thrown in a dish, add about two
ounces of oxalic acid in hot water enough to cover them; let
stand half an hour to one hour. They will then appear
streaked, after stirring them with a slick.
Take each one
and wipe off the outside, place on a tin pie-plate and put
thern iu an oven and let stay till hot and dry; lay one side to
cool; when cold, prime, and they are ready for loading.
Those living in the country may go to any drug store and get
(if they have no oxalic acid) jib.
lib. commercial muriatic acid,
acid.
add this to the water covering shells, and after effervescing
has goi.e on for ten minutes place dish containing shells under
a pump and let water run on them: put on a tin pie plate and
heat dry as before.
The great cause of brass shells missing
>nluig to my experience, the priming them before
thoroughly dry around the anvils^ 1 have hud miss-fires ten
days after .shells were primed, and, on removing the primer,
found the anvils moist; but it does not do to blame our own
carelessness, we roust blame the manufacturers of shells and
primers.
c. T. S.
'

Canvas Back.

mentioned.

—Mr. Ira A. Paine was shooting week before last at the
Academy of Music, Pittsburg, with good success. Last week

—Messrs. Pooler & Jones, of Serena, 111., have for sale a
very light and convenient belt for carrying cartridges.
With
30 cartridge holders the belt weighs only one pound it is
easily adjusted by a strap aud buckle, and the cartridges are re-

:

;

shall h-^ar anon.

Dr. Carver

a certain bay

three-fourths of a mile wide, skirted by marshes.
On the
16th of September our friend put out his decoys in a favorable opening, and by dusk scored 22 ducks, of which two

has promised a full account of his adventures for our columns,
not the least important of which was the narrow escape of his
party from the Bannocks, who were on the war path, murdering all the whites they encountered.
are always

this

C. Qalliouan,

Duck Shooting on Lake Erik.— On

office

friend,

;

rison, 4th.

city.

—

Louisiana— Opblohsas, October 10, 1878. A few snipe
made their appearance here about September 10, when

we had some

,,

"TTT

day morning (the 12th) the news came that the river was full
There was an immediate scurrying home for guns,
and some of the rocky cliffs echoed with such a fusilade us had
not been heard on the banks of Niagara since the battle of
Lundy's Lane. Hundreds of ducks were killed, nearly al
butterballs.
One boy with an old muzzle loader killed 22 in
an hour and a half, and said if he had had " one o' them 'ere
Tom
breech-loaders " he could have got a hundred, easy.
Conroy, the famous Niagara guide, took the writer and a
friend out in his boat about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when
the. fun was nearly over, and we shot 20 in about an hour.
of ducks.

Niagara

IS

Osykaba.

Falls, Oct. 16.

DITTMAR POWDER SAFE?
•WlLKBS-BARKK, Pa., Oct.

Editor Forest and Stheam

IT, 1S78.

:

Knowing how great an interest, yon

talce In

making

reliable a

and having notiuea your reply that " Dlttniar"
safe powder, I wish to call your attention to the injury caused r.o
three valuable guns at a trap shoot near Catasaqua, Lehigh Co., tana
The owners of these guua are. well kumvu to be men of truth
StatS.
The
l give you the names o( lwo of them the third I have forgotten.
two are A. T. Everhait and D, Tombler. The third, who lives ivi AUeBtown, shot a Parker gun, which was completely ruined. While -Eberliart and Tombler shot Scott guns which, while not completely ruined,
to your letters ot inquiry,
'

;

were so shattered as

to destroy coniklence lu their satenoss lor futui"

It strikes me that it ts wise to look before we leap ana that
that the powder is safe yon are doing yourselves,
well as your patrons, an Injuetics.
Until Dittmar powder is so safe
that no more accidents will happen with its use than may be expected
with black powder shooters had beBt be very careful In its use.

shooting.

making an answer

In

a.i

Tours

We

Beach

CHolt
Hubert

Angel

111111110—3
1 1 w

1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1

1

1

1—

7

1

1

0—

6

110 11110-7
011110110-7
1110 111—7
11110 11111-9
1 11111111 1—10
1

Ira Holt....!
Fisher
1

Wiih.lm.
Jewett

.

Gregory.

Dobeance.
regret that our correspondent did not send us more partruly,

110 111001—7

1

I Holt
I-ee

B. F.

how the Dittmar powder was used when [he
in question were injured, whether the charges were not
excessive and whether the directions for loading were fairly
Until we have these particulars we are not
complied with.

§mm

JPu

ticulars aB to

of §lm8.

"Let there bean immediate Investigation." Mr. Loyd should also
hasten to deny
usations made by Mr. Alln,
his neglect so to do will be construed as an admission of Hie tinr.hof
the earhe. We are aware that Ml
to do this by addressI

i

i

;

,

ins a letter to the Holyoie Transcript, wherein we reflet to state that
abuse alone was prominent and intelligible. A geueral denial. Instead
of replying to each statement in detail is, in our opinion, insufficient
to disprove the specific charges made.

guns

Notice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stream, P. O. box 54, Wolcottville,

fitchting

Conn."

prepared to recede from our position as to the safety of the
In referring to this powder we also desire
Dittmar powder.

meaning the powder as at present made.
that manufactured by the old Neponset Company may
not have been so safe. If Dittmar powder is unsafe, or injurious to guns as our correspondent would assume, how is it that
Bogardus, Paine and Carver, who use it almost exclusively in
to be understood as

Date.

Some of

their exhibitions,

of

Oct. 29

have never had a gun injured, or an accident

Oct

PIGEON MATCHES.
New

....2Syds

1

26
26
23
26
26
26
*6
26
26
26
26
26

1

Eddy
Madison

Shaw
Bioadway
AtklnBon

Kace
Zellner

Steele.

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1

111111011-9
1—
101111111—9
111111010—8
110111111—8
11110 1110—8
111101011
1-8
10111011*—
1101*1110—6
01101110
1—6
1110
11 0-6
001010*0
1—4
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

•

9

1

1

1

1

1

8

1

olnb badge

;

Wm ADunlop

H

26 yds
22
..22

60 LarnoerEon

Jam™ Tcriiune
Charles Applegate

111001100—6

2(i

1

26
22
22

1

1
1

111 l— 5

1

James Terhune., ......l
Mr. Terhune having

Oil

1—9

111

1
1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1

9

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO.

1-B-R4

2—KK5

0h

3— B-B2 mate

1

1

|

nn

Fowler

Newham
Heritage

01 10 10
00 10 11
11 10 00
11 01 00
11 11 11

00—10
00— 9
00— 8

11 00

10
01
0J
11

01
10
10
11

10—10
00—15
Jacobetaff.

Oct. 21.—Howard Ridgely and Geo. C. Potts,
grounds of Baltimore Gun Club. Coii'lilions— SlO.i per side, 50 birds
each, 25 yards vise, i;i ozs shot. Ridgely used a Purdy guti weighing
six pounds fourteen ounces, his charge ol ,
Iracnms
2'Ir. i'otts siioC with
v in an-uud gnn made by Sooit, of London, choke
barrels, ueing four drachms of powder. The Baltimore Gun Club
rules governed the match
I

i

Hldgely— 111111111111111111111111011111
111O100101100O1111 1—42.
Potts—1 1110111111010101011111010111111
11111101110111011 1—40.

1— P-K4
2-P-K B4

1-F-K4
2— P tks P

J6-P-B3

4-P-Kt5

is— Kt-Bf
is— R-B2

17-QQ3

3-P K KM

3— lit-K B3
4-P-fi H4
5— Kt K5

20-q r-k B

6— B-Kt2
(i-Kt-K B3

6-P-Q4

7— B-m
S-Kt-Q B3

2t-Kt-E3
22— Kt tks B
23-P-Q5

S-P-Qs

9-K

10— K
11— B tks P
12— 8-K15 (b)
13—B tks Kt
14— Castles
15-KI-K2

tks
tks

Shooting for a Cup.— After the match a sweepstakes was shot, In
which, among others, Messrs. Carroll Livingston and John Heckscher,
of New York, took part. Then followed a handicap sweepstakes for a
cup presented by General Grubb of New Jersey. There were
eighteen entries fur this event

2Sydg

JStvau Trick
Donned Swann

HMnnickhuyaen
C IJ Fisher.

FMay

CHTilghman

BC

Thomas

C McDowell

Morris Oren
W
JSLemmon

GemgeBiowo

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

11011110 1—8
1—
11011110W
w
1111000W
llOOlOlvf

1
1

1
1

28

1

George JPopplein... .23
29
HKidgely

1

CAGambrill

off ties of

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

L

12-P-K R3
13— B tks B
14— K-K12
15—B tks R P

;

Holt,

F

WB

Fariev
Irwin, Col

1

111000110011001011 1—u
000111010110010100 0—8
0000100010000001010—5
0000000000110 0—4

0000

1.

Col. Irwin retains (he leather medal, having

won It

Black George.

Michigan—Howell, Oct. 19, 1878.—The Howell Shooting Club
the recipients of a beamifnl gold-lined silver cup, a gift from the
known jewelry firm of W. 8. Smith & Co., Detroit, to be shot for
won three times in succession, then owned as personal property.
following is tne score
;

were
wellto be

The

01111010 1—7
11111111 1—10
11111111 1—10
111111111—9
111000111—7
111110 10 1—8 bwitzer....O 110111101—7
111011111—9
Tie on ten.
1 1110-4 Jewett
1 1111—

111111111 1—10 Ira Holt....l
Beach
1
Jud Uolt....l 11111110 1—9 Je.wett
Fitsuer
1
1 100111111—8
Lee
1 11111110 0—9 Kunney.....0
CHolt
Hubirt .... 100001110 0—4 Hoagland...l
1
AUgol
Wnlielm.,..l

Beach
Fisher

1 1

w

contast for the Jewett revolver
with the following result

The seventh

oame

off last

Friday

LOPEZ.

between Herr Engllsch and Mr.
White.

Black.

Herr Englisch.

Mr. Gilford.

10— B-K3
10— Kt tks P
11— KltksB
11— PtksKt
12— Kt tkB Kt ch 12-y tks Kt
13-Q-KU
13-E-Q2
14— Q-K B2
14— B-K Kt5
15-PtksP
15-F-Q4
16— P.R B4
16— St-K2
17— P-K Bo and wlnB

3-PQR3
4— Kt K B8

4— B-E4

6-P-Q3
6—B-Q2
7-Ki-Ki?
8—Kl-K KtS

-KC-B3

7— Castles
8-B-QKt3
9—Kt-K KtS

9— P-Q4

with only

20ft. 6U1.

:

low down as possible. Frames of Maryland white
hackmatack and locust staunchions. They are double
on floors, and double 5in. at futtocks. Garboards of
white oak, 3in. thick. Planking same, 24in, and Sin. at waits.
Bulwarks white pme, oak rail. Keelson of white oak lOin.
square, apron of locust, stem and sternpost white oak.
Ceiling yellow pine, about 3in. thick. Deck beams yellow pine,
sided Din., molded 6in. Deck planking of white pine, 2;ia.
Deck fittings of mahogany, mast partners of oak.
ihick.
Flush deck, saloon amidships, a I' Angiitis. As was to be expected, the ubiquitous expert isaround again and has given his
opinion of the new schooner before all her frames are up even.
This wonderful person expresses himself as favorably impressed, and has imparted to sundry non-prosessional news
gatherers the astounding fact that, having a longer floor than
Intrepid, less ballast will be required in the

new

schooner,

and being lighter she will sail faster. Mr. Contoit is fortunate, however, in not having consulted the wishes or opinions
of half-educated expertp, and may be congratulated upon
having secured the services of one of the best yacht designers
"VVe hope to lay before our readers
of the day in his behalf.
at some future time a mathematical diagnosis of this schooner's
elements compared with those of other craft already tested.

OAK AND PADDLE.
Cocrtnet-Hanlan Race.—After some very exhaustive
among all possible sources, and after the fullest in-

searching

CURSORY JOTTINGS.

—A

chess circle has been established at Middletown, Conn. Messrs.
Oldack, Fowler and Mylchrist are numbered among its beat players.

—Mr. W. A. Shinkman, the famous ptoblemlst, declines, it is said,
second prize awarded him in the recent tourney of the
Our contemporary's
American Chess and Problem Association.
assertions regarding the management of that tourney should be replied
to accept the

to at once
sive,

If

they are untrue, as

But give us facts in your

—The

last time.

Mr. Gilford,

1-P-K4
2— Kt-Q B3

B3

3-B-Klo

;

23, 187S,

Black.

White.

5-P-Q3

Alabama.— Motile, Oct. 18.—Monthly shoot of Gulf City Gun Club for
goldbadue; 2o balls from three traps, screened one straight away,
one quartering to right and one quartering to left IS yards, TouBtall
and Holt having once before won the baoge were handicapped three
Conditions— Badge becomes the property of the member
yards.
wluning it most times during the year. Owing to the plague of the
South our attendance was small. The following iB the score
1 Olllllllllllllllll 1—19
Tnnst&l
1 111111110110111011 1—17
Alexander
1 111111111011110110 I-17
Vass
1 111111011110010110 1—15
AlslOII
011110011111110111 0—15
Hug^r, C
» 100011101011011111 0—12
Carre

79—BUY

Gifford

Herr EDglisch

C

No.

Played at Paris on July

2— Kt K

nine for a second prize, Messrs. Norris and

(f)

I

1-P-K4

w

1

Poillon's.
She is !)5ft.
extreme beam, or less than
22 per cent, of the length against Intrepid' » 24. This decrease
of beam we look upon as a decided step in the right direction.
It is intended to spar the new schooner for cruising only had
she been designed for racing she would have gained had her
beam been kept down to 20 per cent, of the length, as a long
and rather full body insures displacement enough, and with
lead on her keel would have given ample stability for all the
canvas so easy a form requires to send her along at a good
rate.
On deck she measures 106ft., over all, including
rake of English counter and overhanging head, 114ft.
depth
of hold, 10ft. Oin., and lift, water
mainmast, 75ft.,
to
foremast,
heel
head;
73ft.;
mastheads, 6ft.; diameter
of spars, 19 and 18in. at partners respectively;
topmasts, 30ft., heel to hounds, with 4ft. pole
bowsprit,
20tt., outboard with a 16ft. jibboom beyond the cap, and a
4ft. pole to finish off.
Keel of white oak, sided 12tn., molded
Depth of entire keel amidships below rabbet, 8ft. 4in.
9in.
The keel has been sided so large in order to aid in stowing
line,

the lead as

NOTES.

Game

we

by Mr. Townsend, foreman of

Oin.

This sacrifice appears necessary to keep up the attaok, for If he
retreat the Kt-Q3, the ansn er Is B-K.
(5) Better than P-K5, to which Black could have replied with Q-K.
(c) Exchanges being in Black's favor he should here, we think, have
captured he Kt, and followed it by P-K R4 and B-Kt3.
(<i) A weak move, but in truth it is hard now to And a good one.
The
best resource probably was Q-K Kt.
(e) A fatal error; he still had a very defensible game by playing Q-K
R or Q-K Kt, we believe.
(/) Major Martin's conduct of this game with eo much vigor and
judgment, makes his announced retirement from the arena of chess
tourneys the more regretable.— Chess Players' Chronicle-.

6

Sheffield,

..

oak,

(a)

w

and divided.

tied

..

28

;

24-PB4

]

11-KI-B3

1

1

1

*

29

In thooting

McComas

1—10
11111111
0—9
11111111
111011111—9
10 1111111—9
111110 11 1—9

16— BKt4
17—B-K3
IS— B-B2
19— Kt-K2 (C)
20— P-B3 (d)
21—B-KtS

22 -P tks Kt
23— P-B4
24—K-R3
25-p-K Kta
28— Kt-Kt (e)
26—Q-Q B3
26-K-R2
27— R b7 ch
27-B tks R
23— R tks B ch 2S— Kt-Kt3
29— Q-Kt7 Ch
29— K-R4
30— White mates in two moves

7— Castles

1

29
23
2S
81
30
25
25
26
28
?6
25
28
25

IS

7
7

;

Played in Class I at the recent meeting of the English Counties
Association
White.
Black.
White.
Black.
Major Martin.
Mr. Fisher.
Major Martin.
Mr. Fisher,

Maryland—Baltimore,

at

JTNorns

mates

78.—AXLGAIER GAMBIT.

Oniric No.

10 11 11 00
10 01 10 10
10 00 10 01
10 11 01 10
11 11 10 oo

CEEaster

3-Q

111 1—6

;

Cumuiing

81

6

;

1—
2—

1-4 Charles Applegate
111 0—3
killed 19 out of 20 good birds was declared the

Jersey City Heights Gun Club—Marion, X. J., Oct 19.— For badge
double bans, shot from two traps, one Bogardus and one Marshall
trap, 40 feet apart, both sprung at same time. A. H. Heritage carried
off the baage by winning it live times. Score
JohnBon
oo 10 oi
ol oi ii 10 01—12
Eaton
01 10 10 11 10 01 00 11 U 01-12

A McComas

1-B
2—

|

"R. H. S." sends the following solution:
1—
1— Q B7
:-Kt-B4
2— Q Iks Kt ch 2— K moves
2— Q-B5 ch

winner of the badge.

H W Humboldt

24.

II—
2— Q-B1 ch
3— B-Kt8 mate

l-Kt.Q3

2—Q-QB5

tie.

Burtlett

00
49
38

m,
19

4
5

&

on water

3-Q or B mates

Charles Applegate

Second

1—

111010110—7
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0—8
11111111 1—10
11111111 1—10

Tie on ten.

James Terhune

believe,

White to play and give mate in two moves.

Shooting Club; for the
T traps, handicap :
1

05

6
7

a.
2

47

66

resemblance to the fast pilot-boat T. 8. Negus, modeled,

On shoot-off Wynn won

Chus Brown
James Vaurbochel
James Lamberson

5

Charleston.

rough water. The new schooner will measure 240 tons carpenter's measurement, and about 175 tons !N. M.
She is being
built from a design by Mr. A. Cary Smith, and bears some

T

Oct. 15.— Midway
10 birds each, 1% ozs. shot,
and

a.
46

now having built by Messrs. C.
R. Poillon, of
Brooklyn, a fine sea-goingkeel schooner, which, in dimensions,
approaches very near to what experience, as well as theory,
toadies to be the best form for easy qualities and safety in

pero, is

Sweepstakes shooting Eulshed the day's spoil.

New Jkbsky— Mattawan,

n.
1
3
S

preference to the light displacement sloop, and it is a matter
of satisfaction to us to note the prevailing tendency in the direction pointed out. Mr. Charles H. Contoit, owner of Pim-

;

;

Buiier

10

09
15
20
17
OS
57
46

—

York.— Dexlcr's Parle, Cypress Hills, L. I., Oct. 52, 1578.—
Monthly Wiuol lor a pun presented oy the Brooklyn Gun Club, open to
o£ the club only ; to be shot for at lu birds each front 5 traps,
26 yards rise, SO yards boundary the winner In each previous contest
to be handicapped two yards the gun lo be the property ol the member winning it three times Brooklyn Gun Club rale3

WWynn

.

Gaining Ground. With the object of encouraging sea
cruising and promoting seamanship, the Forest and Stream
has persistently taken ground in favor of a sea-going model in

members

Gildersleeve
Wlllard

Jfeu York.

M.

31)

Out. 31

Woods

/footing.

Boston.
H.
5
6
7
8
9

Oct. 25
Oct 26
Oct. 27

any kind?

;

mid

HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEK.

is

claimed by parties put on the defengentlemen, or reply not at all.

replies,

allegations of our contemporary that irregularities occurred

in the management of the recent problem tourney of the American
Chess and Problem Association, render it imperative that the officers
of that Association investigate the truth of the same, and if found to be
well founded, take such steps as will prevent their recurrence; and if
any of the officers are Involved, they should be deposed and censured.
These allegations have been publicly and, we think, properly presented,
not alone to an interested public, but also to the "powers that te" of

the Association, and a refusal to so consider them will jeopardize the
existence of that body.
If we are not mistaken, competitois In that
tourney also aver that irregularities occurred which ce.talnly would
justify an investigation.
We are at a loss to account for the silence of
Secretary MeKiin, and we in all enndor suggest that ho ask for and inIt is evident Unit
sist upon a thorough Investigation of these charges,
the " allegators" are neither to be frowned down nor will allow the

matter to rest unless an investigation be ordered, and we therefore say,

vestigation in

all

directions, instituted

by the Boston Herald,

Bame conclusion is finally arrived at which in these
columns we first gave to the public iu regard to the honesty
of Courtney in the recent championship match at Lacbine.
There is simply no evidence to bear out any of the aspersions
so lightly and profusely cast upon the American champion by
The reason why Courtney was
giddy-beaded detractors.
beaten was because he could not row fast enough, and that
We believe we were among
is the end of the whole matter.
the first who detected in Hanlan far greater power and speed
than he allowed himself to display in his races with the
small fry, and our views are now being accepted by others as
accounting for the manner in which he disposed of the Union
Springs champion, in opposition to the universally preconthe

ceived notions of Courtney's invineihihvy, so tenaciously adhered to on this side of the St. Lawrence for a long time after
his defeat, and which some are nut even yet, prepared to renounce. Bat for all Courlnej's honesty of aclion during the
race,

ws

are not prepared to believe the latest statement

puted

to hirn,

press.

He is

im-

and which is just now going the rounds of tho
said to have attempted an explanation of his

FOREST AND STREAM.
defeat by aacribing his poor finish to "hidden obstructions."
This is a little too silly for any one to accept. IE Courtney

made any such statement he should he plaeed under
care as Buffering

What

from "hidden obstructions

"

a doctor's
hraiu.

on the

has been the moat objectionable side of his conduct in
is his tendency to braggadocio, both

connection -with the race,
before and after the race.

lie talks very freely, as

he had actually been the winner mid hot

though

The American Mediterranean.— As

abroad our British
cousins conscientiously make their annual pilgrimage to the
Mediterranean in whole squadrons and fleets, so, too, American yachtsmen are becoming more and mote alive to the beau-

and pleasures of winter cruising in the South. The
Florida coast and West Indian Archipelago bid fair to draw
ties

within their waters a constantly increasing number of our
yachts every year. hUre.pid, A mwssudress, Mr. Contoit's new

steam yachts suitable

on the berth

from Boston, and a number of
Florida waters and lagoons, are

to the

warmer
convenient distances aud
for

climes.

As

the

many

attractions,

ports, different languages, customs
and historic associations of the islands become more generally
appreciated, and with the introduction of a more seaworthy
model the annual migration southward promises to become

among

ere long a leading feature
sport,

and the day

maybe

the followers of the sea for

when

not far distant

become
as usual a thing to see in West Indian harbors the American
yacht ensign apeak, as it is even now to meet the blue Admiralty colors of British craft in all seaport towns of Europe's
will

it

inland ocean,

YACHTING NEWS.
Boston Ocean Match.— In the matches

sailed off Boston,
Oct. 9, there were entries in all four classes.
First class,
sloops over 30ft. sailing length ; second class, schooners over
SOft.j third class, centreboard sloops under 30ft ; fourth class,
keel sloops under 30ft,
The following is a summary of the
sailing

FIRST CLASS.
Actual

Name
Snadow

b. m.

Ttme.
b. m. s.
2 21 IS
3 22 T

s.

3 19 as
3 ill 24

Bryant

waning
Gouu vi in

Violet

Kiipo.euu

Correct

Time.

Owner
Gorman

VikiDg

withdrawn.
withdrawn.

SECOND CLASS.
Breeze

Whlttler

3 15 33
3 35 44

Weston

Mist.

KfUle Q

..

Hall

a length
time, 5m 6"6is
Columbias, om 68s. Final heat,
junior sculls, Lyon and Keator.
The latter led off, but was
passed by Lyon at the quarter mile, who won in 7m 404s;
Kcfltor, ftb 50£8,
Final heat, senior scull?, Rathborne and
Mills.
Won readily by the lal tor in 7m 15s; Mills 7m 2(U'<
;

;

Us, entries; Mutual B G, Albany- CE Bulgar!
bow; Henry C Graves, Abr.im Mull,
S Mosely, stroke,
B
H Downs, bow; IIW Rogers, II G Mc-

Four-oared she

W

C—W

Atalanta

To

his opponent.

speak slightingly of Hnolau'3 abilities in a boat is a grotesque
assumption, and does little to restore him to popular favor.

schooner, a small sloop

2 ST 16
2 42 57

withdrawn.

6m

84s

6m

Atalantas,

;

sculls, entries

15|s; Palisades, Om 34s. ° DoubleE P Livingston, bow

Fuller

Annie

Anderson

2

;

:

W

;

M

;

;

FD

;

H

•

W

;

M

R

C—W

W

W

W

W

ter, II West, stroke
Rathborne, cox. Ariels took the
lead, and, without being hardly pressed, won by nearly three
lengths in 6m 38s Atalanta, 6m 43s Columbia, 6m 4SAs;
;

;

Dauntless,

6m

524s

:

;

Athletic,

7m 2s.

Meeting or thb N. A. 01- A. O.— At the meeting of the
Executive Committee of the National Association, held at the
Metropolitan Hotel, Oct. 19, a resolution of thanks to the
Common Council of Newark was voted, also one to the Passaic boat clubs for the courtesy shown by them during the recent National Regatta. The Fairmount Rowing Association
was reinstated as member.
committee was appointed to
consider the presentation of cups to be rowed for bv the colleges, which were offered by the Eureka, Triton and Passaic
clubs.
Application for membership by the Longueil Club, of
Montreal, was denied. Mr. O. M. Remington, of the Narragansett B. G. of Providence, R. I., was elected President of
the Association, and Mr. Henry W. Garfield was re-elected
Treasurer and Secretary.
Yision-Graoik Matches.— In the first match of these two
sloops, sailed Tuesday, Oct. 15, Grade carried away her upper
peak block and gave up. Vision snapped her bowsprit at
the knight heads aud put back for a new one. The wind was
fresh with a moderate sea.

A

The race was sailed Oct. 22, in a light breeze and smooth
Won by Grade in' 6h 39m 23s, beating Vision by

water.

46s, or,

with time allowance,

—a

13m 46s.

,

.

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS.

10 12

her as simply as possible, keeping in mind only strength and utility. I will put in a long mast with a short stationary topmast, short
bowsprit, with all the canvas in mainsail and jib my vessel oan
carry with ease in our usnal fresh southerly breezes, Will have
club-topaall, jib-topsail and balloon-jib for racing purposes
a
Bmall storm-jib to be set "flying,'' strong gronnd tackle, and sho
ia about complete.
Now let us see what we have. Our little cruiser has accommodation below for captain, three guests, and a man or boy before
;

Our cabin is lift, long, 9ft. 6in. wide, and Oft. high,
with a clean width of Gft. between the berths, clear floor aft of
This, it is true, cuts the forward end of onr house
in two parts, but we must have a table in either oase, and it matthe must.

centreboard.

whether wo have daylight betwoen the legs or not. Amfor cooking purposes, stores, tanks, ice box, spare sail,
Big of simplest kind, so that fow mistakes can be made by
the "greenhorns." Altogether we have a powerful, able vessel,
which oan be driven to win a cup occasionally in competition with
vessels of her length.
Having determined size and rig of onr ideal cruiser, wo will say
ters little

room

ple

etc.

ehall be constructed. In my list of indiapensables I have
mentioned strength. She shall, therefore, have a keel of
extending her length, which Bhall not be less than
10xl2in. at centreboard, and beveled forward and aft to suit shape
of vessel, the rabbet for garboard being placed near the outside,
so that she may have a solid back-bone. The frame shall he of
oak, 2X*4in. at keel, and 2}^x3 at top, not more than 12 or 14
in. from oentres, and eaoh and every of these frames securely
tennoned and bolted to keel ; and, iu fact,. everything appertaining
to the hull as strong as wood and iron can be put together
for
how pleasant for us to know, when we are lying in our berth below
in an open harbor, with our well-tried ground tackle diving into a
heavy Bea, or " oracking it on to her" iu a hard race, we oan cry
out, "Let her rip, she's all oak, " and not feel it were necesaary
to sound the well. Beware of plank keels and wringing racers.
We know that a vessel sails by her shapo and rig, and that
"wringing" qualities, however highly lauded by builders who construct such vessels, is all bosh!
Wo've been there, and tried it.
Speed. Iu this most important and indispensable particular we
need experience and practice and since speed depends greatly
upon shape, the question is how we shall obtain that form most
desired.
We ourselves only know from experience that vessels
of onr length of vastly different shapes develop speed sharp vessels like the Nymbus, and shoal vessels like the Beecher, sail remarkably fast and about alike, although exactly opposite in shape
—the WymbUs narrow, the Beecher extremely wide and flat. In
this consideration I think it best under the circumstances to consult some party who has been successful in modeling speedy
vessels
give him my dimensions, and get beat shape his talent
may suggest. I then have a perfect draught made of this Bhape,
and give it and specification to a builder to work from, and in no
case the model. The draught alone being given, necessitates the
veBsel being properly laid down, and can be certified
thus yoa
can get wl at you wish, not merely an approximation by rule of
thumb from a model. Of course, in getting auoh a model you will
have a vessel of character, such as the party fancies most to whom
you apply. But you may at least console yourself with the reflection that experience will not make a bad failure, and generally a

how Bhe
first

solid white oak,

;

—

;

;

;

;

2 32 81

3 17 57

Drowning Casualty—While returning
off Peekskill, in a skiff,

C—W H

W

;

FOCBTH CLASS.

Mccormick
withdrawn.
First prizes were awarded the Viking, Breeze, Eurelta and
Annie, and second prizes to the Shadow and Mist.
Haysrhtll Yachting-.— In a match sailed Oct. 10, Lizzie
Warner (Capt. Titcomb) beat Eclipse (Capt. Doane) in In.
2m. 25s., over a course on the Merrirnac, from Haverhill
Bridge to Groveland Bridge and return.
Gaul

to the yacht Julian,
Mr. Tucker was drowned, owing to

and swamping of the skiff. Mr. Pucker was a
nephew of Mr. Augustus Schell of this city, and his loss will
be deplored by his many friends. Dr. May, owner of the
Julian, who wa3 in the skiff at the time, saved himself by
swimming ashore.
the

H

;

18m

0130

;

Olympic B C, Albany, N Y- -J H Girvin,
bow: Martin Monahan, stroke. New York A O-Rff Rathborne, bow
R L Newton, stroke. At the quarter mile Yale
had a slight lead, and a little further on Olympics went out of
their water and fouled them, but both crews kept on.
Athletics then fouled Olympics twice and Yale had it her own
way, winning in 7m 15£Sj Olympics, 7m 24s Athletics, 7m
85s.
Six-oared gigs, entries Ariel B O, Newark, N. J—
Trautz, bow J Bennett,
Mack, F Freeman, R Ross, Jr,
H Jury, stroke Frank Allen, cox. Atalanta B
Downs, bow J H Kent, H
Rogers, Eugene Conger, H G
McVickar, J E Eustis, stroke Edward Blake, cox. Columbia College B C— H P Brown, bow
C Eldridge, J B Newberry,
Browning,
G Ridabock, H P Parsons, stroke;
Nathan, cox. Dauntless B C—Frank Gillelan, bow II
Peckwell, C E Knapp. S B Pomernv. H
Walter, David
Roach, stroke J J Duff, cox. New York A
F Shore,
bow; G G Stowe,
G Fatterson,
G Dcmarest, J
Car-

•

3

C—

lale College B

:

Livingston, stroke.

THIRD CLASS.

Eureka

243

rilling

JIablbm Regatta Association.

The second regatta of this association was held on the
Harlem, Saturday, Oct. 19. All events were one wile straight
away, with stream, the start in the morning being from Florence's Dock to Gates', this order being reversed during the
flood of the afternoon. The weather was unpropitious and
the water rough. Tne events were promptly called, and as a
whole the arrangements were of a decidedly satisfactory kind,
order and authority prevailing all day,
The results of the
day were in some instances urdooked for, the Ariels of Newark
winning, quite contrary to expectation, in the gig race, and
the Nautilus pair were badly beaten by the Atalantas and the
Gramercys. Mr. J. T. Goodwin acted as referee, assisted by
Mr. A. G. Swan, of the Atalanta Club, and Mr. Julian Kene-

New Yobk, October 10, 1878.
Editor Fobest amd Stream
As it seems to be in order, 1 will give you my ideal of a small
cruiser needed by Corinthians in these waters, having had some
little experience and what I consider sound reason for considering
her the perfect vessel, aud well adapted to the purpose intended.
My object in giving my views is not to advise those who have ample time and money, so that they may experiment to their heart's
content, hut to aid the young yachtsman who lovea to sail hie own
vessel, and most of the time cruises with bnt ono companion, or
at most one man before the mast.
To be perfect my cruiser must have strength, speed, stability,
strong, handy rig, and plenty of room on deck and below.
In determining the size of this perfect Corinthian cruiser, we
must keep in view the fact that she is to be run and handled by
myself and man Friday. Om means being limited, and unable to
indulge in many barrels of beef forward. At the same time, we
must take into consideration that we always wish we had a larger
vessel, especially when ontsailed by one who is just a little too big
for us for if anything more than another makes us feel bad, it is
to haul for a " bung nose" near 113, and get warmed.
Besides, at
times we may wish to have some of our friends with us, as it is
:

success in the desiderata, wanted.
Stability.— Our cruiser being 12 or 13 ft. wide, or nearly one-half
her length, possesses groat natural stability, besides being assisted ty depth and ballast low down. But, let us ask, ia it well to
give my oruiser so much width, even if I do wish room on deok ?
Let us, for a moment, glance at our opposite, the vaunted, but as
yet untried, Muriel. ThiB vessel is about 40ft. water line, 9ft.

beam, and 7ft. deep— no deck roam there, nor below either, except a lane. Now, from her shape, necesaary from her dimensions,
she has little stability. In fact, it iB probable that without bal.
she would roll over and sink under spars alone
so ahe
depends almost entirely upon ballast for sail-carrying power, and
to utilize this ballast her angle of inclination must bo auoh that
you could not stand on deok without holding on even in a moderate breeze. These vessels being dependent greatly upon ballast
last

;

;

not pleasant at times to

eomo good

fellows

sail alone, especially

who enjoy

it

cruieer as large as can be easily

when we

We

so very much.

managed by

will

know
make our
all

two.

Now we wan t four berths in the cabin, and room forward for a man.

The first race, called early in the forenoon, was the first So, to get a house 13 or 14 ft. loDg, with 5 or 6 ft. in cookpit and
heat for junior single sculls. Entries, B. S. Keator,
room forward of mast, will require 30ft. keel we will therefore
Yale College B. 0.; Wm. Tompkins, HigtilaudB. C; August make our keel that length, and put on a counter, making a total
Schneider, Friendship B. C, and Geo. .Norton, Gramercy B.
of about 34ft., over all. As to width, we want all wb can get withC, their stations being given from the New York shore. out hurting the
speed of our vessel and besides, width means
Keator took the lead and won with ease, 7m. 391s.; Tomproom
on deck and below, and ability to carry sail: I will give her
kins, second, 7m. 52s. Schneider, third, 8m. 7^-s.; Norton
Second trial heat, entries: Irving A.Lyon' plenty of a good thing, say 12 or 13 ft. As to depth, being rather
last, am. 25s.
Dauntless B. C; I, B. Kipp, Highland B. O., and James L.' lengthy myself, and knowing by experience how unpleasant it
Gladwin, .Nereid B. O. Lyon got the best of the start and to get into unmentionables while sitting
and as depth mean
maintained his advantage ail the way, winning in 7m 68*3
like width, power and sail capacity, and wo need plenty of freeKipp, am. UJs.; Gladwin, 8m. 18Js. Senior single' sculls! board and only a low house,
we will make her 4ft. 9in. or 5ft.
heat,
entries
R. W. Ratilhorne, New York A. C.
first trial
deep, which, with crown of deck and house, and plenty of ballast
and K. B. Hartshorne, Hew York R. G. Bathbone won as
he liked in 7m. 434s. Hartshorne, 7m. 40s. Second heat, en- low down, will give us about 6ft. in our house.
Now before going further, I know our good friends who are
Mills,
Jr.,
New
York
tries: E.
A. O.; H. Livingston, Yale
College B. C, and H. B. Lain, Highland B. C. Mills and rather touchy on the " English diver," will Bay she will be a perLivingston made a close race, but the tormer drew out ahead fect caravan.
"But," we answer, " we want depth and breadth
and won in 7in. 7}S.; Livingston, 7in. 174s.; Daiu, 7m 354s
for our purpose, and intend to have them in our cruising yacht."
This finished the morning's work. AtSr. m. the pair-oared
Our vessel, as above described, as far as dimensions go, if prorace was called, entries Atalanta B. C, W. K, Downs and
perly shaped and calculated, will require about four or five tons of
J. E. Eustis; Gramercy B. C, T. Williams and
Miliscast-iron ballast, placed aa low down as possible, and will have a
Nautilus B. C, Fred. A. Levien and Wm. Ghilds. Atalantas
draught of about 3ft, 9in. aft without keel. The question of oenwent to the front with Gramercy second.
Opposite the
Athletic Club grounds the Nautilus pair put on a spurt and treboard or keel comes up next. If I put a keel on this vessel
fouled the Atalantas. Both stopped rowing, and when they she will have a draught of at least 2ft. more, making not less than
got clear the Atalantas outrowed their opponents and came in 5ft, 9in., with a loss of say 10 per cent, of speed but, as I wish at
first; time, 6m 54£s; Gramercy, 7m 4|s
Nautilus disquali- times to cruise iu Now i*ork Bay, and visit places where I do not
fied.
Eight-oared shells, entries Nassau B
J B Robert. wish to engage a pilot, nor sacrifice what I consider indispensable,
Janeway, C G Peterson, J H AbelL Jr,
bow ; J Wells, J
speed, I give the preference to the centreboard. My vessel, from
Badgely,
Robinson, stroke A T Klots, cox.
J D Foot,
her depth, being necessarily of sharp floor, will require but a short
T
Columbia College B
P
Fisk.
R
bow C Eldridge,
P
Brown, F D Browning, J B Newberry, O L Boyd,
G Rida- one, say 8 or 9 ft., which 1 will place well forward, so aa to injure
bock, B Parsons, stroke; Cogliill, cox. Nassaus tookthelead our room below aa little as possible. Concerning the rig of this
and kept it in spite of the vigorous spurts of the college crew. vessel, the question to my mind ia easily settled. We have only
When Boyd slipped his seat their victory became certain, to choose between the out tor or English rig and our ordinary aloop
The Nassau* crossed the hue wtth a lead of three-quarters of rig. Being short-handed, except on special occasions, I will rig
dy.

trial

;

;

for stability,

must

since inclination

vessel

may

we have

is

necessarily be made to sail upon their aides,
necessary to utilize ballast
whereas, in onr
;

width, aud therewith natural stability, bo that Bhe

upon her proper

and

her ballast iu moments
of extra sail pressure. We sail in our vessel standing up like a
house in our usual southerly breeze, and our lady friend, if aboard,
may walk our deck if so disposed whde our cutter friend alongside in the same breeze tells their friends aboard, when their feet
begin to slip and teeth chatter, not to be afraid, as she rolls very
low before she lifts her ballast. And it is perfectly safe and theoretically correct, although they seem to have their doubts about
the case as they glance toward our oraft.
sail

lines,

utilize

;

;

Rig.

—I adopt the sloop rig in

light as possible consistent with

drive

my

simplest form, and make it as
ample strength, for with it I oan
and shorten sail in one-half

its

veBsel to windward faster,

;

•

i

j

;

H

;

;

O—

.-

G

W

C—

;

;

H

H

'

the time with the

same

crew, than with the English rig.

In

faot,

I regard the cutter rig, with its reefing bowsprit, housing topmast,

and multiplicity of blocks, cringles, eyes, stays, fids, and other
tackle, as an abomination, invented by some good English soul
simply to furnish aboard English yachts redundant employment
In Tact, cutter rig your oraft, go slow and double
for seamen.
your crew, and I prophesy that said rig evontnally die a natural
death, except

Mr. Editor,

among harbor
it

was

my

sailors in these waters.

intention to take you a abort trip in this

company with one of our modified cutters, that
we could oompare their adaptation to these waters, but I will
Cobinthtan.
postpone doing so uutU some future occasion.
Our correspondent has evidently gone into the question of
and
categorically
with
unbiased
mind
yachts
small cruising
ideal cruiser, in

in a

manner

creditable to himself.

We

regret all the more,

therefore, our inability to subscribe to M3 proportions
ideas, and request him to follow this line of reasoning.

and

To

drive his enormously wide and deep boat at fair speed, assuming for the moment that such were attainable, he will require

an immense spread of canvas, a necessity which we cannot by
any means approve, much as " Corinthian" seems to glory in
On the conthe big sails his ideal cruiser will stand up to.
trary, does it not betoken higher skill to so model a craft that

,

—

:

:
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she can be easily driven and will call for short canvas only ?
Most certainly, and if we remind " Corinthian" of the fact
that his design will need an ugly big thing of a boom some
34 feet long and a corresponding mainsail, while a cutter
model of the Bame size only, though narrower and longer,
would be fitted with a boom and mainsail some 33 per cent,
smaller, would he not prefer toying with the lighter spar in a
and how much less trouble to him, when alone or
little blow

measurements of tho
1'onl Rift, 4,620ft.

Great

Rift,

are

riftB

Little

:

Foul

Rift, 7CR1Y

|

ftreat

distance from head of Little Rift to loft of

;

1% mile.

IS

B,

FOUL RIFT DANGEROUS?

Cambbtdoe, Mass., Oct. 15, 1R7S.
Editor Forest and Strbam:
I noticed, under the Bignature of " Magua" (an interesting

;

Friday, to hoist, reef, furl and handle the cut-

with his

man

ter's sail

than that of his

own unwieldy rig V And what apmay equally claim. As to

plies to tho mainsail the headsail

the hull, let

"Corinthian" lop

off three feet

beam, put tho

who, aftor portraying tho terrors of Wolls' Falls, represses doubt as to the possibility of running aaid falls, without
an accident, in a canoe. I am, unfortunately, ignorant of the discussion as to who was the first to descend tho Delaware in a canvas canoe. Waiving all claims to priority, therefore, I would state
that in July, '77, a friend and myself, in two canvas canoes— made,
with very slight differences, after the Jtdl) Roy pattern— when we
worked our way up from Easton to Fort Jervis, N. J., paddled
down the Delaware to within a few miles of Philadelphia. Last
summer, too, after spending some time on tho Susquehanna, w
Paddling
launohed again at Honesdale, on Lackawaxen Creek
down that rooky little stream to its mouth, we found ourselves on
the Delaware, considerably abovo Port Jervis. From thenco we
went down the Delaware for the second time, " Wellsos" and all,
to within a mile or two of our previous stopping place. In neither
of these trips did we carry anywhere on Ihe river, andiu neither did
we meet with any accident beyond shipping some water. At

canoe

letter),

amount in some 6 feet of length, and would not the resulting
craft give vastly more satisfaction than his own broad and
chubby ship ? In the first place, the longer boat would be very
much faster under less canvas, especially in a seaway, would
he vastly much easier in every respect, give valuable room in
length for private stateroom or for pantry and W. C, would
admit of higher freeboard without deteriorating from her
beauty, for beam and freeboard are incompatible in this
respect, and would keep crew forward and cabin aft more
select.
Such a craft would walk away from your full-bodied
frigate in a style that would make " Corinthian " wonder, and
that at a less expense in the time and muscle our beamy friend
Wells' Falls, to be Bute, owing to tho unavoidable breakers at the
would have to devote to his little dumpling of a craft, which he bottom of the shoot, both of us came through pretty wet, but I
trust I have shown that the undertaking is not ao impossible as
uneasy
and
rough
water.
slow
affair
in
would find a terribly
The only drawback the cutter represents would be a moder- "Magua" supposes. I must confess, however, that nothing but
necessity
could tempt me to shoot tho falls in the open Adirondack
ately greater angle of heel, and for our part we are always
willing to put up with this in consideration of her many other
So far as mere cut of canvas is concerned, it ia
excellencies.

boat whose unlucky mishap your correspondent ao well describes.

by no means essential to the cutter rig, that the cut of the canvas be as in England. Retain, if you have a mind to, the
small gaff of the sloop, though nothing is thereby gained, and

Says a correspondent
Font, Rift on thb Delaware.
"There is no real difficulty in running this rift, and the
natives smile a little at the feats of the strangers ; and a little
grave ridicule of one of the many parties who get ducked by
carelessness will not hurt the canoeists in general." Foul
Rilt promises to become historic in the annals of canoeing,
and to have shot the rapids wi'l be the Open Sesame to the
canoeist's admiration and a passport into the brotherhood of
the Knights of the Paddle.

make your tophanger fighter. Eventually you will probably
The
come to adopt the cutter style in its entirety, anyhow.
which harasses " Corinthian," consists of
The fore-sheet may be
one halliards and a light downhaul.
worked automatically. We think " Corinthian," when tired
multiplicity of gear,

J.

—

—

Pens. McVfi/tmcn, Oct. 7.— Nearly 2,000 black b
been caught in the Juniata Kiver at this place thi
showing a large increase over the nmnbci
Joseph Dull has caught, the largest number about 250— beating Charles Green, the second champion, in a fishing match a
few weeks since. Joe, in the vernacular ot this ueck-o'- woods,
is " immense,"
The fish taken averaged about one pountl
each. A strange fish was caught on an outline in the Juniata

—

at this place recently, in the following singular manner
An
eel had taken a bait and became fastened on a hook, when, it
is supposed, the strange fish attempted to swallow it, during
:

which the eel wriggled through the gill of the larger fish and
wrapped itself around it, thus securing both the eel and
strange fish.
It measured in length 28 inches aud weighed
about five pounds. It is supposed to be a salmon, which fish
E.

one time inhabited these waters.

at

them

James River.

well.

—

—

Tennessee— Colnvibia, Oct. 12. The drought had nearly
spoiled our fall fishing, but a refreshing rain of this week
saved it, and a party is off for the trout streams next week.
Mr. 0., while fishing in the river at this place a few days ago,
caught two striped bass, the first, it is said, that was ever
caught, here.
The usual quantity of catfish, drum and buffalo are being caught by river fishermen.
Vai„
Florida.

—Jacksonville,

Oct. 18.

—We expect a lively winter.

We are promised a direct lineto Jacksonville from New York;
The

steamer, the Western Texas, is advertised to sad on
the 26th.
are to have a first-class new steamer on the
route between Charleston and Jacksonville.
She is reported
to be very fast, and will leave New York at an early day.
first

We

Al

jf^a and jjfiv&[
FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

and the smaller sails of the cutter. Finally, why cut up his craft
with an unsightly cock pit, a regular sea catcher and cabin

FRKBH WATER.

damper, dangerous at

all limes,

Black Bass, Micropenis

J

ttahnoiiien;

J

Pickerel, Jimx Indus.

Ike

Perc.it

lUetxcam.

8sa Bas«, Scicetwps ocellatm.

Spanish Mackerel, Cyliimn macula,

Striped Bass, Sceeus tinneatus.
Wlitte Perch, Muroue americatM.
WeaKHsii, Ci/nomnn regatta;

Cero, CyUum regale.
Bonlto, cardu peiainys.

Pmnalumus

turn.

KJugUsh, ilentivirrun

sattatrix.

pair of heels.

As

for ladies aboard ship, '-Corinthian" is proba-

bly aware of the fact that in England ten ladies go to sea in
yachts to every one who ventures afloat in America. We

have seen in the much maligned cutter whole families— nurses,
babies, etc., all included— take to the sea and cruise off soundings in small craft with a nonchalance which speaks volumes
for the weatherliness and cruising qualities of the easy form and
snug rig. However we may differ from "Corinthian," his letter contains much information and bears the stamp of considerable thought.

—.«.
NATIVES RAN FOUL RIFT.
i

HOW TWO

Easton, Pa., October

Editor Forest and Stream-.
Having been much interested

9,

in your several published

1878.

commu-

nications of the cauoists who ran ihe Great Foul Rift Falls of the
Delaware, at Belvidere, N. J. I beg to add to the record the ex-

who recently undertook the feat, and
who, like the remainder of the natives, are Bkeptic of the mile-aThoe. Rinek and Daniel W.
East
Orangeites.
of
the
run
miuulo
Snyder are two of the most expert base fishers of EaBton. Their
accoutrements are the beet, and not a week passes in season but
their boat-rigged team lands them from ten to fifty miles up the
stream by daylight to fish the pools to town, and whatever the
poverty in luck of other fishers and there has been a liberal crop
their live box always samples fine and numerous
of! it this season
specimens. On the occasion in question Tom and Dan had driven
to Bnshkill, 86 miles, and reached the Rift with full fifty weight
of basB in tow. Now, thoy use an ordinary batteau, and not being
perience of some natives

—

—

ambitious of making brilliant nine, usually carry at treacherous
points ; but this time they were beBet at the head of tho falls by
one Oourtright, a one-armed pilot of Bolvidero, who averred that
" hu knew every rock in the Rift," and for one dollar would laud
at the foot of the falls safe and dry, or no pay. It being
a sultry day they were readily persuaded by Ihe pilot's confidence
to the indolent exhilarations of a safe sail through the rapids,

them

lather than tho conservative and fatiguing oarry. So our onearmed pilot tackled the first or Little Rift, and in about three
minutes— or the time that the East OraDgeiteB had run the entire
rift

—he

struok a rock not

tion, full suddenly,

down on

his ohart

wag he on the bottom

;

of the boat,

Dan under

;

20 cents

nelmtosu.1.

;

smelts, 30;

mackerel, 20 ; weak fish, 10 ; whito
8 ; salmon, 25
perch, 15; Spanish mackerel, 60; green turtle, 15; terrapin, per
king fish, 18; codfish, 7;
haddock,
G
halibut,
15;
doz, $15;
blnefieh,

;

;

eels, £18 ; lobsters,
sea bass, 18
flounders, 8
fish, 15
8; Hheepshead, 18; scallops per gallon, 81; aoft clams, 10 to 75;
white Abu, 15; pickerel, 18; salmon trout, 15; hard craba, per

black

;

;

;

Van.

nooK.—Many of

our readers will remember how strenuously Mr. Seth Green has advocated lbs
use of the barbless hook, and how much chaff he has drawn

upon himself from anglers of the old school and unbelievers.
seems that Messrs. Aul & Co., of Bloomsburg, Pa., became
inoculated with his views, and contrived, not merely a hook
without a barb, but a spring to prevent a fish from getting off
after he is ones hooked.
Last fall Messrs. Aul sent us specimens of these hooks, asking our opinion of theiu, and fro
candidlytold them that we took no stock in the invention. Only
once or twice since have we heard anything about the hooks
until we received, last week, a letter from a Texas friend who
speaks in highest praise of them and wishes us to r
them. This of course we do not do hut if any of our readers
;

100, $2.50.

Movements of Tint Fisnnra Fleet.

—The number of

fish-

ing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 69—
15 from the Banks, 27 from Georges, 14 from the Bay St.
Lawrence and 3 from Shore mackereling trips. The Bank
vessels bringing 385,000 lbs.
fleet have averaged light fares,
Hccc-ipls of
codfish, and 9 vessels 170,000 lbs. halibut.
Georges codfish, 270,000 lbs. 2,050 bbls. mackerel have been
received from the Bay, and 000 bbls. have been landed by the

Shore fleet, Mackerel of good quality put in an appearance
Thacher's Island after the storm, and several vessels took
good fares on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.— Cape Ann

wish to lest them it will be easy to procure some samples and
experiment therewith. Our correspondent recommends Nos,
for white perch. He
7 and 8 for black bass and Nos. 4, Sand
says

"You have a hook now that will hold your bass. Let him
out of the water as high as he pleases, shake as he
wishes, run under logs and rear and scotch and pitch, line
taut or slack, all to no purpose he cannot cast the hook."
jump

Mmrations of

off

Advertiser, Oct. 18.

Massachusetts— Columet, Oct. 19.— Fishing for smelts has
been splendid in Weir Kiver, Uingham and Boston Buy.
Iligh line for one man, 52 doz., at Kimball's; for two men,
07doz. I saw here last week a large green turtle, about 75
pounds did not get him, as I could not kill him with shot,
8. K., Jk.
and he would not put his head out of water.
;

Verv Like a Whaak.—The fishing schooner Ltona, of
Port Hawkesbttry, Cape Breton, which arrived in Portland
harbour Saturday morning in tow of the steaming W. 11.
Scott, when a few miles off the coast discovered ti whale
It was taken in tow and brought to
floating on the water.
says the monster is white with
The Portland
Portland.
barnacles, is of the megaptera or hump-backed species, and is
about eighty feet long. It had a harpoon firmly embedded in
its back, and had evidently died from the effects of the wound.
It is a right whale, and will probably be towed to one of the

Prm

islands

and the

oil

extracted.

Fisn.

—
— We havo repeatedly spoken

of fish

New England coast of late years which
were formerly wdiolly unknown there, and supposed never to
move north of Cape Hatteras. The investigations of Ihe T".
S. Fishery Commission under Prof- Baird, disclose a great deal
of most valuable information respecting the migrate
and no doubt of tho causes also of such migrations. Cur very
observant correspondent Concha sends this week some data of
value, altogether corroborative of what has been before stated
being taken along the

«i

to be ascertained facts.

We

quote

:

Naw Bedfoud, Haas., Oct, II
Editor Fobest and Stream
Much has been written regarding the annual and occasional migrations or il-li, imc little Has as yet been learned regarding tii
forty-five years ago I recollect thebiueilih, then an uuknown species,
began to appeur, un>l was called " horse mackerel," and was reputed
to lie unwholesome, in 1882, when engaged In seining and netting lathe
:

,v

Bedford,

I

assisted la taking six Spanish mackerel,

m

that time a tlsh that no inarketnian or fisherman could name; and
which in the succeeding year more were captured, and 01
to New York, brought the, to us, unheard-of price of one dollar per

of

New
lately,

Yoek.-- Shelter Island, Oct. 19.— Buuker fishing good
and the factories in full operation. The black-fishing,

has been good, and the fish are still plenty, but the cold
have bad no
season will soon drive them into the mud.
difficulty in catching numbers of them, when we could procure fiddler bait, but the fiddlers are getting scarce.
also,

We

Isaac.

and, the next posi-

and Tom with the worst of it, in the current, tangled in the
rope of the live box in tow, and toe traps afloat on their own hook
down the rift. They got to shore by swimming, tumbling and
wading, lauding with the boat at the head of the Big Rift. Here
the chagrined pilot insisted on taking the boat on through, which
he did safely but Tom and Dan preferred to walk. Regarding the
time of the run they kept no record, but walking at the ordinary
gait of men cool from a ducking, they reached the foot of the rift
some two or three minutes ahead of their boat and pilot. Thoy
pilot their own boat now, find no special difficulty, and make the
run in from fifteen to eighteen minutes, and with lighter craft
could make Beveral minuteB better time. Thoy would like to see
one of tho three-minute runs by the foreigners. The official
it,

Market— Retail Prices.—Bass,

report but poor
though the catch of white fish has

It

;

Fish in

Fresco.

10.— Fishermen

Oct.

takss in the bay as yet,
been above the average.

WATER.

Bluettsu,

Canada,

Belleville,

Tnic Barbi.kss Fibit

Yellow Perch,

even in the largest of yachts

(witness Mohawk) when a flush deck with a wash streak is
neater, safer and serves all purposes, besides giving nearly a
half more length to the quarters below ? If " Corinthian " objects to housing topmast in a dear! beat, let hitn keep his hamper aloft his neighbor who douses his will show him a clean

S.

Leesburg, Oct. 18. Until to-day the hand-liners have
been taking large strings of large bass. Major Ferguson,
with fly, has on several occasions taken in about an hour
a half-dozen averaging two pounds.
Wm. B. Clagett, at
Ault's, took ten, smallest two pounds, largest five pounds
eight ounces, the largest taken this season.
T. W.

out and hungry after a hard day's thrash to windward, would

be only too happy to let Jack go below and start the supper
Binging on the galley, while he furled sail, and then he would
appreciate the difference of handling the big duds of his sloop

J.

Oct. 19.— Black bass are just lieginning to take the hook in this part of the James. Judge
Cloptou, I. S. Baird, J. W. Bronaugh, Esqrs., and others
have caught some very fiue ones. All of our fishing is done
with live bait or troll, none of our fishermen being able to
use a H.v (except to catch tree tops and coat tails).
Some of
your experts should come to our State Fair and show us how
to do it, we would be pleased to see them and would treat

VnsGnaA.—fflekaumd,

—

E. H. Howell, of Bath, Steuben Co., N. X., sends some
really fine specimens of bass flies which he says are some tied

by himself, from instructions received from your valuable
book, the " Sportsman's Gazetteer." Tbey are what 1 think
an improvement on the " Fowler," and we have had great
success with them this season on black bass. A friend of
mine, tho editor of the Allegany Co. Reporter, having caught
as high as 52 fine fish in one day in Ilemlock Lake.

—John Klaber and Henry Chandler went fishing in Newark
Bay. In the basket they carried a bottle of whiskey. In attempting to disentangle his line Chanriier ran a hook into
Klaber seized the lines and threw them
Klaber's thumb,
overboard. Chandler whacked Klaber over the her.d with
the hutt end of his fishing rod. Then both clinched and
tumbled into the water. Tbey were rescued and reconciled,

increase oonttnued for some time, until with in three years
been taken at a time from the pounds ut Wood'B Hole,
more than two years since, a strange fish with large /scales
was caught here, which no one ooald name. On sending description
timl scales to I'rof. Baird, he at once called It the "Tarpam' or "JewOBh." This year many have been caught, and It is almost a daily visitor
ih some one of our flsh markets. Two were brought In to-day weighing
over fifty pounds each. Pompanos are also getting plenty, and perhaps
In u few years Jew-fish and pompano will be a regular dl-li at our
summer hotels. Mr. C, 8. Kandall caught two striped bass weighing
twenly-Bve and eighteen pounds, Monday, and since tire
storm of last week quite lirge quantities averaging ten D
Cod and uutog ashing Btlll good Here BCOD
have filled our marketa
Uohoha,
all gone.
le

i:

etc.

Little

-

|

;

,

tarpum resembles translucent enamel on
that part over which other scales lap but the exposed part

[The
all

scale of the

;

seems frosted with pure silver, so that a freshly caught
We have tarpum
fish resembles an immense mass of silver.
scales which are as bright as they were twenty years ago.—

Ed. F.

.v

BASS FISHING AT COHASSET.

m

.tames.— Houghton, Osgood An,
Boston, are (he ,„,
ili'fl book on Hie " \uttl .]"_• and Weal' 6t America,"
1

IL s t>le, Pn^-JOnes all Dlttmar powder lose It3 strength
after being
loaded a whl!u7 1 loaded Rome shells wlili it hist .Tunc
in shooiln-'
,

I

CuHAKSET NAHRO
EllITiHt F01VE8T ANIi

STREAM:
,'

enough to hold a good-sized
for binellJliing.

moss bunker for

bait,

so as to be prepai ed

York at 5 r. ii„ and arriving at the Providence depot at 6 the next
morning. For titty oems you take a carriage, with your luggage, to
the Old Colony depot, and buy an excursion ticket for Cohasset
Narrows for fci.oo. Taking the s A. a. tram—other trains atil a. a.

aad 4 v. a,—you arrive at yonr destination 10:1? a. m. At oini^h-Narrows yon can usually get comfortable quarters at Parker's, near
At Cohasset Narrows the train breaks up, one part going
to Provlucctown, the end of Oape Cod, the other to Wood's Mole, for
Martha's Vineyard, Oak Bluffs and Nantucket.
Yonr ilshing ground is on the railroad bridge, which crosses the
Narrows a few rods from your hotel and the railroad depot. Tan tide,
going cither way, runB with great rapidity through the bridge, and you
lake tish in both tides. On this bridge, which is not high, yon fish
from a comfortable standing place. You will notice most ol Lhe Usheri

the depot.

men

using a light rod with a six-foot leader attached to the line, with a
small bwlvel, and a small hook baited with two shrimps, on omit
leaders they have two split shot about two feet apart. Sun hook one
shiner from the under, hard part of the tad, through the length of the
entire body, covering the shank of the hook the other shrimp hooked
lroin the middle (under part) of the body through the heau, entirety
covering the book and lapping the other snrlmp. You will uud each
llaherman provided witn a basiet of shrimp, from which ho occasionally takes a handful and drops them over the edge of the bridge,
following these bhrimp witlt his nook until it reaches some eddy.
After a short lime you ought to strike a bass weighing from one 10 six
pounds or upward. The fish once struck, you proceed to walk toward
the shore, where you land him, keeping the spring ol the rod on the
Ush. Joe Hathaway 's services can be obtained for a dollar a day,
wiiioii includes bait ami the fish taken during the day, and the use of
his llsh car, keeping the llstx alive.
Should you wish to fish in any of the ponds that abound In tins vicinity, which are fall of black bass and other fish, I think Mr. Hathaway,
sr., could be induced for a reasonable consideration to take you to these
ponds with his horse and comfortable wagon.
For the larger striped bass you nae your stout rod and your ttrong
hook, baited with an eel or a menhaden. The larger nab are taken
ofientr at night, and ran from twenty pounds and upward. When the
tide Is going out you can take your stout rod, ana with your strong
;

hook attached to your line, with a swivel and copper, or otherwise
baited with any kind of llsh, you try for bluetlsb, and you ilud rare
sport; lor a blue llsh of ten pounds weight on a rod, with plenty of
room, is aport indeed. Blueilsh are taken every day from three to
twelve pounds, and perhaps larger, but 1 took a number or eigutpounda weight.
Should you tire of fishing you can do as I did : take a run down to
Provincetown and yon will be paid for your trip. Should you wish to
go out in the bay— for Cohasset Narrows is the extension of Buzzards'
£ a y_you can get a good boat and skipper for a reasonable pr.ee and
llsh for bluedsh, or anchor for squeteague or weakilsh, rock bass, etc.
Tub Doctor.
You can get an excellent boat from Mr. Smnlley.

We regret that
July, as
Its

timely.

its

1

f

1.-

akin boots, also advertised, are good.
Ripen, wis.— Would you lie so kind as to let me know the
pi 108 ol WllSOfl snipe on the. 14 tU Inst.?
I sent four dozen to Kri app St
\nnNn-o.rttmi. They quote them at $1.75 par dozen. Is that correct?
Isee that they have been all along quoted In your paper at *8. Ans,
We give the telling and not the buying p. lees.
G.

J—

East Orange, N.
I have a 12 gange gun weighing skWill you please Inform me what is the correct load for it In quail
shooting, and what, size shot also, best way to load for ducks ?
A us.
For quails, i% drs. powder,
oz. No. o shot, or No. B late in the
season for ducks, 4 drs. powiier, la oz. No. 4 shot.
Jr.,

It.,

ills.

;

To reach Cohasset Narrows from Hew York, any of the Sound boats
The Fall River Lluu is the most direct, leaving New
(Jan be taken.

last

D.

light

Cohasset Narrows He southeast from Boston flJty-Ioor miles, on (he
Old Colony mad. Take your regular buss Cookie, which, U
should consist of two roils—one short rod, audi as Is used for trolling
In Hell Gate; the other should be longer, much more pliant, bat stiil
strong. For the stout rod I would recommend the usual large multiplying reel, carrying 000 feet of cable-laid line for l.ho large bass. The
Qther reel, for the lighter rod, should carry 100 yards of good linen
line, Bitch as used for school bass on Harlem Rlv^r. Procure several
good gut leadtrs six feet long, a dozen brook trout hooks (also on
siugle gut), some small brass swivels, some split buck shot, some
small copper wire, annealed, and some large trolling liooks, large

McV, attaaleWWD,

Where can 1 get a hunting boot that Is
uud easy to the feet tliar Id waterproof, except rubber ? Ans. W.
have heard the huutlng boot made by Thomson & Son, whose advertisement appears in another column, spoken highly of. The alligator
T.

this letter

was not published when written
more

appearance then would have been

omission was an oversight.—Ed. F.

&

S.

m

;

t'.

has

F. T
Landsowne.— 1 have a mastiff pappy aged three months thnt
dew claw:-. Will you kindly Inform me when It Is best to cut thera
,

and how

Ans.

should be done Immediately.
Use a pair of
sharp scissors ; after dividing the skin draw the dew claw to one side
before detaohing ir, so that the akin may afterwards cover the wound.
off

13.,

7

it

East .raffrey.—The actions of the two guns mentioned are about

equal in durability and safety. A 12-gauge, 30-tn., S)i lbs., right barrel
moderate choke, left full choke, would be a serviceable gun for general
shooting. Wire cartridges and buck shot should not be used in anything except a cylinder bore. Mauy choke-bores have been ruined by

In

Lake Driimmoud, and if it would lie practicable to go from Norfolk
a boat large enough to live in through lie winter ? Ans. Bears, pau1

deer, coons, otters, etc. We are not sure about beaver.
out at Norfolk with everything you require.

ihi r,
fit

M. G„ Woodstook, Ohio.— 1 want

You can

buy a goodgun: 1. Can T do
better, all things considered, than the Parker my shooting Is almost
exclusively ducks nod quail; am thinking of a 10-11)., No. 10, fnU
choke ? 2. Can I do better In choice for my kind of shooting 7 Aus. 1.
An excellent gun. 2. a 1% or B-ih 12-gauge gun would be belter for
quail ami general shooting 10-boro for duoks.
T.

to

;

,

;

M. F.— I have a Gordon setter puppy I months old. His forelegs
liave become bowed and lhe upper joints seem to turn out, wl.lle the
lower joints wobble sideways In a terribly awkward manner.
Ans.
Your puppy has the " rickets." Yon can do nothing for him. By careful feeding aud attention the bending of the legs and the enlarged
J.

Juinta

may

disappear, but the chances are against It

F. P. R Princeton, Me.— Where can I purchase a hound suitable for
deer hunting in our Maine forests ? What is the best dog for pavtn dge?
,

Ans. Breeders of liound3 from whom you might get what you want
are: Isaac WelgUel, Rochester, N. Y.
L M. Wooden, same place
Howard St. Bcnham, Glen Cove, N. Y. A small sized setter makes
a good partridge (ruffed grouse) dog, but should be broken on these
;

birds.

G. 11. P., Saginaw, Mich.— For a thousand miles ride what make of
saddle Id the best ? An?. The Rureka (Cal.) saddle Is what Texas Jack
uses. He says the best man to ask Is Peralto. There Is a most excellent saddle made at Austin, Texas. The McLellan saddle Is the best
easily available.

It

depends whether you ride on prairie or mounYon waut high horn and oantle for

tain what, saddle Is the best.

mountain?.

HiiiKY Hintbb, Providence, H. I.— What Is the proper charge of
Dlitmar powder for a 7 pound 14 cal. muzzle-loading Bhot-gun 7 Also
for a 10 pound in cal. ditto, and also for a 7 pound 12 cal. breech-loader
tor quail and ducks 7
Where and at what price can I obtain it ? A fig,
For the No. 11. 8 drs. by measure for the No. 12, 3% drs. by measure,
and for the No. 10, 4 drs. by measure. The powder can be Had from II.
C. Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt St., this city price $1 per cau.
;

Ot.— 1. Is a gun, 12 gauge 30 Inch barrels 8X lbs
choke and right barrel modified choke, adapted forshooting
What food Is best for young dogs?
3. Of what does the "Sportsmen's Gazetteer" treat?
WlilSturte4.
vant's moveable-auvil shell fit the Parker gun 7
Ans. 1. Yes. 2.
Scraps from the table.
3,
it is an encyclopedia of sport, treating of
shooting, fishing, natural history, dogs, resorts for sportsmen, etc., etc.
4 YeB.

A. B., Phlla
H.

J. J.,

and bitch

left barrel

quail, ducts, squirrel, hare, etc. 7 2.

at

Annntmo

>

Co

un'catlo

—See answer to T. C. S. In this column.

Philadelphia.—We would notadvocate breeding from a dog

of the

same

A. W., "Nashua, N.

H. D. K., Passaic, N. J.— William Perkins, of London, Bug., made
one mile In 6:23, in June 1316.

W. F.
of rice.

H.-on the second day of Joly last, at Lake Winwe put an eel weighing about three pounds Into a

Utter.

P., Lexington, Va.— The prepared food for goldflsh Is a wafer
Can be obtained from Greenwood, 11 14 Collego Place Bagot,
St., and probably from any drug elore.
;

81 Fulton

Pa.— What Is the name of the bird
F, H. R., Stouebain, Warren Co
Have never seen one like It In thlB vicinity before. Ans,
I send you 7
It Is the ordinary Virginia rail (Kalliut vzrginimuu).

nlptssaukee, N. H.,
box sunk in the lake, size 30 Inches long, 24 deep, 20 wide, with jost
opening enough to let lhe water In. On Oct. 4 we found the eel alive
and lu good condition. It had not one particle of food in the time.

Ans. Your eel might live to be a V ethu'alah among his kindred, under
such attentive care. No doubt he found plonty of food In the water
that flowed through the box.

know

lotus
.T.

be

W.

lire

the result:

B., Boston,

tell me how to tan buckskin so It
will
BuekHklns are raado by rubbing off
a weak lye then

Mass.— PleaBe

Sle for clothing?

siiir-a

hair while the skin

Is

Aus.

fresh, or after soaking In

;

dresj with the brains of any animal, by mashing them Into a
paste with
hot water, which rub thoroughly into the flesh side, and

then hang up
the skin to dry. A'uru and salt are very good, though care
should be
taken not to use too much salt, as It causeB the skin afterward
to ahBorb moia'urc too readily. Smoking the akin after dres.lcg
Elves
It a line velvet finish.

M

B. P., Montgomery, Ala.-I have a pointer pnp 12 mos. old
whose
eyes arc inflamed and running water; he also has
a breaking oat of
yellow splotches on his nelly on the right side next to his
hind leg- his
appetite continues good up till now.
Ans. Your description

symptoms

of the

The dog probably wants an alterative
composed of podophyllln, s gr. compound
rhubaihpilisgrs. Mix and give onco or twice a week,
It' tho breaking out extends, give him six drop3 Fowler's Solution of
Arsenic twice
a day for a week or ten days.
is

too Indefinite.

We should give him

a

pill

;

T.

W.

W. H. A., Nt w Bedford.—I want to aik your opinion as to the trapping in the Dismal Swamp, and If there are any beaver in the vicinity

,

No Notice Taken

'

a No.

;

to Correspondents.

the shot would raltto oil like hail
H you had re-teamed your x hoi Is tney
wonld probably have done as well as at first. w,th this pnwder cverythlng depends npou loading; the wad must fit snug upon the
powder
and In old shells they very likely work loose.
Remove the shot front
some of your cartridges, nress the wads tlrrnly down, aud try them
and

rise?

L. R. R., Lebanon,

$nsn)W

tabic
making no penetration. Ann.

forgetting this rule.

of

•:

thcniiiiM

A., Knoxvllle,

Tenn -What

Is the proper distance
to hanilicnn
12 at glass balls from single trap ar. is v.mis
ru:es at birds, If I am not mistaken,

gun over a No.

10

The Long Island

three yards at 21 yards rise.

m

handicap

Soma

of our shots here claim that

if

i,oth

guns are loaded with
oz. shot each, that tho No. 111 gnu
has no ad
vantage. Ans. Where equal charges of both powiier and shot
are used
the 10-gange gnn has no advantage, and should not be handicapped
W'neii the charge ot powder la unlimited the 10 gauge gun,
being presumably heavier, should be put back three yards. It is assumed
the charge of shot

that

Is

limited to

1&

oz.

Baton Ronge, La.-l. Where oan I get shells for a
huntlnerifle loaded with Dlttmar powder.
Can such shells be bought loaded
with Dlttmar, and do they cost any more than the black powder
shell 7
2. There is a cartridge made for a sporting rifle 50 cal. 100
grs. powder
and 473 lead. What make of rifle takes this cartridge 7 It is the
hett
charge and cal. l>e seen In an American ride for killing game,
hut
would you not consider the recoil tremendous? Ans, t. You
wlll'have
to load them yourself. Cost somewhat more. 2. The heavy
cartridges
are no doubt for the Sharps bnffalo rifle.
With a weight of 111 pounds
E. L. F.,

lu the rifle the recoil Is

A. M.
Laramie,

a,

7th

not very great.

Regt.— What game

Is to be fonnd In the vicinity
„f
Territory, sry around the waters of the
Laramie
Laramie rivers 7 I Intend to settle there in the spring,
and
wish to know what guns to choose 7
Ans. Deer of two kinds,' elkanlelope, bears, mountain sheep, mountain lions, geese, sandhill
cranes'

and

Wyoming

Little

ducks, snipe, curlew, trout in the Black Hills Hreams, pike, perch,
catfish, suckers, ball heads, are all contained within the Hums of
Laramie
County. For full hints on mountain shooting, choice of guns,
game
Tesorts, etc sec Hallock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer."
,

S.—My pup

three months old throws np food as soon as eaten.
Nose good and does not get overfed is getting
?
he has worms what is the dose of areca nut to give him ? Ans
Probably worms.
The dose ot areca nut Is 2 grs. for each pound the
dog wclghB, to be given fasting and followed In a few hours by a dose
of castor oil.
We should prefer, however, giving him one grain of
santonin* for three successive days.
It Is possible your puppy
has
slight Inttammatlou of the stomach.
A teaspoouful of castor oil with
three of four drops of laudanum In It might relieve him.
T. O.

Waat

Is

the matter

;

thin. If

F. F. F., N. Y.— 1. Will tine powder In shot-gnn Bcatter the shot more
than coarser powder when the shot Is propelled oy latter with same
force? 2. Hiving proved the proper quantity of fine powder to use does
It require more of coarse grain to get the same penetration?
3. Ls

there less Teooil with coarse powder where equal penetration is obtained?
Ans. 1. We are Inollned to think that from the quicker ignition the shot would be scattered nioro with fine powder than with
coarse. The fact could be easily determined by experiment. 2. It would
probably require more by measure. 3. Yes, owlngto the Ignition being
more gradual; or rather the recoil would probably be felt less.

A. A., N. Y'.— We can only infer from yonr description that yonr dog
has something like paralysis, caosed perhaps by overfeeding.
wou'd suggest to you to bathe his legs with a liniment composed of
laudanum, liquid ammonia, spirits of turpentine and Loup liniment, of
each a oz., mixed. The only internal Ireatment we can auggfst is the
following somewhat eaipirical one, but which has been found eitleaciousin many cases: Hcore a red herring with a knife, and well rub
In 2 drs. nitre give every morning on au empty stomach, and keep the
dog without other food for two hours after. Vigorous hand robbing
may relievo him.

We

;

,

O. s., New Castle, Del.— 1 shot at a 30-lnch circle, 45 yards, with 1%
drachms of common powder, Ifi oz, of No. 8 shot, and it put wlthm
the circle 240 pellets. Ans. Remarkably good.
J. P. H., Boston.— Can yon inform mo If any No. 8 cartridges for
breech-loaders are made in this country, and If 90 where they are to be
procured? Ans. There are none made in this country.

Catamaban, Mobile, Ala.— Working plans of either a Herreshoff, or
homo-mado double-hull boat will be sent you upon receipt of $4 each,
or *7 for both. This Includes speclUcations, rig and Instructions.

N

••

k

1

k.— The Remingtons, Parkers, and

otters sell an excel-

lent gun lor about $45, which we think will answer your purpose.
Sometimes a second-hand gun of superior quality can he bought at a
low figure.
shooting prohibited in Pennsylvania, and for
,T. W., Le Roy.—Is deer
how long 7 Ans. Open season Oct. 1 to Deo. IS. Act passed May, 1878.
In Pike County doer Bhoollog is prohibited for three years from 1st day
or October,

187-<.

Pbila.— Can yon let me know the title ot the book written by
home after his first visit, and where can
the Duke Alexis on his return
We do not bellevo that any suohbuok was
Ans.
1 obtain a copy?
circulation.
written, or, if at all, for general
J.

K.

S.,

G. F. L., Bridgeport.— Can you give me or refer me to the source
from which 1 cau obtain the description of tae operation of removing
will llnd the information you want
the ovaries from pups? Ans. You
issue of June 23, lSff.
in So. SSj Vol. VU1. of this journal,

H. F. T., Concord.—Please give me the name of some cheap book on
breech-loading shotguns, and how to load them, etc.? Ans. W.W.
Greener's " Modern Chooke Bore" and "Breech-Loaders," by (J loan.
can send them to you.
are good book3. The first costs 13.6U. Wo

X. C. D., Attioa, N. Y.—I. I have a Moore A Co. 10 bore gun, 30m.
Damascus steel, etc. Is the make a good one ? 2.
have made the following targets, using 314 drs. powder, la oz. No. 10
shot, at It 801n. circle.
Are they fair targets? 3. What would be
a good target at 40jds.7 What loading woold give the best results ?
Ans. 1. Yes, If lhe gun Is a genuine one. 2. As there are 1,027 pellets
In IX oz. No. 10 shot the targets ere fair.
s. About 600 pellets.
4. 4 drs. powdtr, \% oz. shot.
barrels, 9JJ lbs.,
I

T. W. 11., Danville, Pa.—I am the owner of a white Gordon gyp, very
and of pure blood. A friend of mine owns a black and tan
Gordon dog, and claims there are no Gordon dogs except the bla'dc and
tan with strip of white down the breast. How is it? Ans. Your friend
is wrong.
There are "Gordon" dogs with even a preponderance of
white. At English dog shows there is no classification for "Gordon"
dogs, but one for •' black and tans," aud a pure Gordon might have to
go In the English setter class.
finely bred,

A. W. W., Toledo.—Yacht racing Is governed In England by a regular official set of rules devised by the Yacht Racing Association, au organization similar to our National Association of Amateur Oarsmen.
In America each club issues its own rules but with trifling exceptions
they correspond to those abroad and to the Rules of the Road of the
government. You will llnd the pith of these in " Hallock's Club List,"
;

trice 00 cents, for sale at this office; or cau order you a book
Y'aoht Racing Association from Bngland upon receipt of 75 cents.

1

the

,

:
With 3 drs. powder, 1 oz. No. S s! ot distance 40yds., 101 pellets
sum. target? Ans. 1. When Moore was alive Ins guns were second
to none.
It Is the custom now to stamp many trade guns with his
name. 2. Y'on do nut give the weight ol yonr gun. It may bo anything

fromBix pounds
bettor than fair.

;

to ten,

and the charge would vary accordingly.

3.

Yes

P.,

Chlllicothe, O.-l.

Is

Win. Moore, London, considered

,'

Ans. l. As Win. Moore died about the time breechloaders came In vogue, he cau hardly be considered a good maker of
them at tae present day. 2 We have had no experience with French
breech-loaders. The old Lefauchaux was father of them ail, i.ut, we no
not know if they are at present made. 3. We should prefer an Rngliah
maker. 4. Yes.
sional

duck shot ?

Tab Heel, Wilmington, N. C,—,1V

Will the use of Fowler's Solution

drops three times a day) so affect a dog as to lessen his capacity
work during time medicine is given? 2, Would yon advise the use
of any external remedy lu connection with tho solution for surfeit or
mange? 8. Will 10 drops three limes s day produce nausea and congestion of the eyes? Ans. 1. Probably not, but a dog requiring medicine of any kind should not bo worked hard, but given only moderate
exio else.
2. For mange we would, but not for surfeit beyond a good
washing with Spratt's soap. 3. Y'ea, and is altogether loo much; for
an ordinary dog 8 drops twice a day la plenty In a bad case it could be
(5 to 10

for

;

gradually Increased to 10 or even 12.

ISyniKEB, Huntingdon, Tenn.—1. What variety of foxes
of

Europe? 2.
America?

When

and by

whom were the

first

are natives
red foxes imported

common gray fox a native of America? 4.
How many d fferent species of the fox have we in America ? 5. Where
Ans. 1. The red
is the black and where ls the sUver fox to be found ?
into

G. I.. ,1 Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.— 1. Is the Moore (Loudon)
ninzzle-loadlng shotgun (D. B.) reliable 7
2. What is the proper load
tor said gun, 12 bore?
3. Is the following a fair pattern with above

gun

I. \V.

a reliable maker of double-barreled breech-loaders? 2. What Is the
reputation of Francotte and other French makers? 3 Of the uames
just mentioned whose gun would you choose, everything considered
1. Would an 8 lbs., 12 bore be suitable for upland shooting and an occa-

s.

Is the

fox ( Vuljien vuliiaria) and the Arctic fox (Vulpes laooputi). 2. If introduced at all— a matter about which there seems to be some doubt—
about the middle of the eighteenth century. 3. Yes. 4. Six species.
besides several varieties. 5. Black fox and Bilver fox are synonymous
terms, The black fox ls a variety of the red fox, und may ba found
wherever that species abounds. It is perhaps most often taken lu the
Arctic roglons, but IB, of course, extremely rare.

LORD DUFFERIN.

business-like style, smashing her head into the green ones as

ON

tho 19th inst. there sailed from the Canadian shore the
most popular representative that Great Britain has
ever sent to one of her dependencies. With great executive
ability Lord Dufferin possessed in an eminent degree the rare
faculty of making himself universally beloved and respected
by the people over whom he was sent to rule. Probably the
great secret of his success was that, coupled with his intimate knowledge of men, he possessed in a remarkable degree
a versatility that makes him at once author, statesmen, traveler and sportsman, together with a sympathetic temperament and the faculty of attracting popularity, while retaining all the dignity attendant upon his rank and official posi-
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was

in 1859 that a pleasant book, bearing

was scudded for shelter, her bowsprit gone cloEe to the
knightheads, and this in spite of bobstays as numerous as the

sheet

on Erin's harp.

strings

Such is the record of our two largest sloops in their latest
venture in open water, a repetition of many a similar one before, fraught with like results.
To characterize Vision's performance in

this

and other such miscarried attempts to keep
is to call it farcical.
The exhibi-

the sea, in the mildest term,

High Latitudes," appeared with tions in rough water of this and other sloops—for Vision is,
Lord Dufferin's name attached as author, and immediately after all, a representative of the smooth- water racer—would
achieved great popularity. The book was a gossippy narra- be disappointing in the extreme were it not for the hope they
tive, describing a yachting expedition to Iceland and Jan
instill that sooner or latter the crying shortcomings of our
Meyen, but the account was so graphic and the story so well -present style of craft will lead— force, weBhould say— yachtstold that it stamped the author as a man of no ordinary
men into a course more creditable to themselves and their
genius er capability. To us who were so familiar with this craft and more in consonance with the higher aims of the
book in those days, and who had watched his career with in- sport.
terest, it seemed as though an old friend had been appointed
Strange that among the larger sloops progress in direction
when, in 1872, the Gladstone administration nominated him of the snug cutter -rig should be so slow, a good deal like a fly
as Governor. General of Canada.
backing out of a molasses jug first one leg, then the other,
Lord Dulferin's success in Canada was immediate and and so on.
When Vision came out she cruised in the sloopthorough. The people loved him none the less that he identi- rig in all its primitive clumsiness and lubberly unhandiness.
fied himself with their lives, their pursuits and their amuseThen we see a housing topmast shipped aloft in place of the
ments, while the country recognized his policy of government hideous broom-handle pole of the oyster smack, and this seaas one which was to, and did, harmonize party dissensions
son still another step in advance her big jib cut up into foreand confer great and lasting benefits. Leaving Canada as sail and jib, as it should have been the first; day she left the
he did with the good will of all, was evidence of the tact and ways. Is it too much to expect that after all the exasperating
skill with which he had governed.
disappointments, with her and others of the kind, with so
In his capacity as sportsman and traveler Lord Dufferin
many slips between Ibe cup and the lip, we may see them out
commands our highest admiration. As the former, he has next spriug with a running stick over their nose and shifting
tracked the moose through the pathless forests of Manitoba,
jibs, so much preferable to the heavy standing spars now in
and has caught the lordly salmon in the river which be rented vogue, without particular aim, hampering and dangerous in
for his personal use, but which he was always ready to place
spite of multitudinous bobstnys?
With a running bowsprit
at the service of his friends.
His wife, the Countess, is also Vision could have made the course in her match wilh Grade
an expert with the salmon rod and, we believe, with the rifle.
and would have landed a fine piece of silverware for her enDuring his term of office Lord Dufferin visited every portion terprising owners with safety, perhaps, even if not with comof the Dominion from Prince Edward's Island to British Co- fort or speed.
Change your rig to the cutter, go to sea, and
lumbia, and made himself thoroughly acquainted with the
an abler model will very soon follow.
products and peculiarities of each province and with the
wants of the people. Everywhere he met with the same
Substitutes foe Currency:. In certain sections of the
hearty reception aDd endeared himself to the people. His United States and Canada coin and currency are very scarce,
social qualities added largely to his popularity.
His lavish and many substitutes are used in barter and traffic. For inhospitality and the splendid entertainments given at Rideau stance, in the mining regions bags of gold dust are used
iu
Hall were in strong contrast with the mode of life of his pre- the fur bearing districts, beaver pelts on the coasts of Labradecessor in office, and established a court which brought back dor and Newfoundland, fresh, pickled and smoked salmon,
to the memories of those of the ancient regime the splendors
mackerel, cod oil and seal skins on the plains, buffalo robes,
of the days of the old French governors. Almost a cosmo- ponies and beads in East Tennessee, bars of iron; in Maine,
politan himself, Lord Dufferin was well calculated to meet
bunches of shingles, called cedar coin. To illustrate 1 gal.
the peculiarities of Canadian society, and during his first Ion of cod oil equals 50 cents 3 gallons, 1 fresh salmon
8
winter became proficient in curling, snow-shoeing, skating salmon, 1 barrel of mackerel or 1 beaver pelt is $1 8 pelts,
and tobaganlng. He was also, we are happy to say, a reader 1 buffalo robe 2 robes, 1 pony 4 ponies, 1 squaw. And
of Forest and Stream:, as are many of the highest officials
the same with the other substitutes specified.
The natives
of Canada.
It will be long before the Dominion will again
adapt themselves to the necessities of the case and the hour,
have so popular a Governor, and as the steamer which bears although indifferent to greenback or fiat money arguments
him home plows its way through the waters, thousands of and squabbles.
hearty God-speeds follow her and her precious freight.
Trained Horses.—No better example of the extent to
which the natural intelligence of the horse may be carried by
IS
tuition and careful training can be found than in tbe exhibi'
tion at the Aquarium in this city.
Here are nearly a dozen
' TS it not really a shame that even our largest sloops cannot
J- make a match at sea ?" This was the remark of a gen- horses, all thoroughbreds from the best stables of Kentucky,
the

title

of "Letters from

;

:

—
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they came along, making a terrible fuss over it and very little
headway.
Talk of cutters being diving bells, we never saw
one take such solid water aboard as did this sloop. To watch
her labor was almost painful, and ere long it became evidently
a question of time when something had to give way.
Finally
she put around, unable to stand it any longer and with a free

IJAI.LOCK, Editor.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

THE SLOOP SEAWORTHY?

New Direct Steamship Link from New York to Jacksonville. The Jacksonville Yacht Club, the Artillery Company and the City Council of Jacksonville, Florida, have ar-

—

ranged a suitable reception for the first incoming vessel of
Mallory's new steamship line from New York to Jacksonville
Her name is the Western Texas, and she will probably
direct.
The officers of the vessel will be ensail on the 30th iost.
tertained by the Yacht Club at their club-house. This line
will d« ubtless prove to be most serviceable to sportsmen
going to Florida, as they can ship their boats, dogs, decoys,
tents and other impedimenta direct and cheaply. Ammunition, fixed and loose, can be obtained at Pitman's in Jacksonville as cheaply as anywhere at the North, and carefully seHe is supplied by
lected to suit the game to be found there.
Schuyler, Hattley

—The Delevan

&

Graham, of

this city.

House, at Albany

is

the favorite stopping

place of sportsmen returning from the North Woods. The
Messrs. Leland are the kind of gentlemen that sportsmen like

made within our

upon reading the report of
two sixty ton sloops,
to test their sailing qualities in a slashing breeze and sea.
Their object was praiseworthy enough, but to any one acquainted with rough-water sailing, and tbe requirements of a
tleman,

hearing,

the recent attempt of Vision and Grade,

thoroughly capable sea boat, the probabilities of successfully
accomplishing a twenty-mile course dead to windward and
return, in a tumble of a sea outside the
atical

enough.

pearance after

However, the sloops
a full overhauling and

Hook, looked problemput in an ap-

in question

as thorough preparations

for the rough weather expected as shipcarpenters, riggers

knew how.

and

When

they found a single reef-breeze
and a moderately steep sea awaiting them it turned out a rather
discomfiting experience, as they learned that no amount of

skippers

preparation and care could possibly atone for a radically faulty
model and inadequate rig for the work the craft were to be

put through.

Hardly had the sloops

settled

down

to their

liberal

when away went Oracle's iron work, and spare blocks
being a scarcity abroad, the boatswain's locker evidently having been poorly looked after, it became unfortunately a matter

of both Messrs. Chas. E. and

of necessity to ease off for home.

to meet.

The

reputation of this house

is

founded upon

its

management, excellent cuisine and the constant efforts
Warren F. Leland to make their
guests comfortable and satisfied. Their latest enterprise is
the manufacture of their own gas from crude petroleum, by
What is known as the " Hanlon Process." Thisgasis of fully
double the illuminating power of ordinary coal gas at about

DbL.

one-fourth the coBt.

A

correspondent in
Duok Shooting at Niagara Faixb.—
our game column to-day gives some interesting facts about
Bhooting ducks in the great gorge below Niagara Falls, where
they become bewildered by the noise and the spray.

—A poultice of biuited pcsch leaves, applied twice
is said to

man

a day,

be a magic cure for wounds of nails in the feet of

or beast.

task,

This was to be regretted,
as her excess of depth and what meagre claims she possessed
in a very moderate degree to being considered good at outside
work, never even had a chance of coming into play.

But if Grade was thus early out of the match and bound
for the doctor's shop, Vision had all the better show, and one
might have expected that under easy canvas she would have
readily made the course.
However, her unseawortby model
and rig proved a much more serious obstacle than Grade.
Of course there was some sea on, but nothing like what those
aboard this smooth-water crack imagined nor was there anything in the weather to justify the notion that the sloop " was
too small" for the work cut out. Imagine an English 60 " too
;

small" for a single-reef breeze

would soon be cut up

1

Such a

for firewood.

craft across the seas

Vision

went at

it

in

who, in the short space of five months, have been taught the
moat difficult tricks. The credit of this experiment is due to
Messrs. Keiche Brothers, proprietors of the Aquarium, who
Bent to Kentucky, with carte blanche to buy what he pleased,
Mr. Oscar, who will be remembered as the exhibitor of the
trained Trakene Stallions when they first appeared with Barnum's circus. The horses being purchased and brought here,
they were taken to Coney Island and traiued. They are well
worth a visit.
Trained horses are the rage now.
est

Show on

some

Earth,"

fifteen or

tracted

much

now

at

attention

when

it

WithBarnum's " Great-

Gilmore's Garden,

twenty trained

A

stallions.

was

first

feat

there are

which

brought out

at-

in Paris

— Count Pattrizio catches with his

hands a cannon ball as it is
Fish, the champion bare-back
fired from a veritable cannon.
rider of the world, is also with the Baraum troupe, and, from
the crowds which visit the Garden nightly, it would seem as
though Mr. Barnum's high-sounding title for his show was
warranted.
.

«.

.

Ootobeb on Long Island.— Let none of our readers neglect to read the beautifully descriptive idyl of the

erable Isaac McLellan,

which appears

now

in our issue this

ven-

week.

The writer's style is similar to Whittier's, while nothing could
be more literally true to nature than his marvelous word
painting. Besides, each of his poems contains more information of the habits of creatures and animate objects than some
volumes of natural history do.

—The

Poultry World, of Hartford, Vt.,

is

publishing some

exquisitely colored lithographs of domestic fowls of all breeds.

The

set will

well repay the

trifling cost of

—And pretty soon we shall begin
Liglit-liouse

oa this

purchase.

to hear of the

Bide of the Atlantic 1

Eddys'on

-CT-nrErrriTr;

— Portions of
The

cattle

men

Florida have Suffered
of

much from

Orange County have

lost

fall

THE DEARTH OF GAME ON LONG

rains.

by drowning, the country lying low, with only a few
small elevators. The poor creatures crowded to these until,

tide

ISLAND.

thousands of cat-

tle

as a local paper

expresses

it,

"the dead were

five

and

six

deep all over the islands, and the living struggling over the
dead."

—"We

are pleased to state that one of our substantial adver-

tising firms, the Messrs. Herring & Co., manufacturers of
celebrated safes, have just received notice that they have been
awarded the first prize at the Paris Exposition.

GAME PROTECTION.

Editor Forest and Stream :
A recent article iu your paper on the dying out of game on
Island, and the causes thereof, leads me to add a few
words on the subject. It is a matter in which all New York
City sportsmen ought to be interested, as the land and Days of
Long Island are our nearest shooting grounds, and they ought
to furnish game in great abundance and variety.
There are
several reasons why they do not tlo bo and why the supply is
likely to grow less in the future.
To some of these reasons
I wish to refer, confining my observations to that part of the
island and its waters lying cast of MatthiaB' Point.
As to

Long

land birds, very

little

game laws. The
know of instances in

attention is paid to the

Supplemental to "Dove-Shooting in Centbal KHNTUoKr."

netting of quail

Stanford, Ky., Oct.
Editor Fobest and Stream:

City sportsmen (?), unsuccessful with their
own guns, have bought trapped quail, picked shot into their
skins and then taken them homo as trophies of their own

which

13, 1878.

lam not advised as

to the origin of the truism that "honesty
is the best policy," but am keenly alive to the truth that " au
honest confession is good for a guilty conscience," as is intended to be shown in the sequel. The offense being grave
Lancaster
•we must beg indulgence in prolixity of details.
justly claims a greater number of accomplished Eportsmen,
more' fine guns, dogs and Ashing tackle than any bluegrase
its population, and necessarily more good fellows,
though neighboring towns yield only to numerical superiority.
The terms " professor" and " slathcrer" are of Lancaster
There are many proorigin, but do not require definition.

town of

fessors in the Lancaster catalogue of sportsmen, and a noisy
demonstration of game law enforcement is common. Especially loud were a few of the. most accomplished professors in
condemnation and persecution of a brace of juvenile shots accused of shooting quail out of season, but a joint warrant
faded of convicLiou. Assured that they could not be twice
tried for the same offense the children confessed, and having
been slightly squeezed by the retributive steel-trap, they were
on the alert for the inveiglement of a few of the sly old foxes,

the professors.

That dove-shooting party was composed of five of Lancasand the undersigned "slatherer" from
sister town, and suspicious that a few quails must necessarily have been included in the count to run the score up to
179, were supported by Huffman's valet confessing that he
saw feathers which could not have been plucked from doves,
and by Smalley's evasive defence of Jim Burnside ("Old
ter's ablest professors,

her

Crafty ") when charged with violation of the game law. Warrants were procured against Crafty and Ltuilman, and subpoenas served upon the remainder of the party as witnesses.
Col. John Faulkner is certainly the Alexander who worked
up the case, as he was too palpably evasive in response to the
charge, and the subscribed infant is unjustly accused of having been iguorantly pumped by the great philanthropist. Now
there were three quails killed that day and but 170 doves
bagged, aud the writer didn't do the counting of the birds.
Bam Miller is responsible for the score, and all will swear that
he didn't see a quail, for a can of nitro-glycerine in vise as a
loot-ball would not be more considerately avoided by the
knowing ones than is Sam by pot-hunters and violators of the
game law. Sam took the words of two as to how many they
had bagged.
Oratty killed two and the writer one. The latter -will not
offer in extenuation that he didn't know that he was doing
wrong, or that he dropped that quail before he thought, for
he'd get no credit on those pleas, but asks brother sportsmen
When walking along with
to "put themselves in his place."
gun at full cock in expectation of flushing a dove a bevy of
lull-grown quail thundered up a few yards in front, would
you Have shot before you thought ? That's the question.
Now, the undersigned can't trace his lineage back to G.
W. and his hatchet, and doesn't boast of extraordinary inherent veracity, but confesses that he never attempted to lie
.out of a difficulty that he was not sooner or later overtaken by
merited punishment, whose relation to that lie was not clearly
and easily traceable. So, "experience is a school," etc. But
Crafty seeing that the "jig was up," discreetly confessed and
paid his flue, whilst Huffman obstinately refused to compromise and divide fine and costs with writer, as he thought
himself not equally culpable with party who killed the quail.
The case was tried and Huffman fined $3 and costs. His idea
was to make the witness confess on the stand to killing the
bird which he concealed, took home and ate, but he was
thunder stricken when witness declined to answer all his
questions, and the court ruled that he was not compelled to
answer any question which would implicate himself.
The representative of the common wealth after conviction of
Huffman, illiberally called for a warrant against the writer,
but on confession that he had killed the bird for having which
in possession Dr. H. had been fined, and believing that neither
law nor justice contemplated the infliction of more than one
three dollars fine for killing, pursuing with intent to kill or
having in possession any one bird, the court dtcided that the
law was satisfied, and refused to issue the warrant. Huffman's discomfiture after defeat was a source of infinite amusement as well as suspicion that he had hydrophobia, till informed that his threatened appeal to a higher court had been
obviated by the killer's payment of the line and costs.
liukluxing the unfortunate for paying the expenses and
letting H. know it so soon was seriously discussed, but everything culminated in a cordial indorsement of the general verdict that the professors were " served right." It is a common
declaration that no more quail will be shot out of season in
Garrard County, and J udge Boyle is a source of pride to all the
law and order loving citizens of that county, for he abates not
one jot r tittle in the instance of his nearest and dearest frieud
proved deserving of punishment. Now, if any of our friends
and acquaintances or fellow-rtaders of FoeBst and Stbeam
think that Crafty and 1 have not in addition to the pecuniary
suffering had enough hard things said to us, which we couldn't
resent, and been often enough iaughed at till we couldn't get
up even a respectable grin, let. them charitably accept our
frank acknowledgment to wrong doing, and unhesitating

1b

too pornmon,

and

T.

Bohon.

Repentantly
Jp. a.— cralty and I, privately, in committee of the Whole,
mutually pledged ourselves to never shoot at another quail
of
convictions
present
our
retain
as
we
out of season as long
perpetrate
sufficient self-control, and if we should ever again
such outrage, think we'll have sufficient prudence to neither
bag the game nor mention the circumstance except in secret
J, T. B.
nraver.
.

I

New York

For the dearth of water birds there are many causes besides
which you have mentioned. One

the drainage of the pond,

apparently without remedy. The south shore of the island
becomes each summer more and more popular as a resort for
With these visitors come many young men and
city people.
They therefore go
lads who find a gun very entertaining.
day after day to the beaches, and their fusilade at everything
that comes along keeps the snipe on the wing and drives them
from their feeding grounds. This is one cause of a poorer
is

quality of snipe shooting.

—

In Shinnecock Bay which was formerly a great snipe
ground, aud which ought to be so yet, as it is tolerably free
from boy shooters another cause has long been at work.
This is a stoppage of the inlet from the ocean. This lack of
an inlet prevents the action of the tides, and the bay soon fills
up from the fresh water streams that feed it. Consequently,
during the months when the snipe are flying southward, the
bars and low meadows on the beaches are under water aud the
Why has
snipe can find no feeding-ground at which to atop.
not this been remedied ? Because of the dog in-lhe-manger
jealousy of the men living on different parts of the bay. For
several years they would not agree as to a place at which a
new inlet should be dug. To make an inlet in any way a
probable success, it is necessary to dig it where the water ol
the bay is pretty deep, and, after making the artificial channel
through the beach, to have a full head of water in the bay.
Then, when the headings aie cut away at low tide, the water
The
of the bay rushes through and deepens its own channel.
inhabitants of the west end of the bay say, and I think with
reason, that experience has proved that no inlet at the east
end will remain open. But the east- enders having but a short
width of beach to dig through, would open an inlet there as
soon as the west-enders began digging, aud would thus draw
off the water of the bay, only to see their inlet fill up with
the first storm. An inlet is now to be dug from deep water
west of the light-house, which promises to be a success.
Ab to duck shooting, East Bay alone is protected from the
gunner's limitless rapacity. There battery shooting is iorbidden. In Shinnecock Bay not only are batteries used, but they
are used every week day during the season, and there is no
law against sailing after the bunches of ducks and thus driving them to the decoys. The result is that, while iu East Bay
there is good point^shooting and a variety of the finest kinds of
ducks, in Shinnecock Bay point shooting hardly ever pays
even battery shooting often fails, and while there are a great
many birds there spring and autumn they are almost all
broad-bills, Fuligula mania, the choice and shyer varieties
being rare. 1 would not abolish battery shooting iu Long
Island waters, but I would introduce some of the safeguard
regulations provided in Maryland and Virginia waters to save

—

j

sport from ruin.
Finally, I would call attention to the fact that the natives of
who profit by sportsmen's visits and act as their assistants should learn that a disregard of all the rules of gentlemanly behavior does not pay. Many of these men are entirely honorable; but there are some whose rapacity knows no
I went to a certain bay not a great
check. For inslance
western gale kept
many years ago in April to shoot ducks. t
us in the house for three days, as we had to depend on a batThe morning of the third day, the wind
tery for our sport.
having died out, our baymen put out the battery aud decoys
at an advantageous point an hoar before sunrise, and by daylight
companion got into the box. Just as the sun rose
the.

the island

:

A

my

we saw a boat approaching, and lo it contained a New York
sportsman and his assistants. Without asking our leave even
they began putting out their battery and decoys within five
feet of ours.
We protested. The city man replied, " This is
all right
we have a right to lie alongside you ask the baymen.'" His baymen backed him up ours said they could not
protect us from the outrage, while recognizing its character.
It took nearly an hour for our companions lo get out their
battery and decoys. Thus we lost all chance of doing any
shooting during the best hour of the morning. So we pulled
up and came home. We have not been to that bay for ducks
!

;

;

;

again.
It was the duty of the city man's assistants to refuse to let
him perpetrate the outrage. Instead of this they probably advised him in it, because we were likely to get more birds than
he could in any other position. I may add that this man is
now prominent as a game protector.
Such are a few of the causes of the dying out of game in
Long Island, and such is one cause of its loss of favor among

true sportsmen.

Tee Gbeat Pond

_

Inlet.

—There

L.

having been doubts ex-

pressed as to^ whether the Great Pond Inlet, Long Island, was
open or closed, we have taken the surest means to ascertain
the facts, which seem to be fully stated in the subjoined
letter

Shelter Island, October 18, 1STS.

Editor Forest and Stream:
have been making inquiries a to the Great Poud Inlet, to ascertain
whether or not It Is open or closed, and from all accounts I think that
It is curtain that it was
it Is open at times, ami then again closed up.
open at one time lu the autumn of lust year, but slnoe then has been
c oseii up for a time.
I Haw, yesterday, In Greenpoint, a flahornian on one of the bunker
steamers, and he told me that he saw that it was open a week eince.
He was in the rtjguuj, looking outjor Hah, and saw clearly that tha
I

>

in at the Inlet, so that

I

do not think that

at present

there us ever.

My friend, Captain Ireland, an old and respected resident of Greenwho haa been in the cus'oni of gunning at Montana for thirty
or forty years, eaya that the pond la opon or
clO'ed at various tunes,
according lo the tides. He says that no longer than
ten years since he
point,

seen as many as ten thousand geese In the
pond. at one time. He
and Mr. D. «. Floyd and Dr. Ireland, always
passed a few weeks at the
pond, encamped
tent; The fowl were then innum rable, and were
killed hi great numbers, as they entered
or passed out of the pond, flying over the low beach tluit separates it fromtlie
bay. It la, or was,
probably the very best place [or gecse-anootlng
on the coast, and It
should be rescued from the ee:ers, and the succulent
grass once more
allowed to grow. It is surprising that Mr. strattou.
who keeps the
lionae there should not have secured It tor
the use of hia gueuts
years since. Yours, truly,
Isaac mcLellan.
ho?!

m

HOUNDING DEER.
Mb.

skill.

i

confession to richly merited condemnation and punishment,
and extend us a liberal probation in which to verify the sincerity of our pledge to never do so again.

was running

either open or closed at all times. If It should be closed
up for
some two or three years, the dnck-graaa {Valixmria) would taka
root
and R row iu the fcesh water, and there would be ihen au abundance
of
food for the ducks and geese, and probably tltey would
be as plenty
It Is

Enrroit

Your paper of August 15 contains an articlofrom Jonathan Darling on the subject of " Hunting Doer with Doga in
Maine." In
this article Mr. DarliDg states his opinion, having, as
he saya,
hunted deer "in all waye for 30 years" he desires other sportsmen
to express theirs. Mr. Darling ia answered in your issues of Aug.
29 and Sept. 12. I wrote Mr. Darling, calling his attention particularly to the article of "Rip Bap" and to the article of "
C."
I
received from him the following answer which speaks for itself
East Lowell, Maine, Sept. 16, 1S78.
:

Dear Sir
I know

:

that "Rip Rap" and "0." are mistaken when they say
that deer are slaughtered by tho guides.
The slaughter of deer,
mi. lertheoiroumstanoes bey describe, ia done oniony
by the farmers
and lumbermen during Hie logging season.
A year ago last Man:!. hail business in tho lumber regions on
the Machias waters I went by way of Brandy Pond to the headwaters of tho Union River. A short distance from the Pond I saw
a largo heap of snow. I went to it, and found the aun had melted
tun arrow, and that deer'a legs were sticking out, and, in
my judgment, there were twelve or fifteen doer in cue pile. Some two
miles further up the stream I met two men with four deer on aleds;
about one mile further I met another man with another deer,
dragging it by a rope tied in its noso. A little further on I found
where they were camping, and one of the party proved to be one
of "
friends, and one of those gentlemen "who believe in lulling other men's dogs which they find running deer in October
or
November wbeu they are worth something, I don't believe in
killing ahga, and I think it would be better to enforce tho law
against the man.
1 never knew a dog-killer that had any better
principles than are mentioned above. These men who kill doga
generally kill them because they are afraid the man who hunta
with the dog will get tho deer, w'iioh they desire for themselves.
They kill deer
the deep enow, without regard to law or the
rights of others.
I went to several logging camps, and found tha
same slaughter had been carried on, so far aa I could learn
throughout the country, and I never yet have heard of any marl
who killed deer under those circumstances being overtaken by the
law.
There are no caribou in Maine where deer are moat plenty, I
have repeatedly homed caiibouwith dogs, and my experience ia
that Mr. C. is not correct. I believe 1 never shot a deer for its
bide in my life, and never so stated to any one. I regret that any
should suppose that 1 do not desire good game lawa, and that
I should be unwilling to have them enforced.
A good game law,
and one that could be rigidly enforced, is what I earnestly desire.
I beiieve hunting deer with dogs is legitimate, and we ought
to be allowed to hunt, thorn with dogs during the months of October, November and December.
If thia were the case, so many
BporUman would come to visit us that the deer would be worth
more killed in our forests during those months, and yyould produce more in cash to our community than thev would produce in
the markets iu Boston and New York.
Then farmers, lumbermen
ami guldsB would unite in opposition to the slaughter of the deer
during other seasons of tho year. I sign my name in full, and
staud by what I aay. Youra,
Jonathan Dablino.
I

I

:

Co"

m

mm

,

Now,

the above statements by Mr. Darling are correct, I think
these communicationa, when taken together, furnish important
evidence iu regard to tha aubject which Mr. Darling desired to be
if

diacueeed.

By

Maine deer cannot be hunted with doga. Consequently, every sportsman who goea to Maine, and has not the opportunity to hunt while the snow ia on the ground and tho skill
to pursue the deer in a "still hunt," must bo deprived of tho
pleasure of hunting deer, and lbs result ia that few aportamen
visit Maine for that purpose.
The result ia the lumbermen,
farmers and, perhaps, the guidcB, shoot great numbers of deer
for the market during the winter montha, when the anow ia deep.
the law of

Many
or

if

when
ault

of these deer so killed spoil before they roach the market
they do not spoil, they only roach the market in the eeaaon
the venison ia ao plenty that it ia of little value, and the re-

ia

theae

men

get a very small

amount

of

money

for their

They must live, and in order to live they must make the
business of shooting deer aa groat as possible. Now, it would be
otherwise if sportsmen were allowed to shoot deer with dogB.
labor.

Tho

forests would be visited by aportamen during the montha of
October aud November particularly, beforo tho arrival of the inclement weather guides would bo employed at profitable wages
farmers would be patronized for aupplioa and tranaportation, and
j

j

the arrival of a party of a half dozen hunters in the little village,
and their sojourn there for ten or twenty days, would be the oooaeiou for an expenditure of at leaat from three to four dollars per
day per man. Thia aum of money would be received to tho beneof all partioa employed. Tha market for deer would go to
Maine, instead of the deer shot in Maine going to market
in Boaton or New York
and, aa tho result, Bvery man in that
community would be ambitious to protect an animal which should
furnieh ao great a souroo of rovenne. From conversations with
Mr. Darling and othera, I have become fully convinced that Hub
ia the trne solution of the question of how to enforce a game law
so aa to protect the deer from wholesale destruction during that
season of the year when, by reaaon of the depth of the anow, thoy
aro not able to protect themselves with their legs.
From conversations yvith Mr. Darling and otherB, I am satisfied
that tho experience of "M. V. H." and Mr. A. n. Thomas, aB
stated in their letters, found in your iaBUO of Aug. 29, la correct.
Hunting deer wilb doga haa little or no tendency to chive them
out of a particular locality. During my extended travels in Main©
for several years, I have been informed that the experience of
fit

;

thoBO who hunt doer la uniform. The deer, when ohased by doge,
do not leave the locality in which they are started, but after being
driven for a long distance, invariably return at the end of two or

-

:

:

;

:

It. ia a well-known fact that when a dog starts up
three days.
a deer and is well upon tlio track, that deer alone takes to flight,
and that the other deer in the immediate locality remain undis-

turbed.

my own

I

have known one or two striking

CoKJMOrrorjT—Bridgepdi-l, Sea

illustrations of this in

Range,

Sid,'

14 — The

Oct.

Bridgeport Rifle Olublield a shoot to-day for the club prize
Geo. F. Hull winning it for the third time with 33 in
the possible 25
Harry Nichols, It. S. Barrett and 8. V.
Nichols maAe 23 each. For the all-comers' rifle, out of the
possible 60; Harry Nichols won for the second time with 42
Wallace
made 40, and 8. V. Nichols 87. In a 500-yds.
subscription,
shots, the scores were
S. It. lluli
S. V. Nichols, 25; J. JlcCourt, 24, and H. Nichols, 28.

experience.

Gmm

:

White Disk.

—

Hartford.— The Hartford Light Guard, Co. H, First Regiment, 0. N. G., Gapt. Hudson commanding, held their fourth
annual prize target shoot at the Franklin Itange, Hartford, on
"Wednesday, Oct. 10, and the following scores wore made
200 6uo 'I'M
i
500 vi

or to notify the

authorities.

i

Third— Those who Beek the destruction of innocent dogs
because their masters are engaged in unlawful pursuits of game.
To be registered in the " black list," in my judgment, is not
sufficient punishment for the latter class. They deserve to be
held up to especial contempt.
I do not understand how any gentleman, having the knowledge
that a "Boston sportsman, with a good pack of dogs, killed three
to six deer a day in the region of the Chesunook Lake" contrary
to law, should be willing to state in a sportsman's journal, over
his own signature, that he had thiB knowledge, and never brought
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The team match came on after dinner, and was a closely inBumstead did finely, but the Bostonians
teresting contest.

stony path ;" to her " approaching the slide brook," where sho
"saw a boy by a tree with a raised rifle;" to her " tremendous
hurst of speed," when " she cleared the stream;" to her turning
"south," and " flying along tho street ;" to her "reaching the
legs trembled, and her heart
timber land," when, as he says, her
beatlikea triphammer ;" to her crossing "the broad, deep brook,"
and climbing the " Bteep left bank."
'

'

Mr. Warner was in a position where he knew, as he says, that
the deer " worked her way along painfully, with sinking heart and
unsteady limbs, lying down ' dead beat' at Intervals, and then
spurred on by the cry of the remorseless dogs, until, late in the
afternoon, Bhe Btaggered down the. Shoulder of Bartlett,and Btood
n the shore of the lake." He appears to have known so much
about this whole matter that one must infer that he was either
one of the party to the chase, or iu a position where he had an
opportunity to observe it throughout its continuance. It is barely
possible that he was " the gentleman in the stern" who shouted

"Knock her on the head with that paddle:" it is immaterial tor
our purpose whether he was the one or not. If the killing of the
deer was a oruel act, ho was equally responsible with those who
participated in the ohase. If he were a participant in tho chase,
he was indulging in a sport which was in violation of the law of
New York. If he were simply a spectator, he is responsible for
Bitting idly by, and Beeing others do a cruel act which was contrary
to law.

In the moral forum in which Mr. Warner, by his article, undertakes to arraign sportsmen, the principles of law applioabl
to intentional and malicious homicides apply in suoh cases. By
the common law, parties who are presont to witness the killing
are either principals or accessories, and as such, are liable to
punishment acoording to tho statute in such cases made and proTided. In that forum the indictment is never laid on file, because
''
"
Buoh prinoipal or accessory has seen fit to turn State's evidence,
write his oonfession in attractive English, and, for a pecuniary
consideration, deliver it to a flourishing publishing house for

Waoseb.

kept closer together in their scores aud kept a point ahead.
The day was perfect, except that occasionally the wind, blowing straight across the range,, eased up aud allowed the shots to
The Springfield Arniory team used their own military
vary.
gun, while the others had match rifles. The Rod and Gun
Clubmen used Sharps May nards and Ballards; the Boston,
Sharps and Remingtons the Chicopee Falls team, Mayaards,
aud the Holyoke Ballards aud Maynards. VV. \Y. Traeey
was tho only representative from the Pittslield Club. The
often-discussed question whether the rifle ball can be seen aa
;

it flies from the gun was well settled in the latter part of the
afternoon, when the rays of the declining sun, almost parallel
with the path of the bullets, revealed nearly eveiy one of
them to the interested spectators. The team scores stood
Massachusetts RiUe Association,
4 5 5 6—32
4 4 3 6 4 4 6—29 J B Oaborn..4 4
H Jackson
Arnold
4 4*544 4—211 J A Lowell. .444444 4—2s— US
N
Boa and Gnn, No. 1.
S S Bumstead .... 5 5 5 5 5 5 4— 84 8 H Barrett. .4 44443 4— 21
C Van VlaeK.4 3 4 4 4 4 3—26— 11T
4 5 5 4 4 4 J—30
U B Olal'k
Rod and Gun, No. 2.
:

WW

JE

L U

."

Uatliew80n...5 3 4 5 5 8 3-23 Dr Young. ..454344 4—28
4 4 4 4 8 4 4—21 J B Squires .433145 8—26—109
Mayult
Holyoke.

4—25 Dr Mittvler.4 4 4 4 4 4 4-25
14*2 5— 25 KMcUonald.4 6413 44-28—109
Mayuard Club— Clilcopee Falls.
4 4 3 4 4 5 4-23
4 5 4 4 3 6 4—29 N Clark
JC Gassuer
4 4 6—35—107
...3 3 4 4 4 3 4—25 C 8tockWell.4 4 4
Horr
O
Sprtngttelil Armory Club.
3 5 3 3 4 4 4—20
2B8&444—2t F K But!
KFHare
5 5 4 3 4 3 4-28 J F Orauston.3 3 113 2 4—23—104
jl WBull
The match with military rifle3 did not fill, but the prizes
were scaled down and taken by the following, who stood

G Dudley
D H Small

4 3 3 3 4 4
4 4
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,2S
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27
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Tkatped Quail. Aa observing correspondent calls the atgame protective clubs to au abuse. He says
"If the New York Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of Game and Fish, or the Long Island Shooting Club,
•which got its charter for the sole purposes of seeing the game
laws being enforced and of accustoming our young men to the
i

candling of fire arms, will send a directive to either Washington or Fulton market, they will get us much evidence us they
•want in regard to the trapping of the birds, as every partridge,
or nearly every partridge, sold now at any of those markets
A Spobtsman."
will prove to he a trapped partridge.

i®* Forest and Stream will be Bentfor fractions of a year
Six months,. $2 three months, $1. To clubs of
as follows
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Biieg
HllOen
PottH

17
10

Bravura

20

5
4

Mania

H

2

25
24
24
19

S

Fhiesmnn
Huuge.tord
13
13
The wind during the 500-yards shouting in this and the
next match was a very strong fish tail from 5 o'clock to 8
,

o'clock.

National Guard match open to teams of six from each
regiment, battalion or separate company of infantry in the
Sixth Division; each organization may send one or more
teams at its option; Remington rifle, State model 200 and
500 yards rounds, five at each distance four prizes
j

j

Putts

2

EhreHiiun
SmlMi

3

3— 15

2

4— 8-21

4—18

3

3—10—23

4

r,— l.s

8

3

S-19
2—17
4—17

2
3

5

4
4

B
3
4

Brilliant Display:.—At the West Haven shore yesterday afternoon a number of gentlemen interested in marksmanship assembled to witness a series of experiments with the
Shelton auxiliary rifle barrel. The auxiliary consists of a
barrel some 20 inches long, formed at the breech like a shell,
There
so as to lit snugly in the chamber of a fowling-piece.
that
is an adjustable bearing at the muzzle of this barrel, so
fowling-piece, into
it is in close contact with the barrel of the
which it iB chambered. This barrel can bo slipped iu or taken
It can be carried iu the belt without the slightest inout.
convenience, and when large game presents itself to the ordinary huuter who is provided with one of the patent rifle
barrels, the fowling piece can be easily transformed into a
ihe experiments yesterday were varied and
long rifle,
tested the capacity of the patent barrel in a most thorough
manner. The achievements of Dr. Carver were fairly rivaled
in flying shots by ex-Judge Blydenburgh, while the long.
range shots at a target by Air. Clark R. Shelton were astou-
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Subscription match, open to all comers; 200 yards any
rounds, five
o i 4 s 8-10
Mallory, HI'
Franer, Dr
t » 834—10
liiudley
3 3 3 3 3— l.l
4 4 4 ;i 3-1S
Booih. Dr
Cash
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Payue
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Payne
Short-range match; open to all comers; 200 yards
ten prizes, aggregate value $200
rounds, seven
rifle

:i

0-28
2-27

V

5B,

4

ii
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i
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Utica Citizens' Corp malch open to active members of the
company rifle
200 yards
three
Utica Citizen Corps
The following are some of the best scores
prizes.
_....
4 4 4 4 4 20 Lieut BaRK
erlvWIMunln
\ 5 i 1 9—l»
.23443 in
ttlv Uoiapu
pnv M.r Brayton
;

;

;

;

i

1

I

Lieut

JC

1'

4S3 4— IT

Kincald..8

Mid-range match; open to all comers; GOO yards; any
seven prizes:
rifle; rounds, ten
45 Gates, O
44
43 Jones
Ga'es, A C
-15
45
Ueiger, L
50 Old
Maniu, Wl
;

Travels
Jones, C F
Cooper, M

Hifirleaiou

47
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Trowbridge

4:
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40

Payue
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Long-range match;
yards; any rifle rounds, ten
;
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Gelger
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Medford,
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riwer
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a
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17.— Rifle match at Bellevue range

Conditions
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2:1

200

40
3s
88
32
80
27
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taking the prizes

'

a pass that severed her jugular," hunting deer with dogs in tho
Adirondacks was contrary to law. Mr. Warner was—we must
assume from his aooount an eye-witness to the starting of the
deer, to its separation from its fawn, to the turning of the doe
when she " shot away to the North ;" to her " clearing the moose
bushes with bound alter bound, flying over logs, pausing neither
" to gain the mountain oppofor brook or ravine ;" to her effort

T'l

to

.ipli

Kortiirnp
Fen-is

8—30
LUKT.

Club drew a compatiy of excellent shooters to its tournament
on the 15th inst. Landlord Chandler provided a tine range
for off-hand work in the rear of his ancient inn, and it is
There
likely that the club will settle there permanently.
were four targets in use on the Cieedmoor plan, and tho day
passed off pleasantly to all concerned, and the prizes were so
evenly distributed that there was much satisfaction to all conThe Boston men went home content with the first
cerned.
team prize, and J. A. Lowell, of the " Hub " team, had first
place iu the any-ritie trial. After an hour or two spent in
bull's-eye practice for a share of the pool in the morning, the
regular tournament began with the any-rifle match for individual scores, for prizes amounting to $100. The following
are the scores made out of a possible i)5, the first nine men

ho had " early in the morning of the 23d of August, 1877," on
" Basin Mountain," in the Adirondacke.
The Btory is told iu excellent English, and may attract the
attention of some sentimental persons, but the true sportsman
" On (ho
can have no sympathy with that sort of business.
morning of the 23d of August, 1S77, when," as Mr. Warner states,
out
his
hunting-knife
whipped
and made
the guide in the canoe

2 3 44 13
3 4 3 3 4—17

Soldiers' match
open to members of any military organization in the Sixth Division District; Remington military
rifle; 200 and 500 yards; rounds, five at each distance, 7
prizes

2111)

4

;.

;

5-43

,4 4 4 5 4 2 3 4
...» i s 4 2 5 4 5

4— 20

6 4 3 4

;

The Springfield Riflk Tournament. —Tho Rod and Gun

makes an effort to do "them justice,"
"which," he remarks, "has never been done them." Tor this
purpose he organizes himself into a oourt, and to arraign the
These culprits
still hunter and those who chase deer with dogs.
" even women and Doctors of
are a numerous class, and comprise
Divinity." By the moral quality of their aots he proposes to judge
them. Mr. Warner thou describes an experience which he says
at sportsmon, and he

4—20 Hepburn
4—15 Iic-ring
4—13 llriflltlis
3-18 Murray

5 3 4 4
S 3 3 2
4
2 3
8 6 8 4

Klaenld

Creedmoor.

5-41 Bums
4-40 Gardner.
4-40

Fail

)".,

JV.

;

;

A Co, 2Cth

556454545

nnd

to light

fts

I8i

Meeting, Oct. 15, 16 and 17, 1878.— Directors' Match
open
only to direclors 200 yards any rifle; rounds, rive. Prize,
director's gold badge, to be competed for at each regular
meeting, and held permanently t>y the winner of three con-

;

recently pnblished by Messrs. Houghton, Osgood & Co., styled,
'•
In the Wilderness. '* Mr. Warner in that artlole sees fit to "fling"

;

13

is

35
S3
81

Illinois—Lake View Range, O/ucago, Oct. 12.— Squads
from the Lake View and G. H. Thomas rifle clubs; uuion
shoot; distance, 200 yards position standing:
4 44454644 5-43 MaCiiUley.. .2 4 4 4 3 4-1 5 i 4— 88
Cram
Freemaa....5 3 6444444 4—11 McCounelL.o 4 4 5 3 5 3 3 4 S—SB

I leave that question for the present to others.
attention has been called to the article of Charles Dudley
Warner, entitled, "A Hunting of the Doer," in the little volume

:

Sti

-10
Kteiu
Bidwell
Mr. Marks' s'.-oro beiui' In detail
Massachusetts.
11—104
11
7
11
8
11
11 12 11 11

My

two or more, $3 per annum.

39

ia
16

1-rivSnow

Andreas

sportsman.

tention of onr

df)

liO

Se'gt simou, Jr

JDMarks

bunting deer with dogs, by which they are driven into a lake and
shot from a canoe, is in accordance with tho code of the true

circulation.

24

19
it
19
19
18
17

;

slaughtered game contrary to law, but it is much wiser to try to
prevent the slaughter in some effective manner.
I do not propose to discuss tho question as to whothor or not

;''

if,

ColUnwille, Oct. 17.— The following scores were made by
the Canton Rod and Gnu Club at practice to-day at 200 yard's
off-hand
Creedmoor rules 3-lb. pull
Creed.
Mas*.
Maae.
Creed.

the " Boston sportsman" to justice, or make some explanation
why he did not. It is very easy to rush into magazines and newspapers with Btrango atones against guides and others who have

site

wind.— 1/e.m Haven

Wright

:

season, and decline to enter a prosecution,

done under very Unfavorable circumstances

;

;

mM

:

than a hundred shots at q 200 yards tai gel
nearly (very one were bull's eyes nod not on
;s$ed the tar', qui
a small one by the way. while the shooting was

rifle,

If, as Mr. " C." suggests, a "black list" is to te kept at "headquarters," it is important that some rule be established by which
it shall be determined what offence against the code of the uporlsman a party must commit before he is subjected to this cor.tempt.
I wonld respect fully suggest teat there are three classes of persons in the community who pre-eminently deserve to have their
names entered on this list
First Those who kill game out of season.
Second—Those who are knowing to the killing of game out of

:

:

^j-snsBWP

rutu,.,i

— Five men each, ten shol

The wind was

strong,

and

|

Medlord

unfavorable for

ipiite.

good shooting:
Harvard.
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4
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John Grudy

4
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3
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4
4

4-13
4-42
4—41
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5

4

4

4

4

4 4

4

4

8

;

was a tie, but adopting the rules
of the M. A. R. A., the Harvard team was declared the victors.
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, the return match K

Tho

result of the shooting

Bellevue range, Medford.

M,

Bridgeport. Rifle Association did not secure a very excellent day for their fall meeting on the lSlh, a putty fiah-lall
wind from the tiring points bothering the marksmen. Four
matches were carried through, the leading scores standing

The

i

TOT EC?" AND
Short-range; open to till corners; any rifle;
rounds do sighting shots eight prizes

five

,

M
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!

6 8 B 4—82

6*544
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4—81
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4-su

54

B Hiiim
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I

4 4

,i

I

4—20
RHBasaett
3
comers who have never won
any prize, badge or money in any rifle competition where entrance lees have been charged or which may have been offered
by or presented to any club to Which the competitor has sub
scribed; 300 yards, five rounds, no sighting shots, four prizes
i;
pcarren
4 444 4—20
Seer
5 s—Sa
.t 4
4 o i < 8—20
El IS Bottafnrd
D Conger
i
5 81
Short range, military; open to all comers; any military
rifle; 300 yards, five rounds, no sighting shots, five prizes
NlDUOlH

4—29

4 5 4 5

Beginner's match; open to

W

all

1

I

i

i

:

H Nichols..'

4

4

55 5—29 8 V

Nichols

44 4—20

4

4
4 4 4

1' V LyuUi
K—24]
4 B 6 4 4-8*
I McC'ouil.
Geo r'ilull
4 4
S 4-SI
Mid-range open to all comers any rifle 500 yards, five
rounds, no sighting shots. Carton Target Carton counts
G 6 5
5 S— 85
C— 54 S"0 Kingmaa
4 5
n NlulmU
5056 5—27 N S Warner
5 » » 4 6-H
WGunn
.H

1

;

;

—

;

:

(I

li

Qf

HUH

«-•„'«

« 5 4

for Extraction of Molar or Incisor," prea local dentist, was a prize in a recent rifle match,

--An "Order

sented by
held in a Connecticut town.

Connecticut trophy will
The annual
be held at the Willowbrook Range, Berlin. The towns of
Bridgeport, New Uaven, Hartford, Middletown and New
Thomas Steele Sons,
Britain will be represented by teams.
of Hartford, the donors of the prize, will give an individual
one to each member of the winning team.
contest for the State of

&

— Walnut

—

Hill
Range, Oct. 10. The
eleventh competition of the long-range classified match was
held, and wiih a steady 8 o'clock wind some good leading
scores were made as follows

Massac utsktts
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6442436550206
5
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6
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6
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1,01)0
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OHO

555325
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5

5
3
8 Cogswell.

E
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4-59
4—44
4-61—159
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4

3

3

4

4

8

4

5

3

4

5

A. deputation 0* twenly-five lads from ihe Institute of Technology was present during the afternoon. The young men
from the Institute are members of a rifle club lately formed
within the school, having a membership of 40. They yesterday indulged in practice at the 200-yards distance with very

Saturday, the 20th, but few were out under the threatening sky, and a light rain did fall at intervals during the
shooting. In the Ballard match, at 900 yards, Capt. W. H.
Jackson had things pretty much his own way, making, with
a duplicate entry, the two highest scores

On
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S
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theElcho ranges.
Oct..

15.— Aberdeen Gan Club; match

;

Single birds.
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W KBlleiman
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W
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1
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W
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7

E Howard

1

1

McKay
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1

0-3
0—8
0—0

1

1
u

birds.

W a Howard
W
T McKay
B U Uuleapie

11—2
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Chvn.—N'ffimrTc, IT, J., Oct. 23.— Condi200 yds. reduced to scale
:

6 Harrison
uartSner

611

wu

43
43
40

J LTobln

WPMcLeod
Oct.

Rifle Club, 177
rules; possible 60:
47
48

J Garrison

C BasBB
1.

*'>

Zepp«nfslilr

4-5

Hoiiaraami

,l

ivtiui.z

,7

K

w Wacher

.,..45
.

.

.

44
44
44
44

,

i-immij. io

IJVooth

Mux Kern
8. 0.

,46
44

,

Kind

KU Oiiase

22.—Seppenfeldt

Creedmoor

W

J Ujyer
,7

73

Bowery, October

;

J. II.

Eamea, H. Wilhiugton, J. R. Teele,
II. T. Harris, H. H. D. Cushing.

B. Osborn,

J.

McfRSfeMERE liANGB.— The first of a series of winter matches
was held at Ihe Yonkcrs, N. Y., range on the 15th. There
was 500 and 200 yards shooting. At the first named distance
the twenty-two-inch bull's-eye has been divided by three

43
48
41

GOWaHera

40
40

lloagland
A.-choil

39
98
sr
as

W J J.eary

,1

Hotter

H Eothenberg

Walters,

Sec. of S. R. Cluh.

"Washmylon, Oct. 22.— Columbia Rilic Association. The
medal was won by Prof. Harkness and the rifle by Partello,
The scores were as follows, out of a possible 225
:

900 yds.

7,000 yds,

w

Harknesa,

H

'7

1-ttrtellb

CO

15

'•»

Tola7
21a

n*

'

as

age,

is

as follows

BATTINO AVBBAOEB.
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a

?

I

d

§

fr

a,

o

3

q

o

g

;

Hodgman

6
5

Duaenberry
Merae

05667757
06550584

5

6

6

7

7

4—58
6—51
4 4—54

5

In the off-hand match, 200 yards, at the German twentyfive ring target, the following scores were made:
Morse
21
11
11 22 13 20
9 16
9-141
,
»
Hosenberry

9

9

Hodgmau
9
These matches are open

9

to

9
IS
all

2u
72

9

70

12
Hi

is
9

14
9

comers and are

22—731
21—723

9

9

to be shot

every alternate Tuesday. The maker of the highest score and
the winners of three competitions are the only ones to shoot
Iu the 500 yards match there will be
in the final competition.
a first, and second prize, and in the 200 yards only one prize.
Competitors may enter at any time while the match is in progress.
The range has been recently lefitted with swinging
targets and the telephone is in working order between the
flung points and the bults.

Players.

A
C

JJouuermau 6 "D
Bann<>nnan 7

Horan
Spoiforth

Gregory

Murdoch
Bailey

BlaoUbam
Garrett
Boyle
Allan

8
16
13
2

1

2

1

10
18

1
(I

4
1

1

18

8

12

4

1

11

30
4

1

2
11
19

1

OOloO 40
13

Conway

1
E.

— — ^~^ _ _

46
18

1

f
g

125
32
18
4
45
22
2

29
18

an
13
10

18
13
15

20

60

11
31

15
19

22

4

7

1!)

——00

hPT
(|

6

5

9

1

25
15

3

78
HI

20
15

30 00

4

2

11

Murdoch and Boyle really have the best batting record, A.
Bannermau being third, these three showing the best combiall round hitting and defence, while giving the fewchances for catches. For instance, in Montreal, Charles
for a catch after Bcoring less
than 20 runs, and again before scoring 30, and yet he finally

nation of

est

Bannerman gave an easy chance

—

Of Mr. O. G. Jones, of Syracuse, who did such good
work at the Mohawk Valley Rifle Association meeting, the
Utica Observer says: "He is in the insurance business at
Syracuse, is twenty -nine years old and married, lie has a
first-class record as a shot and has won many prizes.
When
Dr. Carver was in Syracuse, Mr. Jones offered to duplicate
any shot that Carver made, but the Doctor didn't give him
an opportunity. Carver's best work with the rifle while in
Syracuse -was hitting eleven glass balls in succession. Since
Carver's exhibition there, Mr. Jones has, with a rifle, broken
thirty -two glass balls in succession.
He is six feet high, finely
proportioned, and every inch a marksman."

Engineer Rifle Clubs, shot the second of their seriesof matches
at Flushing on the 19th, 200 yards, 10 shots per man, the
home team winning with 170, against 160 for the Engineers.

—

Mr. Frank

Hyde

writes a disparaging opinion of Mr.

Partello's score of 221, and hints his desire of a series of three
matches to decide which is the 1 e'.ler marksman. Mr. Hyde
has not yet made over 210 points in any match.

— Mr. W. O. Russell,

Bowmanville, Canada, recently
ran up a score of 22 consecutive bull's-eyes. It was done too
with an American breech-loader.
at

_..

first

innings

was over 70 runs. Mr. Bannerman, Murdoch and Boyla
showed the best batting against the best fielding and bowling
of the five games.

In the record of the Australian bowling given below will be
found the averages of each bowler, not only in each city, but
the general average of the team in each match

BOWLING BEOOSB.

Buns porw'k't.
Pl aye ra
Spoll'oith

B alls.

Runs. Maidens.

Wickets.

Average

204
121
16
36
52

64
49

28
13

20

3

7

12
14

1

3

1
1

14

5

3

7
12
14
4

Five bowlers.. 432

153

45

32
6
6
6

Garrett

Boyle
Allan

Horan

Spofforth
Garrett
Allan

171
124
80
76
40
40
10

75
49

15

27
89
24

4

Seven bowl're. 547

229

41

20

Garrett
168
Sputtorth .... 172
Allan
36
Boyle
144

24
60

26
15
3
17

12
17

Pour bowlera.520

127
39
24

61

39

132
108

8

Boyle

21

11

13
12
1

Garrett

12

Boyle

Horan
Murdoch
Bailey

—The

10
5

II

6
2
2

1

1
1

1

4
12
9

4
39
24

4

.

Places.

^TYoTk

2
27
3

Phila,

4
9

10
11

5

11

9

competition of teams of ton will take place at

Briuton Range, Nov.

1st.

—

The opening shoot of the Columbia Rifle Association wil
take place at West End, Hudson County, N. Y., on Saturl
day next, Oct. 20. The officers of the association are HouE. P. C. Lewis, President Leslie C. Bruce, Vice-President.
Col. B. W. Spencer, Treasurer
Hon. John Kennel, Secretary
Range Committee— MajorHenry Fulton, Ool. Chas. It. Braine
James A. Beading.
:

13
40

2

2
10

10

Toronto
16
13

4

:

;

§Htwnxl

gHstim^H.

CRICKET.

strength, taking the Australian players' work against them as
a basis of estimate.
glance at the records of the five
matches played in
York, Philadelphia, Toronto, Mon-

A

New

treal

and Detroit shows the following

results In the scores
against the Australian team. It is worthy of note that,
in the selection of players for each match, but one club supplied the eighteen iu Detroit, three the eighteen iu New York,
three the eleven in Philadelphia, six the twenty-two in Montreal, and nine the twenty-twT o in Toronto.
The summary of
the scores made against the foreign eleven is as follows
1st
2d
Highest Highest T'l
Inn ings. Inmnga Total. Single score.
City.
Score.
84^
84"
Philadelphia.
.196
53
24!)
New York
63
98
161
26
83
Toronto
100
54
154
17
19
Detroit
84
81
115
24
24
Montreal
91
gj
31
31
The highest single innings scores were made by .Robert
Newhall, Alfred Marsh,
Adams, Calvert and Hardman,
all but one making also the highest total scores, Ray making
the highest total score in Toronto.
The record of the play of the Australian team in the five
cities is as follows.
The first table gives the batting scores in
each city and the total runs made by each player in the five

made

:

.

.

—

matches

:

BATTINO scoue*.

#

Players.

§•

&

"

I
g

|,

g

f
F

— — — — — _ _
Obannerman
18
3 18*125 —
29 —
Horan
1 16
5
18 —
12 —
18 —
Bpofforth
9 23*
i
— 18 — 18 —
i
Gregory
4 23
— 2 — I — 13* —
Murdoch
5 0* 37 0*
12 11* 45 —
15 —
2t
Bailey
8—
19 —
22 —
20 —
Blackham..
— 20 0* 4 — 2* — 5 —
Garrett
4— 1 — U — 15 —
—
Boyle
19 3
30 —
31 —
19 —
22 —
Allan
13— 4*— 4 —
— 19 —
A

BannerniaiTS!)

46

2".*

1

[

..

Conway

The

— —

7'

0*—

Spofforth
Allan

3— 0—

I

gg
216
90
76
4(1

126
93
31
31
124
47
3

asterisk beside the figures means "not out," and the
dashes show that the player did not take part in the match or
the innings* play,
Thus, A. Bannermau only played iu two
matches and in three innings, Conway play Lug in three matches

9

3

10

4

7

2

6

Montr'l

11

4

12

Pour bowlers. 276

88

26

21

3

17

Spofforth

128
104
64
Gregory
C Bannerman. 40
52
Garrott

89
12
26
15

13
20
4

11
10
7

3
1

6
2
5

1

15

2
6

3
15

6

2

Five bowlers.. 388

107

45

36

8

Allan

Thb Australian Totjk and Its Rksult.
Five of the six international games between the Australian
team and American and Canadian teams having been played,
it becomes a matter of interest to the cricketers of the
five
cities where the contests took place to have notes compared,
to see what the relative positions each city occupies in cricket

S-

Story, Jr

nd thivc innings; all the others played in otic or more inin every name.
In estimating the skill of the batsmen,
shown by the scores of runs credited to them, it should he
taken into consideration that Ihe batsman who gave the fewest chances for catches really lias the best record, though he
may not have made the highest score. Thus Murdoch's record is greatly in excess of that of Chas. Bannerman, the latter escaping being caught out in every innings he played.
In
Montreal he was three times missed on easy catches, and in
Detroit twice, as also in every other city, whereas Murdoch
scarcely gavo a chance.
The table showing the batting average of the team, not only in each city, but their general avernings

rings seven and one-third inches apart, into three counts.
The Brat is called a cart or seven the second a carton or six,
and the third is the old bull's-eye or five. The rest of the
target remains as before.
The leading scores were as follows:

18.

L Bachnian

SO yds.

Vising,

42

A Graeneberg

.1

ISO

.

Amateub Rifle
tions,

W.

lO

1
4
5
4

44

i'

199
ion

Karnes: Vice-President, J. \V.
J. if.
J. O. Foster; Treasurer, E. O. Burbank

4

Yesterday, $160 in gold, offered by the Sharps Rifle Company to the marksman who should surpass the record of Mr.
Bruce, of the American team of 1877, in the second day's
shooting of the international match at Creedmoor that year,
hitherto the best score on record, was presented to Mr. J.
Mr. Sumner, it will bo rememS. Sumner at Walnut Hill.
bered, scored the remarkable total of 221 out of a possible 225
iu the first day's shooting in the "walk over" this year at
Creedmoor the best individual match record yet made over
Mississippi— Aberdeen, Miss.,
atcluomcy swallowa seore :

President,

:

Vining: Secretary,
Board of Directors,

41

5

the amateur series

mi
54

5
4

5

HMt.es.

THJames
At 200 yards
JNFrVO
J

55666555
5—50
55555455
46566654 0-49
4—47
45544444
6—44
5-43
4-43
4
6—
00534455
5655 555 —
Bhoot stood
405455 3-44
4-42
44464644
4 05464444 6—43
4—42
44544454 6—42
4-40

S
.5
6
o

captJaetsonfje.'erttrj)
F Ueltou

63
68
5s
B2

(6

—

ilioseii

creditable resulls.

Capt

72

04

—The teams of eight from the Flushing and Willett's Point

4— Oil
4—f5

4330540543432
46324 504433

B
2

801)

—

At a meeting of the Medford Amateur ftille Association,
held Friday evening, Oct. It, the following officers were

At WftlM.

4

W
06
w

Bumaide
Be"

'ii
I

SVNIChJs
DBHareh

H

200 yards

;

-

¥

H'l'WUM.

Detroit

2

It will be seen by the above table that Spofforth had the
best average in New York, Allan in Philadelphia, Toronto
and Detroit, and Garrett in Montreal, the bset team average
being that made in Detroit.

Australians vs. Nineteen of Peninsulars—Detroit, Oct.
14 and 15.— The ground was in very good order barring the
wicket, and that was too wet, but that" is the usual custom
with the Penninsulars to make the ground so wet that the
ball bites, bangs and kicks at its own sweet will, sometimes
shooting and at others going completely over the batsman's
head, and this was more particularly the case with Spofforth's
bowling, and which certainly had no tendency to steady the
nerves or impart confidence to the batsman. The toss for
choice of innings was won by Gregory for the Australians,
and like a good general sent the Peninsulars to bat on their
own sodden wicket. And the account of the inning is soon
told, for the 19 men were out for the paltry score of 34 runs,
and among them some of the best bats in America or Canada.
Spofforth and Allan bowled throughout the innings, aud, us
will be seen by the analysis, Allan's bowling was far and away
the most elfective.
C. Bannerman and Murdock were the
first on behalf of the visitors to face the bowling of Corporal
Dale and White. Dale bowled as finely as over, but could
get no wicket as the batsmen played him with the greatest
care, but they punched Whito from the first ball bowled by
liim.
Littlejohn and Francis were next deputed to do the
trundling, and from "Francis" 3d over Bannerman hit two
4s, but that was about the only liberty that gentleman allowed
them to take, as he settled down to his work, and at the conclusion of the innings proved, by taking six wickets, that his
bowling was quite up to the batting of the Antipodeans.
Dale aud Littlejohn were the only other bowlers that could
put the batsmen on their mettle. Bannerman is undoubtedly
their safest bat and Bailey the most brilliant, but the first
ought to have been out when he had scored only 9, and the
last named was missed several times, in fact about a dozen of
the 19 seemed as though they had breakfasted on toast and
forgot to wipe their fingers. The total of the inning was 181,
The second ias of the Peuinsulara
of which 23 were extras.
was a decided improvement upon the first so far as four of the
batsmen were concerned, viz., Calvert, Van Allan, Francis
aud Irvine, who between them scored 61 out of the 75
ruuB scored from the bat— 6 were extras. The rem lining fifteen men scored 14 runs between them.
The result of t tho
game was the Australians won by an inning and 00 runs. Ou
Tuesday evening the victors were entertained at an oyster

— 250

:

supper by the vanquished at the Biddle House, after which
they left the same night for Chicago. Below is the full score

and

:

:

analysis

PENIN8ULABS—WEST INNTN0.
Francis, a Garratt, b Allan
Bamford, b Spofforth
Johnson, b Spofforth

6

Dale,

1

Hyman, b Allan
Van Allan, c Gregory, b

Allan.
Littlejohn, <: Bailey, b Spofforth 6
Nevill, c Gregory, b Allen
9
Moantford, c Bannerman, b
Spofforth
1

6

b Allen

HinohmaD,b Spofforth
Davis, e Bannerman, b Allan. .3
Armstrong, b Allan
1

Undge, not out

2
2

Lez byeB

.

Total...

34

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
Overs. Maidens.
22
9
21
18
and A. Bannerman.

Spofforth
Allan

Umpires— Peter Yoang

Buns.

Wickets.

26

9
9

6

AUSTRALIANS— FIRST INNINOS.
Banuerman, c Powell, b Fran-

Boyle, b Dale

Murdoch, b Littlejohn
Horan, run out

18

Spofforth, c Calvert, Dale.... 18
Bailey, b Francis
20
Garrett, b Francis

Blackham, b Francis

22

Allan, o Davis, b Francis. ...19
Gregory, not out
13
Oonwav, o Littlejohn, b Fran-

29
15

cia

cis

Byes 9, leg byes
no balls 2

7,

wides

4,

22

5

....

and in many instances cause their friends of the sterner sexto
blush.
There are to be found many fine marksmen among
the gentlemen members of clubs in and around New York.
Several matches have been shot this season and have been enjoyed by the participants. Next season we pro
accession to the chilis now existing. An amateur match at
30 yards was shot at New BruorfwieV, N. J. Saturday, Oct.
The following are some of the
5.
scores: Win. Asten,
120; Wm. Mailer, 98; Herbert A:..o, 140; J. O'Blake, <f
1

Brooklyn, 189.

Quiver.

Pennsylvania— Ttiusville, Oct. 21.—The archery season
has probably closed its doors, and we are to wait until next
season and hope to bring into the field
en and ladies who
shall draw the bow with such certain aim that our readers
may look for some very fine scores from us. We think, as

m

young archers, that our first season's shooting is well up.
The closing contest between our two teams came off on Wednesday, Oct. 16. A strong wind was blowing and our arrows
drifted somewhat.
A large crowd was present, and considererable interest was manifested at the final contest of the season. Ten ends were shot at 40 yards.
Following is the
score

WILLIAM TELLS.

Overs.

Dale
White

Maidens.
21

Buns.

20
29

Francis

34&lbaI114

84
31
33
14

Beeves
Armstrong

11

4
4

12

Mountt'ord
Van Allan

2

Bamford

1

41

6
12

Wickets.

chery— target,

28
24

Farwell

2

1410

5

1

6

Names.

81

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
Garrett

Gregory

15
26
15
13
6

4
2

10&2balls4

Spofforth
Allan

2

5

..16

Egan

19

Totals

56

Makin, b Sprague

5

G Hayward,

E G Ames,

4

b Stevens

B F Jenkins, not out
C L Middleton, b Sprague

8
10

b Sprague

S Edmunds, absent

O

Chippendale, absent
Leg-byes, 2 wides, 1

3

;

16

Hockney
Henry

18
17

tin

71

Finkbine

6

ii

Totals

49

First Inning.

C W Bance, 1 b

w, b Brewster. 25
b Bogan. 4
Bodge, c Brewster, b Bo.

gan
J J Eyre, c Brewster, b

Bogan 3

JDner, b Rogan

13
P W Kessler, b Brewster
W H Davidge, o and b Brews-

13
16
..... 1

ter

J Holden, b Brewster

W Robinson, not

out
E J Adams, absent
J E Sprague, absent

Byes

4

2
1

wides, 1

12

69

—32
—69

1st 2d

18
10

3
2
5

c sub, b Makin
c Brewster, b Makin

1
7

in preference

lar Oois (Vara of the

better, if their

4
4
10

Total

Second

24
19

42
26

45

49
28

78
34

79
35

— —

39

45

—79
—45

.

Indian

Bbtjnswiok

254

1,234

There

It is

—.,—

.

,

the popu-

is

certainly nothing

is

become

all

the rage in

the future. Its hold upon those who enjoy out-door sports
will last longer than the reign of the rifle, for the reason that
the fair sex are amoDg the participants and can take an active
share in the sport the same as in croquet. The best judges of
field sports well know that the game of croquet would never
have lived a season were it not for the mingling of the sexes,
and thus it is that archery, a far more pleasant pastime than
croquet, advances with strides and reaches the popular taste.
Many ladies have become experts already in handling the bow,

Jump—J

in

26m

McCIellan, 18ft 4in

;

;

W

W

;

W

;

n Noonen,
2d, and W H Copea last,
12. Hurdle Run, 100 yards— Seven Entries— Won by W D Bowne
One Mile Run— Won by J Magee

11.

in 22s

om

in

23*

T

;

McCIellan, 2d.
of War, between McClellan'a and Bowne's teams of six

;

Tug

13.

men each— Won by McOlellan'a.
Haokensaok— Oct. 19.—Hackensack Athletic Association:
1. 100-yards Bun— Six Entries— J F Eeimus, of Staten Island
Club, 1st, in 10{b. Second Heat— Won bv J Lafou, Mystic Boat
Club, in

125-26.

Jump—E Hague winner.
Walk— Won by
Lozier, 4m 27s.
Standing High Jump—J S C Wulls winner. 4ft. 2}i'w.
Run, two heats E Hague won in first in
Lozier, lm 12s. in the second.
6. One Mile Walk— E D Phillips, Hudson Boat Club,
2.

Standing High

3.

Half-mile

W
—

4.

5. 440-yards

W

W

second.

No. 7. Hurdle race, 1-5 mile— J F Kane, 53 l^a.; J C Bibbor, 64s,
D O'Hara, 54Js.; J H Maxwell,
E M Gillam.
No. 8. Hop, step and jump— F JMdQuigin, 42ft. 8in.; F Burgess, 35ft. V.n.; C P Whitters, withdrew.
No. 10. Hurdle race, 120 ynrdB— Frank Burgess, 20s. F J
McQuigin, 25s.
No. 11. Mile walk, amateurs—
H Holt, 7m. 35s.; A Gerry
7m. 41}^8.: J P Roche, withdrew P A Higgins, withdrew.
No. 12. Three standing jumps— J Dunphy, 33ft. 3in. JEichorn,
31ft. 3in.; C P Whitters, withdrew.
No. 14. Mile run, amateurs— J C Bibber. 5m 2454s.;
J MoArgle, 5m. 29%s.; D O'Hara, 5m. 31s.; E Frisbee, 5m. 59s.; Proctor Reed, withdrew.
No. 15. Running broad jump— F J McQuigin, 19ft. 4in.; Frank
Burgess, 17ft. Win.; C P Whitters, withdrawn.
No. 16. Mile walk, professionals— C P Daniels, 7m. 49is.; James
Bagley, 7m. 51^8. ; R F Neligan, 7m. 59s.
:

.

;

W

W

W

.

Yonkees—Saturday,

19.—The Mile Square

Oct.

Athletic

games

1. A 100-yard Junior Ron— George Motaram, 1st, in 12?iS
G
Wagg, 2d C E Westergnmd, 3d.
2. One-sixth of a Mile Hurdle Junior Race— Entries as above—

G

;

;

50)^3 ; Wagg, 2d.
for Hoys Under Seventeen

1st, in

7.

:

W

H

M

;

H

WM

W

Mile Walk,
;

10.

Open—J O

W M Watson,

Wells, 2d.

First Trial

lst,UJs;

Heat— 200-vard Handicap— Edward Young,

H

Four

Cordukes, 5 yards, 2d.

started

;

Second Trial Heat— 100-yard Handicap— A Clark, 2 yards,
His A McLean, 5 yards, 2d. Six started.

M

;

Bace— Won by George

Frazior, Jr,

Williamson, Greenwood Club,

P

Ward, 4ft

5in

;

1st,

7m

George

Walk— Handicap— Charles

McBride, scratch,

:

16ft 2in.

M

8m

1st,

389

Four started won by three yards.
Final Hoat— 100-yard Handicap— Edward You'iitr, 4 yards,

A

;

30s, 2d.

:

let,

Clarke, 5 yards. 2d.

W

450-yard Handicap—
Haslan. 8 yards, 1st, lm 4}s ; F Clarke,
12 yards, 21. Five started.
First Heat— 120-yard Bun, over six bnrdlos—
Haslan, lat,17Js.
Second Heat— 120-yard Run, oyer six hurdles A McLean, 1st,

W

—

174s.

High Jump -Mark Cougbliu,
Final

Heat— 130-yard Run,

Four competed.

lat, 4ft 6in.

over six hurdles—

W

Haslan.

1st,

19s.

Lehigh Univeksity Athletic Association
rder of sports :
1. 100 Yards Dash—Four entries—Duncan,
2.

Putting the Shot-Potter,

3.

Hurdle Race— 120 yards— Bradley,

Throwing the

1st, 31ft Sin

Hammer—Potter,

lat,

12.—

Oct.

lOKs;
Strong
B
'* '

Holland, 2d.

;

let,

19s

lat, 57ft

lUn

Strong, 2d,

;

;

Lee, 2d, 44ft

3in.

220 Yards—Eighth of a Mile- Duncan, 1st, 24s.
Pole Vaulting— Potter, 1st, 7ft Uin Tucker, 3d, 7ft lOin
Standing Broad Leap— Duncan, 1st, 8ft i\{\a.
Half-Mile Bun— Eight entries- -Strong, lat, 2m 205^a Donahue, 2d, 3m 46Ks.
5.

;

;

Ruuning Broad Leap— Potter,

lat,

14ft 6><;in

;

Leavitt, 2d,

Walk— Brooke,

9m

10.

Milo

11.

Quarter-Mile Run— Duncan, 1st, fib^a ; Strong, 2d, 59Xs.
Strangers' Baoe— 100 yards—Jenkins, 1st. 1!h.
Consolation Race— Three-legged— won by Holland and Lee.

12.
13.

l3t,

13b.

—

Massachusetts— Worcester, Oct. The annual contest iu
athletic sports at Holy Cross College, in this city, occurred toThe first feat was throwday. The results were as follows
:

ing the base ball, won by Curran, '80, 3S6Jft. The mile walk
was won by Casey, '80, in 9m. Hitch-and-kick, won by
Throwiug heavy stone, won
Gallagher, '82, 7ft. 4in.
by Dbnnellan, '80, 22ft. 10'm. Tossing caber, won by Bcasidy, '81, 18ft. Gin.
Hop, skip and jump, won by Boyce, '82,
Three-legged race," won by Shea, 79, .and Bossidy,
37ft. 3tn.
'81.
High jump, won by Boyce, '82, 5ft. Apple race, won
by Gallagher, '83. Hundred yards dash, won by J. J. Flinn,
'81, lis. Small boys' race, won by Couch, 15s. Running long
jump, won by Boyce, '82, 15ft. Hundred yards hop, won by
Cunningham, '82, 19s. Wheelbarrow race, Barry, '79. Consolation race, won by McCabe, '79. The exercises were under
the direction of Messrs. Cassidy, '79; Redding, '79; Clifford,
'80; Lynch, '81, and Fitzgerald, '82, and to them isdue much
of the credit for so successful a serieB of trials of manly
strength.

—

Wbestling. Eobert Wright, of Michigan, and John McMabon, the California wrestler, signed articles at Detroit on
the 10th inst., to wrestle within l5*days for $500 against $250
for Wright, collar and elbow, best two in three falls.
The
event will probably take place on Oct. Slst, at Whitney's
Opera House. The following are the measurements of the
two contestants
Wright

Age
Height
Weight
Chest
Biceps

McM&hon

28

36

66

6.10K

157
40

198>£
43
15
12
24
16}i

15

Forearm

12

Thigh

24

Calf

15

2.5-mile bicycle race at Lillie Bridge,
London, recently, J. Keen, the champion, beat his own previously fastest recorded times for 24 and 25 miles by a fraction

over three minutes. The following is the time made by Keen
First mile, 3m. 21s.; 2d, 6m. 39s.; 3d, 9m. 57a.;
iu each mile
4th, 13m. 19s.; Sth. Him. 41s. 0th, 20m. 3a.; 7th, 23m. 32s.;
8th, 26m. 4?,',s. 9th, 29m. 59s.; 10th, 33m. 20s.; 11th, 36m.
M-K; 12th, 39m, 55s.: 13th, 43m. 19s.; 14lh, 46m. 45s.;
in. 14=.
Kith, 53m. 41s.; 17th. 57m. 6?.; 18th, lh.
0m. 34s.; 19th, lh. 3m. 55s.; 20th, lh. 7m. 31s.; 21st, lh.
10m. 85s.; 23d, lh. 13m. 53s.; 23d, lh. 17m. lis.; 24lh, lh.
:

;

yards— Three Entries— C

H

Rowland,

1st,

M

;

M

1st,

;

Mile

Bicycling.—Id a

Mile Walk, Handicap— Won by J
Percival in 9m 36%s.
J
13. Junior Race, 4-10 yards— Three Entries— G G Wagg, i8s
H Huslcr. 2d.
Rowland, 1st,
14. Half-mile Bace. Open—Three Entries— C
Berrian, 2m 40s.
2m 28s
15. Vaulting With Pole— Four Entries—
S FergUBOn, 7ft 4in;
Peroival. 7ft 3in ; B Oondit, 7ft 2m.
J
16. Running Broad Jump— G Frazier, 16ft 3J^in; J E Martin,
12.

4 yards,

run with the

wind.

—W

Manhattan Club, 2d.
High Jump, for Club Members— C

Frazier, 4ft 4in.
11. Open Race, 440
Shaw, 2d.
565^8 C

7m

WT

Half-mile

8.

15b;

1st,

:

Mile Walk
Years— J S Fraser, 1st,
60s ; J Powers, 2d.
Club Members 100-yard Handicap— Six Entries— A
Crowell,
Percival, 2d.
J
1st, in llj^s
5. Free to all 100-yards Handicap— First Heat—
L RoBe, of
Greenwood Club, 1st, in 11 *£a
Little, Mystic Boat Club, 2d.
McPanl, Parmwood Club, 1st, in 10%s; T J
Second Heat—
Brereton, Greenwood Club, 2d. In a thud heat between these
four men McPanl won in U%».
Club
Race,
410
yards— Won by
6.
S Ferguson in 67s.
7. Open Hurdle Puce, One-sixth Mile
Irvine, 1st, in 44s ;

43a

lm

LFosdiok, Manhattan Club, 2d.
Running Hifrh Jump—
R Reeves winner, 6ft lin.
Run— Won by C S McCullough in 2m 201s

575-^s

9.

;

;

E

13ft llin.

;

3.

C

;

Bowne,

7.

;

fall

5>£a

WD

;

F

6.

in 27s.

Amateub Ahchebs.— Mr. Editor: Arch-

so popular, seems destined to

Johnson winner

Johnson, 3d.
7. 220-yards Bun— Five Entries— J C Wray an easy winner in
26}^.
8. Pole Vaulting— J McCIellan, 8ft 3iu
D Bowne, 2d.
9. Standing High Jump—
D Bowne winner, 4ft Bin.
10. Handicap Run, 440 yards— J J Culbertson, 35 yards
A Lee,
21 yards J H G Badgley, 15 yardB
S
Hoag, Jr, scratch. Hoag
17ft 3in

4.

Boston, Oct. 19. Young Men's Christian Association:
No. 1. Heavy dumb-bells— James Baglev, 105 pounds Frank A.
105 pounds.
No. 2. Throwing light hammer— G P Whitters, 77ft. 5in.; Mr
Denein, 66ft.
No. 3. Standing high jump— J Dnnphv, 4ft, 3iu.; E
Hamilton, 4ft. 2in.; Frank Burgess, 4ft. 2in.
No. 4. Putting shot— C P Whitters. 32ft. 3in.; J J Fitzpatrick,
.
35ft. 2in. Frank Burgess,
D O'Hara,
No. 5. 100-yards dash-F J McQuigin, 10J£s.; J F Kane, close

9.

now

The osage orange

tribes.

Shaw, 2d.
8. Club Handicap, 220-yards

ARCHERY.
New

536

108

experience counts for anything.

M

Georges Club of this city defeated the newly
formed Albany Club at Albany in one inning, with ninety
runs to spare, on Saturday last. There was a large attendSt.

ance.

340
338
305

65

8m

Umpires— Messrs. Smith and White.

—The

65
71

or any other wood.

to sassafras

J

H

8.

Club's

notout.
b Brewster
b BrewBtar
Byes

3d 4th 6th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

18 18
15 15

9,56

B.

4.

Innings

1,329

53

;

Fall of Wickets.
First

273

Mfi
12«
152
162

;

4
5

b Brewster
c Brewster, b Makin
c Jenkins, b Makin
c Brewster, b Makin

Running Broad

lis

459

97

6.

19 1-db.

14

Second Inning.
obstructing held
c Jenkins, b Makin

79

628

25
28
30
30

Thirty arrows by each man at each range. Archery has
taken quite a hold in the West, and next season bids fair to
see many interesting matches not only here but all over the

Motaram,
Total

189

Three-mile

S Drayton,

118

94
126
110
126

20
24
24
29

Walk—M

5.

knotty, but of great elasticity.

STATEN ISLAND.

E W Stevens, c and

H

lOin.

bows

19
8

bStevens
b Sprague
b Sprague
b Sprague
bStevens
c sub, b Stevens

— —

Second

395
300
351
277

—

— — —

First

Re.

Ellis,

not out

;

W

1

13

1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th
8 9 9 13
14 32 32
3 9 28 31
43 61 64 69

Innings.

482

Hits.
75
65
72
61

ATHLETICS.

Second Inning.
b w, b Sprague
1 b w, b Stevens
1 b w, b Stevens

Byes, 11

:

1
2

7

32
Total
Fallot Wickets.

Total

99

219

8

MANHATTAN.

H Tucker, cKesaler, b Stevens
W Brewster, runout

102
126
106

,-Total-,

DES
ES MOINES club.
CLUB.
Fnllerton

:

J Rogan, cDuer, b Stevens... 2

66
25

29a

annual

first

West Side Dkiying Pakk— Jersey City, Oct. 19.—Olympic Athletic Club, of Jersey City Heights, first annual games
^-30 yds-,
Hits Sc.
30 192
28 129
30 159
30 148

Hits. Sc.
19
148

22
26
22

Athletic Club,

1. 100-yards Run— Four Entries
First Heat—J G Wray, 11b
F Nichols, 2d. Second Heat, three entries— I) Bowne, ll^a.';
Third Seat, between Bowne and Wray— Won bv Wray in l]J<a'
2. One Mile Walk— Four Entries-E B Wall won Sri 8m
8s.
3. Half-mile Bun— H G Badgley winner, 2m 27)i's.
4. Ruuning High Jump—Four Entries—A
OakeB winner, 4ft

2d.

6

—The Staten Island and Manhattan Cricket Clubs played
the return match of the first eleven on Saturday, the 19th
The score is apinst., at Camp Washington, Staten Island.
First Inning.

JIueoken— 0o«. 10.— American

The Best Wood foe Bows. —A German correspondent
prefers the common osage orange wood, used for hedges, for

Buns. Wickets.

6

ar-

one.

country.

Maidens.

16
10

Bannerman

19.— Chicago and Des Moines

Hits. Sc.
16
55
15
75

Spalding.....

PENINSULATtS— SECOND INNINGS.
Uridge, b Garrett
Irvine, c Blackham, Gregory 9
Francis, b Garrett.
14 McLoughlin, b Gregory
White, b Garrett
Calvert, c Gregory, Spofforth. 24
Bamford, c Bailey, Gregory.. 2 Armstrong, c Allan, Gregory. 2
Neville, b Gregory
1
Davie, b Bannerman..
5
Hmchnian, o Blackham, GarVan Allan, b Allan
14
rett
Johnson, run out
Dale, c substitute, b Garrett
Mountt'ord, not out
Powell, c Blacbham. Gregory
Reeves, b Spofforth
Littlejohn b Gregory
Byes 3, leg byes 3
6
Hyman, b Garrett
4

Overs.
13

W. Webber.

Run—Three Entries—Won by W It Hill in 2m

Half-mile

17.

meeting:

349

CHICAGO CLUB.
,-60 yds-,
^-40 yds-,

1

Total

98

Total

lovers of archery in this vieinitj-

12—

3

101
150

game, a third
and final match will be necessary, which will be shot next
week. The gradual increased scores at each match show an
improvement in target practice which is encouraging to the

Haines

ery,

25

Marsh

As each club has won

4ft.

Collins

M

Capt Webber

J.
Oct.

Total

Hits.

110
194
113
417

Illinois— Chicago,

Littlejohn

C

Total.

181

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

H

BOBIN HOODS.

Hits.
26
30
25

Capt Tuck
Eastland
Porter
Total

Total

S

:
;

2

McLoughlin, b Spofforth
Reeves, b Spofforth

Calvert, c Garrott, b Spofforth. 3
Powell b Allan
White, c Bannerman, b Allan .3
Irvine, o Horan, b Spofforth. .2

pended

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

H

W

;

:

30m.

398.;

25th, lh. 23m. 43s.

—Bicycling

The Harvard Crimis all the rage at Harvard.
son (newspaper) offers a cup for a contest in the athletic
games November

3.

wmmm**-^
JAPANESE
AUhough

B1RD-JLIME.
may

bird-lime

be obtained

small quantities in Other countries, Japan

probably the only one in the world jn
it ia regularly manufactured on a large

and gives employment

to

The following

persons,

specting

its

manufacture,

in
is

ECale,

some thousands

of

brief particulars reetc.

are condensed

from the Moyo News, and may prove

interest-

by buzzing. In the Scientific acceptation it
means to imitate the sound of the bumblebee,
which is the type of buzzing insects. But
the bumblebee gives out. two very different
inda, which are an octave of each other—
d when it flies, and a sharp sound
when it alights. We say, then, that buzzing
is the faculty of insects to produce two sounds
octave Th <l Initiou limits the phenomenon to the hymenoptera and the diptera.
The coleoptera often produce in flying a
grave and dull sound, but they are powerless
sharp sound, and, consequently,
do not buzz. There arc two or three ascertained facts which will serve as guides in the

to emit, the

ing.

Biid-lime

by the Japanese mochi,
a term which gives' a good idea of its nature,
as it means " bird-catching-sfioky-substance."
is

The date of
some placing

called

its first

discovery

is

uncertain,

hundred years back, and
During the last
twenty years the quantity produced has been
perceptibly affected through the destruction
of the UveB by denuding them of their bark
for its manufacture; but the Japanese have
been endeavoring to obviate this, though
without much success, by leaving in a particular manner a certain amount of bark on
the trees, in the hope that they might serve a
second time.
it

The

five

hundred.

three

others

best kinds

bird-lime are

of

distin-

guished by being free from bark, of a dull
whitish color, extremely viscid, and having a
very grumous consistency these descriptions
are said to keep good for any length of time.
;

The principal tree from which this bird-lime
is made is a dark evergreen, found in the
southern half of Japan, which grows high up
the shady sides of deep mountain glens, and
is frequently used as an ornamental shrub.
Its bark is of a grayish-brown color and
rather rough texture
the leaves are of a
smooth dark green, rather more pulpy thau
our holly leaf, and have an unbroken edge.
The manufacture of bird-lime extends over
a period of several months, commencing
about June, when the bark is stripped off the
trees and macerated in water for some forty
days, after which it is collected and beaten in
a mortar. The pestle used is shod with iron,
its flat under-surface being armed with spikes
projecting downwards. When the pulpy
mass under the pestle becomes glutinous, it is
taken out and washed in water in order to re;

interpretation of the phenomenon.
First, it
is indisputable that the grave sound always
accompanies the great vibrations of the wings,
which serve, for the translation of the insect.
It is easily seen that this sound commences
as soon as the
wings begin to move,
and that if the wings be cut off it disappears entirely.
The sharp sound is
never, on the contrary, produced during flight;
it is only observed apart from the great vibratious of the wings when the insect alights, or
when it is held so as to hinder its movement,
and in that, case the wing is seen to be animated by a rapid trembling. It is also producedwhen the wings are"entirely taken away.
From these two remarks we may draw the
conclusion that the grave sound belongs properly to the wings ; that it is caused by' their
There is here
its of great amplitude.
no difficulty. As to the sharp sound, it is certainly not produced by the wings, since it survives the absence of them. Tet the wings
participate in it and undergo a particular
trembling during the production of this sound.
To discover the. cause it is necessary to go
back to the mechanism of the movement of
the wing.
It is known that among nearly all
insects the muscles which serve for flight are
not inserted in the wing itself, but in the parts
of the thorax which support it, and that it is
the movement of these which acts on the
wing and makes it vibrate. The form of the
thorax changes with each movement of the
wing under the influence of the contraction

-Z5T

succession of glasses of brandy, and then
made a show of remounting his horse. The
landlord reminded him that he had not paid
for his drink.
The Cossack with a heavy
sigh drew out his huge dirty purse and began
fumbling for a coin, when his horse gave a
sudden snort and fell to the ground. The
Cossack was in despair; he did everything he
could to raise the beast upon its legs, but all
was in vain. "He is dead! be is dead!"
cried out; in chorus a number of bystanders,
who had been attracted to the spot by the accident.
The poor Cossack would not believe
it.
The crowd, knowing that a Cossactt's
horse is his own property, and that the loss of
the animal would be a terrible blow to his
owner, began to make a. collection in order to
mitigate bis sufferings as far as possible.
Even the landlord was touched, forgot his
bill, and presented the bereaved man with
another glass of brandy, refusing any pay.
The Cossack lifted up his saddle, slung his
lance over his shoulder, dropped a farewell
tear over the faithful beast, and walked sorrowfully away. When he was about a thousand paces distant he suddenly stopped, turned
round, and gave a long, shrill whistle. At
the sound of the well-known signal the horse
sprang up, neighed a friendly answer, and
off with lightning-like speed to his grinning
owner. The Cossack was soon on his back,
making significant symbols of thanks to the
assembled crowd for their generosity and
sympathy. In a few minutes he was out of
sight, and the landlord of the krouehma was
loudly registering his vow that he would
never again trust a Cossack.

Ye Quail Hunter.—The

foolish

cow

and cheweth her cud and
goeth forth with joy to browse in the thicket
the whole day long.
But the wise cow kDowetb that quail shootng hath begun, and she harkeneth unto the
voice of wisdom, which saith, Lo, the hunter

frisketh her tail

is

come anon,

girt

and

officers, active

forty

regular

met Thurs-

retired,

the Army Headquarters, this
city, to form an association modelled upon
the Royal United Service Institution of Great
Britain, but with less of its technicalities and
details.
It is to be called the Military Service Institution of the UDited States, with
headquarters in New York, and the object
will be to inform all officers on distant posts
of the steps and discoveries made in military
(Jet. 10, at

science.

—It

is
not so very many years since a
moustache could not safely be worn by a
New York merchant or bank clerk. Thirty
or twenty-five yeajs ago a man who ventured
to cultivate one was regarded as an outlandish foreigner, a flashy and disreputable sort of

an eccentric individual, or a loose

person,

Bohemian. Moustaches stood in the way of
a man's getting credit, and a bank president
who did not shave his upper lip would have
been looked on as a monstrosity. Sun.

—A

naturalist claims to have discovered
that crows, when in flocks, have regularly organized courts, in which they sit around and
try offenders a sort of crow-bar, so to speak,

—

—Boston

Globe.

They often meet
spring

caw

in

In the

cus, too.

not unusual to see a cro cus.

it is

Businf.ss

Rules.

—Business

sure, the surest road to success.

before pleaNo engage-

ments should be made that will interfere
if any be made they
with your business
should be broken off. Pleasure before business, the quickest, straightest and shortest
;

route to poverty.

—

Algernon, under her window in the cold
white moonlight, with tender expression says
" 'Tis the la-last rose o hoi summer,
Le helt bloo hooming alo-hone
companions
its lo t)UT-tee
Ah-har la-deh hed and go-hone—"

All

about with the shot-pouch

and the powder-horn, and in his hand he carrieth a weapon, the barrel of which be doublod.
intended for flight being very powerful, this
And he goeth about seeking the birds that
vibratory movement of the thorax is very inof
proved
by
holding
one
be
tense, as may
do run upon the ground with exceeding
these insects between the fingers. But as the swiftness, that he may ensnare them and slay
or 300 times per
them,
move as far as possible the rough outer bark. vibrations are repeated 200 musical sound, them with the weapon and devour
rise to a
even upon toast.
The pulp ia then again pounded and treated second, they give
And the weapon goeth bang and ye heareth
which is the sharp note. In fact, the air
in a caldron with hot water, on the surface of
the thorax is set in vibration
the sound therof and ye smelleth the powder,
which it floats. During this treatment it which surrounds
directly, and without the wing taking
but ye knoweth not, nor doth any man knowundergoes considerable manipulation, at the by that,
There then are two simultaneous eth whereunto the discharge appertaineth.
hands of the workman, for the purpose of part in it.
sounds— one produced by the vibration of the
For it flyeth with haste into the thicket
separating the remaining pattieles of bark,
the tboracicvibration, and into the region located thereby, even into
which sink to the bottom of the boiler. This wings and the other by
the latter twice as rapid as the former, and
the whole territory thereunto adjacent.
is the most difficult part of the process, as
This is why in flight
octave.
And it falleth upon the cow and it smiteth
much skill and experience arc required in the therefore an grave
sound is heard. When her sore, so that she lifteth up her tail and
workman to keep the stuff from adhering to only a single
the thorax moves alone a sharp sound is pro- flyeth, being sorely and grievously displeased.
After this, the pulpy mass is
his hands.
duced. This, M. de Bellesme believes, is the
But the bird escapeth the wrath, and from a
again washed in cold water, and the poundonly explanation that can be given of the rail in a remote corner of the land laugheth
ing, boiling, and washing are repeated until
mode of production of the two sounds which he the hunter to scorn.
the material becomes sufiicieutl clean and
buzzing. London Times.
Therefore has the wise cow said in her
During the process we have briefly de- constitutes
pure.
of the thoracic muscles.

An Army Club.— About
army
day,

!

The muscular masses

,

—The peanut

crop of the United States for

the year ending Sept. 30, 1878,

bushels

!

Virginia eates most

North Carolina,

was 1,121,000

Tennessee next

;

third.

—The Lincolnshire Rifle Volunteers were
recently turned out for a parade and a sham
fight, when the discovery was made that
they had been served with ball cartridge.

—

To prevent meat from scorching during
a basin of water in the oven ;
steam generated prevents scorching, and
makes the meat cook better.
roasting, place

'

scribed, about nine-tenths

of

the weight of

raw material is lost, two hundred and
pounds of the latter not turning out
more than twenty-five pounds of good bird-

House Cats Grown Wild.—In Chambers'

the

fifty

lime.

The uses

to

which the Japanese put

this

substance are numerous, the chief being of
course the snaring of birds and animals. By
means of it, animals as large as monkeys are
caught, for when they once get the stuff upon their paws, they soon cover themselves
with it, and so exhaust their strength in trying to get rid of it, that they fall an easy
prey. Birds almost of the size of ducks are
taken, and by a very ingenious process. The
young shoots of the wisteria, which attain
considerable length and are strong, are
gathered, dried, and knotted together in one
continuous length. This is floated out to sea,
after beiug smeared with bird-lime and very
often in the morning several birds are caught
Small birds are caught in various ways some
by means of a decoy-bird concealed near a
patch of tempting food, in which are fixed
;

;

little splinters of bamboo like large
needles, the upper half of which is smeared
Others, again, are taken on
witli bird-lime.
trees by means of a long slender bamboo the
top of which is anointed with the lime, and
then stealthily thrust against their feathers.
Rats are easily caught by spreading a small
quantity on a piece of board or paper, and
placing it near their holes. Bird-lime is also
spread upon a bamboo leaf, and everywhere
used in Japan for catching flies and other in-

numerous

sects.

— Chambers' Journal.

generally

of Insects.— The old natur"
thought that the buzzing of

was produced by the vibration of the
wings but they had scarcely attempted to
analyze the phenomenon, and their opinion
was abandoned when Reaumur showed that
when the wings are cut a blow fly continued
insects

;

to buzz.

Other explanations of the phe-

nomenon have been advanced by

varions

but none of them are satisfactory.
hns been making
some iuvestigations on the subject, and,
after proving that previous theories are unSRlisluclory, he d< scribes the results of his

naturalists,

M.

own

we

find the following

game

:

A

greater

mountain-cat is grimalkin that has become wild— the semi-wild cat. Almost the
the

equal of the mountain-cat in ferocity and destructiveness, these wild cats are enormously

more numerous.

Jousset de Bellesme

researches.
To avoid coufusiou, it
should be distinctly understood what is meant

Louis Journal.

amazing the number
by cruel neglect on the

It is

of domestic cats that,

part of their owners, or other causes, annually
revert to their natural state,

and take up

their

quarters in the woods, to live as wild animals.
During the five years in which the Duke of
Sutherland's game-keepers bagged only five
mountain-oats, they shot two hundred and
thirty five of the other kind; and when we
come southwards, into the preserves near
large towns, the numbers grow enormously.
lu the preserves say from ten to twenty
miles round London, says a recent writer iu
the Pali Mall Gazette, the cats thus killed
must be counted by thousands. Families
change their houses;' the cat is driven away
by the new-comer, and takes to the fields.
In one little copse not more thau two acres in
extent, and about twelve miles from Hyde
Park Corner, fifteen cats were shot in six
weeks. "When two or three wild or houseless animals take up their abode in a wood
they speedily attract half-a-dozen hitherto
tame ones; and if they are not destroyed, it
would be impossible to keep either game or
have on more than one occasrabbits.'
ion protested against the heartless cruelly cf
turning cats out of doors to starve, when
shutting up houses for the season. As is
seen, the poor creatures are often driven wild
with hunger and exposure, and liable to be
killed as a measure of general police.
again denounce this odious misnsage of the
faithful and domestic cat, as a scandal to hu'

'

'

— We go East for the precious metals and to
ient

Care of Canary Birds.— Place the cage
no draught of air can strike the bird.
Give nothing to healthy birds but rape and
canary seed, water, cuttlefish bone and
gravel paper and sand on the floor of the
No hemp seed. A bath three limes a
cage.
week. The Toom should not be overheated,
never above seventy degrees. When moulting (shedding feathers) keep wT arm, avoid all
draughts of air. Give plenty of German rape
seed; a little hard boiled egg, mixed with
crackers grated fine, is excellent. Feed at a
By observing
certain hour in the morning.

West

for solid

and for beef

meat

— for gold to

the Ore-

to the Ox-ident.

so that

these simple rules, birds may be kept in fine
For birds that are sick
condition for years.
or have lost their song, procure bird tonic at
a bird store. Very many keep birds who
mean to give their pets all things to make
them bright and bappjr and at the same time
are guilty of great cruelty in regard to percha cage should b(3 each
The perches
es.
one of different size, and the smallest as large
as a pipe-stem. If perches are of the right
sort, no trouble is ever had about the bird's
and of all things
toe-nails growing too long
keep the perches clean.
,

Stationery

Department.
Messrs. TIFFAJiY

&

CO.'S

new

Paper and Cards, and the correct

tints of

styles

m

;

of Wedding and other
s eason,

arc

now

Invitations for this

ready.

During the past Summer they have
Raising the Wind.— A few days ago a
tramp, who was sparring his devious way
along near Reno, conceived a brilliant idea

He knew that the
raising the wind.
Wells Fargo stage would pass along that road
in about half an hour, so he took off his coat,
tore his shirt and pockets, rolled in the dust,
and finally tied himself, with much difficulty,
permanently
cannot
who
manity. Those
His intention was to tell the stage
to a tree.
provide for cats ought not to attempt; to keep
passengers that he had been foully dealt with
them.
by highwaymen, and have a subscription to
The
repair his losses taken up on the spot.
A Knowing Hobsb.— A German almanac stage, however, took a short cut by a new
Alter
for 1879, which is early in the field, contains road that day and didn't go by at all.
dusk, the tramp tried to take
a notable story of Cossack ingenuity, which waiting until
off his bonds, but before he got the first knot
has been reproduced by the Globe. During
loose a grizzly came down out of the mountthe late war a Cossack rode up to the door of ain and picknicked off the greater part of his
a little inn at Braile, dismounted, drank a left leg.—Han Franeisco flews Lttter,

We

—

Enos Brown and Sons of Deep Hollow,
Dutchess Co., New York, have caught 107
bears during the past twenty years.

the

preservers in England than

We

The Buzzing
alist

Journal

nuisance to

heart, I will lay me down in the home pasture and will not go into the thicket, nay,
not for the hunter or any udder man. St.

for

creased their

facilities for

in-

producing, and

and have made a material

SEDUCTION

JJV

PBICMS,

_

m

:

Wl

1

JWMfel AiUJ J>1MAM.
^$i&tti[at(i!0ti8.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

ESTABLISHED IS 20.

SPLC1AL NOTICE!
Japanese and Chinese Curios,

v

and

old

Wood

museum

forming a complete

The above comprise

ties.

well-known

the

Broadway, the

old

etc., etc.,

in part the stock of

entire contents of

shop,

639

which

will

Trout Hooks snelled

NEW YORK

BARKEK & CO., commencing on WEDNESDAY, Oct, 23, and continue daily till ALL is sold.
be sold

at auction

by

BARKER & CO.,
47 and 49 Libeity Street, N.

Hooks.

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

Patent

of rare curiosi-

curiosity

Sale o

SETH GREEN'S

and Ivory Carvings,

Texile Fabrics, Indian Arms, Idols,

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

modern Lacquers, magnificent Bronzes, Porcelains, Pottery,

^SMllK &

Successors to

<«*!«*,

it

per doz.

SI per doz.

to order,

FISHING TACKLE.

(Mr it

Y.

GUNPOWDER.

American Powder

Co.

233 STATE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
E. B. Eambo, 14 State street, Chicago, III.
M.G. Goddaro, Sim North Second, St. ton s, Mo.
F. Bark ACo., 41 Walnut at., Cincinnati, O.

COLUMBIA Um\l,
(OPfflVR

SATURDAY, OCT.

l)VY,

WEST END

NEW

36.)

(Hudson Co.

JERSEY.

Trains on ErleE ulway leaving Chambers street at
hours uaraeil below, nop at lunge 7:45, f:30, 9:45,
:

10:00, 10:15, 11:30, 12:00,
3:43. 4:00, 4:30 P. M.

A.M

,

a' (11:00, 1:45,3:00, 3:15,

Leave 23d street

15

minutes

earlier.

Trains from PaterBon:
11:35 A M., ana 1:30, 1:55,
I Trains

from Newark

:

S:05, 8:20, S:4T, 9:15, 10:07,
3'00, 3:37 P. M.

8:35, 10:36

and

3:00.

stop at Range.

AIR GUN GALLERY,
No 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and

State

Lottery.

«/

Blue Gallery,
Shells for

599

BROADWAY.

Class U Draws October 31st.
One

Hester

Sts.)

BUBSER, jjdgtjh

'SnaCSS* M.

m

EASTERN AGENCY,

Rifle

Cheedmooe Target, Distance 200 Feet,
and

NEW YORK.

oct24 It

Kentucky

Range

Long

2:05.

Trains on Northern Railroad from Nvack and Intermediate stations: 7:10,7:55, 8:18, 9:17, 10.55, 1:10

and

LURCH'S

D.

TIME-TABLE.

t?v

*m m a

m

«s
*
No. 45 Newark avenue Jerrey Cily.
breech- loading shot-guns on handnrd
>

loaded at the shortest noilce to outer. Constantly
on hand a good supply of Guns, Pistols, Fishing
Tackle and Sportsmen's Articles in general.
auglo tt

Farrar>», Klehnrdson and Rangeley Lakes

;

Maine Wilderness
elve

Hand-book

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

$67,936.

Now Ready

in

N. Y.

•'

ZIMMERMAN
ao gl

St.

tf

BROS.,
Pau', Minn.

SEND FOR NEW
PRICE LIST OF THE
• FINEST DECOY
'DUCKS IN THE

Decoys?

ceipt of price.

Farrar'n Stereoscopic Views

of the

Lake Itegion; each 26c
OHAd. A. J.
Address,

Seud
aprlS

Rangeley

FAHRAR,

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

for catalogue.

8m

Useful to Sportsmen and

WuKLD.
H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
Weedsport, N. Y.
v O Box 164.
OCt241t

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
13 Spruce St. ,4th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BBADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and night.

& Pneasant

Partridge

;

Sport,

$

1

.50.
Rifle

Long-Range

Shooting,

25c.

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

at

Life in Florida,
81. SO.

The Fishing

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Cazetteer,
Fourth Edition.

Towns and

Frank Schlev,

Fulton

street,

Mew

Frederick City, Md.

FIELD,

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTINC.

polntB o

Pet sonal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Planing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from
official Fources, with complete soundings, etc, etc.
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country
gentlemen. Size, 12x14. Price $1. Address O. P.
ARDT, Yachting Editor. Fokbst and Stbeam
Office, 111

I

hook stores generally.

11

P.J

Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value,
yield, etc., Ta:
*tt, Schools, Origin of
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Lighthouses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Chios, Industries,

KUNH

S3.

Camp

JERSEY COAST,
[ILLUSTB.

1

Price. $2.

To be had

Oct

Contains History of the State,

l

Liberal discount to the trade.
Also for sale
one double-barrel breech- 1 jading central nre shotgun, 12-gange. Address,

»lng.

OF

NEW

York.

BY CAPT. BOliARDDS.
New and enlarged edition, containing instruction's
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs bv Miles Johnson For sale at
his office. Price t'i.

^mu§ements,

"BE>CH SHOW POINTS OF DOGS."
UM
THE AQUAE
CO
I

book compiled by Mr. W. M, Tllesron from
new edition of " Dogs of the Britand containing a full description of ail
breeds of dons, with their Bench Show Points, and
the reason wny. These scales of points have been
adopted by the Westminster Kennel Clnb, and, be
Ing the latest, will probably be adopted asthe standard In this country. Price 50 e-ents. Address W. M
aoptM if
TILESTON, P. O. Box 8,011, New York.

A

" Stonehenge's "
ish Islands,"

Shooting

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Hnntlng and Shooting the American Purirldire-Qiirill;
ins for handRuJffed Grouse— Phea
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

«l

Mailing Machines.

paper, 50c.

;

SEASONABLE BOOK

Water Colors. TwoThousand Miles in Texas
on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

celebrated picture", " Tight
Trying for a Double." Price per pair,
Shell" and
$3.50 and 25c. for postage. Address

ZIMMERMAN'S two

;

publication^,

& CO.,

599 BROADWAY,

— A comnrehenMoosehead Lake Region and

Illiixtrated

Farrar's Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake
Region and the headwaters of the AndroHroggtn,
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers cloth, 50c.
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and
vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and
St. John rivers; cloth, $1.
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re-

Yachtsmen.

Ticket, 91.

WILLIAMSON

of trie

the sporting grounds beyond

prize of $14,000, one of $s,ooo, and one of $4,000_
1896

AMERICAN

UIoBtrated.— * complete and thorough guide to
the entire Rangeley Lake Region and the Bportlng
grounds of western Maine paper, 6"e.
Parrar'H iHuosehcad l.nUe and the North

~
>

j§tc.

BROADWAY and

35th

St.

~

ANN

una Mile.
The great HERRJI
S'artiingiind Phenonieuat Illusions,

ADDIE,
.

Etc., etc.,

Wonderful Mid-air Suspension Act.
Marvellous

Most aston'shleg

CHANi,

Spirits'

Cabini

i.

tears ever oerl'ir

BBKLY.

Admission, 50 cents. Reserved Seats, 55 cents estra.

MWI-.M

"W

klULUI.

A.V! li

NICHOLS & LEFEVEB,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
FINE S P O BXI N Q GUNS
MAKBR8 OF

"Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American

Make "

—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 1878.

Arms

Winchester Repeating
i

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS
MILITARY

In nil varieties for

and

SPORTING USES,

and cvory variety of

RAPIDITY. ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

address

List,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY,
New

Haven, Connecticut, or

245

Broadway,

(Successors to F.

'wisbisoicos.
At the

York.

FOSS BROS. &

W.iW.JJreener's Champion TrebleJUTedgelFast,
Breech-Loader .1

'WHJ

New
J.

ABBEY &

CO.,
CO.),

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,

Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valned at
£169, and a money prize ol £J0B, this the greatest
prize ever shot lor at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by

1878, the

Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, hilling 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29X yards. He
also won the second event, killings birds In succession
I
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
la acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
I
The winning gan at the choke-bore match, 1877, bestI
Ing IT guns b> the best London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gnn also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Oapt, Bogardus and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Qua Trial, 1876, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER Is the strongest
and most durable ever Invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented In the United
States, Oct. 6, 1875; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OK IMITATIONS.

Guns,

•

W. W. GREENER,

St.

Mar/s-Works, Birmingham,
No.l

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent,

Cortlandt Street,

New York

England.

City.

Rifles, Pistols

and Fishing: Tackle,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

I

CHICAGOfennel.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel
Club,

WEBLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS.

New

York.

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dojrs.
This Powder Is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
in patent, boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 60 cents by mall. Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up
full

None

Price 50 eenta per Box by mall.
Botn the above are recommended by Rod and Gun
and Forest amd Stream.
are genuine unless

P. O.

For

WITHOUT A

RIVAL.

i

t

imypu

i><

..i

iJ

;.

,.,,

:

sale in cases

,,

CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, PurgCure for
Rheumatism, Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Cure

,

.

,.

;

i

i

Tlie

Contains
.

all

free

halt last year's prices.

H.

POULTRY AND CAME,
MO WASHINGTON MARKET, N,

D. FOLSOM,
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

80

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,
Nos. 189 and

&

Y

Leesburg Academy.
Boys prepared for College or University. Terms,
$210 for ten months. For circular apply t o Principal,
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia,
augl 2mo.
THOMAS WILLIAMSON.

from Poison.

H.
octlO

If

1

C.

For

sale

by

SQUIRES,

CORTLANDT STREET, N. Y.

MSTEM

I

The Sportsmen's Bell
the position of the
dog, causes the birds to lie
closer.
Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cocking and general shootinrr,
where the cover is thick.
Sold by dealers in guns
ail postpaid,
d sporting goods. Bai
cents, KEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
septl9 3m
East Hampton, Conn.
tells

FULTON STREET.

Sportsmen In want of Urn-class cocker spaniels
write at once to CHAS. S. HITCHCOCK, (Secretary
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $1
each for dog or bitch pups.
septia tf

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel
M.

Kennel Medicine Chest

the above remedies, also various Surgi-

,!,.:

DOG SOAP,

,

I

117

COCKERS! COCKERS!

ing Pills, Alterative Cooling Powders.

i

P. O. box 4.3

of 112 pounds.

.

,.

oot 19

Western Agents.

:,.

....

,,

W. HOLBERTON.

Y., Sole Agent.

for Jaundice, Tonic Condition Pills, and Coush Pills.
Cure for Canker of the Ear, Liniment for Sprains,
Stimulant for the Growth of llalr, and Mange Lo-

t

;,.

.

N,

St. Louis,

SPRATTS PATENT
DOG MEDICINES.

Messrs.
FNS, Birmingham and London, at vast expense, have seeured the most perfect
machinery for gun making ever set up many one fac;ory in England. Trie result is Hint tiiev can now turn
alyur.
outruns, pti
Jin tenia
aeedqo nt.il I ae to areata [educe the erst. Their
specialties tills year are their dne Treble WediT (iuiiu, INor. 1 hii.i a, of winch the above cut will give a
to'erably fair idea,
has line Damascus or liiroiuated sieei Wrn els, rebounding bar locks, pistol
grip, extension rib, lever forepart and treble bolt, and
bored after W'ebh-t's t v k .on, which has produced
i.ii,. .
Ho .m:
^ii [i,h v
"
i,, v
rr ,,-o
iiii^-e the rrims wiutiii iliL'ieae.b or aimoBt
anyone. This is v:
in dr.
It is a new thii g to be able to bnvanue breech-loader, with
-,
every possible appltaot.; inm-.i; can contribute to its beam y,
,.v .m
lenc in shoo lug at the
,,
price or ordinary guns. In addition to trie Ti ebb:
one hundred
of Webley's breecn oaders, op and aide lever, of rations n
iter the season
was over. These guns are bema raioolv oIomco out. at greatly redueetl prices. Thry are all bored after the
Web.ey's system, ana will sauot Justus well as the Treble wedge Gu-jb. iMimyot them are itniu;
e
pounds weight, and are splendid guns for dtiek shoo nig, or lor kilone large game at long range. We also
have Weoley's oca bratei; Double Aotiou Revolvers, tlie Pug, British Bull On
out little over
eb
i'

HILDBR,

i

De LTJZE,

.South William Street,

1

BROWN &

in boxes containing a dozen powders, with
directions for nse.

P.

MoKOON,

Franklin, Del. Co.,

N

Y.

I keep only cockers of the finest strains.
Sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and In-

dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspondtelligent

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, ciclr,

testimonials, etc.

Imperial
Setters

Kennel.

and Pointers Boarded,

Broken, etc.
Young Dogs handled with
and judgment.
Address,

skill

H. t!. ifliOVEB,
Toms Rivbr, N. J.

m

i

1

;

!

JUfWLSl AINU M11EAM.

Auxiliary

Sft* Mciutel.

SHELTON'S

$25 REWARD.

Rifle.

&ot £ak,

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

FOR SALE.

LOST OR STOLEN—A largo red and white setter
dog, past three Tears old. Body color, red breast,
benv, all four feet ami tip of nm, wmi.e; whits blaze
on face and white patch on back of neck hair on
hips and mil Inclined to curl, lie answers to the
Dame of Rock and is very friendly in disposition
When last, seen wore collar with my name and address and name " Rock, .Ir."
The above rewa'd will be paid on his delivery to
me, or if stolen, $ion will be paid for return of dog
and information which will convict the thief GEO

One

million brook, tront

eggs— ready

for delivery

Send

for price list

;

from the

Nov.

1st of

to Jan. 20.

;

GEINNELL,

B,

Milford,

Conn

i

W. EDDY, Randolph,

J. B. &. F.

Catt. County,

septM

N. T.

tf

PRAIRIE CHICKENS!

octlT 4t

Sportsmen from the East traveling West can com-

BROKEN— Gentlemen desiring to
DOGS
their dogs broken this year by me will
communicate

Want them

at once.

have

plete their ontats, or obtain proper fixed or loose

This barrel can be placed in a gnu ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
ei sis no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and It canSonslj
can te remove 6 lusl
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
not get out of order.
a breech loading shotgun can bo converted into a most accurate rifl-0. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
12-calibre—
calibre of rifle 32, 88. or 44 as desired. Length of
of
10
or
of
gun
fit any standard make
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'s
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List.

lease

fitted for Ihe

i

Shall go South for the
field ere season opens.
winter with
Wj mtlte kennel (12 dogs and
papules) for sale. Come and see them atOentreville
on tie Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic
]e37
Comity, N. J.
1.1

t

FOR

o

NEW

715

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

fine thoroughbred, well-broken
Il-M-ok' n |io liter— good
g od,
i, 33 Park Bow,
octlT tf

w

In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four.

SALE—Red Irish setter, Bess, by Saltus'
FOR
prize Watertown, N. Y., oat ot imDash;

ported Belle. Bess is a very dark rich red. with
White, a good fielder, with keen nose and st unch on
game, and a splendid brood bitch and great breeder.
?our vears old November 1, 18T8. Address, F. A.
DIFFENDERsFER,15 Sliippen street, Lancaster,

pa>

The New York
rifle, 960.

New York

WIMBLEDON

The

possible

THE

213.

Best by any other

rifle,

Other

rifles

2a 1

&

used averaged respectively

and

193

J. 8. Barton,

197.

with a Sharps

First Dav).—J. S Sumner made, with a Sharps
points out of a possible 225 at S00, 900 and 1,000 yards.
i

CO.,

Long-Range

0,2,1

SALE-Black, white and tan Gordon setter
FORbroken
on email; age, 20 mos. Price

Shooting Powers.

CAPTAIN BOGARDTJS HAS WON A NDMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
FINE TRIPLEX 12-GaUGE BREECH-LOADER.MADE BY
W. & C. SCOTT & SON.
[From CAPT. A. H. BOGAKDU8.]

W

& O

LOKDON, Augnst

& SOU-

SroTT

9,

1878.

Ge'ntlemen-Beiore leaving England for my home in America, I wlBh to express my fullest satisfaction
I now po-tsess two hi-avy 10-bores, each with
in f power of your choke-bore gnns.
here: all of your make, which cannot be excelled in the
extra 12-bore barrels! also a Ughl
patent Triplex Action. I used
shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your
which time I scored .0 and 71
your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennell, June 2-i and July 23, at
July 29, at which time I scored
in each match, winning bv two olrds also in mv match with Capt. Shelley,
-rnational Match with a nbrej Coventry, Esq., at Brighton,
84 "the hiag 79 out of 100. All of the above matches were at 100 birds each. 30
Aug «forVi
r 50,000 times and It is
yatds rise. As evidence of the durability of yoar gun, I have shot one
i

:

'

it

'

octl7 2t

1-3

white pointer

|

pups three months old, from
Jv VoF pamcalars, address E. C.
Muss,

bitch,
H.; also, four
Prudence, hy Phil,

ALDBN, Dedham,
0ct 21 2t
'

:;,

Jerome
Tneston'- champion bitch Lon, by Mr.
Address H. C.
Marble's Groose. Price, $30 each.
GLOVER, imperial Kennel Club, 'iomsRiver^ lS^d\
pair of
1T7 ANTBD-A thoroughbred
young and

W

hounds, that

till

In LMiod

are

English fix.
well-broken-

"
i'>'"'
Tetters conta. a:;
B. LOW, Orangevllle, Columbia
dress

;i ''"-

'

H

'

'

u

"

[From COIi.

W. &

0.

Roott

be perfi ot retriever, of good
partier.ion and no coward. A.'.dr. «, giving
d[spo»°
l
,,,» T.imST
V. n-.-uco care
AND STREAM.
Stream.
Fohest and
'iars'oL'IOBLR,
OCt24 It
.

dog to run rabbits
WANTED-A
one: must be warranted,

;

and white cocker spaniel
nl »f Blanco by Spot,
P
Will be sold very cheap

two

alH rWo

gyps.

W

York.]
^

ESTABLISHED,

^

^^

1811.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr. <£ CO.

lb. only.

1

Hazard's "American Sporting."
(coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
A fine grain, qnlck and clean, for
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotguns.
Hazard's " Dock Shooting."
1 (fine) to 6
63f lb. kegs.

1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6Ji and 1«X lb. kegs. Burns alowly and very
clean, shootmi; remarkably close and with great
penetration. For fleld, forest or water shooting, it
rank* any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for nrozzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

Hazard's " Kentucky

Importers and Dealers iniall Wakes and Qu alities o f

B

lreecli

STORES

[

^loading

P iry^

AOOBSSARIES.
;

Ho, IS North Skill

St.,

No, 220

M

Second

X

a ^XX(^k.X3r3ESX«X3

TA

THAM

St,,

d

NEW

In

kegs

-if

25,

ilia,

Superior Mining and

~Bla.ntln.tr, Powder,
GOVEENMENT CANNON & MUSKET POV7DBH:
ALSO, SPECIAL GEADES (OH JiXPOBT, OF
ANT HEQU1RED ORAIN OE PitOOF, MANi;FAUTUKEO TO ORDER.

The above can bo bad of dea,eri, or of the Company's Agents In every prom'nent city, or wholeoeis
st oar office.
YORK.
FS WALL STEEET,

NEW

Laflin

&

No. 86

Rand Powder
MUB-EAY

Co.

ST., W. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.
No.

1 to

7,

lib caul

mended

and Cleanest made, In seated
Higher numbers specially are recom-

strongest

iera.

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,

No,
For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to b ia
metal kegs, e« lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 6

^X^..

lbs.

& B

Klfle."

and cans of Blbs.«l'FFff is also
packed in 1 and ^ ]h. ctnisters. Burna Btrong and
molet. The FFFG and FFG are ftvorito brands for
ordinary aporiUi^, and the "Sea Shooting" i'G IB
the standard Rllie powder of the country.
laj^ and HJf

MANUFACTUBERS' AGENTS,

E

A

JOHN BOOINK, New

.

octatH

WARNER. ABhland.N.H.

ters 01

Nos.

FFFO, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG,

MEDAL AWARDED

must be a
Address 1

i

Nob. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed lo point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed In square canis-

of the World,

gun, No. 8,696, in good order, and am
Omta»t^I™a™ received the Premier quality choke-bore its
gymmetrj and n.ilah is all that the
,,lease«l to sav that its p.-rfonnum-.e ra«!s mv exotetrtUons, while
llnish and shooting quallmost fastidious could desire. It fully comes up to sW cillcattons of order, botn in
les.
I have disposed of my two guns by other maker s
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878..
SILVER

99 Forsyth street.

SALE-Four liver
FORpups,
whiU-l s

H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot

& Son:

Co^H.nn.

setter burned
I
broken naren'S. Must

A.

Believe me, yours very truly,

for cash, if cheap, a pedigree
t WANT TO BUYover
or ready tor held, of well

SINGER,

,

.

condition.

S.

SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE—A dog
GORDON ion.
now six weeks o d, ont of Mr.
tt0

AN U KAOTtJBEKS OF

i

1

$30.

doit

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO
St

;

K.

collectors— For sale, a copy

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

octlT 2t

Bet

OEN1THOI OGY—To

"Wilson's Ornithology," large edition, colored
plates; also, about BOO skins of North American
birds, win sell cheap. T. S. SILBPUEBD, 1.325
0CI24 IE
Broadway.

SCOTT & SON'S

C.

Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finis h

—A Fox-Hound Bitch, not over three
WANTED
years, of superior stock and hunting qualities.

FOR SALE—The$ liveree and

FOE

FINE BREECH-LOADERS GUNPOWDER,
and

whelped July 17, 1878, out <f Minna
Ad(Krb\ -Rock), by Brums (Belie-Rob Roy).
dreas'D. MURRAY, West River P. O., Maryland

CBAS. A. BALCOSI, Newton, Mass.

SALE— CniBtal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. •!. Bnildgothlc frame
Idbs cost over $1,200; five years old
villa; all modern Improvements; tenant's house,
twenty-three
stables, etc.— in one. four horses;
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine parden H» young fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this office.
jel3tr
;

903.

1

ICTLY BRED FIELD TRIAL DOG PUPS FOR

Monson, Mass.

Rifles,

1,044.

Long-Range Match.

SHARPS RIFLE

W.

old,

IN SALE,

210,

9T4.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. (****•
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.

.

Box

rifle,

WXX.D BICE SEED.
I have on hand plenty of wild seed rice, picked and
cured by Indians. Ordersflhipped to anv part of the
Address P. A.
Untied Siiiee at *3 per bushel.
ocl34t
SHAEFEH. Motley, Minn.

;

score of

fclT-a n\ CHAMPIONSHIP, won bv Capt.
the nmicli were woo with Sham* Bifle»,

extraordinary score of

P91
<*<WX«

they are beautifully coated,
intelligent, guaranteed to be pnre blood, and will
make line breeding stock. Wieght of male four
Price for the pa r, JiS.
pounds.
four
pounds, enisle
Black and tan, female, weight 4 lbs,, price $40.
octlO tf
JOHN J. BEERl Backensack. N. J.

-VT

All prizes in

oct3 tf

FOR
recently imported;

won with a

Best score by any

CUP, won bv Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a
THE I.EECII CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a score of 2<I5. Boat,

Zi'OI

Rifle, the

one year

Military

Inter-state

AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER

dogs and one bitch pup, born
Joly 10, out of imported English setter bitch
Bute (Royal-Mna), by John Davidson's Afton
They are orange and
II).
Rock-Flora
Champion
white licked, black nose and eyes, and ve y handAddress HERBEKT, 92
some. Price $25 each.

SALE— Two Yorkshire terriers,

first

at 1.000 yards.

15ii

Military Rifle.

octs 4t

street, Boston.

took

other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting three competitors each, withSharpB RiflesMr Frank Hvde, Col. W. n. ''lark an<M 'apt w H Jackson— tied on a score of 3'tO points.

SALE—Three

Woi cester

5

Match.

International Military Match.

Team, with Sharps

Average per mau with Sharps

old,

both at Boston and New York T'ench Shows of this
year- out of 1 ose, winner of first i rize at both
shows. Shot over one Beason at Currituck. Sonud
and warranted as most thoroughly broken, and as a
GaRD. G. HAMPrice $100.
Serfect retriever.

FOR

The

State

The

SALE—Th/Toughbi ed Chesapeake bitch
FOR
winner of second prize
Rnby, three years

London, Conn.

State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle,

other

ottlO it

were entered in sixteen matches
Among them the

Military

Inter-state

first

New

221.

(TRADE MARK.)

!

y

[ONO,

WILD RICE

HAVEN, CONN.

"OLD RELIABLE"

221.

as a personal companion. Be is lull-sized and
highly bred. Price $100. Application must be made
oct3tf
Address C.
at this office.

setter; also
retriever.
Ad

Box

P. O.

setter dog, not thoroughly broken for the field, but
admirably suited to a gentleman's country place, or

U

me at very reasonable rates.
Don't forget it. WM. ~R. BUEKUAUD, 39 East
Third street, St. Panl, Minn.
Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods
Generally.
ammunition from

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale
THE
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan

SALE— A

i;

R O T H E R S

YORK.

each.

Orange

Rifle

Powder.

for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG and FFFG, mental being fue finest.
Packed In wood and metal kegs of 45 lbs., na lb*and 6V lbs., and In canisters of 1 lb. and M lb.

The

best

Sizes,

and 1m
All of tho above give high velocities
and are ,eresiduum than any other brands made,
H. LOGARDUS,
wmmendedand used by Capt. World.
the "Champion Wing Shot pi:the
BLASTING POWDER and ELEC HICALBLASTI

A

my

Bismarck;

Address, UR. J. R.
Watso,.town, Notth'd County, Pa.

HOUbEL,

-non SALE—Nine setter

F ml

Does.$^

pups from

Jim
Dot, and red Irish setter
sluts, So.

MANUFACTrrHEBa OF

Wanted.

"CHILLED"

of

gJRDPSHOT.g

white

sett, r

rmail

;

.

Q, PIERCE,

PeeKslull,

H. X.

u

Frictiooal

English Sporting

;

partridge; fast, busy wo.ker; splendid
game
exceedingly staunch: will point any
is a vrry superior woodcock dog;
Reasons
rwriHvls any K'-nie from land and water.
more dogs than I can handle; sei
for e ling, have
wil
i^^nfHiit and assure the purcha-er. Mack
or money refunded refer1
h°e found as'represented,
Price, on.y $40 cash. Address, W.
l nee Varnished

Kinds
Safety

all

BLL'c XjAHHL-

CKNTBNNIAL EXHrBTlON-BBPOKT.—"Exact,

general excellence."
truly npuerical form, hi E h degree of ttnisa tuid

uniformity Of SI20,

Gunpowder.

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

KU) LABEL.

Compressed Buck Shot.
FIB«(T PRKIUID9I,

and

Fuse,
Platinum Fnses.
by woofl
mmDiilets, showing sl=es of the grain
to the above rddresa.
on^foent bee on application

SHOT

VERY LOW—My red and
FORdog,SaLK
Mack. 2!i yea's old broken on woodcock,
and
SSrann-h Mack

MI ITAE\ POWDER
iHG VPPABATTJ8.
tisnd and made to order.

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Superior Rifle, Enflsld
6. «, 7 and 8.
W. STITT, l«
and Col. Hawker's Ducking.
Cedar street, N.Y Agent tor the Onlted Statei
Una. 2 8 4

Klfle,

FOREST AND STREAM.
^arf§mm'H

sportsmen's §antes.

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

RR

Routes,

TO SPORTSMEN:

West

Respectfully Invite attention to th»

Virginia,

i

pickerel, bIc, etc.
Guns, fishing tackle,
man carried free.

and one dog tor each sports-

The Route of the Tourist

gmg©si©K

White

via

Sulphur Springs.
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and SoutUeaBt; at GordonsvlUe, with the
North and Northwest; and at Kteiimoud and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
in equipment.

CONWAY

H.

HOWAHD,

States.

POINTS, avoid

the difficulties and dangers of reahipment, while tbo excellent carB which run over the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TKANiJPORTED without failure
or Injury.
The lines ot

Pennsjivani

Company

Railroad

New

Pennsylvania and

Wing

Still

Hunting.

TO ALBANY.

connections with trains on Now
Tork Ccn ril Kaiiriad for the West, aud Delaware
and Hudson Railroad for the Ncrih, and Susquehanna Railroad (
is Southwest.
Mtiltlng oloae

Warmed by Steam.
BSfTBTS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINK OF
STEiMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGQiGE TO PLACES ON TRE N.Y.C.K.R.
'.

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago to

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN
EVERYTHING.

SPORTSMEN will

find splendid shooting on the
prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An-

line of this
ouail, etc.

road

The Ptcamers of this Line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections intho counConnections direct for Chlncotesgue, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula, City Point,
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
aleamers sail Monu iy, Tuesdav, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesdav and Friday at 2 r. it.
Full information given at.office, 197 Greenwich St.,
New York.
sep23 ly

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

.St.

C.

New York olllce, No. 11G Broadway Boston office,
No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your

Rapids & N'rthltm

TRAINS BACH

Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago.

Slip

antes, and from Thlrtylourth street, Kasl River (daily) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trams, and from Sonth Wall street,
l

)

30

minutes pre-

vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flatbush aud Atlantic avenues Brooklvn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Losg Island Citv (ll'unt-sr's Point) as
follows : For Creeupce
Hug ilarhor, etc., 8:30 A.M.,
*f «> and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. M. For Patchogue, etc., 9:30 a. M., 4:3u and 6 p. K.
For Babylon,
etc
at 9:80 A. a., 4, 4:30, 6 and
p. M. For Port
Jefferson, e'c., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. h. For Northport, etc., at 10 a. M ,3:30, i.ao and 6:S0p. M. For
i.

Ii

Locust, Volley, atttso and 10:00 a. m., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
p. u. For Far Ko;kawav, eic, al 9:30 a. h.,
4, 4:30, 6, « and i r „ M
For Garden City and Hempstead. S:8U and 10 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, «:30 p. a„ and
12:15 ulght, aud from Long Island Citvonly 0:30 a. m
1:80
0:30 p. m. SUNDAY S-For Pert Jefferson
Patchogae, etc., a a. m. Bahylon, etc., 6 and I p. a
Morthport and Looust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6-3(1 D M
Garden City aud Hempstead, 9 A. m., 2:30 and Vsti
p. M., and from Locg let,aid Ci y only jh30 a.m. and
r. M. Tialns for Rockaway Beach, Flushing
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per tune tables'

and 6:30

.

pd

,

EN

Tteket offices in

New York

at 201

Broadway,

Grand Central Depot;

in Brooklvn, Nc. 3S3 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at auy ol the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.

CTOR

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD

White Mountains, Mom real and intermediate
points, Tae new and elegant steamer Continental
leaves Pier No. 25, East River, dallv (Sundays excepted) at

3.

A

passenger train

Held Htm

\.

rtlom

be In waiting
leave for Sprlng-

will"

on the wharf al New Haven and

on arrival of boat.

NIGHT LINE.—The Elm

New

City leaves
York at
11 v m., connecting with passenger train in waiting
on wharf at New Haven, leaving Bits a. si. Tickets
WU1 and bagirugo cheeked at 914 Brosdway, New

§oiqk mdjgtqtoqfsfor $ffortsmetu

Sherman
House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Office,

on

and

tetui-n.

the pier, or to

;-l.r,o

Excursion to
Apply at General

RICHARD PSC8,

PRICE PER SUIT, SI 3.
For

circulars,

Ganeral

rules for
particu-

measurement and
address

lars,

G. W.

SI3IMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
FULTOW
Camp

ST.,

stoves, Jack

NEW

YORK.

Lamps, Blankets,

etc.

Everything necessary for camping. Aldred's anrl
other line Archery Ooods. Vine Fishing Tackle of
every description. Particular attention given to
IftSS Rods of Ash and Lancewond and Split.
Bamboo. Finn. la Outfits, llollierion's full-lenglli
iiy-books. Agents for the Fox Guns; cheapest
and
best In n
market.
Dead Shot Powder; try it.
'"''
, in ':!
Jerkies n
M
n
Dne.li
warm and wind proof. Sportsmen's clothing of
every kind. Good's and Thomson's Shoepacks and
us. A new style of Waterproof Lcggins,
protected from briers by heavy canvas price per
pair, $3.so lo S5, according to leeuin.
Km, her Goods
fur sportsmen, seed ten cents fur 63-page
Handbook and catalogue. Third-class mail matter caa
now be registered.
:

,

W. HOI.BERTON

,

1

TROUT

THKOUQH TO

LAKE SUPERIOR,
EXCURSION TICKETS

to Ashland
street, or the

from Chicago

and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Slr-el Depot, Chicago
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and
camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this
" Forest and Scream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass llHlilng; Butternut Creek and Lake for
muscalonge the many hranoiies anil lakes of the
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
aud pickerel, never till last season fished toy sportsmen. Between Silver Creek and Ashland ail are
trout streams, and many others can be easily reached
along the shore from ABhland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the
;

Bay affords excellent spott.
The Cheiiuamegon hotel at. Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a
steam-yacht, sail and rowiioats andexceilentguides.
The atmosphere at Ashland la a sure preventive of
hay fever.
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports.
Send for Guide Book.

HENRY PRATT,
mya 6m

G. T. A.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Cromwell Steamship Line.
SHEW YORK, HALIFAX,

N. S.

AND

ST.

JOHNS, Iff. F.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
Capt. Bennett,

Lower

St.,

Rates reduced

per day for
without baths.
to $3

floor,

baths, $3.50,

a, and

all

rooms above

Fifth Street,

Philadelphia.

Prop'r.

L. I.
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches
and Westhamnton, within a rn'i e and a half ot the
ocean.
Excellent accommodation for summer
boarders. Surf aud still water bathiug. Good boating, llshing, and gunning.
House open throughout
the year tor fishing and shooting parties. Boats,
boatczen, stabling, carnages, and every convenience
for sportsmen. Accessible by Long Island Railroad.
Terms moderate.
S. P.
.N, Prop'r.

CONKL

CLARK & 8EAMAN,
West

CO., Halifax, N.

& CO., St, JoSn's, N.

F.

street,
S.j

anna,

TO

F

In all Its branches.
v epairing
of
Rifle, Pistols and Fishing Tackle a specialty.

for

Invalids.

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instrument*.
saie is, handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will
Keep in
any climate, sportsmen everywhere lu the United
eranounce it the best gun oil in the market.
holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "ItU
sst preparation 1 have found in
thirty-nve
years of active and frequent use of gnnB."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, Gffi«»
N 5I ° PaT0I1' a AVenUe' JersK
*
Heigli'ts,' N J
principal New Tork dealers, and b?
:
Read &. Sons. Boston, Mass,; H. Kittredge',4 Co«
is 11, Ohio; B E. Baton,
Chicago, I'l: Bro-wn
A HUder. St. Louis, Mo. Thos.
Parr, Cleveland
Ohio.
Trimble & Klelback. r, Uallluiore. Md s
J03 c
-

W*

,

'

Vm

W

^^

-

fcX'pidiSpht
CANNOT BE SKNT BY MAIL.
-

'™

See " The Visitor's Guide to Bermuda," forwarded
pest free on receipt, of one dollar.

JONES, Halifax, N.

J.

MATTHEW

S.

octl? It

oPORTSMES TARE NOTICE.— The

O House, Chlltonvillo,
gunning and
quail,

Franklin
Plymouth, Mass.
Good

fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge,
woodcock, peep and plover. Trained dogs for
and bird hunting; boats for aea-fowling

lox, rabbit

and

flahlug.

Terms low.

TIMOTHY MANTEH,

Proprietor.

septis tf

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
KnivS?
Knives

a

8

,

<l" al]

M

stition,

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHLNNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has

m

'

u °ws. No water used.
prevent the slipping

»

all

18

Wild Fowl Shooting.

."',t cn

8llel, R

i! T
.
elastic,
self-adjusting,

IB " ae
* a "*
breech wiper by coverfnVS
ing with an oiled cloth. For sale by
gun dealers
Si
^L' ™ by """ '» rccelp " Price.'
1

»

Boston, Mass.

tratle -

r

Liberal discount to tie
Sept23 3m

alwayB on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground lu the vicinity of New
York for bay Bnipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good

Nov8

I.

tf

TO SPORTSMEN.

apply to

AGENTS—WOOD &

auglfJ tf

A Pleasant Winter Resort

Ground. L.

visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
Lawrence will find tttia the cheapest

86

Taxidermy

$4.B0 per day.

Rossmore House, Speonk,

and

ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mcllhinney,
line between above porta, leaving
River, New York, three times a

and most direct route, avoiding changes and detention. Time between New "i orK am) Halifax about
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and
Sounds, in smooth water.
Cabin pas-:-.
stateroom and meals,
New York and Halifax, sis gold; New York mil St.
Johns, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced
rates. For schedule of sailings and further particulars

SOO.

ATTENTION PAID
LOADI NG S HELLS.

;

or the

3

Sporting Emporium.
No. 213 South

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as
large aud as elegantly furnished rooms as those of
the SHERMAN.
je20 tf

FISHING!

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

form a regular
Pier 10, North
month. Persons

Box

P. O.

PARTICULAR

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Ayen ue, I'hila.

CORTES,

& CO.,

STONE'S

General Agent,

fort, and 4 Court street, Brooklvn,

New Haven

They are the Best.

Tents,
tf

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

cornel-

Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 783 and 912 Broadway and

J}

je20

FOR FLORIDA

WAY DAILY,

27,

(dall

throughout the country.

U.1

Gen. Manager, Chicago.

ALVIN LIULBERT,

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
18TS.—
LONG
Ferrybo'ts leave New York from James
<daily excei

The reputation of these
goods is now established

;

tf

Futon and Catharine ferries

IHliliriiK

Marvin hughitt,

W. H. Stennkit,

Rooms with

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and Wast
Lines in lowa, running through some of the finest
honting grounds In the Northwest for Geese Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs wtcn good care of. Reduced rates
on parties ot ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
B. P. Wi.ssi.0w,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.

with use or goorl
and guide, with boat and rieiimiwhed to one or two geullcmen. Addrc-sH
box 108 Toms River, N Y

letter,

ticket agents, apply to

the parlor

TWO PASSENGER

n.v:

;

home

».

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

QUICKEST,

SBOOTING-Board,
DUCK
ducking points,
by

r

Paul.

amiM

,

C»OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FEKNANDINA

LINE.

Through Pnllman Palace" Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and

;

:

•tii"

in tlie Wttrt.

CHICAGO.

Minneapolis

PAUL SHORT

Burlington,

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, HI

Fix months, from December 1 -a
cottage, near Port Royal. S. C.
nil winter from the trees
an abundance of
fish, oysters, etc.. at hand
Missls,ip pl postal
telegraphic facilities; an elieiMe p ace for a
Party of s,,, ;,, ,.,t. .nvrdid seeking
cl.n.ate
Terms. S600 for the season. Address C.
CLE., Port Royal, S. O.
oct.10 4t

oranges

game,

points on the Northern aud Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsutpaaasd by anything

JAMES CHARLTON,

try.

St. Louis,

;

This lino presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant, shooting,
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Fickeiel and Bass fishing, a hundred

Kansas
telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Old Dominion Line.

ST.

from

Louis, ami uliicago

St.

to Kansas City,

i.ui r.n-ii. bl >

THItorc.'H TICKET-* can be had at the
onice on the pier, at Weatcovt Express offices, at all
hotels and ticket omi.vs in New York, or of connecting Railroad ami Steamboat Lines,
H. E. MAYO, Gen'l Passenger Agent.

i

TO SFOUTSMKN.

i

ii

ItooiiiM

&ALT0H RAILROAD,

CHICAGO

LET— For
TO Furnished

AND DUBUQUE

PULLMAN

Also, to

Leaves P1RR 11, N. R.. foot of Canal s'.reet,
daily, Sondays excepted, at 6 r. it,
Jfirsi-rlRiH, fare, SSI. Deck, SOe. Excursion
to Albany and Kctnm, St. SO. 8tu:e-

'I

AND MILWAUKEE

and

Evening Line

People's

Owatonua, Msnkatn, St.. Peter, New Ulm and
points in Sotii.nerri and Central Minnesota. Its
liT E LINE Is the Only
Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Eecanaba, Negannee,
Marquette, liie.elii.ui, Tiar.eoek and the Lake Superior country,
its FKEfCI ORT
LINE Is the only route for Elgin, F.ockford, Freeport and all points vm Freepnrt. Its CHICAGO
LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and is the only one passing through Evanstoti,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,
Kenosha to Milwaukee.
HOTEL CARS
are now running regularly hetweeu Chicago and
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of
i.
s .i
the CHICAGO & NOIVI
West bnund, they leave Chicago dally, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street. Depot, at 10:30 a, m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
rtast-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 r. u.,
dally, except Saturday (and oa every third Saturday),
and reach Chicago next afternoon.
tsr No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

GREEN BaY AND MA RQ I

Jersey.

Shootlnff,

CALI-

all

other well-known centers lor

Trout Fishing,

AND

ojiaiia

[tfl

FORNIA LINK, s the shortest and best ronte for all
points lu Northern Illinois, lou-a, D^ota. Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregou, China, Japan end Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINK is the short,
lino for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. 1'anl, Minneapolis, Dtilnthand all points
in flic Great, Northwest.
Its WINONA AND ST.
fETER LINE is Hie only retire for Winona, Roches-

line for Jtiuesville,

EXCTJR8ION
TICKETS are sold ftt the offices of the Cumpany in
all the principle cities tc KANE, RENOV A, BEDFORD, CKESSON, RALSTON, MINNKQUA, and
in

Western TeMtoriea.

ter,

also reach the best localities for

GUNNINQ AND FISHING

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAT,
SOU AN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

mo»t of the
and RACE COURSES in the
These lines being CONTINUOUS

afforded by their lines for reaching

tltrongh ttie moat beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places ami summer resorts,

The Only Route

(

J

TROTTING PARKS
Middle

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
nallwav Lines of the Wesi and N,n-ih«.-i ..in.,.
its numerous branches ami connections, form the
snoi test and q racket mute oelween
lilcngoand all
poults in Illinois. Wisconsin, Not thorn Michigan.
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

3f aeiliti@s

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

& Northwestern RR.

Chicago

THE PENNSYLVANIA K.E. CO.

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Bine Kldge Mount, •.tns.VaKcv of Vifgmln, Alleghany
Mountains Greenbrier and New Hi vers, and Kanawha Valley, and iuoln, mtr in (.licit varieties of game
,ia curkoys, (nild duck, gronae,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain troni, bass, pike,

§oteh mid Resorts fm[ ^partsmetf.

§>port$ttiet\8 §ott(qs.

THIS SPORTSMAN'S EOUTK.

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

255

N. Y.

HARVBY
)e806m

Bay View House, on Shlnnecock Bay, Pond Quogue, Long Island, now open for fall and winter
shooting— ducks, geese and brant. This house offers
superior advantages to sportsmen, is centrally located, within easy access of shooting grounds.
Guides, with llrst-class boats, batteries, decoys, etc.,
are at the service of guests. Billiard room In connection with ihe house. For further particulars, address ALONZO 11. CORWIN, Proprietor, Good

Grouud

P. o.,

Long

Island,

sept26

lm

BRAHIiKV HOUSE

To Sportsmen, 10 to 30
shots at partridge per day guaranteed. Rabbits
and squirrels, red. gray and black, in great numbers.
Terms per week,

for parties of f-.ur

and upwards,

including hoard, rooms, guide, hack from station, $10
per man. J. M. BRADLEY, Eldred, Sullivan County,
ocis tf.
N. Y.

Trap-Shooter's Ammunition
Case.
,aa
an " °,omD »ct Leather Boi for carrylug
, -?
100 rounds, $4.50; 70 rounds, *l. Sent by
express on receitt of price, or c. o. D. every"where.
.i.^,ii
shells.

THOMSON

P. O.

Box

1,016.

301

& SONS,

Broadway,

New Tort.

"

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

256
§00 dn.

gportsmeti's

RUBBER

°/?7

§oods.

LOST

'A»
»y.

V^

Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

i_hrf(tiaij

e O,

sta.tes

BECAUSE KE HAD NO

COMPASS.

COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,

LOWELL, MASS.,

AND
lB&in Rubber Goods of EverjDescrlptlon.

HODGMANMAIDEN
& CO.,

BNI)*OR PRICE LIST.

MANUTACTUBERS OF THE

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

LANE, N. T

27

GOOD'S OIL TANNED

Adapted

?r-shoeing, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
^durable. Made to order
"in a variety ot styles, and

the

wnuine

Dover, N. H.

(Succes-

Senator Hlnstratea

HUTCHING?,

P. O.

sor to Frank GeoS

868,

Special

Send lor Illustrated Catalogue.

CHIP

FOWLER & FULTON,

cirei

I

-W.

New

OF THE

Cartridges for Target Practice.

Holberton * Co., Ill
York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712
street,
Anstreet, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford
S74 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

PRf.
FnEioa
Market
thony,

.

Box

and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY
Him-flre ammunition of all kinds,
Governments.

rifles

several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

best thing In the market
for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,

ertbde.

and sporting

UNITED STATES and

MOCCASINS.
The

warranted"

to all military

&

General Agents,

300 Broadway,

N. Y.

;TIIIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SLMILB.
Brass case and cover; white metal race; jewel
monnted patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellency a sample has
been left at the Forkst and Stkkaw and Rod and
;

Qon

Sent on receipt of 1 1.5", by post office
order, to any part ot the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad for use in breech and muzzle-loading
guns, making straight-Bores shoot as well as choke bores f.r<. supposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally a', $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauee, and $1,10
for 12-gauge
10 and 12-gauge now ready
ther sizes to follow.
Packed 50 in a box.

office.

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.
57

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

:

;

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

KAY &

A. B.
HUNTING, PISHING, YACHTING,

largest assortment and best
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent oa request.

ROWING,

CEO.

GOODS

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

PATENT BOSS

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only

practical cartridge holder in use. Will
brass cartridges,

shot.

Suitable for either
paper or brass Bhells.
These cartridge holders
can be easily attached to
any hunting vest or coat
front. A vest will
of the cartridge holders.
dozen of these holders only weigh S ozs. One
belt complete, with 80
holder*
attached, only

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOL ESALE AND R ETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST IN T HE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.

'-Hyde "clip, large size

Russia-leEtherflv-book, with the

"Hvde

A

large assortment of trout

flies

Ties dressed

to

$1.25; adjtista-

with 30 spring

Sole

00
00

00
00

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieuiis.
H. T. ANTHONY A CO., 591 Broadway,

EA

Stereoacopea
• N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Graphoaeopes, Chromes and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographlo
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic MaAwarded First Prcmlom at Vienna and
terials.
doeis

Philadelphia.

any desired pattern.

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED.
EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPO RTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

Cbrass holders, complele,
$-1. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the
solicit corgayest and nicest belt inuie,$5.
respondence from deilers. All our belts are made

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.
Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyea.
Illustrated Catalogue on receipt ofjxisla-je o/ 4 cents.

The

dozen

$1 to $2.50 per

from

AIho
All kinds of Knelled Boobs tied to order.
United States A rms Revolver, T shot, .22 cal., nickel, each
United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot, .32 cai., nickel, each

ttcer to any address, and
prepayposta°e,on beltsor
any number of loose ho dera on receipt of the following prices: Spring
brass cartridge holders,

I

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Beat Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Baro.neters, etc, etc

60

T 50

" clip, small size

and black bass

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,
Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

15 00
5 80
3 50

and three

tips
Russia-leather fly-book, with the

ISM.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full monnted, two middle joints and three tips, lov£ft
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, German silver, fall mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints

weighs one pound. The
belts can be perfectly adjusted to fit either a slim
or large man. Will ce-

"belts

]e27-ly

ESTABLISHED

LEONARD'S
LEONARD'S

Two

Erta

CABIN STORES.

J.
Long-Range,

$18
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case
Six-strtp hexagonal fly rod, Gerjnan silver mountings, three-joint, extra Up and tip case, BOild reel
SS
plate
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid
21
reel plate.
German
mounting,
two-joint,
silver
extra
tip
light
fly
rod,
hexagonal
six-strip
H. T..
II
and tip ease
mounting,
three-joint,
extra
tip
silver
and
rod,
German
Six-strip
hexagonal
By
H. L.
SO
tip case, waterproof ferrules

carry

and positively prevent
wads from starting on

per dozen,

paints, oils, etc.

CO., Newark, N.

CO.,
337 IMPORTERS
Broadway, New York.
AND MANUFACTURERS OP

ite

POOLER & JONES,

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, manilla boltrope, wire rope, blocka,

BARTON &

in the

W for one
HENNINC,

C.

per Box,

Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for
Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting.

BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTHING.

The

75c.

$2 60
4 60

Agents for Hubert Champion

We

K£ the finest Russeit leather, aod have Neck

;jRA A. PAINE'S

ftrapa

rm (not shown in cut). Cash mast accompany orders.
:1 letter on Serena, 111., or
Send mo
Send 10 cent
I?. O. Money Order on Ottawa, III.
r^tatnp for

Addre3s all orders to
Serera, La Salle Co., IIL
septee

sample holder.

POOLER & JONES,

FILLED CLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

a
o
e
01

"St andard " Ball.

The

Prices
respectrullv call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE, therefore wa
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STAND ARD
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade,
when you can purchase the Best Bali ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls.
other Ball is as beautifully
no
Ball,
and
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
barrels
care,
In
of 300.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade

The Bohemian Glass Works would

"

<*

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

to

W
>
W

fef

Hi
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible
':

puller, can

tell

needed, as no one, not even
the direction the ball will i:v
-"-.I

...

uuRKLNG PARTS

i.

MC'ELY FITTED.

Send

314 Pearl Street, N. T.

for Circular.

GOODS.

IN SPORTING

the

before

"War.

and

2152

CO.,
BKOADWAY. NEW YORK.

FISH & SIMPSON'S

Bogardus' Patent Rough Glass Balls

and Glass Ball Traps.
These Traps are the only ones that give

U

satisfaction,
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out of order, and they throw the ball in a manner
that more closely resembles the flight or a bird than any
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot,
ami bur.-bi insures the breaking of the ball when hit.
ii'i'AlN BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the
HALL, Eld ax r price far below the smooth ball
at that time.
Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Dealers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which will throw a ball in any direction from the shooter at
Old style, 86.
the option of the puller, la now readv for the market. Price 88.
Parties baying glass balls will receive, In each barrel ci utalnlng 250 balls, score book and
rales for glass hall shooting, containi ng 40 pageB.
i

.

ROUGH

"USE

The- Huber Trap.
EOK SALE BY ALL DEALERS

251

i

MY IMPROVED TRAP

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls

Lower than

HERRING &

bd
t-«

CO

MADK

AND

HEADQUARTERS FOR

&

BALLS,

HAGGERTY BROS, fc
FOR TRAPS, HART

CO., 10 Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

Si

edition of "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," by A. H. BOGARDUS, contalnenlarged
Peoond
e
n ar
a and
a
Ball Shooting, and chapter oa breeding and ^eatmg of dogjby Mile, Johnson.
in|iu«r uc tmns f or
Address, Oapt. A. H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., 111.
Price $8, by mail, postage paid.

itcd]'for~either
latifully

rented

with gaudv feathers, furnished in either
plated. Sent by mall on receiptor

silver or gold
price.

75c. each.
$1

Sliver plated
Gold plated

On receipt of two
our new at-!
1

three-cent stamps
laoal

I

'.

we will send
complete list

ever published on Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods,
Shooting Tackle, Pistols, BiseBall. Archery, Cricket,
Lacrosse. Firemen's and Gymnasium Goods, Boxing
"Glove". Foot Balls, Sporting Publications, and everjof Sportsmen's Goods.
t hing in the line

FISH

P. O. box 4,968.

pra

:

GOLD^

132

Sc

Nassau

SIMPSON,
New Yorti

Btreet,

;

;

;

;

;

AMERICAN

THE
Terms, Four Dollars a Year.

NEW YORK

I

For Forest and Stream and Rod and

Gfun.

HUNTER'S SONG.
FR05I TOTS GERMAN.

TN

forest wild I shoot the stag,

Or roebuck bounding free
Ilia caRle on ttie mountain crag,
Tlie wiki fowl on the sea.
Willi certain aim 1 kill my game.
-*-

oft I

camp

in winter drear,

Ry night and storm, alone,

Though winds blow
felt

the

so

power

cold above
still

and dead,

of Love.

The wild hawk is my sentinel,
The wolf still guards my bounds
The night I pass with shout and yell,
The day midst barking hounds.

corvettes, sloops and all other sailing vessels with the utmost
ease.
It don't seem to cut through the water, but to glide
and skip along the crest of the waves as gracefully as a sea-

;

gull.

For feather rare 1 never wear
A flr-twig from the grove
Yet once I had a lady fair

And

felt

the

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

firginti.

THERE

were three of us.
Douglas, editor, of Wastengton Capital Uol. Edmund
Burke, lessee of St. Blare's Hotel, ot same place, and myself.
Three good fellows, our friends would remark. A most unholy trinity, our enemies would say; but, as the former are
much in the majority, it don't matter much what the minority
'.'links, for minorities are always wrong.
Well, these two were first rate traveling company, anyway—bon comrades that could appreciate a good joke, enjoy
a good julep as well as even honest old Jack Fallstaff did his
sack, both line reconteurs, barring a slight tendency to exaggerate and to draw the long-bow uncomfortably strong; still,
these were but slight drawbacks to men who had been in the
army in the late unpleasantness, and who were used to hear
j

the old veterans of both sides spin out their stories of how
they fought, died and bled for their country. Ah me how
like the memory oi a glorious dream did those old battle-fields
!

with the peaceful landscape bathed in the
chirping of the birds, and the cattle
idly browsing on the hill-side or lazily reclining under the
chewing
the cud of sweet and not bitter
trees
shade of the

we

revisited seem,

mellow summer

light, the

fancies. Yes, all different from that old Spottsylvania hill
where we stood some fourteen years ago, with the thunder of
the guns making the solid earth tremble, while the purpleblue smoke curled even as high as the tree-tops, tiding everything from view but the flash of the cannon, that drowned in
their roar the volleying dischargesof the musketry. It was with
a feeling of minded sadness ami pleasure that we revisited the
historic fields of Spottsylvania; sadness, as we thought of the
1

rain of blood that had poured from thousands of bodies, crimsoning the very ground we stood upon and gladness, that we
could walk undisturbed now without hearing the spiteful
wuiz of the rninnie or being made to strike a bee-line for
;

A

councover as the screaming shell hurtled over our heads.
tryman was plowing iu the field, and we followed the furrow
looking for relics. Edmund, always lucky in hunting, whether
for cariosities or for somebody to indorse his note, found two
bullets amalgamated in one, that the plow-share had turned
out. Upon examining them we found that they had been
fired exactly at the same time from opposite points, and,
meeting midway in their rapid flight, had collided and been
welded into one mass, and had thus neutralized each other's
deadly mission. Looking on these little momentoes of a
stormy period, what thoughts arise in our minds the boy in
blue and the boy in gray pulling with vengeful hands the
trigger, their faces blackened with powder, mad with thirst,
savage with fury, they ram home the charge with hasty motions, and then fire at random, sighting only by the flash of
each other's guns and in this hell of shot and shell, these two
little pieces of lead in the fiery rain of bullets, ignoring their
billets, met and harmonized, and then dropped peacefully iu
:

;

a common bed.
The next point

In the winter Hampton Roads is a great resort for wildfowl they are here in uncounted numbers, but nobody shoots
them. They have a fishy taste, which prevents them from
being palatable eating. Speaking on this subject, the finest
duck ground I know of in this section, except Albemarle
Sound, is Hog Island, about a day's journey from Old Point.
It is a light-house station, some twelve miles off the coast
from Cobb's Island, and inhabited by wreckers, a rough, uncouth set of people, but hospitable and as honest as the peasantry of Ireland, whose latch, according to the old song,
hangs on the outside of the door. There is the finest brant
shooting in the world in November and December, and any
of your sporting readers can have royal sport by roughing it
with the wreckers. If any ouc is musically inclined and
can play the fiddle then the 1 log Islanders will take him
in their heart of hearts and go blind on him. I well
remember a trip our trinity took there some three winters
went on a Christmas frolic, left Old Point for Cherryago.
stone by the steamer iV'. P. Bunks, then we hired an old ox
team to carry our traps across the mainland some eight miles
away, next took a sail-boat to the Island. We were fully heeled
for the expedition
Diuglas was steward of the cigars, I had
my fiddle, while Edmund was custodian of the whists y keg
—or kaig, as the natives call it. All hands were satisfied with
these distributions of stores. It was a rough siil.
stiff
breeze was blowing, and we had some sixteen miles to go.
The white capped waves seemed lo rise to an alarming height,
and would strike with fearful force against the prow, sending
the salt spray flying in the air and nearly blinding us. It was a
novel, ludicrous picture, one that Felix O. C. Darley would
have liked to have limned, but a confoundedly uncomfortable
one for us, the boat rising high and falling low, bowing as
politely and pi ofouudly to some advancing wave as an officeseeker bows to the Secretary, and then, jumping suddenly
aloof on the crest, would look down in disdain, as it were,
upon the waters below with its nose high u the air. Yes, it was
a picture to smile at afterward— the griui mariner sitting in the
stein with the tiller in his hand, his body clad in waterproof
canvas, an oil skin hat on his head beneath which appeared
his rough, weather-beaten face, covered with a ragged red
beared, upon which the spray-drops glistened like diamonds.
He had a pipe in his mouth, Of that curtailed proportion that
every son of green Erin is so partial to, and this pipe seemed
a t&agic one, for 1 never yet saw it go out.
Our old mariner,
unlike the ancient one, never fastened anybody with his
glittering eye nor bored them With his dreadful tale.
Mo, our
mariner never opened his mouth except toask fora nip, ormutter an oath against the wind.
I sat next to him with my beEqualled
Douglas
loved fiddle close to my heart.
close down
in the bottom of the boat, silting on his valuable cargo of
cigars; wbileEdniund braced himself on a seat with the keg on
it
mother
holding
as
ever
her
lap,
as
child.
his
fondly
Thewind whistled and sang through the boat, getting higher
every moment; the spray came now in one continual showerbath that wetted us to the skin. It soon became no laughing
matter, for the darkness came on, and the heavens above were
shrouded in a murky gloom, unrelieved by a single star ; the
waves could only be seen by their white caps, that seemed as
and we all thought
if they would engulf us every instant,
our last moment: had come. I earnestly besought Douglas to
throw his pack of cards overboard, which he did.
At
this trying moment the lamp in the light-house was lit, and
its rays cast a golden gleam over the angry waters
it brought
color to our cheeks and hope to our hearts, and as
in gleamed amid the darkness we knew v,
In a few moments we were at the wharf, and in an hour each
one dreaming over his hardships.
The uext night, being Christmas Eve, there was a grand fashionable ball, where alltheeKte, beauty and style of Hog Island
attended. Every gentleman was in full dress, which consisted
of soaped locks, pea-jacket, pants outside of the boots, and
the boOt3 greased with shark oil until they shone again. The
;

power of Love.

gtmmet ^jdgil in
2S

over by General Lyndsay Walker, who used to command the
artillery of Lee's army.
A splendid type of manhood is the
General, who on another field adds fresh laurels to his record.
Old Point is a good place for the "gcrman" and for doing the
Claude Melnotfe business au clatre dela lune, but a poor resort
for the sportsman; the fishing is hardly worth the name,
and one crabbing is sufficient to last a man for his lifetime. I
hate crabs worse than snakes
there is nothing straightforward about them, they even walk backward, they are as
greedy as a shark, and are the buzzards of the deep nothing
comes amiss to their claws, and when they are hard pushed
for food they make no bones about eating each other.
I saw
the body of a drowned man which was discovered near the
Rip Raps, and his face was literally destroyed by crabs. It
was a horrible sight, it made me sick, and I haven't eaten a
^deviled crab since.
^ I was much interested in a catamaran which had been constructed by the officers of the garrison. Of course you know
what a catamaran is two long canoes about ten feet apart,
connected together by a light framework, on which is rigged
an enormous sail as spacious as a schooner's. Thi3 nondescript catamaran craft is a success as far as speed is concerned:
in a brisk breeze, when its enormous sail is buoyed out with
the wind, it flies like a sea-mew alongthe waves, passing brigs,

—

A thorny bed I never dread,
Has

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

;

And lay my head without a f car,
Upon the snow-elad stone.

And yet this heart,

JOURNAL.

;

When I witti ride rove
And yet my wild lioart once was tame,
And felt the power of Lore.
And

SPORTSMAN'S

in our jaunt was Old Point Comfort, a
watering-place iu Hampton Roads, eight miles from Norfolk.
Wejjeaohed it while in full blast of fashionable pleasure, and
fouiid some six hundred guests at the Hygeia Hotel, presided
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31,

costumes were short calico and homespun, with brilliant
Everybody had washed their face and
their hair for the occasion, and it was a very respectable assemblage indeed. The festivities soon commenced by
two musicians opening the ball. They sawed persistently on
their ninety-nine-cent pine fiddles, and raised the tune, and
all pitched in.
Everybody danced to suit themselves there
were no partners nor figures, but each tried his own step in
his own way.
The cabin rocked and trembled from roof to
foundation-stone
but still the fiddles' strains rose above the
uproar, and the steps kept lime in a rythmical rhyme to the
music. In an evil hour Edmund had his keg brought to the
room and opened. The consequence was that the fiddles got
too high and above their business to play any longer, so they
dispersed somewhere. Seeing the position of affairs, I commenced to draw the bow, and away went the company again.
ladies'

pinch-beck ornaments.

combed

:

;

some weak-kneed people there that night
if there
any crippled Hog Islanders it isn't because I did not try

I tried
isn't

;

make them

to

them—the
ing

"

I let out the fastest of all known tunes on
Devil's Dream " and I thought that the plasterso.

—

was coming down. The natives spread themselves, and dis-

counted the Jardins Mabilians. Then Colonel Burke became
ambitious. He must hive a waltz. I played one of Strauss'
but who was he to revolve with ? That dizzy dance had
never yet reached the fashionable Hog Islanders— and even the
ambitious maidens would not attempt it but at last one more
determined than her sisters, and carried away by Edmund's
importunities, asked him to let her see the step, and so lie
gyrated alone over the floor to the tune of the deux temp I
was playing. Then hurrying back he claimed her tor the
dance, saying that he could easily teach her but the fair one
;

;

was dubious, and

at last

to

Edmund's

entreaties

replied,

" Well, stranger, I can't I can go the front step and go the
back step, but it will make me puke sure to turn around
so." Edmund was a changed man after that reply.
He
gathered up his keg and beat out to his quarters.
But about the hunting at Hog Island. The brant commence to arrive in November, and by December they are in
great numbers and are shot from a blind. I would not advise
any but well-equipped parties, with their own decoys and
boats, to go to Hog Island.
Single parties might not be able
to get stands, except at a great pries, for there are many professional gunners shooting here all the winter.
Besides the
brant there arc the shufflers and redhead, and Wild geese in
immense flocks, but they are too shy to get within range of
the breech-loader of average calibre. 1 had much sport in
shooting into the flocks with a Winchester rifle, and it was
splendid fun to pitch a ball into a flock a half a mile away
and knock over some old gray gander. The ones I killed I
never could eat, for my bullet always seemed to pick out the
patriarch of the gang, who, judging by his meat, was a hundred and twsnty-tive years old. I would as soon dine off
stewed and boiled india-rubber trab-balls as a tough oldroasted
wild goose.
In a rough, windy, cold, cr rainy day Hog Island is the
most desolate spot on earth but on a bright, still, sunny daythere lingers over it a kind of haze that half conceals the
woods and barren wastes^and that makes the place look full
the long breakers, curvof a strange, weird, dreamy beauty
ing softly in and breaking in a musical murmur on the beach
the lofty light-house, rising gracefully upward, cutting its pro;

;

:

clear against the blue horizon the stately ships, far off on
the ocean, make a scene like the veritable land of the lotus
file

;

eaters.

I would write more on this place, but 1 gave a full
description of it some two years ago in the FoBBsa and
Stream. I can onlyadd that if parties desiring information as
to getting here, and other items, will write to Warren Cobb,
Cobb's Island, Va., he will answer all their queries and meet
them in his boat. I can indorse Warren as being a first-rate
l

guide and thoroughly reliable.
After leaving Old Point we visited Norwalfe, and theu proceeded to take a jauut though the Great Dismal Swamp, As
1 have already written up the "Great Dismal " for the Pobest
and S't'KEAJi in a prior number, I will not tell the same old
story, only saying that Col. Burke lost some twenty pounds of
flesh from the mosquitoes, who bled him and feasted on hitn
by turu. Douglas, being a newspaper man, escaped the mosquitoes
they let him alone after blunting their teeth. As
for myself, if ever I go into the Dismal Swamp again in the
middle of summer, I hope some Circe will change me into a big
bull-frog, and make me croak a century, for those mosquitoes
ucarly picked my bouts.
After leaving the Swamp, we speut several days in Suffolk,
about twelve miles away, and from there we went to Captain
Wm, Blows, iu Sussex County, for deer hunting.
It would simply be a task of supererogation to speak of our
stay in the Notta way Region. That section, also, has been
written up by me for tills paper. We went deer hunting, as I
The
said before, and had much hunting but little deer.
Captain placed us all three on a staud, and went with his
stood up en garde tho first half
hounds to drive the deer.
our
guns
cocked,
and on the qui vive for the
hour, with
slightelt sound, but there was only an utter, perfect stillness.
The next half hour we sat down, with our guns lying
gazing
laps,
with
strained
expectancy into the depths
our
in
of the shadowy forest, but: nothing could be sei
an industrious woodpecker thursting his long bill into every
hollow he found. At the next hour we all got tired, and Col.
Burke, pulling an old greasy deck of cards out of his pocket,
:

We
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all assented, Rud were soon
in the mysteries of high, low, jack and the game. It was
Colonel's deal.
I and Douglas were latently watching him to
see that be didn't slip the jack from the bottom, when a
splendid buck, with branching antlers, cantered sin.,
us, and disappeared in the woods beyond. Edmund scho-i! Li
gun anil tired at random in the tree. tops. Douglas pulled
trigger, and his gun snapped, and upon examination he found
he had forgotten to load it. Warned by thisjncident, we kept
strict watch for an hour, and, nothing unusual happening.
Edmund proposed to play the old game out. This we agreed
to, and in the midst of the play another deer loped by us, not
ten feet away.
We finished the game and went home, for we
.'had enough of such sport as that, and we left Suffolk County
While there
for Richmond, where we stopped several days.
we had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Charles Palmer, President
of the Game Protective Association. By the way, any gentleman sportsman from, the West or North who desires to know
all about huntiug in the Old Dominion, had best write to Mr.
Palmer, at Richmond, Vn., for he is the best informed man
on that subject, in the State, and he is always willing to afford
and
all information about sporting localities, time, place,

proposed a game of seven up.

quantities of game, etc.
I am glad to say that the subject of sporting, so long neglected in Virginia, is now receiving much attention from all
sections.
Game associations are springing up all over the
State, who make it their business to see that the provisions
The
of the game law are rigidly carried out and enforced.
Virginia Legislature arc moving, also, in that important work,

and last winter organized a new Committee on Game, with
your humble servant as chairman. Many new bills, increasing
pains and penalties for violation of the laws, were passed, and
old ones changed, among them the time of shooting partridges.
The old law was from tbe first of November until the 1st of
February, but now the shooting season commences the 15th of
October, and closes the fir^t day of January. Another law was
passed for the protection of wild-fowl, which prohibits the
shooting of ducks and geese in the night-time; also debars any
decked boat from being used against them, and expressly declares that no swivel-gun shall be used, and only those that
can be held up and fired from the shoulder. Sportsmen intending to shoot in Virginia this winter and fall, will please,
like Captain Cuttle, make a note of this.
Our next point was Fauquier County, where we led an easy
life at a bachelor hall.
lingered in Warrenton a few days, a little town of small
dimensions but of huge aspirations. It is the county seat of Fauquier. Warrenton is opted for its beautiful girls and its successful politicians.
Whether there is any irresistible strength
in tbe union of the two, I leave to some speculative philosopher
to determine ; but as this is a game letter and not a political
one, I will skip, as the prisoner said to tbe sheriff, when he
was on bis way to jail. Oh, about Fauquier
It puts me in
mind of an incident that happentd to me in that county that
never will be effaced from the tablet of
memory as long
as reason— or the sense of smell— remains.
I was, like Mr. Dick Swiveller, hopelessly entangled in
Cupid's net, woven by Venus' fairy fingers and meshed by the
magic of dazzling smiles and bright glances. In other words,
I was in love, as Socrates, Napoleon, Petrutio and other cele-

We

!

my

men were. My charmer weighed about two hundred
and fifty pounds— a real mountain peony, who took after her
mother, who kicked the scale at about 5001bs., and has never

the spider-web that is woven from branch to branch.
I think
that, as the evening sun touches the lake with its declining
rays, it is the loveliest picture that mortal eyes ever rested
upon, lying there in its limpid, placid beauty, its water changing from a pure opaline hue to a warm ruby tint, like Locd

Katrine

When in tbe sort sunlight, it lay,
And is gads in 11
Floated amid the Uveiitr light,"
And mountains thai like (Mann s'and
To keep WRtcb and war] o'er euehtmleu land.
There is a one-horse hotel at Ihe lake, where travelers are
taken in and done for by the proprietress, for she is of the
gentler sex, hails from Pennsylvania, wears corkscrew ring.
lets, and talks philanthropy.
She is a female Joey Bagstock— devilish sly, sir— and knows a thing or two. After
paying their bills at the tavern, the overcharged tourists are
like the little boy who was kicked by a mule not any prettier,

—

but a thundering sight wiser.
Our jaunt was nearly over; W3 agreed to spend one more
week in the mountains, where there was good trout fishing,
and then disband. So we went to Rappahannock County,
which is, I think, the banner county of the Old Dominion. I
could write a long letter about this section, but will have to
curtail, as I am already too prolix, I am afraid.
Did not the
limits forbid, I could give you au account of some raey adventures in old Rappahannock; 1 would tell you how we
three comrades were swelled to five by the accession of
Sainty Mcnefee and Major O'Uaunon. The major being one
of those types of manhood who can shoot, ride, and toss off
a beaker to the fairest of his loves, and, like his maternal ancestors in Onld Kilierankie, he can, like them, sing
"Faith I'm ashamed of work,
lt'a a way with, all the Bradies,
Bu'. bedad, I'd make an i lejjant Turk,
For I'm fonu of tobacco and the ladies."

my

But I must put on the brakes to
literary locomotive, only
to say that we disbanded after having seen as many adventures in a quiet way as the Argonauts or the immortal
Ulysses, who only differed from us in the fact that he defied
and conquered Circe, whi'e the witching Circes in this section
conquered ua, but, I am glad to say, didn't change us into hogs.
The birds— partridges 1 mean— are unusually abundant in
Virginia this fall and will afford splendid sport. The best
time is from the 25th of this month to about the 10th of December. In this period the birds lly better, are easier found,
and do not keep hid in tbe thickets.
And now, Mr. Editor, in conclusion, let me add that I have
a request to make of you. Do, for the sake of suffering
sportsmen, give us a receipt for cooking partridges properly.
There is nothing that tends to rile a shooter's feelings as to
have the birds he has so hardly found and bagged served up
to him burned to a crisp, or, worse still, parboiled in water, and
having no more taste than leather. Give us a good receipt
how to prepare them for breakfast, and the suffering brotherhood of sportsmen can cut it out, paste it in their hats, and
s'row it to the 'a ly of the house as a gentle hint how he wants
his birds daintily prepared, so that lie can enjoy them, and
not say, like the exasperated Frenchman, " By Gar, 1 gives
you one belle job partridge, and you brings back a moi une

dam

porch since she was married. Well, tbe girl, as 1
was saying, took after the mother, 1 took after the girl, and
the old man took after me, for he forbade me to bis house.
However, me and Miss Susan escaped the parental eye and
had a stroll together. We sauntered lazily down the public
road, with my faithful pointer, Josh, at my heels, who followed me as closely as the dog Wolf did old Rip Van WinJosh was a discreet dog, and a useful one, too, for he
kle.
watched the road closely, ana would bark at the sound of an
approaching footstep a half mile away, and every one except
well, I will make no exception knows how much a courting couple needs some faithful monitor to warn them of critical eyes and unexpected appearances.
Susan and I stopped
left the

—

—

at an old blacksmith-shop, and, leaning against the fence near
by Susan, was making eye and tongue tell.
discounted
any couple in building castles in Spain. Suddenly 1 was
aroused from my dream, for I caught sight of Josh in a dead
set.
He stood on the side of a ditch, with his fore foot
raised, bis body rigid and his tail as straight as a poker, showing in his splendid pose his thoroughbred blood.
"Susan)" said I, '-there's a flock of partridges in that
ditch— let's climb the fence and see them."
So we both scrambled over ana approached Josh, who
never moved, but stood trembling with excitement. " Hie
on, sir !" But a stone dog could not have been more stationary.
"Hie on, sir!" I ordered a second time. But Josh
" The devil is in the dog,"
stood like a soldier on parade.
I muttered, and approached him and locked down into the
ditch.
I couldn't detect any covey of birds huddled together
in a clump, nor could Susan, who was gazing breathlessly
and eagerly over my shoulder. Instead of the birds I saw an
animal something like a raccoon, with white stripes on his
body and the most curious bead like eyes, that gazed into
mine without flinching. I again ordered my dog to "hie
on," but he, not moving, I got a heavy stone and prepared to
cast it on that animal, which to save my life I couldn't
make out or understand what it was. Just, as I was about to
throw, 1 noticed the singular proceedings of my dog Josh.
who struck out across the field in as wild a gait as if he had
a tin pan tied to his tail. Josh was smarter and more knowing than his master, for I heaved the rock and struck the animal plump * * * * * With a wild shriek Susau tied,
and I too, but we avoided each other immediately, for, Mr.
Editor, it was a polecat that we stirred up.
Moral to young couples who are parted and medit tte suicide:
Let them provoke a certain animal and, my word for it, they
will be utterly and completely disillusioned, and love's sweet
dream be rudely shattered.
Leaving Warrenton, we struck for the Alleghany Mountains, and hiring a coach, we traveled en m'gneur— stopped
wiien we chose, idled where pleased, and enjoyed those summer days in the wild, beautiful mountain scenery as only
those men cotdd do who are blessed with good digestions and
bad consciences, which, after all, Rochefaucald, that wisest
of Frenchmen, says, is the secret of happiness.
In the
course of time we reached Mountain Lake, one of the greatest natural curiosities in this country, a spot that every tourist and lover of fine scenery ought "to visit.
It is a lake on
the top of the Alleghany Mountains, a half mile long and
nearly as wide. It is fathoms upon fathoms deep, is ice cold
even in summer, and is as clear as crystal. Many attempts
have been made to stock it with fish, but in vain. ' The lake
tits like a jewel in the mountains, reflecting back with minute
distinctness every object, mirroring with perfect fidelity even
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peckerwood."
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We can conceive of no daintier dish than a partridge care
fully broiled and laid on toast with a sprig of parsley for a
garnish.— Eo. F. & S.
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Mr. N.

who lives near West Point, Cal., had been out squirshooting during the day and was armed with a light rifle.
said
that, although grizzlies had been frequently seen
It is
about, the ranche, no danger was apprehended from them at
Rogers,
rel

this

lime of the year.

when

The moral

of the story, however,

is

even the most remote possibility of encountering dangerous game, the hunter should be provided
with a repealing ride. Terrible as is the foe, these arms do

that

there

is

equally terrible execution

Mr. Rogers was so successful in gunning that by 4 o'clock
was well filled, and as he was two miles from
home, determined to retrace his steps. In leaving the timbered ridge on which he had been shooting, he had t:> cross a
patch of comparatively op
the only growth it supported being a species of
an occasional bunch of
chaparral. "He had gone
distance, and in deecendiug into a little blind
a huge grizzly
feeding on the carcass of
The bear was not over t
Man and beast
:y feet distant.
discovered each other at the same instant. For a moment
Rogers stood irresolute. His first impulse was to nm but
bis better judgment told him that if he did so, and should be
pursued by the grizzly, escape would be impossible. Dreadful as was the alternative of facing his terrible enemy, it was
his only hope, and Rogers resolved to stand his ground and

his game-sack

i

sell his life as

—An

esteemed cor-

should be the time for the returning

hope of a successful

i

issue Of the experiment

,

and asks

mu

ndoned. Fifty thousand fry were turned out there,
In reply, we can only say that if we were to argue unfavor-

GRIZZLY.

a bear,

of a recent date.

fCal.)

Fish.

respondent, R. E, R., of Ferrisburg, Vt. says that the salmon
placed in Lewis Creek (an old-time salmon stream) in -May,
1875, have none of them been seen this season, though this
if all

the
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,

Alexandria, Va., Oct, 1878.

brated

sharp, chisel-pointed claws tearing gaping jnwnds in the
hunter's back, while the bones of his left arm were crushed
and ground to powder in the bear's vise-like jaws.
Wild with the agony of his wound?, Rogers plied his knife
with the energy of desperation, driving it again and again into
the bear, literally carving it aiivc, while the latter, with claws and teeth, lacerated its human foe most frightfully.
Itwas, ud ad,s struggle to the death. Rogers, weak
from the loss of blood and half delirious from "pain, now
fought by intuition, having only a vague consciousness that
his life depended on his killing "the bear. The terrible wounds
of the grizzly began to tell upon its vitality.
were not so dulled but that he knew that the grizzly was
gradually relaxing its bold, and the ray of hope the knowledge
itnulated him to renewed exertions with his knif'c
The bear endeavored to support itself despite its wounds,
wavered for an instant, and then, with a low moan that
sounded almost human in its expression of pain and despair,
toppled over, dragging the man with it, the latter falling,
partially beneath.
Summoning all his remaining strength,
Rogers plunged his knife into'tke grizzly's abdomen, thekot
life blood and viscera spouting full in his face.
The. bear relinquished its hold, and Rogers, torn, lacerated
and bleeding, crawled far enough away to escape being rent
to pieces by the terrible death struggle of the grizzly.
Although victorious, Rogers' condition" was critical in the extreme.
He was a mile and a half from home, so weak and
faint that he could hardly stand, and in danger of He
death before he could reach help. His left arm hung crushed
and lifeless at his side, his left scapula and clavicle were
broken, the blood trickled from the terrible wounds in his
back, and his legs were literally furrowed by the crooked
claws of the bear's bind feet. Conscious that he must soon
have help' or perish, he summoned all his resolution and slagset ed aloDg in the direction of home, more dead than alive, a
trail of blood marking his footsteps.
He managed to reach a
spring in sight of his honse, and then his endurance gave way.
He fell in a dead faint by the water's edge. He was soon discovered by hia son and was taken home"
The grizzly was the largest ever killed in the county
(l
measured nine feet in length, "over all," and weighed"!, 400
pounds. The left side of the bear was literally torn to pieces,
there being no less than twenty-two knife wounds, nearly
every one of which reached a vital point,
One of its fore
paws just covers an ordinary dinner-plate.
Mr. Rogers is lying in an extremely critical condition.
In
addition to his horrible wounds the shock to his system was a
terrible one.
His left arm, literally mangled and torn to
shreds, has been amputated at the shoulder.
His left, clavicle
and scapula were fractured, and the three lower ribs on the
right side broken.
The flesh and muscles on his baclt are so
torn and abraided that the vertebra; are actually visible in
places.

•i

dearly as possible.

There was a chance that the grizzly might not attack him
he retained a bold altitude; but whatever hopes Rogers
builded upon thai foundation were speedily dispelled by the
bear giving a low growl, dropping his mutton, and advancing
toward him. The hunter's heart leaped in his throat, and
then, with every muscle and nerve drawn to its utmost tension, he awaited the onset of the beast with as much coolness
as though his life were uot at stake in the unequal contest.
As the grizzly slowly advanced toward him, and got. within
a distance of about fifteen steps, Rogers threw his rifle io his
shoulder, and with a steady aim planted a bullet iu the bear's
if

breast, just inside the point of the right shoulder.
The anihit hard, but no sixty-to-the-pouud bullet ever
stopped a grizzly. With a growl resembling a roar, the in-

mal was

furiated beast rushed to the al tack.
Throwing aside the now
useless rifle and drawing his knife, Rogers braced himself for
the death struggle. As the shaggy monster reared upon its
haunches, its great, black, convex' head lowering two feet
above Rogers, the latter involuntarily threw up his left arm,
like a pugilist on guard.
The bear seized the arm in its
mouth, and throwing its great paws over the shoulders of the
hunter, hugged him iu an embrace that forced his eyes from
their sockels and the blood from his nostrils.
Rogers' right arm was free, and he drove the long, keen
blade of his knife to the hilt in the side of the grizzly close to
the shoulder. The blade reached a vital point, inflicting a
fatal wound, but lis immediate effect was only to intensify
ihe grizzly's ferocity.
It hugged Rogers the closer, its long,

ably from premises like these, there would be little encouragement to continue the work of uttempted fish culture h)

Although

this country.

work

scientific, earnest

men have heen

at

seem by no mi D
mensurate with the outlay of time, money aud patience; yet
for ten years past, the results

they are not only not discouraged, but are

known method

for propagation; they

from a single State to

have spread theirefforts
and they look for-

thirty-six at least;

ward with faith and patient waiting for the time when the
seed sown broadcast will not only n appear again in spawn
and small fry, but in fully developed and mature fish,
which will assume for themselves the work of reproduction
in the old natural way when fish were abundant everywhere,

The

best assurance that fish eulturists have of future success

is in statistics of

tinent,

where

work done

in

fish culture has

Great Britain and on the Conbeen prosecuted much longer

has here, and where the supply of
largely increased and cheapened.
than

it

'

dnt to the

experiments of several centuries iu China, and 'he persistence

with which the breeders there have stuck

their business.

to

Toe Vaiued Colors ov Tiiout Flesh. - The other day wefouud in the Loudon Field an article with the above beading,
signed by that well-known angler and author, Francis Francis,,
and we eagerly scissored it out and laid it aside
study but alas after we had journeyed through many speculations aud statements of facts about such and such fish having been caught in waters which were named, we found Ihe
conclusion of tbe whole matter in the following paragraphs
" Indeed, there seem to be so many contradictions and exceptions in every theory set up as regards color, that I hardly
I

;

!

know what to think. Certainly, a
pinker OS
In March you meet fish with very little
the season advances.
if any, whereas in A,;
puzzle"
1
and
"Altogether the matter is a
not see my way in it so clearly as 1 should like to."
1

color,

1

Never were we so Borely disappointed. When the Oracle
opened its mouth to speak, we felt iustified in expecting
authoritative utterances; but we found only humble confesThe my tcry still remains a
sions of ignorance and doubt.
•'

puzzle.''

One thing

is certain

:

color in Iron

difference in age or variety Of Species,
red, saffron, carmine,

and yellowish

There are pink, white,
tints

in fingcrlings,

In the clear mountain b"
also in three-pound fish.
New Hampshire, in the quiet poud3 Of Loi
tamarack-dyed waters of the Adirondack?, iu the brc u
streams of Michigan, and in the timber belts of
the white, the pink and the led are taken
ii

V

and
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not learn that
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mire
Were

art

the spring.

lliey are in

pink, of another

intense in
llae

the

autumn

through the Eastern foresls, or, in the open
over the pinnated giouse or the sharp-tail.

trout of one water

we might

of auolber yellow,

white, jind

All the grouse

maintain and perhaps determine that different conditions of
food in the water, of adjacent shade or shelter, or of the
quality of the water

asmuch

nude

itself,

t

ated variety iu the tints of trout

flesb,

aud diversity

in the

upon tUe same parent stalk. If there is
one which science may claim lo have
But we think it
discovered, »e shall be glad to learn it.

leives which ripen

any cause mure

latent, or

quite as likely that savaus will be able to inform us

water of Lake Superior

is

black, cf

why

the

Luke Michigan gri en, and
gems or hues

of Lake Geo.ge blue, or what eousiiiutes color in
in the pi ism.
*

—TCew Jersey bids

—-»—

have her pisciculturist interests
Major E. S. Anderson,
Fish iii.miuisMonei at rreutou, says extensive preparations
have been made to supply me water of that State adapted to
Hail a million of salmon eggs have been
salmon with fry.
received by the New Jersey
ummissioners from the U. S.
Fishery iu Shasta County, Cal for iii-irtbauon in the streams
Tin \ have come to hand iu tine order, there
ot thai State.
not being over five per cent of loss. The Liioninissbmers,
Laving (levoled much attention lo the propagation of salmon
aud lactt-baas, will now turn it to the re*t .ration of the trout
streams of that. Stale, many Of which ate peculiarly welladopted to this fish, and formerly abounded in them.
to with

i

fair to

efficiency.
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Movements of Kbi.s. — Uolyoke, Mass, Oct. 28.— The first
movement ol eels look place oh Weduetday nig it last, 23d
and from the number of dead and cut eels lying around
the eddies aud Still water below the nulls, the movement was
a heavy one. Tba mis will move now at every storm, and
always at night. Tue first heavy cold snap will end the
Inst

,

The

— When they find fp'wn in eels they will

nit require

a magnifier to doubtfully pronounce it eel spawn
hud two distinct lobes, and each tgg distinctly visiTuoxus Cualm*ks.
ble to the nuked eye.

the use

They

if

i

will

can knock

prairie,

birds, lie well to

more or

less diffiflllt

will be much enhanced in the ryes of caterers.
The product
thus far reported amounts to 3.090 dozen legs, of which twothiids have been shipped to St. Louis, where they bring
an
average nt twenty cents per dozen.
It issaidthat Dr. SweeDy,

a dog,

lo bring

possession of these qualities which has
to stand so high in the sportsman's regard
the

it is

caused them

true grouse are confined to the Northern

one of the Minnesota Fish Commissioners, is interesting bim.
elf in the business, and hopes for such encouragement as
will enable him to devote his entire attention
to it.
It!
wonderful to see this new breed of frogs leap 1

Hemisphere,

and there are but fifteen or sixteen species, of which, as has
been remarked, North America claims nine. The Old World
members of the group are perhaps even better known to most
readers than our own, and accoutitsof grouse shooting iu
Europe have several limes appeared in the columns of Fokbst

ANDSraEAM,

as have also descriptions of

Sonq Birds.— Messrs. Rtiche Bros., of Chatham slreet, are
the largest importers of song birds in ibis city.
They are nowreceiving canaries at the rate of 1,000 per week, most of them
being good singing birds. They also have gold-finches, lin -

the sprcies to be

round there.

The most important, of these, and one now extinct in the Briiish Isles, but still occurring iu more or less
abundance in Norway, Sweden and northern Russia, is thi
well-known cock of the woods, or capercailzie, whose Itk or

nets, bull-finches, thrushes,

birds, including

prairie chickens.

y

whoso relationships

to the

i

<

ty

several y
f'levious lo 1-G4

Am. no.

iiiipivgualii

:

pisciculturist

no rish breeding had resulted in
g more than 25 per Cint ot the spawn, which ren-

Gre. n discovered a
of Jllle ViIup, comparatively.
process of accomplishing ihe iltsiud te.-ult vviihoutihe use oi
Hi prowater, and bis Brat xperiineni snowed 95 per cent.
Cess, which be COO ill-Veil in perle"i, was kept Secret for three
or toui yi ais, during which lime be profited greatly by it, from
Ihe sale of ihe spawn wbieh was superior to any other ihu.
Could be proeuTi 0. The news iu time reached Fiance, when
they Hud ij.-eti experimenting lor years, of the results achieved
here, and mloruniiiou on the subject was sought. Setb ureen
was iltu first to communicate tlie desired iutonudii m regardlog U&piocess. which immediately r. ceivi d the recognition ul
The great BUCC bS Hey are Imviug every J Car in
the sucli i.v
Stocking the sire mis ot France is ihe cause ot so many "medals
li. ii
g voted lo Mr! Gieeu ai various meetings of the society.
It may ttlaO besoiied, to thecivuii of Kocheslcr, [iat he has reCeivid similar tokens f tic igninon Irom ihe Uowrnuieuis oi
Germany, S.uily ami ether countries.— liuchuLer Uiuun,

d

der)

It

i

I

i

i

New World
'lhere

also in northern Asia a curious species

which has been
described under he generic name Fakipennin, and which iu
habits, at least, would seem to be the analogue of our Canada
is

t

grouse.

The true grouse are to be distinguished from their relatives
by the more or less dense feathering of tho tarsus (shank) to

Jaimam

or beyond the toes, the pectinated, or comb-like, margiua of
Ihe toes, the naked papillate strip of skin over the eye, and
the deep groove for the nostril.

Several species possess pe-

celebrated trotting hors; Camors, has been slrpping partridges
to WcllUeet, Ma-s , his native home, with a vi -w of slocking
the woods there with them.
Mr. Atwood is a thorough
»pi Ttsman. enj lying eq tally well a flue horse,
shooting woodcock over his tine brace of setters, throwing the fly for ihe
speckled beauties, or a skim over the wave iu his " sharpie ;"
also a constant reader of the Forest and Stusam
He is
now doing a good deed —one wlrch will live long alter him
iu stocking the woods of bis former home witn this
kind of
bird, which is the pride of Maine.

neck feathers, in some cases soft, in others
and several have dilatable air cells on the
side of the neck, which iu the breeding season are often enor
mously distended.
hard and

Our

bristly,

birds of this sub-family include the familiar ruffed

and sharp-tail, and the Canada sage
and dusky grouse, with the willow, rock anil white-tailed
grouse, prairie cbickeu

ptarmigans, the last six species being almost wholly
io

—

unknown

naturalist.
Of the tir<=t three little need be
last-named well deserve a few words of descripsportsman should be familiar at least with the
birds if his own country.

any but ho
i

—

game
The Caortdt grouss is an inhabitant of
rack swamps of the North, and is found
the Adirondack region and in Maine.

finest of all the

game

birds,

and a group on whose pursuit

more time, thought and money is perhaps expended than
he moors of Scotland, which alone furnish
upon any other.

to

these

at this Season

New York

tbe

ing the entrails removed, the flesh

piney or resinous

nature of their food.

This species

are unacquiiultd with

uf

it.

Canada grouse is the dusky.
which inhabits the Hooky mountains, but a consideraCharacteristics must be po,ip med to another day.

nearest relative of the

its

the Smithsonian Institution, and
collecting birds
cies

new

and
mens

especially,

to science ai.d

Peak

iu Search of

he can shoot

at the ruffed

grouse as he darts like a

rifle

ball

.

in all,

has been vet y successful iu

Piooide8 Artioup.— Boston, Oat. 24
In your latest issue,
ihe report of tbe Linnean Society, ref> rriiisj lo the <ggs> of
Aiciic three-toed woodpecker, you say
" This is the first

I'.e

:

authentic ited iustance of tbe finding of the ejr«a of this biid,
This is n in stake. In a History of
irtb American
Buds by B.ird, Brewer
Kidge.way. vol II , p. 532, you
Mil find two references, both perfectly authentic.
The eggs
from Lake Superior were identified by Eliot Cab it, Esq., and
be p itenis shot.
An egg of this set is iu my ciVmet. The
ggilentitied by Mr. Kue-ihoff is, if I am not mistaken, in
ihe cahection of the Saiithsjnian.
Yours,
T. M. B.

N

etc."

&

Vultures and Tuberv Buzzirds.— It is not generally
knuwuthat the " buzzirds" soaring over our State are of two
is a fact.
One is tbe well-known turkey buzzarcj, the other the black vulture.
The buzzird is nioio
mads imely firmed, more grac ful, both 111 tbe air and upon
be ground
His wimis are longer aud his lad more pointed.
species, but

if.

Ti'e skin of his bead and neck are of a reddish
c ilor
The
mile parts of ihe black vulture are of a dull black or slate
c ilor; they are easily mid apirt in ill- air. Tne black vulture
ties heavily, (lapping his wiuj;s quickly, aud then skimming
ilot.g for a hundred yards or so, his short, square lail
being
spn admit like a fan. The buzzird, on the contrary, holds
his wings at rest, not in a horiz mtal po-if.ion, but slightly
inClined upward.
He will skim along in his WHy for u quarter
of a mile or more, without a single flip of his wings, sometimes on a level line and often ou an upward course.
1

How

be can soar upward without a movement of his wines has
never been found out.
Of ad created thing* buzzards and
vultures have lln least Sense of sill, llltlg.
't'hej find all of
their food by sight, for they possess this sen.e iu a high degn 1: of peilecii n. Tin se birds form a complete net work in
lie air, and while hunting th ir f md »oar through the heavens
in great circles, each bird uv, rlo. king a large li>,c
of country.
Now, the bird nearest the carrion drops down from ids
loiiy hi ight and dies directly toward it.
His ac'i- ns are observed by the bird nearest him, who, well knowing the reason of his suodeii freak, follows alter; this one is followed
by another, who is in turn observed by auoriier si ill luitlier
off, aud so on umil, finally, there nuy be birds at, lb
cat riou
which two hours before were perhaps fi.tv or six y mil s
away, or even more,
that this is coireci can be proved ly
careful observation.
Florida Star.
I

•

—Prof. D. S. Jordan of Ohio ha* isearly finished a large
woik on American Iehthyolo.y, which is to de.cnbe ah of
our species, both fresh water aud marine.

having, discovered sixteen spe-

thrown much

fight

upon the

history

Ho

has collected some thousand speciwhich have been regularly sent to Mr. G. H. Law-

habits of others.

rence, of this city, for idenl'licaiion

and

Caia-

classification.

logues of the different islands which he has visited, including
Dominica, St. Vincent, Antigua, Martinique, Barbuda, Guada-

Animals Received atthb PurLiosiPHu Zoolooical Gakdbm for
thk Wkhk JiisDimMjct. 2ii.— Oue (ir^j rqur.el, &i. run caioinm*ii;
oneftne-ias mo isey, Macacue erythncm; one light, liawk, Churdetlu
vitginiamts; ),ine op issaai, Uide/phyn virgtuiana; feur ciihi oitona,
V/iamueko vulgaris; on: y.riela eur ssow, Crux carunculuta ; one
coatt. Aa*iua narica; one soreecU owl, Scops a»io: one li g. nosed snake
Meterodon plaiyrhinua ; oue catbird, Slimmc-uioiimnhia; one linnet, one
cbafnucti, all presented one aiokle-Dilled curiew, ISwnwnn* longaros;

loupe and Granada, are in course of publication at WashingMr. Lawrence has done Mr. Ober very material service
ton.

from

first

to last, in

promoting his enterprise and investiga-

— —

tion.

.

-•-

Long LuaaeD Fitoas.— Iu Minnesota

edible.

while-tailed ptaimigan, scaicely bigger than a quail;

—~*.—

codecting objects of natural history under tho patronage of

Here iu America, however, where all shooting is free, the
gunner his a wide range of choice. He can seek on the

little

apt to have a disagree

is

Arrival of a ScmNiiFio WouKiB. — Our old and indefatigable Lund, Fred. A. Uber, Esq (.I'Ted Beverly) is en bis return home from the West Indies after an absence of nearly
twoyeais. As our readers know, he bus been ingagtd iu

lo

the

is

taste, arising,

of course, from the
one of the smallest ot
the male is black in color, wLh wavy markings
our grouse,
of dark gray above and below, and with numerous wlu.e
pa cues ou the brea t and belly. There ia a leiiniual baud oi
The lemde is somewhat
orange brown on the tail feathers.
smaller, and in c 'lor is reddish brown, markid ev.rywheie
a ub black on ss-liues.
To some of our readers litis species is
of eouise well known, but we iui-igine that the great maj »rily
able,

1

large as a lien turkey, or can climb Pike's

mon

swamps freeze, mmv of the birds ar<= killed,
lb. y are sometimes sent
iu great numbers
markets, «ud g oj specimens mey somethere.
Owing, however, to tne lac
times bo ob amed
that Ihe birds are often k. pt for many days without hivwhen

ever,

to the British sportsman his grouse shooting, often bring in to
the owner a revenue equal 10 that of the best arable land.

elevated plains of the great interior basin the sage grouse, as

it is

M

«

nine of grouse, all, or almost all, of which are within reach of
the sportsman who cares to look for them.
It is of our grouse that we would speak just now; the

numbers

in limited

In Canadi

Owing, however, to the nature of its favorite haunts the
Canada grouse is little bunted except in winter. The swamps,
iu wnieh it fin Is the food which best suits is, are imjraeucible at m ist se is ins for man or dog on account of tbe soft
mud, over which ihe grotnu can easily nuke their way, but
which would at once ou.ulf tbe.ir pursuers. Iu wiuier, how-

tion,

IN

the pine and tama-

abundant, and a variety, Oiiiuce etividewU var. fruiMini, is
mntains near our northern boundary.
found in tbe Rocky

aud

>n

for every

riot),

in

Plain, Oct. 23, 1878.

Propagation of Pabtiudoim — Mr. L W. Atwood, the
well known oyster dealer, of Portland, Maine, hreedor of
the

culiar tufts of

giouse,

the matter of game birds, the sportsman of the United
States is certainly well favored.
Nut to mention thi
myriads Of water-fowl which in spring aud fall throng our
bays mid water courses, or Ihe shore-birds, which, during
their migrations, swarm in the localities in which they most
deligbt, we of North America are so well provided with gallinaceous birds that there Sb no localiiy within our borders iu
which some species ol this order does not occur in abundanca.
Without counting the wild tuikey, now virtually extinct save.
in the South and Southwest, we have six species of quail and

•••

Editor:
given in Forkst amd

fish,

I

species have perhaps not yet been sufficiently studied,

The

ABOUT OUR GROUSE.

•

The account or the capture
Stream for October 17, reminds me of finding a specimen some jvais since attached to
a paddle-fUli, Pohjidoii polium, while fishing in Lake Pepin,
Minn. The patruie-fish was lying dead ou the shore with the
lampern sticking to its gilla. I preserved it as a curiosity,
never having met wiib it before in fresh water, hough twice
in salt water. Storer describes seven species of Pr.Uomyznnidm
iu \merica, three of which, perhaps, are found in fresh water.
Kicliardson, in "Fauna Boreali Americana," mentions one
found in Great Slave Like adhering to a salmon.
P. argmtsui, of Ohio River, described by Kirtlaud, is eleven inches
long.
My specinum was about six inches in length. I think
that 3 our and my specimens belong to a new species.
Faithfully yours,
8. C. Claeki.

said, but the

Sethi Green's Latest Mkd\l.— Hippening into Welters'
je.\eiry suae le eutly we observed, in a show case, a massive
gold medal, which, on inspection, orov, d to be one lately
awarded to Mjl.li Urei-u by the Hueietie d' AceUmatntion. oi
It has jus
Fin nee, of which me.uiiou was made at the time.
attiv d, and Air. YV oilers lias borrowed it to exhibit for s. few
days at his more, It is ike exact weight of three is 30 gold
Around ihe margiu is
pit-Q s, an. is appropriately inscribed
the name uf In- society above referred to, and in ihe cenire it
iSalmo fonUwuis " (tiroon
reads, -'To Mod's. Beth Green.
This is the fourth medal awarded Mr. Green by Ihe
trout).
6*me society. Many people have ai i idea that Selb Green ente
iuio tome competuiveexbibjliou u l I'arts periodically, and that
the-e mei.ais are awarded for so. me superior exhibit made.
Such is not the cise. Th ae awt »rds are off red as renewed
evidences of the lecoguitioti be received from ihe French

Ot monkeys and wild animals they have no

The Lampern.— Mr.

of ibis

hazel grouse, closely allied to our ruffed grouse, and several
species of ptarmigan,

and, besides, all kinds of game
a quantity of wood ducks, wild tuikcys and

end.

" play " hrs furnished a theme on which many a traveler has
dwelt at length. This superb bird is about three feel, in
length, and often weighs fifteen pounds.
Besides the capercailzie are to be mentioned the red grouse of Scotland, the

stampede.
iVole.

and

to bag,

differenca ia color, but in-

flsli

nttende

are swift on the wing, and are

as the tints are greatly diverse under conditions pre-

be same; and, since we are liable to scoop white and
at the same dip, we may perhaps be satisfied to believe that the same Creator who has mule the texture of one
man's fle.-h to be finer than another's and his skin to differ in
color— one to be blonde, another brunette, another tawny, one
florid and another p.le, and all Caucasian still— has also crecise!,

red

are strong-scented

253

propagate frogs

with, legs of

they are endeavoring
double siz% so as to command

the market, the legs being the only part which, are considered

The method

consists in dexterously

breaking the

backs of diminutive frogs, just after they quit the tadpole
At present
ist of
state, so as lo
ike humpbacks of them,

m

m

them

die,

but

it is

hoped

to

ma a conwhose value

secure from the sui viv

stant strain of short-bodied, long-legged frogs,

trti,

Author S. Brown,

i.urchased.

Supt.

PrrTeBUKa, Pa., Oct. 2T, i 8 7S.
Dear Sir— l take great Interem In the DItlmar powder. There has
been a laige quantity used In this section tnu year, and I near lr spoken
of Iu the li gliesi lerms. Cdpt. BoKardus told ine he had used over SOO
pounds this season, shooting- it la Ills heavy 10-bore, aud In his six
p und 20-bure w.thont siyntest Injury to his guua, and win most
sai itjtdctory resu ta.
Such testimony is certainly worili tiavtni.
Yuura,
o. E. P.— U<lv.

3" Forest

and Scumuwill tie sent for fractions of a year
Six months, *3 three mouths, $1. To clubs of
two or more, $3 per annum.
as follows:

;

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM
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warm and

The

waterproof-

black-and-tan, or black, tan
'

THE SHEPHERD'S DOG.

i

on

setter,

fashionable colore for collies are

and white, the tan being not that

much

but

The white

lighter.

is

Lawson, Boston, and General Palfrey, U.
there are

many

A,— but

S.

of course

others.

gener-

ally on the forelegs or feet and hind feet, on the chest and
around the neck, with, perhaps, a blaze on the face but
there are many colors that are perfectly legitimate, and in
some parts of England there is a blue, mottled with black, or
brown and white, that is much prized.
The institution of field trials for collies has done much of
late to bring them into notice, and we believe that Mr. ft. 3.
Lloyd Price, of Bala, Wales, is entitled to the credit of having originated them.
We believe that at these trials, which
usually take place on the hills, the dog is given three sheep to
pen without assistance, which is much more difficult than
penning a number would be, and is also sent off a long disAs the
tance alone to bring a few sheep home from the hills.
;

Fthe

wonderful intelligence of the colley, or collie, as
different authorities spell it, was more understood in this
country the dog would be better appreciated and we should

more of them.
The Newfoundland has generally been
placed at the head of the canine kingdom for superior instinct,

see

or intelligence, and the collie as nest, but his friends of the
present generation are inclined to put the latter first.
Certainly the tales told of his wonderful quickness, some of which

we
he
if

shall presently relate,

would

indicate that in this respect

attains something very nearly approaching reasoning power,

not an actual understanding of language

Stables,

itself.

Dr. Gordon

who, being a Scotchman and an ardent lover of

collies,

writes feelingly and fluently on the subject, contends that the

word collie (which latter is also his mode of spelling) should
be pronounced with the o long, as though it had but a single
Tbo institution of dog shows had its effects upon collies,
I.
as it had upon nearly all other breeds of dogs, and the effect
of bringing him into this prominent and public notice (in England) was to make known his good qualities, not only for his
The repeculiar work, but as a companion and house dog.
sult of the latter demand was an effort on the part of breeders,
at least those who breed to supply a popular want, to improve
his beauty, and to this end he was crossed with the black-andtan setter, the result being a dog with a finer coat, in many
instances a better tail, and ears that were not at all like those
of the original collie. We have seen such in this country, and
if we were judging we should scrutinize very closely the coats
of such dogs as came under our inspection, for it is probably
in the coat that the chief characteristic of the collie is to be

found ; the coat that should be impervious to the severest form
After
of "Scotch mist," no matter how long the exposure.
all, if merely a beautiful companion and pet were wanted the
black and-tan setter in his purity is all that can be desired,
the collie in his native condition is one of the must

and while

valuable animals

who

ranks as assistant to man,

it

seems

like

him for the sake
mere beauty, when the change may result in a lessening of
the wonderful intelligence given him by nature.
We have said that the collie is not appreciated in this
country.
We should have said that he is known to comparatively few, but he is unquestionably a "coming" dog, as is indicated by the increased numbers of entries at our dog shows.
Considerable numbers are also being imported, and fortunately

shepherds share in the prizes given at these trials it is likely
that the emulation thus excited will aid in developing to the

by a well bred collie can be
the Central Park in this city.

ing of tending and driving sheep

witnessed almost every day at
dog, Scot, a blue mottled, is the property of Mr. W. P.
Morgan, and was, if we mistake not, bred by Mr. John Hobart
i. icn, of Troy, N. Y., who imported a number of fine colWhen Scot had
lies from the Queen's kennels at Balmoral.
atiained his growth he was, at our suggestion and through the
kindness of Mr. Conklin, placed with the sheep in the Park,
wuere he soon developed all the characteristic sagacity of the
race.
Only a few days since while we were riding past, the
keeper, at our request, called to Scot, " Go around them,
scot," and in two minutes the whole flock was in a compact
mass, with Scott galloping around them and waiting for furDr. Stables, in one of his articles on the collie,
ther orders.
"I wonder," says he,
tells the following amusing story:
" whether my old friend, Peter Mclvor of that ilk, a Godly
man and an elder of the kirk, ever heard of Darwin ? He,

The

made

before

out a

collie,

Adam

himself.

and what could Noah have done

mentions that he was once

class to

whom active

competition only increases the de-

Shortly after the last dog show in this city we
knowing it.
were walking with Mr. Lort in a town in the western part of
T
the State, w hen we met a little girl who had for a companion

a splendid specimen of a collie. The eye of the great English
judge was immediately fixed upon the dog, and he remarked
that he was not only the finest one he had seen in the United
We
States, but that he would be hard to beat in England.
afterward discovered that the dog had been brought from
considered
that
he
had
owner
his
and
a
puppy,
Canada when

warned

off all

intending purchasers

when he

fixed his value at

fifteen dollars.

The head

of a well bred collie

while Kooran, the

satis-

'Sure enough,' said Peter, 'he was
What could Abel have done with-

faction if not to mine.

his beasties without a real Hielan' collie

The result we hope will be that all of
have the best.
our sheep raisers, or wool growers, including those of Colorado, Texas, New Mexico and California, will be able soon to
provide themselves with pure bred specimens of this breed
without having to send to Great Britain for them. There are
persons now in this country who possess good collies without

own

Peter, settled the origin of the collie, at least to his

of

sire to

collie,

V

"

in the

The

ark with all
same writer

a farmer's house in Scotland
was lying by the fireside apparently
in

" Gang o'er the moor, collie, laddie, and fetch tfap
The farmer gave the order as quietly as if
sheep Iiame."
speaking to a man servant. Kooran jumped up with alacrity,
looked very pleased indeed, and trotted out, wagging his tail,
but showing no excitement, for he was going on a mission of
"O'er the
trust that required both caution and thought.
moor" in this case meant a journey of fully two miles, but in
one hour Kooran was back with the sheep, barking to have
Half an hour later the farmer looked
the yard gate opened.
" Oh bother take that cat," said he, " I
out at the window.
asleep.

wont have an onion this year." Now, tbis time Kooran didn't
time to go out by the door, but darted like lightning
through the open window, in a state of agitation and merriment that contrasted strongly with his staid demeanor when

ti-io

going for the sheep.

John

St.

shepherd

in his " Sketches of Highland Sports"

who

ing before the

to prove the quickness of his dog,
fire, said,

tells

of

who was

a

ly-

in the middle of a sentence concern-

ing something else, " I'm thinking the

cow is in the potatoes,"
upon the words. The dog, who appeared to
jumped up and, leaping through the
open window, scrambled up the turf roof of the house, from
which he could see the potato field he then, not seeing the
cow, ran into the byre where she was, and finding that all
After a short time the
was right came back to the house.
shepherd repeated the words and the. dog repeated his look-

laying

no

stress

be asleep, immediately

in full feather will look

A

dog
disproportionately small in comparison with the body.
inches high at the shoulder should have a head 9J inches
23i

islands, " gives a remarkable instance of this ability on the part

the back and loins down to the root of the tail the coat is
abundant and should part in the centre, and the tail liseK
should be heavily feathered and even bushy, being carried
The hind legs
gaily and with a curl, but not over the back.
should be smooth below the hocks, and the forelegs while being smooth in front should bo moderately feathered behind.
The texture and quality of the coat are most important. Dr.
Stabless iys, that as that glorious garment, the Highland plaid,

On

is to

the Highland shepherd, so is his coat to the collie— it pro-

him by day and shields bim at night. On the breast &si
on the breech it is somewhat fiuer m texture than on the back,
for these portions of the dog's anatomy require protection
tects

from cold more than anything else but over the neck,
shoulders, back and loins the long outer hair is as hard as so
many needles, while underneath is a woolly growth both
;

&

almost a red and white dog, of immense power
and substance. He is now well along in years, but in excellent condition, and for breeding is unsurpassed by any dog in
or, rather,

by Mr. Whitettorise's celebrated Rap
Judy (Dash- Venus), and was bred by B.
The following arc.
Esq., of Khwilas, Wales.

He

the country.

is

(Hamlet-Pial) out of

Lloyd Price,
Snapshot's prize winnings
1st at Birmingham. 180'.); 1st at
North Wales four years in succession 1st at Owestry. 18T8
1st at Wolverhampton, 1874; 1st at Wolverhampton, 1876;
V. H. C. Crystal Palace and silver cup, 1870 2d at Crystal
Palace, 1872; 1st at New York, 1877; 1st at Syracuse, 1«77
also numerous specials.
1st at Philadelphia, 1877
J.

:

;

;

;

;

What's in a Name?—A friend of ours had a fine bulldog
puppy which he named Neptune. Sad to relate, he fell into
a pond the other day and was drowned. Even hig name
could not save him.

—

The Westminster Kennel Club advertise in another
column a number of puppies, all sired by Sensation, and out of
good bitches, at remarkably low prices.

THE MINNESOTA FIELD

TRIALS.

Letter Fkom John Davidson.
Monrok, Mich., Oct. 25,
Ejoitok Forest and Stream
As the editor of your contemporary— the Chicago

1878.

:

I'ithl—
after an incubation of nearly six weeks, has hatched out an accusation of fraud against one or more of the judges at the
Minnesota Field Trials in their decisions given there, and
thinking from his remarks relative to bench shows
trials, that I am the party against whom his insinuations ate
principally directed, in self defense please allow me a small
I. hold myself responsible to the comspace in your columns.
mittee of management of the Minnesota Kennel Club alone
for my actions while on official duty there, and earnestly desire a complete and thorough investigation of everything in
any way connected with the bench show and field trial by
Ittee

not on one side

;

and

after hearing evidence

only— should anything

on both sides—

fraudulent appear,

let

(Poor unfortunates.)

The chest should be deep rather than wide, the foreiegs perThe foot should
fectly straight and the elbow well let down.
be the round, cat-foot, such as a pointer's, and not the long
work
with sheep
intended
for
active
dog
iu
a
and
hare-foot
The ribs should be well
the pad should be firm and tough.
;

known

many

out

rounded and the back ones pretty deep, and the loins strong
and muscular. The coat, as we have intimated, we regard as
the most important feature in the conformation of this dog.
On the face and ears it should be smooth, but on the neck and
shoulders it should be massed with a deep frill on the chest.

a portrait of the head of the well

understand what is being said about him
"Entering the drawing room of a lady who has a celebrated
dog of this variety as a pet, I was met with the question,
What do you think of my pet is he not a perfect beauty ?'
After looking bim over as he lay on the rug, and with a desire
to tease my hostess, to whom I owed a Roland or two for her

1

The
from the occiput to end of the nose.
general appearance is " foxy," but the head should not be too
intelligent,
quick
and
The eyes are bright and extremely
flat.
and of a dark hazel color. The ear should.be small and what
the Scotch call " worn at half cock ;" that is, when the animal
is listening it should be pricked, with the top falling forward.
As in all animals where speed is an object, the shoulders should
elope well backward and should be well supplied with muscle.
long, measuring

We print above

pointer dog, Snapshot, the property of Messrs. Lincoln
Snapshot is a lemon and white,
Hellyar, of Warren, Mass.

and show where it belongs; but I do not in
the least hold myself in any way whatever responsible to anyprejudiced person or self-constituted authority, whose practical experience in the field cannot compare With many that of
school boys, and who at the Minnesota Field trials
that he would either run field trials in America or ruin them,
and that if the Leicester -Darts could not be run to thi
would burst the whole thing and who, after the decision
had been anuounced giving Tempest second prize, came to
me and asked how it was possible that could condescend, as
one of the judges, to allow a prize to go to a pup by a dog
that, of all others he had ever seen, hi' considered the meanest
and most contemptible; and that were he a judge, he would
never consent to giving any prize to a pup in any instance by
thejUdgeS
such a miserable brute; and whose in
was so intolerant as to cause the rule to be read to him, notifying him that his position was not with the judges, as he
was merely a reporter and spectator, and not a reporter and
judge; and by whom, as I had been previously informed,
every effort would be made to run his favorites to the front
Such information to me was quite unnecessary, as my recollection was very distinct, whereas by his report they were
beaten by an imperfection iu the rules at a tield trial, by a
great error of judgment at a bench show, and now by fraud.

;

when

SNAPSHOT.

w

desecration to attempt to improve or change

by a

The work-

fullest extent the natural sagacity of the animal.

but on the false alarm being given the third time the dog
got up and, wagging his tail, looked his master in the face
with so comical an expression of interrogation that those
present could not help laughing aloud at him, on which, with
a slight growl, he laid himself down in his warm corner with
;

an offended

air,

as

if

determined not to be made a fool of

again.

" Stonehenge," in his

latest edition of

" Dogs of the British

of the collie to

—

1

previous Olivers administered in badinage, I replied

Yes, certainly, if he had but a collie coat and
more ruff.' Tie words were hardly out of ray mouth
when the dog rose from his recumbent position, seized one of

very quietly,

a

'

little

ssy feet in his mouth, gave it a gentle but vicious little shake.
Dot sufficient to scratch the leather of my boot, and then lay
down again. There was no emphasis on my part, and not a

word uttered by the lady until after the act was completed,
when I will not say that eyes and tongue told me I wasrightly
served.

From a

long knowledge of the dog, I really am inknew I was picking holes in bis

clined to believe that he

'

and resented the injustice accordingly."
permitted it, we could fill pages with anecdotes of

If space

these dogs, indicative

of their intelligence.

breeder? of collies in this country

known

The

to us are

:

principal

Mr. John

Hobart Warren, of Troy, N. Y.; Dr. J. W. Downey, of New
Mr. Frederick Bronson, of this
Mariiet, Frederick Co., Md.
Mr. T. W.
city; Mr. George B. Grinnell, Milford, Conn,
;

j

them expose

it

:

I

1

Tliis is the person who is the
and who advises the guarding against favoritism
jockeying at our bench shows and held trials, and

of justice,

and

d<>g

brings lorth accusations of fraud against others.
means have an investigation, with the proper party to
it, where both sides can be heard.
I

all

conduct

John Davidson.

The integrity of Mr. John Davidson is based upon too solid
i '.y^dation to be shaken even in the slightest degree by any
accusation from the source he names, should he be the one
accused.
as to the

the fact

We can

ourselves verify Mr. Davidson's statement

meddlesome interference of the person named and to
of its having been necessary to read to him the rule

This last effort of the "dog ring"
everything connected with field trials and bench ahowB In this
country will be duly appreciated by owners and fare idi
attack upon the man who, of all others, has their entire confidence, simply because he cannot be made to do the bidding

in question.

of the "ring," u?ust bo gratifying to

I

them,—Ed.

FOREST AND STREAM
CURE FOR DISTEMPER.
Nkw

Westminster, BritiBh Columbia, \
September 10, 1878.

261

—The Westminster Kennel Club's lemon and white pointer
hitch Daisy, winner of first prize at, IS. Y. Dog Show of
1877. and one of the celebrated Pake- 1. illy litter, whelped last
week a litter of puppies to Sensation.

j

EniTOR FOKBST AND STREAM

:

Seeing by your valuable paper that a gentlemen recently
had the misfortune to lose twelve dogs from his kennel by
distemper, I venture to give you a remedy which I do not remember of overseeing in print, and which, as far as my experience goes, is the only one that can lay any claim to infallibility.
T have been a lover and owner of dogs since my childhood, and have treated a great number for distemper. The
salt remedy lately spoken of in your paper I was acquainted
with and practiced twenty years ago with varying results.
Some dogs recovered, others died. The various treatments
recommended by writers on dogs and their diseases I have
used to some extent, sometimes to good purpose, sometimes
otherwise.
About sixteen years ago, a person seeing me
throwing into the river the body of a fine setter pup which
I had used every endeavor to save, but failed, told me, had I
ever another case, to put a seton in the back of the neck and
leave it iint.il the eyes and nose stopped- running and the dog
hod recovered his appetite; then to tako it out and give no
other treatment. 1 followed his advice, and never since have
I lost a dog by distemper.
I have prescribed the treatment
lor, I suppose, a hundred dogs, not one of whom have died,
nor has paralysis ever followed this course of treatment that
I am aware of, while with the sulphur, ealornel and other
mineral treatment it is of very frequent occurrence. Sometimes I give a mild purgative, but oftener dn not.
The skin of a dog not being porous like that of many other
animals, the. chance of throwing off any impurities of the

—

L. F. Whitman's blue bclton bitch Mell (not Nell) visited
Purges' Druid on the 21st inst.

—A

correspondent recommends crude petroleum, just as it
pumped from the wells, as a remedy for all forms of mange
or skin disease in dogs.
Refined oil should not be used, as it
contains an acid.

—

Some very handsome Gordon setter puppies by Mr,
Jerome Marble's Grouse out of Champion Lou are advertised in another column.
—Dr. J. W. Downey, of
Market, Frederick County,
Md., has bred his red Irish S6ttei bitch, Kathleen (RufiiB II.Colleen), to the Baltimore Kennel Club's imported red Irish
setter dog, Derg.

New

—~»-^,

—Jilt, pure Lnverack(Orphina-Pedigree), property of A. F.
Huston, Uoatesvillc, Pa., was bred L
rerack Carlowitz,
Delaware City, Delaware, Oct. 13, 1878.
,:

at

—Mr. Win,

H. Brown, of Packersville, Conn., claims the
and white bitch pup, out of Deni-

name

of \ ick for his otSHSfl
s»n's Flirt by Carlowitz.

pchting mtd §0<ttmg.
WATER FOR THE WEEK.

S1GT1

Boston.

;

may be no new remedy

This

to some, but knowing the
cannot refrain from urging its trial by
all who have dogs with distemper.
I have the utmost confidence in its efficacy, and would not be afraid to guarantee the
euro of anv dog with distemper or forfeit his value if unsuccessful.
Having never known it fail in a single instance,
hence my great faith in it. Of course, a light diet, warm
bed, good care, etc., being essential to a dog's well being
while in good health, is more so when affected by disease, but
as a rule you need have uo extra rare taken of your dog, the
seton will do the business of itself.
The mode of inserting
the seton is as follows Grasp a portion of the loose skin on
the back of the neck and lift it clear from the flesh take a
sail needle threaded with four or five strands of seaming
twine ; thrust it through the skin, not touching the flesh
draw the needle through till it is clear cut off and tie both
ends of the twine together, so that it will not pull out if it
should catch on anything, and the thing is complete. Examine the wound each day, keeping U washed with warm
water and Castile soap, and occasionally draw the seton back
it,

I

:

;

:

and forth to create irritation and free discharge.
While speaking of dogs and their diseases, has
ever come
your knowledge that rabies does not exist on the Pacific
coast? I have never heard of a case in California, Oregon or
Washington Territory, and in British Columbia I am certain
that no dog has ever gone mad.
The temperature in these
it,

to

countries varies from 50 deg. below zero to 110 in the shade,
Mange, distemper, canker,
so that we have both extremes.
etc,, in fact all the other diseases that canine flesh is heir to,
prevail, but no rabies.
The Indians keep great packs of all
sizes, sorts and descriptions of dogs, which receive the harshest kind of treatment, having no care, being half starved,
except, in seasons of great plenty of fish.
Sometimes, when
too numerous, are abandoned on islands to get their own living or starve, the Indians having a superstitious fear of killing
dogs. Yet no madness takes place. Wolves and foxes are
plentiful, subject to the same conditions as regards food and
climate as in other parts of America, but no wolf or fox goes

mad.

Even

skunk theory won't wash here. This animal
(two varieties) is very plentiful, and many dogs make a specialty of killing them, and often justly and fairly earn the
name bestowed upon them of being " bully good skunk dogs."
the

Now,

in the natural order of things, it is scarcely possible
that a dog can kill skunks for a number of years without
being occasionally bitten, but no evil results appear to ensue.
The Indians, who, of course, are the oldest inhabitants, know
nothing of canine madness. I have often conversed with
them upon this subject, explaining its symptoms and characteristics, but they know nothing of it, neither do their traditions contain anything respecting such an affection.
I speak

from personal knowledge only as regards B. C; as to other
parts of the coast, from information derived from others.

Hoping

that

my experience

in treatment of distemper

may

have the effect of causing or inducing others to try the seton,
and with the good results that have accrued to my dog patients, I remain, yours truly,
Mowitoh.
in

Puppies.—In mentioning a remedy for worms in
types said " some " milk for "sour "milk.

last issue the

Our correspondent who Bends us the item says that he will init to drive all 1he worms from puppies,
that he has tried
it for years and with unfailing success.
If it is a sure remedy
we can all cry "Eureka !" The puppy should be allowed to
sure

1.,

Nov.
Nov.
Suv.
Nov.
Nov.

!..
5

—It. is stated in the Herald, that the Queens County Hunt
will next year, in all probability, transfer their hunting
field

;

aa something belonging to themselves.

—Mr.

L. H. Smith's Peeress has whelped eight puppies to

Paris.
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Arnold

bitch Fan, belonging to Mr. J. O. noof Greenville, Pa., has whelped nine puppies to
Mr.
"
* *
Bnigea' Rul'ua.
setter

The

peculiarity of this rig is the sub-division of the canvas
small, easily-handled sails, carried on equally reduced
It wc presume the mast stepped nearly amidships, or
at about .42 of the length on load
line from forward
the
into

and

head sad

in two pieces, the tack of
the outer one, or jib, hauling out on a running bowsprit and the tack
of the inner one,
or loresad, set up at the knightheads, and, if
in addition, we
cut the main boom off at about the rudder-head or
a little
short of it and set the canvas thus lost in a
small sail of the
lug pattern out over the counter,
is evident that for cruising and Corinthian purposes many advantages of
a most satisfactory character will be gained. They may be
enumerated
as follows
Concentration of weights amidships, through carrying the mast, rigging and gear well aft,
a reduction or the
boom to about 66 per cent, in length of that of the
sloop, coupled with a somewhat smaller
decrease in the size
of the mainsail itself; the retention of reduced canvas inboard,
and, as a natural sequence, the greater facility and saving
of
labor tn handling small sails under all circumstances and for
all purposes.
This is all so self-evident that the query suggests itself, why not fix upon the yawl, then, to the exclusion
of the sloop entirely ?
There is a limit, however, beyond, or
rather below, which we should not pass, since in"
craft, of
light tonnage sails and spars are small at best and
probably
handled with ease and safety by the crew always likely to
be
iound aboard, be it forward or aft among the amateurs.
In
them the superior handiness of the yawl Is lost in the manifolding of sheets and halliards, while this
multiplicity of gear
rises as a paramount ohstacle to the quick
manoeuvring incidental to the limited size of the yacht.
It is quite true that
in British waters the mizzen aft maybe
met with on the
tiniest of clippers, and even on open boats
as well, but we
question whether any gain is derived from adhering to
a ri"
not adapted to circumstances, merely in imitation of
more
pretentious flyers.
The mainsail and boom of anythingmuch
under 30ft.
length are surely within the ready control of a
crew anything like proportionate to the boat's tonnage, and it
it,

;

;

mam

seldom indeed that two hands cannot manage them to their
action, unless, indeed, they happen to be young
Corinthians lacking the " beef " of older bands. Moreover,
in our
waters, at least, cruising and racing among the small
fry is
and for some time to come will be, carried on largely in
waters with ready access to a port of which they would
be
certain to avail themselves in nasty weather.
It, would be unwise to sacrifice in them readiness of nianceuvrc, general simplicity, cheapness in first cost and efficiency— for in
vcrysmall
sails the superiority of large surfaces is beyond
question— in
an attempt to attain a characteristic of doubtful value and
which serves only to substitute a fresh objection, one to our
mind quite as much to be shunned as unhandiness itself in a
vessel of moderate dimensions.
It; is when
applied to the
is

sal isi

A SHORT

time ago we published a description of the new
yacht, recently built by Mr. John 0. Foster, of East
Gloucester, Mass. and in our comments upon the same, gave
it as our opinion that she would perform well in a
sea, and be
,

a speedy

This turns out to be true to the fullest exteut,

craft.

and we take

this occasion to lay the results of repeated trials

with her before our readers, for they substantiate all that has
been said in these columns in reference to the cutter model
for sea-going purposes.
The yacht in question is 58ft. over
all, with lift. 4in. beam, and about 7ft.
6in. draft, and must,
consequently, be classed among the very narrow and deep
boats, exceeding in these respects even the general
run of
British cutters.
We are informed from reliable sources that
she

fully

is

up

to her builder's expectation

and the most
She has been found
fast, stiff, able, and very easy in rough water.
When
close-hauled in a heavy sea, she ran ten and three-quarter
knots off the reel by patent log, which is certainly no mean
showing for a craft of her dimensions. This was before her
best trim had been ascertained, and under small
workingsails
Mr. Foster finds nothing in her he would care to change
after repeated tests, but for racing purposes would lit her
with
a boom 7ft. longer than at present, a gaff 4ft. longer and
about 9ft. more bowsprit.
She has not yet been fitted up inside, and is for sale. Under a flush deck ample
accommodation
sanguine hopes

her

of

admirers.

!

had, including "stanaing height in cabin." All the gear
if Mr. Foster can dispose of her, it is his intentiou to build an eighty-tonner on similar lines, and provide
is

works inboard,

her with a " lifting" screw, an arrangement for which he has
received a patent. The satisfaction which auxiliary steam
yachts have given in England will lead to their introduction

in

our waters before long, and in this respect Mr. Foster shows him-

and among the first in his profession.
crack 'eighty, "fast under canvas and with steam-power enough

self to be wide-a-wake

A

'

to

move independent

of calms or contrary winds, is, we fancy,
just the thing for those gentlemen who prefer to unite
a

reasonable amount, of traveling and certainty of movement
with the pleasures of sailing under canvas at times. For

Florida and

West India cruising nothing handier could he deThe patentee informs us that his invention will be
supplied to the new boat, and can as well be fitted to the
vised.

afloat.

The

propeller attachment is of the

lifting kind, similar in general principles to that of
the

Star steamer Britannic
of this
well,

new

We have before us a

White

full set of lines

boat, a sail draft,

which we

will

and her auxiliary steam gear as
be glad to show to any one interested.

—

.—- •

THE YAWL

IN AMERICA.

IT is rather a feather in the cap of

Pacific coast

yachtsmen

that they should have taken the lead of their Eastern
brethren in the introduction of a handy cruising rig in place
of the sloop.
The gentlemen who have tried the "yawl
rig " out there see

no reason to change back to the sloop, but
main booms and smaller mainsails so suug
example will be followed by others before long.

find their short

that their

There are now four craft sailing on the Golden Gate with
small mizzens over theii stein, ihiwn, Frolic, Sappho and
Emm, and some of the astonished natives dub them luggers
Even concerning the question of speed, experience in San
!

—The Irish

in the eating thereof."

lies

m

THE FOSTER YACHT MODEL.

drink freely of the sour milk.

from Long Island to Newport, the hunt to extend from
August 15 to October 1. It is doubtful if a more pleasant
tract of country can be fouDd in New England than that
situated in the locality mentioned but it will be a sad loss to the
Queens County people, who have come to look upon the hunt

W.

a.

NOV,

"twenty" already

Worms
our

are well satisfied with the handiuess, appearances and efficiency of the new style—new to this country, at least-is
equivalent to the old saying, that " the proof of the pudding

spars.

body by means of the skin is impossible.; by 'the seton you
an artificial means which nature has not provided. Al-

great worth of

New York built Olara and

is

create,

most; as soon as the seton is inserted a green, foetid, purulent
fluid commences to discharge, and as soon as this discharge,
takes place the dog appears to be relieved, and when it ceases
the dog iB cured. Of course, as long as you leave the seton in
a'diacbarge continues, but the character of the matter is totally
changed and as the disease abates, so the discharge becomes
less in quantity and of a healthier sort, until it, is merely
a very slight one, not offensive to the smell, and similar to
that caused by any cut or wound ; then remove the seton,
and the dog is all right.

that match both Frolic and Fawn beat the
others by a very respectable stretch.
Moreover, the reports which reach us in relation to them are
all favorable, and the very fact that the owners of
the yawls
criterion, for in

Francisco does not seem to point to any inferiority of this peculiarly

handy

rig, if

we may

take their annual regatta as a

larger classes of sloops that the preference a sailer
intuitively
entertains for the yawl becomes so manifest, and it wdl
therelore not be amiss to draw attention to the relations
to each
other of the sloop, yawl and schooner for cruising and

racing
purposes combined.
say combined, for as yet it is hardly
to be expected that we can muster a numerous
constituency
who would be content in the possession of strictly cruising
yachts only, which, like a largo number in England,
neither
have nor make any pretentions to excessive speed.
Almost
every cruiser in America likes to have an occasional brush
with the smartest of the fleet, and the thirst for keen compeMturn
every walk of life is still so predominant a national
characteristic with us that we cannot expect to
graduate
cruisers pure and simple for many years to come.
The predilections of the yachting public is stdl almost
entirely for
craft that can lay more or less claim to being
speedy, and the
yawl rig must therefore stand the test of its compatibility
with
this requisite or be rejected as unsuitable to
yachts on this
side of the Atlantic.
Leaving small, smooth-water craft out
of consideration, let us glance first at the cruising
peculiarities
of the yawl.
Her headsail not differing from that of the cutter, it may be passed over without remark,
as our readers are
"
sufficiently
familiar with the strong points in its favor,
y
OOfl n reverted to in these columns.
The only other matter

We

m

i

in

i

',

i

il

which the yawl

differs from the sloop is in the management
incidental to the small mizzen aft.
All operations upon the
mainsail will certainly be performed with much more readiness and less labor than in the sloop, facts which stand out in
bolder contrast when it is remembered that the boom is entirely inboard, reef-earings and knittles being all
within easy
reach, and the narrow canvas kept under control with
a small

crew without any possibility of the bunt getting away
from them, should the man at the helm let a sea
knock the craft off. The additional gear entailed by
the
mizzen
need
consist
only
of
halliards,
sheet
and brails.
The sail is small, and handling it presents
no difficulty, and though its presence causes some addition to
to be tended in working ship in light weather,there are
such substantial advantages to be gained by its use, especially
tor racing purposes, as will be shown presently, that those
who have tried the yawl are very apt to give, this rig the preference to others.
When the sloop has to luff, check her way
and tako down a reef, the yawl keeps driving at it, simply
brails up or lowers her mizzen, runs in her jib, shifts gear to
No. 2 and runs the smaller jib out, and, almost with a presto
change and a spoke or two of lee helm to sweat up jib halliards, she is off again on her course and has left a long wake
between herself and (he clumsy rig, besides coming out to
windward as well. When the wind pipes heavier, her sail is
reduced still further in less time, with less trouble and with
greater safety than in the sloop.
With bowsprit run in, the
smallest jib set and mainsail snugged down to the last line if
exints, we have got our yawl prepared for the worst, under
pocellent control, and making sport of the sea that would be
the bane of a sloop with her standing bowsprit digging into it
at every drop, and a heavy boom slashing across The quarters.
She would be compelled to furl jib, and under ciose-ri
mainsail would hardly come about in a seaway.
There
be no question about the yawl rig being fastr.r in outside work,
on an average, than the sloop, and in this respect it is therelore more suitable, to the racing proclivities of American ama.'

teurs than the latter.
For cruising it is so manifestly to be
preferred that further comment is unnecessary. It 'is safer

and more economical in all respects. No wonder, then, that
the gentlemen of San Francisco have no intention of returaing to the river rig after once havmgjbeen impressed with the

;

FOREST A1ND STREAM.

262
handiness of the yrfwl through practical experience. If we
now pass to a comparison with the schooner, the racing
capacities coupled with cruising merits of the rig under consideration wul be even more apparent.
In any weather the
yawl can show the schooner a clean pair of heels. So much
stress is placed upon its superiority that in Europe we find in
mixed matches the schooner rated, according to the rules of
the Yacht Kacing Association, at only three-fifths her tonnage
and the yawl at four-fifths in comparison with the cutler.
Just here let us remark that however fair and rational the
relative rating of schooner and yawl undoubtedly is, it has
always been a matter of wonder, not only to ourselves but to
British yachtsmen as well, that the cutter should be so heavily
handicapped against her opponents, when in a little stiffis'h
breeze the yawl douses her niizzeu and becomes virtually a
cutter under single reef. Excepting in the lighest of weather
this discrimination between the two rigs does not seem warranted. In any other kind of weather, both yawl and cutter
should be considered on an equal footing, for" the yawl is entitled to a higher place among the various styles of canvasing
than the Y. R. A. rule would imply. The allowances of this
rig to the schooner long experience has fully justified, at least
in the degree that any such comparison can he brought down
to actual figures.
For racing moderate-sized vessels— and the
reader should bear in mind that it is mainly to our larger
class of sloops that we intend these remarks to be directed—
the yawl has the claim of speed over the schooner, which no
one will venture to question. It is often advanced in favor of
the two-sticker that she is faster off the wind, but to Ibis we
are hardly prepared to subscribe, in view of the fact that in
going wide a spinnaker can be set to windward and the
For cruising
sail
area increased ad lib. in the yawl.
and heavy weather work, the schooner is without doubt more
suitable in large craft, and the more the yacht tons beyond a
certain limit, the less would the yawl rig be suited for the
purposes in view, but up to a certain size of craft it offers all
the safely and handiness for cruising with a moderate number
in the hammocks forward that can be desired, audits superior
merit for racing is such as to induce us to recommend it upon
To be more precise, while such craft as Vision,
its merits.
Grade, Addie V- , and in short anything ranging much over
55 ft. waier-line, become exceedingly clumsy, unmanageable
and expensive as sloops, yet they are too small to sail under
two spars and to admit of racing and cruising alike to art van (age.
Such craft can be rigged as yawls greatly subservient to their
handiness as cruisers and not a whit inferior to the sloop or
cutter, except in the lightest of breezes and on waters which
should be the racing grounds of the open boat rather than of
the stately sixty. San Francisco having led the vray, New
'

York may
doubt,

follow, though vice-versa would have been,
to the metropolitan's pride.

The seniors were on the "Westchester sideandthe fieshmenin the centre. The latter got the best of the start, but
seniors, who

of Lake Superior, ponring its surplus waters down the rapids,
which foamed and boiled in a thousand convolutions among the
everlasting rocks of the bed of tho Kt. Mary.

maintained it throughout tha race, winning in oai. 33s.;
freshmen second, two lengths nhead of the soph's. Third
race for pair-oars— Entries H. P. Brown and .0. Eldridge,
It. T. P. Fish and H. Bidabock; won by the former in 7m.
30s.
Last race for four-oared gigs— Entries, College: C.
Eldridge, bow; H. Muller, It Livingstone; stroke, W. Farsons.
School of Mines— It. T. P. Fiske, bow F. D. BrownThe S. of M.
ing, J. D. Newberry; stroke, G. P. Erhard.
had the Westchester side and seemed the strongs r crew. The
steering of both boats was poor. The College crew, slightly
the bener in this respect, took the middle of the river and won
by three lengths; time, 0m. 51s. PrizeB in the shape of
distributed at the boat-house after the races were

The village la a small trading post of forty or fifty houses, inhabited principally by voyageuTS and engages of the American Fur

nell.

were soon overhauled by the

:

over.

Moreis-Plaisteb Race.—The race between these two men
course, on the Alleghany, near
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18. Distance, two miles with turn. Morris was the favorite, as he might well be, for his success was
a foregone conclusion. There seldom has been a sculler more
Overrated than Fred Flaisted. Mr. Robert Cook, formerly of
At the word "Go" Flaisted took a
Yale, acted as referee.
slight lead, but Morris closed ou him, and In spite of a momentary stop, when the oars of both touched slightly, rounded
the mark with a long lead. This he spun out to five lengths,
and finally crossed the line in 13m. 45m. three lengths ahead.

no

—Under

Foam-Bebkoca Match.—Editor Forest and Stream, : The
private match between these two schooners of the E. Y. C. referred to in an article in your issue of October 17, and in which
Rebecca receives much more credit than she deserves, was
sailed at the same time as the E. Y. C. regatta of September
11.
In the beat to windward from Swampseott to Halfway
Rock Foam beat Rebecca 13m., gaining about If in. on Magic.
From this point the wind was dead aft to Harding's Ledge,
and it freshened so sharply just as Rebecca reached the Rock
that she gained considerably on the leading yachts, which
held only the moderate breeze which they had had before. In
•'
with the 20m. allowance,''
place of Rebecca beating Foam
Foam won by 4m. 12s., ordinary corrected time according to
the club allowance, or 11m. 5Ds. actual time. In a subsequent private race, of which I annex the account of a participator, Foam fully justified the confidence of her owner in
Your correspondent is
offering Rebecca such odds as he did.
in error when he says Foam was not improved by the alteraWubfoot.

Boston, Oct. 22.

'

The second trial in the series of three for a set of colors between the schooners Foam and Rebecca, of the Eastern Yacht
Club, was sailed on Saturday over the club course from
Marblehead Bock. Commodore Boardtnan's Foam, 102 tons,
would give Rebecca, 78 tons, Mr. Joy's boat, an allowance of
In this match she allows Re7m. 37s. under the club rules.
In the first heat, which was sailed in the last club
becca 20m.
regatta, Foam led by 4m. 22s. above the club allowance, and
Br the second heat, which was sailed
lost, the heat by 8m. Is.
from Marblehead Bock round Halfway Bock, the Hardings
and Egg Bock, Foam led 29im. at the llardings, and 33m. at
In approaching" Egg Bock the wind hauled from
the Graves.
8. W. to N. W., and Foam had to make a tack to fetch by.
This change of wind left th? Rebecca four miles dead to leeward, and, while she was working up to Egg Bock, Foam was
reaching away for the home stakeboat, which she passed in
This was making the race at a
5h. 32ra. 40s. actual time.
Mr.
rate over five m'des an hour, according to the club rules.
Hovey's Edith was the stakeboat, and after waiting the 20m.
allowed, finding it was growing calm, she followed Foam
into Marblehead, Rebecca not having appeared.

Third race for gigs

Yale

lass of

'82,

Bobert Cor-

saltatrix.

;

bass,

1.5

;

;

SI
smelts, 18; terrahard crabs, 63.50 pr-r 100
salmon trout, 15
eea bass, 18 eels,
pins, per dozen, ©15; frostfiah, 8 haddock, 7
yellow perch, 8 pike, 8 muscalonge,
6
snntish,
15
pickerel,
15
18 prawns, per gallon, $1.60 frogs, per ponnd, 30.
;

;

;

ably good, and

officers as J. Washburn, Jr,, for President; S. C.
Andrews, Treasurer, and S. T. Oorser (so long the efficient
Superintendent of the G. T. 11.) for Superintendent, the

with such

public
this

steamer,
ihe Saolt in the Fairport, a small and duty
Among
these waters, and which I must also take.
sportsand
naturalist
a
Schoolcraft,
L.
Mr.
J.
found
the crowd I
moths
and
Bo showed me a fine collection of butterflies
occurs in tire
which
grouse,
spotted
the
of
specimen
a
and told mo that
Northern renineula. Mr. & is also an angler,
which weighed live
he had taken in the Sault rapids a brook trout
where my trout fishing
pounds. Anglers in New England breams,
tbis-we used to
has hitherto bBen done, would hardly behove
think a pound trout a monster.
Bivor is fine. As you approach
l

in

;

,

some of them

place for two or three
barely huge enough to afford a resting
Island, we Bee the
At Point St. Joseph, on Drummond'a
tress.
bad there form
ruiosof an old fort, which the British
a nae sheet
George,
Daks
comenothing but a pile of stone. Next
which appears a chain uf moun„i Water on the northern side of
the
lake
of
waters
the
tains Which are said to divide
Atterwinding through a narrow
Bay.
I

'

which echoed far away
Canada shore. Huiagrmwwtuuu
salute,

1

a

may

assured that nothing will be spared to

feel

first-class

road in every respect.

make

This road leaves the

Grand Trunk Railway at Mechanic Falls, rhirty-six miles from
is Canton, twenty-seven
Portland, and Ha present terminus
passengers take a Concord coach
miles from McFalls, Here
distant, and it is safe to say that, no
for Byron, thirty miles

withColonel

,

sport is afforded.

to Rangeley Lakes.— The Portland and Oxbeen defunct for some years,
ford Central Railroad, which has
future be known as the
has passed into new bands, and will in
It baa been thoroughly
EB.
Ruuiford Falls and Buckfield
elegant
rolling stock, and
and
new
with
equipped
and
rebuilt

valuable information as

Hudson's
turned a point and came in eight
rhe adiitary band which was m board
and the cannon
approached the fort, the Indiana yelled,

much

New Route

the condition and resources
to the early history of the place, and
General Seottand staff here,
of the Lake Superior country. I find
Bankkoad and a largo party from Detroit, all of whom

of

;

Live codfish and muscalonge are the new features of the
market this week. Bluefish have turned their heads southward, and will be found on the Norih Carolina coast. The
r
vicinity of JNew Y ork is remarkfishing for striped bass in the

'

in sight,

;

;

;

;

;

•

abler
The scenery of this island has been of tener described by
Martiueau, for
pens than mine-those of Mr. Jameson and Mies
me by the oddity of
instance. Home of the old residents amused

The scenery along the St. Mary
Uio mouth there are a thousand little islets

;

;

sideration.

me muoh

salmon, 25

;

;

;

;

lives principally

and alsogavo

to IS

mackerel, 18; weakfisb, 10 halibut, 15 kingflsh, 25 codfish, 7
hlackfiah, 10 flounders, S ; lobsters, 10 sheeuphead, 18 ; scallops,
whitefiab, 15 ;
per gallon ; soft clams 30 to T5 cents per 100

generous wine which
Dy our lancea, and many were the flasks of
board sitting."
before our prowess, " at evening, around tho
H. and Mr. F.,
Major
tour,
My companions on the proposed
Sautt 8le. Mario in
have preceded me, and are on their way to
I shall join them by the
B canoe, which they purchased here.
island.
first boat which goes up from this
well kept hotel to become
and
largo
a
Macinao needs nothing but
one is accoma great resort for summer travellers. At present
at the house of old
manner
comfortable
modated in a simple but
wkiteneh better than
Mr. Lesley, whose wife understands cooking
who comes here
any one on the island. As every person of taste
on this delightful fish, this is on important con-

freshmen

cores wain,

Pmiuitomws

Fish in Market.— Bluefish, 8 oents

fell

;

B. Parsons;

Blueflsli,

the foe with
ancient knights with lance in rest, but charging
Many were the deer that fell

I

W.

Wcakiisn, Ctynearfon regatta.

scarlet coats instead of steel armor.

J.

stroke,

Cero, Cybhim rrtialc.
Bomto, surtla pctami/a
Kingfloti, McnlLirrv* nclmloiu*.

oeellatu*.

Striped Bass, Rocqvh Hwneattu.

:

O. Spencer, E. Livingstone, F. V,
Hamilton; coxswain,
Class of '61, s iphomores—K. 'i'. P. Rake, bow; D. C'liuksuu,
Mool .ornery
stuke, George Vail;
II. Beei-, 11. Muller, J
Taylor.
Class of '79, seniors— T. H. Legcoxswain, George

Newberry;

SALT WATKH.

Sfa Bas«, Seteiup*

Macisao, July 26, 1810.
Editor Forkst and Stheam
Arrived here to-day in the Steamer Illinois, Captain Blake, from
od
Chicago, whioh wo left on the 24th. Many pleasant people
III., with
board, among them Mr. and Mia. F. W., of Peoria,
whom I passed a delightful week lust winter, spending the days
on
with the hunting club in the exciting sport of hunting deer
horseback with long spears, and careering over the prairies like

;

stroke, J.

like o

nabilior.

;

Becond

bow;

Muikalongo, JSsoz

Wait and S. Mott, coxswain.
Harvard.—Harvard University Boat Club has

their characters,

S. C. C.

FRESH WATER.
Block Bass, MicropUrvs ealmoUlm;

:

Journal op a Canoe Votaoe on Lake
Sbpbbiob and the Upper Mississippi in 1810-Made bj
W. H. 0., op Chicago.
,..«_*% , Q ,„

Edmond

;•,

<cs.

a process often

j|^ nnd i$iv£i[ fishing.
FISH IN SEASON~°~FOR NOVEMBER.

CANOEING ON LAKE SUPERIOR.

Dam

Sands;

roote of the oedar), for repairing tha canoe,
necessary on those rocky shores.

accepted Yale's challenge, and the eight-oared four-niile race
will probably be rowed ut New London.

and finish opposite the boatmile, start from Macomb's
house. First race for single sculls— W. Parsons had
lame, 7m. 58a
over, Philip Thompson failing to appear
•£3,

Company, the first vessel on the Lake, which was fur years tho
wonder of the gens du JVord.
Ono must also carry birch hark, gum and watiap (Ihe flexible

j

:

Kelly acted as referee, Mr. E. E. Sage
Course, one
as judge, and Mr. Bob Cornell as timekeeper.

Olaik.

;

July 29.—We find our stock of provisions for six men for three
months so heavy that we conclude to eonda part up to Lapoiute
by the brig John J. Astor, a vessel belonging to the Ami

Nichols, F. Leary, J. O.

OAB AND PADDLE.

Mr.

all

Sprague Boat Club against Tom
Hughes Bout. Club. Won by the latter in l'Jtu. 7s., in spile
Names of winning crew
of the stroke oar slipping his seat.
T. Penuock. D. W. Hutchinson, W. M. Taylor, H. B.

Columbia College Bboatta.— The fall regatta of Columbia College was held Saturday, October 28, on the Harlem,
near Mott Haven. The weather was favorable and the water
smooth.

little fall, where I found them of good size,
that I took being over half a pound, and the largest of two
pounds weight. These were taken with a By, to which they rose
readily and I found theBe, my first Western trout, to exaotly resemble those of New England in appearance and flavor.

spot at the foot of a

:

Extracts rriou a

her.

will serve as cook.
July 28.— Mr. Schoolerof t fitted na out with boat and men, who
took us to the Canada shore, and we commenced fishing for trout,
which abound in these places. By wading tha rapids I got to a

i

YACHTING NEWS.

They

life-boat.

whom

-.

;

heretofore.

made on

ride over the waves like
will out-live any other craft in a heavy sea,
and the only difficult; in travelling is tho necessity of unloading
them in deep water, for tho least pressure cm a rook would break
them instantly. Our crew consists of three half-breeds, one of

a

Hakvakd University Club.—The sum of 610,000 has
been offered to send the Harvard crew to England, but nothing
The challenge from Yale
definite has as yet been arranged.
will in the meantime remain in abeyance, but Yale was challenged to a single-scull race for next spring.
Syracuse Bowing Association.—This is thenameof a new
The folorganization recently organized in Syracuse, N. Y.
President, Samuel A. Steele;
lowing officers were elected
Vice-Presidents, Win. P. Kersey, E.W. Hinsdale; Secretary,
Geo. L, Whitmore Treasurer, A. W. Whitmore Financial
Secretary, H. N. Letts.
Codnbll FNivEKsriT B eg aita.— Tuesday, Oct. 15, the day
to which the University regatta had been postponed, turned
out very favorable, the water being smooth all day. First
race for single sculls: G. M. Wells, of '79, and E. L. PresThe latter took the lead with a stroke of 32
ton, of '78.
Second race, for
against Wells' 28 and won in 10m. 22s.
'81
class crews, proved close up to the mile inarit, when class
took the lead and won in 12m. 20s.; crew of '80, 13m. 37s.,
and crew of '79 in 12m. 40s. Names of the winning crew as
follows
J. N. D. Shiukel, E. H. Cole, B. D. Jayne, J. G.
Allen, G. E. Beed, H. T. Waterbury and O. L. Taylor, cox-

the energetic lead of Com Jno.
H. Forshey yachting in Galveston Bay has become very popular, and the number of yachts owned in that city and vicinity
reaches probably forty. They are mostly of the jib aud-ma iuWolkart is the Pat
sail type, well suited to their waters.
McQichan of the South, having turned out some very fast
boats that are said lo have beaten all the craft imported from
the North. Among his fast ones are Adelia, and Comet, boats
which spread a very large arei of canvas, and which
to do fairly well even in rough water. The sport is followed
with great avidity, and next season a regular club will be organized and official regattas held instead of scrub race3 as

tions

;

When thus loaded tho would

inches.

was rowed over the Hulton

swain.

I

When the contemplated canal i3 finished tho upper
country will bo opened to commerce, which, with the fisheries,
been monopolized by this company. There are also ores of
iron and copper on the shores of Lake Superior, which will hereafter be worked to advantage.
Just beyond Fort Brady I recognized the tent of my companions,
and soon learned with satisfaction Ihat everything was ready for
oar final start from the abodes of men. Oar bark canoe,
purchased for twelve dollars, waj about 28ft. long, and 4fr. wide,
and capable of containing six men with their baggage, and 2,000
all of which would not sink tho boat six
lbs. of provisions
Company.

-,

more pleasing

Texas Taodtisg.

i

this exists in New Eogland.
The
piece of road better than
and Swift rivers, and with the
road follows the Androscoggin
the wonderful bear stories
beautiful mountain scenery, and
ne drive i s e n.
tell thi
that stage drivers always
the shore of Lake Mboseluorrja,"
chanting. From Byron to
and here you are right outhe shore
n untie is only seven miles,
It is on the shorts of this
great lakes.
of the greatest of the
is situated, and at ihe bead is the
Lodge
Allerton's
that
lake
Angling Association. Middle Dam
property of the Oqoossoc
of the Boston clubs can all be
Upper Dam, and the camps
from here, and all " carries," ihe curse of the tourist
El

reached

and especially the ladies who visit Ihe Lakes, are avoided, and
you have saved forty-six miles, as this route is that, much
and Phillips. Bum j.
shorter than by the way of Farraington

* Axglisg

Oilkbrities.— To the long list of distinguished
and amusement,
men who have made angling their relaxation
preacher and poet J. A.
we must add Charles Kingsley, the
;

Tom Taylor and Tom Hughes,
In the late "Life and Letters of
BUtboM
wife,
we have many elimpses of
Kineslev" edited by his

Froude, the historian

;

and

of distinction.

,:
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FOREST^AND f STREAM.
goodness!

if

we only hare a BQu'-wofiter—all's in that blessed
lu'l know what the dear old Zephyrcs was
li

good

who

for;

of wjilcr,

'

11

e

dues but We, the heirs of

mother of

all

thiug-v

all creation,'

masters

,;

" To J. A. Fronde— Yesterday I went up the side stream
in the park, and after the rain it was charming.
They took
first a little black gnat, and then settled to a red palmer and

My

the conquering turkey-brown.
beloved black aldet they
did not care For, but I kept seven brae o) good oat and
threw in twelve, none over 1 \ lbs., though. Oh! I wish you
had been with mi
i

"Mackerel Guile, Sliffo, Juh/ 4.— I have done the deed at
last— killed a real live salmon over five pounds Weight, and
a whopper by light hookiua,"
'Juh/ 5. - -I had magnificent sport, this morning five salmon
killed; biggest seven pounds, and another huge fellow ran
right away to .sen, carrying me after him, and was lost after
running 300 yards by fouling a shi p'a hawser. There is nothing like it the exci erneut is maddening."
IE the good man lost his wits over a five pound fish, which
would be called a grilse on the Restigouche, what would have
happened had he chanced to fasten a twenty-five or thirty
pounder ? In our country we should introduce this English
lost
'

;

;

custom of throwing back all Email trout, say those under six
or eight inches long, and it is for Fokest and Steeam to teach
young anglers that there is more credit in the capture of one
two-pound trout than in killing one hundred yearlings.
S. C- O.

v

Gkeen Bass.—Frank

J.

Bowman,

Esq,, in a letter written

from Tike Lake, Bayfield County, thus desciibes the gree
bass that is there found in great abundance
Lake

near kinsman, the black bass, it has in the dorsal fin
nine spines the second dorsal, one spine; twelve soft rays, with
a remarkable Uniformity ol color on hack or belly, closely resembling the dark, polished green of the oak leaf. In weight,
from two to live pounds. It is a bold biter, and a good-sized
green trog is the most tempting bait you can throw; a live
its

;

minnow

killed well.
It will strike handsomely at a bright
spoon hook, or piece of red flannel drawn rapidly through the
water, it takes the bait with a rush, aud must be given line
or it will tear loose or break the tackle. Its leaping and shaking propensities are remarkable— on the first leap it will frequently jump from three to four aud a half feet from the
water, and will leap and shake like a Scotch terrier from four
to six times before taming down.
Its flesh is very firm, and

the fish flavor is more delicate than the black bass. .Some idea
of the gameness of the fish in
from the fact that
Mr. Knight', who has long enjoyed the reputation of an experienced angler, found ii impossible to save more than a half
dozen of the hist fifty bass he hooked, and your COl
eut, although boasting that he hud lost but four large trout in
making a catch ol several hundred, had no better success than
Sir. li. in handling green bass.
After losing a heavy braided
silk line and breaking two poles in good hard lighting, we fell
back on a stout pole aud half a trolling line. Thus arrned,

we made
fishing.

W

a fair showing of thirty-two big bass in a half day's
Ashland ( Wis.) Press.

Axt About the Hexqeamitb. —Editor

Forest

and Stream :

After a careful examination of the authorities, and a thorough
search in journals and books, I am of the opinion that tiie
helgramite has been overlooked, and perhaps it will bo interesting to "Knights of the .Rod and Keel," who look to your
paper for such information. I give a short statement of the
hauits and value of this bait
The helgramite is the most
" killing " bait for black bass. By that name it is known in
in the Northern States it is called "Dobson" or
the South,
" Dobsell." Our rivers and canals are full of them, and yet a
very large number of fishermen never saw them, and few have
used them. By anglers who know it is in constant use from
the last of June until the close of the fishiug season. By
some they are called salamanders, wJuch is entirely wrong. In
appearance and shape it very much resembles the thousandlegged worm, and has pinchers like a pinching bug. It grows
to oe about 3£ inches long, and is of a dark brown color. It
instantly clings to any object it strikes, lives entirely under
the water, and feeds upou decayed vegetation and matter of
all kinds.
It protects itself from fish by hiding under rocks
and drift in the bottom of the streams, or in the crevices of
submerged stone walls. They are found under cobble-stones
and rocks, on the riffles, or clinging under the timbers of old
dams and decayed driftwood. In the canal and feeders they
live in the walls of locks, on the gates, bridge timbers and
sunken boats. They are caught on the riffles try standing in
the stream with minnow net set, so as to hold the upper end
of the brails together In one hand, the lower end of the brails
spread so as to stretch the lead line on the bottom of the
stream, then with a hoe turn over rocks and stones as far up
the stream as you can reach. Being thus disturbed, the helgramite will curl up in a ball and drift into the net, from
which it must be taken before reselling the net. Timber and
driftwood must be turned over, for they will be found underneath.
The difficulty in finding them in canal3 is because of
the water being too deep to wade. The theory of some
:

naturalists is that the b Igfamrl
e
lop into butterflies, and
that ihe butterflies dig holes in the river bank and depos
that are hatched the next year into helgramite
but the more
practical fishermen say that hundreds of small ones are found
through the season, with the larger ones on rocks and decayed
wood in the streams, showing that is where they breed and
i

i

i

;

multiply.

In the

early fall they burrow into the banks of
streams and remain iu that condition until spring. As bait
they are belter than " crays," and when used are hooked under the shell that covers the neck. All kinds of fish take
them readily, aud the angler is pot annoyed by turtles eating
them off his hook. They will live for months if kept in a
cool place— in a bucket or box, partially filled with pieces of
moist decayed wood. Boys who catch them sell them at
Anglers hereabouts are enjoying excepeight cents a dozen.
tionally line black bass Qshihg this year.
Good catches are
being made every day along the banks of the Big and Little
Miamis, the Stillwater, Mud River, Wolf, Twin and Bear
creeks, and at the lakes near Carlisle, and over at Piqua and
and up at the Lewiston reservoir. Bait is plenty and the
waters in prime condition. Camping parties are scattered all
along these streams, and will be until cold weather Bf.ts io.
Dayton, Ohio, Oct. 1(1, 1878.
IbAak.
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_v-

that were thrown them with the greatest avidity. This may
seem strange with regard to the whitefish, as their repiri
on the great lakes for taking the hook is not. the hpst, yet here
sd better biters than the trout. General Sherman,
i

in his report on the National Park, says he does not believe
there is a finer trout stream in the world than the Upper Yellowstone."

Fishing at Saitt.t Ste. Mamb.—A tourist gives the followlowing account of his experience "Seating myself in a canoe,
one Indian took his position in the stern and another stood in
the bow. The one in the stem m;-a a padi
boat's head up stream, while the other used a pole
We had a dip-net about four feet in diameter, with
a handlo twelve or fifteen feet long.
This was hung over the
projection of the cutwater, while, the handle trailed back in the
:

water. Thus equipped, we sailed out. into the rapids, which
are half a mile in length and one mile wide.
At ihe fool, of
the rapids the fishing is done. The water boils and tumbles
like the swiftest rift on the Delaware, and is generally half
white with breaking foam. "With his pole the Indian in the
bow holds the canoe, ru lets it float steadly sideways, now up
a little and then down, but always under perfect control, and

always dancing wilh the rush of water. lie watches the
water constantly, which varies in depth from two to nine feel.
Suddenly, wilh a quick motion, he shoves the end of the pole
under the bow piece, grasping the net at the same time with
the othsr hand, and, never taking his eye from the water,
plunges it in, perhaps ten feet away, and forces it. to the bottom, or, as the canoe sags back with the current, lets it drop
a few feet, and then with a peculiar twist raises it
lace, and with a toss like turning a flap-jack, drops a fivepound white fish into the canoe. This was repealed time and
again, right in ihe swiftest water, and seldom only one fish
wT as caught, but once six that woe
Often I could not sec the bottom, and one was caught in eight
or ten feet of water. I could see no fish until they were
brought to the surface. It was the only kind of fishiug that I
ever saw that I did not think ] could learn to do. It is said
no white man over did learn. The Indian 1 was with took
1,800 in one day. We were out. an hour aud took about
thirty.
I could not induce any of Ihe other passengers to go
out, but they asked me if I had seen the City Hall at Detroit."
I

1'

letter to the

"At every halt along the river everyfish or "paw around among the beautiful pebbles
over which the river flowed for specimens.
In both instances
the reward for one's trouble was sure to be most satisfactory.
The trout, Whitehall and grayling took tho grasshopper bails

Cleveland Leader says

body would

:

Movements of the Fishing Fleet.— The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the part week has been 81,
arrivals have included 3 with codfish, 370,000 lbs.,
and 4 with halthut, 54,000 lbs. The number of Georges arriThe Bay men
vals has been 18, with 270,000 lbs. codfish.
arrive slowly, but most of the fleet are on the way home, and
The number of arrivals
the arrivals will soon he numerous.
the pas", week has been 2, and ihe receipts 300 bbls. mackere'.
The Shore fleet are mostly across the Bay, and the seasou will
soon be brought to a close. The arrivals for the week have
been 4, and the receipts 500 bbls. The mackerel season will
close with a small stock on the market, number ones and
ever before known, and commandscarcer than
U!l«»
^rt.V.L,.l
extras being
MMUg .?W11W1.»
•e in better supply, but
ingagood pi
tverliscr, Oct. 25.
prices rule low. - Cope
Tho Bank

.

—

CoHNEOliOTjT—JTiiM London,, Get. 26. Myself and friend,
on Monday, in four hours' fishing, captured 37 black bass,
many females in pawn. Is it not unusual for them to be in
spawn at this season ? Bass of 51bs. Goz. weight have been
|

Misaii.
caught in Gardiner's Lake.
Black hass of two years old commence Bpawning in July
October is late for them.
and continue into September.
Nevertheless, all fish are not wholly regular as to periods, and

may spawn

at almost any

&

S.

caught in large numbere every day, which is no doubt owing
to our stringent laws in regard to all kinds of seine fishing,
which are being enforced very rigidly.
Strips.

—

Virginia— Richmond, Oct. 23. Angling for bass between
Buchanan and Clifton Forge is very fine. The river is filled
fish.
The sport is improving in the vicinity of Kichmond, and by another season we may hope that the river
with

throughout

its

length will bo well stocked with that

fish.

16—Very

game
M.

striped bass fishing near the
Drum, salmon trout,
Bridges. Fish run small, but plenty.
spots and tailors in fair supply irom the seines.

TIM POND.
New Bmtain,
Editor Forest and Sthkam

odd month—En. F.

Pennsylvania—Erie, Oct. 19.—Fishiug has been the finest
known in our bay. Mnscalonge and black buss are being

ever

Norfolk,

Conn., Sept.

Oct.

fair

Richmond]
28, 1S7S.

—

:

Last year my frlead, of Mount Vernon, Maine, told you something of
bhla pond, remarkable for Its trout.
About the first of this mouth I
started with said friend and two other gentlemen for a week: ot troutiog
aud gunniug In the mountain and lake region of Maine. We drove our
own teams, A good way for sportsmen or any party desiring recreation and amusement in the open air iu t.lie finest forests and by the
mo.-t beautiful lakes and streams of New England is to go by railroad,
or by team to Parmington, Halue, llienei: by si age, or private carriage
on good rotds, via New Vineyard, New Portland and Klngfield, to Euatis.
ThlB was the route wo took. The drive on a September day— at
the foot of rugged mountains aud by the Bide of the dashing Cairybas.
setto River— is most enjoyable to any lover of nature. Iu the eveuing
we arrived at a comfortable dwelling and Cue " Tim Pond hoot." being
given by one of the party well versed In the art, (he proprietor, Mr. Kennedy Smith, appeared at the door aud recognized old friends. Smith
knows how to woicomo his guests and cause them to feel at home. It
was not long after our ap,>e:ites were appeased before we retired, A
gray dawn Kennedy Smith wss aellr and so were his good wife and
nrisk daughter, and era the sua had lighted up the far-off peaks our
quartette was upon the lawn, and, Mr. Editor, you should have been
there that you might give a word-painting of the landscape
Away
around to the left is Flagstaff, where Arnold with his brave soldiers en.

s

!

Tennessbb—Nashville, Oct. 21. James Snow, Esq., with a
parly of gentlemen, went down to the narrows of flarpeth
River on a fishing excursion, and last Saturday they had
splendid sport, taking seventy -five bass anil one cat fish. The
bass averaged three-quarters of a pound, and the catfish
weighed seven pounds.
large quantity of fish, principally
cat, drum and buffalo, caught in the Cumberland River, were
offered for sale last week in the market. This is the beginning
of the season for catching jack.
It seems they are more voraA
cious on cool, frosty mornings than at any other time.
number of our crack anglers are already making preparations
J. D. H.
for their fall sport,

A

—

Nashville, Oct. 26.
The fall season for fishing has opened
most favorably, large creels being taken in almost all of the
gentleman lauded a five-pound
streams in this section.
jack in the Cumberland last "week, and another party took
in the same stream a large string of bass and two or three jack
J. D. II.
averaging about one pound weight.

A

—

Savannah, Oct. 22. Our fall fishing ha3 been cprite fair.
Several parties have enjoyed reasonably good .sport. On my
expedition, I captured eight game representatatives of
*
'Wiix.
the bass species.
last

aamped, amid the snow and ice of winter, on that memorable march to
Canada. In frout of us boldly stand the three peaks of Mount Bigelow
where Arnold sent his aid to " look over into Quebec." To the right ia
Saddle-Back, and further on are Eenneuago and Mount Abram, this
side of which lies our Promised Laud—the camping ground of Tim

Pond

1

After an appetizing breakfast the " packs" were put into a wagon and
we started for Pond. When wo had proceeded about a mile and a half
our guide took from the wagon one pi.eK and his lusty
other, and we plunged Into the forest. For a time the patD
then only fair. The forest trees were mostly Bpmce, lir, pine and cedar.
t,

There were some hard-wood

trees. The air was Invigorating and healthLiterally, there are tous of gum upou the spuiee treeB. This dense
woodland is inhabited by large game. There are many evidences that
Bruin finds a congenial home here, but he does not seek acquaintance
wilh man. Deer, caribou aad moose, In the season, can be hooted here,
w 1th proper dogs and outfit, to advantage and with great sport. After
about Ave hoars we bad accomplished six miles and stood by the shore
of the annex of the main lake or pond.
This annex evidently was pirtitioned off by the industrious beaver many years ago.
It is but a few
ful.

acres In size.
The real pond, according to the S-.ate survey, ha3 a Burface of about a thousand acres.
It Is a beautiful sheet of clear, sparkling water nestled down among the green trees, hlllsana mountains.

onr guide soon placed his boat before ua and stored our packs and
equipmeuU inside for transfer to the landing opposite the camp. Wo
took a few fine trout in the small pond and then crossed tin:, bar or

BASE BALL,
The Leaotje Championship Campaign of 1878— The Statistics or

the Season's Plat.

The League Association's season of 1878, which began on
the 1st of May last, finished up on tho 1st of October, though
the League clubs have played exhibition games since then and
up to the close of October; but the championship season was
from May to October, the last game ol the championship pennant series beiug played on Sept. 30 last. The contesting
clubs numbered only six during 1878, and it was the best
League season on record, both as regards the equality of tho
competing nines and Ihe tine fielding exhibited by the respecWithout further preface we proceed to give the
tive teams.
statistics of the season's play, beginning with the full record
of the season.
The Ftjix Recoiot.
Tlie full record of Ihe seas:m, giving the summary of the
games won, lost, drawn aud played is as follows. The names
are given iu the order of won games:

opening

iu the
ivi
t> the real lake.
Alter row
distance our gnlde landud anu hastened, to put the camp in order for

and h;s assistant
dp
B good
For an hour or more the sport was excliiog.
fn a short time what
we had caught were cooked and well appreciated by six bmogry
..

i

i

|

trout

men.
Each morning we arose

early, drank from a health-giviug spring
near camp, took to onr boat, returning after an hour with all the trout
We warned more than we could eat, though our appetites were keen.
During the day we burned partridges with two good dogs and wita fair
success, though! do not think we found them as plenty in the deep
wilderness as near openings, where their haunts were lhled wlffi them.
Near sunset each afternoon we took more trout, for we had only to cast
In our hooks io gain the speckled prizes. Thus we spent our time, varj.luuie by visiting some of the wildest and grandeur, acenery
;

i

.

affords.

One day wj

visited !

Tim Pond Stream" which

oonuectB thla lake With Dead River. It is a charming slream, with high
embowered banks, numberless rapids and throe dashing cascades. The
deep basin at the foot ot each waterfall is alive with trout. There are
no fish in this lake except trout. Never has one. ot any other speeies
been csught here. The lake ia swarming with Its exclusive inhabitants,
Whloh can be taken by bait or by a " fly," by a novice or by a profes-

Few have

" whipped" these waters, because few know of them,
each j tar their fame 1b Increasing. For one desiring the life or
a fashionable hotel this Is not the place.
It is f.Uo place for the true
sportsman, rhe place for recreation, for health, ihe place to worship

sional.

ltione.h

The Ykixowstonb as a Trout Steeam.—A

by the Maine Central R. R. to Anson, thence by stage and private
conveyance to the residence of Mr. Smith. Should any one wish for
former Information they can obtain- it by addressing Kennedy Smith,
J. Wabrbn tcck
tsusils, Maine.
ia

Gad

in bti first temple.

We

The enjoyment ot onr party was complete.
gained In weight,
health and strength.
When I return next year I hope to see some of
your readers. Instead of going to Farmington by railroad uuothei route

Chlcsgo

Milwaukee..

Games

:::o

lost..

Model Games.
Tho model games— or games

in

which the score of the win

ning nine docs not exceed three runs— iu the League cham
pionship contests of 1873, were as follows

May I— Boston
.Tin".-

July 211—

Sept

11—

Aug 8—
Aug 10Aug

31

"
"
"
"

"

Junell— "
Kept 13— "
Aug 9— "
July 39— "
July

Aug

Aug

BOSTON.
va Providence.
-'in' i'.-| "

1.!—

4— "
1- "
3- "

i

1—0
1

—

"

1-0
2-0
2—1
2-1
2—1
3—0
3-0
3—0
3-0
3-2
3-2

"

8-2

Cincinnati
Indianapolis C10 innings)

Chicago
"

Milwaukee
Indianapolis

"

Chioago
Milwaukee
"

'

aB
v
2
6

.

1

.

4
S
C

:

9
n

S
4
6
1

i
S
a
3

6
t

:

:
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COMPLETE RECORD OF LEAGUE CLUB GAMES FOR
Boston.

Clubs.

June
June

Jmy

17
20
20

July

'li

July 23
July 25

o

Boston

Providence.

CINCINNATI.

Chicago.

4—2 Mayl
5—2 May4
1—0 May is
8—7 Mav22
11— i May 25

i-

a

Jl—

s

6—

Aug.

2

12—10 Aug.
17—10 Aug.

4—1

(11 Innings)... .10-9 Sept. 26

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Six games

6—

Cincinnati..

Juni 13
Junel4

3—0

July9

5—

Sept.T

6—1

(6

2-0 May 7
4—3 May9

innings)....

Ang.8
Aug. 27
Aug. 29
Sept. 2

Ten games

54—20

9—1 June

6

6—6

May
May

8—c July 11
8—2 July 31

4

8
May 15
Sept. 27
Sept 23

Nine games

24—5 Aug.
6—5

5—

5

4—

3

5-8
7—6

6-2

Sept. 11

S—

64—22

7—

Aug.9(A. M.)
Aug. 9 (P. M.)

47—22

Three games

Aug. 13(11 Innings).... 4—4 Aug.

8—2 Aug.

T— June

Tune

3

S—

9—2 June

June 27
June 29

21
Sept. 12

2—

4
6

17—10

16—6

July 4

15-

B—

Julys

16—4
9—

Sept. 7

Chicago

Six games

Pour games
Aug. 13

81—14

Two games

7—6 May

(11)

28

Two games

is (11 innings)...

11—3 Ang.

10

9—3

June 28

9—5

July6.

6—6

to— July

2 (10

6—2 May

14...

4

4—

8 (11 Innings).

.

S—

.

20

Sept.12

6-2

H-3

56— so

S

20
22

9—

7

.14—

s

6— 2
6— s
8—4
14—6
18—H

6—

Ten games

6—1
1—0
6—5
9—3

9—

31

—

8

7—

1

May

May

June

2—

9

7-6 May25

18

10—7

10—
11—

Aug. 29
Sept. 6

181

24

IB—
9—1

Eight games
innings)... .8

5

94^(4

Mayio..*.

Mayll
May 21
May 23
Aug.

July 26

Aug. 18

12-

sept. 7
Sept. 9

7—7 Ang. 8(11

273 to 123

1—

12
15

July 13
July 16
July 16

8

8—5

30

60—32

Eight g»mes

July9
12—9 Julyia

Eight games

15—11

246 to 98

<i

6—1
4-1
7-1

s

6—5
July 25

33

7—

Julyi7

13—

238 to

14—7
5—2
11—4

<uly26

4—1 June
S— June
3—1 June

4

July 29
July 80

MaylB

n

57

59—18

3

luly 23

6—4 June

4

11

6—5

5—2

Sept. 10

63—27

innings)

B—

(0)

June 25
Tuna 27

May
May

4

6—2
4—1

1

June

Mayl
Mays

!

6

lo-i

Eight games

7

76—29

16— Aug.

June 4

Eight games

Aug. 22

1

55—85

11—1
67—21

Ten games

26—

1

2
8

4—0

Aug. 23
Aug. 24

Sixgame3

2

2

May4
May 18

7—4
4-i
3-0
4-0
5—0
IS—
8—6

Aug. 7

June

1

3—

3—
4—

1

9— June

9—0 July 20

Sept. 4

243 to 122

2

24—11

11—7 June 19
Aug. 12 (11 innings).... 6—3 June 20
Ang. 14
3-2 July la
8—1 July 18
Sept.3

4—3

21

Aug. 10
Aug. 12

July 2

Providence

i

3—

...,,"..

...',..

AUg.17

July 2 (10 innings)....

9-3
6—3

Mqy
May

10—8

Aug. 24

13—2

2 (6 innings)

4

July 4

Four games
Sept 9 (ten innings)

11—

13— JWySflo)
T—

2—

4—

Eleven games

4—

12-4 May 21
13— May 23
4—0 May 25
5—1 Aug. 22

July 15

o

44—1*)

8

16—15

12—4 July 29
33
8—3 July31
Aug. 14
sept. 11 (10 innings).. 2-0 Aug.l
Sept. 12
4-2 Aug. 3
Aug.

4—1

sept. 8
Sept. 5

7—3 July

Bight games

6—

Total
BUNS.

6—
B—

9
11

2—1 Jul

5—2

,

June 4
June 6
July2

3-" Julv

8—

Games
Won.

Milwaukee.

2—1

S

9
10
27
29
31

89—22

Sept. 9 (10 Innings).... 6-6

July 16
July 18

1878.

Indian atolis.

SS

t.0

,60—18

2-

7 (10 innings!....

2

1

1

4

4—

1

15

Four games
36—26

Pour games
19

30— 10

Four games

23

1

June
June

1—
3—

"
Boston

"

"

June 13— Cincinnati vs Providence

Aug 29—
Sept 11—
Sept
July

"

3—

"
"

2

(6 innings)

—

2—0
2—0
3—0
8-2

"
Chicago
Boston

"

27-

3—1
3—1
3—2
8-2

IndianapoliB

"
"

"
INDIANAPOLIS.

1—0
3—2

11— Indianapolis vs Milwaukee
;

18-

Boston

"

June 13—!

5

Chicago

,

Indianapolis..

.

2-0
2—1

Chicago Games.
The "Chicago" games in the League championship arena
during 1878 were as follows <
BOSTON.

5—0
3—0
3-0
3—0
3—0
2—0
1-0

Aug

13-

29—

Milwaukee

9-

Chicago

11—
20—
June 18May 1—

Indianapolis (10 innings)
Cincinnati
Indianapolis

Sept
July

1

45

180

2

1

S

1

10

—

vs Milwaukee
D.r.oiilQnna
Providence
BoBton
Providence

Li

Sept

3—

Jnne 13-

Aug 29—
Sept 11—
Sept
Sept
July
July

"

"
"

4—Providence

3—
7-

"

20—
Aug 23Ang 18-

"

Chicago

rs

PROVIDENCE.
Chicago
•'

Indianapolis

".

9—0
4
4—0
3-0
ft

2

—The

last

game

SECOND LNNING.
b Hollingworth
9 Clark, c Clack....
run out
6 Cowan, c Alcott, b Latham.
Kennedy, c Hollingworth,
b Clark
J Adams, b Latham

1213
12

Alaska
Flyaway....

1

Hudson....

1

Gaines

2

lost.

New York— Utiea,

Won.

Hudson.

Flyaway.

Played.
3

E

Richardson, s N Adams
Latham, o Foster, b Holling-

Hollingworth, b

worth
8
Alcott, nocont
11
Smith, o J Adams, b Holling-

G Boyce,

..

4

2
Oct. 28.

— Utica

8

Cricketers (amateurs)

(professionals), the latter having never played a game of cricket. „The fielding of the baseball club won them the game, it being especially fine in the

second inniDg

.

Latham

1

6

b Clack

Foster, o Aloott, b

Latham.

.

.

4

>rth..

N Adams, b Hollingworth
Boche, o Clark, b J Adams.. 5
McGuiuness. hit own wicket.
BuBhong, c J Adams, b HolClack, c

.

.

lingworth
Byes, 5 wides, 2

1

Total

Overs— Uticas, 33
1

;

W Adams, b Clack

N Adams,

fi

Latham
b Latham

b

H Adams,

F

Boyce, not out

1

7

;

Clack,

C

C

;

Latham,

50
Total
27
Cricketers, 28. Maiden overs— Alcott, 1 ;
Bowled out— Ucioaa, 4
Cricketers, 7.

1.

;

Playing time, 4 hours. Umpires— George Balph for Cricketers
James G. Frenoh for Uticas.
B. A. G.

A Novel

ARCHERY.
—Highland Park,

:

—

III.
On the 19th October a very interesting match was shot between Mr. W. B
D. Gray, an excellent pistol shot, and Messrs. E. B. Weston
and H. C. Carver, members of the Highland Park Archery
Team. Mr. Gray used a 9-ounce revolver and was handicapped to shoot 100 yards to the Archers' 60 yards; 90 shots
each at a regulation 45-inch target. The score is as follows

Contest

WBD

Gray

Shots.

Hits.

80
30
80

24
17
26

106

90

67

803

30

21

85

60

800

(pistol)

:

Value!
85
112

JTBST INNING.

BASE BALL CLUB.

Total

CEICKETEES.

Purcell, hit hiB wicket

E
9—0
8-0
5—0
4-0

.

|

1

..

6

M Kennedy,

prize

Alaska.

1298
to
573

Purcell,

of

tourney, which was commenced on the Union
Grounds, Brooklyn, on Oct. 22, stood as follows on Oct. 30,
four games having been played

—

2-0
2-0

16

Kennedy, b Hollingworth.

.

1

J Adams,
J

c

EB

McGuinness, b

Clack

5

Clark, b Alcott

1

Biohardeon, b Hollingworth. 7 J Holliugworth, run out
Latham, c Kangley, b Hollingworth
2 GBovce, c Alcott, b Clack.... 5
6
Aloott, b Hollingworth
7 N Adams, b Clack
18
Smith, sClark
2 B Hill, c Alcott, b Clack
Clack, C
Adams, b Hollingworth
Foster, thrown out by Smith
1
12
Kennedy, not out
13 C
Adams, b Alcott
McGuinness, b Hollingworth. 3 C H Adams, c E Kennedy, b
Alcott
15
Koche, run out
5 Kangley, c Smith, b Purcell. . 1
Bushong, c Hollingworth
Cowan, not out. . ,
Wides
3

Weston

(archer)

.

90

Total

HC

30

Carver (archer)

H

"

M

INDIANAPOLIS.

Aug 81—Indianapolis
"
May 11—

San Fbancisoo.

and the Utica Base Ball Club

CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati
AugD 10—
n
Aug 3-

in

runs to spare.

1—0

Providence

2

36

the series of Matches played by the Australian team in
America took place at San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 24, 25 and 26,
on the Recreation Grounds. The wicket was not a very good
one, and what with indifferent bowling and wretched fielding,
the Australians had no difficulty in running up one hundred
and ninety-seven the first day, with a loss of but six
wickets, C. Bannerman scoring 78 after giving a couple of
chances at the bat, one after another scoring less than 20,
while Spofforth contributed 45, his best score in America.
The second day's play saw the Australians run their score up
to 802, Boyle contributing 35, Bailey 25, Allan 31— not out—
and Gregory 15, Murdock being disposed of for 3 only. In
the inning there were no fewer than 42 extras. The first
inning of the twenty-two resulted in a score of 62 only, and
they had to follow their inning, their second yielding them
105 runs. Fergy Malone, the old Athletic baseball player, led
the score against the Australians with 22, Aitken getting IS,
these being the only double figures scored.
The final result
was the success of the Australians in one inning, with 125

The

June 20—Boston va Cincinnati.
Indianapolis
June 11Sept
July

The Australians

2—

30

CRICKET.
1—0

a—

'

"

7 (10 innings)....

27

CHICAGO.

June 12— Chicago vs Milwaukee
Providence
June 4—

Hay 6—
May 20—

May

37—13

s

Milwaukee

cmoAao.
June 12— Chicago vs Milwaukee

9—0
1-0

W

1—0

Byes

JULLWAUKISE

June 13—Milwaukee vs Chicago.....

W

2—0

Total.

1

..CI

Byes
Total

1

64

90

Total

Oeitaxi
30 yards

;

Abohsbs—Hackensaek, N.
Hits.

9
Miss Ward
MrsHolberton...l2
Miss Sherman ... 5
" Hopper
6
" L ZiDgzam. 1
.

J., Oct.

9 ends
Value.

24-inch target

26.—Distance,

;

nsta.

42
46

Miss Dougherty.

26

Mr Gardner
Mr Zingzam
Mr Wells

IS

3

.

Vain

.

MrHolberton

17
....

51

8
6

41)

1

3

M

FOREST AND STREAM.
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WiH those who are bo land as to send archery scores
please send sim? nt target, distance and number of ends ?

#

heat— 1st, W Roberto,
K Y, 16ft: time, lis. 2d, II Movuan,
C C N Y, 17ft. Throe started. Fourth heat— 1st, C 'Hexnmer, C
C N r, 8tt time, 1 If £ 2d, W Todil.
N Y, 20ft. Two started.
Handled Yards Ran— Final heat—1st, M Palmer, 'NO: time,
:

Ma«ibtta, Ohio,

33.—Hiawatbas,

Muskingum, and
the Eighty-one Archers, of Marietta College— The former
club numbers about thirty members, and includes ladies. The
Oei.

Bows

latter is strictly a college club.

Highfleld and

40 to 481bs.

of

in use are of American
Aldred manufacture, and range in weight from
The Aldred bows are the finer finish and more

much more than others that it is difdecide which is economy. I think Aldred has sent
no lance or lemonwood bows to this country over fifty-five
pounds, so it is impossible to judge as to their durability. I
have in use a Spanish yew, of forty-nine pounds weight,
made by Aldred, that have used constantly for four months,
and to-day seems better than ever. Will " Archer" be kind
enough to tell us whether he has ever used a bow of this
wood. I have broken three fine bows of lance and lemon.
True, they wire heavier and may not have been broken had
but I prefer using a bow of forty-nine
they been lighter
pounds to buying at fifty-five or sixty pounds every two or
Conditions— 20 yds., SO inch target
three months.
HIAWATHAS.
Eexible, yet they cost so

ficult to

1

;

L

2d.

IOJb.

C Hexamer,

Stuart. '80; 33,

WM

CaptLDovul
Edward Devol

Em&ry Devol
J Devol
Gordon Devol

Hits.
24
29
29

Valne.
J26
163
115

29
22

1CT

2

128

6

133

729

20

128
15S

6

110

2

127
114

8

Golds.
i
2

started.

Watson, the champion walker of the collego, then gave
an exhibitioo of walking, covering a half mile in 3rn 35s, and C
Fabrogou showed hia skill at vaulting with the polo, clearing 8ft

Four Hundred and Forty Yards Run— Final heat— 1st, J Canistime, lm 8}s. 2d, F Emmons, '82. Three started, but
Webster dropped out after running three-quarters of a lap. and
never pushed the winner.
Hundred Yards Run— Handicap open to all amateurs—Final
ter, '81

;

Emmons

W

lieat-lst,
Roberts,
25ft Four started.

Running High

EMarx,

2d,

OC

W Y, 15ft

Ef

26
28
28
25
22

Veils

Q Slack
P8taey

WHSlaok
Total

129

671

4

58

Hiawathas ahead

Jump— 1st, L

Five-Mile
'82

closs,

;

Walk— 1st. E
time,

50m

.».

;

3d. L Smart, 15ft llin.
time 50ra 4s 2d. J GroteCopelaud, '82 time, 51m 22^8.

Briggs, 88
3d,

6s.

O

the

is

month

•weekly journal started in Montreal a

new

voted chiefly to cricket, base ball and what are popularly
known as athletic sports. It is an eight-page paper and creditably gotten up.

A

UnosTLT Velocipede.

—Brighton,

England,

been

has

startled by the apparition of a man mounted on a bicycle of
colossal dimensions, who glides along on a level with the tops
of lainp-posts, towering above the height of ordinary carThe driving wheel of this machine is nearly eight
riages.
feet in height, so that the rider's head is about twelve feet
from the ground. The courage required to mount on top of
a wheel of this height was only outdone by the dexterity with
which the machine was guided and the velocity attained.
champion bicyclist ventured to try a ride on this monster, and
found it necessary to cling ignominiously to a lamp-post in
man of ordinary size is enabled to ride
order to dismount.
this bicycle by means of a secondary treadle placed upon the
usual crank, and connected by a rod, the action or stroke being what is termed reciprocatory. The wheel is 360 inches

A

A

in circumference.

—

;

;

high.
8, Tug of war, teams limited to four
7. Individual tu^ of War
men each, gross weight of team not to exceed 6001bs in uniform.
10 hurdle,

2>j'ft

;

•

TJkivbhsity Athlbtio Spouts— Toronto, Oct. 12:
1. Throwing Cricket Ball, distance— F Nelson, 102 yards.
1st, T A Haultain, 5ft 2in
2d,
2] BunDing High Jump

—

PaHullo.

Running Long

3

man

B B

resident,

;

B B

;

Jump— 1st, G A

Smith, 17ft

;

W

2d,

F

Free-

Pattullo.

Patting the Stone— A Watson.
Banning Hop, Step and Jump— N McEachern, 88ft 2in.
6. Kicking the Football— C C MoOaul.
ER Cameron.
7. Throwing the Cricket Ball, accuracy
1st, J C Grace, 8:36
2d, George Aoheson.
8. Walking Bace
2d, C C McCaul.
9. Steeplechase— 1st, F T Congdon
D Gwynne 2d, J
10. Bace in Heavy Marching Order— 1st,
4.

5.

—

—

;

;

Mo Andrew.
Servants'

11.

The
dent,
2.

gau
3.

•

Bnllen

WF

Race— 1st. A McMurchy

Freeman.

Tim,-,

;

2d, Walker.

;

races yesterday were as follows

Half-mile

1

Kace—1st,

W
N

MoEachern

resi-

2:17^

T O

Three-legged Race, 100 yards— 1st, F Nelson and
Time, 13s.
2d, A Haig and U A Smith.

'Mile

;

Race— 1st. F T Congdon

F Freeman. Time, 5:11.
4. Hurdle Race, 220 yards— 1st,
Time. '.lie.
aiu.

;

2d,

C C McCaul

D C Little

;

2d,

:

F

W

Haul-

M

M

A ; 2d, McGraduates' Race, 220 varus— 1st, J A Long,
Gregor, B A. Time, 28s.
Pratt 2d, F Nelson resident,
G. Flat Bace, 100 yards— 1st,
Pattullo. Time. lty-Js.
T A Arthurs 2d,
7. Strangers' Race, quarter of a mile— 1st,
8 C Johnstone. Time. 55s. Run on Friday.
8. Half-milo Race— Open to uudergraduatea of Canadian Universities—1st, G A Strickland ; 2d, A McMurchy. Time, 2:10^.
In
9. Quartor-mile race for Mias McDonald's champion cup
this contest a foul occurred, and the race is to be run over again.
2d, resident, F H Reefer.
10. Consolation Race— 1st, S Young
At the conclusion of the games the spectators and contestants adjourned to Convocation Hall, where the prizes were
5.

H

BB

;

;

W

'79,

Time, 4m

The

15s.

final

—

Habvaed vs. Yale New Haven, Oct. 26
One Hundred Yards Race— Folsom, Badger and Schuyler '82,
'79, S S S.
Schuyler won in 10£g Moo'rehead,
Becond. The time made at the spring meeting wis lOj^s.
The sophomore's won the tug of war, and pulled the freshmen
and Moorehead,

;

8m

;

36s.

Half- Mile Run— Stokes, '79, and Jones, senior class law school.
bv Jones bv fully thirty foet time, 2m 13s.
alden, '81, Miller, '82, and Dickinson, '82. threw the base ball.
Each man was allowed three throws. Millor reached 319ft 3m
Walden, 314ft 9in.
In the three-legged rare, Cuyler and Schuyler, from '82, and
Merritt and Nixon, from '81, competed. The distance was 150
yards. The freslimen won* leading about six feet. Time, 23a.

WonT

;

W

;

promptly ruled the

men

Hoyt

and' Height.
The judges
out for running. Tho time made was

One Mile Handicap Bicycle Race— Swan, '81, Parker, '80, Tubbs
'79. Wright. '81, Abbe, '81
tho latter withdrew. Parker thirty
yaids behind Swan and Wright, who were thirty vards behind
Tuobs. Swan passed tho line about forty-one yards ahead of
Parker, who was thirty yards before Wright. Tho time made was

ing, Friday, Oct.

annual

meet-

fall

25

Hundred Yards Run—FirBt heat—1st, E S Webster. '83 time,
Four started. Second Heat— 1st, L
2d, G Eggleston, '82.
2d, F Emmons, '82.
Three started.
Stuart '80; time, ll}<;s.
Palmer, '80; time, ll^s. 2d,
Hoxamer, '82.
Third heat— 1st,
;

His.

M

Five -raited.

One Mdo Walk— 1st, F Conboy, '82 time, 8m 28J£s. 2d,
Conboy took
Briggs, '83 3d, J Noidsiek, '82. Fourteen started.
the load on the last lap and was never headed. Hi» walking on
the last lap was open to question. Briggs walked in the best style
Of any of the competitors.
Hundred Yards Run— Handicap open to all amateurs— First
beat— 1st, E Johnson, 25ft time, ll%s. 2d, B S Weeks, C C N
Leonard,
Y, 10ft;
Y, 15ft. Three started. Second heat— let,
Sohroeder, C C
X, 20ft. Four started. Third
no time, 2d,

E

;

4m

55a.

120-yard Hurdle Race— Torrey and Warren started. Torrey won
the cup in 21^8.
100-yard Bash— Wendell, as there were no other entries, had it
all his own way.
He did the distance in 26 3-5s.
Run of One Mile—Torrey inside, Kane, Thatcher, Wearing,
Hsrriok. Thatcher, first ; Herriek, second ; Kane, third. Time,

5m

15s.

Massachusetts— Marlboro, Oct. 24.— Professor Lucien
Marc, of Toronto, champ'ou lightweight of France and Canada, and Temerosis, the Greek, of Boston, wrestled (GnecoRoman) to-day. Marc secured the second and third falls,
winning the match, which was very exciting.
collar-andelbow match between H. M. Dufur and C. &. Burt was won
by Dufur.

A

Match ax Detroit—Detroit,

Mich.,

Oct.

24.—The

wrestling match to-Dight between John McMahon, champion
of California, and Robert Wright, of this city, was won by
McMahon in four rounds.

Walking.—In

the Connecticut championship twenty-six

hours' walk at Bridgeport, which was concluded on Saturday
night of 26tb, Low scored 98 miles to his competitor Moore's
Low walked 82 miles with only seven minutes off the
76|.
track.

Foot-Ball.— In the match on Saturday, Oct. 26, between
Princeton and fifteen of the Stevens Institute, of
Ilobokcn, the latter were completely whitewashed, the score
at the end being— Princeton, four goals and six touch-downs
to nothing.
fifteen of

H

R

N

N

bate of 125 lbs.

& Son, 1U Chat-

Va—

W. H., AndrewB,
Please tell ma where 1 can obtain Miss
Corson's " Cookery Receipts 7" Ans. Address Miss Jaliet Carson, No.
s St. Murk's Place, this city.

T li'. M., New York.-wnero within twenty-Bve miles of this city con
be sure of a few squirrels or rabbits In a day's shooting ? Ans. Wo
cannot give nils Information.
I

W. C Boston.— I understand Hallock's " Vacation Rambles" are
Where can 1 obtain a copy ? Ana

C.

,

published by a western railroad.

From Grand Rapids and Ind ana

Railway, Grand

R ipid

•,

Michigan.

N. P. W*., Winsted, Conn.— I "»i9h to procure a photograph of Dr.
Carver, but I do not know the addres-i ot Mr. Zimmerman, whom you
refer lo as havtog them for salo.
Ans. Chan. Zimmerman, St. Panl,
Minn.

H— Do

W.

G.

all

cannot leatn to do

the best wing shots shoot with both eyes open
Ans. We think the majority do.

?

I

it.

Tim.— Are there any

where there are no flsh bat troat ? Ans.
notably on Long Island and la New England,

lakes

minnow

trout, excepting

perhaps the diminutive

or darter,

Soranton.— What Is an Express rifle and Express ball 1 Ans. The
Expres trifle is a rifle of email bore, say about 52 gauge, Mtinij a large
charge of powder, and having a very flat trajectory. With 4 drs. powit

M.

has a point-blank range of ISO to

H,

Iowa.—1.

wo

yds.

How can

I put a small patcti ou a
2. Wlllihe fibre elastlcgun wad, to bensed as asboi wad,
choke bored gun? Ans. 1. Dissolve some pure rubber In
and with It fasten on the patch. 2. No.

D.

Burlington,

gnmboot?
hurt a

fell

alcohol,

M.

J.

B., Eldred,

gettingdeaf.

we

cause

Y.—I have a large Newfoundland dog who is
for him ? Ans. Without knowing tho
from congenital causes, It cannot be cared; If

N.

Can you prescribe

cannot.

from paralysis, a

If

blister

behind the ear

may

be beneficial.

A. L. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.— Does an American Kennel Stud Book
exist?
If so, what Is the prioa, and where can I buy it? Aub. There
la a book published by Arnold Burg s in 1876, which contains pedigrees
of dogs. Can be had from Messrs. .T. B. F^rd <t Co of this city,
,

price $4.

you refer to la a flat, large-meBh
net, loaded at the edges Willi lead. It is thiown flat upon the surface
of the water, and the edgei sinking more rapidly tnnu ihe centre mate
It is withdrawn by a rope attached to
a hag whlcu encloses the fish.

Philukus.— The Florida

cast net

the middle.

T. B., Prince George Co —Where in Maryland la a good p'ace within
a few hoars of Baltimore, for partrtdsre shooting? Ans. You will rind
plen'y of quail on the line of the Pokomoke and Wicomico Ralroad la
Maryland or most anywhere In Virginia. Better ap^ly for permias.on
;

to shoot.

—

Brownsville, Maine
1. We do not know the maker.
2. Write to
Rushton, of Canton, N. Y., for a Rod Roy canoe, specifying yonr wants
and amount of sali, as well as kind of rig yon prefer. 3. Mr. J. P. W.
U a private gentleman, and may not care to build you a Qui Vive, bu
II

,

Billy, Stamford, Ct.— Please inform me of the kind and quantity of
to be found in Jack>-on Co., Illinois?
Ans. Da Qaoin, on the
Central Railroad, Is an excellent cenire for small game.
It Is In Perry
county, but a few miles from the Jackson county line. Tnere are good
quail grounds and aome bass fishing in Jackson.

game

A. C. T., Barton, Ashtabula Co., Onto,— Can yon tell me where I can
bay a setter dog that Is brokeu, say for $20 or $23? I see no such dog
advertised in yoar columns. Ans. We cannot, nor are yon likely to see
such a dog advertised. The average cost of breaking a dog is ?-30 and a
flrst^class field dog Is very cheap at $75, or $100.
K. E., Allegheny City.— 1. The best score at 100 glass balls made by
2. The best score at too pigeons by same man.
Bogardus.
Ans.
1.
He has repeatedly broken 100 halls without a miss, and at Lincoln, m.,
on July 4, 1S77, he broke 300 straight. 2. 100 pigeons straight at Dtxtor
Park, Chicago, July 21, 1S09, loading as he pleased.

T. H., Eel! ey's Island, O.— How will the climate of southern Colorado
compare with that of southern Ohio ? Are the winters less rigorous
there than in the same latitude further East ? Can sheep and cattle be
carried safely through winter ou the native grasses that cure upon the

Climates entirely different.

Ans.

stalk ?

Grazers do not winter stock

in Colorado.

T. c.

C, Philadelphia.—Patterns

are

made under

so

many

different

guns of 6uch different descriptions, and charges varying so much, that such a table as you propose would be very difficult to
prepare. A pattern of 161 pellets is a good average one for a cylinderbored gun with 1>,' oz. Bhot, Should be glad to have the result of your
conditions, with

experiments.
Fiblo, Newark, N. J.—I am going to Barnegat Bay this season for
ducks, etc., and I would ask your advice in regard to the best places on
the bay, hotels, and what kind of decoys to get ? Ans. Take Pen n. R.
It. to Trenton and thence to Tackertown, or Southern It. R. via Sandy
Hook to same place and thence to deBu-ed poluts on the bay, There are
good hotels at Barnegat VUlage, Forked River and at Ktnsey's on the
Inlet.

Have sent you

circulars.

G. D. B., N. Y.— I wish to go shooting on Nov. ts, election day, and
call on you to direct me through your paper where 1 oan go Inside of an
hour, and And good quail shooting and a place where there are plenty
of rabbits In New Jersey ? Ans. We regret that we cannot supply onr
Correspondent with this information. Did we know of such a place we
would gladly go there ourselves, and if we made it knowa through
these columns, the polls would be deserted, and no voting be none.
;

JfctSMis
No Notice Token
S. B., Cleveland,

to igatiresppndetUs.
ot Anoaruioua

O.— 1. The

Uommunloutlo

llrm y»u mention

is reliable.

2.

No.

3

Very good.

Corinthus,
address to

New

York

— Will forward you papers

if

you

will

send

tlila office.

S. A., Huntingdon. -How and where did Frank Forester die?
Ans. He committed suicide at the Stevens' House, this city, May 17,

W.

ISIS.

;

;

Fogg

:

Dr. McCaul occupied the chair,

New Yoek—Third

S.

you may ask him.

Harvard Athletic Association—Boston, Oct. 26
Dash— Won by Wendell time, lHss.

One- Mile Walk— Baldwin,

—

College of City of

Wm.

-

;

presented by Miss McCaul.
and made a few remarks.

Md.— Sea grass is sold by the

can supply you.

et.,

;

over the line in 20s.
220-yards Bash—Moorehead, '79, S S S ; Burand, '81, and
Schuyler. '82. Won by Moorehead time, 27s.
One-Mile Walk— Briggs, '81, and Van Rensselaer, '81. S S S,
Van Rensselaer winning in Sm lifa. This is the best time ever
made at Yale. Rogers, at tho spring moeting, made the distance
in

',-

There are maoy lakes,
where there are no ash bat

Callister

Langbein,
R Harrington E

Milli-

resident,

W

Class

J

L

American Atitletio CvsK—Hoboke.n, Oct. 26.— One hundred and fifty yards run won by M. H. Vermilye, fifteen
yards start, in 16s.; F. Nichols, scratch, second.
F. Nichols,
twelve yards, won the 440 yards hurdle race by 6ft
H.
Johnson, eight yards, second. Time, 06|s. The 1,000 yards
run proved a victory for W. H. Capes, 20 yards, in 2m 48fs.
The one-half hour walk was won by C. E. Lewis, 60s. start,
who covered 3 miles 458A- yards; W. Waver, Jr., 150s. start'
taking second place. J. P. Mackey's five-mile run against
time resulted in a victory for the runner, he doing the distance
in 33m. 32^8.

A

:

2d,

;

2d,

Knight,

—

100-yards

of the season of the New York Athto amateurs, will be held on Tuesday,
Nov. 5. 1878, commencing at 2:15 p. m. Entries close un FriThe following games will be given
day, Oot. 2o.
Handicaps— 1. 100-yards ran ; 2. 250-yards ran ; 3. 440-yarda
run ; 4 ii poile "in 5. two-mile walls 0. l-5th niile hurdle race,

games

The closing
letic Club, open

F

.

It is de-

ago.

'81,

:

5

ii

quality costs 2 cents per pound.

;

of

WM

ham

der

15

of a

;

heat was between Clans '81 and Class '80— J Allen,
Forsler, O
Watson and after a flfteeu minutes' tug
was declared a draw.

2

name

:

Nine started. Won bv two feet.
One-Mile Run— 1st. H Todd, '81 time, 5m 20a.
'81.
Eight started. Won easily by 100 vards.

B Webber and

3

-.

and Sporting Hfews

Athletic

Johnson,

i

H. M., Frederick- City,

Good

;

;

ATHLETICS.
—The

E

2d,

Boemeislor, '82 height, 4ft llin.
Six competitors.
'82
distance, lbft HHin.

'80; 4ft 9in.

War—First heat— 1st, Class
Richardson and W U K Oloott 2d,
Mnrgatoyd, W Dietz and B S Weeks.

Akden.
,-

time, lis.

Running Long Jump— 1st, E Marx,
2d, E K Brown, '81
distance, ltifr 5iu.

Tug

MOHTY-ONE AUCBEBB.
Capt E B Paddinghaus

;

1

this

st.,

J.

;

WM

Independence. —Where can I get waterproof primers such
Ans. You can get them from H. C. SquireB, No. 1 Court-

,

inclose

I

land

Si

;

Four

'79.

;

Total

Three

:

j

Names.

'82.

Fatting the Shot, weight, 121ba.— 1st, C Uowlanrl. '82; distance,
2911 10m.
2d,
Watson distance. 28ft 5in. Four competed.
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Run— First heat— 1st, J Callistar. 'Si
time, Ini 8$s.
2a, E Webster, '83.
Three started. Second heat— 1st, F Emmons, '82 timo, lm l#e. 2d, R Budensing,

B

M. w.
as

265

M. D. G., AnUover, O.—The Idea of me Express bullet you send lias
been adopted by the Wluohesier Arms Co., and they are now making
them.
A. B., Boston,— Can you give a receptfor procuring a high polish on
an ox horn ? Ans. Scrape the horu with glass and polish with soapstone powder.

Spout, Columbus, O.— 1. Are King Charles spaniels ever used for
woodcock shooting? 2. Have they a good nose t 8. Would It do to
cross a King Charles with a cooker, my object being to get a smaller
dog than the oocker ? 4. Give full address of LatuL and, Water t Ans.
1. Yes, they have been in EnglaDd, and also the Blenheims.
2. Originally they probahly had, but mey have lost It from disease.
3. Yes.
199 Fleet

St.,

London.

Babbbb, Illon, N. Y.— During onr fall meeting the long-range ma'ch
was delayed, and after four scoring shots had been fired by each competuor lhe match was postponed until » o'clock the following morn ng.
When It was proposed, lor various reason that such, compet tars as
wished could commence anew. I claimed that the four shois fired the
previous day must be counted In the score. Match siiot under N. R. A.
rules.
Was I right? Ans. The rale at Creedmoor has been to con->,

tinue

and not recommence matches.

..

FOREST AND STREAM.
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RETURN OF THE HOWGATE EXPEDITION.

returnirg too has
expedition
the Howgate Polar Colony
TBE preliminary
week
d
having accomplished, asfar
of

returni

limited

after

last

as

means would permit, the purposes

which

for

it

Florence, in charge of Cap'ain Tyson, well

equipped, and with a
2,

rcit-ntific

PUBLISHED BY
-

FULTON 8THEET, NEW YORK.
Box

5S32J

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A TEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Twenty-five per cent,

off lor

Two

Clubs of

Advertising

or mora.

Raton.

Inside pages, uonparell type, 28 cents per l!ne ontslde page, 40 cent*.
Special rates for ttiree, six anrt twelve mont.lia. Notices In editorial
;

oolumnB, 50 cents per line— eight words to tne
Oue Inch.

line,

and twelve

lines to

Advertisements snonld b« sent in by Saturday of each week,

It

pos-

sible.

All transient advertisements
will not

or they

Congress failed to

lished as a basis for further operations.

Rarest and £ttean\ publishing <$0mgang

[Post office

New

left

natook Harbor, in latitude GO deg. 28 mia., and longitude 68
deg. 45 ruin.
It had been understood that a relief vessel
would soon follow them, and a permanent colony be eslab-

must be accompanied with the money

time at

pass ihe ntcessaty act, and, for the

the

least,

re-

in

not

however, should

go.

exercise due care until the very last germs of the disease have

been eradicated.

—Since our humorous editor ejnn to scintillate, a few
months ago, all the newspaper chiffoniers find buzzards honor
him by suallng his best tparkles and giving him no credit.
That is natural.

GAME PROTECTION.
Michigan.— We have
Grand Rapids, Oct. 10

received the following circular dated

little

Florence -was left in the lurch.
Her instructions, however,
Mere of a thorough nature, and, thanks lo the foresight of
Captain Uowgate, covered the possibility of the failure of
Congress to establish the expedition upon a sound footing.
Though compelled to return after a moat tempestuous and
dangerous voyage, in which there were added to the ordinary
perils of the deep the hardships of a severe climate and the
terrible risks of navigating an ice bound sea, the expedition
has been fairly fruitful in resulis of a scientific nature, and
the slock of our knowhdge concerning life and vigetationin
high latitudes has been materially extended.
Professors Kunleiu and Sherman were continually on the
lookout for fresh specimens of the animal and vegetable
kingdoms, especially those of a character seldom to be met
with, and concerning which we are still more or less in the
Away from the ship, undergoing martyrdom for the
dark.
sake of science iu rudtly-buiit huis of mow, and subsisting
upon the most meagre kinds of iood, they collected a large
assortment of skins, eggs, skeletons, birds, eggs and flora,
which will give an ample field for research, and ere long

museums of

grace the

be inserted.

still

dowel

:

DBT0TED TO PlKLD AND AQUATIC SPORTS, PR A0T10AL NATURAL HlSTORT

HO. Ill

corps on board,

at Cumberland on tbe
The long winter was spent at Anna-

and ariiv-d

1S77,

12th of the next month.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,,

Those who must

!

The schooner

Fish t'Ci/ruRK, the Hbutkction ok Game, preservation of i'oaiitn-s.
and the Inculcation in Men and Women of a Hbalthy Inibkbsi
in Oot-J3oor Kkcreation and Study :

seats of the scourge will

ily.

had

been dispatched.

Loudon August

Those who cin

Valley, seems to be near at hand.

main away from the

The lowest temperature

the country.

Dear Sir— The President

of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association for the Piotection of Fish Game and Birds, has appointed the following gentlemen to prepare pnp> rs lor preeetilation at the next annual session of the association, to be held
at Lansing on Tuesday, the 2lst day of January next
(1879),
commencing at 2 o'clock p. m., ami to continue three days, or
until the work of the session is finishi d, viz
On Laws for the Protection of Game Animals of Fur and
Feather— U. B, Ran. v. East Saginaw: D. 11. Fitzbugh, Bay
Ci'ys C. Ii Headley, Eist Sagiuaw
:

—

On
r.ii

Fish Laws, Inclndiug Pr. .puliation as well as Protection
B. Mdler. Richland; Frank" N. Clark, Northville: A.

Kellnjag,

J.

Detn

it.

On Tiespas8 Laws and Ihe Mutual Rights of Sportsmen and
Landowners- L. D. N. riis, Grand Rapids; T. Stewart
While. Grand Haven; R. H. Brown, Battle Crei k.
On Enforcement ol Game. Fish and Trespass Laws— E. O.
Nichols, Battle Creek; W. C. Colburu, Detroit: E. F. Mulliken, Howell.

On Nomenclature, both Popular and Rcientific-G. Archie
Siockwell, P.ut Huron ; N. A. Osgood, Battle creek: S. T.
Holmes. Ray City.

Ou

Dogs-John E. Long. Detroit; E. N.Gill.
E 0. Sanborn, Baltimore.
expected that these committees will be prepared to
report, in full, so that the busim ss of the session ir...y bo
trnn-act<d promptly and complete ly.
If any member
any
committee cannot serve he will please noli y ihe President at
once, so that his place may he filled by some one who will
act.
Volun ary es-ajs or pap-rs on any mbj Ct pertinent to
the objects of his association ar respectfully and eamesily
Boliciied, and sbou'd lie s> nt (if ihe writer caniiot be plesem)
toother II. II. Hubbard, Bailie nek; (J B. Headlev, S»fci.
naw; II. H Blackirrao, Howell, the Committee ou VoJuuiary
Essays and Papeis, or lo the President.
Vte ask the particular atleuiioii of every individual who
may see this circular to the importance ot securing ihe enactment irf more wise, simple and efficient laws for lhe p' motion and preservation of ihe wild animals of fur, fin aud
feather, whose flesh constitutes ho important aud nutritious a
part of the food of the people of the ftiiaie.
All gnmfe protection or Sportsmen's oluba iu Michigan are earnestly solicited
to send dl legates to Ihe next session and j iin the Slate Association.
Each subordinate club is entitled ta five delegates.
Sporting

man, Detroit;
It is

i

No advertisement or easiness notice ol an Immoral character will be
received on anv terms.

V Any

publisher Inserting our prospectus as above one time, with

brlel editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending
to ub, will receive the

NEW

Forsst and Stream

tor

marked copy

one year.

YORK, THURSDAY OCTOBER

1878.

31,

ixperimced whs 45 deg. below zero, the average for the
winter being iu the mighborliood of 23 dig below.
When the breaking up of the winter allowed ibem achance
to free themselves from the pack, tbey made the best of their
way to Disco, reaching the Danish post July 80, 1878; and
failing to mitt wiih the promised aid, turned their craft
homeward after a stason of trving exposure and perilous adAfier pulling iuto Si. Johns, N.
was again j:ot underway, and

venture.

Lhe Florence

To Correspondents.

B
rt

,

fur provisions,

ached Province-

town, Mass., October 26, after a very rough passage, during
Ahieb the scho"ner sprung a ieak, necessitating a constant

All communications whatever, intended for publication, must be ac
oompuuled with real name of the writer as a guaranty 01 good lam
and be addressed to the Forest and teTREAM HsLisblRO CBJ'ii^
Names will uoi be published if objection be made. No anonymous com

\oikiogof the pumps

keep her

lo

Throughout the

afloat.

rxpidition Captain lysen g,ve fresh proof of his Alness for

i

ihe responsible duties ch leg. led lo

ind the si'Cetssful

inunlcatlons will be regarded.

We

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that mat
Dot be rtad with propriety In the home circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mall service if mone\
remiiteu to us Is lost. No person whatever Is authorized to colleii
money lor us unless he can show authentic credentials Irom one ol Hit
undersigned. We have uo Philadelphia agent.
tar Traits supplied

by American

News Company.

CHARLES UALLOt
r.

BANKS,

S.

hiscondjet during former expeditions, and his memorable
more than a thousand miles on an ice floe, has not
misplaced.
It is to be regretted that so energetic aDd
capable a leader did not receive a more liberal support from
for, iu lhat event, there seems little doubt but
Ins country
what he would have bein the mean* of securing to America
the oistiucliou of first having planted her national flag upon
drift of
iui;ii

;

he very axis of the earth,

K, Editor.
H.

TCRE1LL, Cblcsgo,

We

Business Manaper.

u

xi.

Ock Foreign Circulation.— Forest and Stream
lates in sixty-eitbt

towns

in the twenty-seven following

means been

of
THE establishment which

luuia,

like ourselves, have seen Ibis publication, will be surprised ai

of ihe Eiie

the wonderful growth and progress attained by Australia in a
few years. Alelbourne, from a eo.leciion of shanties in 1801,
has iocreased to a magnificent oily witb public buildings on a

All this

towns of Europe or
from now an industrial exhibition
which have been

credit lo tbe largest

Two years

to he held at Melbourne, the buildings lor

designed.
that

It

America

of resul

West End range

promises to be a very grand

affair,

and we

trust

will be well represented.

is

I-

that

inlo

who have

it,

is

make

perlec'Jy legitimate.

paying clientage can be secured
one
to

is to

pay,

al least

tecu rid ihe cooperation
to

have the

use of the privileges offered,

There

is

among

no reason why,

if u

the riflemen of any

some person, or company, should not cater
and give an equivalent in conveniences and faciliSuch
which the niarlttmen are willing to pay?

locality,
it,

ies

for

an organization, properly conducted, considering itself merely
as a machine, may live and prosper, but it must not become
smirched its dealings must be rigidly, without partiality, betn een ii s patrons, and lhe record of w oik done must be as ex;

have had the pleasure of examining two
moose calves, male and female, which arrived in this city by
These beautiful
steamer from Nova ir'colia on Saturday last.
animals were taken to the stable of W. F. Morgan, Esq
placed in a
and
their
crates
from
removed
upon
being
•where,
loose box, ihey made tbemse.ves entirely at home. They are
but five months old, but as large as good sized ponies, and
Their destination is the deer paddocks of the
very gentle.
Adirondack Club at the foot of Mount Marcy, where they will

Moose!— We

,

loin

two

ing,

if

others of ihe

same

specieB, the desire of the club be-

possible, lo propagate

them and stock

There has been no end of the amount of
labor of love which has beeu done thus far in the growth of

act as Bible truth.

title

it

has been very poorly

purely business corporation shall step in and take these duties upon itself, riflemen
will have uo objection to pay a fair price forany conveniences

may enjoy. In any event the experiment is an interestand be it successful or otherwise will be closely
watched by all interested in rifle practice.

they

ing one,

Welcome Frost.— At
in.

The

long looked

feir

last

We

solicited.

a change for the better has set
has made its appearance iu the

frost

South, and the entire extinction of the terrible disease, which
has bo long borne heavily upon our brethren of the Mississippi

want ihe

'influ-

humane

These gentlemen of Michigan are taking the right course,
and are setting an example which should be followed by every

game

Slate wherein there

is

and

where such organizations do not exist,
Another Stale which is

iu those Slates

they ought to bo
equally
ginia.

tion of

a Slate

protective organization

:

speedily formed.

awake and foremost in its practical efforts, is old VirWe commend the two States named to lhe consideraall sportsmen.
Whatever they accomplish will stand

hereafter as permanent useful work, representing

prises

and cousliand plan of universal
that,

the " Interna-

Game," which com-

250 members selecied from among the beBt scientific
at, a meeting held so long ago tin' its
ancient, appointed com uittees on L iw, N mitsaclatQrej

material in the country,

age

is

and Distribution of Species, lo devise and frame a code of
laws adapted as nearly as possible to the climate and requirements of every siction of the United S ates aud C uwla. That
much valuable woik has beeu done by these Committees we
aie well aware, and we do not despair of its seeing the li^ht
at some future day.
Meanwhile, what sepirale States or individuals may do, only aids the general effort, simp
work, and eliminates obstacles. It may not be possible to
reach a finality. fur years to come; but WU are firmly convinced lhat we shall some day have a code of la*s so sensible
and so wise that all sportsmen will welcome and abide by
them, and nothing will conduce so directly lo its speedy
adoption as ttutseparate investigation an 1 action of individual
States like Michigan and Virgiuia.

CentbIL New Jehbey Association fob the Protection
of Ga>'B ash Fish. We received a very pleasant visit last
wetk from Dr. Charles A. Hart, formerly of the U. S. Army,
who brought us a certificate of membership as a compliment
from the society and gave us much interesting in
respecting its operations in protecting and propagaiing game.

—

Col.

William EL Sterling

Force, Secretary.

The

is

President of the society and Mr.
1,000 black bass

society h-is about

spawners nicely located iu a stream wiih rocky bed, and 200
brook irout in another stream. Tiiere are many quail now on
the territory under their charge, but they will turn out a lot
more of the birds next spring. There are p'enty of rabbits,
also.

their grounds.

Ex-Gov. O. F. Winchester, of New Haven, Ct., and President of tu Winchester Rifle Manufacturing Company, arrived
lhi» city from Europe hurt Tuesday.

a

Much of
Now, if a

practice in this country.

done, and at a costly rate.

U also

J. C. 1'AiiUER, See.

rifle

Railway Ci uipany and are now ready

riflemen of the metropolis

Individual membership

ence of every citizen of Michigan to assist in our
uud humanizing work. By order of the Pri sident

tional Association for the Protection of

more men who have

lhe txpectalion of the dozen or

money

I

game protection for tbe whole country.
Our readers may have not forgotten

New Jersey,

in

ported iu our

The concern

evolution of dividends.

is

put their

I

luting a substantial part of the fabric

b.

I

— lhe

country.

Polar

columns,
It is a speculative move.
marks a i ew step iu rifle practice.
be dinctors have started it wilh lhe primary object of enIn this hey are not unique. All
couraging nfle praciice.
ranges are stalled for this end, but tbey have a secondary aim
the opening ot

Australia.— We Lave receivedacopy of Ihe special edition
which was prepared for circulaWe presume that others who.
latiou at Hie Paris Exposuion.

is

"..alien

the

of the Illustrated Amtrnliun,

this

all

THE SPECULATIVE RANGE.

circu-

England, Ireland. Scotland, Wales. Girmatiy. Cuba, South
America, Bermuda, New Granada, Italy, Frai ce, New Zea
land. Holland, Pi usria, iNew Foundland, Japan. Bekium.

Sandwicu 1 lands, West Indies, Switzerland, Rutsia,
Denmark, Norway, Australia, Ausuia, and Spaiu.

the ultima thule of

name d

foreign countries!

scde that would do

if

editions has not been leached, the voyage of the Florence

has by no

Manage.

vessel

his

ol

.

T.

which he curried

iu

and crew through lhe trying ordeals lhat faced them for many
months is ample proof tuat ihecontidi nee in hisabilities, born

canuol promise to return rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries ot Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brie)
notes 01 their movements and transactions.

manner

bim by Captain Howgate,

t

Col.

Sterling,

who

is

a very enthusiastic breeder of

game, has now a flue colony of Eailis'i ptieasmts on his
premises on the Eastern Shoie of Maryland, wluc'i he planted
about three years ago. They are now breeding and doing
welL

FORE ST AND STREAM.
Blooming Grove Park Association.—This flourishing
club whs organized to promote game protection, bre. d game,
afford aport, to its members and friends, and a pleasant resort
to their families and themselves at nil times.
It owns 12,000
acres of land in Pike County, Pennsylvania, a moat commo-

was held

ot its wealthiest

Private h
Private O

was

Bscei tained that at least thirty visitors could attend
the Deer Hunt to-morrow (.Nov. 2) and a special car
as en
gaged to lake them over Ihe Erie road. Among others rue-

4

ii .v

I.

S.

Count

Atazelli

r

U 3 4 4 3 3

IS

Priva.e

W

A.

Hiuaeu

Vail

Wo
L "»

'„

-

t,

I

The explorers who

%!/q&L::::;!&

choice,

Dr. E. Bradley, from the Executive Committee, made a
long and able report of the most gratifying character. He
said that since the May meeting, a new road, seven miles

place as a site, pure and simple, irrespective of the question of
of accessibility, has yet been discovered. But it was felt that
a place, however good it might be, which could only bs got at

and ballasLed and equal to any road in the
county had been constructed from Millville, on the Honesdale blanch of the Erie K R., to the Club Housj at the Park.
at a cost or about $-3,000, of which outlay only about fiOO
remained to be paid. Mr John Deming, a wealthy resident
oi Millville and a member of the ciuu, h-.d couuibuted uiosi

when

first

'

'

long, underdraiued

money and

labor to the enterprise

;

the balance

ture next wmier lor privilege to erect tollgaie obstructions at
the ie:mmi of ihe road, 10 prevent plundering of timuer, railroad lies and blue stone from the territory or the Association.
Mr. Dealing hia opened bis residence at Midville as a hallway bouse tor visitors who arrive at night and wish to drive
out in the morning. Tbe club has bouglit and owns a 3-seat
covered eioueord wagon, and a buckboard to convey visitors
fr
the railroad to the Ciuo House, and a very tine team of
hoises.
third horse died.
Ajnong other desired improvements are an ice house, carpenter suop, bar u, woodshed, stole room, chilling room, and
a cemented cistern of 340 barrels capacity, connected with
the cub House by ieadeis and force pump.
Tweuty-seveu
new rouiiia have beeu furnished, ami the whole number (3t)J
are now supplied wnh one or two beds each.
Ou Fourth of

m

A

July week 70 people were comforiably accommodated. A
road one-halt a
le lung bus been made Iroui Lake Giles
where the club hou e stands to Heaver Lake, with wharves
at the termini and boals and rustic waiting houses at both
lakes.
There are now 13 boats distributed among the several
lakes on the domain.
tfaihiug houses for ladies have beeu
built near the boat bouse on Lake Giles, and the road to Lake
Laura (0 rude.*) bos beeu much improved. Au excellentgamekeeper's lodge has been made at Like Laura.
The circular
drive around Lake Giles (3 miles.) isiu progress, and completed
from the boat house to the rust'u summer house. It is being
constructed at the sjle expense of Cassius M. Keed, Ksq proprietor oi the Hodman House, and the money is in the treas-

m

,

ury.

When

tiuiohed there will be rustic seats at intervals
along the shore, winch is for the most part wooded. Col.
Boweu, of the Erin Kadroad, has interested himself much in
the general enterprise, aud the Lite Company has furnished
excursion tickets at very low rates. Three hundred tickets of
this class have been sold the present season.
Guests have
come from other direci ions, of course. Tbe Club membership has been largely increased, and now numbers 110 live
and active men. among other new members is Win, H.
Furman, E»q
Ihe weii-known fish cultunst, who has ar.
ranged to slock all the headwaters of the streams (which
aggregate some 3D miles) with trout, and keep them stocked.
'i'Ue Count Mazelli, a French nobleman, haB cleared three
acres of ground for a pigeon shooting held, and donated five
Bets of trapsHo has also secured 150 pairs of English
rabbits for planting, aud they will arrive out. iu April and be
turned loose. The premises are now well protected by faithful game keepers.
Deer aud grouse shooting pr-.mise well
Bass fishing has been excellent. 1,500 tloh have been caught,
but a large proportion were returned to the water abve.
Nevertheless more bass are to be supplied at once. There
is a la-ge supply of H iltl lies ready to be sown around the
two marshy lakes (sixof the ei.thl lakes have wooded peboly
shores), to attract wild fowl, dime oeeds of the giant North
,

American water lily have been sown (Mebaleum lateum.)
Next year a windmill to supply the house from ihe Lake, to
feed loiiutaius and protect against fire, will be built, also
u telephone.
Dr. Bia'ih-y lunber staled that he had spent
13 weeks at the Pm k t ie past summer with his family
He
had kuown of no sick .ess whatever among any of the guesls
during llul perfud- There was no location more healihy.
Dr. J. Kus.-ell Strachan spoke of the importance of planting patches of grain— 30 acies or less— as feed lor the game
biros aud auimals
and of establishing bru P fi bous. s about
the woods as shelter lor birds iu winter, aud ot scattering
grain about for food.
He showed how new bevies would
be attracted from all districts of the ail jacent County.
letter was read from Dr. M. Uoldsinilb, of Rutland, Vt.
;

A

rec-mmending tue introduction

of

Nevada and Mountain

quail : also a ietier fioui Superintendent Holland, slatlug the
situation at the Club House, and that all preparations were
made lor the expected exeursiouiais.
Iu reply to D. G. L'roly E~q., of the GrapJuo, Dr. Bradley
stated that the financial condition of ihe Club was most satislaetory.
Its resources in timber were ample to pay off all
debts just now contracted for improvements, and a member

whom

be named had agreed to buy sufficient eight inch
limber and stone to liquidate its indebtedness; but ine club
did not wish to waste its resources. It preferred to raise
money in other ways.
Count Wazelli suggested that voluntary subscriptions be

made by new members.

Mr. Brown proposed to fell bonds.
Mr. Thomas proffered personal aid.
Finally, it was moved by Sir. Hughes and seconded by
Mr. Croly, that a committee be appointed to solicit from
new members Mibscriptiousto Ihe Improvement Fund Bonds
—$500 of the proceeds to be applied to new improvements
and the balance to wipe out accrued liabilities.
Carried,
Messrs. Bradley, Hughes, MoGinuia. Qt-o. Brown and Mr.

Thomas were appointed committee by
Several hundred

the Chair, with power.
dollars wore subscribed upon the spot

it

they could find

;

J

cenainly no betler

2 3
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HI tea 20
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i

swung on

coming
unused targets drawn in
a shifting of the marker froni

The plan

a post,

really reduces itself to
one mantlet to another, instead of the usual shifting of the
marksmen from one firing point to another.

Ou the opening, la«t Sa-urday, a very full representation
was had of shooters, and those interested in rifle practice.
1'here was the usual Directors' Match, but untoward hitches,
and the opposition of the professional markers employed, to
having their patent-leathers soiled iu the solt mud, delayed
ihe work so far that this match was abandoned, and the day's
work was opened with a short short-range match open to all
comers; 100 and 200 yards ten shots at each any rifle. In
this the leading scores were as follows, the three first being
;

;

Rifle

HooRer Medal;
each distance.

at

meeting of the Ft.
Club close! on tne 28th with c impstion for
distance, 400, 500 and 000 yards; 10 shots
Score
4

Kuigut

.;,

,.

vda.

.'..'.'.'..'..'.'.'...';

630 yds.
45

800 yards

J

W

U

(J

5 4 5 i 6 s
3 4 3 4 a a

8
r,

Mii.s*

I.

VaU

mkei rain
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U
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444444
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H
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8 4 4 4 4 5
3 4 5 4 4 6
3 4 4 4 o 4

way

Hover

4 4 4 4
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a Jo

4*0

cker

W N WooabiuuK
UFllarc
BAPerry....

4

I

Donegal!
FltZ
liieve

N

.

4

4

444

4 4 4 4 6 4
4 3 4 5 4 5

OW.ey

4 3 3 3

45544

4

3

4—21—54

3 4454 34-k7-54
4+3343 6—20-54

4— 2S

44345-2d

4 5 4 4 4

4

H

II 41

4

4—26—66

5 3 3 4 4 4 4-17—55
4 4 4 14 3 4—6-6J
4 3 4 4 3 4 3—25- -55
4 3 4 4 5ft 0-25—55
3 5 4
4 4 3-2 —54

ft

5 4 4 4 8 4
4 4 5 4 4 5

N L
T

4

8)9441

4-2S

4— a

4-30
5 4—60
5 - 5-31
5 8 5-SU
46 4-21

6 4 4 4
3 44 3
4 4 4 4 4 4

c-8

H'Jimea

AJD

4 » 3 a 4 4— 2J-6I)
6 4 4 4 4 11— 23— 5J
4 4 5 4 4 4— 2S—
4 i> 4 6 3 4-2 —57
4 4 13 8 3 5—2 —51
2 2 II 4 5 5 4-2S-J7
5 4 5 5 4 S 4—41— Eli
2 4 4-164 4-27—56
4 3 4 4 3 4 0— 27-56
6
5
3
5

4 4 5 4 4 4—10
4 a 4 5 5 4 4—31
6 4 5 4 4 5 4—31
4 3 8 5 5 4 4-2J
6
29
4 5 4 4 4 4 4— ;»
4 4 4 4 4ft f— 3J

doBteil

T

200 yards.

434J55S -33— 56

6—33

4— ui
44 449 4-80
4 5 4 4 5 4— si

....ft

Griffith

J J Oeiu.B.er
J O Blglrr
hi

600 yds.

Totil
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ATTLtBCRonon vs. Walpole.— Third
tain Kange, Oct. 2rJ.
The Walpole Club
present, aud their average was added for

match, Tyler Moun-

had but four men

the fifth man.
It
was intended to sbool, 45 shots. 15 at each range— 800 900
and 1,000 yards -bur, darkness cime on before ihe match' was
fiuished and only 13 shots were fired at 1,000 yards.
The

score atoco

Team.

Altleboroogli

?
ll

I-

F

m

"Ottyilg.

T-nrr,,,™-,!

yds.

"em

a

67

i;.nwlurU

66
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FJBubOeta

1,0 '0 yds.

S3S
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921

6*
51
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61
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170
17*
i««

63
5S
63
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836

318

ESeuder

A veraea

Team.

«9
61
t2
68

T?,?
£KM,nu
K£Gray

2U1
3(0

-"

;u

Total

Total.

61
68

•73

—

The Roxbury City Guard had a very good meeting at the
Walnut Hill (Boston) range o the 22d, forty-one member*
pan icipating. The wealher was delightful, the wind blowing
steadily across the range, the dial icdicaling 3 o'clock nearly
all the lime.
Match Wo. 1 was open to every member of the
five rounds at 200 yards.
Tne winners were as

company,
follows

:

T Rockwell
V \V Lllhgiuw

11

2t
IS
13

Corp

Lieut Matthews

NAPunam

H

CGardner
p J Andrews

L

fcddj

13
17

Cup

Sergr

13

D u Uikly

17
.

.

.,.."..".«

.

Match No. 3 —Five rounds each at 200 and 500 yards open
only to those who made 15 points or more in previous match.
The winners were as follows
;

:

„
„
HC„ Gardner

200 yards.
4 4 3 u 4-15

W

3 4 11 4
4 3 4 2

.

NAfii nam
bltlgr.jW

bEMv

4 3 4 4
3 2 4 4
/.

483

4-ltt

3

5 3

3—14

4404

U T hOjkWUl
" CEdily...
P.I au ireWB
Lieut Mai thews

—

boo yards.
3 5 5 4 4—18-3S
6 S 2 4 0—14-23

3—14

2—15
4-15
3-1S
3-16

Hull 4—18—23
3 2

3 4—1 1—26
4 0— 4—23

3

U

3— 5—21

0-

18
"020— V—
2-16
2

Match No. 3. "Consolation," five rounds at 200 yards
open only to those who made less than 15 in first match.'
Winners
J e; 11. .sin r
..13 Setgt I PGragg
11
•

:

W M Furrow
a Atideisun
OGZe Dor
W btves
G

Ui

Vermont— RraUleboro.— The autumn
Duumore

;

ihe prize winners

^

S3

Another day was set for the completion of the
and the party froai the range were, in twenty-five
minulea by train and boat, put back in the city, acontrast with
the hour or more travel to and from Creedmoor, which
did not fail to bring out favorable comment.

being

firing point.
The targets of canvas,
in toward the marker, with all the

42

£

93

contest,

range,

;

22

Jocel.yti 68.

point.
Glendrake was opened, and was not
given a chance to live by the company who had it in charge.
The semi-private range of Morsemere turned out some excellent mid-range scores, but it didnot fill the bill as a popular

;

4

432533 6-2i—53
304302 0— 11-36

first range,
where Frank Hyde made a perfect score of 75
points, Gilbert L Morse 71, Capt. E. A. Terry 69, and H.
H.

pany had a weak

Officers— Hon. E. P. 0. Lewis, President ; Capt. Leslie C.
Bruce, Vice-Pres
Col. B. W. Spencer, Treas
Hon. John
Kennel, Sec; Major Henry Fulton, Col. Chas. K. Braine,
James A. Heading, Range Committee.
Directors— Ma for
Henry Fulton, Colonel O. K. Braine, James A. lieading, tiott.
K. F. Rare, Hon. E. P. C. Lewis, Col. D. S. Steele, M^ijor A.
Anderson, Capt. R. C. Coleman, Hon. 8. a. Farramore, Col.
John Bodim;, Capt. L. U. Bruce, Hon. John Kennel, Colonel
B. W. Spencer, uolonel B. F. Hart, Hon. G. A. Hobart.
Tne laiget arrangement is a peculiar one, not yet fully
carried out, but when completed it will be compact,
if it possessej no other advantage.
The mantlet system is followed, but instead of scattering the targets about in a row, they
are set in tiers, and the tiring poinis establi.-hed as fixed
firing stations.
From 100 to 1,500 yards it is intended to
have mantlets, set one behind the other in a line from the

3 3 4 4

3 4 2 4

4-27-6S
6-24-4S
4—21-32

A long-range m itch was started to go over thu 803, 900 and
1.000 yards r-mge, fifteen shots each, f.ny rifle.
Lateue38
however, prevented anything beyond the Completion of
the

suited the convenience of a hostile railroad com-

Liltle grounds here aud there were opened.
Briuton
was the next spot pitched upon, and the Jersey salt meadows
began to find, after all. that they had a use But ihere is more
than a single salt meadow in Jersey, heDCe naturally there
should be more than one rifle range, therefore came the establishment of the Columbia litle range, under the manage men t
of the Columbia ltitte Associalion The aim has b^ en ad along
to get a range winch could be used by liflemen at any and all
ranges, and yet should be so located as to be gelatable readily
and cheaply. There are a thousand and one minor conveniences
aud necessities, but the essential points are the all distance
facilities and tbe ease of access. The range at West End, Hudson County, N. J., certainly does possess' these A bullet may
speed 1,000 yards between firing point and target, across
a section of country as level as standing water can made it.
The range is really a piece of marsh laud, with a few hummocks at one end, on which the firing stauds have been fixed.
.Shade is wauling, or will be, when the hot summer days shall
come, and mosquitoes will, no doubt, be plentiful about (hose
limes, but on the whole the wesi-end range is a good working
one. and should be popular when the el cteras slT.ll have been
provided, and a liberal management put at its head. The list of
officers and directors is a good one, those for the present year

riTail

233555

I2L

ises.

upon Creedmoor, of course, had

2433

SN. J.

4-3?
B-V4
2-1S

'TOklS
S-rat

best,

2- 9-XB
2-19-40

2 2

3 2

444355 4— 2S-68

-27
"434 4-<4

long without pre-emption for such use, soindefaligable are the
riflemen and their purveyors in securing new range privileges.
fixed

3

Ju»7l

.3434 145

ported a perfect system of drainage completed for the prem-

and took the

S-27-4S

Iw
N. G.

44444

I

* 4 2 4 3 4
IIS45 2 2

'

A

654582

3 5

N. Y.

44 —

I'tu^TwZLUll,1Un
«
a

There may be a few more nooks about the metropolis where
arifle range may be sandwiched in, but they will not stand

,

S.

4 4 4 4 3 4 4-27
> 3
3 4 4 1—21
3 5 3 4
2
:5

(1.

,

d burues

MutU Hogimeut

THE COLUMBIA RIFLE ASSOCIATION.

4-91-4*
2-21—41
5-21-4

4

232533

4-21

Tc,CJls

,

unpaid was due to him. Alihougu there is a grade of 'Joo
feet to surmouut, a buggy baa been driven over ibis road in one
hour.
Appl.Ciliou win Oe made to the feunsylvania Legisla-

3(3

3 4

,<1 ' Q *

t

bapian
,

4 2 3 3

2 2 2

4 6

lis

Twelfth He .lm^nt N. O.
Sergt A

and Dr. Hart, U,

at the

libenoiy iu

3-24
4-ts
3-20

3

44444

4

W Did way

1

and most enthusiastic stockholders,

Huffman Huuse, this city, to hear the report
of the summer's work and arrange for the deer hunt on their
grou di to-morrow. In the absenee of Dudley Field, Esq
the President, Mr. Chas. Hallock was called to the chuir. T.
H B. Hughes was appointed Secretary pro tem. The minutes of the May meeting were rend and approved.
John Avery, Esq
of the N. Y. Department of Sewers,
made u report from a special committee ou drainage. He re-

3434

To'* *

w

Col. Wingale, Capt. Hardy,

:

many

8 rgtOAJOIWi

The meeting adjourned.
It

dious house, and other very desirable property as will presently appear.
Ou Tmsday night a large meeting composed
of

267

of Mr Hughes was adopted to add at once to
the supply of bass and trout in the Park waters.

Amolion

8 4 4 3 4 4
8 4 3 4 3 3
2 S 3 3 2 4

5—29

o— 31
4-SO
6—23
4—29
1—29

2

3—25—53
4-21—53
4—21-53

4 4 3 3
4

3
4

5—22—52

4

4

6—2 —52
4—31—50

3 2 3 4
3 2 4 3
2 4 4
4 2
3

4 3

3—4-02

64-31
3 4 3— 19—JO
The military gentlemen present were given an opportunity
to do a bit of team work, and New Jersey was humiliated aud
taught the fact that Creedmoor has beeu of some service to
the New York militiamen, when the leading places were easily
taken by the visitors. The conditions of the match made it
open to teams of five from any National Guard Organization
in the United States iiOO and 300 yards
rounds, leu at each
distance. Competitors to appear in the uniform of their corps
and use the rifles wiih whicu the organization to which they
belong is armed. The first prize was a great silver-mounted
Italian drinking born, presmted by tbe President, Hon. E P.
C. Lewis,
The irophy Was valued at S350, anil went to the
team of the Ninth New York, the scores standing
tiugel

;

;

;

Nintu Begament N. G.
Sergt AStrole
•erg* WH&ordUpie*

414SI

S. N.

0-i5
4 * 4 ( 4 » 4-22
4

-II"

Wjliams

13
1,

r'fir.u.iu.ll

A

J

Waileu

6 5 4 2 S-26-4
4 S f 8 i i 6-34I-S2

15

Match No. 4.—" Nursery"— Five roundsat 300 yards: open
who made ten or less in first and third matches
OaptA WHersey
la F H MeKeivey
:

U

Ui. We.iuvuitli

corp WHIllluluna

...'.

s
earn
10
No. 5.— "Skirmishers" match, open to every member of
the company
3. ven rounds— lour in advancing
and three in
retreat.
Winners:
HTHj'kwell
2 3 3 5 3 5 3-21 JCHrwm-r
4
4 4 5
3-J0
»

it

;

4 A Pjl/iam
3 2 2 5 4 5
Sergea 1 .tGrd(jg...5 4 3 6 4 3

U

3-21
6-24

(J

Gn-uuer

4

2 4 5 5

0—20

—The Medford

Kiflo Association had a very satisfactory
Utile fall meeting on ihe 21st instant, at its range about a
mile
Irom the Boston and Maine depot, Medlord Centre. The
weather was delightful, a gentle westerly breeze blowing across
tbe range during the early part of the shooting, dropping to
almost a calm as the day progress., d. The light was good,
though at times the bright sun causeda mirage, and the conditions may be said to have been every way favorable to good
scores.
Numerous ladiis witues-ed the sport: several carriage loads of sight-seers coming upon the grounds.
Ample

made for the bodily comfort of
the marksmen. The targets were opened at 9 o'clock for bull'seye practice, and shortly afterward the regular matches were
called.
The first d< cided was the "State team " match, at 200
yards.
This competition was open to teams of five from any
organized rifle association ten rounds per man
any ufle and
position within the rules; entry fee, $5 per team,
lb prizes
were: First, one-half ihe entire amount of entry fees, and for
the second, the entry fee was refunded. Tbe scores
stat ding:
arrangements, too, had been

;

;

-

AblngtonKlfloClub.

VW Arnold
1

5

."."{«

ji.iin.oa

11

to those only

Sf;

'*'

C8

r\w^
DWAllon

6

4

4

4

4
4

6

•»

4

4

4

3

6

*

4

5

h%.F*\F"
1'

Y.

J

UHWuiKer

17

,

i

5

6
4

4

6
4
5

5
5
5

6

4

4
4

4*663444
4

4

4

4

4

6

8-46
4-43
4-lS
4-41

4-41~»»

:

;
:

:

.

Massachusetts JOOe Association.

David Ktrkwood
U.la.ksun

4

4
6

4

4

4

5
4

JuhuALowell

i

4

4

4

4

i
4

i a 4 4

W

WJS Gamier

EB

4

Souther
First

4

LL

Hubbard
KKicuaidson
A LJ UQehUlg
J Grady

B

4
4

5

3

Team— Medford

EWflayes
JKTeelo
Bussed

4

4

4

4

5

4

4

4
4

5—13
4—13

4

4

4

4
4

4
4

r,

5
5

4

4

4—4l

s a
4 3

4-39

4
4
4

4
5
4

4-45

4

4

4 3
E. A.
5 5 5
4 3 5
4 4 4
4 5 4
4 4 2
5

4 5
5 5
5 4
4 4

.-4

H
H

Second

4

Team -Medford

JBO-boroe

CH

4-38— 205

4

4

4

4
4

made

4s
3

8

4

4

5

4

4

3

3

Britain
f

Wm Parker (Bonilngton).

3
3

..J.

(

EnDaviaon

;

:

;

;

(Sharps)

I

M. 0.
1(12—44

Totals.

102-45
101—43

2U0—SS

a»—43

lOS-^sO

91-42
81—42
90—40
66-22

103—86

c.

—
98—43
97

J Newton.......

G V BiKwortn
SHlldreth

13

A Hubbard

8

(Sharps)

Middletown Team.
1

S00....3 5 4
(1.UJ0....O
60O....6
(
J.
800....5
(1,000.... 4
600.. ..3
(
i S00....3 6 4
(1,000--. .0
1
600.. ..4 4 6

102—43
90—41

FMchois

h5— as

Fred Knowlton

11— 30

BF Butler

four

trials

ISO

1T7

:

;

;

25
.........14

tj„1 Kichardson....l4

FviDarau

14

Weir
Lt LltUeUeld

Pvt Renney
Xeeid

11

Caj.l,

8

PvtTrull

S

B
2

Pvt sirumonds

petition because of the close finish of the first trial of the
Harvards won by the
series when, the teams having tied, the
misfortune of the Medfords in having an "outer" in their
On the second day the Medford team reversed the
score
shooting, led their opponents by 24
tables, and, by excellent
points at the end of the match, attaining a high average,
was quite pleasant,
|l 5-0 out of a possible 50. The weather
but as the shooting progressed the air grew cold, the match
on the targets showed
tinisuin" so late that the black disks
quite indistinctly while the last rounds were being fired.
Sighting shots were allowed previous to the contest. At 200
Following is the full score
yards, ten rounds per man.
:

Medlord Amateur Blue Association.

jBOaborn

4
4

HHUCustung
LLlWbbml

5

4

4

4

4

5
*

4

jHEames

4

JUrady

4

J
4

TBusseU

Powell
HWSimpson

I
*

CAi'atKer

*

«

JS

\
J
*

I
*

5—45
4—43
4-43
4 4 4 5—42
4 3 4 2—40
4
4 8 4 4—3j— 251

4
4445
4
4

5

4
4

4

6

6

4
5
5
4 4 4
Harvard University.

HKEioliardson

F

4
4

4
4

8

4

6

*

4
4
3

|
*

6
6

4
4
4
4

6
5

4
3

4
4

4-43
4-39
3—39
3-39

,

range.
ably be shot at Bellevue
The (Joxkectictt Statu Tbophy.—The Willowbrook
witnessed some excellent shooting on
on.,
atBerlra
Ranne
cup presented to
toflt in the third contest for the

Wednesday

&

The

tha Connecticut K:fte Association by
bOO and
conditions of the match are ten shots each a.. 500,
from any town in the State
1 000 yards, town teams of four
the ts iphy
being allowed to enter. The winning team holds
In 1S70 the trophy was won by Middletown
for cne year.
Middletown
and in 1877 by Hartford. Teams from Hartford,
Badges for the
and New Britain have competed each year.
been preindividual members of the wiuuiug team have also
commenced
sented by JMi-. Steele. The shooting Saturday
the assignment of
about 10 o'clock a. M. Lots were cast for
first to the 500 yard range, New
targets Hartford going
the three years
Britain to 800 and Middletown to 1,000. In
of the competition the scores have stood:
i

Steele

1876

Hartford

New

Britain

Britain

800 jdB.
184

1,000 yds.
161
164
130

170
175

Total.
531
604
482

;

Sens,

1S7T

*°„u

™

,su

*u°

f^J.

«—

—

J{JJ

18T8

101)

AAndern
GlUntOD

—A

30
S3

new

21
S8

103
100

27
17

12
3i

organization has been formed at Trenton,
N. J., and a range up to 1,400 yards has been secured.
rifle

—

Powdbb Tests. Your issue of October 17 containi
experiments by Mr. Davison, which interested me very much
but why does Mr. D. put slow-burning powder against Curtis
<fe Harvey's quickest, or Diamond grain No. (5?
I have found
that our best brands of quick powder will hold the bullets just
as flat as the imported article.
Let Mr. D. try the Hazard
Electric No. 3 or 4 grain, and I think he will find a little flatter trajectory than with the Curtis & Harvey No. 6.
;

W. M.

P.

§mnq §<tg mid %ntu

:

MT

Davis

41

,

F J Ryan
jTBCullins

M

J

41

41
41
40

Dart

VDaly

AW
uiniock
Srjuler
R P

H

Cod Ion
Smith

AMcInnes

Club— New

Zettlbb

33
39
as
88
37

B

F J Donaldson

31

C B Palmer

34
32

EFStara
J

D

A Hatry

82

Loder

31

MB

Eugel

C

(i

Zettler

M

Dorrler

W M Farrow

York, Oct. 29.— Zettler Gallery, 207
target3, 50 points possible:
45
48 C Judson
46 T Broadway
,...44

D eulhano

Wm

D

Klein
Miller

This

B

Zdttier

46
45
45
45

ct

A Shurman

42
40
40
40
40

C Vollars
ward

ND
FF

Eeyles

the fourth competition for a fine clock, to be won
Won by C. Judson on a score of 49 H. Oehl,
Klien, 47 ; M. B. Eugel, 48.
G. A. SnuRMAN, Secretary.

W.

|

40

is

three times

:

;

Seppenfeldt Rifle Club, 177 Bowery, Creedmoor rules, 200
yards target reduced, possible 59, October 25
43
46 JNChamberB
A H Anderson
:

Y SlmUS
C Kti-li
Johu

Wm

W Adams.....

onrn-oa

Kd

Scorr, Jr

\u

-

40

T

40
45

IIC Walter
George Sirawner
J Hollen
Abcholl
John Baaa

44

Seppeuteidt

,1,1

43
43
41
48

unieneberg
in

Wafcrr

40
10

49
48
4<
47
48
4&
46
40
45

MMMaltbv
F Dackworth
FredtAider

1

ii

K
J

T

OD.juticll

W

W

Rosenthal

45

46
44

FIta

HDuulap

CEC-yerbougb.

W MaoDonald

N B Thurston
AELoug

44
41
43
48
,41

WABarier

41
41
41

PJ Culliuan
W O Wetlierbee

40

J

H Weeker

JA
J

W

Ward
Bemer

41

on which

various measurements.

WB

Hewitt

ERoebling

HB

Tumsyn
JJwmith.

WP Waters
W P Chapman
U

Roudeousii

JSEngie

O Beidaa

C

H V Corned

39
37
37
37

30
32
32
38
30
30

competitor

is

entitled

to

win

In case of ties, unless arranged by
prize.
mutual consent, the parties must fire ten shots at new targets.
First prize,
Fourteen prizes will be paid in gold as follows
$20 second, $18 third, $15 ; fourth, $10 fifth, S7 sixth,
seventh and eighth, $5 each; ninth, $8; tenth $2.50;
eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth, $3 each; fourteenth, $1.

more than one

:

;

;

"Bay birds" generally, including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-oatoher, anrr biros, ohalaropi
etc., coming under the group JAmaaittt or Shore Birds.

S" The frequent

game laws makes such con
when

alteration of

fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to

We

shooting on various kindi of game is permitted.
fore append the following table for reference

there-

t

;

States.

F

.^lf

iKuUedUroiiBe
to

Feb
Jan

Wis.... rtug25tn
S11 snooting

Neb...
Kan.,.

Aug

Gjlxb rs

1 to

Feb

I

No Shooting
"

1

1

Woodcock.

Quail.

1
1

Nov
toy

Oct

1
1

10
in
to

Feb
JdB
Jau

Jiui

i

to

1

i

1

j,m

July 10 10 Jan
D

1

Nov

1
1

1

1

uig2->io.r.t.j

No Bnooung
Oct

Mabket.—Pinnated

1

10

1

Jau

1

grouaofprairiochickeu^i, 81,10 to

partridge (ruffed grouse), *1 W
81.25 per pair
mallard duo ku, SO oents per pah-; black do., 75 cents per pair;
widgeon do., 60 cents per pair broad bill do., 50 cents per pair
teal do., 60 oents per pair; canvas backu, 83.50 per pah; red
carheads, $1.50 per pair ; venison, saddle, 25 ceuta per pound
;

,

;

;

Wilson snipe, $3 per doz,
pound
per doz.; bay birda, large, $3 par doz.; do. small, DO cents per doz.
reed birds, 75 cents to SI per doz.: wild pigeons, stall fed, 82 pe
doz. ; Philadelphia squabs, 52 per doz.
cass, 15 oents per

;

Poultry— Philadelphia and Bucks County dry piokec
do. turkeys,
do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents
16 to 22 cents per pound
io. geesa,
do. ducks, 18 to 20 cents
IS to 20 cents
cents
to
15
16
fa
chickens,
and
Waatern
oents; State
15 to 16 cents ; do. fowlB, 12 to 15 oents do. ducke, 15 to 16 cents
;

;

:

;

;

;

do. geese 10 to 12 oents.

39
88

is

No

rice bird, /«'

Keed or

mm

to
to Jan
to Dec
Janll-augS6 to Jan

inscribed the name of the marksman, the number of his ticket and the date of shooting. The
target is then placed in a sealed box, and as soon as the entire
number of tickets are sold the targets are measured by disinterested parties and the prizes awarded according to the
target,

Godwlt.
Halls, {Callus virginicinns.
Bay Birds.
Snipe
Caribou, Tarandue rangifer.

1

W.

—Mr. James S. Conlin has arranged a golden shooting
mat'*, to run through the winter. The conditions prescribe
tbat there will be issued 150 tickets at one dollar each, which
turtles the holder to shoot ten shots at a " ready measurement "

Sandpipers,

Plover, Ckatradriinm.

I to Jan 16, Oct 1
111..
Ind.... Oot 1 10 FeblNov 1
Iowa... Sep 1 to Dec Oct. 1
14 to Oct 1 Sep 1
Aug
Minn

Job lloagland
H Bathenberg,

J F Mureh
EfDorla

Pinuated rrronse or prairie ghiokWoodeock. Philaheia minor.
eu, Cum
Buffed grouse or pheasaut, Bonasa
Curlew, ttv/H
umbeUus.

Sep

:

BLoteeule

or Va. deer, 0. 1;,
Squirrels, red, black an J un.y.
or parti Idge,

Quad

40
"

—

S HSlolev
Howiert

Bed

Moons, Aloes molehill.
Elfc or wapiti, Cervtis canadensis.
Uare.H. brown and gray.

41

The seventh and final competition for
Coki.in's Gallkev.
the Marksmen's Badges of '78 took place Monday evening,
The average shooting was remarkably good,
Oct. '28, 1878.
and thero was a large amount of interest taken through the
The badges are three in numentire series of competitions.
ber, and were offered for weekly competition, open to all
comers, to be won three times before becoming the final propThe conditions of shooting were: 10
erty of the winner.
shots, rifle 22-100 calibre, off-hand, at 300 yards, Creedmoor
target reduced for the distance; rules Of the N. R. A. The
following are the best scores made by each competitor in the

LVSone

SEASON FOR NOVEMBER.

IN

42

G. C.

AJ

GAME

WUd turkey, Meleagria gallopavo.

Bowery, 10 shots, Creedmoor

possible 50

4 5 4 4—36
3— 31—227
4 i0
decisive
The time and place for shooting the third andupon,
decided
the
yet
match between these teams is not
Harvard Club. The match will probchoice resting with the

£«W

Middletown....

jrds.

'1\

:io

—

4'J

Habvakd vs. Mkdfoed.—The return match between the
Medford and Harvard University teams at 200 yards was completed on the Bellevue Range, Medford Centre, on the 22d.
Considerable interest has been felt in the result of this com-

—Ex-

'11

Bkinton Range. A series of five competitions is announced at Brinton Range, N. J., November 1, at 1 p. m.;
teams of 10 men, 10 shots at 200 and 300 yards, for the club
championship cup entrance fee, 60 cents each man each competition.
The following clubs have signified their intention
of joining the competitions
New York Rifle Club, Empire
Rifle Club of New York, Rahway Rifle Olub, Bergen Point
Rifle Club, and others are expected.
The first competition in the Sharps rifle match on the
Brinton Bange at 10 shots, 200 yards, any rifle, resulted in a
victory for W. M. Farrow, with a scora of 48 in the possible
If this gentleman goes on in his scooping way it wid be
50.
a sufficient inducement for many similarly inclined but a
trifle less able to remain out of a contest in which he shall appear as a competitor. The other scores were
46 N O'Donnell
39 TJRoche
37
AJUowlett
37
48 EMSquler
39 O J Houghton
F Alder

T

1'vt

Lt seeley

21.

Oct.

:

:

disbanded.
At Millbury the Slocomb Guards, a company in the Tenth
Regiment, M. V. M., were out for practice Saturday, the 19th.
There was not a large turn-out, owing probably to the weather.
The four best scores out of a possible 25 were as follows Alden Coffin, 19 Charles Simmons, 15 ; Louis N. Bell, 15 O.
G. Green, 14.
—The Woburn Phalanx, of Boston, enjoyed one of the delightful fall days of last week in a target shoot on the Walnut
The men went down with their brass band.
Hill Range,.
There were ladies, toa, and generally it recalled one of the
old style bouts on the range, when there was pretty much
everything accomplished except good scores. All the matches
were at 200 yards, with military rifles. In the first, with five
shots N. N. Dickson won with 20 points, the fifth man on the
In the second match, same number
list having but 8 points.
The third conof shots, Private J. Hull won with 18 points.
leading scores stood
test with seven shots per man, the
crane

600 yds.
ls«

Hartford

;

be pleased to hear from others.]

lit

New

made.

we auTll

;

The Toronto Club. — Garrison Common,

J.

Middletown

:

i-iiDt

(Sharps)..,

127-52

At North Brookfield a sportsman's club has been organized
and has 40 members. Its officers are Warren Tyler, St. D.,
President; L. H. llobbs and George Campbell, Vice-Presidents;
M. D. Wires, Secretary O. H. Draper, Treasurer.
The Sportsman's Club at Westborough is reported to have

P» t Keily

J M Camp (SharpB)

1S1—83

On Saturday, the 19th inst,, the fourth and the final competition for a champion rifle badge was held by the WorcesTwo contestants made the score, as follows
ter sportsmen.
Distance, 1,000 yards; A. L. Rice, 98 j A. G.Mann, 84. The
wind was blowing very hard. The badge now becomes the
property of Mr. Rice, he having taken the lead in three of the

gives his above

cellent scires were made.
The men fifed seven shots each at
45566446 5—17
the ranges named, Mr. A. Bell putting in a perfect scoiont
46343465 6—48
65530445 3—38—128 200 yards, Wimbledon rules
5S444345 5-40
T'l
200 yds. 400 yds. 500 yds. ono
5 4 5 6 5 6—41
115
BS
20
40853505 4—31—112 ABell
Ueo Lewis
31
is
Tl
r...
5 4 4 6 4 3 3-41
W Crult
it
57
so
108
M
S00....4 53558554 6—44
108
B Wllkluaon
30
20
30
20
(1,000. ...8 50403046 0—24—109
100
John Lutle
10
B0
30

Henry Woodward (SuarpB)

H L Brown

60O..6865J6545 5-49
555556 5—17
553 3 4454 4-37—1.13

(

CP Graham (Sharps)

Col

2IJ-1— 69

198—88

t

1

Creedmoor
m.

My

55454545
[A few of the Creedmoor experts are also not unused to
work on game. What their success is at thi3 style of work
45654645
4—
446
we
do not know, but presume it is not great. The majority
64633434
500
4 44566456 6—46
of our range shooters visit the firing points as a
< soo....s 54446434 5—11
and
do not find time to go on hunting expeditions. The ques(l,00O. ...4 54650634 4-39—126
500. ...4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 6 4-3H
tion whether one style of shooting unfits a man for the other
{ 80O....6 344543 3 3 3-37
can only be answered. Hy a comparison of experiences. Ned
3 54S36433 4-37—113
(1,000

;

102-45
9K—J3

Target-Hitters vs. Game Droppep^.— May I ask this
question: Does shooting on the ranges, at the ui
ranges, ever make a rifleman a good game hunter ? Doea not
that kind of shooting, using globe and peep sights, entirely
unfit a man for quick, open-sight work in the forest or on the
plains ?
own experience "says yes. I never knew a firstClass target shot worth a— blessing a! tw deer, ilk or antelope.
But I'd like to hear what others think on this point.
I'll put " Texas Jack " against Mr. Hyde or Mr. Partello on
the plains, and he will kill two to their one all the time, or
more game on the same ground than both of thetn
gether.
E. Z. C. J.
1

5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5-49
800.... 5
6—47
(1,000. ...8 4 4 6 3 4 3
5 4-^10—136
500.. ..5
4-48
(
800 ...4 5
6 4 6 6
-I
45
4—38—129
(.1,000. ...3

W Yale (Eenilngton)

G

;

fill Pratt

their skill.

<

;

Dndge

meeting of the Oalifbi
and 28th instant.-, the
Bay View Range, and the second and
third days' contests on the San Bruno ground.
Nine matches
were provided, and with but one long-range match there, there
was plenty of opportunity left to the military men to show
fall

.',

O Smith

i

possible 840 Massachusetts, 100

5—43
5-44
5-41-123

45455444
54624553

M0. ...5

I

best; seventh, thirteenth best; eighth,
sixth, eleventh
fifteenth best ninth, seventeenth best ; tenth, nineteenth best.

MAssAOArsEiTS.—The Gardner Rifle Club at theHackma.
tack Kuuge in that town were out last week for practice
Distance, 200 yards, off-hand two scores of ten shots each

500.... 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 4

J.

Washburn (Remington)

li

;

;

6—3-1—129

Hartford Team.

;

;

666Sli03»

800. ...3
(l,0i)0....3

(Peaboilv-Murtini)..

;

;

;

554554555 4—4T
55554556 5—43
25455345 5—48—13S
46655565 5-60
800.. ..4 655S6654 4-47
1,000.... 4 35644336 3—39—136
500
664356545 5—46
800.. ..4 45655456 3—15
500. ...5
800.. ..4
4

1,000.... 4
S600....6

;

;

Team.

1.1,000. ...5
,5

5—89
4—38
4—33
3-37

kept opeu until the proceeds equal the value of the prizes
winners to be decided by the aggregate of two scores, whendistance,
ever made ; ties to be decided by string measure
200 yards rifle and position, any ; rounds, five target, 24in.
in diameter, divided into inch rings, and counting from twelve
(centre) to one on the extreme circumference shots not to be
spotted, but each target to be removed, when finished, for examination and record. The prizes are First, $15 second,
§10; third, $8; fourth, $5; fifth, $3; sixth, $3 seventh,
$3 eighth, $3 ninth, $1 tenth, $1. The first prize is to be
awarded to the person making the best record second, third
third, fifth best fourth, seventh best fifth, ninth best;
best

—The

set for the 20th, 27th
to take place at the

:

New

A. E. A.
5
3

At the close of the shooting the result was announced by
Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele, who was chosen executive officer of
Mr. G. W.Yale, captain of the
the day in the morning.
Hartford team, then turned over the trophy to the New Britain
team, and Mr. Wm. Parker, captain of the New Britain team,
received it.
Mr. Yale also presented the individual badges to
the members of the New Britain team.
The following were
the full scores

5 2 4 4 4 5 4 4 4
JHHatueS
3 4 3 4 4 3 4 3
4— 85— 1ST
JWVinlog
The "ring target" match, open to all comers, had a large
number of entries. The rules of the match are that it shall be

IN
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1
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;

rain storm which commenced on Wednesday
should be favorable for sportsmen who propose enjoying quail shooting to-morrow, the opening day 0:

—The easterly

last,

I

in

New York and New

Jersey.

The

effect of the ruin should

be to keep quails out of the swamps and drive them to the
woods and stubbles, while woodcock will be found on higher
ground than they have been frequenting of late.
Quail are very plentiful at the west end of the island
and 1S7B.
this year, owing to the mild weather of 1S77

That Office Bor Again.— That office boy of ours has been
down to Bill Lane's at Good Ground, Long Island, once more,
and we thought he never would come home, as Uncle Bill
used him so well he said ho

felt as if

he could stay

forever.

FOREST AND STREAM.
He

reports large flights of ducks,
to satisfy any ordinary family.

Charley

W

,

of

Brooklyn,

and KrailgW

A

boy named
companion, and,

good-sized

wits

his

although an expert amateur sbnl,

the rate of ninety miles an hour, but

you can

—Any enterprising gunsmith wishing to establish himself,
an excellent opening at Huntington, West Virginia,
which is the terminus of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad
on the Ohio Biver. It is a town of five thousand people, in
the middle of a game country, without a gunsmith or lock
smith.
We do not charge for this infoi-mation.
will find

find

them down there going at the rate of 100,000 miles a minute
aud some gentlemen present said that the nest time they saw
a duck coming from Montauk Point they would aim fov
;

Brooklyn, in order to get ahead of the bird.
this season thus far is first-class,

—We waut from one

Shooting there

Rev. Db. Murray's Accident.— Friends

of

will be pained to

this

well

know

that

he met with a painful accident last week while loadiug his
double-barreled gun for ducks on Long island Sound.
He
was in a kind of sailboat called a sharpie, near Guilford, in
company with a party of gentlemen ;and ladies. r,.The New

Haven Register says
" One barrel had been discharged, and while loading it the
was discharged in some manner nut fully understood.
The little finger at the first Joint and the two middle fingers
at the second joint of the right, hand were blown entirely
other

off."

Our advice

to the afflicted gentleman is

" Don't

let it

hap-

pen again."

Thk Dittmar.—In

our issue

last

week a most

reliable gen-

gleman, Mr. Dorrance, made complaints of the Dittmar powder over his own signature and wishing to speak as well
as we could for the powder, wo remarked in reply, that
;

Messrs. Carver, Paine and Bogardus used the Dittmar in their

The inference from this statement would be
powder was perfectly safe. Of course accidents are
liable to happen from the use of all powder
and it may be a
question to what extent Dittmar powder is safe, or to what
extent plack powder is relatively safer than Dittmar. Mr.
Paine has just handed us the enclosed card with a request
exhibitions.

that the

;

it.
No doubt the manufacturers are equally
anxious with the public to make a perfectly reliable and desirable powder
and it the fault of any partial failure in its
use is due to the powder rather than to the sportsmen who
handle it they and the public will both be glad to know it
Editor Forest and Stbkaji :

to publish

;

:

Having seen my mnir used In connection with Dittmar powder from
tune to time, I will hereby state that I cannot conscientiously indorse
it as being equal to black powder.
Sportsmen will understand that T
can only lead my name to indorse the best of Its kind, whatever it may
be. Respectfully, etc.,
Ira A. Paine.

Comfobts foe Camf.

—When an old campaigner

like

our

friend Podgers, of San Francisco, condescends to let loose

some of his private store of information, sportsmen ought to
be grateful
for they are sure to learn something which they
can apply and adapt to their own requirements and thus make
;

camping out a pleasure and a

life of

ease.

Here

is

what

Podgers sends us this time

San Fbanoisoo, October 19, 1878.
Editok Forest and Stream
Beading in the last number of your paper an account of a
new camp stove, suggests a description oE one containing a
camp basket that I had constructed under my direction, and
:

which

1

its light

have found very

efficient

and very portable, owing

to

weight.

"All right," said he " put is a couple of No. 2 oartrldgeB la yonrgun,
and I'll pntyouort that little bruieh that. I see feeding about two huu,

two thousand

live quails.

any

If

can be procured they will have our thanks.
The HoToiiiciss Gun-.— 1 here was an exhibition yesterday
a. Seeaj le R rk, Fridgsrajrt of
the famous gun invented by
B. b. Hotel, kiss, of

i

utiead."

I
looked In the direction Indicated and saw abonta floaen
gnoks
quietly feeding and floating down with the current.
In a few minutes
he tapped me on the foot, and as I raised I saw the ducks swtm
together

and delivered my drst barrel, which knocked over four, and I cut down
two with the second. Four of the ducks were dead, and the other two
I

shot over with

No lo shot.

We had several shots before wo reached Ited Bank wharf, aud boated
nineteen ducks, and all my large shot were expended, when
my partner's sharp eyes espied a large bunch swimming
down the channel
about midway between the Monument wharf and the bar.
" My oh I" said he " have you no more big
shot ?"
;

to

of our readers in such States wherein netting or trapping is
not prohibited can furnish us with information as to how they

and when the quail seasou

•opens Unole Bill saya prospects -were never better, as large
flocks are in the immediate vicinity.

known clergyman and sportsman

caii

,

it was currently reported
ducks followed him around to ascertain what kind of
ammunition ha used which proved so harmless. This will be
an important problem for ducks to solve when they find boya
ad the bay again. Uncle Bill says that some folks say ducks

fly at

Hoot
i

that the

only
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bo improvised with strips of
pine halt-in.
wide, backed with canvas,
table mat, rolling up into a small
compass, a
spread over it makes a nice, warn*)
cosy floor, on which blankets can be spread and some tall
sleeping done without fear of a bug ia your ear.
Podqers.
ble

Shawn,

The gun was

in this State.

first

pointed with the elevation fixed so that the projectile would
stride at short

" Nothing larger than No. S," I replied.
•' Well,
we'll hara to try them, then but I'd
give anything for a few
more cartridges with No. •>. However, these ducks are
as tame us mice
now, and I can put you pretty close on them. Get
down, now, and I'll
paddle."
;

In about ten minutes, which Beemed to me lite an hour,
he tanned
me, and 1 raised to shoot. The nearest ducks were not
more than a (teen
yards distant, and the balance of the flock were spread out
and covered
nearly half an acre.
What a sight! And I had No. S shot in my gun
I knew that our only chance of getting a big shot was to
get

range, two shots fired singly.
The shells
the 'ducks
struck the water about three-quarters of a mile distant,
Bend- bunched closely together, so I whispered, "
Let her
ing up a column of water and spray several feet high.
We were
On right in the midst of them, and yet they had not seendrift,"
us.
I watched
striking, the shell exploded with a noise that could be
disthem carefully, and at last got about a dozen close together and
tinctly heard by the spectators, and the 25 or more fragments
fired
the right barrel. What a rash of wings was hoard when they
took aiglit
scattered in all directions, making a commotion in the
water I fired at four about twenty yards distant,
with the left barrel, and
for several rods around.
Then a case of ammunition— ten knocked
down
three,
one of which was merely stunned and recovered
cartridges— was fixed in the feeding trough, and the whole discharged continuously. The discharge ot ten shots occupied himself uud flew off, but the others I dispatched with a couple of loads
six seconds.
The piece consists of four revolving barrels of No. 10, and returned to where I had made the first shot. We found
four dncks dead on the water and three more crippled,
mounted on a carriage, and having a fixed breech containing
which I shot
over with No. to shot.
I examined those that were dead and
the mechanism which revolves, loads and discharges them.
found
Borne of the shot drlvan .lear through them.
This mechanism is operated by a crank turned by a man.
I believed this ehMej of
At Sparks la the best ever
made. It dooB not flatten, and if there is plenty
every revolution of the crank one of the barrels is loaded and
one discharged. The ammunition is introduced through an of strong powder behind it, there is scarcely any limit to its penetratm*
"
opening in the top of the breech at the forward part. The qualities.
We continued down toward Mantua Creek, and I made several more
cartridges drop into this orifice from a trough filled with
them, a covor or top piece over the opening rising with a shots and boated thirty-three docks, the greater number of them being
regular movement to allow one cartridge to fall into°the lead- killed with Sparks' No. S chilled shot. We killed twenty-otto rail on
ing groove at a time.
bar which slides backward and for- Mantua Creek aata and nineteen on Woodbury flats, and reached our
ward along the groove pushes the cartridge into the barrel at boat-house a little after eleven o'clock, having enjoyed a pretty good
the same instant a firing pin, which darts back and forth in halt day's Bport,
0l q
the lower part of the breech, strikes and discharges the
Hampshire— Woodsvilte, Oct. 10.— For gray squirrels
cartridge in the lower barrel, and so the operation goes on
and ruffed grouse take cars on B. C.
the swiftly revolving barrels taking in and expelling
M.
R.
E., and in
their
deadly contents in a constant stream. While eighty shots per seven hours you can be Bhooting over the finest country
minute is the capacity of the gun, the actual number of pro- Chum and I, in four hours and thirty-six minutes after leaving the depot, shot each respectively 31 and
jectiles which it delivers is about 3,000 per minute, as it
all
93,
told 59
discharges, not, balls, but percussion steel shells which explode There is but little shooting done here.
MEjiont.
when they strike an abject, and burst into about 35 pieces
Connbotictjt—New London, Oct. 28.— Game is plenty
each. The gun exhibited weighs only 1,060 pounds. It
esbe- pecially in Lyme and Colchester.
Saw party to-day who 'in a
longs to the government and was brought into this State
by day's hunt had 42 squirrels.
Misau
Mr. Hotohklss to show his father, a hale old gentleman of
eighty years, who lives in Sharon. Mr. Hotchkiss, who is a
Massachusetts— Worcester, Oct.
18.— The Worcester
brother of 0. A. Hotchkiss, of Bridgeport, has quite a re- Sportsmen's
Club had their second annual field day Wedmarkable history as an inventor. Besides getting up the nesday, and
last
night
their
annual supper
The
piece described above, he has invented a shell which obtained points agreed
upon were as follows Rabbits, 10 points each
the preference over all projectdes of that class during the squirrel,
15; woodcock,
quail, 20; partridge, 25
owl'
war of the rebellion, and also the military rifle known as the 50; coon 100. The two 20;
sides reported as follows Mr 'HudHotchkiss gun. This was the arm adopted by a board of son's side scored
1,705 points, and Mr. Holden's side 940 The
government experts after a long competitive trial at Spring- aggregate of the game
was as follows 45 woodcock 30 nartfield, and of which the government recently ordered
ridges, 10 quail, 20 rabbits, 19 squirrels, 1 coon, 1
20,000.
owl—total
Mr. Hotchkiss commenced work on a revolving field piece in
La s ye
38
he aS£ re sate was 03 partridges, 8 woodcock
-,
i
1870 while in Vienna, and only perfected it after seven years i
B quail, 10 rabbits, 3 squirrels, 1 snipe, 1
of hard work.
The superiority of the gun over all guns of Mr. Knowles' side being accredited with weasel— total 98'
1,145
points and
that class brought it into speedy favor with the military repre- Mr. Perry's with
During the count the party were sren
070.
sentatives of the European governments, and about a year
ago erously entertained with refreshments and cigars by Messrs
Mr. Hotchkiss established extensive works at St. Denis, near Pond and Shepard, of
the Bay State House, Mr. Pond bein "
Paris, for their manufacture.
This establishment employs a member of the winning side. The tables
were loaded down
600 workmen and turns out about 40 guns per month. The with the result of the hunt
of Wednesday, and it was a
stent
French government adopted and has already ordered 325
that would tempt any epicure.
The
Denmark has adopted them and taken about 100 they have were cooked in a style that brought various kinds of game
much
praise for Messrs
also been adopted by Italy; the United States have taken
Pond
"
Shcpard. The
13.
Coon and the Owl," both nteht
and numbers have gone to England, Turkey, China. Brazil birds, wore cooked whole
and placed at the head of the table.
and other countries. In fact the arm has practically superseded
Spencer, Oct. 18. -The Spencer Sportsmen's
all others of its kind.—New Haven Register.
Club hav*
elected the following officers for the ensuing year
Pr P <.iYl»„t
.The open season for quail shooting in Massachusetts E.M. Bliss; Vice-President,
F. N. Proufy; Secretary
an
begins to-morrow, November 1. It was changed
two years Treasurer, A. W. Curtis; Executive Committee— C A Chan
man,H. Brewer, and D. C. Luther. The sportsmen
ago from October 15 to that date.
have

A

;

New

&
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:

•

:

:
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I had a basket made of rattan about the size of a champagne basket, but three or four inches deeper, containing three
tin trays, the bottom one plain, the second one partitions
the
upper one, square tin boxes with lids to contain tea, sugar,
cjflee, etc.; at the end an apartment for knives and forks and
small stores sufficient for half a dozen persons for a week's
;

The basket sets in a sheet-iron tray (with
consumption;
handles at ends), which protects the basket from wear. This
tray when reversed shows on the bottom, which then becomes
the top, four holes of the proper size for cooking, covered
with iron discs which turn off on a pivot, disclosing the holes.
In front is a small, square hole for draught, and a single joint
of pipe a foot long- (carried inside the basket) fits on an opening at the back of the plate just back of the holes. The
draught is perfect, and in ten minutes with the simplest fuel
you can get up a boiling heat, and you suffer no annoyance
from smoke in your eyes, and run no risk of setting the grass
on fire, as with an open fire.
The whole affair, including tin dishes, cups, etc., for six
persons, weighB twenly-three^pouuds, and comprises everything necessary. The cost of the whole outfit is about $15,
and will last for years.
Mine has been in use ten years, and
is as good as ever.
I have used a tent for the same period, pyramidal in form
(octagon), the apex being twelve feet from the ground and
eighteen feet at the base of each square. At the apex is a hole
for the pole, which fits tight. The pole is jointed, by sawing
diagonally, with a brass band at each termination, binding the
joint securely wheu shoved together.
The tent can be
erected in three minutes by hauling out and pegging the four
corners, then Bhoving the pole under and ihe point through
the apex and raising it, planting the heel'of the pole in the
centre.
The pitch being continuous from the base to the
apex, it never leaks, no fly being necessary,
When expecting cool evenings I use u telescopic sheet-iron pole or tube,
comiog down to within three feet of the ground, where it
or
tripod
that
rods
hook into eyes
branches off into three iron
I have a little cylinder sheet-iron
in the base of the pole.
stove with a joint of pipe running straight tip into the iron
tube or pole, which then does duty in supporting my lent and
sb a chimney.
During the war I supplied a great many of the pyramidal
tents to the army, and in some eases with the sheet-iron outfit, and received many grateful and congratulatory letters
from officers using them. Jinny of the tents are in use to this
day in Arizona.
Gen, McDowell, who used one in Arizona,
pronounced it the beat tent ever supplied the army.

1

To Presebve Game.—The Pacijio Rural
ground

ly

Press says:

coffee, sprinkled over

"New-

game, will keep it sweet and
fresh for several days.
Cloan the game, that is, wipe off the
blood, cover the wounded parts with absorbent
paper wrap
up the heads, and then sprinkle ground coffee over and'among
the feathers or fur as the ease may be, pack up carefully,
and
the game will be preserved fresh and sweet in
the most unfavorable weatber.
Game sent open and loose cannot of
course, be treated in this manner, but all
game packed in
boxes or hampers may be deodorized as prescribed
A tea-

spoonful of coffee is enough for a brace of birds, and
in this
proportion for more or for larger game. "
lump of charcoal,
inserted in the cavity of a drawn bird, is very
serviceable.

A

ANbw Shot. —The LeEoy

Shot and Lead Manufacturing

Co., of this city, have perfected and are now
introducing a
description of shot, which, if it performs even
half tha
is claimed for it, will be a great boon to
sportsmen. The ghott
in question is covered with a bright tin coating,
which, it is
claimed, enables the manufacturers to dispense
entirely with
the use of the black lead polish, which corrodes
or "leads" in
the gun. It is also claimed that the tin coating,
being unaffected by moisture and in every way pure and
healthy, prevents the tainting or premature decay of game.
'shall
take an early opportunity of making experiments
with this
shot, and will lay the result before our readers.

We

WOODBURY
PnttADEUHIA,

Editok Forest and Stream

We all

FLATS.

Oot.,

IT, 197S.

:

thought

rail snooting was pretty well over
when October set
I, but a new night of that singular
bird appeared on our marshes abou
two weeks ago, and afforded considerable sport
for some

tner

days,

n

My

ateted on the tutu to got tlio tide on Woodbury nats, and
le river we observed several bunches
ot dues?,
familiarly known as star talis, Hying along
through Howell's Cove.
familiar expression of my partner) them's steelbeads,'
Saw He, "Have you any blgthot In your cartridges?"
"I uaveeightnmaenpwtthNo.2,' l replied, «
and about a dozen of
No 8 the balance are ail ho. 10."
" 0&ve you any of mat chilled shot of Sparks
ha asked.
||

i

.

I

.

j

"They are

i

quail

were

about all killed this week about here." Now, Mr. Editor,
it
me a little strange that the gentleman above named should seems to
not have
known that the law on quail ia not off until November 1
(woodcock
and ruffed grouso Sept. 1). See Chap. 95 of the Acts of
1S77
I have
been tn the habit of going to Cohasset myself, when
the laWB were off
and have found of late years that the birds were nearly
all shot off ai'
thought had received information from my friends there
that i'upJ

were plenty in the summer season. The cause, however,
is made apparent by S. K., Jr's. item for if aU the people in
OonaSsel
;

new

QUIET SPORT ON

been hunting Texas steers in Oakham, and have
killed three?

Mb. Editor.— Oa receiving my paoer from the newsdealer
tliismorrlng I turned to the Game Bag and Gun column, as that
is the sum b
which Interests me most, and the first thing I «ea Is the
following
from your correspondent S. K., Jr. : " The law being
off,

noramof

the

the birds are

game laws

as he appears to

are as u,
that
at

bet am not surprise
'
ZS °r

all killed,

™

Y'

Jloatcm, Oot. 25, 1878.

New Yo&K-Mdred,

Sullivan, Co., Oct. 28.
-Partridge
good here now. Daniel Hallock
bagged elevfn
one day last week, and I shot four in two hours
Sst Friday
Peter Sullivan shot a fine deer list week. There
ate ,
«
woodcock. Rabbits plenty. Squirrels are getting

Shooting

is

scarce.

J. M. Bbabibt,
Gray squirrels and oar
few woodcock seen. Three nr
four bears killed in the towns bordering on
the "Snnth
Woods," and quite a number of Rear Stories in circular!™
urcuiation
worth less than " Trado Dollars."
Exoblsiob Shootins Olub
MonleverdJi Grand R*».«i
Slwoting Park, WMtemsburg, Oct. 12.-R egll
laf mon h
y
shoot for the club badge. OttoHubor is Presiden fnf rl,i?
/
P. McGill, 7; O. Obrig, 5; H. Hedeman
9
Kamnt^V
P
kr, 7; J. Hufgemey, 5; J. Heiser, 6;
OttoHuber; 7; C

mnton,

St.

Lawrence

tnges quite plenty.

Oo.

A very

—

—

i

w

New Jebsey—Kinsey's

Ashley

^

—

HouseOct 2S
Rrwi
bills, black ducks and sprig tails are plenty.
Several' bunches
of geese came on the past week.
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—The proposed pigeon sbootiDg
New

.y organized

been postponed

May

their appearance in the river and the lakes and pond
s
in the vicinity of the city.
I was shown a very large foot
of an owl shot within a few miles of town this week.

next.

the 12th inst„, a large buck, frightened from its cov
ert, on the Suhvan County mountains, by hunters, ran into
the large village of Port-J'ervis, N. J , and look his breakfast
with the cattle in ex -Mayor George Brodhead's stable yaid.

—

South Carolina— Palmetto Island, Port Royal Oct. 24.—
Went out this afternoon to go through the motioi- I lifting
a mess of pan -fish into my boat. Took a light
t un along.
The fish bit fast aud furious. While at anchor at the mouth
of the creek a flock of thirty or more Canada geese passed
directly over me, about 75 yards high.
Oh, for my tried and
trusty 7-gauge, loaded with SSG wire cartridges
But the
geese kept their course down river, and I was left lamenting.

—

PotUville, Oct. 25.
Two of our boys took
a couple dogs hunting through the upper end of the county
this weak and returned wilh what I call good bags— 75 quails,
80 pheasants, 51 rabbits, 12 wild pigeens, and one wild turDon Pedro.
key, weighing 18 pounds.

21.— Duck shooting

Erie, Oct.

is

very

!

Soon getting

tired of the fish business, I resolved to do a little prospecting in search of a good spot in the marsh for a

duck-blind. While paddling about five black ducks jumped,
as usual, just out of shot and vanished.
This served as a reminder that winter was at hand. On
way home three
chicken birds (turnstone) fell in my way, and by a little
manceuvering I secured all three. The tide was too high for
the wading families as I rowed back, and 1 got no second
chance.
c. 8. K.
will give letters to any friends wishing to visit Mr.

fair at present.

Snipe.

0% 28.— Abetter

TitwrilU,

fall

we could not have wished

We

:

We

made evey

A

day.

— B.,

of

Greenville, Pa., writes,

Oct. 23:

ders.—Ed. F.

David McGranahan, 71 years of age, stood in his door last
week and killed two pheasants at two consecutive shots. Mr.
McGranahan is a pioneer of Alercer County. He was at one

abundant

time considered one of the best rifle shots in this part of the
county. Many a deer has been brought low with his unerring
rifle.
He is a true sportsmen. Any one who shoots that
makes him a call will not only be entertained by hearing a recital of his deeds donn with the rifle, but can have access and
a guide to show bim over bis forests and fields, where pheasants and rabbits doth abound in goodly numbers.

Virginia— Warrenton, Oct. 24.— Game very plenty— quail,
pheasant and turkeys. Hunters also plenty from PhiladelYoung Maddox, of the
phia, Baltimore and Washington.
Warren Green, still heads the list of best shots with most
game. Tne hunting grounds are mostly posted, but gentlemen can get permission to hunt anywhere, though " pot-hunting " is not allowed.
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1 1110—4
Jettett
i i i i 1-5
Fisher
1 1
w
In a ban >;>->p BWeenRtafces which followed the =core stood
B West'
29yaWB r B-,n-aignt; CBaIler,3U yards,-* am (ft 6; H Bailey, as var.ls
4 out ot 5 : C Passmofe, U yams 3 out ot s;JS Shaw, 26 v -rd-.. 3 out
oTB- DrZ«.iln r, 30 yards, s out of 5: EO Mnrphv, 3D yards," 2 out of5
;
Stone. *5 yard*. 2 out. o(5, and S Grant,
yard -. missed a. West took
Orst money anil lliit'fr ni iSadey snot oil for second itul third, the
former being the anccee^fttl man. Anothe'- handicap was shot, West
going back to 30 yards Bailey to 27yi.rds, Z-llner forward to 21) yards
..nd Mnrnhy foiward to 2i yard*.
Burler and Zellner each killed 6
birds; Morphy, B'one and Passmore, 4 out of 6; West 3 ntn
3rant, 2 ou; ot 4 Shaw, ] on' oi 8, and B liiev missed 3
Shooting off
he ties Huihr toi k lirst, Ze inerspcond and Slone third money, 'jhe
last sweep was won by Butler, Stone Becond and Passmore third.

Beach

:

W

W

..

I

the formrr having Die bal s ihrnv. ti in the a r and siioctu g with a title,
and the latter g.ntlerran shcoiing from a Bob rid is irap wilh a shotgun. Mr. Watson raeceeded 10 orei KIl g P«. while Mr, Griffith hroke
ti-2.
After the meieh Mr. Walson give an XOlbitfnn of enme very dlfflcutt shots with his ride, inch as hittirg toins and small nicks thrown in
the air, and what was most wondeiful. snuffing the Bares fiotn a cigar
held between the teeth of a friend. Sr illih then took the rlBe and aaionisiu/d hlnse if by Irnikitig wemv-sevf n out, of twenty-nine balls
thrown in the air, and hiiting a silver quatur at the third shot."
I

are very

Ronseville, Pa., Oct, 27, 1878.
„
.
H. C. SQttlBFB
Dear Sir— The hundred shells loaded with Dittmar powder arrived
all right, and gave entire satisfaction— so much so, that a man who saw
me shoot orders 10 cans powder, and 1 also want some for myBelf, so
send 20 cans at once. Yours, etc.,
Wst. Ckamack.— lAdv.

Star.

:

^lu

%mm

of

Ojshess.

NonOF.-Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stbeam, P. O. box 54, VTolcottvilie,

Conn."
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Heorge Hudson
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BStanhope
Kd Haven'i

1

Af er the contest for the badge 'he members of both clubs eneaged
In a number of sweepstakes and glass ball Bhoodng. Iu sglaBsball
match, miss and and go out, Mr. Hamilton, ot the Now York party,
breke moeteeu straight balls, the highest on the score by thirteen.
1

17.—We will have fine sport with the quail
They are very plenty here. No ducks here
Nov
Woodcock very scarce. Have not seen but five this
T Ml °

Woodstock Oct.
1.

Bergtn Point, Oct. 26.— Sweepstakes at 25 birds each, 30 yards
yard* boundary Hurllngham rules:

live traps, SO

"

Oct.

CldlUcothe

18.— Game reported very abundant

County (Ross) and the Scioto Valley.
ties than ever known.

Quail in larger quantiJ «. P.
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birds unusually plentilu), but weeds rank
eat, this month
and dogs. As soon as the frost
men
both
distresses
which
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look out for reports of big bags
sha 1 kUl these weeds,
the first day ten quails and two
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MiCHirtiN— Hoicclt— The seventh contest

at glas« ball shooting for the
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Steambrs to Savannah.— This new

steamers was

line of

A

son of Dr. Lente, who recently took
passage to Florida in one of them, writes to us
" The company runs four large iron sleamships, built by
John Roach, and titled with every appliance for beauty, comfort and safety. These ships are, without doubt, the finest on
I found a full complement of
the coast, anil are very fast.
passengers. The table, set throughout the trip, was excellent.
The smoking-room for gentlemen, on the upper deck, is unusually large and well furnished, affording a pleasant contrast
to the meagre quarters for smokers in some coastwise steamers.
Captain, and Purser Miles, and all the officers seemed to be
continually trying to make us more comlortable, and I have
never met a more courteous or jollier set of gentlemen."
:

The Bamo correspondent

"I

think there

is

very

says

little

:

doubt as to the inland route

from Savannah to Jacksonville aud the St. John's River being
Tho City of liridgeton
the most agreeable after a sea voyage.
is a large and comfortable steamer, with fifty-two state rooms,
and runs strictly inland, making two trips a week. The steamer
passes through a succession of sounds and rivers, and the
scenery

first
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Wing Sportsman's Club

AUUfboia,,,,.

-

yesterday
n,. op, —Messrs. Erwin and Donelson were out few
hours
and in the course of a
shooting near the Hermitage,
abundant.
very
are
Squirrels
quail.
thirty-seven
the markets
numbers of quail are exposed for sale in
Ducks are beginning lo
to i»l a dozen.

1-1*
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Minnesota—Red

of quail, numbering about 20,
and lighted in a warehouse yard near Broad
and as soon as the
They are very plenty in the country,great number will be
it
ami weeds a
cold "liner killr. the grass
County deer are
Dixon
In
maiket.
tagged and brought into
some years back. A gentlereported more plentiful than for
near a creek no fa
this city established a salt lick,
quite a drove o£ them
from Craggie dope, which has drawn
some good
He has gone down there aud expects to haveatterducks.
tail
Walluiimwascutoniheriveryesterday
snort. H.
he weather is
one.
1
kilted
only
but
number
large
Hesaw a
bagged a number of
not yet cold Enough for that sport. He
robins in the at lernoon.
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SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO.

started last winter.

Illinois— Warsaw, Oct. 16— The first pigeon matohof the Sportsmen's Club Of mis ciiy came ofT to-day, and in view of the fict [hat
more than naif of tie participants had never indulged In the like before, the score was nut so very bad. '1'he pigeons were mostly old,
swift flyers, and did not fool round any. The distance was 21 yards,
plungetraps, and so yarns bouniary. Clear, with a sieady strong wind
oiowit.g from direction of trap:
1—12
1
O Ed ward j
1-12
1
A H Wurmen

brant, etc.,
Minnesota, Rochester. Oct. 28 -Ducks, geese,
western part of the Stale, and many parlies
BtiU Dlenty in the
Mont.
success.
out meeting with varied
Oct.

S6.— Sweepstake, $3 entrance, 4 birds
0—4 H W Abbott
1 1 1 1 1—5
1 1111—5
Charles Borden

Oct.
1

11 1—4

T Van Brockle....l

Lima

are

1

1110—4

1

The last t lvlded the stakes.
Sweepsiake, $3 each, miss and go out

never more plenIiltnois— Hamilton, Oct. 23.— Quail were
and several good bags have been made
tiful in this section,
Ducks and
November
1.
till
not
out
is
although our law
Parties leave tor
in great numbers.
geese are coming South
Ebeklee Nebbrlee.
Lake next week. More anon.

made a bag

llOHOOloUMt lllUOnt 1—17
1-1S

1111110*1011*111*11001
0*101*011 1001-OlOw

James Van Brockle...!
W A Dnulop
1

28.- Quail are more abundant
Indiana, Indianopolio, Oct.
I- * years.
in this region than for

Price, of Chicago,
on the 26th inst.

1

1
1

Lata House, Spring Lake,

-

Oct.

White

riae,

;

C Butler
Br Z-lmer
& G Murphy

in our

25.- Ruffed grouse, quail and gray squirrels
There are a
vicinity, but very wild.
are quite plenty in this
here, and they are out with their guns
Frenchmen
nianv
creat
unto the covey of quail they see
fverv Sunday, aud woe
Rob
Ror.
huddled together on the ground.

—Abner

i i

H

shooting here that
mallard. Quail are very plenty
are coming in fast mostly
of ruffed grouse
south of here on the P. & ST. H. R. Plenty
get, the leaves being so thick.
to
hard
are
here but they
Dick.

Clair Flats

17.— Wild turkeys

New
New

26.— We have had the best squirrel
we have bad for years. Ducks and snipe

Vienna,

i°

..1

SRtoer --0

Jersey— Morgana, Oct. 26.— Pigeon shooting: match between the
York Ciub aid Monreouib Gnu Club, ten birds each,
Yoik
pany ekoottrg at 2s yards and Monmouth party at 21 yards rise, each
SO yards boundary,
and T traps, Long Islands rules, !}< oz shot.

contei

to 30 quail.

yet
iaU.

i

111111 H-10
111111111—9

11

liini.iT...

to Prepare Scores.— To insure insertion in current

An asterisk

*

18.— St. Partridge day -with us (Oct. 15)
was celebrated by our local sportsmen. Bags were from 10

after

Oct.

this season.

Samuel Clark...

Ohio—Painesville,

Holland

New Yorfc.

Ned
Lutburg,

FshCT

4

:

ins tropnies.

i

£

1

I

on
Tuesday, and earlier if possible. These particulars should be
given and these only
Place, date, name of club, name of
competition, kind of trap and balls used, distance of rise,
boundary, rules governing, and Weather. Scores are valueless
without these.

for he e mlt.g
From toe Father up ou hlgn ;
Beady »u the ira.ll to follow,
That Is trodden when we die,
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1

First ties

;ssues of this paper, scoies should be sent so as to reach us

Ftrongin heart yet.
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trail, is

ol'li ttiem, at rest,
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PIGEON MATCHES.

th
Jeffersont on.— George Myers, well known through
"Sportsman's Gazetteer," says quail and turkey are very
plentiful beyond the Rappahannock, and Northern gunners
will find his latch string out if they call on him.

He must gaze upon

S

1

WW.

& S.

Florida—New Smyrna,

How

1

Fink Amstkur Work.—Mr.
Watsnn is Secretary or the lonlaGun Clab. The following nollce from tho rulsville Armi> showB
what he can do. Bro. GrifHih is also a member of this Gun (lull He
is some on the shoor. u.o: -On
Thursday afternoon lastMr.W.W.
Watson and Joe Giiffith shot a fileirily match at no elssa alls each,

Kendall's place on Palmetto Island this fall and winter. It is
reached direct by steamer from New York. It is one of the
best shooting-grounds on the coast for ducks, geese and wa-

H. D.

J.

Veteran Spostsman.

1
US"^
V V~ 8
IllllllfJO—

Ville

We

whom

CHplt

;

my

have plenty of small game, viz ruffed grouse,
quail, woodcock, and thousands of squirrels. After twohours'
ride from out ciiy we are landed where there is plenty of
have many sportsmen here in town, nearly
deer and bear.
have from two to five dogs, and good bags are
all of
for.

£*?•;;

Bnbert

?vfc:.vi

D. H.

J.

—On

Pennsylvania

:
7

make

tournament of the recent-

Jersey State Spoilsman's Association has

until

S
9
T
8
T
6

:

is

pleasant, and, to the novice, sinking. It touches at

St. Catherine's, Doby, St. Simon's, Brunswick, St. Mary's
These
and Fernandina before she reaches Jacksonville.
places are chiefly supporled by the lumber business, and here
ships from all parts of the world come to procure cargoes of
yellow pine lumber. Here the voyager gels his first g impses
of Soulhern life— the low houses, shaded by immense live
oaks; and it seems as if all the negroes in the country congregate on the wharf when the steamer comes in. You hiar
tourists ask: 'What do these great lazy fellows do all the
time ?'
The nnswer in general is, Nothing. As it costs very
little to feed and clothe a negro in this country, they loaf
'

Alter transacting business in Jacknine-tenths of the lime.'
sonville I stepped on hoard the steamer Mattie for my orange
grove on Lake George. This boat has been thoroughly refitted, and, although not the fastest in Florida, yet I think tho
most comfortable and conrenient for sportsmen. From the
deck of this boat he can shoot at alligators and other animals

without fear of reproof, and will liud a ban camarade in both
Captain Coxetter and Purser Scaring."
[The prospect for Florida travel is better this year than
ever before, and the preparations for visitors are all that can
be desired. There has been no yellow fever within 600 miles
of the State,

and everything looks auspicious

for the winter.^

FOREST AND STREAM.
Weiting fob the Press.

— Causeur knows

thai he will deserve and win the thanks of all

managing editors if he c*n but impress these
few simply, rules upon the minds of those who
write occasionally for the press:
I. Write upon one side of the leaf only.
Because it is often necessary to cat
the pages into "takes" for the compositors,
and this cannot be done when both sides are
written upon.
11 Write clearly and distinctly, being
particularly careful in the matter of proper
names, aud words from foreign languages.
Why? Because you have no right to ask
either editor or compositor to -waste his time
puzzling out the results of your careless self-

Why ?

ishness.
lit.

Why ?

Don't write in a microscopic hand.
Bi.-Ciuse the compositor has to rend it

across Lis case, at a distance of nearly two
feet.
Also, because the editor often wants to
make additions and other changes.
IV. Don't begin at the very top of the first

Why ? Because if you have -written a
head for your article the editor will probably
want to change it, and if you have not
which is the better way— he must write one.
Besides he wants room in which to write instructions to the printer as to the type to be
used, where aud when the proof is to he sent,

page.

etc.

V. Never roll your manuscript.
Why ?
Because it maddens and exasperates every one
who touches it—editor, compositor and proof
reader.

VI.

Be

brief.

Why?

Because

people

don't rend long stories.
The number of readers which any two articles have is inversely
proportioned to the square of their respective
lengths.
That is, a half column article is
read by four times as many people as one of
double that length,
VII. Have the fear of the -waste basket
constantly and steadily before your eyes.
?
Because it will save you a vast
amount of useless labor to say nothing of
paper and postage.

Why

VIII. Always write your full name and
address plainly at the end of your letter.
Why ? Because it will often happen that the
editor will want to communicate with you,
and because he needs to know the writer's
name as a guarantee of good faith. If you
use a pseudonym or initials, write your own
Dame and address below it. It will never be
divulged.

These precepts in thy memory keep, "
you might, forget them, cut them
out and put them where you can readily run
through them when tempted to spill innocent
IX.

and

4i

for fear

ink.

Causeur's word for it those -who heed these
beloved and favored in every
editorial sanctum.— Boston Transcript Cau-

rules will be
erie.

the trooper around his waist.
Each biscuit
weighs, when baked dry and hard, about two
ounces. Seven biscuits are broken up and
given to the horse in tbe morning, moistened
with water if convenient, otherwise dry;
twelve at noon, and seven at night. After
careful experiment in camp, on the march,
and campaigiug, they are reported by all the
cavalry and artillery officers better than oats.
trooper can easily carry thirty pounds of
these biscuits, which will furnish his horse
with full rationB for eight, days, or will serve,
with forage, for twelve days' hard marching.

Two Thousand Miles in Texas

—

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

A

publication^,

Effect of Diet ok Liquor DsrxinNG.—

more

striking instances of reform brought
about by a change of diet was that, of a gentleof sixty wlio had been addicted to intemperate habits for thirty-five years, his out.
bursts averaging one a week.
His constitution was so shattered that he had great difficulty

man

in insuring his life.
After an at tack of delirium tremens, which
nearly ended fatally, he was persuaded to enter upon a farinaceous diet, which, we are

cured him completely in seven
mouths. He seems to have been very thin at
the beginning of the experiment, but at the
close of the period named had gained twentyeight pounds, being then of abjut the normal
weight of a person of his height. Among the
articles of food which arc specified by Napier
as pre-eminent for antagonism to alcohol are
macaroni, haricot beans, dried peans, and lentils, all of which shou d be well boiled and
flavored with plenty of butter or olive-oil.
The various garden vegetables are said to be
helpful, but a diet mainly composed of them
would not resist the tendency to intemperance
bo effectually as one of macaroni and farinaceous food.
From this point of view high
glutinous bread would he of great utility, but
it should not he sour, such acidity being calassured,

culated to foster the habit of alcoholic drinking.
like remark may be applied to the
use of suited food. If we inquire lhe cause
of a vegetarian's alleged disinclination to alcoholic liquors we find that the carbonaceous
starch contained in the macaroni, beans, or
oleaginous aliment appears to render unnecessary, and therefore repulsive, carbon iu
an alcoholic form.— New York Graphic.

A

Horse Biscuits—The

man army

are

now

horses of the Ger-

fed with biscuits.

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

of each, so they can be strung on a string,
and hung to the saddle bow, or be carried by

$

Sport,

1

.50.

Long-Range

The Sole Resident of Carson Citt.
Riding one autumnal duy in company with a

Camp

party of borderers in quest of buffalo, wc
came upon a town standing silent and deserted in the midst of a prairie.
"That,"
said one, "is Carson City. It did a good
trade in the old wagon days, but it busted up
when the railroad went farther west and the
people moved on. There's only one man left
in it now, and he's got snakes in his boots the
hull year round."
Marveling what manner of
man this was who dwelt alone in the silent
city, we rode on.
Only one house showed
signs of occupation, and in it dwelt the man.
We had passed through the deserted streets
aud gained the prairie beyond when a shot
rang out behind us and a bullet cut the grass
" Hello he's on the shoot,"
to our left.
cried one. " Ride, boys !" and we rode.
Carson City soon faded from view, but not so
the memory of that " busted-up " town and
its solitary
indweller, who had perennial

THE
HAZARD POWDER OO
MANUFACTCBBKB OP

GUNPOWDER,
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Shooting,

Rifle
35c.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsnrpassed Io point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters ot

S3.
Nop.

• ISO.

The Fishing

only.

lb.

1

Hazard's "American Sporting."

Life in Florida,

6*

1 (fine) to s
lb. kegs.

oants'ers »n*
and clean, fol
Well adapted to snot-

(coarse).
In 1 lb.
One grain, quick

A

upland prairie shooting.

Tourist,

gum

82.

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."

Sportsman's Cazetteer,

Nos. 1 (One) to 5 (coarse). In l and 5 1\ canisters
and Sj( and Hjtf lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably cio*e and with great
penetration. For field, forest, or waier shooting, It
rankn any other brand, and it is equally serviceable

Fourth Edition.

83.

for muz2le or breech-loaders.

nrd'B

Tin

"Kb

icUy mile.

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG,

In kegs
"- - ' """* -if 15,
»
18* aud r>v ibs, and c
packed iu 1 aeh % lb.
_
moist. The FFFG aud FFG are fivorite brand's for

AMEIUCAN

!

Superior Mining and Blunting Powder.
GOVERNMENT CANNON & STOfcKET POWDEBi
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES Oil K.XPOST, 0?
AN? REQUIRED
lOJf. MANUFACTORED TO ORDER.
,'

:

" jim jams" and was "on the shoot."— From
a Nevada Letter

The above can bo ban of deauers, or
pany's Agents In everj prom'Mnt city,
it our ofics

Exploring the Foot Hills of the Rockt
Mountains.— Borne attaches of the school of
Mines at Golden, Nevada, have been exploring the foot of Green Mountains under the
direction of Prof. Lakes.
A local paper says
The basaltic lava capping the table mountains
above Golden were passed en route and their
origin explained as a lava outburst from a fissure extending along the eastern flank of the
mountains, from which a flood of moltau material poured over the surrounding country
and preserved, on the base of the Table
mountains and the mesas of the divide, the
ancient prairie from the denuding floods
which, with these exceptions, have brought
it to its present low level.
This eruption was
contemporaneous with similar overflows from
Alaska to South America, which covered the
region west of the Rockies with a lava flood
thousands of miles in width aud hundreds of

a time when mountain making
was going on in various parts of the world
when the Himalayas and the Alps were

feet thick, at

&

Pheasant Shooting

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Banting and Shooting the American Partrtdee-Q.tiall;
Stuffed Hrouae— Pheasants, with directions for hand,
ing the gun, hunting the doe, and cn-oting on lhe
ffing.

Price.

Liberal discount, to the trade.

$'2.

To be had at hooft stores generally. Also for sale
one double barrel breech-loading central are shot-

Frank Schlev,
Frederick City. Md.

Oct II

—In 1831, at New Haven, Professor Sillidrove into a small maple tree a staple
upon which to hang a lantern. The other
day lhe staple was found inside a block of
wood, and for a while people wondered how
it

got there.

—

"Cheese it," according to our excellent
and elegant friend Dr. Elliott Coues, is a corruption of "dont give it a whey."— Washington Capital

Messrs.

TIFFANV &

vite attention to trie

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

terns

of

their

made expressly for
The

[ILLDSTHATEP.]

Contains History of the Sta»e, Towns and points o
Interest, Population*, Farm Lands, their value,
vteld, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of
Names, Inhabitants or tbe B-aches, Wreck?, Lighthouses, Life saving Stations, Yacht, Clous, lnduair lea.
Peisonal Skeiiii'S. Parts, Laud As-oulations, Fishing and Hunting Grounds. Hotels, aiani charts from
ofllciaUouroes, with comp'.eie soundings, etc., etc.
Useful to spoilsmen andyaehtBinen.and tnecoumry
gentleman. Size, 12X14. Price $7. Addreas o. P.
KUNH*RDT, Y*cht.ng Editor. Fokkst and Stream
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York.

'._:'

-.

i'

'
I

I

I-

of all uinuo :n hand andmade tooider.
Safety Fuse, Frictional and
Platinum Fuses.
iiunpblets, phowtug sizes of the grain by woad
ont, sent free an application ".o the above rddreea,

CUNPOWD

R

BY CAPr. BOtJARDHS.
New and enlarged editlou, containing Instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs bv Miles Johnson For sale at
Price $2.

this olllce.

ed has been carefully, consid-

@impowdcr

t

QUJTPOWDER.
Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN
Pnponi'u Gunpowder Milts, es'ablished

metal, soldered with silver at

heavily

plated,

c*e.

House, and guaranteed to be

WARE

MUTUAL

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3

burning slowly, strong ana
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.
(line),

DUPONT'S EAGLE KIFLE,

A quick, 8'rong and clean Powder of very fine

grain
8

ptTPO *l"S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FPg aud FFPg.—The Fg for long-ranee ride Biloorii g,
the FFg and FFFg for general n.se, burmig

SPURTING, MINING SHIPPING MTO fcfcASTouii-iaeauul.ie npu us Dp cial
Masker, rauriun. Mo tar nod
IT.
«, G jv.-uin.en'
Mauihri
i

1

>

lil

•

-

.

gradis for export.
Mam urn n Powder.

Powder manutueiun-d io order »f any r. q"i e.i tmai
pi oof.
Ag^m-les i„ all clues and principal tonus
throughout tie U 8. Hepreseuie by

or

MADE,
UNION SQUARE.

NEW ENGLAND

I

I.-G P'J

BKST PLATED

Miscellaneous,

Nos. 1 (ooarse) to 4 (Hoe), unequale in strength,
quickness aud cleanliness; adapted for Glass Bali
and Pigeon Shooting.

IorPlBt.olshiioi.tng.

stamped with the name of the

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
B. B, Rameo, 14 State street. Chicago, 111.
M.G. GontiARo, 301 sorth Secon I, St. Louis, Mo.
F. Bahe ago., 41 Walnut Ht., Cincinnati, O.

in 1501,

DUFONT'3 DIAMOND GRAIN,

of hard

i

KNE
B—

Co.

233 STATE STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

DUPONT'S

Powder

made

American Powder

Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

have maintained their great reputation for in years
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of

ered.

the

rifles

this season.

uses for which they are intend-

joint,

for

FFG

SHOOTING.

the adaptability of forms to the

every

Powder.

Rtfle

and all ordinary purposes.
and FFFG, the last being the finest.
Packed iu wood and metal kegs of 2.i lbs., 12>4 lb*
aud 3% lbs., aud in canisters of 1 lb. and % lb.
All of the ab"ve give high velocities and less
^slduum titan any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Oapt. A. H. BOGAKDUS,

FG,

COVER AND TRAP

pat-

signed for their best trade, and

is

Orange
best

:

articles are specially de-

This ware

each.

The

-..

FIELD,

Plated Ware,

Orange bucking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to S In
metal kegs, fljf lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 8

BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLA8TIN3 ippaSatus. MI ITARY FOWDKB.

JERSEY COAST,

CO., in-

new

©range Lightning Powder.
i to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed
1 lb. caul ters. Higher numbers specially are recommended for breech-loading gnus.

Sizes,

Yachtsmen,

N. Y.,

No.

lbs.

Useful to Sportsmen and

Rand Powder Co.
MURRAY ST.,

88

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Address.

gun, 12-gauge.

NEW

man

&

No.

Partridge

ot the Comor whoieaato

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Lailin

—

These

biscuits consist of thirty parts of oat flour,
thirty parts of dextrinated pea flour, thirty
parts of rye flower, and ten parts of linseed
Hum'; sometimes of twenty parts of pea flour,
twenty pans of win at flour, twenty parts of
corn nieal, twenty parts of rye flour, ten parts
of grated bread, and ten parts of linseed
The ingredi nlS are made into biscuits.
flour.
The first named mixture is the best. These
biscuits are made with a hole in the middle

§gunpotvd$r.

SEASONABLE BOOK

in their last throes.

Charles Napier, an English scientific man,
has been testing the truth of Liebig's theory
that liquor drinking is compatible with animal food, but not with a farinaceous diet.
The experiment was tried upon twenty-seven
liquor-drinking persons, with results substantiating the Liebig theory.
Among the

271

i

ELAND, 71) Wai.i. St. N. Y.
F. L
Use NONE but DUP0\T'3 Fg or FFg
N.
Powder for long-iauge rifle shouting.

Life

Insurance Comp'v.

Post Office Squqre, Boston. Mass.
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Commissioner's report.
Total s-nrjilusaa per Insurance
sioner's report

$1MW,920 »8
Commis1,621,078 SS

BeDJaiuiu F. Stevens, Prrsideut.
J. M. Gibheus, Secretary
rjKNKRAl, AGENTS.
-..•„ Vorlt «'|i T .
l'oril„„"| Vl'

KESNY £ R'<,TCUFFii'
P. TAKBOX
'.

a 1". S iBKSoS
Misl.iia i* U
MMt-T.'N A, \V,'.KELIM...,I'liii, tUluhla.
HALL & WORTH Ml UN Hnl .ore. MU.
VKKMlll HKi'TuErtS
Heir It lll'Cll.
I

U
f
\V.

CKOSKH'TE
WAiHOB

-T.

B.

DAVIS

M.C RA -HALL
W. EVKttfcON

I

.

...

I

.

ii. o.
Si. I'niii.

III.

t

-t

Mlun.

LhuI«,

fti'iv

Itlo,

(Mean*. La.

Bun FrnucUo, Cm]

FOEEST AND STREAM.

272
^Jiscelhtieous,

ESTABLISHED

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

1820.

LSI

"^

OPPORTUNITY TO WIS A
A SPLENDID ELEVENTH
GRAND
FORTUNE.

®£ER,K &

Successors to

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

DISTRI-

BUTION, 1878. AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY,
NOV. IS.
Louisiana State Lottery Company.

Sale o

SETH GREEN'S

This institution was regularly Incorporated by the
Legislature of tl
a ional anrt Charitable purposes in 186S, with a capital of $1.0' „:i..:
c
•which it has since added a reserve fund of $S
,000,
:

W

GRAND SINGLE NUMBER

ITS

will take place

monthly on the second Tuesday.

never scales or postpones.
tribution :

Look

It
at tne following dis-

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, SI per doz.

CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000.
TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS EACH.

100,000

HALF-T'
VLLAR.
LIST OF PHIZES.
1 Capital
1 Capital
1 Capital
2 Prizes
6 Prizes

Prize of
Prize of
Prize of

$30,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

$2,5co
1,000

SOPrizesof
"
100
"
200
BOO
"

600
100
60
20
10

"

1,000

NEW YORK

10,001)

of
of

:

35

48 Maiden Lane,

Liberty St.

2,700
1,800

amonnting to
$110,400
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all
prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation

Balls always

on hand.

Bcgardua' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8.

Application for rates to clubs should only be made
Home Office in New Orleans.
Write, clearly stating full address, for further Information, or Bend orders to

H andT Pigeon Traps,

Box 692, New

P. O.

M. A.DAUPHIN,
Orleans, Louisiana,

or to
H. It. Pl.UM,
319 Broadway, New York City.
All our Grand Extraordinary Drawings a*e under
the supervision and management of GENS. G. T.
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A. EARLY.

Beech-Loading Cuns,

Fine
Palne'a Feather-filled, BogarduB' Rough, and the

ew Composition

will be. paid.

to the

RITZMANN,

L.

IMPORTER OF

900

1,857 Pr'zes

FISHING TACKLE.

CHARLES

APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
9 Approximation Prizeaof $300
Approximation Prizes of 800
9 Approximation Prizes of 100

"

The

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHINC TACKLE.
ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Ba
of every description.
Would call special attention to my large variety
FLIES.
of line TROUT, BASS and

$7.50 per pair.

NEW RECOIL PAD," price $2.

SALMON

Pronounced

bv the "Forest Stream," Feb. 21, 1S7S, the best contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled. Braided
Braided Linen. Grass, Hair and Silk, Etc.
Walking Cane Rods.
The " NEW FLOAT SPOON." One of the most
successful spoons In use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.

Silk.

ha'T, $1.

LOOK AT THIS !—A central-flre, English Double
Gun, side snap-action, twist

barrels, warranted, $28.

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in

Kentucky

State

EASTERN AGENCY,

599

Lottery.

BROADWAY.

V Draws November

Class
One prize

one of

of $15,000,

$8,000,

and one

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

1896

Whole

5.

of $5,000.

any quantity.

SHELLS

loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done In the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken In exchange, and Second-hand Gnns
a specialty.
CUTLERY.— Fine Sportsmen's Bowie and Bunting Knives; also, large assortment of fineBt Pocket
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,

BROADWAY,

Glasses, TeleBcopea, Microscopes, etc , etc.
pertaiuing to the Sporting
Also
Line.

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty

EVERYTHING

third Street,

NEW
xi.

N. Y.

ORGANS!

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly tluished in
Solid Black Walnut.
We
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

YORK.

auaa.mm.t-

eoNg,
Ajutxivavonr
•"» ™">iDw»T. mw
<*>

SBXAT BUDDOTION

Z
o
h
o
z
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t

7)
....

:
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-.:':

bility

unsurpassed,

Extremely Low for

and

z
o
H
O

.'
i

lijiiii;

Waters'Pianos
Grand. Square

Up-

are
the
BES'l
the Tone, Touch,

Ul

Workmanship and DuraWatranied for SIX YEAR8.
Ca--h or on Installments. A

a.

FMADE,

m

F.w?sii

States.

bright,

50 cents per bottle,

$67,92*.

& CO.,

WW!*S&5

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS,

and everything required by fishermen and anglers.
OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field and Marine

Etc., Etc.

Ticket, $1.

WILLIAMSON
599

I

Hooks.

Needle-Pointed

Patent

.

'•'liijllf
;

:

:

\

:

REMINGTON RIFLE

liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches.
etc.
Catalogues Mailed.

AGENTS WANTED.

Second-hand Pianos and Organs at

GAINS.

HORACE WATER* &

facturers

and

New York.

GREAT BARSONS, manu-

§ms, 0c.

J&mugtmmts, 0c.

§tms,

dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

AND
THE AQUARIUM. BROADWAY
KENTUCKY

85th ST.
THORMagnificently trained
OUGHBREDS, twelve beautiful, high spitited
horses, in the most difficult and novel feats ever
Been. Last week of the wonderful performance of

GERALDINE AND
Shot from
Admission, 50 cents.
LIVING ST.

M.

BMCH-LOALM

0c.

BARCAI NS!

PATENT

FOX'S

§ifJes,

SHOT-GUI.

LEOPOLD.

BENOIT TWINS

A

on separate exhibition.

Dougall, Purdey and Tolley

Double Express
Wonderfully

DRAWINGS & PRICES.
FREE BY MAIL.

.COLUMBIA RANGE,
'

(0>ENIn7?DAY, SATURDAY, OCT.

Wonderfully Strong.

.Simpli

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to
clean, less liable to get louse or out of order, or one
so good for the money. Prices rang* from $50 to
$8 °°'

WARRANTED

EVERY RESPECT.

IN

Send stamp lor circular

to

The American Arms
augM tf

2B.)

inch. Damaacns barrels,
action, pistol grip; first special
locfc-ftut
quality; weight, B',i 108.; cost $350; used
$
very little; price

DOUGALL—io-bore, 31

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

PURDEY—10-borc,
lever

WEST END

NEW

(Hudson Co

fcg^l^M. BTTBSER,^^

,

JERSEY.

D.

Long
TIME-TABLE.
Trains en Erie Railway leaving Chambers Btreet at
honrs named below, stop at Range T:45, 8:30, 9:45,

LURCH'S

Range

i

Rifle

Cbhbdmooh Target, Dibtakoe 300 Pest,
ISO

Rifle Gallery,

Rifle

Tor Sale.

Open, to Load.

tim SL

under

weight, 6}4

ments

8-2-lnch,

Damascus

barrels,

guard,
Lefancheux action;
with finest case and impleorder; used very little;

lbs.,

perfect
cost $600; price
in

$300

MS

SL

No. 45 Newark avenue Jersey City.

Shells for breech-loading Bhot-gons on hand and
loaded at the shortest notice to order. Constantly
on hand a good supply of Guns, Pistole, Fishing
Tackle and Sportsmen'B Articles in general.

auglS

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIFLE.—60 caL,

with case and linpleoienis; 100 loaded metal
sheila, 100 bnlletA, 600 primers, etc.; cost,
$150
$800; good as new; price

tf

:

A.M., and 1:00, 1:45,8:00. 3:15,
M. Leave 23d street 15 minutes

10:00,10:15,11:80,12:00,
3:45, 4:00, 4:30 P.
earlier.

AIR GTO GALLERY,
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester

Sts.)

NEW YORK.
Trains from

Newark

:

8:85, 10:36

and

2:06.

Trains on Northern Railroad from Nyaok and Intermediate stations 7:10, 7:55, 8:13, 9:17, 10.55, 1:10

O. de B.

ZETTLER,

3:00,

OOt341t

RETAIL,

J.

Curd's Good Guns,
J Gurd & Son, London. Ont.. Canada, Importers
and aealois In tine English Breech and Mnzzle165. Kiev
loading Shot-guns, Breech
Curtis A'
Sbell3, Wadding and Cap?
•Cewcastle
Harvey's and Orange Light
ape. Send
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls an
,

GUNSMITHS AND EIFLB GALLERY,

:

3ml

WHOLES AXE AND

atop at Range.
20T Bowery,

New York.

tor niustrated Price List,

fi

lepl is

lyr

41

PALMER

O'NEIL & CO.,

FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Ifiullng Machines.
lSBprnoe St.. 4th door from
Tribune Buildings. JiMKSBBAXtY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and nigh t.

Am

FOKEST

•w

STUEAM.

NICHOLS & LEPEVER,
SYRACUSE,

N.

Y.,

MAKERS OF

FINE SPORJTING GUNS
Make"

—fourteen foreign

Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and "For the Best Gun of American
competitors. and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

w

inchester

u ompanv

Arms

Repeating

j

1878.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WIHCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS
In

all varieties for

MILITARY

ana

SPORTING USES, and

every variety of

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,!

THESE ARMS ARE
UNSURPASSED, FOR

AND ARE NOW OFFEBKD AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

List,

address

WINCHESTEK EEPEATING AEM8 COMPANY,
New

245

Haven, Connecticut, or

Broadway,

W. W.JJreener's Champion

New

York.

FOSS BROS. &

TrebleJKTedge_Fast,
^"
Breech-Loader.
5

(Successors to F.

tbe vinmBoioai

CO.,

ABBEY &

J.

CO.),

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
e International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
55
Grand Prix de Casino, an oijei d'art valued a{
£189, and a money prize of £705, tills the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, waa competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by

,„™

1S78, tie

Guns,

Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a fnll-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, Silling 11 birds
ont of 12 at 48 yards and 1 foot and 29% yards. He
[
' also won the sacond
event, killings birds In succession
at S3 yards, making a total of 19blrds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record
[
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beatI
l lng 17 guns by the beat London
makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
«e winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1878, In the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. "
Bogardus
£
UK »iuub aim
and
Mi. South lor $500 a side, Sontr, killing 86 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Gun Trial, 18T6,.beating, 102 guns by all the best
makers UI
of
°" /1 r^lanH
T
t mocoTT? m^nnw ra»o-n >r.nT*&~" T /. ~™" Ut?: i2laAWrH

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
GHICA&Q.

HAND-MADE BOXING CLOVES.

„

t'

Ureilt Britain
iilKl

.

.

m

TWO

PRICES PER SET OF

States,

W. W. GREENER,
H.

C.

St.

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

SQTJIRES, Agent, No. 1 Oortl&ndt

New York

Street,

PAIRS.

A. Stuffed with hair. The best Boxing Gloves
in the country for the money
.?S 60
B. A good, stout, fall-sized glove, all brown
hands, good covers and well ^ewed
8.

England.

City.

5 C.

Made

of carefully selected leather.
Tlia
(fonr-cketts) pieces between the fingers
made out of buck-ktu, rendering the
glove very soft and comfortable strings
around the wrist
3. 50
D. Covered with the very best finished buckskin
strings around wrist, and bound
with fancy leather
-..
4, B0
E. English Buck Gloves and coven stuffed
wi'h best curled hair, fancy band, best
strings. The very best, glove that can be
made,
B.od
Fine English Gloves covered with white kid and bound with fancy leather, per set
6.00
book of instruction given away with each set when the money accompanies the order.

4

;

;

.

A
8

NO FOR

P RICE LIST OF SKATES, NOVELTIES

FISH & SIMPSON,

132 Nassau

MmmL

W'lte

St.,

|p?

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and

Bronze Medals
awarded,
Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel
,

,

ii

New York.

New

York.

§etincl.

COCKER SPANIEL

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

Club,

AND SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

Breeding Kennel
M. P. McKOON, Franklin,

Del. Co.,

N

T.

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
young stock. I gaarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and in-

dogs cannot he beaten lor ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspondtelligent

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cirjio if
cular, testimonials, etc.

The Patent Self-Acting Cow Milker M'f'g Co.
The

Sportsmen's

Bell

the position of the
dog, causes the birds to lie
closer. Valuable in early
shooting, cocking and general shooting,
where the cover Is thick.
Sold by dealers in guns
and (porting goods. Samples sent bv mail postpaid,
80 cents, BEVTS BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
Ea-t Hampton, Conn.
sept!9 8m
tells

b^'^wllueand^lson"?^^^'
««= ,
-»r
Office,
575

POULTRY AND CAME,
WASHINGTON MARKET,

^explained,

!

_,

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,
Noa, 889 and 960

'

GEO. K. KING, President,
—
Broadway,
New York.

C M BRENNAN,
OLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHBL4

N. .Y

*0

South Clark Street, Chicago.

None
1

are genuine unless s

F. O. De LUZE,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent,

BROWN *
For

HILDER,

St. Lonls,

sale in oases

Western Agents.

of 112 pounds.

TO BUT—A very small or dwarf CowWANTED
one giving milk preferred. Address L. GA,
\

ITT, 242 Ashland ave. Chicago,
,

111.

ootsl It

«

1

FOKEST AND STREAM.

274
$ht

Auxiliary

fficnnel.

SHELTON'5

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

X^ifle,

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading

ghc

POINTER PUPPIES.

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS
A Baue to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.

By imp^red eh-mnPn Stspslvt. nnf

:

THE
n-mh»rnf

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Price SO cents per Box by mall.
Botn the above are recommended by RodandGb*
and Fokkst and Strbam.

Tbla barrel can be placed In a gun ready for use in a second of tlmewiththesameeaseasa cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There Is no wear on the rifle bairel.nor on the ahot-gnn, and it canWilh ihls Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost Inarantly
not get out of rder.
a breech loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
flt any standard make of
gun of 10 or 12-callbre— calire of rifle 32, SR. or 44 as desired. Lenuth of
barrel, iwenty inches. The sheila used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arjnj Co.'s
cartridges, No, 82 and SS. extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List.
i

W. HOLBERTON,
TON STREET.

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

SPRATTS PATENT
DOG MEDICINES.

O Pot

',

R

for DISTEMPI
Cure for Worms, Purglng Pills, Alteratve Cooing Powders.
Cure for
Rheumatism, Lnra^go. sDd Chest Foundeis. Cr.re
for Jaundice. Ton>c ConrlltfOi P.l s, and cont-h Hil s.
Cure for Canker it the Bar, Linimeit fur S| ra ns,
Slitnuiaut lor the Gruwihol Hair, snd MaLge Lo-

nsw

71K

221
WWX

(TRADE MAHK)

*

the above remedies, alBO various Surgi-

Applaucei.

DOG SOAP,

free from Poison.

H. C.
octIO tf

1

In Fall Meeting of N.R. A., at. Creedraoox, Sharps Rifles w»'e en'ered in sixteen
ot them, and good prizes iu the other 'our. Among them the

For sa'ehy

prize in

SQUIRES,

ORTLANDT STKEE

(

Imperial

The New York
other rifle, 960.

Kennel.

New York

Setters and Pointers Boarded,

'

Brok-n.

were

Inter-state

N. T.

r,

The

State

man

l.noi)

hr

Snortrmen

want

In

of

CBAS,

ocUinf

HITCHCOCK,

firs'

with a score of 974.

Rest by any other

rifle.

(

secretary

Ouleout Kennel Club. Franklin, Delaware Louuty.
N. Y. Stock and del very guaranteed. Price *15
septl2 tf
each for dog or bl en pups.

OOI
*^ A#

:

-.

at.

won

I

m

Pall

,

;

or

on his delivery ,o
stolen, lion will be paid for return ol ib g
will convict the thief

it

B GKISNBLL,

Milfoid,

Conn

octl7 4t

and white sett r dog. Mack. 2« yea's old
broken on woodcock, quail and p.rtr dge fast, busy
exceedingly staunch; wid
wotker; spbindid nnae
superior
i

;

;

point

anvgimestann

Mack

h

a very

is

land am'
woodcock dog; retrieves any g-mie from
Reasons Mr Belling, have more dogs than I
can hand e; sell for no mult, and assure ihe pmor
represented,
as
found
be
wi
cnaser Mack
mouev refunded; reference tiir.nshed. Price, on 'V
$M cash Address, W. II. PIERCE, Peekskill, N. Y.

water.

1

DOGS
their

BROKEN— Gentlemen

defirmg to have

doss broken this year be

communicate

at once.

me

Want them

lease
for the

will

titled

Shall go South for the
fl»W ere season opens.
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (in aogsaurt
puppies) for sale. Come and see (hero atOentreviile
selection.
on te Kile Railroad. First tuners he-t
Passaic
K. WANMAKER, Clifton.
Address E

County. N.

l

J.

eH

'

KFNNKL

CLUB offer for sale
anexc. entngly hnnd-ome black, win e-atd-iat.
but
setter dog, u .r C oiougt. y biokMi for lie Oi Id,
n'leinan'soonn'rj piece, or
aoml ab.y'sni'ed to n
lull- teed anas a ner.onal o-mp nlon. L'e
bigh'ybred. Price StOi). Apphcat oq must be made
ocistl
address C.
at this office

THR NEW YORK

p

1J10R

SALE—Red

Irish

setter.

Bess, by

f

alius'

1

Yorks'
I7V0R SALE-Two

ire tsrrlr.rs.

one rear o

d,

lecei t y linnirteil; they are beautifully coated,
intelligent, gnar insert to ue pure bjooa, and will
lcght o male four
moke flue breeding stork.
pounds, emale four pounds. Price for the pa r. 3 5
and tan female, weight 4 lbs,, price tt»
1

JOHN

J.

BERR

ocMO

HackeLsack. N.J.

.

Lownov, August 9. 1S78.
O. Scott & So-j:
Genttrmen— Before lenvlrg Eng'and for my home in America, I wish to expret-s my ful'est sa'lsf^ction
power or your c.toke-bore gun*. I now po sess t*o h^avy io-l)oreB, each with
)>' excelled In ihe
which
cannot,
20
of
your
make,
bo e; all
exiral2-bore barrels; also a light U and
shoofng qualities and impossible io beat in 'he solldi-y and power of your patent. Triple* ct.ton. I used
your gun in ruv two recent matches with Mr. Penuell, June ^ and July 2 a' wiil.h t me t seored 70 and 71
which
Shellev,
Jul»
_
alsninmyronichwithCe.pt
_.
i.lrda
9,
"in each man hi nl nlng by two
ubrei C.,v, entrv, Esq., at B ighnci
84, "ihe hii!he»t score on ec.rd;" and in the International Match with
for £1,00(1, which I won hv killing 79 out of 100. All of the above marches v rere at 100 Irds each. 30
vug.
50,i
oo
times
10-bore
ove
r
and It is
shot
one
I
have
yatds rise. A* evidence of th= durability of your gun,
sllll In good condition.
A. H. BOQARDUS. Champion Wing Shct of the World.
Believe me, yours very tiuly,

HELD TRIAL D03 PUPS FOR

ICILY BRED

SA'-E, wueloed July 17, 1S78, out r>{ Minna
Ad(K rb--Rock), by Brutus (Belle-Rob Roy).
anss D. MURRAY, Wes: River P. 0., Maryland

I

(),

[From COL. JullN BO DINE, Stw York.]
April 7, 1878
"7. Scott A ?ok:
Gentlemen— \ have received the Premier duality choke-bore gun, St. 8.696, li good order, and am
its
performance excels ruv expectation*, wh'le ,ts sjinmetrv and dnish H nil inat the
nleasel to say ihat
dulsh
and
shoot.ng
quailorder,
bjtu
in
sp^ciflcauona
of
Ittnliv
comeB
to
most fastidious oui'd det-ire.
ut>
1 have disposed of my two gun's by other matters.
ies.
W. A

fcll.YKH.

AWARHBD PARIS KXHIBITfON,

IrfEllAL

ZBTABLI3HED,

1ST8.

and white pointer bitch,
pedigree see K. S. B. also, four
dor pnpf, three mon.hs old, from Prudeuoe, by Phil,
Jr For parilculais, adJresB E. C. ALDEN, Dedham,

FOR

•

SETTER PUPPIES ^OR SU E— A don
GORDON
out of Mr
ami hbof, ow c: wteks o
d,

i

T' est on'

OL.0VER,

rlich Leu, by > r. J-'omi
li
P'tce, 13
each Address

champion

Marb.e's Groise.
Ijiperlai

H

'

K^uuel Uub, 1'oms River,

liver and white
FOKSAUBOIIEAP-A
tuoahs old; good

blch nun, three
nd from Bne field worting stock.

•

Box

1..31,

Boston.

^J

.T.

ocWllt

i

*

B.

J.

rggs— ready

for delivery

Send

for price list

to Jan. 20.

w, EDDY, Eandolph, Cat.

F.

N. T.

0. uuly,

sept !6 If

WILD RICE
rale. 1 6"0 acrei

linil In Hock County. Minn sola,
ibren stahied, corn h use. h- n h
fliain house, f nces. tre. e,
windbieaks.
wlii'iinllls, wells gra'iltiR, rumniiit Mri-miii.
r

roved

i.iiub

-.

i

mm

ivst.r n.rectiynt. Im- f .St
»nl Sn j
Ilai'iosd
On'v on- linll mile
p ice $18 000
rom co niy sear, m, d nrrtj
lrffl>a»e r»i
'U'eri tt »n luim dlM'e ne vtib mi o"d
No i-uch
i»iin t,-i be had in th- en ire « es .
I'limn<l own and full
peeillcs'ii u- ciieii <m » n't
to LHiS. HaLLOCK, office of Iobbst t
cvt-n
:

"

it

—

«*l E CHEAP
A lOho'e, breech-londlpg,
doihle barrel shot, (inn, we'ght I « lb ., Inu.i.
natedsieel Inr els 30 riches i.«n« hsudSOiney enK'aved, with Fimp-a n< n, retiounding "i-k-, and
RO.id shooter. Wail- hy J. p
lab ourrh & Bn,
London, »nd a Hrsr-cini'* e >n In eYe y reject.

F^CE

i

Low

st

i

r
t 0; not one-h-lt wli.it
1-nmaslir, Ha.

rice

H.

cuar.

it

VcNDKRHMlTd,
170R SALE—

o .-till

U.

l.

Spring Fi-h Farm and Ionic
r Sronnde, Oakland, He> gen Ci-un'v.N .1. flUlMini/scost iiv r tl.'jud; Ove years mil
to'hie frame
'

r, sis'

1

;

villa; all modern iiriprnVenieuts ; tenat.i'B hoi.se,
twen y- hiee
-tuhles, etc.— Iu one four borers;
aires, tour acres grove, with from twenty to forty
HW mung flu t tr'eer ; apple
p. nds: tine nirilen
orcuarda. Addro s B. B. P., caie Una mil e.
;

J,

F

if

1:1

1

caririo^e, yo;n.,
pice |13B. J.
Phlla eipidi.

;

r

.-a,

SAL'S

CHFAP-cu" Mynaril

i'i

ins.

U

K.,

U cnl.,

Kide.

pi KiB cum leie win ie-iiiaibnir InnlB, i-e, p
sight, I wo seiffl ni"l is urn an caillliga
'asi s used very ittieaml in peitect urd. r.
AdilTesi

andgoie

<£ CQ-1

M SMITH, Nellea Corner, ut.
L^CE SALE— tine very line lnrnl

E.

iici3I It

g'o ., Ko 12 jiun,
in iieifeet order, null Buleieft n>r i»rt, 3
te ret •' loa.imetal i.ud pap rsheiis. and a c
price
M.d, n n.iiko
10.
Oil
Lie
lOOtS,
BIC.J
$
JJg
r ee $11.
inuszle-loader, in flu- order, U>;..uge;

SIAXCFAOTITJJEBS' AGENTS,

I

mph

I

1

Importers and Dealers in

E
SIOEES

L

reech

all

oaaill g

Makes a nd Qu alities o f

F

ire

A

1

One

rms,

No, IS

M

Sixth St., No. 2.0

w=B-w=wrr.

M

Second Sl„

d

No.

Ml

»v.
UUe twH , «.pbieech loader, 11 perf. ct

nlfle, u.-w,

E g

Is

FOB S ^LE-Fe
FERRETS
•"
ulS

ACCESSARIES.

:

bvuia

Sistiot

*nap, No id gauge.
'
wrier, »3-5

o.

1

i.n

D

tet »

11

send f.r
ViclorfOntwi

as.

VAN VBCH1BN,

1

es.
lar.

A

Iklndg

Ada

Commerce

31 at

Wanted.

St.;

a T.-BlT.T'TrTA..

e>s

,.,M Y.

uc

TO EXCilA OK— A handaiimely
WANTED
based
Ickvl and
mounted Rem
R
v

111101,

TATHAM'S

il -,

1

barrel, sit hands ami p II lied -lock, for a DonneHsrrelert Hreech- Loading alun Go 11. Addr.B-A.K.
0ci31
HOT, 10 Maiden Lane, N. Y,

K

GEOFF

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT.

& SR0.
0HA8. UEIGHE
ALL KINna 0?
AND DSALKB8
IN

DS?0BTBB8

Birds and Rare Animals,

(R ED

BrrrrxBLB

LASb L..

Qivea Rrenter penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot.

BquaHy

well

adapted to

choke-bores, modi Bed chokes and cylinders.
chlll'd shot will be found
harder, heavier and of brighter

Onr

free f.om «hrlnhage, more spherical, more uniform In size
and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

16

FOB

Zoological Gardens and Menageries.
Chatham Street, third door from N.-rth William.

:arb ajbekican animals always

puis-

Fob Satji.—Mandaruj Dncks, Golden and Silver
'heasanw (China); Spnr-winged Geese, Egyptian

ioese (Africa) widgeons, Ked-nearl-d Ducta, Brans
ieese (Europe); Wood Ducks (America).
Hsnbt Kbichk,
:has. rtsioaa,
;

TATKAM &

BROS., 82 Beekman

St.,

Gu
A

no

manufacturers

of

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more

PATENT

FINISH,

AMERICAN STANDARD DEOP SHOT,

uniform than the ordinary moulded shot.

and

<

«K
-RW V„«,.

MAKE MONEY

pointer

pe ieree,
Address W. E.

million brook trout

FOU

1811.

EDW. K. TRITON, Jr.

;

oct41 2i

One

from the Ut of Nov.

.

llyer

Mass.

Oct31 It

M»h

S°r

'24

OCtlf 4t

SALE—The

N. Y.

:,

;

tf

IS
1"N

P9 Forsytl street,

en

&

W

Black

SON'S

&.

[Vrom CAPT. A. H. BUUAKDU8.]

U

la'h; rirs- pnze Watert.iwn. n. y.. ontoi iinported Hi lie. R' t s is n very dark rich red wt
wuiie, a good fielder, With i ern m se ami si unfit on
trame at n a sp'e .d d b mid li toll an great Breeder
rnur 'ear* od November 1. 1S7S. Addre-s, F A
DIFFENDERrFER.15 Sulppen stree-, Lancaster.

must lie a
Address PACL

SINGER,

I

in the ten-.tic sno'tl"g

My red

dog io tun rntibits:
WANTBD-A
irood ore ond warrnlnl.

MIVf.E=0 TA FAR i— For

Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers.

W.

For Sale Very Low.

WANTFD—

A well bred, good lo< kit g Enrlith
SPHer buch. nor stove mrd nm Mr."- w»tl
broken on quail, snd to bunt, well wl>h stotherr'ojr.
Must h^veverv pood inse nrd race. 'Wil di p'slt
with Edror Fokest ami Ptr^m vs'ne f dr e t, rs
trial.
»ddrr S « J. H. 8.,RCom 105, Hotel Hint swick,
New York O'tv.
octal SI

iiinu

CAPTAIN BOiJARDUS nAS WON A NUMBER OF QKBAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
FINE TRIPLEX 12 GiUGE BIlEEOH-t OADER.MADE BIT
W. & C. SCOTP * SON.

OIO

and Information which

"a
It

;

OOI
W<*X»

CO.,

FINE BREECH-LOADERS

«»..o.»~<

^P^ereVa.^'ne'r.ld

SCOTT

C.

'

ocai

yard and fiel
hrnSen; k'nd fl'snonl-i n:flne and
r/smey In snpeBrdree a f 0"d retriever f>st woii er,
nnd never tree. Address E. C. BlhDSEY.Meiiclen,
Conn.

'

&

SF.

fj

Other

tj.'.

SHARPS RIFLE

W.

getter
LOST OR STOLEN—A large red and whitebrfast,
Body rolor, red
past three years old.
dog,
»• v ..
..>««' white hiaztj, >•_ „i ,„o
.
= „,,all four feet and tip of
on face ana white parch on back of ei k liai
hips and tail inclined to mrl. He
name of Rock and la vety f lendlv in dtspoa tion
When last, seen wore collar with my name and aU-

old, aneiy
Ne^v lork.

FOR SALE.

1

S25 REWARD.

me

w

Trtsri

9D3

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES.
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.

<

wek"

ftreet.

T

Best score by any

THE LONGPAUGE
TEAM WALK-OVER.

dogs bare daih

t-class corker spaniel-

fir

8.

woa

a

vsv nnd

8A E-A thcronghhred red
refer
FDR
(entered In 'Eennel Heirlvr"). Hj ri'i old

Mr Frank Hyde

THE LEECH

For tbp Hrand Aeuregate Prlne
lark «n r-ant "'
Fr-nk Hide, Col W. II

COCKERS! COCKERS!
write at once to

«<>

Cf^'B

'»le r,. „r

Long-Range Match.

Inter-state

vaida

'

;

Military ride, 1.044.

witn Sharps Rifles, 213.

The Wl3IRl.KD<iN CUP, won

pns ible 15' at
.ther tine, 197

•!.

Splendid kenne' accommodations
access io sat water.

matches; took

respectively 193 and 197.
rifles used avraged
with a Miarps R fie with a score of 143 "Ut of a
Be<
at Spring Meeting «ith a score o 2"o.
Meeting
ee com pet'ors each, w thShar, a RiflesH Jaek=o"— tied on a score of 3 O points.
Mr
MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP won hvOap'. J.B Barton, wlih a Sharps
Mill arv Ride.
All nr'z sin th •nn'rhirrtemi'i Willi Sharp. KIO>».
AMERICAN
Firet Davi.—J. s -uion< r made, wth a Sharps Long- Range
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 22 1 poiuis out ot a po*lble 22-i at 800, »0u and 1,000 yards.

Average per

itfcHTER,
Tons KiVER, N. J.

H.

Wear Thirty-second

International Military Match.

Team, with Sharps

The

skill

and judgment.
Addres-,

nnrciiaoi-d before six

Match.

Military

State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle,

etc.

Young Dogs handled with

r

:

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

The Kennel Medicine Chrst
all

f,

I

i

hayen, conn.

OLD RELIABLE

221.
***''••

tion.

cal

pnnnleo

fine

by SensaMnn. Mavisfnll nl'trr t-> r
.
winner of first and apTlsl nr-zo- a' inte v y Perph
Show. The orlees sre: fwri nrd whi'edorr-. jvshitch.KO: liver arrt »h tedrg*. Jvft; l-ch *ls if
Flirt,

Put up In boxes containing a dozen powders, witt

Contains

.

WESTMfJSTFR KFNSE'.

fall directions for UBe.

CURE

»w

port'd "tora (1st. Kew York, 157SV p.|-e$5S
We
ere f.SKtUB orders for d' liverv rf pnps whein>'d K' pt.
21 hy cnsrrp'on Snapshot, out of n t Gym*** ( v
Cat. out. of Psyche is , »»w yrrk, 187S). L'NroL^i
A HaLLYAE. Wa ren, Vsg..
oct.'ltf"

Price 60 cents by mall. Postpaid

FDI

dotr-.

I^ls''

Dash

Imper'ert

rf irnrT'°d
ilwr wlfti « Lite
one hit-h, price pacb $20
setter hitch, whelped June 12 hy
(1«t.
Vnrv. 1ST>1 n n' Im-

weeVsmd— eolor.

etcrif

— three

Aioonet'd

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

ill

now

Fai-nie,

marki'gs

This Powder ts guaranteed to kill fleas ob dog? or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is pat Drill patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitate.- its use. Simple and efficacious.

Oct 13

geitnel

Shot Cuns.

il-.i.ame", Novell. B.itc.

BALDWIN &
N. Y.

**«.-« auitd.

CO., Ill Naosaa

ot.,

P. U.

Bex

W

J.

41. a,

OC131

FOREST AND STREAM.
g$ort§mens §ovtes.

&

Chesapeake

gfiorfpmen's

Ohio

RE

jgloiifas.

^portgtqctf's ij£outi{s.

West
i

10 SPOBTSMEH:

&

Blue Bulge Mountain?.
Mountains

\

alley ot Virginia,

;

era,

I

Alleghany
an Kani

pickerel, etc,, etc.

Guns, Ashing lackle, and one dog for each sportscarried free.

The Route

EmhraceB under one management ihe Great Trunk
Eallwav Line? Of the West and Northwest, and, with

Respectfully invite attention to the

U9 mituerous branches and eoi nerjiotis. form- the
shortest and quickest, route between i incog., and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
''•ma. Nebraska, Calirorula, and the
Western Territories. Iia
ill A
CALIFORNIA LINK is the shortest and host route (or all
poms In .Northern Illinois, Iowa. Dikoia, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Uloili. Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is Ihe short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, MmueupoltL:, im'oriiand all points
iu the Great Northwest. Its
ST.
no" for Winona, Roches"
PETER
D
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm aud
all points in Soutiicru and cvntrul Minnesota.
Us
B4Y
IE ietheonly
U
Hue for Jancsville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os-

Piedmont Virginia

nwlia Valley, and including in their varieties of game
anil fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, enipe, woodcock, mountain trout, base, pike,

man

THE PENNSYLVANIA E.E. CO.

Virginia,

tioseaf Central ami

Middle

Slates.

H.

TO ALBANY.
Leaves PIER 41, N. R., fool of Canal street,
Sundays excepted, at 6 r. 31.
VlMt-claaa fare, SI. neck, 50e. Excursion
to Albany find Keturn, Sl-50. 8lale-

daily,

looins, $1 and $2.
Making close connections Willi trains on New
York Cen ril Railroad Tor Hie West, and Delaware
and Hudson Raliroad for the North, and SHsquehanna Hallroad for the Southwest.

Rooms Comfortably Warmed by Steam.
BSfTHIS IS TUB ONLY NIGHT LINE OF
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND
•;
ISO BAGQiGG '10 PLAI
ST.C )M;
'

THttOIGH TICKETS can he Had at to.
Office on the pier, at Westoo t Express offices, at a!
hotels and ticket offices in New York, or of conceiting Railroad and Steamboat Lines.
8; K. MAYO, Geu l Passenger Agent.
:

Old Dominion Line.
The fteamers

or this Line reach some of ihe finest
aterfowl and upland shooting sections in tUecoun-

•y.

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices ot the Company in

cuuuny

oi

learners sail

nrday. Lewc
Vuii informal
New York.

other well-known centers for

and

Still

Hunting.

CHICAGO

Kenosha

Chicago to

Louis,

St.

Kansas

to

aitii

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairlo Chickens. Ducks, Geese and Brant, shooting,
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the countrv, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Picket el aud Bass Ashing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
thlB company will be found unsurpasssd by anything
in ihe West,
New York office, No. J1 5 Broadway Boston office,

from

Chicago

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST- CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
EVEIiYTmm.

LUf

;

No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from yonr

8P0BTSMEN will

find splendid shooting on the
line of thiB to
en, geese, ducks, brant,
quail, etc.
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas aud Colorado.

home

ffice,

107

MARVIN HUGHITT,

W. H. Stknnett,

al 2

p.

JAMES CHARLTON,

1

RAILROAD, MAY,

27,

New

1S7S.-

bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Tralus leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Greenpo't, Sag Harbor, etc., S:S0 a.m.,
4p. m., and on Saturdays ar i:nu p. m. For Patchogue, etc.. 8:30 a. si., 4:3d aud 6 r. if:
For Babylon,
etc., at 0:30 a. M., 4, 1:30,
and 6 r. M. For 'Port
Jefferson, etc, at 10 a. m. anil 4:30 p. it. For Northport, etc., at 10 a. m 8:30. i 30 and 6:80 v. it. For
Locust Valley, at 8:80 and 10:00 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30
and u':3U p. m. For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 A. St.,
4, 4:8n, 6, « and 7 r M
For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:80 and 10 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 p. M and
12:15 night, and.fi
don
bmdClty only 9-30am
1:30 and 6:30 p. M
STOflAYS-For Peril Jefferson';
Patchogae, etc., 9 a. m. Babylon, eic, 6 and 7 P. ii
Northportand Locust Valley, o a. a. audtMue > r
Garden City aud Hempstead s a. m, fcSO and tj-30
p. m., and from Long Island CI y only »:30 a. m aid
Sianp. m. T
away Beach, Flushing,
:

,

.

.

.

.

;

m

ington street aud 79 Fourth street.

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD
FORWhite
Moumaius, Montreal and intermediate
The new and
jgi
leaves Pier No. 26, East River,

points.

-

Continental
daily (Sundays excepted) at 8. A passenger train will be In walling
on the wharf at New Haven and leave for Springfield and way BUUlons on arrival of boat.
_ NIGHT LINE.— The Elm City leaves New York at
-ip u,, conner
oonger train in waiting
on wharf at New Haven, leaving 5:15 a. a. Tickets
*>ld and baggage checked at 94-1 Broadway, Jtew
icrk, ana 4 Court ft reel, Brooklyn. Excursion to
-New Haven and return, SI .50. A nply at General
Office, on the pier, or
;K, General
,

ei

.

Agent.

'

Philadelphia.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID
LOADING SHELLS.

TO

Taxidermy

in all its branches.
Repairing of
Rifle, Pistols and Fishing Tackle a specialty.

Sons,

Eaton's Rust Preventer,

Safe^Se^ H«g£ «&*& $f«

any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United
States pronounce It the best gun oil in the
market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "HI.

Hellli^N'j.

lore,

Mr if s

Jos. C.

LO., jriillacltHpnia.

Grubb

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

General Agent.

Cleans fifty shells In ten minutes. No water used.
elastic, self adjusting, prevent the slipping
ot wads. Is unequalled us a breech wiper by covering wltn an oiled cloth. For sale byall gun dealers,
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price,

Knives

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S, Co.,
Pier S3 South Delaware Area ne, Phlia.

S1.80; 10audl2bore. J. p. J;ON iX, o ox 34 Hoxhury
Station, Boston, Mass.
Liberal discount to the
tra ''e.
Septss 8in

Rates rednced

TROUT

to $3 per day for all roomB above
without baths.
baths, £3.50, $i, and $4.60 per day

TRY

floor,

Rooms with

FISHING!

AiYIN ffULBERT,
We

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

challenge any Hotel in the
large and as e'eguutly furnished
the S a KRMAN.

New

American Chemically Prepared

FELT

World to show as
rooms as those of
j

e20

^ooihnitn 's

|f.

Prop'r.

tf

THROUGH TO

Eossmore

LAKE SUPERIOR.
and

from Chicago

to Ashland
return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the

CM.

and St. Paul, Mad son n e1
low rates from Milwaukee.
I

also at

camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction

to

"it, Chicago ;
Dogs, guns and

>i

sportsmen on

this

" Forest a»d Stream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass Ashing Butternut Creek and lake for
muscalonge the many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike
;

House, Speonk, L, I.
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches
and Westhamnton, within a mi'e aud a half of the
Excellent accommodation for summer
ocean.
boarders. Surf aud still water bathing. Good boatHouse open throughout
ing, tisnlDg, and gunning.
the year tor fishing are] shooting parties. Boats,
boatmen, stabling, carriages, and every convenience
for sport-men. Accessible bv Long Island Railroad.
S. P. CONKLiN, Prop'r.
Terms moderate.

augw tf

;

and pickerel, never till last season Ashed by sportsmen. Between Silver Creek aud Ashland all are
trout streams, and many o-.liers uau be easilv reached
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling In the
Bay affords excellent sport.
The Uhequamegon hotel at Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a
Bteam-yacht,

sail

androwboais and exoerientguides.

The atmosphere

at

Ashland

is

A

Pleasant Winter Resort for

EQUAL TO

",

octlT

Now Ready

See "The Visitor's Guide to Bermuda," forwardel
post free on receipt of one dollar. J. MATTHEW
,J

ON

F.S,

Halifax,

N

.

S.

ZIMMERMAN'S

two celebrated picture!' " Tp-ht
Shell " and " Trying for a Double."
Price per pair
$3.60 and. 25c. for postage. Address

ZIMMERMAN" BEOS.,
an Sl

tf

st.

all

and Mining Stove.
Kour

Lake Ports.

sizes,

weighing from
i

TON IRON WORKS

Wild Fowl Shooting.

iiuiriiuur

CO.,

15 to TO lbs. Just
out.
Address TAUNS! Blacksti

Boston, Mass.

jjji

HENRY PRATT,

G. T. A.
Milwaukee, Wis.

my9 em

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST.
JOHNS, W, P.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

CORTES,

Capt. Bennett, and
ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mellhinney,
line between, above porta, leaving
North River, New York, three tunes a
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
or the Lower St. Lawrence will Aud tnls the cheapest
ami most direct route, avoiding changes and detention. Time between New York and Halifax about
sixty hours, one half of nip through Loug Island aud
Vineyard Sounds, lu smooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New York aud Halifax, $15 trold ; New York and St
Johns, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced
rates. For schedule of sailings and further particulars apply to

form a regular
Pier

id,

CLARK & SEAMAN,
AGENTS— WOOD A

Pan', Minn.

Duncklee's Patent Camping

octll it

a sure preveutlve of

3m

Water Colors.

in

the thing for uuv ot,

Steamers from Ashland to
Send, for Guide Book.

AT LESS PRICE.

ELY'S,

For sale by all dealers. Manufactured by B.
Ausouia, Conn., aud
White street

GOODMAN,
New York.

Invalids.

hay fever.

By purchasing

tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
J. Cbtttenoek, Gen'l Paa*. Agent.
Je6 tf

Fifth Street,

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.

College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables
Ticket offices in New York at 201 Broadway corner

Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long island
Express,'' 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway aud
Grand Central Depot
Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash-

No. 213 South

of

I

I

STONE'S

Sporting Emporium.

Ohio.
Trimble & Kiel acker, B
Cropley &Sons, Georgetown, D. C.

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLORIDA, by Bteamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apppy to WM. L. JAMES,

EXCURSION TICKETS
'ts leave.
York from James Slip
(daily except Sundavs) 30 minutes, and from Thirtyfourtli street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous
To departure of trams, and from South Wall street,
Pulton and Catharine ferries (dall) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains from De|.ot, corner Flat-

$OF,

Boston, Mass.

on

;

ISLAND
LONG
Ferrybo

SIMMONS &

G. W.

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA

WAY DAILY,

]

rules for
particu-

FOR FLORIDA
If
r

the parlor

TRAINS BACH

circulars,

address

lars,

Sherman House,
CHICAGO.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

QUICKEST,

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting w th all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting groundi
the No hw est for Geese Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs t'iken good care of. Reduced ratea
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
0. J. IVES,
E. F. Winslow,
Gen. Passenger AgentGeneral Manager.
tf

if

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

TWO PASSENGER

For

measurement and

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by
Wm.
Reau & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kitiredge & Co.
Cincinnati Ohio; B. E. E-uon, Chicago, III.; Brown
A HUder^ St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,

it.

Throngru Pullman Palace' Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and St. Paid.

PRICE PER SUIT, SI3.

j0oM$ and §lc$oi[fa (or ^porfwnetu
a

St.,

LINE.

je20

Qeneral Passenger Agent,
Ili

They are the Best.

the best preparation I have found in thirty-flve
years of active and frequent use of guns."
T e
e
B ole manufacturer, GEO.
n v ,rV^4 B SRpUe,d V"J",
° Ula ATenUe JerBey City
'

sepiM ly

PAUL SHORT

Gen. Manager, Chicago.

Geu. Pass. Agent, Chicago.

Sportsmen.

Norfolk

Greenwich

ticket agents, apply to

Liberal arrangements for transport ofDognfor

Chicago,

throughout the country.

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

TO SPORTSMEN.

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

SUITS.

The reputation of these
goods is now established

NORTHWESTERN

Mondiy, Tuesday, Thursday and Satay ami Friday

to Milwaukee.

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of
the CHICAGO &
RAILWAY.
Westbound, they leave Chicago daily, except Sunday (and on everv third Sunday), from the Wells
street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at [1:30 p. M„
daily, except, S ati
n leyery third Saturday),
iani
and reach Chicago next afternoon.
83?" No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

Peninsula. City Point,
ei, arid the mountain-

Virginia, Teuuessee, etc.

Shooting,

rUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
30UAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FES
AND FEA7HER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent
Frank Thomson. Gem Manager.
feblT-tt

AND

ST.

Wins

Trout Fulling,

Louis, Minneapolis

St.

fcosh, Appleton. Green Bay, Kseanaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Superior country.
Its FKBBFQET AND DUBUQUE
LINE is the onlv route for Elgin, P.ockford, Freeport and all points via Preeport.
Its CHICAGO
AND MILWAUKEE LINE la the old Lake Shore
route, and Is tho only one p
ingh Evanstop,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,

the principle allies tc KANE, REN OVA, BEDFORD, CRESSON, R ALSTON, MTNNEQTJA, and

SHOOTING

AND

GREEN

Pennsylvania and

in

Connections direct for ciuneoteague, Cobb's
a the

ius

also reach the best lecalitleg for

QUNNING AND FISHING

AND

WINONA AND

UHI

Company

Railroad

Peiinsylvaitl

Also, to

HOWARD,

Evening Line

People's

diffi-

all

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

avoid the

lines of

TICKETS

Railroad connection? ar Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Soothe; L;fi Ooi'dausvllle, with the
Uorth and Northwest; and at Htclimond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements

CONWAY

CONTINUOUS

being

TRANSPORTED

The

White

best- lines

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places ana summer resorts,

via

'I

culties and dangers of reshipruent, while the excellent ears which run over the smooth steel tracks enable stock To BE
without failure
si injury.

of the Tourist

Sulphur Springs.

OM

afforded bv (heir lines for reaching mo»t of tho
TROTTING PARKS ami RACE totJUP.SES in the

through the moat; beautiful and picturesque scenery

The Only Route

^porfcinen'x §oofa.

THE SPORTSSIAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago
Northwestern RR, BOSTON

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

275

ss west, street, u. Y.

CO., Halifax, N.
F.

& CO., St. John's, N.

S.,

HARVEY
Je!06m

By a practical gunner and an old baymnn. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig ot n-umed wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bay suipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given bvlo:
Bts, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good
Ground, L. I.
NovS U

LET— For six months, from December I "a
Furnished Cottage, near Port Royal, S. C.
oranges all winter from the trees; an abundance of

TO

Mississippi postal
Jl.ih, oysters, etc., at hand
and telegraphic facilities an eligible place for a
party of spoilsmen, or for all invalid sei King a mild
for
the
season.
Address C.
$600
Terms,
climate.
octlO 4t
G, K.., Port Royal, S. C.
garrrc,

;

;

Trap-Shooter's
(

HOUSE — To Sportsmen, 10
BRADLEY
shots at partridge per day guaranteed. Rabbits
to

i

!

Ammunition
.

.

.10

aud squirrels, red. gray und Muck, in great numbers.
Terms per week, for parties of f>.ur and upwards,
including hoard, room.-, i/uufe, hacli from station, flO
£ldred, Sullivan County,
per man. J. M BRAD]
n. y
octs tr.

A handy and eompaot Leather Box for carryiuir1(0 rounds, $1.50; 70 rcunds, {4. Sentbvexpress on receipt of price, or C. o. D. everywhere

shells.

THOMSON &

P. O.

Box

Lull.

301

SONS,

Broadway,

New York,

FOREST AND STREAM.

276
§gortstnei\ii §oods.

RUBBER

INDIA

§aads

§jbclftmg

r

LOST
BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Fishing Pants, Coats,
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

COMPASS.

COMPLETE

8PORT1NG AND CAMPING OUTFITS,

LOWELL, MASS.,

AND
Rubber Goods

India

of

Ever j Description.
,

HODGMANMAIDEN
& CO.,

END FOR PRICE LIST.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.
The

beat thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
iv-shoeing, etc.
They are
easy to the feet, and very
\ durable. Made to order
" in a variety ot styles, and
warranted the genuine

Send

article.

for illustrated circular.
P. O. Box 368, Dover, N.

HTJTCHINGC,
sor tt>

Frank Gsod.l

PRINCIPAL AGENTS— W.

Fulton

street,

New York

;

AND CARTRID GES.

LANE, N. Y

27

MARTIN

H.

Adapted

to all military

UNITED STATES

and sporting

Joa. C.

and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY
Governments.
Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds,

rifles

and several Foreign
attention given to the manufacture of

Cartridges for Target Practice.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
FOWLER & FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway,

HIP

8

(Succes-

& Co., 117
Grubb & Co., 712

Holberton

Market street. Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

MANCFACTUBEHS OF THK

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

4 An-

OF THE
Special

N. Y.

A New Expansive Concentrator,

with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading
straight-bores shoot as well as choke bores era snpposed to. Cheap, convenient"
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at 81.25 per hundred for lO-uauge, and $1 10
for 12-gauge
10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow.
Packed" 50 in a box.
guns,

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

A. B.

C.

POOLER & JONES,
PATENT BOSS

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only practical cartridge holder in use. Will
carry
brass
oil

paper

Suitable ftr either
or brass shells.

A vest will hold :.:n
of the cartridge holders.
Two dozen of these holders only weigh 8 ozs. One
belt complete, with 30
holders
attached, only

front.

The

belts can be perfectly adjusted to fit either a slim
or large man. Will deliver to any address, aDd

prepiyp'Hi.ivp.in-, n:iifsiii
any number of loose ho ders on receipt of the fol,

..

prices
i-.

:

,

1

pur dozen, $1. 'Jr.; adjustable belts with 30 spring
brass holders, complele,
S4, Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the
gayest and nicest belt in use, $5.
solicit correspondence from de clers. Ail our belts are made
of the Dnest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps

$-2

Spectacles and Eye-Glassea to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.
Sole Agent for the best Human ArtiUclal Eyes.
tUustrated Catalogue cm rem))! ofpostage o/4 centa.

Slagic Lanterns and

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 691 Broadway,
N. Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes

•

Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographlo
Transparencies. Convex Glass, Photographic Materials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and
Philadelphia.

HERRINGS

4

60

w

each 89

Ofj

FILLED CLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

&

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

The

"Standard " Ball.
..

1

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

<9

214 Pearl Street, N. Y. \

2»land2r.J

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible

KICELY FlTTED.^Send

forClroular.

Balls

MY IMPROVED TRAP

TJSE

The Huber Trap.
FOR SALE BY ALL

.

,„LERS IN SPORTING
OctlTtf

and Trap can be ordered through

all

HEAI'QUARTERS TOR BALLS,

Gun

Deal-

from the Bhooter

Old style, 96.
the market. Price S8.
Parties baying glass balN will receive, in eaeli barrel containing 250 balls, score
rales for alaas ball shooting, containing 40 pages.
the option of the puller

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls

BOGARDUS

ers. Liberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which will throw a ball in any direction

at

"

HAGGERTY BROS. te
FOR TRAPS, HART

CO., lO
<fc

Pliitt Street,

SEOAN, Newark,

book and

enrn

'

i

and game. Registers as high as 15 pounds,
and grudiiriiud to 2 ounces by standard
weights. Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt
of75cent6.

TRADE SUPPLIED,
On

receipt of twe three-cert

slamp3we

send our new sixty-four-page catalogue,
ever published on
the ui'.ot complete 11Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guns,
Pistole, Base Ball, ami everything in the line
of Sportsmen's Goods.

will

1

Fish

N. J.

PO
'

BOGABUUS,

tf

article,

1

,

.

for Sportsmen.

very handsome

proof, being made of the best hard brass,
heavily nickel-plated, only measures run. in
in In diameter, and of which the
This
..
cut is a true illustration.
balance sca'e has been dcsijitied especially as
ttiioii for
a useful
sp iresmer., for the purpose of weighing flsh

N. Y. City.

Second and enlarged edition of "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,' by A. H. BOGARDUS, containinig a.i
nrca'-ii'; : if ta- by Miles Johnson.
ing instructions lor Glass Ball Shooting, and chapter on uree
Elkhart, Eogaa Co., 111.
Address, Capt. A. H.
Price $i by mall, postage paid.

Decs

Ritchie.

Pocket Scale
A

satisfaction, as
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out of order, and they throw the ball in a manner
the flight of a bird than any
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing or shot,
and thereby Insures the breaking of the hall when hit.
wua the first to introduce the
CAPTAIN
BALi, ssfl U. P price far below the smooth ball
at that time.

ROUGH

WORKING PARTS

"War.

FishcfeSimpson's

These Traps are the only ones that give

No screen is needed, as no one, not even
puller, can'.tell Hie direction the ball will take. Made
If des. red, All rattal.

the

CO.,
BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

$shinQ

and Glass Ball Traps.

direction.*

before

tlian

HERRING &

NEW

Bogardus' Patent Rough Glass Balls

>l

Lower

Prices

The Bohemian Glass WorftS would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Bails to the fact
LL MADS TO A SCALE, therefore we
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball
-pring Trade,
would respectfully caution the dealers against laving ia a stock or d D
when you can purchase the Best Bail ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls.
affords
the
PLEASURE of bhe Feather roieaBall, and no other Ball is as beautifully
No other ball
strong
to
prevent
breakage
sufficiently
every
and
is
instance when hit by shot,
made. It will break in
either by transportation or Jailing on the grass.
Every bail is -weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 300,
Send for price list. Special Inducements to the trade
>

r

dceas

;IEA A. PAINE'S

on (notshown in cut). Cash must accompany orders.
Send money by registered letter on Serena. III., or
Send 10 cent
P. O. Money Order ou Ottawa, 111.
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to
POOEER JONES, Serena, La Salle Co., III.

stationary

Slereopiiciius.
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and Views; Graphoscopes, Chrornos and Frames;

~

Agents for Hnber's Champion Gloss Ball Trap

We

H

I

Etas received the Highest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Best Fi- 1.1. Manue, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Baro.ueters, etc., ete.

any desired Pattern.

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED.
EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPO RTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

Spring
,,.-•

.,';

to

0CULI8T
OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
ifi

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,
WHOLE SALE AND R ETAIL.
REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST IN T HE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.

Also Flies dressed
All kinds of Suellod Hooks tied to order.
United States A rnis Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, each
United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot, .32 ca'., nickel, each

1840.

WALDSTEIN.

H,

LEONARD'S
LEONARD'S

can be easily attached to
any hunting vest or coat

lowing

Ieil7-ly

ESTABLISHED

-

These cartridge holders

weighs one pouud.

CABIN STORES.

J.

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tipand tip case
$18 mi
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-jolut, extra tip and tin case, solid reel
plate
25 00
Bix-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra up and tip case, solid
reel plate
27 00
six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip
H. T,.
and tip case
17 08
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mounting, toree-joint, extra tip and
H. Xj.
tip case, waterproof ferrules
30 00
Black bass rod, ash and lancewcod, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, lo;£ft...... i SO
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints
and three tips
15 00
Russia-leather ily-bi JOfc, With the "Hyde'' clip, large size
5 00
Russia-lee ttier tly-book. with the "Hyde " clip, small size
3 60
6c. to 10c. per yard
per fly lines, from
Best enamel Bd
ti'i
Ilelgramites or Dobson bait for blacs bass, each
$1 to $2.50 per dozen
A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from

and positively preveDt
wada from starting on

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

CO., Newark, N.

CO.,
Broadway, New York.
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

ite

D. C.

per Box,

BARTON &
337

W for one
HENNINC,
WASHINGTON,

shot.

KAY &

75c.

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

57

Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting.
___

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING,
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the

CEO.

WHITL.OCK, SLOVER & CO.

making
;

Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

:THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILB
Brass case and cover: white metal face; Jewel
patent catch.
The very best compass
;
made. As a guarantee of excellenci, a sample ha3
been left at the Forest and Stream and Rod and
Gun office. Sent on receipt of 11.60, by post offloa
order, to any part of the United States or Canada
WILLIAMS A CO., 09 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.
mounted

GOLDS

box

4,963.

& Simpson,

AMERICAN

NEW YORK
For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gvn.

LAID UP.

WEAK

of limb and dim In eyesight,
Mourns the sportsman old and worn
Sighing itumcs he of the Ume-Blglit,
And the hardens he lias borne.

;

Gazes on his store ot trout-rods,
On bis guns and tackle all
Thinks of when and where he used them,
Every summer, spring and fall.
Thinks

of those

who

with him hunted,

Io their loyal sporting prime

How they dropped the antlered monaroha,
How o'er hill and crag did climb
How on lakes of silv'ry water
Sped

tried

and

trae.

Thinks of those who have been gathered
To the Hunting Grounds above—
TLoao who loved the Stream and Forest,
Shaded glen and liiied cove
Those who worshiped God In temples
Never made by mortal hand
Those who gloried In nis greatness
With their Rod and Gun In hand

—Nbd

for a Sunday camp.
The rocks rose a sheer precipice to the
height of three hundred feet to the west of us, and a point
jutted out to the east into the lake, so we were secure from
After the wind quieted, as it almost always does
the swell.
as the sun goes down, F. and I went out on the reef to try a
The sea was still high, too high for comfortable fishcast.
ing, but we took three trout, of one-half, one and a half, and
two and a half pounds respectively, and one lake trout of
I had a strike from a big trout which
about three pounds.
carried away two flies and a leader— being an old leader quite
worn. While F. and I were fishing Morton had laken the
rifle, and we found him with a brace of rabbits on our return.
Indeed the island had a dense rabbit population, and on Sunday they invaded the camp— at least some did. I don't remember who fired the first gim in defence of our altars and
fires, but another brace was contributed to the Sunday evendidn't hunt nor fish on Sunday, but only acted
ing meal.

We

gatnered in the gloaming

To the camp, the

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER

in self-defence in that case.
Monday morning we tried the rock-fishing again, but, meeting with no success, abandoned our project of coasting the
south side of Isle St. Ignace and started north for Nepigon
Bay, with a fresh following wind. Fishing at one or two

their birchen bark canoe

How they

SPORTSMAN'

brooks which emptied into the strait, we picked up a few
small trout, and stopped for dinner at a little stream Louis,
our chief guide, said he had fished when in the coast survey
It was a most unpromising place, with only a little
service.
pool not more than seven by ten or twelve feet, and studded
with brush and logs, which, with the overhanging branches,
made casting impossible so, winding our lines to within
three or four feet of the tips, we dropped the flies in as we
Trout were there in abundance, and the rush of the
could.
speckled beauties to the surface was beautiful to see. There
was no room to play, and we had to rely on main strength
and awkwardness. These served as fairly, and in a few
minutes we landed some twenty-eight of varying weights
left behind us
between six ounces and two pounds.
when we sailed after dinner a few flies and leaders attached
to roots and branches, to mark the spot for some future fishersteered almost due north through Nepigon Bay,
man.
passing between islands of great wildness and beauty. The
forms of some showed distin ct outlines of lions at rest, as
clearly as Lion Island on the California coast.
Not intending to visit the Nepijjon this year, we steered
for a river marked on the chart, about five miles east of Eed
Rock, and went up its dead water for about two miles without finding any signs of rapids. The country for several
miles beyond appearing low and level, we rowed back to find
a camp on the shores of the bay.
Tuesday afternoon we had no wind, and the men took to
the oars. About six o'clock we made a little river all streams
from tbe wonderful Nepigon and the stately Pic down to the
veriest tumbling brook, are rivers on the North shore— that,
from the sandy islands about its mouth, we judged was powpushed over the bar and went
erful in spring freshets.
up the dead water until stopped by the logs, when we saw
some fine trout, which determined us upon making camp
While supper was preparing F. and myself went up
there.
the brook. Except at the pools, one could jump across it
:

Bdntlinb.

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

We

WAS

"weary waiting" for the summer vacation before the
boys came from college, and had the home preparations
complete. Our guides had been secured by letter, and after
reaching Sault Ste. Marie we had nothing to do but purchase
our bulkier provisions and wait for the Silver Islet steamer.
F. and I being old campaigners— he on the North Shoie and
I there and elsewhere—had reduced our " plunder " to the
limits of necessaries and such luxuries as would become
But supplies
necessaries in so long a trip as we were to take.
for a month for seven men, with Superior appetites, made no
small store. The barrels of hard-bread, potatoes, onions and
the boxes of
pork the hams, flour, sugar, coffee and tea
canned goods, together with the camp equipage, made heavy
loads tor two boats during the first week or twa of the trip.

I

;

;

the Sault we took the fine steamer Ontario, of theSarnia
and under the charge of her excellent captain, Robinson,
reached Silver Islet within twenty-four hours, notwithstanding a dense fog and several ministerial passengers, a
combination of circumstances full of threatening to our safety,
if we could rely upon the opinion of one of the steamer's
hands, who said he was " ready to bet something would hap-

At

line,

we

pen before reaching port with them

ministers aboard."

We found at Silver Islet we had to have our goods duly
entered at the Custom House and duties paid but as we had
most of the original bills of purchase, and the customs officer,
Mr. John Livingston, was a gentleman, as indeed most Dominion customs officers are, wc were detained only so long as
;

was necessary

to transact the business.
left the port in our boats at about five o'clock in the afternoon.
The sun shone upon Thunder Cape and Pic
Island, and the scene, wilh breaking fog out on the lake and
the bold heights of the cape and islands to the south, was a
magnificent one. To the norLheast were rocky islands and
mountains, showing a varied aDd beautiful coast.
camped that night, July 12, 1878, on the banks of a
little inlet which we thought should be named Fly Harbor, or
Mosquito Bay. The long twilight kept the grand mountain
rigged
of Thunder Cape in view till late in the evening.
our tackle and tried the rocks for a rise, but without success.
The next morning we started early, hoping for a breeze to
tried a few rocks as we passed
take U3 past Black Bay.
along, but avoided the streams emptying into the bay on account of flies, which we were told at Silver Islet were very
caught no fish, however, and, a breeze
troublesome.
springing up about 11 o'clock, we pushed on at a spanking
pace. Stopping at a rocky island, we got some specimens of
gull and duck eggs, and could have captured many young
After dinner the breeze
gulls if we had been so disposed.
freshened, and, keeping within the outer line of islands along
the coast, we made fast time for an hour or two, one stretch
of eight miles (by the chart) being made in forty minutes.
Just before reaching Hawk Island, and for several miles along
there, we were in very heavy seas, and the buoyancy of our
Mackinaw boats was pretty thoroughly tested. About 5
o'clock we Bought a safe landing, and, finding a sheltered
cove on an island near Lamb Island light-house, we settled

We

We

We

We

We

We

—

We

We

saw hundre '• of trout, mostly small, and an
occasional splash gave signs of the presence of larger ones.
For some time they Beemed reluctant to take the fly, but just
as the call to supper resounded through the woods they began to rise freely, and, starting down, we got into camp with
some twenty-five averaging three-quarters of a pound each.
found Morton busy, too, right at camp, with his rod, and
While we
a display of six two-pounders was not dispiriting.
were washing for supper he landed two more even larger.
Next morning Morton and myself went up the stream at sunrise and returned to the breakfast call in an hour or so with
as many as we could well carry, making our total catch there
of eighty-five averaging a full pound each, the largest about
two and a half poun is. Having now a supply for nearly two
days two pounds of fiah per man at a meal, with pork, potaexperience with
toes and the other accompaniments, is
North Shore appetites— and never killing fish for mere sport,
we left camp, intending merely to test the coast and streams
found
little in the two days to tempt us.
as we sailed.
could get no rises off the rocks, and 'he rivers were
visited
sluggish and warm, at least near their mouths.
ascending
it to the first rapid, finding no
River,
Pago Plat
passed some Indian villages, at one of
sign of trout.
which we spoke to the first white man we had seen for days
a Scotchman, who said he owned a house we had seen on the
Paxe Plat Eiver. He had two or three good looking Mackinaw boats, and seemed to be a resident among the Indians.
The second night we camped at Black River. The scenery
along the coast had been all that day of the finest description.
Abrupt hills rising often into grand mountains rocky and
wooded islands with stretches of quiet and of breeze-touched
water between, and a fair, following wind most of the time,
made a perfect day. And when we rounded the point at the
mouth of the river and saw the foam of the falls in the distance between the mountains, the delight we felt at ending
such a day in such a spot, with enough trout we were sure of
catching to supply us to the next good fishing ground for
the guides said it was always spoken of as a good stream
was that, as fishermen we had nothing f urther to ask. The
stream was magnificent and promising. The water was just
of that color which holds the most beautiful of trout, and
which, when in pools, is sure to hide the liveliest of fish. All
anywhere.

We

—

my

We

We

We

We

:

—

,

7,

1878.

along up the river on the west side were deep, dark pools
against a clean, sometimes abrupt, sometimes shelving shore),
the east side growing gradually shallower in the sand to the
water's edge.
A.t the foot of the falls were two glorious
eddies with their circling islands of foam. If fishermen ever
imagined a more beautiful place for their royal sport, they
must have more gifted imaginations than ours. Soon relieving the boats of the freight, we pushed up to the foot of the
falls, and all was excitement to see who would kill the first
fish.
Getting out my line with two or three preliminary casta,
down dropped my brown hackle and silver doctor just where
I would have them - on the outermost edge of a big apron of
foam close under a fall. Carefully I drew them toward me,
when a trout struck, and as 1 struck at the same time, determined to hook him, back came trout, flies and all clear be-

He measured a good
I needed no landing net.
four inches, and the blow killed him, or I would never have
told this part of the story. I believe we took six or sevenno tbe log, which imports as absolute verity as a court
record, says eight— such trout in two hours' industrious
whipping of that stream. Below, on or above the falls, it
Bites we had, but from flies, not fish.
mattered not
supposed when we first looked at the river that it took its
name from the color of its water. Bat the two hours' fishing
convinced Morton, and we had lost by that time all energy of
contradic ion, that it was named from the flies.
made Blackbird River the next day for dinner. It was
an unpromising stream at the entrance, of considerable width,
with dark water. The pool below the first rapid showed
large pike lying lazily on the bottom, and we hardly expected
There was a beautiful pool at foot of the
to take any trout.
second fall, in which we saw some fine trout, but we could
Pushing through the thick underbrush a fewget no rise.
rods, we came to a rock which overhung the swift and noisy
brook some seven or eight feet above it, and a careful look
over into a little pool, hardly holding a half barrel of water,
hind me.

;

We

We

brought into view forty or

fifty beauties.

There was no such,

thing as casting, and reeling in our lines so the fly— for we
one— was within three or four feet of the end
There
of the rod, we gently dropped it above their noses.
were rushes, flashes and struggles, the unhooked dispersing
up and down the stream, to return with a minute's quiet, so
They were not
that in as many minutes we had twenty-four.
The catch
large, but of a beautiful color and full of life.
saw some
would average over a half a pound each.
larger ones which we judged would weigh two and a half or
three pounds, but a pound fish was the largest we could get
Dinner was called, and we went back to the landing.
to rise.
The fishing done was done under such difficulties that I
mourned a broken tip, and we lost at least a half dozen
They would catch in the brush in spite of us, and a
flies.
easier.
stiff but variable breeze did not make fishing any
had a hard pull out of the deep bay that afternoon, and a
head wind until within a mile or two of Mountain Lake
River, which we reached about six o'clock. The water was
warm, but it seemed clear and beautiful, like the Agawa, the
lower banks of whicb we were reminded of. But poling up
and casting for a half mile yielded no results but a few small
There is quite an extensive
trout not worth the trouble.
clearing at the mouth of this river, and signs of a large Indian encampment during the fishing season (which with the
Indians is the fall run of fish, and in the winter), as the nunoticed some trout,
merous piles of fish bones indicated.
but a very much larger proportion of lake trout bones, judging
from the characteristics of the head bones. There were some
pike and whitoflsh bones also. Soma of the wigwam poles
were standing, and other signs showed an occupancy of the

could use but

We

We

We

place the last winter.
Saturday's sail was a lively one.

The

sea

was heavy,

so

could not land at some rivers we had intended to
and those we touched at happened to be small and uninBy noon we made the mouth of Little Pic River,
teresting.
over the bar of which the rollers were breaking but, watching our chances, we dashed in and went up stream. To the
that

we

visit,

;

right for nearly a mile the formation was alluvial, covered
With a growth of fine timber. To the left the mountains rose
The scenery waa
in sheer precipices for eight hundred feet.
After sailing a mile or so up the river, the
magnificent,
mountains were to be seen on both sides, and the river
from a deep and placid one to a bio id and shallow-

changed

impossible
current, between large boulders, up which it was
There were few inviting pools, but being
to get our boats.
determined to test the stream, we waded for a quarter of a

and brought back a few "magnificent'' fish, which,
however much ihey would be thought of in New England fishadd anything to the charms of Little Pic. We
descended the river, and not liking the sand bar for a Sundaycamp, and finding the wind had shifted, carefully crossed the
bar and had a fine but rough sail for a few miles to the mouth,
of a little stream opposite Pic Island. The sea had been such
as to wash up the sand at the mouth of the brook and make
quite a pond, out of which, and a few yards above, we took
mile,

ing, did not

twenty-four small trout before supper.

Sunday we had a glorious day. There was just enougk
breeze to keep off the flies, and the scenery was charming.
In front of us were the wooded heights of Pic Island, and te
the right and rear the mountains of the main land. Hot biswhich tha
cuits, plum pudding, and various other delicacies
hurried camps of the week day did not give ua time to prepare, graced our

Sunday board.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Monday morning was
beautiful, with little wind,

much

all the mornings, bright aud
and that not from the quarter to

like

we

threaded the maze of islands along the
coast which was all that, day even more picturesque than
UBual— and visited several brooks which appeared too low
for fishing.
Ten o'clock found us creeping along the shore
out of the wind up into a deep bay and through a narrow
passage between the rocks into a beautiful lake, at the head
chart located a stream. There was little water
our
which
of
in it, however, and only a few trout were lapded. While P.
and I were fishing, Morton took the rifle and one of the
guides, and the sharp crack, many times repeated, told us that
he had found something. In half an hour they returned with
a dozen fine partridges (so called), a welcome" addition to our
supplies.
Coming out and rounding the point to the east, 1
threw out a spoon, hoping to take a lake trout, and soon felt
a strike and a strugg e, and pulled in a fine, silvery Sabno
JonttnaUn, weighing nearly three pounds.
We then tried the
rocks with flies, but neither they nor the spoon tempted any
others.
We took dinner at the mouth of a pretty stream,
upon whose sands we found a caribou track, quite fresh, but
as we also found an Indian track on the trail we did not follow it. The water along this part of the coast was very cold,
in marked contrast to that further west or south of Puckasquaw Eiver. What could so affect the temperature of the
different parts of the lake I cannot tell.
The breeze suddenly
shifted after we started in the afternoon, and we had a fine
sail past the beautiful Peninsula Harbor to Pic River.
There
were many and heavy fires along the coast, and the smoke
was especially dense as we pushed through a narrow and shallow channel between islands just north of the river; and as
•we struggled along we saw dimly through the smcke the
rapidly receding lines of the steamer Manitoba, which had
stopped outside the bar for a few minutes and landed mails
and a passenger or two. There was a peculiar sonibrecess
about the sky, which we thought came from the smoke or a
threatening storm, aud we did not learn for some weeks that
we might that afternoon have seen an eclipse of the sun if
us

assist

—

;

so

•we had looked.

We camped on

the east side of Pic River.

On

the west

was the Hudson '8 Bay Company's "store," and an Indian
some twenty or more birch bark lodges, with an unfinished wooden structure intended for a church.
We went
through the village next morning. Most of the men were
absent hunting or fishing, but some young men were hanging

side

village of

about the company's store-house many of whom were very
line specimens uf physical manhood, tall, straight and weil
proportioned. Among hem were some who evidently gave
their whole minds to the set of their jaunty Scotch caps and
the tie of their fancy handkerchiefs. There were some light,
warm robes of woven rabbit skins hanging upon poles and
We saw an ox-cart, too, near the
before the doors of lodges.
storehouse, and at once felt the sweet influences of civilii

the river, which, however, we did not propose at this lime to
ascend. The flies were extremely plenty Hnd active.
Even
the Indians had nets and veils around their head? and necks
Trout were said to be plenty one or two days' journey up the
river, >,nd our informant, who had recently been up to Biueswick, stated that on the trip he saw many magnific
but not having his red with him, and his'trip being purely a
business one, he did not take any.
He said the mosquitoes
and flies were dreadful, and that '-eviii the big grasshoppers bit up the river. "
His rod was marked Willi he length
of the largest trout he bad taken at ihe Nepigou. twenty
three and three-quarter inches, which weigin d a fraction uver
six aud a ha f pounds
Purchasing a supply of whiteflsh, we pushed down the coast
the next morning, taking a d< z u trout in Noisy River, and
about four o'clock in the afternoon we found ourselves alone
the abrupt coast, of Lope CtlOgge
As my boat came first
along the cape, 1 made a casr, rind to my surprise a fine trout
struck.
The lar.ding-net8 were in the other boat, and in
attempting to lift him in, the leader parted.
S ill, thinking
the strike an accident as we had had so poor success off the
rocks, least again with the remaining fly, and had the satis
faction of seeing that eariied away in a hurry. This wi.s business, and I then selected two good large flies, with double
snoods, one the favorite brown hackle, and the other a Canada
i.ty, and, cutting off several feet of the worn and frayed end of
my line, I commenced inearntst. The trout rose beautifully.
In a few minutes I landed a fine fellow, about >eventeen inches
long.
The other boat had come, aud I bad taken a landingnet and felt prepared forthe— be.-t.
A cast or two more and
two large fish rose, each taking u fly, and my work began. I
had lost the extreme top of my rod at Noisy River, and had
forgotten to change it, so the line left the rod through a ring
about half an inch from the break. The fish soon came in
sight, and Joe and Charley, my two boatmen, seeing them,
said I could never capture them both
that the larger, being
the upper fish, would be all I could kill. I had more confidence, however, and us they promised obedience, I promised
success.
My experience in striking two or more fish had
taught me that the difficulty in capturing more than one large
fish at once arose from the fact that the upper fish being
closer to the top of the water fights more, and the lower fish
follows him without much resistance until the landing-net or
immediate danger alarms him. So both fish must be exhausted
before any attempt at landing is made.
With this in view, I
directed the fight until some time after the larger had shown
his silver belly, the smaller showed his. The landing-net took
in the former, and carefully by hand 1 lifted the latter into the
boat.
They were beauties. The smaller of the two had the
fly I had first lost still fastened to his mouth.
The two
measured in length twenty-three and a quarter, and eighteen
and three-quarter inches respectively. With a seven ounce
i

;

and a broken

thought I had done well. The
sation.
next cast brought me two more, mates, measuring seventeen
To vary our diet, and to get rid of the taste of trout, of and one-half inches long each. These two fights were severe
which we were all tired, wc bought all the whitefish and lake and long, and I felt sore from the continued exertion. A few
trout we could find, which were few, as but one Indian had more were taken to each boat, and as we had to go three or
«ome in from his nets that morning.
four miles yet to camp, we left the finest fishing ground I have
Tie River is a large stream, having a very heavy flow of ever tried. In the other boat were two broken second joints,
We were told there that it could be navigated by the result of the battle, and rather a demoralized condition of
water.
boats for one hundred and eighty miles, and that a large busi- tackle generally. The boys, however, had done well, and we
ness was done at the post in the fur trade with the Indians reached camp a satisfied and hungry party. A glorious chowalong its banks. I think it discharges more water into the der of trout, made aa only a coast Yankee can make it (superlake than any other river, unless it may be the Ncpigon.
intended by Morton), tilled us to repletion. The guides had no
The next day was without events worthy of record the experience in that dish, and were rather averse to eating it
On Wednesday morn- But after we had enough, we watched them attack the gallon
fishing poor both in stream and lake.
ing we were driven into a deep bay, where we found a safe aud a half that was left. They skirmished at first, but the en.
harbor from a violent westerly gale. Before the sea got too gagement soon became general all along the line. There was
high we took some eighteen or twenty trout in fishing from none left.
the rocks, mostly of fine size and full of spirit. This whs
Wednesday morning was threatening, and for a while we
about fifteen or eighteen miles from Pic.
hesitated about going to the rocks again, but finally concluded
Thursday, the gale having subsided, we pushed on to to try it. F.'s line was frayed and old, and we advised
Rideau River as we judged its name must be from an im- him to change it. He refused, to his subsequent regret for
perfect map we had— taking a few fish in different places he struck two at one cast, immense fellows, larger than' my
Rideau River is a small stream falling in largest, but in spite of all his skill, and ho has his share, his
along the coast.
two or three successive falls over a hundred feet right into line parted, and they were gone. We took a number, but the
About sixty feet above the lake, by dint of hard wind freshening so as to make fishing unpleasant, we left that
the lake.
climbing over the glassy water-washed granite, we came upon place, determined, however, next year, or the next at any
a beautiful pool some fifty feet in diameter and of unknown rate, to try it again.
depth but no trout would rise, and we saw none.
The falls
We took dinner at Cape Gargantuce, where we found a
are well worth seeing, and we took a few trout from the lake large number of small but beautifully colored agates. The
We camped near Otter Cove in a sheltered bay. scenery was charming, and the breeze dying away in the afterat their foot.
P. shot a little sand-piper at eighty yards with the rifle, and noon, we rowed several miles among the islands. We hud
further amused his shipmates by being wrecked in navigating hoped to make Gravel River that night, but night coming on,
a log across the little bay. He protested that he could see we camped in a little bay some seven miles from that point.
nothing ludicrous in being tipped suddenly into ice-water
Next morning, for the first lime since we left Silver Islet,
with his clothes on, and on reflection we concluded he was we bad rain. But wishing lo fish Gravel River and the
right, though we still laughed.
Agawa, we put off without regard to the wet. We reached
Friday we passed Otter Head, and when a mile away we the former river about ten o'clock, but found it so low that
could see why it was so named. About noon we made Puck- fishing was a mere waste of time. The gravel point had so ex3squaw River, not named on the chart, but noted as a rivulet tended, in consequence of the low water, we could hardly get
ten fathoms wide at the mouth. Entering it we found a broad, our boats into the river. The lake at that place was, at least,
beautiful expanse of water, with low falls seen from its sixteen inches lower than I had ever before seen it, and the
mouth. We dined on a rock at the foot of the falls, and river nearly dry. Hoping the Agawa was fuller, and the
fished the stream for about a hundred yards. High precipices
breeze being good, we made that point, some fifteen miles in
arose on each side for nearly live hundred feel, from which two hours, and after dinner went up the stream. It, too, was
huge masses of rock had fallen into the stream from time to lower than I had ever known it before, and the bar at the
time, making the ascent, if not impossible, sufficiently diffi- mouth only passable when the swell was on with great care.
cult to make i!ie carriage of our rods very hazardous.
So As we could get the boats up only a short distance, we Ashed
we contented ourselves after dinner for two or three hours in only a half mile or so above the mouth, meeting with indifferwhat we could reach without risk. Our catch was here sixty- ent success. The next morning we tried the rocks about
two, with none over two pounds, and an average of not over Agawa Island with no better results. While camping here, a
a half pound. Apart from the fishing the views of the can- party of four from Erie, Pa., came, They had had fair sport
yon were so grand and beautiful as to charm us.
along the streams from Sault Sle. Marie, but noue in the coast,
On Saturday we readied Dog River, passing the long or rock fishing. This decided us upon making the Sault as
stxetch of nine miles without a practicable boat-landing, a soon as we reasonably could.
We camped one night at Monplace which guides will hesitate to pass except in a cairn, or a treal River, the volume of which did not seem much
We found Dog River falls very flue, but diminished by the general drought. There were many pike
light fair wind.
Bear sign in the berry in the mouth of this river, as of almost all the larger rivers
Flies were plenty.
destitute of trout.
patches along the east side of the river was frequent.
We wc visited. Montreal Falls are well worth a visit, but it
had, however, a fine Sunday camp and a glorious rest.
requires sturdy climbing to see them from the best points.
Monday we had a variable breeze, and the day being fine
We passed along down the coast, seeing Boulder Cove,
we tried several streams and rocks, with but little success, where F. and I ad been nearly wrecked once, and along the
however. The rock fishing about Michipicoton harbor has mountainous shores to Miamause. Here wo found a fishing
long been noted among frequenters of the North Shore; but station, and two rosy-cheeked women, with even rosier chilfrom some cause, I know not what, it yielded little to us. We dren, kept the station while the husbands and fathers were
made camp at a little island iuside the bar, aud went up to the at their gill-nets, i.en or fifteen miles out on the lake. The
Hudson's Bay Company's post to make a few purchases of fishing boats came in about noon, and we bought ten great
supplies.
Mr. Bell, the agent, had gone up to Brunswick, a fish, all white fish except two, averaging aboui eight pounds
post several days' canoeing up the river.
His family we un- each, for a dollar and a quarter, thinking that would last us to
derstood were at the pleasant residence at the post. There the Sault. In five meals, however, there was not a bone left.
was quite a large Indian village, with a little church on the Our potatoes hr-d given out end our appetites had remained.
opposite side of the river, aDd one or two tents near it, which,
It is surprising even to an old stager, to sec how much young
we were informed, was the camp of the Catholic priest, then men will eat but then, as Falstaff said, " Young men must
there on his annual visitation.
A young gentleman at the five."
post, who hnd been for si-veral years at the Company's po=t at
Nothing of intt rest occurred further on oui trip, unless it
the niuuth of the Nepigon, kindly gave us information as to was a severe blow between Pancake Bay and Gros Cap, which
rod,

tip at that, I

;

—

;

;

1

;

frightened Joe so be begged to run for Goulats Bay. About
noon of the morning we left Gros Cap we ran the rapids at
the Sault— a thing that looks more dangerous than it is with

experienced voyagcurs— and landed at the Custom House, and
our coasting trip of nearly four weeks was
We everywhere found the streams unusually low, and ihe
lake from twelve to eighteen inches lower than wo had any of
us before noticed.
Rock fishing was poor, generally— whether
from the lateness of the season or what cause I cannot tell.
The stream fishing was affected by the lowness of the water
The streams fed from inland lakes— which we could tell from
the color and temperature of the water usually --had more
nearly their usual volume than the others.
The temperature of the lake water seemed higher than usual
except about Peninsula Harbor, aud from there to Puckasquaw Eiver but as we bad no thermometer we maybe mistaken.
The almost total absence of snow and ice during the
last winter would in some measure account tor the fact if
it
be a fact.
(lame is not very plenty along Ihe coast, and huntiug in
such a wilderness would be more labor than pleasure. Two
bears were *een and chased by the hoys, but the brutes best
understood the country and escaped, or the trail got too fresh,
and the boys stopped the hunt. Some partridges (ruffed
grouse) can be found in tbe timber growing upon alluvial
formation, and perhaps elsewhere.
Rabbits are plentiful
everywhere, but snares should be of wire or of cord soaked or
robbed with something offensive to them, for they eat ordi
nary string or cord. The India s have some preparation.
saw a few caribou tracks.
The Indians one meets are honest, inoffensive and poor, for
the most part, except in children.
They fish and hunt, will
;

We

go up the rivers with you

in their canoes,

and work for

little,

pay and plenty of food in a most surprising way. Tbey are
glad to see fishermen's boats, because they always receive kind
treatment from such persons.
few crackers or a little flouris a God-send to them, and their gratitude never takes
the

A

form of

however

theft,

great their necessities.
Next year we propose trying the Michipicoten River, possibly going over to Moose Fort, if time and oceasion offers
and the river yields any fish, in which event you may hear
from me again.
ft
October, 1878.

A TRIP TO THE LAKE REGION OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
Editor Fobest and Stream
During the winter season men of
:

leisure

from

all

parts of iht

world find recreation and perhaps profit in a short

visit to the

section of the State south of here.

About January last year a party of five gentlemen from the
United States aud one from England met in this city. They
had never known each other before, but were all here tor re*,
creation aud sport.

After an acquaintance had been formed
they undertook a hunting and fishing trip together. These
gentlemen were Capt. W- C, Sims and John Quinlan, of New
York; William Dudgeon, of London, EDgland
Percita3
Clement, of Vermont, aud Charles Wagner, of St. Louie.
Captain Sims is the owner of one of the handsomest and trim,

mest

little steam yachts that ever plowed the St. Johns,
and
he kindly placed her (the Ruth) at the disposal of ibe party

With

the genial CaptaiD at her helm

morning in

January,

steamed out

the Ruth, one fine
from the docks, with

flying colors and a parting cheer from their friends, who hae
gathered to see her off. In her snug cabin there was everything to tempt the appetite of the sportsman and help to
fl
I

the aching void after a long day's hunt.

Ruth

glided like a thing of

points,
at

Lake

life,

where the party were

and

Along the river the
numerous

after stops at

cordially received, they arrived

This region is regarded as the most beautiful
Connecting with Lake Harris are Lakes Eustes

Harris.

of Florida.

Griffin. On the shores of Lake Harris our party spent six
weeks, of such enjoyment as only those who have had similar experience can understand.
Camp was pitched and the

and

sport began.

was more

The weather even

beautiful.

in this favored locality

never

Not a drop of rain fell during the whole
and day, A trip waB made nearly

time, save on one night

every day either into the woods adjoining or with the yacht
out on the lakes.
Wagner, the faithful secretary, kept the.
score, which shows that the average number of duckn
daily was fifty, besides a great number
two panthers and many wild turkeys.

of quail, eight deer,

During the time the parly remained on the lake Mr. Ci
made his record as the champion duck and panther ehoo'.ei
Mr. Wagner carried off a diploma foi excellence in Quail
shooting, and was awarded the first, premium aa the boss eater
of the crowd.
Mr. Dudgeon displayed on several occasions
his splendid maiknianship, and one day with a Henry Express
rifle, at a distance of three hundred yards, killed one of
two
ducks which were near together, and wounded the other.
Mr. Quinlan proved to be the greatest still hunter on record.'
He kept still in the teul until the deer came around, and then
scared them away by rushing out and trying to lasso them.
One day, Mr. Dudgeon, while going through the thick underbrush, about two miles from camp, discovered a yotlfis
bear, which he easily brought down with his rifle.
While in
the act of skinning the animal the mother bear riiehed at burin a Furious rage, and before he had time to get his rill'
had grappled him, and only his great presence of mind in
plunging his knife into her vitals permitted him to live to tell
the tale.
It was late iu the evening when he reached camp,
and we all went out to gaze on his victory. His left arm was
badly torn aud lacerated, and useless for 'three v.,
At the end of six weeks the party prepared to leave for
Jacksonville.
Il was with genuine regret that they parted
with Capt. Pharis, Capt. Cooper, Jennings Oottrell and Henry
Duncan, gentleman living on Lake Harris, to whom, and
many others, the excursionists had been Indebted for many
favors,
dawn the Ocklawaha the party amused
One alligator, shot by Mr.
themselves by shooting alligators.
Dudgeon on our way UJ) and taken on board the yacht, measured fourteen feet two inches. The hide was taken off and
i

preserved.
The recollection of the pleasures of this trip to " The CenLakes of Florida " will never fade from the memory of
those composing the jovial company.
Wio.
Jadaxmiitlk, Flu.
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Loser, "that's so!

I ain't

joking, the

woods

law is up they
X are just full of them. As soon a?
statu} in your way just like barn swallows."
We know ft ran experience bpW nn swallows stand. Years
I

lie

come nut and

.i

it,

canine race, our dog came with

it.
As soon as we readied
while we plunged
of woods. Flora acted nobly considering it
was her first hunt of the Beason. The birds were tame and
lay close, rising generally within easy gun shot.
In a little
swale a braeo of woodcock were bagged, and wo were indeed
proud of the general result. Loser, loo, we felt, was doing
his share, as the occasional bark of his piece rBng through the

.

\

|,

We

THE AQUARIUM.

the fence Liser tuok his favorite station,

into the Bttip

ago. co vii at Bill
Bamegat Beach, at snipe
Our
B callows for toothache drops.
individual score, not. of birds hut of drops, was kept in chalk
on a bejjun of the Imp- ceiling In 'be bar-roorn, and we recollect
five
woods. It must have been two hours when we completed
more
straight
that the result genet
lines
QUI
the circuit, and emerged at the same spot where we had enadded to our account.
tered.
There sat Loser, on his pet rail, and we imagined he
swallows stood for us.
This i?
in go half way up the mountain," continued Loser,
had got tired and liad gone to his old quarters to rest.
"I wouldn't, sell that little piece ot mine for a fortune, " and
"shut your eyes iwd pull the trigger; you'll hear partridges
drop like chBstnuia after a frost Ain't, that so, Colonel?" he slapped the slock of hia gun. "Just think of it, eight
ii.
with the right hand barrel at the first shot."
Colonel failed to corroborate; a man had just passed
" What!" we exclaimed, " eight partridges?"
the. Son of Malta sign, and be was preparing his chin for a
"No! the mischief! no! Eight shot in that little bit of
bin Off in the little bai
What do we care about dogs? I never saw a paper," and he pointed to a scrap he had pinned to a tree,
which we had failed to notice.
didn't worry you all to pieces before the day was
I once borrowed an imported dog, a setter, and
"Where are your birds?" we asked.
half over.
" Birds ?" said he in amazement, " I haven't got any birds.
counted so much on him f had almost a mind tc leave my
But when I sat on the fence I made up my miud I've been waiting for you here. I was afraid you'd get lost,
You can see that very fence and I've been watching for you to come out, excepting a short
that he wasn't worth shucks.
now. just come ground to the back of the house and I'll show spell when I laid down and took a nap, but the durned ants
look my ear for a habitation and tried to cart in a load of
ere and told him to go into the piece
sticks and sand, which woke me.
I waited for about an hour for him to
But let's go home; it's
of woods and hunt.
about dinner time, and you'll need a rest if you must go to
fetch out something, when, darn his black and tan hide, if I
York to-night.'
Uidnt't hear a snort near me, and there he was, worrying a
However, there was quite a decent bag to show, and Loser
pool beetle almost underneath my feet.
I really believe the
grew several inches taller when be showed what ics had done.
don't want
brute bad been Sitting there all the time.
Liberty, N. 7., Oct. 10, 1878.
dogs when we mean work up here. Get your gun up—write
Pbtkb Keh.
(
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get it up somehow— and if I don't show
as is sport then my name isn't !.
We. sent for the gun, and, in spite of Ids antipathy to the
i

'

Formation and Management.
/""IIAMBERS' Journal of two years ago published an article
^— brim full of useful hints and information on the manage
menfc ot Aquaria, from which we make extracts herewith
The same rules apply to general flshculture and the roanagment of ponds. The information is just what hundreds of our
readers are desiring at this very moment:
The leaves of all growing and healthy plants give off oxygen, the great source of the life-suet aining power not only of
Its

the atmosphere, but of
live in

the.

water.

We now

see

why

fish will

water with growing plants, aud die without there

But

the mutual relation between plants and animals, as carried on
in the world, extends even farther than this, and is not altered
at all because they live in water.
Not only do the plants produce oxygen for the animals to live on, but they appropriate
and use up in their own tissues the carbonic acid gas thrown
off by the animals.
Unless this mutual arrangement existed
both plants and animals would die.
Carbonic acid, which is
poisonous to animals, is absorbed by the plants—it is composed
of carbon and oxygen— and plants have the power of separating and using the carbon for their own substance, and letting
go the oxygen.
Thus we find in a jar of water a true microcosm— a little
world, in which all the changes go on which are necessary for
the maintenance of the life of man and animals on the surface
Of the earth.
Overcrowding is one fruitful source of disease

)
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flpath in bur collections, and we must be very careful only
ai tempt
keep us much animal life as our growing plums
arc sufii'ient to supply with oxygen.
E>,perii nee ia the best
teacher in th Be matters, for we cionot so exactly measure the
oolite reel of water ncoessar.v for the life of a fish as of air for
tie
Even in the best, regu'ated aquatic
of a land animal.
e-'rahlisbmen's Heath will oceur and decompos tioa set in
which, if suffered to remain, soon spread disaster through the

and

sea anemone, or a little fish under a stone, giving off offensive
gases, and escaping detection in the midst of the sea-weed.
After removing the dead mass and, perhaps, the stones infected
by it, we have, by thoroughly aerating the water, restored the
aquarium to a perfectly pure condition.

m

to

Me

ttnk.

We

have scavengers

in the air in the

In connection with

foregoing sketch oar readers wil

not only excuse, but thank us. for reproducing the
ing cut of an aquarium, priuted in this pacer

shape of vultures

and carrion crows; in the water, in crocodiles, sturge ns,
water beetle, snails; and it is necessary to provide some of
tie latter useful creatures for our aquatic community.
In a
small aquarium we would advise some one or two of the varieties of moll usca, such as water snails; due care, however,
must be taken that they confine their appeties to the garbage
and di c«ying matters of the establishment and do not devour

the

some

accompany
three years

ago.
J

IMPREGNATION OF TROUT OVA.

)

»
*
*
*
*
have said that the true principle on which an aquarium
is, never to change the water, but si to
aerate and refiesh the original supply as to maintain it always
in a pure and perfect state.
The water in th,t Crystal Palace
Aquarium is the same that was taken from the sea five years
ago; and the same system, with some improvements, is adopt
ed in the Westminster Aquarium. The means used to attain
fie end in view are several.
Not only is great importance at-

W*

Bhould be conducted

tached. both in the fresh and marine, tanks, to the healthy
growth of plants which afford oxygen to the wa'er, but also
aoive and liri-k contact, with the air of the atmosphere is
Motion iu the water is
found greatly to freshen the water.
heivfore e-seotinl.
In th-; large aquaria this is insured by an
trrangement of tank's into winch the water is pumped and
from which it, Hows rapidly, circulating through tha
In its passage through the air it, alitat.k« inhabited by fish
s or s a ems d-mhle quantity of oxvgen; and in the smaller
dome -lie apparatus, of which we more particularly speak, the
same ihing is effected by frequently drawing the water up
through a glass, or guttapercha syringe, and squirting it back
into the vessel from some height above it, so as 10 let the jet
pass through after having come in contact with the air.
Mr.
Lloyd a iys: " Wa'er iu aquaria should be regarded as a practically indestructible medium for the. administration of atmospheric air to plants and animals." At Westminster the water
travels over a distance of nearly three miles between the beginning and end of its circuit, for the purpose of areation * *
Nothing f ormsa prettier or more attractive centre for a window garden than cryslal tanks of water in a state of healthy
preservation.
Or it may be that the only available receptacle
for the aquarium is a large glass pickle bottle, or a jar such as
confecioners use, or even a finger glass. Well! more living organisms than one observer could well describe in a year may
grow, and live, and flourish in the smallest of these vessels,
especially if altmlion he paid to the microscopic inhabitants of
In dirty situations, and iu
% ie water, whose name is legion.
Bmolcy towns, it will generally be necessary to cover the top
of the aquaiium with a piece of glass or muslin to keep out
the •'blacks."
The. first thing to be done in the formation of a fresh-water
aquarium is, if possible, to establish the plants— to place them
in suitable soil at the bottom of your tank, and leave them, undisturbed, exposed to the light, under the water, until they
begin to grow, and the little active bubbles of oxygen are seen
Wehave grown Valimeria
rising to the surface of the water.
eoiraUs, water crowfoot, the starworts, the various species of
Obara, and the Canadian water vieed(Anacharisalsinadruin),
plant
such in, as have roots, is
The soil best to
in profusion.
clean river sand mixed with pebbles. Such plants as Conferva?
aid others, which float on the water and do not take root in
After choosing
tie soil, do not, of course, require planting.
plants from such as yon may collect from rivers and ponds iu
any country ramble, plant ihem, and cover the surface of the
ground with bits of rocks, pebbles, or anything that is suitDo
able, and in harmony with the. rest of the arrangements.
not put sea shells into a fresh water aquarium, or artificial objects where all should be natural; then fill the vessel with
not
syphon,
so
as
to
water very carefully through a funnel or
disturb the soil and the roots of your plants.
Tne same caution has to be observed in establishing a marine
aquarium, which, it must be confessed, is altogether a task of
The weeds
more difficulty than a fresh water collection.
must then be introduced, growing and attached to the stones,
The
on which they have naturally established themselves.
fronds and sprays of sea-weed, washed up by the tide and left
on the shore, are ot no use, and will only decay and injure the
water.
It is growing and living vegetation that we want.
(election of the pretty red sea- weeds, so common in rocky
pools, with the bright green fronds of Utva Utimma and Bryopuis plumom. give color and brilliancy to a marine aquarium,
which is unattainable in the fresh water colony. But it is not
so easy to replace the inevitable losses which must take place
in the* early stages of a marine aquarium when removed from
the seaside". Let all who are near the coast establish a domestic sea- water pool, and enjoy all the pleasure it affords in
watching the developement and curious habits of the beautiBut in towns, unless unful creatures who may colonize it.
der very favorable circumstances, a fresh water aquarium will
yield more satisfaction with less vexation, as we know from
experience, tn order to manage an aquarium comfortably a few
little hand-net,
Bimple instruments should be kept at hand.
which may he bought for sixpence, or made for a penny— simply a ring of galvanized wire with a mUKlin bag fastened to a
This is convenient for catching the creas ick for a handle.
tures, fish or, shells, without putting the hand into the water,
pair of wooden
and it is also used in removing dead bodies.
forceps, like a pair of glovestretebers, is also most convenient
for the sinv. purpose— to nip off bits of decaying weeds, or to
Glass tubes, of various
catch floating particles in the water.
sizes, may be kept, which act by being put into the water
The tube, unwith the finger over the aperture at the top.
til the finger be removed, will remain filled with air ; place it
over any little bit of decaying weed, or panicle of refuse and.
on removing the finger, the water will rush in, carrying with
Then a glass syriuge
It the offending object up iuto*the tube.
or f quii t is necessary, with which to aerate the water thoroughly at least once a day, and oftener if possible, by filling it and
then holding it high above the tank to squirt the water back
aiain. Some persons constantly use a pan or bellows, with an
I idia-rnbber tube attached to the nozzle, to propel air in
through the water. This device unquestionably acts well, and
refreshes the animals, just as a "blow on Hampstead Heath,"
to the seaside invigorates the inhabitants of many a
or a

A

A

A

mn

A

glass syphon, or, what we find
olose workroom in London.
better, a long piece of india-rubber tubing, which actB as a syphon, is necessary to effect a change, in the water when it is
evident th8t something has gone wrong and the
discovered and eradicated.
have frequently been obliged to do this when we kept a
. uarium iii^London, tsuti purhapn Uiscovtrevl a 'Uiad
.

We

where they

last scatter at once,

and take

fo the trecf,

perfectly motionless, paying no attention whatever to the noise of firearms. Wehave frequently shot several
sit

times with a rifle Bt the head of one of these birds wi
causing it any apparent uneasiness. Should a ball ruffle
feathers, however, or strike the limb

its

on which

it sits, within a
with the swiftness of
our own ruffed grouse. During the summer the males, which,
like the males of most grouse, desert the females by the tune
incubation commences, are to be found in small packs high up
on the mountain tops, near the timber line hero, too, single
females are often Been, which, upon dissection, usually prove
to be barren.
The dusky, or as it is more commonly called the blue
grouse, when two-thirds grown, lies well when once started,
and if the sportsman can scatter a brood of bird
creek bottom, he will have easy shooting for a short, time,
but if surprised among underbrush, where there are no
trees, the shooting will be difficult., no less so than that of the

few inches

of its resting-place,

off

it is

:

V

Dewagiao, Mich., Oct. 28, 1878.
Editor Fobest and Stream
How long will trout eggs remain good for impregnation
Authority says: "Not
after being taken from the fish?
longer than twenty rnioutea." As this is a question that will
interest b'shculturists, I wilt relate a little instance that, came
under my own observation, and which bears directly on this
i

our living plants.
»
*

These

the young.

subp

fit.

One

night during the fall of 1876, while securing salmon
on Skaueattles Lake, in the Stale of New i'crk, tor
the Michigan Fish Commission, I detected a "spearuiau" in
the act of Ian bng a fine female trout that he had speared out
of my nets.
I uemandi d the fish, which was quickly pui
over the side of our boat, the '-poacher" being very glad to
get out of the scrape so easily. I received the fiah on ihe
end of the spear, and as I held it in my bands I observed
Honing Irorn the gaping wound made by the instrument,
quantities of eggs mingled with its heart blood.
I directed
one of my m-n to hold a sptwning-pan while 1 secured the
eggs.
Tie idea occurred to me to set them by until daylight
Ihei time of running over our nets
and then milt them
and keep them separate to see what per cent., if auy, were
impregnated.
This transpin d at one o'clock a. m., five hours
intervening f ro n the time of taking to the lime of mihiug
The ni xi ue.y I sent them in a glass fruit jar to
hatching
and trout p mds, which are located at the Halfway Station on
York Central
the Auburn and Syracuse division of the
K. K. and six miles from the lake, with directions to have
taem placed upon a tray by themselves. I must admit that 1
did nor, expect to see a single good egg from the whole batch.
surprise, when upon
return, I found that
But imagine
twenty-five per cent, were impregnated and in good order.
They have since been hatched, and can now be Been any day
They will be two years old next Januin the above ponds.
few of them were
ary, and are tine, healthy, growing fish.
on exhibition in Detroit, at the Museum, during the State
Fair that was held there this fall.
Tne salmon trout of Skaneateles Lake are known through
out the State of .New York as far superior to the trcut of tue
Gteat Lakes. They vary both in color and texture, being
somewhat darker, and the markings and flavor being more on
their market value being from fifteen
ihe brook trout order
to twenty cents per pound above the trout of the Great Lukes
Mr. li. B. Harmon and Q K. Perry, who now have charge
of the "Island Trout Ponds" at Halfway, N. T., wiil be
able to furnish parties with the genuine Skaneateles Lake
They are both men of experience in the work
trout ova.
and are first class flshculturiets. Any stock shipped by them
can be relied upon as first class in every respect.
I will send you iu a short time some valuable specimens of
both eggs and fish, with a full history of each.

—

—

my

New

,

my

my

A

;

am truly yours.
We feel much iudebted
—Ed. F. & 8.

Henky H. Poktek.

I

to

our correspondent for the above.

ruffed grouse

2.

EATING

the forests of Mains and Canada, where the
Canada grouse dwells undisturbed, we mast travel west

ward nearly two,U:ousand mile3 to find its nearest relative— the
dusky grouse. This bird, on account of the beauty of its
plumage, its great size, its delicate fle^h, and its habits is, in our
estimation, the finest game bird to be found within our borders.
Except the sage grouse, it is the largest of the group found in
America, aud the males often attain a weight of four pounds
The plumage in this sex is dark brown or black above, finely
marked with cross lines of dark uray. Below the color is
lighter brown on the sides, with some conspicuous white markwhile the lower breast and belly are a fine slate blue.
brown, the chin white, and the broad and fan-

breast is

The female,
is black.
tail, which is nearly square,
more sober colors than the male, as is the case with
most of the grouse, is tawny above with black cross markings,
but has the blue below and black taii like hef mate.
The dusky, blue, pine grouse, or fool hen— for it has all these
names in different localities which it inhabits— is found almost
like

dressed in

throughout the great mountain chains of our Western country.
We have found it extremely abundant in Montana and Wyoming, and its range extends north to Alaska, and south

As the
nearly to Mexico.
but seldom traversed by man, it is
very gentle and unsuspicious, and these qualities have earned
for it the name "fool hen," a term which is also applied to the
sage grouse in certain sections where it has not yet learned to

among

the highest mountains,

country where

it

occurs

is

man. In summer the traveler among the Rocky Moununless he ascends the highest peaks of the range, wil
be likely to start only female birds, with their broods of
partly grown young. These will be found either in the dense,
fear

tains,

pine forest, among the thick underbruoh, in the creek bottoms, or out on the prairie, a few yards from the edge of the
timber, according to the lime of day when they are flushed.

Although, as has been said, very tame, when once startled they
no time in seeking 6afety iu flight. The old hen at one*
dies up into a tall pine, uttering a loud and continuous cacile

lose

which resembles the first part of the ery of a domestic fowl
when frightened, and which may be expressed by the syllables,
repeated in a, high key fifteen or twenty times in
.

.

etsion,

The

cry

ia

that can be had of them.
rt

woods and steep miuiiaiu

ferring pine

taking refuge iu a tree,

swamps and "beaver marshes,"

aud when
lower lands, in

sides,

or, if in the

so

common

along mountain

Streams.

During the spring courlship the call of the male is conand it is a most peculiar
A well-known naturdist has described it as being
like the words "coomb comb," roftly repeated, but the description of on old frontiersman seems to us better to express
the idea ; he said it sounded like "blowing into a bottle.''
Some of its other habits are worthy of notice, among them
stantly heard in the mountains,

sound.

the practice of erecting the feathers of the sides of the neck as
well as the crest, and raising and half spreading the tail when
rendered Buspicious or uneasy by the presence of some unknown or alarming object. When a brood is feeding in com-

pany, each individual utters continually a soft, low, clucking

much

note,

as do a number of guinea fowls under like circumTheir food during the late summer and early autumn

stances.

consists very largely of berries,

which render the

flesh peculi-

In August they feed almost enon a small whortleberry, which grows iu the greatest
abundance among the pine forests on the high mountains,
and which bears a profusion of small red well-flavored berries.
It will readily be imagined that grouse which have lived on
such fare would be relished by a daintier epicure than the
ever hungry mountaineer.
arly delicious at this time.
tirely

It is possible that this

tion before
sport

it

can

may need some little educathe conditions required of it for

species
all

fulfill

habit of seeking refuge

its

;

branches of

when disturbed— among

example-

trees, for

that the ruffed

musl
has been but

it

.

little

In the meantime it is a. magnificent bird, and,
the "Sportsman's Gazetteer," it is a great
taken toward acclimatizing it
in our Eastern forests, where it would be a most desirable
our
addition to
list of feathered game.
than by

The

away with such exceeding

is all

it,

flight.

as suggested in

pity that

ings,

birds dart

many respects this species
lastern
bird (Bonam umbeUus); its flesh is white and delicate;
delights in much the same kind of grouad as the partridge, pre

hunted, acts in the same manner, and no doubt us soon as the
blue grouse has had time to learu the destructive effect of the
shot-gun, it will prefer to seek for safety by hiding rather

%ntttml j§isforg*

L

for the

Indeed in

remember

ABOUT OUR GROUSE— NO.

j

swiftness that a single glimpse

evidently a note of.waraing to

some

steps cannot be

.

_—

<(

The

(To

be continued.

••

Oapblih, ob Malhlun

vittosus,

—

op CtrviEB. In lh«
at hand we were

Loudon Land and Water

latest

number

much

interested to discover the following article

of

:

"With the exception of the genus scopflus, the capelin
the smallest species of salmonid* found in American waDr. Hichardson says it ia nearly allied to ihe Oxmerut
They are said to be a delicious little pan fish, not
[smelt).
excelled by the smelt itself, aud that they resemole that fish
in the peculiar smell fur which it is noted when taken from
the water.
" Capelin are found in immenso numbers on the coast of
Labrador and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where they are
used as bait for the codfish. They are only mentioned here
for their value as pertaining to the cod-fishery of ihe Northern coast. The following notice of the taking of these little
tlgh is from the Aptll number ri88lj of Harper's Magazine.

is

ters.

The

article, is

entitled

'

Three Months

in

i

'

'" At early evtming after the labors of the day, the seine
boats go in quest of capelin (bait), carefully searching tha
little coves and inlets, and creeping along the shores
three
men pulling in the usuai way, an oarsman in the stern standing up and pushing, while he scans the surface of the water
for the ripple of passing schools, and a look-out in the bows,
motionless as a figure-head, resting upon his elbows, and
peering into the depths before him. Now one gives warning,
and over goes the seine smoothly and noiselessly, and with a
rapid current the bait is impounded and quickly hauled on
One cast is geuerally sufficient, for the capelin swarm
in millions, swimming so densely that often A dip net Dan
;

filled trom a passing school.
They keep near tl
avoid their finny pursuers, and are left floundering upo
rocks by every reflux wave.
"' The cod often leap clear of the water in (heir pursuit,
and at such times may be taken by the hook almost the
The capelin is a delicate fish,
slant it touches ihe water.
about six inches in length, and not unlike a smelt bis
is a dark ohve-gieen, sides of changing rainbow hues, and
;

belly silvery-white.

Great numbers of these little fishes are no doubt devoured by salmon as they come in from the sea, and enter
ihe bays and mouths of rivers as they ae,
" The capelin is frequently seen in a dry state in the London shops, but there does not seem to bg a great demand for
them. I shall be glad to receive further information on this
Feane BUCK]
pointTo Mr. ChAs. Hallock, the Editor of Fowtsi xxo Shwiam
1

'

\

FOREST AND STREAM
(who wrote the

article

now quoted

just eighteen years ago),

281

—

The

Basses. Mr. Editor: In your columns under the
head of " Natural History," of October 24, you say

JP* Mi***&

accidental discovery was like meeting an old friend long
supposed dead. It revived many pleasant reminiscences of a v MrcROpnratra SALMOrDPS ash M.Ukjrioaks— Under tho revised noof Gill and Jordan, the big mouth, o.wego, or grass oas-a
mg voyage among the rocks and icehergs, the seals, codfish menclature
aa li is variously called, will be Known us jr. fnlliuus instead ot jr. n<and salmon of the dreary Labrador coast. The habits of the m-fcaw as heretofore. A.8 ihe Irue black baa.-, known ,.is really ihodarkes: in co or, wo are pleased with me ehanj>e which
Its

:

1

capelin are well

known

to the fishermen of that

Iu
May they arrive in immense quantities to spawn, coming an
going with each tide to oast their ova or milt upon those
hores or flats of the bays and inlets which are either sandy
or muddy.
There is one stream called "Freshwater,"
region.

Which empties into the Invuktuck Inlet or Great Esquimaux
Bay, which is an especially favorite resort for them, the whole
bottom of the stream being sandy. This stream is on the
main-land, of course but the belt of rocky islands (some
twelve miles wide), which girts almost the entire length of
;

with capelin swarming from May until late in
codflshing season extends from about the first of
.Tune until the middle or end of August.
Codfish generally
follow the capelin.
Capelin constitute a principal part of the
coast, is filled

July.

The

food of the few fishermen who winter in Labrador, being
cured by spreading them out on the rocks in the hot sun of

seines used by the fishermen are 100 feet or more
and they are often hauled in full of capelins.

in

is this,

that

many of our ablest, investigators have been obliged to send their
papers abroad. The Journal is edited by Mr. Romyn Hitchcock, whose qualifications for this office are well known, and
among the contributors are Professors H. 8. Smith, Seaman
Beffield,

J.

D. Hyatt, F. B. Hine and
of the periodical

The

Perm Nob.
,

grass bass

is

M.

1878.

4,

pallidus.

Tlio P. annularis is quite

another fish, known as the croppie,
croppie is sometimes called grass bass
roses are

known by

new

light,

The

etc.

but fishes us well as
names.
See Hallock's

different local

Sportsman's Gazetteer for synonyms

;

&

;

also

S.

Craig's Creek, in Laurel County, Ky., about seven or eight
miles from Rockcastle Springs, with Isaac Storm and W. M.
G. Hale, Esq., we killed a very large fat doe, in the left
shoulder of which was found the inclosed flint, by Mr. Hale's
wife find daughter, while preparing the venison for cooking.
I see so many accounts of such things in the Fokkbt and
Stream that I requested Mr. Hale to let me send the flint,
which was carefully saved, to you. As there arc no Indians
within several hundred miles, and nearly a hundred years have
elapsed since they were here, the question is how, where and
when did it get there ? This is no humbug, but will be sworn
to by Mr. Hale's whole family, who are reliable people, if
necessary.
J. T. Brown.

[We regret

that the data furnished by our correspondent are
not sufficiently detailed to enable us to form even a conjecture

whence the

The

a most interesting
one, for the specimen is a genuine Indian arrow head, and its
presence in the deer's shoulder seems to indicate an incredibly
great age for the animal which bore it.l
as to

came.

flint

case

is

is attrac-

and this number is illustrated by some beautiful plates.
We hope most Bincerely that this venture may be a successful one, and that the Journal may live and prosper for many

tive,

years.

A number of papers of

very great interest to entomologists
have recently been issued by Mr. J. A. Lintner.whohas drawn
his material largely

from the State Cabinet at Albany.

A Whitb Buck.— Bedford,

0., Oct. 27. -Newton Waite, of
hunting iu the woods of Michigan. He writes
15th ult. he shot a large albino buck, weighing
over 200 pounds, with five-pronged antlers. He says he was
white as snow, except
few gray spots on the back of his
neck, also a few on his shoulders and hips. His head and
neck will be preserved and set up.
T. Garliok.

this village, is

me

that on

the.

•

The

we have reference arc printed in advance of
the regular reports, and, beside their great value to the student,
they ace important as giving a great deal of information in regard to certain insects, which, in one stage or another, cause
by feeding on the foliage of
various trees and other plants which he desires to protect.
great injury to the agriculturist

The first and second of these papers, appendix D and E of
New York Annual Report, and an extract
from the Twenty-sixth Annual Report, deal chiefly with the
Lepidoptera, and, besides being replete with interesting facts,
contain the descriptions ol a number of new species. The
former is illustrated by two admirably executed plates.
The fourth paper from the Thirtieth Annual Report is not
less interesting than the others, though more miscellaneous in
character.for it contains notes on, and descriptions of Entozoa,
Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, etc. We have read these articles with
much pleasure, and shall hope to receive from Prof. Lintner
the Twenty-third

,

when

published.

Natural history matters have recently assumed a very con-

and we are gratified at learning that the Natural History Society of that city is at last
own building, and has "a sufficient annual income to enable it to do earnest work in promoting the objects
siderable activity in Cincinnati,

An Albino, or What?—Editor

Forest and Stream: Ina sketch of the head of a hybrid killed near Dunnville, Canada, by a friend of mine who furnishes the following description, and for whom I would bespeak a genealogical
history: It measures 20.50 inches in length; tarsus, 1.50
long.
Its general color light buff, the forehead speckled with
buff and cinnamon-colored features.
The iris is buff the
wings are darker, the primaries being a dark cinnamon, the
rest of the wing somewhat lighter,
The coverts on the back
almost white.
Tail short and very light, almost white.
The
breast and belly darker than the hack.
The bill cinnamonthe bill is peculiar in that from
colored, with the nails black
the point to the crown of the head is almost a straight line.
The flesh was very white and tender. Such, Mr. Editor, are
the peculiar points of a very interesting specimen, and I
trust that I shall soon know its history.
C. B.
closed

is

;

;

New
|We

York, Nov,

1.

regret to say that we cannot give our correspondent
the information which he seeks.
The sketch inclosed resembles quite closely the head of the canvas back duck, but
if the flesh was white it could hardly have been that bird.
We should imagine the bird to be a partial albino— but of

what

Was

species ?

the specimen preserved

?—Ed. ]

located in its

which it was established." One of the results of the
present happy state of things is the publication of the Journal
of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, of which Nos. 1
and 2 are now before us. A portion of No. 1 is taken up with
a list of officers, a history of the society, and a catalogue of the
for

Lepidoptera observed in the vicinty of Cincinnati, after which

we

come

to

an

interesting

paper

entitled

"Notes on

Paleontology" by Messrs. S. A. Miller and C. B. Dyer, in
which a number of new fossils are described this is followed
by an article on " The Tongue (Lingua) of some Hymenoptera,
and both contributions contain a great deal which is new and
;

interesting.

No. 2 contains a number of papers, most of them geological
or paleontological, the latter describing a great number of new
species of fossils.
all know that the paleontologists
of
Cincinnati are very favorably bituated for obtaining
good
things from the Lower Silurian, and no doubt they

We

Solitude Island.—A new field of study has been opened to
by the discovery of a new island far beyond
Nova Zembla Eensomheden (or Solitude).
It is in 77 deg.
35 min. north and 86 deg. east, and about 15 miles long. The
vegetation is poor, but there exists a rich fauna of birds.

ornithologists

—

Animals Keceivkd at Cenibal Park Menaskrie for Week Ending
Nov. 2, 1878.—Two cocoauut BqulrrelB, or Tapul, Seiurius villains, Bab
Malay, presented by Mrs. Otto O. Muller one doe and lawn. Certms
eirginianus, llab. Mobile, bought at auction at the Cotton Exchange for
the yellow lever sufTenra by Mr ft, Seidenberg two opossums, M;

;

delphya virginiana, presented by Mr. LouiB Thebaud, N. Y. city ; one
heron, A'vctiardea gardeni, presented by Mrs. Jordan, N. T. city ;

nigtrt

one gray squirrel, Seiurius virginianm, presented by Mr. P. B. Benjamin, N.Y city; four Floiida tortoises, Teotudo polyphemm, presented by
Capt. E. E. Vain, St. Augustine one green turtle, Chelone viridis two
opossums, Dtdelphys mrginiana, presented by Dr. Edward 11. Dixon,
;

N. Y.

;

W.

eiry.

A. Conkxin, Director.

due care in making new species and genera, and are conservative, although among young naturalists the tendency
is apt

to

be in the other direction.

We shall

always welcome the appearance of this Journal
and hope for continued prosperity to the society by which it is
issuedThe Journal can be obtained by applying to J. W.
Hall, Jr., 108 Broadway, Cincinnati, O.
Collected

received a paper on the Molluscs, Dredged

speciee,

miml

and

A Verkruzen in 1876, in the neighborhood of
Newfoundland. It consists of a catalogue of the
with remarks on them and brief descriptions of
by T.

St. John's,

n«w

varieties.

is unfortunate, inasmuch as he arrives at
an age when he
should be taken to the field to receive his first instructions at a
period when there are no birds, unless indeed his owner
is so

fortunate as to live near good snipe ground, which does
not
fall to the lot of every one, so that he is perhaps a
year old
it is possible to show him birds.
To be sure, in Eng-

before

week a letter from a correspondent who affirmed that a
seton placed in the neck of a dog was a certain remedy for
distemper. Another correspondent slates, with equal posilast

tiveness, that sour milk is a sure agent for the removal of
worms. If these gentlemen should both be correct we have
indeed found the panaceas for which we have long been looking, and each discoverer should be entitled to a monument.

Nothing could be more simple than
some of our readers whose dogs are
and give us the

result.

either,

and we

afflicted will

trust that

test

them

We

shall certainly take the first opportunity of doing so ourselves. The seton is easily aDplied,

and

besides an excellent remedy for chorea or shaking
which so frequently follows distemper. In the case of
very young puppies, however, we should hesitate about applying the seton. We have hoen very successful when the
disease was taken in time with Dover's powders, containing
one grain each of ipecac and opium, the offect of which is to
promote a discharge of mucous from the lining membrane of
is

palsy,

the bronchial tubes, thereby relieving inflammation and allayA grain or two of powdered rhubarb may be

ing cough.

added

to the

above with advantage.

Careful nursing and strict attention to dryness and warmth
however, the best remedies that can be applied. We
have heard many old breeders declare that a small piece of
are,

temper, but

puppies once or twice a week will prevent disconfess that we have but little faith in it. The

we

what may be a remedy or preventive in one place
may not be in another. There may be unknown or predisfact

is,

posing causes in or about one kennel, or one strain of dogs,
from which another may be quite free. One thing, however
seems almost certain, that the finer a dog is bred and the
more he is valued so does his chances of being carried off by
distemper increase.

We mentioned a little while

ago the necessity of guarding
wind. The reason is obvious, as it brings
with it dampness and rain, and very little exposure may bring
on distemper, which will readily assume epidemic form and
against an caBt

go through all the unseasoned inmates of a kennel. In September, 1877, the writer had at one time two litters of setter
puppies, one red Irish from Eleho and Lill III., and one
black and tan from Mr. Marble's Grouse and Lou, and also

two

litters of pointers, one sired by Sensation and
one by
One litter was in a box stall, over which there
was a small window with an eastern exposure. During our
absence from home the man in charge of the dogs carelessly
left the window open one night at the commencement
of a

Snapshot.

severe easterly storm.
In forty-eight hours the puppies in
the stall were down with distemper, and from them
it
spread to the others, and in such a malignant form that nearly

were carried off.
In his latest work "Stonehenge" divides distemper into
1st, Mild Distemper; 2d, Head
Distemper; 3d, Chest Distemper; 4th, Belly Distemper;
6tli,
Malignant Distemper. If the dog is attacked with Mdd Distemper he will show first a general dullness, with a disinclination to play, and a want of appetite. Soon there begins
a
short cough and a disposition to sneeze.
The cough and
sneezing are seldom heard while the dog is quiet, but when
he is brought out of his kennel into the air the coughing and
all

five classes, as follows

:

The nose is generally warm and the bowels
In this stage it is easdy cured.
Head Distemper commences in the same way, but on sepa-

sneezing begin.
disordered.

found covered with blood
Sometimes a fit occurs at
the commencement of the attack, leaving a state of torpor
from which the dog can with difficulty be aroused. If the
rating the eyelids the whites will be
vessels loaded with dark blood.

exercise

We have just

is

cation of

garlic given to

papers to which

a continuation of the series

many respects. The severest weather comes
most liable to disease, and with the faintest indian east wind, or indeed a change of weather of any
description, his warmth, dryness and general comfort should
be most carefully attended to. And then again the fall puppy
fortunate in

when he

introduced to game during the succeeding open season.
But to return to the distemper question. We published

j

The appearance

Sunbury,

which seems fated to attack all and usually carIn fact the puppy whelped in the fall is un-

A Urinous Relic— London, Ky., Oct. 19.— Editor Forest
and Stream : In October, 1873 or 74, while hunting on

need of some periodical in
which they could publish their new facts, or discuss those
but up to this time, if we except the Lens,
which for a short time flourished in Chicago, but soon died,
no medium has ever existed in this country through which

Percival Wright.

;

the

great scourge

ries off the best.

length,

investigation have long felt the

and Lighton, Dr.

This new name of pallidus is eminently just and proper,
but bow is it with regard to its identity with the grass bass
Either you are wrong, or our Fish Commissioners are, in supposing they are introducing that variety, Pomoxis annularis,
from ibe Licking reservoir in Ohio. These fish are in shape
more like the pumpkin seed or suntish, and attain the weight
of about a pound or over.
The name of SatmMdet ought in
some way to be stamped out, as it is no way connected with
the salmo famuy nor does it hear the slightest resemblance
to any of the tribe, except perhaps it, may be thought so about
the head and mouth.
A. F. Ci.APr.

DISTEMPER.
TVT O W is the season when breeders of do^s who have litters
-L ™
of young puppies must be on their guard against

land they are of the opinion that a dog should not be broken
until he is a year oid ; but we are strongly in favor of early
breaking, and a puppy whelped early in the spring should be

first number of which appeared last month, a welcoming baud.
American students and workers in this department of scientific

So true

cousin pallidas, or pale.

Jordan's Manual

Scientific Publications.— It affords us pleasure to
extend to the American Quarterly Microscopical Journal, the

microscopists could express their views.

its

of Vertebrates.— En. P.

New

already announced

and

it

A

They are eaten greedily, cooked or uncooked.
very
accurate drawing of this pretty fish accompanies the article
in Stamper's Magazine referred to by Mr. Buekland.
The

July.

marts tue distinction between

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct.

29, ISIS.

Dtttmmr Powdtr Co., So, 2 Covrlland.t siren, X. 1'
Gentlemen— Allow me, please, to tender to yon my unqualified praise
cl the DlWmar Powder ; Its being unsolicited on yoor part may increase
its valne. I have J ust returned Jrom a lew days' ducking, bringing with
I tested
i 104 ducks, most of whloh ware Killed with your powder.
well as I Knew how the comparative merits ol yonr powder and the
black Palcon Docking, aide by side, both at target and live game, and
give the preference de*dedly, ror every reason, to the Dittmar. The
ducks I hit with the, Dittmar Jell, almost without exception, as If they
been struok by lightning. Not so with the black. With the latter
A frequent cases ol wing broken and crippled ducks. At the djsards, with 4 drachms Dittmar and Mi oz. No. 6 shot, I put
53 pellets into the ltd ol a tobacco pail, and most of the 53 went elea*
..-

thtoogU,

Yours

truly.

A. P.

Giarr.— Udn,

brain is not relieved the

tits

occur at short intervals, and the

dog

finally dies in a violent convulsion.
CheBt Distemper appears lo be an extension downward
into the chest of the irritation which produces the cough, re-

sulting in bronchitis or pneumonia, or possibly pleurisy.
Distemper of the Belly is the restut of mismanagement,

produced either hy the abuse of violent drugs or neglect of
attention to the secretions, particularly during an attack of
mild distemper. There is a constant diarrhcea, soon followed

by the passage of large quantities of blood, eHher black or
red, as it comes from the small intestines or lower bowels.

:

FOREST AlND STREAM.
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Sometimes, when the secretion of bile has been checked, the
skin and white of the eyes become stained yellow from the
presence of bile. When this symptom accompanies distemper it is almost invariably fatal.
Malignant Distemper
be sudden in its attack.

may

it is now it is a hard matter to enforce it.
Is to be oollaoted the same as a oivil dabt, an! wo
have
thousands of men in Maine that no fines could be collected from,
and no one wishes to try. So lhay feel at liberty to do as they
choose, and thousands of deer have been killed when nearly worthless ; and all that I ever know of out deer warden of Brngor
doing was to take deer from persouB that ho had no right to.
When the first game law was made in this State, our woods
were full of deer and moose, and would be now if there bad
been good laws and well enforced. Deer are quite plenty now,
and we may kill all we cm with dogs in the fall, and they will

forced in Maine, and aa

The Una

follow any of the other kinds or
ell the dangerous affec-

Generally

tions ot the brain, bowels, or liver, mentioned above, appear,

and a stage of prostration is reached in which the dog is unable to stand up, his appwite is entirely gone, his gums,
teeth and tongue are coated with a black fur, and his breath is
highly offensive. Sometimes a very peculiar symptom appears—an eruption of the skin, consisting of purple spots or

increase

jaw

of bladders varying in size from a pea to half a hen's egg,
and containing matter stained with blood. It is not, however,

taken by

bo borne

in

mind

that the peculiarity of distem-

per, particularly when it appears in a malignant form, is the
rapidity with which the dog loses Btrenglh and flesh, and thu
marked characteristic enables it to be distinguished, in most

is not acting, calomel and jalap.
After the early stage has
gone by, give nothing in the shape of medicine, but keep the
kennel dry, clean and airy, but warm. Change the litter frequently, and avoid exercise till the cough and running at the
eyes have entirely ceased. The diet should be nourishing

arrowroot

when

there

is

;

stop until they reach thicker cover.

In still hunting on bare ground, there are a great many deer
say about one-tkird get wounded and die. Still
hunters seldom or never wait for any hotter chance, but shoot at
whatever part they see first, and the consequence ia that a great
many get away afterwards and die and what thoy do get are
often cut up badly and dressed in the woods, and sacked out, aa
we call it, and get all dirt, etc. The hardest work I ever did was
to still hunt deer and moose, and get them out.

dianhcei, with flour, rice or

totally lost

the bowels are confined, with oatmeal. 1
there is little water passed, give every night (as a drench) five
or six grains of nitre, with half a teaspoonful of sweet spirits
or, if

;

be well to say that

may be

it

air

and by giving from 3

pill

every dny.

best treated

by a change

I have made up my mind a long time ago that the best law we
can have would be to let ua hunt from the middle of September to
the middle of December, and in auy way we chose. Then have
a fine or imprisonment, and have the law enforced, and we shall
always have plenty of deer, etc.
J. Darling.

ol

grs. to 5 grs. of sulphate of zinc in a
.

.
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HOUNDING DEER WITH DOGS.

WE

approve of the use of dogs

in

A PARAGRAPH

method does not drive the deer out of the country.
Deer are something like 6hiep in their habits, and we well know
that a colley picks out and separates a single sheep from a flock
without creating more than a temporary flurry, while a sheepkilling dog, or dogs, may wee and worry a flock until they
have killed off a dozen without driving the sheep fur away.
The bulk of the flucK scatter and scuny off when pressed by
the dogs, leaving the victimized and unlucky to their fate,
and afterward call to each other and reunite. We see no
more objection to the use of dogs in hunting deer than in
coursing hares or running foxes; indeed, if they wtre not
used the price of venison would rise in the markets.
But although we believe that dogs can be used in hunting
perience, this

nating,

we

is

which,

it is

going the round of the papers,

Boston

believe, with the

to the introduction into

Newfoundland

Leonberg dogs,

supposed, will arrest the threatened extinction of

Newfoundland deg, or at leastioBtllute a new and perhaps
more valuable strain. That this is not news will be seen from
the following extract which we reprint from the issue of
Forest add Stream of July 5, 1877
Improving tub Newfoundland Breed of Dogs.— It will
be interesting to lovers of dogs to know thtuHerr VonKruzen
the eminent German naturalist, when recently passiDg
through Newfoundland, presented Governor Glover with
three very valuable young dogs of the celebrated Leonberg
These annimals are almost world-refor their size, beauty, sagacity and fidelity. They
improved breed, resulting from crossing the .Newfoundland dog with the renowned St. Bernard dogs aud the fine
Pyrenese race. These dogs are the favorites of emperors,
kings aud rich nobility, and fetch a price as high as from £50
The Prince ot Wales possesses one of them.
t>» .£100 sterling.
Our valued correspondent. Rev. M. Harvey, to whom we are

(Wirtemberg) breed.

those laws are passed for the purpose of protecting deer at a

time when running them with dogs really is a crime, we believe in theii enforcement.
The time to which we allude is

indebted for this information, says " The tine race of Newfoundland dogs is almost extinct here but, thanks to Herr
Ver Kruzen, we shall now possess a far superior breed of dogs,
which, in the course of time, may bee me uf much value to
He
the country, as fine dogs are prized all over the world.
recommends that in time they be crosstdwith the Newfoundlaud dogs, the finest that can be met with. He obtained
Count E Beg, who bieeds them They
the>-e due clogs fr
were brought all the way from the borders of Switzerland.
At pre.-ent they aie but two months uld, so that no progeny
can be had for two and a half yearn. They are placed in
charge uf a peison who understands the management ot dogs,
and he is furnished will written instructions regarding their
i ceding and general treatment."
:

;

when a heavy

fall of snow is covered with a light crust,
which, while readily supporting a dag, or a man on snow-shoes,
breaks under the weight and pointed hoofs of a deer, and

him

to fall

an easy victim.

This mode of hunting

is

m

really not sport, as there is as absencp of that element, or sen-

timent,

if it

may

able chauce for

so be called, which gives the animal a reason-

its life.

Huuting deer with dogs is followed in every country where
is found or the spurt practiced.
In England there
are regular packs of staghounds, which, even to this day, are
used to hunt the wild deer on Exmoor, and a half tamed one
turued from a cart in districts where the wild deer is extinct.
Even in Scotland the deerhound is used, although only for

the deer

The Tennessee Field Tuiais—Nashville,
Preparations are going on most favorably for

Bangor, Me.

Mb. Editor:
ThiB method of hunting deer does not drive them
wintry, according to my experience.
Most hounds, when they find a deer's track that they can scent.
will commence barking, and increase as they gat nearer the
deer
and the hunter can tell when the deer is started by the
barking of his dog. Sometimes there are several deer together,
and they will stand and listen to the dog as ho oomoa nearer, uu
til he gets within a few rods of them
then they will run, but keep
slopping to see if the dog means them and where there is more
than one they soon get separated, and the dog is after only one
Tub rest will soon stop and care no more for the dog. The one
he keeps after, and as soon as he finds that the dog means him and
he gets warm and wibhea to get away ;rom his pursuer, he starts
for a stream or lake, and runs into the water or swims until the
dog loses the track. Then the deer cares no mora about the dag.
I know these facta by watching them in tho open land, where I
could see both deer aud djg, and by following them where I could
trark tliem on auow.
I have aeon tbem let the dog keep very close to them for the
first miles and in twenty minutes after he would be a mile ahead
out of the

;

-

j

:

of the dog.
is

Massachusetts Kennel Club Dog Snow.—At a meeting
ult., it was decided to hold the
second annual bench show in Boston, on May 6, 7, S and 9,
187D.
The following gentlemen will form the Exhibition
Committee: T. T. Sawyer, Jr.; Jnp. FoUler, Jr.; J. B.Borland, J. B. Greenougb, James F. Curtis and Edward E.
of this club, held on the 31st

Hardy.

—

National American Kennel Cuts, In consequence of
abandonment of the Baltimoie Field Trials the meeting
November 8 cur-

the

of the kennel Club, appoinled at Baltimore

the

adjourned

to

meet

at Nashville, Tenn., at

Maxwell House December

club

is

2 next.
Aud a meeting of said
hereby called at that time and place.
E. H. LiTHiiOP, Pres. N. A. K. O.

TriE Wioekd Flea Retdrneth.— And now a correspondent,
moved by the many paragraphs regardiug fleas which have

appeared

in

our columns, writes to say that Persian insect

powder is sure death to fleas. Perhaps our correspondent is
not aware that the basis, at least, of all insect destroyers is
this same Persian powder.
But according to our experience
its effects are hut flee-ting, and the fleas, although driven off,
return again. If used on house dogs it is very likely to transfer the fleas from the dog to the carpets, whence they make
raids on thinly-clad persons, and in summer time increase and
multiply to an alarming extent. What is wanted is something
that will keep fleas from getting on a dog.

Names Claimed— Mr. Edward

R.

Taller,

name

claims the

bitch puppy,

of this city,

of JenDy for a red and white
by Wengel's Jack, out of his Doe.

— A correspondent writes

Irish setter

from Indianapolis, Indiana,

that

a regular organized gang of dog thieves in that city.
He has had no less than five dogs stolen from him, and some
of his neighbors have fared almost as badly.
It is supposed
that the dogs are run off into Illinois.
A vigilance comthere

is

mittee would be in order.

—

Mr. Luther Adams, of Boston, has been added to the
committee of the Massachusetts Kennel Club appointed to
look out for the

game

laws.

foodknd, igxrm

nnd

%mimu

1,

TRANSPLANTING TREES.

trials, to

Esq

stalked or driven.

lisp"

have taken place at the figuring up of Tempest's scote, I deny.
and have proof that no such conversation took place.
I defy
the editor of tbe Chicago Field to show any evidence of fraud
in Tempest's winning second place in the Nursery Stakes at
the Minnesota field trials, and I further defy him to show a
single case of fraud at any bench show in my decisions as
judge, unless he considers it fraud to differ from "him in opinion
or wish. If he can show any, let us have them. Disappointed
contestants can usually find Tedress for wrongs by proving
a sufficient cause of fraud to warrant such redress. Such is
the case in other contests, and 1 imagine the same rule would
apply to field trials and bench shows So show up your evidence, but I objecHo be tried by a judge without authority,
who is both evidence and judge, and renders a verdict before
the case goes to trial.
Hoping you will excuse me for again
trespassing on your columns, I am yours truly,
Monroe, Nov. 2, 1878.
John Davidson.

1878.—
the coming field
Nov.

be held here the 2d of December. Clarke Pritchett,
the able Secretary of the Tennessee Sportsman's Association, is and has been actively employed in corresponding

cha3ing wounded deer, the nature of the country preventing
their oeing used in any other way, the deer being usually

Oar friend " Rip

points of merit, and the Forest and Stream
correct, but a point, out of the way with a native is nothing
for the Chicago Fit-Id.
The conversation, as stafd by him to

nowned

are an

hended or predicted by some writers, still, as the laws of various States make the use of dogs a siatutory offense, and as

causes

_

wrong on

origi-

Tra-eeller, relative

of the

the

the terrible consequences that are appre-

all

Chicago Field- I notice its editor is waiting to hear what the
judges have to say in reference to his accusation of fraud Rt
the Minnesota Field Tri-ls.
By referring to Forest and
Stream / jjd Rod and Gun of October 81, he can see what 1
have to say, and I will now add that whoever he has reference to in regard to changing his score in the Nursery
btakes I do not know. My score is In my rossession now
and was never out of it, and the editor of the Chicago Field
never saw it. The scale of points in the Nursery Stakes were
taken from Mr.Wbitford's score, of which fact Thave positive
proof
In the puppy and champion stakes the scale of points
were taken from my scores, and in the case of Jet, winner of
second prize in the champion stakes, the Chicago Field is

rent, will be further

THE IMPROVED NEWFOUNDLAND OR
LEON BERG DOGS.

hunting deer, and feel
quite willing to indorse the position taken by our corres
pondent below. According to intelligent observation and ex-

deer without

;

j

of nitre.
The same authority recommends a seton to the
back part of the neck for head distemper.
As Chorea or Palsy very frequently follows distemper, it

may

;

;

from colds or disorders of a more harmless type.
As a general treatment, " Stonehenge " recommends in the
early stages a mild dose of aperient medicine, such as castor
oil and syrup of poppies in equal proportions, or, if the liver
caseB,

broths thickened,

if let alone in winter, after the enow gets deep
but tho
never he enforoed until the hunters do it, and they never
taw is obanged.

Mr. J. Soott is nf the opinion that hunting with dogs makes
them wilder. I can't agree wi.h him. I hunted one fall on the
Matawamkeag River with dogs, and as soon &* first snows foil
Mr. E. MoLane, a still hunter, went over the Banie ground to
kill deer, and made the mist successful hunt that he ever made,
even when deer were more plenty, and before dogs had been
used in those parts and 1 have often taken the same ground to
still hunt on that I used my dogs on before tho snow fell.
I have
always noticed that tho opener the growth the wilder the deer
were. I was hunting in Michigan up the Ausable River, above
where any hound had ever hunted, and on what they called tho
plains— and deor on those plains were tha wildest that I ever
saw them anywhere and only a few miles from there, where the
woods were thick, deer wore very tamo. They always seem to
mo to be at home when thoy aro in thick wooks, but when out in
open land aro always on the look-out, and when started seldom

an unf avoratile sign. The above descriptions
of symptoms are mainly from " Stonehenge's " new work.
itself,

It should

will

will until the

From Mr. Davidson Again.—Editor Forest and Stream,
and Hod and Own. ; By this week's issue, November 2, of

mistaken about oar gams law being en-

,

with breeders and sporting men in all parts of the country,
and he is satisfied that the attendance will he much larger than
A number of handsome prizes will
at any previous meeting.
Quite a number oi
be awarded, amounting in all to $1,000.
manufacturers of, aud dealers in. sporting goods have made
donations of articles to be shot for, and a number will exhibit
sporting goods in a place to be prepared for them in the city
during the we<-k the tournament lasts. Notably among them
are the Bridgeport Union Metallic Co., St. Louis Patent Shell
Thompson & Co., of New
Co.. Brown & Hilder, St. Louis
The latter donated a
York, aud Parker Bros., gun makers.
firm in Casenubia, N.
gun (value $125), to be shot for.
Y., donate two glass ball traps as a prize for the best glnss
ball shot.
The Held trials will take place at the Belle Meade
Farm, belonging to General Harding, and where birds are
very abundant. But to doubly insure good sport the association have turned loose on the farm a large number of birds in
addition to those already there, and have placed a keeper on
Some of the intended particithe premises to preitect them,
pators in the trials have hlrtady anived with their dogs, aud
Mr. D. C. Sanborn, of Baltimore, Mich., is expected today
with his kennel, consisting of Neihe, Dan, Btrathroy, TemHe will go to Kiceville in
pest, and a full brother to Nellie.
The printed
this State to prepare his dogs for the contest.
programme will be ready for- distribution early next week.
The largest prize is the one given for the puppy stakes. This
J- D. H.
is for $800.
;
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transplanting trees the late fall is the best season.
During the
Vegetation is never absolutely at reBt.

months

of winter trees are constantly adding to the points of

their rocts.
rootlets are

If they be transplanted

formed

in

in readiness to take

the fall these

advantage of the

now
first

We

republish from the London Journal oj
spriDg showers.
Forestry the following excellent direction for the method of
transplanting and subsequent care of the tree:
1. Selection.— la making this the transplanter will be guided
by circumstances of soil, situation, and the purposes for
which such trees are recpiired. If he be fortunate enough to
command a soil which combines with the adbesiveuess of the
aluminous the friability of the silicious, he may remove into
any tree he likes without much previous preit almost
And if his soil be naturally loose and deep,
paration.
containing a fair percentage of carbonate of lime and some
alumina, he has all the chemical elements necessary to insure
success.
.
As a rule no tree of considerable size should ever be chosen
For
for a poorer soil than the one from which it was taken.
li"bt sandy soils nothing is better adapted than the birch,
sweet chestnut, sycamore, beech and lime: while foi those
of a heavier texture he may choose the oak, elm, ash, spruce,

Much, however, may be done by a liberal use
etc.
of composts, by drainage, trenching, etc., to adapt soils to
the trees required to be planted.
As the principal objects of transplanting are the attainment
silver flr

FOREST AND STREAM.
of shelter, ornament, or a screen, it will generally happen
that all trees so employed will be placed in situations more
open or exposed th.n those from which they were token.
And jilstas the carefully nurtured child and warmly housed
animals suffer from too sudden an exposure to inclement
weather, so are the sap-vessel» of the hitherto well-sheltered
tree or nursery plant injured by too much exposure of the
epidermis or cortical layers.

Most trees growing in sheltered situations have a thin and
glossy bark, smooth and very delicate,
Their stems are long
and correspondingly weak, and their heads and roots l*ss
spreading.
As these qualities are exactly the opposite of
wh it are necessary in situations of exposure, their whole ra
ture mu-t be eh uiged before they can he removed with safety.
To Stand alone a tree requires to he possessed of abundant
flbrous roo's and spreading branches, a fairly d nse head with
thick foliage, a bark think and indurated, and a stout bole.
These have been called the "protecting properties," mil no
tree greatly deficient in them dan be moved with any chance
of success.
In making a selection for groups or clumps, or in disposing
of single trees, as a contrast to the more open appearances or
the oak, ash, elm and sweet chestnut, the horse-chestnut,
lime and sycamore may be chosen, Most, of these wiilnourisl)
in any soil which is neither too retentive of moisture nor too
porus, and through which the rain slowly percolates.
2. Preparation— As there are but few estates upon which
can be found any considerable number of trees ready to the
hand of the transplanter, it will in most cases be necessary to
adapt such. The hist step will be the gradual opening out of
the selected subjects, so as to insure them the maximum
amount of space, light and air, and by degrees to alter their
constitutions.
Thus may be obtained a gradual hardening of
the sap-vessels, a thickening of the bark, enlarged head, and
thicker foliage, which will suon produce a thicker stem. The
heat generated by close plantations, from which high winds
are necessarily excluded, and from which there is but little
evaporation, produces greater elongation of the stem.
This
the free admission of air and sunshine modifies.
As under the most careful manipulation considerable
damage must be caused to the roots of transplanted trees, the
previous increase of fibrous roots should be aimed at. To secure this a trench may be cut all round the tree at a distance
of from one-half to two-thirds the spread of the branches, and
to the depth of the lowest side roots, and afterwards filled
with a good light compost, which will soon become occupii d
by a mass of fibrous roots. If left undisturbed for two years
in a light soil, and for three, or even four years in a moderately heavy one, and, at the same time, a nourishing compost
be spread over the uumoved ground between ihe trunk of the
tree and trench, the root growth of Ihe tree will be everything
that can he desired for a successful removal.
Ths trench
should be kept dry by having a drain cut or laid from its
Wherever it is desirable to open or pi cue the
lowest side.
head, this should bs done at the time the trench U formed.
For autumn transplanting an early summer trenching of the
ground is a good preparation, but the large holes should have
been thrown out long before. For late spring transplanting,
holing may be sufficient at the time but it should be followed
by trenching during the next- season.
3. Removal— L'o insure the successful removal of a large
tree it will be necessary to preserve every root that can be
taken up uninjured, and ulso to avoid pollarding or cropping
the head, beyond shortening auy extravagant growth of
brandies. In most cases it will be impossible to retain the
tap-root
nor is it at all a matter of primary importance, as
young trees renew them with great facility, and older ones are
not in any way dependent upon them, except in bo far as they
give stability to the stem. Indeed, so soon as the leader of a
tree ceases to shoot upward, and the head becomes rounded,
does the tap root die away or become indistinguishable among
the other roots.
As the preservation of the smaller fibrous roots, whoso
growth has been greatly promoted by the previous cutting
round, is a matter of primary importance, a trench from two
to three feet wide should now be opened out beyond the previous one and carried down to a greater depth. Into this
trench the workmen charged with the uncovering and opening out of the roots will work all loosened Eoil, which will be
kept thrown out by the shovellers.
To loosen the soil from among the roots the workmen should
be provided with a light handy pick, every blow of which
should be given as ihs man faces the tree. Such an implement was invented by Sir Henry Steuart, who named it the
*' tree-picker," and who describes
it as " resembling the pick
used by miners, but with only one point or proDg. The
head was 15 inches long in the prone, and extremely
Tne wooden handle was 2| feefin length, and the
light.
enLiie implement weighed only 4£ pounds." Armed with such
tools the workmen commence to pick out the soil from among
the roots, carefully gathering up the latter as tbey proceed.
When from the different sides they meet within a few feet of
the collar of the tree, the trunk is pulled on oneside by means
of ropes which have been previously attached near its upper
forks, the taproot is then severed, and the raised side is bolstered up with soil.
The same process is repeated for the opposite side, and the tree is then placed in a favorable position
its upright form, or for being lowered
for removal
upon the
ordinary transplanting machine.
With the ordinary transplanting machine, when all is made
ready it is brought along-ide the tree, which is lashed firmly
to the pole, and by means of the leverage which this affords
the tree is at once brought into a horizontal pesitinn, after
which horses are attached, guide-ropes applied, and the tree
with its roots carefully packed up and protected, is conveyed
,

;

;

m

to its new site.
4. Planting.—$ha fallacy that the safety of a transplanted
tree depended upon its being tised in its new quarters in precisely the same relation to the points of the compass that it
bad occupied in the old has long exploded. And on the

other hand, numerous experiments have shown that the "-eneral
outline of such a tree can be considerably improved by its re
For, as the greatest spread of its branches etc is
versal.
always upon the warmest side, such a process tends, in a few
years, to restore the equiUhrium.
Before lowering the tree into its hole see that the soil upon
which it is lo be placed is thoroughly consolidated, as upon
this will depend greatly its future stability.
Asbghtly concaved bottom, with a raised mound for its sides, will afford
the greatest support.
The workmen intrusted with the laying out and uncovering
of the roots should well feather ihem out between their
fingers, and arrange them in tiers according to their posiiion
upon the tree, avoiding all crossings and iateriacings. Those
again who are employed to throw in soil should see that it ia
finely pulverized and laid on in small quantities at a time.
To
fill up all interstices immediately under the
collum, or neck,
,

283

Pontey recommended dashing on water or pouring it from *
height— a system which will be found much more efficacious
linn any amount of treading or rimming at the time of plant
log.

In finishing up the mound the greatest depth of soil should
be near the stem, and over the whole surface allowance should
be made for a gradual subsidence.

Much of the success of the tree will depend upon a thorough
pulverization Of the soil in which it is placed, and a proper
mixing of the added compost. Without going to the lengths
of Jethro Tull, who nufatalned that a thorough pulverization
Of the soil entirely superseded the use of manure, and whose
want of chemical knowledge blinded him to the fact that there
is

such a

tiling as

exhaustion of the

soil,

scarcely possible

it is

to overrate the beneficial effects of a complete mixing and
comminution of the panicles of soil placed in contact with
the rootlets,
For a sandy or gravelly toll a compost Of part
clay will be beneflqial
for a clay soil, a compost of Sand with
<

peat.
5.

After

Treatment— As soon

as the tree has been fixed In
its new quarters return the turf or give the ground a good
mulching with half rotten straw, moss", long manure, or any
Substance which will afford protection and prevent evaporaen Stones afford shade and promote consolidation.
union should be taken to ward off the effects of
drying winds, a hot sun, or later on the evils of frosts. Protection will be especially necessary in the cas«s of the oak,
beech and birch, whose roots are very susceptible of drought.
good ramming during the first spring or early summer
will be serviceable, and this should be followed by liberal
waterings till the end of June or middle of July. Afterward
fork in a good compost lightly round the stem. An admixture
of eeul-n-hes and good mould will prove most effectual.
the leaves of a iranspl oiled tree are often fewer and smaller
during Ihe first season after removal, tint they soon recover
themselves.
Very little attention is afterward required by a
tree which has been carefully selected and prepared, well got
up and re-planted, and attended to during the first, summerBut under no circumstances should water be allowed t« stagnate around its roots.
It may scarcely be neces-ary to add that every operation of
the trausplanter should be performed with care ; there should
be no unnecessary amputation or laccratiou of roots, though
injured ones should tie cnefully pruned; no damage done to
the hark, and no mu ilatioti of the branches.
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UNITED

STATES

JAMES LITTLE,

Montreal,

of timber that will pay to ship, uud li
some trifling defect, to rot in the woods It. is not cleir bowever, what the Hon. David A. Wells- or even the United
States Government, can do about it.
Mr. Little would probably be satisfied with the removal of the duties now imposed

on Canadian lumber.

The removal

of the present tariff obto us tie lumber for which the Do.
to seek a foreign market, and would
thus reinferce our supply and stave off the evil day a little
longer.
But what is needed is the adoption of some effective
measures looking to the careful husbanding of our forest
wealth, and its preservation from spoil and waste.
It is, of
course, Useless to appeal to the great lumbt riot, intereatsto
restrain their cupidity by sparing the young trees, and hyc.irefully avoiding to overstock the market lo the injury of all
legitimate operations.
However near and certain liie impending cilamlty, little will be done to forestall or soften its rigor
until it is directly upon us; such is our headlong, day-by-day,
method of doing or not doing. But the enactment by Congress of the bill to encourage tree-planting on the prairies, ro
ferret! to in these columns yesterday, may have some effect in
mitigating the hardships which will be felt when within
pine lumber is so scarce- and costly as to
a few years
be practically beyond the reach of the settlers on the prairies.
The planting and care of ten acres of Cottonwood or Norway
spruce will itself bea valuable experience in the art of forestry,
and wdll naturally lead to the cultivation of other and more
useful commercial woods.
St. Paul Pioneer- Press.
structions

minion

is

would bring

now compelled

voyageur
THE boatman
young man, heavy

himself, or
if an Indim, is genereel, copper-colored, and highly
His black hair is greased, and plaited in small
braids, from which depend bright colored ribbons or feathers.
About his thick neck there is a broad band of wampum, from
which he hungs, suspended over the throat, a huge silver
medal.
This medal was not presented for valuable services
rendered, however, but can be purchased at the Company's
stores.
His capole is open at the throat, and reveals a
broad, uncovered chest, corded with muscle.' In lieu of the
sash he weara a broad leather belt, in which is slung his flie
bag, beaded or quilled, containing a pipe and tobacco flint
and steel, and serving also, upon occasion, a- a po. ke.t book.
If the voyageur be half breed, ho is a little above the medium height, with lithe, active frame, enough of the aborigine
to imparl suppleness aud sufficent of the white to add a cerHis features are
tain solidity of frame lacking in the savage.
complexion nut-brown black eyes, and
r, gular to a fault
long hair hanging down in a straight mass over his shoulders.
He' wears a tassi lied cap, and is also en, capote, hut of fine
blue cloth, ornamented With two rows of silver gilt buttons;
variegated sash, corduroy trousers, and moccasins of course.
He is quick and uervous in manner, and volatile in temperaally a

ornamented.

has

made a thorough examination of the sources and extent of our timber supply, and has embodied the results of
his labor in a letter to lion. David
Wells.
lie presents an
array of facts touching ibe lumbar resources of the United
States, the rapid rnic, at which the present system of forest
devasne ion is carried on, Hie near approach of the day when

A

;

the supply will be exhausted, and the consequent ruinous effect upon the wood industries of the couuiiy.
Mr. Little is
doubtless an interested parly
he has long been engaged ia
supplying the United States Market with Canadian lumber,
and probably winces under the weight of duties imposed by
tne existing non-reciprocity treaty.
But his personal business relations to the lumner traffic, whatever they may be,
have no relevancy as affecting the facts he furnishes. His
statements are based upon statistics and oilier accessible
data, supplemented by observations gained in IfVty years' experience, and are pitied before the public with a force and
perspicacity which should secure attention.
Of the twentysix States comprising the New England, Middle, Western and
Northwestern to the Kocky Mountains, only four arc now
able to furnish lumber supplies beyond their own requirements. These four arc Maine, Michiga», Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Maine is now almost stripped of her pine forests,
and lumberers are forced to the headwaters of every river in
the State in search of spruce, and arc stocking their mills
wiih sapling poles of six and seven inches in diameter; and
this slaughtering of young trees is carried on to such an extent, to supply the neigbboiing States and for shipment,
abroad, that in a few- years the people of that State will have
neither white pine nor spiuce for their home consumption.
The northern sections of Michigan, Wisconsin aud Minnesota
are the qttiy localities of the whole twenty-six Stales that are
able to furnish supplies of white pine beyond the wants of
their own respective States, and the demand on them is so
heavy for all sections of the country thai, it will not be possible for them t'i reap >ud to it for more thau five or six years
longer.
Tne in du streams arc all stripped, and Hie lumbermen are now operating at the h-ad waters of their tributaries,
banking logs in dry gullies, and depending on spring freshets
sufficient fo float them.
On the lower 'leninsula of Michigan the mil low ners having exhausted their timber within teamhauling distauce, are building railways on their own account,
to enable them to reach the outskirts of their supposed iu«xhaustiole limber resources.
Take any ordinary
S. map
and the sections composing the white pine supply for all he
country cast of the Pacific: Blope could he covered by the
palm of one's hand if brought together at one point. With
the exc pnon of the eurly settle! in the several .Stales, and the
pioneers on our Western prairies, we in this country have
never really felt the inconvenience occasioned by absence of
soft wood.
However high in price, the tnousands or manufactories requiring its use manage to secure it, because they
must have it and the ounsequent advance in the costs of
their products falls upon the whole people
so that the question of supply becomes one of interest to every individual,
high aud low, rich and pour. But; what we arc threatened
with now is not merely a scarcity, but an absolute tie nth of
the most essential kind of wood used in a vast number of industries.
According to the census cif 1870, there are no less
than 173,450 industrial establishments, and 1,093.202 operatives engaged in furnishing the- wood materials and articles
indispensable to modem life.
It would require some $500OOOiOOJ to, send abroad and purchase an amount of lumber
;

ment

;

to a degree

The craft in which these men labor are called "inland boat*."
They are built of the usual pattern of whale boats, and have
a carrying capacity of about three and one half tons. They
posse* one sail, which is square and large. Each bout, is
worked by nine men, of whom eight are rowers aud the otb. r
the Steersman, Brigades composed of iiom four to eight of
these crafts are kept plying ill various directions through, iut
ihe season of open water on the inland lakes and uvers.
Tneir Cargoes, destined for the interior, are composed of
good, intended for the Indian trade at the various posts scatTueir return freight is made up of
tered over the territory.
furs and other country products for shipment to England.
Tuese brigades generally traverse the same routes for consecutive years, occupying from two and a half to four months
The bnaliag season generally comin making the voyage.
mences f'arly in June, and continues nniil ihe middle of October, when the ice begins to foim on the northern waters.
At the extreme limits of the course traversed by the boats
going north aad west inlaid, tbey are met by other boats
At this
traveling south, bringing ihe furs already traded.
point of meeting an 'exchange of cargoes is effected, when
each brigade retraces its courss. In this way the whole
country, from the lorty-nhih parallel of latitude to 67 degrees 30 minutes, is supplied with goods and drained of furs.

On the rivers traversed by ihese brigades there are many
interruptions to navigation of so serious a nature that the
boats have to be unloaded, End, together with their freight,
curri, d by their eruws occasuicady for a consal-rble distauce
overland, to be re-launched at the nearest spot where the obstruction isat an end, or to be placed in the waters of another
stream ruunin=r in an opposite direction. This piocess is called

''

making

a portage."

m

passing goods
The va^t amount of handling necessary
over the numerous portages which intervene between ihe depot posts, and even the nearest inland tlisoicts, rendrrs the
packiug of the merchandise a mat'er of great importance.
The Standard weight. Of each package used in the Hudson's
Such a
Bay Company's service is one- hundred pounds.
bale or ca>e is called an " inland piece." Each of the above
described boats ia supposed to be- capable of containing
The faci y wiih which
seventy-five pi' ees as a fair cargo.
is very
such pieces can be bandied by The muscular tripmeu
nice men to. five
a boat can be loaded by its crew of
perfect,
presented on
appearance
orderly
compact,
ihe
and
minutes,
completion ol Ihe operation is beyond praise.
The arrangement of the duties of the various grades of men
purbelonging to these brigades is well calculated to suit its
boat is the captain.
pose
Ihe. steersman attached to each
stern of the boat, he
Heated on an elevated flooring in the
situation is critical,
steers with the common helm, or, if the
Ion" and powerful sweep, with one stroke of which an
with
the course of
exocrt workman Will effect an entire change in
of the steersman, also, to
It is an important duty
bis boat

U

i

,-

:

;

i

the boat, and lay them On
the pieces from their places in
the p irtages. The process of
the Lacks of the tripmen at
pieces, each weighing one
raising seventy or seventy -five
hundred pounds. Irom a position beneath the feet to a level

qual to our consumption for a single year, and the combined
tonnage of the whole world wouhffall far short of being able

lift

bo freight it from the Pacific to the Atlantic seaboard.
The
ipreasion prevails that when our supply fails, as it inevitably
II, within
ihe next ten years, at the present rate of con-

sumption and reckless waste in lumbenng, -wu have but to
look to Canada, where can be found euough to kc-t for centuries.
But Mr Little assi Us that there is "not, from Manitoba
to the Gull of Si Lawrence; as much pine, spruce, hemlock,
whitewood, aud other commercial woods as would supply the
United Slates [or a period of three years and the whole accessible pine localities have besides been run over for boardwood timber suitable to supply the English demand.

to pet

FURS AND TRAPPING.

TIMBER

a merchant of

log, yet lumberMichigan cutting
one stick of the quality
living he othcis from

forests of

Habits of toe Hddsos Bay Fur Teaders,

SUPPLY.

MR,

grow a standard pine

—

.

THE

It takes a century to

men may now be found in the
down, on an average, three trees

;

,

n< ot'nsiq rabl
wi:h tne shoulders, is one riqu.riug a in ui
strength lo peiform efficiently aud with expedition,
Of the eight men composing the crow, one is called the
howsinau. '1 he special duty of this person is to stand at tne
bow of the vessel at all portion of Ihe route abounding with
w. lie advising tha
rupids, Shoals cr sunken rooks, and
obstructions exist,
Steersman by voice and sign where such
the motion of
himself, with the aid of along lud.t pole, to aid
When not occupied with this
the boat into a safer channel.

:

distinctive duty, the bowsroan does
man of the crew.

duty

at

an oar

like

any

other

When a favorable
are the rowers.
breeze blows their duties are rolioved by the substitution of
the tail.
At portages they transport the boat and goods overland.
Each man is competent to carry two pieces on his back at a
They are maintained in position by a leather contrivtime.
ance, termed a " portage strap, " by which the weight of the
burden is brought to bear upon the forehead of the porter.
Over each brigade there is placed a guide. This functionary may be termed the commodore of the fleet. His special
duty is to show the route in all parts where it is doubtful or
lead the way where rapid or other obstructions intervene.
He supports the authority of the steersman, and transacts the
business of the brigade at posts where it touches on the route.
He is an important official, and, when properly qualified, exHe is generally advanced in life, having
exceedingly useful.
necessarily risen from the position of middleman to that
which he now occupies. His knowledge of every rapid and
shoal throughout the long course of his run is generally perfect so much so that, even on a dark night, with a favoring
breeze, they will press forward through treacherous waters
when economy of time becomes an object.
Of the brigades making the long trips, occuping the four
summer months, the pay of a guide is £35, of a steersman
When efficiently
£30, boW8men£18, and middlemen £16.
performed the work done, though of .a healthy nature, is exThe "middlemen"

—

tremely severe.

In addition to the money they receive, the boatmen are furnished by their employers with provisions.
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TIME ALLOWANCE.

AB most
and

of our readers are aware, the apparently complicated
ever-TecurriDg subject of time allowance, its quauii-

grounds of difference among yachts upon
which in theory as well as in practice such allowance should be
granted, seems one of the most difficult to settle once for all to
the satisfaction of the variety of interests likely to be more or
less affected by any change toward a more logical and j ust means
ly, as well as the

of equalizing yachts of different sizes for the purposes of testing the value of their models for speed. The question among
Americans should admit of very ready solution, for there is
but one theoretically sound principle which can enter into consideration

when contemplating

allowances.

Without

the question,

we

the construction of a scale of

at present delaying with

will content

this part of

ourselves with saying that size

the basis and the only one which will satisfy the demands
of clear logic and the ruleE of equity. But it is perhaps not so
much upon the theoretically correci basis that different minds
are moBt wont to split, but rather upon the purely practical
As a short cut to measurement of
application of the same.
size all sorts of rough and ready means have been substituted
in compliance with the very natural call among amateurs who
" cubical contents," Tor
"
care not to bother with "lines and
a "tape-line rule," one which can be readily applied by the
country yokel who sails a dug-out quite as well as the
measurer or an individual member of a club of some pretenNow, as long as the real object of such rules and the
sions.
causes which led to their birth are kept in mind, there
Is

can be no harm in unreservedly accepting a rule which
has in actual sailing been found to give satisfaction
Under such circumstances there
to all coming to the line.
need be no fear of any rule having an evil effect by bearing upon model or design in any one direction, be it length,
depth or beam, for, as soon as such tendency were discovered,
the rule would, in America at least, be at once discarded and
another acceptable short cut adopted in place of the actual
and more complicated measurement of size. Moreover, the
very existence of a great variety of rules repr senting, and for
practical reasons displacing size or tonnage measurement, is a
safeguard against drifting into any particular type of vessel as
a direct consequence of the tendency of the rule for what
might be of advantage under the accepted mode of one chlb
would turn out a heavy handicap when sailing in the matches
of another. In this view, at least, our variety of systems has
one phase to recommend it, however unsatisfactory, misleading and imperfect it may be in other respects. SooDer or later,
when yacht racing is brought to a more perfect system, as it
has been in England, we look upon the adoption of a more
;

scientifically correct

method

as a foregone conclusion.

Just

at present the systems in vogue may servo well enough, but
sight of among the leading spirits in
tin-, fact must not be lost
circles, that all and any methods of measurement
are not or do not. sufficiently approximately represent
ike are only make-shifts, permissible not in tbeory on any
grounds, and in practice only upon the strength of the greater
facility of their application and the ready manner in which
This, so
their workings can be understood by one and all.
far as the general run of American yachts in our smooth and
sheltered waters are concerned.
Under special conditions, or with some particular object at
stake, measurement of size, or simply tonnage, may be to advantage supplanted by a more or less modified basis, which,
while not strictly en n et in theory, may nevertheless be subservient to the attainment of certain desirable points in yacht dedirection actually opposed
sign; or, in other words, may tend

yachting

which

ma

to a perfectly free and untrammeled field in which the designer
can work. By limiting bim in such direction which seemB
desirable, through the means of imposing an extra heavy tax
upon size if placed in a position detrimental to the sea- going
qualities we wish, or should wish, to preserve to a rational
extent in every yacht, it is certain that such qualities are less
extenlikely to be sacrificed in the pursuit of speed than if
sions in the objectionable direction were allowed free scope,
thereby bringing forth, as we even now witness in our own

waters, a class of yachts Unfitted for the BC
little else to recommend them than great, speed in smooth
water. Such a course of reasoning is the only one upon which
the well known "Thames rule," recently adopted wholly in
principle by the Taoht Racing Association of Great Britain,
can be defended, But even admitting the excellency of its
purpose, there is not the least doubt but what, for the sake of
encouraging a sea-going form, the Thames rule goes too far
lias too powerful an influence upon design, by compelling
each successive racing craft laid down to be built to deeper
and narrower moulds, until of late the British cutter has
of five
and six beams
reached the abnormal shape
apparently
inclination
no
the
length,
with
to
to
desist as yet from the extravagantly spun out forms of the
and
able
craft of recast
well-sparred
otherwise well-planned,

and

date, for which the British racing fleets are so distinguished
That the same views are gainin comparison with our own.
ing ground in England, even among the most persistent de-

fenders of the Thames rule pure and simple, is evident from
the periodical outcroppings of murmurs and even rebellion
against Rule 3 of the Y. R. A. sailing regulations, becoming
more and more frequent of late and assuming something like
An unprejudiced British
definite shape and unity of purpose.
yachtsman, however much he may in justice give preference
to his typical racing clipper over the unseaworthy American
sloop, cannot shut his eyes to the fact that the length of the
scope rendered possible by the R. R. A. rule, of measurement
for the construction of excessively narrow vessels has by no
means been reached yet, and that there can be but little question but what its ultimate limits will prove to be only then
attained, when length will have been so overdone as to have
seriously marred the many excellencies of the present type of
cutter. "The majority of yachtsmen abroad, no matter how
conservative by nature, will not be slow to change the rule
when once they become convinced of the truth of these remarks. In common with all desiring the preservation of a
sound sea-going model in opposition to the alternative of a
racing machine, devoid of the essential elements which bear
directly upon the elevation of the sport to a higher standard
than that of competition for wagers only, we view the probabilities of a change in tonnage "rule in Great Britain with
profound satisfaction, and need only add our hope that our
cousins abroad may by a timely change for the better be
from sacrificing the sea-going qualities of
restrained
their yachts by rushing headlong in the direction of
length, similarly as we have unfortunately been guilty
The proposed change
the beam.
in the direction of
In the Y. R. A. rule will lead to the production of
something more in harmony with the dictates of naval
science, and will contribute toward the preservation of speed
and ability combined, which, when met with together only,
must alter all be taken as the legitimate aim of yachting in
Since the matter of time allowance is one
its highest stage.
which in this country is likewise continually coming to the
surface, a knowledge of what has been and is being done in
England will help to clear up the mystery so often and needlessly woven about a subject very simple and elementary in
its Dature; and upon this plea our entering into a consideration
of a rule not in vogue with us in it its entirety may bo conAs at present the rule of measurement in
sidered justified.
force by decree of the Yacht Racing Association, is ascerLength, on deck, from foretained in the following manner
part to stem to afterpart of sternpost from this deduct the
breadth, the remainder multiply by the extreme breadth, and
this product again by half the breadth, divide again by 94,
and the quotient shall be deemed be true tonnage. The
modification proposed by Dixon Kemp, Esq., of London,
which will soon be acted upon, is as follows From the length
substract twice the breadth, multiply the remainder by the extreme beam, and that product again by half the beam, and
divide by 70, the quotient to be deemed the true tonnage.
Applying this rule to yachts in existence it will be found to
remit some of the penalty now still in force against beam,
while at the same time it does not in any way interfere with
depth, thereby averting the danger of a sacrifice of that important element of sea-going qualities, otherwise likely to be
attempted by designers in an effort to secure a small rating.
But in regard to the actual workings of the proposed alteration, wo cannot do belter than quote the author of theamended
rule': "It is desirable to get, a rule which, if possible, will
remit some of the penalty now put upon beam without in
any way interfering with depth, which is of such importance
The effect of the rule on
to the sea-going quality of yachts.
almost all racing yachts will be to keep them at their present
tonnages, but. some alterations would be made in such yachis
that are comparatively lonjtor comparatively broad." By way
:

;

I

:

we add the measurements of several characterrepresentatives of different types
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YACHTING NEWS.
Onkauh's Cruise.— From the London Field vie learn that
the British schooner Qnedgh, Mr. R. F. Cope, recently cruising in American waters, has safely returned home, after visiting Eastern ports, Halifax, Quebec and Montreal.
She sailed
from Montreal on her homeward voyage September 7, and,
after taking in a supply of provisions at St. John's, NewfoundCowes, England, September

for

land, left

—

of British yachts, among them the schooner Hildegarde, 11. R.
H. the Prince of Wales the famous Cambria and Alin-e, and
others.
They are well executed, and when framed will form
appropriate embellishments for a yacht's cabin,
house has also for sale a vast number of othdr photographs of
nearly every notable cutter and steam yacht in Great Britain.
The prices range from 75 cents to Sl.fiO, according
have a list of over 300 of these photographs, any of which
we can procure for our readers from Loudon direct. When
not mounted they form a pleasing collection if pasted into o
;

l

We

scrap-book.

Leontine vs. Enid.—i?r7t«tfr Forest and Stream : This race
was the result of a challenge from the LeonUne tor a race to
Beaumont Buoy and return, for $100 a side, which was accepted by Mr. E. G. Meredith, owner of the Enid. Both
yachts got off well, Lecmtine forging ahead of the Enid, the
afterleech of the latter'a mainsail being slack from the night's
However, she soon came to close quarters with her oprain.
ponent. Both yachts having parted on different tacks, ihey
were watched with great interest to see which would be the
gainer in coming together again, Enid on the starboard and
LeonUne on the port tack, Enid, of course, having the right
of way. Her adversary holding on her course, however, gave
Enid's skipper the alternative of either going in stays or striking LeonUne amidships. Not wishing to spoil the race, and
having every confidence in his craft, £?w<Z\vskipper luffed and
went in stays, thus giving LeonUne a clear lead. But. at the
turning buoy Enid was but a length behind. Then commenced the scud for home, Let:>rUine taking the a
Enid the north shore. By taking the north shore, many
yachtsmen were of the opinion Enid would lo-e, but the result of the race showed the contrary, Enid leaving her adversary fast, and winning by 8jf minutes. The race throughout
wa3 well contested, and had, since it was known the race was
on, created quite an excitement among yachtsmen iu ye
ancient capital, and Mr. .Meredith ought to be proud of the
behavior of the Enid, which has shown herself ''hard to
IlilU.T

quebec, Oat

Had Enid

.

24.

struck LeonUne, the former ou the 3tarboaru

tack, as mentioned by our correspondent, the latter could
have been disqualified and would have been liable for all
damages resulting.

Foam-Rebecca.— As " Webfoot " charges an error to 'your
correspondent " in the matter of the above race, alu
state that I received my information from what I considered
to be perfectly reliable sources, and had no idea 1 was giving
more credit to one yacht than was her due. It is the- general
opinion of the yachting fraternity that Foam leas
proved by her alteration, and such opinion was made
faith and will be maintained till proven to the contrary.
Cruiser.
'

American Model Yaout Cllb.— The cup won

ts-w

HMO
«S4VW

6164.*-,
96 16-94

57 50-70

by

l

he

match race of Sept. 39,
was presented by Mr. Wm. Olark and not

Carrie, Mr. Belmont, in the

0]

The

noon.

TaOHT Photographs. From Messrs. Norie & Wilson, of
London, England, we have received a number of photographs

pect Tark Lake,

61 82-Bd

19, at

passage to Queenstown was made in the very satisfactory time
of 9 days and 13 hours. The greatest run in one day was 268
miles, under single-reefed mainsail, gaff topsail, foresail and
Perhaps the best evidence of a fine hull for speed
squaresail.
was a four hours' run at an average of 121 knots. The total
number of miles sailed by Oneagli on her voyage was 9,000.

20
18SS-T0

by another gentlemen, as generally reported.
Nbw York Miniature Yaoht Club.—The semi-annual
regatta of this club was sailed, Nov. 2, on Central Pi
Rambler (Com, J- A. Suter) won, distancing Flyaway ami
Prize, a silver cup, to
Annbansadreas. Distance, one mile.
be won four limes by same boat to become property.

The operation

of the rule can
best be seen by taking as~an example the effect of the proposed
amendment on Maggie and lldegonda. The Maggie, by the
Y. R. A. rule, is exactly IB tons, while IMegonda is 14 75-94.
Under the proposed rule Maggie is 15 1 0-70 tons and lldegonda
only 13 60-70." The latter classification is evidently much
more fair than that now in practice, for the amended tonnages
will more nearly represent the sou, and consequently the possible powers of the vessels, whereas the Thames Rule, by
handicapping beam excessively, almost reversed the true conEven more plainly will the greater equity
dition of things.
of the new rule appear if weglanceat Enriguetamd Fbederica
or at BloodJtound and Christine. The latter is an excessively
long craft, and is said to be a rouser in a stiff breeze and sea,

again
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Vision*
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To quote Mr. Kemp

E.A.

Kule.

'J.44

s.s:

sine time, as he aptly says, " will remit only as
penalty put upon beam as it would be prudent, to release*
Under this rule there would be something like an inducement
for American yachts to make the passage across and engage
in a series of matches with our cousins in open water, Hie results of which could not fail to have the most beneficial
effects upon the craft in use upon this side of the Atlantic, and
would at the same time afford a rich harvest of in valuable
subject matter for close comparison of the practical results
attained by excessive beam and excessive length, by light displacement and by heavy weight, by centreboard and keel.
Will Englishmen abide by their rule of to-day and pursue to
the uttermost the launching of craft, more and more deformed with each successive draft ? or can we hope that tbey
will see the error of their ways and kindly take to an innovation for the better and for the preservation of that which they
so rightfully prize most highly in their yachts— their ability
to keep the sea ?

but not a dangerous affair in moderate weather. Does
from
result
not her superiority in a blow clearly
her greater size, displacement and power, which is so telling in
a seaway, and which under the R. Y. A. rule Christine smugShe races Bloodltouml
gles in at the starting line unpaid for?
on even terms, though in reality she more nearly belongs
among the sixties than among the forties, and owing to her
llow cass— though actually an inferior model by long oddsshe is able to snatch the prize in heavy weather from her opponents by force of excess of power and not superiority of
form. Can a rule, then, which operates agaiust model and
encourages mere displacement shuffled in underhand, be encouraged and so tenaciously adhered to much longer ? Mr.
Kemp's proposition certainly goes a long way toward bringing about a more logical comparison of yachts, and at the

OAR AND PADDLE.
Faiiuaolt Boat Ur.cn— Mr. Editor: At the annual meeting of the Farragut Boat Club, held on the 14th mst., the
following officers wete elected to serve for the ensi! n
Vice-Pres., James M. L:
Pres., Thos. R. Jenkins
Capt., Henry P.
Alf. S. Porter; Treas., Geo. W. Muricon
Darlington; Lieut-, Fred T. Haskell; 2d Lieul
Blodgett; Board of Admission, Wm. V. Booth, Fred 11.
Secretary Porter reported
Carter, James A. McDonald.
eighty-nine members. Treasurer Murison reported receipts
:

;

for the year

$6,700; assets over

liabilities,

$3,000.

Captain

Downs reported twenty-one boats in good n
and stone house on Lake Michigan, and one frame boat-house
p.
at Riverdale, Calumet River, all in good repair.
Chicago, Oct. 29.

California Rowing.— The race between the Ariel and California Theatre clubs, after being twice postponed
Oct. 15. Four-oared lap streaks, distance three miles with
turn.

Ariels— S. Watkins, bow E. Flanders, F. Smith, In.
came in first, beating the Californians—
T. Andrews, J. Winters, S. QosmBO,
;

L. Stevenson, stroke,

J.Harrington, bow

;

stroke.

The second aonual regatta of the St. George Rowing Club
came off Oct. 19, on Oakland Creek, San Francisco. Firtt
,ut-oared shells, for the McKinley cup, won by
Pioneer B. C, Seating St. George Club by thre<
Time Hum.
Alerts third, Ariels fourth and Columbias fifth.
i

FOREST AND STREAM.
Becond

race, for four-oared barges, won by Ne ptuues in
13m. 40a., St. Georges bbOodcI end LOlttmbias third. Third
race, for Bingle-scnlls, woo by J. Sullivan, Hunetr R. C, in
8m. 56s., beating K. Barry, Columbia R. 0.

80s.

—

Bav

or Quints Rowing- Club, The first annual regatta of
club was held Oct. 24. Digtsnoe two miles with turn.
won by J. TiBdule, beating J. Clark.
Diuble-scull skiffs, won by Deniaon and Tiadale, beating
fiermanand Ponton. Dooble-ecoU lapstreaka, won byXisdale
Brothei
m and Ponton,
Ins liTUTK Boat Club.— The offleers of this recently organized Newark, N. J., club arc: John Pee, President; Thos.
Bryce, Vice-President; John W. Tobiu, Secretary; John E.
tibia

Biogle-aoull akiffs,

,

Murphy, Treasurer.
Bhok wae-cae-mkttb Boat Clot.

—

This club, of Monroe,
Mich., has beau reorganized with the following officers
President, Gen. &, Spaulding; First Vice-President, £. D.
Price; Second Vice-President, J. h. Hoffoian; Secretary, D.
R. Unmpt in Treasurer, U. A. Gonant.
Si". Louib Rowuro.—The four-oared race for the Finn Cup
came off at St. Louis, Mo Oct, 27, over a course net.rly four
mdes long with a turn. The Sextons took the lend, followed
by the Marys, at. Johns, Kesolutes, Romeos and Tempests,
finally winning hy about one minute.
Romeos and Tempests
were distanced. Winning crew wa)coniposed of members of
the S... Louis club, as follows
B. P. Brant, bow
David
Herrel, L mis Slroker, and Louis Elel, stroke.
Hakvakd-Tals. At the recent meeting of the Harvard
University Bint Club the challenge for a four-oared race from
Tale was accepted.
Cornell Harvabd.— Cornell University has challenged
Tale to an eight-oared race for four miles straight away.
;

,

:

;

—

BOWING KIPPLE3.
Hanlan, the American champion, will be sent to England
Boon and will try his luck with the best men there
A. sum
of money is being raised in St. John, N. B., to get up matches
for Wallace Boss and other scullers of that city
Analostan B. C, of Washington, have paid off their debts incurred
for hoatbouse. and are happy
Ou the Upper Mouongabela
course, Oct 2S, Al Shal'er and Pat Powers pulled in single
sculls.
Course, three miles with a turn.
Powers won iu
31m. 35s
At St. Mary's, Out., Oct. 34, Win. Adair was
defeated by John Barclay over a mile course. Time, 7ui. lis.
Uarvaid has accepted challenge from Yale for a fouroarcd race. It will take place Nov. 9 over the New London
course
The Harvard eight of 1878 are in training for a
passible race with the Euglish University crew of Oxford.
At present it does not seem likely that the race will be brought
about
Potomac B. C, of Washington, will join the N. A.
A.
About time they did
Atalanta and Nautilus pans
row, Nov. 9, over a two-mile course on the Harlem for a
prize offered by a stranger.
W. H. Downs and J. E. Eustis,
of the Atalanta B. O., whose shell was run. down by the tug
Peter Orary, Oct 17, 18/7, have recovered damages to the
extent of $3 5. Tugs will hereafter be more card ul.
i\e.\i
let Borne of the pestilerous steam launches be arrested for harassing racing boats, and courses will be kept clear
c,vun
Morris challenged Warren Smith, of Halifax, but has beeD
put off till next spriug
W. Elliott, champion of Eugland,
and J. Higgins, ex-champion, will row over the Tyue championship course, Pel). 17, 1879, for the championship, £400
and the cup, presented by the Loudon HpurUman, now held
At Troy, Oct. 24, over a two-mile course with
by Elliott
turu, Tompkins, of Greenbush, beat Kennedy, of Cohoes, in
10m 43s
About $1,100 was laised at a benefit at the
Howard Atiienamui, Boston, for Reagan's family.
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CORINTHIAN CRUISERS.

~

EDITOn FOBEBT AND STREAM
In answer to your objections to

New

York, Oot.

95, 1678.

:

my former letter,

lot

mo

quote

Marett, a standard English authority on yacht designing. He, in
speaking of English yacht otuba, says that they " are at this time

anomalous position. The members individually are unanimous in opinion that the present class of dipper
cutiers are deficient in every requisite of a good yacht except
speed. Even those who possess such vessels are frequently

(1872) placed in an

afraid to trust themselves in their

own

oraft; but, collectively, they

agree iu shutting their ears to any improvement whatever. Virtually, no rig but the cutt6r, with itB immense and ridiculous balloon sails, is to contend in their races ; nor is any but the most
exaggerated form of hull permitted to _enter the lists with any

chance of success."
Again, regarding breadth, he says

:

"A vessel

relying on con-

have greater platform space,

will

work quicker, and

will sail

with

On the other hand, the deep, heavy yacht will
have greater height of cabin, will perhaps be faster to windward,
and, in a match hi narrow waters, her weight will give her an advantage over her lighter opponent, and Bhe will shoot fariher iu
stays.
It is, however, difficult to believe that the narrow form
would have been countenanced but for the tonnage law, which
gives such great advantages to a narrow vessel, and has prevented
the wider yacht from receiving that attention which its qualities
demand."
Again, iu speaking of the extreme cutter, he says: "Their
chief characteristics were the raking stern post, great fineness of
the water liueB at both extremities, great draught of water, a reduction of breadth, lead ballast and enormous sails. Although
the object of speed was attained by these means, it was met by
serious oountei balancing evils. There is little comfort at sea in
euch vessels the great weight of ballast makes them plunge
heavily, they are wet, require a numerous crew to work the sails,
and there is comparatively little room below for the owner."
" To drive his enoimoiiBly wide and deep boat at fair
Vr ou say
speed, assuming for the moment that such were attainable, ha
will require an immense spread of canvas, a necessity which we
cannot by any means approve, much as Corinthian seems to
glory in the big sails his ideal cruiser will stand up to. On the
contrary, does it not betoken higher skill to so model a craft that
she can be easily driven and will call for short canvas only?"
While I glory in the enormous spread my vessel can carry easily,
I olaim that she oan be driven faster than your cutter type of vessel with the same spread of canvas, especially to windward, sinae
I propose to have always an American-shaped vessel for my largo
less inclination.

;

:

'

'

bulk, viz., large bulk with small displacement, the very antipodes

Moreover,

let

us look what vessels have developed
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schooners, the famous
America, aad the Sappho, after being hipped by Bobt. Finn then
centreboard schooners, the celebrated Come.', and ther Palmer
flret, lrcel

]

Arrow, Grade, Maria (old Vision before alteraand Tixen. What do we find iu their construction? Simply
beam and bulk with small displacement.
Let us Bee the speed developed by your cutter type with (his
clasB of vessel.
When the fauions America visited English
watere and met their celebrated clippers she was first. Who next ?
In fact, the race was a farce. The Sappho also was first iu their
own waters. When the plucky Ashbury brought his cutter yaoht
Cambria to these waters, he found himself and yacht out-sailed
by our whole fleet iu rotation. What was the consequence ?
When he returned he brought the Livonia. Was she a cutter ?
No; all who ever saw her would not hesitate a moment in pronouncing bar an American type of veaoel, of the usual characteristics— largo bulk and small displacement. That she was speedy
there was no doubt and even to this day, in thinking over her
of sloops, the
tion)

great,

;

I donbt that the Livonia could be beaten hy
aDy keel vessel of her size in our possession, unless by the
AmeriaS ; and the result of all her matches for the Queen's Gup
proves simply, in my mind, that she was over-matched in size by
the Sappho and out-rigged by the Columbia.

race* iu these waters,

We

onn say that I

fact I

[ti

Bay with

am

and

the

firat

who appeared

New York

in

my craft,
"we won't

except Vtndtx; Hit as
cuunt her this time."
I have owned boats of various kinds for twelve years last
paet, and have sailed all the water from Cape May to Nantucket
and I have now a notion of building me a craft snllable for Buoh
sailing, a little fellow, about 28 to SO feet overall, iu which my;
fore-staysail

a.

jib to

* big 'un," as Rip says,

self aud a boy will constitute •' captain, orew, midshipman, mate
and bos'n tight."
I want a craft that is suitable and safe for the Bailing I ean do

a three weeks' vacation, and that at the same time C3n go do«n
the bay in a Corinthian or club race as fast as any small boat that

in

carries stationary ballast.

Fellows that shift weight are no boatI care nothing for their opinions and do not
wish to hear from them; but I should like to hear further from
T. C." and " Corinthian," as the one has had much experience
with the "biindman's" boats, and the other is au advocate
both width and depth; and, undeniably, Mr. Editor, if we bin
combine those two qualities in a email boat it will add to our com
fort when on a cruise.
So, by all means, "Cjiiuthian, t.otout
your cruise and let's see wh»t you can say for your Bide of the
question, and I promiae, after election, to give my experience in
rattle-traps " and small cutters.
Capiaiw.

men anyhow, and
*'

1

1

huve, of our native cutters, the Vindex, of purely English

enormous
hull and rig.

type, large displacement, small bulk, with

sails,

every-

thing perfeot in your mind, no doubt, in
This muchraced vessel, if she has ever shown any speed, except by herself
and on paper, remains to be vindicated. Also the Muriel, Volatile and Petrel.
These vessels I have never seen sail, and can-

not speak of their performances personally ; but I am informed
by yachtsmen who have often Bailed in company with them that
they are remarkably slow for their length.
Further, iu your comments you tell me to lop off three feet of
beam and add six feet of length to my ideal cruiser. I answer 1
do not want a 40-foot yacht such a vessel requites an extra man
before the mast, whioh I cannot afford. Besides, I do not wish
to go beyond my class, which is limited in my club to thirty five
feet.
While I admit that I would rather for speed have six feet
more length than three feet of beam, provided always Bhe war
not cutter shaped, I positively deny that three feet lopped off the

§he §mm_o(
None p.—Chess

§hess.

exchanges, communications aud solutions should be

addressed " Chess Editor Fokest
vuie, Conn."

and Stheam,

P. O.

box 54, Woleott-

Problem No. 30.
Motto De d With Us Gently.
:

;

of my chubby little ship, as you designate her, with same
length of keel, would improve either her room or speed. On the
my wider vessel would walk away from the same vessel

beam

contrary,

with three feet less beam, from a oalm to a gale.
you say more length and less beam would admit of more freeboard without deteriorating from her beauty. I admit such to be
the case, providing I take as my standard or beauty the English

But I must say I cannot do so, but regard the America
beau ideal of beauty in a yacht. Bat as " handsome
I will say that when it happens uudsrweigh that I meet a vessel about my size, whioh frout to leeward
gradually approaches my vessel, it is astonishing how Boon I. as a
yachtsmen, can see fine points and lines of beauty about a craft
which would be but ordinary, provided Bhe approached in an opposite direction. As to the multiplicity of gear wbich you sa>
harasses '• Corinthian," I must say that I cannot believe you have
ever been aboard of a full-fledged cutter to make the sta ement
'that it consiBts of one halliards and a light down-haul," over and
cutter.

type aB

is

that

my

handsome does,"

above ordinary Bloop rig. By count we find in a 30-ft. Bloop with
four sails, 3 double blocks, 17 single blocks, 17 halliards and
sheets. A cutter of the same size, with five sails, requires 4
double blocks, ii single blocks, 30 halliards and sheets.
You oondemn the uusightly cockpit, and mention the Mohawk
as an example. In this connection I will say, if I am not much
mistaken, the unfortunate mishap to that yacht is inapropos. she
having a flush deck with wash-streak as you advise, and no

<

solutions

White.

Rev Mr

1-PKt
2-Ki-i; BS

8-P Qt(.g
4-yt_ 3 p

what

is

upon her bottom." Also, to give you greater respect foi
known among yaoht builders and " ubiquitous experts "

as a long floor, etc., by demonstrating its utility

speed, and by showing you
sel.

Also to demonstrate

and necessity

to

how easily obtained iu any type of veswhy some vessels cannot bo steered

with a tiller, and many other items of interest to yaohtsmen,
upon which you oomment without offering any other l emedy than
your panacea for all ills— the English cutter. All this would take
time and space, 80 I «ill only, on some future day, describe a
short

oi

uise in

my

ideal cruiser in

company with your

cutter.

CoBiNrsiiN.

"Corinthian"

is hardly logical in comparing the performances
much smaller than the
and claiming the right to put unlimited beam on his
boat.
He cannot deny a competitor the privilege of putting
the same bulk in length should he so desire. Equal size
must form the standard of comparison between different
types, not any single dimension.
The facts brought forward
by " Corinthian " conclusively show the fallacies aDd ten-

of two yachts of the same length, one
other,

length measurement rules, a matter for which
our valued correspondent is fortunately not responsible. P.
dencies of

Marrett

is

all

obsolete as an authority.

But our readers

will

be

happy to get under- way with him and take the promised spin
as soon as he is ready to pipe, " All hands up

in his craft

anchor."

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS.
Editor Forest and Stream
New "Xork, Nov. I, 1878.
I have read with much interest the communications that havB
appeared of late tu my favorite paper, Fobest and Stkeam, in re-

mate
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cruiser, I will say,

tvcally, that the English type of vosset is all wrong, either foi
speed, comfort or sea-going qualities, and that the modern type
of Auierioan vessels approximates correctness. Also, to demonstrate the fallacy of statements given as facts in a late issue oi
your valuable paper, " that the Bhoaler a vessel is the less she

.

Black.

P.erpolot

li— lil-BS

Having answered your objections, Mr. Editor, to my ideal
now in conclusion, however much I would like
to convince you, mathematically and theoretically, as well as prac

I

1— P ties Q

Game

cockpit.

will sail

structive qualities (i. c, breadth) for stability has many advantages over the deep-formed yacht. Sho will, besides drawing less
water, require less ballast, bo lighter, easier and drier at sea,

of th« •utter,

great Bpeed in these waters:

a^-y-jio
2
Si-BICh

—

2,-Sl-„3

-Some loss of time ia occasioned by thi3 continuation, and therefore
the opeuing advantage.
Waicli offers to give up a P, and I see nothing to compensate. It
ispossib.e that Mr. Tuorold, iu writing out the ga ue, trausposed hu
s.xih and seventh moves.
This is rendered the more likely as While
u.es not take the P,
(c) This spendtarif t advance may lead to a dinner on husfci.
(d) Having given up his po.-iflou fur an attack, he is obliged forthwith tu glVtf up his aitack in order to save his P.
(e) Not purpeoeless, though obscure.
Oae of the motives may be to
invite ihe advance uf the lit P, with the idea that it in.y then ue induced
Co)

dltaintl ton uf

.i

(t>)

go a step further lo Kt5, after which i<lack may hope to bring his Kt
oLiudhy the way ot K2 to Hi. Auuther purpose may be to provide

Co

Bgahist lit-ii K'.S; lor li it be played there now, B ack answers with
P-B3, followed afier Kt5 L-y R B, aud withdrawing the li wheu the lit
ens.

It is piobable al^o that Black proposes, if allowed, .o p.ay tha
it for the K. K'.
Bo.d, but certainly not reckless
for If White go.for the P, then

K-B4. and Ihen sacrifice
(/)

;

8KB

initiates

other— viz

,

a hopeful attack afterward. Moreover, some time or
ihe <J P Is suillcionily secured— P-Ki would have Ita

when

Tnis well conceived sacrifice must be looked upon as a part of th«
idea, for the adverse
Kt P was always a factor io he re toned
with Blaca, who, as will be perceived, obtains thereby a must tormtda-.
ii,i)

K

main

ole centre.

This may seem to be a mistake, but in all probabllityjit Is played
order to get rid of that menacing Pat £4. A dread/u ly broken np
is the consequence undoubtedly, but he would have a knotty
maitress to iie upon whatever course had been adopted.
moved, Kt-Q5 would have proved troublesome j ana,
(i) Had the
for that matter, eo might Kt-li8, the latter being more particularly In
point of K.-B.
(j) There is nothing to be done— the game is palpably lost,
t,k) A neat finishing touch.
One does uot often sec such a gay gam«
isaue from the Sicilian Defence.
{.h)

in

position

K

:

gard to yacht models. Some three or four years since I used to
air my views iu company with " Podgers," " Big Topmast" and
others in a contemporary, but of late I have been experimenting hi a (at least to me) new direction, viz., in a small keej
boat twenty-five feet long, with a modification of the cutter rig.

The

spcoial trains for Ii.,itford, ttpringtteld

and the North, running

and from New Haven, in conucctton with steamers leaving Pier
Xo. 26 E. R., have been Withdrawn for the season. The New Haven
steamers (which are heated throughout by steam) will leave ai u»ual at
3 p. M. and 11 p. M. Passengera can connect with trains for N.irth and
East by taking horse cars from steamboat^ dock to railroad depot.—
[Adv.
to

THE HARVARD-OXFORD RACE.
THOUGH

" right"

the proposition of sending an

from

Harvard University

to England to row Oxford has been
so early to consider the question that the
probabilities of anything definite, being arrived at for some

mooted,

it

is still

time yet are exceedingly slim.
There are so many obstacles
the way that an arrangement, unless by accidentally good

and we do not expect
an American eight on the Thames for a long while yet,
much as everybody is anxious all of a sudden, after Columbia's Iriumph at Henley, to see our former defeat by Oxford in
Hardly, however, has the matter been
18G9 fully avenged.
broached than a number of claimants to the championship of
America spring up all over the country and claim the privilege of going abroad to show their British cousins that they
don't know how to row. If their anxiety to pull were only a
test of their skill we would be the last to cry: Caution, gentlemen, one swallow does not make a summer and one victory
fortune seems almost out of question,

to see
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Harvard

If

on her merits, always providing Oxford will be able to accommodate ttem, or they Oxford.
But what connection the
championship of America has to do with the matter we fail to
see, and why every crew that wishes to pull some foreign club
must needs first go picking all over the country demolishing
claimants to the championship, with or without a claim, is
logic which it is hard to divine.
If foreigners jump without
reason to the conclusion that every itinerant American crew
holds the title to the championship of this country it is because
the wandering crews have too often sought cheap glory to be
reaped from every thin disguise of a championship resting on
no sounder foundation than that of a record of many years
past, when different men were seated in their boat and when
a variety of "ifs"and " buts" were strained to their utmost

make

The offhand manner

out a case where none existed.

which the Shoe-wae-cse-mettes were labelled with the
championship of America, because forsooth they managed to
reach the line ahead of a couple of fair crews in a country regatta, will not be repeated by a crew of such standing as Harvard would be likely to send abroad.
By this time the English press has learned to look to American sporting journals
for the record and rank of their visitors and not to trust the unprofessional, or local papers in which the great American
in

spread-eagle

To Correspondents.

us masters in the art of rowing.

has an inordinate desire to try her luck again with the best
men of England's Universities let her go and win or lose up-

to

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.

make

is

sure to get the better of the bucolic reporter's

and send off some boat load of barnyard heroes to
banner of American championship in the face of

wits,

flaunt tne red
All communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be
eompanled with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith

and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company
Names will not be published If objection be made. No anonymous communications will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

country give the cue and

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions,

it

will soon be sent broadcast over

the British Isles that the crew about to land
pitable shores is undertaking its
bility;

rejected manuscripts.

Let sporting papers in this

the unsophisticated foreigner.

and

if victorious.let

claim to aught else than

work upon

upon

its

their hos-

own

responsi-

us have modesty enough not to lay
victory and

we deserve—an individual

nothing more.

:

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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who has fought his way to the front, aDd who will rule with
imperious sway until he becomes old and in turn is ousted by
a younger and more vigorous rival. John Burroughs dilates
upon this characteristic of the bovine race in one
Our Rural Divinity ;" and it is to be seen
every day in our poultry-yards, where, no matter how many
may be the number of the birds, one cock invariably assumes
delightfully

of his late essays, "

the leadership.

He must keep

fighting to retain, as he

had to
younger and ambitious cocks
growing up, but he generally wins. If he loses, however,
whether or not his life, goes with his defeat, the conqueror not
only takes his sceptre but his whole harem. The same condifight

to win, his prestige; for

are

tion of things exists

the Mandarins,

among ducks,

who

especially those grumblers,

are always fermenting a

row

in

the

aviary.

In allusion to this matter we find some instructive stories and
wise comments in the Rev. J. G. Wood's latest work, " Man

and Beast." This pleasant and accurate writer points out the
analogy between these barn-yard birds and human, especially
in the less civilized ages and portions of the world in the ex" Substitute human beings for
ercise and profit of tyranny.

"and

birds," says this author,

the country at large for the

poultry yard, and the resemblance

is

petty chioftains, but

among them

mighty than the

who

rest,

exact.

There are many

is sure to be one more
holds his place by superior force,

either of intellect or military power.

If challenged by one
and is victorious he retains his post,
he is vanquished his conqueror takes his place, his
property and his wives. And it is another curious point that
whether with men or birds, the members of the harem seem
to trouble themselves very little about the change of master."

of the inferior chiefs

while

The

if

Scripture history of the

Jews

is full

of allusions to this

custom among the Oriental nations at that time, as, indeed, it
still is for the most part.
David bad no hesitation in taking
possession of the household of the conquered Saul, wives and
all ; and afterward, when Nabal died, after his defiance of

David, the

latter, as a matter of course, appropriated to himsubjugated wife and servants. Similarly, when Absalom rebelled against David he publicly took possession of

self the

harem as a sign that he had assumed the kingdom.
to death of Adonijah by Solomon, and the banishment of his supporters, with confiscation of their property,
belongs to the same class. This obtained not among the He-

his father's

The putting

brews alone. It was regarded as a most noteworthy act of
magnanimity on the part of Alexander, when, having conquered Darius, he was polite to the women in the retinue of
the fallen hero, and declined to adopt them into his own
family.
A thousand more examples might be drawn, both to
show how constantly tyranny is manifested among all classes
of animals from lowest to highest, and how close is the
parallel between brutes and men under the control of this
domineering disposition. In both there is a single despotic
ruler who allows no rival
and in both an attempt to gain the
affections of one of the harem iB tantamount to a challenge
;

for sovereignty,

and

is treated

accordingly.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the

home

circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mall service if money
remitted to us Is lost. No person whatever Is authorized to collect
money for ns unless he can show authentic credentials from one of tie
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

vr Trade supplied by American News Company.
CHARLES

IJAT.I.OC li, Editor.

received a brief visit a few days since
Kenworthy, of Jacksonville, Florida, popularly known as "Al Fresco," a gentleman whose efforts in
behalt of his adopted State have been fully recognized by
Dr. Kenworthy has acted as
residents and non-residents.
the special representative in Florida of Forest and Stream
Through the book
residence
there.
ever siDce he took up his
known as Camp Life in Florida, and through the columns of
this paper, he has probably done more than aDy single man
to promote agriculture and settlement in the State, and to
hold up its attractions and advantages to invalids, tourists
and sportsmen.
We have now on hand two more papers by Dr. Kenworthy

which will be speedily printed in our paper, being the third
These
and fourth of the series entitled "Marooning."
charming sketches are descriptive of the scenery and sport to
be found along the coast and among the Keys of the Peninsula,and contain much information altogether new and attractThe Doctor will continue his explorations during the
ing.
coming winter, and our readers are promised the benefit of
them.

—A

gentleman -well known in CanYachtsman's Opinion.
adian yachting circles writes " I must thank you for your
two last articles, viz., ' Corinthian Sentiments' and 'Is the
Sloop Seaworthy?' It is my belief they are just the thing and
:

much wanted,

as

we have

been gradually drifting into a style
a fact which has

of yacht altogether unfit for actual service

been proved so often of

;

late."

And Axoterr.— We have
new eight -page sporting paper

received the

first

the

:

many

BRUTE AND HUMAN.
traits of character

the lower animals

weak by

is

the spirit of

the stroDg.

In

number of a

printed in the German language
simultaneously at Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Louis, entitled " The Western Shooting find Hunting Gazette." It has

an engraving of the American wild turkey, which
season for our coming Thanksgiving festival.

is

just in

common

man and
tyranny— the oppresthis is most often,

way, and compel submission,
which the stronger one

or forbid access to a morsel ut food

In the London Daily Nt.ics two or three years
been at the Brighton Aquarium gave
a detailed account of the wrangling among ihe hermit-crabs,
which, as everybody knows who has observed them at all, are
has obtained.

ago, a writer

who had

These crabs have
exceedingly pugnacious little rascals.
recourse to the cover of a whelk or other shell, into which
they back, and which thus serves as a protection to their Boft
and weak hinder extremity, leaving their mailed heads and
formidable claws out at the front door to resist

all

intrusion.

This gentleman's attention was attracted to a great commotion
among the hermit-crabs in a certaiu tauk, and he kept his eye
upon them. Suddenly, one of the number, a large specimen,
whose adopted dwelling was of somewhat narrow dimensions,
gave chase

The

little

to a small crab

which occupied a shell much

larger.

one, apparently quite alive to the sinister intentions

and struggled to escape
until the effort became hopeless, dodging around and behind
the oysters, in and out of every shelter in the most amusing
way. At length he was overtaken, and then a regular pitched
The little one resisted manfully, but was
battle ensued.
finally overcome, the more bulky combatant succeeding at
last in forcing his claws between the body of his weaker opponent and his shell, and with most frantic exertion, in turning him out. Then followed an exchange of shell.
Here was manifested a keen discernment of the size and
kind of shell which suited him on the part of the larger one,
a determination in following it up, and a perseverance in the
bard fight by which he possessed himself of his neighbor's
house, that are not at all different in kind from human

of his big pursuer, took to flight,

qualities.

Tyranny

is

invariably seen

among gregarious animals, the
command of one individual

herd or flock being always under

By Oub Special Kepoeter.

man
;

assault one another in the fiercest

GRAND DEER STALK OF THE BLOOMING GROVE PARK ASSOCIATION.

to

by strength of mind but in many of the
animals it takes its most obvious form, the strong going to
the extent of killing and eating the weak, even though of the
same species. There is scarcely an animal to be found, if we
watch closely, who does not manifest some form of tyranny
where it is able. Even the insects show it. Beetles will
perhaps, exercised

J.

A

AMONG
sion of the

Ax Fkesoo.—We

from Dr. Chas.

TYRANNY

Puns County,

Pa.,

Nov.

5, 1878.

Thirty good men and true, fully armed and equipped, left
the Erie Railroad Depot on Friday morning last in a special car, to take part in the grand hunt which had been advertised to take place on the following day, in the breeding
preserves of the Association. The following are the names

Roland Thomas, Dr. A. Russell Strachan, 0. A. Grymes, R.
Redmond, W. F. Wharton, Louis Snyder, T. W. B. Huitbes,
D. G. Croly, late of ihe Graphic, E N. Johnson, Cttl G. W.
Wingate, T. F. Durant, M. H. Hums, J. T. 13nrn=, Mr. 8.
Nash, Dr. F. J. Bumstead, E. Walliseb, P. Van Valkenburgb,
all of New York; F. Hardy, Otto Francke, F. L. Fames and
O. Hallock (Forest and Stheam), Brooklyn
H. F. Ander-

M

;

son, Bahway, N. J.; T.
Clarke, of Philadelphia; J. M.
Stellenwerf, of Islip, L. I.; N. B. Bumslead, Boston ; Count
B. Mouzelly, of Paris, France
E. O. Beach, of the New
York Sun; C. M. Ogden, N. Y. World; and two doghandlers.
;

The day was bright and sunny, the air bracing, and the
promise of sport assuring. The beautiful scenery along the
line of the Erie

Railroad, especially through the valleys of

Lackawaxen rivers, was much enjoyed.
The party reached Millville, on the Honesdale Branch, about
one o'clock, and after a substantial meal provided at the Club
Halfway House by Mr. John Deming, found comfortable
transportation to the Park, seven miles distant, where they
the Delaware and

arrived in the middle of the afternoon. The road to the Park
was built by the club last spring, and is most excellent. The
two-and-a-half miles follow the valley of Blooming
Grove Creek, one of the finest natural trout streams in the
world, broken into falls, rapids and pools, for the entire distance, and affording many views of wild and charming sceis
nery.
It
crossed
four times by bridges.
Only
three small
shanties
aie
The whole route
passed.
is through a forest whose primitive beauty has been much
impaired by timber-cutters, and great open spaces nf scrub oak
cleared by the forest fires which 'seem to run over
periodically. Within a mile of the Oltlb House, about 000
feet of ascent have been overcome, and the summit haying
been reached, a most extended view is obtained in oee direction across the intervening valley of apparently unbroken
forest to blue hills 8ntl mountains In the far distance.
In
another direction down in the valley close at hand reposes
Beaver Lake, and glistening through the trees ''
away
may
be
mile
seen
the
blue
ters of a
waters of
Lake Giles, where the Club House is located on an eminence
of about one hundred feet. Strangers are always agreeably
first

i

FOREST AND STREAM.
surprised when the headquarters come into view. The main
building is an imposing structure, three storieB in height,
eighty feet in length, surrounded by verandahs, while the
numerous outbuildings, kennels, rifle range, trap-Shooting
ground, croquet lawn, garden and wire fences, in the immediate vicinity, show what the club has done for the comfort
and amusement of its guests. At the edge of the lake, iust
below, is a rustic house and boat-lauding, to which here is a
winding gravelled path. The main reception room is IK by
36 feet, comfortably furnished and decorated with paintings,
antlers, heads and stuffed specimens.
The dining-room is
equally spacious. There is a billiard room, a gun room with
150 lockers, a library, etc. The main hall is wido, and also
adorned with many trophies of the chase. The chambers are
There are bath rooms, speakinglarge and well furnished.
tubes, bellsand such like conveniences. The Park burgee floats
from its staff, and the whole aspect, is inviting, aristocratic
I

and charming.
On Thursday night tberc had been a light fall of snow
email patches still lay on the ground among the October
leaves
the air was sufficiently chilly to make the rousing log
fires which were kindled very "agreeable. Just before dark MiHardy started a covey of rulfed grouse within a hundred
yards of the house, and gathered two of them in, an achievement which was most encouraging to the expectant sportsmen. A few other grouse had already been picked up in the
morning by members who had previously arrived.
After'snpper, in the evening, when the huge logs had been
stirred into a roaring blaze, the approaching hunt of the morrow became the absorbing topic. The Park territory comprises some 12,000 acres, very much of it most admirable
natural cover for game
but in the present case the hunt was
to take place in what is known as the Breediug Park, a square

Never go deer driving wilh one dog, and be sure
good sport is not spoiled by bungling management.
Most of the party returned home on Monday, satisfied that
Moral.

that

they bad a pleasant excursion, if they didn't get, any venison.
We understand that the deficiency of dugs was owing to some
hounds having b?en poisoned a few davs previous by persons
hostile to the Association.
These hounds had been but, recently purchased.
H.

;

;

order.

The original plan, it seems, was to form a line across the
inclosure, ea'h man keeping his next neighbor in sight, and
to drive the deer to the furthest limit of the" fence and if auy
;

deer hoisted his flag and attempted to break through the line,
to shoot him on the spot.
In accordance therewith, more
than one hunter had brought a Winchester, so as to take
seventeen chances on the running deer ; another had a Baker
rifle and two-shoot gun combined, so that the shot would fetch
some bad revolvers, for closo quarters after
if the ball didn't
the deer were cornered and some thought their seven-pound
bird guns good enough weapons.
proposition to change
the programme to a drive with hounds was what made the
hair fly. One gentleman in a velveteen Buit and new leggings
got a hearing. He had hunted rhinoceroses in Africa, ^Bohemia, Sandwich Islands, and "all over." He allowed that a
man of his extended experience ought to know something
about deer hunting, [Here the park gamekeeper and guides,
who were present, pricked up their ears.J He had done some
stalking in his lifetime. Now, stalking was but another name
for still hunting. Thirty men in line of battle, tramping
through the dry brush, couldn't still hunt— much. He wanted
to station the men on runways and strategic points and put
re two or three objected that there was
out the bounds.
danger of being shot, iu such close quarters if this plan was
followed, and proposed to withdraw from the hunt. A military man guaranteed to lead the column, if they wanted to
stalk.
Somebody suggested to abandon the hunt altogether.
This made a row. The guides were appealed to for their
opinion. Finally it was agreed to drive with dogs, and to
place the whole business iu charge of one of the guides. An
early start in the morning was ordered
but it was two
o'clock before the last man retired to bed
At half past four the bugle call rang through the house
half an hour later every man answered to the roll call
coffee
and sandwiches at five; ten minuies afterward the. whole
company riled out iu the gray twilight toward the park gate,
like straggling soldiers in war time.
The guide brought up
the rear with a big boarhound, a deerhound in leash, and a
Better dog.
After a tramp of two miles or so, they reached
the premises, and the guide began to post his men, one after
the other, as tney advanced into the inclosuro. By sunrise
thirty good men and true were so disposed that the chances
for the impounded deer seemed slim indeed, and expressions
of sympathy for them would have received approval.
Strict orders had been given to sho->t at no other fund of
game, and this saved the lives of tworufftd grouse which
imprudently showed themselves. By the time the last man
was stationed the first man began to look at his watoh. All
was profound quiet. No living thing stirred in the woods.
An hour more passed on and no hound gave tongue. [The
fact was that the guide was trying to draw the paper wads
out of bis old muzzle-loader but the worm wouldn't work !]
Meanwhile those who had gone out without overcoats began
Some, built fires to keep warm. One read through
to shiver.
;

;

A

H

;

j

;

a copy of Foeest and Stream! At last the welcome voice
of a hound on scent was heard in a far-off corner of the preThirty men presented arms and stood ready. Clearer
serve.

and nearer came the

yelps,

then gradually grew less dis-

They wem never
tinct, and finally died away altogether.
heard again. After two hours and a half the pickets were
called off, and the hunt came to an end by default.
It seems that the hound started a fawn, which skirted the
park fence for halt a mile and then skipped through the
wires and led the dog off. The dog was taken up two miles
away. Having no other hound to slip loose, the hunters
were in the predicament of the fishermen who went fishing
In the afternoon another hunt was organized,
without bait
in which half the crowd took pari, this time with two hounds,
and three goodly bucks were put up and shot.
!

they in the Russian language, nona could, of oour-e, be obtained here, nor probably available if obtained.
They were
intended by the Grand Duke for presents to his family

—

He Gkkased His Boots witjt Mapls Syrup. Recently
Eev. Dr. Duryea, of Brooklyn, related to his congregation his
experiences in the Adiroudacks, where he passed his

'

friends.

—The

Augustine (Florida) ho' e's open this week, and
refitted and made n or i attractive.
There
no yellow fever n-ar Florida the past season, and
need not fear to go there at any time.
St.

s been

visitors

summer

last vacation recruiting his health.
The doctor is really an old
campaigner, and roughs it as naturally as the born heir to
the manor.
In the course of his remarks he made some refer-

ence to backwoods amenities, telling how respectful most
sportsmen were of the laws of
and tuum, and how par-

mam

ticular
articles

stores

they were to replace, or render an equivalent, for, any
they might need to temporarily appropriate from

found in unoccupied cabins when occasion offered.
lie related, his party had been many
the bush, and in moving to a new locality, they came

In one instance which

weeks

in

one night to a comfortable shanty without tenants, which they
pre-empted, making use of some candles, bacon and other

which they found within, which the Doctor said they
were particular to pay for by pinning the price of the same
bank notes, in a conspicuous place, sure to be seen when
the occupant returned.
Among other articles they found on
a shelf a bottle labelled neat's-foot oil. Neat's-foot oil was
articles,

in

what they much needed. Their boots were dry and cracked
for want of grease.
So, at midnight, when all the rest appeared to be wrapped in slumber, the smart one of the crowd
stole a march on his friends by stealthily prigging that bottle
and taking it to the camp-fire, he stirred up the embers, put.on
fresh wood, lighted his pipe, and put his whole mind to the.
work of greasing his boots, making them soft and pliable by
holding them to the Are and then rubbing

it

thoroughly

in.

At last he finished his task, and setting his boots aside with a
chuckle of satisfaction, slid into his blankets. In the morn-

GAME PROTECTION.
More

Fishing
Nets Destroyed. -Game Constable
Schwartz and his two assistants, Lewis and Rogers,
started
down the river at two o'clock this (Monday) morning, for the
purpose of discovering nets. Near Rattlesnake
Point they

"

b
uil
w fyke-ncts, containing about fori
bushels of fish. They-r
turned the fish into the river, and cut
the nets to pieces.— J?oc/u:«ter Express, Oct.
29.
:-ii:w TOBK-OiKia*.-,Mittr Forest
and Stream: I wish to call the
attention of the State authorities and of
sportsmen generallj to iho
presence of a large number of Bcines and nets in
Oneida Lake, contrary
to the game laws of the Stats. The fishermen, not
having been molest
eel this season, have grown bold, and
have erected reels for their seines
OB shore, and make a practice of "hauling their nets" in broad
daylight,
I am Informed oa moat excellent authority
thai from thirty to
titty barrels of fish are shipped from Cinastota and
Oneida every day.
The nets have completely destroyed the rod and line Ashing for
which

hZZT'l Sh

was formerly celebrated. 1 am told that at Bridgeport,
ahflttt
seven miles from Oneida, there are not less than seventy
people Who
live by taking fish comrary to law. The game
constable of the district
has been brought up, and the jusitice has become too
blind to see, and
the sportsmen have become thoroughly disgusted
with theiareo'and
are asking what they can do to protect the ti^h. The fishermen's
nets
also serionsly Interfere with dock shooting on the lake,
one gentleman
having told me that he lost three ducks in one afternoon
by their
having been caught in the nets when diving after being Bhot.
Another
gentleman informed me that he had seen three ducks hauled
one
eelne at a time In South Bay. And yet, under the present
circumstances, they are powerless to protect the fish and
game of Oneida Lake .
The sportsmen here desire advice from you, and have asked for it
this lake

m

ing he started for his boots,

and there was never a more Burand disconraged man when he found them stiffer than
and the leather likely to snap short as taffy. His comrades at first were amused at his discomfort, but did not

E¥ gifo.

prised
glue,

realize the exact situation until they heard his explanation,

and examining the contents of the bottle carefully found them
to be maple syrup
Then they laid right down on their
backs and hollered.
The young man was evidently punished for taking thingB
!

surreptitiously.

—~». _

appearance in December under the auspices of the
Ferris Publishing Co., of Albany, N. Y.
While wishing
every success to the enterprise we cannot but help congratuits

MAssAOHDSETTs-SpWttgoWtf.-S.

first

lating the denizens of the barn-yard

on the amountof literature

devoted to their interests. The hens should now lay with renewed vigor and the cocks crow with increased energy. After
all, it's a healthy sign and one which indicates that
poultry
raising is not the least profitable of undertakings.
Moreover,
t is a business requiring but small capital, brings quick returns and, apparently, not over done.
The poultry grower

has a great advantage over the dog, or horse breeder if his
products do not come up to show form he can eat them.
Eggs-actly
>.

Stop Those I/Ettees.— It

hazardous for a man to put
his name into the papers, especially so if he happens to have
a good thing that other people want. Here is one of many
cases in point. Dr. E. Sterling writes from Cleveland, Oct.
31:
" I really believe that stupidity is an entity of most special
creation.
I am led to this belief from the fact that within the
last two weeks I have received thirteen letters inquiring of
me, 'Where can I procure the seeds or roots of the JVehmbmm Uuttum. ?' For their knowledge of the plant they always refer to Forest and Stbeam of Sept. 25, and do not
seem to realize that you have told them where they can be
procured in your issue of Oct. 17. I expect more letters of
inquiry in the future, and I assure you that I cannot answer
them."
is

All of -which goes to prove that the Foeest and Stream
has a very large circle of interested, etc., etc.

We

—What, has become of The Country ?
do not mean
the United States of America, but that excellent sporting
weekly of New York.
have not seen it for three weeks.
Germantown Telegraph.

We

—

Perhaps you have not seen the Foeest and Steeam either.
whole story.
The Country is non est, but its subscribers may be communicated with through the columns of
Foeest and Stream, with which paper Mr. Tileston, its

;
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bouquet to your

nostrils,

a wine. It carries a
a nectar-like moisture to your lips,

a wish-it-will-never-stop sensation to the palate and sweet
dreams to your brain. No headache bubbles from the goblet,
nor is the hum of the humble-bee heard in your cranium.—
[S«e adv.

The Geand Duke

Alexis'

4

4

5

5

S Hubbard

Book— Referring to

an inquiry

said to have been

his visit to this

country, a correspondent writes that he has learned that he
did write such a book, which was published in St. Petersburg
for him, but inasmuch as only fifty copies were printed, and

hundred yards.
5
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Harry Nichols, in Ihe military match, won the first
prize
a handsome military rifle, for the third time, and
it is now his
property.
Afr. Gunn and Hull, having previously
won rifles
in the club matches, were barred from" winning
in' this match
lho first prize in 200 yards, any rifle, has feen won
tevtral
times by members, but no one has taken it three times
yet.
White Disk.

New

YonK-Ogdensourg,

range team of six
scores

Oct. 30.— In making up a lonecompetition recently, the following

men by

were made
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74

Average per man,

Tonkers,
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made through our columns regarding a book
written by the Grand Duke Alexis after

4

K S Bassett.... 5
6-22 O Becker. .......a
Five hundred vards.
5 5 4
5-24 H Nichols
3
5 4 4 5 4—22
Two hundied yards, military rifle.
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Marsh

late editor, is again associated,

this

4-44-116

BEiD ?MORTRrri ECi.r.B.-5ny^<jr
Conn., Oct. 30.;
The Bridgeport Rule
Club held a shoot at the Seaside Banire
P ZeB °n
with the followiD S result possible 25
;
oin

JJ°"
Q llIn
Uaaenberry
At 200 yards,

Napoleon's Cabinet.— Ha!

54465445

4

in rainy weather.
Our range is very convenient, but as it is
uneven ground, with woods partially surrounding it,
is a hard
one to make large scores on. We use wooden
targets, havine
six first-class ones.
We also shoot some off-hand at 200
yards.
Anybody who can make good scores on our ranee
can make ten points more at any other.

target

are pleased to say.

:

4-T2

-The Attleborough (Mass.) Rifle Club are working on with
no lack of enthusiasm. A member writes: "
We have a
large house with cook-room attached, so
that they can sin ot

It tells the

we

the

sighters, and the score was made without
g by a Springfield rifle, using 70 grains of powder and
a 405 gram bullet- The other scores of ihe day were
A
More, 44
Cranston, 42 F. R. Bull, 42, and M. W. Bull 41*
iu possible 50.
Bumstead's full score stood

LVNtchols

-.

of

There were no

;

.

Bumstead,

8.

Pod and Gun Club, shooting with the Armory team at 200
yards off-hand one day last week, made 72 out of
a possible
75, and then, continuing on, made 44 in the possible
CO

;

—

Still Anothkk. We have received the prospectus of a new
journal to be known as "The Poultry Monthly," which makes

and

many have been
h

;

mile of forest inclosed by a wire fence eight rest high. In
the centre of this inclosure is a gamekeeper's lodge, and a
paddock where a pair of magnificent elk are now confined.
There were three elk until lately— one a yearling calf, born iu
the park but a few days ago the young 'one was killed. It is
said it was gored to death by the buck elk, quite a savage
animal, which charges unceremoniously upon visitors who approach the fence. A great many deer have been purchased
and placed in this Breeding Park, and the number of its
tenants has been estimated at high figures (say hundreds) at
various limes.
Besides the natural produce, it was believed
that wild deer had pushed their way in through traps provided
to take them when they were attracted to the wires iu the
breeding season. Naturally, the expectation of the "deerStalkers " was high, and venison could be bought "to arrive "
at a low figure. The cook wa3 instructed not to burn the
steaks, and plenty of currant jelly was ordered.
One connolsscu. In camp cookery insisted test, the meat should be cut
down the grain, so that the flips should be juicy. There was
a bone of contention, however, notwithstanding the prospective abundance of meat.
There was an unreserved difference of opinion as to the best method to follow the hunt.
The discussion became so warm that half a dozen speakers
kept the floor at a time. Chairman Croly almost thumped a
"Sportsman's Gazetteer" to pieces in the effort to maintain

287
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Hbllwig.— A.

G. Hell wig, of rifle gallery fame gave
a
" free-for-ail " shoot Nov. 3, which was the first
introduction
Of point shooting reduced to gallery range.
It proved a success, and every shooter who could make a single
poiDt won a
cash prize. Mr. M. Cochran took first prize, Col
C Mattmnnn second, F. Kessler third, it. made an agreeable evenil for all, and it was voted to have another shoot of
the same
kind soon.

Zettlkk's Gallery, Oct. 23,-SOO yards reduced target,
Associated Ex. N. lr Turner Cadets:
H Sprteser
43 P HayecK
87 HSpamrr.,
-ti
TS.'tmager
o B5S?eV
„
r
&I&S ,
Glllwttzer
83 OKeeht
,...32 e zennegg
.,.*r
.

H

M

.,

',

:

—

:

:

:;:;
;

—

Utah—Batt

Elmira, Oct. 31. 110th Battalion range ; company match
teams of five Blate model rifle; 300 and 500 yards";
weather cold, with strong wind from 5 to 9 o'clock
;

five

joyed by

i

Co.

score

;

800

T'l
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IS
17
13

33
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Corpl'itutan

16
17

PiivWRnan

400

600

17
16
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T'l
80

11

27

L Boughton
Oapt Root

Priv

au

Tetal

15J

Glass Balls for Gallery SnooTixa.

—The

marksmen

here have been trying their skill at tbe glass balls, and notwithstanding the fact that there «u-e many obstacles to overcome in shooting at the balls from the trap in a gallery, the
scores fairly rival the records of field practice.
The following are scores made in trap shooting with rifle, the shooter
standing ten yards from trap, balls thrown vertically
Pierre Lorillard, Jr., 8 consecutive balls Mason Mitchell, 8
E. G. Murphy, 7; W. D. Meltcan, 0; Hon. Sherman Smith,
5 in 10 shots; H. D. Berdell, 4 In 8; H. D. Blydenburgh,
E. G. Murphy, 3,3 in 30 James E. Long, 9 in 15
6 in 8
H. A. Perns, 7 in l«
(J.
Coverette, 5 in 13.
Another
favorite feat is shooting at a ball swinging, distance 20 yards
a trifle less difficult than trap shooting. The following is the
record of the consecutive hits Hon. Sherman Smith, 11
J. B. Blydenburgh, Bj P. G. Pullgraff, 7; Fred. Alder, 5;
T. Fitz, 4 J. P. Drummond, 3 H. A.
"W. H. Dunlap, 6
Vaughan, 3
J. A. Ward, 3.
The pistol experts have also
had their ''shot " at the balls suspended, distance 60 feet, and
managed to hold their own, Frank Lord hitting 9 balls out
of 12 shots, and Geo. Cooper shattered five in succession.
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

"

JSharp.Jr

44

41

J HeuBScr

41
48

43
35

—

1.

;

;

AH
R Richards
1 Garrison

W Adams
.

Aug Grueneberg
LBaelirnan

K Chambers

Eu Story
C liasir
T Woker

43
4S
41
40

G Strapsaer
F Scball

4n
iU
So

U Laiug
J Haas
J Iltlffou

37

JHoagland
It

3-*

Kutaenoerg

33

Tekth Preoisot Second Platoon Piflk Team— 177

—

Bowery, Nov. 4. Creedmoor targets, 200 yds. reduced
shots and 50 points possible
46 H Gibson
PBrennan
40 E Bayer
JJCreed
40 WStntt
D Ryan
4U W Hughes
jiuhur

;

10

:

M-lohti-on

37

JHaggcrty

36

B6
;2
S'2

aa

CAteae

22

Remington Rifle Club.— We have

received too late for
insertion in this issue the full scores of the First Annual Prize
Meeting of this club at Oswego, N. Y., last week. The
scores will appear next week.

J^ew Jersey— B rinton Range, Oct. 25.— The first contest
The weather was perfect,
the rifle presented was held.
and very good scores were placed on record by some of the
for

older off-hand shjoters
4S V Daly
Farrow
4i!
SODumicIl
A J Howlec
43 iiM Squire....
F A1llcr

WM

JFBCoIHub

B Squire
A W Dimock

41

RFliaVIS

41

DrJilDort

41
41

40

C H Houghton

37

B9
39
39

A

J Kattjlie
Molrmla
K Paimer

37

(J

T

J

33
3S
3S

KPCODllu

1"

.-7

Si
31

L'Oualilaoll
Store.......

EE
J A Hairy

Si
32

H Smith
On the 29th off-hand shooting wa9 resumed, this time for
the rifle presented by the Winchester Arms Co. In ten shotB
the scores stood
39 H Smith.
47 .1 M Dort
jTBi'olllna
K MStett
44 E E Stors....
3D
B 'quire
So
38 PFosrerm
41 (J smith
RP coolln

T J Ryan

E

JRpenman

3'J

Squire

36

TJRatche

32

programme at the
was closed on the

long-range match of the opening

—The

Columbia Rile Range, at West End, N. J.,
ult. in good style, and it certainly is auspicious that the
touched so high a point.
first long-range score should have
29th

Following

is

the score
f

:

5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

800

555555

< 900

B-rMilt
Hyde
«rwin."j

^

uofl

:J

.1

U.

H

Later

Spiers

Ml)

200

41

as
37

40

T'l
79

77

:

-.4

3

4

4314343244548
5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4.

5— 60

J Sharp, Jr
3
J
4
4—63
On the third day, with fair weather, the Arsenal Hill range
was occupied with mid-range shooting, the leading scores
standing:
5
John Sharp, Jr
4
5
5—73
2
George a Jleturs
55 5—71
J Heusser.
3
5
5—71

556554
B8566
45456556555
4554
66555565

The wind-up match was
comers

;

at 100 and 2130 yards; open to
seven shots at each range. The totals were
100
83
33
3t
32
ha

J Sharp, Jr

JH Laliy

Q a meeara
I

Hcu^aer

11

Spetrs

W

Hemser

203 T'l
05
64
63
51
01

KWDje

all

as
27

A t Voir B
E H Hesse

SO
24
27

KF Dunne
ZeraSnow

31

5

56565 15

s35 555t> s5

6B

f>

WANTED, A HUNTING

It surprises me that some of our prominent riflemakers do
not manufacture an arm suitable for hunting purposes. They
seem to think every one wants a rifle for long range target
and it is impossible to get a rifle suitable for hunting purposes (at least for large game), unless, like Mr. Van
Dyke, we can afford to pay $125 to $150, and one built
to order.
But there are a great many sportsmen who enjoy
as well as he to stop the noble siag as he dashes proudly
away at perhaps 150 to 250 yards distance, but who cannot
afford to pay S125 for an arm capable of doing it, with any
degree of certainty. Nor is there necessarily any reason why
we should be obliged to do so, so far as I can see, could we
induce our Remingtons, Sharps and other noted makers to
manufacture the rifle we require; and if they would do so I
am contident they would meet with such a demand as would
amply compensate them for their venture.
What, we want has been described often enough viz. a
rifle of large calibre, say .65 for a single or .55 to .65 for a
double gun, weight from 9 to lllbs., burning about 5 drachms
powder(nol less), and using the light Express bullet, weighing
perhaps one-third more tban a round ball of the same calibre,
and taking a cartridge that is as easily reloaded as a shotgun
shell in fact, a .65 calibre should be made to use the 16-gauge

—

:

;

Rifling, deep groove and just twist
brass shoigun shell.
enough to keep the short, ligut bullet from turning sideways,
which does not require as sharp a twist by any means as ihe
long, heavy bolt used in long-range target snooting a bullet
hard enough to prevent " stripping " trom its great initial
velocity.
There is no reason why good, plain, substantial
[prion could not be furnished at from $30
to $60, according as to whether thty are double or single.
Of course, if a person wanted fancy 1'uiish he must pay extra
tor it.
In last Fokkbi and Sthbam, I notice a communica-

—

tionfrom Ci. W. Davison, of '•Peubody-Martiui" fume, advocating the use of tlieir long and mid-range rifles with the
Express bullet on game. Tbey may do very well, considering
tlie purpose for which they were built, but it is impossible to
get all tne good qualities of a bunting rifle into a long-range
target gun, and -Dice verm.
The calibre is too small to burn

amount of powder and the bullet not large
And again,
to impart a sufficient shock to the game.
the long-range system of rifling, with its shallow grooves and
quick twist, is not adapted to procuring the best results in a
hunting rille. One such as 1 have described will be found to
give a lower trajectory, shoot more accurately, and prove
the requisite

euougb

much more

deadly on game.
Agitate this matter until some of our home manufacturers
give~ua the weapon we need, and ut a price within the means
II. W. A.
of the mass of sportsmen.

5—75
0—73

AN ENCOURAGING

6-71—211)

5 5 4 6 5 5—71
fl 5 5
4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 6 2-1 6-1
5-67— «''7
4
6 5 6 b 4 5 5 4 3 5 4—69

RIFLE.

i
•{

9«°

5354

55555

.5 5 4 5

.4

5555466544454 5—69
5 065345853533 -57—195
3055644456555 6- 68
6 4 4— it
5355355545445 4—61— 194

.44
.3
.4

2

5453 3444445

the gentlemen interested in the

Trenton..— On the 31st ult.
formation of tbe new rifle club here met at the office of Col.
Lodor with Ex-Mayor Oreveliug in the chair. The Committee on Constitution and By-laws made a report, which,

The name
was adopted.
discussion,
adopted was " The Trenton Rifle Club," entrance fee at $3.
The following were elected officers for tbe ensuing year
President, Ex-Mayor Creveling Vice-President, W. B. Allen;
Secretary, W. H. Skirm ; Treasurer, G. A. Anderson. Executive Committee— Mag. J. C. Owens, C. Y. Baniford and
Geo. D. Bowers. Finance Committee— Messrs. Creveling,
Allen and Skirm. Range Committee— Messrs. Owens, BowCol. Lodor tendered the use of Ids office
era and Bamford.
after

considerable

-,

.for

the meetings.

;.u

all of the rifle
the city are making preparations for the approaching

several teams from both Savannah
contest for the prizes, but
that Columbia will
and Aueusta are to enter, and it is hoped
As the grounds are beautifully situated
also be represented.
almost within the city limits,
and
Ashley,
the
of
banks
on the
wiU no doubt be a large attendance. In addition to Hie
Fusiliers, Messrs. E.
hanrlsome DrizeK already offered by the
Son and the Sharps Rifle Co. have sent speciRemintrton
mens of their rili'- ; 5 prizes. The shooting will be at 100 and
Ybnots.
yards with military and other rifles.

thm

&

.'.

380

from the Thomas Rifle Club and Lake
a practice shoot at tbe LakeView range
200 yaids off-hand

Qhwago —Squads
,

onthe

e

Club

lfltu ult.

.rmirtiour

liaa

;

U1U44E4 4—

12

Bradley

48544444

4

4—40

Sg?*i.ijhti"t2 V2£Z:SlliHllltt
Three
u

ire 'ivy

•«*
S^Bf
ruJ

'•>»

J
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military

.

I:

far as "any rifles" are concerned, we know that, the
riflemen of the United States, especially when v. n
gether in "teams," have shown that
of any opponents.
But we have before this urged the Americans to direct their attention to military rather than to " any
rifle " shooting.
are glad to see that the more practical
^

So

We

form has become popular, and that, the recent meeting at
Creedmoor was essentially a militiny rifle meeting. We have
here gone, through the same phases that the Amrneau riflemen
are now going through.
In ihe first enthusiasm
tendency to use nothing but the most, perfect weapon, and 10
shoot at nothing but. extreme, distances. But the?
arms involve a great deal of trouble, time, and even expense
in their use
and those who can afford, or care to afford,
these things, become fewer every year.
It
rifle shooting is to be a national pastime, it must, be exercised
with the arm supplied by the government.
We found that
out long ago in England, and ail our great rifle meetings depend substantially on competitions with m

Volunteer
THE
giveB the

Service

Gazette, in its issue

of Oct. 12,

riflemen of Great Britain an admirable report

of tbe Fall

We

had some fear that the Americans were a little slow in
recognizing the necessity of making the military weapon the
principal one for rifle meetings. Their "any rifle "champions had, we confess, beaten the world (;'. e the United
Kingdom: for no other country could furnish a long-range
team at all), and are naturally not disposed to rest upon ibeir
laurels.
In fact, it seems to us that there has been recently
rather a disposition in the United Stales to take more imerest
in the feats of Captain Bogardus and his imitators than ia
likely to be altogether healthy.
But it is quiie clear from the letter of our correspondent,
and from oiher evidence, that military rifle Bhooti
ginning to take that place which it ought to lake ut Creedmoor. and in the ranks of the civilian army. The
of which we record the proceedings to-day, was
merely a military meeting. The greai international military
match failed indeed to attract teams from foreign Countries.
But it is a very interesting match all ihe same, though ihe
difficulty about it, which we always believed must exist, evidently made itself felt.
Our correspondent (who, \\e may
say, is an enthusiast for the principle of ihe match), admits
that the winning team had a ureal advantage in shotting with
the Sharps-Borchard, while tho second Uam had only the
Begulatton Springfield. And this is a diffieuliy which, we
,

can never begot over in such matches. \ou may organize a contest of men, or you may organize a
But we doubt whether it is possible to arrange qimlly
a competition for both men and rifles.
Ii will be admitted
that no contest between Suiders and Jlartmi-lltnrys could he
equal unless the men were umquul, and Borne inequality of
this kind seems to have existed between the Spring held and
the Sharps-Borchard. Sull it is impossible to pructi
equality, and believing in the Martini-Henry as pi
best regulation rifle now existing, we should be glad il a
British volunteer team, armed with that weapon, were to try
conclusions with their American cousms,arnn
Borchard, or any other military weapon, at Urecdmoorin lire
autumn of 1879. We believe it would be by no tueans imWe know ihey would have
possible to get up such a team.
fair play and no favor, and, as our correspondent says, "a

fear,

i

rifles.

meeting at Creedmoor, rivaling in Its completeness
was published in our columns. A special

i

right royal welcome."

We canuot help protesting against the thoroughly had and
even mischievous tuste shown by the Creedmoor executive in
moving target, representing the figure of a
man, the "Tramp" target. We all know that the American
civilian soldier looks necessarily loi ward to having to deal
calling a certain

mobs

lantic are really softer-hearted than we are, ihey have a taste,
to us quite unaccountable, for a truculent ami ghastly fcxm of

humor.

American correspondent enabled our contemporary to get
things and details straight, while the scores are given in such

facetiouB books turn

Half the jokes

very good idea of the work

contemporary discusses the meeting and its results in a very friendly way, is frank to confess
our superiority in any rifle team stool ing, and give3 some ad
vice which is founded on the hard basis of experience, and ia
therefore doubly valuable to us. The remarks on the tramp
target

may

cause a ripple of laughter, yet the criticism

is

more than half deserved, whde the idea that Capt. Bogardus
by his feats is supplanting rifle practice in popular estimation,
one of the natural errors of one who judges of events
through the medium of sensational newspaper reports. Our
contemporary says:
All English riflemen will, we are quite sure, read with an
especial interest me v. -ry graphic and complete account which
our New York correspondent sends us of the Fall Meeting at
Creedmoor. Blood is thicker than water after all, arid we
feel a kind of sympathy with our " kin across sea, which
In the
rrobably never feel for nearer neighbors.
particular instance before us, we must say, however, that we
ason for feeling this sympathy. We set to
work to shoot with the rifle at long raugs newly nineteen
years ago, and, though we say it who perhaps should not say
1.0 use
the old mock-modest form of words—we have
it
say
m
even approached to
or
nothing of being surpassed, either in "any rifle" or military
But as soon as our own
shooting, by anjf European nation.
flesh and blood across the Atlantic took up the cudgels, some
With
six years ago, there was a very different story to tell.
the match rifles they beat us and beat us (or, as they would
gay, '' whipped ua "3 over and or>f again, till our best men
are at their wits' ends to know whether it is the rifles or the
men, or the climate or the team organization, to which the
American rictoriee are due. So far as we can see, rifle competitions, in our sense, of the term, are left by common consent to the Engliah-Bpeaking countries. Even the Swiss and

more popular ncent American

in tbe

upon

and churchyards.

coffins

£{* and

performed.
Editorially, our esteemed

We

i

must admit, however, that though our cousins serosa ihe At-

the report which

detail as to give foreign readers a

armies; and, moreover,

rather than with foreign

that the " tramp" is a most unpopular pel -.
States.
But wo can hardly understand how so glim a joke as
be tolerated.
that involved in the " Trani]

§ivei[ fishing.

FOR NOVEMBER.

FISH IN SEASON

KBESH WATER,
Black Bass, ificropterw mlmoi'ltn;
il.

1

1

fee

o

pallulus.

Maakalonge, JEaox

nobilior.

SALT TTATBH.

Sea

Bas<",

Sciwncpe

C'ero.

oee.UatvJi.

Weakflali, Cynoaeum ngdltt.
lilueilsrj,

Pomateptia

Cybivm

regale.

Bonlto, aarila ptltnnyt
Kunjileli, MtntU-irrvt )utrirf**i«.

StrlpeU Base, Raccue Urmmtnt.
ealtatriz.

is

Suprn Carolina— Charleston.— Almost
leaius

forth Ger-

knowledge, and we may, pi
of having done so.
Our colonies have followed our
and though last, certainly not least,
vived its ancient traditions of rifle shooiing, and
them to the requirements of modern tunes.

with

CRITICISM.

..5

ML Morse

the Tyrolese stick to their
Belgians, though they si;
shooting-gallery bind
the soldiers of all continenial nuii<
shooting systematically.
long-range shooting a paBtinio as we

mans and

;

;

Sippenfbldt Riflb Club 177 Bowery N. P., Nov.
Creedmoor rules distance, 125 feet bull's-eye, lj inch:
47
45
46
45
48
45
45
.44
43
43
43

S5
84
S3

the second day, at 300 yards, the top scores stood
G A Meeare
3
4—61

;

Seppenfslrlt
Wm Anderson

T'l

On

;

j

E Holty.mann
J8cliuei2
GC Wallers

Lake dty.—k four-day rifle match was enhe Utah Rifle Associat
ing on the 16i.h ult. with a match at

100 and 300 yards, 10 shots each, the scores standing:

:

200

Sergt Bunnell

J

'..'

j

won by A

,T

:

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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of same clubs tried it over again on the 2Uth
wind and rain storm wind, 10:30
;:::•-::••':

ult.

in

:

;

-••"'*
i

HiliiiitZ
5

6

3

4

3

4

4

8 4-39
L»ar.

:

—

Fish n» JIakket.— Baas, 18

;

smelts, 25

;

blueflah, 10

;

Salmon,

30; mackerel, frozen, 20: green tnrde, 20; terrapin, pel
floi
halibnt, 18; haddock, 7 ; oodBsh,"; biaokfioh, 12
;

sea baas, 13

;

eels, 15

;

lobsters, 10

;

sheeaphead, 20

;

frogs. 10

;

Bcallopa, $1.25 per gallon; soft clamB, 30 to 75 eenis per 100; whitefish,

15

;

pickerel, 15

15; pompano, 75

;

;

Bunflsh, 8

;

yellow perch, 8

;

ealmon trout,

hard craba, S2.50 per 100.

Moyemests OP TBH

FisrriN'G

Fleet.— The

nurni.

ing arrivals reported at this port the pas)

The Bank

arrivals numberand 10 with 150,00011)3. halibut Number of
In
18, bringinu 325,00011)3. eodhsa.
fast, 1-1 arrivals having been reported dining

a total catch of 2.900bbls. mackerel.— Cape
Not. 1.

New York—BheUw

Island,

Oat.

us.

codfish,

Georges arrivals,
arriving

the week, with
Adtertiier,

Ann

89.—The

w

the 21st to the 20th we
buni<er-tishing fleet did well, bringin

week from

"

',000 each.
goodfreighL
are of fi.-h.
1'wo vessels were in here
in for many years.
The fishing has been more
There are a very large nurnJ
gaged in the business all along the eastern shores of Long
l

,.,

FOREST AND STREAM.
and the men employed depend upon

Island,

Soiuo of these boats have taken over three million
a living.
fish this season, and with oil at three gallons per thousand,

$13 per ton, you may judge that the facgood business, and so with the fishermen,

and

fish-scraps at
tories are doing a

•who are paid according to the fish they take.

worth about 27 cents per

—There was

The

oil is

Ibaak.

gallon.

capital blue-fishing

week

before last off

Mon-

tauk the Greenport yachts coming loaded with them. Oapt.
Rogers brought in over a hundred of them, caught with hook

289

to break when
material I have had so much trouble
in removing, and when removed the gut presents a belter appoarauce apparently and seems to be stronger. Hoping you
will inform an ever -anxious inquirer by letter or through
Forest and Stream, I remain
Yours, respectfully,
E. J. M.
August 5, 1878.

gelatinous covering on

their success for

To which

I

he gut that causes

it

Dr. Garlick has very kindly replied, as follows:

;

and

They were

averaging 10 pounds each.
Greenport at 5 and 6 cents per pound.
line,

sold in

—

Pknxsvlvania— Erie, Nov. 1. Thomas Key was out fishing daj
lay, and caught wo of the finest museaionge ever caught in this bay. One weighed exactly 391bs.
and the other weighed 37ik'3.
Both measured four feet and
five inches.
Pishing for white fish is about at an end, but
plenty of duck and wild geese have arrived from the North.
This bay is an excellent one for fishing and hunting, and a fine
refuge for storm-tossed vessels.
T. D. I.
t

Fly

PisHijio

w

tile Jambs,-—EktwumH, Va.,

Oct.

30.—
James

Editor Forest and Stream : Your correspondent, ;l
River," in writing of the bass fishing here, states that none of
these fish have been caught with a iiy. Now this is just a little
slander on both our fish aud fishermen.
I have never used
anything but flies in those waters, and though 1 think the
live bait is best, yet I have had fair luck.
One evening, in
about one hour's whipping, I captured five tolerable specimens,
running from a pound to a pound and a half, which, considering the fact that the bass are not numerous in our waters, is a
very good catch. I have, on two occasions, caught two fish at a
single cast.
The fly with which I have had most success is a
turkey wing, gray or green body, with bunchy whitish-gray
hackles.
Though I have used every description, this fly has
caught nearly all my fish. Occasionally I get on the same fly
a striped bass.
Fly -Fisher.

Tkhsbsbbb—iVasftaiMa, Nov. 1.— Large quantities of bass
and black perch are beginning to be brought to our market
from Redfoot Lake, besides a fair amount taken from the
Cumberland River.
party of gentlemen, consisting of L.
Whorley and two or three friends, have just returned from a
week's fishing iu Buffalo Greek, where they had fine sport,
taking enough fish for their daily consumption, and bringing
home nearly one hundred pounds besides. They would have
remained longer, but L. Whorley wanted to come home to
to attend the opera bouffe company then playing here.
Arkansas—Butler Co., Sept., 1878.— Mr. Editor: This

A

beautiful little stream, called the Overflow, finds its source in
the "sheep-raising belt" of Arkansas and winds its way
through the eastern bottoms of Little Red River. Its waters
are afforded by spriugs within the " belt," thereby making it
a refreshing resort the entire year. Its length is probably 100
miles, depth, from 15 to 30ft., and width, 50 to 75ft.; at its
mouth, of course, wider. Here is where the sportsmen engage in capturing the " finny tribe," consisting of trout, white
and speckled perch, bass and gars. The months of April and
May are most suitable to fishing, as it is cool and refreshin g
On one beautiful fifth of May morning a company of five
Arkansas youths embarked in a two-mule wagon for Overflow, with the usual complement of camp utensils and fishing
tackle,
three hours' drive brought us to our destination.
While some procured crawfish for bait, others looked about
for a skiff, which was easily gotten by paying ten cents per
hour, the customary price for skiffs for the purpose. All
being in readiness, we sailed for the mouth of Overflow, selecting a cool place and anchored.
After five hours' sport we
cut loose and glided over to camp with a cargo of seventy-five
perch and trout. After dinner we were off again for sport,
and met at camp in the evening with fish and nice squirrels,
which were excellent, served up in "Indian style."

with a view

;

Now

GAME

IN

SEASON FOR NOVEMBER.

Plover, Vliaravriiiuti.
Willets.

Heed or

'

rice bird, Votichonvx orys-

ivorow.

Bay

"®~ The frequent alteration of game laws makes
such oon
fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when
shooting on various kin&j of game is permitted.
therefore append the following table for reference

induce city capital to invest
in the catching of the fish known as red snapper, a very
palatable fish indeed, which is exceedingly abundant on parts
of the Eastern coast.
He paid a visit to Eugene Blackford,

We

and had interviews with other gentlemen
He thinks that fishing smacks sent to
fares which would prove most remusnapper could be more generally used here,
the table would be readily admitted we feel

of Fulton Market,

nerative.

If the

its acquisition to

make

PREPARING SILK GUT.

Having forwarded
quested of E. J.

M.

it, I

Hi J.

my

;

Feb

l

Sopt

1

July

i

Jan

l

July 10 to Jan 1

Jam
1

Jam

Su

ta

Jan

Jan
Jan

1
l

Nov

i

iug

Jan

I

No

S booting
1

to
to

Juiy 3 to
25 to

Restrictions

Forbidden

1

;

:

My

'

—Fowl shooting has not been very good so far, as the shores
have been bank-full and no bars and shallows where fowl can
and feed but if the fowl come Bill Lane and the Pos-

alight

;

know how

to trap them. This mild season keep3
back
and broad-bills, and we hear of so few shelldrakes aud old-Bquawa that I think they too are waiting
for
more favorable weather.
ters

the geese, brant

New
No.

1.

jTZRSKY—nrammonton, Oct. ill.— Quail shooting ta
1
Fine strings are to be made.
Weather inagnifirent"
L.'

W.

S.

Barnegat Inlet, Nov. 3.—Your correspondent has ba»*red
over 100 head of fowl the past 10 days. Fowl are,
with

We

the

are looking for the

B

Patermn, Nov. 2.—Have had a few days shooting
a few
miles north of this place. Mr. A. Bcckwith and
myself left
here in the afternoon of October 31, and in the evenine
found
ourselves at the Sussex Hotel, McAfee's Valley,
Sussex Co
N. J,, who makes a specialty of the accommodation of bdi
men, furnishing a guide ana all needed aid and mformin'.i
had our own dogs, guns, etc. Smith joined us
hunt next morning. Although the day was blustery
aud an,
lavorable for game, and very cold aud uncomfortable
for the
hunters we seldom enjoyed a finer day's sport in
gam.
ing.
came home that evening, November'! with
the
following
Five woodcock, 8 partridge, 23 quail, 5 rabbit.,

We

i

squirrels.

fj.

H. J B

Pennsylvania— TUmville, Nov. 2.—Asplendid white

snifc„

buck was shot the evening of October 30 near Marieu
Forest
Co. There was a few red spots on rump and
head
The
"old boy "who shot him is an especial object of
envv at
present, aud every hunter that had previously Been
the buck
seems to feel in a sense defrauded. One more open
wintri,like last would make Forest Co. as good
huntinff *
erounrl
«L
lou
as
*"
any in the State.

™

Delaware— Georgetown,

Oct.

31.— Birds

—A

correspondent who has just returned from
Maryland
writes that birds were very plentiful, but everything

w^'rank

and weeds so high that he could do nothing with
tbe birds
Snipe had just made their appearance, and he
killed a few
Ducks were in great numbers on the Havre do
Grace Flat/
but none flying, as the weather was too calm.
YmQimk-Oftarlotteaville, Oct.

31.-The Camp-ArmiBten,!

hunting parly thirty strong, accompanied by
stout fifty
dogs, left their hunting grounds in Augusta
last
and
s
this

St

morning, rendezvousing ia Staunton.

;

;

;

;

;

Bum

;

;

;

;

; (State and Western chickens, 14 to 16 cents ;
do. turkeys,
13 to 10 cents do. fowls, 12 to 15 oents do. dnoks, 12 to 15 oenta
do. geese 8 to 12 oents.

centB

;

Canada— Co Jow^,

M

Nov. 1.—A good many snipe have been

Blub Bell.

New HAMPbiuuE— North

Bunbarton,

Oct.

30.— Ruffed

grouse unusually scarce this season, owing probably to heavy
rains of last spring which caused the death of many of the
young birds. Iu covers where last year ten or a dozen birds
were to be found there are not more than two or three now,
and nearly all of them are old birds, ily largest bag this
season consisted of eleven birds, and only three of them were
youngO. W. 8.

Jersey City, N. J.
to the questions concernexperiment was August 17, being
33.
The worm used waB native,

'

Lake

Ds.vnhconD-Iiic7i.mond,

7a,

Oct.

30.— If a nerson

™«

undertakes to traverse the Dismal Swamp
Canai wi h a
drawing over four leet he will meet w th
a sad
ment and I may be mistaken, but I do not think disappoint
into Lake Druinmond with a boat
drawing more than two,
and one half feet. If any one expects to go
to the Swamu

bZ

this fall I

would recommend him to write lo Marshall
ParkT
& Chesapeake Canal Co., who lam

Esq., President Albemarle
sure will give him all the
perning those waters and
;

information he

concem.ng what

may

require

outfit

cm

can he had

;

killed here this fall.
Ruffed grouse are more than usually
plentiful a few miles back.
Ducks are very plentiful at Kice
Lake, an hour's ride by rail. Some very good bags have been
made, but the shooting will be better from this out.

Sir— In answer

ing silk gut, the date of

to

;

Dr. Garlick, the Doctor refurther particulars, which were given a*

eontlnued to about August
and is found feeding on the maple and apricot trees. I send
you inclosed a specimen of the gut obtained by Dr. Hardenberg, of Jersey city alio a cocoon.
There appears to be a

in.

pursuit and blazing away at them, but they seem only
to
frighten away all, killing but very few.
I tried them with
small battery boat a few days siuee, and got dowi
six fowl.
They did not return to stool and their Ei
grounds, as they should have done, but all flew away to
parte
unknown. I try for them daily, at daylight on this beach
which separates Peconic Bay and John Cuttle's Harbor hut
few of them are so accommodating as to fly over it.
friend Oapt. Ooutwight, however, in two days' sport
with
battery, killed 24, and 19 fowl yesterday.
The first flock of
wild geese passed over this beach, numbering 19 fowl, but no
gun happened to be there to welcome them with " hospitable
hands to bloody graves."
Isaak.

my

;

this letter to

:

to

to Dec
40223 to

;

follows

To Br. Qarlick

1

;

remain

etc.,

Oct

AagltoUVbl

1

Sep

;

s

Yours,

Kan

Wan

1

Nov 1 to
Oct

Game in Mabket.—Pinnated grouse (prairie ohiokena), JH'Jfi to
$1.25 per pair partridge (ruffed grouse), $1.00 to $1.25 per pair
canvas book dnoks, 91.75 to $2 per pair
red head, $1 to $1.26
per pair
mallard ducks, 75 cents to $1 per pair; black do,, 75
cents per pair widgeon do., 50 oants per pair broad bill do., 50
oente per pair teal do., 50 to 75 cents per pair; venison, saddle,
20 to 22 cents per pound caroaaB, 12 to 14 cents per pound ; rabbits, 4u cents per pair ; squirrels, 15 eents per pair
hares, 75
oents per pair; quail, $2 to $3 per doz.: Wilson snipe, $8 per
doz.
plover, S3 per doz.; bay birds, large, $3 per doz.; do. small,
60 cents per doz
reed birda, $1 per doz.; wild pigeons, stall fed,
*2 per doz. Philadelphia squabs, $2.50 per doz.
Poultry—Philadelphia and
County dry picked chickens,
15 to 22 oents per pound
do. fowls, 15 to 18 cents
do. turkeys,
18 to 20 cents
do. ducks, 16 to 18 oents
do. geese, 13 to 15

1

Jersey City, August 36, 1878.

Nov

mg

The following correspondence may interest some of our
readers who are desirous of making then own silk gut
To the Editor of Forest and Stream : Dear Sir— I noticed in
a late number an article on the preparation of silk gut. I have
been trying to obtain some of this gut fbi the last week, having a large number of silk worms. I have removed the gut
carefully from not less than twenty-six worms.
I have also
removed the silk with a large pin, aud have made very nice
dissections of the silk worm, having observed all the directions laid down by Mr. T. Garlick. I have tried alcohol, turpentine and many other substances, will: the view to toughen
the anelL but nothing seems to be of any use. The snell
seems to be deficient in some way, as it always broke on being
stretched after it was dried for as much as twenty-four hours.
It is not owing to a deficient amount of silk from spinning
their cocoons, as I have taken them just as they were about to
They seem to nave plenty of liquid silk,
spin their cocoons.
and the gut looks good when obtained iresh, but when stretch', d
and pinned to a board and allowed to dry and harden it becomes brittle and of little use for snells. Hoping you will give
me some information on the subject, or direct me how to become enlightened on this matter, as there are three readers
of your valuable journal anxious about

III..
Oct 1 to i<'eb
tad....
Nov 1 to Jan 1
Iowa... Sep 1 to Dec Oct i to Jan i
Minn... Aug 14 to Oct 1 Sep 1 to Dec 1
Wis....
25 to Junl Aug 25
1
Neb.... No Suooting iNo snooting
.

certain.

X

island, but the numerous sailing boats so persecute them
with
their fusillades, that the poor birds have no chance to
gather
on their favorite feeding grounds. I sec them constantly

are very tbfeo,
here this season. The farmers say that there are
more
there have been for a number of years, Good hotel
here n„,
season lasts until February 15.

relative to the subject.

the South could

Shelter Island, Oct. 29.—The mild weather still
keeps
back the fowl on the eastern shores of Long Island. They
are plentiful along the shores of Montauk and Fort
Pond and
Napeague, but do not seem to pass further west. Many
flocks of fowl have collected off the eastern shores of
this

and 2 gray

Wild Duok.

birds" generally, lacludfug various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, oyoter-oatotier, surf birus, phalaropes, aVocets
etc., coming under tne group Limacola or Store Birds.

to

.

New Yoek—Syracuse.—The sportsmen hereabout have
taken active steps toward the enforcement of the gamo laws,
and have succeeded in driving the seine fishermen from Onondago Lake, so that the fishing is excellent this season, the
waters of the lake abounding in all kinds of fish peculiar to
this locality.
Game is also well protected, and sportsmen report the shooting comparatively good.
DeL.

We

.

Uodwit.
Rails, liallus tiir-rinianua.
finrpe and Bay Birds.
Caribou, Taraadvs rangifer.

ROTF

rage.

exception of brant, very plenty.
flight of the latter every day.

§ng mid §mu

MOOB3, Alces malchvi.
Ued or Va. deer, O, vinjinmmin,
Elk or wapiti, Cervus canadcnjiti.
SquirrelB, red, black and gray.
Town ami gray.
Quail or partridge, Onyx VirginiaWild turKey, ileleagria gallopavo.
Woodcock, PhUulKla minor.
Pinnated grouse or prairie chickHuffed grouse or pleasant, Banasa
en, Cuptiionia eupido.
wmbeUus.
Curlew, J/umenius arquaria.

Red Snappers —Luljanm Blackfordii. —Dr. Chas. J. Kenworthy, better known as "Al Fresco," perhaps, recently

New York

;

%mn$

A

visited

Bedford, O., September8, 1878.
To E. J. M. : Dear Sir— Tour favor dated August 5, inclosing a cocoon of silk, also a most inartistically-drawn silk
gut. is received.
1 shall attempt a reply ; but never before
have I attempted to write a letter of this character under such
trying circumstances, such fearful suffering.
You say the
gut was drawn August 17 to August 23. The silk of the cocoon appears of good quality, the fibres strong, as that of the
Italian worm.
1 cut open the cocoon aud found the larva; of
what I think was the Attdcm cecropia, iu very good condition.
It could not have been long dead ; it had spun and woven the
last thread of its windiug-"sheet, and was awaiting its change
into a higher state of existence, the chrysalis.
The cocoon
was the smallest one T*ever saw (jf a Cecropia). You say the
larvis were fed on the leaves of the maple and apricot. I
should think the leaves of the apricot would or might be a
suitable food for it, but I never knew the larvte of the A.
cecropia feeding on the leaves of the maple
but perhaps for
the want of a more suitable grub he might do so. I am sorry
I caunot inform you why better results were not obtained by
Dr. Hardenberg.
Perhaps the silk gut was drawn too early.
It should not be drawn till the worm begins to spin his cocoon and perhaps his food was not suitable. But this is
probable,
hardly
as the silk of the cocoon you sent me is good
enough, but deficient in quantity (if of the A. cecropia).
it is evident, to me at least, that all the conditions have
Dot been complied with. You have sent me a cocoon composed
of excellent Bilk from a native silk worm.
I ask you is it not
just as reasonable and just as practicable to draw silk gut of
good quality from this worm as from the Italian worm. 1
have done it, and know it can be done ; but I cannot tell you
why Dr. Hardenberg has made 3uch a miserable failure. Some
people have no tact in doing things out of the ordinary line of
every-day matters. 'There is a time and place for everything
under the sun.''
Something was wrong in Dr. Hardenberg's
experiments. Try it again, doctor.
Don't give it up so.
I return this nobby gut and the cocoon to the editors of the
Fobbst and Stream, with the request that they be preserved
for future reference.
I wish I were well, or well enough to write more fully on
this subject; but 1 am literally worn out with suffering.
With kindly feeling, I am truly yours,
T. Garliok.

here is complaint in some quarters of a scarcity of grouse, 1
have found no difficulty in getting from 50 to 100 rises in a
day's tramp and a reasonable number of shots from iho same.
Foxes are very plenty here this fall, though their fur is not
prime yet, and little hunting has been done on account of the
remarkably dry hot season. Squirrel hunts have been all the

Massachusetts— Goshen, Oct. 29.—Our ruffed grouse are
mostly well grown and in vary good condition, and though

Sot/th

Carolina— Cliarkston,

Oct.

30.—A

small partv of

gentlemen from this place and Summerville were out
last wppIt
and had magnificent sport, Two fine bucks and
two

turkTvk
were the result of the day's hunt. They started
a large mun
ber oi both deer and turkey. Since the 13th of
October T,,

which date the birding season began, several of ourgood
sLta
have been out, and have enjoyed fine sport.
One gentlemm
brought

in a bag of thirty-two partridges, all
killed on
the islands within sight of the city. Birds
are reported

V^ft

scarce
on the mainland near the city, but are Quite
plentiful lalhe
neighboring is ands
During the recent high tides
bers of marsh liens have been killed in the
marshes around he
he city
On Monday one gentleman brought in seventy
and
the next day forty-two. It is estimated
that at leaT«ix\u n 11876 be6U kU1,id ^«withinThela
S tf w
dTvs
days.
Wild ducks and! geese are reported in
largenumbera
the upper part of the State, but
as we have had no cVld
UP t0 thmime VCTy few luwe bBen se9Q
thiB ne^h.

kr„m

TiUd^l

h!3&3
borllO0<U

L

«

Y«nowi

I

—

Port Royal, Nov, I. Wu hive hart hi'sh titles lately, and
I liava been able to procure
been in order.
could use in a half-hour or so on a tirlo.
In n\y judgment ihey are much under-estimated fur the table. Here, at
least, Ihey are. tender, juicy and well flavored, especially the

brought her down. By the time I had slipped tn fresh shells Dish had
the birds all hrotig'-t in, and was ready for a fre-h .-tar*SWIMing off, nnflrterlitg to ihe wind, we neat the th.ckcts fir forty or
fl ri.v rod", wh
n, as he was crossing an opening, he stopped with a jerk,
and pointed flown f.He glide. Walking in ahead, I passta" hltu tweutyAve yards, and should have turn-d back had I not snown that he was
remarkable fwr standing at long distances. Moving on twenty yards
farther I was about turning hack when op got a bird on the left.
Expeeing him to enter tho thicket T fired quickly, and missed but as he
rose above it I got In the second barrel, which "settled his hash"
I
had barely loaded when two more rose direcily in front. Being open
country I leisurely wiped them out with a clean rl^ht and left.
Looking around, I Baw Dish still pointing, sraun. h aa ever, and

rail stll iting h is

all I

young

birds.

I

s-iw a

bunch of teal and shoveller ducks yespond near here. Sorry I can't com-

terday, shot in a small

municate more news about sporting; but the gunners are all
politicians just now.
In a week or two thing* will settle.

;

K.

Tbnnessbb—Naelwille, Nov. 1.— A

great many quail are
shot every day.
Clarke Pritchett, Esq., bagged twenty-two
last Monday at Mr. Campbell's farm, in Maurey County, and
down in Dixon County, last Wednesday, he bagged forty-*- iglil.
Mr. Mitchell is having line sport Bear Burn's Station, on he
Northwestern R. lv., where lie bags a number of birds every
day.
J. D. K.

seemed io boon a llitlebnah that I ha.l brushed
Walking directly up to It, I hit It a kick, when u n
towered a half -grown bird, and instead of rising a few feet aud pitching
forward weakly Into the thicket after the fashion of young birds, ll connci.ee,

Coles Co., Oct, 29.— The game is
In the
plentiful here this fall than in former years.
timber, quail, squirrels and rabbits tolerably plenty: ruffed
On the prairie,
grouse, wild pigeons and turkeys scarce.
pinnated grouse, quail, ducks and rabbits very numerous;
woodcock, snipe, geese and brant very scarce. Two sportsmen were out for a day's duck shootiug, Saturday, 25lh.
They bagged fourteen mallards. They said they saw hundreds of ducks, mostly mallards. Flight of pigeons, from
J. B. D.
Northeast, to Southwest.

lure!-,

Ohio— Sugar Grove, Fairfield Co., Oct, 31.— Quail are more
plentiful in Hocking Valley this season than any year I can
Geo. C.

remember.

S.

Wisconsin— Sauk Bapids, Nov. 1.—Deer hunters are passing through here in great numbers. The hunters promise to
outnumber the

deer.

Montana—Helena,
good

this

our valley, and

Oct.

24.—The deer

shooting

is

excep-

season upon the range on the north side of

many

of our

Nimrods have

rejoiced greatly

thereat, and their friends, rejoicing also, hold them in specially
kind remembrance over many a noble haunch. The Doctor has
unfortunately had too much control over your correspondent
for a month past, but a week ago he slipped away and returned with not a " stag of ten," but a "stag of sir," whose
antlers now serve a utilitarian purpose, never dreamed of by
Grouse and chickens have been very
their former possessor.
plenty this season, and the ducks and geese are now beginning
Amateur.
to come in in good numbers.

A

Folding Bullet.—W.

J.

Land,

State

chenist

of

with

ils

when

he came turabing down,

rolled off

and

lay

on instant

by his hind foot, whence it fluttered directly under ihe dog'snoso and
eight or ten feet past him, where it lay quietly.^ Seeing Dash showed
no Signs of breaking I had remained a quint "spectator of the scene
from the time that tho bird struck him. Wishing to prolong the lesson
a little, I proceeded leisnrely to load and take a " durap" of— water.

As Dash occupied the same tracks which he had filled from the first,
and showed no excitement, I ordered him to fetch the bird, when!
creeping forward, he gingerly took hold of the extended wing, and lift
ing it carefully, broughut, to me. lie then hronght the others, and we
halted for counci'. Consulting my watch, I found I had bsenforlys=ven mlnutea bagging eight birds.
Near by, on the edge of the woods, was a line of high ledges, along
the base of which for eighteen or twenty rods was a den.-e thicket
a few yards wide, where the birds frequently settled when there was
war on the highland above. There being little chance for a shot under
the cliff I called Dash to heel, and carefully crept to a position ten feet
back of the middle of tho cliff, ihere being a space of about that width
extending the whole leugt.i, backed by dense cover; and this few feel
was all tho chance for shooting the birds as they came up over the
bluff when routed below.
As my little boy, who always accompanies
me, remarked, it was the snappiest kind of snap shooting to hag them
here.
Before taking position I had seat the boy round lu the pasture
with directions to advance toward the other side of this cover at a signal whistle from me, pau-ing at shot, and to beat, first one end of the
covert and then the other, driving toward me. At my whistle the boy
advanced, when up got an old cock near me, and keeping under cover,
Shifting my finger to the left trigger, which comflew up the valley.
manded the No. 7's, I watched, and when he turned sharply to the left,
and flash d up over the cliff at sixty yards' distance, I cut him down
dead in the edge of the thicket.
At the report there was a whirr, and
a bird shot up over the cliff in front. Turning sharply, I droppi d him
but that worthy had his eye on tho bush where the
Ju.-t behind Dash
old cock disappeared, aud paid no attemio i to the enemy in the rear.
Load ng, I oade him " fetch," when he took a bee line tor a point considerably lo the left of wnere I tho -igt.t the bird lay. As he, with his
six weeks' trainm?, is a mnch surer- marker than myself with my
twenty years' experience, kept Btili, aud directly his point proved Mm
right.
At the word
Fetch," he had the bird In my hand in short
;

I

Georgia, suggests in lieu of the Expiess bulle',
smashing properties, a "long solid folding bullet.

a .40

time to command, "Steady,"

and sfiking Dash squarely on the ramp,

,

cal. rifle

in leDgth,

Bay

fi

'

r

seven times Ibis length, i. e., a bullet 2.80 inch, s
if made of pure soft lead, will, upon

which,

striking an object, fold over, causing a frightful wound.
Besides this, the great weight (about 850 grains) and less reFrom my few exsistance make it all that could be desired.
periments I judge this projectile to be far ahead of any Express bullet, as it can make a flatter trajectory and be shot
with good effect over 900 yards. I would' like Van Dyke and
others interested to experiment with it." A number of objections to the use of such a projectile suggest themselves to
us, but we should like to hear from those who have had experience on game. The Express bullet certainly answers its
purpose very well.

order.

By this time the boy had gone round to the other end, and at my
whistle, came on, when up came two more— one on the rigut and the
other on the left. With a clean tight aud left I did for them both ; aod
had Just slipped one shell into the gun, when up came another, only to
share the same fate. As no more co md be started in that pace. I consalted my watch once more, end found that I had been ten minutes
bagging the last five birds, and filly seven minutes bagging thirteen—
the last five sharp snap shots without a miss.
Now, Mr. Editor, probably some of those chaps who "kill every
time" will say that, this record is "small fry," but I am free to confess
that It is the best I ever did in such dense cover.
Roffbd Grocsb.

Editor Forest anp Stream

Toteka, Kansas, Out.

47, 1878.

:

Quail shooting in this vicinity this season is, beyond all comparison,
we have ever known. Thanks to the game law prohibiting
the sale of qaatl and afHxing a heavj penalty upon railroads and other
pnb'ie carriers for transporting them the beautiful birds have Increased
amazingly, and noihtng could excel the sport we are having wilh them.
in former years qua.il were shor, nefed and irapped in gi eat numbers
by professional hunters for the Eastern markets, and to snoh wholesale
extent was this truffle carried on that the sportsmen of ihe state appealed to the Legislature and the result was the present la-v declaring
against the sa e or iransponation of quail for five years.
Prairie
chickens are included in the same law, but their in reaseha3 by no
means bien as greut, owing largely to the greed of the farmers who
pay no attention to the lay as io the season for shootiug, and kill without mercy as early as Juue, when the young birds are not half gronn.
That they do not make such sad havoc with quail la simply by reason of
the Inability of Indifferent marksmen to bag them In any number, and
while every now and then some lubbatly fr.llow will po: an entire
the finest

A WHITE

DAY ON RUFFED GROUSE
GOSHEN, Mass.,

Oct. 29, 1STS.

Editor Forest anp Stream
I must give you a little account of one of tlie "white days" In my
Bpjrtlug calendar which nccuned not longidnce. and also brag a little
:

"tint logo'm ne" Said "tog" Is an Irish setter named Da.-h, ttiirteen mumhs old, aud possessed of vim and brains enough to stuck
Though thoroughly yard broken,
Sevt ral dogs of the ordinary run.
he hud been in training but. us weeks, working him on my short
UampB Lbree or four hours at a time, two or three times a week.
ol

On the said " wliite day" I ordered ihe youDgster to heel, and enterlog a piece of woodland near my hcuse, com osed of dense hemlock
thickets and beech openings, I gave the word, 'Hie on." After making
a few casts, Dash's bell ceased to tinkle, and creeping through the
thicket, T found him on the edge of a beech opening, poluting
staunchly tn tbe face of the wind. Walking io ahead. I had gone
fifteen or twenty yards when, hearing a sudden whirr behind me.
a groase crossing the opening be.iond the dog.
I turned and
Covering it, I was Just, pulling the trigger, when the barrels struck
The report flushed the covey— Ave or six birds
miss.
a
causing
Umb,
a
—which Hash had been pointing twenty yards behind me, and turning,
they entered the corert. Slipping in
I was Just in tune to drop one aa
fresh sheila, I sent Dash lor the bird, and on his return waved him forward. Coming to the thicket where the birds had disappeared he
worked bis way in carefully about ten yards, and.came to a po.nt. Tie
cover being very dense and small, 1 started to pass around it, and had
got but little past the dog wnen up started a bird on the opposite side.
Springing on a knoll, I stretched my neols for a 'view," but could obtain
none until the bird was about fitly yards away, when she rose above
the thickets, and I cut her down. At this inBtant another one burst
out of the thicket, almost in ray face, and passing me, would have
Slinging my gun around over my
reached cover in twenty fret.
shoulder, and part.y turning my head, T dropped her outside the thicket.
On looklug round at the dug, I saw him siandiug the same point as at
first, stiff »s a poker, and paying no attention to ihe "goings on."
I then made the entire circuit of the thicket, shirting nothing. Worklug in behind the dog, I passed him about five yards, and seeing the
edge oi the thicsei all around him, concluded that he must have bun
fooled lor once. Starting to pass out, I jumped on top of a big Ing—

covey, B'lll, a3 a gtiueral ule, it is too much trouble for his oias s to
illicit ghoul ior a covey upon the ground.
In very many instances qoall
have hatched and reared their broods in the door-yards and gardens
about farm-houses, aud so endea ed themselves to the women folks as
to secure a proteoiion that no other source could insure. It may appear
strange to declare hat in the very heart of this city of ten th nsand or

heights

s generally, and there ara rare things yieldlrg more genipptngot tbe big birds from almost perpendicular
tbe way irornSiii
100 yards. With a tlila one can find

w

All

aud some conception may be formed of the
and nrant when the fact Is stated that oftan
ttuy oorapl te-ly cover largo fields of wheat, and in lirteen minutes renbarren ol
s if it had never known a pint of seed
Farmers litre men and boys by the day stmp'y to shoot away the am.
rauution furnished, endeavoring by such means to frighten away the
wild fowl.
BANOlay long;

1

i

enormous numbers

of geese

TARGETING WITH DITTMAR POWDER.
PAtMESvmiK, Ohio,
Editor Forest and Stream

Oct. 29, 1818.

:

Yon have

BO many inquiries in regard to target shooting with shotguns, I tate the liberty of sending yon a few faca that have fallen
nnder my observation at different times also to show how evenly the
Dlir.mar powder will shoot if properly loaded,
Every man should
;

target his can in a thorough manner, with different sizes of shot, different powder and different loads. He can learn only in this way
what,

gnu

will do. It Is well-kuown that no two guus of the same make
Some guns will throw as mauy No. 7 with a target aa it
>o. S. I know of a gun that would shoot No. 4 as well as No. (I
There is a particular powder, size of shot and load, with which a gun
u
w
its best, which run be learned only by repeated trials ut
a
target. I once owned a breech-loader that did Its b.-stw'th the Orients'
Tne next breech-loader I owned would not shoot wel'
No. S powder
at all with it. A person wiU hardly beiieve theBe facia until he has
tried tlieru, but netertiisless It is the truth. Men are continually
ordering guns and returning them for being poor sltooters, simply bo*
cause they don't know how to load them. They try a certain load, and
if the gnu don't perform well return it.
Two cases have come lo my
knowledge during the past week.
The guns ordered were bolh
Parker's, full-choke, good guw>. Tbe parties who had them were
about returning incm wueu a few hints by me In regard to a differon
powdi r and load prevented it. Thegunsgive satisfaction now. Shotgun manufacturers in this country, as a general rule, tarft-t their guns
with \i( ozs. No. B shot at a 8<l-Inob circle. The Parkers use a M-inoh
circe, 45 yatd.-; the English gun makers, a 30 inch elide, 40 yard*,
with No. 6 chilled shot, equal to our No. 7 shot. It is not necessary,
however, to use a 30-inuh oircie, as a aei-ii ch circle 30 yards, or a24m.-ii 3f. yards, are the same for target shooting
A gun win Bho.it as
well in oue as the o her. It is not always eonve-ient to get large
sheetB of paper, and when you get thrm it lo not always you can find a
nlaee to tack them np
To tiiu irate the above I give you below tho
'arrets m.v new W. 4 C. tcoit " i render," li-peuge, fi lb gun. mado at
a trial— 3iJ-inch eitcle, stl) yards, SJi dis. D.t.1 mar, IJtf oz. No. 7 shot;

his

shoot alike.
will

ii

i

etc barrel, ruli-choice, 870, g0«, 3ST, as", 26?. In a 3D inch circle, 30
yaMls, 836, 292, 2 S, 333, 278. I nrgbt add that the 327 taiget wan made
with a metal shell with a thin c»rd wad over the shot, which gives the
best kind of shooting. 1 he other targets were made with pjper she. la.

1 think the above urg ts ire very good, not eny for the r evenuese,
our for the numb, r of pel ets. It. fpeaks we 1 for the Scott
gun and for

Ditlmtr powder I sue in your i^sue of this week a letter from Wl.keaiiarre, Pa, tn which the writer ray. three guns in ihat State
have been
ruined by the use of this powder. I think, as you hmt, that they used
the old powder, luioadiugit I discard all fancy loaders and use
a
.nil the common rammer; tight wads pressed down even
and arm on rue powder. While I am not able to f ay whether it is safo
am tltmly convinced that in all oth>r respects it is the best
powder ma.ic. 1 know of many that will use no other. I BomeHmes
charge with Ave drachms of it. As my gnn is a very line one it shows
1 om not art aid of it, and I shall continue to use it until
I see proof of
its being unsafe.
rj ICK

— —
DITTMAR POWDER AND MR. PAINE.
.

Bincihamton, N. Y., Nov.

Fame's

reply to Mr. Ira

your last is ue I wish to say that
Mr. Paine has always said to me that my powder was the be-t in the
market, aud that he has recommended it highly to many
sportsmen
Every batch of my powder is tested thoroughly before it is sent out!
I test t wl'h one drachm more than I recommend in the circular,
I

i

A

letter in

and

amnotsatl-fiid Until it comes np to standard-'fmt is, tone better
In
pattern and penetration than the best bl»ck powder obtaluable.
I

Yours

trnly,

CiKt Dittmar.
This creation seems to be oDe with which we, as editors,
have nothing to do.— Ed. F. & S.

PIGEON MATCHES.
New

Yobje— Out. 29.— Match between members of Dean Klchmond
Ppoit-men's Cub, of Batavia. and L-eroy Sportsmen's Club
of Leror
.umeroy.
ves; snotataitOloMi,

I

more people there are entire broods of quail occupying door-yards and
as tame almost as domestic fowls. It i. a fact, nevertheless, the writer
of this having within a diy or two seen two of such coveys, ana one or
them fed like cnickans by the good lady of the house.
cocp'.e of
hours of excellent shootiog may be had any morning before breakfast
by going hardly a mile from city limits, far enough only to get beyond

Score:

11110 11001001100111

Frank ALusk, Leroy

H

mm

had passed near it in my circuit— when, whirrl up buzzed a yuung bird
by the sldeoJ it, right under me. Having a Blight attack of "bird

m

one of our enthusiastic shots, i
cores; while Dr.
E.deon. Al. Thompson and the Rowley Brothers occasional y ramp a
half day or more, rarely returning home minus a good supply of meat
We arc having our fiist sn;.w of the season to-day, and the bcy r arcGeese are flying south in great numbers.
talking duok right lively,
i

I

;,

n_io

Chamberlain, Batavia C...0 1
1
1 1
1 1 1 n
1 u 1 l3jo
After thematori a sweepstake shoot was arranged at seven birds
in
via SHOOK rs were victorious, Fete Tompkins,
thetrflrst
u or81
"
man,
taking
money.
prize
first

'

'

Biiookltn— Brown's Park, E. D„ Woo. 1.— Fifty birdB each, 25 yards
rise, SO yards boundary, American i" Chanucey Club ) rules
for *mo
expenses of match to lowest score
Allan Niche's—1 llllllllllllllixiiiiiiit!,.
i*
i_4
;

'

The light froBts of the past week
the danger of shouting into houses.
have somewhat lessened tho thickness of leaves upon the trees, but it
will take two or three severe nights to render the hedges aud brush
generally so barren of foliage as to enable one to shoot with comfort.
Despite such disadvantages, however, some lino bags have been made
by our local sportsmen. Jndge Morton and good old deacon Anter have
pat in several half days varying Low twenty to thirty-two. Ward tiuriingame aod Morton were out ye; terday and during the forenoon bagged
twenty-eight. The day before Judge Broekway and h,s b other bagged
in little over half a day, forty-three quail aud a duck.
Dr. Callahan
took a little
before breakfast yesterday
ruing, and tlropped just
an even dozen. Wadded], the well-known dog inau; who, by the way,
located
here,
permanently
and
Fargo
have
is now
been out together
several times, bagging from fifteen to us high as thirty-eight. Palmer,

2, 1878.

Editor Forest and Streaji:

i

&W

.Recovering myself,
ague" juat then, I ured quickly and missed.
wings glinting through the leaves of a beech
I caught, a glimpse of her
forty yards distant, and taking her probable direction, 1 fired and

t

or not, I

GAME NOTES FROM KANSAS.

Cakthidges for Pistols.—The cartridges for the Smith &
"Wesson .32 and .38 are made by the Union Metallic Cartridge
Company, and may be obtained of them or of Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, New York.

and the reports from ihe BCntlrwew all rgree that Indications po!n
Wrongly to a hlg Bi-oaon and no end .f gam.:.
bmt this city 4-e
til lakes and marshes, noted
for the sport they afford when the
duok season fairly c •tumences. a great mviy duo. s have already
co ae in, and one or two hunts have bee made witd fair success
It Is
a little early as yet, however, for cucks or snipe.
Speaking of jack
snipe, there 13 no better held thau this vicinity an? where In
the West
while for ahipe of all klnda the Arkansis valley in Smhwet Kansas
cannot be beat— lu fact, for geese, brant, crane, iwan, pelican, dtick
and snipe, the Arkansas and its tr.b iturles afford spirt th it cannot out
satisfy the moat ex eiiiu'. Of late years not a few or our really good
marksmen have tsken to the rifle for geese, brant, and the larger
s-ve

that his point

tinued towering until fifteen or twenty feet high, when I tired, breaking
a wing and leg j and seeing Unit he must fall very near Dash, I had

Illinois— Charleston,

more

Michigan.— Duck shooting at St. Clair Flats is the sport of
(iunners are making fabulous bags, and
all sports just now.
the express companies are doing a big business shipping
game The club houses are thronged with members and
Western bound sportsmen should not fail to
their friends.
put in a couple of days here.

I

against In passing.

I

tionally

»
»;

:
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Thkati.ical Glass Beix Suootebs.— Mr. Ira A. Paine la now shoot.
lulls at the Wiudsur Theatre, this city. Ilia openinir
feat
king of seventeen glas* ball, id on*, minute
lie efiea to

Ing g uss

i:

lias

,.v

I,

week. Cttpt A. Ii. BogardUS, who
Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia is
I'aealre.this olty
A new act to be
use ore traps on tne stage.

Montr., al, ue_r

been exhibiting

in

.

:

introduce d on

i

lie

llth ins!. Is to

Wisconsin— Bar«bao, Od. 28 —Glass ball match for a
yards rise, Buga duo trap aud rules
i
t
l
i
l
o i i
Whiacmce
n o
i

sliver ball

•

Is

:

Thomas

l

Oii.it...
Kurtacfc

o
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Football.— A game of football, between Amherst and
Tale, was played at New Haven, Nov. % Yale made the
first goal in 23 minutes
time was called on the second inning
without a goal, and the third goal was made by Yidea, who
also scored three touch downs.
The players were YaleForwards— Farwell, Harding, Moorhead. Lam*. Ives, Hull
and Eiton. Half Backs— Brown, Badger, Peters, Thompson
and Camp. Bicks— Wakeman, Nixon and Hill. Amherst—
Forwards—Banta, Russell. l).:yo. Goodnow, Goodrich, Guild
Underbill and Terry.
Half Backs— Latimer, Cm tender)!

§astiini£S.

;

ATHLETICS.
CoLTTMBu Collbgb Athletio Associatios. —Mott

Eaten,'

Nov. 2:

Dash— Fifteen

lOOyards

11m

in

Mile

entries— Won by BieretoD, ola'B of

'79.

12a,

Walk— Three Entriea—Gould,

Sm

let,

39s

;

8m

Eomaiuo,

Gordon and Gillel.
Backs— Alden Chickering and
Referee, George Clarke, '80.
Judges— Yale, Miller,
Amherst, Thurston.

M

Hair-mile Run, Handicap— H
Moore, 100 yarda start, won in
2tn FukB, 2d, 55 yards start, 2m 12s.
Running High Jump -B Sayre, Ht S'rfin. No competitor.
,

TUrowia K the

Pryor,

Bun-Eight entries-O

220 yard

3im

Hammer— W B

T

H

lin

liart

j

H Montgomery,

J

UM

IS yards start, lat

;

-Won

W

W

by F Banham,
Staten Island Club

second place
Hallaok in 19m 42a

W

One Mile Kan -Won easily bv J C Wetmore in 5ni 40-t.
For the hurdle race aud steeple chase course there was but one

entry each.
In the tug of war between classes

'79

two straight pulls

8s.

in

lm

30a

and lm

and

'81,

Hakvakd Atbxbtio Club—Boston, Nod.
Dash-Five entries— Won

100-yarda

Run—Two

Half- Mile
second.

2

'82,

bicycle in actual use.

when danger

It is

is least

apprehended

that the bicyclist

always encounters it. Here, for insiance,
Mr. Galloway, of East Molesey, who has
from the Ramsgate cliffs. At the time of his

was an English
Juat fallen off

rider,

in

in

and broke his leg. His bicycle at the lime was reposing
the wood-shed.
The bicycle is a very dangerous machine.

Garton a close

;

arises in great

death his bicycle was at home. Again, an Englishman named
Biddlecomb, who has ridden thousands of miles upon his
machine, fell the other day when simply crossing a street,

:

21Js

which accompanies the sport

measure from the unexpected nature of the accidents.
When
the bicyclist, mounted upon his machine, is driving swiftly
through space, he is all alert to the dangers of his position, and
can guard against them. We rarely hear of accidents from the

in

Bicycle Handicap

3m

One Mile— Three starters— Won by Swan,
Second Heat— Swan,

-19s.

4m

^mwens
No

7s.

Notice

Taken

or

Aionraom

Cotamnnloatioas.

Bun—Two competitors-Won

Quarter-mile

by Baoon ,'30

"
lm 5s,
Tug of War Between Freshmen and Stewards of the Association.
bix men on a team— I wo contests— Freshmen winners
in 31a and
in

easily

'

.1

Dash-Three starters— Won

easily

by Wendell,

'83, in

Mile Steeplechase Over Thirty Hurdles aud Several Farm
Donees— Ten starled-Homo pretty leaping was shown, ami several came to grief on the hurdles.
The finish was dose between
Butler, L S, and Torrey, '82. The latter won by three feet.

New Yoek Athletic Club.— Closing handicap games,
Mott Haven, Nov. 5
One Hundred Yarda Dash— sixteen competitors Won bv W C
J
Hall, Perth Amboy. N J, 4>£ yds in lOJfs.
One Halt-Mile Bun— Firiuon competitors— R Whitmore, 12
yds start, won in 2m. 12)£s.
Individual Tug or War— W B Cm Us, N Y A C, and
O A J
Queckborner. Curtis won first heat in 15^s, and second heal
in lm zp^n,
T '"> i 'i'jd e a aD5 Fif tv Yards Dash-Eleven starters— Won
,

W,

'"

'

W H

New Yoik, in 28s.
W.r-r.am.of four-Five teams-Harlem team o.l
efeated the Greeupoi.it boys in lm 2s. Scotch-Amerio in
team
efuated the Mott Haven team in 25s, and the Harlem No 1
p-=ing the Harlem No 2 over the mark in 16s.
The SootOnTog

Douglas,
,

,,t

Ameriaan team won liual heat in 41%s.
Hurdle Bace, one-fifth mile— Five 'contestants— Won by
Stewart in 51s.

Four Hundred Yards Bace— L

Two

W

E

E

Myers, 10 vds start, won in 55s
Miles Walk— Nineteen started— O A Vanderhoof, Astoria

won iu 15in 23s actual time.
Tug of War, Championship of Seventh Regiment— Won against
6
6
18 by
SP'-og™. captain; C H Braeh J E
'-!?
m'v °f, '^i
MoNicoll,
J H Walden, V
J O Gillies and John Gillits.
,

,

Obitani Akohebs —Hackensack, N. /., Mv,
meeting for this season 24-icoh target 60 yds.:
;

,,.

.

Mies Ward

MissE Sherman
Miss A Sherman

W

'.'....

UolbBiton

,

McD Gardiner
OTWells
J

Wabash Meeri
1878.— Four

J-

H.

71
17

a

ffl

12

5

Hi

12
13

10

12

a

83
B5
17

14

Hits.
19
23

Sco-e.

is

W. Ramsay

It;

13
2B

Talbot

Will H. Thompson
JohuA. Bove

Golds.

73
94
7B
G9

27

50
109
155
127

172

76S

30

Intkksational Six Days' Walk.— The Enalish
walk at Agricultural Hall, Islington, was tiniibed

4

A

C—

Are the ba'ls thrown In any dlreotlon, like rtiey are for shorgun
Has lie ever written a book on ihe Bnbjeo' ? Ans. The
balls are thrown up by hand, the losser stand ng 15 or 18 feet
away, or
even less They are hit about S feet above the thrower's head, not to
stand?

an->QlragT

the right or
J.

M.,

recently,

fish

He

left.

has written no book.

MoVeytown, Pa —The head of the fiih which you Sent ns
stated to have been caught In a lake In the Interior of Pennbelongs to what Is commonly known as the lake lawyer, dog-

or mudllsh.

belongs to the order of Ganoids, aud Is known as
full description Bee Hallook's

It

Amia caha,

family Amllihe. For very
"Sportsman's Gazetteer," pages 324-6.

Dent, Areola, 111.— Do you think a little dent In my gun barrel about
6 lu. from the muzzle could be taken out without Injury to thegnn?

who would be a good smith to send it to In my vicinity 1 2. Is 180
powder by weight too great a charge for a 12 auge, 8>J bs. gun
fordnckaj 3. What will % doz. decoy rit.cks cost ? Ans. 1, It can ha
easily taken out by any gunsmith.
It would equal i}i drs.
Wo
should not use over 4 drs. 3. is to $6.
If so,

grs. of

'

•?..

W

G.

Georgetown.—1.

R.,

What

barrel.

rifle

squirrels?

is

I

want

to

purchase a Shellon Auxiliary

the bc?t calibre for turkeys, geese, ducks and
3. Is there any better make?
4.

How far will it kill ?

2.

win it hurt the guu Inany way? 5 What is the most suitable way to
carry shells for shotgun? Ans. 1. .33. 2. We do not know, probably
as rar as an ordinary rifle If held straight. 3. We dfi not know of any.
I.
Weiltluknot. 5 There are several bells, etc., adverdseU. Wehave
always found the pockets of our shooting coat to answer well enough.

Book.

8
5

Setter Is

,

Huntingdon.— in answer to your query in last week'3 Issue
Fraak Forester died in 1358,but the printers made it 1878.

tal.

E. B. S., New York.— Can you Inform me of any person having inf,r sale?
Ans. John Akhurst, tit Brooklyn, or J. Wallace. 17

jects

North WilU"m

St., City,

can give you information on

this point.

Rtn pkd (Jrouse, Goshen, Mass.— Can you suage-t the cause of a
young d"g'8 suddenly commencing to break nrT and eat twigs as though
anxious to get rid of something in bis throat ? ads. Worms.
n, E. S , N. Y.—Your dog probably hss chcrea. See article on DIbternper in this week's paper. The doses ther a given are for full-grown
dogs, aud should oe ieduce.1 one half or two-thirds for puppies.

H. A. R., Kennedy. N. J.— The charga for your guu Is 3K dra powder and IX oz. No. s shot. The mske is a good one.
The " Sportsman's Grzettoer" will give you the information you want ; to be had at
this efflce.

Tiro, Ann Arbor.— Can you give another receipt for curing fleas on
dogs besides pennyroyal, carbolic soap, snuff and gin, coal oil, and camomile 7 Ana. Steadman's Qea powder (see adv.) will surely drive fleas
from a dog.

Inquiuku, Richmond, Va.—A Lltoh (motUer, red Irish; sire, Gordon)
in heat
Which strain would you breed to 7 Tlie bitch In appearance
red Irish, she having resembled her mother. Ana. We should breed
her to a red Irish dog.
are guns sometimes full choked In the

left-

hand

barrel, and only moderately choked In the right ? Ans. Because
the left-hand barrel Is usually u->ed for a second, and at longer ranges,
therefore a closer pattern la desired.

F. P.

R,,

Princeton,

Me.— 1. Do

the red Irish setters stand the cold

weather well? 8. Should a kennel be heated In winter? 3. What Is
the b st b dding for a kennel?
i. What ii the best cto=s with a red
Irish Better?
Ans. 1. Yts. 2. No. 3. Rye or wheat si raw. 4. The
Gordon.

Woodcock, Port Richmond, S. I.— About when will the best duck
shtioth.g he Mils month en West, 31 adow, N. J?
Ana, The strum-,
MM twv.lietly winds which prM ailed ihe early part of this wsek should
make the shooting gooa now, but we cannot tell at what particular dale
he ducks will choose to stop.

W. L W., Spencer, Miss.—Can you inform me where I can get a
book that treats on tanning skins with fur on, such as mink, otter, fox
etc., andthe price of one ? Ans. Buy '• How to Hunt and Trap," by J.
H, Batty, of Orange Judd & C -., 245 Broadway, New Yoik; price $1 SO.
Or ''Tax.dermlsts' Manual," $1.
Rako, Ithaca.— Would the following be a good target with 4 drs. DUt10 gauge, S% lbs. gun; SOU
1 oz. No. 8 shot;

mar rowder.

;

—

40 yds., 121 pellets;

left barrel at 40 yds. is fair

only

;

left

Ans. The pattern
the others are not.

yds., 308 pellets; 40 yds., 164 pellels?

barrel— 30
the

made by

New York.—Where In the city can I have a bilch spayed?
be the probable cost? Also, at -vhat age is it best to have
Ans. We know of no one in N. Y. who performs the. operation. Iloracc Smith, 33 Park Row, can tell you of some one near by
who doeB It. It should be done when the bitch is between six weeks
and three months old, the younger the better.
R. M.

What

It

—

Boston Lacrosse. A game of Lacrosse was played at
Boston, Nov. 3, between the Coutrhaawauga Club, of Montreal, the champion Indian team of the
lomiuion, and the
Union Athletio Club, of Boston. The game was to have
been the best four out of seven, but owing to the long time
required to play the usual number of games the contest finished with the third game, which was won by a hard struggle
by the Union Athletic. The Canadians won the first two.
1

Ocean

City,

B.,

Worcester County, Maryland.

You

will find both

quail. Or write to R. A. Rosenbaum, Georgetown, Delaware.
residents cannot shoot ducks In Delaware.

and

E. Hi, Cambridge, Mass.—1.jade for rifles hurt the rifling 1

ducks

Non

Won't the shot cartridges which are

2. What is the best English sporting
annum ; where can I get a specisuch a carbine as the Ballard and where Is It
manufactured ? Ans. 1. There are no shot cartridges made for rifles,
except for the little Robert parlor rifle. It would ruin a rifle 10 shoot

what

?

shot, tn it.

3.

2.

bably $10 per
itauo,

Daly,

New

Is

Its

price per

Is there

The London

annum

Field.

Subscription price 2Ss. sterling, proSpecimen copy can be had from
3. Yes, made by S':hoverllng *

m this conntt y.

Union Square,

this city.

Vork.

C D 31., New Rochelle, N. Y.— 1. To what dealer or dealers in N. Y.
should I go to obtain a reliable muzzle-loader, d. b shot coaling not
more than $10? 2. It IB wanted for general use. What gange, length
snd weight is best for his ? 3 Doe* weight, as given in your columns,
mean weight of Barrels only 7 4. Can a good gun for tho use named be'
purchased for about {25 ? Ans. 1. You must read the advertisements,
2. 12 gauge, BOIn'. barrels, S lbs.
3. Is means weight of entire gun.
4.
No, not a new one.
,

1

Bccksuot, Brooksburg, Ind.— 1. A few weeks ago you raid to load
guns with buckshot by chambering thot at muzzle. Last week's
paper says that 11 is not safe to shoot buckshot from a choked gun. la
it not safe to load as first directed ?
2. Whs t is the largest. No. of
shot
that can be used with verfect safely In a choke-bored gun ?
3
Is It
safe .0 use the Auxiliary rifle barrel in a choked gun? Ans. 1.
It is
not safe to use buckshot tot a choko-bored grin unless the charge
will
chamber In the muzzle, for the reason that If a larger charge Is used,
although nlnety-nbe limes In a hundred they might pass out safely,'
the one hundredth time they might "chamber," or attempt 10
para out
in that fotm, the result of which would be to irjure ihe gun.
2. Any
size can be used. 3 Ye3. because the bore of the rifle maul uecess^lly
be much smaller than the bore of the gun.
chnkcii

will

done

?

C—

Please inform me what It will cost to
G., Washington, D.
,T. M.
import a dog from Ireland, and if I would have lo pay duty on him at
Ans. The freight will be £4, with a small fee to
the Custom House ?
butcher. There will be no duty If the shipper la careful to get a certificate from U. S. Consul at port of shipment that the dog is bit ended for
breeding purposes otherwise there is a duty of 20%.
;

Outwalking O'Leary. William Crawford, the pedestrian
finished his fifty-mile walk at 9:20 Tuesday evening, at Washington, in nine hours and five minutes.

E. W. C, Germantown.—Cin you tell me of any place within threel
or four hours of Philadelphia whore lean get good shooting either at
ducks or quail on Thanksgiving Day ? Would rather not go to Jersey.
Also, can you give me the name and address of some gunner or hote
proprietor with whom I can correspond ?
Ans. Address Capt, Allyn,

men copy

right barrel— 30 yds., 289 pellets;

miles; John Ennis, Chicago, 111., 4.10 miles
A. Courtney
Barnet, Eng., 404 miles; s. Day, Northampton, Eng., 400
miles; Richardson, America, 380 miles. It will be remembered that O'Leary's score in a former contest was 519 a
miles in 141h. 29m. 50s. The difference in distance is 1*
miles, and in time 2£ hours.
O'Leary's time is, therefore to
all practical intent, not beaten by this record
Loudon papers
state that the American walker will meet Corkey.

A. S., New Orleans.— I have a setter dog about a year old that es
soon as he hears the report of a gun it 13 almost Impossible to make
him do anything. Ans. You may pesiilbly cure your dog of his gunshyness by a customing him to the report at leading tbne, using very
light charges at drat, and gradually Increas ng them. Then take lilm
to the field or hedge-rows, and kill some small birds, allowing him to
mouth them. At Ilrst tie him to you with a c rd from his collar. If,
after a few attempts, he shows any Interest in the proceedings, he can
be permanently cured.

paper, and

27

:

Baowif.—I think I have read in your paper articles relative to the
damage that might be incurred by the State from cnttina the Adirondack foresM, an.l thereby destroying the springs and sources of the
Hudson, and diminishing Its volume. Can yon refer me to any pnbll
c>HI >n on the subject?
Ans. See Hough's " Reports on Forestry to the
U. S Department of Agriculture for 1578," for complete Information.
Book can be obtained from the O .vercm nt printer at Washington. Wu
can furnish you the articles from our paper If required.

la

at
to

o'clock last Saturday evening.
The contest was
make
•within the specilied time, by running or walking-, the greatest
distance on loot. There were 24 starters, the eight who made
the best record being William Corkey, BethnelGrreen Eue
521 miles; H. Brown, Fulham, Eng,, 505 mito; C Koweli'
Cambridge, Eng., 469 miles; J. ffibbert, Bethnal Green 44ii

Ihe understanding that they would print the Stnd
Book. We are now endeavoring ro get our book back, as there appears
to be no immediate prospect of the other being published.

Is

six days'
1(1-30

I preferred the latter alternative, but begin to be anxious. Will
please rise and explain ?
AnB. At the earnest sof citation of
the National American Kennel Club we handed over to them our Ken-

nel Register, Willi

that

m

liquid

1

t

6

Gordon

G. O. G., Danvl'le, P. Q.— You will find quail shooting In Western
Ontario at stations on the line ot the Canada Southern or the Great
Western Railroads and their branches.

-j

U

tan, or

H

J. J., Pittsburg.— Why

Value.

1H
15

Bovrusx—Ui'MoforJatille, Ind., Oct. 29

J;,^»'ey
11.

.

12
13
12

Hits.

feet target, COyaicLi, B0 arrows-.

Names.
W. T. Brash
Will Brewer
M. Klein
J.

2.— List

Mich.— The black and

A.
B.— To prevent spnttering when pouring lead around a damp
or wet Joint, melt a piece of resin In the ladle before pouring In the

;

Ends.

Mrs mTT
W Holberton
i»

E.

we wrote

•

W

Ypsllcutl,

Pinto, Baltimore.— You can get excellent quail shooting at Georgetown, Delaware. Ask for K. A. Rosenbaum.

:

—

W. M.,

frequently called tue Scotch setter.

_

33s.

by

;

some oue

;

;

.

oz.;

11.
B Rocky mil.— Some lime since I reghtered »t yoar office the
pedigrees ot Ave dogs at a cost of 66. Subsequently it was aunnunced
In your paper that the money would be refunded or applied 10 the
subscriber's credit In payment for a copy or copies of the Kennel Stud

Correspondents.

to

'82.

One-Mile Bun-Four entries-Won by Thicker, '32, in 8m
13a
Brewster, '81, 2d Manning, '82, 3d.
12Cf yard Hurdle Baoe— Throe competitors—
Won by Oowdin, '79,

220-yarda

1

,

bv Sterling, of the Theo-

lORioal School, in

scratch, in

2m

won

the latter

by Wendell,

easily

entries— Crehore,

Walk—Throe entries—Won
8m 25s.

One-Mile

frightful fatality

tlnctnre of tark,

water, 6jf oz
mix. and give two
tahlespoonfnls every four hours. Feed only on broth or milk thickened
with rice or a. rowroor, and give rice water only ror drink.
H. S. and H. L. F.. 3Ioaroe, N.
Are Ihe balls In Dr. Carver's
s hooting thrown from a trap?
If so, bow far from the trap does he

sylvania,

,T

Hi

'79,

The Dangbb of the Bioyolb.— Probably there is no more
dangerous form of amusement practiced than bicycling. The

Taylor, 1st, 10 yards atari,

Brereton, 2d.
X 11 Lee vaulted 8ft 71a. No competitor.
«t)-yards Run— Five entries—E Rutherford,
Kose, scratch, 2d.
Strangers' Race,
Mile-Six entrie B
Harlem Athletic Club, Sm 13?.
Roberts, of
and
E Barnes, of Short Hills Club, tied for
Two-mils Walk—Two started -Won by
start.
F Iveepetko'a time was 13m 83a,
4-oa

;

Hill;

compound

G. E. P., Pittsburgh, Pa.— Will you please let me know why the
Dittmar Powder Co. say in its circular that the brands A, 13 and C
should not be used in rifles? Also, what brand of Dittmar, if It Is safe
I have fired" about 26 rounds of Dittmar C in
rnv .itr, cul. Miiynard rifle, and was much pleased with the way It shot.
Ans. You cannot, do better than to continue to use o. This Is Captain
Bogardus' choice.

to use, Is best for rifles?

Renova, Pa.—My dog Is suffering from chronic diarrr. tea. What
do for him? Ana. Presuming thot you have given him, without.
It, a dose ol castor oil with a few drops of laudanum,we would
suggest the following: Dilute sulphuric acid, 3 drs., tine, opium, 2 drs.;
S. M.,

ahall I

stopping

Norwich, Conn.— 1. Does the Brooklyn Entomological Society
and vicinity, or Is lis mc-mopen to all? Do they accept young nuturallets as members?
Could I procure their monthly bulletins, particularly Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5?
2. How can I procure a copy of the "Insect Hunter's Companion,"
by
Rev. loseph Green, London, 1810 ? Could you procure a copy for me 1
could you procure me copies of the following works, viz : "Fifth Annual Rep it of the Insects of Missouri," I'cTS, by C. V. Riley
" Entomological Notes," by S. H. Scndr.er, being from the proceedings of the
Boston Scciety of Natural H.story," Vol XIX., l.STT-'TS? Ans.° I.
The
Brooklyn Entomological Society consists of active members who
pay
$2 Initiation fee and 50 cents monthly dues, which are used to publish
Ihe Bulletin. The membership is open to all. it holds meetings
the
Bret Saturday or each month at s p. m., at No 9 Broadway, when
papers
for publication are read, and communications among ihe
members oxchanged. It our correspondent could possibly b.- present at any
time
lie wood be ghuhy welcomed.
Young naturalism are very welcome,'
as Is any one interested In this branch of Natural Sciences.
The Bub
letin costs aixly cent" for twelve monthly numbers.
2.
For tho first
named work write to J. Sabin ,t Son, 64 Nassau st„ New York. For
the other works wiite to the authors, who will perhaps supply
yon,
II.,

consist only of entomologists of Brooklyn
her.-hlp

;

They are not on Bale, we believe, though you may bo abla to obtain
copies from tha Naturalists' Agonoy, Salem, Mass,

:

:
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Starting a Boy.— A lonesome-looking
boy was yesterday banging around a woodin' the northern part of the city, when
the owner of the yard, having both charity
and philanthropy for boys with tears in their
eyes, asked the lad why he didn't peddle
apples or do something to earn a few shillings.

^iseelktieaus.

fyistelkmqottS.

{gunpowder,

yard

The boy
said

had no

replied that he

the wood-yard

man

and

capital,

took out a nickel and

w.

fDITNN & WILBUR.
Came,

boy, I'm going to start you in
life.
Take this nickle and go and make a
purchase of something or other. I'll buy it
of you for ten cents, no matter what it is.
Come, now, let's see what sort of a business

Wholesale Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants, No. 171 West Sixth s-.reet, Market Square,
Cincinnati, Ohio. All kinds of game handled In Its
?

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

II

WANUFAOTUHKBa 07

GUNPOWDER.

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.

head you have on you."

The boy took the nickel and went off, but
ten minutes was back with a gallon jug
*vbich he had purchased with the nickel.
"Well, you are a keener," replied the
wan. "I never saw one of those sold for
Jess than fifteen cents to any one.
I want

IS.

V.
nov7

buy

half your stock."
did not return.

Perhaps he fell
into a sewer somewhere but you can't make
the wood-yard man believe so. When he
lifted the jug frohl under the tab:e where the
boy had carefully placed it he found a hole
in the bottom large enough to let in a black
and tan t'ar'WT.- Detroit Free Press.

A

Hazard's

BEAVER STREET,

37

CO.,

for

Y.

N,

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

A

qnick, strong and clean
for Pistol shooting.

Powder

of very fine grain

DUPONT'S RIFLE, EG., " SEA SHOOTING,"
FPg and FFFg.— The Fg for long-range rifle shooting, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning
stiongantl mout.

SPORTING, MINING. SHIFPING
lls

AND BLAST-

G POW DEBS of all sizes ant descriptions.

grades for export.

Mammoth Powder,

Special

Hazard's " Kentucky

BARKER &
47 and 49

CO., Auctioneers,
LIBERTY ST., N. Y.

THE LAST AUCTION SALE THIS

F.
N.

L KNEELAND,

B—Use

Powder

SEA-

70

Wall St.

met

their gaze.

Around

the

soke but DUPONT'S Fg

or

Superior mining and Blaming;

[

The ahovo can bo had of deaiors, or of the Corapany's Agents in every prominent city, or whole**
at our office

BARKER 4
superior

lie

side

by

side.

Tiffany &

CO. will make

ttielr

breech-loading phot^-guns

November 9, cotamenotng

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

MURRAY ST.,

N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Mannlaotnrerii of

Orange Lightning Powder.

ER.

No.
1 lb.

1 to 1, strongest and Cleanest made, in Belled
ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

cani

mended

last

sale

of

for breech-loading guns.

For water-fowl, strong and

ou Saturday,

at 12 o'clock.

metal kegs,

Gununow

on exhibition with catalogue.

nov7

ibs.

it

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

8.

THOMAS,

promptly attended

;lean.

Nu.

I

each, and canisters of

Rifle

for

and

FG,

Packed
and &%

to 8 fn
1 nnd f

In

rifles

Powder.
purposes.

ordinary

all

FFG and FFFG, the last being the finest.
wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>i lb"

and in canisters or 1 lb. and % lb.
All of the aimve give high velndtleB and less
lesldnnm than any other brands in u'te, jnd are recommended and used by Ottpt. A. II. I'.OUAROUS.
lbs.,

"Champion Wing

i

BLASTING POWDER

Novs

to.

lbs.

Orange
best

Sizes,

tho

Ail business

sy

each.

The

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
NO. 148 BBQADWAT, ROOM 30, NKW YORK ClTT.

the

shriveled skeletons

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

SS

&

Laflin

Orange Ducking Powder,

they

valley

Fovdw.

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDEB;
ALSO, SPECIAL C-r
POST, Of
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR. PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

FFg

SON OP BREECH-LOADERS.

men died, and

panting flocks stretched themselves in
death under the hot sun. The children, crying for water, died at their mother's breasts,
and with swollen tongues and burning vitals
the mothers followed.
Wagon after wagon
was abandoned, strong men tottered and
raved and died. After a month's wandering,
a dozen survivors found some water, in a hollow of a rock in the mountain. It lasted but
a short time, when all perished but two, who
escaped out of the valley and followed the
their former companions.
Eighty
trail of
seven families with hundreds of animals, perished there, and now, alter twenty-seven
years, the wagons still stand complete and
the iron works and tires are bright and the

M

N. Y.

for long-range rifle shootlDg.

CUNPOWD

Itlfle."

FFG. and " Sea Shooting " FG, in hogs
S8,
"('•;>;
and BJ( lbs, and chub of 6 lbe.cf'FFG is also
packed in 1 ana y, lb. c .ulsters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are ftvorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG is
the standard Mtte powder of the country.

;

wandered, and one by one the

muzzle or breech-loaders.

JlnBket, Cannon, Mortar and
8. Government standard.

to order of any requited main
Agencies in all cities and principal towns
throughout the U S. Represented by

or ptoof.

Duck Shooting."

^IFfi,

U.

Powder manufactured

"

Nos. I (One) to
(coarse). In t and 5 \x canisters
and ttj-4 and ISJtf lb. togs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
pe-netratif/n.
For field, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable

1

;

BOUCHE FILS&

dry hones
just north of the old Mormon road to

about the country, eo they appointed one of
their number a leader, and broke off from the
party. The leader turned due west so with
the people and wagons and flocks he traveled
threk days and then descended into the broad
valley, whose treacherous mirage promised
water. They reached the centre, but only
the white sands, bounded by scorching peaks

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,
Nob. 1 (coarse) to 4 (Bne), nnequale In strength,
quickness and cleanliness adapLed for Glass Bail
and Pigeon Shooting.

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (flue), burning slowly, strong and
clean ; great penetration
adapted for Glass Ball,
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.

spot almost as

Montgomery train, which came south from
Salt Lake in 1850, guided by a Mormon.
When near Death's Valley, they came to the
conclusion that the Mormons knew nothing

1 (fine) co 6 (coarse).
In 1 lb. canisters am.
fine grain, quick and clean, foi
6Jf lb. kegs.
Well adapted to shot-

IN USE

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

terrible as the prophet's valley of

California, a region thirty-six miles long, by
thirty broad, and surrounded, except at two
points, by inaccessible mountains. It ie totally devoid of water and vegetation, and the
shadow oE bird or wild beast never darkens
its white glaring sands.
The Kansas Pacific
railroad engineers discovered it, and also
some papers which sho <v the fate of the lost

Nos.

;

CHAMPAGNE.

Unsurpassed Id point of
Packed in square canis-

guns.

Powder

NAPOLEON'S CABINET

to 6 (coarse).

upland prairie shooting.

Ilnponi'B Gunpowder Mills, established In 1801,
have maintained their great reputation tor 78 years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brandn of

;

A Valt.ey Desolation. —A

1 (flue)

strength and cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."

Sporting and Blasting

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

ti

such a jug, and here's its fair price. Go now
and lay out your fifteen cents in apples and

The boy

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos.

DUPONT'S
Rifle,

STREET,

198 Ul'ANE

THE
HAZAKD POWDER OO

GUNPOWDER.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

m

lies

CO.,

:

"Now, my

I'll

cox &

s.

i.\\J

'.

JR.,

and EI.FJ .'TiUCAL

BLAST-

w.A ItATUS. Ml ITAKY POWDER
-"
ttul 'ind made to order.

ofalKr.. .Safety

'

i

tl

aud

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
lse% South Clark

111

Street, Chicago,

III.

TROY', N. V, Free circulars
Pui,l Lsnoth COT, In this case,$10

LOUNGE, In this case,
B
Isold Ever/where by tho

*S.

trade.

American Powder

to

$20

III.

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos. 9, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7 and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfl,id
aud Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, it)
Cedar Rtrefit. 15. Y Atfeni for the TTn'r .,i States

Rifle,

!

;

(

ESTABLISHED

Co.,

CURTIS k EARVEY'S

BOSTON, MASS.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
S. B. Rimbo, 14 State street, Chicago,

$5

Co. English Sporting Gunpowder.

233 STATE STREET.

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

J 820.

(KLERK &

Successors to

CO.,

UNION SQUARE,
SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

Send on request designs,

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

Patent

esti-

mates and particular information in regard to
special Silver into

Trout Hooks snelled

working up
articles

or ornament.

use

NEW YORK

of

Their dei

signing

production

the

and persons wishing

works

in

to

have

silver

from

which they are

inter-

heir-looms,

or

z
o
h
o
z
1
u
^mm

ested,

wrought into forms, may

ba certain of receiving their

©w»

metal.

invited

35

Liberty St.

FISHING TACKLE.

reference
of

having a distinctive character,

mines

Lane,

to

Hooks.

per doz.
order, S 1 per doz.

rooms and workshops

are organized with
to

Sale

SETH GREEN'S

NEW YORK.

Correspondence

a.

73
lt.ilfi»t!

m

$
O
H
O
z

life
i!

f

i!

4»'h

BEMINGTON RIFLE
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& LEFEVEE,
FINE SPOR_TING GUNS
SYRACUSE,

N.

Y.,

MAKBBS OF

Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— " For the Best Gun of Any Make," and " For the Best Gun of American
-fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF

1878.

Arms

Winchester Repeating
i

Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS.
In all varieties for

MILITARY and SPOUTING USES, and

every variety of

^ARIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY,

these arms are
unsurpassed; for

AND ABB NOW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price

address

List,

WINCHESTER EEPEATING AEMS COMPANY,
New

Haven, Connecticut, or

W.Jtf.Jfreener's Champion Treble
Breech-Loader.!

245 Broadway, New

Wedge

Mennel

the Mennel,

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

the wimrisocwa.
At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,

^Mlie Grand Prtx de c&stn°< aQ

<>W<*

d'^l valued at

£169, ana a money prize of £705, tola the greatest
prize ever Bhot for at Monaco, was competed for liv
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won
by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a fnll-choke bore

Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener,

Uing 11

ki

COCKER SPANIEL.
Breeding: Kennel

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded. Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

New

Club,

MoKOON,

M. P.

Franklin,

bir. Is

The-

.".

I

U

USTSB
The

J. Purdey, thegunmaker.
1S7«, In the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. parous
Bogardns and
ana.
South killing S6 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only.
o at the greatXondon Qua Trial, 18TB beating 102 guns by all the best m« kern or

tells

None

OreatBrttaln aari Ireland, THE PATENT TRttBLS WEDGE FAS 1' BREECH-LOADER lrtheteoulest
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
States, Oct. 6, 1875; No. 1SS.328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

W. W. GREENER,

St.

KOWN

Mary's -Works, Birmingham, England.
1 Oortlandt Street, New York City.

(Successors to F.

J.

CO.,

ABBEY &

CO.),

Bell
position of the
tie birds to lio

are genuine unless so stamped

& HILBER,

For

Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cocking and general shooting,
where the cover is thick.
Sold by dealers in guns
and sporting goods. Samples sent bv mail p^toald,

St. Louis,

sale in cases

Western Agents,

BEVItf

30 cents,

BBO

I

'

Ea«t Hampton, Conn.

of 112 pounds.

i"RING CO.,
g ep tl9

3m

SPRATTS PATENT
DOG MEDICINES.

Imperial

CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, Purging Pills. Alterative Cooling- Powders.
Cure for

Young Dogs handled with skill

Setters

Kennel.

and Pointers Boarded,
Broken,

etc.

and judgment.

Rheumatism. Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Cure
for Jaundice. Tonic Condition PJis, and Cough Plba.
Cure tor Canker >f the Ear, Liniment for Sprains,
Stimulant lor the Growth of Hair, and Mange Lo-

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Sportsmen's

the

closer.

F. O. Ue LTJZE,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

1

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

FOSS BROS. &

!

les

side,
i

Y.

ents inclosing stantD will get printed pedigrees circular, testimonials, etc.
110

winning gun also at Philadelphia,

Mr. South for $500 a

N

Del. Co.,

I keep only cockers of the finest strains.
Sell only
foung stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe dolivery to every customer. These beautiful and in-elligent dogs cannot he beaten for ruffed grousr
«id woodcock shooting an, removing. Correspond-

York.

oat of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29X yardB.
He
ahlo won the Bocond event, killing 8 blrdsin succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of
la acknowledged to be the best shooting on
record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, ben ing 17 guns by the best Londou makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.

__
'The

York.

Address,

H. <!. iilOVER,
Toms River, N. J.

tion.

The Kennel Medicine Chest

Cuns,

Rifles, Pistols

and Fishing Tackle,

.

^m
1|

PAIRS

A. Sluffed with hair. The best Boxing Gloves
in the country for the money
%'i so
B. A good, stout, full-sized glove, all brown
hands, good covers and well sewed
3,0
C. Made of carefully selected leather.
The
(lour chetts) pieces between the fingerp
made out of buck kin. rendering the
glove very soft and comfortable strings
around i he wrist
3.60
D. Covered with the very best finished buckskin
strings around wrist, and tonnd
with fancy leather
4.50
E. English Bock Gloves and rovern stuffed
with best curled hair, fancy banri, best
strings
The very best glove that can be
;

Fine English Gloves oovered with white kid and boand with fancv'leafh Vr 'tier set
A book of lngtrnotlon given away wltn each set when the money
accompanies the order!

SEND FOK

PE.IOE

M8T

O* SKATES, NOVELTIES AND

FISH & SIMPSON, 132 Nassau

St.,

SMSN'S

New

free

1

from Poison.

For

sale

$25 REWARD.

by

SQUIRES,

CORTLANDT STREET, N.Y.

LOST OR STOLEN— A

large red and white setter
dog, past three years old. Bodv color, red breast,
beuy, all four feet and tip of tail, white white blaze
on face ana white patch on back of neck hair on
hips and tail inclined to curl. He answers to the
name of Rock and is very friendly in disposition.
When last seen wore collar with my name and address and name " Rook, Jr."
The above rewa'd will be paid on his delivery to
le, or If stolen, $100 will be paid for return of dog
and information which will convict the thief. GEO
B, GRINNELL, Mllford, Conn
octU 4 t
:

;

f

the above remedies, also various Surgi-

ootlOtf

CHICAGO.
HAND-MADE B O XnTc^QLToVES"
TWO

all

DOG SOAP,

H. C.

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

PRICES PER SET OF

Contains

Fleas! Fleas!

Worms! Worms!

BTEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

A Baue

to

Fleas— A Boon

to

Dogs.

This Powder Is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put np
in patent tioxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its ase. Simple and efficacious.

Price 50 cent, bj mail. Postpaid

AREOA NUT FOR WORMS

IN

DOGS

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders,
full

wl'oli

directions lor use.

Price

rcoomnrenaefl

HOLBERTON.
117

York.

DOGS BROKEN—

Gentlemen desiring to hove
their dogs broken thiB year by me will Please
communicate at once. Want, them fitted for (he
Shall go Sonth for the
Held ere season opens.
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them atCentreville
on tie Erie Railroad. First innviv boat selection
AddresB E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Past-ale
County, N. J.
je27

utnll.

byEonjiNDGmv

FOi

TON STREET.

e'/in

GOODS

;

t,

50 cents per Bos by

W.

;

NEW YORK KENNEL CLTJB offer for sale
THE
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan

setter dog, nor, thoroughly broken for the held but
admirably suited to a gentleman's country plaoe or
as a pergonal companion. Be la full-sized and

highly bred.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want, of art-class cocker spaniels
write at once to CBAS. S. HITCHCOCK, becreiary
Onleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
Price $15
N. T. Stock and delivery guaranteed.
sept]2tf
each for dog or bitch pups,

at this office.

Price $100.

NICELY BRED

™

Application must be made
octstf

Address C.

FIELD TRIAL BO n} p0P S FOR

8 "^', wnulped July

u
(k-rby-Rook),
by
dress D. MURRAY,

Brums

1S78, out of Minna
(Belie-Rob Rov).
AdP. o., Maryland.

17,

West River

oetl7 4t

FOREST AND STREAM.

294
§he

A.\jLX±l±a,iry Rifle.

§ennel.

SHELTON'S

POINTER PUPPIES.

publication^

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

SEASONABLE BOO K

By Itnpnned ch mpinn Srapshrt, out of Imported
Faonle, now eight weeks old— color, liver wltn white
martbgs— three dog.-, one bltth, price each $20.
"1 Jane 12. by
I,
Al-o oue rfd Ii Is" Betti
luunnr

Hash

ert

New

(1st,

Fori;, 1S78,) on' of

Two Thousand Miles in Texas
on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

im-

ported Flora (1st, New Tors, 1878). Pi lee $25. We
are taking orders for delivery of pops whelped Sept
21 bv champ on Snapshot, ont oi our Gypaev (I y
Cai. but of Psyche; IB New York, ISIS). LINCOLN
oct31 tf
& HttLLYAR,' Wa-ren, Mass.

Sport, S .50.
Long-Range Rifle Shooting,
1

,

A well bred, good-looking English
WANTED—
setter bitch, not above medium size; well
broken on quail, and lo hunt well wlili another dog.
Mnst have very good nose and pace. Will deposit
with Editor Fokest and Stream value oi dog for a
trial.
Address J. II. S.,Rcom 105, Hotel Brnuswlcs,
oct31 2t
New YorK Oity.

SETTER PUPPIES ^OR SALE— A dog
GORDON
and blich, now six weeks o d, ont of Mr.
Jerome

Tneston',. champion bitch Lon, by
Marble's Grouse. Price, $30 each. Address II. C.
Imperial Kennel (Jlub, Toms Elver, N. J.
Jlr,

GLOVER,

oet24

25c.

Wallace's Adirondack Cuide
82.

Camp

2X years old
to AUG. HEFNER, Pough-

For particulars apply
N. Y".

novl

SALE-One Irish
FORcolor,
ought red.

nov7

SALE-Orange
FORyears
old partly

and white setter
broke

;

retriever.

FIor\

rnitb's

dress A. W.

Sire,
of

Dam

2t

setter dog, 1G m->nthu old.
AddreBS 0. O. BYERLY.

Easton, Md.

food

O Box

bitch,

One-eyed

field dogs.
Y.
76S, Peekskill,

N

Box

103,

novT

Foxboro, Mass.

2t

white cocier spaniel
old, pure bred from

is

Imported stock, A valuable stock dog, as his get are
very handsomely marked. Shot over this season on
partridge and squirrel. J G. MORRISON, Ashland
novll
N.fl.
.

FriR SALE—Two

IriBh

Gordon male pups. om>
red, out of C ytie she by
Pat out of Kathleen by
box, 365 New B. dford
novT 2i

bwkand-iau and one

Tom

out if Chloe, hy

Pmnket.

Address

P. O.

Mass.

221. FRANK
matches: took

In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered In «ls:een
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other 'our. Amoog ihem the

Military

Enter-state
The

TII'jilFSON,

REI

STILL TRIUMPHANT.
other

o:

SALE— My liver and
FORspot.
two sears
He

S3.

HAVEN, CONN.

(TRADE MARK.)

It

jl
my cess, sireu ov muugea nam, winner or niri.
prize at the last New Yoik Bench Show. Addres G
S.

fourth Edition.

New York State
rifle,

team, using the Sharps Military

woa with a

Rifle,

first

Match.
score of

974. Be3t score by any

960.

The Internationa! Military Match. 903.
,044. Best by any other
New York State Team, with Sharps Military
The Inter-state Long-Range Match.
respectively
rifle,

rifle, 1

193 and 197.
213. Other rifles used averaged
The VVIIUBLEDON CTJi», won bv Mr Frank Hvde with a S-harps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a
2Uo. BeSI
LEECH CUP. won at Spring Meeting with a score of
pos-ihle 15t) at 1,000 yards.
^larps Utiles—
"ther rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize or, Fall Meeting, th
Mr Frank Ilvde, Col. W. II lark sin rapt v H Jackson— tied ou a score of 3 O points.
LOBJG.RASCE MILITARY CHA3IFIOXSHIF. won by Uapt. J. H. Earton, wilh a Sharps
Military Rifle. All prizes in th a irimoh won- won with Sbnrps l.ifle*.
„„„ TLong-Eange
„„„ w.n„»
Sharps
made, with a oh
.First Day}.- J
AMERICAN
points out of a possible 225 at S00, 900 and 1,000 yards.
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 23

Average per

man

with Sharps

RltleB,

THE

.

TEAM WALK-OVER

.

I

FOR

gale,

FOR SALE.

i&t-aaaut ShootingMethods

221.

221.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES.
York Warerooms, 177 Broadway.

count to the trade.

6

Address,

Frank Schlev,
Frederick City, Md.

11

Useful to Sportsmen and

FINE BREECH-LOADERS
Powers.
and
Shooting

Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finis h

CAPTAIN BOQARDTJS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
FINE TRIPLEX 12 GAUGE BltEECII-LOADER.MADE BY
W. & C. SCOTT & SON.
[From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDTJS.]
LONDON, August 9, 1S78.
W * O SCOTT & SOt" leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express
my fnlleat aj^raotlOD
Ctatitemm-Betme
w ''
"

^^

h
10 -p o
snooting power or your choke-bore guns. I now pojsess two
r
"'«',f„^ ln
oil of your make, which cannot be exoe.led in
12-bore barrels; also a light 13 and 20 bo'e

temnc

in the

do;,

Also for sals
'if nail at tinoli utores generally.
a...u-.le-t>arrei brceclt-loadlng central tire sliotinge.

Oct

Mew

directions for bandand ?h.oting on the

*
'.tie
,.

.

To
one

Of

icauPartrldKe-Qnai;;

.

.

luffed Grous
ing the L'iiu, hnntiiiK

!

(It.

S iLE— A very fast and handsome dark red
lrisa setter dog pup, eleven mom h», sired by
charaptouRiry "'Moore, dam Nell II (P.unket-No 1)
full pediiin e.
Has been hunted a f w limes; solo
for no fault at a bargain. J. W. GIBBS, ^loomsbov7 11
barg, Pa.

£

Partridge

THE

IRISH SSTTER PU PPIES FOR SALE— Out of Mr
Joo. E. Devils imported red Irish setter bitch
Home
ter stsw td Moya),bv Rattler (by Pin k»
Price $ia eauh.
Address DAVID
out of Movh).
novl 1
G. HART T, Northnorr, L.I.

^or

§©WL!

AMEltlCAN

2;,-i

dam,
Ad-

S.ncho;

some hue

DAYTON, Bos

3t

"OLD

221.

Tourist,

82.

staunch, handsome.

;

nov7

F

NSW

715

broken setter dog.

keep.-ie,

The Fishing

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

3t

P.

FOR SALE—Well

Life in Florida,
31. 50.

This barrel can be placed in a gnu ready for nse in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed Inst as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it canWith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
not get ont of order.
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARRELwill
Length of
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle 32, 33. or 44 as desired.
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester RepeatingArms Co.'a
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No, 41, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List,

;

1 '

1

Yachtsmen.
HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS
OP

NEW

JERSEY COAST,
[II.IXSTBATEP.]

Towns and

Contains Ilbtory of the State,

Pahn Lands,

PODUlallons,

Int.rc-i
etc

points o

their

value,

Taxiiiiouaii'l Dc'its, ^cll"Ol8, Origin of
liihabitinti" ot the B»aches, Wrecks, Light-

vie'd

Names

ivlngStattons.YachtCluos. Industrlea,
hes, I'.,rK.-. I.atiri As-ociations. KlsnJ
o,;ittr thartsfroru
iuff Hiitl Uuiitii gdroauda B< "i
otHcial -ourct'S with complete soundings, etc., etc.
L'.tiul 'o snotsmen and yachtsmen, and tne country
Size 12x14. Price $7. Address O. P.
sent'einan
E

.

One

million brook front

eggs— ready
Send

from the 1st of Nov. to Jan. 20.
i

J.

4

B.

F.

W. EDDY, Randolph,

for delivery
for price

list

Catt. County,

se»t26

N. Y.

tf

KONliARIVI'.
yards. ...
still In good condition.
Bc-lleve me, yours very

Otllce. Ill

A. H. EOGARDTJS, Champion

truly,

(From COI.

WILD RICE

W. &

JOHN

Wing

Shot of the World.

JiODJNE, New YorU.]

•

Fulion street,

Ntw

ANiibxaKAM

f-iiiKBT

Yoik.

COVER AND TRAP

FIELD,

SHOOTING.

C FoOTT & Eon:
GeniS-Itaw

order, and am
receive! the Premier quality choke-bore gun, Ncj.8 696 In good
,ous, while its symmetry ami Onisn is all that the
nlense-l to sav that It
to specifications of order, both in linlsh and shooting quailmo4 fastimous could d?s.re Itfully comes np maker
8
I have disposed of my two guns by other
eB.

BY CAPf. UUJARDU3.

it

.

MINNESOTA PARrt—For

1660 acres improved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with
farm nous*, three stables, coin h use. hen hanse,
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
windmills, wells grading, running streams of clem
water directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City
Railroad p ice $lS.ono. Only one half mile ey rai
lrom co my sear. Sold only to increase farming
interest in liutte dtaie ne^libm-hood. No such bil'Photographs
g..in to be had in the entire West.
shown and tuli peiiilcan in rdveu on application
lo i. H iS. H ALLOCK, office of Fokest and Ktbbam.

Sir.TER

cale,

;

MBDAl AWAUOBD

PARI^t EXHrBITlON,

ESTABLISHED,

187S.

Nev? and enlarged edition, containing instructions
acting, and chapter on breeding and
a ..
breakln" of aoia by Miles Johnson For sale at
.

i

I

1811.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr. &

^EW BOOKS!

CO.

CYPRUS:

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
Importers and Dealers in

SALE— Cr>stal Spring Fish Farm and I'icnh
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build
cothic frami
inas cost over * 1,200; live years old
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house,
twenty-ihree
stables, etc.— in one. four horses;
with
from
twenty
to tliirty
grove,
acres
acres, four
Bunds- fine pardeu 100 young fruit trees; applt
this
P.,
care
office.
B.
B.
Address
orchards.

a.l

is

ii

Willi
vot. L her.
I'.ur-nu.J .y.i-v.

.1

us'rutlniis.

LSD
'll,H Ut.l

Makes a nd Qu alities o f

all

Fan/,
mutter bv Mis.

»ouriii ot
i"

Alter the

rad bearrlptlve.

Historical

much
With

.

Colli

wllt,t?l

MONKEYS

B» the anlhor of
^

1,

,,!i

,

additiona maps

l.i.

I

eU'-

W tU
'

pxtp, got, pictures ou
roi, loo Uiuadway,
L0V7 11

FOR

;

Miscellaneous,

AOOBSSAMBS,

;

Jel3 tf

Ferret Muzz es.
FERRETS FOR SALE—
Send for circular.
ge.
O,

AUklnds

Address
of S.iortmg D
VAN VECHIEN, Ylctor, Ontario Co., N. Y.

STORES

i

No, 19

M\

Sixth St., No, 220

M

Kentucky
Class
one

framed

setters,' for

which

horse Dick; has a record of
an.l kind.

Address

II.

D.,

1SS6

will

I

2:3n,

Box

give

my

nivT

r

1

J§tc.

AQUARIUM. BROADWAY AND 35th ST.
THE
trained
KENTPCKY THOUMiigniUeently
OOUHBBEDS,

tweive

high spitlted
horses, in the most difficult and novel fents ever
seen. Last week of tne wuaderful performance of

GERALDISE AND

beautiful,

M.

V Draws November
Whole

Gives greater penetration and betti
•choke-bores, modified choKes and cylinders.

TATHAM &

LEOPOLD,

shot from a cannon thirty feet.
Reserved feats, 25c. extra.
Admission, 50 cents.
LIVING ST. BENOIT TWINS
on separate exhibition.

r

Our chilled Bhot will be found free fVo
harder, heavier and of brljthter and cleai

pattern

Squally well adapted to

alirlnkaire, more spherical, more uniform In alze,
r llnlsatban any otner. BKND FOB CUSCOLAK.

BROS., 82 Beekman

WILLIAMSON
AUWAY,

Als^mannfacturers

of

PATENT

AMERICAN STANDARD DROP BHOT,

pjuform than the ordinary mould«d ahot,

& CO.,

N. Y.

SPORTSMAN'S LANTERN
(Improved)
(patented June

4, 1318.1

romb-otn"aCA\Il- LVNTE8X, HAND LANTERN
HE \D "JACK " and 3 PAFF JACK." FEKGCSoN'a
RUST PRESENTER, safe to handle, will not gum.
The best waterproof and reservallvo for boots, etc.
i

Plum's Lubricating

Send

PRBSSHD BUCK SHOT, more

$«,9i5.

Ticket, 81.

'•

St.,

JtTBW -TORK.
FINISH,

15.

of $3,000.

FERGUSON'S

(RED LAStU
than ordinary shot.

and one

PRIZES DISTRIBCTING

nine years, sound
2,455, Post Offlce,

City.

^mn§tmmtH

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT.

Lottery.

BROADWAY".

CBS

prize of $15,000, on? of *S,0iO,

Wanted.
by first
TT7 ANTED—Dnuble-na reled 10-bore gun
VV class eniUish maker, and brace of thoroughly
trotting

State

EASTERN' AGUNCY,

Second St„ and No, 52? Commerce St„

and COH-

Oil, Insect Repellant, etc., etc.

for descriptive circular.

A.

FERGUSON,

81

Beekman 8t„ N. Y.
novlim

FOREST AND STREAM.
gvan§mm'&

&

Chesapeake

^porffttmt's Routes.

Routes.

^portfnietf's §eutqs.

TO SPORTSMEN:

Ohio RE,

West

PENNSYLVANIA R.R.OO.

riils

Reaper

fully Invite attention to

the

Virginia,

Comprising those of Centra] and Piedmont Vlrgluia
Bine Ridge Mountain
,1a, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier and Sew Rivers, an1 Kanawha Valle.v, and including In their varieties of game
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bas«, pike,

afforded

i.y

most of the

their lines for reaching

TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the
These lines being CONTINUOUS
PROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffiMiddle Slates.

culties and dangers f reshipment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks en>

pickerel, etc., etc.

ible

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure

>t injury

The

The Route of the Tourist

lines of

The Only Route

White

via

Sulphur Springs.
lottesville with the
in equipment.

Richmond and CharMouth. All modern improvements

R.

HOWARD,

Gen Passenger and Ticket

Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

People's Evening

Line

TO ALBANY.
Leaves Pisa 41, N. R., foot of Canal s rcet,
Sundays excepted, at 6 p. m.
Flrst-olnsH fare, 81. Deck, fide. Excursion
to Albany mid Return, $1 at), ft a eroomg, $1 and $2.
Making close connections with trains on New
York Cen ral Ratlr.iad for the West, and D laware
and Hudson Railroad for the Ntrth, and Snsquc-

dully,

hanna Railroad for tie S
Rooms f'omfortubly

..ntliwest.

Wa

G7-THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF
STEAMERS SELLING T1CKETB AND CHECKING BAQG GE '10 PLACES ON THE N Y.C.R.R.

THRiiIGK TICKETS

•fnce on the pier,

can

v
ticket offices in
ai

i

had at the

be
egs

From Fishing

MAYO,

Old Dominion Line.
The steamers

of this Luie reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shootli sections in the coun-

Wing

and

Nhootlnf.

Still

Hunting.
Alio. to

BEACH HAVEN CAPE MAY.
SQlUN.and points oh the NEW JERSEY COAST
unowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
LNJ3 FEA HER
FARMER,

L. P.

Xuiik Thomson.

Ge"'l

Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Manager

feblT-t»

OMAHA AND
i

WINONA AND

AND HUBUQUE

AND M1LWA

Chicago to
to

EUI

Louis,

St.

Kansas

the

I

a.

.

KG AD

from

Chicago

(Juy

WITHOUT CHANOfc OF CARS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IS
EVERYTHING.

find splendid shooting

on the

one of this road; prairie chicken, geese, dncks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

WVst b und, they leave CliLiago Oallv, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Strtet Depot, at 10:30 a. m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs m xt morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council 81 ffs at 6:30 p. h.,
except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
next afternoon.
of Chicago rnnsPullman
or any othe.- form of Hotel cars.

tB~ No other roads west

New York

Minneapolis
AND

ST.

PAUL SHORT

LINE.

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and

St. Paul.

office,

No. jib Broadway

;

Boston

office,

No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your

home

ticket agents, a j ply to

MARVIN HUGHIrT,

W. U Stkknktt,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Airent. Chicago.
je«>

.

Genera] PaBseucer Agent,
Chicago.

Ui

if

CHICAGO.
FOR

87,

except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (daily) ism'nates previous
to departure of trains, and Bum South Wall street,
Pulon and atharlre f Tries (dail ) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains f ore Depot, corner Flatbnsh and Atlantic avenue-, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brcok'vn and Long Island I'ity (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Grcenpo t, Sag Harbor, etc..8:80 A.M.,
i p. «., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. M. For Patch(dally

i

;

:

etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3.i and 6 p. m.
For Babylon,
at 9:30 a. m, 4, 4:30, S and 6 p. m. For Port
Jefferson, e'e, at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. it. For Northport, etc
at 10 a. it , 3:30, 4 30 and 6:30 p. a. For
Locust "Valley, at 8:30 andl0:0OA. M.. 3:8
and 6:30 p. m. For Far Ror.-kawnv, e;c, at 9:30 a. m.,
4, 4:30, 5, <i end 7 p. M.
For Garden Cll v and IlernpBtead, g:30 and 10 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 0:30 P. M., and
12:16 night, and from Long I.daud City only 9:80 a. m.,
1:80 and 6:30 p. m.
For P.
Jefferson,
Patchcgae, etc., 9 a. h. Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 P. M,
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 a. a. and 6:30 p. m„
Garden City and Hempstead ,9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and from Long Is] nd CI y only 9:30 a. m aaid
6:30 p. M. Trains for Eoekaway Beach, Flushing,
College Polnl
.as per time tables.
Yi rk at 261 Broadway, corner
Ticket offices in
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of •' The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
J. Ohittenpen, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Je6 tf

ogue,

etc.,

,

n

SUNDAYS—

rules for
particu-

address

SIMMONS &

G. W.

SON,

Boston, Mass.
septl2

«m

STONE'S
Sporting; Emporium,
213 South

"Jo.

Fifth Street,

Philadelphia.

'ARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID
LOADING SHELLS.
Taxidermy
auns,

in

all

branches.

Its

TO

Repairing of

and Fishing Tackle a

Elfle, Pistols

specialty.

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
For Guns, Cotlery and Surgical Instmmenta.
Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep In
any climate.
imen
srywhere in the United
States pronounce

Judge Holmes,

it

of

the best

Bay

City,

gun oil in the market
Mich., writes:
hi

"a

the best preparation I have found In thlrty-nve
years of active and frequent use of guns."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO
B. EATON,
5fo
Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City

W

CANNOT BE SENT BY

MAIL.

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDTNA

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate IandlngB
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
PLORIDA, by Bteamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to
L. JAMES,

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans

General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8. Cto.,
Pier 82 South Delaware Aven ue, Phils

Kr
of

Ives

wads.

No

fifty shells In ten minutes.
water used.
el. stic, self adjusting, prevent the slipping
Is unequalled as a breech wiper by cover-

ing with on oiled cloth. For sale by all gnn dealers,
or sample sent, free by mail on receipt of price,
SI.S0; lOand IS bore. J. F. P.ONAN, box 31 Roxbury
Station, Boston, Mass.
Liberal discount to the
trade.
Septi»3 fcn

Rates reduced

TROUT

the parlor

FISHING!

Rooms

to $1 per dav for all rooms above
floor, without baths.
with baths, $3.60, $4, and $4 60 per day.

ALVIN HULBERT,

t'.i

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
1878.—
LONG
Ferrybota leave New York from James Slip

circulars,

lars,

FOR FLORIDA

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
between B rlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in
Geese, Dncks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Q_uaiL Sportsmen
and their dogs t^ken good care of. Reduced rates
•n parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVE8,
E. P. WrNBLOw,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

For

measurement and

.

K AND RANEOLPH),

(CLA!

WE

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

PRICE PER SUIT, $13.

tt Id by principal New York dealers, and
by VYm,
Rean & Sons. Boston, Mass.; B. Kitiredge A Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio; E E. Eaton. Chicago, 111.; Brown
A Hlld, St. Louis, Mo. Titos.
Parr, Cleveland.
Ohio.
Trimble i Kleibaektr, Baltimore, Md. S
Cropley & Son=, Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grubb
A Co., Philadelphia.

Sherman House,

I

Louis,

OoTSMEN.

§ofqts and§csort$ for gpottxmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,

ens country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Mond ty. Tuesday, Thursday nnd Saturday. Lewes, Del.,
day at a p. a.
Pull information glron at office, »7 Greenwich St.,
New York.
sep2S ly

St,

Si

presents peculiar advantages.
For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Branf shooting,
our Iowa line to-dav offers more favorable points
than any other road in the countrv, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and foi Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Picket el and Bass fishing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Nuithwesicrn lines of
this company will be found un surpassed by anything
in the We.-t.
line

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

try.
Connections direct for Chincoteague. Cobb's
Island, and poiuts on the Peninsula. City Point,
James^ River, Cuivituck, Florida, and the mountain-

They are the Best.

OHfCAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.

This

FIRST- CLASS

SPORTSMEN will

throughout the country.

Ke; osha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS
are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifnrnla Exprei-S Train of

TO

rHE ONLY DIRECT

The reputation of these
goods is now established

AND

-

daily,

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

SUITS.

j

lUt'KERTON,

offices, at all

and
New York, or of oonue tIng Railroad and Steamboat Lines.
8. E.
Gen'l Passenger Agent.
hotels

EXCUR8ION

Jersey.

ather well-known centers for

by Steam.

uied

New

Pennsylvania and

are sold at the offices of the Company in
principle cities tc KA^NE, RENOVA. BEDFORD, CRE-SON, RALSTON, M1NNEQUA, and

ill the.

at

CONWAY

ai

Kallwair Line f of the West and Northwest, and.with
its numerous branches and connections, form the
si oites- and q icliesi route beiween t hlcagoand all
points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, aid the
Westrn Territories. Its
CALIFORNIA LIN1
nud best ronte for all
poms in Northern Illinois, Iowa, D kola, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Ltah, Nevada, California, Oregon, china, Japan and Australia
Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AMI MINNEAPOLIS LINE 18 the Short
line lor Nor. hern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Jti'iwn, St. raul, Minneapolis, Duluthaiid all points
1
tne Great Northwest. Its
ST.
ETER LINE is the only route to, Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulra and
all
points In Southern ami Central Minnesota. Its
B Y
MA1.Q.UETIE LINE Is the only
line fir .lanesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh. Aopleton. Green Bay, Eseanaba, Negaunee,
Marqu-.lte, Hoi
icS and the Lake Superior conniry.
Its FRE.tl ORT
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Pockford, Freeport and all points v a Freeport.
Its CHICAGO
KEE LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and is the only one passing through EvanstO;!,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, wankegan Kaclne,

GREEN

AND FIBBIVS

TICKETS

.Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
North- est and Southeast; at Gordoneville, with the

North imd Northwest; and

also roach the best lecaltties for

atfNKINGr

SHOOTING

Embraces under one mauagtment the Great Trunk

1

Railroad Company

Pennsylrani

through the most beatuiful and picturesque scenery
or the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts.

Spoi[tsnim'8 §oods.

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern RR. BOSTON

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

295

The Wisconsin Central Railroad
THROUGH TO

LAKE SUPERIOR.
EXCURSION

I

" Forest and Stream " route are Menasha and Green
Bay for bass fishing Butternut Creek and take for
muscalonge; 'he many branches and lakes of the
Flambeau and Uiipp wu. which teem with bass, pike
;

and pickerel, never till last season Ashed by sportsmen. Between >ilv r Creek and Ashland all are
trout streams, and many others can be easily reached
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the
Bay affords excellent SBOit.

The Chequamegon hctel at Ashland, built last
year, has been enlarged, and s supplied with a
steam-yacht, sail and rowboafs and excellent guides.
The atmosphere at Ashland is a sure preventive of
hav fever.
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports,
Send for Guide Book.

Terms moderate.

S. P.

CONEL

American Chemically Prepared

FELT
W ADS.

OXTBT
I.

Situated on the Great South Itav, between Moriches
and westhamDton, within a mi e and a half oi the
Excellent a< comiuodatlon for summer
oceau.
boarders. Surf and still wa'er bathing. Good boating. Ashing, and gunning.
House open throughout
the year for Ashing and shooting parties.
Boats,
boatn.cn, stabling, errutges, and every convenience
for spoTt men. Accessible b.y Long Island Ralr oad.

EQUAL TO

AT LESS PRICE

E1A>3,

For sale by all dealeis. Manufactured by B.
Ansonla, Conn., and 7 White street.

GOODMAN,
New York.
C.

*

B.

octlf 3ra

ZETTLEK,

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

N, Prop'r.

augw tf

A Pleasant Winter Resort

07

Visitor's

Guide

to

Bermuda," forwardel
J.

Bowery,

MATTHEW
octlf It

Now Ready

in

Tor?

Water Colors.

ZIMMERMAN^

two celebrated picture-, "Tlxht
Shell " and " Trying for a Double."
Price per pair,
$3.60 and 25c. for postage.
Address

ZIMMERMAN

Wild Fowl Shooting.

G. T. A.
Milwaukee, Wis.

New

for

Invalids.
8ce " The

pest free on receipt of one dollar.
JONES, Halifax, N. S.

HENRY PRATT,
my9 6m

New

We challenge any Hotel In the World to show as
large and as e egantlv furnrhed rooms as those of
the SHs.RMAN.
JeSOt.f

Rossmore House, Speonk, L

TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the
not, Chicago ;
C. M. and St. Paul, Mai Isi
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and
camp equipage taken free.
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this

TRY
jQooditixn's

j$.

Prop'r.

angl

tf

BROS.,

St.

Pan', Minn.

New

New Haven,
field
The new and
leaves Pier No.
cepted), at 3 r. M.
"

FOR
Hartford, Spring

and the North.
elegant steamer C. H.

NOETHAM

Ea»t River, daily (Sundays exPassengers go North and East at

25,

MIGHT LINE.— The

Continental

at 11 p. «., arriving in
early morning trains.

leaves New Tork

New Haven

in time for the

.Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight
from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to
RICHARD PECK, General Agents.
train

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

HALIFAX,
JOHNS,

N. S.
K. F.

AND

ST.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
CORTES,

By a practical gunner and an old baymau. Has
always on hand the best of boais, batteries, etc,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special
uttentlon given by himself to hli< guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
N. LANE, Good
Nov8 tf
Ground, L. I.

WI

Capt. Bennett, and

ALHAMBRA,

Capt. Mcllhinney,

form a regular line between above ports, Raving
Pier in North River, New Tork, three times a
month. Person* visiting Nova Sa
or the Lower St. Lawrence will and this the cheapest
and most direct route, avoiding changes and detention. Time between New 1 oik and Halifax about
aixi j hours, one half of trip through Long Island and
Vineyard Sounds, In smooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New Tork and Halifax, $15 gold New York and St.

HOUSE To Sportsmen, 10 to 30
BRAM/EV
shots at partridge per day guaranteed. Rabbits
squirrels, red. gray urn! black, in great numbers.
for parties of fur nnd upwards,
m station, $10
including boari,rooDi =
J. M. BRADLEY, Eidred, Sullivan County,
oets tf.
N. Y

and

T.rms per week,

.

I

ii

I

i

perman.

Trap-Shooter's Ammunition
Case.

;

Johns,

$30,

gold,

at reduced
;iier particu-

f

rateB. For schedul.
lars apply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street, N. Y.
CO., Halifax, N. S.,

AGENTS—WOOD 4
* CO., St. John's, N.

HARVEY

F.

je*Mm

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding anil
Mulling Machines. 13 Spructa St. 4th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and

A handy and compact Leather Box for carrying
100 rounds, J-i.nO; 70 rcunde, ft. Sent by
express ou recent of price, or C. o. D. everywhere.

shellB.

THOMSON

,

Proprietor.

Open day and night

P. O.

Box 1,018.

801

<&

SONS,

Broadway,

New

Tork

FOREST AND STREAM.

296
§portsmetf's §ot>ds.

RUBBER

INDIA

Fishing Pants, Goats
Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Cartridge

sVxtes

x&

ijtHc1(fiug

Cq

(goods,

^

v

o*

COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,
India

LOWELL, MASS.,

AND
Rubber Goods of Every Description.

& CO.,
HODGMAI
WMATDBN
N
LANS,

END FOR PBICELIST.

MOCCASINS.
The best thing In the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
snow-shoeing, etc. They are
easy to the feet, ana very
^durable. Made to order
Fin a variety ot styles, and
warranted the genuine

MARTIN

illustrated circular.
F. G. Box 368, Dover, N. H.

Send lor

HUTCHING?,

sor to FranXG«od.>

AND NAVY OF THE

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and In use by the AB.MY
Rlm-flre ammunition of
and Beveral Foreign Governments.
attention given to the manufacture of

UNITED STATES

Special

kinds.

all

LOST

Cartridges for Target Practice.

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON,

O

8

(Succes-

„

.

PRINCIPAL ACCENTS— W.

Holberton <fc Co., 117
York; Jos. C, Grubb & Co., 712
street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford &, AnMass.
Boston,
street,
thony, 374 Washington
Fulton street,

CLUPE BROTHFRS & CO.'S PRICE LIST OF
PROPELLER TUG, an D YA^HT ENGINES
AND TACHT IS NOW READY. SEND
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

AND CARTRID GES.

1

WOOD'S OIL TANNED

article.

MANC1'ACTUBER8 OF THE

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS,

New

Market

Ceneral Agents,

300 Broadway,

COMPASS.

N. Y.

XX X

New

&.
Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading
making straight-bores shoot as well as choke bires ar^ snpp >sed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1 25 per hundred for lO-gatisce, aDd fl.10
Packed" 50 in a box.
for 12-gauge
10 and 12-gauge now ready
*ther sizes to follow.

guns,

;

;

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

A. B.

CEO.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

POOLER & JONES,
Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only practical cartridge holder in use. Will
carry
brass cartridges,

H.

LEONARD'S

I ..

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, manllla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

six-strip

German'sUver mountings,

and

three-Joint, extra tip

CABIN STORE8.

I-.

2I °°

hexagonal

German

light fly rod, two-Joint,

mounting, extra

silver

m

• •

justed to fit either a slim
or large man. Will de-

• • • • •

Flo

any addreas, and
prepaypo itaie.on beltsor
any number of loose ho'dliver to

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22
United States Arms Revolver^ rt^.g

cal., nickel,

eacn

c^ntck^ g*

of the fol-

Spring
lowing prices
brass cartridge holders,
per dozen, $1.25 adjustable belts with 30 spring
brass holders, complete,
ti Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the
We solicit corgayest and nicest belt inrre, $B.
respondence from de lers. All onr belts are made
of the finest B.usse:t leather, and have Neck-Straps
;

i

Ball

o
u

tf

and

I

7th Street,

Has received the Highest Awards at

all the World's
Sxhlhitlons ror tne Best Fl id, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Baro .ietere, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Bye-G'aases to Suit all eyes.

The

largest stock of Optical

Goods

In this country.

Sole Agent for the best Hnman Artificial Eyes.
(Uuttrated Catalogue on receipt of pontage of 4 aenta.

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptiwias.
H. T. ANTHONY * CO., 0»\ liwadway,

EA

Trap

PATENTED OCTOBER

The

''St

Stereoscopes
• N.Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chronic^ and Frames;
lebritles, f'lioiographlc
Albums, Ph.-.i
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic MaAwarddtl First Premium at Vienna and
terials.

call

the attention of

all

'icejs

phUadR'Dhla.

HERRINGS

23, 1877.

andard "

The Bohemian GlaBs Works wonld respectfully

m
TJ
H

^

IEA A. PAINT'S
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL.

sept26

4

R

50

j£-

OCULIST A OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,

.

on (not shown in cut). Cash must accompany orders.
Send money by registered letter on Serena, 111., or
Send 10 cent
P. O. Money Order on Ottawa, III.
stamp for sample holder Address all orders to
POOLER A- JONES, .sere a, La Salle Co., III.

(0

^

1

•

jftf

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN'S OUTFITS.

:

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.
as

'

1840.

H WALDSTEIN.

tip

LlONARb's'six-srrlpne'xagonkVfly'rod.GCTman

™

only

ESTABLISHED

tip case, solid

tip case,

weighs one pound. The
belts can be perfectly ad-

leai-ly

00

silver moHutimr, t iree-'jolnt, extra tip and
SO
•
waterproof ferrules
Black bass rod, ash and lancewcod, brass full mounted, two middle Joints ad three tips, lOjitt...... T 50
Black bass rod ash and lanoewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints
."
.
and three tips
'J
6 00
Rnssta-leathernv-bcok, with the "Hyde "clip, large size...
... ;•'•-•*•• »*}
Russia-le tuer fly-book, with the" Hvde " clip, small size
6c. to 10c. per yard
Best enameled waterprool taper fly lines, from
•••••• -•
Helgramites or Dobson bait for blac bass, each
.„
f°
$1 to J2.50 per dozen
A large assortment of tront and black bass flies from
dressed ta any desired pattern.
AH kinds of Hnelled Hooks tied to order. Mso

H.

Two

on receipt

2fi

Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod,
reel plate

front. A vest, will hold 30
of the cartridge bol lei
dozen of thei
ers only weigh S OZ3, One
30
belt complete, with

era

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WARRANTED THE BEST IN T HE MAR KET FOR THE PRICE.
D |ntQ

These cartridge holders
can be easily attached to
any hunting veet or coat

"

5T

R ETAIL.

.

positively prevent
wads from starting on
shot. Suitable for either
paper or brass shells.

attached,

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

.... .$18 00
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German BUver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, Ger nan silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel

and

holder?

iCTTJRERS OF

IMPORTER-! a-

ITHIS IS AN EXACT irAO-SIMILE.
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellent, a sample has
been left at the Forest and STnKAH and Rod and
Gdn office. Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post office
order, to any part of the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.
;

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc.,

WHOL ESALE AND

PATENT BOSS

per Box

BARTON & CO.,
New York.
337 Broadway,
D M iMJF

W Ite for one

HENNINC,

C.

75c.

CO., Newark, N.

J.
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duclc and Coose Shooting.

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING.
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORTING CLOTBX G.
The largest assortment and best GOODS In the
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

KAY &

Ball.

dealer! In Glass Bails to the fact
i

i

TO A SUALE. therefore we
ONLY BALL
that the Patae Patent Filled Ball Is the STAND ARD
Trade
would reapectfilly caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable
inferior pwls.
wben yon can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other
other B^l la aa beautlfuUy
No other Ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball and no strong
breakage
to prevent
made. It will break In every instance when hit by shot, and la sufficiently
, _, __.
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
barrels of 800.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in
Send lor price list. Special inducements to the trade

AND

MADE

frt^'PJ.^L^f

'

I

HEADQUARTEB8 BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 2H

Pearl

Street,,

N. Y.

Bogardus' Patent Rough Glass Balls
and Glass Ball Traps.
These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable
to get out of order, and tlicy throw tlie ball In a manner
that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a
.; surface that strengthens the ball tor shipment
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot,
Bbj insures the breaking of the ball when bit.
N BOGAEDCS was the first to introduce the
ROUGH BAjj^, crd a> ' price far below the smooth ball

«1
possible
T EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in everynot
even
direction.^. No screen is needed, as no one,
poller, can'tell the an ectiOE tnel All will take.
stationary if desired. All metal.
NICELY FITTED.— Send for Circular.

Made

WORKING PARTS

at that time.

N, Gen. Agent,
Casenovia, N. Y.

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls

MY IMPROVE* TRAP
FOR
HEADQUARTERS
^

Thei :Huber Trap.
„

GOODS.
OCttTtf

Lower tban

Decatl

'

HAGGERTY BROS, fe
FOE TRAPS, HART

SMandsr.2 ISKOADWAV,

D.

Long:

$£a-

LURCH'S

Range

Rifle

Cbeedmoob Target, Distance 200 Feb*,

AIR GUN GALLERY,
No 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester Sta.)

NEW YORK.

^ji.i™. nf

Bal Sl«fotmg and

War.

the

CO.,
NEW YORK.

and
CO., lO Piatt Street, N. Y. pity.
<k SLOAN, Newark, N. J.

"Field Oover and Trap Shooting," by A. H. BOGAEDU3, containchapter^ breeding an 1 -Treakm? of dog. bv Mile, John.™.
l.o.ao Co., 111.
PoSageoaVd^Address, Capu A. H. BOGAROU*, Elkhart,
_~.«

taS^atrnrriS..??o

pftoW^ESl

BALLS,

before

HERRINC &

rules for alassball shooting, containi ng 40 p ages.

USE

FOR SALE |BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN Q

.

Balls and Trap can oe ordered through all Gun Dealera. Liberal discount to the Trade.
(warranted), which will throw a ball in any direction from the shooter at

Prices

nni n

in? worterc.il m.k. Ill » i\j Mh^nn
A*lf.«s T«v« * r„ Aq^rt*,
Ire.

UU L U Oiuni

,

C**r

Wit

AMERICAN

THE

NEW
WAYDOWN

YORK. THURSDAY,

BEBEE'S FALL SONG.

(^£E

de leaves a fallra' down—
Hear de breezes blowln'

^

See

skies a loolcin' like
eiouds would soon be snowin'.

tie

Da

—Wake up, cull'd folks—
Hustle in clut wood
In your meat and

GH

'tatarg,

For summer's gone

for good

See lie frost on tnpde grsss
An' n'ar do chil'en er.i in'

De

Ivy green lias got

a.

chin,

An' baseball am a dyin'.
Chorus— Wake np In de mawnin'—
IVfake rtem black heels

fly

!

Summer's gone, an' winter com
Won't pass de darkey by

De 'possum wanders all alone,
De woodeliUL'k sadly calls;
I>3 hickory nut

An'

to

it

can't hold on,

do groun'

Chorus— Lift up dem

feet,

i|;

falls,

braider—

Make ce c ibin' tight;
De winter will be long nn' cold,
Kase summer was so bright

For Fcretl and Stream ami Eod and Gun.

(Continued from

0(

MONDAY

morning

Oct.

t

Ik

10, 1878.)

cooked breakThis
island is a prominent, object, for it is the mist westerly
land Bouth of Cape Romano, and about twenty miles in a
northerly direction from the Chuekaluskee River. When
fast,

and started

crossing the grassy

mud

1

rose at

5 a. m.,

at 7 a. m., for

flats,

Pavillion Key.

several miles south of Pavillion

we passed

near and over largo numbers of small-sized
green and loggerhead turtles. If deposed we could have captured numbers with tho grains, but we refrained from injuring them. I proposed passing to the eastward of the Key, but
as it was the last of tbe ebb tide, I grounded on the mud and
grassy flats, and was forced to retreat and fiud deeper water.
I steered for the southwesterly point of the island, where
I made a landing at 11 a. m. Tramping around the westerly
side of the island, I noticed a coon experimenting upon the
exposed oysters. As I was between him and the bushes, he
endeavored to escape observation by squatting. On the island
coon tracks were visible everywhere. Wherever coon oyster
bars exist, there will be found plenty of raccoons. Looking
-ahead, I saw a collection of hundreds of whito polleans seeking shelteramong the bushes. I approached within forty yards
of them. In front of me was a channel, fifty feet wide, and on

Key,

the opposite side a grassy point of about an acre in extent
hacked by mangrove bashes, and literally packed with pelil
canB. This appeared to be a sort of general rendezvous,
where they collected to sun themselves and arrange their
feathers.
Iloaded one barrel with TT shot, emerged from my
hiding-place, shouted, and, as tho birds rose, fired, and six
beautiful specimens succumbed to the destructive effects of
powder and lead. Borne of your readers will accuse me of inhumanity and pot -hunting hut I entertain different views regarding the utility of sea bird.?, and pelicans in particular. Before man appears on the scene, sea birds seem necessary to
maintain the balance in nature; but when man steps in with
nets, hooks and grains, and m some instances the wanton de;

,

i

struction of fish, the services of destructive pelicans can be
dispensed with. While I am opposed to pot-hunters, and the
useless destruction of useful birds, I am forced to the conelusion that the destructive services of sea bird3 can be dis-

pensed with on our coast.
At each inlet, pass, bar and shoal along the coast south of Sarnumbers of pelicans will be found, and at a rough
estimate I would place the number at half-a-million. Policans
generally feed on small fish, and from my observations I have

asota, large

reason to believe that they will at the lowest estimate destroy
If my conclusions are correct the pelicans sXims. a
coast line of Jess than 200 miles will destroy 00, COO, 000" of
young fish daily, and yearly 18,250,000,000. Many of the
young fish consumed would not attain a large size ; but if we
assume that the average weight of all the fish consumed
juld reach a half pound, we will find that the. pelicans destroy
what would amount to over 400,000 of^tons annually. If tho
fish consumed could attain maturity, their progeny would
materially add to the quantity of fish on the coast. Add to
the fish consumed by the pelicans, those that arc destroyed by
Other sea birds, and It is strange that the existing quantity

100 daily.
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taining an excess of vegetable matter, and remarkably proOn this island, cocoa nuts, pine-apples, bananas,
ductive.
limes, oranges, lemons, coffee and all the tropical fruits can
be cultivated. Tbe climate is cool in Bummer, and the islands
The land
in this locality are remarkahle for their salubrity.
on this and the adjoining islands is open for pre-emption ;
and is worthy of the attention of those who are desirous of
Adjoining
settling in a mdd, temperate and healthy climate.
Marco is Hons Island, settled by several parties named
Roberts.
This island contains about two square miles, and is
capable of supporting quite a number of families. Twelve
miles from Collier's to the eastward on a small stream will be
found a large grove of royal palms— one of two still remaining
in tbe State.
The waters about Marco abound with mullet,
sheepshead, channel bass and tarpon, the latter ranging from
50 to 200 pounds. These fighters can be captured by using a
They are, without any exception, the
float and mullet bait.
most powerful, active and artful of the fish family. They
have the knack of jumping, nnd while in theair of shakingo. t
the hook.
With their knife-like jaws they manage to cut off
hooks and escape. The best snood is a piece of strong bass
Prom this point I steered VVNYV across Gallivans wire, or a chain, such as is attached to small-size shark hooks.
glades.
Bay, for Cape Romano. In the light of this bay E by N, They are becoming plentiful in the St. Johns river near the
li teen
miles from Cape Romano, empties Gallivans River. bar. Each summer many are hooked, but to land one is the
Vignolles examined this stream about the year 1820, and de- exception.
Last summer several of my friends were fishing
In tbe party was
scribes it as "a noble stream, with eight feet of water on the
in the surf on Pcllican bank near the bar.
bar."
He also remarks that it is a "braufifnl stream, with a youth of sweet sixteen. He fastened his line around his
high banks and rich and luxuriant lands on each side. " He waist, entered the surf and threw out his bait ; there was a
likewise states that the river heads in a "lake or large lagoons
three
bite, a yank and the young piscator started seaward
in. the everglades."
Judging from my own observations with friends went to bis rescue, seized the line and walked the fish
a powerful glass, and the statement of Vignollos, the banks of ashore. They had captured a tarpon weighing eighty pounds.
this river present many attractions
for the sportsman.
few weeks since, two friends and self were fishing near the
The Collins and Roberts, who live fifteen miles to the east- bar for channel bass. B. had a bile, the line went hummiug
ward of tho mouth of the river, have frequent communication through his fingers until a hundred yards bad disappeared.
with Key West, and, through these parties, supplies could be Then a tarpon" six feet long was seen in the air, and all was
Having read VignoDes1 book, I became interested slack— the fish had cut the line. To Ihose who are fond of
obtained.
in Gallivans River, and have made it a rule to question every
capturing large fish we would say try tarpon fishing ; for I
coaster I have met in
cruises regarding Gallivans River,
care not how skilled the piscator may be he will find that he
and I have yet to find one who has entered it. As with Galli- has one of tbe most artful of fish to circumvent.
vans River, so with the rest of the country south of this point
1 left Roberts at 4 v m., and before sunset entered Little
terra incognito.
Marco piss, three miles to the northward. At the entrance I
Being unacquained with the navigation of this seel ion, I found a shoal on each skin, and tbe channel hugged the right
bore away for Cape Romano, intending to leave it to star
shore.
In tbe centre of the entrance was an uprooted manboard, and enter Big Marco Inlet. If 1 should visit the locality grove of large 3izo.
I anchored a short distance from the
again, instead of rounding Capa Romano, I would steer for mouth of the pass, and, prepared for the night, I looked f orthe easterly end of lions Island, live miles
15 from Cape
ward with impatience to the morrow, for I fully expected to
Romano. On Hons Island will be found a settler named be rewarded with a sight of one of the main objects of my
Roberts, who is extensively engaged in the cultivation of cruise— an ancient canal, reported (o exist across the peniusula
bananas and vegetables for the Key West market. By leav- to the north of Doctor's Pass, the latter being four miles
ing Hons Island to port, a deep channel will be found leading north of my auchoragc.
to~Marco Inlet, and by following it, nine miles of outside
From Big Marco to Doctor's Pass a boat passage inside of
navigation will be uvoided. I reached Cape Sable at 11 the islands' will be found, but as I preferred open sailing to
a. ii., and endeavored to round the point, close to shore,
mud flats, tortuous channels and oyster bars, 1 kept outside.
but was disappointed. At the pitch of the cape I found a In rough weather the inside channel might be followed. I
shoal extending to the S. VV.
heavy sea was rolling in questioned the Collier family regarding Doctor's Pass ana the
from the N. W., and the du3t was (lying to an unpleasant ex- aucieut canal, and was assured that no one in the settlement
tent.
I stood out to sea and crossed' the shoal a half mile
had ever cutered the pass or heard of the canal. The few
from the land. Having rouuded the sea shoal I encountered who reside on this coast never seem to leave home or become
a heavy sea, which made tbe motions of the little Doni any- acquainted with their surroundings.
thing but pleasant. One mile and a half north of the cape
Wednesday morning, before sunrise, I was under way and
will be found a pass with a good harbor.
Three miles farther steering to the northward with a fair wind. Three miles
north will be noticed Oaximbos Pass with a good entrance, north of Little Marco I passed a narrow but navigable pass,
deep water and a land-loeked harbor; and three miles north which the colliers informed me was called John's Pass. One
of this Big Marco Inlet,
q'his is a wide inlet with twelve
mile and a half to the northward of John's Pass I sighted the
In exfeet of water.
If the tide is low and any sea running a shoal
promised land aud the entrance to it, Doctor's Pass
will be noticed on each side of the entrance extending a full
planation of the word " pass," which I so frequently use, I
quarter of a mile to sea.
The distance from Cape Romano to may remark that it is used along the coast by residents and
Big Marco is only seven and a half miles, witu two harbors, coasters instead of the word inlet. To nome it may appear
but it is an exposed locality, with ugly shoals, and I would unnecessary to give the distances from pass to pass; but to
prefer taking the inside route in the future, unless there was sportsmen and tourists who are dependent for their safety
no sea running.
on small and unseaworthy crafts, snch information is valuable.
O.ie mile from the entrance I took a right-hand channel for
By possessing such knowledge they will kuow when to seek
a mile, turned to Ihe right, and, after following it for another
a harbor andwhere it can be found. The majority of the
mile, 1 sighted Collier's schooner, and landed.
Running the passes are not shown on any of the maps of the State. 1
boat on the shore, I discovered a well-beaten trail, which I have compiled from actual surveys a map of two inches to
followed, and soon found old man Collier planting cabbages.
the mile, showing every channel, pass and island from Punta
I received a hearty welcome, and was invited' to malic a
Rassa to Cape Romano and the tourist or sportsman can delengthy stay on the beautiful island of Marco. I was pleased pend upon the correctness of my statements regarding disto find acres of bananas growing with the greatest luxuriance.
tances.
Immense bunches of lru'it were visible in every direction, but
Doctor's Pass is about eighty feet wide, wi'h six feet of
unfortunately, none were ripe. Although it was the middle water at low tide. Inside of the entrance, to the right, will
of November, tomatoes, squashes and pumpkins were in be observed a narrow channel, which is the commencement
bloom. Not a weed was to be seen, and evmyihing looked of the inside passage leading to Marco. To the left will be
prosperous. Mr. Collier owns a beautiful clipper schooner of noticed a passage fifteen feet wide, leading into a circular
thirty tons, and markets his productions in Key West.
The bay 200 feet wide, with four feet of water at low tide. To
population 'of Key West is about U.Q0O; the island is almost the west this land-locked bay is separated from the gulf by a
a barren rock, and everything consumed has to be imported. narrow sand bank. In all my wanderings I have never met
Hence the productions of more persons than Collier could be with an anchorage to equal this small but beautiful harbor.
sold at tho Key to advantage.
Following the pass to the eastward for three-quarters of a
1 accompanied the old geutlcmau to the house and was
mile, it ended in a wide lagoon, one arm extending to the
urgently requested to make myself at home. The house is a north and the other to the south. At a point half a mile from
large one, well arranged, and scrupulously clean.
For several the gulf the navigation becomes difficult in consequence t f
winters Mr. C. has accommodated a naturalist from Chicago,
tho existence of shoals and oyster banks, and the explorer
and could make room for a few more. The island contains must keep to the left as the law directs. The north lagoon is
about six square miles, and is capable of supporting quite a about three miles and a half in length.
population. In a direct line this island is but ninety miles'
I was anxious to find the ancient canal, and air and sun
from Key West. Early tomatoes, potatoes and vegetables the contents of the boat. I steered to the north for two miles,
could be produced and shipped to New York by the Galveston when I noticed a monstrous-sized bear take to the water from
steamers touching at Key \Vest. As far as my observations the left bank. Opposite where the animal left the land the
extended the soil in many places was a deep, dark loam, con- lagoon is divided into two arms by a narrow, projecting point.

should be so great. While many of the fish captured by
birds could not be used as food, the day is coming when menhaden will become Ecarce on our northern coast, and these
waste fishes may be required for oil and manurial purposes.
About a quarter of a mile north of Pelican Key will be
noticed a sandy key, with a few mangroves.
Around this
island will be found luscious clams, whose home in the sand
can be ascertained by treading with tbe heel. In addition to
the clams, crawfish of large size, sbeepshead, channel bass and
sea trout can be cap'ured in great quantities. Around auy of
the keys tho shootist can readily fill his bag with snipe and
curlews.
In the channel opposite the grassy point previously
referred to, a land-locked anchorage will be found with four
feet of water at low tide.
Tuesday morning, turned out at 3 a. si., cooked breakfast,
anti got under way at early day, course north and by east for
two miles. About two miles north of Pavillion Key I crossed
a wide and deep channel running from cast to west. With
my glass I noticed what I had reason to believe was high land.
1 feel assured that this channel is the outlet of the Pah Kahhatchee River one of the large streams formed by the ever-
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The wiud was

ahead, the tide was low,

water very shallow, and I eould not use he centreboard so
1 lowered sail, placed mv fifteenth amendment at tbB oars,
steered with my feet, and handled a sixteerL-foot pushing pole
with as muel) e'-jse as I would a walking-srick. Mr. Braid
did not notice us, and landed on the point referred to, and
After de{gamboled and shook himself like a young puppy.
voting a few minutes to gymnastic performances, he took to
the water and waded a short distance from shore in the eastsearching
of
lagoon,
where
he
appeared
to
he
the
ern branch
Just as we were passing out of sight behind
for shellfish.
the point he noticed us, and I never saw water fly as it; did in
until he reached the eastern branch of the.
bear's
course
that
lagoon, and as a consequence I missed a shot at the aforesaid
found it to
I soon passed the track of the animal and
bear.
oe a bearish highway. The white sand of the bottom of the
lagoon was covered with ore. or two inches of dark mud,
with a luxuriant growth of aqueous vegetation. The bear
track wa3 about three feet wide, wilh a clean, white sand
bottom, the mud and vegetation having been removed by the
frequent crossing of a bear or bears and the action of the
Memo. — It might he advisable to spend a few hours
water.
hidden in the bushes on the points. ! proceeded another
mile or over, and lauded at a large bed (if rushes. I started
my man Friday in searh of the canal, and I engaged in
spreading out and airing the contents of the boat. X made a
reconuoisance some fifty 3 aids from the boat, and found a
well beaten deer track through the rushes, at least two feet
wide, evidently used daily by the deer to reach the fresh
Pour hours after his departure my colthe lagoon.
ored companion returned very much excited." He had failed
to discover the canal, but stated that he started several tor.
keys dfer tracks were everywhere, and '• bear cjlips " could
beTound in every direction. I era
until 1 visited tee locality, 1 have reason to believe that a gun,
::-- last Indian war.
B
bad not been filed in this
i stowed plunder, dropped down the lagoon, killing quan-.
turn •«'/. of fat ducks for supper and breakfast, and came to
anchor in the little harbor previously described. To repare
[or to-morrow's lubota I retired early, nnd for some time 1
was favored with a serenade. The performers were at least
half a dozen huge alligators posted within •aie-etgbfh of u
For a time these Uneducated musimile of my anchorage.
cians indulged in their bellowing, and 1 complimented them
Having no alternative
in language which 1 need riot repeal.
but to listen to the melody, I ultimately deposited myself in
the arms of Morpheus, and slept as only the mat
At 3 a. m. 1 roused my sleepy companion and insleep.
structed him to proceed to the northward five miles, unless he
I
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a. m.
discovered the canal at a nearer point, and to return at
to breakfast. At G a. m. I had coffee, stewed duck, breakfast
bacon and fried potatoes ready for the party, aud my man
appeared with the glad tidings that he had fouud the canal.
breakfasted, and lauded on the sandy bank between the
bay and the gulf, when I discovered a number of tracks, aud
upon examination found that a dter had visited the sand spit
during the night and had remained some time to view the unusual visitor anchored within fifty feet of him. Xear by I
noticed a number of bear tracks, and after proceeding a short
distance along the beach, I made an investigation of the
tracks, and found that an old bear and two cubs had been indulging in a nocturnal promenade, aud having noticed the
boat, they had stopped aud discussed the queer object.
Proceeding three miles to the northward, along the beach,
attention to a stake, and informed me
man directed
that he had placed it opposite the end of the canal. Taking
a near cut I reached the canal a short distance from the beach.
When nearing the canal, my attenlicn was directed to a clear
spot in the grass where a bear had slept, the night before, and
before departing had left a large " chip." The canal extended from east to west, at a right angle with the shore line, for
three hundred yards, and then in an E. N. B, direction for
the lagoon. The earth from the excavation had been deposited
on each side. The bottom of the canal was twelve feet wide
and eight feet deep. The height of Ihe banks are four feet
above the present surface of the adjoining land, and the
Owing to
present bottom of the eaual is four feet below.
the action of the water and winds, a sand bank of over one
hundred feet wide obstructs the gulf end of the 'canal. The
present bottom of the canal is but little, if any, above high
water mark, and before it was partially filled by the action of
wind and rains, it was probably navigable at any stage of tide

We

my

my

for canoes.

The question

naturally arises,

What

for,

and by

whom was

The absence of shell mounds, Ihe unthis excavation made?
productive character of the soil on the peninsula and the main
land, and the liability to hurricane overflow negatives the
opinion that a large or even small population ever lived in this
Engineering talent was manifested in designing the
section.
from the fact that
at a right angle with the
the embankments and the
directness of ils course it could not have been the result of
of any aqueous action. If dug for defensive purposes the
earth would not have been deposited on bath sides, and the
party constructing the work could have been attacked in the
It seems singular that this excavation should have been
rear.
made for canal purposes, for a number of passes from the
lagoon and inside the passage must have existed when the cut
was made. From the character of the timber and the width
and depth of the passes, it is probable that these inlets have
existed from all lime. It has been suggested that this canal
was dug by thu Spaniards. They made no settlements in
this portion of the State, aud if they had, there is no evident
reason why they should, have excavated a canal from the
lagoon to the gull when navigable passes existed to the south.
It is hot likely that it was excavated by the Seminoles, for
they were too lazy to expend the muscle necessary to comThu only conclusion 1 can arrive at is
plete such a work.
The
that the excavation was made, by a prebistoric^race.
gigantic shell mounds on 1'ine Usippi and iMai'co Islands and
other points in this section, and the immense burial mounds
on Fish Eating Creek and near the Big Cypress, indicate that a
a large population inhabited this region in days of yore. The
best "evidence that can be advanced regarding the antiquity of
these shell mounds, is the fact lint they are covered with
from one to four feet of dark alluvial soi', the sequence of the
accumulation of decomposed vegetable matter. One peculiarity about this canal is the fact that in width and depth it
corresponds with those on Fine Island anil the main laud. It
is to be regretted that some of our scientific institutions or
publishers oE magazines or newspapers do not take steps to
have a thorough exploration made of the canals and mounds
They should be examined and described
of the south coast.

couisit of the canal in" relation to the gulf,

the

—
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commencement of the canal is
Owing to the presence of

gulf.
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before they are taken up by settlers and rendered inaccessible.
The shell mounds are high and the soil upon them deep and
remarkably productive, and one by one they are being settled

and cultivated. The ancient mounds are worthy of investiga
tion, and if is to be hoped thai some one will accomplish the
object before they are planted with bananas, pineapples and
other tropical productions.
It is to be regretted that the New
York Hcrnid does not interest, itself in the examination of the
ancient remains of one of our own States, one of ihe first settled,
and a large portion of which is unexplored and presenting an
held for research, both scientific and ai clucological.
Having wasted some paper and ink in referring to the
ancient canal, I will try my hand at a " fish story." The
quantity of fish that exists along the southwest coast of
Florida is surprising.
Along this portion of the coast a sand
bar exists trom tweuty to thirty feet from the beach at low
tide.
Inside of the bar is a channel with two feet of water at
low tide. It was low tide as I returned the gulf was without swell or a ripple, and 1 followed the beach to the inlet.
For the first two miles the channel was literally blocked with
For the last
large fat mullet swimming rapidly fo the north.
mile, before reaching the inlet, the bottom of the channel was
actually hidden by Eheepshcad ranging from one to four
pounds. It is probable that in no other portion of the globe
do fish exist in such immense quantities as on the southwest
;

coast of Florida.

The peninsula north of Doctor's Pass is the only point between Punta Rassa and Cape Sable where the main-land abuts
on the gulf. The peninsula and the main-laud east of the
lagoon are thinly covered wilh pine Umber, with occasional
patches of cabbage palm and live oak, and from our own observations we conceive this locality to be unequaltd for its
sporting attractions. Ducks can be found in the lagoon and
snipe and Curlew in quantity on the beach or mud flats and
ojstcr liars.
If the sportsman has a weakness for 'gator
shooting, he will find these customers ingTeat quantity and of
large size.
The main. laud can be reached, from thi
side of the lagoon, and the spoilsman can extend his wanderings to he everglades.
My friend Mr. Williams, who has
been engaged in surveying for over thirty years in various
portions el Fonda, and who surveyed this section four years
ago, assured me that it contains more deer, beat and turkey
tbim any other portion
the State,
One advantage appertaining la this oountry is Uie few rattle-snakes lo be found.
Mr. Willi a
roved the section between Fort Myns,
'.:,
t.'vp-.vss
ih
tlli
Caloo-h
v
and the Gulf, informed me
:
that between January aud July he and his staff ran over 1?0()0
miles of tines, :nu\ hey found but sis r.utlers
When he was
camped hit ly mil s N. E. of Doctor's Pass two Indians
camped by him for twelve days. They hunted but a few
luurs dai)yT end only killed the Very largest deer. Their rifles
were ninety to the pound, and" inter! >r muzzle-loaders.
When they broke up camp Mr- Williams counted their hides
and found the number to he eighty-seven. Doctor's Pass is
but thirty miles from Punta Lassa, where a post office and
telegraph station exist, affording the means of hearing from
I
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and communicating with home.
made to have telegrams forwarded

Arrangements could be
camp by sail boat.

to

At. Fresco.
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a new departure this year.

Heretofore

I

have-

J

gone West alone or with a company of sportsmen. This
my better haLf determined to accompany me. We had
old friends iu Clear Lake, Iowa, and we decided to make
We left home on the 9th or
that point our headquarters.
September aud reached Clear Lake the 10th. Mr. F. J. Bush,
Esq., an old friend, wa3 not an enthusiastic sportsman years
ago when I knew him first, but now, when I saw a knowing
old pointer enjoying the freedom of the house, and found that
B. owned a good Parker breech-loader and a fine team of
horses, my doubts disappeared as to his predilections in these
season

latter days.

We talkel over old

ing aud were at

it

times throughout the even-

again early next morning.

my impatience to be off for a
was beginning to think that the day would go by
without :my sport of my favorite kind. About 10 o'clock B.
ltisiirely remarked that" we might as well hitch the team to a
platform spring covered Wagon that could be had, and take
All old sportsmen will realize

hunt.

I

I assented, but did not anticiall the forks out for a html.
pate any shooting. The lateness of the hour, and with a
wagon load of ladies, what could we do, I n asoned. We
went soon off. The road ran along beside the lake, a beautiful sheet of water eight or ten miles long and from two to
We enjoyed
three miles wide, surrouudtd by wooded hanks.
the ride, and the ladies seemed lo relish it so much that I felt
compensated for the disappointment of what I considered
would prove a fruitless hunt.
We struck out into the prairies when four or six miles from
town, and soon came to some large stubble fields, the old
pointer (Don) rauging far and near as we drove along through
-Mrs. B. exclaimed, in tones that assuied
Ihe unfenced fields.
me that she had been there before, "Look at old Don!"
Sure enough, there he stood as firm as a rock. We drove up
near enough for the ladies to see the shooting, and alighted
from the wagon to find a handsome covey of full grown birds.
We had delightful sport for a time, and when noon came
around we brought out the well tilled lunch baskets by the
We
side of a huge straw stack nnd pariook of substantial*.
afterward continued riding and hunting, the ladies entering
with as much enthusiasm into the sport as those who shot the
chickens. Mrs. li. had a ,'ew days previous killed a prairie
chicken on the wing— the first she had evtrshotat. We
turned homeward -after bagging twenty chickens, fully convinced that, th- -ru was no pleasanter way of hunting, and that
it can hi- made as practicable, invigorating and exhilarating a
pastime for ladies as for gentlemen.
It is the exercise that the ladies of this country most need
The great attention now being paid to archery by the fair sex
Go forward, ladies there
is a step in the righl direction.
are joys in store for you that you have not jet dreamed of.
We reached home in ample lime lor an early supper, and
So ended the first day
feasted on our young fried chickens.
at Clear Lake.
few days afterward we bagged thirty-eight chickens.
had
more hunters. We
started earlier, and drove further and
found the fishing iutue lake pretty good, although we caught
small fish.
There are excellent pleasure boats to be had— two
steam yachts besides sail and row boats. There is a delightful island across the lake two or three miles from town whereon was once a fine hotel, but n was burned a few years ago
Clear Lake is the great resort In that part of the country, and
;
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We

finally arranged, as a grand closing jinale. a trip across
the country, 130 miles, to Spirit. Lake.
Tour readers all know something of the region about tho
Okiboji and Spirit Lake, but to fully appreciate it they s
start, as we did, a long ways off, and gradually approach 11
wirh the anticipations and expectations hunters have when
traveling toward a great game resort.
Dr. Mills and wife, of
Freeport, 111., joined us at Clear Lake, as we had previously

arranged.
We passed through the towns of Garner, Drift, Wesley and
Algona, all small places, except, the last named, which is a
finely located town of 2,000 inhabitants, and until quite recently the terminus of the Iowa division of the Milwaukee
and St. Paul It. K. We had a rest and good accommodations
at the Bongey Douse. Afler leaving A. we found a very nowT
and unoccupied country.
were just in the wake of the
track-layers, who were putting down two and a half miles of"
iron each day to fulfill the terms of a contract.
The new
road passes through Ihe towns of Ernniettsburg and Spencer j
the latter is the nearest railroad point to Spirit Lake, being
distant only twenty-two miles.
The beautiful scenery and
West Okiboji Lake broke upon our vision just as the sun was
setting.
crossed between Bast and West Okiboji on a
narrow road aud saw hunters and fishers camped near, who
reported game and fish plenty.
We were yet three miles dis-

We

We

tant from the village of Spirit Lake, and were beginning to
f.-i-l somewhat fatigued after our
long carriage ride, and our
part of them, acted as if it was the longest run for the
r u.1
Of hunting they had ever expeiieimcd, so that we
fully appreciated the comfortable surroundings of the
all
i

Minne Waukrm House, which we reached

in a short lime.

we sent for a friend and sportsRev, Mr Ckrppocfe, Who came and greeted us heartily,
and laid plans wilh us for two days' big" duck shooting ten
from
miles
town. He said, though, if we fc
anxious to begin business that he would call at. the hotel hefore daybreak next morning fbl
title Shi itil
a duck
pass within ten minutes' walk from the house
Dr. M. and
would suit as the weath
included
tat
id been
Cbai ming during our three days' lit!png the
night, and We were awakened by the hard rain.
congratulated ourselves in being so well housed, end knowing
that our horses and dogs wci'3 all comfortable and that ducks
would not be scared away by wet weather, we turned over
After a refreshing supper

111:111.

I

I

_.,

We

and

let

it

rain.

We

were up betimes for the Domine, who came in the dcrk
" The wind was blowwith his lantern to show us the way.
ing great guns" from the north, and we amused the ducks,
shooting several feet behind Ihem, as they come down like
bagged a few, however, and restreaks of lightning.
turned to the hotel for breakfast for a warm meal and a conIt was deemed advisable to give up the proposed
sultation.
trip to the Little Sioux River on account of the wind and
muddy roads.
spent a good part of the day indoors, but
could not refrain from doing some duck Bhootiug near town.
We bagged over twenty during the day, and I had the pleashad a variety of
ure of killing my first canvas-back.
kinds— canvas-backs, mallards, red-heads and teal.
The
landlord's son had bagged a line wild goose the day of our
arrival, and it was served up in elegant style for our dinner.
We decided that our second day should be spent iu fishing
It was two miles 10 the point on the lake we
at Spirit Lake.
wished to make. The party was divided, two going in a rowThose in the boat bad some
boat and two in the carriage.
duck shooting on the way up nnd bagged quite a number.
were told by resident fishermen that it was a poor day for
fishing.
The lake had been churned all day and half ihe
night before by the wind, and the little wind then blowing
was from the wrong quarter. We tried it, however, nnd it
caught a nice stiiug of fine fish
seemed big to us.
mostly pike, none of which weighed less than two and a half
pound-;, and several pickerel, two of which weighed eight
r
o were well satisfied aud are willing to propounds each.
nounce Spirit Lake the best filace for fishing we ever saw.
Strange to say, however, there are no black bass caught there.
started for home by a new road next morning, and although we took time to bag some prairie chickens by the
way, we reached Esthei ville, our first stopping place, at noon.
W'e fouud the worst accommodation aud the biggest prices at
the Estberville House of any place vm had struck ; and what
made it ail the more provoking, wr e lound that we being
strangers " were taken in " and made to pay double the regular rates, besides furnishing all the game.
Our next place was most satisfactory.
farmer— Mr. Gid-

We

—

We

We

CHICKEN SHO0T1NQ AT OLBAJi LAKE.

MADE

-very vear excursion tickets arc sold From the
St. Louis, Milwaukee and many smaller

We

We

We

W

We

A

dings by name— who keeps travelers, accommodated us, although three others had arrived before us. We had good
meals, good beds— though on tha floor— and were charged
reasonable prices. Dr. BJ. and I arose at daybreak next morning and repaired to a wheat stubble to " lay low for ducks."
We had the pleasure of killing a dozen of large, fat mallards,
and getting back to the house in time for an early breakfast
and an early start. Sportsmen can make a note of this place.
Mr aud Mrs. Ciddings are just the people to entertain iu Ihe
There is abundance of game near the house, and
right way.
His place is six miles north of Emmettsthe rates f ! a day
burg, near the head of Medium Lake, and only a few miles
from Swan arid Mud lakes. We all decided to go there again.
We found a great many chickens along the road, but they
were in large flocks and wild. We bagged several, however.
We came to the Des Moines River, near Algona. The
team was driven to town, and we hunted ducks around a big
bend.
We dropped five teal out of a flock, and while they
were being handsomely retrieved by Spy— Dr. Willis' splendid frish spaniel—two mallards came over, and by a long
shot we winged oue that fell on the other side of the river,
away off in a swampy place. Spy cast his eye up and saw
that'the duck was wounded, so he struck out after him, and
after a long and faithful hunt, he came with him in gallant
VVe soon afterward killed a wood dunk, aid
style.
our shooting for the trip. We had as much game as we could
We reached
possibly use and we had no desire lo waste
Clear Lake the next, eve, aud after a night's rest we started
for home, feellug that we had enjoyed a pleasant ani
it..

ful trip.

Th; rides through the wide prairies those bright, beautiful
days would have repaid us richly for Ihe expense and trouble
of getting out there; and the shooting was
mauy places, although there was a scarcity of

as

g

young chickens.

and summer has caused the deficiency, but unti
iheie has been a wanton and disgraceful destruction of chickI was told of burners who had paired ol!
against each other on wagers, and killed birds by the hundreds that were left lying in the fields.
ens,

FOREST AND STREAM.
to be a strong dispo
enforce the
Jaw, and if it is rigidly enfnrced, that is
team with prairie chickens in a few years. We staid
over part of a day at. Freeport to look at some ven
Gordon puppies that had been added to Dr. Mills' kennel
while we were absent. They were as glossy as satin, and are
pure stock. Near Clear Lake, at a farm house, I saw a great
curiosity— a tame praiiie chicken. It was fully grown, associated with the barnyard fowls, and was tamer than any of
them. We stood and admired it within three feet. After so

There seems

new game

|

will

many

fruitless attempts to domesticate these birds,
know that there is at least

prairie chicken.

New Eholand Bbook

it

will

bo

one Lame
Nlmuod.

a matter of interest to

Nbw Zealand.— At

Tkodt in

a

meeting of the American Fish Culturist's Association last February (1878) it was staled that " the longest distance ever successfully overcome in the transportation of fish eggs was between Charlestown, New Hampshire, and Ohristchurch, New
Zealand, being upward of eleven thousand five hundred miles.
This was in the case of a lot of S&bno fonUnalia eggs which
were shipped for New Zealand by Messrs. Stone & Hooper,
Charlestown, New Hampshire, in the fall of 1870."

New Zealand, of Aug.
has the following interesting allusion to the trout
which were hatched from this lot of eggs
"Mr. Johnson is at present hatching out the ova of the
American brook troitt already mentioned. This is a fish of remarkable liveliness and beauty, rising more freely to the fly
than the well known brown trout of the English north country
An

article in the Christchurcli Press,

19, 1878,

streams.

"These trout were originally imported by the proprietor
from the Eastern States of America about eighteen months
ago.

"They

spawned and the eggs are now being
being the first from the parent fish in New Zea-

recently

hatched out,
land.

" Altogether the boxes contain about 15,000 trout ova in
every stage, which are being hatched out daily. Mr. Johnson
captured one of tho American trout weighing about half a
pound, for a more minute inspection than could be obtained
by viewing him in his native element. There is no doubt of
the remarkable beauty of the variety, which is perfectly prismatic in colors, which are very bright and exquisitely blended.
The specimen reminded one of the enchanted fish in tho " Arabian Nights" which objected to be fried and jumped out of
the frying pan."
It is extremely encouraging to know that, our New England
trout have not only been imported to New Zealand, but that
the fish culturists are actually taking eggs from them, the ultimate result of which will undoubtedly be that all the suitable waters of the Southern Pacific wdl be stocked with the

Balmo

fontinalis in

due course of time.

—Trout and trout eggs are advertised in another column by
Palmer

&

Sons, of Boscobel, Mich.

yielding the largest amount of ozone— certain others, possessing no particular perfume, have extraordinary ozonigenic
power; as, for instance, the Sunflower, broad belts of which
were planted by tho late Commander Maury around the
grounds of the National Observatory at Washington, and to
the effect of which he attributed the after immunity of his
family from intermittent fevers, previously quite prevalent in
that neighborhood.
Dr. Cornelius Fox also states in his
work on ozone and antozone, that the cultivation of this
gaudy plant in malarious districts has been especially urged,
as it is said to possess the property of purifying thoair laden
with marsh miasm, and of exhaling ozonized oxygen.
Professor Mantegazza demonstrates in his "report on the
action of essences and liowers in the production of atmospheric ozone and their hygienic utility, that the instructions
of Empodocles, in the second book of his didactic
Nature, to plant aromatic and balsamic herbs as preventives
of pestilence, were founded on a closeobservation and shrewd,
though empirical, insight. The historian Herodian relates
that, in a plague which devastated Italy in the second century, strangers crowding into Rome were directed by the physicians to retreat to San Lorenzo, then called Laurenlum,
from the bowers of Laurel which surrounded it, that by a
cooler atmosphere and by the "odor of laurel" they might
escape the dangers of infection.
The practice of burning aromatic woods and herbs, as
well as odorous gums, spices, etc. not to speak of the use of
tar smoke, the antiseptic properties of which are attributed to
carbolic and other acids— as a means of arres'ing the spread
of, and extinguishing epidemics, is of the highest antiquity.
Numerous instances are cited of the extinction Of the plague
by means of tires of odoriferous wood, green Laurel, Wormwood, Chamomile, etc., in the market-places, and even in tho
houses both of the healthy and the sick. Their efficacy, it is
now claimed, was due to the production of ozone, by "which
the pestilential constitution of the atmosphere was purified.
Within the limit of these pages it is only possible to bint
at the sources of information, and this only to give weight
and authority to the practical suggestions of measures affecting the great problem of the prevention of disease and the
preservation of health.
These suggestions, iu the present
case, are obvious, and will in some degree supplement, the recent recommendations of Dr. Stephen Smith concerning the
cultivation of shade trees in the streets of cities as a menus of
diminishing the high mortality of summer, by modifying the
temperature and by purifying the atmosphere.
What we would here urge is the cultivation of plants and
flowers possessing these desirable ozonigenic properties, alike
in city and country, within doors and without
in cities, because the air of cities always contains less ozone than the air of
the surrounding country, and the denser parts of cities less
than the more sparsely built, or than the air of parks and
squares in the country, because very few regions are entirely
free from malarial taint.
They should be cultivated in and around schools and all
other places where animal exhalations abound, especially in
the districts where slaughtering and kindred occupations are
carried on, and in graveyards and cemeteries.
The swamps
and flats and meadows of Staten Island, those around Jersey City and Hoboken, in the vicinity of Brooklyn and in the
upper part of Manhattan Island, should be made to blossom
as the Rose.
Aside from the poetical and aesthetic aspects, the flori&t
and the nurseryman and the seedsman may put in a plea for
consideration on purely utilitarian grounds. Instead of such
disinfectants as those that have been described as chiefly of
value because "they smell so badly that peoolc open the windows and let the fresh air in," they will furnish us each

stags that

whilst the chemist adds (as far as the leaves are concerned)
that, by its breath, it purifies the air for the service of man.

;

;

'

'

it may yet come to pass that he who makes two flowers
blossom where only one bloomed before shall receive the
encomium Dean Swift suggested for the successful corn or
a Journal of Sanitary Sciences.
grass grower.— Sterne
[While heartily assenting on general grounds to the opinions here set forth, we must add a word of caution as to the
value of ozone. Far too little is yet known of this element
and its relations to plant life to enable us to dogmatize upon
it.—Ed.]

And

to

content with this, modern chemical research is engaged
in determining other and unsuspected uses for what have
hitherto been considered, iu their forms of grace, their various
hues and fragrance, to minister only to the aesthetic wants of

Not

mankind.

When

these researches, two or three years ago, first beattract the attention of those interested in sanitary
science, the writer, then connected with the health department of a large city, found a fitting field in the low, swampy

gan to

surroundings, filling the air with malaria, and in the neighborhood of the numerous slaughterhouses, reeking with animal exhalations, in which to test the value of their deductions.
Here, in the vicinity of some of the most beautiful
natural scenery in the world, rendered almost Uninhabitable
as at Staten Island, at numerous points along the Hudson
and elsewhere by the presence of malaria, there is abundant
incentive for urging the speedy carrying out of a measure of
reclamation at once inexpensive, attractive and effectual—
namely, the cultivation of odorous and aromatic plants and
shrubs in all regions where either animal or vegetable miasms

—

—

abound.

That our readers may be able
effectiveness of such a measure,

we

to

judge of the probable

present the following reto, as well as the collatand sanative

sume oi the researches above referred

eral evidence of the long recognized hygienic
value of perfumes in general.

It is to the investigations of an Italian savant. Protestor
Paolo Mantegazza, of Pavia, that we are indebted for the information that this great atmospheric purifier (ozone) is generated in larger quantities by certain plants aud fruits possessing spicy aromatic odors than it is by the action of electricity upon the air, the potent influence of which in purifying the atmosphere we all recognize and are grateful for after
a thunder storm. This Ozone is devel iped iu some plants by

the direct rays of the sun, while

commenced

in sola* light, is

in

ction,

otl

continm d

once

in

Lemon,

Fenni
....
Hyacinth, Mignonette, etc., as well as some per.
ractofmiljefumes, as eau-d -<
cc of lavender, and some aromatic tintures, all
exposure to the sun's rays. Mantegazza has further pointed out that the oxidation of the essentials oils, such as Turpentine, Nutmeg, Aniseed, Thyme,
Peppermint, eta, under the influence of light and air, is B
Laurel, Olove, Lavender,

i.

Mint,

The

lightly.

little interstices

must be

filled

with soap, to

render the cap waterproof. After the cap is in
the powder, the top of the cartridges must be tied tight round
,

the fuse, so that no water may enter.
On the cartrii
placed against the stump, water must be poured into the hole
and the ground around thoroughly soaked an<
may offer a strong resistance.
little semicircular dam

A

should then be heaped arouud, within which more water
should be poured, by way of adding to the resistance. The
fuse, which should project outside of the dam, is then lighted.
It reaches the cap in less than two minutes, which affords
ample time for the operators to reach a safe distance. The
explosion makes little noise, and utter viewing a, dance in tho
air of a myriad of fragments, spectators find a lai
with a few loose roots around, and the ground ready" for the
plow.—New York Sun.
VioTOisiA'a Bio- Tubes.— Australian papers of late date
give us the measurements of some Eucalyptus trees recently
discovered in Gippsland, Victoria. The State Bun
Forests, who we presume must carry a long tape line with
him, has br.en exploring the Watts River, arid found there a
fallen troe, which measured 435 feet from the roots to tha
point where the branch was broken off. It was estimated
that when standing the tree must have been over 500 li et in
height.
An Eucalyptus amygdalena, or almond leaf gum
tree, now standing near Fernshaw, Victoria', me
feet from the ground to the first branch, and 450 feet to the
top of the topmost twig.

—

.

Wordsworth

fit

turd

which

is

group,

exceeded in size only by the capercailzie, and atweight of from seven to ten pounds is, in fact, as

tains a

the largest of all the

hen turkey.

Bonaparte, the original describer of

having but a single specimen of the bird, a
to be a female, fell into the
natural error of comparing the size of this grouse with that of
this species,

young male, which he supposed
the Cock-of-the- Woods,

and named it Tetrao uropHasiamts,
name of the great grouse of Europe being Tttraa
He says: "The Cock-of-the-PJains is precisely
size to the Cock-of-the- Woods
at least such ia the

the scientific
urogallus.

equal in

;

a comparison of the temale with the corresponding
sex of the European bird, both lying before us. Each part
result of

exactly coincides in form and dimension, excepting that the
tail rather gives the superiority to the American, so that if
the male bears the

same

relative proportion to his female, the

Cock-of-the-Plains must be proclaimed
error,

known bird.
The plumage

of this bird is of a pale grayish cast, which
harmonizes well with the sage brush and the alkali soil, and
enables it to frequently escape notice, when if it were differently colored it would be quite conspicuous. Above it ia
varied with gray, black and buff, the combination resembling,
at a little distance, the color of the pinnated grouse ; there is
a large patch of black on the belly. The male has on each

neck a large yellowish naked

.

which

air sac,

capable of great dilatation in the breeding season. Beneath
each of these naked spaces is a patch of white, seal
feathers, the ends of which look as if they had been worn off
by rubbing against the ground, and these terminate in long'
hair-like bristles.

The sago grouse inhabits the high dry plains of the Kocky
Mountain region only where the sage brush (Artemcsia to
tata) flourishes, but it is not, as has been stated, confined to

at

was thrown frorn its bed and shattered to pieces.
A rock half its size was thrown tweuty feet, but not broken.
A hole about a foot deep was then drilled into a well-embedded
rock, and charged with four ounces of dynamite. It was
much broken, and the pieces not dislodged were easily pried
out with the crowbar. About two inches of a cartridge an
inch in diameter had hitherto been used upon the stumps, but
the closing experiment was made with an entire cartridge
eighteen inches long upon a fresh oak stump twenty inches in
Many of the fragments were thrown 123 feet.
diameter.
Mr. Palmer, Superintendent of Maple Grove Cemetery, near
Jamaica, lias been successful in the use of dynamite upon
both stumps and stones. He drills a hole from "i..

i

however, did not long remain uncorrected, and at
present the-sago grouse is, to many of our sportsmen, a well,

This

dynamite, the cost of stump eradicating can be surprisingly
reduced. An oak stump, two feet in diameter, costs by hand
labor at least $1 to remove. Dynamite will send it flying ata
cost of twenty-five cents.
Mr. O'Donnell recently invited a
party of farmers to see its effectiveness. Five slumps were
attacked.
The fir3t was of oak, partly decayed. The men
employed punched a hole with a crowbar between two projecting roots, but not being experts, did not insert the instrument fully under the stump. Consequently, only two-thirds
of it was blown out.
The partial decay of the wood was
another hindrance. It did not offer the necessary resistance.
partially rotted chestnut stump was blown to fragments.
The crowbar was badly inserted under an apple tree stump,
and that, like the oak, was shattered to the extent of twothirds.
With a sound and sturdy oak stump, however, the
dynamite was fully triumphant. The stump was blown out
utterly.
A charge was placed under a rock weighing about
It

of the

;

the Great Interior Basin.

tons.

American members

is

large as a

leaves,

two

8.

QUITE different in appearance from (he dusky
_ the sage grouse or Cock-of-tl-e-Plains. This species,

Blowing Up Stomps.—Late experiments by Mr. John
O'Donnell, of Jamaica, L, I., have shown that by the use of

A
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ABOUT OUR GROUSE-NO.

side of the

^mm

mud §xrdm.
THE SANITARY VALUE OF FLOWERS.
Zffaodhnd,

convenient source of ozone, as they, even in small
ozonize much of the atmospheric o'xygen.
He rinds also, that while the ozonigenio properties of
(lowers reside mainly in their perfumeB— the most 00

299

Its diet consists

very largely of the

buds and seeds of the shrub from which it takes its
name, although insects and the buds of different plants form,
a very considerable portion of

certain seasons,

Although

it

inhabits a region celebrated for

must not be imagined

that

it

its

food.

its

aridity,

especially delights in a

it

dry

and. -waterless country. The reverse of this is true, for tho
birds go to drink twice each day, and the most likely spot to
find them is in the vicinity of a little spring or stream. They
usually come down to the water an hour after sunrise and a
little

before sunset, and, having slaked their thirst,

move

slowly off toward the

hills, feeding by the way.
It is in the
breeding season that the sage grouse appears to the greatest
advantage. Throughout the winter the birds have kept iu

large packs of

many hundreds

of individuals,

and

in

the

early spring, before these assemblages have broken up,

the

wooing and winning of the not too coy females is acc<
Admirable accounts of the antics which the males
plished.
perform to please their future
ren in several
ornithological works, and, judging from all that is told up,
me
the sight must be a very fine one. Mai
to the
number of several hundreds, collect on some bigl
v.
of ground, and there go through a
which would put to shame tiie oldest gobbler of the farmTho ample air sacs of the male aro at intervals J
yard.
with air, and are swollen into great orange-colored masses
The tail i
nearly as large as a man's tist.

.

inches deep, according to the size of the stone, and
meets with success. Iu sinking a well a fiat rock v
et,
hut it, was quickly shattered,
nd Ihe pieces were bauk-d up in buckets.
The dynamite is put up
d muslin, shaped
like a candlCj and impervious to water.
One end is opened,
and a hole is made in the powder with a
Hon of the percussion cap, which is an inch
length with fulminate of mercury.
A
serted in the cap, which is squeezed with nippers that it may
'

,..!..
stiffly

against

ted,

the

i

id

i"

.

:

i

j

p

I

i

i

ii

combatants

hard

Iobi

i

I

I

:

torraanoi

icks
iu

mat

from the wings

table

i'

This ia Of the
merely of a slight
struoted.

;

t!

i

:

;

ber, of a greenish drab color, and scantily marked with dark
The young
spots, which she broods with unremitting care.
are usually hitched in May, and by the middle of July are
well grown, and at thla age are better for the table than at

About the

other.

edible qualities of the sage grouse,

when about

The

flesh

of the

the size of a domestic fowl,

though, like that of all immature animals, a little lacking in
character ; but even at this early age it is strongly impregnated with the sage. We have seen the time in camp when

able to eat any of the other birds.
During incubation, and while the broods are only partly
grown, the male birds remain alone or in pairs but at the
•,

commence

ber, the birds

Septem-

to flock together until, as already

A

remarked, they form immeuse packs.
There appears to be a considerable diversity in the time at
which the sage grouse lays her eggs, for we have sometimes
come upon birds so young as to be barely able to fly late in
July, while at this date most of the broods could not be dis-

Grayling of Coi-ocado.— Our valued correspondent, Wm.
N. Byers. of the Denver Newt, who finds time, apart from
his manifold and varied dutieB, to send occasional Rocky
Mountain sketches of the most reliable and interesting sort
to the readers of Fukbst and Stream, wrote us a letter recently which contains some fresh information respecting the
grayling of that section. These fish to which he refers are

from their parent. These young
and unsuspicious, and usually pay no
They seem to
think that there is no cause for alarm until the mother flies.
heard,
most of the
her
winga
is
of
the
flutter
As soon as
young take to flight, and the few that remain at once squat,
make themselves as small as possible, and in a moment or so
they, too, take wing. While feeding they utter a plaintive,
peeping cry, calling to one another constantly, like the young

by

tinguished

their size

birds are very gentle

attention whatever to the report of a gun.

of the

found

We saw this
Wyoming, an
to our notice.

past

summer

may

be knocked
the alarm

lie still

in the

off right

it

was

;

and

;

is

not taken.

town of Medicine Bow,

in

albino Bage grouse, the first that has ever come
It was almost pure while, but some of the

similar to
It

it

said to have been in

—

All got some, but only one secured a load about
These were grayling, caught near the mouth, in a
creek which they were crowding up. They are not protected
by law and are netted and trapped mercilessly. In this case
the fishermen (two) so arranged in the bed of the stream that
in passing up a swift shoot, the fish were turned back into a
The graytrap, from which they were picked out by hand.
ling were spawning some entirely through and others only
Their method seems to be to
partially so or just beginning.
move in schools of even-sized fish out of the main stream, up
some tributary, where they remain but two or three days,
when they again swarm buck down stream. Oct. 12 nearly
all the fish moved on down the river— the grayling in immense
crowds, the trout more leisurely and scattered in fact, the
movements of the latter extended through several days."

The Grayling— Oat. 29.—Mr. Editor: In an old copy of
" Mackenzie's Voyages," in the volume containing his voyage
the Mackenzie River to the Arctic Ocean, I find this
description of a fish presented him by the Indians at about
latitude 69 deg. north, on July 9, 1789
itemed us wii.U a mo.-r delicious fish, which wae lees than

down

darker markings could be traced on each feather. The specimen was regarded by the local sportsmen as a white-tailed
When
ptarmigan, but was really a good-sized sage hen.
killed

camp

in all respects.

rue head is very small, and the mouth Is armed
pointed tecth."-Vjl. I., P- in, pub. isoi.
Is not this the grayling? and if ao, is
Query
first mention of the fish in American waters ?
member, however, any notice of the grayling in

with eharp-

Bcaies

_

'

Nevertheless
numbers, an acquaintance of our own
in a morning. To ua
having, as he told us, killed ninety-six
always seemed very tame.
the sport of killing these birds has
present a very large
and
heavily,
and
slowly
up
get
They
difmark, and a man who shoots at all quickly will find little
bird should be so worthless for food.

;

they are killed in great

not this the
I do not reso high a

Your
signifer.

~ Ed

fish is

what

ia

known

It is referred to

in

as Back's Grayling,

TaymaUus

modern works on

icthyology.

all

. —
—••<

-

:

City,

Minn.,

Nov.

5,

Folkestone boat to Boulogne, to study the interesting formations of that neigbborbood, and, when about three or four
miles from the Freuch coast, one of these gentlemen suddenly
exclaimed, "Look at that extraordinary object passing across
the bow of the 81 earner, about a mile or a mile and a
half in advance of us !" On turning in this direction there was
seen an immense serpent, about a furlong in length, rushing
furiously along at the rate of fifteen or twenty miles an hour
elongated body
it was blackish iu front and paler behind; its
was fairly on the surface of the water, and it progressed with
an undulating or quivering motion mirum erat speetaculum
Of course many suppositions were immediately started
sane.
to account for this extraordinary phenomenon, but they quickly

1878.—

mentions the fact of
Bince your correspondent, 8. 0. dark,
Lake Pepin, I am induced
seeing one of these singular fish in
in this lake and many of cur
to sulimit that they abound
thing to find them
sorings and brooks. It is a very common
adhering to the polyodon and pickerel, and often to other
1'he scaleless surface of the polyodon affords them
"green pasture," and, like some of the genus humo, they
reveiin drawing the last drop of blood from their
to
seem
The polyodon is one of the greatest j umpers
hi niter relations.
common belief among fishermen that
in tue lake, and it is a
free themselves from this ugly
thev lump out of the water to
to find the dead polyodon on our
It. is quite usual
narasile.
have no doubt, have been killed
shores and many of them, I
one attached to a dead
bv the lamperns, but have never seen
by Mr. Clark, which I well refish siuce the one mentioned
the fish
member. I have often seen them let go as soon as
sandy beach
was dead, and often before. When thrown on the
More
until they find water.
about
squirm
then
will
tbev
fastened to the gills, here they
than once I have found them
If found on in a
fish outright.
are soon satiated or kill the
caudal fin, where
pickerel it will be close to the base of the
where, as is well known,
the scales are few and small, and
fasten on to
blood is easily drawn. I have allowed them to
hand but they won't let go, that's the trouble, and one
fish

;

j

;

changed and settled into the fixed idea that the object before
them could be nothing less than the great sea serpent himself;

Pepin.
imperii which he had himself obtained from Lake

have a good duck shoot.

—

Correction. Mr. Editor: The report of the Linnean
Society, of October 24, the woodpecker taken by Mr. Merriam
was given as Picoides arciicus, it should been Pk-oides americanus. Mr. Brewer in his note on the subject the following
Fbankiln Bknner.
week is therefore perfectly correct.

Another Opinion— Editor Forest and Stream: A few
weeks since an article appeared in your columns entitled
"Spare the Sparrow," wherein its writer, Mr. Robert B.
Roosevelt, attempts to answer Dr. Coues' able article in the
American Naturalist. I differ with Mr. Roosevelt concerning the insectivorous habits of the bird. He says that the
sparrow i'b more insectivorous than any ot our native birds.
I have made this bird an object of special study, and I have
always found it to prefer grain especially maize to any
insect I could procure. In fact, I never, except in one or two
cases, could discover one even attempting to procure insect

—

—

food.
I differ from him also when he asserts that we have no
song birds in America. Any one that has heard the melodious voice of the wood and hermit thrushes will need no argument to convince him on that point.
I would not have any one infer that I wish the bird driven
out of the country. 1 merely wish to have the laws prohibiting their destruction repealed and to have people stop feeding
and petting them. They will then be kept under like any other
bird, and will cease to become the nuisance they now are.
Richard Hovet.
Washington, JD. 0.

Powers or Sight

in Birds.

— So keen

is

the sight of the

condor of the Andes that if a carcass be exposed where the
naked eye can detect none of theBe creatures in the horizon,
yet in few minutes they are seen streaming from all directions
But, though birdB be
straight toward their hoped-for meat
it is also highly necessary that they should see
minute objects at a short distance. No entomologist will deny that an insectivorous bird must have keen eyes for a short
distance if it is to get its living with ease. A microscopic

The
sight is scarcely less requisite for a grain-feeding bird.
swallow, which plunges with such reckless impulse through
the air, will nevertheles seize a small insect a
with almost unerring certainty. Usually the prey i3 so small
that the wonderful powers of the bird displayed in the chase
cannot be observed j but sometimes, when the insect has large
wings, this dexterity may be seen. The writer has seen a
swallow seize, while in a headlong flight, the beautiful, scarce,
swallow-tailed butterfly, and shear out its savory body from
between the wingB, and let them float severally down and
then, not satisfied with a feast so little proportioned to the
splendor in which it was dished up, glance around and seize
How,
the several pieces before they reach the groundthen, is a long sight and a keen 6hort sight to be obtained
;

This is done mainly by the aid
?
plates so disposed that the edge of one is capable of sliding
over the edge of its neighbor ; so that when the fibreB of the

irom the same eye

muscles which unite them contract they compress the eye all
round and make it more tubular, while the humors of the
eye, thus subjected to pressure, cause the

ornea

to protrude

to be removed further from the lens.—
Popular Advocator.

more, also the retina
C'atselFt

for—
" Prone on the flood, extended long and large,
Lay floating, many a rood, In bum at huge

As

wlioiu

me

fables

name

ot nionatrooB shte,

Leviathan which Gon, of all his worst
Created hugest, mat awim the ocean stream."
The writer fortunately had with him a pair of the best opera
glasses, and, after a few moments' use of this little instrument,
the wonder was satisfactorily resolved. The first half of the
monster was dark and glittering, and the remainder of fainter
hue, gradually fading toward the tail. The glass did not determine the matter until the extreme end was reached, and then
of birds in rapid motion ; those
it was seen to consist of a mass
that were strong on the wing were able to keep well up with
the leaders, and so make the head appear thicker and darl-er
by their numbers, while those that had not such power of flight
were compelled to settle into places nearer the tail. Doubt:

mv

squirmer but once.
don't care to handle the little bloodthirsty
to detach one winch had
At. one lime, having pulled hard
failing to induce
firmly attached himself to my left hand, and
him to let go, I took out my knife and cut off his tail, and he
immediately let go, and who wouldn't ?
More than twenty years ago I met Prof. Louis Agassiz in
me specimens of the
the citv of Albany, and he showed

half-past five o'clock they come to their feed In front of the
And it is a
mill, and then they go to the pen for the night.
sight.
Such a racing and dancing as they have when first let
out in the morning is wonderful 1 And the most wonderful
part of the whole is the young ones have, commenced to lay
within the last week. I wish you could see them. But
next Wednesday morning I am going to take thirty of them
and start off for " Jardines" to use for decoys, and hops to

long sighted,

Hi

latitude elsewhere.

.
of his birds. They are tough,
ficulty in knocking over most
V The Sea Serpent in England.— We take the following
however, and an old cock that gets under good headway will
great many of the sea serpent stories rest
A
Nature.
from
shot.
often carry off a whole charge of
upon even less foundation
(To be eontinwd,)
On Monday, August 5, a number of geologists crossed in the

i Thb Lampekn.— Lake

:

:

aheniuir'iDd vt-iy beantlluljj spotted with blacfc and yellow, lis dorsal iln leautied from tue head toibe tall; in its expanded slate it takes
a tiiananlar foroi, and la variegated with the colors that enliven the

company with another one

seems a great pity that so large (and, in some respects,

fine) a

Dbkw.

Domestication or the Mallard Dcck.—The following
very interesting letter is from Mr. Jacob M. Winner, of Niagara Falls, New York. We are delighted with Mb most
favorable report. Actual experiments have proved that the
wood duck and sprig-tail duckB and the Canada goose can be
domesticated, and we should think it might pay our friend to
raise ducks exclusively for use as decoys
Mb. Editor I received, January 27 last, one drake and
three ducks from "Jardine," on Will Hall's marsh, below
Detroit, Mich., and Feb. 27 they laid one egg, and up to the
17th of this month those three ducks have laid 378 eggs, and
I
I have hatched out under " hen mothers " 167 little ducks.
have now got 150 odd wild mallard duck, which I wish you
could see come out of the pen as I saw them this morning. I
day
long.
About
five or
let them out on Niagara waters all

speak-

river

fish.

if

the
Heads
ia never disregarded.
left but so long as their owners

of the

He says,

l,2001bs.

nothing could disturb the equanimity
At each report the birds would stretch
of the little brood.
about, evidently wondering what the
look
and
necks
their
up
noise meant, but they never manifested any sign of uneasiwaB wounded and fluttered over
number
ness unless one of the
ground. That seems to be the signal for all to be off, and

seemed as

member

River.

he went to a large creek, a tributary
just above its mouth, which he reported literally full of grayWe caught no more
ting of small size, crowding up stream.
In one week, and including the days referred to, five
fish.
teams, of two, three or four horses in each, and with two or
three men to each wagon, came into this park to load with

;

It

Yampah

a tributary of the

" Leaving the

young grouse, we may remark that we have seen a flock of
them walk unconcernedly along in the road, a little in advance of a wagon, while the teamster emptied his revolver
twice at them and we have often seen a flock move along in
the same nonchalant fashion, while one or two men on foot
walked behind trying to shoot the birds' heads oil: with their
rifles.

in

ing of a

As an instance of the tameness of these

dusky grouse.

JoSEI'H

Dtcaiur, Illinois, Nov. 2.—Besides the sea lampreys which
often ascend rivers along the coast, there are at least two
species known to inhabit the great lakes and the Mississippi
Kiver and their tributaries which have never been found in
Unlike the sea lamprey, these rarely attain to
salt water.
more than afoot, in length, whereas the former often reach
three feet or more. These small lampreys or lamperns are by
no means rare in the larger streams of Illinois, and 1 learn the
same is true of other Western States. They are frequently
brrj; s ut up in seines attached to the spoonbill (Polyodon) and
other smooth skinned fishes. Prom one haul of the seine in
Peoria Lake in July, 1875, several specimens were taken, and
others were seen, but escaped by dropping off the fish into the
number taken at that
water before they could be reached.
time are now in "the museum of Cornell University.
A. Naturalist.
yours,

a single young sage grouse, cooked in the same frying pan
with some ducks and mountain grouse, gave such a flavor to
the whole dish that those who objected to the sage were un-

last of

Now

hiniinto your whiskey flask. The whiskey willkeepklm firstrate until you get home, and if, meantime, you want to
take a " snifter " you needn't remember where you put your
Who cannot forget that there are snakes in his
specimen.
whiskey ? Another season 1 shall be pleased to furnish specimens of the lampern to any who desire, and who will pay
Dr. D. C. Estbs.
the small expense of bottling.

young sage grouse,
is white and tender,

approach of winter, and often as early as the

had been fishing during the day ; perchance it may bo wrong
to assert positively as to the variety of the bird, but inasmuch
as the writer has often seen shags on the Cornish coast in
smaller numbers returning in single or double file to their
roosting-places, and since it is stated in works of natural history that they have been noticed occasionally flying in this
peculiar manner to the number of a thousand or more, it does
not appear an unwarranted liberty in supposing that they
It is to be feared some of the
really were Pelicani cristati.
geological gentlemen still doubt the interpretation of the loTgnette, preferring the fond deceit of a large and unknown serpent ; but, as in this case, individual birds (scores of them)
were distinctly seen flapping their wings, the writer has
thought it his duty to report the circumstance to you that
your readers who voyage across the seas may keep their opera
glasses in their pockets and verify for themselves, on the first
opportunity, this interpretation of the great sea serpent.

out, and also the pebble to which he is attached,
if you want
throw him to land and he soon will let go.
to save him, split a stick and straddle his neck, or just behind his
saucer-shaped mouth, take liim up,and after examining him put

him

however, perhaps th8 less said the better. We have eaten
them under many different circumstances and cannot recommend them. We once believed that if the birds were drawn
as soon as killed they would be free from the laint of the
sage, which is the only disagreeable thing about the flesh
but recent and more extended experience has shown us that
this is not the case.

:

In two spring brooks not far from Lake City, just thousands
of them are found. Out of these same streams I have taken
many trout, but have never yet seen one attached to this fish.
I have seen, probably, two dozen at a time all attached to
pebbles on the bottom Where the current was quite strong,
their heads all up stream and their bodies keeping up an everGrasp one and try to
lasting swaying and wriggling below.
lift him out of the water, and if you can hold on you will bring

sage brush, and lined perhaps with a few bits of dried grass.
the female deposits her eggs, from ten to fifteen in num-

Here

Bay

•
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less the birds

homes

were shags (PeucanusorktaiM) returning to their
night from the distant waters in which they

for the

A

Canary Bird's Song.—Newark has a canary

whistles waltzes.

Hs

bird that

has been in training for nearly a year,

and now goes through the whole music ot a German waltz.
Whenever there is a false note Dick warbles a while, and then
begins again. When the bird was just off the nest his mistress put him into a dark room, where he saw no light and
heard no sound. Then daily she played the waltz
t

or three times a day, for fifteen or twenty minutes every
The instrument was an organ, with the shi
time.
At the end of a month or two the bird
out.
note of the waltz, then another. Soon it combined them, and
It was n early a
after a time he whistled an entire strain.
Mockingyear, however, before his education was complete.
birds may also be trained in this way. A music-box is very
useful, and, eaves much labor in the long cool

musical teaching.

REST AND STREAM
Bit—Boston, Won. V.— How common is the
following incident:
found in the marshes near Fresh
Pond. Cambridge, Mass., a full-grown male American bittern
in a dying Condition, from what proved on Dissection to be a

We

specimen of horned pout, firmly fastened by the spines
top and gullet, from, whence the struggles of the
ot dislodge it,
We should have thought that the
bint would have " known better," according to hereditary
traits (Darwin), or experience in a minor degree of seventy".
Sawbones.
large

bint could

For Forest and Stream and Bod and

Chun,

BREAKING DOGS ON RUFFED GROUSE.
SINCE

heels so as not to lose si
well concealed birds, but,
slub into the treetop or underbush
pose them to be, a flurry in heard but not a
they rise.
But listen! Hip-flip, you hear

301

ht of him, you
with no effect.
where you sup-

feather seen as
one alight, and
approach, carefully sqanning the trees.
Suddenly you catch sight of your bird on the branch of birch
notnjore than a dozen yards away,
aim, and if you feel nervous from the excitement of the occasion, rest the gun over the limb or against
the trunk of a tree.
Bung goes "Old Reliable," and the bird
is yours.
By looking about carefully .you may procure several
others of the same covey in like manner. Try to break your

with dog at heel

pou.

ter or pointer first on these birds, and you will find
that as much or more time will be required to prevent his
acquiring faults than for the teaching of virtues elsewhere.
After he is Caught not, to chase the birds he will learn to find
them without flushing, but in the manner that is most successful, a Blow, pottering gait, with head carried low. hunting
fur the fool scent,
when this is found he will trsil
the birds until they reach thick underbrush or some favorable
cover, and lie to a point.
In favorable places they will occasionally lie well to a dog, but almost always will run at the

expressing in a former letter the opinion that this
bird is the worst for the purpose of initiating a setter or
pointer on game of all that are shot in this country over dogs,
there has been considerable disoussion upon the
And although the majority of sportsmen who have had practical experience in shooting ruffed grouse over these dogs agree
approach of either (Jog or man.
with the above opinion, yet there are those who advocate this
Altoougli ruffed grouse will barely ever dispute the passage
bird as the one par cxcelknce upon 'which to break young of a pedestrian in the autumn, they will frequently do so in
spring and summer, when accompanied by their young broods.
dogs.
One writes to a contemporary from Massachusetts "I will I have often come upon them unawares, when trout fishing,
in Mayor June.
agree to place you at ten yards rise to the wildest birds that
The hen would dart r.t me, or place hern find in this viciuity.
Not always, perhaps, but we self with ruffled plumage and drooping wings before me,
will fiDally succeed in making the birds lie to a point and
way I turned.
I have of ten rapped her across the
allow us to approach very often within a yard. " It is pre- hack with my rod, but always failed to make the affectionate
sumable that the birds in that well-populated district arc fre- mother seek sa.'ety in night before she was satisfied that her
quently shot at, especially as we know that Springfield little ones had escaped. I have captured the young by hand,
abounds in good sportsmen and dogs. But if the birds will but with great difficulty, even when they were a day old. But
nowhere in the autumn need any one fear being bitten by these
lie to a point and suffer one " to approach very often within a
birds.
yard," in the open season, autumn, the ruffed grouse in the
As u locality where the habits of the ruffed grouse differ
vicinity of Springfield differ in their habits to an exl raordinary
degree from all others of the species similarly located, a from those cf the same species whose habitat is such as to
yard rise may be instanced as one extreme, yet six rods rise, a render them comparatively unacquainted with man and his
engines
long range in covert, would probably not prove to be the
of destruction, I will select, for the sake of compariother extreme. But what fine sport might be had where fifty son, the vicinity of my house, Portland, Me., situated in the
shots are to be obtained in one day if the coverts are open best woodcock county in the State. Instead of suffering a
near
approach,
see
the
one
bird
at
six
or
more
rods
and taking to the nearest trees when flushed,
For
always to
distance.
The habits of ruffed grouse, as of many other birds, they are very wary, unci when flushed go straight away as if
vary much according to locality. So many seemingly iucon- shot from a cannon, sometimes crossing the open to another
tatements have been made regarding the habits of copse, and (lying a half mile ere alighting.
When taking
these long flights they usually alight on the ground. They
these birda in Maine that I will give a brief explanation.
Throughout the extensive territory of this State the ruffed arc swift runners, and usually take leg-bail themoment danger
grouse are to be found in comparative abundance. But a is suspected.
Seldom lying well to a dog, tbey too often take wing out of
statement might be made regarding their habits in one portion
of the State that would be untrue as applied to another por- range.
In open hardwood growth I have frequently flushed
them so far away as to render a Bhot useless. Birds that
tion. It is partly owing to great extent of territory that there
exists go much confusion as to what would be the most de- habitually run before the dog cannot be justly said to lie well,
sirable game law.
For the majority of those interested in lie and ruffed grouse, whether unusually wary or otherwise, do
game laws of any State know little of the habits of birds out- not lie well, oven if they finally lie close enough for a point
side of their own immediate vicinity.
This is especially truo and shot.
of Maine, where some species of birds breed in one portion of
Ruffed grouse abound throughout the Northern and Middle
the State and are never even seen in another portion.
While States as well as in the Canadian Dominion, and for many
sportsmen they are the most available birds to break dogs on.
at Augosta during the last session of the Legislature, and
using my humble efforts toward securing the passage of such This is almost their sole recommendation for the purpose.
Considering the subject from a general and not a local
a game law as would be most desirable and practical for the -whole State, one that would be observed by standpoint, we must regard the dogs as intended for use on
various sorts of game.
sportsmen and easily enforced if violated by others,
Therefore the more varied a dog's experience the more uselied to various petitions, etc, in regard to the
ful he will become, if the experience be of such nature as to
close season for ruffed grouse, some desiring the season to
open August 15th, and others not until October 1st. But the teach only virtues.
Iu alternately hunting various sorts of game various qualilaw as passed fixed upon Sept. 1st, thereby wisely maintaining
;
the previously existing law and a date not only uniform with ties are alternately brought into most prominent use, and
there will be a proportionate development of such qualities.
that for woodcock and snipe, but one that is well known to
In the more thinly populated portions of If a special quality is desired consider how it may be develall our sportsmen.
oped without the incidental acquisition of faults or any
the Stave the grouse are "so unacquainted with man their
of inherent or acquired virtues.
tameness ia shocking to me." They are usually in Thick
woods, where they will suffer a near approach but seek safety
It is easier to teach an old dog new tricks than to break him
by running or by going to the branches of the nearest trees. of a bad one learned.
dog cannot be kept constantly in
Even here they do no not lie well to dogs, and but little sport sight when in covert, nor can a check cord there be used to
can be had with them. Many can be shot, however, and for advantage. More time, patience and perseverance would be
required to obtain a well broken dog if ruffed grouse should
the table they are unexcelled by any of the grouse family.
method that has been much resorted to in obtaining 'these be selected for the purpose than would be required if some
birds is to drive at early morn or evening along the roads other game should be chosen
and very much more than is
leading through their favorite haunts. At such times they usually devoted toward accomplishing such a result even
may be seen, singly or in families, scratching and nestling in under other and more favorable circumstances.
to
manner
similar
common
barnyard
a
This
will
road
in
fowls.
especially
the
apply to sportsmen who break their own
This habit is known by the term "dusting." Besides the dogs from the beginning.
Too many of them are unwilling
gravel and occasional food found there, it is probable that the to make a season's shooting secondary to the education of
warmth retained by the dust heated by the noonday sun is a their dogs, and the result is that such sportsmen shoot all
source of attraction to the birds when the nights begin to be through life over dogs but half broken. They seldom arrive
With one person to drive and another to shoot many at a higher standard than staunch pointing and fair retrieving,
frosty.
birds may be killed from the wagon, and pausing only to re- caring little whether a dog carries the head and stern high or
low, nor for the style of action, so that the game sought is
trieve the bird or birds each time, the gunners drive on, until
they halt by some lake or stream to pass the day found and not prematurely flushed. And others would quite
While driving home in the evening with a fine lot as soon shoot without a dog if as much game could be bagged,
in fishing.
bottom
perhaps
both,
in
the
of
since
the wagon,
they go into the iield solely for the game or the pleasure
of trout or pickerel,
more grouse and it may be a hare or two will be added to of shooting it, having no regard for contributive accessories.
But now let us, kind reader, drive over These are ihe ones that care not to pause, even for a moment,
their game score.
trying
to
see
and
instead
of
how
many
birds
to
admire,
route,
the graceful movements of a dog when bunting, or
the same
we can kill, we will tarry by the wayside now and then and the rigid form, eager eyes and quivering nostrils of the animal
watch their movements. Soon we see a covey in the road wbenpuin:.
,,n ior a shot lest delay should ocahead of us. Drive right on but don't shoot. As we approach casion a smaller score to the gun for the day.
Such persons,
and run or walk to the side of the road, most of however, measure the pleasure of the day by the " bag," and
them disappearing in the wood either side. But one may regard the dog as they do the gun, merely as a useful servant,
keep in the road ahead of us for a while, and you may and not as an agreeable companion whose presence contributes
Bee another hulling at the edge of the wood as we pass
a large share of the pleasure obtained.
finally, my chief reasons for considering the ruffed grouse
within fifteen yards of it.
Alighting from the wagon and entering the woods you may (a bird that in some localities affords tine sport to a good shot)
running
before
them
you.
hear
With a sudden rush and as the worst of our game birds upon which to break setters
With a great flurry and pointers, are
noise put them to flight if you can.
1, Because they are found in coverts, freFlip-flip they go into the
quently very dense ones. 3, Because they are habitual runthey will rise all about you.
reigns supreme.
trcifes, and then silence
look about ners. 3. Because their strong foot scent and habit of runand try to find them. There is one in that spruce tree ning leads the dog to become a trailer.
They sometimes re"You cannot see it perched on a branch
nearest to you.
flelds, but cannot be approached there except by
Well then, sit down stealthy stalking, with some cover to aid. Just fancy, oh
and close to the trunk of the tree?
perfectly
still and motionless while
on a stump and remain
ye who have shot in the old country, any one advocating the
The birds are not much frightened, and pheasant as the best bird to break a setter or pointer on ; and
I walk away.
after a short time you Will hear a call from one in the near
of American game birds shot over these dogs the one that
"
the
the
answers
one
tree
in
Putt,"
watched, and nearest approaches the pheasant in habits is the ruffed grouse.
vicinity.
you are now convinced that a bird is there, although you But after your dogs have been broken on other game and
"Putt— Putt," calls another bird, Then you have become steady, then teach them to hunt ruffed grouse,
fail to see it.
hear a slight rustle and one walks cautiously forth from be- and you may have much finer sport than pheasant shooting.
neath the branches of a fallen tree and looks about. Do not Id localities where the birds are abundant and not too much
move a muscle now, not even to turn your head for a better shot at, if found in hard wood growth most excellent sport
view. Bye and bye down from its perch in the tree comes can be had, and I think that you will allow that clean killing
your vainly looked for bird. Don't shoot now, but if yon shots ar. ruffed grouse give a pleasure to the sportsman that is
uave a cautious dog by your side try him on the birds. As not, derived from a similar number at, that game so over-rated
nu approaches they steal away with rapid steps and lowered for sport, the woodcock. Of all our game birds the woodThe dog strikes the cock ranks number one when in the bag. But wUl not many
D tads to an old fallen tree-top near by.
scent, and following up finally comas to a point.
Keep- woodcook shooters agree with me that when indulging in
-

:

their favorite sport more pleasure is derived from a successful
shot at a grouse than at. a woodcock?
Although no doubt
you would rather bring home a, dozen woodcock "than an equal
number of ruffed grouse. Although affording fine sport, the
ruffed grouse is not a desirable bird upon which to break
young setters and pointers.
Everett Smith.
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That some

tales are lies from end to end was never more
fully demonstrated to me than on reading in the Ohicago

Field ot November 9 an article entitled, "He Who Excuses
Himself Accuses Himself." The whole article is one continued train of falsehoods, malicious and base, with the slight
exception of, in part, what he says of the dog Charm. When
Mr. \\ hitman bought, the dog from me ho did so with the full
understanding that I did not value him as a field dog. What
he paid for him, whether fifty or five huudred dollars, is no
more Mr. Rowe'a business than it is my business that he should
now be soliciting orders for pups out of Blanch and Peg
(Leicester-DartV at fifty dollars each. Or his business that I
thought I could uy better for one-half that sum. I take no
exception to his combining the business of dog-breeding with
that of editing and peddling a newspaper.
That Mr. Whitman has bred a puppy by Charm not only
good looking, but good enough to win fairly second place in
the nursery stakes at the Minnesota Field Trials, is a thing of
the past, notwithstanding Mr. Rowe's futile attempts at showing any fraud, in which he has ingloriously failed.
The mere assertions of Mr. Rowe arc no proof whatever of
anything farther than a malicious disposition, his whole motive being "rule or ruin," unless when he is toadying to
influence or position— then his dependent, servile nature crops
out.
When I am shown by some competent authority, not
the Chicago Fitld, that the Minnesota Kennel Club cannot
take care of its own affairs, and that the National American
Kennel Club is the proper place to bring this matter up, then
I at once accept his invitation to bring it before them.
Mr. Rowe has no control over my actions. I am perfectly
independent of him, and can go with whom I please and where
I please without asking his coosent, and will not allow him to
dictate to me in matters which are purely my own
and decline any further controversy with one whose paper is
notoriously known for stirring up strife and ungenerous feelings
amongst sportsmen, and I will not be drawn into personalities
by him. Knowing his own wants, I am pleased to learn that
he has become possessed of a cap he has so long justly merited
and toward which his friends ought to have contributed long
ago, with the motto of " Concentrated Infamy " inscribed
in
large letters of brass in the most conspicuous place.
'

;
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MR. DAVIDSON.

_

John Daytdson.

CONDITIONING OF DOGS.
thoroughly conditioning
dogs
THEa economy
which comparatively few keepers and kennel

of
sporting
is
topic
consider.
very often do we find in private
kennels of pointers, setters and spaniels that keepers and kennel men have not the least system of getting their dogsin trim
Of exercise they get little or nothing, or perfor their work.
haps are taken out one day and are given a thorough bucketting they come home footsore, and don't see the outside of
for
the kennel walla
another month. The consequence is that
when the shooting season comes round you have the mortification of finding your pointers and setters come to a trot after
of
hours'
couple
range,
a
and your spaniels reduced to pathfinding in an equally short space of time. It is not always the
keeper's fault, that the animals have such scanty preparation,
as the former's soleattention and labors are often devoted to the
all-absorbing endeavors to get up a good head of game, but
they might often do a great deal more in this direction than ia
done by the majority of them.
Twice the number of dogs
that are actually^ necessary are often kept merely because half
the number, which would otherwise be sufficient, are simply
and solely for want of condition unable to do a fair amount of
work. Some of our sportsmen whose pointers and setters appear at field trials are juBt as particular as a M. F. H. in seeing to the conditioning of their dogs, but those gentlemen who
systematically go in for field trials may be counted on the Auand even at field trials we have often seen competitors
gers
in s-uch a plethoric condition of body as would in a Chinaman
or South Sea Islander give rise to thoughts which if they took
shape would be likely to materially curtail the career of those
Luckily for such, however, at field trials there is no
dogs.
test of endurance.
The amount of work a well prepared pointer, setter or
spaniel will stand is astonishing, and it is equally surprising how
quickly either of them will be knocked out of time if not in
trim.
It is a common practice with those who havechargeof dogs
to give them a lot of physic to reduce them just a week or so
previous to the time they know the animals will be required
It saves time and they look presentable, so the
for work.
master is deceived by the fictitious appearance of good condition, and when he finds the dogs flagging before half the day
is overis satisfied that the number he has is insufficient for
the work, or, what is more likely to happen, he becomes disgusted with shooting over dogs and determines never to use
them again if it can possibly bo avoided. Some of our thorough
dog-and-gun sportsmen lay great stress on condition and few
of them, principally those of the old school, are men who
never care to have a dozen dogs to do work that they know
six should well be able to accomplish.
Most of the more
modern school of sportsmen, who do take an interest in the
working of their dogs, have it, however, considerably leavened
with the also modern paramount desire for large bags of
game. Their dogs, therefore, must work at. railroad speed all
the time, to try as much ground as possible in the day, so
that as soon as one brace begins to slacken, another is sent
off to be replaced by still another in an hour or two.
As a
consequence, unless their dogs are in good trim they are
obliged to take such a team as would in numbers be a very
respectable muster for a M. F. H.
That, thorough old dog.
and-gun sportsman, Mr. John Colquhoun, says that kennel
expenses might be greatly reduced if proper attention were
given to conditioning dogs for their work. He maintains
that with proper treatment, five thoroughly conditioned dogs

m en ever

How

;

;

will,

ealsriapar&w, do more work and do

it

infinitely better

than fifteen prepared and trained in the usual slovenly manHis plan is to give them little medicine and to harden
them by degrees to their work. For six weeks before the
shooting season begins^the course he advices is to turn the
dogs out at six in the morning before they are likely to foul
the kennel much, and give them a six-mile run behind a trot-

ner.

—
By the time they return home the kennel should
have been cleaned and tbe beds shaken up, so that they may
have a comfortable nap it so disposed. At four o'clock they
should again be taken tor a walkabout the Bamo distance
along the hard road, aud twice a week, if pointers or setters,
have a breather in the open, to give thera their wind. Of
course, spaniels and covert dogs generally do not require the

ting horse.

same amount

j

of galloping as "the former, but they neverthe-

less require their flesh being reduced, and their muscles and
feet hardened, aud this can only be done by j ad icious exercise.

must be taken with their food, which should
Mr. Colquhoun recommend? as the best
preparing dogs, oatmeal ami potatoes, and all the

Care, too,

be well

;

:

boiled.

food for
house scraps that can be obtained. This diet may be improved, he said, with skimmed boiled milk, or the greasy
washings of plale3 added. General Hutchinson, too, perhaps
the most experienced of dog-breakers, aucient or modern,
attaches great importance to the conditioning of dogs used
with the gun. A good deal of iil-temper is evinced aud disappointment felt by the master at the beginning, which is
generally the best part of the season, and is solely caused by

Your hunter, explains the
of condition in the dogs.
General, is not expected to go through a big run without a
previous course of tolerably severe exercise, "and "why expect it of your dog ? " Work on the road is particularly recommended by him also, and the hardening of the feet by
such exercise may be increased by washing them on the animal's return from exercise, with a strong solution of salt and
want

Sale of Berkley.— Mr. John Fottler, Jr., of the MassaKennel Club, has purchased from the St. Louis Kendog Berkley, by Elcho out
of Iioo II.
Beikley is now a little over two years old, and
probably has as grand a record as any dog ever bred in this
country.
His prize winnings embrace the following events:
At Field Trials, Hampton, Iowa, 1877, second prize, puppy
stakes at St. Louis Bench Show, 1873, first in open class
kennel prize with his dam, Loo II.; best brace with the same
best
special for best setter, any age or breed bred in America
pair with his dam. Loo It; best setter bred in the United
States at Boston Bench Show, 1878, champion prize and two
specials; at New York Bench Show, 1878, champion prize
at St. Paul Bench Show, 1878, champion prize.
chusetts

nel Club their fine red Irish setter

;

;

How many of our kennel-men and keepers observe any of
these rules in the management of their charges, or how many
masters trouble to give any instructions at all with reference
to the conditioning of their dogs? It is as cruel to give a
dog a hard day's work fresh from kennel, outside the walls
of which he has not been perhaps half-a-dozen times since
last season, as it is to take your hunter straight from the field
where he has been summering, and give him a " fast thing"
The stiff-limbed, sore-footed, aud general
across country.
"screwed-up" appearance after a day's work which tl e po
dog, whose only preparation has been six month's confinement in kenuel, must (as the poor beast hobbles .from bis
bench, and expresses by most unmistakable signs his eager
desire to again serve his master as well as his crippled powers
will admit) surely ba felt as a reproach by the latter for neglecting such a common precaution as paying a little attenLand and Water.
tion tolhe conditioning of his dogs.
England, to be

known

— An

association has been formed in

Sheepdog

as the Northern Counties

Trial Association, the object being to improve the breeding

and encourage the proper training of sheep-dogs. The Earl
who will be remembered as a large buyer at shorthorn sales in this country, has taken an active part in the
movement. It is proposed to hold the "trials" in each autumn at some convenient place. We hope to see the day
when sheep-dog trials will be held in this country, and shall
be glad to render aid to any such movement as the one mentioned above. As we mentioned in an article week before last,an
American bred collie can now be seen caring for sheep in
There are, doubtless, many such in the
Central Park.

of Bectior,

country.
St. Lotus

Do& Show— St.

Louis, Nov.

2.—The

St.

Louis

;

Beekdin& for Sex.— A correspondent writing
Richmond, Va., gives the following as his experience
Per contra about

The last

sexes.

from
:

itch.

very beginning of the heat took the male
biteh.
once secluded. Eesult— eight whelps ; seven doi
The last cow I had to calve ("a short-horn) took the male at
Result- a f> mule calf. Individual
the last part of the heat.
cases prove nothing. Physiologists know nothing of the laws
M. C. E.
governing sex production.

Dbowned.— Mr. J. Hopkins Smith has had the misfortune
to lose his fine setter dog, Jet, purchased at the Minnesota
Field Trials, after winning second prize. Jet unfortunately
fell into an old well, and was not found until life was extinct.
Jonathan Thorne,

Westminster's head keeper,

fered a prize of i'lOO for the best essay on hydrophobia.

The

be awarded by the Royal College of Physicians of
London, and the Marquis of Salisbury has instructed the British Minister at Washington to bring the subject to the attenprize

is to

Department of State, that the necessary publicity
may be given to the same in the United States,
must be delivered to the eoliege on or before Jan. 1, 1880. It
may be the joint production of two or more authors. The
questions which are thought by the college specially to require investigation are: The origin arid history of outbreaks
tion of the

of rabies, particularly ia the 1'r.fied Kingdom and its dependencies; the best inodc of prevention of rabies; the characteristics' of rabies during life, and the anatomical and chemical changes which are associated with the disease ia its successive stages, particularly in its commencement; the origin
of hydrophobia in man; the chemical and
domical
id
changes observed in the subjects of the disease, with special
reference to thi se hi
yipufl system nun In
ivai
disease, particularly in its
.;.
n^iaoj.i in well
- u
arly
observed cases; tbe diagnosis of Ihe disease in doi
conditions
more
or
frorn
less resembling it; the alleged prolonged latency of the malady.; the effli
remedies and modes of preventing
.hich have
been proposed, and what plan of treatment, whether prophy.
lactic or curative, it would be most desirable to recommend
for future trial.
1

i

'

who

regarded him as one of the

is

—Mr. C. E. Lewis' setter bitch has been bred to Rob Roy.
Mr. Arnold Burses' newly imported setter bitch NilSBon
whelped on the 27th instant six bitches and two dogs, by Mr.
On the Oih instant Queen Mab whelped
Llewellin 's Lofty.
four dogs and two bitches to Druid.,
—Mr. Luther Adams* English setter bitch Countess Ada
whelped, on Oct. lllh, eight puppies, five dogs and three
bitches, to

Dash

III.

•—-—

.

Names Claimed.—Mr. G. A. Barber, of Packersville,
Conn., claims the name Beonie for his black, white and tan

a yacht could

by sea

sail

to a foreign port or ports,

and in sec

2 that yachts belonging to foreign nations extending like privilege of entering or leaving any port of the United States
without entering or clearing at the Custom House thereof,
In sec. 3 it was provided
and without paying tonnage tax.
that for ihe proper identification of yachts the Secretary of
the Treasury shall issue a commission, and that the latter shall

be a " token of credit" to any United States

official

and to the

any foreign power

authorities of

for privileges enjoyed under
however, it is provided thai, any yacht upon returning from abroad to a port of the United States shall make
due entry at the Custom House of the port at which she arrives.
This act was approved June 29, 1870.
In complying with the above act the Secretary of the Treas-

it.

In

sec. 4,

ury issued in his regulations of 1874 a number of articles bearing upon the documents which yachts are obliged to carry by
In Art. 58 he states that, pursuant to an act of Conlaw.

puppy.
Mr. Henry A. Wilson, of Silver Lake, Kansas, claims
name of Grouse for his black, while and tan dog pup,
whelped June 13, 1878, out of H. T. Irwin's field trial bitch
Also
France I. by C, N. Whitman's Pedigree, now dead.
the name of Lady I. for his red setter bitch pup, whelped
July 4, 1878, out of H. T. Irwin's Carrie I., by St. Louis
Berkley.
Kennel Club champion

a yacht of

ss. 1 and 2, no license can be granted to
than 20 tons burden, and that before granting

the

Wyman, of Bebeo, Me., claims the name of
and white cocker spaniel, whelped March
bred by Mr. McKoon, of Franklin, N. Y., out of

Mr. T. H.

for his liver

Bess by Captain.
Mr. H. W. Huntington, of Brooklyn, claims the name of
Duke for a black and tan dog puppy, whelped Sept. 7, out of
Mr. Tileston's Lou by Mr. Jerome Marble's Grouse.

less

a license the yacht

must have been duly enrolled under

exist-

ing laws governing the enrollment of vessels in general.

owner

Art.

execute a bond with one or more
sureties to the satisfaction of the collector, or proper officer of
customs in a penalty in each case in proportion to the tonnage

50 requires the

to

of the yacht, as set forth in article 35 of the Treasury Regulations of 1874,
In it the owner, with the master and one or

more sureties to the satisfaction of the collector of the district
making such enrollment, are required to become bond to the

Umled

Statea

if

:

the yacht shall be of burden not exceeding

sum of four hundred dollars; if of burden
and under 100 tons, in the sum of eight hundred
dollars and if above 100 tons in the sum of twelve hundred
The. Secretary in Form No. 16 has issued the lega
dollars.
shape into which the bond must be entered, and in Form No.
17 the regular license papers to be granted the owner after
having had the bond made out and the other provisions men50

tons, in

above

rJO

the

tons

;

n

setter

i
i

above properly complied with.

same regulations the yacht ensign

is

In article 01 of

described as

:

the.

Tbe Amer-

ican ensign substituting in the field a white foul anchor surrounded by thirteen white stars in a circle, in lieu of a star for

In article 02 the

each State.

officers of the

customs arc

re-

minded that each yacht must have her name and the port to
which she belongs painted on her as required by existing laws.
These laws call for letters on the stern not less than three
penalty for non-compliance, $20. Originally
the law of 1793 read, white letters upon black ground, but in
Act of June 23, 1874, the rule has been so modified that
inches in length

;

the

colors are optional with the owner. Thi8
ly states that,

same

article distinct-

while amenable to the laws of the United States
custom officers will not require duly

in all general respects, the

§mtmg

§zchting mid

r
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THE TREASURY REGULATIONS.

—

of-

Wm. M.

spaniels,

Clumbers in England. Fairy was bred by Mr. Thorne,
by Duke out of Floe, both bought by Mr. Thorne from
Llewellin F. Heaton, Esq., and imported to this country.

and

18, 1878,

England, has

has presented to Mr.

Clumber

best

Dash

P., of

Jr.,

Tiimbush and
Faiiy. Trimbush was imported by Mr. Thorne in 1870, and
was purchased by him from Mr. Brailsford, the Duke of

Kennel Club intend giving a grand bench show here in Oct.

Hydrophobia..— Mr. Stanford, M.

m

This act was in 1870 amended
Chap. 170, sec, 1, to the
under the license granted in accord with the above

effect that

gress Feb. 18, 1793,

—Mr.

Tileston his brace of fine

The
1879, during "Fair Week" and on the fair grounds.
Fair Association agree to erect a suitable building and fit if
up properly, and the club will pay the prize money aud all
other expenses, and take the entry fee3 and a small admission
The show will open Monday of " Fair Week "
to the show.
ant! close Friday night following, and the dogs will be on exThe judging is to be done on
hibition during daylight only.
Monday, if possible, not later than Tuesday, and the awards
made public at once. Kative classes, for field dogs, will probably be left out, and they will compete in the open classes
with imported dogs. There will be first, second, third and
fourth prizes in such classes. About $3,000 in cash prizes
will be given, and no special donations will bo asked of any
If any such are offered they will be received and added
one.
The club is composed of eight members,
to regular classes.
all rich men, aud they don't expect to make money by this
venture, but to foster dog breeding. Who will be the judges,
1 am
of course, is not decided upon, or even thought of yet.
at liberty to give you the foregoing information about the
coming show, for the Fair Association to-day concluded to
purpose,
and
notified
house
for
the
tie
club
;
and
build the
one of the members told me all I have told you, I think
notices will be sent out very soon to dog owners to feel their
pulse, as it were; for if the show can't be made a success in
the number and quality of the entries it will not be given.
The gate-money would, no doubt, be the same whether there
were few or many dogs but gate-money will not be the inJ. W. M.
centive,
;

And be it further enacted, That all such ve
Sr.c. 2.
shall, in all respects, except as above, be subject to the laws
of the United States and shall be liable to seizure and foifeiisionsof tnis Act.
Sec. 3.
And be it further enacted, That all such licensed
yachts shall use a sigual of the form, size and co.ors prescribed
by the Secretary of the Navy, and the owners thereof shall at
all times permit the naval architects in the employ of the
United States to examine and copy the models of said yachts.
Approved Aug. 7, 1878.

;

;

water.

Sheep-Dog Tbials.

.

FOREST A1ND STREAM.
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AWAY

our representatives in Congress assembled, in their wisdom passed ''an act" for
licensing of American yachts at that time entitled to be en-

back in 1793 and

184-8

American vessels. The act was designed to facilitate
the ownership of yachts, thereby encouraging their construction and aiding in educating a large portion of the community
to a seafaring life, who t>therwiso might never have been atrolled as

tracted to the deep.

The

intentions of our forefathers were

and to the point, aud in accord with the
spirit then animating them the well known subjoined act,
Chap. 141, sections 1, 2 and 3 of the laws of the United States,
was unanimously passed
An Act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to license
yachts, and for other purposes— Chap. 141.
Sao. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
alike praiseworthy

oiivea

of the United Statet of America, in

i

i

That the Secretary of the. Treasury is hen
causo yachts used and employed exclusively as pleasure vessels, and designed as models of naval architecture, and nowentitled t*-> be enrolled as American
terms which will authorize tbera to proeee.1
of the U. 9. without entering or clearing at
Bach license shall be in Buohioii
House.
i
of lie Treasury may subscribe,
:

thl

1

rolled and licensed si
dise. or carry passengers for

give bond in sac!
iry of the Trea-',

il

asel

apply to smaller yachts, in consequence of the limits set by
the original Act of Feb. 18, 1793, still being in force, except
wherein subsequent legislation contradicts it).
It is further
expressly stipulated that yachts must be provided with

1870, see. 25. Article 01 of these regulations limits the period
of duration of a license to one year, and at the expiration of
that period it must be renewed.
Upon enrollment an official

number is awarded to the vessel, and together with the tonnage
must be carved on the main beam, or the vessel will not be
recognized as belonging to the United States.
Such are the various acts of Congress and the corresponding
regulations and interpretations of the Secretary of the TreasIt will be seen that
ury governing the ownership of yachts.
they are not only pretty thoroughly antiquated and difficult to

unravel, but that instead of fostering the interests for the benefit of which they were originally framed they absolutely
hamper yacht owners and masters with a mass of more or
less intricate and inapplicable verbosity and red tape, the natural result of patching and tinkering a law devised a century
ago and which has so long become obsolete that a new one

should long ago have displaced it.
Add to this the various
regulations of the Supervising Inspector of steamboats and
boilers, and no one cm wonder that the average citizen has

honored the laws regulating his pleasure more in the breach
than in the observance.
xve for subsequent consideration a review of the
laws in their present state, what should take their place and

how

the change can be brought about.

Aud
ij(

i

certifi-

and with their license, and such papers
must be exhibited upon demand of any collector, surveyor, or
inspector of customs, and examination of the yachts by these
officers submitted to for the due protection of the public revenues.
Yachts are not liable to tonnage tax, Act. July 14,
cates of their enrollment

»-*•,

pay.

—

Yacht Model.— We

r.r;

in receipt of a

formsn

shad not engage in *ny unla n'ui trade, nor iu
anyway violate the revenue laws of the Doited States, and
shall comply with the laws in all other ies^ects.
,

or clearance at the Custom House of yachts proceeding from
port to port within the United States (yachts of 20 tons and
over, presumably, as none of the above special regulations can

f

tbe

num-

new

yacht tfiuUne, of East Gloucester, Mass., as stated in these
columus. To all of them we answer that a number of gentle-

men,

disinterested witnesses

on the occasion

of her trial, are

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
prepared to substantiate our statement. The speed logged
was 10£ knots, on a bowline, fresh breeze and rough sea.

Forest asd Bissau is not iu the habit of going off halfcockeJ. If any of our readers happen in the neighborhood of
the yacht's hailing port, Mr. Foster is prepared to give them
the privilege of seeiDg her do the same thfog again.
The

speed which long, narrow and deep vessels are capable of at
sea, aeems little understood on this side of the Atlantic.

rAOHTHNU NEWS,
Nebeus Yaoht Club.— This new organization held its first
on Tuesday, November 5.
The course was from
Capiaiu Decker's boat-house at U5th street to Tenth street
regatta

buoy, East. River, and return.
Queen Mah,
15ft. cat-boat, with a large displacement and some 801
of iron under the flooring, won the race handsomely iu lh.
43m. GOs., beating Rebecca, of the tiat-aml-wide model, 3m.
20s.
Alice, a little sharpie, came in third and Annie last.
The club is officered as follows: Commodore, Chas. Coughtry;
Secretary, Thomas I. Miller ; Treasurer, Eewis M. Moler.
I

home

first

6m. 50s. In the sickle
Goddard, of 79, had a walk-over. Time 6m 46s , with
tbe water very rough.
He will row no more this Bealon, bun
keep in training for his race with Livingston, of Yale, next
spring;
Las
1
scratch UntTersity foura.
Entries:
Hcvl—Atkinson, '81, bow; Brandegee, '81; Trimble, 180
Pt

dy,

b

[/.

B

j

ft

1

a

>ft,

I

i

Boat Cwra,—The following

WE

have

officers

been

;

Paih-Oared Match at Orilla.— At

and fair-minded

spirit in
Oritla, Can., Nov.
eed between the Gander brothers of that
which Harvard is pursuing the project to send a
Ken, of Toronto. The race was
crew to England to pull the winner of the next University town and BI
side, two miles straightaway, in lapstreak skiffs.
race on the Thames. Though there can be no question as to The day was cold and
the water rough.
The Orilia pair
the perfect right of our University to go abroad upon its own took the lead at a stroke of 36 and maintained it throughout,
being apparently the better of the two. The Toaccount, the gentlemen of Harvard are willing enough to try
evere well used" up at the finish.
The winners
their hand with all-comers iu America before shipping their
came m six lengths ahead. This result was not expected,
shells for Europe, and a number of interesting events between
and the Ganders have risen in the public's estimation as a forthe best eights in the country are therefore in prospect.
The midable pair.
challenge of Cornell has been accepted, upon condition of pullnowise ripples.
ing at New London on the Thames.
The boats used by Wallace Ross, of St. Johns, N. B., were
Yale will be disposed
of as customary, and any advances that Columbia chooses to sold off at the rate of $30 and $15 apiece.
Pretty cheap
make will meet with favorable response. It is to be hoped Phree six-oared gigs of ffieN. Y. Rowing Club pulled a private match, Nov. 2, one mile.
Won
by Cornell's crew
that no trifling crotchet or petty pique will crop up and inter- Mr. Close, of England, advises "
caution " iu any letter Harfere with the definite arrangement of the races in question at
vard may send to an English crew, whatever thai may mean
A second eight will probably be formed at Harvard should
an early date. If Harvard prefers the course at New London,
the University crew be sent abroad
For the championship
claimants to the championship will do weil to avoid postponeOf Prcscott, Can., Hibbard came in first, McKillen second
ment and
by

possible disappointment

tation a course

accepting without hesi-

which has proven more acceptable

andDalwin

third
Mr. Goddard, '79, is coaching the HarIt is proposed to form a regatta association
Lake George and give public races next year
In a
doubie-seull race at Orilia, Can., the Gander "brothers, of
Athciiy, beat John Adair aud John Hanlan, of Toronto, in a
two-mile race for $ 400
Tricket's time is being calculated
round the world. The " times " in question arc probably

vard freshmen

to the public

at

and better adapted to shell-boat racing than almost
any other water in the country. When the home races have
been disposed of to the satisfaction of all concerned, as we
believe they readily can be, then will the most important and
the most difficult question come to the front, and that is how
to arrange a suitable date with the English crew, in the event
of a challenge to it being entertained on the other side of the
water. But until Oxford is heard from, and their views obtained in a preliminary discussion of the proposed race, nothing can be done by Harvard of a definite character beyond
settling upon the men who will compose the crew, get then to
in general

the result of some imaginative brain.

A NEW SYSTEM OF TIME ALLOWANCE.

WE

It is pleasant to note
raise the necessary funds.
offer of assistance has been made from Vale, and there
doubt but that the wherewithal will be forthcoming
upon short notice as soon as it is evident that the efforts of
Harvard to bring about_a race with Oxford will be crowned

all

obtain

the merest tyro can at once perceive the importance of length as
an element of speed, the^banefits of a time allowance based upon
not so certain. Take, for example, two
yachts whoso speed ia as nearly as possible the same
we will
suppose also that on length measurement there is no time allowed
between them. Now let the sides of one of them be raised a foot
with success.
_
or so, and eho will at once develop in stiff breezes a greater speed
Aialanta vs. Nautilus Paib.—What will probably prove than before, because her greater freeboard keeps her decks clear,
the last race of the season on metropolitan waters was rowed md gives her a smooth side
to sail on at an angle of keel at which
on the Harlem, Saturday, Nov. 9. The race though nominalthe other boat is dragging along with her chain-plates and rail
I3- for a medal given by a stranger, was iu reality the result of
water.
under
Aud
yet
length
measurement takes no account of
the somewhat intense rivalry which has been in existence for
a long time past between the Nautilus pair, Messrs. VValsn this change— the yachts sail together on even terms aa before.
and Levein, and all other similar crews in the neighborhood. The result is the same if either should be widened or deepened
It will be remembered that they were disqualified by tne N.
it might be an improvement, and it might not—depending a great
A. of A. O., and recently rc-iustaled. Since then Mr, Walsh deal on the previous model of the boat— but whether she ie imhas withdrawn from the pair, his place being tilled by Mr. proved or injured by the change, the regatta committee takes no
the
which
did
not
affect
reputation
of
Wni. Childs, a change
account of it— sho sails as before on length alone.
the pair as unquestionably strong. The defeat of the Nautilus
A measurement based on length alone must be set aside as inpair in the recent Harlem regatta was a matter of surprise to
many, and it was hardly expected that the Atalantas could so adequate to place upon an equality yachts differing in size. But
The water was although this system of allowance ia set aside, length, aa an elereadily repeat their performance on that day.
rough and the day cold. Odds were against Childs and ment of allowance, cannot, be orerlooked, as it ia a most important
Levein among the betting fraternity, and by the lime the factor of speed, and must bo taxed accordingly.
start was effected had actually reached the figures 4 to 1 iu
The principal objection— and to my mind a vital one— to any
favor of the Atalanta pair. The Nautilus wun the choice
eyatom of allowance baaed on cubical content*, ia that it taxes the
of position and went over to the Westchester bank. They
model
too much, making the high sided and heavy-bilged boat pay
caught the water first and obtained the lead, but in three
tao dear for her seaworthiness, and lotting lean bows, hollow
strokes Eustis and Downs were up to them, and with a long
SoorB and low aides pass by without paying proper toll thus placeffective Bwing began to walk away from their opponents in
steady style, pulling 32 against the ii of the Nautilus nun.
ing an ever widening gap between cruisers and racers, aud giving
At the quarter mile there was a length of clear water between premiums in the shape of silver cups to bathing machines and
the two, and it soon became evideut that the Atalantas wire boats of th9 skim-dish pattern. A measurement baaed cm area
more than a match with their powerful stroke for the ancient has also Its objections for In taking
length and beam as factors
"dip aud a jerk" of Me.»Brs. Childs and Levein. Hy tbe
to produoe area, a foot of beam ia plaood on an equality with a
time Macomb's Dam Bridge was reached the leaders had
gained something like a doeen lengths, which they spun out foot of length —an equality which certainly dosa not exist— thus
placing an unfair premium on the latter dimension.
to almost fifty when they crowed the line, winning in 14m,
If a yachtsman wants to build a bo»t, he ought not be conflnod
Distance two miles, from High
10s., Nautilus, 15m. 30s.
Bridge down to the Columbia College boat house, with the to any particular style of model and yet, by the rules of moat of
Mr. Jasper Goodwin, of the our clubs, although the yacht might be extended to infinity In a
last of the ebb in their favor.
Columbia crew, acted as referee.
lateral or vertical direction without any notice being taken of it,
Habvabd FALii Backs.—The fall scratch races of the the moment he adds one foot longitudinally the regatta committee
Harvard Boat Club took place at Cambridge, on the Chailes pounce ou him with their tables of allowances. Now, as no two
First race for Freshmen sixes, entries
Kiver, Nov. 9.
No.
yachtsmen are of the same mind in regard to the proportional
1—Toner, bow; Kent, Hoar. Kane, Chalfant, Battlett, dimensions of a yacht, such partiality le neither fair nor right.
stroke and captain: No. 2— Perkins, bow Dean, Guiteras,
Beam
is worth something as well as length— not 80 mnch, it is
Babcock,
stroke
and
captain.
Lawrence,
Baldwin,
No. S~
Depth, too, should not be allowed to
Warner, bow Dickon. Eldridge, Townsend, Bowen, Hoyt, true, hut still something.
Btroke and captain. Bartlett's crew took the water first and go ecotfree, for it Is valuable also. Hence, to sum up, the system

an

is little

this single quality are

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

maintained the lead, making the best turn and finishing first
in 7m. 12s.; Hoyt's crew a good second, and Babcock's a good
third.
Second race for University sixes. Entries: Peabody,
L. S., captain and stroke Bancroft, L. 8.; Freeland, '81;
Hammond, '81; Watson, '79; Thomas, VJ, bow; Brown,
Smith, '79
'St, c ixswaiflJacobs, '79, captain and stroke
AtkinD. Trimble, '80; W. Trimble, '79; Braudegee, '81
son, '81, bow; Agassiz, coxswain.
Peabody's crew went
head, but dropped even at the boat house with the other
crew. They lost by a bad turn, and Jacob*' boat load got
;

1. That the time allowanoe of any yacht be obtained by summing
up the time allowances from each separate dimension.
2. That the allowance of each dimension he determined from a
separate scale or table, based on the relative value of that dimeu-

;

gian.

For example, assume the following ratios
Length divided by
depth equals 3, and beam divided by depth equals 2 ; therefore,
beam
3 : 2, That a, if three miauteB were allowed per
:

length.

:

30

allows

Hence

B

(«>-50) 3-3(11.

;

;

;

B allows A 2

(31-30) plus (10-9)

-3m.J

3-3-0

ba seen that by this syatem yaohta of all models
may bo raced together without undue partiality to any type in
particular, and with a fair tax on the merits of each.
it

will

If wo desired ultimately to dispose of our yachts aa brick
might be some excuse for taxing longth alone, and
thus encourage beam, and with it, deck room
but it is hardly
suppoBahle that such an idea, ever enters into the heads of our
yashtsmen.
Nevertheless, the y cent of the period continues aa
beamy as ever; it is tru* she ia not very beautilu), but then she
lighters, there

;

wins lots of

mugs by

sailing entirely

on her poor,

ill-used,

stunted

length.

What must have been

the feelings of that much-abused dimension during ah the years in which it has been taxed and discountenanced in every possible way, while beam has been patted on the

back and encouraged
Oh, patient and long-suffering function of
a trnth, if it had not ueen that imperative geometrical duty comyou would doubtless have disappeared long
ago out of Eheer disgust.
Mabtin Gale.
I

pelled you toremaiu,

NO DEEP KEELS WANTED.
Eosmn,
Enrroit Fouest
If an English

L.

I.,

Nov.

3,

1878.

and StbeaM
smackmau, accosting a New Haven oysterman,
:

should attempt to prove by talking that the jj'airhaven sharpie ig
unsuited to the catching of oysters on New fUven Hate, and that
a Scarborough fishing-smack would bo preferable for that purpose,
the oysterman, if he thought it worth the while to reply at all,
might with reason retnaik, "My friend, the waters in which we
rake are at timea but three feet in depth, and yet— are deeper
than thy logic."
In like manner we American yachtsmen, who, after Bailing oar
own craft for years, experimenting on models, sails and rig beating our good cousin, J. B., every time ho has had the pluck to
try conclusions with us, oven successfully bearding the sea lion in
his don, have come to the opinion that the sloop is jnst what wa
want for ordinary causing. We, I say, are constrained to tell our
English friend that though his cutter be deep, hia argument is
shallow. We uso our yachts for other and, I must assert, pleaeanter purposes than eternally bucking at that hackneyed " head
sea, twenty miles fruru the nearest land," although even there the
sloop is, as oan be theoretically and practically proved, a better
boat than
What ia the untter ? S mply the EngliBh fishing-smack decked
over, and whittled down to a fine point. And in truth they have
whittled away most of the smack's really good qualities, gaining
nothiDg by the process but speed, and not too much of that very
;

Lj

;

desirable article.

That the cutter does dive like a loon I know, for I've seen her
do it ; and that mere depth and weight are not essentials in the
making of a sea boat all who can read and reason must be capable
of understanding, for one of our lightest and shoalest of working
craft— the common whaleboat— ranks among the nest and diiett
of sea boats, either under sail or propelled by muscle.
Tho cutter's great fault is that in order to offset her unscientifia
lack of self-poise, her ballast must be stowed too low down, and
consequently, when she is in motion her centre of gravity ia in the
wrong place, cither for speed or buoyancy. A"y old coaBting
skipper will tell ua that if he wants hi8 schooner to make good
time in head weather, the heaviest part of his cargo must not be
,

Btowed at the bottom of the hold.
There is— or should be- reason in all IhiDge. It is not reasonable to build a topheavy concern, set a stick in the middle of her,
then, fo prevent her
poko another awkwaid pole in one end
obeying nature's law by Jumbling over, spike lead en her keel, aa
But, setting these
the schoolboy does with his toy schooner.
mauifest absurdities aside, the cutter, with her great depth, can
never bo a useful and pleasant boat to cruiao iu on our coast.
I am tolerably well acquainted with all (ho harbors, big and
little, between New York and Nahaut, ami by reputation with tho
and will assert that, not one-thud of
rest from Maine to Florida
them can be safely entered by a boat drawing over five feet of
experienced
an
local pilot.
of
I make this
aid
the
without
water
statement advisedly, and the disgusted owners of several keel
occasionally
left
inglorionsly
sticking
iu tho
have
that
we
boata
mud, or sawing a rock, could bear me ont iu the assertion. So I
Big
your
boat
as
pleases
yon,
owners
for
yaoht
Intending
to
say
the rig yon can ohango but do not be begniled into building an
extremely sharp and deep craft with a keel, or Bhe will be for Bale
shortly after her trial trip, like that wonderful Gloucester jackknife which "made ten aud three-quarter knots, close hauled, in a
T, C.
heavy aea." Did she ?
;

;

:

;

Rather a doleful view our correspondent takes of the cutter.
Certainly not one iu accord with the unprejudiced testimony
are in possession of from gentlemen who have tried the
cutter in our own waters and who exhibit not the slightest in-

we

clination to part with their keel cultt.r, but on the contrary
could not be cajoled back into the uuseaworthy sloop ou any

must be borne in mind that the Fobest and
will always maintain the patent superiority of the sloop for smooth water sailing and that our cll'oi Is
account.

It

Stream hasalways and

means, or do not choose to sink a large sum in a costly craft
of heavy tonnage, but are content, or even prefer, to do thtir
sailing in small boats of the Corinthian order without, however,
in the least circumscribing the sphere of their cruising ground.

;

|

A

to aid in the introduction of the cutter are directed iu the interests of that class of yachtsmen who either have not tbe

of allowance ia roughly as follows

;

il..

1

know of

the many attemptB that have been made to
aomo better basis for time allowance between
yachts than length alone, aud we also know that they for the moat
part are inferior to length as a oriterion of speed. Bat although

work and

that

;

L. S., stroke and
ins was the best contested race of the day.
Bancroft's crew gained a length bv spurting to the front at the
start., and increased it to the stake,
but the tide and wind
having driven the outside stake down the river. Jacobs' crew
turned first aud were off for home wirii a lead of three lengths.
Bancroft's crew spurted magnificently and reduced the"gap,
so that when the line was crossed they were but one length
behind. Jacobs' o'rew won iff 7m. 80a,
Had not the stake
drifted out of place he prize would have- gone to Bancroft
and his men. As there can be no trouble in securely anchoring a stake, it Would seem that those in charge have shown
ui gleet in placing them, aud it is a question
whether the race
given to Jacobs, instead of its Leing pulled
over again.
(fl

1

HARVARD-OXFORD.

foot of beam,

A

-Hammond, '81, bdw;
Goddard,

on a given course, two would be allowed for each
and ona for each foot of depth. Thus, it two yachts,
and B, were to sail over the above course, A being one foot
shorter, one foot wider and one foot deeper than B, by tkia system of aUuwanooa there would be no time between them that is
to Bay, they would sail on even terms.
For, supposing their
dimensions to bofoot of length

Sculls,

the ensuing year; President, Thomas Cratty;
Vice-President. Charles S. Cockle; Secretary, M. E. Bergen;
Treasurer,!-:. House
Coxswain, W. It. Cockle; Vice-Coxswain, W. R. Townsend ; Captain, Herbert Walker.

OAK AM) PADDLE.

are pleased to see tbe liberal

303

-ad, time

A
— twenty ton cutter is
-j

I

to the other,

fit

to cruise

up and down the

from one end of the year

coaat,

among

the

West

Indies

—

;

304
and

off

The person who goes

Labrador.

;

sloop should forfeit his insurance policy.

to sea in a shallow

To

say that

we

from ten

Squid are in active demand for
are of an India rubber

to eighteen pounds.

They

food, at 75 cents per dozen.

use our yachts for other purposes than Englishmen is unfortunately too] true, hut we trust the time is not far distant

consistency, and have a peculiar flavor disagreeable to

same laudable spirit of adventure and love for manly
sport which carries Englishmen to sea by the thousand will
animate amateurs along our coast as well, and we feel confident that sea-cruising will eventually become not, as now, the
Every year adds many to the lists
exception, but the rule.
of gentlemen who have learned of seamanship and navigation something more than merely trimming a sheet and run.
ning for the nearest port.
They need a different vessel from
the sloop, and they begin to know it.
"T. C." and others seem to overlook the fact that we do

on the

when

the

not countenance the substitution of the cutter for the sloop,
but rather the addition of the cutter as better adapted to a new
phase of the sport hitherto scarcely indulged in on this side of
the Atlantic, cruising at sea in yachts of moderate tonnage

They
and

sloop will be.

My next

attempt was an improvement. It was a 23ft. boat, 5)4
ft. beam, Z)4(t deep inside, and drawing about 3ft. of water when
We had eight 201bs. blocks of iron dovetailed into her
ballasted.
keel, and an iron shoe weighing 701bs. under all. Even then she
was bo cTank that her 13in. of freeboard would not keep the water
Bnt
out in fine weather unless the crew wore up to windward.
sho would saill There was considerable concavity in the latter
yacht, and when we changed her to a schooner she waB at ihrBt a
outter we found we had reduced the angle of sailing, although
wo possessed more canvas. Of course tho philosophy of it waB
But she was
that the butt of the sail came nearer the deck.
always uneasy, because her ballast was Btowed too low and her
keel too thick— 2in.—lln. would have answered just as well. While
I was yachting off New York, her builder changed her rig again to
that of a cutter, and one day, during a heavy squall, she capsized

—

—

,

and drowned his father.
I agree with you that the cutter rig is far better than that of the
but I go farther, and advocate the sohooner rig for all
sloop
yachts of 30ft. and over unless they are as wide as a saucer. The
Boston yachts are nicely canvaBed, and when they have been
lengthened without any increase of beam they never, so far as I
know, fail to develop speed and weatherly qualities. The utmost
limit for a ship is 86 sq. ft. of plain sail for every square foot of
immersed midship Bection. But yachts often carry 100 to 1, and
;

considered very moderate.

is

The

reason is at once apparent, and lies in the ooucavity of yachts anU
tho absence of it in ships. The latter often drift to leeward, while
the former do not. Especially is this true of keel vessels.
During the prevalence of light airs, when club-topsails, balloonJibB, jib-topsails and square-headed maintopmast-stayeails are
and yet yaohts of
aet, the proportion as per rule is doubled
moderate oapaoily and proper model, like tho Dauntless and Wanderer, are seldom iujured at sea to any great extent, or capsized
It was, unquesin port unless by ignorant or reckless handling.
tionably, all of these faulte combined which enabled the Mohawk
;

and Bince that disaster I am glad to see
that oentreboarda have been falling into disfavor, bo that the
newest and finest yachts are keel vessels of sharp lines, possessing considerable doadrise and increased draught of water, which
to turn turtle as she did,

last does not, to a very great extent, affect unfavorably the important, if not indispensable, item of speed.

My observation and experience have taught me a great deal,
and on tho strength thereof I have ventured to draught a 30ft.
Ho saw it last
Cary Smith has approved.
yacht, which Mr. A
summer, and his worst oriticism was that it would be likely to draw
more water than I have indicated. For yachts of 30ft. and less
there is, in.my humble opinion, nothing so well adapted as white
oedar, with light iron bracing and copper fastenings, for the sim.

minimum weight

is

indispensable to

maximum

Beja Duao.

speed.

md

§wei[ <gishing.
J^»
FISH IN SEASON^FOR NOVEMBER.
PBKSH WATBB.
Bass, Miervptarus talnuridee;

SALT WATBB.
Oero, Cyiium regale.
Bonito, Santo pelamyt
Klngflsh, Mtnticirrvt ntbulotus.

Striped Bass, Raccui linneatut.

Weakhsli, Cyneecum regalis.
Bluefish,

Pike o r Pickerel, Etox twins.
Yellow Perch, JPcrca Itavescme,

nobilior,
ocellatui.

Pamatemua saltutrix.

Fish is Mabket.—Bass,

smelts, 25

18;

j

bluefish, 12

;

salmon,

30; mackerel, 18; weakflsb, 15 ; white perch, 15 ; green turtle, 20 ;
terrapin, per doz. , $12 to $30 ; frost fish, 8; halibut, 20; haddock,

6

;

codliBh, 6; blaokfiah, 12

;

lobBters, 10; sheepshead, 20

flounders, 8
;

which always come in out of season
Smelts very scarce. Cod have made

appearance in large schools off Long Island shore. Two
very line specimens of bluefish weighing 15 pounds each were
brought from Martha's Vineyard Sound.

—

Movements of the Fibbing Fleet. The weather has
continued unfavorable for fishing operations much of the
time the past week, and the Shore fishermen have averaged
good prices for the small amount taken. The winter school
of codfish are said to have struck in on the Gape Cod shore,
and good fishing may be expected soon. The Shore rnackerelmen have done little the past week, and will Bpoi
the stock on board and haul up for the season.
The Hay Beet
are arriving slowly, but the season will soon close.
The
of fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week
7 from the banks, 1 bringing 40,000
27, as follows
and 6 bringing 8f,000ibs. halibut
16 from
Georges with 2o0,0001bs. codfish and 5 from the Bay St.
Lawrence, with l,000bbls. mackerel.
Receipts of Shore
mackerel, about 2,500bbls.
Cape
Advertiser, Nov. S,

frogs, 10

;

;

sea baas, 20
Bcallops,

:

codfish

;

;

many mistakes in construction as I had perpetrated in designing,
she was about as slow and unBatisf aotory as your correspondent's

Sea Bass, Scicenops

most
an acquired one. We noticed
salmon from Halifax, K. S.

their

Ann

Wanted—An

:

K. palliiui
Moikalonge, Beox

is

are the stragglers

find a ready sale.

lbs.

Binghamton, N. T., Nov. 5, 1878.
Editob Fobest ixi Stream
In relation to Bmall yachts I am induced to give you my experiences aa follows : I began with an oak yacht 25ft. over all, 6ft.
beam and 3ft. deep ; drawing 18in. light and 2ft. ballasted, after
more vertical keel had been bolted on, which was done to prevent
drifting, aa her bottom was almost flat. She was as slow as a
brick sloop, for there was timber enough in her to construct a firstolaBB sloop-of-war. It was impossible to get any speed out of her
When hauled on the wind unless she careened to her beam ends.
If we cracked on before the wind she would do very well, but for
all that, owing to her builder's well-known vagaries, who made as

BlttOfe

them

taste for

;

eels, 18;

$1 per gallon;

soft clams, 30 to 75 conts per 100; white-fish, 12^ ; pickerel, 12>£
salmon trout, 12H ; red snapper, Bait water, 15 ; hard crabs, $2.50

per 100.

The first arrival of red snappers, Lutfanw Blaokfordii,
eame la on Monday from Savannah. The average weight was

fathom of

owner for a 10 lb. striped bass with sis
The life- saving station crew at Bar-

line attached.

negat Inlet have been very successful with the striped bass,
catching from 200 to 600 lbs. per day. In their haul this
morning, Nov. 8, with the rest of the fish taken, was one bass
weighing 10 lbs. with a cuttyhunk hook iu his mouth with six
fathom of blue braded line attached. Should this meet the
owner of said line, hook and fish, he is respectfully asked to
prove property, pay expenses, etc. For i unher information
inquire of G. W. Kinsey, Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet,
N. J.

We

Makvlano— Baltimore, Not. 9.—
are having a very exciting time over the taking of rockfish on the long bridge at
Ferry Bar.
They have been taken from ten to eighteen
inches in length for the past three or four weeks by our amat ur fishermen.
This is something very unusual for these
fishing grounds, and affords rare sport for the disciples of
old Izaak. The query with all is where they came from, as
they have been a rare fish in our waters for years past. Mr.
A. J. Miller and myseif took thirteen on the 5th inst. from
ten to seventeen inches.
Creases.

West Virginia— RonceverU, Nov. 8.— Mr. Graham, who
has charge of the W. Va. State Hatching Establishment,
came here on Tuesday last and placed in the
He had just put in 90,000 at
70,000 California Salmon.

tribe.
I intend having some made up
for fly fishing if spared another season.
Mr.
sample or I would send to you for your

very elect of the salmo

them

to try

Holabird has

my

W. David Tonus.

opinion.

Shaeks and Tokpedoks.— English naval

slabs seven fresh caught

has been

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS.

ple reason that

The

people.

number

within the reach of the many.

for cruising yachts 75 to 1

;

FOEEST AND STREAM.

*»

officers find

much

sport in firing explosive bullets at the sharks which follow in
the wake of their ships.
One good quality of this submarine
target is that he is not frightened by the crack of the rifle, but
follows on undisturbed until the bullet strikes him. Then he
disappears down the maws of his fellow-sharks.
new
mode of sport is to bait a hook with a good-sized piece of
pork, in which is incased a torpedo. This is then carefully
lowered and instantly snapped up by the expectant man-eater.
The effect is iustantaneous. The head and jaws of the monster are blown into fragments, and a bubbling circle iu the
water marks the spot where, a few seconds before, his dorsal
fin was shown above the waves.

—

A

The Helgramite—Decatur, 111., Nov. 2.—The helgramite
described by "Isaak,"of Dayton, Ohio, on pa^e 388 of the
Forkbt and Stream as "the most killing bait for black
lass," is the larval state of the homed corydalis (Curydulis
cornula), an insect belonging to the sub-order,
The males, in the winged state, are provided with long horns,
whence the insect receives its specific and common names.
As it exists several years in the larval state before taking on
its winged form " Isaak " may readily have found different
If he will take the trouble to search
sizes at the same time.
for them early next spring, under stones just above the
water's edge, he may find them, as I have done, undergoing
Both forms, larva and adult, are
their transformations.
figured in "Tenney's Elements of Zoology," p. 338.

A

A

We have

Naturalist.

given the history of the helgramite a great many
but there is nothing like refresh-

times in the past few years

;

memory, and we thank our correspondent who has
But ten to one, some innocent inquirer will
is, and whether it is any
clipper,
helgramite, etc., and whether it might
the
relation to
not prove a likely bait for some kinds of fish.— Ed. F. & S.
ing the

just favored us.

ask us next week what the dobson

—

Ballots and Bait Boxes. When the angler, casting his
the pool where he knows that famous big
disturbed from his repose
is lurkiDg, is suddenly
by the headlong onslaught of Sir Surly Proprietor with
shot-gun and bull- dog, prudence suggests that with all speed
he take to his heels. But let him rest content when the fence
is between him and the dog, nor vex his spirit with needless
wrath. There is a surer and sweeter revenge than reviling
The mills of the Gods grind
the man or shooting the dog.
fly just there in

trout

*

Howard's Creek, five miles above, aud sent from here 60,000
to be put in the Elk River at Charleston.
These were a part
of the 500,000 obtained from the Government establishment
and hatched out at the State concern at Romney.

—

Kentucky Stanford, Nov. 5.—Major Duncan and I spent
the last week of October on Hock Casilc Kiver.
took my
section boat and equipage for camping, but lodged with our
oarsman, and didn't take tent from depot. Had a large lot of
excellent minnows, but the baas and salmon took a spoon so
greedily that we used scarcely a fifth of our supply. Many
large bass and three salmon, weighing 7 to 74 pounds, were
taken.
Small fry by scores. Water low, but clear and pare
and the success of our first fall trip determined us, Deo wienie,
to make an annual excursion there or elsewhere till 1070,
when we shall probably waive the fun for a visit to the " Centennial display," wherever that may be.
Kuntuokian.

We

—

—

Tennebsee Nashville, Nov. 7. Our market is overrun with
fish, mostly from Keelfoot Lake.
We are getting some line
northern fish as well. At Hemphill's I saw to-day a lake
salmon of about ten pounds weight. Sheepshead and redsnappers from Pensacola are beginning to come in also. Bass
and jack are being taken every day in the Cumberland. The
river has been rising slowly for a few days, which has put
the water in fine condition. Major Burr, a great sportsman
of this place, is fond of large game, and is trying bant for a
big jack that he thinks is loitering about the head of the
island, but he has not hooked him yet.
J. D. H.

—

—

Missouri St. Louis, Nov. 2. Fishing is fine. A party
went up the Illinois River last week aud brought home their
catch, amounting to about 700 pounds of bass and croppie.
Several bass weighed from five to seven pounds each.
J.

Michigan—Detroit, Nov. 9.—Whitefish

W. M.

business poor this

year and not profitable.

California— Los Angeles, Nov. 2.—Frank Crittenden
caught, at the South Monica Wharf last week, a Jewfish
weighing 320 pounds.
but are abundant.

Sea

trout, bonito,

mackerel and

hali-

Fish Dying or Cold.—We were much struck on the occasion of a visit to Shinnecock Bay a few days since with the
fact that the migratory fish, such as the bluefish, which had
come into the Bay at the time when the Inlet was open, were
all dying.
The Inlet having closed, the fish were unable to
find their way to the sea, and the water becoming rapidly
fresh from evaporation and the supply from the streams, they
became so benumbed with the cold as to be perfectly helpless.
The natives were taking large fish, weighing six or seven
pounds, from the shallow water with their hands and with
pitchforks, and of the smaller fish, or "snappers," there were

immense

The

quantities.

fish

were very

fat

and

iu excellent

condition for the table.

We may add that very large bluefish, 18 pounds or so, have
been taken off Nantucket within a week. Usually bluefish
go South with the first frost.

was possible
handsome

may run

triumph on his face. He goes no farther. The bull dog welcomes him home and the old trout still reposes in the pool.
All of which is not fancy thuB saith the daily paper
It was urged as a fatal fault in a Congressional candidate in
Virginia that he had prevented the people from taking
the
free and vagrant fish of the Chickabominy," where that river
flows through his estate.
;

'

«

»

TENTING ON KING'S LAKE.
^A

St. Lona, Mo., Oct. 17, lass.
Editor Forest and Stbkam :
Our party, constating ot Judd Baraa ana John Shoekey, assistant engineers o£ Fire Department; Geo. TennlUe, Sec. Jno. Groas, Broadway Bank John Winner, our ox-mayoi'a Bon Messrs. John Kuuftrle,
John Furber and Theo. Scheele, with T. Shoekey and Edw. Tuorue, of
the tire Department, left St. Louts, per steamer Lake Superior, for
Asking grounds north. We found ttte midnight hours on tlie river decidedly cool. Landed at Buctianan'a warehouse at 1:30 i\ m., on oven
100 nulea from St. LouiB np the Mississippi Hlver. Several years ago
;

;

;

the river, at the point opposite OlarkaviUe, Mo., tnunaated valuable
lands, doing great damage, partlcnlarly In high water seasons ami to
order io redeem this land a levee was buitt; called the Luy Levee.
This levee, la turn, caused another overflow In tho opposite country.
;

The citlzenB

ol Calhoun County,

remonstrated ugaiusl the continuance, so a connecUon was made between the waters of the Luy
and those of King's Lake. Since that time these waters have held
great attraction, and been the favorite resort for fishermen of itie
Ills.,

Isaac Walton school.
Hired an old man to haul our things to the lake, about one-half mile
from the river ; bnt when he brought a sway-back home of fourteen
hands high, and a Utile mare no bigger than a half a minute, v. e felt
rising doubts as to the ability of the team to draw our heavy load.
The doubts flndrag expression, they were met by the old mac, wco
inrew a knowing look into his dlsagured face, saying, " Neever wind j
these yere kin pull any thing thet'a loose at both sends." When
harnessed it looked aa impossible a feat aa for kids to dtuw our Court
House down the levee. But with a aargon to do duty at lice-jerking,
accompanied with a aeriea ef vocal explosions from the old Governor,
"
they performed their perilous journey, and BUI " and " Fan " landed
our dunnage on lhe camp ground. Pitched our lenta soine a,x;y leei
from the bank of the lake; had a large wall tent, IteUtt., and a Uy
tent slept lu the former and dined In the latter, wl.ere we erected
a table which performed dual service for food and cards. It raited
hard Monday, and lcaring tt would extinguish our camp hre, Bame applied a torch to an old hollow sycamore tree that stoi
;

Although green it burned healthily, and in the wee
our placid slumbers by the announcement
would soon fall and we were in danger. A little assistance from the ax soon tumbled the monster, but, like a mule, if yon
express a desire lor an eastward course he will take a decided paih for
the west; so this old "muley" tree fell toward tho lake, sinking two
of our boats, the Undine and Dollie, two minnow buckets, a small net,

from the
hours

tent.

we were aroaBed from

that the tree

to tie
flies

president of th« transfer.

I prefer them in the brush covered streams of Northern
Michigan, where one must be quick as a flash to pull out your
fish.
I sent one of them soelled to Mr. Orvis, asking him if
bass.

four

It iB the

fine.

Proprietor

and breaking some fancy rods Into rather inconvenient lengths.
Onr Ashing at King's Lake, corpulent with disappointment, reminded us of a sage's aennitlon of nailing— "A pole, with
one end aud a fool at the other." But some flahera had been there bedamaged our sport. About a mile
fore ua with net*, wbioh rather
east ot oar camp was a body of water, harmonionaly oamj
Head Slough," and thither we wended onr way In search of piscatory
aport. We took Bome fine ones there, bnt the place, supertlne, was
some distance to the south. Our Informant was the old Governor,

^Bardless Hooks.— Chicago, Nov. 2.— Mr. Editor: I
noticed in the Fobest and Stream some comments on
the Edgar barbless hooks.
While fishing this season up
north with Mr. Holabird we used ihem for trout and

it

who bide their time they grind exceedunlocked for that always happens. Surly
for Congress some day.
Upon the road
from his farm with its trout brooks to that coveted seat in
Washington he will come unexpectedly upon a man with a
fish-pole in his hand, a bait-box in his pocket and a smile of
slowly, but for those

ing

them to make good flies. He sent me
which I think would decievo even the

He acted as golds

to the small basin

named
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and we were soon enriching our stock with splendid
bass and cropple. Mr. Wimer captured one welgning five pounds.
Home distance east oJ this late Is the bed of nn oW creel", led by back
water from-the river. About every Bpring, and during tko sommer
and fall, trie deeper portions are ailed with fine nail left there when
the water recedes. The flsuiug spots are quite deep, and some are entirely Isolated from any other body of water during the dry season
We could find no name for this old creek, so we dabbed It "Sausage
Creek" on account of Its many lloka. Mr. Kupferle here captured
Ave bass within ten minutes weighing from two and a half to Ave
poands eaen. Our first day at this place was so very productive that
we were all tired enoogh when we reached camp with oar leavy
strlDgs. The nest day we bad a wagon to aBaist the "toting," as our
strings were even heavier than tnose of the day previous.
Oar cook, Geo. Washington, Esq.., had some disquietude on account
of his color. People of Calhoun County, 111., will not allow a negro to
live in their ooenry. George was made acquainted with this fact on our
upward trip. We nrst thought it a Joke, bat subsequent Inquiries
proved It the truth. One of our party had a large revolver, and, as we
mast nave butter and milk, it devolved on George to go 10 tie nearest
neighbors for these articles, an undertaking he did not relish much
but happening to see the revolver in Thome's pocket, he said " Mister
Bd len' me dat pisel and see If I don't go for milk and butter." He
got the •• plsol," put a double-barreled shot-gun on his shoulder, took
his backet, and looked like a walking arsenal as he wended his way
toward Auderaon's for the desired articles.
Ten or a dozen men In one tent, and no guard over them, no enemy
near, can make a heap of music on the evening air, and tho trees in
Oar neighborhood were serenaded in strains sweet as tho owl bestows
on the coon : " Awho, awho, awho are you, sir ; " cords of wood were
consumed, and as the logB shot out their sparks It flitted through my
mind how many poor would rejoice to gain possession of the fuel we
LaVie,

:

,

fed to the flames.

Mr. Shoctey performed a Jonah feat. Ills lino became fast below
the water, and in his frantic endeavors to loo3en It he missed his footing on the tree float upon which he stood, made a few expressions
that wouldn't chord well with a choir, and took a dive below. After
entertaining us with an exhibition of aquatic athletics, he pulled
ashore, and we put him to bed while we dried his cloihe3. For his
heroism and skill he was promoted to the captaincy, Mr. Bame being
:

our commissary, Mr. Wimer lieutenant, and Mr. Thome corporal.
The chief humorist w as our lieutenant, who held as muoh fun as a box
of monkeys ; but our commissary was the premium sinner. We broke
camp on Pridiy, had our traps hauled to the river bank, and were soon
gboard the boat that " fotched us here," homeward bound. Slopped at
Falmouih with freight lo unload. One of the party went out on the
bank for exercise, and Jumped a standing Jump for fun. A member
from the cojntry, rather iengihy as to limbs, built like a " grandfather-

"1

you jumped on Snnday. No?
Puny goad jump, I can beat it by two foot; do it fur two bits."
Challenge not accepted, he continued: " I'm the darndest follow you
ever seen. Why 7 I can play a tnno on an Instrument you never saw
any one else play on." And he played Capt. Jinks by snapping his
fingers, making clear, distinct tones with perfect time and expression.
As his molBt finger struck the palm of his hand the tones soundei out
clear and round. Acknowledged 1 never heard the lnslramect belore,
and was much interested in the unique character of tho performance,
and learned that the young man was a ne'er-do-well fellow named
Dougherty, but was truly the owner of rare musical talent. Eeiched
long-legs," stalked along:

St,

Louis In rare

spirits,

'low

considerably enriched In avoirdupois.
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Orltanl Archers— co yards.
120 Capt Webber

WHolberton

Or if more
port

it

us

Akoher.

Highland Park Aboheby Club.

and

Chicago, we have organized a very thriving and healthy
archery club, comprising upward of 60 members, ladies aud
gentlemen. Professor Elisha Gray, inventor of the telephone,
is our President, and has done much toward developing the
interests of the association and bringing its members together
in friendly competition and social 'intercourse.
Next, 10 the
Wabash Merry Bowmen, of Crawfordsville, aud the Kokomo
Archers, our club ia the oldest in the West (organized last
summer), and has developed some modera e degree of skill
with the bow. During the past three months our team, composed of H. C. Carver (Master Bowman), F. P. Hall, 0. B.
Weston, W. M. Goodrich, have shot five public matches, winning thre? and losing two, and making creditable scores. The
highest individual scores made at the different ranges were as
follows: 30 yards, 204; 40' yards, 150; 60 yards, 120. At
our club range on November 7 and 8 there was a handicap
contest, the result of which I give you below.
All our shooting is at a regulation 45-inch target :
jrows.
SO
.

80
80
80

(50 yard*)..

.

kiads is the opportunity afforded the reader of
comparing them with his own work. To this end a common
indispensable.
That proposed by our correspondstandard is

80
80
80
30
80
SO

ent,

180
30
80
30
30
120
120

H. C. Carver ( 80 yards)
do
(lOOvardB)
O. B. Weston ( SO yards)
do
(lOOyards)
H. C. Carver ( 60 yards)
A.

J,

Orr (50 yards)

Hits.

24
22
20
22
23
17

Value
94
84
62
103
86
72

127
IS
20
19
26
18
22

72
83
116
88
104

121

517

U
4
4
i

80
66

626

64

57
22
10
14
855
244

archers responding to your
Our desire is to stimulate the general interest in archery
kind invitation to send in their scores for publication, still
some of them neglect the most important point connected with and to induce other organizations to make public their doings
score publication, i. «., to give the size of the target, and the from time to time, that this royal and most beautiful pastime
number of arrows shot by each archer for a score. In England may take firm and enthusiastic hold upon every refined and enLet every one realists that
there are two scores shot generally, one of seventy-two arrows lightened community in our land.
there is no medicine so health-giving, nopleastire so delightful
at 100 yards, forty-eight arrows at 80 yards, and twenty-four
if p
arrows at CO yards, knowu as the "York Round," and one of and so fascinating.
Highland
Park,
III, Nov. 9, 1878.
forty-eight arrows at GO yards, and twenty-four arrows at 50
yards, Known as the "National Round." The gentlemen
Tub Bbbi abb the Cheapest.— member of the Brattleshoot the York Round, and the ladies the National Round. In
boro, Vt., Archery Ciub writes to a New York dealer conpublishing the scores in the London Field, and in the Archery
"
cerning the Aldred bows
are very much pie
Register, all explanation is obviated by simply saying "York
have yet no regulation the goods you have sent us. They are admired bv all who
Round," or, " xMational Round."
see them.
Some
claim
that cheap bows are as good as our
(after
much
expericertain
round in this country, and I am
fine ones; but I find, when the two grades are used side by
menting) that theKDglish York Round is not suited to general
side, that our bows are very much more satisfactory."
use in this country, because of our lack of leisure, and the
where
say
shoot
a
match,
length
lime
necessary
of
to
great
Danoinq Against Time.— Two professional dancing mastwelve archers shoot 144 arrows each. Such a regulation ters have just contested an " International Waltzing
Match"
score is unwieldy, for the further reason that it necessitates the in this city. They glided through the giddy
waltz for twenty
shooting at three separate distances. It seems clear to me hours. This iB four hours better than the
performance of a
that a score should be a certain number of arrows at a given man who danced sixteen hours last year in the
same hall.
distance. This number, however, should be fixed, understood
are willing to match a man against all comers for a great
and adopted by all archers in America. Some young clubs international endurance match of standing on one's head.
short
distances,
thirty
say twenty or
will desire to shoot at
yards, more advanced clubs will prefer forty to sixty, while
The Bicycle.— race recently contested between an EngHo be it, but lish professional and an amateur rider, resulted in the defeat
Borne experts will prefer 60 to 100 or 120 yards.
shooting
is
done,
the
let a certain numdistance
at whatsoever
of the former, the amateur's time being
One mile, 2m. 59s.;
ber of arrows constitute a score. If this is accepted and acted two miles, Cm. Is.; three miles. 9m. 9s.; four miles, 12ni.
on, then it will only be necessary in reporting scores to give 21s.; five miles, 15m. 12 2-5s.
That's a great deal better than
and
the
distance
scores.
the
1
see
of
archers,
names
the
some railroad time we know of.
that it is recommended by the editor that the number of
Coixe&e Foot Ball.— In the foot-ball match between
To do this it would require the
ends be given also.
further adoption of the number of arrows to constitute an Yaie and Trinity, at New Haven, last Saturday, Yale won
with a score of two goals and ten touch downs to nothing.
1
This, in England, is generally three arrows.
end.
think it makes very little difference whether we adopt and The teams were made up as follows : Trinity—Forwards use this, or aDy system of "ends" in reporting, as it is Starke, Perkins, F. P. Wilcox, Elbert, Kneeland, Williams;
of very little interest to archers how many arrows are half-backs Potwin, Nelson, Basks, AppletoD, Washburn, F.
There is a trilling advantage in shooting an L. Wilcox. The following Yale men played with Triuity
shot at an end.
end of many arrows, over shooting less arrows at an end, for the Crouch, forward Hill, half-back, Bacon and Wilson, forward*. Yalo—Forwards—Farwell "19, Lamb '81, Ivea *81,
reason that one; £et« the range, power of the wind, Had length

I

am

rejoiced to see so

Nisoa

Vlodtc=il 7

'Si

Jud^s—

'74.

—Harvard defeated Amherst at Cambridge, Saturday, with
three goals and six touch-downs to nothing.
The Rutgers
Cjllege and Stephens institute game, at Hoboken, the same
day, resulted in one goal for the Stephens club.
Brooklyn Athletic Cmjb.—Fall games at Prospect PavkS
7.
Summary as follows:
Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Ran—First heat—1? R Bourns

Nov.

•

W Fisher,

Time, 28fs. Second beat-Jeseph
1st
H Lansdell, 2d. Time, 29s. Final—F R Bourne letBaker
Joseph
v
Baker, 2d. Time, 253^s.
One-mila Walk— Charles Mackrell, let
Baker. 2d B Richardson, 3d. Time, 9m 26a.
One Hundred Yards Dash— Joseph Baker, 1st ;
Fiaher 2dHLansdell, 3d. Time, lie.
Banning High Jump—John Baker, 4ft 9in;
Armstrong, 4ft
1st

;

2d.

;

;

WD

•

W

'

Rui
3_.

Quarter-mile Run—J G Hudson, 1st ; B Richardson,
'
'
Baker, 3d. Time, 60fs.
Putting the Shot, 16 pounds—
Blair, 27ft lin ; J G Hudson,

2d-WD

W

LacrosB (ball) Throw— F H Logan, 3304ft.
Tug of War-Team 1—R Maxweil, F H Logan, Rev T R Slioar
H Lausdell and J G Hudson Team 2—W D B»k«r. John Baker
;

Joaeph Baker, Q O

No 1

A

:

We

We

We

A

:

in

lm

W Blair.

Grove, Jr, and

Won

by Team

Score, 1—0.

Judges— Mr Barclay and Mr Wilkinson,
Tuft's College Athletics—Mystic Park, Boston, Nov. 7.
—Following is the summary of the fall sports of the Tuft's
College Athletic Association
One Hundred Yards Dash—Eaton,

One-qaarter-mUe

Run—Foles,

Walk—Klinghammer,

Mils

—

'80, lat

*79, lit;

1st

'79,

;

time, 12».

i

time, 60Js.

8m

time,

Gowing,

Friend,

'81,

Presho,

37Xs-

Ban Gowing, '81 time, 5m %*.
Throwing Heavy Hammer— Perry, '79; distance,
Mile
Hall,

;

94ft

lin

ol, 85ft.

Potato Race, distance, 25 yards—Donovan,
Friend, '81.

2m

'80

;

2m

time.

(

45a.

55s.

Kicking Football—Hall,

'81

diatanoe, 144ft 8J£in.

;

Perry, '79

143fc 8in.

Throwing Base Ball—Donovan,
'Mil.

10

'80

;

diatanoe, 265ft 6in.

Eaton

lin.

Three-legged Baca-Hall and Mack, '81, lat, in 14s
and Eaton, 2d
Running High Jump—Perry, '79 ; distance, 4ft lOin.

Standing Long

Jump—HalJ,

'81

;

diatanoe, 9ft llin.

;

Donovan
Hall, '8L,

Parry, '79,

Running Long Jump— Perry, '79. 15ft 2in ; Hall, '81, 15ft
Hop, Skip and Jump—Perry, 79, 35tt 6>^in Hall, 'al 35ft
Wheelbarrow Race— Donovan, 'so, lat Leonard, '81, 2d.
;

;

Greenpoint Athletic Club.—The annual

fall games of
the Greenpoint, L. I., Athletic Club were held at the Manhattan Club grounds, N. Y., Nov. 9. The summary of
events
is as follows

Open 100-yards, h&ndioap—Thirty-eight contestants.
J S Voorhis, Adulphi A C, handicapped 20 feet, in 10a.
Oue mile walk, handicap— Tweuty-six entries. Won by
wclc, in

7m

Won

by

M Chat-

46>£a. actual time.
Four hundred and forty yards— Twentv-five competitors. F
Janaaen, Staten Island A C, 65 yards start, won.
One hundred yards for club championship— Won by
Steel
in 11^8.
This gentlemau also won the 440 yards club championc
ship in 58%s.

W

D H

Running high jump club championship— Won by
cleared 4ft Tin.
Three milea walk for olub
in

23m 15^6,

R Roden, who
'

ohampionahip— Won by

WH

Purdy

lew
The Waveblet Dictionary

•

An

Alphabetical Arrangement

of all the Characters in Sir Walter Scott's Waverley
els.
By May Rogers. Chicago : S. C. Griggs
1879.

Nov-

&

Oo.

Few people nowadays go through

the whole of the thirty
Waverley Novels. New friends ara orowding the old ones from the
stager and while Scott ia read and always will be read wilb
the

which a master-mind can never lose, there are comparafew persons who can accurately looate many of the
Waverlay characters.
In tha substantial volume before us, the
author has attempted to give Buch a concise and full depoription
of the Waverley characters that even those who have not read ih»
bocks shall have an intelligent conception of them and the part
they play in the fiction. The plan of the work is in uniformity
to the demands of tha time for condensed and definite information.
We think it will prove of great practical utility, and
interest
tively

especially commend it to students of English literature.
Helens A Love Episode. By Emile Zola. Translated by
Mary Neal Sherwood. Philadelphia T. B. Peterson <fc
:

:

Bros.

1878.

Paper, seventy-five cents.

Zola is among the great fiction writers of the day. Hia books
go through fifty editions in Paris, and do not stop there. Readers
and admirers are not oonfined to France. He has many friends
in this country, and their number
creased by the present volume.

will,

we

think, be largely in-

Magazines ior November..— We have received

i

Popular

Science Monthly, Popular Science Monthly Supplement, Ealeciio
Magazine, American Naturalist, Journal of Forestry, AmarUsan
Antiquarian, Soribner's, Harper's, Zippincatt's,
Applttoa's,

Atlantic

'

—

;

De

10a.

The games ended with a lacrosse matoh, tho captains being F
Logan aud Q C Da Grove, Jr. Captain Logan's side won.

H

city,

testa of all

many

Forest

It is with great pleasure I note the active interest in
the glorious sport of archery taken by your paper.
In this
quiet little suburb, in the outskirts of our Western empire

chief element of interest attaching to published scores in con-

:

— Editor

Stream:

SO

Editor Foeest and Stream

backs— Wakertun,

Referee, S. C. Bushnell, Yale,
Yale, Ciark, '80.
;

—The game between Pennsylvania University and Prince^
ton College, played at Philadelphia, last Saturday, was won
the Princeton boys.
They scored two go Is and four
touch downs to one goal for their competitors.

get uniformity before next spring's contests begin.

180

29.

'81, S. S. 8.;
'83.

by

re-

Of course, until some such rule is adopted, we should report
the number of arrows, distance, hits, scoreandsizeof target, or
other archers will derive ho benefit from our communications.
I read some weeks ago in tho Fobest and Si'beam Mr. Hoiberton'B statement of how many arrows constituted an "end"
with the Oritana Archers, but one taking up last week's paper
would not know how many arrows were shot in the score reported, unless he had been a subscriber heretofore. Let ua

It is unnecessary for us to

Oct

Watson

Badger

Trinity, Russell, '80

irt

of the following communication will com-

CRAWJ70BJDSVTLI.B, Ind.,

'79, S. S. S. Eaton '81, King '80, Hull '81, Harding
'80; half-backs -Brown, P. G. Peters '80, Thompson
'70

'

and golds,

Oritanl Arohera.
Hits. Scores. Golds.
Hits. Scores. Golds.
WHolberton.... 29
lao
i Capt Webber.... 28
s

81)

and already adopted by a number of clubs, ia reasonable
and convenient. We shall keep our columns open for expressions of opinions from others

Morehead

thus:

W. B. D. eray
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W

desirable to give the ends, score

repeat here -what Ave have already said concerning the desiraOne
bility of some uniform standard for marking scores.

itself to all archers.

The

twine.

faces are then
cut down perfectly smooth.
Over this the target face
proper is sewn.
Having said so much as to the
desirability of uniformity in size of target, number of arrows
to an "end," and to a score I now propose the adoption of the
score of thirty arrows.
The "end" of three arrows, and the
four feet target at all distances. Will archers, generally, respond? If tho score is not desirable, then what number, SO
as to the end ? If these suggestions are adopted, L
report scores so that any reader can tell at a glance how the
shooting compares with his own. Thus

H. C. Carver (60 yard*)

SCORING.

w

better after a few shots, but this advantage is slight in shooting a score. The "Wabash Merry Bowmen" have adopted,
and always used, an end of five arrows, and a score of thirty
arrows, and have found each ve>-y desirable. They have also
adopted a four-feet target for all distances, and find it meets
every want. In correspondence with the Highland Park and
Chicago Clubs. I find they have adopted the same target and
Bcore.
The "Kokomo Archers," perhaps the second best club
in America at present, have also adopted the same score and
target, and have started a manufactory of the most excellent
targets I have ever seen, four feet in diameter, ten incuts
thick, and almost as firm as wood. They are formed of rolls
of hay placed lengthwise,
bound firmly toaetber and

BOOKS
ZaacEEMi.N'a

Hanry

J.

BEOBIVBD.

Hmtokt or Gsbmant.—Parts
Johnaon, 27 Beakman st., N»w York,

27 and 38.

:
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the;military match.

THE

British

rifle

leaders are breaking out into a vigorous

attack of letter writing.
offered to

make

All sorts of explanations arc

more of accidental

terial

range given to favor the home team to the prejudice of the
visitors.
Then the conditions of the trophy, which made it

to

it

is

PTJBLI8HBD

mi

BY

^treaty §&blishing $ompati$.

—AT—
NO, 111

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,
[Post Office

Box

2832J

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE,
Twenty-five per cent, off for Clubs of

Two

or more,

Advertising Rates.
Inside pageB, nonpareil typo, 25 cents per line ; outside page, 40 cents.
Special rates for three, six and twelve months. NotloeB In editorial
columns, 50 cents per line— eigM words to the line, and twelve lines to

one inch.
Advertisements should be sent In by Saturday of each week,

pos-

If

sible.

ah

transient advertisements

must be accompanied with the money

or they will not be Inserted.

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.
%"*

Any

publisher inserting onr prospectus as above one time, with

and sending marked copy
receive the Forest and Stream for one year.

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto,

to us, will

14,

1878.

To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company
Names will not bepubllshed If objection bemade. Noanonymons com
nranications will be regarded.

men

how much the American
These may be strong words,
but they are borne out by the record, and in those letters the
British riflemen have taken anything but a sportsman's position.
The conditions of the Palina match have not altered
since they went into it, nor would they in all likelihood ask
for changes now had victory been theirs, and to ask such
under defeat has a whine about it which is far from the real
Saxon spirit of pluckiness which would dictate a fight to the
end rather than a cry for terms.
There is a line of battle, however, in which the^British riflemen may enter without meeting any preliminary impediments.
It is to institute a great military match.
The Americans have
done nothing in this line. The avenue is clear for the English
volunteers to make the first move. As the American marksdown

unite in sitting

to see

riflemen will consent to give.

men took the

in the establishment of the trophy

initial step

for long-range championship,

it

would be the

entirely proper

thing for the National Rifle Association of Great Britain to

take in hand the

more

task of putting in motion a

difficult

match between teams of military shooters. Compared with
the long-range matches, they would be of infinitely wide interest.
The fancy element which will always cling about these
small-bore contests would not be present in a military match.
All

rifle

shooting has a presumable end in the culture of sol-

brought to the means the
greater will be the popular interest taken in the contest.

and the nearer

diers,

this

end

is

England, with her great force of Volunteer marksmen, can
any rivalry in this special line of rifle
shooting. She has no end of excellent shooters to choose
from, and though there might be slight trouble from the etnharras de rklienes when the task of selection comes up, it is
certain that the team when chosen would be a strong one,
able to shoot on any field, and with the superb regulation
weapon of the British army need fear no humiliating com-

We cannot promise to return

rejected manuscripts.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety In the home circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service if money
remitted to us la lost. No person whatever Is authorized to collect
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
nnderslgned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

W" Trade supplied by American News Company.
CHARLES QALLOUK,
T.

C.BANKS,

8.

Business Manager.

New

Another

Head.

—It

is

Editor.

H. TDBRILL, Chicago,
Western Manager.

said that

two heads are

better

than one. The Hydra had more than two heads, but we do
not remember to have read that it ever congratulated itself
especially on that account. The great advantage of the multiple possession

another took
if this

its

was

was decapitated
would be fortunate for some men

that as often as one head

place.

It

Men

condition of things could apply to their cases.

and that finishes them. It is not
always Dice to be a finished gentlemen. This week Forest
ahd Stream has lopped off its old head and put on a new
one in the other's placs. It may not be quite so picturesque
as the one which bus stood as frontispiece for so long a time,
and some of oar Western readers will nodoubt miss the "one
eyed bull of the Republican Fork," so glowingly descanted
upon by Dr. Carver last summer. The big moose head in the
centre of the diagram will no longer be conspicuous. Yet
we need the space for our reading matter which presses upon
are apt to lose their heads,

our columns, and therefore do we sacrifice that which

and beautiful

to that

ers profit in a business way.

who

sit

in

judgment on

when

We await

the verdict of those

us.

would be no

there

all

up.

The

field of

inter-

match would be so large that
the means necessary

difficulty in securing

The

with the long-range
matches has been the limited number of persons who were
sufficiently concerned in the contests to assist in defraying the
expenses connected with them. In a military competition it
would be entirely proper, if necessity demanded, that government aid should be extended but the almost certain probability is that no such demand would be made.
test severe
difficulty

;

A

enough to bring out [the very best effort of the men, and to
showin the most emphatic manner the meritsor demerits of the
arms used, could not fail to be satisfactory to all concerned, and
the conclusions reached would be entirely novel, since no such
matches have ever taken place in connection with the modern
scientific target practice.

The ranges should bo well covered

from the off-hand distances back to the longest ranges over
which the military weapons are presumed to carry. Small
arms commissions have been appointed in every civilized
country, and their conclusions are shown in the various sorts
and styles of weapons in the hands of the troop of the several
nationalities.
The advantages of these pieces can be shown
in a marked way by a test before the butts, and to shrink
from such trial would be a confession of weakness. What
American militiamen lack in numbers, in organization, in
experience before the targets, and in a hundred other points
in which the British volunteers are thoroughly traiued is supplied by an enthusiasm which will carry them over many difficulties and fill up many deficiences.
They are surely in
no worse condition than were the American small-bore men
in that November, 1873, when the challenge of the Irish
champion eight was received and accepted. The British volunteer may rely upon it that the American militiaman will
not be found the least backward when the hour for action
has come.

private, religious

and

inscriptions, and embracing only the cash subscribed
through the authorities of the various cities and their committees, amounts to $1,330,000.

who

in

a Name.— The names

the

army

officers

band of Indians out West
Hunter and Chase; they didn't catch 'em, never-

are in pursuit of Little Wolf's

are Lieuts.
theless,

of

many

is

instances intermediate stations,

so

much

which

is,

ma-

however,

greater that in

are

now

required

TRICITY.

THOUGH

ical subdivision of

by

electricity consists of

the

the electric current proceeding

from the

to a large number of widely distributed individual lights, the same does not obtain in bringing
into practical use the electric light to advantage in many of
Apart althe more prominent light-houses along our coast.

main centre of supply

it is

certain

power in penetrating fogs and hazy atmosphere,
that by the use of electricity we cannot only in-

crease the efficiency of the lighting of the 3,000 miles of coast
line t

as a whole, could

be reduced to a lower rank than they at

present must necessarily occupy, and by substituting specially

low order their identification would be
much facilitated.
One of the most dangerous errors, often the precolored lenses of a

lude

disaster, to which our coasting fleet is liable,
from mistaking one light for another, especially
when first making a land fall, or picking up one's
position again after a spell of thick weather.
As the log-slate
is not to be trusted to the last mile, cases arise where the
master will, for want of powerful night glasses or detail
charts, fancy himself with land closer aboard or with ample
sea-room between himself and shore, especially when his
soundings may be by their nature misleading and only tend
It is, under such cirto confirm him in his misconception.
cumstances, a very easy matter to be misled by two similar
lights, for their difference in power would be of little or no
avail. A reduction in the number of lights of first and second
order, and in some cases even of those of a lower class and
a substitution therefor of a less number of electric lightB
of great range, would afford the skipper seeking his position
a larger margin of safety than at present, and if a reduction

to

arises

of expenses be not considered a necessity, the multiplying of

small colored lights of low range on shoals and dangers, and
in fairways generally would seem a policy more progressive

now

than that

pursued— the accumulation

persistently

w which we even at present provide, but

ft

of

to place for the

under unfavorable conditions hard

lights,

navigator a stranger to the latitudes.

But
serve

made

the electric light at an elevation can be

many

to sub-

other purposes than the limited functions

now

by the low range wick flame. The diversity of
uses to which a powerful illuminator can be put are so striking, and to the navigator along a dangerous coast, of such

fulfilled

immediate, value, that

it

rather strange those

is

m authority

should have hitherto given little attention to the benefits and
security that might be made to flow from somewhat more
progressive ideas if put into practice. Some excellent suggestions have been

made

in this connection

an

of London, England, in
scribing

a

cruise,

interesting

single-handed,

by Mr. McMullen,
little

the

in

volume de-

yacht

Orion,

His observations so ena craft of some twenty
tirely concur with what our own experience would suggest,
tons.

that credit should be given the gentleman for having been the
to call the attention of the Board of Trinity to the serious defects of the electric lights at the South Foreland and
Portland Bill. To craft plying near the shore they become
first

an absolute nuisance, and

it is

at all times difficult to estimate

their proximity.

The intensity of the light is required only for great disand it would seem but natural that some provisions
should have been made for tempering the fierce glare when
tances,

not only would the lights thereby be rendered
they virtually invite collision, but
by adopting a shade of some definite color, green or red, or a
combination of both, limiting the white rays from the lens
to distances beyond one, three or five miles, such change of
close aboard

j

less blinding, for at present

color being noted on the chart, a

The range

far.

warning would be given to
before he had stood in

him about

the coaster in time to turn

shore too

of the colored base should be regu-

and shoals or banks off shore, and,
any dangers, will serve the end of taking
accurate departures and plotting, out a position on the chart
with something more than a guess at the distance of the light,
Nor need the power of the
too often very wide of the truth.
light be materially affected by the arrangement of a colored
"warning radius," for only the weakest and lea3t useful
lated according to the. reefs

in the absence of

prisms at the base of the

lens, instead of

assistance to the general illuminating

lending their limited

power

at the

horizon,

could be thrown out of focus and their rays bent toward the
base. In such position they would acquire power not before
possessed, which would do efficient service in illumioating

tion in a fancied security born of
at present the only question to be solved in re-

hitherto insurmountable difficulty experienced in the econom-

their greater

ers'

is

together from the intrinsic superiority of such lights, due to

Nothing

and necessary service included. The excess

small, while the range of the light

sup-

oil,

through colored glass the region of warning. The mariner
who finds himself within the range of color knowB what he
about and is prepared to keep a sharp lookout, whereas,
without such warning sigD, he may he rushing on to destruc-

LIGHTING THE COAST BY ELEC-

lation to lighting cities

The Yellow Fevee Fund. —The total sum of money given
for the yellow fever fund, excluding

made

the scores were

ested, silent participators in the

is ar-

which is reasonable and useful.
But the paper in losing its head gains a firmer and more substantial footing, and by so much shall both we and our readtistic

parison

to carry out the match.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

wick and

dangers, channels or fairways, as well as of a link in the chain

surely have no fear of

NEWiYORK, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

ways.

in excess of that of

obligatory

;

$trtesi

somewhat

is

upon those wishing the prize, to come and win it,
found to be irksome, and with an intimation that unless the
is sent abroad with an American team as an accompaniment, there will be no more matches the British rifle-

Fish Couture, the Protection op Game, Preservation of Forkst3,

to contribute in different

cost of the electric light, as at present generally

keep up the continuity of the lighted horizon for the maringuide, could be done away with to no detriment. Again,
lights which now serve the double purpose of indicating local

trophy

and the Inculcation in Men and Women Of a Healthy Interest
in Out-Door Recreation and Study:

The

plied, is still

suddenly discovered that
Creed moor, upon which these visiting teams made scores such
as they had never approached at home, was an improper

omissions on their part, and

Devoted to Feeld and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,

be made

the defeat of the Scotch, Irish, United and

other teams appear less as defeats and

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

saving can be effected in the number of lighthouses and the
corresponding reduction in the working force, to say nothing
of a variety of supplementary uses to which a strong light can

considerable

room

left

a faulty estimate of the sea-

him.

With our rapidly advanoing knowledge

of

electricity,

it

is

know that the Light-house Board is f ul'y inthat may in the least affect the thoroughness
and to it we commend the foregoing for con-

a satisfaction to

formed upon

all

of our surviee,
sideration should the introduction of electric lights

templated.

_

.

»

be con-

•

Asotssv Canals and Mouses op Flobida.— In his interesting article on Marooning, which we print to-day, Dr.

Kenworthy
l[lt is to

sayB

be regretted that some of our

scientific institutions

FOREST AND STREAM.
or publishers of magazines or newspapers do not take steps to
have a thorough exploration made of the canals and mounds
of the South Coast."

While adm ittlug the propriety of the worthy doctor's appeal,
we beg to submit that he seems to have forgotten, or at least
he has made no reference to the fact, that Forest asd Stream
published, Dec. 30, 1875, a very lengthy

and diagrams

mounds and

article,

giving

maps

throughout a large porthough not strictly of the
" South Coast," and supplemented the same this year, June
28lh, by a record of other discoveries in the same locality of
of

canals

tion of the interior of Florida,

the possession of trapped birds a punishable offence would
prove an excellent addition to the present law.

Wild Rwb and Wateb Lilies.—A

Massachusetts correspondent writes us that, through the courtesy of the president and another member of the Vinons Point Shooting Club
(Ohio) he has been enabled thi3 season to scatter broadcast
through his section of country In the Old Bay State the seeds
of the JYelumbium luteum, or giant

North American water
lily, and in getting some wild rice in splendid order, both of
which it i3 expected will show good results next year.

What
costs

How Old

Slugs was Fired Out.— Old Slugs was not
young nor quite so active as he used to be. It was
hard to acknowledge it, but young he no longer was.
With advancing age his form grew stouter and his joints
stiffen
To sit cramped in a boat waiting for the ducks once
was fun then it became weariness, and now positive agony.

so

;

all the painful crouching he never could rise
quickly enough to get a shot. By the time he was in position
the ducks wore naif a mile off quacking with fiendish glee at

Besides, after

the clumsy old fool there in the boat.

So Slugs set to work
to supplement nature by art
to devise something which
should supply the place of ruBty old knee pans. Long
weeks of study finally evolved the Compound, side-lever,

It Costs.—To shoot quail, as

something when

powder and

for

we recently showed,
simply the cash expended

we reckon

shot, ruined pants, etc.

But when a man,

addition to all other, drains on his purse,

is

vertical-impelling, self-adjusting, anti-rheumatic

duck-seat, with automatic button attachment.
the glaes-ball trap

the hunter could

The

principle

which served as a boat

real

while awaiting the ducks,

sit

and the theoretical working was this: When the hunter
wished to stand up he touched a button the spring was released, the seat suddenly roBe, and the man was shot up, the
sliot off, and the birds shot down.
Behold, then, the happy Slugs
His boat anchored and de;

!

coys out, his patent in his pocket, loaded shells in his gun,
fire in his eye, and an anticipatory savor of roast duck tickling
his nostrils, seated upon his automatic duck-seat, "calm,
silent, imperturbable," waiting for ducks.
There they aTe!

The welcome quack strikea upon his car, and, all unconscious
of their fate, they come whirring down among the stupid decoys.
Slugs bri tigs his gun to the shoulder, fixes his eye upon
the sights, puts his finger on the trigger, touches the button,

The rest must be gathered from the deposition of
the small boy at the inquest. This boy had played hookey that
day, and happened to be robbing a bird's nest in a tree on the
and

.

shore just as our duck hunter touched his button. From his
it appears that Slugs, clutching hi3 gun,
was seen to shoot violently upward some thirty feet into the

excited testimony

describing a parabolic curve, turning in mid-air with all
the grace of a sky-rocket, and plunging with a dull chudd
into the water.
The time which elapsed between the catastrophe and the arrival of a boat bringing men must have been,
air,

owing

dazed condition of the lad, about five hours.
the lily pads and decoys, they found Slugs
mud and his feet in
the air. lie was in firm, and it took a derrick to hoist hirn
out.
Some distance off was found the sunken boat with its
bottom torn out, and the vertical-impelling duck-seat missing.
The jury decided that it must have gone up no man
There,

to the

among

sticking straight up, with his head in the

;

saw it come down.
The small boy returned

ever

to school

next day.

In consideraand for a whole
week was the lion of the school. As he passed through the
" There goes the boy who saw Old
streets people would say
Slugs go up."
Note.—The patent was found in the pocket ; Slugs's widow
is destitute.
If any sportsmen would like to help a deserving
woman let him purchase the right of the duck-seat, which is
warranted to be rapid in action, effective in space, and in all
other respects guaranteed as represented. Address "Slugs's
tion of his exploit he escaped a trouncing,

:

Widow,"

Ihis office.

GAME PROTECTION
Tkapping Rotted Grouse in New Haiii'shiee.—Editor
Forext and Stream : The law with regard to snaring grouse is
of no practical benefit, as for every bird shot ten are snared.
substance of the Jaw is as follows No person shall at
any season trap or snare any ruffed grouse or partridge under
a penalty of ten dollars for each bird so taken, unless it be
upon his own land. The last clause upsets all that goes hefore, as many men making a business of snaring birds can
have lor a nominal consideration the privilege of setting snares
on the land owned by their neighbors. It is reported that
there are hundreds of birds trapped every week in the towns
of Gilmanton, Pittsfield and Bow.
While in Boston recently
I was surprised to learn from a game dealer in Fanuiel Hall
Market that he received over a hundred birds daily from New
Hampshire. I had the curiosity to examine fifty-eight birds
which came in while I was in the market from Exeter, N. H.
and of the whole number bulled to find one which had been
if the dealers could be fined for having trapped birds
shot,
in their possession it would greatly help the cause. As it is
they say that trapped birds command a higher price'than those
which are shot. This, of course, encourages the trappers.
Should the trapping continue (as it certainly will under the
present law) ruffed grouse will be as rare in most paits of
New Hampshire as they are at present in the immediate
vicinity of Boston.
0. M. S.

The

:

North Dunbarton,
There should be no

iV.

H,,

in

good round sum into the public treasury, his quail shooting
expenses and the game bagged begin to assume strangely illproportioned relations.
prominent Philadelphia merchant
paid out $47 50 as a fine for shooting three quail in New
Jersey out of season. This is more than they cost in market.

A

THE DISCRIMINATING GAME LAWS
OF CANADA.

A man has no

of trapping

upon

make them

for 1877

For

special ref-

of

files

Fokest

:

PORTLAND, Me., Nov.

Forest and streak
Would It not be well to call

Jlnrroit

11, 1S7S.

:

attention, through the

columns of your

New Brunswick people In attempting to
exclude American sportsmen from shooting In that province. It has
been my good fortune for a number of years lo enjoy, In company of
friends (both Americans and Provincials), the varied sport, both over
dogs and deooya, which New Brunswick affords ; but on my arrival in
St, John tliis October, I learned, much lo my regret (and I
am happy to
say to the regret also of my shooting companions there), that various
people of InQuence had succeeded in passing laws Imposing an annual
tax of $20, to be paid by all Amerioans shooting there. And worse
than lhat. that these measures had been taken for the " purpose of excluding American sportsmen" from participating in the sports of the
paper, to the attitude of the

announced that 250 game wardens are to be mm p.
diately appointed, and the law rigorously enforced. Twenty dollars
is,
of course a mere bagatelle
but in view of the immense amount of
game kdled annually by Her Majesty's subjects throughout our Western StateB and Florida, and the not very generous discrimination
already made againstour people in the matter of leasing salmon rivers
would it not be well for onr State clubs to consider the question of
returning the compliment by imposing a similar tax on all British
subjects? I know my friends in this State wlU not be alow to
join me in taking the initiative here, and showing to the
people
of New BrunBwlos that we set as much store by our Held sports as
they. And furthermore, Mr. Editor, if we are to be taxed $20 for
shooting, may we not next expect a tax of $100 on every American
salmon fishing there?
Yours truly,
Samuel Hanson.
Province.

It

is

also

;

We

Remarks.—
trust that the United States will emulate
their neighbor in appointing proper paid guardians to enforce
the game laws over our own territory, and to drive out Canadian poachers and violators thereof by fine or severer measures, if need use.
do not think the discrimination on the
part of New Brunswick as against Americans as unjust (if it

We

be unwise) as similar discriminations between some of our
own States against each other.
do not take the part of

We

Canada, further than to allow that she has the riglit to make
what laws she pleases, and to enforce them and to encourage
her in making such laws efficient as are in regard to common
sense and common amenities between men and men.
;

Sides to

•

;
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After the con test was over, the members of
both associations
residence of William H. Pray, where a bounwas served and a general good time enjoyed.
mat0h Was shot at the T >' lCT Mountain range on
n
T 28,
op 5'
Oct
the scores standing 921 for Attlehoro and
872 for
Walpole.

Massachusetts— Medford, Jfov. 7.—The third and decisive
contest between the teams of six from the Medford Amateur
Riile Association and Harvard University took place to-day
on Bellevue Range. With cool, pleasant weather there were
a good many spectators present, and good work was done by
the several competitors in the match, the Medfords winning
the third by four points. The first match was won by the
Harvards on a tie, the Medfords having an "outer" in their
score, and the second contest was won by the Medfords, 251
to 227.
Following is the result; distance 200 yards :
Medford Rifle Association.

44544644
34445544
54345444
4 44444444
34B45
44
44344413
Harvards.
35446644
45444444
34S444
3S454441
344344345
43434543
5
5
4

,,

TKnssell

FE

A clause making

6-43

4

6

marksmen aro anxious to have a shooting
shed for use during the winter, and have
instituted a match
to secure the money for its purchase.
The contest was at 200
yards, and the first shoot took place on
Saturday last, with
scores as follows
TSIas,.
4 4 5 4 5-22
JNichoIa
3-20
her
445 5 4-2J s Miles...! ... 34 54 54 444—
19
Williams
4 4 5 5 4-23
Bennett.... ... ....4 4 4 4 3-19
^"nett,
5 1-22
H
Tyler
3 4 4 4 3-18
£ )nl '''
4 5 4 4 4-21
O
Burges
2
4
44
3-1T
4T
? NFrye
4 44 4 C-M
E KoBitorta
.4 4 4 4 0-16
U Jones
3 4 44 4—20

JH
'

Hill

"

W

««

l

The shed that is to be erected is to be sixty feet long, with
openings on the side toward the targets, for "the shooters,
and
will be furnished with a stove and other conveniences
for
winter practice.
The twelfth competition in the long-range classified match
at Walnut Hill took place on the 6th inst.
The wind was
reasonably steady during the shooting, ranging from a "9 to 10
o clock" easterly breeze, not so strong as to materially interfere with the work of the marksmen, who made excellent
scores, with a remarkably high average, considering
the uncertain light that prevailed.
The bcorca stood :

W H Jackson.

f"
9WJ

*
5

1><™

4

55556 55555
43565
5456565
6555454555555
3

a

5

5

5-TO
5—71

6— 72—21S

J S Sumner.

B00

5556565585545
5456555565556
5655554445444
W
5555565654565
5455455553635

5
5
8

OO"
1.000

5—74
5—74
3—65—218

QerriBh,

800,

4

900

4

1,000

5

4553

4556

5—73

5— 68

5S5

6—TO— 211

445 5565555665
555655554 4 458
6555656545550
W M Ward.

6—71
5—70
0-63—204

5

i

L Saunders.

800
900

3
6
4

1,000

800
900

5
4

1,000

...5

5655565555456
5354 64543563
53455444
354
3

5—74
5-64
4-63—201

5454355555565
6545635648555
5546664346450

5-69
4—67
5-62—108

4

5

TSlas.

800
900

3
4
8

.1,000

Rino

Tajig-et

Bhootdjo.— The ring

match which

target

opened on the Bellevue Range, Oct. 21, closed on the 6th ;
175 entries and re-entries had been recorded, and from first to
last the strongest interest was felt in the match.
The conditions of the match were as follows
200 yards rifle and po:

;

any within the rules ; rounds, five targets, 24 inches
in diameter, divided into inch rings, and counting from 12
(centre) to one on the extreme circumference ; shots not to be
sition,

;

spotted, but each target to be removed when finished.
The
leading scores were as follows, odd -numbered men winning
the prizes offered

JBOsborn

1

46

43
43
41
43
46
39
39
86
37
32

2WHJackson
45
SJALowell
45
LL Hubbard
41
5 II K Richardson.. 37

4

6SCNoyeS.
7 UH D Uushlng.

SDKuknood
9LWFarrar
lONWArnold

39
..33

3S
35
36

94
ss
86
84

82
78
77
74
72
68

llJRTule

38

MDWAUen

lSEBSonther

]4JHEames
16

R Howard

16 \V E Guerrier
17 John Hrsdv
18
S Harris
19 S
King

U

E

29
23
32

33
31
31
29
28
23
23
21

31
24
23
26
25
22

67
66
66
62
53
61

49
43
43

4—41
4—3')

4

4—38
4— ss— 210

Rifle Associathey will shoot a friendly match

:

FlV8 Hundred Yards— K
Law, .18; H S Harris, 3T;
H D Cushing,
85; H K hlcbardsou, ai; J Grady, 28.
special match is announced for Thanksgiving Day, Distance 200 yards; rounds, ten; open to members of M. A. B. A.

A

Total

sir

Pratt

42

Enowlton

42

Gardner Team.
181 Bent
126 Bobbins

43
42

46
42

40
42

43
43

12

42

Total

125
1S6
„.oos

Brockton—The Brockton

Rifle Association

800 and 1,000 yards on the 31st ult
tances, the scores standing

;

members

fired at

teu rounds per dis-

:

Fales

Packard
Cleveland

800

1,000

42
38
37

86
21
19

T'l
71
57

56

r """'

Borden

Holnmn
Snow

800
ss
29
15

1,000

Tl

12

50
47
25

18
10

Worcester.— On the 6th inst. the seventh contest for the F.
Wesson prize was shot at Pine Grove Range. The following
scores were made at 500 yards, out of a possible 150 A. L.
Rice, 131
Stedman dark, 126; Prank Wesson, 129; Nathan Washburn, 135; C. B. Hoiden, 120; Curtis Jenkins,
113 ; E. A. Bartlett, 133 A. P. Plimpton, 105 ; H, L. Wesson, 112 ; H, 8. Ball, 131.
:

Bellevue Range, Medfobd.—During November Ihe Medford Amateur Rifle Association will hold contests each Wednesday.
Match No. 1 was at 200 yards, seven rounds, any
rifle and postion within the rules, all comers, re-entries, 70 per
cent, of total entrance to go to best five at close of month :
Match No. 2 is at 500 yards, seven rounds, any rifle and
position, open to members only, re-entries, cartons used, 65
per cent, of entrance money to go to four highest shores on
the 6th inBtant. The scores stood

W

Gardner.
team of four from the Massachusetts Rifle
Association went down from Boston to Gardner on the 31st
ult., to show the provincials how to do it, and managed to
come out victors of the slosest sort of a rub. After a fifty
mile railroad ride, the Walnut Hill marksmen took a drive of
a mile over to the Gardner range, where a hospitable company and a warm shooting have made them full welcome.
The range covered was 200 yards, thirty shots per man, the
scores counted on the paper targets after each ten rounds. The
scores stood
Bo ston Team.
Hubbard
43
46
45
134 LoweU
43
42
42
127
Osborn
46
42
45
131 Jackson
42
42
41
126

.1—41

4

To-morrow a team from the Massachusetts
tion will visit Walpole, where
at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards.

j

:

The Walnut

48

4

2

4

Simpson

4

4

4

ABDenney
TLee
CAParker

4-43
b—4i

4—10
4—39
4—38—244

4

HWPowell

The men who
men are liable to arrest and
a sum for the privilege does not

tiful collation

—A

§1je giilB.

cannot be sold.

the less violators of the statute.

m.

Attleboho vs. Walpole.— The return match between the
vvalpolo Amateur Rifle Association and the
Atileboro Rifle
Association was shot at Walpole on the 9th inst.,
with the
following result
distances. 800, 900 and 1,000 yard's

I

Kames
John Grady

set snares on the lands of other

conviction; the payment of

and Stream

JH

Oct. 30.

It

after self-protection cease3 to be necessary.
erence to Canadian discriminating laws see

JWVmlng

a stop to this
right whatever to sell the privilege

his lands.

The subject which is again revived in the following letter
one which has been repeatedly ventilated and explained
through our columns. The remedy for the evil will bo found

is

HHDCushtng
JBOsborn
H K Klcliardson

difficulty here in putting

trapping.

a.

by Messrs. Richardson and

obliged to pay a

;

was that of
upon which

only.
Shooting to commence promptly at 9
he chosen from members present

repaired. to the

considerable geographical and historical value.

self-acting,

307

H

;

j

Connecticut— Arao London.—A. match between teams
from Company M, 1st Artillery, U. S. A., under command
of Col. Langdon, and Company D, 3d Reg. O. N. G., Lieut.
St. Clair, took place on the Government range, Port Trumbull, on the afternoon of the 8th.
The range is located in a

meadow to the left of the track of the Shore Line R. R., a
short distance from the city, and, is inferior in location and
facilities for scoring to that of Company D, 3d Reg. C. N.
G., at Groton.
Ten rounds per man was fired off-hand at
200 yards, the regulars using the Springfield new model, cal.
.45, the militiamen the old model Springfield, cal. .50.
The

:

U

:

:

;:
;;

:

4.

effect of regular practice by the regulars, under the supervision of Lieuls. Cotton and Ingalls, was seen in the clean
victory they secured, though a cold, chilling five o'clock wind
blew over the range. The full scores stood

,T

Battery M, 1st Artillery.

Sgt Coleman
Bgt Bracken

3

CorpFolej

3

PrtOarleton
FytMonaliau

3
3

PvtNelson
Pvt Wheeler

2

3

B

8

Total

2

2

2

4

2

8wettt'gham2
Ciemings...3

0—50
5 3—29
3-33
3-32
3-53
* 0-23
4-32
2-30

3

3

2

2

8

2

Company D, Sd Keg,
Lieut St Clair

4
4

SgtBurrows
Sgt Poller

CSG.
2

PvtEaub

3

Pvt Mi Ki-nn...

3

PvtRojrers
Pvt Wiiley

8

FvtJeffer's

3

2

3

3

2

2

2—20
3-34
8-29
3-26
2—32
3-28

3

2

3 4 4 4 3 5 5 4

3a
32

Bayers
Mill Is

.'31

Johnson
Roivland

80
S3

Doolittle

29

Moore
Houghton
Greggs

29

26

Mead

4 4

Barnes
Pott

J Burton
Jones

White

Houghton

0—21

25
21

,

Wood

6 4

24
S3
22
80
20
19
19

Turner

Wegan
Clemings
Kellogg

Mead
Silencer

,

Johnson
Benson
Calkms
25 Maltby

barton
Wellington

106

44

6—30
S45444 5—29
4 4 4 3 4 5 4—28
4 4 4 4 3 3 4-27
3 3 4 3 3 5 4-27
4 3 3 4 4 4 4—26
3 4 3 4 5 3 4—26
4 3 4 3 5 3 3—25
2 s 4 4 4 4 4—25

Waison

3— IB

Total

4—39
6-39
4-39
5—39
5—39
3—37
4—37
4—36
4-35
6—35

were made

scores

43000223
44233443
03433340
23434434
4024
433
30022230
34340202

4— 39 Wood

In the Carbine match, next contested, there was a general
use of these weapons, as well by infantry as cavalry, with
seven rounds at 200 yards, and nine prizes. The following

232

j.

3-40

4

4 3 4 4

44433454
Harai.ton...3 434545 2 8
S 344 3 4344
Croesey
Perkins
3 25344434
Turner
3 4 4 324683

3

2032432
32343B34
34342433
33484334
03434684
3844428

5

PvtLang

CSA.

2

14444445

Barton... 4 4 4 4

Houghton ..4 44444443
C Batron ...4 34444434
Vagoner ...S654353S4
2 44353445
Watson

:

Hall

17

25

Pvtstowe

20
2a

Lieut Price

Corp StevtM
Pvt Moore

Pvt,

22
2T
23
26

Kelly

Pvt Eagan
Pvt Eyau

'27

25

Company D Team.
si PvtMeKcon

Oapt Shales
Sgt Patter
Sgt Burrows

Pn Rogers

25
34

PvtFenner

22

PvtRaub

Pvt Waley

through on the 28th

EG

Post

4

44

4

4-20
5-22

44 444-20
3—20

Ser^tBaruej
Post

4 4 4 5
4 4 434-18

oar-Mast
§ apc(IRP)

44

23
24

20

CaptBirton
Prlv Conors
PrtvJohnson

6011

20
19

13
18

IS

17

T'l
43

4—21—11
3-19-41
2-17-37
4 3 4 8— IT— 81
42 3 8-16-33-130
4

3 5 6 3
5 3

44

3
8

36

300
16
16

Lieut Cartlss
Lieut Clearings

35

Totals

Lieut Barton

21

PrivPerkiua

19
13

Prlv Hail
Totals

500
18
IS

T'l

81
29

—

-

-

8T

90

117

18
18

IS
12

S3
SO

A Team.

Company
20
18

41

17

35

i<7

Prlv Wood
Mergt Harding

«

—
&

14
15

12
6

—

™»

Company E Team.
Priv Swarts

Oapt

14
is
12

-'0

Waugh

15
16

pmMi.lu....-

84
25
28

Prlv Shelton
Priv Spencer

Company P Team.
13
33 PrlvM^ad

21
17
13

PrtvAmna.

14
13

31
26

26
21

-

t-

—

80

•'

13 <

21
..IS

4
4

Totals

Cant Thompson
Prlv Black

-

«

90

25
22

—

la

'

To Troop I, N. G. S. N. Y., was left the entire entry list
of the Cavalry team match next on the list. The distances
were 300 and 300 yards. Carbines in use. Scores
:

Prlv

I,

First

33434-17

."...» 2 4 5 4-18
4-19
Lleut wtyungton.::".V.... ....4 8 4 4

300 yar<)B.
6 4 3 5
4 5 3 4
3 4 4 6
4 4 4 5
2 6
5

Total.

3—30-40
5-31-39
4-19-36
0-17-85
4-16-86-1S5

Troop I, Second Team.

PrivDain

.

Prlv KeltogB

PrlvWegan

'

22
a°
17

17
••• IS
18

39
ss
35

Priv Benge

11

EleutHavens

12

Totals

Troop
PrlvHaganbrook....l5
s
PrivGoouaell

22

Prlv Bartlett

20

I,

21

7

W

23
IB

10 °

33
31

—

1,a

Third Team.

87
29
27

Priv Hall

Priv Smith

Tuials..-.

10
2

3
8

12
11

-

—

-—

42

T4

116

yards a huge number then fought out the Remingmatch, a long-range rifle of that make being the
There" were sixteen prizes and thirty-one
leading prize.
entries,

Bames

any rifle, ten shots
44 4 4 44 5 54 5-43
4 4 4 5

6

44—

A

;

W

;

A

;

;

A

;

W

;

W

;

WW

WW

;

WW
W

A

KM

;

;

H

;

;

W

KM
G R

WW

;

;

H

;

W H

H

;

W

—

New

York Rifle Cltxb. The members of this organization have been contesting for the Blydenburgh badge in weekly competition, at Conlin's gal.ery, from Nov. 22, 1877, until
last Thursday evening, Nov. 7, 1878, when the trophy was
During this period a series of
finally won by W. H. Dunlap.
thirty-three competitions there was at all times a lively interest
taken in the matches, and the rivalry existing between those
who had one or more claims, having won the badge in one or
more competitions, was very great. Probably the splendid
average shooting of the club in the entire match can be acThe
counted for to a considerable extent in these facts
terms on which Mr. C. E. Blydenburg offered the badge to bo
shot for were to the effect that the badge would be open to the
members of N. Y. R. C. for weekly competition. The members
tobe handicaped according to the system proposed byCaptain
Blydenburg, and adopted by the club. The badge to be won
four times before becoming the property of the winner. Conditions of shoot'ng were: Kifle, .22 callibre ; position, offhand distance, at 200 and 300 yards ; targets, proportionately reduced for the range rounds, ten shots at each target
two sighting shots allowed ; rules of the N. R. A. to govern.
There were 10,178 shots fired in the competition for the badge.
This amount has seldom or never been excelled. The following is a list showing the number of times the members have
:

;

W. H. Dunlap, 4£; J.
the badge in the competitions
A. Ward, 3 F. H. Holton, 3 Thos. Fitz, 4 J. H. Meeker,
N. O'Domiell, 2s F. G. Fullgraff, 2; A. C. Wertele, 2;
3
I. F. Duckworth, 1
Fred. Alder, 2 C. A. Cheever, 2
Frank Lord, 1 V. Daly, 1 S. W. Sebley, 1 J. B. Blydenburgh, A J. S. Conlin, ^. The system of handicapping
used in the'match is acknowledged to be the finest yet inIn fact the large number of winners and the closevented.
ness of their total winnings is sufficient proof.
won

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ogdemburgh.—The Ogdensburgh Rifle Club has set out to
select a team of six to meet any other long range shooters, and
on the 29th nil. the last praotice for the selection was held on
the Oswegatchie range. The Booring was extra fine, and a
meeting between the Ogdensburgers and the Boston riflemen
ought to bring out something steep in the way of long-range
On the practice day mentioned the scores stood i
scores.
800
Ivas

74

Hastings

74
76

Warner

900
73
71

66

1.030

73
67
69

T'l
218
213
210

Kellogg

85
84
34
34

Total

yjiiius'i Ra?t«

9

Vullers

..3

Connors

8

C Recht

H

7

Huuzlnger

6

W

Farrow
WM
JDultl

40
48
4S

MBEngel
D Miller
MLHlggs

4S
4S
48

R Zimmerman

B

possible

;

47

Zettler

44
45
45
45
13
40
40

M Durrler
C Judson
H Oebi
L Treubel
GVollets
Hunzinger

....48

C. Voljjsrs, Sec.

;

co
50

WSeppenfeidt
I Garrison
J Schuetz

;

T
A

Wafcer

42

Sclioll

41
40
59
S3

SStrassner
C Loing
45 G Walters
46 J Haas

-is

46

C Rash
AGrueneberg
J W Adams

45
43
48

LBaohman
K Story, Jr
JEChambers

32

JHougland

37
37
8S

3 Huff on

H

Rythenberg

48

G. C. Walters, Sec.

BeppenfeldVs Gallery, 177

Platoon Rifle

Team

;

Bowery.—Tenth Precinct Second

Creedmoor

target

;

200 yards reduced

10 shots, possible 60:

DRyan

45

PBrennan

44
44
42
41

JHaggerty

J.T Creed

,...48

Hughes
W
.TMaher

E

40
40
32
30

bayer

WStutt
J. J.

Creed, Sec.

—

Close of the Creedmoor Season. The last day of the
season of 1878 at the Creedmoor range is set for Saturday the
28d,when there will occur the sixth competition fur the Remington prize, $300 gold, all comers, any Kemiagton Breechloading rifle within the rules, to bo loaded at the breech with
cartridges as furnished from factory of E. Remington & Sons,
which will be supplied on the ground, 900 and 1,000 yards,
twenty shots at each distance, no coaching or spotting nllowed.
Fifth competition for the Gildersleeve Medal, 200 and 500
yards, for members of National Guard in uniform. Fourteenth competition for Turf, fi'khl and farm Challenge
Badge, members of N. R. A., 200 yards, any breecb-loading
Tenth competition for Skirmishers' Badge,
rifle, ten shots.
members N. R. A. andN. G. 8. N. Y. iu uniform authorized
Trains leave
military rifle, ten shots from 500 to 200 yards.
Hunters' Point and Brooitlyn for Queens at 10 and 11:15 A. m.
Returning leave Queens at 4:18 and 6:12 v. m.

—The Board of

Directors of the National Rifle Association

have decided that in the determination of ties the entire score
shall be considered in counting "outers" and "inners," instead of the string at the longest range.

—

Another of those sad fatalities, which have no place on a
properly conducted range, comes to us from Lansingburgh,
where a marker named Edward LusigDare was killed while
busy at his duty. The Troy Citizen's Corps was at the range
shooting for u. company medal. It was nearly dark when the
company began to shoot at the 500-yard target. Two n:en
As soon as the first
fired, one immediately after the other.
man had shot, the marker got up without displaying his red
flag, when the bullet from the second lifle passed through the
wrist of the right hand and then through the pit of the
stomach. He lived but a few momenta. At Creedmoor the
markers, by wearing a pair of stout buckskin gloves, are protected from the possibility of a scratch, aud for five years
not one serious accident has occurred. 1 here is a perfectly
safe butt construction, aud none other should be tolerated.

New

—

Jersbt Brinton Range—-With a cold, raw wind the
31st contest for the Kemington Kifle was hurried through on
the 9th inst. The distance covered was 200 yards, any rifle,
The leading scores stood
all comers, ten shots.
:

A

J Howlet

F H Holton
EEStora

WMFirrow
V_Daly

41
43
41
40
40

WHayes

A

39
29
39
38
37

ETliavia

B
B
T

Squire
Zettler
Fritz

Melnnla

87
37
84
82

F Johnson

W

J

11

Dnulap

W Todd

VmursiA—Richmond.— The annual match of the Deutsche
Schuetzen GeseUschaft took place on the James Uiver Brewery Park on the afternoon of the 7th. There was an extra
large attendance of Bhooters, and, with close competition, the
winning score was a very high one. Lath aspirant for the
honors of kingship fired five shots at a ring target, making
a possible 250. Chas. P. Stokes, with a score of 220, was
the champion of the day.and was crowned " Shooting IviDg"
and presented with the magnificent gold badge. He also
takes the society's string of medals, which he keeps until
some other member, at some future annual meeting, is able
After all had supped bountifully and speeches
to beat him.
were made by the talking men, the meeting adjourned. A
committee was appointed to make arrangements tor a "grand
shoot," to take place in December, open to all comers. Mr.
;

Stokes' score is the best ever
on this range.

made

in

any previous

contest

;

;

;

;

C

ia

OQ Zettler

W

M

;

;

H

;

W

;

:

;

15

13
10

G A Sfinrmann

Fifth competition for a clock ; Creedmoor target
50; 10 shots per man:
Kline
49 KBeatse

CpJlahan

78

900
«9

Piokop

73
74

65
63

800

Hook

1,000

06
68
60

T'l
208
206
S06

ii*M

Gallmt—807 Botury, Net. IS.—Wwkly

—The new

of the Michigan State Troops
are beginning to be heard from in a very satisfactory way. On
the 29th ult. a few members of the Jackson Guard, of Jackson, held a test practice, and such records as the following
were put in as trial scores T. Paris, 48 C. Motler, 47 M.
Mitchell, 46 and J. K. Porter 44 in the possible 50, at 500
yards.

Miohioan.

rifles

:

;

,

—A

few members of
Illinois— Lake View, Chicago, Nov. 3.
the Lake View Rifle Club met at their range for 2(J0-ysrd
practice to-day. The wind was blowing nearly a gale from
Score
ten o'clock.
5 45444444 S—41 Maeauley...4 48344344 3—18
Drury
U 5 4 4 4 3 4 2 8—31
Chenowetb-S 44443444 5—S9 Burn
McCounell..3 3 4 8 4 4 4 4 4 4—8T
Gardner. ...344 3 344448-88

Foster

3 3 2 3

84081

4-2»

Ltrer.

—

Pacific Coast Rot-eues. The California Rifle Associaopened its fall meeting of 1878, at the Bay View range,
on the 26th ult., with a very indifferently shot match at 1,000
yards, in which J. G. Seibert won with 41 in the possible 60.
Sunday c*me out beautiful and fine for the teoond day at the
tion

Calkins

4 4 4 4 4 8—13 Ames
5444 6 4—11 Hagwlm

4 4S4
White
WslilngWn.4 8 S 464 »

11

:

W

;

W

At 200

ton. Rifle

Jones

16

14
14

;

;

Team.

200 yardB.
5 4 4 4 3—20
* 3 4 3 4-1S

Wagoner

OantTurwt........

PrlvWalson
Prlv Benson
B

is

IS
18

;

Lieu: OiipUant..

Totals

Troop

0—9—28
0—8-24
2—3—24

j

Company H Team.
2j0

5

3

Turner

;

W

24

6

4
5

Houahton

;

;

4 4 4 5

3— IT

Sayers
Plank

;

;

possible 250 :
Forty-eighth Field Stair and Non-commissioned Staff.
Lieut-Col Houghton
Col EugW.mT

3

4
5

19
19

W

The team contest was confined to representatives of the
Forty-eighth Regiment, four companies with a staff team
making up the list of entries. The men used their State
model weapon, and with excellent shooting in several of the
learns, the victory went to the officers, with 190 points in the
Eergt-Mai White

4
3

2
3

5—19—40
6—19-89
8—21—15—18—38
3 5 4—16-37
4 4 3—17—34
4

annual prize meeting of the New
Haven Rifle Association took place on the Quinnipiac Range
on the 9th inst. with a good attendance, and in several of the
matches very close shooting. At 200 yards, all comers, any
rifle, the winners were: J E Stetson, 31; F J Colvin, 31; G
Allen, 31
Nichols, 30
a Nichols, 31 ; F I Allen, 31
Gunn, 30 E Wbiilock, 30
E Story, 30 S C Kingman, 28. In military shooting at 200 yards the scores were:
Whitlock, 32
11 Nichols, 31
Gunn, 31; P J ColE
vin, 30
G R Nichols, 30 J E Stetson, 29
C Dole, 29
Z Downs, Jr, 28; P O'Connor, 28 ; A
William Lyons, 29
WetAllen, 28 ;'
F Murphy, 28; R Walker, 26
more, 26 ; S C Kingman, 26. All comers, any rifle, 500
Wetmore,
yards J E Stetson, 35 E
Folsom, 35
II Layne, Jr, 34
35
C Dole, 35 K M Walker, 34
Hubbard, 33; H. Nichols, 33; 8 C
E Story, 34 S
Kingman, 32. In shooting off the ties of 85 the scores stood
Folsom, 31;
Wetmore, 31
J E Stetson, 33; E
Walker, 29. At 500 yards, military rifle,
O Dole, 81
Gunn, 33;
and position, the winning scores were:
Walker, 33
H Nichols, 33
Wetmore, 32;
Whitlock, 31 F 3 Colvin, 30 J E StetNichols, 31 E
son, 31
S C Kingman, 84; S R Smith, 24. The "Baley"
match at 200 yards was not a fizzle by any means, and fair
scores were made as follows: J O'Connor, 29; J McAlpine,
Hitchirjgs, 27
O S Goodell, 26 E C Spencer, 26. At
27
Layne, Jr,
C Dole
the long range, in winding up,
Hubbard were the winners at 900 and 1,000 yards,
and S
E riietson securing both badges of the association.
.J

W

:

Geo White
P TPerslns. re-entry
L S Barnes, re-entry

4

4
4

2

5-30—«0

New Haven. — The

21
29 C V Houghton
E G Post
27
28 E A Swettingham
Ward Ames
23
£ Plant
Another subscription match, at 500 yards, gave the team
shooters a chance for some mid-range practice, with four

C V Houghton

5

6
4
2
4

8

5
2
2

5

6— 28—44
4—21—44

544-30 Waynor
Wood

3 4

Clemings, .,.«.

Zi

Perkins

2

6
4
5

4

4—18
4—19
4 5 4 4—22

Hagwlm

subscription match at 200 yards followed, with four prizes,
of a possible 35 was a good leading score
28
32 J ft Barton
Geo White

J G Wood

4-21
4—20
6-1T
5—20
4—21

5

4 4 3 4 4-19
4 4 4 4 3—19
19

White

{A

PT

5

4

4-20 Wegan

4 4 4 4

Barton
Wellington
Jones

and 32 out

30
24
20
21

4

B Zettler
MLEiggs

Gioson
Foeest and Stream H
M Johnson

Perkins

the Winchester Repeating Rifle
200 yards, any rifle, open to club members, seven
Match,
Scores :
prizes, the first a Winchester Rifle.
21
6 4 5 4 4 5 4-3l Hamilton
JBarton
24
4 o 4 4 3 B 4—29 Wood
White
Malmy
23
4 5 4 3 5 4 4-29
Post
23
4 5 4 4 4 5 8—29 Hagwlm
Wagner
88
Watson
a 3 4 5 4 5 4— 29
Barnes
a
434445 3—27 P rims
Hough tou
82
4 3 3 6 4 5 3—27 SweltlnaBim
Wellington
20
21 Clcmmloge
Turner
16
...26 Bany
Onus Barton

score here stood

4

4
4
3

-.

at

The

4

of the meeting was the
Subscription Match, at 200 yards. The first prize a year's
subscription, and four other prizes in money. The scores
stood
Barnes..
4 4 4 4 4—20 Post
18

The meeting opened with

8 Barnes

4

3
3
5

4

3
8

The wind-up

moded.

prizes.

4
4

4
.....8

FWeUlngtOU

A

L

6

4

Rifle

succeessf til initial prize meeting. The majority of the members are old military shots, and gave a liberal list of prizes for
The Forty ninth Auburn men, who might
military weapons.
have enjoyed a lively contest on the Fort Range at Oswego,
remained away, so that the battling really occurred on the individual matches, where the scores for leading places ran very
rain on the second day delayed the shooting
close indeed.
a little, but the marksmen did not care, and there were no
spectators to speak of, so that no one was seriously discom-

WatdAuiea

4

4
3
4
4
4

4

WGTurner
C A Clemings

Club carried
and two succeeding days a very

ult.

4
4
-3

JG Barton
Geo White
OU Jones

1S»

New Tobk — O.vtotgo. —The Remington

500 yards.
6

4 4

17
18
19
27

Total

200 yards.
6 4 4 4—31
6 5 6—33
4 4 4 4 4—20

4

C V Houehtou
PYPerklus
L 8 Barnes
ACropsey

1(1

14

DCulhane

L Trcunie

17

Oebi

A H Anderson

:

204

Total

24

CABarton

M Dorrlnr
WM Farrow
D Miller

50:

With any rifle, at 200 and 500 yards, C. A. Barton was fortunate enough to carry off the Sharps Rifle prize, a military
weapon valued at $35. The full score or this match stood

Ma1or McOrca

J Dutll

H

E Zimmerman

20
19
18
13
If

W Kline

10

scores standing

C Team.

;

MBEngel

Seppeoteldt Rifle Club— 177 Bowery, Nov. 8.— Creedmoor rules, distance, 125 feet bull's-eye, li inch possible

Wagoner
Donovan

Battery

practice of the Zettler Rifle Club on the new point target
possible 30 ten shots, reduced to gallery distance

16
13

At a previous match on the 2d inst., the Company D team
were defeated on the same range by a Battery C team, the

%

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
meeting, and the military marksmen bad
Jnan.ill-comeifl military, at 200
Bible 35 stood
L J Robinson
81
29
B LeBretcm
30
IS Campbell
99

a day of good scoryards,

ing.

leading

the

:

WSehaunessy

At 500

J E Warren.

29
29

C L Ludd

so

same conditions

yards,

JP Warren
ffiNSnOOR

84
Si

F Kabul!

31

the winners being

;

w Wilglii
WHBrocWioir

For the Kellogg Challenge Cup,

:

31

JMcMenotuy

31

C Qllmore

SO
so

300 and 600 yards, brila decent score being a good

V2

W Mailer
CoHitimore

21

it

JPWarren.

W

20
-..20

J"

Al Balmer
Wright

A

MelilDuiney. ...19

SergtLeeman
F Kutinle

la

J s Campbell

IT

is

On

the 28th the Sau Bruno range was visited by a large
delegation of excellent military shooters in the match for
the California Trophy 10 shots each man, at 200 and 500
yards, were fired, and the Nationals, who were the victors in
1875 and 1876, with the Unions winners in 1877, were compelled to give way to the Sumner Guards on a score of 4.87 in
the possible 000. The full score of this team stood
;

200

GHStroDg
Lieut Kobtrtaoo

42
43

CorpBoweio

8S

200

600 I'll.

43—
41—
43—

CorpCnrson
CaptBurus
SergtLeeman

s.5

S4

SI

42

BOOT'tl.
39— si

40

119—79

36—

..11

Totals

The

TT

240

241—467

200
220
225

GOOT'tl.

other scores were
200

500 T'U.

Union Guard
237 2 IT—iS4 German
McMahon Grenndlers.23S 2"t—132 Oakland
Oakland Guard

235
243

National Guard

New Britain,

811— 454

Nov.

7.

Rifles

Cavalry

209—429
200-425

Co F, :id Regt
210 175—391
San Jose Zouavea... .201 12S— 320

221—457

—The following

scores

were made

at the prize shoot in three shots out of a possible 54 at a ring
target, ofl bund, 200 yards, any rifle.
He-entries allowed:
O. E. Pillard,
Britain, 49, $20
J. D. Marks, Collinsville, 49, 815
F. Rentschler,
Britain, 48, $12; H. McEnroe, New Liritain, 48, $10 S. Eumfield, Springfield, Mass.,
Williams. Hartford, 47, $0.
E.
47, $8

New

;

New

;

;

N

;

and

(j§mtiq §l<tg

GAME

IN

Aim

Red

wiidtu;

or Va. deer, C. virginiamts.
Squirrels, red, black and gray.
Quail or partridge, Onyx virgfnia-

aUopavo.

WonJcock. PhUoheta minor.
Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bonaea
uvibclius.
Plover, Chtradriince.

Pinnated groaae or prairie chicken, Cupulonia enpido.
Curlew, Xumeniu* arquaria.

.

Godwir.

WiUets.

Ralls, tia.Uu* virginiamu.

Keed or

Snipe and Bay Birds
Caribou, Tararutus ranytfsr.

Wild Dnek.

rice bird, Botichonyx aryz-

birds" generally, lnelndtog various species of plover, Band
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropea, avooeta,
etc., coming under the group Limacolcc or Shore Birds.

The frequent

alteration of

game laws makes such con

fusion that' sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when
shooting on various kind.) of game is permitted.
therefore append the following table for reference

We

:

Quail.

Sep

in

Mo Jams Oct 1

Feb

Nov

Feb

to
Nov 1 to
Oct 1 to

Jan

1 Nov I to Jan
Jan rOct l to Jan

to
to

1

Dec

Jan
Jan
Jan

to

to

Nov

1

Ind..., ;Oci 1 to F601
Iowa,
Sep 1 to Dec
Aug 14 lo Oct 1 Sep

1

1

1

1 to

1

1 to

1

.ug 25 to Jan I aug 25 to Jan ll
No Shooting No Snooting No Shooting
Neb...
"
Kan... Aug 1 to Feb
JOot i to Jam
Wis..'.'

Sept

1 July 1
i July 10
to Dec 1 Juiy 3
Aug 25 to Jan 1 Aug 25

Sep

P.H.
Bamegat
owing

to

Inlet, Nov. 9.— Not
very low run of tides.

much

shooting the past week,

— Charlottesville,

Nov.

7.

—A

party of four

week, returned with 169 birds.

cellent this

Sport hereabout*

is

ex-

—Deer

are in great plenty all around
us here. The gobble of the gobbler is heard in the land.
Partridges are everywhere seen, and rabbits are in abundance.
Opossums afford much sport, especially to our duBky citizens,
and are caught not only in the country but even within city
Shot-guns and rifles are in order now, and the man
limits.
who comes home empty-handed is either blind or a poor shot.
TiruBS.

West Virginia— Ranceverte, Nov. 8.—Pheasants and squirvery scarce this season. The latter migrated east last
year in search of mast and overran the Valley of Va. There
is no beech mast west or uorth of here, and the beech country
game of all kinds is scarce. Red oak and chestnut mast eastward on the Alleghany ranges, and bear and deer reported
fair to middling.

rels

—

Gentlemen who may desire to shoot at Currituck this season can obtain permission to use good points, on payment of
a mere nominal sum, by applying in person at this office.

A

for making large bags of marsh hens (rails).
gentleman
resident at Port Royal informed me that he shot about one
hundred in the immediate vicinity of the wharves at that
remark that I never exceeded
point.
In reply to
own
wants in shooting, he said the hotel wanted all he could get,
opinion of the gastronomies!
which fact tends to bear out
value of this species of game. No skill is required to shoot
these birds, and for this reason they are just the thing for
neophytes to crack away at in their efforts to get upon the
lower rungs of the ladder. Partridges are always plenty at
this time of the year.
I suppose there are some fifty or more
grounds. I have not disturbed
feeding every day about
them yet.
C. S. K.

my

1
1

to Jan 1
Restrictions

No

Forbidden

1

my

my

Kentucky—Stanford, Nov. 5.—Dragging after the dogs
through heavy and green cover, first days of open season, was
a sudorific of such efficacy as to eliminate the enthusiasm from
the boys, and such apologies for light bags as, "The weather's
too warm," " The cover's too heavy and green," "The birds
are not located yet," and, " The coveys are not half of them
half grown," were daily offered.
Recent numerous frosts
have put the fields in splendid condition, and a few good bags
have been made. In nearly every locality quail are more
plentiful than for many years, and only the fellow who
doesn't want you in his neighborhood reports the crop short.
That's chaff thrown to old chickens. Half a dozen clubs are
One, composed entirely of
in the mountains deer hunting.
green men, returned after two weeks' absence without having
secured a deer, except one killed by their driver, a native
who " threw them off completely. They discovered hi,
game when home-sickness had too thoroughly demoralized
camp for a hope of recovery to be entertained.
'

KSNTUOIOAN.

Nova Scotia.—The

Earl of Dunraven

is

in

Queens County

in search of big game.

Connecticut— Winsted, Nov. 7.—Woodcock have been
quite plenty, much more so than usual since the 1st of October, and have been in fine condition. Knifed grouse have been
quite scarce, owing, 1 think, to a scarcity of feed but they
seem to be rather more plenty now, the cold weather having
drove them into the cedars, where they are more readily
found. Quail are much plentier than usual, several flocks
having been raised in this vicinity. I went out with a friend
a week ago, who by the way is a crack shot, and we bagged
15 birds before night, viz., 10 woodcock, 3 quail and 2 grouse.
Several of the woodcock weighed plump 8 ounces each. I
consider that a pretty good bag for Litchfield County shootClifton.
ng. Were not the woodcock of unusual size ?
;

New Yoke —HorneUsviUe,Nov.

11

—Three fine deer shot here

one day

last week.
It has been a poor season so far for ruffed
John Periwell is ahead with 55. An express train in
the Western Division killed a large deer Thursday night.

grouse.

John.

y.— The

consecutive rain and snowstorms, together -with a strong cold north wind, of the past week, have
started the geese and ducks on their southern journey, and
flight
after
flight
hourly pass over, as yet very little
although
success has rewarded le c/utsseur, most of the birds flying
high and showing little inclination to interview the numerous
decoys which decorate this end of Cayuga Lake. The quail
and ruffed grouse shooting, on the other hand, has been more
encouraging bags ranging from five to thirty birds a day.
It is noticed here as elsewhere that three-fourths of the grouse
are old birds, the spring freshets destroying the majority of
the progeny.
T. F.
Itliaca,, No-o.

;

New

Jfassfer—Blomnaburt/, Nov. 7.— In company with
Messrs. Scott and Greveling, I started out Nov. 1st to see if I
wished to break my young setter,
could find any quail. As
heard a great
Greveling took his old and tried dog along.
deal of atiooting along the base of the hill, but knew that was
We saw about fifty rabbit hunters, and everyat the rabbits.
one was loaded down. About 500 were shot within one or
two miles from i.owd, and nearly all within one-half mile from
us.
soon found a fair covey of birds, and succeeded in
bagging twenty-three of them. We now took a turn at the
rabbiti wid got seventeen,
oa our way horaa we pwwed *mr
I.

We

We

LouisvilU, Nov. 4.— I had fine sport while at Kankakee
Marshes, Ind. I bagged 141 mallards and one grouse last week
in four days' shooting, lying by Wednesday and Saturday
and never shooting on Sunday.
J. V. 0., 3s.

Missouri —

—

Louis, Nov. 2.
tit.
Our local sportsmen are
Quail are abundant all around us, and we
active at present.
Very few snipe have been
are having a fine flight of ducks.
seen, and no geese arrived yet.
J. W. M.

Illinois— Rockford, Nov. 4— There have been more wild
lately than before for years.
Jack snipe

duck around here
have been plenty

Prairie chickens are either less plenty
also.
few can be bagged. Only one two or
hunters here succeed in bringing any in.
A. K.

or so wild that but

Mr. Chas. K. Worther, State Taxidermist of Illinois, while
on a gunning expedition recently, was severely wounded in
the hip by the premature discharge of a companion's shotgun. The wound, though serious, will not be permanent

—

Michigan. Latest Au Sable Kiver bear story Last week
Mr. Simonds, one of the noted hunters, succeeded in killing
seven large bears inside of twenty-four hours, and bears are
very scarce this season, too. LateBt duck story : Mr. J. O.
Howard, of Toronto, while in a punt in St. Clair Plats, shot a
huge black duck fifty yards above him. Duck fell, struck
Howard on the back, and put him to bed for three days.
tive

:

H Hovey, of the Rochester

Sunday Tribune, DetecJerome, Rogers and P. Cavanagh, George Weber and

Frank

Seth Green, the famous fisherman, are at the St. Clair Flats
under the escort of E. H. Gillman for a fortnight's duck
shooting.

The Nowell Shooting Club are to try wild rice in Livingston County to attract the ducks there.

DuoKS on Maple Rivbr, Mioh,

—Mr,

Editor:

A

friend

of mine and myself decided to try our luck at ducks, and
after deliberating some time, finally lighted on the above

&

p'wse. In order to reach it we railroaded it -by the D,
M.
to Fowler Station with our boat and baggage, took lunch at
the Fowler House and then rode nine miles by stage to the

" Rapids," a marshy stream.

At five o'clock in the evening
into the marsh, and by night " boated " thirNext morning we lost a few ot the earlier flock* and
took to camp a doxoa plump r«dneek woodduck, and blue wing

we put our punt
teen.

Oct. 30.

—

—

California—Los Angeles, Nov. 2.— Quail shooting is good
the first flight of snipe have appeared. Ducks and geese
have begun to arrive.
Deer have been in unusually good
condition, and our markets are well supplied with venison.

tall.

Petersburg, Nov. 10.

Arbor, Mich.,

Wisoonbin Madison, Nov. 5. Shooting never was better,
bags of from 40 to 60 are daily made by single gun in a few
hours. Yesterday the market was glutted with ducks in a
condition to gladden the heart of an epicure.
When duckB,
fat and juicy, are plenty at 10 cents each, who need complain
of hard times ?
Rover.

who and

went on a partridge shooting expedition in Nelson County,
last

diem. I think that for the first week or so at the beginning
of the season there is not a better place in this State for ducks,
for it was a frequent get for one man with muzzle-loader, 14
gauge, to bag from forty to seventy birds in his morning and
evening shoot. Of course the weather being very warm at
that period the game will not keep long j but one can find a
number of places to dispose of his ducks in plenty of time to
insure their making a tip-top meal.
Tieo.

Ann

—

Maryland Havre de Grace, Nov. 7.— Duck shooting has
been excellent here, On Monday Messrs. Wagataffand Grant
killed 96 good birds, of which 33 were canvas-backs.
On
Wednesday " the Senator " killed 76, of which 39 were canvas-backs.
The red-heads are driven away for the present by
the hammering they have had.
On Friday last the Scows
killed from 100 to 253 each,
Taltjiah.
Virginia

teal, with a few mallard, The ducks flew high and very wild,
owing to the fusilade they had received in the forepart of
the season. We had to take them all in singles, ami two and
three, and hardly ever over a half dozen together in one flock.
During our stay we averaged about thirty-flve ducks per

,

my

"Bay

®~

;

South Cabolina— Port Royal, Nov. 8.—I mentioned last
week that late high tides had afforded excellent opportunities

<§mt,

SEASON FOR NOVEMBER.

JMOC33,
mafohis.
Elt or wapiti, CervtoS canadensis.
Bares, brown and gray.

same ground on which we hunted in the morning, and
found a covey of about fifteen birds, of which we bagged
eleven in about twenty minutes. Our bag now counted for
Creveling, 13 quail and 6 rabbits Scott, 8 quail, 10 rabbits
myself, 14 quail, 1 rabbit (I don't liketo carry rabbits all day).
If any of your readers wish a day's sport at rabbit shooting
they can And it here, but they must have a good dog (hound),
a good gun, and be a good shot. About one and a half hours'
ride from N. Y. on NT J. C. R. R. will land you at Bloomsbury. Rabbit shooting within one and a half miles of hotel.
the

at

were not looked for,
accomplishment at these difficult, ranges, with five shots at
range. The scores stood at 300 yards
21
22 dipt Bums
SgtKlose...
31
Sgt Leeman
At 000 yards the leaders were
ENSunok
21 II J Burns
Lieut McElhlnney ..19
21
liant scores

309

—

Nevada. Deer and other large game are reported plenty
about the foot hills of the Sierras, being driven down by the
approach of cold weather and snow.

A

We

Foto Hunched Pound Dbeb.—
learn from a most
trustworthy source that Geo. S. Green, of Ashland, Wisconsin, recently killed a buck on his farm on Ohequamegon Bay,
Lake Superior, which weighed 400 pounds on the hoof, said
to

be the largest deer ever killed on the Bay Shore. This is
we ever heard of, We can vouch for the

the heaviest weight

veracity of Mr. Green,

who

and a host of

to ourselves

is

a gentleman farmer well

known

others.

— We

Capt. Bogardus and De. Caeveb.
have been rathesurprised at reading an article in a late issue of our contemporr
ary, the Pacific Life, which, while bestowing the

most fulpraise on Dr. Carver, intimates that Capt. Bogardus refrom shooting through fear of meeting Carver.
While
those who know the Captain will give no credence to this insinuation, yet it might deceive some.
Captain Bogardus has
handed us the following letter, which we print with pleasure

some
tires

Nbw Yobk, Nov. ll, irre.
EnrroB Fobest and Stream
I have notloed In tie Uauo of the Pacific Lift, of Oct. 20, an article
which IntimateB that my proposed retirement from match shooting lor
two years la due to a disinclination to meet Dr. Carver, I now beg to
announce through your columns that I hold myself in readiness at any
time to shoot Dr. Carver a match at 100 pigeons, any rules, for from
$1,000 to $6,000 a side. Or I will shoot a Blmilar match with any other
man who construes my withdrawal In the same manner. This match
will not prevent me from offering the medal for the championship ot
America aa proposed, and let him win it If he can,
A. H. BoOABDOa.
:

Ancient Ideas About the " Choke."— The following
held in 1856 by the author of Lewis' "American
Sportsman, " read to us now as though they might have been
promulgated almost a hundred years ago

ideas,

:

—

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 81. If the subtle fluid generated by
the inflammation of the gunpowder be suddenly compressed or
checked by a contraction in the calibre of the barrel, an undue
proportion of the exhaustive force is exerted upon this point,
and the result may be the bursting of the instrument. This
fact wijl of itself show the folly of attempting to increase the
shooting powerB of the gun by unequal boring of the barrel,
or rather the contracting of the diameter of the calibre at some
given point in its length, as has been practiced by some ignorant gunmakers.
cannot imagine any cause better calculated to burst a fowling-piece than the contraction of its regular calibre from this erroneous method of boring, and would
rather trust ourselves with a straight bore barrel made of far
inferior metal than with one of these ill-shapen instruments
forged of the very best stub and twist.
W. MoK. H.

We

In company with the "No. 777 Hunting Olub" I weni
out on a gunning expedition the other day. The "club"
consists of two members, the Commodore and the Grand Secretary.
rowed up the Cumberland River to Nashville
Island, bagging several ducks on the way, and then again to
Haysborough Bar, where we left the boat and shot some
plover.
The result of the day's sport, as the count showed,
consisted of 32 ducks, mallards, blue wings, black ducks and
one top-knot duck, one Walloon, 15 killdeer, 12 plovers and
party of gentlemen, well equipped, with a good
45 robins.
boat furnished with all the conveniences now combined in the
boats built East for such excursions, could have a royal time
on a trip up the Cumberland. The country along its banks is
quite thickly populated, and towns at short distances from
each other where they could get their supplies and have their
mails sent, and at the same time be in a country swarming
with game. The people are most hospitable, and would gladly offer all the facilities the country can afford to further any
parties who might be tempted to take such a trip.
Added lo
the large amount of game to be found, the fishing in the riv^r

We

A

and its many tributaries is excellent, jack, bass and piTCh
abounding in great quantities, and the scenery not to 'oe excelled on this continent.
Should any such parties decide to
come this way, by bringing me a line from the Forest and

Stream they .will

insure

time pass pleasantly.

my hearty co-operation

to malie their
J.

D. H,

Gov, Hampton's Mishap.— Gen. Wade Hampton, Governor
was out with a party of friends hunting
deer near Columbia yesterday afternoon, when the mule he
was riding became frightened, and, the bridle breaking, the
Governor leaped from the mule, sustaining severe injuries in
HiB right leg was broken in two places below the
his fall.
knee, the bones protruding, and his ankle was badly hurt.
This is an awful example for Governors who go deer hunting!
of South Carolina,

Bottes Sauvagks— St. Mie County, St. Maurice, P. Q.
Oct. 31.—Your correspondent, "T. D. McA.," of Middletown, O., iuquireB where he can get a hunting boot that ia
water-proof, light and easy to the feet.
The Canadian moccasin or bottes sauvages, as the habitant calls them, will fulfill
all those requirements.
I nave tried about everything iu the
shape of a hunting boot, but find nothing to compare with the
botUt towage*.
The Canadian voyageur has » way of treating them wkan flm t used wbiok render* th«a thoroughly

—

:

The toys and Incidents o J onr stay here I need notd
How these whole-sonled iarmera gave us greeting, took their tesma
from their work and drove na around, showing ua the beat placea for
game, and were as much pleased as we at onr good shots and successful bags, This feeling among the farmers of Snssev County, we ascertained, was almost univeraa!, very few objecting to gentlemen snooting
over their grounds, especially if p:rmlssion has been first asked.
Surely what is worth having is worth asking for, and a polite request
Is rarely otherwise than politely answered.
It ia these half-grown
boys and pot tranters from the cities, that leave the fences down and
kill the yonng turkeys and chickens, that exclto the farmers' ire.
Human nature ia human nature the world over. And the ladles of the
households, the farmera' wives and their rosy daughters, how pleasant
they made our stay. Those splendid hot biscuit, for supper, and the
light buckwheat cakes and honey, with such coffee and cream for
breakfast, "never, never shall we forget."
Of Hie many happy incidents of our trip— how the Doctor made that
snap-shot in the awamp at " the biggest partridge he ever shot at,"
which upon being retrieved proved to have feathered horns and eyes
of fir greater magnitude than the ordinary Bonam mnbMm; how the
same Doctor wiped the eye of your correspondent at that grouse
gomg down the mountain side at the rate of sevonty miles an hour at
fluid.

;

'

As Improving Ovs.— Montreal

9.—The

Nov.

enclosed

my

chance correspondents is
extract from the letter of one of
too rich to be hidden from the light of day: " The gun 1 had
from you two years ago proves all right as far as shooting
qualities go.
It is not as good for grouse on the wing as
wben sitting still, but it is improving in that respect."
K. H. K.
the four years past in which a
bouutv of two cents per pair of rabbits' cars has been offered
by the government of Idaho, the receipts of ears up to date
have been 19,968 pairs. Wanted, some smart Yankee to deApply to Idaho County Commisvise a use for rabbit ears.

Babbit Eaes.—During

>

sioners.

.

THE D1TTMAR POWDER.
Wilkksbaehb, Pa

,

Nov.

sixty yards ; or the double shots of my hnmble self at quail, or the
Doctor's 8-oz. woodcock, and others or no leas Interest I need not enlarge upon, Bofllce it to say we had a grand time, but election day ap-

5, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream and Rod and Got
Inclosed please had a letter from Mr. Tomblee, which

proached, and we had promised to exercise the right of freemen la behalf of our friends, and homeward we bent our way, arriving at
9:lt) train, Nov. 4, well pleased with onr trip, and
flnnly resolved to accept the invitations so cordially extended, and
some time, not far in the future, go again.
Jacobs iafp.

:

gives particulars of ihe Dittmar accident at Catasauqua. The
gun referred to as Mr. Fuller's is the one I supposed belonged
1 have no interest in any powder, but am
Eberhart,
anxious that sportsmen should not be led by those in whose
The
o3 they put confidence to use an unsafe article.
question is not which is safe, but which is the safer. Everybody knows that without great care black powder is not safe,
Dittmar
powder is
that it is a very dangerous compound. What
I do notknow, nor would 1 say that it cannot be as safe as black
powder, but that fire drachms of it should explode with sufficient force to shatter well made guns, as in this case, ought
to be sufficient to make ordinary mortals hesitate before using
it, and I tuink deter you from pronouncing it perfectly safe.
If Mr. Dittmar wants an authenticated case of an accident
with bis powder, I think this will fill the bill.
Tours truly,
B. F. Dorbanoe.

Hoboken on the

.

THE ABUNDANT GAME OF COLORADO.
HOT S0l,rnnR SrntKOi,

Oatasauq.t;a, Nov. 5, 1878.
Dear Sir— Your letter has been received by Mr. Eberhart,
and he asked me to answer. So, in regard to the Dittmar
powder, i would make the following reply We have nothing
but Dixson's measures. We had a gauge at five drachms and
stroked it off with a pencil, then put on two pink-edge wads,
tamped if about as hard as black powder, and then put in l|
oz. No. 8 shot, and on the top of that a common pasteboard
wad Gun No. t was a Parker, weight 8J lbs., owned by
Mr. Schaffner, of Bethlehem. It was broken off clear at the
My gun was a Scott & Son, and weighed 9 lbs. it was
locks.
bo badly bent in the body that it could not be made as it was,
nor as sale, BO I traded it for a Daly and had to give $45 to
Mr. Fuller's gun was also a Scott & Son, and weighed
boot.
it was not so badly wrecked as the others, but is also
lo lbs
damaged. This is about the extent of our experience. 1
would write more, but owing to my weakness I am hardly
I was in bed with fever for two
able to write this much.
weeks, and this morning is the second time I am out.
D. A. Tomblbb, Jb.
Yours truly,

;

:

;

;

over the Bame ground. With the constant noise of a surveying party,
and the lond " Stuck," " Stuck," of the chainmen, it was not expected
that we would Bee either deer or elk but one day, coming suddeoly
over a sharp ridge, I came upon a hunch of elk grouped in the shade
of a bunch of spruces in a little aspen park, not more than forty steps
distant. 1 called to the chainmen to.come and see them. Five or six
soon moved off through the brush, bnt one monstrous stag with immense horns stood and looked at ub until I had set my compass and
Deer were seen stveral times, but not so
again started toward him,

». .

;

Jebsbt City, Nov.

s, 1978.

;

Thursday, tne gist ult„ the 3:15 train on the Delaware, Lackawaca
, of
and Western Railroad found your correspondent with Dr. C
Jersey City (i good shot anil No. 1 companion), en route for the game
Bectlon Of New Jersey. We were on a tonr ol investigation, hoping to
combine pleasnre and information in regard to the beat sections in the
northern part of the State lor grouse, quail, woodcock, etc., for your
vuluaulu paper.
Our objective point at

ilrat

was BridgevUle,

In

Warren County,

I had a colored cook, and on the second day of the work I suggested
some tish. He said he never flahed any, and didn't think
he could ; to which I replied that he had better try, and If he failed,
then he might say that he couldn't. I had observed that in measuring
acrosB the river throwing the chain into the water attraoted the trout.
So I gave " Wash" a line and hook, and went to work. In the evening
I found him jubtlaut over his success, with a dozen or twenty large
trout and grayling (I), but with only a remnant of line remaining ol his
The next morning 1 equipped him again, and gave him some
tackle.
Instructions about handling his fish ao as to save line and hooks. In the
evening he had thirty or forty, including a grayling twenty-two Inches
But,
loDg, and said that he hud thrown a number back into the water.
*•
that there hole" which he
he mourned the loss of the big one in

that he catch

di-

We

had been properly credentialed through
rectly across this Slate.
the courtesy of Mr. Hullwlll, the gentlemanly paeaenger agent of the
road, and we found everything pleasant on the way. Mr. Hefferman
all thai could be asked for In a flrst-claas conductor, giving us
valuable information. The same can be Bald of Messrs. Bruee and
Fountain on the other branches.
'
We soon found on entering the smoking car (moat all sportsmen
Smoke) thai we wer<: not the only lovers of the rod and gun desiring to
be among the first in the field on the opening ot the season, as the gnus
In several comers, and mysterious looking packs In the racta, amply
proved. Upon visiting the baggage car to locate our canine, we found

proved

couldn't get, but which did finally take the greateT part of hl» lino.
Wash was a •' 'way up" fisherman, and had a eupply ahead for two or
Then we moved, and it was four days before the camp
three days.
came back again to good fishing ground. Wash agiin caught a large
string— tills tune all trout of !ai ge size. The next day he oouldn't get
one, though he reported plenty in sight going down stream.
On October 15 there came a severe, driving snow storm, lasting over
the 16th. Simultaneously the deer moved south, making great roads
Pintail grouse collected In the park by hundreds
along the foothills.
—some of the men said by thousands. From daylight until af ler sun
rise in the morning their chattering and cooing was aa striking a* that
of prairie chickens in the craln-fielda ol the Mississippi Valley. There
are also some sage hens, and, well np on the mountains, A few blue
grouse. In the township ere three salt springs, which are great resotia

Beverat hue specimens of the Better, with here and there a pointer,
already In the baggage-master* charge. Aa we aped along, stopping
only at Intermediate stations in Hudson and li^sex counties, our company was very materially increased. The sporting fraternity were on
ttteinuve. Newark and Morrlstown furnished large delegations, and
the smoking car soon resembled an arsenal, and the baggage tho
had no less than
kennel club show in Mew York on a small scale.
thirteen dogs in the baggage master's charge before we left Morriatowu. DTpon inquiry we found the objective points of the different disciples of the ti igger to be widely scattered. Some got off at Stanhope,
en route for Lake iioparoong, for grouse, quail and hare. Among these
of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club.
v\ e
was our friend, Ur 1.
have since learned that he had good luck with Ben f ngraham, the shot
of that reglrm. Some oound forBudd's Lake got oif at the same station.

We

trails lead to toem from all directions,
the vicinity IE tramped like cattle yards. Much of
the soil is rich, and productive in nutritious grasses and edible roots.
Of the latter toe yampa, sage and artichoke are the most lmpoitont ;
both in the economy of the Indian and subsistence of bear and other

for deer

,

bound for Pine Brook and its celebrated spring
few continued with us toward Hacketown and the
game region. Others stopped at Andover
Jelaware, Lackawana and Weateru road
and otns
ic section of northern New Jersey, and is
the direct route to Pike and Monroe coumieB in Pennsylvania, so re:
heir wild scenery and game tcrrlterles.
ting wit" the conductor and others on the road we concluded
to v.u'v our route, una lusiead of continuing on to Warren County and
Us rugged" country for grouse, to take a run for quail up Into old Sussex,
ao famous for its grand in ma and rich old tiomestcads. So we were
introduced to Conductor Brace, and, switching off at Waterloo, look
the lnun toward Newton, We got off at the Junction and met with a
COTdbil reception at Farmer Couse's thai night, who, with a neighbor,
J,.e Snyder, left their work and hunted with na the nest two days,
every attention, We found quail quite plenty, a few
Showing
grouse ami woodcock; and as for hares (rabbits, BO-csUed), we could
a back-load we think, without exaggeration, cither day.
But wo had ha't an invitation from anotber prominent farmer and
famous politician of that seetlon, Hon. Zachariah Price, some six oi
oeyond, Alao lromMr.Henry Osbornand hii brotherNed,
iut anal revenue collector, eto. Either, we were
b aih, exni never forgive na did we fail «o give them a call. At
both these placea we fonnd everything aa pleasant aa we could wish.
Guuie in quantity suffl«leat, wifb good company at the kou* tad. la the

A

elk.

Deeply worn

In

wild animals.
On the way back we found in the eastern edge of Egerla Park a party
of Middle Park hunters loading two four-horse teams with veB!io».
One man of them tilled twenty-three deer in two and a half , days. On
tne western slope of the Gore range was another camp of boaters, one
of whom mated that he thought five hundred deer had crossed tie read
within a space of a mUe and t naif, in the last three days, rjolag south.

i

.

and

and the ground

at Madison,

jSBOlt for snipe.
Big Pieoi

Yampah and White

rivers and their tributaries.

Some rate

it

eqna

front—I do not. It is not bony— the fleah la sweet, but less firm
than that of the trout.
Among thoae caught this fall were some that
had a muddy taste— otherB had not. I found no small ones, ten to
fourteen inches long, that tasted of mud, I have never Been grayling
In or

from any other region of country. My authority for the name wss
who claimed to be very famillar.with the fiah in Northern

a gentleman

Michigan.

The

w. N.

dorsal

you send

mountain herring.

is

Bruits.

that ot the Coregonus wiUiamtoni or

Ed. F.

&

S.

SONORA PIGEON AND ARIZONA QUAIL.
CAiir TnojtAS, A. T., Oct.

Ebitob Forest aku Stream
An article in Forkst and Stream

for Sept. 19, called

9,

1818.

"Dove Shouting

Extraordinary," attracted my attention the other day, and I wondered
how the author would express himself if he could have a day's shooton the road between Fort Tutna and the Maricopa li-seit.
Tne common dove, and a beautiful species {Melopiian. leumptera)—
commonly oalled Sonora pigeon—abound In countless numbers. I
marched to Tama with troops In July, and returned in August, and cannot tell you how I wished for a shotgun. Marching In the early morning
we were scarcely ever out of quail, and I counted fifty-eight in the
road In front 61 n station at one time. I did not attempt to count tho
doves.
At Salt Wells I borrowed an old shotgun from the stationkeeper, who Very reluctantly gave me a little ammunition, and at three
shots killed thirty doves, sod then ceased firing, as I had all 1 needed.
I was shooting for meat, and don't consider that kind of killing sport
but relate it to show how abundant they are. Ttiey fly beautifully, and
scattered as they are, all through the mesqulto brush, one could have
excellent sport walking them up.
The species 61 quail moat, abundant here— G-amhel's partridge {Lr/phortyx gambelli)— does not usually lie well to the dog, bnt if tired into as
they rise, whether within range or not, it improves them in this
respect.
I had a bevy scattered on the meaa the other evening, and it
alone paid me for what little trouble I had bringing my dog out. When
ordered nere I asked advice of Beveral friends about bringing my dog,
and the information one gave me was alarming. He said it would cost,
me Beventy-uve dollars, and perhaps a great deal more. Mr. liallock
advised me to bring him by all meanB, which I was anxioua to do.
I kept an accouut of all expense which he occasioned from Baltimore,
Md to San Frnnclaco, and the back to Lithrop, Cal„ and it amounted
The baggage-masters over the
to eighteen dollars and fifty ennts.
whole route were obliging, and rook excellent care of him. From
Laihrop into this Territory he 008t me nothing, being on a train with
troopa, otherwise the expense would have been about six dollars.
I should not bother you with all this, but I could find out bo little about
the probable cost when I tried, that I hope my experience will be ot
use to some one eLe.
Gso. H. Mokan, M. D.
ing any where

,

Our railroad friends will thank Dr. Moran for his
acknowledgment, while sportsmen will be grateful for
information. Ed. F. & S.

—Bee

;

A TRIP TO SUSSEX COUNTY.
Editor Forest and Stbbam

the

to the

this

;

;

..

Col., Oct. 35,1878.

Editor forest akd SThKAH
Early m September we htd some Indian trouble here, and I went on
acont of S5J miles, which resulted in a treaty of peace and assurances
01 neighborly friendship. Then came on onr haying, and on October 1
I set out for a little contract of Government surveying—partly on the
Yampah ltiver and tho balance hero. Have finished the former and
just got back. My work was a township about thirty miles below the
head of the river, where the stream ia about seventy-live feet wide and
two feet deep in the current, but there are many deep pools, eddies,
etc., which make it a choice fishing locality in the latter part of the
on.
The country near the river is an open park about four miles
wide and twelve or fifteen long but my work extended eastward frum
the park, from two to three miles, into very sugged mountains— the
west slope of the Gore range. The first elevations are covered with
scrubby oak timber and a dense growth of raspberry, aarvla berry,
cherry, red hawthorn and other brush, mostly fruit-bearing. The crop
had been immense, and great quantities yet remained on the bushes,
dried to the consistency of raisins. Here were abundant signs of betr
their feeding gronnds and
—their wallows and shady resting places
fresh tracks. Also great numbers of deer, which seemed to occupy the
country much as cattle do a populous pasture. Further back, the
mountains rise higher the slopes and summits are covered with pine,
spruce and fir timber the intervals occupied by aspen groves and
Here elk
little open parks, each with its rivulet of clear, cold water.
were as plentiful as the deeT on tho outer hills, bus I observed that
although immediately contiguous, they did not seem to range or graze

B. F. Doreanoe, Esq.:

left

;

3

water-proof.
I had a pair made this fall, weighing three and
have waded for hours through mud and
onu-hulf pound3
water, and have yet to report damp feet. They can be deIivered at the express office in Montreal for about four dolThe price depends somewhat on the length
lars and a half.
Jban.
of limb of the party ordering.

Others

—
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three that day. Another hunter estimated the number
that had passed still higher. Another tilled tie deer as he traveled
along the road. Game is all In superb c anditloa.
Sir W. Gordon CummlLgs, of England, left here for home about
In three weeka' hunt Bo got about thirty -Ave c.k, r»o
a week ago.

He had Sued

two bears, a catamount or two, and an indefinite number of
and smaller game. He took with him eight or ten heads
and some elegant pairs of horns. He left his camp outfit and several
horaes here, and expects to return next season with some friends lo
renew his hunt, Much to his disappointment he did not get a single
" big-horn" or mountain Sheep.
1 inclose you a doiBal of a grayling. It is from a Bah sixteen inches
long caught In the i'ampan about ten days ago, and taken from a lot
that passed here to-day en route for market, oince comparing It with
the dorsal yon send me I conclude that oars la not a grayling at all—
Flewe tell us. it wionnri only, so tarsal kaolin
probably a dac i

buffalo,

m

deer, ant elope

I

Bogardus' advertisement.

PIGEON MATCHES.
BOG-ABOUS'

NBW RULES— Single

Birds:

Bale 1.— All mat chea or sweepstakes shall be shot from five ground
traps, five yards apart, 85 yards rise and lOti yards boundary, measured
from tne centre trap, with the use ot one barrel "nly. the choice or trap
to be decided by tne referee by drawing gnn-wada cr throwing dice.

Eulea.— Pulling of Trapa.— The trap-puller shall stand from four to
The tiapB shall ba numered 1, 3, 4 and
six leet behind the shooter.
The referee shall have five gnn-wada in his poeket, having numbers
opon them corresponding to the numbers on rhe traps. When the
shooter is at the score ready to shoot, the referee shall draw a wad
from his pocket or throw a dice, and allow the number to the trapti,

5.

The trap-pnller will V~~
must oaU "Pull." in all cas
paller.

If the trap should n. .
word, he can take tne bird r,r not at hin oitlon; i.utlf he snots, the
bird or birds shall be scored, whether killed or not, as the case may be.
Eule 8.—Judges and Referee.—Two Judges aed a refereo snail be appointed beiore the shooting conimencch, and iha referee's decMon
shall be final. He may allow a contestant another bird Id
latter snail have been beiked or Interfered with, It he thinks the part

Shooter.

entitled to

it.

Ha

bird shall fly toward parties within
Rule*.— Birds and DeclSlsn—
the bounds, In such a manner that to shout ai it would endanger any
person, another bird sball be allowed and, If a bud is shut ai within
the bounds by auv piT.-on besides tho puny at the score, the referee
shall decide how it snail be Bcored, or whether anotber bird shall be
;

adowed.
Rule 5.— Position at the Score.— After the shooter has taken his Btand
at the score, he shall not level his gun or raise the butt above his elbow
until he calls puli. Should he infringe on this rale, the bird or birds
shall be scored as lost, wheiher killed or not.
Rule 6 Rlae and Call ol Birds —All birds must be on the wing
when shot at. If a bird is shot on the ground before It takss wing,
but II shot on the ground after it has taken
shall be scored a lo.->; bird
wing, it shall be counted no bird. If the bird does not rlae immedlaieiy alter the trap is pulled, the shooter shall nave the option oi call"
;"
If
lie
shoots
at it on Its afterward rising. It wid be
bird
and
Mo
ing

—

it,

;

considered "a lost bird."
Role T.— Gathering Birds.— It shall be optional with the party shooting to gather his own birds or sppoint a person o do so for him. In
all casts the bird must be gathered by haud, without any forcible
means, wllhln three minutes Irom tne time It alights, or be ccored aa
)Obt All " birds " auat thow shot-marks if challenged. A bird onco
ont of bomndB shall be Bcored as lost.
Hale I Misfires.— Shoald a gun miss Ore or fail to discharge from
any causa, It shall score as a lost bird, nnleaa the referee finds, upon
examination, that the gun was pruperly loaded and the misfire unavoldaols, in which case he shall a!lo» another biid.
H«l«».—Slae of Qom.— Ti e thoottr shall not be allowed to use a gun
ot JSafeT caiibra than that known as No. 10,
Rnie 10.— Charge of She t.— There shall be no restriction as lo size ol
saot c**i or charge o po »dtr, hut tne charge of shot shall be not to exiat)d the regular Dixon Measure, Ho. 1,10B or Ho. 1,101, IJtf oz„ by
measure.
Bale 1 1.—Penalty for Overloading .— Any person challenging the load
of a shooter, after "the shunting has conameueed, must deposit with the
i

—

'

referee tha suai of 15, which is to become the jropeny of thepeichallenged If hl« loads are found to be correct. If, however, ihey
are found to be Incorrect, ha fhali forfeit all his rights in ihat match.
Rale It Ties.— At a shooting match, all ties sha.l oe shot off on tha
same fronBds ImmediatelT after the match, if they tan h
nature suceei. In case ihey cannot be concluded by sunset, they shall
leomc.nded OM the following day, unless otherwise directed by tho
9- referee. Tn.s, however, shall mot prevent the ties from
J Aire
dividing the i rises, lfthey may all agree to uo.-o. Humid one refuse
f
to divide, then it must he shot off. Any one of the ties being ah >n
tatrty minutsa Attar the lime agreed npon to elioot them oil snail forfeit
his right to contest for the prize.
Rale 13.— Bribing and Penalty.— Any competitor or other person
bribing, or atiempims to bribe, the trippei or puller, cr attempting to
obi aie an unfair advantage In anj maoiiar wh taaevor, to be disqualified
nrn snooting or Bharim; in the results of the match.
Role is.—To Prevent Accidents.— Tho shooter, if he use a breechloder Bhall not pttt the cartridge In his gun until railed to
If he use a inuzzie-loader, he shall leaven uncapped until called.
Kule 16.— Time at Score.— Each participant in a shooting match ehal
hold himself In readiness, and curne to tne score prepai
wnen his name is called by the scorer. If he be longer than five
minutes, it shall be discretionary with the referee whether to allow him
to ibeot or not in tbe matea,
•ori

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Double Birds.— Mv^.a 1.—Rise and

Boundary— All matches

be

sTiali

shot from H and Tplnng» traps, which sln.'il'b, n-t Ave yards apart,
and the rise shall be 20 yard?, and loo yards boundary.
Utile 'i.-liiuis on the Wing.—In double *boottag, both birds must be
on the wing when he Bret la slid at, and if the oilii-r thou Id might before shot, at, ihe party shooting shall shoot at two more birds. Ifihe
first bud should he killed on the trap btforeit rises,
n shall he scored a
oft. bird; but if either Is killed on the
s round aft- r they have been or
the wing, the shooter shell have two more birds io shoot at or, if both
birds By and are killed wltn one barrel, he must shoot at two other
'

;

birds.

Bute 3.— The time for gathering double birds shall be Ave minutes.

All other rules the

same as for single birds.
All tlrs on single bii da Bhall bo shot off it Ave birds, tho same distance as when shooting the match; and ties on double birds at three
pairs, the same distance, and so on uuiil the mulch Is decided.

Dat Match, near Bbookltn,
rise; U and T tiaps

Election
yards

21

T.—

N.

ffor,

5.— Amateurs!

1

DrRaee

o

lllllilll' 000111010 1—15
liiiiii ill o l l o o l—iu
i

i

l

Fountain Gun CixB.—Farkville, L.
medal.e-

1«

T.,
Son- B.—Match for gold
n birds enHi, cighiv varda bound
traps; lies decided at three One

C'abenhaven..56
D Frain
23
Slane
23

1 i l

1-6 Chamberlln...l91

o l

U

II

id
28

Wat'.B

:

1110 11 1—
1
1 • 1-5
01*1111-5
1 1
1 0-1
0111100-4

Livingston.... 21

Bryne

l

...,.

.

,

T

oz. of shot, ti and
to govern

aod the club rules

Sheridan
Cleaver

i;

21
23
25
53

Kearoey
White

1

11110
U110U
0*111
1
1
1
11*10

1—4
0-4
1-4
1-4
1—1

„0

1

,....1

1

Cabeubaven

Loxa Islands

1

c—

,...1

1—

0—1 De Fraln

Second

Cabenhavcn
vs.

1

1011101100111 0—10
1011110111100
oi*«iio»iill»ii—
000011—

WWynn
Hughes

1

GiJderaleeye
Willard

9

1

Broadway

1

1

1

1

•

1

11

1

1

8

•

1

1

1

Nassau Gnn Club.
• 1 I
I

II 11 1 1 I J
0*011*001110

Selover

Harvey Smith
James
"J Jones"

"JBrown

1

Q

*

1

....

1

1

0—8-46

1

n— 10

1—7
1—6
0-4

0010111000100
100001
1000000100006

1

W

"

*

1

0— 3— 80

Gun Club— Long

Seaside

Branch, Xov. T.—Pigeon Bhoot between
Thomas B, Owens, of Philadelphia, aud Dr, ElliB, of New York twenty
birds each 33 yards rise ; English rules
;

:

;

TBOwens

^

DrNEUls

"11101111101101111

1

badge ten birds each
Hurlingham rul*s.

;

;

Dr Ellis

;

handicap rise

5S yards
30 "
25 "

Hastings
Miller

Nelson

21

"

Coomb3
Mason

18
21
si
IS
IS
18

"
"
"

Martinez

Putney
BH.,Btings
Williams

Dr Ellis

New Jeb3et— Cool's,

1 1

1

1 1

SO yards

1—9

1 1 •

1

"

"

jVoo.

1

;

Ties on nine,
1 1-0
Hastings.....

w

1 1

9.—Monmouth Pigeon Club and

New York

men aside,

WHouston

11111111
11110111
1011 1111

1

Edgar Green

I

IlCoiiover

1
1
1

CnarleaOgden

Mr Ralph
Mllliam Cunia
Mr Marion

1

Houston

New York
1

TJrPElb*

1
1

AD Yates

*

1

1

1—9
1—9

1

1

1

1

1

1110 1101

1

i

1

G

Williams
Hastings
Daniel Woods

1

0—4—63

K

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

1

1

for club's badge, twelve competitors, ten birds
and T traps, Long Island
21 varda rise, SO yards boundary,

Same Day.— Match

H

ShjotlngC'lub rules:

Green

11111110 1-9
11111011 1—S
110110 10 1—7
110111011 0—7

1
.n

mil...

Ogdeu
Hendricks..

Jfnswm
No

Taken

Nolle*

Where

to go fob

specific questions as to

Ralph
Conovor

1

—1

Price

Houston

....1

110111001—7
1111110 1—7
1

1 1

10

001—5

1110

0—5

to ggcup-tsjipndettts.

G,

ot

Anoiuweiu Comiuantoatlani.

Game.— Correspondents who
where

Bend us

to find best localities for

game

trouble.

w.

p.,

Georgetown, Del.

It

waa a misprint and should have read

hasimported and

la

breeding beagles.

Do

breeders are well on in their spawning.
in the spring with advantage.

Fry can be placed

in

streams

H., Galcsburg, III.—For your country take the setter,

S. S

J. H., Boston.—Your military rifle 18 an old Tower muzzle-loader
once made as the regulation British arm. The Tower is not. the name
of the maker, but refers to the Tower of Lon ion, where the surplus

stock of small arms

deposited.

Is

Mian.— la the following a good pattern for a Otgun, cylinder bore, 2Sln. barrels, 12 gauge; S'/2 drs, powder, 1 oz.
No. 9 shot; 15in. target, 30yds.: Right barrel, 171 pellets ; left barrel,
Codfisit, St. Paul,

itis,

Ans. Yes, very good.

172 pellets?

T.

C, RoBlyn,

plied ?

L. I.— Is it sare to use salt f»r the cure of fungua on
if so how often and In what quantity should it be
apSupt. Welcher, of the Wisconsin State Hatchery, recom-

mends

Aiib.

salt for fungus.

Write him.

I. CJ., Boston.— Won!d not a hogshead or dog-house In the open air bo
too cold for a setter during the winter even thongh well supplied with
straw ?
Ans. No, not if it waa placed where It would not be exposed

and had a piece of carpet hung

to wind,

was a very good

The

tar-

In front.

S; G. S. Bridgeport.— Is there any Euch thing as a call to Imitate the
cry of the old squaw duck for sale 1 If so, where can It be purchased f
Ans. There is a regular duck call made, aud for sale by moBt dealers In
sportsmen's goods. A little praciice would enable you to use It.
,

H. B. N., New York.—You will And excellent sport this winter in
Virginia see our Game column this week for report of game about
Petersburg)!. For campit'g oat through the winter you will find Pennsylvania and New York too cold. There are fine hunting districts in
the vieinlty of Aiken, South Carolina.
;

H. R., Oshkosh.— Can you tell ns how the three-barreled Baker gun
stands the test of nee ? We ont West are patiently looking for the verdict, as we think it will he just the gun for us if it proves practical.
Ane. PerhapB some correspondent who has nsed the pun will answer
this,
to far as we can learn we can speak of it with high praise.
F. P. H., Syracuse.— 1. What calibre and weight of rifle would be
suitable for general shooting in the North Woods ? 2. What length o f
barrel is best for general sporting 1 3. Is not the Kemington considered

iuits advanced stage is Incurable.
the pole and purgative medicines.

The only chance

Is in

Conn.— Bicycles

cost

from $67

to $176.

No

them

—

Gekaseb, Baltimore, Md The rockfiah of the Southern States
Roecut lintahx, or striped baaa.

G.

T.,

game

is

the

in Calaveras

Philadelphia.— What Is the age of Captain Bogardus ?
17th day of September.

Am. He

was 44 years old the

accentual mark placed
F. W. E., Yuba City, Cal.—The tilde Jb an
letter a liquid Bound, as in
over n in the Spanish language to give that
canon.

O L Nashville, Tenn.— Who are the American agents for Pigons &
We have never heard of their having any
Laurence's powder ? Aus.
American agents.
E. B.
922

8.,

North Second

rfetles,

St.,

addreBs A, J. Fager,
says he.has about ISO v&-

collections, of insects

Harrlsburgb, Pa.,

Including bugs, beetles

who

and Insect*.

Burgeon.

If not, please prescribe.
Ans.
If it is a tumor or polypus It

Wo should first

show it to a
must be removed with the

and afterwards touched with caustic. If canker, after washing
well use the following lotion Alum, 6 grs.; vinegar, 1 dr.; wai er, 1 OS.
Apply two or three times a day. From your description we are inclined
:

to believe

polypna.

It is

J. M„ Atlanta, Ga.— We republish for the benefit of yourself
and
several others our standard reply to requests for names of works upon
taxidermy: CoueB' "Manual of Ornithology," a manual or taxidermy
and field work, price $2.50, published by Government prlntlDgoffloe*
C. J. Maynard's " Naturalist's Guide," price
S2, Naturalist's Agency,
Salem, Mass.; Brown's "Taxidermist's Manual," price
$1, Orango
Judd & Co., New York
" Taxidermist's Manual," published
by Jesse
Hanley & Co., 119 Nassau at., N. Y.; J. B. Davles' " Naturalist's
Guide"
and B. Avis' "Bird Preserving" are English books, and
can be
obtained of Sabln & Sons, Nassau St., N. Y. In addition to these
works
;

especially devoted to the subject, nallock's " Sportsman',,
has several pages of practical Instruction.
" Wrinkles and Receipts "
pvblished by Munn
Co., N. Y., also treats of the subject.
Cue this
out.
1

&

W. A. J., N. N.—1. Canyon tell me 0! any good concentrator, or cartridge that will make a 12 bore cylinder barrel breech-loading shot-gun
shoot further and closer than it will do loading in the ordinary way
?
2. In oiling the inside of barrels after cleaning should Ihe oil be
left in
or wiped out 7
3. Tb Bpirits of turpentine harmless and good
to clean
barrels with Inside?
i. Is there such an English gunmakerss Win,
Moore 7 6. If so Is the reputation of their guns good ? 6. Ii
likely to be counterfeited?
7. Tell me the latest good book on ircechloading guns up to date.
8. Canyon tell me the beBt place to go on
Long Island for a day's water fowl shooting this month? 9. la tho
proof mark on English barrels a safe guarantee against bursting when
properly loaded, say not over 4 drs. black powder and lji oz
lie
Uli
12 bore B% pounds 30 inch cheap gun ?
Ans.
1. Tne ordinary paper
concentrator will make your gun shoot closer, but we doubt if they will
increase the penetration.
2. After the gun Is thon uglily o.'eaued it
Is
well to oil the inside of the barrels before putting it away but If you
clean your gun to-day and look at it (o-morrow you will And that It Is
not as clean as you thought It was.
s. Yes, but. petroleum is as good.
There was, but he is dead. 5. Yes.
4.
G. Yes.
7. W, v
" Modern breech-loaders." 8. Good Grouud. 9. We think it would depend on the cheapness of the gnn. The charge you mention should not
be too much for a properly proved gun.
;

fmm

of §hit8s.

Notice.— Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should bo
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stream, P, O. box 54, Wolcottville,

Conn."

Problem No. 3t.
Motto

:

Forgive and Forbear.

A. D. G., Montreal, Nelson Co., Virginia.—Will yon please inform me
throogh your correspondents' colnmn which Is the largest of the three
towns on Humboldt Bay, Areata, Enreka, or Bucksport? Is it a good
agricultural country around the bay 1
Ans
Eureka is the principal
seaport and town.
Vessels enter which drawls feet of watsr.
An
army officer wrote in F. and S. Feb. 13, 1S74
"Nature seems to have
exhausted her treasury bo lavish are her gifts in scenery, Boll, climate
and bounties of every kind."

Constant Reader, Buffalo, N. Y.—Does the running of Jennie in the
puppy and champion stakes withont making a point at the Minn. Field
Trials not make four stakes within Ihe past two years wherein the Lecester-Darts have ran without making a point, viz., Llewellen at Tenn.
trials in puppy stakes 1S76, Clip at Tenn. Trials in champion stakes 1877,
and Jennie in puppy and champion stakes at Minn. Trials 1878? Ans.
Llewellen was not placed at Nashville, 1S78, being taken up before his
score was run out.
Nor cau we find any record of his having scored a
point. The other instances are as you state,
N. E. R.., Fairfield, III.—I have an English muzzle-loader, 8 lb. double
gun, No. 14, branded "Mortimer" on locks. Is there any such manufacturer, and are they considered a good gun ? 2. How would you load
it for quail, duck, etc ?
3. How do you weigh shot and powder, by
avirdupois or apothecary's weight? Ane. 1. We do not know tho
maker. 2. For quail, 3 drs. powder, IJi shot for ducks, 3j< drs. powder, XX oz. shot. The same, by measure, with Dlttmar. 3 We don't
weigh them at all, but measure them from a Dixon's measure.
T. LI. T., New York.— I have a pointer pup which about three weeks
ago was bitten by a dog supposed to have been mad. Win you kindly
inform me, supposing the dog to have been mad, what will be the result and how long It would take to become noticeable? He now, apparently, is as well as ever. Ans. If the dog was mad the sooner the
puppy is destroyed the better. He would be unlikely to show symptoms of rabies before three weeks, and possibly not tor six months.
The average time Is from two to three months. We should take no

H.

J.

G

,

Dunkirk, N.

Y.— The

:

Deer—De;

;

;

;

H. Gun Club, City.—The question of allowanoe which 10 bore guna
should mate to 12 bote in distance at pigeon shooting has been left to
you to settle a dispute. Kindly answer the above. Ana. In England
there Is an allowance of one yard for each gauge of gun from 16 to 11.
We should be disposed to handicap: tho la's at 85 yards and tho 10's at
2S yards. But there is in fact no handicapping by the Bogardas rules,
men are now 11 posed to accept as standard authority. In

lit.

.:

amended, and feel asi.ur. i thai
oulfl study them eavcfuiiy and shoot according to
them, they would have fairer and more even pigeon shooting. Capt. Bo
gai dus has promised soon to give our readers his reasoM upon whlch1.

1

1

'!'

these rules are based.

1

White to play and give mate

nl. s as lust

in

two moves.

solutions to problems— mo.

1— Kt(B3)tksP 1—Kt-B2ch
2— Q tk« Kt
2— K moves

1

3—4 K7 mates

I

27.

1—
1— Kt or P moves
2—Q-K7 ch
2— K moves
s-Kt-KU mate

11-K-B4
2-Q-K7ch
2-K moves
3— K or Kt mates

Game

No. 81,-SCOTCH GAMBIT.

Tho following game, which we take from La Strategic, was played by
correspondence by the players rhose names are given below. This
game was first published
Glasgow Herald:
White.
Mr. Dunn.

Ontario close seasons are

September 15— cannot be exported at any time pheasants, partridges, grouse, prairie fowl and wild turkeys, February 1 to
October 1 quaila, January 1 to October 1 ; woodcock, January 1 to
Angast 1 snipe, May 1 to AuguBt 15
mallard, gray, black, wood and
teal ducks, January 1 to September 1; other ducks, swaM and geese,
May 1 to September 1 hares, March 1 to September 1 trout, September 15 to May 1 ; bass, May 15 to June 15. For quail shooting load with
The gun mentioned ia a very good
l.'i oz. No. 10 shot, 8 drs. powder.
one for general shooting.
15 to

I

New York.— For

Am

perly ?

Constant Header, New York.— A year ago, while traveling in North
Woods, I strained the muscles of my back by over-exertion in walking.
Trouoles me now with pains in small of my back, and I can do little
walking. Ane. Try Health Lift, according to rules, beginning with
very small litis, and increasing from day to day. Bathe with water on
" small, " and rub vigorously twice a day.

;

J. B. B., Boston, Mass.—You will And a variety of
County, Cal. Take a gun for ducks.

1

.

a aeton on

;

in

;

f

cember

one.

Bicyclist, Bridgeport,

New York dealers

long, and at least one Inch in diameter
the bunch Is on the
ear.
The ear 1b very mach inflamed, and causes a great.
and shaking of the head. I have been washing it with tepid soap B uda,
then bathing with a weak solution of carbolic soap and water. What
causes this bunch? Do you conBider it canker?
1 treating 11 pro-

knife,

price.

Misal.— What is tho proper Beason of the year to place trout lu
apond for breeding purposes? Ans. Ida not too late now, although

chances.

22 calibre.

get

know

C. H., Virginia,

;

and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friendB will save themselves and us

much

Orange

Brooks, Greenville, Pa.— My setter has a very sore car, which resembles canker, except that there Is a bunch abro: In

:

1—10
1—10

1—8
1-7

0—
100110111-8
111110-6
011001110—5
00010100 1—
1—1—67

1

Wal.er Cleghouse

C Martinez

1

Clnb.

1

Putney

Samuel Clark

1

OlOolllO
11111111
11111111

LBostrick;

RB Angel

1—10

01-110
110 1—
011011011—7
10
110
11 0—5
1—6
0100 1100 0—6
11100011
1

1

1
*

d Price.....

each,

not

1

ten birds each, 25 yards riae, So yards boundary,
oz. shot, Hurlingham rules :
Monmouth Club.

Club, ten

CT

bury,

11110 11111—9 as good as any ? 4. What is the beat time of the year to camp ont in
1*110 11111—8 woods? Ans. 1. .44 cal., weighing about 10 lbs, 2, 2Sln. 3. Yes. 4.
1—
1 1 1 1 1
for shooting, October.
110 1110 11—7
1*10 110 111—7
J, P., Cambridgeport.—For the lastBix months I have noticed that
1 10 10 1110 0—6
my dog's eyes have looked rather strange; both eyes are very blue and
1101101010—6
110 1110 0—6 transparent. There Is no discharge from tho eyes, or no sign of cata1*110 110—5 ract, but lie is partially bliud. Ans. Your dog has Amaurosis, which

"

1 1 1

1—16
0-15

111111 noioilOlull

1

est for club's

boundary

H

J. P. C, Tilusvllle, Pa —Please give me the address of
some good
breeders of Ihe beag'e, and probable cost of a pair ? Ans.
W. L. Brad-

tie.

l—3 DeFrain

NisSAcs-Ztezter Park, L. I., Not 6.— Match at
pigeon shooting between live members of the Long Island SO Club and live members of the Nassau Gnn Club, shot for
birds each from Uve traps, 30 yams rise, SO yards boundary. Long
Island Shooting Glub lulus. Two barrels :
Long Island Shooting Club.
1
1-11

iy

B„

W.
Wolcottvlllc, Conn.-Mlnk skins in New York markets
are
quoted at $1.50 for very beet. Too early la season for a fixed
price.
When not dark the skins are not worth much.

trout eggs, and

Ties on six.

Con

We

:

Southwick

aiy,
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Al., Kingston.— A- e the breech-loading grins of P. Webley & Son's
reliable In all respects? Ans. Messrs. P. Webley & Sons rank among
the best makers in England.
believe the gunB to be genuine.

1-P-K4
2-Kt-K B3
3-P-Q4
4— Kt tks P
5—Kt-K BS

6—B-K2
7— Kt Q E3
8— Castles
9—R-K

Black.

Mr. Clarke.

1-P-K4

2—Kt-Q,B3;

n— p tks p
4— Q-K E5
6-Q tks P ch
6— Kl-Q Kt5
7— B Q Bl
S

-Kt-K2

9—Castles ?

White.
Mr. Dunn.

Mr. Clarke.

10-P-Q B3
11—V SKI
12-B-Q5
13-P-Q tXto
14—R IKS B
15— B-K3
16— B tks Pch
17—Kt-Kif- ch;
18— q-K K4

It—B-Q lit;:
12-Q-Q4
13 -B tsePoh
14— Q-B4 ch
15-Q tks Kt
10-Ktksli
17—K-Kta
IS—P-Q5

White mates in three moves.

cursory jottings.

—The
gramme

Chess riayera' Chronicle for November will contain the proof Its projected three-move problem tourney.

—A

three-move problem competition is announced in the Glasgow
Herald, Scotland.
Only one problem Bah be entered, will
original and in three moves. The prizes are tw.i
guinea and the Herald for one year. Tula lomn.
1

,

—The

I

prize winners iu the recent problem trunii.-y or the

De

init

FreePrcms are Messrs. JJraell,. Mayer, Cl
Bronson. The Free 1 rest lournaysareeo widely
lOv
successful, that any indorsement of them iu tho FOBEST axd SrajSAO
would be superfluous.
!,

:
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Faking.— In the Kingston (Canada) poultry exhibition the judges had some of the
game fowls washed in a bucket of water, and
it was discovered that they were only common fowls painted.

ESTABLISHED

ABBEYAKDKEW
& IMBRIE,

1820.

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

at

bush.
bush.

Trout Hooks snelled

NEW YORK
35

48 Maiden Lane,

—Why

is good wine like a bird in the
Ans. Because it is worth two in the
Shakespeare says good wine needs no

Messrs. TIFFANY & CO., invite public attention to the

AMERICAN PEDOMETER,

a
of Mr.

remarkable invention
Benjamin S. Church, the wellknown Engineer of the Croton
Aqueduct.
This instrument accurately
measures the distance a person

Balls always on band.

Bogardns' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bal
of every description.
Would call special attention to my lnrgfi variety
FLIES.
of fine TROUT, BASS and

SALMON

21, 1878, the best confor the purpose. Every sportsman
Bhonld have one.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with

made

trivance

A

LOOK AT

The "

E«

CO., Makers.

BLACK FLY KEPELLANTS,

TIFFANY &
Union Square,

-

-

CO.,

FUB

TRIMMINGS,

New York.

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty-third

(Improved)

handle, will not gum.

Waterproof and preservative
for boots, etc. Plum's Lubricating Oil, Insect Repel.
Send for descriptive circular.
lant, etc, etc.

FERGUSON,

81

Beekman

St.,

N. Y.

novT2m

FOX'S PATENT
A.

212

BROADWAY,

BREECH-LOADING

N. Y.,

BOUCHE FILS&
3T

BKAVER STREET,

S.

CO.,
Y.

largest
Thiu
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United
States.

Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, BilTen Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social
Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of Jewelry of every deaovl4 2mos
scription.

Wonderfully

»,

First Prize

A--A--GUNSI GUNS
CUNS, AND THE LAST OF
THE SEASON.
!

& CO. announce their last Important
Bale of Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Guns and
Rifles, Ac, to take place on Saturday, Nov. 16, at
one o'clock, when the sporting fraternity will have
the last chance of buying an elegant gun at half its
This sale is peremptory. The guns are
usual oost.
all warranted superior and complete in every particular, and are really the best that's made.

BARKER &
47 and 49

CO., Auctioneers,
LIBERTY ST., N. Y.

Agta. wante.
wanted. W. j:
Games, Novelties, Ae, Agts.
r>r\
Ua* «73,'
JlTn
Ill Wooann
N»sa'ao1tr,'p."6.'Boz
a fit
St., T>
P. O.I
CO., 111

a TT^TTtriw &
A
BALDWIN
A

H. y.

no. a

There never was a gun easier to handle, eaaer to
olean, less liable to get loose or out of order, or one
so good for the money. Prices range from $50 to
$800.

WARRANTED
Send stamp

IN EVERY RESPECT.

for circular to

novl4

angM

tf

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

STEVENS PATENT
BREECH.T.OADING

SPORTING RIFLES.

It

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.
T»tol cash assets, as per Insurance Com$14,466,920 63
missioner's report
Total surplus as per Insurance Commls1,621,078 88
Bioner's report

Double and Single-Barrel Shot-Gun*. Pocket
Rifles, Pocket HUtols, and the noted Hauler's
Pet Rifles. Special attention is called to our
Double Breech-Loading Gnns. Thev are simple In
3onstrnction and manufactured with great care
from the very best niBterial. They are pronounced
»y expertB " the best gun in the market for the
noney." Send for catalogue.

KENNY

& RATCLTFFK

New York

City.

TARBOX
Portland, Me.
Nashua, N. H.
E.F. EMERSON
MAKBTON A WAKELLN... .Philadelphia.
HALL & WOHTHINGTON.. Baltimore, Md.
Detroit, Mich.
YBRNOR BROTHERS
Chicago, m.
o. cKONKarra
St. Paul, Minn.
P. J.WATSON
St. Louie, Mo,
DAVI8
W. B.
New Orleans, La,
M.C.RANDALL
San Francisco, Cml
EYERSON
W.
V. C.

OLD FAVORITE. No gun In the world has
a better record far close, hard shooting, and none

THE

will stand

PARKER
9T

£s^§^ M.

more hard

Bervice.

AN AMERICAN

BROS., Meriden, Conn.,

Chambers

Street,

New

York.

BTJBSER,

CHARLES GREEN,

(foods,

Simple, Wonderfully Strong.
All Others at the Grea
St. Louis Fair.

Over

Insurance Comp'v.

Maker

M AXE MONET «MSX
O

SHOT-GUI.

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORK.)
house is well known as being the

OBNBRAI. AGKKT3.

CHAMPAGNE.

tc-

HAYWARD,

¥.

Benjamin F. Stevens, President.
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary

NAPOLEONS CABINET

M

frnus, gtfles.

^intethtt{eaus.

The American Arms

MUTUAL

Life

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

BARKER

NEW ENGLAND

4, 18T8.)

Combining a CAMP LANTERN, HAND LANTERN, HEAD "JACK" and t«TAFF "JACK."
FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. Safe to

A.

FURS,

GENTS'

RUGS AND MATS.

FERGUSON'S
SPORTSMAN'S LANTERN

cents per bottle,

EVERYTHING

Street,

NEW TORK.

!

own make.

FUR ROBES,

SOLE AGENTS.

(Patented June

SACQUES,

CLOAKS AND WRAPS,
our

fill

OPTICAL GOODS.— Composes, Field and Marine
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., etc.
pertaining to the Sporting
Also
Line.

and Sizes of EngUsh Dye,

From Taris, and of

most

and everything required by fishermen and anglers.

Fur-Lined Circulars,

$6.

MORSE &

all Qualities

of the

Try one.

liard,

LONG SEAL-SKIN
In

SPOON." One

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.

exchange, and Second-hand Guns

EXTRA

A

NEW FLOAT

successful spoons in nse.

SPBATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in any quantity.
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner.

GUNS taken In

Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

Walking Cane Rods.

THIS !— central-fire, English Double
side snap-action, twist barrelB, warranted, $28.

Gun,

oiled. Braided
Silk, Etc.

LINER, waterproof and tapeiod,
Silk,

hair, $1.

GUNTHER'S SONS

SIDNEY

AND FISHING TACKLE.

by the "Forest Stream," Feb.

specialty.

PRICE

Beech-Loading Cutis,

RIFLES, PISTOLS

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.60 per pair.
The " NEW RECOIL PAD," price $2. Pronounced

amount

Table accompanies each Pedometer, giving the number of
steps taken in a mile, second,
minute, hour and day.

IMPORTER OF

$8.

a
it walks, showing the
CUTLERY.— Fine Sportsmen's Bowie and HuntKnives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket
of daily exercise taken ing
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,
Etc., Etc.
in and out of doors.
Its mechanism is a marvel of
Miscellaneous,
simplicity, and can be readily
adjusted to any length of step.
ESTABLISHED 1820.
It is strong and durable, and the
size of a small watch. Ladies,
Professional and Business Men, C. G.
184 FIFTH AVENUE,
Students, Pedestrians, Sportsmen, Farmers, Surveyors and BROADWAY and S8d St., - - NEW YORK
others, will find it very useful.

carrying

RITZMANN,

L.

Fine
Palne's Feather-filled, Bogardus' Kongo, and the

new Composition

per doz.

SI perdoz.

to order,

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

CHARLES

—To cure

a tendency to periodical intemperance, use a farinaceous diet, and relinquish
animal food.

Hooks.

Patent

Fulton, N. Y., recently laid
his fiDger on the table in front of a buzz saw
The saw
to feel the momentum of the air.
was going so fast that the teeth could not be
seen.
His finger was taken off. While he
was looking at it the firemen came up with
the question. " How did you do it ?" "Why,
I put my finger down so," answered he, placing the other forefinger, as lie thought, well
away from the teeth. To his horror, the saw
took off that one too, at the second joint.

hand ?

Sale

SETH GREEN'S

song birds are very common.

man

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

We

—A

(T&ERK &

Successors to

Faking is much practiced in Europe, and
very ingenious devices are sometimes employed to make show animals appear to be
have heard of a large
what they are not.
a diminutive
rat being transformed into
black and tan terrier, and painted fowls and

Rifle Gallery,

No, 46 Newark avenue Jersey City.

Sheila for breech-loading shotrgnne on hand and
loaded at the shortest notice to order. Constantly
on hand a good Bupply of Guns, Pistole, Fishing
Tackle and.SporUanen's Articles In general.

HgUtf

of fine breech-loading shot-guna. Muzzle
loaders altered to breeoh-loaders. Repairing and
borlug guns to shoot clOBe and strong done In the
beat manner. I also keepagood stock of
Prices from $30 up;
bored to shoot close and strong as parties may desire. Send forprlce list. No. 3 West Main street,

BREECH-LOADERS.

Rochester, N. Y.

ENGTJMH

ie6U

J

.STEVENS

& CO., Ohicopee

Falls,

Mass.

DRAWINCS St PRiCF-5
FREE BY MAIL.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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NICHOLS & LEFEVEE,
SYRACUSE,

N.

Y_,

MAKBBB OP

FINE SPORJTING GUNS
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show nnd Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only
two Gold Medals given— "For the Best Gun of Any Make," and " For the Best Gun of American
Make"— fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the -world.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF

W. W._Greener's Champion

Treble
Breech-loader.

Wedge

1878.

the Metmel.

Fast,

—>

BROKEN-Gentleraen desiring
DOGS
SPRATT'S PATENT
their docs broken this year bv me
at once. Want them
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES communicate
ere Beason opens.
Shall go South

THE WIBUIHO CWH

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, inclnding .Medal of English Kennel
cinb, and ol Westminster Kennel

At the

international pigeon Bhooting, Monaco, Feb.,
1878, Hie Grand Prix de Casino, an oljt.t d'arl valued at
£169, and a money prize of £tos, wia the greatest
prise ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
slxty-slxof the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-chci
bi

THIC NEW YORK K

•

Mary's -Works, Birmingham, England.
1 Oortlandt Street, New York City.

St.

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

FOSS BROS. &
(Successors to F.

J.

ABBEY A

CO.,
CO.),

SALE— Liver and
I?OR
1

Rifles, Pistols

are genuine unless so stamped
F. O. De I.UZE,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

BKOWN

& aiLDER,

For

St. Louis,

sale in cases

<i

Western Agents.

selling, business will not allow it. rii-i sire is the
best doir in 1 aneaPer on frame.
Price $36. H. B.

VONDEKSMITH,

of 112 pounds.

CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, PurgCure for
ing Pills, Alterative Cooling Powders.
Rheumatism, Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Cure

SALE.— Three Cocker Spaniel Fnoa, two
dogs and one bitch. Good breed. Price, IS
each. Ton weeks old. Address r-iEOKGEPOUNALL,
Bedford Old Road, Fall River, Mass.
novU It

FOR

SETTER PUPIES FOB

SALE, out of Qneen, sha
by Scitringer's Ctzar, Batllv's Fannie; sire
he by Seltzinger's celebrated
PACKER, Jr., 2025 Oxford street,

all

Leveting's Harry,

the above remedies, also various Snrgl-

Lppliances;.

and Fishing: Tackle,

DOG SOAP,

freo

from Poison. For

H. C.
OCtlO

>

.

Address

price.

J,

For tsuch a don will pay a fair
H. S. room 106, Hotel Brunswick,
novl4 3t
,

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS WANTED to exchange a good-size Irish setter
dog, lOmoothsoid, parti v broken, for a well
broken native or Irish setter bitch, not over three
A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
pepper box top, which
In patent boxes
It llldl
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

The Washington Marksman's Wonderful Score— Diagram
the Shooting at SOO, 900 and 1,000 Yards.

nor

less than one and a half years
KAJ1P, Lock Haven, Pa.

pr M*k>

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS LN DOGS

FOR SALE.

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

One

full directions for use.

1S7S.

novU

I.

St

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

of

Joseph Partello's score of 224 out of a possible 226 is the theme of discussion and the subject of admiration throughout sporting circles here in the national capital. The modest clerk of the War Department suddenly flcfls himself a lion of immense proportions. Subjoined are diagrams of the three targets
made by Mr. Partello, They show wonderful shooting throughout. At SOO yards he opened with a one
o'clock " bull," about eight inches in, but did not group his succeeding shots In any particular order until
he reached the ninth, which he put to the right of the true centre, landing the tenth In the exact centre,
the eleventh a itltle to the left, and the twelfth again to the right. At BOO yards he opened with a ten
o'clock "hull" well in, and grouped his second, third and fourth to the right of the centre. The most
remaikahle thli'g on this target is the string of shots from the upper edge of the eye down the centre.
Those are the eighth, ninth, temh and eleventh of tne string, with the twelfth a few inches to the left. It
was on the nest shot— the tbliteenth— that he got outside the eye, scoring a centre, it will be remarked
that all but two of the shots on this target are on the right half ot the target. At 1,000 yards he opened
with a five o'clock "bull," about six inches In, placing the second about six inches to the left of the
ihe ililrd he almost put his bullet on the true centre. The two shots high left are the fourth and
i
at 900 yards to

Address

old.

Price BO cents My mall, Postpaid

S878.

PARTEL LO'S TA RCETS,
5,

advertiser wishes to pur-

really first-class setter tV g or bitch.
Must have extra speed, staunchness and nose; be
broken on qnall and
m- and about

three yenrB old.

RE MINGT ON.
Washington, Oct.

novH It

WANTED.—The
DOGchase
a

SQUIRES,

CORTLANDT STREET, N. Y.

1

tf

sale by

Clyde.
J. W.
Philadelphia.

N. Y.

CHICAGO.
7,

novlilt

SPRATTS PATENT
DOG MEDICINES.

The Kennel medicine Chest

HERALD, MONDAY, OCTOBER

Lancaster, Pa.

$50

tion.

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

NEW YORK

FOR

SALE— Full-olooded Cordon dog; color.
black and tan; age, 15 months; very bandsomo
and corn! shape; never lion hunted, but. will stand
qnall In yard, and not gun shy.
he only reason for

None
1

Contains

Guns,

white pointer, about three
Further particulars, address a R
novli it

years old.

PElK, Auburn, N. Y.

for Jaundice. Tonic Condition P.lls, and Coush Plli
Cure for Canker uf the Ear, LI n mien t for Sprain_,
Stimulant for the Growth of Hair, and Mange Lo-

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

field
for the
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 does and
puppies) for sale. Come and see them stCentreviUe
Erie Rallrotf. Fir.-;, hover* Pest selection.
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic
County. N. J.
j e 27 t

onfe

ION NET, CLUB offer for sale
an exceedingly hand-:omc hpieK, vnpe-and-tan
setter dog, not thorough y hroken for the fleld, but
admirably suited to a peutlenian's country place, or
as a personal companion. He Is full-sized and
lilghiybrfXl.
Price $100. Application must be mndo
at this office.
Address C.
octstf

i

Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, kiiln,
oat of IS at 88 yards and 1 foot and 29X -yards. He
1 also won the second event, killing 3 birds in succession
at S3 yards, making a total of 18 birds out of so. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
[
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 18,7. beatI log 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the sliver cup. valued at 60 gulneaB, presented by Mr.
J. Pnrdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1ST6, In the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. Bogardus and
Mr. Booth for 1500 a side. South killing 86 blrdB out of 100, using one Barrel only.
Tin! Tinning gun also at the great London Quo Trial, 1376, beating, 103 guns by all the best makers of
Great Britain ami Ireland. THE PATENT TRBBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER Is the strongest
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
States, Oct. 6,1875; No. 168,828. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.
.
I

W. W. GREENER,

have

to

will eleaae
fitted for Ihe

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Ron and Gun
and Forbst and Stream.

HOLBERTON.

W.
Oct 13

117

i

FULTON STREET.

Imperial

million brook trout

from tho
J. B.

1st of

&

F.

Nov.

eggs—ready

to Jan. 20.

Send

W. EDDY, Randolph,

for delivery
for price list

Catt. County,

N. Y.

sepMO

tf

WILD EI0E

Kennel.

Setters and Pointers Boarded,

Broken,

etc.

Young Dogs handled with

skill

MINNESOTA FARM—For

and Judgment.

—

Address,
IT.

V.

RIOTER,

TOMS Kivek, N.

sale, 1 G80 acres improved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with
stables, com house, hen house,
windbreaks, elevator,

farm house, three
J.

grain house, fences, trees,
'..I

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want of
write at once to

CHAS.

flr't-class
S.

cocker spaniels

HITCHCOCK,

Ml

•

II

',

'•

i'l

i

:j

:

,-i

i

,-,.

water: directly oo line el St. rani mid Sioux City
Railroad; price $18,000. Only one hair mile Dy ral
irom county seat. Sold only to Increase farmlni/
Interest in Immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Pnoiosiraplis
shown and full specifications plveu on application
to

CHAS. HALLOCK,

office of

Eobkst and Stream.

tieeretary

Onleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Slock and delivery guaranteed. Price $16
septl2 tf
each for dog or bitch pups.

CC'(31tf

SALE— Crvstal Spring Fish Farm and Picnlo
FOR
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Buildings cost over $1,200

live years old
eothle frame
all modern improvements; tenant's house,
etc.— in one, four horses; twemy-ihree
four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
is; fine gar
n
IM loung fruit, trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this ofllee.
1el3tf
;

;

villa;

POINTER PUPPIES.

stables,
"

By Imported elwmpion Srapshr.t, out of imported
now eight weeks old— color, liver with white

Fannie,

dogn, one bitch, price

markings— three

also one red Irish

n

at

n !,p

••,J?M25 -£^??
.?
/ or '"."Strated catalogue and prloo list for March, 1878 also Treatise on Rifle
Record of» .the
Shooting,
International Bine Match, Hints and Helps in the Choice of a Rifle, etc.
t

;

Address,

ABMOBT,

tLIOM, N. Y.

E.

S&MIIIGTOIIAND<3e SOUS.
BROADWAY, N.

GREAT REDUCTION.
JMESSTEJSt

The Sportsmen's Bell
the position of the
dog, causes the birds to lie
-closer. Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cockf ing
and genera;
wiiere the cover is thick.
Sold by dealers In guns
and sporting goods. Bam pies sent bv mail postpaid,
SO cents. BEYIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
East Hampton, Conn.
septl9 3m

283

DOgS

T.

Breeding Kennel
OP
M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del,

Co.,

N

T.

I

SALE— Two

Gordon male pups, one
FOR
black-atid-ian and one red, out of Clytle. she by

Tom

Irish

out of Chloe, by Pat out of Kathleen by
Flnnset
Audieas T* O. bos, 865 New Bedford,
Mass.
«aovT 8

I keep only cookers of the finest strains. Sell only
stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, circular, testimonials, etc.
tf
Jl

young

SALE— One Irish
FORColor,
bright red.
Easton, 3Id.

each

June

$20.
12. by

for Sale-

On account of departure, of the owner for Europe
the following dogs arc offered for sale very low:
painter Till, winner of 1st prize
N. Y. (log show, 1877. Red Irish setter, Snnky, bred
byT Je'ome, Esq. Gordon setter Kent, a prize
winner. Liver and white Gordon bitch Zadiee. Dick,
red setter, sired by One Eyed Saneho. All the above
are broken does. Also four puppies, 7 months old
by Kent out of Zadiee. Can be seen at theTaplulah
Kennels, Bnbvloo. L I, For price, etc., address O.
DUBOIS WAGSTAFF, Esq., Babylon, L. t, or the
novl4 8t
Keuuul Editor of this paper.
Lemon and white

COCKER SPANIEL

I

tells

281

I

New Fork, 1S78.) our of imported Flora (1st, New York, 1S78). Price $26. We
are taslng orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept.
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsev (ny
Cal. out of Psyche; 18, New York, 1878). LINCOLN
octal tf
& BELLYAR, Wairen, Mass.

imported Dash

tiitflNGTON RIFLE

Betl
(1st,

setter dog, 16 montlm old.
Address C. O. BYERLY,

novT

at

SALE—Well broken setter dog. 1% Tears old.
FOR
For partienlars apply to AUG. HEFNER. Poniihncv7

kaepaie, N. Y.

»

s,

;

FERRETS FOR SALE—Ferret Muzzcs. AH kinds
C.

of Snorting D-cs. Send for circular. Address
Victor, Ontario Co., N. Y.
oc SI 2t

VAN VECHTEN,

A

REAL

BARGAIN;— James Allen, English
double breech loading shot-gun, 10-liore, 32tnch exira fine laminated bairels; top action, pistol
grip, light weight, strong shooter; nsed hnt twice;
in perfect order, as sood as new; suitnbla for all
kinds of game; patent cleaner In case and leather
cartridge beltthrown In. Sold only for want of nfe.
Price S40. Address for permit to examine the pup,
L. S. Kane, N. Y., Times office.
novU "lc

SALE—A W. & c. Scott
FORloading
shot gun, 12 gauge,
Damascus

barrels,

S.

.

t>yl

los,

a

Ige's

Eoxboro, Mass.

first

nov7

2t

28-inch
g

barrels,

anci pistol

SHOOTING AT OTJRRITCCK.-A half-Interest in

one of the finest shooti ng properties ou Cnrrituek Sound, comprising 200 acres, for sale ohea
or
shooting privileges (or the season will be
gentlemen at $5 each. Tne propeny comprises
some good points. Fo- title deeds ami pirtiou'&rs
1

Seven Gordon setter puppies out of
FORmySALE—
Sam, Winner of
Bess,
HEATH, 15 E.
Vork Bench Show. AddresG.
send a uow
si

& Sou's breech-

'

»p,)ly at this office,

THl'M "SON, Box

am

For fu:
iddreas M, A. B03.
WORTH, North Brouk/Jeld, Mass.
noi 1+ at

grip.

•

novUlt

4tb street, Ciuciuuatl. Ohio, wll
" Excelsior Game Bag," (Caso
Bedell's) worth $i, for $3.51), postpaid.
novlijlt

&

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

314

a breech-loading 8-prage gun, secondWANTED,
hand.
BoBlon P. O.

Address Box

novH

Auxiliary Rifle
SHELTON'S

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

SEASONABLE BOOKS.

It

sporting
WANTED.—A Spencer
Address P. O.

rifle,

must be

Box

good order.

1760,

Two Thousand Miles in Texas

In

New

on Horseback; Sheep RaisRanging and

York.

$5

§uhUcatiott§,

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

2,753,

$20

to

ing, Cattle
Sport, $1.50.

5

Long-Range
Jjfmngemmts,

Shooting,

JRifle

$h.

Wallace's Adirondack Guide
BROADWAY AND 35th ST.
THE AQUARIUM,
....:.
TEAINED KENTUCKY

(Thoroughbred) HORSES,

introduced by Mons. 0?car.

NEIL SMITH'S EDUCATED DOGS.
Daily at 2:30 aud 8 o'clock p. M.
Admission, 60 cents.
Deserved seats,

10c. extra.

S2.

Camp
This barrel can be placed In a gun ready for use in a second of time with the Bame ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There la no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the snot gun, and it cannot get out of order. . With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
fit any Btandard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle S3, 38. or 44 as desired
Leneth of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co 's
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price Llet.

Life in Floida,
81.50.

The Fishing

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
P. O.

Box

NEW

715

HAVEN, CONN.

"OLD RELIABLE''
GUNPOWDER. 221
221.
DUPONT'S
and
STILL TRIUMPHANT.

1

of

Fobkst and Stream,

m

(TRADE MAHK.)

Sporting

Rifle,

Dnponi's Gunpowder Mills,

established in 1801,

have maintained their great reputation lor 78 years.
Manufacture the .following celebrated brands of

Powder

In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered In sixteen
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among them the

Inter-state
The
other

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

-

Nos.

1 (coarse) to i (fine), unequalei' in strength,
quickness and cleanliness adapted for Glass Bali
and Pigeon Shooting.
;

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

New York
rifle,

060.

The

3 (line), burning slowly, strong and
clean; great. peueirut.ioii
adapted for Glass Ball.
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.
;

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

A quiok, strong and clean Powder of very fine

grain

lor Pistol shooting.

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.—The Fg for long-range rifle shootFFg and FFFg for general use, burning
SPORTING, MINING. SHIPPING AND BLASTING POWDEKS of all
[lions. Special

WIMBLEDON

&

Rand Powder

No. 26

MURRAY

Co,

ST., N. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

i lb. cani-tere.
mended for breech-loading guns.

lbs.

ex

lbs. each,

THE LEECH

clean. No. 1 to 6 In
and canisters of 1 and
fi

Orange

Rifle

&

W.

FG,

ING-

for

rifles

FFG

APPARATUS. MI ITAEY

of

all

mada

:"J

i-amptuets,
out, nent free

and

Platinum Fuses,
showing sizes of the grain by wood
on application to the above rddresa.

MANDTACTTJHERS OF

LINPOWDER.

&

...

Hazard's "American Sporting."
(fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. oanlsters auc
fine grain, quick and clean, fei
«if lb. kegs.
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 8 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
and 6% and 1'2X lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remaTkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting. It
rank* any other brand, and it 1b equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
Hazard's " Kentucky Hlfle."

[From COI.

4:

% lb.

in

imitt.

The FFFG aud

and

Burns strong and
brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" Ed la
the standard Rifle powder of the country,
1

c n.nisterB.

FFG are Kvorite

Superior mining and Blasting Powder,
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MTJSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES o'OB £XPO/tT, 03
ANY HHQ
OB BROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
1
The above can bo bad of deaien, or of the Company's Agents la •very prominent city, or wBotesolt
at our office.
88

-WALL STREET,

NEW YOBS.

Frederick City, Md.

JOHN

BOGARDUS, Champion Wing

ItODINK,

New

Yachtsmen.
HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS
0?

NEW

Shot of the World.

.

1878.

t

^

reach

J^ oading

u
,

gentl

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.
BY CA1T. BOUARDUS.

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johuson For sale at
this office. Price $2.

Wakes and

J

1

4$ti$iexl Jgitstrumcufs.

waters'

Ire

These beautiful organa
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their casea
i:lily finished In
solid Black Walnut.
We
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

l^rms,

States.

Waters'Pianos
Grand, Square
are

right,

19

North

Si2.l1 St.,

No. 220 North Second St., and No. 527 Commerce

St.,

FSCIXiA T>3BXjI»3BCX.A..

TA

THAM

M^A

& BROT
NEW YORK

H E R S

MANOTACTUBEBS OF

BLIK LABEL.

"CHILLED"

SHOT
LAB KIi.

Compressed Buck Shot.
FIRST PREiUIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,— "Exact
truly spherical form, .high degree of flnha lUid general excellence,"

Up-

BEST
.

liberal
etc.

discount to Teai

AGENTS WANTED.

Churches,
Catalogues Mailed.

Second-hand Pianos and Organs

GAINS.

HORACE WATERS

New York.

KEi)

and

the

Touch,
Worktnanshin and Durability unsurpassed.
Warranted for SIX TEAKS.
Extremely Low for Ca-b or on Installments. A
,

at
<fc

GREAT BARhON«, manu-

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

-

=DR0?SH0T.£

mm.

's&sr

Qualities of

ACCESSARIES.

STOKES: No.

I'ian-

Address O. P.

S7.

FIELD,

'.

many charts from
nndings, etc., etc.
the country

n.and

1811.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
all

Origin of
Wrecks, LightClubs. Industries,

.<-.

houses, Life-saving i
Personal Sketches.
Ing and lluntiDgGrt
official sources, iviili
Useful to sportsmen

m*w. K. TRITON, Jr. <£ CO.
Importers and Dealers in

TownB and points o
Lauds, their value.

Popnlaiio

Interest,

yield, etc.. I\.\

Names, Inhabitant-

York.]

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION,

ESTABTJSHED,

JERSEY COAST,
[ILMJSTKATISP.]

:

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" PG, In kegd ->J 06,
13# and t)% lbs, and cans of 61bB.eFFFG is also
packed

my

C. Scott & Son
April 7, 187S
Gentlemen— I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. S.606, in good order, and am
pleased to say that its performance excels my expectations, while Its svinrnctrvand finish is all that the
most fastidious could desire. Itfully comes up to specifications of order, botn in finish and shooting qHallI have disposed of my two guns by other makers
ea.

W.

A

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."

Frank Schlev,
11

Contains History of the state,

my

A. H.

Nos. 1

guns.

Shooting.

Useful to Sportsmen and

my

Bozurd'a " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed Id point of
Btrength and cleanliness. Packed In square canisters of lib, only.

& Fneasant

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
B anting and Shooting the American Partridge-Quail;
Ruffed Grouse— Pheasant-, in n direetions tor handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shsoting on the
«lng. Price, $8. Liberal discount to the trade.
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale
one doable-barrel breech-loading central lire shotgun, 12-gauge. Address,

Oat

C. Scott
Son:
W.
London, AugUBt 9, 1878.
n
B ifore leaving England for
home in America, I wlBh to express
fullest satisfaction
in the terrific snooting power of your choke-bore gnna. I now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with
extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20-bore; all of your make, which cannot be excelled In the
shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. I used
your gun in
two recent matches with Mr. Pennell, June 2S and July 23, at which time I scored 70 and 71
in each match, winning by two birds ; also in
match with Capt. Shelley, July 89, at which time I scored
84, " the highest score on ecord ;" and in the International Match with anbrev Coventry, Esq., at Brighton,
Aug. 6, for £l,(>00, which I won by killing 79 out of 100. All of the above matches were at 100 birds each, 30
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 60,000 times and It is

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO

G

221.

Are Hard to Beat for Qu ality, Finis h and Shooting Powers.
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS
FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER.MADE BY
W. & C. SCOTT & SON.

POWDER

hand and made toorder.

Safety Fuse, Frictional

CO.,

SCOTT & SON'S

C.

Powder.

and all ordinary purposes.
and FFFG, the last being the flnest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>£ Us
and 6& lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and yt lb.
AU of the ab"ve give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Uapt. A. n. BOGARDUS,
the '"Champion Wing Shot of the World."
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTItiCAL BLASTbest

Sizes,

i?artridge

.

FINE BREECH-LOADERS

each.

The

i.

.

1

my

Orange Ducking Powder,
metal kegs,

O03.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES.
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.

&

and Cleanest made, in sealed
Higher numbers specially are recom-

1 to 7, strongest

For water-fowl, strong and

rifle,

[From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.]

Orange Lightning Powder.
No.

Best by any other

Long-Range Match.

SHARPS RIFLE

221.

-

Laflin

1,044.

rifle,

Inter-state

THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER

;

for long-range rifle shooting.

first

Bent score by any

with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197.
The
CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifie with a score of 143 out of a
possible 151) at 1.000 yards.
CUP. won at Spring Meeting with a score of 205. Best
other rifle, 197. For the
ate Prize at Fall Meeti
harps Rifles—
tHvde, Col. W.jR. Clark and Cant w
...i.CHAMPIONSHIP, won bvOapt. J. S, Barton, with a Sharps
Military Rifle. All prizes in th'n match were" iron with Sharps Rifles.
(First Day).— .1. 8, Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 231 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards.

grades for export. Musket. Cannon, Mottar and
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain
or proof. Agencies in all cities and principal towns
throughout the U. B. Represented by

F. L KNEELAND, 70 Wall St. N. Y.
N. B.— Use konb but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg

a score of !)74.

man

ing, the

strong and moist.

won with

International Military Match.

with Sharps Military

The

matches : took

Match.

Military

State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle,

New York State Team,
Average per

Nos. 1 (coarse) to

Powder

AMERICAN

Blasting

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE

'

unlformltT
of '"*
size
c
""""*""* ui

FOREST AND STREAM.
jBporfsmen *n ^atdts.

Chesapeake

&

Ohio Hit

Grounds

of Virginia
West Virginia,

Sherman House,

TO SPORTSMEN:

pickerel, etc, elo.

Gnna. ashing

tackle,
carried free.

man

and one dog for each sports-

The Route of the Tourist

Sissies ^aelUtiea

Peimsyrrani

via

White

Sulphur Springs.
Kallroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Horthwesi and Southeast. ; at Gordonsville, with the
North and Norttiweat,; and at Ricnmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
in equipment.

ap

u

Trout

Win*

Fishing.

Shooting,

and

Also,

Rooms with

5QUAN. and

m

lo:

BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAT,
ncintr. on the K
\V .TERSEV COAST
SALT WATEli iPORT AFTER EJUS

RAILROAD

OiO,^ DIRECT

from
Chicago

to St. Louis, ;;l„

Louis, Minneapolis

to

Kansas

LINE.

SPOSTSUEN will

111

;

And splendid shooting on the

prairie chicken, geese,.ducks, brant,

Connecte direct at Kansas City with the
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Rapids & N'rth'rn

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
THA1NS BACH WAY DAILY,

JAMES CHARLTON,

TWO PASSHNGKH

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Hi s

between B irllugton, Albert Lea aud Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
18T9.—
LONG
Ferrybo-'ts leave New York from James Slip
2T,

(daily exceiit AiuviiH"-) 'i0 minutes, and f rem Thlrtyfourtli street, East Blver (dally) 15 minutes previous
to departure ot irtu ns, ami t'r„in South Wall street,
Fulton and uathaiti e ferries (dull ) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains f oio Depot, corner Flat1

bush and Atlantic avenue?, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long island i'ity (Haider's Point) as
follows: For Gret-npo r,Sa K ilarhor, etc.,S:30A.M„
.4 p. u., and on Saturdays at 2:30 p. m.
For Patohogue, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4S3j aud 6 p. M.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 a. m, 4, 4:30, 6 and tip. M. For "port
Jefferson, ec, at lo a. m. am! i::;o r. M. For Northport, eto
at 10 a. M 3:30, 4 30 and tt.-SO p. sr. For
Locust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. m.. 3:30, 4:30, 0:30
and(i:30p. m. For far Ro.'kaway, e cat 9:30a. M
For Harden City and Hemp4, 4:80, 5, 6 and 7 p. m.
stead, 8:30 and 10 a. a., R:2u, 4:30, 6:30 c":30 p. jr., and
12:16 night, ami from Long Mam 01 y onlv 9:30 a.m.,
1:30 and 6:30 r. m. SUN DA YS — Fur P, rt Jefferson,
Patchogue, etc., 9 a. K.
Babylon, etc., Baud 7 p. 11.
Norm port aud Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:30 p m
GardeatUtv and Ileuinsteaii, 9 a. m., 2:i0and 630
P. M., and from Long Isl nd Ci y only 9:30 A. st aud
5130 p.m. Tiains f.ir Rockuwav Beach, Flushing,
College Point, .Jamaica, ere, as per time tables.
Ticket oflloes In New Y k at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren stxeet, at Jamea Slip and Thirty-fourth

;

FOR

New Haven,

The new and elegant steamer C. H. isoF.THAM
leaves Pier No. -25. Fa-t nlv,-r, Paly (Sundays excepted), at 3 p. n. Passengers go North and Bast at

NIGHT LINE.— The Continent!
at 11
early

p. m.,

arr.vlng in

morning

New

leaves New York
Haven in time for the

traius.

Merchandi-e forwarded by daily Express Freight
from New Haven
ichusetta,
Vermont, Western M;w Hampshire, Northern New
York and Canada. Apply at OIt.ee ou Pier or to
E1CHARD PBttK, General Agents.
train

tl

JOHNS, N. F.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
Pier. 10, North River, New York, three limes a
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoun and
or the Lower si Lawrence will And tins the cliei n
and most direct rout--, a-o ding cn&liRes and deten.'
ton. Time between New Vork and Halifax about
sixty hours, one In Hoc trip through Long Island and
Vineyard Santma, In smooth water.
Cabin paKtaure, meiadin^ HT.aeroriin find meals,
New York and' Halifax, $15 gold New Turk and St.
Johns, $30, gold. Excursion ticket* at reduced
rates. For selttdule of sailings and mtlu
1

;

Jan apply

to

CLAHK & SEAMAN,
AGENTS— WOOD A
& ea, St. John'*,

S6 West street, N. Y.
CO., Halifax, H. S„

HARVEY

It F.

WMm

p\ O]

.0.']

1-,

lie

long

ii.v

n:no

.

Is!

sun

''•.

L'l

1

Ralnoau.

1

CON KL.N,

S.P.

Prop'r.

Philadelphia.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID
LOADING SHELLS.
Sons,

Tork

for baysuipe siniofitigof all varieties. Special
attention given oy himself 10 his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE. Good
Ground, L. I.
Nov8 tf

HOUSE —To Sportsmen, 10 to 30
BRADLEY
shots at partridge per day guaranteed. Rabbits
and black,

squirrels, fed. gray
an-,

i

1

J.

fin parties
•'< 'u

!.

of

numbers.
and upwards,

in great

fur

On

"Hi.',

BRADLEY,

M.

In

:i

Aol.mi

U'i

iiidied, Sullivan County,

in

all

Rifle, Piatola

TG

branches.

its

Repairing of

and FlsMng TacMc a specialty.

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
Eor Gnna, Cutlery
Safe to handle, WILL

nnd Surgical InBtramentB,
NOT GUM, and will Keep In
Sportsmen everywhere in tbe United
it
he beat, K un oil in the marl-et.
Judge Holmes, of Bay till,/, Mich., writes: " It in

any climate.

pronoun™

States

i

the best preparation I have found in thirty-flye
ye,tr,t of active and frcque.nl, use of
K utiB."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO,
B. EATON,
670 Pavonla Avenue, Jersey City
UeigbtB, N. J.
-

Wm

S( Id by principal New York dealers, and by
Reau & Sons, lioiiio-i, Mush; P. iiatiredgo A Co
Cincinnati, Ohio: E IS. Eioon, Chicago. 111.; Ilmwi!
* HUde-. St. Louis, Mo. Thos.
Parr, Cleveland
Ohio.
Trimble & Kletbacktr, Baltimore, Md. S
Cropley & Sone, Georgetown, ,D. C. Jos. C. Grubb
&CO., Philadelphia.

W

CANNOT BE SENT BY MALL.

OCtStf.

FOR FLORIDA

%oiteri^H,

T^OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FKKNAND1NA

1 JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S ETVEB and interior pointB in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thenee
by railroad or steamboat, apply to W.M. L. JAMES,
General Agent.

and Southern Mail &'. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ue, IhUa.

LSI.

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
:

Louisiana

Lottery

State

Cornwaiiy.

This institution was regularly Incorporated by the
Legislature of the Mate for Educational and Charitable purposes in IStiS, with a c pit si of :f l.nnii.iinii, to
1

"

iio.'l.

ITS

Cleans fifty shells In ten mlnntes. No water used.
elastic, self adjusting, prevent the slipping
Of wads. Is unequalled a , a i, r ,,, oii wiper by covering with an oiled cloi h. Eor sale bv all Run dealers,
or sample sent free bv mail on "receipt of price,
$1.60; lOand 12bore. J. F. HON V.N, In ax 31 Roxburv
Station, Boston, Mass.
Liberal discount to the

Knives

IK

PktlacLelpMo,

l,.i-

;,

ui.'i;

.0.1

Ail

i:

....

f ,-.,:,-,

1

01

Wade.

Septus

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago

& Northwestern EH.

Embraces under one management

the Great Trunk
Itmlwa? Linen of the «>s' sad Northwest, and.with
Its numerous branches and connections, form tbe
stiottesr and q^lcsect route oetween Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern ^Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

West?™ Territories.
FORNIA LINE is the

OliAHA AND CALI-

Its

r.lir.nest and best route for ail
points in Northern Illinois, Iowa, D ,Rota. Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia
Its CHICAGO.
ST. PAUL *ND MINNEAPOLIS LINK is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Matilsun, St. Paul, Mitu,:
u and all points
jlls,

Great Northwest.

Irs

WINONA AND

ST.

cAETEE LINE is the onlv route for Winona, RochesOwatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT,
during which will take place the
EXTRAORDINARY SEMI-ANNUAL DRAWING,
at New or.eans, Tne- day, December 10, under
the persoa: ?uriA isiou and management of
GEN. G. T SE-'.URE'-taRD. 01 Louisiana,
and gin. .UA-Ai L a. kaki/i of Virginia.
,

CAP1T.U, PRIZE. $100,000.
icket» are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $5. tilths S*2. Tenths, Si.
LIST Ob PSlZESi

8^~ Notice—

points in Southern and Central Minnesota.

GREENERY AND

I's

MAl.yl.iET aE LI3E is the only
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bav, hlscanaba, Negaunee,
JMarqustte, Houghton, Hancock and the" Lake Supe-

counrry.
Its FREttlORT AND bUBUQ.UE
Is the only route for Elgin, Eockford, Frveport and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO
AND MILWAUKEE LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and is the oulj one passing through Evanstoa,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,
rior

LINE

Kenosha

to

Milwaukee.

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia EsnresB Train of
the CHICAGO & NO B
A RilLWAT.
West b 'und, they leave Ci Itagodailv, except Sunday (and on every thli
rom the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 X. M., and arrive at Council

i

1 Capital Prize of 4100,000
1 Grand Prize of

Grand Prize

$100,000
nll.UCll

Snjiill,

r.f

Large Prizes of
4 Large Prizes of
20Priz.sof
100
200
600
10000

20,000
so.ooo
25,000

1,000

SOU
300
S00
100

'•

"
"

Ge XX EJ
XJ S .
EQUAL TO ELY'S, AT IEBS PHrCE,
For sale by all dealers. Ifannfactured by B.
GOODMAN, Ausonia, Conn., and : White street.
New York.
octlT 8m

20,000
10,n00
7,600

to

bHAUREHaVKD.
G
GEN. JUBaH. A. EaKLY, of
Application for rates

10

1622,600
ol La.l

Va.

clubs

Company

ZETTLEK,

t>0,000

Approximation Piazesof {2u0
10O Approxunauon Pr zes of 100
100 Approximation Prizes of
Is

to the oitlce of the

B.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

40,000

10O

amounting

&

'

01

Bowery,

New Y'ork.

100,000

APPROJK1MATION PRIZES.

11 219 Prizes
GEN.
T,

C.

3ll,Ui»

10

•'

Chemically Prepared,

FELT
W&

2

ter,
all

I?.

TRY
Goodman's

New American

1

1

am

:.;i

GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS

will take place monthly,
/( never scales or postpones.
Look at tne foilowinv ilifAnbution :

in

/

„„„„,„ ,, nra
„
commissi

mould only be made

New

Orleans.

Ouncklee's Patent Camping

and Mining Stove.
Four sizes, weighing from 15 to 70 lbs. Jnst
the thing for any one camping out. Address TAUNTON IRON
CO., S7 Blackstun street,
Boston, Mass.
iyii

WORKS

Write for circulars or s.nd orders to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
P. O. Box 692, New Oricnns. JLouloiann,

H.

or to

319 Broadway,

1,.

I'l.UM,

New York

CUv.
BOV14

Bluffs next morning.

Kentucky

nast-bound t ey leave Conocli BTiffs at 5:30 p. m.,
except Katuriiav (and on evervthtrd Saturday),
(.'hicago next afternoon.
tSf-No other roads west of Chicago runsPnllman
or any other form of Uotel cars.

Class

dally,

4JORTES, Capt. Bennett, and
AU1.U111RA, capt. Mellhinney.
fonn a regular line between above pruts, leaving

A.

a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the beat of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys ou
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New

!

Cromwell Steamship Line.
SEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST.

Fifth Street,

A
o;hii throughout
sh..ot:ng parties.
Boats,

:J

By

1

Iu tne

Hartford, Spring
field and the North.

2m

STONE'S

I.

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAT, L. I.,

1

1

ington street and 79 ronrth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above oiUct s, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
S. SPENCER, Uen'l Sup't.
J. Chittknbkn, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
jeB tf

L,

angti'J tf

per man.
N. Y.

,

street ferries, at the offices of "The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, IBS and 912 Broadway and
Grand Contra, Depot in Brooklyn, No. 333 Wash-

SON,
septis

No. 213 South

Tirmg per week,

,

1

SIMMONS &
Boston, Mass.

If

1

the, year for rissii
boatn tn. statiluig,
for sport men.
At
Terms moderate.

and

Lines In Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds In the Nnrthwes;:, for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated aud KuHed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs ti ken good care of. Reduced rates
on partleaor ten or morn upon application to Geaeral
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
B. P. WiNst-Ow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

,

je«0

rules for
particu-

address

G. W.

Taxidermy

EVERYTHING.
inc of this road

Paid.

Railway.
QUICKEST,

UieSauRMAN.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

auall, etc.

C.

Prop'r.

circulars,

measurement and
lars,

$4.60 per day.

challenge any Hotel In the Worta to show „o
large and as e e«ant'7 liiTni-.hed rooms as those of

CY.y

WITHOUT CnANOE OF CARS.
FIS8T-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS

Through Pulluiau Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Maineapolis

Burlington,

and

We

Rossmore House, Speonk,

Chiengo

St.

baths, $3.5o, $*,

rooms above

all

VSA 'HER.

THE

ami

to ?1 per day for
without baths.

ALYIN IIULBERT,

,t

SHORT

floor,

Still

1.0

i'UCKERTON,

nrday. Lewes, Dei.,
Full information give

ST. PAUL.

For
Bates reduced
the parlor

Hunting.

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD.

Mnnd

PRICE PER SUIT, SIS.

EXCURSION

Jersey.

jther well-known centers lor

Old Dominion Line.

St,

New

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS are sold at the offices o[ the Company in
ill Hit principle cities to KANE, REN O^V A, BSDFORD, CREDOS, RALSTON, M1NNEQUA, and

•c.owned

Bteainura nail

They are the Best.

Company

GUNNING AND PISHING

COJSWAT

R. 1IOWABD,
Gen. Passeneer and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

SUITS,

throughout the country.

also reach the best lacalitiea for

resorts,

The Only Route

Railroad

SHOOTING

The reputation of these
goods is now established

afforded by their lines for reaching most of the
PRO ri INC. PARKS and RACE COTJBSE8 in the
States. 'these lines being CONTINUOUS
PBOM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties and dangers i.f reshipment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TR ANSPOBTED without iallnte
iv injury.
The lines of

Middle

%hroagb the most beautiful and picturesque Bcenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous

watering places and summer

BOSTON

goods.

CHICAGO.

Respectfully invite attention to the

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Rld,ee Mount..* Ins, Vmiev of Virginia, Allenhany
Mountains. Greenbrier and New Hirers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of game
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild dacS, grouse,
quail, Bnipe, woodcock, mountain tiout, bass, pike,

i!00t[tsnim'si

(CLARK AND EANEOLPH),

THE PENNSYLVANIA KJL CO.

and

mirJ^ar^far ^yottmtistu

tjotch

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing

315

State

EASTERS AQENCT,

C90

2k

eow

Lottery.

BROADWAY.

1

TO
This

Sr-OnTSMrfN.

line

presents peculiar advantages.
For
Prairie Chickens, lucks, G< e ai
rant shooting,
our lowa line to-day ulfi-.vs more favorable pointthan any other road in the country, while fur Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Tront, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiel and Bass ashing, a. hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be. found unsurpassed by anything
In the Wert.
I

New York office, No. 415 Broadway Boston office,
No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from yonr

V Draws November

One prize of
1S9S

$15,000,

one of

$s,ooo,

and one of

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

I

5.

$5,ooo.

«!S7,9!5.

M'holo Tlclicl, 9t.

WILLIAMSON

& CO.,

K» BROADWAY, N. Y.

Trap-Shooter's Ammunition
Case.

:

home

ticket agents, anply to

MAKVIN HOGHITT,
W, H. Stunnett,

Gen. Miiunser, Chicago.
Gen, Pass, Agent, Chicago.
jeso

tf

Kew York Mailing Agency,
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. IS Spruce St., 4th door from

Tribune Buildings. J AMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor, Open day and niglit

A handy and compact Leather Box for carrying
ICO rounds, J-s.ftO; 70 rennde, 14. Sent by
express ou receipt of price, or C. O. I). everywhere.
Shells.

THOMSON &

P.O. Box 1016.

301

SONS,

Broadway,

New!

ork.

FOREST AND STREAM.

316
gyortemeti's §ooi%.

FisMng Pants,

ffxdftmft §ooils,

Coats,

Leggins and Boots,
ROBBER GAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

LOWELL, MASS.,

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

AND
India

Rubber Goods

Erery Description.

of

US
END FOH PRIOE LIST.

2T

MAIDEN LANK,

Y

H,

best tiling In the market
"ranting, fishing-, canoeing,

They are
v„- ,-ig, etc.
cosv u> tin.' i'eei., n
mo. Made to order
"in a variety ot styles, and
warranted the genuine
f

FOWLER & FULTON,

illustrated circular

Send
Sena ror

HUTOHJNC;?,

V- O.
sor to Prank Geod.1

Box

300 Broadway,

General Agents,

COMPASS.

N. Y.

i

O

flB

article.

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

The

.

Special

Cartridges for Target Practice.

MOCCASINS.
7

<

ARMT AND NAVY OF THE

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and In use by tho
several Foreign Governments.
Rim-dre ammunition Ot all klndB.
attention given to the manufacture of

UNITED STATES and

TANNED

GOLD'S OIL

TE BROTHKHS A O.'H PltlCE LTST Off
BOPBLLEB
HT ENGINES
AND YACHTS NOW 11KADY. SBND
FOR COPY. BOHEN&TADYi N. Y.

AND CARTRID GES.

VV.,

U6

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

36S,

MARTIN

Dover, N. H.

8

(Succes-

XX I
\

A

New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for uso in breech and rnuzilc-'.oading
guns, making straight-bores shoot aswell as choke bores are snpposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealcrs generally at $1.23 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10
Packed 50 in a box.
for 12-gauge
10 and 12-gauge now ready ; ther sizes to follow.
;

75c.

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

KAY

A. B.

HUNTING, PISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORTING CLOTHIXG.
The largest assortment and best
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

C.

GOODS

W

J.
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting.

one

JRA

HENN1NG,
D. C.

PATENT BOSS

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only practical cartridge holder in use. Will
brass carl
oarry
ai!i.i

r,

.!-im,j'

shot.

:'•

."

Soltal le h

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred ropo all sizes,
RuBBiabolt rope, inaniUa bolt ropo, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORES.
lea?-ly

••

respectfully call the attention of

AND

all

MADS

ESTABLISHED

1S40.

'

A vest will hold 3"
of the cartridge holders.
dozen of these liobiera only weigh S oza. One
belt complete, with go
only
attached,
holders

fro'nt.

Two

-

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

214 Pearl BiTcet, N. Y.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
I

The

can be perfectly :idlusted to fit either a alini
or large man. Will deliver to any address, and
prepay postage, on belts ot
any number of loose ho ders on receipt of the following prices: Spring
bra-»s cartridge
perdoaen, S1.2". adjustable belts with 80 spring
brass holders, complete,
belts

Has received the Highest Awards at all tho World's
Exhibitions for the Bent Fb-ld, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc, etc.
Spectacles and Eye-Giaases to Suit all eyes.

BOQABDUS.

A. H.

PatentBongh Glass Balls are now made oven, and carefully racked, with
51 in each barrel, and by having a rough eur.'ace strengthens the ball for shlpung, and nreven's the glancing of shot, while Hie stuooin b>n has to be inade so
'.hin to break bbco FSfnlly when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and the feathev-dlled ball Is the same. Now,

My

;

Elegant nickel-pis <.t hohv-rs and buckles, the
We solicit corgayest and nicest belt inu;e.$5.
respondence from de ders. All our belts are made
of the finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps
on (notshowninout). Cash must accompany orders.
Send money by registered letter on Serena, 111., or
F O. Money Order on Ottawa. III. Send 10 cent
stamp for sample Holder. Address all orders to
$4.
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dealers In Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE, therefore we
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball Is the STANDARD
would respectfully caution the dealers agalns", laving In a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade,
.balls.
when yon can purchase the Best Ball ever made j.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball Is as beautifully
made. It will break in every Instance when hit by shot, and is suttlclently strong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
,
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest oare, in barrels of 800.
Send for price list. Special Inducements to the trade

paper or brasa shells.
These cartridge holders
oan he easily attached to
anv hunting vest or coat

weighs one pound.

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

"St andard " Ball.

The

The Bohemian Glass Works would

'

oo

starting

A. PAINE'S

FEATHER
FILLED GLASS BALL.
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

POOLER & JONES,

wads from

;THIS IS AN EXA''T FAC-SIMILE.
Brass caBe and cover; white metal race; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been left at the Forest am> stream and Hod and
Gun office. Sent on receipt of si.sn, by poet office
order, to any part of the United states or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

in the

ite for

WASHINGTON,

per Box.

CO., Newark, N.

&,

I

'

POOLER &JOH1SS, Serena, La Salle Co.,aepWd
III.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

Will

Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by
Transportation,

pack 10 extra. 1 have had 5,000 shipped oat West, since my rotnrn from
England, and used them myaeir, and sometimes would nit Und a ball broken, and
never ever three or four in a barrel. Mi traps are the best to pracUce from, and
where clubs use them you can readily see which la the hardest shooting. I-a
matches reported in paper", saying Bogardns' rales and traps used, you do not
sre all ihe balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot
and will follow the instructions laid down in my book, "Field, Cover and Trap
Shcoting," will become crack wing shots, and, farther, patronize the man
who~TnTroTmced this sport 10 the public, and who has been to Eoglaud twice and shot and upheld the
doting " is the only book that has ever been written and
American flog My Ifie ",
Baaltiooght
published by a market hunter and experienced man. I will return the money to any one who
ba'la contains a score book with
the book and thinks they old not get their money's worth. Each barrel of
Bogardus' Rales for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting.
Shooting,"
Trap
$2.
Cover
and
"Field,
single
barrel.
Si;
by
Balls,
1,000,814;
Price ef
BROS.
CO , It) PlnM Street, N. Y. City.
FOR BALLS,
HEVDQUARTERS
..
«
<fc SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
TRAPS,
be bad from him
Elkbart, Logan Co., III., or
AiMresH tHFT A. H.

and

will

largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.
Sole Agent for the best Unman Artificial EyeB.
on receipt of postage of 4, cents.

The

Illustrated Catalogue

Masic Lanterns and Stereoptiemis.

E,

.^'^h.-'jsw(ji:b
UUIIUUI.
AjJ m rH. 1.,
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames;
AlbnmB, Photographs of Celebrities, I'hotograpUIo
Transparencies, Convex niaso, Photographic MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and
terials.
'

dceas

Philadelphia.

DUNN

& WILBITE.

I

HAGGERTY
HAKT
BOGARDWV

wherever be

'shoots.

&

i

PRICES PER SET OF

TWO PAIRS
& W

^^s3ks"ie»
)l%f§»sffi«

r n
(

good, stout, full-sized glove, all brown
8.
hands, good covers a"nd well eewed,
The
a leather.
oi
(four cherts} pieces between the fingers
made out of buck kin, rendering the
glove very soft and comfortable ; strings

B.

A

C.

Mado

D

covered with the very best Oniahcd buckskin; Btrlngs around wrist, and botmd
.
with fancy leather
mulish Buck Cloves and covers stuffed
with beet curled hair, fancy band, best
Btrlngs. The very best glovo that oan be

¥-

ft

i

aronndihe

.--

'

_--

."

{

•

:

-

-_-"

leejtmos

forCircnlar.

CRUTTENDEN,

Gen. Agent,

Oazenovia, N. Y.

r
'

-

WORKING PART8

F»\VM. H.

8.6*

wrlBI

made
b0^^««hw^e^^*et

Pine English Gloves covered with white kid and
aocompanieB ike order.
A book of instruction given away with each set when the money

SEND FOR PRICE LIST OF SKATES, NOTEI.TIES AND

'

1

I

B»»3

4. SO

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.
IBS

DUANR STREET,

BM
6.0

GOODS.

N.

Y.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
No. 145 Bbojldway, room ao. Nzw Yoan Crrr.
All business promptly attended

D.

Long:

to.

NovM

LURCH'S

Range

Rifle

Cbekdmoor Target, Distance 200 Febt,
and

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls

TheikiHuber Trap.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

i

A. Stuffed with hair. The best Boxing Gloves
in the country for the money

KICELY FITTED —Send

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

HAND-MADE BOXING CLOVES.

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every posslblo
direction. No screen Is needed, as no one, not even
puller, can tell the direction the ball will take. Made
Dtotlonary If desired. All metal.

Came,

FISH &
IWADV

SIMP SON. 132 Nassau

BILLIARD BALLS

"1

0BDER9 BY

FOR SVLEfBY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN

New York
GR0TE&C0,,
AND DEALERS,

St.,

F.

TTfRNEKS

TEN^PfiT BALLS AND TEN PINsJ

TO.

11*

E. 14th ST.,

NEW

TORE.

AIR GUN GALLERY,
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester

Sts.)

NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

THE

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY,

INDIRECTION.
TfAlR

x

fairer

Never

;

daisy that grows, but a mystery guideth the growing
dows, but a majesty sceptres the flowing Shakespeare that soared, but a stronger than be did enfold

a river that
a

him;
Nor ever a prophet

;

foretells,

but a miglitier seer hath foretold nlm,

Back of the canvas that

throbs, the painter is hinted ami hidden;
into the Btatue that breathes the soul of the sculptor la bidden
Under the joy that is felt lie the infinite issues of feeling

Crowning the glory revealed

is

the glory that crowns the revealing.

My

Great are the symbols of being, but that which is symbolcd is greater
STast the create and beheld, but vaster the inward creator
Back of the Bound broods the silence, back of the gift stands the giving;
Back of the hand that receives thrill the sensitive nerves of receiving.

dusty place, and I made him sit to windward. It was amusing
to see him present his bare cocoa-nut as the seas would break
over the boat. About mid-channel the performance became
decidedly unpleasant, and, with an elongated visage, Mr.
Darkey remarked. " The old woman will never see this nigger
again ; may the Lcrd hab mercy on us." The channel passed,

;

Space

is as nothing to Bpirit, the deed is outdone by the doing;
heart of the wooer Is warm , but warmer the heart of the wooing
the pita where these shiver, and np from the heights
where those shine,
Twin voices and shadows swim Btarward, and the essence of life Is

The

1 bore away for the shoals to the east of Big Gasparilla, and
then for
old anchorage at Little Gasparilla Pass, at the
northern end of Gasparilla Island. I retired early and prepared for to-morrow's work, a trip outside for a distance of
thirty-eight miles to Little Sarasota Pass.
following the
inside passage to the northward, leaving Charlotte Harbor at

And op from

my

By

divine.

—ltrctJAHDREALF,

fil

Atlantic Monthly,

For Forest and Stream and Sod and Gun

{Continued.)

T REACHED

our camp at noon, and after partaking of lunch,
consisting of a royal bird stew, I started for Punta Kassa,
trusting that the message of "Ail well" would reach me by
telegraph. Eight miles from Doctor's Pass I noticed a narrow
one mile and a half
pass, which may be entered at high tide
;

further, a small but navigable one.

At

the end of

two miles

I reached and

passed an island one mile and a quarter long,
with a good channel at its southern end, and at the northern
wide pass, after which an island three miles long,
bounded to the north by a wide and deep pass, named Estero.

•end a

this pass, and followed it to the eastward for half a
mile, and anchored under the lee of an island, Musquitoes
proving troublesome, I decamped. and anchored near the sandy
point of an island on the north side of the pass. I retired
early, and about 9 v. m, I was disturbed by my dusky companion with the exclamation "My G
Doctor, what is dat.
Ain't it something coming to catch this nigger?" I left my

I entered

—

,

blankets and noticed the outline of a large 'gater on the beach.
I seized my Winchester and administered a half dozen doses.

In the morning

I found a dead 'gater eleven feet long—
victim of keeping bad hours. From this pass (Estero) a navigable inside passage exists to within twelve miles of Doctor's

Pass, and a survey in
passage, extending

my

two

possession shows a narrow inside
miles further to one of the narrow

passes previously referred

to,

As

to its navigability, I cannot

express an opinion. To the north a wide and deep inside
channel leads to Bowditch's Pass, distant from Punta Rassa
two miles. Estero Pass is one of the main channels leading
into Estero Bay. Corkscrew Biver, a stream laid down on all

maps, enters the bay

NOVEMBER 21,

was on the leeward side of the channel, with inky
darkness and unknown country to windward. I put the JDoni
before the wind, and as I entered the breakers dropped the
anchor and luffed. I dropped sail, and as soon as the cable
felt the strain I was in shallow but calm water inside the
breakers.
I was up by daylight, and found that the ga'e had abated,
and after attending to the wants of the inner man, T steered
north. Boca Grande entrance is nearly a mile wide, with one
of the strongest tidal currents in the United States.
Before I
reached Boca Grande a fresh hand took a turn at the billows,
and the wind fairly howled. The wind was easterly, tide
half flood.
At this point the bay is twelve miles wide, and a
very unpleasant, chopped and irregular sea presented itself.
I bad confidence in my bttle craft, fancied that her captain
knew a thing or two, and as I was anxious to reach home I
determined to attempt the passage. I shall never forget the
peculiar motions of my boat, or the shaking up to which I
was subjected.
darky had never been in such a lumpy and

Rare la the rosebud of ilawu, but the secret that clasps it is rarer
Sweet the exmtaoee of song, but the strain that precedes it is Bweeter;
And never was poem jet writ, but the meaning out-mastered tbenietre.

K ever a

JOURNAL.

at its southeasterly end.

Owing

to the

on each side of this river, the
absence of inhabitants, and its never having been visited by
sportsmen, I deem it worthy of notice.
Early in the morning I departed from Estero Pass, and left

Isolated position of the country

Island, two and a quarter miles long, in the rear,
nest Little Hickory, one mile long, and then Estero Island,
Two miles from the northern end
six and a half miles long.
of Estero Island, I landed at Punta Kassa. At half-past four
I received a telegram containing unwelcome news, necessitating me to depart immediately, and make all haste for home.
The weather was threatening, and unless a severe gale set in
I felt assured that I could find my way with the lead to the
island of TJsippi, at the northern end of the bay. Before dark
I passed Beca Ciego Pass, and as darkness set in I was
favored with a severe gale from the eastward. The rain
poured down in torrents. It was very dark. The bay extended six miles to the eastward, a heavy sea soon rose, and

Big Hickory

the desirability of finding a harbor suggested itself, more
especially as the lead was my only guide to track a tortuous
channel. In most of the bays and in shoal water along the
coast a thick coating of broad-leaved grass covers the bottom,
and whenever the water Bhoals there is an end to waves and

J

Kettle Pass, and entering Sarasota Bay at Casey's Pass, the
outside, or sea trip, can be made in about thirteen miles.
As
I dislike beating about among mud flats, sand bars and oyster
reefs, I determined to take the outside track.
Last fall two young gentlemen consulted me regarding a
cruise along the S. W. coast of Florida.
They had an open
but able boat. I advised them to provide her with a moveable cabin, but they fancied that a tarpaulin cover would answer. I recommended them to leave Sarasota Bay at Casey's
Pass and enter Charlotte Harbor at Kettle Harbor Pass. I
suggested the advisability of starting at daylight, so that if
the wind died out they could reach their destination by the
aid of an ashen breeze.
They started a little before noon it
became calm, and, instead of using their oars, they waited for
wind. In the afternoon a black cloud appeared in the west,
and very soon a stormy breeze set in, and instead of making
for Kettle Harbor, they anchored in eighteen feet of water
near the shore. They pitched a tent, turned in and left their
Fifteenth Amendment in charge of the boat. The latter slept
like a top and paid no attention to his lodging place.
During
the early part of the night their batteau parted her punter,
and landed on the beach. About midnight the cable parted.
and the next moment their boat was in the breakers and
swamped. With great difficulty they saved their firearms
;

and other impedimenta in a damaged condition.

The wind

abated, but, as they were unable to free their boat of water,
they were compelled to send a messenger to Sarasota Bay for
assistance.
Between Casey's Pass and Kettle Harbor the
I'M'
very steep, making it dangerous to beach a boat.
With a fair wind and an early start no trouble need be experienced in making the trip between the two passes referred to.
I have made three trips along this portion of the coast and
i

|

found them pleasure
I left

Little

trips.

Gasparilla Pass at

G a. m., reaching Kettle

Harbor Pass. 1 entered it and found it one hundred and
fifty feet wide with six feet of water in the channel.
Crossing Tampa Bay, I had to contend with a severe northeaster,
and found the road very lumpy and dusty. Leaving Halley's
Keys I had to beat to Cedar Keys in the teeth of a severe
norther.

Keys

The second

(islands), I

night at dark, after leaving Halley's
sight of the light of the stab

was in

heap fire at the mill at Cedar Keys. Satisfied that if the
weather did not set in too thick, and I could keep the fire in
view, that I could make Cedar Keys, about eight miles distant,
After dark the rain, wind and darkness increased, and
I lost sight of

the

fire.

I was eight miles from land and a

1878.

Punta Bassa and Bowditch's Pass) the inside route can be fol
lowed to Estero Pass. From this to Doctor's Pass, thirteen
from the latter the
miles, the outside route must be taken

breakers. I

are the nowors ana the children, but their subtle suggestion
ts

SPORTSMAN'S

;

inside passage can be followed to the southerly end of Hons
Island, and from this point to Cape Sable, by keeping in shoal
water over the grassy flats, a mill pond surface will found.
Hence in a distance of 280 miles there are but two points of
thirteen miles each where the sportsman would be compelled
If he was provided with a suitable boat, and
to go outside.
if wind and weather are studied, these outside trips would be
a mere bagatelle.
The southwest coast of Florida is remarkable for the'absence of rain and storms during the months of November, De-

cember, January, February and March. Last winter was an
exception to all rules, more rain having fallen than during the
winter months of the preceding thirty years. Lust fall I was
favored with very rough and rainy weather for at least half
the time, and when I had the most exposed places to navigate
In my first trip
I was, as a general rule, favored with gales.
on the southwest coast I saw no rain for fifty-three days. In
the morning it was calm, as the sun rose the wind would set
in from the eastward, working to the southward and westward. During fifty-five days of cruising we did not reef a
sail.
The rough weather of last winter was exceptional and
may not be experienced again within the next half century.
Fancying that some of your adventurous readers may attempt a cruise on the S. W. coast, a few suggestions may not
be out of place. I made the trip in a boat sixteen feet long,
carried fifteen gallons of water, supplies for six weeks, gun,
It is
•ifle, fishing tackle, stove, bedeiing and other plunder.
surprising how much can be stowed in a small boat, and yet
ample room saved for sailing her and sleeping at nights. For
a party of two or three who are disposed to enter the passes
and navigate the inside passages, I would recommend a cat
or sloop rigged boat from 20 to 22 feet long, with 8 or 9 feet
beam. The boat should be supplied with a light, moveable
cabin to protect at least two-thirds of the cock-pit. In addition to this a canvas awning should be provided to place
over the boom and fasten on each side. This will keep out
rain and wind and supply sleeping quarters for a fifteenth,
amendment if one is carried. A small batteau or Bond boat
would prove very convenient. I have tested Bond's boats oa
the southwest coast and can recommend them. Owing to
their light draft and ease of handling they are peculiarly
adapted to the coast and requirements of sportsmen. Abatleau fourteen feet long with oars can be purchased in Cedar
Keys at a cost of about $14. If any party should contemplate taking a trip "down the coast" they could have .such a
boat: purchased or built by communicating with Doctor Robt.
Mcllvaine, the obliging host of the "Island House," Cedar
Keys. From .New York to Jacksonville by schooner the
freight on a 20 or ?3 foot boat would be about twelve dollars,
and by steamer say twenty-five to thirty. The freight by rail
from Jacksonville to Cedar Keys on a boat was $1. Oil per
cwt,, and I have reason to believe that this rate will continue.
Boat's adapted to the cruise may be purchased in Jacksonville.
If the purchase and transportation of a boat proved
ill'
li'aable, crafts from two to six tons can be chartered
When
in Cedar Keys at from four to six dollars per day.
not under way the captain would assist in cooking, and his
int or chief officer, a sort of ship's " Jimmy Ducks,"
can he utilized in any capacity— more especially in the consumption of snake autidole lying around loose. The crafts
referred to are comfortable, and as a general rule the captains
are acquainted with the shoals ami the larger entrances. The
great objection to be urged to craft of from four to six tons is
their drawing two much water to enter many of the passes
'"ins, or navigate many of the smaller streams, the
very localities sportsmen wish to visit. The boat for the
sportsman south of Punta Bassa must be one adapted lo enter
shallow lagoons and run over mud flats— a craft of light draft,
and one that can be rowed in an emergency or propelled by a
'

"

i

pushing pole.
If parties have the time to spare they could run down the
Without a
coast from Cedar Keys to Cape Sable and return.
I worked
pilot they would find many troublesome places.
the coast on several occasions between Cedar Keys and Punta
Rassa and have reason to believe that I am posted with
reef, and
oyster
bank,
reference to the locadon of every sand
mud flat along the coast— the result of an intimate acquaintance with these objects. The best course would be to transport a boat by steamer to Manatee, and thereby avoid the inFrom Manatee to
tricate navigation north of this point.
Charlotte Harbor with favoring winds is about two days' sail,
and about two more to Doctor's pass. In my noteB published

stormy norther was blowing, and 1 deemed it advisable to
make a harbor. It was blowing so heavy and the boat cut bo
many capers I could not utilize my boat compass. Aware
that the wind was north, I resolved upon steering east and
trust to luck.
After running for some time I beard the surf
breaking on what I had reason to believe was an exposed
oyster shell bar. Eyes were useless, bo I trusted to ears.
Listening to the break on the bar, I steered a course parallel
with it for several hundred yards, when 1 detected a point in the Forest and Stream and afterward republished in
where there was an absence of breakers. 1 steered for the "Camp Life in Florida," I have given more directions for
quiet spot and soon found myself at anchor under the lee of working the coast from Cedar Keys to Punta Bassa.
an exposed oyster bar. When day appeared I examined my
If the tourist shipped his boat by steamer to Key West he
surroundings and found that I had passed safely through a would save time, have favoring winds and could work to the
channel not over fifty feet wide between the points of two ex- northward. After reaching Manatee, Tampa or Cedar Keys
posed oyster shell bars or reefs, very numerous between the boat could be sold at auction, and would probably bring
Cedar Keys and the Withacoochice.
two-thirds of her cost. If Key West should be made the point
Between Cedar Keys and the Anclote Keys, a distance of of departure I would advise parties to engage a pilot to guide
sixty miles, the trip can be made inside the reefs in shoal and them to Hurricane Key.
The charge might be $10. Or else
calm water. From the latter islands the inside route (inside purchase a portion of the series pt five charts showing the
A pilot or
of islands) can be taken to Casey's Pass in Sarasota Bay, a Keys from Key West to Bay Honda channel.
distance of eighty-five miles. From Casey's Pass to Kettle good chart: is absolutely necessary, for there is but one chanHarbor is thirteen miles outside work. From the latter to nel leading through the Keys. The map of Florida published
Estero Pass (with the exception of about two mdes between by the War Department and reproduced in 1873, is the largest

—

'

'
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best map of the State, and showB more rivers, islands,
This
creeks, passes avid inlets than any of the smaller maps.
map can only be obtained from the Department through a
Congressman or Senator. I have found this map very accurate and of great service. Two charts have been published
of Charlotte Harbor, and one of Tampa Bay. They would
be found useful, and can be purchased of any dealer in maps.

and

A

few tilings which I will refer to will be found almost indispensable. At least seven gallons of water should be carried
for each member of the party. 1 prefer five gallon kegs, for
they make good ballast, and are convenient to move about.
light shovel should be provided, for by its means water can
be obtained on most of the islands or on the mainland by
search for
digging a shallow well in some low spots.
water should never be made near mangroves, for if obtained
In these communications and in
it will be brackish.
notices of the coast north of Punta Rassa, republished in
*' Camp Life in Florida," 1 have pointed out several places
supply can be secured
•where good water can be obtained.
at the head of lagoons, or up any of the creeks or small

A

A

my

A

streams.

When anchoring I always

use a buoy connected with aline,
•which is attached to one of the flukes of the anchor. If it
should foul it can generally be recovered by the aid of the
buoy line. The loss of an anchor away from ship-chandlers'
stores is a serious loss.
I invariably camp in my boat, for it
oaves the time and trouble of pitching a tent, and obviates the
•necessity of sleeping on damp ground and by studying locality
and the course of the winds the sportsman Can select an
anchorage where he will escape the sanguinary attacks of
musquitoes. During a cruise along this coast, more especially among the Mangrove Islands, it is at times very difficult to find a locality where a tent can be pitched.
five-tined grains would be found useful to capture turtle
and to land large fish. A seine from 30 to 40 feet long, with
one-inch mesh, would be found serviceable to capture bait or
a mess of fish. If the Bportsman can handle a six or sevenfoot cast net the seine can he dispensed with. I always depend upon the best quality of pilot bread, and I find that a
barrel will last two men about six weeks. If the sportsman is
supplied with store teeth he can lay in a stock of soda crackers or depend on slap-jacks for the staff of life. Pi'ot bread
not so
ia nutritious, healthy, digestible and always ready
I have found
•with corn bread, slap-jacks and other fixings.
Chicago canned beef very convenient and palatable. There
are times when fish or game cannot be obtained, or when a
person is making a long day's run, that this commodity
fresh supply of provisions
answers an admirable purpose.
can be obtained at Port Myers, on the Caloosahatchie,
small pocket compass should be carried by every one who
When tramping in Australia
leaves camp for any distance.
I made a study of the position of the sun in relation to my
course. In Australia, when soliciting directions to any point,
old bushmen will tell you to start with the sun in your face,
on your back, or on your right or left shoulder, and to study
its course in relation to your body at certain hours of the day.
boat compass is not absolutely necessary, but might be
found useful; one that will answer a good purpose will cost
;

A

;

A

A

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
ducks is sailing in and out through the headlands of
and the lake sleeping amidst its rugged mouutains
seems as if no rough winds could ever ruffle those waters,
which but a few years ago treacherously closed over the late
lord of the soil and his five trusty followers.
Up and up through woodland paths, the sportsmen and
At length a halt is
beateis in one party, now step briskly on.
made. McTavish respectfully places each gun in his proper
pass, and remains in attendance his authority being delegated
for the time to one of his subordinates, who beads the men on
Twenty minutes
their rapid ascent to the eud of the wood.
being allowed to reach their destination and get in file, the
signal is given, and a wild cry wakes the echoes of the glen.
Again and again it rises, now in the distance, now nearer,
At different points the wild whoop
now fading away!

flock of
the bay,

;

breaks out, as it were, simultaneously, yet for some time
without result. In the passes all is silent expectation. At
a single report deep In the forest.
length, bang
The writer, who, if the truth must be told, has been indulging in a secret pipe— which is strictly forbidden at a
drive, the nostrils of a roe-deer being peculiarly sensitivepops it in his pocket and springs to his feet. He has caught
a swift rushing round, a crackling of twigs which means
Not one, but two
Eight
something. By Jove, it does
Left
Over and over roll the pair, the points of one little
head are stabbing the moss: the buck jerks back his head in
He will
splendid fellow
agony and leaves them there
never tread those shady glens again.
As this successful sportsman stands regarding his good
luck, another is on the alert. He, too, has caught a sound
soft rustling, a gentle
which sends the blood to his heart.
but unlike the advent of the other
pit-pat on the mossy path
couple comes the single, timid creature, who now, all confused, trembling and suspicious, creeps along the quiet openHa! what is that she sees? Something unsual, someing.
thing dangerous. One slender limb ia extended, the graceful
head is thrown upward, the scared eyeballs search the prosA Bhout from above and the doe bounds forward to
pect.
her fate that shot needed not much of the sportsman's skill;
but as to this we fancy he will hold his tongue.
Keports are now ringing through the wood as the heavy
tramp of the beaters approaches nearer and nearer to the
"guns." By this time all the roe deer have passed, eleven in
all having fallen, and small game, i. e., pheasants, woodcocks,
black game, hares and rabbits may be shot, these having enjoyed an immunity hitherto. All ''guns" now leave their
passes and begin the skirmish merrily in line with the beaters.
Anything that gets up is fair prey. Away whirrs an old
black cock, down he comes. By canters a hare, over he topples.
Rabbits in all directions pop head over heels, and the
game bags are rapidly filled.
The light iB waning and the day is over, so home we go
through the dusk. Tweed cloth is exchanged for swallowtails, and by eight o'clock we are telling our experiences to
S. Q. Colquhoun.
fair listeners round the dinner table.
November 1st, 1878.

Powder, shot, shells and ammunition, as well as hooks,
rods and lines and provisions, and even snake antidote, can
be purchased of as good quality and as cheaply in Jacksoville
as in the Northern cities.
In conclusion, I shall simply remark that I have no pecuniary interest whatever at stake on the southwest coast o
Florida, and merely refer to it because it offers the sportsman
an accessible section where game is abundant and where it has
not been disturbed by settlers, Indians or pot-hunters. Owing to the superiority of the climate, it offers many inducements to the adventurous tourist or the lover of an extended
boat trip. To the naturalist it offers a prolific field, where
Although one of the
treasures have not been investigated.
healthiest sections in the United States during the winter, and
likewise during the summer on the islands, or the main-land
near the Gulf, yet if the sportsman should penetrate the Everglades to any extent there is a bare possibility of contracting
fever and ague, which can be arrested at once by ten or fifteen grains of quinine. In some persons a change of water is
liable to produce an attack of diarrheas, and a diarrhoea mixture might prove useful. South of Capo Komano mosquitoes
are troublesome during the winter months, and if sportsmen
camp on shore, or sleep in a boat in some of the narrow
streams, a remedy to drive away these insects might save the
tise of words unpleasant to the ears of deacons and classAl Fkesoo.
leaders.
Jacksonville, Flo.-, Oct. 14, 1878.

For

Forest and Stream

and Rod and Own.

A ROE DRIVE IN SCOTLAND.
ten o'clock on a cold, frosty morning in October, and
there is to te a roe drive along the banks of Loch Lomond.
Outside the old gray towers, whose turrets are reflected in the
glassy lake, there assembles a crowd of from twenty to thirty
rough, stalwart, wiry Highlanders not, however, intent as
their forefathers were on following their chief to invade the
haunts of Caterans, or to repel the advance of Southern in-

JT

is

;

bidding ready to risk their livesvaders, but
no vain boast either, when youthful guns " are of the party
in lending their aid, while he pursues a humbler prey.
" Laird "
It is the duty of these to find the game for the
and his friends, and hunt it through the passes to where the
sportsmen lurk; in short, they are what is technically termed
•"
beaters," and comprise the gamekeepers, watchers and
kennel boys of the estate. On the doorstep stands the head
keeper, to whom the major domo, or steward of the housestill at his

'

'

hold, proffers attention.

!"
will you take anything
ye, Mr. Swainson, no' till the work is over; a
stomach in the morning makes an empty bag at night
Are they Teady yet ?"
"They'll be ready directly Master is come down, and he
is al ways to his time.
" What straDgers have ye in the hoose the day ?"
"You must do your best, McTavish, for there are Lord
William and Lord Charles as well as our own young gentlemen, and I heard them say they want to show the Englishmen what we can do in the North."
The keeper's eye kindles as the door opens, and out file
half a dozen fresh, young, merry, light-hearted lads, laughing

" McTavish,

"Thank

full

j

'

and eager for the sport. They pleasantly return the general
and a few of the keepers they single out. for a word of
notice: then the order is given, and off they all march for the
salute,

Bandry wood.
What a morning
fir-trees, bb

it

Brightly sparkles the frost on the
it is
drips beneath the influence of the sunshine.
!

A

Although

!

!

I

!

!

A

!

A

;
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For

Forest

and Stream and Sod and Gun.

DUCK SHOOTING ON THE SUSQUE-

HANNA

FLATS.

skiff),

we had knocked

full

sport of the most exciting character, fit to
make a hearty sportsman's blood thrill, yet it seems like useThe game is hardly worth the carrying home.
less slaughter.
At this season it is rank, though exceedingly fat from the
unlimited supply of food. Later in the season, when the
ribbon grass is washed out, and nothing but celery can te
had, the birds are prime for the table but by that time they
have become educated and are wary of the gunner and bis
decoys, and are taken in more limited numbers.
Quail are
plentiful in this section.
1 bagged thirty.four in half a day.
If any of Foesst and Stream's readers would like to try a
day in a box let them address J. Torbcrt, Elkton, Cecil Co.,
Md., and their wants will be supplied without charge, save
Bleb Wise.
actual expense.
it is

j

SOMETHING ABOUT ARCHERY.

!

A

five dollars.

shape of a native in a fast sailing
one hundred and thirty ducks,

modern essayists upon this subject,
claim can
LHvE
be laid to originality in this direction. Roger Ascham
all

little

has given, in his quaint

probably "the whole of the

style,

science," and we have, like most others, gone to him for
much of the material which follows
The accoutrements requisite for an archery "outfit" consist of a bow, a bow case, about half a dozen arrows, a tin

.

case or quiver for holding them, an arm guard, a glove, a
These may all he obtained of
belt, a tassel and a grease box.
dealers in archery goods at prices varying greatly, but $7 to
Various
§10 ought to buy a very good and complete outfit.
In Job we
materials have been used in manufacturing hows.
read of " the bow of steel." Homer tells us that the bow

used by Pandarus was

In

many partB of the
The yew tree

East horn and sometimes ivory are

has also furnished many bows now
woods are employed besides the yew lancewood,
rosewood, snakewood and tulip-wood combined with horn,
beam and hickory. The writer saw, not long since, a bow
made from this wood. It was about fifty pounds weight.
used.
various

;

;

Bows are of two kinds, "self bows," or those formed of
one piece of wood, and " back bows," composed of two kinds
of wood, one tough and the other elastic, joined lengthwise
and firmly glued ; the common lancewood self-bow is perhaps the cheapest of the better imported articles. The continental yew self -bow is among the most expensive. Bowstrings
have been made of silk, hemp and catgut; the hemp is considered by many the beat and most durable—but silk is more
elegant and preferred by some. Arrows are chiefly manufactured of prepared limewood, pine, whitewood, maple and
aspwood. The "nock" or notch for the reception of the
the feathers from the wingstring is (or should be) of horn
of the gray goose, the turkey or the eagle, and the head or
another head is made of pewter for
pile of thin steel or iron
The length of the arrow depends much upon
target practice.
For a bow five fejt long the arrows should
thai of the how.
be twenty-four or twenty-five inches in length— twenty-seven
inches is the usual width. Arrows vary in weight as well as
in length, and are usually proportioned to the strength of the
bow their weight is always marked on them between the
feathers, and archers should be careful, when shooting at a
target, to keep to one certain weight.
The "quiver" is of tin, usually japanned, and if the taste
dictates, is ornamented more or less.
It is generally made to
hold about a half dozen arrows. It may be made of very rich
;

;

,

THE

State of Maryland derives a revenue from the tax or
license imposed upon the gunners— or duckers, as they
are here called who shoot wild fowl upon her waters;
therefore a day for the commencement of shooting is fixed
by law. This is not for the protection of game, but simply
to give each one an equal chance. To a sportsman the butchery of game practiced here is simply monstrous, and I can
Howscarcely withhold harsh words when I write of it.
with all the
ever, as I am here on equal terms for the time
rest of the butchers, I must hold my peace and confine myself to a description of how the thing is done.
There are forty-three boats licensed by the State as sinks,
and about half that number as sneaks, or bushwhackers, as
they are here called. The sinks are the same as what are
known as batteaux in the East. The bushwhackers, I guess,
would be a novelty on the Sound, and perhaps a description
Par bushof their modus operandi would not come amiss.
whacking a stool of about seventy-five of the most perfect
decoys are necessary, painted so naturally that the ducks can-

—

—

—

These
not detect the fraud even while sitting among them.
decoys are anchored out just as a bed of ducks would be
used. The gunner, in a large batteau, with the bow well
covered with cedar brush, takes his stand about a quarter of
a mile to the windward, and when ducks settle among the
Generally the
decoys, sculls the boat down upon them.
ducks will sit quietly until he gets within from forty to fifty
yards of them. More canvas backs are taken in this manner
than by the sink-shooters.
But to the point for which I began
Our party of three chartered a regular professional outfit,
consisting of a large, double cabin scow, with box and men
At four o'clock on Friday, the 1st inst., we anto work it.
chored on the gunning grounds. The law does not allow
going upon the grounds earlier. We hung our lantern «pon
our shrouds as a warning to other gunners to keep at least a
mile away, and anxiously awaited the break of day. All
along, as we sailed toward the position we designed to take,
:

the splash and roar of ducks arising from their feedinggrounds, disturbed by us, could be heard and now, as we
lay at anchor, busily preparing for the work before us, the
whistle of the wings of myriads of fowl, startled by the various boats, may be heard.
Just at the dawn of da}r the sink was launched, and it was
We agreed to two hours each
our fortune to take first shot.
Of all sport, we venture to say, this is the most
in the box.
Although your correspondent has Bhot upon this
exciting.
same ground every year for the last fifteen years, yet the
edge is not even worn from it, and all seems as new and fresh
to-day as was the first day's shooting.
;

So soon as it was light enough to distinguish objects,
myriads of ducks could be seen flying in all directions, and
they came down to our decoys in such numbers that it was hard
Eight and left, at head and
to determine which to shoot at.
foot, the bewildered creatures pitched to our decoys, seemingly as though looking for shelter from the terrible cannonading going on upon the ten square miles of flats. Our little
twelve Scott, with three drachms of Orange Lightning and
one ounce of No. 4 chilled shot, answered to our every call,
and duck upon duck splashed upon the water, until really we
were forced to cry "Enough." Then our tender went his
rounds, and picked up as the result of one hour and thirty
Add
minutes' shooting one hundred and seven ducks.
to this the cripples and the dead lost, and those picked up by
cripplers (a species of hyena that infests these waters, In the

and expensive materials.
The " brace" or arm guard, used to protect the arm from
being hurt by the rebound of the string, is made of leather
(morocco or calfskin) the face ia smooth, hard and polished
to prevent the string from being fretted in its passage over it.
j

The

belt is

composedof the same

leather as the braci

this is entirely a matter of taste and money,
Eeantifully
wrought and expensively ornamented belts are imported, and

no doubt used, The color is usually crimson, purple, green
or black, russet sometimes also being employed.
From the
belt on the left side is suspended "the tassel, which is of
worsted, and in color matching the belt. Its use is to wipe
the arrows after they have been used, as a small particle of
dirt, adhering to them will impede their flight.
The grease
box, if not an absolutely necessary appendage, is a very useful one for keeping the fingers of the glove moist and supple.
It usually consists of a plain or ornamental metal bos, worn
on the same side as the tassel. The glove is worn to protect
the fingers from being injured by the string; it is made to
match the belt and brace, and should lit well to be of any
use.

The target is made of straw twisted into a rope, and wound
from the centre outward until a diarueter of two feet is
reached with a thickness of two and a half or three inches;
The tarthis is then covered with canvas and painted white.
get has a gold spot in the centre called " the gold "—a red
ring a ouad tb.ii>, then a white, then a black, and outside
of all a white ring bordered with green. These circles determine the value of each shot aud test the skill of the archer,
Our friend Ascham pithily observes: " Archery is mure
leas difficult to be
pleasant to behold than easy to be taught
suggestion
followed in practice than to be described"
here made preliminary to other rules, is to begin practicing
with a bow that can be managed without extra exertion of the
of
about
twenty
or
a
bow
;
twenty-eight
arms and chest
pounds will generally be the heat for young ladies during the
the next they can increase the power to thirty or
first season
thirty-five pounds, tut we should never advise them to exceed
forty pounds. Good instruction and example, backed by diligent attention and practice on the part of the learner, will be
speedily rewarded by proficiency ; the moment of taking
aim the powers of the mind should be concentrated on the affair in hand, the action being governed by judgment and coolness ; nervousness, inattention, or a wandering of the thoughts,
or eyes, will cause inaccuracy of aim, and probably a clear
" miss." Yegetius says that " the left hand should be steady,
the right hand draw the string with judgment, and both
the eye aud mind be brought to bear together on the subject
of the aim."
" Shoot slralgiite ana of a good lengthe,
Tben shall ye win of aDj Htiengine "
is the advice of an old author who wrote in the sixteenth century ; and to shoot straight, the eye must be fixed upon the
mark, the mind bent to assist the eye, and the bands will
obediently obey their duty. To shift the eye from the shaft
to the mark and from the mark to the shaft, is to insure a
;

A

,

failure.

held in the left hand, the arm extended
and the wrist turned inward; the hand
the handle, as nearly level with the top as

The bow Bhould be
in a straight

grasps the
possible.

line,

bow

at

FOREST AND STREAM.
With

the right hand lake the arrow by the middle and pass
under the s'Ting and over the bow when tho pila reaches
left hat; J, the forefinger of that hand must be clasped
tigatly over it
;lir_'co back to the nock,
the rij
with the thumb and finger, the cock feather is
Hooked for and the arrow slid down the bow and arranged
with the cock-feather upward and in a line with the handle of
BhebDw; during this niuno'iiver Hie how may be held horizontally it is brought by a semi-circular sweep of the arms
into an almost perpendicular position, tho forefinger of the
left hand entirely detached from the arrow, and the whole of
that hand grasping the how at the handle, while with the
right the arrow is adjusted to the string.
By the time the
bow is raised to the proper position and the arrow brought to
a level with the car, it should be nearly three-quarters drawnif,

3i9

SCREENS FOR OUTLETS TO TROUT
PONDS.

;

the

;

:

The

position of the 'body should be facing at right angles to
the tarsal the icebeii ._
directly to it, the eye looking si might at the gold. Aim should now lie taken, and the
bow kept fuliy drawn for more lhan a second, or it will be
injured, but the arrow loosed at once.
celebrated premier till list-use once affirmed that of alt the
attitudes she ever studied not one was so graceful or displayed the form to better advantage than that which the body
assumed at the moment of drawing the bow. As almost
every archery club has its own special rules for the practice
at tho pastime, it is not necessary to enter on those points
•which are me
besides, there are now several
works published which contain everything of value and importance in this direction.
few suggestions as regards
•dress, however, may bo pardonable.
In a variable climate
.

A

A

own

out-door amusements must be pursued with
some caution, it one would preserve tho health. Hence it is
evident (hat some costume should be chosen that will not only
be graceful and effective, but which will preserve the body
from chilly winds, dampness of the atmosphere, etc. The
shade of. green called Lincoln-green, or a haudsome shade of
the now popular myrtle-green in cashmere or camel's hair, or
for late autumn an ail-wool light ladies' cloth or heavier
camel's hair cloth of some kind. The walking dresses of today are, many Of them, quite as pretty, tasteful and appropriate for archery costumes as anything that could be devised,
The shoes should be strong, double-soled French calf, or kid.
hat most appropriate for this costume is a jaunty felt
Derby, in color to correspond with the dress, if possible this,
however, is unimportant, as indeed may be said of the costume in general, provided rules of comfort and good taste are
followed.—Detroit Free, Pvat,
like

our

all

;

Four years

when archery had not become as popular
it now is, we published in Fobest and

ago,

in the United States as

Stbham, very

information relating to the -whole subject
contained in She series of articles on pages 153, 3-18, 203, Vol.
II.

NEW

I

tut]

[wMchitse].— Eds.

Yens, Nov.

1-2,

the attention ot fish cultonsts and those Interested in
the Eame to tho importance of erecting proper soreena at the outlet of
all lakes which have been stocteu the last few years.
The young fry
I desire to call

more or lers
escape. The expense is trifling. Put down a post on each siile of the
flume, a cross bar at top and bottom ; nail on cleats one Inch wide, one
inch thick] and half an inch apart. This will prevent thtiu from escaping if the cleats are Iwofeetor two and a half above high water. Le;>.ves
T. K. Porter.
will also work through.
of the shad especially, lu searching for running water, will

The remarks

of our correspondent are well-timed

and well

No

doubt many breeders, especially
many fish in this way, and attribute their losses to any other cause but this.—Ed.

worlh

considering.

farmers and amateurs, lose

—

m

American Fisu
Enoms h Waters. We copy the following statements from the London Field regarding the success which has attended the transplanting and culture of
The recital must prove
American fishes in English waters.
most interesting and encouraging to every person whoso attention has been directed to the subject

grow in lakes well supplied with Bprings, wht re
can have a wide range and abundance of natural food. It
and that, it
cannot bear being cooped up in a small f pace
Some friends of ours,
seems to us, is the only fault about it.
however, never cease railing at it, declaring it to be as savage
as a pike or 8. ferox, and that, when let out of a grated confined space, it went down pretty near to the sea.
Now, of
but why ? The tish, in
course, these things did happen
our humble judgment, pined for liberty and a diet congenial
not finding either suitable range or food,
to their nature
they became irritable with their companions, devoured them,
and, when they once had a chance of liberty oE action, had
" a good fling," as the saying has it.
We almost daily pass
along a little stream in which 8. fontinalix and £>'. fario have
co-existed for some time it is perfectly open for escape, but
they seem perfectly happy together, and increase in numbers,
lying cheerfully and happily side by side, growing at a very
fair pace, though not artificially fed, simply because the nat
ural food is round about them and sufficient for their needs.
They can go into the main stream whenever they like, and
do so but they usually return after a short excursion.
This is certainly a proof that, under certain circumstances,
the H. fontinalis is a stay-at-home, pesceable, well-disposed
If kept in boxes for any
creature but it must have range.
length of time alter feeding, irritability and cannibalism set
in and one will certainly be observed with the tail of another
protruding from its mouth, and spinning round and round,
best fishes to

it

;

;

;

AT

this season

the year owners

water are be.
ginning to think, if they have not been wise enough to
think of it before, of the. improvement of their subaqueous
territory, or of its maintenance in a thoroughly satisfactory
State.
If a farmer does not sow seed, he dots, surely, not
expect to receive a crop from his land
but people seem to
expect, fish or even net how they may, that an inexhaustiblo
natural supply will just be good enough to make up the
AHjcunt deducted from the strength of the river or lake.
of

of

;

(the question which a proprietor of
veatei
inaself. Snail 1 order eggs or fry?
Of
course, Under some rare circumstances, it becomes a matter
of impossibility to hatch on the spot, and then fry hatched
.

elsewhere, and brought, it may be from a long distance, must
be turned in and left, as if naturally hatched in the stream,
to light the battle of life.
Generally, however, it could be
iso arranged that a box or two can be rigged up somewhere
•oe an esta e
but people are afraid of losing some of the eggs,
and so forth. Well, one cannot go to an insurance office
and eifeetan insurance, or even have an open policy, on fisheggs ; but it must be remembered that the difference in price
between eggs and fry will cover some loss, and the pleasure
and interest with which the progress of development is
watched would in most casts quite repay any slight loss. The
cost of an apparatus, whether the old-fashioned trough or
'iheuei, metal
,. y
very slight, and when once fixed it is
there for a long time, always ready, and wanting very slight
;

suffering from the effects of its rash meal.
S. wUmotii and /juinnat are but little known from experience in this country ; they are reported to be true salmon,
which can, and do, exist without entry into salt water. It
would seem that they are well suited to our larger waters.
Cwegonus albus (white fish of the American con.ineut).
This is admitted on all sides to be a fish of great interest,
more especially to our Scotch friends. The lochs of Scotland
are declared by competent authorities to be the places best

adapted to its requirements, and it is very much to be hoped
that the attempts to be made this season to acclimatize it in
In its Canadian and
them will meet with great Buccess.
American homes, it ranks high in the estimation of all who
know it, and it must be remembered that they know what
It must be
fishes are about there quite as much as we do.
borne in mind, however, that only certain waters would natIt is therefore unlikely that
urally suit for its introduction.
this fish will ever attain the same wide-spread popularity as
its compatriot the £>. fontinalis.
SalmothymallM (grayling.)— This fish possesses one great
advautage.'name.ly, that it affords sport to the fly fisher at a
time when, but for it, the rod would have to be laid aside.
On the other hand, some persous assert that grayling tend to
drive away trout ; so that, where the trout are of a quite satisfactory character, it may be good policy to exclude this
However, we see the two co-existing and flourishing
fish.
in Derbyshire and many other places.

keep it in good working order. It must
however, while giving fud credit to the
M Capability of the new California box, that ample
provision must be ruade for the transfer of the fry when
hatched to a place where they may spread about, or overQliofh to

crowding

will bring its sure result ; for young fish require,
roportion to their size, just as much freedom for development and oxygen as any other animal, 'ibid is of course a
matter for settlement by each individual according to his

^-©^^.
Ambhioak Fish Eggs Abroad.— Salmon eggs

Ihe genus Lagopua,

the feet heavily feathered quite to the claws, in turning whito

and

in winter,

having but fourteen

in

tail feathers.

In

many

of their habits, too, they are strikingly different

from their
While most, if not all, grouse are polygamous, the ptarmigans mate in spring, and the pairs remain
together throughout the summer, the males manifesting scarcely
less affection for the young
than the female, and being
equally courageous in defending them on the approach of
danger. They are Arctic in habitat, and the only species
which is found in more moderate climes is our white-tailed
nearest relatives.

ptarmigan.

This bird

is

the only one of the genus found regularly
is confined to the loftiest peaks of

within oufborders, and

the Rocky Mountains, where, amid the eternal snows that lie
deep on the sterile and storm-swept summits, it finds a climate
well suited to the necessities of its existence. In the depth of
winter, when the ground is deeply covered with snow, even
these birds find it impossible to remain on the mountain tops,
and at this season descend to the Limber line, where they feed

on the buds of the willow, quaking aspen, and other shrubs and

At

trees.

many of them are killed,
by man, they are very tame, and

this season

rarely disturbed

for,

being

are easily

approached.

The white-tailed ptarmigan was first described by Mr.
Swainson, in the "Fauna Boreali-Americana," from specimens
procured in the Kocky Mountains by Mr. Douglass, but it is
said to occur as well among the high mountains of the Sierra
It is found sparingly on the highest mountNevada Range.
ains of the former chain, but is nowhere sufficiently abundant
How
to make it worth the sportsman's while to procure it.
far to the

southward

its

range extends is not definitely known,

but there is little doubt that it exists in New Mexico and,
perhaps, even further south. Northward it probably occurs
as far as Alaska, although wc know of no record of it having

been taken in this latitude.

During tho summer these birds are found in pairs on the
tops of the high mountains, and here their nests are prepared
and the young carefully tended until they are old enough to
look out for themselves. The nest is usually placed in a little
hollow at the base of a rock, and is scantily lined with dried
Here the female deposits her eggs— how many is not

grass.

yet certainly known, but, judging from analogy, they should
number from eight to twelve. They are covered with dirk

and scratches of wine color and purple, and so numerous

blots

are these markings that the ground tint is quite obscured by
them. The young chicks leave the nest as soon as hatched,

and follow the parent birds over the great gray rocks to the
where the choicest food is to be found. Should an enemy
approach tho little brood, one of the old birds at once attacks
him while the other attempts to lead away the young to a
spots

if this is impracticable, signals them to
company with the young, both male and

place of safety, or,
hide.

When

in

female are very bold, and are said to fly into danger without
writer tells us, too, that on discovering a nest of eggs which a female of this species was brooding,
the bird refused to leave her position, and when he lifted her
up to see what was under her she pecked at his fingers like a
the least hesitation.

A

common hen under similar circumstances. The young in a
few weeks are able to fly, but the family remains together until
the succeeding pairing season.
When started from the ground the white-tailed ptarmigan
flies swiflly, and for a considerable distance, but it is usually

sent

ports from

England men! ion American black bass received by

tho Marquis of Exeter, who has also given a large order for
eggs of brook trout to Mr. James Annin, Jr., of Caledonia,

_^_

N. Y.

;

—*—

;

-

'

I

j

very lame, and usually prefers to walk a few steps from one's
path, and there conceal itself.
In summer the white-tailed ptarmigan is varied with dark
brown and tawny bars, but the tail is white at all seasons. The
superciliary

circumstances, anu needs no more attention lroui the
Fish Hatching in Canada.— Mr. Sam'l. Wilmot, of the
writer; but tli
rinclpie must be restated that, f
wherever conditions and circumstances will permit, the egg Dominion Hatching Establishment, at Newcastle, Ontario,
should invi.iiubi, burst in the water which it is atterward writes, Nov, 10th
to inhibit as a hsh.
" I am wonderfully busy just now filling up the several
Long and extensive personal experience
has taught tha writer that, in spire of all care, parcels of fry fish breeding establishments under my supervision
returns
get lett at railway Stations, having to change trains, etc.— ail from my assistants already show upward of eight millions of
against theiu, especially if left on an opeu platform, with a salmon ova laid down. The season for gathering salmon,
bright April sua alibiing down upon them.
Again, people trout and whitefish eggs is now at its height, and I anticipate
cannot perhaps send to meet them on arrival for two or three the pleasure of shortly heralding the quantity of ova taken
hours, or won't, and think they have Justifiable cause of corn- from them at fully tour fold over the salmon."
•
plaint in thus losing their fry.
All this is avoided by purchasing ova, and more, for ova in large establishments are
Miohigas—Detroit, Nod. 11.— Mr. Editor : Mr. E. E.
whereas in the smaller apparatus, where Miller, the President of cur State Fish Commission, is now
often overcrowded
the needs of one stream or part of a stream are concerned,
taking the whitefish ova at Mr. Gray's, at Gros Isle, and inthere is no excuse for such a stale of things.
tends to hatch from fifteen to eighteen millions of while fish,
Having said so much, it will be well at once to proceed to two hundred and fifty thousand brook trout and three to five
a review of the various species. Too much care in the selec- millions lake trout this year. Mr. Jerome is naw at Miltion cannot well be taken, us a bad strain is not so easily
waukee superintending the getting of the lake trout. The
Monetary considerations whitefish will be hatched as usual at Detroit.
The other
eradicated when once introduced.
Ebb Tabu.
should never be allowed to stand in the way of the owner of va rieties will be batched at Pokagon.
Lrau
n*
dear, a bad one never cheap.
ag
A man wants but a fe t
s of ova to start with, eveu
Whitefish is Michigan.— Ni-Us, JVov. 18.— V.'e are just
in a perfectly BDerile
a yearly supply of ope or
ing down upon the trays of our Detroit Hatchery
two thousand will keep the place well slocked, so long as tho between fourteen and fifteen millions of whitefish egg, and a
exists, of course things
They were obtained at (lie
tod only is used.
v'v here poaching
belter lot we have never secured.
are different but in almost ad cases where artificial culture
fishery of Horace Gray at Grosse Me, fourteen miles from
is adopted, the poacher will have been carefully looked after
The outlook for a successful hatch was never more
Detroit.
Geo, H. Jerome.
beforehand. London Fkld.
promising.
;

be considered

which includes only the various species of ptarmigan. Of this
genus we have in North America only three representatives,
and about them, for reasons which are obvious when we
consider the region which they inhabit, but little is known.
The ptarmigan differs from all the other grouse in having

by Prof.

own

i

4.

which we have already spoken,

Baird in charge of Fred. Mather to England, France, Germany
and Netherlands, arrived in most perfect condition ; no
fungus. Hcrr Haack, Director Imperial Establishment at
Huningen, reports them the finest that he ever saw. Re-

I

be remembered,

there remains to

of

;

;

;

SEASONABLE FISH CULTURE.

BE8IDES those grouse,

:

The American brook trout, (Salmo fontinalW), perhaps the
handsomest of the Salmonidce, has been extensively imported
and widely spread throughout English waters. Without any
doubt or exaggeration, it must be admitted to be one of the

j

j'

ABOUT OUR GROUSE— No.

1&7S.

Editor Forest and Stream:

membrane

is

bright red in the breeding season,

paler at other times. The bill
other two species of this genus.

is

more slender than in our

This bird is the smallest, as well as one of the most beautiour grouse, and it is also one of the rarest. Comparatively few sportsmen know it, and the specimens which
ful, of all

are obtained go almost altogether to enrich the naturalist's
cabinet. It can never be confounded with any other species,
for

it is

the only one in

which the

The rock grouse (Lngapus
its

of

habitat of all our grouse,
it

tail is

rupestris)

and on

than of any other species.

this

alwayB white.
is the most boreal in
account less

is

known

It occurs very sparingly in

Newfoundland, where it is called the mountain partridge, but
occurs more abundantly in Labrador aud in tho barren grounds

From the highest
perform a partial migration southward in
winter to the timber lands, where they feed on the buds of the
of the interior north to Melville Peninsula.

latitudes they

stunted trees which grow in this dcsolato region. In Labrador Ihey collect during the wiuter on the highest ground,

where the wind has swept the snow from the earth, and there
feed on the Ecanly vegetation which grows on the rocks.
They breed in the open country of the interior, and are in
many places extraordinarily numerous, having large broods.

The

flesh is said to be dark,

and much

interior in taste to that
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The rook grouse

of the willow grouse.

intermediate in

is

between the white-tailed and willow ptarmigan, its
plumage in summer is black and yellow barred, and in winter
it is white, except the black rectricea (tail feathers), and aline
of the same color through the eye.
The largest of our ptarmigan, and a bird which affords no
little sport to the residents of Newfoundland and the Fur

size

is the willow grouse (Lagopua albus). This species is
abundant in the British Possessions east of the Rocky Mountains, but only occurs in the United States as an accidental
visitant. One instance is on record of its having been captured
in Massachusetts, but it is possible that this may have been an
escaped bird.
The Hudson Bay region seems to be a favorite locality with
this bird, and Hearne says that they are enormously abundant
there, and that he has seen as many as four hundred in a flock.
Their food in summer oonsists chiefly of berries, but in winter
they feed almost entirely on the buds of the willow, birch and
alder.
The change of plumage in this species, as in the other
two, takes place very gradually, and the summer garb is
usually not completely assumed before June. It is hardly
necessary to say that both the summer and -winter dresses are
admirably adapted to the circumstances of the ptarmigan's
The narratives
life, and are in the highest degree protective.

Countries

of Arctic travelers

all

bear witness to the difficulty of

dis-

covering the birds -when the ground is covered with snow, and
even when they alight among the willows it is often difficult
to distinguish them from the masses of snow which cling to
the branches. In Newfoundland this species is hunted almost
Fur Countries, where they
are eo abundant, they can generally be found without the aid

altogether with dogs, but in the
of a canine assistant.

frozen state from

St.

Many of these birds arc shipped in a
John's to England, though happily this

FISHES.
and

fish-culturists.

A

We

:

when

—

v

A

:

beautiful than in the sheepohead of our interior lakes (haploi-

To most

persons they are

known

as " lucky stones'

and are prized as pocket pieces, being often carried for years
They are shaped something like a
to insure good luck.
tamarind seed, and have the appearance of milk quartz.—
Ed. F. & S.

be continued.')

EARBONES, OR BRAIN IVORY OF
TCHTHYOLOGIST3

:

donotut.)

has not yet been done as a matter of business.

(To

same as the cod, but narrower. The ear-bone of the con- a Boston savant who recalls to mind some notable attempts to
is small, thin, and glass-like.
The turbot's ears are the grow kid gloves, described by Max Adeler, who furnished a
shape of a haliotis or V onus's ear shell, but deeply dentated at
Boston paper with an outline of the scheme as follows
the margins. Sole'B ears remind one, on a small scale, of the
" We are engaged now in developing a scheme for growing
cowrie shell, as used as money by some of the tribes in Africa.
Gurnard's ears are saucer-shaped. Pilchard's ears con, kid gloves upon the original animal. Our old friend Darwin
teaches
us that you can do almost anything with breed by
sist of a bone folded on itself, very like a shrimp after boiling,
only white. Salmon's ears, strange to say, consist of two judicious selection, and we are convinced that, with little care,
it will be possible to produce a beast whose skin, when
parts.
I can liken them to nothing better than a young
salmon, with the umbilical sac attached, just come out of tho stripped off, will make a seamless kid glove. Our first exlizard has four legs find a tail.
Trouts' ears arc of a somewhat 'similar shape, only periments are with lizards.
egg.
Now we believe, that eventually the off fore-leg can be desmaller. I am of firm opinion that if Captain Jackson will
continue bis inquiries, it will be of immense practical use to veloped into a thumb, while the three other legs and a tail
are crossing lizards with
all fishermen.
No one knows better than the herring fishers can be arranged as fingers.
short tails with those with long legs, and we are now looking
of Loch Fyne that herrings are greatly effected by noiBe,
" The herrings around for a variety of lizard with a button or two on his
I give samples of the witnesses' evidence
are retarded in their progress by trawls. The noise is of neck, for the purpose of breeding it in with the others, whoso
The ultimato result
more consequence than the nets; the herrings, as soon as the eyes will answer for button-holes.
startling. It will break up the old glove trade
boat is struck, go away. The fisherman strikes the gunwale promises !o be
and drive Jouvin to suicide. Thus it is that human ingenuity
of his boat on dark nights to see where the herrings are."
civilization."
human
Another witness described the noise made by the fishermen to advances
Witnesses
The foregoing ideas indicate a state of scientific progress
the hammering in a Glasgow Bhip building yard.
told us that the fish were kept away by the firing of the
which is very gratifying. The frog scheme dwindles into inVolunteer Artillery.
significance.
The first general'obscrvation that I draw from Captain Jack' l
son's specimens are, that the floating fish have different
The Grasshopper Moving South,— recent letter from
ootclites to flat fish, and the flat fish have different ears to
mid-water fish, such as salmon, etc. In studying the econ- Panama informs us that the grasshopper plague has reached
omy of the ocean, the evidence of the fish themselves is of Columbia, and that great distress has ensued from the damage
the highest importance. I wish, therefore, to advise our
done. The locust, which has ruined the crops of so many
It is only nesessary
friends to study the ear-bones of fishes.
years in the West, has, we think, never been known to occur
to boil the head carefully, and " the brain ivory," so called,
may be discovered. This brain ivory, Mr. Searle aptly ob- so far south, 3nd if the animal referred to in the advices is
serves, is very like very strong porcelain, such as used by the
the true Oahptenus spretus, his presence in Columbia calls for
This porcelain is made into the
dentists for artificial teeth.
a word of explanation from entomologists. The locality visited
shape of the teeth, burned in a very strong heat, and has
superseded all kinds of ivory.—Frank liuckland in Land and by this calamity is the fertile valley of Cauca, one of the
Water.
most populous portions of the district. The injury done by
In no fish are the ear-bones more conspicuous or strikingly the inBect is summed up as follows All growing crops have

the
ger

investigat-

ing the anatomy, physiology, and habits of the various
kinds of fishes, sea or freshwater, have paid hitherto but very
little, and not sufficient attention, to the auditory powers of
these water animals.
Fishes, especially deep-sea, live under circumstances so very
far removed from human ken that it is almost impossible to
gain a definite knowledge of what they do in the depths of
the ocean. I think, therefore, that we fish culturists should
begin to study the earbones of fishes as helps to ascertain
their habits.

I acknowledge with gratitude that I owe this suggestion to
Oapt. P. Jackson, of the " Oasis," Barnstaple, who, when wo
were there oa an official inquiry, most kindly presented me
with a most beautiful collection of the earbones of fishes,
"brain ivory," aB he most appropriately calls them.
"We must, in considering this matter, go back one step.
Mammals, birds, etc., live in the air, and they receive impressions of sound by means of the vibrations of the air fish,
on tho contrary, live in the water, and through that medium,
Accordingly,
therefore, receive any impressions of sound.
we find that the great Creator has given to animals, whether
aquatic or terrestrial, an ear admirably suited for the con;

Biros of Dominica, and St. Vincent.—The collections in
made in these islands by our correspondent, Mr.
Fred A. Ober, have been submitted to Mr. Geo. N. Lawrence,
the eminent ornithologist of this city, and the new species
discovered have been described by that gentleman, mostly in
the Annals of the New York Academy of Science, and have
been duly noticed in the columns of Forest and Stbeam.
The complete result of Mr. Ober's explorations, however,
have only just been published, and we have to thank Mr.
Lawrence for two pamphlets— one, "A Catalogue of the
Birds of St. Vincent," and the other of the "Birds of Dominica." Both papers are replete with interesting matter,
containing not only the results of the study of the ornitholoornithology

but also the notes of the collector made on the spot.
of St. Vincent, fifty-nine species of which are
new ones have recently been
described by the author of this paper, besides several new
Dominica birds gives about
of
the
catalogue
The
varieties.

gist,

Of the birds

mentioned in the catalogue, six

the same

species found as at St. Vincent, but there

number of

which they live. Our own ear, for instance,
Sound causes a very delicate memis highly complicated.
brane called the tympanum to vibrate. These vibrations are
communicated by means of three small bones sLrange to say,

are several birds inhabiting each of

The

miug

ditions under

;

these boneB resemble objects in daily use among ourselves.
second
first bone is called the malleus, or hammer, the
the incus, or anvil, and the third the stapes, or stirrup. The
sounds are collected by means of the external ear, and in
connection with this extenal ear there are muscles under the
skin; but these muscles are not much used by ourselves,
though it is possible that if we took a baby, and taught him
to use the muscles of the ears, that after a time he might be
enabled to cock his ears in a doglike manner. The muscles
that move the ears can be seen in full work in such animals
.

as the horse.
The eye of the horse is crepuscular, or semi-nocturnal, and
coachmen will tell you that horses go better at night than
in the day. During daytime they trust principally to the
care, and horses in a listening mood may be observed with
one ear cocked forward, the other backward. To creatures
such as fishes, external ears would be of no use, but would be
a hindranoe and obstruction ; nevertheless they have bones in
the ears, and these of a beautiful character.
John Hunter, with his usual sagacity, examined into this
He writes: "The organ of hearing in fishes is
subject.
placed on the sides of the skull, or cavity which cantatas the
brain, but the skull makes no part of it, as it does in the
quadruped and bird, the organ being a distinct and detached
It varies much in the different genera of fishes, but in
part.
one with
all it consists of three curved tubes which unite
another. The whole organ is composed of a kind of cartilaginous substance, and in some fishes is crusted 07er with a
thin lamella to keep it from collapsing. The canals terminate
In
in a cavity, in which cavity there is a bone or bones.
some there are two bones, as in the cod. The Jack has two
find in one of them two bones and in the other
cavities.
all

We

one."

Let us now examine the beautiful preparations made with
so much care by our friend Capt. Jackson, of Barnstaple.
These ootoliteB, or ear-bones of fishes may, I think, at once
be classified, and I place together in order of size—First the
bones of the cod. Secondly, those of the hake. Thirdly,
those of the haddock. Fourthly, those of the whiting.
Sixth, those of the burbot
Fifth, those of the conger.
Seventh, those of the sole. Eighth, those of the gurnard.
Ninth, those of the smelt or sparling. Tenth, those of the
Silmon. Eleventh, those of the trout. They all seem to be
composed of a substance whioh Captain Jackson properly
cfils osseous ivory, or brain ivory, but they differ much in
shape and appearance. For instance, the ootolite of the
conger is exactly the shape of a small sole it is an inch and
two-eighths in length and three-eighths in width. The cod's
bone is as nearly as possible the size of a common horsebean
,

these

islands

which do

not occur on the other. Perhaps the rarest bird in the whole
list is the Imperial Parrot (Olirysotis augmta), of which several
specimens were secured other parrots and several rare hum;

birds were noted

and seemed.

One

striking feature of

the entire absence of birds of the woodpecker
family, although, as Mr. Ober remarks, all the conditions favorable to their existence would seem to obtain. Neither are
these islands

is

there any squirrels, although the

woods produce thousands

and seed producing trees.
These papers will be read with eagerness by all ornithologists, and the notes which are furnished by the collector are
The territory explored is but little known,
of great value.
of nut

and Mr. Ober's

letters

rating his travels

and

(soon to appear io these columns), nar-

labors, will

prove of the greatest interest

to our readers.

We

understand that this indefatigable worker

is

not alto-

gether satisfied with the material that he has collected, and
that he proposes to visit these islands again for the purpose of

completing his collections.

Science

News.—While

each month that goes by sees the

death of some newspaper or periodical, there are constantly
appearing courageous individuals who do not fear to enter the
journalistic field and to father weak yet hopeful offspring,
which, after a Bhort struggle, perish through inanition and
give place to others of their kind. A better fate than this,
is what we hope for the
whose first numedited— and, knowing the
gentlemen who have it in charge, we can say ably edited— by
Messrs. W. C. Wyckoff and Ernest Ingersoll, and is published

split,

the hone

is

curved upon

itself,

reminding us of a cater-

The haddock and whiting

are

much

and as the Bugar
have suspended work, the poor are
unable to purchase the necessaries of life. The government,
with a view to furnishing them with means of support, is
pushing the construction of the Cauca Valley Railroad, which
will give employment to thousands.
prices of provisions are exorbitantly high,

estates

and

large haciendas

Ltnnkan Society.— The meeting of October 20 was characterized by the election of four new members, and by the
reading of three very interesting papers by Mr. Merriam, Mr.
Pearsall and Mr. N. T. Lawrence.
That of Mr. Merriam was
on habits of the yellow-bellied wood pecker, Sphyrapicus varius,
taken in Lewis County, N. Y.
He said that in this locality
they far outnumbered all other species of their kind. They
gratify their taste for noise by drumming on tiu roofs, leaders
and like resonant substances, and appeared to take great de*light in it. Each has its own particular place, which is frequented at all timeB of the day. They would go to these
places, and, after striking it in quick succession for a moment
or two, would stop and listen to the dying vibrations. The
females join in this amusement, but not so extensively as tho
males. By the middle of May all this is ended, and the duties
of incubation occupy their time.
They denude trees of their
bark, which mischief has been attributed to the porcupine and
the larger woodpecker. They feed on the inner bark of trees,
cutting a circular hole and drinking the sap as it runs out but
they Qse these planes afterward as a trap for unwary insects,
which come to the punctured places to drink and gut caught
in the exudations, and afford a fine feast for them.
This
drinking of the sap was corroborated by Messrs. Pearsall and
Huyler. Mr. Pearsall, in his paper entitled " Notes on Grand
;

Menan," spoke of the early nesting of birds there the present
season.
June 3, Found most of them well advanced nests
and egg, however, were taken from the yellow-bellied flycatcher, E. nepCdonax flaainmtrh, black-throated, magnolia,
and black-capped warblers, Btndrm-a usruletcem, striata, and
The peculiar accumulation of gum on the edge of
maculosa.
the hole inhabited by the red-bellied nut-hatch, Bilta novaboracensta, probably placed there by the feet, to which jt
sticks, when the bird is running up and down the pi
Puffins' eggs were taken on the Seal Islands, which is about
;

most southern breeding limit. Mr. Herriek also stated
had found it there, but that it had been accidentally
out of his list of the " Birds of Grand Menan." The question of thesouthernmostbrcedinghabitat of Leach e's petrel, Cymac/iorrea leucorrhoa, was discussed in this connection, and it
was strongly maintained that they would yet be found breeding on Long Island. Their habits are so quiet, and as they
only approach their nests at night, they would only be observed by a very close search. Ab an instance, Mr. Pearsall
said he took a nest from under the stone forming the lower
Both
step to the lighthouse at the Seal Islands, N. B.
Leache's and Wilson's petrels are found all summer in Long
Island Sound. Mr. Lawrence spoke of a visit to the Schoodic
Lakes in Maine in June of this year, and also noted the early
nesting of birds, and of the apparent scarcity Of birds in the
The Indians, he said, were scandalously robheavy timber.
bintr the loons' nests wherever they could he found, and
rapidly driving them hack to the most unfrequented parts of
Franklin Benner, Beci
the State.
their

that he

left

and a long and prosperous existence

Science News, a fortnightly journal of science,

ber appeared

November

iu Salem, Mass.,

The

1.

by Mr.

It

S.

is

E, Cassino, of the Naturalist's

ITem are to be the prompt
news and information on current

peculiar features of Science

publication of scientific
scientific literature

;

there

is

also a correspondents' column, in

which, under the heading Notes and Queries, much valuable
information will no doubt be collected.
This new venture in scientific literature has our best wishes.

The "Rook" Bass

of Bear

Lake.— The

Weekly Terri-

torial Enterprise, of Virginia City, Nevada, describes a fossil
it is of a rich umfish which i6 on exhibition iu that city,
ber brown, and unless closely inspected, is liable
t

taken for a painting or drawing. The fish is exactly one
foot in length by four and a half inches iu width in the widest
part, and in shape closely resembles the common perch.
It
has one dorsal fin, which is spread to its full width. There
The
iB no second dorsal flu, nor is any ventral fin shown.
anal fiu is spread and runs all the way back to the caudal fin
These fins
or tail, which is forked and beautifully spread.
Every bone,
are as perfect as could be drawn by any artist.
large and small, in and connected with the vertebra? is perfect

and

The gills are also handsomely
beautifully delineated.
is quite lifelike, both the dark and the

shown, and the eye

The fossil appears to be
that of the whole and perfect fish so compressed that all except the back-bone resembles a drawing. The back-bone in
the only part raised above the general surface ot the stone,
white parts being" well preserved.

;

pillar in progression.

been completely ruined— sugar-cane, corn, wheat in the upper
portion of the valley, and all sorts of grasses— so that the cattle cannot subsist, except in a half starving condition.
The

Kid Glove Culture.— What we wrote the
about certain efforts being made in Minnesota to

other

week

raise a breed

of long-legged frogs for market, has attracted the attention of

and

it

stands out to about what would be the natural size of
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rue vertebflB of a fish of the size mentioned.
This splendid
fossa came from Bear Lake, Idaho, aud was presented to Mr.
Oole by Daniel Cook, the well-known raining mau.
Mr,
what appears to be an exact copy or mate to this

being loaded, will, as the first (after he is mounted a convenient height), tly directly to the hive.
This second course,
as I must call it, the hunter finds to be south, fj4 degrees
west then there remains nothing but to find out where the

produce

fossil.

two

tliey may work.
Fat more readily accumulates in.
middle aged and old dogs than in the young, and the fat of old
dogs is more hurtful to them than thai/in Unreason of which appears to be, that all aged animals have

ECCENTRICITIES OF THE RUFFED
GROUSE.

;

coiu'ses

however

intersect.

The foundation of all this is the straight or direct motion
of bees when bound home with their honey, and this is found
to be certain by the observation and experience of our hunters
every year, and especially of late years, since this mathematiway of finding honey In ye woods has been used with such

cal

success.

EraTuii Fouest aki>

Stbbau :
It would seem from the various accounts given by your corraaponUents of the ways of ruffed grouse, eacti giviug fcne result of his own observations, tnat there must be a wide difference In the habits of this
bird In different parts of the country.
The fact that, people see the
Bame thing differently, and that some see more than others with the
same opportunity, will not explain all the variations in their statements,
though they will Borne of them, such as the periormance of the act of
drumming, hanging on the wing, or not, when rising, the difficulty or
ease of shooting and Buch matters, tnu not suoh as that the bird always

drums on a log and never on a rock, nor stump that he always drum?
on a hollow log, that he never drums In the fall, that he drums more lu
fall than in spring, thai there are iu some regions overgrown cocks ol
;

eccentric habits known as" king partridge?," white Iu others such royal
fowls are quite unknown, though grouse of ordinary rank and habits
abound therein,
if wo accept this explanation of these discrepancies
we shall be maeh more likely to get at Interesting facta than if we are
bo nnwisa and impolite as to deny the truth of every statement of which
we have not had oenlar proof.
I never have noticed, the conditions of the atmosphere being equally
favorable, that the drumming wa? any louder when the bird was on
one object than when on another, but this has doubtlets been owing to
lack of close observation, and when another spring comes I shall try to
satisfy myself on this point. Last spring I thrice flushed a grouse from
a rock on which he waa drumming, to which I was led by tho sonnd,
which seemed to me no different from ordinary, but did not succeed in
seeing him in the act. Logs are their usual drumming plaeos here, but
ones are not oftener chosen than thoBe which are decayed almost to mold, and so can add nothing to the volume of sound made by

the bird's wings.
1 cannot see that " Penobscot's'' explanation of the grouse being In
unusual places in the fall Is a whit more seasonable lhau the old hunter's for why should partial migration tentore likely to take place at
this season than in winter, or in Bpring, which last would seem the
likeliest time, the instinct which prompts them to replenish the earth
being then most active.
;

They become accustomed

showers and the noise of the wind early
iu life, but the falling of the leaves comes but once a year, witnessed
then for the first time by the birds of that season and forcotten perhaps
by the older ones. Are not all the wild inhaWtants of the woods wilder
then than at other timea7
The statement with which " Penobscot" prefaces his explanation,
namely: that the ruffed grouse clings pertinaciously to Its chosen
to

"a flock, unless frequently hunted, scarcely moving over ten
acres of ground In a season," is another proof to mo of the difference
location,

in habits, for bore they are of all

buds the most uncertain

to

And

in

nny

fat ; but even in full exercise, provided some of the
usual secretions are stopped, though the Others tuny be in full
force, yet an over-accumulation of animal oil is apt to lake
place ; thus, spayed bitches and castrated tl

A

their fat placed more upon the surface of the body.
stale
of excessive fatness is an almost cei tain forerunner of asthma.
of mange, canker, and oriror emptiva
diseases, and not unfrequently if occasions, fits, from the pressure it produces on the vessels of the head and cheat.
FurIt is also the parent

An iogenius man of
acquaintance ye last year took two
or three neighbors that knew nothing of ye matter, and after
he had taken his bees, set the courses the first and second bee
steered, made the offset, and, taking ye distance from the two
stations to the intersection, ordered them to cut down such a
tree, pointing to it.
Tho laborers smiled and were confident
there wasjno honey there, for they could not perceive the
tree to be hollow or to have any hole for the bees to enter by,
and would have dissuaded the gentleman from felling the
tree, but he insisted on it and offered to lay 'em any wager
that the hive was there, and so it proved to the great surprise
of ye countrymen.
I cannot dismiss this subject without acquainting you with
the fact that all the bees we have in our gardens or in our woods,
and which now are in great numbers, are tho produce of
such as were brought in hives from England near a hundred
years ago, and not ye natural produce of thispart of America,
for the first planters of .New England never observed a bee in
the woods until many years after the country was settled but
that which proves it beyond question is our Aborigines (the
Indians) have no word in their language for a bee (as they
have for all animals whatsoever proper to or aboriginally to
ye country) and therefore for many years called a bee by the
name of Englishman's fly.
Our people formerly used to find out honey in ye woods
by surprising and following one bee after another by eyotill,
at length they found out where the bee treed.

my

;

thermore, the authority wo quote says that be has also seen
the excessive accumulation of it produce disease of the heart
and large vessels, terminating in the rupture of one or the
other of them.— Land and Water.

Bristol Dog Snow.—This important English show was
held on Oct. 21 and three following days. The judges were
For fox and wire-haired terriers, Mr. J. A. Doyle; for bloodhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds, mastiffs and St. Bernards
the Rev. G. F. Hodson
for Newfoundlands, sheepdogs,
Dandie Dinmonls, Bedlingtons, Pomeranians, Dalmatians and
non-sporting puppies, Mr. Matthew Hedley; for retrievers,
pointers, setters, spaniels, dachshnnde and sporting puppies,
Mr. Wm. Lort ; and for ball dogs, terriers (all except fox and
wire-haired terriers), pugs, Italian greyhounds, Blenheim and
King Charles spaniel, Mr. J. Percival The following is a
list of the winners in the pointer and setter classes
Pointers—Large—Dogs: 1st, W. Arkwrighl's Tramp; 2d,
J. Maryon's Bob.
Com., W. M. Bryant's Bang. Bitches-.
1st, J. H. Whitehouse's Heine
2d, J. K. Bartrum's Nell.
High com., W. H. Brewer's Princessc Bon Bon, and B. P.
Leach's Alma. Com., E. Bulled's Doll and E. 8. Fursdon's
Fan. Small— Dogs 1st, P». P. Leach's Baatow 2d, J. n.
Whitehouse's Wray. Very high com., H. Reece's Rock.
Com., R. T. Veitch's Don.
very good class. Bitches 1st,
J. II. Whitehouse's Lady Pearl
2d, W. Arkwrighl's Prude
IT.
Very high com., S. D. Bine's Helen. High com., J. Edwards' Nellie and S. D. nine's Leila.
Setters— English (other than black and tan)— Dogs 1st,
Major Ireland's Ned 2d, .T. T. Richardson's Bruce. Very
high com., J. E. Piatt's Bock 11. and .7. II. Whitehouse's
Oave. High com., J. T. Jackson's Dash.
good class.
Bitches 1st, Major Ireland's Ruth 3d, C. J. Fauntleroy's
Puff.
Very high com., C. J. N. Gray's Jess III. and S. W,
Wildman's Kate. High com., W. Cooper's Dutchess and J.
E. Piatt's Daphne. Black and tan— Dogs 1st, J. T. Richardson's Duke; 2d, B. Mapplebeck's Blossom.
Very high
com., T. H. Salter's Bex II. High com., C
J. Fauntleroy's
Prince, T. Jacobs' Marquis and R. Trevithick's Monarch.
Bitches: 1st, H. Mapplebeck's Mona, 2d, J. H. Salter's
Countess II. Very high com., J. T. Richardson's Bee and
High com., S. D. Hine's Mab. IrishTrevithick's Stella.
Dogs 1st, J. T. Richardson's Pam 2d, C. Osborne's Count
Bitches: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. T. Richardson's
Fosco.
s

;

;

:

;

A

:

;

Autumn Leaves. — Lamp shades made of autumn
are very beautiful.
To make them, cut the shade the

leaves

proper

stiff white paper, when the leaves, which have been
previously dried and pressed, are arranged on it in a wreath,
and fastened securely by gum. The whole is then covered
with a very coarse net, and the edges bound with gilt or
colored paper. The effect of the light shining through this
shade is exceedingly pretty, and it is one of the cheap decorations which all persons, possessed of a little taste and ordinary
skillful fingers, may make for themselves.

shape in

Disoor/BAGiNG to Flobida Fbtjit-Gbowees.— The Key
West Key of the Gulf says
The experience of this year seems to be extremely discouraging to the prospects of the extreme southern portion of
the peninsula ever being settled up and utilized as a
fruit-growing region.

:

;

A

;

:

:

R

:

;

particular place.

Yon may flush a score in a piece of cover to-day and llnd not one
then) to-morrow' nor the next day ; and on sonio days they may be
plenty in a certain wide range of woodland, and on others almost none
can be found there.

I

remember hunting over

a hilly piece of woodland

containing some fonr hundred acres or so in which some grouse are
almost always to be found, but on that day we did not and a bird till, at
last] coming to a hollow through which a small brook runs my companion and I flushed certainly not less than fifty on n quarter or an acre.
This, I think, was in September. In JTovember of another year I hunted
over the same ground with as little success, till In the afternoon, when
in an old clearing where there Were a number of amill, burly pines
from two to five feet high I started a grouse from the sunny side of almost every other pine. On both oc:asions all the birds in the tract
qeemetl to have gathered, for some reason, into close companionship,
in tho first instance I surmised that they had come to the brook to
drluk and by chance all to that particular part of it. In the other I was
quite at a loss for a reason for the unusual congregation.
No more can I account for the scarcity and wiltlncBS of ruffed grouse
here this fall. Last fall tliey were nnusally plenty, continuing so through
the winter and spring, wheu I heard more drummers in the woods than
for years before, and promised ourselves great sport with them when
the close time should end
But when the first of September came but
few were to be found and those few so scattered and wild as, In ordinary seasons, they are in November. Now, there was no illegal shooting nor snaring and I cannot remember any storm that could be supposed to have seriously affected the eggs or young birds, nor have
beasts and birds of prey been plentler than usual. Can any one help to
clear up the mystery t While asking questions I wish to inquire if there
are any pinnated grouse left in New Jersey, or in Martha's Vineyard,
where. Herbert speaks of them being carefully preserved at the time
he wrote his " Fluid Sports.'' r should very much like to sec the experiment tried of re-stocking their old haunts at tho EaBt, and also
stocking parts of New England where they are not known to have existed. I see no reason why they might not thrive even here, now

Tue National Dog Show, Birmingham.—The prizes to be
competed for at the show to be held in Curzon Hall, on the
2d of December and three following days, as appears from

fomg.
Hunting

in

Gkeat Britain.—When

an

Englishman

speaks of hunting he means following hounds, either on horse,

back or on foot, in pursuit of deer, foxes or hares. For hunting the deer there are in England 14 packs of stag-hounds,
and in Ireland 4 packs. For hunting the fox there are in
England 141 packs of foxhounds, in Ireland 30 packs, and in
Scotland 9 packs. For hunting the hare there are in England
95 packs of harriers and 18 packs of beagles in Ireland 43
packs of harriers, and in Scotland 2 packs. This makes a
total of 346 packs
So couples to each pack would be a low
estimate, as some of the packs of foxhounds run up to 60
;

;

—

and one— the Duke of Beaufort's has 78 couples.
therefore find the total number of dogs used in Great

couples,

We

Britain for " hunting" alone (not shooting) to exceed 20,000.

Aftkb Rbynabd.—Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 13,— Col. W. H.
Johnson, one of our most indefatigable fox hunters in this
county, has been out lately with his excellent pack of six and
His
a half couples of hounds, with Bramble as their leader.
;"••, which, after a sharp chase
first day's run was aftei
of two hours, succeeded in gettiug to his hole. The next day.
however, was more successful. This time they started a red
fox. which, after a very break-neck pace of some two hours
was kept up, they managed to kill in the bills near the White
Creek Turnpike. Since' last year the colonel has added sevOne of them was bred in North
eral fine hounds to his puck.
J. D. H,
Carolina and the other in Virginia.

the schedule, amount to more than £1,000, being an increase
Four £5 silver cups will again be preof £f>4 over last year.
sented by Messrs. Elkington & Co.. as will also three other
silver cups of £5 each by Mr. J. H. Whitchouse, Mr. J. H,
Messrs.
Martin
Billing, Son
Co. In addition
Dawes, and
Messrs. Spratt, Patent Dog Biscuit Manufacturers, will give a
silver cup value £25 for the best dog or bitch in the blood-

&

hound, decrhound, grayhound, pointer, setter, and retriever
and Mr. R. LI. Purcell Llewellin, a silver cup value
classes
£10 for the handsomest dog or bitch in the show used with
the gun, the competition being limited to pointers, setters, retrievers, clumbers and other than "fancy" spaniels; the
Mayor of ^Birmingham (AldermauJKeuriek) gives a silver cup,
value £5 5s., for the best sheep dog of all classes, and Mr, M.
C. Ashwin a silver cup value £5 for the best spaniel of all
champion class is provided for deerhounds (dogs
classes.
and bitches), and one for rough sheepdogs (dogs and bitches)
There is
the prize in each case being a silver cup value £5.
likewise a new class for Irish terriers, with two prizes of £5
and C3 and there will be two classes for smooth sheepdogs,
for
year,
the
prizes
dogs
being
as
last
instead of one
£5 and
£3. and for bitches £4 and £2. For fox terriers not exceeding 18 lbs. there will be a third prize of £3, and for bitches
not exceeding 16 lbs. a third prize of £2. All prizes amounting to £7 will be paid in cash, and not in silver cups as hereAmong the new regulations is one to the effect that
tofore.
the dogs of exhibitors residing in this locality, and those
which are accompanied by keepers, may be delivered at tho
hall either on Friday night, the 29th, or on the morning of
Saturday, the 30th of November (the day of judging), up to
;

A

;

,

may be most

8:30, as

London

convenient.

Field,

Awahsoose.

^oodlmtd, iffmm mid %mikn.

AN INTERESTING CHAPTER ON BEES
(1718).

Obesity in Dogs.— One of the most common complaints of
old dogs, but more particularly household pets, is excessive
fatness.
An mordiuale development of adipose matter, no
doubt, is highly satisfactory in a pig, or in a South Sea
Islander's dog, but in the Western hemisphere, at least, where
the dog is used for entirely different purposes, such a condiA proper plumpness
tion of body is entirely objectionable.
of appearance denotes health but when the animal oil, called
fat, becomes ordinalely disproportionate to the rest of the
Blaine, who
body, it proves a source of numerous diseases.
wrote sixty years ago, and whose works on the diseases of
dogs have not been surpassed for the sound practical knowl;

BY PAUL LCDLEV,

A

Method Lately found Out in
Where the
Honey.

THE

Jieee

Hive in

the

l-\

B. S.

New England f-jr
Woods

in,

Order

to

Discovering

Oct

'J

'heir

hunter takes a plate or trencher with a little sugar,
honey or molasses spread on it, (in a clear sunshiny
day), and wheu got into f.ho woods sets it down on a ruck or
stump in the woods; this sweelner the beeB soph scent and
find out, lor it is generally supposed a bee will scout honey or
wax above a mile's distance. The hunter secures iu a box or
other convenieucy one or more of the bees as they fill llicmselves, and after a little time lets one of 'em go, observing
very carefully the course the bee steers, for after he rises in
the air he flies directly or upon a straight course to bin
where the hive is. In order to do this the hunter carries with
him his pocket compass, his rule and other implements, with
a sheet of paper, and sels down the course.
Suppose it 10 be
west
by Ibis he is sure the tree must be somewhere it
line from where he is, but wants to know the exact distance
from his station, in order to determine that he makes an offtCner south or north (we'll suppose north; a hundred
perch or rod (if it bo more it will be more exact, because the
angle will not be so acute) then be takes out another bee and
lets him go, observing his co«i so also Very carefully: for he
;

edge they evince, says that the natural tendency of dogs to
for any dog may be fat by excessive
oboaitv is considerable
feeding and little exercise. Provided the accumulation has
been quick, the dog may be reduced to his former state without prejudice; but when a dog gradually accumulates fat from
indulgence, then the obesity becomes so completely a disease,
''' ivill not always wholly rethat even e:.
duce him for the generation of the adipose substance is so
habitual a. vol
oi the constitution that, however little
food the animal takes, short of starvation, that little forms fat.
;

:

;

is true may be known by the notorious fact that
. There are two sources of fatness;
tJ
want of exercise, and when,
overfeeding, time her
as is very frequently the ease, both causes happen to meet in
When the
the same subject, the accumulation is certain.
is taken into the body more than
the general ::
n
requires, ia either converted into fat, or
forms some other unusual secretion as matter in the ears in
Exercise increases ali
in in mange.
Scabs'
the usual 66i
a, under strong exercise, inorenutriment is requited, and thus in such cases, fnli feeding does not

That

this

many

fat dogi

one

i

i

is

i

—

Albxandbia Palace Dog Snow. The following are the
judges appointed for this show, which is to be held near London on Dec. 12 to 16 Bloodhounds, mastiffs, St. Bernards,
.-

Dandie Dinmonts, black and tans (English), smooth-haired
toy terriers, and non-sporting puppies, Rev. W. J. Mellor
Newfoundlands, spaniels and sporting puppies, Mr. W. Lort;
deerhounds, grayhounds. not decided; foreign dogs, Rev. G,
sellers, sheepF. Lovell; pointers, Mr. J. II. Whitchouse
dogs, retrievers, bull terriers and colley puppies, Mr. S, E.
Shirley, M. P. fox and wire-haired terriers, Mr. J. A. Doyle;
Skyes, Dalmatians, Bedlingtons, Yorkshire and Irish terriers,
Rev. G. F. Hodson: bulldogs, Blenheim and King Charles
dachshunde, Rev. G. F. Lovell
spaniels, Mr. J. W- Berrie
;

;

:

Italian grayhounds, Maltese rough-haired toys, not

poodles,

decided

;

pugs, Capt. E.

Digby Boycott.

Ross Doo Show.— The seventh annual exhibition of doss
took place at Boss, Herefordshire, on Thursday, the 24th
under the able secretaryship of Mr. Frederick Cooper.
Mr. W. Lort judged single-handed, and with his awards, says
l\m London Field, we entirely agree. The following were
the sporting class Pointers— 1st, H. Beecc
the winners
{Rock) 2d, W. Evans (Lady). HJgb com., J. Pearsc, (Bob).
Com., J. H. Mayo (Till), W. E. Hancock, S. P. Marfell
(Belle), H. L. Lutwyche (Rake), and J. Birmingham (Shot),
Setters— 1st, H. Mapplebeck (Mona) 2d and very high com.,
O. J. N. Gray (Jess III. and Ranger),
ult.,

m

:

;

;

i

;

—The next

dog show of the Westminster Kennel Club in

i

this city will probably bo held

i

n

a

be fixed at the next meeting of the

pi

i
I

Thi

date

will.

:

:

:
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show

will

bo held at Troy, N. Y., in January

next.
.

— «.

Sour Milk fob Wokms.— Under date

of Nov. 16 a correspondent gives the following as his experience with sour milk
for

worms

low, but in spite ol
ana family ftlll he foil away to a mere living
skeleton. Finally
lorniBgrny mother placed a tab containing five
or six gallons of sonr milk oat at the door. Very soon old Sport fell to
eating It and confirmed until It would scent he must burst in fact, he
;

was blown up

About a week ago

I noticed that

my

dog's coat

was

like a bladder. Well, nothing was thought of the affair
toward night, when the poor animal's bowels commenced to move,
and such a discharge of worms, of three or four different Epecies, I do

until

in puppies

getting

and several other sympalso a gradual desire to lie
down after a run. I accordingly gave him a dish of sour
milk on an empty stomach for three consecutive days, and
this morning discovered that he had passed a large, round,
white worm, about six iucbe-s long. Whether this result is
due to the milk 1 caunot, of course, say. At all events, it lias
in this instance shown the presence of worms.
H.

was recorded in history. The sight was sickening
baffles description.
The hound recovered its health at once and
a good old age." Time it will be seen that Betona and sonr milk
are old remedies, and yon will be Justified in staying the erection of a
monument in memory of your correspondent.
ctrus Lisccm.

not think ever before

dull, appetite voracious, fteces black,

and

toms of worms were apparent

lived to

;

need wish to lay eyes on. Give credit where credit is due.
Mosquito was a wonder for her days, a bold and most success
fill Oeparturc. from the
musty traditions of the past, and a
lam-el wreath should crown the brow of him, who, unbound
by the impenetrable prejudices of a narrow-minded age and
the rigid conservancy of barnacled custom, bravely cast off
the fetters of Imbecility, struck out in paths then untrodden,
and carried through to success and victory bold innovations
in face of frowning and derogatory public "opinion
!

This honor is claimed by both Mr. TJitchburn and Mr.
Waterman. The records are not clear to whom is due the
praise we would faiu bestow upon the genius and pluck that
brought forth a design which after thirty years of time still

stands the test of the. refinements since her launching day,
undergone by naval science, so let the present generation, in
the. broad generosity of the times, meet out equal fame to the
candidates alike, for to both of them probably could be traced
HIGH WATEH FOR THE WEEE.
the origin of Mosquito's liDes would fair Clio but unseal the
Nambs Claimed,— Mr. Treat Potter, of Manchester, N.
past to the admiring verdict of to-day.
H., claims the name of Maggie for hi- red Irish bitch pup
Date.
Sew York. Charleston
But for long voyages and family cruising give us the sixty!
Boston.
(BufuB-Cigarette), wheiped June 27, 1878.
None too large and none too small. Room enough for all on
H.
M.
Mr. John P. Barnard, Jr., of Boston, Mass., claims the
sixty is a "ship you can
board maid, nurse, baby and all.
•l
us
60
ii
name of Ruby for his black and tan setter bitch, by Allison's
go around the woild in with ease and luxury. Iona, a racing
a
24
Mov. Id
H
Ruben (Lang-Ruin), out of Mr. T. T. Sawyer, Jr.'s, Nellie
craft of this size, a very handsome cutter, recalls to mind the
28
IS
1
11
4
2
04
Nuv. IS
5
10
24
(Stokes' Shot-Nellie).
1
attempts of Mr. Ashbury, when disgusted with his bulky, un11
02
6
a
2
24
couth schooners, he again fell back upon the narrow form. If
04
4
Mr. D. P, Boswortb, of this city, has bought from Mr.
7
Vi
Iona did not quite fulfill expecations among other British
6
0*
US
23
8
4
John C. Dowling his imported cocker spaniel bitch, and Nov. 21
cracks, she certainly is a yacht of speed not to be^despised,
claims the name of Clip for her.
and a very handsome one at that. The "forties," which give
such good lacing sport across the water, are well represented
—Messrs. Lincoln and Hellyar have sold of their litter of
by Myositis, the photo before lis Showing her right abeam as
pointer puppies, by Snapshot out of Gypsy, one brace to C.
Mr J. G. Wheeler, West Cowes, Isle of Wight, near as possible, with her canvas set, giving a fair idea of a
O. Damarin, of Portsmouth, Ohio, who has also purchased
Lapthorne suit; but why will Englishmen in their racing
England, we have received a large assortment of photofrom them the imported fetter dog Frank II., one to S. T.
craft adhere to the old notions against lacing their mainsails
.Hammond, of Springfield, Mass., one to J. E. Moody, Brook- graphs of British yachts, including many notable racers, down to the boom? Why the'unuecessary roach along the
lyn, Conn., and one'to B. B. Austin, of Cherryfield, Maine.
All well enough in a cruise, to be sure, for tricing up
foot?
schooners, cutters and yawls, Mr. Brussey's two yachts, the
the tack is a paramount to shortening sail and a bandy tbing
auxiliary steamers Meteor and his present 500 tonuer Suniu squalls, when with the peak dropped the force of the wind
—Mr. D. M. Sharpnock, of Petroleum, W. Ara., has sold beam. From Mr. Brassey we learn that this famous vessel, is
Those who witnessed the fall reas good as neutralized.
his cocker spaniel dog, Dom, to Mr. E. F. Bcardslee, of
which made a cruise around the world with Mr. Brassey in uaita of the Atlantic Y. C. in New York harbor may recill to
Uouverneur, N. Ycommand, is now cruising in the Mediterranean, as her owner mind the predicament that schooner found hrrself in when
struck by the fierce gusts that came bowling down from the
and family have by no means tired of life at sea, though they
N. W., and when at the critical moment her mainsail refused
Mr. E. F. Mercilliott has sold to Nelson J. Place, Jr., of
spent a year afloat not long ago. /Sunbeam is the largest
A pull on the tack tricing line would have
to come down.
N. Y., one dog puppy, lemon and white, also one to Robert
Spilzer, of Brooklyn, L. I
one dog puppy red and white, yacht ever built, is of composite build, iron frames and averted all danger in a moment. Ab it was, she barely BFCape'd
both by Quail out of Mr. Morforci's kennel, out of Grace, wooden skin measures 533 tons, Y. R. A. R., and is 159ft. following Mohawk's wretched fate. For cruising a tack tricmg line is a handy affair, but for racing our cousins abroad
winner of first prize at N. Y. Bench Show.
long between perpendiculars; 27ft. 6in. beam, and 13ft. 9in.
should lace all round hs taught and flat as they can.
depth of hold. She is rigged as a barkantine, and is supplied
What with a variety of other craft, from the little fiveH. F. Tates' (Greensboro, N. C.) red Irish setter Ruby— with engines of the compound inverted type, two cylinders, tonner up, our sanctum has assumed a British aspect to such
Tippos- Ruby (Ducat stock)— whelped, on Nov. 10, sixteen
an extent, that we almost hear the cry of " traitor" from those
24in. and42in. bv21in. stroke, 70 H. P. nominal. Contrary to
puppies, ten dogs and six bitches, sired by champion Joe.
good persons wbo think it base abjection to look beyond the
Ruby has been vety prolific, her two previous Utters being British custom, she is painted white. At her main peak, the limits of our borders. For the sake of historic truth we arc
fifteen and twelve respectively.
burgee of the R. Y. S. has been carried abroad in every sea
willing to become a martyr, to suffer for our friends' very
and clime. The Meteor, Mr. Brassey's former yacht, is about good intentions.

mid goating.
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SOMETHING ABOUT .CUTTERS.

FROM

—

,

;

—

—Mr. Geo. P. "Webster, of Columbia, Tenn., lost his red
Irish setter bitch Nell a few days ago.
The supposition is
that she was stolen.

—

Mr. H. H. Winslow, of Kokomo, Ind., has bred his
English setter bitch Pocobontas (Rock-Dora) to Mr. L. H.
Smith's Leicester.

—Mr,

Smith's Pearl has been bred to Paris.

DOG POISONING.
The following

description of the

mauner

in

which a

corres-

pondent's dog was saved from the effects of what was very
evidently a case of poisoning will be valuable to those

may

who

be so unfortunate a3 to have dogs treated in a similar

manner
Chicago, Nov,

ll, 1ST8.

homely a concern as could well be devised, and he is cerupon having shifted his flag to a
much handsomer vessel. Among the schooners we note the
plumb stem and of beautifully
with
cl
pper
steel
Iris, a new
as

tainly to be congratulated

clean model.

Her

stern

is

unrivalled.

To

us she looks like

m

a stiff breaze. She, too, is painted white, a
a good one
change in custom almost as heretic among Englishmen as a
departure from the stereotyped sloop is among us.

Then there is among the yawls the big Lufra, tonning
hard on to 210, an able, wholesome looking craft, which was
one of the first to come to the line a3 a racer under this rig,
and whose success set Englishmen to work up the advantages
Of the
this species for cruising and racing purposes.
"national rig," as our cousins abroad are wont to speak of
Vanessa,
examples.
numerous
us
before
have
we
the cutter,
invincible among the " twenties," with her fourteen racing
of

Editor Fobest and Stream
flags aloft, one of Dan Hatcher's famous turnouts, and a fine
On Sunday morning, Oot. 21, 1 was out walking with ray dog?, and aa
specimen of the thoroughly soaworthy crack of the day. She
I returned home I noticed one of them acting strangely. She seemed to
measures 48ft. 3in. from stem to sternpost on deck 9ft. 8in.
be trying to get something oat of her mouth. This she continued untl
hour.
After
return
the
time
being
nearly
one
my
reached
home,
the
I
beam and 2ft. 8in. depth of hold. Noted for her power and
Bjmptf'mB seemed to grow worse, accompanied with a considerable
staying qualities in a kick up, we should like to know the
Thinking thai
twitching of the muscles and frothing at the mouttt.
sloop that could hold her own in a turn to windward with
the symptoms Indicated strychnine poisoning I immediately took active
Heroine, another wholesome
measnres to connte-act its effects. I first gave a dose of salt which this pretty weatherly clipper.
acted In about ten minutes, but as she did not. seem to improve I folship of 50 tons, built by Wanhill in 18G2, is a beauty to look
seemed
to
afford
rel'ef
for
short
time
dose.
This
a
eecond
it
by
a
lowed
Mr. Wheeler has chosen an excellent position in taking
at.
bnt soon the paroxysms returned In an aggravated form, and we conrigging are
this craft's photo, for all the deck fittings and her
cluded that it was a case of kill or cure, so proceeded with very enerWe began the conrse with a large dose of ipecac, but. shown with minuteness and a clearness hardly to bo expected
getic measnres.
channel weather.
It failed to have the desired effect (as it relaxed the muscles to such a
in the murky atmosphere of the average
degree as to fall to vomit), bnt proved In the end to have been the best With, bulwarks almost waist-high, and in every way fitted to
we could have done. This dose we followed by another dose of sa't.
sea for a long voyage, she is known as a smart one
put
to
She now began to have tits, but still having some faint hopes of saving
among the best racers of the day, a living witness to the fact
ner we gave her abont a pound of lard after this she grew gradually
worse nmil she had had six fits the last one condoning for nearly ten that cruising and racing qualities may be combined to no
minntea.
This was followed by a copious discharge of the medicines
small extent in one and the same craft.
which had octed as a powerful purgative.
And what shall we say when we come to Mosquito, known
These we followed with lard and laudanum, as she still seemed to be
have shed lustre
When we had administered sixty-five drops of the world over as one whose performances
snifertng intensely.
laudanum it seemed to have the desired effect, as sho gradually grew upon her designer, the first to give to a yacht sharp, hollow
have
no desire to
well
aft.
We
better, and In the course of a week was entirely recovered, with tb.3 exsection
lines with midship
ception of ner sense of smell which she seems slow in recovering. A
throw cold water upon good American patriots who labor
medical friend of mine (Dr. C. E Moines) attrioutes our success enunder the misapprehension that Steers' work, as exemplified
tirely to the use of ipecac, as it relaxed the muscles and thus eased the
The whole conrse of treat ment occupied the tune from 12 M. until in the America, can claim the honorable distinction of having
fits.
head and mackerel tail,"
E. H.
i o'clock, during which time she had seven tits.
first turned the tide against "cod's
an old-time dogma that had come down to modern ages with
custom could weave about a
all the sanctity that centuries of
glaring fallacy. Long before the timber was cut for Steers'
Mosquito had been afloat, and when our own schooner
Regarding the use of the seton as a remedy for distemper beauty,
had become a ship
first made the British coast the iron cutter
and sour milk as a cure for worms a correspondent Bends us of several years. Launched by Mare, of Blackwall, in 1848,
all
the following
she commenced her career as a star by handsomely beating
once her
Wabeham, Nov. 11, 1818.
the stub-nosed, round-bellied craft of the day when
skipper.
She vanquished
tiller tot into the hands of a racing
ElUTOtt FOKEST AND StHEATI
America, and won in holiu 1853 no less a craft than famous
I read m the Forest and Stbbam of Oct. 31, under the caption
sloop Julia, a clipper from her
' Cure for
Distemper," of u new discovery, that of Introducing a seton low etyle in a race with the
own yards, who has few equals even at the present time, and
lias been practiced lor years
n the n-dc of the sick dog. Hereabouts
pair of heels to Vision, Grade,
with success. I also noticed in the same journal, under date of Novem- a sloop that could show a clean
theie are hose
Addie, aDd ihe whole lot of that stripe. Yet.
ber!, under the caption ''Distemper," quite a lengthy article for the
"doubting Thomases " who will not be convinced that a well
alleviation of the afflicted of ihe. canine race, of a enrefor worms in
of speed are readily attainable.
high
rate
u
and
cutter
designed
Uueket,
do£8 by the nse of four milk. I called the attention of Mr. P. S.
Mosquito changed hands ever so many times iu her eventful
onr dog King, to that article, when lie smilingly remarked. "I'll teilyou
round the
" About llf ty-flve years ago when I
career Baited under aliases, and hailed from all
a story about sonr milk" said ho.
of
Isles, only to turn up again at the hale old age
British
was a lad my father came into possession of a deer or foxhound which
smart flyer yet, and as handsome a ship as one
goon showed signs cf ill health. We did all we could lor the poor fer» thirt % years, a
:

;

YACHTING NEWS,
A

Yachtsman's Opision-s.— A gentleman, well known in

amateur circles as a thorough yachtsman, who tools his own
craft on Corinthian principles, writes as follows, and we are
not sure but what there is considerable force in his remarks,
relating to the present style of yachting in metropolitan waters:
My beat sympathies do go, and always will go, witb any
effort

you may make tending

Bttffai.o Yacht Club.— Fifteen new members have been
added to the club. Captain, E. B Dorr, well-known in marine
insurance circles, Peter C. Doyle and Wm. A. Abell were
elected honorary members at the meeting of Nov. 15. Several
new boats were to be added to the fleet.

Lakh Yachting.— Belleville, Ont., Nov. 11.—The yachting
season being at an eud, all the yachts of the fleet have been
that is to say, all but
stripped and hauled out for the; winter
the Dauntless, which will probably be taken out and rebuilt
during the winter. Several of the other yachts will be overhauled before they again greet the waters of the bay. some will
have alterations made in their canvas, and others will be fitted
with new "mflslin," so that next season all will come out
;

again in

!

Pour Taok.

first-class trim.

Regeetablb Aocidknt.— Mr. Whitlock, long and

favorin the ship chandlery business on South street,
recently, being thrown from his wagon
while out driving near his home in Matawan, N. J.

ably

known

met with an accident

OAR AND PADDLE.

;

STAY THE MONUMENT

to discourage the style of yacht-

ing at present pursued by New York yachtsmen (s i-ealled),
sea-jockevs and fresh-water dandies, by whom, I am sorry to
Yachts of the
say, some very excellent yachts are owned.
Vision kind, I join with you iu heartily condemning. There
are, however, in tbo vicinity of New York more good seaworthy yachts than there are true yachtsmen to sail them. So
I sav, with all my heart, educate the sailor, and the boat will
be found ready to carry him wherever he dare to go.

A

four-oared race took place at St.
St. Louis Boating.—
Louis, November 17, between the Modoc and St. Louis crews
Course, from Arsenal wall up stream to stakeof that city.
Disboats, one hundred yards below the bridge and return.
St. Louis crew won in 47m. 30s.,
tance, about six miles.
after a close race.

Nassau Boat Club.— At the eleventh annual meeting of
the Nassau Boat Club, held November 11, the followine genPresident, Robert
tlemen were elected for the ensuing year
L Reade; Vice-President, William BrookBeld ; Secretary,
Treasurer, James Wills ; Captain, C. G.
J. H. Giffln, Jr.
Peterson ; Coxswain, James D. Foot ; Trustees, J. H. Abell,
:

;

Henry P. Havens, Walter S. Wilson, William B. Kemp.
Rowing on this Ttoe.—On the Tyne, EDgland, November
John Hawdon beat William Lumsden. It is stated that
Hawdon is to be matched against Hanlan, the American

Jr.,

11,

champion, early in spring.

A

FEW WORDS TO

"CORINTHIAN."

1

it.

I

Halifax, N.

3.,

Nov.

11, 1878.

Enrron Forest a*d Stream :
" Corinthian's" letters in favor of the
I have read with interest
American model and rig, and am glad to find him advocating hie
views so earnestly, though I entirely differ from him. At the
enmetime, I w ieh his eagerness to prove himself right did not
him into very awkward blmidera, which tell agiinet the value
" When the
he aaya
of hie arguments. In his letter of Oot. 25
plucky Ashbury brought his cutter-yacht Cambria to these waters

lead

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
found himself and yacht out-sailed by our whole fleet in rotation, What web the consequence ?
When he returned ho brought
lie

Was shea cutter? No, nil who ever saw her
hesitate a moment in pronouncing her an American

the J.ivonio.

would not

type of vessel of the usual characteristics— largo hulk arid email
displacement."
Tho italics are my own. "Corinthian" hat)
scored against himself in his anxiety to BBore against tho cutter.

Cambria— as I mnBt Bay he ought to know, was never a cutter,
hut always a schooner— U a schooner now, and was one when she
raced in New York. Liconia, again, waa a compromise between
American and English types of a schooner-yacht, and though
he says, wa3 by no means at the top of the tree in England
any more than Cambria had been. Sappho and America were
the best of their class on this side— tho Ashbury yachts were not
the

fast, as

the same position with regard to their rivals in England.
like to seo the recent English schooner-yachts, sneh as

in

I would

Miranda, racing with our crack American
sohoonera of equaltonnago. I think " Corinthian" would open
his eyes then. I wonder, too, the match between Vision and
Oraciedid not strike him as containing valuable lessons as to rig.
Oeionia, Sea Belle, or

But of this more anon.
your future issues.

some of
mora discussion we have on

I shall return to the subject in

Meantime,

Ih'e

these points thebalter for our grand sport.

Winter is the time to
write, and Fobebt and Stbkam, the American yachtsman's organ,
the paper to writo to.
RocaE-Caorx.

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS.
San Fbancisco,

Emtob Fobest and
As

I sat myself

Steeaji

down

Cal.,

Nov.

4, 1878.

:

this evening in

my

old leather easy chair,

with a fresh oharge in tho brown old meerschaum, and unfolded
tho last number of the Foiiest amd Stream, Ifelt "at peace with
all the world and the rest of mankind."
Turning first to the
Yachting columD, as is my wont, the letter of "Corinthian'' on
" C.jriuthian Crnisers" met my eye, and to its perusal I gave

"marked attention," and saw in tho art ialo some very sensible
ideas. Then followed your ooraments. I couldn't stand it, and
have hung up old ''brown;" and opening

my

desk, have just

my lance (pen) in rest (inkstand) to come to the rescue.
me premise my arguments by stating that, combined with

dipped

Let

and

a very decided weakness for guns, dogs

means

least

ia

my

rods, last but by

fondness for boats, yachts and

no

yachting.

Claiming to be a Corinthian in the fullest sense, with thirty years'
constant practice and experience in all sorts of boats, in all sorts
of waters, in

100 tons,

it

all

sorts of yachts, from the 20ft. oat-boat to craft of

may not

be egotistical to claim

some

familiarity with

the question.

Beginning with a review of "Corinthian's" suggestions, I will
Bay that in the main I agree with him, but am somewhat amused
at the evident timidity with which ho approaches the question of

He

beam.

saya be would give a boat of 30ft. keel 12 or 13 ft.
Don't be afraid, my boy, nor dread ridicule. Give her
And you are sound also on the question
of depth give her not loss than 4>£ft., and you will never regret
it
for if there is any one craft to be despised it ia a shallow boat
—a tea sauoer— with your lee deck under water whenever you have
a wholesale breeze.

breadth.
13>^ft.

— not an inch less.
;

;

With ISJft. beam and 4Jft. depth you will have an able, staunch
and comfortable boat, that will stand up and cany sail when the
abominable English cutter

is

dragging her lee rigging in the water,

and her deck presents the angle of a Bteep barn roor, capsizing
everything below dock, and playing grand smash with the crockery.
Give her a long floor and breadth, for of floor therein you get
Bpeed; not over 6in. deadrise, and carry the beariDgs well out:
Bhurp knuckle, so aa to gain every inch possible of bearings—
don't fear she will be ugly, it don't show, being under water gives
you width of cabin and berths, and makes her a tiff and able.
Don't out your onda away let your bearings run well aft it adds
materially to her stiffness, hol.ls her up, and makes her buoyant
in a sea-way. Don't mind when people tell you she will thrash.
She won't nor will it make her stoer badly. And while on that
Bubject, don't cut your deadwootl off too short. Let it run well
aft, for it insures steadiness, and takes tho strain from your
rudder, Now you have a good, buoyant bottom with a long floor,
which means speed as well. And don't be humbugged by those
Who will tell you a broad boat can't sail breadth of beam is not

—

;

;

;

;

detrimental to speed, malgre tho accepted opinion.
The next point is yonr centreboard. Your ideas are oorreot as
to leDgth. It ia also unnecessary to build it high ; SJ^ft. from

Put a water-tight cap on the top lOin. wide,
and a coaming each side, liu. high, to keep your lamp and dishes
from sliding off when oarryiug a preBB of canvaa and attach
keel is quite sufficient.

;

swinging table-leavea each side of your centreboard case, with
brackets to awing out to support them when in use, If you want
your boat to ateer like au arrow, add a small centreboard aft by
building your deadwood up to the cockpit floor, with a slat for tho
board, Builders will tell you this cannot be done that it weakena
;

your boat, because it cuts off your floor timbora that should run
Boab
It oan bo done.
serosa.
The floor timbers that run
aoroaa forward between the forward centreboard and tho after one
are quite sufficient for strength and again, abaft the after board
there ia ample chance to strengthen. The after board ia worked
by an iron stiff rod, with an eye in tho board, which permits of its
lying flat in the groove in the cockpit floor.
Now, you have the
It ia good on the wind, and when Tunoption of using it or not.
Shovo it down, and you need acatcoly touch tho tiller.
ing free.
Your boat will not yaw nor broach to, and all the usual strain and
pressure on tho rudder is relieved. I do not claim the after board
aa original with myaolf, but experience in ita use I do claim, and
if I was to build fifty boats would never omit it.
It is no experiment, but the experience of e, dozen years' Btanding.
Now as to rig. The sloop rig has unquestionably the advantage
in Bpeed, aB it has been demonstrated over and over agtiin that
themore canvaB yon get in or e sail, the more speed but it also
involves labor, and as comfort and an absence of crew is the desid!

;

;

make a

concession to that object,
i. e., cruising light-banded.
There remains, then, the choice of
two Jigs— that of the schooner, and the yawl or dandy— the latter

eratum,

it is

sensible to

little

one coming down
a staysail

to tho heel of the bowsprit, which (ben becomes
but give her a good sized jib, and. the usual length of

;

your mainmast well forward ; then place a second
mast abaft the cockpit, with considerable rake (2in. to tho foot
at least). Ban out astern a bumpkin, or short bowswrit— or aterneprit, more properly— a good stout spar, properly secured inboard,
requires no guy or bobstay to support it.
On this driver-mast
put a leg-of-muiton or Bermudian sail about one-fourth smaller
than your jib, with a boom, a block on the end of the bumpkin
through which your sheet reeves, and comes inboard to a cleat at
the foot of the mast, and easily reached from the cockpit.
Tho
boom of your mainsail should just clear your driver-aiast. The
sail on the driver-mast baa a short jack-yard or piece of wood
eimilartothe "sliding gunter," a block on same through which
your halliards are rove, the standing part made fast to the becket
in your topmast single block, by which means you can carry up the
peak of your sail nearly as high aa the truck of your topmast, in
place of an unnecessarily tall must.
The sail being shaped precisely like yonr jib— i. e., leg-of-mutton
the advantages of tho rig oan only be appreciated by actual use.
When the breeze admitB, you can carry all sail. When it cornea
on too heavy, lower your mainsail, and run under jib and driver;
or you can lower both jib and driver, and run uuder mainsail alone.
It is seldom that you cannot carry either Jib and driver or mainsail, and if your Bail is properly balanced your boat will work
equally well under either. In coming about, if tho breeze is light,
or the sea so rough that it is doubtful if she will do it, a little pull
on your driver to windward will throw her around immediately.
In cloBe work, getting under way, or coming in to a wharf,
you can handle your boat uuder the reduced sail of jib and driver
easily and safely. If yon want to deaden headway, haul your
driver square around, like throwing a topsail back.
This is the
handiest rig for amateurs— in faot, the easiest handled of all rigs
I ever tried, and there are none that I have not experimented with.
One man can easily hoiat and manage all three sails.
The schooner rig everybody knows too well to render it necessary to refer to it, it ia tbe next best to the yawl or dandy rig but
don't you be pertrraded to adopt that of a sloop when either of the
others are open to you. That great thrashing boom ia a dreadful
affair in a blow and rough water.
Your sail is too largo, requiring
bowsprit

get

;

—

;

reef a.

a Corinthian rig, and dispenses with two out
before the mast. The owner and one man are quite
handle a yacht of 50ft. if bo rigged, and ia demonstrated with us constantly.
other.

It is striotly

of three

men

enough

to

Now as to that English cutter or tapeworm. Of all the mean
uncomfortable (below and on dock), wet, nasty, disagreeable crafts
that ever floated, they can take the palm. If you want to toko
a perpetual bath— half the time under and half the time out
if
;

you want a

then build a cutter. They havo no stabildown on their sides without feeling the influence of
keela and tona of iron until leverage is obtained, and
diving-bell,

they go

ity,

And now, if I have not cooked the goose of cutter advocates
effectually as 1 hope, it is all beoaoae Borne paople areeostubbor
and obstinate that they are not open to conviction, But I say to
you, my Corinthian friend, don't you be perauaded to bnild a cutter ; build just such a craft aa you desoribe (I will send yon
a drawing, showing the after cenh-ehoard and rig, if yon desire),
and you will not only have a staunch, able, powerful and comfortable boat, but a fast cue and you can carry sail and woar yonr
store clothes, whilo your cutter friend in his oil skins will look like
a chicken in a thunder storm. Take the advice of one who has
tried them all, and has learned all he knows about the Bubject from
personal experiment as a Corinthian, doing a good ahare of tho
work at that.
I omitted to say that your frames, as yon give dimenaionB, aro
unnecessarily heavy, 2x3 at butts, and 2x2 at top would be ample ;
plank, 1 rf. Don't make the great and usual error of loading your
boat down with timber
it makes her lazy and heavy.
Another
point paint every stick that gees in her as it goea in it prevents
water soaking, preserves your boat, and makes her lively and!
;

j

:

;

buoyant.

Now let the cutter

For

OUR

and Stream and Rod and Gun,
2.

stores for tho trip consisted of 200 lbs. bacon, 410 lbs.

flour, 2

bush, beans, 2 hush, peas, 3 buth. com, with coffee,

and butter— tho latter articles being considered
Also, five gallons of spirits and a keg of
tobacco for the Indians. It is customary on these voyages to oat
only twiao a day, and it is astonishing to see the quantity the men
will dispose of.
They make a very nutritious and palatable soup
of porlt and peas, and the usual bread is made of flour, water and
lard, baked in a frying-pan.
A gill-net is very useful on this lake. This is arranged with
stones and floats of wood, to keep it expanded, so that tho whiteeffeminate luxuries.

fish

it are caught by the gills.
The white lake are very large, weighing from three to ten pounds,

getting their heads into

fish of this

fifteen.
They are much, firmer and
They have very few bonea,
but otherwise resemble the shad in appearance. They are, however, not so oily, and one can eat them for a long time without
tiring of them.
Mr. Agnew, the Collector of the port, tells us
that two-thirds of the population subsist entirely upon whitefish
and potatoes. The Indiana on the lake subsist on tbem almost
exclusively, and I have never seen amore healthy and comfortable
looking tribe than the Chippewas.
It ia a beautiful sight to witness the taking of the whitefiah in
these rapids by the Indians. Two of them propel a canoe into the
midst of the rapids, and the one in the bow, when he Bees a flab,
directa his companion to it by a signal, and when near enough he
seizes his large-bowed scoop-net, and generally Becures it. It ia
curious to see one of them resting his whole weight on his pole,
and pushing tho canoe along with his feet, apparently a part of tho
canoe itself. They also kill sturgeons of large size with the spear
in these rapids.
Having broken camp and loaded our canoe, we started, and
being relieved of about SOOlbe. of stores sent on by the brig Asior,
she glided through tho water with great speed.
Aa wo passed
from behind a projecting rock, Pierre exolaimed, " Voila Grog

and they have been taken of

their lead

thou they atop but by that time the lee rigging is in tbe water,
and half the deck under. A nice, comfortable craft for pleasure,
;

Of what uso is a modeled bottom to ttiem, when they
do all their sailing ou their sides? And aa for Bafety and stability,
I will take the centreboard flat-bottomed craft I havo described,
and drown out the cutter in any weather or any sea
My flatbottomed craft will neither dive nor thiash with 6in. deadrise
she has buoyancy, and stays on top of the water. Tho prejudice
against centreboards and flat-bottoms has arisen from the great
certainly

!

!

defect not in their model, but the fact that they aro too shallow.
AU hey want is more freeboard ; give them the sama freeboard
i

you give a

cutter, and then try them side by side.
In a cruising yacht, in the Eastern waters as well as here, it
often happens that you want to run close in shore, or into a sho»l
bay for shelter. Your long-legged cutter oan't go in
or if she
does, when the tide falls she tumbles down on her side, and when
it rises there is a good chance for her filling if a hatch or sky-light
is kept off, before she will right.
;

I will pass

on tho question

of cabin comforts, the

accommodaan omnibus, and come
The Bay of San Francisco at times
oan show some water aa rough aa Long Island waters probably.
Our winds are heavy, but in all my cruising— and I have kept up
tions being reduced to the dimensions of
to the objectionable cockpit.

a pretty lively gait at it for twenty years in California— I never
took a barrel of water into the cockpit. Again, I sent a eohooneryacht of 47ft. over all (centreboard, with a bottom ; 16ft. beam,
Buch as I desaribe
with just 6in. deadrise) on a voyage to the
South Sea Islands, Her first port was the Sandwich Islands, 2,000
miles; thence to the Navigatore, 3,000 miles; thence to the
Marshall group, 1,500 miles further
and in all that cruise, with
all sorts of woather, she never took water in her cockpit. Another
instanoe: I Bold a schooner-yacht of 80ft. over all, with open
;

;

cockpit, 7in. deadrise

built so lightly that the wise ones said she
never would get over the Bar, viz.— bent oak frames, 2x3 plankdeck plank, 1>£. She sailed for the
;

;

ing, l}£in. before planing

;

Bouth Sea Lsl.nds, making the fastest passage ever made, with
one exception, to Honolulu and to the Navigators
and waa used
for a year subsequently, beating up against a rough sea and strong
trade winds at the Islands
and the oaptain wrote me that he
never pumped her or took a bucket of water in the cockpit, and
Beldom on deck, So much for buoyancy and flat bottoms.
Wo have in our bay a class of vessels called the square-toedflat bottoma as flat aa a house floor, centreboards, square bows,
with simply sloping ends— that go outaide all along the coaat, and
invariably out-aail and out-weather the round-bottom eratt and
there ia not a solitary record of one of them ever having foundered
or come to grief, They lay to with more ease to themselves and
comfort to their crewa than the round-bottomed vessels; and there
are several inetaucea of rouDd-bottomed schooners laying to in
company with these vessels, losing their deck loads, while old
square-toes bobbed up and down retiring gracefully from an ugly
sea, taying, "No, I thank you; I am not ambitious to book at
you," then- buoyancy keeping them on top of the sea all the time
;

;

;

,

instead of plunging into

it.

The

seas

may

occasionally strike the

Cap

.'"

and we beheld the

lofty chain of primitive rocks jutting

boldly out into the lake, and severed by the action of the descend-

from ita continuation at Point Iroquois, on the southern side, by the St. Mary's River, which is here about four miles
wide, although from tbe height of the land it appears to bo much
less.
The bay which wo had to traverse being shoal, is dangerous
in rough weather, but the wind, though adverse, was not strong
enough to give ua any trouble. A sail was seen in tho distance,
which we concluded must belong to a surveying party under Dr.
Houghton, who have been exploring the Upper Peninsula for
copper mines. Their Mxciuac boat came down before the wind at
a great rate, and was soon alongside of us. We lauded together
on the Point, and they ehowod us their field books and surveys cf
the coast, and gave us minute directions for finding the various
objectB of interest ou our way to the head of the lake. They had
been three montha in the wilderness, and knew nothing of the
Harrison campaign, then going on, and WBre even ignorant of the
virtues of "hard cider." Their dress and appearance was very
rough, aud their leader was so hirsuto that the Indians gave him
the name of " Muckwa," or the Bear. It is their custom to nanla
all strangers from their personal peculiarities, and at the Sault I
myself waB called "Nee-wus-keen-zhe," or Four Eye, from my
ing waters

spectacles.

After smoking a pipe together

we parted, they going down

to

the Sault, and wo heading northward.

After a pull of two hours
and coasted along
its precipitous shores, which rise to the height of several hundred
feet ; here clothc-d with the deep green aud massive foliage of the
against a strong wind

pine,

we arrived

at the Cape,

and agniu showing the naked and weather-stained rooks,

which, as you approach the point, aro of an iron-rust color, and
many places with yellow moss. A tiny rivulet fouud

covered in

way over the masB of rock, and fell, broken into foam, from a
point throe hundred feet above us almost at our foet. Two small,
ita

headlands inclose a beautiful little bay, which afforde
a complete shelter for canoes, and a safe place for unloading
thent, which must be done at some distance from tho shore, tho
voyageurs getting into the water and holding the frail vessel
rooky

away from the rocks.
At the farther end of this bay our voyageurs had pitched our
tent, and were cooking at a blazing fire, the smoke of whioh
curled lazily up in deep blue wreaths, which contrasted finely with
The towering
the dark-green pines and firs in the background.
crags, rough and serrated, came down to the water's edge iu sneoeBeive projections, clothed with evergreen foliage, tbe rugged
Outlines of Gros Cap terminating tbe range. I tried to sketch
charming scene, but the mutquitoes and sand flies
this

attacked me in such swarms that I was glad to retreat to the tent
and envelop myself in a cloud of tobacco smoke.
so as to

Cap

idea, with

Forest

tea, sugar, lard

smoking his pipe, dry and comfortable.

one piece— not according to the English

him

CANOEING ON LAKE SUPERIOR.— No.

your jib be

in

at

Podoebs.

square bows heavily, but they are strong andean stand it, and do.
The sea never gets aboard, however, and old Jaok paces the deck

if

come

^

modified in some particulars, ia handy,
and posse«a6s the merit of rendering reefing unnecessary. Let
originally English, but

fiend strike back and I will

again.

falter than those of the lower lakes.

The San Francisco Yacht Club are adopting the dandy rig
almost universally, and you could not porauade any one of the
owners of yachts in our waters who have onae tried it to use any

force
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August

1

—Iiose at an early hour, and started without breakfast,

make

the traverse of the wide

arm

of the lake

from Gros

to Point Poisson Blanc, a distance of twenty-one miles.

Niaev

!

:

milet;from Gros Cap is a small island, callod Isle des ParieiennoB,
where wo landed for breakfast. We had been informed that, the
caribou abounded on this island, and as soon as we landed the
Major started with his rifle in pursuit of them, but brought in
only a couple of duclts, which he had skillfully scalped with
bullets. Wo then put off for WhitefiBh Point, which we reached

and made our

camp—free

from
masquitoes at this place. This is a noted fishing station, where
many lake trout and whitefish are put up at thiB season, however, it is deserted. Seeing many trout rising and pursuing the
honing, 1 baited my hook with a strip of the flesh of a duok's
and casting into deep water alongside the rocks, I soon
breast
at an early hour in the afternoon,

;

;

caught a good mess of speckled trout, some of them a foot long.
I also tried the fly, but they did not rise.
August 2— This morning wo find the wind and waves too strong
to allow us to embark with our loaded canoe. [So we procured
a Macinac boat, in which we loaded our Blores, and three of us,
with the help of oars and poles, got her off past the breakers,
shipping one sea in the passage; then putting her before it, wo
daahed round the point into smooth water. The canoe being
lightened, they got off easily with the rest of the party, who
then loading up our canoe again,
followed us round the point
we Bet forth, hoping to run with a fair wind to Pictured Books
;

before night.

Bnt soon the wind began to increase, and to haul too much off
shore to allow us to lay our eouree these bark canoes, fiaving no
keel, can o
aa with a fair wind, or nearly so. We had insonsibly got off some miles from the shore, where the waves were too
high for the safoty of our deeply laden canoe, and it took vigorous pulling at the oars to bring us in. Wo were then obliged to
resort to the eordelle, or towing rope, and in that way reaohed
Two Heart River twenty-one miles that day. The shores are
generally sandy and undulating, and clad with a growth of pine
:

;

and fir, mixed with maple and beech.
On arriving at this pretty little stream, which flows parallel
with the lake for some distance, we encamped upon its bank ; and
I took my fishing rod, and following it for a few hundred yards,
S. O. C.
1 killed some nice trout for supper.
Sdilit

8t& Marie, July

31, 1840.

jff* and

m$ivei[

FISH IN SEASOrTToR NOVEMBER.
,•

i.Lbjiit'.'

uluskalonge, Stoa nobilior.

SALT WATEB.

seaBaaa,

biumremta.
petamyt

c
.

Striped BaSB, Boccus Zfaneat/ui.

lionito, tiunla

Wpakflsu, Cipuiarionregaliii.
BluoUsk, Pomotomua saltatrix.

KlngHsli,

Kemtetrrw nrbuloam.

Weight of Appboved Salmon Rods.—Scarcely twentyyears ago the length and weight of the hest salmon rods was
simply immense. The material was greenheart (one of the
heaviest,

woods), and the length seldom

less

than 21 feet

With the reel attached the weight almost reached that of a
modern double-barrelled bird gun. "We were so fortunate as
to possess the acquaintance, in auld lang syne, of John Norland, Esq., of Montreal, perhaps the then best known and most
expert salmon angler of Canada. His wealth enabled him to

gratify every caprice,

and the variety and value of

his angling

outfit was therefore very considerable, not to say extravagant.
After he died, his personal property of this sort was offered
his rods
for competition to his friends, most of whom coveted
not only for their supposed intrinsic value, but as souvenirs of
large
selection
found
a
lot,
and
the
examined
the man.
of rods, chiefly of Irish manufacture, not one of which but re-

We

quired an athlete to wield

it.

One ponderous wythe, a Castle-

Connell, seemed to have been his favorite implement. It was
21 feet three inches long, and could lift a line that should hold
mention these facts simply to show what a
a sturgeon.

We

preference has since been wrought in favor of light rods. Indeed in these days, more important qualities are often sacrificed to lightness by rod-makers, simply because the trade

seems to demand

To make

it.

a rod which will combine
is of course the

desirable lightness with all other requisites,

desideratum.

The man who produces

this

is

supposed to

reach the acme of a rod-maker's ambition.
The other day the veteian rod-maker, Wm. Mitchell, long
and favorably known to all anglers of the past generation, to
say nothing of the present, exhibited to us, with commenda-

an ash and lancewood salmon rod of exquisite
workmanship, which he had just completed for Henry Samp"There
said he, " I doubt if
son, Esq., 58 Reade street.
you can find any split bamboo which will weigh less than
We carefully weighed it on
that." It was 17* feet in length.
Post Office scales, and it kid down 1 lb. 15 oz. Its lightness
ble pride,

!'.'

surprised us,
lavorite

but

we

expressed our

bamboo salmon rod was

confidence

far fighter,

that

our

and the old

To-day he will read in his
angler departed incredulous.
Forest and Stream that, our rod weighs but 1 lb. 7 oz., its
and its diameter is greater than the
These facts are interesting to know, and should be

length being 16£ feet
other.

;

convincing to cavillers

who

are inclined to maintain that a

wooden cylinder can be made lighter than a hollow one.
Could a wooden rod he made equal in all respects to a split
cane, the advantage in its favor would be most pronounced,

solid

as

it

can he made for one-half or two-fifths the cost of the

cane.
Iuvj.m

i

r

uiT.

—The early birds who, after

the.

custom of

their

came down in the dark last Monday morning to the
Fulton Fish Market for their daily modicum of halibut, bass

tribe,

and the

turtle green,

market

there.

The

were considerably mystified to find no
basketeers rubbed their eyes, pinched
their thumbs— all approved fairy-tale

and bit
methods of waking themselves out of the dream— but

their legs

all

there

The fish had escaped the
Sunday morning smoke whs
The alarm
force of fire engines, the fire-boat and
The men worked like heroes; even inani-

was no market

frying-pans to

fall

brought

a full

the police-boat.

to

be seen.

into the

seen issuing from the

fire.

windows

of the upper loft.

mate things caught the enthusiasm; a hose-nozzle slipped
out of the hands of a flreman and wriggled around like a
frantic serpent, knocking the feet of half a dozen firemenfrom
under them and squirting the water in every direction. In
the stampede that occurred several firemen fell overboard.
The fire was a brilliant spectacle, especially when viewed
from the river. There were three cupolas, up which the flames
crept and whence they spread to the other part of the roof.
As each cupola came crashing down, the central one with its
flagstaff and gilded fish vane, it was hailed with tremendous
cheers and shouts from the enthusiastic crowd which always
gather at a New York fire. Monday morning nothing but the
front wall and the blackened and charred ruins of the floor
were left.
The burned building, built in 1SG0, succeeded the old Fly
Market at the foot of Maiden Lane. Here, at the mouth of a
creek running far up into the city, one hundred and twentythree years ago, the fishing smacks had gathered, untd in 1822
the dealers complained of the sewage, which poisoned the
water and killed tho fish which wcro submerged iu the fish-

An opportune fire cleared off the shanties along the
shore on the present site, and on January 23, 1822, the Fulton Fi3h Market was opened to the public. The smacks were
brought up to the beach, on the market front, and the dealers
stood on the wharf. Some, who had permanent stands on
the Beekman street side, had acquired enough strength iu
numbers and influence to put up a building in 1834. Several
changes followed until, in 1847, this shed having been torn
down, a new one was built in its place, aud the real growth of
the Fulton Fish Market began. Many of the firms which hold
stands at present were established about this time, and tho
trade began to have its rules and fixed practices, though the
competition was sharp and shrewd. The market began to
have a character, and the Fulton Market, fish-boys grew up
into a class, and a rough class they were, drinking hard and
making it a point never to miss a cock-fight or a prize-fight
between their hours of flinging fish about. Later years have
wrought a great improvement, but to-day there is never a
"main" or an exhibition of the "manly art "without the
presence of a special market reporter and critic. During war
times, when everything was busy, fishmongers found that
they were defeating their own ends by too much competition,
and a scheme was started to secure the site for a close corpocharter was accordingly secured by the Fulton
ration.
Market Fishmongers' Association, composed of a certain number of shareholders, who put up the capital of .§123,000, and a
number of stand-holders, who controlled tho conduct of the
company's affairs. It was a peculiar association in many
ways. The. association has a virtual monopoly of the business and the trade. Tho new building was opened October 18, 1869, with a banquet and reception. In the upper
story were spacious administration offices, a meeting room
and an excellent library. The American Fish Cultural Association met here last spring, and the market-men have rendered very substantial assistance to the work of the CommisThe statistics of the fish trade have now some chance
sion.
of being collated, and at the request of Professor Kami a careful list has been kept of the numbers and weights of fish arriving.
Since April last this has shown an average of 4,000,000 pounds per month. The fish now arrive from all quarters
by all sorts of craft by water and by every lino of railroad.
By quick express and packed in ice, the fish are in turn sent
to very great distances. The market is among the famous fish
marts of the world.
cars.

A

FBESH WATER.
Pikeo

Black B
M. palMua.

—

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

S24

after it

;

Boiled Fish atj Natuimx.— The Key West Key of t/w
Gulf lately published the following statement:
" Our fishing smacks report a stream of fresh or poisonous
water along our bay coast, from two to ten fathoms out, that
They report sailing for two
kills all the fish in its range.
hundred miles through dead fish, covering the sea as far as
the eye could reach with all the varieties. Immediately on
the shore the water is salt and natural, while less than a mile
appears of a red brick color."
The latest issue of the same paper confirms the foregoing,

off it

aud adds
" Smack fishing

owing

for the present is entirely destroyed,

It is more
to the poisonous water along the Gulf Coa6t.
than six weeks since that a single smack has been able to

carry any live fish to Cuba."

There

is

the vicinity.

nomenon,
globe

;

no doubt a sub-aqueous volcanic eruption in
There is nothing remarkable about such a phe-

If it

but

be true, bs they are

we might

common

in all parts

as well say that market

to have th ir fish alive

and

fresh,

men

and not ready

of the

will prefer

boiled.

Hudson Bay Co.'s Post— Michipicaton, L. 8., Oct. 21.—
From the inclosed list of anglers to the far famed Kapigon
River you will note that a great falling off in numbers has
taken place. This is caused, I fancy, by the extreme irreguIt'
larity of the Canadian steameTS in calling in at the river.
some of tho South Shore (American) steamers could only be
persuaded to make regular trips during the months of July
and August and advertise them well, they, I'm sure, would
be well repaid. The past season has been an unusually fine
one and the fishing excellent, the trout averaging as usual
from 2 to241bs.; a good many 5, 5i and Olbs. have also re-

tured in the Bay Of Quinte, and probably one of the largest
ever caught in fresh water, was taken in a seine near Hellevile.
1 personally measured the fish and found its dimensions to be
Length from tip of nose to cod of tail, 5ft. 4iu.;
as follows
girth at thickest part (after a five-pound pickerel had been
weight, 52 lbs.
taken from its stomach) 2Giin
Besides the
above
referred to, the stomach of the monster conpickerel
tained a number of other good sized fish.
:

;

Movements of thr Fishing Fleet. — The

list

diligent
referred to

and

skillful angler.

The following is

the

A. V. Russell, Judge T. A. Logan, Col. L. A. Harris, Benj.
Robinson, Cincinnati, O.; Jno. Erwine, W. L. Ilurlbut, O. E.
Johnson, Cleveland; Titos. M. Stetson, And. Ingram, New
Bedford; Ova Pearson, Indianapolis, Ind.; Brvan Lathrop,
J. S. Norton, Chicago, 111.; F. A. Fox, L. D. Wilkes, St.
Paul; Hy Austin, J. R. Chamber lm, Rochester, N. ~2.\ J. S.
Smith, W. B. Smith, Port Hope, Ark.; II. M. Hanna, Dr. G.
E. C. Weber, Alex Gunn, Cleveland, ().; lit, Col. Rhodes,
P. Rhodes, Quebec; Colin Campbell, New York: J. M.
A. P. V.
Hamilton, Major Wilson, Sault Ste. Marie.

Canada.—During an

excursion last
fishing season Samuel Wiimot, Esq., Superintendent of the
Dominion Fish Hatchery, captured 80 salmon iu a fortnight
with his rod, of which 75 averaged 2-5 pounds each. He
thinks this equal at least to angling for striped bass at Cutty-

Salmon Angling

in

hunk.

A

Monster MrsoAioNOK

—

This
Brflvvve, Out., Nov. 12.
largest muscalonge ever cap-

morning (Tuesday, Nov. 11) the

Cook,

;

bblB.

New Toek—Slielter Island, Nov. 14.—The fishing is about
over for the season. Many of the fishing vessels have hauled
up, and all will do so probably in a few days. They have all
done remarkably well this year.
Captains Hawkins and
Cartwright, who have large lactones in this region, have
reaped a plentiful harvest from the deep, and both of them
have been making extensive additions to their works. The
former has also a large factory on Barren Island near Now
York, and employs several steamers in the business. It is said
that he has taken over fitty millions of fish this year.
Isaac.
Fishing Banks.

—We

don't

know why New York cod

fishermen never catch anything unless they go on Sunday, but
never hear anything about the fish biting on week days.
Monday morningthere are plenty of people'about the city, if
if you know where to look for them, who will tell you great
stories about " yesterday's " sport. Last Sunday a party went.
down to the banks off Far Rockaway and had huge success,
hauling up the cod, skate and dogfish until their arms ached.

we

Rhode Island—Newport, Nov.

11.

—The menhaden

fleet

of

fishermen have about all gone into winter quarters. Their
success this fall has been slim in these waters. One steamer
captured 300 bbls. off Point Judith one week to-day. Codfish
Occasional.
very plenty.

—

—

Tennessee Nashville, Nov. 13. The jolliest party of the
season started yesterday on s grand fishing excursion, to be
gone three weeks, Col. Geo. F. Ackers in command, attended
by a staff of sportsmen any one might be glad to be with. The
colonel said he would fish in Turnbull, Hnrpeth and Duck
rivers, and expects to take a great many jack, bass and black
perch. Besides complete equipments for fishing and shooting,
he has taken with him a couple of good musicians to entertain the party and to furnish amusement to the good people
living in those secluded sections where he intends visiting.
number of gentlemen have returned from Flint and Stone's
river, where they had excellent sport.
In fact it seems that
fish are more plentiful this fall than they have been for years.
The weather is and has been all that could be desired. The
mornings frosty and hazy, clearing away in the middle of the
day, and just rain enough to keep the streams iu good order.
J. D. H.

A

Columbia, Nov. 16.—There is little or no fishing io this
vicinity at present.
Our State Commissioner, Co! Geo. F.
Akers, accompanied by Albert Akser and John Branch, has
been fishing on the Duck, Buffalo aud other tributaries of the
Tennessee, but with what success was not able to learn.
.

Vat..

—

Silk Wop.m Gut Once Moke— Bedford, O., Nov, 8. Mr,
Editor: lam glad that you have published the correspondence between "E. I M." aud myself iu regard to drawing
silk gut from our native silk worms, as it has set me to thinking of what could have been the cause of Dr. Hardenbcrg's
failure.
I think it must have been owing to dividing the
worm too far back from the head, making an opening into the
1

.

cavity of the abdomen, which contains the gelatinous substance
that "E.J. M." mentions, and which gave him so much
trouble by forming a hard, brittle coating to the gut.
It is
a long time since I drew silk gut from our native silk worms,
and 1 do not remember just at what point I divided the
"
worms. 1 hope
B. J. M." will try it again, and begin by
dividing the worm on the first trial close to the head, so as to
not make an opening into the abdomen; and if this fails, try u
little further back until he finds the right point to divide it.
I have never drawn a very great number of silk gut from our
native silk worms, but enough to know that it can be done.
Let " E. J. M." gather a quantity of cocoons of Attieim cecropia early next spring or this winter, and follow my directions With the moths and eggs, and when the eggs are hatched
place the larva on plum trees, or rear them in the
feed them on the leaves of the plum tree under his immediate observation, and when they commence to spin try it
again.
Following the above suggestions I think he will succeed after a few trials to his entire satisfaction.
Very truly yours,
T. Garliok.
:

\,

"

1

warded the

sch. Col.

of this port, arrived at Port Mulgrave on Tuesday week, being
the last of the mackerel fleet to leave the Buy St. Lawrence".
There are yet several vessels to arrive home, but all will soon
be along. The shore mackerel fleet report no catch of late,
but the vessels hold out with the hope of a late spurt, aud
will not pack out the shore mackerel afloat until they give up
that hope. The season is practically ended. T he number of
fishing arrivals reported at this port the past weok has been
38, as follows: 2 from the Banks, with 185,000 lbs. codfish ;
6 from the do., with 100,000 lbs. halibut: 22 from Georges
with 260,000 lbs. codfish and 8 from the Bay St. Lawrence,
with 1,850 bbls. mackerel. Receipt of shore mackerel. 1,000

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Qun.

FLY-FISHING FOR BLACK BASS.

order to kill these game fish with the fly you must have
IN access
to a stream where black baBS are plentiful.
Such
a stream will be clear the greater part of the season.

Black

bass are sometimes found in streams that are not, of this
nature, but not in any considerable numbers. You must have

room enough

to cast a fly

;

that

is,

the stream must be of such

and surroundings that yon have as much spa
rear as in your front, because your line goes behind you exIf you are married you
actly the same distance as in front.
for your outfit : Get
muBt have permission to go.
coarse shoes, largo enough for a pair of cotton and a pair of
sole with small holes
next
the
yarn socks; pierce the uppers
by thrusting an awl in the direction you walk aslant. This
will let out" the water when you step out on land and prevent
sticks and straws, thorns, etc., from penetrating to your feet.
A pair of woollen pants, of neutral tint, with pockets in front
and at the back for leather strings and what-nots, will be concoarse (hickory) shirt, with collar till
venient.
over a neat cravat, an old sack coat and vest of subdued colr.r,
and a good many pockets ; these, with a cork-lined, veatisize

Now

A

FOREST AND STREAM.
double-visored, lead-colored felt hat, complete your
costume.
three-piece rod from 10 to 10 j feet long, of split
bamboo or ash and lance-wood, with 40 or 50 yards of line,
either all oiled silk or the last 20 yards of that material ; a
leader of silk-worm gut sis or seven feet long, wpIi loops for
drop-flies and a book of flies tied by yourself or by some professional who has ashed himself and doesn't merely profess,
make you now ready for the fray ; with snack in your breastpocket, a heavy leather striug for your fish, and landing net at
your back between your shoulders, with a handle short while
unused, but capable of lengthening -when ready to be used.
You must fish near natural or artificial obstructions in the.
streams where pools are formed, such as naturally cause the
Oast as a
fish to rest and collect in considerable numbers.
rule in any way except directly up stream, as then your line
tends to drift back against your legs.
Casts made obliquely
stream
can
be
managed
to
the
current
so as
let
up or down
tighten your line before recovery for another cast. With
these modifications your general progress may bo either up or
down stream. Keep out of sight and fish the space between
yourself and the best ideal spot you have noted mentally, so
as not to scare or pass over fish in unexpected localities.
When wading you need not cast usually farther than 10 or 19
yards, though in open pool3 the longer the cast, provided always it be neatly made, the more apt you are to hang a fish.
When a fish rises a slight but deliberate movement of the wrist
away from the fish fastens the hook in the outer jaw, and then
you must keep your line taut and give and take line according to his violence, until he is exhausted enough to be drawn
over your lauding net (fastened at your back with a loop knot
in front, to be loosened as soon as your fish is thoroughly
lated,

A

tired).

the wet.

Then you may, if not in a flurry, lift him in out o'
The gut of your leador ought to be single salmon

and your flies tied on single salmon gut upon hooks a
larger than trout fly hooks and of the same materials,
only your bass flies may be a little more gaudy and showy.
The bass will take all the trout flies, and some that the trout
won't take. They must be tied on stronger gut and slightly
larger and stronger hooks. Even ordinary trout flies, if tied
on selected gut, will take bass of two or three pounds, and
flve-pounderB are rarely taken with the fly in these parts. If
you fish from a boat you can cast near and toward the shore
on larger- streams than are conveniently fished by wading in" the morning or evening, when you find them
feeding along the margin of portions of the stream,
The composition for your
hardly to be called pools.
shoes is made of tallow, wax, oil and India-rubber.
Tou may remember the ingredients by the phrase *'T. W.
O.India Rubbers" equal to the initials of tallow, wax, oil
ten or ten and a half foot rod was
and India lubbers.
chosen, because with such you can ca3t far enough, and on
account of its shortness you can carry it in thick woods and
fish pools with branches overhead, which you could not do with
a long rod. The leather string can be used in mid-stream, and
should be tied when fish are on it to a leathern belt at your
The Ferguson fly, the Montreal, and some tied after
waist.
specimens sent by the writer to Orvis, of Manchester, Vermont, are successful here on the Potomac and Goose Creek.
Any reel that does not overrun in casting will da I use a
Conroy multiplier with the balance handle destroyed that is,
I broke off the handle, and after filing the little brass ball opposite the handle flat, put on a handle which turns easily and
well but. does not overrun. A Milam Kentucky Keel would,
no doubt, do as well. If some ingenious mechanic would invent a multiplier, whose handle did not project beyond the
circumference of the side-plates, he would confer a favor on
the angling fraternity. The exact time that the black bass
spa'vn is not known, but is supposed to be from 15th of May
In October
to 15th of June, or perhaps to 1st of July.
and November tho bass are in deep water, and can rarely be
taken then with the fly, except from a boat, by casting not
far from shore and approaching the fish from the centre of
T, W.
the stream.
Leesburg, Va., Sept. 10, 1878.
gut,

trifle

—
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It Is

;

all that,

A clever sacrifice, which, In connection with the next move, shutWhite Q from the game, well deserved to win.
Leading to a forced mate, and of course far preferable to taking
theR.
(/) Be might also have played—
17— Q, ikaPch
20— P-BLtSl
20— R-Ku
(rt)

ting out the
{t)

|

IS— K-T(3
ID—K-KIl

moves.— Chess

a few

,'OTTtNGS.

week's ImpresBlon we Inadvertently stated that only one
problem conld be entered in the Glasgow Herald Problem Tourney,
whereas, the programme published by the llerahi restricts a competitor
to not more than two three-move problems.
last

—The

problem department of the Chess Players' Chronicle is now,
owing to the resignation of its former experienced, careful and able
editor, Mr. J. Cram, in the hands of an equally experienced problemist,
Mr. W, T. Pierce. Mr. Pierce inaugurates his editorship by a problem
tourney, wherein three most magnificent prizes are offered.
We
unhesitatingly recommend this sterling publication to such of our readers who have not been ao fortunate aa to enjoy Itj teeming pages.
Address W. W. Morgan, 87 Barbican, E. C, London, Eng.; annual subscription only 6s.
The Chronicle Tonrnoy is a three-move single problem tourney open to the world entries to which for the United States
closes Feb, t, 1S79.
Each competitor to contribute one original threemove problem only. Problems should be sent to J. Crum, Eaq., No. 16
Bothwell at G las gow, Scotland, accompanied by a full solution and the
author's uatue In a sealed envelope. The Rev. C. E. Ranken and Mr.
Each problem must be marked with
w*. T. Pierce will act as judges.
a motto or device, and not with the author's name.
;

—The

continues the publication of the Lowenthal Problem Tourney, and is still ab'y edited. Its allusion to the
asserted, and aa yet not disproved, irregularities In the management
of tho first grand toorney of the American Chess and Problem Association surprises us not a little.
are seldom inclined to differ with its
editor, and only do so now in order to quote this ingeniously worded
and pacific prolusion: ''Most of our American exchanges of the past
month are filled with discussions of the management of the lute problem tourney in connection with the American Chess Association. It is
not for us to pronounce for or against the necessity for such a controversy, and knowing something of American chess players, we have full
confidence in their willingness and ability to maintain their own honor
without Interference from any quarter. Nevertheless, we oaunot help
regretting the consequences for instead of the bright and genial chess
gossip to which our American contemporaries have accustomed us, we
have a succession of painful charges and recriminations, of which
can say nothing more than that we should willingly let them die." Such
a course cliques, rings and the perpetrators of irregularities could, n
approve of, and in order to entomb the discussion willingly "shake,
and even throw in a "bloody chasm" as a sort of inducement, and then
start the ohariot wheels over a new smooth road for another load of
" vindication." Although the discussion Is now well advanced, perhaps
the fact-citing accusers will heed oar contemporary's suggestion, and
thus interest and amuse the chess public as no llre-eatlng and swordswa'lowing conjurer ever has an audience in the performance of his
programme announced unparalleled feats. For our part we should like
it.
It will Insure another grand tourney, the invention of »tnt another
programme, and a management that would early secure the services ol
a brass band, as well as a flaming poster artist
Westminster Papers

still

We

;

I

S.

No.

1,

and

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
York. -Solvers' Tourney commenced with Problem

New

Jr.,

8.,

will continue until the publication of all tourney problems.

We

advise that you solve all tourney problems that appear until the
publication of our Solvers' Table. A word to the wise, etc.

1S73,

numbers

ests us greatly, for Oct.

New York;

gACCHt, Italy.—

B.,

N.,

and Nov.,

The Russian

1S78, are also mis3ing.

Philadelphia;

others.— We review only such books,

Forgive and Forbear.

:

We failed to recolve the Oct

of your excellent magazine.

V.,
etc.,

New

Orleans, and severa

as are sent us for that pur-

pose, which, in the future as in the past, we trust will *e few. Our
private purchases of chess works are usually "dipped int3" here and
there and now and then, and are seldom so critically and carefully ex-

Problem No. 38.

our opinion. We cannot, therefore, at present at leant, acceed to your requesis that
"express our critical and unbiased" opinion on aides' " Chess Gei
Kohtz & Eockelkorn's " Collection of Problems" and Valle's " Book of
Problems," the latter of which we are not r.waro has ever been

amined as

to

warrant an

editorial expression ot

published.

J^nswets to §jj\rts$0ndtnts.
No Notice Taken

ol

Auonymoiu Communloatloat,

WiiEiiB to ao poe Game.—Correspondents who send us
where to find best localities for game
and fish are referred to our game columos. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us
specific questions as to

much

trouble.

Read

the paper.

Phlla.—We cannot prescribe for your dog wHhoutjfurther
description of the symptoms.

!?W. D.

O.j

U. a. B.

a Bclier.

New York— Can

I

We

of

Ana.

know

dog fir one day In N. J. t I want
no place where dogs can be hired by the

hire a

day.

Watte

to play

and give mate In three moves,

C. H. D., Matawan, N. J.— We cannot express a decided opinion re
garding the article ou mention until we have further personal experi-

SOLUTIONS I

,\

1— R-K
s—Mates

ence.

Uanie No. 83 .—IRREGULAR

OPENING

wnlte.
-Unknown.

i-p-q*
2-F-Q4

a-Kt Q B8
4—B-KKtO

6— B tksKt
«— £t tea P
1—0- K.S

(b)

9-Q ika B ch

Black.
Dr.

J.W.Gibson,

1-P-K B4

n-H-Q

IX— *-<

•i—P

-O Iks R
13—t) tks & P
14-K-KS
15—E-B3
16-K Kl3
17-P-K F+
18— K-K B2
19—B-Q3 (g) and

12- K-B»

tl£8 1"

m

13

a— Kt-K
4—P-Q B3
6— K PtksB
6—Q-Q Kt,3 (J)
1-3 tKS Kt P
8-K-Q

9—K-B2
10— K tks Kt

'.R|(,l)

IS—m
BUS ofi
11— Q tks Pub
16—O^K B-i oh (e)
10-B Q:l ch
17— B its P oh
18—R-K
una in two moves
.

NOTES.
(a)
(t)

Much better than P-Q4, which was formerly played here.
By no neons advisable, tor Buvjk could at any rata reply with K

Clvtk, Providence.— Will you please glVJ me the address of the
present first officer of the New York. Yacht Club ? An?. S. N Icholson
Eane, Com.

Gams Dealer.— Several correspondents who ask f*r name of New
York game dealers may find what they want by consulting our advertising

columns.

Mo.—Lake Pontoharlraln Is a favorite ducking
Orleans sportsmen. There are many lakes easily accessible from the Mississippi.
H. deL., Versailles,

resort tor

Bectional boats write to

Rifle, Richmond, Va —Are there any obj actions to the uae of Dlttfor rifle shooting t
if so what ars they?
Ana. L3tters
regarding this qneoilon In another column.

mar powder

H, C. M., Jefferson City, Mo.— Your dog wbb poisoned with strychWe would wggasi a
with each day two tablespoonfuls of Wyrth's preparation of wine, Iron, and quinine, to which
add >,$ grain of nux vomica.

nine.

A. R. 8., Washington.— A and B shoot a match at double birds, B.
Shoots at his first and as he shoots both birds we In range and ha kills
both with the flr9t barrel. Do they count, or will B get another pair ?
Ans. Both birds count for B.
RANDOi.rn, Macon, Va.—1. Is the gnn called tho Bonchlll gun reliable?
2. Where is it made ?
3. Is it choke-bored ?
4. When does
the dog show In Pittsburgh come off ? Ana, 1. Yes. si. London. 3. I
is and it Is not, as wanted. 4. We have not been advertised.

Mo.—1. How can I take small dents out of a walnut
a. Where can I get a Scott gun choke-bored to 3hoot eg
had been bored at the factory ? Ana. 1. They can be sandpapered out. 2. Thomas, of Chicago, could probably do It for yon.
F. A.

New

J. K., Philadelphia.— Unless your gun battels have plenty of metal at
the muzzle we would not advise having them choked, or* even reborea
if they ore very much oust-eatan,

Macon,

S.,

gun stock?
well as

if It

.T, T., Mamprel, Ohio.—1. Do you consider the Webley a
good reliable
2. Is Webley'8 method of boring as good for close shooSng as a
choke, or medium choke?
Ans, 1. Yes. 3. We have never shot one
of the guns, but they have an excellent reputation for good shooting.

gun?

A Nov.—Are there sturgeon caught in the Hudson River between
Fort Hamilton and Fort Leo ? Ans, There are sturgeon in the lower
part ot the river as a matter of course, bnt the fishermen do not attempt
to catch them there because they can be taken so. much easier In the
upper

river.

Scholar Reader,

,

Chess Monthly, St. Petersburg, the problem department of whloh Inter-

Conn."

Motto

In

Mohawk, Monroe, Mich.— For Bond's Iron
llolbeitou & Co., 117 Futon street, N.Y.

Players' Chronicle.

CCKSORV

—la

—

21
B Q.3
21— P-K KtS
18-Q-RBcU
10— it-K
White cannot save male.
lu-Kt-B3, 19— B-K8 ch, and either wiua the Q, or matea

If

(;/)

and Nov.,

Notiob.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stream, P. O. box 54, Woloottvllle,

but

NnovA Eivista seou

§mm
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And any good move for White at this point. It he
plays P-Q K13, Black answers with F-Qi, and B-KU and If R-Kt, the
Black Q, cau check at. IU.
(c) White no doubt thought to mase it tint fur Ms subtle opponent by
this move, but Black, aa they say on 'Change, had already discounted

Bt;,

immersed

It is

Matteawan.—The density of water Increases

A screw

with the depth.

that

;

is,

will therefore have less "slip" the deeper
the screw will move ahead in a given number

of revolutions a greater distance than
in a more yielding medium.

if

working nearer the surface

E. R. T., New York.— What Is the best authority on the breaking and
treatment of hunting dogs ? Also how old a pnppy should be when lo
commence house breaking ? Ans. You will find instructions for breaVicg dogs in the " Sportsman's Gazotteer."
to house break when six months old.

Usually puppies arc ready

E. v. L., Fulton.—E. Waters & Son, of Troy, N. Y., manufactures
paper shells of all kinds, c. B. Elliott, Quay & Franklin sts., Greenpoint, L. I. ; E. K. Byron, foot of 110th St., Harlem, N. Y. Thos. Fearon
of Yonkers, N. Y.; Wm, Blalkie, Cambridge, Mass. and T.Desmond,
;

Peck

Slip,

N. Y,,

all

hnild excellent cedar shells.

S. H., Ridley Park.— Yenr pnppy has mange. Use the following mixture once or twice, washing off after it has been on twenty-four hours
Sulphur, 8 ozs. whale oil, 8 ozs. ; oil of tar, % oz.; Ung. Hydrarg,

%

;

oz. Give the puppy pleniy of boiled rice and milk to eat, and two drops
of Fowler's solution of arsenic every day would help it.
H.,

used
tion

Boston.—Please give

me

to designate tix points

and origin

Ans.

the correct pronunciation ot "carton"

on the Becond class target;

also, Its defini-

A carton

Is a pasteboard placed over the central
a French word meaning card, and Is pronounced "kar-tong," with the accent on the first syllable.

?

portion of the bull's eye. It

is

E. C, York, Pa.— I have an 8 gauge 14 pound gun.
The shells sent
with the sun are 3 Inch 8 A brass shells. A few days since I ordered
some E ley's 8 green paper shells which I find are 3# inches in length.
la u «afe to use the latter in the gnn, or should they be cut off ?
Ans.
The shells should be out off to s inches, as that is nrobably the length
of the chamber of the gun.
F- E. G., Falrbury, Ills.—t. Would stuffed duck skins make good decoys? 2. Would a refleoted light on water at night " attract ducks
passing over" so that they would light In the water?
An3. l. The
greatest objection lo them would be their lightness.
If they could be
made aa heavy as the natural bird they would answer, but probably for
one season only. 2. We doubt If it would. It is a glare, or dazssie Which
attracts birds flying at night.
11. M., East Saginaw. Mich.—
My dog has internal oankerof the
What shall 1 do for him ? Ana. After washing the ear thorough
with Castile soap and warm water, and drying, apply a little of the
following; lotion morning and evening, holding the dog's head down
and the flap over the ear for a few moments until it has had time lo
saturate: Goulard's Extract and wine of opium, of each
oz.; sulphate of zinc, yt drachm ; water, 8 oz.— mix.

3.

ear.
ly

a

W.

Providence, R. I.—The charge for youo gnn is 3|£ drs. powder, l.v oz. shot, Tho marks on the barrels are proof-marks, and give
ao indications as tovame. A cylinder-bored gnn is without any contraction, or "choking " at any part of the barrels.
A gun scatters
because it is intended to do so. If the shat went like a solid ball yen
yould probably not kill many birds. Messrs. Greener, Dougall,"Gloan'4
and others have written books about the boring of shot-guns.
J.

S.,

C, Munoy, Pa.—1. Could

I get a pair of barrels put on my gun
pounds, 10 gauge 23 inch barrels, and would it be
and woodcock shooting? 2. Does Carver use
a gnu of this description ?
3. How can I stop a young dog from chewing birds In retrieving ? 4. Wliere does the next National Sportsman's
Convention meet and when? AnB. 1. Write to the makers. The gun
would answer very well for auoh shooting. 2. We do not know. 3.
Run short kniulng needles through a stuffed er dead bird so tbat the
points will prick him when he attempts to chOiv It.
4.
Write to B. P
Dorrance, Wllkesbarre, Penn.

J. T.

that will

weigh

7J4

suitable for grouse, quail

J. L. 3., New Y'ork.— An ice-boat can sail faster than the wind when
th'e latter Is forward of the beam: because the Impulses of the wlcd
aolaccumulatlvely, the momentum of the boat preserving the speed
already Imparted, and each successive impulse of the wind adding
thereto, until the Bpeed of the boat brings the wind so far ahead the t
Its effect diminishes and becomes only great enough to sustain the
speed already attained. This determines the limit of speed under the
circumstances. When the wind Is abaft tho beam the speed of the
boat cannot exceed that of the wind, as the latter is following, and
greater speed on the part of the boat would cause a diminution in the
force of the wind ; tho boat would therefore alow down again.

Questioner, Hanover, Maine.—1. Are Ihe lower priced guns of —
durable and reliable in every way 1 2. Is here any gnnmaker In England now by the name of Moore, and if so how are his guns marked In
full? 3. Will the auxiliary rlflereadlly enter a shot-gun if tholatterls
foul from firing ? 4. Could not a proper ExprcBs rifle barrel be Used In
a Bhot-gun, and would so inches be long enough to develop ihe best
I

Saw a muzzle-loader lately marked on rib
6.
William Greener" and on locks " W. Greener." Did not Beem to be
Do you think It could have been a genuine W, Greener sr
an old gnu.
Ans. l.We believe them to bo so, for the price. 2, None now living. 3.
4. The heavy charge required for the Express rlflo might be
Yes.
against It the length would not be sufficient.
6.
it may have been a,
gun made by tho father of the present W. W. Greener,
shooting from It?

;

,
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upon. Many of the women have beantiful long hair. They
dress in modern style, and make comfortable company for
lone naturalists and wanderers from home. Were it not for
very venomous snakes on a few of the islands nothing would
mar the beatitude of these Edcnal retreats.

would rather die by their flag than alack an inch to progress
and reform
In the meantime Fobebt and Stream scores one for the
yawl rig.
!

THE LESSER ANTILLES AS A TOURus
the
LETpecially
of our gentlemen

;

attention of pleasure seekers,

direct

What place, then, more charming for a winter cruise ? Last
year two of our most adventurous and sensible yachtsmen
visited portions of the West Indies
but they told us little, if

RESORT.

IST'S

who own

and

es-

anything, of what they saw, or

yachts, to these

When Lord

.

Windward

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, practical natural History,
Fish Culture, the Protectiok of ame, Preservation op Forests,
and the Inculcation in Men and Women op a Healtbt Interest
in Out-Door Recreation and Study
:

PUBLISHED BY

&ott»i mid gtnattf publishing $t>mpat{g,

how

they enjoyed their voy-

prince of sportsmen, took his

and correspond- yacht Foam to high latitudes, he wrote a book, and that which
ent, Fred A. Ober, has just returned from a two years' cruise
the world knows best of the icy regions he visited is to be
among them. He is a naturalist and a photographer. He found between its leaves. Let our own Americans spend their
has brought home trophies, charming souvenu-s, and number- leisure time in exploring this enchanting realm of peace and
less mementoes of the natural attractions of these enchanted
novelty. We have advocated the construction and use of seaisles, which have revived the remembrance of a hundred rogoing crart, so that some equivalent besides precarious prize
mances whose scenes were laid among the waving palms, the cups and pennants could be obtained for lavish expenditure of
coral reefs, and mountain forests which overlook and gem the
money and spread of canvas. Hero are golden opportunities
sub-tropical seas. To the ignorant and uninitiated the unfoldto try the merits of centre-boards and kee!s.
We have in one^
ing of his album and portfolio are like the revelations of won- of our clubs
a representative of America's best nobility, and
derland.
They recall to mind the earliest recorded American the owner of a yacht long celebrated who annually takes his
the
the weird history of the Spanish Main
discoveries
family on a summer cruise to the northward. There are others
savagery of barbarous races of men the mysteries of the en- who habitually winter in Florida. Let the example of our
chanted isles of Shakspoare's time the outfitting of armadoes
more adventurous and practical yachtsmen be followed morethe search and scramble for precious stones and gold ; and generally; and now that
we have indicateirthe route for them,,
Here is where Co- we guarantee that they will be more
the bloody story of conquest or failure.
than satisfied when they
lumbus first sighted shore yonder is the island of Robinson have once put our advice to a practical test.
Crusoe, so literally described by Defoe in all its details
Our readers will be interested in looking at the portrait of
there-is where the Empress Josephine was born, who shaped
Mr. Ober in this week's paper. We understand he will soort

Our adventurous

Islands.

friend

;

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

NO. Ill

Dufferin,

;

;

;

[POST OPFICE

BOX

2S3S.]

TERMS, POUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE,

;

off lor

Twenty-flva por cent,

Clubs ol

Two

j

or mora.

Advertising Rate*.

the fortunes of Napoleon.

Inside pages, nonpareil type, ffi cents per line ; ontslde page, 40 cents.
Special rates lor three, six and twelve months. Notices in editorial
columns, 60 cents per line—eight words to the line, and twelve lines to
one Inch.

Advertisements should be sent In by Saturday of each week,

If

pos-

On

every

little

separate sea-girt

realm are imperishable mementoes of ancient deeds and great
achievements which seem to be forgotten in these latter days,
but which are most intimately related to and interwoven with
the world's past history and the fate

and

take another voyage in behalf of the Saiiihsoaian Institution.

Meanwhile we are encouraged to expect a aeries of lctteis
from his pen, prepared from bis diary and giving a general
account of his two years' travels.

status of great

ORIGIN OF THE SLIDING SEAT.

nations.
sible.

All transient advertisements must be accompanied with the
or they will not be inserted.

No advertisement or business notice

money

of an immoral character will be

received on any terms.
*.*

Any

But what other conception has the modern school boy
the

West India

sessed

by

negroes

publisher Inserting our prospectus as above one time, with

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and.sendlng
to us, will receive the Forest and Stream tor one year.

marked copy

its

of

Islands except as wilderness territory pos-

who have become worse than

savage because they have

relapsed from semi-civilization to primitive savagery
pictures he draws are of ruined estates choked

?

The

up by weeds;

21,

1878.

;

To Correspondents.

COMING ROUND.

;

;

;

ter as well.

To

a

rig are so patent that

day

this fact, that the

we
is

venture to base a prediction upon

not far off

when yawl and cutter
they will be common in

will cease to excite astonishment, for
our waters. When a stout defender of everything

and anything American can so far cut adrift from the Bourbonism
characteristic of yachting in America as to rig out a boomkin
aft and deliberately sail with a "stub-tail" boom, there is
First, one step, then
Oe n'est que le premier pas que coute.
Cutters in a modified form are multiplying in these waters
faster than the most sanguine advocate of a handy rig could

hope Indeed

for better things to come.

another, finally the

hope.

last.

Old prejudices once pierced soon give way to nobler

Even such racing machines as Vision and
was sacrificed to speed in
never come back to the single jib.

aims.

other sloops,

in which everything

a mill pond,

will

The yawl in San Francisco, the cutter rig in New York
and Boston: how long can the shallow Bloop hold out against
a model worthier the name of yacht? Such radical opinions
as these

wdl

from the

call

down upon our head anathemas by

faithful.

sing another tune.

the ton

In time, though, even the most loyal will
Our word for it, we know whereof we

America who know nothing of the dwellers in the intermediate seas— nothing more than those dwellers know of us!
Instead of savages and barbarians they will see noble
cities like those of Basseterre in Guadaloupe and St. Pierre
in Martinique, whose delightful, well-lighted stone piers with
well kept steps quays shaded by trees; pure water conduits
through the streets handsome shops and houses and all the
evidences of polite and good society make one envious and
There are memorial temples and
ambitious to emulate.
statues, lagoons like those of Venice on which barges float
under overhanging trees, shaded avenues and iron-fenced
parks. An hour's ride by carriage will convey one at any
time from oppressive heat to the cool upper altitudes of the
forest-covered mountains, where refreshing springs gush out
of the cliffs and tumble over rocks in successive cascades on
On some of the very mountain tops
their way to the sea.
are lakes, nay, one of them (in Dominica) boiling hot. Some
harbors
are
circular, and absolutely so land-locked
little
the
of
and sea- washed by breakers that a vessel often has to wait for
weeks for a fair wind to waft her out. All varieties of tropiAt Barbuda is most excellent deer hunting,
cal fruit abound.
;

;

;

;

Feathered game abounds.
The natives, too, are not full negroes, but mixed people of all
Even the Caribs who once
tints, from pale white to bronze.

speak.

from English imported

But the case shall not by any means be conducted ex parte.
Our columns are alike open to all— to the sloop sailers, the
smooth-water racers, to the cruisers and the patriots, who

ate

human

flesh,

stock.

a hundred years ago, are comely to gaze

first

records

wc have

of the practicable application of

the principles of the sliding seat date back to 1857.

primitive inhabitants, or long since abandoned to

and overrun by reptiles, who form such a horrid cordon
around each sea-girt shore that all the luxuriance and wealth
of tropical products and beautiful plumage of rarest birds offer
no life on
no compensation for the dangers of approach
shore save the screams of harsh-voiced birds, and nothing to
break the monotony of the unruffled sea save the dip of the
paddle and the chant of half-nude men in log canoes.
All communications whatever, intended tor publication, mnst be acTwenty years ago Anthony Trollope wrote a book entitled
companied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good lalth
" West Indies and the Spanish Main," of which two dozen
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company
only were devoted to the Lesser Antilles, and some
com
anonymous
pages
obj
ectlon
No
published
If
be
made.
HameB will not be
munlcations will be regarded.
four hundred to Jamaica, Cuba, Central America, etc. This
manuscripts.
return
rejected
is fihrmt the proportion of knowledge which most people have
We cannot promise to
Secretaries of Olubs and Associations are urge* to fivoj ub with brief
of the islands of the Caribbean Sea. Certainly there is no
transactions.
pates of ilieir movements ana
intercourse kept up between them and the continental hemiNothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may spheres.
Postage on letters is twelve cents, and on
not be read with propriety in the home circle.
newspapers absolutely prohibitory. The few dingy colonial
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mall service if money weeklies give only meagre abstracts of those events which
remitted to us Is lost. No person whatever is authorized to collect
their respective diminutive domains.
especially interest
money for us unless he can Bhow authentic credentials from one of the
There are no lines of steamers, no sailing packets, and no
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.
means of communication except by vessels which call for
1W Trade supplied by American News Company.
The aristocratic proprietors
sugar, fruit and native woods.
CHARLES IIAIXOCK, Editor.
of the islands keep up their little courts and social distincS. H. TURRILL, Chicago,
T. C.BANKS,
drink imported clarets, Sauterne and Bass' ale to
Western Manager. tions, and
Business Manager.
their absent friends in France and Great Britain. The French
generations before them
people never have seen France
were born on the islands they have never seen other little
correspondent assures ua
our
own
and
their
than
worlds
considered
have
been
would
ago
it
BTJT a very short time
it impossible that he could be an Am erican.
high treason to even mention the yawl rig as likely to that they thought
" He must be of some other nation, for he did not look rough
obtain standing in America. From a letter by " Podgers" in
his nose." The only American representathrough
speak
or
country's
best
of
even
one
the
that
seen
this issue it will be
tives the innocent Creoles had ever seen were the skippers
patriots has so far disfranchised himself as to advocate a
come to their wharves and quays from the seaports of
foreign rig. Modified somewhat, of course, the jump from who
England.
New
sea-going
that
of
a
lighter
to
brick
the
of
time
rig
the old
One of these days Mr. Ober will write a book in which
yawl is too abrupt to expect the leap to be made at once,
sketches of natural scenery and photographs of
appear
will
But it will all come in due time, and with the yawl, the cutNorth
sea-faring person the advantages of either art which will astonish those residents of Europe and
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NEW

THE
The

idea seemed to have been taken

from the

local customs in

vogue among New Castle, Eng. boatmen. Their boats were provided with very wide thwarts, carefully greased, ("slushed")
and the men working the long heavy oars had their trousers
,

shod with leather in the scat, and slid across the thwarts at
every stroke. This practice was induced by the nature of tho
work, the boats with heavy loads requiring long, slow etrokts
with sweeps of considerable weight. Before the mechanical
contrivances for accomplishing the same object came into use,
the long stroke was accomplished in shell rowing through
means identical with those of tho leas scientific oarsmen of the
lumbering New Castle conveyances, and one of the peculiarities of the oarsman's uniform consisted in a well greased stern
to facilitate his slippery operations in a pull.

When

once the

new style had been generally accepted in rowing
was not long before inventive genius was brought
to bear upon the subject and a more perfect movement secured through mechanism than could be depended upon from
the sources of grease, always liable at a critical moment to dry
up, leaving the crew to fall back upon the old short chop or
value of the
circles, it

We

take the chances of setting something a-fire by friction.
believe the credit of first accurately getting afloat with a
sliding seat is

due to Mr.

Babcock, formerly captain of
but he abandoned the arrange-

J. C.

the Nassau B. 0. of this city,

after a short test, for what reason we cannot state,
though he was in favor of its introduction. The rig was not
allowed to fall into disuse, for in 1870 Walter Brown took
out a patent and fitted up a six-oared gig for the New York
Rowing Club with the sliding seat. This boat was probably
the first one so supplied in which a regular race was rowed.
But for want of experience the slide was given too great a
range, and the crew did not work well together. Brown himself gave up the rig after having experimented with it for a
season. His seat differed from those in use at the present day
only in some of the practical details. It consisted of a stout
leather bottom stretched across a frame sliding in grooves in
horizontal pieces. The range was ten inches, but six inches
only were found to be of actual service. In England, Mr. J.
Searle, one of the best known builders of light craft about
London, took out a patent for an improved slide. The seat
was of wood, and supplied with metal studs at each end,

ment

cupped out
which they

and grasping rods of glass, along
At the ends of the rod wero rubber
ease up the last of the movement and help

at their base

traveled.

buffers, intended to

On account
in sending the seat off in the opposite direction.
of the repeated breaking of the roJs, copper and steel were
and arrangements of this kind are now
most common in England. A variety of patterns have come
into use with us, but from the large number of accidents hap.
pemng, in the way of unshipping the slide, it is certain that
It would
there is plenty of room for further improvement.
seem simple enough to devise some plan whereby the recurrence of such mishaps could be entirely obviated. The only
wonder is that the necessary precautions have not been
finally substituted,

generally adopted long ago.

caverns are wonder,
and hidden from sight.
and therefore interesting.

The Lubay Cavekn.— Subterranean
ful chiefly because they are buried

are mysterious

Hidden things
Viewed in the light

of open day, the curious rock formations,

diversified contours,

and broken surfaces would appear sim-

ply as counterparts of hundreds of localities above ground
which attract no special attention or mention. Remove the
tellurian crust

which covers the

Mammoth

Cave,

Weyert

FOEEST AND STREAM.
Cave, and scores of other celebrated great caverns, as

we

about four days, including stoppages.

would the crust from a pie, and we disclose physical features
which are reproduced above ground in the Yellow Stone
Park, the Valley of the Rio Grande, and the canon of the
Colorado, where we find broken ravines, bottomless springs,
huge basins, lake3, monoliths, buttes, terraces, and innumerable fantastic shapes in rock work, weather-worn and battered by time. "We do not gainsay that the wouders beneath

This fine ship was unattended. His arguments convinced the offender of his
by John Roach, at Chester, Pa., last year for Messrs. folly in continuing resistance. Tho Major is in town on official
& Oo. She is 1,121 tons burthen and has a capacity business.
of 3,000 bales of cotton.
Her length iB 235 feet. She has
Shout Lessons in Woodcraft.— Several years ago, under
accommodations for 32 first cabin and 20 second cabin passengers.
On her return trip to New York the Western Texas the head of "Syilline Leaves," we published many useful
hints which are now incorporated in the chapter on " Woodcrossed the Jacksonville bar in a pale of wind.
From a commercial standpoint, it is expected that this steam craft " in Hallock's " Sportsman's Gazetteer." The following
built

Mallory

from Middle Florida a portion of trade which
its outlet in Savannah.
In this connection we desire to mention that Dr. F. D.
Lente, one of our best known physicians and scientists, has
published a timely pamphlet of 56 pages entitled the " Constituents of Climate," which all invalids should read who
contemplate a visit to Florida. It is particularly full of information regarding the meteorology and endemic influences

the earth appear

line will divert

To

has hitherto found

more wonderful to us than those above it
But, asand the Oreator they are not more so.
when heightened and intensified hy the glare of
torches thrown into all kinds of lights, shades and reflections,
and twisted and transformed into' all conceivable shapes, we
are excusable for being held in breathless astonishment and
admiration at the spectacle, and spellbound by what seems almost supernatural. The unaccustomed eye and mind become
almost paralyzed in their contemplation, and nervous persons
Quite recently
find their resolution inadequate to endure it.
a new cave has been discovered at Luray, Page County, Virginia, which without doubt surpasses all others in the variety
geologists

suredly,

of its features,

if

not in

York Serald be
art

or nature

or

less

true,

that

is

truthfulness

bridges,

New

not

nothing conceivable in
is
reproduced here with more

of

detail.

there

springs,

grottoes,

If the accounts in the

its area.

lakes,

There

are

natural

He indicates what diseases are contracted in
and what are cured by going to Florida. The first,

Florida,

which are of malarial type, are purely local the greater part
of the State is altogether exempt from them.
Of the latter
are enumerated pulmonary consumption, Bright's disease,
nud bronchial affections, dyspepsia, nervous disease, etc
published at Louisville", Ivy., Medical Journal Book Con-

throat,

It is

cern, 104 Greene street.

pendant monoliths,

drapery,

pulpits,

sportsman
1. Notes of the barred owl and loon indicate rain within
twelve hours. In the fall wet weather follows the cry of the
s

tree-frog.

Bark grows

2.

The

3.

thickest on the north side of trees.
Girdle a
tell which is north.
centre of rotten stumps affords dry Btuff for kindling

you wish to

tree if

drenching

fire in

rain.

A

4.
torch which will last many hours is made from halfinch strips of cedar bark bound together in faggots two feet
long, or more.
5. To hold a boat in a swift current, set the pole,
oar or
paddle on the bottom at an oblique angle with the side of the
boat resting against it.
Very little strength will bo required.
6. To mend a birch canoe cut a patch of bark large enough
to cover the fracture
sew it, on with an awl and stout cord or
hemlock roots then apply a piece of natural spruce gum to
the seams or joints with a slowing brand used as a soldering
iron is used.
7.
To carry a fish of two pounds weight and upwards,
place it between hemlock boughs of the proper length, tied together at both ends and in the middle, with bark, roots, or
cord. It will keep fresh and sweet a long time, is easily
cured, aud will not soil what it touches.
8. To mend a broken osr or paddle, bevel the fractured
parts so as to make a neat joint, pass a wooden plug through
both, and serve neatly with twine to cover the joint.
Or,
having made a joint, as above bore two gimlet holes two
inches apart double four feet of wire so that the cuds will
pass through the holes in tho same direction
then whip or
serve neatly with the wire, and finish with a service of twine.
9. For night shooting, chalk the gun barrels lengthwise
from breech to muzzle or, make a foresight by lashing a
V-shaped stick to the muzzle. By bringing the object within
the V, a good bead can be drawn.
10. When a tree brushes off wisps of hay from a load, the
hay falls on that side of the tree toward which the cart is
going.
In summer hay is carted from the field to the barn,
unless stacked where cut. In winter it is carted out from the
barn to stock employed in cutting logs, wood, etc. Salt or
wild hay is most generally stacked. It can be distinguished
from field hay by the taste and smelL
11. An excelleut moccasin, nearly waterproof, is made
from the hind leg of a moose, cut above and below the hock,
the hock forming the heel. It is wholly without seam, except
where sewed up at the toe. If tanned with the hair on, it is
;

frescoes,

and

stalagmites of most beautiful varied colors, formations of shell-

work and moss, angels' wings, eaglet wings, candelabra,
mosaics, chandeliers, stalactites shaped like arrows with heads
complete,

be of service.
Simple expedients often save much
trouble and add greatly to the comfort of the rambler and

:

of columns, masses of ruins, cascades, stairways, corridors,
arches, domes, collonades, precipices, ledges, stalactites

may

;

shops, statuary, hallways, chambers, leaning towers, groups

galleries,

may some time be of service to persons
not already familiar with them. They are the common lessons of everyday life in the bush, and a. knowledge thereof
additional instructions

of Florida.

blacksmith

cemeteries,

327

chasms, crystal walls, crystal basins, lap robes,

cornices, bust3, a theatre, fish market, bath-house- chapel,

monuments, a cave with 106 separate springs, each in a distinct basin, leaves in frost work, sphynxes, centaurs, a stone

;

;

vegetable garden, rotundas, bowers, pagodas, steeples, cano-

;

live bats, tracks of animals by the thousand,
bones and skull of a fox, piles of unslacked lime, floors of
ready-made bricks already laid, alocomotive and tender of dark
stone, to say nothing of a " beautiful almost transparent curtain one-eighth of an inch thick hanging in lUroo folds, one of
red, one of blue, and one of brown."
The entire explored area is computed at from GO to ?f>
acres.
The Herald's correspondent entered by a very small
halfchidden hole in the side of a hill in Page County, Virginia
but he expects eventually to find his way out by the big crack
pies, besides

;

:

Black Mountain, North Carolina, where

in

it

was

split

by the

recent earthquake.

Many years ago Porte Crayon printed in Ilarper's Magazine
a very beautifully illustrated article describing Weyer's Cave,
There is no reason to doubt the
which is also in Virginia.
existence of the Luray Cavern in the same region, but we
wish to hint just here that the fancies and imagination of the
Herald's correspondent hold clean over Porte Crayon and dis-

The

12.

in the

Steam Link9 to Florida.—The prospects

for

an increased

travel to Florida this winter are very bright; indeed, the
movement is already so heavy, that new lines and additional
boats are being entered. One of the jauntiest, staunchest,

and most comfortable of all the vessels is the new side-wheel
steamer St, John, which has just been added to the Quintan!
line.
It was built by Arthur Leary, Esq., with especial
•adaptation to the through route, and will run from Charleston
to Savannah, Jacksonville,

and Palatka, seventy-five miles

up the river. Such confidence have the owners in her speed
and the requirements of tourists, that they expect sho will
-make two trips per week! As each round trip is at least 600
.miles, she will have to heat the historical " Lively Sally" to
do

it.

Her passenger accommodations

are even luxurious-

She draws
private parlors, double beds, suites of rooms, etc.
only 7 feet of water, and is commanded by Capt. Vogel,
formerly of the Dictator.
Mallory
Co., of this city, long

&

known

in connection with

our coastwise navigation, are pushing forward a new enterthe consummation of which a fortnight ago, was
welcomed by the people of Florida with demonstrations

prise,

•of

the

greatest

satisfaction.

This enterprise

consists in

placing an ocean steamer on their line of sufficiently light
draft to rnn from New York and cross the bar at

achievement was made by the steamer
Western Texas, which reached Jacksonville on November 0.
She was drawing 8 J feet of water, with 11 ^ feet on the bar.
Five thousand persons visited her at her dock. The event
Jacksonville.

The

first

celebrated by the citizens. Capt. Hines, her commander, says there is very little doubt that regular trips can
made.
These trips will be made once a fortnight for the
•be
present. It is hoped to add another vessel within six months.
The Western Texas is the first regular ocean steamship
which ever entered Jacksonville, although many previous efforts have been made, some of which were attended with dis-

was duly

aster.

The Western Texas touches at Port Royal, 8. C, and
Brunswick, Ga., thus affording comfortable means of communication to many who have heretofore gone by rail to those
places.

The

trip

from

New York

to Jacksonville

consumed

dry snow.

when empty

of

fish,

makes a

basin.
table is easily constructed by taking a turn with a
rope around c-ach trunk of three or more trees or saplings con-

veniently near together

on

[from

FBEDER1CK

A.

OBER

make

fust,

and lay boardd

otjr

own correspondent.]

OUR WASHINGTON LETTER

("Fred Beverly.")

Frederick A. Ober was born in Beverly, Mass., in 1849, a descendant of Richard Ober who settled in Beverly 250 years
ago. Beverly is the birth-place of Hon. Robert Rantoul, Lucy

haul taut,

:

top.

at once,

wonder

in

well of one's boat,

A

13.

count him so far out of sight that we don't expect to see or
hear from him again. The Herald man ought to file his Cave at

and place his elay model and map of the Luray
We have a
grand hall of the Patent Office.
hull description of the cave from our own correspondent in
Virginia wnieh we shall print next week.

warm when worn

very

most excellent wash tub or

Partridge Shooting— Ducking on the Potomao— Violation op the Protective Laws, Etc., Etc.
Washington, D. O, Nov. 16, 1878.
.

YX7HEN

W

Charles

I.,

in 1632,

made the grant toLordBalti-

Larcom, and other persons of no'e. Young Ober early immore, that distinguished nobleman two years later
bibed a fondness for field sports and natural history, and settled with his colony within the limits of the present State
while yet a mere boy had collected and preserved nearly all of Maryland upon the stream now known as the St. Mary's
the birds of New England, and noted their habits, in the River, which empties into
the Potomac a few miles
rough prosecution of which he did not spare skin or clothes. from its mouth. Although the grant was for a much
So strong was his passion afterwards that he abandoned a larger tract than the State of Maryland now occupies,
lucrative business in which he embarked early in manhood, this spot was selected for the colonial seat of governand went to Florida. Indeed, he has subordinated mercantile ment, and I have always believed that the controlling
pursuits to science ever since and in this brief statement is reasons which influenced Lord Baltimore to locate there was
contained the history of his life. He has made several trips the abundance of fish, oysters and wild fowl found in the
St. Mary's County is a peninsula, with the
into the unvisited parts of Florida, living for a time among the vicinity.
waters
Seminole Indians, aud penetrating to swamps which few other of the Chesapeake Bay washing it on the east, the Potomac
have ever been able to reach. His past two years have been River on the south and west, while the St. Mary's and
spent in the Caribbean Sea, with results of the most satisfac- Patuxeut Rivers, both navigable slreams, drain its interior.
tory kind, we have no doubt that in the prosecution of his re- The forests were filled with game ; the wateis were bountisearches he will add much to the stores of natural science in fully supplied with many varieties and the most desirable
;

futuro years.

food

fish

;

the soil

was a

rich,

black mould, and everything

gave promise of peace and plenty. As these things attracted
Major Jaoob Wagner.—This gentleman, who is well Lord Baltimore and his followers, so do they
attract the
known to the "moonshiners" of the Blue Ridge and mid- sportsmen of Washington and Baltimore to-day, as the county
easy of access to both cities. Adjoining St. Mary's
is
Charles County, with a river front of forty or fifty miles on
the Potomac
then comes Prince George's County, which
surrounds the District of Columbia, except on the northwest
where we have Montgomery County. Several of these counties cover an area of more than 500 square miles, over
which
are hundreds of acres of stubble fields, where the partridge
dwells in luxurious plenty. Wheat, corn and tobacco are
the
against
operations
the
law-breakers.
pate in his
Fullest testi- staple products of these counties, but in some of
them the
mony of his efficiency and of the adventures of the trip was land has been much exhausted. On the other hand, intelligent
tillage has brought some sections up from almost a
published in five columns of the New York Herald last March,
barren
wilderness to fertile fields. But I did not start out to write an
prepared by Mr. Hallock's pen. The narrative is full of in- agricultural letter.
I mention briefly the prominent features
cidents.
Major Wagner has been eminently successful in all of this neighboring county, so vast in extent, so easy
of achis campaigns of the past six years, and while he has fought cess and so abundantly supplied with gome.
I nave often
and obstructed the enemy at evary point with great courage started out at four o'clock on a keen frosty November morning, driven fifteen or twenty miles from Washington, had
a
and pertinacity, it speaks well for his discretion and official good day's shooting, and
returned home by eight o'clock in
amenity, to say that he has the respect and esteem of the very the evening. There are not many Eastern cities which
can
boast of superior Bportiug advantages, either for field or
class of men against whom he is warring. Quite recently he
negotiated for the surrender of a noted outlaw and forty men aquatic shooting, than Washington.
Iu Prince George's
partridges may bo shot from
who had held the Government forces at bay for months in October 19 to DecemberCounty
20, Montgomery County, from OcTennessee, walking into the enemy's camp unarmed and tober 15 to December 15 ; but Charles County
has no Iocs.

county mountain ranges, if not to all our readers, favored us
with a call a few days since. He is one of the best diplomats
as well as fighters who have ever dealt with illicit manufacIt was the good fortune of
turers and revenue defrauders.
the chief editor of this paper to be attached to his command
for five weeks in tho fall of 1876, and to inspect and partici-

is

;

:

law on tho subject, and is therefore governed by the general
State law of Maryland, which permits the shooting of them

from November to December 34.
There is a considerable area of country within the District
of Columbia where partridges are plentiful early in the season, but the multitude of gunners in pursuit of them soon
thin out the coveys and drive off the balance. Within a
radius of Ave milts of the city limits the poor birds do not
know what it is to pass a day unmolested. Men and boys,
with all descriptions of guns, from the old flint lock musket to
the modern breech-loader, pop and bang at them from early
morning until the sun sinks behind the western horizon.
Many of these gunneni drop their birds by chance shots only,
but the fusilade soon forces the game lo "seek pastures new,"
and in the less-frequented fields of Virginia they find greater
peace, as well as an abundance of food.
The partridge seems to overestimate its powers of flight
more than any other bird, and I have known them to come to
grief in several instances by attempting to cross rivers.
A
few days ago a Potomac River steamer was boarded by a
covey of birds in the middle of the river near Mount Vernon.
The Potomac at this point is not more than a mile wide, and
the birds were attempting to reach the Virginia shore from
Maryland when fatigue overcame them, and they sought the
boat for rest. Pour of them were captured, but the others,
refreshed by their brief rest, reached the shore in safety. A
few years ago I knew of a covey of young birds attempting
to cross the Patuxent River wbere it is but little more than
half a mile wide, but they could not stand the flight, and
many of them fell in the water, from which they were taken
by boys in boats.
1

Already the ducks are beginning to make their appearance
its bordering marshes and creeks. When
they first reach here, however, they are poor from their long
migrations, but they soon grow fat upon the succulent roots
and grasses which they find in this locality. First among the
arrivals is the blue-winged teal (Querquedula discors) a small
duck, but delicious in flavor. They tarry about here until
the bleak winds of December drive them to a more comfort-

on the Potomac and

able climate in the South, but

congener, the graceful little
green-winged teal (Quernuedula oaroUnensis) remains here all
winter. Fastidious in its diet, it procures abundance of food,
though it is shy in every movement. Following the species
above mentioned we have the sprig-tail (Dqfila acuta), widgeon
or bald pate (Mareca americana), mallard (Anas boschas),
dusky duck or black mallard (Anas obseura), red beads (Fuli-

Virginia.

Congress at its last session gave us a law for the protection
of our dogs, the owner to pay two dolbrs per annum for each
dog. and receive therefor a metallic tag to be attached to the
dog's collar. Under this law nearly four thousand dogs have
bean licensed and the district revenues increased nearly $8,000.
Many dog owners have recently discovered that the tags have
been stolen from the collars of their animals, which practice
bas been carried on by that thriftless element infesting this
city, whicb persists in keeping worthless curs at the expense
of legitimate owners. The law imposes a fine of twenty dollars for the removal of a collar or tax tag from a dog's neck.
To such an extent has this thieving been practiced that the
police have been instructed to look into the matter, and it is
ofto be hoped that an example will be made of some of the
fenders.

new dog law as
A legal question has lately arisen underhisourfarm
beyond the

j

;

;

A

;

residence occasionally. The legal authorities of the disSo tho tax
trict decide that Buch dogs are liable to the lax.
R. F, B.
gatherer does not spare the visiting canine.
» ,«>»-»

GAME PROTECTION
Vermont Association.—The annual meeting of the Vermont Association for the Protection of Fish and Game was

Mr. W. B. Petengill, editor of
held at Montpelier, Nov. 13.
citizens of
the Rutland Herald and Globe, reported for the
the interests
that city their efforts of the past year to forward
raised by subscripof the association. Last winter a fund was
on the west shore of Lake
tion to procure a lot of tame deer
Ohamplain to turn out in the mountains of Vermont. Fourappointed for that
teen deer were obtained by a committee
purpose, and one deer was presented by Governor Fairbanks.
Three of these deer died, two from fatigue in capture and
transportation, and one from neglect. Twelve are turned out
three
on the Green Mountains east of Rutland. Two or
have been seen with these deer which have remained in

fawns

released.
the vicinity where they were

New

purchased in

The

deer, which were
fifteen dollars

York, cost from twelve to

fia

of the European quad introduced by Judge Everts, of Rutfollowing year and had
land in 1S77. a part had returned the
In adthe vicinity.
nested near Rutland and other towns in
Judge Everts and E. J.
dition to this importation of 1877,
quails each from
Pharos of Burlington, brought two hundred
Judge Everts turned out his
Sicily Vnto this Slate last June.
made themselves at home and
in Rutland, where they at once
late as the first of October.
reared their young and remained as
year
association then proceeded to elect officers for the

W

,
JNeWtOU. OI i>l. AUKU18, UCT1JU J.'. V.-U.1V- *" — »."
Corresponding Secretary,
anil Carrol Pitkin, of Montpelier
•

;

Pettengill, of Rutland; Recording Secretary, Henry
Harmon, of Bennington; Treasurer, N. T. Sprague, of
Brandon Directors, William Y. W. Ripley, of Rutland, F.
Davis, of FacStewart Stranahan, of St. Albans, Henry W.
of Burlington, Royal D. Hedden,
tory Point, Jo. D. Hatch,
Jobnsbury, and
of West Salisbury, Henry Fairbanks, of St.

B

:

M. D.
ington.

Gilman, of Montpelier
.

Ql
meel
adjournment of the

;

Counsel, E. J. Phelps, Burl-

tlle directors,

held immediately after the
following appointments

association, the

State. Each State team to be certified to by the
Adjutant General of the State it represents, as being composed
of its roguhrly organized and uniformed militia, authorized
to participate in said match.
All the above expenses to be

from each

paid out of the appropriation."

In each State a stand of colors will be offered annually to
company. Inspection and adequate super-

the best drilled

vision over this great, force of the future is to be secured

through the services of regular army officers as far as may be.
and then as a disclaimer against the spectre of centralization,
which seems to loom up behind all this militia machinery, it

;

j

Massachusetts.

—A

full

and

spirited

meeting of the Massa-

chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association was held at
their rooms Thursday evening, November 14, the President,
committee, consisting of
Dr. John P. Ordway, presiding.

is

expressly stated that nothing in this plan

power

as giving the President

to exercise

is

to be construed

any further control

than that already conferred 'by the Constitution and laws of
ihe United States.

A

—As a fine specimen of the

photographers' art

we

cannot

Dr. Ordway, H. H. Kimball, H. Kimball, Weston Lewis and
W. Adams, were appointed to arrange for a reception
to be tendered to the first Vice-President, Governor Talbot.
committee was appointed to appear on fish and game interests before the Legislature the coming session
On game,
Ivers W. Adams, F. R. Shattuck and R. M. Messinger on
fish, Weston Lewis, Dr. 0.
Walker and L. Prouty.
committee on lectures was appointed, consisting of Dr. Ordway, L. M. Chase, S. S. Woodcock and Franklin Williams.
The meeting adjourned subject to the call of the officers for
Dr. Clement A. Walker
the reception of Governor ^Talbot.

remember of having seen anything to excel the picture of the
Foeest and Steeam medals, won by the Zettler Rifle Club,
which now hangs in our office. At the same time we received
a large photograph of the members of the club, which is truly
a work of art. The portrait of each member of the club is
recognizable and distinct, and the whole work speaks well for
the skill of the photographer, Mr. F. Ulrich, of No. 160
Bowery. The club has our thanks for its handsomo present.

and D. E. Poor were made life members. The association is
in a flourishing condition, and has laid out a large amount of
work for the coming sefison.
J. P. Obdway.

Vermont— firattleboro.—The Fort Duninore Rifle Club
have accepted land offered them in Vernon, Vt., for a 1,000yard range (five minutes' ride by rail), and will remove there

Ivers

A

;

;

A

A

—

Naw Jhksey Sooiett. The membership of this
J., is constantlyjincreasing, and there is a
improvement in the observation of the game laws.
The clause which prohibits non-residents from shooting without having first paid a fee is working admirably.
Cbhtral

club at Plainneld, N.

Tennessee— Clarhwitte, JYov. 14.— Tbe Montgomery County

w»

organized here for the better
Game Protecting Association
protection of our fish and game, end the promotion of better
The association
feeling among the fraternity of sportsmen.
will petition the Legislature to change the law for Montgomery County as follows Close the season for quail,
pheasant and grouse from March 1 to Oct:. 15, instead of from
Feb. 1 to Sept. 1, For doves, from March 1 to Aug. 1. For
snipe, wild duck, plover and woodcock, from March 1 to Sept.
The officers of
a are: President, W. W.
1.
Legure ; First Vice-President, Col. S. D. Leonard ; Second
Vice-President, Edward Drone; Secretary and Treasurer,- J.
C. Brooks.
;

I

The Giant South Ajietucan Lilt,—Dr.

E.

Sterling, of

Cleveland, Ohio, writes us, Nov. 13

The

I sent you the seeds of the nelumbo I put twenty
in a glass water-jar and placed the jar on the window-sill of
my office— southern exposure. To-day four of the twenty
foes) slender
seeds have thrown out long (from
This is the first lesson.
iftil green shoots.
clay

Tp.TratusEB.— The fifth annual Fiold Trials and shooting
tournament of the Tennessee State Sportsman's Association
on December 3, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

will be held at Nashville

The programme for the Field Trials is the same us last year,
and embraces cash prizes to the extent of $1,100, divided between the puppy stakes, champion stakes, brace stakes and
The following-named gentlemen will act as
nursery stakes.
en. Churchill, Gen. W. H. Jackson and Dr. Rawlings Young. There will be three days' pigeon shooting for
cash premiums, amounting to ^$3,300. The officers of the
Tennessee State Sportsman's Association are
V- L. Kirkman, President Dr. D. D. Saunders, First Vice-President
Pritchilt,
Vice-President
H.
C.
Capt. Pat Henry, Second
Secretary, and Thomas F. Perkins, Jr., Treasurer.
i

:

at once.

—

—

Massachusetts Walnut Sill, Nov. 13. The thirteenth
match iu the classification Beries was shot to-day in a pretty
gale, and correspondingly poor scores.
The scores stood

stiff

:

;

SOO yds.

OOOyda.

11
12
TO
T2
66
64
66
69
59
40
33

64
ot
62
60
61
07
53
57
88
41

WnJackson
J S Sumner

W

Qerrlan

L Saanders

WMWsrd

K U Fill eg
S Wilder

W P Cleveland
AFHoltnan
P Poland
C Edwards. ,

1,000 yds.
60
02

fit

Total.
199
198
194

63
60
53
45

191
179
160
165

4::

143
137
116
100

31
21

40
32

—

Wali-ole vs. Boston. The second annual visit of the
men to Walpole for a long range contest took place on
the 15th. The day was almost perfect, not too cool for comfortable shooting.
The wind, however, was vacillating, and
at the 1,000-yard firing point the meu were sheltered by the
large pine trees which surrounded them, and as the sky had
become overcast, the light was perfect and splendid results
were obtained, Mr. Sumner finishing with the elegant score of
This is the third time such a
fifteen consecutive bull's-eyes.
score has been achieved in a match at this long distance, Mr.
Sumner making it once before at Creedmoor in the match for
the Wimbledon Cup, and once by Mr. Milner in the international match at Creedmoor in 1876.
The Walpole Club did
excellent work, and their shooting is remarkable for its evenness.
At the first match between these clubs, shot last year
at Walpole, the Walpole Club was victorious by two points.
At the conolusion of the match the club was entertained at
the residence of W. II. Pray, Esq., with B beautiful repast.
Mr. William Moore, President of the Walpole Club, presided.
Speeches were made by Capt. Jackson, Secretary Rockwell,
Messrs. Grey, Sumner, Mann, Pierce and Washburn. The
scores on this second match stood
MASSACHUSETTS TEAM.
J 8 Snuinir.
Boston

800
D00

5
6

1,000

5G55555665564
646368644665
5565566554660
WUllam

6
5
5

800
9fl0

1,030

4—73
6—69
J-76-217

3

;

5

GcrrlsU.
a

5—72
5—70

4665546546
0455646366
W n Jackson.
3555668553554
5555686355664
6455454345663
Lewis Saunders.
3864555644463
334 3586664 48
5

5
4

5

64
56

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

3

5—71—S13

6

Captain

At last there seems to be a vigorous effort in prospect for
the establishment of a general militia, organized under the
article of the Constitution, which authorizes Congress to take
steps in that direction, and in extent co-extensive with the

A

survey of the whole field shows that at
whole countiy.
present the several States attend to the militia question in the
moat irregular and slip-shod style. Here and there a State
has sometiing approaching an effective force, but in the great
majority of the Commonwealths the volunteer element, which
might so easily be made a strong arm for the preservation of
is

entirely neglected.

At a recent informal gathering of militia officers a call was
prepared and sent out inviting experiences and opinion, and
offering a set of hints to form the basis of a petition to ConIt is
gress, and as a guide to that body in framing a law.
proposed that an annual appropriation of one million dollars
be made and used properly in place of the $300,000 which ia
now wasted from year to year. A set of regulations ia to be

and campaign equipment

is

prepared, and

be prepared.

This will secure uniformity, a point on which
by the projectors of the plan. Touching

stress is laid

practice it is suggested that
" Each State also to fit up, at least, one rifle range for the
use of its troops. The Secretary of War to be authorized to
militia
offer annually to the regularly organized and uniformed
men) a
of each State (provided thev number at least 1,000
in rifle
prize not to exceed $100 in value, for competion
Also to offer annually a prize of $1,000, to be shot
practice.
" team" or detachment of militia of each State, from
for by a
the navy,
each of the three divisions of the army, and from
"
"
and to be divided among the three teams standing highest
under such conditions
in such match bothawardBtobemade
Department. Transportaas may be prescribad by tho War
match to be furnished to a
tion to and from said last-named
" and reserves (not to exceed IS men in the aggregate)
"
rifle

;

team

3

800
900

4

1,0011

3

SOO
900

5
4

8

5—BI— 202
4-6»
4-60
6—66-183

5644346568443
658 K35
65036
I li >t 4 i 4
I

6-62
6—58
5—66-185

U T

1,000

5-88
6—67

5566

43466

11

54

5

6

Tlocfcwell.

N

4

5

(I

WALPOLE TEAM.

K 8 Grey.

600....

6

900

5
4

50545652
65
454 264554665
5

6

4

5

5

6

B— 70

4

3—65
5-98-203

5054454454044
.20553555435544
966544505455

4-57
5-80
5—03—105

....'.

1,000,

5

6

4
4

4

6

2

4

5

4

J E Mann.

SOO

"

non'

5

l,Ouo7".7.7.7.77.77..5

3

5

6

E
Bno
M0"."..V...'
1,300,

SOO"'
908

«
2

4

Header, Jr.
5

5

"

3

3

45

3

4
4

N
600
900

*
'

I,,i0o7

3
3

!!

5

3

4

6

6

5—60
5—62
6-66—183

5

Grey.

5r.64f.66
5554344448
5664365555534

A 4
3

1

8

TH

1,000

2

4458466245 54
6445445545455

4—84

5

5—82
6-67—193

Washburn.
5

S

8—08

6

6543264534635
444 5636062
34
5

4

1

I

3

4

5

5

6-01
3—65—192

5

Recapitulation,

to

a service dress

much

2
G

1,000

THE GENERAL. MILITIA MOVEMENT.

order,

3

800
900

%

town

W

:

;

to whether an owner keeping dogs on
district limits will have to pay taxes if he brings them to his

a

-

;

were made: Executive Committee, Ma?on S. Colburn, William Y. W. Ripley, Henry W. Davi3. County Committees,
Addison, George W. Plumley and Amasa S. Tracy, of Middlebury; Bennington, L. M. Morrison, of Bennington, and
Robert Ames, of Factory Point ; Caledonia, Henry Fairbanks,
of St. Johnsbury; Chittenden, W. W. Henry and B. B.
Smallty, of Burlington Franklin, W. EL Far'rar, of St. Albans, and Hiram Skeels, of Higbgate Lamoille, Robert W.
McFarland, of Johnson Orange, George Leslie, of Wells
River; Orleans, Fred W. Baldwin and W. W. Grout, nf
Barton Rutland, M. G. Everts, of Rutland, and Henry W.
Taylor, Sherburne Washington, James S. Peck and Charles
Reed, of Montpelier Windham, George F. Gale, of BratWindsor, George B.
tleboro, and Charles Barrett, of Grafton
French, of Woodstock, and M. C. Edmunds, of Weston.

its

gulaffflina) and canvas-backs (Fuligula vallisneria). They
are often suffering from the pangs of hunger when they reach
this section, but they invariably arrange their feathers and
clean their bodies by a vigorous splashing in the water and
flapping of wings. Their ablutions being over they begin the
search for food, and in a week or two become fat and juicy.
Although the game law of Virginia, as well as that for
the District of Columbia, prohibits the shooting of ducks and
geese during the night time under a penalty of twenty-five
dollars for every fowl so killed, there is a profitable business carried on by pot hunters in violation of these laws.
They sail upon the birds at night, blind them with huge
lanterns and destroy them upon their feeding places. It seems
impossible, however, to reach the offenders, as it can never
be proven whether the birds were shot upon the waters within the jurisdiction or the District of Columbia, Maryland or

The

1

FOREST' AND STREAM.
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IjWS

Massauuuaetls team

Walpole team

Boston.— Walnut Hill range was well occupied on Saturday
last, and the season's practice showed fruit in some

The winter shed match, conducted for the
the proposed new shooting-house, had thirty-fiye entries, and,
with a steady wind and good light, off-hand shooting was a
positive pleasure, with the bare suggestion of task about it.
The be6t scores stood
5 4 4 4 4—21
4 5 5 5 6-24 JNlcaols
E B Soutlier.
Bddy
5 3 8 4 4-21
WHJa-fc»on.....5 4 5 4 5-23
4
4 « 1 4-20
4 6 4 6-S2 11 B Lord
TStas
.. .-..-4
4-22 J Evans
4 4 4 3 5-20
1
6 4 5
WEUuerrler
4
4 4 5-21 c Burgess
4
4
4
CBowortn
J
S Miles
4 5 4 4-M
1
EWUUams
4
3
1-18
4 4-21 WJBdWMtfa
9
J-NFrve. ... ..4 4
4-81 H B Sanger
6 2 4 4 3-18
J Borden.... ....a 4 6
DCOrll
'
° * 4— 1
3 3-ls
i
llFLiuuey
GALirlng
3 4 2 3-14
4 6 4 4 4-33
EBeunett,
4 4 4 4-S1
WBartlert
scores.

:

W

'

)

I

.1

1

'.'

FOKNST AND STKKAM.
competitJon for Winchcsterrcpeating

In the November "Amateur Series" match, ten shotsat 200
yards, the top scores were

H B Sargent,

5

i

i

5

4

3

3

6

J

4—It

5

3

3

f.

3

3

4

4

5

i— 39

.Jr

C Barge-s

(14

HLLonl

000 yards, any

w

6 8 4

3?

1>

Walker

1

a 4

J

3

—The

535444434354 3
4344254 5 3 4 9 6 t
4 3 4 4 3 3 4^24
33352340324 444

5— go

.

72-64

64— 67

143
130
131

00—66

125

CO

04—TB

Bent

New Yobk— Tankers,

I

N Dodge

57—52

43—6T
30—51

109
Hi
HI

Austin

C Leland

Nov. 12.— The third competition of

the series of twelve was held to-day. Motsemere targets
7 1 3d inches in diameter carton (0), 14 2-3d inches;
22 inches, etc. The four leading scores were as

cart. (7),

,

bull's-eye,

under:
CDusenberry

5

6

A Charles

7

6

5

7

6

6

6

5

7

4

5

5

6

eiiBtefcei

Porker
Horner

12

10

17

13

11
17

9n
12

U

The shooting

25
25
15

1G
8

15

16
9

9
13

19

5

13

4

IS
7
s

I.JSommer
WHEftDOn

((—124

II

W

CO

man

50 shots per
Farrow
;

possible 150 points
;
90 Henry Oehl

Zettler

OOZettler
II Farrow

;

53
50
50

W

MLBlggs

:

H

;

possible 90

84

J J Creed
H Gibson

;

Oelil

45
44

M Bonier

JMaher

48
47
46
45
45
45
44
43
«S
43

W Seppenfeldt...
eta

Grueneberg

L Bachniann
CRaBh
J W Adams
1 Garrison

J Chambers

G C "Walters

36

5

6

6

4

4

5

5

4

4

5

4
4

5

5

6

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
6

4

4

4

C Slead

;

D

;

headquarters, 177

Bow42
41

model of 1876

40

DrToel

40

UedrlC'U

CLaing

39
3s

Slrarlleil

J Haas
J Huffoa
.THoagland,
H Hotlienberg

3S

UMca

37

Oberhansen

;

T.

breech-loader.

Satkty Targets.

Hknby Dutcher,

Sec.

Amateur Rifle Club
at Bayer's Gallery on the
12th inst., put in the following scores at Creedmoor "reduced
target
McLeod....5 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 5 4—46
ft 5 5-43
6
Bayer
5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 6 5—43 Gardner. ...4 5 5 6 5 5 3 6 4 5-46
Hill
weekly prize shoot

455655
5

6555

Bkinton Range, N.
Sharps rifle
M Farrow

;

J.,

FHHollan
AMcEnuis

Gibbi
Eagle

H WGouriev

T

Hyde.....".

WTodd

,

55 5 44554
54646*453

4

4-45
4—43

Nov. 16.— Second competition for

200 yards, any

W

J

4—49 Hesse
4—17 1'elsberg...
rifle,

45
44
*4
**
*8
43
42
42

J

R

ten shots
Margara
P Conion

W

Nl) Ward

EE

Stars

T.J Raahe

J

KDnnwan

EDeunin

-

41
41
39
39

,

1

Febl Nov

t

to
to

Feb
Jan

Quail.

Woodcock.

1

Nov

1

to

Feb

1

Sept

1

Nov

1 to

Jan

1

Inly

1
1

to
to

Jan
Jan

1
1

1

Game rs Mabket.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chiokena), $1 per
partridge (ruffed grouse), $1 per pair canvas-back duckB,
;
$1.60 to 32 per pair ; red head, 90 cents to $1 per pair ; mallard,
ducks, 75 cents to $1 per pair; black do., 75 cents per pair;
widgeon do., 50 cerate per pair broad bill do., 60 to 75 oenta

5—14—545

pair

;

;

per pair ; venison, saddle, 22 to 25 cents per pound do. carcass,
12 to 14 cents per pound
rabbits, 30 to 40 cents per pah;

per pair
hares, 60 to 75 oenta per
pair; qnail, ©1.50 to 82 per doz.; Wilson snipe, 33.50 per doz.;
reed birdB, $1 per doz.; Philadelphia Bquabs, $2.50 per doz.
Poultry— Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picW chickens,
15 to 20 cents per pound
do. fowls, 16 to 20 cents
do. turkeys,
squirrels,

;

Drury

3

54

16 to 20 cents

34454

4

CheDOWetU..4
Foster

Gardner.

14 14 12 8
14 1*
15
15 1* 5 15

H

11

S 12 13

4
1

8
(i

8 11
11

1(1

14 16 11

1* 18 13 IB 16

7

S

7 15

7'3

— American

10 to 15 cents

3 4 4 5 6 4 4 4
3 4 3 4 3 4 4 5 4
...4

4634434*

;

;

resulted as follows

B-41
4—11

cents

;

;

;

do. ducks, 14 to 18 cents

;

do.

geese,

and Western chickens, 12 to 15 centB

fcttate

4— 3S

12 to 15 cents

3—33

do. geese 8 to 10 centB.

;

do. fowls, 10 to 13 centB

;

12 to 15

do. turkeys,

j

do. ducks, 10 to IS oenta;

1).

Lahge Woodcock.—There have been some very large
woodcock killed at the east end of Long Island, in the vicinWesthampton, this year. Conductor Ryan, of the
Long Island Railway, has one set up in the baggage car which
is of unusual size.
We would suggest to sportsmen who may
take the morning train to Manor Junction to ask him to show

ity of

the Winchester Rifle,
» S 14 15 8 S— 13S
9 It! 13 11 12 15 5—153
T 15 14 11 13 8 8-164
9 10 16 4 13 9 15-161
15 11 7 13 13 10 43-109
0— 115
13 11 4 2 8

it

ranges have been very
lucky in the matter of accidents from the use of the weapons.
In Germany there is a strong pressure and agitation for the
adoption of a target invented by a Swiss locksmith, which by
means of electricity, shows instantaneously upon another targes set up at the firing station the exact spot where a bullet
strikes, thus doing away with the necessity of employing a
marker to signal the result of each shot. Until this or some
similar arrangement is adopted there will always be a risk of
accidents happening to markers, however carefully the precautions for insuring their safety may be organized. The way
in which a marker was shot a few months since at Eppcndorf,
Germany, proves this. Before leaving his shelter to examine
exactly where a bullet struck the marker had hoisted his |red
flag, planting it in the ground near the target as a signal tbat
firing was to cease.
While he was still examining the target
whoso
a sudden gust of wind blew down the flag, and the
turn it was to tire, thinking that the danger signal bad been
purposely lowered, discharged his piece, not noticing that the
marker was still in front of the target. Unfortunately the
marker was mortally wounded.

to

them.

Finb Guns.—We had the

pleasure, a day or

two since, of
made for Hsnry H. Munn, of
by the celebrated English makers, Messrs. Holland
& Holland. One of the guns is cylinder and the other chokebore, and both are as fine specimens of the gunsmith's handiwork as we have ever seen.
seeing a splendid pair of guns,
this city,

CArr. Bogakdos.— On Thanksgiving
will shoot a

match

for $200 at tho

the conditions being that he will

Day Capt. Bogardus
Brooklyn Driving Park,

75 pigeons out of 100,
rises, using Dittmar powder only.
50 birds are to be Bhot from five ground traps, 5
yards apart and 25 yards rise, UBing one barrel only; and the
double birds at 20 yards rise, from plunge or spring traps,
under Bogardus' Bulea for Pigeon Shooting. Tbis matcli
will be shot at twelve o'clock, after which there will he
kill

50 single and 25 double

Tho

first

sweepstake shooting, open to

week

of this

month

all amateurs.
During tho last
Capt. Bogardus will shoot afternoou and

evening at the Aquarium, in this city, affording an opportunity to persons who could not see him elsewhere to witness
his remarkable skill

with the gun.

Tub Man Target.—This

rifle

is

a favorite target in city

rifle

galleries, and by no means is it unpopular in the woods.
Every once in a while we hear of a man up a tree and shot
for a coon
in the bushes and shot for a bear among the
trees and shot for a deer
in a marsh and shot for a muskrat.
The average novice in the woods is blind in a certain way.
He sees " men as trees walking," and as almost every con;

;

;

He blazes away at whatever is black
It may be a stump, a rock, a man or a tiger.
If
a slump the greenhorn looks around to see if any one has
witnessed his blunder, and by the time he reaches home
the stump has become a bear.
If it is a man, and the gun
does not miss fire, the gunner has his name put leto the
papers, and there is a certain satisfaction about that. These
blunderers in the woods, however, are not always amateurs.
ceivable kind of game.

or brown.

mm

39

34
33

Oct

i

important part.

New Jbrsei—Newark. —The Newark

565

(l

Loed DiiFt'ERis and thb iribh RiFr.KMEN.— Lord Dufferin,
the late sportsman-Governor of Canada, is receiving no end
of flattering receptions from every class of his fellow-countrymeu. Among the many addresses presented to Lord Dufferin
on his arrival in Belfast was one from the Ulster Rifle Asso
ciation, which was read by Captain Harrison, and referred in
grateful terms to the interest which his lordship had taken in
their proceedings. Lord Dufferin, in reply, said that although
he had been so many years absent, he had constantly followed
their course with the greatest attention and sympathy, and
among their many friends who rejoiced at Ireland's recent
victory at Wimbledon, uoue could have felt a greater flush of
He was glad to think that they still
pride than himself.
found the ranges at Claudeboye useful to them, and he looked
forward with the greatest pleasure to the prospect of participating personally in their meetings. He thanked them for the
flattering terms in which they had alluded to his endeuvors
to discharge his official duties in Canada and among them—
as the annual presence of the Canadian team must have proved
the encouragement of rifle shooting was by no means an un-

;

Huffed Grouse

Jams

]

Singer, Treasurer.

that tne scores

1.

Dec Oct 1 to Jan 1 Oct 1 to Jan 1 July 10 to .1 in 1
Minn... Augl4toOctl|:--p 1 ro Dec 1 Sep 1 to Tivc. juiy a to Nov 1
Wis.... .ugSStbJanl
MtoJanl Aug 25 to Jan 1
5teb.... No Shooting
No Shooting Ho Shooting No Kestrictions
Kan..., AugltoFebl)
Oct 1 to Janl
Forbidden

4—41
5—45

t

The marksmen used

;

65456455

to
lad.... Ocr 1 to
Iowa... Sep 1 to

1

made; but the investigation has not

Sep

Ill

1110 1*12 10 16 '3
The officers of the new Peoria Rifle Club are Dr. Reeve.
President; W. Tool, Vice-President; Wagner, Secretary, and

—

5
5

5-47
6-44-354

:

Heser

,..35

^^f

States.

4— 43

12-6.

with 181 points.

Sullivan

T Wacker

At the annual meeting of the Trojan Rifle
Troy, Nov. 16.
Club the following gentlemen were elected for the ensuine
year: J. P. Wright, Pres.; Dr. M. Fcltcr, Vice-Prss.; TT
Henry Dutcher, Sec.; C. E. Loth, Treas.; L. H. Bowers, l\
Tobin, K. W. Irving, Shooting Masters. The Trojan is exclusively an off-hand club, using the German ring targets
(centre 25 count), at 200 yards. At the last monthly practice,
on Thursday, 14th inst., the following scores were made
W. M. Bonsteel, 189 T. H. Dutcher, 180; W. D. Taylor,
170 O. Dexter, 105 ,1. P. Wight, 162 G. Polock, 160 ; P.
Tobin, 158; C. Babcock, 154. With one exception, the muzzle-loading rifle is the favorite. Mr. Dexter uses the Ballard

at its regular

We

;

position, off-hand

AScfcoii
Ci Strassuer.,

scorers, markers, etc., are all very positive

;

"53"

3-42
5—48
5—43

L H.

;

claimed were actually
yet concluded.

The frequent alteration of game laws makes such canfusion that sportsmen are kept quite In the dark as to when
shooting on various kindj of game is permitted.
therefore append the following table for reference

Peoria.— The newly organized rifle club here held its first
prize shoot on the 9th inst., at 200 yards, using ring targets,
one to sixteen, four inch bull's-eye, Mr. N. Shurtleff winning

yds.

Wild Puck.

birds" generally, including various species of plover, sand
piper, snip
ijster-i
to] er, surf bfrfis, phalaropes, avOoate
etc., coming under the group Limacoke or Shore Birds.

5

4454/.4i56

4

CupuUmia cvpidv

.4—43

4

54

en,

Wlllets.
Reed or rice bird, Dotiehonya oryz.
iuormts.

"Bay

14444444
—
4-43
4
6-46
4
4—44
45645
4-42

5

J

36
18

—Colonel Richardson, of the Sixth Division staff N. G. S.
N. Y., is considering a protest entered by Company A, 48th
Regiment of Oswego, against the Moravia company, 49th
The
Regiment, in the shooting for the Nevada badge.

CH

4

634445543 5—44
McCOnnelL.6 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 5—44
COICUOU1-....4 544445 4 4 4— 4
JIcGauley...* 44545484 8—43

—

AW

4

Bradley....

Zettler Rifle Club. At the annual meeting of this club
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Thomas Broadway, Pres.; M. B. Engel, Vice-Pres.; Chas. T.
Vollers, Sec: C. G, Zettler, Treas,; B. Zettler, Shooting
Master John Dutil, Wm. M. Farrow, G. M. Connor, Executive Committee.

Tobin

4

Ptnnated grouse or prairie chickCurlew, A'ununius arquaria.
Sandpipers, ft-inyanm,

Snipe and Bay Birds.
Caribou, Tarandus remgifer.

Illinois— Lake Vkw, Clumgo, Nov. 9.— The regular Saturday shoot of the Lake View Rule Club to-day. Distance, 200
yards

40
39

W Hughes.
E Bayer
W stntt

possible 50 points

ery:
A H Andereon

4

4543
4 4

4

41

target reduced

Hayes

6

J'hilvhela minor.

Kalis, Rallia virr/inianua.

—

Club—Nov. 15.— Creedmoor 200

Seppesteldt Rifle

A

4

or Va. deer C, virainianw.

Squirrels, red, black and gray.
Quail or partridge, Orty.c mryinU-

Godwlt.

Virginia HielimoTSd.—-The score of C. P. Stokes, who
won the kingship at the recent Itichmond shoot, won the annual badge at ICO* yards, 5 shots at a 2-5 ring target, with 85

:

possible 50 points

D Ryan

4

Ued

tmbeutu.

club.

30 shots

in the possible

M Johnson

4

§xg mtd %mu

Plover, Charadriirue.

ween the Keystone and Norristown Clubs, at Norristowu, on Thanksgiving Day. The
captains of the clubs will pick ihem alternately from either

;

*5
+4
42
42
41

4

454

A scrub match will be shot be

—

J Haifgerty

4

4

i

WmGrecby
JnoUUogan

Tbnth Pbeotnot. Second Platoon rifle team, SeppenCreedmoor, 200 yards reduced
feldt's Gallery, 177 Bowery
PBrennan

4

4

4

W TL Wanlnnan.-

6!)

Second match, point target

4

4

5

JSBartHy

si

at both ranges steadily improves.

Zettler' s ffalkry, 207 Bowery, Nov. 12.— A match came off
on Nov. 12 on the German point target, reduced to gallery

distance

5

Keystone Team.

Wm Bagley

20-161

0—

5

5
5

1<'

WQMorse

4

4

4

Captain
Turner
i:

:

HJOonin

4

6
4

GHKVrpiT
E A Leopold

6-56
6—53

6

W

GTLoeser

T—60

15 4
55444544
5445
4B6
62555554
45554
55
455455 4

5
4

FJeiil-,3

ts

SEASON FOR NOVEMBER.

IN

Woodcock,

The maker's price

yet been used.

less,— [id».

Itofled grouse or pheasant, Bonaaa

:

G

7-04

3

AHJocelyn.
-.6
At 200 yards, 25 ring targets (German), only three competitors finished, owing to the darkness
CDusenberry

afternoon

Team at Saenger Park. Many citizens and
men from Philadelphia and JSTorristown were present
Everything was conducted in strict accordance with the rules
of the National Rifle Association, the number of rounds being
The
ten for each man, position oil -hand, distance 100 yards.
Norrisiown team received the medal won in the last match and
A pleasant time was had
will receive another for this one.
after the day's Bport was over, the Keystone Club handsomely
Appropriate speeches
entertaining their Norristowit friends.
were made for the Keystone by Messrs. Rauch, Hogan, See,
Capt. Bagley and others, which was neatly responded to by
Mr. Shaffer, Capt. Parker, Geo, W. Horner and others. The
scores of the day were
Norrlatown Team.
5 4 5 4 5 4 4 S 5 4—45
Captain A B Parker

TH

7B6566T7
86564656

7

GLMorse

GAME

military

Rifle Club was out for practice on the 13th, using the 200 yard ring target, 24 inches in
diameter, the rings being only one inch apart, centre counties
12 and so on out to one. The shooting was two scores of 10
shots each, possible 240
Geo F Ellsworth
f5—AT 122
,C4—S3 153 S Hlldreth

A Knowllon

much

Moose, Aketmalehis.
Elk or wapiti, Dermis canadensis.
Hares, brown ami gray.
Wild turkey, Mekagris aallopavo.

ristown Rifle

Gaedneb, Mass.—The Gardner

11 O Koowhon
AERobbins

Rifle

Team, of Philadelphia, met the Nor-

last the Keystone Ritle

4—4.3—314

J Brady
The return match will come off in a few days.

Amateur

N. Y.

The Pennsylvania ChampionS. — On Thursday

3-57
8—66

4

be sold for

§rnnq

Club has abandoned Creedmoor
for the new West End Range, N. J., and on Thanksgiving
Day will hold the sixth short-range match, and in the afternoon will shoot at long range for the N. R. A. bronze medal.
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games
k Teeie

—The fourteenth competition for the Railway Rifle

and Sporting Club badge resulted in the same being woo by
M r. T B. Collins on n score of 42. Tiiis gentleman having
twice Before won the badge, it now becomes his personal

4 5 3 4 4 4 8

ft

KS

—Should any of our patrons wis! to buy a quite new and In every
respect excellent piano, made by a prominent and reliable maker, we
cordially suggest tliat he communicate with " Brootiman," la_care ot
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Brinton Range, Nov. 8. The third contest for the Remington rifle, on a cold and windy day, had 21 entries, the
leading scores standing, at 200 yards
3—44
4 54 5
A J Hewlett
5 4
5 4 4 5 3 6 4 1-43
PHHOltOI
RtlMtiri...
4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 4 1—41
4 5 4 4 3 4 4 4 4-40
Farrow

—

Corcoran

M

,41

I

AMoIunis
1

—The Bellevuo range at Medford, as well as the Walnut
Dili range, will have a winter shed, with stoves and other
conveniences, At the Boston range it is proposed to have
regular competitions for rifle practice, probably as often as
twice or three times a week— that is, whenever the state of
the roads and elements will allow of a reasonable fair opportunity of getting to the range.

rifle;

8

lIWGomliY

Wakefield The Med ford Amateur Rifle Association sent a
very strong team of off-hand shots to meet a team nf the
Wakefield Rifle Club, at "Wakefield, on Saturday last. The
shooting -was done at 200 yards, and with favorable weather
excellent scores were run up as follows
WtkelleldTeam.

W Daniel

tor

a
Gttiba..
.iTBOatmi

4
5 4 2
1 4—39
1
500 yards range practice was active, and the lad?
from the Institute of Technology made good scores at 200
yards. The close of the long-range classified match at the
800, 900 and 1,000 yards was set down for the 20th inst.

At, the

D Ogllvle
J Houston

rifle,
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We

once attended the funeral of a

man who was

deer by his son, an experienced market hunter.

shot for a

The moral

FOREST AND STREAM.

330
of

all this is

shooting

Don't shoot until you know what you are
a dozen deer through delay
man through haste.

i

at.

It is better to lose

than to shoot one

Nov. 16.— Party got back a few days
ago with eight fine deer. We do all our hunting here with
Plenty of ducks
dogs, as it is nearly all a "burnt country."
at the lake and lots of powder burnt, but we do not hear of

many big

Blub Box.

bags.

—

—

Massachusetts Wareltam, Nov. 5. The game laws in the
old Bay State were up on the first day of November, and on
the evening previous the register of the Kendrick House,

Wareham, with a score of fancy bird dogs iu the office,
showed the unmistakable fact that a war on feathers was
declared for the morrow. At an early hour in the morning
the scene of professionals, with their thoroughbreds, demonstrated the probabilities of the evening before by the forward
marching of six shontists in the following order: Mr. P. 8.
Backet, of the Kendrick House, Wareham, aud Dr. J. P. W.
Wilson, of the Hub, took a westerly course from the village;
While Messrs. D. P. Wilbour, of Holbrook, E. M. Coles, of
Middleboro, A. Ward, of Brooklyn, and Pete Wasburn took
to the east.
The result of the two days' hunt was figured up
Eleven partridges, thirty-two quails, and one
a9 follows
white hare. The aggregate of the two days' hunt was a sad
disappointment to the hunters as well as the sitters around
During the entire summer the general
until fully explained.
tallt has been that quails were unusually abundant, and the
honest expert and sportsman counted scores of bevies in the
bag, so to speak; but in their stead the huntsman simply
found small distracted parts of bevies of wild birds, made so
in the few days previous by men who hunt with bull-dogs.
Another year and those poaching intruders on honest sportsmen will be looked after.
:

Neio Bedfi/rd, Nov. 12.— Since the opening of the season
for quail and partridge several of our sportsmen have been on
the alert with dog and gun, and several large bags of quail
have been taken, aswell as considerable numbers of woodcock,
although for the past week the latter have about gone to their
winter resorts. Black ducks and sea fowl extremely plenty.

Concha.

and White twenty-five in three hours' shooting. The
weather has been rather unfavorable for hunting, being very
dry and dusty. The rain of last night will revive the good
shooting.
Messrs. Parker, Craig, Kittrel, Harris, Kindel,
Brooks and Brown went to Cecil's Camp, remained five days
and killed four deer, Parker, Oraig, Kiltrell and Brooks killing
one each. Report them scarce.
Val.
fin

Florida Game Drowned Out by Rains.—The submerging

by the heavy rains of the Everglades and Oaloosabatchee region has caused great suffering among the Indians aB well as
among the whites on that river.
Deer and stock have, collected on little dry knolls and black-jack ridges scattered
about in that section. On some of these knolls the deer are
reported so thick and gentle as to make no effort to get out of
the way, and therefore easily captured or killed. The Indians
are bound, if they arc not already doing it, to depredate on
the stock of the cattle owners of that section.
Mr. Dennis
O'Hicky, living i ear the Oaloosahatchee River, some 18 miles
above Fort Myers, caught the finest kind of fresh water trout
with a hook and line in his yard.— Key West Key.

that a good many broods were hatched, but when the
season opened there were only four or five left in a brood,
and in some cases they were gone altogether. Foxes are very
numerous, but it don't seem as though they could kill all the
birds.

Woodcock were

also scarce.

New York—Atlanlicville,

W. H. W.

Nam. 10.—The day before
the act was off for shooting quail, one of our so-called sportsmen, Eugene Jackson, and his brother went out and killed
This any other person, being a good shot, could have
seven.
done, but they are mostly law-abiding, and do not try to take
It is worse than going out a
so mean an advantage as this.
month or so before the time, as far as the advantage is concerned.
The law should be made with a heavier penalty for
the
Hon. A. H.
act's being on.
shooting in the last week of
Dailey, Surrogate of King's County, and a friend of his, have
been at the Balsey House, shooting ducks and quail. The
latter are very plentiful, and the former equally so, but very
L.

I.,

W-

wild.

P.

H.

W. McK. H.

premises.

—

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 16.
Have returned
quail shoot at Ottawa, O. Was accompanied

E. O. Sage and Chas. A. Hayden.

from a successful
by Jas. C. Hart,
Messrs. Sage and Hart

now at Jamestown, O., and to-day I received a telegram
from them saying, "We have struck a bonanza," which I
interpret that they have found plenty of quail.
H. H. M.

are

—

—

Michigan Roscommon. The deer in this county have
been sadly depleted by continuous raids. It is eBtimated
thirtieth part of the number to be found

Detroit, Nov. 16.—November 11 Albert Hill took a trip
down the river for a little sport and bagged eleven ducks.
November 12 Charles Chope took a run out for patridge, hav-

ing very poor luck, bagging only three. On the 13th iust.
the Blakeley brothers, Lyman W. and Spencer returned from
a four days' hunt with the following fine bag 48 quail, 31
partridges, 52 rabbits and 53 squirrels.
November 13 Geo.
S. Foote was up to the St. Clair Plats for ducks and bagged
James Battle was out on the 8th and 9th insts.*and
13.
bagged 15 quail and 4 partridge. A. J. Rogers and a friend
returned from a three days' trip on the 9th inst. with the following bag, viz 1 turke}r ,
partridges, 4 quail 7 ducks, 2
rabbits and 5 squirrels.
Druid.
:

:

Minnesota— St. Paul, Nov. 14. — The

club had their last

pigeon match for the season last week, but I did not attend
and have not heard the result. Zimmerman probably will send
you the particulars. Duck shooting has been first-rate this

and there are plenty of these birds here yet. Some two
weeks ago Col Uline and two friends killed 180 in two days.
Snipe, too, have been pretty plenty,
I went out a short distance back of my house and got quite a number.
John.

fall,

Bhtlter Island, Nov. 14.—The wild fowl here, so far, has
not been so good as usual, though some little success with the
Boot bus been had with the batteries. The fowl are very wild,
and almost unapproachable with sailing boats, and they are
shy of batteries but if there should be a mild winter they
will doubtless be plentiful and tame, as was the case last
Brant, geese and broadbills have scarcely appeared
winter.
These are not their
here, in Peconic and Gardner's Bay.
natural feeding-grounds, though they often pass over them in
I. McL.
their migratory passages.
;

Brooklyn, Nov. 15.— Just returned from Boonton, N.

J.,

In two days' shooting bagged eleven ruffed
Country hard and
grouse, thirteen quail, forty-six rabbits.
B. W. M.
rough for tramping.

with friend.

—

Delaware. The market hunters have been shipping great
The fall fusinumbers of ducks from the Chesapeake Bay.
lade is a vigorous one.

Maryland— Rabbits and
County.

drowned

partridges are plenty in Frederick
The high tide the other day along the Ohoptauk
great numbers of birds and rabbits.

— Game has

not been found
Id even fair numbers near this place during the season so far,
and I have only small bags to report, my best being twentyfive partridges and three hares to one gun, and five woodcock
and two hares to two guns, all of which were made last week.

Virginia—Richmond, Nov.

19.

CHARGE.

—

Mecklenburg, Nov. 14. Geese are now affording much
The guns are
sport for the boys about the Roanoke Biver.
out and the men, too, and the geese are falling all about.

Tappahannock, Nov. 15.—The steam yacht Lurline, of
York, has arrived here. Her owner, Mr. Lorillard, and
A parare hunting on the Rappahannock.
ty of Baltimore gentlemen have been hunting in the lower
part of the county, and report good success.
Ship-Shape,

New

a party of friends

Tennessee— Savannah, Nov. 9.—We have had several killing
Ducks have began
frosts, and shooting is much improved.
to come in small bunches. I killed the first snipe of the
season yesterday. They were very fat, and in fine condition

A

two

large gray eagle, measuriug
inches from tip to tip, waa killed about one mile and a half
from town yesterday. He was found in a thicket of cane and
vines by a party out in pursuit of turkeys, and, being unable
to fly on account of the dense growth, was easily shot. TurWill.
keys and squirrels reported quite plentiful.

for the table.

seveu feet

13.— Messrs. Willard and McCann bagged
Saturday on Captain Robinson's farm in Williamson
quail, U field larks, 4 rabbits and a few squirrels.
Quantities of wild ducks are being brought from Reelfoot Lake, where the shooting is said to be better than ever
known before. Gennett & Co. received yesterday over three
.huudred brace of ducks, mostly mallards, from there. Rab"bits and opossums are being hawked about the streets and in
the markets. The oldest sportsmen about here tell me that
fmcu flue sport was never known about here as this year's.
J. D. H,
Nashville, Nov.

last
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Philadelphia, Nov.

Editor Forest and Stream

4,

1878.

:

Sir: It may not be uninteresting to some of you readers,
especially those who indulge in shooting, io know something
of the manufacture of shot, and, with your kind permission,
I will give you the result, of what I learned from a visit to T.

Dear

W. Sparks' shot tower.
This lofty tower, which looms up 150 feet above the ground,
has been a landmark in our city for more than seventy years
(the works having been founded on the 4th of July, 1808) and
is well worth a visit.
It was my pleasure to inspect this
place under the guidance of Mr. L. \V. Tracy, the gentlemanly and efficient superintendent of the works.
For the purpose of showing me the whole modus operandi,
I was conducted by a Spiral stairway up to the very top of
the tower, where a tine view of the city and surrounding
country is obtained; but the view from the inside, looking
downward between the heavy wooden railing, is not bo pleasant, as the opening through which the shot descends into the
well becomes so apparently narrow as it nears the bottom, that
nothing can be seen but darkness. 1 asked Mr. Tracey where
a man would go who fell through that opening, and he answered that if depended very much upon what sort of a life
" Some " he said, "are supposed to go to
that man had led.
heaven when they le-ve this mundane sphere, aud others are
said to go to— the other place." I was satisfied, and asked
t

—

O aio— Hamilton Co., Nov. 15. Shootere of high and low
degree are abroad in the land, and the Bob Whites are being
met with a fusilade in every field.
Very little rest is given
them even on Sundays, and some communities are getting decidedly restless over this Sunday violation. Some complain
that little attention is paid to the warning signs on "posted"

Connecticut— Lakeville, Nov. 18.—Buffed grouse have that there are not a
been very scarce with us this fall, especially young ones. I here formerly.

know

SHOT

;

;

Canada— CbJoury,

HOW

—

Columbia, Nov. 16. Quail are plentiful and hunters nurnerons good bags frequent. The beet to dale are eighty-eight,
from 10 a. m. to 5 v. m., scored for Willis Connor and Walter
Parker, each killing forty -four Web Ridley, Jr., forty-five
from 12 m. to 5 p. m, within four-mile circuit; Messl'e. Chaf-

.

California.

—A letter from a member of

the Wheeler Ex-

pedition, dated at San Bemadina, November 2, to a gentle" Have just returned from the mounman in this city, says
tains of San Gabriel Creek, only 60 miles from Los Angeles.
The country is very rocky and bushy, with an occasional deer
flat, and streams in every direction abounding in trout.
The
trout are now spawning at the head of the streams.
As arule
there was too much brush for fly fishing, and I used worms.
At one place I caught 31 trout in 30 minutes, while another
man took 47 in the same time ; the average weight was oneThe best catch I made with a fly waa 16
third of a pound.
trout in an hour, all taken from the one pool, and the largest
Deer were plenty, and I killed two (a
weighing X\ pounds.
buck and a doe) one day. The country just teems with quail,
and we get from two to four at every shot. So you see we do
not want for game.
W. H."
;

Obegon—Eugene, Nov. 5.—The prairie goose shooting is
very good this season, and we are having excellent sport. On
Friday evening four of us chartered a wagon and team and
drove about nine miles from town, camping under Borne oak
trees and sleeping in a barn near by. In the morning we were
out at our stands in the stubble fields before daybreak, and as
soon as it became light enough to shoot the geese commenced
coming in to feed from their mountain lakes, and our four
breech-loaders kept up a constant war, the old honkers sometimes sailing along within thirty feet of us. Occasionally a
flock of ducks whirled past, and now and then a flock of snow
geese and sandhill cranes. As the fog rose and the sun came
out warm they ceased flying, and the shooting was over for
came home well satisfied, with our bag of 38
that day.
The next Saturday the
geese, fifteen of which fell to me.
same party killed 32 geese, and last Saturday three of us
brought in 29. That made a total of 99 in three forenoons.
Duck shooting will bo good this month when the swales are
J. G. S.
filled with water.

We

Gaud's Rotary Glabs

BallTbap.—We have

recently been

enabled, through the kindness of Mr. William E. Cruttenden,
of Cazenovia,

N. Y.,

to experiment with one of these traps,

and we can conscientiously recommend

who take pleasure in shattering
The peculiar feature of the

it

to all of our readers

the swiftly flying glass ball.
trap is the rotary motion im-

parted to the arm in pulling it off, thus preventing both
shooter and puller from knowing the direction which the ball
will take, and rendering tho shooting much more difficult
than it is in the ordinary straight-away traps. The spring is
strong, and the ball, rising and darting swiftly oil, always in
an unexpected direction, seemed to us to resemble a quail in
We can think of no
the speed and straightness of its flight.
better practice for the tyro than shooting at bails sprung from
one of these traps, and in truth we have seen them puzzle
more than one veteran.
do not see why one of these Card traps should not be
quite as useful in match shooting as the five traps that are
Mr. Cruttenden's advertisement will be
sometimes used.
found In another column.

We

no more conundrums.
In the highest room in this tower, and also in another apartment half way up, are furnuces andmeltlug pots, and into the
latter is placed the prepared metal from which the shot are

The melted metal is poured into cast iron pans with
bottoms of Russia sheet iron, perforated so small that for the
No. 12 and other small shot the holes would scarcely admit
the point of it pin. The incited metal oozes through these
holes and enlarges, and forms in globules on the under side
and drops a fall of suventy-tive feet into a well containing
from six to eight feet of water. The larger size shot, from
No. 4 to F, are cast at the top of the tower, and have a fall of
150 feet into the water. This casting process is a curious arrangement, for while the smaller size, or bird shot, enlarge
after they ooze through the perforated bottoms of the pans,
the larger size are cast in pans with holes larger than the size
shot desired, as the metal in that case contracts in cooling.
Great care is necessary in mixing the metal, as, if not of the
proper quality, it would run through the holes and drop in
strings, and no shot could bo produced.
The shot is taken out of the water aud placed in drying
pans and carried up a short distance, from which it is allowed
to run through an inclined trough into a receiver, which process dries it. From the receiver it passes into a nimbler,
which cleanses it, thence through a screen on to glass tables.
These glass tables are five in number the first one i3 slightly
inclined, so that the shot can roll over it on to the second,
which is less inclined, the inclination of each diminishing unTliere
til they arrive at the lust one, which is perfectly flat.
is a space of about two inches between each table, and a fall
The
of about two and a half inches from one to the other.
shot that are perfectly round roll over the first table a distance
Of about three leet, and, skipping the gap, fall upon the next
table, and so continue until they reach the last one, from
which they ro',1 into another receiver. All the flat or imperfect shot fall between the tables and are collected together for
remelting. From these lust receivers the shot passes by means
of pipes iDto a cone-shaped brass cylinder perforated with
holes the exact standard size of No. 12 shot, which revolves
by steam. There are eighteen of these cylinders perforated
from No. 12 to No. 1, and also B. BB, BBB, T, TT and F,
connected by pipes, and the shot flow from one to the other.
Those pellets that cannot pass through the No 12 holes go on
to tho No. 11 cylinder, and so on through them all up to W.
Each cylinder has a zinc-lined box under it, into which the
shot fall, and so perfect is this arrangement that scarcely ever
is a wrong font shot (to use a printer's phrase) found among
them. The boxes into which the shot tall are connected with
the packing department on the lower floor by means of pipes,
through which the shot run into iron boxes, which also revolve by steam a small quantity ot plumbago ia mixed with
the shot. A few revolutions of the box containing the shot
thus mixed with plumbago gives them a brilliant polish. The
shot are then weighed and packed in canvas bags, marked
and numbered, aud are ready for shipment.
a receiver by themselves, whence
The buckshot are kept
they pass into a revolving cylinder which scales and polishes
them, and they are then turned out, a small quantity at a
the perfect ones roll
time, upon an inclined wooden table
down the table and fall into a receiver, while the flat or imperfect ones remain stationary upon the table, and are thrown
out for remelting.
The chilled shot undergo the same process as the others,
the only difference being in the mixture of the metal, which
requires great care
for, if the metal is too hard, the shot
break after leaving the gun, and their efficiency for penetration (which is really their principal recommendation) is encast.

;

;

m

;

;

O.

tirely destroyed.

GAME

IN ARKANSAS.

Van Ruben, Ark., Nov. 6, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stiieam
It would seem that the fact of our having the finest small
game country in America is to the balauce of the world a
:

sealed book.
Nevertheless, it ia certainly true that we have
quail in such abundance that small boys often kill them with
The country literally swarms with them in and on
stones.
prairies,
woodlands, etc. Our lakes and sloughs
stubble fields,
in the great bottoms on the Arkansas Kiver swarm with
ducks of all kinds ever found in the Western country— mallard, teal, buffalo heads, black and gray ducks, broad bills,
swamp mallards (a very distinct variety sometimes called
canvas-back( flsh ducks) three varieties), coots, etc.; and as for

and opossums we hardly consider
them game. There is such an abundance of tliem every where
few take the pains to shoot them, while the darkies pursue and catch them with dogs iu such quantities as are derabbits, squirrels, coons

that

Larger game, such as bear, deer aud turkeys, are nuin places, particularly so back from eighteen to
twenty-five miles from the Little Rock and Fort Smith Bail
road, which runs from Little Rock to the Indian Tevritory, a
distance of 170 miles, tracing the river valley through the entire distance, crossing nuuuaous large, bold, running streams
of water which aflord as fine fishing as the most sanguine
Waltonian could desire. Black bass, croppie aud bream aro
numerous, aud bite at almost every kind of bait. If these
sired.

merous

known to sportsmen back in the older 8tntes, it
seems strange that so few of them come out to hunt and fish

facts are

FOREST AND STREAM.
where the game is so plenty. We have, however, an occasional visitor, and very recently one of marked distinction
nn old veteran sportsman whose name is illustrious ns a profound jurist, pLet aurl philosopher— I mean Gen, Albert Pike,

now of Washington, D. C, but whose; name baa long since
been identified with the early history of our own dear old Arkansas.
The old general, together with a traveling companion, Mr. W. M. Ireland, arrived among us sumo ten days
ago, fulfilling a long promised visit of the former, who at
once announced his rl< ssi -. fca D ti ip to the wxulsaud a snooze
among the owls and catamounts on the banks of McLaughlin
unci Kose lakes or Bayou Mnisc, in short, a camp hunt amid
the deep solit ades of primitive forests visited by himself and
friend twenty years ago.
single day was required to prepare for the trip and we were off, and a four hours' drive
found us on the banks of
cLuughlin, where we found our
boats in readiness, which consisted of a couple of small batteaus each capable of accommodating twQ shooters and retriever, one of which could only be UBed for shootiDg and the
other engaged in a piscatorial pursuit. It being desirous to
have both fish and ducks for supper, each boat was soon
under way one to the ducking grounds and the other to the
best fishing water.
Myself and Ohas. Dresmen went for the
ducks.
One-half mile's paddling landed us among the
Lotuses and Flag Islands of McLaughlin Lake, a region conot
sisting
two to three feet water Interspersed with alternate
islands of high flag and lotus or manockanut plants.
The
ducks come to this place to roost, and about one hour of the
finest snooting that can be desired was had, and the result exFifty mallards and a lew teal fell around us in one
cellent.
hour ; a couple of breech-loaders did the work in short order.
On arriving at camp wo found that the fishing party had returned with abundance of fish, consisting of black bass, croppie and bream.
Our cook was not long in preparing a
sumptuous supper of fat ducks broiled, and fried bass and
croppies, which needed no appetizer to stimulate the palate
for a square meal, which was partaken with little ceremony,
Thus ended the first day. The night was clear and a sharp
little frost greeted the eye on the following morning.
remained live days, killed and brought to bag over two hundred
ducks, squirrel and quail not counted, fish in such quantity as
could not be eaten by the whole party, three darkies included.
The party consisted of nine all told, besides divers visitors
amounting to fourteen at one timo. Our two visitors, already
mentioned above, were entirely delighted with their short excursion and the company which kept augmenting to the last,
and by the final arrival of the far-famed humorist and crack

A

•'

—

We

tportBman, Mai. Win. Queseubury, alias Bill Cush, long and
well known by all Western Arkansians.
Old Spout.

—»^—

.
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IiBTTKR TRODl Fit AN K Scui.EY— HlS HUNT WlTJEI GlLL
SuiLLKY OK THE FlRsT DAS OF TEE OPENING. OF T il V.
PaRTETDGK SlSASOH IK FkHDEKIOK Co., Md.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The fifteenth of October opened

beautiful,

warm and clear.

felt

my

My

!

shouted, and they looked at me and my gun as if I was something wonderful to behold.
lost much time here.
II was now near ten o'clock, and
we only had two partridges.
left and got in our buggy
and went on farther. About two miles farther on we heard
great firing iu front of us, and on coming up to the spot we
found Captain Fatten, Lewis McMurry's head clerk, with a fine
brace of dogs, beating some thick cover, where he had driven
a covey of buds.
He had killed four of them. The sun now
was dreadfully hot, and he looked as if ho was almost played
te said, " Mr. Schley, if you want to shoot you can help
DfUt.
yourself
the birds are all scattered around here."
I hitched my buggy, pulled off my coat, culled up my dogs
and pitched into tlie cover. I beat the tall, rank weeds and
high grass for about a half hour, and only found one bird, and
I killed thai.
I had to hunt lor a half hour before I found it,
it being so very, very hot the dogs could not smell it.
Here
We lQSt some, time, and now it was eleven o'clock and we only
had three birds. We were anxious, hot and disappointed, and
dogs
pretty
the
well given out and in want of water.
got in our buggy and went down the road farther. I
heard a partridge calling in a riald, and, looking over, lsaw in
the same Held a pump.
I said to Gill, " We will hunt that
field, and we will give the dogs some water." We halted and
hitched our horse and pumped some water for the dogs, and
took a drink of w^ter ourselves.
We beat this stubbie field
all over, but not a bird did we find.
heard great bring
down the road farther in a small piece of wood just where
we were going. We got in the buggy and drove right for this
piece of woods.
When we arrived there we found Col. Blubaker and George Ilergersimer, with three or four dogs, and
they were shooting at a great rate. Their guns were cracking, cracking every minute.
Ii was now near twelve O'clock,
I said to Gill, " We will eat something."
So we halted and
sat under the trees and eat a little, andfwhile we were eating
these fellows were firing away. But they had not yet seen
us.
When we were through with our lunch we walked over
to them.
They were very glad to see us, and said they had
raised two or three coveys in the field and that they were all
scattered around. They said, "Fitch in and help yourselves."
I threw my gun from my shoulder and called my dogs, and I
made them beat the ground very closely. I raised eight single
birds and two rabbits, and I killed every one of tuem, and
mitle some beautiful shots. It was now fast going on one
o'clock, and Col. Bluebaker insisted on ua going with him and
his partner to a spriug, about a half mile off.
The spring is
known as Shellman's Spring. Way down on the " manor,"

We

We

1

;

We

We

he had fried oysters, whisky and pickles. He wanted
us to eat with him. So we all started for the spring, and
spread our bite and took a drink and cat a good, hearty dinner, fed the horse and dogs and watered them.
We here enjoyed the beauty of the day aa much as the refreshments. In
a short time we bade our hospitable friends good-day and left,
they going toward home, we going farther down the road.
drove about two miles, and passed through the big Manor
Woods near Adamstown. Here we hitched our horse in a
large, dense woods, known as the Big Manor Woods.
Now
we had gotten out of the limits of Frederick. Hunters and
everything was as quiet as the grave. Now and then ihe wind
went whistling through the branches and leaves, but thesound
of the sportsman's gun was not to be heard.
Here we found
plenty of birds and all full coveys
We did excellent shooting.
One covey we killed twelve birds out of. We had as
high as six birds lying dead at one time, not having time to
pick them up. Sbooiiog so fast with our breech-loaders,
many of them would fall in high, rank grass and briers, which
made awful hunting for them. Many birds we lost, but we
did splendid shooting. But hot, dry and thirsty don't talk.
The dogs all lay down and panted, and we could not get any
air in this place, and there was not a drop of water near- us,
not even a mudpuddle. Gill remarked, " I am so hot I don't
know what to do. I really can't spit any more. I know of a
small house about a mile off, and I know water must be close
to it."
So we jumped in the buggy and put whip to the
horse and went lor this house. When wo got to the house a
colored woman made her appearance, audi gave her twenty
cents to get U3 a bucket of water. She soon got it and we ah
had a nearly drink, which wo enjoyed very much. It was
now fust drawing toward sunset, and we were about ten miles
from hi me. We turned our facts homeward. We beat a
thick wood full of briers and second growth timber on our
way home. We found plenty of birds here. We lost one of
our dogs, Bob, and could not find him high or low but on
going back to the buggy, a mile off, we found him all broken
up, standing under the buggy. He did not know us, but when
he saw Dick and Nell then he was all right. We arrived
home about half-past eight, and counted our bag, and found
we had 47 partridges, 2 rabbits audi huk. This bag beat
any one bag on the first day as far as we could hear fiom, Ho
we got the honor of bringing home more birds than any one
that was out that day.
We went to bed tired, and slept
soundly until morning. On the next day we fully intended
going again, but the clay proved so hot and dry we concluded
to put it off.
So ended our first day of the partridge season,
and, hope we may be as successful on our next huut.
FRANK SOBLKT.
he

my spirits rise with the glorious clay, and proposed to
brother Gill we should have a hunt.
buggy was
at the door, and with Nellie (pointer bilch), l)ick (red
pointer) and Bob (red pointer), started with plenty eatables
and driukables audwith lots of ammunition. about seven o'clock
in the morning for a sport of all sports, hunting partridges.
We contemplated going th tough the Manor, so wo took
the road leading out behind the cemetery. Nothing occurred
of any note until we got about a mile from Frederick. Everything was going along first-rate.
The three dogs were
whipping every field in gallant style. All at once a buggy
passed us, going toward Frederick. The buggy contained
two meu, and the three dogs came running in toward us.
best dog, Dick, mistook my buggy and followed the
buggy with the two men in toward Frederick.
halted
and called, and whistled with all our might, but to no purpose, the dog was going with the buggy, and now they
were about a mile off. Nothing was leftlne but to turn my
horse's head, put Whio to him and follow on after them anil
get my dog.
I felt every inch a man, although somewhat
discouraged at the turn affairs had taken, knowing I would
be detained that much longer from the glorious sport I was
anticipating.
Quickly I turned my horse and buggy, gave
the horse the reins, came down on him with the whip, and
sped along at a rapid rate, the dogs running, the dust llying,
the horses going at a full dead run and we hollowing at the
top of our voices.
We were now going at the top of our speed, and were
fast gaining on the buggy and the dog.
When we struck
the edge of the cemetery fence the dog was just going up the
hill at the cemetery gale, and the noise from our hollowing
did not appear as yet to attract his attention, and I thought, at
this time we would be compelled to follow the chase through
the town.
had not yet checked our speed, and were still
fast gaining upon them.
When the buggy and dog struck
the pike at the cemetery gate we were then about two hundred
yards off from them, and we hollqwed at the top of our
voices, but we could not make him hear.
All at once I
grabbed my breech-loader and fired three successive shots.
ThiB instantly attracted the dog's attention, and he seeing the
other two dogs now for the first lime found Out his mistake.
He came bounding down the road at a terrible rate of speed,
and when he got to us be was very glad. He jumped up,
wagged his tail and tried to talk, to tell us how he had made
the mistake.
We turned our horse again and started down
the road on our hunt.
got out and hunted a iield on
James Hood's farm, but did not find anything. We continued on farmer and hunted a held on Finnis' Farm. Nellie
came to a point about the middle of the field. I said to
Gill, "Look there, Nell has got a whole covey," and again I
said, "Be caret' ul Gill, and let us kill as many of them as we
can as they rise." I cautioned him not to shoot too much in
a hurry, to take his time and to pick out his birds and take
good aim, and try and kill one with each barrel as they got
up. There stood Nell as Btiff as a poker, not a muscle movShe would catch my eye sometimes while she was
ing.
crouching there with such a conscious glance, which Baid
truly and plainly, "Tread lightly and carefully, the game is
at hand." I then turned to Gill and asked if he was ready, his
reply was, "1 am," I then said, "Look sharp," I cocked both
barrels of my " Scott," and with my slouch hot pushed back
in front, my finger on the trigger of my gun, I walked in and
I

They told mo they had raised a flock of partridges
Quiulier.
in the field where they were, and they were scattered in every
direction, and they were hunting now for them.
While I
was conversing with them one single partridge got up from
Scull gun cracked and the bird fell
right under my feel.
yd to pieces by my fire. The crowd hooted and

My

soon

My

We

We

We

m

front of the clog.
One bird buzzed up, and it hud
kicked
hardly got out of the stubbles before Gill's gun cracked and
he killed it. There was not another bird there, no not one 1
don't know when I was ever so fooled aa I was this time.
This bird was a scattered bird, and some hunters had been in
the field before us. All at once I looked over a little rise in
the ground and there was a great drove* of sportsmen, they
They had old
looked like a picket line during the war.
muskets, carbines and dogs of every description. They all
knew me, but I only knew one of them, and he was John
;

said,

We

;

j

A TURKEY HUNT IN WESTERN MARY-

331
ground

I searched It thorou lily, and oame to the conclusion that
Jake's plentiful birds must have gone visiting, for a solitary woodcock;
was the only bird that I saw. Went ap to the top of the Mountain and
raveled north for about five miles and began to descend. On reaching

the bottom we separated to look tor squirrels that seemed to have gono
after Jake'R hjrds, l lit my pipe and lay down behind a log to wait for
Jake to come back and to rest. Presently I heard in the woods above
me a loud gobble. Jake trying his call, thought I, Soon I heard a
whistle, and I saw Jake motioning for me to approach him. When I
got close he asked, "Did you hear them 7 The dog scattered the

aook;

LUBRICATORS FOR GUNS.
Editor Fobest and Stream

Editor Fobest and Stream

for which it has affinity and forms In iw combination with it the oxyd
which we commonly call rust. As long as barrets of guns are perfectly
smooth bat few retreats are present in which oxidation favored by moistare can favorably progress, but when they are once attacked the aportsman has to exercise unremitting care to keep his gun clean. The difficulty to do this Is none the Icsb on account, of the many corners
about
the trigger plates, the nipples of muzzle-loaders and the plungers of
breech-loaders, as the deep grooves about them favor rusilug.
Near
salt water, where the air Is frequently charged with minute and actively
corrodlDg particles of saline substances, guns suffer most, and an^etliolent lubrication is there of the highest importance.
After iming, with
poor success, about all of the advertised preparations, which on paper
guarantee absolute immunity from rust, and flndlDg them near and on
the sea moro or less worthless, 1 have tried at last and obtained highly
satisfactory results by applying morcurial ointment, which when once
well rubbed In prevents effectntlly all damage. A Prank Wesson rlfla
and a Fox breech-loader treated m this manner were the oniy arms
which emerged bright and clean from the wreck of a vesa.-l which
terminated, duilug the latter end of last Bummer, a shoot'iig excursion teLabradur in which I had participated. Previously to packing
up I had a lot ot ointment molted and applied by means of a sort camel
hair brush over barrels and locks.
The inside was also well lubricated
and the muzzles next closed by a thick wad of flannel greased with it,
A couple of newspapers were wrapped around to detached barrels and
stock to prevent the grease from being Tubbed off, and in this manner
they were, without any further additional care, packed into the traveling trunk.
The wreck of a vessel is a hard affair on the passengers
and their effects, pariioulariy their shooting implements. 1 passed un-

fortunately through this ordeal, a*jd trunks, guns and all were
washed
about a whole night in the overflooued cabin of our stranded schoonc-r,
and circumstances did not allow ot ihelr drying even alter they were
rescued the next day.
Not a gun of the rest of my fellow passengers
escaped unhurt, but were coated all over Willi rust, although ttiwy had
been well oiled and smeared with several kinds of highly advertised
rust preventers. The blue ointment alone stood the tiymg test, and not
a solitary red spot was visible on t;;e guns treated with It, when at last
after two days of delay a ehauce for thorough inspection was afforded.
I have learned, additionally, that 1 gain time ami lesseu trouble by
not
removing all the grease from any easily affected corners, us lhe iron
about them is thereby hermetically pipteetofl and I use since then
common machine oil for the plain surfaces of barrels and look*. When;

ever I shall take another journey to the sea shore 1 shall profit by the
experience of the past and by simply applying a coat of the ointment,
over ail exposed parts avoid the trouble of continually overhauling and
Inspecting every part of my armament.
j.

has immortalized

In nla sketches of Virginia aud Maryland mounIndeed, 1 Caught myself thinking that " Forte " might have
1u1iB.cre33r.nd have used Juke as the origlua, of one
of his "snake
huiit.nu" He told me that 1 had better keep a lookout for a pheasant, so I put la a shell of No. 7 and one of Ho. D so I would
be pre
pared lor buds of any kind smaller than the turkeys, which
wo did not
expect to see before allernoon. Wo kept straight up the mountain
side, Jake going, aa It seemed to me, at a
double quick, but in reality
veiy moderate gait. Every few hundred yur.l.i I would sit down
und wait for my breath to eatcll up, However, all thlnga muat come
to an end, aa did our journey to the top of Savage.
We reached the tup

taineers.

l

and began
assured

to

me

THE DITTMAR POWDER.
blnqhamton, n.

T., Oct, 81, 1378.

:

While spending a short vacation In Alleghany County, Maryland,
I ran across a famous wild turkey tmuter, and we started
one morning
as clay was breaking for a hont on Big Savage Mountain.
A brisk
walk of nail an hoar brought us to the foot of It, and, before starting
np. Juke loaded t.U old-fashioned rifle, apiece lhat "Porte
Crayon"

descend to what ia called Cranberry Swamp, where Jake
pheasants and woodcock; were plenty. On reaching the

:

If the rusty surface of iron be examined under the microsoope it will
be found to present an uneven surface studded with thousauds of holes
whioh serve admirably as conservatories of moisture, and thus favor
the oxidation of the affected metal. Grease and oil are then simply applied to serve as an Impermcablo barrier to thoair, the oxygen of which
over present in millions of free molecules attacks readily any substance

LAND.

EOMBRVIHB, N.

go up the

hill." So off we wont for another Ufly miles aa
We posted ourselves between two
and Jake commenced "calling." Soon an answer camo
from our right— "peep, peep." The call continued with its answering
" peep." Soon a loud gobble, gobble, from our left waa heard. Wb
slowly shifted our gnns to bear on the approaching gobbler, and I
looked at my shells to make euro I had No. 2's In both batrelfl. Soon I
saw the gobbler jump down from a log, and, with two or three bens,
walk rapidly toward ns. Jake, having stopped, bis call, eaniloncd,
"Make sure before you fire, and don't move." 1 had lain In ambush
for hnman game in times past, and my nerves had not failed me then,
neither did they now. I followed the magnllloeut looking bird till he
was jnst entering a spot that was clear and— hang went Jake's rifle.
The gobbler disappeared as it the ground had opened e.nd swallowed
him. Juke had shot at a hen and missed. She ran a few steps,
stopped to see the direction we were in, and I let her have the right
ban-el. As soon as the gon cracked Jake ran and picked up the bird, a
full-grown hen. Up the hill again waa his command, and offl we
started for another hair or three-quarters of a mile. Again we posted
ourselves behind a log and took a quiet smoke for about a quarter of
an hour. Then Jake opened his budget and brought out the can. Lrs3
than ten minutes brought an answer from down the hill. A very few
minutes bronght it Iu gnnshot of Jake, who killed it. It proved to be
a young hen. The last shot from the rifle not, having made more noise
than a cap snapping, we recommenced "calling."
Ten minutes
pnssed, and an answer was returned from the brush behind us, so
close that I did not dare to climb over the log. So wheeling slowly
around on my heels, 1 brought the gun to bear just as the turkey came
In sight, about fll'iy yards off. I covered it and pulled not ouo trigger,
as J intended, but both. I thought a mule had planted bold heels
against my shoulder. The nest I knew I was crawling out Iroui under
the log, and Jake was bringing the turkey to our pile Uiat now looked
very respectable. It began to grow late, and, being about seven miles
from home, we packed the turkeys on onr backs and started. Bj riic
time wc reached the village onr tnrkeys had Increased to abort t a hundred weight.
BXUINEBR.
let's

legs said, but half a mile In reality.

fallen trees,

Editor Forest and Stream
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,
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;
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In answer to Mr. D. A. Tomblee's letter
your last issue I have to
say that my powder is absolutely safe when used according to instructions. This was a case of overloading. I suppose the guns in question
were either 12 or 10 bore. For the IS bore I say proper charges are 3jrf
drs. for 10 tiore, 8^ to4drs. In this case 5 drs. had been used. Isuppose it was C powder, which 1 make expressly for Capt. Bogardns' nse
and which has come Into great favor on account othia using it. it la a
very strong powder, and I see no reason Why sportsmen should use
more than what 1 recommend. I say in my circulars larger chaigea
would give no better results, but strain the gun. Of the coarser gi ades,
or If my rule powder la used Ui shot guus, larger charges can be used
without strain to ilia gun, but oIC no more than recommended. Captain
Bogardns has used this powder in his 20 Lore, SUM. gun, but if l remember right ouly 1^» ilia,, with good results, which showB that It can be
used with safety in the lightest guus.
I am for light charges witli black powder too, as I And that the heavy
charges only show their effect on the shoulder, but as there seems to be
a tendency to use heavy charges 1 will maKe a powder from now which
;

—

.

warrant for heavy r.liarees anil make this warranty on each canIn the same lime Ishall continue to make the kind which Bogarthinks best, ami I hope It will be used aceortllngto my instructions.

i will
ister.
rtuB

I will

prove at any time that the accidents mentioned were not the fault

my powder if the remainder of the powder used will be sent to
I am willing to come to New York and make the tost in

ol

oince.

presence, or that of other sportsmen yon

may

your

yonr
appoint for that purpose.

Welles Corners,

EptioB Forest and Stkeam

9
s
o2J
€

:

yours truly,

R.M.Smith.
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jvu, xu, U., iiem tueii mummy ciuu suouiing lur tne chid oau^e on
Thursday, Nov. 14, at Monteverde'e Gram: street Park Columbusvllle,
L.I. Six of the members were present weather line, birds etrong;
21 yards rise, 60 yards boundary :
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Sweepstakes followed In which U. Hede.mann and P. McGlll killed
eight birds straight each, 0. O. Huber and W. ICuniptintilltr 7 each.
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a vast amount

We

am fully convinced the under bolts
secure aDy length of time without the extension
made in Springfield,
1 have seen several of the Wesson guns,
of rib.
for several years, with only a very
Mass.," that had received hard usage
under lugs remain as tight as when they left
gilt '"extension ; and no
I can say the same of Westley Richards, London.
the maker's hands.
(Syracuse, X. Y.) made In
just been shooting a W. H. Baker gun
effort of the barrels to revolve till 1
it

1

have

west as Lower California, through
It haB seen service as far
been in camp among the Indians ; has
Arizona, along the Bio Grande ;
hands had a darkey wedge and break in
passed through six different
blow it out with a loaded shell, which rent the
a cleaning wad, then
linen still, with its light extension of rib
barrel like a piece of strong
as ever. T Mb American gun cost $100, and I
tigtrt
as
is
it
1875

Brooklyn Gun Club— Cypress mils, L. I., Xov. 12.— Regular
lonthly contest for the championship trcjihy, at double birds, seven
pairs each, from plunge traps iiandlcappei rise, 100 yards distance
;
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and one bolt,
do Imported gun could have worn better. Those Interested In
makers do not make their guns.
English guns olalm that onr
of the best London makers, and 1 was
1 have visited most
nformed they imported their barrels from Belgium, their Norway
Thus we find American makers on the same
ron from Norway.
cousins.
I can name five American
footing with their English
guns as any London builder, providgun builders who can build as fine
price. We cannot expect to get an American
ed they are paid the same
$250 gun but I do say that for
oun for $40 or $75 as good as an English
a trifle better American, whether it be old
tbe same money we can get
makers have now turned
musket barrels or the finest Damascue. Onr
lineB. In this, they will confess, they are a
their attention to Express
Mr. Van Dyke,
a BS i-.ehind. "Bat as the well-known correspondent,
build him such a ritle as he described
has had Nichols & Lefcvcr
Express
rifles will not
American
why
reason
no
1
see
wcets ago,
believe

;
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few

and Africa as American target
soon be in use in India
edon.
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WADS FOR BRASS

rifles

are

now

at

*™°-

Oct 20.—A sportsmen's club has been organized
the protection of game and glass ball trap shooting. The first match on the 25th was won by Lehn, and the second
match, for a silver badge, by Gamtz with a out of 10.

Lyons, N.

Philadelphia, Nov.

6, ISIS,
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Rupert won shoot off with six oat of ten.
The second contest for the M. S. Smith and Co. Prize Cup resulted
Jewett
10111001 1—6 CHolt
1
1 (J—
o
J Fisher ....1 01011100 1— G Wilber
1 1
1 1 1
11 1—

01100101

1—5 Mnlltken....o 110 10011 1—6
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1
10
11 1—5
o-.i WUbclm
1 o 1 1 1 1 1—6
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1011000 1-4 Wilcox
o o o l l 1 l o o w
Angel
Peculiar interest was manifested in this contest, as it was II e lira
oneln which the club had shot from a rotary trap, the trap nsed mt

JudHolt

10

Lee

E

Fisher ....0
o
Kumsey

1110

1 1 1
l l l l o 1 l
1

this instance being Card's rotary.

Ohio— VtenttaiJfoV.W.— Match between Geo. Davis, of Glrnrd, o.,
and Thomas Wilson, ol this place. The conditions were that Davis
allowed Wilson to shoot at six birds while lie shot at live, Ground
trap, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary
1
1 1—3
Wilson.
1 l 1 1
1—6
Davis
Also match between William Morgan and Morgan Evans 10 birds
each
11 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1—8 Morgan
Evans
ill I 111 1—9
1

— See Bogardus' advertisement.

Union. Metallic Cartridge Co. is now making a brass
indented for a cerof the Slurtevaut patent, which is
manner which prevents the wad from
tain 'distance in a

Ed.
_-~».—

A HINT TO SHELL MAKERS.
GalvbstON, Texas, Oct.

suggestion of your correspondent,
Our club, the Oritani
"Archer," a most excellent one.
Archers, will adopt the score of ten " ends" of three arrows
I see, in
each, making thirty arrows, also the 48-inch target.
the score of the Highland Park Archery Club, they speak of
the regulation target is 48 inches.
a 45-inch regulation target
T
m.
York,
A
10,
1878.
Holbeeton.
Jfeie
W.
I,

think the

one,

for

;

Highland Park Archery Club—Nod, 13.— Match between Mr. Carver (90 yds.) and Dr. Weston (00 yds.), 90 arrows each at regulation 4-foot target
Arrows.

H C Carver

-.SO

(80 yds)

30
30

98, JffI8.

Editor Forest and Stream
bringing
Our first cool weather is upon us,

Hits.
19
18

Soore.

Golds.

long enough

the trouble.

Can't the shell makers get

does very well, barring
paper tube?
something of the sort-a short, thick
adjusted, and would effect the object.

sive, easily

it

np

would be inexpenBeggar.

Total

E B Weston

PIGEON MATCHES.
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rules.

The weather was fine and the
member of our

prior to July last.

Many

1

2

2
11

3
S

Bogardns
lav will be devi

walk is to be contested at Rutland, Vt., on
Thanksgiving Day, by W. E. Harding, of New York, and
Christopher Rice, of Rutland. Rice is to be allowed one
mile

start.

A

Steam Tricycle.

— In one of tbe railway material annexes

at Paris is a steam tricycle, having the boiler under the rider's
seat, the hind wheels being driven by a cord from the crank
Tha engine is a tiny cylinder, inclined about
shaft pulley.
40deg. The position of the boiler, which, by the way, is of a

rather complicated and inexplicable type, commends itself for
winter use.. It also possesses superior advanttiges for blowing
a man " up."

Amebican Athletic Club.— The officers elected at the last
President, John Gatli
Vicemeeiing held la-it week were
President, Bernard Loth; Secretary, S. W. Hoag ; Treasurer,
Lowry Captain, John C. Wray; Lieutenant,
Frank
Frank Millctt Trustees, Messrs. Magee, Badgleyand Brazier.
The meeting was a large and enthusiastic one, and the reports
of the retiring officers showed the club to be in a flourishing
condition and occupying a foremost position among the orgaThe club will next season
nizations of its kind in this city.
occupyla new running and walking [track within the heart of
:

C

j

;

;

I

he

city.

U

3

1

16

2
6

8
28

3

11

1

2
9

—
-

—
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shooting good, when it is
club ever pulled a bow

of our best shots

M

T
Cauldwell:
100-i ards Dash—First heat, five entries— 1st, S
time, 12Xs.: 2d, G Fountain. Seoond head— five entries; lat, II,
Jackson. Third heat—Five
S Brooke; time, 12a.; 2d, A V

W

entries: let.

AL

Manierrc; time, 12J£s.; 2d, FLaimbeer.

Throwing Base-ball— W R McDonald,

Throe-lecged Race, 100
throp; time, 18a. Second
19e.

24' jft.

Yards— First heat, Oauldwoll and Wiuheat— N R White and Manierre: time,

Jump-Won by S M Cauldwell,
Run— Won by Oanldwcll, 2m. 18s.

14ft. lOin.

Running Broad
Half-jffilo

Putting Stono, 30

Paddock,

Pounds— 1st,

Cauldwell, 20ft.

2d,

Un.j

W

19ft. 2in.

Run— Won by N R White, lm. 30J^8.
Rntmmg High Jump— Won by WA Stobbins,

140-Yarda

BrookR and Cauldwell,
100 -Yards

tie, lit. S

:

5

fl

.,in.

Dash—Final heat— 1st,

Brooks, ll>4 s.

;

2d, Cauldwell,

W

entries— Won by F B White.
Paddock.
by
Three-Logged Race— Final heat— lat, Cauldwell and Winthrop,
17s.: 2d. N R White and Manierre. i; ,-.

One-Mile

Walk—Four

Standing Broad Jump— Won

W

War— Between Winthrop.

J Lnimbecr and Oauldwell,
and McDonald, F Laimbeor and Paddock. The latter n
-i might heats.
Winthrop in 6m. Vs.
walk-over
Was
a
for
Run—
One-Mile

Tug

of

Golds.

165
118
S3
319

—

RevJHBisael..

At 100 yards, 80 arrows each
RevJHBisael

,;

«

Score
138

WBDGray
Dr Weston

....,,.

,,,

'

3

aR follows,

AJOrr

gold medal will go to the winner. 5
Sen, pigeons and glass balls.
under the direction of Capt. A. H. Bogardns,
The lists are open to the
who will not contend in any of the matches.
American world.
11-— Match between R. B. Angeli, New
mow irn
v,,rt Shooting Club, and E. Green, Monmoutn Shooting Ohio;
handle tor each other; 25 yards rise, BO y&Ma
birds; trap and

"

Si'

190

was

:

WBDGray

At 80 yards, 30 arrows each

and glass ball snootchampionship op America.-A grand pigeon
wnmament Is to be held at the Brooklyn Driving Turk, November
chamS JB »ntl 27 The first day will be devoted to a match tor the will
be
This
offered by Boganlus
rtonshiP of Ainertca medal recently
The seeoi
shot for at 20 siDgle and ten pairs double birds.

for the Pennsylvania team,

Skip and Jump—Won bv G Fountain, 29ft. Gin.
Jackson, 29^8.; 2d, Foontaio, 29ft.
220-Yards Dash— 1st, A Y

98

Total

HO

Ina
g

touchdown

Hop

20

:

large flocks of water- fowl
as yet fonnd nothing to All shells up with that
and jack snipe. I have
properly. The shells, of course, when fired in the
doeB it nicely and
exactly, in length as well as otherwise; and
gun should lit the chamber
properly should be filled up to within a quarter of an
in order to crimp
more than two wads over powder, or to cut
inch of the end. To put
nuisance. I have tried slipping a section of _
the shell down, is a
theliottom of the shell to be loaded-a ploce
smaller sized shell down to
powder reaches. This
to come up about as high as the

The Columbia College and Pennsylvania University teams
at Hoboken last Saturday, the game resulted in one

played

i

Uniform Archery Soomura—Editor Form and Stream:

sbell,

getting loose.

:

Evebboh Athletic Club.— First fall meeting at the "Mile
This being the first meeting of
Square" grounds, Yonkers.
the club, much encouragement was felt by the very fair attendance of persons, both from this city and Yonkers. The
club now comprises about 25 members, and it is hoped that
Summary
its numbers will soon bo increased.

htiaml

;

Tbe

—

Amherst, Mass., Nov. 16. The most exciting foot ball
of the season was played this afternoon between Tale
and Amherst, neither side being able to secure a goal or a
touchdown
The sides were composed as folio \vs Amherst
—Forwards, McGregory, Deyo, Terry, Hill, Wheeler Chase,
Child.
Half-backs, Crittenden, Russel, Gordon, Gillett,
Goodrich. Backs, Uooddow, Underbill, Milliken. YaleForwards, Moorhead, King, Harding, Farwell, Lamb, Hull,
Rodman.
Half-backs, Crouch, Brown, Fuller Watson.
Backs, Nixon, Wakemau, Badger. Judges— For Amherst,
Mr. Thurston, 'SI for Yale, Mr. Clark, '80. Referee—Mr.
Hubbard, Amherst, '79.

game

—A fifty-mile

;

Editor Forest and Stream:
t ... a
,
„
_
best wads for brass
Would answer your many inquiries as to the
have tried all kinds, and find the "Fibre
shells to put over shot. I
only
the
wads
Company,
Wads " made by the Delaware Cartridge
the No.
I use a No. 10 gun and a No. 9 wad
to hold the shot seoure.
does all tbe work,
The
No.
kick.
the
gun
make
and
8's are too large
who use a No. 12 gun should use a No. 11
and equally as well. Those
make is in cleaning their brass shells on
wad A great mistake many
and tends to hold the wads secure.
required,
not
is
the Inside This
shells for four years, and in that period have only
I have used brass
write this as an advertisement, but for
cleaned them twice. I do not
above trouble.
information for those who have the
Thob. C. Steele.

game between

Boston, Sfov. 16.—The football match between Harvard
and Princeton, this afternoon, was very closely contested, and
neither side secured a fall.
Princeton, however, obtained
one touchdown to Harvard's nothing. The teams were composed, as follows: Princeton— Forwards, Ballard (captain),
McDermott, McLaren, Bradford, Brotherlein, McAlpine,
L iwrey, Bryan. Half-backs, Withington, McNair, Miner.
Backs, Larkin, Cutis, Miller. Harvard— Forwards, Cushing,
Swift, Thatcher, Cowden, Holmes, Perry, Morse.
Halfbacks, Gushing (captain), Warren, Houstin, ,Winsor,JBlanchard.
Backs, Weatherbee, Bacon, Sedgwick.

Y-, for

1

SHELLS.

foot-ball

;

New York—Xewark,

at

;

;

College Foot-Ball.—The second

Yale and Trinity, played at Hartford, Nov. 13, resulted in a
score of three goals and five touch-downs for Yale to nothing
tor Trinity.

.

Wynn, 21 yds rise
Bryer,2iyds
Rattles, IS yds

GT

days that cannot point to its " formidable rival of the champion long distance walker." Bridgeport, Conn., has just
been the centre of some interest among the heel and toe men.
Peter Napoleon Campami, of French descent, fruit-stan
genius, volunteer fire department runner, soldier, and what
not, has just made 521 miles and 54 feet in six days.
As
there was some irregularity about the measurememt of the
track, Peter Napoleon Campana's record is not a record.

10—10

10—7
10—7

resulted as follows

rise,

Anothee Lono Distance Man.—It's a poor town nowa

01—16

not cocked and bird counted mis?ed by referee.

Ties on eight.

Considerable has been written on this subject, BtlU

H. Pabkbb.

U—IT

11 11 1' 11 11 ol
i:
rj]
11 1111 10 tl 11 11 11 01

Ellis

San

.

see
about ordering a gun.
of trouble to many sportsmen who are
that with the double
shaky gune of all qualities. Many persons thought
only to flud in a few years
bolt and top lever they had a secure action,
action of gunpowder in its effort
the double bolts would not resist the
totsistthebarrelBfrom right to left. I have experimented on tuts

We

absent from to-day's meeting.
would be triad to see reports of long distance shooting by other clubs," and earnestly
hope that a thriving spirit of friendly emulation may obtain
between the different archery associations throughout the
country ; and, above all else, let us have a published account
from every club of its private and public contests.

;

:

^

gun cannot hold

Limj Tiranch, Snv. IB.— Match between T. B. Owens, of Philadelphia,
and Dr. EI1U, New York 20 birds, 30 yards rise; Horltngluin rales:

t

AMERICAN GUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream

30 yards.

Out., Nov. 15, 1878.

1 Bee in your valuable paper considerable talk about Dittmar powder.
beg room in your columns to state what I know about this powder.
Over a year ago I first eaw this Dittmar powder ; acan of it wa9 sent by
yr. Dittmar to Sir. Geo. Nablo, of Flshervllle, Ont. I got some of i
from him to try, and as it worked well in my Maynard .85 cal. rifle, and
in aB3llard, Whitney and Stevens rifle we got a supply and the Fisherville Club used it along. I have used no other powder in my Maynaru
aDd Winchester rifles, cal. .Bis and .41, and found It to work so well
that I tried it in my .41 Maynard, which I am now using. The brand I
used in .35 cal. Maynard was FFF, and 1 now use the F in my .44 cal.
Maynard and it gives the best of satisfaction. I can plu? a hole in a 4
inch ling nearly every time at 100 yards with it and I ean't do it if 1 use
black powder. 1 can recommend it to all who use a breech-loading rifle
1 have used the F in 14 bore muzzle-loading and breech-loading shotguns, and It gives better penetration and a better pattern ; besides
there is not the dirt, or smoke, or nasty smell that there is with Mac
powder. 1 am confident that the Dittmar powder la the best powder
made, and I will use no other as long as I can get the Dittmar.
Hoping these few remarks will find room in your valuable paper, I

1

:

:

DrP

1

of a

:

:

:

i.ono Branch Guv Club—Sfcarltmmk,
sweepstakes,
E. (;. Murphy, 80 yards, 16 ont or IS; O. Palmare. 25 yards, 7
25 birds
out of 17. (second match: Dr. Zeliner at an yards killed7outof 9;
Fatmore at 2(1 yards killed 4 out ot a. Third match won by Messrs.
Walter. Wright and Zelluer, who tied a second time on B each at

Thomas B Owens

Carl Dittmak.

am

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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were unavoidably

—

Thanksgiving dinner is near at band, mid il
housewife is replenishing her larder's store of King's sauce
King is an exroyal, wherewith to tickle ike family palate.
pert with the shot-gun, as Brooklyn pigeon EOttrea show, and
everybody knows lhat he manufactures a sauco; without which
no dinner of fish, flesh or fowl is complete.

To Spoktsmen.— The sportsinen'slantera, patented in June
by Mr. A. Ferguson, has been enlarged and greatly improved, 'and we think is just the thing for sportsmen, especiwinter. Mr.
ally those who intend visiting Florida the coming
Ferguson is also manufacturing a new rust preventer,
which he claims is superior to anything in the market also a
lie ju
preparation for waterproofing and preserving leather,
also sole agent for Plume's superfine Iribrica u
Descriptive circulars of these articles will be Bent
repellants
on application. P. O. address, 81 Beekmau street, N. Y,rtism&tt.
last

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
—

Sticking and Wiskinc. Tn a race at the
late Ballard County t'Ky.) Fair, one of the
jockeys, who was to ride at one hundred
pounds, 'weighing only seventy, the extra
thirty pounds were added in the shape of
two wet blankets. After starting, the blankets slipped to the mare's left side, and flapped upon her flank at every jump. The
saddle also turned, and, in his efforts to right
it, the jockey— a juvenile edition of the Fifteenth Amendment lost one of his reins.
Nothing daunted, the darky clung to the
mare's back like a circus monkey, and, urging on the frightened animal, landed her a
winner of the race. When the mare was
stopped the saddle was under her belly and
the blankets were dragging at her heels.
The darky was delighted with his success,
but declares he will " nebber ride wid dem
cussed blankets no mo"."— Turf, Field and

—

ESTABLISHED

ABBEY & IHBRIE.
ANDREW

1820.

iSk

BtrixKT Proof

Cabs.—A firm

Minn, patentees of a

fire,

In St.

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

Trout Hooks snelled

NEW YORK
35

48 Maiden Lane,

OLD RELIABLE
(TRADE MMHK.0

Kentucky

State

EASTERN AGENCY,

One

699

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

Lottery,

BROADWAY.

W Draws November 30.

Class

prize of $14,000, one of
1886

$s,CK)0,

and «ne

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

of $5,000.

Inter-state

$07,925.

Too New York
rifle, 060.

BROADWAT,

& CO.,

The

McKOON,

P.

Del. Co.,

N

Y.

Tea

Vegetable Dishes,

Tete-a-Tete Sets,

Meat Dishes,

Hot Milk

Sets,

Pitchers,

Oyster Tureens,

Coffee Urns,

Pepper Boxes,

Tea

Salt Cellars,

Small Coffee Pots,
Butter Dishes,

Sardine Boxes,

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sou onlj
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful, and intelligent dogs cannot bo beaten for ruffed grouse

JL

and woodcock shooting and retrieving,

Syrup Pitchers,
Tea Caddies,

Goblets,

Salad Bowls.

Etc.

COCKERS! COCKERS!

The forms are new
ing and massive mount-

which

can be distinguished

only by the trade-mark
piece.

HITCHCOCK,

Secretary

1

he

NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale
THE
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan

J.

ROBBINS,

NAPOLEON'S CABINET DOG WANTED.—The

Wethersfleld, Conn.

chase a really

three years old.

advertiser wishes to purdeg or bitch.

Address

.1,

For such a doe will pay a fair
H. S., room 105, Hotel Brun'swiek,

N. Y.

BOUCHE FILS&CO.,
N. T.

1

BROWN &
For

HTLDEH,

St. Louis,

novl4

sale in case*

Fleas! Fleas!

Pa.

nov7

8m

A Bane

to

Fleas— A Boon

liver

old,

for felling,

dog, three
all kinds of
Price $40. AdCo., Buffalo, N. Y.

no use.

&

nov21

;

FOR

SALE-Having more dogs than I need, will
sell a large pointer dog, three and a half years,
a pure red Irish setter, three years. Both of
these arc yrlze winners, and first-class field dogs.
Sold for no fault. For
information
address II., box 1.G7T, N. Y. P. O.
nov2l 2t
and

or Actress

List of books. 2c. S.

It.

1

LUDDBN,

1

..,

io for 25 ets

B. Lincoln, Me
1613 ly

It

.

i

list

Catt. County,

sept26(t

to

CHAS. HALLOCK,

Put np In boxes containing a dozen powders, with
full

directions for use.

Price oO cenii )irr Box by, mail.
Both the above arc recommended by Rod And Gob
lid FOKEST AND STBBAM.

W.

HOLBERTON.

oot 12

Mm

office of

.

Forest and Stream.

SALE— Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
FOR
Grounds, Oakland. Bergen County, N. J. Buildings cost over $1,200; Ave years old;

gotlnc frame
tenant's house,

villa; all modern improvements:
stables, etc.—in one, four horses;
tweniy-three
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine garden; loo young fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this office.

jel3 tf

SALE—A W.
FORloading
shot-gun,
Damascus

barrels,

<fc

C. Scott
12-gauge,

11T

3

Kennel.

and Pointers Boarded,
Broken,

etc.

Young Dogs handled with

skill

and judgment.
Address,
t'. Si

LOVER,

barrels,
pistol

and

setter dog, 16 mouths old.
Address O. O. BYERLY,

Easton, Ma.

novr

3t

A

SALE— fine breech-loading shot-gun, made
by Chas. Webley, 12-bore, side action, 32-lnch
twist barrels as good as new has not been fired but
a few times. Price $35. W., box 121, Metuohen,

FOR

;

;

nov211t

I7IOR SALE— Aline

Webley, top-snap, double bolt,
1
12-gauge gun; extended rib, pistol grip, rebounding locks, laminated barnjis, weight>7H lhs.;

shows no wear. Price
street, N, Y.

$75.

W. HOLBKKTON,

Fulton
Setters

Son's breech-

28-Inch

N. J.

FULTON STREET.

Imperial

&

an

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS FOR SALE— One Irish
Color, bright red.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

novl* 3t

SALE—A
and white setter
FOR
years
thoroughly broken on

dress J. E. P., care of Scott

to Dogs.

Price BO cents by mall, PoMtnald

3t

four years old, broken,
and water. Price $25.
Vienna, Tramball Co., O.
novia It

game; reason

W. EDDY, Randolph,

oct 31tf

This Powder Is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogB or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

a good-size Irish setter
partly broken, for a well
broken native or Irish seller bitch, not over three
nor less than one and a half years old. Address I,

JAS. ROY,

Western Agents.

Worms! Worms!

H.

;

F.

for delivery

Send for price

of 112 pounds.

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

19

SALE—Setter, dog,
FOR
will retrieve from land

""
•' it wUU per"
fect suocesp. Complete outats from $5 to
enromo Photography outfits, $3 Hello880.
graua, »2. 60. Send stamp for fall information to E.
SAOKM.ANN& CO., Manufacturers. 278 Pearl St.
N. Y.
sept26 13

&

eggi—ready

to Jan. 20.

For sale, 1.660 acres improved land in Rock County,
farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house,
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
windmills, wells, grading, running streams of clear
water: directly on line of St. Paul ami Sioux City
Railroad ; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming
interest In immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Fhoioeraphs
shown and full epeciflcations given on application

so stamped
F. O. Se LUZE,
South William Street, N. Y„ Sole Agent.

to exchange
WANTED
dog,
monthsold,

KAMP, Lock Haven,

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest

J. B.

Nov.

MINNESOTA FARM—

;

price.

>HOTOS

(

1st of

WILD RICE

first-class setter

Must have extra speed, staunchness and nose be
broken on quail and woodcock; handsome and about

CHAMPAGNE.

million brook front

from the

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

,

NovH tf

t

One

None are genuino unless

will buy a thoroughly broken red and white
setter bitch, with a pedigree for 90 years.

"

FOR SALE.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

for Sale-

On account of departure of the owner for Europe
the following dogs are offered for sale very low
Lemon and w
winner of 1st prize
N. Y. dog show, 1S77. Red Irish setter, Snnky, bred
byT Jeiome, Esq. Gordon setter Kent, a prize
winner. Liver and white Gordon bitch Zadiee. Dick,
red setter, sired by One Eyed Sancho. .Ml the above
are broken dons. Also four puppies, 7 months old
by Kent out of Zadiee. Can be seen at theTaplulah
Kennels, Babylon, L I. For price, etc., address C.
DUBOIS WAGSTAFF, Esq., Babylon, L. I., or the
Kennel Editor of this paper.
novl4 3t

Address E.

"'•

for Sale,

fennel

;

i

Q21

CO.,

N. Y.

setter dog, not thoroughly broken for (he field, bat
admirably suited to a gentleman's country place, or
as a pereonal companion. Be is full-sized and
highly bred. Price $l«>. Application niuBt be made
at this office.
Address C.
oct3 tf

UNION SQUARE.

BEAVER STREET,

SHARPS RIFLE

markings—three dogs, one bitch, price each $20.
Also one red Irish setti
bed June 12, by
Imported Dash (1st, New York, 1878,) out of imported Flora (1st, New York, 1878). Price $25. We
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept.
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (by
Cal. out of Psyche 1st, New York, 1878). LINCOLN
A HBLLYAR, Warren, Mass.
octSl tf

Dogs

003.

W

By imported champion Snapshot, out of imported
Fannie, now eight weeks old— color, liver with white

ings as elegant as solid

rifle,

THE LEECH

POINTER PUPPIES.

and the repousse chas-

stamp upon each

8.

Ouleent Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
each for dog or bitch pups.
septia tf

Etc.

silverware, from

CHAS.

Best by any other

1,044.

Long-Range Match.

correspond-

Sportsmen in want of ur*t-class cocker spaniels
write at once te

rifle,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. «'«'*•
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, circular, testimonials, etc.
]io tt

Kettles,

Salvers,

Pitchers,

37

OOI
*"* *
<

Soup Tureens,

it

Franklin,

Sharps Military

Inter-state

THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY
AMERICAN TEAM "WALK-OVER

OF

M.

Best score by any

a score of 074.

International Military Match.

with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197.
The
CUP, won by Mr. Prank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a
possible 15U at l.OOO vards.
CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a score of 205. Best
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, thiee competitors each, with Sharps Rifles—
Mr. Frank Hvde, Col. W. II. Clark anrl Capt.
.-ore of 300 points.
H. laokBonCHAMPIONSHIP, won bvCapt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps
Military Rifle. All nr1xe» in this match were won with Sharps Bifien.
(First Day).
de, with u Sharps Long-Rango
Hifle, the extraordinary score of 231 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards.

COCKER SPANIEL
Breeding: Kennel

comprises

won with

man

WIMBLEDON

Ware for the Fall Trade

Water

New York State Team, with
Average per

Plated

of

The

N. Y.

TIFFANY &

CO.'S stock

Match.

Military

Stato team, using the Sharps Military Klfle,

other

Ticket, 81.

WILLIAMSON
599

Messrs.

per doz.

$1 per doz.

to order,

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

;

Republican.

Hooks.

Patent

Paul,

—

Sale

SETH GREEN'S

car,

royalty, for the Union Pacific and Central
Pacific Railroads.
These cars are regular
railroad monitors, the doors and windows
being constructed so as to close automatically
on a spring behig touched, and with sufficient
force to kill the intruder who attempts to
prevent it. The cars are also provided with
inside breaks and apparatus for detaching
them from the rest of the train. The value
of the mails passing over the two roads
named would seem to make such cars desirable but the Department has no authority to
build or purchase such cars, or any other, as
they are supplied by the railroads and form a
part of the contract stipulation.
"Washington

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

and burglar

bullet

has addressed a letter to
the Post-office Department, tendering the use
of their invention to the Government, free of

©LERK &

Successors to

.

Farm.

proof railroad

333

FOR

117

uov21

SALE— Large

case of stuffed birds, size 3ft.
6in, by 3ft., containing aoout twenty (mostly
game) birds. Price $50, or will exchange for breechloading shot-gun, and pay difference.
Address No.
5

Dey

street,

Room

10,

New York

City.

nov2l

It

Tomb River, N. J.
Splendid kennel accommodations ; dogs have dally
access to salt water.

fanted.

octio tf

ANY

The

Sportsmen's

Bell
position of the
dog,canses the birds to He
closer. Valuable in early
r woodcock shooting, cocking and general snooting,
where the cover Is thick.
Sold by dealers In guns
mid postpaid,
goods.
Sampl
sporting
and
30 cents. BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
septia 3m
Conn.
East Hampton,
tells

the

ONE wishing to trade four-horse power
Engine and Boiler complete for 12-gauge
breech-loaUng shot-gun heat make, with Inside barrel, case, shells, etc., address, with and for full description, D. M. SHARPNACK, Petroleum, West
Virginia.
novSl It
,

WANTED—A

line

second-hand, London

made

breech-h
shotgun, in good order (a
"Dougall" preferred), 7 to JKlbs., 12 gauge, 28 or
30-inch barrels. Address, with full description and
lowest price, M., Box 1,588; Pittsburgh, Pa.
I

..

novSl 11

have the best Imitation Gold Watch In the Market for Trading
fPnrnnses.
The metal is a composition of

gportsmm's §w£r.

ESTABLISHED

other nutate, so closely resembling gold that
t Judges find
it
difficult to detect the

1820.

ce,

and; 3.1

-

St.,

LONG SEAL-SKIN

t

i

and

it is

known. Ameri.
Expansion Bnl,.„pe,
or Engine Turned
equal in apoenrame to
TITAT COSTS from

for gnld

Engrnved

fully

GO bit WATCH

them to *I3 ench -with an elegant
hnin uraclied. They are used on Railreads,
teamers. and in Manufactories, and other places
here aetura'e lime is require'', and gives general
tisfactiott. We send them by Mail or Express, ori
celpt of %\% to any part of the country, or it will
en the customer desires and v
ilNS weigh about Fsflv Pennyweights, and th.s
le price of

SACQUES,
it
.

Paris,

1S7A.)

handle, will not gum.

Waterproof and preservative
Plum's Lubricating Oil, Insect Repl-

for boots, etc.

Send for descriptive

iant, etc., etc.

FERGUSON,

A.

circular.

Beekman

81

N. Y.
nov7 3in

St.,

publication^,

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

FURS,

GENTS'

i,

CAMP LAMERN, HAND LANTERN, HEAD "JACK" and hTAFF "JACK."
PERIiU.^ON'JI RUST PREVENTER. Safe (o

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

and of our own make.

TEIMSUNGS,

(Improved)
(Patented June

Combining a

&

CLOAKS AND WKAPS,
From

FERGUSON'S
SPORTSMAN'S LANTERN

:-:

Fur-Lined Circulars,

TUR

£port$rtietf8 §cods.

We sell these chains.it
= Jld would cost Jino.
..e sell the
Watch and Chain for ?n, sent by mail in a Register;
..
-.st-paid. to anv
Ofnoe in the United. States. We sell the Watch without the Chain for $10. j. buidk
Co.,
'297 Hroadway, New York.
nov21 6m
--

and Sizes of English Dye.

all Qualities

>iovem<-nt.

(lean
i

HEW YORK

-

can

st,

SI 50 iio 820O. It sells and tTades readily
tot I.-' d file to 1100, and if tou wish a watch
your c ra use to make mocey on, trv this.
iwingt-oour large ta'-s we are ennbled to reduce

EXTRA
In

i

e

184 FIFTH AVENUE,
BROADWAY

excep

Hunting Cases, and

GUNTHER'S SONS

G.

C.

l

FOREST AJND STREAM,

334

$

Sport,

FUR ROBES,
RTJG3 AND MATS.

1

.50.

Long-Range

Shooting,

Rifle
25c,

Wallace's Adirondack Guide
82.

Camp

Life in Flolda,
SI. SO.

The Fishing

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Gazetteer,
ana
This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for use in a second of time with the eame ease as a cartridge,
and it cancan te removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the saot-gun, instantly
alu.ost
not get out of order. - With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound,
rifle.
The AUXILIARY BARREL will
a breech-loading shot gun can be converted into amost accurate
li-callbre— caliire of rifle 33, 38, or 44. aa desired. Length of
tit anv standard make of gun of 10 or
barrel twenty inches. The shells used with the best, ad vantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. 'a
cartridges, No, 82 and 39. extra long, and No. 41, model 1873. Sendfor a Circular and Price List.

Leggins and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS,

Fourth Edition.

S3.
For gale at
Fulton street.

office

New

EuMier Goods

of

NEW

Every Description.

HAVEN, CONN.

:

AMERICAN

27 MAIDEN

W.

Giive.i to

order.

Old

LANK, N. Y

H. HoSabsrd,

t

VALPARAISO, IND.

Fur

'

^Buckskin
Full sctof fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK
$10, sent free of ex. on receipt of price.
A line C :at for $s, sent free on receipt of price.

Bnckskin G

Ga(/jvt£Je» _.

mad?

to order

and warranted

to

lit,

ex-

and
Chamois
and Drawers made to

order,

and

ksktn

mended

Shirts^Dkawers™ Order.

my

Shirts

_

THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF

I

dressed

and clean, and manufacturer
!'':,•

'

of Fori

kinds

All
soft,

END FOR PRICE LIST.

for

are highly
recomthose
who
are

weak lungs and are
exposed 10 extreme cold, as they
keep the temperature of the body
for all kinds of deformed and mutilate*
troubled with

a
"

"

PRACTICAL HINTS ON BOG BREAKING

(Successors to K.

Guns,

Rifles, Pistols

1

it.

tl-.e:

Hi,

:l'j

ICfil

.Ct

smallest portions, and
op the minutest duIn it a single hair loots
t
of afly lIKe tome
the
and
ldteahuge cable,
m ijbom yu.
BituKitai
creation.
bieor animal
tails.

^

-

i

i

-

-

-

and instructive.
_^r.„»„„..« *™ *.
N. B.—This is ahigh-pove, ntierosaop* U examining minnte objects such as are quite invisible
mai netipaul. $1 O'J.
to the naked eye. Price by
catalogue
of skates ana
page
fony-elght
for
Send
i

EDW.

FISH & SIMPSON,
Nassau

street,

^

L

reech^

all

oafliag

yield, etc.,

1811.

poiuta o
Furm Lands, their value,
Taxation and Dh^r, ScIhoIs, Origin of
ot the B'nchcs, Wrecks, Light-

Populations,

Names, Inhabitants

<£

go]

Wakes a nd Qu alities o f

1?

COAST,
Towns and

houses, Life-saving Stations-YachtCluos, Industries,
Personal Sketches, i'urks, Land As-ori/i

IngandHDitt
!-, manv chartBfrom
with complete flnnuiougs, etc., en;.
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, ami tneconniry
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price St. Address O. P.
KUNaMlDT, YichtJig RMir.or, t ohi.:,t and StBKAM
Office, 111 Fuhon street, New York.
official rources,

FIELD,

STJjJ jn^

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.
BY CAPf.

BOfctARDUS.

New

and enlarged edition, containing instrnotiong
bad shooting, and chapter on breeding and
oreaking of dogs by lilies Johnson For sale nt
for glass

STORES

:

M

No. 19

N. Y.

BENJ. PIKE'S SON & CO.
OPTICIANS.

T

AT

Skill St., No. 220

M

tins office.

Second Si„ aad No. 527 Commerce St,,

& BR

H

NEW

930 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.,

iSD 22D STREETS.

21st

Contains History of the State,

MAKUFACTIJREBS' AGENTS,

,

132

op

NEW JERSEY

[nXr/STBATKP.]

K. TRITON, Jr.

Importers and Dealers in

nsefal novelties.

nov21

Yachtsmen.

Interest,

ESTABLISHED,

i-liow'Lg

;• " suggest themsHlves w'.ei'
'
Willi the u'e of this in.
^Jn*r2?nln»
-asily understood. It is interesting.

BETWEEN

and Fishine: Tackle,,

'•'•

i

Frederick City. Md.

11

Useful to Sportsmen and

CHICAGO-

;

I.,--

Liberal discount to the trade.

Frank Schlev,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

.,

Price, $2.

CO.),

a new pa' tern of high
pywer microscope attractive
design ami simple in operation. It stand's upon three supports, end has a mirror for
throwing an intense light upon
the object. Can be used either
f landing upon the table or held
= Land.
This microscope
In
I:-?
hi ah magnifying power
and
(in ntin times the area),
1 1

Shooting-

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

iB

m

i,

wing.

tf

Gem"

& Pneasant

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Bunting and Shootlnglhe American Partridge-Quail;
Knifed Grouse— PheasantB.with directions lor handling the gun, hunting the dog, and sheeting on the

To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel brtech-loadlng centraJ lire shotgun, 13-gange. AddreaB,

MICROSCOPE.
This

\

ABBEY &

J.

Partridge

Oct

THE
'Standard

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Write for particulars.
nov21

&

.

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of
bieaklng the dog for the field, and is especially
adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Price
260. Prospectus of the finest Kennel of setters and
Bpanlels in Indiana.

111

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

Rfl.^™

AND
India

Fobbbt and stbbas

of

York.

OTHE

Price |2.

§rn[i, gifts, gte.

STEVENS PATENT
BREECH.LOADING

R S

SPORTING EIFLES.

YORK.

old friends and
Wewonld be pleased to see alt onr
We are now openpatronB and the public generally.
-e p an mvotces of BAing large and

wfiMFTEFs

THERMOMETERS. OPERA, FIELD

SCOPES; etc.,

of the finest quality

GLASSES, TELESCOPIS, MICRO-

IndJImNE

and

at the

lowest

fvj

*"

p\V-

O

sDHorsHorl

JIANOTAOTlTBEBa 07

"CHILLED-

SHOT

^mn$tnunts, §k.
BROADWAY AND 36th ST.
THE AQUARIUM,
Wonoi en
„„, „„
Le

TRAINED
la

NEI

K. '.-Ti'eiiY .Thoroughbred)
ear.

iutroiV
i

1.

,
:

;

:

HORSES,

.

EDUCATED DOGS.

Daily at 2:30 and 8 o'clock p. M.
Reserved seats,
Admission, 50 ceata.

loo. extra.

BLUE LABEL.

RED LABEL.

Compressed Buck Shot.
KXHIBTION—KEFORT,—" Exact
WTRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL
and general excellence."

of finish
truly spherical term, hipji degree

uniformity of

Slao

Double and Single-Barrel Shot-Gan>. Pocket
Rifles, Pocket l"i-iol«. and the noted Hunter'*
Pet Klfles. Special attention is called to onr
Double Breech-Loading Guns. They are simple in
3onstrnction and manufactured with cresr care
tromtha very best material. Thev am pronounced
ay experts "the best gun in the market for the
money." Send for catalogue.

J

.STEVENS

ac CO., Cntcopee

Fails,

Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM.
£$art$mms

Qattfes.

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

BR

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Crounds of Virginia and

West

awha

Valley, and including in their varieties of game
neh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, baas, pike,
pickerel, etc, etc.

and

Gubb. fishing tackle, and one dog tor each sports-

man carried free.

THE PENNSYLVANIA E.E. CO.

White

via

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,

Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsvllle, with the
North and Northwest; aDd at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements
;

CONWAY

It.

The steamers

of this Line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the country. Connections direct for Chincoteagne, Cobb'B
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
Bteamers Bail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 p. m.
Full information given at ottlee, 197 Greenwich St.,

New York.

eepSS ly

PAUL SHORT

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

BE TRANSPORT ED

Hun tine

Frank Thomson, Gen! Manager.

CHICAGO

& ALTON

Chicago to
to

St.

Kansas

and Colorado.

arrangements for transport of Dogs for

bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains lu. Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Greenport, Sag ilarbor, etc., 8:30 a. St.,
4 p. it., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. 11. For Patchogue, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3o and 6 p. m.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 A. M., i, 4:30, 6 and 6 P. M. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 r. m. For Northport, etc., at 10 A. H., 3:30, 4.30 and (1:30 P.M. For
Locust Valley, at 8:30 andlolOOA. M„ 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
and 6:30 p. m. For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 A. v.,
4, 4:80, 6, e and 7 p. k. For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:30 and 10 a. m., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30, 8:30 p. m„ and
12:1S Bight, and from Long Island Cuy only 9:30 a. m.,
1:80 and 0:30 p. it. SUNDAYS— For Pert Jefferson,
Patchogne, etc., 9 a. m.
Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 p. m.
Nortbport and Locust Valley, 9 a. k. and 6:30 p, m.,
Garden Cltv and Hempstead, 9 a. m., 8:30 and 6:30
p. u., and from Long Island City only 9:30 A. m and
5:30 p. m. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
.

;

,

College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to-destlnatlon.
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
J. CHrrrzNDKN, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
fee tf
street ferries, at the offices of "
;

FOR
Hartford, Spring
NOHTHAM

elegant steamer O. H.
25, East River, dally (Sundays extf.
Passengers go North and East at

leaves Pier No.

NIGHT LINE.— The Continental leaves New York
at 11 p. jr., arriving In New Haven in time for the
early morning trains.
Merchandise forwarded by dally Express Freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western
York and Canada.

New

Hampshire, Northern New
Apply at Office on Pier or to
PECK, General Agents.

Cromwell Steamship Line.
NEW YORK, HAMFAX, N. S. AND ST.
JOHNS,

N. F.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
Cs.pt.

Pier

10,

Bennett, and

ALHAMBRA,

form a regular

Capt. Mcllhlnnej,
ports, leaving
York, three times a

between above

line

North River,

New

month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
or the Lower St. Lawrence will And this the cheapest
»nd moat direct route, avoiding changes and detentou. Time between New Tiork and Halifax about
Ixty hours, one half of trip throngh Long Island and
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water,
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New York and Halifax, $15 gold New York and St.
Jjhns, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced
I ites. For schedule of sailiugsaud further partieui

;

Ura apply

to

CLARK & 8EAMAN,

AGENTS—WOOD A

S6 West etree% N. Y.
CO.. Halifax, N. S ;
F.
Ieg06m

& CO., St. John's, N.

HARVEY

eSO tf

I.

Wild Fowl Shooting.
8PRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
practical

gunner and an old bayman. Has

always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast, The best gronnd in the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE Good
Ground, L. I.
Nov8 tf

DUPONT'S

FOR FLORIDA

Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

Powder.

FKRNANDINA

SAN THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ne, Phlla.

Duponi's Gunpowder Mills,

USE

IN

established in 1801,

have maintained their great reputation for 78 years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Gunpowder.

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos.

2, 8 4, 6, 6, 1 and 8. Superior Ride, Enflald
Col. Hawker's Ducking.
W. STITT, 16
atreet, N.
Agent for the United states

HWe, and
Cedar

Y

^porjstifen's §oodz.

& Northwestern RR.

points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

CALI-

and best route for all
points in Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
.ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE Is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and M innesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all pointB
In the Great Northwest. Its
ST.
PETER LINE is the only route lor Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
all points in Southern and Central Mirnesota. Its
MAHQUETTE LINE Is the Only
GREEN BAY
line for Janesvllle, watertown, Fond du Lac, Obkosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake SupeIts FREKPORT
DUBUQUE
rior country.
LINE Is the only route for Elgin, fiockford. Freeport and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO
LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and is ttie only one passing through Evanston,
Lake ForeBt, Highland Park, wankegan. Racine,

CANNOT BE 8ENT BY MAIL.

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

A

Embraces nnder one management the Great Trunk
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, aud.wlth
Its numerous branches and connections, form' the
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all

The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 570 Pavonla Avenue, Jersey Oltj
*
Heights, N.J.
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm.
Reau A Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kitiredge A Co...
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. E. Eaton, Chicago, 111.; Brown
A Hllder. St. Louis, Mo. Thoa. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Trimble & KlelbaCKeT, Baltimore, Md. S.
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grubb
&. Co., Philadelphia.

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (flne), unequalel in strength,
quickness and cleanliness ; adapted for Glass Bali
and Pigeon Shooting.

quick, Btrong and clean
for Pistol shooting.

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

and Surgical Instruments.
NOT GUM, and will keep In
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere In the United
States pronounce it the beat gun oil In the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It Is
the best preparation I have found In thlrty-flva
years of active and frequent use of guns."

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

FORNIA

S3

Powder

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (flne), burntag slowly, strong and
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball,
PlgeoD, Duck and other shooting.

OMAHA AND

(

Powder of very

fine grain

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., " SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.—The Fg for long-range rifle Bbootmg, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning
stiongand moiit.

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans fifty shells In ten minutes. No water used.
Knives elastic, self-adjusting, prevent the slipping
of wads. Is unequalled a? a breech wiper by covering with an oiled cloth. For sale by all gun dealers,
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price,
$1.60; 10andl2bore. J. F. RONAN, box3iRoxbury
Liberal discount to the
Septis 3m

Station, Boston, Mass.
trade.

SPOUTING. MINING, SHIPPING AND BLASTING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. Special
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard.
Powder manufactured to order of anv required grain
Agencies in all cilies and principal towns
throughout the U. S. Represented by
or proof.

New American

Powder

OVBJ7ADS.

for long-range rifle shootlDg.

EQUAL, TO ELY'S, AT LEfeS PRICE.

&

Laflin

Chemically Prepared

FELT

F. L KNEELAND, 70 Wall St. N. Y.
N. B.—Use monk but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg

Rand Powder Co.

No. 86

MURRAY ST.,

N. Y.j

For

sale

by all dealeis. Manufactured by B
Ansonia, Conn., and T White =tr»et.

GOODMAN,
New York.

octlT

Sm

AND

Sole Proprietors

AND MILWAUKEE

TO SPOKTSMKN.

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese ami Brant shooting,
our Iowa Hue to-day offers more favorable pointa
than any other road In the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this

company will he found unsurpassed by anything

C.

<fc

B.

ZETTLER,

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
lb. canisters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

No.
1

mended

!07 Bowery,

for breech-loading guns.

New York.

Orange Ducking Powder,

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of
7
RAILWAY.
the CHICAGO & NO
West bound, they leave Cblcago daily, except Sunday {and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
isast-bound t iey leave Council BloffB at 8:30 p. it.,
dally, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
aad reach Chicago next afternoon.
Br- No other roads west of Chicago runB Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.

AND

Kenosha to Milwaukee.

For water-fowl, strong and
metal kegs,

6X

lbs.

clean. No. I to 6 tn
each, and canisters of 1 and 6

each.

lbs,

The

Orange

Rifle

for

and

beat

rifles

all

Powder.

-

ordinary purposes.

FG, FFG and FFFG, the last being the finest.
Packed In wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>i lbs.
Sizes,

6jtf lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and y, lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any otlier brands made, and are recommended and used by Oapt, A. H. BOGARDUS,
She "Champion Wing Shot of the World."
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST-

and

ING .APPARATUS. MILITARY

POWDER

Of all Rinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Frictloual and

.

Platinum Fuses,
i-amphlets, showing slr.es of the grain by wood
cot, oent £ree on application, to the above address.

Trap-Shooter's Ammunition
Case.

In the West.

New York office, No. 416 Broadway Boston office,
No. 6 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your
;

home

ticket agents, apply to

MARVIN HCGHITT,

W, H. Stennett,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago.
jest

*

Eaton's Rust Preventer.

GUNPOWDER.

Territories.
Its
LINE is the shortest

—

,

The above can bo bad of dealers, or of the Company's AP*" 1* ta ever* pron^nent oity, or wholeaeto

For Gnna, Cntlery
Safe to handle, WILL

a

Western

„

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO...
EXPORT, G$
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR^RROOF, MANU««
-j
FACTURED TO ORDER,

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago,
a

Chicago

the standard Biite powder of the country.

Superior mining and Blasting; Powder.

English Sporting

Sportsmen.

AUGUSTINE,

Hazard's " Kentucky RUTe."
CTFG, FFG, and " Sea Shooting " FG, in kegs if 25,
12# and 6V lbs, and cans of 5 lbs, eT'FFG is also
packed in 1 and Y, lb. canisters. Bnrns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fevorite Brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" ]?G is

angWtf

JAMES CHARLTON,

WINONA AND

and the North.

World to show as
rooms as those of
J

Nos. 1 (flne) to 6 (coarse). In 1 and 6 lb. canister*
and fix and 12*J lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
elean, shooting remarkably close and with treat
penetration. For Held, forest or water Bhootlng, it
ranks anyother brand, and it is equally serviceable
for rnunale or breech-loaders.

Prop'r.

Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches
and tVesr.hamnt.on, within a mile and a half of the
ocean.
Excellent nccorjimodatlon for summer
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boating. Ashing, and gunning. House open throughout
the year for fishing and Bhootfng parties. Boats,
boatnten, stabling, carriage, and every convenience
for sportsmen. Access
land Railroad.
Terms moderate.
S. P. CONKLlN, Prop'r.

By a

Connects direct at KaosaB City with
Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and *~.-

ST.

except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street.
(daily

SHERMAN.

Oity,

27,

CORTES,

feblT-U

itc.

rooms above

Rossniore House, Speonk, L.

EVERYTHING.

Cars

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,

The new and

W«

challenge any Hotel In the
large and as elegantly furnished
the

from
and Chicago

Louis,

all

bathe, 13.50, $4, and $4.50 per day.

ALVIN HULBERT,

RAILROAD,

THROUGH TICKETS TO
ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
1878.—
FORJACKSONVILLE,
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip

RICHARD

Still

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

Lines In Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds In the NorU.iv e»t for (ieese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket O race, Cedar Raplda.
C. J. IVES.
E. F. Winslow,
Gen, Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

p.

Rooms with

and

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN- CAPE MAY,
SOUAN, and potato on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FLN
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

betweeH Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West

New Haven,

M

Rates rednced to
per day for
the parlor floor, without baths.

FORD, CRE8SON, RALSTON, MLNNEQUA, and

TWO PASSENGER

cepted), at 3

Hazard's " Dock Shooting."

FISHING}

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Winer Shooting,

canisters and
and clean, foi
Well adapted to shot-

In 1 lb.
line grain, quick

A

kegs.

upland prairie shooting.
guns.

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company In
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

Liberal,

field

Company

also reach the best lecalitles for

SUNNING AND

Unsurpassed Id point of
Packed la Bquare canls-

1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).

S-tf lb.

Railroad

to 6 (coarse).

Hazard's "American Sp»rtlng."
Nos.

telope range of Kansas

QUICKEST,

1 (fine)

strength and cleanliuess.
tera of 1 lb. only.

lines of

Pennsylrani

Rapids & N'rth'rn

C.

Hazard's "Electric Powder."
Nob.

POINTS, avoid the diffi-

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

LINE.

Sleeping:

GUNPOWDER,

most of the
and RACE COURSES in the
These lines being CONTINUOUS

St. Louis, Minneapolis
and St. Paul.

Burlington,

BANCTAOTTOKBS OF

culties and dangers of rei-lupment, while the excellent carB which run over the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK '1X1
without failure

Minneapolis
AND

Through Pullman Palace

CHICAGO.

Also, to

Old Dominion Line.

St. Louis,

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO

afforded by their lines for reaching

HOWAHB,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

§un$owder,

TROTTING PARKS
Middle States.

The

Sulphur Springs.

between

Sherman House,

or injury.

The Route of the Tourist

ST.

TO SPORTSMEN:

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

through the most beanilful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

ap

^otete undgtcsott/sffar^fforfsmau

Respectfully Invito attention to tn»

Comprising those ot Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivera, and Kan-

In equipment.

§tgort§mtn's Routes.

Virginia!

The Only Route

335

tf

New York Mailing Agency.
With latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., <th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Man*ge7 and
Proprietor. Open day and night

A handy and compact Leather Box for carrylutr
ico rounds, f-i.50; 70 rounds, <4. Sent by
express on receipt of price, or C. 0. 1). everywhere.

shells,

THOMSON & SONS,

P. O.

Bos

l 016.

801

Broadway,

New

i ork.

;

,

FOEEST AND STREAM.

336
^ortsmei[S §oois.

Lte s

Cartridge

HAYWARD,

W.

A.

212

BROADWAY,

N.

<§apt!5,

ll.iclflitiij

Q

Y.,

(OVER KNOS'S HAT STORK.)
TUiu House is well known as being tie largest
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer In the railed
States.

Special Designs lor Athletic, Shooting, Boat, BilSocial
liard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all
Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of jevse'ry of every de-

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.
The best thing In the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
---jr-shoetng, etc. They are
easy to the feet, and very
\ durable. Made to order
F in a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine
Send

article.

for illustrated circular.

HUTCHLNGS. P.

O.
sor to Frank G»od.)

Box

368,

MARTIN

Dover, N. H.

MAirr-FAOTUBBBS OP IHS

V$ PRICE LIST 07

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS,

hotU 2mos

scription.

LOWELL, MASS.,

S

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY
UNITED STATES and Beveral Foreign Governments. Rim-flre ammunition of all Mads.
attention given to the manufacture of
_

sd vAcnis now i<E.\ny. >end
OH COPY. 81 aENKOTADT, N. Y.

OF THE
Special

LOST

Cartridges for Target Practice.

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Send lor Illustrated Catalogue.

FOWLER & FULTON,

300 Broadway,

General Agents,

YA''in KNCISliS

.'

.

AND CARTRID GES.

N. Y.

COMPASS.

(Succes-

.W.iWj&reener's Champion TrebleJKTedgelFast,
1

^

Breech-Loader. ?

_

T

,

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an oljet d'art valued at
£169, and a money prize of XTOs, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, Silling 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29>f yards. He
also won the second event, killing 8 birds in b
.
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds ont of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gnn at the choke-bore match, 1877, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver enp, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
-*
3. Purdev, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1S76, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardns and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing S6 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only.
The winning gnn also at the great London Gati Trial. 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
FAST BKEECH-LOADEK is the strongest
Great Britain aad Ireland. THE
TREBLE
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gnn of the period. Patented in the United
States, Oct. 8,1875; No. 163,323.
OF INFRINGEMENTS
IMITATIONS.
.

1878, the

HUNTING, PISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

W for one
HENNINC,

C.

ite

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

POOLER & JONES,

i

W. W. GREENER,

practical cartridge holder in use. Will
brass cartridges,
carry
and positively prevent
wads from starting on
shot. Suitable for either
paper or brass shells.
These cartridge holders

A veBt will hold

front.

;

City.

57

A. B.

rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia boltrope, maniila bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORES.
3e2I-ly

ESTABLISHED

Postpaid, for

KAY &

75c.

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,

CO., Newark, N.

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

J.

I

Has received the Highest Awards

complete,

POOLER & JONES,

SereDa,

La

PATENTED OCTOBER

Salle Co.,Ill.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap,

Magic Lanterns

EicN.H.

23, 1877.

I
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HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

«

A. H.

BOGAEDUS.

Will

,

Hi

Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by

will pack 10 extra. I have had B.ooi) shipped ont West since mj return from
and sometimes would not tlnd a ball broken, ami
England, and
n-e from, and
never over three or four In a barrel. Mv traps ai r
where clubs use them you can readily see which Is the hardest Uiootwg. In
matches reported in paper-, saving BogardQs' rules and traps used, you do not
learn
to shoot
want
to
see all the balls broken. Amateurs and young boys
and will follow the instructions laid down m my book, "Field, Cover and Trap
i,

In every possible

even

W1H. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent,

Cazenovia, N. Y.

mo

Shooting," will become craeK wing shots, and, further, patronize the mau
whoTntrodueea this sport to the public, and who has been to England twice andr shot and upheld tne
been written and
American flag. My "Field, Do
man. I will return the money to any one who has bought
nublished by a market hunter
ails contains a score book with
rmone
Jteel
theTbook and thinks tr„,.,
Shooting.
Pigeon
Bogardus' Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for
Price afBalls, l,O0O,*l4; by single barrel, St; " Field, Closer and Tro.p Shooting," $2.
CO , 11 Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
BROS.
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS,
I

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls
TT3E

The Huber Trap.
FOR SALE |BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN
GOODS,

$5

to

$205

DUNN

& WILBUR.

Came,

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

PROMPT CASH

Transportation,

WORKING

moa
Jeo;3moa

doeSS

HAUGERTV

^

DIANE STREET,

&,

;•

L.

'

N.

Y.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
Ho, 145 Broadway, room 30, New Yobx Citt.
All business promptly attended

D.

to.

Novas

LURCH'S

Range

Long

Rifle

Ceebdmoob Target, Distakoe 200 Feet,
axd

AIE GTO GALLERY,
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester

[F.GR0TE&C0.,

PROMPTLY 1 TURNERS ANT) DEALERS
POKER CHECKS.
ATTENDED
114 I. Uth ST., NEW YOKE.
TO.
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINSJ

FARO

192

&

«
?!
TRAPS, HART Sc SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
.«,.,„ f!»PT A H B06*RDU«, Elkhart, Logan Co., 111., or can be had from blm
wherever he ahoo'ts. DISCOUNT TO TEE TRADE.
ORDERS BY
1
BALLS.
iinnV BILLIARD
MAIL
BAGATELLE BALLS.

IVORY
VIII

EETURiS'S.

w»

Glass Balls are now made even and carefully packet,
5.Min each barrel, and by bavins a roogh surface strengthens the ball for snip.
.: smooth bill has-: to
ping, and pre.
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and the feather-ailed ball is the same. Now,

and

r EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws

Broadway,

Stereoscopes

214 P?arl Street, N. Y.

My PatentRongh

I

direction. No screen is needed, as no one, not
puller, can tell the direction the ball will take. Made
PARTS
stationary if desired. All metal.
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular.

691

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

#
W

»
a

CO.,

!

I

^v

&

Philadelphia.

A

AND

Stereopticans.

anil

ANTHONY

and Views; Sraphoscopee, Chronic* and Frames
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographlo
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic Materials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and

respectf nllv call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
ONLY BALL MADFC TO SCALE, therefore we
that the Paine Patent. FUled Ball is the STAND iRD
insaleahleo lolea for the Spring Trade,
would respectfully caution tin:
'"ills.
when you can purchase the Best Bali ever made at prices
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
"
in- grass.
either by
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of <>0U.
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade r

The Bohemian Glass Worts would

T.

Y., opposite Metropolitan.

.

"St andard " Ball.

The

World's

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods In this country.
Sole Agent for the best Unman Artitlcial Eyes.
lUustraied Ca
Of pontage o/i cents.

A. PAINE'S
IRA
GLASS BALL.
FILLED
FEATHER

with 30 spring

Elegant nicSel-plated holders and buckles, the
We solicit corgayest and nicest belt in use, $5.
respondence from deilers. All our belts are
of the finest Russett leather, and have Nee
on (not shown in cut). Cash must accompany orders.
Send money bv registered let let on Serena, 111., or
10 cent
P 0. Monev Order on Ottawa. 111. Sendorders
to
stamp for sample holder. AddresB all

at all the

Exhibitions for the Beat Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.

in

belts

%i.

1840.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

per Box.

Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting.

looi

ers on receipt of the following prices: Spring
brass cartridge holders,

brass holderB,

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

MaaiUa

;

MM,

Sent by

jnsted to fit either a slim
or large man. Will deliver to any address, and

•

New York

r

use in breech and muzzle-loading
guns, making straigbt-bores shoot as well as choke bores are supposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at .$1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10
Packed 50 in a box.
for 12-gauge
10 and 12-gauge now ready other sizes to follow.

prepaypostage.oi

,

1 Cortlandt Street,

;

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

England.

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for

so

weighs one pound. The
belts can be perfectly ad>

Me

St.

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

of the cartridge holders.
Two dozen of these holdera only weigh S ozs. One
belt complete, with 30
attached,
only
holders

any number of

;

;

OK

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

CHIPS

The onlv

can be easily attached to
any hunting vest or coat

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-STMILB.
Brass case and cover white metal face jewel
mounted patent, catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been left at the Fokest and Stream anp Ron AM)
Gtra office. Sent on receipt ol ji.so, by post office
order, to any part of the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the Loudon and New York Compass Co.

WEDGE

BEWARE

Cartridge Holders and Belts.

i

-

PATENT

PATENT BOSS

i

Sts.)

NEW YORK.
nni n

kULU

in,

yrcTktr ran n.»k.

ouiflt

tm,

111

AJiww TMW

* Co., iu.-aju, JL.I00.

, ;

;

;

;

;;

THE

AMERICAN

NEW

Trcms, Four Dollars n. Ti
Ten Cems a Copy.

SPORTSMAN'S

YORK, THURSDAY.

JOURNAL".

NOVEMBER

28, 1878.
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For Forest and Stream nnd Rod and

VOICES OF THE FOREST.

ffwn,

TN my rude canoe on the quiet lake,
*

t sit

Where

lu the

tall

calm moonlight

trees throw their shadow.",

And sweet sounds

fall

A choir of a
Though

numerous enough

but here and there lies, like a quiet lake
in the frowning frame of its surroundings, a lovely and wellwatered valley, with thousands of acr.s of the richest land
.
nnrl gardens,
ffOfttAnn and
'itltt fi.-lrlo t\¥ novnnm'nl «..„
u:i- ,u_
and
fields of perennial green, while
the majority
of the hills are robed in vestments of eternal green of every
variety of shade from the dark velvet to the most delicate of
Ihe light tints.
This "chapperal " consists mainly of bushes
from five to fifteen feet in height, of a nature that would
flourish luxuriantly ou the southern slope of a ficsh-baked
brick.
As we recede from (he coast, timber appears in the
canyons, and a-; tin; land rites higher it grows larger and
thicker, and spreads out from the cmyons up the mountain
sitlcs, and covers the tops of the high mouniains with
dense

on the night

Where the air hreathes through
With mnny a sigh and moan

the

tall

old plats,

The stars loos down from he sty above,
And np Trom the waters below
Tho Ore-fly Hashes hl3 tiny lamp
Wiih its phosphorescent glow.
I

;

I

hear i"c volet of the wblppoorwlll,

From forest and
T

that greet mn,

hear the hoot or the tolemn owl.

And

>ir,

piercing sting
J hear the chattering squirrels near,
And afar, the looa's cUrion ring;
The muffled drumming of partridges
lu the tangled brush near by
The hoarse croak of the raven,
I feel their

;

And

the tree-frog's piping cry.

Only a few boat lengths away,
There's a deep ravine near a beautiful bty ;
There's a grove of pines, with tueir garments green,
And their shadows lie dark on he waters between.
as I steered for the spot there Issued a found
That cut died my blood, and made my heart bound.
" A panther," 1 whispered and homeward I went;
O'er the waters I flew, and hurried to tent.
" Why man." laughed the guide; "what's whitened your uhe:k
'Twas no panther, but only a screech-owl's shriek
No msre in these forests the panther prowls,
•
Men raised in the woods are not sea ed at owls.' "
I

j

—STEPHEN'.
For

Foreitt

and Stream and Hod and

Gr.it

fports in jfa/f ffiego jga.

Br

ALAND

T. S.

Van Dyke.

about as unknown to the sportsman as Alaska,
unknown to the majority of Californians thenil

about as
selves

asKamschatka

;

In the lowlands the s'.reams are dry in summer, and half the
time even in winter, and the water is generally warm and
poor for drinking; but in iho mountains are many living
streams and spi ings of delicious cold water.
The scenery is, of course, not bo grand as (hat of other portions of the State, and yet is sufficiently fine to be highly
attrsctive.
On every hand are mountains thai if irT the
Adirondacks, would bo sung in song and blazoned in story by
a thousand quills. Here and there great rugged cliffs of gray,
impassive granite have elbowed their resistless way thousands
of feet into the blue dome of heaven, and long chains cleaving
Ihe sky with serrated backs run in all directions.
Smaller
mountains and ridges innumerable lie scattered in all directions; and over all has been sown in wild, reckless profusion
myriads of granite boulders of every size and shape. Alone*
the mountain passes they stand like grim sentinelsof the land"
far up along the peaks, and on the points they lie grouped like
frowning forlressts, and away out upon the plains they sometimes stand like giant mile-stones in a giant country. From
almost any mountain top may be seen the silver sheen of the
peaceful ocean, with its high rocky islands to Ihe south the
ragged mountains of Mexico, and to the east and north peaks
and chains of all sizes up to 11,500 feet. Long canyons filled
with richest verdure of a dozen shades wind their sinuous
arms in loving embrace almost around the mountain's neck.
On all hands may be seen the long green trail of some stream
which, though sleeping for years below its sandy bed, still
keeps the adjacent land in every living beatitv, anil far away
toward the coast the table-land rolls away "in long billowy
swells.
All this, in winters when we are blessed with a lew
decent showers, is spattered from valley lo mountain crest
with a profusion and variety of flowers that benumbs the
wonder of even the most enthusiastic rantera about flowers in
Upper California and Colorado. The resources of this sec! iou
are, like those of Southern California, generally, far short
of
the extravagant nonsense with which the real estate sharp
loads his ever -ready blunderbuss to bag Iho Eastern gull, yet
also much greater than one accustomed to the rich prairies
and copious rains of the west would at first suppose. But
these I shall pass, as I have lo deal only with its resources for
the sportsman.
To the climate, however, justice has never been done, even
oy its best friends. It is thought high praise to call it " semi,

Leaving his rippling wake.
hear the soand of the insect ah

•

forests.

lake autt bog.

The sound of the wood-duck'n call
The trout, a3 it leaps from the laka in p'ay,
f hear Us splash aud fall.
The grating teeth of the deer as he feed",
And 1 hear tils stamp in the lake
Toward the shore glides an antlercd buck.

1

;

— —

hundred voices I hear.
here and sing alone.

1 sit

The deep nolra of the frog,
Mid the many mysterious voices

and some 7,000 or 8,000. The intervals are filled
with lesser piles, vast ravines or table-lands, which, in
turn, are cut up with ravines, valleys and gulches innumerable, of all widths, depths and lengths.
The country is not, as would be supposed from its climate
a dreary heap of ban?, brown hills, though such in places are
high,

pictured by the imagination as a burnby Mexicans, Indians, toiantulas

ing-waste; tenanted mainly

snakes, centipedes, scorpions and fleas; despised, ridiculed and

—

abused by the State to which it belongs, is the county of San
Diego. After what I heard about it in the places as above, it
was not without many misgivings that I ventured into Ihe
living tomb it was described to be, and should hardly have

done so had not all reluctantly admitted that it had what I
was in soarch of tho bsst climate in the State. I And it so
vastly different from all that I had been led to believe that (
must, for the benefit of a certain class of sportsmen, give some
description of it, for I believe it is destined to become for them
one of the best known and most valuable resorts that our

—

country affords.

A

high mountain chain, cutting the county in two, shuts
the western portion entirely out from all influence of the terColorado desert, which covers Ihe entire eastern half,

rible

and leaves a climate and country totally different from that
of Arizona and the neighborhood of Fort Yuma. From this
mountain chain the land breaks away toward the far-shining
Pacific, forming a country about as large as New Jersey, containing all varii liesof climate, scenery and soil.
Throughout
the whole of this, poor land was so abundant that nature was
compelled to stack it, and as time was precious in those days,
the job was done in such a hasty and careless manner that it
lies slung around loosely in all directions and shapes.
Everywhere are vast piles, from 1,000 to 3,000 or 5,000 feet

;

Volume U-No.

17.

No. Ill Fulton St., N. T.'

move the perspiration very fast and allows a rapid radiation
the moment the sun is gone, making very cool nights,
the
summer is, instead of a nuisance, a positive luxury compared

with anything to be found Fast.
Of course there are excepOn the mountains there is more rain and some snow
winter, and some few canyons and basins shut
off
from the breeze are extra hot in summer. But the climateseeker can always take his choice from a great
variety of
tions.
and ice

m

climate.

0r.ee in eight cr ten years thcie will be
an extra
wet winter (though the wettest ever known gave only seventeen inches of rain, the average being eight), and once
in two
or three years the whole State will be swept for a day
or two
or three by a scorching sirocco.
Tho air is extremely

dry

and

either in winter or summer meat maybe
dried without
or smoKe.
I have never found a place
where anything
ike malaria is so utterly unknown, though it could
doubtless
be produced by excessive irrigation in summer of
large tracts,
a thing of which, however, there is no danger with the
present
salt

*

rainfall.

To my

great surprise I find it remarkably freo from insect
reptile pests.
Both insects and reptiles are numerous j but.
act of the fraternal kind.
festive gnat or black fly hankers
for your blood, and the impressive bug, that
in the Northern
and Eastern hotel so gently o'er the sleeper stealetb, is here
ir

No

unknown.

The musquito and midge

are found in but few
spots the affectionate wood-tic huggeth no closer than
at the
and no jigger maketh geological explorations in your
crust.
An ant will occasionally mistake an emaciated shank
for a beanpole and ascend to investigate, and a flea
will once
in a while demand payment, though I lived
;

Last

;

before one presented

me

here two years
mostly spent

his bill. In three years,

in hunting, I have seen but ten rattlesnakes,
the only poisonous kind five or six tarantulas, one scorpion and

one centiIn winter there is nothing of any kind to annoy one
a population of 5,000 or 0,000 whites, fully
;

pede.

The county has

equal in intelligence, culture, hospitality and respectability to
that of any rural portion of our country, and far
supprior to
that of some portions.
The Indians and Mexicans number
about the same, and are quiet, orderly and nearly nil industrious.
The county is well governed, and life ancl property are
as safo asin any part of California, and far safer than
in many
parts of our country.
For Ihe invalid sportsman who is compelled to hunt climate for a living, or who would escape for a time the rigors
of a Northern winter, San Diego Co. offers some
peculiar"adrantages.
He will find abundance of game and the easiest
county to hunt in that he has probably ever seen. Either'
in
a wagon or on horseback, as well as on foot, he can go
almost
anywhere where the game is without the slightest danger of
getting lost, without plunging through swamps, mud or
water
without tearing and swearing his way through sawgrass, canel
brake or briars, or invoking bjnisons upon aii endlesssuccession
ot fallen logs, tangled vims, roots, etc.
There are some thick
patches of cactus as well as heavy chapparal, but there is
no
necessity at all for going into either to find game in
abundance
Here he will find within a short distance of his boardin^
place vast game preserves, upon which the resident sportsmen

can make no visible impression, and which are barred to the
market hunter by laws of nature that he cannot break— distance from market, difficulty of preserving for shipment,
cost
of transportation, price of ammunition, cheapness of other
meat, etc. Quail abound he re in quantities of which the Eastern sportsman has no conception, and the shooting lasts from
September till March, being the very best when our Eastern
fields are closed by both law and snow.
Hares antl rabbits (an unscientific distinction, but I will
make it for convenience!, nevertheless) are very abundant on
the low lands and broad valleys. Both are of a variety pecu-

tropical."
It's an insult, and I thank Heaven it is not semitropical.
It is Sau Diego climate, the finest, not in the world
perhaps, but in any civilized part of the world where
an
American can live and enjoy life. I do not say this because I
live here, but on the contrary, I live here for the same reason
that I eay this
because, from a thorough comparison of TJ.
liar to this section, are smaller than the jack
rabbit of the
S. records with those of other places, from ihe unvarying
plains and the cotton-tail of the East, and as much superior
tesin
timony of numerous travelers and climate-seekers in other flavor
to them cr the white hare of the North as Ihe woodparts of llic world, and from a three years' residence, I
am cock is to the woodpecker. For years I would not notice the
convinced that, taken the year round, there is no place where detestable little
bunny of the East but these keep in a kind
one can live so many days out of doors without suffering from of brush
about waist-high, through which they run and dodge
heat or cold, rain, mud, winds, and other climatic discomforts.
in a way that makes
At the caudal end of the Pacific rain belt it gets lcs3 rain than and ee ciing hey will capital shooting, while in Ihe morning
be out along the edges in numbers suffiany other habitable portion of our country, while the unfail- cient to soon fill
the bag of the lyro who cannot shoot running.
ing ssa-breeze, formed by the suction of trie ascending heated
In winter every lagoon abounds with ducks, which, owing
air of day, makes the summer temperature of the coast
far
to the dry banks and smooth surroundings, are very easy lo
les3 unpleasant than that of even Massachusetts. Though the
get at aud although the shooting is inferior to many parts of
winter i3 theoretically a "rainy season," unfortunately for the West and Northern
California, yet it is by no means to be
anything like agriculture it practically is not. About three desp'si-e'. Good bags
can be made by the tyro, and he who
years out of live the winter is much drier than thedriest sum- wants the
glorious wing shooting neeets only a comrade or two
mer ever seen east of the Rocky Mountains, while the summer tokeep the ducks stirred up. In tho bay
of San Diego thero
Is only an eight months' chain of attenuated
dryness long is in winter fine shooting on the black brant, a variely almost
drawn out. The average winter is like tiio loveliest of Octo- unknown East, and the most gamey and fine
flavored of all
ber weather at the East.
Day after day and week after week California wat it fowl.
the sua climbs the same old cloudless arch and sinks behind
No royal woodcock hero goes twisting and whistling upan immaculate curtain of amber and rose. An occasional ward through the limber,
and no loudly' gr >use bursts "from
white frost at night, gone before breakfast, is the nearest ap- the brake wiih booming
wing but the dear little snipe is here
proach to iho winter of the North- The aamp, enervating in some places and along
the coast willet, curlew ami plover
heal of FJ irida is unknown at any lime of year, and
while the are very abundant, while doves, meadow larks, highholders,
wmtM days are always warm enough to hunt in shirt -sleeves, e:c, are plenty for those who
want such game.
they are never s<j hoi that a coat is uncomfortable. The temIn the high mountains is a beautiful variety of qualf, larger
perature ot the coast is cooler in summer thau that of Maine,
a little than deal old Bob White- a distinct and beautiful
yet warmer in winter than that of South Carolina.
Back in variety of pigeon, and a gray squirrel, apparently ihe same as
the country it is a few degrees warmer by day and a few the much beloved friend
Of my boyhood, except that it lives
cooier at night yet the mercury seldom reaches
00, and
in tho rocks and ground as well as trees, though 1 think the
no
oftener
100
than in New York. Owing to the great dry- treesquirrel is still another
variety.
ness of the air, which enables the never-fading breeze to reThe shooting season here is practically endless, as by the
;

;

I

;

;

;

;

;
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time the quail season doses the young hares and rabbits are
almost iuU grown. As an instance of the ease of huntiDg
hc-ie, I will give a caie within my personal knowledge. Three

woks
something over 350 ducks, 300 haves and rabbits,
The gentleman had never hefoie
of plover and doves.
touched a gun. shot at nothing in motion, was n
ami

walk half a mile an hour, and rarely left his bugcry to shoot.
There are plenty of places where hi cat
e by any one
of gumption, though I believe El Caiou to he the best place
for nearly all kinds of small game, and Miner's is certainly
the best place there to find accommodations, a good host and
Such at leas; 1 found
hostess, and plenty of home comforts.
For sportsmen
it during a two jeare' residence with him.
not out of health, 1 cannot say that this county is as good a
place as the upper part of the State and many parts of the
Souti It is doubtful if there is any shooting as
good here as it may be found further north. The duck and
deer hunting certainly is not, and neither geese nor snipe are
so abundant. But. for the invalid this is just the place, and I
think any one who was well would enjoy a winter here.
t

l
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THE ADIRONDACK^ UNVEILLED.
"A nOWLISG

WiLDElKESS."

togo to the primeIT was autumn. 1 had always been wild
When a boy I used to
val seclusion of the wilderness.
speak whole chapters of Murray's Guide, at Sunday-school
exhibitions, and I read the accounts of those early surveyors
who could not plant their tripods without, danger of Striking
a bear's toe
but never until tldsyear were the bright dreams
of my youth realized. An article in a Northern paper stating
that bears were so plentiful that it was almost impossible to
keep pumpkin-pies for a day, and that they were frequently
discovered up the grape vices before breakfast I mean the
bears so crazed me that the next day found Don Albani and
;

—

—

Adirondack stago

in an

never

man

trod."

starting for ''the wilds -where

My chum was dressed
more

catridges, others essence of

in a delicate maroon

Inside and out of his

velvet jacket with point-lace collar.

coat were a hundred or

eral,

labelled pockets.

pepermint and

Some held

curiosities in gen-

such as a whale's tooth, and the scalp of an Indian,
This latter he always showed to
alleged he took.

which he

when the vehicle became excessively protracted in
momentum.
was a wild ride. I do not maan that the speed was
great, except at one lime when an irate steer charged us and

the driver
its

It

stuck his horns through the back-board, pushing us up the
a rate never equalled before or again by that stage.
Albani cut off the steer's head, and we preserved it as a
memento but you will hardly believe me, bis rage was so
great that for two miles he followed us without any head.
At the first bend of the road, however, in his blind fury he
kept straight on into the iron works and was melted up into
pig iron, horse nails and other useful articles.
Our expectations of the woods were greatly disappointed
when we found the persistence with which rail fences and
houses clung to the side of the road. Then, too, the telegraph
poles never gave out, and the wires were in no place down.
The natives, who regarded us in the light of Arctic adventurers or religious fanatics, thronged the sides of the road and
exclaimed " I reckon you'll git a leettlc spruced down afore
you come out," and other annoying words. The horses usually walked a mile or two and then paused to recover breath.
Sometimes our stop was at a prehistoric hotel or postofflce,
at others by the side of a pearly trout brook, where the water
No trout seen there for
literally boiled with— the horses.
fifteen years. As 1 said before the crowds became so annoying at the hamlets that we were obliged to lecture on temperance in order to rid ourselves. It is the only thing that makes
hill at

;

:

them move.

We stopped

called a hotel, and were
regaled on what we at first supposed to be venison, but
The proprietor said
which proved to be woodchuck.
there was "good shootin' off 'em," and tried to induce
us to stay, but woodchuck had no charms at four dolIt was with a sense of oppression that we enlars a day.
tered the "coach," and the driver commenced his afternoon
performance of breaking forty clothes poles on the horses
backs in two consecutive hours without sleep. For twenty
miles we sat silent, too full to speak full of gloomy forebodings, I mean— except the driver who had drank whisky without a license at this temperance hotel. "We passed Catamount
Mountain and Panther Gorge, in which a herd of swine were
quietly feeding. In vain we looked for the wilderness. The
Tail fence still pursued us, and toward the latter part of the
for dinner at

what was

—

ourney we were annoyed by peddlers selling lavender neckand gum. We saw no hand-organ grinders, however, and
At last we came to a place where there was
no fence, and a sigh of relief broke from our imprisoned souls,
Then a river, on its smooth surface myriads of water fowl-

ties
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it

down

as
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maxim,

that
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Yourafllnily, surrounded

lint,

tized life, dressed daily in purple
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river,

who,
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We

Chablbs H. O.ow.

beknging to Bill Spooner.
Darkness was coming on and
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all

we were

starving.

We

We

We

.
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G'un,

THE HILLS OF BIG EAGLE.

The

driver offered some spruce gum, unprotected, from the lower
abysses of his pocket, but wc thanked him, saying : " O kind
You are of value to the comsir, dear sir, save yourself!
munity. You drive a stage ; carry the mail and help your
are
fellow creatures. Take the gum yourself and live!
nothing but bears from Wall street." lie only smiled as the
glow of the hotel lights broke upon us. We were sorry afterward that we did not take the gum, as several of the greatest
hunters in the woods had chewed on that piece, and it was of
historic interest.
were in the wilderness. It was a very civilized sort of
a place. From the grand piano were issuing BOf t symphonies,
and gentlemen, whom we were informed were guides, dressed
in swallow-tails, were entertaining the ladies with hunting
It seemed hardly possible that those delicate
adventures
Creatures were guides and could row a man five miles a day.
asked the proprietor how many deer he had seen that
day and if the piano did not frighten them. Albani and I
fairly leaped for joy when he said the deer rather " liked the
pianoe?, and often puked their heads in the window of an
lie also told us thai a bear was roosting up a tree
evenin'."
id that they had a hook and line out
riot half a I
clothes-line, of from a mile
The method is this
for him.
length, has a shank hoc.
to a mile

i

.

Wc

could

have

..

l

took courage.

l

lay

'

._b publishing

me

baited with a freshly killed cur— the bears ere such curious
fellows— this is then carried its full length by a mu:
by another with a cane to keep panthers from seizi a
On their return all the boarders seize the unbaked end and
awaits bite. The bite of abeai is
At the
L only more eo.
boarders nil twist tfieir limbs around the stove and
bjects, and suspense reigna suprei
A
announces that he has swallowed the pnp, and at a gi
r.al all pull in.
Of course several trees always hang to the
bear and many ferns. The ladies then gather
leaves and press the ferns, and the bear is converted into
grease and other useful articles.
If the bear is not dead by the time he reaches the hotel the
children slick pins into him and poke his tongue until he
faints.
No bear bit before tea, and we repaired to the lable
Hincc
to vindicate the reputation of our respective families.
the law prohibited trout, fishing then, we were served with
what were called " canned trout," so nicely preserved That
the man who caught them (the day before) would not have
believed them the same fish. They were a little dangerous,
however, as they had been shot on the runways, and the
sharp pellets of shot stuck in our throats, making it necessary
to swallow chestnut burrs and other articles of furniture in
order to scrape them down.
That night the lake was convulsed by a terrible storm. The
hotel rocked like a light-house and many were sea sick.
Lemons could not be had for love or money, and the water
came into the parlors so suddenly that a party of two
young gentlemen and two ladies had to take refuge on the
piano. They were finally rescued in boats.
By the pale glare
of the lamps large trout could be seen swimming around all
over the first floor, and it was confidently expected that there
would be good fishing in the dining room for a week. Imagine our surprise the next morning to find the
lishraent as dry as if there never had been a flood.
Of course
the deluge was the prevailing subject of conversation, and it
was generally helicvd to be one of the faults of President
Hayes in not attending to the weather.
After breakfast Albani look his eight ounce rod and prepared to fish from the piazza. There whs a look of calm indifference on his face as he slowly drew out a quarter of a
mile of line and fastened a nice croton bug to the end of it.
The boarders en masse came out to see him and predicted his
utter failure. They did not know their man.
member of
the International Scientific Protective Benevolent Game Association advanced er.d warned Albani not to fish out of season, but on his promising to put the fish right, back he was allowed to proceed. He looked noble as he surveyed the surging mass of spectators.
I trembled for him and whispered,
" Do take in 200 yards, just for my sake, All" He only
smiled
Slowly he untangled the line and threw straight up.
The delicate cord ascended, the croton bug kicking. No
sooner had it reached its apex than with the speed of lightning
Albani gave a switch and it sped over the house, chimney,
pastures and far away.
Then the crowd cried, " It's coming
back, boys! Phew!"
The loud whistle of the line, like an aerolite or seolian harp
announced its return. The friction with the air had set the
bug on fire, and only a flame of glaring light marked its place,
It came back and sped across the lake its full length amid the
But stay! what new
cheers of the dumfounded crowd.
the hook has lit in a tree and
wonder awaits us ? Lo
snatched the wary black duck from bis roost. Another cheer.
Albani grasps the reel and the duck comes skipping across.
He has wrung his neck. Amid the applause the piazza fell,
which increased our bill materially. Again Albani steps forth
and draws the line. This time he used a short cord. Whizz
it goes back; but alas! the falling of the piazza had made
Albani nervous, and the cruel line went, swooping into one of
the rooms and returned bearing on its point a ladies' switch.
" Another misplaced switch," the crowd cried, and screams
came from the apartment, "It's all I had in this world" (Adirondacks) but the switch had sunk never to rise again. To
make a long story short, a horse had to be killed that day for
his tail, and with this temporary substitute she rel
New York for repairs. The horse's hide was then made into
buckskin gloves and other useful articles for us.
remained just two days more. On the first wo ascended
which the guide said wc could
a mountain called Marcy, fr.
see the Mississippi River
We examined it carefully with a
glass, however, and pronounced the water too clear for that
river, it was more likely some c ae of the many streams which
We saw the tired workmen
flow from the Rocky Mountains.
return at night with their dinner pails across the East River
Bridge, and then we came back to the lower regions ennobled
and refreshed. The next day Albani and I each killed onefifth of a deer.
The way it happened was this: The whole
Adirondack region was out afterthat deer, and five men fired
at once, there being no reason to suspect that one man killed
the deer any more than the other four. She was a doe. Does
have no horns they " take after " their mothers. For lack
of other relics we brought the steer's horns away with us, and
as bad luck would have it, met the owner on our return trip.
He fired two shots. Twenty-seven lodged in Albani and
seventeen in your humble servant, odd numbers both of
are now busy picking them out.
them—they felt odd.
" Ain't 1 glad I'm out of the wilderness."

one crisp, frosty morning
the " Count," the two farmers ani
the Doctor, the lawyer, BUI ami

October—

in

'agon,
started

1

lintof

Kentucky
IS,

70 miles to

rifles,

but

and
all

tdl

the

All hud
All had rods

l£l6.

bj

knew how to use them.
know how to use them,

did not

for

(he

French gentleman and the lawyer had never caught a
bass in their lives, but were willing to learn.
'.I'ln. first day's journey was almost uneventful,
except for a
incident that occurred near its close.
were driving through a dark, sombre forest of oak and
when an exclamation from the Doctor, who was in
the wagon just ahead of us, caused us all to look at him. He
was frantically tugging at the cover of his rifle, which re-

little

We

hickory

sisted all bis efforts.

Looking some 00 or 70 yards off to the right of the road I
saw a magnificent cock pheasant standing on a log. To
throw the rifle to my face and cut him down was the work of

When, rather proud of my bird, 1 returned lo
wagon and showed where the bullet had hit, square in the
middle of the breast, I was informed by the Doctor that I had
committed an unpardonable sin, for I should have shot his
head off! How I was to shoot his head off at that distance,
say 70 yards, be did not deign to inform me. Devolving in
my mind the many snares that are laid for unsuspecting youth
in this wicked old world, I sank into obscurity.
All uniti d
in the assertion that it was a good shot, but that I ought to be
spanked for not, shooting his head off
After so long a time I cannot recall everything very accurately, but I am now of the impression— and that may have
been my impression then—that not one of the parly could
have done any better also, that much of the heated' discussion which arose anent my shooting was largely due to a keg
of old, old whisky, which our henchmen, Pete and Bill,
handed rovnd at short intervals during the whole day. Be
that as it may, I still think it was a good shot, though Dr.
Carver, doubtless, would deny it.
The close of our second day's journey found us in a small
"bottom," which, formed by the river, was shut off from the
outer world by o towering cluster of hills, whose summits,
clothed with lofty beech, oak and hickory, seemed to touch
the clouds. In a short time Pete and Bill had cleaned out,
swept and garnished a log hut, the legacy of some camphunters in the long ago, and wc prepared ourselves fur a week
seconds only.
the

;

of unalloyed happiness.
When, a short, time back, I said that all knew how to use
Ihe Kentucky rifle, I should have made soma exceptions, or
rather one, for the Count could not have hit a barn door at
ten steps with a rifle.
Among the vine-clad hills of his native France he could,
doubtless, knock over a hare running or a partridge on the
wing, but the rifle was, to him, a dread mystery. How people
could look down those long dark lubes, and with a single ball
cut off a squirrel's bend in the top of the tallest tree was a
problem in gunnery which he could never solve.
the camp was voted to the Count,
So the only shot-guu
a heavy "Weslley-liiclmrds duck gun, with which one could
kill ducks lo a certainty at seventy-five yards.
Behold of us then, as the Count would say, in camp. Tired
and happy we sank to rest, soothed to sleep by the hoarse
murmur of the river chafing against its rocky hanks.
The next morning, ere the rosy fingers of Aurora had pulled
the hair of drowsy old Sol, wc were awake and making preparations for our day's sport.
These consisted in disposing of a reasonable amount of
boiled ham, strong coffee and corn butter cakes. The arrangements of the day were that the writer of this short history and
the Count should fish, while the rest of the party should devote themselves to the nobler sport of hunting deer and
turkeys. The Count shouldered his.Westley-Richarda audi the
rods, "while, ."Bill, the "moon-eyed," toted the bucket ot
minnows. Our objective point was a. large mastimber, which, by the accumulation of years, had
obstructed the river, and had formed a nat
Here, both above and below, tb<
tream.
perch, black bass, white drum and '
collected
in countless numbers. Here was no opportunity for scientific
fishing, for you could not allow your fish a play of twentyyards in any direction without his finding a big
Which he was sure to run, then good-by to your tackle, if he
was a heavy one, and heavy ones were the rule, not the exception.
No we locked our reels, using a line about a foot
shorter than the rod, and give our fisb the butt from the time
Of course we lost many lino ones, but
that he was hooked.
In
that did not matter where there was such an abundance.
a couple of hours we had an abun dance of fine fish of the varieties named above, and we stopped fishing.
And here, though I must digress to do so, let me enter an
energetic protest against the ungentlenianly end unsportmanlike habit into which some anglers— no, I will not profane that
name— made dear by Walton, Herbert, Sir Humphrey Davie,
Hallock, and thousands of high-toned accomplished gentlemen. These men, Isay, have fallen into the habit of bragging;
nay, writing, about the great number of fish that thi

m

I

I

ii

;

killed!
If they

but knew the withering scorn and contempt in
all true anglers they would never peu
another line telling of their exploits with
luudering felIt is positively sickening to hear a great big
low tell how he and his party caught so many hundreds of
,:
wot ot it?"
pounds of fish in a single afternoon! Well,
of
wit and wisHave you added to the world's soimty stock
dom? Have you penned a single line of interest, to the
you have sat.
naturalist or to the sportsman ? No
so many hours and you have pulled out so many fish. Co to,
go to. Quit pot-fishing write like a gentleman, if you eaji
tmaaily by
and If not, do not torture men of
jotting down your big catches of Cud's crei
destiny is an idiotic tiling, and the man wlto writes about it

which they are held by
Big Eagle is a stream in Northeastern Kentucky,
which, after a long and a tortuous course, debouches
Precipitous hills, rising in some places
into the Ohio Eiver.
almost to the dignity of mountains, overshadow its sparkling

Til E

waters and dip their feet in its cooling waves.
Years ago the writer of this sketch, then a boy at school,
spent a week among theso hills, perhaps the happiest week of

i

I

;

i

;

.-

;

his

life.

Fi

There were just six of us, loaving out of the Count, Pete
and Bill, two stalwart negro boys, who were cooks and bottlewashers in general. Added to the full amount of deviltry,
which is the chief characteristic of all the negro boys that I
ever saw, they had a reserve fund which enabled them to
The Doctor, c French
excel all or any that I ever met.
savant, two Kentucky farmers, a lawyer and your humble
servant

made up

the party,

amove incongruous one

he scarcely possible to find.
Yet it was harmonious from

its

incongruity.

For,

it

Would.

you may

And men who wear
in

the garb of
daily intercourse with refined
,-ould any one expect of an

that he would
full of all the

uncul

kill all

little fish

that

he could

find

Combined
he race explains that.
desire to do something by which he could bei

with
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and spare the flugerlings,
lover of the rod! And ro
days end in quiet, peace and happiness, and thou
not "sie red" in the rosy hours of (he mom, nor
" dream black " in the still, solemn watches of the night.
The Count during all our morning's sport had been unusually taciturn- he, who was the vevyVml of all loquacity for,
except an occasional Sacre, when a bfg fellow would get

gun

'.

shall thy
Buftlt

;

awkward manner.

Striking

upon

his feet,

turned completely over before he

came

he

fell
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forward and
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But he was not to be taken yet, and
immediately launched out upon another flight, shorter than
the first. His manner of alighting was very similar to that
already described but he was now too much exhausted to attempt another flight. Casting his eye about him he saw a
large oak leaf, under which he immediately thrust his head,
and imagined, in his simplicity, that he was safe from all
danger; but he was mistaken. He was so large, or, more
properly, the leaf was so small, that the. greater portion of his
body was left, exposed. He was picked up tenderly and care-

MATCH.

TJ IS
J- J-

;

away, or a suppressed milts L>nn±res when they took off his
stern and silent on his log.
Myself (loq.) " My dear Count, you do not seem to enjoy
your angllug mis morning. What is the matter ?"

minnow, he stood

—

— "Ah

Count
my dear young frent, it makes the feeling
of sad over me to think that this beautiful stream runs not in
Belle France, where so many would enjoy these big baas,
these gay perch, all of colors the. most beautiful."
Laughing at the unexpected turn which the Count's patriotism had taken this morning, I proposed, as we had a 'walk
of four miles over the roughest ground in all Kentucky, that
we return to camp. Bill shouldered the fish in a large corn
sack, the Count his Wesley Richards, and I the rods, and so
up the river to our camp. Being considerably in advance of
the rest, on turning a sharp bend in the stream I saw a large
clump of teal, which were gaily disporting themselves in a
I

La

still

shallow on our

own

side.

Stopping, with monitory

finger on lip, I motioned to the Count to come to me.
He
hail insisted before we started on loading his gun with buckshot, for "fear of an encounter of buck," and now, drawing
the charge as quickly as possible, T poured into each harrel
about a half handful of No. (5 shot— a supply of wliich Bill

had brought with

him—

and telliug the Count to creep to a
large red oak, about forty yards from the birds. I waited with
interest the denouement.

much

The meluucholy exul-jnitriii. oi the morning was now transformed into the experienced, enthusiastic duck-hunter.
Throwing off his broad Panama hat, the Count threw himself llal on the ground and worked his way up the oak from
which he was to shoot. Raising himself on his knees, he
poised the heavy gun— and fired.
Heavens what a roar!
Never had I thought that a shotgun could crack go loud.
Running up to the oak I found the Count lying on his back,
gazing vacantly t the
ihes o\ser his head.
With the aid
of Bid f raised mm to
Ling posture.
Rubbing his hand
I

I

ruefully og

i

b

toj

cad and anathematizing all the
this special one in particular, in

oi

duck gnus

in the work
the choicest, Ffi
statements to understai

The Count

rered enough
!

from

his disjointed

"encounter of buck''
charges of powder, and [

for the,

morning had pul
full
had put in more than that quantity
in the

"of loose shot, and, of
coarse, when the gun was tired, she resented the overcharges,
ami, jumping like un femmt d/'ahle, had landed on the crown
of the head or the kneeling shooter.
-A contusion about the size of a walnut and a general haziness for about fifteen minutes.
So soon as I could speak for the suppressed laughter which
secerned almost killing me, I offered him
condolence in
the politest French that I could muster, but'thc exile from
sunny France evidently looked upon himself aa a victim of a
deep conspiracy between myself and the innocent Bill.
However, when that sable son of Africa returned, bearing
the spods of that lucky shot, the good-natured Count forgave
me instantly, and, with Rome gioonry misgivings, Bill als-o.
There they lay, ten fine, fat blue-wing teal, those which, if
served with a sprinkling of lemon and their own gravy, no
better bird flies.
Once more we wended our way to camp,
and, arriving there, found the Doctor skinning a noble buck,
which had fallen to his unerring aim.
Soon the rest of the party came straggling in with some
turkeys adding to our list of game.
I could tell how the fat, fat deer and the red, red wine disappeared that night. I could chronicle how the valiant Gaul,
after many heavy potations and being reminded of his mishap of the morning, challenged the Doctor to mortal combat,
on the spot ; how Pete fell into the river, being enticed to do
so by a baleful trap laid by the innocent-looking Bill ; how
the lawyer aueKhe two farmers shot at a spot, by torchlight
all this and much more could this veracious historian chronicle,
but Apollo plucks his ear and reminds him that Fo&bst akd
Btheam is a sporting paper, and not a literary magazine.
As one day in camp is very like another, 1 shall end this
pleasant reminiscence of old timas by saying that we all got
baca safe to the haunts of civilization, bringing back as rich
spoil two deer and a number of turkeys.
01 fish, I need say
no more than that we had all we could eat while in camp,
and of ducks, abundance.
Are they gi
3 big-he
'led Doctor and the mercurial
Count? it v is but just now that they were here walking
through thes pages with me, evoked from memory's mystic
depths by tin magic of my old steel pen.
Yes, they a d hundreds of others are gone before. May I
lllf:,:l U
the unknown hereafter, knowing and loving
them better, if possible, than I did on earth.
Fraternally,
St. Clair.
;Vfe, 6a., Sept. 30, 1S78,

my

For Forest and Stream and Mod and Oun.

SIALIA:

THE STORY OF A BLUEBIRD.

SHORTLY after noon of a beautiful June day, many years
pgo, the writer of

this article started forth, as

was

his

custom in his unregenerate youth and before the game law
was amended, in search of adventures and birds' eggs but
;

principally birds' eggs.

He had not gone far when be saw seated upon a branch of
an ancient pear tree a motherly-looking bluebird, with an apparently well-behaved family of three. He no sooner saw
this beautiful family group than he determined to possess
one of its members, and immediately proceeded to carry this
determination into

As they were out

effect.

of reach, they must be started from their

position before anything could possibly bo done.

This was
and while the parent bird piloted two of
safety the other, probably a fast youth who was

easily accomplished,

them away

in

impatient of parental

control,

took another direction, de-

termined, apparently, to shift for himself.

many

another in his position has found,

But he found,
that he

as

lacked

strength and experience.

He

flew a short distance, hotly pursued

captor; but his strength soon failed
strained to alight, which,

;

ky, aa it were.
We, the umpire, scored "no bird." Tho
pigeon laft his resting-place, and, after circlinc round the
room a few times, perched on a bale of cotton. Hiegius
picked himself up, and, brushing off the dust, tried it again.
To reach the prey he lifted himself on top of a bale of cotton,
on which the dust of two months had gathered. Crawling cautiously along on hands and knees, he approached the pigeon,
which calmly awaited his coming. It seemed so tame we besought him to take it alive, and, as it was our warehouse, he
laid aside his broom and reached out his hand to grasp the unsuspecting victim but he had no salt to put on its tail, and as
he clutched at it the bird Hew again, while we, in the language
of a colored base-ball player, called out, "Johnsing, why
don't you cotch him on tho flew?"
He was mad now, for it
was hot and dirty work climbing along the cotton, and as ho
descended with the broom, and rushed toward where the
pigeon had again alighted, he gave vent to his feelings in
language which, tnougti not celestial, might under the circumstances be termed "pigeon English."
This time he
hurled the broom at the bird with terrific violence, but missed
him again. The pigeon was now roused, and flew round and
round the room, while Higgins chased him, striking at him
in the wildest way.
it, had become a question of endurance,
when suddenly the bird hethough him of the broken window
by which he had entered, and out he flew, leaving Higgins to
brush off the dust and wish himself a "canny Scot," that he
might cut the pigeon wing and thus curtail his flight.
Sniosbv.
;

;

by his prospective
him and he was con-

from inexperience, he did in

a rather

—

MASsAonusKTTs— Gloucester, Nov. 15.— The Fish Commission secured some two millions of codfish eggs Wednesday,
and put them into the hatching cones. Everything promises
_

:

fearless,

but

if

few days

his wild nature asserted itself, and
he woidd grow suspicious of every one who approached him.
Sometimes, in his more trustful mode, he would carefully push
himself into the pocket or sleeve of the person who was holding him, and seemed not in the least disconcerted at the
strange quarters in which ho found himself.
The cat, which was full-grown when Sialia was first caught,
became accustomed to seeing him, and at last took hardly auy
notice of him but ho never failed to notice her when she
;

m an opportunity. The cage was frequently left upon
ga v e
the floor or upon a low chair, and if the cat passed near
enough her tail was almost certain to get a pinch, which made
her in time come to consider that neighborhood an unpleasant
one.
His door being one day left open he appeared unexpectedly
at the dinner table, or, rather, upon the table.
He immediately helped himself to that which stood nearest, which, unfortunately, happened to be salt. This evidently did not suit
his taste, for he sprung back a short distance while a look of
astonishment and wonder spread itself over his expressive
countenance.
Then ho commenced a series of backward
movements rouud and round that salt dish, shaking his head
violently in his efforts to fiee his bill from the salt, particles
of which still clung to it.
At another time he inadvertently
took a sip of hot tea, and afterward he was very cautious how
he tasted anything with which he was not familiar.
It was his usual custom to keep very late hours, eating and
amusing himself by lamplight at any time, between the hours
of nine and twelve in the evening.
He took great pleasure in
catching flies about the room in the daytime or evening, as
the case might be—it seemed to make little difference with
him. He would perch upon a finger and allow himself to be
carried from place to place in search of pre3f .
Upon being
placed in reach of an insect he would immediately seize it and
swallow it with evident relish. If the fly was beyond the
reach of the person holding him he would leave his position
/rand fly up to the place which it occupied, and
after disposing of it would return to the perch.
Of course he
always had better success in the evening, because while ho
"
,fc perfectly well by lamplight the flies were not so
fortunate, and fell an easy prey.
His fate is si ill a mystery. One morning in the early Bum"•'', ' !
hi
had been with us for but little more than a
year, we found his cage door partly opened, and Sialia was
not inside. Wfe never saw him again. The cage stood near
an open window, aud it is possible that, finding his door open
or having opened it himself, he passed out, through it and the
open window to freedom, or perhaps to death, wliich latter is
probable from his inexperience to take care of himself.
C. F. Eaele,
1

i

1

'

'

know

to

pigeon was discovered clinging bat-like to the wall near the

;

neglected for a

and he wanted

Broom in hand, Higgins cautiously poised himself
on the barrel aud aimed a blow at the bird that would moat
infallibly have settled him had the barrel remained firm
but
it shot from under him, and, instead of bringing
down the
pigeon, Higgins himself was brought down, floored by whis-

mutual dissatisfaction.
w_ Sialia was duly installed in a large cage, and his captivity
commenced. For a long time he was very disconsolate, and
seemed in danger of going into a decline but the elastic
spirits of youth triumphed, and he forgot his earlier days and
settled down contentedly to his new life.
Perhaps the attainment of this happy state of feeling was hastened by the introduction between the bars of his cage of a few of the creeping
things of earth.
It may be here remarked that the quantity
of food which would disappear into that cavernous opening in
his head, commonly called a mouth, was wonderful— even
fearful— to contemplate. He grew constantly in size and
beauty— and certainly there was abundant opportunity for improvement in the latter respect, a young bluebird being only
second in ugliness to a young robin.
His life was uneventful and apparently happy for a time
but one day, while upon another predatory expedition, a goldfinch's nest was discovered, and after some trouble one of the
young was secured and borne homeward. This infant, together with another of the same species, taken a few days before, was put in charge of Sialia, to be educated and reared in

and returned to his captivity.
If petted and handled often he became quite

the third floor,

rafters.

resulted in

he immediately descended and allowed himself to be caught

into the

say that a blue pigeon had flown in through

window on

gether we repaired to the scene of action. On one aide of the
room reclined a whisky barrel, while a dozen bales of cotton
were ranged near the wall opposite. Above the barrel the

with his prize securely held, the captor fled away
to avoid being himself
captured), as, in the excitement of the chase, he had been led
into the back -yard of a crusty neighbor, who would probably,
the
facia,
had he known
have taken measures that might have

—

situation.

aun

in loadio,

office to

if he might not go up there and catch it.
We assented, and
went along to see the fun. Armed with an old broom, to-

more than ordinary speed ('wishiug

the way they should go.
Upon their being placed in the cage with him he seemed for
a time to be at a loss as to how he should conduct himself, and
from time to time he cast curious glances from the corners of
his eyes toward these (to him) strange birds.
Cut this constraint on his part soon wore off. After sitting quietly for a
time no doubt meditating and coming to the conclusion that
these new companions of his would be his rivals in the attention of his friends, and being moved by jealousy
he commenced, at first cautiously, and then boldly, to crowd them
toward the end of the perch. As he was much the largest of
the three, he soou had them in uncomfortably close quarters,
so close, indeed, that one of the finches, in fear of beiug
crushed, pushed through between the wires of the cage and
flew aimlessly about the room.
It was soon caught, however,
and returned to the cage. Finding that this manner of proceeding would afford him no permanent relief, he refrained
from any further practice of it, and they lived as peacefully as
might be under the circumstances. In fact, after a tune,' he
came to take great interest in their welfare aud to prevent
them from injuring themselves by over-eating, as in their
youthful carelessness they were liable to do, he would gorge
himself nearly to bursting. But he was not accurate in his
calculations as to the amount which a finch should eat, and it
was found advisable to separate the finches from Sialia.
He f ouud great pleasure in playing with pins, and he was
frequently with difficulty prevented from swallowing them
and thus bringing himself loan untimely end. He always resisted these precautionary efforts in his behalf, and protested
loudly aud volubly upon every such occasion.
He one day escaped from his cage and took a prominent
position on the top of a neighboring tree.
OE course the first
thought, was how to get him back to his cage. Nothing would
induce him to return until a piece of bread soaked in water
his favorite food— was temptingly displayed before him, when

name was Higgins, and he came running

the broken

fully, and,
at

Bun.

and.

HIGGINS' SINGLE-BARREL PIGEON

to a perfect under-

standing of his position.

a successful opportunity for thoroughly testing the practicability of artificially hatching the eggs of the codfish.

MabtI/AND.— Thirty thousand salmon have been deposited
in the Elk River tributaries,
ter River at Milington.
\

Honob to

Wuom Honob

and
is

fifteen

thousand in the Ches-

Due.—It is

not of at

all

un-

common
long,

occurrence that credit is given where it does not beand that one man receives a reward for the success of

An instance in point has just come to
our notice. In a letter to the London Field of the 2d inst.
a correspondent writing of the piscicullural prize recently
awarded among the annual prizes of the French Acclimatiza,

another man's work.

tion Society, says

The next recipient on the list is M. Tellier, whose services
consisted in constructing an apparatus suitable for the transport ef Salmoouinnat ova from California to Europe; the
thought and care he bestowed on the same having done much
to insure the safe arrival of the last consignment of eggs, and
thus render possible tho introduction of Californiari saltnon
into French waters.
The apparatus in question is composed
of two wooden boxes, situated one within the other, the intervening space beiug filled with powdered cork. The ova,
having a layer of ice above and below it, occupies the centra
of the inner box, and a few small holes in Hie latter allow the
ice water to escape.
Thanks to this cautious arrangement,
the temperature remained during the whole voyage at abouj
38 deg. Fahr.; incubation was retarded, and the eggs did not
hatch out till some time after their arrival in Paris!
Commenting upon this in the next issue of the Field, our
esteemed friend Fred Mather good naturedly says
Part of the above is not only news to me, but very funny
news, as I brought the eggs over, and never saw nor heard of
the box described nor had any suggestions from any person
in France upon the subject, nor have 1 told any one the ternparature at which they were kept, which, instead of 36 dog.,
was 42 deg. The facts are these Last year Professor Baird,
the United States Commissioner on Fish and Fisheries, wished
to make a shipment of eggs of the California salmon (OncorJiyncTtUS auhatnl to Europe, and I was selected to accompany them. They were packed in moss in California by Mr.
Livingston Stone, and I proposed to re-pack them in New
York in a box containing a number of flannel trays, with an
ice chamber on top.
Mr. Stone was Tearful that the exposure
to the air in repacking might hasten the development; and,
as it was a question of responsibility, I only packed 25,000 in
the refrigerator, and these were the only ones saved. My box
had several faults The eggs would roll on the trays if the
box was tipped up, and the cold air did not; get down to the
bottom. This year Herr Von Behr, Prest. of the Deutsche
Fischerei Verein, ordered 250,000 egg.s, on condition that I
should re-pack and accompany them. 1 then arranged tho
ice chamber with a grating below instead of a few holes,
made the frame smaller to allow an air passage all around,
used musquito netting instead of canton flannel, and cut out
ail passages in the tops of the frames to allow circulation over
the eggs, fixed a cover of netting to lie upon the eggs, which,
when wet, prevented their rolling in some degree." I sailed
from New York on the lath of October with the following
shipment 200,000 for Germany, 100,000 for Holland, 100,000
for France and 10,000 for England.
The latter are now part
iu the Free Museum at Liverpool, in charge of tho curator,
Mr.
T. J. Moore, and part in the Soulhporf Aquarium.
My box
was of rough inch boards, and only cost, frames and all, seven
shillings.
Its dimensions wore 2oiu. high by Lliu square, inj

:

,

:

!

—
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it held twelve frames, each carrying 3,000 eggs.
With,
ss you see, a flight knowledge of how the eggs came over,
and hearing for the first time of what had heen done in France
toward bringing them safely, yon may imagine how amused
1 was when I read the above quotation in the Field.

side

;

From

of

which

will be seen that at least

one gold
gone to the wrong
place.
We do not know that the cause of American fish culture or of American ingenuity, as applied to fish culture, will
suffer for all that, nor do we apprehend that Mr. Mather's
efforts to transport his salmon eggs across the ocean will be
any the less energetic or less successful but if more medals
are to be given it might answer the purpose as well perhaps

medal

all

it

of the Acclimatization Society has

every genus must bear the oldest (generic) name bestowed on

any of

members, unless
used for something else, or
its

name has been

this
is

Now

in 1873 Prof. Gill, in his masterly review of these
species, followed the thread back only to Huro nigricans
1828, and so called the big-mouthed black bass, as he was
bound to do. Micropterun nigricans. The names
and pallidus were presumed by him lo refer to the other species,
for the r. ason lhat he. had never seen u big mouthed black
bass either from the Ohio River or from Florida. In 1876
Prof. Goode had collected it in Florida, and so ft It bound to
restorn Le Sueur's name and to call it Micropterus l?<
Iu 1ST" I called Professor Gill's attention to the fattt that
there were big-mouthed as well as small-mouthed black bass

previously

glaringly false (not simply

ir-

must bear the

species

(unless, as before,

first (specific)

be for on

it

and the proper name

of

any

r

name imposed upon

it

ason or another ineligible),
must be made by com-

species

bining the above-mentioned specific and generic names.

Thisis the law on the subject, and, as elsewhere, the law is
though not always, simply right. We accept many
meaningless or even objectionable names to avoid the confu-

the streams where Rafinesque fished, and he agreed with
once that the LepomU pallida of Rafinesque was the big;
is why the big-mouthed black base
bass, grass bass and bayou bass is Micropterus pallidus UaTinesque), Gill and Jordan at present date, and such may it ever

usually,

in

me at

mouth, which

;

hereafter to give

Wisconsin— Madison, Nov. 2.— Editor Forest and Stream :
the 10th of December the State Fish Commissioners will

On

meet

Milwaukee for the purpose

of consulting with the city
authorities iu the feasibility of establishing a permanent fish
hatchery.
Previous experiments have proven thai the small
amount" of money thus far annually spent in pisiculture has
not. been in vain.
At the Milwaukee hatchery activity preSuperintendent Welcher reports that he has finished
vails.
taking lake trout eggs, and has about four millions eggsiu the
Saugatuck
and Escanaba men are at work securboxes. At
ing ten millions of eggs for the Milwaukee hatchery. It is
expected that two millions of whiteflsh will behatched at MadiAt Madison everyson ; also, half a million of brook trout.
thing is in first-class order. One hundred and fifty thousand
California salmon have just been batched, which are to be
distributed throughout the State.
The following is the new
law takiDg effect from November 1
"Any person who shall
catch or take any fish from the waters of Lake Michigan
within this State, or of the east side of Green Bay, with any
trap or pound-net, the meshes of the pot of which are less
than one inch and a half from knot to knot, or, technical
language, of a pot less than three-inch meshes, shall be
punished by fine not exceeding $10 for each day's unlawful
use of such net." The prompt enforcement of this law wil
save millions of fish which otherwise would be ruthlessly
in

.-

Rover.

desroyed.

—

English Fish Cultdkk in 1G08. In 166S letters patent
were granted to " Walter TJnderhill the elder, Walter Underbill the younger, and Samuel Walton," for " a way for preserving and bringing of salmon alive and well conditioned to
the City of London and other places, from Newcastle and
Berwick and other places, being their own invention, and
never before used or piactic<d in this the realm."
Unfortunately no specification has been preserved of this interesting
discovery.
We hardly see the direction the invention could

hive taken, bearing in mind the difficulties of traveling. Seeing that modern pisciculturists would be sorely tried if they
tried to do the like now with salmon in any number, a deLondon Country.
tailed account would be very interesting.

»

>

sion attendant
rules science

them where they belong.

»

—

Sevkbn Tbotjt in .New Zkaland. A correspondent of a
" Trout fishing is
London paper, writing from Otago, says
now fairly established in some of the creeks and rivers, and
The trout were originally got
really good sport can be had.
:

from the river Severn, and have increased wonderfully they
grow much larger than any trout I ever saw in England. I
have caught one myself of over 81bs., and dozens between
that weight and 41bs. It is an iveryday occurrence to catch
them 41bs. or 51bs. Any passable sort of fisherman should get
a b itket of from ten to thirty fish a day, weighing from half
it is not allowable to take fish under Beven
a pound upward
•

;

inches long."

Gratuitous Distribution of Salmon

Ova

— The German Fischerei-Vcrein announces

its

in Germany.
intention again

this year to distribute impregnated salmon
to all existing piscicultural establishments

ova gratuitously
throughout the
German Empire that may care to apply for them. Last year
more than two million impregnated salmon ova were distributed among the several bodies applying for them, in addition
to about. 91)0,000 grayling ova and many thousands of various
Ooregonidm.

•—.»
.
AimnoiAi. Bkkedlsg of Stijhgeon. The efforts made
year by the Rendsburg and Magdeburg Fisoherei-Verein

—

breeding of sturgeon have completely
Among the fish secured by the Rendsburg Society
failed.
very few indeed were females, and not one of these contained
The Magdeburg Society were equally unfortunate.
roe.

on the

artificial

—

>—..
D. G. Colwell procured several thousand
and placed them in the mid pond. They were
.

— Last June Mr.
young

eels

about two inches long at lhat time. Last Saturday, while
werking in the mill race, he caught one which was over seven
inches in length, showing that tbey have grown about one
inch per month since placed in the pond. In about a year
from now we may expect good eel fishing in the Shiawassee.
—Fenton Independent.
-•^—
—Palmer & Som, of Boscobel, Wis., advertise trout eggs

—

1

.

for safe.

fistorg.
For Forest and Stream and Bod and Ohm.

SCIENTIFIC

NAMES OF THE BLACK
BASS.

v

SINCE

name Mieropterus pallidum
and Jordan, as a substitute for Micropterus
nigricans lor the scientific name of the large-mouthed black
bass, I have received numerous congratulations, verbal and
the publication of the

(Raf.), Gill

written, irom brother fishermen on the appropriateness of the

name "

presume that my colleague in this
matter, Professor Gill, has had a similar experience.
Lately,
a correspondent of FoafiBT and Stream, Mr. A. F. Clapp,
selected,"

and

I

name MiefQpterUt salmoitles be likewise
"stamped out " lo make room for souie more appropriate apIt feems timely, therefore, that we should " rise
pellation:
suggests that the

and explain."

The name Micropterus pallidas is not a name of our own sename which bv the laws of scientific nomenclawe are bound to use. By the operation of these laws

arbitrary changes.

would ever

suffer, as

it

has

Were

much

not for these

it

(

suffered in the

:

poet Schiller."

Now, as to the names of our species of bass, I take it for
granted that the, reader knows (a) what a black bass is and
what it is not (b) that there are two species of black bass,
the large-mouthed aud the small-mouthed, the latter being
with most anglers the black bass par excellence, the other the
off horse, and (c) what the difference between them is.
In
any event you will find it all written in Professor Gill's most
excellent paper, " On the Species of the Genus Micropterus"
in the " Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1873."
The earliest published notice of a black bass with ascienlific
name was of one of the small-mouthed kind, sent to Lacepede
from South Carolina. This specimen bore with it the name
of " trout," after the abominable, contemptible, pernicious
and otherwise detestable euBtom of our erring Southern
brethren of calling a black bass in the river, or a weakfish in
the sea, a "trout." Now, we may presume that the great
French naturalist was puzzled by this name, and put on his
"
spectacles to see what in the world could be " trout-like
about such a fish, with its coarse scales and spinous fins. To
him it looked more like a wrasse or cunner, Labrus, than a
trout; but no matter, it: must resemble a trout somehow or
So he put it down in his
the Americans would uot cull it so.
great work as Labrus salmoid-es, the trout— like Labrus, to the
The name is not only senseeverlasting injury of the fish.
less, but had Latin, the proper form of the word being Bat;

monoides.

Lacepede had another specimen of the black bass, without
and from an unknown locality, This one had the last
rays of the dorsal broken and torn loose from the rest, and
was otherwise in a forlorn condition, This specimen he considered as a genus distinct from the other, and ho gave it the
name of Mkropleius dolomuu " Dolomteu's small-tin." Do
lomieu was a friend of Lacepede, who had had about as much
to do with the fish as George Washington or Victor Hugo.
No oue could tell, either from figure, or description, what this
Micropterus dolomuu was
but Cuvier, thirty years later,
found the original type and pronounced it a black bass, in
poor condition, and declared that "the genus and species of
Micropterm ought to disappear from the catalogue of fishes."
Thi-n the versatile and eccentric Professor Rafinesque apin the scene, aud in rapid succession gave the smallenough for a whole family. First
mouthed hi
being told that the Canadian
lie called it /..'"hr;;;,"-,
voyageura knew the fish as I'acliigan. Then afterward specilabel,

remain.
the difficulty is
Now, as to the name of ihe genus
just as great.
The name Micropterun is unquestionably the
°
oldest.
But (a) we are pea-haps not absolutely certai
black
at* all ;
a
bass
was
(ft) it
original Micropterus dolomuu
was described as distinct under the erroneous impression that
it had a little adipose fin behind the dorsal, and to) the name
(small fin) refers to this imaginary peculiarity, and is there
itself,

fore incorrect.

On the other hand, the black bass really has smaller fins
than any of its relatives, and the name has therefore a certain
appropriateness.
I think, with professor Gill, that it should
be retained, although Professor Cope aud others, as good
authority as we are, are inclined lo dumur.
Next comes Oalluirus (beautiful tail), not a bad name, for
the young bass have the tail ornamented with black, white
and yellow, but not a very good name. Then come
(scaly opercles), previously applied to the sunfiehes, end thereThen come Hafinesqn.es Aplitee,
fore not usable for a bass.
Nemocampsis, Diioplites and Aplesum, unworthy of any attention, although for some reason Liojilites has kept up a Sort of
life, while the other three have wholly died.
Next come the name Huro for the large-mouthed, and
Of course the two do not beOrystes for the small-mouthed.
lODg to seperate genera. The name Orystes was
translation of the name Growler, under which name the black
bass was sent to the museum at Paris. Thus our two species
are often called iu foreign books the Black Huron (Iluro
nigricans), and the Salmon-formed Growler (Gryslei' salmoidcs).
The name Qrystes is a graceful one, and hits been used more
frequently than any other, but there areseven names ahead of
synonymy
it on the record, and first come first served and
take the hindmost.
The names Labrus, Jiodlanvs, Cichla ano Centrarckus bewere
and
given
by different
long to whoily different fishes,
authors through mistakes as to the relationship of the black
bass,
this hasty and rather rambling account will be
service to the numerous class of my fishing brethren
like to be right in their use of names and who want to
know, you know, but who, like Wilhelm Tell, cannot "lauge
1 trust, that

of

some

who

;

;i

,,',;/,!',;,, .-,7

mens

of different sizes appeared
m
punch 'm
lari-s,
Lepomis salmonea,
Lepomis ti /
Le Sueur
Lcpoiuh no!
with a lofty scorn foi Rafinesque and hisdoinga, named specimens of different sizes, CicMa fusciata, Cichla oh
Lastly, Delvtiy,'in 1S43, calledit Centrarckus
Cichla minima.
obscurus, and wu hope this may be the last.
,

I

i

.Now the name

satmcidea, being the oldest,

one to be adopted. Bui
Micropterus dvbwtku anj better?

is,

of course, the
it,
out." Is

"stamp
Out with it!

Micioplerus

"
1 fear that the "stamping out" probad.
You may spell it
cess would have to be continued too long.
salvumeidesil you like, but' you. cannot
Now for the large-mouihed bass. Tne oldest description
we find is that of a young specimen from the Ohio by Rafinesque, iu 1820, us Lipurmti pallida. The description is poor
enough, and not altogether coriect, but the name is a happy
Soon after ( 1 822)
inspiration, as good as salmaides is bad.
Le Sueur described the same fish from Florida as ('ic/ilu
Jtoridana, a name which would be well enough if it were confined to the streams of the orange groves, but it seems rather
narrow in view of the [act that' the fish is found in Mexico

achiyaii?

Jus', as

and Manitoba, and everywhere between.
.Next, a specimen came to Cuvier and Valenciennes, under
the title of "Black Bass of Lake Huron." To theit eyes the
fiBh was black enough, but not a bass (/. e. Labrax), and they
called it Iluro nigricans, the " Black Huron," making a new
genus for it because their specimen had but six dorsal spines,
the last four having been broken off, leaving two dorsal fins.
The colored figure which they published remained a standing
puzzle for some time.
In Dr. Rutland's private copy of his own fishes of Ohio he
had carefully drawn off and colored a copy of Cuvier's figure
of his Black Huron, and had all his life sought for such a fish
About a year before his
in the takes and never found it,
death, Dr. Ktrtland asked me if I had ever seen thai fish or
could tell him what, it was. and I hud the pleasure of informNext, in 1854,
ralissed black bass,
Professor Agasaiz, thinking that this fish in the Tennessee
Ht\er could sot b3 the same, as in Lake Hur n, called it
tiauie ejeomjh bul U4 years too fate,
Grysles nobilin, e - r
in the same year. specimens fiom f'exas were Da
.....
the fish is lo aid in otner
:. "fluid aud Girard, bu
Tncu a meaty a id excellent
sii eoms than the Kio Nueces.
.vas given by Mr. Garnck in 1857,
Biynonymy, but the disease has
chcl "-o, and McBsrs. Vaillant and Bocourt
i,,i

,

i
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1

1

1

1

1

1

David

prufen oder wahlen."
Irving ton, Indiana, Nov.

8,

EUROPE,

MR. Editor:

I

-

.,[.;

of talis, v.
as Li'jplitts trkulii

w

_

ness a French

better,

have

and

1)1
naturalist, e.au

engage in is that of ilesctiuing
A. good share
1

netsome an

resistance.

IST8.

;

I am mnoti amused at tae bitterness wtiich t&o sparrow-war m
America has assumed, and cannot torbear laughing wlien rnueiuiicrlDg
a fanny, melancholy German wlio emigrated to America m 1834 oi '5.
He had been thereabout two months or so, when he sad y eliook his
liead, lisping s'ghlngiy, " No, I cannot live iu a cnuuiry where tfteie Are
not even sparrows," and returned to old Vateriatul. Bui, loarcel, nad
he been there ror two months or so, when he became again homesick
for America, ahoofe his head in a melancholy manner, lisping sign ugly,
"No, I cannot live iu a couutiy where the police peep even iu yeur
porridge pot," mi returned to America. Sparrow at*'
a 'ioztn
and police superabundance iu the eld couuii,-. ill
i

I

limes across the sea, unill he at last died
lug smUingiy with his mat gasp, "BpftrraT," arid pointing witn his
shuBiug linger to a bold coci sparrow which, imoroo ' ohlrping,
straited on the sill «f his open a
When I wus a little boy the huntsniep or my father hud 1.0 send every
rtain numyear severalhundteds ot sparrov.
ber of claws Ol bud* of prey and lavcus CO 'lie tOY
that time the PrusBlsu Ctuvernmont hud come 10 the cuuafustcou liar ihe
:

i

sparrow was a nuisance, \,
revoked, for caterpillars and other InseCIa oanseitsuctl rlestl
the clamors ot the farmers aud gardenertime the sparrows remain unmolested, though thej area
t

tected than any other birds.
enemies or sparrows who assert
I cannot contradict those American
away bin
that they are most quarrelsome biros, ami drive
expert
birds, etc. I can only state my
but i never jet tow It u.narrel
sparrow U certainly a saucy little fehuw,
swallows, which also tmUd
with other birds, except sometimes with
The sparrow not
their nests under the roofs of houses.
and refuses to give II up Ob the
possession of a forsaken swallows mat,
ti equiutly observed the war
return of the lawful owners in summer. 1
.

I

going on beiween both partiea. The sparrow maintained 1
malde tnefurt, and I never noticed that other sparrows see
Bat It. was different with the swallows. The injured couphprobably to the community, for they returned with a whole host of
the narrow entrance of
friends, which attacked the robber detending
convinced that it Is
his castle. The Bwallows becoming
drive out the usurper, ihuy very frcquentlyixeeu!
bill EOme clay Ot mud, ami he entrance
: Each of thtm carries in Its
1

i

gem

i

to the

It is

nest

is

very soon strongly walled dp

by no means rare to BnU a dead sparrow In BI

low's nest.
.>te„, build
Ml
Finches, linnets, red-robins, nightingales,
ana Ib&w them never Molested by pparruws; thee* did

trees or shrubs

bu, rb
cot even oewrrej with the red-tall; which
In winter you cau see wood Idi

I

lalBIB Bitted

'

'

I

.

'
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A SPARROW'S CHIRRUP FROM

—

lection, hut a

ture

upon

past from the efforts of the improvers of nomenclature— men
who invent new names for old objects far the purpose of seeing their own personal designations.
Smith, Jones, Brehm,
Retchcnow, or what not, after tbem. In the words of "a
" There is not, evidently, any
right Sagamann," John Casein
other course consistent with justice and the plainest principles of right and morality, and. in fact, no alternative, unless,
indeed, au operator is disposed to set himself up for the first
of all history, as is said of an early Chinese emperor. The
latter course, in a degree, singular as it may appear, is not
entirely unknown to naturalists, especially to those who regard science as a milch cow rather than as a transcendent
goddess, a distinction in classification first made by the great

Inis

to carry

m

,

revelant. or inappropriaie), or is otherwise ineligible; every

ap

wUh yarrows

In the streets, tlbd

i

never 8»« the*

9

re«9.

a^trtea that sparrows nip the nu B
SBStBAtlncvernotteeitaoubaprdoUoe eitDer,Bm
budding
In sprlog when Hie trees are

I inuBt

I- is

around the bud*, and
are accidentally

it

may

damaged

by

oce

me Bpanow

-

bi,
trap (hat spai rows like grain,
asthesp.e n
over It. would not betaken,
aim the like, and It is astonishing

caterpillars

,.el,

••

Hataqaantil

sucnyoaug glmmiis.
feoatred tor halt a dozen of
sparrows are ibis kj
time is over, and. tbe young

damage they can do

is,

indeed, not verj

gl

v

moo-

Dl bn

in [»

When
mj.ty.

The

M compared
usawlodter

FOREST AND STREAMS
which the sparrow aw8llowe.il In the breeding time. More
the damige done by spin rows to the cherries and crapes,

inseots

Bertoua

is

which iiiwcy»have

to be protected against their greediness, especial y

not only sparrows are lovers of cherries; many
other kinds of birds have the same taste; and we call them, in general,
cherry birds, though there are amougat them starlings, thrushes, etc.
and a variety of other klnda.
Mter ail, I think yon had better leave the sparrow alone, else yon
knight repent it. However, this world belongs to men because we appropriated it, and not to sparrows therefore, we would advise to entijecUhla bird to tire game laws, aud permit Its ehootlng during a cerin city gardens.

Bnt,

before the public, or at least that portion of

pn vent Its numbers from increasing immoderassure you, a sparrow-sonp la a mo3t excellent dish, and,
even eaten roaaied, I think it quite as good as any reor>blrd. To conclude, I shall give you a prescription for such a sonp, and, at the same
tain time, in order to
I

time, one to get easily the material for

When snow

it.

covering the ground, lay on it a longboard, put on it
some oats or barley, and place youiseliinsnch a manner as to look
over tne whole length of the board. Load your fowling piece with the
finest shot yon can get— we caillt " Vcgeidnnst"— and you will kill
ten or twenty eparrows at one shot. After having properly feathered
is

and cleaned tho birds, have them roasted in butter rather sharply.
These roasted sparrows are crushed in a mortar to a pulp, and from
which soup is made. This soup Is strained through a line hair sieve
and served hot. 01 course a skillful cook will know how to improve it,
bnt I assure you it la good, and people here believe that Eome of the
most admired qualities of the sparrow are transferred to the eater of
Corvin.
anch an invigoratii.g dish.

HABITS' OF RATTLESNAKES.
Cjukt Tnojoa, A. T., Oct.

BWTOk FoBBST AND

neither coaxed nor bought,

and that his dearest friend stood no
better chance of receiving an award from him than the merest

Now we are suddenly confronted

stranger.

if

and cause men to

is with the edge or narrow Bide.
;
A gentleman connected
with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe K. R. Survey recently asked
me if I had observed that rattlesnakes always coil to the left. I had
not
but since then my observations and those of my friends whom
I have asked confirm It, and I believe it as constant as the law which
determines the direction climbing plants take: 1 do not know whether
it has been noticed before or not.
Tne season fur observing the habits
of reptiles la about over, I am glad to say ; one gets a little too much of
it.
on a march I made in Ju y and August I killed eight rattlesnakes
without leaving the road, and often heard tnem mile when it was too
dark to see them. The day before I got back to my post I killed two
large rattlesnakes—one with seveu rattles, the other with nine—at one
shot with a carbine, aomethirjg rather unusual. Arizona is rich In reptiles and poisonous inserts, but the ugliest brute I have seen is the Gila
MonBter. It is a lizard, I think, and grows to be about two feet long ; Is
black, and curiously marked with pile yellow z gzag lines. It Irtli bite
anything It csn reach, and holds on lo a stick umil lifted from the
ground but is not at all poisonous. It lives on Insects, young rabbits,
or anything of the sort it can get, and is a voracious feeder.
1 forgot
to say I stuffed a rattlesnake a short time ago, which measure* 6ft.
Sin. in length, and Sin. in circumference at tho largest part number
cf rattles, seven. T lately killed one halt the size with fourteen.
;

;

;

G. H.

Moras, M. D.
believe that the rattlesnake of the East carries his
sounder broadside to the ground, though we hare never seen

We

one of these snakes east of the Missouri except when coiled
and ready for a fight. The coiling always to the left has not,
we think, been previously noticed. Ed.

THE GOOSE-FISH.
Maldbn, Mass.,

fish is the

Oct.

22, 1878.

:

It is

fish.

which no less than seven large
to mind one
dueks (Oid&nia) were taken from the stomach of one oi these
instance in

call

Whom

there are wheels within wheels, and those

can we trust

who

?"

monsters.

THE

editor of a

Western contemporary has brought a di-

rect charge of fraud against Mr. John Davidson, one of
the judges at the late Minnesota Field Trials.
The charge is
that Mr. Davidson so altered tho judges' scores as to bring a
certain dog from the position which he fairly occupied to

another to which he was not entitled, while another dog was
thus placed below where he, or she, should have been. This
charge, strange to say, does not emanate from the owner or

ownera of any of the dogs entered and presumably wronged
nor does it originate with any officer or member of the Minnesota State Sportsman's Association, under the auspices of
which the trials were held. The accuser is that great upholder

They could not use him for their purand his popularity and influences were such that
lie was a thorn in their sides.
So the fiat went forth that
he was to be crushed, and hence this accusation. For ourselves, our confidence in him is uoshaken, and we are greatly
mistaken if this confidence is not shared by a large majority
of sportsmen in this country.
Our contemporary suggests
that his days of judging are over
we do not believe so, and
reach of this ring.
poses,

;

confidently expect to see

him appointed

bench shows that

judge the sporting

to

will be held in Boston,

New York during the coming spring. Not
wheD an English judge was proposed for the

long since,

New York Bhow,

our esteemed western contemporary enerand it published a letter from one of its

getically protested,

firmest adherents, in

he— the

which

firm adherent— stated

that none of his dogs should ever be exhibited at any dog
show where John Davidson was not judge.
can see no

We

why the writer of that letter should have reason to change his mind.
Our esteemed western contemporary seeks to revive the
almost defunct National American Kennel Club, and in ac-

reason, as yet,

cordance with the policy shadowed in the accusation against
Mr. Davidson, suggests to exhibitors of dogs that they should

show them at any show not held under the jurisdiction of the N. A. K. C. This is dictation with a vengeance.
We believe that had the National American Kennel Club been
decline to

originally organized upon a proper basis, and could it have
secured a membership of several hundred, so that breeders
and exhibitors could feel as though they had some representation, it might possibly have been productive of some
good,
and its committee appointed for the purpose might have acted
as a court of arbitration whose decisions might have met with
respect.
But we have it from the lips of one of the founders
that it was intended to be a close corporation.
We were informed last spring— and the information came from the secretary—that the N. A. K. C. was composed of nine members.

This was previous to the election of members at the meeting
May. Where are the many persons whose
names have been proposed and who have been elected members? The inference is that, not having paid their dues
within the time mentioned in tho constitution and by-laws
of

names were dropped from the list. This being
believe that the meeting at Syracuse, in June,
1877, for the purpose of electing officers, when, after much

the club, their

the case,

we

tribulation, the

tained,

necessary

was not

quorum

those present were not

members

members was obtwo of

of five

legally constituted,

and

that at least

at nil.

We apprehend

that at the principal dog shows, which
will
held at Boston, Philadelphia and New York, under
clubs

be

the membership of any one of which exceeds that of the
N- A.
K. C, the rules in force will be those which seem most satis-

factory to such clubs, or shall have been prepared and adopted by a committee composed of delegates from the Massachu-

Kennel CJub, the Philadelphia Kennel Club and
Westminster Kennel Club.

the

who

investigate dispassionately the evidence in the case,

them.

Chas. Lincoln, Supt.
and regulations of the show are about the same

truly,

rules

Division

Spouting Doos.

1,

1— Imported

Class

cup or

fi20 00

;

j

—

;

;

;

;

j

;

Class 13— Gordon Setter Dogs.—For the best, silver cup or
Becond beat, silver cup or $10 00.
Class 14— Gordon Setter Bitches.— For the best, silver cup or
$20 00 ; second beBt, silver cup or $10 00.

$20 00

;

15— Gordon Setter Puppies (Dog or Bitoh), under 12
For the beat, silver cup or $10.
Class 16— Pointer Dogs over 55 lbs. weight.—For the beat, silver
cup or $20 00 second best, silver cup or $10 00.
Class

months.

—

;

Class 17— Pointer Bitches over 50 Iba. weight.— For the beat,
ver cup or $20 00 ; second best, silver cup or $10 00.

sil-

Class 18— Pointer Dogs under 55 lbs. weight
For the best si'«
ver cup or $30 aocoud beat, silver enp $10 00.
Clasa 19— Pointer Bitchea under 50 lba. weight.— For the bast
silver cup or $20 second best, silver cap or $10 00.
Class 20— Pointer Puppies (Dog r Bitch), under 12 months.—
For the best, ailver cup or $20 HO.
;

}

21— Irish Water Spaniels.— For the beat, silver cup or
second best, silTer cap or $5 00,
Class 22—Retrieving Water Spaniels (other than Pure Irish)
For tho best dog or bitch, ailver cup or $10 00 ; for the boat doe or
bitch, ailver cup or $5 00.
Clasa

$10 00

;

Class 23— Cocker Spaniels.— For the best dog
bitch, silver
cup or $10 00 second beat, silver medal.
Claaa 24 Field Spaniels (other than Cookers). For the best
dog or bitch, eilver cup or $10 00 aecond beat, silver medal.
Clasa 25— Fox Hounds.— For the best couple (doga or bitches)
ailver oup or $15 00 second best, silver medal.
Class 26— Beaglee.— For the beat dog or bitch, silver cud
or
$10 00 second beat, silver medal.
Class 27—Dasohunde.—For the best dog or bitch, silver oud or
$10 00 second beBt, silver medal.
Clasa 28— Fox Terriers.—For tho best dog or bitch, silver ohd or
$15 00 second best, silver cud or $5 00.
Class 29— GreyhouDda.—For the beat dog or bitch, ailver oun or
$10 00 aecond best, silver medal.
i

;

—

—

;

;

;

j

;

;

30— Scotch Deerhounds.— Best dog or bitch, ailver cun or
second beat, silver medal.
Divisios 2.— Non-Spoktino Dogs.
Claaa 31— Si. Bernards. —For the best dog or bitch, $10 00
second beat, silver medal.
Clasa

$10 00

;

•

32— Newfoundlands.—For

Claaa

aecond beat, silvar medal.

the beat dog or bitch

810 no

•

_

Class 33-Shepherd or Collie Doga (Rough or smooth
ooated.
For the best dog or Ditch, ailver cup or $10 00 ; second best
Bilver

Class 34-Bull Terriers.— For the beat dog or bitoh,
$10 00
second best, ailver medal.
Class 35—Black and Tan Terriers. -For the beat doi?
D 1011
8 or bitch
$10 00; second beat, silver medal.
Clasa 36— Skye Terriers.—For the best dog or bitch $10 00
aecond beat, ailver medal.
Class 37— Yorkshire Terriers.— For the beat dog or bitch
$10 00
aecond best, silver medal.
Class 38— Scotch Terriei b.—For the beBt dog or bitch,
$10 00
second best, silver medal.

•

'

'

16, 1878.

Editor Fobest and Stkkam
1 inclose you the prize list of

this show.
I have no doubt
shall hold a very successful one.
Detroit was the first to
hold a regular classified bench show in thiscounlry and it was

j

we

very successful. We have changed rule 7 to read that all the
progeny of imported setters shall go into the imported class
also that no dog is to be entered in more than one class, except that they can enter in the special classes.
This we think
a very good beginning for the next, year.
Our vice-presidents
and committee are composed of the best sportsmen, who will

39-Toy

Clasa

do

all in their

power

to

make

the

show a

me

room

Uerril Hall.

Entries close Dee. til
Since writing you last week, we have received replies from
the railroad companies which we communicated with. The
followiug railroad companies will cam
-. free when aeat

15,

companied by their
Grand Trunk, Great Westerr
Canada Southern. Lake Sho.

Peim. Cemral, Erie, Wabash,
t Canada,
I

Mich.

Central

&

tti

medal.
Claas

40-Pugs.-For

r

award a

will

January 8 and

last three days.

A Hint von Bueedehs.— Whether u bitch should be served
more than once is a question which is wry frequently
asked
and has been answered in the negative by most noted
ers. as Lavcrac.t,

Llewellyn,

print.

Furthest

In

i

,

'

,,

.,

;i

:,.
|

char

;i

bu tin; ba-aa
A more than pi. rite Great Western and the
Gran
Railroads will also is ue return ticket
tare ana a tnrrd to all parties who wuu to visit the show.
Certificates nmst previously he ubtao
a
for presenta-

the boat performing trick doc the

The Pittsburgh Dog Snow. -la answer to inquiries rewe would say that it will be held about.

that th
ionipanii d

di

r

me

l

mi,

' i

breTtil

etc.

"'^ * MC8?d ServicQ U
rn? Z^'r'*'^*
SCCn
".
of prXrvirS'Sle "'n^'ai/'V'

W rem

i

tneii uwaers,

tion to the ticket agent.

The committee will publish a separate Special Prize List,
The followingjspecials have already ten promised Mci*rs.
s

second best

garding this show

rmim- s"\r

rjj

:

silver medal.

iwi»lly

iy

tho best dog or titeh, $10 00

42— Triolc Doga.— For

Class

first 100 mile;
10? d
additional
ny fractional part
ihe New York Central has
,-,i
'.mortant instructions lo
'-

;

Class 41— Miscellaneous.— For any breed of dogs that have
not
been assigned a regular claas ailver medals will be awarded.

25 cents for the

100

(Bough or smooth coated, under 5 lba.
bitch, $5 00 aecond beat, silver

silver medal.

Judges

success.

All the railroad companies have been written to with the
view of getting the dogs transported free of charge, a full account of which I will forward you for next week's paper.
The prize lists ate now reauyaml can ho bad by addressing

Terriers.

weight).—For the best dog or

,

I

try

and are awate of the animus which exists on the side of the
accuser, will be satisfied of Mr. Davidson's entire innocence.
For four or five years past no man .has been bo prominently

The

English SBtter Dogs,—For the beBt, silver
second best, eilver cup or $10.
Clans 2— Imported English Setter Hitches.— For the boBt, silver
cup or $20 00 second best, silver cup or $10 00.
Class 3 (From imported stock)— English Setter Puppy, Dog or
Bitch, under 12 monthB.— For the beat, silver cup or $1000.
Ctasa 4— Native English Setter Doga. For the best, silver oup
or $30 00 second best, silver cup or $ 10 00.
Class 5— Native English Setter Bitches.—For the bast, silver
oup or $20 00 Becond best, silver cup or $10 00.
Class 6— Native English Setter Puppy (Dog or Bitch), nndar 12
months.— For the beet, eilver cup or $10 00.
Class 7— Imported Irish Setter Dogs.—For the best, silver cup
or $20 00 second best, silver enp or $10 00.
Class 8—Imported Irish Better Bitches.—For the best, silya
oup or $20 00 aeoond boat, Bilver cup or $10 00.
Class 9 (From Imported stock)— Irish Setter Pappy (Dog or
Bitch), under 12 months.— For tho best, silver oup or $10 00.
Class 10— Native Irish Setter Dogs.—For the best, silver cup or
$20 00 second best, silver oup or $10 00.
Class 11— Native Irish Setter Bitehei.— For the boat, Bilver cup
or $20 00 sooond best, Bilver onp or $10 00.
Class 12— Native Irish Setter Puppies (Dog or Bitch), under 12
months.— For the beat, silver cup or $10 00.

i

and defender of public morals, the editor of our esteemed
Western contemporary. Notwithstanding the fact that ihe
columns of our esteemed contemporary have contained several
of those anonymous communications for which our contemporary is famous, and which have the impress of never having been burdened with one of Unfile Sam's postage stamps,
and in all of which the tenor is loyally in conformity with the
original accusation, we believe that the sportsmen of ihe coun-

who wish

Yours

as those in use at previous shows.

i

HIS ACCUSER.

goods, as a room will be assigned to them for that purpose. I
will send you some prize lists, which please give out to any
parties

dog matters, field trials and bench shows, una which would
even dictate the stud flogs to be used by breeders.
John Davidson was a man whose independence placed him beyond the

Dktkoit, Mich., Nov,

AND

it is

Powder Co. and

wherefores of these charges.
There is a "ring" in this
country which seeks to control everything connected with

DETROIT BENCH SHOW.
MR. DAVIDSON

to be given to at an early date ; the Dead Shot
ihe Austin Powder Co. each donate a keg of
powder.
The committee wish through your columns to invite all
dealers in sportsmen's goods to make an exhibition of their

which

their best

whys and

setts

This reply has been unavoidedly delayed, for which accept
our upologies. Ed.

M. S. Smith &Co., jewelers, etc., will give a very handsome
silver cup. value $60; Messrs. Parker Brothers donate one of
their fine guns, value $150, they will name the class of dogs

ate enabled

to read between, tho lines can Bee plainly into the

Angler (Lophius Americanus), sometimes also

It occasionally atlains a weight of seventy
extremely voracious, and devours great numSea birds, too, are often captured by it, and we

called goose-fish.

bers of

*'

ask,

in this city in

Please flud mclosed a little sketch which I madeof a most remarkable
looking flah which was taken at Wells' Beach, Me., while on a shooting
trip last month. He measured 43in. in length ; width of head, 19in.;
The local
weight, 52 lbs.; color, very dark brown, and belly white.
fisherman pronounced it a monk-lieh. Is that the correct name for It ?
What are its habits, etc.? Any information you can give me will be
A. H. Jonas.
thankfully received,

The

it

Philadelphia and

down here It

pounds.

But

11, 18T8.

STllBAJl

Editor Forest and Stream

with an accusacould bo sustained, would at once Bhatter

tion which,
this fabric

classes in the large

I will be glad If you will tell me how the rattlesnake of the eastern
slope wears Its rattles.
My impression 1b it Is with the braid' side

^.

interested in

it

dogs, as John Davidson, and no man ever earned a more
honorable record for sterling integrityand unswerving honesty.
Wby, it has passed into a proverb almost that he could be

;

ately.
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or tubes to the vesicula geminates, or seminal bladders or receptacles, where they (the spermatozoa) are stored until the
time of coition, when the bladders become emptied of their
contents.
Therefore, if a bitch is served once at night and
again in the morning, it is very probable that the receptacles
were emptied of spermatozoa during the first service, and as
the passage from the testicles is a long and tortuous one, none
would have taken the place of those ejected before twenty
four hours at least. Consequently, as far as any chance of
further impregnation, the second service would be nil.
As a theory without a single fact to support it is of little
avail, we would state that we have often known bitches to
miss, simply because the dog had been used in the stud the
day before, and on several occasions the interval was more
lhan forty-eight hours.
Mohioan.

—

.— ~».
Illegally Shooting a Settbb.— somewhat interesting
case regarding the shooting of a setter was tried at the Churstm County Court, Devon, last week.
Mr. Lowe, of Charmouth, brought an action against a Mr. L. Llewellyn, of
ICingswear, and his keeper, to recover nineteen guineas
damages for having caused to be shot a setter, said to be a
pure Laverack. It appears in the evidence that the dog,
after a hearty meal, went with prosecutor's sister for a drive
on July 10 last, following the carriage. It was the first occasion on which the animal had accompanied the carriage.
Being quite a puppy, it was not altogether remarkable that it
s'aould stray and be lost.
In the present instance the dog
Wis missed, and on the following morning, between eight and
nine o'clock, Mr. Llewellyn's keeper shot the animal.
There
saerns to have been no justification whatever for this proceeding.
The defendants, on being interrogated for the first time
by the prosecutor, made no allusion whatever as to their considering the dog mad, but on a subsequent interview with the
prosecutor, both the master and the man appeared to recollect
tfaat there was " something strange " about the dog, and that,
therefore, the keeper was justified in the course he took. The
evidence, however, advanced to substantiate the suspicions
of the defendants was very slight.
The keeper, in defence,
said the dog was mad and foaming at the mouth, and this
evidence was supported by that of a laborer and a coachman,
who said they saw the animal and considered it mad.
The Kev. John Russell, the well-know " sporting divine,"
was examined on behalf of the prosecutor, and said that he
had kept dogs all his life, and had also had considerable experience with mad dogs.
dog that could eat and drink
one day he maintained would not be dangerously mad the
next.
When even the disease was being developed, a dog
would not follow any one, or play with horses as this one

A

A

DOGS TRAINED ON RUFFED GROUSE.

to

have done.

A

Book on Bbeedisg.—To supply

a want of stock^BretcTers, Dr. Manly Miles, late professor of agriculture in the
Michigan State. Agricultural College, has compiled and arranged under appropriate heads the results of the best and
latest observations in stock-breeding.
Both American and
foreign sources are employed, and the volume is intended
as a handbook for breeders.
It treats of breeding as a
science, of heredity of good and bad qualities, of pedigree,
the influence of parents, and many other subjects which are of
importance to stock-breeders.

Bear Dogs Wanted. —A
ton Forge,

correspondent writes from Clifas follows

Alleghmey County, Va.,

:

P. Steel, of Piermont on Hudson, claims the
name of Glenmark for his lemon and white dog pup by OrgiirsKush (Plake-Liily) out of his Romp (.imported). Mr.
Steel writes: •' Having the blood of that grand old doa,
George, and that of Lord Litchfield's Noble, who beat Mr.
Price's Macgregor, Stafford Field Trial3, 1868, and also the
blood of those celebrated dogs for field work, Lord Befton'e
Topsey and Lord Hastings' Plato, he cannot be anything but
handsome and good."

;

Nellie).

B. R. Buffham, of San Antonio, Texas, claims the
Vic I. for his black and white ticked sutler bitch pun
out of France by Pedigree, from Topeka Eenuel, Kansas,
also the name of Fannie V. for his English seti or biich, oramie
and white, 9 months old, out of Zita by champion France
from Wm. "Vie's Kennel, St. Louis, Mo.
•—*»•

—
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;

;
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;

;

Pauline

1.

June
June
June
June

13,
13,
Hi,

Trenton
Chicago

11,

New York

Tr Y C Begatta. IS entries, E S Ellis wins.
t'nuamed (Wilder) bents Ariou.

;

Match,

;

Eclipse heats Sadie.

Match.

Mftdisnu;

N

|

Y C

\

C

Restless wins

tries,

Annual

regatta, keel schrs, 2 en-

Wave

Tidal

seh''?, first class, 2 eutriee.

Li

wins; second class, 3 entries, Peerless wins
oops, Brat class,
Yisiot, walk over; second class, 4 entries. Vrveu wins; Peerless
-

'.

lj

i

\

e:

i

i

June 15, S Y C TJ„i n Begatta. Schis, 2 entries, Peerless, S Y C,
wins; second class sloops,
entries, Unjine, E Y O, wins; third
nlflaa ulnnna
R entries,
on^rda Vols
V.-. u ., „ O V
iloopa, fi
to, BYC, MJus.
fi

/"'

»

I

..

i

.. .,

is, 3 entries, New 1,
Linnie May lj Magic

Jnne

17, "Haverhill; lie
Lizzie Warner 2 second-ci
2 ; third-class, 4 entries, St
;

June 17. Ne
is, 13 entries, Bohemian second-class, Torrent third-daes, Ketnratl wins.
June 17, Marblehead Union Regatta. First class. Thistle ol
:

;

;

;

;

;

C B, Eugenia. E B Y C. 1, Posy, S B Y C, 2 keels, Vf rODica, S B
Y O, 1, Unknown, SB Y C, 2 .ounlj-ciass, Avis, B Y C, 1, Hose,
B Y C, 2 special class, Inez 1, Sarony 2.
Kegatta"; open also to Boston Y
June 17, Mahant; D Y
;

mid

fdchtittg

^cutittg.

:

;

(

HIGH WATER FOE THB WEEK.

M.
35

a.

9
3

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

20
21

H.

K.

11

60

IS
16
14

1

24

02
04
04

3

23

4

an

T

13

8

OS

B

Mechanic

1,

2

HEY

;

:

,

Daane 1. Lydia T 2
June 17. New Stork

28

0-1

,

C Begatta. First-class, Anna Geioel
second-class, Clara 8 1, Irene 2
third-class, (I B
fourth-class, Gussie 1, Sophia T 2.
AY
Begatta. Schooners, 2 entries, Triton
elasa
1; sloop, class C, 4 entries, Dolphin 1 class. D, Impena 1
E, Intrepid 1 Impsria also wins Livim-ton Cup
\ll but the smaller
June 18, Brooklyn ; Bk Y C anion B«| I
ti Y C, wins,
class becalmed
in that, 2
m oe,
June 13, New Y rlc u \
utiles, Lillie Wins.
June 18, New Hamburg; C H Y D Begatta. Firoi-class, 3 enBecond-olaBS, i curries, Frenk 1, Gvptries, Flyaway 1, Fidget 2
third class. 2 eulries, A S RinR 1.
sio 2

H

11

:

.

;

Mabel 1, Nymph 2.
June 17, New York

M.

H.

1
2

3
4

third-slass, 4 entries,
n tries, Psyche 1, Druid 2.
June 17. Lynn L Y C Kegatt*. Pirat-olass, 2 entries. Magic 1;
second-class, 5 entries, Export 1, Bath 2: ibud-class, i entrloi),

Charleston

13

24.

4
5

17

Second-class sloops, Shadow,
Sea Bird 1, Volante 2 fonrl

A'em York.

Boston.

XWfe.

;

;

:

,

;

.

:

OF RACES SAILED IN AXvlERICAN

LIST

AND CANADIAN WATERS,

'

.

;

1S7B.

-

:

AS

this list is necessarily

June

compiled from accounts published,

the list. Again, several accounts ouly give the
This interof the winners, and not of the starters.
with the completeness of this list ; but what affects it

inserted in

names
feres

more seriously is tho
the number of prizes

practice of not putting in the accounts

merely numbering the boats

sailed for,

New Hamburg

19.

;

H Y

C

C Challenge Pennant.

Fidget

beats Victoria.

cannot be complete, but what omissions there may be
are few in number and not of importance. The dates of two
or three races, where the results have not been recorded, are
it

their order. In such cases only one prize in a class has
been inserted in the list, and several second prize winners
must have been omittejl. These remarks apply to the waters
south of Cape Cod and to the lakes with more force than to
northeast waters, where the list is believed to be very nearly
in

Gowanus Bay L I Y Begatta. First-class, 4 entries,
second-class, 5 entries, Admiral Rowan 1
[bitd-olass,
4 entries. Nettle 1; iourth-class, 3 euLries, Excelsior 1 ; fifthentiles.
Hi Ti 1.
class, 3
Kalis Gray beats Surprise.
June 20, Belleville Match
June 20, Trenton Tr Y C Regatta- First-class, E S Ellis; secondclass, Bella; third
q wins.
Regatta. First-class, 2 enJune 21, New York; Colombia
June

20,

Ilepe 1

;

:

;

;

;

TC

Emma

2 entries, Eureka 1; third-Class,
tries,
fourth-class, 1 eutiies, Laurel 1.
Club neu2 entries, Nettle 1
nant won bv Nettle.
June 21, Halifax
S Y S. Nino ontrioa, Hobo 1 ; Albatross 2
:

:

,

.

;

Mystery

N

3.

June 21, Qnincy Q Y 0. First Championship race. In those
races, first prize won by 2 out of 3 ; second prize held in each race.
Firstsclass, 3 entries, Folly 1, Vision 2; second-class, 1 BDlrlSS,
Nattie 1, Wildfire 2 ; third class, 12 entries, Psyche 1, Imp 2.
June 22. Chicago; Chi Y C Regatta. First-class, 9 outvies, i.Vu-a
second-class, lim, thild-class Lincoln Miller, fourth Oh
1
lai
;

;

complete.
following abroviatious are used ; 1, 2, 4, etc., after a boat'i
name, signify first, second or fourth prizes ; Y. C. stands for
yacht club and tho following letters before Y. 0. for the names
of clubs: A., Atlantic; Bal., Baltimore; I!., Beverly: Boat.,
Boston Bit., Brooklyn; B. H., Bunker Hilt C. H., Central Hud;

;

;

Delaware D., Dorchester ; Dux., DuxBoston
Hv., Haverhill
J. U.,
L., Lyun Mad., Madison
M.
Mon., Montreal; N., Nahasset
N. 11.,
B., Monmouth Beaoh
Now Bedford; N. B., Now Rochelle N. Y., New York; New.,
Philadelphia;
Phil.,
Prov.,
Provinoetown
Nowburvport.
Q. C,
a. F.. San Francisco; S. a.. Sans
Quaker City; Q., Quinoy
Tr. Trenton
Jef.
Souci; S.j Seawauhata S B., South Boston
N. S. Y. S., Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron Clev.
O., Jeffries Club
son
bury

i

Chicago

Chic...

Del.,

;

;

E., Eastern; E. B., East
Jersey Cily ; L. I., Dong Island
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

rie wins.
June 28,
June 24,

Bouse Point Y
Bridesbutg

Mary Marion

C.

wins.

OF

Entwisllo heals

Match.

;

Smith.

South and Phil Y
regatta.
24, Philadelphia
Maid wins third class, D H Schuyler
Southern Y C Corinthian
June 24, Lake Poricharlrain
Jur.-

First

;

class,

;

race.

,

second class, 2 entries,
First class, 4 entries, Nathalie C wins
s
third class, 5 entries, Janiata wins fourth class, 3
entries, Olivia wins.
June 25, Lake I'onchai train ; Southern Y raoo (not CorinthiFirst and second class, sains entries and winners as 00 lira
an).
fourth class, 4 entries,
24th; third clas3, 4 entries, Maggie Bins
:

:

;

:

;

Jane

;

;

;

Wilmington; Carolina

25,

;

;

,

;

New

Jersey; O..

:u::

Columbia

belVii

;'C. P.,

Boyal Canadian
Cooper's Point H. R Hudson Biver It.
S. B. M. P., So. Boston Mosquito Fleet ; South., Southwark
w.
Entries signify actual
o.. Walk Over.
War.. Warwick
Coopor's Pc
starters C. P. Y. C
,

]

,

;

Y

Kegatla,

entries,

Rose

;

;

Ass., Cleveland Yachting Association N. J.,
Portland C..
Oceanic ; l'v., Pftvonia P. Y.

,

;

;

June

e

Carolina

Y C

Begatta. Date and result not

knowo

25.

Juno 25, Providence ; Providence Y C Regatta for H J Flint cup.
Peck and Dixon wins,
June 25, New York Match. H U Holmes beaten by Addie Tay;

lor.

'

;

'

,

M

E Begatta, O B's, 3 entries, Flora
April 11, South Boston ;
Lee 1, lloalyn 2 Keels, first class, 4 entries, Starlight 1, Willie 2
B, 8 entries, Sadie 1, Niagara 2, OazeUe 3.
second class
Mav 18, Qnincy Q Y C Begatta. First class, U entries, Folly 1,
Vision 2 ; second class, 5 entries, Nattis 1, Clara B 2 ; third class,
6 entries, Imp 1, Annie 2.
;

;

May 20, Camden Del Y O Regatta, ti entries, Adelphi
May 20, Portland; P Y C. Second and third class races for
challenge cups: second class, schrs, 3 entries, Undine wins;
sloops, 5 entries, Twilight wins ; third class, 2 entries, Mist wir
May 27, Philadelphia; South Y C Begotta. First class, ID
;

Spurt 1, Lawrence 2, Ellis 3 second class. 6 entries, Korb
Morgan 2, Estelle 3 third class, 8 entries, Lenoir 1, Boyle 2.
Regatta. First class, G entries,
Mav "23. PhOadelpliia Q G Y
Lillie 1, Stella 2
Minerva 1, W Bpering 2 second class. 3 a

tries,

June 26, Trenton, Out Regatta. Second class, 3
Grey wins; third class, 7 entries, Idler wins.
June 27, Harblebead E Y C Begatta. Buhl
cyan beats Foam, but both i
;

entries, Katio

;

sloops, first c:aa.>, 2 entries,
class, 3 entries. Anna wills
wius; second clase. 2 euii tes,

Madcap

:

Juno

2T.

Match,

i

Kleinz beats Albert

Willie

Jane 27, NewYork But Regatta. Firs'
Browne, C H Y C, 1, Dare Devil, M J Y C,

class, 10
2

;

entries,
class,

\Y

second

die Taylor, 1, George BDeanc
catamarans 3 culms, Tarantella
1, Alice 2
;

B Y C

1st

R

en-

ntries,

;

1,

Ad-

'

1, Minnie and Bella •>.
Championship Cat-boat

;

July

;

third class, 2 entries,

Post

1,

Bianca 2

;

Ml

ond

Cohaaset

l,

class,

also takes
-,

Brunswick. On Race,
ja, Henrietta of JacksonFlorida 2. Wave of Savan
OharloBtop ; Kegatta Association of S C. First class, 4
entries, Wildbird 1 second class, 7 entiles, Hot tor 1, Floetwing 2;
Best Oiass, 8 entries, Arctic 1; second class, 3 entries,
ball
Petrel I.
May 31, Madison Match. Lulu beats Sadio.
C B's, brat
May 31,
B. T. C, Union Begatta.

May

SO,

-

;

:

I,

i

class, 2 entries. Lihie.

L

Y C,

1,

Mystic 2

;

second

class,

fi

entries,

Posy, S B Y < ', 2 third class, 3 entries, Druid, Bost Y C,
1
keels, tirat class, i entries, Oael. J C, 1,
Clara B, Dux Y C, 2
,,...!'.
second class, 3 entries, Sunbeam, Bust Y C,
Y C, 2
1, Clyde, S B Y C, 2 ; third cIiibh, 2 entries, Chiqtiita 1.
June !, Madison ; Match. Lulu beats Sadie and Eclipse.
Juno -1, Little Eaysido Queens oiuity Y C Begatta. Not counted 1 entries one in each oiasB.
Challenge pennant Victoria
June l>, New Hamburg C 11 Y
beats Fidget.
June B, Madison Mad Y C Begatta. First olass, 5 entries,
Grey Hawk wins ; Bccond class, 3 outries, Judd Slone wins.

Fagiu

2.

H Y C Regatta.

First class, C entries, Clyde,
eUs.-. 2 entiles, Pansy.
!

,

;

;

t,

;

i

;

;

;

;

(

;

Wideawake
July
2

Kalie Grey

1,

2,

class,

eccoud
Cornet 1,

"

Brothers,

elass.no

irst

Kathleen

class,

sec-

;

31,

;

;

i

1, Boston ; B
Annie M. 2; ^eeuiei

1,

Regatta. First class, no entrioa
,i,
third class
1, Fancy, 2

2; special class, under 14ft, 3 entries,

July

:

Title i,

M Y

:

-:

'.is.

best actual time.

i

imported red Irish Batter bitch
Quail II., has whelped eight pups by Smith ifc Conroy's imported stud Irish suiter Hue!;, on the 18th of Nov.
—Mr. Horace Smith's stock bitch Gipsie, by Theo. Morford's Joe, whelped tt n pups on the loth inst
by P. H.
Mjiris' Czar. Czar was bud by L. H. Smith, of Strathroy,
Car.

—

;

Boston 1
second class, keels, Oael. J O. 1, Lottie, S BY O, 2
C B's, Napoleon, E B Y, C, 1, Mystic of Boston 2 third-class,

1,

•

—Mr. Edward Lohman's

;

;

mostly on the prairie, very few
really nne workers in cover can be found, and the majority of them are
worse than useless on ruffed grouse, and notoriously bard to break on
this bird (even it they have been worked only one season on the prairie),
requiring far more work and witb much less chance of success than
if they bad been trained thoroughly on this Bird to commence with.
Doubtless moat trainers have noticed that If a wild, headstrong young
dog in training on ruffed grouse is allowed to range la open country a
few hours, he la much more unmanageable (tor a Ebon time) on returning to close cover than if be had been kept in tbe cover nntll thoroughly
trained. What, then, must be the effect of a whole season in open
country 7 Now, a dog that la rightly trained on ruffed grouse to commence with until thoroughly broken, Will do bis best on other birds,
and soon acquire good stylo without a tithe of the training required to
break a dog on ruffed gronse that has been used only on other birds.
Consequently, ay this method one will obtain almost invariably a much
RtirTari G-aonss.
better dog, and with far !es3 risk and trouble,

Mav

—Mr.
name of

;

;

,

Swan, of Boston, claims the Dame of Kent
for his black and tan setter dog, whelped April 11, 1878, by
Allison's Reuben (Lang-Ruhr) out of fcjawver's Nehie (Shot-

;

I

;

;

-,

— CoL Wm. W.

Beoond

;

pher Fajmce 2
June 11, Baltimore Bal Y
Regatta. First class, John MIIthiid cIbbs, Pat Boonoy
fourth
; second class, Joseph Hebb
fifili class Silver Star— win.
ilass, Dauntless
June 11, Jersey City J C Y C Begatta. Pirst olaSQ cabin, 3 en
tries, Genia wins; second class Oftb
entries,
2
Furliue wins
third class open, 2 eniries, Knight Templar wins; fourth class
open, 3 eutrios, Willie wins fifth class open, 8 entries, Annie
Forsyth wins.
June 11, Baltimore Canton Y C. First class, K I Slater second class, Mattie; third class, Chinch win.
June 12, Hobokeii N J Y C Kegatta. First class, Estelle, w
o: second class, 3 entries, Meteor 1
third claBS, 2 entries.

:

—Mr. W.

1

—

Philadelphia

10,

rpy

among dogs used

Y.

There are more bear in North Mountain at this season than
have been known for years
There are no bear dogs in this
vicinity, consequently very few are killed.
Every one has
turned his attention to deer. Any parties having good bear
dogs, who will call on me, I will show them where there are
bear, aid will guarantee them sports.
T. R. G.

B's, 3 en-

Phil Y C Regatta.
Hoff. 1; Mahton II Thomas, 2; second class., Charles \Y Meeka
Joseph H Loary 2 third class, David II Schuyler 1, Christo1,

wild birds not inclined to tree.
I must disagree with him In thinking
linn a "slow, pottering gait, with head carried low, hunting for foot
scout, and trailing them, is the most successful manner" for a dog to
work on them, for the reasons that tt not only teaches the dog the vice
of trattlng-and "pottering," but be will not aland at as tong distances, nor
will the birds He nearly as well aB when he quarters the ground with
head in atr, obeying instantly the whistle and motion of the hand,
lu proof that ruffed grouse are UicbeBt bird to break a dog on, I would

;

*—o-^.

C

First class

Q C Y C Eegaita,

;

;

Tho

Water.

Regatta.

keels, 2 entries, Starlight
lie 2.

Philadelphia

10,

June

on the whig. When birds incline to tree T shoot at. every glimpse I got
of a bird on the wing, and (besides killing many in this way) by marking them down and following them up, they soon He mnch closer than

6

A veterinary surgeon, of Exeter, also, on the question of
madness, said that a dog is never mad without showing symp.
toms, such as dullness and irritability. No professional man,
he stated, would order a dog to be destroyed in twenty-four
hours after those symptoms appear.
The judge, in summing up, said he had no doubt the dog
had been shot under a misrepresentation, but he could not
imagine for one moment that any animal which was well a
few hours before it was shot could have been mad, but if
parties took on themselves to do so, they must be held responsible for it. There would, therefore, be a verdict for the
plaintiff against the keeper for 19 guineas.
The case against
Mr. Llewellyn was dismissed, as he had not given the keeper
orders to kill stray dogs, as the former admitted he had
killed the dog without his master's authority.
The dog, it
seems, when killed, was thrown in a ditch, a course not quite
consistent, we should think, in the person who was sufficiently convinced of the animal's madness to kill it.
The body of
the dog, too, it appears was partly eaten by pigs, or some
other animals, so that it would seem to have been left unburied some time. Judging from a report of the oase in a
provincial contemporary, the idea of the dog's madness was
an afterthought to palliaie the offence. We thoroughly coincide with the judge's decision.
Some keepers are often far to
ready with their guns when a dog crosses their path, and are
glad of an opportunity to make away with him.— Land and

F
;

First disss, Minerva
second class. Stella: third class, Bianca; fourth olaes, Little
Harry Srfn class, Tidal Wave; sixth class, Bella D Kin- urn.

:

A

seems

Jnne

Kditob FonBST and Stream
As my experience in raffed grouse slieollng (both In new ana old sections of country) differs widely from that of your Maine correspondent
in yonr last Issue, pleiBo allow me a word on the Bubject. 1 shoot only

refer to tbe fact that

;

B's. 4 ent.

«"

class

is, 1S7S.

,

M

3, 3 Boston
S B
Flora Lee 1, Roslyn 2

June
tries.

Gosmw, Mass Nov.

Yietorme 3

;

thud

r.aco

;

2, Lei.

4. Si'-j

mx, lona, I, Vide, a
third olaes, LiJa D, 1, Etto
iu
Jutv 4, Detroit Race,
Rigatia, 4 entries, Aiioo, 1, Frank, 2.
Jufv 4, AVakedaid
u tries, Agamemnon wins.
July 4, Geneva Lai
Regatta for steam yachts, 5 entries,
July 4, Clayton, N Y

;

;

;

;

Needle gun
July i, Capo May; Regatta, 8 entries, Itoxanna wins.
irst class, no pace hi inao; second
Ju)v4, I.,class.";! entries, Louie, 1, Lark, 2, Nellie J, 3; third class, 21 entries, Lizzie, 1, Frolic, B Y 13, 2, Ida, B Y C, 3; iouith class. II)
entiits,

Newport,

1.

Josie,

2,

Nellie, iL

la, 4 onirics, Inspector wins.
time, postBoston City Regatta. First class, no race
poned to July 13 second class, schrs, 4 entries, Anonyms, B Y

July

4.

;

;

m

FOREST AND STREAM.
T

0, 1, Loiterer, Boston

E Y

C, 2
sloops. C B's, i entries, Wbiteoap,
0, 2
keelB, 7 Bntriee, Annie B,
G, 1,
a
third class
C B's. h entries,
Ti
tr .-, Hi
i.
— —.
n _' Faniie
.
I

Shadow, E V
mm Was;
E B
C
V
(.:,

1,

S

,,...

1.'

1

I

T>.,1...

1

,

BY

.

_

;

i

.

343
September

August 1, Harlem 2d Baoe for Bowling Cup (to become propft Ave times— won on Sept 13, 1877, by EmD— open to 20ft and under), 4 enlries, Emma I) winiAugust 1, Now Market, N H Begatta, 7 entries, Phantom wins.
August 2, Belleville, Ont
Begatta.
First class, 2 entries
Dauntless wina second class, 5 entries, Katie Grey wins third
;

..,

Buby,

1,

July

.mm, jjurti

N Y

C,

i.

.t

*...,

;

turn

jrceie, y

;

4,

2.

—

August

to July 13
third class, 10 entries, Roue,' it Y O, 1,
covered boata Transeeudaut, 1, Zephyr. 2, in opou
;

2, in

;

boats.

;

J,

class, 4 e ntriee, Nattie, 1, Fully,
entries, vvawa, 1, Elf, 2, Giauce, 3 :

;

oli

C

'

4,

Elmer,

1,

i.;,

July

Dolly Varden,

2,

Begatta,

nd class,

OlaraTa, 1
C. 2 ib:

S.

Pirat* class, 5

entries,

Montana,

6 entries,

Sadie

1,

;

July
July

OahSosh
Ouhkoah

i,
5,

Oahkosh Y C Begatta.

;

YC

Oalikosh

.;

No

wind, no race.
KraNolaSH, no race in

Regalia.

"i -OlaaB. Iriobel, Perequa 2 third-class, S II Hay 1,
Althena 2, Yuloan 3.
July 5, Sodus, N Y Regatta. Catamarans, 2 entries, GlrofieQirofla wins
boats, Kipple wins.
July 6, Nahant ! S
8Bttl Begattft (lat ehampionahip).
In
these races ftret and aeooad prises were taken in each raco with
club allowance, and. in ad littofl, a champion pennant for beat actual time, to bo lield by winner of two out or throe races.
First
olasa, 3 entries, EanehOn, 1, Ariel, 2
second class. 7 ahtnea,
Fancy, 1. Mystery. 2; third class, R entries, Psyche, 1, Frolic, 2.
m on •! J tal an by Fauchon. Fancy and Pavche.
July 8, ioukora Baca. .Sloop.- niat'-cluss, 2 entries, Bamblorl;
second-class, 3 CDtries, Suud
..gentries Nellie 03
July 9, Ovfter Liv; 'S Y C lic-a'aa." Tlni-d Vla-. a cabin 2 entries, Midge winaj Beoobd class open, 2 entries, Waif
Jail 10, Nowburgh Bay Begatta.
First, ulaaa, 4 Bntrlea,
B
Browne, G II Y
wins second class, 3 entries, Clara a wins ;
third churn, 5 entries, George B Deauu wins
fourth class, 7 enaa. Brothers wins.
July 10, Neeffab
fteeush Y C Baoj
Eesull not ku
July 11, Kookv i
g
:

,

•

;

;

;

;

i

I

;

Wm

;

;

;

!.

i

i

port, July in.

Fir.dsoeond-cias-, eats, 2 entri'

July 13, Halifax; S] S Y 8 Begatta
wins sloops, 6 entries, lJuly 13. Boston First cla
2eutuaa, Btooze, Boat V C, 1, BaUe,
;

sd from July 4. Solire,
i'.:, i entries, UhdinB,

-

;

—

I iv

a,

tries, aloo]J

i

V and

Onrrio

;

:

i

i

B Y C, 1,
Mirage, B

Aurora B Y 0, I, Annie G
Coquette of Salem 2 th
;

Y

;

;

N

;

;

audBagina, N Y YC.
Auguat 13, Providence

13,

—

,

16,

-.

West Brighton, S I raoo, 8 entries, Bulldozer wins.
S BoBton Match. Luna beats Crescent
Cotuit; B Y C 41st Begatta (Union"), 8 entries,
;

j

Echo, of Osterville,

Peerless, of Osterrille, 2, Waruiuit,

1,

B YC,

3.

August 17, Cotuit B Y C 42d Begatta (Special). First claaa, 2
Waqnoit wina second claas, 4 entries, Nina, 1, Garibaldi,

wins open,
Sew Bedford;
C,

B V

."•

i

r.

!.

entries!

3

"..
i

."umpionahip Cat-boat

.

17,

New

;

;

;

;

;

Zaphyr wins.

2 entries,

;

...

...

:

Bocbelle N B Y C Regatta. First class sloops,
7 entries, Susie S wina second claas eloops, 6 entricB, Nettle
wins third claBB cats, 7 entries, H H nolmes wins fourth clasa
cate, 12 entries, Brothers wins; fifth claaa cats, 8 entrioa, Lizzie
C wins.
August 17, Onset Bay Begatta. First class, 2 outrics, Delia
wins hceiind class, 2 entries, Secret wins.
August 19, Delaware Elver Sweepalakea for $150. Lulu beats
Mary A McCormick and J B Sweeney.
Auguat 19, Delaware River j Match for §100. Hugh Boyle boats
Thotnas Ledyard.
August 19, Quiney Q Y C Begatta (3d championship). First
class, 4 entries, Vision wina and takes championship, Folly, 2;
aecoud claaa (uot for championship'), 5 entries, Wildfire wius
third class, 13 entries, Psyche wina and takes championship, Un-

August

;

;

July 16,
July 15,
July 17,
July 17,

Hauiaou Match. Lulu' beats Eolipae.
Madison: Handicap tfiuih. Eks tpa beats
Madison Match. E.::i,.isu beats Sadie.
;

,

—M'arblehead

Haleyli"

Itolfi.

E Y

;

First class sour race, 2 entries,

C.

;

;

Qumoy

July 19,

Q Y C

2d Charnpiouahip Begatta. Fii-at and
second olaaoea, no race; tuird claas, 14 entries, DuUy Varden wiua,
tieiug WithtVxche.
Jury
Alateh for $100, Kobert Curran beats
, Philadelphia j
;

—

Jauiea T Martin.
July 20, Strawoarry Hill

Begatta,
First class, no entries ; Bee;
otoaa,
B'a, 5 eut.ibs, Folly, Q Y C, 1, (fapOlbon,
j\ keels, 3enu.es. Loitle, 8 U i 0, 1, Gael, J C, 2; third claas
Ocntne.-,, battle, Q V C, 1, Posy, 8 B Y G, 2
keolis, 3 entiles, Emily ol Boston ], Fairy, Boat Y C, 2t lotirth
class, 8 en-

cud

EBiO,

CBa,

\

Water Wiieh. S Boston, l, Beaftlle, Q Y C,
ao, Nahant
N r U tTuion t: gatta. Fir

tries,

July

Lulu

2,

Y

C, 2

0,

O, 1

second

;

20,

D

Dorcheater
Fauchon, B
;

Y O Union

Y

C,

Begatta,

Vision,

1,

B Y

Q Y

C, 2

First claas C
keele, 5 en:

B Y

D

Dux Y

O

C

claaa atoopa, S entriea. Vixen, 1, Florence, 2
second class sloops,
5 entriea, Elena D, 1, Bother, 2; third claaa cata, 5 entries, Eliza,
1, Ideal, 2.
Auguat 22, Philadelphia Bace. First class, 5 entries, Cahil,
;

aecond claas, George Pool, 1.
August 23, Fire Ialand Bace, 13 entriea, winners not known.
August 34, Now York Harbor Langdon Cup Baoe for cats, 7 entriea, Ocean Spray wins.
August 24, Monmouth Beach M B Y C Begatta. (Dissatisfaction with Judges decision, Vixen and Leonora refuBed to take
wiua

Eu
N
Y

N

S

;

August

tries, Gael, J C, 1, Annie, S
C, 2 ; aecond claas C B'a, 8 entries. Tliietle, 1 : keels, 2 entries, Veronica, S
C, 1 ; third
claas, 8 entries, Olara B,
O, 1 ; Pavche,
Y O, 2.
Auguat 22, North Shrewsbury Biver;
Y
Begatta. First

;

3.

£ class. 2 entries,
class, a entries, Fancy,
Y O, 1,
child etas.-, 8 entries, STiMKe, B Y C, 1, Baaaio,
j
apooial olasa, 4 eutnes, Splash,
J ij, 1, Sadie. Boat
;

Fancapn, B X
ma, N Y O, 2

dine, 2.

B's, 4 entries.

;

;

;

1

Philadelphia

22,

Southwark Y

to

PhU Y C

j

Begatta, for boats under 15ft,
Joseph Allen 1, Amos Jones

C, 17 entries,

John Ledyard, 3.
P Y C Begatta, for boats between
1, ltichard Dawaou 2, Benuia Holland 3,
July 23, Swampscott ; Match for $10. Alice beats Christine.
July 23, Philadelphia Match for $50.
Willie Kleiuz beats Lizzie
Ardis
July 23, Portland ; P Y C second claaa sloop race for challenge
...

July 22, Cooper's Point ; C
15 aud 18ft, 10 entries, Feeuy

;

M

cup, 4 entries, Iwihght wins.
J uly 24, Philadelphia
Match for $50.
zie
Ardis,

Willie Eleinz beats Liz-

;

M

July

Booty Point,

24,

sloops, 2 eu tries,
wins.

WarY

Hope wins

t

C Union Begatta.

aecoud claes

cats,

Third clasa
4 entries. Wilcox

their prizes.) First claaa sloops, Bertie, 1, Vixen, 2 ; second claea
aloopa, Mamie, 1, Sadie, 2 ; third class, cats, Idaal, 1, Leonora,
2 fourth claas, skiffs, Charles West, 1, Amy, 2 ; about 80 entries in all.
August 21, Cohasset ;
Y C Union Begatta, for prizes given
by gentlemen of Cohasaet. Keels, first claaa, 4 entries, Clyde, 1
Annie, 2, bothS
C second class, 7 entries, Fairy, Bost Y
B's, first class, 9 entries, Fan0,1; Unknown, S B Y C, 2 ;
chon,
C, 1, Folly, Q Y O, 2, Eva, Cohasaet, 3, Poav, 9 B Y 0,
4 ; aecond class, 14 entrioa, Scamp, N Y C, 1, Water Witch, S B,
third class, 17 entriea,
2, Thiabe, Q, Y C, 3, Peerless, Dux Y C, i
Dolly Varden. Q Y C, 1, Be 8 3ie,
Y C, 2, Sea Mew, Cohasset. 3,
Tantrum,
Y C, 4 ; special claas, 9 entriea, Frolic, 1, Charlotte, 2.
August 24, Lake Maasahesio Masaaheaio
C Bace, 6 entries,
;

N

BY

;

C

BY

N

B

Y

;

Nautilus wina.

Auguat 24, Auniaquam Begatta. Firat claas, 16 entriea, Adele
second class, 16 entries, Zip wins,
August 24, Halifax
Begatta. Sours, 2 entriea, Seafoam wins; aloopa and yawls, 6 entriea, Hebe, 1, Kestrel, 2.
August 24, St Annas, Can Race. First olasa open 6 entries,
Panama 1, Petrel 2 ; second claBS open, 4 entriea, Stella 1, Hart;

;OPMF Baoe.

Idler 2

second

;

First class. G B a,
C B'a, 5 entries,
-

claas,

entries.

'J

Sadie 1,

keels, 2 entries, Starlight

1, Lena 1.
Madiaon Mad Y C Begatta. First claas, 8 entries,
Niobe 1: Grey Hawk 2 second claas, 7 entries, Zephyr 1, Qraeie i.
July 25, Madisou Mad Y C Begatta, 5 entries, Kioto 1, Aga-

July

;

21,

;

;

;

memnon

2.

July 25, Newport Bace for cats. First class, 10 entries, Wandeier 1, lie Luney 2 aecund claas, 12 entries, Harvest 1, Lizzie 2;
:jN "
boa 1, Wilcox 2 fourth class, 4 entries,
i
;

;

.,

.

;

First claaa, 4 entries, Maid wine;
igaul; third claaa, 4 entriee,

:

.

"-~'-

L

wiua,

July^o
.•'

Ul

'

'

.

;;

2u ...

Geneva IM
New udeaus

First class, 3 entries, Juani-

Agamemnon

Lulu boats

Larch.

:

J uly 27,

tries,

\

;

Begattai Sentries. Netlie win3.
Match at Bay St Louie. Nathalie

and

C beats

Now Bedford

Sylph wins,

N B X C 3d Champion Cat
tiemgwiih EimM and Oilo.
;

Baoe, 5 en-

,

;

Y c, 2;
C, 2.

lourrii class, ll anTrjes, Mirage,

2 entries-,

July

29.

May

B

i C,

1,

Beaaie.

"..'.

i'nla lelpbia

!

Match.

Joint

B

B

M

Cully beaten

by

Humeri,

toy 29,
July 31,

August
;

Foiitth

August

26,

Bockaway

Eockaway Y C, Corinthian Begatta, 4

;

entries, Gariota wins.

August 36. Camden Race, 6 entriea, Hartmau wins.
August 20, Philadelphia Match. David H Schuyler beats J J
;

;

Allen.

August 28, Halifax, N S Y S Begatta. Three entries. Hebe wins.
Auguat 29. Lafayette Pv Y C Regatta. First olasa, over 24ft,
:

6 entries,

N R

Fowler, 1

;

second

Addie Taylor, 1

olass, 4 entries,

third claaa, 8 entries, Brothers, 1.
29,

Fan-

Haven; Begatta.

First class cata, Ideal

1,

aecoud claaa cata, Olivia 1, Leonora 2 second class
aloopa, EU-na D 1, Vixen 2.
Auguat 31, Monmouth Beach;
B Y C Corinthian Begatta.
Sloops, 4 entriea, Elena D, 1, Sadie, 2 cats, 4 entriea, Ideal, 1,
Gwoudolen, 2.
August 31, Monmouth Beach Match. Lizzie B beats Lenora.
August 31, Duxbury Dux YC Regatta. First claaa, 4 enta-iBB,
Peerless, 1, Flora, 2 aecond elaae, 2 entries, Unique, 1
third
Florence 2

;

;

M

:

;

1, Sadie O, 2, Annie Clark 3.
S Y 8 Five-ton Bace, 3 entries, Muta

clasa, 5 entries. Little Charlie,

Auguat

31, Halifax

;

N

Auguat 31, Haverhill; Hv Y O B3gatta. First class, 3 entrioa,
Warner wius second clasa, 2 entries, Eclipse wine.
Auguat 31, Strawberry Hill; Begatta. C B'a, first claaa, 7 ensecond claaa, 7 entries, Napoloou, E B Y C, 1, Folly, Q Y C, 2
third class, 22 entriea,
triea, Posy, S B Y 0, 1, Allie, S Boston, 2
Waler Wiloh, S Boston, 1, Topsy, Proviucetowu, 2 koola, firat
aecond claaa, 5
claaa, 5 entriea. Gael, J 0. 1, Miat, B H Y C, 2
entries, Sunbeam, Boston Y C, 1. Clyde, S B Y O, 2; third claas,

Lizzie

;

;

;

Wm H

;

i entries, Actress. 1, Chequita, 2.
September 2, Philadelphia Sweepstakes for first class yachts,
15 eutriee, Willie Kleiuz wins.
September 2, Philadelphia Sweepstakes for Tuckupa, 11 en;

;

Poniiitaes

L ike

UTollM,

l

il

Y

C,

baata Gypaie,

W S Flick wina.
September 4, Harlem Empire Y C Begatta, postponed rrom
June 4. Open boats, first class, 3 entries, Cora D wina; second
claaa, 9, ontrioa, Peter O'Brien wins
third olaaa, 3 entries, Sophia
Emtaa wins ; fourth class, 8 entries, Ma
M win also taking a
special prize for jib and rawnsaU olfi
triea,

;

.V i..-s:ia

|io|

i

sic;

7 entries, Swan wuib.
itogaila.
FiJBt class, Wave w
tag. i( entries, Labi

Begatta,

'.,..;

:

l

;

;

Brothers wins.

September 13, Baltimore Bal Y C Begatta. First
F C Latrobo wins aecond claaa, 5 entriea, D

tfjaas,

i

mum, Yw»

J; Hitu

$m,

T

ejitiies,

;

D

Water

class,

;

triea,

Collier

:

third clasa, 2 entries,

Emma wins.

2 enwins
-

September 13. Provineetown Prov Y C Begatta. First class,
Goldsmith Maid, 1, Daisy, 2 second class, Topsy, 1, Maggie, 2
third class, no race, too rough.
September 14, New Bedford N P. Y C, 5th championship. Oat
;

t

;

;

race, 5 entries. Encio wins, tieing with Svlpli.

September 14, Haverhill Hv Y C Union Begatta. First class,
Empress, 1, Lizzie Warner, 2 second olass, 5 entries,
third olass, 10 entriea, Abbie M, 1,
I, Eclipse, 2

5 entrioa,

;

Lionie May,
Adelaide, 2

;

special class, 2 entries, Ino,

:

1,

Dipper,

2.

September 14, Halifax N S Y S handicap Raoe.
Postponed
on acconnt of bad weather to Sept 31.
September 15, New York Battery Sailing Club Race for 19ft
working boats, 7 entries, Battery Pet wina.
'

;

•

Newark Bay Begatta. First claas, 2 entries, Hi
class, Wave, w o ; third olass, 4 entrieB, Lizzie
fourth class. 4 entrioa. Lizris R wiua.
1G, Nahant
N Y C Gat Boat Bace for challenge pennant, 5 entriea, Fancy wins.
September 17, Dorcheater ; D Y C Regatta. First olass C B'a,
2 eutriea, iEooua wina ; koels, 2 entries, Volants wins aecond
class. 2 entries, Fancy wiua
third claaa, 5 entries, Pavche, 1,
Scamp, 2, Curlew. 3 special class (union), IS entries. Sadie, 1,
Lena, 2, Bosh. ::, 3.
September 17, Buffalo ; Buffalo Y O Begatta.
Stakeboat got
adrift, aud changed result of face.
First, claaa, 4 entries, Fleetwing wine aecond claas, 3 entries, Anna Argo wins.
September 18, Soulh Boston; S B Y C Union Begatta. (By
error of judgea in changing stake-boat Fanchon lost some 5m at
start, through obeying the judges' directions.)
C B's, first class,
7 entriea, Mamio of Plymouth, 1, beating Fanchon, B Y C, lm 45e;
Fanchon takes second. Second class, 9 entries, Allie of South
Boaton, 1, Nattie, Q Y C, 2; third claas, 5 entries, Water Witch,
S Boaton, 1, Psyche. 2 keels, first olass, 3 entriea, Annie, S B Y
C, 1, Gael, J C."2 aecond class, 7 entriea, Veronica, S B Y O, 1,
Unknown, S B Y C, 2 third class, 2 entrieB, Actress of Boston,
1, Hard Times of Gloucester, 3,
September 18, New York: A Y C Regatta for small boats.
Sloops, 2 entrioa, Pilot wius cats, 5 entries, Truant No 1 wina.
September 19, Cleveland Y Aaa Begatta-; 9 entries, Unique
wins.
September 2", Quincv; Q Y
Fall Begatta. First class, 7 entries, Vision, 1, Folly, 2
second class, 6 entries, Thiabe, 1, Nattie
2: third claas, 10 entries. Dandelion, 1, Imp, 2.
tember 31, East Boaton J C Bace, 8 entries, Judith wins,
tember 21, City Ialand Bace for Cata under 15ft, 6 entries,
September

PI * ina

10,

;

second

;

Vau Mains, 1
September

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

-

;

;

;

Lil).

C

>,

Li.;z',e

;

H Y C,

sailed

wins.

and won a match, 10 miles

to

windward and

re-

turn.

H

C
Y C Raoe for challenge pen21, New Hamburg
Fidget beats
R Browne.
September 21, Montreal Mon Yr C Begatta,
Open yachts, 9
entries, Maud wina
fiat-hottomad boats, 2 entries, Mary wtna.September 21, Halifax N S Y S Handicap Bace, 7 entries.
Hebe, 1, Spray, 2.
September 22, New Orleans
Sweepstakes at Bay St Louis.
Emily A beats Farewell and Julia.
September 23, Norfolk Cat-boat race, 11 entries, won by InSeptember

;

Wm

nant.

;

:

-

;

;

;

dex.

Nahant Cat-boat Swoopatakos, 7 entries raoe
be to leeward and back wind shifted and race declared off by the

September
to

23,

;

;

;

judges.

September 25, Providence Providence Y C Regatta, 4 entries,
Wanderer wins.
September 2b, Gloucester Race. Firat class, Judith, 1, Adele,
3 aecond class, Hard Times, 1, Zip, 2.
September 26, New York A Y C Pennant Race. Bchra, 3 entriea, Agnea wina
cabin sloops, Claaa C, 2 entriea, Sadie wins
claaa E, Nimbus, w o.
clasa D. 2 entries. Winsome wina
September 26, Lanaingburgh S S Begatta. First clasB, 7 enaecoud claaa, 5 entries, Albani
tries, Artful Dodger of Albany, 1
of Albany. 1; third class, 7 entries, Addie A or Lanaingburgh, 1.
Prize for "laatest boat owned above the dam taken bv Saus Souci,
S S Y C.
September 26, Harlem Fourth Race for Dowling Cup. Brothers
wiua, tieiug wilii Emma D.
September 26, NewBedfordj N B Y C 6th Championship Oat
Bace aail off. Encie beats Sylph.
September 26, Now Hamburgh C H Y C Fall Corinthian Begatta. First and second claas becalmed, no race; third olasa, 3
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Kaoa poetponed from

the 27th. First class,
La Belle i.i u «: second 01*88,8 entries,
S Quay wins.
Puiliidelphia; South a. (J lie y atca fur second claas, 9 en;

trias,EmjnaJ\Tiaa.
JnlJ

,

2.

;

j

1!

July 20, Cape

;

land

;

Juiy2D, tjivanipacott; B Y C 39th Begatta (Union), postponed
from the 27th on account of bad weather. Fn D t class u B'a 2 entries, Shadow, BY C, Wills
keels, 8 enures. Annie, S B y'c 1
Ethel of Boaton 2; aecoud class C B's, 9 entiles, Eva ot Cohasset,
1, Fai.ebou, B
Cj 2
keels, 7 entries, Veronica, S B Y 0, 1, Fairy
Bust Y tj, 2 third class, 17 euanes, Fancy, B Y C. 1, Wilddre'

Q

;S8YS

;

•

Oygona.
July 2;,

;

August

'.

Eclipse.
Jiiiytl,

Y

:

;

wins

July 24, fi Boston
Busiyu l, FlQra Lee 2

h

;

race.

;

2,

July

open

Fall Regatta.
Schra, firstaecoud class, 4 entries, Foarleas

;

;

Providence Y C Begatta. First class, 4
entries, Starlight wins; aecoud claaaa,2 ontrioa, Warwick wina; third
class, 8 entries, Myra wins.

August
August
August

E Y C

;

;

,

;

oat

July 13, Salem Regatta. Ppstooi ed from July 4 in i'tcsl: aud
second classes. Fuji. e/a.-'s kr;; ds
antries, Lottie, S B Y 0,
wius
B'a, i entries, Eanouou, U V
una claas tools,
3 entries,

;

Swampaoott
Magic wina

second class aloopa, 2 entries, Shadow wins.
September 11, Swampacolt Handioap Match, sailed in E Y C
Bebecca beats Foam.
September 12, Now York Race for Cats, 4 entries, Dart wina.
September 12, New York Race for Cats, 4 entiie?. Hebe wins.
September 13, Harlem third race for Dowliug cup, 3 entries,

wina

;

entries,

Libble win.

11,
class, 4 entriea,

:

;

P

September

fi

tieingwith Folly, Secret 2 second clasa, 6 entries. Nattie 1, taking championship. Elf 2
third clasa, 12 entries,
not for ehatnpiouabip, Psyche wine.
Auguat 8, Greenport A Y O Union Begatta. First claas, 3 eutriee,
Thistle wins second class, 5 entries. Josio wins; third class, 10
entries, Flora wins.
August 8. Gowanua Bay j Begatta, G entries, Addie Taylor win?.
August 10, .New Bedford; N B Y
4th Championahip Cat. Bace,
G entries, Svlpti wins for second time.
August 10, Halifax
S Y S Open Bace, 4 entries, Psyche wins.
August. 13, Now Bedford Sweepstakes under patronago of N Y
Y C. Vixen, N Y Y C, beats Active, N Y Y C, Thistle, of Boston,

l-i

i

ton, 2.

;

j

:

Stony Creak: Bat

,

Charlie,

-

0, 1, Thistlu, 2.

July

;

;

:

1,

;

:

;

entries, Vision

Amer-

;

;

'

skills, 3 entries,

;

:

wo.
Augnst 3, San Francisco S F Y C Begatta. First class, 7 enOonsu j wins cits, entries, Annie wins.
August 4.
r,v York
Match. John M Bobbins beats Inspector,
August 5, hiladelphia Match for $100. David H Schuyler
beats Thomi Ledyard.
Auguat 5, Quinoy Q Y C 21 Championship Race. First claaa, 5

I

1

i

:

triea,

;

;

:

L-itlu (J*

Y

40th Begatta, 2d Championship.
First, class, 2 entries, Ariel 1, and takes champion pennant, tieiug
With Fanolion Becond
4 entries, Fancy 1, aud takes and
holda champion pennai
<a 2
third olass. G eutriee. Mirage 1,
Bessie 2. Mirage taliSi. r _.
Heing wilh Psvche.
August 3, Proviucetowu Pr... Y C Begatta (tjuiun). Sohrs, 3
entries, Mercury of S Boaton 1, Nellie of Proviucetowu 2 : Beeond
claaa sloops, 3 entries, Fairy, Boat Y C. 1, Damelioribus, 2 third
claBS, 8 entries, Topsy of Proviucetowu 1, Itia May, 2
fourth
claas, 8 entries, Sara Waller 1, Eva May 2.
August 3, Duxbury Dux Y C Regalia.
First olaSS, 5 entries,
Peerless 1, Pearl 2 second clasa, 3 entries, Alice h 1, Unique 2;
third olass, 3 entries, Sadie
1, Minuehaha 2
apooial class, Little
;

Pen wins

September 7, Toronto B
Y
Begatta, 5 entries. Prince of
Wales' Gup, Commodore's Cup and Hodder Cup for C B's, taken
", aeb
iriolo
Hodder cup for deep boats, taken by Eivet,
SBplembev 7, LacMuo, Can
Race. Cabin boats, 3 entrief,
Sappho wins; open boata. 2 entries, Panama wins.
September 7, Halifax N S Y S Open Knee. 4 entriea, Muta, 1,
September 7, Beverly J3 Y C, 43d Regatta (3d championship),
postponed from the Uth on account of bad weather. First class,
5 eutriee, Ariel, 1, Fanchon, 2.
Fauchon takes and holds the
championship pennant. Second class. 4 entriea Fancr, 1 Avor,
2; third class, ? entries, Mirage, 1. Psyche, 3. Milage takes and
hekta the pennant in her class.
September 10, Oswego Regalia. First class, 4 ontries, Ella, I.
Surpriai
Lass, 14 entries, Comet, l, Mystery of Kinta-

B Y C

;

;

third

li

wins.

'

Qciuey B
Secret, a
second

July
2.

Swampsoott

3,

;

Ina w o ; third clasB, 7 entriea,
ican Girl wins.

;

A

4 entries, Minnie

olass,

Chiquita, 3.
saicra; Regatta,
Firat and second

postponed
Fink,

^,

Wm C Eckenbein

:

;

-.,

..

Handicap match.

;

September 0. South Chicago Chi Y C Regatta. Firat olass, 2
Cora wina fourth clasa, 8 entries, Rarus wins.
September 7, South Chicago Chi Y C Regatta. Second class,

entriea,

;

~

w«v,
ton,

Philadelphia

4,

beats Lulu.

erty of yaoht, winning

ma

;

;

;

entrioa, Graeio wins.

September

Newport; Newport Y C Baoe for Jones' Cup, 4

26,

Hebe wins.
September 26, Dorchester; D Y C Baca for Cat-boats (nnion),
Rocket, B Y C, 2; Water Witch,
13 entries, Josie S, Boston, 1
S Boston, S ; Pavche, B Y C, 4 Clara B, Dux Y C, 5 Wildfire, ;
Sea Mew, 0; Hecate, 0. Curlew, Fancy, Bed Star, Bubble aud
Juliet gave up.
entries,

;

;

September

28,

Halifax

N

;

S

;

Y S

Match.

Seafoara beats

Ma-

lmda.

New

September

29.
boats, 6 entries,'
September 30,

H

Sharrott wins.
J
Trenton Tr Y C Regatta. First class, 6 entries,
second clasa, 9 entries. Bella and Rippla tie
;
third clasa, 18 entries, Ramble, 1, Su6ie, 2. Bella
Ripple sailed off the tie, Ripple winning.

Minerva,
for 1st

and

York; Battery Sailing Club Bace for 19ft

1,

;

Ida, 2

and 2d

;

HE

andPv Y C'a Joint Begatta.
Septembers!), Hudson River;
Fust .class, 4 entriea. Clara S wina; second olaaa, 7 entries, Geo
wina third claas, 3 entriea, Butler wins. Special prize
for c.at3 taken by O K.
September 31, Belleville; Bay of Qainte Y C Regatta for second
and third classes. Second class, 5 entriea, Katie Gray wins; third
entriea, Mystery of Kingston wins.
olasa,
Corinthian Baoe. First
October 2, New Hamburgh;
claas, Eidgei; second olas*, Mnllie; third class, Grade win.
F Begatta. C B'a firat claas, 3 enOctober 2, S Boston S B
tric-i-,, ltoslyn 1,
Ptora Lao 2 second class, 5 entries, Wayward 1,

B Deane

;

CHI

;

M
;

;

'

.

le Fraud wine,
liound wina in firat clasa,
'

.
.

I

I

5

)ai

.

—
tries, Tilling, S Boston, 1, Shadow, E Y 0. 2
second class, score,
3 entries, Breeze, Boat ¥ 0, 1, Mist, D Y C, 2; third class sloops.
Eureka, S Boaton, w o fourth class sloops, 2 entries, Annie, S B
;

:

Y 0,

1.

October

ma D
Y

Harlem

10,

;

5th Kace for Dowling Cup, 6 entries,

Em-

wins.

October

10,

Match.

;

Fancy,

B Y

C, beats

B

Soamp,

S Boston

11,

Scamp,

Match.

;

B Y

B

C, beats Fancy,

YC.
Ootober 11, S Boston Match. Fancy, B Y C, beats Soamp, B
Best two out of three.
October 12, Haverhill
Hv Y C, Match for Champion Flag.
;

Y C.

;

Warner beats Ellipse.
15, New York
Match.

Lizzie

October

C

Gracie and Vision, both

;

N Y Y

sloops; both disabled, no race.

Ootober

EY

C,

19,

Marblehead. Second handicap match between Foam,
E Y C, Foam wins third match postponed

and Kebecca,

;

next season.
October 22, Now York Match. Gracie beats Vision.
October 23, Quebec Match for $100. Enid beats Leontine.
November 5, New Yoik Nereue Y C Kegatta. Queen Mab beat

till

;

;

:

liebecoa, Alice

—Q.

and Annie.

West

A. Badger, of

Qaincy, Mass., has patented a registering
device for magazine guns, wtiereby ihe user can tell how many discharges lave been made.
Write to him and tlnd out about it.— [Adv.

Jf^a and

FRESH WATBR
Pike or Pickerel, E&oz lutiunj,
Yellow Perch, Perca ttavetcens.

Black BaBs, Micropterus talmoiden;
pdUidta.

Muokalonge, Eeex noUlior.
salt watbr.

And in that, few T haply 6
On stately wpiare or crowded street,
Iseenolonz-futu)!

on the

Or swing the rod are strong uo more

;

gill-covers ara

tn Hoowy hair and wrlnMe
The limbs

The

adapting themselves, which proves a means of securing them
in some degree from the sight of their numeious foes, to
which a strong contrast of color between themselves and surrounding objects would constantly expose them.

;

:

;

Connecticut—New London, Nov. 21.— There has been on
exhibition the largest black bass ever taken in Lake Konomoc,
weight 4$ pounds. Have had a new experience in fishiDg for
hickory shad at Niantic, and was agreeably surprised. Hook
them and then have a care for your tackle. With a rush they
are off, then up, then down, and leap higher and oftener than
Misal.
black bass, and require more delicate handling.

York— Shelter Island, L. I., Nov. 21.—The bunker
fishing is over for this year, and the yachts and steamers are
It has beeu a
laid uo, and factories closed and men paid off.
Isaac.
rich year for them.

New

Tennessee— Nashville, Nov. 21.— C. E. Hillman and a
party of friends have just returned from a week's fishing expedition in Caney Fork, a tributary of the Cumberland Biver,
about 150 miles above this place. They bad magnificent
sport, taking a large number of jack, some of them weighing
as much as 7 pounds each. Mr. H. says that the best jack
fishing to be found in the country is in the Cumberland Hiver
above Point Isabel, which is the head of navigation, and so
far from a market that the strtam is not pillaged by pot fishermen. Jack up there are often taken weighing 12 and 14
J- D. H.
pounds.

Arkansas— Jacksonport, Nov. 19.—Some fine strings of
black bass (big mouth; from 1 to 6A pounds weight. Striped
bass (M. Ghrysops) in fair abundance, mostly taken by trollJack salmon are beginning to take the minnow. Altoing.
gether the brethren of the angle are having good times.
Yeel.
Illinois— Illinois River, Nov.

6.

—The

remarkable

Illinois is

They

H

wonderful.

sell

-

VY.

Merrill.

—•»—
FLESH AND SKIN TINTS OF TROUT.
.

.

THE

English papers are assiduously investigating the
Any incauseB of varied tints in the flesh of trout.
formation which can be added to that already known on thia

much

appreciated

by

ichthyologists.

We

copy of the Country (London) says on

;

Shelter Ialand, L. I.

There

Isaac McLellan.

no person

is

whom we would more

of

cheerfully

print a tribute so well deserved than the subject of the above

The apostrophe

lines.

of one veteran anglor and

comrade

to

them now far on the shady side of life, is a
touch of the same nature which inspired the sentiment of
" Auld LaDg Syne." We hope the lines of our esteemed
another, both of

may

contributors

long continue to

fall

together in pleasant

& S.

places.— Ed. F.

—A rare opportunity for purchasing an Orange Grove
nr advertising columns this week.— [Adv.

%mm

§ht

IB

offered In

of §hes8.

Notice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be
addressed " Chess Editor Fobsst and Stream, P. O. box 54, Wolcotlville. Conn."

Motto Tokkaree.
:

—

England, the lakes of the Great West, or the placid waters of
Florida.
A veteran now, he has well nigh laid aside his gun,
but

still

follows the less laborious pursuit of the angler.
to please and instruct us with the re-

Long may he continue

cital of his fishing successes

As

I

we

school-boy^ and playmates

first

began our sporting

career together in tbe handling of the old carbine gun and the
rustic willow wand, at the hospitable home of our dear old
grandfather, Gen. William Hull, at his old farm at Newtown,
near Boston and never elsewhere were such blisalul days or
such unalloyed pleasures. There, by the brook that ran
through the meadows, or at the neighboring mill-pond, we
caught our first mess of fish, and were as proud of the exploit
also reas any successful salmon fisher of Labrador.
joiced to continue our sport at the wharves and bridges of
dear old Boston, and every pleasant holiday afternoon found
walk
the
old
rope
at the
us, rod and basket in baud, either at
foot of Boston Common (waters now reclaimed and covered
with garden and mansion), or at Cambridge Bridge, the old
Mill Dam, or down at Central, India or Long Wharf, where
the pollock and flounders, the tomcod and smelt, most
were then both of us inoculated with the
abounded.
love of sport which has so much contributed to the pleusureand
vigorous health of both of our lives. In recalling the joys of
these school-boy days, we are reminded of many names,
afterward distinguished in art and literature, such as Sumner,
Motley, Greenough, Hillard, Sturgis, Bellows, James F.
Clarke, Willis, Winthrop, Apthorp, Sargent, Blake, Curtis,
Austin, Loriug, aud very many others, many of whom
have departed, many of whom survive. And while reading
these angling papers of genial "S. C. O.," we are reminded
of those early days, and prompted to jot down in verse these

White

;

We

We

hoping they may be acceptable to him, and also to
the Forest and Stream and its editors and readers, lovers of
rod and gun
to " S.

few

lines,

;

here wliereonce we usedtosrelm,
And where aie sailboats used to skim,
ere pasBd,
u
;»audli lee n
And ba
V. here gulden hours and youthful juys
I

Were

tli

I

tooabon

1— Q-QT

1— Btks<
B tk3 Q
2a-

2-K-QBJ
3— Mates

.

In three

moves.

FRUBLKMS—KO. S9.
II—
1—B K!
2-QtksBorKt. a—

8—Mates

I

[B5

Other variations.

Game

No.

83—RUT

LOPEZ.

The subjoined game waa ployed by correspondence
tional
skillful

Tourney, and
opponent. It

tn the Internathe second which Mr. liomey'n has lot to Ma

Is

far from our intentions to question the fairness

Is

Mr. Belden's pairing ot the players of the Ainerlean team, as
only too easily conceive of tlie diflleulty that lie encounters
act, without even attempting to closely scrutinize the actual
of

we

can

i

skill of

each competitor ; then divide tliem Into classes, at d give to each player
U18 position tn a class. As a whole, we think that Mr. Balden displayed
excellent judgment, and should th's contest result In the defeat of the
American team, which we do not think improbable, we feet confident
that it cinnot be justly atlnbuted to the want of good judgment or the
lack of discernment of the American manager
Black.

White.
Xasa.

Wm.

Wm.

Komeyo.

J. V.

1—P-K4

1— Kt-K B3

1-P-K4
2— Kt-QB3

3-B-K15

3-Ci K2(a)

+-Kt-Q BS

4— Kl-li

6— Cannes
e-B K+

6—y.i.l

o-r

m_Kt-Q--.
1 -lit tks EP(d)

ucm

tB-B

1

Homeyn.

((>

tks

B

to— y Us B
17-

18— Etlfci R
19— P-K Kl3

f

hj-Qyu(c)
1-Kt tks B

J. C.

IS—B-tttS

133

KU

7-KMlRi
8—P-Q8lb)

S— P-Qs
o-r tks p

Black.

Nash.

M—R-K

S-P-QR3

T-B-KtS

y K .4

IB- BtkS P
Is—K t..s lit
80

BtksJ?

()

(e)

;

K0T2S.

Risestab
l,,i

and give mate

to ptay

80I.CTIONS TO

1

lur u-.

ud drooping trees;

,

(a) A weak defense, which, with the best continuation, must leave
ihe second player in a very cramped poaliton.
(tj) P tka P. though very unsatisfactory, would undoubtedly have been

better.

choolniatca few remain,
g-eonder'd chain;
Few link- I
Few of char group thai loved to puss
cd grass,
Or gather where toe out Klin stood,
Tat latest pnt.rii.r-li ot .he wood
uld ride
Who down
Ou »now Bled, or w.ili awlft skates glide
Who lov'd In summer afternoon,
u n.-n leaves were green aud birds iuturje,
To gather where the Hops-Walk gave

Of

all

those

t

i

Its

>

,

welcome

to trie iirtal

wave,

Just where iho Public etardi u

i

ow

SpruaUB Qowerj uiuo.ue =ud leafy uoligh!

ap-

Trout, when of small size, are generally distinguished by
slate-colored bands or blotches on the side, resembling those
on the parr, which has rendered it difficult for an inexperienced eye to detect the difference between the two fishes.
The distinguishing features between them consist in the parr
possessing a mure delicate and rounded form, a shorter nose,
in having the caudal_or tail fin more
a. smaller mouth, and

i

But ail are mindful of the jojs
Of that far time when they were boys

and Stream

this

bead:

princes, rich In gold,
of tho-e avs of old

The playmate*

Reminiscences or Early Days in Boston. Editor Forest
:
I am pleased to read in your fruitful columns
capital fishing articles from the pen of that ancient angler and
sportsman, Samuel C. Clarke. Few writers of the present day
give such entertaining and scientific papers on the fishing delights by brook, river and sea shore, as does your valued contributor, 8. C. C.
Samuel and myself were cousins and playmates together many years ago, and enjoyed in company our
earliest experience of rod and gun, and he is now equally instructive whether he casts his line in the streams of New

Y

S"6Bl

here at two
for the quantity
But I wish specially to notice a
cents the pound undressed.
new feature. This is at the " new lock and dam across the
river just at these hunting grounds, completed last year by
the State and United States jointly for navigation purposes,
vast quantities of black bass and other large fish have been
caught throughout the summer and fall with the rod and line
and spoon. Bass weighing from one to ten pounds are sometimes caught almost as fast as the spoon drops to the water,
and I am reliably informed several hundreds are caught by
one person in a day. They congregate below the dam aud
The reports are truly
bite at almost anything thrown over.
ot fish in its waters.

late

Or merchant

Problem No. 33.

of these were from codfishery trips, bringing 300,000 lbs.,
The number of
and 6 were halibuters, with 40,000 lbs.
Georges arrivals has been 7, and the receipts 100,000 lbs. codEight arrivals have been reported from the Bay St.
fish.
Lawrence, bringing 1,500 bbls. mackerel. The receipt of shore
mackerel for the week have been about 800 bbls. The boat
and dory fishermen have met with good luck when the
weather favored, and will reap handsome returns from the inshore visit of the codfish schools. The number of fisbing
vessels absent on voyages in different branches of the fisheries
Georges, 46 Banks, 32 Bay St.
last Friday was as follows
Lawrence, 25; potato voyages to Prince Edward Island, 12;
Shore fishing, 30 Newfoundland, 4 Several of these have
week,
but
others have left port, and with
arrived during the
the exceptiou of the Bay fleet, these figures may be taken as
representing the proportion of vessels now engaged in different branches of the fisheries. The Shore mackerel fleet hesitate to haul up lest there should be a spurt of fat tish (or a
day or two to close the season. The fleet are doing little,
though one Swampscott vessel reported a good fare one day
Cape Ann Advertise?; Nov. 22.
last week.

point will be

;

I

exterior coloring of the trout is regulated in a great

measure by that of the bottom of the waters they inhabit, and
to which these fish seem to have the chameleondike power of

;

career;

skilled io pull the oar

i>rmv bleep in dust of native laud,
And some repose ou foreign .rrand
.some r.y tha palm
Where Indian oiilnwa rave and mar;
8ome where Pacific billows sweep,
Long since have laid them down to Bleep
And some are reverend i.r^ohers now,
Of s.4emu step and thoughtful brow.

even a convex form.

Movements op THE Fishing Fleet. — The number of Bank
Six
arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 13.

pend what a

The hands once

jnseparate

;

....

or

Are

mark of
worthy of remark

distinction between tbe two fishes. It is
that the dusky
bands in tbe young trout usually disappear by the time the
fish attains the length of five or six inches, and are never
met with in one of three ounces weight.
But the trout, when in prime order, has a small head, thick
shoulders, a hog back, well rounded about the dorsal fin, and
bright scales on ihe sides that present a resplendent cast of
gold, studded with vermilion spots, which, contrasted with
the rich brown above, present an exterior coating lovely beyond description. But this beauty wanes by degrees as the
year advances; and by the time winter arrives the whole appearance is so changed that an inexperienced observer would
scarcely suppose that the meagre, cadaverous specimen he
then beholds is the identical trout he had gazed on with so
much satisfaction a few months before.
The deep pink color of the flesb in a trout is a certain proof
that the flesh is in good condition
but this tint is not usually found in very small trout ; it is also peculiar to the fish
inhabiting certain rivers— generally those the waters of which
are limpid, where the bottom abounds with aquatic insects
and small Crustacea, and the banks are plentifully supplied
with flies, particularly the green drake and stone flies but in
small brooks, and in most hungry waters, the flesh of the
trout never acquires the slightest tinge of pink, but when in
best order appears of a rich cream color, with a dark brown
coating just beneath the skin.
The age of a trout may be detected by the shape of the tail
fln, the extremity of which, when the fish is very young,
is deeply forked
but as it increases in age the central rays
and membrane of the fin grow out, and while those at tbe
extremity remain nearly stationary, so that the tail becomes
in course of time, not only even at the end, but at last acquires
;.n

;

Cero, Cybium regale.
Bonito, sarda pelamys
Kingflah, McnUdrru^ nebuloiufi.

Sea Bass, SeUenop$ occllatuft.
Stuped Bass, Roccw Knneatus.
Weakflsh, Cynokcion regalU.
BJuensh, Pomatonws saUatriz.

!

deeply forked
while IJio larger size and great muscular
power of the pectoral fln forms in itself a complete distinguishing feature. The
ads on the fides are also
narrower in the parr limn in. the trout ; the general spotting
rarely extends beneath the central line
and two dark spots

—

^p

JfiVflf

FISH IN SKASON~°~FOR NOVEMBER.
it.

:

;

8 Boston

C.

October

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

344

Those days

I

love n

.,

retail—

aud delight!

(c) Pethaps 10—Kt tkB lit would have been better, but in any case
Black must suffer Borne loss.
(d) Perfectly sound, for if Black takes Ihe Kt, White plays 13-B-K
B4, and either wins the y. or gives mate in two more moves.

(«)

The

lj)

A

best

strong

(4) It la

move under the clrcoinstanceB.
move the game Is now entirely In White's hands.
this Is the only move to prevest the loi-s
;

remarkable that

y..

If

of

Q tks P,

there follows Kt-B3 dls ch, etc.
(h) At llrat Bight this appears to be a weak move, hut I believe It
the best at Ms disposal. 15— P-K B8 would be followed by—
10-P-Kt.'l (bent)
19-Q-R3 cu
19-K-Q
10— QR5
so— y us G J*
If—P tea Rt, (best) 2*— li-V;
17— KttksP
nis

Is

1

hi-yuKetc
is-y tks itch 18-K-y.i
l5_y.Q would lead to an exchange of Q'a, followed by is— B tks B,
10— K tks B; 17— K-R8 ch, etc.
(i) Black was under the Impression that White's !9th move was P-K
On dlBcoverlng Ihb
B3, and he mw Intended to capture the ICBP.
error bo rcslgued at once. In any cise, however, his game waa perfectly hopeless.-Ayr Argas.
ODBBOBT JOTTINGS.
tourney of tbe;Manhattan Chess Club is progressing
Mcaars. Bloch and Balrd lead tlie score, closely followed by

—The handicap
nnely.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Sedalgs, Cohen, Graham, Perrlu, De visaer,

Ryan and

Etlinger.

— Capt. MacKetizle's Western tour is a success, and wherever lie stops
^ enthusiasm

awakened is surprising, tpon his return to ihe
Bu Halo—where hepiays a match With Mr. Rich-

Kisi, hfl is to revisit

mond—Tjronio

an1 Montreal. At. Ibc latter city arrangements are
being made to give a public dinner in his honor. We hope the Captain
Will extend his trip to BottOU, Springfield and Hartford. H'.a masterly
tkul at chess, combined with his gentlemanly and soelal qualities,
cause hta visits among friends as well as Btrangers to be an event tne
enjoyment of which is not soon forgotten.

—Mr. Giiberg, It 18 stated, refuses to act as a committee to decide the
He also refused to act as
dispute between Messrs. Wash and Loyd.
one if he committee to award the prizes in the recent problem tourney
Whatever bis reasons
of rue ak erieuu Chessand Problem Association.
far s j doing are. we feel confident that they are not only satisfactory to

345

the capacity of turning water willvWi its suffering any apparent, injury.
One of the handsomest driving coats— Of "course

wear

—we remember

to

have see f)

masi

many chess

friends at

home and

—The Gordon dog

"Wallace," advertised for sale In this Issue, was
Van Boskerck, who was supposed to have
been murdered at St. Louis about 18 mos. since. Ee was bred by Titos.
Jerome, of Loenst Valley, L, I., and attracted couBlderable notice In
in the Western States.— [Aav.
the property of the late T. B,

ANSWEltS TD OOKKRSrONDBNTS.

No Notice TiiUen

will soon appear.

Where

common

and use them

to

defend the fawns against the attacks of the

bucks.

—An exchange has " A Plea for the Hog."

G.

No.

W., Charlottesville.— Is choking a gun anything more than contracting the barrel at the muzzle? The bore is not made larger Jnst behind
the contraction ? Choking gives closer shooting I know, but does It give
harder ? Ana There are half a dozen methods of choking.
In some
of them the bore Is made larger just behind the contraction. Tho exhaustive trials made with choke-bores in Engtund indicate that pene-

of

An

Cotuoiunloffitioaa

Game.— Correspondents who

send us

game

description and plans of sneak-boat, see Vol.

11.

P. F. G., Winona.— Read the introductory remarks In our table of
c:ob6 seasons, Sept. a, 1S78.

Tush, tush

H

Goshen, Mass— The probability Is that your dog was poisoned,
and most likely with strychnine.
F. 8.

Improved as well as patteru.

Pill River.— "Para" and I went a-Bshlng (we do so
I hooked a bass.
After playing him a while, he parted
over the gunwale of the boat. About two hoars after, " Pard"
got foul with my line, and pulled It In with the bass on my angle.
He
claimed the fish, and gave me my tackle. And now come3 the question

the paper.

Newark.—For

work on the " .Management

my line

Washington City.— No name, no answer.

R. E. N.,
II.,

Read

trouble.

S.,

for J,W. Hill's

Ron and Reel,

and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

to both sexes,
but the horns of the bucks are seldom carried later than the
month of December, while the does carry theirs all winter,

are

New York,

frequently).

specific questions as to -where to find best localities for

much

Hohns of the Caribou.— Horns

to go fob

st.,

and Diseases of the Dog."
z
Bowmansville, Canada.— t. Hov much powder did Snmner
Jackson and others use in loading each Ehell In the late " walk-over?"
B How much did Partello of Washington use?
Will Sharps and
3.
Remington shells endure quite well 105 grs. PG and 55o grs. lead?
Ana. l. Samner nsed 105 grs. Laflin & Hand "Creedmoor N'n. c," brand.
Jackson used Kid grs. 2. See lime columns on Partello. 3. Y'ea.

tration is

Jfnsnitis to <$oi[resp(tndenfa.

abroad.

LibT AsiATEtia.— We hope that you will continue to Bend solutions,
and aUo send us your address,
Secretary Manhattan Chess Club.—We hope that we shall be
favored with some of the tourney games.
G N., Cinada.— Your solutions are died with others, and if correct,
will be published with others. Look again at No. SO. Solvers' Score

Bond

,

beaver skins of their natural color.
As a lap robe, from
warmth, beauty and great pliancy in handling—to those
who can afford the same— the skin has no equal. Any reports from our friends as to the extent the beaver Uas
again returned to its old haunts will be gladly received by us.
their

I

himself, bet also to his

well, 24

,

—To whom
to

We have mutually agreed to submit
?
Ans. Bass belongs to the tackle tackle belongs to

did that bass belong

your decision.

:

the owner.
D. A. v., Mechanlcsbnrg, Pa.— My setter is very poor and seems very
stupid, although he has a good appeti e, and the lower part of his eyelids seem to hang down, exposing the red part of the lid. Ans. from
your meagre description we can only suggest worms 3s.the canse of
your dog's appearance.
Give him a dose of arecanut, two grains to
each pound of his weight, followed in two or three hours by one ounco
of castor oil. Keep him without food for twenty-four hoars before giving thearecannt.

Rifle.— 1.

Is there

any book which describes the various makes of

and gives their merits and demerits ? 2. When was the last edition of Cleveland's " Hlnls to Riflemen" published, and the price of
it ?

rifles

the Ballard rifle considered a good one for hunting purposes? 4. Has
a low trajectory ? 5. What length of barrel do you consider the best
6. What Is the cost of importing Messina quail
by the 1,000 7 Ans. 1. No. 2. Last year ; $1.50. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5.
33 inches. 6. Write to Hon. M. B. Evarts, Ratland, Vc„ for full particu3. Is
it

E. E. E , Alleghany, Pa.— What is the highest score made by Bogardus
out of TOO birds 1 Aus.
clean score of 100 birds at Chicago in 1569.

A

— We

have received through
Mr. 8. Cutnmings, of Portland, Me., a map of the Rangeley Lake
approach
the Romford Falls and
lines
of
by
region, ahowing the
Buckfleld R. R. Co., looatiop of towns, hotols, etc. The map is
paper,
the original being laid
prepared
executed upon chemically
over it, and then exposed to the suu for about twenty minutes.
reproduced
in white upon a blue
original
is
the
An enact tracing of
ground, and thus the sun ia made to do the draughtsman's woik

Route to Rasget.es Lake.

without pay or compensation.

—We

have received from the publisher, 0. Wilson, 157

Leailenhall St., London, the Pedigree of George Gordon, Sixth

___^^^^^__^

Lord Byron.

Back Action, Noroton, Conn,— Will yon please tell me where I can
get a pug puppy, and price ?
Ans. Ton may buy a pug puppy of F.
Senn. US West Broadway, this city. Price about $20.
E B,
Pulton.—Very good second-hand shell* are now to be had
much below cost for the trouble of looking them up. If you need lowpriced boats for cash, now is the best time to buy them.
i.

H. B Matawan.-A correspondent writes that a good way to remove
sm3ll dents out of wood is to place a damp cloth on the spot and press
This restores the wood to former level,
it with a hot flat Iron.
,

Dextbb, Albany.— Is there a gonmalter by the name of Charles
Webley ? If so, how does he stand ? Ans. Chaa. Webley ia the " son "
of P. Webley & Son.
Their lowest grade of guns are sometimes so
marked.

E

P.,

Jta

and §ra#ping.

,

'Ston.— I notice your " Chapter on Bees."

Very good, but who
We know Paul Dudley as a Massachusetts man and
Aus. Paul Dudley is an old writer (1718).. Examine
8.

Paul Ludley ?
one of the P. R.

is

article again.

attempt of the Marquis of Bute to
semi-artificially breed these industrious animals of the order
rodenliii will be watched in its progress with great interest by
not aloue scientific meo, but as well by all lovers of natural
Although the beaver's pelt has lost its commercial
history.
value almost entirely, we hope at some future time to see it,
to the full, as popular an article of winter apparel as the
As late as 1815 the beaver
bead of the fur-seal is at present.
was abundant all through the Northern and Western part of
our State, aud South as far as Virginia and Tennessee. Then
began the rage for that abominable head covering— the soThe beaver skin was the
called 'silk" stove-pipe hat.
substance found to be best suited for these hat bodies, and
The
the beaver was systematically and ruthlessly hunted.
animal's extermination in our own State was but a matter of
few years, and but for the opportune discovery of felted hair
and wool, which has almost entirely taken the place of the
beaver's hide tor these hat bodies, the beaver would soon
have became as scarce as is now the Great Aus or the Aus-

The Beaver.— The

tralian

lata

Dodo.

The use of felt runs back only between ten and fifteen
years, yet already the beaver has appeared in those of his
old haunts where the proper conditions of timber and water
He is no longer a stranger to the woods of New
exist.
York, and has also appeared again in both the Southern
States we have mentioned as his former luihitat.
The great objection to the success of the Marquis' experiment will be the absence of the wood the animal loves so
Judging,
dearly to employ in the construction of hia dam.
of course, entirely by the accounts we have seen in English
newspapers we are afraid that drawback will be insuperable.
The situ chosen is uear Rothesay, on the Island of Bute, and
on a stream running through Cense pine woods. Now, with
us pine woods ate so dense, form such an impenetrable
shadow by the compact, feathery character of the tops of the
trees, that the growth of any deciduous tree is rendered alIn fact,
most'a matter of impossibility under their shade.
even the grasses at the feet of the pine-tree trunk gradually
die out and give place to a moss or lichen that luxuriates in
the moisture and the almost total ab.-ence of sun-light.
The beaver, like all animals we know of, has a strong
prejudice against the resinous gum that exudes from the pine
Either the
species when an incision is made in their barb.
sticky, gummy character of the fluid, or the strong resinous
taste, or perhaps the union of both, precludes, in our minds,
It may be
the successful carrying out of the experiment.
that the animal, adapting itself to the changed character of
its surroundings, and finding none of the woods that it so
delights in cutting or rather gnawning down for its dams,
may as the breeding season comes on, avail itself of what it
procreating its species. For
finds' at hand, and so succeed in
this instinct appears to be all powerful, ana both animals and
birds appear oftentimes, under its influence, changed in all
the ordinary instincts of their species. The beaver revels in
the o-nawing of the willow, the birch, the buttonwood and
the common poplar. Here it is at home, and the celerity
with which good-sized trunks are gnawed through is marIf, then, these beavers refuse the pitchy woods of
vellous.
the pines—no dams; and, no dams, of course no breeding,
save, perhaps, in isolated inttances.
As to the beaver pelt, it has always been a strong favorite
with us. The fur— after the hair is plucked— is remarkably
thick, of singular fineness, and, even in its natural state, of
fancy it could be readily dyed— as dark
fine deaf color.

We

be the present fancy of the fashionable
world— equally as well as the seal. It wears well, and has
colors appear to

R

C. G.
Syracuse, N. Y.— lathe "James Allen" make of English
breech-loading shot-guns considered reliable? Do yon know of any firm
who keep them for sale ? Ans. We do not know the gun, or of any one
,

who keeps them
G. M.,

S.

for sale.

—I noticed you had for sale a picture
the price, size, etc.? Aus. You are mistaken.

Bedford, Mass

What

is

We

have no picture of Snapshot for
appeared in our issue of Oct. 31.

sale.

A

portrait of his head

Montgomery, Ala.—For small boat write to T. Desmond, 37
Peek Slip, N. T. Specify exactly what you want. Or we can And you
a second-hand boat in good order if you send further description as to
J. R. A.,

purposes, etc.

J. E.
setter.

Tenn.— Please give me a remedy for my old
eat bones and other stuff until it closes up his bowels

Fayettevllle,

He

will

G. H. R., Boston.— I would respectfully ask your advice as to how to
teach an English setter pnp three months old to be neat and clean?
Ans. An immediate application of the raw hide after each offence and

from the premises desecrated

will

soon be effectual.

E. A., New York.— The rule that letters to us most be accompanied
Many correswith the writers' names is a reasonable one, we think.
pondents failed to And their queries answered simply because ihey persist in disregarding the rule so plainly stated at the head of this column.

have a gun made by Jules & Math Lamarehe
Orleaus. Weight of barrels, 8 lbs length,
3rin.; .14 cal. Can I have It cut off a few Uichep, ami not Impair in any
way the shootinit qualities of gun ? Ans. The gun will be improved by
H. F.

S., Fairfield,

for Klt'ridge

&

ill.—I

Folsom,

Now

Nii.mau, Elmlra.— I have a 12 gauge breech-loader that chambers a
Can the
Parker metallic shell 12 A, I wish to use the 12 paper shell.
chambers be reinforced, or changed lu any way without injury to the
gun so that the paper shea can be used? Ans. Your gun requires no
alteration to shoot a No. 12 paper shell.
J. W. T., Sedalia, Mo.— Do you consider that a spherical ball, driven
by the same amonnt of powder, is more effective in the deatruclion of
hit than the elongated ball of like weight, all conditions being
the same, gun only to differ in s'ze of calibre? Ans. The greater effect
onght naturally to follow the larger ball.

game

B., Troy, New York.— Where can I get a copy of the Bench
Points of dogs used at shows ? Ans. We can send the book containing the Bench Show Points compiled from " Stonc-hengo's" Latest
Edition of Dogs of the British Islands by our kennel editor and adopted
Price fifty
by the Westminister Kennel Club at the show in this oily.

H.

Show

oents.

T. T., Baltimore, Md.— Where can I procure the waterproof " Bottes
Sauvages" described by your correspondent "Jean?" Also, the probAns. Go to he gunsmiths
able coat of same delivered at this point?
and dealers in sportsman's goods. Most all such in N-w York deal in
them nowadays, aud you will probably And them in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington as well.
I

Constant Reader, Brooklyn.— We should do nothing to the dog he
weakness. Do not have the worm taken out of his tail.
when he attains his growth, his tall is too long, yon oan shorten it.
For a good hook treating of the diseases of dogs, write to Albert Cogs;

will get over his
If,

The keunel In which the dog is kept
should be whitewashed and a small quantity of carbolic acid put in the
wash.
G., Saginaw, Mich.—l. Would you advise a person who has had no experience to buy a pnp setter or pointer and attempt to break him ? a.

How much ought a thoroughbred setter or pointer cost in N. Y. war
ranted, and delivered at seller's risk In this city ?
s. Which of the two
kinds of dogs is bast for shooting in all kinds of country ? Ans. 1. No
2. We should consider $150 a fair price for a thoroughly broken,
wtll
bred dog delivered In yonr city at seller's risk, but we donbt if you will
find any one to take the risk.
8. For your region we should prefer
a
setter.

Durham, N. J.— What sh ill 1 do for my set'er dog that is
mange, sore eyes and worms ? Ans. For the worms adon an empty stomach, areca nut to the extent of
two grains for each pound the dog weighs, followed in a few hours by a
dose of castor oil. For the mange, after washing the dog thoroughly with
soap (Spratt'sls Ihe besl) apply with an old tooth brush sulphurous acid
diluted with three parts of water let It dry on. Feed the dog on a light
diet, with plenty of vegetables which will probably con ect the sore
eyes, though It would do no harm to sponge them with tepid water.
E. J. P.,

sofferlng with

TfNKKK, Lakevllle, Ct.—WIU yon kindly inform

me

through your

of Answers to Correspondents between what ages are boys received at the U, S. military and naval academies, and also what are the
educational requirements. If you cannot give me the desired information will you givj me the address of some one who can? Ans. At An-

column

21.
Better send to Superintend; at West Point, 17 to
ent at West Point, N. Y., and the commanding officer at Annapolis, Md.
and request them to send yon the Information required. The studies
are numerous, and we cannot well and correctly name them all. You

will

And everything yon wish

to

Snapshot, East Jaffrey, N.

know

In the

H.— 1. Can

annual catalogue.

a full or moderate choke be
Will a full choke, 10 gauge,

bored to a cylinder of the same gauge ? 2.
make a better pattern with 3 drs. powder and 1 oz. No. 6 shot, than
a full choke No. 12 with the same charge J
3. What is meant by buckshot "chambering at tho muzzle" in a choke-bore gun?
Ans.
L
Depends upon the method of choking ; some can and some cannot, a
Theoretically they should be the same, but guns vary.
3. Place a wad
just below the muzzle of your gun, and place on it the number of huckshotthat will enter the barrel side by side. When twelve buckshot are
used, and the

gun chambers

four,

It is

better to pnt a

wad between the

layers.

;

cutting off at lea3t Sin.

J.

disorders than any one in this country.
A9 the dog has had it so long
we should also administer, internally, 6 drops of Fowler's solution of
arsenic twice a day for a fortnight.

napolis, 16 to 20

Freight will be nominal.

C,

so that I cannot get a passage through them. Ans. Feed your dog on
oat meal and vegetables and you will have no troubls.

ejection

Hunter, Boston, Mass.— After washing yonr dog thoroughly rub into
him, with an aid tooth brush. Sulphurous acid diluted with B parts of
water. This remedy is strongly advocated by onr correspondent. " Mohican" who has probably made a closer study of mange and kindred

;

D. C. B„ Willimantic, Conn.—What gauge gun, from a 10 to is, wli
ki'l a single bird at the lowest range?
Anri. With the charges a' lapted
to each, the largest naturally would.
But there are other considerations, such as method of boring, etc.

size,

lars.

minister, internally,

New

of Snapshot.

for hunting purposes?

W., Savannah, Tenn.—1. Are the pnpptes advertised for sale by the
Westminster Kennel Clnb from dogs that have been trained and shot
over, or are they merely bench-show stock ?
2. Do you consider the
gnn a good gun for the money, and Is It choke or cylinder bored ?
3. What is the smallest calibre made by the Winchester Repeating Rifle
Coo pany, and what is the cost of their sporting rifle ? Ans. l. There
arc few better flcld dog* than Sensation, and the bitches owned by the
Club are, almo-it without excs-ptlon, good fleld dogs.
The Club has
paid as high as $250 for one bitch for the sake of her Held qualities and
breeding comUued. 1. Yes, we believe you can luvo them either choke
or cylinder bored. 3. .44 cost $23 up, according tofluish.
;

Country Cousin, West Durham, N. Y.—Evadne, in Grec'an Mytholwas the daughter of Poseidon, the God of the Sea. 2. Medusa

ogy,

was one of the three Gorgons, the others being Stheino and Euwle.

They were girded with serpents, and were equipped with wings, brazen
claws and enormous teeth. Medusa was the only mortal one of the
three, and was represent d as being at Arst a beautiful maiden, but
having incurred the displeasure of Minerva, that goddess changed her
hair into serpents of such terrible appearance that whoever beheld
ihera were straightway transformed Into stone. The Gorgons dwelt on

the coast of the ocean. Thither Persons, son of Zens, was sent to fetch
the head of Medusa. Ha found the way by taking from the Greai,
sisters of the Gorgons. the one tooth and the one eye which they

possea-ed, aud keeping

them

uniil the

way was shown

to Him.

The

nymphs provided him with winged sandals, a bag. and the head of
Hades, which rendered him Invisible
Hermes gave him a sickle, and
Aihena a tnliror. Coming upon the Gorgona asleep, aud looking at
Medusa's head through the mitror, he cut it off, put. it Into his hag. and
carried it off to Aihena, or Minerva, who thenceforward bore It on the
centre of her shield. This shield figures prominently in the Greek
Mythology.
;

FOREST AND STREAM.
THANKSGIVING UNIVERSAL.

THE

observance of the time-honored

tival is rapidly

Now Eugland

Fobbst and Stream it may be chosen, we wish
all of them a comfortable Thanksgiving.

and

for each

festi-

A.

becoming widespread, though not with

the unction of the forefathers. It is scarcely forty years ago
that the voices of the pious Governors of Massachusetts and

BONNIE SCOT.

/""APT. A. WILLIAMSON, of Edinburgh, Scotland, a
>— veteran gentleman hunter, who was introduced
to our

Connecticut were almost the only ones who proclaimed thanksGood Giver and death to predestinated gobblers

'

way to the Far West, returned
this week full of trophies and admiration of our
and barnyard chanticleers. Those were solemn occasions
grand
Rockies,
and
will
sail
for
home to-day. Not "from
theu, when grandpa and Aunt Maria mounted the old chaise
the bonnie highland heather to the modest lily of the vale"
in the van, and the rest of the family stowed themselves into
has
he
found
such
crags,
such evidences of good shooting,
the six-seated carryall, and all plodded their silent way up
and so many Indian sign, as he has done iu the E.v+'.e and
the long hill toward the meeting house to listen to the sermon. We remember how the youngsters shuddered as they Piney Ranges. Among those depths, passes, and mountain
A
JOURNAL,
parks he slew 13 bull elk, 10 black tail deers, and 2 grizzly
looked askance at the wicked boys who desecrated the special
bears.
Two other bears would he have slain had they not
Dsvotbd to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History, holy day by kicking foot-ball in 'Squire Jones' ten-acre lot
Visa Culture, the Protection of Game, Preservation op Forests,
carried off within their lacerated hides two dozen hollow Exand the inculcation in Men and Wosien of a Healthy Interest and how the old folks pointed them out as a striking example.
in out-doos kecreation and study:
press
bullets,
which are of no account ou big game, he thinks.
Much more sinful was that conscience-smitten young man
Mr. Williamson speaks with a friendly feehug and a warmth
PUBLISHED BY
who quietly drew his gun through the fence rails as he
of interest regarding that kind Providence which smiled upon
sueaked into the rustling thickets of the November woods
Rarest
£>tnxnf ffluhlishmg (gomgatig*
The morals of the country had not at that early period be- his secluded camp at all times, excepting when John Hines,
—AT—
come corrupted by turkey-shoots; and prophets had not of Georgetown, charged him $40 for jacks and an extra tariff
NO, 111 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,
prophesied the mission of Bergh. Those who then hoped ou hams and general provisions.
One of the biggest elk he killed stood 16 hands two inches
for tlie millennium, would have shuddered at the latter day
[Post Oppiob Box »S32,i
high, measured 8 feet 9 inches in length from nose to tail, and
saints as we see them now.
feet 4 inches in girth.
6
Its horns alone weighed fully tit)
What beautiful homilies the Ministers used to read on gratiTERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE,
readers last September on his

giving to the

to

New York
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Twenty-flve per oent. off for Clubs ol
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tude and benevolence and the pleasures of giving! LTow
they dwelt upon the fulness of the past harvest, and the prospective, abundance of the big dinners to come— after the serv

or more.

Advertising Rales.

mon Ah those promises were like the pillar of cloud to
Moses, to guide their hearers out of the desert of starvation
into the beatitude of mince pies and the indulgence of repleMeanwhile, as the good people listened to the longtion.
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writing poetiy, and for the poet's purpose, so far as the demands of romance, rhyme and rythm go, Albatross is by all

means preferable to Cape pigeon it rounds a sentence better.
And could Dore ever have given us such effective pictures if
for that great wide-winged bird he had substituted a petrel!
But after all it is barely possible that we must give up the AlbaOld sailors say that it's all nonsense, and they know.
trosB.
;

first-rate eating if

they are not too old and the

them tip. Let an Albatross come
within range of a sailor's gun and there's no superstition to
save it from the pot. Superstition at the expense of a good dinner is too dearly bought. But it is unlucky to kill with crossbow or blunderbuss the beautiful Cape pigeon, which is not
The offending ship will go, or ought to go, straight
edible.
to Davy Jones' locker, where many a Staunch and gallan t
Seamen are very careful about
ship has gone before her.
cook understands how to

The

these things.

fix

British bark, J. Walter Scanndl, bringing a

cargo of nitrate of soda from Iquique, Peru, arrived in this
port last week with Daniel Maguire, the second mate, in irons.
The testimony in the court was somewhat conflicting, as such

marine testimony always is. But Maguire himself confesses
thaL when rounding the Cape he tried his new revolver on a
pigeon. The bird escaped, otherwise we should never have
heard of the bark at all. The offense, even as it was, was
grave enough, as any orthodox sailor knows, and it was per-

man of the revolver should be hand-cuffed
Into the irons he went, and when he was smart enough to
wriggle out of them and cist them down to the bottom of the
sea, sea, sea, the ship carpenter, equal to the occasiou, devised ll pair of stocks where the fate-defying tar lauguished
fectly just that the

'

without much of anything to eat uutil he reached New York.
Like the Ancient Mariner, he now, with his skinny eye, hold6th not the weddiug gueat out the willing reporter,
allows those sailors.

To

the base level of carnal

the boys the only redeem-

Day was

the privilege to eat
older people, too, as well as the Minister

for their capacity of

was a humble bee. He rolled over on the ground to scratch
and then the Captain gave him a second barrel in

it

the place,

Queer

With

enjoyment.

the other shoulder at the like dktauce.
Up got the bear and
ran five miles without halt; then took to the shallow bed of

the Piney creek for half a mile and came ashore at the foot of
a big pool, with the trail lost so that the hunters never found
it

comfortable

which comes from the complete satiety of a
and eyes in their

Even

his "savez."

The way they hunt

and thanked God
that

Such sagacity was never known among such varold Bill Williams of '49 would have wondered at

again.

mint.

object.

Gradually, in course of years, Ohio and other neighborly
drew into line, and proclamations from the Western
Reserve began to repeat the utterances which came out of the
East. Then this good President who plaeed the proper esti-

mate upon the character of the Hobday, and realized the neAmerican people for more recreation and more
public festivals, nationalized this New England Anniversary
and proclaimed (bless him!) universal thanksgiving throughout the land. And now we have it from shore to shore I But,
cessities of the

as

we

said at the beginning of this short chapter of reflections,

not celebrated any more as in the olden time
quiet nooks of the
Green Mountains, and.along the pastoral shores of Cape Cod,
the

day

is

many New England homes, —in

the ancient sanctity prevails, and the time-honored forms of
observance are held as sacred as the day itself but in most
all other sections of the land the day seems set apart for ex;

and promiscuous amusement. No more do even
the descendants of New England people gather in family ascursions

semblages as of old. In vain do they send out their summons
Not even the odor of the steaming turkey nor
to tha claus.

mahogany lure them to the hearth.
Individuals plead previous or more congenial engagements;
the groans of weighted

and so perchance the stocked and
cient grand-parents look

ruffled portraits of

our an-

down with mornful visage out

of their

upon the empty seats and broken circles which
love and kinship ought to keep forever warm and full. The

gilded frames

foreign elements of the great cities give new shape and feature
to the day's observances, while those to the manor born take

down

How

their

guns and hunt for partridges, quail and ducks
appointments for a Thanksgiving hunt

generally left as bait for the

schemes gang aft aglee," and this is how one of them went.
Topsy is an 8-months old pup which can scent a bear as
easily as most dogs smell an Indian.
The hunters were pusted one night not more than ten yards from the bait (the carcass of an elk), the wind being fair for the. bear, so that Top
sy's nose was "fiat," and wholly discounted, out of Use.
Now Topsy, the Captain says, never growls at anything but
bears.
On this occasion he growled! Ergo a bear. But the
bear took wind and sloped in a jiffy. The problem remains
:

How

did

Topsy discover

that the creature

was

a hear

?

Had

he an intuitive perception that his master was hunting bears ?
and having heard a step or snapping of a twig, surmised that
it was a bear ? or was he like a young lady of Brooklyn who
can see things without eyes and perceive things which are
hidden?
One more incident the Captain relates of two bull elks
which were fighting for conquest. He waited for the decision
of the battle, and killed the victor then chased the other a
good distance and captured him.
The woods are full of romances like these. Tlie only
drawback, the Captain says, is that there are too many huntSix mouths ago at a certain hillside ledge there was not
ers.
a solitary inhabitant. Now, after six months, there are said
The new city is a mining town, and is known
to be 30,000.
;

The number

as Leadvillc.

market

is

of

men

hunting for the Leadville

what diminishes the game.

We congratulate our friend upon

!

many

made weeks before the day is designated
What
allotments are set upon! For weeks our readers have
been asking us where they shall go for game on that eventful
day. Most of them have but the day to spare, and the customary demand is for some place (confidentially indicated)
within an hour's Tide of New York where they can go and
are

attended except by an old mountain

his success.

man

He was

un-

as guide.

!

Poor men

litle

soundeth high over head. Were the vicinity covered with
game, there would not be a bird for each gun. Every line of
wagon and burse road leading to the purlieus would be lined
with gunners like soldiers on a review. We fear those who
have but a single day to spare will have to forego their shootHowever, there are pigeon shoots, and glass ball shoots,
ing.
and turkey shoots innumerable, and at these popular sports

of

!

may while away their time.
Iu these progressive days it is nut for ministers or governors
what observances shall apply to the Holiday we
Foreigners will have no sympathy with the primicelebrate.
the knights of the trigger

to designate

tive Bentiment, while descendants of Puritans
their

swathing clothes.

self that

ever tLat

So each

of.

have outgrowu

us must choos

pastime which seemeth most congenial, and what-

may

be, or

by whomsoever of the readers

of the

page

tells

us that the work is— "A Natural History of a
and Beasts, Extracted from the best Authors.

variety of Birds

New

their bags.

We

A

have recently received from Mr. D.
Curious Book.—
N. Allison, of Fulton, Blinois, a very interesting little book,
wliieh we imagine few of our readers have ever seen. The

the pipe of the quail is no more
heard within the environs, and the voice of the wary goose
fill

is

whose pelts are worth $18 the plew.

Plews are an
In the darkness of the night the hunters lie perdue,
within easy range of the bait, down the wind, so as to get
the scent and sound. With a good solid ball which weighs
500 ex. and 108 grains (4 drachms) of powder, Bruin is made
to do his coup tie grace without ado— usually. But " best laid

grizzlies

States

:

cither case the stripped carcass

easy chairs after dinner and blessed their good fortune that

they were not born in heathen lands where there was no
Christian Thanksgiving.

bears is this " Skinners " hunt mostly
gentlemen hunt for heads and horns.
In

for the skins;

healthful appetite, they folded their hands

Truly, in

Albateoss and Cape Pigeon.— Was the bird which the
Ancient Mariner killed an Albatross, or was it a Oape pigeon?
To be sure, Coleridge ought to have known, but then he was

Albatrosses arc

The

hill to

himself, recognized this special Providence,
28,

To Correspondents.

We cannot promise to return

the

ing feature of Thanksgiving

'dreaminess
.

down

appetites and natural desires.

without

NEW

visited.
The hollow Express bullets which he used
could not do the necessary execution. One of them struck a
bear at 35 yards squarely in the shoulder and the bear thought

which he

;

All transient advertisements most be accompanied with the
or thoy will not be inserted.

*»*

drawn applications which emphasized the text, the cavities of
the comforts and
their stomachs grew empty and emptier
duties of self-denial became weaker and less imperative
until at last the benediction came like a blessed release, and all
under
carryalls
the
meeting
wagons
and
spring
the
house

pounds, measuring 58 inches in length of horn, 51 melius iu
span, and 15 inches around the burr (where it joins the occiWonderful but not at all improbable are the stories he
tells of the vitality of the groat denizens of the wilderness

put).

York.

1800."

Printed by

W. Dwell

The volume, which

for

Benjamin Gomez

bears evidence in

age, is about four inches long

its

appearance

by two and one-half wide,
and contains but twenty-eight pages. It is possible, however,
that it is incomplete, for the covers and the sewing are gone.
Twelve different kinds of " Birds and Beasts" are
in it, and the remarks upon them are extremely qo
in the light of our present knowledge, amusing. We are told
in this volume of the cunning of the fox, the ferocity of the
tiger, the obstinacy of the ass, and the intelligence of the dog.
Besides, each article is illustrated by a wood cut representing
the animal treated of, and these venerable engravings aie not
the least amusing portion of the work.
Mr. Allison, with an interest in our behalf for wliieh wo
cannot too warmly thank him, has considerately sent us thia
volume with what motives lie iias iom 80 bis note subjoined
its

;

plainly shows.

,

He

says

V l\,&£> 1

I'

I inclose you a book on Nats ml History wliieli may bo ot some use to
yon as a book of reference, as it Is extracted from the- beM authors.
The chapter on the flog may help yon in replying to dog questions from
Allison.
Borne ofyour numerous em-responilents.
few extracts from this work may serve to give our

A

readers an idea of

Of the peacock,

character.

its

said,

it is

The flesh of this fowl, though
ever so thoroughly drest, yet when it is cold it appears as perfectly raw." Speaking of the " Cuekow," the hook tells us
;"
that this bird " neither builds a nest nor hatches its young
and, having described the method by which a foster parent is

among

other things, that— "

secured for the egg, we are informed that "if the Cuckow's
egg be first hutched, she immediately destroys the eggs of the
small bird but if the small bird's eggs be first, hatched the
cuekow allows the young to live till its own egg ia hatched,
;

and then destroys the young belonging to the small bird,
which still feeds and brings up the young Cuekow as its own
when some say (it) ungratefully kills and eats its nurse."
Sportsmen will be glad to be informed that "Partridges and
Quails are taken with a net by the help of a setting dog
trained

up

who

for the sport,

finds out the birds, and,

when

he sees them, stands still or lies down on his belly, not going
very near them but looking back on his master, wags his
tail, by which he knows the birds are near the Dog, and so he
and hiB assistant run with the net and cover both birds and
Dog." Farmers will be interested by the chapter on the ox,
where it is stated that, "At the age of three years the horns
of the ox fall off and new ones arise, which continue as long
as they live." The last chapter in this curious little book
;

describes the

ass— his humility,

his patience,

and the great

at-

tachment which he " discovers to his master," and concludes
with this pithy sentence " Whatever be the pace he is going
at, if you push him he instantly stops."
Cannot some bibliophile among our readers give us some

AlN

V

i

fe

KK AM
lowered a com-

then, feeling the cold air rushing through,

down by

panion

America,

in

dreamed

if

a rope, so discovering the greatest curiosity

not in the world.

It is true that

of.

347

many

Its existence

was never

a time sportsmen, in starting

old hares and flushing partridges,

would see them fly to
and on going up could
never flush them. Many a puzzled head has been rubbed to
get the perplexity out of it, wondering where the d
1 the
things had gone. The descent is about sixty feet, and you
enter a large arched room, rugged and rough, that seems to
have been formed by volcanic action. From this there open
several vaulted passages that extend into others, which lead
away and away into chambers and seemingly interminable labyrinths, each one varying with a distinctive and bewildering
beauty of its own. Every day the prospect widens to explorers, who, breaking the stalagtites and crawling through
crevices, enter upon new realms of marvel.
These stalagmites hang from the roof in endless variety some like the folds
of a heavy curtain, with cords and tassels complete
others
a

bunch of

briers

on a barren

hill,

L

;

;

drop like furled flags over the military bier while the roof is
studded with pendant icicles, some light green, blue, purple,
or else gleaming like silver in the lamplight, and flashing out
like diamonds.
Further on you come to a grand chamber that surpasses
anything mortal hands could shape or mind conceive. It is
an immense apartment, oval in shape, wiih a lofty roof
;

by

fretted

millions of designs in frost

tracery, all in the

most weird,

work and sculptured

In the very
centre of this place, that resembles the interior of a grand
cathedral, there arises a massiye pillar of white 'rock that is a
marvel of perfection and beauty. It looks like bas-relief, and
fantastic carvings.

:

account of this
title

little

volume besides what

is

furnished by the

page ?

—

Peripatetic Idiots. A man named Porter recently wheeled
a barrow from Albany, N. Y, to San Francisco, Cal. He
was not an idiot for doing this, but in our estimation, the
man who paid him a good round wager for his achievement

was an idiot. Now two more candidates for blistered feet
and newspaper notoriety have started out from San Francisco
Now York. In this case, too, they are
not the idiots. The men who pity them for their tramp are

for a foot passage to

idiots.

Game Suppee.—The fourth annual game
and Gun Club, of Springfield, Mass,, was

supper of the Rod
held at the Old

on Ihursday evening, the
The bill of fare comprised the usual assortment of
21st inst.
game of every description, and the affair passed off in the en-

Tavern Stand, West

Springfield,

joyable manner characteristic of these occasions.

We

ac-

knowledee with thanks an invitation to be present, and regret the hard fate which prevented us from participating.

—-».—

.

Missed the Train.— As we go

to press one

usual this week, several scores, etc., which
appear, have been necessarily deferred.
• .

day

earlier

than

would otherwise

——

ALADDIN'S

WONDERFUL

CAVE.

is

the purest white, like as one

WE

quickly disappear in the depths of a rock-bound hill. The
passport he found both useful and convenient to remember,
and when on their return and departure the way was made

Words cannot

finished.

safe for his descent, he experimented with it "by way of a
diversion," as Micky Free hath it; and to his amazement,

himself.

book

ever written, and yet fact discounts fiction, as it often doe3 in
and Ali Baba's cave, springing from the vivid, impas-

life,

sioned fancy of the Eastern romancers, cannot equal the
chambered galleries and the vaulted halls of this

reality in the

in Luray.

From a thorough examination of
I

visited

it

the place I have just come.

in ? coolly critical humor, which nothing but a

succession of marvels might satisfy. I returned bewildered,
dazzled by the most wonderful and beautiful work ever fash-

ioned by the cunning fingers of Nature.
When I reached the vicinity of the cave a large crowd was
clustering about the entrance, for the cave is not in the mountains, as one might suppose, only set in a moderate sized hill

not over seventy-five feet high. To the foot of this hill the
people would come and then disappear as mysteriously as
did the children following the Piper of Hamliu, who sank
out of sight in the depths of the ground, never to return.

The cave was discovered by accident last August by a Mr.
Btebbins, who knew by the indications that there must exist
a cave near at hand and finding a small hole in a bunch of
;

brier busbes, proceeded to investigate the orifice

;

widened

it j

•

ceiling, the fantastic
pillars,

the trailing

with a shuddering awe, no language can do them justice.
One could easily imagine himself in a vast cathedra! for purer
beings than our coarser clay of earth, and half expect to hear
unearthly music float away through tho chancelled aisles and
pillared domes.
A lady tourist with us sang in her pure
soprano the "Evening Hymn to the Virgin," and the effect
was unutterably grand. The voice rang out clear and sweet,
vaulted roof the air with rich melody, while the
intermingling corridors sobbed and wailed back the refrain
in a sad echo, that died away in tremulous murmurs, faintly

filling to the

and more faintly, in the far off-distance. Then the deep,
heavy, sacred silence, for centuries old, crept back once more
and held its royal sway. Yes, one could swear he beheld the

monk

along the vestibule and disappearing behind the shadowy pillars, silent, noiselessly absorbed telling
thinking
his beads, and
not of earth.
Clear limpid springs are found in many chambers. In one
stoled

flitting

The

loveliest thing of all is

and

distinct

one which

is

from the

hollowed out

and lies there limpid, cool and
Around it is a framework of stone, whiter than Parian marble, and embossed with the most exquisite carvings in

in the floor of the cathedral,

pure.

Nature's softest touch.

Delicate leaves in fragile designs, as
softly pure and delicately beautiful as frost work, yet as
durable as tempered steel. No human hand, however gifted,
might catch in a life time the secret of this marble carving
it

is

above everything earthly and beyond. And the spring
Hebe handing up a cup of nectar from the im-

mortal spring

newly discovered cave

describe the solemnity of the place

vines, the drooping drapery all in spotless, pure adamant, the
unfathomable vastness, the deep stillness that fills the soul

itself— well,

the story in that most beguiling and wonderful

and figures of
were

see in an artist's studio

must be felt. The immensely lofty
gleaming statues, the stately alabaster

" Open Sesame " the rocks moved apart and invited entrance into a cave so entrancing and wonderful that he stood
spell-bound at the sight. But not long, for being of a frugal
mind, the jewels and bars of gold, amassed at such an expense
of time and labor by these obliging Forty Directors and Stockholders (their old surname being too ugly a word for ears polite in these days, besides being long obsolete), were of far
more interest to his youthful but calculating character.
"With an acuteness worthy of the nineteenth century, he appointed himself Receiver, and placed the valuables where they
at the

good—to

would

it

little

is

portions of this chamber

a series of springs, each varying in size

read in the " Arabian Nights " of a cave where Forty
Thieves were discovered by a fortunate youth, who,
from his hiding-place in the top of a palm tree, heard them
pronounce two cabalistic words, and saw the famed robbers

Such

all

he to half work out his conceptions, and then in a caprice
throw his chisel away, leaving them all designed, yet all un-

rest.

did most

From

worthy of hours' study.

there rise shadowy, indistinct, half-carved forms

of Pluto

;

;

Venus drinking her libation to the sovereignty
queen of fairies, attended by her train,
Ponce de Leon, dreaming of

Titania,

spring from earth, sea and air

;

the Fountain of Youth— never beheld aught lovelier than this.
as the fabled water hid in the grotto under the sea, that
Areosto saw in his vision when the mermaids combed their
golden locks, and the three old blind crones passed a single
eye around that each might glance once at its magical beauty,
so one stands by the lovely creation and feels that Mother

Even

Earth keeps hidden in her depths greater wonders than ever
mortals wot of.
We kept on descending steadily downward, new beauties
opening to the enraptured eye. In one cavern there looms up
a grand pulpit of white stone in another the walls were so
smooth and polished that we saw our faces in them as in a
mirror ; again, in a large round room, there spread out beneath it naught but the clear, still waters of a lake— was
;

ever lofty room so carpeted before ?— while around in interminable distances were immense masses of blocks, columns,
walls, pillars, set with diamond springs, flashing and reflecting the light in dreams of beauty too numerous for the telling.
Can it be our pure lost Eden laid away in its silent
crypt
Drops of water, filled with mineral properties, filtering through the ground for ages, solidifying and crystallizing,
formed through centuries, under the mighty hand of the
Maker, these wonders and marvels of beauty. Footprints of
'.

wild animals, long since vanished, have sunken deep in the
treat!, and the impression yet so soft that it
can be easily obliterated, tell of the great passing of time.

cky with heavy
Hour by

day by day, year after year, centuries upon cenman was born, in age succeeding,
slow, amazing work progressed.

hour,

turies, before

age, has this

la

its

vision John saw in Patmos of tho city whose twelve
gates
were twelve pearls, and whose waters were as clear as crystal.
Generations came and went, heedlessly passing over the fair

realms beneath their
rolled

We

receive

Jay, reiaiadiag.oue of

too

To

it

our eyes

"a

reverently

us, as if the stone

bursts

it is

upon the

had been

startled gaze

sent in its calm,

still

glory.

thing of beauty and a joy for-

In the bridal chamber, a large, roomy apartment nearby
is the " Cascade."
Imagine a torrent of water

oval in form,

from the height of some twenty feet, and then as if
the wand of the enchanter Merlin, that every drop
each bubble of foam, the very spray itself, and
the falling fluid were changed into pure marble and solid adamant, and you can picture to yourself this exquisite produc-

falling

struck

by

of water,

The

tion of nature.

illusion is so perfect that the eye does

not recognize the change, and only the actual visible touch
shows the wonderful metamorphosis.
Perhaps the grentest curiosity is the skeleton of a man,
which lies as it fell at the bottom of the deepest gulch in the
cavern. The hair is gone, but the skull, jaw and lower limbs
remaiu, and both of the thigh bones are fractured. Who he
was, of what race and what period he came, none will ever
know. Imagination shudders at his awful fate. Lost in this
vast labyrinth— alone, surrounded by Cimmerian darkness,
groping his way foot by foot, inch by inch shouting, per;

chance, and hearing nothing but mocking echoes returning his
desparing cries hearing, in his distempered fancy, strange,
;

fearful noises, and seeing gleaming spectral lights, and then
losing his balance he fell to the bottom of a chasm and laid
there with shattered bones and tortured sinews, dying by

inches in lingering agony

all alone, with no sound save the
on the granite floor beneath.
Surely the devilish cruelty of the holy inquisition never conceived a death more full of horrors than this.

ceaseless drip of the water drops

There
of a

a tradition told by tho old inhabitants of this section
disappeared from his home near here some foi%

is

man who

ypars ago and
the

was never found.

His gun was discovered on

but he and his dog were never seen again. To
these bones are the remains of a race long extinct,

hill side,

my mind

and have been lying here

As for

for hundreds

and hundreds of years.

who disappeared a half a cenago—well, he may have gone up the mountain
like old Rip Van Winkle and his dog Wolf
and he may, for
aught we know, be asleep on some mountain top to-day, and
the ancient inhabitant

tury or so

;

will yet reappear in the streets of

Luray with

his beard a yard
long all spotless white, and inquire for his Gretchen, who had
turned to dust this many a long day ago. Lord! how the

ancient farmer will be surprised; he will see a huge cave,
over which he has so often walked unconsciously, the interior

by Edison Electric light he will hear the hoarse
scream of the locomotive he will see lightning-rod peddler
illuminated

;

;

and three-card monte men, and, greater wander of all, wi
hear the political orators blowing their political trumpets an d
boasting of

how

virtuous this present age

the ancient slumberer will turn

his"

steps

No wonder if
mountainward and
is.

try to go to sleep again or to die.

The

great mystery to

me

is

where the pure

air

comes from

that sweeps through the cave.

ISie temperature is not over
00 deg. and never varies perceptibly. I believe that this whole
region will be found to be one vast cavern connected together
,

by passages. Every day the explorers discover new rooms,
which lead into others, and since the first explorations scores
of other openings have been found that branch into apartments that have remained for infinite time untouched by the
footsteps of meu, or the black darkness rising Ike a pall, unlighted by the gleam of a lamp.
Then dozens of springs, pools and miniature lakes all
throughout these caverns, from the depth of several inches to
many feet the waters are clear and opaline in tint, with a
slight limestone taste, and cool as though drawn from a deep
\

well.

have written but a brief description of these caverns. I
much more, but no pen can convey the wonderful,
Only a thorough
personal examination can do that. I recommend a visit to
this cave for all lovers of the beautiful and to all tourists who
love the strange and marvelous in nature.
I wish I could recommend also the accommodations for
travelers in the ancient town of Luray; but I cannot. Tie
hotel beats the ancient hostels of Spain, and serve up to the
hungry guests real Barmecedian feasts. Travelers are taken
in and done for ; the fare is execrable, bread like brick-bats,
meat tougher than a money-lender's conscience, and, as for
the coffee— well, we feel like saying with the famous John
Randolph, of lloanoake, " Waiter, if this is lea, bring me
coffee, and if this is coffee, then, d
n it, bring me tea."
Luray is a moral, virtuous town, either before or behind the
There is not a bar-room or restaurant in the place.
times.
Drinks can only be had by the prescription of tlw doctor, and
I

could say

weird, fantastic loveliness of the place.

amount of sickness that prevails in Luray is appalling.
Cramps and neuralgia of the stomach are an epidemic there,
and the physicians are kept at work day and night in filling
There is but one remedy used in these comout permits.
plaints, and it always cures, and that remedy is a pint of
the

whisky, taken with a little sugar internally.
I am indebted to Mr. Broadus, editor of the Page Courier,
for

-

many

favjrs,

Chasbbub.

<©* Forest and SiHEAM^will bo sent for fractions of a year

ftafollowsi
it

it

To

feet.

angel hands,

ever."

even primeval

deep, silent slumber

away by

as a revelation.

SlxmontiiB, $3-, threomoat'tiB,

two or more, $3 per anaum.
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GAME PROTECTION
Adirondack Deeh.—We publish herewith a letter from
Mr. Charles Fenton, oE Number Tour, to ho Utioa Herald,
I

by illegal hunting in the
North Woods. The Number Four Association have an opportunity for no small effort in putting an end to this work.
Whatever may be the opinion as to the use of dogs in some
Si ales, it is plain that such practice among the lakes of the
Adirondack country is exceedingly destructive and reprehenWhere are the game wardens whose duty it is to exesible.
cute the laws, and where are the game associations of the
North Woods ? Let us hear from them. Mr. Fenton writes:
Few people are aware to what extent deer are slaughtered
in the Adirondack wilderness during the fall months by the
use of dogs and in defiance of tne game laws, which prohibit
the pursuit of deer with dogs at any time. When the sportsmen and tourists generally have left the woods at the end of
the season, the guides, many of the hotel keepers, and
hunters from all around the borders of the wilderness who
relative to the extermination of deer

can muster a hound, resort to the woods, until almost every
lake, pond and stream in the Adirondaeks has its hunters,
each with a pack of hounds, varying from two to fifteen dogs.
Ut all modes of hunting this is the most destructive in a region
abounding in small lakes like the great wilderness of Northern
deer always takes to the water when closely
New York.
pursued by dogs, and, as almost every lake and river has its
watchers, scarcely a deer escapes. It is a very moderate estimate to say that thousands of deer have been killed already
I have known some
this fall, and still the slaughter goes on.
There are over six hunparties to kill six to ten deer a day.
dred lakes in the Adirondack wilderness, and at least twoAllowing one deer
thirds of them are occupied by hunters.
killed at each lake every day, which is but a small estimate,
four hundred deer have been killed daily during the fall

A

months of

Messina. Quail.— We trust that our readers in the Southern
which
have been imported in such numbers. They should enjoy
the
which
is
fate
reserved for our native birds
immunity from
until they havs had an opportunity to increase and multiply
States will keep a look-out for the migratory quail

We

earth.

shall expect our friends to

their whereabouts, and to exercise some
needed vigilance in preventing their destruction. Mr. W. H.

"Williams, of the Lakeville, Conn., Sportsmen's Club, writes

under date of Nov. 18
I have been anxiously watching the columns of your paper
for items concerning the progress of the migratory quail on
their way south and their final location there for the winter.
Won't some of our Southern friends keep a look-out for them
and kindly let us know of their whereaboutB through your
paper. The last I saw or heard of them was Sept. 20, just
:

when I heard one calling at Litchfield in this Slate.
from Mr. Carl J. Braun, of Messina" For the
through whom our importation was made says
next spring I am ready to accept orders for any amount of
birds, as I have made arrangements with several bird
catchers, which enable me to get the birds cheap, and only
strong and healthy birds * * * I take great pleasure iu
the importation of our migratory quail into the United States,
and hope for a happy success. " lean cheerfully recommend
Mr. Braun to any fellow sportsmen who desire to import
Our birds last spring alt came over alive and in good
birdB.
condition.
His address is cure United States Consulate, Mes-

at evening,

A letter just received

—

:

Bina, Sicily.

THE NEW BRUNSWICK GAME LAWS.
from the Chief Game Commissioner of
New Brunswick gives in the true light the very sensible and
for
the
enactment and enforcing of the game
equitable reasons

The following

letter

laws of that Province. It, moreover, exhibits the perfection
of the system adopted by our friends across the border, who
have waked up to the importance of strict measures, and are

most commendably exercising them
BKACONSFIEI.D, St. John, N. B., Nov.

Editob Forest asd Stjieam

is, 1878.

:

Keterring to a communication In your issue of the 14th Inst

,

criti-

cising in a severe manner the new game lnv recently passed by tlie
Legislature ot the Province of New Brunswick, will you kindly make

room

for

a reply

la

your valuable journal?

Your correspondent, wnu

a Portlind man, states that measures have fcesn taken for the
" purpose nf excluding American spjrienieu" from the enloyiuent of
our huattng sports.
Here Is nothing in the letter or spirit of the law
call fui ih auch a remark, and Wiire It not that New Brunswlekers,
and especially fet. Joiiu men, hold Atnerioaua In high esteem, particuthe
terrible Are, this communication would remain tmaularly since
Bwei'ed. In 1S77 a game protection society was formed, ltB object being to prevent pot hunters destroying the rare and magolllceni game
of this country. Mtosa, oaribuu and deer have been, In and out uf seaindiscriminately slaughtered, while ihe pelt and
Bon, snared cr
Wild docks
flesh were sold in Canadian ana United States market*.
13

'J

W

have been netted or wantonly destroyed by heavily loaded swivel or
punt guns, and shipped to the American markets. Wild geese aim
brant, dec y td at night by Hie flambeau, ruthlessly killed and shipped
sway. Partridges, snipe and woodcock killed out of season, while
large quantities of snipe are annually taken from the marshes and
shots who prefer this mode of obtaining a livelihood.
The society so iav have paid all the expenses incurred In their landable object of game protection, and in order that others should contribute who wished to share their sport, a license fee of twenty dollars
1b exacted from all non-residents, the proceods arising from the fines,
penalties, seizures and licence* to be appropriated in carrying ont the

The Volunteer
on the feat, says

::

Service

Gazette

of England, in

ci

I

:

•

i

law. Is it unreasonable to ask foreigners to contribute as well as
ourselves toward sustaining and preserving the game ot the country?
hope to havo by January l npward of three hundred comity
wardens, parish wardens and deputy wardens in the province to arrest

We

and fine any person found reeisttng the law, and we mean business.
Tour correspondent insinuates that a discriminating :aw also exists as
against Americans in the salmon fishing. Ton know the inaccuracy of

and can refute it if necessary, and can defend our
province from thjse unjust aspersions. Ton have resided here, enjoyed onr sports, possibly received a share of oar hospitalities, and
should resist charges known to be false. A copy of the Aet4t, Vic,
chap. 45, now in type, will be mailed to yoir addreag very soon. To
this please give such publicity as will bleach out the grave imputations
expressed by your oontribuior.
I am, sir, yours very truly,
James I. Fjcllows,
Chief Game Commissioner for the Province of New Brunswick.
this statement,

We

have never lost an opportunity to defend the good
New Brunswick in the prosecution of these commendable efforts of hers, either through our journal or otherwise.— Ed. P. & 3.

name

of

h

members

he ran up the
A doubt having
been expressed about the score, the marksman put the record
of his score-book into an affidavit, as follows:
Washington, D. C, Oct. 21, 1878.
To whom it map concern.— J hereby testify under oath, that
the following score was made by me on the first day of October, 1878, on the Benning's rifle range, near this city, with
of the association,

phenomenal score of 234 in the possible

the

Kemington long-range rifle

fifteen at

225.

in forty-five consecutive shots,

each of the distances named below, to wit

S00

5

flOO

6

1,0,0

5

Where a man has a trick of making seventy-five at one
range there is no good reason to doubt, that lie may repeat the
feat three times in succession.
Indeed, we think several of
our riflemen will yet achieve a score of 225 as they have
attained such precision of marksmanship that the occurrence
of some little failure in matters of detail, almost, inseparable
from the firing of so many shots at long range, defeats them
rather than failure in skill.
As matters stand even now
the target must be diminished in size so as to afford an opportunity for a nicer discrimination between our foremost marks;

men.

An
ing

unpleasant incident and annoying sequence of the shootwas a very uncomplimentary expression of doubt by one
well-known Creedmoor riflemen who spoke in a boormanner of the " improbability of the affair," and used

of our
ish

other language of a Birailar tenor, closing

up with some sort of a
an opportunity to display himself beside Mr.
This drew out from the President of the Columbia
Kifle Association a cutting reply, in the course of which Col.
Burnside said

money

56B6555BBS666
6B5 6S55655S4S
6565SSEG55665

5—TO
5—74

B—75—224
was begun,

That no sighting shots were had after the score
and that no shots were omitted, and that forty-six shots were
all that I fired on that day, the one extra being fired before I
began my score. This extra shot I took to get the elevation
for the new position of my Vernier, having changed it from
J. M. T. Pabtello.
the grip to the heel of the stock.
October 21, 1878. Subscribed and sworn to before
James Lawhknson, Notary Public.
Tl. b.]
For ourselves we have never seen any reason to doubt the
Perfect scoreB at each of these ranges had
fact of the score.
been made before by various riflemen, and it only remained
for Borne lucky fellow to pool his good fortune, and put his
perfect scores into one day's work, and with the perfect score
since made at 900 yards, Mr. Partello is too shrewd a young

the fascinating and gentlemanly sport of
with the rifle, in all of its stages, as indulged
on the various ranges of the country, and which is gaining
such healthy favor among our young men, would be kept free
from the taint of the ganiiug-table and prize nna proclivities
that are entoring into and tending to destroy all proper out-

in

door sports. Thus far we believe the rifle associations of this
country have kept themselves entirely free from pi rmitting
bets on matches. It is one of the laws of out- own association
that any wager on the result of shooting, whether on a match or
practice, subjects the offender to fine or expulsion, as the association may adjudge.
We encourage the shooting for appropriate prizes, but our rt2es and regulations are so formed
as to perpetuate, if possible, the sport as a gentleman's recreation, and not for profit or gain.
The English authority above quoted speaks on this point

with admirable caution and duly considered words when
says

man

moment

that a score

made

ihus in prac-

tice can or will carry with it the same weight as a record that a
match score does. The 221 of Mr. Sumner in the walk-over
at Creedmoor is dejure the champion record of the world to-

day, while the score of Mr. Partello is de facto the top figure.
In a narrow technical view the minor score would take precedence, while for comment and as a record of scientific value
It shows that the rifles
and if they vary from the
must be sought outside of the
weapon. Mr. Partello was coached by Col. Burnside in his
big Bcore, in the way that any two friendly shots would help
one another at the firing point, and when a mere lad, as Partello would appear beside some of the veteran shots, can drop
into place, and with a good, steady hand and clear eye,.'pile up

that of Mr. Partello is acceptable.

now made

are to all intents perfect,

true carton at

all,

the variation

such a line of "bulls," English Tiflemen may begin to understand something of the merits of the American Team system.
Had Mr. Partello been compelled to rely on his own judgment
in wind and elevation matters, the chances are that his score

would not have been reached before years of practice. But
that mutual helpfulness which is so characteristic of American
riflemen receives a remarkable exemplification in his case, and
in his victory all his fellow-riflemen are honored, since he is
as much the result of a system as of individual talent and ad-

are sorry that Mr. Hyde offers to shoot a match with
Mr. Partello for a large sum of money. jRifle shooting has
prospered here just because we had the wit to discourage
matches made for money, and we hope that Mr. Hyde and
his countrymen will not take to them.
As surely as they do,
rifle shooting in the United States will become a matter of
betting, and ultimately of cheating, and the days of the i'aluia
and such honorable contests will soon be numbered.
Suffice it to say that the proffer to discredit Mr. Partello'H
was very properly scorned by him, and he remains today with the best record in the country.
Some interest ha9 been felt in regard to Partello's manner
of loading his Remington Creedmoor rifle, and on this point
he says
"You should put as much powder in the shell as it will
hold.
If you just pour it in it will Settle and leave

score

i

;.

before you are ready to use them. Now, I use a long tube,
about 3 or 4 feet in length, and when I weigh my powder I
pour it through this tubs and it settles down solidly, 1 find I
can get 12 or 15 more grains of powder in the slid Is hy adi >pting this method,
t'snally I weigh out from 109 grains to 115,
but use my judgment as to the amount, according to the day.

The object

is to fill

the shell

and

fill

it

solidly."

AN AMERICAN EXPRESS

and riflemen to form a
perfect idea of the position assumed by Mr. Partello in taking
rule
it is allowable and for
position'"
aim. Under the "any
ease and steadiness cannot well be excelled, and would only

The cut above

will enable readers

eed modifications in cases

f peculiar personal build.

RIFLE.

Mr. Carl Dittmar writes on the Express Rifle question, and
is most earnest in pushing the claims of the Borchard model
of the Sharps company.
Of it he says
In it we have as good an Express rifle as ever has been

made

in England, if I understand that the flattest trajectory
or longest point blank range and greatest penetration makeB
desiderata of a hunting rifle, besides greatest acthe
curacy, absolute safety and rapidity of firing.
It depends
only on the amount of charge, kind "of powder and bullet, in
most makes the breech springs back too much, so that the
steel expands and dees not fit after one or two heavy charges
while in Sharps the shell can be used with ease any m
times, besides at the mouth the bullet always fits
fitted a telescope sight toa military musket, ii" irchard'a model,
and 1 think it cannot shoo: better; it will compare witi
expensive rifle. You need only different sights on an
.Sharps models and change the bullet, and you have a Creedmoor, a military and a hunting rifle in one. Fur Express
rifle I prefer the .45 cal., Borchard's model, as 1 can have it
bored for the 2J inch straight shell, which carries 4^ drachms
powder. In one of my Sharps rifles I uae steel sheets, which
carry 5 drachms powder, and with that charge and a Creedmoor bullet I penetrate B6 inch bass wood, which, I think, is
penetration enough for anything living, and which cannot be
surpassed by any of the English Express rifles. I wish one of
the cartridge Companies would make a brass shell for 5 drachms
powder, as the steel sheila are too expensive, although they
last forever.
For long range with this heavy charge the common Creedmoor bullet is not heavy enough, but with a 650
grain bullet it will shoot well at 1,500 yards.
Change the bullet for a regular Express bullet and you have the best Express
rifle you may wish for.
I do not think it. is necessary to have
a larger calibre than .45 tor Express rifle, and tor longer,
ranges a larger calibre would not do as well. With the heavy
charge and Express bullet no elevating sight is necessary for
hunting distances ; it makes no difference Whethei vim shoot
over lob yards
at 10 yards or 150 yards, aim just the same
take a little coarser bead, or, with a peep sight, aim a little
For small game or for practice on glass balls or other
higher.
flying objects I use a round ball a very little larger than the
bore, and can do splendid execution up to 150 yards, over that
Bullets and ball must be of hardened lead
the ball goes wild.
same as Creedmoor bullets. For rapidity of shooting, if the
lever of the safety catch is removed, it is easy to make 100
;

I

;

vantages.

it

•.

We

—

to suppose for a

offer for

Partello.

target shooting

Crcedmoor may properly be proud of the long-range
achievements which have taken place on its broad lawn. In
team shooting, at any rate, results have been reached there
which fix it as the champion shooting spot of the world, but
in single score work Benning's range, near Washington, D.
C, seems to lead the van in the scores of J. M. T. Partello,
a young department clerk, and a member of the Columbia
In a practice shoot on the 1st ult, with
Kitle Association.
several other

should be reccfleeted that there is no great antecedent
improbability that better scores will be made year attei year,
This has certainly been the case in teara-Bhooting, esp»eially
in America, and "luptics should remember that it was
at first very hard to believe that there was not some
error in the telegraphic accounts winch came to us of
the first great match et Creedmoor. But the scores then made
have been exceeded over and over again.
And the New York World says that
It

We had hoped that

gifh.

PARTELLO'S CHAMPION SCORE.

this year.

It may be asked what is done with this large amount of
The fore-quarters are generally thrown away or fed
venison.
to the dogs. Of the saddles, those that do not spoil on the
way by reason of the warm weather this fall, a large portion
are sold in the markets. They are a poor excuse for venison.
Venison that has been heated by the chase and suddenly
chilled by the plunge into cold water, is totally unfit to eat.
It is not only unwholesome, but is black and tasteless, unless
it be a disagreeable taste which is sometimes nauseating if the
deer has run a long time. Neither will it, keep half as long as
venison killed in cool blood. No goo:l venison is taken to
market until the last of November or December. Nearly all
that reaches the market before that time from this State has
been chased to the water by dogs and is worthless. No
genuine sportsman will kill a deer in this way unless it be-absolutely necessary to supply his larder while in the woods, in
which case he would be excusable. Almost every one is indignant at the person who takes advantage of the deer in the
deep crusty snow of winter, when, by the use of snow-shoes,
he can walk up to the animal and kill him with a club as
But wherein is the difference between
easily as with a gun.
this mode of hunting and driving into the water with dugs?
In either case the deer is entirely in the hunter's power. You
can row up to him and kill him with a club, as many do.
Every boat crew is armed wiih a club, and one holds the deer
by the tail while the other strikes him over the head with it.

upon the face of the
keep us informed of

:

:

:

well

:

i>

after

a

,

that

[lie

barrel

onlj

-

hand

off

must say here that my (ixperfc
is
the heavy charge of blabk
pQwdei
for my shoulder, and the fouling and
beating of the lille would prevent such rapid shooting with
heavy charges. With black powder I do not know what intffeient rifling may haw, hut using my own

would get too

rounds, five each

;

T

hot.

or battery in

rounds same as

seems

to he

entrance fee, $5 each

;

Weapon, distance, position,
Entrance fee, $1 each
1.

or fatigue).

competltW No.

in

P

S'okes, the chairman, says; This is the first opportunity ever offered to bring together in a friendly contest Ihe
different military organizations of the State on a rifle range,
and should excHe a proper spirit of rivalry.
Ghflfl.

I

LomsiiNA.—New

22.— Riila

Orleans, Nov.

practice

here,

which has been at a standstill since July, is to be revived, and
preparations are made for individual matches at Frogmoor,
Mr. A. Marquez, superintendent of the rifle range, gives
notice that the Crescent City Rifle Park is ready again for
practice.
It is an open question when the Lilieuthal contest
will he resumed.
The difficulty which has SO long stood iu
the way of team matches is at length removed, and there is no
reason why the cup should not be shot for at an early date.
The champion rifleman of New Orleans is rapidly recovering
from the accidental blowing up which he suffered sofiae three
weeks ago. His hand is almost good enough to eat, still, but
all the pain is gone, and two weeks will see the cooked member restored to its ordinary condition.
burnt child 'wares
the fire, however it will be a long time before the marksman
will try another powder joke.

;

A

;

.

A

—

In our mention of the photographs of the
Club and the Fop.bst and Stbbam medal in our
last issue we should have stated that the medals were photographed by R.
Lewis, of 160 Chatham street, and the Club
by "Ulrick."

Massachusetts—Boston.— The cold, raw rain on the 20th
prevented a large attendance at Walnut Hill, nevertheless the
few who did participate in the competition of the day the
long-range classified match at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards— did
some excellent work, and added another notch to the high
reputation enjoyed by members of the Massachusetts Rifle
Association.
good light prevailed throughout most of the
shooting, but the wind, as will be seen by examining the
The rescores, interfered with the shooting at 1,000 yards.
sult is as follows

ConEEorioN.
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Wild turlM

H—66-213

Woodcock, Phttohelq minor.
ni.

5—71
5-6S

5

eroaBG or pheasant,

i

and Mcdford

Godwit.

Willets.

Reed or

birds" generally, including various species of plover, sand
birds, pbalaropes, avooet?,
coining under the group TAmacolas or Shore Birds.

«ST The frequent alteration of game

Rifle Associations will

shooting on various kindj of

game

states.
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1 to Jan 1
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Market.—Pinnated

grouse (prairie chickens), $1 per

partridge (rolled grouse), 90 cents to $1 per pair ; eauyaebaok ducks, $2 to $2.50 per pair red head, $1 to $1.25 per pair
mallard ducks, 80 oents to 91 per pair
black do., 75 cents per
pair

;

;

pair; widgeon do.,

possible 30

cents per pair

P Penning

LG

;

:

14
1'

Beates....

DOulhaua.

X Z.nimerman

IS

is

T Broadway
A Mo .ire

17

B

Zettler

13
IS

O

Connors

pound

1

Wm lilein

IS

80

rabbits,

;

pound

;

40 to 56

bill do.,

wild turkeys, 15 to 20 cents per pound

;

venison

do. carcass, 10 to 18 cents

to 40 cents per pair

;

squirrels,

per

10 to 15

per pair ; hares, 60 to 75 cents per pair ; quail, $1.75 to
$2.50 per doz.; Wilson snipe, $3 per doz.; reed birds, 91.50 per
doz.; Philadelphia squabs, 92.50 per doz.

cente

1

1_
12

Poultry

OT Tollers

50 cents per pair; broad

saddle, 18 to 22 cents per

7

—rhiladelphia

16 to 20 cents par

6

15 to 20 cents

Zet tt.kb Gallery Nov. 19. —Sixth competition for a fine
ten
clock; Creedmoor target reduced to gallery distance

oeuta

pound

and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
;

do. fowls, 12 to 1C oents

do. ducks, 16 to 20 oenta

;

do.

;

do. turkeys,

;

geeae,

State and Western chickens, 12 to 15 cents

;

;

12 to 15

do. turkeys,

;

shots to each competitor
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M L Wj;,s
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possible 50
49 J Joiner
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45
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C .ludson
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J udd has recently returned

from a

at the battle of

to Ute-liae

the redskins.

Bannack-burn, and learned

We

how

him upon

congratulate

his

success in getting back,

Canada—Montreal, Nov. 23.— It

has been said of this coun-

try that

its climate consisted of "seven months of winter and
months of cold weather." Now, while this is not strictly
true, we must acknowledge that our fall and winter seasons

five

are exceeding severe, so much so that our hardiest sportsmen
were compelled to leave their favorite hunting grouueifl as
early as the middle of this month
not from want of game,
but rather on account of the extreme cold weather. Aa a
Whole, this fall shooting was a failure, although some of the
most fortunate secured a few good bags but as a rule our
best sportsmen returned home empty-handed.
In the early
part of September and October woodcock and snipe were
found in goodly numbers, and fair reports came from almost
every direction, but the early frost and snow soon drove thetn
away. Black ducks, broad-bills, red-heads and whistlers the
latter particularly have been and are still to be found here in
large numbers— but with one or two exceptions the extreme
cold and high winds have so far prevented any very good
Some stragglers are still on the move, endeavoring to
sport;
improve their record, but little or no hopes are entertained of
their obtaining any great success.
Royal II.
;

;

—

Nova Sootia Moose Hunting.—From a letter to a Washington reader we extract the following incident of a Nova
"
Scotia hunt
left home about three o'clock in the afternoon of November 4, and after traveling about six miles we
reached the Boar's Back, a long, oveoly rounded, barren ridge.
Bub traversed one side of the ridge and I the other, and we
agreed to meet at the river. Bub carried the double-barreled
shot-gun, loaded with bullets to fit, and, as 1 carried the traps,
I had no other arm than a Colt's belt revolver.
I reached the
river and sat down to wait.
Presently I heard the snapping
of a dry stick, and, looking around, I saw two moose rounding the ridge and coming toward me.
Bub had started them
from the other side.
I lay low, and prepared my pistol for
use, and as they continued to approach, when withiu 20 paces
I singled one out and fired two shots in succession.
It ran
about 50 yards and fell. The other ran within shooting distance of Bub, but he was not on the alert, and did not fire
until he was nearly out of range, and therefore without effect.
Taking enough meat from the slain moose to make us a supper and breakfast, we covered the remainder and started for
camp, four miles up the river; spent the night there; next
morning went back to the settlement after help to bring our
moose out. It was a full-grown cow. So ended one moose
hunt. I hope to be able to write you other accounts of successful hunts, as moose are quite plenty in this section.
:

We

T. R."

—

Wbstbbs Massachusetts. Foxes have not been as plenty
for years as at present, owing to the low price of fur having
stopped trapping for a few years past.
are having fine
sport shooting them before dogs, as the country is too rough
to admit of riding.
Coon are scarce ; muskrat, mink and
otter coming in some ; rabbits plenty.
Rotf.
Goshen, Nov. 20.

We

;

do. fowls, 10 to 13 cents

;

Connecticut— New London, Nov. 21.—Black ducks, with
the inferior kind, have appeared at Nianlic, but yet in no

do. ducks, 10 to 15 oents

numbers.

iliSAn.

New York— Liberty,

Sullivan

County, Oct. 21.

— ''What!

no quail, Colonel, and all this buckwheat stubble !" ",No.
There are mighty few— in fact, none to be found. Several years ago the Bob White whistled all around us, but lately
they have been mighty scarce. The poor things can't stand
the heavy snow and our severe winter weather. Whether
they have grown more delicate, or whether our winters are

more severe than they used to be, I can't say but so it is.
Last winter there was a large covey up on Reed's farm, but
when they were nearly starved they went to the house and
;

begged for food just like chickens. They staid around there
and were fed by that little daughter of his till they became so
tamo she could almost take them in her hands. Poor child
Her little heart waB nearly broken when a party of rabbit
hunters slaughtered her pets. They only left one, and he
came in as usual that night with a leg hanging down, and was
unable to stand. He laid on his side while he tried to pick
up a grain or two of buckwheat. She caught him and put
him to bed iu the work-basket, on a layer of cotton. But the
poor thing was dead in the morning. "This one seems to have
been the last of his race. Yes, they are about cleared out.
Perhaps the foxes have something to do with it the woods
around Liberty are just alive with them."
Pbtke Rue.
!

;

to Go To-Day.—For a week previous to ThanksDay each year we are in receipt of a high batch of letters

from unfortunate subscribers, meditating a campaign against

tsesiea

Mnore

the geese, ducks, quail, squirrels and foxes.

Voliera

know where

to

They

all

want

New York
New York gunners,

they can go Within twenty miles of

or Boston, and find first-class sport.

New Yoke Rifle Club.—-This organization held its first
annual meeting for the election of officers last Thursday evenThe original intention was to limit Ihe
ing, November 21.
membership to twenty-live, but during the last meeting this
number was increased for the third time, placing the limited
number at forty, which total was immediately reached. The
following gentlemen were unanimously chosen officers for the
ensuing year y. \V. Sibley, President L. V. Sone, Captain
J. 8. Con lin, Adjutant; A. .1. Howlett, Treasurer; Frederick

Those

who never go farther than twenty miles, it has been observed,
always come home by -the way of Washington Market, and
This year we anticipated
they carry home good hags, too.
the press of anxious inquirers byprefacing our Correspondents
columns with the explanation that all our knowledge of the
movements of birds and the abundance of game in the immediate vicinity of New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco,
and everywhere else is promptly given to our readers in the
department of Fokest and Stbeam devoted to such news. We
must again refer our friends to these columns, and we wish
them all the success which inaketh a man not ashamed to face
the music when he comes home.

:

Conliu. Secretary. During the meeting it was announced
that W. 11. Dunlap, hail presented an elegant gold badge for

monthly competition E. T. Davis and Fred Aider, each very
handsome gold badges to be shot for weekly, and F. H. Holton a valuable gold ring, to be contested for on the newly intrdduced " point target." Ten gold badges are now being
made, which Mr. Sone intends to present to the club, to be
won by the members who will win a place on the team which
is about to be organised for this winter's campaign in gallery
;

Open to Conviction. —Mr.
been at Effingham,

shooting. The club's affairs are in a flourishing condition,
and its prospects of holding a position second to none are very
encouraging.

111.,

birds are very plenty,
this implicitly.

S.

H.

Turrill, of Chicago, has

after the quail.

He

tells

us that the

and the sport magnificent. We believe
by ten dozen quail in a

It is substantiated

We

are ready
box— a very good place for quail to be.
convinced by others at any time in the same way.

Virginia— Richmond.— The Deutche Schuetzen Geselerschoft determined to encourage the military to come forward
offering a series of matches on Thanksgiving Day. Besides
several all-comers' matches, the programme offered competition No. 1.— Open to teams of four from any white company
or battery in the State ; teams to appear in the uniform of
company, full dress or fatigue. Weapon, any military rifle
istance, length of range, about 160 yards } position, standing

cents

Wheeb
giving

14
,42

Chas. T. Voixbrs, Secy.

:

lfi

do. geese 8 to 12 oents.

17

Win

49
48
4S

Miller

10 to

:

48

D

W.

was present

Sept 1 to Jan 7

;

flJu'isuii..

M

when

:

Quail.

Nov

Zettleb Rifle Gallery— Nov. 19.—Weekly shoot of the
Nov. 19. Point target reduced to gallery

II

We

permitted.

is

fore append the following table for reference

Zettler Rifle Club,

man

Hon. David

among the Rocky Mountains, where be remained a month,
much game and interviewed Gen. Shermans pels. lie

i

W

ten shots per

shot

makes such con-

"laws

fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to

Saturday, Nov. 16.

;

rice bird, Dotichonyx oryz-

ivoroits.

Wild Buck.

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf

Range on the 30th. The first match, it will be remembered,
was won by the Wakeflelds on their range at Wakefield,

distance

clilck-

Sandpipers, Trim/emit.

Kails, liallus rtrgtivianut.
Saipe p.ud Bay Birds.
Caribou, Tarandm ranaifer.

etc..

match between teams from the Wakefield

return

i

en, Cupidonia cupida
Curlew, Sumeniu.-i nrquaria.

EB

—The

pami

Pinnated grouse or prairie
13on<xaa

"Bay

5— 59— 19S

5

was another day

-i

deer, C. virginbtmu.
Squirrels, red, black and gray,

Qmiil or
nun.

gallopavo.

I

Pluver, Charadriiiue.

of drizzling rain, while
a baffling southwest wind, ranging from " 9 to 10 o'clock,"
Bull's-eye
caused considerable trouble to the riflemen.
practice was indulged in previous to the opening of the
match, which had fifty entries. The match was the "Winter
Shed," one to help pay for that convenient retreat which is
already partially inclosed, and which will be completed early
next week, that it may afford a cover for those engaged in the
Thanksgiving Day matches. The scores stood at 200 yardi
5*45 M'i J rortien
44454—21
JBOshorn
4 5 4 5 6—23 J N Prye
4
4 5 4— 1
LL Hubbard
4
4 5—32
4 4 a 4 4^21
E Uiieraier.
H Tv.tr
4 5 4 4 5— B!
M L I'ra't
4 4 3 4 4—19
JStlfpoHord
4 6 4 4 5—22 S L Victor
9 4 8 4 4-LS
Souther. ..
..4 54 4 5— 2J EBcmiett
1)2 4 6 4—1
W H Ja> ksou
6 4 4 4 6-22
J B Paik«

Saturday, the 23d,

.

umbclTuii.

5-1S
S-72
4-65-1

5555344
335 355
5

Bed orVa.
canadensis.

brown and gray.

5-73

B—74

L Saunders.
5

SEASON FOR NOVEMBER.

IN

Moose, ALmmalchia.

Gerrisli.

son
90U

trip

Zettler Eifle

—

Vf

—The

[earn.

members of any white commen to appear in uniform of

to

State;

an.

no waiter how the barrel is rifled.
use only a quicker kind for the. slower twist as iu the musket
and the Creedmoor rifle, and a slower kind for the quicker
twist, as in the carbine.
I think it would be the same in
using quicker or slower black powder. I do not Bee why the
rifling in the English Express rifles shall be the only one.
adopted for the Express principle. The length of the barrel
does not seem to have much influence in flat trajectory BE a
regular Creedmoor Sharp cut down to 28 inches shoots just as
For hunting purposes I prefer a 24-inch harwell as before.
I have
rel, and even a 20-inch barrel shoots well enough.
used all other makes of rifles, and I possess a great variety of
them, but none suits ine as well as the Sharps, especially the
new Bochard model. In connection with the Sharps rifle I
use now for quick offhand shooting the new sight made by
Wm. Lyman, Middlefield, Conn. I can recommend it very
it makes a hunting
highly.
I was delighted when I got one
rifle perfect, and one can shoot with both eyes open better
than with any other sight. It is cheap and just the thing for
those who use an auxiliary rifle barrel in shot-gun.
Bingliamton, Nov 15, 1878.
Carl Dittmak.
it

the,

SS

i

i

man

No. 2.— Open

.

pany

;

w

,wf^wnn-w"

j'ui.l.ii

servant to a

his

i

—

It.
A Western correspondent sent his colored
gun store for some Eley's pink edge wads for
gun.. The sable messenger on reaching the store informed
the astonished clerk that " Massa Smith wants some early
peacock wedges for guns No, 13."

Vbky Likb

hy

to be

New

York, Nov. 21.— If any readers desire a day at Ihe
ducks, let them take the afternoon train on L. I. R. R. for
South Oyster Bay (a station twenty-eight miles from Brooklyn on Southern R. R. of L. I .), where they will be met at
the depot by the Vau Dewater Hotel stage, which in a very

few moments will leave them at the hotel by that name,
where the young and pleasant host, Jacob Lux, will provide
them with as good accommodations and seat them at a table
of as well cooked viands as one can desire, and charges a most
moderate price
fast,

too.

Early in

the stage will convey

the.

them

morning, after a hot breakto

the "boat landing,

where

hey will be met by the gunners (whom they have previously
engaged the night before), who provide boat, decoy ducks,
etc., and devote the day to them for $8.
Arrives back at
station in time for 4:23* p. M. train to city if desired.
The
names of some of the good gunners I have been ducking with
are Nat. Haff, Lawrence Verity and his son, a splendid shot,
too, Abe Verity, and many others.
I am confident that any
body trying the sport will go again.
C. R,
1

Shelter Island, I,, I., Nov 21.— The only ducks we get here
are coot, old squaw, loon arid shclldrake, the latter much more
abundant in March and April. We seldom get a shot at broad
bill, brant or black duck, they preferring to collect in Shinnecock and south bays, where the feed suits them.
Isaac

Pennsylvania— McYeytown, Nov. 21.—After an absonce
some weeks I again reappear as a contributor to you
columns. Since my last report I have taken a hunt for deer
in Licking Creek mountaiua, a well-known deer resort.
The
inclosed is the account of the trip I gave the McVeytown Jourof

Perhaps you can condense it sufficiently for your
nal.
columns "Last week there was a party of about twenty men
went to the Seyen Mountains for a hunt which will he extended about two weeks. They sent out their first deer last
Monday, I suppose there have been ten deer shot near ttii|
:

—

;

:

place within the last few weeks, principally in Licking Creek.
The turkeys have been shot off in large numbers. Five nr
Babbits have been shot without
six were shot last week.
number. Pheasants are killed in considerable numbers. Today there were three wing shots from the Susquehanna region,

accompanied by their setters, who went into Licking Creek
Ducks have afforted considerable sport.
to remain a week.
A party of six went deer bunting in the Licking Creek and
Black Log Mountains hunting grounds the other day. But
one deer was seen, and that was a prongless biped arrayed in
E.

petticoats.

—

J. S.

—

Tennessee Nashville, Nov. 21. Buckbolz, Mitchell and
Turner in one day's shooting got 93 quail. Another parry,
consisting of John Carter and Dr. Briggs, had some excellent
sport within a few miles of this city; "they bagged 57 quail.
A gentleman from Milchellsville, on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, killed 120 in a day and a half's shooting. Miss
Peyton, daughter of the late Col. Bailey Peyton (a once celebrated member of the turf), reports very large numbers of
quail upon her beautiful farm Peytona, in Sumner County.
On Inst Saturday evening I met a man from Dixon County
with a string of 35 squirrels, which he had killed that morning and which he was trying to sell at six cents apiece. It is
a great shame that our game laws are so poorly enforced.
Great quantities of quail are being caught in traps and nets
and brought to market and openly offered for sale, without
On Tuesday I saw a number
the offenders being molested.
Would not the
offered for the low price of SI per dozen.
Tennessee Sportsmen's Association do well to look into this
matter? A German resident of this city has just completed
the task (on a $50 wager) of eating one quail a day for 30
consecutive days. He says he will bet Ike same amount that
he could continue eating one a day until the end of the season.
J. D. H.

—

FayelUvilU, Nov. 22. We are having splendid sport par
tridge shooting ; birds were never more plentiful. I went out
the other evening, was gone just two hours, end bagged 22.
In less than one mile from town I found as many as five
coveys in one field of about ten acres, a thing that has not
J. E. C.
been done for years before.

—

Geoboia.— St. Mary, Nov. 21. Partridges are more plentiful this'season than 1 "have ever known them. In places where
there were none last spring, not even a stray whistling cock,
they are abundant. And one thing strange to me is frequently finding a bevy of different sizes, part fully grown and part
One bunch, within a stone's throw of my dwelling,
not.
is thus.
I always find them together, and there are not
enough of them for two broods. Ducks are scarce ; I hope
they are yet to arrive. Squirrels so abundant in places as to
be troublesome but shooting them, I must confess, is poor
sport to me. The old hunters of Southern Georgia are strong
advocates of the Florida belief that deer feed by the moon.
SllOT.
;

—

—

Abkahsas Jacksonport, Nov. 19. Game prospects good.
turkeys in mo8erate abundance;
fine bags of quail
venison coming in ; bear hunters cleaning up their rusty guns
ducks coming in slowly on account of warm weather a few
woodcock, also a few swans brought to bag. 'Wet weather to
fill the lakes and sloughs, with a moderate degree of cold,
Squirrels so plenty as to be in the way.
will help us.
Yell.

Many

;

;

Tex4S—San

Antonio, Nov. 14.— Quail abound in every
I saw one on the main street
direction around San Antonio.
on the 10 inst. Turkey are on the Medina River fifteen miles
from San Antonio. On the Frieo, 30 miles distant, deer can
be got with a Winchester. Sportsmen are corning from the
north.
I notice hunting parties going out every day.

Almo.
Ielinois— Illinois River, Nov. 6.—These celebrated hunting
grounds, lying about twenty-five miles below Peoria, and accurately described in "Tne Sportsman's Gazetteer," have
The fall has
lost none of their former attractions this year.
been one of unsurpassed beauty, and hither have come from
every point of the compass the numerous sportsmen to enjoy
usually
good,
shouting
been
The duck
has
their annual hunt.
and from Sept. 1st until the present date there has been no
As I write,
cessation of hostilities against the feathered race.
the numerous lakes, ponds and sloughs are dotted with the
camps of the hunters, and from morning's earliest dawn till
evening's dark shades, naught is heard but the booming of the
gun and its echoes through the forests. To these I should
have added the muffled cadence of the oars, the rippling of
Over all
the waters and the soft murmuring of the winds.
these and much more besides, the Indian summer prevails, and
who would ask for more ? "To be, contents his natural desire."
The number of ducks (and later geese) which stop
here fall and spring to feed and teat is immense. No one can
few thousand only fall at, the huntsman's
number them.
crack, while an untold number in due time pass on to their
next stopping place. All is well (but it is so. When large,
yellow, fat mall irds, and delicious at that, go begging at
thirty cents a pair, and the exquisite juicy teals at twenty
and twenty-five cents a pair, it is well that no more are killed,
but that the great bulk of them should pass on to parts unith keen eyes, acute hearing and swift of wing,
known.
they are quite equal toman in his warfare on them. They
soon learn to measure a chose-bore with precision, though in
experimenting many often tumble to the ground very unexII. W. MehKILL.
pectedly.
Quincy, Nov. 14. Two of us drove out the other day for a
After going two miles we stopped at
turkey and quail hunt.
a farm house in the afternoon and spent the time until supper
in the field, Tip bagging 18 quail and myself 13 in two hours'
shooting.
The next morning, accompanied with a cur dog,
we started out before daylight, and soon came across our game.
A. B. B.
The day's bag was 4 turkeys and 41 quail.

A

W

—

A Chicago Game Disstbr.—A great gome dinner was
given at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, to which an eenv
500 guests sat down, were served by 125 colored waiters, and
took their choice of 121 delicacies on the bill of fare.
Bba.es Shells.

—A correspondent gives

perience as to brass shells, a3 follows.

ludes to

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

350

is

Gld-Squaw Calls— Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. IS).— In the last
number of FoKest and Stream your correspondent, " S. G.
'

Bridgeport, asks if any duck call ia for sale with which
the note of the old squaw duck may be imitated. Such a
thing would be impossible but if " S. G. S. " will go to some
good point where he can hear the ducks calling frequently,
and will repeat in a loud voice and on a high key the syllables, ou-on-on-ah-e, he will in a short time be able to imitate
them perfect!}'. I am not especially favored in being able to
imitate birds' notes, but have called old squaws over my decoys for hours at a time. Geese also may be called as readily
with ihc voice as by having a honking gander among the
stools.
The. duck calls Bold in
10 stoics are very got id indeed
for calling black ducks and mallard, and also teal, if you are
S. ," of

;

1

a locality where
feeding together.

The new
is

shell he almanufactured

Co., of Bridgeport

Philadelphia, Nov. 24.— The Sturtevaut people are getting up a brass shell, especially adapted for holding wads
light.
I find that the fibre wad is the only wad to use, and
one size larger than the shell used. Brass Fhells ought not to
be cleaned ou the inside if von want t.u make thy w a
Tto Sturt'SV&Br, is io ay opieiou Uiu beet shell (brass) madoi

1

have been in the habit of
The old-Hquaw call will be of no use in
fresh water, as the ducks very seldom call until ou the sea.
I have called to them a great, many times on our inland lakes
and have never known them to take any notice, when, if on
the sea, they would have been turning back and pitching into
my decoys every few minutes.
B. T. M.
in

these, species

Nature and Art.

— New

York, Nov. 20.

—Thinking

some

of your readers may be reminded of pleasant times spent on
tne Great South Bay, I place the following (told me bis fall
by an old gunner) at your service I had just remarked to
him that his decoys were in first-class shape. "Yes," he
said, " but nothing like what they were.
AVby, you know,
when I first got 'em I stored 'em up in the lot's, and darned
if rny old cut didn't get up there and eat the breasts off'u three
"
AV. T.
of 'em 'fore she found they was wood
I

:

Spomtsmen at Dinner.—The stockholders

of the

Blooming

Grove Park Association gave an excellent dinner at tho Hofflast night, partly for tan and partly to discuss the
condition of the club.
telegram was received from President Dudley Field, who was 'detained at Philadelpbia, and
Mr. John Avery, the Vice-President, took the chair in his
stead. There were present M. B. Brown, the silent but liberal
member; William P. Jones, the staid and abstemious gentleman E. Sandford, the traveler, who has slaughtered foxes in
Russia and assisted at pheasant battues in every preserve in
Europe John McGinniss, of Wall street, the wit of the club
William H. Fearing, the financier the brothers Washington
S. and O. Andrews, the solid men of the association: A. A.
Drake, the punster; T. E. H. Curtis, the Solemn man"; John
Avery, the scientific member; Cassius II. Read, the confidential treasurer
H. H. Wolfe, the impulsive man; S. B.
Eaton, tho professional man T. E. \V. Clarke, the "up in a
balloon" man; the venerable Gen. John G. Anderson S. M.
Nash, the Adirondack explorer; George S. Greene, Jr., the
special consulting engineer; George H. Gleuney, the odoutological genius
Ronald Thomas, of an inquiring disposition
George H. McLean, D. L. Bartlett, Frank Uaynolds and
long report of the Executive ComCount D. B. Monzilly.
The
mittee, with suggestions, was read by Dr. E. Bradley.
reading was frequently interrupted by well earned applause.
The report showed that the association had a balance in hand
kid,
uncollected
du<
slip
with
ere
$2,115
of $283,
together with dues of April, the debt of -$:j,G00 could he extinguished, with SI, GOO to spare. After somo discussion it
was resolved to appoint a committee Of nine, consisting of
Messrs. Greene, McGiuniss, Eatou, Count Monzilly, Thomas,
Bradley, Avery, Sandford and Andrews, to report within
thirty days upon the best means to relieve the pre;
gencies of the association, as well as to further the improvements proposed of the preserve in Pennsylvania in the shape
of a wind-mill, laundry, more gamekeepers and additional
protection to game.—N, Y. World.

man House

A

n ight in atabbit burrow.
America found me a healthy
I wanted to hunt the prairie chicken to the State
I went, to be the worst lost boy I know of.
I
tilled my pockets with chickens, then to find I was not on a
Yorkshire Morn', but on the west plains of Illinois; as far as
eye could reach, tall grass. Four days and three nights I fed
on chicken. Bless that farmer who was hunting his lost
horse, betook so much interest in me and my breech-loader as
to drive me to the nearest depot.
I was lost on the Wabash,
in Indiana, to sleep in a snipe bog al) night.
The Union Pacific was being built.
I wanted a buffalo.
I joined a party;
cleaned up my ritle a spirited pony and plenty of lS-shells
lit.
my
completed
out
We struck buffalo. I hit one. I chased
him and I geft the largest game I had ever seen; I skinned
I lived three days on that buffalo and
him, and I got lost.
lo driver.
I was lost and slept within a
hundred yams o cirnp on the Trinity River in Texas. I
was lost on the Pineysin Colorado Co., Texas, at a turkey
roost,; to eat turkey two days, and had to guard my game from
wild cats. My trusty breech-loader laid out ten wild cats tha,t
lost.
I was lost on the Sandies amidst cane-brakes ; could
not see ten yards ahead; bear and wild cat, after rue and
around me all the time. Two fine bucks bung up not, 800
yards off, still I had to get supper and breakfast on wild cat.
Found by a pack of hounds, whose owners directed me home.
I was lostou Miller's Creek, where I hail killed u fine doe.
I
dined and reakfasted on her, and found myself. I was lost
on the l>i"o, Beficar Co., Texas dined ou jack rabbit and
guarded my horse at night from Indians.
Always carry
matches end tobacco. 1 pity the lost sportsman who does not
good strong old pipe by a roaring fire is good
smoke.
company in the canebrake or the thick woods. Lost people.
I go in a bee line
I have always been told, go in a circle.
want to go. Some carry a compass; I havo
never found it of much nse when I did not know from where
Creeks always run toward the river, but suppose
1 started.
you do not know if you want to go up or down? Trees are
always heavier on the south side, but suppose you do not
know whether you want, to go north or south ? The only
way I know bow not to get lost is to stay at home. I love
the woods and plains alone with my gun and dog; pleasure
is not to be had without pain, and do not laugh if I git lost
stay

al

I

'

of Illinois.

;

I

1

;

A

i

1

Almo.

again.

San

Antonio, Texas,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Shooting in En&lahd.— At Rhiwla?, Bala, North Wales
(the seat of Mr. It. J. Lloyd Price), on the Uth, the hag was
307 pheasants, 136 partridges, 122 hares, 140 rabbits,
and 14 snipe ; and on the 12th, 256 pheasants, 21 partridges,
Game is pi
1 woodcock, 10 hares and 37 rabbits.
Bichmond Park this season, and there are a fair number of
pheasants and rabbits in the inclosuas. II. K. H. the fluke
of Cambridge had, one afternoon, from 12 to 3:30 amongst the
ferns, when three guns killed 2S| brace of partridges,^ hares
H. H. the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh, the
and 2 rabbits.
Earl of Leicester, Earl de Grey, Lord Walsingham and Lord
Huntingfield shot at Elvedon Hall last week, killing on the
15th, 934 head of partridges, pheasants and hares, and on the
16th, 753 head, on the 1701, 397 head, and ou the 18th, 589
head.

Whebe Caribou Abound.—A
Newfoundland on an exploring expedition, informs me (hat
there the caribou holds almost exclusive domain over an unmine who

visited

broken wilderness of nearly 30.000 square miles, in a country
wonderfully adapted to its habits and bountifully supplied
with his favorite food— the reindeer lii
The caribou is posseted of much furiosity, and does not
Where his haunts have
readily take alarm at What ho sees.
been unmolested he will unconcernedly trot up within range

;

that sort, they say.

It

ritle.

I

—The Bohemian

Class

Company

are

now

especially ordered

by friends.— [See

adv.

MaK.—E$tor

Forest and Stream. I often
hear sportsmen talk as if they knew not what lost meant.
The writer as a boy, well instructed in woodcraft by some Of
England's best deer stalkers, was bound to be lost; many a
twenty miles, an the Yorkshire Moors, to see a house away
the distance, footsore, tired and hungry, to reach
by dark to know which "way Ihe Leads Bead wai
audit, with a tramp of 10 lo 30 mil
Wales, to
:
ttoe Norfolk Wood*, dow t-

A Much

Lost

is in

a

softening of the brain, or something of
is

fear

P

play again—

ei

|

nor hunt, as he used to do. Sothtrn dem.
summer's vacation to fishing and hunting in Canada.
P G. de Fontaine, in his inimitable biography of the actor,
relates a little incident which occurred at Quebec, when Florence, Geo. Holland and Sothern were rambhng through the
town waiting for the steamer. They had started clown the
nor

flab,

principal street.

Suddenly Florence commenced

Vou— man with the

birds!

Hi, hi,

to yell

"Hi,

:

hi,

there!

come here!"

Sothern and Holland turned to see what the bluster was all
about, and observed Florence gesticulating to a man on the
other side of the street who was carrying a lot of birds on a
Sothern said
string.
" Florence, what the mischief is tho row?"
" Sh-h-h-h
Birds, my boy, birds.
Florence replied:
We'll buj them from this sportsman and take them down
with us; it will be a pleasant change of diet— broiled birds on
I

you know."

toast,

By

this

time tho "sportsman" had crossed the street and

He was rather a singular sort
before the trio.
and withal a German. His face was about as expressive as a bologna sausage, and though not deaf, it seemed
to take minutes for each inquiry to reach his understanding.
This at first made Florence think he couldn't hear. Billy
opened the negotiations by asking
"Do you want to sell your birds?"
The Teutonic spoilsman, after a long, dull look, replied:

was standing
of a fellow,

:

Vot?"
'

much

repeated Billy,

say,"

I

louder,

"do you want

to

your birds?"

sell

The same

look from the man,
Veil, yes, I dink I sells dein."

long,

drawled out: "

and then he

dull

"Well, how much for them?"
" Vot ?" with same stolidity as before.
:l
I say, how much for them?" howled Florence.
" You buy dem?"
"Of course I'll buy them; how much do you want for
?"

them

Vou buy dec

Come now, let's finish the
yes, I'll buy them all.
bargain."
r \ot .-" wiili the same stupid look.
"Oh, Lord!" said Billy, BOX getting red in the face.
ICO for the
"What a Stnpid fellow! Look be
birds ?."
"Yes,

Theveu'li
for

be commenced very slowly and
i

'"l"

'.

1

the man looked at
"Veil, Lbi

"All
them?'
Vot

"1

right,"

|y

count his

in the

m

most exasperating
Floxei ee

.

going
-.-.-to bawl but again,
n
to
as before, anil slowly remarked

hi, •••-'
and .ijust
i

him

said

'

when

:

i

dollar."

"Now, where

Billy.

did

you

ahool

?"

sav,

" Vere

I

where did you shoot them?"
shood 'em?''

Yes, whei

"1 snood dem out mil der woods.

Voutd yon

rjinj

birds in

This rather staggered Billy, and they all oOmun
laugh at oh", lor ho wars now Ine color of a boilc
ing at the top of his voice, he replied
i

placing 250 glass

balls to the barrel instead of 300,80 as Lo allow more room
and less breakage. They also make an allowance for breakThe company is also fully prepared lo furnish chimneys
age.

Argand burners when

Sothern, the actor,

of each

am

inclined to believe that a great deal of this
If this is
ness is due to defective vision
apparent fear!
so, be is compensated by having a marvelous gift of scent,
The wandering
quite equal, W not superior, to the moose.
habits of the caribou make it very uncertain where one v ill
fall in with him, even in his accustomed and well-known
When once started, the chase is sure to be a long
haunts.
one, and its results doubtful— in fact so much so that an old
hunter seldom follows up a retreating herd, but resorts to
strategy and tries to head them off, or at once proceeds by
the shortest way to some other barren in hopes of finding
them there. The caribou in jumping is more than the equal
O, O. Wait!, in. Bpr&mer.
of any other deer.

of the

Wing.— Poor

Shooting on tub
bad way in England

"
friend of

for
his individual ex-

indented for a certain distance. It

by the Union Metallic

I have used them for four years, and have not. had one get out
of order.
I havo bought over 1,000 of tbem for different
friends, and have yet to hear of the first complaint or the
breaking of an anvil.
g f. (j. S. n

:

m

"'Why,

of course; I

suppose you shot them

but ftow did you shoot them

in

the woods,

?"

"Vol?"
say, ftw did you sibbest them?"
I snood 'em?"
" Yes iunb? Did vou shoot them on the wing

"I

"Sow

"Vot?"
"Bid you shood them on the wing ?" howling
"

1

BhOOd 'cm on der

cintj ?

in bis ear.

'

the Mioiff." Here Florence
tomime with hia amis to dsscrib
The sportsman gravely

"Yes on

:"

went through

a

pan-

wings.
'

aoment, and

I

vine,

some

FOREST AND STREAM.
answer to our interrogatories, that, "The boys have to go quite a
ways to get turkeys n-.nv sometimes half a mile, sometimes not so
fur; but this time they are going to a p ace six mites eff, where there
arc just thousands ol 'em." Mot being acquainted in tne town of Oakvlile, we passed the day In our room— fine, cool, breezy, and with a
line view from the window o! the surrounding country, for this Is all
country lo u;. So, between reading up the sporting news and miking
up iu naps for lost, sleep, we managed to wear Out the day. We started
Intek for San Antonio hat night at la m., wakened out of a dollolous
'.'ing "spring chicks" as the young
dream of falling go

der same so long vot I got 'em." And then he looked at
though be was saying internally, "Yot idea; shood

Billy, as

birds ou der vim
mail !"
Billy bought the birds and left instantly, observing that
felt sure gunning as a high art did not ttouristi in Canada.

QUAIL AND OPOSSUMS

;

lie

DELAWARE.

IN

351

i

Pnrr.AtiEi.pniA, Pa.,

Nov.

20, 1873,

>'

Dr Kollner
.Mr ..rant

Mr

ton,

STREAM

two-seated Vehlc!
quail aud ducks, a
way back.
The moral of the above is, if you go from 3an Antonio 'to Oakville on
the stage take your lunch olongi
ItkxAn.

;

m

•
the flen^ ij'i a ""-: weK rerj
ave caused lite birds
lo migrate further south toward the Chogtoak River; bat we ranged
through as Hue cover and feeding grounds as ever I hunted over, and
dldnotilnd a covey of birds until after sundown, and these the dog
found In a stubble, not More than flfty yards from a dense cripple".
] got one shot, and by good luck put down three with my Mat bairel as
they rose, With the sky in the background but before I could get sight
:

i.

'

i

I

—See

English rules

.is

The BooAEDtrs Tournamknt.— The Bogardus tournament
be Ii eld December 25, 20 and 27, instead of November 25,
and 27, as stated last week. Don't forget the date.
Bog moos' New Eclks.— Last week we published a new set ot rules

yil|
!8

We

BQgardUJ.
have a mu tlpllclty of English and Ameria'ready established and adopted by different clubs tliroughiiiiry, and tie Captain has given us some ot his reasons for
previous set of rules, as i.ls experience has been very

andheha

sive,

of the different
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Keyes
York
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we had found in Maryland.
Rabbits are very plentiful.

Cob had

Maine— Tops-ham, A"by, 15.—S? verside

j

theininlo close cover; and by the first ol December, afteJ seme of those
pirates have been killed aud others frightened oh", the snooting will be
better than It Is now. We returned lo Delaware the some night, and
shot ou Thursday and friday, tint failed to timl naif as many birds OS
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The contest between E B. Angell, repri Seating Hew York Thomas
Owens, representing Philaleiplin, and E ijrar orcen, representing
Monmouth, was then called. The match was thirty bltdi each, 20 yards
;

B.

rise

and 80 yards boundary

New York— BB

;

I.oag island rules

Angell

:

1
11 11 11 01 01 11 11 01
11 01 11 11 10 01 11 1"
»i 11 1 1 11 in 10 11 01 10
1

TB Owens
Monmouth—£ Green

U

Philadelphia—

11—17
11-16

ll—u

closed witn two handicap hweepefatojs.

" Mickey

Free."—That was

not

liis

name,

lint lie

thought

that "JViickey Free, the Pedestrian," sounded a great ifcul
better than liobcrt Harriott, the name liicy ruvc Itiiu at the
baplismal font. Cominir from Inland S"me thiily yours ago
with some reputation as a walker alreadv ncqui ft !, Alicki-y Fit e
went, to Jersey Oily and soon announced that lie woiikl walk
1,000 mil. s in 1,000 hours.
At ii ho went wnlk il be did ;
though, people did say that at meht Iris wile used to assume
his Donny brook costume and walk for him.
Willi the money
1

;

which came

iu

from the exhibition he bought a shanty, aud

oft

lire

wheels and lived there the rest

if
hi3 life.
Aftei
king the 1,000 miles he considered
himself a public clmrac :,ev.
When President Lincoln slopped
in Jersey City on his \vi iy lo Washington for his first itiutuju.
ration a great crowd ga hered at tlie railroad depot.
Mickey
elbowedniswayturoug] 1 ilu.'cn.\vi.l, passed the guard, mounted
the platform and catigh Lincoln by the hand
"
puny
boy:
"Ah, me
he exclaimed, "put it there. I'm
the bould Mickey Frt e. May our shadow never be less.
:

::

I killed thirty-two

woodcock that day, and was
an abundance of quail in thai

I)

Ueurg! Williams.. 21

Mickey knocked
No. 8 Biltimore

»

1

ki

having nn place to put it, rigged it on wheels and moved
about, from one place to another.
He was a peripatetic
squatter.
Finally >\ nmn gave him enough laud for his house,

fr, -in

led,

or ten.

i

t

it

wrong

.'-..n.i.i with a Keen
$
At half-past two we starred off
our morning'* iremp. and one

iluA'nrj ahb>ti
to appreciate.

an opposite course

is

Mil out taking rea iv
pl
rsa lair sight at
kut ws that lie has
ke more careful
will ne 'es^arilv make a
d> .o, but ray c.tpe-

Hi Kt bai

:

.

'possum add swee

1

1

If, i

hunting; Johnson has caught already this
'ptusnms
and seventeen coons, one ('(the form .,' •!..
The uext morning we made an early stavr, uiul foiled a c •'.-.-;in about half an hour, and killed three
and by noun wo had fourteen)

aeyun,

1

88

Hasting*
Martinez

the use or only one
shot in tne e-.d
lien the trap is

M
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PIGEON MATCHES.

;

had darted Into the (stipple. Monday we changed
our course, and found but three 6nl
001
and killed six birds
from he coveys as ihey rose; but the cover being so thick: and briery
wa could not get at tham again. 'L'ue-day we w. -at over lo a friend or
mine, Curt. Johnson, who lives four miles beyond Greensboro, Md. (a
drive of eleven miles), and arrived There too late to shoot in the afternoon, but jn time to indulge in a good, old-fashioned coon and 'possum
hunt, at night. There were a couple of genuine Maryland darkles,
together with three oi us ; and having four excellent doge, we so.m had
the satisfaction of "hearing tfieband play."
Soon aTier reaching the
edge of the swamp, Dslgo gave tongue ("Vow, yow," "Tow yow")
very softly, when our darkey friend broke out, "Dar go»3 de old man,
Mr. Jornson; lione'otr lies, he's talk'.n to them. Row Jlat yi ce 'ml.'
Presently another dog joined, " Dat goes Minnie, Mr. Jotnson; do ye
yore liori,v
An" by golly, dargo;s Jenaleand Emo,"'and lliewaolo
four dogs dashed off through the swamp and down the branch.
We
hunted tin a o'clock, and e
imc and a a
and had
me pleasure of listening to tie Unest mu-lc that ever gree'ed a sporisi

;

1

DrBEllis
ltBAngell

Percy

BogHTdus' advertisement.

bird, they

.

1

CLrB.-f.0n7 Branch, A". ./, Ami. 93.— Match atblrdB
for a gun and set of Bogatdua traps

1

bettor loaded, In
bodies on board, which, for a
More turkeys, rabbits,
gn.
e noticed many skrnks ou the

my friend with whom I was stopping got, his traps in order,
and by half past three we wee tinder way. To bo aure, the weather
Sad been very dry, no rain having fsllBii for mora than a month and

i.l

Gt-N"

mpa

was

e

plentiful,

.;ii'-:

1

I

Pel] reached my destination, slgttt miles west oi
on tne Delaware Ram-oni; and bearing that birds wereBovery

on another

i

13
Is

Heretag....l3

Heaside

1

PlllTOR FOKKST 1ND
Saturday, Nov. «,
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Mr rosier

(l

8

1

l

1

o

1

i

lo
8

1 1 1
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God

bless us!"

He

looked upon this incident as one of the most notable of
At the outbreak ol the rebellion he enlisted for
three mouths in the Filth New Jersey Regiment, and at the
expiration of his time re-enlisted in the Thirty-third Regiment.
New Jersey Volunteers. He served three years, the citizens
of Jersey City caring for his family in the meanwhile.
During the recent elections Mickey advocated the election of

his career.

Tie on thirteen— 21 yards,

A TEXAS STAGE

A'J Guild

RIDE.

San Antonio, Texas,

Oct. 14, 1S78.

EDITOR IfOEEST AND STREAM
At 6 a. m on the morning of Oct. II we seated ourselves in the
stage (?), a sort of two-horse vehicle on the " dropper" order (i e., >
cross between a common f.rnl wagon and an ambulance, with a tentUdency to breed back to the. farm wagon), bound tor the village of
vllle, the county seat of Live Oak County, and distant irom Ban An»
tonio eighty-live miles. Down the valley of tie San Antonio Kiver for
twenty mihs, to Greytnwn, we logged in four hours. We saw a few
coveys or quail in t lie road, but the cover on each side was lo perfect
to see birds ten feet oft. Although we have had as yet no cold weather
and the thermometer rises to the nineties every day, the ducks have
arrived) Tor we saw at leas: a dozen large Bocks in that twenty miles.
Our stage had two seats without b.cks. On the front one sat the
!

i

female American citizens of

drew up

ii

er proboscis

r

.

abom

hall

ascent

it

has been oar

teaspoonf. ul of black snuff;

u

and

then taking a dog -wood stick out of her hrattll) she would sortie the
wet end in the snuff and deposit the same between her extensive
molars and drop back happy as at oyster in deep water an I looking
p. m. the old lady an 1 Iter em prayer, Mr
about U3 intellectual. At
Hart, got out and left us alone with a new driver for a thirty miles' ride
the road we saw coveys of quail of
to make by midnight,
ia quail ami the Co Kkuotl : d blue quail,
two kinds, the commoi
Is way from the higher plateaus and
Which is fast drifting
a; i,v::.
ol ooltan-tail rabbits that
table lands northwest c
and an occasional flock ci turkeys are
seen. Wc should have mentioned the to.
1 the moon
flret, the rabbits not appearing until the
was out. We crossed tne Rocky and lie \
are appropriate, the one being rocky and t
mi! in tin
one at all inclined to be watery, altlio
reek,
d the
trees on the high bants sixty feet ah
ar we camp out, on the hills
driver said: "When the oriel ffl
ally give credence In fall to
outel she gits down." We d
i«
that that stage driver told
what stage drivels tell us, but we
a luuid deseiiet'oaof the
We don't pretend ti
lie honest truth.
country we passed tkrouga, but it was a good game country for certain
:i

,

c

1111—5

1

Ii".

November

20

lies

;

shot off

t

sheila aiidVivi ivy-iive rtound

li

i

>

kinds of game, bat no Ash. A
from twenty to twenty-live miles from water, although
map one would think there was plenty of water everywhere. This
thirty miles of road ia as straight as a Texas surveyor couid lay it out,
and being new and all the way through timber, was rather stumpy in
We told tlie driver we were used to rough roads
fact, very stumpy.
the
(being Texas born and raised), aud suggested that we could stand
large proportion of the

way we were
;

;

Buaklng to get the extra sleep that an early arrival at destination wonld
We untie that
give us. He took us at our word and "let 'em ont.
roads, was
thirty miles in five hours, which, for the condition of the
fall
just stunning time. Had a good rest at the Nation House, and a
breakfast and au •'invite" to a turkey hunt., hut couldn't go, as busiin
ness called us back to San Antonio forthwith. Mr. Nation says,
1
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City llehihu

Qiin (Huh,
yards rise, three, traps:

IS

1 1 1

Swift,
'82

;

"19;

Home,

Cowdin,

'70; Perry, '79
'79; Morse, '81.* Half

S.

YnV

—The

S; Camp, '80 (captain). Backs-iNixons, '81;
Lyman, '82. After some spirited playing
game was won with one goal for

SI. S.;

Princeton team play the Yale team at Hoboken

to-day.

Cum— Grmmdn of Jersey

HI

;

1-3

the second prize, and Madison
Referee— Mr, 0. F. Gddersieeve, o( Long Island

EG

S.

1—4

SIX,

1—2 Turner
o—i Murphy
Second lie.
1—2 Turner
1
Ties on five.
1—2 Baulsie
,1

11.

Warren, '82; Thatcher,

Wakeman,

1
o

Niw. 23.--lhindlc.ip at tidy glass bails,
1 1 1
Murphy- scratch... r l

ers, Cusbinjr,

1

ciitii.

Long Island (Ins

College Foot-Ball.—The Tale and Harvard foot-ball
met in Boston last Saturday. The contest took place
llio grounds oi the famous Boston baseball champions, although the Cambridge grounds were in much better condition for good sport than the Boston ball field.
Harvard
was compelled to select, the latter grounds in order to secure
tlie presence of one of her best rushers, who was recently suspended and thereby forfeited the right to visit Cambridge
during the term of his suspension. Harvard labored under
somewhat of a disadvantage by the absence of three of her
regular team, whose places were, however, well taken by substitutes.
The make-up of the teams was: Harvard— Rushfifteens

1—4

Broadway won the cun, finches won
the third prize.

them.
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KJdy,2i>yds
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Knigllt

W. A. S.
Buooki.vn Dmvtso Pakk— Farktiite, L. T., Sov. SI—Pigeon shoot
Weaver, shot for at seven birds each
ia gun presented by Mr. A.
fromilvi; traps, haudtcapued rlae, ion yards boundary, commenced

1

111 11

11

l "l 1 1

11

Qceens County Hunt.— The annis-seed bag of the Queens
County Hunt led them a right gallant chase over the Long
Island meadows last Saturday. Several gentlemen and one
lady turned out for the fun, spurred their horses hard and
rude not in blood but in mud, a part of (he way. Last evening the members of the club und their Long Islaud friends
gathered at a grand feast and Thanksgiving live supper in the
Queens County Agricultural Society.
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A New Bow. — Messrs. Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, the
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well-known makers of " split-bamboo " rods, have added to
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their business a special department for archery.
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in the construction oi a split-bamboo bow, which for power
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or stone—twelve halls-0 lOioiuiioioioiiuiioolOO
lightness and beauty will compare favorably wilhthe beat ioin
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Hare and Hounds.— The good old English sport of "Hnre
and Hounds" is to bo introduced into Westchester County.
The Westchester Hare and Hounds is n newly organized club
which has its first run to-day, starling from C. ntrul Avenue,
near Woodlawn, and running about seven miles and return!
The rules of the South London Harriers have been adopted.
Thanksgiving Athletes.— The

Mn.nhatt.an Athletic Club,

Eighth avenue and Fifty-sixth street, aud the Scottish-American AtUetic Club, Fifty-fourth street and Eighth avenue,
hold athletic meetings this afternoon.

:

:
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The Oldest Home in America to be
Tobk Down. — The old Horton. house, at
Southold, Suffolk county, Long Island, is
said to be the oldest house in America, having been built by Barnabas Horton in 1639.
portion of the house (the east end) was
built later for use by the Court of Sessions for
the East Riding of Yorkshire on Long Island.

A

discovered this property of carbon as far back
as the summer of 1873, but refrained from
publishing the fact, modestly taking it for
granted that previous experimenters could
hardly have failed to take notice of so obvious
a peculiarity.
In the discovery of an electrical meter Mr.
Fenn appears to have surpassed the great
electrician, Thomas A. Edison, who, having
recently devised a means of adapting electricity to illuminating purposes, and thoroughly
demonstrated its practicability, was at a loss
to furnish any process whereby it might be
measured out to individuals. In an interview instituted by a New York reporter the
other day, Mr. Edison expressed the opinion

This Yorkshire and its Riding, with the
Court of Sessions, were established by the
Duke's laws in March, 1663. The judge's
bench remained in the house until a few days
The old house has recently been sold
ago.
to Mr. Amos L. Sweet, who intends to take it
down, and erect a new one on its site. The
residents of Southold and vicinity, as a fitting
finale for a famous building, arranged for a
grand entertainment last week. Antique furniture, household goods, kitchen utensils, implements of domestic industry, cranes, tram-

that some method of measuring electricity
might be discovered, though he admitted that
he had serious doubts whether it could be accomplished. He stated that it was the inten-

mels, spinning wheels, ancient chairs, tables,
etc., were gathered from every quarter of the
country, and all the necessaries of good
cheer provided. The tables were loaded as in
the old days. The ladies who served the
tables were robed in the costumes worn 200
years ago.

charge so
much per light, whether it was used or not.
So it seems that our unfortunate townsman
has met with a little good fortune in anticipating the great inventors in the discovery of
several important electrical appliances.— Rochester Union, Oct. 22.

Gypsy's "Intelligence."— Gypsy is Mr.
She is now
P. T. Barnum's largest elephant.
She has a
at the Hippodrome, this city.

number

of riDg tricks in

which she displays

company

tion of the

at present to

Admirers of Artistic
Pottery and Glass are

wonderful cleverness, even for an elephant,

which everybody knows are very clever animals. The other day Gypsy's conduct was
such as to increase tte already high respect

ESTABLISHED

told

She was ordered out for rehearsal at 11
She followed her keeper from the

o'clock.

the menagerie to the gate opening inAt this point there is a level
bridge of thick plank, coveiing a subterranean
apartment twenty-two feet square, in which,
in times pist, it was custom iry to house certain mysterious ammals until the exigencies
of " Bluebeard" or other pantomimes required their presence in the upper world,
when they were shot to the surface through
the ordinarv trap.
Gypsy was nearly across the bridge when,
with a crash, the heavy timbers gave way,
and down into the cavern, fifteen feet below,
the ponderous beast fell, flat upon her side.
The circus hands were immediately on the
spot, and various unsuccessful attempts were
made to get Gypsy out.
stall in

to the circus.

At

last

Mr. June bethought him of the

natural sagacity of the animal, and ordered a
number of bales of hay to be brought. One
by one these were rolled into the cavity, and
as these came down Gypsy placed her forefeet upon it and waited patiently for the
next, taking care to place it in position beShe was
fore Bhe attempted a further acent.
soon able to mount to the surface, where she
was met with cheers. She suffered no injuries more serious that a Blight abrasion of
the skin on her side.
" You'll never get Gypsy to cross that
bridge again," Mr. Keeler, a showman of
" When an
thirty years' experience, said.
elephant has once met with an accident, it
will forever after avoid the spot where it ocSome years ago I was showing Emcured.
press, a bigger elephant than Gypsy, up in
Vermont. Once we were entering a little

town through which a narrow but deep
stream ran. This was spanned by a strong
wooden bridge, but it was not strong enough
The bridge went to
to support the elephant.
pieces under her five tons of solid flesh, and

We had Kieodemus'
into the creek.
time in getting her out. Three years
afterward we were about to enter the same
Meantime the bridge had been made
town.
level with the street, houses had been built
right up to it on either side, the bridge was
covered with dirt, and none of us knew that
Empress did knowr
it was within a mile.
We tried all sorts of ways to get her up the
street, but she wouldn't budge amd at last
wc were obliged to take her around the town
and lead her in by another road. She went
like a lamb."
she

fell

of fine breech-loading shot-guna. Muasls
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and
boring guns to shoot close an - rot -' done in the
best manner. I also keep a good il ekM tMii.HU
BKEEl'H.|.O.iBKtts. "Prices from f» up;
bored to Bhoot close and strong as pirties may desire. Send foe price list. No. 3 West Slain Btreet,
Kochester, N. Y.
Je6tl
i

BROADWAY

and 23d

-

St.,

NEW YORK

-

EXTRA
LONG SEAL-SKIN
In

all

Qualities

SACQUES,

NEW ENGLAND

and Sizes or English Dje.

MUTUAL

Fur-Lined Circulars,
CLOAKS AND WRAPS,
From

FtJB

Paris,

and

of our

TRIMMINGS,

GENTS'

Large assortment, superior

styles and
Prices,

Low
Orde

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.

special

and

cash assets, as per Insurance Com-

Tofcal

PURS,

missioner's report
Total surplus as per Insurance

$H,i60,9so 68

Commis1,621,073 88

sioner's report......

Benjamin F. Stevens, President.
J. M. Qibbens, Secretary
aKNERAL AOESTS.

make, and at

New Vnrlt City.
Portland, M<-.
TAEBOX
Nnsbua, N. H.
B.F. EYiKKSON
W,\KEUN....Phlh.dflphln.
MARSTOS
HALL £ WORTlIIMGIUN-.Hal lu.or.MlId.
Detroit. Mich.
VERNOH BROTHERS
t'hleuo. III.
O. CROSKIHTK
St. Paul, Minn.
J. J. WATSON
Wt Lonl*, Mo,
W. B. DAVIS
New Orleans. Lo.
M. C. RANDALL
fenn Francisco, Oal
W. EVEi^ON

EESNY A RATCUFFJ5

or Information desired, will

ail,

Insurance Comp'v.

Life

own make.

FUR ROBES,
RUGS AND MATS,.

V. C.

I

X,

THE
'Standard

choice examples select-

&

Maker

184 FIFTH AVENUE,

invited to inspect some

ed by Messrs.

by a metropolitan paper

gifles.

CHARLES GREEN,

1820.

GUNTHER'S SONS

G.

C.

entertained for her by her keepers, the story
is

§mu%

^goTt§tt\n\8 §,ooAs.

Gem"

MICROSCOPE.

TIFFANY

This is a n< w ra'torn or high
p wer microscope ; attractive
in design an
timpie in opera-

CO. during the Paris

r

i

it &mD''s upon three snp
snd j.aa a mirror Ibi
throwing an intense light upon
trie olijecr.
Cm he u<-ed etiher

tion,

Exposition, including
New

Plaques by Minton, decorated by

potts,

Mus

etandinar

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

upon the

NAPOLEONS CABINET

table or held

In the )>nnd.
This microscope
has h high Tnarrnifvinrr power
imee the area), and
n akes the sin ulest object look
wonderfully large. briuftlugoiit

with novel marine designs.

sill

Vene-

CHAMPAGNE.

po-tkm«, and
smallesl
.howufr up ihe mlnu'est defails.
In it a single hair looks
like a huge cable, aud ihe foot of a try like
queor animal creation. Multitudes of object* will
the

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

BOUCHE FILS&

i

Fac.similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze
glass

ome

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New

Plaques by Copeland, decorated with

BEAVER STREET,

37

suggest themselves when one becomes acquainted
witli the we of this Instrnnii nt, whicn is simple and
-asily understood. It is intereti ng, entertaining
and instructive.
N. B.— This is a lu'gb-po<ver n roscope for examining minute objects, such as :e quite invisible
stpnid. $1 BO.
to this naked eye. Price by mall,
send for foriy-eighi rage catalog aeof skates and
useful novelties.

CO.,

N.

V.

.

strongly

drawn heads by Hewitt.

:

j

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish

FISH

stone ware.

&

B

1S2 Nass:

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made

by the Bombay Art Society.

ms,

DUNN

EMPSON,
l

street,

N. Y.

Came,

§tt.

& WILBUR.

Poultry, Eggs, Butter.

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

STEVENS PATENT

of old Italian majolica.

Specimens of Capo

di

iridescent

and enameled Glass and Limoges

Faience of

new

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

BREEf H-LOAD1XG

Monti ware, Austrian

BPOETING EIFLES.

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.

colore.

UNION SQUARE.
^portswen'z

DUANE STREET,

193

§oods.

TABLE AND POCKET

FERGUSON'S
Pet KilleH

(Improved)
(Patented June

4,

1ST8.)

Combining a CAMP LAN TERN, HAND LANTERN, BtBAD "JACK" and 'TAFF "JACK "
FERGUSON'* KUSr FKEYjKNTER. Safe to
handle, will not gum.
for boots, etc.
lant, etc., etc.

Plum's Lubricating

Send

special

Our Shooting Gallery

ntiun

is

en led

to

our

&

Rifle Is the favorite

«:o„ Chlcopee

Falls,

Guaranteed.

Quality
PRICES AS

LOW AS A^ Y HOUSE
T

THE UNITED

everywhere.
J. STEVENS

Kepel-

Oil, Insect

nit:

Double Breech-Lo, fling Guns. They are simple in
great care
6
jxmstrnction and rat n
from the very best material. They are pronounced
i>y experts •• the best gun in (he market for the
money." Send for catalogue.

Waterproof and preservative

.

CUTLERY.

Rouble and Single-Barrel «hat-Gun», Pocket
Rillea, Vocket P'iHtols. and the noted Hunter'-

SPORTSMAN'S LANTERN

own

\.

N.

IN

STATE?.

Mats.

SEND FOR CATAXOGUE.

for descriptive ctrcaiar.

;

A
We

Supplement to Edison's Electricity.—

have just learned that our townsman,
Robert H. Fenn, who has been blind for
many years in consequence of an explosion of
chemicals, has recently invented an electrical
stopcock, which for simplicity and emcteccy
cannot well be surpassed. 1 his Utile instrument consists of a screw, the end of which is
plated with platinum, and made to press upon a small disk composed of carbon or some
By merely raising or lowmetallic powder.
ering this screw, thus varying the pressure,
the strength of the electrical current can be
correspondingly varied to a sufficient degree
in connection
for all practical purposes,
with this stopcock Mr. Fenn has also invented
an electrical meter, which, altougu not quite
as simple in construction as that, promises to
_

prove equally efficient The object of this
apparatus is to measure and rtcord the total
amount of electricity passing over a wire during any given lime, however great the irIn this
regularities of the current may be.
instrument Mr. Fenn has utilized the same
property possessed by carbon, metallic powof increased
ders, and some other substances
conductibiltty under piessure that he had emIt is well
in his previous invention.

oloved
here to state that Mr. FennclaimB to have

A.

FERGUSON,

81

Beektnan

N. Y.
nov7 2m

St.,

J.

SHOOTING COAT.

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY rti
No. us Bkoatjway, Room so New Tons Citr.

:

;

lABSHah blSUOUKT TO THE TRADS.
F. L.

SHELDON, Rabway,

N.

All

J.

Pocket Cartridge Loader

ensnass

CIRCULAR

la

adopted to

PARKER

boili

pauer and

im-iailic i-htlis.
tc extracts, uneapa. recaps, loads, ureases aud Wins over cartridge cases
btautituil . and weifihs but lour ounces. *eud for
circular with direction* for uMtig aud recommend; men to .DUDLEY iO
tions from pr

&

Poughkeepsle, N. Y.

fjjfi»3inveniion.

I

Novsa

I

Anyoooy can operaie

aiicceS!-.

U

la"'at
wiui pi-i-

it

nip]

Hello2S_ R)". clmnnti FnotoRrapliy out am,
lBtDTBIBMOD to H.
trST *'•*
sa'kii-^^ * uu -M,.nufaoturars. 278 Pear) at.

BRtfS

>?,

;

ftlll

->

V.

Y

.

of Actresses, con
PHOTO-*
S.K.LUIJDKN,
Lbtofixioka,
>

,

uov2S

proin.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPA KATUt-,

,>§{.

ySjPS'iect

Dudley's Patent Instrument

cor. Bcolinian,

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

The most popular coat in the market. Made of
velveteen, corunroy, fostian and canvas.
t'anyn
tnits a
45, $» and $12. For sale br all dealers in
gana and sportsman's* supplies.
\

CURLEY & BROTHER,

134 and I3G Nassau Hired,

NEW YORK

'Jc,

[

E. L

Duncklee's Patent Camping

and Mining Stove.
Four
the

^,mu§emmtsf 0c.

sizes, weighing from 15 to 70 lbs.
for anvoue caoipiugout. Address
IA>.,
57 BlOCiB

thills'

TON 1ROX WORKS

Jnm,

TAUN-

WILD RIOE

\D

THE AQUA HIL>1

jjn

Boston, Mass.

PIONEER

•>*

WORKS

ENGLAND.

d)

i

I

Dallv

i

Admlasiou

P.
!

36th ST.

HORSES,

M.
.'-•.

10c,

extra.

FOREST AND STREAM.
ESTABLISHED

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

IS 20.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

&

!!*LEBE

Successors to

Twenty-one Gold, Suver and Bronie Medala
awarded. Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and r<t Westminster Kennel
Clnt>,
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CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

New York.

Sale

SETH GREEN'S
Hooks.

Needle-Pointed
Trout Flies tied to order, $2

Patent
None are genuine unless

For

HILDER,

N.

St. Louie,

NEW YORK:

Agent.

Y., Sole

Western Agents.

of 113 pounds.

sale in cases

Fleas! Fleas!

so stamped

De JLUEE,

F. O.

is South William Street,

BBOWN &

per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, St per doz.

48 Maiden

Worms! Worms

Lane,

35

^XW'XVl

X

Liberty St.

Ea.XLr

1,

I

BTEADMAN'8 FUSA POWDER for DOGS

A

Bane

Fleas— A Boon

to

Dogs.

to

This Powder is guaranteed to kill Ceas on dogs or
any otlier animals, or money returned. It la put np
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

Price 60 cents by moll, Postpaid

ABECA NUT FOR WORMS

m

DOGS

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
.Put up In boxes containing
full directions for UBe.

a dozen powdera, with

Price oO cents per Box by moll.
Botn the above are recommended by Rod and Gd*
and Forest and Stream.

FOX'S PATENT

W. HOLBERTOfJ.
Oct 13

117

EULTOIT STREET.

Imperial
'

Setters

L0ADIE

BREECH

Kennel.

SHOT

GUN.

and Pointers Boarded,
Broken,

etc.

Young Dogs handled with

WONDERFULLY

skill

and Judgment.

SIMPLE,

STRONG.

WONDERFUIJ-.Y

Address,

H. <J. GjLOVEK,
Toms Kivbk, N. J.
Splendid kennel accommodations
access to sait water.

;

ft ere never was a gun easier

dogs have dally
the money.

The

Sportsmen's

to handle, easier to clean,

to get loose or out of order, or

iless liable

octlO tf

one so good for

Prices range from $50 to $300.

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT.

Bell

tells the position of the
dog, causes the birds to be
-closer. Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cockJ
' lug and general shooting,
where the cover Is thick.
Sold by dealers in guns
and snorting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid,
BEVTN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
3( cents,
Boptl9 3m
Ka-t Hampton, Conn.

Send stamp for circular to

The American ArmsCo.
BOSTON, MASS.

)

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel
OF

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin,

Bel. Co.,

N

CHARLES

Y.

keeponly cockers of the finest Btralns. Bell only
voun°- stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten tor ruffed gronsr
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspondents lnclostmr stamp will get printed pedlgrei s. cirI

Jlu if

cular, testimonials, etc.

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting
CanipingOatfHs, Etc.

Fine

Palne's Feather-filled, BogarduB' Rough, and the
Balls always on hand.

new Composition

COCKERS! COCKERS!

Bcgardus' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

Sportsmen In want of fir t-class cooler spaniels
write at once to CHAS. S. HITCHOOCE, Secretary
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock ami delivery guaranteed. Price $16
sep«2 1(
each for dog or biicii pups.

dogs, one bitch, price each $20.
helped June 12. by
Also bulled
imported Dash (1st, New York, 1ST8.) out pi imported Flora {1st, New York, 1818). Price $25. We
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (ny
Cal. out of Psyche ; Is New York, 1818). LINCOLN
0Ct31 tf
3c HBLLYAR, Warren, Mass.

markings— three

I

,

for Sal©

On account of departure of the owner for Europe
the following dogs are offered for Bale very low
•>winner of 1st prize
Lemon and
N. Y. dog show, 1877. Red Irish setter, Snnky, bred
by T Je> ome, Esq. Gordon setter Kent, a prize
winner. Liver and white Gordon bitch Zadiee. Dick,
red setter, 6ired bv One Eyed Sancho. All the above
are broken doss. Also four puppies, 7 months old
by Kent out of Zadiee. Can be seen at theTaplulab
Kennels, Babylon. L I, For price, eta., address C.
DUBOIS WAGSTAFF, Esq., Babylon, L. I., or the
novU 3t
Kennel Editor ol this paper.

NEW YORK
THE
anexoeedinj

KENNEL CLUB

offer for sale

black, white-and-tan
f aal leome
setter dog, not tnoiougtu.v broken for the field, but
adnil-uffiy suited to a gem !miiu'« aountry place, or
and
as a pereonal companion. He is lull-sized
highly bred. Price $100. Application must be made
octstf
AddreBB C.
at this office.

A
JpOU
rfl>

r

white
wi'l buy a thoroughly broken red a
iilu a pedigree for 90 years.
seller bitch, v-—

Address S.

J.

NovU

tf

advertiser wishes to purcla*s Belter & g or bitch.
have exiru speed, staunchness and nose; be

Must

really

broken on quail
Address

J,

j

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bal
of every description.
variety
Would call special attention to my
FLIES.
or floe TROUT. BAbS and

$8.

FLIES

at

shores

oiled, Braided
SiUr, Etc.

Walking Cane Rods.

NEW

"
FLOAT SPOON." One of the most
succeestul spoons in use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.
BLACK FLY REPELLaNTS, 50 cents per bottle,
and everything required by fishermen and aDglers.
OP UCAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field and Marine
Glass.'!-, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc
etc.
pertaining to the Sporting
Also
Line.

The

,

CUTLERY.— Fine Sportsmen's Bowie

and Hunt-

ing Knives; also, large assortment of tlnest Poeket
Cutlerv, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,
Etc., Etc.

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty-third
NEW

§

IMPORTED BLOODHOUNDS.
DE W. GREEN has also a few

pnre bred blood-

hound pups for sale at various prices according to
merit, whose parents have Just been Imported from
England, the sire being Hugo, one of the best dogs
of that breed in England, winner of several prizes
at the largest shows there, and dam Tnno. Haio by

( orven's fumed
Old Druid-Daisy. Pit ;es from $10 to S20 each. For
further particulars, etc, imply to G. DE WARHEisNE GREEN, P.- st office, Oakville, Ontario,

Champion Draco-Hilda, Draco by

nov28

Canada.

SALE-Thoroughbied
FOR
Wallac, by Cbpeland's

Gordon

It

dog

setter

(late Jerome's! imported
Is not
J. R. Tilley's Mab.
surpassed in style, shape, markings or otherwise rj
any dog in this country has been used by his late
owner on game in the Southern and Western States,
3" N. Y. Bench Show,
and was "fcHghU
1678. Address EXECUTOR, office this paper.
no visit

puiH bv Luther Adams' Drake
Mollle by Affirms'
„

Doke ont
,i

ot

he

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

YORK.

gmnel

tor

IRISH SETTER DOG YORK in the
stud. York is winner of prizes at the following shows: Cork Show, Ireland, 1816 Centennial,
1876: St. Louis, 1876; Baltimore. 18T6; New York,
1817; Philadelphia, 1818; Baltimore, 1S78, where he
also took prize for the best etnd dog. Is sire of both
Pat and B ddy, who both took 1st prize at Baltimore,
1878. Term* for services reasonable.
For Sale— 1 flue reel Irish setter dog. 20 months
Price $40. One red Irish setter
old, partlv broken.
Pup, 8 months oid sire. Champion York out of Bess
very handsome price $30. R°d Dish setter puppies,
8 months old. sired by iffian.plon York and by prize
bitches Floss. Maud and Nora; price reasonable.
For particulars and peuigree impure of O. Z. M 'LEY,
novfeeot
Lancaster, Pa,
;

;

;

Irish setter
inthsoid, partly broken, for a well
Irish setter bitch, not over three
and a half years old. Adi

xchange a aood-size
broken nativ
__

KA iM

P,

novli

Look Haven, Pa.

Having more dogs than
FOR SALE—
a large pointer dog, three and a

I

One

million brook trout

from the
.

J. B.

1st of

&

F.

Nov.

eggs— ready

for delivery

Send

for price Hat

to Jan. 20.

W. EDDY, Randolph,

Catt. County,

N. Y.

SALE—An BMlb. E
FORLeiever
double gun, 18
case.
Pa.

qnality

new

sept26

tf

TJichol3

&

gauge, wlih flue walnut
221, New OasMe,
noviSlt

For particulars address Box

M sn^*ff &
j

,

3t

need, will

half years,
sell
and a pure ted Irish sette\ ihrec years. Both if
these are arize winners, and first-class Held dogs.
full
Information
Sold for no fault, l'or pcdiitreee and
Y. F. O,
BIWS1 ffl
address H., box 1,077,

N

Sdt.

FOR SALE.

CHAMPION

champion Shot out of

DR. H- M.QUNIBY Worcester. Maea

EVERYTHING

Street,

fennel

he

Six
FORinSALE—
of Mollle.

Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

Silk,

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns

G.

from any pittern

LINES, waterproof and tspeied,

any quantity.

a specialty.

tied to order

notice.

LOOK AT THIS !-A central-Are, English Double
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28.
SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in

law

SALMON

NEW

EECOIL PAD," price $2. Pronounced
The "
bv the "Forest Stream," Feb. 21, 1878, the best contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper qualltv rubber pad, stuffed with

first

ick handsome and about
For such a dog vzill pay a fair
H. S„ room 105, Hotel Brunswick,
aojru3t
I

three years old.
price.
jr Y.

Beech-Loading Cuns,

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISH'NG TACKLE.

$7.50 per pair.

;

HUBBIINS, Wethersfleld, Conn.

WANTED.—The
DOGchase
a

IMPORTER OF

tuvr, $1.

POINTER PUPPIES.
By imported champion Snapshot, out of imported
Fannie, now eight weeks old— color, liver with white

Dogs

H and T Pigeon Traps,

RITZMANN,

L.

Suits

'

en "'
shown and tall speclflcR'unis
His. KALLOCK. office of FoBBST si
to
i.

OfASltt

FOREST AND STREAM.
1

354

.A.uxilleiiry- Rifle.

S*h.

Mcr

SHELTON'S

SALE— CrvBtal Spring Hah Farm and Picnic
FOR
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Buildings cost over $1,200;

Ave years old

publication^,

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

frame

jjottuc

;

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

ements; tenant's house,
rnpri
villa; BU modern
twenty-three
stables, etc.—in one, four horses;
acres, four acres grove, ivith from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine garden; vm voting fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. Ji. P., care this office.

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

1el3tf

8ALE—A
FOK
saop.wlth a nice

Sport,

sun and general repair
stock of sporting goods and
sewing machines, ana parts and attachments for a
general repair shop in gans and sewiug machines
and all fine vrork, with about $1,200 stock in one of
h has a poputhe best towns In Cent]
good trade and plenty of work.
lation of 5,000.
Cause of sale, have to change climate. Address J.
I varo Co., Texas.
J. HARRE'
little

t

i.l

>

.

D0V23

2t

Sportsmen or Capitalists!!
A rare opportunity is afforded of purchasing the
orange and pecan groves of the Rev. Chas. Beecher
at Newport, Fiorif'a (three miles from St. Marks)
one nnncired acres of land modern residence, furFine turkey,
nished ; out-buildings— all complete.
deer aud waterfowl shooting almost at the door.
Just the place for a gentleman of means who would
like to combine pleasure with profit. Please investiCHER, Bridgeport, Ct.
gate.
AddreS!
B
nov23 It
;

.50.

a

for

88.

man

This barrel can be placed In a gun ready 1 or nse in a sect id of time with the same ease as a cartridge,:
can te removed just as expeditiously^ There isno wear o the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it c
Instantly
not get out of order. . With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost
breeoh-lo&drne shot-gun can be converted Into a most accurate rifle. TheAUXILIARY BARREL will
fltanystandSa matte of gun of 10 or 12-calibre-calihre of rifle 82, 88. or 44. as desired. Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'s
cartridges No. 82 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List.

Camp

The Fishing

NEW

715

FOSS BROS. &
(Successors to F.

of

J.

Fourth Edition.

HAVEN, CONN.

S3.
For

Bale at
Fulton street.

CO.,

ABBEY &

Tourist,

SB.

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

P.O. Box

Life in Floida,
81.50.

office

Fobest and stbsam,

of

Now York.

m

CO.),

AMEKIOAN

The Oscawana

to

the Hudson, thiity-nve rudes 'mm
New York, to let or lease, low to n man wnoundere tands the business. Four-year-old stock uo» o i. e
premises. Jfreseiit hatching capacity one hundred
thousand. A small expense, woich the owner will
agree to make if desired, win give capacity of five
hundred thousand. From one to ten acres of ground
with small house if desired. Sis swing ponds and
a creek of splendid water, never dry, connecting.
Will let to a good party who understands the business, at $500 per vear. H. P. DeGKAAF, Bowery
National Bank, N. Y.

Shooting,

Rifle
25c.

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

Farm on

'Trout

1

•<

i

A

LET— Splendid opportunity
TO small
make money.
means

$

Long-Range

first class

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

IN

.

Guns,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGra1811.

EBW. K. TRYON, Jr. i£ CO.

warn
-

l

Slate- Lottery Company.
This Institution was regularly Incorporated by the
Legislature of the state for Educational and Chari-

Louisiana

table purposes in 1SBS, with acipiralol Sl.ouo.onii, to
"" '''-' "
""."'' <">
:.'.
.::.•
"I
Willi.C
'

'

GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS

Lookattiie

follovin-;

GRAND

It never scales
•.riMii.Htu

do

3

dining which will take place the

EXTRAORDINARY SKMI-ANNUAL DRAWING,
at New Orleans, Tic: cay,
the persoi. ,i s -.

GEN. G

EtD,

'c

December

10,

.

L--

Prize
Grand Prize
Grand Prize
Large Prizes
Large Prize
Prizes Of
"

1
1

2

i
20
60
100
200
600
10000

"
"

00,000
20,000
20,000

''

"

20,000
25,000
80.0*0
40,000
«o,oco
100,000

100
10

APPROXIMATION PRIZES.

100 Approximation iim- oi
100 Appro: imatioli Prlzes-ol
100 Approximation Prizes«3f

'-0,000

too

m, con

75

1,500

1622,600
Prizes amounting to
G. T. BEAUREGARD, of La.) <-°mmis,i
nr8
Commls ,i. nis
GEN. JL-BAL A EAKL1 i Va. /
Application for rates to clao= -r.ould only be made
to the Office of the Company in New Orleans.
Write for circulars or s;nd orders to

GEN.

Box 692, New

IH. A. IJAUPHIN,
Oilcans, Louisiana,

PLUM,
319 Broadway, New York
II.

or to

L.

City.

novl4 2t eow

TO TAKE VLACE OX DECEMBER

9

Inter-state
The New York State team, nslng
rifle, 960.

New York State Team,

The

man

rifle,

inter-state

CUP,

__

1,044.

rifle,

903.

Long-Range Match.

,

New

SH^acHf^^

SHARPS RIFLE

CO,,

eof t a^ d
Into

cl

*"'

n

r;n n

.

Fur Gtovr

,

2 Approximations of $1,000 each for the
I"
...
no
..CO.
o
one drawing the $50,000 prize

SlOO,

S-5«.

putiis.

Tenths.

WATERS'

filled,

-

ma

I

Old
tul

relfned with sof;
viu

.:

Buckskin, and
an! fine Lflmti-

on reasonable terms.
Skins nnrt oilier Fnrs

Dos
_m be

sent by express at

my

ex-

,i:uO

trouhled

i

ith

MADE,

'

varranted
„.

2,003

made

to order

and warranted to

fit,

for all kinda of deformed and i

Quarter?.

$?"

AGENTS WANTED.

GAINS.

New York.

Bankers,

Wall Street, N. Y.

EASTERN AGENCY,

599

Lottery.

BROADWAY.

Gives (rrenter penetration and better pattern than ordinary snot/
chokes and cylinders.

Class

W Draws November 30.

chilled Biiot will be found
harder, heavier and of brighter

One prize

of $14,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000.

TATHARfl

150G

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

&,

Ticket, 81.

WILLIAMSON
699

$67,925.

BROADWAY,

N.

& CO.,
T-

Eqoftlly

well

adapted

to

thok.'-b.ire^, moJifitu

Our

Also,

manufacturers of

PRE3SED BOCK SHOT, more

free from shrinkage, more spliericnl, more imlfcir.n la size
and cleaner liulsh than any other. SEND HOlv CIRCULAR.

BROS., 82 Beekman

St.,

AMERICAN STANDARD DKOP SHOT,

and COH-

JVSW TORE.

PATENT

FIN18H,

uniform than the ordinary moulded allot,

HORACE WATEttS

facturers aud dealers,

Twentieths.

State

(or

MX

YEARS.

Jash or on Inrtullmente.

A

liberal discount to lescliers, Ministers, Churches,
Catalogues Mailed.
etc.
BARSecond-hand Pianos and Organs at

TATHAM'S

or,

and Up-

BEST
are
the
the Tone, Touch,
Workmanship arid Tlara-

ngl.r,

v,-:oi

(RED LAfebL.'

Kentucky

Grand, Square

recom-

highly

85.
and Information given

11

Waters' Pianos

Oinmois
and
BnrUskln
SSIitrts and Drawers made to
are

OR&ANS.

States.

pense.

1,352,000

TAYI.OB. & CO.,

"SStWF

These beantlful organa

SlO.

$20.
Prizes cashed, orders

glnHtrnmei\te.

are remarkable sllke (or
purity of tone and perfect
1,1,-riiiniKm.
Their cases
are all richly finished In
solid Llack Walnut.
We
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price thau any
oilier house in the United

I

.'

632 Prizes amt'g to Spanish Doll
fjkioi
Halves.
Whole Tickets.

^u§icd

._„.

and
.„.„ded fot

Ou prize.
i

and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter ou breeding and
For sale at
breaking of doga by Miles Johnson
this office. Price $2.

221.
•

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. «^«^—
New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway.

Approximations of $1,000 each for the 9
remaining units of number drawing the

;

BY CAPT. BOUARDTJS.

wnge

18.000

.

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.

197.

of a

i

i

51,000

:.

—I

Kultonatree

FIELD,

Rifles,

'
«
25,000
100.000
"
$10,000
00,000
"
6,000
456,100
"
1J100
Approximations of $-2,000 each, for the 9
remaining units ol nu-ubtr drawing the

l.iis

points o
Farm Lands, their value,
Dehts, Schools, Origin of
the Beaches, Wrecks, I.ielillons.YachtCluus, Industries,
Personal Sketches. Pal ks. Laud Associations, Hsulug and Hunting Gtoul Is, Hotels, many charts from
niri, etc., etc.
official Fonrces, with c
Useful to sportsineD an
genilemon. Size, I2x
KIN ii a HUT, YachtiDi
-

Otllce, 111

.

.

Best by any other

100,(100

-.

'

flrat

Best score by any

with a score of 97*.

...

213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and
won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out

with Sharps

WIMBLEDON

won

took

;

Towns and

Populations,

Interest,

S

Match.

Military
.

with Sharps Military

The
Average per

were entered in sixteen matches
Among them the

the Sharps Military Rifle,

COAST,

[ITJ.TJ8TRATEI>.]

International Military Match.

The

NEW JERSEY
Contains History of the State,

A I' kinds of Tan

$OiMi,000 pr.ae
9

In Fall Meeting of N. H. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four.

Prizes,

..

i

Yachtsmen.

221.

$500,000

Prize of

i

No. 220

St.,

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

24, 1S7S.

There will he only 18,000 Tickets, sa2 Full
and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000.
Smallest Prize, Sl.OOO.

!
10
12
486

ft.,

Useful to Sportsmen and

and No. 527 Comorce

(TRADE MABK-)

221.

Extraordinary Prawins;,

1

lid

221.

other

"

..-.'i

1 1.279

P. O.

No. IS Until

St.,

Frederick City, Jld.

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

$100,000

200

•'

Frank Schlev,

Virginia.

of $1011,000
Bo.oao
of
of
20,000
10,0c0
Of
of
:
1,000
600
300

"

!

Second

>tno trade.

Oat 11

.<

tS" Notice—Tickets arc Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $5. FiDl'l.s. *2. Tenths, Si.
LIST OF PRIZES.
1 Capital

STORES

M

ii,

generally. Also for sale
one double-barret hrorah-hiatilrig central Are shotgun, W-gauge. Address,

of Louisiana,

lit:: J V A L a EARLY, of
CAPITAL PRIZE. $100,000.

and

under

on-vi

j

....

i

*mg. Frl.ce. $2. Lib
To be had at linos stores

J^ rms,

ire

Shooting-

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Hunting nni.i Rhontioo-iio A inci loan Tartridge-Quali;
tlona tor handKuffed Grous'jo
he Oop, and shunting on the
ling thegun,

ACOESSSAB.IES.

or postpones.

•.

ONCKRT,

l'i

P

Jj oading

reggh_

& Pneasant

Partridge

MAJiTJFACTlJRERS' AGENTS.
Importers and Dealers in all Wakes and Qu alities o f

TTNPREGKDUNTED A TRACTION!
U OVER HALF A MILLION DISTRIBUTED.

will take place monthly.

,

ESTABLISHED,

potteries.

ITS

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

411

GREAT

&. HON", m:inuEast Fourteenth Street,

:

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
$$ert$mm'& §oafes.

&

Chesapeake

^gortfitmn's pasties.

EE

Ohio

West

ft

MoantalhSjVallCj ofYlrgtala, Alleehauj
Sreeultrler and Sew Klpers, ami Kanincluding in theirvariettesof game
deer, hear, wilt! tomeys, wild duck, grouse,
qnaii, mine, woodcock, nouutain tront, bass, pike,
pickerel, o
Hell,

i

.

'

Guns. Aching tackle, and one dog for each sports-

man carried

THE P ENNB YLVAMA. B.B. CO.

free.

The Route of the Tourist
to their
summer lesorts,

The Only Route

via

TRori'IMG PAKE.* and
.,

Sulphur Springs.
;

H.

B

a.

SQUAN.and

and

PAUL SHORT

ST.

LINE.

and

St, Paul.

CHICAGO

FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent.
Gen'l Manager.
feblT-tS

&ALT0K RAILROAD,

any Hotel

In the

largo and as elegantly furnished
the SHERMAN.

to

8t. Louis,

Kansas

satvi

Hie

!'

.iei

from
Chicago

SPORTSMEN

L.

I.

...

.

i

'.

:

Superior Mining and Blasting, Powfley,
HOVERNMENT CANNON & MTJSKET POWUER:
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES t'OR KXPOBT, O?
ANY REQUIRID 6RAIN OH,-* PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can bo and of dealers, or of the Com-

S. P.

pany's Agents In every pronj^isnt city, or wfcoiesai*
«ft our office.
83 WALL STREET,
YORK.

,-

.||

:

:

.1-1,1

I

I,'

i

CONKLiN,

NEW

iiluunl

Prop'r.

aogn9

tf

Eaton's Bust Preventer,

SPR1NGVILLE HOUSE OR. SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a

practical

For Guns, Cutlery
Safe to handle, WILL

gunner and an old Dayman. Has

always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc..
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys oh
the cousin The best ground in the vicinity of New

will flrd splendid shooting on tie
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
quail, etc.
C
Kansas City with the
Railroad
for the. great Buffalo and AnKansas Pacific
telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

York for bays

Liberal arrangement* for transport of Dogsfor

Ground, L.

all

varieties.

Special

We guests, and satisWM.' N. LANE, Good
Nov9 tf

attention given bv himself to
faction guaranteed. AddreES
I.

Sportsmen.
•

JAMES CHARLTON,

TWO PASSENGER

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Qi,

Between Btrlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all Bast and West

and Surgical Iostxnmen»..
NOT GUM, and will keep HI
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere In the United
States prononnce it tho best gun oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It la
the best preparation I have found in thirty-live
years of active and fretpient use of guns."
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, MO Pavonla Avenue, Jersey City
*
Heights, N.J.
Scld by principal New York dealers, and by Win.
Reau & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. KitiredgeA Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. B. Bate
Chicago, HI.: Brown
A Hilder. St. Loots, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. Md. S..
Cropley ft Sons, Georgetown, D. c. Jos. C. Grnbb
i,

GUNPOWDER.

lines In Iowa, running through some of the finest
huntluggrou,
Ki
tbwost for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs ken good are of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten ormore upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. P. Winslow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

^oods.

<§pc>f[fciqM's:

Wild Fowl Shooting.

City.

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN
EVERT THING.

,

the year for fishing and shooting parties. Boats,
hoatrccD, statu
convenience
i

Chicago to

M

packed la i and
lb. canisters.
Bonis nlrong and
moist. The FFFQ and FFG are ftvorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the " Sea Shooting " FG 13
the standard Ritte powder of the country.

]e'20 tt

Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches
and (VeathaniDton, within a nii'e and a half ol the
ocean.
Excellent aT.ommodailon for snmmer
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good Boating, Ushlfig, and gunning.
House open throughout

Terms moderate.

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
KEFO, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 35,
i2;< and ftij lbs, and cans of olbs.elFFH is also

PropT.

World to show as
rooms as those of

Rossmore House, Speonk,

I

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TRAINS EACH WAT DAILT,

QUICKEST,

ALVIN HDLBERT,
We challenge

t

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above
the parlor floor, without baths.
Rooms with baths, 58.50, $4, and $1.50 per day.

Still

BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
NEW JERSEY COAST
WATER SPORT AETER FIH

Fbane Thomson.

A

(fine) to G (eoarse).
In l and S lb. canisters
lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration, For held, forest or water shooting, it
ranks ai
and it Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

in

points on the

for

canisters an4
and clean, fol
Well adapted to shot-

(coarse). In 1 lb.
line grain, quick

(One) to

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."

Also, to

Minneapolis

Tkrongb Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Lotus, Minneapolis

1

and 6^ and Vl)i

Hunting.

TTJOKERTON,

Unsurpassed In point of
Packed in square canis-

only.

Nos. 1

Company

of the

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Win* Shooting,

lb,

thi lb. kegs.

EXCURSION

Jersey.

all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BEDFORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, M1NNEQUA, and

L. P.

AND

Nos.

also reach the beBt localities for

New

1

Hn2ard>a "American Sporting."

guns.

1

St. Louis,

(fine) to o (coarse).

ters 01

GUNNING AND FISHING
Pennsylvania and

The steamers

'i

1

strength and cleanliness.

upland prairie shooting.

SALT
AND FEATHER.

of this L'ne reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland sbootlng-seottous in the country.
Connections direct for Chlneoteague, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
James Rive.-, CnrritOBfc, Florida, and the mountainous conutry of Vlrclnl*. '••:•:> 'ssee, etc. Norfolk
Bteamera sail Mondiy. Tnesfiaj-, Thursday and Satnrday. Lewes, Del., Tnesdar and Friday at 2 r. it.
Fall Information given at oillce, 197 Greenwich St.,
New York.
sepM ly

Hazard'), " Electric Powder."
Nob.

Company

Railroad

Pennsylvani

renowned

Old Dominion Line.

'

RACE COURSES In the
being CONTINUOUS

lines

lies,;,

HOWiBD,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

'i

avoid the difficulties and daneeraof reehipment, while the excel=mooth steel tracks en)vei
lent care which
able STOCK TO BE Tit AN SNORTED without failure
or Injury.
The lines of •

TICKETS

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,

CONWAY

GUNPOWDER,

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

White m

Northwest and Southeast at. Gordonsville, with the
North nnd Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements
is equipment,

MAHOFACTOBKB8 OF

Pfc

moat of Urn

afforded bj their lines for reaching

moat famous

Monatalna

watering places and

CHICAGO.

Respect! ally Invite attention to the

throngh tne most beautiful Bind picturesque scenery
of the Virginia

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Piedmont Virginia

awha Valley, and
and

<er.

Sherman House,

TO SP0ETSMES:

Virginia,

comprlsin;

aitd^ioijhfcr goarkmetu

gja/^fe

The Route

of the Sportcman and Angler
to the Pest Hunting and Fishing
Cfounds of Virginia and

355

&

Co., Philadelphia.

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

i

DUPONT'S

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting
Powder.
ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1S7S.— Tj>OR THROUGH TICKETS TO EERNANDINA
LONG
r
THE
MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip
JACKSONVILLE, 8T. AUGUS1TNE, SAN

(daily excel)
from Tkirtyfoorth. street, Bast River (dally) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trains, ami fr.:-tu South Wall street,
Fulton and Catharine ferries (flail.) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains !> o:ri Depot, corner Flat-

'

'

bush and Atlantic avenues, Erooklva. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long a
sr'a Point) as
follows
For Greenpoi t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 a. m„
4 p. si., and on Saturdays at 8:30 p. m. For Patchogne, etc., 9:30 a. a., 4:3u and p. m. For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 A. M
For Port
4, 4:38,5 and 6 P. it.
Jefferson, etc, at, 10 a. a. and 4:30 p. it. For Northport, etc
at 10 a. M 8130, 4 30 and 6:30 p. m. For
Locust Valley, ai ii:SU timl UVUia. M., 3:80, 4:30, 0:30
andli:30p. a. For Far Ro-ka-vay, etc., at 9:30 a. m.,
F,n- Garden City and Hemp4, 4:80, 5, U and 7 >-. u.
Btead, S:*i end Id .\. jr.. 3:3ii. 4:30, 5:33, 0s30 p. St., and
13:15 night, and from Long T-'.ond City only 9:30 a. M.,
1:80 and 6:80 P,M. SUKDAYS— For Pert Jefferson,
Patchogae, etc., 9 a. m. Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 p. m.
Northport and Locust Valley, a. m. and 6:30 r. m.,
Garden Citv and Hempstead 9 A. it., '2:W and 0:30
p. M., and from Long Isi nd CI y only 9:30 A. M and
5!30 p, M. Trains for Eockaway Beach, Flushing,
I

:

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by Bteamshlp to SAVANNAH, ana thence
by railroad or Bteamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
Qeneral Agent,
Philadelphia and Southern Nail S. S. Co.,
Pier
South Delaware Aven ce, Phtla,

M

PuponCHfSunnowdcrlHlHs,

established inisol,

have maintained their gr,?ai reputation for 78 years.
Manufacture ihe loiiowiug celebrated brands of

Powder

Ronan's Metal Shell Cleaner.
Cleans fifty Bhells in ten minutes. No water used.
elastic, ai-lf-adjustlug, prevent the slipping
wads, is utifipialleii as a itreech wiper by covering with an otkd cloth. For sale by all «un dealers,
or sample sent free by mail on receipt or price,
Si. 50; Hland ia bore. J. J-'. ITOMAH, box aiHoxbary
Station, Boston, Mass.
Liberal discount to the
trade.
Sept2i( 3m

Knives

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

of

Nob. 1 (coarse) to 4 (Sue), uiieipmle I in strength,
quickness ami cleanliness ; adapted for Glass Ball
and Pigeon Shooting.

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

it

,

,

,

t

.

College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New Y,rk at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip ind Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island

Express,"

3

Park

place, 7S5

Grand Central Depot

and

912

Broadway and

in Brooklyn, No. 333 Washington street aud 73 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at. any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
J. Chitthnpbn, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Je6 tf

New Haven,
field

;

FOR
Hartford, Spring

and the North.

NOETHAM

The new and elegant steamer C. H.
leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundavs excepted), at 3 p. m. Passengers go North and East at
*

NIGHT LINE.— The

Continental leaves

New York

p. u., arr.vlng in New Haven in time for ihe
morning trains.
Merchandise forwarded by dally Express Freight
train from New llavcn through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to

at 11
early

RICHARD PECK,

General Agents.

JOHNS,

N. P.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS

iq,

and

Capt. Bennett,

Xorm a regular
Pier

1 (coarse) lo 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball,
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.

North

month. Persons

ALHAMBRA,

line

between

ftlver,

New

Capt. Mellhinney,

York, three times a

visiting I

Vineyard Sonne*, in saiooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroim and meals,
New York and Halifax, $15 gold; New York and 8',
Excursion tickets at reduced
Johns, $30, gold.
rates. For schedule of BaWtngs and further particulars arjply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,
S3 Wesi street, N. Y.

AGENTS-WOOD .t CO., Halite.
& CO,, St, John's, H.
ff.

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago

H«

& Northwestern ER.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
RailwarLine? of the West and N„n.lnvest, and, with
US numerous branches and connections, form- the
route between Chicago and nil
:n Michigan,
pointd In Illinois, Wl
Minnesota. Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the
Wesl.-m Territories. Its OMAHA AND OALIFOR.M1A LINE Is the shortest ana best route for all
poinis In Northern Illinois, Iowa, I) ikota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, OreCHICAGO,
gon, China, Japan an,
i.

;;

ST.

PAUL AND M1K

B

3

is

the short

line for

Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for

in t,ne

Gre,3t Northwest,

lis

WIMONA AND

ST.

PETER LINE is

the only route for Winona, RochesOwatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulra and
points In Southern anil Central Minnesota. Its
IB 18 the only
line for Janesvllle, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Eacauaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake SupeliUBUQUE
Its FREKFOKT
rior country.
LINE 1b the only route for Elgin, Eockford, Freeport ami ail points via Ereeport. lis CHICAGO
LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and is the only one passing through Evanslon,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,

».

HARVEY
jezoem

qiticlc,

stiongand moi

S

F. L KNEEL/AND, 70 Waix St. N. Y.
Use soke but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg
N.
Powder for long-range rifle shooting.

B—

Milwaukee.

No. 28

Band Powder
MURJ1AY

BlnSs next morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 6:30 P. K„
dally, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),

1 to 1, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
1 lb. cani-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

No.

mended for breech-loading guns.

will

No. 5 at
For rat

home

tic

octir

D.

Long

3m

LURCH'S

Range

Rifle

Ckekdmoor Targkt, Dibtanob 200 Feet,
AND

Affi

GUN GALLERY,

B%

lbs.

Orange

No.

«5 Broadway Boston
;

inable

oaica,

from your

,

StS.)

NEW YORK.
O.

Jfc

B. ZETPI.EB.,

GUNSMITHS AND RIELB QALLEEY,
107 Bowery. New YorK.

clean. No. l to B nn
each, and canisters of 1 and 6

The

Powder.

Rtfle

for rifles and all ordinary porposes.
FG, FFG and FFFG, thelaat being tne finest.
Packed in wood aud metal kegsof •» liw., VJji lbs.

best

fJT/.es,

:-.

be found unsurpassed by anything

No. 104 Bo wery (Between Grand and Hester

each.

lbs.

i

:'

.,

.

i

and

n,
i.

M

lb.

-

.

and "used by Capt. A.h'.

...

BOUARDUS,

ELECTB -''ALBL.VSTARATUS. MI, ITARY POWDER
»u Kinds 3D hand and made toorder.
I

'

of

Fnetional and
Platinum Fuses,
i-amptdets, showing sizes of the grain by wotxl
Cot, lent li-ee on application to the above Address.
Safety Ftre,

in ihe We.-t.
office,

For sale by all dealets. Manufactured by B.
Ansonia, Conn., aud ; White street.

GOODMAN,
New Y'ork.

Orange Ducking Powder,
metal kegs,

-.'

This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Pralrlo Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brum, shooting,
our Iowa line to-ti av off era more lav..
than any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiei and Bass ashing, a hundred
'n' Northern and Northwestern lines of

company

- IJST

KQUAI. TO ELY'S, AT tESS PaiCE-

Eor water-fowl, strong and

nex-r ai'itruoon.

TO SF-OliTSMHN.

New York

FELT
a & P a.

grig

Orange Lightning Powder.

tar No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any oilier form ol Hotel care.

till;

Co.

ST., N. T.,

and Mannfactnrera of

Bole Proprietors

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
uln Express Train of
Council Bio 1.;
the CHICAGO & NORTHWBBTHRH"
West brand, they leave Chicago daily, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council

and reach Chicago

&

Laflin

American Chemically Prepared

i

AND MILWAUKEE
to

New

t.

SPORTINO. M1NINK. SHIPPING AND BLAST-

AND

Kenosha

fine grain

IN GPO WD Bus or nil sizes an-lilescriptii.ns. Special
grades for export.
Musket. Camion, Mortar and
Mammoth Powder, U. s. Government standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any requited grain
or proof. Agencies ia all cities and principal towns
throughout tne U S. Represented by

all

OREEN B AY AND M

Powder of very

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG,, "SEA SHOOTING,"
EFgandFFFg.— The Fg for long-range rifle shooting, the FFg ami FFl-'g fur general use, burning

ter,

»l

or the Lower St. Lawrence will And this the cheapest
and most direct, route, avoiding changes and detention. Time between New 1 urk and Halifax about
Sixty homa, Oiie half of irlp through Long Lsland and

TRY

DUPONT'S EAGLE "RIFLE,
strong and e'ean
for Pistol shooting.

A

UMLWAY.

Cromwell Steamship Line.
BESW YORK, HALIFAX, W. S, AND ST.
COSTES,

Nos.

,

New York Mailing Agency.
improved Newspaper Folding and
13 Spruce Bt., ith door from
Tribnne Buildings. JAMES BRADY, M»n«ger and
Proprietor, Open diy and night.
with

latest

Mailing Machines.

Trap-Shooter's Ammunition
Case.
A handy and eompaet Leather Bos for earrrlhi.'
100 rounds, $4,80; TO rennde, $4. Bent by
express 0U reoeint of price, or O. O. V. everywlteie

shells.,

THOMSON

P. O.

Box l.iilti,

3(»

<&

SONS,

Broadwsy,

New

York,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

356
'*

§oads.

KAIWARD,

W.

A.

212

BROADWAY,

N.

Sta.tes

\©c

Cartridge

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORK.)

W.

'A*
*JS

v^

Y.,

Ospartgmeti's §ood$.

Q<*».

H. Holabird,

THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF
VALPARAISO, IND.

Thia house Is well known as being the largest
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer In the United

Fnll set of One FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK
sont free of ex. on reoelpt of price.
$6, sent free on receipt of price.

States.

Jot $10,

Special Designs for Athlelic, Shooting, Boat, Billiard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social

A line C jat for

Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of je»e:ry of every denovl4 2mos
scription.

LOWELL, MASS.,
AND CARTRID GES.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.
snow-shoeing, etc. They are
easy to the feet, and very
H durable. Made to order
r in a variety o! styles, and
warranted the genuine
article.

Send

MARTIN

for Illustrated oircular.

HTJTCHTNG3,

P. O.
bot to Frank Gsod.)

and sporting rifles and pistols, and In nse by the ARMY AND NAVY
and several Foreign Governments.
Rim-flre ammunition of all kinds.
attention given to the manufacture of
Adapted

The beat thing In the market
for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,

Box 568, Dover, N. H.

8

"

MANOTACTUBER8 OF THS

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,
to all military

UNITED STATES

Cartridges for Target Practice.
Bend for Illustrated Catalogue.
FOWLER & FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway,

OF THE
Special

PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOS BREAKING"

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of
breaking the dog for the Held, anil is especially
adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Price
250. Prospectus of the finest kennel of setters and
spaniels In Indiana. Write for particulars.
nov21 tf

N. Y.

(Snooes-'

W.VW Jfreenwr's Ghampion

TrebleJ^edge; Fast,
Breech-Loaders ^~~

THE WISSIBQ OQa^

%

ter a
aa p ge n snooting, Monaco, Feb.,
^ i'^
?
tlie I?
Grana
Prlx iae i
Casino, an diet dCart valued a J
J
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, waa competed for
by
sixty-six of the best Bhots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore

km.'

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHIXG.

GOODS

The largest assortment and best
Universe.
Descriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

C.

Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29X yards. He
also won the saeond event, killing s birds in succession
at 83 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on
record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 187T, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver oup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.

In the

W for one
HENNING,
lte

WASHINGTON,

J. Purdey,

D. C.

l

^

PATENT BOSS

6,

1875; No. 168,823.

W. W. GREENER,

The only practical cartridge holder in use. Will
brass cartridges,
carry

BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR

St.

O

prevent

starting on
Suitable for either
or brass shells.
These cartridge holders
can be easily attached to
any hunting vest or coat
front. A vest will hold 30
of the cartridge holders.
Two dozen of these holders only weigh 8 ozs. One
belt complete, with SO
attached,
only
holders

shot.

paper

COMPASS.

IMITATION8.

Mary's rWorks, Birmingham,

H. O. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt

wads from

Street,

New York

England.

CityO'

XX X

A New

Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, lor use in breech and muzzle-loading
making straight-boreB shoot as well as choke bores are supposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, aod $1.10
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow.
Packed 50 in a box.
guns,

weighs one pound. The
belts oan be perfectly ad-

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

justed to fit either a slim
or large man. Will deliver to any address, and
prepaypo-rtaie.oubeitsor
any number of loose bonders on receipt of the following prices: Spring
bra=s cartridge holders,
per dozen, 11.26; adjustable belts with 30 spring
brass holders, complete,
$i. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the
gayest and nicest belt in use. $5.
solicit correspondence from deilers. All our belts are made
of the finest hnsseit leather, and have Neck-Straps

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.
ST

GLASS
2$, 1877.

"St andard

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all Blzea,
Russia bolt rope, manllla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORES.

" Ball.

•

ESTABLISHED

The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers In Glass Bails to the fact
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD
TO A SCALE, therefore wo
ONLT BALL
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade,

MADE

AND

either by transportation or f ailing

«

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

1

y

the Highest Awards at all tho World's
Exhibitions for the Beat Held, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc
Spectacles and Fye-Qlasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods In this country.
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes.
IUttetrated Catalogue on receipt of postage o/i cents.

Has received

BOGARDUS.

A. H.
My

PateutRongh Glass Balis are now made even, and carefully packed, with
,'2S0 in each barrel, and by having a rough surface strengthens the ball for shipdng. and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth bill has to be mode so
thin to break successfully wnen hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and the feather-ailed ball is the same. Now,

"•;

L

N. T.

".

Will

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

300,

214 Pearl Street,

Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by
Transportation,

BESJ. PIKE'S SON & CO.

OPTICIANS,
030 BROADWAY,
Between

pack 10 extra. I have had 5,000 Bhipped out West since my return from
England, and ussd them myself, and sometimes would not nnd a ball brokeD, and
never over three or four in a barrel. M» traps are the best to practice from, and
where cluns use them you can readily see which is ihe hardest shooting. la
matches reported in paper=, saying Boganltm' rules aud traps used, you do nor
see all the balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot
and will follow the Instructions laid down in my book. "Field. Cover and Trap
Shooting," will become craek wing shots, and. further, patronize the man
jd this spot 10 the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the
American flag. My " Fie d, Cover and Trap .ShootlDg" is the only book that has ever been written and
published by a market hnucr aud experienced man. I will return the monr-y »o any one who has bought
the book and thinks they oil not get their money's worth. Each barrel of balls contains a score book with
Bogardus' Bules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting.
Price of Balls, 1,009, S 14? by single barrel, 84 ; "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," S3.
CO., 10 Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
HEADQ'JaIlTEES FOR BALLS, HAGREttTY BROS.
'
«
SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
TRAPS, H4UT
A'dross CAPT. A. II. B i«J\HDU«, ElUharr, Logan Co., 111., or can be had from him

and

FEXCEL8 ALL OTHERS. Throws lu every possible
direction.
puller, can

stationary

No screen Isneedod,

as

no

one, not era)
a*e. Mide

111

i

If

•

WORKING PARTS

desired. All metal.
for Circular.

NICELY FITTED. Send

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls
TJBB

LThe Huber Trap.
FOR SALE JBY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN
GOODS.

H-

JjJO^tO

&

hoots.

DISCOUNT

'10

THE TRADE.

ORDERS BY
BALLS.
l%/nr»V BILLIARD
WAIL
BMaTBLLR BILLS.
PROMPTLY
FAK0 & POKE It CHECKS.
ATTENDED
to.
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS./
"1

OCtlT tf

<MT

,

fl*OA P*r day al liwne. Sample worth $6 frfla.
5J)CU *«r«« Stjcwb * Co., IMctland, Malua.

IVUKY
II Villi

ilst

NEW YOBK,

and 22d S'reela.

will

&

wherever be

Jeam

1640.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than Is charged for other inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully
made. It will break In every Instance when hit by Bhot, and la sufficiently strong to prevent breakage

*
on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of
for price list. Special inducements to the trade *
v Bend

AN EXACT FACSIMILE.

made. As a guarantee of excellency a Baraple has
been left at ihe Fokkst and Stbeam and Ron \ho
Qon office. Sent on receipt of J 1.60, by post office
order, to any part of the Dnited States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

PATENTED OCTOBER

The

IS

Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compaes

IRA A. PAINE'S
BALL.
FEATHER FILLED

CaBh must accompany orders.
Send money by registered letter on Serena, III., or
Send 10 cent
F. O. Money Order on Ottawa. III.
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

THIS

per Box.

KAY &

In cut).

FOOLER <fc JONES, Serena, La Salle Co., LI.

75c.

A. B.
CO., Newark, N. J.
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting.

We

on (notshown

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

HF

-

,

States, Oot.

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
poshlvely

thegunmaker.

e
n
Bogardus anu
„
o
JT ? *°g gun abo at Philadelphia, 18T6, In the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. parous
and
Mr. South
for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of loo! using one Barrel only.

ROPELLEK TUG. AND YACHT ENGINES
AND YACHTS NOW READY. REND
FOR COP?. SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

The winning gun also at the great London Qua Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
at B ri ta laa
Irelan <1
T
TREBLE WEDGE FASl^ BRBECH-L<5adER is the str r!|e S
?% PA
, „ r rt
?,? ever invented,
and most
durable
and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United

POOLER & JONES,

and

&!

-

Opera, Field & Marine Classes,
Pocket Compasses, Thermometers, Telescopes,
Spectacles and Eye Classes,
of the finest quality and at the lowest prices.

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans.
H. T. ANTHONY !i CO., Ml Broadway,
Stereoscopes
. N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Transparencies, Oonvex Glass, Photographic Ma-

E4

F.GB.0TE&C0.,
TURNERS AND DEALERS
114 E. :4th ST., NEW YORK.

'

GOLD OnUll

Ireo,

AMJM8 T.V.

* O

AMERICAN

THE

NEW

SPORTSMAN'S
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COME BACK.

deer,

a point already fully explained in

this journal.

It is a

shorter-legged and shorter-tailed deer than the white-tailed or

Shbkebh Island,

h. L,

Nov.

14, 1S78.

Virginia deer, and is not on an average quite so large. Few
does will dress as high as 100 pounds and few bucks over 150,
although I have shot two estimated at 200 that would surely
mirers of Frank Forester in Chicago, who incloses to me
have gone 225 if as fat as deer ofttn are at the East. Though
several slips from papers published at the time of his death.
never as fat as the Eastern deer often get, this deer is still very
Among them he sends a poem ( which I inclose) attributed to good eating, and though not quite as wary as deer that are
him, and supposed to be addressed to the wife who had left incessantly popped at by market shooters, is quite smart
enough to make you polish your, wits up bright to see him,
him, and which was the probable cause of his death.
and when alarmed, whether wounded or well, can do 100 per
Isaac McLellan.
cent, more of " git tin' out " per second than any oilier animal
Come back and bring my life agalu
that runs.
It rarely runs with the lope or canter of the white
That went with thee beyond my will
tail, though it sometimes does, but its usual gait is a perfect
Restore me mat Which makes me man,
bound or bounce like a ball, all four legs striking the ground
Or leaves me wretched, dead and chill!
at the same instant and grouped close together with the legs
Thy presence was of life a part
almost stiff. Though they soon tire, they will run this way for
Thine absence leaves a blank of death
half a mile or so as fast as a horse, up hill, down hill, over or
They wait thy presence— eye, and heart,
through brush, over rocks, fallen trees or any thing all ground
With straining gaze and bated breath.
seems equally easy to them their feet making all the time
only one regular '* bump, bump, bump, bump " on the hard
The light is darkness, if thine eyes
dry ground.
Make not the medium of itB ray.
He has no flaming white flag to wave adieu to blighted
1 see no star in evening skies,
hopes, yet he has a complacent wiggle of his little stubby tail
Save thou look np and point the way.
as he dissolves in the chapparal or fades over a ridge that
Nor bursting buds in May's young bloom—
operates as an equally effective stimulant to the ejaculatory
Nor sunshine rippling o'er the seatendencies of mortified humanity.
He has also a very neat
Bears up to heaven my heart's perf urne,
but intensely annoying little trick that I never noticed in the
Save thou my monitor can be
white-tailed deer— that of hiding or skulking in brush.
Dropping its head and crouching low, it will often stand conThere are two paths for human feet :—
cealed in brush but a few yards from you, and all the noise
One bordered by a dnty plain,
you can make will not start it sometimes. When wounded it
And one by phan'oms cursed, yet sweetcan skulk out of your sight in brush only four feet high, and
heart,
and
maddening
Bewildering
brain,
unless you can get above it you often cannot get a second
The one will right and reason urge,
shot.
The quantily of small bullets this deer can get away
Bnt thou must walk beside me there,
with is astonishing, and a small-bore is utterly unfit for this
dizzy
I
tread
verge,
Che
Or else
country unless the ball be made expansive, and even then you
And thou some guilt of loss must bear
will lose about one-quarter of your game without a dog, and
some even with a dog.
Come back There Is no cause on earth—
The " Burro deer," or Colorado mule deer, is found on the
deed
wrongshame—
no
of
No word of
desert slope of the mountains, but not on this side, except
Can bury all of truth and worth,
very rarely. No other variety of deer is ever seen here.
And sunder bonds once turn and Btrong.
There are a few grizzly bears and panthers in the mountains,
There Is no duty, heaven-imposed,
and in two or three places is yet a small band of antelope, but
That, velvet gloved, an iron hand
none of these are plenty enough to hunt with much prospects
Upon my heart-striDgs crushed and closed
of success.
The black and cmamon bears, the elk and mountThy hate should all my love withstand
ain sheep are not found here.
About twice a week a camp hunt is in order, for Reche is
Days seem like ages— and, ere long,
an old sportsman and quite as fond of huntiDg as I am. After
On senseless ears the cry may fall
dinner it is the work of a few minutes to toss into the wagon
Or, stilled by bitter shame and wrong,
a couple of saddles, a box of bric-a-brac for the internal
The pleading voice may cease to call.
" whatnot " and our blankets, etc., and a drive of about an
Come back before the eyes grow dim
hour amid splendid scenery brings us to our ground. Good
sight
see
thee
come
but
to
That keep
deer range isjabundant on all hands, as the settlers only average
Ere fail and falter hand and limb.
about one to the square league, and few of them hunt much.
Whose strength bat waits to fold thee home
We will go to-day, however, to the high bluffs of the Santa
Margarita. These are about 1,000 feet high and break away
For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. on the top into gulches, basins, canyons, ridges and peaks of
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BETWEEN the Santa Margarita

and San Luis Rcy rivers

there runs through the high table land a lovely valley

some three miles long, and so filled with majestic live oaks
and sycamores that one can walk in places for half a mile
under a continuous shade. In the choicest part of this is the
apiary of Mr. V. 0.' Reche, now known as Fall Brook PostMr. Reche
office, and here I have anchored my roving bark.
does not undertake to keep boarders, but any one who is fortunate enough to find room with him will fare far bolter than
he would dream of in so wild a place, and find better treatment than he will be apt to get in most places with far ampler
facilities for

making things

pleasant.

amazing, but hares
The
and rabbits are not so plenty as in El Cajou, while in a few
miles of easy drive is the best duck shooting in the county.
The quail shooting I have already described in a former arBut
ticle, and the ducks and geese I will leave until winter.
quantity of quail in this valley is

In and along these little gulohesand canyons, and especially
around their heads, is the favorite resort of the deer by day,
where, ensconced under the thick green shade of the surnacor
some other evergreen, they chew the cud of calm content
through the heat of the clay. About sundown they move
about and browse, descending to the river during the night
and loafing lazily back toward the top of the bluffs after daylight in the morning and laying down from seven uutil ten
o'clock, according to the moon and the heat of the sun.
Imagine yourself with me about four o'clock p m., shod in
buckskin moccasins, overalls, shirt and bat instead of the fifteen pounds of sudorific oppression you pack over the Eastern hills a dress you can weir 840 days iu the year here, and
which makes 100 per cent, difference in the comfort of shooting.
We saddle up the horses, and, after climbing 700 or 800
feet, tie them to a bush while we go on to riDd a load for them.
Owing to the unusual growth of vegetation last winter,
which now lies dead and brittle, si ill hunting is this year
noisy hunting, and deer cannot be approached as closely as
usual.
Running shots, and long ones at that constitute abaut
two thirds of all the chances we will get,
extremely
cautious aad keen-eyed. For the s
tracking is this
year such a very difficult and slow operatior that it scarcely
;

The best way is to visit such places as the deer lie
in and depend on jumping them, or sa iag them from a
long distance while on foot in the morning oi evening.
;e a trail that winds up II
Ii is
a ravine,
by the. wild cuttle, and v;J
3 to travel softly
and easily. After winding around
vi or three
if
gulches and the base of a small peak, it desc uds into a basin
some a00 yards wide aud 150 feet 'deep, th lottom of which
is cut up into gulches and ridnea.
;e3, witli
with nlent
plenty of sumac and
other evergreen
ed thickly here and there. It
will never do
tor it goes down
liiisighl ol anything that might beiuit.
You
around it and i
on
he ipposite side, and then
enl
it by this little swale that rums down to the left and
ccme across to you, There is almost certain to lie a deer
lying iu there, ami
sharp to get a Sh(51
Before you
and there's a rapid bump, bump,
pays.

down

i

i

is one kind of hunting of which I must tell you fully,
because it is not only one of the finest of American field sports,
but one to which I think no approach to justice has been ever
done by the very few who have attempted to describe it— still
hunting in San Diego County.
As this is no place for either natural history or methods of
hunting, I shall give but one or two points about the deer of

there

this section before

posed

we

OH a hunt. It is generally supbut is in fact a variety of the mule

start

to be the black-tail,

'
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I

,

.
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bump, accompanied by the smash of brush. Run for that
point that makes out there a few yards ahead und ply thy
moccasins as though a grizzly mother were raciug close upon
thy rear, while I run with equal speed for the point
Arriving at our points almost
over which the trail gies.
together, we see about half way across the bottom
of the basin careering wildly over bushes, wide gullies and
heavy boulders, with high and flying bound— what? The
regulation big buck, that inevitable blank-blankcdest-blankblank of a blank-blanked old buck ? No. MirubiU dklu, it
is not, but only a couple of what the high-minded, noblesouled sportsman always disdains to butcher (with the quill)—
two poor little innocent baby-deer. The poor little things are
only about two-thirds grown, and of course we'll be magnani-

mous enough to let them live aud hunt up something worthy
of our lead.
Yes, if I know anything about fawns I think
likely wc will, under present eircum-tances, anyhow.
Of all
nonsense the idea that a fawn is necessarily easy to kill is one
spotted fawn is quite another matter ; but,
of the greatest.
three times out of four, a fawn two-thirds grown will test the
wits, nerve and skill of a hunter quite as much ag that eve)
lasting old buck, who, especially in the fall, is much more
likely to be an old fool than a fawn is to be a young fool.

A

Bang! whang! go our two rifles, both bads passing just
rump of one as he comes down from a high spring.
Hold lower and farther ahead next time. Another jump and
they disappear in a gully that makes off to the right and leads
into a patch of heavy chapparal.
Scramble now as fast as
your legs will bear you for the side of the basin above that,
while I go down and follow up the gulch. They will probably skulk now in that thick brush, and I will drive them out.
Keep a sharp watch from above and send a ball into the first
patch of gray that moves in the brush. We soon reach our
places, but all is still.
The noise of bouncing hoops and
crashing brush has ceased. Perhaps the poor little babes are
exhausted and are wailing for us to walk up and blow their
over the

heads off.
After thrashing around in the brush for eight or ten minutes
You have seen nothing and beard nothing, and
I reach you.
neither have I. Where in creation can they be ?
They may be yet skulking in that brush or
Look on
yon ridge some 300 yards off behind you. Do you see just
over the low chapparal two delicate heads and two pair of
long, gray ears turned toward tis,
Raise your 250 sight and
it's the only chance now.
pull away
Before the sight can be adjusted and the rifles raised the
heads disappear, two dim gray sprits bob up and d iwn once
.

;

or twice in the chapparal, and all is still.
Can those be the same two ?
Let's circle around a little and see. Yes, here are the tracks
coming out of the head of this little brushy gulch. They
have gone out on a trot, you see, and doubtless crouched so
low that the brush concealed them.
And so we're euchred ?
Even so. It's utterly useless now to follow them.
Let them go, then. Who would kill such poorlittle babes ?
Verily, who would ? More properly, who could ?
The sun is now sinking fast the silver sheen of the far-off
Pacific is changing into burnished gold; the distant peaks of
green and gray are reddening into crimson and purple the
soft green of the chapparal slides into a dark velvet hue ; the
humming-bird and bee are humming on their homeward way,
aud the roariug wings of hundreds of quail going to roost resound like distant thunder from the long, greeu canyon 1,000
Something must be done quick or we are
feet below.
;

j

'Chicagoed."

Hark
basin.

and

it

A

!

that

the crack of Reche's

is

Maynard

next
than one,

in the

Run quick, for he may have jump At more
may come this way.

dash of 200 yards along a cattle trail that follows the ridge
brings us in sight of the basin from which the shot came, and
up the right-hand side, like a richochet ball, is bouncing, with
airy grace, a long-eared mass of gray, with glistening horns
He looks as round as a mule
projecting high above his head.
and shines with sleekness. He is 175 yards away, and rising
No mortal rifleman can
at least three feet at every jump.
We'll try him,
touch him on that gait except" by chance.
though. Pull ten feet ahead of him and tire, not when lie is in
from
the
previous jump, for it is
rises
the air, but before he
necessary to shoot a whole jump ahead of him.
Bang bang ring the two rides in succession, and the dirt
!

!

my

him and just behind him. Bang! goes
barrel, held a little higher to avoid
previous error,
and the dirt flies just over the edge of his back. Bang.' goes
your rifle, and again the dirt flies behind him.
still thit
he scrambles with era
buck goes on, goes on.
flies

just under

my

second

Aud

Away

around him and behind him;
In a moment more he vanishes
it still his days go on, go on.
a pocket of the mountain's Clark green vest, und we are
Ohieagoed ?
liven so: for the short twilight of the South will leave us no

bound; again the

dirt flies just

time to And another, and it's quite
follow this one.
Reche whistles a signal on an empty Bliel] Ian he has one ami
starts for a horse, while we wead our iv
down
asi
with JVMcha
the mountain, meditating on the fondej
deer can slip through a hunters Angers and the immense
amount of space
best thing to si ep on—
After a suppei
\

tl

1

i

i

ai d
smoked venison, q iail
mounted by the p oper :»»i of lingual musii
smoke, we go to reit under the only tont
:

pe tcbj
'

— —
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THE AM.
of the mind. Cnly a house on piles iu the inlet, three feet
above the water.
Delmonico and Welker have " whacked" some hundreds in
cash out of me in gastronomic pleasures; but, never did I
or edtndi as I did that lone goose at Abner
homely but homelike fireside. On a November
was. And 1 slept— I think it was the sleep of the
just— and I dreamed that the ex-Secretary of the Navy did
not get elected to Congress in my district, that J. M. s. was
the •coming man," and was sitting in Speaker BandaU's chair.
This sudden joy brought, out a profuse perspiration, and the
morning light, or Alfieri' s melodious voice singing, "Hove
my cocktail in the morning," aroused me just as I was striking
the gavel upon the Speaker's desk and declaring thai the
"Richard " and" Hartndge " Associations were both defeated.
Likc_ single-speech Hamilton, 1 won my spurs, as a fighter
fry a sing!
itl. a bunch of
lives.
One "Ducking
It.

nighty's

night,

bridegroom's coming, I thought of Chaucer's happy line
the river and Hit; points that jut
" Top rose tne ana, and up rose Emily."
Fust the dim gray of morning silvers i
long pull and a strong pull landed us two miles from where
yet we see nothing.
on
a shelving beach, which our little hosts no
started,
we
cautiously
and
head
Hist! Down low! Now raise your
sooner touched than by command of Skipper Abuer
look in the edge or the cuapparal just below yonder peak.
we hauled them up bigil and dry, and quick as willing hands,
Do you sea that spot of dull gray ?
elI
rifle.
No trying long shots if we can get a little numbed with cold, could do, we had dug ;l irench,
iimke the top of that peak. That spot is planted our bouts in them, and built up a breastwork as high,
perhaps, as ibose of Hunker Hill, when our ancestry saw the
browsing aud suspects nothing.
Bwinging carefully around and out of sight, in a few white of the British eye.
Abner planted his decoys swiftly as I can write the account
minutes we reach the top of the peak, some 131 yards above
..
where the gray spot, was. The morning sun now floods the of it, and then kindly loaded mv double-barrel
o
o
[n the little boat and fasep
dark-green hill with golden light and glistens on something
lameahim
fortheburnAMeiiAdama(for.soweliar]
still.
it
See
bright in the edge of the dense chapparal below.
Or a cocktail, gazing
ig-red of the hair of his he id clamore
moves, and several others close beside it. And now we see
1th pathetic tenderness at Ihedemjjobn which seemed as
the long, gray ears on each side of the glittering tines.
eye,
his
him
the
of
as
Apple
albeit it was not
'.o
near
and
dear
easy
take
it
body.
J
ust
Keep cool now until we can see his
must have a sure shot on apple-jack. The demijohn Lad to be opened, as he swore no
aud make no noise or motion.
duck should fall till one swallow (of Gibson) had helped to
him it we have to wait an hour.
In a few moments he moves out and stands in the open, make a summer in his eetomach. 1 am habitually a temperate
about 130 yards from us, proudly erect, with massive neck, man, and like John Albion Andrew, the noble Governor of
shining cat and glistening horns-a grand picture on a grand Massachusetts, of blessed memory, not a total abstinent but,
background. Fifteen hundred feet below, through its im- the truth of history must be told when I say that that cockmense and rugged banks, the river whirls its sparkling mica tail caused gladness of stomach all around the board. We
sand; the deep gorge, with sides robed in a thousand ever- had not crawled into our boats five minutes before a flock of
greens, is filled with a hundred hues and shadows the aged brant (a bird always seeming to me to be half duck and half
oaks and sycamores, and even the old, gray granite boulders, goose) circled around our decoys in easy distance of our shootthat hang along the slopes, seem to smile with new life as the' ing irons as we cautiously bent the pregnant hinges of the knee.
rising sun strikes them.
There stands the buck snuffing the Alfieri Adams blazed away, dropping two brant; simultanemorning air, watching keenly every approach, and apparently ously, just as any green duckist would do, I let drive both
Well, it
barrels, and Sown tumbled three royal big onrs.
priding himself on his smartness.
Here, take my rifle. That chap must be killed dead, for if might have been "ag'in' the rules of the game," but I think
he can run for two minutes he is lost to us, and to-morrow the shout which went out of that red head (A. A.) and from
could
have
beeu heard
the buzzards will be wheeling above him. Sit down and rest the vicinity of the carbuncle cf M. S.,
»
your elbow on your knee; take it as coolly as if shooting at a at Barnegat.
Abner Doughty looked disgusted, but "scooped in" the
target, and hold a very fine sight middling high on his
'.
batteaux
out
into
the bay
light
hauling
one
of
the
:h a
There, he starts oil on a walk. Full a few inches ducks by
quick as lightning. Our success warmed us up. Even Alahead of him and let go.
Bang; go five drachms of lightning powder from my .05 fieri cast no longing glance at his big demijohn, and said
A distinct "whop" "Gibson " not once. He patted his paunch of plethoric size,
calibre Nichols
Lefever Express.
comes b ick on the bit the buck humps his back into an with fat capon lined, and asked permission to build a lire,
roast some potatoes, as it was eight of the clock in the morning
arch, walks a few feet, staggers, and lies down.
Sit right still.
You wouldn't believe me about holding and before breakfast. " Some drinking, bul no eating," said
till this 'ere duck shooting is
ahead, and have hit him too far back. He can't stand that COO the sententious Doughty,

run up from

I

basins.
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Under Difii
As a duel

r,
successful and even brilliantly so for
once, I said
le farmer, from whom death snatched two
boys at onci
ttiate archer, would not one suffice?"
I have d
to more.
When Alfieri suggests another
trip after brant, geese and ducks, I suggest, "Alfred, is it not
a trifle cold ?'' Yours tenderly,
J. M. S.
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We

;
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grain expansive ball, though, anywhere, and will soon die if
But if he sees us he may make a plunge and get
into the brush.
Hold ready to give him the second barrel if

left alene.
lie rif.es.

But it's not needed for see his head droops, he gives two
or three convulsive kicks and rolls over, dead.
He is soon loaded up on a horse and we return to camp,
where we take another lunch and some coffee, then break
camp and get home by eleven o'clock, the whole hunt requiring no more time and much less fuss than many an ordinary
" chicken hunt " back on tho Western prairies.
;

!
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BRANT AND DUCK NEAR

GEESE,

ABSECOM.

I

HAD

Dookino Under Difficulty!
week too sick to try cases, but

been for a

Stein, the prince of gunsmiths, got ready

well

my double-bar-

relled Westley-Richards, and 1 hauled out my RR, pass, intent
on brant, duck and wild goose, and struck the 4:13 p. m. train

Camden, on the Atlantic Road for Leeds Point, Atlantic

County.

A sis-mile drive over a good c-oad,

in a

We relapsed

into our respective boats. An hour passed,
and we could see the flock of brant and ducks, thousands in
the distance, for tho bay is dotted with islands, and apparently from every island came the most sweet voiced "honk" Of
the wild goose. It had become a question of endurance between me and the red-headed sheriff one of the best.fellows,
too, to travel with the world ever taw
which could stand the
cold the longest, Alfieri would crawl over and tell me some
sidesplitting anecdote while the brant would be slowly
coming down toward us with the tide; then lie would quietly slip beside his gunner, who had all he cared to do to keep
"
the sheriff quiet,
u it," said the gunner, "all lay still
for them brent ; you can't take them with no sort of BoHUm
PittW like you can them runaway buggers around the Cape

—

—

D—

May

enough to be out of bed, when 1 received a telegraphic
summons from Albert Adams, the jolly good fellow who, till
filled the office of Sheriff of Cape Hay County,
Tuesday,
last
N. J-, to come and shoot ducks at Leed's Point,
The dispatch took mc in the humor, for the sight of
pleas, bills, narrs, replevins and replications had become extremely disgusting to me, and even politics, which Seward
(the great Win.) said was the "sum of all the sciences," failed
to charm me.

an

done.'

country stage by the

Court House."
Albert subsided. I sat shivering with the cold and wishing
myself as strong as Dr. Maginn's wild Irishman, the "calves of
whose wicked-looking legs overe three feet, about, rny dear"
Presently our pulses warmed, and the
(JToeles Aiuhro.-iniia:).
laymen, at least among the gunners, felt their hearts begin to
beat against their ribs, for an immense flock of brant we had
watched with eager eyes for one hour rose and came straight
toward our boats and decoys. By signal agreed upon we were

—

to let eight, barrels go into this flock
four barrels as they tried
to light and four as they took wing after the first four doses.
You could have heard a pin drop in the bay (almost). I
don't think I breathed for a space ; I was so deliriously
frightened shooting at ray first buck in Tennessee was nothing to it. Bang! four times, close as two successive Hashes
of lightning.
They rose again, but this resurrection was the
;

crack of doom to them. Abner Doughty yelled a hallelujah
chorus this time himself, theu dragged the smallest boat off,
sculled her rapidly among the dead and dying, and gathered
them in to the number of fifteen brant. Tlie state of the
Weather absolutely demanded a drink all round.
It was only a question after that of how long we could wait.
Pluck sustained me, aud I prayed for hunger and a good di'

gestion to fix the rest.
We did wait till four p. m., and then
an appealing look from J. M. S. toward the semi-corpulent
inoonlig-.it, on as sweet a night as that upon which "Jessica
eat a net sighed tier soul away toward the Grecian tents," led and carnivorous Sheriff decided the day, and we folded our
mi bored our ducks and bl
us up to the door of Joab Sooy's hotel. Joab, who is a doubleTh<
fisted, warm-hearted, big-browed Jerseyman, welcomed us
Greek host crying, "Hallatta! Hallatta!
thougrt
right royally to the freedom of the hostlerie, and to a supper infinite sea 1" when Xenophen stole towar
that historic seaof buckwheat cakes, Jersey sausages, and coffee the color of beach, did not express one-half the ezttbc mi joy my aching
Sammy BeUle's (Quaker) coal coffee as cheering to the eye body felt, to end this lucky, but much-i during, day. One
»nd the taste as Blaunahassets' "srhubberry— that Shenstoue nunc hour ot exposure would have ended ly professional and
might have-envied."
political career inside of a w< ik.
I was completely numb,
High Sheriff Adams, as brimful of mother wit as an egg is unable to lift my gun, chilled f
centre to circumference.
We killed a goose on the wing on our way to the main-land,
of meat, had provided himself with an overcoat pocket-full of
Irish potatoes, one loaf of bread, a bag of salt, and & demi- and counted the spoils of war.
had bagged 35 brant, 17
ducks and 1 wild goose.
john of old "Gibson."
made the gunners carry the
Like the Western woman, I never could abide the taste of game, for Adams' stomach yearned for dinner equally with
corn, but when it took the shape of corn-juice I could worry that of the writer.
We had watched the
.

•

:

We

a

down
Adams knew

little

we

!

and knew that I was really too sick to go
a ducking, but had enough of the miching mallecho, or
mountain devil, in bicu to desire much to see how a Jersey
lawyer would behave at 4 o'clock in the morning on the
dreary, dreary moorland, with
icle on the back of his
neck— too Kick for the labors of law, but well enough to seek
brunt aud duck with a fowliug-piece at the early hours of the
this,

toiled

Aimer Doughty,

the best gunner in the bay, called for us

at 3 A., si. the coldest November morning I had ever appreciJoab, feeling sympathy for me on account of
ated.
resemblance to the Job of tbe'Bible— he of the many boils—
gave us a hurried cup of coffee, which, like the gold which
lps the hurt that honor feels, sweetened and
braced us up for the toils of the day, which 1 knew would bs
considerable, as soon as I sniffed the morning breeze of as
bracing a day as ever welcomed a skater on a winter's rink.
There were four of us ; besides the High Sheriff, with the
"skipping spirit" Adams, came Doughty aud his assistant, all
loaded to the teeth with "traps," as well as our heavy guns.

my

it

set,

surrounded with "looming

bastions fringed with fire," and, as I picked up the dry leaves,
half crimson and still beautiful, 1 murmured the sweet liues
of the German L'hlands, a painting in themselves

As on aooBumpUou'S waning cheek,

But luck had not deserted us. The bonk, honk of a tremendous flock of wild geese sounded over the tree-tops as we
walked homeward.
Abner handed me the only loaded gun
we had, and as the flock was high above the trees and straight
overhead, seemingly among the clouds. Hired, and,
i

of an honest barrister, down came, directly at ray feet, the
biggest goose I ever saw.
N. B.— Shall I except Alfieri when
in love?]
Our happiness was now complete.
Nothing
daunted us but the long, weary walk back to Sooy's.
Abner Doughty, with a stroke of genius, said", " Come to
my cabin and I will cook this goose." Alfieri, the Sheriff,
foy at the thought, "We were soon there— a little.
frame shanty, with a good ore burning iu it.
To us a .Mecca
I

i
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and Stream and Sod and Gun.

EDISTO RIVER FISHING.

YOUR inspiring pages

of fishing and hunting, here, there
and everywhere, from our great lakes and rivers of the
wealthy and happy States of the North and West, are now
constantly perused by me with much interest. Your until'!
ing efforts to multiply your supply of fish, your game laws'
and the gusto with which your young, and even old, men prepare and fix up for a hunting and fishing maroon, either on

land or water, or for birds or beasts, all tell me how your
people are enjoying life, and increasing the energy of their

muscles in your great States,
as a reader, much admiration and symhowever, l'oramoment;mdulgellieideathatyou
alone have these fascinating sportsVmd reunions, for away south
of you in the black waters oi theEdisto, rising in the "middle
country" of South Carolina from springs of clear and delicious
water, our trout, and rock, and jack, and perch bite as lively
as crickets, aud pull as heavily aud with as much activity as
any fish do in any portion of the Republic. The Edisto River
stream, abounding with islands,
is a bold, dee
covered with (the fagus) beech, the Alba quereus (the whiteae Magnolia j/ranttifiora
oak}, the pine if:',

constitul ions as well as their

acquire in

my mind

Do not,

pathy.

(magnolia), and many other smaller trees of less note, but in
the general aspect they offer a panoramic coup <F»# to these

which invite their visiting sportsmen to go on shore
and enjoy their smtas, spend their nights, use
Barley Corn" with a freedom that "disturbs with mirth the
drowsy ear of night," and sets agog the "moping owl that, to
the moon complains of such hunting wassaliers wandering

islands

near her secret bower, molest her ancient,

Now we allude

to

our Southern bird of

Bolitai
this species

actlamator capita Uvi, corpore grisco, or the whooping, svhoop.
ing owl, and occasionally the screech owl, Stria <,.
vpora ftrniijiiuo. The great white or Bliowy owl
seldom ventures so far in Dixie, though I have
seen one specimen in this State, and one or two in Rapides
These birds all have curiosity, ami
Parish, in Louisiana.
soon come up to bivouac to see and hear (he news, a
fail to join in catnp revelry, and laugh and hurrah like the
-I, however, never makes free, but
rest of the a
keeps by, watching passing events. I have sometimes known
;

I,

•

that they enjoyed tk
by the ancient people, considered a bird of

owl was,
wisdom, and he
pen her shield, but
the demoralized modern people look upon her as an omen of
evil,
a harbinger of misfortune, and among the vulgar
dreaded and hated. So it is "Oreteiius," buf 1 pass her on
her parole, in contradistinction to the general verdict of tha
"brutem futmen," on the assurance
,n o assertsthat she possesses a large share of the organ of phil

was promnte,i

i

.

tiveness.

Well, we went to theEdisto on the invitation of Dr. J, Q.
Gurnard, and in company with C. J. Tobin, General John E.
Xobin, Luther White Williams and Dr. Joseph Morgan— ft
nice party you will say if you only knew them— carrying

guns and many other descriptions of groceries;
paramount, John Barley Corn, tobacc
the Virginia tobacco plant yes, and the celebrated "Perique''
(smoking tobacco), made in "its highest perfection in the parish
of St. James, Louisiana,— and after a liberal potation at the
island in honor of Bacchus, old John Barley Corn and Minerva,
we sat down to a hearty meal of boiled trout, fried perch
jack fish, or, us the French would say,
fckapaw," or man-eaters; "Court
billim, John Baptist (lialtase), "Pisces," illustrated by one
fishing tackle,

;

'.

of the (12) twelve signs ol the Zodiac.

Then we drew forth with pious regard and iu solemn form,
our meerschaums, manufactured in the American ol
New York, by F. Julius Kaldenberg, Post-office bos 01, ami
filling hem with Perique tobacco, filled the island
atmosphere with an exhalation that would have thrown th
of Monte Gristo higher into the upper spheres of an Elysian
phantasy than his far-famed "Hatchis" ever did, say nothing
Of your Powhatans, or your Durhams.
They are nowhere
they are mere incorporeal hereditaments, ami as far behind
the times as " old Hip Van Winkle was after his passing
through his twenty years of hibernation on lorn diingnmn's
mountains in old North Carolina." Thanks to the Great
Architect for giving us tobacco
for, taken in modern!
sness, and produces a state of languor of a mi >st
I

;

!

tie

_

morning.

home we saw

We

Forest

class, inclining to

1

:

repose upon a series

phantasmagorias, which elevate the soul, culm the senses,
and relieve us of all worldly anxiety and selfish.
We had a long, flat-bottomed barge, with a fine tent over
it; tables, benches, curtains and furniture Eor the expedition,
and three batteaux for the division of our parly, and our
barge was our store-ship took about two hundred pounds of
fine fish, the trout averaging from one pound and a half to five
pounds, the jack about the same, and the perch from threequarters of a t"
,d and a half.
Killed so
j

.

squirrels [Sciurmi, smelted a brain (bear), and
alligator (Ict/igosaunti).
The waters abound with them, and
the swamps have plenty of bear, but are hard to get at on acc.uutof the den
.,] wide swamps. In the latter
part of our first day's sport our schoolmate, Elijah Willis, and
his angling civilian, Assa Franklin, fell in with us, and ju
,

FOREST AND STREAM.
I had joined tlicm in r batteuu I changed my live bait and
put, a copper frog, which exceeding disgusted the angling
ii. Franklin.
1 got a rise, and pulled out a five-pound
jack from under his canoe. "See, Joe, you talk loo much, and
make such a noise you'll scare the fish away," but I continued
talking and spitting the .juice of
Virginians' delight into
the river
they backed 8ft and proceeded on down the river,
singing "My poor Lucy Meal." I soon took five or six more,
and being desirous of disabusing them of the idea of scaring
fish by talking or moving the waters, which 1 did as soon as I
reached, by commencing to catch them as soon as I boarded
tliem, greatly to their annoyance.
They finally "surrendered
at discretion," and went into a good old family running conversation, the on-u* />'•'' ' " 1: oi which was the'" likelihood of
were successful, however, and toward
rainy weather."
sunset my old fi iencl, Jos. hua K sadle, joined the association
with a large supply of fish, butter, fat bacon, and three
hearty hand-shaking, and " Well
gallons of buttermilk.
done," smartly connected with '''Here's luck," for

We

A

" Fo:d

warn*, an'

nils Clio

THE CULTIVATION OF SMELTS.

or

life

down lilll scrlevin'
rattling glee."

We got in shore, as I said, and concluded from the cloudy
By one
appearance that we were going to have, a bad night.
consent we Btretched our tent on the island, staked it down,
our servants got all things ready, gave as a fine supper, and
after smoking Gfea. Tobin, 0. F. Tobin aud myself played
violins, and Mr. L. \V. Williams accompanied us with his
guitar, until the owls, finding themselves repudiated, withdrew from our society, and low, distant, reverberating thunder
began at about eight miles away to the southwest, getting
louder and coming closer until the whole covey got in and it
began to rain about ten o'clock r. m.
This "raised a comer " in the grocery department as far as
old Barley Com was concerned, and it was soon visible that
the oftener we paid our respects to him the less we cared for
the murky night beyond our pavilion, and it, was also observable that the hilarity was on the increase.
About tola time,
the midst of the general role of discoveries that we had pitched our tent under an immense dead
tree that was old, rotten and hanging right over our sleeping
lodge, this required another invocation to Bacchus and Old
John Barley Corn, which gave us more confidence, and we
began in the idea of predestination to think what was " to be
or not to be." So Willis and Keadle concluded that they
would take the rain and he safe from the gravitating proclivities of that crooked dead tree, got out ou the bank of the
Edisto River, and, carrying two large benches, got under
them aud prepared for a night's repose the best they could
hope for. One of the hands that was a son of temperance
and a follower of Gen. Curry, of Cincinnati, Ohio, saw with
much concern that grim Death was staring us all in the face

m

—

who were

went down to the water's
edge, pulled out a canoe, turned it bottom upward, got under
it to keep the rain off, and went fast to sleep.
Gradually, one
aftor another, each individual began to hunt up and get in
charge of Morphea?.
The fiddling ceased, the drinking
ceased, and the smoking ceased.
At three o'clock A. m. a
loud noise came from the riparian proprietors. Each one in
his sleep had tried to get as far as he could under the two
benches they had got under to keep the rain off them, and the
under the

tent,

so

biggest man being next to the islaud, pressed the rear rank
or file-closer a little too hard iu his Bleep, and he gravitated like the stone of Sisyphus after the order of " Facilis
descensus averni" or, in vernacular language, went down
against the canoe sleeper, "knocking his canoe forked,"
scaring him to death,' thinking an alligator was about to preempt on the dust from whence his body was made. He riss
and made an effort, as old Gen. Tom Woodward said when he
was accused of running from the Indians when they got after
him as he was out hunting near Tuskugee, Ala,, during the
Greek war, which he denied, but his friends pressed it home
upon him so tightly that he said, "Boys, I didn't run, exactly;
but damn me if I didn't do some mighty lofty walking." This
canoe man spread all sail for high land, Willis hunted for the
bottom of the Edisto after the style of Sir John Falstaff from
the buck-basket into the River Thames, saying afterward, " If
it had been deep a3 hell he would have gone down," and the
whole affair was accompanied with, such a scrabble and noise
that we in tent, fully expecting that bears had attacked them,
and supposing them to be in ariiculo mortis, each grabbed
for his gun, knocking each other down in every corner of the
tent, over table, bench and frying pans of fish, etc., that two
guns fired off in the tremendous dark, and Dr. J. G. Guinard,
seeing a dark body beforehim and taking itfor a bear, clubbed
his gun and knocked down the canoe man as he ran into the
tent, as he thought, from the pursuit of the alligator.
Day
broke slowly upon them in that buck island, and as the morning rays began to illuminate that tent each man therein had
both barrels of his gnu loaded with Dittmar powder, cocked
and drawing his bead on his friend to the left, who stood
squatted in "the corners as low as they could, so as to catch the
rapid explanation ensued, arcns in the
bne of the hcrizon.
.vre grounded, the "
Dg roll" was beaten, the wounded
looked after, the party assured that no bears were likely to inand there was another
vade ,i tci
ies, and each one giving his intellectual
views of what was Ihc matter.
We got a whaling breakfast and put in down the Edisto
with heavy weather on our port bow, sails furled and running
under top square sail. The rain was Intermitting from heavy
The Admiral telegraphed for a hoard of
mists.
to
visitors, aud as tin- Edisi
was muddy aud rising, though
trout were still patronizing out party iiberally, we arrived at
Winboru Island, Where the crew were paid off, dismissed
honorably aud adjourned sine die,
J. Duncan Allen,
Trial Justice in and for the County of Barnwall, State of
South Carolina, and United States Commissioner for the
Circuit and District Courts of South Carolina. Nov. 11.
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Gsbkitv's Goat.— "J im Gerritty" was a goat which had
been a character of the fourth Ward icily), for years past. It
was an habitual frequenter of a saloon on South street, and
had acquired great popularity among the bipedal goats who
Jim had a taste for
there guzzled their daily modicum.
theatre' posters, newspnp, rs, old shoes, discarded tin cans,
barrel hoops, bottles,

and the various other

delicacies

upon

which city goats thrive and grow plump. His peeuUarity,
however, was an acquired habit of making away with innumerable whisky cock-tails and kegs upon kegs of beer.
There was an old "chap hailing from Williamsburg who used to
drink a cock -tail with Jim regularly every morning, and everyone used to drink beer with the goat. The animal died last
week, and was buried Thanksgiving Day with copious
funeral libations of beer and brine,

a most delicious anadromous fish, affording
good sport to the angler, can be easily acclimated
is well known.
Fresh water smells are
found in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick rivers, in certain
portions of Lake Champlain, and in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and possibly many other places.
They arc identical with the sea smelts (osmerus moi da,r). It is said that
Jamaica Pond, in Massachusetts, was stocked with them as
smelt,

really

in fresh water, as

long ago as the close of the last century. Quite recently,
within three or four years, efforts have been made by the

know how

ehc

WT

THE

Maryland Fish Commissioners and others to propagate smelts
artificially, and no doubt such persons will be interested to
corresponding efforts have succeeded abroad.
We are pleased to give them the experience of so valued an

Kewa us tivin'

no wortk roeeivln'
Wilen heavy dragged we pine and grievui',

Tiin' life's a gift

Tbe wheels

salmon and other fish. II, is only a few years since they were
introduced into the South Bay of Long Island, but in that
short time they had utterly ruined the fishing until uot only
did no one go out with rod and line for weakfish, but it was
found useless to troll for bluefish. They have nearly exhausted the Great Lakes, and will inevitably do so unless

$1 §ultuw.

my

;
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authority as Francis Francis, Esq., Naturalist Director of the

Brighton Aquarium. He says, first, that it is one of the
most difficult fish to keep in health for any length of time
;

referring to the

in

cucumber smelt (osmerus eperlanus), lenown

London markets, and not

the South Coast.

There

the. latter

on hand

feed on,

The

These two

is

Argentine or sand smelt of
no difflcidty in keeping a stock of
to the

indeed, they are kept for the dories to
dories will eat nothing else while confined.
;

though very much
wholly different genera,

varieties of fish, called smelts,

alike in general appearance, belong to

the cucumber smelt belonging to the salmonidie, having the
small soft adipose fin common to that family, while the
Atherine is destitute of it, as it is also of the cucumber odor,

which so strongly marks osmerus eperlanus. We quote from
London Fkld, of which paper Francis Francis
an editor. Speaking in his capacity of Naturalist Director of the Aquarium, he says
" Wo have had a good many small consignments of this
fish, but have never succeeded in keeping them long, the
a late issue of
is also

.

being to get them to feed. If that be got over,
there should be no difficulty in keeping this lovely and striking fish in confinement, because it will live and thrive in almost any kind of water salt, fresh, brackish, or in the
It is a voracious little fish too, and feed3
dirtiest sewage.
upon al most anything. Lately Mr. C. Pavitt, of Battle Bridge,
near Chelmsford, happened to be at the aquarium, and offered
to give us any number fresh from the water if we would send
Mr. Lawler went down and drew the mill tail, up
for them.
to which the smelts made their way from the coast, and secured some two hundred of them, the greater part of which
he managed to bring back safely, and a lot of them have been
put in the table tanks in their new position in the eastern corMr. Lawler sends me word that
ridor and in other tanks.
though some of them are, as was to he expected, dying off,
yet those in the table tanks are beginning to feed; and, as
those tanks arc now in a far more favorable and healthy place,
having purer air, less valuation of temperature, better light,
an excellent fresh and salt water supply, with a heating apparatus under each for delicate specimens, I have hopes that
we may succeed in naturalizing them. The herrings are a
handsome brilliant fish in the water; but the smelts far exceed them, and the flashing gleam of their brilliant scales is
very rich and beautiful ; they arc quite a fine spectacle in the
table tanks."
difficulty

—

promptly restricted,
It would seem an easy matte* to secure such necessary legislation to limit the dire effects of what is practically a monopoly confined to a very few hands, but in fact nothing has

appeared more

difficult.
In the South Bay it was found by
investigation that there were not over thirty owners of pound
nets among a population of 30,000, all of them more or less
interested in protecting and saving the fisheries.
But those
thirty meu set the 30,000 at defiance, and the county of Suffolk was twice turned over politically— once from Republican
to Democratic and then back to Republican on the question.
Finally the act was passed forbidding pound nets, only by the
active efforts of Senator Wagstaff, who, although a 'resident
of Long Island, was elected to the State Senate from the city
of New York.
As an evidence of the wisdom of this legislatiou, the removal of the pounds has resulted in the finest fishing known in the bay for many years, 280 bluefish having
been taken by a single boat, and from thirty to fifty kingfish
in a day's fishing last summer.
In the Great Lakes pound fishing has been extended and ex
tended as it exhausted the fishing which was within easy
reach till it has assumed gigantic proportions. Not only are
these nets with wings six miles long and a pound at every
mile, but the stakes are driven in water forty feet deep. Such
stakes are an obstruction to navigation and as dangerous as a
sunken reef to sailing craft, which have to go miles out of
their way to avoid them.
They are a foot in diameter and
would sink any vessel coming in contact with them in a heavy
sea, and, if there is no other means of getting rid of them,
they should be torn up by the general government for this
reason.
But why cannot we obtain proper legislation about
the whole business ?
Why must we go indirectly about effecting what has at most a few hundred individuals in its
favor and the entire rest of the community against it ? When
shad poles eighty feet long were planted in our harbor, instead of passing laws to forbid such a monstrous infraction of
public right, the people left the matter to the Harbor Commissioners, who pulled them up on account of their injury to
navigation.
The New York Fishery Gommission, in its official reports, condemns the unlimited use of pound nets year
after year, but no result will follow unless the sentiment of
the community is aroused. Somebody should make this business of protecting everybody and everybody's fish their own.
will soon have no fish in the Great Lakes if they do not.
It must be remembered that wild animals are not like domesticated ones there is a limit to the supply that no amount of
demand will increase. Something can be done by artificial
breeding, but protection in adapting the take to the yield must
be added or exhaustion will ensue for no matter how many
are raised, still more may be fished out if the appliances of
destruction are increased faster than the means of production.

We
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Robert B. Roosevelt.

Eels.—Mr. B. G. Blackford informs us.
Packer, of Brown University, Providence, R

Spermatozoa
that Dr. A. S.

in

has found the male eel with the mill or spermatozoa. This
added testimony to what has already been published in our
columns, and the "eel question " may now be considered
" Now give us somepractically settled. Mr. Blackford says
thing new to work at." Well, how about the sea-serpent ?
I.,

is

:

A Now

Fish-Way.—Colonel McDonald, Fish Commis-

question.

sioner of Virginia, has invented and patented a fish-way
which he thinks cheap, and which will let down the volume
of a river over a dam of any height with such gentle flow

smelt.

that shad in ascending

Thero can be no doubt, surely, of the identity of the fish in
They are closely allied to osmerus mordax, our sea
And if these things can be done in England they are
equally possible iu America. We extend to our industrious
and aspiring fish culturists the hand of encouragement.

POUND

V

NETS.

Editok Forest anp Stream
It is time that some proper legislation was had to supplement the efforts of the Commissioners of Fisheries in inIn no direction is this more necescreasing the supply of fish.
sary than in controling and limiting the use of pound nets.
As it is probable that there are among your readers many who
have never seen a pound net, I will describe in general terms
its construction and method of operation.
In its simplest
form it consists of a " wing," a wall and a "pound " or trap.
:

The former

and guides them
from which they cannot escape till they are
taken out by the fishermen. To set this engine, a large row of
stakes arc driven into the bottom leadiug from the shallow
arrests the fish in their travels

into the latter,

water out

to the channel, if there be a channel, or if not into
deep water ill such localities as the fish frequent. The wing
is set on these stakes, and, being of fine mesh, forms an im-

passable barrier to the fish which, either in their annual migrations or in their local movements, come in contact with it.

the fish, being stopped by it, naturally try to pass around it
by going to the outer end, where they are led into the pound.
The pound is composed of two parts, the first being like a
heart with its rounded arches approaching the wing which is
introduced between them, and its point projecting into a
" bowl" or round trap. The fish, following the "wing," enter the "heart" and afterward into the bowl, and as it" is not
in their nature to turn a short corner, they never get out.
There they stay, little and big, food fish and manure fish,

good and bad, valuable and worthless, till they are ladled out
by the fisherman who visits them every day or two. This
machine, it will be noticsd, is fishing all the while, day and
night, aud taking everything that comes along. I have described its simplest form, which may not have more than a
wing of a few hundred feet in length, but I have kupwn at
their being twelve miles in length, with a pound af every mile.
They are tremendous engines of destruction, and have exhausted the fishery wherever they have been used. Nothing
escapes them, and they constitute a complete barrier to tho
fish.
So fatal are they that they have been interdicted absolutely in Canada, where of late years wise and intelligent attention has been paid to protecting and increasing the yield of

it will only encounter a current of a
The Colonel
very sanguine that this way can be successfully employed,
and that with it the migratory fish that are so valuable will

velocity uo greater thau sis miles per hour.
is

rapidly stock our upper waters snl become abundant. Wa
hope the Colonel will send us a diagram soon, with any accompanying suggestions he may bo kind enough to give us.

Fish-Wats

in Michigan.

of Fish Comissioners,

—President Miller, of

the

Board

makes public complaint by request of

the Governor that fish-ways have not been erected in places

where required throughout the State, in accordance with the
Act of May, 1877. It is the business of the township Supervisors to look after these matters and compel compliance
with the law. The construction of these fish-ways for the
passage of fish through our streams would seem to commend

good citizens (whether interested in dams or not)
and wholesome requirement. The plans were
furnished by the board last spring. It is encouraging to sea
our public officials so alive to their own duties and the
itself to all

as a just

public benefit.

**
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New

H.AMPsniBE Manchester, Nov. 23. Editor Forest
I am very happy to report to you that the California salmon sent to the State of New Hampshire by the
United States Fish Commissioners, 250,000 in number, together with 100,000 for the State of Massachusetts, destined
"for the Merri mac River, have been all hatched very successfully.
The loss by dead eggs when received was not over
four per cent., and we have lost less thau one per cent in
hatching, so that our total loss so far is within five per cent.
Of these fish 200,000 will be placed in the Pemigewasset and
Baker's rivers, and the other 150,000 iu our large inland lakes
Winnipesaukee, Squaw, Sawtpee, etc., where they can go

and Stream:

—

to the sea if they like, or lake out their naturalization papers
are also much gratified al the
in fresh water.

We

and remain

proof of the success of our former operations, as evinced
the pemigewasset this Bummer, by Kail
i.h,
tlodge, of Plyi:
of the young
ng, and also of parr of
California salmon of las!
;rowth, evidently tho
the Salmo salar iu their first y
t time in thirty years,
young of the salmon, which, for
ascended the Merrimac last suuir
iJ which have propagated in the natural way. Here
e evidence of success
in fish culture, which promises w
the future.
have
this month 50,000
taken at the Plymouth Hatching
brook trout eggs, which are laid down in the boxes for hatch-

by the taking
Warden E. B.

iu

i
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We

ing, and the fry from -which we shall distribute to
as may seem most advisable in the spring of 79.

such places

Bam Webber.
Fisu Culture in Tennessee.— Geo. F. Akers, State Fish
Commissioner of Tennessee, seems an energetic official, but
do not appear to be fully sustained, as will appear
from the following plea which we find in the Nashville
American:
" By proper game laws the whole region from Nashville
to the Tennessee River might be perpetually filled with game,
not only sufficient for the -wants and diversion of the population, but an overplus for export.
There are numbers of
his efforts

streams well suited to the propagation of the best varieties of
fish, passing through this section, tributaries of the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers.
Just now the waters are too
low and clear to afford good angling. Hence, it is only occasionally that we are able to strike a " hole " that rewards
our efforts. Yet I find game fish more abundant in this stream
than aDy 1 have visited for years. The reason for this is it is
less Beiued and gigged and trapped than any other Middle
Tennessee stream that. I know. This insures a fair chance
for the fish to multiply.
If our Legislature will gi ve us effective fish laws, and furnish the comparatively small means
necessary to stocking the streams that are now almost without fish, in a very few years there would be an ample supply.
This is an important question, and I hope, by the aid of the
press and of public sentimeDt, to obtain from the Legislature
recently elected an appropriation and the passage of stringent
laws for the protection of fish and game—if not throughout
the Slate, then, at least for all such counlies as may desire.
As Fish Commissioner, appointed by the Governor, 1 am free
to say that without protective laws, and without money to
pay for v restocking our streams, I am powerless to do anything in his respect for the general public good.
Geo. F. Akers."
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A Historic Salmon.—Niks, Mich., Nov. 24,—Editor
Forest and Streom :
fish (Salmo Uloveri) commonly termed
land-locked salmon, was speared in Log Lake, Nov. 19.
Log
Lake is a small lake of some thirty acres, is fed by springs
and is located about two miles from Kalkaska, the county
seat of Kalkaska County.
On the 19th of May, 1876, there
were deposited in this lake 5,000 land-locked salmon fry, the
fry having been hatched at the State Hatchery at Pokagon,
ma- ing our captured fish some two years and six months old.
It is a male and a magnificent specimen of his tribe, weighing
8 pounds strong, 2 feet 4 iuches in length. He is sleek in his
appearance, has beautiful and peculiar markings and is of
aldermanic proportions. It is stated that the salmon in this
lake are now spawning.
Mr. Eli B. Miller, the president of
the Board of Fish Commissioners, nas gone to Kalkaska, and
will make as vigorous & push as possible to secure the fertilized ova, audit is believed he will succeed.
The salmon
has created a wonderful enthusiasm hereabouts, it being the
first land-lockcr of any size caught in the State.
Its marvelous growth bepets universal praise as well as wonder
Photographs and a piaster paris cast of the fish have been taken. Its
corpus will to-day be served up in princely array at the Burdick House in Kalamazoo, and of course will constitute Vie
item in to-day's menu of that popular hotel. Our fish culture
friends far and near are invited to come up and partake of the
The capture of this fish is proof pregrare entertainment.
nant and positive of the success of our piscicultural labors,
aud presages, quite plainly enough, "some things as well as
Cavillers and the whole tribe of doubting Thomases
others."
are now most respectfully invited to take seats nearer the
door.
Geo. H. Jerome,

A

We

congratulate the Michigan Commissioners upon this
proof, tangible and positive, of the assured success of their
efforts.

This salmon

is

such an evidence of the wisdom of

their work.
*i

not only a good account of the condition of the eggs, their
subsequent batching and destination, but is also decisive concerning the question of credit for which you so gallantly
couched a lance in my behalf
SOCIBTB D' ACCLLUATATION, Paris, Nov. M, 1878.
Mr. Fred. Mather—

The

Dear Sir: I take pleasure in Informing yon that we received Hie salin most Bplendid condition. This excellent result Is eridextdoe to your skillful care, for which we feel very mnch obliged. Almost all these eggs are notr Hatched; the fry are very lively, aud It
Beems almost eertain that they will thrive, la good time they will be
turned loose la several streams, as the Rhone, the nerault and Tonne
by oar Sai-iete with the assistance of the " Ingcnienra des Sctiito et

is

mon eggs

ly

Again praying you, dear sir, to receive the assurance of
I remain very truly yours,
Haveret Wattel, Secretary.
I wish to say, however, that part of the credit is due to Mr.
Stone, who procured and packed the esrgs in California; for
it is certain lhat if the eggs had not been received by me in
splendid condition I could not have delivered tlieni so no
matter how excellently I put them up or how cold they -were
Chaussece."

our thankfulness.

Fbed Mather.

kept.

^istorg*

ABOUT OUR GROUSE— No.

S.

grouse bears a considerable resemblance
THEthewillow
red grouse
Scotland, and
commonly
of

to

called

is

it

moor cock by the

inhabitants of Newfoundland, many of
are, of courso, old country people, and thus familiar

whom

with the British bird partridge is another and less appropriname by which it is frequently known here. This species
is the only ptarmigan that is ever hunted for sport, aud this
one only, as far as we know, in Newfoundland. The birds
are usually found on the open barrens, where grow the plants
and berries on which they especially delight to feed, and
which give to their flesh in the early fall a peculiar excellence.
When found in such situations the sport must, we imagine,
resemble pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies
certain it
is that all who have tried it are enthusiastic on the subject,
and speak and write as if there were nothing like ptarmigan
Sometimes a late family arc found by the dogs,
shooting.
the young of which are not yet able to fly, aud in such a case
it is most touching to see the efforts nmrle by ihe old ones to
draw their pursuers away from the brood. If these efforts
fail the male will not hesitate to fly at dog or man in the
most courageous manner. Few sportsmen, we hope, would
have the heart to destroy either parents or young under such
circumstances. Both Oannister and Dale, who found this
species abundant in Alaska, notice the strong attachment
which the female has for her eggs and brood, and slate that
the affection of the male for the female is equally strong, for
he remains with her during the period of incubation, and even
;

ate

;

refuses to leave her

when

in danger.

The same

explorers

mention that these birds in winter form regular paths through
the snow among the willows aud along the river banks, and
that the Indians by means of snares set in these paths capture
great numbers of them.
The willow grouse commences to lay early in June and it
it said that an egg is deposited every day until the full num-

The eggs are curiously marked with dots,
and blotches of deep reddish purple on a ground of
dark cream color, and are usually about ten in number. In
September and October the various broods are said to gather
together in immense flocks, but when winter has fairly set in
they separate again into small packs of from fifteon to thirty
ber

is

reached.

scratches

Sohoodio Salmon in Michigan.— Detroit, Nov. 26.—
While at Kalamazoo last Saturday I had the pleasure of seeing a schoodic salmon that weighed 81bs., 28£in. long.
It
•was planted in Long Lake, Kalkaska Co., Mich., two years
and six months ago. It was speared while making a trench
with its under jaw for the female to spawn in. The female
was following it and spawning. Larger ones were seen by
the gentleman who caught this one, but as we only wished
for a specimen no more were taken. It was a beauty.
Tours truly,
A. J. Kbi.logo, Fish Com.

>
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A Detroit River Fishery —I visited yesterday

the fishing
establishment of the late George Clark, our very dear aud
lamented co-laborer in the State Fish Commission, and
think a short description would he interesting to your
readers in the interior.
It is located on what is called
Grassy Island, near the middle channel in the Detoit River
at Ecorse, eight miles below Detroit and three-quarters of a
mile from the home of the Clarks on the mainland. Grassy
Island was " made " laud many years ago by the enterprise
and energy of Mr. Clark. Where originally was only shallow water, grass, and weeds, there is now there quite a village.
Houses, barns, boat and net houses and sheds, covering an area of an acre and more, and large pear and peach
treea growing which were planted there by Mr. Clark.
force of 17 men are now employed bv Mrs. Clark, under
Mr. Lacy, foreman, divided, working 12 hours each, hauling
a seine once in 20 or 30 minutes the entire 34 hours.
This
is done by horse-power, four horses being kept upon the
island, two working constantly upon a windlass at each end
of the net.
pound of an acre or more was constructed by
dredging to the depth of about 15 feel, and inclosed by
piles driven very close together to prevent the escape of the
list), with a gale at the place where the
not is brought in 12
leet wide aud as many doep, and fastened at the bottom by
hinges, so that the top of the gate floats at the surface of
the water, and as the net is drawn in the fish are discharged
from it just over the lop of the gate, without having been
handled or removed from their native elemei.t or injured in
the slightest degree. They are now ready to be placed upon
the market at the pleasure of the owner in such times and
qu'intiik-s as is desirable.
The provision made for the
housing and care of men, beasts, boats and nets, all show
that a kind and careful mind was hero employed, to which
all who enjoyed the acquaintance of Mr. George Clark will
cheerfully testify.
Eli JK. Mitxek.
Detroit, Nov. 9, 1878.
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Salmo Quinxat in Fbanom Mr. Editor: Concerning the
transportation of the eggs of the Quinnai salmon to France,
to which you refer in your last issue, the following letter
gives

individuals.

of this species are said to

enables the Indians to live in plenty, even

very scarce.

when

large

of seeing flocks of "

Hearne speaks

game

upward

four hundred," of seeing thousands in one day, etc.

An

is

of

ex-

which we quote from the writings of this quaint old
author, will give our readers some idea of the great numbers
of thesa birds in the Far North, as well as of one of the
methods employed by the Indians in their capture. The
ptarmigan in winter feed entirely on the buds of the willow, whence the name of willow grouse, and Hearne says
"Their food in winter, being so dry and hard, makes it
necessary for them to swallow a considerable quantity of
gravel to promote digestion but the great depth of snow
tract,

;

renders

"The

it

covered with gravel.

"To set the nets when thus prepared requires no other
trouble than lifting up one side of the frame aud supporting it
with two small props about four feet long j a line is fastened
to these props, and the other end being conveyed to the
neighboring willows so that a man can always get at it without being seen by the birds under the net. When everything
is thus prepared the hunters go to the adjacent willows and
woods, and, when they start the game, endeavor to drive it
into the net, which at times is no hard task, as they frequently run before them like chickens; and sometimes require no
driving, for, as soon as they see the black heap of gravel on
the snow, they fly straight toward it.
" The hunter then goes to the end of the line, and when he
sees that there as many about the gravel as the net can cover,
or as many as are likely to go under at that time, with a sudden pull he hauls down the stakes and the net falls on th«
snow and incloses the greater portion of the birds that are
under it. By this simple contrivance I have known upward
of three hundred caught in one morning by three persons, and
a much greater number might have been procured had it been
thought necessary.
"It is common to get thirty to seventy at one haul, and in
the winter of 1736 the master of a sloop at Churchill River
actually caught two hundred and four at two hauls.
They are by no means equally plentiful each year, for in
some winters I have known them to bo so scarce that it wat
impossible to catch them in nets, and all that could be procured with the gun would hardly afford one day's allowance
per week to the men during the season. But in the winter of
1785 they were so plentiful near Churchill and such numbers
were brought to the factory that I gave upward of two thousand to the hogs.
Large numbers of these birds are no doubt devoured by
hawks, owls and foxes, but their numbers are so great that the
depredations committed by these enemies do not perceptibly
reduce their numbers. We are told that when pursued by
hawks or the great white owl the ptarmigan will dive into the
their way along beneath its surface with conTheir color at all seasons serves in a great
measure to protect them from their enemies, for it is said that
it is almost as difficult to see one of them when crouching on
the bare ground in summer as it is to discover Uicm in winter
when hiding on the snow.
The white ptarmigan is abundant in Scandinavia, and Loyd
in his "Game Birds of Norway and Sweden," gives a very
full account of the methods there employed for their capture.
The principal ways of taking them seem to be by shooting
them from the trees when feeding, stalking with a pea rifle,
snaring in the same manner employed to take ruffed grouse
here in the East, and calling— the latter method being the
same which our turkey hunters make use of iu spring. Great
numbers are thus destroyed, and at present we are told that
the ptarmigan are scarce in most parts of Norway and Sweden.
To such of our readers as desire to know more about our

snow and work

siderable speed.

we would recommend the admirable work on North
American Birds," by Messrs. Baird, Brow'n and Ridgway, and
Dr. Coues' " Birds of the Northwest." The few notes which
we have contributed to the recent issues of Forest and
Stream contain, besides much that has alreaJy been noted, a
few facts that have never yet been published, and which we
have accumulated during eight summers of travel and observation in the broad domain which lies between the Missouri
River and the Pacific coast.
grouse

'

'

—

A

Stbange Bird. Editor Forest and Stream : 1 left for
a curious bird, shot on Friday, Nov. 8, on
Greenfield Hill, Conn., by Talman B. Bradley, who has shot
Both of us have hunted for
in that region for many years.
thirty or forty years, and neither have seen the bird.
I attempt now to describe
The shape is like a rail, but much
larger
the plumage on the back resembles that of the
meadow-lark, while the wings are mottled like a quail
the
breast is white, slightly mottled with black; the bill is about
an inch and a half lone, and straight; the legs resemble a
quail.
I incline to the belief that it is a specimen of the Scio
quail, some of which were loosed near Boston.
The flight
was somewhat like a plover, and the dogs treated it as a game
bird.
were hunting for quail at the time on ground
where a few days before we had found a bevy. If any of
your readers know about this anomaly it will be of interest to
T. F. O.
Yours,
identification

assume their red
plumage as soon as the rocks and higher ground become bare,
and at this season they spend a part of the day perched on
large stones or the stumps of trees calling to the females iu
loud guttural croaking tones. The females assume their
summer dress early in June. It is an interesting fact that the
sharp tailed grouse sometimes utters a rough guttural croak
which answers admirably to the description above given of
We have heard it only
the call of the male willow grouse.
once, but it seemed so curious a note that it made a strong,
While traveling in Dakota in
impression on our minds.
1874, an old female, with a brood of well grown young, was
started on the prairies, and the individuals of the family separated and flew in all directions. It happened that we remained ou the spot whence they had flown, for about half an
hour, and, during the whole time, we heard this strange call
uttered by the old hen which was trying to collect the brood,
and soon the young began to reply by a similar note. That
there might be no question about the matter wc followed up one
of the young and shot it in the act.
The extraordinary abundance of the willow grouse in the
Hudson's Bay Territory and along Mackeusie's River often

The rnaLs

from eight to twelve feet square,
wood, and are usually set on
and lakes, about one hundred
yards from the willows, but in some situations not half of that
distance. U uder the centre of the net a heap of snow is thrown
up to the size of one or two bushels, and, when well packed,
nets for this purpose are

anel are stretched on a frame of
the ice of rivers, creeks, ponds

very scarce during that season.
Indians, having considered this point, invented the

method now in vogue among the English of catching them in
nets by means of that simple allurement, a heap of gravel.

:

,

;

We

[Our correspondent's description does not answer at all to
We cannot tell with any degree

that of the migratory quail.

what his bird was, but incline to the opinion that
was a wader of some kind—perhaps the Upland Plover

of certainty
it

{Actiturus barira

fas),

any of our correspondents who shoot birds or mammals
with which they are unacquainted would only take the
trouble to preserve their specimens they would receive satisfactory answers to such queries as the above. From the head,
wing and leg of a bird it is easy to lell what it is; but the
general descriptions which usually accompany these inquiries
seldom help much in ek-terniining the affinities of a specimen.
If

-Ed.1

—

—

—

»,

A Partial Albino. Our correspondent, Mr. Geo. Lyman
Appleton, of Savannah, Ga., writes us, saying:
A friend of mine killed a jackdaw some time since with
It is a
several white feathers in each wing and in the tail.
Bid you ever hear
singular thing for this part of the world.
of another such case ? He has the bird stuffed.

We presume that by
nate either the
if

we

jackdaw our friend intends to desigcrow blackbird, or the boat-tailed grakle, and
we can say that it is by no

are right iu this assumption

means unusual to find white feathers on these birds. We
have occasionally seen specimens in which the white feathsrs
preponderated.
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Rattlesnake's Rattles.— We

Trns

indebted to a

are

Peekskill correspondent for the following valuable informa-

The photograph

tion,

a capital one

is

:
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stream, build his house there, and allow his herds to range
around for forty or fifty miles. The general pasture land of
this region is an Immense triangle, bounded by the mountains,
the North and South Platte, and
he Arkansas. Very few
cattle ever get over the mountains or across the rivers, therefore practically this range is enclosed by these natural botmdI

Mb. e

in

uf

.?

ymir irlaona

cttrtfespondetit in

the io»t iaane ol Fokkrt and Stream, I lake the UtteTty at sending yon
a pjiotngranh of a rattlesnake Unit was kfiled
Qaorge, last
August. Tn this specimen at least, as is plainly ahown tn the photo.,
'

I

me rallies

warn worn

narrow edge to the grown], This snalce
across Lake George, near Blafft Mountain,

wiiii the

was Wiled while BWlMmlDg
and measured

long and

-l^ft.

i
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me, through your column? or

Phiia,,

:fe,-ji,

tiy

\,-,r.

advise

i!7.— Please

mail, the lowest waters the "smelts,'

have
been Known to Softool 8 ml he caught. I do not mean the black backs,
such as have been caught in New JflWej WO.terfl, wlilch tiro a ilillerent
species Iron] (hOSe which are now ID market rr.im the Kennebec River.
An answer will oblige. I have a
rftliC pi'ltj who tnBlBli they have
snch as cangn;

'and waters

.

1

north- of that,

I

e Creek, Delaware, Identical with those
W. W. F.

The smelts of the Kari tan, Passaic and Delaware rivers
(Omierus mordax), are believed to be identical with their
northern congeners of Maine and near latitudes, while tho
Potomac smelts, which are found in the Washington Market,
Attempts have been mads by
are the Hyhognaihm regius.
tho Maryland Pish Commissioners, within three years past,
to cultivate smelts artificially. By obtaining specimens this
winter you will bo able to

make comparisons.

ari

i

The customs concerning the range vary in different localiOn the Arkansas a man owns a certain number of miles
ties.
of river front
back of that he claims bis range. Ilere the
custom is different. The country on tho South Platte is
older, well settled, and every man's range is as well known
as if it had a high wnll about it.
In the winter the cattle graze on land where the lack Of
water prevented their pasture in summer In winter the
snow quenches their thirst, aud under the snow the nutritious
grass serves them as their only food.
They are never sheltered
or watched, or herded during the winter. Left to take care of
themselves, they wander olf, tire driven by the storms far
from home, and by spring scattered over the whole triangle
enc'osed by rivers and mountains. Every man's herds are
mixed up together. Then comes the grand round up.
In Colorado the time and places of the round ups are established by law, or rather determined by County Commissioners, who publish in the spring the places for' the round
ups for every day during the six weeks, usually beginning in
the middle of May. Every ranch or neighborhood then fits
out a squad of men to go and pick out their own cattle. Generally a neighborhood club together for the great spring frolic.
There are busy times times there after the long winter's rest
and isolation. The mountains are white with snow Trom top
to toe, but the crocuses arc as thick on the prairie as in the
garden borders at home a profusion of the dantiost wild
blossoms keep them company, and from the bleak plains which
the frost has scarcely left, the hardy floral pioneers lift brave
and beautiful heads out of the lender grass. Tho harness is
overlooked, wagon covers mended, provisions laid in, aud at
last, on a bright spring morning, the wagons and outfit are
seen starting from every ranch in the country toward a common meeting-place on the unfenced plain. For an outfit of
ISO men thirty wagons are the average number, and at tho
round up at, least 700 head of horses are seen good cow
horses ridden by No. 1 cow punchers.
Each squad elects a foreman or captain, and all the captains
are under the control of the commander-in-chief, who, for
the nonce, is a greater man than a major-general of the army.
The men are picturesquely clad in warm flannel shirts and
buckskin trousers, and present a gay appearance dashing ofi
in advance of the canvas-covered wagons, which contain the
beds and food. Each outfit has its distinctive name. One is
known as the Owl Creek Squad another is the Wild Cat
Outfit
anolhcr the Lone Tree Company.
The places of round up are usually about twenty miles from
each other. Among them are " Big Crow," " Little Crow "
and " Gerry," named for the grandson of Elbridge Gerry,
Governor of Massachusetts, from whom the word "Gerrymandering" was derived. The grandson Geny was one of
the old settlers in this country he died not long since at
Evans, Colorado, leaving a largeproperty, and four squaws to,
inherit it.
The men from the ranches, on the edges of the grazing
land, i. e., at the foot of the mountains or nearest the rivers,
sweep around the boundary and start the cattle toward the
It takes
centre of the range, the main place of the round up.
weeks to get them together. During that time, with (hiving
wild steers by day, and night herding or keeping them from
scattering at night, no mau gets over five hours' sleep out of
the twenty-four. After arriving at the place of the rendezvous the commander issues his orders The Wild Cat men
are to take the outer circle, the Owl Creek men the next circle of cattlo, and so on until the herds are subdivided into
patches on the plains, and are more easily handled. The
cattle are roughly sorted on tho way to the place of the next
In
day's round up. The confusion is lessened each day.
time each neighborhood gets its cattle. Then each man in the
neighborhood squad separates his brand from his fellow's, so
that by the time the home range is reached every ranchman
brings along his own brand, and the young calves which run
by the sides of the branded mothers. After the home range
is reached the first thing is to brand the new addition to the
;

;
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COLORADO CATTLE RANCH.

A.

Mil

visit

to a Colorado stock ranch brought

me

in

contact with a dozen booted, spurred and bronzed
men, who wore flannel shirts, wide hats, and no collar. They
were riding over the country, showing a rich Englishman
" the cows;
My host had one of the finest ranch houses in
Colorado, and they had brought the gentleman down from
Rabbit Ear Ranch to call.
There was no fence about the house; its piazza faced the
1'

mountains, TO miles away

the prairie blossoms leaned against
the boards, as though the dwelling were a big thistle grown
up in their midst; the sod had not been disturbed: there
were no trees, no rose bushes, no grading— none of the litter
.Neat and complete as
and rubbish of a new house at home.
nt box, it stood alone in the vast prairies 30 miles
from any other dwelling. The big herds of the owner were
nowhere to be seen. They with the horses and mules were
out in care of the cow boys ou the range. Afar out on theprairie the tinkling bell of the leader, the weird songs and
shouts ot the herders, now here, now there, as they headed off
some refractory animal with wide detour and whizzing folds
of the lariat, Was one of the mos peculiarly Western and
fascinating G f the many strange experiences on the ranch.
Jn Colorado there is a class of highly educated men engaged
The men are sunburned and wear flannel
iu the cat le trade.
shirts while ou the ranch, but none need mistake them for
common or ignji'ant person.:. They are, iu very many cases,
gentlemen Of culture and standing. In the circle of ranchmen
whose acquaintance I have formed during my stay, there are
several men of large wealth and scholarly attainments, who,
traveling in the West for health, became interested in the
cattle business, enchanted by the wild, open air life, and have
invested in stock, roughed it, and enjoy the climate, the freedom and the excitement, as well as the money it brings. One
gentleman— mine host—was iu the navy, but likes the billowy
neighbor is one of
prairies better than the deep blue sea.
the finest special geologists iu America. Traveling in pursuit
of his profession, he saw there was money in cattle, and so
left his [esthetic Boston home for a tent on the plains. Another
j

t

1

A

known on two

continents, has, during
the past year, gone heavily into the business. Two Harvard
graduates arc ou ranches adjoining. The two young men,
educated in Germany, herd their own flocks and live tempoAt the ranch where 1 was entertained 1
rarily in a dugout.
saw three youths, brown and bashful, come every evening
home with the horses, and ride away in the early dawn, at
break-neck pace, after the snorting herd. They looked like
any farm boys; yet in the evening, when work was over, and
they Est On the steps with the family, their talk was wonderTwo of them had traveled in
fully blight and interesting.
One was the son of ex-Senator Conness, of Califoriiurope.
nia ; one was Mr. Pope Yeatman, nephew of Gen. Pope, U.
8. A.-, the third was the son ot Fred Law Olmstead, of
York. Thoy ate as well read boys as one can find anywhere.
Iu delicate 'health ftoin city hie aod study, they came out
here to "rough it," are BtpUt and well, busy from morning
until night, riding all day over the blossoms and the fresh
il ist,

whose name

is

New

grass, null, learning the cattle business from the beginning,
wdl, no doubt, in a few years own ranches and herds of then-

own.

The man wishing to engage in stock business here buys so
Vxaa lienl,trom men just in oh the trailmany
that 'is, who have just, driven a iu.rd up from Texas. So many
yearlings, either male or female OU steers; so many two,
i,

.

;

\

three years old, or beeves, cows, yearlings, or two years old,
L|
Btook cattle ;" three years old are " separate stock
are culled
The yearcattle ;" over three years old are '-stock beeves."
lings thffl ve.iv average $D apiece; for two years old and c'bwa,
The
.or three-year- olJ steers, sio; for beeves, $20.
builds his corral and shanties by
s man selects his range,
is his oattle there, brands them, turns them loose,
pays his herders $30 to $40 per month, foreman $70 to $100.
Prices are higher further north in the Indian country, but
around hei> this i^. the average.
The ranches are Government land. Anybody can graze
the}* herds thereon, but by coowBon custom the man who has
long had lange in a certain place is not di'ivcu away by new
A man can if he chooses, pro erupt 160 acres near a
comers,
i.

—

—

;

:

ropes from their saddle horns in an inextricable tangle, digging
their spurs into their horses' flanks, heading ofi the steers that
were aiming for us, turning them from the herd, driving them
toward the bunch across the plain as though there was not a

moment

to lose.
One of our party, excited over the chase of a rebellious cow
that bore down upon us, waved her handkerchief and came
near causing a stampede. In a moment after the white signal
was fluttered every cow was facing her, heads up, horns high
in air.
The foreman shouted for her to hide Ihe handkerchief,
Eta told us afterward that an unusual sight, especially of anything white, sometimes causes a great herd to break away and
run for miles. At such times they will sweep over every obstruction, trampling down men and horses alike.
The way to
turn a herd is not to head them or dash up in front of them,
but by wide circling detours turn them gradually into a semicircle.

One man

alone can't handle cattle at

all.

It

takes four

mounted men to herd seven hundred it takes eight men to
drive and night herd a bunch of two thousand to three thou-,

sand cattle at onetime. Mr. Miff's herd of forty to fifty
thousand has sixty mcu employed, and a proportionate number of wagons and horses.
The cattle man has to be moving from the time the grass is
big enough to feed a horse from the length of his tether until
the snow tlies in November.
Then the stock not shipped is
turned adrift, wagons put under the shed, harness hung up,
men discharged, except two or three to take care of the horses
and do chores about the place, and the ranchman, brown as a
berry, stout, hearty and vigorous, goes into winter quarters at
home, or puts on his store clothes, takes a run East, and there
meets old friends. The stockmen to whom I have talked say
too many men are crowding in.
From a profit of from 50 to
100 per cent., it has gradually dwindled to 20 to 25 per cent.
The old-timers want plenty of room. When ranchmen are
settled nearer than thirty miles apart, it crowds too close for
comfort. The dealers have, in the past few years, been improving the increase of the West by the introduction of
thoroughbred Durhams among the Texas stock.
The assessment returns count Colorado 550,000 head Wyoming,235,000; Utah, 350,000; Washington,200,000: Montana,
200,009; Oregon, 175,000; California, 650,000. When it is
remembered that the assessment is never over 50 per cent, of
actual amount, an idea may be had of the immense cattle
trade in the country west of the Mississippi. The great feeding grounds of the world are transferred from Texas to tie
wide buffalo ranges of the plains, and the sheltered mountain
;

parks, and the fertile pastures of tho Pacific slope.
Those who see cattle only in the crowded slock cars, or in
the slaughter yards of cities or villages, can have no idea of
Running water, unthe good times the cows have hero.
limited range of juicy buffalo grass, and a new bed every
night of velvety prairie blossoms, what more could the most
fastidious bovine desire ? And yet to this is added air pure
and clear as nectar, winds balmy as the;, breath or heaven;
in summer, freshness
in winter, shelter from the mountains
;

from

their snows-

—Sun.

;

:

flock.

calf old enough to leave the mother is with the
parents not kuowm it is an alien, and a subject of
and is known as a "Maverick." Mr. Maverick, a
Texan, had a small herd on an island, where they remained
When he
until the close of hostilities, scarcely thought of.
went to look after them they bad increased to that extent that
lie had them conveyed to the
the small island was crowded.
main land, where they broke away and scattered over the
whole State. Every quadruped unbranded, or whose owner
is uncertain, has in Texas since that time been called a Maverick, and the name coming hither with the Texan drovers has
routed in tho grazing plains of the West. The law directs in

Sometimes a

herd;

its

dispute,

this section that all
fit

Mavericks shall be turned in for the bene-

of the school fund.

After the round up the work

is

not

all

done, although the

—

The Inteenatiosal Dairy Fair. The great International
Dairy Fair was opened at the American Institute building,
this city, last Monday, and is now in progress.
There is an
immense display of dairy products, and the whole process of
The tables and stands
the manufacture of butter and cheese.
on the right of the building are devoted to cheese, those on
the left to butler* Near the centre two pyramids of cheese
have been erected. The pyramidal exhibit of H. K. & F. B.
Thurber & Co of this city, comprises samples of every
There are
variety of cheese made in this country or Europe.
the Cheshire, Derby, Wiltonshire, Somersetshire, and other
varieties from England
the " Couda," from South Holland
the " Ballini di Gravina,',
the " Monk's Head," from France
and the " Bade di Tuglio," from Italy; the " Cacia Ca villi,"
from South Italy tho " Mistrclla," from Sicily, and many
other curious varieties, including the " Stilton," which looks
like a length broken from a buried stone column out of the
,

;

;

•

ruins of Balbec.

Around

the base of the pyramid are ten

specimens from a Whitesboro, N. Y., factory, each weighing
close to a thousand pounds.
The exhibit is surmounted by
The most
a life-size figure of a cow with a crumpled horn.
extensive part of the fair is devoted to cheese. There are
all
over
the
From Theresa, N. Y.,
from
world.
cheeses

comes the mammoth specimen— a huge cheese four feet in diameter, two feet high, and weighing seventeen hundred
pounds. Then there are cheeses very small in diameter, but
so awfully powerful that they have to be confined in one of
Herring's strongest safes. The butter comprises some two
hundred entries, coming from all the great dairy districts Of
tho country and from Ireland, Denmark, Friesland, Holland,
Wales, Normandy, England, the Isle of Jersey, and all other
oleaginous countries. There is a dairy-maid carved iu butter
and a real live one, too, in the part of the fair devoted^o the
dairy work.
Here may be seen the whole process of manuA handsome display of cows furnish tho milk,
facture.
which, under the hands of skilled workers, in due time comes
There are dairy impleforth as goldeu butter aud cheese.
ments, models of whole establishments, and in short everyi

thing that can interest people who inako butler, people who
and people who eat butter, and that is everybody.
Here, are some statistics of the great butter and cheese industake care of themselves.
try of tho United States, which we fancy will be new to most
In the season the ranchman lives in his wagon the most of people: "There will be exported this year from the whole counwagon, try 130,000,000 pounds of Cheese aud 25,000,000 pounds of
the time, and is going over his range constantly.
ten men, a f oremau and cook, fifty" saddle horses, provisions butter.
There are 13,000,000 cows in the country, or twentyfor two weeks, and they start from home and go from one
This is six times as many as in
three to every 100 persons.
end of the range to the other. As they go along they collect Great Britain, twice as many as in France, two and a half
the beef and unbranded calves, take them to some corral, and times as man y as in Prussia, aud more than iu England, Irebrand the calves that are all the time coming on, turn them land, Scotland, Wales, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia,
out, select beef for shipment, and keep an eye on the general
Finland, Austria, Hungary and Switzerland combined; altocondition of the herd. They move about ten miles "a day.
gether these countries contain four limes the population of the
When beef enough is started for a train load of twelve to United States. The value of lh« laud and cows in this countwenty-five, car?, containing from 280 to 400 head of beeves,
try employed in furnishing milk, butter and cheese is $1,300,they take them to the nearest railroad point, ship them to the 000,000. More than 3,000 factories are engaged in the manuUnion Stock Yards, send along with them a trustworthy man, facture, besides numberless private dairies. One manufacwho delivers them over to a commission merchant of the turer in Western New York has more than forty factories,
yards, who sells thorn and sends the money by draft on New and others in different sections have from live to thirty each.
r
l ork to the owner.
Tho best counties in Pennsylvania, JT orthei u^Ohio, Michigan.
A few days after my arrival I wituessed what they called Northern Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Colorado are devoted
" cutting out,"
drove of two thousand cattle that bad been to dairying. Ten years ago California imported these articles;
selected as beeves from the herd, stood in a close bunch
now she exports thorn. Fifteen years ago Chicago bought
on the plain a couple of miles from the ranch house.
cheese from the East; now 100,000,000 pounds pass through
drovo over to see the tun, aud, standing well out of the way that city for New York annually. Canada bought, of the
of the racing horses, swinging lassos, and scattering cattle,
now her annual exports of butter
States until a few days ago
watched wifli interest. The fattest beeves are "cut out" and cheese have reached 80,000,000 pounds. With the exfrom the herd and driven into a separate bunch that was ception of a few counties in Vermont and New Jersey, the
guarded at a little, distance by watchful horsemen. One by states other (id n those mentioned buy more than they proone the finest cattle were separated. Home thirty horsemen duce-; the entire South buys and largely from merchants in
were riding in all directions, swinging the long horse-hair this city, who handle annually about $3,000,000.

cattle business differs from some other undertakings in the
fact that the work is all during the summer. In the Winter no
thought or care is taken of the stock. They roam oil and

sell butter,
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LIST

OF WINNING YACHTS,

will be found nearly complete, excepting in such unavoidable omissions,
from the causes mentioned in the heading to the list of races. The column of
rigs are filled in where known, but are too frequently omitted in reports of races.
The length on water line is given in feet and inches where known. O. or U. before the
length signify over or under that length a dash connecting two figures, that the boat's
length is somewhere between the two. Yachts of the N. S. Y. S. have their tonnage in
In the column of Rigs: Schr.,
place of their length given ; a T. after a figure signifies tons.
list

;

double end;
schooners; Str., steamer; Sip., sloop; Cut., cutter; Cran., catamaran; D. E
T. II., tuck up; Bat., batteatt; Spt-.', sprit sail O. B., open boat. When the boats are connected by a dash it signifies a doubt as to there being one or two boats when two rigs or
owners are put against a name it signifies that the rig or owner was changed during the season.
* means one race out of a series won, not giving a prize
means champion. The
championship of the N. B. Y. O. was won by three races that of the Q. Y- (J. by two
and that of the B. Y. C. by two. But this latter was for actual time, and regular prizes
were given for corrected time 4th or 5th in the column of 3d Prizes, means a fourth or
In one or two cases there is a doubt about a race here a ? is inserted. In the
fifth prize.
columns of lengths, 1st c , 2d c, etc., indicates first class, second class, etc., where lengths
are not known.
In a few races where two distinct prizes, under separate conditions, were sailed for at
the same time with allowances, two races have been credited to the participants. For
example, in the N. Y. Y. C. regatta, the races for the club prizes and the Bennett Cup are
counted as two races; but if one prize was given for actual and one for corrected time, as in
the B. Y. 0. championship races, one race only is credited.
In the column of best corrected times, a ? against the names of Fancy and Scamp signifies
that in one race, where the prize was taken by " actual time," there was a doubt as to which
made the best " corrected lime," the boats not being timed. The ? does not throw doubt on
other figures in the columns, but shows that there was an additional doubtful race.
,

;

;

A

A

;
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;
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NBYC

Encie..

Enid

Quebec
southwark Y

..

Eatelle

Al»bie M......

NYY

rfv

EBYC

Euros

Somh' Boston":. JWFuiler
BYC
TDaland

Eva
Eva May

C

Boston
Lunsingburgh.

...

A

.

F

W J Buret......

IT

S Clayton

Denizan
W Taylor

F CLatrobe
Fagin

New York

Adele

Gloucester

Cunningham
Haskell & Davis..

Adelphi

DelYC

IYC
Mad YC

Harry Funk

HiT
L

Admiral Rowan....

Agamemnon.

YC
BYC

Fanchoa..
Fancy

Fauny
schr

CPYC
OHYC
NEYC

;at

" —sip
Fleetwing
F.ora

','.'.'.....

.'

Lee

Florence
Florida

Fiyaway

Foam
Folly

Frank
Frank Lawrenoe..
Freak

Argo

"

Geisel..

BUI

.

"chr— sip,

Anonyma
Arctic
Ariel
Artful Doilger

Aurora
Avis

YC,

JC

Ransom
A Forsyth
ALeibsch

AIBY

Bather

Chinch
Chiquita
Chris Faunce
Circe

WCHBskell
R D Sears
P Gimerty

Geo P Upham,

Cozette

Curlew
D. Collier
Daisy

Newport

,

Dandelion,

Jr...

SBM

BYC
AYC
Ina— May
independence..

sip

Index

Cat...
ipt..,

..

special

Hntch'.n

btilger.

W C Dillingham.

•a

Dennis Holland
Dipper
Dolly Varden
...i

...

apt
oat
sip
oat .....

S. Ellis

Echo
Eclipse

F Brown

AW right

B

Newport
Empire Y

M Bobbins..
Leary...

'
Lizzie

Rogers
R..

Van

Cleverly

W Cooper
A Drew

"

Lome

Uoaue
C Cabanne
T Young
A H Navarre
H Barker

Luiu

L.iuipliear
....

S LBIood

RM Demrre

...

il

W Moulds

CniY
Uv V c
Dux YC

Ried
k a Ransom

CY

C
Celta

li

BBriggs
E A Willis

White Bear Lake
MB Y C
Rachbone Bras
Newark
HvYC
Tltcomb
,,,

:n

Wame

Boston

JMartin
J Varlan

Meadowcroft

YC

BYC

L,

W

Y C

MadYC

ENeai

F Gallagher

lOEtOH

i

T Pope

Philadelphia

Soutu Boston

Lima
LurPue

JC

..

Y a

CYC
LYC

Cane May

Msyuiiy
Mabe
Madi-aj

EYC

Magiie

-.:
•southern

St Louis....

0.

,

Relekj

Y C.

CHYC

L'.diar

.:tc

.

wk

N RYU
CYC

Q

Loiterer
Lotllo

Daniel Crosby

BAGill

YC

outh«ark

in White..

B G Davis
R Douehea.

SRYC

,

YC

Harlem
HvY C

NSYS
NewY C
JCYC
cape May
LYC
CYC

Providence

Wallon

F

H Mlnot, Jr.
Lope.r,Jr

V

Norfolk

Fraud.
Harry..

A B
J

TrYC
istervi.le
HvYC

soumwark Y

.

It

Swampscjtt

BalYC
...

okY

Savannah
t Y C

Pratt..

BYC
osweuo
QIC

.

Chas

?

.

OP YC

HvYC
QYC
AY C
„_ YC

Biv

...... cat
sip

P Panderslice..

N YC

MB YC
Stony Creek
CYC

B

LUlie

•'

Boston ..........

d'.'.'."

o West

acre

14

Emma

CDhler

PhilYC
BalY C.
Phil Y C

SBMF

r

Provincetown.... J Klley...,

"

Elmer

0..

BalYC

MadYC

Laurel

Lena
Leno

...

F.arne..

South Boaton.... WBHiulfh
Wnue Bear Lake V Richards

Ls Belle
Lark

Little Charlie.

De Loney

Garter

Battery Sailing C

Lincoln Miller
Ltnnle May...

.

a Bowuen

Dclloff

LY C

JH

Newport

3yo

Emily

I

a

HRYC...

H

.

HltehingH Bro»..

Savannah

BYC
.«YC

OYC

West,

3

C.

Irene
Sharrott
Jasie

GHLSharpe...

iiadYC

Bit

Siuamms

C
Umpire Y

Iona

LilaD

Robinson...

Jr..

Biker
Mortis
Condon...

ND Lawton
wy Piea-.on

Libbie
Licbie

Munger

Charleston...

Eleanor
Elena D

11

.12—11

Leonora

...

Onset Bay

L

BU YC...
HvY

yl.V.

PhilaYC...
Newport...

J

Anderaon...

Emery,

Norfolk
Marblehead.

Kestrel

EUTC
10
15— IS
special
16
S

F

DilkB....
Clark....

Geo C Adams..
D TPi.rer

Keturah
Knight Templar.

James Fraser
lames Beetle

BalYC

23

V

W

F

YC

PhllaYC

F

T

H

J C

i

J

Chi
Proviucetown.... Marcus Pierce.

lni____.

BalYC
ProvYC...

Delia
Demelioribus

C.

Southern Y C...
Bay of Quinte YC

East Boston

David H. Schuyler.
...
De Loney

Y

sip.::

DYC

Daantless

r Maywood..

JH

sip...

...

Y C.

..

Price
ATBOld..

W

HL

C

TrYC
OYC
MadYC

Joanica
Jndd Stone
Jnditn
Juniata

Joseph

W

E Bo tier...
RJuurmans..

Kathleen
Kate Gray

C

.

,1

r_.jYC

Ml.roy

Com T A

.

s Elweli
Seo il Brooks,

,)

DCJuluu ...
J Stetiei....
South Boston.... J Bertram..

Empire

,

,

LIYC

Pi

Waller

i

,

Jacksonville
Charleston

.

Ll.-lc'.ic-r

i;

....

Can":.

!(8T8

Joseph

ChiYC

Dare Devil
Dart

mprew

Camden

John

dalem
eat
alp
oat

York.

Gloucester
st Ann's,"

E

Charles Pope

HRYC
MB Y C
CHYC

New

Harvest

Jerboa

YC

Knight...

it

J

But hard
A lleppenui.yer..

Y'C

Chi

Hartman

West Brighton

SPY

D

M

CHYC

K Y YC
MadYC

O Y C

SB YC

ilp

.

Providence Y'C.

mo

J Billman
Daniel Pierce

Chaumont...

"

QYC...
".i

Inez.

C

HRYC

.!*."".;.''.'.'.'!

KUziA.
Ela

Glance

M A Jones

Comet

E.

PhilYC

Osw-go

Wm D Sohler....

Wm D Solder
Mayer 4 Stone..
Wm P Parker....

Consuelo
Coquette
Cora

Dolphin
Druid

Southwark Y' C

Boat

Dux

ClaraB

'•

Phi adelpnla

Glrofle Girofla

Story

NSYS
N BYC

Cito

Clyde.

CYC

Korb

Inspector.
Intrepid

New York.

.

Daniel Lord, Jr.,

.

BYC

Empire YC
Canton YC

Chester A Arthur.

Knowles...,
Tliurne

T

PuiJaYC

YC
YC
MB YC.
SB M F

Chemaun

..

Weddls

AYC

LIY

Phil

Oaarlotte

Y*

B Dean...
Hoff

Tr

Champion
Chas W Meeke
Charles West

W

Poole......

ihlYC

Cary

JH

HM

"
"

Philadelphia.
Stony Point...
,

oataman..

Win MeCoimlck...
Chas R Cullman.

"

PvY C

V

I

v Sftepperd..

NHGlbba

C

Rockaway

Aftdei

YC
NR YO

Brae
Brothers
Bulldozer
Butler

,

South Boston...

J Veada

NewYC

Bohemian

i

Providence

IYC
QC YC

Bianca

Carrie

L

Boston

Bertie
Bessie

'''
'

3

BYC

Hildegarde...

W

QCYC

Belle

Van Brunt Livings'. _

Garibaldi
Gai iota
Gazelle

Hi

C

SB YC
SF YC

M CooX
A Borden

C

Newport

TrYC

BellaD King

G

J

Hector

Avon
Battery Pet
Bel:a

SBMF
OYC
Brunswick
CHYC
EYC
QYC
JYO
Cah&figet
NRYC.

Henrietta..

YC
YC
BH YC
<JY C
BYO
Charleston.
BYC
Albany
BYC

schr
cat

HMScudder....

Gael

Hebe

,

Salem

M
V

Cahtll

Chapman,

&,

,

Dux

....

G

"

Wide

,)r

iYO

FrouFrou

PbilYC

,

Clark
Forsyth

IS

Irvinjr Grinutli.

PeiuieliL

Robinson

OHYC

Gspsie
H H Holmes..
Hard Times..
Halcyon
Hartland

aihiock

I

Wattles

MB YC
EYC
Buffalo

"

Annie

"

Geo
Deo

.

ChiYC

Giil

Jone3..

Anna

"
"

„__ AV Harris

VVakelield.

._

G
r

Southwark XV..

Gwendolm...

OshkoshYO,

,

Amy

•'

Swampscolt.

Phillips

Wakefleid

GusBie

Fish
Brooks....

Grant, Jr
Benj Dean

KB

Buffalo Y C
Savannah

Greyhawk...
Greyhound...

D Orooan

S Boston

Allle,

D

J

Com P

DaxY C

"

roe
Perkins

II Pit

Altllur liurguse

C

SYC& B Y
BOBtYC
SYO

Gracie

Wood

LA

,

YC...

L...

Amos

W

AYC
Albany
N8YS

Agnes
Aioanl
Albatross
Alice,

American

C

J

South Boston . .
Boat

Fairy

Smith

'."M

At, wood & Alott
N T David!

LYC
LIYC
Bai YC

Excelsior

.,

"
Taylor..
Adelaide

i

Cohasset
Piovincetown...

Expert

Georee Shaw

YC

Hennlon
Hit Glh.-mi
L Kinsey

T

Eugenta
Eureka

Geuia

CH YC

A

Boston

Savannah

Frolic

AS Ring

C...

NJYC

Ethel
Etta Vernon ......

;

Althena

.

1878.

owners and

Addie

.

fjtmtmg.

THIS
arising

Ac'ive
Actress

..

FOREST AI\D STEEAM.

362

schr..
cut...
alp...

r Klosc
•*

YC
Y C...
E YC
HvY C
LYC
southwark

PhilY c

Y C.

1

WCnahmau...

f.

Spawning..

C U.J
E JMltoueU

FJ

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

363

sill

DnxYO
M BY

Mamie

BM

S

Manila
Nartha
Mary

New

M

Kittle

Mand

.

ST

Mist..

t:

S/a
m'b
Sea
Or-n

York..*.

8

Myra

H Pitman
F WMeston.

ET

BYC

Mystery

Si.ver S ar

Siren

..

.

•'

Husaey

it

RE

YC

Starlight.

Bopton

Mystic

Nathalie
H&tlie
Nautilus

LYC
John Yonng

Provincetown
Yonkera
L YC

Sip...

.

Geneva Lake

Nettie....
Nettle

EVTC,

Nun curt..

Nymph

OK

Pv

O'Domieil
Ocean Spray..

:.

Two

Estes..

Panama

wc

C

Brothers

11
11

St Ann's, Can...

Pansy
PalHaoney..

B

sip

...

IP.

HT

O

,

JD

BalYC
NJIC
Dux YC

'.'.'.

.

MDucherne
Thomas
WeeniB

ni c

JE

Comic

NB

Watson

.1

Vision

Vixen..

ChiYC...
Charleston
New Market,

BvY C

AYC
Salem
JCYC
QCYC
SBYC
BYC
SSYS

Pilot

Pink
Pirate

Post

Psyche

HI Slater

Canton

Y C

Bamtile

Bost

YC

S Morgan

Y C

Genesee

Water

Y

20th..

Carolina!"

SBMF

Wm
"
"

"

make

.AT Perkins

Hutcnlngs..

J Malcolm Forbes.

.

. .

QYC

H Nugent
R Browne

CHYC
Phil

S Flick

"
"

UF Bass
E Cabot...
JM Cazaux..

C F Browne....

Y C

EP Lampson..

JCYC

SBM

F

A

Philadclnhla....

Kntwlstle....

S Y C
southern

Winsome
Xlphias

Mad Y

Zephyr

JH

HTurvllle

C...

GeoT

—The

—A

January

following are the entries

for the various States in the Nashville Field Trials, the run-

Races published

ning for which commenced on Monday of this week. It cannot be said that the interest in these trials equals that of
9 in first
former years
Puppy Sktlces, Under 18 Months Old.—D C Sanborn enters blk,
° a
not
Bost
C
SBYC,
Sadie,
jnlv 20, NYC.
w and tan hiroh Jennie'; D C Sanborn enters blk, w and tan dog
not
John
Ledyard.
July 22 PhilaYC. Thomas Ledyard,
Dan;
A YVheatley enters young Guide;
A Wheatlev enters
July 21, 8 B M F, not C P M F, and Lena won 2d prize instead
Prairie Kose J F Nicholson enters blk bitch Belle
J H Dew enters Mr Milner's bitoh Pearl Geo
Campbell enters white bitch
July 29, match sot down for this day was sailed some time in Fannie; Capt Pat Henry enters Lorna; Capt Pat Henry enterH
Julv.date not known.
Breckinridge; L H Smith enters Lass 0' Gowrio.
August 20, t> Y 0. Thisbe, not Thistle.
Champion Stakes.—D C Sanborn enters blk, w and tan Nellie;
October 2, 8 B M F. The keel class was omitted. It should be
D C Sanborn enters Dan; W A Wheatley enters Mack; J F Nichol2 entries; Starlight wine.
son enters blk d Jet; J F Nicholson entot-B blk b Belle; B H Bryson enters blk, w and tan Gladstone J H Dew enters Mr Higgiua'
Lincoln; M C Campbell entera redd Joe, Jr; M C Campbell enters
Flushed tite Dog.— " A young man of this city," says the red b Buck, Jr; Wm Ellison enters Kate; E F Stoddard
enters red
Rochester Union, "was recently in a part of the country d Bob; Dr 8 Fleet Spier enters blk, w and tan St Elmo; Dr SFloet
and
invited
of
the
was
by two
where game is very abundant,
Spier enters blk, w and tan Borneo; Capt Pat Henry enters blk and
He tan Breokiuridgo; Wm Aokerman enters Maida; P H Brysonenters
best shots of the town to a day's partridge shooting.
St Louis Kennel Club enters Bow; St Louis
neglected to tell them that he was no sportsman, but accepted blk and w d Whip
glee.
A gun and a first-class Kennel Club enters Erin II; L H Smith entera blk, w and tan
the invitation witli apparent
guest, and he set out with the two Paris; L H Smith enters blk, w and tan Clip; Luther Adams endo°- were provided for the
ters btk, w and tan Drake.
friends who were to take him over the ground. They entered
Brace Stakes for Vupont Prize D C Sanborn enters Nellie and
the brush and had separated but a Bhort distance, when the Dean;
A Wheatley enters Rose and Guide; M C Campbell enters
dog given to the Rochester man 'made game,' and in a mo- Buck, Jr, and Joe W; J F Nicholson enters Belle and Jot; Dr S
ment was on a staunch point. The hunter knew little about Fleet Spier enters St Elmo and Maida; E S Sauford entera Spiero
thought
that
dog
a
dogs,
but
that
setter
about
less
and
Elmo;
St
J H Dew and Bryson enter Gladstone and Lincoln
gun" and
would stand still so early in the day must be very lazy and St Louis Kennel Club enter Bow and Erin; Harvard Kennel Club
deserved punishment. After waiting a short time to let the enter Drake and Dash III; L H Smith enters Paris and Clip.
Nursery Stakes,
Puppies Under 12 Montht.—R B Morgan
dog start again, and seeing him rigid as a statue, the gunner enters Prairie Belle for
Robert Harper enters Hattie; G
Campbell
blow that made
picked up a stone and gave the poor beast a
enters Tom III; Louis Valentino enters Belle of Nashville, W A
him howl, and at the same moment up went a brace of par- Wheatley entera Prairie Robs.
The other shooters were
tridges from under the dog's nose
By TeleprapJi.—ln the Puppy Stakes Pearl won first
not far away, and heard the birds rise. The explanation
given by the guest was not very satisfactory and he was in- prize Fannie second Ban third. There was a large attendance.
vited shooting no more."

stands for Jeffries Club
May 18 QYC. Annio Twins 2d prize, not Annie.
June 32, ChiYC. There were 9 entries in all, not
:

T

W

W

;

;

;

W

;

W

!

:

;

Dog Taxes.— Under

our peculiar system of State Govern-

ment, by which each State makes its own local laws, of
course there is no general plan of taxation as regards domesIn some districts, where sheep are largely
tic animals.
grown, the tax on dogs is very high, and in others, such as
the State of Massachusetts where sportsmen have some legisso arranged as to discourage the

lative influence, the

tax

is

breeding of curs.

If

we remember

;

W

;

;

Chase...

McKenzle..

dog show will be held at Brockton, Mass.,
Dog Show.
8, 9 and 10, under the auspices of the Brockton
Fanciers' Club.

^mtql
Nashville Fiem> Totals.

W

Gloucester,

.

Purdy

Y C...

Salem
Zip

Glfford

S walker

Kleinz

J Condon

the following additions, etc., to our List of
In the list of abbreviations J. C.
last week.

Willi*

B Davis

F

EYC

C...

opportunity.

ChasE

Wilcox
CEekenbrlen.

Dbfbkbkd.— A large number of interesting communications
have unavoidably been deferred. They will appear at earliest

We

SBM

Trenton, Ont
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rightly, in the State

§5 each and dogs $2. This we
hold to be eminently proper. The great curse of the day, as
far as dog breeding is concerned, is that every man or boy
just

named

who can

bitches are taxed

scrape together

money enough

to

buy a bitch puppy

with a pedigree has turned "breeder." If all breeders had
adhered to the plan adopted by some— that of drowning their
bitch puppies instead of selling them— dogs would not be so
common and so cheap as they are now. But while the rage
lasted, everything bu',

the result

is

immediate

profit

that the country is being

was

lost sight

of,

and

deluged with Betters

and pointers whose performances will never equal their pediThe next best thing is a law such as that in force in
grees.
Massachusetts, where a high tax on bitches will force breeders
In this way the supply may be kept within
to drown them.
reasonable limits.

mous

revenue.

it is

of next year.

in

it is

now in force

and provisions have been made

mencement

England produces an enorproposed to extend the tax
to the country districts,

The dog tax

In Prussia

from the cities where

for enforcing

The

tax

is

it

from the com-

fixed at three shillings

for each dog, without distinction of sex or breed.

tions ar« made, however, in favor of puppies

still"

Excepsuckling

:

—

:

cow- poses. One is a red Irish setter and one a Gordon, and both
where ten beasts or forty sheep are kept. Forest- prize winners and of noted strains.
and night watchmen are also allowed one dog a piece free from tax.
A Phantom Doe.— Some months ago we published a harm-

of a single watch, dog on a farm, and of a sheep dog or
herd's dog

;

ers, cattle dealers, butchers,

less little story of a dog in New Zealand who, morning and
Badger Baitesg. The second trial of a somewhat novel
evening, ferried across the river a porcine companion to and
kind of sport was held on the outskirts of the city on Saturfrom the pastures green. Now that same dog has reappeared
day last. It was a trial as to whether a smart bull-terrier
in a dozen different quarters of the earth— if the earth has a
could pull a badger out of his box twice out of three times.
dozen quarters. He has been reported from Panama, where
On the first trial, a week ago, the dog won ; in the last rubber
the intelligent paragrapher has mixed him up with a dog who
the badger won. In other words, to make the statement fully
barks to scare away the alligators. Another paper places
plain, the dog baited the badger and the badger bate the dog.
him in California, a third in Labrador, and another among
Dog Portraits. We have engravings of the following the Tongan Islands. Is this a real, material dog or a phancanine, appearing at odd intervals to the favored ones of
tom
celebrated dogs on cardboard and will send any one of the same
every clime, creed and nationality? We don't believe in
on receipt of twenty-five cents, or any fix for one dollar

—

—

English Setters— Pride of the Border, Fairy and Lark. Irish
Setters— Rover (Macdona's), Elcho, Dick (Jarvis') and Dash

spiritualism, but

how

else

can

be explained

it

?

—Major Francis de WintoD, R. A., Secretary to the MarGordon Setters—Lou, Lang and Dash (Colburn's).
Cocker Spaniel—Witch.
Pug—Bex. Bull Dog—Duke. quis of Lome, the new Governor-General of Canada, was in
Canada
seventeen years ago with Sir William Fenwick WilDaschunde—Fritz and Diana. Bull Terriers— Tarquin and
liams, of Kars, and' was very popular.
He is a prominent
Napper. Dandy Dinmonts Doctor and Tib Mumps.
turfman, and was Master while in Canada of the Montreal
Fox, Dog and Dtjok.—Mr. Anthony, on the St. Lawrence Fox Hounds.
—-»< •
Biver, has a large and sagacious Newfoundland dog, and a
(Baiters').

—

—

neighbor

has— or

to run at large.

rather

had—a baby

fox,

As

DETROIT DOG SHOW.

which was allowed

The fox made

daily calls on the dog, the two
playing together during the day, when the fox would return

home.

;

FOREST AND STREAM,
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the fox grew to fox estate his appetite grew with

the exercise, and one day a duck was missing.
in the act after three or four ducks

Being caught

Dbtroit, Mioh., Nov. 30, 1878.
to carry dogs
the pre-payment of their usual rates, and return the same free., viz.: the New Turk, Baltimore & Ohio,

Show on

had disappeared, he was American, and Doited States.
The Adams Express Company have not yet been heard

deprived of his liberty. The dog next day watched and
waited for his playmate, and on the second day, hs not appearing, called on the fox. Another duck was gone at night

and the dog was caught next day with the duck in his mouth
and carrying it to the fox, who ate it while his canine friend
Sequel: Dog tied up and fox shot. Moral:
Never play ducks and drakes with your neighbor's property.
looked on.

,

between Countess and Nellie. This seems a littlesingular, but undoubtedly is the kind of treatment that suits
Mr. Sanborn, and I was not at Minnesota Field Trials to render such decisions. My motto is "Let the best dog win," no
matter how it may affect any particular strain or how indignant any editor may get who has never yet seen fraud where
a blue blood won.
John Davi
Monroe, Nov. 30, 187S.
prize a

*

tie

.

A

Dundee Dog Snow.— dog show was held for the first
time at "bonnie Dundee," Scotland, on November 8th and
9th.
The judges were, for sporting dogs, Rev. Grenville F.
Hodgson, North Petherton, and Mr. T. H.

Scott, KilvingtOD,
Thirsk; the latter officiated in the place of Mr. Dalziel, who

was

owing to a domestic bereavement. Dr. Gordon
E. N., took the non-sporting classes single-handed.
"We did not hear many grumblers,
excepting in the case of a few locals who had never been to
a dog show before, and consequently thought their own mongrels perfection.
One gentleman worked himself up into a
state of almost, frenzy, and declared that another year English
judges should not judge Scottish dogs. Wo also heard such
remarks as the following
Eh, mou, what will ma gudewife
say when I gang hame and tell her our heastie has nft' got a
prize ?' and a more wretched man than the owner of the first
prize greyhound bitch I never saw, because his other entry,
an animal with bad shoulders, did not win instead.
Of
course, at a first show there are sure to he local grumblers and
a fair sprinkling of rubbish but it must not be understood
that there were more of either at Dundee than usual, for this
was not the case, and it reflects the greatest credit on the
management to have got together an" entry of 430 dogs, including some of our noted English specimens." The following were the prize winners in the setter and pointer classes
Pointers, above 401bs— 1st, J. M. Keller, Ben; 2d, J.
Bishop, Rap 3d, J. Ashworth, Rap. Under 40lbs— 1st and
cup, H. G. Foster, Juno. Other prizes withheld.
Setters, black and tan— 1st, C. G. Macrae, Fan ; 2d, Admiral W. H. M. Dougall, Duchess; 3d, W. Keir, Mina.
High com., Mrs. H. B. Gibb, Nora III.; A. Cleghorn, Cora
absent,

Stables,

The London Field says

:

'

:

Editor Forest and Stream:
The following express companies have agreed
to the

run his dogs, as at Hampton Nellie won the championship by
the figures being chanced from those made in the fie]
what was there decided to be a flush was, by the decision of
two judges, changed to a point, and by dividing
second prizes between Nellie and Black Ned, she secured the
championship. Also at Nashville, in 1877, it was given out
at night that Joe, Jr. had won first, Pride of the South second
and Countess third, but the next day the judges had the third

from, but no doubt they will do the same.
The following additional special prizes have been donated:
W. H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, saves a fine duck suit for the
best Irish setter puppy under 12 months old, native or imported; Mr. Zimmerman, of St. Paul, gives a pair of his celebrated pictures, '-The Tight Shell" and "Trying for a
Double;" the Batavia Manufacturing Company give one of
Mole's Patent Glass Ball Traps the Columbus (Ohio) Kennel
;

;

;

;

—

Any other variety 1st, L. Forster,
2d, J. Henderson, Ruby ; 3d,
B. Avery, Fred.
S. W. Wildmau, Kate.

and W. Keir, Grouse.

Meg

W.

;

High com.,

—

Mr. D. P. Bosworth, of this city, claims the name of
Bertha for his liver and white cocker bitch, whelped Novem3, 1878, out of Clare by Mr. Gofi's imported Dandie.

ber

—

Mr. O. W. Donner. oE Brooklyn, claims the name of Sly
and white pointer dog pup, by Sensation out of Mr.
A. E. Godeffroy's Queen : also the* name of Carmen for a
black and white pointer bitch pup, out of Messrs. Lincoln &
Carmen was whelped
Hellyar's bitch Gipsey by Snapshot.
for a liver

September 21, 1878.

ff#

and

FISH IN SEASON

—

o

FOR DECEMBER.

Black Bass, Micropterun mlmviiUjt ;
it, pallidum.

Sea Bas», Sticenops

Pike or Pickerel, Esex luciun.
Yellow Perch, Pen-a AavewaiH,

Market—Eetaix. Pjuces.— Bass,

Fish in

amtricana.

VVtllto Pc-rctl, llorone

vetllattu.

20 cents; umolte, 15;

ealmon, 25; mackerel, 20; green turtle, 20; terrafroslfisb, 8 cents; halibut, 13; haddock, 6;

bluefisb, 12.W;

pin, 415 per dozen;

codfish, 6; blackfish, 15; floundere, H; son, bass, 18; eela, 15; lobsters, 10;

ahoephead, 25; eoallops, $1 per gallon; soft clams, 30
per gallon; wbitefiah, 15; pickerel, 15; yellow perch, 8;

to 60 cents

salmon

trout, 16;

black base, 16;

$3.50 per 100.

,,,

,

red-anappor, IS;

HOW TROUT TAKE
RORY O'MOORE.

WE

print this

week a

portrait of the fine red Irish setter

dog Rory O'Moore, owned by Mr. W. N. Callender,
T. Rory O'Moore is about three years old and
was sired by Rufus, his dam being the imported red Irish
bitch Friend.
At the first New York dog show he attracted
much attention by his beauty and was placed first in the imIn the special prize for the best setter of any
ported class,
breed in the show he was selected by Mr. Macdona and Capt.
Taylor as their choice, the other two judges fixing upon Mr.
Dr. Strachan was finally chosen referee and
Smith's Paris.
Rory was next shown
gave the decision in favor of Paris.
in the champion class at Syracuse, when he was V. H. C, the
winner being Mr. Whitman's Ranger. At the New York show
in 1878 he was shown in very poor condition, but received a
V. H. C. He is said to be a capital field dog.
of Albany, N.

—

Another Cure For Manse. We are greatly indebted
to a Boston correspondent, who writes us that having in three
days cured mange on a horse by the use of petroleum soap,
he tried it also on a bull terrier that had been doctored with
every known remedy, and the mange was cured in a week.
Subsequently he bought a gallon of crude petroleum at a cost
of twenty cents, and with it cured mauge on a setter puppy,
the hair growing out in a week's time.
This is a most simple
remedy, but it should be used carefully, and only on the parts
affected.

the City.— We have very frequently ingood stud dogs in this city or immediate
informed regarding two excellent dogs
owners propose to keep in town for stud pur-

Stud Dogs

in

quiries regarding
vicinity.

whom

We are now

their

give a fine pointer pup out of champion Fan, by Native or
out of Nellie (Dilley's Ranger-champion Fan), for the best
brace of pointer pups under six months old. The Columbus
Kennel will not compete for any prize in this class.
The entries close December 31
Prize lists are now ready.
Yours truly,
Citas. Lixooln, Superintendent.
.

[We have

prize lists at this office,

and can forward them on

application.—Ed.]

That Mokttmsvt.— We have

received a

number

for

who

first

A FLY.

Washington, D. C, Nor.

J/

25, 1S78.

EnlTOB FoHEST AND STHKA3I
Mr. Prime, in liU book, "I Go
:

that as a rule trout, in taking

an

a-Fishinjc," statea in Beveral places
artificial fly, strike It with their taua

Is this true ?
My experience in lly
before they attempt to take it.
fishing Ib quite limited, bat I have taken them frequently in perfectly
clear water where I could plainly see them rise and lake the fly directly
into their mouths without any preliminary striking with the tall. This

question is, perhaps, of no especial consequence
ested In the subject, I should like to be satisfied.

;

still,

as

I

am

J.

inter-

A. H.

of letters

from correspondents regarding the question of sour milk for
worms and a seton for distemper. Mr. J. R, Housel, of Watsontown, Pa.,

hard crabs,

.

suggested to us the use of sour milk

worms, writes

I ask no monument for the information I have given our
fancier friends, and all the return I hope to have is that it will
prove, as it has for me, a perfect eradicator of worms, as it is
simple and at the same time nutritious to the dog, and can
easily be obtained by all.
I discovered its merits through
necessity.
I have tested it thoroughly and give it in the true
spirit of a friend to the dog.
I hope it will be tried by the
fraternity.

A

correspondent from Bath, N.T., writes:
Seton in the back of the neck to cure distemper was tried
on a Newfoundland pup here about twenty-five years ago.
Should you choose to forward that monument I will see that
it is put as nearly over that pup's grave as the traditions of a
quarter of a century will permit.
ZwAbf.

Mr. Davidson to Me. Sanborn.— Editor Forest and
Stream: In reply to Mr. Sanborn's letter in Chicago Field
of Nov. 30, I would say there were undoubtedly many things
said at the Minnesota Field Trials that perhaps he did not
hear.
He might not have heard it said, when Jennie had
finished running in the champion stakes, that the had run in
two stakes at the meeting without making a point, but the
facts show such was the case.
I do not feel that Mr. Sanborn
received the show he had at other trials at which he had,J

he brought into conflict with so high an
authority as the.dlstinguished author of "I Go a Fishing,"
we are willing to place ourselves in antagonism with him suf-

Without wisliing

ficiently to say that

to

we were not aware that

peculiarity as our inquiring

know

often watched their antics

trout

had any such

correspondent refers

and

We

to.

and have
and capers, when they seemed to

that they arc a capricious

festive fish,

turn full somersaults every time they rose to a fly.
the experience of many of our readers will recall to

We

think

mind

the

were the moat difficult to hook.
has been with us an exciting endeavor to hook

fact that at such times trout

At

all

events,

it

and we have often done
and frequently in the tail.
making the somersault would
certainly seem to render the fixing of the hook in the fish's
mouth more difficult, instead of facilitating the operation. At
the fish

by the

angler's wrist-knack

;

so in various parts of the body,

The movement

of the tail in

other times, When thejtroot were not playing near the surface,
but seemed sluggish in ri-ing, we have seen them dart toward
the hook, turn tail at the instant of apparent contact, and as
The flirt of the tail upward
suddenly return to the bottom.

did not certainly help to fasten the hook in those instances.
what mechanical action it is possible

We cannot conceive by
for a trout to so use his

tail,

on a straight or withdrawing line,
To us the accomplishment

as to get the fly into his mouth.

FOREST ANDI STREAM.
of the act would appear like an acrobatic feat, mditattpparent
Ordinary trout
accomplishment a trick of iegerdermam.
They have alwhich are hungry make straight for the lure.

"NO

NO

FIN,

V

365

FUN."

generally Indicated by so many inches rise to the foot In length, measured on the floor timber. Muoh deadrlse indicates a sharp bottom, and

Chatham Village, N. T„ Nov.

Editor Forest and Stkeasi
I gave yaa las' spring a short account of our
the honor to pub laii in your excellent journal.

IS, 1578.

:

ways been known as bold biters. We have fed them with
worms attached to a bookless string, and seen them invariably
come head-on to the bait and we have watched them under
all conceivable conditions, when they seemed to bile naturally,
j

the tail having nothing to do with the operation. In short, we
have seen an elepluint poke his food into his mouth with what
some persons have supposed to be his tail we have seen John
Ohinaman chuck his food into his mouth with a chop stick
and we have seen a dexterous Jap tos3 up an obi set with his
;

j

foot and catch

"*•

in his

it

a trout knock a

mouth but we confess we never saw
mouth with his tail— never
j

fly into his

I

The Edgar Baebless Hooks.—It. C. F. Orvis, of Manchester, Vt., has sent us a sample of this "odd thing, ' with
Our opinion is, that for small fish, or
the following note.
fish hooked in the lips, this will answer very well, as it is a
sure catch, it being quite difficult to detach it after it is once
but for large fish,
fastened, as we have learned by testing it
or fish hooked in thick fleshy parts, it would not fasten and
hold as well as a hook with a barb. The accompanying cut
if the part hooked into the spring is
Will help explain
-

;

:

pressed back to the ahank and is held there and not allowed
To press back the spring will require a pretty
tore-act.
sharp bite.

Manchestbh,

Nov. 21, 1S7S.
I noticed in your last week's paper a short article from the pea ot
my friend, Mr. W. David Tomlln, ot Chicago, in relation to the Edgar
Barbleas Hook. Mr. Tomlin sent me the ilrat of these hooka 1 ever
saw, naliing it I could tie a fly on them. 1 made a fly on the hook he
Bent and returned It to him. He was very much pleased. Enclosed
pleased find a sample By. I never have tried this took, bo can't say
now good or bad H Is, but I don't think your collection would be comC. F. Oktis.
plete without one ot theBe odd things, Yours truly,
Vt.,

Elegant Rods toe Foebion Anglkbs.—There is no doubt
any longer of the superiority of American fishing rods over all
others, and acknowledgments of the fact daily reach this
country in the shape of orders from all parts of Great Britain,
and sometimes from the Continent. The well known firm of
Conroy, Bissctt

& Malleson, of this city, are the recipients of

a

very frequently trans-Atlantic
large share of such orders ;
Last week
visitors to this country take specimens home.

club,

which you did

me

T then advocated the
Introduction of a little competition, for the sake of awakening some
The prizes adopted this year were: A
extra enthusiasm In fishing.
trout rod, for the heaviest trout taken with hook and line within
a radius or seventy miles of the Village
a handsome reel for the next
heaviest trout, and a basket for the heaviest bass. The trout that won the
rod tipped the beam, and scored lib. Hioz.; a lib. beauty took the reel,
and the basket fell to your humble correspondent for the heaviest bass.
Pardon me for being too modest to tell the weight suffice it to say that
he was caught In Copake Lake, which Is becoming more and more celebrated for its magnificent black bass. I have it from good authority
that In the month of August this year, two men, Ashing together out of
the same boat, caught in one day 105 of these splendid tlsh, some of
them weighing above 8 lbs. I have myself seen the sun Bet on several
beautiful i-trings of bass caught in this beautiful lake. Our club took
;

;

during the season 150 Ioe. of trout.
In Flat Brook, Green Kiver and Oxford Creek the trout are Just
numerous enough to mike the pursuit of them Interesting. I suppose
yon know that It Is possible for a stream to have too few tlsh in it to
make the Ashing a pleasure—no flu, no fun. Then again the llah may
be so plentiful—as, for instance, in unfrequented primeval regions— aa
I waa made sick of pickerel fishing in
to soon surfeit the angler.
a single day among the Thousand laics iu the St. Lawrence for the same
reason that poor Artemus Ward declined the offer of mariage by the
seventeen young Mormon widows, " on account of the muchness."
There is a great deal more pleasure— that is, if pleasure Is your
motive—in catching ten fish an hour than sixty. Of course, If your
motive 13 commercial profit, why then your pleasure will be proportioned to the plentifulness of the particular tribe of fish that you are in
pursuit of and their willingness to be caught. In the one Instance It is
a question of dollars and cents, or bread and butter
and in the other
the question is— How much pure fun and recreation can 1 get out of
this pastime v
The object sought determines the amount of pleasure
experienced in the achievement of that object. The object contemplated by our little cinb was pleasure rather thau profit in any fluanclal
sense, and pleasure we have had in the success which has crowned our
piscatorial pursuits during the season of 1S78.
Hix.
;

Jfnsttws to ^o^reapmidmia.
Mo Notice Tukea

&

&

;

to go fob

specific queslions as to

of

Anonymous CommunloalloDB,

Game.— Correspondents who
where

send us

to find best localities for

game

and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

much

trouble.

Bead

the paper,

" Glens Falls Sdbsoriukb."— No name, no answer.

St.,

—The fishing

season

is

over on Long Island— all the vessels

oil factories closed.

vertiser,

Nov.

30.

— Eric,

Nov.

— We

have

enjoyed the
finest inuskalotige fishing this season ever known in our beauOver two hundred and fifty of the beauties have
tiful bay.
been taken from October 1st to date— all with spoon hook and
and trolling line. The largest weighed was forty-two pounds.
There were three caught yesterday that weighed one hundred

Pennsylvania

and twenty pounds

23.

in the aggregate.

Snipe.

Vikoinia.—A salmon was caught last week, Monday, in the
north branch of the Shenandoah River, and was bailed with

A numsatisfaction as the first taken in the vicinity.
ber of these fish were placed in the river at Strasburg and Ml.
Jackson about three years ago.
much

Nov. 2'J.— Fish and oysters are abund
ant along the sea coast, in the bays and salt water bayous. In
Vermilion Bay are mullet, redtish, sheephead, turtles and
crabs, and other kinds ; in the Vermilion Kiver and all the
other' rivers or bayous, are catfish, buffalo, sun perch and

LonsiASA— Abbeville,

bass.

Jakb,

York.

oil, three ounces; oopal varnUh, one ouu.ti:;
us,
by weight. This will make a thick pa3te and will need aer-

all

,

days to "set,"

C. A. B., Elmlra, N. Y.— What kind of a dog would be the best for
hunting partridges, qu.,11, woolcock and rabbits; where can I net one,
and how much would it cost ? Ans.
setter would probably be best
for your country.
As to where to get one and cost, we mutt refer you
to our advertising columns.

A

J. A.

B

Boston.— We should give the dog, twice a day

,

8 drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic.

Change

two weeks,

for

diet entirely, giving

oatmeal and plenty of vegetables. The trouble is evidently In tho
blood, and ihe Fowler's solution should correct It. If any of the Boston
fanciers have Benbow's " London mixture," get a bottle of it, and give
him.

Gordon, Philadelphia.—Your dog undoubtedly has worms, and possitapeworm. We should give him areca nut. and some powdi red

bly a

in his food.
We believe that Bnrllngtou Co. Is not included within the Jurisdiction of the Society, but you can ascertain
positively by addressing H. T. Miller, Esq., Secretary, IOC Market st,,

pumpkin seeds

Camden.
D.

.Concord.—1 Do the Greener hammerless guns shoot as strong and
.

as the ones with

hammers, same make?

9.

Who

is

the champion

walker of the United States for short dLstences, from one to seven miles
Inclusive? Ans. 1, Yes. 2. Lester C. Dale, of New Haven, Conn., is
professional champion, and G. H. Armstrong, of this city, amateur
champion.

Enolishman, Brooklyn.— Is champion Snapshot the same log
appears in the English K. C. Stud Book as No. 1020 ; also, please
his age ?
Ans. The same dog. He was entered at the first New
dog show by his then owner, It. J. Lloyd Price, Esq., as having

that

i

whelped Sept.

Birmingham

IT,

in

lStii),

which

November

is

won

evidently a mistake, as he

state

Yoi K

been

1st at

of that year.

W. M, Jersey, O.— 1. There is a lot of guns for sale herewith Win.
T
Moore stamped on them.
here are they made, and who made them,
you say Wm. Moore Is dead ? 8. CanJ get a good seiviceable gan
for $7S, made in this country ? Ans. They are trade guns made la Birmingham, but as there are probably fifty makers there, and we have
never seen the guns, It would tax even us to say who made them.
2.

W

New

to this office—not

to

Pennsylvania Central KaUroad, Broad-

York.

Brooklyn.— Cornell beat Harvard Freshmen and University
1876, and again the Freshmen in 1378. The present crew of
however, composed of new men, whilo Harvard's present
eight has never been beaten. They defeated Yale and Columbia In
We do not think Cornell can equal her
1877, and Yale again in 1878.
former achievements. Her men have neither the finish nor the discipline of Harvard, and their former victories were rather phemomenal
than normal.

and

Cornell

is,

W. McD. P., Newark, N. J.— A setter came to me the other day, eviHe is about a year old ; dark brown, with white
HIb sides are covered with a dead, yellowish tialr,
breast and toes.
much lighter than his other coat, and looks rough and dry. Can you
tell mo what; is the matter with him, and what I can do to restore his
coat to its proper condition ?
His nose Is cold and moist.
Ans.
would flrst endeavor to restore him to his owner,
few tar capsules
and raw eggs will bring his coa' all right.
dently a stray dog.

A

B. F. L., Fairfield, 111.—1 Is Capt. Bogardn3 at home, or where shall
Have a Parker gun had it choked
2.
address him for quick reply ?
by oar couu try gunsmith ; does not shoot evenly ; is there anything
can be done for this ? 3. I have a fine setter dog, well trained. Do not
know bis stock. In what way shall I describe him for information?
Ans. 1. Astor House, this city. 2. Send it to Parker Broa., West Maiden, Conn.
3, A general description, color, shape of head, etc., will
enabie us to determine his breed, but not the stock.
I

G. H. W., TUusvllle.— The elbows or shoulders in the chambers of
nearly all guns are made tapering.

—We

,t; B., Frederics City, Md
should continue the Dover's powder,
giving one each night and morning.

E. it., uuiston Spa.—From the meagre description given
that your dog has been poisoned with arsenic.

we J ttdge

W., Mltleratown, Pa.—Please give me the address of .a dealer In
horse-timers. Ans. Tiffany & Co., Union Square, N. Y.

D.

can.

J. C. K.,

In 1S75

We

A, Bawaonville.— Write

J,

way,

8.

W. A B., Kokomo, Iml—The duty on archery bows la 35 per cent,
and other charges, shipping, insurance, etc., bring it up to 10 per cent.
J Baltimore.—Tour bitch is evidently not in whe:p.
The circumstances related by you are not at all uncommon, and sometimes very
deceptive.
,

C—

H. P. D., Goldsboro, N.
I have a setter dog, 5 yrs, old, that sloball the while.
Please give me a remedy. Ans. Wo do not believe
Is any cure for slobbering.

bers

there

A. B. C, Pleasantville, Pa.— On principle we should prefer the higher
work. But the smaller price Is what
asked by gunsmiths In this city.

price, expecting theref jr the beat
la

Movements of the Fishing Fleet.—The number of fishing arrivals continue small, but a limited number of vessels
finding employment, as is usual at this season. The salt
bankers have all arrived, leaving a fair stock of Bank codfish
on the market, the demand being moderate and prices well
maintained. The shore mackerel fleet have hauled up, and
the baymen are nearly all in. The weather has continued unfavorable for shore fishing, and it has been difficult for fishermen to avail themselves of the advantage of the large schools
of codfish running inshore. The number of fishing arrivals
reported at this port since our last issue has been six from
the Bunks, with 85,000 lbs. halibut, 21 from Georges with
300,000 lbs. codfish, and seven from the Bay St. Lawrence
with mackerel. Total number of arrivals, 34. Cape Ann Ad-

New

Tomkinsand Jack curlew.— Please send address
for publication.

tory.

hauled up and the

eral

Yon

Whehe

J. v. L., Philadelphia. — The cost ot such a gun as you describe should
Forest and Btkeam, sailed for Europe with two beautiful
be about $125.
salmon rods made by the firm just alluded to, Both were of'
G. W. W., Stoughton.—For a ferrot send to Eelche Bros., Chatham
split bamboo,— one an 18 ft. rod, weighing 39 ounces, intended

,

m

boiled Unseed

portion,

as

Capt. A. Williamson, of Edinburgh, Scotland, whose hunting
exploits in Colorado were mentioned in the last issue of

for use in the slashing heavy waters of Norway, and the other
waters of Scotland.
a 16 ft. 16 ounce rod for the more pastoral
The weight of the larger rod was much increased by a metal
Capt. Williamson feels sure
reel-scat which weighed 9 oz.
that these light affairs will do as heavy and efficient work as
the -mightiest Kelso or Castle-Connell.
M., is for A. E.
Another rod made by Messrs. 0. , B.
Douglas, Esq of the Hazard [Powder Manufacturing Company" 88 Wall street, a veteran angler who enjoys the placid
It is of split
estuaries and channels of Florida in mid winter.
bamboo, 10 feet long, and built especially for work on redthe same fish is oftener called.
fish, or channel bass,' as
Hawkins,
Esq-,
of
10
Wall
street,
Quite recently Dexter A.
returned from an extended tour through Europe, and having
handled and inspected the working-tools of some of the best
rod-makers there, determined, upon his return home, to show
do here in America;
those, people over the water what we can
and he has accordingly sent to a distinguished gentleman
Malleson's best split bamboos as
three of Conroy Bisseu
specimens. The first is an 18 ft. salmon rod, 33 oz.; second,
a 10 ft. 16 oz. grilse rod third, a 11J ft. 7 oz. trout fly rod.
The cost of these rods was $50, $35 and $25 respectively.
There is a growing English demand for American rods, lines
and reels. Mr. Bissett is now absent abroad expressly to
establish an agency in England and Scotland for his manufac-

aflat bottom.

little

J. B., Woodvlilo— Oar oft-repeated recipe for aquarium cement la
Powdered litharge, two otiuoes; dry walte lead ground, one oauoe;

K. A., Greenpoint.— Which Is the best place to go ducking, Pi ince's
or Long Island Sound? ;abs. No good, duck shooting at either
Go to Shlnaecock Bay, east end of Long island.

Buy

;

E. J. G., Dunkirk.—I have a medium-sized black and tan house-dog
about 9 yrs. old, that is becoming quite annoying on account of what
appears to be a deep, hard cough, accompanied with gagging, as though
caused by some obstruction lu the throat; but ho can make no diccharge from the mouth. Coughs continually, day and night. Ans. The
ag3 of your dog has much to do with his condition. The following expectorant may relieve him: Friar's balsam, 10 drops syrup of poppies,
diluted sulphuric acid, 5 drops ; mucilage, >< oz.
1 dr. ;
water, >£ oz.
Mix, and give a little two or three times a day.
;

;

O. L.,

Wareham, Mass.— A young sportsman was out shooting one

day last week, when he by chance discovered a qua'l's head above torce
Without flushing the bird, he
low brush by the side of a large stump.
fired, and when he approached the spot he found sixteen dead quail.
Ans. This la
The question Is— Was that strictly sportsmanlike?
a question of sportsmen's ethics, which the reader may answer for
himself. "Sportsmanlike" is a word of very doubtful sigultleance. It
may mean muoh or little. To shoot the birds on the ground was not
"sportsmanlike" in the sense which we presume our correspondent

place.

Nei.dmbium.— II Moses Webster, of Vlnal Ilaven, Me., will send his
W. Croas, 90 Euclid ave., Cleveland, O., a box
of nelumbium seeds will be sent him by express.
post-office address to D.

Farmington, Conn.— At what place

in

Massachusetts

chusetts Kennel Club situated, and what

is

the address of

T.,

Ans.

Boston

;

John

Is

its

the MassaSecretary?

Fottler, Jr., of that city, Secretary.

S. J. C, Sandy Spriugs, Md.—It Is possible from your description
that your dog may have wormi.
Should give her areca nat in the
usual manner. The castor oil which follows it will be beneficial any
war.

Martin's Ferry, O.— LIjvv will the guns made by Hepplethwaite,
Leeds, England, compare with Greener's?
Ans. Wo are not familiar
with the former's guns, and certainly Mr. Greener's have a more exJ.,

tended reputation.

Ekb, Lynn, Mass.—You will never make a fortune hunting alligators
Better go further south.
In tha Cape Eear Biver.
For prices of the
hides write to Marenhollz, Broadway, N. Y. You can ascertain fare by
applying at Lynn railroad

offices.

Lester, Greensboro.—Tor fall descriptions of one of the best sections
mi for settlement address A. D. Martin, of Vermilion, La.,
recently printed an eight-page pamphlet setting forth its

who ha3

attractions

and industrial

—

Do yon know a gumnaier by the name of S.
C. S. S., Cincinnati, O
Sutherland ?
Ans. We have never seen the gnns of snch a maker, but
there very prubably is one— possibly in Scotland, as the name does not
appear in the list oi London makers. Tue targets made are excellent.
F. S. M., Hamilton, Ont,— " Deadriae" is a technical term, indicating
the rise or angle with the horizon made by the floor timbers ol a vessel

J. A. P.— At what time or date, and by whom was wing shooting
engaged in as a held sport or pastime ? Ans. The Invention of lire
arms is attributed to Schwartz, a German, In 137S. Ten years afterward they were introduced into England. Quite likely guns were then
used by some hunters on running game, Just asthe bow and arrow had
been beiore them but as to wing shooting, It must be of comparatively
Dogs, we know, were used to potnt birds so that hnaters
recent date.
were enabled to ascertain their presence and throw nets over them.
This mu<t have been anterior to wing shooting, but long subsequent to
the use of guns on game at rest.
first

;

F. L., Santa Rosa, Cal.— For rongh-water use the cat rig is exceedwhen off the wind. Iu a 22ft. ooat would
advise the use of the common sloop, with short atom standing bowspr.t
and pole topmast. In a somewhat larger boat yon might Introduce the
schooner, with three sails only— mainsail, foresail and single Jib, same
as for sloop. Also, pole topmast only, or topmast at the malu and none
at the fore.
Work the foresheet automatically on a traveller, anil you
will have no more to tend than In tho sloop. When you get bByond aoir.
ingly dangerous, especially

water line would advise the cutter or yawl rig as superior
but for that sized craft you need au additional hand.

to the sloop,

W. B., St. Catharines.—I. What constitutes a professional ?
will
the fact of an amateur shooting In a tournament In which professional
shots participated bar him from future amateur contests? 3. Will the
answer to No. l apply equally to a pigeon shot, an oarsman and a foot
runner? Ans. 1. A strict application of tha term " protesslonal," as
appll-d to pigeon shooting, has never been made out, and it would
probably only apply to Bogardus, Paine, Carver, and perhaps one or
two others who have made Bhooting a profession or means
llvi
todi
3. It will not, as the rules governing each are very different.
2. No.
All amateurs who shoot pigeons in sweepstakes, etc., Bhoot for money,
and yet are not professionals.
-.i.

i

;

I
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;

;

;

;

;
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NATIONAL SMALL ARMS MANU-

inspection.
From the rifles presented they should select different patterns, to be the standard arms of the Army and mi-

FACTURE.

These arms should be contracted for at private armories
and issued to the troops. The different pystcms would induce
competitive trials and the superiority of one system over another would be proved.
Tbis plan of causing different patterns ef arms to be issued should also be applied to the issuing
of ammunition and equipments.
All the patterns of arms,
however, should be so constructed that the ammunition purhtia.

THEcomesquestion
up
old

of the proper scope of

in practical

Government effort

shape in odc of the memorials

presented to the Joint Committee on the reform and reorganization of the Army from the Association of Manufacturers of

This AsAnns, Ammunition and Equipments of the U. S.
which Eli Whitney is the President, are prepared
to speak understandingly on the question of small arms, and
the suggestions which it offers to the Committee are backed
by figures against which it will, be very hard, even for the
most expert of official place-holders, to offer any satisfactory

sociation, of
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this the collection

Instead of doing
this the Government has entered into a sort of smothering
competition with private manufacturers, and while allowing

an appropriate and

all

ready appliances for action to fall into disuse has cumbered
departments with a quantity of "plant" of little value with

sufficient revenue.

and an obstruction to private makers of small arms.
Last year the Government placed a valuation of $60,000,000 on
its arsenals and armories, and of this it may without fear of

2832J

Clubs of

and in carrying out

of

itself

TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE,
Twenty-five per cent,

against foreign invasion

its

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,
[POST OFFICE

argument. On general principles it may fairly be questioned
whether Government functions should go further than the preservation of peace between its subjects and their protection

Inch.
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If
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AH transient advertisements must
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or they will not be Inserted.

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
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to ns, will
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To Correspondents.
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sunk dead through the misdirected policy of thegoverment in
attempting to do for itself what can be so much better done
for it by private companies and firms.
There are peculiar reasons why this country should of all
others abandon the traditions which make it necessary to go
on putting vast sums into arsenals and armories. Our manufacturing firms can and will supply all the arms of any deThey do
scription that they may be called upon to produce.
the
not urge government patronage, with the fact kept
background that the arms they offer are inferior to those made
by the government. The facts point the other way and foreign
buyers, looking with an unprejudiced eye for a good weapon,
come to our American workshop and buy largely, while our
own government go on building great shops for the manufacture of material and pieces which to all but those actually engaged in their making up are second rate and antiquated.
The rifle range with the open competition there in vogue is doing wonders in showing up the relative results of the close
conservatism of the government shops and the open, keen

ple at large in this

are getting a fair quid pro quo for the great outlay made and
a reasonable return on the money now sunk in the govern-

We

Nothtng will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety In the home circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of

the mall service If money
remitted to ns is lost. No person whatever la authorized to collecmoney for us unleBB he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned.
have no Philadelphia agent.

We

CHAKLE8 DAIXOCK,
BANKS,

S.

Editor.

government,

ment

if

you wish, have a

—

Holiday Gifts. You can make your children a no more
and acceptable Holiday present than a year's subscripForbst and Stream. Think of the suggestion and

tion to
act.

—

Intellectual Refreshment foe Ministers. The New
York and Brooklyn Baptist ministers discussed " Pastors
Habits of Study " in their meeting last Monday morning.
There was one pastor who built churches, and so had no time
to study; another read, what little he did read, while traveling around on the streetcars another thought ministers didn't
study the Bible enough, and a fourth thought something else.
But the most sensible speech of the day was that of the Rev.
Way land Hoyt, -who said, "I read the Forest and Stream
every Saturday night. It refreshes me for Sunday." Of
And our word
course it does, and that's what it's meant for.
for it, Mr. Hoyt's Sunday morning sermons are the better,
;

vigorous.

op Sport.

— Our

Thursday was celebrated
door sports.

'

news columns show

all

that

last

over the country with out-of-

Athletic meetings, shooting matches,

tests, coursings,

rifle

con-

pedestrian excursions, and all the other forms

of sport to which the bracing weather of the day

was

so well

adapted, engaged the attention of a large share of the devotees
of these amusements,
tion

and

and every one

is

better for the recrea-

There

shops.

needless to reiterate

is

Ethereal Mildness.—Delightful autumn weather we

are

having so far, and sportsmen as well as others are making best
use of it.
Geraniums and other hardy plants are Btill blooming in suburban gardens in this vicinity.
There has been no
Lingering summer spreads herself all over the
heavy frost.
lap of autumn.

and Streamer be sent for fractions of a year
Six months, $2 ; three months, $1. To ribs of
two or more, $3 per annum.
:

himself.

his first

book

would be better for us. Let us cultivate it. The 31st
ode of the first book breathes all over with the Horatian spirit.
have fallen so much in love with it that I make a translation
spirit it

I

of

it,

which I

.

gives $700,000 to be added to the

arms produced this sum, divided by the number
arms manufactured, gives $99.29 as the proportionate share

of each

;

rifle

Springfield

in these expenses

rifle

or carbine,

;

thus the probable cost of a

made

in 1877,

was

at least $115.

There are private arms manufacturing companies in

this

country that would contract to make Springfield rifles, identical in every particular to those made at the national armory,

$15 each.
finally

made by

the memorialist are

that

board for the examination of small
arms, small arm ammunition and accoutrements, appointed
by the General of the Army, subject to the approval of the
Secretary of War the said board to consist of at least five
officers, who have seen the most active service during the
greater part of the three years previous to their appointment.
Notice of the time and place of the meeting of the board
should be published in the newspapers and manufacturers,
inventors and patentees should be invited to submit arms, ammunition and equipments for examination. The board should
carefully examine the arms and munition submitted to their
Firstly.

There

Bhall be a

;

:

inclose to

not exactly in

Forest and Stream, though perhapB

its line

What flhaU

the poet,

when he

builds

hU

shrine,

Ast of Apollo, the divine?
What ehall he pray for when he pours
His

first

Not

for glittering heaps of gold,

Uba! Ion and the god adores 7
Not the best, atore Sardinia yields
From her ever fruitful fields j
Not for the pleasant herds that feed
On hot Calabria's flowery mead

Or Ivory from India old
Not even for those blest

Whose boU

retreats,

the silent Slvis eatH.

Let those by Fortune greatly blessed,
Of Bhowerlng vintages possessed,
Duly attend the gift divine,

And prune with crooked

blade the spreading vine.
Let the rich merchant, from his onps of gold,
Quaff Falernian, choice and old,
Dear to the gods themselves, since he,
Three or four times a year,
Sails to the Atlantic Sea,

Swindling without fear

economy in the making of government weapons is
Comparing the work accomplished at
entirely erroneous.
the Springfield Armory and that at any private armory it is
shown th»t during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, the
total number of rifles and carbines fabricated at the national
arrnory was, according to the report on the subject, 7,000
the valuation of thearmory property that year was §7,000,000.
Allowing 10 per cent, as the proper rate to be charged on this
sum for interest, taxes, repairs, insurance, etc., all of which

ode of

;

in

for greater

first

frlglclo

Venator, lenaraj conjugis Immomor, etc.

It is

supply has never been questioned.
In the course of the memorial above spoken of these points
are strongly urged and in addition it is shown that any claim

of

gives us a hint of this in his

" The sportsman in his
That is to say, translated broadly
enthusiasm, utterly forgetful of his young wife, stays out all
night in the snow," etc.
If we all had more of the Horatian

1

For me, content, a simple board is spread,
On olives, suocorleB, and light mallows fed.
Son of LatoDa, hear niy prayer:—

Good

And

health,

1

pray thee, be my share,
with proper zeal,

spirit to enjoy,

The goods of fortune wherewith I am
A mind unbroken and serene, I pray,

blest E

me

through all my little day
And when I can no longer sound the lyre.
Son of Latona, let the bard expire!
Preserve to

their

cost of the

He

—Manet snb Jove

and comparatively large in amount. With the English
market open and the European armories accessible the choice
fell upon an American weapon, while in fixed ammunition
the capacity of. our Connecticut works and the quality of

The recommendations

i®" Forest

Stream

recent,

it

up the works of the old Boman

country gentleman, and if good shot-guns and pointers had
been known in those days I have no doubt he would have
been as enthusiastic a sportsman as the editor of Forest and

a danger that the government without

what our private armories_have done

SPIRIT.

poet Horace and read and study him with infinite gusto.
To
me he is the most delightful fellow that ever lived— not even
excepting that prodigious fellow Shakespeare. He was a true

The Turkish contracts
the way of supplying other nations.
come first to mind simply because they are among the most

for

the feast.

as follows

leisure I often take

such reliances might find itself the victim of rings and forced
The bugaboo of
to bleed heavily in times of urgent need.
" rings" may have some effect, but it is a poor cry for govcan only
such
knavery
ernment advocates to set up, since
flourish through the connivance of trusted government officers.
The fact that our own government was a profitable customer

indirectly has to be paid,

A Day

my

right to be assured that they

derfully increase the foreign trade in those articles.

Western Manager.

useful

more cheerful and

THE HORATIAN
In

to the

H. TURRILL, Chicago,

Business Manager.

;

gun companies would have a consequential benefit, in
that such expenditure would so encourage and stimulate invention and improvement in their materials of war as to won-

vr Trade supplied by American News Company.
T.C.

The law of April 23, 1808, for arming and equipmilitia, should be carried out as its originators intended, and the annual appropriation should be increased in
the same ratio that the peculation and revenue of the country
have increased.
The difference in the cost of arms and munitions made in 1808 with those manufactured at the present
time should also be considered in deciding what shall be the
sum of the annual appropriation. The sum appropriated
should bo expended as it was formerly, in the purchase of
arms and munitions from private manufacturers.
By doing
this active competition among the private armories will tend
to improve the quality and reduce the cost of these necessary
articles also, it will foster industries of national importance
and will so sustain American manufacturers of arms and munitions that they may compete successfully with foreign rivals in the markets of the world.

line of manufacture, the masters of the

munications will be regarded.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions,

public.

Secondly.

To be sure our governcompetition of the private armories.
ment is not now making muskets on an ante-revolution model,
but it is years behind the best effort of our time, and the peo-

and be addressed to the Forest and Stream PublisBino Company
Names will not be published If obj ectlon be made. No anonymous comcannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.

made

ping the

contradiction be said that fully five-sixths represents capital

m

sible.

chased can be used interchangeably among ibem. The board
should fully report upon the various small arms and munitions which they have examined, and such report should
be

Thus the Horatian spirit is a calm and beautiful philosophy
which envies none and loves all j which seeks none but the
loftiest happiness to itself, and none but happiness to all
Let the rich merchant drink his old Falernian from
others.
his cups of gold let every man enjoy himself as he chooses
but give me my quiet country life, my olives and my mallows,
my good health, a spirit to enjoy my possessions, and a mind
;

that loves intellectual thought. When this latter fails me and
is no longer responsive to my touch, son of Latona,

the lyre
let

me vamos I

I have been looking over

my

dictionary to learn exactly

what Horace meant by mallows, but they have not made the
Didn't he

subject clear.

mean okras ?

Certainly

when served

and pepper they are splendid, and very nutriBenesque molvm I
In that verse where Horace speaks of the rich merchants
who drink wine out of cups of gold and go three or four times
a year by ship to the Atlantic Sea, returning t'mpune, being
dear to the gods, he evidently intends a quiet thrust at both
He evidently meant that the
the gods and the merchants.
merchants got their fine wine by swindling the barbarians,
and then appeased the wrath of the gods, on their return
voyage, by occasionally heaving overboard a cask of their best
hot with butter
tious

and

digestible.

as a present to

them—having referred particularly to Keptune,

Castor and Pollusc, the gods of the sea.

In other words, that

the merchants were cheats and rascals and the godB no better

than they, inasmuch as they would wink at rascality and let
the rascals go unwhipt— impune, through influence of a
bribe that is, an occasional cask of wine heaved over to them.
;

Truly they had a

jolly old set of

goda in those days.

Horace

WMHEST AND STREAM.
despised everything that had the odor of meanness or dishonesty, and wasn't afraid to " go for'' it even in the highest
places
11

this

new

the editor and

objects in the collection

is a life-size portrait of Gen. Robert
E. Lee, late of Virginia, in citizen's clothes.
It is a most
speaking and truthful likeness and attracts much attention

treading into an old field prove pleasnnt to
his readers I may from time to time, as leisure

them other things from Horace. But, on account
of the remarkable terseness, purity and beauty of his language
lie is the most difficult fellow to translate and do anything like
justice to that ever wrote. Even the best translations of him
are as faint, compared to the original, as the sound of the sea

allows, send

as heard in a shell.

N. A. T.

367
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William

son
coo

Jackson.
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The Animated

Stick.

—Eegarded in any other

as a dispensation'of Divine Providence, the

an unfathomable mystery

are

;

light

than

Animated Sticks

an irreconcilable

SP0
900
1,000

4

4

5

5

4
5

5
5

5

5

Fubs. —Last winter was not such a season as gladdens the
and as yet there are but few indicatrill,
tions that the coming one will be in any way different,
ladies must have furs, and we devote a few lines to telling
them what is the " correct thing." Probably the largest fur
establishment, and the most fashionable in the city, is that of
Messrs. C. G. Gunther's Sons, ^To. 181 Fifth avenue. From

them we learn that the

seal-skin

still

holds

its

5

S

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

4

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

Now

an ordinary stick you may stand up in the corner and
have it out of the way, or cast into the fire and extract from
it a genial glow.
But the Animated Stick won't stay put
and is neither genial nor warm. He may be green— a saphead: or, dried-up— a block-head but never dry in the sense
of bright and witty. Aaron wouldn't turn him into anything
lively.
Some sticks, too, are pithy but no one ever knew
an Animated Stick to have any pith in his heart. It were useless to look upon him save as a rod of chastisement. Better is
it to be slain by the cudgel of a Fiji, than to be bored to
death by such a Stick better be stuck like a hog than stuck
on the Animated Stick. And we're not stuck up either.

5

SOI
1,000

5

4

5
5

durable.

Seal-skins have at length

become the popular fur in Paris,
and consequently the greater demand for them has increased
the prices in London, The prices have not advanced here,
though they probably will do so next winter. Untrimmed
sacques cost from $50 to $300, but those of fashionable length
are never lower than $100.
Those sold at $125 are especially
commended, but the prices vary according to the quality of
the skins and the depth of the garment. A border will add
something to the expense. The fashionable borders are brown
and silver beaver (which the French call castor), plucked and
unplucked otter, wool seal, black marten or Alaska sable,
colored lynx and chinchilla.
Fur-lined cloaks are worn in a variety of shapes this seaIn selecting garments the purchaser should keep in view
the probability that full draperies will be revived, and select
for this reason many ladies are buying
an ample garment,
circulars instead of the newer shapes.
Circulars are made
son.

—

—

with the deep Russian collar hoods are out of date and
be either bordered or plain if the sum to be expended
is limited it is better to omit the border and buy the best
quality of silk and of fur for the cloak and its lining.
Cheap
linings of fur rub off on the dress beneath them, and the lowpriced silks soon become "shiny." Itepped silk of heavy
quality, Sicilienne, armure, and a new fabric called Messine,
are all used for the outside of the cloak.
The rich dark Russian sable sets are always valuable, and
always in fashion, no matter what novelties are offered. The
boas are round and long, with two tails finishing each end.
Handsome dark sable muffs cost as high as $400, but there are
ight shades of sable made up in muffs for $35.
Since the
fashion favors all furs with white tips or silvery points,
ables of this kind have been used, though formerly they
were rejected. Mulls of this silver-tipped sable are lined
with white silk, and made very dreasy. they cost 885. Of
the Hudson Bay sable the boas with a dark stripe down the
middle are handsomest, and can scarcely be distinguished
from the medium qualities of Russian sable.

may

;

Lady Pedestrians and Soft Reporters.

—When

the

Morning Walking Club, which " represents
some of the most exclusive circles of New York society,"

Ladies' Saturday

goes forth to the hills of Jersey for the rambles prescribed in
the reporterial Jenkins is
its unwritten constitution, lo
I

there also,

and

seeth

may hear to spin it
the way he does it
!

what he may see and heareth what he
out in the next day's gush.

And

this

is

Quite early in the morning a half-dozen demure looking
persons of the gentler or,der of creation approached the wharf
at the foot of Twenty-fourth street, on the North River, and
the moment that their feet touched the deck, and they felt
certain of having so far escaped the observation of the average
metropolitan reporter, they partly threw off the mask of
reserve and merry ripples of laughter broke from their scarlet
The morning's keen breath had already kindled a glow
lips.
on their velvety cheeks, and their eyes sparkled with the
Then he takes the office dictionary and crams up something
about Acteon and Diana that gives him a chance to work in
" the pitiless though lovely eyes." The Amazons, TheseuB
;

and Athens rather roundoff the classical part of this bosh, and
sundry references to the Revolution show Jenkins' familiarity
with American history fully equal to his more recondite
And you can buy all this the next morning for
erudition.
three cents— scarlet lips, velvety cheeks, lovely eyes, Aeteon,
Diana, Athens, Theseus, AmazonB, British infantry, charming
creatures and ambrosia— 3 cts.

Brooklyn Art Association.

—The thirty-seventh exhibi-

Brooklyn Ait Association was formally opened in
that city on Monday evening, with a brilliant and appreciative
For merit the collection is not fully up to some
assemblage.
previous ones. One of the most noteworthy and conspicuous
tion of the

5-71—2U
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5

5

5

4

4

;

Gone to Florida.—That office boy of ours has gone again.
This time to Jacksonville, Florida, on the steamer Western
Texas, of the Mallory line, Captain Hines, and if he don't get
the soundings as she crosses the bar, he may expect a good
trouncing when he returns, unless he brings a few oranges for

4—73
6—65
3—66-303

5
5
5

William Oerrlsh.
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5-62—200
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4
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5
4

4
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For Thanksgiving Day no end of off-hand
provided before the butts here.

Boston.— The riflemen are not abating the least in their
en
joyment; of range sports at the near approach of the
cold
weather. The fine fall weather has admitted of the best
sort
of scores, and encouraged by success, the marksmen
have
flocked to Walnut. Ilill day after day.
On Thanksgiving a
favorable morning drew out a good representation of
"shooters
and lookers-on, though the day ended in a disagreeable down
pour of rain. The "Winter Shed" match, with 30 enlries
"unes,
'
at 200 yds., resulted:

office use.

For Florida.

;

more

4-73
5-73

5

infliction.

position as fa-

notwithstanding the popularity of fur-lined wraps.
This winter they are made more closely fitting to the figure,
with an average length of about thirty-seven inches. The
front should be double-breasted and may lap from the throat
down or turn back at the top like the lappels o° a coat. For
fineness of fleece and depth of color the Shetland seal-skins
are chosen but these are very scarce and very high, as no
Shetland seals have been taken for several winters. The
strong Alaska skins, with thick warm pelt, are preferred for
garments that are to be subjected to hard service, as they are
vorite,

5-T4-220

455055545

;

heart of the fur dealer,

6— 71

54S5B55

5

J 8 Sumner.

—Dr. J.

A. Henshali, of Cynthiaua, Ken-

tucky, well known to our readers, will presently start for the
Indian River country and Biscoyne Bay, in Florida, and is

good enough

to promise us

some

fauna of that section. We notice that Professor Jordan has
paid him the compliment to reprint from Fobest and Stream
for October 26, 1878, his article on the
(Jordan's)

coming report on the Ohio

—Io died of

MwropUri

for his

fishes.

Potassium.

Maine—Kennebunk,

Nov. 30.— At the first annual election
Kennebunk Fish and Game Protective Assoon the 0th inst,, the following gentlemen were chosen

of officers of the

for the ensuing year

President, J. 8. Saunders Vice-PresiGeorge P. Lowell ; Secretary, George O. Lord ; TreasH.
Cloudman
W.
Executive Committee, Z. M. Cushman, C. W. Stanley, George W. Larrabee. The .association
is in a flourishing condition, and has done a good work in protecting our game and enforcing the game laws of the State,
prosecuting any infringement coming within jurisdiction of
;

:

dent,
urer,

4-23

leading scores stood

9 «

Ilk

match, at the same distance

scries

the

'

:

OM Jewell

64444545
544445
i,
4 4
4

5

CTJ Meiggs

5

J B Parker
TTRShattuck

4
3

3

4

2

3

4

4

5

5

6

5

3

i

5— 45
4-44

i?J

£»

of the new winter shed were enjoyed
again
on the 30th, though the weather was charming for outdoor
The winter shed match was the popular one, and with
sport.
100 entries and re-entries some excellent shooting was shown
60 of the scores made standing above the " centre " average'
The light was good throughout most of the shooting, and the
wind, which blew somewhat fiercely during the day finally
settled down into a reasonably steady breeze from the
north
west, ranging from " 10 to 11 o'clock." The leading scores
are
5—24
Poland
5 4 5 6
J Nichols
4 5 5 4 4—
55455-24 E Bennett
J B OHborn
64544
11 Jackson
5 b 4 5 5-24 Col N
Wales.... 5544 ilit
J A Lowell
445 5 5—23 J L Stevenson
'54.(44 'n
5-23
B
Souther
4
5 4
5
J R Teele....
B
gi?E iZio

The comforts

GAME PROTECTION
ciation,

..5 4 5 5

In the amateur

facts relative to the ichthyc

;

the association.

G. C. L.

W

m
«

W

W

LL

Hubbard
C Edwards

4 5 6 5
5 4 4 4

4-25
5-22

H

Wilhington.

1 s *~
4 s
s *
10
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Boston, Nov. 23.— Jackson's Gallery, 25 Beach street
ly shoot, 75 feet, 10 shots
Hunter
43 VL Seche
Small
45
J Griffiths

week

:

We

of New Bbtjnswkik.—
are indebted to a
thoughtful correspondent for the following digest of the lead-

Game Laws

ing features of the Provincial
Mb. Editor

game law passed

last

winter

:
St. Geohge, N. B., Nov. 25, 1978.
Jas. J. Fellows, of St. Johns, Is Chief Game Commissioner for Hew
Brunswick, ana Issues " Sporting Licenses " ($20 each) to persons
not liaving their domicile in New Brunswick. Penalty for violation of
this section of the act, not less than $20 nor more than $50, in addition

and costs of prosecution.
" No person shall tike or kill any partridge, snipe
first of March and the first of September in any
year, under the penalty of $4 for each such act, etc."
Sec. 1 recites " After the passing of this act (April is, 18TS,) no
person shall hunt, take, kill, wound or destroy any moose, caribou
deer from the first of January to the first of August, under penalty
ofa sum not exceeding $60 nor less than $10 for each and every Biich
act any person who shall hereafter hunt, chase or pursue with intent
to kill any moose, caribou or deer with dogs, shall be liable to a penalof $50 for each such act, etc., and dogs may be destroyed by any
to the license fee
Sec. 16 recites:

woodcock between the
:

w
DF

W

molds

44
48
43

E Emerson

HHogau

woods within 10 days after killing, except killed in latter part of
December, when must be carried out within the first five days of

m
"

.

Medford.— The members of the Medford Amateur

Rifle

:

E

H
EW
Hayes
fivady

Ktchardson

42
42
89
37
36

John

W

,1

Vinlng....

N P Ames

E

H
II

S Piper

55
Sa

S Foster

w Perkins!

CD

m

..".'.".*

14
""

Archibald....

m

Total
Teele's

B Osborn

J

43

HHDCuehing
R

of the

'""VL

FHIiurlsron

Association had a special match on the Bellevue range during
Thanksgiving Day.
Messrs. Richardson and Teele chose
sides from among the members present, and the firing
was
close enough to make the match an intensely interesting
one
Firing ten rounds at 200 yards, the scores stood
Richardson's Team,
jHEanies
42 C R Dawson
sk

;

Sec. a recites : " No person or number of persons forming a hunting
party shall, during the time hereby allowed for killing moose, caribou
or deer, in any one year or season, kill or take more than three moose,
five caribou or Ave deer."
Flesh of animals, moose, caribou or deer, killed shall be carried out

a„

"If

'

MLPratt

J

41

'ir.vm-

B

39
87
37
36

DN

'ivele

H

Howard

Russell
Total

Team.

EF

W

Kenriek.. ...
V Qibbs.. .

»a
«

WPjrotcalf..
,T U Goodale

*i
ii

GO Foster....

..10

'

The Bellevue range, on the 30th, was occupied with the
return match between the Wakefield and Medford teams
Favorable weather and the keenest sort of competition
brought out the best efforts of the men but the visitors
slipped to the front by a single point.
The firing was at 200
yards, off-hand, and the full scor? stood
Wakefield Team.
j

January.

The hunting, trapping, etc., of mink, otter, fisher, sable or beaver is
prohibited between the 1st May and 1st September in any year, under
penalty not exceeding $20 nor less than $5, for each such act.
It is provided, however, that any person may catch alive at any
season of the year any number of minks for the purpose of breeding
•

and preserving them in any box, trap or modification of the same.
TheBe are the material parts of the act of public import and such as
you might require for your readers, the rest of the law Is principal-

:

O Corcoran

4

R Howard
D Walker

5

3 HoUStOU

5

B

Ogilvle

J Smith.

WB

Daniel

devoted to proof, etc., of violation of different sections. I might
remark that a Warden is appointed for each county, and that licenses
are In force for one year from the first of September in each year.
Geo. Mos.

E WUayes

JP* gUh.

JKTM'e
JHEames
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Total..
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Massachusetts— Boston.— The Walnut
the 27th ull., drew out a good company

J Grady

Hill riflemen, on

of spectators, and
despite a changing wind, of a fish-taily sort, good scores

were made.

The

firing at

long range was in the regular clas-

match, the fifteenth and last of the series as originally
announced but as, owing to the rain then prevailing, only
one competitor had appeared on a previous trial, it has been
decided to have one more contest, which will be shot Wednesday next, and will close the match. The standing of the
two leading competitors for first place in this match, Messrs.
Jackson and Sumner, their five best scores being given, is as
follows: W. H. Jackson— 220, 218, 216, 215, 214; total.
sified

;

l,0Sa

average, 216 G-10.
J. S. Sumner— 216, 210, 215, 215J
1,075 ; average, 215. The contest in the second
between Messrs. J. F. Brown and Lewis Saunders,
with the chances in favor of Mr. Brown. The scores of the
fifteenth shoot stood

213

j

;

total,

class is

-

Total

iledford Team,
5 5 4 4 6 5
4
5 5 5 4 4 5
3 3 4 4 5 4 6
5
4
4 4 4 4 4 8 3

45

5

4

4

5

15
5

4

423

j_<ta

4-58
4_s B
42T

—

56 in a possible 00 was the best score made at Spear's
Gallery, Quincy, Mass., during the past week. Harry Souther
was the marksman and a silver-plated castor his reward.

Mbdfokd vs. Wakefield.—A correspondent explains
about the match between the Medford and Wakeford Rifle
Associations as follows
month ago the Medford Amateur Rifle Association challenged the Wakefield Association to a friendly contest, each
team to consist of seven men, ten shots off hand, 200 yard"
On account of two of our best shots being residents of Boston'
they declined shooting with us, making the most unreason!
able excuse that if the ahove two members were allowed
to
shoot our team would not represent the name of our associaBy a little persuasion on their part seven of our memtion.
bers went to Wakefield and shot their team on their own re.
aponsibility. Our association as such had no interest
in the
matter whatever.

A

:

:

:

:

:

Medford.— The last competition in the
place on the 27th ult. with scores

November

series

Oeilvie

31

RSawyer

31

D

31

J

J B Gaborn
ILL Hnbbard
u.'.iv r

1)

,,',,.

,,,,.,

,

.

..

.

J B08bjm(re-eutrj)

H

31

40
3S

WLaw

'...

Eaoiea

"

rvor

i

Withlngton

;

3:1

Hull

31)

Lewis

si

Case

29

Biclwell

33

25
5P0 vds.
35
84

H n D dishing
H Wellington..

;

.•'ndrews

28
..,'.;

....

the following scores were made in
Massachusetts target possible 86

same distance

three shots,

Walker

H

i

600 yds.

S Harris

II
F.

;

:

On Thanksgiving Day

took

200 yds.

D

:

This gives the final winning list as follows
At the 200
yards range— First prize, H. H. D. Cushing; second, L. L.
llubbard; third, H. K, Richardson; fourth, D. Ogilvie fifth,
The winners at the 500 yards range are as
J. B. Osborn.
follows: First prize, H. S. Hams; second, E. W. Law;
fourth, H. H. D. Cushing.
third, J. R. Teele

30
32

BBS.

Connecticut Militia Shooting. -The Hartford City Guard
met Co. K, of Wallingford, in a match at Meriden on the 28th
ult.
The teams were of twelve men each, firing 10 shots at
200 and 10 at 500 yards, with two sighting shots. Out of the
possible 1,200 the score stood:

;

200 Yd..
427
415

Co. K, 2d Regiment
Hurtlord City Guard

500 Yds.

Total.

S31

764

310

726

of ten shots each, using the

the least

G K lillswortll
INDOage
F Nichols

!8

S6

SO

!(i

Austin

TO

66
57

U

104
150
148
1ST

U R

Pratt

OS
60

F Knowltou
r,
Walker
8 Hlldretb

5!
59

51

119

S3
C2
50

118.

114
109

—

Nov. 28. Thanksgiving Day prize shoot, with a good attendance of shooters and spectators. The ring target was
used, taking the two best scores of five shots each
44 47 91 A Knowltou
41 35 79
CO Bent
C Hinds
12 48 90
40 39 78
H C Knowltou
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A
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N
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Ellsworth
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3S

41
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84
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G
H

Pratt

It

37
36
33
29

S Pierce
Charles Hinds

A

Coleman

33
85
SO
23

75
71
67
53

held a private shoot on the
—The Brocton Rifle Association
and with

poor weather poor scores

28th ult. at 800 yards,
naturally followed. They stood
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D—66— 200
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;
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New York— Troy.—Thanksgiving Day

dawned sombre
nothing daunted, several members of

and thraatening, but,
the Trojan Rifle Club repaired to a small adjacent hamlet
(Melrose) situated on the line of the Troy and Boston R. R.,
for the purpose of participating in the festivities of a turkey
Our turkey was a 10-inch bull's-eye at 80 rods, off
shoot.
hand, and 100 rods at rest, at eight cents per shot. Eight of
the Trojans bagged 64 fine birds in 614 shots, 22 were taken
Considering the darkness of the
at rest and 42 at off hand.
day and other minor difficulties, these were gratifying results.

—

Zettleb's Rifle Gallery. Associated Ex.; N. Y. Turner
November 20:
Cadets; 200 yards; reduced target; ten shots.
41 FBurghart
HSprieser
83
39 H Spamer
G lnwitzer
82
33 G ranzer
3i
C B;ust

T Schmager
L Denis

14

G

36
35

H Spinier

5

4

3

5

..60433045
F

5
4

a

3—52—160

Packard,

'.J,

.0

1,000..

HF

f°

....0

i$!!::::.::".'-.."-o

Grand

4—JO
5—52
3—52—144

Borden.
4

5

2

5352222

5

3 2 4
6 4 3

3

ann

5

4

2

3

3

3 3-31
4 6—29

3-44—104
767

'

total

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 25.— The eighth and last of the
took place last
competitive trials of the Shrewsbury Rile Club
week and resulted in a victory for Stedmau Clark, of Worhighest score for the third time, and
cester who made the
was awarded the skeleton rifle offered by Frank Wesson, of
Worcester, for competition. The shooting was at 200 yards,
400 and 500 yards with any but an artificial rest,
off hand and
of 150. Mr.
tpn shots at each range, with a possible total
Wesson 133, A. L. Rice 133, and
Clark scored 134, Frank
the previous contests the first three
121.
Jenkins
Curtis
had each won twice and Mr. Jenkins once.

W

named

Dorrlet

J Dutel
1

M BEnge!

at a turkey shoot at Andover, Mass.,
fourteen balls in succession into a twelve-inch circle.
muzzle-loader, peep and globe
Distance 440 yards; rifle,
back position. How does his shooting compare with
•

Creedmoor experts

Johs.

?

Connecticut— Bridgeport.— The Thanksgiving Day shoot

a mess of 25 turkeys.
of the Bridgeport Rifle Club w»9 for
standing : Isaac McThree shots at an 18 ring target ; scores
Warner, 43 C. Becker, 42; S. Hubbard, 39 ;
C tut 43

N

;

E 'Marsh, 38 W. Gunn, 38
shoot for the Sharps rifle gave S.

T>

;

;

Quittmeyer, 38. The club
Hubbard 42 and N. Warner

41.

Gun Club, on the 21st
practiced as follows at 200 yds., 10 shots, possible 120
or 50 by Creedmoor rule:
count
'Massachusetts
by
Mass. Creed
Mass. Creed.
86
Laubenstein
40
45
104
,,„_,.„
OoUinmilU.— The Canton Rod and

ult

aF,

S
(^8

98

42

90

43

Andrews

46

'-

D

M Farrow
C G Zettler

LE

B

ig

_

85

40

Pnbyl
Maoauley
Gardner

Drury

io

Bums

Catlra

39

gg
38
37
36
34

Cotehour

gallery rifle club of Post 88, a new aud ambitious
organization, the members of wtuch have made clean scores
enough to paper a church with 50 point targets, has challenged
the Thomas Post Club to shout n 25-yard match for the shortrange championship of the U. S. The Thomas boys will
shoot a match with Post 28 on the 30th inst. if that, is satisi!
to Hie challengers.
'Ihey do not propose to relinquish
the championship to less score than 4G0 for a team of teu, aud
when they do have to surrender it they most sincerely hope
that it will be into the hands of the gentlemen from whom
they received it— the Blydenbuighs, Sone, Howlett, Conlin,
Dunlap, Alder, Sibley, Fitz and llokon.
i

'

.

At Mr. Peck's

gallery, corner

Madison and Halstead

streets,

a club has recently been organized, and from the opening
scores made there is every chance of fine work from It.

L. H. D.

Michigan— East Saginaw Rifle Club.—Third weekly
match

200 yards target reduced; five shots

;

CaptShaw
Yawkey
Howry

5—23

:

Oorbyn

5

4

5

4

5
4

4

4

5

4— 5»2 Mersno

2

4

4

8—19

3

4 5 4

3—IS

4

4-14

8

4

possible 30

;

D

19

P Fenning

4-2

41
41
41

Maher

W Sunt

Rayer

C Mead

10 shots

;

Jacob Chambers
John McCoy.

40

T Waker

42
42

42
.is

40
39
as
as

Hoaglatut

J Hopper

K

Rotnenberg
ASnoli

—

so
31

Pisgah SharpYork, have disbanded for

26.
;

—Newark

5

3
2

5
5

.5—64

5—61
5-60
2—53
4—84

—

%mn$ ^uq and %tm+
GAME

FOR DECEMBER.

SEASON

IN

Red

Mooaa, Alees mnlchia.
Elk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. *
own and gray.
Wild turkey, M(Ua>,iria gallopa-co.

or Va. deer, C. virginiamm.
red, Mack and gray.

.'-iluiiTels,

Quail or partridge, Orlyx virginia-

Ruffed grouse or pheasant, JSonaea
wmbellua.

"Bay
etc.,

Ptanateti grouse or prairie chicken, Cupiilonia aavtdo.
Cariboo, Tarandut rrnvjifa-.

birds" generally, Including various apeelea or plover, sand
birds, phalaropes, avocetf,

coming under the group fitmaeola or Shore Birds.

__^_

85-foot range

4

TFFelsberg

JLTooln

5

FSHarrisoU
JFHill

5
5

John Baper
Win Haves
Victor Hesse

5

4
5

5
5

5
5

5
5

;

Rifle
ljin. bull's-

5

4

5

5

5

5

5
6

55454566
45654546
654455
55445 56

5

4

54

4
4

6

4

5

game

'laws

makes such con-

to JanlS
1 to Feb 1
1 to Lieu
Minu... Aug 11 to Oct 1

Sep
Ind .... Oct
Iowa... Sep
Ill

Oct

'

Nov
Oot
Sep

1

AllSiituJalll Aug
-,.,.•

1

'

to
to

Feb
Jan

1

to

1

to

Jan
Dec

l

1

1
1
1
1

We

permitted.

is

Ruffed GrouBe

omiiBe

Woodcock.

Qaall.

Nov
Nov

to
1 to
Oct 1 to
Sep 1 to
I

when
there-

:

Feb

1

Jan

1

Sept

1

July

1

10
to

Jam

July 10

Dtc

July

I

Jan
Jan

1
1

10 Jan
to Nov

:i

1
1

;."

Aug 25 to Jan 1
No snooting No Shooting No Restrictions
"
Oct 1 to Jan
Forbidden
25 lo.liiu

1

I

Game in M.uiket.—Pinnated grouBe (prairie chickene), 90 cents
canTaato $1 per pair partridge (ruffed grouse) 31 per pair
back duoka, 42 to $2.50 per pair; rod head, $1.25 to $1.50 per pair
black do., 75 centa per
mallard ducks, 75 cents to $1 per pair
pair; broad bill do., 60 cent; per pair; wild turkeys, 18 to 20
cents per pound venison, saddle, 18 to 20 cents per pound do.
;

;

;

5

5
5

5

4

5

6

3
545416 4443
5

6

4

1.— The Bergen Point

5—46
6—49
4-43
4—47
5-47
4—17
3—46
4—48
4—41

Rifle club,

of N. J., has intimated a desire for a midrangc match with
either the Lake View Club or that of George H. Thomas Post.
It will be impossible for the Thomas Post Club to accept the
match at present, as their range is not yet in a condition to
admit of practice. I have no doubt but that the Lake View
Club will gladly accept a challenge from their
Jersey
Two members of the Thomas Post Club also bebrethren.
long to the Lake View Club— Chenoweth and Drury— but it

New

;

;

rabbits, 40 cents per pair;
per pound
hareB, 75 cents per pair
por pair
quail,
$1,50 to $2 per doz.; Wilaon snipe, 52.50 per doz.; plover, $3
per don.; reed birds, $1.50 per doz.; wild pigeons, nights, 75 centa
Philadelphia sqnabs, 12.25 to
per doz.; do. Btall fed, *2 por doz.

carcass, 10 to 13 cents
squirrels,

10 cents

;

;

;

;

dose.

Poultry— Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens,
do. turkey b,
16 to 20 cents per pound; do. fowls, 15 to 16 centa
;

15 to 18 cents
5
5

game

alteration of

fore append the following table for reference

*2.50 per

Amateur

eye:

Illinois — Chicago, Dec.

5

3344550254642
2035303030320

;

40

Ctias Lai rig

Jeksby Newark, Nob.
Club regular weekly prize shoot

3

:

Sullivan

New

3

Dr. Carver has been giving exhibitions through the
Southern States. Last Thursday he helped the Georgia people
to celebrate Thanksgiving by an exhibition of his skill at
Oglethorpe Park, Atlanta.' The programme was a very full
one and well carried through.

200-

shooters, of West Durham,
the winter, aud their arms are laid away imtil spring. The
season's work is shown in a very satisfactory and commendable record of individual scores.

AWBCrane

3

i'
;

Mount Pisgah Shaefshootebs.— The Mount

WmPMcLeod

5

Berry

Wla

,T

5

5

shooting on various kindi of

is

4-i

44
41

55604

356

5

16

io
39
37
30

4S
47

GStrassuer

Markliam

;

V iiuglies

A H Auderson

It>

4

4

ST The frequent

DRyan

D

3

5

fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to

Police Pre200-yard target reduced
10

ltd

5

'2

n

Bowery.—Tenth

;

4

alter.

18

Jsk Garrison
Jolin Schuetz
Loui- Btehman...
G C Walters

Aug Grueneberg

5
8

:

ML Rtg^s
M Dorrler

yard targets reduces lfin. bull's-eye

Adams

635

4
4
3244 46365535
54535S36

BaDgs
Fielding

Miller

Seppenfeldt Rifle Cltjb Weekly Soobk.—Nov. 23

Wm Seppenteklt

—

Yale

States.
44
44

M

—

Wisconsin Milwaukee. Thanksgiving Day, at range at
National Home, seven members competed at the range of
1,000 yards and succeeded in making a fair average, their
scores running as follows
4 5 5 5 15 4 5 6 3 5 5 6 4 5—C9
Drake
5
Johnston
5
4
0-69

ST

Patterson

20

team

Pat Brennan
Johnsou
J Haggerty.
J J creed
H Gibson

New

the bull's-eye could scarcely be

In Saw York State December 13 a close month tor deer.
Deer
shooting la permitted only during the months of September, October
and November. Sale of venison la permitted until January 1, and not

Zettler

HonD

Seppenfeldt's Gallery, 177

w"

13

4

Bearse

KZi:

19
19

cinct second platoon rifle
Bhots

John

5

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf

Culhane

ML Klggs.

— Point target

W

J

B

40

:

—Burleigh Fellows,

£rot

sights

if)

4

40044044322452
0355434230564
5450436352454

5

4

36
31

G A Sehurman
'.:!'*

'

49
49
43
47
47
47
47

C Judson
4-50
5—60
2 3—49—; 59

35

Wm Kllen

.

w m Klien

3-57

3—51

Burgbart

C Recht.„,„,

50
50

Regular weekly shoot
5

33650345445
13333454
5323435145
5534655453

F

F Hayeck
E Zennegg

10 shots:

Farrow
W 51Zetrler.....

UJodson

W F Cleveland.

'.'.I)

4

6

43
42
40
40

Foster

SO

Zettleb Rifle Cltjb, N. Y.— Eighth competition for a
Creedmoor target reduced to gallery distance
fine clock.

HIE

3

4

inst.:

Crane
McConnell
Morse

81

GMagg

37

Illwltzer

V

3—53
2—50
3—62-170

C Becht

37
31
38

27:

„ Sprieser
L Dsnis

C.

5
4

3

8

4

4

;

"-[i

50054554
5025530494434
644555044

;

;

;

possible 50;

4

4

4

4
,

LHllrnry
SFPanohett

4—45
5—14
4-44
4-43
4 6 4 5-43
4—42
4 4 4 4-S9
3 5 3 4—37

4

4

;

;

November

5—71
4—63

John Mae&uley
JAl'olehnur

4

:

;

O'Brien. 35.
200 vds., all comers, 7 shots A. Allen, 31
F. J. Colvin,
G. Vollhardt, 23 G. Khuberg, 23.
29 Ben Lewis, 25
500 yds., military, 7 shots: F. J. Colvin, 29 J. 3. Sweeney,
28 S. Cohan, 25 C. E. Fowler, 22 A. Allen, 21.
500 yds., all comers, 7 shots: Ben Lewis, 29; V. .1. Colvin,
29 P. O'Connor, 24.

.-...
L:
p Fenning
J Jolnor

..5
..4

;

j

J l.oaenbauui

5—73
5—61
4—61—195

J
2

1,000

5—71
5-69
5—63— 20S

536354554555
Frank Wesson.
554554555535
5655552544344
5455544445524

5

800
BOO

;

;

On the 30th the Brocton men went to Walpole and enjoyed
a thorough defeat at the hands of the Walpole experts, and a
The day was all that
pleasant dinner and reunion after.
could be desired, the atmosphere clear, and the wind from
2 to 4 o'clock, requiring about six to eight points. The misses
in R. S. Gray's score were the result of a break in the windgauge. At the conclusion of the match both clubs adjourned
to the club room at Mr. W. H. Pray's, where a bountiful repast was partaken of, and pleasant remarks were made by
The following score tells the whole story
several members.

..5
..3
..5

—

and the many other attractions in towT n. There were four
matches shot, all subscription matches, one-hulf of the receipts
going as prizes to those making the higher score. The wind
during the day was strong and variable. Mr. J. J. Sweeney,
of the Winchester Armory, used the " Hotchkiss " rifle, the
magazine gun lately adopted by the United States Government, andrnade the best score of the day. It was the first
time this rifle had been used on the range. A few" of the
leading scores were
200 yds., military, 7 shots: J. J. Sweeney, 33; R. M.
Walker, 30 F. J. Colvin, 29 E. C. Spencer, 28 P. O'ConWilliam F. Murphy, 2G E. P. Bush, 20 S. R.
nor, 27
Smith, 26 William F. Murphy, 25 F. A. Bowman, 25 L.

;

4

4

6

5

6
4

The

New Haven, Nov. 28. The attendance to-day at Quinnipiac
Range was not large.owing probably to the threatening weather

;

4

4

of misses.

;

4634525
44354
22
34033420
3353
5253

6

number

4

4

4

HCBradley

23d

Club

Gardner, Nov. 27.—Regular shoot by the Gardner Rifle
Two scores
at Hackmatack Range, 200 yards off-hand.
new fine ring target. Wind aud
light bad:

5

4
4

5

44355645
4
5B6444454
44464453

GeoMcConnell
John l-oatcr
C 5 Gardner

seen through the peep sights.
The following score was made by the same club on the

In a match between the Hartford Light Guard and the
Mansfield Guard of Middletown, on the same day, teams of
eight men each, at 200 and 500 yards, the total scores were
a lie on 274. The Light Guard team, however, claimed to
have won under the Creedmoor rules, they having made

;

some doubt whether they can win a position on the Lake
as will be seeu by the following score made on
the 16th inst.:
is in

View team,

The day was very dark and

:

W

:

FOREST" AND STREAM.

368

oentB

;

;

do. duckB, 15 to

18 cents

State and Western chickens, 12 to

12 to 14 cents

;

do. fowls, 10 to 13 cents

;

;

do.

geese,

H oents

;

12 to

15

do. turkeyi«,

do. ducks, 12 to 14 cents

;

do. geese 10 to 12 centa.

Capital Wasted.— The proprietor of one of the most popular and successful summer resorts in the vicinity of New
York is desirous of obtaining further capital with which to
erect new buildings in order to meet the demand for rooms,
The locality is one
which last summer he could not supply.
well known to sportsmen and at the same time patronized by
fashionable visitors. To a person having the capital to invest
the present owner of the property will pay fair interest, with

unquestiosable secuiity, or will give an interest in his busiFull particulars can be obtained at thi3 office,

ness.

FOREST AND STREAM.
What

is

'—A

Tbspass

correspondent sends us the follow

369

found throughout the

prairies during the late fall and winter.
of plover and curlews and Sandpipers arc
abundance. The Bartrams sandpiper drives
here in August, and is very fat and of extreme dele
surpass anything of the kind to be found in the L
With the exception of short intervals',
for delicious flavor.
good shooting is to be had throughout the year.

Many varieties

ing querieg

" The otber day while out quail shooting on a (arm that I
had permission to shoot over, my dog found hirds at the line

found here

in

i

"When

flushed the birds the}' flew out ou the adjoin1 killed a bird and it fell on his
dog to retrieve the bird, when the farmer on
whose land it fell came out and threatened to shoot the (log,
and the only way of preventing him from carrying his throat
into execution was by threatening to shoot him if he did it.
Will yon be kind enough to advise me what action to take
should such a thing occur again or in case I or rny dog should
get on another man's ground by mistake ? Also, has an y
farmer a right to shoot my dog or to fine me for trespass
E. Q."
without asking me to go off his land V

fence.

I

ing farmer's property.
land.

A

I sent

my

certain portion of our correspondent's letter could be
by a lawyer, who would probably ba better

better answered

We

how-

posted as to the State laws than we
ever, that no man has the right to shoot another's dog under
are,

can

say,

any circumstances unless it be one which places him in fear
If you trespass on a fanner's
of bodily harm from the dog.
land who has»duly complied with the law regarding posting
or advertising his land he can cause you to be arrested for
En.
trespass, but he cannot touch your property in any way.

—

Massachusetts— Wareham, Nov. 27.— The Briggs boys—

—

Charles and Frederick in four hunts this season have killed
The two last were taken near the old Federal
five Taccoons,
Furnace, some eight miles north of our village, ou the Slat,
0. L.
Their weights were 174- and 2f pounds.

Wareham, Dec.

2.

—The

game

register at the

Kendrick

House, Wareham, Mass., for the month of November foots up
37 partridges, 132 quails aud 1 woodcock, notwithstanding
the inclement weather of over one-half a mouth and other
causes distracting the game, such as bull-dog hunters, and a
If is belarge mortality among partridges, caused by ticks.
lieved that the wild house cats "are making ravages among the
coveys of quails, as a large number of the feline race of enormous size are seen in our surrounding forests, oven at a distance of eight miles from human habitation. The huntsmen,
however, have turned their special attention to that class of
marauders by unhitching their firearms iu the direction of
wild puss.

— A. G.

Cay.

—

Vienna, Noti. 25. Buffed grouse, quail and rabbits quite
plenty here, but: the grouse are very wild. In part of two
rabbits aud 3 grou.se.
days I bagged 10 quail,
Kou.

Ohio— Hamilton Co,— Few

sportsmen

would admit

that
ducks wild ones— can be seen within seven miles of the city
But such is the fact, especially since the comof Ciucimiati.
pletion by some heavy ice companies of "reservoirs," of many
The sight of in
acres iu extent, near Carthage, O,
fowl, perfectly at home, but wary, upon these miniature
lakes, is one most refreshing to the eye of the sportsman, reminding him of former ioys in the Northwest. The premises
here referred to are, unfortunately, "posted."

—

II

'

W. MoK, H.
Michigan—Detroit, Nov. 23.—Nov.

19 Frank Blakely was
partridges and 11 quail.
hunt, and returned with
Nov. 80, Chas. A. Osborne was out ducking, and bagged 10
ducks. On the 18th hist., Walter: Oongreve made a bag of
15 quail. Nov. 21, W. 11. Myler aud A. ii. Backmai took a
trip to Bedford for a day's recreation and a little sport. They
bagged 7 squirrels and 3 coons. The. coons were all I'numl in
one tree, weighing 23, 19 and 18 pounds.
The smaller one

out for

a.

was captured

alive

:

all

baing males."

Druid.

Detroit, Nov. 30.— Nov. 25, E. H. Gillman, of this city,
and James Skuse, of Windsor, Ont., were out for a day's
sport and made a bag of 12 partridges and 28 quail.
Nov. 29,
Frank Nail and Frank Eddy, in company with J. W. Jardine,
returned from a five days' guoot in the woods north of Alpena.
13
The following is their bag
deer, 32 spruce partridges, 7
white rabbits and a three hundred pound black bear. Mr.
Jardine had quite a tussel with a buck who had a hind leg
broken. Jardine ran up to cut his throat and the deer went
for him, knocked him down, bruised him quite severely, and
making a serious wound iu his left wrist. He says he will
never try collar and elbow hold with a deer again.
Dkuid.
:

Larkin weut out bunting this
week, and his dog soon found a track which Mr. L. supposed
was that of a fox. After chasing the animal for one hour
and a half, he overtook, on the edge of Northborougb, a large
The animal weighed fourteen
Wild cat which he shot.
pounds, and was nearly four feet in length, and is a " rare
Boylston, Nov. 23.

EfcnftrtB— OartTutge, Nov. 27.—Wild game, which for the
past few years has been so scarce in this" vicinity, has lately
made its appearance in unusual quantities. While there are
large numbers of ducks, geese, rabbits, quail, etc.
The
" crop" of prairie chickens is truly astonishing. Thousands
of these birds can be seen auy frosty morning flying among
the cornfields near town, and our sportsmen are having some"
good shooting in consequence. Large numbers of these birds
are being killed in this county and shipped toeasfernmarkels.

bird " in this section,

—

Salem, Nov. 20. Quail are about, but need to be diligently
Newcomb.
Matters generally are quiet.

—

Deer are reported very abundant in Alpena County.
Between 300 and 400 have been killed already this season.

sought.

Nbw Yobk—

HornelUtiHe, Nov. 25.— So far this season
there have been eight deer shot within a few miles of here.
Ruffed grouse are getting more plentiful. John Penwell
bagged ten in one day and Burt Elliott six in one afternoon.
L. T. Scoville, of Portageville, captured an eagle recently,
which is pure white in color, measures seven feet three
inches from tip to tip of wings, and weighs 39^ lbs.

Jobs.

Nov. 28.—The fowl shooting here
now is poor enough few birds and those few very wild, so it
don't pay to go for them but during the winter they may be
good
numbers,
they
here in
as
were last winter. A few flocks
of wild geese have passed over, but they make no stop and
Isaac.
fly too high for the gunners.
Slielter

Island, L.

I.,

—A

party of six Pittsburgh sportsmen sent home more
than 500 ducks as the result of a week's hunt on the St. Clair
Flats.

—A brakeman of the Great Western

Railway recently encountered a bear, and the local paper says that his "face is
embelished with more cuts than ordinarily accompany an illustrated newspaper."

—A large wildcat was shot in
Saginaw on the 24th

;

New Jersey— Barnegat

Nov. 24.— Shooting been
very poor past week. Only fowl here worth noticing are
black ducks and broad bills. Brant and geese have not made
their appearance (where are they?); the oldest gunner has
not known tbem to be so late before. Only shooting worth
reporling was- done last week by Professor J. M. Laflin, the
champion athlete, who scored some 17 on Monday and 10 on
Tuesday last. The professor, from personal observation, is
B.
A No. 1 as a shootist.

Makylakd— Baltimore,

Inlet,

Nov.

—A large number

of gunners spent Thursday in the held. Those who went out to the
country about Perrymansville and Edgewood report excellent
fun.
The partridge and hares are very abundant there.
number of sportsmen went down by boat to the lower counties and met with good success.
30.

A

—

Pennsylvania. Mr. A. F. Olapp, the sporting editor of
the Sunbury American, has recently been off on a deer hunt
to the Snow-Shoe. range of the Alleghanies.
There were six
They camped at an old
in the party, not counting the dogs.
house on the Black Moaliannon Creek, and early in the morning started out, and one shot at a flying white flag and the
loss of a valuable dog was the result of the day's sport.
The
next day's chase was more successful, a fine five-pronged buck
gracing the return to camp. Two days of rain and one of
snow followed, and the hunters returned to their homes well
satisfied with their experience.
Titusville, Dec. 2.

— Our surrounding

woods have been so
past three months that game was

thorough!}' hunted for the
never known to be so scarce before. Ruffed grouse have all
been killed or left our woods was out all day Saturday saw
but two. Last week eight different hunting parties passed
through this city for Forest County.
Deer is said lo be very
plenty in this county. Nearly every meat shop has from one
to three hanging in front.
&. H. W;

;

Tenkessre—Nashville, Nov. 28.—The largest bag of quail
made to one gun, this season, was that of H. S. Gettings, of
Baltimore, Md., at present near Dixon Station on the N. W.
training Mr. Nicholson's Jet
Mr. G. killed 74 birds.
;

R. B., where he

is

the coming field

trial

—

and Bella

for

—

Louisiana Abbeville, Nov. 29. There is at times an abundance of game in this (Vermilion) parish. Deer and bear as
well as turkeys and prairie chickens have been weli nigh exterminated ; but there are plenty of partridges, squirrels and
hares.
In winter, geese and ducks by the millions flock to
the marshes along the aea coast and bays, and to the prairies.
These geese, brant and ducks get very fat, aud are excellent,
Great numbers of woodcock resort to this
tor the table.
region in winter, and remain throughout the winter seasou
from twenty to forty brace may be bagged per day by a good
gun. The Wilson snipe and three or four other varieties are
;

one of the

streets

at

East

iust.

;

Minnesota—££. Paul,

Dec.

2.

— Migratory game has mostly

us; hunters are mostly engaged with deer, of which the
forests are full ; some quail and ruffed grouse in market.
Next year I trust you will make a longer visit here and look
at Mtnnctonka,
C. P.
left

Iowa—Algona,

Nod. 20.— I note the letter of "Nitnrod"
in your issue of the 14th inst. and have been much interested
party of five of us bagged 207 ducks at the duck
therein.
pass he speaks of, near Spirit Lake, about the first of this
month. I can corroborate all he says about the game, accommodations for hunters, etc., but wish to set the people right
on one subject he speaks of. Having been a resident of this
county for twenty-three years, and knowing intimately uearlv
every man that shoots near here, I must say that the person
Who told him " that prairie chickens had been shot by hundreds and left lying on the ground" imposed greatly on his
credulity by making up a lie "out of whole cloth." I have
never known of one chicken being loft that could be found
by diligent search. There are more chickens lost by the
nests being burned in the spring every year than are shot iD
Every person here who has paid any attention to
five years.
the subject will bear me out in this assertion.*! Wo shall never
see them so plenty as they have been, although very fine sport
can be had now. Our present game law is a failure— in this
part of the State, at least.
I do uot know of over six men
in this county who observe it, of which I am one. It defeats
itself by its very stringency^ and unconstitutional provisions.
Ducks have been very plenty this season, but geese not so
,

A

Algona.

plenty as usual.

—

The Championship. The gold medal given by Captain Bogardus possession of which is to carry with it the title of
;
champion pigeon shot of the United Slates, is to he shot for at
the Brooklyn Driving Park on December 35.
Ou the following day another medal will be shot for to decide the championship at glass balls. On December 27 there will be a
match to be shot at both glass balls and pigeons. In addition
to the medals there will be added on the first day $500, on the
second $300, and on the third $500.
Mr. Ferguson's Improved Jack. Lamp.— We have several
times, we believe, given some praise to Mr. Ferguson's Pocket
and Jack Lanterns, which we have been glad to recommend
for their lightness as well as their light. Most lanterns are
cumbersome and bulky, although very efficient illminators.
Ferguson's weigh so little that they are a comfort to carry.
We have been the possessor of one of them for six months
past, and know their value.
The new improvements, which
we are now allied upon to notice, consist iu largei
ing power, with the same compactness as those first offered lo
the public.
Besides, the adjustments are more simple.
It is
7$ inches high, 4^ inches wide, 2$ inches deep, burns cither
lard, sperm, or signal oils for eight hours without filling, cannot, be extinguished iu a gale, and weighs only one pound
without its attachments. Can anything be more" perfect. ? It
can Lie adjusted to the head, buggy, boat or staff by suitable
fixtures.
No one ought to camp without one. See his advertisement.

pAitTniDOE WiTimoi.DiNo tfteib SoBm.—PhiMi.ddp/iut
Nam. 88. Milter Forest and Stream: Have just returned
from a hunt, in the Lehigh Valley, between Hellertown and
Allentown. The dogs we had were A No. 1 in every respsct.
Idwe struck the dogs ranged nnd quartered elegantly, but failed to find a covey.
As I walked down the centre
of the held
kicked up a covey of 7 missed with my first
barrel, knocked one down with my second
called dogs to
find "dead bird," hut ihey both failed in the attempt.
At
last I discovered the bird crouching low and holding his wings
close to his body.
As I supposed, this position would be
termed holding his scent; the dogs came up and passed within
a foot of the bird, backward and forward, and failed to discover him. At last I stooped to pick the bird up when he
flew away about 70 yards, and the Bismarck bitch Tan came
to a dead point with the other dog, Frank, backiug in elegant
style.
1 walked up and killed him.
In the three day's hunt
neither of the dogs ran over any birds, and found us a great
many coveys among which we did severe eyecution, killing,
be W ecu
air of us, 15R partridges, 2 woodcock, which I consider a fair bag.
Would advise any of my fellow-sportsmen
to step and see Mr. Michael, who keeps the Hellertown Hotel,
and they will find him a genial gentleman and true Bportsman,
anxious to show those who come there where they can kilt
the most birds.
E. E. 8.
1

;

;

I

i

Another Man Who Wants to Do Florida.—DansviUe,
N. Y. Editor Forest and Stream: Tou can't fancy what a
comfort it is for me, stretched out on the old lounge under
the mild rays of the student lamp, with nojight to break the
silence of my "Den " but the swish of the hemlocks against
the weather-boards outside or the twitchings and mutterings
of Hash, who, lying at my feet, half-toasted by the beech
wood Are, dreams over and over again the last grouse he
pointed to his death. What a comfort, I say, when one is
among the " Cant-get-aways" to read " Al Fresco's" letters
Ho w ful 1, how graphic,and withal how modest—no fish stories,
no imaginative frills, no "letter" Nimrod or lightweathcr
sailor is he.
One follows him through all his exciting and
interesting Marooning3 and regrets that another week must
elapse before the trip is resumed.
What -like of man is he ?
Would he not shake hands with a tyro and repeat for his
benefit a few of the valuable hints his letters contain. Dmbtless he would, recognizing in the act the masonry thatwHsts
among true sportsmen. Heaven speed the time, when with
my nineteen-foot cat, impedimenta, striker and Al Fresco's

—

may realize what now
among the Keys.

sailing directions, I

imagined, a trip

is

most vividly
St. Eabns.

Lubrioatobs fob Goks— Editor Forest and Stream : Will
you permit me, through your valuable paper, to say a word
in defence of the lubricator so rudely attacked by your correspondent, "L." He stales that theyare advertised as "absolutely guaranteeing immunity from rust," and advises tbe
use of mercurial ointment, which is a very dangerous compound.

This

is

undoubtedly a very thorough rust preventer

woe to the man who has a scratch on his hand, or in any
way uses it carelessly— besides which, it is as old as the hills
and known to all sportsmen. I would advise a coating of
but

beeswax or tallow, which is just as effective and perfectly
harmless.
I have never seen the advertisement mentioned
above, and would consider a person so advertising as hurting
his own business
for such a compound cannot be made as
long as sportsmen are so careless with their own weapons. I
have used Ferguson's and Eaton's Rust Preventer, also the Belmontyle oil, and found thera most excellent. I have shot all
day
the rain, both for wild fowl and upland game, and
guns have never been troubled lo any serious extent by rust.
But 1 do not expect them (the rust-preventers) to do thtir
part unless I do mine and keep
guris clean.
I heard of a
gentleman the other day, who on being asked how a certain
rust-pieventer worked, replied
"Not worth a blank.''
so?" asked the maker.
"Oh, my gun got covered with rust. I was out in a boat
and got it spriukled over with salt water, and when I looked
few
at it a
days after it had specks of rust all over the barrel."
" Did you wipe it off when you came in ?"
"No, 1 was too tired."
Probably if it, had not been for the abused article the gentleman's gnu would have been ruined instead of having a
few rust spots on it.
1 will now state how I clean
guns and rifles
I fliat
drive a wad, one size larger than the bore, through each barrel; then wipe with a rag moistened with benzine or any oil
handy then polish out with a thick flannel rag; now anoint
with Ferguson's or Eaton's Bust Preventer, and the gun is all
right.
If not used within a few days, the polishing and oiling should be repeated once or twice at intervals of a couple
of days, and then the gun can be put away for months.
Beling on the salt water fill all corners, engraving and
screw-heads, with tallow or beeswax.
If the gun is to be
put away for a long time, or taken on a long sea voyage, fill
the barrels with melted tallow. Never put a gun away dirty,
particularly if used ou a damp day.
But remember, it is better to leave the powder dirt in than to half clean with a dirty
;

m
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CHILLED SHOT AND PENETRATION.
Hoosibb Hall,

Iail.,

Not.

it, 1SJS,

Editor Foassi and Stream
The subjoined table shows the
:

soft allot.

The

result of experiments with chilled bu4
faej of the targets ujed was forty lnohe9 square, built

of inch plank,

and llrinty fastened lo upright posts.
this targ.3--board la a hole Stn. Bqaare, which fits the

la the centre of
end of the pene-

tration box.
The box is 30in. loug and 6!a. square iueide, and la this
box are arranged cardboards liu. apart. The cardbomls used measure
l-24iu. la thickness, so the penetration of twenty-four boards shows an
inch of solid substance traversed by the shot. The target forgetting

the pattern or distribution of the peliet3 Is a Jpaper, 35x36ln., divided
8, 6, 12, is, 21 and 30 in. in d(anieter, and the
space outside or the siiiu. circle is denominated " outer," This paper
Is tacked upon the face of the target board, the centre being fanned!
ately in trout of the penetrailoa box, so that the pattern and penetration
of each ire ta taken at the same time.
Tiro tables below ahosv the
number 01 pellets penetrating the first board in the box, aud also the
number penetrating e.ich successive board and gives also Hie number
of pellets entering each circle and iu the '• outer." So shot was counted unless it penetrated entirely thraii^a the pasteboard. I discovered
In a previous trial that by hammering the wads over the powder
smartly,
got an increase uf from two to tive boards.
The superior
into consecutive circles of

;

I

penetrating power oi the entiled shot was beautifully iiinetrated In the
manner in which it riddled tae strips of tin nulled upon the end or the
box for its protection; whereas, the soft, shot never cm. througa the
tin, tut antteued ont, thin us wafers, upon the surface,
rue chiliad
shot, after pasblug through twontii-flV».»t the boards, were discovered

:

:

T
3

:

:

:

:

1

:

:

:

:

:

:

7T
:5
7
T

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

370
perfect In shape, without a bruise or dent, while the soft were very
disfigured or flattened. The gun used was a $75 Parker, 12 bore,
The second and sixth shots, given in the table
showing the pattern of the chilled shot, I consider wonderfully fine

much

9 Iba. weight, choked.

The

ones, the last one particularly so.

chilled Bhot

gave no Blgns

The
leading In the barrels, while the soft did considerably.
shot possessed an advantage, in regard to numbers, of
two pellets to the ounce measure, but if we add two pellets to the
totals of each round of soft shot, we still find the ctillled far ahead.
The old saying pat among gunners, that " heavy powder and light shot

of

chilled

lust

gives greater penetration but poorer pattern" will not apply to chilled
shot for in this teBt we find that the chilled shot weighs to the ounce
measure 24 grs. less than the soft shot j and In place of wilder pattern
propose to continue our experiments
we find a much superior one.
;

We

with shot, and also propose to test the various grades of po wder manufactured by several of our most noted makers. One or two trials made
with Dittmar powder, and a mixture of Dittmar and black powder,
shows poorer pattern, and penetration far inferior to the black powder
—Orange Ducking— used. I shall give the powder a fuller ventilatiom
shortly, If time permits.

5SBg

is held and made secure by a double bolt, catching and
fastening in hooks attached to the under portion of the barrels
while
in the other there is nothing but that litt'e inconvenient bar at the side
of the lock—called a lever— and always in the way.
It is claimed by the advocates of the lockfast— or, rather, friends of
the Dougall gun— that it la held more secure and closer in position by

which position

;

I would most respectfully ask, How is i' possible to
bring two solid, smooth bodies closer than Immediate contact 7
With
the Scott gun the barrels are nicely and smoothly fitted, not only watertight, but also air-tight ; the barrels balancing on this eccentric pivot,
and securely held there by a double bolt, it becomes a matter of impossibility to detach them till the top lever, which works and controls the
bolt, is forced on one side.
We now have those two solid, smoothly polished bodies brought and
held securely in immediate contact, and to talk of recoil of the gun displacing them is simply absurd ; because the gun being locked, the bolts
in their proper place in the hooks attached to the barrels (which hooka
work entirely through the bed of the action plate, without the possibility of any force being brought against the points or ends of the bolts),
and requiring the lever on the top to be worked to one side to withdraw
them, it would be utterly impossible for the recoil, which must necessarily be in line with the gun, to do so.
Having now, I think, Bhown that the principle Is the same, and that
the Scott gun is as sate and secure, and as much a positive action as it
is possible to be, I will go one step further in its favor.
Every sportsman of experience knows the trouble with breech-loaders to be the
wear of the hinge ; that, after more or less use they become shaky and
Eight here, then, comes in another very
loose on the action plate.
great advantage of the action of the Scott gun.
Let all doubting
sportsmen who have shaky guns take a small piece of paper— from the
margin of Fbrest and Stream— not larger than their finger-nail, and
place it on the pivot or hinge of their guns, and, wonderful to tell, on
closing it there is no more shaking. Unfortunately, the paper only lasts
few moments ; but, fortunately, it is only necessary to tighten the
impensation lump, and he once more has his gnu all right— as good as
ew— " a thiDg of beauty, aud a Joy forever."
The advocates of the lockfast must necessarily advocate high-priced
guns, for their pet makers must have their pride aud reputation paid
for; hence we find them advising all those unable to procure a highpriced gun for safety's sake to stick to their old muzzle-loader
Was
Is not a common muzzle-loader as unsafe
there ever such nonsense
a common breech-loader? Mast we deny ourselves a breeeti-loader
are
unable
to
bay
$400
Dougall
gun?
The
great
portion
because we
a
of our actual sportsmen— those men who kill the game— are comparatively poor men, especially the Western sportsmen, and a gun to cost
$100 would be to them as much as $500 to your wealthy city sportsman
It Is a question, not of the makers and agents of guns, but one for the
benefit of the multitude of sportsmen, and young men just now taking
their flrat lessons. Let me here say that just in proportion to the
degree In which the manufacturers adapt their guns In security,
acc»ra^y and comfort to the ability of the sportsman, will be their
said Ultle lever.
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Booardus Kills Sevbntt-Five.— Match
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at Brooklyn Driving Farki

23, to kill 75

out of 100 birds; SO single rises, 8 traps set 25 yards
rise
25 double rises from plunge traps
ioo yarda bounder;
powder only
;

;

BogardUB— Single birds: 11111010111110000*11011
111101111111011111111010n« 1—36. Double birds
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Eeferee—Mr. James White, Fountain Gnn Club.
Match for

silver cap presented by Captain Bogardas to the Fountain
Gun Club; 25 yards rise. There were 30 entries. Messrs. Howard
and Conover tied on 5 straight a -econd time on one out of three, and
then postponed final shoot off until Monday.

The tie was shot off Tuesday, Conover and Howard each killing their
first three; then Conover killed three more and Howard one, thus
giving the cup to Conover, who immedij
iibeFountaln Gan Club to be shot for.
Long Island— Westbrook, Xov. 23.—Sweepstakes
30 yard3 rise, from five traps, ly ounces

eaoh at 25
of ehot, SO yards

at $20

birds,

boundary

O Livingston
Murphy

1

W

B

0—21
U un 11
1—
OlOOllloilllllOOl 111 110 1—
1 1
1 1 1

1

1

DeForest
.1
Match, $25 each, at

1 1 1 1 1
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1

I

five birds, 25

yards
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1

1

from live
Heckseher

1 1

1

IB
IS

1

traps, etc.

rise,

111 1—1—5 JG
1 Oil 1—0-^4
Handicap sweepstakes, $5 each, at G birds, 2 misses out, from 5 traps
Hunter, 30 yards
1 1 1 1 1—5 RobiL
u 1 1
—2
1 1 1 1 1—6 Lortlli
Coster, 28 yards
—a
1 1 1 1 D—i
Murphy, 30 vards
UecK<
—1
Livingston, 30 yarda ..0111 —3 DeFoi
.100
Messrs. Hunter and Coster divided, B. I
g for Coster,
C. Livingston for Hunter, and W. Murphy
Handicap sweepstakes, Bame conditions as above:
Robinson, 24 yards. ...0 in
—1
1 1 1 1 1—5
Hunter. 31 yardB
—1
Livingston, 30 yards... 1 1 1 1 0-4 DeForest, 28 yards....]
1110 -3 Heeksoher, 26 yards...
—0
Murphy, 30 yards
1
Coster, 29 yards
C Livingston shot for Hunter, B. DeForest for Coster.
RBedmond

1

110—3

!

!
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Vbnatoh.

to Prepare Scores.

—To insure insertion in current

11 1—4

n 1 1
0-2
Bennett, 25 yard3
0—3 Lawrence, 23 yards. ..0
1—1
1—3 Jam-son, 2S yards
1—3
1 1
0-2 Walters. 28 yards
1-3
1 10
1—2 Grant, 2.5 vards
10 10—2
10 1—3

1
Bntler,30 yards
1 1
Zeliner. 30 yards
Levy, 25 yards
1
Long, 25 yards
Pattmore. 25 yards ....0 1
Wlllegerod, 25 yards... 1

1

110
1

Ties on three.
Zeliner....

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Wlllegerod

11 10

Walters

1

Same Day— Sweepstakes under same
1

1 I

1

1

on
These particulars should be

Tuesday, and
Place, date, name of club, name of
given and these only
competition, kind of trap and balls used, distance of rise,

w

1

1
1

1

w

1

10

1
1

Walters, 29 jurda
Bennett, 21 yarda

1—3

110 1-4

1

1

w

1 1

boundary, rules governing, and Weather.

JameBon, 28 yards
Fox, 21 yards
Zeliner, 30 yards

01 Pattmore

Butler

1

Same Day— Sweepstakes

w

00

under same conditions
1—3 Long, 21 yarda
0—2
.....1
110—2
111—3 Lew, 21 yards
1—2
1 1 1—3
Walters, 25 yards
1
at 3 birds,

:

Scores are valueless

conditions
23 vards

21 yards
Dodd, 21yaids
Jameson, 28 yards

TlesonivB,
Zeliner

without these.

1

1—6 Levy,
1-5 Long,

1

Pattmore, 21 yards ....1 1 1 1 1—5
1 Oil 1—4
Grant, 21 yards
1 1 1 1 0—1
Fox, 21 vards
Liawreuce, 21 yarda. ...1 Oil 1—4

issues of this paper, scores should be ssnt to as to reach us
earlier if possible.

1111110—7
111110 —5

1—S Levy
-a JameBon

—

Zeliner, 30 yards. .....1
1
Butler, 30 yards

PIGEON MATCHES.
How

New Jeebbt—Xewark, Woo. 28,—A series of matches were shot at
Erb's Hotel, on the Bloomileld Road, today.
Classified handicap
sweepstakes, 5 birds, 5 traps, Hurlingham rules:

Grant, 21 yarda

1 l

Hill, 21 yurd-i

1

1—3

1

1

1—

1 1

Hodden, 21 yard?
Freeman, 25 yards

J

1—2

1

10 1—2

Ties on three.

Maine—Kennelunk, Xov. 28.— First annual shoot; first match, ten
single rises, plunge traps, 21 yards rlBe, SO yarcis boundary; weather
very foggy and rainy, aud birds dull
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conditions

;

i

&

:

Whole No.
Whole No.
Whole No.
Whole No.

Penetration of Soft Shot.
of shot striking first boards, 96 average
average
of boards penetrated, 138
Pattern of Chilled Shot.
average
striking target, 1,433
striking inside 30in. ring, 1,259 average
;

;

;

;

238 5-b
209 5-6

Pattern of Soft Shot.
207 1-d
Whole No. striking target, 1,244 average average
1,3 1-6
Whole No. .hiking inside 30in. ring 1 039
1530
6 ozs. of chilled shot
in
peltetB
Whole No. of
12«
shots
target
in
striking
6
Whole No. of pellets
*'*
Whole No. failing to reach target
">
...
Average loss per ehot.
1518
Whole No. of pellets in 6 oz. soft shot. ....
1244
6 shots
Whole No. of pellets striking target target
Whole No. of pellets failing to reach
Average Iosb per shot
:V"*:;:**".
,
grains, and
One measured ounce of the chilled shot weighs 456
ounce of the soft shot weighs 480
;

«

1

1

1
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one
one ounce.
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yards ...110
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I

me
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while with the Scott gun the barrels are the
In their proper pteoe;
themselves in proper position,
qniokly and pleasantly throwing
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FleaBdee Bat Club— Pleasure Bay, X. J., Xov 23.— Quarterly meetmatch for clubs quarterly gold badge
5 birds, Long Island

ing

;

rules

;

;

won

;

by Frauk Hobluson with four blrda.
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Ties to be shot off at next meeting.

Amlss-and-go-ont match. Uurllngham rnlea, was won by Mcintosh,
of bounds Werber, second, 7, and
first, 7 out of 8, and one dead out
;
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W Nelson

1111111—7 P Hastings
1 11111 1—7
W L Henderson

..110111 1—6

R Woods

1

*

E Green

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Ellis

1

Sweepstakes at gtaB

THamilton

1

Percy Hastings

1

1

DrEllis

1
1

SDGascon

.0

Mr Coomee
T B Oatth

1
i)

W Nelson

1

C Martinez

1

DWoodB

1
1

OCLyman
tie

1—5

W Mason

1

1

!

1

1

1 n

1

1—4
0-3

1

00011

0-^S

1 0—
C Wagonstafl
Ties on seven.
1

1—3

10 11 0—4

...0

D Woods

1

1

1-1

l-S
1 0—7
0-1-7
0—0—6
1

11

Hamilton
Bogardas rules

11

0—2

1 1

1111111111
1111110
1110
11111 10
1100111111
101 10
0001110
100110
1111
110 110
10010100
11
110 0010 1000
00100000
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1—15
1—15
1-13
0-11

1— 11

111

•

—
—
t
—S
—2

Hamilton wen.

Saturday, Xov. 30.— A Dumber ot sweepstakes were shot bv the Lone
at Erb's Hotel. The match between Messrs. Butler and
Zeliner va. Messrs. E. G. and W. Murphy, was postponed to
match was divided by Messrs. E. <i. Murphy and F. Dngro, each
killing four ont of five at B0 yards. Mr. Walters got third. The tics were
all shot off In the succeeding sweep. Mr, c. Grant came Ln time for the
aecond sweep, and, shooting at 25 yards, killed Ave straight, wltming
I

1—1
1-1
1—1

—4

ballB, 18 yards,

AD Gates

In shooting the

Putney

Brancn Club

6.

Handicap match, tame rules
Charles Pntney, 28 yards
William smock, 25 yards
*,
T Mason, 21 yards
F Fisher, 21 yards

T

reu

O'Donahae.

first

Woods

Ties on ten.

Dr P

1

1

1

11111111 1—10
llllllll 1-10
111011111—9
111101110—8
10 11110 11—8

1 1 1 1 1 1 1—7
Yates
Sweepstakes, Bame conditions

6
6

Harllngbam

Smith, 21 yards. ...1
Mr. Faber, 2i yards. .1
LTenbrook, 21 yards..
C Smith, 81 yards. ...1

1

1

1)

A

1

Ellis

0—
1—

1

Yates
Pntney

Nelson
Canton

«

0-8

1

Morgans, Voil 28.— Sew York amateurs;
; 25 yards rise, SO yards boundary

gun

1—

1_ 5—33

1—3 Putney

Match for marksman's gold badge
boundary; Long Island rales:

Fisher, third,

1

1

A Cornelius

1-10

1—9

1

1

Ties on

think that those

JBeier, Jr
S ARonerts

1

J

J Clute

G

1

1

1
1

1

C Grover
E Robinson

J

11—7
1—
110-7
111-9
111—9

1

l

1

1

T

;

PHelnai

C Heiuold
Thos Collins
J P Fisher

plgeonB

rise,

10
10 10

Mr Smock, 25

to
action
•'
snap action" and the so-called positive
relative merits of the
and that the positive action or
Have not closely studied the subject;
in security, and far Inor
principle
in
different
wise
lockfast, is in no
and rapidity of firing to the now very
ferlor in comfort, convenience
therefore call
C. Scott 4 Sons. Let
famous top-snap action of W.
to
a closer examination of their merits.
sportsmen
all
of
the attention
gnns, and placing the lever of the
Bv taking off the barrels of the two
when locked. The two actions are
Dougall in the position it occupies
difference being in the manner of locking;
then precisely alike, the only
both acting on an eccentric or
principle,
the
and In no way involving
longest point toward the breech of the gunlrrecular pivot, with their
are pat
at the side as a lever by which the barrels

evers,

1—6

Torn* Ricer, Xov. 28.— A. glass ball match for an oyster supper' between two teams of the Toon Eiver Glass Bill Club. Conditions—18
yards riBe, Bogardus rnleB :

F

Editor Forest and Stream

am disposed

1—5
1—4

1

rules:

GUN ACTIONS.
I

<

1

1

.

M

*—

10 1—3

;

m

Plains

0—5
llioilll 1—9 Nlghtlngale..0 1 1 1 1 o
1—5
1 1
11111 1—7 Cummlngs ..0
.101000111 —5
11111—7 Colby
0-4
1 1 1
1
Chubbuck. ...0 11110 111 —7 Keating
000100111—4
1111110—6 Claris
Maxim
00101101 —4
110 0—6 J Curtis
* 1110
\Vnlte
00100110 —4
1110 1— S Glover
10
Smdley
F Hardwick..l 01011110 —« E Hardwlck.o 01100010 0—3
Curtis

0-3

1

7

Massachusetts— Quinsy, Xov. 88.—Match shot by Merry Mount

p

1

7

1—1

1

1

7

,

1

tie.

II-

111

1

1

Shooting Club, Xov. 28

Zeliner,

111—4 Fox

1

1i

'

rales and conditions

Pitts

Souther
jnnes

lb
*»

i

Jameson

Audubon Club— Buffalo, Xov. 29.— Fifth match for the Sutter badge,
Bhot Thanksgiving Day at B. M. Schauta Shooting Park, Buffalo

Ave birds

Wilkinson

Penetration of Chilled Shot— Result of Six Shots.
1-2
Whole No. of shot striking first boards, 123 ; average. ... 20
Whole No. of boards penetrated, 144 average

"

1—3 N Pitts
1—5
W Stanley
1—3 Geo C Lord
0—4 FPitts

W

SUMMAEY.

B

1

1

1
1

Geo CLord
JSSauuders
Stanley
C

SBSftg

Jameson

5

0—4

Cloudman
Z MCushman

N

-

I

o

Second Match— Same rules and

"Jf'slg-I

Hill

ill 10 —5
—0

Fox

Second

W H Cloudman
N Pitts

111111-8
111110—5
11110 —4

Grant

first

FOREST AND STREAM.
while Messrs. Gladwin and Zellner divided second and
..',
nwerp. Messrs. Dugro, Zellner, Slurpi'j,

iic?,

i

last

hariDg

.-.in Tied,

agrceii lotlmor. iteff

In

'!•

,ih

inii.-:

•

.

•.:

,

v.

Miller, '80

in
ma'eh was on Washington's Blithi
Friday and Deeo ration Day. The final
others "folli'iwin" -,
in&teb. lu-:tay was shot under dlfncnltiee, as trie wind was exceedingly
mat v nf t.ho birds out of bounds. The result of
unfavorable'. ..rrviCelt. Zmn. with a tolal of S4 out of 40. which
to-day':en
several members, who have
will prol
Bent at one or more matches, having their scores to be completed.
Shooting IT' in Jive traps l^'ozs. shot; 12 bore gnns, not to exceed

weight

EBfcfruiiO,

:t

1
...1

l

Dr Kinney, 26 yards
GZlnn,«e yards

TB

1

u

35 yards

Bald wi'n,

I

1

,

rarda

;

I

*

MUHo'i

.0

J Tucker.

2H virds

,lr,

Kjwds

SWitlierlll,

1111 "111
II

1

1

1

1

1

*

II

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

*

»

l

i

11

I
1

'

-

.--,

1

0—

1

ft

1
1

110

(I

1

•

1

t

entries:
1

1 1 1

I

1

Kinney, 2s yards

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

*

Baldwin, 55 yards
Alexander, 2Svatds
Griibb, 21 yards
Zlun, 26 yards
"Roberts. 26 yards

1

1

1 I—
1—
1

1111)
1

1

1

Micuigan— a

.—On

1

-

matct;

•"

'

...
.

-

:

ford w.
for £100

B

.<'

bra

..

:t

is

Thomas,

stcte, shot a

of

pigi-on

21 vardsrlae, B0 yards
ted, killiag it outof 2S blrdi
id ig
ut five Mrde each.,

n... li,
|

sbool
'.ally

Wm.

23th Inst.,
-

'

•-.'•

.

lie-

1.

,w IOi--hester. in

-,:

'1

Montclair

—
—

Is

drew

tallengei to shoot In
fused to accept.

money. Mr. Crawtwo weeks itt same place
Dboid,
their

WtHo-.Nsiv— Bttraboo, Nov. 28.— Stass hall matjh, Tbanksglyiug
Ctie Fair Grounds, for a purse of J 20, divided in five

afternoon, OQ

moneys:
Brewer

11110 10
titiiooii

0—0 Elliott ,.,...
1—8 p.dntou
10 110 1—4 Kartaek
l
1 ;)! 1 1 1 0—8 Potter
000101110 0—4

1

Oban
Jnnge
Whlstamie
Warren

1
1
1

1

Ties on eight—21 yards.
Kariack-

1 1

1-3

Obert;

1

1

0—2

1

1—3

Ties oa six— 21 yards.

Brewer

1—2

1

Whisiauee

1

— See Bogardus' advertisement.

Split

Bamboo

A-KOtieky

of split

in the construction of fishing rods has very fully demonstrated its superiority over every other material where

Bamboo

and strength are the
use of bamboo in the manufacture of
elasticity

lightness,

Hake and Hounds. —The sport of hare and hounds is a
very popular one among some of our English cousins. The
manner of playing the game is this Two or three men are
:

Bows.—The employment

requisites.

archery

White

The
bows

revolutionize the business.
"We
have carefully examined a bow oi bamboo and lancewood
made by Comoy, Bissett & Malleson, the well known makers
of fishing rods, and it is a marvel of neatness and strength'
These hows are from 5ft. to 6ft. in length, and have a pull of

promises to thoroughly

from 50 lbs. to 70 lbs. They are far better than the best
wooden bows, and can be made fifty per cent, cheaper, the
Several experienced archers have al5ft. bows costing $15.
ready given their most full approval of this new invention in
archery goods., and we have every reason to believe that our
readers will find in the split bamboo the bow they are looking for. One good bow, like one good fishing rod, is worth a

chosen for hares and are equipped with bags full of fragments
of p::per, which as Ihey run they drop at "intervals of about
one hundred feet. The hounds, after the hares have started
a few minutes, follow them by the paper trail and endeavor
Each hound carries a tin horn or whistle, so
to catch them.
that if the scent be lost any one finding it can at once notify the
others.
There is an opportunity for testing the muscles and
the lungs, and testing tnem very thoroughly at that.
The
newly organized Westchester Club held their first meetThanksgiving Day. The hares were L. Bert and W. W.
White, of the Harlem A. C. They started from Schrader's
Woodlawn Hotel, Central avenue, at 10:19. Ten minutes
They were W. S. Vosburgh, who
later started the hounds.
acted as pace-maker Frank Banham, the well-known halfmile runner of the H. A. C, and H. H. Smythe, of Brooklyn,
aswhippersin. The rest of the pack were Geo. E. Hillwig,
A. Van Roper, X. M. Keyser, J. B. Havilaud, H. Fielding,
all of H. A. C: W. Merrll, J. W. Low, Colonel De Lancey
Kane and his brother John Kane, J. J. Bradley, Chas. Cox,
Geo. Dolle and P. Neyman.
Their costume when they
:

;

started was a red shiit or jacket and black trousers or kneeThe bares wore blue shirts, with a hare rampant
breeches.
The hares ran for a mile north along
in red on the breast.
the road, then turned cast going through a swamp about three

hundred yards wide at West Mount Vernon, through mud
and water knee-deep thence four miles along the railroad
track, turning northeast three miles through a wooded country, then doubling they struck the old Boston and Montreal
Railroad, followed it for a mile, and, being close pressed by
their pursuers, took a road running due east and coming out
upon Central avenue about a mile and-one-half above the

1— Q tks Kt

dozen poor ones.

interested in the exhilarating sport have formed an archery
association for the purpose of increasing the interest already
manifested in the revival of an ancient and beautiful pastime.
Thanksgiving moniing a few of its members met in the Chicago
Bus. Ball r?arfc for a friendly shout. We give below some of the
best scores, none of those participating having ever shot at 80
Mr. Collins' score at 100 yards was made with
or 100 yards.
25 arrows 80 arrows each at the different ranges, a 45 inch
target being usedr
;

60 Yards.

SEEa.BM
AG

Spauldioc.

Hita.
li
IS

Score.
66
62

Hits.
1 SCoilina.. ...... .18
E L Brewster
7

Score.
55
15

2— Kt-Bfi

SpauldinR

47
45

,13

IS

Collins

7

Brewster

2

25
6

100 Yards.
C0III11H

Spanlclino;

9
5

25

Eagan

4

19

Brewster

3

15
11

We

Mr. Egau made three successive golds at. GO yards.
Join to the hope expressed by some of your recent correspondents that the clubs throughout the country publish their
B.
Boon S, as it adds greatly to the interest in the sport

Highland P ask— Chicago, Nov. 30. —Mr. Carver shot the
York Kound (72 arrows at 1U0 yards, 48 arrows at 80 yards,
24 arrows at 60 yards) against Dr. Weston, the same number
of arrows at 80, 60 and 40 yards respectively
Dr. E. B. Weston— 80 yards, 17 hits, score 63; 60 yards, 16
40 yards, 24 hits, 128. Total, 57 hits, score 257
hits, 66
;

golds,
~

19 hits, score 91 ; 80 yards, 35
Total, 65 hits, 281 score
60 yards, 21 hits, 97.

Carver— 100 yards,
:

golds, 11.

T>

O'Le aiiy and Campana.— P. Napoleon Campana, thepedesrecently made such a fine record at Bridgeport, has
trian
Issued a chullauge to O'Leary, which the latter has signified
lis intention of accepting.

who

College Foot-ball. The most interesting foot-hall game
of the season was that played by the Princeton and Yale college teams on the St. George Cricket Grounds, at Hobokeu,

tks

n-.-i

P

1

30.

1n

TJ

rrt n<>

,.i.

1—

1-P tks P
2—K-Bt

i

II—
l-Kttk3P
2— Kt-BS eh
2-K-B6
a-Q us li P mate

2— Kt-QS oh
a— il tks B P mate

Came

No. 84 -IRHEQfjLAR.

This game, and the notes and eommeuts thereon by Mr. Loyd, we
take from the .4 mtriian Chess Journal for this month. " The follow.ng
gime wos played by correspondence twenty-five years ago between
Dr. Moore anil .Mr. Loyd, and published in the Winona Republican. In
extenuation of the piny, which we refrain from criticising closely, we
will say that Mr. Loyd had just reached the advanced age of twelve,
while Ihe Doctor played more in a spirit of fan, to give the young ' 'an'
a chance, for the sake of encouragement :"

White.
Mr. Loyd.

White.
Mr. Lojd.

Blaek.
Dr.lloore.

1_ p-K4
2- P tks P
3-P-Q4
i— Kt-ii
S— P-Q B4

1-P-K4
2-P-K B4
3-P Q4 (a)

18-,B tes

m

4-B-Qfl

5—B tks P
6— B-K Kt5
7—B tks P
S— B tka fit
9— Kt-K B3

tks

P ch

14-Q-K13

lii— «tk«

U

15— Kt-Rj

-fj,

Kto
(e)

i»-q fit-Bi
20— Kc-Kt6
21— R-B8
22—R-K
23-R-K R3

BP

(d>

16-KT-B2

17-Ci-lU

13— KI.K HI

10-Ca=tlea
11— P dls ch

IS— P

S

tks

14-tt tka

16— Q

6— P Iks K P
7— P tks Q. P
S— Q, tks B
9—B-Q, Bl

1C— astles (b)
ll—O Kt-Q2
12— KR

Black.
Dr. Moore.

P 13— K

ft

ell (o)

17-Q-QK13
IS—P-Q Rf
19—R-RS
20—P-B3
21— Q tssP

22—P-B4
23-P-B6

(f)

KOTES.

We

(o)

distinctly

would check

at R5,

remember making this move hoping the Doctor
as we had just played u game with a friend wherein

we were unable to extricate
3—
3—(J-R5 ch

the

4— P tks P
5— P-Kt7 ch

4-P-Kt3

5—Kt-B3

Q after playing—
6— Kt tka Q
T—KMB8
S— K-B2 etc
I

6—p tka R
7—P-Q4

|

mistaken, " Brother Thomas" helped na
out In this move, as the previous play is too weak to expect anything
so bold and correct from the youngster.
(») IE

we

are not very

much

0) We were truly proad of this little manoeuvre, and although It only
produced an equality, we felt that the Western Correspondent was
completely routed.
(d) This offer of a
a slateful of analysis,

R

was a tore temptation, but after writing out
concluded it was safest to dee.'lne.
to have checked with Kt at once, bat

we

would have been better

It

(,«)

appetites.

with comments,

—A modified game of hare and hounds

was

Two of the party acted as lures, distributing paper
scent as they galloped along.
They were given ten minutes'
The run lay along a very pretty stretch of farm land,
and the houuds struck the trail on theineadows in Dyekman's
farm. There were some formidable ditches and walls to
overcome, and these were got over in safety. The hunters
brought up at Kingsbridge.
Road.

Mashaitan Atuujtio Club. — The Manhattan Club

held a

games on the club grounds Thanksgiving Day. The
230-yard handicap run had nine starters in the final heat,
the winner being W- J. Crowly (20 yards); time, 22|s; W,
The two miles walk for those who had
S. Malo, second.
never won a prize was won among seventeen competitors by
bicycle race of
W. O'Keefe, in 17in. 8is.; Birch, second.
one mile, with four starters, was won by T. Lafon, Mystic, B.
three-quarter mile handicap run was
4^s.
0., in 4m
nineteen
other
captured from
competitors by P. T. McDonald,
series of

A

A

(55s.) in

3m.

31s.

Scotttsh-Ambrioan Athletic Clitb.—An entry list of
over five hundred was what attracted a great crowd to the
Scottish-American grounds last Thursday. More than half of
the entries appeared the grounds were in very bad condition,
and most of the events were postponed until the following
Saturday, The 100-y.ird match, between E. Arnold, scratch,
S. A. A. O., and G. W. WagstafC (8 yards), was won by
Arnold in IOJJb. The 75-yard run was run in two series of
trial heats.
In the final heat there were five starters, and,
after a close finish, the winner proved to be M. McFaul, F.
A. O., who won in 7*3,, while the second medal went to T.

McGowan,

Staten Island, in 7Js.

etc.,

thereon.— Forest and Stbeait.J

participated in

by a company of horsemen from Carmausville, Fort Washington, Inwood and New York who met on the Kingsbridge

;

—

o

point of starting. They reached the hotel at 12:59 o'clock,
having made in the two hours and forty minutes a course of
between sixteen and eighteen miles. The hounds came
stringing along eight minutes later.
They all had good

;

4.

H. O.
93

hits

1— Q, P

eh

for reasons now inexplicable, we preferred the move In the text.
This mate wag
if) And White announced mate In six moves.
referred to at the time as beiug difficult, oa account of there being
several very deceptive lines of play. After a lapse of a quarter of
a century, we have chanced to find a oopy of the game as then published, and have discovered a shorter road to victory, which we unhesitatingly pronounce the most brilliant termination extant.
[We would be pleased to receive both solutions from our readers

start.

80 Tarda.

In three moves.

8— B-Kt6 mate

;

TBASKBOnmJG AstmanY.—C/umgo, III., Nov. 30.—The
members of the Highland Park and Chicago teams and others

and give mate

to play

SOLUTIONS TO FBOBLKMS— NO.

f

000010116—4
1—5
1
11110111 0-8
101110 00 0—4
1

Princeton's goal.

MoNTOLAtft Hunt Ci, tin. -The first regular fox hunt of the
Hunt Club, of Montciair, N. J., took place on
Thanksgiving Day. The meet was at the house of the Master
of the Houndc, Mr. Sadler. There were eight packs of beagles
and fox-hounds, and thirty tillers followed. There must be
something lacking in the spunk of New Jersey foxes, for the
Montclair hunters began their chase with a spirited pursuit of
the anise-seed bag. The scent lay to the north for about two
miles through Ridgewood, thence east, crossing a cove close
by the kennels. The ground was damp, and the scent lay
well, making the run a fast one.
The dogs led the way up
Near this place Ihe scent
the mountain toward Watehimg.
turned sharply o Hie east, when the dogs came upon the scent
The jumping began to grow
of a fox whicii had been loosed.
stiff, and but half the field were following,
'the run on the
scent of the fox was a short one, as Reynard was an old fellow
and put the dogs to a great deal of trouble. In a woodland to
the north o£ the kennels he got the better of the dogs and a
check, making a delay of over an hour, and finished the chase.

—2
—2

*

*

;

hall between Y'ale's posts, and the game was won.
This
gives the championship of the year to the New Jersey boys,
and they hav e well earned it.

1111110-7
—5
-4
111'
-8

1

;

Half-backs

better of Ihe two.
Camp, of Yale,
kick-off, which drove the ball well
Hoi work followed; and there
were many lively scrimmages and hard tussles, in which the
players sprawled at full length in the Jersey mud.
Princeto.i touched down for safety six times in the first inning,
and despite the hard work of both sides, neither could score a
point before half-time was called. After a long struggle in
the second inning Withington secured a touch-down in Yule's
goal, and the try at goal which followed McNair sent the

t)

TBEfcer, 85 yards
Bloktey, ai; yards

Hull,

Camp

toward

.-.0
1
1
1
J Whaelen, 25jattifl
Zinn and (inibb having uilf sed a former shoot, now shot again
•
GruUb
1 i-i
1 1 ' 1
1 1*1 1 li 1 i 0-8
Zinn
miss
and
rules; ten
each,
go
out;
club
Handicap sweepstakes, f2

Maeallister. 81 yards

;

'82.

'83

wind making that the
opened the game by a

1-6

11

Motto Tokkaree.
:

'81

The agreement was that two innings of forty-five minutes
each should be played, with a rest at half-time. Princeton
the toss and took ihe southern goal, the direction of the

1-6
0-a
0—3

1111

Problem No. 34.

'79.

won

II—

1

Larkin,

Conn."

vard, acted as referee.

I—

*

1-1*1111.* 1-S
11110111
I—
'16
0-6
01110111
0-6
1 II

1

"Ale:."

I

*

I

1

ville,

S. S. S.; Peters, '80; Thompson, '79; Watson, S.
(captain), '80.
Backs— Wakeman, M. 8.; NixBadger
William E. Dodge, Jr., '79, was judge for Princeton; G.
H. Clark, 'SO. for Yale, and Mr. L. N. Littauer, '78, of Har-

S. 8.;
OD, '81

;

Ihs.

jaroa
W Bieklev, 07Tarda..

ghess.

—Brown,

'

L

;

;

i

S%

Cutts, '80

;

i

••

.

;

Tale— Forwards— Pnrwcll, '79 Fuller,
Harding, '80; Lamb, '81 King, '80; -Eutoo,

!

'

She §nrm_ofi

Notiob.— OheaB exchanges, communications and solutions should he
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stbeam, P. O. box 54, Wolcott-

-,

1

i

and

The

:

Nov. 5S.— The Philadelphia
Uioli have been contesting a series of tiintetie? for the " Puoiic

Holiday

for (he championship,
interested spectators.

:

PKHABBLratA Gu« Clxjb— Philadelphia,
r,ttn

of

;

Messrs, Stone aod JMurplty

,-p

a large number

grounds were very muddy aDd slippery the conditions for
SUB play very unfavorable. The comp'ttino; teams were
Prtmxtoa—Forwards—Bradford, 'St
Mc.Dermont, '81
Broiherlrn, 'HO: Ballard (captain), '80: Devereux, '80 McAlpin, '81; Loney, '81; Bryan, '80.
Half-backs— Waller,
'79; Minor, '79; McNair, '70; Withington, '80.
Backs-

,i

"

Hhotoii

The match was

Thursday.

attracted

killed four out, of live. Tlmy
•. i.,l:id\vi:i killing live straight
eepB.
tie third sweep Dr. ZBlTner got
second mid Sir Walters third money. :-ud in the fourth sweep Motets.
Btone find Dngro divided the Beeond and third moneys after tiavlog

Hoey, Wal

371

CURSORT JOTTINGS.

—Too

Free Press announces another problem and solvers' tourney
prizes are six in number, viz.: $l() for the best sel, $9 for the'
second best set, $5 for the best four-move problem in any set, $i for

The

the best three-move problem in any set, $3 for the beat two-move problem in any set, and $1 for the set having the best motto. Each set to

one two-move problem and two problems in three or four
Sets with solutions to be mailed
moves, as the competitor may elect.
Chess £ titer Free Prc^s, Detroit, Mich
on or before
5l3rch 1, 1879.
Mr. Carpenter will act as umpire, and will judg6 the
problems according to the following standard : For merit of design
constat of

to T. P. Bull,

,

(including lis beauty), elegance, atrikingnesa, pointedness, etc., 10
points ; for originality of design, lu points for difficulty of solution, 20
points for accuracy of construction, 10 points ; for all other merits of
construction, 10 points ; total, 00 paints. The prizes offered aolvera are
;

;

•even

in

number.

—The acore

in the International

and Great Britain now stands : G.

Tourney between the United States
drawn, 2.
TJ. S„ 9

B., 14

;

;

—

Jam03 Ma-toa, the New York chess player, has survived an attack
of the small pox. Nothing small can beat Mason.— Hartford Times.
Belden, one's afflictions should not be the subject of a pun, even
though good naturedly expressed or Intended. However, you're forgiven, even

if

—A

you are not

pitied.

chance to buy some good beagles
columns this week.— [Adv.

is

offered In onr advertising

—should any of our patrons wish to bay a quite new and in every
respect excellent piano, made by a prominent and reliable maker, we
cordially suggeat that he communicate with " Brookman," in care of
this

omce.

isoo.

It will

The piano has not yet been used.
be sold tor much less,— C-idv,

The

mufcei'iJ price

Is

—

—
;

Tjje Wbstbrk Curf-DwEi.LKns.— Of late,
blown over the plains, come stories of strange,
newly discovered cities of the far south-west
picturesque piles of masonry, of an age unknown to tradition. These ruins mark an era

and one of his greatest delights was to
men about the yard. It sometimes
happened that he was let out for a gambol
when the children were playing; on such occasions it was most interesting to notice how
careful he was in not going too near them : at
other times, when the engines were in the
yard, he seemed not to forget his early training as a hunter, and amused himself by jumpWhen fired, he would
ing over the poles.
lift the latch of the door and go into his
stable, and just as easily after a rest)
b in
the stable door was closed, he wT ould let himself out again, or knock loudly at the door to
attract attention.
Near the stable d
is
a waitr-tap with a revolving handle.
"Our Bruce "would turn the handle with
It someease, and help himself to a drink.
times happened that a hose-pipe would be attached to the tap this would not cause him
chief,

chase the

The mysterious mound
antiquarians.
builders fade into comparative insignificance
before the grander and more ancient cliffdwellers, whose castles lift their towers amid
the sands of Arizoi a and crown the terraced
slopes of the Rio Mancos and the Hoven-

among

wei'p.

•'

A ruin

accidently discovered

by A. D.

"Wil-

,siu, of the Ilayden Survey, several years ago,
•while he was pursuing his labors as chief of
the topographical corps in Southern Colorado,
is described to me by Mr. Wilson as a stone
building, about the size of the Patent Office.
It stood upon the bank of the Animas, in the

Ban Juan country, and contained perhaps five
hundred rooms. The roof and portion of the
walls had fallen, but the part standing indinumber of
cated a height of four stories.
the rooms were fairly preserved, had small
loop-hole windows, but no outer doors. The
building had doubtless been entered originally by means of ladders resting on niches,
and drawn in after the occupants. The floors
were of cedar, each log as large around as a
man's head, the spaces filled neatly by smaller
piles and twigs, covered by a carpet of cedar
bark. The ends of timber were bruised and
frayed, as it severed by a dull instrument in
the vicinity were some stone hatchets, and
saws made'of sandstone Blivers about two feet
few hunlong, worn to a smooth edge.
dred yards from the mammoth building was
a second large house in ruins, and between
the two strongholds rows of small dwellings,
built of cobble-stones laid in adobe, and arranged along streets, after the style of the vilThe smaller houses were in a
lage of to-day.
more advanced state of ruin, on account o(
the round stones being more readily disintegrated by the elements than the heavy masonry.
The streets and houses of this deserted
town are overgrown by juniper and pinon
the latter a dwarf wide-spreading pine which
bears beneath the scales of its cones delicious
and nutritious nuts. From the size of the
dead, as well as the living trees, and from
their position on the heap of crumbling stone,
Mr. Wilson concludes that a great rjeriod of
time has elapsed since the buildings fell.
How many hundred years they stood after desertion before yielding to the inroads of time
cannot be certainly known.
The presence of sound wood in the houses
docs net set aside their antiquity. In the dry,
pure air of Southern Colorado, wood fairly
protected will last for centuries. In Asia
cedar- wood has been kept a thousand years,
and in Egypt cedar is known to have been in
peitect preservation two thousand years after
The cedars throughout the
it left the forest.
territories of the southwest do not rot, even
They die and stand erect,
in the grove?.
The winds and whirling
solid and sapless.
sands carve the dead trees into forms of fantastic beauty, drill holes through the trunks,
and play at hide-and-go-seek in the perforated
limbs until, after ages of resistance, they literally blow away in atoms of flue, clean dust.
On the Rio San Juan, about twenty-five
miles distant from the city of Animas, Mr.
Wilson discovered the followiog evening a
similar pile, looming solemnly in the twilight
near their camping place. The scene as described was weird in the extreme. As the
moon arose, the shadows of the phantom
buildings were thrown darkly across the silvery plain. The blaze of camp-fires, the tiny
tents, the negro cook, the meu in buckskin
hunting garb, and the picketed mules, made
a strange picture of the summer's night, with
background of moonlit desert and crumbling
dead,
ruins, on whose ramparts towered
«aunt cedars, lifting their bleached skeletons
Tike sheeted ghosts within the silent watchtowers of the murky past.— Hcribner's.

;

the least inconvenience in such a case after
turning on the tap, he would lift up the end
of the hose-pipe with his teeth, and hold the
;

A

end in

an interesting study.

city are

class display

more

ways

comfortable, but to no
avail.
For three weeks afterwards he was
ever left for a moment night nor day, and
at the end of tho third day he drew his last
breath surrounded by those who loved him
well, and who had been taken by him to the
postmortem
scene of many a hard fight.
examination was held the following morning
stone Sin.
to ascertain the cause of death.
in diameter, weighing 51b. lloz, was taken
from his bowels ;"this"was no doubt the principal cause of the disease which led to the
death of the fire-horse, " Our Bruce."

pain and

He was

vents rancidity, and the mixture excludes the
ready access of air and moisture.
fresh
application may be needed when the coating
is washed off by the friction of beating storms
American Agriculturist for
or otherwise.
December.

Cashmbbb Goats in Nevada.— Pure Cash-

is

especially during surgical operations.
He contends that groaning and crying are two
grand operations by which nature allays
anguish ; that these patients w ho give way to
their natural feelings more speedily recover

and

symptoms

of cowardice as either to groan or

cry.
lie tells of

great

understand

and funny

always full of innocent mis-

a man who reduced his pulse
from 126 to GO in the course of a few hours by
giving full vent to his emotions. If people
are at all unhappy about anything, let them
go into their icons and comfort themselves
with a loud boo-hoo, and they will feel 100
per cent, better afterward.
In accordance with the above, the crying
of children should not be too greatly discouraged. If it is systematically repressed
the result may be St. VituB' dance, epileptic
fits, or some other disease of the system.
What is natural is nearly always useful, and
nothing can be more natural than crying of
children when anything occurs to give either
physical or mental pain.

Best Pjroteotion Against Rusting.— For
farm implements of all kinds, having metal
surfaces exposed, for knives and forks, and
other household apparatus, indeed for all
metals likely to be injured by oxidation or
rusting, we know of no simpler, more effective application than that furnished to the
American Agriculturist by the late Professor
Olmsted, author of " Olmsteari's Natural
Philosophy," etc. He used it on air-pumps,
telescopes, and various other apparatus.
Take any quantity of good lard, ami to every
half-pound or so acid of common resin (rosin)
an amount about equal to half the size of an
egg or less— a little more or less is of no consequence. Melt them slowly together, stirApply this with a cloth or
ring as they cool.
otherwise, 'just enough to give a thin coating
It can
to the metal surface to be protected.
be wiped off nearly clean from surfaces
where it will be undesirable, as in the case
The resin preof knives and forks, etc.

184 FIFTH AVENUE,

A BROADWAY

silky.

near carson has a flock of 3,000.
Eastern farmers (and especially that great
multitude who, to admiration of rustic life,
do not unite much affection for farm labor)
are solicited to give reflection to this intelligence.
Here is a whole. State
120,000 square
miles— open to superficial pre-emption, its
mountains exactly adapted to climbing goats,
and its sweet grass sheltered by every bush
of artemesia. Add to this the miraculous
winter pasturage, more wondrous than the
mythic manna of antiquity. Everywhere the
flashing-leaved white sage abounds.
In the
growing time of summer no animal can
stomach its bitterness. But the first frost
that kills the summer food turns this bitterness to sweetest pasture. It is savory and
fattening to all animals that herd. It tenders
their meat and gives to their coats a glossy
fur that defies the frosts and the tempests of
winter.

1820.

GUNTHER'S SONS

G.

C.

and

-

V!3d St.,

NEW YORK

-

EXTRA

herder

LOE
In

SEAL-SKIN

SACQUES,
English Dye.

all Qualities anil Sizes or

—

have known it, a perpetual seeking for something which will disparage or
wherever

Fur-Lined Circulars,
CLOAKS AND WRAPS,
From Taris, and

FUK

I

make

ridiculous our neighbor.
Their conduct is canvassed, and mean and
Their
selfish motives are attributed to them.
I do not boast
foibles are dragged into day.
myself to be free from blame on this account,
and yet I try to find what is good and beautifellow
ful in all that I see, and to judge
creatures as I would have them judge me.—
Charles Sumner.

my

—

Consult Toub Wife. Your wife ought to
be your best adviser. She ought to be your
most confident counselor. The self-conceit

or our

TRIMMINGS,

own make.

GENTS'

FURS,

FUR ROBES,

RUGS AND MATS.

NEW YORK

—

This world is full of harshness.
easier to censure than to praise; the
former is a gratification of our self-esteem,
while to praise seems, with minds too ambitious and ungenerous, a tacit admission of
It is a bane of society
others' superiority.

Censure.

It is

SHOOTING COAT.
The most popular coat In the marlcet. Made or
velveteen, corduroy, fustian ami canvas. 'Canvas
snlta
$5, $8 and 812, Fit tale by sll dealers in
guns and sportsman's supplies.
a.',

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE,
F. L. SHELDON, Rahwat, N. J.

Pocket Cartridge Loader
DndleT'e Patent Instrument
paper and metallic

shells.

Is

adopted to both

extracts, uncaps, recartridge cases

Ir.

Umis over

cups, loadB, creasea aud

beautifully, and weighs but tour ounces. Scud fur
circular with directions tor using and recommendations from prominent sportsmen to
& O.

DUDLEY

Fougttkeepsic, N. Y.

I

nO«S8

tr

man amounts to genius. There are many
husbands who would as soon think of taking

Sportsman's Lantern,

advice of their children as of their wives.
But it is only the fool who is too wise to seek

Comlilnlnt; OASir

of a

(Patented June

A

woman, you say, knows very
counsel
about business; nevertheless her intuition is often better than a man's judgment.
Your wife is your partner. You have earned
the money, but she has saved and sacrificed
and pinched and worried and worked to help
accumulate it. She has done her fair share
toward making your property what, it is she
has a right to ho consulted how it shall be

(,

WIS),

Lintbrn,

LUnd Lantbbn, Hkad
Jack," Staff
"Jack."

'

little

Fekodson's Improved

RUSTPBEVENTEE
For Fire-Anns.

etc. Superior to al! others. Waterproof for Boots, Insect Kepellanta, Gnu O.l, etc.

Send

;

for descriptive Circular.

A. Fbkocson, Manf'r,

91

Baekraan

St.,

M. y.

decs

used.

Admirers of Artistic
Pottery and Glass are

and

from accidents and operations than those who
suppose it unworthy a man to betray such

ESTABLISHED

mere goats find among the wild sage brush
(aitemesia) barrens of Nevada an acceptable
climate, where their health is excellent and
their fleeces unusually fine

§oads.

§>$ort<!n\ct>'s

A

—A

French physiout in a long dissertation on the advantages of groaning and crying in general,

A nv antagrs of Crying.

cian

Manchester
the Carriage Company to the
Corporation for the fire-engine department,
24th of
the
on
duties
his
commenced
and
March. Hib general appearance and kind,
noticed by
tractable, willing ways were soon
month after he
the firemen, and in less than a
the
ioined the brigade he was the favorite of
whole establishment, having pretty well the
of the yard, in which he caused

ways

make him

A
A

by

his singular

the next, "turn out. ". For

to police patrol duty.
did not altogether lose our faithful animal's services, for one of his duties was to attend fires with the mounted police sergeant
(whose name is also Bruce) to keep back the
onlookers, which he most effectually did for
nearly two years, during which time he was
as great a favorite with the policemen, rarely
leaving a police station without an apple,
piece of bread, or some marks of effection.
On the 7th ult. " Our Bruce " fell sick; the
veterinary surgeon was sent for, who pronounced him suffering from inflammation of
the bowels. The usual remedies were applied, and everything was done to relieve his

.

by

for

We

of 1804
At the latter part of the spring
" ( >ur Bruce " was born. He soon began to
hunter,
promising
very
of
a
show signs
course commenced
sixteen hands, and in due
At five years old
chase.
his training for the
animal, very dobeautiful
to
a
grown
he had
mottled gray coat the
cile, and tractable-his
admiration ol his
pride of the groom and the
"Our Bruce" in the hunting field
master.
lost the
once stumbled, and in consequence
disposed of
confidence of bis master, who
him to the Manchester Carnage Company
was sold
In the early part of the year 1870 he

diversion

first)

from the fire-engine

an

nm

satisfied his

nearlv six years "Our Bruce" never missed
going with the first machine, at the end of
which time he was, in consequence of his
fine appearance and our desire to give him a
less active duty in his old age, transferred

partment. Many stories of sagacity and almost human-like action might be related of
Here is the outlined career of
those animals.
English fire-horse, as told in the Fireman

much

he had

;

untiling
their business better, or attract more
the Fire Denlcresi; than those attached to

free

until
;

;

Among them

intelligence,

mouth

told about our pet

A

" Our Bbccb."— The horses of a

his

Many curious anecdotes could be
how, on One occasion, he
picked up the end of the hose and welted one
of the firemen who had offended him how,
at a fire, he would stand admidst the greatest
noise and excitement, with showers of sparks
falling around him and on his beantiful coat
only to be shaken off, and at other times completely enveloped in smoke but there was no
shying or fretting under fire or smoke with
"Our Bruce; " he seemed to know ihat he
had brought those who would fight that ruthless tyrant, fire, and he stood proud and confident that before long he would return home
with the victors, when, after being refreshed
and groomed, he would again be ready (althirst.

;

no

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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invited to inspect some
choice examples select-

Eoyal Havana Lottery.
Extraordinary Drawing.

TO TAKE Ptj.CS ON VECEHHER U, !<:7S.
There will be only 18,uoo Tickets, 532 Full Prises
and the amount, drawn will be $1,350,000.
Smallest Prize, ? 1,000.
1 Prizeof
$.5011,000
}

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY

&

CO. during the Paris

'

"

j

10

;

m

"
"

12

-

(1

210,000,
o.OuO
1,000

jce$)0

s

Approximations of $2,1)00 each, for the 9
remaining units ol number rawing the

9

Approximations ol $1,1100 each lor the 9
remaining milts or number drawing he

1

$500,000 prize

Exposition, including
New Plaques by Minton,
sill

decorated by Mus-

with novel marine designs.

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

532
Vene-

j

Prizes

Halves.

glass

free.

strongly

'

TAYLOB

sas

Twentieths.

SIO.
filled,

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New Plaques by

2,000

Quarter-

$30.
Tenths.

Prizes cashed, orders

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze

vmn

amfg to Spanish Doll
1,352
,oa£vv
OOO
"
PRICE IN CURRENCY.

Whole Tickets.
Si 00.

WW.
S20.

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

8M0

1

$100,0(10 prise
2 Approximations of $1,000 each for the
numbers preceding and following the
one drawing the $50,000 prize
.,

s,-,.

and Inro.mation given

«! CO., Bankers,
11 Wall Street, N. Y.

Copeland, decorated with

Kentucky

drawn heads by Hewitt.

State

EASTERN AGENCY,
Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish
stone ware.

by the Bombay Art

made

Society.

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

Lottery.

BROADWAY.

Class X Draws December 24.
One

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery

599

prize of $15,000, one of $3,000,
1894

and one of $5,000.

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

WILLIAMSON
599

$6T,9HB.

Ticket, Si,

BROADWAY,

& CO.,

N. Y.

of old Italian majolica.

Specimens of Capo
iridescent and

Faience of

new

di

Monti ware, Austrian

enameled Glass and Limoges
colors.

UNION SQUARE.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
NO. 145 BBOADWAT, ROOM 30. NB W YOaK (J1T7.
All bualnesa promptly attended to.

novm

FOREST AND STREAM.
§Iie gennel.

ESTABLISHED

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

1S20.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.
New

OLERK &

Successors to

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel
Clnb,

373

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and

Tort.

Sale

SETH GREEN'S
Needle-Pointed

Patent
None are genuine

unless ao stamped
F. O. Do LUZK,
South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

18

BROWN

& HILBER,

For mle

in

St.

cam

Louts,

NEW YORK

Western Agents.

of 112 pounds.

Butte to

Fleas—A Boon

FISHING TACKLE.

Liberty St.

WEBLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS,

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

A

35

48 Maiden Lane,

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

$or

to Dogs.

,1.

ings cost oyer $1,200
villa;

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

'"''.'
"" "'
;.-; '" 'U
...
the best towns In Central Texas, which has a population of 5.000.
good trade and plenty of work.
Cause of sale, have to change climate. Address J.
J. HARREL, Corcicana, Navaro Co., Texas.
I'-'l

FULTON STREET.

Broken,

etc.

Youug Dogs handled with
and judgment.
Address,

H. V. ttfcOTEH,
TOMS RlVRB, N. J.
Splendid kennel accommodations

;

dogs have dally

access to salt water.

octlo tf

U9T&H
The

I

Sportsmen's

Bell

the position of the
dog, causes the birds to lie
-closer. Valuable In early
9 woodcock snooting, cock* i'ur and general
Bltool vi
where the cover Is thick.
SJld by dealers In gans
sent
mail
postpaid,
by
and sporting goods. Sam jles
30 cents, bEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,
sept!9 3m
East Hampton, Conn.
tells

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel

i
,

i

.

.

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cirjlO if
cular, testimonials, etc.

P O box 4,309.

50

7, 8,

9

:.

dogs, one bitch, price
i:'''

.

i

ii

.

hi

"

'

Six pups by Luther Adams'
FORoutSALE—
of Mollie. Mollie by Adams' Duke

Pups whelped May 16, 18,8.
DR. H. M. QUNIBY, Worcester, Mass.
St. Kildar.

Drake

out of
Address
D.OVS8

BEAGLES FOR SALE.

Sold for no faults, as all stock will
be fully guaranteed. For particulars address GEO.
decs it
POUNALL, Chiistiana, Pa.

montbs

FOR

old.

;

dam

of some nne field doga.
For pedigree, etc, address W, B.
8*111,

NEW

Price $20 cash.

decs It

YORK.

P.

eggs—ready

for delivery

Send for price

to Jan. 20.

W. EDDY, Randolph,

sept26

;

1

$25.

Doe, a very
,-,

i
,

fifteen

months

old, will

,
.-

i
:

j

I
,

i

:

,

,
,

I

i

.
.

I

,

I.

.'
.

.

1

color, black and-tan
the sire
the best dog in Lanfull-blooded Gordon
caster on quail both Lizzie and Joe are sired by
Tom. Price, $30. Full pedigree given. II. B.
YONDER8.UITH, Lancaster, Pa.
decs It
;

;

;

;

SALE— Pric itoO— A blooded dog, trained to
FOR
hunt coons, rabbits and gray squirrels no finer
;

can be found

;

his wnrki; g will be shown.
strict, Hartford, Conn.

SIHOSDs, 8« Main

KENNEL CLUK

offer for sale

J. two pointer bitch puppies bv Dr. Straehan's
Flash (sire of Flake and Whiskey) out of the Club's
Verv handsome and promising. For parB»lle.
dec5
ticulars address H., this office.

u

SALE.— Thoroughbred red Irish setters from
FOR
6 months to year old, by Elclio, Rory O'Moore,

SETTER
BLACK
breed
the

W. E.
<Jec5 It

three years old; best
in
r nut t;
psligree guaranteed.
Address E. B., this cilice.
dec5 2t

months

old, from bit i-»-ri.,i- stock
Wai-rensburg, Waireii Co., N. Y.

1

etc, and out of Bitches containing blood of Imp.
Plunkett, Stella, Buck, Floss and Bttrges, Ruins and
Friend.
Address E. J. ROBB1NS, Wethcrsfleld,
Conn.
deos eot j

D3G,

OR EXCHANGE
FOBORSALE
KIFLE-1'..tifii Gorrkn

A. H.

,
;

,,

-"

THOMAS.

'

-''ill

SALE.-The red Irish httch Elsie. byBtclio,
FOR3 months
old. Price iti. CHAS. denison,
it

"

under.
,,

II

§nti$, §ifl$s, gte.

Wonderfully
First Prize

PATENT
SHOT-GDI

Wonderfully Strong.

Simple,

Over AH Others at the Qrea
Louis Fair.

$800.

WARRANTED

EVERY RESPEOT.

IN

Send stamp for circular

ang22

to

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

tf

DRAWINS3

FRlGEi
MAiL.

Si

FREE BY

1

..

County (S. Y.) Farm, with
'--":,.

':;'

ii.'

;

ii'

..;

.

i

I'll

trull

streams, graveln bottom-;, f.'d by springs; one trout
pond; gond Brain nul gras-s btni; gi oil buildings,
tine location, half mile from Otisville. Erie RR„ two
and a half hours from New York city; will be sold
at bargain. Send for description, A. V. BOAK,
Middletown, N. V
decs It

SALE, CHEAP— Sharps Long-range CreedFOR
moor Rifle, in good or
also, a Ballard

Carnation una neeo sights. Adler;

bine, with breeci

cotuti

dress A. G. HOLCOMBE.
New ^ork city.

20

Washington square,
decs

it

-An old established Lock, Gunsmith
FORendSALE.
FishiDg Tackle Business; also
first-class

Wile Gallery comnme-i. An iress or see D. L. BECKWITH, 212 Broadway, basement.
deco It

CHARLES GREEN,
Maker

of nne breech-loading shot-guns. Muzmle
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and
boring guns to shoot close and strong done In the
best manner. I also keep a good stock of ENGT.l-.ir
Prices from $30 upbored to shoot close and strong as parties may desire. Send for price list, No. 3 West Main Bfreet

BREECH.LOAPEKS.

Rochester, N. Y.

j„ 6 ,f

,

Thomson

fleoS St

dees

„

ootaltf

Orange
FOR VSALE— [;

301

Hartford, conn,

i.

The American Arms

FOR SHOT-GUN
,--t.,-

-.In,

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to
clean, less liable to get loose or out of order, or one
so good for the money. Prices range from $50 to

make

of their best

sale, 1.660 acres improved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with
farm hous?, three stables, corn house, hen house,
grain bouse, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
windmills, wells, grading, running streams o (clear
water: directly on line cf St. Paul and Sioux City
Railroad; pi ice sis.omi. only one half mile by ral
from co-. my seat. Sold only to increase farming
interest, in Immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Photographs
shown and fnli Fpei'iiieatinns given on aoplicatiou
10 CHAS, 11ALLOCK, office of FOREST asd Strkam.

I'.i

handsome dog,

:',,,,

man who

tf

FOR SALE CHEAP.

MINNESOTA FAR tf— For

BLOODED CORDON SETTERS FOR
FDLL
SALE, of the purest blood. Jennie Is very kind

Tom,

,,!,

r

St.

l

and obedient; color, black-and-tan, and Tery handsome none better marked; has been huntod and
broke on quail; lowest »
price $50, and not onefourth what she is worth. The only reason for selling, business will not allow keeping them.
to; bitch, eleven months
Lizzie, a very
old; color, blaek-aod-'.an; will make a good one; all
she wants is to be put on game: will stand pigeons
lu yard, and Just the right age to take in field. Price

make a good one

list

deed 2t

Entries close 3 1st Dec.

1

'.'.II.

',

Cat t. County,

PIERCE, Poek-

N. Y.

npHBt

Supt.

SALE.—A handsome

pure Gordon black and
tan setter bitch, first prize winner; her sire is
also a first prize winner, 4Vt years old been used
exclusively as a brood buch; will point staunch,
very healthy, prolific breeder and well kuown. beiDg
the

&

Nov.

and Dnlsh ; good as new ; been used very little.
Sold because owner has no use for it. Any one
wanting a first class gun Of this celebrated make
wl do well to address Box 670, West Merlden, Ct.

CHAS. LINCOLN,

i

Fell.--

&

BROADWAY,

Sons,
N. Y.,

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

'-

premises. Preset, thatching capacity one hundred
thousand. A small expanse, which the owner will
agree to make if desired, will give capacity cf live
hundred thousand. Frem o je toten seres of ground
with Bmall house if desired. Six eprlrg ponds and
a creek of splendid water, never dry. connecting.
Will let to a good party who understands ths business, at $500 per year. H. V. Dt.GKAAF, Bowery
National Bank, N. Y.
uov28 2t

BREECH-LOADING

N. Y.

1

Bess, first prize winner at Boston, and Jenny ;
both are well broken and ruu well together or by
themselves; 'iy,\ ears old. Also six pups, two bv
Bess, 8 months old, and four by Jenny, 9 months
old. Any one wanting good stock will do well to
apply soun. Also well broken setter spayed bitch,
20

1st of

J. B.

i

i"

imported Dash (1st, New York, 1318.) out of imported Flora (1st, New York, 1S78). Price $25. We
are taKlng orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept.
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (by
Cal. out of Psyche ; lsr, New York, ISIS). LINCOLN
oct31 tf
* HELLYAR, Wai ren, Mass.

:

FOR SALE.
million brook trout

ready, and can be had of

$20.

n

gale,

A 12-bore Wesson £un. One

each

.Triiii

''

pr

& 10, 1879,

DETROIT, MICH.

POINTER PUPPIES.

the Hudson,

to let or lease, low lo a
I11.1

dec5lf

from the

By imported champion Snapshot, out of imported
Fannie, now eight weeks old—color, liver with white

i.lio

SALE.— Setter dog. broken, good retriever
FORPrice
$25. JAS- ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co,

One

now

Farm on

li'iliu

FOX'S

0te fennel.

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS.
January

for a man of
Tlie Oscawana
thirty-five miles from

to

Trout

New York,

D. FOLSOM,
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

fennel

Tta

Prize Lists

—three

.-

i

LET— Splendid opportunity
TO small
means
make money.

&

H.

Sportsmen In want of flr=t-class cocker spaniels
write at once to CHAS. S. HITCHCOCK, Secretary
Ouleont Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
septl2 tf
each for dog or bitch pups.

,.

i

'.f

COCKERS! COCKERS!

v.

i

i

Ohio.

dogs cannot be beaten lor ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond-

,i

i

,

i

i

telligent

markings

RIVAL-

1 IFtTL TREBLE wed -:E SONS, JSos. 1 and 2, of which
Their specialties this year art
the above cut wilbglve a tolerably fair idea. Every gun has fine Damascus or Laminated Steel Barrels,
It 1« a new tiling
R»bouncling Bar Locks, 1'isrol Grin, Kxtensioi' Rib. Lever Forepart, and Treble Bolt.
can contribute to its
to be able to buy a flue breech-Iotdor, with every possible appliance which
beauty, convenience, or excellence in shooting, at the price of ordinary guns.
lu addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, wehave on hand about fifty of Webley's Breech-Loadera, Top
and Side Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, which arrived last year, afier the season as
over. These guns we are rapidly closing out at greatly reduced prices. It is fair to say that as regards soundness, durahibry, and perfection in shooting, these guns are in tin v.ntv inferior to the Treble
Wedge Guns. Many of ttieni are from S»£ to 11 lbs, weight, and are splendid guns for duci shooting or
far killing large game at long range.
*-»_ ..
The afty guns mentioned above are all that now remain of a much turger cumber referred to by us In
the Forest and Stream in October, and as the season is now well advanced we will allow an additional discount upon the few that are left, irovided they are ordered In Decerabar.
WEBLET'S GTJNS are remarkably Strong, OlOBe Shaoten, and do not nesd any additional choking.

GRAND INTERNATIONAL

OP
M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N Y.
Sell only
I keep only cockers of the finest strains.
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and in-

ii'.:'-'

'

:

nov23 2t

WITHOUT A

Messrs. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, who, it will he remembered, received the
highest award at both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the roost perfect, machinery for Gun making
ever setup in any one fartorv in England. The result is, that they can now torn out guns perfectly

.,.,,,

skill

I

A

W. HOLBERTON.

Setters and Pointers Boarded,

eothlc frame
tenant's house,

five years old';

FOR

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Ron and Gdw
and S'obsst and Stream.

Kennel.

;

modern Improvements;

SALE—A first class eun and general repair
shop.with a nice little stock of sporting gnods and
sewing machines, and parts and attachments fur a
general repair shop in gnns and sewiuc machines

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

full directions for nse.

1IT

all

Btables, etc.—In one, four horses;
twenty -three
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds | fine gardei
oujig fruit trees; apple
orchards. Address B. B. P., care this office.
jeis tf

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

Imperial

gate.

SALE— Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic
F3R
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen county, N.
Build-

This Powder Is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
In patent boxes with gilding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price CO cents by mall, Postpaid

00tl3

Hooks.

Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz.
Trout Hooks snelled to order, $ 1 per doz.

The

New AIR PISTOL

and sings.
Black enamelled six
darts, fifty slugs, si. 7,3.
Fall Nickel Plate, $2.50.
Sent, prepaid, on receipt
of price.

ishoots darts

GEO. M. JACOCKS & CO.,
81 Thomas Btreet, N. Y.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

374

Auxiliary

^iscellmeaua.

SHELTON'S

NEW ENGLAND

Rifle.

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns.

MUTUAL

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

Life Insurance Comp'v.

M. Gibbons, Secretary

J.

GKNERAL AGENTS.

New York City.
RATCLlFFii
Portland, Mo.
TABBOX
Nashua, N. H.
KWERSON
MAR8TON & WAKELIN... Philadelphia,
HALL & WORTH US GTON..Kal hiorc, Did.
Detroit, Midi.
VBRNOR UROTBBK8
Chicago, III.
O. CRONKHITE
St. Paul, Minn.
J. J. WATSON
St. Lotus, Mo,
W. B.DAVIS
New Orleans, la.
M.C.RANDALL
fan Francisco, Cul
W. BVEKEON

KENNY &
V. C.
E. V.

Subscriptions «-!.20i: vi ar. poaipaid; tinrte cooies Jo
Sold at al! Book-s-torcf aaa'. j'evs-offlccs.
Can Obtain a Patent
The quickest and best
way to obtain a satisfactory answer .without expense, is
to write to us (Mut
with i..
ketch. All v
i to get the
cents.

I

instruction a
We also Ben
'

Laws, ratcnl

82.

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for use In a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There la no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cannot get out of order. _ With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost Instantly
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
Length of
fit any standard make of sun of 10 or 12-callbre— calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44. as desired.
barrel twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. 'S
cartridges, No. 32 aud 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List,

Camp

NBW HAVEN,

FOSS BROS. &
(Successors to F.

J.

The Fishing

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Cazetteer,
Fourth Edition.

CONN.

83.
For

CO.,

ABBEY &

Life in Floida,
81. 50.

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

Bale at

Fulton street,

m

Forbbt and rtbxam,

of

office

New York.

CO.),

AMERICAN
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Guns,

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles, Pistols

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
OHICAGO.1811.

-h

'.-'

AVewillimm,

Shooting,

25c.

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

PATENTS

In connection with the publication of tlio Scientific
American, n a cant, una to aar as Solicitors for lvdeuts
Cave»tB,Tr;i.i..
aa
StatcJ, Canada, Cuba. Eug-iand, Frauee, Germany, etc.
In this line of business wo have had thirty-three
years' experience.
Patents obtaiue J nivmuah i.iaai e not iced in the ScimThis larg-e and splendidly illustrated
tific A'.ncrican.
weekly paper shows the current progress of Science,
is very interacting-, and 'can an cuoriuons circulation.

.50.
Rifle

1

Long-Range

M

F. Stevens, President.

$

Sport,

Post Office Square, Boston. Mass.
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com114,466,920
missioner's report
Total surplus as per Insurance Commis1,681,078 83
sioner's report......

Benjamin

$ub1icHtiatt$,

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

ESTABLISHED,

XSDW. K. TRYON,

how procurci

Jr.

<£

CO.

Importers and

D ealers in all Makes and

Partridge

& Fiiea

ooting-

Describing the Haunts, Hablta, and Methods of
Bunting and Shootlngthe American Partrldze-Qnall;
Rnffed Grouse— Pheaaa
is for handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
Qualities of

wing.

L oading F A rms,
B reechACCESSARIES.
M

Liberal discount to the trade.

Price. $2.

To be had at hook stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shotgun, Pi-gauge.

Address,

ire

Frank Schlev,
Oct

Frederick City, Md.

11

AND

STORES

BOUCHE FILS&
3T BJEAVEtt

STREET,

"OLD RELIABLE"

221

Y.

& WILBUR.

221

In Fall Meeting of N. n. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes In the other four. Among them the

Military

Inter-state

Came,

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

The New York
rifle, 060.

State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle,

other

New York State

The

102

N.

.

with a score of 974.

^

..^

Military

rille,

1,044.

Best by any other

TABLE AND POCKET

51.

903.

THE LEECH
w

1

1

SHARPS RIFLE

CO.,

ift

LOW AS ANY HOUSE
THE UNITED STATED

PRICES AS

[ILLUSTRATED.]

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o
Populations, Farm Lands, their value,
Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Lighthouses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries,
Personal Sketches. Parke, Land Associations, Flailing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from
official sources, with complete soundings, etc., etc.
a tue country
Dsefnl to spca
ten,!
gentleman. Size, 12x14. price tt. Address 0. P.
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, Foukst and Stkeam
Office, 111 Fulton street, New Yon,.
Interest,

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.
BY CAPT. BOUARDU8.

New and enlarged edition, containing Instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at
this office. Price $2.

221.

<$j$n$icjtl

WATERS'

Gloves to order.

^mirmtm[ts.

TW

ORGANS.

These beautirul organs
are remarkable alike lor
purity of tone and perfect
Their oases
lam.
are all richly dnlshed in
.solid Black Walnut.
Wo
sail a better instrument at
a lower price than any
other houBe in the United

hinds of Furs dresse
and clean, aed manufictared
'ar

Guaranteed.

JERSEY COAST,

yield, etc.,

FIELD,

Long-Range Match.

Inter-state

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES.
New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway.

CUTLERY.

Quality

Beat score by any

,

rifle,

MILITARY
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER

THE

V.

OF

NEW

man

WIMBLEDON

DUANE &TUEET,

first

with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197.
GUI', won hv Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps HIHo with a score of 143 out of a
The
CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a score of 205. Best
possible 1511 at 1.000 yards.
other rifle, 19T. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at, Fall 1) eeting. thiee competitors each, with Sharps Riflesa ackson— tied on a score of 3U0 points.
Mr. Frank Hvde, Col. W. II. Clark ami Capt.
CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps
IiOBlG-KANGE
Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were won with Sharps Bifles.
(First Day).— J. S. Sumner made, with a Sliarps Long-Rangc
and 1,000 yards.
Rifle, the extraordinary score of 231 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900

Average per

PROMPT CASK EETURKS.

won

matches ; took

Match.

International Military Match.

Team, with Sharps

The

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

Yachtsmen.

(TKA1»B MARK.)

STILL TRIUMPHANT.
DUNN

Useful to Sportsmen and

Si,,

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

CO.,

N.

Commerce

Skill St„ No, 220 North Second St„ and No, 527

No. 19

;

Old

IN

States.

Waters'Pianos
Grand,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

right,

MADE,

J.

CURLEY & BROTHER,

134 nnd 136 Nassau
pffls.

street, cor.

bility

AGIl.NTri WANTED.
Catalognpa Mailed.
etc
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR-

TATHAM'S

latest

u'ion. Anybody can operate It with petwSBM'fect success. Complete outlits from $5 to
2«lL $30. chromo Photography outlits, $3 HelloSend a,
rmatlon to B.
*2.B0.
CO., Manufacturers, TiS Pearl st.
1ack'maNN&
aa.^.™.
;

:d

6 ept26 13

S.K.LUDDEN.K.

Lincoln, Me
iel3 ly

chilled shot.

(R ED

LAbfc i..

Equally well adapted to
Gives greater penetration and hotter pattern than ordinary shot.
_ iiiaed chokes aad cylinders,
shot will he found free f>'om shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform lu size,
till
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOK CIRCULAR.

^mngcmmtis, 0c.

.

i

AQUARIUM. BROADWAY AND 35TH ST.
THETwelve
magnificently trained Kentucky Thoroughbred Horses, introduce d by Mons. OSCAR.
Captain A. H. BOGAR1.US shooting at glass balls
In different styles.

Miss JOSEPHINE, the lady with the iron jaw.
Performances daily at 2:30 and 8 o'clock p. m.
'''• extra.
Admlssi
produced In magnificent style
Shortly
enoruy to he p
Qec6
0XK DSRBI|tA .

1

TATHAM &

BROS., 82 Beekman

WATERS &

HONM, inunuIIORACF
factnrers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,
GAINS.

of Actresses, comic., etc., 10 lor 25 cts

*ListofbookB,2e.

"Up-

for Cash or on Installments.
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,

o-ranh

IHOTHs

and

A

Extremely Low

Beck man

PIIUTOGKAi'IllC APi'AKATU.-*,

unsurpassed.

Square

are
the
BEST
the Tone, Touch,

Workmanship aud DuraWarranted for SIX YEARS.

St.,

New

York.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Jgporigmm's §oatcs.

&

Chesapeake

J'partem en

RR

Ohio

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

West
,

Mountains. Greenbrier
i.

i

'

.

THE PENNSYLVANIA K.R. CO.

.

.-:i'

;

New

.'Ui'l

GUNPOWDER,

onlties

of the Tourist

Company

TICKETS

an Hie principle

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, With the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modem improvements
to equipmout.

POED, CESS

Wing

Trout FIhMus,

and

iSliootingr,

Still

ALVIN IIULBERT,

Hunting.

We

Prop'r.

cha!len;e any Hotel In the World to

large and as elegantly furnished
the SHERMAN.

show as

rooms as those
je20

of
tf

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
PFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25,
ViX and 6X lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. el 'FFG rs also
si
idlnl
umiU. The

Agent,
feblT4S

ITbank Thomson. Geb'l Mauager.

SPRINGYILLE IinrSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, 8U1NNBCOCK. BAT, L. I.,

James'
oas con

I

steamurday.

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
thecoast. 1 in
atne vicinity of New
York for bay snipe slioolitig of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good
Ground. L. 1.
Nov8 tf

CHICAGO £ ALTON RAILROAD,

.

Full Int

New

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

i.i

between

Burlington,

meor

i

Sportsmen,

,

Powder.

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, IS a

THE MOST POPULAR POWDPK

,„

i

••

i

]

ri

•.

l-

TICKETS TO F2RNANDINA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. ATJGTJSTINK, SAN
FOBD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points In

— FOE THROUGH

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WH. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern NaAl S. S. Cc n

,

Pier 22 South Delaware

Aven

tie,

,

|

Phlla.

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,
(coarse) to 3 (fine), burnlDg slowly, strong and
adapted for Glass Ball,
clean; great, i-frit-ir. tiun
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.

Nos.

;

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

3

stiODgand moLt.
i\j'.v

l

iMi

:

.s.

-i

--:£!.!,::

i'.il

ii'-v

i

i

street, at James Slip and Tbu '.'
street ferries, at the offices of •' The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, TSB and 912 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 333 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By pate
tickets at anv of. the above offices, baggage can be
ration.
checked from, residence to

Warren

li

8.

J.

>

SPENCER, GcnT

Sup't.
led tf

Chittenden, GenT Pass. Ageut.

Hartford, Spring
field and the North.

:|i-.,i,,:',s.

THfi SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

~

NlGHr LINE.— The Continental leaves New Tort
at 11 r. m., arriving in New Haven in time for the
morning trains.
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight
from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
York and Canada. Apply at Oflica on Pier or to
EICHAHD PECK, General AgentB.
early
train

igement the Great. Trunk
•st and Northwest, and.wiru
,] ,'l.,-,,.,'
'I;:.,
.,',. u'dween Chicago and all
onsiu, Northern ?..
the
aska, California, aLd

numerous

Minnesota,

NEAV YORK, HALIFAX,

Pier

N. S.

ASD ST

AIHAMBHA, Capt. Mcllhianey,
regular line between obciv? portB, li-avlug
North River, New York, three times a

10t

,

,,.

',

.1.1]]

I.:

li

is the cheapest
ot the Lower St. Lav:
ihanges and detenand most direct route,
tion. Time between New 1 ork and llalilas about.
Bixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and
Vine card Sounrls, in smooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New York and Halifax, $15 gold New York and St.
;

Excursion tickets at reduced
rates. For schedule of Bailmgsaud further particulars apply to
Johns,

$30,

gold.

CLARK & SEAMAN,

AGENTS—WOOD *

& CO,,

St. John's,

S6

West

street, e. Y.

CO., Hallfas, N. S,

N.

F-j

lo

Us

Western Tei,.*««..«.

OMAHA AND

]-'

I

B—

Powder

I

;

I

.

WD

,

am) le Lake Supi'Marquette, H
Its FKEBPORT AND DUBUQUE
rior country.
BRtord, EreeLINE is the only CO .,
port and

all

ItH cniCAGO
points via Freeport.
is the old Lake Shore

is the only one passing
!]..',:•„ l-ligHlimd
I'liri:.

and

route,
,::i,

lii-Tiooli' in

through Evanstou,

uaakegsn. Kacino,

Mii'.VMle,'

CHICAGO

i:

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

NiiRTli WESTERN

RAILWAY.

leave Chi sgo daily, except Sun(and in. every third Sunday), from the Weils
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., aud arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
Kast-bound t ev leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 P. Jt.,
daily, except Saliirday (and on cveiy third Saturday),

JACK LAMPS,
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS,
BAMBOO P,ODS, BLANKETS, KUBBER

SPLIT

GOODS, AMMUNITION,

W. HOLBERTON,
CLTON

I

oillce,

No.5Sta',e atr
For rates or

No. 115 Broadway

:

Boston

office,

format Ion not attainable irom your
ticket agents, aoplj to
n

mmm
MARVIN niJQHTTT,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
JeM
Gen. Pasi. Agent, Chicago,

tl

Y.

ST., N,

1

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
..'

..

:

The

I

:"

"

in-

'

i.

'

in:

aent use of ganB."

GEO.

Avenue, Jersey City

Pavonia

670

:

City. Mich., writes: "It is
have found In thirty-five

trade supplied by sole manufacturer,

EATON,

B.

<

Bay

lolnies, of

-

by principal

Sf Id

New York

dealers,

and by

Wm.

& Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kitiredge 4 Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. E. E-tou.Chlcsgo, 111.; Brown
& HUdc. St.. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Trimble & Kleibacker, Balrimore. Md. S.
Ohio.
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, 1). C. Jus. C. Grubb
& Co., Philadelphia,
Rcan

CANS O'i' BE

St.

NT BY MAJ5»

Sola Proprietors

ST., N.

?„

and Manufacturers of

Otrange Lightning Powder.
1 to 1, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed
lib. eani tors. Higher numbers specially are recom-

No.

mended for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 6 Jn
each, ami canisters Of 1 f.nd 6
G;.
t lbs.

Ronan's
Cleans

Knives
wads.

of

IVSetal

fifty shells In

Shell Cleaner.
No water used.

ten minutes.

elastic, self adjusting, prevent Die slipping
Is unequalled a- a It. ei-t. wiper by cover-

ing with an o.led cloth. For sale by all gun dealers,
or sample sent free bv mud on receipt of price,
Si. 60; 10 and 12 bore. J F, RONiN, ;ox 34 Roxtrary
Liberal disccnut to the
Station, Boston, Mass.
i

SeptiSSnp

trade.

'

..

lbs.

each.

Orange

Rifle

Powder.

TRY
f

-

|.
for rides and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG and FFFG, theiast, being l.liu flues!,
kegs of
in.-'.. T-'.'i 1>^
Packed in wood and m
and S\-i lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and Yi lb.

The

best

,:,.:

BLAStUlS POWdIr

and° KLBI STHIGAI, BLAST*
.,];,;'. "Otflffill

vise, FrlcUonal

EQUAL TO
For

sale

CURTIS

&.

DIAMOND
3, 3, 4, 5, 6,

1 and

Gunpowder.

HARVBJ'S

8.

Rule, aiil Col. Hawker's Ducking.
W. STITT, ltl
Cedar street. N. i' Agent for the United States

AT LESS PRICED
octll

D.

'CkEBDMOOK

tRifle

TAP.GKT, DlSTAKflE 200 Febt,

AKD

AIR GUN GALLERY,
No, 101 Bowery, (Between Grand und Heater Sw.)

NBW

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding und
Mariug Midlines. 13 Spruce St., 4th door fre.m
TxibuneBuildinga. JiMESBBADY, Manager und
a?ioj)i-ietor.

Open day and

night.

3m

LURCH'S

Long/i Range

GEAIBr.
Superior Rifle, EnfUld

ELY'S.

by all dealeis. Manufactured by B
Auaonia, Conn,, aud 7 White 'treel

GOODMAN,
New York.

showing siaes of tho grain by woort
on application io tho above Bddresa.

English Sporting

Nos.

and

Fuses,

:

ramprilets,
ont, aent iee

Chemically Prepared

FELT

'2:,

I

All of the above give hieli velocities aud less
.-eslduum than any other brands mads, and are reiommended and used by Oapt. &.U. BOGARDUS,

£i>oditwtt $

New American

Elv.es,

West.

New York
home

in

decs

Rand Powder Go.
SIUKRAY

ne;

and reach Chicago next afternoon.
Br No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hole! cars,
TO Sl'OKTSMITN.
This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geesa and Brant shooting,
our Iowa line to-day otters mere favorable points
than any other road in the eoiini.y. while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiel and Bass fishing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsurposssd by anything
in ihe

&

No. 26

t

ANO MH.WAOKEB LINE

AND

BOUDBEN'S & FERGUSON'S

for long-range rllie shooting.

Lafim

Is

HAHVEY W. H. Stbsniit,
jeajBm

i.':-..

U. S. Gevernment standard.
to order of any required grain
Agencies in all cities and principal townB
throughout the U. S. Represented by
70 Wall St. N. T.
F. L
Use JIONB but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg
N.

CALI-

the shortest and best route lor all
points in Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
Ll N B is the short
ST. PAL' L a 1
line for Northern Wisconsin aud Minnesota, and for
Madison. Si. Paul, IMinueapolis, Duluthand all points
ST.
-ne Oi'.-.ll' Moiihwrsr. its WINONA
»ii
CKTEH LINE is the only route for Winona, Rochester Owatcnna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ufa and
Its
all points in Sou'ln-m and f'-ntral Jl^nesota.
•£
i-;'
SlAI.ol'flTTE LINE is the only
i atertowil, ffoud dn Lac. Osline fo'r Janesvi e
kos'h, Appleton, Green liny, K M -imaba, Negaunee,

FORNIA LINE

Westbound,

JOHN.?, N. P.
THE FHiST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
COBTES, Capl, Bennett, and

forma

",..!

.,

1

shortest and qi
points In Illin

the

Cromwell Steamship Line.

Sp,

Mortar and

KNEELAND,

& Northwestern Eft.

Railway Line?
its

,

elegant steamer C. H.
leaves Pier No. 25, Eaht Kiv,r, daily (Sundays excepted), at 3 r. m. Passengers go North and East at

Hon,

or proof.

'

MOETHAM

The new and

i

Powder manufactured

AND

FOR

New Haven,

Musket,

Mammoth Powder,

i

College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 201 Broadway, corner

PK.

the best preparation
n
years of act

.,.

Embraces und

NEW TO

For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments.
Safe to handle, WILL KOT GUM, and will keep in
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United

grades for export.

.

STREET,

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.— The Fg for long-range rifle shooting, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning

strong and clean Powder of very fine grain

.

Chicago

WAIL

for Pistol shooting.

A quick-,

.

(i

TiLANU-

1

SPORTING, MIXING. SHIPPING AND BLAST-

[

,

*nde:30p. m. For Far Roekaway, etc., at 9:30 a. m.,
For Garden City and Hemp4. 4:3", 6, « and 7 p. m.
«ead, 8:30 and id a. si., B:SH, 4:30, 5:80, t-y.m r. M„ and
12:15 Right, and from Long 61a 4 Oity Ol Ij :':3il A. M.,
1:30 and 6:30 i\ H. SUNDATS-For Peri Ti
Fatcbogue, etc., 9 a. m. Babylon, etc., and 7 p. m.
Northportand Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:30 P.m.,
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 a. m., '2:30 and 8:30
p. M., and from Long 1-1 .ud CI T only 9:80 A. it and
6180 P. M. Trains for Rockaway B

OP

i/:T,

j

of dealers, or of the Company's Agents In ever* prora'p^nt city, or whoiesal*

•

v

SRAJ

\.l

The above can be bad

And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen.
SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EAC1I $15.

Nns. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength,
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball
and Pigeon Shooting.

anl essSlip
SUn

BPBG1
AtSO,
-

AN1 REQUIREIJ 6KA1
FACTURED TO ORDER.

of

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

-2i\ iron. Thlri.y-

i

i

Powder

fourth street, East River (<
s previous
ire pi m»i, -jja floift South
Weill street,
Ful.on ami. vtltarlce ferries ('jail.) 80 minutes previous to departure of trains f\6rn Depot, corner Flatbtlsli aud Atlantic avenues, BrooRlyn.
Trains leave
ong jslapd City (Runter'a Point) as
follows
For Gr. ^ rJ ao. Sag harbor, etc., S:30 a. jr.,
4 P. M., aud on c'.anirdavs nt 3:30 p. M. For Patctiogue, etc., !):.«;
]
etc., at 9:?;;,
M-i 4 J:30, 8 and 6 p. M, F
Jeftersnet „
at , ft A M an( j 4 : 3o p. m. For NortliP ort >•,,(• at, 10 A. St., 3:30, 130 and 6:30 p.m. For
*3 n 5:30
delist Valley, at.8
:

USE

In 1S01,
maintained their great refutation for 78 years.

Manufacture Ihe following celebrated brands

on parties of ten or more upon application to General
1 iclcet Office, Ce'lar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. Winslow,
Gen, Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf
ls?s

IN

TJiiucni'sUimpoTrder Mills, established

Lines In Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and thair dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates

ISLAND HAILKOAD, MAY. >
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York tT\rf

la-

Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

JAMES CHARLTON,

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West

FQ

DUPONT'S

liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,

brands for

Superior Xtlluing and Blasting PotTder.
80VERN1IENT CANNON A MUSKET POWDEK:

SHOOTING, PISHING, CAMPING
ARCHERY OUTFITS.

Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

QUICKEST,

FFG

Sportsmen's Emporium.

en, geese, __.

juail, etc.

Rapids & N'rth'rn

C.

t.ms roa

btrougaud

canisters. Burns
are fevorite

@}tutpowfyr.

EVERYTHING.

Cars

St. Louis, Dlinneapolls
and St. Paul,

and

^gorjfstiim'n (Roosts.

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

LINE.

Throniru Pullman Palace Sleeping

from

Chicago

Kansas City

to

AND

PAUL SHORT

ST.

to St. Louis, slid

Chicago

Louis, Minneapolis

St.

FFFG

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
in -titutlaril Hi I!, pmvdcr of the country.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

FARMER, GcnT Pass.

V. lb.

io

!

AND FEA-UEK.
L. P.

i

I

Also, to

Old Dominion Line.

'.if

i

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

Shooting."

'-.-

Rates reduced to ?3 per day for all rooms above
tlie parlor door, without baths.
Booms with baths, $3.50, Si, and $4.50 per day.

other well-known centers for

CONWAY R. HOWARD,

Duck

In 1 and 5 lb. canisters,
1 (One) to S (coarse).
Hums slou s-aiX very
andfi'q add :
egS
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
or wider shootlne, it
forest
Hon. For Held,
and
It is equally servleeablerank- any other brand,
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

KASE RENOV, BBI
ON, M1NNEQUA, and

te

cities

"

Hazard's

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the Company in

Pennsylvania and

in

and clean, foi
Weil adapted to shot-

upland prairie shooting.
guns.

GUNNING AND FISHING

White

and

canisters

(coarse). In 1 lb.
fine grain, nnlcfc

(tine) to s

l

OV lb, kegs. A

also reach the beat localities for

Sulphur Springs.

Packed

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

Railroad

Pennsylvani

in point Of
In square canis-

Unsurpassed

rength ami cleanliness.
ters of lib. only.
si

BE TUANai'OKTBD wnaontauni*

able STOCK TO
or injury,
The lines of

through Hie most beantifnl and plctoresque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

via

Hazard's) " Electric Powder."
1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).

NOB.

i

carried free.

The Only Route

and RACE COURSES In the
These lines being CONTINUOUS
POINTS, avoid thedlmand dangers of resliipment, while the excelover the smooth steel tracks en-!i run

troitING FAKES
Middle Slates.

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

Guns. Ashing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

The Route

IfANtjFACTTJBEKH OF

most ol the

afforded by their lines for reaching

and Ean-

I'.'

and linti, fleer, boar, « lid turkeys, wild dock, grouse,
quail, snips, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,
pickerel, etc.. etc.

man

CHICAGO.

Respectfully invite attention to the

ami Piedmont Virginia

v!ountalii8,VaUey of Virginia, AlIegHiins
Rivers,

,

THE
HAZAKD POWDER CO

Sherman House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Virginia,

of Central

§tittfJawdci;

"§oicte ;ntt!£tesarfcfor gyortetnm.

TO SPOETSMES:

The Route

Comprising those

potties.

's

375

O. St B.

1'OltK,

ZETTlAil,

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE QAIlLEHY,
'07

Bowery,

New TorE,

,,

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^pertsmeti's §oods.

Cartridge

HATWARD,

W.

A.

212

BROADWAY,

N.

,6'

f# or timet]' $ goods.

q

W.

H. Holabird,

THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIEH, OF

Y.,

VALPARAISO, USD.

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.).
This house is well known as being the largest
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United

WAT KRV ROOF DTJCK

States.

f

Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, BitKara, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social
Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of jese'ry of every de-

novH 2mos

Bcriptiou.

A fine
"

MANTrFACTUREKS OF THK

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
MOCCASINS.

Adapted

in the market
for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,

The best thing

to all military

UNITED STATES and

r in a variety ot styles, and
warranted the tisavine
* 1A TIN s
for illEUTCHTNG5, P. 0. Box 36S, Dover, N. H. (Successor to Franfc Geoa.)

and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY
Rim-lire ammunition of all kinds,
Governments.

*d sporting rifles
Foreign

several

OF THE

receipt of price,
Ciat for $6, seat tree on receipt of price,

PRACTICAL BINTS ON BOG BREAKING"

being a eomprehe
breaking the doj
adapted to the wa
85b. Prospectui
spaniels in Indiana.

eating on the art of
1,

and

is

especially

sportsmen.

r

Price

and

innel o[ setters

Write for particulars.
novsi

Special

tf

attention given to the manufacture of

They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
1 durable. Made to order

erticU.

Full BotOf fine FLEXIBLE
r $10, sent free oi ex. on

Cartridges for Target Practice.

%cljtiuq §oods,

Send for Illnstrated Catalogue.

^

Send

W.lW.Jjreener's Champion Treble JWedge Fast,
Breech-Loader.i
-*

—

:

v

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de
ttfart valued at
£169, and a money prize of £105, thin the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six ol the best Bhots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and i$'A yards, lie
j also won the Bscond event, killings birds in succession
- at 33 yards, makine; a total of IS birds ont of 20.
This
1b acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877. beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
bo
silver
cup,
valued
at
guineas,
presented
the
by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
"
The winning gun alao at Philadelphia. 1S76, in the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. Bogardus and
ioulh killing 86 birds ont of 100, using one barrel only.
Mr. South
bearing
102
guns
the
best
Trial.
by
all
great
London
Qua
1ST6,
makers
Of
The winning gun also at the
FASi' BREECH-LOADER is the strongest
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TRKBLE
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
IMITATIONS.
INFRINGEMENTS
OR
OF
States, Oct. 5, 187S No. 168,328.
1878, the

TOJNTINO, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the
Universe.

a

W for one
HENNING,

scriptive Circular sent on request.

CEO.

C.

ite

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

PATENT BOSS
The only practical cartridge holder in use. Will
brass cartridges,
carry
aad positively prevent
wads from starting on
shot. Suitable for either
paper or brass shells.
These cartridge holders
can be easily attached to
any hnutin? vest or coat

A vest will

W. W. GBEENER,
H.

C.

COMPASS.

BEWARE

;

Cartridge Holders and Belts.

Jront.

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

WEDGE

POOLER & JONES,

of the cartridge

i

Mary's -Works, Birmingham, England.
1 Oortlandt Street, New York City.'

St.

SQUIRES, Agent, No.

A New

Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading
making straight-bores shoot as well as choke bores are supposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.23 per hundred for 10-gause, and $1.10
Packed 50 in a box.
tner B i zes t0 follow.
10 and 12-gauge now ready
for 12-gauge

InVri SO

holders.

guns,

Two

dozen of the
ers only weigh s ozs. One
complete, with 30
attached,
only
holders
belt

;

;

75c.

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

weighs one pound. The
belts can be perfectly adjusted to fit either a slim
or large man. Will deliver to any address, anc
pre paypo-stage.on belts oi

KAY &

A. B.

any number of loose hod
ers on receipt of the fol-

Spring
prices:
brass cartridge holders,
per dozen, $1.25; adjustable belts with 30 spring
brass holders, complete,
$±. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the
solicit corgayest and nicest belt in use. $5.
respondence from de Uers. All our belts are made

lowing

sept26

Sard's Patent Rotating Class

THIS

CO., Newark,

J.
Long-Range,
ft!.

Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for
Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting.

FAC-SLMTLE.

;

JTe

alias

FELLED GLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

"St andard

The

SOUTH STBEET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

57

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, Moots,
paints, oils, etc.
leiiT-iy

ESTABLISHED

1S40.

i

MADS

STAHDAEDAHD

CABIN STOKES.

" Ball.

Balls to the fact
The Bohemian Glass Worts would respectfully call the attention of all dealers In Glass
TO A SCALE, therefore we
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball Is the
tor to e boring Trade,
dealers against laving InaBt
would respac
"" 'alia.
when you can purchase the Best. B-ili ever made at prices
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully
made. It will break in everv instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently Birong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
,
.„_„.„
»„«
,
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 300.
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade

Ball Trap.

AN EXACT

IS

Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
The very best compaua
patent catch.
mounted
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been left at the Fokkst and Stueaw and Hod and
Gun oftloe. Sent on receiptor $1.50, by potd ofllee
order, to anv part of the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS £ CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agenta for the London and New York Compass Co.

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

JmlEvJh

We

of the finest Rnsseit leather, and have Neck-Straps
on (not shown in cut). Cash must accompany orders.
Send monev by registered letter on Serena, 111., or
Send 10 cent
P. O. Money Order on Ottawa, 111.
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to
FOOLER <fc JONES, Serena, La Salle Co., 111.

per Box.

WALDSTEIN.

H.

l

-

I

.

*

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

214 Peirl Street,

N. Y.

OCULIST & OPTICJAN.,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
I

Has received the Highest Awards

at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Lest Field, Marine, Opera and
S,

A. H.
My Patent Rough
,9 til

in?,

Glass Balls are

mil carefully narked,

no-

each barrel, and by having a rough Pnrfa
and prevents the glancing .it shot, win).-

llili ::i

.•.!'

I

etc., etc.

.11 eyes.
Spectacles and Bye
largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyea.

The

broken by bhipping, and the feather-UKed bad

ball

with

ii

'"i.

Illustrated CatSlogve en receipt

ofputape

ttfi cents.

I

tato bei
learly one-third of them are
Now,
ante.
ont M

;[

.

j

iDgihens the
i

b

Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by

Transportation,

BENJ. PIKE'S SON & CO.

OPTICIANS,
930 BKOABWAY,
Between

since my return from
will pack 10 extra. 1 have had 5,05) shipned ont \\ est
wonldnw And abs
England, and us»d them myso.i
e from, and
never over three or four In a barrel. M traps*
iiibs use them you cao readily see Hindi.

Slat

NEW YORK,

ami 22a

B

et

end

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible

tUrectlon. No screen Isneeded, as no one, not even
u take. Made
puller, can tell 1
PAHTS
f,-;a&-.r.ary if desired. All metal.
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular.
.

inarclie'i ii'|i,irU-

WORKING

:.l

,v

in

ii-.

i

1
.

.

II

J

..

will follow the iii-trn.^ions laid town in my book,
Shooting," will become craiS win
hot and upheld tietpTB
i this snort to the public, ami wan has been
it a*
been written and
ru.-- on y b ink that
flag
Mv ' Fi»id, Cover and Trap s'lootirg" will
who
return lie money to
I
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For Forest and Stream and Bod and Gun.

HUNTING THE ANTELOPE

And

not of bullets, but of well-deserved maledictions on that stupid
law of California that forbids the killing of does. When will
the American people ever learn that the sporlsman and the

Far over prairie pastures green,
by rooky rklge ami cliff,

fart

settler

Carpets ihe mountain's louely pas?,
Ths antelopes, in browsing herds,
O'er all those grassy uplands rove,
To taste the rill or crop the leaf,
In the sweet freedom of the grove.

for

fail

o'ertake their speeding footsteps lleet

;

death beguile.

The savage, hidden in some busn,
Whose leafy clumps the prairies dot,
Shakes its green foliage, and attractB
The prey within his arrow's shot
And oft the lawless Shoshonee,

;

Or Mandan warrior, stark and grim,
Circle the herds on dashing steed,

Fleet as the birds the air that skim,
a reckless speed,

And charging with

;

With brandish'd spear and twanging bow,
And whooping their demoniac yell,
They lay the panting victims low.

The dan wolves

be limited to only a part of the open season ? But no the
palate's royal prerogative must be held sacred, ard thousands
of law-abiding sporlsmen and settlers must have their sport
abridged to a minimum in order that the plutocracy of San
Francisco may revel in venison that they are too stupid or
too lazy to hunt for themselves.
We saunter along a cattle trail for a few hundred yards
when we suddenly discover walkiug across an open place two
hundred yards ahead two more deer, a fawn and something
rather queer company for this
that looks like a young buck
time of year. The first thing to do is to do nothing, but keep
cool and see what's best to be done, for tbey will not leave
In a moment they disappear
the valiey at this time of day.
behind some rolling ground. We must now reach that high
This will give
knoll to the left of where they disappeared.
us a good out-look, and besides it is always best, where it can
just as well be avoided, not to follow directly upon a deer's
fresh track as they are more apt to be watching in that direction than in any other, and if much bunted or if started
by anything will be almost sure to watch their back track.
Climbing cautiously up the knoil we take off our hats and
peer over the crest. This care is not always necessary, but
they will quickly see a broad hat, and it is always safest to
act upon the presumption that your game is the wildest and
sharpest of its kind. A deer is soiuelimes careless, but never
presume upon that fact in hunting. Some two hundred yards
away in a side gulch filled with scrub oak along the sides, we
see them eating the scrub oak acorns, raising their heads and
taking a long sharp look all around while masticaiing one.
:

Vet stratagem and Indian wile
to

ought not to shoulder the whole burden of restrictions
preservation ? Why should not the pot-hunter and
and the sale of game in market

game

the epicure bear his share too,

So sby that mao, a'mo3t In vain,
May seek to ambush their retreat,
So swift that matchless steed may

The timorous herds

a sudden bumpand smash of two gray Streaks 100

when we are reminded by

" Like theTalnbow's lovely form
Evanishing amid the storm,''

plain.

With dark ravine ami chasm between,
Where short and sweet the jaicy grass

To

for,

yards ahead, into the chapparal,

Americana).

WBERB sweeps the illimitable

what we came

(Antelope bump—and the crash

of the wilderness,

Gaunt, gray and grizzly, famishing,
With lopping stride or crouching gait,
Surround them with their narrowing ring;
Then, with a rush, the quarry gain,
Tearing with fang the bleeding vein,
Till soon there searce remains a bone,
Amid the trodden grasses thrown.
Isaac McLellan,

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.
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They are too far for a sure shot.
Put down that rifle.
must be a dead centre shot, or you'll be apt to lose him in that
must get to that ridge behind
brush, even with a dog.
them.
Swinging around, so that neither our wind nor noise can
reach them, we gain the back side of the ridge and ascend it
slowly and quietly as possible. When near the top a dead
stick snaps under an incautious step of your foot, which is at
once followed by a butnp-bumpsmash-bump from the other

We

!

BT

T. S.

VAN DTEB.

any dissertation
LT is
on deer hunting; for to do it half justice would require
a volume. But there is one more kind of it here to which I
must introduce the reader even at the risk of being considered
tedious by some who take little interest in hunting with the

my purpose

at this time to go into

rifle.

It is later in the season than the lime of our last hunt, and
the acorns are pattering on the dry, hard ground. Between
rugged mountains robed in sombre green, runs a long, low
vale from 200 to 500 yards wide, with numerous small
tranches which break away into the adjacent mountains. Its
bottom is covered with vast live oaks that were monarchs
when Charlemagne was a baby. Their immense trunks, their
long arms, resplendent with ever shining green, their broad
massive heads and their hoary beards of trailing moss form a

grace and strength. In places
they cover the ground witn an almost continuous shade, and
ground
beneath
open
suggest an old English
smooth
with the
park. Along the sides where the valley breaks into mountain
are low hills and knolls dotted with white oaks that were
striking picture of dignity,

pioneers before

Columbus

set sail

;

and the acorns of these the

deer particularly love.
At this time of year the deer concentrate from the neighboring hills upon such ground as this. During midday
they lie in the brushy heads of the side gulches or in the
heavy chapparal upon the mountain's breast, where it is quite
But about 4 o'clock in the afteruseless to try to still hunt.
noon they move down to these valleys to feed and lounge
the
morning.
Is this a hunt or only an
until after sunrise in

evening

Btroll

in a park

1

We could scarcely

tell

did

we

not

are miles away from man or any of his works,
numerous deer tracks along the cattle trails, and
but for a strange mystenous track occasionally seen in the
Bandy bed of the slumbering stream like a huge misshapen
human foot wilh uncommonly long and narrow toe nails.
We loaf slowly along in the cool shade and almost forget

know

that

but for the

we

Gliding swiftly along in the gray of morning, we reach a point
a few hundred yards beyood where we were last night. All
over the oaks stand like an immense orchard. Here and there
long vistas appear, down which we take a long and can ful
look, and sometimes we have to stoop down for a long range
On we go until the risof sisht below the hanging branches.
ing sun, breaking through a gorge in the mountains, glistens
on the bright green leaves and lights up with golden torch the
dead white grass and leaves beneath. Below a distant aged
oak the slaniiug beams gleam on the polished tines of a pair of
branching antlers and the sleek gray coat of a round, plump

body behind them.
There must be no fooling now with

this chap, and no long
so keep down that long-range sight.
He
must be dropped within twenty yards of where lie stands and
not sent hobbling into the brush, for a dog cannot always be
depended upon in this chapparal. tie is now two hundred and
fifty yards off at least, and you must get one hundred yards
closer, anyhow. You'll have to approach him in his sight, too,
a task one of the hardest in tho world, but also one of the
Leave your hat here and get down
easiest if you do it right.
Keep a close watch on the
as close to the ground as you can.
deer, and the moment he raises his head to look, lie still.
Move only when he is feeding, and keep that tree between
you as much as possible. In the meantime I'll back out of
here and swing around to the side toward which he'll be likely

or uncertain shots

to

run

if

;

be should

start.

Fifty yards you pass at a slow and painful pace, when you
must be crossed that is directly in
Now your chances of getting closer
are less than your chances of guessing your distance, and you
wise resolve, generally, but you forget
resolve to shoot.
just now that you want to make a centre shot and not cripple
You'd better try fifty yards more.
that noble fellow.
In the meantime 1 have gained a position on a knoll some
200 ysrds to one side of him and between him and the mountain" toward which his head is turned, and I am watching
him quietly, when suddenly the buck springs in the air as
your rifle speaks out far and wide, and starts at a heavy, but
rapid gait, on a slanting course toward me. On he comes,
not with the high elastic bound, but with the lumbering gallop of an old cow, with head down and horns projecting forward. I raise the rifle ahead of him and coolly await his
coming, when, with a plunge and a lurch, he falls, gives a
good shot as ever was, and
kick or two, and all is over.
good 150 yards he ran, much
square through the heart.
further than usual, though deer have run nearly half a mile
when so shot.
Such, dear reader, is a sample of deer bunting as it usually
is in this county, though not quite as it has so far been this
find that an open slope
plain sight of the deer.

A

A

A

For some reason, which no one seems to understand,
the deer have been scarcer than usual in their ordinary haunts,
though it is certain that they have not been killed off nor left
the country. Keche and I have quit." good success in spite of
We may get a shot yet.
Run for the top, quick
only by hard work, patient toil, and by extra good
reach it just in time to see two white buttocks, each sur- il, but it is
chance. All other game
mounted and flanked by glistening gray, waning swiftly in fortune in making the most of every
is more abundantthan usual, and quite as easily found as at
the chapparal on the top of the next ridge. The waning prowho
would
seek a refuge from
sportsman
the
To
any
time.
cess is considerably accelerated by a vain connonade of snapthe winters of Jhe North and would shun the enervating heat
shots, almost always useless at any considerable distance.
who would follow his favorite
But not yet are we outgeneraled, f jr clcss to our left winds or iralaria of other sections,
greatest number of days in the year and
around the head of the gulch, bliea horse-shoe, a well-beaten sport during the
with the least amount of toil, I can confidently recommend
cattle trail. Swiftly our moccasins skim along the dusty path,
County. For such reasons I have sought it, and
and we gain the next ridge just in time to see our game ca- San Diego
though 1 rind it, like all of California, far below the asinine
reering up the head of the next gulch, with the everlasting
bump-bump-bump of their stiff, steely legs. At the crack of hyperbole (to use the mildest term) of Kordhoff, I am still
For reasons
fully satisfied with its fitness for my purpose.
the rifles the powerful legs of the largest one wilt and down
Id
before given, no market hunters need apply at present.
he comss, stumbling with a crash into the brush.
come here, or indeed to any part of CaliGoing up to the place where he fell, we find nothing. There fact no one should
making
a living
fornia at present, with any expectation of
is no blood, and the ground is too hard, too stony, too mossy
directly or indirectly, out of
and the brush too thick to follow tracks not made on the with either head or hands, either
It may, perhaps, be done, but the chances are
the country.
jump. An old story this i3, and a terribly provoking one.
especially when out of health.
Three long whistles on an empty shell bring Reche from a five to one against one,
I must add another word or two of caution, which, absurd
neighboring valley with Diego, a Scotch terrier. Diego snuffles
as they may stem, experience has taught me are sometimes
a moment around in the brush, and, with a sharp yelp, bounds
away up the hill. Very soon there is a mixture of yelps, needful
1st. That there is supposed to be but one perfectly warm
barks and crashing brush one hundred yards or so above and
the whole universe, and in judging any
beyond us. In a moment the noise shifts and the bushes and dry climate in
climate you must consider not what is desirable, but
break in a rapid line downward into another gulch. Down- terrestrial
ward goes the racket, no longer with the regular bump-bump- what is attainable.
3d. That climate is never a medicine, but only a condition
bump, but a confused clattering discord of crashing brush,
under which one not too far gone may recover.
yelping dog and stumbling hoofs.
3d. That California is not to blame for your hard fate in
Plunging and thrashing our way through as fast as possible,
and banished from friends and
we come in sight just as they reach the bottom of the gulch, being thrown out of business
home.
where the nimble Diego bounds ahead and grabs the deer by
4th. That the felicities of heaven are not to be enjoyed
one of his long, mulish ears. In a twinkling he is shaken off
the formality of dying, and California is not a heaven
and narrowly escapes a thrust so vigorous that one tine of the without
Nordhoff to the contrary, notwithstanding.
sharp horns is broken off by striking the Etouy side of the anyhow,
To the average tyro in hunting I find it necessary to say :
gulch. Again the dog grabs him, but, like lightning, is
1st. That though the hunting here is by far the easiest; I
thrown to the ground by a stroke of one fore foot. With one
seen, it is nevertheless hunting, and not merely dishind leg broken high up and entrails hanging out from where have ever
charging a gun and picking up game.
the ball just scraped bis paunch in its onward course, the
2d. That the word " plenty " does not have the same meanbuck stands at bay with hair erect and eyes of a savagely
ing when appl.ed to every kind of game, aud it nowhere
bright, greenish glare, and makes a thrust that would finish
thick that you cannot by dilligent and judicious
a much larger dog. The plucky little terrier dodges and means so
find in the course of a day a bare spot to eat your lunch
grabs again, now dangling in the air from one ear as the buck search
on.
sharp
the
yelp
as
fries to' shake him off, now letting go with a
3d. That game here has the same trick of gettirg out of the
hoof hits him, until a shot from Keche pacifies the savage
way tf a bunglei a? it bus elsewhere, and that this annoyance
buck.
be avoided only by learning to hit it aud not by abusing
can
starlight,
and
a
live
oak
under
royal
a
After a sound sleep
California.
breakfast we again tread the same valley of the night beure
side.

not

12, 1878..

year.
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MOOSE HUNTING AT SPIDER LAKE.
ALL-SAINT'S DA.T (1st Nov., 1878) didn't look very
cheering to mortal eyes, -when our host, French, of the
Scotstown Hotel, called ua to breakfast at 5-.30 a. m. We had
arrived from Sherbrooke by the train of the previous evening,
and after interviewing the road master, Mr. Smith, were consoled by the assurance that if the weather was propitious the
would give us a lift as far as Spring Hill, some
twenty miles on our road to Latce Megantic. Eight weeks
we had shot our first moose on Spider Lake, and now
we anticipated more sport in the same line. We had footed it
from Scotstown before, and knew what a blessing a ride on the
engine would prove. The first snow of the seuson was falling fast, our banner didn't show "Excelsior," nor any other
Smith wanted to be off. Our baggage was locked
device.
up in the station the station-master was not bound to be on
before
7 a. m., and every minute's delay cost the wages
hand
of some fifty or sixty men. At last Mr. Scott, the station
agent, appeared doing the walk to the depot and the buttoning
up of his nether garments at the same time, and shortly after
O'clock we were off. "Joe," the engine driver, made room for
our traps on the tender. "Clark,' ihe stoker, politely placed his
aide of the cab at our disposal, and apparently didn't miss his
seat very much. The iron horse had to travel on an up grade,
consumed an enormous quantity of fodder, and Clark bad
something else to do than sit down. After a trip of two or
three hours, we uncoupled from the ballast train, and Joe
gave us a lift two and a half miles further to the Spring Hill
crossing, where we were glad to take shelter from the storm
in Capt. McAulay's camp, and waitthe arrival of John Boston
McDonald's team, which was to meet us there. No train
beiug expected in such weather, we had to wait until the
afternoon before our team made its appearance, when we
started, and after using up three hours in travelling four and
a half miles reached John Boston's about 5 f. m. We met Mr.

hallast train

nefore

;

content himself with the one he got— the smaller of the two.
After partaking of the balance of a rabbit stew— a rehash from
the night before— Hoyt and Nagle departed and we saw them
no more. Two Indians and a squaw were camped on the
north side of Spider Lake en route for Moosehead Lake. If
this weather continues the trip will have to be made on foot,
frost in the' ground it will be hard getting
Tuesday night we stayed at Ball's, where
a supper of hot wheat buns, potatoes, stewed

and as there is no
through swamps.

we enjoyed

partridge, dried moose hash, butter, tea and coffee, and fried
Wednesday morning
trout caught before the 1st of October.
Den got on the track of three deer, quite fresh, on the Carry
between Spider and Megantic, and like two fools we followed
them. Their tracks diverged, and about 11 a. in. I found myself on the Arnold River, tired, hungry and three miles from
anywhere. Recognizing the place I took a fresh start, and
after skirting Rush Lake (which I felt would be more appropriately called the lake of the Dismal Swamp) fording the
lower Spider twice, and drenched from head to foot, 1 reached
Ball's and found a hot dinner waiting, which I surrounded to
ability.
1 passed a beaver slide down which
the best of
three or four poplar trees had been slid the night before.
sticks of about five feet in length lay ready for shipment,

my

Two

The beaver are very plentiful,
as if with an ax.
but owing to the ice few have been taken. Mr. Nagle had
found four new dams and was awaiting fine weather in order

cleanly

cut.

Both he and
to become better acquainted with the occupants.
Ball had some flue skins. Sable are plentiful and the fur
very fine. At 2 p. m. we left Spider, backed our traps to
Megantic, and started for home. The snow fell thickly and
melted as it fell, soaking us completely. At Rocky Point,
half way through the lake, it, became squally, wind shifting to
N. W., and for Ihe first time in seventeen years I had to coast
round Victoria Bay, the bete noir of voyageurs, in a blinding
snow storm. The waves froze as they dashed over the boat,
and when at dark we reached the foot of the lake, our clothes
stiff.
Our friend Mr. Ryan met us and kindly
carried our baggage to John Boston's, where a pair of dry
socks, a hot supper and a good fire speedily dispelled the
Here we were fortunate enough
afternoon's gloomy winter.
to meet Mr. Boss, a contractor on the International Railway,
who has our best thanks for carrying us to Spring Hill Crossing just in time to catch an engine at midnight, by which we
reached Scotstown in time to take the morning train for SherFarewell ye forests and ye streams. When the
brook.
showers of April and May have released you from yolir present
ice bonds, 1 hope to be able to chronicle a glowing account of

were frozen

Hale, of Sherbrook, rejoicing in the possession of a splendid
skin and antlers of a seven-ytar-old moose, shot by him the
previous week. "Den" Ball, our guide on a former trip, was
on hand, and after consulting the glass, we concluded it inexpedient to attempt running through Lake Megantic that night. a fishing trip among you, and by next September will he happy
Next morning we took an early start, called at the Chandiere, to welcome under a shingle roof, near the head of Spider lake,
where we were hospitably received by the Messrs. Bruce, and any reader of Forest and Stream who would like a few
the same night were a lad to find shelter in the shanty of a nights deer and moose shooting in one of the best localities
French -Canadian habitant at Famee's landing, near the head within a radius of 200 miles.
D. Thomas.
of Lake Megautic. Ball crossed the carry (portage) to his own
Sherbrook, P. Q.,Nm. 18, 1878.
pliice at the foot of Spider Lake.
Next day we had our traps hauled across the carry in an
old ennoe, and found, and were glad to find, comfortable
quarters with Den Ball until next Friday, the weather being
too severe to admit of our going into camp. We were regaled
Report of the Ohio State
Second
by Mrs. Ball on partridge, rabbit and other backwood deli1877.
for the
Fish
cacies, served up in a style which would do credit to a Soyer
bad no difficulty in procuring such game within a few
rods of Den's habitation. Fresh tracks of deer could be seen
for
the year
Commissioners
Fish
Report of the Ohio
daily on the portage, within 100 rods of Den's, but the weather
1877 is a valuable document. We have before this
made it impossible to hunt them successfully, although Den
kindred State
took many a tramp, and offered innumerable fifty-cent bets spoken of the importance of these reports and
that he would bring back a deer. On Friday we started bright. documents as public educators. The dissemination of natural
and early for the head of Spider Lake, some five miles distant, history information is necessarily very great, when, in addition
aid, running out from the snug bay in which Den has pitched
to a mere compound of statistics, there are pages devoted to
his camp, were no', tardy in rinding out that we had struck a
The white caps from North Bay washed scientific descriptions of the various kinds of fish found in
different climate.
down with Polar rigidity, and we foundit impossible to reach the State. In the report now before us some twenty-seven
the head of the lake wilhout cutting our way through ice just amply illustrated pages are given to " Descriptions of Ohio
thick enough to be treacherous. This we did for over half a
Fishes," which are arranged from manuscript notes of Prof.
tnile, got our traps ashore, and pitched camp in a nicely shelknowledge
tered position, 100 feet back from the lake, where we soon D. S. Jordan, with whose superior ichthyological
with
cedar.
dried,
dead
birch,
kiln
of
white
In specific work the Commissionour readers are familiar.
had a blazing fire
Any one who has experienced the pungent, smartimg effects ers are to be congratulated upon the success of their labors.
of the smoke from a white birch fire will excuse the expletives
their efforts to accomplish the artificial reproduction of
which added emphasis to our subsequent conversation. Here In
we met Mr. Gerard Nagle, of Sherbrook, and Mr. Hoyt, black bass the Commissioners have adopted what appears to
who were trapping for pleasure and profit, on the Upper be a feasible plan. It is well known that the adhesiveness of
Spider lliver, and were camped two miles above us. They the eggs after their extrusion is such that they cannot be
were short of bread, and Mr. Nagle was on a foraging expedireadily impregnated by artificial means. How to best accomtion to tbe nearest settlement. Their boat was f lozen in up
artificial means has
the river, and our opportune appearance saved a long and plish their reproduction by other than
been a puzzle to fish-cultuiists. The Ohio Commissioners
our
bread
upon
the
tedious trip on "shanks' pony." We cast
Island of several
waters, and were next day rewarded by a generous allowance have appropriated an excavation on Iielley's
of moose meat, part of a three- year-old cow, shot by them on acres in extent and about ten feet in depth, which has been
means
of
a steam pump
quarrying
there.
By
tbe
formed
by
steak
of
that
juicy
think
When
I
the previous Wednesday.
the excavation has been filled with water^ and the supply is
fried in butter— our standing dish for the next two or three
crevasses
days, my mouth waters, and I feel that it is possiblefor one to maintained by permanent subterranean pipes. The
in the sides of this quarry are full of a wonderfully large
sell his birthright for a mess of pottage. I can find an excuse,
supply of mollusk life, and on the bottom are great quantities
also, for the aboriginal who camps alongside his dead quarry
With the food contained in the
of Symnea and other forms.
until the flesh has diappeaxed, and the polished bones show
find an abundance
signs of denial ivories. Try it yourself, and you'll find that lake water it is believed that the bass will
you can't get up as much opposition to my remarks as would of food. In July, 1877, a hundred bass were placed in these
successfully carry on the government of a one-horse hash waters to become acclimated before the next spawning Beason.
It is proposed to distribute the fry to tbe different streams of
factory.
the State.
I sincerely pity the person who has never tasted a fresh,
The salmon hitherto planted in streams which flow into the
tender moose steak, ne can't understand what constitutes
good living. " Man wants but little here below" doesn't lake have been frequently taken with hook and line, and in
Nothing definite has
instance many were taken in a net,
whisky,
one
Indian's
"too
the
Like
apply to moose steak.
much is just enough." Saturday night at least a foot of snow been learned of those taken in the Miami. The Ohio ComTraveling through the woods was decidedly tiresome, missioners experience some of the same difficulties caused by
fell.
and the snow on the bushes soon assumed liquid form, and a the interference of other States as those complained of by the
message, Gov.
dip in the lake couldn't have made us much wetter. We re- Massachusetts Commissioners. In his annual
On Monday Young called attention to the fact that by the interposition
ligiously observed the greater part of Sunday.
the efforts of the
and
Kentucky
Yirginia
of
West
water,
of
citizens
open
tbe
ice
to
over
drag
our
boat
Hoyt
to
helped
we
and he started fcr the nearest store, over twelve miles, for Ohio Gommisioners were rendered in a measure nugatory.
courtesies should rebread and pork. The wild geese and ducks took advantage These questions of inter-State rights and
and not be left
oi our boatless situation and "honk honked "and "quack ceive proper attention from Slate legislatures
one of growing imis
The
matter
of
citizens.
"
caprice
to
the
crossed
on
the
quacked at us to their hearts' content as we
In the afternoon we portance.
ice to inspect some of Den's traps.
The whitefish spawning: season of 1870 was the shortest that
Not one at home but
traveled on the ice to Nagle's camp.
beginning very late and lasting
as Den had found a portion of the bottom of Spider River has occurred for many years,
of men accomwithin five feet of itB ice covering, we took possession of his for a few days. In the season of 1877 a corps
as the pound nets
camp, built a fire and warmed up. Grouse disputed our right to panied the fishermen and secured the spawn
The total number
occupation of the camp, hut finaliy with dogged, resolution were drawn in the vicinity of the islands.
Notwithstanding the fact
took up a position under a couple of beaver skins and re- of spawn supplied was 21,000,000.
impregnating the spawn is simsigned the portion nearest the lire. Tuesday morning Nagle that the taking as well as the
and Hoyt met at our camp, Hoyt with supplies and Nagle to ply a mechanical process on the part of the operator, yet exNagle had shot perience has demonstrated that considerable practice is neces[ping hand with them up the river.
acquired in the manipulation in order
tnOOSe the day before, four prongs on one horn and sary, and skill must be
Some of the spawn taken
,'iiieh would make him between six and
to secure perfect impregnation.
tlir(:r
proved to be badly impregnated, and
1877
fall
during
the
of
first
prong
the
year.
tbe
appears
third
seven years old, aa
caused considerable additional expense to remove the bad
,.,
fat this season) two bulls were traveling toBecuring the spawn will
odories.
gether. Mr. Nagle had a shot at the other at abcoul
lirou tree and he had to
yards, but the ball gl meed

Annual
Commission

We

THE

Year

the season and the securing of a sufficient number of skilled
manipulators to operate simultaneously throughout the fishing
region being the chief factors upon the favorable conditions
of which success mainly depends.
Of thoBe who took spawn
during tiie late season, those who practiced the dry method
succeeded best ; that iB, those who extruded the eggs into a
dry vessel and applied the milt before immersing them in
water, impregnated not »nly better, but a larger percentage
than those who extruded into a vessel partially filled with
water.
The milt and ova from fish dead less than au hour did
not seem to have their vitality ilnpared in the least degree ;
in fact, the milt and ova from such fish could not be distinguished from that taken from live fish when mingled with it.

How

to

the Gbndbr op Eels.— Take the inside of
roll and cut in small square pieces about
Feed lo Ihe eels in early morning.

Tur.r.

a French breakfast

the size of a marrowfat pea.

H he eats

it

rule never

he

is

a male.

If she eats

fails.

.-.<

it

she

is

a female.

—

Nsw

Hahbbbikb— JVos/ma, Dec. 2.--Messra. Dr. Spalding,
Phillips and Gillman have just completed placing 180,000 ova
of the Salmo fonUnatts, taken from trout of their own raising on the hatching trays at their hatching houses in this
place.
By the way, their ponds were among the first established in the country, having been in operation since 1867.
They have been very successful, and have this past season
enlarged their ponds to accommodate their trout and business.
Wbbb.

•—

Fjbh Cdltl'be in the Far West.— There is no industry
which promises more liberal returns upon the investment thanthe propagation of fish in the far Western States and Territories, where there, is a great scarcity of Ibis kind of food.

"

An

enterprising fish breeder,

who would

construct

pom

Taise superior kinds of fish for the market In either Colorado,
Nebraska or Wyoming, would be certain to realize very hand.
somely on his outlay. The prairie regions being subject to
surface tlowage every year, ponds should be constructed as
remote as possible from points liable to overflow. In building them care should be exercised to secure the cool, healthful waters from the mountain streams.
The nearer such
ponds are to the foothills or mountain slopes the better.
With the exception of mountain trout and some other fish,
the supply in the Far West is brought from the lakes and
other remote points. Such fish are naturally expensive, and
not always so fresh and wholesome as might be desired.

From inquiries made on the ground, we are satisfied that there
is a demand here for fresh fish, in the supplying of which liesfishculturists.
Owing to the abundance of beef, the demand for fish as a change of diet is very

a fortune for enterprising

Hon. David

general.

*
i.

\V.

Judd in American

Agriculturist.

WmTEFien Cc i/rriiK

is Wisconsin- Madison,
of eggs of whitefish were taken

—Thousands

fTfif.,

Dec.

from Lake

Monoma

yesterday by Fish Superintendent Welcher for thft
purpose of hatching and distributing in other waters.
Fishing at present is excellent, but the fish law as regards spearing and set-nets is a failure— the law disregarded with im-

Rover.

punity.

WISCONSIN Madison, Dec 7, The Pish Commisoioncro of
Iowa have a few days ago secured at the Milwaukee hatchery
900,000 trout eggs, and the Superintendent of the Michigan
Rover.
hatchery 1,000,000.

COLORS OF GOLDFISH.
GEETIXGSV1LI.K, Jnd., Dee.

Mr. Editor—Last -Tune I wrote you lu regard to Borne goldnuri T
They were then one year old, and were rrom as line a lot. of
golduah as I ever Baw, but die young were all tirown la color. I -wrote
to you to learn when they changed their, cojor, ami throe.
urnns of " Answers to Correspondents," in June 20, 1 received me discouraging reply that any browo llfah were but as dross, and never
would become golddsh; also, advising rue to get Bome new stock •
that these QyprtuaiBeii hatch of many colors from the same stock, etc
I add any others, hot now I have
I did not throw my BlOeS out, ntt did
aa One young goldfish as auy one could desire, while many are ju>t
changing their color indifferent stages, some with only a few yellow
spois, and others all gold colors except the ilns, which remain dart lo
the last .now, I do not know hat all young goldilsh are Bret brows
and atterward oecome golden clir, imt I do know this fact of my
own, and If you will publish this you may call some persons attention!
lo it who are more expert than myself, ami give some information,
have.

I

m

regard to raising this beautiful ash.

M.V. Youso.M.D.

—

,

;
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THE SOLITARY WASPS.
most hymenoptcrous
THEwasps) of oflaying
up food
habit

insects (bees

and'

for their larva; to feed

When hatched
of the

is

of course

common honey

this kind.

Some

known

to

all

on

our readers, the case

bee being the most familiar example of

insects of this order

do not lay up

this store

but the workers take the food into their
stomachs, where it is prepared for the young and ufterward
There is, however, a large group of these infed to them.
sects which do not themselves care for their young, but, having laid their eggs, prepare a quantity of food, stored up conveniently for the future grub, and then leave the egg to take
The common blue, or mud wasp, as any one
care of itself.
of

provisions,

learn by an inspection of one of the nests so plentifully
distributed on the inside boarding of hay lofts, garrets and
Other similar places, supplies its young with Bpiders; olher

may

genera draw their supplies from other sources.
All the wasps and hornets are ferocious and

prei

and moat of them feed lo a considerable extent
So much is this the case that in some parts
of Europe butchers are glad to have Ihem about their shops OD
account if the great number of flies which they devour, and a
wholly onccckroachtr
ceitain speciesm Mauritius which (el da
their habits,

on other insects.

i

on that account held in high BSteei
of the social wasp?, however, lay up honey,

is

like n

FOREST AND STREAM,
and " yellow jacket"

tailed hornet"

mud wasp may

the

are

good examples, while

stand, as being so famiiiac to

as a type

all,

with the solitary wasp that we have to do
Thesa insects are provided with a poison which
at present.
stupefies or paralyzes the insects upon which they prey and
of the

It is

latter.

The
which of course they secure by stinging them,
blue wasp— for there are no workers (neuters) in this genes—
having partially completed her neat of mud, deposits
and in the same cell with it places s number of email spiders
which it has stung and which, although paralysed and qui
I

The

capable Of motion, still retain life.
up and auotner one built adjoining
takes place
posited,

this is

;

when

is finally
is

which the female deposits.
on the spiders prepared for

it

1 orniatiou

way

its

which the same thing

continued until several eggs have been de-

the Lint cell

A similar nest

completed.

in

it

walled

cell is iheu

and, finally,

walled up and the nest

constructed for each set oE eggs

When
until

the grub appears

ready to undergo

when it becomes a

feeds

it

its trans-

perfect insect,

gnaws

the blue wsap, but larger,

is

common

in general aspect to

in our latitude

.

but as

it

does not appear about the dwellings of man it is seldom observed, except by those who are on the lookout for insects.
It

belongs to the genus Sphex, and

hole8 in the ground, which
patience.
etc.

,

It

feeds

its

it

its

nests are placed in

excavates with

much

care and

offspring on crickets, grasshoppers,

and an incident which once came under our observation

well illustrates the power and perseverance of these

little

While walking one day in mid-summer along a

creatures.

we noticed several small but deep holes,
ana at length,
one of these excavations, we came upon a
large Sphex which was at that moment engaged in transportwell beaten path

which we

its

prey to

its nest.

directly in our path

But

for the fact that the insect

and we were looking for

it.

we

was

should

have missed a very interesting scene.
The burden with
which onr Sphex was struggling consisted of two of the large
black and yellow winged " grasshoppers," whose sharp and
loud crepitations are so frequently heard during the scorching

days of July and August,
The two orthopters were firmly
fastened together, one clasping the other by the back and
each of them was half as long again as their captor.
Poor
SpJiex was really in great trouble.
She would seize her burden by the head, and by great exertion drag it along the smooth
path for about six inches, when her strength would giva out
and she would fly off to a little distance and rest for a minute
or two, walking briskly about in the sun the while, then she
would return to Un spot and renew her efforts.
Had the
journey been through the grass it seems as if it would have
been impossible for the wasp to drag her load, but the path,
worn smooth by constant travel, offered no impediment to her
progress. The distance from the Bpot where Bhe was working
to the hole which she desired to reach was perhaps twenty
feet, and though her advauce was slow it was steady
At
times she would fly off to quite a distance, fifty feet or more,
but her absences were never long continued, and when we
were obliged to leave her she had transported her burden to
within three feet of the hole. We greatly regret that we were
unable to witness the close of the scene and watch the method
by which the "grasshoppers" were introduced into the hole,
for they were certainly too large to enter it, without being considerably reduced in size.
Here- then was a very considerable
provision for the expected larva, and we thus see that even
in our own latitude there are examples showing that different
genera of solitary wasps feed their young on different insects.
European genus, Arnmophilus, employs the larvas of moths
for this purpose, while Chlorion of Mauritius, as has been said,
feeds its young on cockroaches.
It might be supposed that the wasps secure their prey by
hawking about over the ground, trusting to chance to throw
the insects they need in their way, but we have some evidence

A

that these little creatures possess special senses

them

to follow the objects of their search

which enable

when

not visible,

perhaps somewhat as the hound follows the for.
In a recent
number of Nature we find a letter from Mr, C. L. W. Merlin to Henry Cecil, Esq., narrating a curious occurrence to
which the former was witness and from which we may quote,

an extract or two.

in closing,

Mr. Merlin's account

is

as fol-

OWS:
"'I

was

sitting

(my bed room)

one summer's afternoon at an open window
when I was surprised

looking into the garden,

to observe a large

and rare species

-window-sill in a crouching attitude.

of spider
It

struck

me

the spider

or it would not have so fearlessly approached me. It hastened to conceal itself under the projecting edge of the windows-ill inside the room, and had hardly
done so when a very fine large hunting wasp buzzed in at the
open window and flew about the room, evidently in search of
something. Finding nothing, the wasp returned to the open
window and settled on the window-sill, running backward and
forward as a dog does when looking or searching for a lost
scent.

It

moment

it,

prey and, after ascertait

make no resistance, tucked it up under its very long bind legs
hawks or eagles carry off their quarry, and was just
Bywgoff to itsnes
rpoafld and secured tooth fm

just as

my collection.
<:

I

am

the

no web behind it.
I canno
had evidently been attacked by

certain the spider left

be 6Ure, however,

that, as

wasp before entering

it,

my

room, a small quantity of liquid
may not he
wounds, which may have
wasp ia tracking it.
I have no doubt m
Insects have the tense of smell, and probably much more developed than our own.
No one * * * siio has sugared for
moths, or seen the largest Sphingidco hovering over the strongest scented flower at night, or employed a caged female moth
1

think, doubt, Ibis.

If so

them put a saucerful of honey in a corner of a room opening into a garden, throw open the window and see how" soon
let

the bees, wasps, etc
• TJiere

is

,

will be attracted to the honey.

a tradition En

the East that one of th

which the Queen of Sheba tried to prove the wisdom of Boloaion was placing on a table before him two
id the other of natural flowers and requiring that he
should say which were the real and which the artificial, withthrone
Solomon ordered the windows
to be thrown open and in flew the bees, etc;, which went at
,,-.

,

once to the real flowers.
'•

Whether the senses

of insects, birds

and what we

lower creation are similar to ours in every respect it
flcult to say.
Ko doubt a dog, if he could speak,

is

call the

very

dif.

a man had not the sense of smell, and would prove that his
nose was worse than useless to htm. An eagle, or hawk would
say that men and moles, etc, have only the rudiments of eyes,

and so

on.

soon alighted on the track of the poor spider and in
it discovered its hiding-place, darted down on it,
inflicted a wound with its sting.
The spider

and no doubt

senses

(who

ORIGIN

THE SCIENTIFIC NAME
OF THE BLACK BASS.
OF"

Mr. Editor: Professor Jordan has said so well and so fully
what is pertinent to the " Scientific Names of the Black
Bass " in Forest and Stream for November 28, that nothing
further requires to be added. A few words may be accepthowever, respecting the possible reason for that appella-

able,

tion— troutr— which has suggested to Lacepede the name
Salmaides. The popular names applied to our various animals
and plants furnish material for much interesting study, and I
hope some day to be able to enlarge on the subject. Suffice
it now to state that the names have originated or been afterward re-applied on account of a great variety of circumstances
(1) In some cases the name has been suggested by
:

the "feel" of the fish, as in the instauee of the soap-fish,
Rhypiieris saponaceus, etc., and butter fish, Poronotustriocantltm ; (2) in others by the noises emitted, as drum-fish, Pogonias chromis; catfish, Arrdarus eatus, etc. ; (3) in others by
certain functions performed, as the Silt water and fresh water
suckers, Echereidid.es and Caiostomidm ; (4) in others by the
time of their appearance, as harvest-fish. Parotic <
others by voracity, as wolf-fish, Anarrhichas luthw; (5)
pus, etc
(6) in others by color, as robin, Prionotus ; black-

m

;

list,,

wavy species

water trout, Gynoscioti jsaro
Oryptaamthedei inorvatois, etc, and (7) finally, bo;

salt

ghost-fish,
cause in habits the species

recall certain others,

l^o this last

category evidently belong, among many other species, the
mossbunkers, Brenortia tyrannus, and the true black bass,
The former resembles the mossMicroptems salmoides.
bunker of the Dutch, Trochurus amia, in that it associates in
immense schools the latter is too well known as a game fish
and as, in this respect, the rival, if not superior of the true
trout— to need comment. In th't3 attribute, then, is unquestionably to be found the reason for the designation
trout
given to it in some sections of- the country.
Trout
was the name applied to it, not because it was thought
to be at all like that fish in appearance, but because it resembled the true trout in its excellence as a game as well as a table
fish.
In this respect the true black bass is superior to the
Oswego or large-mouthed black bass, and with this iiudersl and
IDS the came will probably be conceded to be not so bad after
all
The true black bass is the game species of its genus, the
trout-like representative of its family, and hence Misrop10iaes,ai salmonoid.es; the large-mouthed species is
the paler form Microvterns pallidas.
Tmso. Gixl.
Washington, Nov. 30, 1878.
;

—

—

Bedford, 0., Dec. l.—Dear forest and Strmm D. 8. Jordan's extended review of that much-named large-mouth black
bass is well timed and to the point.
Stamp out all the old names as soon aa possible, also that
odious misapplication of the nameft-oui, applied by our erring
brethren of the "angle" at the South; and, stiff one more
misnomer, calling the Luciopemi of the Ohio Uiver a salmon.
At the time I named the large-mouth bass 1 searched
all the authorities I could find, and inquired of my dear old
friend, Dr. Kirtland, if this fish had ever been described,
and we both came to the conclusion that it had never been
described, and of course not named.
I called it Grystes
megastoma, from two Greek words, to wit Tnegrn, large, and
stoma, mouth, and thought I had hit the nail square on the
head. I am content to have the names wiped out with all the

Noteb From

my

r

Fnoiur-:.

Wil-

,

luring the past
seen by us
tsy ibis, male, Jud, Ibis foleinellus, var. ordh; nonpariel
ad., male, Gyanospua ciris.
I have also seen one of the latter
since
return from the North. During four years collecting these are the only specimens seen or heard ot by tuts
south of Palatka. Mr
ii-eted a fins specimen
of the striped skunk, NephitU bi
the first specithis beautiful little animal that has been taken it
part of the country (to my knowledge) since Mr. C, J. liaynarc! reported them as rather common near Demmentts.
ys since I observed within a few yards of my house,
two beautiful and to me new (in Florida) sparrows. Icu
ich was a female, and was not 30 plainly marked as
the other. The latter flew away after my first shot, and I
•--hie to take the bird.
I am unable at present to decide whether my specimen is a Ooterniouius passerinm, or a
Sensloiei.
The measurements are. as follows
Length,
47-8 inches j extent, 8*1-16 ; wing, 3 1-2; tail, 2 1-4. Mr.
J.
Allen, in his list of the winter birds of Florida, does
net mention the G. PasseHnus as having been seen, but supposes itmight occur. The sameauthenty gives Audubon as
his authority for G. fftmslombe'mg "abundant" in the grassy
pine barrens.
As I have no means of comparing this specimen with others of both species I should like to askoin
naturalists if G. p**<sW/iw«has.yet been reported from Fli
Mr. Wilson reports having seen several specimens of the '"leek
una white creeper (Mimtilta varia) in August on
Unfortunately he examined no specimens, and
therefore cannot tell the state of their breast, feathers.
It
would be very interesting to know whether this little bird
in this State.
1;
d a female in the first
part of this October.
A few days since, as three of us were
Bitting op. my veranda, Mr.C.,Who-hada
uiand
sighted (as I thought at an imaginary object). After a moment he lowered his rille, and after placing it against the
house remarked " I could have shot that, deer/' I said.
"What deer?" He ther
ren't you got a
deer?" I said, "Ko." He turned quickly, and taking up
his rifle said, 'There is one here."
jumped up quickly,
and on looking around the house saw a yearling deer jurnp
iver the palmetl
taw the
at fifty j an
house,

p

•

:

my

A

I

;

A

.

;

We

and supposed
pn

1

is,

pasture, as it

had

broi

that

the

.

My

.

my cow

deer followed

up from the

was toward i

Landing, Lake

can say that there are not twenty senses?), is the only animal
that is dogmatical and denies all he cannot understand.
The
oracle of Delphi said, " Socrates was the wisest man in Greece,
because fie was the only man win) knew he knew willing.

October, 1878.

<
,

[Coturniculus passerinvs has been found in Florida.
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Union

i,

Nod. 25 — Editor Ft
my field notes I fotii

day

in
lit

l

4th of

May

last

Co.,

Ed.]

N.

J.,

looking over
interest

some

I discovered the nest

es built under a culvert near this
ren eggs, they were hatched in about.
sung birds had become strong enough
o fly a short distance they and the nest were taken. Nothing
daunted, however, the peewees set to work and tmiit another
nest in the same place iu which three eggs were laid.
Thrse
and the nest were, also taken. They built another neat which
was, however, very loosly constructed. In this five eggs
were laid, and of these they were' shamefully robbed. This
was continued until the poor peewees had built seven nests
all in the same place, the seventh was, however, only a few
..?„ In
bits of moss and straw laid on the flat
of a pair of 6
village in
,

:,

•

this no eggs were laid, but soon after: building it they left
Geo. Lawrence Nicholas
forever.

A White Wild Mallard.—We- copy the following from
London Field:
During the first week of November a pure white mallard
duck was shot on the river Balvftig near here. Tins bird has
beenseen for Som time in uompany with a B
la
Having never heard of s
d
01
dlaid
ii,
at first whether the bird could be a pure
wild duck. On making inquiry, however, I found that two
hen unable
pure white young ducks we:
to fly, in constant company with an old mallard duck and
-

1

i

i

I

The bird shot exactly
of the ordinary color.
resembles in size, shape, and in every respect except color, the
common mallard. It is now iu the hands of Mr. Sanderson,
bird-stuffer. George street, Edinburgh, from
any further
Have many previous instances
particulars may be obtained.
been recorded of the occurrence of a white mallard, or is it a
lames Gaprugie, Stronwr, iMh Horn Head-,
great rarity ?
[We have heard of white wild ducks before, but
Perthshire.
four

young ones

whom

there has generally been

some suspicion of a previous

cross

with a domesticated bird.— Ed.]

The Cat and Heb Mixed Family. — Mr.

Editor:

A short

time since while I was in Santa Barbara, Gal a cat belonging
to Mr. Holmes was discovered in his stable nursing three little
kittens, with yet unopened eyes, and two little rata in the
same condition. This kind fostering care upon the part of
,

puss toward her usual prey continued till Mr. H., not wishing
to increase the number of his Cats, killed both kittens and ratal
as he supposed, and disposed of their bodies in the dung-hill.
The next day, to his great surprise, he Eaw the mother cat in
her old nest with her three kittens alive, and the two dead
were more easily killed).
little rats (rati not bs
care for the little
To me the ii
the Ji rat place? Did she
Hoi',-:
rats.
knowiug just what they
mistake them for ki
Again her maternal care folwere, adont them as her own ?
har own young, and she gathered up
lowed them
and carried again to het nest, their little,' dead bodies as well BS
hail,
as they arc proverbially
her own young, that ictually
0. B
said to do, escaped destruction.
i

'-:

,

i

.

ii

:

rushed off again acd this time took refuge under the bed, trying to conceal itself under the framework, or planks which
The same scene occurred here the
supported the mattress.

others, except its new name, which I hope he will wear until
something better is found.
But I fail to see why Mr. Jordan considers the name I gave

wasp never appeared to follow the spider by sight, but ran
The
backward and forward in large circles like a hound.
moment the trail of the spider was found the wasp followed
all the turns it had made till it came on it again.
The poor
spider was chased from hiding-place to hiding-place— out of

meat.

,

Bms

son, has taken at

summer, the

-

"Man, with use very imperfectly developed

run across the

was evidently alarmed

a

where
finally succumbed to the repeated stings
by the wasp,
Rolling itself up into a bali the wasp

inflicted

rightly attributed to these insects,

Just after passing

ing

the bed room, across a passage and into the middle of another
large room,

as a lure to her male admirers can,

out through tie wall of clay.

Another large wasp, somewhat similar

379

a "meaty" mime, certainly megatioma has no reference to
Well, he is a poor fish, at best, but has a very wide
distribution.
Lake St. Clair, Mauuice and Sandusky hays arc
fairly slopping over with them, as all our little lakelets in

it

Ohio, Michigan and elsewhere are. Ho good-bye to all the
old names, and hereafter we will call you Mieropteras pallidas,
a better name than you are a fish
T. Gabliok.

Holujay Bbesbhts.—This being the time when every one
in search of seme appropriate present for the holidays, we
fake great pleasure in recommending the well-known jewelry
establishment of W. A. Hay ward. 212 Broadway, over Knox's
hat store. Everything in the jewelry or badge line can there be
found, at, prices which astonishes every orie, and everything
will orove just as

recommended.

— Our contempOrar
ment

it

to, all

displays in

r,.-,5AM,ui

its editorials is

praise.— Turf,

Field,

worthy

and Farm.

of,

and

the judgentitled

ia

—

—

foodknd, ^gkrm mn& (garden.

TREES FOR TANNING PURPOSES.

P

discussing Hie subject of trees whose bark can be used
in tanning our English contemporary, The Country,

When we

consider the comparatively small amount of
tannic acid -which exists in the bark of the oak, it is really
somewhat surprising that it should be mainly employed
both in Great Britan and on the European continent tor the
purposes of tanniug. The fact is, we suppose, that leather
curr'ers take what, is brought to the market, and bark
merchants are content to collect -what is procurable nearest
home, rather than go roaming in fresh woods and pastures
new for a superior article. It would be easy enough to
open up a new industry in this connection with the countries of South America, where so much British capital has
been sunk in the formation of railways and tramways,
which have not. sufficient traffic to enable them to return
Probably when the "country of the
substantial dividends.
future "—Africa is thrown open to our capital and enterprise, being nearer home, we may seek and find among its
unknown
arboreal
hitherto
treasures vast stores of suitablo
Meantime it is
bark trees as well as gold dust and ivory.
worth while considering whether the scanty knowledge we
possess of South American woods may not be utilized.
.Already we receive considerable imports of leather from
that quarter, notwithstanding that the climate is generally
It often happens, inunfavorable to the curing process.
deed, that the hides begin to putrefy while the tanning is in
progress. Doubtless this may partly arise from ihe fact
that the routine observed is very much less scientific than
would pass muster in Bermondsey. Whatever the native
process in the Argentine Republic, for instance, may be, we
are unaware, but certain it is that it is not lack of suitable
material that interferes with the success of the currier in
these regions. Investigations carried out by the National
College of Buenos Ayies have indicated a large number of
trees, the bark of which contains a considerable proportion
Among them may be mentioned the red
of tannic acid.
and black Gebil, the black and white Algarroba, the Algorobillo, the red and white Quebracho, the Espinillo, Lecheron,
Tipa, Lapachc, Chanar, Tila, Curupai, Guayacau, as also
walnut, coco, and cedar. In the Argentine provinces Salta,
Tucuman, and Jujuy, vast woods of both the black and red
The
Cebil, clothe the mountains and people the plains.
red variety, Acacia oebil, yields the largest quantity of tannin,
the leaves containing about half the proportion afforded by
the bark. On account, however, of this kind imparting a
color to the hide, it is not highly valued, as it is important,
The bark of
as far as possible, to retain the natural hue.
the White cebil is more easily dried than that of the red,
and when ground the proportion of tannin is but slightly
Chemical experiments show that the bark of the cebil
less.
yields about IS per cent, of tannic acid, which is greatly in
The Quebracho is also
excess of the produce of oak bark.
very rich in tanning matter, the leaves containing 27 per

—

in Cordoba, Salta, Cliaco, and Paraguay ;
but the different trees which go by this name in these disThe red quebracho of Partricts are scientifically diverse.
aguay is used in considerable quantities locally, as well as
being exported to the United States and to Europe. It
yields from 16 to 20 per cent, of acid, which is capable of
being applied to hides in its pure state. The white quebracho
found in Salta produces a high proportion of colorless acid,
the leaves being especially rich. If a moderate proportion
of this acid he mixed with that of the red cebil, the color
of the latter is neutralized. The Salta quebracho somewhat
Tesembles the German oau. The so-called quebracho which
It is

cent.

found

in Paraguay, the bark of the Curupai has been
Another
employed in tanning from time immemorial.
Argentine bark tree is the Espinillo, well known by its
Both wood and
fruit, sharp thorns and delicate leaves.
leaves contain tannin. The bark is thin and not easily removed; it yields but per cent., but the husk of the fruit

obtains

yields 33 per cent., and the seed 12 per cent. The Lecheron,
or milk tree, in appearance is something like our willow,
and the bark contains tannic acid in the same proportion as
The trees locally called Molls are very rich in
the oak.
There "are three
tannin, yielding from 20 to 2.5 per cent.
varieties, one of which is used in the manufacture of ink.
The Algarroba was once plentiful in every part of the
.Republic, but it seems now to be fast disappearing.

Ooe AppEOAonraa Winter. —Mr. Henry G. Vennor, whose
success in forecasting weather has earned for

him a wide-

spread reputation in both the Dominion of Canada and through
a large part of the United States, has now in press his almanac
Prom summaries of this which
for the winter of 1378-70.
have appeared in Canadian papers, we observe that we have

some very severe weather and heavy snow falls
December and a part of January. Follow-

in store for us

for the

month

of

break in the winter, during which the weather is expected to be unusually moderate,
causing a very rapid melting of the snow and possibly extening this there

is to

be a

lull or great

In March severe weather will again set in and
sive floods.
The spring of 1879
will be accompanied by more snow falls.
is pictured by Mr. Vennor as wet and backward, ushering in
successful
season.
So
have these foresummer
and
wet
a cool
casts been in the past that implicit confidence is placed in Mr.
Vennor as a "true prophet;" and although there are as
there

ever

is

wbeu new

theories are

first

started

—
— many

crowd of staunch folthe "Weather Prophet." The London Times, Eng.,

scoffers, these are altogether lost in the

lowers of

in a recent long editorial, attaches great value to these forecasts of the weather.

:
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Habtfokd Poultry Snow.—Hartford, Dec. 9.— Editor
Forest and Stream : The first poultry exhibition of the Beason
is now being held in this city by the United Fanciers club, a
Nearly all
new poultry organization formed this year.
varieties of fowls are represented, and also a large variety o'f
pigeons and pet stock. Upon entering the building the visitor's attention is first attracted by the large and meritorious
show of game Bantams, there being some very flue specimens
of this pugnacious breed. In contrast with the bantams is the

exhibit of Asiatic fowls, some specimens weighing 12 and 15
My attention was particularly attracted to the fine
display of dark brahmas by J. S. Oilman, of Hartford, and
light brabmas of P. Williams, Taunton, and B. S. Woodward, Newington, Ct. The black cochins were few in number but fine in quality, P. Williams winning first in both
fowls and chicks. In the Spanish class Geo. E. Strickland's
brown, and E. F. Porter and S. Cushmau's white Leghorns
were first-class. The largest exhibitor is C. E. L. Haywood,
of Peterboro, N. H., a portion of his exhibit being a pair of
both golden and silver Pheasants, Rouen, Wood, Mallard,
Cayuga and white call ducks, Egyptian, Embden, African,
wild, gray Chida, Toulouse aud Hong Kong geese. The
game class was small, the most noteworthy being the whites
bred by Geo. S. Merntt, and the red pikes bred by Curtis &
Chapin of this city these gentlemen have a faculty of breeding fine high station birds. I almost forgot to mention the
beautiful black Hamburgs exhibited and bred by 0. E. Dustin, and the silver gray Dorkins of V. A. Blakeslee.
The
pigeon class is a large and interesting feature of the exhibition, comprising all the different varieties.
The club is entitled to a considerable praise for affording the public so fine a
display, and its effect cannot help being beneficial to the
poultry interests of this section. On the 31st of this month
will be held the ninth annual exhibition of the Connecticut
State Poultry Seciety, which will be the event of the season
to poultry fanciers in these parts.
Nutmeg-.
;

—The Western Poultry Club will give an exhibition of
poultry and pet stock at Chicago, Jan. 17th to 20th pro*. The
Secretary is O. J. Ward. The show promises to be very large.

—

Massachusetts Kemket. Club. At the annual meeting of
this club, held in Boston on the 4th Inst., the following gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuing year : J. Fottler,
Jr., President; F. B.

Vice-President

tis,

to Strengthen a House's

Foot.—A

correspondent

writes desiring to know how to strengthen and straighten a
horse's foot.
If by this he means how to strengthen and
straighten the wall of the hoof aud also the sole, as we presume he does, we would say that the only way to do it is first
to take out all fever or inflammation there may be in the foot.
This fever or inflammation in the foot is what prevents the
growth of the wall and sole. Remove it, and the deposit becomes much more rapid, and the wall and sole thicker, and
grow strong rapidly. With the increase of size the foot can
be shaped little by little until it takes the desired form. In
cases where the wall and solo of the foot were deficient, or
had any of the imperfections brought about by inflammation,
we have found that the use of the Clark shoe remedied the
disorders quicker than any way that veterinary practice could
suggest.
The packing used with the shoe rapidly removes
all inflammation and gives the normal circulation to the foot.
The deposit of hoof material is vastly increased brittlcness
departs; contraction is expanded, and a permanent, cure
effected.
cordially recommend it to all horsemen. What
our correspondent means by " strsighteng of the foot," we do
not apprehend, unless it be expanding a contracted foot till
the proper curvature of a well made, natural foot is reached.
In cases where the contraction is severe and the expansion
speedily desired, the Dunbar system of expanding the heel by
mechanical pressure, where the operation is properly per.
formed, we have found safe and successful. But great carefulness, and some degree of skill, is necessary in weakening the
hoof on either side of the frog preparatory to the operation.
should not recommend it as a safe operation in inexperienced hands.
Golden Hide.
;

We

We

—

—

How to Fred

Colts. Feeding of colts should receive the
most careful attention of the breeder. Our own opinion is
that in large fashionable breeding establishments too much
grain is fed to them.
It does not do to " push " a colt
through the pressure of the corn-crib or the oat-bin. Good
wheat shorts are probably the best food, in connection with
hay and roots, that can be fed a colt.
have fed on our
home farm with great success boiled rye reinforced with a
strong sprinkling of wheat shorts.
The boiled rye alone, if
fed in any but limited quantities, is apt to make the bowelB
too loose.
With rye at 60 to 70 cents a bushel, and shorts at
12 to 14 dollars a ton, no cheaper feed can be obtained.
We
shall experiment more than we have done the coming season
on wintering colts without any grain at all. So far as our experience goes we think that good, clean, bright bay, carrots
and potatoes, with good fresh water and a lump of rock salt
in the bin, which they can lap at any time, will bring colls
through a winter season as well as all the high pressure tiding that can be given them.
To the above diet we should
have added plenty of out-door exercise. It does colts good to
wallow around in the snow and nibble at the occasional
patches of turf. Colts shouldn't be fed like old horses, any
more than babies should be fed like men.— Golden Rule.

We

—

" Snugging up things generally," as the sea-farers say in
anticipation of a storm, is a part of the November work on a
farm. Teams are generally in good condition, and drawing
stone and the like is easier for a yoke of oxen, when the ground
is a little frosty in the morning, than it is when the thermometer stands at seventy degrees,
farmer of our acquaintance intends to take all the surface stone from three acres of
a stony farm each year, and November is his month for doing
it.
Pleasant warm days he gives to digging them out of the
ground, and in colder weather he does the moving, and if a
little snow comes, all the better.
The cellar must be protected from the cold by an ample outside banking.
Missing
shingles on the house or crib or barn, must be replaced by
new. Corn fodder stalks and haystacks must be re-trimmed
and perhaps re-topped. Farm improvements are very much
like woman's work
never done; and until winter shuts in
and thus make work of this sort impossible, it should have
considerate aud constant attention.

A

—

—

Many of the disappointments which come to young farmers
are the result of miscalculation.
Because the buildings are
tidy, the fences up, and the location desirable, they are betrayed into buying a worn-out farm.
This is especially frequent in old settled communities. For years the hard-fisted
" new-fangled, notions," kept
owner, who didn't believe
on skinning the old farm, until it was good for nothing but
to help hold the world together.
For a young man to take
hold of such a farm as that is as discouraging an experiment
as to pump all day, under a broiling July sun, at a dry well.
To re- fertilize it is about as much as the farm is worth. Look
over your prospective land-purchases with a view to find oat
what they have yielded, if you don't know the owner has not

m

been one of the skinning

sort.

Golden

/

—First snow of the season in
turning to rain.

this city,

Dec. 9

;

a half inch

Greenough, Vice-President; J. F. CurT. Sawyer, Jr., Treasurer E. J.

T.

Dog Poisoning.—A
R.

;

I.,

correspondent writing from Newport

says that there wero five valuable dogs poisoned in that

One of them was saved through his
town on one morning.
owner administering four raw eggs to him and the next day
giving a dose of Brandreth's pills. The other dogs died.

A Cobbeotion.— In
Field Trials, which

tho

we

list

of entries for the Nashville

published

last

week and which we retwo errors which we

ceived from Nashville, there were one or

now to correct. Maida was reported as entered by W.
W. Ackerman while the entry should have been in the name
The latter gentleman's Romeo was

desire

of Dr. S. Fleet Speir.

made

also

aud tan, whereas he should have been
Dr. Speir's entries were, in champion stakes,

black, white

black and tan.

Elmo, Romeo and Maida; in brace

St.

Mr. E.

stakes Spiero

stakes, St.

Elmo and

Sanford, of this city, entered in the brace

S.

and

St.

Elmo, and should have been credited

with them.

—

The Birmingham Doo Show. The nineteenth "national "
dog show was held at Gurzon Hall, Birmingham, on the 2d,
and 5th of this month. The number of entries has
hitherto been limited to 1,000, but aB the hall has Been found
too small for even tliis number, on the present occasion it has
been reduced to 975. The entrance fee has also been raised
to seven shillings and sixpence, but we believe that exhibitors
must also be members of the association, nt a cost of one
guinea. Exhibitors in this country should not, therefore, complain of having to pay an entrance fee of $2, particularly as
The hall was lighted by
the prizes are much more valuable.
3d, 4th

The following

the electric light.

list

gives the

number of

each class
Bloodhounds 11, deerhounds 25, greyhounds 31, otter
hounds 4, harriers 0, beagles 9, fox terriers 110, pointers 68,
English terriers 41, black and tan setters 31, Irish setters 21,
entries in

retrievers

Clumber

52, Irish Bpauiels 6, water spaniels (not Irish) 7,
spaniels 9, Sussex spaniels 13, large spaniels 82,
7, Dachshunde 27, foreign sporting dogs 8, mastiffs

small ditto

Bernards 40, Newfoundlands 18, sheep dogs 78, Dalmatians 7, bulldogs 38, bull terriers 33, smooth-haired \c-j tiers
11, black and tan terriers (large) 21, small ditto 9, Skye terriers 13, Dandle Dinmouts 18, Bedlingtou terriers 17, Irish
terriers 12, wire-haired terriers 25, broken-haired terriers 1,
Yorkshire terriers 4, Pomeranians 15, pugs 26, Maltese 7,
Italian greyhounds 10, Blenheim spaniels 3, King Charles
spaniels 3, smooth-haired toy terriers 4, broken-haired ditto 5,
large-sized foreign dogs 0, small-sized ditto 2.

43, St.

—

The Detroit Doo Show. Editor Fewest and Stream : No w
that the Nashville Trials are over, greater interest is being
evinced by the sportsmen of the country to the success of this
show. Special prizes arc still coming in, and still more are
promised, so that we will not heuble to get them classified 'ill
The additional specials received are from the Le
next week.
Roy Shot Co., of your city, who donate 250 pounds of their
famous tin shot Sncllenburg, of New Brighton, the Eastern
sportsman's clothier, gives one of his canvas suits and hats for
;

.

the Union Metallic Cartridge (Jo.
the best native setter bitch
have given through your correspondent. L, F. Wbilinan, of this
city, a handsome prize, consisting of 1,000 No. 10 paper shells,
1,000 No. 18 shells, two dozen boxes of No. 10 au.t No, 13(250
Captain Bogardus, with bis usual
each) piuk edge wads.
liberality, gives one of his patent glass ball traps
8. W.
Goodhue, of Grafton, Vt., generously donates one of his
hand-made trcut rods, which will be on exhibition during the
show. Last, but not least, we have to acknowledge tbe. receipt
of your handsome offer of a silver cup, through Mr. L. F.
;

;

Whitman. The "Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun
The
will no doubt be highly esteemed by tbe winner.
committee sincerely hope to receivu a good representation of

Cup"

The railroad facilities are all excellent. As
anticipated, the Adams Express Co. will carry dogs on the
as the other express companies.
Chah. Lincoln, Supt.
Detroit, MM., Dec. 7, 1878.

Eastern dogs.

we

same terms

Dart/ord, Dec.

9.

—There

is

a growing interest in our canine

friends' in this vicinity, und we hope eventually to have as
I read with interest your article
fine stock as is to be had.
on
Taxes" in the last issue of PoESff] /.no BlBBAMi
and trust that some day breeders will adopt some plan which

"Dog

will

remedy the matter concerning the

sale of bitches.

Nutmeg.
Spkatt'b Dog Biscuits.— Tbehighest award for dog biscuits
and the only silver medal in the class was given at the Paris
Exhibition to Spratt's patent meat fibrine dog cakes. The
order for feeding the dogs at the great International Dog
Show, held in conjunction with the great International Exhibition at Paris, was given to Spratt's patent by the Minister of
Agriculture, and the dogs were sent home, after twelve days
confinement (the longest on record), in perfect health and con-

—.»—

dition-

.

—Mr.

Fottler, Jr., President of the Massachusetts
Kennel Club, has sold his Irish setter Red Hugh to Mr.
Richard T. Fay, of Boston, for a good figure. Med Hugh
was imported by Mr. Fottler, and is by Goings Bob out of

John

Mali's Fan, and has a double crop of Hutchinson's celebrated
old Bob's blood in his veins.

Dog Lost.— A red Dish setter,
away from his breaker. Mr. S. S.

sixteen

months

old, ran

Pease, near Bridgeport,
information regarding him sent to Mi
Bridgeport. Conn., or to Mr. Tileston, at this office, will be

Conn.
fall,

;

Forster, Secretary.

Maida.

How

IIw£

JP*

pounds.

Any

thankfully' received.

FOREST AND STREAM
— Dr. Wm.

Jams,

N

of Claremont,

H.,

owner

pion Elcho, has presented to Mr. Alex. Pope,

"Upland Game

in the house, an especial hardship in the wild pigeon season,
I groaned in spirit not to be able to hie me to the
freshly cleared and newly sowed ground or the wheat
stubble, be dry limbs of the old deadlrees showing big flocks
fit the blue beauties waiting lor me, and the old single-barreled
fowling-jifiee, that was at least thirty-eight inches long in the
barrel and w as religiously supposed by every boy in the town
to be a dead certainty for a pigeon ot crow on the highest
luanch of the tallest pine tree in the country, and with a
charge of niue buckshot was death to a deer a half mile away.
well 1 remember its old, dark, time-stained stock and
hickory ramrod, and the pounds of tow for wadding that I
have shot away in it. Ammunition was a more serious matter
an allowance to be
as boys in those days did not rejoice
able to chink veritable gold coin and buy velocipedes at
Our coins
twenty-live dollars each as in these heinous days.
were copper,aml our ammunition generally obtained by raids on
eggs, putting away a few at a time until accumulating sufficient to constituted respectable negotiation at the village store

of cham-

Jr.,

when

author of

Birds," etc., an Elcho-Kose puppy, which

ia

i

of

By

be remarkably handsome.

said to

will be in this city next

week and would

the way, Mr.
like to

make

Pope

studies

;

some celebrated dogs.

—Mr. H. Lyman Biugbam, of San Antonio, Texas, claims
the name of Don for his Irish setter puppy, whelped May 14,

How

oat of Rosalind (kennel name Nellie), Ranger-Floss, by
Bronte, bred by L.|H. Smith. Also the name of Rod for B red
Irish Better puppy whelped July 4, out of Carrie I., by St.
Louis Kennel Club Berkley.

—Mr. Malcolm

m

name of Docpuppy by champion Elcbo out of

Greene, of Boston, claims the

tor for his red Irish setter
Mr. J. Fottler Jr.'s Eileen.

My

rather being a lawyer, ran
in barter for powder and shot.
muchly to legal company and 1 can remember with what
awe I peeped in at the window or half-open door and contemplated the highly-brushed, straigbt-up white hair of Chancellor Kent, De Wilt Clinton and Judge Livingston, the latter
a relative whom 1 revered toan extent to render easy any such
thing as to be washed and scrubbed to a presentable de-

—Mr. W. H.

Barnard, of Wilmington, N. 0., claims the
for a black and white St. Cloud-Dream
pup. purchased of E. P. Welsh, York, Pa. St. Cloud is by

name Carolina Duke

:

Rob Roy.
«

»

—The Irish setter bitch Vic, owned by Mr. Charles Colt, of
inst. eight puppies— five
Greenville, Penn., whelped on the
dogs and three bitches— to Major Hess' Gordon setter Judge.
The puppies are all black and tan.

M

and shaking hands
gree with a prospect of being introduced
with a real live governor tilled my soul with awe ; rash
promises of weeding garden, splitting cords of wood and being
otherwise and generally "good," barely got me clear of that
dreaded ceremouv. Once a year these old buffers gathered at
my father's house for their week's deer hunt, aud then the
whole village quit business and devoted their time to these
honored guests. Such game dinners aud such fun and laughHuge roasts of
ter over their wine as these old boys had.
venison garnished the ends of the table as my father sharpened
Good appetites, gained by a day in the woods,
the carver.
made all draw their chairs closer, and then followed stories
and jokes, and the dignity of the bench, the gubernatorial
chair was thrown aside— they were boys again as they had
been in their younger days, companions at school and as law
But what of
students. We boys peeped in aud wondered.
the dogs, 1 fancy you say, what has this to do with it ? Much;
for it was always a rule that when they came limping home
hours after the hunt was over, their often sore feet were washed,
their thirsty souls refreshed, and rugs laid for them before
the flre in the dining-room, and they dined with their equals—
the best blood of the land. I have seen the kind-hearted old
Chancellor call Lion to his chair at the table, pat him on the
head, and call him " Good old dog, bravo old dog," and give
him the choicest morsel from his plate while old Sport laid
his head on the knee of Governor Clinton and received his pats
on the head with a dignity and air of equality that only blood
And now comes the sad
truly gives, be it in man or dog.
duty of chronicling tho end of these beloved members of the
;

Mass.) native English setter
Belle (Cod man's dog Nellie- Fay stock) whelped, Nov. 29,
two dogs and four bitches, sired by George A. Thayer's Daniel
Webster, winner of first prize native English class, Massachu-

—Mr. A.

setts

S. Guild's (Lowell,

Kennel Club Bench Show, 1878.

—The red Irish setter bitch Nell II. (Plunket-Nell), owned
by Mr. J. K. Schuyler, of Bloomsburg, Pa., whelped, November 23, eight puppies— five dogs and three bitches— sired by
Elcho.
—The fox

Vixen, the property of Al. Watts, of Boston, whelped to his Turk (Rag-Vanity), December 2, 1878,
four pups— two dogs and.two bitches. Turk was first prize

winner

at

terrier

Boston

in "78.

v- -».

THE DOGS
DOGS

I
1

—

HAVE OWNED AND THE
HAVE KNOWN-NO.
1,

BY FODGEBS.

AN

early

education was with dogs, having, as

teen brought up with them,

ing to a period

my

first

it

were,

;

recollections dat-

when old— then young—Lion and myself

rolled together on the rug in front of an old-fashioned lireplace of a winter's evening, two unsophisticated, happy
young pups, little caring for or heeding the admonitions not
to roll into the fire, doing

it

family.

Old Bess died a peaceful death of old age. Sport met his
death at the hands of an old curmudgeon of a farmer, who
charged him with going for his sheep while the dog was
searching for the scent he had lost as the deer dashed through
a field of scattered sheep. The man ran into his house, got
his gun, and shot the dog, who, though seriously wounded,
dragged himself homo to' die. Loving hands nursed him,
which he would lick in gratitude and appreciation, and when
at last death put an end to his sufferings, the house was
hushed and not a face appeared, nor was there a dry eye in it.

so often that a screen had to be

improvised to save Lion's tail aud my hoad from being done
Lion and myself formed then and there an undyto a turn.
ing friendship, encouraged by the sober nod of approval of
old Betsy (Lion's mother) and smilingly approved by my
own, inasmuch as it kept me from other mischief while old
Sport, a black and white foxhound, looked on with grave face
from his corner, being of a serious turn of mind and somewhat lethargic in habits— a lazy dog, as he was denominated.
;

But when
rifle,

with

my father took down
its

We

buried him at the roots of the old old elm in the garden,
and planted a climbing rose over his grave, which, when 1
last saw it, had twined itself with its thousand supple arms
around the old tree nearly to its uppermost branches, and
yearly does it shower its white leaves on the old dog's grave,
memory as the other in its verdure.
the one as fresh in
That farmer, what of him V Listen to the deserved fate of
Old Chloe, our superannuated
a man that kills a good dog.
old family nurse and cook, limped three miles to the man's
house to harrow up his soul with mild curses, i. e., prognosti-

the old curly maple-stocked

improved lock, having been, after much

deliber-

my

and many misgivings, sent to New York to be converted from a flint-lock to a percussion, the copper caps affording
me much amusement as I threw them into the flre— and, by
ation

the same token, got nicely warmed for it, the associations in
my mind being a combination of rattan and caps ; I say,
when that much revered rifle was taken down from the
crotches over the mantel preparatory to being overhauled,
then you should see Master Sport. He whined his tail was
as rigid as an iron bar his eye flashed, and every nerve and

cations that no child would be born to him, no good come to
him, his crops would be blasted and his sheep all die. My
father mounted his horse and rode over to notify him that he
should commence legal proceedings, and then sat down and
wrote to the owner of the farm which the man leased. That
farmer's misfortunes fell thick and fast. First he married,
and that trouble did not end there, for his wife thrashed him
as a daily pastime, and then the superior attractions of the
village shoemaker were too much for her and she ran off with
him, taking most of the tangible effects of number one. Then
his sheep died, the lease of the farm was cancelled, then he
took to drinking, and coming home one night, drunk as usual,
drove off an embankment and broke his neck. Thus did an
incensed Providence remove a man who wilfully killed a
good dog. We boys wrote ou his tombstone " This is the
man that killed old Sport," and nobody ever obliterated it.
Old Lion, when the family broke up, went to live with the
old nurse, and together they lived a life of ease and quietness,
growing old and fat together, until one day they both died
And thus ended the dogs
peacefully, honored and respected.
and dog days of my youth, dear old companions of the Bunny
days of childhood.

;

;

excitement and action. He
saw in the note of preparation a day in the woods— a run for
deer.
Old Betsy would rouse up and be no less excited,
While Lion and self looked on and wondered, looking at each
other inquiringly. Lion would answer my inquiry with a
short, quick bark, a spasmodic movement of the tail, which,
trunslaled, meant, and I understood him as well as if he
talked, "Hang me! if I know what is the matter with ma
and the old governor (Sport). Just see 'em!" As Lion and
I grew older we came to know more about it— especially
when I was promoted to an old-fashioned smooth-bore and
the responsibility of putting the dogs out— and a merry time
I had of it, with those three dogs in a leash (why not a leash
of three as well as two, critical reader?). Once on top of
Cold Mountain, bordering on the banks of the Susquehanna,
not very far from Otsego Lake, my work began, and espe1 generally accomcially after the dogs once caught scent.
panied them for the first half-mile in a spread eagle position,
being "snaked " through bushes, dry brush, pine limbs, projecting knots of falling trees, vainly endeavoring all the while

muscle came

in play.

He was

all
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used for the extermination of fleas. Irritants generally, as
strong soap, the presence of parasites, sudden changes of
temperature, will often be found the primary cause of an

eczema.

When it is clearly understood

that the causes are thus varied,

and that any irritation of the skin is liable to be followed by
an eczema, the confusion which exists and persists in calling
almost all skin diseases mange is hardly to be wondered at,
for true nmnge is due to either an animal or vegetable parasite, the irritation of whose presence often calls out a secondary eczema.

Eczema is not contagious unless the disease is caused as
when, of course, the transference of the paraBite
might be followed by a similar eruption. Of the four varieties of mange, that caused by the vegetahle parasite— the
IriMpliyUm- fungus is the only one which is commonly seen.
This is the form known unscientifically as dry or scruffy
mange, and is rarely accompanied by an eczema, unless persistent scratching has been indulged in.
We can thereto c
safely say, in most cases of skin diseases, where matter,
crusts and scabs arc present, that we have eczema and not
mange.
When more than one dog is afflicted, or there is any suspicion of contagion, a careful search should be made for the
presence of a parasite before treatment is begun.
[For information as to searching for the parasites and the
subject of mange generally, we refer to a somewhat extended
just stated,

—

article of ours printed in the Country.'}
will, however, simply state the " shingled "

Wc

appearance

of the hair in lined tonsurans or cup-shaped crusts in favas
are generally diagnostically characteristic of theaa two forma

of mange.

Treatment— The cause, if known, should be removed, a
rheumatic dog should be treated for his rheumatism, dyspepsia
should be overcome by change of diet, and due judicious use of
tonics, and the system generally brought as near par as possi
ble.

this disease assumes renders it
any plan of treatment equally applicawithout writing an entire chapter, if not a full

The very many forms which
veiy

difficult to offer

them

ble to

all

book, instead of a newspaper article.
Crusts and scabs should be carefully removed by first soaking with oil and then using castile soap. All dirt and other
extraneous matters should be carefully removed, cleanliness
being of the greatest importance iu attempting a cure;
If the parts are moist, secretion still going on, the following
applied at. night after washing may be useful, allowing it to
dry on Zinci oxide, 10 grammes glycerine, 10 grammes
arjuse calcis ad, 200
liquoris rhimbi subaestales, 6 grammes
grammes. Mix. Use as a lotion.
The best " all round " remedy is without doubt the oxide of
The objection to
ziuc ointment applied once or twice a day.
its use being its greasy character, as it is soon rubbed ofl and
Should a week's careful trial of the foresoils the kennel.
going fail to show any marked improvement in the disease, we
should advise consulting a regular physician and ask him to
treat the dog in the same manner as he would a human being.
advise going to a regular physician rather than to a
veterinarian, for we believe that as yet the latter have given
but little attention to diseases of the skin.
:

;

;

We
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OTJB SPECIAL REFOBTER.J

TENNESSEE FIELD TRIALS.
Nashville, Dec. 5,1878.

As was announced, the Field Trials, under the rules of the
Tennessee Sportsmen's Association, began on Monday, tho 2d, at
Belle Meade, the farm of Gen. W. G. Harding, about six miles
from this city. The place had been closely preserved during the
fall, and in addition about 600 quail had been turned loose to
doubly insure good sport. Great interest was felt in these trials
by aporteinen in all parts of the countrv, and in oonscquonoe the
attendance ia larger and tho number of dogs greater than at any
former meeting of tho Association. There are at least 50 dogs
hero, almost all the different kennel clubs are represented besides
a large number of amateur sportsmen.
The NrJiiS-EBY Stakes, for puppies under 18 months old, closed
with eleven entries. The whole of Monday wa3 occupied with
,

them, the race not being finished when 5 p. k. arrived. The
weather was bright, but the stormy weather of the preceding
days had oaused the birds to lie very close, and take refuge in the
woods and thick covers, so that they were hard to find, and hence
rendered tho work very slow. Tuesday morning was cloudy and
cold with considerable wind, which was very unfavorable, though
by 10 o'clock the puppy BtakeB wore decided in favor of Pearl, with
Fannie, 2d, and Dan, 3d.

Pcrrv Stakes.

:

^
Prutrte Hose...

For Forest unci Stream and Rod and Gun.
to release the dogs, who were tearing frantically along, and
only when choked down and nearly suffocated did they let
me get near enough to cut the straps and " let 'em go," while
BY MOHICAN.
I sat down on a log to recover breath and wipe the blood
this is
from my lacerated hands and face and contemplate the remall the diseases of the skin which afflict dogs
nant of my clothes then to follow the trail back to the place
the most common. It assumes many very different
I dropped the old smooth-bore, and, according to instructions, forms— in fact, by studying it we can see almost every variI then trotted off a couple of miles, may be five, to a station ety of lesion found upon the skin at one time the integuor " runway," generally the most unlikely one for a deer ment is found dry and scaly, at another moist and watery,
ever to put in au appearance. But I remember on one occa- and still again pus, or matter, exudes, which, drying, forms
sion, having laid the old rifle down. I was pleasurably occupied
cruBts aod scabs, it is only quite recently that these various
in paddling my naked feet in the cool waters of the creek,
appearances have been recognized as different phases of the
to
startled
hear
when I was
a splash, and looking up saw a same disease. The most concise and intelligent definition is
doe stopping to drink not len yards distant, and after slaking that given by Prof. Duhring
her thirst, raised her head, looked at me a moment, then
"Eczema is an inflammatory, acute or chronic non-contacatching the sound of old Lion's voice and the more subdued gious disease nt the skin, characterized at its commencement
tones of old Bet and Sport, she pricked up her ears, snorted by the appearance cither of erythema (redness), papules (pimand bouuded away as I sat stupidly gazing after her, never ples), uesicles or pustules, or a combination of these lesions,
once thinking of my rifle, which was twenty yards away. I accompanied by initiation (thickening of the skin) and itchdid not mention it when reaching home, but my governor was ing, terminating either in discharge with the formation of
not a man to be fooled. He knew the habits of the deer too crusts or in the production of scales."
well and the direction of the dogs, that the deer must have
The cause of this trouble may be an hereditary disposition
dyspepsia, the condigone down through the canyon where I was stationed.
to it
it may be the accompaniment of
It required a wholu year
of industrious attention to the tion of the "blood found in gout or rheumatism, the latter,
worms on the early corn, bug hunting in the cantelope and being a common complaint with old dogs, is favorable to its
water melon patch, and kindling wood splitting to eradicate development. It may be produced by the external applicathe disgrace before I was allowed to place a hand on any gun tion of various drugs— as mercury, sulphur and turpentine-

CANINE SKIN DISEASES— ECZEMA.

OF

;

Jennie
Lass O'Gowtv..

Dan
Fannie
Pearl

Coin
BrecKenridge..

LormaXloon...
Belle

Quido

The

falling to malce points is called

by Uio rales " Lost Opportnnl-

:

-

j

ties,

Pearl, the winner, Is out of Daisy by Lake.
Nichols, of Syracuse, N. Y., for $200.

She v

sold to

Mr. John

this there were 21 entries, moulding some of the finoBt dogs in the country, such as Gladstone,
Bow, Jet, Joe Jr., Buck Jr., Drake, Whip, Nellie, Lincoln and
Romeo. The first two dogs cast off were Erin and St. Elmo.
They woraed for at least an hour before finding birds, Erin
flushed one, which, according to rules, was marked against him.
His owner became so augrv at this that he withdrew him, bnt
after some time he claimed that he did not know that any change
had been made in the rules with regard to flushes, aud asked to be
allowed to put down bis dog again with the mark of demerit to remain against him. The judges agreed to allow him to do so.
While this question was being discussed Mr. Adams' dog Drake
with
was called and cast off. Drake is a handsome white dog
and made
black and tan spots. Ho was not lone in finding birds,
He finally scored 5 and was
two fine points iu a few minutes,
and
point,
single
a
taken up. St. Elmo, at this time, was without
penalized with two false onus, his owner therefore withdrew him.
Erin was then put down for the second time, and St. Elmo was
r*laoedby Mr. Bryson'a Whip. Whip is also a white and black

The Champion SiAKES^-For

,

1

FOREST AIND
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ho mads hia 5 Straight points during tbo ftffsmdon, Erin
Becnrinp; but 3.
Mr. Long's dog. Coin, followed Whip, but was
castoff ho late that ho made but odo point before time was oalled

dop

j

by the Judges.

'tt

EAM

.

flrat place he 1b a small dog, a oroas between a pointer and cooker
and weighs jmr, thirl
aunch, and
worka with head and tall very high, and rnus remarkably swlrt
ranging close or far oft as you may wish. I have often sst on the
fence and had him hunt a forty-acre Held thoroughly, and almost as
quickly as I could direct him from one quarter to another, lie will
run at bl8 lightning gait from early morn until late at night without
the least appearance ot fatigue. I have never Known him t.) lie down
or even Bit down while I held a gun In my baud, hut always looking
into my face with 3 nervous wag of the tall, ready to be off with my

the

spaniel, liver color,

L

i

Champion Stakes.
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Kamta.
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nrst motion.

go nut very frequently, generally from eight to twelve miles, and
the dog always goes afoot, and, after hunting all day he will, in coming
home, hunt all the fields along the road ahead of me and as I have ai
drive, less tha
excellent roadster and light buggy, I n
i mean ,-.
to ten miles per hour, so you can ece dial
igsarehlghi;
would carry htm always ahead, while the
a time, every day,
ven keep up. I have hunted him wlu
see him Is
early and late, and have the first time yet
sandactters, but have
worried. I have bunted him with fine bred polni
h him Hiseen or heard of one that would conipan
endurance. I never knew a dog of just his breeding hefore, and as
haa an excellent " none," perfectly staunch (I have had him Etand a f ul
half hour on trial), a beautiful worker, and, by the way, unexcelled for
duck Bhootlng, as well as for hunting quail, why wonldn'c it be to the
advantage of those wanting doga for all purposes to make tiiia cross in
breeding 7 He has the best disposition of any dog I ever knew, and litsl
fiends (they are every one in town) call him very handsome. T'ae clog
came from Algona, this State, owned by the landlord of the hotel at
that place, where he has often been hunted against as many as six dogs
from the East, always coming home fresh aud afo_;. wnile the others
had to be taken la the wagon. Possibly some of yonr readerBhave
heard of him, or It ts not altogether improbable that Borne of them have
hunted with him, as the above-mentioned place 18 n g
J. W. 1U.
sportsmen from all over the coum ry.
I
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morning was cold and cloudy, but the birds were
moie abundant than on the previous days, and then the dogs were
superior in paint of training the consequence was they did good.
work aiid afforded better apoit than bad been had the first two
days. The first dogs put down were Erin and Coin to finish their
scores commenced the day before. Erin rnado another flush and
was taken up. Coin made bis 5 points, and wasfollowed by Paris,
Maida relieving Erin. Neither of these did anjtbing, and were
soon called up, and Gladsione and Breckenridge were cast off.
Gladstone disappointed bis many admirers by making two flushes
after having scored hree points. Breckenridge was taken up and
Bob put down, and Bow relieved Gladstone. Bow, after making
four pc ujts. scored a flash and was taken up. Ho is a splendid
dog and will no doubt make a great name for himself. Nicholson's
bis many friends are
Jet relieved Bow aud made his five points
sanguine that bu v, ill v.in the race. Dan followed Jet, and Clip
relieved Bob. They wore shortly called up, and Lincoln, worked
by J. H. Dew, and Borneo were let go. Lincoln was a great
favorite with many, but ho disappointed his friends. Borneo made
his five points and was followed by Nellie, Joo Jr. replacing LinRfaJnesdaji

;

I

§achtitt^

I

mid Routing.

THE question

of calling

upon Congaess during

the present

session to so modify existing laws and regulati

cerniDg yachts'

official

papers, as to carry out the Intentions of

,

Joe- Jr. made his five points in a very short time, having
been fortunate in finding birds. He is a fine dog, very fast and
stylish the knowing ones think him the winner. Buck Jr., another favorite, was called up, but too late to do anything.
Dr. Rowe was thrown from the mule he was riding and severely
shaken he was uneoutcious for a few minutes, but fortunately
escaped any serious injury.
Thursday,— Fine bright morning. Quite a large number of
e out to
tire finish of tho Champion Stakes,
sportame:
Jr.. Wl
Nellie and Bi
great favorites, were the last enNellie
a flush soon after being cast of)',
tries to be 11
which loft !u
jk Jr. was also unlucky, making a
flush and a f
or being oast off. Time ended the
1878. there beiug six dogs which
ran foi the
Large room for speculation
ate;
o winner.
As it was it was exCampbell's Joe Jr. divided
_. j aud
oeecfiDg
.
the 1st and second prizas, upon which they had tied. The 3d
prize was awarded to Brveon's Whip.
Tni Dtjpokt Brace Stakes were the next on the programme,
and for which there were 11 entries. Mr. M. C. Campbell's Joe Jr.
and Buck Jr. were the first brace down, and were great favoriteB,
but were soon taken up as thev both scored a flush aud Buck Jr. a
L. II. Smith's Paris and Clip came next. They
false point.
started badly with two liuHh"a, aud were taken up for the time
being. Adams' Drake and Dash IH were now called they did
Borne excellent work and soou scored their five points. Bryson
and Den's Gladstone and Lincoln followed, and did some beautiful
work. They soon mado three points, and seemed the likely winners, but Gladstone made a flush. Jet and Bolle then came upon
the field and did some pretty work, but Belle made a flush and the
brace were taken up. Clip and Paris were again put down aud
made their five points. This closed the Brace Stakes, and the
judges awarded Adorns' Drake and Dash III the first prize Bryand L.
Bon and Dew's Lincoln and Gladstone, 2d prize
Smith's Paris and Clip, 3d prize.

coln.

the original framcre, has been taken up in earnest by the Scawanhaka Yacht Club, an organization which has taken the
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a short time ago for the purpose, cover the grounds of complaint in as thorough a manner as can be wished, and it therefore only remains for us to call the attention of all yacht

clubs to the changes proposed, SO that they

'

may

aid in their

passage through Congress in atlising their signatures to Che
memorial about to be presented them by the committee of the
Seawanliaka Club. The memorial in question seeks relief in
the regular manner, first: from the necessity of having bail
ing ports and names on the counter in flaming letters of cer
Second The extension of licenses to all yachts

tain sizes.
of 5 tons

:

and over, instead of limiting the privileges and im-

munities of such licenses to vessels of over 20 tons as at prea
repeal of the presen reguthstiona reJrquSai
the annual renewal of licenses and tho rami:
provision to a renewal, whenever a yacht changes hands, us
the oath of an owner once affixed to the paper is binding for
all time and not for one year only.
The memorial covers the above much needed reforms iu the
acts of Congress and the Treasury Regulations
thereon, and we have little doubt that the desired relief will
Represent
bepvomptly granted by our wise ];
head of the Treasury Department, who is fully alive to
benefits to be realized by the couutry from a libers
so
nine
which
does
mehtof a sport like yachting,
a taste for the sea and all the nobler and mare manly qualities

ent; and, third
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Prompt co-operation of oilier clubs aud a
necessary "coaching" of the petition will see the next

of its devotees.

season upon with the laws relating to yachts' paper? in such
shape that they will serve to encourage the sport as intended,
aud not to hamper it.
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Yacht Cltjb.—The

elected for 1879 : Commodore, Robt. McWhinney, of the
Journeyman ; Vice-Corn., Abner B. Inglee; Sec, John Prick;
Weaver; Meas., W- J. Greacen Steward,
Treas., Joseph
Pb. Houseman j Trustees, John Flick, chairman ; Col. A.
H. Rogers, Dr. J. C. Perrine, Louis P. Wiegman and Jos. A.
Weaver. Last Bummer this club bold one of the best sailed
learn with
and most spirited regattas of the season.
pleasure that the outlook for the future is extremely favorable
and that the fleet of the club will be materially increased.
The present Commodore has held office for a number of terms,
and is deservedly popular among the members as a Corinthian

A

5

b
4
b

R
3

(w) Withdrawn.

sailor.

Friday.— Fine bright
Very little interest was
a few enthusiastic sport
aud was 03' no means iu
men have left

1

>-.

The Nursery Stake was run

nifested in

it

to day.
except, by the owners, and

The race occupied
large number

nearly all day
of tin! sportsEvery one with whom I spoke, Baid this
country,
and expresi "
was the grandest Trial e r hold in the
themselves highlv pleased at. the manner iu which they were entertained by the Tennessee Sportsmen's Association.
The Judges were CI cnls. W. H. Jackson aud Churchill, and D:
airy, marker.
Bawlings Young, Capt. Woodson, 5th U. 8.
vithdrew as a
After the Puppy Stakes were run, Genl. Jacki
with the understanding
judge, the other two gentlemi
disagreement.
that a third party
leu.

1

1

'

1.

nd if snch high
entire eatisfact
toned geutlemen, should always he chosen as judges at field
trials there could never be any underhand play, and the object
J. D. H.
for which the trials are held would be accomplished.

The judges gave

CONDITIONING DOGS.
WINTEK3ET,

BMTOR FOKBST AND Stkkam

la.,

DOC.

1,

the Corinthians quite a large de-

for small, able cruisers, and a cumber are already
or these a disposition to arrive d
all

-

i?r can be noticed.
Depth, keels aud ballast are much more conspicuous by their
than by their absence as in former practice.
Especially do these remarks apply to the Eastern community,
which is quicker to appreciate the necessities demanded by
rqugh watec thai) yachtsmen about New York, to whom the
placid Sound offers strong inducements to adhere to the racing
model with meagre cruising qualifications. Lawley & Son, of
South Boston, have in hand a couple of interesting and promis-

ing schooners for members of the Boston Yacht Club.
of them will be 40ft. over all, 40 on water-line, 14ft. Bin.

and

One
beam

smaller and
will be a very roomy craft, judging from her dimensions,
though we think it an open question whether she might not
have profited had some of her bulk been disposed in length
nnd not in excessive beam. But as she is to satl under lengtfl
measurement, the shoo pinches in tl.at direction, and her designer finds himself compelled to put his power in beam.
trust that a reformation in tbia crippling system of allowance
will soon be in order, so tint fine, easy models will not be
taxed for their superior design as thev are under length
measurement. This schooner is to be 36ft. over all, 30 on
water-line, 18ft. Gin. beam and 6ft. draft.
Both will be keel
vessels, and carry something likea ton andahalf iron shoe. At
6ft. 6in. draft

of water.

The second one

is

We

L. I., Alonzo Smith basin frame a wholesome little
sloop for Mr. John J. Prague, of this city.
She is 8Mt. Bin.
iu keel, 37ft. ewer all, 14ft. Gin. beam, and 5ft. ljin. deep,
eight with a hat on below her trunk. John
the foot of Court street, Brooklyn, has in hand a
new racing sloop for Dr. Johnson, of the Atlantic \'. C. She
will be about 50ft. long.
Mr- Dion Boucicault is said to have
signed a contract with Ward
Stanton, of Newburg, N, Y.,
for a new steam yacht, 126ft. on water line. 26ft. beam, and
l:*ift hold. The' Josephine, formerly of the New York Y. O.
lias been sold as a fruiter, and the sloop Addie V. has goue
into Boston hands.
understand that Mr. Iselin is to have
a cutter afloat early next spring. Builders have had numerous
nd have furnished estimates for many craft, ranging mostly from 30ft. to 50ft,, so that we look for a material
increase in the number of Corinthian cruisers with the opening of the season.

&

We

For the Common Good.— Admiral Paris, of the French
is engaged upon the publication of an interesting series
of plans illustrating mainly those classes of vessels which are
disappearing before tho encroachments of steam. Hhould any
of our readers be pofl
the "lines,"or models of vessels
once typical of cei
Localities, we would be
pleased b
in the work which is now being
published in single r
nd would like to commuuicate for
that purpose
itlon as to where such models can
be found will be
received. America should be well
represented in the
j work.

navy,

i

Fbanok.— Our enterprising contemporary,
to French yachtsmen wbat the Forest
American, published recently the lines and
sail plan of a roomy little boar, of handsome model, one likely
She is 29ft. Sin.
to suit those in search of :: "big little boat."
on deck, no counter; 29ft. water line; beam, 8ff. 2jin
draught forward 1ft. lOin.; aft, 3ft Din.; depth amidships,
4ft. Ij-ie.; freeboard forward, 3ft. Tin.; ai't, 2ft. iMn,; ballast,
rig, mainG.050 lbs of which 2.000 is iron on
sail 346 sq. ft, hoist 20ft.; "foresail,' 110 tq. ft.; jib, 174sq.
or dandy, 140 sq. ft.; bowsprit outboard, 13ft.
I

iS6 in

•.vlu'ch
•i

is

is

to

.

,

1

I

:

centre of Bail, 4jin. abaft that of the longtitndinal
imtnm, has given a good
This litll
account of herself in matches with lichen boats, and having
only moderate dead rise, with ample freeboard, v.
good height in cabin. She would be improved iu appearance
If a couider were added, and by placing the mizzf
With some few mot
aft, could be given more sail.
to suit our fashions, she would make an excellent
CI Uiser, and could be driven with 25 per cent, less canvas than
an excessively broad vessel Of the same length, and that without sacrificing any useful room below. With low ballast and
small canvas and high freeboard, she would probably heel no
more than the broad centre-boauler.
Otn? Wishing List.— In the list of winning yachts ^s
make the following corrections and additions Clara B, won
one 5th prize, Kestrel and Lark one 2d, Lena and Leonora
each two 2d prizes, and Kathleen, La Belle, Laurel and Lenoir
IAIIU belongs to the O. Y. C, not O. Y. C,
is.
read Mabel for llabe. Dare Devil won three races, not four.
Mirage won a championship. Maggie, of the Prov. Y. C,
Volanle won one 2d prize. Ililclegard besailed one race.
longa to the War. Y. O. and Petrel to Mr. Dow, not Don.
Psyche's championship mark belongs in column of 1st prizes.
Mew, not Sea Men, Tantrum ia cat-rig. Sarany,
!pS and Tantrum have stars against their name?,
Intrepid is 23ft. llin. long;
which should be omitted.
..
Y. C, is 26ft.; Mamie, M. B. Y. C, is 22ft.;
Pearl ia 17ft 6in., and Irene between 23 and 26ft. For
Cahill, of Coopers Point Y. C, read Ouhill. She is cat rigged,
171t.llin. long, and won four prizes including three champion
Midge belongs to Mr. Iselin.
flags.
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hang forward, due to a raking stem, will no longer be
counter aft will be included as
heretofore in obtaining the length over alias one of the factors
of mean length.
On motion of Yice-Commodore Cromwell it
was resolved to admit spinnakers in the sailing regulations as
a racing sail. This we presume will not in any vi a
with the. custom of limiting yachts to ordinary fore-and-aft
sail during Corinthian matches, for, upon motion of Mr.
Uoon jibs were prohibited in such races in the
future.
series of interesting lectures for the coming season
was also provided for, and a revision ot the club book was
ordered.

1S7S.

:

In your Issue of Nov. 14 1 liuil quite a long article on " Conditioning
Dogs." Reading it over 1 gat the impression ttiat your dogs In the
East were "qnittera," and had to be •' fitted" before they could hunt
even a whole day. Now, as I think I have a prodigy In the way of endnraucc, 1 will give yon a description of his " stay Ing " qualities, In

CuiOAGO Yacht Cure.— Officers

for the season

have been

T M. Bradley, Com.; B. H. Fleming,
elected as under
Vice-Corn.; J. Triges, Hear- Com.; C. E. Erenier,
W. 8. Brawley, Treas.; J. Q. Fergus, Measurer; Executive
Committee, W. E. Barnum and J. Q. FergtiE Regatta Com.
mittee, T. Thompson, G. E. Wier, F. B. H. Bonter, W. D.
;

Payne and John A. Farrow.
Doeouestbe Tacht Cltjb.—The new club bona
Commercial Point. Harrison Square, is nearly ready for
occupancy. The building measures 40 by 20 feet, is two
stories high and commands a fine view of the harbor.
Seawakhaka Yacht Cltjb.—We have referred in outleader to the praiseworthy promptness with which the Seawanhalfa Yacht Club has made a move tow;
i"u with
tion of yachts' papers and other matters iu conned
the regulations established by the Treasury Department.
The committee of flag-officers having the drawing up of the
petition in charge reported at the last regular quarterly meeting substantially as above and reeeived the thanks of the
club for their labor. The committee on "over all dimensions " reported in favor of taking length measurement from
a point perpendicular to the forward end of the load-line at
the upper end of the planksheer to the after side Of the
planksheer at the middle of the stern. In other words, over-
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Ejutob Fobesi ABU Streasi

:

Believing that a description of the yachts Enterprise and Vilting
—modeled by D. J. Lawler, and built in Boeton— together with an

account of their doings during the pant season, will be of interest
to your readers, and having had opportunities of obaerving both
boata in all iinds of weather, I am able to form a pretty correct
opinion of their merits.
v.ab built by her mudslerin East Boston.

She

differs

considerably from the usual aula of Lawler, hor owner desiring
She ia iSft.
to have a ronnd atom and an English cutter rig.

water

line, 50ft.

over

all,

15ft.

Clin,

beam, and draws

7ft.

of water;

FOREST AND STREAM.
her bow is hollow, and extremely long and sharp
her midship
frame is nearly straight, from the bilge until within a lew planlte
of the g.ubel, at which point it takes a sharp downward curve
her forefoot is all cot away in order to prevent griping
but the
most noticeable part ia the keel, which ia rooker shaped, with an
inner keel set in that weighs about 6,S001bs.
As before stated,
Bhe is cutter rigged
and although this rig ia not regarded with
favor by Boston yachtsmen, still it must be acknowledged ihat for
cruising it is very handy as when you are caught in a blow you
can house both topmast and bowsprit, and any yachtsman knows
what a great advantage this is. Enterprise baa sailed in but one
race, and that was unfortunately during a light and variable wind,
The raoe was a close one, but her opponent, the centreboard sloop
Madcap, was victorious. Had it blown a stiff breeze, it Would
probabty have ended differently. Although Enterprise baa not
done much in races, in private sailing she has proved to be very
fast, a rail breeze to windward being cmo of her strong points.
Viking is 31ft. water line, 38ft. 6in. oyer all, 14ft. Sin, beam,
with 6ft, draught of water her bow ia sharp
she has a hollow.
floor and a V stern
her keel is about the same as Enterprise's,
with an iron Bhoe that weighs about l,6001bs. 8ho was built at
City Point, South Boston, the headquarters of the yachir.
eat.
From the time her keel was laid till the day of her trial trip
her model was abused by the yachting men. Sua was " too wide"
•

;

;

,

;

;

;

—"had

no forefoot, and couldn't go to windward"

—were among
—

the objections put forth by the o itics. A few— a very few recognized her fine lines and great power ; but the popular opinion
allowed her anything but speed.
After hor trial trip there was
considerable change in the tone of the critioiBma.
Persons who
wore loud in her condemnation before, were forced to acknowledge
her ability in a breeze. She has sailed in but two regular regattas

—one on

July 4, during which she carried away part of her riging, thereby losing all chance of a prize
hor next race was on
;

October 9, in which she was compelled to sail against centreboards
without receiving any allowance— an unusual thing in most of the
raoee in these waters.
Her principal opponents wero the sloops
Shadow and Violet, modeled and built by Herreshou", of Bristol.
B. I. The course was about 25 miles in length, and the race was
given under the auspices of the Dorchester Club, the object being
to develop the ciuisiug model. The boats were obliged to sail in
cruising trim, carrying tender, stove, etc., as if on a ciuise.
The
BtMt was a flying OD9, ecu for tho iiret rive miles, dead before the
wind. All the boats were reefed, as it was blowing a gale of wind,
with an ugly choppy sea. bhadoic Etarted first, followed in 2m.
by Viking- Before the wind Shadow increased her load, but when
the sheets were trimmed ait Viking gained until the boats got.
about even, in which position they remained for a good 10 miles
with the sheets a little etarted. Fur the last three miles of tbe
race it was close hauled; and juat aa tbe sheets weie trimmed
Through a slight accident
flat aft Viking took the lead.
was compelled to stand out in the tide while her. it throi
bnl aa S
Gut, the boats crossed tho lino almost together
started first, Viking was declared the winner ay a couple of mmTile result ol ibis race caused general surprise th]
rvfes.
boating circles; for although it was well known that TV.:.
fast in a breeze, it was cot to be expect
Boold Bail with
Shadow, the latter having beaten all the clippers under tho same

me

that a

above

-

.

•

circumstances.

In regard to the comparative merits of Vikiaq and Enterprise.
my observation of the two boats has convinced me that iU a light
wind, free. Enterprise can beat Viking; but to windward in
a breeze, Viking is the better boat. The latter is sloop rigged.

—-«H

.

NeWunb.
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YACHT MEASUREMENT.
Bellevuxe, Canada, Nov.

Editor Foeest ahd Stbeah

14, 1878.

i

Having read with interest, and I trust not without profit, tho
remarks on the subject of yacht measurement in the iseue of your
journal of Oat. 7, I, aa an enthusiastic yachtsman— as oao who
has had not a little to do with yacht measurement as Secretary of
a yacht club for the past four years, and as haying thought considerably upon the matter, desire to have my say upon the subject.
You say a obange is needed in the present rule which is in use
in these waters, exactly as quoted In the artiole referred to. But
the difficulty is to determiue in what direction the alteration shall
be made, considering that it is indispensable that the rutc for he
measurement of yachts shall be a simple one, and easy of applicaone, in fact, by which the tonnage of a yacht can be detertion
mined in a few minutes. Any such rules of measurement aa are
applied to vessels for commercial purposes would bo too complex,
aa in but few yacht olubs would there bo found a measurer thoroughly acquainted with the necessary formula, or who would be
inclined to spend the time necessary for the measurement of
a large fleet of yachts, which such operations would render necesI

;

Therefore, as iu the case of standing keel yachts the present rule offers a premium to length, and places a heavy handicap
on beam, an alteration whereby fairer treatment is accorded to
wide vessels of that description is desirable. I say in tho case of
standing keel yachts, because the present rule is about aa fair sa
can be devised for centreboard craft, which must have great beam
sary.

in order to carry

Kemp,

The

canvaB safely.

rule proposed by Mr.

Dixon

of which you speak approvingly, would not answer at all

for centreboard yachts, as the

premium which

it

offers to

beam

would produce some ridiculous results, of which I will give you an
example, taken at random from the fleet of the Bay of Quiute
Yacht Club here
Beam.
Old Rule.
Length.
Yachts,
Proposed
ft.

in.

KatieGray

26

Kathleen

27

8
6

Gtaoie

25

9

ft.

10
10
11

in.

10
6
3

9 83-91
9 9191
9 88-94

Bute.
4 13-70
o 8-70
2 49-70

which places beam

am led

at,

such a premium as

is

shown

1

i

The construction of the keel boat being widely different, tho
is obliged to give bis model a certain draught of water in
order to obtain stability and weatherly qualities ; and aa the
builder

draught must neoeesarily increase with the narrowing of the hull,
the depth dould with excellent reBults bo taken into account in
measuring yachts of the standing lteel olasa.
Therefore, as the centreboard yaohta derive their stability and

from sources entirely different, and indeed
those from which the keel yachta do, I hold that there
should be separate rules of measurement for each— that for the
former taking no account of depth, and that for the latter meaauisailing

qualities

opposed

to.

being lose broad and loss buoyant.

But different situations cill
In San Francisco Bay scows are perhaps the
but 1 am not yet convoi ted to the belief that 3cowa in
the English Channel would be much of a success.
Even orossing Sandy Hook Point I saw an improved aoow— the
Mohawk— maks her bow not gracefully, either, but very abruptly
—to a couple of not very bad seas, when away went her bobatay,
and she had to turn tail instantly, or lose her masts, If she had
been cutter rigged, she could have done better than that for she
could have run that abominable bowsprit in, and saved things.
Do you think, dear P., that if Vision had 8 or 10 ft. more beam,
she could have won that cup a few weeks ago ?
I have seen her
try to Bail to windward in a seaway, and fail and I think I know
what's the matter with her, but I dont think that it is want of
beam.
On the other baud, I mnst say that I don't want auoh
a machine aa Muriel
Forty-six feet over all, Oft. 2in. beam— no
cockpit, no house!
Where tho deuce ia a fellow going to stay on
thiB thing, with such a very narrow strip of deck, and no rail to
speak of ?
If I failed to grab the tiller, I should have to sling
myaelf to the mast, or go below, or overboard. No; thia doesn't
for different things.

to the conclusion that there should be

two rules
for measurement, one for contreboaid yachts and another for
standing keel craft.
The reasons which I have to give for this
idea are that in my opinion a correct rule of measurement ought
to take into aceonut the depth of a yacht as well as her length and
beam. Such a rule could not be applied to centreboaiders, otbere.ratiou of yachts succeeding its enactment would be
built to evade measurement in depth, jUBt as the English craft
are now constructed to evade measurement in width: and the
result would be a class of ''skimming dishes" infinitely more
dangerous than many of tho "racing machines" which now skim
the surface of many livers, bays and other inland waterB,
The
present rule is good in this respect, that a builder may make his
centrehoard boat as deep aa a draw-well if ho chooaes, and the
result is a class of craft in which the happy mean soema to have
been struck.

beat boats

;

—

;

;

me

1 like the rig very well, theoretically, but I want
a decent boat under it.
say what my notion of a boat is,
Thirty-six feet
keel, about 45ft. over all, 6ft. to G>£ft. depth of bold, and 12ft. Sin.
centreboard, because I have not water
extreme outside beam
enough for a keel, which otherwise I should decidedly prefer, and
suit

what

either.

I oall

Now lot me

;

ing draught of water as well aa length and breadth.
Hoping that some of your able correspondents wiil consider
and discuss the ideas above aet forth, and that the result will be

draw 4ft 8in. to 5ft.; cutter rige-t probablyi ail but the top.
oai!, whioh I would prefer jib heaved, and to furl aloft.
Now, if
the owner and a boy or a friend can manage "Corinthian's" boat
I think they could as easily manage this, and be very much safer.
At all events, I think very seriously of trying it, and am only waiting till this little matter of the perfect dimensions is settled to my

of benefit to yachting generally, I subscribe myself

satisfaction to begin building.

Ontario.

In making an application of the new rule proposed by Mr.
Dixon Kemp to the yachts mentioned in his letter our correspondent, " Ontario," has come to conclusions which are justified by what we had published concerning the proposed
change.
We should, however, have added in our remarks
concerning the innovation proposed, that Mr.Kemp foresaw this
anomaly, and consequently made the proviso in his proposition that

whenever a yacht's beam exceeded two-sevenths of

on water line, in other words, when the yacht has
three, and a a half times her beam for length, then for
measurement for time allowances two sevenths of the length
is to be taken as beam in the. formula.
Thus Kathleen, would

less

than

Gins in length two-sevenths of that is 7.86ft.,
be regarded as her beam.
Subtracting twice this

ifi,

Which

ia to

;

h leaves 11.78,
This multiplied by the assumed
again by one-half of that figure gives 303.88, which

1

;

rule-

cither just or right?

is

Thus

383

divided by 70 results in the racing tonnage of 5.20. Similarly
will ton 4.73 and OtucU 4.34.
This places the
matter in a better light.
Our correspondent, however, de-

to

"Podgers" thinks ho has settled it, but he hasn't with me for
according to his creed, I should be obliged to be over 16ft. beam.
Well, I don't want it, for I ba
nth one which, with
;

beam, has 41ft. keel, ant
and yet when she got in a heav;

16ft. Sin.
all

we

;

it

The

tbe limiting' clause from our article-

was mentioned

rule

rather as an evidence of n gradual giving

way

of the

strict,

hedged about the; old Thames
tgle iu England, and which was steadily and surely producing
inordinately narrow vessels abroad, ihan as a rule
to be applied without modification to American yachts.
In
general, however, we countenance any system which will
modify the tendency toward shallow racing vessels at a sacrifice of seaworthiness, even though such rule may be theoretiIvc

feeling hitherto

!

under

50f(,

aver

and she would
not come in stays until aho went 8
u first a while, and was manid round by a skillful manipulation of that huge rudder and
with the jib to windward. She was a splendid working boat too
but make a boat bulky enough
in smooth water, and very smart
and with sufficiently small displacement to suit about here, and in
a seaway there is only one direction iu which she can nail and
that ia to leeward.
If tho scows can lay to well, that is a good
thing for them ; for they certainly must have to do it a great det.1
of the time— that is, if the wind is ahead, and tho water a httle
rough; and I guess I had bettar follow their example.
So, a«
sre

us,

;

'

reooir.

Hami-a-Lee.

^

A REPLY TO

"

ROUGE-CROIX."
New

...

credited with having discovered tbe omission of

than

little loss

a eho wolloped about so that

couldn't keep cur sea legs any

Editob Forest Akd Stiikam
In your communication headed

1'okk,

Nov.

20, 1878.

:

"

A lew Words

to

Oorinthiaa

'

your correspondent, ".Rouge-Croix, has evidently found a mare'e
neat in my letterof Oct. 25; whereas, a little thought upon the
words he quotes therefrom would have shown him that rig was
not treated of at all in my communication, but American an.i
English types of vessels—one designated largo bulk aud small displacement
the other, small oulk with large displacement, ot
English cutter type.
1 beg to inform your correspondent,
" Bonge-CroU," that I urn familiar with thepchoonorrig, aud
have
had the pleasure of viewing the Cambria ; also, that I have done
1

''

;

considerable sailing and yachting, principally in schooners, for
the
and know the difference between bobstay

cally imperfect.
If that of the Seawanhaka Club— area of
load water line— were assured of permanence, its influence

last twenty-five years,

upon model could not fail to be beneficial, for it encourages
an easy, deep form, and taxes the dish model, working,

glad to see his interest ; since, perhaps, the Dominion may again
be a competitor for what ia known aa tbe Queen's Cup, and aend

therefore, in exactly the right direction.

both: types practically considered.

and dingey pennant.

However, aa he hails from Halifax, I

hie approved type of vessel to contend with our cracks inslead-of
a nondescript. I am aleo glad to sea my old acquaintance,
"Podgers," to the fore.
Aa to his oentreboard in the run, I believe it
a good thing, having seen it tried thirty yeara ago.
,„

New

Jeksey, Dec.

1,

1878.

Editob Forest and Stbeaw
I have just been reading a most interesting little book, called
"Down Channel," which gives a literal description of several
eruiaoB from London to Land's End, in Cornwall
and one completely round Great Britain— the latter in a cutter of the following
dimensions : 32ft. over all, 9ft- Sin, extreme beam, and 6ft, draught
of water aft. I wish friend "Podgers" would read this little book,
and see how suoh a craft behaved in a severe gale in the North
Sea, so severe that large vessels felt obliged to lay to, and one
large schooner was thrown on her beam ends, and only righted by
the loss of her mainmast. He will there see that all his talk about
diviog-bells, etc., must be the result of mistaken impressions; for
it seems to be pretty evident that Sirius and Orion
two of the
finest vessels, the former 32ft. and the latter 42ft. over ah— were
as diy boats in a heavy aea as cou!d be desired ; for in the
owner's account of a night passed in a very heavy gale, laying to
moBt of the time, he tolls us how the top of one aea, "not looking
where it was going," sprinkled him with its spray and with this
exception, she took no water aboard yet a very heavy sea was
running, as may be judged by the spirited illustrations of the
scene. With the bowsprit run close in, and no overhang of stern
:

;

—

;

;

speak of, she always lifted cleverly, in time to clear everything.
I fail to see how she could.
Could any boat do better?
Now
on the other hand, take a New York boat of the same length—
"Podgers'" boat for instance— 30ft. long, and 13^ beam; 4>.<
hold wi th a draught of about 3ft. to 3?£f t. aft, and half of that, or
to

,

less,

forward.

Place her in the same position, and

how would she

I could give a good many more examples, but the above is sufficient to demonstrate the utter absurdity of Mr. Dixon Kemp's
proposed rule if applied to vessels of great beam, which under it

make

would escape with about one-fourth of iho tonnage which they
measure under the present rule. That the present mode is preferable for centreboard boats who can deny, when tho further fact
is stated in substantiation of its justice, that any of the above
that
yachta will carry upwards of 15 tons of dead weight,
Katie
Qraoia will carry as much, if not more, canvas than eith
Qray or SaihUen ? Will, therefore, any man in bis senses tell

excelled by anything that floats.) My impression, judging from
what experience I have had, is that she
Podgers' " boat
would be in great danger, from her extreme buoyancy and great
bBam, of being tosBed up by Borne of those seas, and coming down
again wrong side up, which would be certain to occasion more dis-

out ? Would she do as well, think you ? (There can be no
question of doing better, for a little boat which will carry safely,
aiid always be under perfect control in such weather, eannot be

—

''

comfort to hor passengers than to run the chance of a little apray
being thrown oyer them occasionally, in oonaequence of their boat

am

,

.,

OoBIKTHIAN.
,

Organs and Pianos.— The celebrated instruments of Daniel
F. Beatty, the great piano aud org.™ manufacturer: of
Washington, N. J., are unrivalled in purity of tone, action and
excellency of finish, being the result of years of indefatigable
labor, the aim of which has been to make only tbe very
best
and sell at tbe least possible profit.
This course has resulted
in the name of Beatty becoming a household word in
everv
State and Territory of the Onion and Oanadas, and familiar
to
numbers of the residents of England, Germany, France and
Italy.
Tbe special offers of Mr. Beatty, which appear id our

columns to-day, mean just what they say. The instruments
are all and more than 13 claimed for them, While the
prices
are barely manufacturer's cost, for Mr. Beatty is
determined
to place his unexcelled instruments in the homes of the
entire
music-loving population. No one contemplating the purchase
of an organ or piano should fail to take advantage of his offer*
as a neglect to do so will be a matter of regret.
Bemernber
these offers are only good during the next thirty days. The illustrated catalogue of Mr. Beatty is detailed and full of information interesting to every one. It will be mailed free on application.
Send for a copy to Daniel F, Beatty, Washington
°

New Jersey.— \_Adv.
As

'

hrpRovEo Steam Esgine— The " Dead-Cbntkb "
Ovkbcomb. It is a well-known fact that steam has always
worked at a disadvantage.
In the Steam Engine now in use
there is no leverage except at the loss of an angle
and there
are two points in each revolution where there
absolutely

—

;

i:i

none.
These points ure called tho " dead centres."
An engine having but one cylinder and stopped here, has no power
to move. To do away with these "dead centres," and
give
steam a chance to work directly on the long end of a lever
was the idaa had in mind by the inventor of the "Double
Action Eatchet Engine," which has just been perfected- and
a working model built which promises nothing less than a
revolution in tho manufacture of engines. The advantages
gained are many and important. Among them are the-perfeet adaptation of steam to all farming purposes such as
ploughing, mowing, stump and rock pulling, etc!, also to

road wagons, where such are needed
to street cars and elevated railways. A model of this improved engine will be
on
exhibition in this city early in December, due notice of which
will be given.— (Mm, Bute.
;

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

a bright

self concealed,

day

is

by no means unfavorable,

* * * I had
if a light breeze ruffles the surface.
one remarkably good morning's fishing on the 6th of July in
Rocky; between 7 a. m and 11 A. m. 1 ro3e, hooked, and
killed six fish, the largest being 26 pounds, the smallest 11
pounds. All were taken on one fly wings mallard, hackle
and body black, tail golden pheasant topping, and a twist of
After killing my sixth fish I went
silver tinsel in the body.
home, but my companion took three more out of the same
pool before one o'clock. All nine were taken in a space not
exceeding 200 yards in length. The ordinary Scotch flies kill
well in all Canadian rivers. '-Jock Scott," Silver Doctor, Dusty
Mill er and the Butcher, especially the latter, are all good.
The local flies are plain ones, tied with dark turkey or mallard wings, with a bit of blue in the shoulders, bodies and
hackles varied according to the size and color of the water and
whim ot the fish. Gray, black, and claret with silver tinsel
attention loo must be paid to the size of the
all kill in turn
fly, which should rather incline to be on the small side, and
be gradually diminished to a small sea-trout size for low and
clear wateT. I killed many fish on a Welsh fly, plain turkey
wings, with a body of blue and claret, pig's wool, silver tinsel
and gold topping for tail. Casting lines should be as fine as
but the latter element should not
is consistent with strength
be risked for the former.
the principal salmon rivers, and
then
enumerates
The writer

especially

DECEMBER.

FISH IN SEASON °~FOR

Pike or Pickerel,

Bmx

Black Bass, Micropenis salmo
M. pallidus.

Yellow Perch, Perca

Sea Baas, Scicenops

Wliile Perch,

oceUdttiS.

luciw.

tlavescens.

;

Monmea

4—

Naw Hampshibe—Dover.

Dec.
Pishing on our coast is
the fishermen are getting good
Twelve hundred pounds of striped bass were taken
from our river one day last week by two young men of this
W. A. G.
place. A very good day's work.

quite good at present, and
fares.

—

Movements of the Fishing Fleet. The weather lias
been unfavorable for the Shore fishermen the past week, and
very little has been done. The number of arrivals in other
departments has been unusually small, and this week has
been a dull one for the fishing interest. The whole number
of fishing nrrivals reported at this port sinec our last Issue has
been 17—7 from the Banks, 8G,0001bs. halibut; 7 from
Georges, with 84,0001bs. codfish and 3 from the Bay St.
Lawrence with light fares of mackerel,. Gape Ann Advertiser,

;

;

Dec. 6.

;

Connecticut

— Farmington, Dec. 5.—We

expect some fine

fishing through the ice with tips this winter, for pickerel are
now running up the stream. During the winter '76-7 over

the

hundred pounds of pickerel were taken in our small river,
Tcnxis.
the Farmington. None last winter— no ice.

five

it

own columns, but

it is

as

again

principal rivers on the south side of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence are the York, Cascapedias (two) Metapediac, Restigouche, Miramachi, Nepisiguit, aud on the northern side the
Marguerite, Godbout, Moisie, Romaine, .Natysquan and MinThose on the south Hide are most accessible, as, landing
gan.
from the Allen line steamships at Rimouski, you are at
once on the Inter-Colonial Railway, which runs down the
coast line of New Brunswick and along tho buy of Chaleur.
The northern rivers are not so easily reached, and arrangements would have to be made for hiring a schooner either
from Gaspe or Rimouski to convey a party to their flshingground the rate of freight depends, of course, upon, the state
of trade, but from $28 to $30 is about the price for the trip
to and fro. Tho inhospitable island of Anlicosti also furnishes
a good field for the more adventurous sportsman, and I was
told by a gentleman who had been there that he bad killed as
many as thirty salmon on the Jupiter River during twentyThe island, however, is not
four hours. Bears, too, abound.
only very inaccessible, but there is no harbor also so provision
would have to be made for a long stay, to guard against the
possibility of starvation, which fate nearly overtook a party
of guardsmen, who had made an expedition there some few
years ago.

silver perch, black

species of bass in-

digenous to fresh water croppies, Buffalo, red horse, sunfisb,
at least one would think
etc., etc., for the world, it seems
so to see the quantity brought here for shipment.
Nearly
every day there are no less than a thousand pounds leave here
for the different markets, the most of thorn being trapped, I
am sorry to say. The Mississippi furnishes about the same
species as the lake, with the addition of salmon, which I am
informed are getting very plentiful. The fishing iu the lake
continues good (for hand Hues) until the first of this month
from the first of April. The following aro the prices here
Wholesale, for rough fish or drum, Buffalo, red horse, etc.,
five cents per pound ; trout, bass and perch, eight and ten
cents per pound.
Val.
:

which information has of

The

-

bass,

of reaching them, all of

well to repeat

4.

Lake furnishes goggle-eyed perch,
striped bass, and, in fact, the whole

means

course been repeatedly given in our

—Hickman, Deo. — Having

taken up so much
of your valuable space already 1 fear I will be trespassing,
but the fishing is so very good it can't be overlooked. Keel-

1£estuoky

foot

—

;

;

Florida— St. Augustine, Dec. 4.—Francis Benet, while
out fishing last Saturday, caught a monster jew fish, weighing
over 300 pounds. These fish'are seldom caught in our waters,
and this is the largest of which we have any record, Mr. Ed.
Disboug lately captured a monster saw fish, having a saw over
4 feet long. He also recently killed a whipperee having a
tail over 4 feet long, at the end of which were five stings,
being an unusually large number.
P.

Regarding the weight of

The average weight

fish the writer says

of fish differs materially in different

In the larger ones, such as Cascapedias, Metapediac,
but on
or Romaine, they will average quite 24 lbs. to 26 lbs
the smaller' streams, such as the Marguerite, Jupiter, and
Again, in
Nepisiguit, 14 lbs. will be about the usual size.
rivers.

;

Salmon Fishing in New BKraswicrc:.—We find in the
Welshman, Carmarthen, Wales, a very interesting report of a
gentleman angler who has recently returned from a two
A large portion of two
months' excursion to America.
columns is occupied with a description of the Matapedia,
Restigouche and Nepissiguit Rivers. One of the best places
for fishing in the last

Ledges

;"

and

as the

named river is what is known
mode of fishing there is rather

Then he

;

course tents are necessary; V-shaped ones, about 12xy feet,
to and cot hanging over the centre pole,
The question of supplies is entirely a matter of
are best.
If there is a wagon track along the banks the angler
taste.
may indulge in fancy luxuries; but, if everything has to be
taken in canoes, he will find it much better to cut down his
kit to the smallest possible dimensions, as 50 pounds is a good
load for a bark canoe when carrying passengers. However,
pork, molasses, tea and flour are essentials, and I may add
that the quantity of pork and molasses a canoeman will get
Preserved soups and vegetables
through is simply amazing.
are very portable and handy, and a few pots, pans with long
handles, and enameled iron cups and plates should be taken
nor on any accouut should axes and an augur be forgotten
with these simple tools a backwoodsman will furnish your
camp with chairs, tables and what-nots of all sorts and sizes.
A pair of colored blankets and a horse-rug should also be
taken. No spirits should be given to the men except on the
rarest occasions, and firmness must be shown in keeping them
up to their work, as the unaccustomed good fare soon makes
them fat and lazy. Camping out is, however, so thoroughly
understood throughout Canada that a stranger will have no
difficulty in getting practical hints from the Government
overseers or any of the respectable timber merchants, who
send large gangs of men up into the woods every autumn.

care-

you cast your fly very delicately
on to the smooth water above the ledge, and let it float gently
down round the point into the eddy. You must strike somemoment
you
see the rise, or you wili cerwhat sharply the
tainly miss your fish.
The Nepissiquit fish are very quick,
and rarely take the fly when below the surface, and, after
trying a variety of methods, I found that the most effective
plan was to fish with a free line, and strike quite sharply

with the tops laced

fully concealing yourself,

;

fine casting is also neeessar}', as the fish rise almost invariably
in the smooth, glassy, but rapid water at the head, and rarely
in the tail or broken water of the pools, nor does the fly re-

worked up and down as

usual iu Europe, but
should be allowed to float quietly and smoothly down the
stream and kept on or close to the surface and, from what
I was told, this mode of fishing succeeds best in all the
quire to be

is

;

rivers.

Following this is a bit of the standard technical description
of handling the fish, "giving them the butt," etc., which
though somewhat hackneyed, shows the angler to be an expert at the business a complimentary reference to his French
Canadian canoemen some accounts of roughing it in camp
;

;

tions as to places

;

etc.,

and methods of

like, -with instruc-

Koch
him.

late Secretary of the United Stales Warehouse Co.
sailed on Saturday's steamer, talcing the tackle

Mr.
with

Abbey & Imbrie have been constantly sending
bamboo rods and highest, quality reels "to Great

Messrs.

their section

Britain and the Continent
this is, however, the first Cable
order they have ever had for this class of goods. Surely the
may be said to move when Europeans are so auxious to
get a Yankee rod that they cannot wait the ordinary course of
the mails. Messrs. Abbey
Imbrie ask forty dollars for their
best trout rods, and have no difficulty In getting their price.
Mr. Koch supposes the tackle is for a Christ mas present, and
thinks the fortunate recipient will use it in the Pyrenees.
;

world

&

HOW TROU T

TA KE A FLY.

New York, Dec. 1, 1313.
Editor Forest and Stream
In your last number iTJeo. 5) you say yon never saw a trout, knock a
Well, now, I think I Have.
fly into his mouth v. Ith his tall—never
Until this statement of yours 1 had no doubt but that I hadseenthom
take a fly in just. that. way. Tne trout would turn over on the top of
the water, slap the fly with his tail, and I Uave Instantly caught Him
:

I

with the fly In his mouth. 1 have caught many that way and there
comes back to my mind's eyo and ear a pool, below a twelve-foot dam
on the Dry Brook, m Delaware County, N. Y., where late one summer
;

afternoon I laughed with gloo at the constant recurrence of this
acrobatic feat on the part ot the trout, and at the sound of their tails
as they slapped the water.
"
The trout dirt not use their tall* " on a straight or withdrawing line
so as to get the fly in their mouths. The trout would strike the fly
with his tall one way, and curve his head around from beneath, In the
opposite direction to the tall, almost In a circle, arid very like capita
I

orG.
In yonr amusing remarks yoa say: "To us the accomplishment of
the act would appear like an acrobatic feat, and its apparent accomplishment a trick of legerdemain," That's a nice bull for you to
father I Slapping a fly with Its tail would be sletght-of-band in a
for It cannot be that you mean It would be legerdetrout, would It
main on your part if you wero to appirenUy accomplish the act, etc.?
"
trout, which are hungry, make straight for the
Ordinary
You say,
But ordinary
Trne, tacy may; perhaps they always do.
lure."
In a diftrout are not always hungry, and ordinary trout usually act
with the fly
baseball
play
they
Sometimes
time.
every
ferent way
Held while they make a home
ituttielr tails, .knocking it into centre
it were, with their tails,
u, nnd sometimes they catch Bon the fly, as
again with their mouths ; and then they'll bump their noses against
and push It away; or they'll take It and Bpit it out at you, notwithat
standing all your " wrist-knack ;" or they will come up and look
•;

and laugh at yon and I have known them to come np like lightning,
two feet out of water, turn a foil half circle, and come down Head nrat
did not
and pounce on the fly as It lay on the Burfacc of the water. It
Wlllewemoo
take any wrist-knack to hook them then (this was .In
learn to keep my hand
Lake), but it did take several trials for mo lo
it

;

still

for

turn
a second after that lightning flashed, until the trout could

quickly,
and get down on the fly. At flrst I jerked the latter away too
good many iu Jus-.that.
but, after I had watched a little, 1 caught a
In the clear pools
way. Then, again, they will not bite at all. I have,
together at a time,
ot the Big Indian, at low water, seen twenty trout
and I have put fly and grassall lying motionless, heal up s ream,
they
hopper and cricket and worm under the nose of eauh one, and
The
were not " bold olterB," and did not come head on to the bait.
most I could elicit was a faint wag of the tall. It seemed to me a sou

wag of recognition, as It were. The fact is, that the only thing that
in a trout is that you can't count on him at all. 1 do
not say that as a rulo tront strike tha ft? with tnelr t»IU,.DOtrtftgrea
do so, and got
with Mr. i'rlme so far that I have often ssei them
reel lu a
caught in tho mouth. Now, my dear sir, don't earry your
nor Chinamen nor Japs.
bottle, and don't fish any more for elephants
of trout.
Besides, the habits ot the hitler differ from those
BK>. W. Van Siclbn.
Yours, cordially,
calmly await tho proof of our correspondent's assertion
of

you can count on

We

with its tail.
that he has seen B trout flop a My into its mouth
He must possess an electric quickness of vision ; the trout a
gift of dexterity

With a

most amazing.

fish-lino all in

a heap

is easy enough
or coil on the surface of the water, the feat
natural to the
but fishing as good anglers fish it doesn't come
Suaclinuu is
that
It is only after years of practice
trout.

able to accomplish

quired the

art.

A

would knock the

it,

aud most trout die before they have

trout in the act of
fly

away

ac-

making a somersault

from, and not into, his mouth.

Let us illustrate

I am happy to be able to add that the fisheries of New
Brunswick are gradually improving. Nowhere are the good
effects of close time, preservation, and pisciculture more apparent; but watching rivers whose course runs through dense
The Indians, too, are innate
forests is no easy matter.
poachers, and when we were on the Nepisiquit we more than
once came across evidence that spearing had been going on
duriDg the night in the shallows below our camp.

fishing, selection of flies,

from which we reprint the following extracts

The ririncipal casts at, the Great Falls are the Falls Pool,
the Cam,. Pool, and Rocky, besides others of lesser note. The
one has to cast up stream, and
first is a difficult place to tish
let the fly float down with the current, keeping the line in as
vertical a position as possible, so as to avoid slack and be
It is a very troublesome place to
enabled to strike, quickly.
kill a fish in, as there is a wild torrent pouring out at the foot
and unless
of the pool down which the fish generally rush
you are very quick in following iu a canoe, as the rocks are
sheer to the water's edge, rendering progression along the
bank impossible, the weight of the water on the line, together
with the struggles of the fish, will in all probability cause a
breakage. The Camp Pool is a glassy piece of water, and the
fish generally rise from the sides of a tongue of rock that juts
out into the head of the pool. Rocky is a long stretch of
most beautiful angling water, running between rooks with a
gentle current. Every yard should be carefully fished, as
''Switchthere are resting places for fish all over the pool.
ing" is a very useful mode of casting, especially from the
south bank, as if you attempt to throw overhand you are
almost certain to break the points of your hook against the
rockB.
The best time for fishing was in the morning, from about
seven to ten or eleven, and the fish do not, as a rule, rise well
The evening fishing is very unceruntil the sun is fully up.
tain, as before sunset the salmon apparently leave the upper
pools and retire into the deep water of the basin for the night.
One peculiaiity of the fish is that they seem to like sunshine ;
and as long as you fish finely with email flies, and keep your-

Koch,

;

;

mosquitoes, expedients, incidents, and the

gives the following hints a3 to equipment

For all the rivers two canoemen for each rod and a cook for
the party are necessary. The wages are $1 per man a day,
and 25 cents for use of canoe. Good men are attainable at
most of the stations, and by many Indians are preferred. Of

peculiar a

The writer says
The fish rest alongside and almost touching the rock

in the smaller ones,

4 lbs.

" The

as

but

the larger rivers, grilse are
especially in tho Nepisiguit, they abound, but seldom exceed
1 was unable to get hold of any satisfactory theory to
account for these peculiarities, and offer no opinion, but simply
state the facts.
rare,

description thereof forms a pleasant episode in the narrative.

Canadian

;

FOREST AND STREAM^
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;

Iu the course of

this

very conscientious

refers to the questions of leases

;

article,

the writer

and privileges which have so

long proved a vexed problem to the Government authorities,
riparian residents, native anglers, and strangers.

Bamboo P,ows and Fishing Rods. — Bangor, Maine,
;

Deo.

1878.— Mr. Editor: 1 notice on article in your paper on
They were made in
split bamboo archery bow manufactory.
my shop about a year ago last summer. There was quite a
demand for them, and several were made aud liked much
ban those of Lancewood. The foreign demand for
better
our split bamboo rods is increasing. My rods Were first introduced into England six years ago hy Messrs. Andrew Clerk cfc
Co., of 48 Maiden Lane," your city, and the demand for them
has steadily increased. Last September I shipped two trout
7,

I

I am now finishing a salmon rod 31
rods to the Bast Indies.
H, L. Leonaed.
feet long for a gentleman in London.

j

A New Use ov toe Atlantic Cable.—Messrs. Abbey <&
Imbrie received last Friday a cable despatch ordering one of
their " best. " six-section trout fly rods, an Abbey reel, a
waterproof fly line and a set of samples of their finest trout
flies.
The instructions were to deliver them to Mr. Alexander

HOW

TO

DRAW THE

BOW.

Cr.wvfobdsviixb, lad., Dec.

Editoe Forest and Stkeam

2, 1378.

\

During the past summer the pastime of archery has been
practiced by ihe American people in a crude way, with all
sorts of rules, all manner of bows, and all varieties of
arrows.
would naturally expect to find many enthusiastic,
some disgusted, and some indifferent. While the bow is the
natural weapon of man, yet, paradoxical as it may seem, there
is no weapon requiring so much of art in its manipulation.
Without instruction one always begins wrong. I began shooting eighteen years ago, using all four of the lingers of the
right hand to draw the string, balding the arrow between the
forefinger and thumb. After shooting in that way for two
years,! found by experiment that a better way was to hold
the arrow between the first and second finger then, again, by
experiment, I discovered that the assistance of the thumb was
not necessary; and lastly, that the little finger should not be
used, for the reason that the string was drawn farther back by
t than the point where the arrow was nocked, and conse-

We

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
quently the flight of the arrow was unsteady. I next found
that drawing with only three finders upon the taut cord of a
sixty pouud bow soon bruised the linger tips, and prevented
good shooting. I found gloves a nuisance, and after years of
experimenting found that stalls of leather fitting tightly oyer
each of the tlireo first fingers, letting the tips of the fingers
just peep through, and extending back to the crease on the
inside of the finger, made by the bending of the fingers at the
~
first joint, were necessary.
After using these for a year or
two, I first saw a shooting glove made by Highfiekl, and found
the three leather tubes to be exactly similar, the only difference in the two gloves, if such they may be called, being the
strips of leather running back and fastening to a wrist-band
After two or three years practice I
in the Hightield glove.
find the addition of this fastening unnecessary and cumbrous,

O'LBAjjy

and Campaxa- The arrangements

385

the six-

for

and Campana, the Bridgebeen completed. The contest
wi'l come off at Gilmore's Garden, this city.
The walk will
commence at one a. m. on Monday morning, December 23,
and continue until one hour after midnight on the following
Saturday. The score of the laps will be kept by the members
of some" prominent athletic club, in the same manner as it
waB managed during he O'Leary and Hughes fiasco. The
stakes are "for $1,000 aside, the winner to take all the gatemoney unless the loser covers 450 miles, in which case onefourth of the receipts goes to the latter.
port pedestrian, have

finally

l

Long Distance. —There

;

I see that the Messrs.
is it that we cannot make such a bow
Oonroy, Bissett & Malleson, of split bamboo rod fame, are
turning their attention to the manufacturing of archery
goods, and will make a bow of split bamboo.
Each bow should bo six feet six inches long, for a bow of
No glue ever
that length will outlast three of six feet long.
made or that can ever be made will hold a year upon a sixtypound bow, which leaps with a force of 1,200 pounds at every
will
hold
perfectly
for
The
glue
a
time,
and the
recoil.
archer congratulates himself in the possession of a perfect
bow; but there is nothing more sure than that one year's
shooting will render the glue as brittle as glass, being utterly
Let no manufacturer say, " I will use a glue
disintegrated.
that will 'hold." It will not, from the nature of things it canWhat, then, is the remedy 1 Our Japanese friends
not hold.
found it hundreds of years ago. Bo did many of the Indian

streets.

'i

The bow after being finished must be closely and
strongly wrapped with silk (the common yellow saddler's silk
being perfectly adapted for the purpose) from tip to tip. The
silk should be waxed, or, what is better, set on the bow in
warm glue. This will prevent the bow from ever breaking.
Of course this ought to be done smoothly, and the plush
handle put on afterward, and the bow finely polished. At the
point where the arrow slides, immediately above the handle,
there must be a thin piece of horn, bone, shell or ivory, set on
over the silk to prevent the arrow wearing it off. If a bow be
made as I have indicated it will last a lifetime, being, of
Such a bow can be manufactured for
course, well treated.
$8 or $7, and would sell as rapidly as they could be turned
"
lluring the past year all sorts or' cheap and " shoddy
out.
bows have been used, and the result has been that thousands
will believe that they can never learn to Bhoot well, and will
not buy a new bow. But there are hundreds of clubs with
whom I am in correspondence whose members have reached
that degree of skUl and experience which has opened for them
a view of the rare beauty of archery, and they will have good
bows next spring. Give us a good bow and I will vouch for
AitonBK.
Verlmm sat mpienti.
its sale.
tribes.

bamboo bows, manufactured by Conroy Bisaett &
Malleson, have been already noticed by us. These bows are

The

split

put together with a glue which the makers assert will stand
hope that " Archer " will give the new bow a
the test.

Wc

thorough

trial.

Wabash Merby Bowmen— Oratvfordmiilk,

Ind., Dec.

2.—

Regulation target:
60 Yards.

50 Yards.
•

.

55

James J. Insley
John W. Kanisav
111.

61
SI

83

80
96
143
154
ISO
161
173
103

63
49
103

Klein

W.Britton
-

Theodore HoMoehun
W. T. Brush

102

65
100
112
146

'.

A.H. Talbot
John A. Bove
Will H,

Thompson

40 Yards
143
02
100
UO
114
139
130
182
1ST

Hits.
11
12

Five-Mils Walk— Messrs. E Wilksrson, T J Hogan, O E Belden
h Nixon. Nixon fell out on the last round j the others finished. Hogau, 48m 58a ; Wilkeraon. 50m 13s, and Belden 61m 7s.
One-Fourth Mile Bun— E B Webster,
S Sample and
8
S Smith in lm 5s.
Smith entered. Won by
One-Mile Walk—Messrs. L O Garrett, A P Niblack, A
Hunt
and T J Hogan entered. Garrett cleared the stand in 8m 58s.
Drayton, J Gray, O A Hill, Lieutenant T.
One-Mile Kun—
MeKee aud J F Will. Hill won in 5m 45s. Gray eame in ten
seconds later.
Oue Hundred Yard Dash— G E Salisbury, L
Barnard, F
Bennett, L O Garrett, J B Gaboon, C H Harlow,
S Smith, K O
Woods entered. Salisbury won in
Bitler, E F Leiper and B
11^ seconds
Bong Standing Jump— R O Bitler, L
Barnard,
J Bobineon,
P Staple, J P Will, J Hood, J B Cahoon, G B Salisbury aud A
Wike entered. Hood and Will tied on 10ft 4J£in. Hood then won

and

Arrows.
72

O Carver
E Egan

72
72

-

Egan

8

6

16

5

15

2

10

30
30
30

Collins

3U

2

Egan

30
30
30

6

S
32
14

Shepherd
Carver

CollinB

Carver

Egan

6
3

.30

Carver

30

3

Collin*

30

3

alb..— Daniel O'Leary, the pedestrian, comO'Leauv's
pleted at Philadelphia last Thursday his attempt to walk 400
miles in 121 hours. lie accomplished the feat with ease with
31m. 37s. to spare. The record for the last ten miles was as
follows: 39lst mile. 12m. 49s.; 392d, 12m. 55s.; 393d, 13m.
395th, 10m 55s.
7s.; 394th, 13m. 10s. (rested 32 minutes.)
(rested 45 seconds); S'JOlh, 11m. 45s. (rested 23 minutes)
397th, 10m. 2s.; 398th, 18m. 3s. 399th, 11m. 43s,; 400th,

W

PL

W

H

W

H

H

H

H

by clearing

;

iS7a.

CtrawiinloitlSor.-

who send us
game

to find best localities for

much
J.

Read the paper.

trouble.

M.

Washington, D.

G.,

C,

ItoBlyn, L.

C— See back numbers.

l.-Write

to

Eaynolds Bros., Fulton

Ltax.uk, Post Office.— Adhesive postal cards were
United States Government, in ISiT.

W.

M.-You

can Have your choke rebored
any of the advertisers In our columns.
J.

Stamford, Ct.— Where can
shout to ake place Dec. 23?
l

to

first

St.,

New

W

Jump— II J Robinson,
J Sears, J F Will, and
Mi-. Will cleared 16ft >£iu and won.
Jump— H J Robinson, L S Barnard, E P Leiper
and J F Will entered. Bobinaon won by a jump of 6ft 6>£in,
Standing High Jump—P R Alger aud H J Robinson alone entered. Alger won, 4ft 8^in.
Running Two Bops and Jumps, or Hop, Step and Jump H J
Robinson, W8 Sample and J P Will entered. Will made 38ft 5in.
Sack Race of Fifty Yards -Por this there were entered B O BitRussell, P J Haessler, AB Hasler, C H Hill, E B Webster,
A W Mayer, P Hourigau and H Phelps. Mayer won t ""
Banning High

—

WW

W

O Bitler, E P Leiper, H J Robinson, J F
Bitler threw 323 feet and won.
Wheel Barrow Race of Two Hundred 1'arda— G B Salisbury, C
Wasster, H J Haessler, A B Hassori, H
Homigan. The contestants were blindfolded, and
Phelps and P
when the word " go " was given if all had been let alone one at
least would have plunged into the Severn. The racers made the
Bpeotators on the plateau break and run as they came thundering
along in their zig-zag course. Haessler reached the end in 25
Throwing Base Ball— R

Will and P Kennett.

H HiU, W W Russell, E B

ttie

a modified choice by

I procure a programme of the Bogardus
Ans. Have sont you one.

Lesser Telltale.—Yon can get boots ot Instruction on training and
caring for pigeons, cage birds, fowls, etc., from Wm. H. Klrby, P. O.

Box

New York City.

318,

Pat, Blooms'ourg, Pa.— The questions are of too personal a nature
for us to answer.
We can only Bay that the party of whom you desire
Information we believe to be perfectly reliable in every respect.
J. A. S., Burlington, Iowa.— Where aud for what price can I buy a
Newfoundland puppy ? Ans. There are no regular breeders of Newfoundlands, but we can buy our correspondent one from a dealer in
this city for about lis.

F. B., Norwalk, Conn.— You will And ducks about Grassy Buy, N. J,
are suitable for flat-bottomed boats, and t,iies« can bo
procured at Atlantlu City. A yacht drawing 4ft. would not be the thing.
The soundings are from one to live feet.

The waters there

Xatcbalist.—A. E. Outerbridge Ic Co., Agents, 29 Broadway, have
a dispatch monthly steamer to Martinique aud the French West Indies.
For

fullest Information as to means of Intercommunication
islands address Fred. A. Ober, Beverly, Muss,

among

t

lie

c—

Georgetown, D.
Is it an advantage to have brass shells indented and nickel plated? Ans. It certainly is an advantage as far os
keeping the wad clown as for Its affecting the shot, we do not think it
will.
The nickel plated are more easily kept clean.
J. Sfcj

;

Bow

Haven, Conn.—T have as yrs. old setter that hns a Ltlght
touch of mange. Would he be likely to give the disease to a 2 yrs. old
dog that is iu dafly contact with lilm 1 Ana. Yes, unless It is merely
surfeit. Apply crude petroleum to the parts alfeoted.
X.,

Long Branch Gun Club.—The Leroy

tln-coated shot, reports

we

have received say, will not In any way injure the barrels of a full Choke;
gun, and is very clean, The public trial of the shot has not yet been

The

made.

pattern, 210 pellets at 3T yds.,

1b

good average.

Subsoribkb, Stamford, Conn.— Please give me the address of some
parly In N. T. having pigeons for sale, and the price of eame, either
wild or tame birds? Ans. Live pigeons can be had of Chas. Oolllns,
Commission Merchant, Vesey 1'lor, West Washington Market. Price
40 to 60 cents per pair.
B. F., Cedar Bapids, Iowa.— Shooting from plunge traps when
a bird on the wing ?
The rales say that a bird must be on the wing

S.
is

when
wing,

U

shot at.
Ans.
the bird drops to the ground without taking
evidently not on the wing ; but if It takes wing and flies any
It is on the wing.

it is

distance,

B. W., Franklin, N. Y.-For full Information about thegamo and
trapping In New Foundland, consult Foukst and Stream, March 6,

May

and Jnne

21

States are taxed,

1874.
Furs brought from there Into the United
yon can procure camping outtit at St. Johns, N. B.
.46 cal. carbine ought to sumeo for tire-

25,

A 10 gauge breech-loader and

W. C. B., Boston— Can you or any of your correspondents Inform mo
whether the Philadelphia Kennel Club or any member thereof has
owned, within the last live years, a setter bitch by the name of Jessie
and If so, whether she was of imported or native Btock, and If her
;

obtainable?
Ans. We cannot give this information, but
perhaps some of our readers can.

pedigree

M

A tug

of war, foot ball
cluded the day's sports.

game and greased

pig chase con-

—

Detroit Cricket. The proposition to organize a new
cricket club in Detroit, Mich., is meeting with much favor,
They
particularly from the Peninsular Club of that city.
hope that a rival club will excite more interest in the game,
and so lead to better playing.

—Rutgers and Columbia freshmen teams played a match of
Hoboken last Haturday, neither side scoring a goal
or touchdown before the darkness put an end to their play.

foot-ball at

—The redoubtable Hughes
this time to

is out with another challenge,
Connors, the California champion.

it,

—

my teeth when I come

to eat the

*

*

It Is only In "class" shooting that the highest scores shoot for flrF^
next highest for second, etc.

prize, the
T.

CHy.— I have a setter bitch with pups, and would
them as soon as possible. She will have them la a few
hurt the bitch to take them away from her as soon as she has

F., Frederick

like to get rid of

days. Will

it

them, or what shall I do to get rid of them as soon as I can without inAns. Drown all the pups bat one or two, aud bathe
juring the bitch 7
her teats with warm vinegar. Feed her on a light diet, and after
a week or two tiie other pups can be taken from her.
" Nat," naltfax, N. S.— Spaniel dog has hacking cough occasionally
sticky running from eyes ; face under one eye sore, with hair coming
off ; color of skin, red ; breath and matter from eyes smells badly
is kept in kennel in open air at night ; loose all day.
What shall 1 do
Ana. Give him 6 to s drops Fow lei's Bolutlon of arsenic twice
a day, with a Dover's powder night and morning for threu or four days.
Continue the arsenic for ten days. Feed light vegetable diet, and Bee
that hla kennel is clean.
forhlni?

Y. A. N., Boston, Mass.— In a pigeon match, where the rule la that
the breech of the gun must he below the elbow until ihe birds take
wlog, it happened that a bird lights upon the ground then rises a second time, and is killed. The shooter having held his gun to his snoulder
While the bird was on the ground, the referee rules thai; ha must try
Was this right ? Ans. No; if the breech of the gun
another bird.
was hold below the elbow until the bird first flew, the shooter may keep
It

The French Shootinci Season.— First Sportsman (who
goes out with a game-bag, a poinler and umbrella) You see,
the weather is so doubtful, that I have to make my choice between a gun and an umbrella.
Second Sportsmau— I never put shot in my gun. It always

is>

Subscriber, Jersey City.—In a sweepstakes pigeon match with Ural
and second money there are six entries. Throe meu kid all their birds,
and three kill none. Bow should the money be divided V Ans. The
three men killing all their birds shoot off for llrst aud oeeond money,
The three men who have missed all tbelr birds have nothing to do with

W

gets in

York.

adopted by

10ft 9in to Will's 10ft 3in.

Running Long

L H Barnard.

there,

even though the bird

lights.

B. O. S., Madella, Minn.— Wo don't know Gordon Cummlngj' age, nor
The Indian method of tanning
the kind of rme he used out West.
buckskin Is: Stretch the skin on the ground or on poles, and remove
When well dried the akin is washed in soap and water to
all ihe flesh.
cleanse the fur ; the brains of some animal are then taken and mashed

a paste with hot water; this paste is thoroughly rubbed into the
aud the skin hong out to dry. When dry II is scraped, aud exposed to the dew one night, and the next morning rubbed and pulled
untU soft. Buckskins are made by rubbing off the hair wlih a horse
rib while the skin is fresh, or .after soaking in a weak lye; titeu
dressed with brains, and stained with a decoction of wasatckie bark.
J. U. Batty's " How to Hunt aud Trap" is the book you want published
into

flesh side,

Muscle asd Bbajn8.— What's
letic sports

and newspapers

?

the difference between ath-

One

swell the muscles, the

other the bustles.

;

10m.

i

— Correspondents

ami fish are referred to our game columns, All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keepMug themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

M

9

22
13
13

Mr. Carver shot with a bow borrowed for the occasion
which accounts for the comparatively poor (for him) score.

W

W

W

Three-Legged Baee— For this there were entered Ave ooupli
G B Salisbury and P M Bennetl, M L Road and O Gorgas, F J
Haessler and G h Dillman, A B Hasson and A S Cook, and E F
Leiper and E Simpson. The last won in 8 seoonds.

Score.
57
61
22

specific

to go for Game.
questions as to where

-.

seconds.

:

;

J S Colhns

laps.

Annapolis Olympic Games.— Annapal&i, Md., Nov. 30.—
Second celebration of the Olympic Games by students of the
Naval Academy. The officers of the course were Referee,
Commander F. V. McNair. Judges, Lieutenant William H.Parker, Lieutenant A. B. Speyers, Lieutenant A. P. Nazro and
Passed Assistant Engineer David Jones. Time-keeper, Ensign A. C. Hodgson.

178
189
219

C ii io ago Aeohebs.— The following scores were made at the
Chicago Base Ball Park, Dec. 0, 187S. liegulation 4-foot tardistance, 100 yards
get
S

;

704 miles 2J

144

Thirty arrows were shot at each range by the gentlemen, the
ladies snooting only at the last (40 yards) range.

H

:

H

i,

Mrs. If. Klein
Mrs. Banisay
Mrs. W. T, Brush

Will Brewer

—A

Tra London Bioyoling Rack.
six days' bicycle conhas just been completed at Agricultnal Hall, the competitors being well known bicyclists from London and the
Provinces. The racing was confined to eighteen hours a day,
the second man £35, the third
the winner to receive £
100J,
£15 and the fourth £10. Twelve of the best known profesThe distance traversed
sionals of the day sent in their names.
by those who continued to the end, just before eleven on
Saturday night were Cann, 1,000 miles 4 laps; Edlin, 1,025
laps; Lees, 953 miles Slaps; Andrews, 928 miles 3 laps;
miles
Terront, 900 miles 4 laps Higham, 707 miles aj-laps ; Evans,
test

ot Anon*]

Where

some prospect of a long-distance

:

now

No Notice Token

T,
is

and remove them, using only the leather thimbles. All the contest in America which shall be equal in merit and interest
members of the Wabash Merry Bowmen have done likewise. to those recently held in Eugland. John Ennis, the fifth man
Of course the thimbles must be drawn to fit the fingers closely in the late six-days' walk at Loudon, who arrived in this city
or they would be whipped off by the string. I also experi- last week, says that Sir John Aatley and Mr. G. W. Atkinson
meuted for many years to discover some American wood that hold that the challenge issued by him to O'Leary must be acwould make a perfect bow, and finally came to the conclusion cepted by Ihe latter, and the belt now held by him be retained
In the event of such
that the Osage Orange or Boh d'Arc is the only wood we have by new contest or forfeited nexl Miy.
which will make as good a bow aslauce, lemon, or buttelwood, a trial Sir John Astley will come oyer here and bring Vaughan
from which most of the cheaper English bows are made; and Howell. Corkey and Brown will also put in an appearance.
while we have no wood that will compare with rosewood,
snakewood, or Italian yew. Now here comes the " rub " in
New England Pedestrian Lew.—The belt committee of
archery. One to shoot well must have a good bow. This, if
the Boston Y. M. O. A. offer a belt for the New England tenrosewood, will cost $10; if snakewood, $16; if yew, $35. mile championship. It is made in the form of a chain. The
This is a pretty severe tax to start with, but oue could endure links are twelve in number, composed of silver medals. The
it cheerfully if such a bow would last two or three years. But
clasp is solid silver, four inches long by three inches wide,
three months is the longest I have ever used an imported bow,
upon which is a design representing a pedestrian illustrating
and most of them have not lasted a month each. Thero must "square heel-and-toe walking," and the inscription
" Amahe sometliing radically wrong about them or this would not teur Championship of New England for ten miles." Entries
he so. One of those curious Japanese bows will last fifty for the first match will close. Dec. 21, 1378, and should be adyears of constant shooting in all weather will suffer no injury dressed to Charles P. Huckins, teeoretary of Belt
Committee,
in being left strung up for two days, and the siring can be
Boston Y. M. O. A. Gymnasium, corner Elliot and Tremont
drawn back four or five feet without injury to the bow. Why
-

$nswei;$ to <$oi[rcspptidmfa.

days' walk between Daniel O'Leary

j

—St. Augustine, Florida, has produced an orange weighing
33 ounces, which the Frees claims is the largest yet.

by Albert Cogswell,

London

Field.

New

York.

Writs to Capiain MaynoBeid, care
is a sporting arm,

The rifle you inquire about

-

;

:
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H=
—Our
Farm,

much when

too

treasurer

if it

it,

charges us with appro-

will establish

whole week's net

its

copying into our column of
which we found flo
in

Our

point.

it

to

e

crime was

real

history of three of them.
Long may they stand
and be regarded, with the veneration due their respectable

seliy

-

it

credit in one

i

antecedents

-

:

—Mr. Wm. M. Tilestcn, of this paper, has been appointed
by the Harlem Railroad Company, owners of Gilmore'i> G«rknown as the Hippodrome, agent for the
manage lie eanie in their inter<
Shook & Gilmore having expired, the railroad
company, have purchased of them all the furniture and api

property, and will
lease of Messrs.
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SO.

purtenances of the bui-<?i"g, and applications for leaping

most be made

athletic meetings, etc.,

—The New York

and

spiritual life

and

286?,]

i

-.

resume of

scientific

-?"i'?c;.

Row,

we

the acquisition of knowledge

application to our personal desires,

how much

Jamaica Plain, Mass., Dec. a, 1B78.
Kb. Editor—In Forest Aim Stbeah, for isov. 28, 1 find the statement, which has been often repoitea in the newspapers, that tbe
Horton House, at Southed, Long Inland, la the oldest in America,
having been built In less. The.ro ar.: two, perhaps three, houses in the
vicinity of Bostou older than this. F.rst, the " Plantation Uonga " of
Gov. Craaoci, at Medford, Mil",?., built of brlcS in 10S4. This house. S.
A. Drtilte, goad authority, cilia the monarch of all houses la North
America, end believes It to have been the first bricfc house erected
within the government of John Wlnthrop. second, the Fairbanks
House at Dedhaoi, Muss., built of wood in 16)9, and atlll occupied by
•
» House at Jamaica
1MB of tbe builder.
omit lu 1638-fl, as appears by the Record* of Mass. Bay.
- :u good preservation.
It la occupied by the descended in the same name of the seventh generation from William
,

tod

the exaltation of knowledge. If

and are only to a
enjoyment be enhanced hereafter when our corruptible bodies no longer clog
and obstruct the movements of thought
When the body
its

limited extent capable,
-

is

made happy by

in the flesh are

El

.

a

progress and development of knowledge.
is life,

NSW

Herald publishes

discoveries during the past half century, and exults

§KbUslting f£emg«qg,
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for
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raffias

it

to Sir. Tileston ct this
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Ancient HpueBS in Ajlssioa.—The antiquities of North
America antedate the occupation of the cou try by Uncle
Sam. Yet the United States have now become old enough to
itory, and can boast of buildings nearly two centuries and a half old.
Our valued correspondent below gives
:

We challenge

our own.

editorials as

its

tbe proof, and will turn over a
its

and

usually estimable contemporary Tlie Turf, Field

flatters itself

priating one of

will this

er more.

dies true life begins.

Advertising Hates.

one inch.
Advertisements snonld bs seat in by Saturday of eoch wee:
slble,

All transient advertiaeuj
or they will not be En

ooompanied with theEciiey

of our readers

,:_,_

received on any terms.

publisher Inserting onr prospectus aa above one time, with
ortef editorial notice calling attention thereto, and Bending marSed copy
to us, will receive the Fokkst and stbeam far one year.

hundreds

accepted the considerate services of
this popular sportsman's route, whoso advantages have long

been set forth through the advertising columns of Fobebt
and Steeam, will be glad to know that the company has just
declared a dividend of three and a half per centum on the
preferred stock, and two per centum on the common stock of

The

half-yearly state-

and expenses to Novemwere $3,987,414.07 the
;

take pride in tbe assurance that our efforts have con-

forcibly

To Correspondents.

sportsman's journal has just been started in Calcutta, India,
The number before us comprises
It is called the Asian,

communications whatever, intended lor puhUoatton ffiusi&eaceompanied vdth r'-al name of the writer as a guaranty uf good faith
and be addressed b
aisecoiip
.

m

•

Names will n,
rejected manuscripts.

News Company.

is supplied by American

T.:,C.BAX58,

s.

WteBteru

HOLIDAY

FOREST AhiD

Ma

I

PllIiSEKTS.

-STREAMS.

Oluba can obtain subscriptions to Fobbst and Stream and
Now, at the beginning of
at $ 8 per annum,
year, is the time to start new clubs subscriptions to be-

Rod akd Gun
tlie

;

The circulation of Fobkst akd Stream is now
among 2,400 post offices in the United States and

1.

distributed

Field.

It

has a

Canada, and over 100 in foreign countries.

Twenty-nine

foreign countries are represented.

Feiesds who Stick. —Come to think of

&

it,

that there

is

The local advera huge sporting interest in India,
field there is immense for the tall-

The

and biggest kinds of sport. Every year statistics are pubmany thousand persons having been killed by
wild beasts in this or that Presidency, and sportsmen will find
abundant occupation in thinning out the varmints and protecting the lives of the population. Under the impetus which
the " Asian" will undoubtedly give 10 all residentsfond of adventures in the field, a decline is the price of tiger pel;- and
est

may reasonably be

anticipated.

—

H. TOEHILL, Chicago,

sTarc;..:'

E'EH BIBLE

show

lion-skin robes

BOUBB DAilA'CK, Editor.

gin Jan.

-

London

composed of jungle, tigers, eleetc., and altogether presents a very
Is,

lished of so

TYe cannot be re sponsible for dereliction of tbe mail service if mot> ey
remitted to us is lost. No person wsatkvkb la authorised to coiiecmoney ror us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of lie
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

Business

na

ph

centreing in Calcutta.

and Associations are urged to favor an with one?

movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the papc
cot be read with propriety in the home circle.

a

:--.'

tisements

We cannot promise to return
fiecretariee of Clubs

ootes of their

fourteen pages, larger than those of

respectable end encouraging appearance.

formications will be regarded.

tlipfirm of

8chuy

Graham whose very striking advertisement apler Hartley
pears upon the outside of our cover, have constantly advertised

Defunct Creedmoob. The abandonment of the range at
Creedmoor has been forced upon the directors of the National
Such a contingency should have been
Rifle Association.
foreseen from the start, but with every train cut off, the
management at last conclude that something should be done,
and have taken the first step to the securing of a new site.
They will leave behind them many advantages, much sunken
capital in improvements and plant. There are petty disadvantages connected with the Long laland range, but the supreme
discomfort of want of access, ready and reliable, is sufficient
Per contra, it may be that the choice of a
permit the laying out of the range according to some one of the plans which more recent experience
has shown to be more satisfactory than the line and line plan
of Creedmoor. The defects of that plan have been sorely felt
on many a match day, and with care in the planning of the
to blast its future.

new

location

may

,

may

be the change of location will be the beginning cf an era of permanent prosperity for the National Rifle
Association of America.

new home,

it

Fobkst and Stbbam since the very beginning of the exThis is one Of the very heaviest and,
shrewdest firms in the United States, and their constant patronFeopessional Riflemen. The subject opened by Professor
Lhey
value our paper as an advertising
age she
Dwigbt, of West Virginia, in our rifle columns has
medium. We hope they have received a ten-fold benefit from Chas. E.
Without giving
been a matter of talk on the ranges
long
their outlay and investment in printer's ink. Remington & Co.
our own views of the topic or of the questions involved, the
is another firm which lias stuck to us from the outset
and so
of gentlemenclass
large
among
a
growing
feeling is certainly
laave J.B.Crook, Abbey&lmbrie (late Andrew Clerk & Do.),
d by -the expldil
shots, that their effc
Barton, Alexander & Waller, and Wm. Read & Sons, of Bosgrowing of this Bystem of rifle
Of almost equal duration is the patronage of Kimball & gun-agents. The
ton.
for supremacy is seen in the loss of that mutual
Co the tobacco manufacturers; Thomas Sparks, shot maker,
helpfulness which at one time was so marked a feature at
of Philadelphia, and the house of Conroy & Co. There are a
Creedmoor. It was this long, strong pull together which
score of other firms which have appeared intermittently durenabled Col. Bodme and hia companions on tha first and
ing the period, the combined patronage of which has been to
second Ami
to do such magnificent work; for,
us a valuable and substantial support. We have come to look
and opportunities into account, no succeedupon these friends as fixtures, not only in our columns, but in taking conditions
team has done anything approaching it. That
American
ing
the public business—fixtures which revulsions do not seera to
cordiality is leaving Creedmoor, and the keen calculation and
shake, but which we trust will stand " as long as grass grows
of points, a la mug-hunter, is seen more and
and water runs." Is gives us great pleasure to make this shrewd watching
more.
The remedy which Professor Dwight suggests of
reference to them.
.
»,
private shooting clubs will moat the difficulty in his case, but
•with

istence of tha paper

!

—

;

-

.

,

——

®" Foebbt and
as follows

two

s

Bibeam

—

,

will be sent for fractions of

oi£ months, $3

or more, $3 per annum.

;

three months, SsL

To

a year

clubs of

is

now

publishing in ht3 paper

who

—the American Agrietiliurut—

most valuable notes of his extended observations relating especially to stock raisiug and farming, but covering all the industries of that vast and re;;liy productive section which lies
along the foot hills of the Rocky Mountains, from the Laramie
Plains to tbe Eio Pecos in Texas. Iu the December number
of the Agriculturist is a half page engraving of a Nebraska

it ia

as

a confession of weakness when such freedom of exercise
will find in his clubs cannot be met with on any rifle

he

range.

many things in the regions which he
which they have hitherto been ignorant. It is fortunate that gentlemen of such intelligence and discriminating
visited, of

~e-

Sport in Asia.—The growth of modern civilized sport is
instanced in the fact that a new and handsome

1678.

All

Judd,

recently returned from a two-months' tour of the Per West,

an intelligent idea of

that the net earnings

— —

18,

W.

We

show

.

YORK. THURSDAY, DECEMBER

David

expenses, $2,417,846.96; and the net profits, $1,596,567.11.

of the road, with the earnings

tributed a large mite toward the aggregate revenue,

NEW

IsTJTJSTRrEB,— The Hon.

stock farm, and in another number is a similar illustration of
a cattle range and stock ranch in Colorado. Besides these
iclee there are editorial notes which give the readers

ment

ber, 1878,

Any

—The

who have

the road, payable December S8, 1878.

No advertisement orb;
".*

Wsstebn

Chicago and Noethwkstbbn Railboad.

inside pages, nonpareil type, 86 cents per line ; outside page, *o cents.
Special rates lor three, six ana twelve months. Notices in editorial
columns, 50 cent? per line— eight words to the line, and twelve linea to

rural or

3. C. Clakice.

.'

Two

Tweeny-five per cent 03 Sor Clubs of

In

ubntban dtstricta, land in the large cities belss too valuable to allow
Us occupation by indent buildings. Some suppose t'-at St. AugusIne being tbe oldest settlement lu the Halted States must have the
:: but this not so, that town having been twice destroyed
iy fire in the seventeenth century.
Besides which, the Coquiua HocS,
,f which St. Augustine was built, la not a durable material.
if

observation as Mr. Jtuld are willing to take time to investigate these new fields which are being bo rapidly settled by
- tormation on these importimmigration from tbi
ant subjects will be most eagerly read by Eastern men whose
(d has not
eyes are turned westward. As a sp
allowed the game of the West to escape his attention. He

few years ihe far
Western States and Territories have taken measures to prein a very perceptwhich
is
seen
result
of
tbe
serve the game,
ible increase in game, especially Id Wyoming and Utah TerriEmployees of the Union Pacific Railroad say tbey
tories.
never before saw so many antelope on the plains, while baok
in the foot hills and mountain ranges elk and deer are abundIn riding, during tha month of October, from Rock
ant.
Creek to Laramie, antelope, wolves, mountain grouse, sage
hens, wild geesa, ducks, etc., were to be seen from the cars
notes with approval that during the past

almost constantly. The favorite point for English hunters in
this country is about seven hundred miles west of Omaha.

Here they leave the railroad track and strike back forty miles
Having procured a guide and
to the Sweet Water regions.
spent a few days at the hospitable ranch of Mr. Tim Foley,
if nl cattle growers
who is one of the largest ai
in the world, they push on to the Wind River country northward iu quest of the larger game there is to be found in that
A small party of these English gentlemen returned
region,
from the Wind River country a few days ago with twenty-one
bear skins and the headB of numerous elk, mountain sheep,
etc which they were conveying to England as trophies of
i

,

their

American hunting excursion.

Lost Rivees Rrfousd. —We read in the cuirent literature
hat an interesting experiment has been made to
determine whether the head waters of the Danube found thensubterranean passages into the Aach. Some
was placed in the waters of the Danube, and in
three days the Bplendid green color and golden reflect ious were

way through
fluorescein

Ten kilos of fluorquite distinct in the waters of the Aach.
had colored at least 200,000,000 litres of water.

escein

Very good

!

Now

us adopt the suggestion of our trans-

let

Atlantic savans and apply a

few

kilos of fluorescein to our

mysterious, erratic and undetermined streams, of which
we have .io many all over America. Let us put a few kilos
into the St. John's River in Florida, and see whether its vivid

own

:

green boils out of the huge fresh water spring off Mataazas
Gila and tha
let us empty a little of the fluorescein into the
lost rivers of Tsxas, which start from the mountains in full
and sparkliDg volume and finally disappear in the sand. Let
us discover what causes the intermittent tides in Lake Superior, and ascertain the supply sources of the reservoirs of
Let VM ascertain whither the great volume
the Great Likes.
of the might- Saguenay flows, and whether its subterranean
discharge does not cause the myaterionfl currents which vex

the shores of Acticosii.
St.

Let us learn whereaiiouta in the river
of Montmorenci's waters reappears.

Lawrence the volume

of caverns;
.; ihe origin of the subterranean flow
the outlets of mountain lakes which have no bottom; the
the source of the hotting ocean
secrets of the Florida sinks
for certain «
spring in the Gulf of Mexico. Let us find out
;

the waters of Backs ana Makenzie's river and the Yellow-

FOREST AND STREAM.]
snd spurt f
u
p
geysere 61 this National Park boiling hot. Yes; and we can
also find out "how far the TomUgbee Biver runs up !"
Here is a field for investigation as broad as the continent.
are hundreds of enterprising students now idle, •who are
will so
douht sanction it too. The only difficulty at present
be that we cannot obtain fluorescein enough.
lunge into the esclh ice-cold

columns for the following reply to the
Commissioner:

New

Brunswick Game

Pobtland, December

2, 1S7S.

Editor FoaaaT and Stream
One word in rep y to thB somewhat harah communication from
Chief Game Commissioner of New Brunswick.
:

Is

It.

from the

truly gratifying to hear

Warden himself

Cliiit

ttie

A Physician in Texas.—A year or more ago a young physiBrooklyn gentleman who migrated t
wrote ua a private letter about, hunting, fishing, sheep-graziDg, and the resources of Texas, which we thought of sufficient general interest to publish, and took the liberty to do
Now, please note the result. We quote from a letter
so.
i

.

baud

jnst at

!

Bbaokbttsvilie, TexaB, Nov.

34, 1873.

Ha:/looe.
The last letter I wrote you, to
-nrprise, was published in your paper, which
innumerable letters of inquiry from all parts

Friend

all

:

of whicl

:

October (and in s^me Instances She Chief Warden wan quoted,
though, I am now glad to ttnow, through error), that, this $20 tax Wis
i
hindering Americans shooting there.
All true Amari
I am sure, would he most happy to aid
g 'he game lawB of any eoumrj, and eager to bring to aeBe slaughtering gime by Ibegitlmate means; but why
Bhoald webecalle.l upon tnpayin support their game laws when they
do not pay to Bnpport onrs? What would New Brunswick people
thin]
d upon to pay an annual tax of $20 to every
winch tifiy shot I( to support the game iawS."
ilia subterfuge? And since the matter has been referred
to, I will pay that it does cat^t: a blnih of humiliation to thins tnat after Americans have scut tens of thousands of dollars to help the poor
pi .:t. John, that they are not willing to show us the same courtesies

of Wilentering into

mington, Del., which has resulted in my
neraliip with the Garrett Bios, and Maj. 8totsenberg, oi
.
They came on to
luington, Dei,, in a sheep ranch in
» medicine, and Eh
iloxia, when:
three horses, wagonfetc, etc., and started out to hunt a iocar
u;n. for a ranch, and after weeks of travel all through the
Btate, we settled here.
On that trip we have bunted everything almost, ami have bad lots or adventures up to the presI think I am probably on
way to make money,
ent Bale.
and I owe it all to Forest and Strsam, for it was your paper
that brought me before the eyes of the capitalists and brought
them out here. If you or any of your friends are out in this
direction come and make us a call and we will try to make
it pleasant for you all.
w\n take our rifles out and kill
deer, turkey and all kinds oE game on our own land, while
the Pinto River rises on our land, and in it are plenty of
trout, bass, perch, catfish, and almost all kinds of fresh
water fish. 1 have killed so many turkeys that we are almost
sick of them.
Well, I will close at present. I was very successful in
practicing medicine in Mcxis, and have many

my

We

my

friends

who want me

in connection with the foregoing
to say a
as

word

many

John G.

come back.

to

We

for ourselves.

of our patrons affirm

we ask permission

letter

are as sensibly impressed

themselves to be, with the

growing value of Fokbst and Stream as an advertising medium. There are many journals devoted to special objects,
through which it would be supposed the public could be
reached more directly, yet

columns as

we

find that

any kind are looked

transactions of

natural!}' as the

gold bearing mountain venues.

when

for,

solid business

men

turn to our

experienced turner does to the
And they seldom fail to find

Jlen pin their faith implicitly
a placer, or at least pay dirt
en the overtures and business chances "which we advertise,
!

upon our editorial representations and endorsement?
a wheat farm or a sheep ranch as easily
as we can sell dog biscuits, guns and fish-hooks. No
was ever started in our columns upon any subject whatever
pecially

-;ly attracted attention in highest places.

We have brought about a large number of

valuable commercial
expected nor received any
fee or reward. Tv'ith regard to Texas, we know that there is a
rapidly increasing interest and migration toward the State, and
what information we can gather of practical, value we shall
transactions, for

print

from time

in the State

is

we neither

which

One

to time.

of the best informed writers

the gentleman whose letter

we

publish in this

He has promised to show up the resources of the
and the advantages which the State offers to settlers.
doubt there is much money at present in stock grazing
and sheep raising; but there are other pursuits just as lucrative, and the cotton and grain fieids, the sugar plantations,

issue.

State

No

the mines, the quarries and the timber lands of Texas offer
an aggregate of inducements not found in any other section.

CANADIAN

DISCRIMINATING

GAME

LAWS.
TN our issue of

November 14th we

from the gentleman whose signature is appended to the
letter below, in which he claimed what he now reiterates, that
the game laws of New Brunswick were framed expressly to
and

Americans.

He

thinks

this a great

most feeling protest. Protest No. 1
(Nov. 14;, elicited a reply or defense from Chief Game Commissioner Fellows, of the Province of New Brunswick, disclaiming any intention to " discriminate.'' The Commissioner
admits the letter of the law to protect game and the general
efforts made to that end, but denies that the laws were framed
to exclude American sportsmen, and calls upon us to refute
such an imputation.
Vance,

utters his

Well knowing the value and weight

of ex parte statements,
contented ourselves with a simple endorsement of the Provincial gains laws and approval of the present most commend-

we

able efforts of

Canada

a

mem,

The Chief Warden loses sight of the subject when he lays so much
stress on the slaughter of game out of season. If the laws are trana.

As

him,
jast, and as

it

we

liu vr

to punish

;

but.

Our readers have now heard in full the charge preferred by
our indignant correspondent, and we leave it to their common
sense to answer whether a great province like that of New
Brunswick, having the most intimate commercial relations
with its neighbor, the United States, would, from jealousy
or any imaginary grievance, or spirit of retaliation, stoop to
so petty a reprisal as to tax American sportsmen $20 per head
for the express purpose of keeping them out of the country ?
The idea is so absurd on the face of it that we at first refused

to prevent the total extirpation of the

which involves

(HiOM OUa SPECIAL TEXAS OOP.KESPONDENT.

TEXAS NORTHERS-HONESTY-ORANG.
ES AND LEMONS IN TEXAS.
Ediiok Foeest and Stream

:

We are having 3uch a furious spell of weather that I can
do no mischief outdoors, and am therefore driven to seek
eome occupation indoors. For several days we have been enjoying one of those singular north winds of Texas— shot undoubtedly from caverns in icebergs somewhere— accompanied
by a pelting rain. Of all winds that blow this is assuredly
the most villainous— a Texas "wet norther." To walk or
against it is excruciating torture.
The drops of rain
you like bullets, square in the face, and I doubt not you
could hear them sing like rifle balls on a skirmish line, as
they flit, past your ears, if it were not for the continual

ride
hit

whizzing and howling of the wind. When such come there
is nothing to do but to " snook " round one's fireside and engage in whatever mischief may come to hand. And yet this
is the very weather when one who loves his gun and dog can
find the most sport if he can stand the pelting and the whizzing.
The ducks and geese leave the bays and bayous and
swarm on the prairies, reinforcing the curlews, grouse, sandhill cranes and jacksnipes.
And blackbirds or grackle come
by the literal million, though none but the " small boy " ever
shoots them. I take up my shooting irons and look upon
them with a melancholy look. Then I look out of the window
and see the scudding mists, the cedars tossing their boughs S3
if they were frantic, and hear the howling of the tempest.
I
then lay

my

irons aside with a sigh.

calculated to

make

This

sort of

weather

folks crazy unless they have

some

is

re-

sources for mischief within themselves.
Well, my pipe
never fails to give me solace under affliction, and I have lots
of books and paper and lead pencils.
With these accompani-

ments

my heart say: "Howl, howl, ye breezes 1"
none suppose that this norther is really Arctic,
does come from caverns in icebergs, or from the

can from

I

But. let

though

it

regions of perpetual snow.

upon his will or actions. He should not forget
Brunswick is just as much a foreign country now
was during our lute civil war, when firearms were interdicted and Skeiladters safe when once fairly over the border.

when the norther is gone
The air will literally
dance with delight. Nothing can exceed the beauty of these
Texas days which succeed a norther. It makes a fellow feel ten
years younger like jumping over fences, riding wild mus-

"What right has he to quesliou the license to shoot any more
thim England has the tax on her products imported to France?
The Cm..
Fellows, has explained that the law
was framed to prevent pot hunters from destroying the game,

tangs, turning somersaults.

are pressed for air opinion,

we

Our correspondent

shall decide against the plaintiff in toto.

restrictions

that

as

New

it

sparkle

!

;

United States and found

All nature, animate and inanimate, laughs with electricity. Indeed, these Texas northers
are most admirable institutions, and nothing could induce me
to live in any country where they do not blow.
And they
blow nowhere on earth save in Texas.
And let no one suppose they are usually accompanied by

penses of enforcing

rain.

which was destroyed by citizens of the
its market in that country.
The exthr, laws are met by fines, penalties,
seizures and licenses at home, and by a license fee exacted
from non-resident3. The Game Commissioner ingenuously
asks: "Is it unreasonable to ask foreigners as well as ourthe greater part of

Usually they are not. Usually the skies are as clear as
but then, Mr. Editor, they are cold, I tell you
Then they'll make a fellow jump Jim Crow who
gets caught out in one.
They'll pinch him blue;
they'll
a silver bell

;

for a fact.

him

selves to contribute Inward preserving the

buffet

try?"

they'll turn the

game of the counOur correspondent thinks it is, and asks "why we
should be called upon to pay to support their game laws,
when they do not pay to support ours ?" If- any reader thinks
him answer and defend it.
Hanson has specified New Bruns-

let

,

From

the fact that friend

wick, he does not seem aware that similar laws obtain in the
other Provinces, and that in the adjoining Province of Nova
Scotia, for instance, there is alike tax of $20 on all non-resident sportsmen not merely non-resident Americans, but nonresident

New

same

reciprocally true of the

is

Brunswickers, Englishmen and alL

New

And

the

Brunswick game law.

No better

evidence can be adduced of the sincerity and unprejudiced impartiality of the Nova Scotia law than the fact
that British officers of the

army and navy have

repeatedly

been prosecuted from court to court to exact the fine which
they disclaimed they had an obligation to pay for it seems
they too are required to pay a license of $5, although they are
temporary residents.
;

The arguments

in favor of the system, as set forth

by

its

That the game is appurtenant to the soil, and
belongs to the people of the Province, just as much as in England it belonga to the bird of the manor. Their forests are
their preserves, and they have the right to regulate the way
in which they shall be used.
The inhabitants have to conpromoters, are

:

tribute to the general revenue of the Province, in

order to
carry on the different departments of the public service. Out
of these revenues a certain sum has been expended to defray

Such laws might bo impolitic, ill-advised, and obviouBly un-

trouble of enforcing the laws

and alienating friends and working retroactive
damage upon themselves hut none had the right to arraign
act
which was eminently a prerogative and an
them for an

pondent

Is

it fair,

then, for out-

who pay

nothing, to step in and enjoy the benefits refrom this protection, equally with those who have to
bear the burden of the expense and the responsibility and

siders,

?

a citizen, finds

expedient to enact similar laws
and regulations, it will do so. If such laws would accomplish
the consummation for which we have ao long devoutly wished
is

it

and earnestly worked, we would be willing to submit to

snorters

;

:

they'll

wallop him, and if he don't go to shelter
of his bones to icicles.
They are
There is nothing like them in

marrow

they are

terrific.

him who rides on a vast uninhabited prairie
and there never will be anything like them. And yet I would
not give one of them for all the perfumed zephyrs of Araby

this world, to

the Blest.

But I had to engage in some mischief indoors during this
embargo on locomotion outside, and I fell to reading Horace,
as I often do when the weather is inclement or the nights'
long. I hit upon that celebrated ode, " Intiger vit<e celerinoue
purus," the 22d of the First Book, and it amused me so

much

that I make a translation of it, literally where I could
and paraphrastically where I couldn't help myself. Here

goes:

The man who leads an honest life,
Free from crima and nol some strife,"
Don't need the ponderous Moorish spear,
And nought beneath the Ekles need fear';
Even though his wandering footsteps tum
To where the Syrtes deserts born
Where Albanian mountains lift the snows,
Or famed Bydospes current flows,
For late, as carelessly 1 strayed,
Unarmed, beyond my rural shade—
My Laluge's sweet name repeating
To th'amorous breezes rouud me fleeting—
A wolf— and such ne'er Afric bore
Or howled upon the Apuliau shoreFled from me lu the Sabine wood.

And Bought the deepest solitude.

me in those dread regions where
No tree withstands the ley airPlace

Where endless night and vapors dwell,
And storms the scudding clouds Impel
Place me fn realms where the blazing sun
Withers

when the State of Maine, of which our corres-

just, aggrieving

This position being too conservative
for our correspondent, he has again sought the use of our

It is a question

here.

hss lived so long upon the border and enjoyed such unlimited
he is evidently taken aback by the slightest

we

but, since

;

sulting

only.

want of space

different conditions.

reciprocity, that

it

of Iowa, Florida, Kansas, and some others had the right to
discriminate against their brotherhood of neighboring States.

;

As respects the fishery licenses and regulations to which our
correspondent refers, we must defer that part of the subject

This one has been piping about a
hundred hours, yet the thermometer on my gallery, exposed
to its full fury, poiats ten degrees above the freezing
point.
Yet this is cold enough when driven into a fellow with
a forty- horse power. And how brilliantly the skies will

to entertain

the expenses of preserving the game.

own

still re-

lot be oat of place to call lii3 attention to the slaughter of snipe
near Sackv:il:
imbeTiWheSj as 1 hear from the people
birds ara half grown, and so blue with piu feathera that
they are unfit for the table," simply, as I am told, " to klli them before
those
Yankees get there."
In regard to salmon fishing, I will not enter into a controversy with
the Chief Warden. I did not say there was a discriminating law, but
if he will mak-5 ^orue inquiries in regard to the way some Boston genmen, leading salmon rivers, have been treated, I think he will find
Recriminated against, although he Is unpar3
mentary enough to characterize it as "false."
fOUH very t:nly,
SAM'L Hansox.

much diminished game. We held that Canada had a right to
make discriminating laws against foreigners, justas the States

affair of their

data not the fact

icrtrninstlug tax of $20, he does to as us
and ntyfriend have shot in New Brunswick
ettpoct to shoot there ng (to, we are perhaps as
laws as the Warden himself ; and it
I

;

printed a communication

-*-

discriminate against

,

Incoursei

.answering.

i-

".-

my

discriminating laws as applied to every State in the Union,
until the result was reached.

for
that,

Americans were not intended to be discriminated against, by this new
law, for the impression had must certainly been given me and my
friend by the people with whom we talKed white In Sew BruuBWlcK
last

cian, a

387

all that he glares upon.
In silent deserts waste and wide,
denied.

To human resldetioe

And still, with tltoui/ht
The
I'll

special

serene and free,

flying hours beguiling,

love and sing

my Lalage

Sweetly speaUng, gweeoy smiling' I

:

Now, Mr. Editor, I do protest that this little poem, as
Horace wrote it, is beautiful and the sentiment is delicious.
It is, as Scaliger said of another one of his poems, which 1
may translate for you during the next wet norther, "all ambrosia;" but in translating it I had to laugh several times,
and could hardly restrain myself from making a burlesque of
I pictured to myself Horace wandering among the ice
it.
floes of the Polar regions, with a pitiless tempest beating
upon his head, and I didn't believe that under such circumstances he would think of Lalage, much less sing of her.
And then I pictured him cornered against an iceberg by a
grim Polar bear, and thought to myself, " What will his honesty avail

him now

much, however

?"

These poets won't do to trust

prettily they

may

write.

to too

I account myself

passably honest, but I have been in several scrapes with Injuns

and such like where I would undoubtedly have been "chawed
up " had I not been heavily armed. And several times, in
spite of being heavily armed, I
tleetness of

catch

me

my

horse.

I clip this

owed

Honesty

risking all I have on

my

escape solely to the

is excellent, but- no

man

will

it.

from the Galveston News

:

—

Pbodigiotjs Lemons.
Yesterday a sample of lemons was
sent to the News office as a present from Mr. W. S. Deats, of
Dickinson Bayou. They were grown upon his farm, in that
locality, and for size have probably never been surpassed, if
ever equaled. The largest had a weight of seventeen and a
half ounces, and was nearly as large as a small canteloupe.
This shows what Texas can do in lemon culture.

We have only lately found out
of Texas

:

is

that the tidewater district

unsurpassed for oranges and lemons.

The

ladies

some on two or more charges— and sentenced,to pay a fine of
$50 and costs of conviction. One of these was confined in the
penitentiary the full time of 54 days four were incarcerated,
but subsequently paid their fines, and the remaining 30 have

hey would receive the thanks of

signed a stipulation to pay part of the fine and costs, and to
abstain from illegal Ashing, the club agreeing not to enforce
the body executions against them, provided they kept the
laws and brought in their nets to be destroyed. About 40 nets
of all kinds have been captured and destroyed, together with
a number of eel traps, etc. The club feels much elated at the
work of the past season, and is fully determined to carry out
the laws and prosecute all offenders to the bitter end. During
the meeting of the club muffli interest was developed in the
proposition to call a State convention to revise the fishing
laws, and a committee was appointed to report upon the
feasibility of the plan.

Debr in the Adirondaoks.— Wc have

received from Mr.
Y., the following letter written

H. W. Hayt, of Lowville, N.
by him to the Utica Morning Herald. The letter from Mr.
Fenton to the above journal, republished by us Nov. 28, Mr.
Hayt thinks, "does injustice not only to many true sportsmen who hunt in the lawful season for deer, but also to the
motives of Mr. Fenton himself, especially the remainder of his
letter, in which he speaks so feelingly of the needs of tourists,
sportsmen and hotel keepers or pot-hunters, and that the law
would allow him to kill deer from the 1st of July to Jan. 1."
Wc publish Mr. Hayt's letter with pleasure. We do not,
however, endorse all that it contains. So long as hunting
deer with dogs is against the law there can be no excuse for

mode of capture. Men who lose their
know that in so doing they are violating the

practicing that

dogs,

when they

State

curiosities or ornament,

;

Trao.

Ann Arbor,

MkTi.

The good

old principle of shutting the stable door after the
horse has run away seems to obtain in all matters pertaining

game

to

Ten years from now we may look for
"protect" the game which has long
and hung on the pegs.

protection.

stringent enactments to

since been drawn, quartered

§ffe gifle.
Massachusetts— Boston,

Dec, 4.— The weather looked
most unpromising this morning at Walnut Hill, but the longrange men were out, and good work was shown
It was the
final contest in the long-range classified scries, which opened
on Wednesday, July 17, and has continued on successive
Wednesdays since. For the purpose of equalizing the distribution of prizes, members were divided into two classes,
the Executive Committee reserving the right to assign members of no record to either class
prizes to bo awarded to the
,

;

beat total of five scores,

Call i?or Massachusetts Men.—Boston, Dec. 7.—The
Massachusetts Kennel Club Committee on Game Laws desires
to hereby notify sportsmen and others interested.in the protection and preservation of our game birds and animals, that a
meeting in the interest of better game laws will be held in
this city, at Young's Hotel, on Wednesday, the 18th inst., at
four o'clock, p. m. Messrs. Hall and Whipple, the gentleman-

A

ly proprietors of the above named house, having shown their
friendship to the cause by tendering to this committee the
The committee
free use of a suitable room for the purpose.
would respectfully invite the presence and co-operation of all
good sportsmen and others interested, with a view to determine what revision oE the existing game laws of this
Commonwealth is desirable and necessary to make the same
more effective and worthy of respect. For the Committee.
John Fottleu, Jb., Chairman.

our opinion of the good results likely to follow from the Massachusetts Kennel Club's
work in game protection. That the present game laws of that
State are unsatisfactory and do r.ot accomplish the ends of
protection is amply illustrated by the simple fact that they
Only a miare practically a dead letter and nothing more.
nority of the best sportsmen and game dealers have any regard
proposed
meeting a
for
the
bespeak
We
provisions.
for their
It is the duty of
large attendance of those most interested.
to put their influence and
all who love the sports of the field

We have before this expressed

oh

the right side.

New York

Association.—The

New York

Association for

of the Beason
the Protection Of Game held its first meeting
Whitehead, on the evening of
at the residence of Mr. C. E.

Roosevelt, havthe 9th inst. The President, Hon. Kobt. B.
the club upon
ing called the meeting to order, congratulated
season, particularly in getting the law
its success of the past
Bay. The
South
Great
the
in
enforced against pound-nets
wonderfully since the
fishing in that locality has improved

again attracting anglers
nets have been removed, and is
from all parts of the country and rilling the hotels with
Mr. Roosevelt also called the attentiou of the club
euests.
whereby thousands of
to the' destructive whitebait fishing,
Unvoung fish, mostly young shad, were being destroyed.
done to check it, it will be useless to
less something can be
Whitehead,
soend money in hatching them. The counsel, Mr.
suits brought by the
reported on the satisfactory state of the
Association and stated that infringements of the game laws
The matter of bringing
rare.
in the city were becoming very
discussed, and finally the counsuits outside of the city was
resolution proposed by Mr. Lawrence
sel was empowered, by a
in any part of
and seconded by Mr. Holberton, to bring suits
was thought advisable to
the State where in his judgment it
club was over, Mr.
of
the
business
regular
the
After
do so
Whitehead entertained the members in his usual hospitable
magnificent
manner. Among the many good things was a
ranking secblack cock, killed, we believe, in Scotland, and
ond only to the wild turkey of our own woods.

Onondaga Fishing Club.— At an unusually

full

meeting

Onondaga County Fishing Club, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
December 4, a very satisfactory report was given of the work
accomplished by the club in the first year of its existence.
of the

report is a most creditable one, and the activity displayed
commendable. At
the Syracuse sportsmen is in every way
an expense of $200, derived from members of the club and
game laws within
the
against
of
offenders
collected
from fines
throughout
the county, a game constable has been engaged
offenders.
the season to watch the lake and rivers and arrest
convicted—
and
arrosted
have
been
law-breakers
Thirty-five

The
by

treatment of their property, and, because of this, Mr. Fenton has had the pleasure of paying for a number of valuable
hounds killed at different tiines.
These things naturally
color the statements of our friend.
The pursuit of the chase with the hounds has justly been a
favorite means of diversion with the most of true sportsmen,
not pot-hunters and poachers, for hundreds of years, and large
packs of stag hounds are now maintained in those countries
where deer are found or preserved. There is more genuine
and intensely exciting sport in killing one deer in the chase
than five or six potted or poached when unsuspicious of
danger with scarcely a chance for life. It is a fact beyond
dispute that game of all kinds is in more danger of extermination from still-hunting, traps, snares and poaching of all kinds,
which is much more difficult to prevent, than from the use of
dogs when game is in season. Venison or any other game
killed then with dogs, if properly dreBsed, is sweet, wholesome and cau be kept any reasonable length of time. Not
one-tenth of the deer pursued by dogs are killed. It is well
known how often they will bailie the hounds. Host Fenton,
having abundantly provided his table with venison, which, he
says, " most of the sportsmen and tourists who visit the woods
in July and August feel the need of,'' alsosupp'yiog the wants
of a large number of regular boarders, now on the approach of
still-hunting, becomes particular as to the manner of killing
venison, and makes very broad and extravagant assertions
with regard to the guides and some of the hotel-keepers, whose
assistance he no longer needs in supplying his table with
venison. These statements will shrink fearfully in approaching the truth. Fifty deer will more than cover all that has
been brought out of the woods by way of Number Four in the
If Mr. Fenton was placed in an ordinary
last two months.
boat, will) the usual chances of sportsmen, armed only with
the " club " he speaks of, I fear his guests would starve on
beefsteak and mutton, at least until he sent for his trusty rifle,
with which f by the way) he boasts of having killed more tban
2,000 deer. The season is long enough now for true sportsmen
to kill deer, if not for the hotel-keepers and pot or markethunters. More than enough venison reaches the markets from
If
other States, without our drafting the woods to supply it.
we are allowed to enjoy the chase With our hounds, if only
for a portion of the season, witbout having our valuable
hounds shot or poisoned without redress, we are content, and
This following the chase in
will aid in preserving the game.
the proper season must not be confounded with the reckless
crusting of deer in the deep snows, when worthless, or a similar slaughter at other seasons, which cannot be too severely
punished.

The Slaughter of Deeb in Mien.—The slaughter of
deer in the northern part of tbiB State can hardly fail to atI
tract the attention of all lovers of sport of that description.
think all will recognize the advisability and necessity of prohibiting the killing of deer for some time to come, for from
three to five years.

There are now hundreds of men

in the

northern country who fairly slaughter those beautiful animals
They
for pecuniary purposes, aud by no fair means either.
have their dogs who drive the deer into some lake near by
where there are some dozen men in waiting for them, and
escape.
hope
of
when the animal takes to the water there is no
The killing of deer is so great that when a party of three or
four take a few days' vacation for a little pleasure shoot in

get any sort of
this line, it is as much as their life is worth to
a chance, and if thev see a deer he is closely followed by a
pack of hounds that unless shot dead, he escapes only to fall
into the hands of these men who take up their station on the
banks of these small lakes with which this State is so plentiThere are hundreds of deer sent into the
fully suppliedmarket every seasou, and they are perceptibly getting scarcer,
of wild deer
so that the State that was noted to* the amount
within its limits is rapidly netting to be a very poor place lor
associasporting
the
and
gun
clubs
the
If
sport.
that kind of
the Legistions would take this matter up and present it to

not necessarily consecutive

first

;

prize, gold medal
second, silvermedal; third, cash or trophy,
$10 ; fourth, cash or trophy, $0 fifth, cash or trophy, .$4—
five prizes in each class.
The result First class— W. H.
;

;

i

Jackson, gold medal J. S. Sumner, silver medal ; Messrs.
W. Gerrish and H. T. Rockwell, third and fourth cash prizes,
respectively.
Second class— J. F. Brown, gold medal; Lewis
Saunders, silver medal Messrs. Salem H. Wilder, G. W.
;

;

Davidson and

W. M. Ward,

The

awarded.

and fifth prizes, in
in the first class has not been

third, fourth

The fifth prize

the order given.

scores to-day stood

91)0

5
G

1,000

4

800

:

W H Jackson.
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J S Sumner.
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Francis.

.

GAME PROTECTION

lovers of

true

all

sport.

;

statutes, must not complain if the dogs are filled with lead or
and they grew right
poison. On the other hand, wholesale still-hunting butchery
Houston
on, producing when old enough enormous crops.
has nothing to defend it. The letter is as follows
now has a great many, some so heavily laden with the ripe
The statements of Mr. Fenton, although from a source
fruit that the limbs have to bo propped up to keep from break
that should be correct, in this instance must be received
In point of quality they seem to be the best I ever saw. with some allowances. Host Fenton has been a still-hunter
ing.
by profession for many years. This is a very successful
I have several in my yard in the city, planted with no thought
method of killing deer. No companions are needed each
that they would ever come to anything, and I now deeply man hunts by himself alone, and generally is jealous of any
regret that I didn't plant a hundred. I have never known our
intrusion of other hunters on what he calls his huntinggrounds. From the first snows until deer are worthless, and
trees to bo injured by the cold, though doubtless they ought
often longer, is the season for the market or pot-hunting.
during
snaps
until
they
are
three
protection
cold
some
have
to
First-class still-hunters kill from thirty to one hundred and
N. A. T.
years
twenty deer in a good season. If dogs are seen when stillffwst n, Texas, Nov. 26, 1878.
hunting they are often killed for fear they might disturb the
deer, and make them more watchful.
This killing of dogs
has often happened when it was lawful to follow the chase
with hounds. The owners of the dogs naturally resent this

planted them for

effort

;;

.
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member

of the club, speaking of the classified match,
says: " I give the names of the contestants, the number of
matches that they shot, the grand aggregate and average, aud
the aggregate of the best five

FIBBT-OLASS WIJTOJSR3.

W. H. Jackson, Sharps Creedmoor Rifle.—Thirteenmatches;
aggregate, 2,742; average, 210.92.
Aggregate of best five,
average, 210.6.
1,083
Fourteen matches aggregate, 9,838
J. S. Sumner, S.
average, 209.85. Aggregate of best five, 1,075": a'v
Eleven matches; aggregate, 2,251
Win. Gurst, 8.
Aggregate of best five, 1,056; average,
average, 204.6.
;

G—

<

;

C—

211.2.

,

C—

Five matches; aggregate, 1,014
n. T, Rockwell, R.
average, 202 8.
Wm. Poland, R. C.--Fivc matches; agsregate, 983; average, 196.0.
fiEOOND-OLASS WINNERS.
J.

C—

L. Brown, S.

average,
208.4.

Nine matches; aggregate, 1,820;
Aggregate of best five, 1,04a
average,

202.4.

;

—Nine matches; aggregate, 1,700;
Aggregate of best
average, 195.5.
"average, 204.2.
Lewis Saunder,
C. — Eleven matches
aggregate, 8,187;
Salem Wilder, R. C.

five, 1,021';'

S.

;

Aggregate of best five, 1,030 ."average, 20-1.
O. W. Davison, P."Mart.— Five matches ;' aggregate, 1,1)00;

average, 194.

average, 200,

W. M.

Wain,

C—Eight

JR.

matches

;

aggregate, 1,429

;

Aggregate of best five, 967; average, 193.4.
individual" shooting, and it beats the American team
of '77, first day, for the aggregate of the average of the best
while
eight is 1,602.2,
the twin made 1,6.10, and the walkover first day 1,660.
can produce an eight that could
challenge the world from our own little club, and wo dj not
know but what we would include United States for our A. fl.
Hebbard, J. A. Lowell and H. L. Hubbard did cot finish live
feel rather
their individual average is about 205.
scores
proud of our rifle ability."
Walnut Hill certainly has reason to be proud of ilB range,
average, 178.6.

This

is

We

We

;

which has become famous through its long distance marksmen. Established in 1876, it has shown that in rifles and meD,
America's success in the international matches is the result
not of a sudden fluke of luck, but is instead a legitimate outcome of skill, intelligence and patient study and practice.
Dec. 7.— The winter shed match to-day, at 200 yards, was
shot in a clear, bright atmosphere, but with a cold, strong 10
o'clock wind. The" leading score was a perfect one, and a 'long
string of others were close upon it, standing a3 follows
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In the November amateur series, the leadiDg score at ten
J. B. Parker makshots, 200 yards, was C. A. Parker, 45
-i

;

ing 38.
Jaoksosi Rifle

Gallery— Boston,

Dec.

7.— Regular weekly

prize shoot, 75 feet, ten shots, reduced target ; D. F. Small,
E. Emerson, 44; F. H. Hartshorue, 43; V. P. Seele, 42;
F. Williams, 41; E. Smith, 41; F. Hollis, 41.

47

•

Some Rem*kkablh Shooting.— On Friday
instant,

Mr. L. V- Sone, Captain

New

York

evening,

Rifle Club,

0th

made

tbirty-one consecutive bull's-eyes, 100 feet tango, l^th inch
buU'a-eye, ,23 Ballard, at Conlin's Gallery, 1,222 Broadway.
This is considered the greatest feat on lecord ia gallery shooting.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Zrtti.sb'b Gai.i.ehy.— Ninth cluck competition
ten
target, reduced for the gallery distance
50 [
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ten shots, possible 80
IS
CTnilaon...

Regular weekly point target shoot

M B Engel
U U Zettler
H L Rigga

:

;

22
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M

KLBeaiae

19
la

BZetUBt
DCulhane

Planning

IS

ls
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18

Dorrler

—Since the announcement of tho committee for the change
of site from Creedmoor, offers have come in from a dozen
quarters of property suitable for such use.
Zettlers Gallery, 207 Bowecr, an all-comers' match is
announced for every Friday evening, with three prizes, to Be

—At

won

three times each.

Sjjppknfrlut Rifle Clot, 177 Buioery, 2fm.
hundred yards target reduced (bull's-eye <H inch)
possible 50

;

The American Express

4S
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"

JohnSelmetz

laiSMMBon
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JohnMcOoy
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D
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Ned

my

teur riflemen, that
of those

who

everyday duties require occasional relaxation, must be admitted by all who have any acquaintance with its use ; and recreation of some form is certainly as essential an element in

man's existence as work.
think that this popular

nently marred,

if

J SOratn
Jolui Foster

41

Geo McDonnell

40
39
so
39
')

lAIPribyl
Burns

Gardner
Cttonoweth

Clias Calltu
J
Colohour

A
The Lake View Club has challenged

the

22

Milwaukee

Rifle
acceptance of

A

— "Onieko,"

in advocac}

match

shooters would create greater enthusiasm than

1-

any other

of

pre-

ceding contests in

willingness to plant their banners on the field of competition,
At the Congress of rifle.
to be defended by their champions.
men should be held, the various teams meet, and the victorious one proclaimed tire "champion " throughout the country,
then the true metal of the representative riflemen would have
been shown and a team could be formed from expert marksmen which would be the pride of America and the " boss of
all creation with the rifle."
There are more proficient riflemen in this country than all the rest of tlie world combined
contains, and if the existing skill of America in shooting at
the short ranges could be brought to light it would be found
to go hand in hand in regard to excellence with that of longrange practice. If a short-range international match should
take place and America come out ahead (and she would have
a good chance to), it would not only be a memorable sporting
nation acknowledged to possess
event, but a historic one.
the best marksmen is to be favored in peace and feared in
Little Switzerland, probably, would not enjoy its
war.
present independent government if it had not been for its inhabitants' enviable and formidable skill with both cross-bow
and rifle. Short-range team matches have already been inaugurated, with the Foekbt and Stbbamand Rod and Guk
as the pioneer in aiding this comparatively new idea, by offering a valuable gold badge, which was shot for at Union 11 ill,
N. J., last season by a number of teams. Notwithstanding the
severe cold day on which, unfortunately, the match took
place, there was a very large attendance of marksmen.
The
" gallery "
contest was
interesting and hard fought.

A

very

team carried

off the prize,

A

proving that a good shot indoors

is

!

nearly nils the bill, but I rather prefer aucn a one as Is described
in Hulloek'a "Gazetteer" asfollowB: " We want as large a calibre as
possible, so as to make a big hole ln our gome ; ua large a cliarge of
powder as possible, to give a high velocity, without which we cannot
have a low trajectory. This also requires a short projectile, to diminiah
the friction on the grooves, and a short projectile requires a slow twist

The longth

of the rlile barrel must be shorter, which a'so diminishes
•
'
"
;*
A Bhort-range rifle suited for deer, bear, buffalo,
should have the following: Weight of rifle, 9 lbs.; welglit of pro-

friction.
etc.,

jectile, 320 gra. (ratio,
jfjj weight of powder, so gra.; twist, one in 4Sin.
calibre, .66; length of projectile, ,'iin.; length of barrel, Z4lo.
For

smaller game, such, as turkeys, a calibre of .33 will auawer, and Hie
longth or weight of ball, charge of powder, etc., will be reduced in
proportion.

•

with a Bhort-range

*

•

llfle,

we

proportioned as

have described, the drop of the bail, owing to Its great velocity, ia so
Uttle there Is no finding of distance required.
Whether yon are an
twenty-five, fifty, seventy-five or one hundred yards, all yon have to do
Is to draw a little ooarser bead the farther off your game Is."
For
Bights I would nave a combination globe and open sight, front
and
clover-leaf or buckhorn, rear.
c. L. W.

,
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skill of

j§ag mid gim*
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SEASON

IN

rifle

who

are in

manufacturers, and who, by

have become such experts as to render

these experts

Bed or

Moosa, Alceamalchis.
Elk or wapiti, Vermis canadensis.
Hares, brown and gray.
"'.

'

l-.'.-l
.

"".''

''.'

!

.'

'

Va. deer, O. viriiinttinu*.
Squirrels, red, black and gray.
,.

.rrouae or pheasant:,
ttmbellua.

n

I'

"Woodcock, Philohela minor.

Bonasa

Plnualed grouse or prairie
en, Cupidonia cupida.

clilok-

Caribou, raraitthu rangifer.

"Bay birds" geueraUy, Including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf biros, ptialaropes, avoeets,
etc., coming under the group Limxuxilte or Shore Birds.

destined to be perma-

is

support.
Certainly nothing is so potent for the destruction of the
support of such prize meetings as are semi-annually held at
Creedmoor, as the admission of these trained experts to the
amateur competitions, and if allowed to continue, the entries
to them will necessarily be fewer each year, until they finally
parallel case is seen in the
fail for want of attendance.
game of base ball. Some years ago the game served as a
source of recreation, although never so fitting a one as the use
of the rifle, but it has been captured by the "professionals,"
and now is almost wholly in their hands, while it is practically
lost to those who would play it only as a relaxation from
work, and a source of exercise and amusement.
Having taken to the rifle, about a year since, as a means or
getting an occasional rest from my very confining duties and
sedentary habits, I came to look upon it as a most excellent
and healthy pastime, and as I had heard of quite a number of
persons whose names seemed inseparable from rifle practice,
and of the famous Creedmoor, I naturally had a great desire
to meet those persons and see the beautiful range of which I
had so often heard. With this view my visit to tho last fall
meeting was made, hoping also to form the acquaintance of
riflemen of experience, and I am happy to say that 1
did make many pleasant acquaintances, from whom I received many attentions which will long be remembered with
pleasure.
I must confess that I was surprised to notice how often,
and in how many ways, I was reminded that the whole affair
had so much of the appearance ot an exhibition of rifles. No
one can deny that the manufacturers of rifles have a right,
from a business point of view at least, to employ and train
men to become skilled in the use of their rifles, It must be
admitted, also, that any rifleman can claim the liberty to be
employed for such purpose. From this it seems likely that
as long as ranges and prize meetings exist, these experts will
be on nand, and the amateurs must either compete with them
or quietly retire and leave them in sole possession of the
range. This will either result in the amateurs uniting in some
organization in such a way as to exclude the admission of
professional riflemen iu amateur competitions, or they will

A

for that class of

rifle work.
He says
Perhaps the petty jealousies which have been noticed
among the principal long-range clubs would be absent and the
It is only
entire affair would be more sportsmanlike in tone.
reasonable to suppose that the various clubs which possess
skill would be glad to be able to show it, hence the universal

is

;

Cincinnati Methods.—The riflemen at Cincinnati have
been looking for a place where a thousand yards range can be
established with half an hour's ride by rail, but as yet have
been unsuccessful, on account of the lay of the ground; and it
But we
ia even difficult to' get n five hundred yards range.
live in hopes thai next fall will see us established on a good
one thousand yards range, although, probably, not equipped
Creedmoor style, but good enough for temporary purposes.
We have tired shooting at two hundred yards off-hand, and
have taken a new departure (probably) in rifle practice. If it
iB carried on elsewhere we should be glad to hear from parties
Our mode is carried on as follows: Every tine
so engaged.
Saturday afternoon a number of riflemen meet at our five hundred yards range for the purpose of shooting for turkeys. Our
targets are black, four feet square, with a white 16-inch bull
Every time a shooter
distance, five hundred yards, off -band.
makes a bull it is flagged by the marker and scored. When the
shooting is finished the scorer taxes each for his share. The
turkeys are valued at $1, and if ten are shooting and ten turkeys won (nothing but a bull wins) it costs each shooter $1,
and ten or twenty cents each for marker. This mode of shooting is exciting, and it is surprising to see the number of bulls
made of an afternoon. Some will average a bull every three
or four shots, which is very good, "so we think."
G. W. D.

Shobt-Range Team Woke.

then, a source of regret to

due mainly to their extended practice, and to this is added all the advantages to be obtained by being connected with a rille manufactory, where all
the minor appliances are readily obtained, and the expert
provided with the best rifle of the kind possible to be had.
It is my opinion that large rifle associations and ranges cannot long exist under the present plan of conducting the prize
meetings and matches, for amateurs will not enter the contests
where these experts are expected to participate and as they
gradually draw off to themselves, or abandon the sport entirely, the meetings must certainly fail for want of proper

Club for a team shoot on Christmas Day. The
new club has been
the challenge has not yet arrived.
organized ou the west side of the city.

short-range off-hand shooting, thinks a

'a, 1878,

KWTOB PoilEST AND STREAM
An article with the above heading iu your Issue of the 7th Inst, ia in
the right direction, and in my opinion, the manufacturer who turns his
attention to tho manufacture of an arm suitable for killing large game
will find a large aemand.
The arm described by "n. W. A." very

ear- In New YorkState December Is a close month for deer.
Deer
Shooting la permitted only during the months of September, October
and November. Sale of venison Is permitted uutn January 1, and not
after.

•ST The frequent alteration of game laws makes such con-

almost entirely useless for the amateurs to compete with

them.
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is,

not wholly destroyed, by the presence at

the employ of different

it

J Tilt.
H P Victor
Setb Hanehett

It

amusement

the prize meetings of several professional riflemen,

scores

their constant practice,

John McDonnell
John MeCaiilay
Wai S Young, Jr

rifle.

pleasant, healthy

:

4B
44
43

Weston, vt„ Nov,

views are entertained by the majority

take pleasure in the use of the

That the use of the rifle, both in long and short range, is a
and exhilarating sport for those whose

:

first

Bradley

RIFLE."

:

:

The day was cold and raw,

stood
Ln n Drury

WANTED A HUNTING

;

Wheeling, W. Va., Dec. 5, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
Through your valuable columns I desire to present some
thoughts on the tendencies of modern rifle shooting, believing, from what opinions I have heard expressed among ama-

JuMioia—VJiicago.—The Lake View clubmen have not fired
over the range since Thanksgiving Day, at which date some

n

Bcntline.

SEMI-PROFESSIONAL RIFLEMEN.

5—72
6—73
5—73—213

good off-hand marksmanship was shown. The leading

w

and Stream:

in No. 17
of your good paper, in regard to the worthlcssness of Express rifles for large game, are identical with those of Sir Rose
Price, recorded in various parts of bis most readable book
the " Two Americas" in which he recounts the failure of the
If these gentlemen had
ipon at large game repeatedly.
led such a rifle as the Sharps Rifle Company had made
It is
for mil they would never have had cause for complaint.
.45 calibre, weighs twelve pounds, carries 500 grains lead, and
shoots 100 grains best black powder. For range, penetration
and certainty I have never owned a weapon approaching to
it.
This is no puff; I buy my guns and pay cash for them.

A

CS

Fare.it

The remarks emanating from Capt. Williamson,

time Mr. Partello had shot since the 33d
the thermometer
averaging 43 degs. duriug the firing, which lasted from 3 until
stiff but fairly steady 10 to 13 o'clock wind was
5 o'clock.
blowing most of the time.

This was the

of October-

(J

— Editor

ten shots,

Anothr Paetelloan Scorns.— For a uniform score the following from the Washington marksman, J. M. T. Fartello, is
excellently arranged.
It was made on Friday afternoon last

H

Rh-le.

&

•

W Seppenfeldfc

AHAnderson

GO

29.—Two

"

A

&

Miller

r>

i.iie field.
The highest score was made with a
similar contest, governed by the rules
breech-loading rifle.
of the N. B. A., will take place at Conlin's Gallery, 1,323
Broadway, in the early part of March. The F.
S.
R. <%
G. is the prime mover, again having offered a badge, valued
A number of other prizes are also to
at one hundred dollars.
be given. Ten clubs have announced their intention to send
representative teams, and more entries are expected.
The
match is open to teams of ten men from any organized rifle
club in New York or vicinity.

.389

seek some ne w form of recreation.
There would be little, if any, objection to the admission of
experts to such contests as the " Champions' Match," but
their general participation in all matches is what causes the
complaint from amateurs. For my own pleasure I would
much prefer to do my rifle shooting among a few friends
who are all nearly equal in practice, to going to such places
as Creedmoor, where the inconvenience of being away from
home, and the presence of none but strangers, make it anything but enjoyable. I hope riflemen will discuss this matter
and thereby develop the general feeling among all interested.
It makes little difference to me, personally, as I do not expect lo visit large meetings, or use the rifle in any other capacity than for an occasional respite from laboratory work;
but I regard its use as both healthful and useful, and, in fact,
the best form of exercise that a person of sedeutary habits
can find, as it takes one out of doors and into fresh and pure

when

fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to

shooting ou various kinds of

game

Pinnated

States.

Buffed Grouse

Jan IB Oct 1 to Feb 1
Did.... Oct 1 to Feb 1 Nov 1 to Jan 1
Iowa.. Sep 1 to Dec Oct 1 to Jau 1
Minn... Aug 14 to Oct 1 Hep 1 to Hec 1
Wis.... AngSSto Janl Aug 25 to Janl
Sep

Ill

1 to

1

Neb.,..
Kan....

No
Aug

Wo

Shooting
I

to

Feb

1

No
Oct

SftotiiREL Shooting.

which requires much

—Just now

With
such good

10
to

1

Shooting

1

Woodcock.

Feb 1
Nov 1
Jan 1
Out 1 u Jan
Sep 1 to Dec
Aug 23 to Janl
1

to

Jau

Sent

1
1

July

July 10
inly
:-i

Aug

No

Shooting
l

there-

:

Quail.

Nov

We

permitted.

is

fore append the following table for reference

1

to Jan \
to J.iu 1
to
to

Jan

Nov

1
1

25 to Jan 1
Restrictions

Forbidden

squirrel shooting

is

a

spou

no sport can be more
practice.
Let some of our
engaging, nor afford
friends try it who scarcely regard squirrels as game.
The
limbs of the trees are bare and the little varmints shy. When
they see a man afar off they dodge behind the branches and
skill.

a rifle

near, they hole. With a rifle they can be
picked off at long range, if the hunter is a sharp-sh wter.
However, if the sportsman wants a bag of them, either for a

when he approaches

him take a good whiffet with him and he
soon tree the squirrels and engage their attention. Sometimes when they dodge behind or stretch out on a limb, toss

pie or a tippet, let
will

a stone or stick into the bushes on the side opposite to you,
and the squirrel will think you have walked over there, and
so shift his position so as to give

you a

shot.

Combination Hunting and Fishing Suits.
ing over the plates of
Ladies'

Modes,

we

felt

the

latest

illustrated

— In

mained for the zealous Secretary of the Society

pression of Indelicate Literature.

look-

journal of

that unfinished business

still

for the

re-

Sup-

Surely, the discrimination

which he has so recently used in prosecuting the old masters
and veiling from public view figures scantily draped ought
not to stop there. We submit to the virtuous reader whether
be not a questionable procedure (to draw it mildly) to expose to idle curiosity such feminine secrets as ore exhibited
in the fashion plates ?
Do the straight-laced and
it

monthly

air.

my

my

I do
rifle shooting solely for
own amusement, and
for nothing else, and I don't desire to see the rifle abandoned
as a source of exercise, and I hope that all riflemen who desire to sec the popular use of the rifle perpetuated, will give
their views through your valuable paper.

Chas. E. Dwkiht.

prudential mothers of good sous

and precise daughters approve

of the practice of introducing such thiugs to the notice of the

What do fathers think of it? There ate
pure-minded women who would never guess at

unsophisticated V

thousands of

such contrivances

if

they were not thrust thus into their atten-

—

tioa; hosts o£ old bachelors, not to say married men, who
would never have dreamed of them I Modern morality shud-

ders to contemplate -what developments arc yet in store if such
know that our voice is feeble
things are allowed to go on.
and our influence slight, but our duty is plain, and wo are

We

scrupulous and unswerving in the performance of it. We have
little expectation that the virtuous secretary of the Society for
Suppression will venture to act officially in the matter, and
have therefore decided to place the offenBe of the Fashion
Plate Publishers squarely before the public, and herewith

hold
its

it

up

open light that they may the better determine

to the

true character, (which see).

We

are well

thing, and that indecencios become indcencies only according
to the purposes they are intended to serve, or the light in
which they are regarded. Profoundly impressed by this phi-

we have

Nev> London, Dec. 10.—Black ducks are quo
around Black Pond, Niantic, and numbers have been shot.
Saw a flock of wild geese flying this morning during the
snow storm, heading about southwest.

N»w

Yobk—Bhdterlsia-M, L. I., Dec.
Yesterday, the
a remarkably calm day, with smooth water for
battery shooting, a good" field day was had against the coot.
Probably there will not be such another chance this season,
unless the winter months are as mild as the;
X was not very fortunate in anchoring my boat, but I got 13
foul, all killed singly on the wing, though hit chiefly on other
places than on the wing. My friend Al. Tuthill gathered
them up in another while the writer did the shooting. The
weather being so very favorable for the sport, some ha f dozen
other batteries and a score of sail boats were out for fowl,
Payne and Bruce got 18 ; Flagg and Congdon, 14; Captain
Cartwright, 10; a white yacht, 5; and others not reported.
There are but few quail on this island, but the two Conkhns
got 21 yesterday. Babbits very plenty, but of low price.
Isaac.

5—

4th, being

I

aware that a nice sense of perception has en-

abled the aforesaid Secretary to affirm that circumstances may
so alter cases that the bad may sometimes appear the better

losophy,

E

public good might be best served
turning the facts to the best ac-

felt that the

in the instance before us by
count and adapting the odiius suggestions to the requirements
of sportsmen.
In the accompanying diagram we have a cooi-

—

—

NbW Jersby Ashley Souse, Barnegat Inlet, Dec. 7.
Shooting has never been as poor for years at this time of year.
Such a scarcity of wild fowl of all descriptions never was
known. I have not heard of a dozen geese having been killed
up to date. Very few flocks of brant have been seen. We
are all looking for cold weather hoping an improvement.
B.

Kenttcky—Hickman, Dec. 4.— Reelfoot Lake being only
12 miles distant, wild fowl shooting is spiendid, the lake being
the feeding-place for ducks and geese in their
flight.
Deer and turkeys are abundant. Squirrels and quails
are found in great numbers, but little attention is paid them,
however, as the splendid shooting of larger game attracts both
the attention and ammunition of the sportsmen.
There were
shipped to-day to Columbia, Miss., 72 ducks, being the bag
made by Col. Johnston in one day's shooting on the lake.
The man who brought them to town said the Colonel killed
60 that he did not get— pretty good day for ducks.
party
from Madison, ind on iheir'way back from Little Biver,
Mo., about 40 miles south, t
turkeys with them, the result of lour days' hunting. Among
the notables now at the lake are E 8. Wheat, U. 8. Marshall,
with Messrs. Priest, Perkins and Short, of Nashville, comprising one party and W. A. Knight, Trustee Davidson County,
and Mr. VV. L. McKay, also of Nashville. On my way here
from Columbia I met Mr. H. S. Gillings, of Dickson, Tenn.,
with his black setters Jet and Belle, on his way to the fields
near Gillem. Ma told me he killed over 200 birds in three
days' shooting over them.
party from Illinois River en
route for White Biver, bear hunting, gave us a caii, and
showed a very fine swan that they killed on the river above
Here.
They had a boat fixed up for the Ql
taking the world easy. One of the party killed V
lai
bear last year that waB ever killed on the rithis is the sportman's paradise.
He can find anything ha
shoot, and the miid winter makes camping out very
..a lor those who do not want to camp

A

,

;

A

.

:
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binalionof thebest devicesof Holabird and Cording. Madeof
we secure a garment for hunting and fiB'aing

waterproof fustian,

almost as impervious to water as a Boytou swimming suit.
Being all of one piece, it can be slipped on over one's ordinary
clothing, (except the coat,) with great facility.
oi material

should

make a

suit.

Three yards
Buttons need not come be-

low the waist. Boots aud shoes two sizes larae can be pulled
on over the, feet approved wading shoes for angles are made
punched in their
sides near the soles.
For wading streams, or for work in
marsh and swamp, nothing more satisfactory can be imagined.
For horse-back riding through wet underbrush and in rain
storms, the combination suit would prove most comfortable
and serviceable.
For hunting, their great advantage would
consist in dispensing with heavy rubber or leather boots, and

;

modations to

had on the

lie

;

iSKB

for the very purpose, with lines of holes

Shoes are just as practicable for huntlong used the English wading
pants and have always kept dry although in water to our
Manufacturers of waterproof hunting suits
waist for hours.
are welcome to our ideas if they choose to adopt them.

keeping the feet dry.

We have

ing as for wading.

New Haufshiee— Nashua,

Dec.

2.— The

shooting season
j

have been
snows have about finished them m this section.
Ducks gave us the "go-by" in their southern flight,
but few have Deen seen. Borne fine bags of gray squirrels
have been taken. On the whole, the past fall shooting has
been rather dry. The fishermen are laying in their annual
supply of shiners for winter fishing, which about here is excellent.
A few coveys of Bob "White's have been bobbing
around here this fall. Bappy to say that but iew have been
shot.
Webb.
idge

unusually scarce

Dover, Dec.

4.

;

— Game has not been very plenty around here

beach and marsh birds. Now and then a
good bag is brought home by some iucky sportsman. Quite
a number of foxes have br;eu killed this fall on the outskirt
Two were shot a few mornings since by Mr.
of our city.
Wesley Beck and one by Oapt. J. S. Dame.
W. A. G.
this fall, especially

—

Massachusetts— Sulem, Dec. 9. Game with us at present
There are
is somewhere else when one is after it.
in Boxford and vicinity also some in Wenhain, with a fair
lot of rabbits, and some partridges in both localities.
I h»vi
seen two partridges, one quail and a rabbit brought to bag (hi
;

Salem harbor quite bare of birds.
past week.
ft. L.
about since recent gales.

Wormier, Dec.
Massachusetts.

9.—There

A

is

A few

auks

NbWcomb.

some big game

still left in old
the East Princeton

large wild cat shot in

woods, i"Jov. 5, by Mr. George H. Cook, has been set up and
placed on exhibition. It measures 36 inche3 from tip to tip
and stands 14 inches high, while the girth is 30
ay Mr. Charles E. Johnson, of Worthborougii, captured
one ot the finest fur otters ever seen in this vicinity. This is
The weight of
the third he has captured within a few days.
It measured oft. 4in
his last one was twenty-three pounds.
in length.
The same day Air. Johnson captured two minks,
two muskrats and a partridge.

—

JJhode Ibiaud—Ifeupprt, Dec. 2. Ooots, old squaws and
some black ducks have beeu shot in our bay the past week.
irted by the gunners to be very abundant iruthe
neighborhood of Providence and Hope I
-

Occasional.

Piney Falls, Dec.

7.

principal

game

in

fire

fast diminishing in numbers, in consequence of the detestable
practice of hounding, which nearly all Southern huutcrs artaddicted to, and not a single month in the wb
I

exempted.

A

Missoubi Side Hunt.— Scdalia, Mo., Dec. 6.— In the
history of States and individuals there occurs Bom
event as a kind of climax. Our Nimrods concle
the cap sheaf on their fall shooting, by organizing a grand
match hunt for Dec. 5. On the evening of the lib, quite a
respectable company convened at the gun store of Mr. A, B.
Dempsy, and soon arranged the preliminaries. There was
but a single prize offered to the one making the highest score,
and that was the exquisite privilege of "bragging." Other
prizes were talked ot, but the party seemed to be entirely free
from any bare desire for filthy lucre, and were only intent
upon that exhilarating sport that makes us start
'To feel ourselveB a man."
Dr. Majors and Mr. F. floustou wen; selected captains of the
ose their men as follows: Capt.
Majors—T. Newton, L. Kreruon, J. Parmerlee, S. O. Gold,
Wm. Brandon, W. B. Thomas, C. H. Gauss. Capt. Houston— J. G. Sloan, W. A. Sloan, W. Baker, Dr. E
Dempsy, Ed. Small. Arthur Maltby. Early Thursday morning they scattered to the lour winds, and laic Thui
ing the returns began to come in, and by 11 P. M., without
dnl
.,uy bulldozing, the votes \
kts' 184.
Capt.
....
Houston had the largest score, 36 birds. Two Lui
brought in, but nolhing was said about who pulls
l

Taking

the roost.

it

ail

Traxis,

—

Complimentaby. A benefit will be given to Mr. Bubser at
the Arcade Theatre, Jersey City, on the 19th inst. Mr. Bubser
is a well and favorably-known sportsman of that city, who
wsb injured not long since by the premature discharge of a
cannon at a Eahile given him by his" sporting friends. Captain
[us has kindly tendered bis services for the occasion,
and the programme will be an interesting one.

The Champion Quail Eateb. — Here

is a chance for a betIf ho lost the $500 he would at least bury
buried the 90 birds
of October, says the Nashville (Tenn.)
American, Alex. Ament made a wager of $50 with Charles
Descbaw that be could not eat 30 quails in 30 consecutive days.
Desehawwas to commence Nov. 1, aud every succeeding
morning, between eight and nine o'clock, devour bis quail
He experienced no sickness until Nov. 36, when he threw up
his bird.
On u
at retained his
quail.
He was all right aftei that date, and instead of
one, Nov. 30, he finished two, making 31 birds instead of SO
he devoured, and so he won the Wager; He will commence
Jan, 1 and eat 30 more birds in as many days, and will bet
S500 that he can eat 90 in 90 successive days!"

ting undertaker.

man who had
On the 28th

the

The Law ov Trespass.— We are indebted to a Philadelphia
correspondent for the following very clear elucidation of the
law of trespass, which he sends in response to a note in last
The writer is a lawyer, who therefore speaks
issue.
with authority, and gives legal advice, without fee or hope of
reward, to thousands of interested readers, The instances
Iy very curious,
Inlhe couris we know
of the troubles and vexations of the trespass laws
which so vex the landowner and intruder in the closely
settled counties of England and other countries.
Our correspondent writes under date of Dec. 6

mentiope
little

:

sue

t-

Illinois— Charleston, Coles Courtly, Inc. 6.—The sportsmen
have had considerable fun for two days hunting two deer with
fox hounds four miles west of here, near the India
The second
St. Louis Bailroad, on Biles Creek.
hist., there were 25 men and Bight hound
four hounds, Scott Dowliuetwo, William
<:

"

5— Baraboo is a

small place, of

about 3,000 inhabitants, but there is considerable sport here.
ng « nu ae
We have two" shooting clu be
The former have a shoot once or twice
other a rifle tfiiim.
Deei hunting is the main sport at present. Snow
S'
fell the other night to the depth of two inches.
sportsmen started the next morning, and, before night, eight
One buck weighed 190 pounds.
fine deer were killed.
Ed. H.
'

1

'.

1

1

Iowa.—Pommy, Dec 12.— Large fowl are all gone, but
ducks still linger in countless myriads around the larger bodies
s gradual apof water ill
small ponds by
pcoach of winter having driven them
em up solid and hard. But they come from the
i

lakes in clouds to the cornfields for their morning am
Tney are very wild, so that a large amount
feed.
,
is required to make a good
and all the open water literc und it partially frozen
ally black with ducks and more coming in large E
the north and lighting continually without any preliminaries.
1

stien,

I

pro-

;

11

1

1

That Ofpicb Boy Onob MoBE.— Just home from

Florida;

he has been to Jacksonville on the steamer Western Texas,
and, heartily enjoying the trip, thus describes it: He sailed

from

this

oil

Leamahi
She
the bar;at Si. John's Biver.
Sons and is measured at 1,181 12-100 tons bur;;: in
a thirtj -two firstped and has ace
She was in charge oi
class passengers and twenty steerage.
Captain I. Bines, who is one of the best sailors on the ocean
Of the mates, purser,
itO] rfi Btion.
.. crew he soys '
as to their
noble king
etc.; but the. no
says be
-

1

I)

.

'

vraboo, Dec.

the 5th Inst.

his farm
rose near the dividing 'line of the land, and a dead bird fell on
bird Bt the time it
had crossed the line. Trespass was trad
committed by sending the dog on the neighbor's property to
bird.
If a wild bird flies from mj land to the
land of another, and I shoot that bird after it bus crossed
line, 1 have no right of property in the bird so shot.
It belonged to my neighbor under the common law relating to
ownership of beasts (ferce natural), and the maxim of the law
beiiig, " O,,
* est usque ud cmlum" (He who
ni intewsst in, and exclusive right
which is upon or above i , to an indefinite height), gives the
person over whose land the bird was flying an ownership in
the bird for so long a time as it remained iu the air over his
-sled on hie property.
j
law, the correspondent really did
not own the bird at all. (No offence ia intended to him.) The
"What 1= rrespass" is very interesting, pnd some
curious cases are to be met with iu connection with this subFor instance, it was decided in England many years
ject.
ago that a parson shooting a rifle ball high in the air
trespass against all the property owners over whose lands the
So also is reported a case of a
ball in its flight had passed.
n, who was
person sailing over the laud of anoth
in consequence, of his act adjudged a "tr< s]
It would seem then, if the correspondent so pointed his gun;
that the shot not only passed through the air over the farmer's
upon his land, he was a trespasser
before he thought of calling his dog to retrieve.
This will explain how a person may commit trespass witbC. G., Ja.
ing liable for damages,

I

They jumped up only one deer the
excellent fox hounds.
second day, a fine doe. She took B circle of two miles. Late
in the evening William A.Jeffries gave her a load of buckshot
Weight, about 100
in the side and stopped her wild career
J. B. D.
pounds ; age, about one year ; she was very fat,
:

of

pounded by a correspondent, as to '°
A person gave him permission to shoot on

&

;

themselves highly, and many a pleasant incident could be r
Occident.
cited in connection with the day's Bport.

:

DosHBOTItTOT— Farmxngton, Dec. 5.— Grouse and quail
have been rather scarce here this season, but woodcock have
been quite plenty and the shooting good. Three of us bagged
in one day's shooting sixty-eight woodcock, five grouse, eleven
quad, which, in this locality, comes once in a lifetime.

Kansas— DelpTws, Not. 30.— Quail and grouse very plenty,
even neatly as plentiful as before our hard winter of '74.
Geo. N. B.

my

VAX.

lake.

— The

deer and turkeys,, hut the deer

.

With a good sink boat and decoys there would be no end to
the spurt there for the next week or two.
Two of the boys
from Dubuque were here a short time since. They arrived in
the morning, went north Of town and got three ducks and then
went home in the evening disgusted, when at the same time
there were millions of duck at the lakes and a market hunter
there killing fifty per day.
Deer are quite plenty back seven
or eight miles, and every day one or two are brought in.
IAOOTAH.

|

and passed Cape Hatteras
onlay; but off Frying Pan Shoals they encounbut it did not trouble the steamer any, alf gale,
They passed several
ivatei swept the main deck.

the day, among which was the City
of
the line.
He passed
ah:p
the sism
Charleston 'Light about 11 a. m. Monday, and 7 p. m. was
he seen weie
in Port Royal, where all there was to
much good
not
and
negroes, and
ores
wo or three good 'longshoremen would do the
work of twenty of them, and not make half the fu83 about it
Hut it" was very amusing to see them labor unloading,
either.
At 9 p. M. they left, and at 9 a. m. Tuesday they were
etc.
at Brunswick, Georuia, where they remained about one hour,
aid from what he could see of it thought it a very pretty
At 3: SO p. 11., same day, they cast
icely laid out.
anchor off the bar at St, John's Biver, and had to lay 23
hours before they could go over, as the tide was down and
wind from 'he west, which blew the water out of
and went over the bar as
little
!\ the soundings, which was a
on account of the west wiud. The boy
the report
has brought all the soundings, which shows that
wanted to would
that any steamer could go over the bai that
Mr. Aster's yacbt Ambassadress
be an utter
of water, and could
lay off outside the bar drawing 10 fest
Texas sailed on her
not get into port until after the Western
1

,
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J

Inhabit ant. "-tVeM Sill, iVeffl., Nov 13.—
Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of Oct. 31, I read
an item supposed to be an extract from a Nevada letter,
reheaded, "The Sole Inhabitant of Oarson City." I would
spectfnily suggest to your intelligent (?) oorresponaet
he interviews some little shool-boy who, without a floul
inform him in regard to the relation that town bears
of Nevada, and will put to flight all his bosh ta regS
being deserted, unless a town with about three thou
It is not " in the tai
habitants can be called deserted.

APCnrlin

1

1

-

Yonx, Dee.

•<

Zeliner...SfO
Grant. ....26
Butler. ...30

"
"

S....1

"

Jamiesoa..28

....1

"
25 "
Stone
Z-Hoer....30 "

Manning.. 23
25

"

Lawrence,25

"

Waiters.. .25

"

FOX

Oil

11

1

1111-5
1111—5

1

1

;

Butlei

Murphy. ..80

Yards.
j

100 1—3 Hoey
1—3 Kay
1
Hayes
lw

.1 1

11111 1—7
1111110-6
Ow
ill 0W
w
1

so
M-, lining... 23 ... .1 1 1 1
1
Hughes ....SO
so. ...1 1 1
Hayes
1
RuttlfS ....23
30
1 1 1
Zellner

HOW
Ow

3ainleson...23

w
10w
1

1

'25
1
Stone
Third sweepstakes

....01

Yards.

Lawrence

Bn

t>

Zellner

Kay..
Batter

Murphy

lei

:

.-"

Hughes

1 1 1

.;.

1—2

i.li

the champion

1

1

*

7

1

»

1

1

0—4

0— 5
0—

10110101
10 111111
10000100
110 110

1

0—5
1—8
0—2
1-6

1

1-3

Pitt

1

H

traps, 21

AHSmith

11

Smith

10

S

W

yards rise

11

u

1 1

White to play and give mate in threemoves.

11

sontrriosa to pkoblems— no. 31.
1— Any
l_Kt-K4
2— B or K6 mates
Game No. 85.— SCOTCH GAMBIT.

1—12

1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0—11

1

Played in the International Tourney between G. W, Stevens, CovenEngland, and H. Holmes, Bay City, Michigan, America:
Black.
White.
Black.
White.
Holmes.
Holmes.
Stevens.

w

1

w
0w

i
1

11

try,

V

Ov

11
11

..0w
30 "
above sweeps at five birds was divided between
nleson aud Manning, each having killed live straight.
raB shot, miss aud eo ont, Mr. Kay uklug first money,

n Messrs,

money

The

third sweep
-light, land Mr.
took third, after killing

toning >nd Bugties.

Mr.

Thomson

view

Gun

;

Club, cf New .lersey, shot a
Jersey City HeiglitB, on

views won by
Deo
Kk
me.they have beaten the Doctors.

Fulli'er

WBuri\
F QutmbY
S

T

4-Kt tka P
6-B-K3
0— P-QB3
7-P-K B4

,

Kiehards

Richards
Wscariber...

1

1

1

Houston

CO

1111110 1-9
1111
..11011111 11-7
11110 1-S
0—7
..111011011

21 yards

25
21
25

Ogdeu
Weeber

9-P

25
81
21
21

HM Marlon
e Price...

LHendricfes

'

1

Tie on nine.

1—4
1
William Houston... 1 1 1 1 1—5 Edgar G Green.. 1 1
Handicap sweepstakes five traps; ties shot bird and bird, miss and
Hurlingham rules governing; $3 entrance fee,
z shot
;

eight competitors.

Score

Smock. ...27 yards. ...1 1 1 1 1—5 Bostwiok....21 yards. .1 lib *—
....11111—5 s Fyke
21 "
..10101—3
Mcintosh .25 "
....1 1 1 1 0-4 Houston
..10 110—3
Weeber. ..25 "
at "
..10001—2
21 "
21 "
Green
....10 111-4
Fyke

W

..111111 1—7 Marion
..111011 1-6 Connor
1—6
first

1

1

1

j

ID

1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

11

1

n

1

1

1

1 1

01

1

1

1 1

)

1

lioioilioilioimooilli
1

1— ,1

John Moore
Frank ulasa
S Vaudwyne
J LLeetf......

1

1—5

W

F Quimby

10 11 1-4 J Moore
E Peer
1 1—3
1

W

Baldwin.
101 1 1-4
......11011-4 JMoore

Charles

1

1-20
0-17

1

1

1

1

0-1

Sick.

A Adams

1

11111-5
0—1
1
1110-4
1

1-4

Kr.-KS
(d)
(e$

10-Q.-QB3
11— B iks Kt
12— Q-K B3
13— QtkaP

move has taken

Thl3

(c)

8— Kt tk3 Kt
9—B-Kto oh

14-B-Q4 (g)
14-Q-R4
16—poa
15— B-H5
16— P-B5
16— P-K B3
17— Q-K14
IT—K-<
IS—R-B3
IS— Q-Q7
l9-QKt7
19— B-KH
20— P-K K13
20— Q R-K B
21-R-KKi(li,
21—R-K3
22— BtksKKtP 22—QtksB
23— R tills P c.h (1) 23— K-Kt
24-K-KtZ
24— R-KS ch
25-K-Kt
23-R-R7 ch
White draws by perpetuai cbecs

the place of

B-Q

B4,

which nsed

to

be the

correct play,

often played here.
(c) It 13 a mooted point with some experts whether this move or Q
Kt3 is the preferable or the two.
(d) Ought Black V) aid White In strengthening his centre pawns!
(e) Here, again, it has the appearance of developing the opponent's
(6)

Q-R5

Is

(h)

looks equally stroDg, protecting the K's P.

,,n

1

jlrlmliMt

HHoubton

Gnn

1

(i)

This

is all

the previous

very pretty, but the attack has led to nothing —Dero>j-

shira Advertiser.

Game

No. 86.-KBIBEBITZKY GAMBIT.

Played in the International Tourney

White
n. It Latta,

Black.
F. H. Curtiss,

Wyoming.
1— P-K4
2—Ptks P
3— P-K Kt4
4-P-KlS
5-Kt-KB3(a)
6-P-Q4

Lelth.

l_p.K4
2—P-K B4

S— Kt-K

K3

4— P-K R4
5-Kt-K5
6-B-B4

I—P

tks

7-B- Kt2

P

9—B tks P (e.)
tks

(b)

S— Castles

S-P-Q4
10— B

Kt

- Castles

(d)

9—Kt tks P
10— QrksB
11—Kt-QB3

m pa

12-Kt.tksKt
13— B-K3

is

14— P-QB3

14— P tKS P

1

White.

Blaok.
F. H. Curtiss

D. M. Latta,

Wyoming.

Lelth.

15—B

tks

16-Kt,-R3

P
(f)

17— Q tks B
18—P tks Q
19-Er-Kt5
20— a K-Q (h)
21—Kt tk» Q BP
22—Kr.tksR
23-K-E

15-K R-Q (e)
16— B tks B ch (g)
17-Q tks Q ch

18— K iks P
19—K-QI
20— R M.sQ Kt P
21- B e>, K" (i;
22— H tssKt 1-cu

98-H

tka

cl'S

QR p

ch

21— R-K Kt7 ch

24-K-Kt
-

13-P-Q B4

:

21-K-R
Blact diati

1

by perpetual cheik

(j)

by Auderssen and other
(u) A defence very much in favor at one time
masters. B-Kt.2, a move first introduced, we believe, by Herr Paulsen,

now

considered the best.
Thia leads to a very similar position as attained by Paulsen's
The continuation of tne former would he by B-Q3, wlilotn;
however, is not so good as the one in the text.
is

all

;

ten contestants, 18 yards' rise

1
u

1

1

11
00100
10
10 111
10 111

(,-i

1—14

(d)

All this is book.

(e)

Well played.

10 110 11 1— 1C
10
10
111 01 1-1
1*000111-1
10 11—1
1
010000—6
1 1 1 w

no
1)

Neeeaaary.

1— iv
1-12
E

1

1

not cocked.

Would not White's game be improved by 16—R-K B4, instead of
move in the text 7—D. M. L.
Black
has conducted the game In first-rite style; this move
(3)
Would not Q-K5 give
appears to us, however, rather premature.
(f)

the

greater advantage to Black
{h) Very welt played.

Monte Cs.ei.0.— The international pigeon shooting meeting of Monte
Carlo, France, will probably come on between the 22d of January and
1st 01 February ntxt,
California— Mitbrae. ! ro. 23. — Thanksgiving match on grounds of
Club, at, Milbrae, b venteeii mile, nelow Sau Francisco two
plunge traps, 21 yards, tan 3 pigeons. Fir.-t prize, an elaborate gold and
silver cap, by "Brand," 'slue $150; Bpcond prize, $25, gold, with
;

?

Black evidently f ear3 White's strong attack;,
beginning with R-Qs ch, and prefers losing the exchange to moving Mb
Q R-Kt.
very good one, and very carefully played
(1) We consider the game a
Black run again play R-Q Ktt dis ch, followed by P-K
.oka very tempting. White can, however, escape by mov(0

Gnn

1

movee.

defence.

third.

Score

1

can say that White has not an open game
The young student will do well to examine this and
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Sweepstake shooting clOBed the afternoon's sport.
Boonton.—Match for breech-loading gnu; three naps;
1

1

ike

1

II

11 1— so

llllllll 11100110110111
Tie on twenty-three.

1

,

money, Mr. Smith second and Mr. Ralph
3.
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7-Ca=tles

tksKr,

10— Kr^B3
11— Castles (f>
12— P-Q5
13-PtkS B
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..101000000
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2-Kt-Q, B3

S— FtUsP
4— K-B4 (b)

(a)

game.
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1— P-K4

1-P-S4
2— Kt-K B3

w

3-P-Q4-
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Die. s.— Below la the book 01 the Newark
Amateur (-11111 duo. shot on the 20th ult. for club cup. BogurdtiE roles;
Kay's dissolving balls W. B. Quimby former winner
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for $2j, at five double rises,
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Wiiliam Snioek
David Conover, Jr
John Mcintosh
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A H Smith first money, Pitt second.
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1 1 1
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30

Tie on six.
1

Smith

1

1
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1

W Smith, 25 yards

00

1 1

1
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Murphy. ...30
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Hess
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Walters.... 25
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1
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so
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Fox
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AH Smith.2123yards
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Connkciicot— Stmi\for&, Dee. S,— The following ae sweepstake
matches shot on the (jronndB of the Clark's Hill Gun Club, Hurlingham

25,j aids....

1

I

first

..

i— 'Jhompsonsn
10—1 Kuttles
23
1 1—4 Knox
25

1 1

... 1 1 1

shall print the scores next-week.

and Smith divided first.
Second matoh
Harrv Washington Pitt, 23 yards...

1

1

Second sweep

medal at the recent tournament of the Tennessee State Sportsman's Association, hilling 5 single and 3 double birds. We

Smith,

1

1

1— IT
—13

11101 01010101 11

and Hurlingham rules

(a)

PIGEON MATCHES.
—Mr. Ed. Wells, of Franklin, Tenn., won
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110100010111111011111
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rive traps,

Edgar O Gre
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1—21

1

Handicap sweeps,
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HWSmtto, 23 yards
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Mr Grant.
Mr Murphy
1313,

2,

—See Bogardus' advertisement.
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NOTioe.-Chess exchanges, communications and solutions attonld be
addressed " Chess Editor Forest aud Stream, P. O. box 54, Wolcottvllle, Conn."
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1
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1

Second tie—31 yards-ten single birds.
JRAlaop....! 11111110 1—9 C Robinson.! 11111111 1-10

— Ed.

yards

1

1

W yarfla—ten single, birds.
110111111-9 Q To.vnsend...l 1
10 1111111—9

J R
C Robinson.. 1

of the city, who would be glad to rent the footing privil
of their land, and protect the game on it, for a very moderate

Pitt, 23

I)

Tic on nineteen—
Alaop....1

1-4
0-4
0-4
1—3
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J Byrnis, 21 yards
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Murpby.. 50 yards.. 1
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who

him, and also some of those
pose to jbin him, We shall be happy
the encouragement in our power. Th< o

Harry Washington

1—
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1— IT

Match, S50 a side, 3D yards rise, 55 birds, flvetraps, Hurlingham rales
Mr. Murphy giving three dead birds :

we know

rules
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1 1 1 1 1
1 1
t
1 1 1 1 1 1
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sweepstakes, live traps, Hurlingnam rules:

ad

sum.
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We think the project, of out correspondent

of farmers in
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L0N8 BRANCH Gun Cldb.—Sear Xevmrk, N.

its partisans.

New Jersey,

1

1111

Nbw J BB5ET—Lovg Branch, Dec. 4.—Shoot, off of tie in match, for
en \v. ,1. Kelson New Yuri; Gun Club and W. Smock ; 21
yards rise, £0 yards boundary, Long Inland rales
1-8
1—9 SmocK
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
Nelson

Accordingly I made a partial canvas ot such of my friends as would
be likely to be interested in sues a project, and my plan was so well
reoelved that I now feel sure that with a little of your valuable ascist.
ance I can make a success of it. I have no doubt that there are numberless individuals in this city and Its vicinity in very macn
box as ''yours truly," who, If assured of the class of men with whom
they would be brought in contact, would be glad to join such au association ; and if you see fie to publish this letter, and will advise such gentlemen to apply to me for furthcrpartiomarsoou will confer a favor upon

or

1

1

..100001

recounted in F. & S.
While pondering on the subject a few days ago, after a hard day's
tramp, au expense of S12, and four Quail (only pne miss, so don't put
it on that score,) the following suggested itself to me
My idea wao to form an association of, say twenty-five gentlemen,
who for about $10 a year apiece could lease the shooting privileges over
a considerable number of acres, either in this State or New Jereeyi
making the owners of the land its guardian; and by properly posting
and stocking the same they could have a spot within four or five hours
ride of home, where they could go, sure of a day 'a sport, ami without
the fear of the owner of the property, on which they were trespassing,
coming out with a double-barrel gun, and, in chaste and elegant
language, persuading them to leave. This, of course, is my scheme
in the crude. It could be elaborated to almost any extent, according

New York

1

.0

White

cloth, so ably

as

Scot

J Biail. S-ott

ejefc,

11 11 01 001

1
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aeon,

at seven birds
and T traps:

H

1
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STi

rise.
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11111111011111 1111
11111100 0001 w

1

1 1

1-4

010 1-3
1110-4
01000—1

an elf gam and chaste deslgu : third

:

(il

1

1

day's travel to reach a point wherein a man may enjoy a day's shooting, with, perhaps, a. dozen birds to show forit, you see I am in an unenviable position, so much so that I have several times half resolved
to give up my favorite pastime, and content myself with the glowing
accounts of deeds performed by my more fortunate brethren of the

and

yards

silver;

W E Robinson, Pcottgno....!

1

A Cowenho

EDITOR FOREST AND STBEAJt
I am, unfortunately lor my shooting proclivities, a resident of tsis
it
city, and engaged in a business that will not permit of ray leaving
for more than a couple of daya at a time. Now. as ft takes about a

one,

w Baldwin

off at 21

prize, J15, gold

o—

0—
nw-2

,1 1
'....1 1 I

Jolin Kiggatl

21

A PROPOSED SHOOTING CLUB.

judgment of

1—3
1-4

yards boundary, from
19 yards
19 "
"
27

,?.:, ti.-c, BO

We

to the

()

10 11—3 WmBaldwin

other than legitimately belong to us, and I herewith must
say he has waived all claim to truth, and displayed a most
despicable disposition to deceive the readers of your most inB
Jteresting paper.
The squib you refer to is now going the rounds of the press.
newsthe
and
somewhere
meal
the
in
good
joke
is
a
There

New

1)

i

GOTClbb— Brooklyn Drinm Park,

Fountain

a prairie," but nestled in a pleasant little valley at, the
the Sierras, and who ever heard of hunting buffalo in the
vic'mitv of Carson City ? Why, there is not a buffalo in the
experiState, and if people must use their pen to relate their
ence, would it not be well to do so with some veracity or become better informed in geographical matters. The letter
surely never came from Nevada, for the most ignorant and
uninformed "booby" in the State knows better than to write
claim no laurels for our variety of game
such trash.

it first.

1

1

Ties shot

1

paper men are trying to see who will discover
dently J. M. B. don't see it, for one.—Ed.

1

1
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10 111-4 BBDiifton
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11101-4
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1111—4 F D Ho-e. Daly

J Leek
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1
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.1

~4 " H Hopping
1
1— JHHopping
11100— EMGutnby

a..

and
vessels rolling in the seaway, while they went steadily on
time.
all the gale arrived in port one day ahead of

o II—

l l o ti
l ° l l

Button

even with

II

1

1

1

1—2 MOSeS H<i[iler
B Stone

1

01010-2

EogeneFeer

I

10-8 WmBaldwin

11

WmBaldwin

Jacksonreturn trip. The boy had only a small chance to sea
opville a<= there were but a few hours leisure, and he had nd
portunity to look around, but from what he. did see Ire thought
ro 9E
it a thriving place, and says he wants
in
the trip home, he ?ays it was splendid, and when Ire came
and
at Sandy Hook he could not help hut laugh at the tugs

391
i

Another good move.

ing R-B4, and would then

win the game.— Ayr Argw.

—

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

392
The Capital of Arizona.—Prescott, the
capital of Arizona, our latest El Dorado, is
situated in a small valley or basin, surrounded on all sides by mountains, and has a
picturesque location. At the first glance it
strikes the tourists as being an extremely
home-like place, recalling many of the features of a New England or Western New
The population is now about
village.
4,000 and is increasing with wonderful rapidas the fertile valleys adjacent and the
mining
districts
round about are filling
rich
up. Most of the houses are of brick and
York

and deliberately setting 'the table over
Even if all the girls be duchesses in
adversity and do have to submit to a great
deal of impertiness frcm rude women, there
is no reason why, having undertaking to bo
waiters, they should not do their work as
well as men. They can best show that they
are ladies by surpassing those who merely
rising
again.

claim to be good servants.

Boston

§$art§tnen's floods.

WATERS'

M
S

KUW

Trans-

cript.

The

city is 155 miles east of the
Colorado river, 250 miles northeast of Yuma,

novelty.

and about the same distance northwest of
Tucson, the second city in the Territory.
center of the city is a large plaza, now
square, which is to be occupied by substantial
public buildings. All the churches in Arizona are in Prescott, and, besides the Catholics,
there are three Protestant ministers
there.
The largest of the seventeen publicschool houses in the Territory, a twostory
brick, costing 820,000, is in the city limits.
Yavapai county, of which Prescott is the
county seat, is not only the largest in area
but the best populated of the five into which
Arizona is divided. Within its borders are
some of tho finest settlements as well as the
most notable evidences of prehistoric life.

The

sell

A Well-Pbeserved Old Gentleman. —
The English papers republish the story of
how

Grand, Square
right,

actor, once asked his master to give
" Where are you going ?" ina holiday.
" Goquired McCullough as a preliminary.

" H'm!" quoted
genial John, "going out with your girl, eh?
I thought so.
Where are you going with
your girl ? " "Going to see her grandfather,

my

ing out with

sir," said

see

to

"Where

girl, sir."

"She goes
Bob, readily enomgh.
her grandfather every Sunday."

BROADWAY

bility

and Up-

the
BEST
lone, Touch,

are

unsurpassed.

Extremely Low for Cash or on Installment*.

AGENTS WANTED.

etc.

Catalogues

Mailed

GKEAT BAR-

HORACE WATERS

GAINS.
Be SONS, manufacturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

New

In

all

York.

Fur-Lined Circulars,

CLOAKS AND WRAPS,
From

FUR

Paris,

and of our own matte.

TRIMMINGS,

Ducks Caught with Salt.— We have more

;

*

New and Stalk Bbbad.—The nature of
the difference between new and stale bread is
It is only lately that
far from being known.
the celebrated French chemist, Boussingault,
instituted an inquiry into it, from'which it results, that the difference is not the consequence of desiccation, but solely of the cooling of the bread. If we take fresh bread into
the cellar or into any place where it cannot
dry the inner part of the loaf, it, is true, is
found to be crumby, but the crust has become soft and is no longer brittle. If stale
bread is taken back into the oven again it assumes all the qualities of fresh baked bread,
although in the hot oven it must undoubtedly have lost part of its moisture. M. Boussingault has made a fresh loaf of bread the
subject of minute investigation, and the reNew
sults are anything but uninteresting.
bread, in its smallest parts, is so soft, clammy,
flexible and glutinous (in consequence of the
starch during the process of fermenting and
baking being changed into mucilaginous dextrine), that by mastication it is with greater
difficulty separated and reduced to small
pieces, and iu its smallest parts is less under
the influence of the saliva and digestive
itself
forms
consequently
It
juices.
into hard balls by careless and hasty mastication and deglutition, becomes coated over
by saliva and slime, and in this state enters
the stomach. The gastric juice being unable
to penetrate such hard masses, and being
scarcely able even to act upon the surface of
them, tbey frequently remain in the stomach
unchanged, and, like foreign bodies, irritate
and incommode it, inducing every species of
suffering— oppresion of the stomach, pain in
the chest, disturbed circulation of the blood,
congestions and pains in the head, irritation
of the brain and inflammation, apoplectic attacks,

cramp and delirium.— The

FURS,

FUR ROBES,

The Route or a Telegram. —A cable

RUGS AND MATS.

des-

patch recently sent from Hartford, Conn., to
Australia, consisted of thirty-three words, and
cost $6498.—The course of the message was
as follows From Hartford to New York
to
Heart's Content, N. F.; to Valencia
to London through Germany, Bussia, Siberia, to
Yladiwoodstock, a point on the coast of Mantchooria thence through the Japan Sea to
Nagaski, on one of the Japan Islands; through
the Yellow Sea to Shanghai, China ; thence
down the coast to China, through the China
Sea to Saigon, Siam to Singapore, Malay
thence to Batavia, on the coast of Java
thence to St. Darwin, on the northern coast
:

,

;

Sportsman's Lantern,
(Patented Juno

;

;

Containing

and

to

"

Fkhocson's Imi-rotkd

%oHeri<ts.

RUST PREVENTED

Sydney.

stick of

spliting a

Jack," Staff
" Jack."

;

—The man whose lame
from

1S7S),

4,

Oaot LUq»RH

Hand Lantebn, Read

;

of Australia,

Kentucky
back prevents him
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Lottery.

One prize

of $15,1)00,

one of

Superior to all others. Waterproot for Boots, Insect Kepelliints, Gnu Oil, etc.

For Fire-Arms,

etc.

Send for descriptive

BROADWAY.

Class X Draws December 24.

A. Ferousok, Mant'r,

81

Circular.

Bsekman St., N.

Y.

decs

and one of $5,000.

$8,000,

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

1894

Admirers of Artistic

State

EASTERN AGENCY,

wood

or building a
fire is the one who leads an attack on a pile
of ten cords of wood to help uncover and kill
a frightened rabbit.—Detroit Free Press.

$0T,926.

YVIioJe Ticket, 81.

WILLIAMSON
599

BROADWAY,

& CO.,

N. Y.

Pottery and Glass are Royal Havana Lottery.
Extraordinary Drawing.
invited to inspect some
TO TAKE PL A CE OS DECEMBER
'24,

choice examples select-

There will be only 18,000 Tickets, 633
and the amount drawn will bo
Smallest Trlze, $1,000.

TIFFANY

Prize of

CO. during the Paris

Exposition, including
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"

1

"
"
"
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50,000
SB,

$10,000
5,ooo
1,000

"

486
9

100.000
eo,iino

439.100

Approximations of $2,000 each, for the 9
remaining units ol nil LUber drawing tke
$800,000 prize

18,000

Approximations of

9

$1,000 each for the 9

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

Vene-

9 000

Approximations of {1,000 euoii for the
numbers preceding and following the
one drawing the $60,000 prize

with novel marine designs.

632

Prizes amt'g to Spanish Doll

PRICE

I.N

Whole Tickets.
S<0O.

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

glass

New

c 25

filled,

S3.
and information given

TAYLOR & CO.,
U Wal

l

drawn heads by Hewitt.

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish

A^PLKNUIO OPPORTUNITY

stone ware.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made

by the Bombay Art Society.
Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

sizes,

TO WIN A

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian

and enameled Glass and Limoges

Faience of

new

1

1

10,000
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5,000
S.000
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Severe on the Boston Waiter Girls.—
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Approximation Prizes of $300
Approximation Prizes of 200
Approximation Prizes of 100

2,700
l,SO0
900

—

CD

be paid.
Application for rates to clubs should only be made
New Orleans.
Write, clearly stating lull address, fcr farther information, or send orders to

H
m
3
*<

8

fej

$110,400
amouiuin? to
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all
prominent points, to whom a liueral compensation

1857 Prizes

Guaranteed.
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3 5
3 W

fcBD

APPROXIMATION PRIZES.

CUTLERY.

Quality

$30,000

Capital Prize of $:io,ooo
Capital Prize of 10-000
5,000
Capital Prize of

SPrizesof

UNION SQUARE.

street,

*

It1 o

It never scale* or postpones.

HALF TICKETS, ONE UuLLAlt.
LIST OF PRIZES.

l
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Lookattue following distribution
capita:
100.co0 tickets at twri dollars bach.

colors.

70 lbs. Just
Address TAUN-
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iridescent
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GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS

take place monthly.

CO.,

N. Y.

.:. Incorporated by the
Thiainstim o
lal aud ChariLegislature of tnefitate or
table purposes in isn~, with a ejpitalof $1,000,000, to
which It has since added a reserve fnnd of $350,000.

Will

weighing from 15
camping out.

TON IRON WORKS

FORTUNE. FIRST HKAND DISTRIBUTION", CLASS A. AT ISL'W ORLEANS. TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 187E— lOltli Monthly Drawing.
Louisiana State Lottery Company.

ITS

of old Italian majolica.

and Mining Stove.
Four

the thing for auy one

Boston, Mass.

Bunkers,
Street,

LSI

Plaques by Copeland, decorated with

strongly

Duncklee's Patent Camping

.

Twentieths.

SIO.

%iO.
Prizes cashed, orders

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats.

Quarter-.

$50.
Tenths.

free.

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

2,000

1,353,000

CURRENCY.
Halves.

Filths.

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze

number drawing the

$100,000 prize

Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus!!

sill

100,(100

-

reniainin:,' units of

New

IS7S.

Full Frizes

>

1

ed by Messrs.

Miller.

There is no more striking likeness of chaos
than a table set by a girl in most Boston pubThe cream pitcher is at one
lic dining room.
end of the festive board, the sugar bowl at
the other the napkin lies half in, half out of
the meat dish, and soaks up the gravy ; the
butter is a yard away from the would-be
diner, and tlu bread plate occupies the place
that should be held by the dinner plate. As
for the castor, knife and fork, potatoes and
anywhere, " promissalt, thev are dropped in
cuous like," and it is not easy to refrain from

GENTS'

at Bellevue Hospital."

;

than once beard of the wonderful properties
of the waters of Deep Spring Valley Lake,
but, until the present, not with sufficiency of
Lieudetail to give the story full credence
tenant Wotherspoon," Company D, Twelfth
TJ. S. Infantry, in command of the relief party
for Captain Joe's Indians, passed several days
last week in the valley, and bears witness to
the literal truth of the remarkable phenomena.
These are, that at certain times the ducks,
which visit the lake in great numbers, become so loaded down with crystallization of
borax, salt, or some similar substance, that
they are unable to fly, and while in this condition become an easy prey to the Indians,
who wade into the water and pick them up
In fact this substance often
in their hands.
collects vipon the birds' bills in such weight as
to actually drag their heads under water and
drown them. As asserted by Mr. Beasly and
family, who have lived near the lake for
years, the ducks are often loaded with several
pounds weight of this substance not less than
ten pounds in some instances. During the
first stages the crystals are quite evenly disposed over all the birds' feathers above water,
sticking them together as firmly as if glued.
The n it accumulates in bunches or strings,
forming drags or rafts with which the bird
can Bwini but slowly, if at all, and if formed
from the bill or head soon causes its death by
drowning.—Inyo (Cal.) Independent.

SACQUES,

Qualities and Sizes of English Dye.

A

liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,

Second-hand Pianos and Organs at

HEW YORK

-

-

St.,

LONG SEAL-SKIN

does the old fellow live?" inquired

Wood's Museum

and 23d

EXTRA

Workmanship and DuraWarranted (or SIX YEARS.

McCullough, absently. " He doesn't live anywhere, sir," rejoined Bob. " He's a skeleton
in

184 FIFTH AVENUE,

Waters'Pianos

Bob, the dresser of McUullough, the

American

him

1820.

GUNTHER'S SONS

G.

C.

We

Solid Black Walnut.
a better instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United
States.

ity,

wood, two or three stories in height, solidly
constructed, and exhibiting good architectural
There are few Mexicans and Indians,
taste.
and in consequence adobe structures are a

ESTABLISHED

ORGANS.

These beantlful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their eases
are all richly tlniahed iu

p W
^
5
p. A
c

8

-j,
•*

"

will

PRICES A8

LOW AS ANY HOUSE

THE UNITED

;

IN

STATES.

A. DAUPHIN,
Orleans, Louisiana,

s>

ill.

P. O.
or to

H. L. PLUM,
319 Broadway, New York

g&KD FOR CATALOGUE.
J.

CURLEY & BROTHER,

134 and 136 Nassau

street, ear,

Box COS, New

Beekman

City.
All our Grand Extraordinary Dram'ivjs are under
SEALS G. T.
BEAUREGARD and JI'BAL A. EARLY.

decis 8t

eow

i

5"

o

ft

a

P
CD
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ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW

ESTABLISHED 1820,

GRAND INTERNATIONAL

-

<SLERK &

Successors to

CO.,

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS.
ii

Januarv

& 10,

7, 8, 9

1879.

THE SOUTH-SID'E"

AT

DETROIT, MICH.

The handsomest, most convenient, and best
tile

latest

Sewed; No Pasting,

All

now

Prize Lists

NEW YORK

Price, 96.

FISHING \TACKI_E.

Supt.

48 Maiden lane,

36

•

Liberty St.

Entries close 31st Dec.

CHARLES

41;

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and
awarded,

entirely nei

ready, and can be had of

CHAS. LINCOLN,

dees

An

mile

improvements,

IMPORTER OF

Fine

Bronze Medals
hi Kennel

I

RITZMANN,

L.

Beech-Loading Cuns,

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING.TACKLE.

Club, and oi Westminiier Kennel
Clnb, New York.

Bcgardns' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

H and T Pigeon Traps,
The «

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bai
of every description.
Would oall special attention to my large variety
FLIES.
of fine TROUT, BASS and

$S.

$7.50 per pair.

NEW RECOIL PAD," prlce?2.

SALMON

Pronouneed

by the "Forest Stream," Feb. 21, 1S7S, the best conmade for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with
trivance

LINES, waterproof and tapered,

hair, $1.

Gun, side snap-action, twist

Walking Cane Rods,

NEW

barrels, warranted, $29.

The "
FLOAT SPOON." One of the most
successful Bpoons in use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.
BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 60 cents per bottle,
and everything required by fishermen and anglers.
OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field antl Marine
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., etc.
pertaining to the Sporting
Also
Line.

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT nlwavs on hand, and
None are genuine unless

& HIXDEli,

For

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns
a specialty.
CUTLERY.— Fine Sportsmen's Bowie and 'Runtlng Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,

O.Del. TJZE,

F.

18 Sonib William Street, N.

BROWN

sale in oases

Fleas! Fleas!

Y„

Sole Agent,

Louis, Western Agents.

St.

of 113 pounds.

Worms! Worms!

A

Fleas— A Boon

Tin no. (o

This Powder

is

guaranteed to

animals, or

money

U

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

YORK.

Piano Upright Parlor Organ, 5 Octaves, 13 Stops, 2 Knee Swells, for

on does

It

EVERYTHING

Street,

NEW

BEATTY'S
OFFER FOR THIS MONTH!
$85.00
$340. OO

Dogs,

to

sill fleas

returned.

943
BROADWAY,
Near Twenty-third

Etc., Etc.

STEADMAK'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

liny otlior

any quuntlty.

eold in

bo stamped

or
Parlor Organ, (I
\V Stylo No.lGZ
ns— Height 63 laofc

pot np

;r

:n patent iioxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitate:? its use. Simple and efficacious.

Price CO cent* by mull. Postpaid
.<•. (SttCciq.

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS

DOGS

IN

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Tut up
full

in

oiled, Braided
Silk, Etc.

Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

Silk,

LOOK AT THIS !— A central-lire, English Double

rt)L>ttt

O). Principal'.'

f8>.

SALE-Setfer pups, by P. H. Morres ; LleI7<OR
"
wellen setter, cztir, mil of Hnnree Smith's GypAlso some pups by Buck out of Quail II- boih
imported red Irish. Address HORACE SMITH, 33
decl2 2t.
Park Row, Room 8.
sie.

SALE CHEAP— One thoroughly broken setter
FORdog,
ytars old; unsurpassed retriever: ref2

erences and pedigree given.

NEST,

boxes containing a dozen powders, with

C.

Address E.

T.

EAR-

70s Fifteenth screet, N. W., Washington,!).
decis It

directions for use.

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Botn the above are recommended by Rod and
Gon
w«u»
and Fokebt and Stream.

W.

TTOR SALE—Sly pair of celebrated dogs pedl
eree guaranteed.
DJSH—A coal-bltck setter, 4 years old; weight,
;

J?

thoroughly broken on quail, woodcock and
grouse nose unsurpassed
a splendid retriever ;
SOlbs

HOLBERTON.

00tl3

117

FCI. TON

:

STREET.

ii.

C

Imperial
'

Kennel.

Broken, etc.
Young DogB handled with
and Judgment.

l«b

Bkill

A. J.

^.LOYER,

log performed by a professional

J.

Regular Retai Price asked for Buch an Instrumerit bythe Monopolists
Agents about
8340.
I -will sell this Beautiful

Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs have dally
access to salt water.
octio If

Tho

!

Organdurintp this month.
in order to have it Introduced, boxed and do-

Sportsmen's

Bell
position of tho
dog, causes the birds to lie
-closer. Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, ooeklng and general shooting,
tells

7

:.

i

!',:,

i":

•

irii.

..'

;

Beallj Grand OrR»n

E.ISTE29

j

.'hi

i

i

;

named, and have had thousand* of turds killed over
them. Sold for want of use. Price for pair, S1C0.

Address

TOMS UlVBB, N.

i

GROUSE— A liver and white (smad) pointer;
weight, 5-Ibs ; 1st prize winner J thoroughly broken
on quail, woodcock and grouse Al nose a good retriever; very stylish; price $60.
B )th or these dogs have been hunted on the game

4

p Cn?ch

Setters aod Pointers Bomletl,

II. <:.

;

livcred,on .Cara for only

the

£S

O3 OO
„

y

WOMELSDORF,

Potisvllle, Pa.

GORDON AND
FINE
stock. For sale—A

dec12tt

LAVERACK-GUdersleeve

brace of beautiful lemon
behon setter (d<~g) puppies, large and healthy,
whelped, Oct. is, out of the fine G.ldersleeve setter
bitch, Tip, by Dr. S. Fleet Spell's Laveraek dog, St.
Elmo (Pride of the Border-Jessie). The cross between these iwoce.enratud strains will undoubtedly
produce superior field dogs. Price $20 each. AIS'i
a brace (dog and bitch) of fine, pure Gordon black
and tan puppies, whelped, Oct. s, out of my handaonie Gordon setter bitch, W'rig, winner of 1st prize
Lexington, Kv., 1876, bv Dr. Fleet Speir's noted
Gordon dog, Gypsum (sin: of Romeo, » ho ran in
Price $16 each. Also hanf.
some setter bitch, 2 j ears old, partly broken, excel'.'ii ...; bitch,
,i.
m.i
lent
.'.it brood
uin.u, price
.in
full
peidgree.
$40
i
Addrpsa
W. H. PiEKCE, Peekskill, N. Y.
dscl-3 i

Nashville F.eld Trials).

where the cover is thick,
Sold by dealers in guns
and sporting goods Samples sent by mail postpaid,
BENIN' BROS. .MANUFACTURING CO.,
septls 3m
Ea-l Hampton, Conn.

ter or telegraph.

No money

required until you aro
entirely eatisfled.
Pay
for tho Instrument only
after you have fully tes-

.

30 cents,

ted

tt

atyour own home,

.!..,

,i

;
,

,

SALE OR JiXCHANCE-Irlsh red Belter dog
FORTon,
mont n«

.»
r««
o Moore; dam,

COCKERS! COCKERS!

".!&:

Sportsmen in want of flr c t-class cocker spnulela
write at once to CLIAS. S. niTGHCOCK, Secretary
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware Couoty,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
each, for dog or bitch pups.
septl2 tf

0M. sired by championT Rot?
Nell II. (I'luuket-Neli). 'will
sed
ores< aBge onI,g "
'Uzz'e-loadlng *ho"tav,
Scottf or 5
Greener pr. (erred,
JNO
Gfnn«
"' NV
Bioomsburg, P.i.

&

W «™*
'

t

§§1

warranted for

<

S*r £*k,

CHAMPION

IRISH SETTEE DOG YORK in the
York is winner of prizes at the following shows: Cork Show. Ireland, 1876 Centennial,

FOR SALE.

stud.

;

1S7.; ; St. Louis. 18-fi;
lialtlmorc, 1<-ot: »«• Vols.
Philadelphia, 1878; Baltimore. 1678, where be
1BT7
also took prize for the best stud dog. Is sire ot boih
Tat and Biddy, who both took lHt prize id Baltimore,
1SJ8. Terms for services reasonable.
For Sale— 1 flne red Irish setter dog, 20 months
old, partly broken. Price J to. one red lush setter
pup, 8 months old : sire, Champion York out of Besp;
very handsome ; price $30. Red Irish setter puppies,
3 mouths old, sired by Champion York and by prize
bitches Floss, Maud and Nora; price reasonable.
For particulars and pedigree inquire of C,
M1LEY,
nov28 eot
L messier. Pa.

One

million brook trow.

.

ggs— ready

for delivery

;

Vri-ili'..

ir»ril<-r

Co.,

N. Y.

dec.5

J. B.

COCKER SPANIEL
M. P. McKOON, Franklin,

Del. Co.,

N

T.

I keep only cookers of the tlnest strains. Sell only
stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beau tifnl and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse

and woodcock shooting and retrieving.

Correspond-

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, circular, testimonials, etc.

21;

&

W. EDDY, Randolph,

F.

Ohio.

dec6

,
1

tf

Mollieby Adams' Duke out or
St. Kildar. Pups whelped Mas IB, ISIS
address
DR. H, M. Q.UNIBY, Worcester, Mass.
nov'iS

"DLACK SETTER DOG,

'

Jan.

20.

Send

for price

list

Catt. County,

sept28

if

jio tf

6

-

,

MINNEbOTA FAR\I-For sale, 1,660 acres im
proved land lu Rock Coantv Mlnncso
ra with
farm house, three stables, corn house
Sin h'ou"
gram

house, fences, trees,

water, directly
Railroad

price

;

J:

SALE.— Setter dog. broken, good retriever.
FORPrice
$25. JAS. ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co..

to

WeSB on = nn Ooe of ttleir b e3t
and finish good as new; been used very make
little
Sold because owner has no use for It
Anv one
wanting a first-class gun of this celebrated make
will do^well to address Box B70, West
Merlden, ct

n.^^h

young

;

Nov.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

Breeding Kennel

marfcinus— three dot;?, one hitch, pries each $20.
Also one red Irish setter hitch, whelp d .Time le, by
imported Dash (1st, New Yorto 1878.) out of imported Flora (1st, New York, lulu). Price $20. We
are taking orders for delivery of pops whelped Sept.
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsev (by
Cal, out of Psyche Is-, New York, IsTS). LINCOLN
& HBLLYAR, Warren, Muss.
ootBl it

1st of

N. Y.

BEATTV.'WiiAliiiig.'iou.N..

POINTER PUPPIES.

KENNEL

he inonopolisU*
free to any

THIS SPLENDID OFFER J.T Oa.YOURInEICHBORS . -ffil

By imported champion Snapshot, out of importednow eight weeks old— color, liver with white

OR EXCHANGE FOR SHOT-GUN
FORORSALE
RIFLE— Extra Gordon setter hitch, Ave
months old, from superior BtOOIC. A. H. THOMAS,
Warren

DAS1EI, V.

SHOW

Fannie,

CLUB offer for sale
two pointer bitch puppies by Dr. Strachan's
Flash (sire of Flake and Whiskey) out, of the Club's
Belle. Very handsome and promising. For particulars address 11., this office
decs 4t

Warrenabiirj,',

..

1ST

from the

ns,

greatest offcryet:

'.'..

THE NEW YORK

mow!

!.'.

VprffttHIICCl'SS

three years old; best
*-* breed in the country; pedigree guaranteed.
Address E. B., this office.
decB at

Lain tr.hr
be hl

?.™„t0

i

.

tl

wlndbriaks

line OI Hi. Pam ftn ,i
fls.Oon. Only one half

,.n

'"""

" "" l,0 ° l1

in rhe e » Ur e

-

'

elevate

sionx onv

m °e

byVa?

Nosnchbw-

West. Photographs
s' veu °" upnlfcatVn

b
*
?n^uiT\,
&K'??1l DcMoa
to CHAS. HALLOCK,
office of Forest and Strbam
,

,

;

OOtSltt

,

-

1
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gor

.Auxiliary

galf.

SALE— Crrstal Spring Fish Farm and Tictilc
FOR
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N- J. Build-

SHELTON'S

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

§nns.

Breech-Loading ShotGuns.

& PR!CE2
FREE BY MAIL.

DRAVflNSS

cost over Sl,200; n>e years old; gothic frame
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house,
EtaWes, etc.— in one. fonr horses; twenty-three
acres, Jour acres grove, with from twenty to thirty
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple
ore-hards. Address B. E. P., care this office.
jel3 tf
lntrs

ne beautiful and complete
and Water F.)*l 01

Sirds

>,

Address

rirtfolto form.

:

ieentti

::

BM,

Wash

nuion,

decl2It

C.

rpWO THOUSAND WILD MOUNTAIN BftOOK
A Iront, 2 years old xko som? choice eggs from
;

tifse fish for sale.

Parties desiring these dsh, or a
stock, should apply immerti-

few thousand eggs for

BtslytoTBOWAS & BRAINARD, Randolph,
rvj.-us

Co

,

Catta
dec12 2t

N. Y.

Tate barrel csrabe placed tn a gnareai!
can t e removed just as expeditiously. There la no wear on the rifle b
an, and it canWith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weig
not get out of order.
a breech-loadlng shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
or 44. as desired. Length of
fit any standard make of gnu of 10 or 12-caUbre— calibre of rifle S3, S3,
barrel, twenty Inches. The shells used with the best fidfantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. 'a
cartridges, No. 82 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Senator a Circular and price List.
'

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
NEW

NEW ENGLAND

MUTUAL

Life Insurance Gomp'v.
Post Office

i,

F. Stevens, President.

M. Glbbens, Secretary

J.

GENERAL AGKNT3.

New York City.
A- R\TCUFFE
Portland, Me.
TABBOX
Nashua. N. U,
EUBRSON
MA K*TON ft W.- KELIN. Phiirtdelphln..
HALL & WORTHINGTON..Bal i<:.ore, Md.
VER'NOR HKOT11EKS
Detroit, Mlcll.
<'!.icaso, III.
O. CROSKHITE
St.Panl. Mlun.
J.J.WATSON
W. B.DAVIS
*t. Louis, Mo,
M.C.RANDALL
few Orleans, La.
Sao Francisco, t'al
W. EVEhtON
KErVNY

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

.

Inter-state
The New York State team, using
rifle, O60.

The

New York State Team, with

The
Average per

The

man

WIMBLEDON

3T

BEAVER STREET

.50.
Rifse Shooting,
2-7C.

Camp

first

woa

Life in Floida,
S1.50.

Match.

Military

the Sharps Military Rifle,

Sharps Military

rlne, J, 044.

with a score of 074.

The Fishing

Beat score bv any

THE LEECH

Other

Best hy any other

CUP. won

H. OlarS and

af.

L

'

vr

22

1

83.

points ont of a possible

823

Barton, wlin

.

a Sharps

AMEKICAN

with a Sharps Long-Range
at soo, oso and 1,000 yards.

SHARPS RIFLE

§MLIFS

FRANK

.;.:---

THE LONG-BAKGE MILITARY CHAKPI05SHIP,
Mill'nrv Rifle. All nrizpg In rhi* match were won vrftli Sharps Sififu.
AMERICAN team WALK-OVER iPlrst Day! J. B Sumner made,
tte extraordinary score of

Fourth Edition.

038.

;

l

W.

rifle,

OBed average' respectively 193
pa Bine with a Bcore of 143 out of a
with 8 score of 30S. Best
orseacb, wltaBnarps Rifleseeco

rifles

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

Long-Range Match.

Inter-state

Prize at Fall Meet
dm Grand Aggregate
'
"
-

other rifle, 197. For
Mr- FmnkBvde, Col.

221.

BOUCHE FILS&

t

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

International Military Match.

with Sharps Rifles, 213.
CUP, won by Ml

possible 150 at 1.000 yards.

Bifle,

CHAMPAGNE.

S

Sport,

Long-Range

other

.

NAPOLEON'S CABINET

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

82.

matches ; took

In Fa!! Meeting of N. E. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered tn sixteen
prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among ihsm the

V, O.

E.F.

.

221.

(TRADE MARK.)

Mass.

ComTotal cash assets, as per Insa
missioner's report
$1-1,M6,920 63
Total surplus as per Insurance Commis1,681,07s S3
sioner's report

Benjamin

SEASONABLE BOCKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

HAVEN, CONN.

55

221.

§tiblkitti0ui r

OOI

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. Wt%/A«
New York Warerooms, 77 Broadway.
1

WESLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE CUNS.
&

Partridge

CO.,

Pneasant Shooting-

Describing tho Haunts, Habits, and Methods of

N. Y.

Bliatlngnni:;

Huffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directlons'tor handling the gun, hunting the .log, and sheoltng on the
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount tod
To he had
LlSO for sale
jg central Are shot-

gun, li-gange.

Address,

Frank Schlev,

DUNN
Came,

Oct

& WILBUR.

Frederlok City, Jfd.

11

Useful to Sportsmen and

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.
WEBLEY

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.

WITHOUT A

RIVAL.

Yachtsmen.

bered, rece
k SONS, Birmingtisrn and London, who, It will r»
Messrs. P.
highest award at both Vienna and Pbiladelt Ma, b .- e secnr d the mo?t perfe.
now
out gnne perfectly
ever set up in any one factory in England. The result !•. ihat they can n<
such
increased
excellence,
and
in
uniform in
.13, of which
Their specialties this year are the 1
fairitf"
tolerably
cot
will
give
a
the above
Fi
Rebounding Bar Locks, Platol Brlp, •x
which
nee
ci
breech-loader
fine
a
to
buy
to be able
>of ordlnarv gun=.
beauty, convenience, ot excellence in sh
ibont flftvnf w-ebley'a Brec.-.l
ehave
In" addition to the Treble Wedge Guns
which arrived last year, sfier the seasoawas
and Side Lever, Single and Doable Bolt, _
reduced prices. It is fair to say that
ont
at, great!
closing
rapidly
we
are
gans
These
over.
taese
ifim
shooting,
perfection
in
durability,
and
soundness,
usrds
weight,
and a
to
11
lbs.
them
from
of
are
SK
Many
Gods.
Wedge
' range.
for killlne;
remain
of
now
a mncn l«rger number referred to by as In
all
that
mentioned
above
are
guns
fitly
The
now well advanced we will allow an addi•he Fohe'T and Steeam in October, and as the season 13
are ordered in December.
tional cilscountnpon the few that are left, rrovided they
WEBLEYS GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close Shooters, and do not need any additional choking.
^

mm

L.

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

NEW

JERSEY COAST,
[ILLUr-I

I

,

laid

in

I.

.

Lands, their valac,
Sahnols, Origin of

Debts,

i

Names, Inna

ies,

,

192

DUANE STREET,

N.

V.

1

m**

®u

-

H.

FOX'S PATENT

BREECH-LOADIIG

>

3I>

P O box 4,309.

SHOOT

TATHAM

&
NEW

&

D. FOLSQfel.
WARREN BTRBBT, NEW YORK.

KUH H ARDT,
Office, 111

Wornierfalij Strong.
All Others at the Grea
Louis Fair.

Simple,
St.

Tr.i re never was a gun easier to handle, easier to
ciccrj, lees liable tp get loose or out of order, or one
fo good for the money. I'rices range from $50 to

(SCO.

WARRANTED

LN

EVERY RE3PEOT.

.&.

New

York.

SHOOTING.
iiirged edition, containing Instructions
und chapter on breeding and
For sale at
i.ogs by MUes Jobnsou
rice *2.

IN

TEE

By

v.'lLDEr-KESS.

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND- B
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and

reliable
jetey lakoB, Partna-

gnidetoPi

chenen.DixviiieNr.tch and he
Heat. An.ii
way and Sandy Rivers; 3S8 pages, id illUotraUons.
cents.

RED LABEL.

BLUE LABEL.

Compressed Buck Shot.

Paper envois,

AND

LAKE

JIOOSEHEAD

FARRAR'S

NORTH Ml
A comp*ehenMve

of floe breech-loadlng shot-guns. Mazzts
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and
borl tar guns to shoot close and strong done la the
best manner. I also be
BK.EEC1I-LOAOERS. Prices from $30 up:
bored to shoot close and strong as parties may desire. Send for price list. No. 3 West Main street,
Je»U
Rochester, N. Y.

Maker

ISNOuHII

t

$tt.

AQUARIUM. BROADWAY AND3STH ST
THETwelVftb.aar.iricenr.lv
trained Kentucky Thor-

I'HOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS,

la'eat
f iffiaiBinvention. Anybody can operate it wuli peifrom $5 to
4ffl^*f ect I
chronic
Pnotograpliv
$30onttits,
Uello$3 ;
2sL,
5 M iui itajip for full information to E.
eraDii |2-50.
P^fflb

1

indifferent styles.

Miss JOSEPHINE, the lady with the iron Jaw.
Perfca'mances ilailv at 2:30 and s o'clock p. si.
Admission 50c, J-eserved Seals 10c. extra.
Shortly to be prcdnced l/i magnificent ityie
deceit
CINDERELLA.,

Paper

FAKHAR'.i

Thomson
301

&

BROADWAY,

Sons,
tf.

Y.,

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

,11 iUustrjt-

covi-rs, 5

-

rents.

the Richardson and
and the waters of NOrthprinted on tough linen paper,

PI

Rangeley lakes

reglt.n

latne.
cloth riivirs. so conta.

FARRAR'S

i

OCKE

1'

MAP of

yicinUy, and the li,m«m
the Kennebec,

oughbrei Horse*, lnn-odu'crd of Motia. O-CiR.
captain A. H. BOGAKLUS BhoottoB at glass baUa

50

THE

STRATIfD.

and ihoioa^h hand-book of the
Moosehead Lake region and the sport
The tours of the Kennebec,
Northern Maine.
Penobscot and 8t. John rivers, ascent of KaiahHons.

^mu$emtnU

BOSTON, MASS.

Charles

A. J. Farrar. An amusing accunt of a trip made
of Boston gentlemen to the
Lakes region, 224 pages. 12 Illustrations. Paper
covers. 6u cents.

SHOT

Co.,

CHARLES CREEN,

Industries,

Forbst and StbHaH

Editor,

din. etc., are plaluly

The American Arms
tf

'

by a party

Reed stamp for circular to

ang22

Wreck*, Light-

;.j

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS.

"CHILLIB"

sbropseotI

(_'.

BY CAPT. BOUARDU8.

DAMP LICK

Over

r

COVER AND TRAP

BROTHERS
IMPHOv"SD

Wonderfully

Ydclumg

Fulton street,

FIELD,

I

First Prize

.

lngsn.1 Hunt.lcg Grounds, U'jtels, n.d'U cliarlsfi-oni
official sonrces, with complete Boiicdmc
Useful to Bportamen md raontamen,and tnecouniry
gentlemen. Size, 13x14 Price $7. Address u. p.

YORK.

iliyUTACTUaEBS OF

'

Li

Moosahead Lake and

huminc and

fishing rei the headwaters of

Penobscot

i

tongh linen naper. cloth covers, $1,
OPI0 VIEWS of the entire
-

Ion,

Large

:ir eatalogoe.
t** Any or the above publications sent, by mall,
post-paid, on receipt, of price. Adcress ClIARHiS
Plains,
Mass.
Jamaica
declS St
FARRAR,
J.
A.
.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^ort§men's pontes.

&

Chesapeake

RR

Ohio

West

THE PENNSYLVANIA K.K.. CO.

1

tackle,

and one dog for each

sports-

carried free.

TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the
These lines being CONTINUOUS

The Route of the Tourist

The Only Route

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

POINTS, avoid the diffiand dangers of reshipment, while the excellentcars which run over the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO
01 injury.
Tue lines of

White

via

Pennsylvania and

all

CONWAY

R.

other well-known centers for

sepas ly

and

Shooting,

Still

ALVTN HULBERT,

Hunting.

Frank Thomson,

We

Gen'l Manager.

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago to
to

St.

from

Louis, anil Chicago

Kansas

City.

St, Lonis, Minneapolis
and St. Paul.

mc or

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

praine ccucKcn, ge
Connects direct atKar.
juall, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.
tnis roau

;

.

—

Sportsmen.

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BE8T!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Pahsenger Agent,
Chicago,

between Bnrlingtem, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West

H

Lines in Iowa, running through BOtne of the finest
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks.
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of tec or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J, IVES,
K. P. WmaLOvf,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

always on hand the beat of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig ot trained wild-geese decoys on

the coast. The best ground in the vicinity
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties.

of New
Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and sailsfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good
Ground, L. I.
NovS tt

GUNPOWDER.
DUPONT'S

,

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER
's

Express," 3 Park place, 786 and 942 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. S33 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
Gen'l Sup't.
Je6 tf

FOR

FOR FLORIDA
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on 6T. JOHN'S RIVER aad interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMBS,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mall S. 8. Co.,
Pier 23 South Delaware Aven ne, Phlla.

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), uneqnale i in strength,
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball
and Pigeon Shooting.

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

East River, daily (Sundays exPassengers go North and East at

cepted), at 3 p. m.

NIGHT LINE.— The Continental leaves New York
at 11 p. M., arr.viug in New Haven in time lor the
early morning trains.
Merchandise forwarded bv dally Express Freight

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts
Termont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to

3BICHARD PECK,

Genera! Agents.

HALIFAX,
JOHNS,

N,

N. S.

AND

ST.

F.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
OORTES,

Capt. Bennett, and
ALHAMBRA, Capt. McHhlnney,
line between above ports, leaving
North River, New York, three times a
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will Bnd
and moat direct route, avo'ding changes and detention. Time between New York and Halifax about
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and
Vineyard Sounds, in Bmooth water.
Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals,
New York and Halifax. $15 gold New York and St
Johns, S30, gold. Excursion ticket* at reduced
rates. For schedule of sailings and further particu-

form a regular
Pier

10,

;

lars apply to

CLARK & SEAMAN,
AGENTS—WOOD k
& 00,i St. Join'*

66

\\

est

CO,, Halifax,

:-:.

sti

K

Be*.

N, Y.

HA U V v.\

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

A quick,

strong and clean Powder of very line grain

for Pistol shooting.

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.-The Eg for long-range rifle ehootmg, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning
SPORTING, MINING. SHIPPING AND BLASTofall sizes and

dej-.-i intir.ne.

Special

Musket. Cannon, Mortar and
U. S. Government standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain
or proof. Agencies in all elites and principal towns
throughout the U. 3. Represented by

Mammoth Powder,

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

& Northwestern ER.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Ballwav Lines of the West and Northwest, and.with
its numerous branches and connections, form- the
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the
Its

OMAHA AND

F. L KNEELAND, 7# Wall St. N. Y.
N. B—Use hosb but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg
Powder for long-range rifle shooting.

FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all
poinis in Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dikola, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINK lathe short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dnluth and all points
lu tne Great Northwest, Its WINONA
ST.
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches-

Green Bay, Eseanaba, Ncgaunee,
Marquette, Hong
ffancock and the Lake Supekosh, Appleton.

oiiice.

J-

S3

country.
Its FRERFORT AND DUBUQUE
is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Freeall points via Freeport.
Its CHICAGO

port and

AND MILWAUKEE LINE

is

the old

Lake Shore

route, and Is the only one passing through Evanstou,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan. Racine,
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Blutfs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of
the CHICAGO & NO]
RAILWAY.
West bound, they leave Ginkgo dally, except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. St., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.

East-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 6:30 p. it.,
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
and reach Chicago next afternoon.
H?- No other roads west of Chicago run9 Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

TO SPORTSMEN.

This lino presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brunt shooting,
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road In the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Flokc.el and Bass fishing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found uneurpasspd bv anvthlnt?
J
J
K
In the

Wert.

NewYork office,
No.

No. 415 Broadway; Boston

5 State street.
infoi

For rates or
homeuekoi

table

NEW YO

WALL-STrTEET,

RK.

Sportsmen's Emporium.
AND

SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING
AHCHERY OUTFITS.

office,

from your

BOUDREN'S & FERGUSON'S

JACK LAMPS,
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX CJLTNS,
BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RCBBER

SPLIT

GOODS, AMMUNITION,
And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen.
SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EACH f IF.

W. HOLBERTON & CO.
in FULTON

ST., N. Y.

1

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
For Guns, Cotlery and
8afe to handle, WILL JiOT

Wm.

;

;

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL.

j§,

Mew

FELT
WADS.

STXIS-

No.

1 lb.

For water-fowl, strong and
metal kegs, 6.V

lbs.

each,

:lean. Nn.
and canihters

1 to 6 In
of 1 and 5

Orange
beBt

for

rifles

Rifle
'and

all

Powder.

sale

GOODMAN,
wew lork.

and

6.!* lbs., and lu canisters of 1 lb. and 14 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. II. BOGARDUS
Jl
Chs World."
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST-

ING APPARATUS. MI 1TARY POWDER

W

an hand and made toorder.
Safety Fuse, Frletlunal and
Platinum Fuses,
x-amphleta, showing sizes of the grain by wood
Oat, »ent I'ree on application to the above address.

by

ELY><«,
all

AT

dealers.

IJ2SS PHICE.

Manufaptnred

Ansonia, Conn., an,?

Whde

7

hir

n-

stfeel
-»

ocn -i 3m

NEW YORK

-

ordinary purposes

FG, FFG anil FFFG, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 85 lbs., Vl% lb"
Sizes,

TO

EQ.UAI,
For

each.

lbs.

The

TRY
^apthimns

American Chemically Pren

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.

Orange Ducking Powder,

Instrument*.

The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON,
5J0 Pavonla Avenue, Jersey City
*
'
Heights, N. J.
Si Id by principal New York dealers, and by
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass. B. Kittredge A Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio E. E. Eiton, Chicago, 111. ; Brown
& Hllder. St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Trimble & Kleibacktr, Baltimore, Md. s.
Cropley & Son?, Georgetown, D. C. Jos. C. Grnbb
& Co., Philadelphia.

ST., N. Y.,

1 to 1, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed
can! -ters. Higher numbers specially are recommended for breech-loading guns.

Surgical

GUM, and will keep In
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere In the United
States pronounce it the beat gun oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., write?: ."It 1»
the best preparation I have found In thirty-live
years of active and frequent use of guns."

Rand Powder Co.
MURRAY

No. 26

,

rior

LINE

&

Laflin

CALI-

I

Cromwell Steamship Line.

NEW YORK,

The above can bo bad of deaiers, or of the Company's Agents in every proni'psnt city, or wholesaU

;

grades f.r export.

Territories.

Rifle."

cinlsters.

Superior Mining and Blasting Pondei.
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER:
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 0$
ANY REQPIBBD
>?. MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
"_

dec5

3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and
clean ; great penetration
adapted for Glass Ball,
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.

ING POWDERS

Western

Kentucky

y. Ib.

Nos. 1 (coarse) to

strong and moist.

AND

25,

IN USE

esfabltshed in 1801,

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

Hartford, Spring- ter, Owatonna, Maukato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
all points iu Souttiern and central Minnesota.
Its
field and the North.
GREEN B WAND MAhQUETTE LINE is the only
The new and elegant steamer C. H. NOBTHAM line
for Janesville, Watertowu, Fond du Lac, Osleaves Pier
No.

G nnpowder .Mills,

Powder

Chicago

i

Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

n upon

SUNDAYS—

r. B., and from Long IilindCi y only 9:30 A. M. and
5130 p. M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables
Ticket offices in New Y.rk at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at JameH Klip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of "- The Long Island

and

Burns strong and
irwut. The FFFG and FFG aro ftvorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FQ is
the standard Rifle powder of the country.
la

§0ot[tsnim'8 0oad8.

have maintained their great reputation for 78 years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of

,

port, etc., at 10 a. M., 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30 p. m. For
Locust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. m„ 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
and ti:30 ?. ii. For Far Roukaway, etc., at 9:30 A. M.,
4, 4:30, 6, 6 and J p. m. For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:ao and 10 i. m.. :w-;o, l:Su, 5:80, r.:30 p. m., and
12:15 night, and from Le
and Git] only 9:30 a. m.,
1:80 and 6:30 p. m.
For" Pirt Jefferson
Patchogae, etc., 9 a. m. Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 p. h.
Northport and LocuBt Valley, • a. sr. and 6:30 p. m
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 a. M., 2:30and6-30

New Haven,

packed

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRTNGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has

27,

i

•'

Powder.
a.

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
Tf»OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
1S7S.—
LONG
P
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, S AN

(daily except Sundays) 80 minntes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East R|
ntea previous
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street,
Fnlton and Catharine ferries (dall •) SO minutes previous to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flatbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows : For Greenpo- t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 a. m„
4 P. M., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. m. For PatchOgue, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3o and 6 p. m.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 a. M
4, 4:30, 5 and 6 P. it.
For Port
Jefferson, e'e, at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For North-

For

Hazard's

je20 tf

Liberal arrangements for transport of Bogs for

SPENCER,

Prop'r.

challenge any Hotel in the World to show aB
rooms as those of

EVERYTHING.

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars

S.

clean,
penetration.

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-GLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

LINE.

J. Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

In 1 and 5 ib. canisters
Burns slowly and very
rfeably close and with great
Held, forest or water shooting, IE
rank? any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse).
and 6% and Viyt lb. kegs.

large and as elegantly furnished

theSHtfRMAN.

feblT-tf

&ALT0M RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

Louis, Minneapolis

between

Wins

Trout Fiaklnc,

Rates reduced to $3 por day for allroomB above
the parlor floor, without baths.
Rooms with baths, $8.50, $4, and $4.60 per day.

Also, to

Old Dominion Line.

PAUL SHORT

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."

EXCURSION

Jersey.

A

lb.

upland prairie shooting.
guns.

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
SOU AN, and cointe on tne NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIM
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

The steamers or this Line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections iu the coun
try. Connections direct for Cbincoteague
Island, and points ou the Peninsula. City Point,
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
uteamers sail Mond iv, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 p. M.
Full information given at office, J.W Greenwich St..

ST.

New

(Hue) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
kegs.
tine grain, quick and clean, fta
Well adapted to shot-

1

6Jf

are sold at the offices of the company in
the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BEDFORD, CKESSON, RALSTON, M1NNEGJJA, and

HOWARD,

Vork.

No?.

Company

Railroad

TICKETS

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

Unsurpassed In point of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's "Amerioan Sporting."

GUNNING AND FISHING
In

to 6 (coarse).

1 (fine)

strength and cleanliness.
ters Of lib. only.

also reach the best lecalitlea for

Sulphur Springs.

St.

Nos.

UK TK AN SNORTED without failnrs

Pennsylranl

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the Weat,
Northwest and Southeast ; at Gordonaville, with the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
Is equipment.

New

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Middle States.

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
ot the Virginia Mountains to their moat famous
watering places and
r resorts,

ap

MASCFACTtrBKB8 OF

GUNPOWDER,

molt of the

afforded by their lines for reaching

culties

pickerel, etc., etc.

Guns, fishing

CHICAGO.

Respectfully Invite attention to toe

Virginia,

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier ami New Rivers, an Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of game
and fish, deer, hear, wild tiirkej s. wiid duct, grouse,
quail, snipe-, woodcock, mountain trout, base, pike,

man

THE
HAZAED POWDER CO

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Grounds of Virginia and

(gunpowder,

and gtcsotte for §pottsmetu

Sherman House,

TO SPOILSMEN:

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing

j§of<>ls

395

SHOOTING COAT.
The moBt popular coat in the market. Made of
velveteen, corduroy, fnstian and canvas
'Canvas,
suits a: »5, S3 and $13. For sale bv all dealers la
guns and sporfcman's supplies.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADK.

all Ktu.ja

F. L.

SHELDON, Rahwat,

N.

J.

Pocket Cartridge Loader

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
M»iiing Midlines. 13Spraoo St., -4th door from
TribunsBulldinRS. J i.ME8 BRADY, Manager and
IProprietor. Open day uid night

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

caps, loads, creases and tutus over cartridge ci»es
beautifully, and weighs but four ounces
send for
h d recttons lor using and recommenda-

:10ns from

prominent sportsmen
Poaghkeepsle, N. Y.

C. dc B.

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY FUBLIC,
Room 30, Nbw York City,
promp«i

attemtafl to,

Novas

Ul

PLUY & CO

novasit

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
507 Bowory,

No. 145 Broadway,
All business

to

ZETTLKIt,

$5

to $20;;

New YorK,

FOREST AND STREAM.

396
gportsmeq's §oods.

^ates Cartridge Q

HEADQUARTERS FOR
and Jewelry

t#

x

>>*

FOR

'»K

HOLIDAYJPRESENTS.
¥. A. HAYWARD,
212

BROADWAY,

Stales.
t-

B

Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat,

llard,

Ten

Pin, Regimental, Police, and

1-

all

Club Badaes furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de-

novU 2ino8

scription.

WD'S OIL

"

MANUFACTURERS OF THB

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,
AND CARTRIDGES.
ARMY AND NAVY OF THB

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rlm-flre ammunition of all kinds.
attention given to the manufacture of

llreFLEXIBLE

Send

WATERPROOF DECK

sent free of ex. on receipt of price.
sent free on receipt of price.

$10,

PRACTICAL HINTS ON EOS. BREAKIN9 "

lieinga comprehensive work, treating on the art of
breakiDg the dog for the Held, and is especially
adapted to the wants of am atenr sportsmen. Price
25c. Prospectus of the Bnest kennel of settcs and

Write

spaniels in Indiana,

for particulars.

~

novsl tr

Cartridges for Target Practice.

TANNED

MOCCASINS.
best thing In the market
lor hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
•shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
Adorable. Made to order
Fin a variety ot styles, and

r

A fine C:at lor $S,

LOWELL, MASS.,
,

H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1KB.

Full eetof

N. Y.,

(good's.

THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OP

f

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.)
house is well known as being the largeEt
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United
r T'nlj

W.

W*

.d

Athletic and Shooting Medals

Sportsmen's

oir,

'mo

for Illustrated Catalogue.

The

the

genuine

Box 368, Dover, N. H.

(Sucoes-

warranted

Send for

article.

HHTCHTNGS. P.

illustrated circular.

O.

MARTIN

W.LW.Jjreener's Champion TrebleJHTedgeFast.
Breech-Loader.i

>—

8

-,

Bor to Frank Geod.)

At tha International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'arl valued at
£169, and a money prize of £105, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell.with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29>£ yards. He
also won the Bocond event, killing s birds In succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 1»blrds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1377, beating 17 guns by the best London makere, and winning
the silver cap, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.

1S78, the

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS In the
Universe.

D

scriptive Circular sent

CEO.

C.

on request.

W

ite for

one

HENNINC,
WASHINGTON,

J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia. 1876, In the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. Bogardus and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 66 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only.
The winning gan also at the great London Gun Trial, 1815, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE PAST BREECH-LOADER is the strongest
and most durable ever Invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented iu the United
States, Oct. 5, 1875 No, 16d,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

BROTHERS & rO.'« PRICE LIST OF
rEOPELLER TUG, AM) YA''HT ENGINES
AND YACHTS NOW HEADY. SEND
FOR COPY. BCHENECTADY, N. Y.

CLTJTE

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

COMPASS.

;

D. C.

POOLER & JONES,

W. W. GREENER,

St.

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt

O

PATENT BOSS

Cartridge Holders and Belts.
The only practical cartridge holder In use. Will
brass cartridges,
carry
positively prevent
wada from starting on
Bhot. Suitable for either
paper or brass shells.
These cartridge holders
can he easily attached to
any hunting vest or coat
vest will hold 30
front.
of the cartridge holders.
Two dozen of these holders only weigh S ozs. One
belt complete, with 30
only
attached,
holders

Street,

New York

England-

City.'
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and

A New

Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech arid muzzle-loading
making straight-bores shoot aswell as choke bores are supposed to. Cheap, convenient,
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, aod *1.10
Packed 50 in a box.
10 and 12-gauge now ready ; o tner sizes t0 follow.
for 12-gauge
guns,

A

;

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for

A. B.

weighs one pound. The
belts can be perfectly ad-

per Box.

CO., Newark, N.

J.

Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range,
Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting.

justed to fit either a slim
or large man. Will never to any address, and

repaypoitaje.onbeltsor
any numberof loose ho ders on receipt of the following prices: Spring
brass cartridge holders,
per dozen, $1.25; adjustable belts with 30 spring
brass holders, complete,
$1. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the
We solicit corgayest and nicest belt in use, $5.
respondence from de iters. All our belts are made
of the finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps

on (not shown incut). Cash must accompany orders.
Send money by registered letter on Serena, IH., or
Send 10 cent
P. O. Money Order on Ottawa, 111.
stamp for sample holder.

KAY &

75c.

Address

all

orders to

POOLEK & JONES, Serena, La Salle Co.,

III.
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Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

IRA A. PAINE'S
BALL.
FEATHER FILLED
GLASS
23, 1877.

PATENTED OCTOBER

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE.
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
patent catch.
The very best eompasa
;

mounted

made. As a guarantee ot exceUenoN, a sample haa
been left at the Forei-t ano Stkkah and Rod and
Qtrs office. Sent on receipt of S1.60, by post offlca
order, to any part ot the United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 39 Water Street, New Yort,
agents for the London and New York CompaBO Co.

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.
NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

57 SOTJTII STREET,

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all Blaes,
Russia bolt rape, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocka,
paints, oils, etc.

The Bohemian Glass Worts would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE, therefore we
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD
ONLY BALL
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleabli articles for the Spring Trade,
when you can purchase the Beat Bali ever made at prices less than is charged for oilier Inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and ia sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300.
Send for price Hat. Special inducements to the trade -.

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

214 Pearl Street, N. T.

BOGABDUS.

A. H.
My

PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even ana carefully packed, with
250 in each barrel, and by having a rough Bnrfs.ce strengthens the ball for shipping, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth lull has to be made so
thin to break successfully wien hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by bhipping, and the feather-tilled ball Is the same. How,
I

Will

)e27-ly

ESTABLISHED

MADE

AND

»

CABIN STORES.

"St andard » Ball.

The

1M0.

WALDSTEIN.

H,

OCULIST

J;

OPTICIAN,

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
I

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World'B
Bxhlbii Ions for the Beat Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Salt all eyes.
largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.

The

Sole Agent for the best

nivstraUd Catalogue

on.

Human

Eyes.

Artificial

receipt of pontage of

4.

cents.

,

Warrant

my

BEN J. PIKE'S SON &

CO.

OPTICIANS,

Balls Against Breakage by

Transportation,

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every possible
direction. No screen is needed, as no one, not even
puller, can U
the ball will take. Made
stationary if desired. All metal.
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular.

WOBKIN&PAKT8

M, H. CR.TJTTENDEN, Gen. Agent,
N.
Cazenovia,

Jefi3moa

Y.

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls
TJBE

The Huber Trap.

and will pack 10 extra. I have had B,0(M shipped oat West since my return from
England, and used ihein myself, and sometimes would nit Und a ball broken, and
never ever three or Tour in a barrel. Mv traps are the beat to practice from, and
where clubs use them you can readily see which Is the hardest shooting. It
matches reported in paper", saving Bogardus' rules and traps used, you do not
see all the balls brokeu. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot
and will follow the Instructions laid down in my book. "Field, Cover and Trap
Shooting," will become era* wing shots, and. farther, patronize the man
who introduce! this Bport to the puhlic, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the
American flag. My "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting" Is the onlv book that has ever been written and
published by a market banter and experienced man. I will return the moor y to any one who has boaght
the book and thinks they aid not get their monev's worth. Each barn-! or bails oontalns a score book with
Bogardus' Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting.

HAGGERTY
HART

lllAnv
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN
GOODS.

1,000,814; by

single barrel. $4: "Field, Co.er rind Trap Shooting," 82.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR BALLS,
BROS.
CO , 1 ) Piatt Slrcct, N. Y. City.
'•
"
TRAPS,
dfc SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
Address CAPT. A. H. BufiiKDl", Elkhart, Logan Co., III., or enn be bad from him
TO
THE
TRADE.
shootn.
DISCOUNT
he

Price of Balls,

IVUnT
Will

BILLIARD BALLS.'
BA«*TKLL«? BVLLS.

ORDERS BY
iV

FARO & pOKER CHECK

TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN

*

PINS.

MAIL
FRoMPTL'Y

ATTENDED
TO,

fF.GR0TE&C0.,

Opera, Field & MarineClasses,
Pocket Compasses, Thermometers, Telescopes,
Spectacles and Eye Classes,
of the Dneat quality and at Die Ion eat prices.

Magic Lanterns and Sltreopticans.

EA

H. T. ANTHONY 4 CO., 591 Broadway,
Stereoscopes
N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
.
and View?: Graplwacopes, Chromos and Framea;
Albums, Photographs Of Celebrities, Photographic
Transparencies, Convex Glass", Photographic MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and
terials.
Philadelphia.
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ARIZONA IN VERSE.

THE

Upon their heads, in triumph reign,
Great swarms of vermin, fat and saucy;
These rovers on the Spanish Main
Cruise heartless o'er the ocean glossy

following beautiful stanzas are from a rough old solwho is now serving his country in Arizona.
assure our readers that in his attempt to delineate the charms of

We

dier,

he

his abiding place,

mode of travel on the road
Would frighten one who never met

Their

does not go beyond Ids station, either as

rhyme singer.
high a standard upon his
soldier or

We

Of greasers In an old

will not attempt to place too

effusion, as he seems to have a modit himself.
It is rather long, and would have
been longer had we not mercifully cut it short, perceiving that
he was going on from bad to verse (as a German might pronounce it). His description of the country is very truthful,
and will be valued by all our readers who propose to migrate
to his section.— Ed. P. & B.

The

They plow the earth with forked logs;
For fuel dig the earth with shovels
Cut grass with hoes, chain up their hogs,
And keep their horses in their hovels.

When Gabriel Mows

his final tramp,
And all the nations are paraded
For grand inspection in a lump,
This breed will prove one moat degraded.

stinging grass, the thorny plants,

And

ail its prickly,

An

earthquake which should sink the land
(Some great subterranean motion),

tropic glories

thitvlng, starved inhabitants,
.

Who

look so picturesque in stories

The dnsty, hot, long dreary way,
Where 'neath a blazing ami you
To reach a camp at close of day

And find It destitute

water

of

j

The dying mule, the dried up spring,
Which novel writers seldom notice ;
The song of blood the mosquitoes sing,

And midnight howling

Their language

From which

And never

reli

And often

in a rosy light,

They

the fact, thus

sweet and

Tortillas,

With
clear,

And

quite lying near,
habitation of a beetle.

oft at night the sentinel,

Who, dozing, dreams

As

desert, mountain, rock
little left at

Except

and sand,

my command,

He

men

grimly scouts at gringo Jokes,

Though he has not a single tlaco
With dignity he calmly smokes

And bo, in fairness, I commence
To tell you something of the red men.

His cigarette ot bad tobacco.

They

thousand barefaced HeB,
the saints in heaven appealing

tell a

To all

Confess their slus with tearful eyes,
Devoutly pray, but keep on stealing.

watch the route

They go to church, believe

O'er which a train is slowly creeping,
And, with a wild, blood-curdling Bhout,
Across the desert come they sweeping.

in hell,

Where their own torments must
They play on

And worship God

with drums and shot-guns.

I've not, in picturing this clime,

The " noble red " will take to
Nor blush to think he must

But

Been

flight,

skedadle.

Too long my pen has dwelt upon
These foes to railroads, soap and labor
gun

There

is

Which

more truthful than

me too

pootlc.

libel,

take, to prove myself sincere,

My davy on a Mormon Bible.
Camp

Verde, Kov. 15, 1S7S.

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

no

fairer law than that
gives to Ctesar what is Csesar's,

Yet this is not a land of fate
Because the people are called "Greasers."

The women dress upon a plan
Resembling Frsnt-h Zouaves or Turcos,

And

thus God's last great girts to man
Appear but little elBe than scarecrows.

With face concealed from human Bight,
And legs espnsed to all that passes,
Their color varie9, in the

light,

Between new leather and molasses.

:

I

:

grizzly war a setten thar warrain' hisself He didn't shoot,' out
er respect to the bar's feelings, and if he bed had champagne
he would hev asked him in ter take a drink
but he hed
nothin 'except a bottle of Mexican Prank's whisky, and he
didn't like ter offer that kind of stuff ter a bar, for it was
rifle, and the bar might hev thought he was wouuded in the
neck, and then yer know he would hev been dangerous. I
allers thought Mule Ear Bill was a liar when he told that
story, but I believe him now.
That pesky varmint war after
that donkey colt, and that drew him outer the crackers, and
a nice mess he has made of them but, boys, he hez got a
mate around here somewhar, and to-morrow we will hev a bar
hunt. Them ere mules will take care of themselves and, if that
colt gets chawed up its no loss, he steals everything about
the camp, sugar, flour, green coffee, and yesterday be stole
all the dried apples.
I was a hopin' they would swell up
and bust him like the government mule what ate a buBhel, but
they didn't he grunted, yanked his back up and down, rolled
around and blowed off enough wind to run a blacksmith shop
or .Congress. Harry, sing that song about holdin' out yer
hand to a brother that's down, and we'll turn in."
.

;

I i

T) OY8,

-D

do you notice

how

;

And Harry's splendid tenor voice ringing out through the
was our lullaby, and the next morning we threw off
our blankets on hearing the same voice singing
clear air

" Morn amidst the mountains."

A hearty breakfast

severe,

Or call my yarn a wicked
I'll

to another race
Inhabiting this Bunny region
I calm and fearless stoop to trace
Their manners, habits and religion.

far

any think

If

or sabre.

Now, torn we

either brilliant or pathetic,
told of facts, in simple rhyme,

By

A few short years and they are gone
of

be hot ones

addles, ring a bell,

But here their valor takes a turn
With carbine raised from off your saddle.

Beyond the reach

little cigarette,

" Well, the science of it is very plain. We are above the
timber and on the snow line. Take Venus there for instance,
if you were looking at her from the
that very bright star
plains your vision would have to pierce ten thousand feet of
air, but here you are looking at her from that altitude and
through a rarified atmosphere that you can scarcely breathe
Well, you all saw how it was to-day. There is Hank,
in.
the strongest of us, could not swing a pick for five minutes
at a time; the air is so fine and rare that you loose breath, and
of course it is easy for the eye to penetrate it.
How unnaturWhat would the dwellers below say
ally bright they seem.
if they could look at the beauty of the heavens as we are seeing them to-night ? I doubt whether Ingersol, with all his
infidelity, could stand on these rocky heights, look at those
glittering beautiful worlds and deny the existence of a God.
There is some great power, some divine hand guiding them.
Take for instance the moon see she is just peeping up from
behind that peak, her orbit
Hello what is the row now ?
Here come the pack mules as if they were crazy from eating
locoo or as if the devil was at their heels
What's up ?"
Old George, after peering through the darkness, stepped
toward the tent, with the remark "Git yer rifles, it's varmint.
Come away from the fire inter the dark."
The three pack mules and little Jock the donkey, stood
near the tent, showing every sign of terror. Harry remarked:
"There is something wrong, for there is that box of crackers open and little Jock is too badly scared to steal them.
We are on the old Ute reservation and I would not be surprised if some of them good boys were around. But what
would an Indian want up here?''
Just then there was a sharp clatter of hoofs over the rocks,
the mules dashed into the darkness, and a huge shambling
mass of hair approached the cracker box and upset it. No
body fired it was not from fear, but sheer astonishment. In
another instant Old George's ride cracked, bruin gave a sharp
growl of pain, stood up on his hind legs only to recieve four
more balls and fall over the pile of crackers, changing the
color, giving them a new flavor and scattering them to the
four winds in his death agony. George, sticking a new shell
into his Sharps, walked up to the bear, growling out
" Well, I'm darn'd it ever I seed such importance in all my
long life in these yer rock piles, a bar coming within a hundred feet of a camp fire. Mule Ear Bill used ter tell about
how he went ter bed one night and saw er shadder come
atween his fire and his tent, and when he looked out a big

;

Bach mountain ohaln contains a hive
Of these marauding sons of thunder,
Who somehow manage and contrive
To live upon mescal and plunder.
lofty crags they

cares or feels,

He looks so grim and full of fight,
You might suppose his temper soured
But danger turns him nearly white,
And proves his hero bat a coward.

to paint the living creatures.

In point of energy and sense,
The wild Apaeaes are the head

Prom

sheepsheads (hair and horn),

little

" Hank, how der yer account for it?"
" Don't know, George. Let's all smoke a
and Petee, you give us the science of it."

;

So he bnt apes the Spanish hero,
With monstrous spurs upon his heels
And on his head a wide sombrero.

his oattle.

Comprise the topographic features,
There's

and dried corn,

chile for the favorite aiet

The greaser

of distant battle,

Is roused in flight to hear the yell

Of Indians who have nipped

e'er digested.

Plnoche, water-melon seed,
Bad eggs, strong onions and ptnola
But when bard up for other feed
They live on beans of mesqnlt solely.

Is ever pictured, not a little

A search might prove,
The

eat frijoles

fare

bill of

And on a hog's intestines riot

squats upon a cactus ?

bird's music,

to vanish

wine—

On what they live besides the air
You may perhaps be interested

How one sits down to rest at night,
The night

meaning seems

They have as queer a
As human stomach

19, 1878.

I

;

a mongrel whine,

is

the

Like streogth from lager beer or
A parody upon the Spanish.

of coyotes.

Tarantulas and centipedes,
Horned toads and mesquit daggers, •
With thorny bushes and sharp weeds
To bleed the traveler as he staggers.

Why paint things

And leave this tract of barren sand
The pavement of a heaving ocean

Some huge convulsive water shake,
Some terrible spasmodic movement,
Subsiding but to leave a lake,
Would be a most desired improvement,

totter,

JOURNAL,

:

coreta.

Great wooden wheels devoid of greaBe,
And oxen rushing with a vengeance,
With noise like forty thousand geese,
Or like a score of new steam engines

To Mars I bid a glad farewell,
And turn my back upon Bellona,
To photograph In doggerel
The features of sweet Arizona—

The

a

Dirty, sereamlng, stupid load

est opinion of

.

SPORTSMAN'S

bright the stars are at this

altitude ?"

For some moments there was no reply from either of the
other four weary miners, or rather prospectors, who were
stretched before their camp Are, on one of the many plateaus
that form the main divide of the Rocky Mountains.
A hard
day's work with pick and shovel in a prospect hole, had tired
us so that even the usual camp lire jest and badinage was foregone. At last Old George drawled out

of fresh bear steak, corn dodgers and
for the hunt.
Hank, Harry and
Cooper took the gulch, whilst George and I climbed the spur,
intending to go down into the valley. We had proceeded
but a short distance when George slopped his dissertation
upon the proper way to attack Ursa horribillis, or his nearly
as dangerous cotiBin the cinnamon, and said
"Petee, we will strike the lake, and if one ou us had a
shot gnu we'd get er goose or bunch of ducks for a change
from buck rump. No use er wasting ball-cartridges and shooting just one at a time." Knowing that I was the one meant to
have the shot-gun, 1 started buck and exchanged my Sharps
for what we called Harry's bible— his No. 10 Parker. My
coffee,

and we were ready

old sporting friend Foist used to say that when I pulled the
triger of my Utile English gun I shut
Well, those
eys.
were tender-foot days, and I had no faith in the gun but
when I bring a Parker to my shoulder 1 know there is a
breech behind the shell.
Crossing the spur we came in sight
of the valley, a Rocky mountain park five miles long and half
as wide— one of nature's beauty Bpote— surrounded on all
sides by granite walla and towering peaks.
The lake gleamed
like silver in the sunshine, while three or four mountain

my

;

'

:
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FOREST AND STREAM.

398

hill and dale, a scenery more varied and
more beautiful, if not bo grand, as that now surrounding me.
Then the occasional sight of a bunch of ducks, thi
paddling and the cautious anproach with the boat on her side
upon game that was watching for you and that made you use
your nerve and skill to approach. Ah that was sport, but
lie replied,
off his hat."
" Well, George," suiting the action to the word, " so do this was pot-hunting. I was recalled to myself by old George.
" Wall, how are yer going ter git 'cm out?"
I; and why should we not? it is the emblem of our faith."
Once before, in early
Throwing off my buckskin, I plunged into the water and
It was my second sight of the Cross.
At this moment Hank
spring, while working a placer at the extreme head of the Ar- soon had them piled on the shore.
kansas and northwest of tb.B Twin Lakes— the most beautiful and his party, who had made the circuit of the gulch, apspot in America, if not iu the world— the melting snow
proached the lake. They were very much surprised at seeing
the little stream, washed away our sluice boxes, and drove us a man dressed in the suit of clothes that Adam wore before
out of the gulch.
We concluded to cross the range by way of the fall prancing up and down on the sand to get up a circuthe Indian trail near Mount Lincoln, and work down to the lation.
Thirteen ducks
Well, it was the second shot of that kind
new Utah silver loads on the Rio Dolores. Late in the evening we came in sight of the mount. The snow had melted that I had made, and I promised myself it would be the last,
The first was while hunting
off the sides, but. the gulches forming the Cr0S3 were filled unless I was pressed for food.
with the winter's accumulation. It stood out at that time a on the Susquehanna. We had had a long, hard day's work,
The gloom of evening had already settled and but little game. Toward evening, while rounding the
great, white cross.
over the valley and the canyons, hut the last rays of the point of an island, we caught sight of a number of heads
through the long grass. Quickly backing water, we ran into
setting sun struck the mountain, and as the fading beams
flashed over the sparkling snow it looked as if it was studded
the lee of the island. I got out, crept up the bank, intending
with diamonds and brilliant gems, while surrounding it on all to get the first shot and drive them down and over the boat
Peering cautiously
sides were the great black hills with their snow-capped peaks. for my companions to take on the wing.
No wonder that the Mexican should take off his hat to a through the weeds, I could just Bee the heads. I pulled both
scene so sublimely suggestive of his faith. It required no triggers at once, aud my ears wore greeted with the old faRaising up, I saw
great stretch of the imagination to fancy the hundred dark miliar quack! quack! of the tame duck.
hills and peaks surrounding it the stone roof of some grand
the most melancholy procession that ever greeted a sportsThey were marching up the bank, single file,
old cathedral, and the mountain of the cross the great dome man's eye.
towering above it with the glittering emblem. I thought it some lame, others with their wings down, and others dragequally as beautiful, and fax mote impressive in its gloomy ging along as best they could. It reminded me of a Wall

svith their borders of quaking aspeu, added to the
beauty of the scene. From the height on which we stood,
and through a gap in the peaks, hut many miles from us, we
could distinctly see the mountain of the Holy Cross. Old
George said " When cr Mexican sees that hill he alters takes

scenery Of island,

.

I

!

grandeur, than its heavenly prototype, the constellation of
the Southern Cross, that flashes its rays over the waters of the
Pacific.

in the animal's ear, fired, and said
" I could he,v killed him when he jumped, but I wasafeared
of bitten you.
That ere shot consarn hurt him powerfully. I
hev often heard they were good for puttin' out a b'ar's eyes,
and they work just as well on them beasts. When you hev a
varmint's eyes out you hev just as good as got his hide. This
yer is a nice skin, but yer spoilt his head. Them 'ere shot:

guns spoil peltries. Now that 'ere way of dropping down on
yer knee to shoot ain't right. I have hern tell about them
fancy shots layin' on thar backs and bellies and shootin'
atween thar knees and toes and sich like, but it won't do out
If a beast jumps he has got yer down of yer own achere.
I allers
count, and yer didn't draw yer knife afore yer fired.
wants steel atween my teeth when I tackle sich brutes."
Hanging the beautiful skin of the jaguar, JfeUa onca, on a
wee, we pushed down into the valley after antelope, but the
shy creatures kept a mile between us, and, as we had plenty
of meat in camp, we did not take time to decoy them. We
saw a fine specimen of Mephitis chinga, I wanted George to
shoot, but he said ho ''wouldn't waste a ball on the durned
thing," and, as I had caught one in a rabbit trap in my schoolhoy days well, I thought I had a rabbit and grabbed, and it
offended me, "An offence that in its raukness smelled to
heaven." While driving cattle over the great plains from
the Huerfano to Dodge City, I have seen many hundreds of
That hunter's paradise, the Valley of the Gunnison, is
thein.
On one occasion we were returning
also infested with them.
A young lady sitfrom Dodge to the mountains in the cars.
What a pretty
ting near exclaimed, ''Oh! see, see there

—

I

What is it ?"
animal
Her question-was answered by

little

I

a general slamming down of
the car windows, and an elderly lady exclaiming. " Oh what
a horrid smell!"
we
a
few
curlew
reached the lake, and what
Alter shooting
a sight for the duck hunter. They were massed closer than I
had ever Been them before, andl have shot them in the ducks'
heaven, the Tullare Lakes, on the southern Pacific coast.
Ducks in variety: brant, Bernkla brenta, and geese, Bermicla canadensis, out on the lake; mud-hen3, Rallm
crepitans, along the shallows ; snipe, Gallignago WiUonii, and
curlew, Numenim arijuata, on the sand. Professor Hayden's
parly was in this valley about a year ago, and the air is still
impregnated with scientific names, hence the above.
The mountain parks are the summer home, the breedingground of the wild fowl. Ever}' variety is liere. Will some
naturalist explain how the fi=h-duck manages to live on these
lakes or ponds, where there are no fish, for here they do live
during the breeding season and a young fish-duck! shot late
The
iu the fall, just before migrating time., is a delicacy.
flesh is absolutely free of the flavor, for it has never yet bad
the opportunity to taste fish. In speaking of lakes or ponds
in which there aie no fish, I am not alluding to the Twin
Lakes, for I have been there with rod and line but f mean
the large, shallow ponds lower down
In the partially dried up lakes of the great San Luis Park
curlew can be shot by the wagon load.
i have driven cattle along the roads after a heavy shower,
and out of every mud-puddle the snipe would rise by hundreds, but not until the catties' hoofs were splashing among
.'

;

;

them.

Approaching the shores of the lake the ducks— rot timid,
but evidenilj suspicious— swarm out una! h great bunch were
huddled about one hundred and fifty feet from me. .Old
George swung bis hat and halloed, the bunch look wing, and
I gent both barrels alter them.
There was a terrific JJ
and sputtering, a rise from other raits of the lake, and
Of mud-liens

lb

licks dropped into
smoke had cleared away

port, but something
ashamed of, Standing

my mind
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a corner.
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Forcing our way through* the low hanging branches of the
pigeons (mind, not pinons or pinyons, but pignoiu, and for
the proper spelling I refer you to ^any Spanish or Mexican
scholar), we soon struck the underbrush of wild black currant
hushes that skirted the base of the mountain. While leisurely
sauntering along and picking up the over-ripe fruit, for it was
late fall, we were brought to a sudden halt by an ugly growl
and a tawny mass in a small pignon tree. Old George spoke
iu quick tones
" A Mexican lion. Take his eyes with your shot-gun, and
don't missl"
Dropping on oue knee, I took a quick aim and fired both
charges of buckshot at the ugly eyes, and as I jumped behind
a large tree the wounded and enraged brute landed on the
snot where I had knelt, but the Parker had done its work.
The whole face was torn to pieces, and, as we afterward saw,
the eyes were blown out. Old George, with his rifle almost

the

street procession after

found that Ed had picked up seven dead ones that had float" Well, it was a mistake, but as
ed down to him, saying
they are killed we may as well eat them. What business hud
tame ducks hiding in the grass in such a place f " I met him
a week afterward and asked him how he liked ducks. He
replied:
"Don't say duck to me. I have been fed on duck,
drake and niuscovy every day for a week."
Neither party having struck bruin's trail, we concluded to
return to camp, and exchange the hunter's weapons for the
miner's tools— sport for hard work. It was my turn to cook.
I concluded to give the boys broiled duck and bear soup.
So,
taking that inseparable friend of the miner— the Dutch oven
I filled it with clear water, choice bits of bear, the last
onion in camp, potatoes, and, to flavor it, a few sage tops.
The latter was a happy thought— an experiment in cookery.
At dinner Hank took a spoonful, made a wry face and re-

iugrpoint
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launch
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turn duck boat, the thirty miles float down
al beautiful rivers— the Susquehanna—
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"There's something in that soup."
Harry, after tasting, set his tin cup carefully on the ground,
looked at me reproachfully and said "How did you manage
to shoot a sage-hen up here this time the year ? and why in
thunder did you stick her in the soup when we've lots of
:

good game?"
Cooper, after tasting, cut a slice of bear steak, and prepar"I prefer my bear straight
ing to toast it over the coals, said
no mixing bear and sage-hen for me."
Old George, coming to my rescue, said " Waal, boys, the
cookin' is all right, but the cinnamon in the bar has spoiled
the soup."
It was about as palatable as Smally's hasty plate of goose
soup, in which he boiled a goose, web feet, inwards, and all
with a good sprinkling of feathers, and then fed the potfull
to the officers of a Pennsylvania militia regiment to keep
their courage up whilst they were within hearing, but not
within reach, of Antletam's booming guns.
" There was something in that soup."
After a late dinner we went up to our mine to put in a
couple of hours' work before bed time, Harry and I started
had got half way down to the
for a bucket of water.
brook and were leisurely swiugiug the camp kettle between
us, when within two hundred yards and coming directly toward us, was an immense cinnamon bear and a cub. She
had caught sight of us first, and was in the act of raising up
on her hind legs. We dropped our weapon the camp kettle
—and shot up that mountain on the jump. The kettle bounded down from rock to rock, but we did not wait to see the
effect.
I was thinking of the dead bear down in camp and
of the loving embrace I would get from this, his widow,
if she caught me.
Our breathless arrival at the mine stopped
work, and as the rifles were 'all da ivn in the tent, we armed
:

—

:

We

—

with picks, crowbars and drills, and would have started for
the bear but George stopped us, saying: "Boys, yer fools
Thar's nothin' uglier than a bar with a cub. I never likes to
tackle a bar at best, and if you go at that one with them
kind er tools some on yer will git an ear chawed off. Now,
I

!"

mind

We
by the

afterwards found the camp kettle pretty well dinged
rocks, but never got a shot at the bear.
J. A. B.

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

DOWN THE PENOBSCOT BY

CANOE.

i

FROM

Kipogenus, one of the wildest spots in the wilderness of Maine, I send you an imperfect description of
our trip up Moosehead Lake and down the Penobscot, or two
hundred miles in canoes. To lovers of outdoor sports acd

roughing experiences,
fers

more varied

this route

attractions

we have

for rod

just completed of-

and gun than any I

supper and examine some fine specimens" of trout, we embarked again at seven o'clock and were rapidly moving toward
our destination, twenty miles away. What a quiet, moonless,
starless ride!
Nothing broke the absolute stillness of the
night, except the monotonous beating of the screw and Spence's snoring.
Of what was he dreaming ? Was it of Pine
Stream or Ledge Falls in anticipation of their wild rush of
walers? or was it breathing indignation against Mel for his
csntempt of the canoes ? We reached the head of the lake
in two hours.
Unloading canoes and lugg.
the steamer, which was soon out of sight in the darkness,
..

and

settled for the night upon mattresses in the landlord's
parlor.
This was a good day's work and safely accomplished

—nearly one hundred miles on rail, stage and steamer.
Friday morning was bright and cool/ While breakfast was
being prepared, Bricktop gave Mel. his first ride in a canoe.
his seat in the bottom with considerable agitation,
they started around the shore of the lake, not a breath disturbing its glassy surface.
They had not been gone ten minutes when Mel finding he could draw a full breath without

Taking

,

became possessed of that over-confidence which so
nearly proved fatal to himself and his friends later on.
After
an early breakfast we loaded canoes and supplies on a wagon
and started across our first carry— two miles over a good road.
The distinctive qualities of our party as sportsmen early
asserted themselves.
Vose proved the best man with the rod,
and one who never let chances, like Sunbeams, pass by: Mel.,
being a " little lame," the best walker and talker, and could
endure the hardships of the carries belter than any one of the
party; Bricktop, the best man with the gun
William, the
best of cooks, literally our saviour after many tramps, from
which we returned wet and hungry— a man out of place so
far from home, being strongly domestic in his habits, but
strong of limb and tough as" steel and Spence, brave Old
Spence, the best man living with puddle and pole.
Without
thee, Spence, we would have been nothing. Strong of limb
and quick of eye, with form erect, the baggy portion of your
breeches fluttering gleefully in the wind, hat off, and hair
erect, with a determined honest grin on your sun-hardened
face, with a whoop and a shout we have run many wild places
in old Penobscot safe aud well with you in the stern
At half-past eight we were in sight of the Penobscot, west
branch, and a few moments later were resting upon the
banks.
The river is without current, so far as we could see,
aud with its banks closely wooded to the water's edge, made
a charming view in the quiet summer morning. After giving
the canoes a coat of pitch, we were soon afloat with allot our
traps.
We paddled easily along, not a sound disturbing the
silence about us except the splash of the paddle and our own
About two miles from the carry we came to the
voices.
mouth of Lobster Leke, and as we were silently gliding by, an
exclamation of "Deer I" from William brought Bricktop to his
feet, gun in hand. Paddling cautiously toward the shore from
feet, they parted the bushes
which we heard sounds of hoofed
r
e waited breathlessly for the
and disappeared up the bank.
report— visions of savory steak and venison floating before us
until they reappeared in animated discussion -William,
disgusted with Bricktop because he did wA fire, and he maintaining that the creature's tail was too elongated for deer. We
became satisfied from Bricktop's superior knowledge in hunting matters, that William was insisting upon his slaying one
We proceeded without further accident
of Morris' calves.
until noon, when, coming to a ledge high and dry in the river,
we pulled up, and had our first meal in the woods.
were
soon under way again, and had made good time, passing
Moosehorn and Ragmuff streams during the morning. The
water was "dead," with the exception of two or three gentle
shortly after dinner wesaw an immense.
rapids, all the way.
flock of sheldrake, and Bricktop, with admirable aim, brought
down seven at the first shot, and nine at the second. They
kept ahead of us at a short distance all the way to Chesuncook, and Bricktop could have easily supplied a mo
ment with ducks had we not persuaded him to cease useless
slaughter.
About three o'clock we came to the mouth of Pine Stream,
and our first rapids in the falls below. Rapids they were,
assuredly. It seemed almost impossible to run the canoes over
them without capsizing and losing everything. Vose and
Mel. stepped ashore to try the trout in the stream, while
Spence, in one canoe, and William with Bricktop in the
other, made for the rapids with a rush and roar all about
them. How, the canoes were almost on their beam ends
again, dodging big rocks, crested with white foam, and then
down, down into the wilder sweeps of most turbulent water
most exciting ride and safely
into the calm eddy below.
passed Rocky Rapids and other rapids
accomplished.
The swift rushing motion of the canoes through the
safely.
rapids, aud the excitement attending it, makes an agreeable
change from the calm water we hud passed over. About this
time Vose became anxious (o make a shot, and a poor little
squirrel swimming across the stream was selected for bis
victim, because Spence told him it would be a sign of ill luck,
according to Indian tradition, to have him cross our bows.
came iu sight oF Chesuncook Lake shortly afterward.
What a beautiful sheet of water, and how lovely it looked in
Not a ripple disturbed its surthe fading light of the sun
face, and, far as we could see. it looked like an immense
mirror, reflecting the sky-golden sunset clouds, and its beauticapsizing,
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have ever seen.
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Our sail was moat enjoyable after our dusty ride. Eighteen
miles of delightful scenery, of which Mt, .Spencer's conical
elevation is most noticeable.
Deer and Sugar islands, with
Mt. Kineo overtopping them, were plainly seen in the clear
atmosphere, fifteen miles away. The little steam.
gaily over this inland sea at the rate of ten miles an hour, and
her genial commander, Capt. Robinson, proved most patient
and kind iu answering every imaginable inquiry.
Stopping at Kineo House only long enough "to get a good

Bangor Thursday morning, Aug. 29, over the
European Railway to Old Town, thence by Bangor and Piscataquis to Blanchard, where we arrived without incident,
except taking up the guides and canoes at Pea Cove. Mel's
first examination of the frail looking barks which were to
carry us five and all our luggage over a long, rough voyage,
was ludicrous, and his expressions of timidity and contempt
for them were only equaled by his swaggering confidence and
expressed ability to handle one anywhere after his first day's
left

tide.

Leaving the cars at Blanchard, we were, canoes and all,
stowed in and about the six-horse coaches that were to convey us twelve miles to Greenville, at the foot of the lake. A
hot, Uncomfortable ride, rendered monotonous by the hilly
and rough condition of the road. The tedium
Greenville and
Lake were reached about, three o'clock, and finding
steamer in waiting, we embarked for Mt. Kineo.

wooded shores.
Passing the head of the lake, wc came in sight of the only
All the day lone
clearing we had seen for the day.
lay through a lovely quiet wilderness, the woods coming to
the water's edge without a break for the entire distance.
Passing into Cancomogomic stream, we had a del
for two miles, the strong sunset light makil
reflections that we seemed suspends
fully

i

We made our first camp neat
toon had tent pitched and supper
had the honor of Bee
mate, and n

lu

progress, Wbi

;US in solid con:;'
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seven o'clock

Reaching the

lake,

we ma

FOREST AND STREAM.
last house and cleariug we should see for a week.
hero renewed our Btock of potatoes, butter and eggs.
Thin place iB used as a hotel during the winter and early
found Sawtclle and
spring months by the lumbermen.
wife very cheerful aud obliging people.
Dragging the reluctant Mel. into the canoe, we bade adieu to
civilization and turned our faces toward the wilricrnesB in earnest.
Ohesuncook is n bulge of the Penobscot, eighteen miles
long and three wide. Far as we could see, to the base of Caribou Mountain, its shores are densely wooded. Spence's prediction was verified, and we had head winds for the entire disSaddling lost its charms and became not only monottance.
onous, but tiresome. We made good time, however, and
Id ua with more than half ihodistnuceaccorhplished.
Going ashore we Uad lunch, and Bricktpp Stepped into the
fc « paces aud returned wit* a fine brace of partridge,
woods
which proved a valuable acquisition to our larder.
Paddling was now succeeded by poling, and poling by
paddling again, before we got plainly in sight of Mt. Caribou
and its stream, the wind still blowing fresh, indicative of a
&pence and William proved staunch canoemen, and
Btorin,
wo made such good progress that our. accomplishing the distance bo quickly was doubted by au old guide whom we found
encamped with a party at the falls. We reached the: falls and
our second camp in good season, and while the camp was

We

We

i)

being put in order

witba haudsome

we

in the falls, returning
weighing less than one and a

tried the trout

string,

none

Our camp at Chohuncook was a good one in
lunds.
every respect, and, seated about the roaring camp fire, we enioyed the quiet night and our wild sense of freedom to our
hearts' Content.

Sunday morning found Us in rain, and raining hard, rather
riiscouinhint; to less hardy fellows, particularly as this was to
be our first real carry, one and a half miles. Getting on our
rubber clothing, aud after taking fourteen drops of Jamaica
Right here I
ginger, wc picked Up our traps" and started.

must express my admiration for the virtues of Jamaica ginger.
Nothing in liquid form is one-half as good as a reliable
It is much better
extract of ginger on a journey of this kind.
than anything alcoholic, as you derive all the benefit of one
without the it] effects of the other. It is warming after and
during a day's work in the raiu, good in case of sickness, and
put into pond water makes a wholesome and palatable drink.
We bad everything over in two hours and were resting on the
Bipogenua Lake, a lovely little sheet of water entwo miles' run across
tirely abut in by high wooded hills.
Ripogenus Falls,
i::,i,t ua to Bipogenua Falls aud carry.
i,
as 1 have said, one of the wildest, moat picturesque spots in
the wilderness of Maine, are three miles in length, anil for
the entire distance the scenery is most rugged, grand and impressive. Rugged cliffs rising perpendicularly nearly One
hundred fest ou both sides, now with just room enough for
the water td tumble through in fantastic, wild and beautiful
shapes, again widening into immense gorges, into and over
which the water rushes in myriad forms. In one place these
cliff's so nearly approach each other that one could almost
To lie upon its top
jump across, forming an arch.
and look down into the boiling water ninety feet below, requires strong nerves and a firm hold upon some friendly root
near at hand. Mel., who was good authority, declared that
Niagara must pale before Ripogenus. While the guides were
toting the canoes and supplies a mile on the carry to Carey
Pond, we went down to the falls, catchiug magnificent trout.
When we arrived at the camping ground we fouud that Vose
had put in a canoe and gone up the pond. Returning for us,
he could hardly speak for excitement; could just ejaculate
the direction inTrout 1" and point up the pond, moving
dicated, and we soon saw in the perfectly clear water great
Talk about trout!
la.oi trout moving iu every direction.
this was the trout's paradise— nothing but trout, and the
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water literally alive with them. In this little pond, covering
perhaps thirty acres, with no visible outlet, fed by cold springs
that find their sources in the high hills that encompass it on
every hand, the water of which is so clear we could see the
bottom entirely across it, we had trout in abundance, from
one quarter of a pound to three and a half in weight. Some
of these latter we caught, and what royal sport it was to land
We kept
those handsome fellows with an eight-ounce rod
none that weighed less than two pounds, and had trout for
breakfast, dinner, lunch and supper— trout to look at and
speculate upon, and every specimen larger and handsomer
than the first.
Monday morning was cloudy and warm and we were much
We remained iu camp until after
troubled by black flies.
dinner, when wo started upon our pre-arranged graud expeGetting quietly anchored on the
dition against the trout.
beet ground, we were soon gatheriug them in right and left,
when, in changing our position, Mel. being perched upon the
thwarts in that over-confidence before alluded to, the canoe
suddenly rolled over. Hoopla a duck apiece, and what a
freeziug sensation the ice-cold water gave us. When Vose
and Brtcktop reached the shore, what a ludicrous sight we
saw: Mel. clinging to the slippery ibottom cf the canoe with
all his might, his classic features depicting despair, desperation and resignation in varying colors.
The commotion created by Mel. had frightened the trout
!

!

beyond Jiope

"C further capture, so

Tuesday morning early we

broke camp and started on the carry. What a back-breaking,
The
Boul-stirring, patiance-provoking carry it proved to be.
day was most uncomfortably warm, but after making many
trips ahead with luggage and returning for more, we finally
accomplished the distance with the assistance of fourteen
d ops of ginger, taken with due caution at regular intervals
about noon. While dinner was being prepared we fished in
the falls, and were all greatly surprised at catching small
land-locked salmon. Their appearance so far from any possiWe encamped
ble breeding-ground caused much discussion.
that night, at the head of Amjemackamus Falls and carry.
We all assorted that this was the best camp we had had, but
the carry at Ripogenus doubtless did much in shaping our
Wednesday was partially clear. Wc should have
opinions.
Katalidin very near us here, but the clouds are shut
A
down close over its sides, entirely obscuring it. This cany
Would ordinarily seem pretty rough and bard, but after our
.1 the day before it appeared a pleasant ramble.
pari We were over safely in an hour's time and afloat again.
Paddling along through this quiet wilderness was soothing
resieul after 80 UMcb wild fernery and excitement at
Bpcgenus. AM (he n riming, until long after noon, we glided
gently forward over ai uninterrupted Stretch of water
Corning to the mc-U'.h i.f Suurduahunk 6t ream, we entered
and passed Op ils oerfeeily clear, cold water as far as the falls.
Loin was directly over us, but still heavily enshrouded
oris.
A short distance below the stream we met, a party
tsroen in four icanoea, all lamenting the
oT >;,
BOfblacli flies und their luck, in bring unable to
trout, with fancy flies iu tho dead water about thorn.

We

passed the mouth of tho stream with the euphonious
title of Aboljackamegus, which runs at the foot of Katalidin,
well stocked with gamy trout, and disappointed in making
our contemplated trip up the mountaiu, made for the inevitable
carry below. Mel., being a little lame, started across and soon
returned, reporting good path and distance a half mile.
got easily over if, and pushed forward to Pockwockamua falls,
where we were to camp. What a delightful sail it was in the
cool twilight, the rlver'openiug up beautiful vistas of shore
and bay at every turn. We soon had camp la readiness and
enjoyed our supper and our sleep as tired sportsmen can.
Thursday morning found us much refreshed, and as it wss
still
cloudy we were obliged to push on without visiting
Katalidin.
pawed this carry safely and a little later on
At the foot of the
tuoa-s of Debesconcak and Passmagamic.
last named falls we went into and up a stream to a beautiful
lake, having a remarkable echo, which was fully tested by
Vose, Mel. and a scrub chorus.
paddled across this lake two miles with the Intention of
entering the lake above, in which we were told trout Could be
found of fabulous size, but having found the route impracticable we started on our return considerably disappointed but
Bricktop covered himself with glory by his well directed
The latter he only sucshots at ducks, otte r and caribou.
ceeded in hutfying into the woods, but the others succumbed
Reachto his fatal aim amid the plaudits of tho entire party.
ing the river again we made Ambejejus Falls. Passing these
by the carry we made a rush in a wild sweep of water into
Ambejejus lake. Now_ we could plainly see Katahdin its
aides bare and rugged, its summit only enveloped in sunset
clouds, glorious iu shifting colors. We pushed on three miles
across the lake, passing the " Brown House " used bylumbermen, and sailed into the dying sunlight to Millinoket carry.
had only twilight to make the carry in, and before wc
were afloat again the moon yvas shedding its soft radiance
upon the still waters of the lake. Tired, hungry and wet, we
The shores proved low and wet ao we
started for camp.
pushed out into the lake and skirted the shores of numerous
rocky islands looking for earth enough to sleep on. In desperation we clambered up the rooky sides of one of them,
and getting our traps ashore with no little difficulty, we soon
had a fire and supper. No use in looking for boughs ; even
if we bad found them we could not find a level spot among
the rocks to spread them. Wrapping our blankets about us
we lay down upon the rocks with nothing over us but the
stars, aud, with the pines sighing about us, slept sound.
Friday morning broke clear, cool and beautiful. Before us
lay the loveliest lake in Maine, and on our left stood old
Katahdin alone. The clouds that had covered it so long were
now entirely dispelled, and we had a grand uninterrupted
view of it. Its top sharply outlined in the early light seemed
but a short distance away, and we regretted much the necessity that compelled us to forego the rough enjoyment of
climbing its ragged sides. We were afloat early, and passing
the eastern extremity of our island were all forcibly reminded
of Mark Twain's description of getting lost iu the snow with
a house ten rods from him, for there right before us was one
of the most charming camping spots we had seen.
Five miles of paddling brought us to the mouth of Sandy
stream, up which we poled against the rapid current for two
Making camp for the day and night, we passed the
miles.
day in catching handsome trout, in hunting, and fighting black
saw recent deer tracks, but no deer. The flies disflies.
appeared at sunset, and when we gathered about the Are from
our several expeditions we passed the evening in solid comSaturday morning gave promise of another bright day,
fort.
and breaking camp we made the lake again in a few moments.
Leaving Katahdin behind us, and after catching immense
pickerel iu Mud stream, we made for the outlet, which we
reached about ten o'clock. Now -began our descent, going
down hill, as Mel expressed it, at the rate of twelve inches to
the foot, and this proved to be the hardest day's work we had
encountered. Twelve miles of rapids and falls more boisterous than many of those we had carried by, over which wc
must go in some way. In many places the guides were
obliged to get into the water waist deep and lift the canoes
ran
over ledges by which there was no other passage.
many of them together and enjoyed the wild excitement
much, but at last began to wilt in sight of bo much rushing
water ahead. So we all walked around the rapids in solemn
procession, while brave old Spence came boldly to the front
reached the
and ran canoes and supplies safely over.
end of them for the day as we must reach the end of everything else, and getting aboard the canoes at the foot of Island
Falls, were borne swiftly along in the smooth, rapid current
This was the first
until we reached " Fowler's " about dusk.
clearing and building we had seen since leaving Ghesuncook
Procuring fresh eggs and milk, wc made a royal
before.
repast, and, seated about the cheerful fire, recovered our spirits
with our drying clothes, Sunday was bright and warm, and
getting under way early, made good time, with the current to
aid us. Passing several rapids during the morning we arStopping only long enough to
rived at Medway about noon.
get dinner, we proceeded without further incident to Mattawamkeag, where we arrived sound and well at the end of our
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tinations.

Wo arrived at the farm early in the evening, and were most
heartily welcomed by Mr. Hammett.
Belvidere farm ia
owned by one of our Jersey City Heights citizens—Mr. Du-

—

bois and m rented to the present occupant. It ia a fine farm,
of some -120 acres, very satisfactorily located on the Potomac
River. About 200 acrea are under cultivation in com, wheat
tobacco, etc.

Wc

were much disappointed in regard to the wild fowl.
As it proved, we had come too early, owing to the mildness
of tho season.
saw quantities of swan and geese at a distance on the bosom of the placid Potomac, but even a Parker
gun could not reach them. Later in the season the birds
come up the bays and creeks and furnish some good shooting.
But the quail shooting (partridge. Ihey call them there) was
simply superb. The ravines (branches they are denominated
by the residents), which run up into the farming lands from
the river front, being more or less covered with small trees
aud underbrush, were just alive with quail.
took with
us several hundred of the new Winchester paper shells and
were much pleaded with them. They seem strong and compact and can be readily reloaded.
had not a single missfire.
These, with the new pink edge wad from Schuyler,
Hartley
Graham's and the tinned shot from the same place,
proved very satisfactory.
found the tinned shot, an exceptionally good article, and we prophecy it to be the shot for
the future.
It prevents all leading of the gun, and no matter
how often, apparently, you may have discharged your piece,
one or two wipes of your field-cleaner will remove every particle of foulness.
The first two days after our arrival— owiug, as the boys say
to the presence of Br. L.— proved wet and rainy.
Itaeems to
amount almost to a moral certainty that whenever our accomplished druggist goes with any of us he is the Jonah of the
party, and the fountains of the great deep are broken up ; but
his universal good nature, together with hi3 conversational
and vocal powers, make him a very desirable companion.
found
Hammett, the occupant of Belvidere fawn,
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a very intelligent gentleman, and by himself and family were
welcomed with true Southern hospitality, We had heard ere
now of Southern chivalry and Southern openheartedness aswell, but it was for us to feci on this trip the warm feeling of
heart coming out to us from the citizens of St. Mary's Coutaty.
Not only were their lands thrown open to us for free shooting,
but we were cordially invited to their hearthstones and made
glad by tho cordiality of their greeting. After tho first day
or two, when they had learned who wo were— sportsmen
from the North on a shooting trip— they could not do enough
for us.
They got up fox hunts, possum hunts and c->on
fights, to say nothing of tho oyster roasts— and Potomac bivalves are not to be sneezed at.
This fox-hunting business is a big thing down there, and the
excitement is heavy; but we had to be counted out, as our experience in the pig skin is not of a very flattering character.
But the Lokers, the Bontons and the Beans of that neighborhood are famous iu the business, and we were told that Loker,
one of the hardest and most pertinacious riders of that section,
has been in at the death of no less than thirty reynards in one
season. I need not say that to shoot a fox ahead of the hounds
would be almost an unpardonable sin. The fellow who did
it could not stretch his feet under any table down in that
region.
I need not try to detail to you the various incidents of our
ten-days' sojourn.
lived on turkey (Mrs. If, feeds only
about 100), geese, ducks and possum, and such corn cakes as
must be tasted to be appreciated. The corn cakes down there
are a decidedly different article from any we have been in the
habit of disposing of. In the first place they are made from
white, sweet corn, and somehow Bettieand Tennie (daughter
and niece of Mr. H.) know just how to get them up every
time. So light and fresh, with that sweet home-made butter,
how they vanished before us. It is an unsettled question,
even now, whether Dr. C. or Capt. J. quietly put away the
largest number of an evening after a hunt.
It is enough to say that we had a right royal good time,
that we made some acquaintances down there in Dixie land
we shall not soon forget ; that the cordial invitation,
from so many of its citizens to come down again next fall
Bhall remain fresh with us until the November frosts turn the
leaves again, when we hope to meet at. Hammett's hearthstone
his trusty boys, Tom, Spencer, Dau and Edmund, who made
our days in the field so pleasant, and the girls who, with their
songs and chat, caused the evenings to slip by so enjoyable.

We

whom

Jaoobstajf.

The Eel's Eogb. —The long-vexed question of the eel's
mode of reproduction has now been set at rest. Mr. Fred
Mather has reduced the evidence to the form of a "mathematical certainty," by actually counting the eggs in a Bpecimen.
Happening to be in Mr. Blackford's office a short time ago
when a six-pound eel with spawn was brought for examination, Mr. Mather proposed a computation of the egg*.
He
took the ovary home. Under the microscope the eggs appear
to be of an octagonal form, but this is due wholly to their
pressing upon one another
when separated they assume the
globular- form. The use of the micrometer failed to give satis
;

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

A TRIP TO MARYLAND.

i

l

in canoes.

Getting a'good supper at the hotel, and goiug to bed the
time for two weeks, wo were in readiness at an early
hour for the train which was to convey us to our several desfirst
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ON

the 2Mb ult., Drs. L. and C. and Capt. J., all members of the Jersey Oitv Heights Gun Club, with your
correspondent, took the 10 p. u. train for Washington, our
objective point being some place down the Potomac, on the
Maryland side, in pursuit of wild fowl. Big stories had been
retailed in the club room of the farmers in that region being
unable to sleep o' nights on account of the noise made by the
myriads of the aquatics flying over their houses.
We reached Washington in due time, and took the steamer
We found the captain
J. W. Thompson down the Potomac.
and purser both gentlemen, who did all they could in the
way of information in regard to the couutry, game localities,
The purBer seemed an old
etc., to make our trip pleasant.
friend of tho Fokbst add Stream, and was especially pleased
expected the
to meet one of your correspondents.
Thompson would land us at Abel's Wharf, and then we were
to ride some three or four miles to Belvidere farm, the reaidence of one Abel Hatnmett, but, unluckily for us, the
steamer stops at that particular wharf only every other trip,
and this was not the other. So we got off at Colton's, some
ten miles lower down the bay, where we engaged a colored
man to take ua over in hU iG^tnttUoivBail caaoa.

factory results because the eggs varied greatly in size.
Mather therefore placed a number iu line, measured

Mr
and

counted them and found them to average 80 to the inch. Then
he took thewhole mass of eggs, halved, quartered, and further
divided, seventeen times in all, until the section small enough
to count represented 1-131,072 of the total number.
The
count showed 08 eggs, or 8,912,896 in the whole.
second
computation in the same way showed 77 eggs in the counted
mass, or 10,092,544 altogether. And to make the computation

A

more certain, a third count was made, which showed 71
eggs in the last division, or 9,306,112 in the whole ovaries.
From these results Mr. Mather Axes the number of cKTs ifi
Btill

this particular eel at fully 9,000,000.

We

Fish Planting in Mabbaohusktxb— BaUm, Dee. It.—Last
Saturday I placed 10,000 California salmon in Milk River, at
Wenham Neck. This makes 17,000 in the past your at different points on this Btream. In June, 77, I placed £,000
iSalnw aeltago iu Wenham Lake.
J intend the boys shall hf»ve
gome good sport after \ am goae,
Huvu bad »y Share, evte
though I gel mo nwtt.
J jf £,
,

.

:

Hatottino Codfish.— The Fish Commission at Gloucester,
Mass., are meeting -with very satisfactory success in their
work of hatching codfish eggs. New cones have been substituted for the ones formerly in use, and the necessary circulation of water is secured by the use of Mr. Ferguson's method
of a lever and engine.

Tboot.— Superintendent A. W. Marks,

of the Creene
in town on the Gth inst. from
with 20,000 California salmon in cans,
hatched, with the sac yet attached
100,000 salmon trout
spawn, and 120,000 brook irout spawn. The California salmon were taken in Cloud River, Cal., by Professor Baird, of
he U. S. Fish Commission. The whole'lot of very valuable
fish and spawn was secured on very favorable terms,
costing
but a trifle.— CaUkitt Recorder.

County Fish Hatchery, arrived

western

e

:
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What a Fossn, Cost.— Our readers will no doubt remember the announcement of the discovery some time since of a
specimen of ArcJiceopteryx lithograpldcus in the Jurassic beds
of Solenhofen.

As

but one specimen of this most remarkable
was previously known, and that specimen an imperfect one, there was of course no little desire on the part of
paleontologists to secure this second one and to have the honor
fossil bird

of describing more fully the bird which has proved to he so
important in connecting those two apparently different classes
of the animal kingdom, the birds and the reptiles.
Letters
and telegrams bidding for the fossil poured in upon the fortunate collector, who wisely refused at first to sell and has only
recently parted with his treasure.

is

more than wc can

explain.

The Boston Herald

it

about eight feet long, has a thick body, smooth skin,
except that there protrudes from the skin numci
hooked and bony thorns, varying from one-eighth to one-half
an inch in length. It has a good-sized mouth on the under
side of the fish, with one row of flatted teeth on each jaw.
pointing from the centre to each side, like the teeth of a carpenter's spliting saw eyes not very large, one entirely blind;
the snout flattened and rounded on the edge. The fishermen
are puzzled, calling it a moDgrel of shark and dogfish.
It is

;

" Gkouse-Tiors."

I

Madison, Dec. IS.— Editor Forest and Stream: The State
Fish Commissioners met in Milwaukee December 10 and received the reports of President Welch, of (Madison, and Superintendent H. W. Welcher, of Milwaukee. Both papers
report that the work of the past season was very successful,
and that the various points had in view are fully stocked, as
had been desired. The Commissioners received from the Milwaukee city authorities the right to continue- hatching in the
water works building on North Point. Beyond the reports
routine business engrossed the attention of the board.
Rovbb.

now

thus describes

young

of

birds

— A contemporary, speaking

among

of the lack

the grouse killed this season, says

We

mentioned in these columns a short time ago the fact
of grouse having been destroyed by what was taken for
" ticks " by casual observers. That it amounted to an epidemic is easily conjectured from the small number of young,
or this season's birds, that have been shot, by sportsmen.
Dick Christy, of Sussex County, owning a farm in the Sussex
hills, and being a thorough sportsman, had his attention called
to this thing by the number of young grouse he found dead
during the months of July and August last. Upon examination he found in every instance a lot of grubs in their necks,
just below the throat.
At first he supposed they had gotten
on after the death of the bird, but finding so many dead, he
shot a few on purpose for investigating, and found in every
bird these same parasites.
He also found the fly which laid
the eggs, from which were hatched the grubs in question,
This fly he describes as about twice the size of our house-Ays
and of the same color brownish gray. He found th sc fiie.
also on the old birds which he has shot this fall, but no grubs.
The grubs, he informs us, have something the appearance of
a tick, but that they are much more lively in their movements. They were in great numbers, and he found all the
young birds terribly thin and emaciated. Their necks were
bored in holes as the bark on an apple tree is encircled by a
different one.
Ho also thought that these grubs crawled,
after batching, into the ear openings and adown the throat,
but unfortunately did not think of making an examination
That it has been terribly destructive is seen
until too late.
in the fact of such small lots of these grouse being secured
this season, upon ground that is generally found alive with

—

them.

These remarks are very interesting, but we could wish that
they were more detailed, and that the insect which causes the

QOues and Others are trying to introduce, Salmo salar sebago,
or even for short Salmo sebago, but let us no longer continue
the galvanized fife of the synonym, Salmo
In regard to the American smelt, there are several landlocked forms in the waters of Maine which have been
described as species, but which are probably local rai
Henry J. Bice, of John Hopkins University, has lately compared the American Osmerus mordax with the European Osmerus epcrlanus, and considers the two identical. After examination of a considerable series, the writer is compelled to
agree with Mr-. Rice in thinking that no permanent difference
exists between them, although'ours has on an average two or
Our smelt is, therefore,
three more scales in the lateral line.
Osmerus eperlamis, L., or, if we choose, Ornnerui
David ,S. .Toedan.
var. mordant.
Irvinghm, Ind., Den, 6, 1878.
,

Philadelphia, Dec. '.), 1878.— In regard to the question asked
\V. F." in last week's paper as to habitat of smelts,
I have known them to have been caught in
tide water in the Schuylkill below Fair Mount dam.
Sixteen
and twenty years ago fish of different kinds were plenty at
that place
shad, herring, catfish, eels, perch and striped
twentybass in large quantities, the latter from pan fish up to

by " W.

would say that

;

pounds, caught trolling with live minnows but fishing
is played out here on account of gas tar covering the bottom
from the dam to the mouth of the stream. Many a happy
day have I put in trolling for bass. If " W. W. F." wants to
know more about smelts caught in the Schuylkill let him interfive

;

view Charlie Vogel or BUI Lark, frequenteis of Uncle John
Kxider's sportsman's depot, old Philadelphia fishermen. He
can get all the information he desires.
Yours respectfully,
H. L. Lewis

Mr. Editor : In Professor Jordan's article on black
bass nomenclature, he describes the large-mouthed bass
as the one described by Cuvier, under the totleof Ztouro nigricans, and the small-mouthed fish as the one spoken of in
foreign books as the Orystes salmoides. Reading that article
set me looking over the plates of "Jardine's Naturalists'
Library," and in the volume devoted to perches 1 find not only
these two fishes mentioned, but another one yclept the American black bass (Centropristes nigricans).
This last is, according to the plates, a different ami much more beautiful fish than
either of the others.
I would like to know what kind of a
bass it is. I have only seen the large-mouthed bass, and hence
do not know whether the plate of Jardine is correct or not
with regard to the small-mouthed one but if he is correct in
his delineation of the third "American " black bass, we must
have a fish in our waters more deserving of capture than
Do you know
either Zhoro nigricans or (f-rys/.rs mbnoidm.
anything about this fish ? The letter-press description in Jardine says the fish is very abundant in the United States and
highly esteemed for the table, but I have never chanced to run
across a bass that fills the description. There are other fishes
in the river here that come pretty close to the engraving in
shape, but they do not possess such gorgeously colored scales
as jardine's specimen.
What is this Ceniropristss nigricans,
;

The purchaser

among

young of

this finest of our game
never seen either the fly

is Dr. Otto Folger, President
of the Freie Deutsche Hochstift, who paid for it the sum of
35,000 marks, or about $8,500. It is presumed that it will be

great mortality

handed over to some eminent German paleontologist for description, and the scientific public are anxiously looking
foward to the publication of a memoir upon it.

which do the mischief get into the young bird's throat, and
that the symptoms resemble those of pip in the young of the

of the specimen

or the grub, but an old

common

have until recently been unique, and which have engaged, at
different times, the attention cf the most noted British paleontologists, among whom in the first rank are Professors
Owen
and Huxley.

fishermen a good turn, gave a description of this insect, but,
not being by profession a " bug hunter," some of his state-

ments were a little wide of the mark. Through inadvertence
his communication was printed just as it was received, and
ever since the date of

its appearance we have been fairly overletters correcting the errors of our contributor.
In our issue of November 14 we printed a brief but pregnant
note from
Naturalist" which we had hoped would arrest
the flow of ink upon this subject, butit seems that we reckoned
without our host.
The following note corrects Isaak's statement that the dobson feeds on vegetable matter, a manifest error, for it has long
been known that these larva are decidedly predacious in

whelmed with

"A

We

habit.
should say, however, that Isaak did not say that
the dobsons are larval butterflies, but that it is "a theory of
some naturalists " that they are.
would respectfully suggest that the non-scientific bass fishermen among our readers

We

name of the helgramite and paste it in their
By carelessly using the term occasionally they
can win great fame as scientists among those of their piscatorial companions who do not read Forest and Stbeam.

cut out the Latin
fishing hats.

The

note of correction above referred to is bb follows:
In your issue of Oct. 31, "Isaak" attempts to give the
natural history of the helgramite, but leaves the reader much
the worse for the reading of his article. The helgramite
rmOa) is, in the winged state, not a butterfly by
any means, but one of the Neuroptera, having gauzy, grayish
wings, the males having two long, black, curved horns.
The female lays her eggs in a mass on twigs overhanging the
water, and the young, on hatching, make their way to the
bottom and hide under stones or logs. Here they remain for
three years, subsisting on insects, etc., and never, so far as is
known, upon vegetable food. During the month of May the
oldest larvaa may be found in abundance under stones, not far
from the stream, and especially on warm stmdy knolls. At
other times they may be taken as " Isaak " states.
R. T. M.

^_

A Stealing Shakk.—There was discovered on the flats at
the western part of Provincetown, Mass., harbor last Friday
a fish which was new to even the oldest fishermen of that
seaport. Professor N. E. Atwood, of that place, identified
the specimen, which belongs to a remarkable species of spiueous shark, Le chien de mer bmiole, this name being given to it

by Brossennet, who

first

described

his History of British Fisheries.

it.

Its

Yarrell mentions
habitat is

it

in

from the

North Sea to the Cape of Good Hope, and from the shores of
Italy into the Atlantic.
It is very rare in British waters,
there having been only four specimens of it known to science
between 1838 and 1841. It has never before been seen in
American waters, and what the Provincetown fish was doing

sportsman

tells

us that the larva;

times oalled attention to this disease, and

should be glad to receive any further information on this subfrom those of our readers who may have had an oppor-

ject

Gut

nowadays ?

called

RiVehs.

tunity to observe either the cause or effects of this lamentable

epidemic.
1

A

That Helgbamitb.—In our issue of OctoberSl an unlucky
correspondent, who innocently supposed that he was doing

We have

fowl.

We have several

The

remains in question are said to be in several particulars
more perfect than those now in the British Museum, which

the

birds could be identified.

Bied's Storehouse

•

••

AN EXPLANATION WANTED.

'

?— CleveUmd,,

Ohio.—Editor Forest
Lake View Cemetery of this city, with a friend last winter our attention was
fine
called to a
clump of sumachs (Rhus typhina) in an open
field, loaded with their bright red fruit.
With no other object than to crumble a few of the bunches in my hand and

and Stream : While passing through

the

scatter the seed, 1 gathered one after another, but to my surprise, I found in addition to the usual quantity of seed one
or more beech nuts in the interior of the sumach fruit, as you
will notice in a specimen I send you.
The lobes of "the
sumach fruit are quite open in the fall, but as the winter cold
approaches they close up. Within forty rods of this clump
of sumachs stands a number of bearing beech trees. I think

some blue jay or other winter bird put the beech nuts in
unusual place for his winter store.
Da. E.

—In the

this
S.

on the night of the 7th
tigress brought forth four
five months, she gave birth
the 4th of September, to two
strong cubs each time, an event said to be unparalelled in
zoology. After the first birth, on the 2d of May, she refused
to suckle her young, and the director was obliged to place
them with the Newfoundland bitch Alinka, at that time nursing, who faithfully reared them with her own two puppies.
The tigress nursed the cubs born Sept. 2 with the greatest
tenderness. All four grew to be splendid animals.
Berlin Zoological Garden,

and 8th of November, the royal
young ones. Last year, within
twice,

on the 2d of

May and

Mr. Editor

Several years ago, in November, while following a cow path through a thicket of scrub oak and beach,
1 found, what is not uuusiial for like localities, a nest of the
song sparrow but what was to me a surprise was to find
the nest filled with fine sand and gravel, although there was
no sand of any kind within a quarter of a mile. I gave the
credit of this unusual contents of the nest to the freak of some
mischievous boys, and would have thought no more of the
circumstance had it not been for a like discovery made two
years ago last December.
I had been waiting for a certain
marsh to freeze over so that I could reach some button bushes
(Vtphalanthus occidmtalis) in order to procure cocoons of the
:

;

The morning finally came when the ice
bear, and I know that 1 was the first among those button bushes that season.
While gathering cocoons, which
could he counted by hundreds, I came acrossa song sparrow's
nest, and this too was rilled to the brim with fine gravel.
Now the nearest gravel to this nest is a railroad embankment
forty rods from the border of the marsh.
The pond is neck
deep in water the year round, and in all parts iB inaccessible
for a boat, owing to maugrove-like thicket of button-wood
shrubs. Both nests referred to were uew ones, that is of tho
previous spring, and contained nothing to indicate that they
had been used for incubating purposes. This is an open
question How did the gravel find its way to these two nests?
Atticus cecropia.

would

;

K

Dk.
ARRIVAL8 AT TUB ZOOLOGICAL CSARPEN, CINCINNATI, UP TO

LAND-LOCKED SALMON AND SMELTS.

*

Editor Forest and Stream

:

S.

JJjO,

1.

18T3.—Two spotted hyamss, II. .jrociita, one aoudail, .1.
born in garden. Two Humboldts lagothnx, L. hnmboMi ; one iuiuimonda spider monkey, A. helzebuth ; one black upc, CynopitKecut ni<ier;
five weeper capueUUiB, C. ca.pw-.ius ; two brown oapuehin.i,
one nree. banded donronconli,
v/iKm; one liyaolnthineporp liyrio, P. hyacinljnnw; three blue and yellow maeiws, .1
ararauna; twelve common boas, Boa eWWtrfctor; purchased. One
woodchact, Arctomyn monax, presented by Mr. K. Johns ; one gray
squirrel,
cinereus, presented by Mr. Q. Relolie; ona ruffed gronae,
JSonasa wnbellus, deposited one screech owl, Swpsojip, presented by
Mercer Co. Shooting Clnb one tiger, JFsBj tigria, deposited by Wells
Bros.; three prairie chickens, Cupi&onia cupitio, presented by Mr. W.
Klstou one herring gnll, Lotus ur./,:ntatu« ; one Bcarlet ibis,
one cock ot the rock, Supimla enact seven crested groimi
<

wish to protest against the continued use of the name
gkiveri, Girard, by some of your correspondents for the
land-locked salmon ot tho lakes of Maine and New Brunsick.
There are two or three good and sufficient reasons why
this name should not be used.
1. It is not the oldest name, the name Salmo sebago of the
same writer (Proc. Ac. Nat. Sol, Phila.,1853, page 380) having nearly a year's priority, the date of &. glovm being 1854,
I

Salmo

page

85, of the same series.
The original type-specimen of Salmo glovm, which is
preserved, is probably merely a smolt, or the young of
the common salmon, not a land-locked at all. This also is the
opinion of Dr. Hamlin (on the salmon of Maine, Keport U. B.
Commr. Fisheries, 1873-8, p. 349), The species was probably,
like many of Dr. Buckley's, a purely complimentary one,
e..
one named for a friend cir correspondent without any expectation that it would prove valid.
doubtful compliment, indeed.
3. The land-locked salmon, in my opinion, cannot be considered as a distinct species from Salmo salar. It is simply
a modified race of the latter species, hardly even a variety, in
Dr. A C. namlin, in the excellent
the zoological sense.
article above quoted (p. 341), makes the Indian, Toma, say,
" There, that 'fish brother to salt water salmon, only he forgot
to go to sea, but stay in lake instead." And, with Dr. Hamlin,
I think the Indian is right. In the lakes of Sweden are other
land-locked salmon, whichl have closely compared with ours,
and I am unable to indicate the slightest permanent difference.
As, however, it is convenient to have a name for the landlocked salmon, we may call it Salmo salar, var. sebago, or
after the fashion, desirable in many respects, which Dr,
2.

still

<

i

&

;

;

;

:

gray-headed payrakeetB,
cana; one linnea parrot, Eleetnu linnet; one intermedial
intermedins, purchased ; oneloou, Colj/mbu/itor^iiatux, presented; one
zeba, Bos indicm, born in garden.
Fiunk J. THOHfSOH, Aet'g Bapt,
'

('.

A

Takgke Foor.

—

There is nothing very solemn about this, if
and it probably is
An Englishman was walking down Park Row, near Ann
street
one of the most crowded places in the world. He had
a blaek-and-tan dog at the end of a long, thin chain, and he
was reading a newspaper as he walked. Whenever the dog
tangled anybody's legs with the chain the man would look
"Aw, guess these Hamericans 'ave no
around and say
it

be

true,

;

—

:

heyes."

®" Fokbst and
«s follows
five or

:

Steeam

Six months,

will be sent for fractions of

$2

more, $3 per annum.

;

three months, $1.

To

a year
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Poultry.—In order to have fine fowls, -whether the breeder
desires to raise them for market or for exhibition purposes, it
good breed and
have it properly oared for. If you raise fowls for market
begin right by procuring at the outset some of the larger
breeds, viz.: Brahmas, or Plymouth Rocks. The Plymouth

is

of the greatest importance that lie choose a

Bocks, for market purposes, are generally favorites, having

proved themselves good layers, and also a good table fowl,
maturing earlier than the Brahmas. They originated, it is
said, by crossing the black Java fowl wtth the American
Dominique. In plumage they resemble the Dominique, but
have a single, comb. Suitable quarters for the fowls should be
Build your hennery with a southern exposure,
in winter, and do not fail to give it proper
ventilation, as this is highly necessary to the health of your
fowls. Do not keep too many fowls together in the^same
building if you wish them to thrive. Keep their quarters
Give them a dust
clean, and their bodies free from vermin.
box filled with road dust, in which place a little sulphur, and

it under cover in time to be dry
of course, season or dry much faster
foot of ijreen elm wood weighs GO
As ordinarily
to 651bs., of which 30 to 351bs. is sap or water.
piled up, if we allow half a cord to be lost in the spaces between the sticks, we will have a weight of about two tons to
the cord, of which nearly one ton is water, or sap. Such
wood affords very little useful heat it goes off in the ton of
The great saving of hauling it home dry is evident, as
sap.
we get the same amount of real fuel for half the team work.
Beech wood loses one-eighth to one-fifth its weight in drying;
oak, one-quarter to two-fifths.— American Aurimlturut for

soon as possible, and put

when
when

used.

It will,

A solid

split fine

;

December.

Paoking Cut Fi.owkbs.— " Cut flowers," says an English
contemporary, "will travel safely hundreds of miles by rail
in common tin biscuit boxes, if tie stems are placed in water
for an hour before packing."

it

it

where

it

will

morning they will be accustomed to the eggs, and more likely
Early in the season do not
to remain contentedly on the nest.
place as many eggs under a hen as you would In warm
weather. Nine or ten are as many as she can cover and
hatch during January and February later than this thirteen
A great many breeders do not let the
is the usual number.
mother brood the chicks, but take them away when hatched,
and after drying by the fire, place them under a false mother,
and bring them up by hand. A neighbor who, this season,
has tried this method, says his losses have been very smallmuch less than When he allowed the mother to care for them.
1 am expecting to use an incubator this winter to hatch eggs
with, and thus do away with the trouble of hunting up- broody
bens, which always command a high price early in the season.
Incubators thus far, I think, have been generally expensive,
and most of them are so complicated, and require so careful
management, that they are far from being a success. A gentleman in New Haven is now perfecting an incubator which is
very simple in construction, easily managed, and can be sold
For food give your fowls
at a price within the reach of all.
Corn, rye, wheat and oats, and occasionally cooked soft food,
;

for trespass

and

assault.

by force, and were sum-

They were convicted by

the

the case being brought before

decision.
Lord Coleridge on an appeal, be confirmed the
In delivering judgment, he said that the Game Act, 1st and
2d William IV., did not apply to the case of fox hunting, and
with regard to the real question in this case, whether the circumstances justified the respondent in resisting the entry of
the appellants after they had been forbidden, he was clearly
of opinion that he was, and that fox hunting could not be exercised adversely to the owner of the land. No such right
first

existed, but

it

must be carried on

like all other sport, subject

mankind with reference to the ordinary and established rights of property. There was nothing
to justify a field of fox hunters entering a gentleman's garden,

to the general rights of

it

down, and destroying the flowers and

plants.

No

such right [existed at common law. The opponents of fox
hunting in England— and they are increasing in number will
hold on to this case as a precedent in their arguments against

may be -warm

be exposed to the sun's rays. Occasionally apply a little kerosene to the roosts to dostroy the lice.
Give your fowls, if possible, a good range, and they will do
at least 50 per cent, better than if you had limited them to a
small run. Set your hens in the evening, and by the next
place

certain field, persisted in doing so

moned

magistrate, but appealed, and

trampling

provided.
that

401

—

the national sport.

Seton for Distemper.—A correspondent, Mr. H.
writes from Galesburg,

111.,

that,

having read in

F.

Hyde,

this paper the

recommending a seton for distemper, he was induced
to try it upon a pointer puppy which he had almost given up,
having first tried every remedy known to him. In a few days
it commenced to discharge, the puppy was relieved, and is

tions will pass

We

as bright

and

Daisy.—We

lively as ever.

print this

week a portrait

of the black setter

bitch Daisy, belonging to Dr. E. J. Forster, of Boston, Secre-

Kennel Club. Daisy was sired by
Copeland's (late Jerome's) champion imported Gordon setter
dog Shot, out of E. F. Chapin's Nellie (black and white).
Nellie is by J. W. F. Willson's Scot (black and white) out of
"
H. W. Smith's bitch. Daisy is "English in shape of head,
tary of the Massachusetts

form, etc, and is jet black with the exception of a snow
white spot on her heart. She was whelped April 8, 1877, and
was bred on October 16, of this year, to Mr. Luther Adams'
Champion Drake. She was broken by Fred A. Taft, of
Dedham, who has used her in the field the past autumn, and
reports her as very staunch with a good nose. The engraving
is

from a prime drawing by F. W.
made a good portrait.

Rogers, of Boston,

has

many

genera-

away before any appreciably decadenco

in fox

hunting will be perceptible.

article

now

believe, however, that

—

Canine Ovariotomy. A correspondent in Bangor, Maine,
"I have read several articles in the Country on
last one by a contributor signing him"
self
M. B.," iu the issue of June 8th. The procedure he
recommends sounds extremely well, and I have no doubt is
writes:

canine ovariotomy, the

very good, but to those who, like myself, are unacquainted
with canine anatomy, the question still occurs ' How recog:

nize the ovary

when you

see

it,

what

relation of position does

Mr. B. will kindly answer
these questions he will much oblige the writer, and I doubt

it

bear to the uterus

not

many

[We

If

W. W.

other readers, also

S."

any person not a surgeon would
performing the operation he alludes
certainly until he had witnessed it done and had had some
are of the opinion that

have great
to,

itself ?

difficulty in

practical instructions.— Ed.J

A Long Chase. —A Virginia correspondent sends us the
following: As my neighbor, Mr. Edward Terrill, who
who keeps a small but very choice pack of fox hounds, was returning home from a neighbor's plantation last Thursday af ter-

fatten fowls in four or five days, confine them in close
dark quarters, and place rice over the fire with skimmed
as much as will be consumed in one day
let it

To

milk—only

;

you may add a teaspoonful of sugar, but it will do without. Be careful and not
give them sour feed, as it will prevent them from fattening.
boil

till

the rice is quite swelled out

;

A quantity of

charcoal broken in small pieces will increase

their appetite,

promote digestion, and expedite

No

their fattening.

food should be given for twelve hours or so before

killing.

NuTMEG.

Gardens in the Sky.—The Denver (Colorado) News gives
summary of an attempt last summer to
grow vegetables at Summit, Rio Grande County, an altitude
the following brief

of 11,300 feet latitude 37 deg. 28m. 18s. north ; longitude
100 deg. 30m. west. We do not remember to have seen any
similar statistics published in respect to any part of the globe:
;

J

une

26.

—Maine, Mexican beans, dwarf peas, Irish potatoes,

beets, kohlrabi, nasturtium, parsley and spinach seed planted.
June 2!).— Lettuce sown.
July 13.—Peas up.

July 20.—Potatoes up.
July 25.— Corn, beets and spinach up.
July 31.—Redishes ripe.
August 1. Nasturtiums up.
September 1. Frost destroyed maize, Mexican beans, nasturtiums and foliage of potatoes.
September 7. Ground covered with snow.

—

September

—
—

9.

—Heavy

frost, blighting

tops of beets

and

peas.

September 20.— Everything in garden dead, except lettuce
and spinach, latter holding out best. Redishes grew to be
five inches long and half an inch thick, turnips to be threequarters of an inch in diameter, maize (stalks) to be three
peas five
inches high, Mexican beans, three inches high
inches high and blossomed, but produced no fruit. Potatoes
(stems) grew to be six inches high. Three-quarters of an
j

inch was the largest diameter of tubers beets four inches
long and one-third of an inch thick. Kohlrabi and parsley
did not come up. Nasturtiums grew to be one and -one-half
Spinach and lettuce grew three inches high,
inches high.
and shows about one-half green and one-half dead leaves, on
No snow on the ground.
this date, October 1.
j

The growing season, it seems, is limited to two months and
The highest temthree days— from June 36 to September 1.
was 61 deg. and the lowest 20 deg.
on eleven days, equal to a rain- fall of 14
The United States has a signal station at Summit, in

perature during this period

Rain or snow
inches.

fell

charge of C. E. Bobbins, who made the foregoing observaHe has concluded to buy what vegetables he needs
tions.
and not try to raise any more.

Burning Green Wood Greatly Wasteful. —Water

pass-

ing into vapor absorbs and hides nearly 1,000 degrees of heat.
green wood produces just as much heat as a cord
In burning the dry wood we get
of the same wood dry.
nearly all the heat, but in bin-mug the same wood green, from
one-half to three-fourths of the heat produced goes off latent
Chemistry
and useless iu the evaporating sap or water.
shows this, and why, very plainly. Therefore, get the winter's wood for-fuel or kindlings, and let it be seasoning, as

A cord of

They first ran to the
his dogs struck the trail of a deer.
southwest for nearly three miles, circled back to the starting,
point and then straightaway east into the heart of the Virginia
Wilderness. The dogs followed the trail all night and killed
the deer in the morning near Parker's store, which is eighteen
the crow flies. The dogs must have run
were so many bull dogs or so many collies seen together, there miles from here as
at least thirty miles from start to finish.
being 47 of the former and 84 of the latter. The fox terrier
I am fully convinced as to the merits of the Forest and
although
figures
in
this
the
largest,
the
usual,
class was, as
Stream as an advertising medium. A few weeks ago in the
" column was stated the simple
class did not equal those of former years, there being but "Answers to Correspondents
had imported some choice English beagles. In
140. There were also 30 bloodhounds,, 67 mastiffs, 65 St. fact that I
less than a week I received ten letters inquiring if I had any
bull
terriers,
54
retrievers,
55
spaniels,
30
setters,
80
Bernards,
Unfortunately I have not, as I have only one litter
for sale.
40 pointers, 34 dachshunde, 26 pugs, 18 Skyes and 41 litters as yet, and those I wish to keep. The advertising columnB of
the Forest and Stream will be sure to announce the fact of
of puppies.
Wm. L. Bradbury.
my having any for disposal.
Mason, Orange Co., Va.
Testimonial to Mr. Lout. Mr. Lort's popularity as a
judge in England was made manifest when on the 15th inst.,
Training the Collie.— A writer in Wis Poultry Bulletin—
at the Alexandra Palace, a testimonial subscribed for by
gives the following description'of how the
Jr.
breeders and exhibitors all over the country was presented to D. Z. Evans,
trained
him. The testimonial comprised, in part, a full length por- collie should be
said and written about the great intelmuch
been
There
has
trait, painted by Charles Luytens, which is said to be a most
ligence and sagacity of the shepherd dog, particularly the
excellent likeness. There was also a silver'soup tureen and side
Scotch collie, and yet his merits are not over-estimated in the
dishes, and an illuminated address with the names of the sub- least.
have known and have bred them for years, have
The many friends of Mr. Lort in this sent them to almost all parts of the country, and have always
scribers on vellum.
received favorable reports from the purchasers. In all reasoncountry will be pleased to hear of this public recognition of
able things the Scotch collie will give unbounded satisfaction,
his worth as a judge and a gentleman. In this connection and no more trusty or faithful friend can be had than he will
we call to mind the very pertinent remarks of the London invariably prove himself to be but those who expect him to
do their work in their own particular way, without having
Fancier's Gazette, where it says
been taught how it should be doDe, will be disappointed.
" Judges and breeders have their partialities; one prefers first
These dogs will herd, drive and tend sheep naturally, for they
men
other.
While
it
so,
different
is
one type, another some
have been bred for this purpose for so many years that it had
will never precisely agree as to the true type of beauty. But become an inherent propensity, but they must be accustomeo
their honesty is not to be impeached on that account, any tothe stock and the stock to them, and must be brought to
more than a mother may be called dishonest because she understand just how you wish your particular work done bethinks her very ordinary bady the prettiest in the world."
fore you can expect them to prove entirely satisfactory.
This is one of the greatest troubles which is experienced by
purchasers of trained dogs, for they expect to have them start
case wsb recently de- in, the first morning they arrive, and drive the stock well,
Interesting to Fox Hunters.
cided in England which decides the question as to whether and they disappoint their owner, as any one would well know
if he would give the subject any thought.
fox hunters in that country have a right to ride over anybody's they would
Generally, much better satisfaction is experienced by purland without making themselves liable for an action for tres- chasing a pup and then gradually accustoming him to your
against
crossing'a
Two horsemen, having been warned
pass.
own particular work than in buying a well-trained dog. The
English Kennel Club Dog Show.— The dog show of the
English Kennel Club, which has been held during the past
week at the Alexandra Palace, near London, was one of the
Never
largest ever known, there being over 1,300 entries.

noon

—

—

:

We

;

—A

:

:

;
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first thing to do when you get your pup is to accustom
to your voice and command, and until you do this
thoroughly you cannot commence handling your dog. The
best and soonest way to do this is to always feed him yourself,
and make it a point not to permit the pup to he played with
and mauled while too young. Our advice to those who want
to have a first-class dog is to let the pup run comparatively
wild, so it does not get into mischief, until be is at least eight
or tea months old, by which time he will have gotten steadier
and more easily managed, though you can in the meantime
take hiin with you when you go for your stock. Do not force
your dog, but let him take to his work gradually, and by all
means treat him kindly, for there is one peculiarity about this
breed: if you break the will of the pup by harsh treatment,
which is as useless as it is cruel, the dog will be useless. After
he has once reached full growth with his courage unimpaired
there is but little danger of having him made, cowardly and
sneaking. Whether a dog be a good one when full grown or
not depends a great deal on the one who handles it, Tor a violent-tempered man will make a cowardly dog out of his pup,
while a careful, kind and considerate man will soon have an
animal which will repay him for all his care, for it will be invaluable in herding, driving and tending almost all kinds of
stock will be invaluable as a watch dog, carefully guarding
the premises at all times, and will be a source of plea
the members of his owner's family. We know of no dog

very

him

;

which will better please the farmer, stock breeder, poultry
fancier or country gentleman than a well-bred Scotch collie.

A Bulldog Show.—The

third

show

of the English Bulldog

Club was held in LoHdon on the 20th ult. The prize li6t comprehended four classes, viz.: dogs and bitches over and under
40 pounds in weight, the first prize in each of the large classes
being £5 5s. and the club's silver and bronze medal for second
and third prize. In the small classes a silver cup, value £5
5s., with silver and brooze medals, were offered for first,
second and third prizes. This liberal prize list, says the Live
Stock Journal, brought 00 entries, and, taken as a whole, it
was perhaps the finest collection of bulldogs within the memory
of any man living. In the class for dogs over 40 pounds there
were 20 entries, and it is a fact worthy of notice that Mr. T.
B. Turton's Crib (the finest bulldog living, and perhaps ever
seen) is the author, directly and indirectly, of 10 out of the 20.
The first prize was carried by Mr. T. Verrinder'sSlenderman
he is a grand white dog, but possessing some few faults he
is long in the leg, and his tail is carried too high
his eye resembles too much that of the bloodhound, and he stands on
his legs instead of swinging between them.
The bitches in
the large class numbered eight Mr. H. Layton's Venom, bred
by Mr. Berrie, came first she is a bitch of rare quality and
points, but with very bad ears.
Class 3, under 40 pounds,
numbered eight, Captain Holdsworth's Doon Brae very justly
taking first prize this dog possesses extraordinary points, but
even he is not faultless, being rather fitil-sided, and his nose
(which is very good) might be a little larger in proportion to
his head, which, though well finished, lacks wrinkles, and has
not the "lay-back" so desirable in a bulldog; he also wants
greater depth of chest, und he would be better if a little more
out at shoulder. Class 4 was the largest in the show, there
the first prize went to Mr. Oliver's BoseTle,
being 25 entries
own sister to Donne Brae, and in many respects she is his suMr. G. Itaper's Rosy Cross, second, is beautiful, but
perior.
she has one faulty ear. Mr. W. H. John Smyth look third
with Old Sugar, whose finest point in shortness of face.
;

;

;

:

called off at the end of thirteen minutes.
Mr. Bracken's
Climb went leisurely to his work, but, as soon as he got to his
sheep did some capital work, securing one of them in eight
minutes, and the other two in nine minutes.

Underlay Stakes (open to the
any age

district

of the Association),

Dogs—1, W. Eggleton, Penrith, (Tees), 5 years 2, T.
Harper, Sedbereh (Bright), 2^ years
3, A. Cleasby, Sedbergh (Mat), Si years.
Bitches— 1, Mr. Aikrigg, Kirkby Stephen (Fan), 2 years
2, K. Atkinson, Bleasdale (Gip), 8 years; 3, "S. Downham,
Uldale(Fly), fi years. Cups—Dog
W. Eegleton (Tees).
Bitch Mr. Aikrigg (Fan).
Mr. ScarnMer's'biiff worked too wildly, and failed to pen.
Mr. Aikrigg's Fan accomplished a feat performed by no other
during the day. As the sheep ran below the upper flag. post,
her owner signalled her to Luke them back again, which she
accomplished in beautiful style. She penned her sheep in 94
minutes. Mr. Harpers Bright, was worked by a young boy.
He went at a rapid pace to Ids sheep, and, having secured the
upper flag, displayed some excellent manoeuvres.' but failed to
pen at the end of sixteen minutes. Mr. Eccleston's Tees went
straight to his work, took* the sheep carefully on the breast
of the Fell, and penned in six minutes, amidst loud applause
from the spectators. Mr, Atkinson's Gip, after she saw the
skeVp, fell to her work in nice style, and penned two iu
twelve minutes. Mr. Cleasby 'a Mat went, to the wrong side
of the sheep, but soon recovered, and penned in ton minutes.
Mr. Downham's Fly look her sheep almost to the top of the
Fell, displaying some excellent working powers, but pi olonging the trial. She penned one sheep in twelve minutes at
the end of sixteen minutes she was called oil.
Lowther Stakes (open to the district of the Association),
any age not exceeding eighteeu months
Dogs— 1 and 2 withheld for lack of merit ; 3, Peter Cummings, Howgill (Snap) 17 months.
;

;

;

;

;

The young dogs were unfortunate in their trials ih respect
to weather, heavy showers of rain aud sleet falling. Despite
this, the winning bitch, Mr. Huck's Fly, made some of the
best work of the day.
She never gave the sheep a chance of
breaking, and penned in 6 minutes. Mr. Cumming's Snap
was not judiciously worked by his owner, who distracted him
too much by a rapid accumulation of signals. Had this not
been the case, we fool assured the dog would have taken first
award, lie faded to pen at the end of 12 minutes. Mr.
Langstreth's Bob lost his sheep in the blinding rain, and as
he failed to find, was called off. Mr. Stainton's Lassie was
also unable to find her Bheep at the opening, but ultimately
penned in 7 minutes.

;

;

;

-»H

Sheep-Dog Trials.

—The

first

.

meeting of the Northwestern

Sheep-Dog Trial Association (open to the four counties of
Westmoreland, Cumberland, Lancashire and the West Biding
Yorkshire), was held on Barhon Tells, Westmoreland, last
month, and appears to have been very successful. In fact,
the working of the dogs was so interesting that we quote at
length from our contemporary, the Live Stock Journal:
There was a large gathering of spectators, the weather being
blight and fine, though vevy cold. The Countess of Bective
and several other ladies wore present, as were also the Man iuis
of Headfort, Lord Lonsdale, Lord Bective, etcThe 'meet"
was about two miles fromBarbon Station, on the London and
The road to Dent rims along a
Northwestern Railway.
valley between the Barbon and Middle! on Pells, and it was
from tlais road that the spectators witnessed the trials. Some
fifty yards in front of the space allotted to the spectators was
placed a small sheep-pen, formed of open hurdles, having a
2ft. Oin. entrance, iu which the dogs were required
to
bring and pen the sheep. Nearly a mile distant a reserve
pen had been erected, in which 100 half-bred Scotch sheep
were stored. At right angles to this was a smaller pen, into
which three sheep for each trial were carried. At a given
signal the three sheep were liberated on to the Fell, the" man
and the dog standing in the pen below. Then the owner instructed his dog to go up to the sheep, signalled it to drive
them about a quarter of a mile along the breast of the Fell,
take them round two flag-staffs, bring them down to the
valley pen, and, assisted by himself, to place the three sheep
The shepherd, however, was not alio wed to touch
in the pen.

Tub Pittsburgh Dog Snow—Pittsburgh, Pa,, Jan. 15.—
you announce the Pittsburgh Dog Show for the 8th of
January for three days. It is incorrect, as their premium list
issued to-day announces the poultry show for January 8 till
the 15th inclusive, but the dog show dates are from the I:;ih ti-

I see

the 15th inclusive. The show has every indication of being a
success.
It is to be held in the new Coliseum, than
better place could not be found. High on the bank of the Alleghany, it
well supplied with fresh air as could
The premiums amount to nearly $1,000, an
most part in cash. Notable among the exceptions are a *75
Parker gun, donated by Brown
Son, gunsi
setter dog or bitch
also a handson
fler for best
setter doe or bitch that has never taken a prize, donated
bv
1. P. O'Neil & Co., gun merchante
an
ilverware to the
amount of $50, donated by Walter E. Hague, electro-plater
and jeweler. Have not heard who is to do the judging (a
huukless labor, it seems, late ly).
.Vimr.i an.

U

&

;

.

,

TRAINING RETRIEVERS.

rapidly hoisted toward the-, overhanging limb, they set. up a.
most violent barking, which they learn gradually to commence
as soon as they see the bird stealing along the ground, and
later on by scent only, which guides them to the turd they are
allowed to see, although beyond reach. He who has worn
out his clothing, boots and patience in pursuit, of the ruffed
grouse, the most wary and yet most royal of all game birds
of the Northern States, will readily comprehend the saving
of both time and maledictions by such valuable aids, and he
is apt to find the capacious pockets of his hunting coat
more
distended after a day's hunt, when no other game than partridge may be obtained, than by relying upon the success of
his setter alone, the pointing qualities of which are often ret
at defiance by the birds rising too far ahead.
Nothing gives,
me more pleasure than a clean shot, at a bird flying like an
BJ*pw BCrosS an intervening opening to the next thicket, and
nothing next highest to this than a chance at least to mate a
miss._ I have at times, however, used exceedingly plain English in black cedar swamps, when hearing, but not seeing,
was the chief pleasure of the hunt, aud I then have often
wished for some brown, curly, eagerly-barking, never tired
little four-footed sprite to aid me in my dilemma, and bag
at
least a brace of the many I hear whirring up from time lo
time.
l.

«,—
DETROIT DOG SHOW.
.

Detboii, Mich., Dec.

15, 1878.

Editob Foekst and Stbeam and Rod and Gck

:

Inclosed please find Special Prize List, for our forthcoming
show. The number proves the great interest that is taken in
this show.
hope to have a largo entry from the East.
Special provision will be made for all dogs sent by express".
Mr. B. H. Gillman will give his supervision over all dogs that
unvy be sent without their owners being present.
As many letters have been received asking if dogs will be
allowed, for want of feather and condition, owing to being
hunted this year, I beg to say a rule is specially made to givs
them due allowance.
Entries close 31st Dec.
Yours truly,
Chas. Lincoln, Supt.
[Probably Eastern exhibitors will be more ready to send*

We

entries

when they have learned who has been appointed

to.

judge.—Ed.]
SPECIAL PBIZE LIST.
No. 1— M. S. Smith & Co., manufacturers of Jewelrv etc give'
a splendid silver cup, value JioO, for the beat keDuel of" setters, to
consist of not less than five, owned and exhibited bv one person
or kennel club.
No. 2— J. N. Dodge, Esq., of Detroit, offers two dozen decoy
ducks (weighted, anchored and strung) for the best English setter
etud dog to bo shown with two of his progeny
No. 3—Bon. Geo. C. Laugdon, of Detroit! offers a handsome
silver cup for the bent, English setter brood bitch, with two
of her

progeny under 8 months.
No. 4—The Le Eoy Shot Co. offer 125 lba. of their celebrated tia
shot for the heat English setter brood bitch, with two of nor progeny of any ago.
No. 5—The proprietors of the Euseell House offer a splendid
figure in bronze for (!,- beat native setter dog
No. B-J. J. BnelUngbnre,,va, offeraao
vaa suit rud Lif..t
native Better bitob.
-

-

No. 7-The FosBSI as
haiidaome silver cup in tl

lial

1

No. 8—The Oriental Fo
Jno. E. Long & Co., offet

lion A5B firj.v offers a
setter dog or bitch that

>ngb their agents.
of powder for the best brace of
:

isu

English setters.
No. 9— Capt. BogardUS offers one of his patent glass ball trane
for the best Iiish setter stud dog, to be shown with two
of bis ge<
No. 10 -J. N. Dodge, Esq, offers two dozen decoy dud a
(weighted, anchored and strung) for best Irish setter brood biteb
to be shown with two other progeny
No. 11— W. A. Ilolabird, of Valparaiso, Ind., offers
duck hunting suits for the best Irish setter puppy native or unpolled, under 19 mouths.
No. 12—Messrs. Parker Bros, offer one of their best breech
loading guns for the best Gordon setter dog, a very valuable
prize
,
,
,

Buffalo, Dec. 0, 1878.
Editoe Foeest and Stbkam
While hunting for ruffed grouse near Machias, Cattaraugus
County, I had, upon my return from a very successful
day's
sport, an opportunity to inspect two three-months old
puppies,
of a stock thai was claimed by the owner to be the
true Ens-

No. 13—The Batavia manufacturing Co., of Batavia, 111 offer
Moles patent glass ball trap for the best Gordon setter brood
bitch, to bo shown with two of her progeny.
No. 14— J. N. Dodgo, Esq., of Detroit, offers two dozen decoy
ducks (weighted, anchored aud strung) for the best pointer stuii
dog, to be shown with two of his progeny.
No. 15—0. B. Mabley, of Detroit, oilers a Splendid sinokin"
jacket for the best pointer brood bitch, to he shown with two o"

size of

No. Pi— Geo. Paterson. Esq., manufacturer of decoy ducks
offers two dozen decoy ducks, nicely painted, etc., for 'the best
brace of pointers, any age.
No. 17— S. W. Goorlridgo, Grafton, Vt., offers one of his best,
handmade trout rods for the best brace of pointer pnppiea
over mx months.
No. 18— The Columbus (Ohio) Kennel Club offers a lino pointer
puppy for the heat brace of pointer puppies under six months.
No. Ill— The Lb Boy Shot Co. offers 125 lbs. of their famous tin
shot for tho beet collection erf pointers, to consist of not lees than
live, to be owned aud exhibited by one person or club.
Delrt.it, manufacturer of uoota
and shoea, offers a line pair of hunting boots [wintoi
from his ca
Irish oi
rfDg pater -naiiiel
No. 21—Lawrenoe Depew, Esq offers a box of the best Mocha
and Java
or the best spaniel iu tho show.
No ,23— S. II. iv„-. L:-,, ,,fferaupair of silver napkins rings
ig flip Van Winkle and his dog, for the best cocker
spaniel, dug or bitch.
No. 23— The Dead Shot I'm,,
a keg of their best

:

They were then at that age about tie
medium-sized, full grown cocker spaniels
One was
pure dark liver, of the peculiar shade only noli,,
bred cockers, while the other— a full sister— was
white, which seemed to me rather unusual.
Thi
either betokened their being finely bred, as they were
exceed
ingly glossy, with a slight tendency to curl.
^^'g
cooped up in the rear part of a barn, where they had com.
modiouB quarters aud given now aud then liberty to run about
for exercise.
Chas. Lycll, in hia discussion upon inherited
instincts, incidentally mentions the fact that a
couple of retrievers of warranted breed, upon being taken out
Without
any previous teaming whatever into the open field for the
first time, not only hunted fairly, but retrieved
Ihe fire! bird
ever killed before them iu most approved and handsome
rem
ner, and fully as well as could be expected of
a BraUilass
the sheep.
old and trained dog.
Local Stakes, any age.
The behavior of these puppies recalled to my mind this
Dogs— 1, Joseph (Japstick, Howill (Hop), i years 2, passage in the works of the great geologist. Not only did
years; 3, Michael Aik- they delight in picking up anything at .id
Robert Bracken, Howgill (Climb),
lying about, the
yard which bore some remote resemblance to a bird—
riiig, Ravonstonedale (Jack), 3 years.
such as
Bitches— 1, Martin Airey, Middleton (Flora), 3 years 3, dried up fragments of chicken wings, etc.— but they
also retamed their hold by carrying
S. Downlmm, Sedhergh (Fly), 6 years: 3, J. Winster, Midfirmly yet sDfUy as long
as I
Cup, R. Braokerrs Climb,
years.
dleton (Bet), 8 years.
watched them, which must have been over a quarter of an
Mr. Scaife'ii Brutus worked well and quietly to the pen, hour. I have had ample experience in the training of
young
but after rounding the latter several times, the sheep broke clogs, both setters and pointers, which made most exceE
through the spectators, and the dog was crossed out. Mr. lent retrievers, but I do not remember of ever
Downham's Fly put in some beautiful preliminary work, driv- so early a fevelopmenl of th:s valuable trait m svii at^tta
ing in the sheep carefully to the pen. Mr. Tumlinson's Ned ordinary aud pronounced manner. These dogs Wi
took his sheep a long detour, and worked fitfully. Mr. Alley's ready under systematic training, to develop another trait
Flora went direct to her work, showed much sagacity aud which makes them doubly valuable in these rough and hillv
careful training.
At the pen she worked beautifully, and parts of the country, all cut up with steep and almost inaccespenned her sheep in ten minutes. Mr. Bentham's Laddie sible gullies—namely, not only to bark at, bi
refused to ascend the Fell, and was crossed out. Mr. Aik- but also to do so the moment they strike scent. Th~ trainer'
a very intelligent man, in order to stimulate this faculty
rigg's Jack worked well at the commencement, but at the end
has
of twelve minutes the sheep broke, and he was called oft' by adopted a most ingenious aud yet extremely simple
device
Mr. Capstick's Hop opened very well, bur, He uses a fresh killed partridge for this purpose,
the judges.
to which he
upper
fi.iji,
second,
the
secured
the
and
displayed
fastens
long
and
fine
missed
a
string, such as a fish line.
The bi^hi
of it is thrown over the limb of any small tree of
Kieat sagacity and obedience to orders in the penning process,
convenient
which was ncootnp ished in fifteen minutes, the dog's beauti- size and shape, iu such a manner that he may draw the bitd
Mr. Mnrtindale's quickly along the ground and hoist it uo as swiftly
ful working elicit ng much admiration.
before the
Watch went fairly to his work, but, arriving at ihe sheep, dogs can catch it, Thry are next taken to (be Vicinity Of the
worked manly, and was called off. Mr. Winster's Bet had apparatus, hied on, and whan they find themselvi
Eomtj difficulty in getting on U» track of Hie sheep, and was iu their endeavors to obtain the bird on account of its
being
lish retriever breed.
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;
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foxhound, dogoi bitch.
No, 'if-fVrd. Straton, Esq., manufacturer of hats, etc.. gives
one ol his best sdk bats for tho best barrier, dog or bitch
So 25—The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. offer 1 in,
paper shells and one dozen hoses
for the best brace of beagles that have never alien
,

l

l

I'll— Best

beagle bitch, under 13 inches, with progeny L E
Whitjnan, Esq., offers the choice of a fine
Ol In- bin,- beltonMell.
No. 27— Edward Macum, ihe Jeweler, offers a silver cup for tho
best beagle puppy under six months.
No, 28— Geo, K. Angel! offers a splendid pfetare,
a sporting scene, for the best beagle, dog 01 bitch,
No.

'

I

10.
P. Loved & Sons, of Boater M ve an elegant
parlor rifle foi tho best i'.,\- Urn,-, bitch «ilij
p
No ;;u— i:.. Anal
„t powder
-notch deetbound,
No. 31— CL-.a. A. Zimmerman. Esq,, of Rt. Paul, off
dpi ,;. ,. 'The Tight BheU" and "Hying for a
Double, " to be given to the bett English setter bitch, to
,

I

I

No,
10

td

S2—The

for horses

onio'd

aud

-Slates

Feed

cattle to the b
-'.rill

I* rlar

puppy under nixmoi

Mill oft ( » .V ten of their

-

give*

tulver

Si— Messrs, Barclay * Blaok offer a T«ry
Bitf«thebe«petaog«kibUedbyaUaj.
No.

cup

for the best,

bandBOnio parlor

FOREST AND STREAM.
MR. DAVIDSON VINDICATED.
-Editor Forkst ako Stream
Wo are glail to see yonr fairness and good Judgment lu regari to the
troubles at the Minnesota Plflld Trials. Wc, iu Toledo, who have
Known Mr, Daviilsou lor the past tifi.eeu ycara, have never kttown nnytlilng but good of him, John litis always had the name of being square
and honest la Ms transactions even too muoh so for his own good.
It will be hard worS for all the Chicago papers combined to mate
.Tohn Davidson's friends In Toledo think otherwise than that he dl all
iiis Judging at the Jlfnnesota Field Trials In an honest manner, and according to his beBt Judgment. You can Had, I think, twenty parties
!

;

i

you
can't hod one that will Bay that John ever sold them a dog and misrepresented him. This letter is simply written you to offset some I have
seen in another paper- These parties don't live within twenty miles of
him. They don't know the "Old Boy" S3 well as we do. Now, I
don't believe lu mating wagers, bnt Just for this onoe 1 will give $100
for every gentlemen sportsman living la Toledo, oulo, that Dr. Eowe
or any ono else will find, who will any that they do not believe John
Davidson Is a square, straightforward, honest man, providing they will
give me $10 for every one I will fetch that will stand by aim.
It. W. M.

who have purchased dogs

of Davidson,

and

I will voucli that

.]

Ohas. E. Whitehead, Esq., Pres. of the New York
Association fbr the Protection of Fish and Game, has
from Mr. E, C. Waller, of Chicago, a pup out
Patsy was brought over by Mr. Scott to the last
Of Patsy.
The
St. Louis bench show, -where Mr. Waller bought her.
sire of the pup, we believe, is Mr. Waller's Jack, who took
the prizes at St. Louis, Baltimore and St. Paul as the best
native setter.

—Mr.

just received

—*#*—

.

—

—

Mr. D. M. Sharpnack's (Rogers, W. Va.) liver and white
cocker Gypsy whelped six puppies December 8, sired by Doin.

Dom are

from McKoon's choicest

— —

1

—Mr.

A. Pope,

Jr., of

strains.

>•-

name of Hector
by Champion Elcho out of

Boston, claims the

for his red Irish setter puppy,
Hose, whelped Oct. 11, 1878.

—We

Canvas C'anoks.
are in receipt of many inquiries concerning canvas canoes, their qualities and cost. Our correspondents are directed to Mr. J. F. West, of East Orange, N,
qui
vise type of canvas canoes,and who.
J\, who originated the
in consequence of their increasing popularity, has made arrangements for building them to order at his shops in East
Orange, lie will be pleased to give all information desired,
and is prepared to furnish estimates.
believe the canvas
canoe cau be turned out complete, fully figged paddle, etc.,
included— for something like §05, unless extra finish is required in some of the details.
Those who have used them
speak in the highest terms of their lightness and durability.
Ah Aid to Pkosrbss. Wc learn with pleasure that
Co, 23S Washington street, Boston,
Messrs. A. Williams
have iu stock Kemp's standard works on yacht designing,
price $25, and his excellent manual of yacht aud boat sailme,
Wo bespeak for them a liberal patronage, for all ef|8.60,
forts tending toward the introduction of a more scientific condition of yacht building have our warm approval. Boston
can score another point ahead of the metropolis in this re-

Wc

&

—

—

spect.

T. T. Sawyer, Jr., of Boston, has purchased Royal Ben,
a handsome orange and white setter, by Carlowitz out of
Lucy. He is litter brother to Tirnberlake's Grattd Duke and
Lady Cyprus, who won first prize at St. Paul for the best
brace. Royal Ben will be at the Detroit Show.

Gypsy and

Fall River, May 30, 187G, the sweepstakes at the Warwick
Y, C. Regatta, July 11, 1876, first prize same Aug. 1, and
first prizes again at Providence, Aug.15 and Sept. 28. In 1877
she captured first prize/May 30,at the Fall River sweepstakes,
Htul July 16 and Aug, 3, at the Warwick T. C. Regattas. She
next won second prizes at Providence, and again Sept. 1. At
Newport the first prize once more went to her owner, July
8Sj 1&78, and likewise Sept. 20, at the Providence Y. Ci Regatta.
This ia a record that Mr. Davis may well be proud of,
and-as his boat sailed against many fast local craft, she will
probably make a good showihg with anything of her size in
foreign waters. She is to be raced next season against all
comers, with her owner at the helm as heretofore.
;

Tollpo, Ohio, Dei

here
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—Dr. H. B. Wygant, of Peekskill, 2sT. Y., clnimsthe name of
Fly for his liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, out of Flora
by Sam; whelped, July 8, 1878; purchased from M. P.
McCoon, Fraukliu, Del. Co., N. Y.

Soxtthebn CrstnsKS.— Owners of large schooners bound
south will find the following special soundings across the bar
at the mouth of the St. Johns River, Florida, of great, value,
as the coast survey charts cannot be relied upon, owing to the
shifting nature of these sands. The soundings were taken
by Cupt. Hines on the recent trip of the Mallory steamer
Western Texas from this city direct to Jacksonville, Fla., and
may therefore be relied upon. It may be added that while
the steamer went over the bar without waiting, the schooner
Ambassadress, Mr. Astor, was compelled to come-to outside
and await an easterly wind for higher water. The difference
between the soundings upon arrival and departure is due to
the fact that strong westerly winds had prevailed and driven
the water out, but by the time the Western, Texas crossed on

the run home, the shift of wind had given more depth by a
couple of feet. Going in, drawing 8Mt.. the following soundAl outside buoy, Of ins.; then 4A-, 44, 4, 8L
ings were taken:
3, 2'i, SJrfma.; J 3ft, 12, 10, 9J, 0, 01, !H, U, 91, 10, 10, 10£,
Going out. drawing 9ft, the soundings were:
11 and lift.
Safins., ISJft, 14, lor 13, 12. 18,
1H, Hi, 11, 11, H, it,
11, 10ft. Dim, 10ft. Oin., 10ft. 9in., lOi, 101, 10, 10, 10 scant,

Hi

gachfmg and gaating.
ANOTPIER STEP AHEAD.

With a blow from the east10A. 13ft.; and then 2|fms.
ward, the depth on the bir will be greater. The first set of
soundings may be accepted as the minimum likely to be
found, unless during exceptionally long blows from the
10J-,

W.

SAVED from the terrible imputation of

waving the red

flag

aboard a foreign craft under
Saved through the kindness of Messrs. Black &
alien colors
Boston,
who have sunt us a set of
street,
Washington
Co., 383
of Great Britain

and

sailing

!

i

.holographs of American yachts as anjoffset to the British cutaud yawls which have hitherto reigned supreme upon the

ters

walls of our sanctum. They are perfect specimens of the
art, and we question whether finer, more finished photos ever
Among the yachts we note the
left the gallery of any artist.

schooner Hermes, Messrs. Goodwin & Robins. She is 37ft,
1 .lin. long, 13ft. Gin. beam, a very pretty and able-looking ship,

with waist boats at her davids, single jib and plumb stem,
with just enough of the ntz retrousse to give her a jaunty appearance forward. Her easy-looking model, with ample room

on deck and below, and a

fair representative of a

numerous

very popular among onr
Eastern friends. Then we have the sloop Fairy, Mr. C. A.
long and 9ft. Gin. beam,
only
2Gft.
Gin.
Perkins et al, though
with as jolly a lot of amateurs aboard as ever trod decks ;
meerschaums and sea togs predominating among the crew of
five, who are evidently bound to have a good time while they
have the chance. The Mist, Mr. F. W. Weston, about 42 ft.
long, with lots of stowage room below and a wonderfully clear
run and handsome stern, a main boom, half of which is overboard, a narrow fore-sail and rather too much gore to the leech
She flies the burgee of the Boston V. C.
of the mainsail.
A peculiar feature to her rig is the jack yard at the head of
the main topmast staysail, adding somewhat to the size of the
sail, though we should think it would interfere with carrying
The Wyvern
the sail as near the wind as sometimes desirable.
the Brenda, Mr. Little, now having
also of the Boston Y. C.
her spars cut down, aDd a number of others, form a collection
which, wc are happy to say, will serve to keep us in the good
graces of many true Americans who abhor anything that does
not smack of Uncle Sam all over, be it good, bad or indifferAs photographs the specimens before us are perfect,
ent.
every detail of 'the' yachts' fillings being brought out in the
strongest relief, and even the pebbles on the beach may be
Co. are the first in this country to folcounted. As Black
low the example long ago set by our British cousins, and ka"ve
undertaken the promiscuous photographing of yachts for circlass of Corinthian craft just

now

,

;

&

culation

among

we trust that their efforts
meet, with a liberal response
this respect Boston scares

the general public,

supply a want long

to

from

felt will

all parties interested.

In

another point in advance of New York, and Eastern yachtsmen may be cotmxattllfited upon the rapid diffusion in their
latitudes of the "love for the sport they follow and the constantly increasing sympathy manifested for it by the public of

Oustonand suburbs.

Thb Wandebeb'S Recobp.—The

Wanderer, of Providence,
has an excellent record as a racing craft among our
and if a match between her and Fancy
or Stamp, of Boston, could be brought about next season, it
would create interest among the many ardent racing members
She is the propof Boston's numerous fleets of similar rig.
erly of Mr. Ben. Davis, of Providence, and was also built by
him in 1873. Her extreme length on deck is 25ft. 10.; beam,
and her winnings are as follows
1 1ft. 4m.; depth, 3ft. Sin.
In 1873 she pocketed the Cedar Groves Sweepstakes April
23, 1874. she took first prize at the Rocky Point match, and
April 17, 1875, the sweepstakes over the same course. At
R,

I.,

cat-rigs of the East,

:

;

;

—

Fanlu- vs Psyohk. From our contemporary, the Boston
Htraid, always replete with Eastern yachting affairs, we extract the following list of races between the two well-known
cat rig clippers, Fancy, Mr. P. Grant, Jr., and Psyc/ie, Messrs.

King & Clark. A summary of all the races in which the
Fancy aud Psyclia have sailed over the samo courses in 1878.
In somo of these races the two yachts have been in different
Classes, but have sailed over the same courses, starting together or within five minutes of each other
.Tune l.SBi'O Race, Psyche defeats Taney.
July 1, N Y C Race, Psyche defeats i'anoy
July 4, Oity of Boston Race, Fancy defeats Psyche.
duly 6, Beverly Y C Race, Psyche defeats Fancy.
July 20, Nahaaset Y C Usee, Fancy defeat.? Psyche.
.Till v 27, Beverly TE C Race, Fancy defeats Psyche.
.,;:
Eaoe, Fancy defeats Psyche.
4.1
Iiace, Fancy defeats PsyohB.
Sept 16, Nahaaset Y
Sept 1", Dorchester Si 6 R ice, Psycho defeats Fancy.
Sept 13, 8 B Y O Baofl, Psyche defeats Fancy.
Dorcnester Y C ltaee, Psyche defeats Fancy.
Sept
:

-

—

*

,

Philadelphia,

Her,. 9.

"nothing like a happy mean.
Lton, Masa., Nov. 27, 1878.
EorroB Forest axd Stbeajk :
I have been vbt.v much interested in "Podgera'," "Corinthian's 'I
and other letters to yonr paper, but am inclined to think that they
I think thoy go to extremes in their ideas of
in the matter of rig.
1 beiieve that
model, as regards depth and beam, will give bettor satisfaction than an extreme either way. I don't believe in that soow
of " Podgers" that lays to ao well in a breeze, simply becauae ods,
sea knooks her to leeward, and she lies there and waits to be hit

are both wrong.

models more especially than
a

medium

How would she work if she had a lee shore handy, and
claw off against a nasty sea ? Wouldn't he like something
had some hold on the water, ao that Bho would not slide off
like a crab, two feet to leeward for one ahead ?
The members of
our yaeht clab have demonstrated to their own satisfaction that
centreboard alone will not hold a boat with " low bilges and very
little deadrise" from going to leeward, and the rougher the water
the more will she play erab. Several of our shoal yachts have had
their boards enlarged to make them hold on better, but the only
result, in every instance, was to lessen their stability and make
them cranky. At the same time onr experience ahowa that a boat
whose body not keel— ia deeply immeraed, will, without any
centreboard down, or false keel, hold a better wind than a ahoal
boat with ah the centreboard you cordd pnt into her. And on the
other hand, the very narrow and deep boat has its faults, some
very grave. Take, for instance, a certain cutter that waa import^
ed from " Old England" into these waters.
She ia about 28ft.
keel, 38ft. on deck, about 8ft. beam, and a draught of 8ft. or more,
with a eternpoat standing out at an angle of about lodeg.l
Now,
if she ia the typical English cutter, I don't want any m mine.
I
have seen her in a race with the bunt of her balloon jib dragging
in the water; and that running off the wind, almost before it, in a
moderate breeze, not over Cvo or six knots. X have aeen a whole
Heel of 18 or 20ft. cat-boats beat two or throe miles dead to windward while she was going two-thirda the distance, almost on her
beam onds a good share of the time, with her crew sitting on the
outBido, and their feet hanging over the deck. How much comfort
could a man take iu such a craft, say beating across Nantucket
Shoala, or up Vineyard Sound, or any other rongh place ?
She
wouldn't sink neither would a bottle well corked; but one would
be about aa pleasant as the other to sail on.
No, air
Give mo
a yacht of fair beam, neither very narrow nor very wide ; build
her as deep as you would a keel boat of moderate depth, and
leave the keel off, and put in a centreboard
give her a fair
amount of canvas in a cutter rig, and I will show your diver or
soap box a clean pan of heels to a windward port, or anywhere
else, in a breeze of wind, and ehe will have aomo comfort under
her dock besides.
Don't you think that there is such a thing as
getting ballast too low down, and that an iron or lead shoe hurts
a boat more than it helps her in a seaway in a great many instances, making her "loggy," and causing her to dive like a loon ? 1
don't mean a boat that won't stand up in a dead calm without
one, for eho is only an apology for a yacht, anyway.
GbampcS.
again.

had

to

that

—

—

andS.W.

.

regatta, beating the
at the 1\ sign's Point
She had a dash
Qenang, Annie, Lulu, Damson and Josie.
with the Dawson, and won 850, and also beat the Holland for
In the first race she was handled by Captain Jack May$30.
berrv; in the Kaign'a Point regatta, Captain Charley Humes
sailed her, aud in her dash with the Holland (when it blew a
sale) she was sailed by that gritty little yachtsman, Harry
Clay Funk, one of the most skillful sailors on our river.
Next season she wili undergo a thorough overhauling, and
brilbant record of the
it is expected that she will sustain her
C. O.
past season.

!

;

-

,

5 seconds difference in time.

These two yachts stand at the head of everything in American and Canadian waters in the number of prizes taken,
the Fancy being credited with 11 and the Psyche 12, all taken
iu regular club regattas.

Voick of a CoMNTHiAsr

Montreal, Dec. 11.

— Next

spring

I will spin you a yarn anent yachting prospects for 1879, and,
if possible, a description of the various craft in this vicinity.
Your record of races in the last two numbers of Fobbst and
Stream is just what's wanted, and of immense service to the
yachting fraternity. Iu connection with the past season I
may say the good old sport has gained many admirers here,
ami rill that is wanted to make for 1870 a good record is increased financial prosperity. Regarding Corinthian principles,
a recent cruise I hud iu July aud August on the Bay of Fun-

The cutter our friend "Grampus" refers to has many a
time, and oft, given the sloops the go-by in just the water in
which he fears for her safety and comfort. Having been
lengthened, she lacks valuable freeboard, and this is the cause
why she may heel more than is customary. But the heeling
and diving propensities of the cutter are greatly overdone by
most of our correspondents, who draw too often upon imaginary terrors in picturing in too vivid colors the predicaments
of their crews iu heavy weather. To all open to this charge
we beg to offer this suggestion Is it rational to suppose that
:

the 2,000 cruising yachts of Great Britain, which never enter
a race, and have not been built to cheat any time allowance
rule, and which, one and all, make the open sea their cruising

ground from one end of the year to the other, which know
nothing but heavy weather and steep seas, and aboard of
which whole families may be found enjoying a life at sea,— is
it reasonable to suppose that nothing but pig-headedness prevents all their owners from adopting more beam, if the presumed advantages resulting are of such a paramount character
as many of our correspondents imply ?
Hardly. Englishmen can claim among their amateurs many able designers,
who know full well what is going on in America, and who
have in their possession the lines of our best sloops, and
they see no cause for a change, though their eyes are open
wide enough. Some of their racing cutters may be built too

day aud Bay de Chaleurs has more firmly convinced me, if
such were possible, of the inutility of the " skimming-dish "
Theory is all very well, but, to my mind,
for rough waters.
" the proof of the pudding is the eating." 1 have sailed all
sorts of craft, and, though for inland shallow waters the
"dish" may pass, they stand, in my opinion, very poor for
comfort and seaworthiness when tough work is before them
and one must not forget that "calm seas never yet made a
Anti-Connthians can make a few points in theory
sailor."
how few they can easily find out by practice. Let them put
their dish alongside an English cutter for a week's cruise in
weathers, aud see which will come out at the right side of
the horn. When shelter can be had in a few seconds, they are
safe but let them face the music that an English cutter is
daily accustomed to, and their theory will up thi flue.
all

narrow, at a sacrifice of sea-going qualities, inconsequence
of the R. Y. A. rule levying

upon beam.

But it

;

—

common

Hi UTiTATJGItT.

Thb Cobill, Editor Forest «nd Stream : Under head of
" List of Winning Yachts, 1878," I notice the name of C'ahiil
Certainly you have gone to a great
aa having won a race.
deal of trouble and expense to make your list complete, and
eyou a little information in regard to the above
yacht.
The boat was built aud is owned by "aplain R. G,
Wilkins, of Cooper's Point, N. J., and is nam&i the Charles
(Joldll (not CaltiU), after the commodore of the Cooper's Point
Yacht Olub. She is cat-rigged, and is 17 feet long on deck,
and 17 feet 11 inches on the keel, is 8£ feet beam, her mast ia
she carries 05
32 feet long, boom 27 feet, aud gaff 17 feet
Bipiarc yards of canvas.
She has been successful in four
She won the first
regattas, and carries three champion flags.
flag at the Cooper's Point regatta ou the Fourth of July, beating the Jotsk, Damon, Kramer ami Holland-, She won the

sense to suppose that the cruisers,

the racers ten to one, and

I

is

stretching

who outnumber

are not in the least affected

by
any rule of tonnage, would allow custom among the handful
of racing yachts to dictate dimensions and model to them at
a
sacrifice of that quality which they more highly prize
than
speed. Our readers may as well set this one thing down as
an indisputable fact the English cruising cutter, with 4 to 41
beams for length, is an excellent, able, comfortable, safe
speedy and handy cruiser, and the advocates of the sloop
have a great deal to do yet in the way of improving the customary model before it can begin to compare iu seaworthiness
and " all-round " qualities with the cutter. And by the time
they have so improved the sloop they will find themselves
aboard something that does not radically differ from the ver.

—

;

who

:

:

cutter they

now too

condemn.

hastily

The

centre of gravity

of the cutter is in the best position for all purposes, right at

A

many

popular misconceptions concerning the cutter are still in vogue, notably the current impression concerning her displacement being greatly in excess,

the load line.

great

and her above-water body, or spare buoyancy, considerably
To these and other errors,
less than that of the sloop.
arising from a lack of the application of mathematics to yacht
design, and the ready acceptation in consequence of pretentious and glib sounding, but generally meaningless, phrases
knights of the thumb-rule,

the

of

;

greater length

when

1
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opportunity

we

will again recur at

offers.

EVIDENCE FOR THE SLOOP.

tho very extreme end of tbe bowsprit, should be fastened the topmast stay, upon wbich, in light weather, a jibtopsail or balloon-jib
might be set.
The topmast should also be arranged so as to set

the water, turns a somersault (we were on the point of writing handspring), and falling to the water, hits the fly with
hia tail.
If he hits it at all, hfi not only diminishes his
chances of getting it into his mouth, but endangers the light

a gafftopsail in light weather.

Now what have we got i A boat that can be easily handled, free
from all gill guys, with safe and compact BailB. If you want to
get under way, after hoisting the mains-ail, runup the outer jib
and cast to starboard, or put as you may wish. When well under
way and clear, up with tho inner jib or foresail, and away you go.

We should not like to fish with the
took tho fly in that way, and
the Beaverkill trout have that habit, we shall feel like declining our good friend's invitation to fish tho stream.
tackle of the angler.

finest tackle if trout invariably

if

We

Eomember

him fish.
Now, we have seen many other kinds

will be content to see

that the foresail sheets should work upon a traveler,
as should the main sheet and all in the world that you will have
;

when close hauled and beating to windward will bo
tho outer jib sheets— the other sails will take care of themselves.
Should it come on to blow, in with the inner jib, and you will feel

to attend to

by the hundred, at a time, in every poscurve and segment, and have "jigged" them with a
tail, and in every other part of the body excepting the mouth.
Only those which took the bait fairly were
hooked in the mouth. But salt mackerel are not fresh trout

instance,) in the air
sible

squid in the

your boat relieved at once. If it still blows, lay the boat to, down
jib and furl it, and clap a reef in the mainsail
then hoist up the
foresail, and stand on your course.
In very bad weather you have
only to olap a second reef into the mainsail, and you are all snug;
but if you should be caught in a regular snorter, your balanced
reefed mainsail ought to enable you to lay to like a duck, the rest
of your canvas being furled.
Now as to tho centreboard In unknown waters it acts as a lead,
and gives notice of shallow water more perfectly than would be
done by standing in the chains and " throwing the lead." The
moment your board touches it is drawn up, and your boat that
a moment before drew eight feet of water now only draws four,
and you change your course, or go about and escape danger.
There are several harbors in the neighborhood of this city notably situated— as Cat River— where, should it come on to blow
from the eastward, a centreboard boat could find shelter at an
hour's tide, while your deep-keel boat would be compelled to keep
outside, and on a lee shore, too.
We laugh at the Chinese sometimes, although they have given
us the mariner's compass, water-tight compartments and the lee
board, which is only our centreboad on tho outside of the boat,
and pulled up or let down on each tack on each side, and I cannot
;

:

New York, Nov. 25, 187S.
Editor Forest and Stream
That every one has a perfect right to build a cutter if he thinks
he wanta one I will not gainsay, but when any one says our sloop
1b nnseaworthy I feel like screeching with poor Greeley," 'Uli, you
villain, Uli !' To the proof." Our coast from Jlontauk to Hatteras
in the winter time, you will admit, is a tolerably bad one, and any
one running it down continually from October to March can rely
upon seeing Bome hard blows and rough water. Yet you will find
our oyster Bloops, such as Ellsworth's, the Eockaway boats, and
those from the South Bay, como and go at all seasons, and the
very nature of their business makes it imperative with them to go,
and go quickly. With an intimate acquaintance with the majority
of these boats I know of none drawing over 5ft. loaded, and as a
rale their draught is not over i.
Their rig is the sloop pur et
simple, and they are all eentreboardera.
This to my mind shows
that the sloop, properly built, rigged and handled, is without
a peer for speed, handiness, comfort and ability. If you wish to
prove it, just get one of the Eockaway skippers to give you a lift
when they are going home some day with the wind S. E. and an
see why it could not be mechanically fastened so strong as to reebb tide; and under these conditions you will find Coney
place our centreboard, which now takes up all the room iu our
Island point about as rough a spot as you will care to go around
cabin. Its principle of action is exactly the same.
Besides this,
As an old hand told me some two years ago, when I asked,
the Chinese know enough to bring all parts of the after loach of
him if we were going to get to the Inlet, " If I can get round the
a sail to the wind, as well as the lower part, which we command
p'int I can go to Bermuda." My word for it, you will have a better
by means of a boom. By small bamboos running across tho sail
opinion of the sloop.
(A. good boat to try it in is GrMa.~)
That
at intervals, parallel to the boom, they ate enabled to attach small
Vision is no sea boat I admit, but one swallow don't make a sumehoets or vangs to each of these, and thus have a series of shoots
mer any more than it makes a fellow drunk. Grade, with proper
up and down tho after leach, drawing the upper part inboard as
treatment, is a good sea boat, though to my mind too big for that
well as the foot. Besides this also, when they want to reef, they
rig but we have dozens of sloops, from Midge's 30ft. to JSunsby's
lower the sail into a series of standing brails, and the thing is
or Orion's 50, that can go in any company in any weather. As you
dono.
Lowering away is all that is needed, and by means of the
have had some controversy about small Corinthians, let me call
halliards one can reef the sail one inch or six feet, as may be deyour attention to Midge— she was built by a friend of mine and
Rest assured we have muchjet to learn, and it is my amsired.
yours— as embodying all the points sought for in a small boat.
bition to own a 30ft. boat rigged Chinese fashion, with a sail all
I have known her to work down the beach under two reefs when
in one piece that will instantly brail, and the useful centreboard
the sea was high enough to break from Duckbar to the point of
on the outside, and what you, Mr. Editor, will probably think exbeach at Rockaway, and not a patch of clear water in Fire Island
tremely outrageous, the bows and etorn " square-toed," aa " Pod
Inlet.
She is comfortable and roomy, as her owner and frlonds
gers" calls the soows which he says
go outside all along the
and as to speed, ask your friend Cary Smith how fast
will testify
coast, and invariably outsail and outwoather the round-bottomed
she is on the wind blowing a breeze and the water lumpy.
Yet
craf t."
Such a boat shall I surely build " when my clipper ship
she is a sloop and a centreboarder— not built on the wave lino or
comes in."
Fusil.
any other theory, but on the principle that you cannot get a good
The lines that are
little boat without you have plenty of boat.
good for 30ft. are not worth shucks for 40, and it is the overlooking
:

and

(?)

Jack Curlew.

Black Bass, Mieropterun salmoide* ;
M. palliduH.

CHINA TO THE RESCUE.

Sea Bass, Satenops

Boston, Mass., Nov. 25, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

Ftsn in Market—Retail Prices. —Bass,

kindly said that your columns are open to all who may
on the subject of deep-water yachting.
some of your correspondents have been pounding you
with a heavy head sea, and I want to add my mite to the gale, by
which we hope to shipwreck your thoory. So let me have my say
I think that in the controversy now going on, most of your

Yon have

desire to advance ideas
I see that

;

My

;

New York, Dec. 10, 1878,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Dear Sir—Your diagram on page 384 (last week's paper),
is wrong; at least, that is not the way trout conic out and
strike the fly when they strike it with their tails and catch it
in their mouths.
If they struck from beueath with their tails
you would be right, and undoubtedly they would knock the
fly away.
But they don't. The trout comes out at the
water, turns his tail up in the air, his head apparently resting
on the water, curves the tail over, like the upper right hand
part of a capital G-, and slapping the fly with his tail he. knocks
the fly down to the sui-face of the water. Having struck the

;

;

;

but, 18; haddock, 6; codfish,
18; lobsters, 10;

salmon

blackiisb, 15

(j;

sheepshead, 25

;

scallops,

;

flounders, 10

pickerel, 12;-^;

18;

hard crabs, $3.50 per 100

;

soft crabs, $1.50

HOW TROUT TAKE A

readers and the public are interested in solving the following

;

eela,

$1 per gallon; whitefish

trout, 18; black bass, 15; red-snapper'

15;

per doz.

FLY.

problems
1.

How

and proper for me to cruise
summer weather without danger, and without

small a boat

outside with in
carrying a crew
3.

What

is it

safe

?

shall

my

be the rig of

1.

A boat

30ft. in

length over

and

boat, so that myself

friend or brother can handle her ourselves iu all weathers
3. What is the best model for safety, combining speed?
all is sufficiently

?

large for outside

3.

The rig should be a modification of the English cutter rig.
The model should be of the shallow, broad-beam style, with

centreboard.

Every

sailor

knows tho danger

of an

immense tnainboom "

tak-

ing charge of the quarter deck ;" and nothing perhaps is so frightful as to see this great stick of timber thrown skyward as the boat

windward, when running almost dead before the wind or
not cutting this antic, to see it plowing into tho sea when she
My first care would be to reduce the length of
the mainboom, so as to make it perfectly manageable in all weathers, and small enough to be jibed in comparatively bad weather
rolls to

;

if

rolls to leeward.

without endangering the boat.
To rig my centreboard, 30ft. boat, with 12ft. breadth of beam, I
would plaoe the mast iu tho same position as in the English cutter
.45 of her length from forward at which point it can be splendidly Btayed, being bo far alt as to be nearly in a lino with the
greatest beam of the boat. I would have nothing to do with bowsprits that rig in, or topmasts that house or work on a Gunter's
but having reduced my mainsail by placing the mast so far
elide
aft, and having it bo broadly stayed, I would boo that the sail was

who

maintain that trout sometimes, or at

times, flop the fly into their mouths with their

tails, tell

he seems to reverse the action of hia muscles,
and with his head curved around from beneath (as I explicitly
my former letter), in tbe opposite direction to the tail,
and very like a capital O (here the head would be
right-hand corner of the letter), he shoots forward and takes
the fly in his mouth.
In this operation he is often ca
the tail. Trout frequently strike natural flies to the
the same way.
I have seen them do so.
I cannot prove it.
I do not possess an electric quickness of vision; but I have
fly as described,

all

us

said iu

whether they likewise flop the minnow, frog, worm, spoon or
whatever other bait is trailed upon the surface. If not, why

1

Why

not the latter as well as the fly ? Moreover,
when a trout leaps clear of the water and happens to get
hooked, is he ever hooked in the mouth? Is he not always

not 1

cruising, except in winter.
2.

Will those

studied trout carefully, in their own haunts, with thi
of tackle, and have taken many a basketful, always on a fly,
for the last twenty-two consecutive trout seasons, and tbe
trout does possess a gift of dexterity most amazing, as you
correctly remark.
I cannot tell how it might be " with a
fish-line all in a heap or coil on the surface of the water," as
you suggest, because 1 don't throw my fly in that way.
There are gentlemen enough who will read this who can
prove that statement, I guess. And I think you are mistaken about its "not Doming natural to the trout" to slap the
fly into liia mouth with his tail, because the trout that 1 have
seen doit were wild trout, in their natural slate, not domesticated on liver, etc. and they were of various ages, but generally from seven to thirteen inches in length. A nd f can only
wish that you would accept
oft-repeated invitation to go
up with me to the Beaverhill and Willewemoc so you might,
like Izaak of old, show me "fishing as good anglers fish."
I'll showyou fine trout, and maybe a few will turn somersaults
for you.
Yours truly,
Geo. W. Van Siclex.

hooked in the tail, or in other parts of the body, by the
" wrist-knack." When trout do jump clear of the water,
as they often do at evening, are they not then the most difficult
The most certain to miss the fly ? Then, if it be a
to catch ?
fact, as asserted, that trout do frequently flop the fly (flop the
fly, is good) Into their mouths with their tarts, what becomes
of the real fact that so large a portion of

their

number

10, 1878.

A

20 cents
smelts, 20
salmon, 35; mackerel, 20 shad, CO; white perch, 15
green turtle, 18; terrapin, via per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents halibluefish, 15

here

;

Pike o Pickerel, Esax lueius.
Tel to? Peroli, 1'erca ftavescenn.
White Percli, Xorone americana.

ocellalus.

we pause

the subject,

others delights me, I have tried to be observant of their habits
and ways, and the result has been to impress me with this
opinion: First, that trout do not ordinarily, by any device or
movement, try to get the fly under the surface before they
seize it; their power of rapid leaping upward in the watt'r
will enable them nearly always to cover with [heir mouths a
fly on the surface, whether living or artificial.
Second, I fed
confident that there are exceptions to this rule, whether these
occur because the trout deems from the colors and appearance
of the particular fly proffered to him that he requim
treatment from the usual, or whether tbe state of 'the Mow of the
water ou the surface seems to make him doubt if an assault with
open mouth will be a success, or whether it is mere wantonness from exuberance of " feeling his oats," I don't undertake
to decide.
But 1 do say that I have iu my time ba&keted sundry trout which have slapped my fly under water before Ihey
seized it.
I presume this movement is accomplished with a
blow of the tail, for I do not see how otherwise it could lie accomplished. On such occasions he gives about as much time
for observation as it requires to wink one's eye.
You can see
the leap and move of his body, and your fly is under the surface before the hook has struck.
One instance will live in my
recollection.
I was fishing on a clear mountain stream in
northern Pennsylvania, below a dam, at a point near the tall
where the water was full of rapid swirl and air bubbles.
beautiful trout rose for three successive leaps he failed to
seize the fly on account of the unsteady motion on the surface
of the water.
1 halted, went to the bank, lit my dudeen and
smoked calmly for a quarter of an hour, at the end of which
time I presented to hi m for the fourth time the winged deceiver. He broke from the water with a rush that showed me
his noble proportions, carried the fly down with bim, but not
iu his mouth, I feel sure, and the joyful tug came later when
the fly was down some inches under the surface.
He
was a 10-incher, and one of the most beautifully marked trout
I ever saw.
sum of the whole matter is that trout ordinarily take the flyou or near the surface with the onward
rush of their leap bli! that on some occasions, for reasons
best known to themselves, they will thrash the fly under
water before seizing it. No part of your valuable paper is
more acceptable to ine than the descriptions by intell
servers of the habits of beasts, birds or fishes.
Joe.
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FISH IN SEASON~°1FoR

away from

:

'

naval architects

get farther

PHiLADKLvniA, Dec.

;

many

we

Editor Forest aud Strkajii
Apropos of the method in which trout take the fly, a good
deal of discussion necessarily goes on in such a sheet jib yours
between parties who have a measure of right on their "side,
and who, having seen part of the truth, think they have seen
it all.
I have captured trout with the fly for more years than
I care to confess, and, as it is the one sport which ":

;

to grief.

lest

for the present.

:

of this important point that brings so

of fish (mackerel for

aTe

taken beneath the surface, and so few above it ? Our diagram
of last week was to show the impossibility of accomplishing

The line of direct rise and the contact are
the feat at all.
supposed to be shown, immediately .after which the trout
turns tail and makes for the bottom, throwing his tail upwards as he descends.

;

my

—

Editor Fobest and Stream:
Hear Sir— If you can spare the space 1 should

;

like to

have

made

the chance to put in your excellent pi
how
trout take a fly. As you are aware, 1 have made the painting
of brook trout my study for several years, and have spent

Three feet out on the
to the boat, with martingale and stays.
bowsprit I would fasten the forestay from the mainmast head ; to

weeks and months watching their motions and habits in addition to that, have fished tor them more or less every season
for twenty years past.
I have lain on the banks of a trout
stream by the hour watching their play, for they are very
playful when not disturbed, and 1 have seen them hundreds
;

the end of the bowsprit I would lead another stay from the mainoast head, and on these two stays I would set two jibs— or jib
and foreuaU, if you please— the outer jib to have pennants to work

over the inner stay in going about.

Outside of

all thlB

again,

i

i,

with two good reefs, and holes for a balance reef to lay to
under in a summer gale if necessary.
I would have the bowsprit of good, solid timber, well fastened

flies, sometimes very d(
and I have yet to see them strike a fly
otherwise than in play, and very rarely then.

of times taking natural
at others very quick,

The

fish

will succeed

no better

if

he shoots clear out of

I

with their

tails,

I

FOREST AND STREAM.
A

on

when

sees a tly fall on the water or
come floating down the current, rises straight at it, tal
his mouth and returns, the florwxtward turn, makewhai
call the s^virl, and that is the moment to strike.
Ou reaoMog
bi
testing place he swallows his prey.
If the fish BH
anything wrong in thfl bs
be blows or spits it from
0]
his month 'with, consul
'nee in n while a trout
will jump clear Out oi the water in his eagerness to catch an attractive fly, and if he misses it repeat the jump a number of
times.
I could fill pages of queer circumstances connected
with the. feeding of trout, and I think all experienced anglers
Will agree with me when I say that the more one fishes for
them the less certain one feels about their habits. The flies
of one season are useless the next, the theories of lust season
Trout often
are upset by the experience of this, and so on.
miss the fly or become suspicious, and a quick strike will hook
them foul as tbey turn to go down. 1 am afraid Mr. Prime's
idea or theory cannot be sustained by any evidence.
He
brought the subject up at one of the meetings of the " Society
for the Protection of Game," but, if 1 remember, ihe anglers
present all differed with him.
W. Holbehton.
trout

llie

teed,

it

!

.

I

FisnKiiL-oN-THE-HirosoN, Dec.

14, 1878.

Editor Fokbst and Stream
The discusion as to how a trout takes a
:

fly, has in it some
I have read Mr. Prime's very interestconsiderable interest.
ing book, "I Go-A-Fishing,'' and remember of his spealuug of
Mr.
tVput striking the fly with their tails before taking it.
Van Siclcn has seen them do it also. Probably owing to my
less keenness of vision 1 never have, although I always
thought my eye-sight was as good as the best. I have very
frequently hooked rout and bass in the tail, andonco hooked
a trout in the tail when fishing with bait. In this case he
might have tried to shovel the bait into his mouth with his
tail, but as the water was very deep I could not say for a fact.
I onco hooked a pound trout in the tail while' fishing the
Lacka.wack stream
Ulster Go. He was in a pool and I saw
the motion of the water as he went for my fly, but he saw me
too, I thick, for he turned short and started for the bottom
with the hook fast in his tail, but 1 don't think he had any
idea of striking the fly, for he was evidently trying to get out
of sight; and I think {hat if trout were in the habit of striking
the fly with their tails there would be a good many more
caught in that way. The editor gives the trout credit for
being a hold biter, which he deserves, and Mr. Van Siclcn
thinks they are not, because he has seen them in clear pools at
low water, and has put grasshoppers, crickets and worms
under their noses and they would not take them. I don't
know what fish would under the same situation but a sunlish
or minnow. I have always found that a trout could see me
about as soon as 1 could see him along the stream, but a trout
when he starts for a fly or bait and is not interfered with goes
with a rush and strikes hard. Mr. Prime also states that he
has seen a trout start from a point forty feet distant, for a bait
in the Pemigewassct, and take it. This should be evidence
enough that they are bold biters.
I

m

fr

sight of fishes is necessarily limited; as ours would be in bazy
or fogey weather.
It is neither fair nor logical to presume
in water ought to discern objects in the atmosphere
above, any clearer or plainer than we can perceive objects in
while
the water
standing on the brink.
are altogether
too prone to judge everything from our own standpoint, and
to attribute to our own cleverness results that in all proba-

We

bility

depend upon

other

and

extraneous

circumstances.

Who

of as could tell a skillfully tied artificial fly from a real
one beneath the water, when its surface was ruffled by a
brisk breeze, shadowed by drifting clouds, covered with the
froth and suds of an eddy, or surmounted by the foam and
bubbles of a rapid t Yet, there are those who contend, because fish fail to detect this dilference through the same obstacles to clear vision, that they are of a veri ty near-sighted and
easily fooled by the very poorest semblance of a fly or feathery nondescript ; but let one of these persons try a cast of the
best flies upon a bright, still day, w ben the water is perfectly
clear and the surface like a mirror, and if he expects to get a
rise under such conditions ho himself must be very near-

405

grounds, with the same hook, with serving and finely died point, and
marked hy flio cuts. I knew it weU. 1 told ihis to one of our smackmen
here believing lie would tell me, " Yon don't expect me to swallow
that ;" but he replied, " Yes once I was Ashing off Block Island didn't
have much luck lost a heavy hook and some feet of line thought I'd
try a run down to Coxen's Ledge, when I'll be d-d If I didn't catch
1

;

—

;

that

same

flsh

and he bad rny gear

in hla

;

Another says, "I

Jaw."

fell

In with some awordflsh off Montauk and got a oouple and pat tho Iron
Into a big one, but it tore out the Iron struck his back fin. and out It into two parts, and It looked pretty ragged, The next day we went off
;

Block Island and I Baw the same flsh, and again off No Man's Land
I got to Nantucket I saw nun again
I met the same fellow
off the Capes, and finally ran afoul of him off Portland, where I got him.

and when

He was

1

the

Bame

any Judge, which

I struck and lost off
Montauk. and his fin hadn't healed
It is well known that whales have
been killed, having irons In them marked with vessel's name, years
after and thousands of miles from the spot where they were Ural
flsh, if l

ain

!

struck.

misai..

Mew

sighted indeed.
On the other hand, any one who has seen a
black bass dart like an arrow aud seize a minnow swimming
UnbluiHtiotiii.
quietly thirty feet away, or a brook trout flash like a meteor
for a dragon fly hovering near the water at the same distance,
must admit that their visual powers are sufficient for all prac- Tits Yachtsman's Handy Boojc. By W. H. Bosser. Ohas.
Wilson, 157 Leadenhall St., London, E. 0., England.
tical purposes.
1 am well aware that scientists consider fish myopic or nearAa a rule, there ia no branoh of yaohting less understood or apsighted not, however, on account of excessive convexity of preciated than the science of navigation.
An elementary work
the cornea, as is popularly supposed, for it is an exploded
touching only npon eneh portions of the science aa are really
theory in medical science that myopia depends necessarily
necessary and within the comprehension of an ordinary eduoalion,
upon this condition indeed, in fishes the cornea is almost
is, therefore, a book that is sure to bo welcomed by the Btudent
flat, while in birds of prey, which have a very extended range
of vision, the cornea is quite convex. From the lack of an- who desires to acquire familiarity with his favorite sport in all Its
alogy, from the great difference of construction of the ocular different phasea. Suoh a book is the ono now under notice. Preand auditory apparatus of fishes and terrestrial animals, and pared expressly for the use of amateurs by writers who are familfrom the wide difference in the properties of the media of air iar with their needs and capabilities, the text has been confined
aud water, I am convinced that the organs of the special strictly to the solution of a "day's work," other valuable inforsenses of sight and hearing in fishes are not well understood mation
being incidentally incorporated wherever neoded.
Wo
at the present day
and I am confident that future investigaadmire the system and arrangement throughout the book, and
tions will prove them to be possessed of much greater acutcbeginners
will find the care taken in this regard a material help to
ness of vision and hearing than is now accorded them.
thom in mastering what is too often considered as purely abstruse
It is a well-known fact that fishes are attracted by any gay,
and of little practical value. The leading chapter entora npon
bright or glittering substance, as a finger-ring, a sleeve-button,
or a coin, and have deliberately swallowed them when dropped the arithmetic of navigation. In it the relatione of degrees, minin the water.
I have caught brook trout with wintergreen
utes and seoonds of arc and tinie are explained.
The conversion
and partridge berries, the bright scarlet color seeming to al- of time or hour angles into arcs then follows,
with an elucidation
lure them, and I have even caught them with a naked bright
The compass, its variations, correction
of the scales employed.
fish hook
but all this does not prove that they were the vicleeway and currents, and allowances
tims of a myopic mistake.or|lhat Wtheir near-sightedness they of courses to true courses
tho log, common and patent, aro all taken up in sucmistook these various articles for something else
neither for same
does it prove that a black bass will grab at a trolling spoon, cession, and their working laid bare in plain, terse language, which
a bluetish snaps at a bone squid, or a Spanish mackerel seized can be understood almost for the trouble of reading.
The next
a metal or pearl troll under the delusion that they arc really division treats of the " sailings" and working out of a ship's posichoice shiners or delicate piscatorial tidbits. A camel, it is tion at soa by " inspection" or rule of thnmb.
Eor that purpose
said, will bolt all sorts of substances, as metal, glass, stones,
the construction of traverse tables is fully gone into, and departleather, etc., but when was his shortcomings attributed to
difference of latitude entered upon
and thon a sample
short-sightedness? Our dogs will often refuse good, clean ure and
food and hunt up an old dry bone, a stone, an old shoe, or a of a full "day's work" ia given, for practical purposes the ubs
ohart
of
the
is
considered.
Beyond
this
the
taking
of observations
stick, and will gnaw them with delight, and even swallow
them with evident gratification.
Birds will peck at and of heavenly bodies receivea attention, including, first, a descripswallow bright beads, colored threads, etc., and kittens will tion of the construction and handling of the Bextant, and the mansieze, claw and bite almost any moving small object
but ner of taking an altitude, tides, time of high water, and magnetthese vagaries are attributed to the idiosyncracies of the aniism of ships andnext, the mothod of finding latitude hy meridian
mals mentioned, while in fishes they are asscribed to defecaltitude, longitude by chronometer and sun's altitude, azimuths
tive sight. Does a salmon or a shad at spawning-time seek
In
out and ascend its native stream by instinct, smell or sight? and amplitudes, tho latter two for correcting the compass.
addition to this, somo very handy and useful brief rules in navigaIt is very convenient, but not at all satisfactory to give instinct the credit for this truly wonderful faculty, on the same
gation, the working of logarithms, aud much other interesting
principle that Coleridge accounts for the blindness of love.
matter ia inoluded in this volume, which, we need hardly add,
"Uln eyes are In liia mind."
should be found aboard every yacht whose owner lays claim to
But what are a fish's eyes for ? According to our present being a thorough yachtsman. Many a leisure hour can be profitaknowledge they are to enable him to become " a snapper-up bly spent in its perusal the interest will hardly flag, for the book
of unconsidered trifles " with hooks attached to them
has been eo written as to make an easy and agreeable study out of
Now, as far as the artificial fly is concerned, when it is cast
what in less able hands would have become a desultory mixture.
lightly upon a fretted surface, I think it is generally taken by
a fish under the impression that it is a natural insect
but Not the least valuable foature in thiB work is the International
;

|

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Yours
i/

Flip Flat.

truly,

Elmika, N.
Editob Foeest and Stream:

Y.,

Doc. 14, 1878.

Permit another lover of the gentle art to enter an opinion
relative to the manner in which a trout takes a fly, particularly when he "' takes it with his tail." I most corroborate
the observations of your sprightly correspondent, Geo. W.
Van Siclen, and declare that trout So strike both natural and
I doubt not that almost every
artificial flies with their tails.
angler has seen this performance. But 1 cannot say that the
fly is knocked into the month of the trout, for you see that
statement", to be verified, requires an acuity of vision not
impression has always been
possessed by the subscriber.
that the movement was intended to submerge the insect that
Have you never seen a
it might the more readDy be taken.
trout strike a flying insect with his tail, leaving him helpless
for an instant upon the surface of the water, then to disappear
in a swirl made by the returning fish as he sucks him in ? Eh?
That performance is of such frequent occurrence that it cerI have had this
tainly could not have escaped your notice.
occur repeatedly during a day's fishing on the Lycoming to
artificial flies, occasionally capturing the sly gymnast hy
hiscaudal appendage, when my strike was quick enough. By
the way, he doesn't strike the fly in the manner illustrated by
that double tailed fish in the last Forest and Stream, but
exactly the reverse of that. Flop him over the other way and
make him strike downward, then you have his motion and
the plan by which he captures his prey.
T. S. U.
Piscatorially thine.

My

my

ARE FISH NEAR-SIGHTED?
Editoe Fobest and Stbjjam
We are led to believe by the
:

investigations of anatomists
that the organs of special sense in fishes are very imperfectly
developed ; but while this may be true in the main, as regards
the special senses of smell, sense and touch, I am constrained
to believe, from ihe observations of myself and many others,
that fishes in general have the senses of sight and hearing developed in a much greater degree than is generally supposed.
It is a popular idea that tish are necessarily near-sighted on
account of the conformation of the eye, which is large, round
and prominent ; and the maiD argument adduced to support
this theory is the readiness with which they will take an artificial fly, trolling spoon or other artificial bait which resembles in but slight degree the natural objects of food that they
are intended T.o represent, if, indeed, they are intended to
It is very often the case that those anrepresent anything.
glers who are most strenuous in their theory that fish are
near-sighted, stultify themselves by carrying a large and
of artificial flies of all shapes and
assortment
most varied
colors, in order to meet the "fastidious taste "of the fish
that often refuse one pattern or color and rise eagerly to another, which could not be the fact were they so near-sighted
The consistency of these anglers would be
as many believe.

»r*

more apparent

if

they would adopt Mr. Cholmondely Peuthemselves excluyellow and green

nell's theory of artificial llies, and confine
sively to his three typical flies—brown,

hackles.

Now, I am not of those who believe that our brave game
fish possess such extreme gullibility as to mistake an artificial
lure for the genuine article upon the hypothesis of near-sight-

My

opinion founded upon numerous experiments,
edness.
is that fishes see and hear as well in and through the medium
of the water for all practical purposes as the angler does
through the medium of the atmosphere— the clearer and more
ratified the medium, the clearer and greater the range of
In muddy or turbid waters the
vision in both instances.

;

;

;

!

j

with regard to

trolls of all kinds, as spoons, squids, spinners,
propellers, etc., aud very often with regard to the artificial
of the opinion thnt they are taken through a spirit of
fly, I
mere bravado, curiosity or wantonness, and not with the idea
that they are living objects of prey.
They arc seized by the
fish because they are bright, attractive and in motion ; not
because they are hungry, but because they are in a biting
mood, for we often find, nay, most always find, that fish so
taken are already gorged with food. Every black bass angler
has Been where the water was clear enough for observation
the bass seize his minnow through seemingly mere caprice,
and, instead of attempting to gorge it, would take it gingerly
by the tail, toy with it, and finally eject it or Bpit it out, aB it
were ; and this would be repeated several times in succession,
or until the angler's patience became exhausted, when, while
unjointing his rod, he would muse upon the waywardness of
fish in general, aud would be convinced that Solomon never
went a-fishing or he would have added another item to the
four things too wonderful for his ken, or at least have substituted "the way of a fish with a bait," for the less puzzling
proposition of " the way of a man with a maid."
Cynlhiana, Ky., Dec. 5, 1878.
J.
Henshaix.

am

—

A

FISH JOURNEYINGS AND FISH VORACITY.
New

Loudon Dec.

10, 1573.

Editor
Stkisaii
You've all noticed how often a hungry ash will leap for your fly, re.
gardless of warninga In sharp pricks oi the hoot, until at last he's laid
away in your creel. 1 wanted uiuoh sympathy over flsh I have caught
with their jaws torn, thinking how they must have>uflered ; but when
t caught a trout which had an old hook In hla Jaws, and later, one with
a hook aud nearly three f?ct of Hue attached, I felt easier, and more as
if they had deserved It for their greedinesp.
These fish were caught in
a small stream, aud therefore my chances ol catching a flsh previously
hookad were not desperate. Bat la salt water, with the whole ocean
before you, you will admit that the like chances are us ulim as drawing
the ural. prize in a lottery. A. few years ago T was one of a fishing party
on the smack Qvilp, dipt. George Harrison, oue morning while ashing off Rhagnana lieef for codtlsh I fastened to a large one and succeeded in brlaglng him to the surface. The Captain stood by to take
htm, when away he went, with a new hook ami six feet of line. T told
" Ten," he
be Captain I would know that fish again when l saw aim.
said, "wnen you see turn you will." That nii;ht we lay In Port Pond Bay
sua early the next morning started for tho south side of Long Island,
and anchored a long distance off shore. Oar lines were soon over, and
iirpi: flsh I caught was the Identical lish t lost on Shagmma
Reef the day before, over twenty miles from our present ashing
:

i

Code, with oolored Hags, and the Semaphore and boat signals which
have been appended. These and the International Steering and
Sailing Kules, and a catechism of fore-and-aft seamanship, serve

make the book very complete— and all within the size of a volTho fore-and-aft seamanship has also
of a hundred pages.
been published in the form of a separate pamphlet. It would do
good to havo it generally distributed among yachts' crows, who
might plols up valuable points in the art of sailing from it.
fa
the latter form it includes an explanation of the weather-glasB for
to

ume

north latitudes and signB of the weather.

Cruise op the Obion. By It. T. McMullen. Chas. Wilson,
157 Leadenhall st„ London, E. C, England.
As tho question of "Cutter vs. Sloop" is now agitating the
yachting public,

information of a reliable character concerning

all

the actual doings of tho English cutter will be found of deep inon this aide of the Atlantic.
In the little vol-

terest to amatojrs

ume now before ua we have a well written account of a cruise in
a twenty-ton yawl, niado by the author in 1S77, from London to
Cherbourg aud return.
Starting with two hands before the mast,
he was obliged to dismiss them in France on account of bad
behavior, and there formed the plat of sailing the Orion home
again single handed.
How thia w a done, tho work it entailed,
aud the successful ending of the ludertaking, Mr. McMullon
which carrioa the reader
describes hi a vivid and minute
himself aboard the yawl, and makes him feel aa though he wore
actually present upon the occasion. The author also branches off
into a consideration of many other things intimately connected
and though in some respects the reader may
with a sailor's life
differ from him, especially in the relation of labor and capital, or
employer and employee— master and servant, aa they are atiU
considered in England the reflections of the lone cruiser will
command attention. The chapter on lighthonseB Is one which
cannot fail to elicit warm approval, and is one to which we call
the officials in charge of our lighthouse system, as containing
a great many valuable and exceedingly practical suggestions con;

—

cerning the modification of the electric light aa at present in use
on foreign coasts, As we will sooner or later tako to that light
it ia well that aU information bearing upon the subject
should receive consideration
and from Mr. MoMullen's book wo

ouraelvea,

;

conclude that few would bo better able to give a clear exposition
of the needs of small ooasting craft in this direction,
To our
yaohting readers the final chapter on small yachts will not bo lha
least interesting, especially

now

that the cruising spirit

to a greater degree than heretofore.

ia

abroad

!

;
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CONSERVATIVE TRADE AND

^^^^OT^Pa

ITS

RESULTS.

OTHING

"jVT
is so thoroughly characteristic of our mari-L ^
lime interests as the narrow conservatism which has
ruled supreme ever since the decline'of the ship-building and
the foreign commerce of this country set in some eighteen

of his ambition, and to nail together a boat or
two every
season is the higheBt goal of business success he craves.
T
idea that by fully publishing his successes, hia
facilities for
repeating the same, his location, the wares he can
offer to

those in search for such goods;

and

keeping

weather-eye

a

that

open

by

stirring himself

to

avenues

all

of

increased fame
that by
making himself heard and
While Great Britain was pushing the advantages his influence
felt throughout the community, he can surely,
if
which the change from wood to iron and cheap labor gave
slowly, attract to his vicinity a vast amount of business that
her before our war broke out, we, on the contrary, retired
now strays all along the coast and falls to the hands of many
into our shell, and as yet have not again come forth.
But men incompetent to perform their tasks ; in
short, that by
for the efforts of the few iron yards on the Delaware to prowell-laid plans, he can rise to success, can climb above dull
claim to the world the fact that we can and do build as cheap
routine mediocrity, has never yet entered into the head of a
as any other nation, it would perhaps forever have remained
single yacht builder in America.
a secret, known only to the few, that we build any vessels at
One thing, and only one, as heretofore been against him.
all.
Even among the iron men but two yards— those at No periodical
on this side of the Atlantic had made itself felt
Chester and at Wdmington— make known their business and
among the yachting fraternity as the organ of their particular
capacity to the outside world at large, through the means of
sport, and the thousands of amateur followers of the sea
took
liberal advertising and the pushing of their wares.
The in what they could find in the way of yaching news
and innatural result has followed. These two yards have stepped
struction in small driblets through the means of numerous
inin and snatched from other older establishments the cream of
complete and precarious sources. The builder's pocket-boo!:
the business, and they now launch three vessels to every one
was seldom long enough to put forth in all these mediums hia
built by the sleepy proprietors of half a dozen other yards
card to the public, and was fain compelled to trust to good
most favorably located on the banks of the future American luck for an
inquiry falling his way. But this grievance, howClyde. These latter eke out a commercial existence, which ever
well founded in days gone by, he cannot now aver in ex
hangs between life and death they vegetate on stray orders, tenuation
of the absence of business tact in his operalions.
few and far between they complain of dull times and have Since the
Forest and Stream has taken the subject in hand,
not the sagacity to see the true cause of their limited patronand in one season swung itself up to the head of the list, leav|

years ago.
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If our Eastern ship-builders— those of Belfast, Bath and
Boston would " blow their own horn" and let the public
know that in Maine or Massachusetts fine Al wooden ships
can be built better and cheaper than anywhere else, they
might secure some of the patronage that now finds its way to
Canada, to Sweden and to the Baltic Maine yes, even back
to England's shores, the very wood they use being sent from
English ships and English inspection has been written
here.
up, advertised and pushed in every conceivable manner, until
now the good American patriot can hardly convince himself
of our ability to compete, and begins to cry aloud for " reform " in our registry laws. He wants to buy cheap ships

—

—

abroad.

1878.

Do

wooden men

our readers realize what this means ? Do the
of the East and the iron men of Pennsylvania

know

the consequences of the tampering with the registry
laws as they stand? The move to " free " our commerce

To Correspondents.

raeaDS foreign ships and the entire extinction of shipping interests in America, the wiping off the sea of our ensign, the
closing of every busy yard on our shores, and the return
-

AB communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Pcblibhino Company
Names will not be published If obj ectlon be made. No anonymous communications will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

their

rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief

o«es of their movements and transactions.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of

the mail service if money
f emitted to us is lost. No person whatever Is authorized to collecmoney for as unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned.
have no Philadelphia agent.

We

S.

be.

Editor.

change should be made, the first to feel the pinch
want will be the hardy set of ship-carpenters in New England and the skilled men of Philadelphia, Chester and Wilmington, and the financial crash of the capitalists whose fortunes are sunk in plant and tool will not be loDg in following.
But who will be to blame ? None but the very ship-builders
If such a

Western Manager

behooves all parties who are connected with the rapidly
growing needs and desires of this pastime to give us that material support which we have a right to expect and which
we
think we have fairly earned by hard work in the advocacy and

it

the resulting increased popularity of yachting among the
masses. There is a great field before the builder and a flush
time coming. He who does not stand in his own light, but
follows out the course here indicated and avails himself of the
recognized means of placing before the yachting men his

themselves, for they are without doubt the slowest and most

and well, will ere long feel the
from a liberal and at the same time

ability to construct cheaply

beneficial effects resulting

judicious use of printers' ink.

It was printers' ink that-made
will tell you so himself— it is nothing but printers
ink which makes the success of any honest work. The yacht
builder who fails to make a note of this may one day learn to

Barn;im—he

-

Morrow the reason why his neighbor has his yard full of
frames going up like the trees in the forest, white his own
his

name is unknown to fame and the public alike.
The Fokest and Stream is the only recognized yachtsman's

home and abroad

at

It is accepted as indisputable authority
it is quoted by al! in this and in foreign
hands of every lover of the sport, and is

;

lands, it goes into the

seen in

We

places where yachtsmen most do congregate.
refer with pride to our columns in the past, replete with matter, useful and instructive as well as of interest to all conall

cerned, and

we can promise a continuation in the same strain
To our many friends who have so reHdily conand who have shown their apprecia-

in the future.

short-sighted of business

tributed to our success,

country of restless
still exist, which, in the barnacle methods, the slothful benightedness, the stupid conservancy of its enterprise, or

tion of our efforts to eater to their wants through the liberal
support accorded, we return our best thanks and wish them
all a merry Christmas, and, what they probably relish more,

lack of enterprise, and the narrowness and selfishness of its
palm for decay and lassitude in

an open and an early spring.

should

H. TUBHILL, Chicago,

competitors so far astern as to be out of the race, and
now has a monopoly of the yachting intercountry and Canada, from the Race to the Keys,

ests of this

journal in America.

men.
Strange that in our great
enorgy and bustling drive, a community

tsr Trade supplied by American News Company,

CHARLES EAIXOCK,

work may

of

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety In the home circle.

T.:c BANKS,
Business Manager.

upon public chirity or public care of the thousands that now
find employment in the construction of vessels, casual though

all

since this journal

views, would carry off the

Childrbn*s Aid Society.

—This society during the twenty-

been filling a most commendable
which may be inferred from the work
for the past year, in which alone there were in their lodging
houses, 14,234 different boys and girls; 204,045 meals and
198,18? lodgings were supplied- In the twenty day and twelve
evening schools were 8,G1G children, who were taught, and
partly fed and clothed (500,694 meals were supplied) 3,818
were sent to homes, mainly in the West 2,979 were aided
with food, medicine, etc., through the " Sick Children's Mission" 2,550 children enjoyed the benefits of the " Seaside
Home" (averaging about 200 per week) 628 girls have been
instructed in the use of the sewing machine in the girls' lodgflve years of its existence has

I

Though

mission, the value of

;

;

are filled with talent

not a

and the engineers' departments
of which no mechanic need be ashamed,

the drafting offices

word do we ever

see in print concerning the doings at
Ships may be launched, the people hardly know

our yards.
where, a three-line notice in some local organ with a circula-

whole subject as unworthy furand, though another fine vessel may have been

tion of three, dismisses the

ther attention

;

$7,149.41 have been deposited in the Penny Savings Banks.
Total number under
charge of the society during the year was, 31,906.
heartily

added to our fleet, though her model and rig may embody
wisdom, talent, genius and beauty by the ton, no one ever
any one seem to care. The owners,
builders and sailers belong to the class of limited energy we
have referred to from them nothing can be learned, nothing
can be hoped the lay preBS is not competent to discharge the
duties of a technical critic, and so the false impression gets
abroad we cannot build ships, we cannot sail ships, we can-

commend

not

;

;

ing house and in the industrial schools.

There have been

8,358 orphans in the lodging houses.

We

the society and

its

aims to our readers.

Gifts of

money, food and clothing are acceptable, not only at this
Christmas season of the year, but always, and should be sent
to O. L. Brace, Secty. Children's Aid Society, 19 E. Fourth
st.,

N£w

learns the fact, nor does

;

;

:

own

ships.

And

the average American, thoroughly in

the dark about the true condition of things, in his last extremity appeals to Congress, and Congress, gored to some-

thing desperate

by

the-free trade sophistries

of would-be

Britains, born against their will within the fair lands of the
Republic, seriously thinks of ignominiously retiring the Stars

York.

Gbbens fob the Hospitals.— The ladies of tie
York Flower Mission, whose admirable work we have
already described at some length, propose this year to decorate with evergreens the city hospitals.
The rooms of the

and Stiipe3 from the seas and hoisting in its stead the colors
of an alien and a rival
In the same class of conservatives with ship builders and
owners the American yacht builder still belongs. Some hon-

Mission, 239 Fourth avenue, will be open all day to-morrow
for the reception of evergreens, autumn leaves, grasses, ber-

orable exceptions there are,

CriBiSTSCAS

Hew

ries,

ferns

and

all

Christmas days.

the other decorations which

make glad

the

TheBe contributions, which may be very
received and appreciated.

trifling to the giver, are joyfully

—The Manhattan Turtle

New York, held its

eighth
anniversary last week at the Knickerbocker Cottage, 454-8
Sixth avenue, in which the aldermen got the best of the soup

thanks to Steward Fowler.
29, '79.

(Jlub, of

The

club's ball takes place Jan.

SPARROWS AND SKYLARKS.

comparison with any business concern in Persia or the Steppes
of Tartary

it is true, but as a class the yacht
is as blind to his interests as ever a person can be. He
thoroughly countrified in the range of his reputation, and

builder
is

lives off the crumbs the fickle winds of popular favor may
happen to blow his way. He makes no noise in the world,
neither does he nor his intelligent friend waste time or money

in laying before the general public his peculiar talent

and

fit-

ness for the specialty he has chosen as the source of his liveliGenerally a rotten slip, a tumble-down shanty for a
hood.
shop,

some primitive

tools

and a

blissful

ignorance of the,
scientific facts underlying his profession seem to be the acme

A

CORRESPONDENT,

" Corvin," favored us with a comsubject in our last week's issue.
Believing that our readers may be interested in the method
by which these brown British invaders captured our country,
munication on the

first

we

give the following history of the proceeding In the year
Thomas Woodcock, Esq., the president of the Natural
History Society of Brooklyn, L. I., brought over from England with him many specimens of the field birds of that
:

1846,

The pairing season in the south of England being
earlier than in this latitude (New York), he also
purchased large numbers of eggs, which, on his arrival, were

country.

two months

duly placed in the nests of our

Among

hired for that purpose.

and

their eggs

;

own

The consequences
ensuing

warblers by boys

New

York.

Mr. Woodcock's

efforts

order of the Park Commissioners of
the

little

these were several sparrows

and, since then, more have been imported by
of

season, not only sparrows,

were

but

that, in

goldfinches,

were to be seen at Greenwood and
in the suburbs of Brooklyn.
At the Wallabout, then open
fields, a colony of English skylarks was successfully established, and wintered two seasons.
In the spring of 1847, the Brooklyn Athertker, a paper
then published by Mr. Lee, contained an allusion to the circumstance last mentioned, which is here inserted verbatim
THE HUMBLE AJTIAL 6B A COLONY OP BBITISn SKYLARKS TO
THE SPORTSHEN Of NEW TORE AND BROOKLYN.
SUSO AT
THE WALLABOUT ON THE FIRST OK MAY, i£4!t, Ti
linnets, bulfinchcs, etc.,

•

UKFORB SUNRISE
A wake 'Tls morning prime 1
High on a broken cloud,
:

!

From an

atr-buUt crag, his crimson flag

Our monarch's waving proud
Then Hat to the cheering calls
Ascend the skies, and sing,
Ills herald's

To usher

we, with minstrel glee.
our King

in

I

caonus— Mount, mount,the
Our carol

Is

azure heights,

begun

FOREST AND STREAM,

1

Hall lo the
I

Jam

ciency full," unless pMfrtventure they step their feet into the
realm of miracles and impossibilities.

Of i.'arly morn,
16 Kistng Sun
!

when our readers see mention made of these performances let them think on what we have written then
Hereafter,

Far from i.nr native land,
O'er stormy ocean's roar,
We v., brought no trump bnt u peaceful pipe,
Which sounds no note of war-

;

their estimate of the

Then liat our carol blithe,
Xor seek to ao us wrong
In ns yon see no enemy,
The pioneers or song

We'll peal our thanks in after years

From many a

keeper are almost powerless to stay the ravages of these ani.
mals in the preserves. Our correspondent should have killed

fertile Held.

Manhattan's maids sliall hear
Our widely warbled strain
Our tales of love, by dell and grove,
Shall cbeer the western

—

In another column a Maryland reader tells
us of a colony of wild house cats. It is not at all umsual for
the domestic cat to revert to a wild state. English game-

Inland state,
colony you shield.

if, in its

swain

tite Cats.

They are very destructive to all
This leads us to say a word about the cat, which
pest, to sportsman and farmer alike.
One
cat will destroymore bin's in a season than a dozen boys with
the animals he discovered.

small game.

we

I

believe to be a

and no fear of the game laws. Every farm has
from one to a dozen cats, and just in proportion to their num-

shot-guns,

bers will the orchards bo full of

No nagging wings

ore ours,
clear and sweet,
soaring high, from earth to si J",
"Tis thus our ting we greet

Cmokjs— Mouut, mount
Our

carol Is

Hail to the

tlie

dawn

may

also interest

We

We

of rosy morn,

know

our readers to

above

that the

poem was revised by William Henry Herbert.
The author of it is Mr. It. W. Hume, of Long Island City,

beautiful

who was

for a considerable time engaged with

carry revolvers with which to shoot the hordes of cats
nightly infesting the Park to prey npon the birds and fowl.
If the farmer should follow their enample and kill the cats of

Mr. W. H.

the nighborhood be would be abundantly repaid for the expenditure of powder by flocks of worm-destroying birds, and
fairer harvests.

As

such, kill

The

cat as a bird destroyer

is

utterly bad.

it.

Herbert in the instruction of youth at the Iiev. I?. T
Huddnot's school ia Bloomingdale, who testifies to the cor- ^ Poind Nbts and Piib.se Nkts.— fcVraeyaf,, Dec. 13- Editor Forest and Stream :
can indorse Mr. Roosevelt's article
rectness oE the above statement.
on pound nets in your issue of Nov. 28. There is necessity
It is a melancholy pity that the design to colonize the skyof immediate attention to these destructive engines, and our
lark, the finest day songster of Europe, was not then accomState legislators should see the necessity of prompt action. It
plished.
But, unquestionably, were the attempt made in will be a hard fight in some of our Atlantic States, yet perseverance will accomplish it. I have been through the mill—
southern New Jersey or Maryland it could hardly fail to prove
write i'rom six weeks' experience in our State Capitol. Since
successful.
Unliks the sparrow, against which certain the law passed last winter in this State, although
not as
charges are brought, the skylark i3 known everywhere as the stringentas we desired, the result has been the past season
farmer's friend. Who will cover himself with fame by the the best fishing we have had for years, and letters recieved
from colaborers in the cause in other countries on our coast
importation of some of these unparalleled warblers, and, by
admit the same. We apprehend no trouble in seeming all the
following our suggestion, raise to his name a pyramid of song
legislation we want next winter for fish preservation.
enduring
as
nature
?
Will not Mr. Roosevelt favor us in a future number
as high as heaven and as
with his views on purse nets for menhaden, and explain the effect
I

The Twenty-Third RtaisiENT Ball.— The

first ball

this

season of the Twenty-third Regiment, after an interval of six
months, was held last Tuesday evening at the Brooklyn

Academy

of Music,

which was

and handsomely decoand regimental battle-

suitably

rated with gas jets, flowers, portraits

These Twenty-third Regiment receptions are among the
most agreeable social features of Brooklyn, and are always
looked [forward to with very pleasurable anticipation without being pretentiously exclusive, they aro most happy in their
management, and uniformly prove the most successful evenis
of the Brooklyn season. The attendance the other evening
was very large and represented, not only the society of Brooklyn, but also nearly all the regiments of New York and Jersey
flags.

;

The

City.

by a

Academy was severely taxed
The evening was one of thorough

great capacity of the

brilliant gathering.

enjoyment, and the order of dancing was not finished until

two o'clock.
" Br. Carver, the
balls In

an hour at

marksmm,

broke, with, his rule, one thousand glass

Atlanta, Ga., last Friday."

Statements of remarkable feats with rifle and shot-gun, not
only by Carver and Bogardus, but by some amateurs, have
been made so frequently the past year that they no longer
excite surprise or

comment.

Such

feats are possible,

and

the public sserns content in recognizing and accepting
Yet, consider how marvellous they are
Conthe fact.
!

unvarying accuracy of
aim, nerve, composure and endurance required to accomDoes the reader realize the very brief measure
plish them.
of time alloted to each discharge of the rifle when 1,000 hits
are scored in 3,000 seconds ? Of course some balls are missed,
aad these misses reduce the time allowed for each shot to a
the

template

skill,

dexterity;,

minimum of

It would take some potterers the
3£ seconds.
whole of this time merely to pull two triggers of an ordinary
gun but the professional shooter loatL, extracts, cocks, aims
How
and pulls the trigger, all in three seconds and a half
quick and accurate his aim must be, scarcely ever to miss
What chance would a party to a duel have with such men,
Crowds of spectators pressing,
firing at the word ? Coolness
people asking questions, careless persons pushing directly into
the line of fire, directions to be given to attendants, appeals to
the constables to preserve order and keep the crowd back— all
;

'.

!

of their extermination on bluetish ? This is the first fall in
my recollection of ten years that the menhaden and bluefish
have not approached our coast.
attribute it to the increase
of purse-net fishing.
If you destroy the bluefish food will
they not seek other waters ?
Kinsky.

We

Pound Nets.—Mr. Editor : In your issue of the 5th inst.
appeared an excellent article on this subject, of which too
much cannot be said in opposition.
large portion of our
fresh water food fish comes from the great lakes, and if these
arc not protected they will certainly cease to yield their
harvest to hungry humanity. Take any of the many imoortaul bays that indent their shores, and you will find them'well
barricaded by these instruments of destruction. The proprietors of many of the large fish houses on the coast encourage
many of the meu in their work of destruction, and while there
is no law to prevent, can we wonder why they look out for
themselves to the detriment of their fellow-men. To show
the avidity with which they seize an opportunity, I will relate
an instance that came under my observation a few years ago.
In company with two others 1 was fishing on Black River
Bay (adjacent to Lade Ontario). It was in the middle of the
forenoon, when rowing along we struck a couple of pike, and
inside of a few minutes saw auothor party take three. AVo
did not stop to fish more, but kept on our way to camp. In
the afternoon the aforesaid party came in with a fine lot of
fish, mostly pike and bass.
After a few hours he returned
from the village (Dexter) accompanied by a guide, who is employed by an ex-Senator from Oneida County mall his fishing
excursions in that vicinity. When they returned they informed us a school of fish had struck in on the bar. By daylight next morcingthe aforesaid guide appeared, accompanied
by a companion of congenial taste rowing a boat, the stem of
which was filled with a net, which they at once placed across
the bar. This guide is the individual who, a few years ago,
discovered the mass of bullheads in Muscalonge Creek when
cutting holes through the ice to set nets.
But that was not
what he said he was cutting the holes for, according to the
accounts given in the papa's at the time, It is sucli men as
this who are doing the mischief, and unless a law is passed
soon to either stop or modify it, one of our greatest blessings
will be destroyed by an avaricious and ignorant few to the
misfortune of themselves and multitudes of others. In hopes
that our Legislature will take hold of the matter, I dedicate
this epistle to them, and remain yours, hopefull
v,

A

II.

C. KiEK, Dexter.

Maine. -Bath has a new game society, known a9 the
Sagadahoc County Association for the Protection of Pish
and Game. The officers are Dr. O. A. Packard, President
JameB H. Millny and A. G. G-oud, Vice-Presidents Charles
H. Greenleaf Secretary George E. Newman, Treasurer ; S.
W. Carr, George E. Whitney, G. D. Willis, George H.
Nichols, E. B. Mayberry, Executive Committee. The new
society promises to accomplish a long-needed protective work.
:

:

;

,

;

_

these obstacles and interruptions interpose to disconcert the
aim, andyotthe scores go on: hit lilt; hit—hit; smash smash;

—

—

break— break one thousand and more times in a u'nf/le 7tour.
Why, the arms of the amateur would become so weak in half
;

that time that they would hang powerless by his side, the
muscles would swell and inflame, and the sufferer have to be
fed with a spoon for a week. Then think of the pounding and

upon the

and biceps muscles, and the
But these
marvellous athletes, Carver and Bogardus, have not only submitted to the hammering for an hour, but Carver has stood it
for 7 hours, 38 minutes and 80 seconds (July 13, 1878,) and
Bogardus for t> hours, 13 minutes and 45 seconds (Jan. 3,
1878;. Both of the heroes arc still alive and enjoying the pur"suffisuit of wealth and happiness. Of fame each has hi
percussion
chest!

What

Tennessee— Nashville,

re

deltoid

ordinary frame could endure it?

13.—

Deo,

of the Governor-elect Marks that he will indorse in his coming message all that Governor Porter may say. Colonel Akers
is under the impression, from what he knows
from different
sources, that the laws will certainly be passed.

Nbw Yobk.—Shandaken, Ulster County, is to have a game
protective club. The members of this association will be
mainly residents of the township— fanners, etc.— who wish to
maintain and increase their stock of fish and game, and their
natural resources are such as to amply repay vigorous protee-

D. H.

J.

Michigan State Si-ortsmen's Association.— The annual
is set down for Jan. 21, 23 and 23.

convention

The Fish op ibb St. Laweekce.— Mr. R. H. Kilby,
President of the Fish and Game Protection Club of the
Province of Quebec, has called our attention to the following
by his society, and which is to be presented to
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries at Ottawa.
The subject
an important one, and justly demands the attention of the

circular issued

is

Montreal society.

It is to

be hoped that interested game pro-

tective societies in the State of New York will take suitable
action for seconding the Canadians in their efforts to preserve
the young fish of the St. Lawrence, The petition reads
as
follows
:

trols

;

Hall to the Kislng Sun
It

nests, the fields with

cannot have cats and insectivorous birds.
Thoy cannot exist
together.
are convinced that these sleek pets of the
farm are altogether two expensive. Central Park night pa-

azure heights

begun

worm

grasshoppers, and everything covered with caterpillars.

Our voiceo

And

Protkction

Fistt

have just had an interview with Col. George F, Akers, one of
the Fi9h Commissioners of Tennessee, with regard to the
chances of the next Legislature, which is to meet here on the
0th of January, 1879. taking any action in passing such laws
as are necessary for the protection of flsb in our many streams,
ne iuforms me that our present Governor Porter, whose time
expires this year, in his message will strongly recommend the
passage of such laws, and that he has been assured by friends

GAME PROTECTION
Kill

!

Our

gentlemen will be much increased.
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—
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Montreal, December,
To

the

1S7S.

Hon.

the Minister of Marine, and Fisheries :
the undersigned, dealers, sportsmen, citizens, and members
of
the Pish and Game Protection Club of the Province or
Quebec, haying
noticed that the food supply, in the form of Macs bass, dore and
maskinonge, furnished by the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Eivers,

We,

has year

by year been diminishing in quantity at an alarming rate, and believing that If certain measnres be at once instituted ant scrupulously
carried out the rivers alluded to will, In a few years' time,
yield as
much as they have done in the prat, hereby respectfully submit onr
views, and pray that you will take them into your consideration
1. To your petitioners proof does not seem wanting
that the laws
affecting the taking of these species of Hah, at presont on the
StatntBook, are bat little observed; ilsh being caught at prohibited
times"
and,
some Instances, kept alive in boxes or pounds to evado
ule
laws until the season opens.
.-

m

appears to your petitioners that the most destructive
practice
all Is the capture of ash by means of nets during
the spawning season in and contiguous to tbe entrance of certain small si
ream-j which
may be termed breeding rivers and should this practice be persisted
In yoar petitioners feel convinced but one Inevitable result
will follow
viz.: onr large rivers will speedily and completely be
depleted of the
It

2.

of

;

Ilsh

named.

Tour petitioners would alBo humbly suggest that the
following
rivers be preserved as "breeding rivers," and absolutely
closed agaluBt
all netting, not only la the streams themselves,

but within three
quarters of a mile of the entrances thereto, viz.,
the Chateautruav
Beaadette, Salmon Elver and North Elver; and, also,
that saohlteDS
be taken to enforce the laws as will effeotuilly pat
a ston to the
netting of flsh during the breeding season, In or
near to the other
tributaries of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers,
notary e amom>
which are the Elver St. Louis, Riviere Rouge and the
Kigaud
That to enable your Department, as well aB the members
of the club
to have a more perfect knowledge and supervision
of tiio net flihera
It Is desirable the law be so farther amended
that a list of all licences
granted for nets, to be used in the Province of Quebec,
be forwarded
to the Secretary of the FlsH and Game Protection
Club at .Montreal
Your petitioners now, therefore, humbly pray that-as
the=e species
of fish ordinarily spawn so nearly about the
same time, as they swi-i
in the same waters and can be caught by baits
almost Identical In their
character-the laws regulating their capture be the
same for all and
would recommend that the close season for rod and line
fishing 'com
mence April 1 and terminate May 23, and for net fishing
S to commence
April 1 and terminate June 15.
•

CLOSE SEASONS FOR FISH AND
GAME.
In a majority of the States the close seasons for
everything
but wild fowl commence on January I.
For the benefit of
our readers we reprint in this issue a revised
table of close sea

sons.

Alabama.—Deer,

April 15
September 15 : fowl, Auril 1
to October 1
quad April 1 to October 1 wild turkey
Apr 1
to Sep ember 15. These provisions relate only
to the countlea
;

,

Z

Molnle Choctaw Monroe, Clarke, Washington,
jg
in
Marengo, Lowndes, Sumter, Escambia, Hale,
Dal as Moml
gomery and Greene.

'-

'

CALiFORSiA.-Salmou, August
trout,
trout,

November 1
November!

1 to

September 15

salmon

•

to April 1
shad, April 1 to DeeemberTl
to April 1; Mountain
sheep
,

antelope, until March 80, ISH3
deer (buck on v)
1 to Ju y 1 ; wild fowl and quail, March 15
to
except in Lesson, Plumas and Sierra counties ?
in
dmo and Los Angeles counties, April 1 to AuLmst

o!k°do

or

November

;

SmtaSSSi?

Ken,
ounar

tr -

•

1

Colouado -Elk, buffalo, deer, antelope,
mountain sheen
and bison, January 1 to September 1
pinnated grouse
pheasant and prairte hen or grouse,
November

15 to Octo-

CoNNEOTiocr.-Black

SS

May

bass,

31 to July 1 (in Connect!
at any time?
Si
mon, none taken under nine pounds shad June
in m.,™i
trout,
July I to April irl, quail
15
cock, January 1 to October 1
wild fowl, May 1 to

cut and

Farmmgton Rivers maybe taken

;

^

^S

Septem'

j

Delaware. -Rabbit,

partridge and pheasant in
Kent and
Sussex counties, February 15 to November 1
in New Ca,M,,
county, January 1 to November
1

,

woodcock, Janulryl

to

Florida.-No law for fish except one
requiring non-residents to procure a license: doer, April 1 to
September
1

Ldaiio-FowI

in

Ada

county, April 15 to
September

no

I

—

On the nth of December, Samuel Mason, David B.
Clark and Prank Haines, of Pine Hollow, Gloucester C
N.
J., were arrested on complaint of an
officer of the West Jersey
Game Protective Society, and taken before Magistrate Charles
SToung, of Newfteld, for snooding and trapping
quail aud
ruffed grouse.
Having been found guilty, and not paying the
fines imposed, they were committed
to the county jail at
Woodbury for twenty days each. This association is very
energetic, ana its efforts deserve
approval

quail, February 1 to
to October 1; snipe,
ruary 1 to October 1

November

May

1 to

t

i- L,
g
^

ruffed

;

A,.V„s 15

l

'

TV

"itSe ™

j

J&J
woodcock, Jj&wtf 1 to
S,P .nlher 1
Indiana.—Deer, January 1 to October
*
-,
wihi 4 \
"
15 to September! q „ ai ], ,L, miy
-l
in^?^
grouse, February 1 to October!;
woo
", nuary?
2
Y
lo
July 1 ; wild turkey, March 1 to
September 1
;

•

S
•

'

i

wLm

'

'

; ;;

:

:

;

:

Iowa.—Black hass, April 1 to June 1 salmon, November
to February 1
deer ami elk, January 1 to September i
fowl and geese, May 1 to August 15 pinnated grouse, Decemher I to September 1; quail, ruffed grouse and wild turkey,
snipe, May 1 to August 15
January 1 to October 1
woodNo person to kill more than 25
cock. January 1 to July 10.
grouse, quail, snipe or plover in one day.
Kissiia- Pinnated grouse, February 1 to July 81 quail,
;

I

,

;

;

;

;

January 1 to September 30. Killing of plover, ruffed grouse,
wild turkey and woodcock prohibited at all times.
KENTueirr.— Deer, March 1 to September I; squirrel, February 1 to June 15; rabbit, February 1 to October 20; fowl,
May 1 to September 1; quail, partridge or pheasant, February 1 to October 20; woodcock, February 1 to August 15;
doves, February 1 to August 1
wild turkey, February 1 to
September 1.
Louisiana.—Deer, February 1 to August 1; quail, April 1
to September 15
wild turkey, April 1 to September 1.
;

;

Mainr.— Hlacl;

bass, April" 1 to July 1;

land-locked

sal-

mon, September 21 to February 1; in St. Croix River ami
tributaries, September 15 to February 1, and in Moosehead
and Penobscot waters, September 21 to June 1 salmon and
shad, July 15 to April 1 togue and trout, see land-locked
salmon; caribou and deer, January 1 to October 1; moose,
until 1880: wild fowl and plover, May 1 to September 1 pinnated grouse (possession), January 1 to September 1; ruffed
grouse, snipe and woodcock, December 1 to September 1,
Maevland. Partridges (quails), December 24 to November
pheasant; (ruffed
1; woodcock, February 1 to June 15
grouse), January 1 to August 15
rabbits, January 15 to
October 15 wild fowl must not be killed northward of the
following described line from April 1 to November 1
Beginning at the Light House on Turkey Point, in Cecil county,
and drawn westward to a point half a mile north of the most
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

northerly part of Sposusie Island, thence continuing said line
westward within half a mile of, and north of the northern
end of said island, and the adjacent mainland, until it reaches
the shore of Harford county, at or near Oakington.
The
same date applies lo the waters lying southward of a line

Still

drawn East Point Concord Light House

in Harford county
Point on the western shore of Cecil county.
killed northward of the lice described
three
days
in
above,
each week, until the 1st of January, viz.:
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. After the 1st of January
they can be killed on Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday until the end of the season.
Each of said days comprehend the time intervening between one hour before sunrise and half an hour after sunset. The above are the general
laws of the State, but nearly every county has local laws.
Massachusetts. Black bass, December 1 to July 1; landlocked salmon, October 1 to April 1; salmon, until April 7,
1880; lake trout, October 1 lo April 1; shad in the Merrimack, June 10 to March 1 in the Connecticut, August 1 to
March 15 trout, October 1 to April 1 deer, until January
wildfowl, April 15 to September 1; pinnated grouse
1, 1880
plover, January
shooting allowed only on one's own land
1 to July 15; quail, January 1 to November!; ruffed grouse
to Carpenters

Wild fowl can only be

—

;

January 1 squirrels, September 1 lo January 1 ; deer, December 1 to October 1
rabbits, January 1 to October 15
May 15 to Sept. 1 pinnated grouse, January 1
to Octoberl; plover, January 1 to July 15
quail, January
In October 15; ruffed grouse, January 1 to October 1
J
wild turkey, January 1 to October 15; woodcock, January 1
to July 4; rail and reed-bird, December 1 to September L
Sooth Carolina. Deer, January 1 to August 1; quail,
snipe, wild turkey and woodcock, April 1 to October 15.
Tennessee. Deer, March I to September 1 pheasant,
grouse, quail, partridge, lark, snipe and woodcock, March 1
wild turkey, May 1 to September 15. This
to September 1.5
law applies to the counties of Henry, Dyer, Giles, Maury,
Davidson, Madison, Hamilton, Bedford" and Wilson ; in
Montgomery, Robertson, Maury, Davidson, Lincoln and
Shelby counties, for all birds, and Shelby county, deer and
squirrel, February 1 to September 1.
Utah. Elk, deer, mountain sheep and antelope, January
1 to August. 1; quad, until February 22, 1883; ruffed ana
pinnated grouse, March 15 to September 15
fowl, March 5
to August 15.
Verm nt. Black hass, May 15 to July 1; trout, landlocked salmon, salmon trout or lunge, September 1 to May
;

—

—

j

—

;

—

whitefish, November 1 to November 15
wall-eyed pike
or pike perch, April 20 to May 20; fowl and geese, May 1 to
September 1 ruffed grouse, March 1 to September 1 ; wood1

;

;

;

March

cock,

l to

August

—

;

;

;

:

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

WHAT KEEPS THE WILD FOWL

—Deer,

March 15 to Sept. 15; quail, March
and starling, April 1 to Sept. 15.
Missocbi.— Deer, January 15 to September 1; pinnated
grouse, February 1 to August 15 plover, February 1 to August 1 quail and ruffed grouse, February 1 to October 15
wild turkey, March 1 to September 15 woodcock, January
IB to Sept. 15; dove

;

;

;

;

10 to July "1.

Montana.—Pinnated

grouse, ruffed grouse and quail,
1 to August 1.
Nebbaska. Buffalo, elk, mountain sheep, deer and antelope, January 1 to October 1. No wild birds save only water
fowl, jack-snipe, sand-snipe, waders and woodcock can he
taken at any time of the year.
Nevada. Trout and salmon trout, January 1 to September 1 deer, antelope, elk, mountain sheep or goat, January
pinnated grouse, partridge, pheasant, wood1 to July 1
cock, grouse, quail, fowl, geese, sand-hill crane, plover and
curlew, April 1 to September 1 sage chicken or snipe,
April 1 to August 1.
New Hampshire. Black bass, May 1 to June 30 muscapickerel, March 1 to May 31;
Iohge, December 1 to May 31
salmon trout and speckled
pike, December 1 to May 31
deer, January 1 to August
trout, September 1 to April 30
plover, quail and ruffed
1; moose, February 1 to October 1
woodcock, Feb. 1 to July 4.
grouse, Feb. 1 to August 1
New Jeesey. Salmon trout and speckled trout, October

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

|

;

—

March 1 black buss, April 1 to July 1 pike or pickdeer, December 1 to October 15
erel, March i to May 1
rabbit, January 1 to Novemsquirrels, January 1 to July 1
ber 1 quail and pheasant, "January 1 to November 1 woodcock, January 1 to July 4; rail, December 1 to September
1; reed birds, December 1 to August 15; upland plover,
1 to

Editor Forest and Stream
Your correspondent " B," of Barnegat
:

November

24,

Inlet, wrlteB

under date o

aa follows

" Brant and geese Have not made their appearance (where are they 1)
the oldest gunner has not known them 30 late before."
Last spring I visited Barnegat Bay for the purpose of shooting, and
sailed from Great Sedge Island to Manahawken Bay without seeing any
;

:

At Harvey Cedars

1

met a well Known gunner who gave me the names

of several persons suspected of flrellghting and shooting geese and
brant at night previous to this the bay was literally alive with wild
;

I also witnessed the thootliig of blacX ducks after sunset on t-he
Great Sedge Island by parties from the upper part of the bay.
It Is the custom in Barnegat Bay for half a dozen persons, and Bometlmesmore, to shoot from oue point, and I have frequently seen tha
whole crowd " cnt loose'- at a flock passing at the distance of a hnndred
yards, tha consequence being that the birds fly a hundred miles or more
on the South Side of Long Island
before attempting again to alight,
the gunners use better judgment and teach the parties t.hey take on
the bay never even to show themselves unless the birds oome within
fowl.

range.
It has beeu often proven that the same wild fowl visit their favorite
from year to year, and it is possible that the geese and brant
which were molested on their feeding grounds at night have " skipped"
Barnegat Bay for a more desirable resting place.
If all the gnu clubs aud game associations In the country do not unite
in the common cause to have proper game protective laws passed and
see to then- rigid enforcement we may as well sell our breech-loaders
and then " Bell short" the whole prospective production of the Sootts,

localities

webleya, Greeners, ete,
I Have anxiously watched the past twenty-five years the rapid exgame and at the same lime the great Improvement in destructive fire-arms.
I will wager my best gun against a flint look that
the last named gun will suillce to kill all the game we can Dud ten years
tinction of

If

the destruction

is

not checked.

A gun never ought to bo Bred at any fowl, snipe or game whatever
between ttie first day of January and the first day of J uly in any year.
Oscar B. Smith.

;

;

;

Eh*

;

:

August 1
Nrcw'Yoiuc— Black
January 1 to May 20 ;

prairie chickens, until 1880.
bass, Oswego baas and muscalonge,
trout, September 1 to April 1 salmon
trout, October 1 to March 1 ; deer and moose, January 1 to
quail,
1 to Sept. 1
September 1 wild fowl and geese,
January 1 to November 1 ; ruffed grouse, January 1 to Sep-

1 to

«

;

;

May

;

;

woodcock, January 1 to August 1; on Long
tember 1
Island, January 1 to July 3.
Noeth Carolina. —Trout, October 15 to December 30, in
the counties west of -.he Blue Ridge partridge, quail, doves
and wild turkeys, April 1 to October 1. This applies only
to the counties'of Davison, Randolph, Rowan, Anson, Warren, Guilford, Rockingham, Orange, Caswell, Mecklenburg,
Edgecombe and Carbarns.
Onto.— Deer, November 1 to September 20: quail and
pinnated grouse, January 1 to November 1; wild turkey,
January 15 to November! ruffed grouse and blue-win-'ed
other ducks, April 1 to
teal, January 1 to September 1
September 1 woodcock, January 1 to July 4.
Obegon. —Deer, moose and elk, February 1 to July 1
pheasant and sage-hen, April i
fowl, April 1 to August 1
to June 15; piunated grouse, March 1 to July 1; quail,
April 1 to August 1.
Pbnnsy.lv ania.— Black bass, January 1 to June 1 salmon
lake trout, October 1 to
snd trout, August 1 to April 1
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

MILITARY

PALM A."

New

gentlomon who arc urging the scheme of a national
would devote a little attention to the bringing about
of this match, they would indirectly help their project immensely. The popular attention would then lie turned to
the fact that the militia system of the country at large is in
Whether the
a most, inchoate and unsatisfactory condition.
first move should be made by our own or the British Association is a question to be best settled by a general expression
It will
of opinion by the ritlemen of the two countries?,
If the

have already dwelt upon the matter of an international military match, and in a recent issue incorporated, with the severe critiques of a correspondent on the
British position, our hopes that such a match could lie
brought about. The Volunteer Service Gazette has urged the

same scheme, and says

in a

recent,

article

alluding to ^the

matter
if the matter were to be
taken up in earnest, and if our hands are not too full, and
stand much chance of
they
than
little
better
were
a
limes
being at present, it might not be impossible to send a really
Strong Martini-Henry team across the Atlantic, for once at
any rate. There can be no doubt as t« the great interest
Which would attach to a contest between " twenties," or
even smaller teams of Britons and Americans, with bona

continue to believe that

course, lies in the
choice of rifles, and we have often said that this difficulty
could hardly be satisfactorily got over if a number of teams
were to bo allowed to enter each with its own weapon. Ihe
yariety would be much too great, and it would bo impossi-

Jide military rifles.

The

difficulty, of

matter

little

on the actual

but

result,

it

certainly does appear

from the number of visits our foreign friends have paid us
compared with the one trip of an American team to Ireland
and England, that it was about time that our on
once more showed the Britishers "how to do it."

—

With the Marquis of
Canada, the riflemen there

Lome as Governor -General
may congratulate themselves

having a practical shot to overlook their

efforts,

and

it

of

on
is

Dominion should render
a better account of themselves than they have so far shown.
The Victoria Club have sustained long-range shooting
time

now

that the

marksmen

of Ihe

and discouraging odds, and now with a valued
of the House of Commons team upon their ranges,
they should find heart to keep on and show heir mettle
once more on our American grounds.
against great

member

I

—The "champions "are having a glorious ruction in the
columns of one of our esteemed contemporaries, and the
Pokkst asd Btbkam can only say, u Let them fight it out,"
and can only guard its pages against their intrusion. The
learn then that there tire other ways of ad-.
employment of a wrangling expert ever ready

to

trumpet out

his exploits.

WE
We

But after all, if such a match is useful and desirable, why
we not rather take the initiative, and invite the National Rifle Association of America to open the ball by sendWith
ing us over a team of Sharps-Eorchards next July
plenty of notice we might get up a match which would be a
great and novel feature in our prize meetiug, and we think
we could promise that a really hearty welcome should await
our visitors in England. It would certainly be more gracious in us to tiy and get the Americans to " come over here
than to continue, as we fear we have been, to some extent
doing, to suggest to them how very agreeable it would be to
York.
us to pay them a visit in
should

views of our correspondent last week on the professional
plague seems more than apropos now, and gun houses may

Site'

INTERNATIONAL

AN

—

—

militia

wild fowl.

hence

ance in the construction of the sights.
We are not at all sure, it such .1 match was got up, that,
would be wise to confine the selection of competitors to
the ranks of the National Guards and the Volunteers respectively.
The visit, in fact, should be, we think, in one
sense, a military proceeding, though no doubt it would be
probable that most of the competitors would be serving, or
would have served, in some military body. Indeed, unless
a relaxation of the wholesome rule against attending foreign
rifle meetings in uniform or with Government arms were
allowed, the Britons could not even take the Government
Martini-Henrys with them. The War Office would, however, not improbably yield this point, though they might
well adhere to their regulation as to uniforms.
We
have long held that it is not desirable for anybody
of men of a more distinctively military character than members of a band of military musicians to pay one another "international " visits.
But there is no reason at all why a set
of men in plain clothes should not try conclusions with the
military rifle as well as with the target weapon at Creedmoor or elsewhere. It would, we are inclined to believe,
be even more easy to get up a "military" team than an
" any rifle " team for au expedition of this sort. The field
of selection would be very large, and a good captain we do
not use the word in its military sense would be able probably to find plenty of men among our very good shots willing and able to make an autumn holiday over to America.
Business and other engagements would, of course, keep
many, perhaps, of our very best men at home; but slill
there would be enough left from whom to pel.
formidable "twelve" or "twenty," now that so many vol
uuteers are becoming really accustomed to the use of the
We believe that such a match
small-bore military weapon.
would be good for us, and we trust that the Council of the
National Kifle Association may see its way to organizing a
team for the United Kingdom, if the proposal should take
shape and result in any formal challenge. And we are quite
certain that such a match would be most healthy for the interests of rifle shooting in Ihe United States, iii which the
military Tifle is only just beginning, and thai somewhat
With the stimulus of such
feebly, to take its rightful place.
a competition before them, it is not improbable, indeed, that
the American riflemen may put on such a spurt, aud practice between now and next autumn to such good purpose
that they might give our men something like the surprise
that their match riflemen gave us a few years ago.

I

AWAY.

;

;

March

;

;

;

;

Mississippi.

1.

Virginia. - Deer, January 1 to August 15; running them
with dogs, January 1 to Oct. 15 wild fowl, geese, pinnated
grouse and plover, February 1 to September 1; quail, Jauuary
1 to October 15; ruffed "grouse, snipe, wild turkey and
woodcock, February 1 to September 1.
Washington Territory. Deer, February I to August 1
quail, to October 1, 1878
grouse, January 1 to August 1.
West Virginia. Deer, January 15 to July 15; quail or
Virginia partridges, January 1 to October 15 ruffed grouse,
pheasant, pin nated grouse, wild fowl and geese, February 1 to
September 1.
WtSGOSsni. Trout, September 15 to April 15 deer, January 1 to September 15 woodcock, quail, ruffed and pinnated grouse and wild fowl, January 1 to August 25.
Wyomino. Elk, deer, mountain sheep, antelope and bufpheasant, quail, pinnated
falo, January 15 to August 15
grouse and sage-hen, March 1 to August 15.
Ontario Close Season. Deer, December 15 to September
15— cannot be exported at any time pheasants, partridges,
grouse, prairie fowl and wild turkeys, February 1 to October
1 quails, January 1 to October 1 woodcock, January 1 to
x\ugust 1 snipe, May 1 to August 15 mallard, gray, black,
wood and teal ducks, January 1 to September 1 other ducks,
swans and geese, May 1 to September 1; hares, March 1 to
September 1 trout, September 15 to May 1 bass, May 15
to June 15.

—

1

it

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

and woodcock, January 1 to September 1.
Michigan. Trout, September 1 to Mayl; grayling, November 1 lo June 1 deer in Upper Peninsula, November 15
Lower Peninsula, December 15 to September
to August t
uinnated grouse,
15 wild fowl, January 1 to September 1
January 1 to September 1; quail, January'! to October 1;
wild turkey, Janruffed grouse, January 1 to September 1
uary 1 To October 1 woodcock, January 1 to July 5.
antelope,
Minnesota. Trout, April 1 to September 30
deer and moose, November 1 to Dec. 15; wild fowl, September 1 to May 15 pinnated grouse, August 14 to September 30 quail and ruffed grouse, September 1 to November
30; woodcock, July 3 to October 31.

tell what amount of merit was to be asi
men, and what to their peculiar Weapon. Bui
that the Sharps-Borchard and the Mnrtiui-HoniT would
meet on pretty equal terms, though it might be necessary to
ascertain that neither party had "any advantage of import-

ble to

;

wild fowl.

;

;

January

;
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Massaoitusetts— Walnut Hill Mange, Boston, Dee. 14.—
The comfortable winter shed was filled yesterday by the

number of marksmen since Ihe opening
" winter-shed " match. Noted shots from, abroad
spectators came out in the afternoon trains, and all Ihe targets
were in use. The day was perfect the wind did not cause
much trouble, as it remained strong and steady from the
northwest, indicating 10 to 11 o'clock. The atmosphere was
exceedingly clear, and xhe air just cool enough u> make the
The amateur match was
day's sport thoroughly enjoyable.
Only the best scores are given
called with ten entries.
largest

:

OAParlcer

C A Parker (ro-ontry)
.1

B Parker

J

B

'

'

145541

B
B

6

4

4

r>

.^-,1

5— II

*

•;

4

;.

<l

4

I

4—

)

4

9

i

4

s-afl

II

iJSS

Parker (re-entry)

HB Sargent, Jr
HB Sargent; Jr (re-entry)

:

4

s

3

1

i

>

5

After the usual half hour for dinner, the shooting was very
brisk in the winter-shed mutch, which had seventy-six entries.
Capital shooting was done, although not aa large «
Only the best BCOrea lire given, as subjoined
as a week ago
off-hand, 300 yards, romds five
;

iSBScnthor

E B Souther

(ro-entryj

5
i

6

r.

16

r,

6

+_s»

±-28

FOREST AND^STREAM.
A Lowell..,

J

A

.1

'

i

Loweil (re-entry)
e.ilanrt

Wm Poland (re-entry)
J N

W

WC Howard

D

F limit

.

c Howard (re-entry)
W
UFHiim

.

4

5
4
G

4

5—

5

5

.(—2.1

4

6

4

4

.",

.1

4
4

4
.j

s

5
i

4
4

5

Moi timer
Mortimer (re-entry)

11

G

B

4
4

i

4

4

Dm-gin...

4

Williams
Co! Nathaniel Wales
Col Nathaniel Wales (re-entry!
Ii

4

4
4

'
j;

5—S3
*—ho

*

&
4

1

5

4

TT

1— 2«
,wi?,

4

4

(re-entry

4— 23

t
4
•*

"

:.

5
j

..

.'i

.

.

(re-entry)

OMJewell
M Jewell

J

i

S

i

J "N Frye (re-entry)
U \V Davison
Davison (re-entry)
Q

Li

-.

;,

-

Fry:-

5—22

*—
4—22
4 -42

4

4 5 5—22

6
4

S

4

4

4

-

4

r,

i—83
S—31
4— at

.".

each.

1878.— Jackson Rifle Gallery, 85 Reach
weekly prize shoot; 75 feet; 10 shots;

ESmith

4

DFSnittll

55555555

o

4

4

4

4

4

5
s

B

5

r,

44534445
16463464

C Brown
EBmcrBon
F H HartsUorne
F Williams

PJHogan

4

4

5

4

M Blcnardson

4
2

l

4
:i

4
3

5—19
4—47

5
s

5

5

4

r,

s

i

4

S

S

4

4

5

3

4—12
4-42
4 4 5-41

4

5

5

n

4
4

5

s—
4—43
5—4(1

s

Boston.— The usual company of visitors attended at hot
Walnut, Hill Range on the Utli. The long-range men did
not shoot, and all the work was from the winter shed at
200 yards. The cool, bracing weather was delightful and
with a pretty fair wind from 10 to 12 o'clock, while the
light was clear and the atmosphere bright enough to give
the best view of the targets.
The old November match
was carried over and 10 shots fired per man, the be-i
standing
C A Parker
4
4 4 4 5
4 4 5 5—H
,7 B Parker
5
4 4
4 4-41
H 77 Sargent, ,lr
3 4 4 2 4 4
4
5-jo
The current Amateur Series Match, 5 shots, 200 yards,
had 76 entries, a majority of the scores eOming inside of
the centre average, and the loss of a single point crowded a
man far down the list. The leading scores stood
E B .Souther
5 5
5 4—81 D F Hani
1 5 4 4 5—22
.lALOwell..
04455—23 OX1 Jewell
4 4
t-22
Poland
5 4 5 4 5-23 H Mortimer
4 4 1 5 5-22
J N I'rre
5 H 4 4 B-23 J 11 VTOIfKBU
4 5 54 4-22
G W Davison
4 5 6 5 4—23 Ool Nath Wales
4 4 4 4 6-21
Howard
5 5 4 4 5—23 J B Sargent, Jr
4-21
4 4 4
DGDdrgin
4 4 4 5 5—22
:

4445

:;

r,

1

;

W

it
17

H

Oehl

17

B zettler

17

r.

ft

W

is

There will be a series of contests at this range Christmas
Day, including, probably, the "winter shed" and "amateur
scries."
It is in contemplation to build a winter shed at the
1,000 yards' firing point by subscription, Die project meeting with considerable favor from those interested in longrange shooting. The shed for the accommodation of winter
marksmen at 200 yards has been fitted up with gun racks,
an extension table and other conveniences duly appreciated
by the riflemen.

New York—Syracuse.— The annual meeting of the life
members of the Sixth Division Rifle Association was held at
the armory here on the evening of Dec. 10. Excellent reports were heard from the various officers and committees,
and the wT ork of the association seemed to be going on in a
very satisfactory way. On the adjournment of The general
meeting the board organized in the following manner Maj.
Gen. D. P. Wood, President Col. James Manning, First
Vice-President; P. B. Klock, Esq., Second Vice-President

Captain William Duncan, Third Vice-Presidents Captain
Geo. W. Edwards, Secretary Lieut. Col. Geo. N. Crottse,
Treasurer; Finance Committee— Maj. Gen. D. P. Wood,
Lieut. Col. Geo. N. Crouse, Brig. Gen. R. M. Richardson,
Brig. Gen. J. Dean Hawley, and Col. James Manning.
Range Committee— Col. James Manning, Capt. Geo. W. Edwards, Col. A.. C. Chase, Col. D. H. Bruce and Capt Paul
Birchmeyer. Prize Committee—F. B. Klock. Capt. Wm.
Duncan, Capt. Geo. W. Edwards, Capt, M. C.' Pierce, Col.
J. W. Yale, Col. D. H. Bruce and Lieut. Col. Geo. N.
;

Crouse.

Sbppbnpbldt's

Gallery—Bowery,

Dec. 6 ; 10 shots, Creedmoor target reduced
Anderson
47 Wni Seppenfeldt
John Sohuetz
IT G strasaner
Isaac GarrLson

,...40
45
45
44
44
44
43

L Baetiman
Atig Grueneberg

JohnMcCoy
GCWalters
JonnW Adams
J eb Chambers

C Hash

A

coming

Ihe

Freesc, Captain; L. Gaerth, See.
A.
Chas. Zettler, Shooting Master
Chas.

year-. P,

Treas.

j

possible 50
Pat Brennan

..48

Johnson

..4!>

.7.1

Creed
Dltyan....

42

John Maher

42
42

"

G. Hellwig, shootiug master, fell on a very agreeable
piece of business in conducting the matches at the Chelsea
Pair Of Ihe Thirtieth street M.IL Church in the early part of
the present mouth. TUe ladies shot for a gold medal. There
-were four shots per lady at forty feel distance to a J-inch
ting target, counting from 13 to 1, and giving the highest
possible 43. The hour for closing had been fixed, and it
was within twenty minutes of the time and 43 remained the
best score. There' were several at that figure, and speculation
was high as to the result of the shooting. At last Miss
Emma Grentzer stepped up, and, shooting for the third
time, carried her score up to 40.
This was not passed, and
to her the medal went.
CREBosrooK, Ju., Range.— The underground tunnel range
has promise of 11 busy winter seasonj and the insurance
clerks and the employees of the various mercantile houses
about the lower part of the city are rousing up for some fine
team work. On Friday afternoon, Dec. 13, teams of five
each from the llome and Citizens Insurance Companies had
a close light, with the Cits, ahead.
Distance 100 yards, 32
rifle

cal.

;

CITIZENS,
5 4 4 5

Chapman
Parker

3 r, ;: 4
4 4 4 4
* » 5 4
4 5 5 4

tiowarua

Jones

RotUenberg
of the

H

Gibson
Bayer

10

g er ' y
1

*' ° Mead
17.— Tenth Police Precinct Second Platoon

-

Die.

Team

;

200 yards, possible 50 points

Put Brennan

te

JJCreed

4;;

DKyan

43
42
42

MJohnson
j jjaher

J H.iger.y
U Gibson

,11

,

•

">,-,

'•'••''"•' •"•"•'•'•'•'•'-

]

9

4—21

4 5—2(1
4 5 4 4 4—21—103

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

termine.

39
37
37

w State

B Kane
W Hughes

'

17

EBayfr...:y,::v.;.v;;::::::::::36

o Mead

lfl
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wmu

inm

ah
turn
u nsu-uui
mowing up tue range
at a lively rate, compelling rapid firing to preserve even rea-

sonable bodily warmth, the men were out, pegging away at
long range. The sky was gray and clear by turns, and altogether it was not such a day as a rifleman would select for
making a top-notch score. Col. Burnside and Mr. Partello
completed scores, as follows
:

J

SCO
900

-

1,000

M T Partello.

5455655355555
55558655*556
5555555064535
Jo P
554 544555555
555555B665555
654 44555656

...5
4
6

SOU,.,900

Creed, Secretary.

;

duced to gallery distance
CJndaon

Wm

Klein

Miller

CGZettler
Farrow
M Doner

WM
•f

P

DMH

Penning:

MLRIgga
Weekly shoot

;

ten shots per man, possible 60
4a
49
43
.is

B Zeitter
h Trouble
G Connor

H

45

'"4.1

Oehl

49

K Patterson

46
45
45
45

J

;

.""",

a
43
43
42

GASehurmau
Levy

.4/

P Fabanuo

42

of Zettler Bite Club point target
to gallery distance; ten shots per man, possible 30
;

reduced

:

CGZettler
JohnDuut

WM Farrow
MLRiggs

D

Muter

,2-3

13

19
!9
13

Wm Klein

m lionicr...
P Patterson
F Fabarlua
ASUurman

15

"14
13
13
...13

being

London Field as to their efficacy on tigers in India, where
they have almost superceded the large bore rifles which
were used there formerly. A friend of mine killed sixteen
tigers in fourteen days, and no one required a second shot.
(He used a .50 calibre double express, by Rigby). Cue
great advantage of the express is its freedom from 'fouling.
I have frequently left mine uncleaned for a week or ten
days, using it almost every day without finding any difference iu its accuracy. Many men are disappointed in their
Evpress rifles from having ordered them from gunmakers
nearly all of whom profess to make them, whereas there are
only some seven rifle makers in Great Britain who understand what an Express rifle should be. I may say, in conclusion, that with one of Henry's, of Edinburgh .50 bore
Express rifles, the Prince of Wales killed six tigers in India
in one day.

Viator,

(§nmq

GAME

§ug mid gww,

SEASON

IN

FOR DECEMBER.

Moobo, Alec* malchu.
Klk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis.

Beu or Ta.

Wlldtun.L
r^eagitHsgaUopamo.
Woodcoulc, riufahda minor.
RaJIed grouse or pheasant, Bmuaa

"!>"""
'
"
mts.
ninetted grouse or prairie chloken, Cupidonia cupido
Cartbon, Tarandm ran'giftt;

deer, C. vtriiiniamus
Squirrels, red, blacK aiirl gray

wmbellvi,

"Bay birds" generally, including various species of plover.
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surr birds, phalumpes,
u
etc., coming under the group Limacofa or Shore Birds.

Fand

8^~ In New York State December Is a close month for deer. Deer
shooting is permuted only during the months of September,
October
and November. Sole of venison is permitted until January 1, and net
after.

A Nbw

Idea for Gunners

is foreshadowed in the device
Iliester, mentioned in our advertising
a very simple expedient he makes use of a shotgun for the firing of Plobert caps, completely overcoming the
difficulty of using the rim-fire ammunition with theeentre-flre

of Mr.

Charles E.

columns.

By

The device

is

in the nature of

5

4

WJShaw

an auxiliary barrel

in

45

s—20

4 4

*
*
'

ke

3

4

UawlOy

4
6

manipulation of his gun, the small ball in each case lodging
where the centre of the charge would have gone had the ordinary cartridge been used.
No possible injury of the gun can
result, and a vast deal of most valuable dummy
practice can
be secured at a trifling cost. Mr. Uiesler has not yet
patented
his improvement, and, having other business in
hand, is desirous of making terms with a gun -making firm
to push his

A

CCTawkey

HG

3 i 4 s
3 4 3 3

Hamilton

5444 4 445344 4 4
4 4 4
4
56555384443
4544
434343444
54444444388
4

4

3

•!»

5

4

4

4

3

5

4

4

43454452
8444444434024
3

3

4

8

4

Hunting Party foe Florida.— A dozen very good and
may be adduced why a man who is seeking

real solid fun should go forth with a crowd of congenial
spirits.
" United we stand " the expense better, and the
thousand
and one woes of the camp, at which, individually, we should
make a most wry face.
Give us the tried companions of .the
chase, whether our bivouac be in Nova Scotian
wilds" or

8-19
4-18

Wisconsin—Milwaukee.— The Milwaukee Rifle Club ou
Dec. 10, with fair weather, did good work at its regular
weekly shoot. Each man fired 15 shots at 200 yards, the
»f*

it a sportsman may
and perfect himself in the

recreation should go into the woods alone. There are
another
dozen of equally conclusive reasons why a man who is
after

:

4 5 4 4 3-23
:i
5 3 b-'iu

4

JHHOwry

targets

subtantial reasons

8-6S— 215

4

target reduced, possible 25

CFCorbyn

on moving

idea.

5—72
5—75

Mioui&an—East Saginaw, Ike. 16.— On account of the
had weather the Amateur Rifle Club did not shoot last week.
The following is the score made on the 14th insl., 200 yards'
Capt

practice indoors

Burnaide.

5

5
5

1.0111'

5-72
5—74
4—71—217

5

Col

Florida's pineries.

A New

York

reader,

who has had

experience in the South, sends us the following

we publish,

that those

who

letter,

long

which

may hwe' the opportunity or making suitable arrangements for their
winter

3-60
3-59
4—68
4-57
8-57
4—50
4-53

trip

South

are like-minded

:

I have resided in Florida about twelve years,
and am
familiar with all sections of the State. I have conceived
the
idea of a grand hunting expedition to the best hunting
ground
in the State.
plan would be to communicate with genl
le
men who desire to get away from the cold weather for a few
weeks in mid-winter, and by forming a company reduce
Ihe
expense to a minimum, and at the same time secure the
aer
vices of persons who could produce the live game and
rood
hounds, horses and other requisites for areasonable'price
The
great trouble in the past has grown out of the
fact that
hunters going to Florida did not know where to go and
when
they go there it is almost impossible to get reliable
informs
tion in time to be available.
The party of sportsmen troia°from New lork with a guide, who is responsible, and
will
lead them to a good spot, will be enabled to make
the most
out of their time and money. I have a great desire to
organize
and accompany the expedition, not for pay, but to make
it a
success and share in the sport.
John A. Maodonaid

My

Thick Shooting or Excellent MArasMANsmp.— fhe
Cleveland Leader gives an account of a performance by a
Capt. Joe Ttainbolt at the Academy of Music in that town.
There are no particulars of distance or style of rifle used or
appliances in the backward shots, only that "these remarkable shots were made without a moment's hesitation, and
with a coolness and unerring precision which would have
aroused enthusiasm in a larger audience." Among twenty
shots fired, the following are given as samples: Ringing the
bell, I inch centre, backwards; shooting an apple from his
wife's hand, backwards
shooting through \ inch ring held
in wife's fingers, backwards; shooting quarter of a medium
sized apple from his wife's hand, backwards extinguishing
thehghtinau ordinary lamp by turning it out; shooting
swinging apple, backwards ringing the bell, | inch centre,
lying down on back and shooting over shoulder shooting
quarter of a medium-sized apple from his wife's forehead,
backwards ringing bell over wife's head, | inch centre,
£
above top of head, backwards shooting through a inch
f
ring placed on his wife's head, shooting backwards riugiug
the bell through a f centre, the siue face of his wife within
| inch of the centre; ringing six bells centre ranging from
i of an inch to ? of an inch, in 85 seconds, removing cartridge and reloading each time.
;

34 Park Bow,

;

New York

Canada— Wyoming

City.

—

Lambton, Out., Dec. 1G 1878
Wild turkey, partridge, quail and rabbits are more plentiful
tins seasot) than they have been for a number of
years but
the weather has been so wet and disagreeable very small
'baas
have been made. Deer also plentiful in Ennis, Killen
Town

;

;

J. J.

Zbttlbb Rifle Chvn—ZeUlcr Gallery, 307 Bowery, Dec.
10.—Tenth competition for a clock Creedmoor target re-

it

skull

sorted in that of the shot-gun, and with

;

p ranlc Pucha

skin at

lorn to pieces inside,

any direction, and some pieces
and had lodged un.ler the
the side of the head. My companion was
m;
in

it

vinced of their efficacy that he uses them almost entirely in
a Sharps Creedmoor, and I am sure will bear witness as to
their awful destructive powers.
I killed all the black and
white-tailed deer, besides elk and antelope, that I wanted,
and I had only twice to hit an animal a second Mine, all ihe
others falling at once and dying within a few yards of where
they were hit. Numbers of letters have appeared in the

pin.

aoytgiwo,

;

Rifle

1£ bull's-eye:

;

5

s— 19

easy to pass a stick into

;

Yale

39
39
"

Grlswold
6-i;
Wilson
5-23—103 Prendergust

5—22

The who.e head was

away.

had come out through the

;

41I

40

•

e-21

4
4

;

W el 3

'.'.'.."..'.'.'.".'.'.'.36

,

4 5 4
.1 4 4
3 4 5
4 4 3

for a mid-range rifle,
teams of rive from any club or association more
than one team can enter from each club, hut one man cannot
shoot on two teams distance, 100 yards position, standing rifle, any .22 calibre, 31b. pull { 10 scoring shots each
man no sighting shuts entrance, $5 each man 3 entries
one-cmarter of entrance money to go to team making
to fill
second highest score at each competition prize, mid-range
rifle to be won three times before becoming property of
winner National Bttles to govern as to tics. First match
will be shot, Saturday, Dec. 21, 2 to 6 p. M.
Entries can be
made up to close of match. The succeeding competitions
will be held weekly or semi-monthly, as competitors may de-

77111

200 yards reduced target

;

Hltoheoelc
FerriB

to

Johnston
BCTry

Tenth Precinct,

WStatt
W Hugnes
Frank Fttchs

BOMB.

3-23
3—18

The range proposes a team match

open

V>
42
40
39
3s
3?

J Huagland
J Uoffen

B

;

;

—A.

43

.'.'."'.'"".'

Suoll

CMLaing

Team

Second Platoon, Police

B k"

.Taehne

10.— Regular weekly score

Deo.

XI

rail

JEuckert...
(i Cnlaane

HuetUch, Sergt.-at-Arms.

'

AH

L Trouble

scores standing

T.—Weekly shoot

<Y.

409
12
la
9
9

—A new rifle club lias just been organized, with headNo. 183 Dolancey street, under the name of Ihe
German ltiflo Club. It now numbers over thirty members,
many of them experienced shots. They have adopted a uniform similar to that worn by the N. Y. Schuetzeu Corps',
The following gentlemen were elected officers of the club for

:

;

.TaTfalevj

Quai'terfl at

lillerich,
d

HIS Sargent, Jr
4 4 5 4—21
4
Mr. E. B. Souther's twenty-four out of a possible twentyfive was u good performance, while Poland, Lowell, Frye
and Davidson followed very close with good tweni:
Bottom, Dai. 14,
Street,.— The regular
possible 50

MBSmeel
P Fenntng

;

"hip.

Oo.,

Squirrels almost exterminated.

Massachusetts—Salem,

Jack.

Dec. 10.—Big bags continue
scarce
gentleman shot two snipe near here last Thursday
Thev
were fine, fat birds. I have known them picked up as
late as
liamson is said to have decided that Express Imllets are not
January 1. A swampscott gunner has picked up some Sfi
rab
sufficiently deadly for grizzly bears, I should like to give my
bits at odd times this season in that town.
Partridges
are
experience with a .45 calibre double Express, made by Lang, scarce all through the
county.
Quail season is getting short
of Cockspur street, London, during a trip, from which IMark Proctor or Son, of Swampscott, have got a good many
have Just returned, in Montana. We killed six bears, five» birds on the " Pigs "
and Linkus Island this fall. Richardson
of them being large grizzlies, and I found express bullets so
of .Lynn, has got a good score to show on sea
fowl at Bass
fatal that I would not. hesitate to attack the largest of them,
Point, Nahant
He shot
when armed as I was, on any ground and on foot. I nit eider ducks a day or two a fine teal last Saturday and three
before.
Geese were numerous off
one in the head, and on opening the skull a hole was found and about
Nahant and Lynn harbor Wednesday last.
Whis.
as large as a cricket ball, from which everything was blown tiers and
sheildrake very plenty ; black ducks rather
scarce

Good Wobk wrrn Expbkss Replbs.— Seeing in your issue
of the 28th of November an article in which a Captain Wil-

A

|

1
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Some purple sandpipers and snow buntings, with shore larks,
about Scaguis Hill quail grounds have been much cut off.
R. L. N.
Neva Bedford, Bee. 14.— The quail and partridge shooting
The mild weather so far
has. been superb the past month.
has brought large numbers of ducks into the large ponds both
in the western part of the county aui also in the Middleboro
or Lakeville ponds to the north of us. Thanksgiving day a
friend secured three specimens of the duck called by Audubon
the "gadwell" or gray duck, a rare visitor in our waters.
CONUIIA,

Oossboiiodt— Centre Brook, Bee. 14.— Shooting ha3 been
over 200 woodcock shot in one locality here,
Partridge scarce more bo than ever known. Quail shooting
G. H. C.
three to four bevies an average day's find.
fair
fair this season

;

;

;

Farley, a young man of the Thimble Islands, while
gunning the other day drew his gun toward him,
muzzle foremost, and was fatally injured by its discharge.

—Frank

in a boat

Nsw Yobk—Jamaica

Bap, L. L, Dec. 7.—The shooting

been as good as usual. Some nice bunches
of shell-drakes came in, but they did not stop long. The season has been so mild that sailing parties and clammers have
been so plenty, and, in fact, poking around through the creeks
anJ bay, that the birds did not have a chance to settle for any
Black ducks have been quite numerous, but at the
time.
break of day they fly across the beach and go to sea, and stay
there till dusk, when they come in again to feed during the
So there is not much chance to get a shot at them.
night.
There have been very few of them killed this fall. Geese, brant
and broadbill so far have given us the slip, as very few of them
have been seen in their usual haunts. There was quite extensive preparation made for bay shooting at Canarsie Landing,
the terminus of the Canarsie Railroad from East Now York.
There are several gentlemen from Brooklyn who own boathouses, boats and decoys also the the Rod and Gun Club, of
Brooklyn, who have a neat little club-house, and three single
this season has not

;

and one double ducking boat, and some two hundred decoys,
which they had all ready for the birds, but the birds gave them
the slip this season. Bob Clark, of " Clark's " House, had
two duck boats built by Sellers, of the celebrated Stafford
pattern, and purchased a good supply of decoys, for the accommodation of parties who would like to take a day's shooting near home, and easy of access to the city.
Eldred, Dec. 11 .—Deer are more plenty here than for the
Parties who have come here and put up at
last five years.
Bradley's have had trom one to three deer per week. There
have been ten deer killed within.one and a half mile of my
house this season that 1 know of. Partridges are in fair numbers, and on open grounds now; rabbits very plenty. Foxes are
very plenty, and if some sportsmen would come up here and
help kill them it would greatly increase the small game next
year. I have built a good house on purpose for the accommodation of sportsmen, and game from a quail to a deer can be
found any time within a mile of the door partridges, woodcock and rabbits are frequently killed within a stone's throw
Daniel Hallock, of Eldred, killed two tine deer
of the door.
Daniel hunts for
in one clay last month, and six partridges.
;

the market and profit.

J.

M. Bbaplet.

Bee. 17.—Quail, ruffed grouse
Two
rabbits are in quantities sufficient for fair sport.
recently in one week's shooting bagged U20 quail, 17

Pesnstlvania— Uniontown,
and

men

grouse and 12 rabbits.

West ViaGratA—Bridgeport,

Bee.

12.—Though Btrangely

overlooked by sportsmen,* this is one of the finest huntinggrounds on the continent. All the land is full of grouse and
The pigs
quail, and the mountains abound in deer and bear.
«e fattened on trout in the wild, remote districts, where game

laws are unheard or unknown. The valley of Caunan is filled
with puma and bear boarding in the mountain cabins is free
;

paradise.
of cost, and the wild, beautiful land is the hunter's
Not a house in thirty miles save, perhaps, the hut or cave of
ancient lake,
the moonshiner. The valley is the bed of an
the black water
level and beautiful as any Texas prairie j
the
-winds slowly among the tangled laurel, and the puma,
bea* and the deer are seldom alarmed by the voice of a huntThe scenery is grand and beautiful among those
er's gun.
mountains. The casteilated rocks are like the nuns of old
carpets.
cathedrals, and the moss is deep and soft as Persian
Flocks of wild turkeys feed under the "green- wood tree," a
mass of emerald and gold. Sometimes in autumn the white
umbrella of the painter is seen by the waterfall or among the
dreams on
hollies in the mountain gorge ; but the wild duck
comes
river and the deer among the laurel, and the hunter

the
not from the far North land.

J-

M. MoCann.

a—

Charleston, Dec. 14.—The weather up
South Caboijs
it has been
to this time has not been favorable for hunting, as
generally warm. Ducks are very scarce at present and will
severe
Sot make their appearance before we have some
few fine deer have been brought into market
•weather.
during the past week, and a great many wild turkey. Parttridges and woodcock are coming in slowly, but are reported
Preparations
in large numbers in some parts of the State.
Christare being made for considerable hunting during the
mas holidays, and I will no doubt be able to chronicle some

A

Yktotb.

good bags.

Tsnnbssek Notes— iVWiwife, Bee. 13.— After the field
were over Capt. A. B. Woodson, of the Fifth TJ. S.
to a fox
Cavalry, accepted an invitation from Mr. McGarock
and
a day's shooting on his farm, some few rnUes from
chase
The farm is situated on a narrow peninsula iortned
this city.
it a most charming
by the Cumberland River, which makes
around for fox hunting the chase can be followed closely,
has a
and the dogs kept in sight most of the time. Mr. McG.
find Reynard.
noted pack of fox hounds, which rarely fail to
On the occasion of Captain Woodson's hunt they killed the
The next day he
largest red fox the Captain had ever seen.
went out shooting on the same estate. He had his own dog,
which he had brought to the field trials, but which he did not
day's
enter. In company with General Jackson, he had a good
Quite a number of deer and wild
sport, banging 40 quail.
ducks are being brought to market. The deer are mostly
Quail are still very abundant and
killed in west Tennessee.
trials

;

very cheap.

2.

Miohtg an— Betroit, Bee. 14.— Dec. 5, Jerome Cannata was
four
out for a few hours' sport und bagged five quail and
partridges. Dec. 6, Albert Schroeder was out after rabbits
bagged
Bmith
9th
inst.
Wm.
On
the
to
bag.
six
and brought
On the same date Charles Ohope and Jno. Humfive quail.
phrey took a trip to Canada for a day's sport, and made a bag
and five partridges. Game seems to be rather
quail
of nine
scarce in our immediate vicinity, but must be considerable

your State, as our game depots and
mission houses are as full as they can very well be.
in the interior of

com-

His

—They had a big ring hunt in Sunfleld, Eaton County, reFour hundred hunters surrounded a territory about
four miles square, and closed in to the centre.
E'tch man
made all the noise ho knew how, and they kept it up for four
hours. One turkey, a few rabbits and one fox was the result.
Four hundred men to one wish-bone may be the correct thing
in Sunfield, but it would not do anywhere else.
cently.

Game

Nebraska.

—A

well-known Philadelphia correshas recently returned from Nebraska, writes ua
" We had good shooting ducks in Minnesota and geeae and
chickens in Nebraska. By the way, I see in your 'Close Season table in Forest and Stream that you say no shooting for
There was
quail, chickens, etc., in Nebraska in November.
game enough for all the gunners in the county, and when I
asked for the interpretation of the existing game law of Nebraska 1 was told there was none. Perhaps there is one that
receives no attention.
The one prt9=ed by the Grangers, forbidding chicken shooting on account of grasshoppers, has
been repealed now that the 'hoppers have left, as the birds
chew up the best part of the grain crop! In Piatt County
where we camped, in all my gunning I found but one man
who would shoot quail— and he was an immigrant from Illinois
as the settlers preferred to see something bigger fall when
they shot. Game must be thick when such a state of affairs
exists.
My cousin killed nine big Canada geese with one barrel one day, and it wasn't anything of an extra day for geese,
either!
L. Magoon ."
pondent,

in

who

;

—

'

—

—

—

A Big Score. Salem, Mass. I have just received a portrait of Mr. Cross, of the Winons Point Club, and now our
introduction is complete. He states his score for the season
Game ducks, 66 other game birds, of which five
at 1,028.
were geese. This is the best bag I have ever heard of for one
gun, and that by a gentleman sixty-four years old.
What a
glorious fall he must have had, but what on earth could ho
have done with so much game, when others of the club must
have done something. He stated in a former letter that the
club one season (two years ago) bagged over 5,001) ducks and
geese.
There are thirty members if the rest did their duly as
well as he this season their aggregate must be something
enormous.
C. T, J.
;

;

•

—

Trial or Gnus. A correspondent writes from Dover, N.
H., under date of Dec. 8
Last week a trial of guns was had at Great Falls, N. H., a
town some five miles from here. Two breech and several
muzzle-loaders contended for a prize. One of the breechloaders won, placing four shot in the target with the first
The winner was made by
barrel, and two with the other.
Tipping & Lawden, of London. The other breech-loader
took the second prize and was a Fox gun. The target was a
ten inch ring and was placed at one hundred yards distance.
The muzzle-loaders did not touch the target. No. shot,
The winning guu
1£ oz. and 4 drachms powder was used.
W. A. G.
belongs in this city.
:

Me. Paine at Glass Balls.— On December 11, at Suffolk
Park, Philadelphia, Mr. Ira A. Paine undertook, on a bet of
$200, to break SI glass balls out of 100, the balls to be thrown
in any and every direction by James Devlin, the swiftest base
Mr. Paine won easily, breaking 57
ball pitcher in America.
He
balls out of 90, and it was a pleasure to see him do it.
used a pair of beautiful 16-bore Parker's weighing 6 lb. 2 oz.
chilled
shot, and Dupont's No. 3 Eagle
each, J oz. Tatham's
Ducking powder.
Bear Story a la Mods Parisip.nne.— It is barely possible that American genius is to be outdone in a field hitherto
We may some day go to
regarded as peculiarly its own.
Paris for our bear stories as

we do now

and making some marked improvements over even his
previous rules.
letter published in Forest and Stbbam of November
2S, giving reasons for these rules, suggests a conversation on
the subject of trap rules that f bad with ita author and
"Baring Blot" (Hon. J. H. Aeklen) in New Orleans at the
time of the great tournament in the spring of 1876.
It was generally conceded that it was essential to the popularity of trap shooting, in this country at least, that " trap
shooting should be made as much like field ahootiug as possirules,

own

Dnum.

for our dresses.

The tournament was shot under

ble."

rules trained

is

no accounting

for the

whims

of the literary public

;

the plain, unvarnished tale indigenous to the American frontier, may lie unread while that capricious public standB aghast
in appreciative horror of Le Figaro's depictions. That Paris

journal in a recent issue announces the tragic death of Mods.
W. Benton, an American newspaper reporter who fell a victim to Mb heroic devotion to duty. The lamented W. Bentou
scattered abroad the dollars of his journal with princely munificence, was on intimate terms with all the prili
military celebrities of Europe, spoke eight languages with perfect fluency, and assisted at all the wars of the Old World as
He had gaiued admission to
a most conscientious spectator.
Prince Gertshakoff's presence as a tailor, to Bismarck's as a
dog merchant, to the Congress of Berlin us a photographer
he had gone to royal banquets disguised as a waiter and to
royal burials as a coffin-bearer. In 1867 he made the acquaintance of Mile. Schneider in the role of a Brazilian diamond
;

miner, while during the Franco-Prussian war he figured as a
Turco (blacker than life), a Zouave or a Uhlan, according as
This accomplished
the exigencies of the situation demanded.
journalist was about three weeks ago in a great German city,
where the sensation of the time was a troupe of trained bears.

There were six of them, and theywe.it, through their drills
and other performances with such Startling regularity that it
was very generally suspected that they were not bears, but
men disguised in bear-skins. W. Benton thought as much,
and offered to wager with the manager that he would enter
the den, but the manager declined to sanction the snl rpri
W. Benton thereupon invited all the journalists of the city to
dinner, assured them that the bears were frauds, and invited
them to be present at the afternoon performance next day,
when he intended to unmask the humbug. Having bribed an
employe of the menagerie, Benton, disguised as a bear, entered
the cage. His five companions seemed furiously
>-•

1 he
he attributed this to their desire to fend off suspicion.
public applauded enthusiastically. It was then that the unhappy
being, desirous of carrying out his plan, tin-capped the clihis
bear's
removing
max" by turning toward the press box,

head and bowing politely. A tremendous roai
followed by an immense shriek of terror. The bears, on seei

ing this human face, precipitated themscl'.
tunale man. Before the tamer could take steps to nave Mm,
the reporter, frightfully mutilated, had breathed his last.
Thus perished the poor W. Benton, whose editor-in-clucf
seeks vainly a man fit to replace him.

shall be counted no bird."
This is juBtice in cases where a slow or low-flying bird ia
covered by the aim of tho shooter, who cannot arrest the pull
on the trigger when the bird at the same instant unexpectedly
alights.

Some

of these

new rules

referred to are identical in both

form and principle with what I have often advocated and
urged upon the attention of sportsmen who shoot ul pigeons
from the trap.
Last year I chanced to be present at the annual club match
for the championship of Maine, and was called upon to offiThe match was shot under local rules,
ciate as judge thereat.
the deficiencies of which were evident to the various gentlemen whose attention I called to them at that time, and those
deficiencies and defects would be remedied by the adoption of
the rules whereof I write.
The rule of using but one barrel for single birds, so generally
adopted in this country, has the merit claimed for it, that it
And an element of chance is
will insure care at every shot.
excluded, which enters into the shooting with both barrelswhen the smoke may cauBe several losses to one shooter, and
perhaps none to another.
Yet the privilege of using the second barrel, which obtains
in England and quite generally in Europe, has great merit in
It teaches tho ready and accurate use of
at least one respect.
the second barrel, tho lack of which readiness is felt by many
sportsmen. Many sportsmen have I known who would be so
Hurried by a miss" as to be unable to use the second barrel, or
even attempt to. lean remembei /' n]
this sernin
but by practice have long since 81
drawback. Very often in field Shooting the
well used renders more satisfaction to the sportsman thai

THE BOGARDUS RULES.
the rules
pigeons from
FORbyshooting
be especially recommended,
A. H. Bogardus are
traps,
to

omiHin" as they do some objectionable

latel

features of various other

•

first.

Believing, however, that the new rule3 are the most perfect
desirable ones yet published, and that their own merits
commend them to sportsmen, I would suggest for them
the name of " The Bogardus Rules," with the hope that they
will be adopted generally throughout the country
Bft KBETI SMITH.
Beeember 1, 1878.

and

will

A THOUSAND WILD TURKEYS.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov,

Eobest and Stream

ESditqb

sc, isis,

.

There are many who anticipate a few months, or week",
pleasure and recreation—I mean men living lo the cold Karl
Hjfe'.y say that probably there can lis found no place
1

.

eatern Texas. I tiave resided in the city of San Antonio
ad have enjoyed many pleasant IMoW IB allowing courknow how to appreciate, to rtalMftS from
testes, bucIi as aporismi
vll! givcaahorc Sketch, of a ho at of IWidyT
many Northern States.
others, have Jnst veiurued.
ilaja. trom wnleh f. wit
.'.

.

.

asary equipments for twelve flayB ill Die
piled WtaaJ
no City 00 Tuesday, the l'2th ot the present mouth, oar destination being the neighborhood of Frio ittiy. We
brongHJ op about fifteen tofJea beyond tnat place, navinfi baggeQ con.

:

game along the way— uch aa turkeys, quail and flocks, Wo
brought up on the Yo-te-dlgo, fifteen miles from
There we settled down and went to work for fleer, and HI
three days, bat found the deer ralher scarce, only hilling aeveu. We
dually determined on a chauge of baae, and began
comiig ten miles northeast of Frio Oltl and camping ou the Skco,
I eat
m our attention to the turkey.
me of, If not the most favorite, places fer turkey In Tesaa.

siderable

;

llually

a small stream and rana only a little of the year, but it.has (rater
an all BWc
it tj'. Bathe year, and ia timbered,
are in W-:s eru Texas, with scattered Clomps of live oak aud other
atntnpa Ot trees, especially where yen cud a water hole,
arefavi ilieepotstOr IJie tin Key to roojit in, and here
to snoot tnem, I am well aware that, many ooni
It 18

1

come to Western
Texas and I wlh stake my reputation as a sportsman they will do as
wo do. The idea of ealdngn turkey up to ahoot blur down wlih a ridel
u.nes.
But we onlj shoot tor camp
Why, you her
Mean turuse, ontll the night before we ararr lor home then, vrehave
barbarous way of slaughtering turkey

;

ballet them

,

I Wilt uaaert that 1 saw In one roost, tho uigt
uve hundred yards distance, over a thousand turkeys. I W
twenty-live turkeys In thirty minutes. Onr whole fcltl Ol to
tramp was over u hundred, seven deer, innumerable nnalt, bote ins
common and blue topknot, one wild boar, four nvaieuas, or wild lnuBE
Id Texas. J conl4
hoe. This section is the wuutst l nave ever seen
wilte pagea upon many things, strange aud new, which J saw on JJU»

key's.

For Forest and Stream, and Sod and Qvm.

"Bar-

;

.

There

Icy

ing Blot," and these rules were very comprehensive.
Yet in one notable instance, at least, were they defective, ai
acknowledged by their author and I am glad that the defect,
also common to some other rules, has been remedied in the
new Bogardus rules, by that rule on double shooting, which
requires that "both birds shall be on the wing when the first
is shot at."
And if in any case "no bird" is declared, "the
shooter shall have two more birds to shoot at."
If I remember aright there are various club rules which require the shooter, in case one bird is killed and the other
alights, to shoot at a single bird, sprung from the trap at three
yards greater distance. To kill two birds thus is far from
being a double shot, and is most certainly " nothing but. single
bird shooting." As a pigeon match should be a trial of the
skill of the shooters, and not of the respective merits of guns,
the enlargement of the boundary from 80 yards to 100 yards is
a marked improvement, as also the rule requiring " ties to be
shot off at the same distance as when shooting the match."
Too often has a good shooter been defeated simply because
some of his rivals, no more skillful in the use of a gun, have
shot with guns that were superior to his for trap shooting.
I remember an occasion of two gentlemen, shooting off ties,
when it was suggested that the distance should be increased at
once from 31 yards to Bl yards. As one gentleman was shooting with a 10A lb. " full choke" bore gun, and the other with
an 8J lb. cylinder bore, there was naturally some objection
made to such an arrangement, whereby the match was so very
likely to be decided by the comparative merits of the guns
used, rather than by the respective skill of the shooters.
Another improvement to the credit of tho Bogardus rulo9 ia
" If a bird is Bhot on
in relation to birds shot on the ground.
the ground before it takes wing, it shall be scored as a lost
bird;' but if shot on the ground after it has taken wing, it

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thoae mho wish to spend a tune in the most congenial climate,
and where the best variety of sport can be had, can do no better than
to make their headquarters In the A lamo City, and T shall ba only too
happy to give them such directions as will afford them the greatest
H. Ltman Binaham,
.amount of pleasure.
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Signifies

use of second barrel.

-Should any of our patrons wish to buy a quite new and In every
respect excellent piano, made by a prominent and reliable maker,
we
cordially suggest that he communicate with "Brookman," in care
of
this office.
The piano has not yet been used. The maker's price ia
$600. It will be sold for much less
lAdv.

§he §zme_of §lms.

1

Notice.—Cheas exchanges, aommunicationa and aolntlons should be
addressed " Chess Editor Fokkst and Stbeam, P. O. box 54, Wolcottville,

Conn."

Problem No. 36.
Motto: Wallensteln.

111 1—5
111 1—5

w

Ow
w
1)

111 1—5
111 1—
11111-6

1
1

111—3
1 1

1—3

w

1

w

w

w

w

1

,1

w

Hutchings

Maskey

w

.....0

1-S

sweepstakes, $5 each, 3 double birds, 13 yards

;

00—4 Kirkman
11—6 Tucker

11 01
11 01
01 10

w
Maskey
1111—6 JTurner...
00 11—4 Merriman

11
11

00—3
11—5
11—4

..1110 10-4

Nichols
10 1111-5
Dr. Saunders and Hutchings divided money.
Sweepstakes of $5 each to shoot until miss 26 yards rise
;

;

Merriman.

Kirkman
Puryear
Watkins
Turner
Saunders

1

1

1

110

1

1

I

1
1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-14

1

1

1

Maskey
Mitchell

1

Hutchings

1

five

H

T

and

—10

11111111111111
1

traps

BWeet
Wynn

1

1

1

1

1

1

Vi

;

oz. shot

Glllett

Bryar

Eddy
Wisner
Atkins

Woods

I

1

0—15

111110
111-9
01101111
0—7
11111010
0—7
11011011
1—7
1001011110—6
01101101
1—6
01010110
0—5
1110
1—5
01101100
10001000 0—
1—3

25

Match for the

birds

1
1
1

In Problem No. 35 White's King Bhoald stand on King's second
square.

1

Andersaen in

between teams of six men each,

Game No. 8T.— SICILLIAN DEFENCE.
The subjoined game, played in the great match between Morphy and
185S, at the

White.

ATKINS' SIDB.
1

Motphy.

1—3

Bryar

10 1—2

1—

West

1 1

1—3

Eddy.

1 1

Woods
Murphy

1—

1

Anders3en.

Harris

1

3-Kt-K B3
4-KttksP

1

0—

Wisner

1

0-1-13 Robinson

4— P-K3
6-P-Q3 (8)
6-P-K4
7-P-B4 (c)

8— QKt-B3(d)
9—Kt-Q5

8—P-B5 (C)
9—P tkB B

6-B-K B4 (b)

11—2

Wynn

7—B-K3

5—Kt-KtS

1—3

1

0—1
0—0—12

Regence, in Paris, we are requested

1-P-Q B4
2-P tks P
3-Kt-Q B3

2—P-Q4

WEST'S SIDE.

1—3

1

1 1
1 1

la

Black.

1—P-K4

Glllett

Cafe de

to publish

at 3 birds each,

25 yards rise

Atkins
Martin

32.

1-Q-Kt8
2— Q-Q R8 ch
3— Q-B6 mate

1

'.9

Robinson

and give mate In three moves.

solutions to problems— no.

and Long Island rules

29yda
2S
27
30
25
3>
23
30

Broadway

to play

1

Brooklyn Gun Club— Dexter Park, Dec 14.— Regular monthly
handicap contest for a gold badge at 10 birds each, 60 yards boundary,
from

White

—2
—
—

1
1
.0

Nichols

White.

Black.

Morphy.

Andersaen.

10-KKt-B7ch 10— K-B2

11— Q-B3 ch
11— Kt-B3
12-B-B4 (f)
12-Kt-Qo
13— Et tks Kt ch 13— P-Q4 (g)
14-B tks P ch 14— K-Kt3 (h)
15-Q-R5ch
15— KtksKt
16-P tks P (I)
16—Kt tks P ch
17— K-K2 and wins.
NOTES.

(a)

1110111010111

1

JB Bergen
SWMorford
TC Parker

l

1

i
1

1
1

1
1

1

1110
11111
11011011110—9
1

1
1

1

1
1

0— 12
1— 11
1— 10

1

1

1

1
1

1—12

1

10

1

1

lllOOllOlOOOl
1—8
1111010011000
0—7
00 101101000011—6

C II Slillwell
T Davis

GH Wild

1111

GH

1

Wild...,-..

GU Wild

1

1

1

1

First lie.

1-5 J B Bergen
Second tie.
1 0—3 J B Bergen
Third tie.
0-3 J B Bergen

1 1 i_;s

1

1

1

oil 0—3

1

1 1

I

0—4

This

Ci.vju— Remark, X. J., Dec. 14.— Match, $200 ($100
Messi s. Butler aud Armstrong against Messrs. Templeton and
Zellner; to shoot at 55 birds at 3o yards rise

11110 111110 1110111111111 — 22

Armstrong
Templeton

10111111110111101001101
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1
1
1 1 1 1
1110111000 u 11 110011000

1 1 1 1 1

Zellner

1

1

1

1

Handicap sweepBSakcs lor a Paiker li-bore gun,
1
1

1—21

1—15-S5

at 10 birds,

from

110 11111

11111110

5

(c)

P-Q R3 would have been sounder

would have been
(<0

Smith, E Templeton, W. Jamieson, W. G.
Loog, W.Ruttles, Dr. Zellner, E. Hopper, missed and

Murphy, w.

went out.

Z.

ilatawan, Dec. 12.— Match for a fine breech-loader, valued at $75;
rules to govern

James VanbraOWfl
H

LBCampbeli

HAWKne

1 1
1

1

1

111

1 1 1 1

,,..10

J.

1

1—5 I Vanbrackle
1—5 James tamberson
1-5 JLamberson
1-4 RApplegate

111 l_s
1—5
110 11-4
1

•lM

K

P, thereby

game

In favor of the fi-at player,

reply would sill have been

Kt-Q5, with wlmiiug game.
(«) The attack is now Irresistible.
if) If the B had been Interposed, White wonld have taken it cheeking
and on Kt retaking, have played Kt-QS eh, and won without difficulty.
(3) Had the Q captured the B, White would have taken with the Kt
ch, and remained eventually with a P ahoad, and a winning position.

Game

No. 88.-KING'8

GAMBIT DECLINED.

Played lately at the Royal Aquarium

White
Mephisto.

1—P-K4

2— P-K B4
3-Kt-K B3

6-P-Q3
fl_p.K RS

7-G tks B

8-Kt-Q B3

9—P-liO

(ti)
(1-)

(<f)

White.
Mephisto.

Black.
Mr. Beardsell.

1-F-K4
2— B-Q B4
3-P-Q3
4—Kt-K B3

5-B-K Kt5
6-B tks Kt.
I— Castles
8-Kt a B3
9— P-K RS (a)

10— P-K

KM

Black.
Mr. Beardscil.

10— Kt Q5
11— Et-K3
12—P-K K (4

ll-QKt2
12-P-KR4
-R P tks B (b) 13—Kt

13

H-RtkaP
16- K Q

16-P-BO ch

tks

P

!4-QKt-B<Sch
15—I-K12
(C)

17-QIkaKt
White mates

16-K

tkB

IT-Q-C'2
iu three

prefer 9— Kt-Oji, followed, after Q-Q, by P-Q4.
P tks P en passant would be rather strong.
Of uulphurons subtlety.
Mr, b a evidently demoralised.,- WttmiiW P*t*r*.

(a) I

1 1 1 1

,1.1

K B Is shut in, and the

the

play, tut even ihen the

Had Black now played P-Q Rs White's

4—B-B4
1—9
0—8

now

weak.

Correctly played, compeliug tiro advance of the
leaving the Q P behind, weak and unsupported.

1

1—is—10

better thau P-Q3, but even

(6)

;

Butler

ia

Q P rendered

LON8 BRANCH Gun

side)

1-4

1—

lain

i

w

1 1 1

1

11 11
11 11
01 10

Saunders
Perkins
UulcbiBgs

C Kerns
c Morris
WJPoss

111 1—5
1111-5

l— 2 Huichlngs
C—2 Cliadwelt

ow

Watkins

•

1

is 1 i„i
is 1 Is 1 is la 1 is
is is 1 lsl
t
isl
is Is 1 Is
1 18
is lsl lsl
1
la
Is lsl la la 1 is lsl

A ;.'"1li

1

Hutchings

w

1 1

Hi

1

1

111—3 Watkins
Second tie— 31 yards.

at donbie birds

II

11—10

Maskey
1—3 Beazley

C.'ieatniun

25S

S

10—9
00—2

1 1
l l

Dow

1,

CKerna
1b
Is
A number of other sweeps

1 1

1

11 1-5
1

1

H

;

lsl 'si
isl
1

11—10

w
Ow
w

11

;

elt0?
Turrill

K

10

1

Beazelty
Cbadweil

11—3

1

11 0—2
1

1

1

Dexter Park tamo hints furnished by T Stags
un
SO yards
SO yard3 boundary; use of both barrels
five ground trans
$5
entrance, divided into three prizes-40, 36 aud 25 per cent.;

„

01—9
11—9

Ties on five—31 yards.

Midway Club

1 1 1 1

1

1-5 Watkins...

1 1

Eirkman
Match

w

1

10 w

1

..0

1-3

9.— Club shot for gold badge;

rise,

C

00
11

10

Hutchings

*

w

110 0—3 traps, 2 misses out
111 0—4 E Jackson, 30 yards
RKddy, 30 yards.
1
1 1—4
1011—t
C. Butler, N. Knox,

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

0—2

0110 -a

Vanbrackle

IU.. Dec.

„

misa to count out r

0-4 Hutcliines

1 1

ill! 1—5
1 1111—5

Cheatham

a

divided.

Ktrtnnn
Brackman
Meadows

1

Burr
Hutchings

Ow

White
Dr (1 V Marsden

10W

Nichols

111—3 Merriman

;..,».

11

1—5 Cheatham

1

HC

Ow
1 1

10—1 MeDermott

Long

10
01
00
10

Audubon CLun-Chicas/o.

1—3
1—3

Second tie—31 yards.
Vusb

11

Saunders

l-r>

1

GHWild...

0-2 Tonstell
0—3 Merriman

111—3

l-

1 1

(I

Jones
Vass

i_io

1 1 1

1 1

llllllll 0— s
.1111110111—9

Second tie— 31 yards.
1 1 1—3 Saunders
Third tie—81 yaids.
1—2 Saunders
i
TieB on nine— 26 yards.
1
Tucker
i 1— 3
w McDtrinott
1

Maskey

1

Johnson.. ..0

Merriman.
TieB on ten— 26 yards.
1 1 1-3 Saunders

Maskey
Kirkman
Cook
Henry
Hlggms

11111111
1 1 1 1 1
1— 10
111011110— 7
111101110—7
00111111 0—7
110111011—8
110111111— 9
11111111 1—10
101111110— 8
1

0—3

1

1

11—9
01—9

0-

1

Ties on ten

prize, Dr.

01
01
11
11
01
ul
01
11

w

1111

Dow

1

1

—<x

1 1

1

1

off.

11110-4 RBCampbell

on

TStagg

;

,

l

1

;....i

Lamberson
1 1
1 l—
Lamberaon and Vanbrackle divided.
Henry White, Jerry Strant, R. V. Dlsbrow, W. A. Dunlop,
Abbott, J. Johnson, George Rlgler, D. H. Snowhlll, withdrew.

11—9
10—6
10—9
11—9

Tuesday, Dec. 10 (continued from Saturday).—Purse, a gun donated by
Uilder, of St. Louis, value $103 25 yardB rise ; miss to rule
out:
Perkins
1 1
Dow
w

Hutchings..l

Mr. Long, the winner of the
on nine won by Dr. Saunders.

10
11

10

1

1

11

11)

1

Brown &

1

111111111 1—10
i'— 9
1
1
1
111111000—7

1

1

1

Dow...

1

10
on
11
11
11

1

1

1

Phillips

1

1

1

Brown
01110110 1—7 Eirkman
Bonnie
1 111011111—9
KU'kmau
Duncan
1 000111111—7
Canfleld
MeClung ...1 110011111—3 Nichols
Merriman. .1 11111110 0— S Nichols
Bowles
1 101101011— T
Merriman
Saunders ...1 111111101—9 Puryear
Jno Wells. .1 110111111—9 Watkins.....
Burga
1011011111—8
Phillips
011111111—8 Dow
l 101010111— 7
Cook
1110 1110 1- 7 Turner
Tucker
10 11—6 Dixon.
1 111011101—8
Trezerant,..l 110
Kirkman...
1 111001111—8
Long
1 11111111 1—10
Dow
Nichols
001111110—7
Hobson
Sannders

JS

1

1

;

1

Second purse, $400; first prize, $200; second, $125; third, $75;
Hazard Powder presented by Hazard & Co.
1 11011110 1—8
Kirkman. ..0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1— 8 Griffith

Hutchlngs...l

1

1

1110
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
10
110
1111

1

1

fourth, I2»i lbs.

111111011—9
110 110 10-7
Jones
Carre
1 100001011—5
01111110 1— s
Scales
100110011—5
Bash
111111110—9
Vass
Tunstell. ...1 10 1111111—9
110 10 1111—7
Puryear
110111011—7
Gilbert
1 110 o 01111— 7
NIchol

1

100010011—5 RCNIcholBon
1
010000111— VLKirkmau
W Watkins
111010 0—6 WCheathaui
1
Turner
1 Olllliuu-s
Geddings
000101111— INicholson
Bush
1
Hobson
1 111110111—9
SweepBtakes, 5 blrdB each, 21 yards rise first
111010111—7
Scales
Pltklns
1 1—5 Bush
Cox
1 011111011-8
Watklus
10 w
Scales
Merriman ..1101111111—9
1—5 Long
111110111—9 Kirkman
1
1
Martin
1 l 1
w Bowles
Saunders. ..1 110101111—8 Jones
1— 5 Puryear
1 1
Cook
11111111 1—10 Cook
Henry
w
Geddings
Mitchell. ...0 011011111-7
1
001110111—6 Jlaskey
w
Nichols
Jones
1—5 Dow
111110011—7 Mitchell
1 1
Bowles
011111011—7
Wells
Money divided between the ties.

Ties on nine— The shoot off was won by G. W. Tunstell.
Ties on eight were divided, as were also the ten bags of shot, seven
being scored by ten shooters,

WatUlnB.. ..1

1

1

W

;

11

1

Pat Henry
Campbell

M

;

1111
10

1

JHDow

Fifth annua; shooting tournament plunge traps, 21 yards rise, ten
Blngle birds; ten dollars entrance throughout, except medal match;
all pnrsea to rill or pro rata
l><f oz. shot, 10 bore guns
Thursday, Dec. 6.— First purse, $800; first prize, $150; second, $125;
third, $50, and ten bags of shot given by Tatkain & Bros., N. Y., for
fourth prize
6 Hutohlngs..!
1 01
Duncan
Johnson
4
Long
Cowling, Jr.l 01
1
Phillips

1

1—3

1 1

Single.

l

Ties shot

1
1 1

:

without these.

l

Ivlns

LBCampbeli

First tie for second prize, 20 yards rise Johnson, Hntchings, Tucker.
MeClung, Mitchell, Geddings aud Bush, each killed three birds
On the second tie Bush wou the shoot off. Third prise waa won by
Puryear, and the iourth prize by Ncbols.
Contest for the Tennessee State Medal, value $100; open only to
members of the association; live single and three doable rises; 26
yards rise and 80 yards boundary for single birds, aud 13 yards double
lise and 100 yards boundary. Great, interest, was felt in tale match,
aud a large number were present to witness it.

given and these only: Place, date, name of club, name of
competition, kind of trap and balls used, distance of rise,
boundary, rules governing, and Weather. Scores are valueless

l

James

oil 1—

1

Vanbrackle

1—5
1—3

1 1
1 1

0-2 Higgins

1

Third

issues of this paper, scores should be sent so as to reach us

110 1—4 EVandeveer
1 110 1—4 CStilwell
1111-4 J Bray
....0 1111—1 JMaglll
10 111-4

George Walte
Frank B Hyer
George Waite
Charles Applegate

1

Second tie— 31 yards.
1 1 0-2
Merriman

Henry

w

I—
11 1—
1—3
.1

1-3 Vase..

..l 1
,

1—8

1

1 1

1— 3 Merriman

....11

SaunderB

How

l

1

....1 1

Tunstell..

PIGEON MATCHES.

lOOllOl—
001111110—6
101101011—7
1110 110 0—5
Clung
011101111—7
Duff
Kirkman. ..1 1110 11111—9
1110 11110 0—7
Budge
10 10 1111-6
Wells
111111111—9
Dow
1011011011—7
Gilbert
i- s
Griffith
l
l o o
Tunstell. ...1 011111111—9
Carre
10 111111—7
110 10 111—8
NiOhOlB
1 10 1111111—9
Vass
Puryear ....1 111100010—6
McDermott.l 011110011—7

411

Ties on five— 26 yards.

trip.

R

(d)

moves.

_

:

:

;

:

Game

No. 89.

Played recently at the Divan, Black receiving

1—P-K4
'.-—B-B4
3— I.J-K2
tks

P-Q4

6-

7— Q, B

8— q

tks

Dick, Paiuesvllle, O.-The puppies probably have worms. We wouldsnggeBt santonine In doses of one grain, to be followed by 14 oz. of cas-

Black.
Dr. E.

A. R., Woodville, Miss.—We believe Rltzman & Co. 10 be square
and a reliable firm. Shall bt; pleased to hear anything further
of the movements of Messina quail.
J.

dealers

10—K-gi!
11— P tks B
12-Q-B

G. N. R., Worcester, Ma-is.— For cheap trip to Indian River, Florida,
of no better way than to go via schooner to .Jacksonville, and
then take schooner to the River.

we know

'

Resigns

NOTES.
(a)

Kt-Q B3

is

preferable.

TlHs

is

CURSORY JOTTINGS.

»—T he score In the International Tourney now stands

Great Britain,
out we had better wait awhile.
14 America, 13 ; drawn, 2, liar
llr. Cook, President of the A. C. and P. Association, can find no
authority In the laws of the Association empowering him to investigate
the charges preferred against the managers of the recent problem tourIf Mr. Loyd pocketed Secretary
ney.
Happy, voiceless McKIm!
lIcKlm, as the Turf broadly intimates, it Is now time that the chess
public petitioned that a single stitch be cut, and the Secretary allowed
to escape.
We are not inclined to be unkind, and we only await his
reappearance astride a friend's "chariot wheel," rolling downhill,
seeking " vindication" in order that we may applaud as well as laugh
That " chariot wheel" will,
at a disgraced officer of the Association.
of course, be suitably decorated, and we further suggest that a motto
be afflxed to it. The folio wing occurs to us as appropriate: Site el
:

;

—

philosophus

Bbom Bones, New York.—My setter puppy six months old has a spot
mange about the size of a silver dollar on his head. What shall
Ana. Rub it with crude petroleum.

of red

"

not advisable. He might safely play 4— P-Q3, but at the
odds T consider 4— P-Q4 better still. Receivers of Kt odds would do
well to note that P-Ol, when played early, is in almost all open games
annoying to the opponent.
(<•) Here he should most decidedly play P-Q4.
odds receiver. I
(>]) A very menacing move, especially against an
apprehend that Black's best play is B-K3.
(/;)

I

do for him ?

G. L. W., Steubenville,

O.— Please

give

me your opinion

December is an

interesting

and

attract-

Mr. W. T. Pierce contributes the first installment of his
The
analysis of the opening by a table of reference to model games.
three pages devoted to this feature are alone worth the price of the
number. Address Westminster Papers, 8 Salisbury Court, Fleet St.,
London, E. C, England.

number.

—The American

November is a decided improveand the management announce that

Chess Journal for

ment on its rocent predecessors,
more attention will be given to
errors, so frequent of late, will

following are the prizes, rules,

its preparation, and the typographical
The
bo looked after in the future.
etc., of its first Problem Tonrnament
:

Prizes— 1, volume of "Chess Strategy" and $10; 2, volume of "Chess
Strategy" and $6 3, American Chess Journal and "Strategy ;" 4, "Cent.
Prob. Book" and " Chess Strategy ;" 5, " Ohess Strategy." Free to all
the world; one problem (with solntlon) only should be mailed to
"American Chess Journal, 68 Courtland St., New York," prior to Feb. i,
"To give Competitors a
1879; problems to be in 2, 3, 4 or sjmoves.
fair and equal chance, we will explain that the problems will be graded
according to their actual difficulty— the number of moves, and how
many pieces are employed in their construction. Every problem will
be solved by a committee, and a record of time consumed in each problem will be kept. One-thlrtleth of this time will be deducted for each
piece employed in the construction of the problem, and the average
balance will give the rating of each problem. We have computed that
a three-move problem should be six times as dfncnlt as a two-mover,
a flve-meve problem
a four-mover four times as difficult as a three
The
should be therefore as difficult as 120 two-move problems."
rating of eaeh problem will be given at the time of Its publication, and
A solverB'
the awards will probably be published in February, 1879.
tourney is also announced in connection with the above problem tourney, and the prizes offered are well worth trying for. This programme
is somewhat novel, but will doubtless prove an attraction to problemThe manner in which the difficulty of a problem is ascertained,
ists.
it seems to us, favors a class of problemists to the exclusion of othera
who consider beautiful variations obtained by the use of additional
In order that no one may misconstrue our remarks on this
force.
point, we state that we refer more particularly to the pleoes employed
for defensive purposes. The use of unnecessary or inactive pieces for
;

;

the attack, in order to increase the diulculty of the problem, or to obtain unnecessary variations, although sanctioned by some, should be

handicapped in this or a similar manner.
exception is very good.

The programme with

this

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

2-Kt-B6ck
:-;-B-Kt8 mate

1-QPtksQ
2-KtksP

l— PtksP
1_
2— K-B4
2— Kt-Q3 ch
8— Q tks B P mate

1-BPtksQ

II-

2-KtksP

2-Kt-QJ)ch
I

1— KttksP

|1—

3— q tks B P mate

J. A. G., Jackson, Miss.—In Game No. 84 the move of 20— Kt-KtB
should read, according to A. O. J., 20— Kt-KS. We agree with you.

A. B., Montpeller, Vt.—We do not think that B-R8
mat Kt-K B5 ch will solve No. 27. Examine No. 16 again. We
No. 27 below, hoping that our solvers and the
author will point out to you the unsoundness of yonr proposed doable
We cannot do so, as oar time at present, as during the past
BOlntion.
few months, is fully taken up with other matters, much to onr regret

W.

16,

or

l-Kt-KB5ch
2— Q-KKtlch

II2— 9-Q„BSch

1-PtksKt

2— K-QB3

|

1-K-QB4

2— Kt

interposes

J tks Kt mate

;— K-KCmate

H. A. A., Willimantic, Conn.— We have complied with your request.
Should like to hear from you occasionally.
0. W., Wiusted, Conn.-Your favor duly received.
cannot devote more time to chess.

^nswm
No Notice Taken

Sorry that you

Appleby.—Mr. H.

Appleby, a resident of Meadvllle, Pa.,
disappeared from that city very mysteriously Sept 21,1878.
Will any
one knowing his present whereabouts send his address to this office, or
to his wife, Mrs. Fanny Appleby, lleaoville, Pa.
J.

J.

J. A. C, Wakefield, N. H.— What is the best medicine for tape-worm
in a dog, simplest and most efficacious?
Ans. Areca nnt is probably
the most efficacious remody known, but should be freshly grated and
given in repeated doses until the effect is produced.

Subscriber, Phiia.—It

Is not necessary that the shells should fill the
if you can turn them down with a reamer to the
they will fit the chamber when discharged.
You can use the
sawdust as you suggest, or another wad over powder.

chamber when loaded
shot

;

wad

Ga.— Please examine sample of powder t hat you will
and give me name, etc., and where it can be procured,
Ans. The powder is the Dittmar powder, and can be
bought in this city for $1 per cannister from H. C. Squires, No. 1 Conrtland st.
also price J

H., Philadelphia.— Can

to go fob

ol

specific questions as to

where to find beat

send us

localities for

game

and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

much trouble. Rearl the paper.
Dr. E. 8., Cleveland, O.—The leaves and buds you send us, and which
were found 1n the crop of a ruffed grouse, are those of the white birch.
" Whitney" rifle,
F. o. B., Watertown, Conn.—Will a new model
long-range, cal. .44, 77 grs., carry a distance of 4 miles or more J Ana.

No.

-

oz.,

with 4Jf drs. Dnshot, onght a
30 yards,

at

3. Is 3 drs. Dnpont's powder (next
docking) or 3 drs. dead shot, powder, with Hi oz. shot, sufficient for quail, gun 9 pounds, same gun as above ? 3. What book con-

tains best instructions for an amateur shot, and where to behad. Ans.
The usual distance for testing guns is at 40 yards and at a 30-inoh
circle, with No. 6 shot.
Tent your gun In this way, let 113 know

the resnlt, and we will tell you if the pattern is a good one. 2.
should, S% drs. at least.
1.
"Bogardus' Field, Cover and Trap Shoot-

We

301

Broadway,

had

ing," to be

atthis office.

Pointer, Pittsburg.—1. My pointer scratches himself constantly
is In the house and drags himself on his belly on the rugs and
In his kennel he is not so restless, but he seems to be tormented, and can never be done with scratching. He has no skin
trouble, and with fine-tooth comb can find no lice or fleas eyes clear,
bowels regular, appetite good ; works well in the field. 2. What is the
" Field Trial " dog, as now Imported under that name ? Ans. 1. There
must either be some Bkin trouble or else worms. H there are no symptoms whatever of the latter, we should try Fowler's Solution— say ten
drops twice a day. 2. The so-called " Field Trial " strain, now known
as the " Llewellln setter," comprises the dogs bred by Mr. Llewellln
(and their descendants) by his Dan out of Laverack bitches, or by a
Laverack dog out of a sister to Dan.

when he
carpet.

;

"I

O*

DIED OF POTASSIUM."

He's dead, then? Poor fellow gone at last
I had no thought that he was going so fast,
But knew he would come to It soon or lata,
For his credit was getting in a very bad state.
;

me

I

O was

clever and good, and ever so kind
slight even the lowest one he oonld find,
of all who had money to lend

Wouldn't

He would borrow

this city.

;

Would owe htm always

H. H. H., Philadelphia.—What would be the proper charge for a ten
gauge Remington, weight eight pounds? What would be an average
pattern for the charge. Ans. 3& to 4 drs. powder and l.y oz. shot for
upland shooting. For a cylinder bored gun, 178 pellets of No. 6 shot in
a 30-inch circle would be a good pattern.

Now, I O waB a

rather'n cheat a

good

friend.

on the adjustable plan.
He could love or hate either this or that man,
Jnst whichever yon say, so It's always your treat.
He was a gentlemen alwayB. You say deadbeat?
Ah, well, be

H, Lynn, Mass.— Your dog has a very rare disease known as
Is an inflammation of one side of the brain only. He
recover If you put a seton on his neck and give him nitrate of silver, say two grains, ^carefully powdered and mixed with crumbs of
bread enough to make eight pills give three pills a day, first giving a
purgative.
C. H.

it

friend built

so

!

Let him rest in peace.

Ho was

" turnside," which

a jolly good fellow and lived at his ease
So we'll plant a big Boap tree over his tomb,
That all who puss by may know I O died of Potassium.
Hal Haqukt.

may

;

*

Gender rather mlxe d, but purely from a motive of gallantry.

Pa.— Can you give the address of some good, reliable firm in Michigan that could send me a few deer skins. I want to
get a few untanned and tan them myself, or could I get them as cheap
S. D., Uniondale,

In N. Y. city ? Ans. You would do better through the restaurant
keepers and market dealers in New York city. See Van Nostrand's ad
vertisement in onr paper, Washington Market.

H. R., New York.— Please let mo know whether the pointer dog
Sensation, belonging to the Westminister Kennnel Club, has produced
any noted dogs in this country? Also, where can those be seen?
Would you recommend him as a stud dog, or do you know of a better ?
Sensation

Ans.

and from

his

Is

own

we know of no

number

the sire of a
field qualities,

better

dog

to

breed

of very excellent field dogs,
breeding and bench-show successes
to.

Ohio.—How should a minnow net about four feet
pushed ahead of a single person, be hnng ? Should it bo
hung with the meshes at the brail closed or with the meshes open ? I
hung one the latter way, but the top and bottom lines liave;a tendency
to draw toward each other In the middle, and the result is it does not
Ans. If it will not work one way,
Jle close to the bottom of the water.
try it another. Address the parties through the London Field,
J.,

Cedarville,

Munfordville, Ky.— 1 Is the Dittmar powder free from dirt
and smoke, and what is the price ? 2. Where can the best pin-fire cartridge be purchased ? We have trouble in finding a first-class shell No.
Ans. 1. Yea, compara14.
3. Is there a brass pin-fire shell made ?
tively so price $1 per can, equal In bulk to one pound black powder.
Nearly all dealers in this city keep them. You would be very apt
2.
to find an assortment at Schuyler, Hartley & urabaru'a. 3. No.

W.

8.,

.

;

Eleven Gauge, Monroe, Mich.— What is the difference in pattern of
II gauge muzzle-loader, 42in. barrels, loaded (1st) with wire cartridge
No. 1 shot, and (2d) with same size shot, loaded in the usnal way, 60
yds. ? Please give me proper load lor Buch a gun. Ans. As you could
tell in ten minutes by firing two shots, and as we have never tried
Buch an experiment, we can scarcely understand why you should ask
us. As for a charge for a gun of 42in. barrels and unknown weight, we
cannot give It.

Knows H m.— We were unable to answer a question regarding a gun-,
maker named Sutherland, but a correspondent, writing from Richmond, Va., kindly supplies the information. He writes as follows " I
1

:

five years; some l( them are used now by our best shots ; he died two
years ago and was tnccceded in business by his sous, under the style of
S. Sutherland's Sons."

Anonymous Communleallda*.

Game.— Correspondents who

'.,

to

the name of any party that
understands making up leather goods, such as a buckskin coat, in a first
class manner?
Ans. Messrs. G. W. Simmons & Son, Boston, manufacture leather shooting suits, and so, we believe, do Thomson & Son,

yon give

Draw.— Suppose A, B, C and D are playing draw poker. \ beta a
Boecertain amount on his hand B and C content themselves with
ing" him. Does that fact prevent D irom "raising," or is he also
obliged to content himself to "seeing" the other three? Ans. Well
really, we are not np on this sort 0] thing, but we have it on tbeanthor!
;

Where

1

gun Being a 12-gauge 30-ineh 1

grade

S. B. T., Orrville, O.— What length, weight, gauge and also pattern for
each barrel would you recommend me to get for hunting pheasant,
qnaii, wooe'eock and squirrel? Ans. 12 gauge 30 inch barrels, weight
s pounds, left barrel to make a pattern of about 200, No. e shot and the
right about 170.

noticed in last weed's issue of your paper an inquiry for S. Sutherland, gun-maker. He manufactured guus here in this city for twenty-

to ga^respondents.

S Lcroy slot,

1.

H.

will Bolve No.

give, yonr solution to

S.—1. How many No.

T. S.

said

J.

3— B-K16 mate

:

Haul Taught, Montreal, Can.— Bogardus offers the American championship medal for competition in Brooklyn next week.
He has himself withdrawn from the championship.
Any one can be a champion
on paper.

D. G.

R. 8. F., Cincinnati, o.— The top of diagram, as you infer, is Black's
side of the board, and the. bottom White's, eto. The author's solution
to No. 30 is as follows

are " The Cruise of the Kate," by Mlddleton, price $2 ; and " Orion.'
a cruise in a 19-ton yacht single-handed, price $1.76. Both by same
publishers. See our book reviews thlB week and next, Can order the
above upon receipt of price. Time, about four weeks, as no dealer In
America keeps suck books In stock. The " Cruise of the Kate " is an
account of a voyage around England in a little 30ft. yawl, and Interesting and instructive to Corinthians.

pont's ducking, two pink-edge wads on powder, one oz.
good Parker gnu put in a 24-lnch circle at 46 yards; also

long, to be

1-QtksKt

Albany.— For the book " Down Channel " write to Charles
Wilson, late Norie A Wilson, 157 Leadeuliall street, London E.G.,
England. Price about 4s., or $1 in England. Can be sent to yon by
mail or we can procure it for you. Other books of a similar character

on decarbon-

gun barrels. Ans. We do not consider them safe for large
charges, and certainly not as strong as twist or laminated steel.

T. M., Atlanta,

esto.

Westminster Papers for

They advertise to enlarge the bleeps very mateparticularly Just above the eye.

rially,

ized steel

find inclosed,

—The
ive

from the shoulder.

oil.

J. S. P.,

8-R-K
9—P-QS

Kt

9—B-KB
10-H-K B (d)
11—Castles
VI— V tks P
13— R tks P

3— Kt-K B3 (a)
4—B tks Kt (rj)
S—P tks P
6—Castles
T— Kt tks P (c)

P

ike

Kemove

Knight.

White.
Mr. MacDonnell,

Black.
Dr. .8.

l_p.K4
2-B-B4

B

,

tor

White's Q lit
White.
Mr. ilacDonnell.

B-K

:

;

!
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'

a man who once made a small fortnue In the business that D can
We can conceive
"raise the whole party," whatever that may mean.
of no possible reason why he should not.

ity of

Biceps, Boston.— What way of exercising is the very best to enlarge
Ans.
A blacksmith's hammer persistently wielded for 8
the biceps?
hours a day, " chinning " yourself on a horizontal bar, lifting flour barI( you have a
rels, and various other exercises are highly esteemed.
pnlling machine, the beat way to use it is to pull it. There are several
" professors" in

New York and Boston who will teach you how to stride

—

New York Athletic Club. The second annunl winter
meeting of this club will be held at Gilmore's Garden, this
city, on the evenings of Jan. 3d and 4th.
Full particulars
may be obtained by addressing the Secretary, P. O, Box 3101.
New York.
Hake anu Hounds.—The Westchester Hare and Hounds
will hold their second meet Christmas inoruing.
The start
will be from Schroder's Hotel, near the entrance of Woodlawn Cemetery, and the run is arranged to be across the
country and of three hours' duration. The huros will be
Messrs. Frank Banham and W. S. Vosburgh j the master of
the hunt Col. Delancey Kane, and the first and second whips

Messrs. J. B. Haviland. and James Lowe.

—The Queens

County Hunt talk of building a club-house,

Akoueby— Orawfordmilk,

2nd,, Dec- 13.— Mr. Will H.
shot the " York Round " with this result
Yards.
No. or'ws.
Hits.
Roore.

Thompson
72
48
2*

Total..

100
80
60

32
34
23

128
164
111
403

Scissors.—In a newspaper office scissors are as necesMarx Bros., 480 Broadway, N. Y.,
sary as pen and ink.
manufacture Young's patent folding scissors, which" are just
the thing- for an editor to carry in his vest pocket.
Now let
some one contrive a pair of scissors which will clip out a good
thing, put a new head on it and give credit at the bottom.
couple
of
dozen
for
our
cotemporaries.
We will buy a

An Eccentric Earl and His Dogs.— The Earl ot Bridgewater lived in Paris during the last century, when, according
to the Kelso Mail, the cireumstances now narrated took place.
He was a miserable-looking little man, unable to walk without
the aid of two lackeys.
He had an immense fortune, which
he spent in gratifying every caprice. Was a book lent to him,
it was representative of its owner, and returned in the Earl's
landau, occupying the place of honor, and attended by four
lootmen in costly livery, who banded it to the astonished
owner.
His carriage was frequently to be seen filled With
dogs, his special pets.
On the feet of those dogs he bestowed
as much attention as though they were human beings.
He
ordered them bootB, for which he paid dearly as for his own.
Not caring to entertain his own kind at the table, few people
dined with him. Still, covers were daily laid for a dozen,
served by suitable attendants. At this table he received and
dined with no less than twelve favorite dogs, who seemed to
comprehend the compliment paid them, as they occupied their
chairs with decorum, each with his white napkin tied round
its neck. They were so trained that should any, by an instinct
of appetite, transgress any rule of good manners, he was
banished from the table, and degraded to an ante-chamber,
where he picked his bone in mortifieal ion, his place remaining empty until he bad earned hia master's pardon.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Admirers of Artistic

floods.
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Pottery and Glass are
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he

1820.

GRAND INTERNATIONAL

SAKE— Pure-blooded Gordon setter bitch
FOR
Jennie, of
E. Tilley's stock has ralfed seveJ.

;

litters of pups, good mother and kind
color,
black-and-tan not a white hair on her; n splendid
bitch in every respect; some of her pups won second
prize at St. Louis Show refer to Chicago Field,
December 29, 1877 two of her pups were sold by J.
McWhorter, of Canton, Mo.; $100 and $125 a piece ;
broke on woodcock, quail and suipe this Is a good
opportunity for patties In want of a good bitch or
hunter to secure one. Full pedigree gh'en, Price

ral

invited to inspect some
choice examples select-

GUNTHER'S SONS BENCH SHOW OF DOGS.

G.

C.

184 FIFTH AVENUE,

GO. during the Paris

;

and 23d

-

St.,

NEW YORK

-

January

EXTRA

LOW
In

all

& 10,

9

1879.

-

sill

decorated by Mub-

SACQDES,

From Tarls, and of

FUR

TRIMMINGS,

DETROIT, MICH.

'
I

;

VONDERSMITH,

Lan

declO

U

SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irifh setters from
FORweeks
year
by Elcho, Eory O'Moore,

ready, and can be had of

CHAS. LINCOLN,

own make.

to

old.

1

etc., and out of bitches containing blood of Imp.
Plnnkett, Slelli, Bock,
bb, Rnfus and
Friend.
Address E J. ROBBINS, Wethersfleld,

Conn.

dec 19

SALE—Four well bied and well broke setters;
FOR
two out of John E. Devlin's imported Irish bitch
Moya;

sire. Plunkett; one out ot imported Nell, by
Plunkett. the other by O'Dohertv's Ponto. Address
DAVID G. HARTT, Northport, Suffolk County, N. Y.

Supt.

PURS,

GENTS'

n. B.

\

now

Prize Lists

FUR ROBES,

Facsimiles of the Trojan iridescent bronze
glass

our

/I-I.

;

Price 828.

6

CLOAKS AND WRAPS,

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

',

caster, Pa.

and Sizes of English Dye.

Vene-

.I'..

In

'.

I

;

pedigree.

Fur-Lined Circulars,

with novel marine designs.

Salviati'a latest reproductions of the

''I'll'

months old will make a good one dam, Jennie
sire, T;m, the best dog in Lancaster on quail; fall

AT

SEALSKIN
Qualities

7, 8,

Exposition, including
New Plaques by Minton,

;

;

BROADWAY

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY

&

;

;

decl91t

Entries close Slst Dec.

RUGS AND MATS.

SALE— Setter pups, by P. H. Morres LleFORwellen
setter, Czar, out of Horace Smith's Gyp;

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

Also some pups by Buck out of Quail II- both
imported red Irish. Address HORACE SMITH, 88
Park Row, Room s.
decl2 2t
sie.

New Plaques by Copeland,
strongly

Imperial

decorated with

Kennel.

Setters and Pointers Boarded,

drawn heads by Hewitt.

Broken,

etc.

Young Dogs handled with
Reproductions, by Doulton,

skill

and judgment.

of old Flemish

H. 0. CJI.OVEK,

stone ware.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made

by the Bombay Art Society.
Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions
of old Italian majolica.

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel
Club,

New York.

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian
iridescent

and enameled Glass and Limoges

Faience of

new

TOMS RrvKB, N. J.
Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs have dally
access to salt water.
oetio tf

MSTEW
The

Sportsmen's Bell
the position of the
causes the birds to lie
closer. Valuable in early
woodcock shooting, cocking and general shooting,
where the cover is thick.
Sold by dealers in guns
and sporting goods. Samples sent by mall postpaid,

§^at[tsti(eitH (^oods,
18

South William

BROWN &
For

N.

Agent.

Y., Sole

St. Louis,

Western Agents.

in case* of 112 pounds.

sale

Worms! Worms!

A Bane

to

Fleas—A Boon

to

Dogs.

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put np
In patent boxeB with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

decl9

4**

tf

dog and a liverAddress N. R.

Tepeka, Kansas.

declO st

Mat**

M. P. MCKOON, Franklin, Del.

Co.,

N

COCKERS! COCKERS!
CHAS.

flr=t-class
S.

&

F.

Nov.

to

eggs— ready

Jan.

20.

for delivery

Send

W. EDDY, Randolph,

for price

list

Catt. County,

N. Y.

dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond-

Sportsmen in want of

1st of

sept26

tf

Y.

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, circular, testimonials, etc.
310 if

write at once to

FOR SALE.
million brook trout

J. B.

telligent

Fleas! Fleas!

BAKER,

from the

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. TheBe beaotifnl and in-

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

N. Y.

SALE — A red Irish Better
FORand-white
pointer dog pup.

One

LtJZE,

Street,

HILDER,

by imported Laverack, Pride ot

II.,

HERZBERG, Yonkers,

CO.,
septlD 3m

Breeding Kennel

unless so stamped

A.

BEV1N BROS. MANUFACTURING

COCKER SPANIEL
De

tine English
for sale, out of

Kate II. is a litter sister to Llewellln's
Dash II. and Luthev Adams' Dash III. Address E.

UNION SQUARE.
F. O.

neclfl 2t

BLOODS FOR SALE.-Some
BLUE
setter pnps. five months old,
the Border.

Bast Hampton, Conn.

None are genuine

FRED. H. HOE, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Imported Kate
I

tells
clog,

30 cents,

colors.

COCKERS FOR SALE.—Three cocker spaniel
puppies, six months old, bv Witch, winner of
prize, N. Y.. 1877, and s»cond, 1S78, out of
Madge, winner of second N. Y., 1878. Applv to

first

Address,

cocker spaniels
Secretary

MINNESOTA FARM—For

sale, 1.660 acres improved land in Rock Oounly, Minnesota, with

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house,
grain houBe, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator
windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City
Railroad ; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rat
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming
Interest In Immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Photographs
shown and full specifications given on application
to

CHAS. HALLOCK,

Forest and Stebah.

office of

HITCHCOCK,

oct 31tf

Ouleont Kennel Club, Franklin. Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $16
septl2 tf
each for dog or bitch pups.

Price BO cents by mall. Postpaid

YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale
THEtwoNEW
puppies by Dr. Strachan's
pointer

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS LN DOGS

Flake and Whiskey) out of the Club's
Belle. Very handsome and promising. For particulars address R., this office.
dec5 4t

LIVE

WESTERN

QUAIL,

$1.50 per pair.
CHAS. FREDRICKS,
street, Brookljn, E. D., N. Y.

Manier

78

decl9

tf

bitcli

Flash

(sire of

SALE CHEAP.—Three
FORcoons;
weight, about
dress Lock

Box No.

80,

very handsome rac:-;o
lbs. each; tame.
AdBiddeford, Me.
decl9 It

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put np In boxeB containing a dozen powders, with
full

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats.

AM

TABLE

POCKET

CUTLERY.

directions for nse.

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Gum
and Forest and Stream.

HOLBERTON.

W.
Oct 13

117

FULTON STREET.

Guaranteed.

LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN
THE UNITED STATES.

SALE.— One liver-and-whlte (very handFOR
some) pointer dog pup, by our champion Imported Snapshot, out of Fannv II.: full pedigree.
Price $25. LINCOLN & HELLYAR. Warren. Mass.
decl9 tf

''Practical

J.

CURLEY & BROTHER,
street, cor,

gun all improvements. Address
Forest and Stebam office.
;

k FINE
-..vc

S",;lo.

C. A.

B„ care

of
deel9 it

lot of brook tront eggs, taken from wild
trout caught the last summer, for sale: very
for stocking purpo?es. Apply to
A
Randolph, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y- .

THOMAS

BRAINARD,

deel9

It

:

begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired
breed,

fit

for the highest competition.

N. B.—A bad dog never

left the

; thoroughly
broken on quail, woodcock and
grouse
nose unsurpassed
a splendid retriever
kind and gentle by Henderson price $51.
GROUSE—A liver and white (small) pointer;
weight, 501bs.; iBt prize winner thoroughly broken
on quail, woodcock and grouse Al nose a good retriever very stylish price S60.
Both of these dogs have been hunted on the game
named, and have had thousands of birds killed over
them. Sold for want of use. Price for pair, $100.
decl2 tf
A. J. WOMELSDORF, Potl svllle, Pa.

601bs

Kennel Guide," &c.

Doctor's Kennels.
decl9 tf

ESTABLISHED

;

;

;

Wanted.

;

;

;

;

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

13+ and 136 NanBau

Address
nov28

Gordon Stables, K. K"., FOR SALE—My pair of celebrated dogs; pedi- FOR SALE.—Setter dog, broken, good retriever.
Price $25. JAS. ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co.,
gree guaranteed.
decStf
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
DzlSH— A coal-black setter, 4 years old; weight, Ohio.

.

PRICES AS

Pups whelped May 16, 18T8.
DR. H. M. QUJSIBY, Worcester, Mass.

St. Kildar.

Dr.

AUTHOR OF THE

Quality

SALE— Or exchange for a good 10-gange
Six pupa by Luther Adams' Drake
FOR
FORoutSALE—
gun, a P. Webley & Sons' fine 12-gange
of Mollie. Mollie by Adams' Duke out of

;

;

I

HAVE perfected
sporlsmen who

a valuable device for the nse of
may desire shot-gun practice at

a trifling cost. Having engagements occupying my
entire time, I am desirous of meeting a responsible
firm to Introduce the improvement. C. B. HISSTER
care Editor Forest and Stream.
declO 1

ABBEYANDREW
& IHBRIE,

1820.

Beebmau

'""

Successors to

COLERK &

CO.,

Sportsman's Lantern,
(Patentee!

Jane

i, 1818),

Combining camp Lantern
Hand Lantern, Head
Jack,* Staff
"Jack."

Li

'

THE SOUTH-SIDE

Ferguson's Improved

BUST PSEVENTEE
For Fire -Arms, etc. Superior to all others
'
proof lor Boots, Insect Repellants, Grot

Water,

The handsomest, most convenient, and best ever made. An

etc.

Sena for descriptive Circular.
N. Y.
A. Ferguson, Manf'r, Bl Beekman St.,
dec5

All
|The

new patten,

Sewed; No Pasting.

Price, $6.

New AIK PISTOL

'shoots darts and slugs.
Black enamelled sis
darts, fifty slugs, $1.75.

Full Nickel Plate, $2.50.
Sent, prepaid, on receipt
of price.

GEO. M. JACOCKS &
si

entirely

the latest Improvements.

Tliomas

CO.,

street,

N. Y_

NEW YORK:
48 Maiden

Lane,

35

Liberty St.

FISHING- TACKLE.

>*

FOREST AND STREAM.

414

Auxiliary
8HELT0N 'S

NEW ENGLAND

Rifle.

^tthlicaiion$,

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-GUns.

MUTUAL

AMElilCAN

Life Insurance Comp'v.
Post OOlce Square, Boston. OTnss.
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Commissioner's report

$14,400,920 53

Total surplus as -.
sloner's report

omrats-

;

1,621, 078 S3

lienjniiiiu F. Stevens, Vi\ sident.

M.

J.

Secretary

Clibbcns,

GENERAL AQENTS.

KENNY & RATCLIFFE

New York

1 his barrel can be placed in a gun ready tor rue in a second ol lime with the same ease as a cartridge, aua
can le removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the sbot-gun, and it canWith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost Instantly
not get out of order.
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle S3, SB. or 44. aa desired. Length of
lit any standard mate of
nchester Repeating Arms Co.'a
The
shells used with the bestadval
barrel, twenty inches.
cartridges, No. 32 and 3S, extra long, and No. 41, model 1878. Send for a Circular and Price List.

City.

V.n.TARBOX
1'orfland, M».
EMERSON
Nashua, N. II.
MARSTON & W •» /
-inula.
HALL & WORTHIN&TON..Btd iuiore, Md.
VERNOR BROTHERS
Oelroit, Mich.
O. CRONKHITE
Chicago, 111.
J. J. WATSON
St. Paul, Mlno.
B.F.

I

W.

DAVIS

B.

St. Louis,

M.C.RANDALL
W. EVEHSON

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

Mo,

ESTABLISHED,

CONN.

BBAVER STREET

Importers and

CO.,
Y.

N.

B

D Balers

in all 1 flakes

L oading
MM
M

reech

:

No, IS

§t„ No, 222

Came,

Frederick City,

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNK<S.

& WILBUR.

A

rms,|

;

A comprehensive
-'.

•"'

I.

.'

.

and ihorou^h hand-book of the

'

'I

St.,

aad No, 527 Gonmeno

St

Prize of

"
"
"
"

9
9

2

PRICE IN CURRENCY.

2,000

Halves.

Quartern.

$30.

$25.

Filth.8.

Tenths.

mi

11

Wall

Street,

New

all that now remain o; a ranch lsrger number referred to by us In
Thrfrfftv^umfm^
allow an addithe Foke=t and Stkkam in October, and as the seison is now well advanced we will
tional discount upon the few that are left, provided they are ordered in December.
WEBLBY'S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close Shooters, and do not need any additional choking.

H.
80

P O box 4,309.

,i

i,

Scientific
r 1 a

,

ehis.etc., for the

1

j

United

I'll

]

1

weekly paper sbo-os too current prosress of Science.
i3 very mtcresi.ro;?. and has an enormous circulation.
1

S

cent;-;.

;ld

pi'

£soI;-sto:;es

all

Can X Obtain a

1'atrnt?

ar;;t

e.cvrs-oliices.

The

quickest and best
vile utexrin
in
to write to vis (Munn & Co.1, describiUK'ttie invention,
with a small sketch. All we need is to get the idea.
'"
';,.' il
...
instructions. For this advice wo mate no charge.
V.'o also send, /rce. our Hand Book about the Patent
I.av.-s, Patents, Cave;; ts. Trail. !- liar]
their, .-.--is,.
how procured, v.-nii hi; f- fee obtalnine advances n n
inventions. Address MITeli i CO.. Publishers of the

waytoobtim
I

i

i

t

Grand three -act

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS!,

tSjL, $30
irrirnT' *2 50

a

liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,
Catalogues Mailed.
etc.
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at
BAR-

AGENTS WANTED.

GAINS.

HORACE WATKIW &

GREAT

-ONW, manu-

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourte.

York.

FOLSOM,

STREET,

NEW

YORE.

& CO),
IN

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.
T H E R S
MEW

§nnf,

Rifles, gtc.

FOX'S PATENT

BEEECH-LOAEIIG

SHOT-GUN

YORK.

"CHILLED"

SHOT

simple, U'on.errullj Btroi
Prize Over All Oilier* a, the t;r.

Wondrrrnlly

St. Loni.s Fair.

BLUE LABEL.
pet-

$••>

outfits, $8

ItANrFACTTTBERS 0*

First

to

Hello
Send stamp for foil Information to K.
CO., Manufacturer*, 278 Pearl at.

Chromo Photography

ABBEY

jumps

la'est

Anybodv can oneraie it with
Complete outfits from

success.

HAtaaAKN*
$,?,,

Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments,

and Fishing Tackle,

Rifles,

35TH ST.

Spectacle,

Magnificenr Ball-room Scene, Floral Display,
Burlesque Characters, etc.. etc.
Also llie Tram; ;1 Tljol'out'hbrefl Horses.
Dally at 5:30 and s o'clock p. if.
Admission 50 cents. Children half-price.

ysgP*f

Up-

York.

performed by an army of children, in new
and splendid costumes of the time of Louts XIV.

-,:;iij.

and

.

,

..r

Jfa.

Guns,

;

BROADWAY
THE AQUARIUM,
CINDERELLA.

J.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALEBS

-.'

i

1

& D.
WARREN

Square

BEST
nro
the
the Tone, Touch,

Workmanship and Duraunsurpassed. Warranted for SIX YEARS.

FOSS BROS. & CO.
(Successors to F.

Patents obtained through us are noticed in the Scienr

MADE,

/jl

N. Y.

State, Canada, Cuba, England. France, Germany, etc
In this line of business we havo had thirty-three
years' experience.
t

right,

bility

i

ORGANS.

Waters'Pianoa
Grand,

beauty, convenience, or excellence in shooting, at the price of ordi
barf wi ttao'l about, f, tv of v.'eo .-v's Breech-Loaders, Top
In addition to the Treble Wet-go f: ons,
and Side Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, wr.icu arrived last year, af er the season v. as
that ns reover. These guns wo are rapidly closing out at greatly reduced m-ices. Ii is fair to say
perlcction
In shooting, these gum are in no wav inferior to the Treble
cauls soundness, durabuitv, autl
Wedge Guns. Many of them are frjmSMtoll lbs. weight, and ai e splendid guns for duck shooting or

w

instruments.

States.

..

CO., Bankers,

i

I

Twentieths.

In connection with the publication of the
American, wocontimn
i
t

a-

These beautiful organs
arc rcmarkr.ble alike inr
purily of tone and iierfect
Their cases
im.
are all richly flnished !u
Solid Black Walnut..
Wc
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price i.hun any
other house in the United

mn#l»

'

PATENTS

Cavests, Tra;

er

Moose-head Lake and

*$&£

'

-

i

r

95.
and information given

«fc

_..

i

SIO.
filled,

TAYLOR

liter

and the famous hunting and Ashing resorts of Northern Maine, also the headwaters of
the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John rivers.
Printed on tough linen paper, eloih covets, $h
FARKAK'8 BIKRKOBCOl tC views of Ihe euilre
HlcSardson and Raugeley lakes region. Large
size, each 2." centB.
send for catalogue.
J3 - Any of the above publications sent by mail.
post-paid, on receipt of price. Address CHARLES
dc-li at
A. J. FAKKAlt. Jamaica Plain, Muss.

RIVAL-

the
It will be remembered,
--, received
^....v."" who,
i;iliH.LL ...uiu «,-.-•
d London,
-,
„"
VlT.DniH G& OC.L.
SONS, Blrmingb;
C WEBLEY
-"-n making
ward at both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the most pel
perfi
perfectly
ever setup In any one factory in England. The result is, that tiiey can now turn out guns
the
cost.
greatly
reducu
uss
to
uniform in
which
SUMS,Hos. 1
Ti.eii specialties this year _._
minated Steel Barrels,
has fine Dai
the above cut will give a tolerably fair idea. Evi
.
iile Bolt.
It is anew trdug
Rebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, extension Rib. Li
to Its
conmbu'e
can
appi
ch
every
possmie
to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with

Messrs. P.
U1COBIS.

1,352,000

* 100.
ft 30.
Prizes cashed, orders

WITHOUT A

1878.

Wholo Tickets.

free.

of the

vicinity,

It

«

Prizes amt'g to Spanish Doll

MAP

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of

WATEHS'

numbers preceding and following the
one drawing the $60,000 prize

633

'

cloth covers, 50 cents.

e^lu^ii[al

$500,000
100,000
50,000
45,000
100,000
$10,000
"
C0,000
5,000
"
456,000
1,000
Approximations of $2,000 each, for the 9
remaining units oi number Drawing the
18,000
$500,000 prize
Approximations of $1,00!) each for the 9
remaining' units of number drawing the
9,000
$100,000 prize
Approximations of $1,000 each for the

1
10
12
486

;';

:

There will Vie only 15,000 Tickets, 532 Full Prizes,
and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000.
Smallest Prize, $1,000.
l

el O'S

-1"

Rangeley lakes region and the waters of Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen paper,

Eoyal Havana Lottery,

1
1

ii'

din, etc., arc plainly treated ; 2S4 pagetions. Paper covers. SO cents.

FAKHAK'S POCKET

WESLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS,

nov7

Extraordinary Drawing.
TO TAKE PLACE ON DECEMBER 24,

;,i

Northern Maine. The tours of the Kennebec.
Penobscot and St.. John rivers, ascent
,

Second

Y.

N.

cents.

MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRATED.

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.
ScTKEET,

Sti

gnlde to Richardson and Raugeley lakes, Parmscbenee, Dixviiie Notch and headwaters or Connecticut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and Sandy Rivers 268 pages, it) illustrations. Paper covers, 50

FABEAB'8

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

DUANE

!e.t

IfARIiAR'S
i

I

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

102

r ')lat

B7

RICHARDSON AKD RANOE1.EY
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and reliable

and Que .lilies of

*]? ire

2-fd.

A. J. Farrar. An amusing aeon n ,r atrlpmai
by a party of Boston gentlemen to the Ranseley
Lakes region, lit. pages. IS illustrations. Paper

r»3:iri Ja.X3BXii?xn:^.

DUNN

lis- ai-

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS.

Jr. d£ CO.

AMD

mill

lor

hunting the doe, una sin oting on ihe
Price.?!. libeir.i discount to the trade.
To be had at booR stores generally. Also for sale
ne double-barrel breech-loading central Arc shotgun, 1j-gange. AOfliejg,

covers.

CHAMPAGNE.
3T

Grouse— Pheasants, wi'iidiret-ttena

Oct 11

MAHfUFACTCKERS' AGENTS,

BOUCHE FILS&

Ruffed

ling the gnu,

Frank Schlev,

1811.

K. TRir&M,

Pneasant Shooting-

Tng.

NEW HAVEN,

.....New Orleans, La.
San Francisco, (,'nl

&

Partridge

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and MsthodB of
Banting andSuootingthe America Parti

LABEL.

Compressed Buck Shot.

j

sept»i3

Rfii»

clean, less liable to get looee or out of order, or one
bo good for the money. Prices rangs from $50 to

KIK-.T PRBMJlrai.

CUM'KNSUL

nly spherical form, iJi£h aegrae ol fini»u wid

I-XHlBJTION-]tBi>OI|.V,>-*'SWe( UDlforaltJ
gsysml exceUeaics,"

o/ilsse

* 5 "'"

WARRANTED

stud atamp

IS nvialKY RESPECT,

for circular to

The American Arms
iOgii

ii

BOSTON, MASS.

Co.,

FOREST AND STREAM.
§port§mms

§otttes.

&

Chesapeake

fyottimeti's Qouhs.

Ohio

EE

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Crounds of Virginia and

West

bear, wild turkeys, wild dncK, gronsc,
trout, bass, pike,

B1BEJOT

Jacksonville
afforded by their lines for reaching

most of tho

via

Sulphur Springs.

December

GTJNNIMG AND FISHING

K. HijWAKD,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.
.

Old Dominion Line.
some of the

all

FORD, CRESSOK, R ALSTON, MINNECJUA, and
other well-known centers for
Wing Shootiuc, and Still
Trout Flailing
Hun tins.
Also, to

TCCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and poiutc on the NEW JERsETi COAST
renowned tor SALT WAT.ER SPORT AFTER FIN
ma FEATHER.

FARMER,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

j'kank Thomson, Geo'i Manager

feblT4?

CITT

AND

PAUL SHORT

ST.

LINE.

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and

St. Paul.

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

A quick, strong and clean

^January 3d, I7th and
ami

1

.

§0h>l>»

31st.

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

r.

Chicago to
to

St.

uhicago

j_,'

Louis,

Kansas

New York

City,

M

:

i

Rooms with

FOR FLORIDA
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. S.

PierM Sonth Delaware Aven

Co.,

no, Phils,

Gen'I Pass. Agent.

Je6 tf

FOR

New Haven,

Hartford, Spring-

and the North.

field

The new and elegant steamer

C. H.

NOFiTHAM

Continental leaves

New York

p. at., urr.vlng in New Haveu in time for the
morning trains.Merchandise lor warded by dally Express Freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
York and Canada. Apply h;. oitiee on Pier or to
RICFloBD PECK, General Agents.

at il

early

Cromwell Steamship Line.
HALrFAX, N. S. AND ST.

NEW YORK,

N. F.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS
CORTES,

Capt. Bennett, and

Capt. Mcllhlnney.

form a regular line between abort ports, leaving
Pier 10, North River, New Yoik. three times a
month. Fersoni »iai is <ova Scotia, Newfoundland
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will and tula the cheapest
.per rout
a o .lmg changes and detention.
Time between New rorit and Halifax aboui
lfofi
rmougu Long Island and
-,

-'

'«

.

L

CALI-

passage, inoli
Halifax, $16 irold

in]

-

isn,

WITH THE HOUSE.

W. D. McADOO,
Owner and Proprietor.

;

and mea's

*<-w York and

8'.'

Exourai -u tlcUett at reduced
rates. For schedule of sailings and fm
lars apply Co
gnia.

CLARK & SEAMAN,
AGENTS-WOOD A

CO"

& CO„ at. John's, N.

HaltfBXjs/s^HARvEt
F,

decl9

-

88

English

Lafiin

I.

Nov8

,

Cedar

2,

8 4, 5, 6, T and 8. Superior Rifle, EnfleM
Col. Hawker's Dnoklng.
W. STTTT, 14
Aeent for the United State*

street. N.

country.
Its FRESPORT AND DUBUQUE
is the only route for Elgin, Kockford. Pr.'eall points via Freenort.
Its CUICAGO

LINE

the old

route, and is the only one passing through Evanston,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

Ketloahato Milwaukee.
are

now running

regularly between Chicago and
i
press 'irain of

Council Blulls,

..

;

CHICAGO & NO

;

West bound, they

RAILWAY.

leave Chisago daily, except Sunday (and on every thi-d Sunday;., irum the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a M., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 p.m.,
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
''net go next afternoon.
Ita f " No othet n arts wesi ot Chicago runs Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

'

peculiar

advantages.

For

tan
'..-.
"'..,:
aa.
our Iowa line to-day offers more fav-rable point-*
than any other road in the country, wlme ror Oeer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
e el and Bass Ashing, a hundred
points on tie >nrther.i and r.ort.hv, extern lines Of
'.iiy will be found unsurpasssd by anything
B
'
In he u e -t.
Ne w T.,rk office, No. lis Broadway Boston office,
l

.-:-.

,.

Ie206m

C<k

No.

m

to t, strongest ami Cleanest made,
sealed
1 lb. card lata. Higher numbers specially are recommended for breeeii-loading guns.
1

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to B In
metal kegs, i>x lbs. each, aud canisters of and 6
:t

lb3.

each.

The

Orange

Rifle

for

and

oest

rifles

Powder.
rdinary

all

FG, FFG and FFFG, the
Packed in wood ami a
and 6k' lbs., and in canisters of 1
Sizes,

All

'

1

of

the

Chemically Prepared

FELT
ctxxm WADS.
EQUAL TO ELY'S, AT LESS PRICE.

ST., M. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

TO SfOKTSMEN.

This hne presents

Rand Powdsr
MURRAY

Orange Lightning Powder.

.

'

k

No. 26

Lake Shore

%oods.

tf

New American

poit and

Is

Y

^ffoiftsiifm's

I

AND MILWAUKEE LINE

WALL 'STREET, NEW TORS.

Sporting Gunpowder.
CURTIS & RARVEyS

DIAMOND GEAIN.

always on haud the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground In the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shootingof all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE. Good
L.

Rifle."

The above can be had of isa,**, or of tacCons?any|s Agents in everj prora'^snt city, or wEOiegeto

RWe, and

SPRTNGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and aa old bayman. Has

Kentucky

"

GOVERNMENT CANNON &, MUSKET POWDKH;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES r OR EXPORT, OS
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OB PROOF. MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Nos.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

Hazard's

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

tf

rior

ti.

-

i

Cui'iti

New York aud
Johns,

THE ONLY "FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN'THECITY.
A FIRST-CLASS LIVERY CONNECTED

Ground,

-.

N. C.

:

'

ALIIAMBRA,

OMAHA AND

Its

1

equally serviceable

packed in 1 and « lb. cinisters. Burns strong an*
inoUL The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" .!?« 19
the standard RMe powder of the country.

GREENSBORO,

and best route for all
poims In Northern Illinois, Iowa, D.Kota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL aiSD Ml:B is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneanolls, Dtiluth and all points
in tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST.
t'ETER LIN
ie for Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Clm and
all points In Southern am C. nira! Minnesota.
Its
GREEN B \Y AND il a
IETTJ Li N B is the only
line for Janesviile, Watertown, Pond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton. Green Bay, Eseanaba, Negannee,
Marquette, Houghton,
Lake Supe-

the

JOHNS,

Territories.

it is

muzzle or breech-loaders.

McADOO HOUSE,

•

LI;-

Dock Shooting."

to S (coarse).

12>f lb. kegs.

ranks any other brand, and

i

leaves Pier No. 23, East Elver, daily (Sundays excepted), at 3 p. m. Passengers go North and East at

NIGHT LINE.— The

Railway Linen of the West and Northwest, and.with
ils numerous branches and connections, form the
shortest and rpioLei- root,, between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota. Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

FORNIA

Prop'r.

•'

In 1 and 5 lb. canlsteis
Burns slowly and yen
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting, ij
(fine)

1

and 6X and

and $4.60 per day.

baths, $3.50, $4,

Nos.

for

& Northwestern KB.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk

Western

rooms above

Board: per Day, $1.50 to $2; per Week, $10 50:
per Month, $20 to J25.
New H use, new Furniture and everything complete. Special rates 10 Theatrical Troapes.
Sample
Rooms for sslesnun. Healthy and Delightful Climate
Winter and Summer. Plenty Quail, Woodcock and
Snipe, and 2,01)0 acres land unposted to hunt on,

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago

all

A.LVIN HTJLBERT,

.

CHnTBNDEN,

lb. only.

1

We challenge any Hotel In the World to show as
large and as e -eaanUy furnished rooms as those of
the SHERMAN.
1e20 tf

-..'

<

OF

Kti

A

u CO rednced,to$tl per day
for
the parlor floor, without baths.

6:30 p. m. For
3:80, 4:30, 5:30

;

J.

ters oi

;

'

FFg

Noe. 1 (line) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
fine grain, quick and olean, foi
6Jfln. kegs.
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-

Hazard's

6:30 P. m.

i

or

guns.

m„

For Far Rot-kaway, etc, at 9:30 a. m.,
4, 4:30, 5, (i »nd 7 p. m.
For Garden City and Hempstead. 5:30 and 10 a. m., 3:30, 4:'i», 5:80 0:30 p. m., and
12:15 night, ami fronVLoriii l-landOitv only 9:30 a. m.,
l:So and 6:30p.m. SUNUAYS-For Ftn Jefferson,
Patchogue, etc., 9 a. m.
Baoylou, etc., 6 and 7 p. St.
North port, and Locust Valley, 9 a. M. and 6:30p. m.,
Garden itv
en rates.
a
m,, 2:i0 and fi:30
p. M., and from Long Iel nd CI y only 9:30 a. m and
6130 P.M. Tiains for Kockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices In New York at 2G1 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 786 and 942 Broadway and
Grand Centra Depot m Brooklyn, No. 338 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
,:.,..,
checked from resident
S. SPENCER, QenT Snpt.

N. T.

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Genera! Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Dt t

i

etc , at 10 a.
4.30 and
, 8:30,
Bt Valley, at S:30 and 10:00 a.

Wall St.

for long-range rifle shooting.

Hazard's "American Sporting.

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 2T, 1878.— If OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
LONG
r JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
Perrybo»ts leave New York from James Slip

B

70

B.— Use «one bnt DUPONT'S Fg

Sportsmen.

I

and

L KNEELA.KD,

F.
N.

Nob. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). UnsnrpaBsed Id point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed In square canto.

JAMES CHARLTON,

Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs ts ken good care of. Seduced rates
on parties of ten or m t
on to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
B. F. Winslow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (dally) 16 minutes previous
to departnre of trams, and from South Wall street,
Ful'on and Catharine ferries (dail ) SO minutes previous to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flatbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island Otv (Hunter's Point) aa
follows : For Greenpo-t.Sag Harbor, etc„S:30 a.m.,
4 p. M., and on Saturdays at 3::so p. m. For Patchogue, etc.. 9:30 a. M., 4:3 and 6 p. m.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 A. M, 4, 4:30, 5 and
P. M. For Port
Jefferson, ex., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For North-

Government standard.

8.

to order of any required grain
Agencies la all cities and principal towns
throughout the US. Represented by

or proof.

.CTUR1

Liberal arrangements for transport of Bogs for

(daily

.

U.

GUN POW DER,

Kansas and Colorado.

betweeB BDrtlnpton, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in ihe Northwest for Geese, Ducks,

grain

HAZARD POWDER CO

will find splendid shooting on the
tineof this road; priii ii
clucks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and. An-

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,

>

TELE

CHICAGO.

8POBTSMEN

telope range of

fin

Powder manufactured

(CLARK AND RANXOLPH),

Citj

for Gl.ss Ball,

very

Musket, Cannon, Mortar and

Mammoth Powder,

CO., Agents,

mid §Motte far <§portemm.

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN
EVERYTRWQ.

r

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLASTING powdeks' of
'i-.uB. Special

Sherman House,

from

r

strongand nioLt.

grades for export.

East Hirer.

.;

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA S^OO. ISO,"
FFg and FFFg.—-The Fg tor long-range rifle BhootWg, the FFg and FFFg for general use. burning

"U.vHons macle~ac each

MALLfiUY &

H.

Pov,

for Pistol shooting.

points in the State.

all

1

DUPONT'S BAGI.R RIFLE,

Powder

Minneapolis

Lonis,

St.

OJP »&X.S.ik9.

It'iirnajj a

poil (or

burning dowly, slrongand

;

l>ec«iiii>erS 20th.;;

"

l (coarse) to 3 (line),

clean great penetration ; adapt'Pigeon, Duck and other snootily.

FERNANDINA,
"

1'ier 20,

&ALT0N RAILROAD.

Nob. 1 (coarse) to 4 (ilnel, unequaled in strength,
quickness and cleanlinesi
lapted
or Glass Ball

and Pigeon Shooting.
Nos.

will sail Fob

C.

CHICAGO

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

STEAMER

as in the

country. Connections direct tor ulimcoteagiie, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point
James' River, Currituck Flnmia, .,.-„i the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc, Norfolk
steamers sail Mondiy. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 p. m,
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich St.,
New 1'ork.
sepSS ly

Powder

January 10th and 24th.

27tli.

USB

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the Company in
the principle cities to RAISE, RENOVA, BED-

L. P.

finest

XS3CA.S

IN

established in 1801,

have maintained their great reputation for 18 years.
Manufacture the foilowiug celebrated brands of

JACKSONVILLE,

TICKETS

;

of this Line reach

Railroad Company

also reach the best localities for

White m

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsville, wlrti the
North and Northwest; and it Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. Ail modern improvements
In equipment.

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

WILL SAIL FOB

PeirasylYani

Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

Dnpom'a Gunpowder Mills,

WKSTSHST

or injury.
The lines of

The Route of the Tourist

The steamers

DUPONT'S

Fernandina

STEAMER

and dangers of reshipment, while the excellentcarswhich rnn ovi
atnoOl
able STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of toe Virginia Mouatatns to their moat fainouB
watering plates and summer resorts,

&

FLORIDA.

and RACE COURSES in the
-n-s.
Thes'i hnea being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT PuINTS. avoid the diffi-

TROTTING PARKS

.

ap

GUITPOWDEH.

TO

ST;E.iMERS

culties

pickerel, etc., etc.

CONWAY

LINE

OF
Respectfully invite attention tc the

woodcock, mountain

The Only Route

gunpowder,

§$Piitq8.

MALLORYS

THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. CO.

Virginia,

Comprising those of Central ami Piedmont Virginia
Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier and New RU'erB, and Kanawha Valley, and Inelndiug In their varieties of game
r,

^porismen's

TO SPOETSMEff:

The Route

415

i
'

1

11
'

pnrposes.
f

For

sale

GuODMAN,
Nrw York.

by
all dealers.
Manufactured by B.
Anscuia, Conn., and 7 White street
«„.-!»

o-T~

NEW YORK

SHOOTING COAT.
The most popular coat in the market.
velveteen, coranroy, fustian and canvas.
bulls a. $5, $3 aud $12, For sale
gaiis and sport; man'B supplies.

by

all

Made of
'Canvaa

dealers

n

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE!.
F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, K. J.

Pocket Cartridge Loader

'

t

5 Dudley's I" litem Instrument

;

No.

5 State street.

not attainable from your

MaRVTN UDGIUTT,
Gen. Manager. Chicago,

ricrtonsl

and

pai-er and metallic
caps, iiwds, rriiiM a

Li

in- n.1

hs bin tour .uinecs.

i,

rampnleta, showing sizes of the grata oy -wools
3ai, oentUree au aptnieaucato '.he above sWldreBfle

is adopted to both,
PAtracta. uncaps, reover cartridge cases
.seed lor
a
iiunieiidiiol,_slueutall L DI.EY&CO.,

hellB

ami

-

L

Foughkeejisie, N. Y.

nov28t

FOREST AND STREAM.

4:16

^yortsmeti's §oods.

States Cartridge C|

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Athletic and Shooting

and Jewelry

k

o<*

BROADWAY,

VALPARAISO, BSD.

Full eetof fine
f

"

HANUFACTtTRKBS OF THE
largest

Thiu
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer In the United

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

States.

Special Designs tor Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Billiard, Ten Pin, Re gimental, Police, and all Social
Club Badees furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de-

Si

novU 2mos

scription.

ARMY AND NAVY OF THE

military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the
Rlm-flre ammunition of all kinds.
several Foreign Governments.
attention given to the manufacture of

Adapted to

all

UNITED STATES and

MOCCASINS.
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
* durable. Made to order
Fin a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine
Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN S
article.
HTJTCHTNG3. P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes-

W. W.JJreener's Champion

ykb winwiwo

Frank GeorU

sor to

Wedge

Treble
Breech-Loader.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING"

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of
breaking the dog for the field, and 1b especially
adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Price
25c. Prospectus of the finest kennel of settevs and
BpanieiB In Indiana. Write for particulars.
novil tf

Eaton's Rust Preventer.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

,

The best thing in the market
lor hunting, fishing, canoeing,

Special

Cartridges for Target Practice.

WOOD'S OIL TASNED

FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK

sent free of ex. on receipt of price.
$6, sent tree on receipt of price,

r $10,

A line C iat for

LOWELL, MASS.,

N. Y.,

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORK.)
house Is well known as being tlie

H. Holabird,

THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF

HOLIDAYJPRESENTS.
W. A. HATWARD,
212

W.

°n),

\.ec

Medals

gpar^itutf's <£ood§.

Fast,

For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments.
Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep In
any climate. SportBmen everywhere in the United
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market.
Judgo Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "Itl«
the best preparation 1 have found In thirty-live
years of active and frequent use of guns."
The trade Bupplled by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 570 Pavonla Avenue, Jersey Cltj
'
Heights, N.J.
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm.
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass.
R. Kitiredge 4 Co.,

v

ctxzr

;

Cincinnati, Ohio; E. E.
& Htlde''. St.. Louis, Mo.

At the

international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an ebjet d'art valued at
36169, and a money prize of .£106, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
Blxty-sixof the best shots of all nationB, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley PennelL with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing
birds
ont of 18 at 28 yards andl foot and 29>tf yardB. He
also won the second event, killings birdsln succession
at 33 yards, making a total of IS birds out of 20. This
la acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 187T, beating 17 guos by the best London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at bo guineas, presented by Mr.
1878, the

Brown

ill.;

Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. B.
Cropley & Son;, Georgetown, D. C, Jos. C. Grubb

Ohio.

& Co.,

Philadelphia.

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL

H

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS In the
Universe.

D

on request.

scriptive Circular sent

CEO.

C.

W

one

ite for

HENNINC,
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Sportsmen's Emporium.
SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND
ARCHERY OUTFITS.

J. purdey, the gunaiaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 18T6, In the pigeon snooting match between Oapt. Bogardus and
Mr. South for SJ600 a side, South killing 8« birds out of 100, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Gub Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
Great Britain aud Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS
DEB Is the strongest
and most durable ever invented, aud the moat successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
8tates, Oct. B, 1875; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.
-,

W. W. GREENER,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
Street, New York City.

St.

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Oortlandt

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED
DROP AND BUCK SHOT.
AMEBIC AN STANDARD- -EA GEE BE AND.
No Black Lead

polish used. Perrect cleanliness. Whl
affected by dampness
or moisture.
Escellen
qualify of the" EAGLE BRAND" remain as bei
are increased by the bright

W. HOLBERTON & CO.
117

decs

FULTON

TAKE

IT

ST., N. Y.

weight and

(ri

fon! nr corrode the gun, nor taint the
loading shells,
size, uniformity,

for

mofore, but

!

LOST
BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Rangj and Penetration

its

COMPASS,

Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead,
Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead.
THE LER O Y SHOT AND~LEAD JVTF'C CO., NEW YOR K.

IRA

EASY.

A. PAINl'S

BALL.
FEATHER
FILLED GLASS
PATENTED OCTOBER
1877.

jind RockersSlt-

23,

tlBg-Room, for the Parler, for

Every Place.

Writing Table Is separate from
chair, and is secured in position by a strong button.
It ie easily adjusted to nearly ail kinds of arm-chairs,
but should be used on my No. 4, 5, or 18, to give compute satisfaction. Table can bo set at any angle
desired, or lowered to good position for writing.
Mates a nice table for an invalid. Putting board for
the ladies, None of your little 7X9 affairs, but Is
Cannot be got out of order.
1SX3-2 inches.

My Reading and

For

sale by the trade.

F. A.

MOTTVILLE,

Beet Holiday Gift
Send Stamp for

in

N. Y.

THI8

The "Standard "

Ball.

MADE

STANDARD AND ONLY

IS

AN EXACT

FAC-SEHILE.

Brass case and cover; white metal lace; Jewel
mounted patent catch. The very best compaea
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample haa
-'tkeah and Rod aud
been left at t
Gun ofuce. Sent on receipt, of *i. so, by post office
order, to any pan or the United States or Canada.
W1LLTAMH A CO., 99 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.
;

'.

The Bohemian Glass Works wonld respectfully call the attentlou of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE, therefore wa
BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball Is the
would respectfully caution the dealers against laving In a stock of unsaleable* articles for the Spring Trade,
when yon can purchase the Best Bait e
leas than is charged for other inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Bail is aa beautifully
made. It will break in every Instance when hit by shot, and Is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
ng on the grass.
either by tr t
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300.
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade
.

I

I

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

"

Manufactured by

SINCLAIR;

Y.

ALSO

Common-Sense Chairs
For theTpiazza, for the

i

Not

game.

JACK LAMPS,
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS,
SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RUBBER
GOODS, AMMUNITION,
And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen.
SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EACH $15.
BODDREN'S 4 FERGUSON'S

CLUTK BROTHERS A CO.'S PRICE
PROPELLER TUG. AND Y.VI1T I
AND YACHTS NOW READY.
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N.

A.

the World

Glass Balls arc now made eve
,25) in each barrel, and by Having u rough inr'ace
*
iug, aud prevents the glancing <>f «hoi, while thr

My PatentRongh

Illustrated Price List,

.nin to break: successfully when hit that
brr^ken bv shipping, and the feather- D

SHELLS LOADED
WITH

Will

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

Manilla rope, eotton rope, tarred rope all slzee,
Russia boltrope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,
paints, oils, etc.

some"-

ame.

i

1840.

H WALDSTEIK.

Now,

Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by

and will pack 10 extra. I Have had 5,oon shipped out West since mv return from
England, and used them myself, and sometimes won! n it Hud a ball broken, and
r.ractlee from, and
never over three or four In a barrel. >I traps are tl
where clubs use them yon can readily see which Is the hardest shooting. It
matches reported in paper-, saying Bogardus' rules a nd traps used, you do not
see all he balls broken. Ama> eur and yonng hoj3 v ho want tr. irarn lo shoot
and will follow the [nstraclions aid down m my b jok, "Field, Cover and Trap

CABIN STORES.

ESTABLISHED

carefully packed, with
ugi liens the ball for sbtpDotu bUl has to be made so
early one-third of them are
.ml

Transportation,

will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will
crease paper shells, aud is one of the most rapid
loaders in use. For particulars address

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

57

214 Pearl Street, N. Y.

BOGAEDITS.

H.

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,
41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,
I

-

CRAWFORD & LOVELL,
decl9

Savannah, G».

3m

<

I

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls
USE

Shooting," will become era :k wing shot*, and. ft rther, patronize tne man
rtt to the public, onri who has been
this spor
ro.iuM
who
been written and
American flag. My "Tielid, Cover and Trap Shooting " ia the only hook that
n'ev and experienced man. I will return tne monv]
a score book with
sit
not get their money's worth, Baoh
the book and thinks tbey d
aud
Rules
for
also
his
New
Shooting,
.11
Bogardui' Rules for Glass
I Trap Shooting," S2.
ingle bnrrul. Si;
f Balls, l,O0O, S14; by
City.
BALLS, HAfHJEl'.TV DUOS. A CO 1 Pit itt Siveet, N.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
'
>
SLOAN, Newfllk, X. 1.
TltAPS, HAlt'f

m

;

I

I

1

The Huber Trap.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPOHTIN
GOODS.
octl7 tf

—

Has received the Highest Awards

at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Beat Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc,
Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods In this country.
Solo Agent for the beat Human Artlflclal Eyes.
Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of pontage o/4 cents.

'

A.drexH CAI'T A. H. liiKUPDP-'. B 111 hart, Logan Co.,
he shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE i'KADB.

111.,

Slavic

Lanterns and Stereopticaiis.

Y

-

.

*

can be

o»

hail

from him

E.
and Ylewej Bra]
JL'J»

f-i.

-eieoscopee

1.,

>d

hi

1

& Sons,
Thomson
BROADWAY,
301

N. Y.,

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

BAf.ls
IlinnV BILLIARD
B\LI.S._
A C\
IVUilT S*»*TEliL«
FARO A: POIiEtt CHJBCKB.
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINSJ
1> ,^» w

±

i\-t

L» 1 ->

i

!?.

.

4TTFSDFL.
TO.

GBOTE&CO.,
nEALER*

TritNJBRS
114

E.

Htn

Ay.

AND

j

I

terials.

ST.,

new TORE.

GOLDo

Frames;

initographlo

AlbnmB, Phol

wl.erev.-i-

raphie

Vienna

Ma-

trad
flceSo

AMERICAN

THE

NEW

Tenon, Four Dollars a. Ye
Ten Cents a Dopy.

For Forest and Stream una Rod

^

A

iis

A H,

Where the swallows skim over

—

the surface,
quad' as Ihey toueh the clear wave
the robins seek out the cool waters,

game more quickly than this— not even a gunshot

And

warily venture to lave ;
the sandpiper toys wlih the plashes.
whistles his passionate note,
Ana the water bugs sail like a navy
Of fairies for battle afloat,

care should be taken to avoid

Where

that flies like a snowflake

But so proudly and prettily sings,
Or watches askance the swift minnow
That oat ol his element springs.

Where the lilies a-bloom on the surface,
Held down by their cable-like Btems,
the tints of the bright cardinal is

—

Have the semblance of loveliest gems
Where the mosses and festoons are hanging
In the richest of fashion and fold.
To decorate submarine dwellings
O'er pavenients of amber and gold.

Where the soul of the mortal may worship
In the freedom of unwrilten creeds,
Hearing; many and joyous responses
Tu the music that comes from the reads
I've pictured

And where in my fancy

A temple that's builded so high,
It reaches In grandest proportions

the beautiful lake to the sky.

—J.

For

Forest

c.

Burnett.

and Stream and Rod and Gun,

hnong

great

"Whoop!
;

Comes down from the clouds In the sky
Where the bobolink lights on the flag-blade,

From

— and

occurrence.)

!

Where the blackbirds go noisily over,
And the mallards wing iapldly by.

And

its

hurrah here's daddy and Mr. Ryan !" cry the five children
and going out, there they were after all. They had been detained on account of the roughness of the lake, and had
waited for the wind to go down, arriving at about nine
o'clock.
It was a beautiful moonlight night, so we went to
the landing to meet them.
They had had " mighty " poor
luck, and only brought seven musquash, which were handed
over to Master Willy, the eldest boy, to skin. Then we had
another grub and talked over the prospects, and piled into
bed shortly after.
Monday morning -up bright and early. Foster and I slept
like whipping-tops in one of Mrs. Ball's comfortable beds (in
a home-made bedstead of Dan's handiwork).
As Dan had to
go to Myers' mill for flour and supplies for the house before
we left for the woods, I decided to accompany him and help
to " pack " things back through the woods from the other
lake. So, after a jolly grub at daybreak— 6 a. m.
we started,
Mr. Ryan in his boat on his way home, Dan and I for the
mill in one of Dan's boats.
Sendus la we found three coves from Vermont, waiting to
get Dan to guide them in the way tbey should go. After
some " talkee-talkee " they left for Rush Lake, at the head
of Megantic Lake, and we saw no more of them.
I succeeded in finding and purchasing a stone pitcher, some matches,
and a piece or two of maple sugar. Mr. Myers had another

And

And the heron

26, 1878.

woods to Denisou Ball's, on Spider Lake
(so named from its resemblance), where we arrived a-t precisely 2 p. m. on Sunday.
Then we returned throe times,
and finally managed to "pack" all our stall through.
Den (or Dan, tis lie is always called) had gone oil a day or
two before with Mr. Ryan, of Megantic, so we helped to
bring in some wood, and Mrs. Ball got us up a splendid supper—partridge, rock buns, tea with milk iu it, and a fine
three-pound trout slightly salted, etc., etc. After tea, at Mrs.
Ball's instance, we fired a couple of blank cartridges in quick
succession, as a signal in case Dan might be within earshot,
Not getting any reply, and after waiting a couple of hours, we
made up our minds to turn quietly in. Just at this moment
we heard Dan's signal to his wife a single blow of the paddle against the side of the boat.
(Nothing will frighten

is a scene for a painter—
gleaming and glorified lake.
framing of forest and prairie,
And its etchings of thicket and brake
With Its grandenr and bo!dneas of headland,
Where the oaks and the tamaracsgrow
A-leagne with the sunlight of heaven,
And the spirit-like shadows below.
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piece of maple sugar, which he would not sell, as he was
keeping it as a present to the bishop.
Dan got his buckwheat flour, 105 lbs., in a bag, making a
pretty '• soggy pack," as he expressed it. Before crossing we
rowed up the shore a mile to call upon Mr. Ryan en passant,
and I had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Ryan for the first
lime in their comfortable home. Their house stands upon a
high bluff overlooking Lake Megantic, and the view is grand.
Tfiere we were cordially welcomed and entertained with various good things which were most acceptable after our hot
pull.
We then returned to our boat, recrossed the lake to the
Old Pamy Landing, .where the road to Balls leaves the lake
shore.

made bread

ON

Saturday, the 12th October, 1878, Foster and I started
from Sherbrooke at 4 v. m. At Scotstown we had tea,
and there embarked on the engine of the gravel train to go
as far as the end of the iron, our luggage having been deOn the
posited, dogs, rifles and all, upon the gravel plow.
same ear was an Iudian, his squaw and boy, two more dogs,
traps, a huge basket, nearly large enough to have contained
the party, but of which the conteuts were a mystery, a couple
of guns and a birch bark canoe. M. "Warner, the engineer,
behaved like a brick, and after arriving at Che gravel pit, and
taking out the loaded train and bringing it back to be refilled,
he kindly ran his engine and plow on to Spring Hill, where
we arrived about 11:30 the same evening.
Bouting out T. W. Odell, who has charge upon a contract
at that point for some miles of road construction, wc stayed
the remainder of the night with him and the " boys."

Stepping out early in the morning, we saw the Indian
family camped by the side of the track. Odell was going
over ihe same road as we for some distance so after loading
a wagon with our things, we started ahead to walk Bis miles
to John Boston's, where we arrived about 8:30, where John
and his estimable wife got us up a glorious porterhouse steak
While we were wailing for our meal, John's
for breakfast.
;

little

us.

daughter came in and sang "Pull for the Shore" for
we were going into breakfast our team of splen-

Just as

did "grays" dashed up. We gave the driver his breakfast
with us, and then drove up the Lake Road to Myers' Mills,
on Lake Megantic, some eight miles from Boston's, where we
arrived just at noon, watered the horses, paid the driver, and
.hired an immense canoe, into which we got our two boy oars-

men, another boy, ourselves, Fee— the dog— and our luggage.
It was pretty rough crossing the bay— some three miles. We
landed at the old "Pamy Camp," and " toted" our things a

into our basket (I take this opportunity of thankWe "toted " our unwieldy packs upon our backs
through to Spider, had dinner, tied up poor "Fee," as we
took him for partridgo and ho would frighten any deer we
might see, got our things together and we all throe left for
Upper Spider at noon stopped at Dan's camp on Spider
River, took some blankets, etc., of Dan's, and then proceeded
in the boat as far as the water would permit.
Here we decided to spend the night, but before dark we carried our
heaviest packs up to an old lumber camp about half a mile

ing ber).

up the stream. There we left them and returned,
had supper of baked beans, boiled mutton and toast and a
huge tin cup of tea, and feel better, thauk you.
We are now lolling around the fire smoking, this find Monday evening, waiting for the moon to rise to try for a deer
down the stream and pay a visit to a camp of two trappers,
Messrs. Hoyt and Nagle. After being out about four hours
we returned, colder than charily, Dan with a wet limb which
he had thrust into the mud.
While down hear the lake we distinctly heard a moose
close to us, near enough to hear his feet making a sucking
noise as they were withdrawn from the mud. This began to
be exciting. The moon was very bright, but his majesty was
among the thick alders and we didn't get a shot at him, much
We ateo heard a deer in the bushes at another
to our chagrin.
Next morning we were up
point, but did not see him either.
and off betimes, Dan carrying a load of steel traps. This
looked like business, and so it proved before night, as I shall
relate further on.
After trudging about setting traps and
further

seeing several partridges, which Dan forbade shooting, we
stopped at a likely looking spot for lunch. Dan had seen
fresh sign of

tion

creased tho distance between us, and I several times lost sight
of him among the rocks and bushes, and hope died within,
me. However, he reappeared. Between me aud the point to
which he was going was a lot of dead-fall timber, a brula
(brule, i, e., fallen trees through which fire has run), making
it impossible for me to head him oil before he should reach,
the heavy woods, and I soon saw I must put faith in my
sporting Snider for a loDg shot. Nor had I any time to lose.
So taking a hasty aim I pulled trigger and had the satisfaction
of seeing the huge brute give a heavy lurch forward and drop
in his tracks.
I crept cautiously closer, knowing well how
formidable a wounded moose is, and found him still breathing and making an effort to rise, but failing in it. I hid myself behind a rock with a spare cartridge in my teeth ready in;
case of a charge, and in one of his huge efforts he managed
to raise himself half up.
At this moment I fired a second
shot, but he lay tail toward me and the shot did not kill him
outright
he still breathed but did not attempt to rise again.
It was now just fifteen |minutes past two.
I was to meet
the others at the Beaver Dam at three, and besides it began to
rain so, after deliberating, I made up my mind there was
for
nothing
it but to shoot him through the neck at the "atlaa
joint " next the head and put an end to him.
I was loth to
have to Ate the two latter shots, but at that time I was not
aware of how true the aim had been in the first instance.
This stretched him out lifeless, and I then found that both
shots had taken effect immediately behind the shoulder, but a
couple of inches higher than desirable, just above the heart
both were fatal, but not instantaneously. I then went to
meet the two at the dam. I arrived first, and, as the others
approached on the other side of the stream, I heard Dan say,
"Hullo! here's Ned—in first!" Iu answer to his inquiry
what had I shot, I pulled out of my pocket some of the beautiful long mane of the moose and allowed it to fall into the
water, being careful to avoid showing any feelings of joy or
excitement, well knowing with what contempt any such
weakness is regarded by the trappers. I merely remarked,
" I've got him, Dan."
" So you have, sure enough."
And so we then returned to our quarry. Dan cut his throat
and partially dressed him, and we " streaked " for camp in
order to get in before dark. The others had less exciting
sport, though probably more fatiguing.
While watching for
game tbey saw several partridges in the trees close by. The
birds seemed to be aware that shooting them was strictly forbidden by our guide.
Wednesday.— Raining started from camp at seven a. m, to
where our meat lay skinned the "critter " and cut him up
dined royally on choice moose steak and tenderloin. Then we
each loaded ourselves with the meat— in all 130 pounds, of
which Dan shouldered about 70. This we carried by means
of a thick stick thrust through the enormous lumps and thrown
over one shoulder. It was rather "a moist, uncomfortable
body " to have on one's back, and nothing between to protect
one's clothes.
However, the guide " toted" his in this way
and his example was enough. The walking was none of the
best, and the load seemed double the weight when we arrived
at the boat, some four miles off.
Foster and I then went back to camp, and Dan paddled
home with the meat for the use of bis family.
Next moruing, when we two reached the spot where the
moose lay cut up with the raw skin thrown over it, the day
had turned out very warm, so we set about carrying tho remaining three-fourths of the animal (which weighed some
1,100 pounds as he walked, so the guide said) down into the
woods out of the hot sun, fitted up some poles, and prepared
to smoke him.
The whiskey-johns kept hopping about as bold as could be,
picking up pieces of raw meat. These birds resemble the bluejay, and are the very personification (a terrible word to bring
out into the woods, as Dan quaintly remarked) of impudence,
and while Foster and 1 were at work one of them came and
picked a bit of meat off the former's boot.
While idle in camp on Sundays the lumbermen amuse thempole ia
selves by killing these birds in the following way
thrust through the side of the log camp, leaving but a short
Upon the end outside is tied a
portion of tho pole inside.
piece of meat.
In a second or two a bird is sure to alight,.
when the short end of the pole within the camp is struck a
violent blow with the back of an axe, which kills the bird and
throws its body high into the air. This is called " bird flip."
At 2:30 Dan returned just as we were preparing 'dinner r
after which, as fast as he slashed out the steaks with the new
kuife I had given him, we hung them over the fire, and beportion of the shoulder
fore dark our task was completed.
was useless, having been so mutilated by the bullet, which
had partially flattened itself in passing through the body of
the animal, and which we found next the hide on the opthen brought iu wood for the night, had tea,
posite side^
and lay talking till eleven i\ m.
Friday opened fine however, the day turned out showery.
We skinned off the hocks and pasterns and then breakfasted.
;

;

;

At Mr. Ryan's we obtained a crock of most beautiful butter,
and ou making up our packs across the lake we discovered
that Mrs. Ryan had quietly slipped a huge loaf of home-

Mty and

was some time before I could make out. in what direcit was going.
Approaching me it certainly was, as I
soon saw, and then I perceived the huge antlers of a large
bull moose— a magnificent old fellow.
He was coming leisurely along browsing upon the fireweed. The wind was
blowing almost directly from me to him, and fearful lest he
should scent me, I made my way as quickly as possible to one
side, out of the line of the direction of the wind.
This infind it

moose and

offered to bet fifty cents that

we

would see a moose before night. Had we token him up we
should have lost the wager. Shortly after lunch we separated;
Dan and Foster taking one direction, I another by Dan's advice.
They kept up the stream I went off at right angles
through a horrible windfall and swamp to a clearer place beyond. There I stood for some minutes perfectly quiet, gazing about. Soon I fancied I saw a dark object among some
dead trees about a third of a mile distant. For a while it remained perfectly stationary, then 1 thought it had moved a
little, then I was sure of it.
It was either a bear or a moose
;

;

;

:

A
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;
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and Dan and Foslcr started oil' on an exploring expedition,
As I had chafed my instep on the previous day, 1 remained to
stnoku the meat.
It 15 dow dark and raining, so Dun and Foster won't be
hack this night,
nave placed Mie hide Hon
Just been awakened by a uraeli
wh
art-led me.
Seizing my rifle I sa"
and
fire
the
nearly out—" Odd 00 tie hearth, the last
raining
ka expire"—«td the night as dark as a slack of
black eats.
tossed on some dry wood which 1 had stowed
tlide, unci, as I was looking at my watch, 1 heard
something prowling about and breaking sticks quite close. It
was probably a bear, and lie smelled the fresh men and
ioh lay all around. 1 was in hopes Hie beggar would
come within the circle of light sited by ihe lire, but he did
1

i

la

I

i

uot.

morning was showery. We saw a rainbow, which made
flat arch (because we were so high up m the mountains,
suppose), and was intensely brilliant.
Dan and Foster
turned up at 8,
After breakfast we packed the smoked meat,
Dan carrying the monstrous head, and off we went en rC/UU
for Dan's* house, miles away,
Although Dan's load was far
lighter than our packs, it, proved the most difficult to carry,
iigjn every bush; however, "per
tot di«crimina remm," we at; length, arrived at the boat, and,
like "Christian," gladly threw off our burdens.
Nothing occurred of any moment, till our arrival at Dan's,
where we had supper. Shall 1 ever forget that supper and
We had fresh tish, potatoes,
the breakfast next morning.
ad libitum, fresh butter, home made bread, lea and
milk (sugar was finished, and none could he obtained at that
distance from the settlements), pepper, Salt, must;
catchup, hard tack, and last, inn D nt, least by any means, a
gigantic juicy moose steak, steaming hot.
This, with a dish
as rare a meal as it
oi stewed wild cranberry
has ever my luck to anj >y.
spent the evening in preparing
the moose "head, Dan and Foster repairing rents in boots and
Fortunately we had taken a few "waved ends"
trousers.
turned in and slept withand an awl from tiherbrouke.

Tli"
a very
I
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The next day was Sunday. All hands up at 5 a. m. Snowing bard, and blowing from Ihe northwest.
The wind was in
as we ran up the lake.
Dan had several musquash
in his traps.
It was just, night when we reached camp, close
r
to the boundary line between the States and Canada.
e
came upon some fresh tracks of rnou.se, and if this flurry of
snow continues we look fur sport to-morrow. The region
here is elevated, being near the summit of the water-shed between the two countries
On the way we Stopped where we had smoked the meat;
carried off enough to last us several days.
This upper camp
Dan and Foster built the day bel
lay Of boards,
the [aTOTiCfc of hunters
V split from the balsam tree
tor this purpose, and fur building traps, making paddles and
stretchers for their furs).
It is still snowing as we go to
sleep.
Monday turned out clear and colder I awoke and

W

looked at my watch at 4 a. m., and we set about preparing
our breakfast* by moonlight and firelight, getting or! at (daybreak), and each taking a different route.
Mine lay due
During the morning I flushed and might, have bagged
north.
a large number of partridges at different points, but nothing
smaller than inoose or bear uas allowed, so I passed on.
About noon, Strolling up the bank of a mountain stream, I
suddenly saw start from under my very feet one of the beautiful swamp grouse (PerdrtX de savanne).
These birds are a
little smaller than the two other birds— the wood grouse and
the ptarmigan— are of a rich, dark bluish gray, spot lei with
brown
black
idish
and
marks, have no ruffs, and are
specially to be distinguished By a handsome scarlet comb over
either eye.
So tame are they that they can be caught by a
noose on the end of a pule, and, knowing the fact, I at once
cut a long rod, tied a loop on the small end, aud creeping
cautiously up I "roped'' the beauty, and he is at this moment
cosily seated between me and the fire. Dan turned up shortly
before dark; sawnomoose, but says he has a mortgage upon
a beaver, and promises us beaver liver for supper to-morrow.
He also had noosed a swamp partridge, but not upon the
ground as miue was. We had the two birds for our supper.
Going to freeze hard to-night. We are off at the crack of
day to-morrow.
Tuesday fine. Dan split cut some balsam stretchers for his
furs, and off we started.
Foster going by himself, Dan and
I tO the beaver dam.
In one of the traps we found caught a
portion of one of the beaver's feet.
Nothing of any moment
occurred until the evening, when Foster didn't turn up, so I
went off in search of him, and at dark, reluming unsuccessful
and thinking he would have to remain out all night in the
woods, I found him at camp all right, having heard Dan's axe.
In the morning we struck camp and returned to Spider
Lake, bringing down the hide, hocks and hoofs. The latter,
1

properly arranged, make very pretty ink buttles, pinOn the way Dan found several of his muscushions, etc.
quash and one trap carried off by some creature. It began to
blow hard from the southeast, and that night such a storm
came up as shook the solid block house, and the rain poured
in torrents.
were not sorry to be under Dan's hospitable

when

We

roof.

Thursday it was still raining. Dan and Foster started
round the lake, setting traps, and at evening returned, bringwho had stolen the musquash and
carried off the steel trap— a magnificent gray horned owl,
one of the largest size, with eyes that appeared as trig as
saucers.
TLis they tied by the leg to a stick and placed in a
dark room. Two days after he picked the siring, smashed
1 spent my day taking the bones
ihe window and escaped.
out of the houfs, cleaning the moose head, and skinning and
stretching the jackets of several musquash for Dan.
Next morning Dan had to repair his huuse so, Dftfil lend
ing a hand till 0:30, Foster and I went over to Megantic,
took one of Dan's boats and pushed on to Bush Bake. Shot a
snipe and missed another
saw fresh sign of beaver. Foster

ing with them the culprit

;

;

paddling the boat after black duck— a fine
they go.
We couldn't gel B
1 have just made my tirsl attempt at,
air, and Batter myself 1 acquitted myself well, considering the circumstances.
Dan's head of hair was something enormous, and made his bead ache; so f was made barber, and had to use a very hlunt pair of scissors to hack off
Besides, it, was getting almost too dark to see.
hie locks.
That evening we spent in looking over illustrated p
Hboul hunting.
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lid-bit by trappers.
The flesh also is much esteemed. We
have been feasting every day since we shut the moose on
smoked venison; tonight we am eacb having a partridge
"to his cheek," as Dan elegantly expressed it, and are to have
liyer for breakfast.
As we have had a hard day I shall bid
you good-night.
Sunday turned out a lovely warm day. At. 5 a. m. we breakfasted on smoked venison, biscuits soaked in our cups of tea,
then popped into Ihe hot frying pan with Some salt butter.

We had not

yet dressed the beaver, so the visions of the previous evening of
suffered fl postponement
While
rbout, doing nothing, I came upon one of
I'm::,'
'ruffed
apparently very cold, sitting near lire
edge of a pool of water. These birds are much moredilllroach than the swamp partridge, but since he permitted me to come within a few feet of him, I thoughl perhaps I might noose him. Fumbliug in my pocket, l' fuiind a,
piece of soft string; then, retiring a few steps, I cut a long
alder pole, attaching the noose to the smaller end.
To my
chagrin I fuuud that, although 1 could come within reach of
the bird, the aggravating nobsc would not remain open long
enough for me to pop it over his head, but kept twisting upon
itself,
the string being so limp.
After several attempts,
whereby the bird became somewhat alarmed and began to
move slowly off, 1 succeeded in nay endeavor, when, giving
the pole a jerk, the rotten cord broke and the bi rd flew a
short distance: but being chilled by the white frost, which
still lay on the ground, he permitted me to approach him B
second time. inow took apiece of deer skin which I wore
bs a watch guard.
This answered better, and I had no difficulty in placing the thong over his head
but, having fastened it carelessly to the smooth small end of the stick, it
pulled off, and away flew the bird, noose and all.
This was
too aggravating fur anything, so 1 started to retain
As I was trying to dispose of myr now guardlcss watch, I
found a short piece of brass wire (that 1 had vainly looked
for in the first plice) in my trousers pocket,
I decided to
make a third attempt, and followed him up.
There
li

i

;

he
sat
among the stiff lower dead branches of
a balsam fir, too high to reach from the ground
and this would have been an- end to the matter,
but, as luck would have it, there was another balsam which
the wind had broken off at the stump and blown against the
tree in which Bat perched the partridge.
The bird could only
be approached from this quarter, and many dead twigs and
branches intervened, and I almost gave up. However, after
scratching my hands aud face, and with a deal of patience, I
at last managed to pass the noose over the bird's head, he
pecking at it.
There was my watchgunrd still about his
neck, and with a wriggle of glee I gave a jerk.
For a. second
"times were lively," according to Dan, among the dead
Fur a second only, however, for the wire became
branches.
kinked and
broke
Ghost of Caesar
Had you been
there, gentle reader, you would haveseen a disappointed man.
Thero was nothing for it but to crawl down and prepare to be
laughed at by Dan on my return. So much for not going to
church on Sunday.
On my return, however, I found that Dan had been there,
had dressed the beaver and left again. It was now about 3
p. m., and I began to feel " the keen demands of appetite," so
lighting the fire I made some tea, cooked some beaver tender:

j

!

and

and

!

some

While I sat in the
camp eating my dinner the wiskey-iohns were bolder than
us"ual, and I noticed that upon alighting on the carcass of the
beaver they invariably perched upon the same spot, and 1
thought I would catch one by way of a canary to sing for
Dan on his arrival, so arranging a noose upon the meat I
had a bird in my hand in less than 30 seconds. The voracious
thing did not seem at all pm out by his captivity, but ate
pieces of meat from my hand the moment he was caught.
I heard a noise shortly after, and looking up saw Dan approaching. He had strolled up the stream looking for signs
of garni' for the morrow.
Our supper consisted of a " lanx
loin

liver

fried

biscuits.

salwa," of beaver head, beaver haunch, beaver liver, beaver
tail and jerked moose, meat, all boiled together, and biscuits
soaked in our hot tea and buttered. I doubt if the gods of
old evei enjoyed their nectar more than we did our classic
dish.
Here is the hunter's recipe for cooking beaver tail
Hold it in the flame of the fire for a few moments and the
skin will peel easily
then it must be boiled, not fried, till
cooked through seasoned well with pepper and salt, and
eaten on hot toast or biscuit.
It then resembles marrow
but is not so fatty, is of a gelatinous nature and is excel lent,
1 cut up the remainder of the beaver, and it now hangs over
the fire to smoke.
I am intending to give them a treat at
home of smoked (or jerked moose and heaver.
Monday— Wet snow and rain in the morning. I had hoped
we should have snow that would remain on the ground in
order to do a little- still hunting, but it soon cleared up anil
turned cold,.
[ accompanied Dan
on a trapping tour. We
set, up 15 traps, and after lunch
in the woods and a long
tramp across the. headwaters of several streams, returned to
camp hungry. We were soon regaling ourselves on fried
musquash, some of the beaver tall arid a partridge that I
pinned in the neck with a bullet as we Beared camp. 1
caning the beaver head for the sake of the teeth,
and boiling dried meat to lake with us on a tramp across the
the boundary line for a couple of days.
Oct 39.— Weleft the upper camp just at, duyi. it, cm twite for the head waters of Dead River,
iid across the line.
As we
;

;
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we stopped
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loaves of bread which Mrs. Ball had baked for them early in
the- morning, before we had our breakfast.
They reo
cordially and showed OS the skins of two beaver "kittens,'' as they are termed
by trappers, a sable and a
small
min
proceeded up the
\\ c
furs,
stream, leaving Our the "jam," several miles up,
then carrying oni packs, guns and trans on our backs
cross country to 'the Upper Camp.
Just as
we approached, three fine
dgei Si i up, two of which
fas it was close to camp, where a shut Or two
61
would do eo harm mid a few steps farther We carne Upon a
.-mi killed in one of the dead-fall
wry large
traps we had set a few days previously.
This was a good
beginning.
We made some tea, and went to inspect the
beaver traps, one of which had disappeared.
While Dan was
searching for it I strolled off fur moose.
On my return io
camp at dark, there sat Dan stretching his sable skin, and
hanging on a small birch was a splendid beaver, four years
old, and weighing not far short of ninety pounds, making a
heavy load fur a man to carry for any distance.
eye!
what a feast we shall have upon his liver!
beaver's liver
is very large for the size of the animal, and is considered a

the

bound-

widlb. and the open space having since
up With a, different kind of wood, par-

among the spruce timberwhere wecrossed
The line runs along the height of land, or " divide," between the two countries from peak to peak of the mountains.
At this point we happened to strike one of the square-tapered
ted along the line in Ls43. about, a
I|!|
« "» accordance with the AshbUIton treaty, ami we
wrote our names and date on the white paint on the post
ticularly notceable
if.

''

:

In block letters, cast in relief, are the following
tin the east side, Treaty of Washington
west side, Boundary, Aug. », 1843 j north side, Lt. Ool. J. B. B. Bstcourt
:

;

H

B. M. OomSBr,; south side, Albert Smith, IT. IS. Oomssr.
These posts stand three feet high, and are, as regards shape,
Bunker Hill Monument in miniature.
We stopped for lunch at a place where a mountain stream
filters through huge split granite boulders which we
named
" The Strainer." Saw a fine dark mink popping
about lower
down the stream. Visited a small pond to the shores of
which two years ago we traced a deer wo had wounded. Then,
intending to take a shorter route back to Canada, we climbed
up a cliff of loose granite rock covered with fallen trees,
through which the fire had nm, a most fatiguing scramble,
and had the satisfaction of findiug we had made a mistake,
and, like the great Duke of York who with his 40,000 men
went, up the hill, we then went down again.
Finally we
reached a beaver dam upon another stream showing fresh sign,
and we set two steel traps (visions of liver and tail for breakfast).
Biscuit and bread all done.
To-night we are sleeping
tftoile, although there is a fine clean lumber
camp
(built m 1868 by Crosby's gang) just near the beaver dam,
but

we

dare not remain there for tear of frightening the wary
The night is very cold and we have left our overand everything we could possibly do without,
across the line m Canada; but: we have made a'long
fire, and
to prevent more noise than necessary by chopping,
are " niggermg off " some of the larger logs in the middle. Then
hunter fashion, we each take off our coat, lie down behind a
wind screen of boughs on each side of the fire, and throw our
ui selves.
Pong practice shows 'this to be the
warmer way cd Bleeping when one has no other covering.
At this point I saw a brown ash tree fifty-one inches in circumference actual measurement, which the beavers had recently gnawed down.
The skill mi6 finesse of these creatures
is simply astonishing, and although their habits have
been
often ably discussed by naturalists whose observations
have
been read by most people, still I picked up during this trip a
lew interesting details which I can vouch for, and which
have
creatures.

coats, blankets

never been in print.

As

is

well

wary and

known, they work by night aud are extremely
Here is an instance which shows

difficult to trap.

almost superior intelligence
Dan had had his trap sprung
one night by an old beaver without catching him, and, thinking to succeed next night, he reset the, trap in the same place.
Judge o his surprise in the morning upon visiting the spol
to nnd the trap drawn out Of the water the whole length
of
the chain, high and dry upon the hank, and Unsprung, "Next
night was too much for the poor beaver, fur Dan set two
traps.
The animal carefully removed the first and covered it
over with sticks, then, fancying he had got rid of the enemy
proceeded boldly down the channel they make in every dam
and was caught in the second trap. Poor chap, he deserved
to escape for his cleverness.
After cutting their wood, chiefly cherry, poplar and birch
and Boating it down the canals which they- make leading into
their dam, they submerge the sticks and poke them intoholes
in the bank in such a way as to enable them to reach their
wood during the winter io eat the bark, and to prevent its
being frozen into the ice. Another interesting feature I noticed.
In one place, evidently regarding their dam as insecure, the beavers had built another dam through the pond
some fifteen feet from the lower (and feeble) dam. This
dam did not quite reach the surface of the water, nor did it
affect it in any way, having been put there merely in
case
Ihe lower one should be carried away.
Their teeth are very peculiar, are very long, and grow far
back in the head. The upper ones are the most curious, and
are an exact semi-circle; in fact, placed end to end, they form
a perfect ring about two inches aLd a half across. It is very
difficult to obtain perfect ones, they break them so gnawing
at the steel traps.
The nail upon the third toe of each hind
foot is, according to Buffon, their tooth-pick, and is of a
most curious shape.
:

Wednesday.— How long the nights seem when one cannot
sleep steadily through, but has to keep building the fire
Six
" Hail, smiling morn .'" Dan has just started to
a. m.
visit
his two beaver traps.
I am getting our breakfast ready,
which is easily done, as it consists principally in putting on

—

the tea-pot.

I

Here comes Dan.

As he approaches he

sings

rait thai something has sprung both his traps.
This sounded
.disappointing.
However, he soon appears, carrying a beaver
kitten, both traps and one of the largest musquash, both in

We

prime fur.
were not long taking off their jackets, and their
we rubbed plenty of salt upon the shoulders of the beaver and
roasted them upon a stick in front of the fire, making a most
substantial meal in spite of the want of bread or biscuit.
struck across a spur of the range of mountains from
Chain of Ponds, re-crossed the boundary line at a point where
the wind had made havoc among the trees, throwing down
every one for a long distance and forming an almost impassable barrier, and, by way of improving matters, it was snowing aud blowing hard at the time.
On the way back to-day we traveled for hours hy compass,
taking a direction that we thought would strike the headwaters of the streams in Canada, upon which Dan and I had
set some Iraps a few days previously
the 28th,
It is simply wonderful how these old trappers and guides
can travel with such accuracy through the forest. At Cue
point where we struck the first stream we came upon one of
these same traps.
followed up the stream for about fifty
yards, and then took the " spotted" line through t!
the rest of the way.
Here we are back at the Upper Camp in Her Majesty's domains, wet and cold, but fast becoming the opposite "under
the united influence of hot tea and a crackling lire.
Upon my
word, this looks like getting back to one's home. Dan had a
Mid himself up in his blanket at (U'lO and is sleep as
I write. I am boiling dried meat for to-morrow. On the way
to-day we caught two splendid sable, or marten,
t
some beaver oil on my gun, rifle and boots, and then turn in

We

—

We

also.

M.—

Dan slept clear round he clock;
for- brcaklai-il, and a dish of tea; strike
On mir way we passed more parHi once for home
tridges, a brace of which I could huve pinned at one shot
from
rifle, as their heads were in line; saw Fi
of a cow moose and calf, but had no time to follow them, as
It rained all the way to Dana,
we had a loop' way 10 travel.
where we had a glorious supper, and. home-made bread
Thursday— &-$Q A,

I

nothing but boiled meal

Camp

my

!

FOREST AND STREAM.
unpromising, However, after breakfast
collected my things and Dan, Willy,
Rebecca— the little girl— and myself " toted " them through
to Meganlic Lake, where we found a small gale blowing and
the water very rough. After some tJOUbU [D keeping our luggage dry we reached Major llcMinn's house, where we
stopped for ten mimit.es to warm up and have a chat. The
Major offered us the hospitalities of his house, but we hurried
on to the foot of the lake, whore we expected to meet Mr.
Thomas.
Passing Victoria Bay the water was outrageously
rough, and the spray from the ours wet us a good deal but
we met witli no mishap, though our clothes were frozen stiff
on our arrival at the landing, having traveled about ten miles
Here my usual good luck attended me.
against a head wind.
Just as we neared the shore I saw a team passing, and 1
shouted to the man to stop and take on my luggage to John
I then learned hat, the team was going to my very
Boston's.
destination at Spring Mill.
had dinner at John's, and
then, bidding both Dan and John adieu, away went the team
awful
roads.
I followed, ankle-deep in mud, to Mcover the
Aulay's Camp, some six miles, hoping to catch the gravel train
to bring me into ScotstOWIl
but, after leaving my stuff at
the Camp and running a couple of miles down the track on

In the morning toe weather was

still

I-

;

t

We

;

foot, I

found the

train

had

This, in the face of a driv-

left.

ing snow storm, was anything but encouraging, and I began
to think I would not get home before Monday,
I turned into
a Frenchman's shaDty, made madame cook me some supper,
while the husband look charge of hche,
There was only one
room in the house, and seven occupants-r-husband, wife and
seven children.
Their stove was broken, so they made a fire
in the oven, then took out the fire and baked "in the same
place.
Stayed there tilTlU:30, hoping that the men would resume! work that night, but finally gave them up and lay down
in my clothes to sleep.
I had not lain long when I heard the
whistle, and running out 1 made a torch of birch bark,
"flagged" the train and got on board the engine.
There I
found the genial superintendent, Mr. McFee, and after unloading the gravel we ran up to the crossing, took my luggage
on board and returned toScotstown in time for a glass of beer
and to turn in by midnight. In the morning I got away all
right by the seven o'clock train, and arrived at '• Sleepy Hollow" by eleven, and have just had a midshipman's luxury
a tub, a clean shave and a change of raiment and shall feel
better still after dinner— and the bell has just rung.
Sherbrooke, Canada.
B. 0. Halb.

—

For Forest and Stream and Sod and Gun

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RAMBLINGS.
Otjb Second Trip in Korthkblt Dikeotion of

ON

Rawems.

August we were fully engaged in buying fresh provisions, some new bedding,
as some of it was burned on the day of the eclipse.
On the
the 18th, 10th and 30th of

evening of the 18th, our second guide, Tip,asked our permission

away for two or three days. The U. P. R. R. Co., in
service he was before, engaged him and another to
pursue train robbers that had tried the night before to wreck
to slay

whose

the train by undermining the

rails.
Tip was well armed with
a sis-shooter and Frank's Sharps rifle.
He was a very
courageous man, and had no fear of being killed. We should
never see him again. After our return from our second trip
we learned that he and his companion were found dead with
four and eigltt bullets, respectively, and stripped of rifles and
clotheB.
We waited over three days for Tip, but as he did
not come then we concluded to start for Lanckens ranch,
about seveuty-five miles north of Rawlins, on the Sweetwater
creek.
We had two of our ponies exchanged, one being
this time we had
lame and the other having a sore back
them all shoed, and putting our whole outfit on a wagon we
started on the
30«A, at about noon.
We did not make more than sixteen
Toward evening wo
miles, and put camp up at Bell Springs.
had thunder and lightning, and a very heavy rain storm.
The rain was driven right through the tent, making the bedclothing very damp
21st. Left camp at seven.
The first part of the day was
pleasant, and we enjoyed, after having made eighteen miles,
a lunch nt Sand Springs very much. Refreshed, we got in
the saddle again and off we went. But now we came into a
sandy country, and Lanckin's team was so poor that they
could not pull the wagon with only about 700 pounds on.
stuck in the sand, and if it had not been for another party
that came close behind us we would never have seen the
Sweetwater. They helped us at least a dozen times. In
consequence of all these delays we could not get further than
Whisky Gap, where we arrived in a rainstorm at 7 o'clock.
It was very, unpleasant to cook, cat and put uur tent up while
Still after all this we slept pretty
it was blowing a gale.
sound, and left this Whisky, or Windy Gap as I should like
to call it, early in the morning, hoping to reach the ranch
But Jack, as well as the driver, both
the same day.
pretending to know Lancken's Ranch, got out of their reckoning, and at last had to confess that they did not know it at
At about 3 o'clock we came to
all, having never been there.
the Sweetwater, where we saw some ranchers, but could not
tell us where to find L'Ranch.
We stopped here while Jack
rode
and the driver
out in different directions to hunt after
After three or four hours they returned after havthe place.
ing found the ranch only five miles off. The Sweetwater was
:

We

crossed and we arrived at the place at 7 o'clock. GusLancken was not here, he had left the previous day for Rawlins,
which we regretted very much he had taken the shortest
road else we would have met htm. All of us were glad to get
under L's hospitable roof. It is a real nice little place. Around
the buildings, and especially along a small areek, there are about
twenty or thirty acres of cultivated land where he raises corn,
barley, oats, etc. Near the house is a large vegetable garden,
;

with potatoes, peas, beans, carots, cucumbers, tomatoes, etc.;
The yard was lined on one side by the brooK and on the
other by high, almost perpendicular, rocks. In the centre of
the yard you see the dwelling-house, made of logs. The roof of
it is ornamented with enormous elkhorus, so that it has almost
the appearance of a German forester's house-; inside you can
find the horns of smaller game in a great number. Besides
this building there were others for horses, cows, hens, etc.,
and a great hay stack, showing that they were well prepared
Everything looked clean, nice and neat, so
for the winter.
Adam Apgar, partthat we felt quite at home right away.
ner of L., who had charge of the ranch during L.'s absence,
invited us very kindly into the house and to lake supper with
him. This supper— consisting mostly of fresh, eggs, fresh but
etc.

-
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and milk, and what we appreciated much, young potatoes,
etc.
was about the best supper we had on our tri]
did everything to make his home agreeable to us, and sue-

another direction, where

ectly, so that we feel much obliged to him.
tO wait here until the return of ijus, to say at least three
days.
Hunting around the ranch was very poor, as game
was scarce and wild. I killed some jack rabbits and several

wounded.
felt sah&raed of what I had done, and
made a
pledge not to kill any more buffalo, which I kept truly.
We
saved the tongues, one pair nj !,,
rs mu maneB

ter

—

We

i

'

had

cottontails.
One day we tried the mountain sheep, but
saw some at a great distance without getting a shot.

only

2GM. Frank, Jack and Adam went out but did not kill any,
and toward evening Lanekeu returned, having shot an antelope.
He agreed to go with us on our trip as guide. We had a very
good setpper, consisting of juicy antelope stakes, flapjacks,
new potatees and sour milk, which latter was highly
appreciated by Frank and myself. One day. during our stay
here, Frank went out on Eoo't to itry the mountain sheep, hut
intended to be back to dinner. He did not come, and was
not back at three.
We felt scared about him, and Adam and
Frenchy went out in search of him. They returned without
having found a trace of him, so that we felt sure he was lost
m the mountains. Firing our guns several times had no result.
No answer responded, till at about six o'clock we
heard the report of a gun, to which I answered with a double
shot.
An hour was gone, and still he did not come, when
we heard three successive shots. Now, knowing that he was
in distress, Adam saddled two ponies, and in half an hour
they both returned, but Frank in an awful condition. F.
had taken nothing with him but a drop of whisk v, and not
finding water, he got so exhausted that he could scarcely
walk.
milk punch and a good night's rest put him all

A

right again.
21th, Passed in loading shells

and preparing for to-morrow's

start.

28a. Our pack-horses were well loaded, and then! we starteel
it., and camped at Sage Hen Creek, about, fifteen miles
north.
Alter having taken a late dinner, we took our guns
and rifles and tried to bring to camp some meat for nexe
morning's breakfast. 1 bagged two cotton-tails and a sago
hen, while Frank lulled two mallard ducks.
Our bed was
made up among high sage bush, and soon after we lav down
a rabbit crossed our bed, running over Frank's face, disturb-

at 9 a.

ing

him

in his soundest sleep.

Had

an early breakfast, and started at 8. Rode about
where we put camp up on Horse Greek, a nice
stream running along the foot of Rattlesnake Mountains.
The water coming out of the mountains was cold ami clear,
but no fish. Not a liviug animal was to be seen in it. The
camping-ground was first-rate. Very good grass for the ponies, several kinds of ripe berries, as currants, red and black,
strawberries and gooseberries.
The creek was lined on both
sides with willows and birch, a good hieliug-place for deer.
Although we had taken a good quantity of preserved fruit
with us, we picked in a little while two large cans full of currants and gooseberries, which, with sugar, we boiled into a
fine preserve for our evening flap-jacks.
At about 3 r. m,
every one of us went on his own hook hunting. I strolled
down the stream to kill a duck or sage hen. Following a
trail along the brook, I found fresh tracks of a pony
and
going a little further, I perceived the head and neck of a
white horse in the bush, within fifty yards of me. This
startled me not a little, thinking of a possible Indian camp. I
retreated to our camp, and saw\jack at a distance. Gave him
a sign, and he came down. After I had told him what I saw
we both went there again, to find an old white mare, which,
very likely, was left there by a party, being in such a condition that they could not take it along.
We drove, her to our
camp, where she joined our ponies for twenty-four hours,
only to run off again. Jack left camp again, and came back
with a black-tail yearling. This evening we turned in very
29«/L

eight miles,
little

;

and

after a sound and refreshing sleep, we got up in a
humor on the
F. and L. went out in the direction where F. had seen
two rams the day before. They saw several herds of sheep,
but could not get close enough to have a shot. Jack and I
took ponies and "followed the creek up to the head of it, and
came through rough country. At the head of the creek, on
an open plain, we saw seven old buffalo bulls.
lied our
horses and crept through the grass within about 300 yards.
thought to be close enough to kill one of them, and commenced to fire. Perhaps we wounded one or more, but it
took no effect, and the buffaloes ran off, the distance being
too great. Following the trail of the buffalo, we came within
about 150 yards of an antelope herd with two large bucks. I
succeeded in killing one of them. He had a fine pair of
horns, which I took to camp. Jack butchered the animal
and tied the saddle of antelope on his pony. Pretty hungry,
we Teached camp again at three o'clock, to take a hearty dinner.
In the evening F. and L. tried the sheep again, but
with the same result as in the morning.
31«S. Removed our camp to the headwater of the creek,
where we had found the buffaloes. Two hours had passed
in riding, when we reached this place.
Oamp was made near
a little creek with good water. The little stream divided our
dining and bed room, preventing our tent from catching fire.
Alter dinner we took a rest till 4, when Jack and I on horseback followed a buffalo trail, and soon we saw a black-tail
doe with two fawns within ten or twelve yards of us. Of
early,

splendid
80th,

We

We

course

we

did not shoot at them.

After an hour's ride,

we

saw

at a great distance a herd of fifteen or twenty sheep,
which soon got wind of us and ran. Following them, we
crossed a high ridge of rocks, and looking down into a valley
at the foot of this hill, there was a very large old buffalo bull.
We crept along the rocks and tried to get as close
as possible to him, but coming not nearer than about
200 yards. I fired and heard the bullet strike him, and
while he was looking I gave him another then he walked off
about 100 yards. To get close up to him I had to slide down
a steep rook, at least 300 feet, over sharp stones, and when I
arrived below I fell as if all the bones of my back were
broken. But I did not mind this much, and creeping from
rock to rock, I came a little nearer and gave him two more
bullets, but without killing him.
He ran again a hundred
yards, and tins time I crept up to him within seventy or
eighty yards, and finished him. fie was a monster. I never
saw a larger one since. Jumping upon his carcass, I felt
proud, and thought myself a great hunter, and how easy it is
;

Now

to kill buffalo.
1 think it is very poor sport.
All we
saved of him was the tongue and the mane and whiskers the
horns were split too much and not worth the while to be
saved.
Jack estimated his weight close up to two thousand
;

pounds.

We rode

to

camp, and

halt'

an hour

later F.

and L.

returned, reporting that they had wounded a buffalo fatally,
but getting so dark they left him with the intention tO butcher
him the next morning.
Sept. 1. F. and L. left camp early for the bull, sure to
bring the tongue and some other meal to camp, but were very
much disappointed in not finding bun. He was tickled, but

death,

ot to

and

and

tilled three)

left

this country.
Jack and I went in
six buffaloes, of which I
had t<> kill a fourth thai was badly

we found

filially

1

,

,.

>.

i

,

J lie largest of these lour, which was
a great deal smaller than
that one L killed the previous day, measured as follows
Length of this buffalo without tail, Oft. ffin. leugth around
the breast (haunch), 8ft. Min. length around the,
body. 9ft
4iin. ; length of head, 3ft. if in.; breadth of front,
1 ft 4in
Thfi afternoon we rested, hut toward evening Wfl took
a
little ride, and on the return, being close to camp,
we saw a large
grizzly coming down the hill toward camp.
He
•

;

;

1

,

must have

teen us and changed direction, when we heard the report
of
J .nnokeii's rifle from the camp.
He wounded him, but at this
distance could not kill him.
F. and L. were eating
sUpperwheu theysawthe ponies rushing around, snorting and
excited; they looked around and perceived the grizzly ni
about
300 yards.
2d. F. and L. started early in the morning, at
5 o'clock
1<
very anxious to get in possession of n, big horn. Jack and
I thought of hunting after grizzly and repay his visit, but
as
three of our ponies had run away, Jack came back too late
to
make an early start, so we did not leave before. S^ o'clock
Ruling and walking alternately among these steep and rockyhills, we found quite fresh tracks of sheep, and
following
them, soon got sight of a herd, but very far off.
We tied our
ponies and crept, very cautiously from rock to rock coming
within about 300 or 400 yards.
could not, come any
nearer, so we tired at one of them, what we thought a
ram
i

.

We

and while they were running through

a

valley ar

a

distance of

about 300 yards, .Tuck killed one, i,„t a ewe.
a young buck
took the lead, and at last he stopped.
Now was my
time to shoot,
I rested my ride
D a
c
Bred, and saw him
tumbling got up ngain, and finally laid down, stretching his
We both thought he. was. dead. I had to cross a
"g
deep ditch with high sage bush, and when 1 came out of it 1
saw my dead ram disappearing over the hill. The spot where
he was lying there was a large pool r blood,
f followed his
track a short distance, but then I lost if. Sittinf down on
a
rock, 1 looked up and saw almost abfive me mi a high rock
two
sheep, one was a ewe and the other, whose head was behind
a
bush, I thought to be a buck, appearing larger than the other
I fired at this one, and rolling down the" "precipice came
a
large— no ram— but ewe, which disappointed me badly.' Jack
butchered both animals, and we took a good quantity of fine
mutton to camp. Hero I found Frank very joHy, excited
about a largo mule deer, with a flue pair of antlers, which ho
had killed in the morning. Our camp was now well stocked
with the choicest meat, as deer, buffalo, mountain sheep and
,

;

>

;

antelope.
3d. I went to the same place again, where I wounded
and perhaps killed the ram. but, not finding him, I saw seve-

sheep without a buck. We reiurned to camp
so did Frank.
To-morrow we intend
the Bad Lands, in northerly direction to the
Bighorn Mountains; but our plans were crossed by Jupiter
Ptuvius,
At about
e. m. it commenced to rain, and
toward
midnight we had a heavy rain-storm, for which our tent was
not tight enough; I, having the weather side, was almost
floating
my bedding. Of course we did not get much sleep,
and 9 a. m. we rose with an unpleasant feelinir. A steaming hot cup of fragrant coffee made us all feel very
comfortable again.
We passed this long rainy day with eatral herds of

without
to

firing a shot;

move through

:-!

m

ing, drinking, smoking and telling stories, m which
latter
Jack was very strong. Jack has such a wonderful memory
that he very often remembers more than really happens.
It
rained all day long, and we lay down in our damp coverings
agaiu to find it the next morning sail raining. In the afternoon it cleared up, and Frank and Lancken took their rifles,
and strolling around the camp they killed an elk with a nice
little pair of horns. I staid in camp to have our
beddings dried
The night was awful cold, and we felt so chilly that we cot up
early in the morning of the 6th of September. MT e entered the
Bad Lands, and after having traveled about sixteen miles we
put camp up near a little creek. Frank had killed an antelope.
7th.

We

started

and

early

tried

to find another

creek

in a northwesterly direction.
Twenty-five miles off we
found it at last, but no water in it
wo had to make a
dry camp— very hard for our poor ponies. Soon after our arrival it began to rain, and having no tent poles, because there
are no trees in the Bad Lands, we had, after a little supper
without coffee, to sleep in open air without tent. Two or
three hours later we found that the rain had turned into
snow,
and in the morning we found ourselves covered with snow!
At midnight we were alarmed by the tramping of the ponies
they were scared by a large number of coyotes who came
close to our camp.
8th. In the morning it was snowing yet, but we had the satisfaction of making coffee of the melted snow, and the horses
need not su uTer of thirst, it was an unpleasant day. When
it stopped snowing F. and L. took a walk up the
dry creek,
but soon came back for their guns they had found a large
elk.
L. succeeded in killing it
the horns of it were abnormal, having on one side a very heavy beam with eight prongs,
while on the other side wore only four short piongs direct out
of the. crown.
The weight of the animal was estimated at
S00 or 000 pounds. Toward evening the snow storm commenced again, and we passed a most disagreeable night in our
wet coverings. lu the morning of the ""0th snow stopped.
Thermometer showed 33 'leg., elova'.i m was o.ftjll feel'.
After dinner we packed up, and at hal tr \i'
we left this most nasty camp
We did not travel very fatwhen we found good water and grass; here we stopped,
dried our blankets and quilts, and slept a sound sleco, although
it was so cold that we found one-half inch thick ice in our
water pail.
10t7i. At six o'clock we had only 8Q£ deg Fahr., and after
:

;

;

V

;

breakfast hurried away from this cold place, following the
creek about twenty miles, where we stopped for this day. As
Lancken had told us before, we found the water containing a
great, deal of alkali, soda and magnesia.
The coffee made out
of this water did not taste much of alkali, but still we felt
thirsty after it, and I tried to make, lemonade of it with citric
acid and sugar, but it tasted like citrate of magnesia, aad nobody could drink it. In the evening and in the morning of the
11th, we had concerts performed by a large band of coyotes,
but as they mixed all the time, flat and minor, we did not ap-

much. The morning was bright, promising fair
had traveled about fifteen miles when we
a band of elk driven by an old
buck came in sight, and Frank, having a fas', hor.-e, cut them

preciate,

it,

weather.
struck the

We

Bad Water Creek

;

off so that he got within bwenty-fivi yards of the buck,
iired ben en twelve shot; at him and at last killed him in

Bad Water
fast in the

He

the
Creek, which the elk had tried to cross, but stuck
mud. The finest and most, regular pair of elk

_r

;;

I'Ul.iLJl

horns were saved. We were close to the Wiad River, and
after an hour's ride wo put our camp up on the bank of the
stream at last, having crossed the dreaded Bad Lands. Now,
being in a country where the Indians, both peaceable and hos :
tile, roam around, wo had to be careful and on the lookout;
still we slept through the night quietly.
V2ik. Moved camp ten miles to the head of the Big Horn
Canyon, where the stream ceases to carry the name Wind

Here the Cheyennes killed, sixteen monthB ago,
River.
eight trappers. After dinner we had a rest, and then walked
down the canyon one and a half miles.
13th. Started at 8 o'clock a. m.; tried to follow the river,
but when we had made about five miles we had to stop
there were on both aides almost perpendicular rocks 800 or
900 feet high. The stream was narrowed by them to about
Here we found an old
fifty feet, and had a considerable fall.
camp and two flatboats in good condition, left here, very likely, by an exploriug party from Camp Brown.
had to
turn to the right and eastward, following a deep canyon,
which was about the roughest part of our trip. When we
had reached the summit we followed a game trail leading
northwest. At three o'clock in the afternoon we stopped for
this day near a nice little stream, but without any kind of fish
saw to-day two herds of buffalo— one band of about
in it.
we tried to kill one or the other,
sixty elk and two sheep
being short of meat, but did not get a shot. After dinner
of
us went on his own hook to bring some game
every one
home, but without, any result, except that Frank reported to
have killed a buffalo, but did not save any meat or trophies.
I saw a large band of sixty-tour elk, but could not get near
'

;

We

We

;

enough

to kill.

Had

142S..

eight,

a foggy morning

and riding 12

is

lined

we

wind

easterly

;

moved

at,

arrived at the Big

Horn Canyon.

by rocks from 500

almost perpendicular.

;

Horn Basin
This canyon, from 16
from south to north. On'both sides it

miles,

at the foot of the Big
to 18 miles long, runs

I

some places
great canyon I saw,

to 1,000 feet high, in

This was the

and I must confess that

first

was astonished

at its grandeur.

To

an impossibility for me
one must go end see.
The fall of the river is only 300 feet from head to foot, thereOn account of
fore I believe it is navigable for small boats.
possible Indians we agreed that only one party would hunt
while the others had to remain at camp. Jack and I stayed at
home, while Frank and Lancken went out hunting, without
killing anything; but they discovered a hot sulphur spring
four miles north of our camp. When they saw the smoke they
took it for an Indian camp-fire, but coming near thpy smelled
the sulphur-hydrogenous gas and found the spring.
The
basin, which appeared to boil, was estimated to be 25 feet in
diameter and from 50 to 60 feet deep. The water was so hot
that they could not hold the hand in it over a second.
The
spring was so powerful that it formed a stream of Bis feel
wide and two feet deep. During their ahsencel tried fishing,
and landed two three-pound cat-fish, which were delicious.
loth. This was my day, so Jack and I went out together,
but soon separated, and I killed two buck antelopes, wounded
another, and Jack killed another one. Coming back, we
found that the other party had also shot a buck antelope. In
the afternoon I fished with grasshoppers and caught several
fish that looked like large salt water herring, but with sharp
describe

it

is

;

teeth.

At ten o'clock left this place, where we had such
ltith.
heavy rain shower of
poor shooting, bound homeward.
half an hour made our traveling unpleasant.
A 16-miles ride
was enough for to-day, and, looking out for a good camping
ground, we saw some buck elks at a distance. I shot one of
them and Jack wounded another. The horns were not large,
but the meat was fine. We saved both tender and sirloins
and a good deal of tallow. Frank killed on this day's trip an
antelope fawn and buck.

A

17th. F. and L. left camp early.
F. shot two antelope
bucks. In the afternoon I succeeded in bagging two pair of
antelope horn, and toward evening 1 jumped a large muledeer buck. I got off my pony and advanced, the buck standing 60 or 70 yards away, broadside toward me. I thought he
was mine, but, trying to cock my rifle, it would not go off. 1
tried it again and again, and found that there was something
broken inside. The old buck did not move, always looking
I rested the rifle on my left knee, took sight,
at the pony.
pulled the cock and let go buck ran only about 50 yards
tie same experiment with the same result never saw him
again.
When I had climbed the hill I saw a large antelope
buck just below me within 80 yards; fixed my rifle between
rocks and killed him without trigger. It was nearly dark
when 1 arrived in camp.
18lh. We started pretty early, and after a tiresome tramp of
about 25 miles or more we arrived at our old camping ground
on Wind River. In the evening we saw lightning in the east,
a bad sign for the next day and so it was.
19th. It rained all day, and we could not move on a nasty
day.
;

;

:

—

A

cloudy morning doubtful about rain still we
back through the Bad Lands, hoping to make it in
four days. A 20-miles ride brought us to an old Indian encampment, where we found good water. The night was cold
and we found ice half an inch thick in the morning,
21st, Was a very hot day rode only 16 miles, and camped a
second time near the duck pond. In the evening 1 shot seven
gray ducks, which weTe very tender and nice.
2iid. Cloudy morning, sharp wind, at noon rising to a gale.
20th.
started

;

;

;

three r. m. we camped at B little creek.
23d. Cold, icy morning, with sunshine; wind blowing up to
a gale again. In the afternoon we found ourselves in the
When we left this camp
old camp of Rattlesnake Mountains.
we put several of our canned fruits, condensed milk and other
provisions in a bag and hung it pretty high up in a tree ; we
did the same with some antelope, elk and deer horns
but now we found all the things spread on the ground
the bag was torn to pieces, the fruit cans, milk cans and
the cans with coffee extracts were all perforated and all almost
empty. TJncle grizzly had paid a vist to our camp and sucked
the sweet juice. This time we made our camp up a little
nearer to the spring.
After dinner every one on his own
hook went out hunting. I killed a very large elk buck that had
the largest pair of antlers of all we shot on the trip.
Lancken
supplied our camp with a fat saddle of a young mule deer,
while Frank came in with fur, a coyote around his neck, and
covered with lots of little jumpers belonging to the pulex
family.
21th. Windy but not cold.
Our grub is going to an end, and
meals nearly reduced to meat, very little bread, thin coffee
without milk. Id the same condition was the quantity of our
To-day Fred killed an antelope. I saw different
tobacco.
kinds of game, one of which was an old she bear with two
cubs, but did not get a chance to shoot.
tried all our skill to kill as much game as possible
2sfk.
to get enough meat to last us till Rawlins, having little chanoe

At

;

We

.

»»

li'lfflF«W

to shoot something after we left the Rattlesnake Mountains.
Jack and I were successful, I killed an elk buck and one muledeer doe, and Jack another one. Our ponies were so heavily
loaded with the elk horn and the meat that we could not ride
fast, and it was late when we reached camp.
20th. We left the Rattlesnake Mountains, and about noon we
saw at Horse Creek four buck elks, of which Frank and 1
killed one and F. ;wounded another one. That nieht we camped
at Sage Creek.
27th. About noon wc reached Lancken'a ranch, having saved
our scalp. Here I have to mention that coming back through
the Bad Lands one morning we found three large fresh
trails running parallel and made by ponies of Indians on the
warpath (no lodge poles dragging behind).
The guides
thought that they 'crossed here only one or two hours before
us.
At the ranch we heard that" the Bannocks had killed
several white people on the Wind River the same time.
28il/i. I did not like to tit all day long in the log house, and
with Jack tried my last hunt, but didnotget a shot, although
a number of sheep and two big rams were seen by us.

29th. Leaving our ponies at Lancken's ranch, L. drove us
with a team of four to Rawlins. Jack, who was riding a pony,
killed one antelope. This was the last piece of game we
killed on our trip.
I have nothing more to tell, only that we
arrived at Rawlins the first of October, but half frozen to

death.

After we had taken our mail we went to Fred Wolf's cosy
place where we had a glass or more of fine Rhine wine
a long talk with the kind-hearted and good humored landlord, Fred.
The afternoon we were busy to pack cur trunks,
order boxes for our trophies, packed and shipped them. On
the
we found ourselves in a car of TJ. P. E. R. Jack
and I stopped at Chicago, while Frank went right through to
New York. I stayed four days in Chicago and two days at
Fort Wayne to see some friends.
Sportsmen intending to hunt in that part of the Rocky
Mountains I advise to write to Gus Lancken, care of Fred.
Wolf, Rawlins. He is certainly one ot the best guides around
He supplies a party
there, and is reasonable in his charges.
of two or three with himself and another as guides, four
or five saddle horses, as many pack horses, all the saddles,
etc., and tents, for §12 to §14 a day; grub and bedding is not
included— it does not amount to much.
he should be engaged, take " Tom Gun."
P. S.— On this trip I took the elevations as well as on the
first trip, but did not mention it, the average being only 6,000
feet, and highest point in Rattlesnake Mountains^ 8,100 feel.
In all, we hunted as gentlemanly as possible; we could have
killed perhaps ten times as much.
little
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AN ESSAY UPON
By Jamks

RABBITS.

Bailey, M. D.
domestic rabbit is undoubtedly descended from the
Although familiarly known from time
wild breed.
immemorial, its origin is shrouded in mystery. It seems to
have been a native of portions of Africa nnd Europe, but was
not known in America until introduced by Europeans. In
our earliest records it is called cony, a name probably derived
from some root common to most European languages. Varro
says that his countrymen named it thus on account of its
dwelling in burrows. The name rabbit was undoubtedly derived from the Gaelic word rabaid, signifying fruitful. Pliny
Bpeaks of their multiplying so rapidly in Spain that the inhabS.

THE

were obliged to destroy them in order to protect their
fields, and to prevent them from burrowing and
They became so great a. pest
undermining their dwellings.
that Roman soldiers were sent with ferrets to destroy them
In England the name rabbit was employed in the translation
itants

harvest

of the Bible before the reign of

James

Purse Expenses of Elizabeth of York"

In the "Privy

I.

(p. 13),

May

24, 1502,

is entered the payment of two shillings " to a servant of the
Abbase of Lyonin, reward for bringing a present of Rabbittes
and Quayles to the Queeneat Richemont." During the reign
of Philip Augustus and Louis Yin., in the early part of the
Thirteenth Century, some French nobles devoted certain

breeding of wild rabbits.

localities to the

called varennes,

now employed

which

in English

These places they

means warrens, the name
where rabbits are bred

to designate the place

an inclosure.
The rabbits, in their wild state, form winding burrows, in
which they remain by day, and emerge in the morning and
evening to feed on vegetation. When domesticated, and they

in

regain their freedom, they return to their instinctive habits.
They are frequently taken in nets and traps also by ferrets
;

and dogs. Their flesh by some is much relished as food.
There is a strong resemblance between the rabbit and the
although there are distinctive characteristics. Their
that of the rabbit is
and so does their flesh

hare,

habits differ,

;

white and delicate, while that of the hare is dark and highly
Domestication, however, makes a difference in this
flavored.

$$1]

gttttttto
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.

Salmon tn Holland.— Capt. J. H. Taat, of
the Netherlands and American Steam Navigation Co., made
usa sociable visit last week, bringing from Prof. A. J. BotteCalii-orota

mann, the eminent

fish culturist of Holland, the

information

that of the 100,000 California salmon ova recently consigned

Berzenopzoom by Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian
have hatched out fine young fish. This is
subject for congratulation, and we hope to hear of further
results as satisfactory. The ova were sent out by the Netherto

him

Rabbits are liable to produce varieties in color, in form, and
It is supposed that the fancy rab-

in the texture of the hair.

"January's Husbandry," where

at

Saimon-Bbkbdihg is Fuesh

Water— Editor

Forest

and

St/ream : One or more fish breeders have reported through
your paper the hatcning of the eggB of the trout impregnated
by the milt of the salmon. Would like them report their success in raising them, and to start the ball rolling, will give
my experience with them, as also with three different kinds
They have
I have the hybrids, two years old.
not made the growth that, trout of the same age have. The
male parents were California salmon. They show no signs
of spawning, and as they are now as old as their parents
were when they were bred, think they are going to be barren.
Am now hatching eggs taken from the California salmon in
this only as an experiment, for I no longer prize
either them, the Atlantic or land-locked salmon (have all
ponds. Think the same food will
and while I sell
raise double he number of pounds of trout
them for half the price of trout, seldom get a second order
Our Atlantic and land-locked
from the same customer.
salmon are now four years old, and but little larger than
trout of two years. The California salmon made fine growth,
and a large bill at the butcher's for offal to feed them on.
;

I

Think
of the land-locked.
pickerel equally as good as the otheT two.
Bnsoobel, Wis.

Have not eaten

—

Sobbens fob Outlets. Forked Rhv.r,
Mr. Editor : In your journal of 25th ult.

the flesh

of the

A. Paimeb.

A

r

I

observe an articl

.

J.,

Ike.

18.—

in regard to erecting screens at the outlet of lakes which hav
been stocked the past few years. It is a well known fact tha
fish of the salmon species "(which includes brook trout, lake
tTout, California and land locked salmon) are fond of running
water. If lakes which contain this species have not a proper
screen at the outlet, they will to a great extent escape the
second year.
law should be enacted by each Slate compelling every township to have screens erected where such

A

lakes "exist."

The article by Mr. Porter on this subject was
and should be enforced. It is a subject which

very timely,
all fish commissioners of the several States have neglected.
0. A. Smith.

Icb.—Them need be no fear about the supply of ice this
season. There was a jam over twenty feet high on the Pen
obscot at Bangor, Me., the other day,

—Mr. Robt. Bonner, of this city, has in his stables ten
horses, each of which, with one exception, has trotted its
mile in 2:20 or better.

—With each recurring New Years we all resolve to keep a
and generally go so far in the very commendable determination as to purchase the diary. More people would persevere in the task if they used the spring back books made by
Francis & Loutrell, 45 Maiden Lane, New York.
diary,

this

way, and by contin-

specimens, distinct varieties were established. We gather the first account of breeding rabbits in a
domesticated state from the writings of Fusscr in 1580, in
ually mating such

this sentence occurs:

"Let doe go to buck.
Wish cony gooil luck."

Institution, 70,000

lands steamer Oalland.

day originated in

bits of the present

In 1631, Gervase Markham writes of a Way to Get,,
Wealth." In this treatise the subject of rabbit keeping, feeding and breeding is given, and in so clear a manner that but
few improvements have been made up to the present day.
According to M. Mariot Didieux, it was not until 1830 that,
in France, much attention was paid to the extension and
profitable breeding of rabbits.

the matter

was conducted with

At

first,

fearing opposition,

secrecy, but this

was soon

dis-

pensed with, and rabbit culture has made great p;
only in France, but in Belgium and Holland. It is estimated
from the official returns of the Custom-house statistics that in
the Ostend market alone, 350,000 are disposed of in a single
week and notwithstanding this enormous consumption, thc
;

In
prices, instead of deteriorating, are constantly increasing.
the markets of Troyes there are annually sold 150,000 francs'
worth of rabbits, which are used as an article of food, while
in other locations the entire object in breeding them is for the
They have also been bred by cbaritaprofit from their fur.
able persons to furnish meat for the poor, as well as employment, the sale of the fur being quite sufficient, toy.
the selling of choice specimens for breeding, to pay the ex-

penses of the same. Among these may bj mentioned the
names of Count d' Albertas and Monsieur 1' Abbe Fisseause.
The rearing of rabbits, to be successfully practiced, should
be thoroughly understood, as well as their peculiarities of
habits and constitution.
The rabbit belongs to that order of the class Mammalia, or
Buck-giving animals, which is called Tneisores,* because they
cut their food with the front teeth of their upper and lower
jaws. Some of these " cutters" are carnivorous or, rather,
omnivorous, like the rat ; others are herbivorous in general,
but occasionally insectivorous, like the Guinea-pig (which the
old French writers call ccrnnk d' Tilde, or Indian rabbit)
some, like the hare, feed exclusively on vegetables and grain;
and the rabbit, unless under exceptional circumstances, is included in this latter category. The rabbit and the guinea-pig
arc- the only "cutters" that have been strictly domesticated
1
by man, though he has made pets of the squirre , dormouse,
the marmot, the albino mouse, and one or two others.
The male and the female are designated as the buck and
One male is capable of
Rabbits are polygamous.
the doe.
serving thirty does, though in warrens only one buck is allowed to one hundred females. The American wild rabbit
bears more resemblance in color to the European burrowing
rabbit, except that the latter changes in color when domestiIt is also
cated, which the American wild rabbit does not.
Then there is a striking
a littie smaller and more slender.
contrast between the American wild rabbit] and the cultivated

—

;

varieties.

»

* Note— The classification usually adopted tor
present places the rabbits ami barfc. in the family Leporiiie, which iu
the last of the several families with gnawing teeth— hedgehogs, rata
and mice gophers, prairie-dogs, squirrels, beaver::

srouned together, form tbe well-defined order, B
rabbit of the plains, for example, wonl
lammalia (DtHSotdea); ort
(Lagomorphai; family, UptrrUa ; genm?, Lepui ; species

-the lack-IB
t

Le-pm

s."
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FOREST AND STREAM
I'he hal iits

<rf 'lie America

erav rabbit are so well described

by Audubon that we give his language. He says that "it
abounds in our forests, even in their densest coverts also frequents farms and plantations, occupying the coppices and
grassy spots in the neighborhood of cultivation, remaining in
its form by day, concealed by brush heaps, a tuft of grass, or
some hedge-row on the side of an old fence, from which
retreat it issues at night to regale itself on the clover, turnips
or cornfield of the farmer. It. frequently divests the young
trees In the nursery of their bark.
It often makes inroads on
the kitchen-garden", feasting on the young green peas, lettuce
cabbages, etc. and doing a great deal of mischief and when
it has once had an opportunity of taking these dainties it becomes difficult to prevent its making a nightly visit to them.
Although the opening at which
enters may be carefully
,

,

;

421

July, the nights being short, they will occasionally travel and
feed until tei
dock a, m. But in November they
will run more or less day aud night, that being fl
season.
It is also said by the oldest deer hunters that fawns leave
no scent in the track until after the spots are off. I have not
OB that point, having never fallen into the
horrid practice of worrying deer with (logs, unless wounded.
Have shot some large bucks during my bunting days, and do
not remember that I ever killed more "than two that would
turn the scale at more than 300 pounds each.
It is not always
the largest buck that carries the largest horns, and the age
cannot, be ascertained by the number of prongs.
Ahti.rr.

Piney Falls, Blim

Co.,

Tmn.

it,

closed, the rabbit

sure to dig a fresh hole every night in the
immediate vicinity, and snares, traps, or guns are the best
auxiliaries in such cases, soon putting an end to further
depredations.
When first started it runs with great swiftness
and makes fewer doublings than the northern bare. Having
a bundled yards or more, it stops to listen.
Finding itself pursued by dogs, should the woods be open and
free from swamps and thickets, it runs directly towards some
bole in the root of a tree or hollow log. When briar patches
afford a place for concealment, and to elude the pursuit of
dogs, it remains On'fcMM much longer.
When the males are
engaged in combat, and when alarmed at night, they have the
habit of stamping with their hind feet upon the ground.
During the breeding season it is sometimes seen seeking food
at midday instead of as usual at early morn or late in the evening. Its voice is never heard except when wounded or captured, when it utters a shrill cry, like a child in pain.
This
rabbit breeds freely in warrens, but does not easily become
domesticated, and always seems ill at ease when an attempt
is made at domestication.
In the state of nature it never burrows, but in trying to escape will dig to the depth of a toot
or more to effect its object.
When taken quite young, and
freely handled, they become quite tame and contented in domestication. The gray rabbit is very prolific. In the Northern States it produces about three litters during the season,
from five to seven at a litter; while in the South it breeds
"from February to October."
is

HABITS OF DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I was raised in Western New York, and can remember
when the whole western portion of that State was comparatively an unbroken forest, aud seemed to be the natural home
of the deer, the wolf, the panther, the bear and numerous
other kinds of game, which at that early day were seldom
disturbed by the crack of the white man's rifle. I have lived
to see the wilderness disappear, and with it the noble game
that used to roam there in untold numbers.
Northeastern
Pennsylvania Btill retains some of its former glory in the way
of deer hunting and trout fishing, but it is being fast encroached upon by railroads, coal diggers and oil producers.

The

elk that used to inhabit that portion of the State have
gone the way of their ancestors, and naught 'As left to mark
the locality of their former favorite haunts"! except a few
half decayed horns that are occasionally found there. I have
hunted and fished, and feasted and fasted on nearly all the
sources and tributaries of the Allegheny, Susquehanna and
Clarion rivere long before breech-loaders were invented. A
breech-loading or repeating rifle would have been a fortune to
me in those days. I have occasionally hunted the deer in
Wisconsin, Indiana and here in Tennessee. The deer are
about one size smaller here than in the Northern States, but

the venison is of excellent flavor.
The horns of a deer are the most heavy and hardest of all
horns, and yet they are grown and perpetuated in less than
The horns of a full-grown buck begin to grow
five months.
about the last of April, and by the middle of June they will
be ten or twelve inches in length with two or more forks, the
points or ends being large, soft and spongy, and the whole
horn being covered with a velvety skin with a thin coat of
The
short, stiff, hairy or plushy fur of a reddish-gray color.
horns then begin to curve, the prongs or snags grow out,
being the largest and softest at the extreme points, and gradually hardening toward the base as they continue to grow in
length. By the middle of August the full-grown horns in
the velvet are developed. While this wonderful natural process is going on, the buck has been strictly non-combative, his
whole business being to protect his growing horns from inHe is sensitive to the slightest touch and careful not to
jury.
bring his horns in contact with any hard substance, as the
slightest scratch will cause them to bleed profusely, especially
if it be near the tender pulpy substance at the extremities.
About the .first of September the ends of the horns begin to
flatten and shrink, the skin crack3 and peels, the buck begins
to rub the small saplings, and bloody strips of skin will hang
During this month he
like ribbons from nearly every snag.
gets his horns cleaned and polished, and the horns of October
are very different from the horns of August. The nature of
the animal seems to be suddenly changed he knows that he
has now got the weapons of war, and he is not slow to use
them. The horns are so curved that when he curbs his neck
for a fight every prong points forward and downward instead
I remember a case illustrative of this fact, that
of upward.
happened many years ago ir: the State of Ohio. An old
hunter being out on a still hunt in the month of November
(that being the rutting season), came suddenly close upon a
big buck, and in the excitement of the moment shot
Before he was
carelessly and slightly wounded the deer.
really aware of his danger, the buck made a sudden spring,
striking him near the hip, ripping down pants, skin and
flesh as with a knife, while another prong struck the top of
his foot, near the instep, penetrating through the foot, thence
through the sole of the shoe, literally pinning him to the
At that moment his dog (a large cur) came to his reearth.
lief, aud catching tho deer by the flank, turned his attention
in another direction, otherwise it might have been still worse
would naturally inquire what the
for the old hunter.
hunter was doing while all this horrible gashing was being
Reader, please inform me what you could do during
done.
the time it would take a streak of lightning to run down a
man's leg ?
By the 1st of January most of the old bucks have shed
Some of the young bucks shed a little later. I
their horns.
am not aware that they ever bury their horns, and I have ofI do not
ten found them soon after they have been dropped.
believe that they even notice the horn after it falls.
It is often asserted that deer get up and feed at moonrise,
and lie down when the moon goes down. I know that deer
are more likely to get up and feed when the sun goC3 down
and lie down at sunrise or soon after, and especially so in the
months of August, September and October; but In June and
;

We

ON BEARS AND OTHER ANIMALS1718,
R,\loi, Mass., Nov. 7, 1878.
Editor Forest and stream
Since reading the "Two Bear Stories,' by "Penobscot,"
published in your interesting journal, I have, through tho
courtesy of Henry Fit?, Waters, Esq.. of Salem, whose antiquarian researches arc well known, been allowed to copy an
original MS. by Paul Dudley, F. K. S., written about 1718,
on the " Habits of the Bear aud Other Animals." I give it
to you as near verbatim aa I can, as follows

out the first
vine.
I came across a small spring, and not
having my drinking cup in my pocket, I got down on my
hands and knees and took a drink- When drinking, I observed a little cloudy water ooze out from under a large gtone
partly covered with water in the spring, and embedded and
surrounded with sort mud, nearly covered with leaves. 1
thought it likely there might be a snake under it, as I have
often found snakes in springs late in autumn, and to satisfy
my curiosity I got hold of the stone with my hands and
i-ii

turned it up. To my surprise, instead of there being a snake,
as I fully expected, I found thirteen large frogs, all in one
mess, and in a bed of soft mud, water aud leaves. I removed
the leaves off of them and threw them out or the water one
by one, counted and examined them. Eight of the thirteen
were large bullfrogs; the balance were of the striped species.
All were very thin and semi-torpid, not having much life
about them. The spring being the warmest water, all the
frogs in the branches, no doubt, made their way up there and
found shelter under this large flat stone for winter quarters.

:

1

;

from 15th Nov. to April.
Black Bears— When the snow is deep they den, and don't
come out till the snow is so wasted as they can trail thenfood nuts, acorns, frogs, berries, crickets, grapes— and preys
also.
Don't carry food into their dens generally den alone,
unless it be a she with her cubbs of the first year, sometimes
in a Hollow Tree, a Hollow Log, under the Root of a Tree,
cleft of a Rock.
Dog scents them & Barks, then they come
out.
But if the snow be deep they won't stir. Kill them,
nothing in their gutts but slime; they will put fire in the Hole
of a Tree then the Bear will come Thundering out whether
they are asleep or only mope, for they easily wake. Bear
bring forth but once in 3 years. Suckle their young.
"Racoon goes to Bed at the Time of the Bears and den as
'"'Bears sleep
11

—

TnE Retort Oourteoub—Mr. Editor; I see that friend
Garlick objects to my characterization of his name for the
big-mouth black bass -&rtf$te& mefiaskmia as " meaty." I did
not intend to use the latter word in the sense of "pertaining
to meat," nor yet in the sense of Webster's definition of the
word, "fleshy, but not fat." I meant simply that, like a nut
or an etrg, the name was "full of meat," or, in the words of
Mr. Garlick, it "hit the nail square on the head ;" or, without metaphor, was very appropriate, inasmuch as it expressed
the most marked character of the fish.
Inington, Ind,, Dec. 12, 187S.
David 8. Jobdah.

;

—

aniamls Reomveb at Philadelphia Zoological gardens for
the Week Esdcsg Dec. 81 —One pamkeat, trow South America
presented by James M. Foy, PMa.; one gazelle, Gazelle dorcaa, irom
North Africa, presented by Capt;. Earl Engltea, U. S. Navy 4 one puma,
Fetie wncolor, from Argentine Republic, presented by the Smlthaonlnn
Institute, Washington, 1). C.
Author e. Bkown, Oen'l, Snpt,

m

Company from 3 to 7. Come out
the Bear. But more
rather sooner, carry in food.
" Woodchuck lyes still in his Borough in the ground
wholly the same Term of Times, carries nothing.
striped squirrel will sleep Mr. Lynde.
"
Turtle Boroughs in the
and so do frogs."
Paul Dudley, Fellow of the Royal Society, and son of
Gov. Joseph Dudley, died at Koxbury, Mass., Jan. 21, 1751,
aged 75. He was born Sept. 3, lu'75, graduated at Harvard
College 1G90, finished his law studies at the Temple in London, and returned in 1702 with the commission of Attorney
General of the Province of Massachusetts, which he held
Mr.
until 1718, when he succeeded Lynde as Chief Justice.
Dudley published a number of articles in the transactions of
not sure that the above is one of
the Royal Society.
them, but the "Discovery of the Hive of Bees in the Woods
was so published, and Mr. Waters has the original notes, of
which I will send you a copy next week.
Tours respectfully,
C. T, J.

$<mn mnd (gurdmu
THE FLORIDA EVERGLADES.
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HABITS OF THE SILVER GAR.

WE

clip the following correspondence from the Albany
Sunday Press, which was headed "Sword Fish"
Editors Sunday Press: Your interesting article upon "Ec-

centricities of Sword-Fish," and especially one paragraph in
which it is said, "Nobody on the American coast, so far as

saw a little sword-fish," makes one think the
following circumstance will not be uninteresting:
In the month of August, while crossing the Columbia street
bridge, a friend (captain of a steam tug) drew my attention to
a school of sword-fish swimming in the basin. They were
from six to eight inches in length, including the sword, and
were very lively, darting with great rapidity upon the appearance of a head over the railing." I mentioned the circumstance
to a gentleman in the habit of fishing in the river opposite the
lower part of tha city, aud he said he also had seen one off
the dock.
When we consider that they are salt water fish, aud that
this city is something like a hundred miles above brackish
water, their appearance here is remarkable and worthy of
***
being noted. Yours, etc.,
reported, ever

Editors Sunday Press: I noticed an article with the above
heading in a recent copy of your paper, in which the writer
speaks of a school of young sword-fish swimming in tho
xllbany basin.
Having spent my youth in Albany, and since given much
time to the study of ichthyology, I may therefore be pardoned
for presuming "to state that the fish in question were not
sword-fish, although it was by that name they were familiar
to me in boyhood.
I do not think that the sword-fish proper, the Xipliias
gladius, ever enters fresh water.
The fish in question are the young of the silver gar or bill-

Belone tongirostris, and are often seen in schools in the
upper Hudson when from four to ten inches in length, and
appear of a transparent green hue.
I have made some efforts to discover the breeding-place of
this fish, as I am not. aware of the adult ever entering fresh
water, but so far have not succeeded.
Tho adults are perhaps 30 inches in length and are round
bodied, about two inches in diameter, and are often found in
fish,

Now York

markets.
not be confounded with the fresh water gar,
whose habitat is the great lake and MississFppi
basins, but has often been found in the Hudson since the Erie

They must

Lepidosteiis,

Canal was

The
in

built.
latter is a

diamond

"ganoid," with almost adamantine scales
and belongs to an order now nearly

pattern,

extinct.
I willfeel under obligations for information concerning the
silver gar, its breeding place, length of stay in fresh water,
regular or casual appearance, in fact anything which will
throw light on the habits and movements of a fish who is in
Fred Mather
history is little known. Yours, etc.,
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and Pheasant Shooting,'

gives an interesting account of the finding of a lot of frogs,

which had
winter.
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Sugar Loaf Mountains,

Maryland, he says
fouud quite as great a curiosity as
,

:

I

did in beating

FEW our

persons,

who have

never visited the southern portion

of
peninsula, have any definite conception of what
meant by the term " Everglades," or what sort of a country
it is which is designated by that name in Southern Florida.
The writer, when a youth, used to look on the map and
wonder, and dream, and imagine all sorts of weird and fantastic peculiarities belonging"" to this region, and now has a
distinct recollection of making a boyish vow, that when manhood came one of his first, journeys should be a pilgrimage to
the mystic land of the Everglades. But, like most of the
dreams of extreme youth, it was soon forgotten in the more
serious concerns of life, and not until the winter of 1874-5,
when, owing to failing health and an anxious desire to escape
for awhile from business cares, were these dreams recalled
and the proposed visit at length made.
Journeying from Jacksonville up the St. Johns to Lake
Harney by steamer, thence across to Sand Point by mule
power, thence by sail-boat down Indian River to Jupiter,
where empties a narrow and tortuous stream, known as Jupiis

ter Creek, the waters of which, though deep, are. clear as
crystal, and abound in a species of fish here called trout, but
are really the well-known black bass, with which Selh Green,
the enthusiastic pisiculturist, is stocking Northern waters.
this stream some ten miles, propelled by oars and poles to
tho rapids, and the begiuuiug of the Everglades is reached.

Up

Imagine a low, flat savanna, a mile or more in width, over
which the water is one to four feet deep, and entirely covered
with a dense growth of mammoth saw-grass, which sometimes attains an altitude of ten feet or more, through which
runs a channel, varying from a mere alligator's trail, scarce
large enough to float au Indian canoe, to broad lagoons or
lakes of unknown depth the surface covered with floating
lily-pods or leaves of the dog lily, which here attain about-thc
size and shape of an old-fashioned Quaker sun-bonnet, and
These lakes are the
are a serious impediment to navigation.
natural home of the alligator, hundreds of which may be seen
on sunny days stretched on the grassy banks or prowling
lazily about in search of food and amusement, their ugly heads
and repulsive bodies sometimes in much too close proximity

—

Water-snakes,
to be pleasant or soothing to sensitive nerves.
including the venomous moccasin, also find in the waste of
waters and reeds a congenial pleasure-ground, and curious and
rare birds disport their plumage among the rank grass.
By dint of much rowing, poling and pushing, not to
mention a vigorous use of impolite words, a small boot may
be forced through the eight or ten miles of this channel,
finally reaching the Haulover, a sandy ridge, some three
hundred yards wide, separating this branch of the Everglades
from Lake Worth, and over which boats and baggage must
be dragged and carried as best they may. The settlers on
Lake Worth designate the most prominent difficulties of this
route as the " Seven Woes," each one of which is worse than
Indeed, it is a curious study— the mixture of
the last.
courage and despair, of patience and profanity, in which
these navigators of the saw-grass indulge in their frequent
journeys this way.
Once fairly across the Haulover, and launched on the
waters of Lake Worth, aud a pleasant, scene is reached. A
beautiful sheet of water, some thirty miles long, by, perhaps,
one aud oue-half wide, surrounded by the finest country the
writer has yet seen in Florida, lies before you, absolutely below frost line, perpetually fanned by the ocean breeze, a
temperature ranging from fifty-four to eighty-five degrees

much of

the soil of excellent quality, tropical and semi-tropical

fruits can be growD, which will not thrive in more Northern
latitudes, and will make this section of Florida, at no very
remote period, one of the richest, portions of the State. It is

claimed that the lake itself was originally fresh and without
communication with the sea, until some few years since a
Mr. Long, a German gardener, who had settled on its banks,
cut a channel into the ocean, since which time the waters
Fish, in myriad forms,
have been tinctured with salt.
abound in the lake, and game, such as bears, deerand turkeys
roam on its banks, or hide in its hammocks, and its ocean
beach is rich in shells and other curious gems of the sea.
But, as even the Garden of Eden had its serpent to destroy
happiness, so Lake Worth has its musquitoes, and during its
summer months the "seven plagues ot Egypt," were lightly
borne in comparison with the misery of its musquito bites.
They swarm in the air, they sail on the water, they ride in
the breeze. The torments of the damned in "Dante's In-

xsBmmnmiBwwmuuBzmm
:

ferno " may give some idea of misery, but Dante evidently
had never known Lake Worth musquitoes.
From the Hfuilover westward as far as Lake Okeechobee,
and south to the Indian hunting -grounds, a wild waste of
water and weeds, varied here and there by a dismal swamp
of cypress and live oak, traversed by few save wandering Indians, inhabited only by wild animals and reptiles, extend the
Everglades of Florida. Like the vast prairies of Illinois,
stretching as far as the eye can reach, nothing but waving
grass can be seen, or in the dark fastnesses of cypress swamps,
shrouded in gloom and funereally draped with the gray weeping moss of the Bouth hanging in solemn festoons from every
bough, while below the deep, dark waters reflect back each
motion, and cause the multitude of cypress knees to seem
like serried ranks of bristling bayonets
while the gloom is
heightened by the melancholy hoot Of the owl, and the sullen
plunge of the alligator alone disturbs the death-like stillness
In these are recognized some of the peculiar
of the scene.
features of the Everglades.
In a season of flood miles and miles of this region are submerged, and what at other times is a wilderness of grassy
desert, then becomes a sea of water, and one may journey
from the St. Lucie River to Lake Okeechobee and to the Big
Cypress, and thence to Biscayne Bay and back to the St.
Lucie in a sail-boat. Through all this vast region flowers
bloom as bright and gay as in the conservatory birds sing as
sweetly as when hung in gilded cages the deer and the panther wander at will the rattlesnake and moccaBin here abound
undisturbed by civilized man the crocodile of the Iudus and
Nile dwells unmolested ; and the laws of God are as fixed
and immutable in the tracldess desert of the Everglades of
Florida as in
part of the civilized world.—Florida Agricultural.

;

We

climate being produced by deforestation and replanting.
refer to that stretch of miles of country over which the railroad passes, near Trieste, as you
ia to Italy,
bleak, barren, stony, with hardly earth sufficient for a weed
to take root in, a stretch of barrenness on which some dread
anathema seems to rest. It is a curse that rest!) on it, called
down from Heaven by man. Five hundred years
an immense forest stood on the ground where now is nothing
but a sea of stone.
Venetians came and hewed down the
forest in order to procure wood for piles and mercantile pur
sopes.
.

;

;

;
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NASHVILLE POULTRY SHOW.
Nashvillb, Dec.

17, 1876.

Editor Foebst akd Stream
The second annual show of the Tennessee Poultry Breeders
-.

Association opened yesterday with a very much finer collecAlmost every variety, with
tion of birds than last year.
some magnificent specimens of each, are on exhibition. Mr.
S. G. Woods alone exhibits gray dorkins, brown Leghorns,
"white Leghorns.light brahmas.buff CochiDS, partridge Cochins,
black unci white Cochins, silver and golden Polish, black
Spanish, Plym iuth Rocks, and black-breasted game. Besides
these the same breeder exhibits white Pepin ducks. Rowen

Aylesbury and black Cayuga ducks, white and brown China
and several beautiful varieties of pigeons Bitch as carMost of the above
riers, pouters, barbs, owls and fan tails.
are very fine, but Mr. Coleman has some magnificent specimens of partridge and buff Cochins that will be hard to beat,
hen
from
which
bis
buff
Cochins were bred
cock
and
the

geese,

is
a superb young seti
deserved better, heis a nicely bred 'un, Buxton showsqualily
Oearc Ffiog is a go
and one or the most lively
customers we know of Ranger 111. looked well
Prince
Royal we thought as good as Rocket, Who is a fairish dog.
The Prince, however, was only very highly Commended. The
hitches were a charming lot. Counties Bear did not show
herself in her usual form, but Baffle and Novel v
there."
Minch, highly commended, we did not admire she
is too spaniel-headedMr. Abbott's Maud should have been
and Nellie is a fine little bitch.
The Champion black-aud-tandog class had two competitors,
Lang and Duke. Duke won. In tan and in coa
superior to Lang. The champion bitch class had three entries,
the best of which was not for competition, unfortunately
soFloss won. Nell was catalogued at ten guineas— cheap this four
a champion 1 The open dog class might have been better,
Blossom won, and Mr. Parson's Bob was placed next, Alarquit
taking but a commendation. The bitches formed a poi
Royal is very ragged, aud Rose was poor in feather. Duobess
(passed over) has a good tan and a good coat, but Daphne was
out of form altogether. In Irish champions, Palmerston in
his best war paint, won again. Deis just fit to look at— out lie
is a good one for that.
In the open dog class one of his sons,
Count, won, and St. Patrick was placed next. Shot was only
commended, aud Dick looked very old. Mr. Abbott's Phmkett
II. should have been in the list.
The bitches were not pro
eminently graud. Kitty, however, is a good one but Belle is
too wedgy. Parnella has a good frame, but shows too much
white about her— a blaze, a frill and dabbed toes arc really too
much of a good thing in the wrong places. Snipe is hut a
wiry weed.
;

|

;

;

;
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BIRMINGHAM DOG SHOW.
nineteenth annual Birmingham Dog Show took
THEduring
week

place

first
in December.
Although the Birdoes not equal in importance, as far as the
number of entries is concerned, the shows held by the Kennel

the

mingham show

Club in and near London, yet, owing to its having been the
first established in the kingdom, it is looked forward to with
even greater interest, and its awards arc held in higher
esteem than those of the younger show. ADd as far as entries
are concerned, were there a place of suitable size, it is probable that in this respect also it would be ahead of the London
shows. The entries have in former years been limited to
1,000, but this year were further curtailed to 970.
The judging was done the day previous to the public opening of the
show, and the only persons allowed to be present besides the
judges were the reporters and officials. The entrance feo
was seven shillings and six pence sterling for each dog, which
about equal to our entrance fees, but we believe that each
exhibitor was also compelled to purchase a membership in the

is

;

The following
classes

Very high com,

Open

For

Combermere and
Mr. Tom LI- Brewer for deerhounds and greyhounds, Lord
for bloodhounds,
St. Leonards and Mr. Samuel Mallaby
:

pointers, Viscount

;

;

otter hounds,

harriers,

beagles, dachshunde,

Bernards,

St.

Dalmatians, and foreign non-sporting dogs, the Rev. GrenvilleF. Hodson; for fox terriers, the

Hon. W. Fitzwilliam

and the Rev. Cecil Legard for setters, retrievers, and foreign
sporting dogs, Lord St. Leonards and Mr. William Lort
for
spaniels, Mr. Charles B. Hodgson, Major H. W. Willett and '
scored last year in Buffalo at a show 99 points out of a possi- the Rev. A. L. Willett; for mastiffs, Newfoundlands and
Mr. W. T. John's exhibit of Bantams is very fine,
ble 100
sheepdogs, Mr. Edgar Hanlmry for bulldogs and bull terriers,
B. B. R., silver seabrights and golden seabrights, all game.
are beautiful. A coop of brown China geese, owned by a Mr. John Percival and Mr. James Taylor for smooth-haired,
Mr. Williams, was particularly noticeable. The males were black and tan, and Yorkshire terriers, Pomeranians, pugs,
thoroughbreds, the females only half bred, but the males Maltese, Italian greyhounds, Blenheim and King Charles
were splendid as to size and color. The white China geese of
spaniels and toy terriers, Mr. Matthew Hedley and Mr. John
Mr. Woods are also fine birds. Among the pigeons two pairs
of carriers, one white and the other black, were very hand- Percival] for Skyo terriers, Dandies, Bedltngton, Irish, wire
breed.
also
beautiful
In
coop
a
one
I noticed
some, the owl is
haired and broken-haired terriers, Mr. John Nisbet.
an exceedingly large black Cochin. In all there are about
Passing over sundry of the non-sporting classes, in which
exhibitors who deserve great credit for the care they have
readers can scarcely bo interested, we condense from our
bestowed on so commendable an enterprise as the improve- our
the London Field, its account of. some of the
contemporary,
ment of poultry. I came very near forgetting to men tion the
turkeys which were in the show. There are but five coops,
sporting classes
but one contains a bronze gobbler of enormous size, he turns
In Champion Fox Terrier dogs Bullet won. We did not
the scale at 42 pounds, in addition to which he is most symmet- see Rattler or Pepper, thCugh they were both entered. Trimrically formed, and his plumage is as bright aud brilliant as
mer was very highly commended, though whatever commendthe wild turkey. There is but one hybrid shown this year, a ing a champion may mean we are at a loss to explaiu. In
cross between the Guinea fowl and the Cochin China. Guinea
bitches Bell was awarded the prize—rightly so, we think.
In
pigs and rabbits form part of the collection, but among them the open large-sized dog class we were sorry to see Gaffer
there is nothing worth special notice. A live ground hog only very highly commended; he is a very neat terrier.
curious
persons
around
him.
number
of
draws a
Ranger is too broad-skulled Jacko we did not think much
In the award of prizes Mr. S. G. Wood secured 1st prizes of, but Sexton is not a bad one. Nimrod showed wonderfor light brahmas, red Spanish chicks, golden Polands, buff fully well, and, we think, should have been first.
His kennel
and white Cochins. MR Goldman 1st for Plymouth Rock companion, Buff, however, took that place, Bitters making
chicks Mr. W. T. Johns took several 1st and 2d prizes with
room for the youngsters. In large bitches V-n,,
his bantam game and duckering games; other prizes were
easily. Jess making her a very good second.
The
awarded to Messrs. Watson, Scraggs, Talley, Newman, Harris ing 181b. dog class had a tremendous lot of rubbish enlisted
and Dandridge. The only lady competitor was Miss El)a in its ranks, aud the wheal was easily separated from the
ICirkmau, she took a 2d prize" for gray dorkins. The first chaff. Spratt is coarse- beaded, however, but he
two days the attendance was quite small, but yesterday being highly commended notwithstanding. Dorcas, in bitches, was
a beautiful bright day, quite a number of admirers of fine
followed by Daisy and Nectar as named, and we indorse that
J. D. H.
poultry wero present.
classification; but Juliet, who took a very highly
ed, we object to, and consider the award groundless
she has
Many rivers have not a fox terrier's head, her eyes are indifferent, aud she wauls
liTFi/DENOE op Forests on Climate.
Nell, also a previous winner, is too broadtotally disappeared, or have been reduced to mere streams by
bone sadly.
an irrational and henious felling of the forests. In the north- skulled, and was properly enough unnoticed.
In Large-sized Champion Pointers 'dogs), Waggonce more
east of Germany, the Ts&vp and Gold rivers exist only in
name. The classic lands of antiquity are rich in sad lessons wagged himself into the judge's favor; Burr wauls a rib,
of deforestation.
The springs and brooks of Palestine are Trent was not in good show form. In large bitches Stella
The won fairly. The open large dog class was large, but not pardry, and the fruitfulness of the land has disappeared.
Jordan is four feet lower than it was in the New Testament fieularly good: Faust, as good-looking as he leg
days. Greece and Spain suffer severely to this day from the
field, took first, most deservedly; Drake
ide, but has
effects of destroying their forests.
Many parts of the King- a poor head Jiang II. had the onh
awarded,
dom of Wurtemburg have been rendered almost barren by though why we are at a loss to explain, and we could name
In Hungary the periodically return- Joker, Eos, and one or two more who should have been nothe felling of the trees.
ing drought is universally attributed to the extermination of
tieerl.
In the large bitches, Mr. Geo, Moore's Maggie and
the forest. We attribute the present unfruitfulness of Asia Moss— the latter a trifle light-boned were placed as "named
Minor and Greece to the destruction of the woods; steppes, Blair is square-shouldered, Nell has a lair head. The small
pointer champion class fdogsj laid
ruins and tombs have taken the place of what was the highu and CeSardiua and Sicily were once the grains
dric; the latter scored, notwithstanding that one of his eyes
est culture.
In bitches, Lady Pearl was alone, and, of course,
Italy, but have long since last the fruitfulness "sung of the
is gone.
On the other hand, man can improve the took the prize. In small dogs (open clues) Mr. Fletcher's
ancient poets.
condition of the land in which he bves, more slowly indeed,
Joss took first, but we really see nothing wonderful in him
but as certainly, by cultivating and preserving the forests. he is finely bred, but is snipy, poor bodied, and is lacking
In earlier years reliable authorities have told us that in the depth. Byron, who took second, is neat, but somewhat bitchsix
five
or
days
of
headed Duke, unnoticed, is not a bud puppy for his age,
Delta of Upper Egypt, there were only
only 9 months; Nero, also unnoticed, is good-bodied, but
rain in the year, but that, since the time when Mehemet Al.
caused some 20,000,000 trees to be planted, the number of plain-headed. The bitches were a numerous assortment of
or
fortyforty
-five
year
has
increased
to
indifferent
quality Juno is poorly topped and sterner!, and
of
rain
in
the
days
six;.
The Suez Canal has produced remarkable results. Sappho, belonging to the same owner, is worse. .James
Ismaila is built on what was a sandy desert, but since the Bishop's Broom, who took second, Js a very pretty bitch,
aid" dangerground has become saturated with canal ;water, trees, bushes, likely to sweep the board s
and other plants have sprung up as if by magic, and, with ous rivals to pretty Bee.
SB USUal too* first.
the reappearance of the vegetation, the climate has changed.
had Rock
The Champion class for Engli-:!
Four or live years ago ram was unknown in those regions, aud RemuS entered, Rock to ik the cup, but there, we arewhile from May, 18G6, to May, 1869, fourteen days were re- sorry to say, we do not agree Rock is shoi tcorded, and once such a rain storm that the natives looked spanielly behind, whereas Remus (who was in grand leather
upon it as a supernatural event.
(Facts recorded in the and condition, by the way) has all the graud characteristic of
Vienna JTeue Ereie Presse, May 10, 1869, and in the English a most highly-bred setter. In bitches," Phantom scored over
journals.)
her two kennel Companions—Puzzle and Princess— a grand
Austria herself has a very striking instance of a change of trio, truly. The open dog class was a good, really good class.
;
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list

of the winners in the above

W

A

w

J Hvde, Buffet
Bitches— fs't, J Terry,

Watson. Trimmer.

Claes, exceeding 181 ba— Dogs— 1st aud 2d,

Buff and Nimrod.

;

ItanE-er,

W

W

H

The judges were

a complete

F Dnrbidge,
Verv high com, A A Fasten, Gaffer TV Potts
and F Bnrbidge, Bitters. High com, G H Salisbury!
Jack", late Trap, and B \V Smith, Soxon. Com,
Hnl
II. and F Sato, Roger. Exceeding lGlbs- Bitohea— lat F Bnrbidge
Nettle 2d,
Goath, Jess. Very high com, T Rirhy. Lilt.
Big]]
com,
Bright, Young Grace, and H Champion, Satire
II Fulls, Prima Donna, and F J Astburv, Meg.
Not Exceeding
lSlba— Dogs— lBt, A Ford, Biilv 2d. F Bnrbidge, Eojal 3d A B
Clarke, Tip.
Very high com. 8
Smith, Spratt. Hi
Bell.

;

association.

is

-.

Fox Terriers— Champion Class—Dogs—1st,

;

;

W

Hulae, Bittle .lohn. Com, F J Asttrary, Cob A H Clai
Twig S
Smith, Squire and
Terry, Bitters. No
tOlbs— Bitches—1st, P Borbidge, Dorcaa 2d, J? Redmond, Duiav
3d, TWnnllon, Nectar.
Very high com,
HuIbo, Juliet. High
com, A
Fasten, Bracelet
Hodgson,
Fly; F Redmond, DeaSV
con Nettle. Com,
A Watson, Vanity, and It W Walpole, Buby.
Pointers, large— Champion Class— Dogs— 1st, B J L Price",
Very high com, T Sturgeon, Burr, Bitches— 1st, G T BarWftgg.
tram, Stella. Open Class— Dogs— lat, G Pilkicgton, Faust 33. 3
Sharps. Drake, High com, A Warden, Prince. Com, R P Beach,
Bang II. Bitches, 1st and 2d, G Mooro, Maggie and Moaa. High
X Clarke, Blair. Com, F N Bangham, NeU. Small, Cham00m,
pion Claea — Doks— 1st, J H WhitehoUBe, Oadrio, Bitches -1st, J
Wtutehouao, Hadv Pearl. Open Claaa— Doga -1st. J Fletcher,
Joas ; 2d, G Booth, Byron, High com, J H Whitehouae. Sir Mike.
Com. J Hoggins, Sancho. Bitches. 1st, B J B Price, Bow Bella;
High com, P Davis, Bady, and B P Beach,
2d; J Bishop, Broom.
Alma, Com, R J B Price (2), Hebe and Juno.
Settora, English, except Black and Tan— champion Class— Doga
Bitches— Cup, B Bl Purcell-Blowellin,
Cup. J Fletcher. Bock.
Phantom, Open Claaa— Doga— lat.
D Duncan, Royal IV 2d, T
Pilkiugton, Rocket. Yery high com, B LI Faroe 11-Blewelhn, Piince
High com. G D L Maedona, Bangor HI, and B Bl PuroeltRoyal.
Blewellin, Count Wind'em. Com, J Biahop, Buxton, and F .Tonee
;

W

;

,1

;

I

;

H

W

;

W

;

.1

H

—

W

;

It.
Bitches— let and 2d, R Rl Piircell-Lk-.velli
Novo Very high com, J F Plait, Daphne. High com, J A Flair
Miuce, ami W Van Wart, Nellie. Com, G da I, Mlodona,
Black and Tan, Champion Class— Doga -1st, J THielmrdaon, Doki
Bitchea— 1st. B B Faraone, Flosa. Open Claea-Dogs— 1«| II

Roll

i

,

Mapplebocis, Blossom 2d, E B Parsons, Boh.
High
Herdman, Rajah. Com, I A Negus, Chang, and H Mapploheck,
Marquis. Bitchea— 1st, U Mapplebeok, Mona 2d, E h Parsons,
Jesse.
Irish— Champion Claaa—1st, T
Hiuiard, Falmeralon.
Open Class—Dogs—1st, T M Billiard, Count 2d, C T Abbott, St
Com, J Wucldington
Patrick,
Very high com.
li
|uy, Diol
O'Brien, Kitty 2d, F A. Bird, Boue!
Shoot. Bitchea-lat, ,T
Very high com, J E Johnson, Flirt. High com, G da B Macdoira
Pain ell a.
;
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;

and Stream and Med and
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BREAKING DOGS ON RUFFED GROUSE

THE

remarks published in Forest and Strkaai of No, IJ)
under the above caption were intended to apply to
young dogs, and were made upon the assumption thai, those
dogs which had experienced work upon game, even if but
for one season, were already broken.
Therefore the criticism
of your correspondent "Ruffed Grouse " is not to the poiut.
when he refers to the deigs that have been worked on ihe
prairie.

First impressions are very likely to be lasting ones
therefore should special attention be given to a young dog's first
lessons upon game. Por this purpose do not select a covert
for locality, nor birds that are habitual runners as the initio^
torv game, but select an open field where game can bo readily
found and where the dog will be constantly under the eye
and control of its master, if oue cannot make a selection of
locality Or game, then grvfc the dog the best possible breakins: upon such as may be obtainable'; but in any and every
case the dog should hrst, be thoroughly yard-broken.
Too
great attention cannot be given to this, and the lamentable
laek of it has often induced the writer to enjoin it
sportsmen whod.-siretbat their dogs shall evet' be well broken.
;

"Leu or badly broken dogs
spoil
from year to year, dogs of hue natural abilities, perhaps, yet
never obtain abetter dog simply because of neglect, iu the
primary lessons.
I have met sportsmen who were quite contented if the dogs
found the game, pointed it staunchly, and never mouthed "it
after it. was killed.
My own dogs wilt do all this without
any breaking whatever. No teaching whatever is needed lor
them in pointing and backing, aud no caution requil
gitrds mouthing dead birds.
Vet I derive so mil
pleasure from shooting over thoroughly broken dogs, that I
am willing to devote the necessary time and patience to leaching the accomplishments which are such desirable accessories
There are Sportsman who,
to their superior natural qtialil ies.
from Impatience, or because owning but one dog,
pup of six or eight months into tin, li. -Id for work, which too
often results in mental aud physical detriment to the dog.
'iiuvincedam 1 of the great advantagerived from having a dog thoroughly yard-broken ere taken
into the field for work, that I allowed the autumn of last year
to pass by without once taking into the field a brace of young
dogs that were eight months old. Yet 1 spent thfl
of that year iu shooting over 'logs.

Many

i

FOREST AND STREAM.
The lettet alluded to as published in Fobbst AhdStbkam
Nov. 18 -was written some months ago, am
by the well-known writer on canine matters, Mr. Arnold

just before I left the

for his

to leave

my

1

:

Countess Royal aud Nellie were down.
I am glad to bear witness that the representative of the
Forest and Stream knew his place and kept it in such a
gentlemanly manner that it met the commendations of all wdio
saw him tread prairie and stubble. 1 have endeavored to
keep out of this field trial controversy, and should have done
so had not Mr. Rowe made statements regarding me that are

—Mr.

P. Bigelow, of West Boylston, Mass., claims the
Lno for his red Irish Better bitch puppy whelped
out of Hosmer's imported Rose, by Moore's Sancho.

.T.

name
July

Daisy (Shot-Nellie) whelped,
two dogs and four bitches, by Adams'
winner Drake.

J. Forster's

1878,

field trial

of

13,

—Mr. J. P. Bigelow, of West Boylston, Mass., writes that
his native English setter bitch Rumpus, winner of first prize
at Worcester National Dog Show, May, '78, whelped Dec.
17th two dogs and four bitches, sired by Brewster's Don, of
ifulber

Adams' Rock

stock.

— E.
Pat

Lavislette, of Binghamton,
for his red Irish setter "pup.

N. Y., claims the name

THE NOM DE PLUME "MOHICAN."
BROOKLYN, N.

I shall hope to give hirn a varied experi
Had circumstances permitted, I
the open, another season.
now he shooting along the banks of the Mississippi
.River, and perhaps iu the good company of "Guido " and his
friends, who would he well p.' cased by the natives in which
have the merited pride of breeder, breaker and owner. A
friend at ray side who has shot over dogs for many consecutive years, and has had much experience with ruffed grouse,
entirely coincides with me in opinion as regards their fitness
and furthermore adds, that
for the breaking of young dogs
when cock shooting, if the dogs find ruffed grouse he immediately calls them to heel, not allowing them to hunt the birds,
hut walks in and flushes. And his dogs have very superior
noses and unexcelled staunchness. But after a dog has been
well broken on.other game, then break him on ruffed grouse,
and in some localities good sport may be had without your
dog acquiring bad habits. 1 have studied the habits of ruffed
grouse, not only as a sportsman, hut as an ornithologist, and
well know how varied are their habits (as well as those of
Ruffed grouse are very
other birds) in various localities.
abundant in Massachusetts, and probably nowhere will they
The covert is generally favorable to this
e better to dogs.
purpose, and also favorable for the sportsman, yet Massachusetts sportsmen will do well to first break their dogs on ether
game, unless they are to be used only in covert shooting.
And when, Mr. Editor, a correspondent asks what dog to get
.for partridge (ruffed grouse) and rabbit (hare) shooting, "do
not, f pray you, recommend a setter or pointer for such a
purpose, To such uses and no other may they never be called
Evbbet Smith.
sis long as spaniels exist.
Not. 30, 1878.
.
.a.^.

Editor Forest and Stream:

of a sporting incident that occurred many years since to mv
He was Shooting
partner, the late Prof. H. A. Ackley.
ducks iu the marshes of Sandusky Bay, and had an excellent
retriever, that would retrieve all the ducks that fell, no matThere was another person shooting from
ter who shot them.
a point of land not far from where Doctor Ackley was shooting.
Ackley *s dog beat to Acidey's pile of ducks all the
ducks that this fellow knocked down, which so angered him
that be informed Ackley, that if his dog took any meire of bis
ducks be would shoot the dog, Ackley replied, "Ifyon shoot
my dog I will shoot you I do not want your ducks, hut I
dog from retrieving all the ducks that fall."
cannot prevent
Pretty soon the fellow dropped another duck, and A.ckley's
dog " went for him," and the fellow blazed away at the dog
and Ackley blazed at the fellow. The manner in which that
fellow humped himself satisfied Ackley that he had better be
off ; so, gathering up his ducks he put out for his buggy and
horse, which were back a short distance.
Ackley delivered
horse and buggy to the livery man in the town of Sandusky
and took the little steamer for Cleveland. The next clay after
a man called at our oilicc, saying he had been out shooting
duel; the day before with a friend, who had carelessly shot some
Email shell into bis body, and he wished to have thorn taken
out.
took them out, eleven shot iu all.
"What is your
charge, gentlemen ?" " Twenty dollars." He paid it, not
knowing that one of the firm of Ackley & Garlick, was that
"friend'' who had lodged those shot in him.
Our bill of items was, ten dollars for digging out the shot
and ten dollars for thai, scamp shooting, though not killing,
one of the best dogs I ever saw.
Very trufy yours,
T. Gahliok.

la your issue of December 12, 1S78, I noticed a communication on
" Canine Skin Diseases— Eczema."
Jn regard to the nom de plume of " Mohican," 1 would say that I nave
had possession, adopted and used It for the last three years or more, to
the several articles communicated by me to the Forest and Stream.
There appeared in a Chicugo paper in the year 1S76, a communication
from me entitled," The American Shooter Fifty Yeara Ago," and beara
my How dc plume, " Mohican" (the above article appeared in that journal for several weeks in succession) ; also to several communications
on express charges on dogs, in which I upheld the American Express
Company as the only express to be patronized by the sportsmen and
breeders. These articles drew forth communications favoring my Ideas
from M. Von Cuiin, Esq., Delaware City, Del., and several others,
1 thlok 1 have the full right to withhold and adopt the nom de pluvie
of '• Mohican," and shall use it to any of my future articles which shall
appear from time to time In the sporting papers. But If your correspondent, "Mohican," can show and prove his prior right, I am willing:
to forfeit the same, aud not before.
Communications published and signed "Mohican" are supposed to
lie from me, and if there are more than one by that name It will be apt
1 would request, your correspondent,
to lead to misunderstanding.
"Mohican," in a gentlemanly way, to adopt another flam deplume.
" it you Osnj mo, lie npon your law
the
decrees of Venice—
There is no force in
I stand for judgment answer, sfinll I have it?"

anti

:

my

should

1

;

T., Dec. 13, 1878.

Bedford, Ohio, Dec. 14, 1878.
Stream:
The death of "Old Sport," and the " Law of Trespass," as
contained in late nutnbers of Forest and Stream, remind me
Editor Forest

•-

We

" lline ear

Say,

December

1, at Col. Overton's farm,

Is

open and

is

my

Heart prepared,

worldly loss thou canst unfold
lost?"

my kingdom

I

;

Joseph B. Fisher (Mohican).

"We have not the slightest doubt that our correspondent will

do so at once.— Ed.

—

Trials for 1879 for

Is

The worst

und Ranting.

jUachting

Tennessee Field Trials for 1879. The Tennessee Sportsman's Association have fixed the time of their next Field

THE BRITISH YACHT FLEET.

near

Nashville.

Canine Ovariotomy.— Editor Forest and Stream and Rod
and Gun: As W: W. T., in your issue of Dec. 19, 1878, refers to a letter written by "M. B.," in reference to some
articles on ovariotomy and had the honor of having printed
in the Country, I feel called upon to answer him on account

TRI'ALS.

my

To his
interest in all that relates to canine pathology.
to recognize the ovary when you see
direct question "
The ovary is a small botly ranging from
it," I would reply
the size of a pea to that of a bean, according to the age of the
of

How

Letter pbom Hon. Wm. Mulliken, One of the Judges.

:

Editou Foeesk and Stream:

W. W. S. will,
in shape resembling the latter.
if he has read the Country carefully, see that, I lather doubt
the practibilily of "M. B.'s" procedure, which doubt is
confirmed by further investigations. To W- W. S's. inquiry,
" What relation of position does it (the ovary) bear to the

subject,

liavi ng read the statement of Mr. Rowe in his paper regarding the circumstances wherein I read the rule to him during
the Minnesota Field Trials, and said statement being wholly
untrue, I desire in my own behalf a space in your columns in
order to give your many readers the true history of the case
as it occurred.
Nellie, handled by Mr. Sanborn, and I think Maggie May,

by Mr. Waddington, were down. Five birds were flushed
and settled some distance ahead of the dogs in the edge of a

:

leremher,

1

ACKLEY'S DOG.

was worked.

:

16th

champion

Wm. MmxiKEk.

utterly false.

1

dry slough, there being a small patch of hazel brush on the
right as we approached the locality where the birds went
down. When we got into the slough"Nellie came to a stand in
good cover, aud alter waiting sufficient time for her to establish her point, being next to Mr. Sanborn, who was on my
Mr.
right, I requested bim to allow Nellie to flush the bird.
Sanborn ordered her on, and she worked upon Ihe trail two or
three rods, and then, instead of finding a bird, threw up her
head and commenced roading to the right, making a circle
and crossing the trail she had been on, came in front of Mr.
Whitford, who was on the left, Mr. Davidson being in the
"While Nellie was in front of Mr. Whitford "Mr. Dacentre.
vidson, in walking up, flushed a bird some distance from
Nellie and to the left of the trail where she had been working.
Nellie, at the time the bird was raised, was roading with head
up, giving the judges no evidence that she was on a scent.
Myself and Mr. Davidson at once gave Nellie a false point,
whereupon Mr. Whitford dissented in language I do not deMr. Whitford and Mr. Sanborn claimed the
sire to repeat.
bird that Mt\ Davidson flushed was the one that Nellie pointed,
and we had a hot controversy about it. At this stage of the
proceedings Mr. Rowe, who Bad been riding in the judges'
wagon for two days (saying he was placed there by Mr.
Lincoln as " signal officer "), said to Mr. Sanborn " Sanborn,
if that was my dog 1 would take her up."
I then asked Mr. Rowe what business he had to interfere
in the matter, and if he knew the rules governing the field
trials. The remark he made to me I do not now recollect, but
it was so ungenllemanly that I was compelled by duty to read
him part of rule 8, which is as follows "No spectators are
allowed nearer the handler of the dogs than seventy-five, yards
to the rear. No spectators or others shall make any remarks
about the dogs or judges wilhin hearing of the judges; such
persons so offending- shall be expelled from the ground by the
judges, who shall order the special police to eject such persons offending."
After much controversy between the judges it was decided
to give Nellie a point iu order to heal the disturbance, on the
ground that the bird that Mr. Davidson flushed " might have
been " the bird she had pointed, while there were four more
birds known to have gone down in the immediate vicinity.
Regarding my apology to Mr. Rowe his statement is entirely outside of the facts. He came to me on Friday evening

—Dr. Edward

tent

accommodation, which was

then said to him
"I hoped he had no
what had occurred in the field that morning,"'
and he said be bad none. This is the only apology I made,
and I will qualify it under oal h
It is notoriously known by all who attended the field trials
that Mr. Rowe was very officious for a reporter, and entirely
out of bis proper place during the whole field trial.
When
not riding with the judges he was arm in arm nn more than
ion with one of the judges.
Especially when
freely granted.
hard feelings for

Burgee, advocating the ruffed grouse as the best bird to break
dogs on. I differed in opinion so widely as to make the assertion that it is the worst bird for the purpose.
One cannot always select the game, but whatever the game may be upon
which the young dog receives his initiatory lessons, he should
first be well yard broken.
When well yard-broken he will,
at command, "hie on," drop to shot and signal, come to heel,
and retrieve. Everything in addition to this that is taught in
the yard, such as "loho," quartering to hand, etc., saves
much patience and more precious time when in U,
First, and constantly, teach implicit obedience.
±h<
muBt fully understand the meaning of a command, and then
obey without hesitation or delay on his part, or repetition of
Teach him not only to drop inthe command by his master.
stantly, but also in good form; and he should retrieve without
mouthing or dropping the bird, always holding to tianel until
receiving the command to deliver. My own dogs are exceedingly gentle, are very easily taught, and I have obtained great
perfection in them.
Upon seeing them perform in the yard
many sportsmen have asked the pertinent question, ""Will
they do all this in the fieid?" I reply, " Yes, if they have
heen well taught and have learned perfectly the lesson of
obedience, they will do all this and much more after the little
experience which is needed to teach what can be learned by
no other means. As a practical instance of the result of the
system of breaking that I advocate and adopt, I will cite a
young dog that I have initiated on game the present season.
He was broken on woodcock and ruffed grouse, but for he
sole reason that I was obliged to give the first field lessons in
covert and on such game, or not at all until another season
Me had already well learned all that 1 desired to teach him in
ttlie yard, and a few days devoted to his education in the field
uilieed to render him a very superior dog on the game ment'n rneo, rivaling the older and experienceddogs with which he

THE MINNESOTA FIELD

camp and requested me

on the ground over nigh;

of
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j

aud

uterus itself I" I would simply refer him to my original article
and suggest that before he sacrifices a well bred pup he
The operation itself
practice "upon a dead cur of low degree.
is very simple, and provided an opening is not made of Bufficienl size to afterward be followed by anemia or protrusion
of the bowels is rarely if ever attended by any untoward reIf any further information on the subject of spaying is
sults.
desired none will give it with greater pleasure than

Mouioan.
Spaniel Suoklinq Two Pigs.— A correspondent of an
English contemporary writes: "The other day, while walking
in the country a few miles from Reading, my attention was
drawn to a most singular incident— namely, a Spaniel bitch
suckling two young pigs. The owner, living at a small homeHtead at Kuowl Hill, informed me that all the spaniel's pups
had recently heen destroyed, which appeared to greatly distress the mother. It happened about that time that asow had
a litter of pigs, and she shortly afterwards died, consequently
the little ones would have shared the same fate had not
succor come to them by the timely assistance of the spaniel,
who, of its own accord, took the place of the sow, and is now

A

suckling the pigs."

—

Poisoned. A liver colored cocker spaniel belonging to
H. Folger, Esq., senior editor of the Brockton, Mass.,
Advance, was poisoned Dec. 7th at Nantucket. The dog was
pure blooded, an excellent, retriever, thoroughly trained and
would perform a variety of tricks. Mr. Folger has offered a
Isaac

reward of

fifty dollars for the

detection of the poisoner-

He

has also placarded Nantucket with dodgers reading as follows
:

DOO

Toi:;:

One of thom lives in Nantucket. I balieve dogs go to heaven.
If they do not it is unfortunate for the cur who poisoned Snyder,
Saturday. l)eo. 7, 1878. The puieonav betrays hia Ki'itt every lime
Isaac H. Fojjjkk.
he talka about it.
Brockton, Deo. 31, 1878.

wonderful growth
THEences
popular
of

public

is

as well as the peculiarly prefer-

taste

shown

among

in strong light

the British yachting

by some figures recently

published by the London Field.
in

The total number of yachts
1850 was 503, consisting of 372 cutters, only 76 schoon45 yawls, 7 of other rigs, mostly luggers, and but 3

ers,

steamers.

By

1804, the

numbers had swelled

to a total of

895, including 574 eulters, 307 schooners, 54 yawls, 27 of

and 33 steamers. In 1878 there were no lessthau
yachts regularly enrolled, and with those of which no

other rigs,
1,883

records are available the fleet may be set down as having
These are divided as follows ;
754 cutters, 338 schooners, 328 yawls, 25 of other rig, aud
383 steamers. What is most remarkable, at least in the
attained a total of 3,000

own

light of our

!

experience,

is

as 1850 the average tonnage of

the fact that even as far back
all craft,

was

as high as 44

modern fleet,
With us the average tonnage would fall very
we still have to draw very
largely upon the small cat-boats and jib and mainsails for
No doubt this can be traced to
the make-up of our fleet.
the lack of wealth and leisure, as well as the presence along

tons, or very

which

nearly as large as that of the

is 47.

much below

these figures, as

our coast of large bodies of sheltered water, rendering posthe sport iu craft smaller than

sible a spirited devotion to

service abroad, wbero everybody's ambition is
go foreign in his yacht. Cutters are the most numerous
With us the -sloop
in British waters, and very justly so.
cannot supply their place on account of the unhandiness of
its rig, and we have therefore made the schooner our ''national rig," with the sloop relegated only to the smaller
01 larger sloops there are hardly a dozen in Amerclasses.
ica, aud the tendency seems to be to displace even these by
the cutter and yawl, leaving the sloop to hold sway among
the small smooth-water sailers, chiefly on account of its
cheapness aud greater efficiency for short river work. The
schooner does not seem to hold so prominent a position in
Europe as here, for the cutter outnumbers her two to one,
and even the yawl runs her a close race. This latter rig
has sprung into very sudden popularity for both cruising
and racing, and the satisfaction it has given to those who
have tried it on this side of the Atlantic assures it au equally

would be of

to

prosperous future here. Steamers, as a matter of course,
have increased in a rapid ratio with the spread of a kno wledgo of steam engineering but we still fall very far behind
;

—Jilt, pure Laverack, property of A.

whelped six pups on 17th
two dogs and four bitches.
ville,

Fa-,

F. Huston, Coatesby Carlowitz,

instant,

—The setter bitch Fanny Ellslei- (Rob
ing to

H.R.

December

Roy-Pickles), belongBostwick, of Atchison, Kansas, whelped, on
puppies— three dogs and five bitches, by

15, eight

Topeka, iian., Kennel Club Brussells (Leicester-Dart).

our cousins

in respect to

sea-going craft of this description,

W ally

only two sea-going steam yachts in our
waters, the Ideal and Vidette. Iu 1870 there were iu Great
Britain about 100 yachts under 5 tons, 300 frooa 5 to 10 tons,
403 from 10 .to 30, ISO from 20 to 30, 90 from 30 to 10, SO
there being

from

10 to 50, 50

from 50

to 60, 88

from 60

to SO,

6 from.

—

;;

,
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80 to 100, 87 from 100 to 150, 48 from 150 to 200, and 40
above 200, all exclusive of 282 steamers of various tonnages
from the launch up to the five and six hundred touners. But
what is of much more import, while almost every English

what her

yacht, no matter

size,

represents a strongly built

to undergo, from the accounts banded down to posterity, for
stance, " coming up to blow" occasionally, or passing through a
breeze, when Borne one " will havo to hold your hair on."
I also question " Neptune's" opinion that the Viking is the best
boat of the two to windward.
I think
Neptune" is wide of the mark in observing the super!
ority of [Enterprise over Madeap, and more so in assuming tha
Viking can go to windward better than Enterprise ; that really
'

'

fully rigged and decked vessel, filled out in a

manner with navigation and
too

many

of our craft are

most complete

cruising implements aboard,

still

under the influence of that

neglect and incompleteness arising from a

want

of intimate

knowledge with many of those phases of the sport which
much more health, pleasure and instruction than
merely trimming sheets or may be hauling down a reef and
bobbing jib. For these evils time is the on'y euro.
afford

1

Rouge Croix to Corinthian.— Editor

Forest and Stream.

"Corinthian " says I " evidently found a mare's
:
neat," in his letter of Oct. 25, as he was not speaking of
rigs but of types.
His words were "When the plucky
Ashbury brought his cutter yacht Cambria to these wateis,
etc." and if that is not accepted as meaning that Cambria
was cutter. rigged, all I can say is that every writer on yachting during the past thirty years has misused the term.
Schooner yacht, cutter yacht, yawl yacht, sloop yacht— all
these are terms which have never been used in any other
Corinthian should not
sense than as descriptions of rig
Rough Croix.
blame me for taking him at his word.
Dec. 15

:

,

Our Winning List.— Says
"

I

want

a

yachtsman from the North

thank you for the valuable record of this seaIt is most creditable to your paper, and rills a

to

son's racing.

need long experienced.

Steam Launch

at

From my 'own observation of the 9th of October regatta I fee
have dono nothing with Shadow had the
proper canvas been carried on her.
And, strange to believe, I
have lots of company (men who thoroughly understand yachting
who believe Shadow could discount the Viking in any weather.
In rough water especially the fair lines of Shadow would tell
amazingly on Viking's irregularities.
That Viking has power no
one will deny, that she is roomy and comfortable is also true that
she is fast remains to be proved.
When she piles up the admirable record of Shadow, or wins the
most races from her we

for these poor fellows, taking their long repose after their

office.

Eositn, L.

Editob Forest and Stream

I.,

Dee. 10, 187S.

:

and who have not the capacity to investigate rationally for themTo such individuals I have nothing to say, except that it
selves.
won't interest them to read what follows.
interested
in the question of heavy draught versus shalBeing
low boats I have been led to make inquries concerning the Fairand
in the light of my own experience during years
sharpie,
haven
long gone, also from facts kindly furnished by an old-time yachting friend, can say that I am convinced that for all the purpose
coast cruising, for seaworthiness, economy of construction and for
is

no boat of equal tonnage that can approach

tin

Bharpie.
to'd,

to believe, that

"one

of these

sharpie, of Milford Point, Conn., averaged sixtoon knots per

hour

for three hours.

Minot Smith, whom I well know to be one of the best boatmen
on our coast, says that " Many a time has he lain outside Montauk
in his sharpie, long after the deep kool smacks found it uncomfortable and unsafe to stay, their decks being covered with water,
while his decks woro dry." He also says that ho never saw the
time when he was forced to lie to, but that his sharpie would oat
to windward no matter how bad the sea.
Another man, Mr. Boe, who had lived in and built these boats
for thirty years, says that a "thirty-five foot shai pie will drown out
any forty-five foot ordinary boat that sails, and will beat her in any
Also, that " she will he at
weather, either on or off the wind."
anchor, easy and dry, when a sixty-ton sloop will plunge her bow
facts,
and I have every reason
under every sea." Now, if these be
to believe they are, I would ask where can we find the craft that
excellent
qualities ?
combines
more
for cruising purposes
What do we want a cruising boat to do for us ? In the first place,
wherever
we
desire
to go.
3uppoae,
us
she must be able to carry
for instance, we wish a few hours of coast fishing, or shooting,
both
are
to
just
where
be
found
will
take
us
well, our sharpie
among the rocks, along the meadows, or up the creeks.
but
nuisance
and
an
incumbrance
keel-boat
is
a
In such places a
even the centreboard sloop, drawing throe or four feet of water,
wdl often sorely try our patience by displaying amphibious proclivities just when those tempting snipe-fiats heave in sight.

Then look at the beautiful simplicity of our sharpie's rig. Two
gracefully-tapering masts, no standing rigging and but four lines,
with the same number of single blocks in her entire running gear.
Just compare it with the cumbersome top-hamper which must go
with a boat of any other kind.
Another point in the sharpie's favor is that owing to her form,
She is also so
every square inch in her can be made available.
light, from her peculiar construction, that if she should by aDy
chance sink she will (to speak in Irish) float.
The first attempt I ever made at yachting was in a sharpie, forty
At that time 1 knew
feet over all, drawing ten inches of water.
but little about sailing anything beyond a cat boat of small size,
and the result proved that I was fortunately experimenting with a
craft that could take care of hersolf, for just to the eastward or

Not knowing what else
Faulkner Island we encountered a gale.
to do, and being headed for old Long Island, I just lowered my
Well, we found some land just to
mainsail and '' so she drove."
the westward of Plum Gut. Not seeing the wished-for haven I pat
her full tilt for the beach, throngh the breakers. She tried to climb
over into Orient Harbor, but only succeeded in running two 'thirds
of her longth out on dry land. Could any boat do more ? T. C.

A DISSENTING VIEW.
Boston, Dec.

Editor Forest and Stream

30,

181&

:

la your isauo of Dec. 121 noticed the heading "Two Boston
As I question then merit I doubt the application.
1 have had the pleasure of a sail in the Enterprise on one of her
severest trials and though it was a very heavy sea and strong breeze
Cracks."

must be nothing

to

will

admit her superiority, without being

Though the over-doing of square bilges and
evidont to me, I do not wish to influence others to my way
of thinking, but advise thorn to profit by observation and careful

friends very slowly.

keels

is

There

what some of the English cutters have had

way about

a great deal of talk this

is

boats' models, but I fad
sit in

to see

scientific figuring in

the science displayed

the water to a scientific load

when the
I also

line,

see the science displayed in balancing sail when, after retrials,

make

the forward or after sails have to be altered to

them steer easy, as circumstances require. I should like to see
Enterprise rigged as an Amerioan vessel. I think she would develop more speed, and be just as comfortable. Although any
narrow vessel makes a better rough water boat

if

she

provided

is

with sufficient depth to steady her, I doubt the practical use of

them

as oruisera

—you forfeit too much for weatherliness

youcanmako a yacht more seaworthy with
beam,

draught, than

Oft.

you>an one

I.claini

38ft. length, 16ft.

of S8it. length,

beam,

8ft.

draught.

8ft.

We have

a veritable cutter here, 42x8x7, and I can produce
a number of small centreboard craft that can go right away from
her to windward in a rough time, and her only show is a free wind
and a very light one, then she skims like a bird. She was imported from England.
We are to be treated again to the subject of marine insanity,
but although I should not like to go through the undertaking my

cannot help admiring courage and wishing success to the

individual in question.

Mr. Herbert Burrell, a man about 35 years of ago. a native of
Cape Cod, by occupation a painter, now working at Melton, Mass.,
is

to

make the southern passago

of the Atlantic around the

Hope

across the Indian Ocean to far Australia. When one stops to
think of days and hours and months of solitary confinement on

board a miniature life-boat, we shudder to think what humanity
undergoes for filthy lucre and unsatisfied ambitiou. Mr. Burrel
selected Messrs. Hatchings & Fryer as the ones to give liim the
most satisfactory craft for hia perilous adventure, and from obseivation I should say she was>omplete. She is 19ft. over all, 18ft.
Sin. water line, 5ft. beam, and 2ft. 2in. depth of hold
sho is
framed of best Now Hampshire oak, and planked with picked
cypress; is timbered and planked heavy on bottom, with lighter
top has excessive crown of deck, without rait or any obstruction
to prevent tho water from running off; two masts will be stepped,
one permanent,4ft. from tho bow, on which is a boom leg-of-mutton
sail, 10ft. hoist, 8ft. 6in. boom.
A headstay is carried to stem of
boat, on which a for estaysail will be set. On one side of the stem
an iron strap will bo rigged to push out a j ibboom for fight weather
to set a balloon-jib on. The boom of leg-of-mutton Bail will be
;

;

rigged with studding-sail irons, to increase the size of sail in light

Twelve feet from tho bow

weather.

is

a small cockpit, 2ft.x20in.,

the Boat aft of which forma a cover to after part of the boat

;

aft

the standing room or cockpit. Her keel, including an iron shoo
of 1501ba., will be 7X'n. in depth, and the boat, loaded, will draw

about

3ft

.

to 8ft. of

water

aft.

The floor.of the stand room

is

con-

and the scupper is in the centre, leading down perpendicucoming out on bottom one Bide of keel. About 3ft. from
sternpost a temporary mast 7i't. Oin. high will be stepped to carry
a dandy or jigger sail. The boat will be provided with two rodders
in case of accident, 'two drags for laying to, and all necessary
cave,

larly,

navigating instruments

;

snitable cans for stowiug will hold the

One of the modern kerosene oil
I neglected to say that the boat's
sharp at both ends, and somewhat of the pinckey style.
When you stop to think of a human being going so many miles
in such a wee thing, and alone, you must say his courage is stout.
The boat is to be placed on exhibition, The start will take place
water, in

all

about two barrels.

stoves will do the eookiug.

model

is

from the wharf of the builder. December 25, if everything can be
got in readiness.
Mr. Barrell formerly followed the sea for

mate for seven years, If
ho suoceeds in his perilous undertaking, he intends putting the
boat on exhibition on reaching his destination.
Keiigu.
a living, having occupied the position of

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

CANOEING ON LAKE SUPERIOR
1840.—No.

IN

3.

August 3, Two Heart Mver.—We intended to sail early this
morning for the Grande Morais, but the wind rose in the night so
that we find ourselves "degrade," as Pierre calls it, and
compelled to remain for the present. I took my rod, and followed
the little river up to tho rapids, where the trout rose well, and
I had killed half a dozen when my foot length and flies were carried off by a heavy fish.
I had been so engaged in the sport that
I had not noticed the attack of the sand flies, which Btung me to
such a degree as to swell my heat! to the size of a pumpkin.

much

raised such a sea that

weary
toils.
We have amused ourselves during this detention by
hunting and fishing.
I have caught a good many trout, some of
tliam up to two pounds weight, and my companions have killed
pigeons and ruffed grouse— there seems to be no large game on
life

Viking has got hard lines to straighten with boats 'of
her own class bofore her aspirations tempt her from her sphere.
To speak bluntly and honestly, the modols of both Enterprise
and Viking are objeotB of criticism and comment, and they make
I think

self, I

and have every reason

boats, thirty-two feet in length, ran ten knots off the wind on L. I.
Sound in thirty-four minutes;" that "last summer George Smith's

it

certainly not gener-

prejudiced.

peated

1 am well aware that there is a deeply-rooted prejudice against
flat-bottomed boats, particularly among those would-be boatmen
who condemn everything concerning which they know nothing,

am

is

;

fail to

I

which

certain that Viking could

model does not

THE COMING BOAT.

speed there

three,

ally conceded.

investigation.

having 30ft. cabin
low price for cash may address

—

August i. Last night a heavy northwester came up, accompanied with thunder and rain, which nearly blew away our tent, and

we could not make a start this morning. I
amused myself with making Bome trout flies.
August 8.— Still at Two Heart River.
For the last six days the
wind has blown with so much violence from the northwest that we
have not dared to embark.
We were encamped upon a narrow
beach of sand and pebbles, which separated tho river from the
lake, and during the violence of the storm one night the ground
actually trembled.
We afterward removed our camp across the
river, and found the site of an old Indian lodge, where we paeBed
the time with more comfort.
Near the river's mouth there is a
pioketed inclosure containing the graves of five Frenchmen who were
drowned in trying to make the mouth of the river in a loaded canoe.
The tall and gloomy pines and firs form an appropriate canopy

makes Viking the best of the

Wasted.— Parlies

steam launch for sale
Yachting Editor, this

Their sting is poisonous to me, and creates a fever, which is disagreeable enough. I mention this annoyance the more as it is the
only drawback to the pleasure of our journey. Tho voyageurs say
that nothing but a wet blanket will keep off the "brntons," as
they call them.

the lake shore.

August

9.

— The wind

having abated, we roso at daylight, and
we prepared to leave the river; but on
mouth we found it so clogged up with sand that there

after a good breakfast

reaching

its

was barely water enough for the canoe, and that ran out like
a mill-race. Pierre stood up in the bow of the canoe with hia pole,
hia fine black eye gleaming with a vigilant excitement,
yfe shot
over the rapid like a flash, and surmounted the breakers without
Had we struck, a hole must have been
shipping much water.
torn in the aide of the bark, and we should probably have filled
and sunk.
With a hearty cheer we bade adieu to Two Heart
When about half
Biver, and pulled lustily for the next point.
way across the bay we thought we hoard a man calling*, from the
shore, and supposing it might be the party of surveyors whom we
had met, on their return with provisions for their men, and examining the shore with a glass, we thought we saw a boat with
men.
We were about makiug for the shore when the cause
appeared in a loon, which popped up its head and saluted us with
" Voila V urpeidier /" said Pierre, and we
screams of derision.
Presently an
henceforth called these noiay birds "surveyors."
easterly breeze sprang up, and gaily hoisting our sail we ran on at
a And rate of speed to "Grand Marais," which is a small bay at
Beyond this bay comthe outlet of a river of the same name.
mence the " Grandes Sables," which are high and oonical hills of
sand, more or less bare. One of them is OBtimated by McKenney
to be 500ft. high, and they seem to be a continuation of the pic-

The country in the rear is
tured rooks in a state of abrasion.
a sandy desert, interspersed with a scanty growth of evergreen*.
Several nudes back there is a beautiful little lake, to which the exploring party of Dr. Houghton gave the name of " The Diamond
of the Desert."

We traveled until

a late hour in hopes of reaching

"La Ohapelle," or the Doric Bock, as McKenny calls it; bat night
overtaking us, wo encamped about three miles from it. having
made forty miles this day.
August 10. Started at dawn for La Chapelle, and soon after

—

the pictured rocks commenced, although at fir3t not
they are at the centre. For a couple of miles thoy
averaged 100ft. in height, of a friable Bandatone, and the storms
have excavated their lower faces into a thousand fantastic oaverns,
which resemble arches, vaulta and ovens, from which the dashing
water reverberates with a singular hollow sound.
Above these
caverns, where the face of the rook is more level, it is stained with
various colors, from black to white, by the dripping of water from
above, where it is saturated with oxid of iron and other minerals,
The voyageurs
and they assume various grotesque figures.
pointed out one which they called Manabouzho's portrait, aod
which certainly might well represent this Indian deity. Turning
Thia mass of rooks is the
a poiut, La Chapelle came into view.
most curious freak of nature that I ever saw. Imagine,; an arched
slab of rock resting on pillars of the moat ponderous proportions,
and the whole fabric washed and rounded off by tho antion of the
waves into a general resemblance to the Doric order of architecture.
The regularity of its appearance at the distance of a few
hundred yards would almost make one believe that a race of Titans
had piled up these niassea as a temple of worship to some antediJutting over tha lake is a perfect pulpit of stone.
iavian deity.
It is octagonal in shape, and springs from a pillar which supporta
it, and upon it lies a square block of stone, which represents the
Book.
This singular structure is surrounded by a heavy growth
of evergreens, and from the roof and sides grow pines of large
Near it a small stream finds its way to tho lake, and on
size.
a small piece of pebbly Leach at its mouth we encamped for breakfast.
We coasted along, admiring these manifestations of the
waves upon the friable rock, which extends an unbroken precipice
for nine miles, when it is interrupted by the entrance of the
Miner's Biver, which forms a break of half a mde. For this distance it is composed of sandstone, except in one spot, where there
It is not in a regular line from
is a substratum of conglomerate.
east to west, but jutB out into points and recedes into bays, like
The whole length of the rock is
salient angles in a fortification.
stained in streaks of black, brown, blue, red, white and green,
among which the brown predominates. At tho Miner's Biver we
stopped, and I went up to the rapids and caught enough trout far
Then along the continuation of the pictured rocks,
our supper.
sirmlar to those described before, except that they are not so high.
From the point we made the traverse to Grand Island, which is
separated from the main by a channel about a mile in width. On
this island a man from Blinois, named Williams, has recently
settled, aod we assisted him in raising the frame of hia house. He
and his family suffered much from fever and ague in Fulton Co.
There is a
where he lived, but have regained their health here.
vast quantity of large and delicious raspberries here, which are
We set
said to spring up wherever the ground is burned over.
our gill-net at night, and the next morning— August 11— we found
in it some twenty large suckers, which fish are very fine in these
leaving

camp

so elevated

as.

pure waters.
August 13.—Wont about twenty miles against a head wind to

cold,

FOREST AND STREAM.
whom we were welcome, he
having hoard nothing from the States for months.
August IS. — We have been detained here for three days by
a bead wind, and employed ouraelves in exploring and hunting.
The latter waa not very successful
the game ie soaroo and wild,
and the country impracticable. The wild fruit we found abundant
—whortleberries as large a9 hazel jiuta, and of fine flavor
also
the wild pear, which is a fruit about the size of a musket ball, of
a deep purple, and delioiona flavor, similar to a pear. The fiBhing
hare has not yot commenced for the season.
S. C. C.
the fishing station of Mr. Antrim, to

;

;

<Jte Hnd Sra^ping.
Rats to the Rescue,— There
rats

and small fur-bearing

mink
animals than the contrivance known
is

no

better trap for

some time ago advertised

as the "Eagle Claw,"
It is also successfully

used in catching

wide open with the bait in the centre.

A

tug

at

springs the claw, -which closes with a deadly grip.

one the other night in our

cellar for rats,

without any feeling of malice whatever. The
great rambler, preferring dark, rainy or foggy nights, when
he will frequently visit, a hen-roost or make sad havoc among
the young chickens; or, best of all, if he can find a nestof
eggs he leaves nothing but the shells. They are quite easily
taken in the steel trap or choker, and, in the thickly-settled
communities, form the principal animal for the far:,.
to catch. A number " 0" Newhouse trap is large enough, and
should be placed in the mouth of a woodchuck hole and
slightly covered with grass or leaves.
When placed in Ul ie
manner they need no bait ; but if such a place is not Convenient, a pen can soon be built and the trap set at the entrance,
baited from within with a piece of dead chicken or other
fresh meat, and no difficulty will be experienced in his capture.
Approach him from behind and hit, him a sharp stroke
on the back of the neck, and there will be little trouble. The
hide should be taken off whole and stretched over a board
and dried in the shade. They commaud the best prices generally in February or early in March.
Shbthab-boznai.
i

in our columns.

When

fish,

425

set

Jfttswm

the bait

We

set

Ho

which had become

cord fastened to an old window blind leaning against the
wall.
have never seen that trap since, nor a trace of the

We

cord to which it was attached
Traces on the sand showed
Where the trap had been dragged off. Had the trap been
sprung without catching the rat which seized the bait, the
rat would have run away and left the trap hanging.
Of
course the rat was caught by the head and transfixed by the
eight or ten sharp points of the claw, and consequently .killed.
How then did he get away with trap ? Simply enough.
His rodent friends removed him. They could not cut the
cord above its connection with the trap, because it was too
high for them to reach. Had they done so the portion of the
cord so cut would have remained fastened to the blind. They
merely climbed up the blind, gnawed the cord off, and then
descending, carried off the corpse, trap, cord and all, leaving
no traces except the tracks in the sand. There's fidelity for
you
But ithe trap cost 75c,
Lesson— alwsys fastea your
1

!

trap with a chain.

Taken

Notice

Where

to §M[re8pmtdtni8.
at

— Correspondents

who send us
specific questions as to where to find best localities for game
and fish are referred to our game columns, All the newB that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

much trouble. Read

the paper.

English Snips—See game notice

W.

at

Head of this column.

Bangor, Me.— Yon will And your original query answered
In our Kennel column.
li.

8.,

C. S. S., Cincinnati,

O.— We

cannot express opinions regarding the

merits of different guns.

T. M.

Woodstock, O.—The
New York.

<).,

New

STork Prtee

Quwenl

published

Is

at t Cedar street,

E. J,

ter?

Ga.—What do you understand by a

Koine,

li.,

One

Ana.

that

is

blue belton set-

ticked with blue-black spots.

B. F. L., Fairfield, 111.— From your description we cannot, but
send us a drawing of his head and tail we probably can.
A. G., New York.—Ic is probable that your puppy has worms.
him with areea nut aa recommended to another correspondent.

If

you

Treat

deeming it safest to go overland through the different river
bottoms by private conveyance, it being the most pleasant
time of the year for that kind of travel, and at the same time
allowing me fine opportunity to look up prospects for game

"Edgar Barbless Book ?" Ana. Manufactured by B. w. Anl & Co.,
Bloomberg, Pa. Western trade soppllecl by W. H. Bolablrd, Valpar-

this paradise of the hunter.

At Bayou Des-

noon, I examined the banks for sign, and can say
thut I saw more coon and mink sign than I ever saw before.
I think two good trappers could take at least 100 animals
there per week, very little otter and no beaver. At 1 r. m,
arc, at

crossed White Eiver. Half mile further brought me to
,;
Surrounded Hill;" very rich lands, cotton fields white a
;

number

of hands in the several fields plucking the fleecy

They informed me that they received 75 cents per
staple.
hundred, with board, too much for the present price of cotGame is plentiful there but no hunting — cotton-pickton.
ing pays better. The "hill" is 4 miles wide, after which

we

descend into Cache River bottom that looks very much
Saw plenty of squirlike from Coldwater to White-oak.
rels, and was informed by an old hunter thut bear and deer
abound there at this season of the year. The overflow drives
them back to the high ground east of Cache, which stream
I struck about a mile below the ferry. Going up the bank,
I saw several flocks of ducks, and one lone wild goose crossed
about sunset. Two and a half miles beyond Maberry's
Perry, I stopped with Mr. Fcnnell (one and a half miles
from Cotton Plant), whose charges were very light, and accommodations good. At sunrise was again on the road,
passed a small tree on which a dog had two coons at bay.
Cotton Plant is a nice little place of three or four stores,
harness, shoe and blacksmith-shop. This village is thirteen
miles west of Bnnkley, at which place I crossed the M. &
L. B. R. Two miles west of Brinkley is Bayou Deview
On prospecting this place I found coon and mink sign
nothmgmore. Travelling 36 miles further, I stopped at
Rev. Mr. Henderson's, three miles from Marvel Station on
Ark. Cent, R. R., and 24 miles from Helena. Reached
Helena next day, 1 r. jr., ferry ready, just got on in time,
and was greatly surprised to find A. T. Hudson, the king
of bear hunters of the Coldwater regions, After landing on
the Mississippi side, and as we rode along together to Austin, he told me of lately trapping three fine bears, and killPassing through the woods he found
iug one in this way
the carcass of a cow there had apparently been a bear feeding on it, so going back a little ways he hitched his horse,
:

—

and concealing himself near the carcass, he had only to wait
a short time for bruin to make his appearance. A ball from his
unerring gun killed it, and it proved to be very fat, cutting
2£ inches of clear fat on the ribs. Lay over at Austin until
the following day, when I made the balance of the distance,
148 miles east to Hudson, on the east bank of Coldwater.
J. M. Libdlbt.
Hudmn, Tate Co., Dec. 5, 1878.

The Skunk.—As

the trapping season draws around every
traps, and, if not convenient to engage
in his favorite sport, naturally delights in hearing something
relating to the art, or about the haunts and habits of the different fur-bearing animals so numerous in many parts of our
broad land. The stunk is considered a fit subject for the
steel trap of every urchin, the spite of every cur, and he is
given all the room needed when anybody meets him on the
public highway or by chance he crosses their path after night.
We might appropriately term him a wandering gypsy, as he
is without any permanent abode, unless by chance he moveB
into a comfortable woodchuck's hole. If the occupant chooses
to receive him into the family, which sometimes happens,
they occupy the same hole quietly and peaceably but if, on
the other hand, the woodchuck is loo high-toned for such
miscellaneous company, the skunk allows
to move out

amateur thinks of his

H., Cin.,

O.— Will you

please give

me

to five or six,

and

in

no case was there auy change whatever notice-

L. F., New York.— l. What is mercurial ointment, aa I read In one
numbers that it was a good rust preventer ? 2, What
wonld a good and complete buckskin suit, cost, and where can I procure
one In this city ? 3. Can the Winchester cartridge be loaded with an
Express bullet, ami at what coat ? Ans. 1, Go to the nearest drug store
and you will hud It. 2. See our advertisers. All dealers In sportsman's
goods keep them. 3. Yes, but the bullet cannot be used lathe ride. We
thluk the Winchesters do not use the powder.

of your back

Constant Reader, St. Thomas, Ontario.— M Ib the holder of a club
medal and B challenges him to shoot according to the rules governing
the medal, ten birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary.
They kill
fi each,
did not have birds to shoot off the tieB.
told H where he
would get birds and that, he would wait until he came back. H said he
did not mind shooting off the ties, but in nine days he sends to
to
come and shoot.
said he would not shoot, until he hud read the rules.
After that he-apnotnted a day, but H did not appear.
Who holds the
medal: IliepartieB challenging had to furnish all the birds? Ans.
retains the medal.

n

M

aiso, Ind.

W.

A.

Bell

?

Va.— Can you

whether he

tell

me

anything about a gunmaker
Ans. There is an English
know nothing of the quality of

is reliable ?

gun dealer by the name of Bell, but we
the guns stamped with his name.

Yellow Bud, Q.—The little Instrument you mention Is
and Is very useful with a muzzle-loading gun. The
German and $2,511 fur Dixon's. They can be
had of almost any gnndealer in this city.
N.

F.,

called a capper

price is T6 oents for the

F. II. P., San Francisco.— Give your dog twice a week >joz. of sulphate of magneBia, with 10 grains nitre dissolved in sufficient water. If
the discharge should be in the sheath alone, wash with 10 grains sulphate zinc dissolved in 1 oz. rose water.

Oneida.—Do you know

of

any place

In the city

where

I

can obtain a

collection of pictures of line horses, either photographs, lithographs,
or steel engravings ? If not who would be able to know ?
Ans. Addrees Spirit of the Times, 102 Chambers street, New York city,

Oi,d Subscriber, Marysvllle, Cal.—Where can I obtain " The Kennel
Club Calendar ana Stnd Book," vols.l, 2, 3, i and 5? also, their probable
cost In this country ? Ana.
Y cu wUl havo to send to the office of tbe
London Field for them, and they will cost you, laid down here, about
$20.

Biobfs, Boston.— Was it Dr. Stuckupwell (I believe that is his name
ought to be) who answered '• Biceps" In your last issue ? Of
course if it was he there is no use wasting time replying to him, otherwise I will reply to that very clear and apt bit of information. Ans. If
our correspondent can do any better he is at liberty to try his hand and
" biceps", too. The person, whom we presume is referred to, long ago
severed Ids connection with the Forest and Stream. The one who did
write the answer has gone out as special correspondent to the AngloAfghan war. He sailed on the Celtic last Saturday. Address care Yakoot Khan, via Jelalabad. Or, send to us and wo will forward via cable.
if it isn't it

F. R. G., Laeonia, N.H.— I. Does any maker of brass shells make them
can I get paper ones that gauge ? 2. Regarding the trout caught in Lake Wlnnlplsaukie, I have claimed that they
were the salmon trout, others that they were not; which was
Ana. 1.
right? a. Is a .us cal. rifle large enough for deer hrtnt lug?
There are no shells of that size, either brass or paper, made In this
as small as 20 gauge; if not,

you can get them from England.

2.

The Wlnui-

trout, known
as Sabno summelrica,, Is not sufficiently
In its specific characteristics to indicate a distinct variety,
See Hallock'a
although some scientists have claimed that it is such.

plsaukle

marked

3.

Yes, but the heavier calibre

ia better,

NrHROD, Irvington, N. Y.— 1. I have a shepherd dog and would like
to know if he can be taught to retrieve, and the method of teaching him
2. Have also a number 12 breech-loader and should like to know the
proper load of powder and shot; also, whether the wad should be
pressed tightly on the shot, or loose, and which way makes it scatter?
Ans, 1. We cannot afford space to give directions as to how to make a
dog retrieve. You will And them in the back numbers of the paper, or
in Dinks, Maybew, or Hutchiuson. 2. Without knowing the weight of
your gun it is difficult to tell, but the ordinary charge for a 12 gauge
gun is 3V£ drs. powder and l>£ oz. 8hot. The wad on the shot should
be pressed lightly. To make your gun scatter use more powder or less
shot.

Montana.— I began working my setter pappy on
when he was Ave months old. He behaved splendidly from the
ranging, dropping to shot, stopping at the command "To
ho," etc., failing only in this, that he has never made a voluntary " set,'
or point on a bird. He Is now 1 o months old. Will he lake to voluntary
He never fails to come to a
pointing his birds as he grows older ?
"stand" at the command and to hold it until he gets the word to "Go."
Do not young setters rely more upon the eye than the nose? Ans. li
K,, Virginia City,

chickens

start, as far as

your dog has never developed any powers of scent It is possible that It
this quality, but we should not despair for another
season. Young dogs will point at sight, but when taken on game they
should acknowledge the Boent.

may be deficient in

Pa.— On Saturday last I was challenged to shoot
for a silver cup at 3f.ii. I waa on the ground ready to snoot the other
parties, six In number, did not come to time. I claim I won the cup the
Becond time. Am I right ? Ans. If you shot at the required number
C. V. B., Titusville,

,

of birds you

still

hold the cup.

G. F., Glens Falls.— Will you please inform us what is the best patmade by a " cylinder-bore" at G, s and 10 rods respectively, with 1
oz. No. o Tatham shot, target so inches in diameter?
Also, the best
made by a " full choke" for same distances respectively, same charge
and target ? Ans,
have no record of snch pertormauces and theretore no nieanB ol ascertaining.
tern

We

W. M. B., Newark.—A person belongs to a shooting club and Joins
another In the Bame county and State. There is a challenge passed between the two clubs and accepted to shoot a match. Does said person
shoot in either club, or iu both v or is he ruled out from one or both
clubs, and for whit reason ? Ans. We should say that he should elect
which club he is to shoot with, and shoot with that alone.
t his spirits
SuiiscKiBER, New Vorfc.—My dog aei
apf the time on hia
and ofteu vomits,
lie
hind legs, with lus Head on Che floor b
rs.
He does not
to be In pain.
Ana. Il'iaposslb
[ dog has
Give him a dose of areea nut, or a Naldire'a powder, winch latter can
be had at Caswell's. The powder should be followed by a dose of cas;

petite variable

tor OIL
J. H. B., Delphi, Ind.—1. Your d
you have followed he will probst
mends a general tome treatment,

iorea.

it.

It

the treatment
I

and
Your bitch is liable
iould have to keep her very
very dangerous to have her

i

carefully housed until over

From

"Stonehenge"

er.

uty of outdoor exercise

nitrate ol silver in doses of one-six
to come In heat now at any time,
i

spayed now.

Wheeling.— 1. What

the proper charge of shot and powWesley Richards' muzzle-loader, 12 gauge 32 inch barrels,
using Hazard's No. 3 or 4 powder ? 2. Is the ' Bixou" gun made now,
T, E. K.,
der for my

flesh,

" Gazetteer," page 305.

B., Norfolk,

named Chas.

S. S.

Liknvillk, Marietta, Pa.— My pointer bitch, between seven and eight
old, has been unwell for three weeks past, She Is very thin ill
has a dry, hacking cough, also troubled with periodical spells of
sneezing, and froths at the mouth after coughing. Appetite not very
good, and Beeins to be languid and lazy.
What is wrong with her and
what shall be done to cure her ? Ans. Unless there are other symptoms which would Indicate worms we should give her a tablespoonfu
of cod liver oil twice a day, together with a tonic composed of 2 grains
quinine, 2 grains ginger ami extract of genetlan enough to form a pill,
to be given twice a day.

months

country, but

the address of principal agent

of

Is

and where? Is the S4f. "Chas. Web;ey" ureech-loaaing gun a reliable
one? Ana. t. Without knowing the weight of the gun we should imagine
."
r.
..
by
and lJj,oz. shot v.
We have no reason to think otherwise.

that 3J4 drs. powder
Dixon in England. *.

<

:

.

.

.

i*

;

Mm

up

able.

M

Anonrinon* UoauaunioBtlaas

to ao for Game.

MiNCtcs, Lafayette.— For the rearing and training of game fowls buy
the very excellent treatise of F. W. McDougal, ttt South Illinois street,
Indianapolis, Ind.

and trapping in

disi-

M

Good Cotjntetfok Tbaiteks.—Editor Forest and Stream.-.
West Point. White Co,, Ark., Nov. 5, on horseback,

I left

Tacks were driven Into the trunks of various trees and the

At the end of the season
tBtween them accurately measured.
hey were found to have neither Increased nor decreased their distances.
In the experiment tree trunks were selected of all ages, from one year
I

M

it is

bold and troublesome, baiting it with a piece of meat and
suspending it four or five inches from the ground by a stout

gale.

Farmer, Londen, Tenn.— The experiments recently made at the
lowa Agricultural College show thai, the trunks of trees do not clou.

Take a
Boatman, E. M.— A smafl ice boat may be built aa follows
Set It on edge.
plank is feet long, « or 7 Inches deep and in thick.
One-sixth from forward end run a plank across underneath at right
:

The Jatrer may be Oxltfiu. and some 13 feet long. Bolt, to
centre piece, or keel. Run two planks, one on each side from this crossrunner plank, to after end of keel, their forward end being
Let them
about one-thtrd the way out on each side of runner plank.
be about sxl&'in. They will brace Ihe structure ami by laying jjln. alais,
or boards across the alter half will form the body, or cockpit of Ihe
boat.
Around this work a rail of 3x?.; stuff. Over the keel, whero It
angles.

piece, or

crosses the runner-plank, run a short piece of thick stuff and bolt down
through runner and side planks, putting a chock of hard wood in to till
Use s iln. bolts. On the centre spike a hardwood chock, slightly

up.

cupped out to receive heel of mast. Bowsprit may be of stuff .txa'iin.,
It may be
strapped, lashed, or bolted on top of forward end of keel.
tapered at end. Place a runner or skate under each end of the runner,
plank, and one aft to act as a rudder. The forward two should be ol
Round taeni up forthe rudder 2ft. long.
oak, Sit. long, l»£in. thick
Grind them to an
ward, and shoe them with iron or siael, HI deep.
angle of 90 deg. on the bottom, so that they will ran on the edge.
Fasten with % bolts to the oak portion, and then bolt right up through
the ruuner plank, using large washers on top. The after shoe or Bkate
is clasped by the forked end of a stout iron rod, say Wn. diam., a bolt
being passed through the lugs of the fork, and a collar beiog forged ou
Around the vertical hole in the latter
Hie rod, just under the keel.
put an Iron plate # in. thick, to take the chafe of the collar. Curve the
upper end of the rod, so as to serve as a tiller. Mast, 16ft. long,
diam., tapered at head bowsprit, loft, long; mainsail, loft, hoist, lssft.
iionm, 19ft. long, 3;4in. in centre, tapered at ends;
foot and 1ft. head
This wdl gl e a
Jib, Oft. lift. 6in. on luff.
gaff, Sit. long, lJiln. diam
moderate rig. Bowsprit is staid with a wire bobstay and a shroud each
side of %in. wire. Mast steps In the enp, has two shrouds a side and a
Single halliards and sheets for Jib
headstay leading to bowsprit end.
tnanilla. Double purchase for peak and throaty rove all in one, and
Lush light stick to foot of jib,
Or tills
iheet of similar rope.
plan may be simplified to suit. For a 16ft. boat use simply a lug sail,
carrying headalay down to forward end of keel, and do away with
bowsprit. In this cu.se a shorter boom should be used, ami a proporOne-quarter of the sail should be
tionately louger yard on the heap,
For canvas use light duck. A line of reef
kept forward of the mast.
points may sometimes be useful.
;

;

,

;

I

:

:
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CANADIAN RIVER LEASES.

shall

be permitted to

are not wealthy

A S

all

who

anglers

visit

Canada

hang up

are well aware, there is

a
really no free salmon fishing in the waters of the Dojn.
The fisheries are held either by the lessees of the
Crown or are in the hands of riparian owners.
Ten years ago, with a view to the protection of Canadian

fish at all.

enough

to lease

Meanwhile all anglers who
whole rivers may as well

their rods.

*

mn

waters,

SHALL CREEDMOOR BE ABANDONEE)?

O HALL Creedmoor be

tion in estuaries
tions,

A
Fish cclturb, te

ot

AQCiA'ricSrOKTS,FflACTICALNATITKALHl8TOKT,
OF FORESTS,
healthy intebebt

HKOTECi'IOfi OF l.AME, Fi'.ESJSKVATION

amd tub inculcation

alkn and women ok a
in odt-doob rkchbation
id Study :

md
SO. Ill

OFKCB Box

2832.]

TBRM8, FOUK DOLLABS A TEAK, STRICTLY IK ADVANCE,
Twenty-five per cent,
"

oil for

be used and their disposiimposed penalties for violaand fees for net and rod

to

and exacted large licenses
view to revenue

it

i

Two

Clubs of

or more.

Advertising Kates.

and twelve

lines to

one inch.

whole rivers, or even
mere purpose of sport with the rod
$300 per annum;,
th y set aside sections of available rivers for what is known
as rod privileges, to be obtained at the rate of $1 per day per
rod.
Applications for river leases had to be made to the
Chief Fishery Commissioner at Ottawa, while the rod permits
could be obtained, on request, of any local overseer. To

Advertisements Bhould be sent in by Saturday of each week,

if

rentals costing as high as

pos-

iible.

medium

as the best

for reaching the American angler.
It is
any person securing a lease of the whole

or a portion of

river,

same

any

money

No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be
received on any terms.

VAny

publisher inserting our prospectus as above one time, with
brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to us, will receive the

Forest and Stekam for one year.

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER

26, 1878.

All communications whatever, intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Fokbst and Stream Publishing. Company
Names will not be published if objection be made. No anonymous com-

munications will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propria in the Some circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of

the mall service if money
remitted to us is lost. No person whatever Is authorised to collect
money lor us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

Trade supplied by American News Company.

;

Province.

In practice, the $1 per diem system

Sensible Holiday Presents.

Clubs can obtain subscriptions to Fokebt and Stream and
at $3 per annum.
Now, at the beginning of
the year, is the time to start new clubs subscriptions to be-

Rod asd Gun

;

gin Jan.

1.

distributed

The circulation of Fokebt and Stream is now
among 2,400 post offices in the United States and

Canada, and over 100 in foreign countries.

CHRISTMAS-TIDE.
and grizzled old fellows
through which they are constantly

antiquarians, those wrinkled

great spectacles

dawn and

The

yule-log,

celebrating the holidays,

heartily observed than

many thousand

friends the salutations of cheer

is

one of our correspondents

who

truly,

my knowledge,
w.

absolute

petent judges that

into

which the

is

distinctly denied.

F. Whitcher,

Now, we have no idea that Commissioner Whitcher has
been guilty of any misfeasance, or even of favoritism ; nor are
we wi l in g to believe that our correspondent assumes that he
has.
Our correspondent ODly declares his grievance in a
general way, without considering where the force of the accul

whose

annual report put on the plant and properly
would shrink away to a few iron targetwould only be increased

cost, if not their value,

by freightage.
The Winchester Arms Company,

in Sept. 1870, presented
an admirable donation to the association in the Running
target, with butts and everything complete.
Out of
the $1,417.17 spent on this, fully $1,000 would stand behind
as a monument to the folly of removal.
It would be well if
an officer of the association, familiar enough with its peculiar
book-keeping to get order out of chaos, should make a re-

and the streets impassable. In the northern part of sation strikes. The whole question is in a sad muddle, as we
and through the Northwest generally travel is much have shown, and the only remedy that we can discover lies in
obstructed by deep snow. In the city of New York, however, )& complete revision of existing laws or such a judicial conthe ground is bare, and the biting cold makes thick glare ice f struction of the same as shall definitely settle where one may
fish, and fromjwhom he shall obtain the right, or whether he
for the skaters.

port

on the_moneys sunk in plant and improvements upon

the range, and which must be lost by removal.
As a range per se, independent of the railroad complications, the new committee can hardly expect to find anything
superior. John A. Church, the engineer. who surveyed
and mapped out the range, says of it " The ground formed a
perfectly even slope of close npon 20 feet in 3,000, or ona
:

foot in 150.

feet deep

its effects

this State

at

I

last

of the Association,
slabs,

Deer

been requested to publish

Commissioner of Fisheries.

has prepared our people for
Christmas, verifying the allegory of Santa Claus with his
sleigh and reindeer team, coursing over the country through
the falling snow. In Montreal on Monday the snow was three

purposes of the Association, as well as the most desirable in
and the most valuable for the price." In July, 1872,
a contract was accordingly made for thepurchaseof 70 acres
at $375 per acre, and this is now held by the Association in
location

which so many thousands of dollars were recklessly
poured, would stand only as a monument of somebody's
mistake, and serve in after years as an antiquarian puzzle,
or perchance a lead mine. The building on the range, including the hotel now in position could only be left behind
as hooting places for owls, and the valuation of $100,000,

Yours

—A very general snow storm

consideration, it was decided to purchase the tract of land
offered at Creed's Farm, as in all respects the best for the

Canada without having previously informed themselves of the
which we have explained. Of such class, pre-

cases exist, at least within

and good

will.

on New Range, consisting of Alex. Shaler, A. W. Craven,
Augustus Funk, F. A. Mason, John Powell, Jr., Henry G.
Shaw, W. J. Harding, Geo. W. Wingate and Geo. Moore
Smith. This committee divided itself into sub-committees,
" who made a thorough canvass of the whole neighborhood
about New York, consulted with the leading real estate
agents, and advertised in the. daily papers." New Jersey,
Staten Island and Long Island were the localities inquired
into. The state grant of §25,000 to the purposes-of the Association on May 14 abut off New Jersey, and Staten Island
was abandoned as difficult of access, and also because no suitable grounds were offered there. Land from $1,000 down to
$200 per acre were offered at various points. " After much

al, and though the grounds are in prime condition for gardening work, the fall in the price of real estate would more
than counterbalance this. The great old butt embankment

:

to-day it finds everywhere

prove one whit easier to-day.

It will be apparent, from what has been said, that a great
deal of vexation must inevitably be experienced, especially by
from whatever country, who attempt angling in

Ottawa, Dec. 14, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
Dear Sir—Mr. Samuel Hanson Is hereby requested to specify instances of ungenerous "discrimination" against Americans " Inthe
leasing of salmon rivers," to which Ms letters refer. That any such

?

it

The meeting of the incorporators of the Association was
held on Nov. 24, 1871, and on Dec. 5 the first step was taken
toward the securing of a range by the choice of a Committee

system good sport, especially at the beginning of the season,
would be obtained and the fair law-abiding angler would be
saved the annoyance of having his sport spoiled by men who
have no right and title to fish in the water.

we have

it is

shall place a limit to its reign in the future

annual re-

title, free from nil incumbrances.
To-day, were a sale attempted, it is the opinion of comit would not bring within $10,000 of its
original price of $26,250, and then the loss on permanent
improvements placed on the range would be even more than
that.
The new butts put up in these cheap latter days cost
$2,700, every cent of which would be lost by a removal. The
fence about the grounds would be worth nothing for remov-

;

the joy of the Midwinter Holidays, and in accordance with
the honored custom of the season, ic extends to each one of
its

at

American who imagines his countrymen the only class aggrieved, if noticed at all, would be promptlyand indignantly
met by a disclaimer of the Chief Commissioner of Fisheries,
upon whom the responsibility of granting the Government
leases rests
and we are not surprised therefore to receive
from that conscientious official the following challenge, which

it is

ly when, that the early fathers made of the old Roman Saturnalia the Christian festival of rejoicing and good.
Christmas

As Forest and Stream goes forth

sally forth

has had the manly
courage to prefer his complaint through our columns over his
own signature. But it is evident that a general sweeping
charge of "unjust discrimination against Americans," by an

but the better spirit of the season we have not lost, and
Christmas 1878 is hailed with as much true joy in America
to-day as ever it has been since the time, no one knows exact-

now, and who

who

;

conditions

true,

was never more widely and more

a rod, and

carefully try each pool

by

but assuming that
the right of riparian owners to fish from their own land is established, the fishery would lapse into the hands of several
small proprietors, from whom the right might probably be
leased.
Should this be so, it would well repay hotel keepers
to rent the water and have it properly protected, making a
fair charge to a limited number of rods,
tinder some such

sumably,

the mistletoe bough, the wassail bowl and the mummers are
known to us only in the books. But Forest and Stream is
not among those who can see good only in what is antiquated.

We have changed our mode of

a complete farce, as

strangers

peering into the past, complain that we do not keep Christmas
nowadays after "the good old way." No, we have not

preserved the merry festivities of old England.

who can swing

;

Twenty-nine

foreign countries are represented.

THEwith

is

the river sections so assigned are systematically fished
early

nor will

fifty

without the bed of the river being reserved, the grantee has
the exclusive right of fishing from his own land ad medium
filum aqua." Where, however, the bed had been reserved,
the majority of the judges held that the Crown had a power
of leasing
but the opinion was not an unanimous one, and is
held by many to be at variance with the consiitution of the

first

port in Jan., 1873, that, "the work of selecting grounds of
a sufficient extent for a range, which should be at onee
cheap, safe and convenient of access, proved no easy task,"

portion of

every loafer

FOREST AND STREAM.

purchase of the present grounds said in his

has been a scramble for precedence and best stands,
with very small returns in the shape of fish, and a goodly proresult

;

To Correspondents.

W

new turn-over.
One of the committee on the selection of the proposed
new range as secretary of the Association at the time of the

required for this

ing thirty— the great body of anglers, rich and impecunious,
have been crowded together on the $1 per day reserves. The

disgust and dissatisfaction. We have seen as
rods together on the six-mile section of the Resand the same on the Rough Waters of the Nepissiguit, both New Brunswick streams.
In this dilemma recourse was often had to riparian owners by gentlemen not
disposed to forego their favorite sport
and just here a
vexed question has arisen as to the respective rights of the
Crown and individuals, especially in the Province of New
Brunswick. The law at present does not seem very well settled.
The presumption, however, seems to be as follows
" That where land, bordering on a non-tidal river, is granted

locale.

In other words, the Association propose to begin, denovo,
throw over everything but its name, to sacrifice money
and prestige, to break existing obligations, implied if not
specified, and generally to lose almost every advantage gained
by a half dozen exceptionally prosperous years, to secure
what can be gained at Creedmoor by one tithe of the labor

secured the exclusive right to the
As the rivers are not
of those accessible not exceed-

tigouche,

as a shooting ground, the fact of the in-

to

for the entire fishing season.

many as

it

energy of the directors should tend instead of rushing off to
solve the problem, a hundred times more difficult, to find a

numerous— the whole number

All transient advertisements must be accompanied with the
or they will not be inserted.

the live ques-

itself.

new range

an official list of available rivers— that
is to say, of such as were in market not rented—has
been published early in the spring of each year in Canadian papers, and
also in Forest and Stream, the latter journal being regarded
needless to say that

now

accommodations must have strongly imBut then the railroad system of Long Island
is peculiar in this respect, and long before the advent of
modern rifle shooting this was an established fact, that for
not doing what a railroad is expected to do the Long Island
roads were especially noticeable. At present though Creedmoor is but thirteen miles from Hunter's Point, the trouble
exists only on the last 7 miles where the Central Line track
extends from Flushing to Garden City, and it is rather to
the removal of the disabilities on these few miles that the
pressed

wardens, overseers, superintendents of hatcheries, and
purchases of spawn and breeding fish.
As none but

;

to the line,

is

of the National Rifle Associa-

sufficient railroad

facilitate applications,

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 26 cents per line outside page, 40 cento.
Special rates -tor three, six and twelve montlis. Notlcea in editorial

columns, 60 cents per line— eight words

casionally enjoy

for maintaining the service

tjj very wealthy could afford to lease

(some of the

gtrtajq jgabUshing §ampar^.
—AIPULTON STKEBT, NEW TOKK,
[POST

tide-waters,

abandoned,

members

tion,

tore's of rivers, for the

PUBLISHED BY

£ott&t

and devices

p. Alleges, with a

Wl5fc.K.i,¥ J

DEVOTED TO flMLD

and

the

and the one difficulty on which the advocates of a
change base their demands, is that of access to the range.
To regular visitors of Creedmoor, as well as those who oc-

nunt assumed jurisdiction over them, established hatcheries
fa propagation, set apart close seasons, made regulations as
to tue kinds of nets

among

tion

»--}

which were becoming rapidly depleted, the Govern-

all,

This

entirely imperceptible to the eye, while
in placing the targets in relief, if it ias any effect
be to the benefit of the marksman. Certainly the
is

will

most careful search could not have resulted in a more happy
ground ia this respect than that which has been

selection of

made by you.'; The

verdict of tbotuands of riflemen

from

FOREST AND STREAM.
parts of the world, as of all

all

who have

paid casual visits

to the range, have hut, corroborated this early professional
opinion,

and to-day Creedmoor stands as the model range

As

of the world.

to hcalthfulness,

fully

it is

up

to anything

found within the accessible area about New York. It
has a soil easily drained, and when the trees now set out
shall add their leafy shade to that already upon the range, it
to be

will be a not unpleasant

The Association owe

summer

resort.

to the life

it

members

that there

tion of these classics

punged, might be an

with the whisky element carefully exinfinite

Frank

To overcome

Ektuhn op Oapt. Bovton.— Capt. Paul Boyton, the inswimmer, who has been making an extensive tour in
Europe, displaying the many excellencies of
Captain Merriman's life saving suit under a great variety of circumstances,
has recently returned to his home in this city. The
trepid

the effect of such models is not the work of a
sporting literature is necessarily a thing of slow
That the tone of what is recognized as characteristic American sport is constantly improving must be apparent
to any one who will take the pains to give the subjebt a little

most vivid and

careful thought.

durance.

A pure

day.

growth.

ing ground.

viviality is

If the movement has for its motive only a feeling of en-

their present

Forrester's."

versal ideal plane of morals

mity or pique toward the railroad company, it is even more
unwise than it would appear on a first inspection. A sensible
business-like treatment of the road and its managers
would, no doubt, be met in a corresponding way, and a
policy of mutual helpfulness would be inaugurated to the
advantage alike of riflemen and railroad meu. As certainly
is
true that a change of base could only injure both classes
the range patrons to a large, and the road managers to a
much smaller extent. To start the move as a sort of " bluff"

improvement upon

character, but they would no longer be recognized as "

be no diminution in the privileges offered them. Those
who joined under the notion that a range was to be forever
open to them, are not to be put off with some inferior shootshall
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We shall

be disappointed, however, if we look for a uniwhere such does not exist. Cona feature of the woodland jaunts of very maDy
men, whose knowledge of woodcraft, skill with rod and gun,
and hearty enjoyment of the pleasures of the field entitle them
to the

name

To

of sportsmen.

studiously ignore this feature

were vain. That we do not attempt
by our readers as an indorsement of

it

must not be construed

it.

talc of
his adventures during his three years' stay abroad, the
exciting and often perilous situations while descending
rapid

rivers or shooting falls,

managers is simply ridiculous, since the
and besides, the
affairs of the Association are known to all
of
experience
the railroad people with Creedmoor and
Creedmoor control is not such as to make them particularly

game.on the

railroad

;

anxious for its continuance.
There is another view of the case which may turn out to
be a very important one
Creedmoor to-day is one of the
designated State ranges it has upon its grounds much State
property, and has received a liberal share of sstate assistance
since its first inception.
All this has been done, with the
unanimous concurrence of legislators, press and public,
under the impression that it was to benefit the National
Guard. Such benefit has followed, and there is not one
word of complaint to be laid as yet; the troops have been
abundantly accommodated by special trains on the days set
apart for their practice on the range. In its appointments,
in its size, and its easy accessibility, Creedmoor leaves nothing to be desired for the troop practice of the New York and
Brooklyn divisions. It would be impertinent therefore, and
should lead to some very sharp investigation if the N. R. A.
managers, who are also officers of the National Guard, go to
Albany with an application for permission to sell the present
range. The Adjutant-General has but one interest in the
matter, beginning and ending in that of the National Guard.
When the militia are served well he can ask no more, and
to discommode the soldiery for the purpose of furthering
other aims and ends, or merely as a matter of accommoda;

to the magazines several inon college topics, discusses College Hazing.
The origin of the custom, Professor Thwing finds, wc think
rightly, in the artificial distinctions of rank which obtained
in all branches of early American society with a despotic
sway hardly to be conceived at the present day. It was
telligent papers

in the fulfillment of contracts

tion to subordinate officers, will not;bring

upon the Adjutant-

many utterances of praise.
may be said, in short, that if the merest

time,

money and

labor

which

little

of his elders.
then,

which the new

better than a serf subject to every caprice

As

a direct imitation of

and as an outgrowth of the

spirit of

European customs
the times,

it is

It is

the spirit

stitutions in other branches of society hazing has maintained
itself.

To

new range be

fraction of the

will be required in fitting

up a

spent in securing for Creedmoor

its one need
communication with the metropolis, the
and a vast saving effected. It is
one of those cases where "the more haste the less speed" rule
can be properly applied, and whatever is to be done should
only be after full consideration and discussion.

railroad

difficulty will be solved,

.

.

.

.

THE TONE OK SPORTING LITERATURE.
I

N

J-

its

persistency

who

is strictly

we must remember that
mi generis, neither boy

another column will be found the communication of a
who takes very decided exception to the

and brandy

bottle

is any necessary
upon field sports.

taint of the

whisky

flask

In disclaiming any connection between true sportsmanship and spirituous liquors we
join our correspondent fully and unconditionally. Such has

ever been the tone of our editorial utterances
sured that no constant reader of the Fobest
could infer from

its

.

We

are as-

and Stream

pages that the enjoyment or success of a

was to be measured by the amount of
whisky guzzled upon the trip, or, indeed, that the bottle was

sporting expedition

at all a necessary adjunct of the sportsman's outfit.

We have

always opposed any such notion; how persistently, could be
appreciated by the general reader only after a review of the
manuscripts which are expurgated as they pass through our
hands.

would be a curious fact, did we not understand the influence which induced it, that very many sportsmen, who sit
down to pen their reminiscences of camp and field life, feel
obliged to make the most of what little liquor they may have
carried with them. Our correspondents persist in doing this,
It

despite our

The

repeated

cause of this

it is

excisions of objectionable passages.
not difficult to discover. It is found in

the simple fact that one man's writings have been more
thoroughly and widely read by the American sportsman than
those of any other author in the same field. Their spirit and

morals have as a consequence been more generally accepted
and amateur wielders of the pen have in large measure modelled their literary efforts in a similar vein.
The Bporting
sketches of " Frank Forrester " and his school are redolent
through and through with the fumes of the whisky flask.

Whatever Herbert may have meant by " true sportsmanship"
very certain that he did not recognize temperance as one
elements ; and that he did not is a matter of very seri
ous regret, when we note the influence of his popularity. If
it is

of

its

there be a taint of the bottle upon field sports, "Forrester"
bis school have put it there, and kept it there.
An edi-

and

;

remain on view until after New Year's. As a whole, the Exhibition has been a success, although the aggregate of
really
meritorious works was not- aa large as usual. Many fine
pictures have been sold at satisfactory prices, realizin fully

$3,000 altogether.

are

ball is up," and Brooklyn and New York
enjoying such skating as they have seldom had

now

The thermometer on Tuesday

before.

above zero.

man, is in a receptive stage. His life so far has been spent in
healing and believing. It is his duty to receive what is told

him by

his seniors.

Upon

registered

Great preparations for sport are being

1G

eg.

made by

the Curling Clubs.

Bran Flip.— This is a Canadian game at which two cau
We have never heard of it before. It is described by
our vivacious correspondent in his article which we print today, entitled " Among the Moose and Bears." Perhaps some
play.

it.

the

nor

entering college halls the student

even all cut and dried for him, as it has
been for scores of classes before him. In his studies the
finds his religion

the same delightful
with which years before his eyes had widened at the
Jonah and the big fish. And the sophomore he believes with a blinder faith than is accorded even to professors
These same sophomores are tyrants by a sort of divine right
giants in the path to fame, against whom he must wage as
best he may.
Happy freshman if he be not in the fray utterly consumed
And when a year has rolled around he too
becomes a tyrant (he knows now it is not by divine right)
and turns giant, which is but another word for coward.
"There is nothing so very manly in clubbing together and
sousing a poor fellow's head under the pump
everyone
dicta of his professors are received in
faith

story of

;

but," reasons the collegian, "my head was
and my father's head was soused, and his
father's head was soused it has always been the custom.
The
thing that hath been, it is that which shall be and that which
is done is that which shall be done,' " and our undergraduate
philosopher says this with something of a different meaning
from Solomon's. If our collegians would only think for
themselves, as they are learning to do, such reasoning would
soon be consigned with the practices it perpetuates to where
they both belong the slums.
But reason or not reason,
hazing must soon disappear. It is in its very nature cowardly and unjust, in its spirit directly opposed to the age.
As
such its days are numbered. A very potent factor in its

knows

that,

soused,

'

;

;

Boston reader,

notion that there

Brooklyn Art Association closed last Saturday, after a season
of three weeks but the great majority of the pictures
will

of our youngsters will try

understand

college student,

!

—a good

Am Association.—The winter exhibition of the

not

was grafted upon our American college
more curious that now after the decadence of
which originated it, and the obliteration of like in-

strange that hazing

system.

Let us hope that

—The Cuvier Club of Cincinnati have issued some tasteful
and beautifully embellished cards of invitation to their annual
reception, January 1, 1879.
We regret we can't bo there.
Happy New Year and long life and prosperity to the Cuvier
Club
—Texas has been in a chronic state of mud and flood for a
month past, and the weather is likely to continue wet all the
winter season through. Sportsmen are disgusted, but the
game has a better chance.

;

General
It

was

student

undertaken.

to spare, and that his modesty may not
prevent his giving to the world the history of his
exploits at

Skating.— The "

such divisions were further fostered by the adopvirtue of

the

dariu.g

life

he will have the time

natural and inevitable that these distinctions should be stringently observed in the institutions of learning. The evil in-

by

his

~—•

XNwho has recently contributed

tion of the English fagging laws,

that

stowed upon him by the crowned heads ami dignitaries all
over Europe, and that his trip has not been without reward
of
a more mercenary sort. He will soon set out again for Europe

Buooklyn

Tkwmg,

the January Scribner'a Professor Charles F.

fluences of

to say

an early date.

COLLEGE HAZING.

:

narrative full of

and ensaving dress as
well as his bravery have been highly appreciated abroad,
and
that he returns laden with medals and ensigns
of honor be-

it.

—

would form a

thrilling descriptions of skill,

It is needless

—

abolishment

is

the healthy tone of public sentiment regard-

The time has gone by when men may win a reputaby relating their barbarities, euphuistically called "college pranks." Nor can collegiau3 afford to
be ruffians and cowards when the newspapers are quick to
publish their ruflianism and cowarice to the world. Only let
ing

it.

tion as clever fellows

this be understood and our colleges will be rid of the reproach.
Amherst long ago abolished hazing, Harvard was next in line,
and the Yale faculty have adopted effectual measures lor
suppressing the abuse at New Haven. Other institutions
must follow their example. Ten years from now American

college hazing will be a subject only for the antiquarians.

— We

Soura Cabolina Oranges.
read much of the delicious
quality of Florida oranges, but that fruit equally fine can be

grown

in

South Carolina,

is

proven to our

own

satisfaction

the boxes of choice oranges and grape fruit which
ly receive as a Christmas gift

we

by

annual-

from our esteemed friend Chas.

G. Kendall, Esq., of Palmetto Island, near Port Royal. The
oranges measure ten inches in circumference, and the grape
fruit twelve and more.
For the latter a taste must be ac-

and when acquired one becomes passionately fond of
them as he does for tomatoes. They possess a peculiar dietetic
quality and act beneficially upon the liver. Mr. Kendall has
devoted most careful attention to improving the quality of his
fruit, and we are convinced that none better can be found in
Florida. Specimens can be found at the commission house of

—The Erie
gauge

Christmas trees and holiday tables.

Railroad has just completed its third (narrow
from Buffalo to New York, and regular freight
put on at the beginning of the year. This will

give increased facilities for the Erie's enormous

traffic.

GAME PROTECTION
THE GAME LAWS OF THIS

STATE.

T^OR several years past we have

urged upon those in -au-*•
thority the necessity of so amending the game laws of
this State as to make the dates during which game is
permitted to be sold to correspond with the ppen seasons.
At
present quail and grouse can be sold for two months
later
than they can be shot, and the result is that the market is
kept
supplied with birds that have been netted or taken
in some
other illegal manner. In addition to the destruction
carried

on in
sons

this

who

way

the law as

desire to

it

now stands

do so from turning out

and traps are being set in every direction
inducement offered to those who have the
West and South for birds with which to
always made precarious by reason or the
of our winters.
print below,

is

The

letter of

prevents
birds.

many

per-

While nets

there is very

little

disposition to send

keep up the supply
uncertain character

our correspondent, which

we

to the point

NBW Tokk, December 20, 1ST8.

Mr. £ditor-Iu Fokbst and Stream of December 10 you state
most of Hie states tho close season lor game begins Januai
State, according to seetion 33 of tbe

game laws, any per.or her possession prairie chicken and quail ft
l to March
l, au<l
ruffed grouse from January 1 to Fein iary
shall uot be hold liable for any penalty, provided
hs proves
or have In

lila

that in
In this

y sell
luary
1,

and

Buchbirda

were killed within the period provided by this act, or were killed
out
side the State at sonio place where the law did not
prohibit such killing'
How absurd these two latter clauses aro and what a premium we
offer
to poachers and law-breakers in this and other
States by having this
open market lor them, rati! -Jie date of selling ends
with the date of
killing, illegal ahootiug and trapping will go on in
this and other States
At most there ought oaly to be a difference of Ave to ten days,
to allow'
dealers to clear off their nock. All sportsmen throughout
the country

could not but be benefited by tbe change.

1)EL.

A MIGRATORY QUAIL AT

quired,

Lichenstein & Co., 83 Barclay street, carefully picked, with
stems and glistening leaves attached, very charming for

rail)

trains will be

LAST.

TT

gives us great pleasure to be able to announce
to our
1 readers that the migratory
quail, which we owe so largely
to the enthusiasm and painstaking efforts of Judge

Everts, of

Vermont, and Mr. Hapgood, of Boston, seem to be on the increass.
We had the pleasure, a few days since, of receiving
a fine specimen of a bird of the year from a correspondent,
G. H. C., of Centre Brook, Conn., for whose thoughtful care
in preserving the bird and sending

it

to

us

we

cannot b«

:

:

:

:

w

:

;

The bird was do doubt bred in Vermont
and was on its way to the South when found
Our correspondent's note, accompanying the

sufficiently grateful.

or Massachusetts,

by-G. H. 0.
specimen,

is

aB follows

Centre Brook, Conn., Deo.
Editob Forest and Stbeam

Reed

of South Boston, U. R. Williams of Salem and W. S.
Perry of Worcester, was chosen to present the bill to the
Legislature and urge its passage. Among those present the
Kennel, the Trcmotit and Nuttall Clubs were represented, and
Mr. Newton represented the game dealers.

14, 1878.

New Yobk— Franklin,

:

you by mall a bird I Eliot this day, Deo. 14, 1879, lor IdentificaThis bird my dog pointed in a stubble field, and aa it sprung it
uttered a peep, like our common quail, and I supposed It to be such till
my dog retrieved it. You will see It lias the markings of our own
Q. II, C.
yuail. Is it one of the migratory quail ?
I send

tion.

The specimen was a young

male, and the black markings

Dec.

2f. T.,

20.—Early

a

last fall

few sportsmen in this valley saw the necessity of protecting
and propagating our game and fish and making violators of
our State game and fish laws live up to the same, so we ac>
cordingly formed a sportsman's association or club
The
Ouleont Sportsman's Club. We received our charter, and are
increasing and in good working shape now. The following
persons are officers of the same
President, Dr. Ira Wilcox
Vice-President, Charles A. Douglas
Secretary and Treasurer,
M. P. McKoon Executive Committee, Dr. Ira Wilcox, Jas.
Rutherford and Robert Smith.
M. P. M.

—

:

about the throat are just beginning to show. The capture of
this bird is especially interesting, not only because it is the
first of the species, so far as we know, which has been killed

on account of the late date at which
have been told, by those who have

in Connecticut, but also

was

it

taken.

We

specially interested themselves in the introduction of this fine
bird to our country, that its migration commenced early in

September, a state of things which would deprive the sportsmen of the Northern States—in most of which the "close season
does not end until October 1— of the pleasure to be derived
from its pursuit. In the case before us, however, the bird

;

Wisconsin—Madison, Dec. 14.—The slaughter of wild animals, upon which the State has placed a bounty, is an important and growing one. Last year the State paid $9,734 as
bounty, chiefly in wolves some wild cats and a few lynxes.
Rovee.
It

has been shrewdly suspected that some enterprising Wis-

consin farmer has been keeping a private menagerie and
ing off the surplus stock at a profit.

sell-

sent us,

and they were found

to be stuffed

with the seeds of

the ragweed.

We

cherish high hopes for the success of the experiment
which is now being tried, and hope during the winter to
receive further reports of the occurrence of the
quail from various parts of the south.

European

We have received from a Georgia correspondent the followand we hope that the spirit of
Mr. Council will infect others, and that all sportsmen will
watch for the presence of these strangers, and will do all they
ing letter which explains

itself,

can to protect them.
Mr. Council, writing from Americus, Ga., under date of

December

8,

says

We have been watching

carelully lor the Messina quail, in case any

them should wander this far southwest but we don't know where
how to look for them. Would they probably come here ? If so,
;

or
please give us directions for finding them, describe their habits and in
what sort of places they would be apt to locate, what they feed upon
native
etc. Do they go in flocks ? and would dogs trained for the
quail be apt to point them ? From self-interest, or some other philanthropic motive, we feel much interest in this noble enterprise, and wil
proud of an opportunity to report anything we can discover. In

he

other words, we want all the Information about their habits that, we
can obtain, so as to let no chance tor observation be neglected. While
others generously bear the trouble and expense, we ought to be will-

ing to watch.
regret

not in our power to give our corresThe
pondent the specific information which he desires.
European writers speak of this species in very general terms,

We

and go but

that

little

it

is

into detail with regard to its habits.

We

the birds feed mainly on seeds and grain, and that
way their habits resemble those of our common
White. We should look for them In the stubble fields

know that

in a general

and among high weeds near water. It is said that they are
generally found singly or by two3 and threes, but that just
but we
before their migrations they assemble in large flocks
home, they
do not know whether, on reaching their winter
north.
to
the
their
return
until
flocks
in
remain
or
separate,
;

quail,

Importation oi? Messina Quail.— We print with pleasure
of such gentlemen as may
the appended note for the benefit
another opportunity to import the very beautiful
bird referred to. The efforts so far made to introduce
to induce
to have received such encouragement as
for

seem

to

^^ ^ ^ ^

be repeated

MR. Editor—I have written

to Mr. Braun, at Messina, Sicily, for

asms

in reference to the importation of
prices and full information
in Plymouth county, Mass.
Messina qnaU into BoBton, to be released
Interested, and would like to take this
are
section
this
If any others in
localities, I shall be pleased to give
opportunity to Import for their own

nem aU

i

the information I receive.

Address,

H. P.

T., P.

O.Box

Massachusetts.—A party of about seventy

3,347,

Boston.

interested gen-

Hotel, Boston, last week for the
tlemen gathered at Young's
the game laws of the State.
purpose of taking action relative to
in taking the
Mr J Fottler, Jr., was chosen chairman, and
of our State was of no
law
game
chair said that the present
it accomplished little, and
wail lor while it proposed much,
was to propose such amendments
the object of the meeting
make it easy of enforcement. A draft of
to the law as would
law of 1377, had been prepared for
a bill amendatory of the
This was substantially the
the consideration of the meeting.
the footing of all
present law, except that it prohibited
July 15; also
marsh beach or shore birds between April 1 and
their breeding grounds
the taking or killing or all birds on
against the killing of gulls_ and
directed
especially
being
this
on our const; and, lastly, the proposed bill contains a
tern
section

setting of nets, traps, snares or springs lor
The meeting voted
plover, red-breasted piper, turnstone
black-breasted
to exempt
of the bill. All
and winter yellow-legs from the provisions
amendments were adopted, and a committhe other proposed
Boston, William
of
B.
Thomas
F.
Messrs.
J.
of
tee consisting
?f Cambridge, M. C. Fitch of Melrose, Edward
i

.

making the

offence.
he takin"- of game birds a penal

Kter

'

:'i".'

1

334

334
325
321

seo
320
320

10

II)

:

319
319
aiS

Priv Bell, Tenth Royals, Toronto
Capt Thomas, Province of Quebec
Pallen, St Joho, N. B
Sergeant Bishop, Halifax, N. 3
Captain Cooper, rem 1 Royals, Toronto
Sergeant Riddell, 'tontreal
Lieut Corvln, Halifax
Prlv Mills, Tom h Royals, Toronto
Priv Wynn, Montreal
Sergeant Hunter, St John, N. B

—

317
S17
.....31S
315
314
812
ail
310

.-

,

—

;

yard rifle, any 23-cal, 31b. pull, Entrance fee
$5 each team. One quarter of entrance money given
team at each competition prize to be won three times before
becoming the property of winners. More than one team can
enter from any club, but one man can shoot on but one team.
On December 21 scores were made as follows
distance, 100

;

;

:

Zettler Rifle Club.

HenryOehl

44455544
15

i

W Klein

5

4

5

5

CG

5

5

5

4

5

6

4

4
3

4

4

4

4
5

DMUler

Zettler

BZettler

6

WMFarrow
FH
J

H

Fisher

4

W

thirteen from Ontario, Toronto claims five and
four.
As several of the team may not be able to
attend the competition at Wimbledon, seven of the waiting

men

are given

:

Lieut Ewan, Thirty-fifth Battalion, Barrie, Ont
Lieut Manlv, ({, O It, Toronto.
Dr McConky, Thirty-fifth Battalion, Barrie
Capt Gibson, Toronto Field Battery
Staff Sgt Clayton, Guards, Ottawa
Major Macpherson, Guards, Ottawa
Lieut Vaughan,
O A, Quebec

310
310
309
809
308
308

M

4
5
B

4

6

5

5

4

4

5

4

5

Empire Ride Club— Team No.

E—41

6

5—40
4—Jo—220

5

4—46
3—37
5—10
4—42

2,

5

14

6

3

4

!

4

3

4
5

4

4

5
3
4

5

3

I

4

3

4

4

4

4 4 4

3

5

5

5

4

3

3

4

3

3

4'!

5

1

1—47

5

4

4

WLBurton

5-47

4

5
5

Frank Baker

Qourley

5—14
5—46-222

1.

Her.bert
Dr. Dolbeare

H
U

4—43
4-45
4-44

4

5

4

1

5

4

4

55455454
4434446
55645445

fi

Holton

W Toed

5
4

(Ml

Empire BiDe Club—Team No.

DrStUb

4
4

5

3

—A

portion of the team of the
Dec. 16.
Cincinnati Shooting and Pishing Club opened the winter's
campaign at Trimpes Range on the above date with the intention of meeting once a week until the season closes.
Our
late captain, W. T. Sedam, one of the best shots we ever had,
has been living for some time in Denver, Colorado. As he
took his Winchester with him, we are beginning to be afraid
somebody has put bim up a tree. Another off-hand range has
been started on Prince's Hill just west of the city, and from
the preparations being made I anticipate that you will hear
from this part of the world more frequently in the future.
The following is the score, 15 shots, 200 yards, off-hand
5
1
4 5 5 5 4 4
4 4
4 4 4 4—05
FHBaum
r,

W Hall
W Campbell

5

4

4

4

5

5

4

5

4

5

3

14
3444444445444

!—£.,-

4
4

4

4

4

4

5

3

4

4

3

4—6O
3—59

5

5

4

4

4

4

4
4

3
4

4

5

4
3

t

W

3

5
4

4 4

2
4

4
3
3

4

2

3

4

3

4

J Weston

H Koch

Caldwell

4-57
C.

—

Michigan—-East

Sagirww, Dec. 21. Saginaw Amateur
Rifle Club, seventh practice, 200- yard target "reduced possi;

ble 50

COYankey.

4

CaptWJShaw

2

RFCorbyn
J

4

Howry

6445
1

s

4

4

4
4

5
5

4

455

r,

5
3

444334
4

6
a
2

5-45
4-43
5—39
4-32

4
3
4

C. 0.

Of the

Hamilton

Y.

A Calo-obnian Tbam Match.— On Dec. 14 teams from
Petaluma, Santa Rosa and Healdsburg, Cal., had a match on
the last named place, using Winchester rifles (model '73), at
200 yards. Six men constituted each team, firing 10 shots
apiece.
The home team were victorious, scoring 237 Santa
Rosa and Potaluma, 227 each. Petaluma had one miss, which
gives Santa Rosa the second, and Petaluma the third place.
;

H.

3(is

a

S.

Massachusetts—PitUJield,

Dec. 33.— Riverside Rifle and
Gun Club regular weekly shoot the target used 200 yards
reduced to 100 feet bull's-eye, 1^ inch Creedmoor rules j
ten shots, possible 50
Tracy
43 F Leonard
43
J 11 Wood
43
47 D Couch

03W#

;

;

;

WW

,

O

45

ton

KBufbank

Preston

43

Boston, Dec. 21, 1878.—Jackson Rifle Gallery, 25 Beach
The regular weekly prize shoot 75 feet ; 10 shots
possible 50
King
4 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 5-45
G Dule
4 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 6—44
Street.

—

;

W

FHHartshornc
J

4
5

44445*54
344454
4

4

4

6

4

5

4

4

4

3

i

A

5

4

4

i
5
4 4

5
4
3

4

4
4

4—41
4 4-41
4 4 4-41
4 6 4—10

4

Burnet

CWrigtlt..

S
6

CJOneS

York —Syracuse, Dec.

14

4
3

4

4

4

4

5—43
4—42
5—12

4

5

4

3
5

—

:

Blydenberg Club.

WnWood
TGAlVOrd.Jr

5
S

ClLCrouae

3

FYanDuyn

3

F

3

Bonta
White
J

W

WL

35555346
3

4

3

5

2

5

4

4

3
5

2

3

8

3

4

5

4

5—46
4—36

4
5

3

4-414

4

5

5

2

2

5
4

German

3
2

4

Ktfle Association.

Singer
Nichols

5
3

Nicholson

3

Wanner

3

Mantel

3
3
3

Grammer
UilCher

young
BrOWH

3

Joh

2

5

4

4

5

4

3

4

3

3

3

5
4

6
3

3
3

4

3
3

3

5

4

2

3

4

2545434S
344433
44654633
444S255
08324253
33543035
3

3

3

'*

3

5

4-44
3—36
5—36
3—35
5-82

4—

I!-35

3—28
4—29
3—31—846

Zettlbr's Rifle Gallery, 207 Bowery.—The tenth competition for the «lock, on Creedmoor target reduced to gallery
distance; ten shots possible 50
s

j

Wm Klein

H

60
BO

Oehl

D

Miller

i'-t

G
B

Joiner

49
49
49
IS

Zettler

M B Engel
CG Zettler

W M Farrow

-IT

P Fenning

47
47

JohnDutil

Mr.

and

Wm.

G ASchurman

4>S

F Fabarius
MLRiggs

46
45
45
45
46

M Dorler
B Kimmcrman
H Fisher
1)

4j

Cullmue

44
44

C JuilBon

L Trouble
J

Levy

....40

1878

;

P Fenning
•4

M
G

Zettler

Dorler
Joiner

D Miller
C G Zettler

D

11

Klein wins the clock by the scores of 47, 49

shoot of the club took place on Tuesday, Dec.
possible 30
ten shots per man on point target

eulhane

j Until

M B Engel
H Oehl

;

2a
IS

is

G A Schurman
H Fisher

LG

Beates

17
10

C Jadson
JLevy
R Zimmerman
T Broadway

15
IS
13

MLRigga
F Fabarius

18
IS

WM

FOR DECEMBER.

ares,

brown

Farrow

Bed

or

iam.ua.

\

md gray.

Qnail or partridge, Orti/x Virginia-

anil gray.

Wild turkey, MekajrU gallopavo.

Woodcock, Philohela minor.

Pinnated grouse or

Buffed grouse or pheasant, Sunana

en
Caribou,

umbelTus.

pi

"Bay birds" generally, Including various species of plover, sand
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster -catcher, surf bii-'i?, iiiiuii'ropes, avoceta,
etc., coming under the group Limocota or Shore Birds.
EP" In New York State December Is a close month for deer. Deer
shooting Is permitted only during the months of September, October
and November. Sale of venison Is permitted cntll January 1, and not
after.

—

Geese, Beast and Ducks near Abbeooji. The article
under this head in our issue of Dec. 5 was written by Mr.
James M, Scovel, of Philadelphia, who promises us some account of a quail shoot around Malaga.

OaNApa— Quebec, Dec. 10. The shooting this year has been
from fair to middling, as the cotton brokers Bay. The ruffed
grouse were rather scarce, and very wild from bei
hunted, and a good bag of them for a day's shooting has been
a scarce thing. Managed to pick up seven about Lorettee,
which I thought good for the season, but mybaj
counted one or two, and sometimes none at all for a day's
hunt. I managed to secure a few hares by the aid of a small
foxhound, but they, too, are almost used'up anywhere near
the city by the system of snaring, which is carried on by the
French-Canadian habitants, who in the winter bring them to
the markets by thousands, and sell them for ten cenl
They also bring in the ruffed grouse by dozens, and I can
assure you that not one in every dozen in shot, but potted in
the snares along with the rabbits, thus showing that the game
law in this part at least of Lower Canada is a dead letter. I
managed to pickup a few woodcock and aluo some snipe on
Chateau Ricker beach, but while there was a day now and
then when the shooting was good there, most of the time it
was shot to death, and a person had to be content with from
five to ten birds. In my best day 1 to
n twentyone, and a black duck, but iu four other visils my highest
number only reached nine snipe. Ducks have been very scarce
There has been no shooting of any account iu this line. I saw
more within the last two weeks than I saw the whole season.
Wild geese, too, have been Hying up and down the river in
large numbers, but this last cold snap has driven th m to seek
A d Sable.
pastures new until spring recalls them.

50.

The weekly
17,
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Moose, dices makhw.
Elk or wapiti, Cmtut canademis.

—

4—29
5-43
5 4 2—31
3—19
4—39
4—43
3—30—355
5

52635555
4 4 4
03333004
4435 445
53555443
443 4334

Brown

FBoward
F Chapman
BPGlaSS

IN

%mu

3

New
This evening the Bly denberg and Uernian Ride clubs met for the first time this season
at the range of the Blydenbergers, and the team match was
won by them with nine points. Last year the season's shooting resulted in a fine high tie. To-day the scores stood
16.

GAME

§<tg and

43

W L White
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biography of the species.
the material for a very complete
matter.
Let us all take pains to do our duty in this

them
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Dr Aitken, Ontario
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Lieut-Col Gibsoo, Thirteenth Battalion, Hamilton
Private Morria Hamilton
Wheeler Ogu, Wellington Field Battery
Captain Todd, Guards, Ottawa
Sergeant J Mitchell, Thirteenth Battllon, Hamilton
••
Lieut Adam, Hamilton
Corporal Gray, Guards, Ottowa
Capt Andersen, Tenth Royals, Toronto

though the birds are said to have a troublesome habit

would but take the trouble to
send reports to
record their observations on this species, and
we would have
for publication, it would not be long before

game

stands as follows

FHHarlSS
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of running before the dog.
If all our gunning friends

wish

Canadian Riflemen.— The Canadian rifle team for the
Wimbledon meeting of 1879 has been determined upon, and

birds will point the migratory

Dogs broken on our native

Creedmoor, Jr., Range— Corner Broadway and Warren
Mid-range rifle match, for teams of five from any rifle
club or association; number of shots, ten position, standing;

Street.

Ohio— Cincinnati,

has lingered almost to the end of the shooting season, and
our specimen was fat and in good order.
An examination was made of the craw and gizzard of the bird
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Went BoyUlon, Dec. 20.
this season.

— Game has

been quite

si

Woodticks and snares have effectually cleared
and but very few good

out our partridges,

brought in. Woodcock shooting, first of tin
but not like a year ago when the birds wei
Rabbits are more plenty than last year, but are being thinned
out by ferrets. The sportsmen here are in hopes that the law
the Massachusetts
regarding setting of snares ai
Kennel Club will be passed. If the penalty was only heavier
Paci..
perhaps fewer would be set.

FOREST AND STREAM.
What

piout— Ombre Brook, Dec. 20.— Shooting, day betwo of ub, and one dog, result Sfiquail

"

G. H. Di

nidge.

—John A. Waterman, of Deep River, at a shooting match
Hill on Thanksgiving Day, won ten chickens in
fifteen Ehota and was then ruled out as beiug too euccessf ul.
Mr. Wetberell also, at a match in Deep River the same day,
won six chickens in seven shots, purposely missing the
;-eventh.
Both used Parker breech-loaders.

—Highland,

Virginia

Ike, 19.

Mountain

out to Bull Pasture

— A party of huntsmen went
week and captured

last

!

,cighl

leer.

FmhhdA—Bl.

Augustine, Dec. 21.— With the opening of
the hotels, the inrush of visitors, and all the liveliness of the
winter season, the spurting interests are assuming importance,
The St. Sebastian bridge is the favorite perch for fishing (it is
not necessarily perch fishing) and boatmen are looking out to
a very near rush of business. The old time spots are
deserted, and our anglers must now seek, new fields of conquest.
Indeed, if we did not have the whole ocean here before us, we
should fear the total extinciont of our finny attractions. St.
Augustine's hunters are not to be sneezed at. Many of them
have been in the woods six days in the week ever since they
could shoulder a gun and when tlie.y start out for a deer, as
a fule that deer may as well capitulate. ,1. O. Iiopcz lulled 75
snipe and 5 quail one day last week. The most forlorn looking hunter in town is the man with the trade dollar looking
for some one to give him one hundred cents for it.

nW
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j

and Btream;
'
pi flflly

Caki-i in His

Pocket.—

some weeks ago a

received

I

ducking

cold weather. It
is made of the heaviest duck, pants and coal lined with flexible leather, ana, T must Say, a ulOSt complete thing it is for
the purpose,
But there is something about the coat (in fact
there is about all shooting coats) that I do not understand.
Perhaps some of the makers of them would explain it through
the columns- of your paper.
1 have asked many sportsmen
why they had so many pockets in their coats, and what they
were all for, and none could tell. There are seven pockets on
the outside of my coat
he two side pockets arc used by some
to carry shells
the two breast pockets are a nuisance, as the
butt Of the gun catches on the flap when brought to the
shoulder, and if you tuck the flap in it catches the pocket
when taken down. Now, I claim that a man cannot do good
shooting with everything stuffed in either of these pockets,
and the less you have in a coat the better you can shoot, and
the less flaps there will bo to curl up and make the coat look
bad after it has once been wet.
JAias.
1

Watatm&rum, Dee. 21.— K. Guff*, of this place, has killed
even out of eleven deer seen by turn this season. Quail shoutng has been first rate in this county.
J. K. E.
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Haven, Dec, 18, 187&

Our correspondent

writes from Connecticut, but he

Any schoolboy

dently no Yankee.

in

the

is

Nutmeg

evi-

State

up those pockets in half an hour, and then, like
sit down and cry for more pocket-room.
"What
are the pockets of your shooting coat for?" Why, for the
common necessities that would uaturally occur to any one
i

I

ill

Alexander,

going out for a half-day's shooting

:

Shells, jack-knife, strap,

;

Whaabn.

—

—

Warsaw, Dec. 15. There is as great a variety of
Illinois
game in this vicinity as is usually found in close proximity to
fine buck deer, driven by dogs a week or so
large towns.
ago, made its appearance in the Mississippi in front of our city,
and landed on a large island just opposite here, where it has
been seen several times since. The undergrowth is veiy dense
on the island, and affords fine shelter for game. Two wild
turkeys were shot there a week ago, at the first snow fall. I
went over to look around, and got two shots at turkeys, one of
which I brought down but lost in the dense thicket, having no
dog to retrieve. I kicked out rabbits every few steps in some
localities, and bagged a few quail.
There are a great many
turkeys across in Missouri, a short distance, so I learn, and
large flocks of prairie chickens have been seen about seven
miles out on the M. I. andN. R.R. I saw nine wild geese
standing on the ice to-day, some 500 yards from the land, but
there is too much ice running to reach them in a skiff. I saw
a fine bald eagle pass sixty yajds over my office building yesgood many ducks are seen daily swimming among
turday.
the cakes of ice, shelldrakes, teal and now and then a flock of
mud hens and mallards. There, were a good many quail in
some localities not far from the city, previous to the heavy
snow we are now blessed with, but the market and pothunters are just murdering them by firing at coveys clustered
together in holes and under logs
one man boasted of
slaughtering fourteen at one shot.
A, A.

A

A

:

Iowa— VoU,

17.— Yesterday I went out

for a rabbit
hunt and wotdd have been quite successful (having killed six
rabbits and two quail in less than an hour) when some huntfeelings," drove a deer right into
ers " with no regard for
the little brush patch where I was hunting and chased the
rabbits in all directions. After changing cartridges from fine
to buck shot I succeeded in bleeding him pretty "badly, which
claim I turned over to the parties who had been trailing him
as they were friends and had been after him all day.
Deer
are getting scarce in these parts, while prairie chickens, quail
and rabbits are very plentiful.
E. B. B.
-Dec-

my

Wisconsin—Baraboo, Dec.
was killed on the south bluff

17.

—The

father of

all

the deer

of Devil's Lake, one day last
This deer has been seen by different parties for the
last six or seven years, his hind hoofs had grown out about ten
inches and lopped over, which made a queer impression in
the snow, and many a hunter that came across his track
wondered what it was. He was brought into town and was
seen by many a spectator with curiosity. His horns were
Weighed nearly 300 pounds.
fourteen pronged.

week.

Brass Shells.— I have given the Sturtevant Indented Brass
Shell an honest trial, and find it fills the bill entirely. I
loaded the right and left hand barrels with 5 drachms powder
1£ oz. shot, used a pink wad (No. !)) over shot ; fired 10 loads
out of right hand barrel, and found that wad over shot in the
You will admit that the
left hand barrel had not budged,
loads were large, and therefore a strong test. Give me the
Indented all the time.
T. C. Steel.

What

is

a Good Pattern.— A correspondent writing from
" In your last issue T. S. S.' wants to

Noroton, Ct., says

'

:

know how many

pellets his Parker will put in a 2-1-inch circle
45 yards, but he forgot to tell us if his gun is choked or
nut.
As I have had a good deal of experience with Parkers I
think 1 can answer hirn. If his gun is an open bore it should
pattern at 24 in. circle at 45 yards, with 1 oz. No. 8, 100 to
120 if medium choke, 150 to 200 if full choke, 250 at least.
Shooting has been very good here this season have bagged
since Oct. 1 48 quail, 2 partridges, 2(1 woodcock, besides lots
of rabbits and squirrels, but no"ducks. Where are they ?
at

1

;

;

;

Yours

truly,

Back Aotion.

Lks Bottks Sauvages.— A correspondent who has bought a
French Canadian moccasins, or bottes sauvages,

pair of

writes

-.

1 got a pair of them made in Quebec last fall, and they surpass anything for footgear or canoeing that I ever tried on.
They keep out the watef-as well as India rubber boots as long
as they are kept oiled, and are both light, easy to wear,
and, above all, cheap. If any of my American sporting
brethren would like to get a pair of these articles I
will get them made for them and send by express at
the maker's price. As I do not deal in this kind of goods, or
in fact any other kind, they can address me through you. The
prices charged by the habitants here are $3 for a pair reaching to the knee and 85 for & pair to strap around the waist. ]
Of
will see that they are well made and sent in good order.
course the buyer pays all expenses, such as express, duty,
The only measurement necessary is
etc., in New York.
length of foot and girth of instep, allowing room for two pair
of socks.
J. W. D.

pocket cartridge loader, twine, piece of chalk, hem-stitched
handkerchief, half dozen tenpenuy nails, pocket dictionary,

shoemaker's wax, needles, thread, foot-rule, folding scissors,
gimlet,

screw-driver,

lead pencil,

court-plaster, pipe, tack-

hammer, tobacco, powder flask, bag of shot, re-loader, piece
of leather, Dixon measures, crackers and cheese, Bologna
sausage, bottle of arnica, re-capper, Spratt's biscuit for the

dog, do-funny, microscope,'Halve, compass, screws,

some

rags,

aneroid barometer, pedometer, chronometer, postal cards, pincushion, tourist's photographic outfit, field glass, a receipted

Forest asd Stream,

subscription for the

tograph of your

auxiliary

girl,

microscope,

tweezers,

bit of candle, pho-

some trade dollars,
Poems, bottle of flea

Maryland Wild Cats.—Editor

Forent and Stream : On
9th, I was pheasant, shooting along the
Sugar Loaf Mountains, in Frederick County,
Md. accompanied by my three pointer dogs, Dick, Duke and
Nell.
In this locality there arc quite B number of springheads
along the mountain side, and these spring branches and hollows, extending out from the mountain, are principally the
favorite resort and haunts of the pheasant.
These mountain
gorges are mostly grown up with forest trees anc, bushes of
different species, and many of them are overrun with grape
vine and large masses of cat, or green briers, a thorny, climbing shrub, and the ground is covered with small vines, briers,
rank weeds and long grass. I was beating down one of these
ravines with my three dogs, in the hope of springing a pheasant, and had gotten almost to the end of the cover without
finding anything, when all at once I knew there hud been
something about. I noticed my pointer Dick looked strange.
He trailed around on the ground, snuffed the air, and suddenly threw up his head, dropped his tail, and took off at the

Monday, December
foothills of the
,

top of his speed, followed by Nellie, to a piece of wood and
thick cover about fifty yards away. I knocked both barrels
of my gun, and stood perfectly quiet, supposing the dogs had
winded a red or gray fox, and thought they would bounce
him from out of the brakes, and I could get a shot at him.
Away the dogs went, as fast as they could run, and on reaching the wood they gave tongue by two or three sharp, quick
yelps, and I knew they had started their game.
I still stood
perfectly quiet, expecting every moment to get a shot, bu
was disappointed, and to my surprise I heard bark falling
from off the side of a tree. " I advanced quickly up within
range of the spot, and saw that my dogs had treed a large
black house cat, and on looking around among the trees, to my
utter surprise and astonishment 1 found they had six full
grown house cats up trees in a space of ground not more than
twenty feet square, and all on separate trees some of them
were half way up hugging the side of the trunk, others were
sitting in the forks quietly looking down and watching the
dogs.
Now, to my knowledge, there was not a house within
a mile of the spot were these six cats were treed. What
were they doing there ? It is my opinion that these cats belonged to the woods, were born there, and subsisted upon
young rabbits and birds and the wild game that was found in
that locality.
I did not disturb them, I called my dogs away
"
and left them on the trees.
Frank Souley.
;

rifle barrel,

Tennyson's

powder, diary, Eaton's rust preventer, jack-lamp, fruit knife,
musquito netting, cigarette paper, drinking cup, tooth-pick,

»

.» —

wild rice culture-its success.

WE

table,

pocket comb and brush and looking glass, receipt for
rheumatism, postage-stamps, Fobest and Stream compilation
of game seasons, apples, beeswax, watch-key, small bottle

are pleased to read in the Turf, Field and Farm the
experience of one of its Indiana correspondents who
has been experimenting in wild rice culture. He says that he
has been altogether successful and his statements seem to
prove it.
think them of such importance that we are

homeopathic -pills-f or- coughs-colds-sore-throats-and hoarseness-nonc-genuinc-wtthout-tradenmrk-sample-frue, license,

glad to reproduce them in our columns, although we might
be accused of some slight feeling of jealousy because having

half-dozen buttons, the grocer's

bill,

gun

oil,

railroad time-

razor, crimping machine, barrel of glass balls,

man

to pull 'em, bit of rope, celluloid collar,

brad-awl, match-safe, pocket phonograph,

H & T traps,

buckskin gloves,
birds if you

file,

shoot any, card with name and address for identification
when they find your body, unlimited credit, half a dozenbut,

pshaw

we'll tell

!

you

when you come
all

about

to

New York

and prize Hug

tending to destroy

proclivities

all

that are entering into

proper out-door sports."

and

I wish one

endowed with equal weight of influence, vigor of language
and earnestness of purpose, would enter his protest against a
which is teuding to fasten the "taint;
of " the whisky flask and brandy bottle upon the sports of
the gun and rod.
I am one of those who do not think, and
do not want the public to think, that there is any necessary
connection between quail shooting and rum-sucking or that
a whisky soak through the day and a drunk at night are absolutely requisite to the enjoyment of a day's fishing. I am
not a total abstainer, and not inclined to be hypercritical
but 1 don't think there is either sufficient interest or sufficient
novelty in the fact of a man's taking a drink to warrant its
proclamation in a paper devoted to field sports, however appropriate it might be in the police news columns of a daily.
Neither is there anything so meritorious in a man's getting
noisily drunk that it is entitled to a place of especial prominence in the description of a hunting or fishing expedition.
Yet, it seems as if many writers thought they would not appear to have done up their expeditions in true sportsmanlike
style if they did not notify their readers how much rum they
took along and how often they drank of it.
One would
t h i nk from some of these writings that there was an inseparable connection between rum and field sports, and I fear
the general public will arrive at that conclusion too, if such
literature has its legitimate effect.
I respectfully submit to the writers of sporting sketches
that such details would better be omitted, both because it is
entirely uninteresting to the readsr to know how often the
narrator drank or how drunk ho got, and because such items
tend to degrade in popular estimation a class of sports which
need rather to have all the support of public opinion that can
be brought to bear in their favor, inasmuch as they have always had upon them some stigma of reproach in the minds
of those who have never tasted their pleasures and experistyle of sketch writing

;

enced their

benefits.

My

attention is more particularly drawn to this matter by
the perusal of your last two numbers Nov. 38 and Dec.
It
isn't just the thing to put into articles intended to be read by
gentlemen in a paper by which the true spirit of sportsmanship is inculcated. How far away such doings are from
that spirit will be best shown by a definition of " rfue sportsman-hip,'' given by one whose little book called "Manual for
Young Sportsmen" is fragrant with its very essence. He
pays: " True sportsmanship consists in the vigor, manhood
and science displayed in the difficulties to be overcome, in
the pleasurable anxiety for success, and the uncertainty of it,
and lastly, in the true spirit, the style, the dash, the handsome way of doing what is to be done, and, above all, in the
unalterable love of fair play, that first thought of the genuine spurbman.
And that it never may be degraded' into
aught else is the ardent wish, as it shall ever be the teaching,
of Frank Forrester."
A men!
H. P. T.'
Boston, December
1878.

—

—

'.),

first gotten his cue from Forest and Stream as he admits"
he did not bring his results to us direct. We quote
Three years ago my attentiou was called to an article in
Forest and Stream advising Eastern sportsmen to procure
wild rice seed from the West, and sow it in their barrcu lakes
and ponds the editor staling as his belief that the intro;

give us a call and

it.

Leave Otjt the Wjnsinr— Editor Forest and Stream: 1
read with sincere pleasure, in your issue of Nov. 38, the remarks of Ool. Burnside in reference to the desirability of
keeping rifle contests free from "the taint of the gaming
table

We

5—

duction of this favorite food of surface-fecdina; water-fowl
would tend to attract them to waters containing it, even
though not previously frequented by them. This article attracted wide-spread notice, and no doubt many gentlemen
profited by it but none of them, to my knowledge, have ovor
given the sporting public any account of their experience in
the matter. As mine has been qjiite satisfactory, 1 hope an
account of it may interest and benefit others. I live in a
region over which pass iu their yearly migration vast num.
bers of water-fowl.
On my place I have a shallow pond
covering several acres, somewhat overgrown with reeds and
water-grass, but prior to its introduction by myself containing
no food for ducks beyond, perhaps, a few shell-fish etc. I
am quite certain of this, because of the fuel that few
ever visited it, and those only to rest, immediately upon
seeing the article alluded to I wrote Mr. Richard Valentine
of Jauesville, Wis., ordering a barrel of the seed (Fobest and
Stream recommended that gentlemen).
This was in the
fall, and I very soon received my wild rice.
Mr. Valentine
directed me to soak it until it sank and then sow it that fall
on ground always covered with water from two inches to five
feet deep.
I
followed his directions irnpltoity, covering
about an acre of my pond with the seed. The following
spring I watched anxiously for its appearance, and was
greatly pleased at its appearance above the water, coming up
quite thickly all over the surface covered by the seed.
My
neighbors, who had been inclined to laugh at my "new
crop," as they termed it, became as much interested as myself; and together we watched its progress through the summer and the growth of its long, slender seed heads as harvest
approached. September came and I knew that the early teal
ducks would soon put in an appearance. Would they n
of the feast I had so carefully prepared for them? In
how anxiously I waited for a practical answer to the qiu
•

i

The first birds to
They arrived one

visit

me was

a large flock of blackbirds

afternoon and played havoc while they

stayed, but myself and neighbors opened such vigorous warfare that they found the place too warm and left in a body,
Their coming, however, greately encouraged me, for they
had never done so before, and Mr. Valentine warned me to
lookout for them. Thereafter I was out early every morning in
boat paddling around my pond ou the lookout for
ducks. For nearly a week nothing rewarded rny search, but on
the seventh morning as I was stepping into my boat I heard
a
suspicious quacking up the pond, and paddling slowly down
the open water my eyes were gladdened by the Bight of a flock
of teal and woodducks feeding on the floating rice which
the wind had shaken from the stems. The ducks were in the
edge of a narrow stretch of open water running through the
rice, and from a safe distance, unseen by them, 1 watched
their operations with great pleasure.
After half an hour I paddled toward them, being careful to
make no great noise (I had no gun), and, when withfn
rods, they took flight, but only to circle around and liaht
in
another part of the pond, evidently thoroughly satisfied with
the situation. Toward night they flew away, but next day returned with a considerable addition to their numbers, ana ^at
evening I killed seven flying about the pond.
"new
crop" was a success, and [ was as pleased as a boy with hia
first pail of boots.
During that fall I had many roast ducks
on
table, and
success stimulated my neighbors to order some seed for their own ponds.
I also bought another
barrel and sowed most of it in
unoccupied water.
But J
had an idea that fall sowiug was not necessary ; and, to try it,

my

i

My

my

my

my

S
s
i

1

3aved some seed until the next spring and then sowed it as
soon as the ice was gone. My idea was correct, for the springsown seed appealed shortly after the other, and all came to
maturity together.
My neighbor's ponds were also covered
and we had some fine, shooting, the ducks flying from one

pond

We

confined ourselves, however to shooting in the evening, when the birds were in motion, not disturbing their feeding. Now, ray water is pretty well covered
with the wild rice, which is driving out the other useless
This fall a great many ducks have visitgrasses arid weeds.
ed me, and, as I .strictly preserve the pond, I have great fun.
In conclusion, then. I can say that I have been amply repaid for all my trouble and expense, and I believe I was first
to discover that it is unnecessary to sow the seed in the fall
a fact of considerable importance in a cold climate where
and streams freeze over early. 1 believe if my example
was followed by sportsmen generally they would meet with
as good success.
to the other.

—
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SPORT ON THE SUSQUEHANNA FLATS.
New Yobk,
Editor Foiiest and Stream
Upon reading your issue o( Nov.

Dec. H, 1878.

:

21, 1

was

fairly

made

wild by " Bine

Wing's " (.'lowing account of tie duck snooting ou tlie Susquehanna
Flats, aud I at onc». said to myself, " That's the place for me to go on
Thanksgiving Day." Accordingly I at once wrote to J. Torbert for
full particulars, aud anxiously awaited his reply. No answer came,
andou Wednesday (the day before Thanksgiving), having received no
letter, I telegraphed, but by 3 p. m. 1 was still without news from
Torbert, i had almost determiner! to try the shooting on the Slimnecock Bay, h. f., and. In (act, 1 was J oat about stepping in the carriage
to oe driven to the Long Island Railroad depot, when I suddenly turned
round to my friend, who was accompanying me, and said " Look here!
'Die shooting at Good Ground has never turned out very good for me_
what do you say to our going to Elkton, Md just on the chance of
finding some one to take us out shooting?" I myself felt sore that If
as "Blue Wing" said, there were over forty licensed batteries and
half that number of sneak boats, I would be able to hire one for a
:

,

My friend was

quite ready to take

chances, so instead ol taking the 3:30 p. H. train for Good Ground we took the 4 p. M
train for Philadelphia. We arrived at lire latter place at about seven
o'clock, in the midst of a violent rain storm, and were driven at ones,
With our luggage (six times more than we required), to the West End
Hotel, where, after having eaten a good dinner, we again bundled ourselves and luggage into a cab and drove to the depot of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Kallroad, Here we discovered that
no tram left for Elkton until 11:80 that night. The ticket office, unfortunately, was closed, so, as our trunks could not be checked without our having purchased tickets, we were obliged to mount guard
over our baggage for three weary hours. In the meantime I again
telegraphed to Torbert. saying that I was on my way to BlktoD, and
asking 1dm to make what arrangements he could for the accommodation of myself and friend. At last 11:30 came, and a ride of about two
hours brought us to the place for oar proposed duck slaughter, contrary to my expectation, Torbert was at the station awaiting our
arrival, and now that we had found him I felt confident that our suerue morrow was secured. Toroert's first words, however, were,
"I am very sarry, gentlemeu, that you came here." My spirits at

coople of days.

4
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all

.

once began to fall. "What is the matter?" said I. "Cau'tyougo
with us tomorrow r" " Most certainly not to-morrow," he replied,
batteries to be used on Mondays, Wednes"as the 3
days and 1'rldays end although I could furnish you with my point tomorrow, and my battery on Friday, the shooting yon would get would
really not amount to anything." Ho then told us that he had been out
shooting every day for a week, first in the battery ond then on a point,
and he had not averaged five birds a day. We asked him if he could
not hud some other man whose point for shooting was perhaps In a
more favorable position than his, but he said that the shooting at other
points had been no better than at Iris, and, besides that, seemed to
Uihu, that nobody wonld look at anything so small as a twenty dollar
or line day's rise ot a baitery. our spirits were now very fast
away, butaa "Blue Wing" had said that quail shooting was
gouii in that neighborhood, we ventured to question him on that subject, but on this point, too, he offered us no encouragement. Diethoroughly with everything, and— well, not blessing "Blue
Wmg," we concluded to got out of Elkton as soon as we could. Accordingly, Thursday at s a. m. (just Bis hours after our arrival at Elkton)
found us seated in the cars on our way back to New York, where we
arrived at 2:30 p. at., aud thus ended our wild goose chase. That we
were foolish in going after sport to any place concerning which we had
so little knowledge, I will not attempt to deny; but from "Blue
» letter 1 ilnuk it was natural for us to suppose that the shooting at Elkton would at least be fair. Ills letter ends thus : " If any of
'

keg or two, and a cage for the birds, we now drive a hooked
stake into the csntre of the bed, tie a wild captured pigeon to one
end
of a small fish line, ran It under the hooked stick,
" house j" plant the surface of the bed well with wiie
barrels, a

1

etc., and spring our net, which it takes two of us to do: taking
hold
of the stick across the loose end of the let, drawing it back and
the
spring pole down at the same time, and fasten it by pushing it down

behind the two upright, before mentioned, stakes. We are now ready
for business, and none to soon, for " Nels," our "butty," sees
a cloud
coming, and knows that when It is near enough to see it will prove to
be pigeons, which we want. We hastily get Into our house for position, take up the slack of our spring rope, and when the pigeons get
re can distinguish them, loosen onr "stool" pigeon by a lew jerks,
and up It goes so far as we will let it ; and then, gradually drawing It
down, it will exactly imitate a pigeon settling to light. The ruse is
successful, and, seeing the grain, etc., on the bed, the cloud, with one
swoop, settle down on the bed until a foot deep, when, presto 1 we pull
the trap. The net flies through the air, and In a second we are the
possessors ot a dozen dozen fat, plnmp, wild beauties. And so it goes
day after day, making cages, shipping and trapping every day, for we
shipped ihem alive direct to Chicago, Some days we would have all
could do, and others nothing would be flying— weather damp and
disagreeable— and we would stay at home aud hear Peter tell some of
his old, wierd Norse stories. Thus we passed a merry month, when,
the season drawing to a close, and havldg made onr little pile, we
pulled stakes and started for home with many a well wish from Peter
and his pretty wife, whom we had made fast friends.

,

r

PIGEON MATCHES.
New Yoke— Franklin, Dec. 20.— Match of Onleont Sportsman's Club;
Bogardns traps and rules; shooters had never shot from a true before:
MHutherford

D

Harris
J Rutherford
Scott

HR

MPilcKoon

1
i

1
o

1
o

]

o
1

u

u

i

o

members

o

badge

suitable gold
...

o

1

1

o

l
u

o

1

II

1

o

«ii

l

their

wants

win be supplied without charge, save actual expense." Now, this
sentence seems rather ambiguous, but any reader would, I think,
understand by it that the prices at Elkton were low but from our con
venation with Torbert we did not understand this to be the case.
W. E.
;

woodi

ii

m

Movements of the Fishing Fleet.— The number
ing arrivals

reported at this port

the.

of fish-

week has been

past

from the.Banks with 35,000 lbs. halibut,
with 25,000 lbs. codfish. The latter ate
for the seasou, and dealers who c
Bank fish last year have at. in
closed

I

ail

very light stock

in

locks of

-•
.

:

i

he catch.
Other
fishing ports report a similar
ml the tone
of the market is firm.
The slock of small mackerel Oil the
market is quite large. The bulkof the British catch has been
disposed of, and the stock in nshina towns outside of Glou-*
caster is inconaideral
n iu trade will be to our
•

—

j.

l

.

U

1

1

1

1-4
0—3
0—1—20

Of

to be shot for bi

Tournament.— Crack pigeon
in

chiefly for

their oil

;ei

we

We have

shots will test their skill at

Ciotaiii Bogurdus'

tournament— both

Fountain Guv Club—Parkvillc, L, I Dec. 13— Monthly handicap
contest for Weaver f hot-gun ; handicap distince 80 yard's boundary;
IU oz.of snot; from ave ground traps, and (be dun rules to govern
,

:

>,b

1

1

1

1

1

1110

11

—

Madison... .27...

.1
1 1 1 I
21
1 1 1 l l
2T....1 1
1 1

Carlln

Conover

MoMahon.
Durfee

Polhamus

01

..25 ...1
.27. ...0
...23....1

l'oll
1

1

1

1

I)

1 1 1

1—T Watts

25....'

1— C

White

!S,.

1—8

Miller

afi...

0— Carn-y
o— 5 Bavies

I

25.. ..1

r,

10

.0 1 n

11 1-j
i

i

D011

i_
1—i
.i

Hum o—

2n.
21. ...1
.

1—5 W Hunter. ..
1-5 Bvrne
1-5

n

_.;

.

0—1
0—0

Q n o

21....0

00

ful

part of

andoff Alomnuk.
millions

of

—See Bogardus' advertisement.
Jf ##
FISH IN

md

ffliveq

in this

vd

iu

,

this busi-

in

Gardiner bays,
ny-seven
sailing

,,:r

The sv

business.

combined have taken this
from Maine and

vessels

.ding vessels

on

Other

Bah.

n

(

.

.

,

these

in

i,

,":,.,,-•
waters about 5O,O0O,0iii). i'
.ear at east
end of Suffolk County, lfQ^O.OOO, and still
of diminution
indeed it was estimated that more
!

,

,

;

by Mohtauk Po

November

than had been caught during the year.

New $obk—fflngTumton,
of ejeth Green,

86,— Thanks

Das.

we have fine

Very truly yours,
ISA/VO McGl.KLI.AN.
to

i

D. D.

bssi

Manchester, Bee.

18,

Dee. IS.—Fish in large quantities
are being brought here from the Gulf and Western lata
say nothing of the barrels full that fire strlppi
Lake. Emmctt ,te Go. received 250 pounds of perch from
them a day or two ago.

Florida-

Pike or Pickerel, Esox luciun.
Yeiiow PeroU, Perca toe»«ms.
White Perch, i.e.

Cltn.Ur, Deo.

Hi.— Ocean Pond

one-half mile of this R. R. station
Ye- eft]
miles.

PROPER LENGTH FOR SNOODS.
Editob Forest and Stkkam

L

Long Island-chiefly

Tkskessek— NtuitmiUe,

SEASOrT^OR DECEMBER

Black Bass, Micropterm mlmoide* ;
M. pallidas.
Sea Bass, Hcuenaps oceUatxm.

i

ii

These v.
There ar

fish.

out to sea

OHIO— Waynesuttle, Dec. 17.—Yesterday, C, B. Ar.ilerson, of this place,
gave an exhibition match of rapid shooting, lie succeeded in breaking one buntred glass balls in nlue minutes and fourteen seconds, and
missed thirteen, using one gun and one set of barrels ; Bogardus rules
governing.
j. w.

bunker Ashing season this
of Long

that the

There have been

Island,

:

25.... 1

James.

the scraps after having been pressed arc

p.m.

ness in this

Slane

;

fertilizers.
Some few fish are suited and bai
Western use. They are sweet but bony, aud vastly more rank
and oily than a herring. Bui
hey would

'j-murrow, and Hie day following.

>-;.-,

1

this

iur

used as

y..

BOGATtDUS

which

tent to

grown may be gathered from the letter
Shelter Island correspondent, which we print herewith.
course most of our readers know that the fish are taken

profitable business has

mouth, commencing with the first of January, 1879, and the
retainingit one year will be entitled to its ownership, so
a
expect a high time among the boys aud ball naxt season.

the Brooklyn Covin,' ) ark
There are very liberal prizes
medals and cash.

— Uape Ann A&vi

0—O—18
1—

.

.

dvantage.

foKKBB

IS78.

:

,

in a box, let

ese traps are

four feet wide and two feet deep, with ends mnde of wire netThe end in which the fish enter is constructed after the
style of a lobster pot, SO that when a fish enters it
cannot
easily get out.
To make the fish enter the trap a dam is built
across the stream, the only opening being the mouth of the
trap.
Some will not enter, but will bore a hole underneath the dam.
This is the fisherman's irreatest annoyance, having more or less of these holes to close every day.
The fish only travel in the night lime: not one is to be seen
after daylight.
They prefer dark, storm j
as high us ten battels are taken from the traps.
At high water the fisherman visits
v and dips
out the catch, which is taken to floating cars
the creek,
where the fish are kept alive until
ting.

1—
l-o—

llllllio
uiviioiu

Wilcox

"MHine
We are about getting a
e

l

l
1

-"'ii

Ira

.

the Forest and stream's readers would like to try a day
them address J. Torbert, Elkton, Cecil County, Md., and

i

.

CONYNOUAM.

;

..

a creek by small running streams. In the autumn the fish run
up through these streams into the ponds, where they pass the
winter imbvdded in Ihe mud. The run begins the first of
Sep
and ends the last of October. In order to capture
them traps are made and placed in the streams through which

;

in size

is located within
about two by three

measuring it. We have u..»t. found
running from south side toward centre over one mile,
iu the
fog of the morning I ran a boat within 40 yards of a deer
quietly feeding ou shore.
Friday saw one wild n
shore of an Island near outlet of pond.
From the
rises I should conclude that Hsh were very abundant.
Quail

Inclosed please iind two Bleu. 1 hive uu idea that this length of snel
is much better than any greater length.
You notice how ul
In a By book, aud I don't seo auy objection to them.
There will be no
trouble about the " droppers" getting tangled with the leader.
1 ask

are very plentiful in this locality.
The pond is over Hid feet
above its outlet, the mouth of St. Mary's Hie
is very mild, although we have had several white frosts since

youropinion.
I think It impossible to keep snells straighi (long Ones
in a fly book. The snells must be just of a lengtt

300 feet above the Ocean

this

mouth came

O. F. Orvis.

y

Remarks.

The

measure

snells sent us

to biglit of loop.

As

''}

incites

from

betid of

Look

to length of droppers, or rather, of the

snoods attached to droppers, it 13 certainly an advantage to
have them as short as possible, for the reasons specified by
our correspondent. As to actual length required for use
while casting, that can be mathematically demonstrated.

iu.

Mount

Carey,

at the

— .».

miles from here

-l.V

R. R. station.
.

E.

is-

in'.

;

HOW TROUT TAKE

A FLY.

House, Boston, Dec, 21.— If the question is not
already decided, and the tail and fly meeting adjourned, I
would like to say how it looks from my rock.
trout
i

A

may have been known to
bis tail and then
dexterously turn and catch it in his mouth, and the angler
striking just in time holds the fish.
All th
bi
I don't think it necessary to account far
meditated action on the part of the trout.
it out in some other way.
I could much easier be
trout had the fly in his mouth before he turned that somersault, or in the other instance of the one thi
B might have missed the fly with his mouth. I
have not only caught a few trout on the fly, but have had
some opportunity to observe their habits aud style when
breeding, and please notice that the
food with a
dash and never halt where they take it, but go along or. if
rising 1'rpm u hiding-place, always return quickly to that
shelter before swallowing,
flow common it is for two or
three trout to start simultaneously fat the same fly and go
headlong for it perhaps one secures it, and all in their haste
to return slap the surface with their tails as they double back
i

'

il

HOW

The

PIGEONS ARE TRAPPED.

angler's rig

when

triangle, the stream, or

the cast

is

made forms

a

spherical

water lino forming the base, the rod
the line the hypothenuse.

the leg, or perpendicular, aud

Bapids City,

111.,

Nov.

16, 18T8.

1'okest and Stbeam :
1ST2-3, at a time when wild
It was in Jefferson Conuty, Wis., la
pigeons were so numerous as to excite the cupidity and money desire
ot*ihe hunter. MjseU and three companions decided to enter the
work, aud be three moie of the army of men already engaged in the
upon We located ou he farm of a well-to-do Norwegian, and. In
oar board, we were accorded permission to place
Bl laratlon of paying
chose two places just
e the best places his term afforded. We
of some prairie openings, and on ground used for pastur
a: 300 yards from the woods, and made
up
bed similar to au onion (or any garden) bed, 12 by 20 feet, banking It
turning the sod under. Next we drove, about twenty feet beyond
e.it, second growth bush, about
At the other end of
.ell into the ground.
IS to 9
state cl anlng them off smooth,
,,,
a
w e drove
inches above the surface. Nest, one in
and leaving
the bed, and with a groove cut in it for
I
it, and Is tied to a stick about four
our rope to work iu. This n

Edwob

I

ii

The

shorter the line, the longer should be the snells of the
droppers, because the snells form an angle to> the line of
drafi

we

more or

less acute.

Iu fly-fishing in

to keep

all

the

flies if

we Can ou

clear water.

Our object
the surface of the water.

is

:

If

permitted to sag sullicieutly to submerge the flies,
there treed be no pains taken to adjust the snoods to any definite length. The object iu being precise is lost. The louger
tlie

line

is

the snoods are the more likely they are to twist around aud
cling to the leaders, when of course they lose their atractive

i

i,

imitation of a natural

fly,

swimming

,

i

.,

still

generally use, say, forty-five feet of line.

,

[

I

long, lying lengthwise h
iady for our uet, which
ed along the sides with lead t

rgei than the bed,

ed

it

down.
i

Onr net

is

and weight-

now

staked

a rope is attached toi

el the net, the net being made fust h
-k across the other
enough
each from tire other end of tire bed t<
ii, and [he rope long
e It is standing, Our rope in the short
rhen.pol the spring pole,
uus back three or four hundred yards to the "house," made by
cutting young second growth while oakB, which retain their leaves
until long into the winter; and driving them around a square about 10
by la feet, capable of holding the trapper, his assistant, three or four

or struggling on

the

Given a liue forty-five feet long, if the middle
dropper be 8£ inches long and 2 feet from the stir.
top or baud sjtood should be i inches long if bent on two
A diagram drawn to scale
feet above the middle dropper.
Now reduce the length of line to twentywill show this.
five feet (from stretcher to butt of rod;, and each dropper
should be lengthened two-firths, or in proportion as the angle
surface.

to the line of draft

becomes more obtuse.

We

an

i

i

i

not mathematically accurate, but sufficiently so to a solution
The advantage of a short snood in a flyof the problem.

book

is

obvious to any one.

—

I

An Eel Fisheby is Make. At South Deer Isle there are
two large ponds, three miles inland, which are connected with

:

home

If the fly was o
one happened to get caught by his tail, my brain
enough to have evr-i 'thought
to "flop the fly" into their mouth with the tail.

for the

rim.

i

is

her,

not

and

fertile

Otly trying
'

Il is
[f

simply
proved

that they do such a thing in isolated instances, I fail to see in
any result of inteUigence or reason iu the fish, and if it be
the exception and not the rule it should not be noted aa a
habit.
Skeptically yours,
M.
it

I see in your recent issues a disci.
...iher trout
take flics on the surface by knocking them into their mouths
with their tail. I have never seen
but I have seen trout having a frolic' 'they would jnmp out
of water and come down oii top of the fly a n
it and let it float down stream.
limes in
I
my life to have taken good baskets when they we
mood. I will tell you about it it you will not tell. I thought
il pretty cunning when I did it thirty years ago, but now it
would be considered unsportsmanlike. I tied several small

VOUmV
hooks on

AlND STREAM.

my

leader in close proximity to my
the cast in the usual way, and when tiie trout jumped and
down on my fly I would give them a little of the wrist
knack and hook them, but not in the mouth.
Routes,
SkthGrkbn.

Canada—

the richest thins I have raid for
issue about the trout knocking the fly iuto his mouth with his
tail.
The author must have been thinking of the old rhyme—
•'A lil.-i.ie non-er,. ao«
la relished

Tour out shows where

t>y tiie

wisest men,"
ivies in.

t)

Waight.

,

4—B-K4

4-KI-B3

5— Gaetles
6—K-K
7-K tKS Kl

.....

7-QPtksB

P

10— K K4
lt-Kt QB3
12— KI-B3 (b)
13— Kt-Ki

22-Kt-Q
-~«l-* £

12-B-113

P
B

(I)

24-Kt tks
26-Q B2
26— P tks E

.;,)

13-P-K E3

Cll

(a) Here the books dismiss the game as
even; from this point the
players are thrown upon their own resources.
(JO

Perhaps Et-QB would have

(o)

Thtt object of this

move is

better.

mine

ftess.

off

Another move of doubtful utility.
Kl -B3 should be tried at, tlds juncture.
(/) The last two moves of Blaofc somewhat paralyze the attack,
though only temporarily. It is too early in the game "to right with the
(d)

pawns,
(9I This leaves the

K

much exposed, and

too

Scrtbner's has a wealth of illustrations, the most
notable
one among thorn being Mr. Olarenoe Cook's paper on
Leonardo
Vinoi.
"The Tile Club at Work " and " Old Maryland Man-

De

ners " are the most profusely Illustrated of the other
articles.

The number is an admirable one.

subjects him to

com-

—The
Interchange is the official organ of tho Society
of Decorative Arte, 34 East Nineteenth St., New
York. Its aim is
the diffusion of a better knowledge of decorative
and industrial
art, an increase of the means of livelihood for
woman. The corps
of contributors is a moat able one.
We wish for the new journal
the highest success.

plicated diitlculties.

Threatening a check at Kts, winning two pieces for the R.
(0 The Queen's Pawn cannot be tal.en with safely.
O) Why not. have stopped on this square when the B retreated ?
<*) Making a sortie into the enemy's camp without accomplishing
(ft)

Conn."

vllie,

The poetry is by Whittier, Trowbridge and Kate Putnam
Of course, Mr. Kiohard Graut White is present with his
"Americanisms."

Osgood.

AH

not apparent.

(<•>

Noticr.— Chess exchanges, communications ami solutions should be
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stream, P. O. box 54, Wolcott-

paper on " Aspects of American

alry."

(k)

22-P tks P
Kf_Kt tks KtP(m
21— BiksKt
20—B Iks Kt
26— Q-B3 (U)

NOTES.

Bedfobd, Ohio.— Dear Hallock : I think it all nonsense to
talk about trout flopping the fly into his mouth with his tail.
I have repeatedly Keen a trout take a iiy in still, clear water
never using his tail for that purpose except as a propellor to
move his body.
T. Gabliok.

-with a

Mr. Goldwin Hmilh nsks arulj answers the ttuety: "Is
Universal Suffrage a Failure ?" One of tho best
paper* in the
number is Mrs. Harriet W. Preston's "The Latest Song of
Chiv-

1.12 (i)

.

2;i-Kt tks

1

of

Life"

10—Kt-Q B4
20— BK B4
21-Kt-Q6

the Roynl on Bnrham Down,"
serials are continued, and there js other fiction.

The Atlantic opens

(c)

19-P-l 114
10— P-B.1 <f)
17— PK Kt4(g)

21-Qr Q

ll-P K H3

The

.,

lj_B.Q,Kt:i

20-B-QZ(j)

8— Kt-K3
9—B-K2

s-q
!)— Kl. tks

i

Waight.

14—P-B4
16— R-K2 (>)
16—Kt-Q B.".
17—B-B
1S-Q.1M (ll)
111— P (4 5

2

Wu.mot, Supt. Hatcheries.

Sam'i,

Atkinson."

i-r-K4
Kt-QB3

n;i

"The Maliny

ine writes of
.

Atkinson.

1—P-KJ
2— K'-k

Speaking of fly-fishing,
gome time was in your last

A''.

431

No. 91. -RUT LOPEZ.

Problem No. 37.
Motto: Just So.

much.
(/) Winning a piece, and bringing the Kts into play with telling
effect,
winning the game.
(m) Perhaps as good as anything. Blaek cannot save the game.
(ii) White announced a mate in eleven
moves, as follows
27— BtksB
27— K-Kt
33— 1S-B3 ch
33—K-Kt*
28— K-K7
23-K-QO
84-Q-B6T
31-K-KS ch
29-14. tks Kt
29-Q tks E ch
35-B tks K
35-Any
30— B-K
30— Q-Kt2
30— Any
virtually

SxoKtEs

About

Animals.

New York

others.

:

Iiy Captain Mayno
Miller, Publisher.

Reid and

James

1878.

we may judge from the pictures, the book is sufficiently
exciting for the most blase young reader of thrilling
narratives." The
If

cover of !ho book represents a tree springing up out of an
illimitable waste of waters in the branches three youthful
adventurers
are taking refuge from a huge denizen of tho vasty
deep, something between an elephant and a whale. The book
is full of
;

interesting stories,

and makes good holiday reading.

I

31—K tss Q ch
32— Q-K B5

31-KtfesE

K

32-11

This move permits White to mate in nine moves instead of eleven,
interposing the. R at K 4, Black can prolong the mate one move,
is still one short, of the stipulated one— eleven.
t Q-Kt6 ch makes the ninth move mate as stated above.—Uart/ord
Times.
*

By

Which

CURSORY JOTTINHS.

—Answers

to Correspondents; Cursory, etc.,
412 of last week's issue.
end it this week,

We

rail

!

The score

in

is even—15 to 15 and 2 drawn.
If the "boys" can't
and keep it, we do hope that they will at least keep the
is.
We append a table of games won and drawn up to date

in

score as

Wm

it.

'.Uxii...;,

TH

-

.'

D/nbUn, Ireland
Rogers. Ueiroii,

two moves.

in

Don C

i

33.

B

tks

Kt mates

n., and

iu the

of England:

White.

white.
Waight,

3—P-K 134
4-B-K3

(b)

5— Kt-Q B3
!j— KI-K4

1-B-Q4

8— Ki-U:>

«— QKi.tksr
JO— li-(l-)
11— Q IKS B
12

•

B

Kt

tks
U.s

IS— P-B4

17— Ca-lli.'S
ls-P-K Kl3

ch

10—B

IKS B ch
11— Kl iks Kt (i.l)

!18—Kt-B4
2il— K-B-i

14— <4.K2
15—P K T13
IB— Ctr-tl-^ K E
,T-Q, R,Q (i)

tSS?

Black announces mate

in B

mors

(t)

B3.
to this point 'the

to accept the

:

Of

how much gate-money

,
...

,

:.,,.,
,

:i

vs

E

Jeux, das Arts

et

„

3

t

n

1

Lalta, Le'iVh,

«X

KY,

iu the

table.

Boston Globe and La

Jievtie

Paris.

Magozinefor October, November and December
La Strategic for November and December is

us.

belated or miscarried, ami the

Chcsa Players'

Gentlemen, please note

A. EL,

Germany

Black's

game

mail.

B

Jfutt/

at Q4,

te

(0 This move of. the Kt enabh
better move than it
(in)
the proposed pomt of attack, which El

A

iris

i

(p)

P-B4 looks like a nonslesome m<
GettiDg too far away from home.
Just what Black was waiting for.

(g)

A bold sacrifice,

(n)
(o)

While's forees from

move

sst

develops.

White.

and one that shows Blaek

is

confident of his

attack.
(r)

Equivalent to giving the
to! lowing

game into

Black's hands by one of the

variations

33—E.R7 oh
S3— Q,K5eh

33—K-Kbest
Hr-U-KH
34-K'i
35-1
36-K-B best
35— Q-CJU Ch
86— K-Kt
looks
better.
K-B3
(a)
(i) AS follows
S9—Q-K1 Oh

35-K-Ph;
36—K tkH

37-K-B

3I-Q.-K6

BS-K-Kt

3j-Cj.Q(1 ch

Q,

I

3T— Q

37—K-E2
-'I

'

-j

i
I

'

«r

.i

IB

40— K moves

139—B-K2
40—K-R
41-K-R2
42— K moves

.:.:,.'

I,

tks
.1

l:

of

,..n

I

39—q-KtolX
40— Q tks B wins

good

things,

and

Appleton's, however, as
will in all likelihood

it

hold

appears now,

its

tks
tks

()

40-Q
U
41— Q-B5 ch

8
ch

42— li-RS mate
—Eartfori Times.

di

o*S»
"

in

L

"'"ftn

',

S

MS

*

Pollock

'

wi
"Wo lnl
-•

New Yobk

,

,

,

SS,5?

Sinolaie's Common Sense Chaib.— To
undersinnH
laudable ai idea Mr. Sinciair has of a satisfac
ory
1

>,„.

lor one ot his descriptive circulars.
His chair
a source of real comfort, and as a present
noihine
more suitable. As a purchase for one's self ,.

itdfiSS

is full

place as a popular

'

"("piovoke

warm praise. —Adv.

Harper's Magazine.—My. William A. liideing opens the
number with an illustrated article on Liverpool, "England's
Great Seaport,'' and Mr. S. G. W. Benjamin's "Rambles in the
Soulh of Prance" is another paper from across the seas; and
farther supplemented by Miss Young's description
of (he manufacture of "Cloisonne Enamel."
Col, Geo. E. War-

'

Athlkho Gwb,—Everything promises
well for
the aanu ,1 n
the
1
lub at Gilmore's Garden
nex
week Friday aad yatuiday, Jan. 3 and 4.
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501 7[ miles in the same time.
pljslied
In March, 1877 ie
again defeated Weston with a record of 590
miles in Uft
hours, and in August of the same year defeating
men
who took the track on alternate days. He scored two
518 miles
in 144 hours
His last and best known nerfotmanee
was he
capture of the Astly Belt in London, when he
covwed 520?
miles in 138 hours 53 minutes.
6'Leary is 33 years old?
stands 5 feet S j inches and weighs 140 pounds.
He cSmed
to be in excellent condition last Monday
Peter Napoleon Campana is not so well known
to the
end public, but any one about Fulton Market can
tell
about him. He is a compound of the old fish-market onfall
tl e
man who ran with the machine, and the natural bornbov
Z'mr,
The feat which has brought bim into Competition with (VI
was the record of 521| miles in 14H hours at
Conn
He is 43 years old, 5 feet 10 inches in aSEtoEf
weighs 145 pounds, and is ruptured. He wpa™ ,,„ i,TT
thnfe medals, two of the old Ire days and a
§
or saving the life of a Bridgeport woman
from a urnrw^
horse.
The present contest is for 142 hours
The ntrW
trians started amid a throng of 1,500
people at'l o'clock
Monday morning, and their record at 3 o'clock
Tuesday after;
n
1S5mll£S ° ndllap; °' Lear
'
ano 47aps:

Broadway.

the change from American to foreign authors. We had the Eclectic and tiie Living Age already
they gave us the cream of the for-

ell

very certain that onlv

Kniokkhbockkk Athletic

intention of devoting'more space to articles bearing upon art and
literary and soaial and political topics, and to give lees room
to
fiction and descriptive arlicles.
We must express our regret at

eign periodicals.

Q

is

CLrjB.-This club will hold
their second annual winter games at Gilmore's
Garden
6th and 7th
iu
mll
to be full of
totenS"
Entries close on the 30th inst. withMr. J. M.

our
monthlies this month is the alteration of Appleton's from an illustrated journal to one which shall depend solely upon the merit of
its articles without the engraver's art, and for the most
part the
papers of foreign writers at. that. The editors, announce also their

;
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THE JANUARY MONTHLIES.
Appleton's Journal. — A most noticeable change in

and should not have been moved,

moves which would have followed

on er

5SKS
Cd S veS

E. L. w., Brooklyn.—Tour postals and solutions were received.
we not hear from you again ?

preferable. If 26—F/tfcsF, 26— R-KtTcti,
cannot be taken on account of the check with

now

sra just

£&

Fortu-

was saved.

Shall

now

is

Phildelphia

«m

Chronittle is sadly

this.

—Your inquiry has been answered by

nately, the lost steamship'amail

besides.

J

T,

in position.
(j)

Price $1.60.

Jules Bandeau.
Price 60c.

known
1

vs J Parker,

C,

du Sport,

has not yet reached

missed on onr

the

1878.

By

Daniel O'Leary, one of these stolidly moving
figure-" is
all over the world for his pedestrian
exploits
He 1,^
been on tiie track si ace 1875.
In that year he
walked 500
ul
q 15G hours, and again. 503 miles in M;it hours
Tr,
1870, at San Francisco, he made 500 miles i„ i;ib
houra and
3b minutes; in the same city, 483 milea while his
competitor
was doing 288 miles; and again, in ihe same year
hi New
York, he walked 500 miles in 1-14 hours. Then

Palmer,

d.iuhtful utility, giving

winning a P, as the

& Bros.

.

o

La.

— Chess columns have appeared

aUows

it

1878.

one of these moving automata can win the race,
the fame and
the money, and all JSev^York is interested to
see which one

Palmer,

ANSWERS TO COBltESPONDKNTS.
as

assuming the defensive in a vigorous manner.
White an isolated P and no advantage

,ory to

-,

•>

T
'

i

W T, vs D M

—The Eussiau Chess

Queen's Gambit.

(e) This move appears to give White a slight advantage,
him to obtain a strong centre with his pawns.
CO The game is well developed on both sides.
(n) The threatening move of the Kt properly answered.

(J)

„

2

.'

London. Eng
Corliss, Almy,

also

moves were proposed by Jtr. Waight and
accepted by Mr. Atkinson, who knew it was not considered good play

Cp

3

Totals
"17
16
This list includes the names of tho winning and losing
contestants in
this International contest.
If America wins this match the light artillery (!) Bhould receive all the praise.

de-a

Story.

Bros.

Garden two examples of perpetual mo
lion.
Running around the centre of the Garden are'
two nar
row tracks-one a ninth of a mile in length, the
other an
eighth. In these two rings, going around and
around in their
endless journey, are the two perpetually moving
niachir,™
They are pursuing not only the phantom' of fame,
but a verv
substantial reward of $2,000, and no one can
imagine irist

Brewer,

Scotlaild

(a) Most authorities recommend Black to decline the gambit by P-K3.
(ii) Until recently this move was considered best, but now P-K3 Is regarded as a better move.
(cj Q ki eh is sometimes played, in which else the reply would be

(d)

H

iiewrly, Maes, vs Rev C E EanKen, Malvern, Eng
B.ei.ziger, New York, vs J T C Chatto,

Kt

Love

hioition at Gilmore's

vs Sergeant

J,

IS

Woofls, Chichester, Eng
Jaeger, Hew York, vs J Copping, St Heots,

FH

&

§HHatml §<wtim$8.

,

P E

(tt)

A

By Mrs. Elizabeth Van Loon.

Toe Great Walking Match.—There

2

1

cranliui'v,

Wm J Berry,

Ik)

NOTES.

P.Q

Eng

Grimsby, En-

P

tks

Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson

,

s

RU Phillips,
:..
W Stevens,

Bournemouth, En^

J E orchard. Columbia, S

27— Kt-B2

•"

The Shadow or Hampton Meau.
Madeline:

Waight, Hal-

DeTon.Eng

.y-Kt6

BS

1

fl

Eugene Deimar, New York, vs

J C Romeyn, Rondon,..
Nents, Eug
B Hime, ^e«- Oilcans.

25— P

a complete hand-book of ferns

BOOKS KBOEIVKl).
The Silvek Chalice axd Othub Poems. Ev Emma
May
New York: S. B. Wells & Co., 738 Broadway

-
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Hum, K n, vs

1

fS-K-KtS
24— K-Kt2

'iS-Kt-KM (m)

It is

fleath,

I

.

Boothby, ivrllaml, Me.'va 3
Prestori,Eng....„

-Q-Krieli
S

-

FA
'

(1)

.

19-K-K2 (g)
20—Q-K Kt (hi
21— P-K KM
22— P tks P

12— Kt-Klt

IS—B
B
14— Kl.-K.r5 (e)

W—Kt-B3

(C)

8— P-K3
9—B-KtO

Black.
Atkinsou.

19— Kt -Kl
20— P-Q 1(3
21— Kt-llB
22-P tta P
2S-Q-Q3
M— K.-B2
K .119
24—
25—P-K E4 (l)
ae-Kt tks p
2T— Kt-Kt2

I

L T Brown,

D

Waigiit.

-

'
!

Coventry,

l-p.Qi

3—P-K4

I

Davis, uoonomowoc.Wis, vs
huh, Eng
:....'.
Holmes, Buy City, Mich, vs G

H

No. 9t>.-QrEEN'S GAMBIT.
international match between L. S. Atkinson, TUton, N.

Henry Waignr,

'
•

II

ifax, Eng....

Game

Games
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W

L

1— Pl.ksKt
2— Any
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SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO.

1— KI-D4

supplements the pictures.

i

H

1

Mum,

"

X—B
s— u
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j,

D

and give mate

to play

Kv
J

'

for tho Middle States.

-|

foster. Mi. (.lemons, Mich, vs J Crake,
Hull, Eng
Jacob l'-rech, Washington,
C. vs
Monck,

White

Great Britaia

Williamson. Loui9ville

This brochure contains sixty etchings, which are
marvels of
faithful reproduction from nature.
The accompanying letter press is written in a clear and pleasing
stylo and admirably

T. B. Peterson

ii::....

\\

.

AmeriCa

H WiUlams,

Hartford, Conn, vs

Oicott,

By John

Price $2.

Buckingham.
Price i 1.

appeared on page No.

the International
g(

Ferns ok Kkntuoky.

KsM

-While Dr. Nash, of Bridgeport, (Join,., w as
callino- in his
professional capacity upon President
W. D.

New

York,

other day

list is still

j
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New flaven and Hartford Raijroad
Mr. Bishop had a handsome
Sew carriage
° De
the d ° Ct0r ame and
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Trns Tennessee " Man-Pish." Dr. L. P.
Yandell was among the. medical men who
took a look at the mac-fish of Mr. Whallen,
mentioned some time since in the Courier
Journal. He gives in the Medical News the
following interesting statement in regard to
the wonder
short time since the Tennessee and Kentucky newspapers contained a startling account of a wild man lately captured, with
great difficulty, in the Cumberland MounHe was six feet ten inches high, extains.
traordinarily fleet of foot and excessively
Ho fed chiefly on raw fish, which he
savage.
captured without artificial aid. He spent
much of his time in the water, and after being
captured he had to be frequently bathed. He
was covered with shining scales, like those of

A

a

fish.

His hands and

feet

were webbed like
so the newspaper

—

the feet of water-fowls
accounts, with many embellishments, ran.
It is scarcely necessary to say that most of
this story was only showman's talk, uttered
to attract the attention of the curious and
credulous public.
The physicians of Louisville were invited
to visit the monster upon his arrival in the
Among
city prior to his general exhibition.
others I visited the merman but before seeing the case I had diagnosed it as one of
ichthyosis, and a single glance was sufficient to
verify the correctness of my conjecture. The
man-fish presents a most magnificent example
of the form of icthyosis, or fish-skin disease,
called ichthyosis serpentina, or serpent skin
and his general effect is more that of a serpent than of a fish. But upon different parts
of his body may be found nearly all the variThe resemblance of this
ties of icthyosis.
man's skin to the shed skin of a boa-constricter lately brought from the Zoological
London
is
almost perfect. About
Garden in
his joints the skin is loose and wrinkled,
hanging in folds, and the scales are large,
suggesting the skin of a lizard or alligator
;

about their limbs and belly. His arms and
legs remind one of the skin of the buffalo
perch, the carp, or other large fish. The
cuticle everywhere is dry and harsh, and
never perspires. There seems to be an absolute absence of fat, and the man is shrunken
and withered, of dead ashen-gray appearance,
except here and there, where he is brownish
Though on.y about fifty years
or blackish.
of age, he impresses one as a very old man.
The skin of the face is red and shining, and
tightly drawn about the cheeks, pulling the
lower eye-lids down to such an extent as to perfectly evert them, making a horrible case of
In some cases his scales are silectropion.
very, in others dark, and again in others
small and brinny. His hair is thin and deadThe backs of his hands are fissured,
looking.
and on his palms and soles the cuticle is

greatly thickened. The fingers and toes seem
shorter than natural, and the skin is drawn
The
tightly back over both feet and hands.
septum between the fingers and toes seems to
extend much farther down than usual, thus

suggesting the webbed appearance before alto.
He is considerably over six feet in
height, and a man of a low order of intelligence. He is married and is the father of
several children, none of whom, fortunately,
inherit his malady, and as ichthyosis is almost
if not always a congenital disease, they are
not likely ever to have it. The fish-man fails
to present but a single variety of icthyosis,
and that is the porcupine disease, as it is

luded

In this spines, formed by hardened
sebacceous material, protrude from the skin,
called.

packed together. Wilson states that
he has observed them a quarter of an inch
Willan reports having encountered
long.
them of an inch in length. I have never seen
them louger than an eighth of an inch. Many
years ago two brothers in England having
this form of ichthyosis were exhibited in the
closely

as porcupine-men.
Icthyosis is one of the rarest of skin dis'
eases.
I am under the impression that it is
more frequent in Europe than in thiscountry.

show

than a dozen
Its cause, as I stated in my report to
cases.
the American Dermatological Association, in
1877, is scrofula, according to my observation
and experience. It is found in all the walks
of life, I have encountered it with equal frequency among the -ich and the poor. It is
commonly considered incurable, and only
temporarily and partially mitigable. Louisville Courier-Journal

In ten years I have seen

less

Qurebly Put Togetheb.— A novel exhibition in anatomy was given yesterday afternoon to the students of Rush Medical College.
At 4 o'clock the large amphitheatre lectureroom was filled with fledged and unfledged
doctors, and in the arena stood Charles Warren, a man of about thirty years of age, of
athletic appearance, and apparently jointed
thB same as ordinary mortals. But he soon

showed that he

differed

from most men in his

make-up, for there was hardly a joint in his
whole body that he could not throw out of
place,

or at least give that appearance.

He

went through with his distortions, much to
the amazement as well as the amusement of
He commenced by giving a circulatory
all.
movement to the scapulae, moving either one
or both at a time, and without any apparent
motion of the shoulders. He then threw the
humerus into the axilo, disjointed his elbow,
wrist and phalanges. This was done merely

by the

:

:

FOREST AND tfTMAM.

432

contraction of the muscles of the arm,

and not by the pulling of one member by
In none of his feats was there anyanother.

such wrench of one joint from another.
Without touching any part of his body with
his hands, the joints would move out of position.
He. forced the femur from the thigh
bone. This he could do while standing on
one or both feet or while reclining. The dislocation caused an apparent shortening of the
limb.
Another striking feat was the turning
of his feet so that he could touch the bottom
of them while his legs were perfectly straight.
Perhaps the most remarkable of all his powers was the wonderful expansibility of his
Medical works, upon the strength of
chest.
examinations of thousands of men in the
army and navy, generally give five inches as
the maximum of expansion. The exhibitor
could expand his from nine to twelve inches.

who did not take much interest in
other performances were wonder-struck at
Those

this.
This feat was performed by the remarkable degree of the compressibility of the
chest and his power to force his heart and
lungs into the abdominal cavitj', and then of

power to force his viscera into his chest.
The abdomen was hardly less curious when
the viscera was forced upward by the diaphragm than was the inflated chest. At such
time there seemed to be an entire absence of
organs in that part of the body, and to be no
distance at all from the front walls of the abthe

domen

to the spinal column.
This .subject proved a fine study in the
of the muscles, because he could

anatomy

them so

contract

as to

show

the position of

each one from origin to insertion.
He had
this power over the muscles in pairs or separately, and could make them as distinct as if
dissected.
Mr. Warren concluded with an exhibition
of his ability to contort his whole body, drawing himself through rings and performing
other things, much to the amusement of the
students and the professors if they had only
felt at liberty to give way to laughter.
Mr.
Warren has a daughter who takes after himself, and can dislocate her joints with such
ease that they sound like rattles.
Chicago

Journal.

Dispbesal of Bbeds.
means, both natural and

—

In relation to the
artificial, for the dispersal of seeds, Professor Grant Mien gives
the following in the Popular Science Monthly:
" The thistle, the dandelion and the cotton bush provide their seeds with long tufts
of light hair, thin and airy as gossamer, by
which they are carried on the wings of the
wind to bare spaces, away from the shadow
of their plant, where they may root themselves successfully in the vacant soil.
The
maple, the ash and the pine supply their embryos with flattened wings, which serve them
in like manner not less effectually.
Both
these we may classify as wind dispersed
seeds.
second set of plants have seed vessels which burst open explosively when ripe,
and scatter their contents to a considerable
distance.
The balsam forms the commonest
example in our European gardens ; but a well
known tropical tree, the sand box, displays
the same peculiarity in a form which is most
alarming, as its hard, dry capsules fly apart
with the report of a pistol and drive out the
disk shaped nuts within so forcibly as to
make a blow on the cheek decidedly unpleasant.
These we may designate as self-dispersed seeds. Yet a third class may be conveniently described as animal dispersed,
divisible once more into two sub-classes the
involuntary and the voluntarily aided. Of
the former kind we have examples in those
seeds which, like burs and cleavers, are

—

A

—

covered with little hooks, by which they attach themselves to the fur or wool of passersby. The latter, or voluntarily aided sort, are
exemplified in fruits proper, the subject of
our present investigation, such as apples,
plums, peaches, cherries, baw^ and bramble
berries.
Every one of these plants are provided with hard and indigestible seeds, coated
or surrounded by a soft, sweet, pulpy, perfumed, bright colored and nutritious covering known as fruit. By all these means the

and dived through the trap door
The dog,
thoroughly aroused, went after him, followed by ike milk-wagon and what was left

^Mbmien's §oods.

.

now

Amid

ESTABLISHED

the "yells of the audience
an effort was made to rescue the unhappy
and affrightened prompter. Seizing the tailboard of the cart, some of the people gave a
strong pull, and a pull altogether, when up
came the wagon, and then the dog, and finally the prompter— the latter in a helpless
condition,with the fangs of the infuriated animal firmly fastened to that part of his garment which was the last to disappear from
muzzle was procured, and the dog
sight.
was led from the stage, yelping at the
prompter, and looking daggers in the direction of the comedian.
Order was eventually
restored, and the piece proceeded,— St. Paul
Globe.
of the cans.

GUNTHER'S SONS

G.

C.

184 FIFTH AVENUE,
BliOADWAY

and 23d

cbarn-

making

fearful

pion8btp-of-America craze

is

A

—

Dog Star. The piece was Miss Lina
Tetterhorn's sensational drama, "Tina, the
Milk Vender," which has been rendered with
some success in English. This time it was
given in its original German. In the principal scene a large dog is introduced, hauling
the milk wagon of Hartina, the heroine of the
play.
The dog understands English thoroughly, but, having had only the advantage
of ft single rehearsel in German, he became
somewhat mixed as to his business, not understanding the language, and of course mistaking his cue. When the comedian comes
on and says " Hartina, are you heie " it is the
dog's cue to stand still until Hartina and her
lover embrace and then sing a duet. Then he
follows Hartina around the stage with the
milk-cart, and so on.
On this occasion, when
the words " Hartina, bist du hier?" were uttered, the dog made a jump for the comedian,
who took fright and ran off the stage. The
dog followed, barking furiously, and scattering the milk-pails all over the stage.
Hartina
screamed and took refuge among' the opposite
wings. The dog presently reappeared, and
spying the prompter seated, in his half -moon
in front of the footlights, he made a plunge

—

for him.

The prompter dropped

his

book

NEW YORK

-

-

LONG SEAL-SKIN
In

all

Qualities

and Sizes

SACQITES,
ol English

Dye,

Fur-Lined Circulars,

CLOAKS AND WRAPS,

havoc among all classes in these days. Here
is a victim, whose feat is thus told in the
New York World
William Stiegel stood in Clinton street
yesterday and proclaimed himself the "champion American waltzer." A crowd gathered,
and he waltzed against time till a policeman
carried him off.
At the Union Market station he offered to bet the Sergeant that he

From

FUR

Paris,

and of our own make.

TRIMMINGS,

GENTS'

FURS,

FUR ROBES,

RUGS AND MATS.

could outdance Professor Cartier, the eighthour man, and laying hold of Doorman Perry
danced him round the room. He was induced to go into the sitting-room, where he
spent four hours dancing to his own whistle
and then fell asleep on a chair. He lives at
No. 172 Clinton street.

—

Fed by the Ravens. The
wood pecker's habit of dropping

California
acorns and
other nuts into knot-holes and hollow trees as
a source of future supply is well known, and
an ingenious Napa armer has turned it to
good account by knocking out a knot in the
side of his barn antl placing a trough underneath. As the birds drop their acorns in his
barn, the hogs seize them, and are thus fattened at no expence to himself,

—

A Pabrot's Call. A friend of ours has a
mocking-bird and a parrot, which are on very
good terms with each other. Occasionally
their cages are placed together that they may
enjoy a little social intercourse.
The parrot
will then thrust its poll through the bars and
head!" whereupon the
say, "Scratch
moclving-bird will peck the parrot's head with
its bill with an air of great gravity.

my

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats.

—

An Iowa deacon went into his bam the
other evening to milk a cow, and hung the
lantern on a peg near the cow's tail. The
foundation stones of the barn and some of
the cow's bones were found all right next
morning, but the deacon has not been heard
from.— Boston

AM

TABLE

Post.

POCKET

CUTLERY.

—

When a man gets bald in Colorado, they
say his head has got above the timber line.

Quality

Admirers of Artistic

PRICE8 AS

Guaranteed.

LOW AS ANY HOUSE

IN

THE UNITED STATES.

Pottery and Glass are

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

invited to inspect some
J.

choice examples select-

CURLEY & BROTHER,

13+ nnd 136 Nassau

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY

&

slJ-eei, cur,

Bcetmau

Sportsman's Inntcni,
Combining Camp Lantern
Hand Lantern, Hkad
Jack/' 8TAEF

,

plant allures birds or mammals to swallow
and disperse its undigested seed, giving in as
it were the pulpy covering as a reward to the
animal for the service thus conferred."

St.,

EXTRA

A

The Waltzing Cuampiox. —The

1820.

CO. during the Paris

•

•^JACK."

Exposition, including

Ferguson's Imi-roTED

RUST PREVENTER
New Plaques by Minton,

decorated by Mus-

eta, Superior to all otnera.
proof for Boots, Insect Kepellanta, Son

For Fire-Arms.

Water-

<

sill

with novel marine designs.

Send

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

for descriptive Circular.

A. Fsrotjson, Manf'r, SI Beekraaa

Vene-

St.,

N, T.

dec5

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze
glass

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New

NAPOLEONS CABINET

Plaques by Copeland, decorated with

strongly

CHAMPAGNE.

drawn heads by Hewitt.

Reproductions, by Doulton, of

el

BOUCHE FILS&

atone ware.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made

by

the

37

BEAVER STREET

CO.,

N. Y.

Bombay Art Society.

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions
of old Italian majolica.

Specimens of Capo
iridescent and

Faience of

new

di

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

Monti ware, Austrian

ATTOHNET AHD
NOT ABT PUBLIC
No. 1« BaoADWAr, Boom SO Nsw Yobs Cjw,

enameled Glass and Limoges
colors.

UNION SQUARE.

^

All brulneBS promptly attended to.

Nova

ffc? £ot»k/.

Al

U ILL. J 1
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,31 -U-WxLiU

ABBEYANDEEW
& IMBRIE.

1820.

GRAND INTERNATIONAL

®LERK &

Successors to

CO.,

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS.

THE SOUTH-SIDE"
Januarv

& 10, 1879.

7, 8, 9

The Handsomest, most convenient, and best ever made,
he latest Improvements.

DETROIT, MICH.

Sewed; No Pasting,

All
Prize Lists

now

An

entirely

new patten

Price, »6.

ready, and can be had of

NEW YORK:

CHAS. LINCOLN,

35

idaaUne,

Supt.

FISHING' TACKLE.

liberty* St.

Entries close 31st Dec.
decs 4t

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FTBRINE DOG CAKES.
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

New York.

Club,

None are genuine

unless so stamped

De LUZE,

F. O.

18 Sonth William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent,

BROWN &
For

tULDEE,

St. Lonla,

sale in cases

Fleas! Fleas!

Western Agents.

of 112 pounds.

Worms! Worms

8TEA.DMA2SPS FLEA POWDER for

A Bane

to

Fleas—A Boon

|

DOGS

to Dogs.

This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
iii patent boxes with slidins pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

Price 50 cents by mall. Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up in boxes containing a dozen powdera, with
tall

directions tor use.

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod akd Qtjn
ffOUBBT AND STREAM.

CHARLES

atUi

W.

HOLBERTON.
FULTON STREET.

117

OOt 13

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting

Gordon Stables, R, N.,
TWTFOBD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

Dr.

Camping Outfits,

begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired
breed,

N.

fit

lor the highest competition.

B.— A bad dog never If ft

the Doctor's Kennels.
decl9 tf

Balls always on hand.

Bogardas' Glass Ball Traps, $6 and

H and T Pigeon Traps,

"Practical Kennel Guide," &c.

Setters

Kennel.

and Pointers Boarded,
Broken, etc.

Young Dogs handled with

skill

and judgment.

21, 187S, the best contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with

dogs rave daily
octlu

«

barrels, warranted, $28.

OP
P.

MCKOON,

Franklin, Del. Co.,

N

Y.

Sell only
I keep only cockers of the finest strains.
young Btoek. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and -woodcock sSooKBg and retrieving. Col-respondents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cirjlO if
cular, testimonials, etc.

COCKERS! COCKERS!
cocker spaniels
HITCHCOCK, Secretary
wilteat once to CHAS.
Ouleout Kennel Clnb, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15
septia tf
each for dog or bitch pups.

Sportsmen in want of

NEW

THEtwo
Flash

yii; Ml

ppintea

(sire

fir-t-class
S.

KENNEL CLUB

bite]

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner.
GUNS taken In exchange, ana Second-hand Guns

decs i%

SALE.—Three cocker spaniel
COCKERS FOR
pupple.», six months old, by Witch, winner of
prize, N. v., 1*17, and sneond, 1878,- out of
Madge, winner of second N. Y,, 1878. Apply to
decl9 2t
FRED. H. HOB, Tarrytown, N. Y.
;u.-t

pair of celebrated dogs; pedi-

DilSH—A coal-Mack

setter, 4 years old; weight,
thoroughly brokeu on quail, woodcock and
a splendk.' retriever ;
grouse ; nose unsurpassed
kind and gentle by Henderson price $6'),
GROUSE— A liver and white (small) pointer;
weight, SOlbs.? 1st prize winner thoroughly broken
on qnail, woodcock and grouse Al nose a good re;

;

;

;

;

;

,-.;..

.

:"

-j

'.<':

'

;

i'

Both of these dogs have been hunted on the game
named, and have had thousands of birds killed over
.Iii.
$100.
them. Sold for want of use. Price for pair,
.f.H''..'.

A. J.

WOMELSDORF,

FOR

Potisville, Pa.

decl2

tf

SALE.-One

liver-and-white (very handsome) pointer dog pup, by our champion imported Snapshot, out of Fanny Its fall pedigree.

N & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass.
decl9

tf

BLOODS FOR SALE.— Some fine English
BLUE
setter pups, five months old, for sale, out of
imported Kate

II.,

oy imported Laverack, Pride of

Kate II. is a litter sister to Llewellln's
and Luther Adams' Dash III. Address E.

the Border.

Dash
A.

II.

BERZBERG, Yonkers,

N. Y.

4far

C-iHAMPlON IRISH SETTER DOG YORK

in the
J stud. York is winner of prizes at the followCork Show, Ireland, 1873; Centennial,
ing shows
time
1876; New York,
1876; St. Lbui
:

'

,

;-""pl;i

is',.

>

i.

ic.

also took prize for the beat stud dog. Is sire of both
Pat and B:ddy, who both took 1st prize at Baltimore,
Terms for services reasonable.
For Sale— I fine red Irish setter dog, 20 months
old, partly broken. Price $40. One red Irish setter
pup, 8 months old sire, Champion York out of Bess;
very handsome price $30. Red Irish setter pnppies,
3 months old, sired by champion York and by prize
bitches Floss, Maud and Nora; price reasonable.
3. 2.MILEY,
For particulars and ;>"
nov2S eot
Lancaster, Pa.
1878.

BAKER,

Tepeka, Kansas.

decl9 3t

most

;

gab,

sale, 1.060 acres Improved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with
stables, corn house, hen house,
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear
water: directly online of St. Panf and Sioux City
Railroad ; price $18,000. Only one half mile by ral
from county seat. Sold only to Increase farming
Interest in Immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Photographs
shown and full specifications given on application

farm house, three

to

CHAS. HALLOCK,

office of

j

SALE— A pure
FOR
Pope, Jr.
Jule;
;

lie

is

setter, brother to A.
sire, Belmont's 'dog : dam.
Address
l.eauty.

a,

FRANK

dec261t

B OG WANTED—A

pure blooded Cocker Spaniel
year old, or one two or three years old,
Address,
ell trained as a retriever.
dec26 it
s, F. O. Box P, Brockton, Mass.;
about

a

rpOR SALE
JJ
Ohio.

—Setter dog, broken, good retriever,
JAS. ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co.,
decs tf

Price £25.

Forest and Stream.
octSltf

LIVE

WESTERN

QUAIL,

Gordon

'a,

Copeland's Gyp

dec'19 tf

dog and a liverAddress N. R.

of the

MINNESOTA FARM—For

SALE— An 18-foot
FOR
for Florida cruising.
cedar yawl, $150. 8POE
Fulton St., New York.

sloop-rigged boat, built
Price complete, with

-iRIOMin
decMlt

SALE CHEAP— One
FOR.
Trap in
order,

Bussy's Gyro Pigeon
good
with 100 bird's; is better
and cheaper to nse for a new beginner than glass
balls cost $20 price $10. One Saelton Auxiliary
Rifle, 32cal.. It
for 12 bore; price
is
;

SALE.— A red Irish setter
FORand-whlte
pointer dog pup.

SPOON." One

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

YORK.

Mennel

ihe

FORgree guaranteed.
501bs

Street,

NEW

genttel

gty

NEW FLOAT

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 60 cents per bottle,
and everything required by fishermen and anglers.
OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field and Marine
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, eto., etc.

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty-third

Sportsmen's Bowie and Bunt-

ing Knives; also, large assortment of flnest Pocket
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,
Etc., Etc.

SALE—My

oiled, Braided
Silk, Etc.

successful spoons in nse. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.

any quantity.

offer for sale

jnppleB bj Di
fi key) out of the Club's
and promising. For par-

Very handsome
Belle.
ticulars addi-esB K., this office.

The "

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in

Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

Watting Cane Rods.

LOOK AT THIS 1—A central-Are, English Double

COCKER SPANIEL

Breeding Kennel
M.

LINES, waterproof and tapered,
Silk,

hair, $1.

CUTLERY.—Fine

H. V. HIOVER,
TOMS RIVER, N. J.
;

SALMON

Pronounced

a specialty.

Address,

Splendid kennel accommodations
access to salt water.

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bai
of every description.
Would call special attention to my large variety
of line TROUT, BASS and
FLIES.

$8.

by the "Forest Stream," Feb.

Gun, sido snap-action, twist

Imperial

Beech-Loading Guns,

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING'TACKLE.

$7.50 per pair.

NEW RECOIL PAD," price $2.

The "

IMPORTER OF

Fine

Etc.

Paine's Feather-filled, Bogardus' Kongh, and the

new Composition

RITZMAII,

L.

Suits

$10.

conn.

;

Address

THOMAS

J.

BEERS, New Haven,
dec26

K

WWWT km

434

Hi

BTBKHT

,

^iscelktjeaas.
SHELTON'S

PERSONAL—If

Jim Toml'mson, formerly game
Blooming Grove Pork, Pike County

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns,

DUNN

keeper at
Pa., win send tie address to this oaice. lie will bea:
of something to his pecuniary advantage.
decae

& WILBUR.

it

Came,

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

^atttrhs.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

Kentucky State Lottery
EASTERN AGENCY,

One

prize of $15,000, one of $s,000,

I.

I

and one of

PHIZES DISTRIBUTING

1S94

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.

BROADWAY.

599

A Draws January

Class

$5,000.

$67,925.

Ticket, SI.

WILLIAMSON
BROADWAY,

599

N.

Yi

§tiblication$.

r

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

& CO.,

NEW HAVEN,

N. Y.

CONN.

WEBLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS,

Eoyal Havana Lottery.
Extraordinary Drawing.

TO TAKE PLA CE OS DECEMBER

STREET,

.

,

Whole

192 DTJANE

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready lor use In a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There is nn wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cannot get out of order.
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a moBt accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL wiii
at any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle 82, 38. or 44. as desired * Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the bestadyan
\rmsCo's
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 18T3. Send for a Circular and Price List.

24, ISffi.

There will he only 1S.000 Tickets, 532 Fall Prizes,
and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000.
Smallest Prize, $l,OO0.
.1
1

Prized
"

"
"
"
"

9

$500,000

-

"

1

1
no
12
486

100,000
51, Oho
£6,000
loo.ooo
60,000

$10,000
5,000
1,000

456,1/00

Approximations of $2,000 each, for the 9
remaining uniis
n« uiber drawing the

9

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Ranting and Shooting the ime
Ruffed Grouse— Pheasants, with directions for handling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the
wtng. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade.
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel brecc i-lo
a itral fire shotgun, lj-gauge. Address,

16,000

Approximations of $1,000 each for the 9
remaining units of number drawing the
$100,000 prize

"

9,000

.0'.

'

.

numbers preceding and following the
one drawing the $50,000 prize

532

2,000

am l/g to Spanish Doll
PRICE IN u in; t; UNCI'.

Prizes

1

,35*4,000

Halves.

Quarters.

SIOO.

$50.

$25.

Fifths.

Tenths.

$20.

SlO.

i-o.o'i i.'.tn;;.

Prizescasl,

l,i

free.

Twentletns,

85.

and infoimation given

suTlea.

;

& CO., Bankers,

TAYLOR

11 Wall Street, N. Y.

LSI.

ASPLK-.DID OPPORTUNITY TO WIS A
FOUTUNE. FIRST GUANO D1STRIUUTION, CLASS A, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUES-

DAY, JANUARY U, 1S79— I0«h Monthly Drawing.
Louisiana Slate Lottery Company.

WITHOUT A

H.
PO

box4,B(9.

L868,

'

i

with a capital of $1,000,000, to
$n.',o,noo.

GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS

ITS

3D

will take place month ly. II newer scales or postpones.
Look at toe following distribution:

CAPITAL PRIZE,

FOLSOM,
STREET,

NEW

(Successors to F.

J.

ABBEY &

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

LIST OP PRIZES.

1 Capital Prize of $30,000
1 Capital Prize of
10.000
1 Capital Prize of
5,00 )
2 Prizes of
2,600
5
"
1,000
"
20
600
"
100
1DD
•2
60
80son
"
•'
10
10000

10,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Approximation Prizes of SS110
Approximation Prizes of 200
Approximation Prizes of 100

Guns,

A.

Rifles, Pistols

i

CO.),

A.

..'.,idi[

eow

(I

eiei-.e.,

"JTJ

1,621,078 88

1

.50.
Rifle

Shooting,

88.

Equally well adapted

to

Life in Floida,

The Fishing

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Cazetteer,
Fourth Edition.

78BE.

Beekma?*

St.,

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

OEMS.

NEW

JERSEY COAST,

Contains History of the State, Towns and polnis O
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value,
yield, etc., Taxation i.n
i
i,
Origin of
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks Lighthouses, Life-saving stations. YachtClubs, Industries,
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fishing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, man
official fources, with complete soundiuj.-Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and tue country
gentieman. Size, ISxl*. Prl
liUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FoRkST and Stbeam
i'

States.

Waters'Pianos

I

Grand, Square and Upthe
are
BEST
MADE, the Tone, Touch,
Workmanship and Dura-

Office, 111

Fulton street,

right,

City.

V. C.
E. F.

W, BVJSKSON

$

ttUittSTBATEP.)

GENERAL AGENTS.

VERNOH UliOTIHSRS
O. CRONKHITK
J. J. WATSON
W. B. DAVIS
M.C.RANDALL

Rangeley lakes region. Large
i.
.•-end for catalogue,
.bove publications sent by mail,
dpi. of price.
Address CDARLES
.Jamaica Plain, Mass.
decl2 3t

Camp

These beautiful organs

Commls-

.

I,',

Wallace's Adirondack Cuide

are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
ere all richly finished in
Solid Black Walnut.
We
Bell a better Instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

Gibbens, Secretary

.

\

Yachtsmen.
WATERS'

F. Stevens, President.

TARBOX
Portlnud, M>.
EttERSON
Nashua, N. H.
MAIU'TON A- WAR CLIN. Philadelphia.
HALL & WORTilINGTuN..Bal iu,oi-i», illd.

PARK

Useful to Sportsmen and

$14^60,920 63

New York

J.

entire

•1.60:

ittern than ordinary shot.

In

TATHA^l & BROS., 82

Post Office Square, Boston, Mush.
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com-

RATCL1FFE

ell.

I

and oylinde

JKTSBW

MUTUAL

Mo.

on Horseback; Sheep Raising, Cattle Ranging and

ed shot will be found fre.
ivier and of brighter ami

Q. T.

2t

1

Life Insurance Gomp'v.

k,

MAP of

Hal
the headwutei Of
and
rivers,
nuen paper, cloth covers, $1.

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas

NEW ENGLAND

EBSNY

and

Nor

and Fishing Tackle,

(RED LA& fci..'
•onto penetration and

%iutlhntons.

J. 31.

vicinity,

sorts of

IN

Am&ctovA BtaAdfUrA XHasaetevs.

City.

URALS

i

(

850.

I

|-;h,N

of the Richardson and
and the waters of Northnted on tongh linen paper,

regn.ii

i-.'-h

I

Sport,

DAUPHIN,

AP.LY.
dec!2

Benjamin

MOOSETIEAD LAKR AN r> THE
NORTH MA1NR WILPKRNl-ISS ILLUSTRATED
A comprehensive and thorough hand-book of tho

Long-Range

PJ.UJf,

missioner's re port
Total surplus as per Insurance
slouer'srepoit

;

FARRAR'S

Cloth covers.

900

BoxG92, New Orleans, Louisiana,
,1,1

guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, Parmnclienee, Dixvilie Notch and headwaters of Connecticut,, Androscoggin, Mugaiioway and Sandy Rivers 238 pages, 4(1 illustrations. Paper covers, 50

FAKKAK'S

2,700
1,S00

310 Broadway, New York

Alio

FARRAR'S RIGHABDSON AND RANGEIUV
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and reliable

din, etc., are plainly treated; !2i pages, 14 illustrations. Paper covers, 60 cents.

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
OHICAGO.

the Home Office in NeV Orleans.
Write, olearlj stating lull address, for farther Information, or send oraers to
1H.

IN THE WILDERNESS. By Charles
A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of a trip made
by a party of Boston gentlemen to the Ranneley
Lakes region, ail pages. 18 illustrations. Paper

lOSCOPIc vikws of the

»UO,400
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all
prominent points, to •whom a liberal compensation
will be paid.
rates
clubs
should
Application for
to
only be made

II. I>.

CAMP LIFE

FAEKAR'S POCK FT MAP

1S5T Prizes amounting to

P. O.

Frederick City, Md.

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS.

830,000

APPROXIMATION PRIZES.

Or to

Frank Schlev,
Oct 11

Moosehead Lake region and the sporting resorts of
Northern Maine. The tours of the Kennebec,
Penobscot aod St. John rivers, ascent ot Katah-

YORK.

$30,000.

TK-KETS AT TWO I" ULARS EACH.
HALE TICKETS. ONE DOLLAR.

100,000

9
9
9

& D.
WARREN

FOSS BROS. & CO.

'

,

Mi iiosei

whichit has since add.ed unserve Hind of

RIVAL-

Messrs. P. WKF.LBY & SONS, Birmingham and London, who, it will be remembered, received the
highest award ut both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the most perfect machinery for Gun making
ever setup in any one factory in England. The result is, that they can now turn out guns perfectly
uniform in excellence, and in such increased ouautitv as to greatly reduce the cost.
Tueir specialties this year are their BKIAUTIFUL TREBLE WEDuE GUNS, Sos. 1 and 3, of which
the above cut. will give a trderaidv fair idea. Every gun has fine ivmsf"
"id Barrels,
Rebounding Bar Locks. Pistol Crip, Extension Rib, Lever Forepart, and Treble Bolt. It Is a new thing
to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with every possible appliance which
can contribute to its
beauty, convenience, or excellence In shooting, at the price of ordinary guns.
In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, we have on hand about fifty of Weblcy's Breeoh-LoadeBJ, Top
ardSide Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, which arrived last rear, after the season was
over. These guns we are rapidly closing our, :;i [neatly reduced prices. It is fair to say that as regards soundness, durability, and perfection In snooting, these guns are in no wav inferior to the Treble
Wedge Gnus. Many of them are from 8 !i to 11 lbs. weight, and are splendid guns for duci shooting or
fjr Killing large game at long range.
The hfty giinn mentioned above me all that now remain or a much Inrger number referred fo by us In
the FoitE'T ano Htkkam in October, and as the season is now well advanced we will allow an addiiinua] o if count 11 pon the few that are left., provided thev are ordered In December.
WEBLEY'S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close Shooters, and do not need any additional choking.

This institution was regularly incorporated by the
:-' "i
:
:..;.
mil mid
nirj.
It';i
l'..
r
::
'.:!'"'.

& Pneasant! Shooting.

Partridge

ii

.

$500,000 prize

unsurpassed.

bility

Extremely Low

Detroit, Mich.

.lire ie

Chicago, 111.
St. Paul, illfiin.
St. Louis, Mo,
New Orleans, ta.
San Francisco, Cal

etc.

,ii:

I

for
!

.

,

!

.1

CtttalOj n

Second-band Pianos and organs at

GAINS.

iM

HOHACK WATERS &

GREAT BARSONS, manu-

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

York.

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTING.

Warranted for SIX YEARS.
Cash or on Installments, a

AGENTS WANTED.

New York,

FIELD,

New

Shoninger Cymbella Organ.
For sale; entirely new; never used; 5 octaves, 13
stops, chime of bells, stool, etc. Manufacturer's
price, 14-30; will sell tor tW.
Address MUSIC.
this office,

BY CAPT. BOaARDDS.
New and enlarged edition, containing instructions
for glass ball shooting, ami chapter on Dreedlng and
Sllles Johnson
For sale at

breaking of dogs by
this office. Price $ i.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^jTortsmeii's

^orfrjincn's ^attics.

&

Chesapeake
The Route

RE

Ohio

Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

TO SPORTSMEN:

West

TEE PENNSYLVANIA B.B. CO.

pickerel, etc., etc.

Guns. Ashing tackle, and one dog for each sports-

man carried free.

The Route of the Tourist

lOoi-den by

rUulilNG PARKS and RACE COl
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi-

onlties and dangers of Teshlpment, while the excellent ears which run over the smooth steel tracks en-

White

equipment.

CONWAY

H.

Old Dominion Line.
The steamers

Ban

'!'.

Klvi
Passecf. era

1P.SJ.

C.

Continental

at 11 v. M., arriving in
early morning trains.

leaveaNewYork

New Haven

in time for the

.I l'.'iia. 1; " forwarded by daily Express Freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
-V/ork and Camilla. Apply at Office on Pier o
R1CCURD PEi'Ii, General Agents.

Pcnnsylvani

and ^aotfts far ^portmnetu

^ofals

Company

Railroad

also reach the best localities for

GUUNING AND FISHING
in
all

Sherman House,

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the officeB of the Company in
the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

DUPONT'S
Powder.
POWDPR IN USE

THE

2UOST POPULAR

Dnpom's Gunpowder Mills,

Wing

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

and

Shootln*.
Hunting:.

Trout FishluR

Still

Also, to

BEACE HAVEN

i'UCKEKTON,

lllj'l'OMT'.S iUFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.— The Fg (or long-range rifle shootFFg and FFFg for general use. burning

CAPK MAY,

SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSET COASl
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FLtf

ing, the

strong and moist.

&ND FEA.7KER.

SPORTING, MINING, SDUTING AND BLASTING POWDERS of all sizes ami de-crlm inns. Special

FARMER, Gen'l PaeB. Agent.
Gen'l Manager.
feblt-tf

L. P.

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequalei in strength,
quickness and cleanliness ; adapted for Glass Ball
and Pigeon Shooting.
1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball,
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.

CHICAGO,

other well-known centers for

Frank Thomson.

Sail

cm points on

I'lii

peninsula.
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee,
steamers sail Mondiy, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 v. M.
Full information given at ofllce, 197 Greenwich St.,
New York.
sep2S ly

PAUL SHORT

LINE.

Tbj*on?h Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Lotus, Minneapolis

and

St. Panl.

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rth'rn

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago to

Minneapolis
AND

ST.

St.

from

Louis, «t_ Chicago

Kansas

to

Ci

EVERYTHING.

SPORTSMEN

will find splendid shooting on the
tine of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen,

to $3 per day for all rooms above
the parlor floor, without, baths.
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day.

ALVIN HTJLBERT,
We challenge

any Hotel

In the

large and as e egantly furnished
the SHERMAN.

THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE CITY.
A FIRST-CLASS LIVERY CONNECTED

New

1

l''

Geese, Duceb,

canl

new Furniture and everything com-

use,

11'

':'.';.

-"M

:-'"

r

1

i

"-

i
'

":

-..

'

p

1

-•

"

"

J

Snipe, and 2,000 acres land unposted to hunt on.

W. D. McADOO,
Owner and Proprietor.

FOR FLORIDA

tors.

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and

per Week, $10.50;

to $2;

and Cleanest made, in sealed
Uigher 'lumbers specially are recom-

1 to 7, strongest

5 lb.

6#

metal kegs,

Rooms rorSaleamen, Healthy and Delightful Climate
Winter and Summer. Plenty Quail. Woodcock and

Pinnated and Raffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. Winslow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
tf

Orange Lightning Powder.
No.

lbs.

Board: per Day, $1.50
per Month. $20 to $25.

Y„

ST., W.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

mended

N. C.

WITH THE HOUSE.

3-eneral Passenger Agent,
Chicago. Hi b

Rand Powder Co.
MURRAY

No. 20
as
of

1e20tf

GREENSBORO,

&

Laflin

Prop'r.

World to show
rooms as those

McADOO HOUSE,

JAMES CHARLTON,

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines In Iowa, running through some of the finest

L

Rates reduced

Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,

KNEELAND,

70 Wall St. N. Y.
N. B.— Use KOhe but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg
Powder for long-range rifle shooting.
F.

\

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

QUICKEST,

hunting grcn

to order of any mpiltecl grain

Agencies in all cities and principal towns
throughout the U S. Represented by
or proof.

trie

Louis,

St.

Mnsket, Cannon, Mortar and
export.
Powder, U. .^. Government standard.

in-

ii

Powder manufactured

Uncoteague, Cobb's

'"

established in istU,

have maintained their grew reputation for 78 years.
Manufacture the tollowing celebrated brands of

waterfowl and upland Hboi
'

Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

Nos.

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

FORD, CRESSON, TiALSTON, MINNEQUA, and

of this L'n

GUN POWDER.

NOETHAM

LI.

dally (Sundays

exgo North and East at

r.

Powder

HOWARD,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ap

leaves Pier No.

TICKETS

Railroad couueeilons at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast; .at Gordonsville, with the
North and Northwest; ami »t Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvement*
In

BE TRANSPORTED WltbOUCfaUnrS

able STOCK TO
or Injury.
The lines of

Monutains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

via

icon of the

lines for reaching

Middle

through the most beanllful and picturesque scenery

Sulphur Springs.

tiie.ir

steamer

Blfegant

NIGHT LINE.— The

of the Virginia

The Only Route

The new ami
it

Hartford, Spring-

and the North.

field

Respectfully Invite attention to the

Virginia,

§unyotvderr

giouiqs.

FOR

New Haven,

of the

Comprising ttiose ol Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier and New Rivera, and Kanawha Valley, ami including in their varieties ot game
and Bah, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, snips, woodcock, mountain trout, baa?, pike,

435

No.

clean.

to a «Q
and 5

1

each, and canisters of 1

lbs.

each.

Orange
The

for

nest
;

,

In

-mi

Powder.

Rifle
and

rifles

ordinary purposes.

all

FFG and FFFG, the last being the finest.
wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., I2>i lb?.
and.

lb

"

If

iters Dl

n>-

l

%

and

lb.

All of the above give high velocities and less
,'esiduum than any other brands made, and are reused by Oapt. A. Tl. BOGARDUS,
"ie

ii.

'

o

r'iMi

;'.in

i.

'u'e.'ld.

lie

,

'

ING VPPARATUS. MI ITARY

rpOR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
18TS.—
LONG
r JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip
27,

except Sundays) SO minutes, and from Thirtvfonrth street, Easts*
.-ores previous
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street,
Fnlton and Catharine ferries (dail> ) 30 minutes previous to departure ol trains f roui Depot, corner Flatbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long island Cltv (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Greenpot t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 a. m.,
* p. M., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. m. For Patohogue, etc., 9:30 a. m., 4:3u and 6 p. m.
For Babylon,
eta, at 9:30 a. m., 4, 4:30, 5 and 6 p. m. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. m. For Northport, etc., at 10 a. M., 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30 p.m. For
(daily

:

.'1:00a.

i'ORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in
FLOKIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 8ont,h Delaware

Aven

ne, Phi's.

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRLNGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHTNNECOCK BAY, L. L,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc,
with the largest rig of trained wikl-geese decoys on
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. 8peolal
attention given by himself to hie guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good

Ground, L.

;

MALLORY'S LINE

s

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
Chicago

& Northwestern RB.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with
its numerous branches and connections, form- the
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, V, !
Minnesota. Iowa, Nebraska,

Western

Territories.

FORNIA LINE

and the
CALI-

Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
points in Southern and (Antral Minnesota. Its
GREEN BaT
Mi
JE is the Only
line for Janesville, Watertown, Pond dn Lao. Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Kseanaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton. Hancock and the Lake Superior country.
Its FREEPORT
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Hockford, Freeport and all polnta via Freeport.
its CHICAGO
LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and n? the on.,
eeiEvanston,
Lake Forest, Highlajn
igan Kaclne,
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CAKS
are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluff!
irola Express Train of
the CHICAGO &
RAILWAY.
West bound, tin '• leave CliiuNgo daily, except Sunday (and on every third Suiniuv), from the Wells
Streel Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 p. m.,
dally, except Satnnlav (and on every third Saturday),
and reach Chicago next iic-rnoon.
t3?~ No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman
oranyothet
ars.
TO St-'O.iTSMiiN.
TWs hue presents peculiar advantages. For
nr shooting,
ter,
all

AND DUBUQUE

Fernandina

FLORIDA.
STEAM ER

WESXBSS V&XAm
TVriX SAIL FOB

JACKSONVILLE,
December

January

37tli.

lOtli

and

24th.

STEAMER

OF

C£T"JT

XHAX.X.A.S.

G UN PO
Hazard's

20th.

January

NORTHWESTERN

||

3d, 17th

and

dl

,

for

Iliook Trout,

tlo.

J15

Broadway

;

BOBton

FELT
WADS.

ters of 1 lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
(coarse). In 1 lb. canisters anc
kegs.
fine grain, quick and clean, foi
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-

Nos.

1 (fine) to. 6

A

6Jj' lb.

by all dealeis. Manufactured by B.
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn., and 7 White street.
New York.
ctlT 3m

NEW YORK
The most popular coat to the market. Made of
velveteen, corduroy, fustian and canvas
Canvas
suits a- $5, $s and $12. For sale by all dealers
n
guns aud sportsman's supplies.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J.

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."
1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
clean, snootl
iblj close and with great
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting. It
rankt* any other brand, and it la equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

In

to 5 (coarse).

and 6J< and 12#

lb.

kegs.

Hazard's " Kentucky

in Irega

li

25,

iS¥ and t v, ibs, and cans of 51bs.e!'FFC4 is also
packed la 1 and
lb. canisters.
Bnrns strong and
nuist. Tin- 1'l.T'Q and FFG are favorite brands lot
Hi a"
irtins
inn! tbe "Sea Shooting" nv- S
'.i..'. .rfi Iciiif powder of the
country.

%

r

.

SnperJor mining and Blasting Powdeh
30YBIBOIENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER,
ALSO, SPEOTAL SB
XPQRT, Q$
Aasry reqtjirbd beaes
ib
"of, maniT
FACTURED TO ORDER.
The above con bo had of

^"ta

K.

deaiers, or of the CorcIn every proin'nsnt city, or whcleeelf

THOMAS,

WALL STREET, NEW

STORK.

Dudley's Patent Instrument

Hons from prominent sportsmen to
PonghkeepHie, N. Y.

Pier

20,

H.

MALLOHY &

East River.

CO., Agents,

New

York

City.

m

LicteL. h items,

W. H.

MARVIN
stjsnnktt,

Gen. PasB, Ageati

HUQI1ITT,
Gen. Manager, Chicago.

it'loago.

ZBTTLER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE

C. ot B.

apply to

lesotl

07

GALliERY,

New

York.

both

DUDLEY &

CO,
nov28t

For Gnns, Cntlery
Safe to handle. WILL

and 8nrgieal Instruments
NOT GUM, and wUTSBen
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the
United
States pronounce it the best gnn oil m trie
market
, , l ''t'' Mich., writes: "Itli
.
,,
hi.TiT
r.ut Lis., preparation I
liavc found m thlrty-ove
lve
and
frequent
use
of
* £„
guns."
}

S

'

vi'r

v

nu-inuiacturer,

W0

1-avona

Avenae,

GEO

Jersey city

r

by principal New York
Reau & Sons, Uostom Mass.
S. Id

Ohio.

Cowery,

to

Eaton's Rust Preventer.

'"'

uuuic
C.

adopted
-

r

1S6V4 Sonth Clark Street, Chicago, HJ,

is

."uncaps recaps, loads, creases and turns over cartridge cases
beautlfnuy, ana weighs but four ounces, send for
circular with direction-' for using and recommenda-

t

JK.,

6HN8, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,

office,

Pocket Cartridge Loader

Rifle."

"'HH, FFG, and " Sea Shooting " FG.

?*uy's

sale

SHOOTING COAT.

gnns.
pros. 1 (fine)

TO ELY'S, AT LESS PRICE.

EQ.VAI,

Powder."

Lake

el and Bass nsht.
to and Marti
o
found unsurpusssd by anything

31st.

WD E R.

Electric

Nob. 1 (fine) to G (coarse). Unsurpassed Id point ol
strength ami cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

SS

than anyothi
and Bear hunting, and

FERNANDINA,
Decern lier

AND MILWAUKEE

•

American Chemically Prepared

@>T7ZT

For

HANUFACTUlSKIta OF

i

WILL SAIL FOB

New

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO

n Michigan,
California,

OMAHA AND

Its

the shortest and best route for all
points in Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LIME Is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St.
(ninth mad all points
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST.
rETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Rochesis

AND

DIRECT STEAMERS TO

&

tf

§nn#(>wdqr.

:

Jacksonville

Nov8

I.

§pa^mfen's <§oodn.

M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:38

andfi:30 p. h. For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 a. h.,
4, 4:80, 6, 6 and 7 p. m.
For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:30 and 10 a. k
11:30 p. m., and
12:18 night, and from Long Island Cltv only 9:30 a. m.,
1:80 and 6:30 p. m. SUNDAYS.-For Pert Jefferson,
Patchogne, etc., 9 a. m.
Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 p. m.
Northport and Locnst Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:30 p. m.,
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and from Long Island City only 9:30 a.m. and
5130 p. M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of " The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 786 and 942 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot in Brooklyn, No. 333 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
J. Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Je6 tf

POWDER

of all Kinds a-n hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Friotlonal and
Platinum Fuses.
x-'amphlets, showing sizes ol the grain by wood.
oat, sent tree on application to the above (vddress.

A

"

Trimble

i

-

;;i-

dealers,

Baton,

and by V7m

B. Kitiredge

;

Oil

eago,

ill

•

4

Co.."

Browr.

w,cievflu2S

A-

Kl.-ib. ,_k,r,

Baltimore, ltdis'
0.

-Jos.

Co., Plilladelpliiii.

CANNOT BE

O urnD0
Grubh
'

seiNT

BY MAIL.

FOREST AND STREAM.

43(3;

^ortsmeti's 0aads.

Cartridge

§gort$meti's §oed$.

q

HEADQUARTERS FOR

W.

Athletic and Shooting Medals

THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OP

roa

VALPARAISO, IND.

HOLIDAYJPRESENTS.
W. A. HAYWARD,
BROADWAY,

212

Thin
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer

LOWELL, MASS.,

in the

United

Holiday Presents, consisting of Jewelry of every de-

novU 2mos

scription.

"

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

States.

« Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, B'lllard, Ten Fin, Regimental, Police, and all Social
Club Badjes furnished free. AIbo Headquarters for

and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY
and several Foreign Governments.
Klm-flre ammunition o( all kinds.
attention given to the manufacture of
Adapted

to all military

UNITED STATES

GOOD'S OIL TANNED

Cartridges for Target Practice.

MOCCASINS.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

OF THE
Special

and Mining Stove.
Pour

Illustrated circular.

MARTIN

Box 36S, Dover, N. H.

W.LW.j&reener's Champion TrebleJJVedge. Fast,
Breech-Loader .1

a n

TON TROH WORKS

70 lbs. Just
Address TAUN-

to

:

j)

CO.,

si

Boston, Mass.

Blackston street,
jyji

§<uf(ting (goods.

*'

L
THE WIHHIHOiCS

8

(Succes-

weighing from 15
rone en a
out

sizes,

the thing for

best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
K durable. Made to order
"in a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine

Send for

PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING "

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of
breaking the dog for the field, and is especially
adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Prlca
25c. Prospectus of the finest kennel of setters audi
spaniels in Indiana. Write for particulars.
novsi tf

Duncklee's Patent Camping

The

HTJTCHLN(3S. P. O.
sor to Frank G*od.)

sent free of ex. on receipt of price.
$6, sent free on receipt of price.

$10,

A One Cjat for

MANTTFACTUEBBS OF THB
largest

FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK

Full eetof fine
f r

N. Y.,

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.)
house is well known as being the

article.

H. Holabird,

and Jewelry

JZt^

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco. Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at
.6169, and a money prize of x;os, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29# yards. He
also won the second event, killing s birds in succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
Is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, istt, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver enp, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.
1878, the

HUNTING, PISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHING.
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the
Universe.

;

scriptive Circular sent

1)

J. Purdey, thegunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1S76, in the pigeon shooting match between Oapt. Bogardus and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only.
The winning gun also at the great London Sua
ting 10a guns by all the best makers of
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER is the strongest
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented In the United
States, Oct. 6, 1875; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

CEO.

C.

W for one
HENNINC,

on request.

ite

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Sportsmen's Emporium.
SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND

ARCHERS OUTFITS.
3

page Illustrated Catalogue

W.

"W.

GREENER,

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

used.

Porrect cleanliness.

BOTJDREN'S & FERGUSON'S

W. HOLBERTON & CO.
<lec5

FULTON

117

TAKE

IT

ST., N. Y.

New York

_

heretofore, but

8VRHI H SEP

Its

Hangs and Penetiati™

TIBT O O&TIKG-

IEA

A. PAINE'S

FEATHER
FILLED GLASS BALL.
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

Slt-

The ^'Standard"

Every Plnce.

Writing Table is separate from
seoured in position by a strong button

My Reading and
chair,

and

is

adjusted to nearly

all

kinds of arm-chairs,

Tor

sale

by the trade.

F. A.

Manufactured by

SINCLAIR;
MOTTVILLE,

Best Holiday
Send Stamp

Gift in

J"

'

N. Y.

the World

A.

H.
%
i

SHELLS LOADED
WITH
will Increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will
crease paper BheHs, and Is one of the most rapid
loaders in ubo. For particulars adareBS

CRAWFORD & LOVELL,
declD

Savannah, G».

8m

for Trap Shooting With Class Balis
USE

The Huber Trap.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN
GOODS.
octl7 tf

& Sons,
Thomson
BROADWAY, N.
301

Y.,

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

and

Balls Against Breakage by

i

HA6GERTY
*

&

DNT TO THE TRADE.

BALLS.
IlirtDV BILLIARD
BALLS.
IVUnT
wwil l BifiATELLB
FAUO ^ POKER CHECKS.

TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS.

ORDERS BT
MAIli
PROMPTLY
ATTENDED
TO.

F.GROTE&CO.,

TURNERS AND DEALERS
114 E, Hth ST., NEW TOES.

ISM.

WALDSTEIN.

'

1

7th Street,

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Beat Fi< Id, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., eta.
Spectacles and Eye-GlasBes to Suit all eyes.

The largest
Sole

Agent

stock of Optical Goods In this country.

Human Artificial Eyes.
on receipt of postage o/i cents.

for the beat

Illustrated Catalogue

pack 10 extra. I have had 5,000 shipped out West since my return from
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not find a bailbrokeo, and
never over three or four in a barrel. M* traps are he best to practice from, and
where clubs nse them vou can readily see which la the hardest shooting. In
matches reported in paper-, saying Bogardus' rnles and traps used, you do not
Bee all the balls broken. Amateur-* and vouog boys who want to learn to shoot
and will follow the instructions laid down in my hook, "Field, Cover and Trap
Shooting," will become orae* wiog shots, and, further, patronize the man
who m.ruuucei this sport 1o the public, and who has been toE gland t»ice and shot and upheld the
American flag. My "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting" Is t'ie ouy biok that has ever been written and
published by a market hunter and experienced man. 1 will return the money to any one who has hoaght
aell monev's worth. Each barrel of bails contains a score book with
the book and thinks u
Bogaraus' Rules lor Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Bules for Pigeon Shooting.
Price of Balls, I.OOO, SI4; by single barrel, 8*; "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," S3.
BROS.
CO., 10 Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS,
"
SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
TRAPS, UAK.T
H. BilGVRDU'', Elkhart, Logan Co., HI., or can be had from him
t

ie2T-ly

ESTABLISHED

Union Square, Broadway,

will

.

CABIN STORES.

OCULIST & OPTICIAJT,

Transportation,
and

paints, oils, etc.

BQ&ABDUS.
my

FAC-8IMILE.

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all slues,
RuBsia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,

H.

PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with
2511 in each barrel, and by having a rough surface strengthens the ball for ship.
ling, and prevents the glancing of srmr, while the smooth bull has to be made so
chin to break sqi-c-i ;,iniiy w.ieu hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and the feather-lllled ball Is the same. Now,

Will Warrant

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

AN EXACT

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

214 Pearl Street, N. Y.

My

c

for Illustrated Price List.
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Ball.

MADE

HEADQUAKTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

IS

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD
ONLY BALL
TO A SCALE, therefore wa
would respectfully caution the dealers against laving In a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade,
when you can purchase the I.:.
e J for other inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Billed Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully
made. It will break In every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently Btrong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300.
^ Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade

AND

THIS

Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a Bamplohaa
been left at the Forest and Stream ami Rod and
Gun offloe. Sent on receipt of ji.so, by post office
order, to any part or
WILLIAMS A CO., 99 Water Street, New York;
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.

tlsg-Room, for the Far.

Tl is easily

G0R/IPASS.

ALSO

EASY.

but should be used on my No. 4, 5, or 13, to give complete satisfaction. Table can be set at any angle
desired, or lowered to good position for writing.
Makes a nice table for an invalid. Putting board for
the ladlcB. None of yoar little 7x9 affairs, but is
16x82 Inches. Cannot be got out of order,

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Bails, Bar Lead,
Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead.
THE LEB O Y SHOT AND LEAD M'F'C CO., MEW YOR K.

_and Rockers-

lor, for

LOST

England.

City.''

Will not foul or corrode the gun, nor taint, (he
llent for loading shelis.
size, nnifoim'fy,

are increased by the bright

Common-Sense Chairs
For thtTpiazzR, for the

Street,

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED
DROP AND
AMEBIC AN STA NDABD- EA GLEBBAND.
illsh

JACK LAMPS,
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS,
SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RUBBER
GOODS, AMMUNITION,
And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen.
SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EACH $15.

St.

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Oortlandt

BBOTHEBS A CO.'S PRICE LTST OP
PROPELLER TUG. .-VA'D YA' BT ENGINES
AND VACHTS NOV, HEADY. SEND
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY N. Y.

CL1ITE

ALONZO

E. SMITH,
YACHT BUILDER.
ISLI P,

L

.

I.

Builder of famous yachts Comet, Nlantic, Bagltte,
Windward, and man? others.
Yachts
built cheap if contracted for immediately. Several
flne yachts for sale. Vessels hauled out, and re-

Onward,

pairs

and

alterations executed at low rates.

Magic Lanterns and Siereopticans.

E4

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., B91 Broadway,
N. Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes
.
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic Materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna and
Philadelphia,
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YEAR'S CALLS.

to call

it

I.—12 M.
I began to be anxious
you'd come early, you kuow
Besides, I had counted upon you,
And it Isn't like you to be slow.
It's

!

fluid

;

your new dress 1 Honr becoming
Pray how do yon like mine, my dear ?
Ma's grand in black velvet and diamonds.
Are yon ready ? Then walk right in here.

But what
It

we

it.

Fanny Harris conld see it
She'd be awfully jealous. But then
That's the worst of these New Tear's receptions
Nobody sees things but the men.

Be quick

am sure.

in position.

II.—12

r. m.

Bring tho card baskets in from the hall, John,
And put the dead-latoh on the door.
Let Ned in ; if any one else comes,
Jnst Bay the reception

that

Then

thero

tell

his heels
it

was

hun-

&

;

dress

was yonng Schumaker Fyndlngs

Could scarcely

MaKing love tome;

to about six

;

I

my

would amount

;

we knew.

punch on

spill claret

extras,

W

Please count the cards, ma. The reception
Has been, 1 T.liint;, a success.
What a shame in hat tipsy Fiteuoodle

To

;

dred and fifty thousand dollars. These voyages were made in
Billings and of Williams
Haven.
behalf of N. & W.
During four of them his wife accompanied him iu his explorations around the globe and his only daughter was born at sea,
receiving the name of the ship in which the event occurred.
He also had a number of sons, one of whom acquired distinction as a whaleman and four brothers, who were all whale
One of them was killed while fighting one of the
hunters.
ocean monsters in the Pacific ocean and another was nearly
as successful in the same sphere of enterprise.
He made a
number of voyages to Kerguelen's Land, and, as already
stated, he was tho first American who brought any oil from
that remote region in 1837
and now, reserving some other
particulars about him for another place, I come to his de-

is o'er.

everybody

Has been here

New London

and without counting

Come, Nell, have some turkey and salad.
I'm starved, and I hope you are, too.
I really believe

which

j

There's a ring at the door.

!

island to

-.

and the dowers,

Well, there's plenty of wine, I

Come, Nell, get yourself

The other

me

I wish

for the fruit

of Desolation.

lies

the following facts have been chiefly compiled.
The most complete account of Kerguelen's Land comes to
from Captain Smith, and a word or two about the man
himself should not be omitted in this place. He was born in
New London in 1801, and before completing his thirteenth
year became a sailor in a coasting vessel. In 1822 he went
upon a whaling voyage to Patagonia and on being promoted
to the C'linmand of a ship in 1831, he entered upon a series of
voyages which have been pronounced the most successful in
The names of his vessels were the
the annals of whaling.
Florio, Julius Csesar, Tuscarora and the Chelsea and in the
course of ten years he made nine voyages, the first seven of
them yielding 10,154 barrels of whale oil, and 1,147 barrels of
sperm, the total value of which, according to present prices

the goad of his money
don't have things done up iu style
la

They won't care

alluded

and the man who brought away from each
of the two islands in question the first cargoes of oil was CapThe Log
tain Franklin F. Smith, also of New London.
Books and private journals of these men have been placed in
sion, as well as the Journal of Captain Henry lingers, who was one of a small party that first spent a winter upon 'Heard's Island,- and it is from these original records that

of

Is that

There's the table. Delmonlco spread
Pa said it wasn't worth while

Land

about 180 miles southeast of Kerguelen's
Land, and although actually discovered by a Boston navigator named Heard in 1853, while on his way to Australia, the
first man who set foot upon it was Captain E. Darwin Rogers,

we have

So Youyou

the

2,

;

from his head,

disgusting,

He should have been home and in

bed.

said, ma?— three hundred
Indeed, that will do pretty well;
Hake pa see that it gets in the papers,
And be sure that he don't forget Neil.

What was it you

I

scription of the island.
It is about one hundred miles long and perhaps sixty wide,
and reputed to be the most barren spot in either hemisphere.
It is of volcanic origin, rises in some places in terraces to the
height of three thousand feet above the sea, with one pointed
peak said to be nearly six thousand feet high, contains a
number of lofty and picturesque headlands is indented with
bays or fiords, some of which nearly cross the island, and to
the geologist it is especially interesting, as containing in its
igneous formations a large amount of fossil wood and coal.
Small rocky islands, to the number of three hundred, surround it on all sides ; and yet it has several first rate harbors.
During the entire year, the higher lands are covered with ice
;

For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.
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(From a forthcoming volume by Charles Lanman.)

and snow, which, with the fogs and winds, dispute the honor

rpHA-T'S a ship from Desolation and she's full of ele- of making the place desolate in the extreme. The vegetation,
which is very limited, is antarctic;
although scientific
.L phant oil 1" The words were spoken by an old skip- men have described one hundred and and
fifty species of plants,
per, -with whom the writer had been upon a fishing cruise in
the ordinary observer -would only be attracted by four —a kind
Long Island Sound, and it was prompted by the sight of a of saxafrage, a plant resembling the cabbage, a variety of
*'

storm-beaten vessel while passing into the beautiful harbor of
The return of the ship after a long voyage I

New London.

could readily understand, but the place and the commodity alluded to were to me involved in mystery. The brief explana-

which followed from the skipper only tended to increase
remark nor was it lessened when he
me that the Desolation Islands were more nearly identified with New London than with any other seaport in the
In a short time, therefore, after my return from
country.
fishing I was busy among the ancient mariners of the town,
asking them questions and recording their replies.
In the South Atlantic or Indian Ocean, about midway between the Cape of Good Hope and the western coast of Australia, are located two islands, lonely and inhospitable, and
nearly three thousand miles from the nearest continent. One
tion

my

interest in his casual

;

told

of

them

bears the

name

of Kerguelen's

Land and

the other

and although not very near neighbors
they are know n to the mc n " who go down to the sea in ships'
The first mentioned of these was
as the Desolation Islands.
discovered by a lieutenant in the French navy, named Kerthat of Heard's Island

;

guelen, in 1773, and for bis service he

command

of a frigate.

He

was promoted

revisited the

new land

to the

in 1773,

it the name of La Fortune and reported to his government that he had discovered a new continent, in which opinion he was of course mistaken. Its exact location is lat. 40 S.
long 70 E.
In 1776 the famous navigator Cook, by direction

gave

of the English government, also visited this island

he gave its
and headlands the names which they have since
borne and he made the assertion that, if it had not already
received the name of its discoverer, he would be inclined to

principal bays
;

;

coarse grass, and a plant belonging to the cress family. As to
trees, there is not one to be found, and it is not probable that
island.
But the sea-weeds which fringe
the shores of the entire island, are particularly rich and rare,
some of them growing to the enormous length of sixty feet.
Of quadrupeds it is entirely destitute. In the way of birds, it
is frequented by a few gulls, now and then by an albatross,
and by penguins in the greatest abundance. In olden times,
such portions of the coast as were accessible were frequented
by several kinds of seal, and also by the sea-elephant but
they are now becoming scarce. There are no permanent inhabitants on tho island and since it has ceased, for the most
part, to afford a profitable supply of oil, it is chiefly interesting to seafaring men in these latter day's as a secure rendezvous when overtaken by foul weather in their lone wanderings around the globe. During the period when England enenjoyed the monopoly of killing seals on this island for their
furs alone, it was estimated that the yield was about one million skins per annum.
But it is of Heard's Island that we desire especially to
speak in this paper. It is about eighteen miles long and perhaps six or seven wide; and by right of discovery is an
American possession. For many years the merchants of New
London cherished the belief that there was land somewhere
south of Kerguelen's Island, for in no other way could their
captains account for the continuous supply of tho sea-elephant on its shores. As long ago as 1849 Captain Thomas
Long, then of the Charles Carroll, reported to tho owners of
his ship that he had seen land from the mast-head, while sailing south of Kerguelen's Land but Captain Heard has received the credit of the discovery, although he did not land
upon the island. The man who first did this was Captain E.
Darwin Rogers. He was on a cruise after sperm whale hia
Bhip was the Corinthian, and ho had three tenders and his
employers were Perkins <fc Smith— the same Smith heretofore
mentioned. Captain Rogers commemorated his success by
an onslaught upon the sea-elephauts, which he found very
numerous on the shore and after securing four hundred bar- |

any ever grew on the

;

;

;

;

;

;

1879.

improved the first opportunity to inform his employers of what he had done, urging them not only to keed
the information secret, but to dispatch another vessel to the
newly discovered island. When the news reached New LonSmith were without a ship or a suitable Capdon, Perkins
The second member of the firm had
tain for the enterprise.
long before given up the sea and was hoping to spend the remainder of his days at home in the quiet enjoyment of an
ample fortune. But the t?mptation was strong and he yielded.
The firm purchased a ship at once, and the moment she was
equipped, Captain Smith look command, and sailed for
With Captain Darwin Rogers as his right
Heard's Island.
hand man he fully explored the island, named all its headlands and bays and other prominent features, made a map of
Two exit, and succeeded in filling all his vessels with oil.
ploits which he performed with the assistance of his several
crews, are worth mentioning At one point, which he called
the Seal Rookerv, they slaughtered five hundred of these animals, and as was afterward found, thereby exterminated the
race in that locality and they performed the marvelous labor
of rolling three thousand barrels of elephant oil a distance of
three miles, across a neck of the island, from one shore to another where their vessels were anchored. The ship which he
himself commanded returned in safety to New London with a
caTgo of oil valued at §130,000, one-half of which was his
property.
On reaching the dock he was warmly congratuwas informed that the books
lated by his numerous friends
of his firm never told a better story than they did then, and
that good news had been received from all their thirteen whale
ships, which were homeward bound from the Pacific and ArcIn addition to all this, he found that two farms
tic seas.
which he owned had increased in value, and that the ten or
twelve thousand dollars he had invested in erecting the Pequot House, since become famous as a summer resort, would
probable pay him a handsome interest ;— but as the wheel of
fortune would have it, in six months from the date of his arrival home from Heard's Island, he had lost all his entire
property. The blow was terrible, and a desolation of heart
fell upon him, which could not but remind him of the DesoAfter resting upon his oars
lation Islands in the Indian sea.
for a few years, he made one desperate effort in 18G2 to retrive his fortunes, but the tide had turned against him, and
he was unsuccessful. His friends furnished him with a new
ship and he went upon another voyage to the Desolation IsHaving secured a good cargo of whale and elephant
lands.
oil, the ship was wrecked on a reef off the Sea Shell Islands,
after which he obtained a passage to the Isle of France and by
way of London, Liverpool and New York, returned to New
London, where he subsequently resided a worthy and much respected, but disappointed man.
But it is time that we should be giving our readers an idea
of the physical characteristics of Heard's Island. It is in
reality an ice island, with only enough of solid laud visible at
From the
different points to prove that it is not an ice-berg.
centre of it there rises to the height of at least five thousand
feet a broad breasted mountain, which is known to be perpetually covered with ice and snow, and its sides and summits
are so cold and desolate that no living creature has ever been
seen to harbor there excepting the albatross. Some of the
points or head lands which are found along its eastern shore
rise out of the sea in the form of perpendicular cliffs, and
Captain Darwin Rogers alleges that he was once at anchor
near one of these cliffs for an entire month without obtaining
a view of the summit and also that during that period his
ship on several occasions was felt to quiver from stem to stern
in a very frightful manner, the cause of which, as he subsequently ascertained, was the falling of immense blocks of ice
from the cliffs into the sea. Alternating with those huge bulwarks of ice are some of the most beautiful beaches of black
sand, where the surf perpetually rolls up fresh from the South
pole.
The only fish found along its shores is called the night
There is not a tree or shrub on
fish and resembles the cod.
the island, and the vegetation is so limited that only two
varieties are ever mentioned in the journals before us, viz.; a
The birds
coarse kind of tussock grass and the wild cabbage.
are about the same as those found on K.ergueler's land, viz.:
gulls, mollymokes or penguins, cape pigeons, and the albatross.
In the way of mammals it boasts of but one creature
alone, and that is the sea-elephant, but for these it is the most
profitable hunting ground in the world.
What the lion is to tho common cat, the sea-elephant or
Morwnga proboscidea is to the seal— the mammoth representaThough not uniform in size, they not unfrequently attive.
tain a length of thirty feet, and a circumference of fifteen or
eighteen feet, the blubber of a single individual sometimes
yielding three hundred gallons of oil, which is considered more
The grown males have an
valuable than that of the whale.
elongated snout, which gives them the name they bear their
teeth are short aud deeply rooted, the molars small and
pointed and the caverns very large, and the power of thenjaws so great that an angry male specimen has been known to
seize a dead comrade weighing a ton and toss him a considerWhen quite young
able distance as a dog would a mouse.
they are called silver gray pups from their color, but as they
mature they become brown, the males mclining to a dark blue
and the females to yellow shade their home is the sea, but
they have a fashion of spending much of their time upon the
shore, occasionally going inland two or three miles and luxuriating in fresh water marshes they are sluggish in their movements and somewhat stupid, and in certain localities they conrels of oil,

&
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;

;

;

:

;

;

—
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their tongues are used by
gregste in large herns or corral?
the sailots us a -welcome delicacy, and by the Yankee boys
frequently worked into mince pieSj the scraps which are lel't
after the blubber has been tried out ure employed as fuel with
their food is sup-which the trying-out process is conducted
posed to consist, chiefly of cuttle fish and sea weed, and the
instrument employed in killing them is a sharp lance, -which
penetrates the throat and causes them to bleed to death. In
sailor parlance the old males are called beach masters and
Durbulls, and the females pupping cows and brown cows.
ing the season of courtship the bulls fight desperately with
each other, uttering a kind of roar and inflicting fearful
wounds, while the lady elephants in groups of from fifteen to
twenty, look on in dignified silence and satisfaction, as if
ready, with expanded flippers, to welcome the victor into
their mist. The mothers usually remain in charge of their
young about two months, and during all that time it is said
that the lord of each harem occupies a convenient eminence,
with his head generally toward the sea, and acts as sentinel to
prevent the mothers from abandoning their young, or to protect his favorites from the ungallant assaults of any roving inThe number of these animals which annually redividuals.
sort to Heard's Island, coming from unknown regions, is truly
immense. In former times the men who hunted them invariably spared all the cubs they met with, but in these latter
days the young and old are slaughtered indiscriminately.
can give no figures as to the total yield of elephant oU in this
particular locality, but we know that the men who follow the
busiuess lead a most fuliguing and wild life, and well deserve
the largest profits they can make. While Kerguelen's Land
is the place where the ships of the elephant hunters spend the
summer months, which season is literally the '' winter of their
discontent," it isuponHeard's Island,that the mammoth gameThen it is that gangs of
is chiefly, if not exclusively, found.
men have the hardihood to build themselves rude cabins upon
the island, and there spend the entire winter. Among those
exiled
of fogs and snow and
first
this
land
themselves to
-who
stormy winds, was one Captain Henry Rogers, then ser
first mate, and from his journal, which he kept during this
period, we may obtain a realizing sense of the loneliness and
hardships of the life to which Americans, for the love of gain,
willingly subject themselves in the far off Indian ocean.
Having taken a glance at the leading men who identified
themselves with the Desolation Islands, and also at the
physical peculiarities of those islands, we propose to conclude
this paper with a running account of Captain Henry Rogers'
adventures during his winter on Heard's Island.
He left New London in the brig Zoe, Captain Jas. Rogers,
master, Oct. 36, 1856. and arrived at their place of destination
February 18, 1857. For about five weeks after their arrival
the crew was kept very busy in rafting to the brig several
hundred barrels of oil, which had already been prepared and
left over by the crew of a sister vessel, and on the 33d of
March the wintering gang, with Capt. Henry Rogers as thenleader, proceeded to move their plunder to the shore, and
when that work was completed, the brig sailed for the Cape
of Good Hope. The gang consisted of twenty-five men, and
after building their house, which was merely a square excavation on the ground, covered with boards and made air tight
with moss and snow, they proceeded to business. Those who
were expert with the lance did most of the killing; the
coopers hammered away at their barrels and, as occasions
demanded, all hands participated in skinning the huge sea
elephants, or cutting off the blubber in pieces of about fifteen
pounds each, and then, on their backs or on rude sledges,
transporting it to the trying works, where it was turned into
the precious oil. Not a day was permitted to pass withou
" bringing to bag " u little game, and the number of elephants
killed ranged from three to as high a figure as forty. According to the record, if one day out of thirty happened to be
bright and pleasant, the men were thankful; for the regularity
with which rain followed snow, and the fogn were blown
about by high winds, was monotonous beyond conception.
And when night came, and the monotonous suppers were
packed away, the stories which followod were monotonous,
and as the tired men wrapped themselves in their blankets for
the night, there was a monotony in their very dreams— but
_
they were of home— of wives and children and friends— far, far
away, over illimitable sea and that was a monotony which
they enjoyed. When one of these men chanced to be wakeful
at the hour of midnight, and went forth from the pent-up
cabin to enjoy the fresh air or to commune alone with himself,
how must the blackness of darkness and the wild wailing of
the ocean, mingled with the screams of the penguins, or the
moon and stars shining in their marvellous beauty on the
The great waves,
tranquil deep, have tilled him with awe!
perhaps, like beasts of prey, came careering out of the abyss
of space, and as they dashed and perished against the icy clifft
would give an unearthly howl, which the winds carried
entirely across the island, only to be welcomed by an answert
ing roar from the waves on the opposite shore.
Month after month passes away, and there is no cesMist and
sation in the labors of the elephant hunters.
snow and slaughter, the packing Of oil, hard bread and sad
beef, fatigue and heavy slumbers these' are the burthen
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Those who chance to remember
their song of life.
with pleasure the sound of Sabbath bells, may cherish a Sabbath feeling in their hearts, but while their children are in attendance at the Sunday-school, in the far-off
England
church, stern necessity compels them, with lance in hand, to
But when the anniversary
do battle with the
arrives, they must, needs deof their National Ini
vote one hour of th(
tinae to the bidding of their
Fact that their cabin may be
patriotism, notwithWith the aid
torpa raging.
a hole in a rock for artillery,
,-il.li
tin pan for a kettle-drum,
thy fire a national salul.
of wire lor a triangle, they have an abn
e
irming themselves into a procession, they
qi .. drift, instead of a
march -with stately
grand hotel; and with the tongue of an elephant for roast
Bome ginger pop for Catawba wine, they have a gloand leaving their bunting to flap itself into a wet
rag over their island home, they pick up their lances and are
5iion busy again among the elephant herds.
AnOth
of

New

I

.

;

haye
th

passed
(ray
the latest news

R be

r from dear New Boflanj.
in a few weeks she is filled to
j
by rafting and boating, with the barrels of oil

re been collected during

summer), and

I

i

i.

jus winter

!

B brig are again UBfurled,

and away She
the

WE

i

ig

greater part of the

Continent, and rather pleased that the

two weeks of our stay in the Old World was to be spent
among some friends of my traveling companion,
who were residents of the county where are situated the farfamed Lakes of Killarney.
We had already devoted two weeks to England and Scotland; so, when Prod Eaid, " Here's" a letter from my friend,
What do you say to
the Doctor
it has been here a week.
our starting right away, asking him to meet us at Killarney ?"
"Hurrah for Ireland I" was my reply, and forthwith set
about completing arrangements to leave for Holyhead that

last

in Ireland,

;

Two days later we reached Killarney.
Tes; the scenery of Killarney is wondrously beautiful, and
we enjoyed it to our heart's content— but I must remember
that this is to be an account of our sport in Ireland, so I will
not attempt a description of Irish scenery just now, but move
right on to the scene of our exploits.
A ride on an outside jaunting car for about thirty miles
brought us to the village of Ballyherlihy, the Doctor's home
and the genuine, hearty welcome we received made us feel
that our host was a real old Irish gentlemon— one of the good
During the last five miles of our ride,
old style.
the river Scone three times, and my nerves fairly tingled
with delight at the prospect of soon throwing a line over
pools that looked the beau-ideal haunts of trout and salmon.
However, there were visits to be made that would occupy the
next day— and then for some fishing, But I am very much
afraid, when Fred and I retired on the first night of our visit,
it was with a decided mental reservation, that if next day's
jollities among our newly-made friends were to equal those we
had just experienced, fishing would by mutual consent be inevening.

definitely postponed.

My

1

We

Damn

received the emphatic re-

and wait

We

mthe'ast, and
from the DesoJa-

till

the Doctor and Jerry came along.
filled oar pipes, and
as we lay there on the sweef heather of Ireland, dear old
Raugeley and the Schoodies were not for
When our friends arrived we did feel rather crest-fallen, for
their baskets contained some fine trout, many of them fully
two pounds weight.
could not understand how this could
be, for our flies were about the same that they were using,
flattered ourselves that we did know something about
fishing but alas the experience we had gained from many
visits to the streams and lakes of New England, where we
counted our day's spoils by the dozen, was not all sufficient
for the successful fishing of an Irish river.
had to submit with the best grace possible to a lesson from Jerry, and
then found out that it was absolutely necessary to keep as far
as possible from the bank, and throw the line with a
lightness that only the leader would fall on the water.
Our rather nonchalent manner of fishing might do very
well in the. wilds of Maine, but it evidently was uot
the ticket in this old-fashioned country.
had every
reason to be satisfied with our tackle. It was extreme!.,
and finely made, and impressed one with the feeling that very
careful action would be required in a struggle with a two_

We

We

!

;

We

We

pouuder.

The flask was passed round, and with renewed spirits and
hopes for betterluck we resumed our old positions. Wheu
we next came to a halt we had a very different story to tell.
Fred and I held our own very fairly with our friends indeed
before we reached the rendezvous for lunch I had to transfer
my basket]to the "gorsoon" who acted as ray henchman. During the afternoon a breeze, sprung up, and as we had renewed
OUT strength to its utmo.,1. enpurHy, we were glad to find that
the "gig" that carried the hamper also contained the salmon
rods, BO we decided to try our luck, as some celebrated pools
were close by, During the hours that followed Fred secured
an eight-pounder. The Doctor gave a stirring account of a
short struggle he had, but unfortunately the prize escaped,
and it was it pity, for I have little doubt from the description
he gave of the fish, it well dese] red to be stuffed, and hold an
honored place among the heavy weights of the Saimoi
family. Jerry and 1 had to act as audience. We had hoi
to relate, and could only show a few additional good trout.
Though the number we secured would not. at Rangel
considered a good day's sport, yet the extreme fineness of the
tackle made each capture look' a
When we reached the Doctor's that evening we were
pleased to hear that a foxhunt was to take place two days
later, and that the meet was to be at the Coomasahru Pass,
the very wildest part of this very wild district.
A feE
feeling brought me in close intimacy with a most enthusiastic
young fisherman, who confided to me the secret that he had an
otter, with which he could catch twenty
rind
that, if I would go with him on the morning of the hunl
could have two or three hours' fishing before the "meet" took
Well, I did go. Master Will was at my window a
place.
i.r daylight.
I do not think he was aware that our
party attended Donuy brook Fair the day previous, and that
curiosity had induced some individuals of the party to investigate those canvas-covered abodes
|

anxiety to have a chat with a real, simon-pure, unsophisticated Irishman of the laboring class, who, I felt certain,
would be found in his most unadulterated state in this wild
locality, induced me to up and out very early next morning.
A short walk brought mo ou two, who were at work near the.
road.
They looked the very game I was after— knee-breeches
and old hat, and, without doubt, the two coats on the fence
near by were swallow-tails of ye ancient pattern.
" The lop of the morning to your honor," greeted me the
moment I came up. I returned the compliment, and immediately set my Yankee inquisitiveness to work
The simple
question "What are you sowing here?" I intended as an
opener on their agricultural pursuits, but was a little nonplussed wheu I was told that it was caraway seeds. I had to
undergo some moments of mental agony to recall what I
knew about caraway seeds, with the hope of being able to
" Where people went, la to upend Uulf-a-crown,
disguise my ignorance of agriculture in general, and especially
To meet wfto a friend aud for love Knock aim (town
of the plant mentioned. Though the name was as familiar
is sprig of slilllelali ami slmoirock so greeu."
as oats, I felt that I was entirely innocent of how they grew
or ranked as an article of commerce so I thought I had betI felt that it was useless to pretend that I did not hear him,
ter change the subject, though my informant looked the very
as I could easily aee that his gentle tapping at mv window
picture of willingness to impart information.
house some lattice would very soon be louder than betoie. Ho I jumped
little distance up the road attracted my notice, from its pecuup to ask a respite, but Will's salutation, " It's a glorious
It was built so that its end faced a pretty morning, don't delay: Rattleaway is harnessed," put exliar situation.
view of the river and its ivy-clad bridge, while the front cuses at an end. I could only say, " All right," and hope
dismal
piece
of
dwarfed
woodland. There that the bright, fresh morning air would banish from my
looked od a rather
appeared no justifiable excuse for such want of taste, and to mind the absurd idea that some friend's sprig of shillelah had
remark to that effect, was answered " that he was a quare been playing about my head, Rattleaway did credit to his
gintleman that built it. But he was dead and gone Lord name that morning, and spun over the five miles in
rest hissowll— and now the priest lived there; so mc and
time and now, while breakfast is being prepared at the
the boys, as soon as the turf was cut, were going up there to farmer's house at. the foot of the mountain, I will describe
twist it around." To show that this matter was fully settled Master Will's "otter" as he is about to rig it here, to save time.
"
Isn't that so, Jim f"
on, he turned to his companion, saying
It is a slate-colored painted board two feet and a half long,
and was answered, "It's threw for you, Mickey." As the eight inches wide and one inch thick, beveled at the ends in
house happened to be of good size and built of stone, the ap- opposite directions, and with a leaded keel on its length, so
parent ease with which Mickey and the boys went to twist it that the board will float upright, leaving about three lncbffl
around, made me think, among other things, that perhaps it over the water. Three inches from each end are twi
was about time for breakfast; so 1 wished my two unsophisti- through which run two endless cords— called the belly-hands
cated friends good-day, and was about to retrace my steps,
which are held in position by pegs ; these b. b. when pa
when it was mildly suggested that if I went across the fields tight extend about six inches from the board. To this band
I accepted the adit would be a short cut to tho Doctor's.
is fastened a line of 10 feet, to which are attached SO flies on
hardly
in
the
field
when
Mickey,
and
was
hat
in
vice,
hand, gut a foot long and working on swivels, so that when the linecame up and asked if my honor wouldn't pay his footing. I is held taut they hang straight and are not liable to foul.
saw that I was caught, so I complied yet the expression on
Our breakfast of eggs and milk I enjoyed, and must say,
the face of the recipient caused very grave doubts in my mind though the house was a very humble one indeed, I was struck
as to Mickey's being quite up to ideas of the unsophisticated
with the natural courtesy and kindness of the people and the
Irishman.
good looks of the charming little Nora Crena who attended
At breakfast I was tempted to rind out to what extent cara- the table.
way seeds were used as an article of commerce in Ireland.
After a pretty stiff walk up the mountain we reached the lake.
friends was at last relieved by a The "otter " was placed in the water, head against the wind,
The astonishment of
reasons for ask- and immediately started out, wiien the line was held tight.
shout of laughter when they discovered
interviewed
the
men
left
i
little difThe description of
ing.
As soon as the fly line was played out its end was al
The Doctor simply a line on a strong fishing rod, and Master Will, walking along
ficulty in recognizing who they were.
remarked that "Mickey Bawn was a prime boy, and would the shore, guided the " otter's" movements, though
never die in his bed." I must say that any information from fully 40 yards out. In less than 30 minutes he wi n
Mickey and his eo-freres I received with a largo pinch of salt, and almost every fly was furnished with a trout. By- the time
somewhat flavored with caraway seed.
he had made four hauls I was uot. surprised when he said he
The day's visiting and sight-seeing was over— a most agreeh me to say anything to Mr. 8. about our mornable day in every way, and one that made us decidedly feel ing's fishing, as I have some idea that that gentleman was
Arrangements were officially concerned in the welfare of the fish of the county.
that we were enjoying Irish hospitality.
made for an early start up the river next moraine
MaJter Will had just put his"ol
hen, down
were ready at the time appointed. The day was rather bright the far end of the gleu, came the dogs in full
so we went prepared for salmon glorious nob
For salmon fishing
and trout. Whan we reached
over again till the whole valley was full of music. The run
trout fishing was to be the order of the day.
1
was not a very long one, as it was only a hare that wi
were kindly allowed to take- the lead the Doctor and Jerry—
ramp up lull and down for ovc
who was the crack fisherman of the place foUowet
but the interest, wag
the next "Hark away " was sounded
0) distance between each.
The river looked all that kept up by the varied grandeur of the scenery that e
an angler could wish it to be: splendid pools at tl
ingin the hills displayed,
ip hope of
SVe had
miniature cascades, and not a tree to impede the full sweep having another run, whefi
of the line.
I had fished tor at least an hour, and bad experi!.ed if he
young herder who happened to com
enced to its utmost that delicious feeling ol
saw any foxes around here. The youngster urbanely answereach pool suggested. I might possibly have continued "some eil, " Is it any foxes, BUT? They does be b
more " in that happy state, if it was uot but too true " that
!>ot held in high repute, for 1 heard
hope deferred makes the heart grow sick." I had not a trout it distinct!
he was a "notorious" liar, and in
that could turn the scale at six ounces, and only
at all respectable.
ttflt looked
I thought it was
tf the
fair
would wait tflj
VV'hun he did
1
tip,
|
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SPORT IN THE SOUTH OF IRELAND.

to

lat he was fish'
ss that betokened a want of confidence in his
promote a nearer acquiantauco with the bright d

ability

FOREST AND STREAM.
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GAME COVERTS OF NEVADA.

young

Gold Hill, Nevada, Dec. 12, 1878.
As your columns are but very rarely intruded upon by communications from the "Silver State," permit me, for the benefit
of those who make their home among sage brush and sand,
and who would fain avail themselves of an opportunity to secure a few weeks' excellent shooting did they but know where
to go.
Our State is blessed with but little shooting grounds,

but

we have

excelled

some, and allow

by none

that I

me

to say

when found they

have had the fortune

to enjoy.

are

Elk

County, in the eastern part of the State, affords a better field
for the sportsman than any in the State. 1 do not deny there
are parts which afford as great a quantity, but not variety.
For instance, the sink of the Humboldt River, which is a
shallow lake of considerable extent, is at this time of year
covered with myriads of water-fowl of all kinds, including
ducks of many varieties, honkers, brant, swans, pelican, etc.,
etc., but that is all.
Away from the shore everything is
parched and dry, and for miles the eye encounters naught but
sandy hills, alkali plains and a few stunted sage brush," but as
we go eastward, following the line of the 0. P R, R., the
country gradually assumes a more cheering aspect, and upon
arriving at Elko, a pretty liltle burg and an eating station,
you may stop with the assurance that any of the citizens can
From there east to
direct you to good shooting grounds.
Deeth Station on the river can be found ducks, snipe, prairie
chickens (or sharp-tailed grouse), sage hens, etc. At Deeth
Station the river leaves the railroad, and away northward after
leaving the railroad some thirty miles, until you reach the
Grouse Creek Mountains, is a hunter's paradise. All is solitude no habitation for miles now no hunters have been
here
the crack of the gun is like angels' visits— few and far
between and the result, abundance of game and very gentle.
I was up in this part one season with six companions," and I
shall never forget those most enjoyable weeks.
It was our
fortune to find a few antelope, three or four of which were secured by our party. The river toward the head is an insignificant stream, merely a little brook; but abounding in trout.
While there the stream was nearly dry and at intervals pools,
in which a fly was taken as fast ns you threw it in but that
was of course tame sport, merely cost you the exertion to pull
the pretty speckled beauties from the water. The boys were
hanging away all day long in hearing of camp. At times a
covey of grouse would go thundering over camp, when our
"Wild Dutchman," who was acting in the capacity of cook,
would grasp his six-foot(?) muzzle-loader with a broken grip
and blaze away, and get kicked over about twenty feet, and
the job of again patching up his stock, which would invariably go to pieces at every discharge. From the day we Qrst
pitched camp until we started home " Dutchy " had a hiirhly
ornamented nose from his pet's mulish demonstrations. When
far away from camp you could hear the " boom! boom !" of
that old " broken back," and some one would sing out
" There, Dutchy has peeled his smeller again." I remember
one evening returning down stream I shot a skunk and brought
it along and deposited it on a little knoll near camp.
The
wind wa3 blosving from camp and all was lovely for the present.
During the night the wind veered and blew directly toward us. "Dutchy" was the first to wake, and with one
wild leap he was erect and shouting " Poys, poys, got up."
The roar that followed brought him to his senses, and when he
realized the cau-e of the odor which pervaded the air he
grasped " old reliable " and went in search of the cause, keeping up his courage by a string of sulphurous oaths rendered In
broken English. I gueas he found it, for he shortly returned
with vows of vengeance of who ever "put dot
n smellin'
were disappointed one morning when
cat out dare,"
some vanqueros passed and told us the Piuteshad gone on the
war path near Oherry Creek. "Dutchy" at once made preparations for a forced march, and we saw him no more until
remained there some time, moving up
our return home.
Stream every other day, and all the time finding game any
and everywhere. Parties who desire splendid shooting could
do no better than to give this locality a trial. 1 would advise
;

;

j

—

;

—

:
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We

We

to procure their teams at Elko and a full camping outto Deeth Sttaion, and from there go north following Mary's River. After you get up it some ten or fifteen
miles you will be surprised to see so much game and of so
many varieties. You cannot step up to a pool without ducks
Hardly a hundred yards of ground is passed over
flying up.
without chicken are flushed. But I am intruding upon your
valuable space. I will, as a parting word, say to the sportsnot leave your own State when the
men of Nevada,
season opens, but take a little trouble and you will find many
such places as I speak of. I have found them, why not you ?
Once round they are always there to visit each year." 1 presume the western portion must afford some excellent quail
shooting when the snow drives them down into the foot hills.
luck in that vicinity 1 cannot exAs I have never tried
press any decided opinion. Let us hear from some one else
"
in this part of the world to aid me in upholding our " deserts
J. M. B.
and "alkali plains " in the sportsmen at large.

them
fit

and drive

"Do

my

For Forest and Stream and Mod and &un.

A DEER DRIVE IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

ON

the 11th of October—' 'the brown, the crisp, the blest"—
the Old Gang of Aiken County, South Carolina, met
once more at their time-honored tristing place, the Big Oak
on Edisto River not so much on account of the game, for it
is very scarce, but for the sake of a reunion of the " old
boys." But what we lacked in game we made up in gun,
;

You may well imagine
horse and dog talk, and a heap of fun
that after an absence of a year the reunion of a set of old rocks
like ourselves, the first night, is a big one,
.

The evenings were growing cliilly, which made the light of
the camp fire doubly attractive. The old spring- of living
water, a few steps down the hill, still rippled over the same
White pebbles, and invitingly said: "Boys of the Old Gang,
once more try me, I'm better far than gin or brandy." After
Uncle Stephen, the cook, had given us supper, and the dogs
had been fed, the camp fire was made big and bright under
the spreading limbs of a huge oid water oak, where this same
Old Gang had regaled in many days gone by. Some got seats
on our ration boxes the rest spread themselves on the pine
itraw, all in a huddle, to hear the arrangements for the morning hunt. Uncle Irvin, a man of sixty summers, was on
haud, stepping around as lightly as a Guinea cock in May.
down pipes of all sorts and sizes were lighted, whieh, under;

A

headway, gave our silting room the appearance of a
tai boiler.
The hunt was soon arranged, old King
William, as usual, being assigned to the stand known as
" death's duoi ." Then came the big talk and joke-cracking,
all hands being called on for a contribution.
About nine
o'clock old OrODttOha was resurrected and the Old King gave
us some of them good old times, such as " I no care how you
sharurn," "Billy in the Low Ground," " Arkansas Traveler"
and " Hell's Broke Loose in Georgia." The latter name I
must confess is not very euphonious, but it is nevertheless
the name of a rousing good old tune with us, and one well
calculated to make a fellow git up and git if he has any.

439

full

music in his

nothing but crawled out, and F. says, "

1 said

V

you going to do now

What

are

" Well, I think the best thing we can do is to go home."
R. says, " Why the devil don't you tell us what it is down
there in the rocks ?"
I bothered them a few minutes and then told them it was
buzzards, and I don't believe you ever heard such a shout
from a few mouths as went, up through the trees from around
that bare hole.
blew out our lamp, got into saddles, and
went home, certainly wiser if not as happy as when we went
out and that is the last hunt I have had after bears.

We

;

W- A.

soul.

L.

The back gate of a wagon was substituted for a dancing
board, and most of the gang were called on for a jig.
Some
few acquitted themselves with credit, but a majority were
put to their stumps you may believe. Uncle Stephen,
the negro cook, was also called on, but respectfully declined,
saying he had belonged to a Methodist and Baptist preacher,
and had exhorted right smart himself but some of the boys
who were in for fun had got Uncle Stephen without much
persuasion to put himself on the outside of a big snorter of
bug juice, and his " spcrets " soon moved him. He took the
board, and such dancing we have never Been done by a man
who was at all inclined to the pulpit. When the fiddler got
to the good places in " sinarum," the old fellow fairly glimmered, and said, " Old Buss, play dat agin ; dats de best time
dis nigger am herd senee freedom."
About that time Uncle Irvin, who had been rolled up in his
blanket for an hour with a bundle of fodder under his head,
sung out at the top of his voice, " Look er heare, boys, stop
that confounded foolishness and go to bed.
You will all he
heavy to-morrow, you can't shoot good, and we will have no
venison for dinner." We took his suggestion and spread our
blankets around thatsame old oak, said our prayers and went
to rest, like a happy family, with twenty fine dog3 lyiug
around the camp fire, Uncle Stephen, the cook, right in the
midst of ihem fast asleep in n box, aid no one to molest or
lake us afraid.
Next morning, just as old Sol began to show the first tints
of his gray jacket in the cast, Bill Gary sounded a long and
loud reveille on his old horn, which not only made the dogs
rear and caper, but many of the old boys who did not feel
fairly

A MODEL TROUT HATCHERY IN MICHIGAN.

;

much like it had to fling their blankets. Uncle Stephen then
gave us hot Java with toast and scrambled eggs, and we were
ready for the first drive. Half of the pack "was tied up for
the second day we usually ran about fifteen dogs— but in the
last day we handicap and turn loose everything, and I tell you,
sir, they do make things pop and crack,
ft is just good
enough to hear twenty-live ring tail roarers baste an old buck
for an hour in a big bay, and still better to see the old fellow
come out riding the bushes with his flag up and horns laid
back on his shoulders and then if a fellow is not right good
grit he don't get such meat every time he shoots.
The first
day we did not find one of Uncle Irviu's bucks, but soon
raised a doe and yearling.
The doe took the river, but the
yearling stuck to terra firma, and after au exciting race for an
hour and five shots, Uncle Irvin laid him on the cooling board
with first barrel. For the next day (Saturday) we made big
calculations on some old peafield bucks, but how soou can
one's brightest anticipations be blasted
We awoke in the
morning to see the rain poring in torrents, which continued
all day, and we had to return home after two day's hunt with
but one little deer to report. But such is hunters' luck.
"Many things in this world that look bright only dazzle to
lead us astray."
One of ths Gang.

—

;

!

Williston, S. O., Out. 16,

1878.

THECascade hatchery
Springs,

of Mr. Charles H. Holt

trout

is

located at

on Hie Thornapple River, two miles
from Ada station, in Ivent County. The stream is naturally
formed fora successful trout brook. Right here in this gulch,
the scene of former boring for gold, a few steps from the
river, is the first pond or bowl, anew one, the water in which
is clear, about eight feet deep, and discharging through a
naiTOw sluiceway, first through a fine seine and then over a
narrow board slideway eight feet. high. The object of the
seine is to keep back the fish, and the object of the board
slidewayjnst below
die proper height of
of water.
" Here," says Mr. Ho]
finished dam. Jt
is 25 feet broad, about 40 feet long, about 8 l< el deep, and
it.

ii

i

by a sluice from the brook. In here are about 300 yearlings— that is, trout hatched a year ago last March. I keep
the different sizes and ages apart from each other. I have
been obliged to build new dams or reservoirs as the slock
increases— just as a farmer increases Ids cleared land for
new crops." Steppiug along the side up we come to a second dam about double ;K
This pond,"
said the enthusiastic trout-breeder, "is the oldest on the
creek, and, as you see, the entire water of the creek runs
through it. In this is part of my young stock or minuows
hatched in February, 1879, aud there may be 80,000 or them
healthy and growing finely."
We now mount to the third pond; which is 12x30, four
feet deep, aud covered.
Unlocking the door, and turning
it up, we here behold a sight that is rare in this country"
800 two-year-old trout, the majority of them females that
spawued about three weeks ago. " We dip a finger iu
the water and apparently a hundred speckled beauties
fly for it, some seizing tt betweeu their sharp teeth.
Mr.
Holt draws his finger across the water, and such a flutter
" That's catching them with a fly !" These will weigh from
four to twelve ounces.
Next we pass on to another covered
pond, about, 13 feet square and 3 feet deep, aud here is
another sight worth beholding— 400 two-year-old male
fed

1

They arc calculated for market
we rise to another covered reservoir
feet deep, and here are the queens of this race'
or 50 female trout, 4 years old, none weighing less than a

trout

Such beauties

!

13x16ft.,

'

Now

next summer.

two

pound, and some weighiug two pounds, and many of them
before spawning weighiug three pounds.
Says Mr. Holt
"These are difficult to handle it lakes a strong, broad*
;

hand
For Forest and Stream and Hod and Uun.

TEXAS

BILL'S

"AND now I

LAST BEAR HUNT.

you about Texas Bill's last bear
last fall we were sitting out on
when neighbor Ford rode up
and wautcd me to go over to Rock Creek, about three miles,
and help kill a bear. He said his wife's mother and a boy
about twelve years old had been down on the creek that day
looking for some bees, and they saw a bear run into the rocks.
So I saddled up, took my dogs, and with Charley and Ford
•**-

hunt.

will tell

One evening

the piazza about nine o'clock,

When we got nearly to the creek we
man by the name of Russian waiting for us.
got to the creek we went down about half a mile
and hitched our horses aud began to climb up the bank among
the rocks and trees, and after fifteen minutes' hard labor we
got to where the woman and boy saw the bear go in. It was
a wild looking place in a small ravine with rocks on both
sides piled up one above the other, and big boulders scattered
all about.
The place where the bear went in was large
enough for a man Co get in easy, and about thirty feet back of
where he went in was a largo hole that went down, and not
the one that went straight in.
All the time'whlle we were
building a fire we could hear a noise in the hole like a hoarse
sissing or grunting, and thought perhaps Mr. Bear did not
like his company.
After we got a fire we could not look into
the hole but a little way, and F. went about a mile and got a
lamp about as good as a lightning bug. Russian proposed to
stay all night and have daylight to work in, but I did not
want to stay till I found out what I was staying for. While
we were talking F. took the lamp and went to the upper hole
and got down to look in.
!" says he, "I can see him I"
"
" Well," said 1, "what is it?"
" It is a bear as sure as the devil
Come and take the lamp
and Bee for yourself."
I took the lamp ami got down and peeked in, and there he
was. But I could not see very plain, so I crawled in a little
started for the bear.

found another

When we

H—

I

Charley wanted me to come back for fear he would
make a dive at me, but f ventured carefully in a little more
and then could see his head and shoulders a little plainer, but
I could not make out what the deuce it was, Its head seemed
to be white and snout black, and what I could see of his
shoulders were black.
Finals F, says
" What do you make it ?"
"Well, I think it is a— hog, and if you will hand me a gun

further.

I will try to put his eye. out."
They got my gun, and I ventured in a little more to get a
good chance to shoot, but I got a little too near and it moved
and hissed and gruuted fearfully but when it moved I could
see it plain and tell what it was, and what do you think I saw?
A couple of young buzzards! They stood side by Bide, their
Decks and wings white, their backs, tails, heads and bills black,
and in the dim light and the position they were in, looked
like the head of eome large animal.
R, says, "
don't you snoot ?"
;

Why

to strip them of their eggs, and I prefer smaller ones,
but these will do for breeders for many years. Tbey will
eachaverage say, 2,500 eggs. Now," added he, "you think
you have seen some trout, bur, I will proceed to introduce
you to some king trout."
Then stepping to another covered pond 12x16ft., and unlocking the door, he says: "These are my pets!" Here
were 50 four-years old male trout, the largest we ever be.
held, and such "whoppers" as tr<
iot
where. These have been fed for market, and about GO have
been disposed of, some of them
unds.
Next
came an open pond, <,12x50ft.. containing about 200 malo
and female fish, two years old. Next was open. 12x30 containing 1,000 of this year's hatch, and the next was of the
the same size, probably containing 4,000 of this year's small™
,

fry.

The next pond, 13x30, contained 500 male and female
the next, about the saute size, contained 300 two
yearlings
years oid, and the last one, 12s
00 yearlings of
both sexes.
have passed 13 ponds, containing 30 000
now come to the hatching-bouse, and from Ihia
trout.
houseto the spring, which is the head of the stream there are
wild trout that have got away from the ponds to the number
of at least several thousands.
The fall of ids brook is 90ft,
and from the spring, or head, to the Thornapple Biver dial
tant one-fourth of a mile, there are at least, iu our estimation, 50,000 trout in brooks and ponds.
JSow we ask the
question,
and when do you feed these ash j
"About three times a week, on minuows that I catch in
with
Thornapplo
hook.
formerly
the
I
fed ou beel's liver
and thick milk, but I now feed the young ones principally
on thick milk— or lobbered milk—which I throw
to the
fisb.
I don't believe in feeding much liver to old trout
Young fish are nature's food, and they do best on it. Icalcul
late to feed regularly,
They are a voracious fish. When
first hatched they are perfect cannibals.
I have seen one an
inch in length swallow cue one-half that size, and one that
was 13 weeks from the egg swallow one that was six
from the egg, or one that had just got its sac off. Put these
small fish in with those big ones, and the former would soou
swallow the latter. If you treat them kindly you can keep
them tame from the start. They all take food, as you gee
;

We

We

i

How

m

from my hand."
Now, unlocking the door, we enter the hatching-house, a
rough hut, 12x10, on each side of which are two rows 'of
hatching-boxes, in which are the eggs, laid in small uniform-sized gravel, and over which ruus a small, clear stream
of water, coming from the brook, through a narrow "sluice
into the rear eud of the souse.
We observe that the" great
object is first to attain the inmost purity iu the water. Thus
it first passes through a bed of gravelln the
sluice-way
then falls and passes through two strainers of coarse flannel'
and then oue of fine. The hatching troughs are 16
length and 16 iuches wide, through which ruus steai
half-inch stream or water over flue gravel about au inch in
I

depth. In the centre of the house is a basin of watei
feet wide, one aud a half feet deep, and the length of the
house. We have thus the troughs, the sand, the water, the
basin, all ready for the spawners.
Aa the spawning season approaches the females are
i

:

—

.

—

;

FOREST AND STREAM

MO
watched, and us tliey tlecome ripe a female and male are.
caught in the dams below aud brought to the hai.H
i,,. M
and placed in this basin. When perfectly ripe In
nil
gently and carefully Stripped of Iter eggs into a saucer or
small basin, and she is thrown back into a dam below fitted
forliah in her stale.
Her eggs are then covered with milt
stripped from the male, and thus tile process of impregnaThe eggs are theu placed on the gravel in
tion takes place.
the troughs, the eggs of each female generally by themselves.
.000 to 80,000 eggs in each trough.
This work of artificial spawning commences about the midtntil the middle of December.
ale of October, an
The batching commences about the first of January and
continues until about the first oE March. The eyes of young
unborn fish begin to show in 35 days from the time th'o cues
are put on the gravel. When first hatched the young trout
is a most ungainly looking thing, and bears under its chin
for six weeks a sac which contains its food, and in this conI

The bringing

want of water.

for

ton]

of water hoar him,
is

.

though

stus.
ill

>

1

=

victim while

Sometimes the subject is bitten
ivrsed and striving to drive
turns and attacks him.
Tit.
generally in the face.
In the recent case in Bent Oouuty, in
this State, the skunk fastened to its victim whiie asleep, and
held on until removed by force. In the case referred to on
Plains of Texas a gentleman, who Was
says the wound was very Blight— a mere scratch.
after the man fell into spasms and, as my informant said,
"died absolutely of thirst"
Perishing, as his comrades
thought, for water, whenever it was brought near him,
if could not see or feel it, he fell at once into violent
spasms.
In his agony he dug in the ground with his hands
until his nails were tor off and his fingers lacerated.
This
description of death seemed more like hydrophobia than any
ither
ha ve ever heard of from skunk bite.
Mow, is it rabies or a natural venom ? IE rabies, why is
the animal never seen suffering from the disease ?
are
the skunk's actions so different from those of a dog with the

sleeping in the open air.

While yets
the animal away,

when the ground is deeply
A With snow. If your contributor—whose observations
respecting this very valuable game bird an- m inly correct
art to me next July or August, I will find him "Ock-

sage, except in case of necessity, as

nt-the-.l

Ige, or, failing in that,

I

I

lis

it

-

share of the "chicks" in addition to

my

own.

W. X. B.
be obliged to differ from one in whose judgment and experience we have so much confidence as we have
Our experience wilh the Bag
in that of 'W. N. B."

We regret

to

been in the Great Interior Basin, and in Montana and
Dakota, and we have usually found these birds bitter, and
lias

Of course the flavor of any animal's
depends mainly on its food, and if sage grouse are found
where there is no sage their flesh may well be quite as good as
A recent note from the same
that of any other game bird.
dition it presents the figure of a miniature alderman.
After
correspondent gives us further details of his experience with the
this sac is drawn up or absorbed, whichisiu about six weeks
sage grouse in Middle Park. He says
from the egg, the young fish is ready to swim and to cat.
Why
They arc then fed thick sweet o cam in the rearing trough
My experience with the sage cock or sage hen has been
for a few weeks then they are given grated hard-boiled same malady
mainly in Middle Park and the country west of that basin, a
eggs, when they are turned off into the ponds and fed some
country that differs very materially from the Great Interior,
Yours truly,
W. N. B.
lobbered milk, etc.
[The questions asked by our correspondent are puzzling or Salt Lake Basin ami the arid sage plains of the- North
In reply to an inquiry, Mr. Holt said: " f began with 50
Platte and others like it, in being more fertile with greater
Our knowledge of the variety of vegetation, and especially in fruit bearing plants
nine-months old fish in November, 1871. I bought (htm in ones and not to be answered hastily.
Grand Rapids, but they were undoubtedly of Eastern origin. subject is as yet only slight, and, until more is known of it, aud shrubs, "it is a fact that I have very seldom found this
Afterwards
procured some Grand Traverse, trout, and such inquiries cannot be answered.
The first notice of this grouse tasting perceptibly of sage, and not half a dozen times
hence you will see a difference in my fish, us I claim that curious malady was published
so.
As young chicks, we, in the Middle Park,
in the American Journal of unpleasantly
there is a difference in the size, form and color of the trout
consider them the best of our grouse. The best shooting
and
Science
Arts,
and
was
from
the
pen
of the Bev. M. O.
from the two different sections. The head of the Grand
hem are along streams aud gulckes, and around
flovey. Mr. Ilovey gave a discript.ion of the disease, and
Traverse trout is wider and larger, the spots are larger ,ui
They like the shade
upon thickets and the edges of timber.
When there is snow of any
less in number, the Eastern trout having twelve rows of red
of willows and tall green grass.
dignified it with the name Babies mepUitica to distinguish it
of eating more or less
spots, while the Grand Traverse have three or a much less
from Rabies .caninn. In a number of the Medical Record, depth they are driven to tho necessity
Their nests and roosting places are, however, among
number; the dark aud light spots on the back and sides are
sa^e.
issued shortly after the publication of Mr. Ilovey's article,
larger, and of course less in number, for the back and sides
the sage in dry land, where there is little vegetation.
of a trout are all spots. The eggs of the Grand Traverse Dr. Jane way, U. S. A., who has had great expel
ALBINISM.
trout are nearly twice the size of the eggs of the Eastern treating hydrophobia from the bites of dog3, wolves and
trout, but they lay about half the number.
From actual skunks, published a paper on the same subject, in which he
Boston, Mass., Dec, 13, 1878.
count where I have found the Grand Traverse trout lay ,200
Stream
took
ground
and
the
that death from skunk bite differed in no
EbitoB FoBBSr
eggs 1 have also found the Eastern trout pro luce 2,500 et s,
Is it necessary to look to the possibility of a cross with the
From these facts I have made up my mind that there is a respect from the death following the bite of a dog. Br.
marked difference between the trout of these two sections, Janeway holds that the bite of a healthy skuuk is not danger- domesticated white duck to account for the while mallard
mentioned in your edition of yesterday ? I thought that it
and have no doubt the Eastern is the better fish." As to
ous, and that when skunk bite is followed by death this is
was generally conceded that birds of ail species were not so
stocking the trout streams of Michigan, Mr. Holt said, "I
prima facie evidence that the skunk is rabid. lie stales, too, very infrequently albinos. It seems to me that I have either
believe it can be done." Detroit Post, Dec, 3.
tasting strongly of sage.

1

1

flesh

1

;

:

'I

1

i

i

QUERIES ABOUT

1

.

'.

—-»—

Progress in FiSH Ccxiurb.— Salem, Mam., Dec. 23 EdWhile at Gloucester recent v Capt.
itor Forest and Stream :

akunks is always accompanied by a retention of
themepbitic odor, usually so characteristic oE the animal.
very full account of the cases observed by Dr. Jane way ac-

Chester, of the U. S. F. C., related the following incident
Said the captain
to me, which is too good to lose.
fellows were inspecting the hatching apparatus
here a few days ago; they -viewed the live cod in the car
alongside the'wharf and the spawn
process of hatching
with much interest. Passing out of the building they saw
workmen very near by cutting up and packing salt fish, and
branded "Cape Ann, Turkey." One said to the other, "By
is the quickest way of doing
, Bill, this 'ere
seen !" They evidently thought the fish were born and
cared right in this one small building.
R. L, N.

companied the last-named article, and the accounts here given
are most valuable aud interesting.
We should be very happy to hear from any physicians
who may have had opportunities of observing the phenomena
by which this disease is marked. The subject, is of the
greatest interest to those who travel much on the plains, and
deserves the most careful attention of those who may have opportunities for investigating it.
We have to thank W. N. B.
for his kindness in reporting the case above mentioned.]

.

that rabies in

—

1

"Two

m

American Ova

in

New Zealand.— Mr.

Livingston Stone

A

QUESTIONS

FOR

ICHTHYOLOGISTS.

has received from Prof. Spancer F. Baird the following very
pleasing intelligence

United States (.omission Fish and Fisheries,
Washington, D. 0., Deo'. II, J
bear Mr. Statu—T. I Cheeaeoian, Secretary of the Aukland Aeclljnatiaalloa Society, NOW Zealand, writes tint the egga forwarded by
it

1

tlie

'.

" Zeaiandia " in October arrived la excellent condition ; also, that
Balaton, fltteea Unities long, liave been seen In oae of the tribu-

young

taries of the

Upper Thames Hlver.
Spenoeb F. Baird, Commissioner.

THE STRAYING SHARK.
EdITOE

OJf

Washington, Dec.
FOKKST AND STREAM:

20, 1878.

The "

straying shark discovered in the fiats at the western
part of Provincetown (Mass.) harbor," concerning which you
ask in your letter and notice in Forest and Stream for Dec.
19, has been received at the Smithsonian Institution, and
Capt. At wood's identification proves to be correct. .It is a
specimen of the EeMnorhinvs ipinosits, first made, known in
1780 by Broussonet under the name Le chien de Met- bode, or
Le boucle, introduced into the binomial nomenclature by
Gwelinin 1789 nsSqualus spinosus, and considered by De Blairville in 181 G as the type of a distinct genus to be designated Ecldnorhinvx. It may be at once recognized by the
position of the fins, the armature of the skin and the form of
the teeth. There is no anal fin the vcnlnils are very far
back; the two dorsals are also very far back and quite close
the skin is mostly
together, the first being over the ventrals
smooth and not shagreened as usual but there are scattered
oval or subeircular scutelke with central recurved spines, reminding one of the thorns of a rose bush, and, like them,
leaving scars behind on removal. The teeth, finally, have
nearly horizontal cutting edges with points directed sideways.
Such are the characters by which the newly discovered shark
can be discriminated from any other visitor to the American
coast.
There are equally imporlaut anatomical characters,
and the species is, in fact, so peculiar as to have caused a
distinct family—EohinorMnidos— to be flamed for i' s reception alone. Its discovery in our waters is therefore of great
Tiibo. Gill.
interest and importance.
;

;

Montreal, Dec. 31, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
Now that Jack Frost has doubly locked our rivers against
the knights of the rod, it would be a suitable time for some of
:

our savans v\ho are readers of your journal to give us through
your columns more light concerning the varieties aud habits of
The following
"that noble tribe of fishes— the Salmonidw.
questions have often occurred to me, and any information
concerning them will be thankfully received:
1st. How many varieties are there of the Sa'.nvmidw known
and recognized under the cognomen of Saline salad .'
2d. Do Ihey ascend our rivers every year to spawn ?
3d. If the countless numbers of Salmo salar taken in nets
every year below lido water were allowed to escape unmolested, would there be sufficient spawning grounds in outrivers to accommodate that innumerable multitude?
4th. Fishermen along the coast of the maritime provinces
in the fall of the year lake out of their mackerel weirs numbers of so-called Salmo salar that are full of ripe spawn and
apparently on the eve of depositing it. Where are
iug beds of those fish— in salt or fresh water?
5th. Has there been a single instance brought to light where
the Salmo salar has been known to deposit its spawn below
tide water unless at or near the mouth of a swift running
stream of fresh water ?
tub. What fish is it that deposits its spawn in the saltwater,
aud whose ova so closely resembles that of the Salmi) salar
taken from fresh water, that old fishermen could not distinguish the difference between the two kinds ; and this fish deposits its spawn in such quantities thai tons in weight of it.
have been during a heavy storm cast u> on the shores of the

Bay Ohaleur

?

For answers

~

Stanstead.

to the first five questions

we

refer to Ilallocks

,-

" Gazetteer

"or

to Jordan's." Vertebrates."

contained in question Olh

is

most

interesting

The statement
and

surprising.

We

should be glad to receive- fuller information on this subwhen the " savans " appealed to may possibly be able to
give a satisfactory answer.— Ed. F. & S.

ject,

THE SAGE GROUSE.

who

Dbnveb, Col., Nov. 2G, 1878.
t ist> Stream
take issue with a writer in your paper of 1-lth ins_t.
He
respecting lie -age grouse, or " Cock-of-the-Plains."
must have made its acquaintance in a region of country where
there is lit tie vegetation except sage.
In more than a dozen
years' familiarity with it I have not half-a-dozen times found
the flesh of that bird, when properly cooked, unpleasantly

and, as usual, slept
While asleep a skunk fastened upon his
in the open ah.
face and held on until removed by force. The wound healed,
and for some time he suffered no inconvenience from it. Going to Texas on business, he was there taken down and died
as before stated. The event has brought out numerous others
A gentleman who spent last winter on the
of the same kind.
Staked Plains of Texas says that one of his party was bitten
by ft skunk and died from the effect, in terrible convulsions

seasoned wi h sage. Once only did I find it unfit to eat, and
that was an ancient cock, of nine or ten pounds weight, that
had been killed houra and brought to camp without being
drawn. They should.be drawn as soon as killed. Young
birds do not taste of sage at all, and they are esteemed by
many as the. most delicious among our grouse. I myself consider them equal to any other.
True, most of my acquaintthe bird has been in a country of comparatively
luxuriant vegetation, where there is a variety and great
abundance of food, and where I know it does not feed upon

DEATH FROM A SKUNK

BITE.
21, 1878.

:

He was

herding

catile,

eros

Folia

:

mi

Denver, Col., Nov.
Editor Forest akd Stream
A young maa in the southeastern part of this
was recently bitten by a skunk, has since died of
like hydrophobia.

El

State,

seen or heard of specimens of white individuals of almost all
Everybody has heard of a
the common varieties of birds.
white blackbird, aud I believe white robins are not so very
rare.
I myself a few years ago saw in the month of Septemwhen
the swallows were flockber, on the MRgalloway Bivef,
ing just before starting for the South, a perfectly snow-white
one in a flock of several hundred. Three or four years ago
there was a white English sparrow seen daily on our common
or in the public garden, which attracted a good deal of attention and called forth some correspondence in the daily papers.
There is one point, however, in this connection that I have
never seen referred to, and on which, perhaps, some of your
numerous scientific ornithological readers can throw some
light, and that is that in the specimen of aibiuoisms in birds
that I have seen the absence of pigment was confined to the
perplumage, the eyes being of their natural dark color.
fect albino, of course, shows a total want of pigmeut, and the
absence of the coloring matter is most marked and attracts
m03t attention in the eyes, or, to be correct, in the iris. The
white rabbit with its pink eyes is the most familiar example
of this, and it is only yesterday that I was looking at a snowwhite gray squirrel in the window of a bird fancier, whose
It may pereyes were exactly like those of a white rabbit.
haps be necessary, for the sake of the non-scientific reader, to
state that the pink color of the eye in a perfect albino is due to
the fact of the blood in the numerous small arteries and veins
giving the eye that bin,', when the usual dark coloring matter
or pigment which gives the blue, black or brown color to the
eye is absent. In the white swallow that I saw the
black, and owing to the contrast looked like jet beads. In the
English sparrows a partial albino is not at all uncommon. I
have seen a great many where a few feathers in the wings or
My object
tail, or a patch of them on the back, were white.
in writing is to ask whether albinoism is not more common in
in other branches of the animal kingdom, and
whether in cases of albino birds the abnormal deficiency of
coloring matter is not usually confined to the plumage, or at
least whether the iris in such cases is not usually normal.

A

i

Mk'mau,
with our correspondent in thinking that ulbtnoin birds than in other animals, and are
disposed to believe that partial albinism, that is to aay cases
in which the eyes are dark, is much more common than com-

We agree,
.

common

plete albinism.

The his is

usually

normal.— Ed. J

Late G. Dawson Rowley.—We have

received from
Thje
Mr. Buthven Deane, Secretary of the Nuttall Ornithological
Club, the subjoined clipping, sent to him by Mr. George

Bowley, the eon of the late naturalist. England
have lost a valuable member in the death of
Mr. Rowley; we take pleasure in here reproducing the
tribute which Nature pays to his life and worth
It is with sincere regret that we have to announce the death,
on the 21st inst., at his house in Brighton, of Mr. George
Dawson Rowley, the projector of, and principal contributor
to, the OrtniOyMgieoA Miscellany, which he published at his
own very considerable cost, and author of several papers on
ornithological aud archaeological subjects. Educated at Eton
and Trinity College, Cambridge, where be graduated B. A. i:t
1846, he was the companion, both at school and at tho University, of 'the late John Wolley, whose early passion
In Mr. Kowley, however, the taste for a
history he shared.
time gave way to antiquarian studies, and did not return, at
any rate very strongly, until some years afterward, when he
had married and was Battled at Brighton, white, notwithstanding the dictum of Mr. Buskin that " no English gentleFidull

scientific circles

:

i

man has ever thought of birds except as flying targets or flavorous dishes," he became, bo far as the opportunities of the
place allowed, a very watchful observer of all that was passing in the feathered world, while in the spring he yearly repaired to his father's estate at St. Neot's in Huntingdonshire,
the better to study the habits of birds in the breediii
He. also began to form a collection of ornithological specimens of singular value, sparing no cost or trouli
acquisition of objects of rarity or peculiar interest, and
the treasures thus amassed finally became very numerous.
The design of his Ornithological Miwllany seems to have
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be

far

so,

Romphi03,it mi-ht well be

by old
called
therein

Chamber "

rate this " Ririly

1

i'

i

i

ciraeus

po isessipta.

Yet

willi

and far, and have never seen elsewhere
much beautiful and pictuicsque scenery as abounds in
Calahan and its adjacent counties. Tints I wrote in lyT.I to
Judge Anderson, oi Memphis, Teoni, who had wrl
!'

so

'oiiry
lie and his brother went litre and estabtwo slock ranches, being the first, settlers of the county;
than one year 100 mora faiuilfei
thei
and
now all the land of that county is owned by seitlers.Ot specu1

tors, .in

.:•

.

.

Dri xsei, Dr. Finsch,

Messrs, Pilrin, 8o1afcv, SueboTun and Sharps,, und Lord
Tweeddftle, an
ion of Prjevalsky's loiwork cm the Mrdsof Turkestan, published in Russian,
a
wii.ii copies of tile plates, was a rsal boon to
those ignorant
"ilr-a xliis he often wandered into the byor that
ways of ornithology, which frequently possess a curioua kind
s
ot
ofnjtajra
many places remarkabj Foi
them. Never did the contents of a
work- better justify its title, for anything
miscellaneous
than tbfiy are cum & well ba imtglned
Failing health, as he
inlj
ten mnati
him*
in his cOTOludii
marks, brought it to an end far sooner than he had intended.
Setting aside- the scientific value of some of the papers, the
beautiful plates by which nearly all are illustrated mike its
cessation a loss tO Ornithologists ; and those who knew that
Mr. Kiev-icy had for a long time been gathering information
bearing on the
Linct(Jare-fowl(iLtea impenniti)
had hoped iv
his labors in this respect would
one day make its appearance, But this was not to be. More
than a year ago a violent hemorrhage of the lungs gave warning of serious danger, and the attack was only too quickly
followed by others of a like nature, under which he sank, in
his fifty-seventh year, dying, by a singular coincidence, on
the very same day as his father, who had long been an invalid.
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correspondent, "J.

JI,

£.,"

Nevada, persists in holding
to the opinion that; the "prairie chicken" is found in that
Stale.
Ho says thai these birds are abundant in the eastern
portion of the State, and are quite different from the sage

Our correspondent

hen.

Mill,

says

The sage hens are found upon the table-lands and foot-hills,
amidst, sage, brush and stunted willows, generally in the vicinity of a spring or little stream.
They are larger than
" chickens," with a darker plumage— in fact, upon the breast
almost dark. They have a heavy, " loppy " flight their flesh
is dark and coarse, and if not drawn shortly after being
killed, they taste of sage brush and become very bitter.
On
the other hand, the chickens are found lower down upon the
river bottoms and in the grain fields iu Star, Kuhy, and
Lamoille valleys, and on the Humboldt Liver, from Ciirlin to
its source, very few being found west of Carliu
but I believe they are working west, and eventually we will have
them here in the western part of the Slate and" in California.
Utah, Montana, Idaho and Oregon also have them in parts
where it is possible for them to exist.
;

;

The second
refers is not

species of grouse to

which our correspondent

the true prairio chicken, but the sharp-tailed

grouse (Pediweks phasianeUm var.

have

many

show that

times repeated, there

Columbian-ws).
as yet

is

no

As we

evidence to

the prairie chicken (Cupidonia cupido)

has ever
been taken west of the Rocky Mountains. Our friend, Mr.
W. II. Reed, told us once that he had shot a single specimen
of this species near Como, Wyoming but as the skin was
not preserved, it is possible that there may have been an
error in the identification of the bird.
disputed point of
this kind cannot be decided in the affirmative on the testi;

A

mony

of non-scientific sportsmen.

It requires

the dictum of

some one who is known as a naturalist to finally settle such a
If any one of our friends should kill what they be-

point.

lieve to be prairie chickens west of the mountains, they

can
have the question settled by sending us a skin of one of the

birds.

GRAZING LANDS IN TEXAS.
[The following correspondence will answer inquiries to
many persons who have applied to us personally and by letter
Ed.]
for the same Information.
Austin, Texas, Dec. 18, 1878.

Editor Forest and Streaju

:

1 often receive letters of inquiry about Tesas so many
that I cannot answer all, hence I inclose the within, and may
reply that others who arc seeking homes or information in
regard to the stock-raising region of Texas may be benefited.
j

S.

Pro/. S.

-£. lU('-l:Uy.

B.

Buckley.

HiaU- QeolQfffet, Tuxas

Texas

January or
February lo look- for a large trace of land for stock-raising and Ullage,
but principally the former. My purpose ia to get a tract of 10,000 acres,
more or less, and f uuce it hi and stock it with improved cattle or sheep,
or boili; and we wish to go to a county mat promises well for improvemeat, waere we aao and good BOil, water, umber, stone, com, etc., at
low prices. Tnu will greatly oblige me if you will name a few of tlio
counties beat adapted to our wants, a healthy location being tlie first
W. Bobbins.
in Importance. Tuiryyonra,

Deur Sir— Tnree or four

But I lived

of us intend to

go

to

in

air is so pure that it is especially beneficial for all lung diseases.
Austin, San Antonio, and other places iu Western

Texas are largely resorted to in the winter by Northern people.
Northern gentleman, a few days ago, bought 1,200 acres,

A

pasturage^ for

*1, 200, situated

O. B.

Buckley.

MlONONNETTE OULTUBE IN WlNTET;,— " Although OBC Of the
grow when properly managed," says " S.
W. P." in the London Country, "I know of nothing in the
easiest things to

plant

way which

gives amateurs so

much

trouble as winter

and more particularly is this the case if the
drainage happens lo be at all defective, as no plants arc more
impatient of excessive moisture. Even when growing outdoors in the open borders I have seen them go off wholesale
after heavy rains, or look so wretched for days as to give but
little hope of recovery.
This unsatisfactory state of things
iB most frequent during their earlier stages, "which is always
the most critical time for them in pots, and until these become well filled with roots the only safe way is to keep the
soil in such a condition as to prevent the plants from flagging
or losing their healthy green color.
Mignonnette so treated
makes a short-jointed, stocky, vigorous growth, and produces
such flower stems as to be an ornament in any greenhouse or
window, and a source of delight from the delicious perfume
the sweet blossoms exhale.
When getting toward this adniignonnette,

vanced stage liquid manure is of great assistance, the most
suitable being clear soot water.
"Nest to judicious watering, sweet pure air and plenty of
it, whenever the weather is
favorable, is the chief requisite
with winter mignonnette, and it: it gets this, with an abundance
of light at the same time, there is no diOieultv in having it in
a great state of perfection. The best situation for it is on
shelves close to the glass at the ends of a greenhouse, where
slight currents of air are always passing through between the
laps, and where it gets an increased quantity by day whenever the ventilators are opened.
position of this kind suits
it far better than a pit or frame having walls around, and an
an atmosphere much closer and damper than that of a
house, in the latter of which the temperature is less fluctuating and consecpiently more favorable, independent of the
extra amount of light the plants there derive. To enjoy
mignonnette later on in the spring of the year, another sowing
should be made at once, and this is best done in the pots it is
intended to flower in, as then there is no further disturbance
in shifting.
The handiest and most suitable sized pots are
those known as 32's, or Gin., in which five or six patches of
seed should be sown at equal distances apart, and the plants
thinned out singly as soon as they are large enough to handle,
leaving the strongest and most promising when doing so. As

A

before observed, drainage is a very important matter toward
the successful culture of mignonnette, as it is highly essential
that whenever water is given it should be able to percolate
through the soil and find a ready outlet, instead of lying in,
to render it sodden and sour. One crock over the hole, therefore, and a few pieces broken smaller and placed around it,
is the right thing, and on these, if it can be got, a handful of
pigeons' dung should be scattered, on which the roots will
feed just when they most require such assistance that is, at
the time the plants are coming into flower. As to soil,
nothing suits better than good fibry loam made tolerably free
and open by using a little leaf mould with it, or a slight portion of mild decomposed hotbed manure and a sprinkling of
sand, and if these are incorporated together the mixture will
be as perfect as need be desired.
The finest mignonnette for
pot culture is the Pyrimidalin grandijiora, a large form of
the old Reseda odorata, and quite as sweet. In addition to
the first named, there are several other so-called varieties,

—

but none sufficiently distinct to make it worth growing them,
as the difference in them is very slight indeed."

of October 80 I can only give
,

Bed

River, and-also the counties

west of said line to the frontier near Fort Concho, all these
are comprised largely of fertile soils, abounding in hill and
dale, mostly prairie, clothed with nutritious native grass
It is a well-watered country, abounding
suitable for stock.
There is also
in never-failing streams, rivers and springs.
plenty, of wood for fuel besides, the larger portion of that region is Composed of the regular carboniferous formation,
where already several beds of coal at and near the surface, of
very good quality, have been opened and used extensively by
Limestones and sandstones
the blacksmiths of that region.
Besides, it is
suitable for building purposes also abound.
decked with fine scenery, presenting Unarming landscapes,
amid which comfortable and beautiful homes can be made. I

TflB Bamboo.— Common as it is, there is no more graceful
or beautiful object in nature than the bamboo in its nuiivj
luxuriance, and nowhere is it seen in greater perfection than
by the rivers and creeks of Burma]). As you round the bend
of a- Burmese river cluster after cluster p£ bamboi
graceful Salute with its Spray-like foliage, and 1 could tell of
country roads flanked by a bamboo avenue like nothing so
much as a living Gothic aisle the smooth pillar-like clems,
jointed together with perfect regularity, and raising on either
nHle of the road almost perpendicularly, so graceful is the arc
described, meeting close overhead at a lofty height, and forming beneath a stillness which completes the parallel to the
cathedral oiale. Aud when you turn to consider 11:
filled by this fairy-like plant, the wonder is scarcely less.
Whether in his house, or on land, or the boat, in which half
the Burmau's life is passed, the bamboo ia present everywhere in an infinite variety of forms. The main
the house are commonly of timber, but it is from the bamboo
that the beams and rafters of floor and roof are made, the
partition walls, the matting on the floor, the very string
which lashes rafter and beam together, and in many cases the
mat-thatch which completes the house; while Within the
house so built hardly a vessel but is made from, or at least indebted to, the same. On board the boat the bamboo is no
less important
it floats the fisherman's net, it is his shelter
from the weather, and affords the rough bedding on which ha
lies
it is the stake to which his boat is moored, the pole
which thrusts it. from the shore, and oven the anchor which
holds it in the stream.
Under more elaborate process it forms
the substances of muitiform vessels of lacquer work, which in
Burmah takes so largely the place of the earthenware in other
countries.
It is he scaffolding of the builder, the laborer's
basket, the child's toys, and from its branches are woven the
fantastic structures so dear to the Burmese, where the mooay
or drama is held, and it forms the faucil'ul canopy which
covers the coffin in the funeral procession.
;

.

,,

;

;

I

"Fussing" with Fertilizers.— A correspondent wishes
to know if we don't think that we were a little hasty iu our
reprobation of the habit which some farmers have of " lud^ic
with so-called chemical fertilizers, of which they know nothing," to the neglect of manure making by utilizing all the
wastes of the stables aDd farm-yards. Our friend says very
truly that on many farms, especially in the older States, where
fertilizers are most needed, there is not stock enough kept to
furnish what the lands require, and that it is only a choice between commercial fertilizers aud starvation of the soil. Very
well ; but it still : emains true that a great; many farmers could
make fifty loads more than they do of unexcelled fertilizers by
the use of muck, leaves or other composting material, and the
liquids and other wastes of their barns. It is true, also, that
commercial fertilizers are used too much at random, and therefore extravagantly and foolishly.
Some farmers have an idea
that everything which is sold under the name of " fertilizers"
is good for their land, provided it has a bad smell and is labelled with a learned-looking " analysis " and a few testimonials on the patent medicine advertising plan.
This we call
" fussing " of the most foolish sort.
dozen rows of corn,
or a patch of grain in the corner of the field, will give a
"
"
farmer an analysis of any fertilizer that is worth a good
deal more to him than any chemist's report. Nature should
be the farmer's consulting chemist, and the bushel measure
h.a maker of certificates.
Iu other words, let him find out
whether a particular compound is what his land requires by
the simple expedient of trying it before he loses money and
wastes time in applying it wholesale. Every intelligent man's
farm should be an experiment station. The quality, qui,
to be used, and the methods of applying a new fertilizer, can
be ascertained only by successive and varied trials, continuously made and carefully observed. Don't "go it blind,"
therefore, on the grab-bag, pig-in-a-poke, happy-go-luck'v
style of farming.
Golden, Rule.

A
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SPANIELS.
satisfactory to note that
IT terest
in this country

there is a rapidly-growing in ..
in the breeding of spaniels aud
their
Unfortunately, in England, from whence

is

use in the

field.

we

must draw our supply for stock purposes, the various
breeds
have become much mixed of late years, and with regard
to
cockers in particular

a distinct breed.

directions for drying flowers.
that

it

The

great value of the process

preserves the brilliancy of the color

An ordinary box of suitable size for the reception of the specior specimens it is desired to preserve having been obtained, its wooden bottom is removed, and a thin sheet of metal
loosely attached substituted for it.
quantity of sand, nearly
sufficient to fill the box, is then taken, carefully washed, dried,
passed through a sieve, and heated over the fire with a hundredth part of its weight of stearine (such as is used for the
manufacture of stearine caudles), the mixture being constantly stirred the while, so as to insure the perfectly uniform
incorporation of its component parts.
layer of this, about
l-3d of an inch deep, is placed on the bottom of the box, the
flower or flowers are then introduced, and more of the pre-

A

A

paration is gradually and gently adJcd till they are completely surrounded and covered by it.
The box is then filled
up with sand, covered over, aud placed in a warm place for
two or three days. When it is desired to extract the contents, the metal sheet which forms the bottom of the box is
partially detached, and the latter gently raised
the Band
gradually runs out by the opening at the bottom, and the
flowers will be recovered dry and perfectly unaltered in color.
Our contemporary adds that in Germany and France large
bouquets and garlands are frequently preserved by this method
lor an almost indefinite length of time.
,

it

can scarcely be said that they exist as

There

is little in

the earliest records of

sporting in England to

tell us what sort of spaniel
was used
hawking and netting before fowling-pieces came into use.
That he was the progenitor of the setter there can be no doubt',

for

and

we

have in our possession an old engraving

depicted what

is

in

which

is

evidently a spaniel pointing, or "fetling,"

two wild-looking poachers, with lanterns, are
about springing a net over dog and the birds ahead of him.
As a companion, or dog of all work, the spaniel is excelled
by no other breed, and considering the nature of a large porbirds, while

tion of our country,

How to Pebsebve Flowers.—L'ltalia Agricota gives these

men

yet if you visit the region
brief answers to your queries
specified, or only part of it, you cannot fail to be suited, and
this you had better do and not trust to the report of any one.
If you wiBh for a moderately temperate climate, where
nearly all the fruits and vegetables of the North can be grown,
and also some of the semi -tropical, then the counties directly

north of this as far as the

tillage or

on Onion Creek, in Hays County, about seventeen miles west
of Austin. His main business will be the keeping of sheep.

is

Austin, Texas, Dec. 18, 1878.

time
im-

I was nearly
paired health, and now I am in vigor a boy again. I still
dislike cold weather, and hence 1 prefer a home not north of
this latitude, 30 deg. in the winter, therefore, I wovdd not start
a ranch much north of this, because the counties west and
southwest of Austin have also good soil and i
The climate is less cold, and hence stock need less
shelter, care and food in the winter.
A large portion of this country, indicated above, is already
settled with a good class of people, who ate mostly engaged
in the stock business, people from the Northern and Southern
States, and from Europe, Germany and England beiug largely
represented. I met. an intelligent Englishman with a sheep
ranch in Parker County, who told me lie had dwelt several
years in Australia in the same business.
This entire region is remarkably healthy— no malaria. The

Chicago, Oct. 30, 1878.

Mr. William Rabbins :
Dear Sir— In reply to yours

New

in western
York until in the winter
frozen to death; earns to Texas with

suitable for either

—A

Not Frss'ATED Grouse.
who writes to us front Gold

in less

4U

and dense alder

with

thickets,

Its

thick

swamps

we wonder

filled with briars
that he has not long be-

more generally adopted for woodcock and ruffed
grouse shooting.
In classifying spaniels " Stonehenge" divides them into the Modern cocker, the Sussex and the Clumfore this been

ber, including in the first

now somewhat
Many

named the Norfolk

spaniel,

which

is

Welch and Devon cockers and in fact
spaniel except the Sussex and Clumber.
of the spaniels which have been sent to this country aud

every kind of

rare, the

field

which are commonly called cockers havo undoubtedly a great
deal of the Norfolk blood in them, as indicated by their colors,
which in the old breed is a liver and white, black and white
and rarely lemon and white.
Very many that we now have
show a cross with the Irish water spaniel which can easily be
detected by the tendency of the coat to curl, and sometimes
even by a topknot, or tuft on top of the head. The old-fashioned Welsh and Devon cockers are now rarely met with,
having been crossed so frequently with other breeds.
Formerly they weighed not more than 20 to 25 pounds, but the
crossing has brought them up to 30 pounds.
In color they
were originally liver colored.
Some of the best strains of
cockers of the present day are all black, and it will therefore
be seen that every latitude is allowed in the way of color.

The

—

'

'

in shape, not 07er long in the leather or too heavily clothed

with feather, which should always be wavy and free from
ringlets.
The neck should be long enough to allow the nose
to reach the ground easily, strong and arched, coming easily
out of well-shaped shoulders.

The

;

;

color preferred is a ^brilliant black, but in the best strains of
the dog an occasional liver or red puppy will appear.
The
coat is Hat, sligHly wavy, soft and silky; the legs are well

fringed, or feathered, like the setter, as also are the ears-,
there must be no topknot, or cur], between the eyes, indicat-

ing a cross of the water spaniel.
Tiie tail, which is always
cropped short, must have a downward carriage, and should
not be set on too high.

two

lair

imported into

this

specimens of the Sussex spaniel have been
country, but their numbers are not sufficient

to warrant a special class lor

them

our shows.

They

are

distinguished from the other field spaniels by being larger in
and of a beautiful golden fiver color. Another peculiarity
that in questing for

game he

gives tongue with a peculiarly

He is a dog of hardy disposition,
keep under control.
which breed we have a few fine
specimens in this country, has been bred and retained in
greater purity in England than any other strain of field
This dog takes his name from the seat of the Duke
spaniels.
of Newcastle in ^Nottinghamshire, where the breed was first
established. In appearance he is quite unlike any of the other
breeds of spaniels, having a heavy head, long body and short,
legs.
Although slow and a close ranger he has an excellent
nose and is easdy kept under control. He also improves as he
older,
and at an age when your pointer or setter begins
grows
full

and

bell-like tongue.

but rather

difficult to

The Clumber

spaniel, of

As a rule they are difficult to rear,
from having been so much inbred, and they are also inclined
to take ou fat too readily.
The colors are invariably lemon,
or orange and white, and when the former colors are freckled
to fail

is

English Kennel Club was
at
Palace, near London, on the
12th December and following days. The entries numbered
of

1,058,

and among them were the best specimens

known

of all

in his prime.

J. H. W. Whitehouse;
Digby Boycott for setters and retrievers,
Mr. S.E. Shirley, M. P.: for poodles, Maltese, Italian grayhounds, and rough-haired toys, Capt. the Hon Ftilke Grevilio;
for bloodhounds, mastiffs, St. Bernards, Dandie Dinmonts,
for pug?, Capt. E.

;

smooth-haired terriers, black-and-tan terriers, smooth-haired
toys, and non-sporting puppies (in the pens), ReV. W. J.
Mellor; for Newfoundlands and sporting puppies (in the
pens), Mr. W. Lort; for fox terriers and wire-haired terriers,
Mr. J. A. Doyle for sheep dogs, bull terriers, and colley
puppies (in the pens), Mr. S. E. Shirley, M. P.; for Dalmatians,
dedlingtons, Irish terriers, Skye terriers, Yorkshires and
Pomeranians, Rev. G- P. Hodson for foreign dogs. Captain
Graham and Rev. G. F. Lovell ; for deerhounds and grayhounds, Oaptain Graham
for daebshunde.
Rev. G. F.
Lovell for bulldogs, Blenheim spaniels, and King Charles
spaniels, Mr. J. W. Berrie
and for spaniels, Mr. W. Lort.
;

;

;

;

;

The London Field comments
and pointers

as follows

upon

the setters

—

made an easy second. Lassie was mangy, we imagine.
The championship of English setters again went to Kock,

Zeal

who showed somehow

1"
better than he did at Birmingham.
'The open class for
bitches the lovely Phantom again won.
dogs was acceptable. Royal IV. is a good one; Dante is pigjawed; Bock is not bad Bruce has a splendid head; Prince
Royal is a very fair dog indeed but Count Windem is a
superb setter, and Ned showed some quality. Puzzle and
Battle again made their way to the front
a grand brace truly.
Maud is very pretty. In black-and-tan setters Duke, the gooiiheaded, beat Blossom. Rex II. was only commended.
In black-and-taus, Jessie, who was placed third, is a bit
wedgy, but otherwise acceptable. Regalia is very poor in
;

—

Kale inclines to wave and the compact Mona won
although Bee was in fair torm.
In Irish setters (dogs) Count Posco won Basto shows age
a little, and St. Patrick might have been better shown. The
lair-headed Hover (Mr. Macdona's) was only commenced.
Count's coat is of a good texture, but he is a small dog. In
bitches Kitty was a good winner. Mina was placed second
her blaze and frid were a detriment to her. Eilie and Lilly
are too much inclined to curl. Judy is too pale in tint;
Colleen Oge is well colored, but stumpy-faced.
In the champion wavc.-coul.cd retrievers. Loyal had a fair
In curlies, X. L. should have won in coat and in curl
win.
be was superior to King Coffee. The smooth or wavy-coated
open class for dogs was a large one, and a good one, and well
ilo was shown in tip-lop
judged, Ben making a good first,
form and condition. Among the bitches Bramble, who took
third, is a very promising young bitch.
feather

;

;

well,

;

;

;

reporter comments in such an amusing manner en
we reprint his remarks
The Foreign Dog class was a treat in more senses than one.
To begin wnh, would some kind soul enlighten us as to what
"

The same

Roman Maremma isV Because we take it to be a mongrel,
from the specimen we saw— a good-looking mongrel, to be
The Russian spaniel who
sure, but a mongrel nevertheless.
came next was nowhere, because every one knows what a
Russian Bpaniel is but it is not every one who knows what a
Homau what-do-you-call-it is. Hence the Russian fellow was
only liighly commended. Then we had a real live ulmerhund.
An ulmerhund is a boarhound simply, but the other name
sounds better. These dogs look very' smart, some of them.
Bismark was one of these, but Barbarossa was totally ignored,
though he, too, claimed to be an ulmer. Kemies, the winning
braque at the Paris show, was not even looked at twice. Now
that is very hard of Capt. Graham and Mr. Lovell to thus
plainly tell the French that they are no judges of sporting
dogs, since, in their opinion, they (the French) have given a
gold medal to what Messrs. Graham and Lovell must consider
To do them justice, however, we agree
a mongrel pointer.
with them. Braques are droppers, neither more nor less, i.e.,
mongrels. The Esquimaux dogB were good ones, but why
was Garry, one of them, said to have been bred in the extreme
north of Lombardy V Lombardyis not noted for its Esquimaux dogs. Moreover, its extreme north is below England's
extreme south, so what is the meaning of the sentence F If
it meant to imply that the place is very cold, then Brighton
would be still colder. A boarhound, named Marco, secured
one of the equal firsts, but he was entered as a " specimen of
(Alterveutscher Konighold royal German hunting hound,
cher Hatz Rude; {He). The word boarhound is much simwe would, therefore, adpler, and it means the same thing
vocate its use. In the same foreign division were two bats
with terrier legs. One was called Garibaldi. We trust the
valiant Italian docs not boast such a pair of ears as this interesting specimen did.
The other long-eared animal was said

woodcock shooting.

Mr. James Gordon

crossed with a cocker.

Of

the field spaniels

which are now classed

importation has been so rapid that

it

as cockers the

is difficult to

keep track

of them. Mr. F. H. Hoe, of Tarrytown, has some fine ones,
and so has Mr. Prank C. flollins, of Jersey city. Mr. A. Belmont Purdy, of this city, has exhibited some good ones.
Messrs. Raymond and Creed, of Jamaica, L. I., have a strain
which they procured from Dundee, Scotland, and there are
many good ones scattered throughout the country. We have

repeatedly been applied to for a description of the cocker and

we

embraced above. "We
should make the present standard a dog weighing from 20 to
30 pounds, of almost any color, with lobe-shaped ears, and
with a straight, or wavy coat, a curly coat to be rejected.
believe that all that can be said

a

;

;

to be

a Chinese

was so

;

but,

if

terrier.

so, don't

We

will take

the Chinese

it

for granted that it
terrier club,

want a

his Leicester-Rose puppies to A. E. Burr, of Nashville, Tenn.,
and one to Jno. Mucee, of Chatham, Ont.
.
ii
.

Nikko, the Japanese pug, is a curiosity— a longhaired pug being called Nikko, of course there is no doubt
except in the minds of those men to whom nothing is sacred
—that he did come from Japan but we have seen one years
ago exactly like it he was called a Chinese pug (interesting
variation), but had been bred in the back slums of Seven
Dials, and was by a pug dog out of a very small cocker bitch
—both cockneys, whose offspring, however, was declared to
have come from the celestial empire, with enormous BucoesB.
Pollowiug is a list Of awards in the sporting classes

—Mr. R. C. E_ Martin, of Nashville, Tenn., has purchased
from G. W. Campbell, a puppy by imp. Erin out of Ida, she
a full sister to Buck Jr., for which he claims the name of

Bitehea

is

that's all!

;

;

;

—Mr.

Bravo.

Jasper

N Dodge, of Detroit, Mich., has sold one of

Tramp.

Ar'kwright,

W

Prude

Com,

Ada.

II;

WH

2d, S
Walker,

Champion Cl&sa—Eogliah— Doge Prize, J Fletcher, Bock.
Prize, ELI P Llowellin, Phantom.
Open Claae -Doga: lBt, E LI V Llewollin, Count Windem 2d.
Duncan, Eoyal IV; 3d, B LI P Llewelliu. Prince Royal
Very high com, Major Ireland, Ned, and G Cartmel, Mare. High
com, G de L Macdona, Banger III. Com, Lieut Col J A Cowen,
Danfe; G T Barlram, Duncan, and J T Richardson, Brace.
Bitches

:

WD

-.

B LI P Llewellin, Puzzle and Baffle -,3d,
Yery high com, C T Abbot, Maud, nigh
Daphine and Daiey. Com, J Fietcb
lat, J T Bichardaon, Dnke
2d. H Mapplebeck, BlOBaom ; 3d, W Allison, Bonald. High com. E L Parsons, Bob- Com. J H Salter, Box II; a good claae. Bitches: 1st,
H MapplebecU, Mona 2d, J T Eichardsou, Bee 3d, E L Parsons
Jessie. Yery high com,
B Hodgaon, Kegalia. High
Bitchos: let and 2d,
Major Ireland, Euth.

oom, J

E

Piatt (2),

Black and

Tan— Doga

:

;

;

Morris, Kate.

.-

M

Hilliard, Count ; 2d,
T Abbott, Ht
M'Haffie. Basto. Very high com,
T Abbott.
Bass, Vigo. High oom, G
G M'Hame, Bed
P.edmoro, and P. H. Bass. Count. Com, Osborne, Count Fosco J
Salter, Whisper, and G de L Maodona,
Eover. Bitches: lat, J H O'Brien, Kitty 2d, G WGMHoffie,
Mina 3d. C T Abbott, Colloen Oge. Yery hi«h com, J E Jotmaon, Flirt, and G de L Macdona, Pamela.
Cum, G
G M'Haffie,

Irish-Dogs

:

WO

Patrick 3d, G
Pluokett, and F
;

T

1st,

W

H

CT Abbott,

King;

;

H

;

:

And now to pointers. In large champion dogs Wagg well,
that is enough.
In champion bitches Maud won, over Stella
and Lady ; the latter is but a shadow of her old fair self now.
In large "pointers (dogs) Mr. G. Pilkington's Faust was again
unmistakably cock of the walk.
He is a grand dog all over,
and hi3 show form does great credit to his keeper. Dick, as
fresh as paint, was next.
Burr is too short. E sCymru was
but very highly commended ; he did not appear at all himself.
The bitches were capitally placed. Reinc was too thinheaded, and Dido looked too rough and old to be noticed.
Old tramp (Mr. Arkwright'si scored the small-size championship in dogs, and pretty Bow Bells that in bitches. In the open
dog class Mr. Veitch's Don and Mr. Field's Riot were placed
Rex was unnoticed, but he is not bad, though not
as named.
Prude II., in bitches, went ahead easily, and
a first rater.

thenticated pedigrees, are Trimbush and Fairy, the former
imported by Mr. Jonathan Thome, Jr., from Clumber, and
the latter bred by him, both dogs being now the property of
the writer. Some twenty years ago a very fine Clumber was"
imported and passed into the hands of Mr. n. Waldo, of this
city, who, if we mistake not, sent it up to our old friend Ethan
Alfin, of Pomfret Centre, Conn.
Whether this dog had anything to do with producing that fine strain of small setters for
Which Mr. AUin is celebrated, and which are said to be perfection on ruffed grouse, deponent sayeth not.
At all events it
is our own intention to breed Trimbush to some good setter
bitches in hopes of haviug a strain of dogs which while having

Bennett some years since imported some Clumbers and their
progeny was disposed of at his sale two years ago. The dogs
offered, however, had, many of them at least, liver-colored
markings which indicated that the parent stock had been

:

:

Settebs.

Toe judges were: For pointers, Mr.

the class for foreign dogs, that

ruffed grouse and

:

Chimpion Class— Small—Dogs
let,
W
Bitehea let, E J L Price, Bow Bells.
Open Claae—Doga: lat,
Arkwright,
Price, Zeal. High com, B J L Price, Juno.

breeds.

over the face and legs the color is perfect.
Probably the
purest Clumbers now in this country, that is with the best au-

superior noses will yet be neither too large Aor too faBt for

eom,E J L Trios, Eos Ovmrn. High com.
T Sturgeon, Uurr. BitCheB 1st and id,
Maggie. High com, A Terry, Thvllia.

Field, Dick. Yery high
It J L Price, Grog, and

G Moore, Moss and

show
the
THEheldtwelfththedogAlexandra

;

at

size
is

ALEXANDRA PALACE DOG SHOW.

chest should be deep and

with a good girth, back and loin full of muscle and running
well into one another, with wide couplings and well-turned
hind quarters.
The length of the spaniel should be rather
more than twice his height at the shoulder.
The legs must
be full of bone, and straight elbows neither in nor out quarters full of muscle, and stifles strong but not very much bent.
The feet are round and cat-like, well clothed with hair between
the toes, and the pads furnished with very thick horn. The

or

:

FOREST A1ND STREAM.

Blenheim spaniel was used by a former Duke of Marlborough
as a cocker, and " Idstono" relates that he once had a genuine
King Charles which had been used with great success in woodcock shooting. The spaniel requires most careful breaking,
and should always be taught to range close, say within thirty
or forty yards, and should be taught in this country to came
to heel at shot and to retrieve from land and water.
Being a
slow dog a brace is better than a single one, and in England it
is customary in cock shooting to have a "team" or " leash."
The points of the modern field spaniel, which we must now
class under the general head of
cocker," as given by " Stonehenge" in his latest work, are as follows
The head should be long, with a marked brow, but still only
gradually rising from the nose, and the occipital protuberance
well defined. Nose long and broad, without any tendency to
the snipe form. Eye expressive, soft and gentle, but not too
full or watery.
The ear should be set on low down, lobular

One

—

:

;

U2

:

Poiktebs.

Champion Class— Large Size—Dogs

lat, BJ1 Prioo, Mend.
Open Class— Large— Dogs let,

:

1st,

B

J

L Prico,

Wagg.

:

;

Q

Pilkington, Faust

;

2d,

B

;

W

Judy.

THE TESTIMONIAL TO MR. LORT.
IFrom the London Field of Dee. 14 ]
The many years' services which Mr. Lort has rendered to
sportsmen by the large experience and great imparl
has brought to bear in the difficult task of judging clogs and
horses, received a hearty and substantial recognition yesterday at the Alexandra Palace. For some time past there Has
been a subscription on foot with this object, and the 184 subscribers (headed by the Right Hon. Lord St. Leonards), includes the names of many gentlemen well known in the
canine world
The presentation consists of an oil painting,
by Mr. C. Lutyens, B. A., of a moorland BC ne, representing

An excellent full-length portrait ol Mr Lort in
tee act of judging, with a brace of setters at bis feet, occupies
the foregroun
whilo in the half distance is seen the president, Mr. Shirley, mounted on a well-drawn cob.
There is
also a service of plate, consisting of a soup tureen and side
dishes, mounted with pointers and fox terriers.
Mr. Shirley, in making the presentation, said: "Gentlemen,
I shall not detain yon more than a few seconds.
You all
know that the object which has brought us here to-day has
been to do honor to our old and kind friend Mr. Lort. and to
ask his acceptance of this portrait of himself and this plate.
The idea was started some three years ago at Manchester; but
it is only recently that it has taken a more tangible form.
There have been many reasons lor the delay in making the
psesentation, one of them being the unfortunate failure of the
Alexandra Palace, which, as you all know, made a postponement of the show a necessity, and therefore an occasion we
had hoped to take advantage of in making the presentation
was lost. However, there is one circumstance which makes
the present, I think, a most fitting opportunity for us to show
our high appreciation of Mr. Lort. If any of you ever take
the trouble to read the American papers you will" have learned
that they have, in a most unwarrantable manner, attacked
our kind friend after he had been over there as a guest to
judge their recent show for them. Mr. Lort wants no defense
at my hands, and I think we may well leave these American
scribblers to the contempt their conduct so amply entitles
them to. Mr. Lort is, I think, the oldest judge of dogs in
England. His judging in England, Ireland and Scotland has
given universal satisfaction. Although differences may at
limes ex st, these are merely on matters of opinion, but bis
integrity is such that no doubt has ever or can ever have
existed on that head. Formerly the difficulties of judging
are far from perwere greater perhaps than at present.
but at any rate most of th old exhibitors know
fect now
full well when they are beaten, which they certainly did not
a few years ago, and the papers were inundated with letters
on the subject. In the time to which I refer to as well as at
present, Mr. Lort has borne the bur en of the day."
field trials.

;

We

,

Mr. Shirley then called on Mr. Fletcher, the Hon. Sec, to
road the illuminated address which accompanied the presentation, and which was as follows
"Address presented

to William Lort, Esq,, of Tockleton Hall, YockShrewsbury, In recognition ot his valuable services in connecHorse anil Dog 8hows.—Bear Sir: In recent years great intention has been paid to the breeding ot horses and dogs, in
ance of tnia object periodical shows have been held in various parts of
the country with unvarying success. Knowing that this success is la
a great measure due to the extensive knowledge and unwearied labor
whlchyou have bestowed upon the subject, the underslgDed hereby
desire respectfully to tender to you their sincere acknowledgment, and
the obligations under wulch your valuable services have thus laid
them, and they farther request the favor of your acceptance of the accompanying oil painting, and aervicB of plate, contributed by noolBmen and gentlemen Interested in horee and dog shows; incy oSvt
yon thla testimonial to mark their high appreciation of the upright and
impanlal manner In which you nave exercised the functions
and in acknowledgment of your self-sacrificing exertions Id promoting
the study of the canine race, which in this country has In
Improved through your labors. While they are fully sensible
highest satisfaction will spring from your own consciousness of the
purity of your motives, ttiey nevertheless feel It Incumbent upon them
to mark In this manner their high appreciation or your huiM
duot in connection with these exhibitions. They trust that this Blight
tokenof the esteem In which your long and faithful services are held
may not be altogether unacceptable to you, and that when you havo
passed away It may be cherished by your friends aa a living memento
of the affectionate regard in which you are held. While ottering you
their sincere congratulations for the success which has hitherto
crowned your labors, they would express their fervent wishes that you
may long be spared to aid in the worthy cause you have *u modi m
heart, and as you enter the sere and yellow leaf of old age, yon may
experience the happiness resulting from a useful and well-spent life."
leton,

tion with

'

The chairman

said, in conclusion

'

:

"Now, Mr.

Lort,

it is

my

on behalf of the subscribers to ask you to accept this
are ail of us fn{Iy aware
painting and plate.
Most of us have annoyed you in
vice you have rendered us.
the past, and, should you condescend to judge for ua again,
most of us will probably bother you in the future. But thia
we sincerely trust— that you may feel at least one-third of the

privilege

We

FOREST AND STREAM.
pleasure i» receiving this presentation as

making

it

has afforded us in

it

Mr. tort, in reply, said "Mr. President and gentlemen, 1
would most earnestly and gratefully thank you for the very
honor you have done me to day, but words are too poor
pressions too tame to' convey one-hundredth part of the
pleasure I feel at Ibis demonstration of your friendship. I was
:

told that, in public life I should make many acquaintances,
but few friends. I can assure you it gladdens
heart to be
able to claim, after years of this public rife, so many good,

my

genuine and open hearted friends— ought I not to say
open handed ? For is not the munificence of this day a touching proof or it? so touching that it makes me on the verge of
breaking down i my endeavors to erpress to yon only a very
small part of what, as a man, I feci, and what I should nut be
a man if 1 did Dot feel I will hasten to say that I have
reason to he proud— I am proud— of a testimonial that would
do honor o the noblest in the land. As years roll on, if I am
spared, f may now and then be templed to look at this portrait, to Bee what manner of man I was in 1878
and if 1 do,
I shall soon lose sight Of the unworthy individual
here depicted and shall seem to see beyond a crowd of joyous, kindly
faces— Shall seem to hear again the welcome voices of the
friends 1 love and value. I would say more, but I cannot
go on. I can only repeat, the words, I thank you— from the
bottom of my heart i thank you."
We may mention that the testimonial was subscribed to also
by gentlemen connected with horse, shows.
true,

US

—Mr. Wm. Vie, of St. Louis, has sold to Wm. Dangerfleld,
Esq., of Montreal, gad O. Hull, Esq., of Houston, Texas,
each one of his France-Zita puppies.
—Lieutenant Thomas Perry's (formerly McClenahan's) setter
bitch Fleet whelped, on Dec. 20, ten puppies, seven dogs and
three bitches, sired by Margrave's (formerly Clason's) Royal

Duke.

—

Mr. L. F. Whitmore's blue bellon English setter bitch
Mell whelped on the U)tn" inst nine puppies, six dogs and
three bitches, sired by Mr Binges' Druid.

i

— Mr.

Max

Wenzel, of flobokeu, N. J., claims the name of
for two red Irish setter puppies by his Jack

Yankee and Fox
out of his Doe.

i

§dchtinq mid §aatittg,

;

I

DETROIT DOG SHOW.
Detboit, Dec. 22, 1878.
JBditok Fotsbst ajjd Stream
The prospects for our having a good show arc very flattering.
What he Committee are striving for us is a representative one of the best dogs in the country.
The judges selected
by the Committee are: E. P. Stoddard, Esq., of Dayton,
Ohio, for setters and pointers, and Dr. J. S. Niven, of London. Ont., for spaniels, hounds and non-sporting classes.
Both are irentlemen of high standing, and excellent judges,
The entries close Slst Dec.
Tours truly,
Chab. Lincoln, Supt.
"
prophet is never without honor except in his own
country." One would have supposed that at a Michigan
.

i

A

dog show, Mr. John Davidson, who has

for years past been
recognized as the leading judge at all the principal shows in
the country, would have been invited to judge.
Whether he.
would have accepted or not is another question. In passing
him over without even the barren honor of an invitation the

managers of the Detroit Show have displayed a want of inde.
pendence, to use a mild term, of which we would not have
deemed them capable. They have shown that they fear the
criticism of one or two men, who not being able to use John
Davidson as a tool, seek to ruin him. But we believe that as
sure as the sun rises j ustiee will yet be done in this matter, and
that, the truth will come out. Mr. Lincoln, if he seeks to retain
his position as Superintendent of Shows, should speak.
He is
familiar with the proceedings.

—

Books. This being the season of the year when a revision of books generally takesplace, we would like to call the
attention ot committees or officials having the work in
charge to certain omissions almost uniformly made in the
compilation of the official books, and which wc trust will no
longer he permitted to interfere with the value of such very
necessary works of reference. We have in mind more
especially the neglect shown concerning the ",pcdigrce " of
yachts, their modelers, builders and sailmakers, dale of
launching and alterations, the various dimensions of yachts,
including depth from underside of beams amidships to top of
keel, draft with and without board, area of canvas, ballast,
etc.
These mutters, together with a short historical sketch
of the causes which led to the formation of the club and a review of its subsequent existence, full information, accompanied
by small scale charts of courses for matches, and finally the
Cltjti

and those of other
incorporated in the club books,

location of club houses, secretary's address

prominent
render

officers,

lliein of

would,

if

more

considerably

Seawankaka.

Yacht

service than

members

the general public as well as for the

they are for

of the club.

.

of lectures on
yacht building which the club has airanged for will take
First lecture, on the Construcplace on the following dates
second
tion of Keels, by A. Carey Smith, Esq. Fell, (i
lecture, on the Construction of Centre-Boards, by A. Carey
thud lecture, on Yachts' Iron Work,
Smith, Esq., Feb. '31
by Root Centre, Esq., March 8; fourth lecture, on Sails,
rnalting, trimming and taking care of same, by A. Carey
Smith, Esq., March 27 fifth lecture, Centre-Boards vs. Keels,
by Henry Steers, Esq., April 8. The subscription to the
lectures will be *2, and are open to gentlemen introduced by
The popularity of last year's lectures
a member of the club
on yacht design, and which called forth over a hundred subscribers, will insure a very liberal support to the praiseworthy
attempts of the Seawanhaka Club to inculcate in the sailing
fraternity the science underlying their favorite sport.
QfcUB.-— The

series

:

,

;

Whose aee They?—Some three weeks ago Dr. W. S.
Webb, Secretary of the W. "K. C, received by the Adams Express

Company a box

containing two lemon and white puppies

about two and a half months old, a dog and a bitch. The
charges were all paid, but there was no card or anything by
which he could tell where they came from or who sent them.

Any

information on the subject would be acceptable to Dr.
Webb, either through this office or at his own, 22 West

Thirty-second

street.

—We

—

understand that Mr. Thos. A. Jerome brother of
W.—has been the recipient, through the great
publishing house of Harper Brothers, of a grand picture of his
prize winning pug bitch Puggy Dear. The picture was passed

Mr Leonard

Custom House by order of the Secretary of the U.
Treasury, it being a present from a well-known American

free at the
S.

gentlemen

now

passing the hunting season in England.

Hounds. — Editor

Forest and Stream: For our fox
Fox
hunting, or fox shooting as some will have it, we need a slow
running hound, of superior scenting powers, and for those of
our
rs share the sport, a melodious
let US know whether the qualities are
to be found united in any of the thoroughbred hounds
America,
hounds,
harriers, beagles or what
either fox
laud or
either?
in
-

;

How to Fit Oct. —A correspondent writes "The loss of
my detailed log of former cruises is a serious blow, as I had
elaborate and numerous notes with a view to provisioning and fitting out in the. future. I have never yet failed to
take everything needed, but always have to devote several
days to thinking ou the subject to prevent omissions. To
avoid this trouble 1 had made exhausted notes as to just how
Jong everything lasted in the way of provender, when it

made

whether satisfactory, etc., whereby 1 fondly iraI could deduct a bill of fare just in proportion and
engraved on steel and bricked into the wall with the
face exposed and thus be in condition to start on a cruise by
a glance at the ' writing on the wall.' "
Taoht Building at Islip. Islip is situated on the South
shore of Long Island, and readily reached by the South
Side Kailroad in about an hour and a half's time. The
place is probably best known as a yachting port, and
from the fact that many famous craft have been launched
there from the building yard of Alonzo B. Smith.
The
Comet, Sagilla, Onward, Windward and Nianiic and many
others that left his slip have given a good account of themselves, and both for sound workmanship and neatness of finMr. Smith has now a new
ish can compare with the best.
She is a
craft on the stocks for a Now York gentleman.
sloop of some 30ft. long and 124ft. beam and is now about
ready for her planking. At his pier the sloop Sagitta, Col.
Porter, 22dReg., N. Gt. B. N. Y., has been berthed for the
winter. This sloop, though about fi8ft. long, was buiit in the
short space of ten weeks, her keel having been laid May 1,
Her
1878, and by July 15 she was turned over to her owner.
model is one of Smith's own, and is handsome and easy, especially forward, where the old-time flare has been entirely
done away with, and an easy entrance secured. Her stern is
eliptical and of a mold peculiar to her builder, and generally
known as the " Smith stern." The Christine lies on the hard
and with some other boats is offered for sale at low figures. A3
stated in bis card among the yachting advertisements, Mr.
Smith is prepared to build anything from the Corinthian up
to a big schooner, and will furnish estimates, and information
spoiled,

magined
have

it

—

upon demand,

The

—Not

the sailing is done aboard the yachts.
So one would judge could he occasionally drop in upon the
Society of Impecunious Yachtsmen of Brooklyn. For in its
parlors, where the members muster strong, you may hear and
learn more about yachts and yachting in an hour than you
could elsewhere in a season. And, what is more, facts and
figures are at hand to back up the arguments there brought,
forth, in quantity enough to make the landsman's head swim.
S.

I.

Y.

all

i

:

'

In England, where hunting is carried on for the moat part
over open country, hounds, of late years, have been
fast as race horses, and for that reason are hardly suited for
our hunting. There are, however, in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia still remaining many strains of old-fashioned slow going hounds, with voices like bells and keen of

The smaller varieties of hounds to which our corresnose.
pondent alludeB are used principally for hunting hares.— Ed.

'

'

the pockets full of game unless they struck a man shooting for
The advertisement, or card, of
the marKet and bought him ont.
Schnyler, Hartley & Graham, that takes the place of your former
front— that remarkable sportive genius—may not be so characteristic of tha^contents of the paper, but it ia more profitable, I

imagine.

And now. having hammered you

A COHINTHIAN CRUISE.— No.

my

heart's content, I will

inexpensive way.

As I premised in my former letter, I have been shipmates with
sorts and sizes of crafts, fromJJO-tonners down, and the bane
and trouble of my yachting experience has always been tho
wretched apologies for a crew— composed of, generally, one man
and a boy. the man, presumably, combining the duties of sailor
and cook, performing neither, and the boy assisting him.
all

When

all

ready to

start, after

hurrying to get everything aboard
stowed," my crew

to save tide, to go on board and find nothing

'

'

ashore and drunk, was the usual commencement for be it known
there never has been a time in all my yachting experience here
when I could put my hand on a good, reliable man for a crew combining the necessary qualities, or if he did, the accomplishment
was offset by a chronic disposition to get drunk before sailing and
and I have yet
keeping so afterwards, if anything'could be had
to learn that auy locker on a yacht ever defied the skill and energy
of the average old, or more particularly yonng, salt with a morbid
While yon are aboard it may be all right, bnt
taste for Schnapps.
go ashore to shoot, and come back to find everything snngly looked
;

;

On opening
as you left it, apparently, but your man drunk.
your locker, tho fact being'patent that your bottle was low and
your man high— the one empty and the other full— a high, low
Jack— suggesting a contradictory problem you do not' always
pause to work out, snob, discoveries being succeeded by a phase of
indiscriminate profanity ;— so, for the salvation of my bouI and
pocket, this season I determined to do my own work, drink my
own tod, and be gonerally independent, and proceeded to buy a
condemned craft of 32ft., with a view of patching her up for the
winter's cruisingiin pursuit of "the festive duck.
I put her on the stocks, and examined her.

Her bottom was

defective in the garboard strakes. Concluded to put on new ones.
'Then tho balance of* the planking looked rough. Concluded to
plank her all over. That done, her bulwarks and deck looked
badly. Put on new material. The centreboard case looked as if

would leak, so had a new one put in. When I examined Bpars
found them too short new ones and a new suit of sails. On
it.

—

summing up I find that, with the sole exception of the skeleton, I
had built anew boat— and that is my experience generally in fixing
up an old one but, nevertheless, she stood me in muoh less
money than I had contracted for in a new one and for the bend
fit of Corinthians will explain how it was done— and here is the
:

;

recipe
Firstly, strike your boatbnilder when work is a little dull. Bay
if it woild not cost too much to fix her up you would
buy the Polly Ann, Boatbuilder, in view of a job, says, " Oh, she
don't require much fixing won't oost muoh I will do it reasonaHe offers to haul her out on his ways and examine her.
bly.''
Examines, and finds garboard Btrakea to put in and
All right.
oaulking aU 0V6r, etc. You make a bargain to have it done by the
job— beware of doing it by the day. That Is done. Say she looks
rough above if it did not cost so muoh would plank her, etc
Boatbuilder bites, offers to do It low down ; and so you go on
from item to item, and get your boat rebuilt for a very reasonable
amount of money—half what the estimate would be if all were

that

;

;

;

named

at once.

Well, behold the Misi rebuilt, rechristenod, everything neat and
new, and .the boatbuilder soratoheB his head, and wonders how
you managed to get a brand-new boat out of him for $500 when
he would not tonoh such a job for leaa than $1,000. You leave
him working up the conundrum, and prooeed to fit up. You give
ntion to the matter of cooking stove, for you are going
IKi
uv own cooking for perhaps the first timo il
;

1.

to

yon up on your promise never to be again guilty, etc., etc.
I sat down to write yon an "all sorts." My last was centreboard
yachts, and going for the scalp of the cntter fiend, and to the aid
of "Corinthian;" but seeing that he has other assistance, and,
besides, hoing pretty well able to tight hia own battles, I will, by
way of giving countenanco and enconragement to Corinthians,
give tho log of a cruise I have just terminated, combining, as it
I want merely to show how
did, both yachting and shooting.
much quiet enjoyment can be got out of this sort of thing in an
let

;

:

From Mr. DjLtidsON.—Hditor Forest and Stream, and Rod
: In the Chicago Field of December 21 f
notice a
communication from E. B. Morgan, wherein he states that he
thought I overstepped my position as judge at Minnesota
Field Trials, and that such a person ought not to be encouraged. This is the person who quartered on the grounds preserved for the Minnesota Field Trials for a day or so previous
to their commencement, and who was accused of shooting
and shipping out game from the Field Trial grounds, and in
whose defence the editor of the Chicago Field made his little
address to the people on the morning before the running began, stating that he had been requested by Mr. M jrgan to say
that he had not done so.
One good turn deserves another,
anil the straws show which way the wind blows.
The books
of the express company at Sauk Centre, also of a prominent
hotel in St. Pauls, can show whether be did or did not.
Had
I made no objections to every man at Minnesota Field Tnals
running his (log and giving Mb score as he pleased, probably
I might have been a qualified and just judge, but as I did
make some objections, then I cannot he so.
Monroe, Dec. 21, 1S78.
John Davidson.
and Gun

neck and another blank fool that ia following in bia footsteps ?
And the other one that is leaping the peaks of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains ? Have younot relieved my mind or the fear that that
fisherman will break that scantling in his left-handed attempts to
land that rock he is fast to ? And that soared Buffalo Bill," that
rides the booking horse, and 3hoots a pistol across his horse's
neck and his own body at those buffaloes that were going head on,
and bound to strike that fisherman when and where he least expects it. Giving relief to (boss two men in those shells, making
one's hack acho to see them forever in that position for "Go?"
tat out the man with one square shoulder trying to shoot his
dog ? 1 say, have you not relieved the community and me of all
those painful nightmares, and then ask me why " shake?" "Go
to" for a dullard if you don't eoe the cause of all mv rejoicing.
Again I say, " Shake." Tt I was in the neighborhood I would inIf you
vite you down stairs to the little saloon around the corner.
only knew what a relief it is to a.n overcharged soul to see the departure nf your menagerie yon would not wonder at my proposiI do not so muoh object to thoBe two
tion to shake or drink.
gentlemen wasting their time idling on the rocks when they ought
The two deer do not seem to be very apprehensive of
to ho off.
the gun. They wear too good clothes to be bona fide sportsmen
never knew chaps with fancy shooting suits ever come home with.

:

i

-."Cisco, Cal., Dec. 6, 1816.

STBEAH
In the narna of good taste, decency, propriety, and all the nsnal
cardinal virtues that cannot aa a. general thing be had
dollars a month, amen, " let as shake'
and why ? Have you not
:

1

caused rears to flow from

my

—

grateful eyea by purl

Have you not abolished that obsolete monstrous
old inooaa. with his Koman nose and unhandsome mouth ? Have
you not given great relief to my »oul by calling in those wooden
Have you not hollered
dogs wilii (heir machine-made tails?
" Whoa'' to that solitary desperate horseman destined to break bin
frontispiece

?

I

.,.,.

ma

going to

,.

:t

inthianoruiso.

Sfor

with its two 6in t openings
and provisions— and he; a
have it. The question ia submitted a
Jim, the Chinaman-cook, i
hearth the day previous.
iejtionsastoalot of'biBiiuits, pies, doughlmts, corned beef pressed a list is made out, and it ia astonishing
how long it is, and how many little articles go to com prise tho
necessities of even a limited cuisine ; and uuless you put a. piece
and pencil at your elbow as you sit smoking in your don
,.

i,

rye,

in

:

.

•

i

i

:

I

the evening previous, and eet tliem

down

as thoy ooour to ;yon,

;

Cheap, and
"Nine hundred dollars
" Well, come aboard, Ed., anyhow."
(He goes aboard.)

and find yourBelf afloat without oil, oan
matches, or other equally essentials. At last all aboard but
the inilk, which has been omitted. No time then to get it. Someone suggests condensed milk— and right here let me pause, remove
my smoking cap, assume a reverential attitude, and invoke
a benediction on the head of Borden, the man whose cans bear
Mr. Borden, in
the legend that he is the condensed milk man.

you

will forget one-half,

!

dies,

the

name

of all yachtsmen, huntsmen, sportsmen, duckemen, and
and otherwise, I thank thee. Thou art indeed
;

'

cockpit.

'

we oan get off, for the tide has turned
run over the list, and sea if
Guns, cartridges, gum boots, old shooting

coat, pipes, tobacco, liquids, tea, coffee, sugar, pepper, salt, bread,

did

you not go

to Jenkins, Ed.

;

you are an old friend of

"While I respect Jenkins and his services, I did not employ
him because I had ideas of my own, and would rather take tho
model of a practical man, with what little knowledge I learned
from Marrett, for my chance of success, than to have quotations
from Kemp pumped into me by tho hour, when I could argue the
cutter type of vessel, if so disposed, from tho same source. Besides, did it ever strike you that none of our epeedy vessels were
designed by scientific men ? Take Georgo .Steers, for instance,
and niaDy
who designed the famous ya:
others also the beautiful Bhip of war, Niagara, He made no
failure as to speed. Kobert Fish, who gave us Vixen and many
other fast vessels Herresehoff, Orion and others Elswoith, who
modeled Comet, Watson and others;— none of these are what may
bo called other than practical men, with great talent in their way.
Now, I eay, combine talent and practice with science, uud you will

"'

I

;

,

;

;

;

approximate correctness."
" Ed., I know you always, whichever side you are ou, argue in
plausible mauner. But you cannot convince me that you have
sea going vessel she is good enough to plug the Sound, I know.
I expect to launch to-morrow."
I'm for home expect to sea you Boon. Good bye."
;

;

CobinthiaS.

(To

be continued.)

%nmt of

(j^ltess.

Notice.— Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should ho
addressed " Chess Editor Forest and Stream, P. O. box 54, Wolcott-

;

Firstly let us

Why

his?"

;

—

vUle,

Conn."

cautioned mo regarding expense of the cutter, but I
I have already paid out
it |aome of your usual talk.
and have no rig nor sails yet."
'•
Yes, my boy, you will find yonr rig and sails will cost you a
pretty penny yet."
" Do you think so ?"
Yes, my rig cost me ?250 if you get off for $100 you will be
lucky, provided you make a full fledged cutter of her, which, I
suppose, is your intention."
" Yes, I have gone so far I will go the whole hog besides, every

"You

biscuits, doughnuts, cold corned beef, sausages, head
mutton chops, beefsteak, canned oysters, potatoes, ham,
lastly, Borden's compressed cow.
My companion du voyage—whom I will call Jones for two reasons Firstly, because it is customary to do so secondly, because
his name is Jones— is an amateur in yachting, his knowledge being
more exteneive in shells, pulling stroke oar, etc. Wo have agreed
on the division of duties I am to sail the yacht and cook Jones
to wash dishes and keep the ship in order.
The wind, although light, is fair, and so is the tide. We get
nnder way, and head up the bay bound up to the location of our
floating shooting-box, our scow-house so cosy and comfoitable,
She lies up at
that has done good duty for the last five years.
Sherman Island in the " tubes," where the mallards and canvasbacks congregate to feed on Ibe wild celery and young tube roots.
The day is warm and sunny. A blue flannel shirt does duty, no

butter,

cheese,

thought

bacon, and

$2,500,

;

—

;

correct.

You've considerable more length here, but not much width."
I confess it does not look so roomy as your cabin, but
that I suppose is on account of the bulkheads across her. Do
you know, I expect to carry two men forward, and to get accommodation for them I had to put in folding beds— something like
those used in prisons, you know— to get room to pass, she is so
and tho sailroom does not amount to much, either,
fine forward
for the same reason.
I admit she's a failure as far as genuine
comfort below goes, but the correct thiDg after all, you know.
Bye the bye, Ed., I see in your ship no stateroom, although you
had room for two larger than mine each side of your centreboard,
besides a good saloon aft, and no W. C, either."
"I put in no bulkheads for staterooms, because in a little boat,
the purpose is just as well obtained by means of curtains. As to
W. C, I prefer a temporary to a permanent nuisance, as all such
I see
things are if the pipes cannot be placed above watar line.
you have a two-legged folding table, but it occupies scarcely less
room than my centreboard case."
" Fact, Ed., that was one of the delusions. My floor is only 2ft.
wide, and as my table takes up Bin. of that when folded up, even
but I have sacrificed comfort below for
then it is hard to pass
the sake of other good qualities. But, Ed., tell mo, what will
your craft stand you in when finished ?"
" I calculate about '$1,500, with furniture and fixtures."

announces the catastrophe a regular old-time plantation nig, by
the way, rejoicing, as he informed me, when he came to run my
cow department, in the distinguished name of Marshall O'Roberts.
Through Borden, the present incumbent cow will speedily lose
her situation, and the old humbug of a nigger be turned out on an
unfeeling world to dry up, in three weeks, some other man's brandnew eixty-fiva dollar cow. Pardon the lengthy bubblinga of a
grateful soul, but I must do Borden justice if the heavens fall,
whioh they probably have no intention of doing, even for Borden

:

modeled Cornel ; besides, I have seen quite a number of hia
vessels, and they are, without exception, fast. I draughted model
and made calculation myself bo far, I know everything to be

"

"Yes

and the Goddess of Liberty emptying a large-sized
cornucopia made of the biggest gunny sack of twenty-dollar gold
pieces on your devoted head. Borden, long may you wave, and
continue to condense cows into the brief space you now do, and
never go back on the quality as you wax rich and greedy. The
purity of the ballot-box is a secondary consideration— of none at
For years have I worried with
all in comparison with your milk.
cows that clutter up and create noxious odors in my stables, and
regularly dry up just what I tell my old nig to do when he

if

my

call

their blessings,

and his milky way.
And now let uh see
flood these two hours.
everything is on board.

than I expected."

"John, you're pretty narrow on deck. You must be very carewhen yon fall, to do so fore and aft. I see your cockpit. Do
you like the idea of getting into that hole to steer ?"
"I must confess I do not like it as well as I expected. My deck
looks cramped, especially after being aboard your ship. But the
correct thing for a cruise, Ed.; safe. Let's go below.
(They go below.)
" Ed., this is my saloon, this my stiteroom, and the W.C. there;
my sailroom is aft, and I get to it from the hole on deck, as you

a benefaotion to thy fellow men— and women, too for you have
condensed all our lacteal troubles into one handy little can. On
your family coat of arms let there bo a pyre of milk cans and
pumps, and the proverbial milkman surmounting, and all burning;
on the other side let there be a dozen kDeeling women invoking

—

less

iul,

travelers generally

.

"

;;
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'

;

'

;

;

tells me it is the perfect thing."
" YeB, John, put the full cutter rig on this craft, for

body

at all,

will

it

if

she goes

be under that rig."

" Ah, Ed., there you go again always sneering at everything
English, I think, just for the sake of so doing,"
" No, John, I would advise nothing I did not honestly believe
and I again say, Put on the cntter rig, for she is not suitable for
our sloop rig. In the first place you depend upon ballast almost
entirely for stability, and your ballast, to be of service, must be
centralized consequently, should you place your mast far forward,
;

A pleasant breezo fills our mainsail. We take
slight cold bite, and lighting our pipes ask ourselves if there is
anything specially the matter with this sort of thing. Poboees.

coat t-eing needed.

;

as in the sloop, its weight on account of your fineness of lines,
would have to be counterbalanced by weight in your run, and thus

CUTTER AND SLOOP.

injure one of your good points.

New York,

Nov. 8,1878.

Besides,

it is

necessary that this

to

type of vessel have a low rig, because she will not carry a li
one. For the English yachtsmen, however much I may differ from
them in theory or opinion, I have the greatest respect. They,

state that the incidents described will, as far as possible, be
founded upon actual fact. And my intention is simply to oompare

having this miserable form of vessel thrust upon them by their
tonnage laws, have made the very best disposition of material

the relative merits of the different typos of vessels— the American

possible."
" I see, Ed., you, as usual, have put a whacking rig on your boat.

Editor Forest and Stream
Before commencing our promised
:

upon

cruise, I feel called

and English— in a spirit of fairness, that the young, enthusiastic
yachtsman may not be led by fashion into fatal or aggravating
blunders, and thereby become disgusted with a manly sport and
in so doing, I will draw upon my imagination as little as possiblo:
It is the 15th of May. Our ideal cruiser has been built, launched,
sparred and rigged during the winter months. In the same yard
my friend, who has a mania for everything a VAnglaise, has insisted, in spite of my friendly remonstrance and ridicule, upon
building a cutter yaoht. She was designed by one of onr celebrated
yacht designers, resembles, and has nil the elements of the celebrated and successful English cutter JAly, and has boon pronounced
by the whole scientific corps a decided success, aud a perfect sea;

going craft.
ThiB cutter differs from our vessel as follows Six feet longer
on water line, 3ft. narrower, and 4ft. deeper with flush deck and
in hulk is practically the same as our vessel, excepting she has
her greatest width at or about water line, and wall-sided, as usual
instead of 3ft. Oin. draught she draws 7ft.
in that type of vessel
instead of our cabin house she has on deck two low boxes, forming seats with skylights over, two companion ways— one forward,
one aft— and a hole aft to sit in and handle the tiller.
Her owner, my friend, appears on deck, and calls to me: " Ed.,
come aboard and take a look. You don't seem to take much in
terest in my ship since you commenced your own."
'•
Well, John, old boy, it's a fact. I have not shown so much interest in your ship as I ought, considering we have been so many
cruises together in our old ehipe; but yon know I do not take any
stock in the cutter type of vessel. Besides, I have been employed
on my own vessel, and you know there are so many things to be
looked after. However, I must say you have a fine, well-built
craft. I expjeiod the rest of my ballast down this afternoon, but
:

;

;

see

rt

'
'

has not come yet.''
speaking of ballast; you've got iron, I believe

I say, Ed.,

much

did

it

how

you?"
good enough

cost

;

it, that iron would not do, and he knows."
" Yes, I see your lead keel it's a good job."
"Good job, yes; Jenkins furnished drawings, showing

My

I

,

,

want

of a

of that article."

"You're right there, Ed.

knows tho value

;

Jenkins,

let

him say what he

likes,

of the dimity."

"Yes, and he's not to blamo for that.

" Yes

;

before

we used

Do you

recollect

how

to cruise together I

never thought Bella

and used to shun boats of mv size— although not a raman I disliked to get outsailed. Do you recollect your advisme against substituting a keel for centreboard, for fear of
fast,

cing

ing

Since I have put plenty of sail on Bella, and
found she went about as fast as her sizo can go, I am ashamed of
no company, big or little— in fact, it is tho spice of tho sport."
Yes, and if you had not caught tho fashionable mania we
would have built a vessel and continued to oruise together. I hope
you are not disappoiuted in your cutter."
" Well, T am some six f aet longer than your craft, and expect to
besides, you must allow me two or three
outsail you anyway
minutes by Seawauhaka Club Rules."
takes only two dimensions,
"Yes, John, I know that Club
length and breadth, in their rules— English aud the perfect thing
injuring speed?

1

;

but that

little

item cost

— GINC'CO

PIANO.

:

Black.
Freeh.

White.

MomsK.
1-T'-K4

2—Kir K B3

3—B-Q

Bl
-i-r-u Bs

5-F-Q4
B—P-K5
7— B-Q Ktfi
8— B 1KB Kt
9— P IKS P
10— Castles
II—B-K3
18— Kt-QBS

1—B-Kd

3—KtQ B3
3—B-Q i'i
i-Kt-K BS
5— P Iks P
6-P-Q4
7-Kt-KS

White.
alone*.

IS—F-KKIS
14-K-K KI2
IB—P-K l.'i
16—KtlkB Kt
17—P Iks 1'

I3r-Q K

me

it

just

litCll

!

ail—K-K B sq
21—P tks Kt

10— B-2.K13

12—P-K Bl

22-I'QK!!(li)

21

2.1— K-K tq

S3— K-K

ch

Bl!

•24-R-KBsq<ol

NOTES.
An; excellent move on Black's part.
(ii) This move almost completely blocked Black's game.
(o) Tliia move gave Black the gn me, us it permits him to Queen a
Pawn In twenty-seven moves thereafter. Bat as a problem of twentyseven moves ia equal to an entire game of ordinary length, White's
ability cannot be called into question by it.
Black announces a win by lie Queening of a Pawn in tweuty-eeven
movea. The solution:
24-Rtksi:
38— K-QK-I
S5—K-K3
39— K-UK12
25-XtKBB
39— K-Q KIS
00—F-Q
40—P-Q B0

27— P-QKJ

H-

M

..

B

It— K-y

i'J— B ins

F

43—K-u B

r

ii

ii

aq

.
!

[-<?]
so

43 -K-Q

(

— only much simplified in their case."

81— K-b 2
sa—K-Qs
83—K-Q B3
34-P-K K S
(W—K-Q Kl3
86— K-QB3
37—K-Q KIB
The faci that

move

in

SB—K ikjP

4u— K

31— P-K K'3

IS—K-tM

SB—K-Q
3H-P-Q

KU

T.4

IKS

1'

II

46—K-K BT
47-1-KO
on 'a- cu

B0—K-K B6
51—Ke^lgua

Bfi

oh

from the 10M1 to the ist.li move Black does not make a
a backward direction is evidence of the persistency of hia

-Ilart/ord Times.

you know

"You

?"

wrong, then
'•
I fail to see how bulk can bo measured by superficial rule.
Suppose you try to get the contents of your wood pile or coal heap
by two dimensions ? In my opinion they practically rule out any
think

it

cursory JorrrNua.

—One of the games in the series In the international Tourney between
Mr. J. K. Stranger, of Nortt
omenta Air.
Sllch., has been declared ttilr.n.'
Bull waa compelled to abandon all Of his games, winch Mi
the timts, afterwards conducted with the consent of Mr. Stronger.
train the
The above mentioned game was conduct
In par
l~ih more to the declared draw on the 37th move.
table of the iron and lost gam=s In tbi* tourney, published last week,
aud
agar
Ctiatto
games
and
won
betwaei
Messrs.
the
Berry and Kankcn, should have been scored la favor ol Qreat Brltalu'B
-

vessel except the cutter."
that I can outsail you, then?"

i

how

8)

BCj

IS—P-KBS

W-PtksB

'

" No, I almit nothing of the

i

on and secured

No. 92

The following ia on International Tourney game heiw
Monck, of Dublin, and Freeh, of Washington, In Which Mr. Freeh announced a wiu In twenty-seven moves

(a)

often we uaod to wish, before you re-rigged your old vessel, that
her rig was larger ?"

was

Game

to get outsailed.

rig

when

"You admit

must have

to bo pot

I'

;

for mo. I got five tons for my boat.
"\es, iron is
on such a large rig I thought I would get an extra ton for
cruising, as you know it is a good thing to have below sometimes.
I have the bill with me cost $175, I believe."
"Jupiter! Ed., do you know that's an item I did not tako into
consideration when I started my ship ? See the lead on my keel,
besides, I have her run full of it. Jenkins, my designer, said she

$900."

"

rig

moves.

"I.

1— Ktcb
'J— Any

1—BtksKt.
:— Ki. IkaKt.
a— B-K4 mateB

Besides, you have it high and short."
has caused me much thought. I made a draught of
draughted my mode), as you know, and hung it on my
vessel to suit me. Then in considering the matter, and how much
easier it was to cut down spars and rigging than to enlarge same,
I added a few clotheB all round. After seeing the vessel in frame,
added still more canvas. I know it is a whaoker, thereby the
extra ton of iron I ordered sent down. I made it short aud high
Besides, speaking of
it's handy and right for a craft like mine.
quantity, Jenkins, the designer of your vessel, however handsomely he may converse and argue the beauty of an easy vessel
and email canvaa for speed can go beyond any one I know of;
and I do not doubt if your vessel is not fast it will not be on account

You hate

in three

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS— NO.

;

;

I pnt

was

White to play and glvemate

"You have

too

kind— on

the contrary."

much confidence— always had."

besides, I
" I haya taken every precaution to insure success
have a eanguine disposition. I got my modol from Elaworth, who
;

FOREST AND STREAM.
representatives aforesaid.
The Aj r A rg\w ol Dec, 14 submitB the following ••brief " surnmsry of tale tourney
I

Deotded games (GB. 14; A,
Probable British wins
"
American wins
Doubtful and ever
Unreported
Total

nnmber

of

9;

drawn,

up

at thirty-six feet distance, and Mr. Holberton aimed at the
small hole, an inch in diameter, at the end. The first arrow

17
I

us

,

claim we are inclined to recall onr previouply
expressed opinion on its probable result. This presentation of Rritish
claims " tlckleB us amazingly."
If thi? is all that they

—Mr. Shinkuian, one of the foremost problemists of to-day, edits the
Problem Department of the Holyoke Transcript Chess Budget. Mcesrs.
Teed and Seymour manage the Game and Etpple departments.

^ntionnl §Hstimp,
From LoclSa

L. Holberton. wfo
for his skill with the weapons of oufances"en trying his hand on a powder keg.
It was set

fame

local
'

W

40

games

some

25

2)
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Worth Telling. —Mr. Wm.

Struck half an inch from the mark. The second went through
and came partly out of the other head, going through the
thick hard wood with the force of a bullet.
The bow is an
effective weapon in the hands of an expert, and Mr. Holberton is fast becoming an expert.

—

Prize Bowling. Mr. Anton Meyer, of 392 Bowery, is
heading a grand bowling tournament, iu which the prizes aggregate over $400. There are 2,000 tickets in two series.
The competition is lively and some fine exhibitions of bowling
skill given.
Bowling is a very popular sport among our German citizens. The devotees of the game have a little paper
devoted to their interests.

Lynn.— How mnch arrow

allowed iu testing say a 30
pound 5 feet laucewooi bow 1 also, a 40 pound c feet lancewood bow *
Ans. A 3Q pound 5 feet bow, 21 Inches a 40 pound 6 leet bow, 28 inches.
G. S. P.,

pull

la

;

N. Q. H„ New York.— Will yon please inform me where I can buy a
young staghound and what they are wor> a ? ins. We fla not Snow
where jou can buy a Btaghotmd possibly from J. B, Miller, Newburga
;

N.Y.
Providence.— Can you, or any of your correspondents or
readers, give me, through the columnsof yourpaper, tbesddress of the
tirm m Boston who manufacture dog baskets ! AM; Perhaps some of
your readers can supply this information.
c. J.,

\V.

J. D. A., ColtiDsville, C't.— During a prize shoot held on Christmas
f.v o scores of three consecutive shots each were made by two individual contestants as follows: 10, 10, 12, .12; s, 12, 12, 32.
Mass. target

Day

decided by Crecdmoor rule* distance S00 yards,
Is the best 3
Ans. The first is tho better one.

ties

;

Widen

of the

two

scores

Quebec—For description of Connecticut " Sharpie" see our Issue of Dec. 24, 1874. In general they resemble a flat-bottomed boat,
sharp forward and a slight round to the bottom, rising up clear of the
water aft and no skagg. They can be built cheaper than any other kind
of boat, abont (39 per foot complete, according to finish.
B. T.,

National MotttMy,

Harvard Index.—The Harvard Index for lS78-'79, is a
mo3t useful compendium of Harvard intelligence. It contains a
list of tho ameers and members of thoeocietioa of the University,

THE DEATH OF THE HERON.
The brown grouBe mutllos with his drumming
The footsteps of the archer coming.

a

full

and

The jay is route though one trangresses
Tne frontiers of his wildernesses.

record of boating, base ball playing, catalogues of officers
adepts, and all tho practical information in condonaod form

st

that any one would over think of looking for.

be eeut post paid, on recoipt of
Index,' Cambridge. Mass.

fifty cents.

The Index will
Address " Harvard

1

The sedges feel their land invaded.
But leave their lonely guest unaided.

Guv PivERS.-Prof,

D. S. Jordan drops ns a lice to say that the Can.
or American black bass of Cuvier and Jardlne, coninquires, ia the salt water fish now called
CentrnjirUlU atrariua, " blackfish," " black perch," or " black sea basa"
of the tlshoimen.
It is an excellent footl-ilsh, but doea not ascend the
:ns,

cernlng which "

Gay Blvers"

rivers,

The rashe3 hide from all observing
The long bow's sudden backward curving.

Jfw/s and Hjruyymg.
How

The waves and wUIows drown together
The whisper of the arrow-feather.
The sharp wings shake, the gray throat

And

strangles with the cry

it

Antlers,

utters.

The purple
Above

feathers puir and part
the heron's cloven heart

— Wit.i.

It.

Thomfc-c

The O'Leaby-Camfana Matoii.—The coolest between
Daniel O'Leary and Napoleon Uainp.ina, ulUilmore'a Garden,
came to a close at 10:40 o'clock Saturday evening. The result
•was what bad been foreseen from the opening-day— a defeat
for Campana, or "Old Sport," as he chooses to be called.
O'Leary walked throughout the match with his square heeland-toe stride, moving with machine-like precision, and never
altering his gait until the final lap, which lie ran amid great
applause. His record for the list miles was as follows
895,
.

Enqeisb Ladies ahe Arrayed.— In a late number
of Land and Water Mr. Prank Bucklaud tells us something
about the sources from which the ladies obtain their winter
cloak linings. The most common skin used for the purpose
is that of the white rabbit.
These come from Lissn, in Poland, and many thousands of them are imported annually.
Besides rabbit skins, many cloaks are lined with what are
called " squirrel bellies;" these are literally bellies of squirrels.
These animals are skinned in a peculiar manner, so as
to make the most of tbe fur.
The squirrels used for this
purpose are of various kinds and prices. Tho most expensive
is the Siberian squirrel.
The general color of this is
blue— some light blue, some dark blue ; tbe dark blue are the
most valuable, particularly if it is void of the red stripe down
the back.
These, squirrels are killed by thousands in Siberia
they are mostly shot with a small bullet. Those from Sweden and Norway arc caught in traps, probably pitfalls baited

A. H., Raleigh, N.

Would

with food; they are also intercepts::! when "in the act of migrating.
The Swedish squirrels are very large. Some of the
squirrel skins are of a red color these are the same squirrel
in the summer dress.
Squirrels are also imported in large
numbers, especially from Kasan, in Russia, but they are
rather inferior to other sorts.
There are various modes of
dressing squirrel skins. The Russian skins are pickled in
salt, and in consequence are apt to feel damp in wet weather.
They do very well iu Russia, as tbe weather there is always
dry.
In this country the skins are dressed with butter or
lard, and it is a very remarkable thing that tire Russian furriers cannot use butter-dressed skins," because iu Russia tbe
skins thus prepared become quite hard iu very cold weather.
For years past the trade of dressing squirrel skins has bad
its headquarters in Saxony, principally at the town of Weisenfelts.
Leipsig is celebrated for its fur market, especially
at Easter, when the great fair takes place.
From iieipsig
furs are sent to China, Bussia, Turkey, Greece, etc. in i&cx,
all over the world.
Large numbers of common wild rabbit
skins and silver grays are exported from England for use in
Russia. Cats are largely cultivated in Holland, especially for
their skins.
The fur of the Dutch cat is very long and soft
as compared to the English cat, the fur of which is hard and
wiry. There is some secrecy as to how the cats in Holland are fed; it is possible that they are fed on fish. The
best Dutch cats are black.
good skin of jet-black color is
worth half a guinea. The Dutch cat-killers have a most
peculiar and clever way of killing their cats.
It is a fallacy
to suppose that cats are skinned alive.
Iu the first place, to
skin a cat when alive would be utterly rmpossibli
ondly, it does not make any difference in the quality of the
skin.
The origin of the fallacy is, probably, that a cat is
easier skinned immediately after death than if allowed to become rigid. It is very remarkable how fashions set by English ladies influence wild aud tame animals even in the most
distant parts of tbe world.
I am very glad the ladies have
made cats fashionable, as at last some use is found for these
animals, which, being untaxed, are so abundant thai any
night and in any weather cats— many of them half starved—
swarm in the London streets, and the poorer the neighborhood the more abundant are tbe cats.
,-

12:00

;

3B6, 12:30

;

307, 14:55

;

398, 13:00

;

390, 10:31

;

400,

His condition upon leaving tho track was very bad
12:05.
his heels are blistered, and the exceedingly injurious dust and
smoke of the Garden, with a heavy cold, have induced a spitHe was in very poor condition when entering
ting of blood.
upon his task, having gone through no preparatory training
whatever. During the 143 hours of the contest he had two
hours and forty-five minutes' sleep. His diet has been principally chicken and oysters; 41 quarts of champagne, 44 bottles
of ale, and an unlimited sea of cider helped him to tide over
the struggle. But poor "Old Sport" was a spectacle to excite
pity in anything less indifferent than the average bipedal
His left leg, from the ankle to the knee, was
spectator.
very much like raw beef ; his ankle was badly inflamed, and
;

at the last the man had a general air of being wholly used up.
He reeled and staggered along the last few laps, occasionally
propped up into the perpendicular by an attendant upon
either side, and sustained by a free application o: bay rum.
Emulating the example of his rival, he attempted to run, but
a sorry effort it was. When he had finished the second lap
of his 358th mile he kissed his hands to the judges, threw up
his hands with the exclamation, "I'm done," and was carried
He had been 3 days 22 hours and 13 minutes on
into his hut,
the track, and had only spent 1 day and 23 hours in his quarHis 353d mile was made in 16:15; his 354th in 1(5:35
ters.
his 356th in 21:45, and his 357th in 10:20.
his 355th in 17:15
;

;

—

Twbnty-Seven Hundbed Qitaktkk-Milks. Iiast Monday
evening at Mozart Garden, Brooklyn, Madame Anderson, an
English lady pedestrian, completed, at 9h. 18m. -±o\is., her
Tnis was
l,3o0tli quarter-mile in her 1,350th quarter hour.
just one-half of the task the plucky woman is engaged in
Her task being 2,700 quarter-miles in 2,700 quarter-hours.
We shall have more to say about this remarkable pedestrienne
and her novel undertaking. If no accident happens to her
there is every reason to expect a successful termination of her
undertaking.
;

New York Athletic Club
games to-morrow and Saturday evening will be contested by
a very full list of competitors. The Knickerbocker Athletic
Club hold their tournament next Monday and Tuesday evenThe programme is a good one, and there will be good
ings.
work done. Both meetings are to be held in Gilmore's GarArHiiUTio

Meetings.— The

A

.

$nmew
Notice

Plo

Taken

to ggotinspondttits,
ot Anouyaiouft C>oxaiBUiiE<salf<EB»-

den.

"Westchks'mr Ha.ee and Hounds.

—The

second meet of

the Westchester Hares and Hounds came off on ChrL'tmas
The hares for the day were Vf B. Vosburg and L. A.
Day.
Berte, and L. B. Haviland was master of the hunt. James
W. Lowe and W. H. B. Du Bois were the wbippers-in. The
hounds were B. Bates, W. I. K. Keudrick, George Hilwig,
W. W. White, J. Lustrade, B. Van Riper, H. Smythe, H.
B. Fielding, W. J. Duffy, J Brady, E. Molsou, George
Bolde, N. C. Hamilton and W. O. Merrill. L. B. Rolston
acted as starter. The run was of about fifteen miles, and the
time for the hares was7h. 50mio.,the hounds bringing in somewhat later because of the difficulty they found in keeping the
The Wind, which was very strong, blew the paper in
scent.
all kinds of puzzling directions.
.

—

Wheee to go ron Game. Correspondents who send us
where to find best localities for game
aud fish arc referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us
specific questions as to

much

trouble.

Read the paper,

Pans.—Nov. ana Dec. Nos. not at Hand. Kindly oblige.
T., Derby.— Will you kindly send us yonr column dated April

J. P.,

F.

Adeeabi Oesekver.— We nave not received
lems NO, BSfi, 540, 548 and 550.
ii.

G

.,

losSratecl

Iron Wood fob Bows.— I think if your friends, the archers,
would give our iron wood, Ontrya virtjinica (Thompson), also
called levee wood, hop hornbeam and hard back, a trial they
would find it the best of our native woods at the cost for making bows. Its use for that purpose by our Northern Indians
is traditional, and their descendants— at least the Abenakis—
make bows of it now for iheir boys and for sale, in all the
centuries during Which the bow was their chief weapon the
Indians were likely to make trial of ail the woods attainable,
and their choice may be depended on as the selection of the
The Indian bows of our boyhood never broke, but
fittest.
whether their rough usage was anything to compare with
what the archery clubs' bows have to undergo I do not know.
R. B. R,
Tiwjr were flat on belly and baolc,

•ns.

MeClurg A.

slips containing

Co., Chicago.

N. T.—My brown spaniel is infested with a
little smaller than bead lice and of a very
They do not seem to have much vitality, as they move
but little, lieruseue seems to kill them, but when one is killed another
crop appears.
What will kill them ? Ans. The lice yon describe are
natural to the dog and can be destroyed by lubbing his coat with whale
N. G.

D., Schcnactady,

peculiar species of lice, a

pale, blue color.

oil

Philadelphia.— Tour sketch of boat with double board will be pubsome remarUs thereon. We cannot approve
two board?. They are a complication of parts which no well-designed

squirrel

:

lished in connection with
of

H H
Only tubby boata of short, round body will find some Bnoh
ieat necessary to make them steer easily and prevent them
spinning around taeir centre, or "yawing" widely, especially when oft
the wind.
1

.

I.

A. i;. c, Mitwaukoe.—In Hie matches at Boston and elsewhere when
scores of 24 out of 25 are made at 200 yards are they made off-hand, with
a S-pound pull of trlcger, or are hair triggers allowed 1
A score
such as I refer to was published in the Fokest and &TKSAM of the 19th
a* being

made

a very line one

with a

10

with ao inch

Buckskin.—Ton can find buckskin shooting suits ot Holberton 4 Co.,
at., N. T., who make a specialty ol Indian tanned antelope,

buck and doo skins.

H.— The

H. O. T., Leland, III.— 1. Ia rice raised or grown In or under water?
Where can I procure (he N ichols & Defever gnus besides at the fac3. Are the Greener hammerieaj guns a
jr cheapest
grade, good ? Are they as good as a Scott or Parker of the same price?
Ans. 1. Rice (cultivated) is flooded periodic.!.
a of Uie
time ia growing in water. Wild rice is, as a rule, always in water.
2,
We have no list of their agencies, but can recommend the firm at. Syracuse. 8. We canaot express oplnioua regarding guns. Tho makers you
tory?

(5)

;

2— ti

tks

Kt

eh,

thirty inch circle as a
thirty inches in diamet er, or in eir

i

'

i

ate all first class.

Cuas. C, New York.— The hood in Hell Gate makes from the W.
K, then changes and comes iu from theH. to Vvr ., risiugau additional
The flood makes nearly six hours. There is no difference be•een -mek water at Hell Gate ferry and Little Hell Gate.
In uo part
of the East River is it high aud slack water at the same time, for the
Hood. continues ta run on the surface, while the ebb runa uuderneath,
so that though apparently stii! running Hood the water actually falls a
a foot before the visible ebb sct3 out.
High water at the Tenth street
buoy corresponds pretty nearly with high water at New London in regard to time.

to

I

WABiNa Pants, Galveston.— Is there an article that will encase one
from soie to waist and keep you dry 1 or are such garments worn la
connection with a waterproof boot ?
I wish to obtain something that
will cover my shoe. Tne heavy mbber boot! are good enough to drown
In, but for getting through a marsh safely they are a mistake ?
Ans.
We send you a copy of our paper of Dec. 12 illustrating a jossible wadieg suit.
There are no wading pants made in America, we believe.
Cording, of London, sells the oambination stocking and pants which
come to the armpits, and the same can be bought In this city of Abbey
& Iini) ie, 48 Multlen Lane, and perhaps ot most dealers
sportsmen's
goods.
Price $14. For fall description of quality, utility aud method
oi v, earing, see our article ol Dec. 12, above referred to.

m

TKAPPKR.— I.

m

~U"hat kiad of traps do tho Canadian trappers use, auj
.i they be procured ?
2. Are tnire any laws against trapping
the uninhabited parts of Canada, especially toward tne north t
3.

Is trapping allowed aronnd Hfti son Bay, or are the grounds
controlled
by the Hudson Bay Fur Company?
4. How are the trippers armed
in Canada ? Ans. 1 When trappers use iron traps, which they
usually
do, they almost always us.e Ncwhouse traps which can be bought
of
the Oneida Community, Oneida, N. Y., which address.
2. Yes, there
are but only as respects close seasons. S, The Northwest aud Hudson

ipanies are lea
as of intrusion upon the lands Oyer wMehthej
claim or exercise jurisdiction.
You would probably oe hnsttefl off by

''Armed, vny

4.

lord,

from head

to tool !"

N —

W., Le Roy,
Y So, Hoyle la not. Staunton's " Handbook and
Praxis,"' Wormolfi'S " Chess Openings," or Gossip's - chess Manual."
lip is about to issue a new work, '• Theory of the Chess
Open-

aud we

wilt forward your name as a subscriber if you wish us
to
from $3 to gfi. No good American author on chess
CaBtleattei J 6cfoi m chj
n bj,U he Knot In cheek
at the time of Castling and the King does not pais over a square comnianded by any of the oppiv-i ...
:-.
:,
been moved

ings,"

It

will cost

'

from

.

1

2-Kt-

;

are similar on White'* part.
or will it not

wm also sowo u-wui »,

.,

i

1

meant by a

author's solution to " Tarry town," No. 27,

P, 1-K.t-Bs eh
variations

it

troubled with

Is

2.

do so.

making a pattern; is
enmference? Ana. Diameter.

foxhound.

spoonfuls of the following mixture two or three times a day :
Superacetate of lead, 21 grains; tincture ot matico, >i oz.; vinegar, 3 drs
water, 7>4 ozs.

,T.

117 Fulton

target lor

Y.— A

He is In good condition otherwise.
please prescribe for him.
Ans. Give the dog thick barley
water to dflnk and avoid everything iu the shape of purgatives and diure'us.
Place hot fomentations over the lorn?, and g.ve two table-

1

il-

one barrel a modified choke and one cylinder bored.

ia

Walnut Hilt ltange on the llth and impressed mo as
made, off-hand, with 3-pound pull. Ans. Scores made
3-pound pull oil-hand.

ride,

;

New Caatle, Pa.— We would recommend a gnu

EubeORIMiB, Philadelphia.- What

if

SUBSCUHSKK, North Hamdea, N.
passing much blood with his urine.

rival trappers.

barre.s,

at

pound

.

IS ?

Prob-

Erie.—The class ot yacht you inquire about will be shortly
by a set ol plans in our columns.

J, St. M.,

C—

Please send me a list of works on fishes and
like to have " QUI As Jordan's" uomenclatnrea ol
For list see bibliography in "Hallock's Sportsman's
izetteer." Bar" Gil's Nomenclature" address Smithsonian InBtitution, Washington; D. C; for " Jordon's Vertebrates" address Janaen
J.

fish cut' are.

The lagging wind is Blow in bringing
The twisted sinew's angry ringing.

is

:

1— Kt

(BS)

tfcs

s-q-ic: male.
The other
Mr. Uriggu thinkn Kt cos

Ma snuprj at auy time before; then this privilege is lost, and you must
move any piece that you touch. When a Pawn has a free path (so far
as

ma

it,

Qanan'iiW, 8dor4m,

opponent's P's are concerned) to the §tu san
OH Ki is » paused pawn it mora h uo liuoKj"* np
1

I

'

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR!

whole proceeding was a hippodrome from the word
one o'clock Monday morning) but desGarden was daily crowded with people eager to
see the farce.
The returns show a total attendance of 50,000
people, and the men who pulled the strings pocketed over

that the

"

severe lesson of practical

economy well

learned, prosperity

seems almost assured and where prosperity is, there happiness and content dwell. May these twin blessiogs be the
Penates of every household where Forest and Stream enters
with its annual greeting.
Happy New Year
The Forest is as wide as our beloved
land, redolent with the odor and freshness of perennial spring;
the Stream gushes pure and refreshing from its pellucid foun" One touch of
tain, generous in its life-giving properties.
Nature makes the whole world kin."
So does the magic influence which emanates from the forest and the stream pervade the wide circle of our devoted patrons, making us all
homogeneous in our tastes and brotherly in our relations.
;

!

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
DEVOTED TO ElELD AND AQDATIC SPOKTS, PRACTICAL NATURAL litSTORY,
FlSHtltJLTUKH, TBK PROTECTION OF C+AMB, PRESERVATION OF FORKt!T8,
TUB IKCCLOATIOM IN MEN AND WOMKN OK A BKALTHY INTEREST
IN OOT-DOOB RECREATION AND 8TODT :
ANII

PUBLISHSD BY

mid ^treaty ^uhUshing <$>om$mi%,

<§0*e&t

HO.

Ill

FULTON STKEET, NEW YORK.

Substantial evidences of the beneficence of this kinship have
we enjoyed this holiday season not, we protest, through the
kind offices of a mythical Santa Clans (whom we delegate to
the children), but through and out of the fullness of good will
;

[POST OFFICE

BOX

2832.]

TKHHS, FOTJK DOLLARS A YEAH, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

whom may

on

of the.'givers,

Advertising Rates.

the blessings of the grateful re-

ceivers forever rest.

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 26 cents per line ; ontslde page, 40 oenta.
Special rates lor three, six and twelve months. Notices In editorial
oolninna, BO cento per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

To-day there are evergreens in every household. Hopes
and promises and good gifts are wound like a wreath of

one

brightest flowers around the chain of our life's servitude,

inch.

All transient advertisements must be accompanied with the
or they will not be Inserted.

money

V Any pnblisher

inserting oar prospectus as above one time, with

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto,

to us, will receive the

concealing the links which so often rust and wear into the

and sending marKed oopy

Forest and Stream for one year.

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUAEY

to the

now

Forest and Stream Publishing Company

Names will not be published If objection be made. No anonymous communications will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

to

looked for flowers lie withered upon the inevitable
finality.
The old year is dead, and the ashes of the Yule log,
which erst cheered his exit with a ruddy blaze, are cold upon
It

was a most happy

conceit

rejected manuscripts.

and gloom of

the chill

flash, to relieve

To Correspondents.

which designated

their expiring.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of
remitted to ns is

if

money

We

common

with
friends who claim the right of kinsfolk to do chief honor to
their memory
but we cannot withhold a tributary tear for
some with whom we have followed the field together, and
this life th; past year.

feel

their loss in

whose sympathy of

tastes and close correspondence had
our hearts to theirs. Their footprints are seen in all the
forest aisles and along the margins of many streams
the old
dog mourns under the vacant chair, and Rods and Guns are

others
allied

hung up forever

Sensible Holiday Presents.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Oluba can obtain subscriptions to Forest, and Stream and
Now, at the beginning of
at $3 per annum.

Rod and Gun
is
1.

distributed

new clubs subscriptions to beThe circulation of Forest and Stream is now
post
offices in the United States and
among 2,400
the time to start

;

Canada, and over 100 in foreign countries.

Twenty-nine

foreign countries are represented.

;

but

if,

in the long hereafter, they find

States, will

about the

all rifle

for

clubs in the United

be held at Coniin's Gallery at 1,222 Broadway
Nine clubs were repreof February, 1879.
ye8r, and this year we hope to see double that

first

sented last

number

of cntriep.

H«H

.

—

been home from Paris for some months, and in place of being
locked in the Tiffany vaults, it should be in the hands of
Captain Jackson and his men. If the directors will but use
half the energy of the Boston captain a match may be secured

and the old interest in long-range sport
be revived. Of course should a match come off it will be in a
measure a Boston show, and this gives the more opportunity
for the N. R. A. directors to show that it is a national body
over which they preside, and not a mere adjunct to the First
for the season of 1879,

mid Second Divisions N. G.

8.

Why

have been a most fitting episode. As
cheered up wonderfully, went on his
his shining poll

To

may

"Happy Hunting

Grounds,"
let us hope that they may find grateful rest under the Tree
of Life, and satisfying draughts from LiviDg Fountains of
whose waters all are invited to partake freely.
Ot our labors during the past year we have but little to say
here.
The record of our endeavors has been presented to
our readers weekly, and the increasing favor we receive justiWe hope
fies us in believing that they have been acceptable.
we have done some good. The mission which wo undertook
to
at the outset was to inculcate morality in field sports
;

door recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
The support given to our enterprise at and since the
We believe that
beginning, encourages us to persevere.

objects.

physical culture

is

absolutely essential to our

well-being, both as individuals
believe that

and as a nation

manhood and
and we also
;

said that the late

Ma-

jor Wbyte-Melville confessed his inability to write anything

lifting

up our eyes over

the propitious outlook, gird our

loins with alacrity for our next leng-distance walk,

hoping
that the entrance-money of new subscribers wdl be large, and
the reward of accomplishment munificently renumerative. As
we are not rich enough at present to give each of our 10,000
subscribers a gold watch and a new suit of clothes, the best
we can do is to thank theni for their good will and valuable
aid hitherto, and wish them many and abundant returns of
the "Happt New Yeas."

BARNUM,

we

believe,

first

formulated the proposition

spirited account

of a hunt that had never occurred. Indeed, we suspect that
Very few persons could write entertaining sporting sketches

covery, but never did the hero of the woolly horse himself
originate a more cunningly-devised and successful catch-

did they not light up the sober narrative with their own fancy.
Plain narrations of shooting, fishing or fox hunting, when
told without embellfeumcnt, may be models of truthful

penny scheme thau that just enacted at Gilinore's Garden.
The history of the whole thing is briefly this
A newspaper
reporter heard of Campana's walk at Bridgeport, Conn. He
saw in it the chance of a big speculation. The first and only
necessary thing was to "write it up.'' He wrofc
Others wrote it up. Every one read it. Then, as had been
planned, the O'Leary-Campana match was announced, and
the anxious public was invited to pay their shekels and see
the show. They paid their shekels and saw the show. It
was pretty generally understood in the early part of the .week

while

we

all

know

which he had
most

that he could give a

really attended,

but they may go begging for a reader. It is all very
well for the captious writers to say, stick to the facts.
Btories,

We

have Bomething more with them.
Needless exaggeration, willful perversion oE truth and misrepdesirable in
travel and

i

But clothe the dry bones.

in

sketches of Bporting

any other branch of

literature,

It

The audience was for the most part
The bar did an
was an inspiring sight to see the

conclusion of the match.

Walking

in such

a vitiated atmospower as a pedestrian.
probably as good a hall as could have
been secured for the purpose, but at the best it was stifling,
and for a man to submit to semi-suffocation was only a form
of slow suicide.
O'Leary's pluck and endurance were under
these conditions, wonderful. His walk had elasticity to
the
end. But otherwise O'Leary has done much better walking
phere could be no

The Hippodrome

We

before.

performed.
see

where

fair test of his real

is

knew he could accomplish the feat he has
has won for him no new honor. We fail to
has benefited any one save in a pecuniary way.
all

It

it

It is for the interest of generous rivalry in sport and
the elevation of the tone of public contests of skill that such exhibitions as that of last week and all like them should

be dis-

We would gladly see them done away with. They
no way healthy in their influence thoy serve no good

couraged.
are in

end

;

;

they degrade pedestrian contests below the level of
and have not one redeeming feature,

prize-fights,

THE VALUE OF CAPT. BOYTON'S
EXPERIENCE.

p

the restless strife for wealth, the ceaseless toil and strug1gle for a foothold in the world of business, our people
are
apt to overlook the merits of many a worthy invention which
-

and

Americans not only enjoyed being humbugged,
but were willing to pay handsomely for the privilege. Barnum has made several snug fortunes out of his sapient dis-

interesting about the fox hunts

business.

witness the police thrusting the thirsty crowd back that they
might themselves have a turn at the cheering glass. The atmosphere was horribly foul and thick with tobacco smoke
dust and the exhalations of drunken men. Breathing it ten
minutes made the average spectator choke and cough. That
O'Leary and his companion were able to live in the garden
six days, walking as they did, is simply a marvel of
human
endurance. A fish would die in water half as foul.
It is nomatter of wonder that O'Leary was spitting blood before
the

should redound to our

that

;

own

fame.

But we seem not to have
" almighty dolhand pass over to other

the time for other thoughts than those of the
lar,"

and with a

wave

fretful

of the

nations the cire of developing and applying to their full some
of the best thoughts of America's sons.
'Is there money in
'

the thing?"

Yes, but

it

will take time

and

capital to Durse it
to full blown popularity.
Then it is
not for the American, for unless he can see a fortune in
his
enterprise within the short space of a few years he is apt
to
toss from him with a shrug as unworthy his attention any

from a small beginning

article,
is

strength.

wrangling throngs leaving their blackguarding of Sport for a
fresh clamor at the counter.
It was still more inspiring to

mile-stone here at the beginning of a

THE O'LEARY-CAMPANA MATCH.

N. Y.

The Teue and the Fanciful.— It

and swearing with increased

thoroughly disreputable.

by fostering the natural inclination for exercise
and men will not only become more
more Christian. Accordingly, we plant another

new year, not only as a
but as a stepping-stone of progress;

was, the " Old Stag
rejoicing, rubbing

way

discuss the subject with tbe seriousness it merits, we
only say that the exhibition and its surroundings were

scholarly but

tally of passing time,

it

a congregation of the coarsest classes.

inherent in us, boys

.

of 1878. The letter we publish in our rifle
columns, read by Captain Jackson before his team, should
rouse the N. R. A. directors to do at a late period what should
The Palma has now
have been attended to a long time ago.

The Team

no

studiously endeavor to promote a healthful interest in out-

Forest and Stream Tournament.— This tournament
Gallery Rifle shooting, open to

procession amidst the choicest tributes of Billingsgate. Once,
indeed, when he was hobbling and staggering along, and
some
one cried out, " Soy, Sport, you old bluefish, cheese
'em 1"
the old man brightened up immediately, pulled off
his red
shirt, and wanted to swallow the man as a bluefish
would
a squid.
his attendants should have objected to a little
mauling, we are at a loss to conceive. It would certainly

New

Year has begun, let us take joy of its ausLet us at least be happy in the antici.
pation, though the realization may never come to all of us.
Many tried and valued friends of this journal have departed
that the

actual realization of the ideal

gin Jan.

;

;

picious premonitions.

;

the mail service

lost.

ts~ Trade supplied by American News Company.

the year,

To one who was not too blinded and choked by the dust
and smoke, nor too disgusted with the spectacle of Campana's
suffering, there was much of humor—very low humor, to be
sure— about the walk. There was more that was thoroughly
disgusting.
It is said that tbe only way to arouse the South
African ox from the mire is to roundly swear at him in Dutch.
"Old Sport " was for the time being an ox, or rather a whole
yoke of oxen. They swore at him in High Dutch they reviled him in Low Dutch, in English, French, Italian,
Chinese,
Choctaw oaths cut a la Chatham street, and ribaldry served
up in Fulton Market style. The slums sent up their most
accomplished blackguards, and the blackguards did their
work thoroughly, conscientiously and with untiring devotion.
The weary " lepper " brightened up only when they showered
upon him the choicest epithets in their extensive repertoire.
He seemed to gain renewed vigor by heartily returning the
unsavory compliments. His whole course was a triumphal

And enormous

;

Secretaries of Olubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of then- movements and transactions.

!'" (uttered at

$20,000 net.

months as the " embers of the dying year."
Let us be grateful that Christmas comes, like a last cheerful

1879.

Go

pite this, the

the closing
2,

All communications whatever, intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith

and be addressed

mourn when we come

time enough to

be
the places where
will

It

these

the hearth.

NEW

and make existence irksome.

heart and flesh,

No advertisement or business notice ol an immoral character will be
received on any terms.

'

;

WE

not only wish our readers a " Happy New Tear," but
can almost promise it. The forecast is auspicious of
a brighter future than many past years have enjoyed.
With
a very general adjustment of financial difficulties, the adaptation of men's requirements to changed circumstances, and the

any

idea, unless

" there

is

money

in the thing."

This is what has happened to the Merriman Life Saving
Suit with which the gallant Boyton has been astonishing for

some years past the rural, and the urban population of Europe
from the Thames in the dreary north to the Tiber and the
Bay uf Naples under the blue skies of sunny Italy. When
the new life-saving suit was first brought out in America

many
of the

would

own waters, and crowds
curious collected to see the sight, the same a3 they
any other free show but none had time to

exhibitions were given in oui
rally to

;

more than a passing thought to the many points
of excellence which the invention possessed or to its con version

spare to give

purposes,
A few cheap medals and a little public
was all that the inventor and hia agent reaped; so
they turned their attention to foreign fields, with what success
the rapid rise into popularity and general use of the Merri-

notoriety

man

suit abroad attests.

Much

is

to be attributed to the

FOREST AND STREAM.
who

daring and indefatigable enterprise of Oapt. Boyton,

has

we believe, obtained a? a fit re wan I a large interest in
the invention which, he has bo fully tested. Hia experiences
abroad read almost like pages clipped from the " Arabian
now,

Nights ;" for, closely woven with his deeds of prowess and
endurance, are the many receptions, public and private,
which he received at the hands of admiring kings, queens,
courtiers and such, while the common herd of mayors, gene-

and the what-nots of Europe's
ancient civilizations, turned out upon occasions too numerous
to mention, to do honor to one of America's brave and selfmade men. Whether floating down the sluggish tides of old
Father Thames, or shooting rapids and tumbling down falls
in the boiling, hissing currents of the Tagus
whether under
sail or paddle, working his tediou8 passage across the Straits
of Dover or the Straits of Gibraltar, the tireless energy, the
success and modesty of Boytou met with a hearty response
from prince and people alike, and while medals, speeches and
dinners fell thick upon his shoulders, he has not failed to
reap and gather in the solid profits of a thriving bueiness.
Thus fame and wealth have waited upon the man who chose
old sea doirs, alcaldes,

rals,

;

to help himself.

The

rather in

lie

the proof they afford of the reliability of the suit he wears

and

its adaptability to special services than in its life-saving
qualities.
It would be idle and a waste of money to fit out
steamships with the suit, for not one iu a hundred persons
could be expected to acquire the cool head and proficiency

For ordinary avail on board vessels the rig
to commend itself, but as a means of
saving life along the coast, when in the hands of stalwart men
brought up to efficiency through a systematic course of training and practice, the suit will form a moat valuable adjunct
to all life-saving stations. As a safe means of exploring the
unknown rivers of the West, shooting canyons and rapids
where do boat or canoe could live, as an equipment to menof-war for special service in time of need and as an indisuse entails.

has

little

or nothing

pensible accessory to the torpedo service,

the suit can have

no superior. If it has not yet been appreciated as it should
by those in authority with us, it is certain that we cannot
afford

much

longer to remain in ignorance as to the merits of

new method of attack by a brigade of swimmers in the
Boyton dress and armed with the means of sending an enemy
to the bottom with all on board in a few seconds. Some
years ago, when the rubber suit came out, we were the first to
suggest and mature a plan of attack by torpedo and the Boyton suit, and though we are loth to glory in the loss of human
the

life, it is flattering

clad

by

blown up

to one's pride to

know

in the Turco-Russian

that the

first

iron

war was accomplished

precisely the methods original with us.

— —

.

.«,

SKATES AND CROWNS.
THREE travelers from the Occident, bent upon seeing the
wonders of the American world, arrived

in this city last

Sunday afternoon they found their way to CenPark, and halting on the Balcony Bridge they witnessed
a scene for whose equal they may seek the world over in vain.
Saturday-

tral

They willfmd neither in America nor in Europe a more

impres-

sive sight than that vast concourse of fifteen thousand people

who were

gathered upon the ice, and the thousands more who
thronged the elevations all about the shores. Between eight
morning of that day and half-past four o'clock
in the afternoon, when the ball fell, Superintendent Dawson
and other experts estimated the number of skaters to be not
There were one-half as many more
less than fifty thousand.
o'clock in the

who visited

the Park and did not go upon the ice. Seventythousand pleasure seekers and not a single arrest
Where
in the broad world can that be surpassed ? If the magnitude
of the fete be wonderful, surely this universal good spirit is
equally impressive. But the policemen— good fellows— had
their hands full, very fulL
Wherever was there not a small
five

!

boy bound

to see

how

near the hole with the

nal he could glide without gliding in?

"Danger " siga "cop "in

And

heavy uniform and clumsy brogans is no match for the fleet
small boy.
Yes, the policeman and the superintendents must
have been rejoiced when the ball finally fell and the merry
skaters reluctantly departed.

New

Yorkers

may

point with

a very large degree of pride to the forethought which has provided their beautiful park with its drives, walks and boating
courses in summer, and the grand skating grounds in winter.
It is

an

institution that affords healthful, invigorating recrea-

and poor, old and young, men,
women, boys and girls, day after day and week after week.
Too much praise cannot be given to the Commissioners and
their assistants for the very happy way in which they provide
this entertainment, and the uniform freedom from accident
which makes it unnecessary for us to record any of the frightSkating is a
ful fatalities which are not unknown elsewhere.
royal sport
the Central Park a royal skating ground,
and the happy mortal who has ft pair of steels under his feet
may turn his back upon the cares and troubles of his life, and
for a brief hour at least revel in all the joys of royalty withtion to thousands of rich

;

out

its

sorrows.

of subjects

:

Sweeter the ring of the ice than the plauditB

to

Bcience.

Its

The rootlets now begin

to enlarge, spread

and combine, until wo have a mass of soft green-colored
liquid.
Viewed by transmitted light, the color changes to a
bright golden or amber hue while a combination of green
and gold will be realized, according to the position in which
the glass is held. For day or evening experiment nothing
can be prettier than these trials of Uranine, which are especially entertaining for the young folks.
In our issue of Dec. 13,. we referred to most interesting
scientific experiments which are being made iu Europe to determine the sources of the Danube and other rivers by the use
;

Uranine

of fluorescino.
agent,

and derives

By

Heaven.

its

only another name for this subtle
origin from Uranus, which meaDs
is

the use of fluorescine

we

suggested

how

are

indebted for examples of Uranino to the editors of the Scientific American, who are sending out specimens, free of charge,
to all their readers.

The

subscription to the paper

$8.20

is

and a better investment for

for a year, or $1,60 half year;

the

reflected light

The sunrise upon the prairie was one of unsurpassed loveCrimson and gold, and amethyst and violet, pale
lavender and delicate greens and blues glowed and blended,
and mantled over all the east. No object interposed to break
the complete circle of the horizon where the pure porcelain of
the heavens, like an inverted bowl, shut down upon the brown
and neutral tinted earth, as though a priceless cup of purest
proportions and matchless workmanship, molded from thefinest porcelain, should be placed upon a coarse and carelessly constructed platter of common clay.
liness.

money could hardly be named.

»—

»

.

Handsome Gifts from Handsome Men.— Dr. Robert
Taylor,

of this city, received a very substantial Christmas
present of a fine Kentucky thoroughbred horse from Mr.

Henry Reiche, proprietor of the New York Aquariumf en
Wednesday last also, a fine carriage from Dr. C. H. M.
well-known Prof. Lewis A. Sayre.
Ahandso me set of harness from another friend. May bis
;

Say re, son of the

friends live forever, is the doctor's wish.

scien-

We

research might be promoted in various ways.

The Bennett Polar Expedition.—The

steamer Jeannetlt:
Bennett Polar Expedition, arrived at San Francisco.
Dec. 27, and hauled alongside at the Mare Island Navy Yard.
There she will receive the rest of her outfit before leaving for
of the

Strait.
The success of the recent Swedish explorations along the northern coast of Asia, may be taken as a,
new route chosen by Mr. J. G„.
Bennett for his latest attempt to unveil the mysteries of the

Behring's

sign very favorable to the

Thb Mongeel Goose.— We

down

sat

to dinner the other

day to discuss the comestible qualities of a goose, whose
origin is indefinite and untimely end certain. The lesson of
the day is laid down in the following passage from a letter
received on Christmas
KEESKVILLE.N, Y., Dec. 25, 1S78.
Mr. Charles Ballock—1 send you to-day a goose for your dinner.
" Only a gooBe I" say you ? That's all but said goose has a history.
tew
from
Here
A
miles
a gentleman las tame native geese, and, marvelous to say, one Madame Goose fiora the selfsame flock has been
visited yeai'.y for several years by a Mr. Wild Goose, and the result Is
one of four children, raised this year, and which I engaged last spring
to be sent to you— and here you havo it. I trust it will not only be acceptable in memoriam of yours truly, but also prove good eating. I
regret to add that the Madame has just, died, and whether we shal]
have any more of the some sort remains io be seen.
Yours truly,
J. R. Romeyn, M. D.
" Ye that have tears to shed, prepare to shed them now."
;

As

a lonne louche our goose was appreciated

;

as a piece

clt

resistance it ennobled the race which saved ancient Borne, not-

withstanding

its

bar sinister; as a present from our time.
friend, the doctor (who may be re-

bonorcd and beneficent

Romeyn of them all), we valued it.
But while we partook we mourned the probable untimely ex
which might he said to have scarcely begun.

ferred to as the noblest

North Pole, hitherto so securely locked

We deplored the short-sighted extravagance of her taking off.
No basket-full

of golden eggs unhatched could compensate

for such a pitiable loss.
for such
sacrifice

a

momentary

Oh countrymen and
!

titillation of

should have been

What

made

!

friends

!

that

the palate such great

We cannot recall

the past.

and what has been, is. Now that the
is done is done
" old goose is dead " to all posterity, all that remains to us of
duty
and
is
to
"go
and tell Aunt Susan " and enjoin
rites
opon her to preserve all the feathers for an old-fashioned bed.
The scientific world will deplore no less than ourselves the
great loss which we feel constrained to lament. One can
hardly realize what results might have been realized from the
great expectations excited by the successful crossing of the
two breeds of birds. But now all hope is dead, and the spirit
;

of the old bird has flown.

From a Candid Adtektisbb.—Mr.

Each

year, for five years past, the Messrs. Kimball,

of Bochester, have presented him, about Christmas time,
with a munificent gift of many packages so many, indeed,

—

must have supposed either that the editor
was an incessant and exhaustive smoker, or that he had legions of friends, or that his term of life was guaranteed beyond the age of Methusaleh. The second is probably the correct statement. No doubt his friends would multiply as
long as the tobacco remained to be distributed.
All of our employes smoke (except that office-boy, and he
is just beginning to learn), and the " Vanity Fair " haa
made them happy as Indian bucks. They all bless their
benefactors, and it would be difficult indeed to induce them
to go back on the decision of the Vienna, Philadelphia and
Paris Commissioners. All hold to "Vanity Fair;" their
pipes hold the tobacco, and the tobacco holds its own. So
there is peace all around, and we trust a fortune for the conthat the gentlemen

who

are content to give the

weed which " won't

bite the tongue."

—As a specimen

what may
be called bathos, the following cannot justly bo compared with
of

seldom we find things so
far above us brought down to the dead flat low level of this
earthly plane. The metaphor leaves a dazed impression upon
the mind, something like the effect of ether atte r a man has
anything written in English.

Will H. Cruttenden,

who manufactures the Card Rotating Glass
Ball Trap, sends us the complimentB of the season, with the
following pleasant endorsement

of Cazenovia,

s

KDITOF. I OKEBT

AUD STKEAM AKD ROD AND GtfN

Enclosed And check

:

pay for another three months. While ws are
not among the first of your patrons we are " bisters," well knowlag
the
advantage of advertising in your valuable paper, and we are going
to
stay with you as long as we can Bell enough to pay the adv., and longer
so don't leave out adv. until we send you word to that effect. With our
improved machinery and experience we are enabled to make our trap
more perfect, and it is fast galniDg ground with the sportsmen at
large.
Win u. Cruttexdbs.
to

[from our own correspondent.]

THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS OK
FRED BEVERLY.
A Farewell—The Mysterious Ocean Current— Dominiand Columbus — Roseau and Anthony Trollops
The Fibst Camp— The Mountains.

ca

observed twenty-two months
AS never
reached you,
Doctor
I

ago, in that letter

the

reached the Island of Martinique

also

;

which

and myself safely
the vessel, captain.

We

all hands.
ran in as close as we dared, and then
stood off and on for the harbor master and pilot. It was late

and

when he

arrived,

and we were much incensed, especially

the*

who

vented his anger in strange oaths and abuse of our
negro boy. The harbor master was gentlemanly, but he possessed a limited knowledge of the English language, which
fact, of course, reduced him to the level of a barbarian and
mate,

increased the resentment of the mate.

" How much chain overhaul,

sir," said he,

addressing the

captain.

" Seexty faddom," replied the pilot.
" Sixty fathom
Sixty devils 1" roared the astonished officer.
"Darn your old Frenchified town anyway; it ain't
worth the chain we're sinkin' here."
!

—

Kimball's Vanity Fair Tobacco. When the editor of
Fobest and Stream first began to smoke "Vanity Fair," in
the year 1873, the tobacco had already taken thehighest award
for quality at the Vienna Exposition. The verdict of the
Austrians was subsequently affirmed by the judges at the U.
S. Centennial and again at Paris in the present year.
After
due trial and test, the editor is now prepared to approve, endorse and clinch the decision of the combined commission.
He has had every facility afforded him to form his opinion.

in their impenetrable

casing of frozen seas.

tinction of a race

Sunrise on the Prairies.

I

447
had a tooth pulled. It is proper to state that this description
of sunrise is from the New York Star, which deals only
in

impart a

will

;

of beautiful plants.

public an honest

Dbasqjb.---Tnis is the most recently discovered, and perhaps the most remarkable, of all the coal tar or aniline group
of coloring substances, now so extensively used for the adornment of the finest fabrics. Uranine is said, by chemists, to

body^known

astonishing; a single grain

scientious, square-dealing firm

better a pair of skates under the feet than the

crown of a Czar upon the head. So, at least, reasons the
gamin, and so, too, think many who are not gamins.

be the most highly fluorescent

is

marked color to nearly five hundred gallons of water. A
most interesting experiment, which anybody may try, consists in sprinkKng a few atoms of Uranine upon the surface of
water in a glass tumbler. Each atom immediately sends
down through the water what appears to be a bright green
rootlet
and the tumbler soon looks as if it were crowded full

tific

practical value of Boyton's experiences

its

coloring power

It is

It was a case of necessity, however, and ere we were securely moored, like the other vessels of a long line before the
town, we were obliged to pay out that length of chain. Then,

with the anchor ahead in the bay and two strong hawsers
astern, our little craft lay quietly after her long buffeting with,
wind and wave, and we watched the lights appearing in the
busy town and the sailors as they furled the sails and cleared
the deck.

As Martinique was

visited

by me eighteen months

a stay of six weeks, I will defer
beautiful scenes until I reach

it

my

description of

later for
its

many-

in the course of events.

But;
the Doctor and myself here enjoyed a few days on shore, previous to
departure for Dominica and his for more northern

my

islands.

Now,

the Doctor

was a

genius.

He had

a genius for

mak-

ing money, and a special tact for taking care of number one.
Leaving New York with but sixty dollars and his stock in
trade, he landed in the West Indies with his cash greatly augmented and with the captain, mate, cook, and, In fact, the
whole crew, deeply in his debt. That I escaped with a whole
tooth in my head I attribute to some special interposition of
Providence, or to the fact that I had but little cash. The
Doctor's period of sojourn on shipboard may be divided into
two portions— that in which he was pulling or "flxfn' " teeth,
and that in which he was sea-sick. He was happy in the exerciee of the former and uuhappy in that of the latter.
When

the Doctor appeared on deck with a particularly happy expression on his countenance, aud polishing somebody's darling
molar on the lapel of his coat, beware of him
The whole
!

crew would then shudder with apprehension.
The Doctor and I went ou shore. We climbed the paved
streets and descended again to the beautiful Jardin
dea
Plantes.
On our way the Doelor indulged in a free flow of
that

happy humor peculiar

to

the Western

Yankee

(for

we

:

;

!

FOREST Af D STREAM.
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are all Yankees in those islands). "Wo met boys and boysboys by dozens and boys by scores, and some girls but the
very first group that drew our attention and provoked an outburst of the Doctor's ever ready wit, was of boys.
" I say, young man, pull down your vest 1"
j

This was addressed to a ragged

darkey 'with beaming
lace and bright eyes, the centre of a bunch of the raggedest
and uakedest gamins we had ever beheld. There was not a
whole article o£ clothing furniture among them. If one had
a shirt be hadn't any pantaloons, and the fellow that boasted
the latter had the least of the former. There was not even
the apology for a single whole garment in the crowd, yet every
member o£ it was as blissfully unconscious of the grotesque
appearance he made as were the Doctor and myself aware of
iL But the most glaringly conspicuous feature of the collection was a huge vest worn by the brightest and sauciest of
the five a very grandfather among vests, which, descending
to the urchin's thighs, left but a scanty drapery of shirt for
little

—

the rest of his belongings.
You, reader, will now appreciate the keenness of the Doctor's thrust at these airy

costumes, and be able to enjoy^vith

him the exceedingly loud merriment in which the astonishment of the e unsophisticated natives caused him to indulge.
The successful termination of this sally of wit encouraged the
Doctor to hope for more fun of the same nature, and to the

colors.

which

The

prevailing color, in fact,

was

built, the native

it

are of the natural twist

wood

is

wood of
The knees

that of the

of the island.

and bend of the native

trees

the deck

;

planking and sheathing arc likewise of the native wood the
mast, the boom and the bowsprit are of the native woods of
;

and captain and crew are, doubtless, also fresh
from the woods natives fresh from the native woods— of
Dominica.
There are more than twenty people of color
lounging in various attitudes about the deck. They seem
the island;

—

wholly indifferent to the fact that the vessel

is

drifting with

them away from the

island, and when I suggest to the captain
that he utilize this material at the oars there is a general howl

of indignation.
The captain also gazes at me like one who
has heard information of a character novel and startling, and
informs me that what I propose is not only useless, but impossible.

island has, unfortunately,

few white residents, and, to
approaching Uayti in the blackbut oh, Anthony, if you had hut met

this lovely isle is fast

ness of

population

its

;

some of those few white men
In the language of your western cousin, Anthony, they are.
white. Had you but tarried among them but a little while
you would have reversed your verdict upon the people. The
people of a place, Anthony, are not represented truly by the
scum that settles in the market-place and wanders about the
streets.
Had you strayed into one of those unprepossessing
Shops you would have found it crowded with the wares of
England, "Old England," of which you are proud to be called

am I to be known as one of its grandchildren.
Those white people, those people so few in number that it
almost makes the heart bleed to think of it, they and their
a son, as

from the cloud that envelops them like a
light in a dark place.
Did they not take you, as they did mo,
by the hand, and did they not say to you as they said to me,
" Come to my house and make it your home ?" If they
did
not, it was only because you didn't give them time to do
so.
A WEST INDIA TOWN.
At five o'clock the gun in the fort sets off the bell
virtues shine forth

Struggle against the current of the mighty Orinoco

tempt

The
many,

!

At-

power unseen, that always had
acted in just such a manner and had carried him over the
same course every voyage he had made! It would be preposterous. At night, the land breeze would come down from
the mountains and he would claw inshore without any trouble
to baffle the wiles of a

whatever.

Late in the afternoon, however, we descried a speck dancing on the waves, which speck was, of course, a boat and in
;

in the cathedral spire.
It is an hour
before daylight,
good, and even at six the mists of the valleys cover all,
even to the mountain-tops.
The sun climbs steadily,
though it is eight o'clock before he has shown his face
to Roseau, and darts over the mountain tops to windward
his
scorching rays. It is interesting to watch the changes

we met he propounded that question which has
vexed the brains of the talented of all ages, and for I don't
many
ages: "What time does the half-past six
how
know

my

train leave?"

time.

come over the mountain sides and valleys as
pates the morning mists. The Lake Mountain,

another was unfolded, and the mass of green and blue resolved itself into wooded hills, narrow valleys and misty

height, towers black against the sky five miles it is
from
town, yet seems so close as to overshadow it. Its head is

next urchin

Now

had reckoned upon this boy being like
ninety-nine out of every hundred we met, of French extracImagine,
tion and incapable of uttering one word in English.
the Doctor

then, his discomfiture

when

the perfectly c:rrect answer, in

equally correct English, wasj hurled immediately full in his
face a reply that silenced him for the rest of the day, and

—

njt all the wonders of the enchanted garden could bring
again into tune

him

" At ten o'clock to morrow morning, sir."
Upon our return to the shore we went on board and made
preparations for departure. The Doctor had contracted with
the genial captain of a Down-East schooner for a passage to
St. Thomas (he subsequently left captain and crew in a toothless condition), and I entered into negotiation with the owner
of a crazy sloop for passage to an adjacent island.
Along the entire group of the Caribbee Isles, sweeping their
western shores, flows a strange, mysterious current. Not subject, apparently, to the laws that govern the winds and tides
of this region,

and

for years puzzled

it

baffled the ablest navi-

and oldest sailors. Among the northernmost of
were often sunk, carried by the force
and unsuspected stream upon sunken reefs or
unseen
of this
barren rocks. Even so long ago as when Columbus was
making his voyages, we have on record that he was detained
gators

these islands large ships

by

this very current

was not known
was the overflow

It
it

Orinoco, that caused

dependent upon

its

among

these

same

islands.

until a comparatively recent period that

of a

mighty

all this

river, no less than the great

disturbance of waters, and that,

different stages,

was the

force of this river

Though my

first experience with this curthrough the sea.
rent was in January, when the Orinoco was at its lowest and
the consequent marine flowhtjits weakest stage, Iyethad sufficient proof of its strength to understand how it was that ves-

sels of all sizes

were sometimes' many days in making ports

We

left the port of St. Pierre, Martinique, for that of
Roseau, Dominica, the distance being less than thirty-five

miles and the channel separating the islands but twenty in
width. Late in the afternoon we hoisted sail, taking a fair
land breeze fron the mountains and getting a fresh blow from
the trade winds drawing through the channel, and at midnight were close under the southern point of Dominica, with
a fair prospect when I went below of landing early in the

morning.

The

captain

was a good fellow he had given up to me, as
man on board the sloop, the only berth the
;

oabin afforded. Into that I crawled, with a lurking fear of
centipedes and scorp'.ons, and fell asleep. Soon the wheezy
pumps awoke me, and a stream of water trick in g through
l

the uncaulked deck-planks gave sweet assurance that the
water in the hold was being abstracted. As this process was
repeated every half hour my sleep was not so sound that I did

not

visit the

deck frequently, and

at

each succeeding

visit

note with alarm that the laud grew dimmer and more dim.
Daylight revealed that we were much further away from
shore than at midnight, surely drifting to the northwest with
sail napping idly and rudder useless.
The sun is late in showing himself, for he has to climb well
look over the crest of the mounBut as
tain ridge that shows in the distance cool and misty.
day advances and the hour of noon arrives, the cool hours of
morning are more than compensated for by the intensity of

up he h'-avens

ere he can

the heat radiated from the glassy sea, a heat that makes itself
felt and a glare that causes every one on board to seek earnestly a

And

when

shady spot.
" tropic sea," on which we are drifting

this is the

the sea so often sung by the poet, the sea we have often contemplated in our fanciful dreaming in more northern climes.

Like many an object of the poet's adoration, it is far pleasanter to look upon through his eyes than through visual
organs of your own. Though the suu and sea make it painful to look abroad, theie is noihing offensively new and glaring about the little sloop that wearies the eye with bright

reached us, I engaged passage for the shore,
drifting about until the next after-

it

unhappy companions

noon, sometimes in sight, sometimes lost to view for a long
As we neared shore I had time to examine the character of the^scenery of the western coast, as one object after

mountain tops that reached the clouds. A planter's house
gleamed white in a valley a pebbly beach stretched between
high bluffs, with a grove of cocoa palms half hiding a village
of rude cabins along its border.
I was approaching an island of historic interest and scenic
beauty, of which the events of one and the elements of the
other are little known to the world at large, It is the first
island upon which Columbus landed on his second voyage.
Having been first seen on Sunday, it was called by him Dominica, and this event dates from the 3d of November, 1493.
Many changes hast thou known
Blest isle of the Sabbath Day
since the great Navigator first saw thy blue mountains and
landed upon thy fragrant strand.
Does it not read like a fairy tale, this second voyage of
;

!

Columbus ?

With

three ships

and fourteen

caravels, contain-

ing ,1,600 persons, he set sail from Cadiz,

touched at the

Canary Isles, and then shaped his course for the islands of the
Caribs— of whose prowess and fierce nature he had heard many
from the mild people of Hispaniola. "At the dawn

stories

of day, Nov. 3, a lofty island

name

was

descried to the west, to

from having discovered
which he gave the
As the ships moved gently onward, other
it on Sunday.
islands roso to sight, one after another, covered with forests
and enlivened by flights of parrots and other tropical birds,
while the whole air was sweetened by the fragrance of the
breezes which passed over them. They were a part of that
beautiful cluster of islands called the Lesser Antilles, which
sweep almost in a semi-circle from the eastern end of Porto
Rico io the coast of Paria, on the Southern Continent, forming a kind of barrier between the main ocean and the Caribof Dominica,

bean Sea."

Dominica

but few miles apart.

the only white

that boat,

is

but thirty miles in length by eleven in breadth,

yet presents a greater surface and more obstacles to travel to
the square mile than any island of similar size in the West
Indies.

Well did Columbus

illustrate its

crumpled and uneven

surface when, in answer to his Queen's inquiry to its appearance, he crushed a sheet of paper in his hand and threw it

upon the table.
In no other way could he better convey an idea of the furrowed hills and mountains, deeply cut and rent into ravines
and hollowed into valleys.
"To my mind," says Anthony Trollope, " Dominica, as
seen from the sea, is by far the most picturesque of all these
Indeed, it would be hard to beat it either in color or
islands,
grouping. It fills one with an ardent desire to be off and
rambling among these mountains— as if one could ramble
through such wild bush country, or ramble at all with the
thermometer at 85 deg. But when one has only to think
of such things, without any idea of doing them, neither the
bushes nor the thermometer are considered." In this, as in
but he
all his sketches, Mr. Trollope is right so far as he goes
does not go iac enough. "Pilled with an ardent desire," he
should have given those woods and mountains the months of
camp life that I did; then would the world be richer in
pictures of forest life and mountain scenery that my poor pen
;

so feebly tries to portray.

And of Roseau, the principal town in which I land, the
same author speaks disparagingly. " It is impossible to conEvery house is in a state of
ceive a more distressing sight.
decadence. There are no shops that can properly be called
so; the people wander about chattering, idle and listless.
The

streets are

covered with rank grass."

AJasl poor Anthony Trollope.
thou

Alas: poor Roseau.

not consider, oh, Anthony, the

many

Didst

times this poor
has passed from

town bus been sacked and burned ? that it
French to English; from English to French; and just as it
began to recover from the evil rule of war it was again prostrated by the flood of blacks let loose by the emancipation ?
Didst thou think to describe the features of a place in an hour's
Btay?

that
the sun dissi-

4,000 feet in

;

more than

veiled

north and south

up

half the time in mist.

Stretching

away

a long hue of hills, au isolated peak jutting
Their summits are blue and purple in the

is

at intervals.

Within this hue is a cordon of hills, with valleys
deep and dark behind, half encircling the town. These hills
distance.

ai

e

broken and ragged, seamed and furrowed and scarred, yet

are covered with a vegetation luxuriant,

green

purple of

mango and cacao

of every shade of

golden of cane and lime,
Palms oiown their ridges, cultivated
grounds infrequently gleam golden brown on their slopes,
and dense clouds come pouring over their crests from the
;

;

orange and citron.

North and south this bulwark of hills ends in huge
plunged into the sea. Roseau is seated at the mouth of

Atlantic.
cliffs

a valley formed by a river.
shot up a hill— a mountain it

From

the centre of this valley

is

is called here— Morne Bruce.
smoothly-turfed crown the view ot town and sea
is superb, especially at sunset, when the sun sinks
beyond
the Caribbean Sea, and the cool evening breeze plays through

From

the

its

trees,

La Morne becomes an

attractive spot.

From

it

we

; many palm trees, few houses, a rushing,
roaring river that meets the sea in a surf line like a northern

look upon the town

snowdrift;

a picturesque fort, the jail, ins Government
House, and the Catholic Cathedral— a building of stone, with
arched windows and doorways, short, though shapely spire,
with a palm tall and slender, a priceless gem, to lend grace
and beauty westward, beyond the shore line, the Caribbean
;

Sea, its bosom,

which glowed so

cool and inviting in

fierily in

the sunlight,

now

its stillness.

Looking eastward one can see far into the Roseau Valley,
to the wall of mountains from which dashes out a great waterfall, dwindled to a mere silver thread in the distance.
The
Roseau River emerges into a plain beneath, a valley filled
with cane, containing in its centre aplauter's house and buildpalm-surrounded, and the river— dashing over its

ings,

rocky bed with a roar that reaches our ears even at this height
of several hundred feet—runs at the foot of a high white
cliff across another plantation into the sea, peaceful
enough
The streets of Roseau are straight, paved with
at the end.
rough stone, and they never eolio lo the sound of wheel?.
They cross at right angles and dwindle clown to three bridlepaths leading out of the town, one north and one south, along
the coast, and one, narrow and tortuous, over the mountains to
Most of the houses are one-storied boxes of
the eastward.
wood, with bonnet roots, 1G by 20 feet
many in a state of
decay, with tattered sides, bald spaces without shingles, and
dragging doors and shutters. Every street, however, is highly
picturesque with this rough architecture, [and cocoa
palms
lining and terminating the vistas.
The town is green with
fruit trees, and over broken roofs andgarden wallsof
roughest
;

masonry hang many strange fruits.
Conspicuous are the
mango, orange, lime, pawpaw, plantain, banana and tamarind.
Over all tower the cocoa palms, their long leaves quiveringj
dense clusters of gold-green nuts drooping with their

their

weight.

From

the mountains, from the "Sweet River," comes
the
purest of water, led in pipes through all the streets, and
gushing out. in never-ceasing flow from the sea wall on the shore.

The market, near

the south-end of the town,

a small square

surrounded by

stores, is the centre of attraction on
Saturdays,
densely packed with country people, black and
yellow, who come, some of them, from points a dozen miles
distant, each with his bunch of plantains, ayam or Iray of

when

it is

All are chattering, so that there

bread- fruit.
of sounds.

Little stalls,

villainous salt fish

for

is a very babel
temporarily erected, contain nost

sale,

ancient and vile smelling,

and

every few feet

who

is a table, presided over by a conleuted wench,
has for sale cakes andsweetmeats of her own manufacture.

Near the market is the fort, a low stone structure, pierced
with loopholes, commanding from its high bluff toe roadstead, in which, sive the trading vejsels and the weekly

FOREST AND STREAM.
ateamor, there arc seldom few craft besides the sugar vessels,

set at liberty

Near the fort is the English church, with a clock in its face,
and four mugnificcnt palmistes to guard its entrance. Adjoining is the Government house in a garden of flowers, and
Opposite,
near, the Court House, of stone, yellow and low.
on a bluff overlooking the sea, is the public garden, neatly inclosed, tastefully ornamented
a few large trees, many roses,
humming-birds, butterflies, and a grand view of the sea, or
mountain towering south, and a circle of shore stretching
away down, terminating in the headland of Scot's Head— an
The
interesting rock, with a beacon and the ruins of a fort.
road leads by a broad green savane, near which is a ruinous
cemetery, down betweeu long rows of lowly cabins, its bed
green and grassy, within a stone's throw of the surf on the

was,

;

pebbly beach.
This is Roseau, which I left one March morning for the
mountains. Early came the women, who were sent by a kind
friend to carry my luggage heavy boxes and bales they had
engaged to carry to the mountains for me on their heads. It
;

the way ascending, but they faithfully performed their
nor once complained. Astride an Island colt, the loan
of another friend, and accompanied by still another friend,
before, I left behind mo the
L knew not a few days
towu, and set my face to the mountains.

was

all

dutics.

Down

the street, past the

jail,

across the river over

an ex-

cellent bridge, under the cliffs of St. Aromant, into the
banana and citron groves that lie at the mountain's base
then up higher and higher, the path growing rocky and slippery, past the lovely valley of Shawford, where the house of
my friend Stedman, built upon a small plateau, surrounded
by bills, embowered in limes and plantains, overlooks a tropical garden. A mile above, we enter a deep ravine, where I see
the first perfect tree ferns on the trail the gorge is filled with
hem, and the banks along the path covered with smaller
Eere I first heard the melody of
ones, infinitely beautiful.
Long since the air of tie town, hot and
lire "solitaire."
parching, has given place to cool and delicious breezes. "We
go out under the shade of trees, passing many a trickling
stream, until nearly an elevation of 2,000 feet ia reached,
when we hear voices, and suddenly come upon a party of
mountaineers (half Oarib, half negro), who present a very
naked to the waist, hatless and armed,
fierce appearance
each with his machette or "cutlass," over two feet in length.
They salute us politely, however, and we pass on until near
the H high woods," when we turn to the right and dive down
a narrow frail under large trees, and reach, finally, a narrow
gate of bars in a tall hedge of oleander.
Descending rapidly from the forest was an open sp co of a
hundred acres, perhaps, sloping westward, green and smooth
Over this were
as a sward of Guinea-grass could make it.
This slope terscattered volcanic rocks and clumps of trees.
minated abruptly in a cliff so steep that the people living
here could not descend except by a long detour. Over this
Deep ravines seam
cliff fell the waterfall we saw coming up.
it at intervals, all tending toward the, valley wall, and on all
From one of
sides but this are nothing but forest and hills.
the mountaineers I secured a cabin, one of the seven comprising this little hamlet, and before nightfall had comfortably
My companion then left me alone to
established myself.

when

by the

Game Club last spring, and
common quail.

Pottsville

shot, with a

449

covey of our

YlEMONT Game Laws.

—

By an act rf our last Legislature
woodcock is extended to Sept. 1, which
a very good thing for the woodcock, as hardly any are to
be found here, except peihap3 in the southern part of the
State, after the middle of August.
The top notch of absurd
legislation was reached by prohibiting the use of dogs in
hunting ruffed grouse
It seema a little strange that our
State Association for the Protection of Game and Pish did
not prevent the passage of such a silly law, as it is largely
composed of influential men who could if they would shape
the legislation on such matters. Now, I understand, " it will
express its disapproval " of some of the fish and game laws
B. E, R,
just passed!
the close season lor

is

!

—

Who

Fowl at Baknegat Editor Tfi/rthi and Stream: I
have read the article in last week's issue in regard to what
keeps the wild fowl away from our waters. With all due
respect for Oscar B. Smith, and approving of some of his
suggestions as to the scarcity of fowl, yet I must beg to differ
with him as to the causes of the non-appearance of brant here
After consulting with some of our oldest gunthis season.
ners I learn that some eighteen years ago there was just such
a scarcity of brant, only three known to have been killed.
They (the gunners) have been letting drive at large bunches
of brant at 100 yards from time immemorial, and killing
them at that yet for tho past ten years, I cannot see any
perceptible decrease of that species. Some years they are
more plentiful than others, but this year I do not think up
to date twenty brant have been killed, and not more than one
dozen bunches made their appearance. Yet we attribute it
to some other cause than shooting at them at 100 yards.
cannot see how it will frighten them any more at that dis
tance, and knocking a few over, than it would at close quarAs to his other
ters and demolishing two-thirds of the flock.
abuses in our bays, he is right. I learn from some of our seacaptains that immense numbers of brant have been seen from
southern
tour.
five to ten miles at sea on their
J. W. KlNSBY.
;

We

made by as many such companies, the Ninth
Separate Company, practicing on the Whitehall Range, heading the list with 8130 point3 per cent. The Forty-ninth
Regiment is the head of tho regular regimental organizations,
followed by the Twenty-third Regiment of Brooklyn and the
Seventh of New York. The Fifth Separate Company foots
the list with a figure of 04.41, and three marksmen in 68
company roll. It has been found that the bronze badge is
highly valued by the National Guard, and the desire to possets it has induced many to learn to shoot who would not
otherwise have done so. It is rare that a man who has once
won this badge will consent to surrender it. Those who fail
to qualify on the first occasion almost invariably practice at
their own expense until they can win it.
Gen. Wingate hits a vital point, and one which cannot be
taken too closely to heart by militia officers anxious to show
"The fundamental principle
a good record, when he says
of our By stem of rifle practice is that accurate shooting is a
matter of drill, which should be carried on in the armories dur
ing the drill season, the ranges being used to test the lessons
previously taught." The report is very full on the subject of
armory instruction and volley firing. This latter, as that
which the Nat ional Guardsman would probably use in case of
civil disturbance, is valuable as tending to make the men
steady and accustom them when in ranks to obey commands
given by an officer in their rear, as they would have to do in

of merit are

:

service.

Camps of instruction are urged, and the question of how
to best economize the time taken from business for rifle pracDuring the year over 700,000 rounds of ball cartridge
tice.
have been expended, and au annual allowance of sixty rounds
per man and officer is recommended, or about 1,200,000
rounds for the total State Guard. The report closes with the
full scores of the important military matches of the year, including the Inter-State, International Military and the Nevada Badge scores. The report closes with the encouraging
announcement that " the prospects for future improvement
wore never more promising."

BIG SCORES.

;

Editob Fobkst and StmiAm:
The fairness of your remarks in your issue of Nov. 25,
on Mr. Partello's " big score," and on the desirability of

I

—

MILITARY PRACTICE IN

keeping the degrading influence of hetting as far aloof as
possible from all rifle contests, will commend them, I am

1878.

General G. W. Wingate makes a very complete report for
1878 of the doings of the Department of Rifle Practice in the
State of New York, and it is interesting as well to Guardsmen in this State as to members of tho Militia in other States

and throughout the ranks of

riflemen.

New York

the pioneer State in the matter of military
in the completeness of
its facilities

its

rifle

is

not only

practice, but

appointments, and in the extent of

for ball practice before the butts

it

is

far in ad-

vance of any other State. There was a time when in longrange practice with small-bores New York was also in the
lead, but that period appears to have gone by, and the
superiority

now

exists in the

department cf military practice

For 1S78 General Wingate finds " that the progress
Hiit has been attained in this branch of instruction during
that period has been more satisfactory than anything that has
been accomplished in any previous year." And this improvement is not alone in an actual increase of marksmen, but in
the general careful and systematic manner in which the
schedule of practice has been carried out. It has been found
a good policy to encourage the establishment of many small
ranges, easily accessible to the men, rather than the opening
many
camps
in
tropic
the
first
of
forests.
what proved but
of a few large and elaborately appointed places of shooting.
By this means men are encouraged to take a few hours now
and then, and put in a few shots when they would not find
From 1873 to
it possible to leave business for a whole day.
Dinnkrs ahd toe Game Laws. A full stomach makes a 1S75 Creedmoor was the only Tango in the State, now there
It is wise, therefore, to argue with men who are thirty official ranges used by the National Guard as folwilling ear.
Creedmoor, Yonkers, Sing Sing, Mouut Vernon,
lows
have been well feasted. The merchant makes his bargain
Ponghkeepsie, Ellenville, Kingston, Albany, Troy, Malone,
over the table-cloth the Alderman secures his Aldermanic Whitehall, Port Henry, Glens Falls, Syracuse, Oswego, Iltica,
the youth Watertown,
Bingliamton,
feasts only after having feasted his constituents
Auburn, Moravia, Oneonta,
pleads with much eloquence, it is true, but the ice cream Rochester, Elmira, Buffalo, Westfield, AVarsaw, Elliocottville, Batavia, Lockport and Jamestown, and several new
counts more than all his flue language. Annual dinners are
ones are now in process of clearing up and repariug for use.
time-honored and necessary adjuncts of all social, political,
Many of these ranges are of limited pretentions, while a few
Game protective are able to accommodate a large force of shooters and are
literary, religious and benevolent societies.
The State
associations follow the custom, and a yearly feast of good put in use for Division and other large matches.
upon a range from a purely military stand-point, and
a very commendable degree of transient enthu- looks
only.

GAME PROTECTION
—

-.

-,

j

things excites

We

have heard of game associations
than at the North Pole), whose
whole energy was given to these annual festivities with such
guslo that there was really very little left for any of the
other minor interests of the cause— such as securing the

siasm in the cause.

(their headquarters are nearer

does nothing to aid long-range practice. Each of the State
ranges are described in detail from notes taken by Gen.
Wingate and his assistants during their tours of inspection.
The change in the manner of recording and reporting the
work of the troop is commended as a great improvement over
the old and complex way of working out the regimental
Each organization is now divided into four
figure of merit.

Each mau starts in the fourth-class at. the opening
classes.
and the convic- of each season. As soon as he shoots in class firing he passes
he may make,
There can be no into the third-class without regard to any score
he having necessarily learned more about loading and firing
possible objection to a social gathering of sportsmen, but to his rifle than men who have never visited a range for practice,
invest such an occasion with the assumed importance and dig- The other classes are the same as last year, the third-class
the second-class at
nity of what is, in fact, a cause worthy of earnest and de- shooting at 100 and 150 yards (standing),
300 yards (kneeling) and at, 400 yards (lying), and the first at
termined effort, strikes the disinterested observer as something
200 yards (stauding), and at 000 yards (lying), Each class
Sportsmen's associations, whose active labor does fires live shots at each distance, and to qualify, must make at
of a farce.
not go beyond their annual dinners and speeches, accomplish least 25 points in the possible 50, in November of each
year, and the " figure of merit " reached by allowing
very little in any other way. Eating is not protecting.
too
For each man who has beeotnu a marksman
SO
in the 1st chins
New Yokk State Association. The New York State "" « "" remaining
"
"
80
id
"
"
" «
10
Association for the Proleetion of Fish and Game will hold
»
3d "
enactment of proper protective

legislation,

and protection of new game birds and
tion of offenders against the

game

the introduction

fish,

laws.

—

••

•'

«a
twenty-first annual convention in Rochester, May, 1879,
These figures are aggregated and divided by the number on
under the auspices of the Monroe County Sportsmen's Club.
the muster rolls at the last annual inspection, and the result
The prize list is now open fcr contributions from sportsmen is the " figure of merit." During the past year reports were
and dealers in sportsmen's goods. The prize committee hs a received from organizations numbering 17,623 men as against
been appointed, and may be addressed through Mr. Edmund 13,343 in 1877, 10.9-10 in 1870 and 7,670 in 1875, The number of marksmen now entitled to wear the badge is 3,050 as
Redmond, Rochester, N. I
It is
against 2,120 in 1877, 018 in 1876 and 588 in 1875.
Messina Quatl is Pennsylvania.—Mr. A. F. Clapp, of noteworthy that the fourth-class men, those who never visit
the ranges, number 8,0-10, or nearly half of the men enrolled.
the Sunburg American, announces the receipt of a migratory
As might be anticipated under this way of computation the
quail which was shot a Tiwortou, 2>a., in the first part of De- separate companies who cau readily call out their whole
cember. The bird was evidently a straggler from the broods strength, go to the top of the hat and the full highest figures
< «

"

"

"

•<

sure, to all your readers.
You are perfectly correct, also, in your statement that a
to have precedence over a practice score
of the same, or even a greater, number of points. But I cannot help thinking that you give a little more importance
than it really deserves to Mr. Sumner's record on the first
day of the so-called walk-over at Creedmoor, in classing it as
a match score, thereby giving it the precedence over that of
Mr. Partello.
In the first place, there was no match, in the sense that
previous international contests have been matches inasmuch as no competing team was actually present. It seems
to me, therefore, that the conditions for making a great
score were more than usually favorable on that occasion.
First, there was none of the excitement and trepidation incident to the great international matches hitherto shot on the
same range.
Second, the weather was all that could be desired.
Third, every member of each squad, especially the one in
which Mr. Sumner shot, had the benefit of the experience,
on matters pertaining to wind and elevation, of every other
member, and of the coach besides. The members of this
squad knew also from long practice together at "Walnut
Hill," that each could rely implicitly on the honest judgment and watchful helpfulness of the other.
In short, it would be difficult to conceive of a practice
score which could by any possibility be made under more

match score ought

—

favorable circumstances than the walk-over scores referred
to.

I have no desire to underrate Mr. Sumner's score, by any
means. It was a great score, and one that will not be
equallad soon again. My object is to estimate it fairly, and
And in doing so, it seems to me unfair to
at its true value.
classs it among match scores in the same sense that Mr.
Bruce and Mr. Blydenburg'a scores would be classed in the
great actual contest with the British team.
Indeed, in whatever light you view it, it ^seems evident
that Mr. Sumner had more and better help lrom his surroundings in making 221 in the " walk-over" than Mr. Partello had'in making his score of 224, with no one but a friend
Therefore, can we do otherwise than accord
to coach him.
Mr. Partello's score, de facto and dejtire, a higher rank than
that of Mr. Sumner's. For the same reasons I would consider
Mr. Jackson's score of 220, made in an individual match, at
Walnut Hill, Nov. 27, entitled to fally as much credit
as Mr. Sumner's 221.
While speaking of Mr. Partello whom, by the way, I never
saw), what remarkable scores he has lnado since assuming
his new position and practicing a more approved method of
loading
Beginning with 224, his ten consecutive scores have been
!

(a9 I'learn from most reliable authority"), as follows: 224,
214, 207, 214, 207, 217, 213, 318, 217, 213i making a total of
2,146, and an average of 214.6 j or, taking the average of the
best five, it is 218.

This is certainly a remarkable record for an amateur who
had had very little previous practice, and it will bear comparison with that of

any expert in the world.

There has been no parallel to such sudden and phenomenal excellence, except in the case of Mr. H. Jewell, of the
American team, who, on assuming a more favorable position, astonished the rifle world with some of the largest
scores ever before known.
Kebk.
Dec. 17, 1878.
»

it

»

'

THE TE AM O F

1878.

Communication Read to toe American Team at theio Meet-

o

ing, Dro. 17, 1878.

its

Boston, Deo.

Gentlemen op the American Team

Wc answered

12, lsrs.

:

tho National Eiflo Association to compete for
places upon the American team, ami shoot a walk-over for the Paima
We devoted oai time and skill to sustainthe dignity of tliatassociaUon,
aud are recognized at- the American team of 1878. It has been the custom (or the President of the K. H. A. to present the trophy to tho cap.
lain ot the team, and he (the captain) become! the enstodian of tho
trophy. It ia with regret that 1 have to repeat to you that your captain
does not know wtiore the trophy Is, as the enstomary presentation has
been omitted.
I and that in the original conditions ot the international lons-ranns

a

call of

:

We, however, do not wish

to dictate, bnt rather to cultivate

harmony

and good feeling between rifle nen and the association which has taken
the lead in such matters but we would like to see that association less
aud more national iti i:s officers and character. While it is gratifying to see the militia of the State of New York profleient marksmen,
theN. B. A. should have a wider range than ihe success of a single
are aware that the general snecess of rifle practice depends
State.
upon the exertions of riflemen themselves, but we look to the N. R. A.
to still lead In these matters. Therefore, to keep up and foster ritle
practice, it would be desirable to have a match with some foreign
country, and as the Palma was given to the riflemen of the world
through the N. R. A. for the purpose of international competitors, It is
to be huped that the President and Directors of the N. R. A. will use
every exertion to bring about a match in 1ST!).
I have further ,o cab your attention to a change contemplated In the
original conditions of the international long-range match. I believe
that no change can be effected in those conditions by America withoul
the consent oi the nations that have participated in those contests.
W. H. Jackson, Capt. of the Am. Team.
;

local

We

Massachusetts—Medford— Christmas Day at Bellevue
Range was passed very agreeably by a team shoot at 200 yds.
by members of the Medford Amateur Rifle Association. The
scores stood:
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stood, omitting the

Black Bass, Micropenis salmoide*;
M. pMidus.
jSea nasi, srtameps ocelMus.

Pike or Pickerel, Kaox liutiva.
Yellow Perch, Perm tinvueene.
White Perch, Uurow omsricana.

Fish in Makket—Retail Prices.—Bass, 25 cents; smelts, 12%;
Wuefish,12^; salmon, 30; mackerel, 20; shad, 75; white porch, 15;
green turtle, 16; terrapin, $12 per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents halibut, 20; haddock, 6; oodfiab, 6; blacktiah, 15 flounders, 10 eels,
;

j

;

18; lobsters, 10; scallops,

$1 25 per gallon; soft olama, 30 to 60 per
100
whiteflsh, 18; pickerel, 18; salmon trout, 18; black bass, 18;
Ted-snapper, 18; hard crabs, $3.50 per 100 Boft orabs, $1.25 per

Richardson.
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at the store of William Read
fortunate prize winners, with their aggregates
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Fame.— Mr.

Richard Ficken, of BrookAmateur Rifle Club and the N. R.
lyn, E. D., member
line scores of late, averaging 40 to
A 'has been Slaking some
47 with a Billiard at the Creedmaor, Jr., range of 300 feet.
His first practice at the Creedmoor butts at SOU, 900 and 1,000

A CAUDtBATE

for

of the

yards resulted in a score of 07 out of a possible 75.

Recently,

overs 35-fool range, he pier© d spot after spot on a seven of
diamonds with his Ballard parlor rifle.

The

fact that' a ravenous, "half-starved

worthy of notice. The trout is a dainty, lordly fifth,
and, like a true sportsman, scorns to take his game iti any
other way than on the wing, unless he be very hungry
When he sees a fly lyiDg still or skipping along on the water
he strikes it with his tait to make it, rise (in hunting
flushes it), and then catches it.
He would no more think of
catching a fly on the water than a sportsman would of shootings bird on the ground. Besides, the trout is a playful fisb..
Conscious of bis power, he likes to have a little Eui
with his work. So, instead of seizing the fly
mouth and greedily swallowing it. lie, like a cat, with a
mouse, j/ives the lazy fly a flop with his tail, and as the
startled, terrified insert fa flying for its life, the gay and festive trout turns a somersault and leaps after it with almost the velocity of light. Having captured his prey, he
plunges into the depths of his watery home to continue the
ti

sport.

While I do not profess to have had as much experience as
some of the correspondents of the Forkst asp Stream, who
have practiced the " gentle art" for a lifetime or more, still,
I have good opportunities for observing the habits of trout.
I have feasted on trout and moose in the wild woods of ihe
North; on mule rabbits and tough beef in flub and Texas;
on salmon aud quail in California on sand-hill cranes and
prairie-dogs on the Llano Estacado on sage hens aud antelope in Nebraska and Dakota on chili-con-citrnc i.il
tillas in Arizona and Mexico; cm the catfish of the Bi
and Mississippi. Based upon this quite extensive observation aud -experience, _I confidently affirm that an
strike the fly with his tail before he takes it in his mouth,
;

;

;

but never after.
Trout Falls, Virginia, Dec. 24, 1878.

Vermont

—

Shoo Fly.

—

Manchester, Dec. 23. I did think I knew a
something about fly fishing; have been at it over thirtybut I begin to think perhaps I have been working
on the wrong plan all this time. I suppose the next thing we
shall be told will be that the true gentleman Sportsman BOONS
to hook his fish in the mouth, that the really scientific and artistic way is to hook them in the tail and with a " nee die
point" hook, aud that no gentleman would take such mi unfair advantage as to take two chances (head and tail
poor fish! lhad always supposed trout took their "grub
alive and kicking," but according to some of the
have seen it appears they first
kill the bare."
Now please
allow me to say " I don't see it," and never have. Have looked
a good many times, and I think if any one who has fished
much with a fly will remember that when he has hooked a
trout anywhere but in the mouth he has hooked him every
where iu the belly and sides, very seldom in the back, anil
not often in the tail. This proves to me that as the trout
misses hiB aim he always passes over or beyond the fly (or
where it was when he rose at it) for of course he can't "stop
instantly, and as the fisherman strikes the hook is fastened in
little

five yearB;

:

was "all

C. F. Obvis.

in the bottle, sir."

New York—

' Isn't this a pretty mesa 5"

New Saven,

Dec. 26, 1878.

Anotheb Elegant Fly-Boob.— Mr. Henry H.

Holt, Clerk
Washington Territory, has
present of a most exquisite fly-book, of the finest

of the U. S. District Court of

made us a

workmanship, bound in Russia leather.
It is really too
choice to take to a stream. Nothing like it, save one, has
ever come under our observation, and that exception was the
handiwork of Mr. Hyde of this city, who amused himself for
one or more years in its construction. The book is Mr. Holt's
own design, and is very different in many respects from shop
fly-books.
It has some desirable new improvements which
are worth copying. Mr. Holt is anxious to find some Eastern
manufacture
and sell these books, paying him a small
firm to
royally.
We shall do what we can to introduce it to the
notice of our tackle dealers, to

whom we

shall

be pleased

to

l

•'

Hi'

,»,,.,„,

his foot.

tion

their tails

i Cabbying Lrvs Bait.— Editor Forest and Stream: It appears not to be generally known among anglers that minnows
can be kept for considerable time in an air-tight vessel. I
have kept them four and five days, and last week carried a lot
with, me to the Cumberland Eiver and used them in that
stream. The package should not be filled more than twothirds with water, which should occasionally be put in motion, and judgment must be exercised as to the number of
minnows. If the package is of oak it must be
steamed. Very respectfully,
Be Bus,
Cincinnati, Dee. 24.
Riverside, HamiJtou Co., O.

21

monkey

KeeseoiiU, Dec. 20.— I have read with great
interest letters and remarks indicating experiences of trout,
etc., especially in regard to trout striking the fly or hook with
their tail.
Twenty-six years I have passed in the Adirondacks, in annual visits, and have studied with great care trout
and their habits ; and after that experience, I must indorse
what you yourself write in regard to it. I)k. J. R. Homey n.

show our specimen.

«

a

trout may rush at his food with open mouth, just as we see
greedy boys and dogs, is no proof that trout,' men or boys
habitually doso. The solidity of Ihe head unfits it for such
purpose, while the elasticity of the tail makes it a most
proper instrument. But there is another view of It

hit,

no more.

u
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Ohio TrimpeH Range, Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club.

;

he'll glide

44
44
44
44
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mouth?

1

8—IT

4

;

Arnold
NW
HMortlmer

dappled o'er

Gurgling waters round thy feet,
O'er thy head the branches meet
Bound thee Nutate—Nature's GodAs thy deft hand piles the Tod.
Oh to thee this sport ao dear
Fills thy heart with peace and cheer
May I see thee— years to come—
Bod on shoulder, trudging home,
Hear thee calling, " Look here, Bess,

4-21

4

'

&
«

his sides all

ten-year-old country boy know that a
its tail to flip gnats and other 'insects into its
A hawk or eagle uses its claws for the same puraud
pose,
a monkey its foot. Now, has it not been demonstrated by proof as clear as logic can deduce from
ture, that man is the development of a monkey, and
key of a fish. Reasoning from Ibis fact, we would then naturally expect a trout to use its tail just as a man his hand, or

swallow uses

the belly or sides. Either the hook the trout leaped at or the
next one beyond has hooked him just where it happened to
I have my doubts about fish fooling away their time
playing around in the open air. I think they feed on very
much smaller insects than we suppose, and I don't believe
they come out of the water very often unless they see or
think they see something they want to eat. I had always
supposed that the story about trout slapping the fly with

Quick upon the bank he's brought

Through the Btream

45444-21

JNJfrye
8 Parte
E Uuenler

;

:

TAfioweC.

I

I

See

Fordoes not every

'

FooliBh trout, to try 7»s bait
Now ho plays him Bwtft as thought,

4—22
4-21

5

4 4 5 4

ifeWell

The prize list of the winter shed match was made up
according to the conditions laid down by the Board of DirectBy vote that body authorized the erection of a permanent shelter at the 200-yards firing point, for the purpose of
giving comfortable facilities to those who desired keeping up
To meet the expense of this
practice during the winter.
structure the executive officer was authorized to arrange a
match to be shot on successive Saturdays. The terms of the
match Open to all comers distance, 200 yards rifle and
re-entries perposition, auv within the rules; rouuds, Ave
mitted. Winners to be determined by the aggregate of two
best scores made at any time before the close of the match.
The competitor having the highest aggregate will have first
choice of the prizes offered. The one having the next highThe prizes number twenty-five
est the second, and so on.
and are valuable— consisting of valuable silverware, two valuable rifles, carving set in case, opera-glass, revolvers, etc.
The value of the prizes is $210, and have been on exhibition

WTavior

i.

See him wailing down the Btream—
How lor him life's but a dream
See him cast the pretty fly,
Gently ateppiug— quick to spy
All the little pool ao dark
That experienced eyes would mark.
There! He has him, anre as Fate

It.

Spofford

M

J
l

F
4-23 F

4 s-23
5

EC

ors.

24
24
...... 24
34

which sometimes makes poetiy.
Suppose such simple verses had come (wrapped around a
sugar trout) to Father Izaak himself as a Christmas salutation from his wife, would he not have thought them "choicely good," and would they not have brought sweetly to his
remembrance the fresh air of summer mornings, and the
sound of pure waters, and the other simple delights that were
wont to mingle with the play of his gentle crait f
And might he not afterward have modestly read them
over aloud to Charles Cotton or " Venator," seated upon a
mossy bank or under a honeysuckle hedge by the margin of
*
some brook ?

excellent reentry scores:

548

IBOsbnrn
j Borden
J H Wlllianu

with a sugar trout, came, on
Christmas Day, to an old Angler, from his dear wife, the
lines below given.
The Angler's heart, though old, was
touched a little.
in tissue paper,

•

Third Class
3— tn VanderblH Uibbs.4

5 5 5 5
4 5 5 5

rrqirter
Lowe'lL

Jewell

fishing.
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sence of skill

(>—20

Boston— Christmas Day at Walnut Hill was spent merrily
by the riflemen who crowded the winter shed during the forenoon. The winter shed match was on for the last time and
there was an unusually large number of spectators present
in fact, the attendance was larger than on any previous day ot
The weather opened and continued cold throughthe match.
•'
9
out the shooting, and a stiff easterly breeze, ranging from
to 10 o'clock," occasionally reminded the marksmen, as they
stood at the firing points, that Jack Frost was with them.
bell,
and
the
light
nearly
all
The atmosphere was clear as a
that could be wished for, though the sun at times shone somewhat brilliantly. Mr. Tyler came to the front, securing the
yards,
the
200
highest
distance,
that
25
at
the
good total of
could be made. He was closely followed by Messrs. Lowell
and Osborn, who each made within one point of a clean score.
Mr. Poland got a total of 09 in his three entries. The scores

nM

£#t and givey
FISH

very well that there was in the verses, no display
of poetic skill but somehow he felt in ihcnr that artless ab.

HA

DKUrtSWOOd

Pyle.

He knew

4—31 JWVmlDg
4 4 5 4 4 4 4-29
H WlthillgtOD....6 4 4 4 5 5 4—31
Mufus sawyer.... 4 5 3 4 5 4 4-i9
5 4 5 5 4 4
(JH Hussell
4 4 4 4 4 4 4— 2S
4 4 4 4 4 5 5-SO W V MetOHlf
Jt HLaw
5—30
Ireland
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 -27
4 4 15 44
J H Barnes

TBOabom

second annual dinner of the
Club drew over seventy Scotsmen
on Ninth street, last Thursday evenand " feare-brose " and other less
national but equally palatable dishes, the feast went on far
into the morning.
The officers ol the club for the year 1879
are: President, Colonel J. W. Marshall; Vice-President,
Captain Ross: Secretary, Mr. Robert Hunt; Treasurer, Captain William Lindsay.
Board of Directors— Lieutenant D.
E. Vannett, Mr. John Booth, Captain W. Clarke and Mr. W.

Wrapped up

2—18—234
4
4
2
2
JMCtoodalo
In the winter-shed match at 200 yards, seven shots, the
scores stood in classes

WH
wftWmtner

—The

Scottish Riflkmkn.
Scottish American Eifle
and laddies to Merritt's,
ing, and with "Haggis"

doz.

Richardson's Team.

J

—In the winter shed match at 200 yards on Walnut Hill
range, December 21, Capt. W. H. Jackson put in a total of
72 in the possible 75 in 15 consecutive shots. As an all-range
shot Captain Jackson may fairly lay claim to be the best exemplar of American marksmanship.

;

s
4

HBDavIs

WO loaoey....
SWUM

Team.
5

Howard

W GTousey

;

;

;

Ireland's

JKTeele
C H Russell

JB

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

match, ninth paragrtiph, (Tit'tlei! "Prize," these worfls: ''Each member
of the wlnntnz team to receive a medal representing tne trophy." Aswe
Blot Under Hio.Je conditions, uni] fnlfllled nil ut our obligations, we are
deBiroasthaf. the N. it. A. fulfill their porllou, which as yet they Havo
failed to do. When we shot the walk-over our work was done bnt to flx
the time and place /or the next match. Still we feel under an obligation to our brother r.flenien, and as we were their exponents before
the butts, we are their exponents in ull pertaining to liielr interests.

DN

;

;
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Wisoonsjs—AsMamd, Dec. 23.— Cisco fishing-time has
come and huge fun the boys are having with the fish.
»

The Fly Question.— The

•»

—

Cis.

i-

interest in this

mini

Seldom have seen a question atWe add a few more opinions
week
Why should anyone think it strange that a trout flirts a
fly into his mouth r
Analogy would lead us to expect it.

topic continues unabated.
tract

such general attention.

of contributors this

;

WEIGHT AND STRUCTURE OF RODS.
Editob Fobbbt ajjd Btbeaji
In your issue of November
:

21, I read with much interest a
short editorial, calling attention to the extreme lightness of
modern salmon rods in comparison with those which we can
almost be pardoned for calling ancient. I think, however,
that you have not quite done justice to Mitchell's rod or
rather the lightness of it— by comparing it (being 17^- feet
long) with your section bamboo, which measures only l6i
feet.
I suppose both rods are without reel-plate, in which
case S ounces is not by any means a great addition in weight,
when a whole foot is added to the length. As. an increase of
calibre must be made for every inch added to the length of
a rod, there is necessarily a great deal to be added for twelve
inches.
I am a confirmed admirer of section bamboo for any
and all fly rods— that is, I think the best six section, bamboo
are incomparably better than any solid wood fly-rod I have
ever handled ; but, of course, I prefer a good solid wood rod
Still, the question at
to any but the best of the section rods.
issue is not the comparative merits of any kinds of rods, but
simply one of calibre and increasing weight in its relation
to increasing length.
In this connection 1 cannot refrain from calling your attention to a ludicrous mistake made by some one in your issue
of December 5.
An 18-foot salmon rod is there e
weighing 33 ounces, and ihe we:
statement that the reel-plate weighei

—

know which seems worse— an
only 24 oum
fly-rod,

having a

9- ounce

is;

reel-plati

making, and a, good derl in usia
weight to my opinion on this subjec
little laugh, and to confirm my opinii
the firm of

Abbey

& Imbrie.

In the course

tiou he stated a great many facts, SOB
to those of your readers who are
In regard to the weight of section bomb'
of reel-plates
The weight of any wood depeni
density, and its density depends almost entirely upoi
<

:

i

FOREST AND STREAM.
Of its fibres and their closeness one to another.
Calcutta
bamboo, Out of which all the heat makers manufacture toeil rods, increases the density of its fibres and their
closeness to each other from the centre to the circumference
of the cane. Probably no wood does this in so great a degree,
for, in less than one-third of an inch, what is almost pith becomes an enamel that often turns the edge of the best tools.
Another peculiar feature of Oalculta bamboo is that one often
finds several canes, equally strong and elastic and equally
good for making rods, which vary much in density of structure,
When i say much, I mean much in the eyes of a fine
workman. The one thing needful in this matter is that these
discrepancies must not happen in any two sections of the
same rod All the pieces used in any one rod must have a
natural relation to each other in regard to comparative
weight and elasticity.
There must be a natural homoFrom this it follows that
geneity of all the sections.
rods of the same calibre may ba equally good in every respect
and yet vary as much as seven per centum in weight. Possibly on the whole there is a slight percentage in favor of the
quality of the heavier rods, or rather rods that weigh less
than you expect them to ought to be scrutinized very carefully.
perfectly balanced rod will always seem lighter
than one of the same weight that, is not correctly calibred;
but one who is used to handlipg fly-rods soon detects a lightness that is not due to delicate adjustment of proportions.
I said that section bamboo rods which weigh less than one
expects them to weigh should be regarded with suspicion.
Some manufacturers make the butts of their section bamboo
either wholly or partly of cedar.
This, of course, reduces the
weight very materially, but I think it does so at the expense
ol perfect action.
There is, in my opinion, no wood that
works exactly right with bamboo. Another way of reducing
the weight of section bamboo rods is by making them hollow,
and still another by cutting off the hard part which is, of
course, the part which should be most carefully preserved. To
sum up in a few words, be extremely careful how you buy a
very light section bamboo, and be still more careful whom
iieas

A

you buy

it

from.
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Gulf Coast was announced two months ago
if sncii
a volcanic spring exists, the poisoning of the water can easily
be. accounted for
though the remedy to prevent continued
mortality of the fish is not so readily found. The locality of
this boiling spring was given by the Key West Key of the
off the

j

of

Gulf,

bay

coast

very

not

November 0th, or thereabouts,
from two to ten fathoms
definite,

nation

that

seems

to

but

we have
have

been

it

the

most

No

authentic

is

seen.

from

derived

"along our

as

This

out."
positive

information

any other

The fishermen whose occupation has been

is

desig-

source.

cut short so sud-

denly should devote their leisure time to efforts to determine
the locality of the obnoxious cause, wherever or whatever it
is, and report at once to the revenue station
at Key West,
thereby seconding the efforls of the Government to remedy the
It will he

evil.

of their

now

a direct

way

of putting bread in the

The

starving families.

mouths

polluting substance,

whatever it may be, is evidently most subtle, for its influence is seen for a distance of 200 miles, dead fish covering the
surface of the ocean wherever the eye rests. One proof of its
volcanic origin

that the water so polluted is of a "red brick
color," at a distance of less than a mile from shore, while the
is

interval of water along the land is natural in color

Of

and

taste.

subaqueous origin there can be no doubt, but whether
it has
connection with waters iu the interior of Florida by
subterranean passages, or has a deeper and independent
source and seat, is what we wish to know. The phenomenon
in itself is not wonderful or incomprehensible, being only a
its

reproduction of boiling springs in

and ocean.

in land

all

parts of the globe, both
there

on immense

is

— See Bogardus' advertisement.

made plain, only approximate
Length or

Weight of Keel Plate.

Bofl,

Meet
it

;-i

IK

feet

Total Weight.

ounces.

2

2\
»X

IB feet
'"'

3

iTMteet

3»s

:o

ax

"
"

••

"
"

IBloet
lSfeet

3% "

HO feet

4

»

ii

U

"

18

«
•

1!8

•

SI
26
40

"
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»

44
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for taking up so much of your space, but I must
that 1 believe that what so much interested
prove equally interesting to some of your subscribers.

my excuse

me may

Yours most

[We
up

truly,

g_

greatly indebted to our correspondent for opening
this important subject iu a logical and intelligent manner.
feel

The

facts he gives, and his table of relative weights are not
often found in the literature of angling and anglers' implements.
note with pleasure a progressive development in

We

A Tod is no longer
one end a fool at the

the art of rod-making, as in gun-making.

"a

and string, with a
other."—Ed. 1?. and S.]
stick

fiabuat

THE FISH MORTALITY

IN

Jackson vo.LB,

Editor Forest and streau

THE GULF.
l'!a.,

Dec

26, isis.

:

In reply to your comma nlcatlon soliciting information regarding tlie
mortality among the Ash on the coast ana ouean near fctie Keys, I can
only say that from personal observation I have none to communicate.
Through the public press I have noticed that ash have been dying In

Immense quantities for some time.
By some the mortality is attributed
o.

cons, quence of the

to the freshness ot the water, as

heavy rains of the past snmmet and autumn.

my opinion this explanation will not suffice, as the mum outlets
empty into the ocean north o! Pavtlllon Key, and that
sheephead.tarpum, channel bass and mullet vielt and live in brackish
and even fresh water. By some it haa been attributed to volcanic action, and by others to the breaking forth of a subterranean
stream, the
waters of which are poisonous. One fact is positively known/and
Bat la

ot Ocitecliobee

that

enormous quantities are dying over a large extent
from the effects of something contained In the water—be
something deleterious gasses, mineral BUbstances held in solu-

is

that fish in

of the Gulf
that,

tion, or fungi.

The fishing Interest of Key West is an important one, for it supplies
thousands with the means of subsietanoe, and if the fish mortality
should continue is will bring privation and suffering to many a family.
It appears to me that the existing mortality among the flsh is
a matter of scientific importance, and should be thoroughly Investigated.
I would suggest the advisability o£ the Revenue Department
or the
Smithsonian Institution sending a commissioner to investigate the
canae
of the mortality. The Government baa a dispatch boat at
Key West
which eoald be spared for the purpose, and the expense would ,be
trining. .is a matter of scientific Interest, Independent
of Its commercial importance, this subject demands Investigation.
I remain yours truly,
c j. KKt) wowmYm
,

We warmly second

Dr. Kenwotthy's suggestion, and hope
Government will permit the use of facilities for investigation which it appears to have in readiness at Key West.
We
have already hinted that the use of fluorescine in those waters
of Florida which empty into the Gulf might serve to indicate
the origin of the boiling spring, whose discovery somewhsre
the

SEASON

FOR DECEMBER
Bed

or Va. deer, O. virginiamts.
black and gray.
Hares, brown and gray.
<iuail or partridge, Onyx VirginiaWild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo.
Woodcock, fiiilchela minor.
Pinnated grouse or prairie chickHuffed grouse or pheasant, Bonasa
en, Cupidonia cupida.
umbtUxt*.
Caribou, Tarandus rangtfer.

"Bay

.Squirrels, red,

birds" generally, including various Bpecies of plover, sand
phalaropos, avocete,

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds,
etc.,

coming under the group Limacolai or Shore Birds.

SS~ In New York state December

a close month for deer.
Deer
Bhootlng la permitted only during the months of September, October
and November. Sale of venison is permitted until January l, and not
Is

after.

We

Yksots.

Straining at Gnats.— It is rather remarkable that in such
a sporting State as Tennessee there should be found persons
narrow-minded enough to fake the action below, yet such appears to be the case. In July last a number of gentlemen of
Nashville known as the Nashville Team, and comprised of
members of the A. B. Bower and Forest and Stream Gun
Clubs, accepted a challenge from a gun club iu Murfreesboro
to shoot them a match at glass balls.
The match was shot,
the Nashville team being defeated.
Now the Sheriff of
of Rutherford County has served upon the gentlemen of
Nashville notices of indictment before the criminal court at
its nest April session to answer to the charge of gaming.
Our correspondent who gives us these particulars says that ho
has made inquiries into the matter and finds that the teams
did not gamble in the true sense of gambling they shot for a
sweepstakes, the proceeds of which were to defray expenses.
If such interference on the part of the law continues it will
naturally affect that class of sport out here.
Glass hall shooting is quite an expensive amusemehi, and if sweepstakes are
not allowed, so that a shooter might win a little from time to.
time, many of them would have to give up shooting.
Very respectfully,
J. D. H.

Tennessee— Nashville, Deo. 26.— During Christmas week
great quantities of game and fish were offered for sale by the
different dealers in this city.
In the market-house two bears,
were offered for sale besides a number of deer.
J. D. H.

Geoboia— Americus, Dee. 19.—Every year we take one bighunt that is, turn out for a day to see how many birds we
can kill. We do this only once a season, and then arrangements are made previously to prevent wasting buds. We
took the hunt for this season on the 14th. Five guns and five
dogs all on ground entirely new. To say we did poor shooting tells only the truth poor as to quality, but for quantityrich in profusion. Sportsmen are said to be both punctual
and truthful, antl I must not. go back on the profession.
There was only one first-class shot among us, and he did
worse than any. He was shooting Ditrnar powder, and contrary to all our hopes and expectations we are forced to attribute this as the cause.
Even at this late day it was our
first trial of the powder.
Perhaps his was not the right grain
or his shells were improperly loaded.
We hope it was some
such fault as this, and trust "to succeed with it yet if we can
get it to be quicuer.
It is too slow entirely.
In watching

—

;

New

Sportsman's House in Florida.— Capt. Wingate, of
Team, has opened a house in the Gulf
Hammock, seven miles from the Beaver Creek station on the
Femandina and Cedar Keys R. R. The house is 40x60, two
stories high, with accommodations for thirty guests.
the Cincinnati Rifle

Canada— Montreal,

..

Pardon me
urge as
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Moosa, Alces malchti.
Elk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis.

rod.

The following is a tabulated statement of weights given me
by Mr. imbrie. They are, for the reasons which I hope I have

A

;

%mn% §ng and §ntu

;

weight Of the

Oabomsa.— Ofwteston, Deo. 28, -Our sportsmen
masw on Christmas Day, and several line bags

of woodcock, partridge and ducks were brought in.
large
number of deer and turkey were also killed by different hunting parties from the city. Our party hunted about twenty
miles from here, and on Christmas morning started ten deer
in less than two hours' time, and although several shots were
had, we succeeded in getting only a rice buck. Deer are
more plentiful in some sections of this county this season than
at any previous time since the war. During a recent freshet
in the Santee Swamps, about forty miles from the city, a
hunting party killed sixteen in one day's hunt, It is to be
hoped that this wholesale slaughter will not be permitted
again, or we shall soon be compelled to hunt rabbits for lack
of larger game.
During the recent critical illness of G/QV>
Hampton, an incident occurred which shows his intense fondness for hunting. It had been raining bard and continuously
on the Friday proceeding the day fixed for the amputation of
his leg, and, notwithstanding the depressing influence of the
weather and the intense pain that he was suffering, he remarked to one ol his friends present, lluit, "As it has been
rainiDg so heavily all day, the deer will be driven out of the
swamps, and it would be a famous day for hunting"
are happy to report the Governor's daily improvement, and
trust that it will not be very long before he will again be able
to indulge in that glorious sport of which he is so fond.

'

Off Matanzas

spring, not hot, but of clear, cold, pure water.

In regard to the weight; of full s lid metal reel-plates. The
thickness of the metal is the main element, but of course the
length and circumference have something to do with comparaAs a rule the circumference of the butt of a
tive weight.
section bamboo rod is greater than that of a solid wood rod of
the same calibre. Many think that this increased swell is made
mainly for ornament but besides adapting the rod to the
hand, it helps to give that magnificent single action which
nearly everybody in this country admures so much. The
weight of the reel-plate, especially in singe-handed rods, is by
no means a, disadvantage; in fact, it "makes the rod seem
lighter, because it balances the rod.
I speak, of course, of
those rods which have the reel below the casting hand. The
easy confirmation of the fact may be obtained by any one who
will use an old-fas'hioned fly-rod," with the reel above the hand,
for an hour, and then take up one made with the reel below.
He will immediately perceive that the additional ounces really
seem to deduct themselves from, instead of increasing, the

SoxiTn

turned out en

Dee.

20.— Since the shooting began

I

have hunted over a large portion of the Province of Quebec
that lies south of the river St. Lawrence, and have bagged
but little game. Small game has been very scarce in this
vicinity.
In many places where last year I killed full bags of
ruffed grouse, this season my dogs some days would not flush
but one or two birds, and they were almost invariably old
flcocs.
The great amount of rain flooded our swamps and
ats kand kept the streams at flood-tide, which spoiled our fun
in a great measure with snipe and ducks.
There was, however, early in the season an invasion by bears and wolves
on
some of our border settlements, near Thursa, a small village
on the Ottawa. Twenty-two bears have been killed, and five
of this number were brought to grief within the
village
limits, and one of them was, in fact, laid low in the
dooryard of the only hotel of the place. The writer, while crossing the river there one night, nearly ran afoul of one ; but
Mr. Bruin made his escape in the darkness. As yet there are
but few deer here in our markets, though one parly claims to
have shot twenty near one camp on Bear Brook, Out. The

ground
for

is

si ill

now covered with a few inches of snow— enough
hunting— and we may expect to see some caribou

brought in by some of our sportsmen soon. I have information that a yard of caribou are within a short ride by rail
from this city.
Stanstbad.

New Jebset—Malaga, Dec. 28.—The gunning this season
has been better than at any time for ten years. Under the
West Jersey Game Protective Society, all the five counties
comprising West Jersey (New Jersey South and West), have
been stocked with North Carolina quails, and last winter was
a favorable one to the young birds.
Judge Miller, Secretary
of the Game Protective Society, spent two days here this
month and bagged 107 quails, which we think is good shooting.
The Judge is one of our brightest lawyers and a good
shot.
He tells me that he killed 05 quails last winter in one
day at Cape May Court House, Cape May Co. The beach
near Cape May abounds in rabbits. The best ground for
ducks is near Leeds Point (mentioned in your paper of Dec.
where Jority Looy will meet parties at Absecom and show
them some rare sport at geese and ducks.
5),

YouK

>

Pennsylvania— Williumsport, Lycoming

Matlack.
Co., Deo.

19.—The

hunting season just closed has been a very uninteresting one
in this locality.
Ruffed grouse, our principal game bird, contrary to all expectations, were extremely scarce. Having had
very little tracking snow, and running deer with hounds being unlawful and generally discountenanced, comparatively
few deer have been killed in the county. Our hunters generally are dissatisfied with the present law, as the season
ending Dec. 15 practically prevents tracking in this latitude.
The law will doubtless be broken more or less, and the question arises, " Will the man who hunts two weeks after season
by that time not become reckless and demoralized enough to
hunt even later?" The most of ua think it would be wise to
restore the quitting time to Jan. 1, and rather take off two,
or even four, weeks from the beginning of the season.
BoaoLiux.

my friend shoot I could absolutely see the shot strike the
birds.
Our greatest trouble has always been the smoke, the
abominable smoke spreading in a cloud before us just in time
to obscure the birds both living and dead.
In shooting ducks
this evening, the atmosphere was light, and I was unable to.
get in a second barrel a. single time on account of the smoke.
We bagged only 159 all told, every one quail, and every one
honestly killed, for what lover of a good dog and fine gun
would have a bird obtained otherwise"? Oue "thing that perhaps is peculiar to us is that wo never shoot a hare. Experience has taught us that for truthful and handsome work by a
dog in a country abounding with quail and hares the latter
should never be shot, and consequently they soon will not be
pointed. Nothing is more provoking than to dismount to
point and have scamper away from your approach "Molly
cotton tail." ft is a handsome shot, I admit, but my word
for it, if spoils your dog.
Shot.
Mississippi— Corinth, Dee. 27.—Weather fearfully cold; two
inches of snow on the ground.
Have had part of one day in
the field since my return from Nashville; made quite a fair
bag of quail over my brace of pointers Kate and Maida.
Have not been after ducks this winter some reported in at
this writing.
Received to-day from Dr. Caldwell, of Texas
an immense pair of ears of a jackass rabbit run down with
his pack of greyhounds.
White showing the ears to some
gentlemen in the street, a negro fellow saw them. "Great
golly I" said he, " See dem yers— gwine rabbit hunting right
;

off I"

Guyon.

>

Montana— Virginia

City, Dec.

7.— 6ur hunting

season

is

drawing to a close. It has been a prolific one, and many fine
bags have been made.
Geese and duck have mostly gone to
their
to be

more southern winter

quarters, but

there are a few
found in the open marshes and streams. Chickens arevery plentiful, but very wild and hard to approach; will not
lie for dog.
I have just returned from a two days' shoot.
bringing in a fair bag of chickens and ducks topped oil wieh'
three fine geese, very fat and weighing from twelve to fourteen pounds. I had tine sport at jack snipe for an hour or
so
one day this fall, killing 51 in the time. Something unusual,
in this country.
a. B. K.
still

Shells of Twenty Gauge.—Editor Forest and Stream your answer to correspondent, " F. R. «,," Laconia
N. H., in issue of December 20, you say, "No shells of twenty
gauge are made in this country," In this you labor under amistake, as this Company can furnish shells of their own
make in all sizes— brass and paper— from eight to twenty
If you can correct you will oblige.
I see in

Youra

New

York, Dec. 26.

respectfully,

Hooper,

Winchester K. A. OL

Rust Pebventee— Schenectady, N. T., Dec. 28.— In answer
to the many inquiries which you have in reference to a
rust
preventer, allow me to state that in my opinion the most
perfect one In existence is cosmolino.
It can be obtained at any,

:

n
:

:

druggist store. Ten or fifteen cents will buy enough to last
for years for one gun.
It does not become rancid in any
climate it is a perfect protection against, rust and coloration.

looks of the decoys; or a bunch of geese could be see:
overhead, as If they knew the range of fowling pieces; Toward eleven
...
noticed that the flocH
,,i.
n
oj lo one aide,
.

.

W

.

|

Nathan

G. Daggett, M. D.

Pmmitive Florida.— One of our correspondents is

and after jin;'
,-,,vere(l that a
man, with boat and decoys, huving taken possession of the western
shore of the island, was ullding a blind by piling up dried ditft glass.
So, jumping out, we hastened to expostulate with him,
and, Having
induced him to retire, we rclurne 1 to our shelter and commenced business again. By dark we h id bagged twenty-three ducks, and returned
well jallsfied, despite the temporary interruption of our sport. Moriches is a good place for duck shooting.*
c. W. F.

stationed

Lake City, Florida, engaged in a preliminary survey of the
and available waters of the St. Marys and Suwnnee
including Okefonokee Swamp, with a view to ultimately uniting the two streams by canal. The parly notes the
depth and area of all the inland waters which come within the
rivers,

One correspondent

scope of their investigation.

writes

:

LAKE REGIONS OF FLORIDA.
Melrosb, Fla., Deo. 20, 1S7S.
EnrroR Fobest and Stream:
I happened to come flown to Florida upon the same steamer, and
Indeed, happened to share Hie same room with " that olllce boy of
yours." I can cheortally agree with htm In his praise of steamer,
and crew. It is a great pity the boy could not have tarried
awhile under this beautiful southern winter sun, Instead of going directly back into cold weather and snow. I think he would have en.
Joyed a trip down here among these lovely lakes. He could certainly
get hi? fill of the finest shooting 1 know of— quail and duck. A great
deal cf land around these lakes are old fields, cleared land, and on
these fields are many coveys of quails (called partridges by the natives). Quail here hardly know what a gun is. In fact, the only dissatisfaction I imagine you would have would be the ease with which
yon could bag them, for 1 find, which I never found until I came here,
that there can be too many birds, sometimes, to make quail shooting
Interesting. But how enjoyable these baautiful winter days are
The
warm sunshine ail about you, yet the air just bracing enough to make
yon feel like tramping or riding so different from the hot sun and hot
sand of summer. As I said, these old fields abound with quail in, generally, large coveys. They lie very close, and one can often walk
through them without flushing. They are strong on the wing, and, as
far as I can see, are similar to onr Eastern quail. They arc as plenty
hi the pine woods, but they fly into the tree tops, and then are hardly
moved again. In the Held there Is no cover but grass, and with a dog
one can have all the shooting he wants. Change No. 9 shot for No. i
and take a row around this lake (Santa Fe), or any other abont here,
and yon immediately have a change of sport. The edges of the lake
are fringed with grass and bonnets, with little bays of the same every
now and then, making a perfect home for the duck. Ask the darkey
who is leaning against that tree, grinning at you and your gun, to push
you around In a nat-bottom boat among the bonnets and grass. He'll
do it all day for two bits, bnt you must look out ; don't let the awkward
fellow hit you with the oar or knock your gun overboard, for the water
In this way you will again get all the shooting yon want, 1 bela wet.
lieve ; or if you get tired of that, place yourself in some cover or some
knoll between any two lakes toward sundown, and take them as they
They are here, and will be until the last of March or the first
fly over.
officers

!

;

But shooting at this game grows monotonous after awhile,
ever so good, and variety is the spice of life with sportsmen as
well as with all other classes. To get tills variety we will some day
start for the sand hills for deer, or to the hammock for turkey. We
will have to go three, four or five miles, perhaps, and we had better
calculate to stay two or three days and have a good camp hunt. You
will have a chance to kill your first deer if you have not already done
bo. I am looking forward to such a hunt, of which I will give you an
account If you wish. I want to tell you before I stop where ono can
find a good bed and good accommodations, for that is very essential
after a day's tramp. We shall come In with a good appetite and tired
limbs. What we then want is a good meal and a good bed. All this
can be found here right on the banks of beautiful Santa Fo. I shall
of April.
It

apeak of one family In particular, as I have been there and so know
whereof T speak. Mr. Lambclin's house is near, and overlooks the
lake. His charges are moderate, as yon see— $5 per week. Here yon
will be sure to receive the best of treatment, and everything
will be done to make your stay pleasant, and on leaving you
wlil be glad to have met him and to call him a friend, and I believe
will want to come back again. This is also just the place to make
headquarters. From here you can go ont In almost any direction tor
hunting excursions. Setting off Transit R. R, at Waldo, then eight
0. 0. G.
miles' wagon ride will bring you here.

DUCK SHOOTING AT MORICHES.
sunny, frosty Monday morning in November
New York for Moriches, L. I.
last, we left she railway station at East
A ride of three hours by rail, supplemented by a dusty Btage ride of
of Mr. David
three and a half miles, brought us to the hospitable house
Robinson. After we had partaken of dinner we hired a half-broken
and resetter for the rest of the afternoon (it now being about 2 p. j*,),
turned to the farm at dark with twelve quail. We had engaged the
guide
nervines of Mr. John Bishop, a keen sportsman and crack shot, as
a.m.,
for the next day on ducks, and accordingly turned out at 8
hastily partook of breakfast, and by 4 o'clock took our departure. A
T.Aitor:
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ing for the championship of America for both birds and glass balls,
X found it very satisfactory for uniformity of size and weight, The
tin coating is a finish which lU3 long been looked for by all sportsmen,
and after Bhooting it a great number of times I found that my gun was
not fonled in the least, as it would have been had I used other shot, 1

recimmend

Edmunds.
I

111

In answer CO your request thai; I should give the ho Roy Tin-Coated
and Burnished Shot a trial, I will say that, having used it in my shoot-
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PIGEON MATCHES.
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Glass Balls at Gii.moke's Ctap.dbn
Wednesday and
Thursday, Jan. 8 and 9, 1879.— Captain Bogardus has made
two matches, to be shot at Oilmore's Garden January 8 and 9,
under the following conditions
He bets $1,001) even that he
will break 0,000 glass balls out of 0,300, and bets $500 against
$1,000 that he will break 0,000 out of 0,100, and he bets §100
against $1,000 that he will break 0,000 without a miss, and to
shoot at 3,000 each day and he has made a match with Mr.
Abe Kleinman, of Chicago, (he " champion pigeon of Ameri-

The

prizes of the tournament

were awarded as follows: TheOhum-

Abe Kleinman of Chicago drat medal for
'?
£-ILdmunds
of POiUdelphla; Hudson and 1

p
i™,i! p w.
shooting
second glass
,

-.

tl

o,oT-y

iSeiriuin third, aid

;

Mills foul

guns, bearing

.-1

1

second Is a plain scroll, from which depend two crossed guns with the'
inscription, "Champion Badge of America for Glass Ball Shunting "
Pendint from the guns is a medal bearing a number of balls In relief
surrounding a glass ball trap.

MASS4CHUSKTTS— <jui>wii. Dec 26.— The Me

1H

ng Club,

of Quiucy, had a pigeon shoot at (Juincy W,
shooting at 10 birds at 21 yards rise. Tin

The Bogardus Tournament.

man

ach

Souther and Prank H
Curtis, Owen Jones, 7; H.c
Jr., Charles Colby, o

Glover,?; Ed ward
ik

S.

t,

MvsTtcSnooTiNd cll'i;— SomenUle,

,

U.

;

j

Me. fe,— Bin

.Wee..,

pigeon match; Card's revolving trap, 21 yards:
Glass balls.

;

:

a

scroll on which are inscribed the wards, "i
ampin
ot America
for Pigeon Shooting.'
From
medal of chased gold, on which is a wreath of laurel in bold relief surrounding the head of a setter, In whose month Is a wounded bird The

;

The tournament ananged by Cap'. A. H. Bogardus, for the champlonship-of-Amertca contest, has naturally aroused mud Inteteal
among those interested in trap shooting. The ilrf day was devoted to
the single bird shooting in the content tor ,i purse'iif £500 unci gold
medal given by Captain Bogardus. to be held by the winner as the
champion shot of America, tup first prize was $161) and the medal,
the second prize, $175; the lhir<3 prize, tlOOj the fotuth prize. $7r>.
The competitors, as described by the reporter of the Z\m- York Uerali
ami F086KC And Stream, were the following
John A. Nichols, of Syracuse, N. Y., lias been nroralnent in several
contests throughout the country, and is the proprietor of the Nichols
& Lefever gun. ne shot with a 10-gange gun of his own make, which
weighed tn lbs. Ills Hells were kuuli u with live Irm urns of Orange
Lightning Powder and
oz. No. 8 Leroy soft shot.
S A. Tucker, of Meriden, Conu., is among the beat shots of the
country, and has appeared at. most of the celebrated contests during
the past three years. He u3ed a 10-gaugc l'ai leer guu, in lbs and vk
ozs. Leroy's tm-coated snot No. 8.
Abe Kleinman, of Chicago, is well known, having taken part in the
celebrated match at Saratoga in the contest for the i.onilard badge
also Bhooting with Bogardus twice fortheebs
was only ddfea icdbyone rd in the last match. He defeated Ward,
of Canada, at .Syracuse, N. Y., in iscs, and is generally considered one
of the best shots
this country.
He used a 10-gaug"u Baly gun, ll>.
lbs., Willi Ave drachms of Hazard No. t powder ana IK ozs. No
s

glass baa

:

ba.!

is

ca," to shoot 500 balls, giving Mr. Kleiunian 100 broken^ balls
in 500 each day, balls to be thrown from Bogardus screen' tea]
The shooting will commence at 11 a. m. and I
15 yards rise.
continued each day until'
p. m., or until the 3,000 each
day are shot at.
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Brooklyn Gcn GLVf^Cgpreat Hills, h.
Shoot Of members of the Brooklyn Gun Club

/,

at—ttolUBetttllre

i>,e.

for a

Fox gnn presented

by the club; shot forat ten birds each from
pa; 30 yards
rise (winners handicapped two yards), hi varus boundary; UrouKlyn
*
Gnu Club rules:
Gun
20 yds
West
1
i
1-8
ii

Uillet

Broadway

^.

.

23

1

.2(1

i

1-8

Tatham'B

chilled shot.
Dr. B. Talbot, of New

York

city, is a good
Ids., live drachm

amateur shot. He used
alo-gauge Scott gun, 9><
u
S
urvey's powder, and 1
ozs. No. T Leroy's soft shot.
E. J. Hudson, of Syracuse, N. V., has appeared at many a lively contest at Chicago, Cleveland, Saratoga and,
fait, at most of the large
1

1

'.,'

m

matches during the

past, fife years.
He used a 10-gange Nichols 4
Lefever gun, 11 lbs., with 514 drachms No. 7 Orange Lightning Powder
ami 1 u ozs. No. 8 Leroy's ( olt shot.
Myles L. Johnson, of RobblnsvUle.N. J., is one of the veterans in the
shooting line, and has seen more matches and furnished as many birds
for them as any man in the country. He is a favorite among shooting
men. He won the champion badge for double birds in 1S72, and held
It until he sold it.
At Mark Eock, In Rhode Island, in 1SI0, he won the
championship on single birds, which was won from him by Paine, and
won subsequently by Bogardus on the 26th of May, 1671, and he has
tince held it against all comers. Johnson was In good condition
although a fifty-year-old inau, and nscil B
an, 9 lbs. 7.
ozs., Willi Ove drachms of Hazard powder No. i, and No. 8 Tatham'B
.

.

chilled shot.
E. L. Mills, of

Washington, D. C, is an amateur; ha3 done eouslderanle good shooting at home. He is employed in the Treasury Department, and devotes his leisure hours to hie favorite pastime. He
used a 10-gange Nichols * Lefever gun. weighing 10 lbs., loaded with
five drachms of Orange Lightning powder No. «, and i,s; ozs. Leroy's
tinned shot No. s.
S. F. Gtldersleeye, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is a member of lioth the Long
Island and Brooklyn gun clubs, and is ciiuuriunn of the Long Island
Committee on finance and Executive. Be Is well known In shooting
circles, and always ready to take a band in any contest thai can he
made, lie used a 10-gange Wesley Kiehards gun, loaded with -Ikj

Hazard No.

1

ducking powder, and

ss.

1

No.

s Tathttirvl

chilled Bitot.
J. M. Thornton (shooting under the uatue B. Clark), of Des Moines,
i.i,
Iowa, was sic- a,
orp
ire,
He used a lo-gauge Foster
gun, 10 lbs., which had been used by Bogardus when he defeated Paine and Kleinman, each in closely contended matches. Hli
103d was nve drachms Bupont powder No. 2, and 1'.; ozs. Tatlism's
soft shot NO. 7.
E. H. Height, of Allaire. N. J., is an amateur shot well known among
the Jersey shooting men. lie used a. iiemingiou 12-guuge, St.; lbs.",
loaded with four drachms Hazard double If powder, and!
oz. No 8
Tatham'a chilled Bhot
The ]urige3 were F. M. Thompson, of New York, and Levi Redding,
of Brooklyn, and the rel
aptaln Bogardus.
The weather was inte
Wowing during the whole of
the afternoon, sweeping a blinding dost Intol he faces of the shooters
aa triey went to the Bcore. The acore-made was
1
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lay concealed In boats against the eastern shore, awaiting the arrival
of the ducks.
When the sun appeared above the horizon, tinting the water with
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The totals In pigeon shooting for the two days were, therefore
Height, 20 ; HiiUbou, 26 ; GilKlcinniun, 33 Johnson, 27 ; Talbot, SS
(lersleeVL. 82; Clark, 22; Tucker. 20; Mills, 19; Nichols, 1G.
The third day's work opened with a " freeze-out sweepstakes" at
pigeons, miss and out. Hudsou and Kleinman tied on Ave and divided, and a second match was won by Hudson and Talbot, who di;
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Dr. Carver ihot at t< n birds at 20 yards rise, killing ten straight, and
then shot at three birds at the same rise, shooting from
each fell dead. After that exhibition sweepstakes were
until darkness closed the day's sport,
1

i

—

Paijsaob Qck Cecti H'.'sf lloboken, JV. ./.—Tournament on Christat Tyler Park, N. .1. The shooting was at pigeons 21 yards
80 yards boundary, and the shooting was N
rood
thestateof the weaiher. The following are the scores:
Pirst sweepstakes
1*1 0-2 B S Payne
A Anderson
1 i i i 1—5
1 111 1—5
K Brazeau
F Harrison
1
1 1 il—
10,
1—1 J Leugerke
GBelcher
1111
01
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1 '-3
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t 1 1
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.
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were shot off at three birds each, and B. S. Favr
H. Lengerke took Beeond money, aud J. c. Corbet took ininl
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After this several miss and go ont sweepstakes were decided
Woods, Palmer, Corbet ami Payne.
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Height

resplendent hue3, the hitherto dimly-seen decoys appeared duckflock of
like as life. Suddenly a rush of wings was heard, and a
whistlers swooped over the decoys and were off again with the speed
of the wind ; but not without leaving lour of their companions behind
them. The flights soon became quite frequent. Occasionally a flock
of black ducks would come quite near, and. then voer off, not liking the

1

,

u

an hour brought us to a small Island lying midway between
the Great South Beach and the mainland, and, placing onr decoys, wo

sail of half

.

,

TIN-COATED SHOT.

We

'

•

i

tributaries

" On the 19th, guided by a gentleman living two and a
half miles south of Oluskco, we visited, with portable boat, a
secluded lake on the south fork of St. Marys Hivcr.
were informed that it was the first boat ever launched there,
excepting the apology owned by our guide, and we credited
the information; for, when we had carried our tiny craft
over the treacherous line of fallen trees, we saw on all sides
that this beautiful girded outline was unmarred by ax or fires,
and one could secrete boat and inmates by sailing underneath
the festooned cypress trees which grow far out from the margin on all sides. Our guide informed us there was 'right
smart of deer and turkey all about the lake, which is two
and a quarter miles long. On the south could be seen from
the lake large hammocks rising out of the swamp, but being
engaged in another occupation we were compelled to return
after casting a wistful glance at the natural home of the turkey. I have seen the Adirondacks in all their lights and
shadows, winter and summer, but never beheld caves, niches,
arches and grottoes, all wafted by a gentle breeze and tinted
with hues which cannot be imitated in art. If you think me
to be one of those enthusiasts who have run wild over the
mountains of your and my native State, go five and a half
miles south of Oluskee through the pine woods and see for
yourself.
Edw. Norton.

1

i

.

at

Mr.

3
Bj3«
«

;

vided on three. Tie glass ball shanties
previous day was then resum-

'

;

be

3

:

:
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yards
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-.. ji.-Fo k club
Ban*, v
Parker's trap, Boganlua* rulcB

18
13

.

Tenbrqok Davis
Charles

White

A Detective

JBBergeu
Ainioman

11
11

S

Miobopjionb.

?

Stil well

s Heudrlckson (w)

—An En^lisli

.,

"J

paper states Unit

a gentleman living near Calcutta has discovered a new praoUcaluiBO for the microphone, which promises to render it more
useful in the detection of crime than our poli
to be.
Having for some time missed oil from his go down, lie
fixed up a microphone near the oil can, carrying the Wire Upstairs to his bedroom, and, after the house had been closed
for the night, sat up to await the result.
He wai
waiting before he heard the clinking of bottles followed by
the gurgling sound of liquid being pom'ed from one receptacle
to another.
Hastening down, he
small bottles with oil for easy conveyance from the

FOREST AND STREAM,
Tim Swedish Arctic Esfrtotion.—The

^ortntumts §aods.

northeast passage expedition in the Vega,
under Prof.
Nbrdeaakjoid, reached
the
mouth of the Lena in the latter part of

ESTABLISHED

'

August, and we may every day expect news
of its safe arrival at Yokohama. Meantime,
Mr. Oscar Dickson of Gottenburg, the generous supporter of the expedition, "has published a letter from Prof. Nordenskjold' giving

453

§>gort§uietis §aads.

§fo

1820.

Metfnqi.

Imperial

GUNTHER'S SONS

G.

C,

Broken, etc.
YoungDogs handled with,
aud judgment.

results obtained in the Novaya
Zernlya region.
While deUined at Yugor
Stmt, to the south of Novaya Zemlya, a visit
to the

Samoeide

village

ami 23d

Dr. Stuxberg collected many specithe fauna of the Strait, including
some remarkably large cilicious sponges.
Many specimens of various kinds of fish were
barova.

mens

They

"gods."

at first

evaded his inquiries,

LONG SEAL-SKIN
In

skins.
Prof. Nordenskjold at
last succeeded in persuading the old woman
to sell him several idols at the price of seven

Each of them had a

roubles.

different pur-

alt

;

the rude rag dolls of children who are unable
to obtain anything better.
Ohabarova is inhabited in summer by nine Russians, who in

SACQUES,

op
M. P. McKOON, Franklin,

Del. Co., N Y.
keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and inI

Qualities and Size3 at English Dye.

telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodeookHhooiinu and retrieving. Correspond-

ents Inclosing stamp will get printed pedigreeB, circular, testimonials, etc..
JlOlf

CLOAKS AND WEAPS,
From

FUR

Taris,

and

of oar

TBIMMIKUS,

COCKERS! COCKERS!
Sportsmen in want of flrU-claBS cocker spaniels
write at once to C11AS. S. HITCHCOCK, Uecretary
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County,
N. y. Stock aud delivery guaranteed. Price $15
eacli for dog or bitch pups.
septia tf

own make.

GENTS'

FURS,

FOR

SPRATT'S PATENT

SALE. -One liver-aud-whte (very handle
iiointei dog pup, by onr champion imported Snapshot, out of fanny II.: full pedigree.
Price $25. LINCOLN A- HrJLLi'AR, Warren, Mass.
d ecia tf

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES,

BLOODS FOR SALE.— Some tine English
BLUE
Fetter pups, live months old, for sale, out of

FUR ROBES,

RUGS AND MATS.
Large assortment, superior styles and make, and

at

Low Prices.

pose and

aspect.
One, for example, was
composed of a stone, which fine rags transformed into a kind of a doll another was a
marionette, with a plate of copper for a face
;
a third was in fur, adorned with earrings and
pearls.
In general, those objects of veneration and adoration of the Samoeides resemble

COCKER SPANIEL

Fur-Lined Circulars,

reindeer

in

NEW YORK

-

-

Breeding Kennel

skjold bought some costumes, utensils, etc.,
from the Samoeides, and, after some difficulty-,
succeeded m obtaining specimems of their

but at last an old Samoide women consented
to show him some.
She drew them from a
bag, where they were packed with much care

St.,

EXTRA

of

bought from the natives. Dr. Kjcllman collected numerous specimens of the liora of the
region, and directed his attention specially to
the morphology and development of the
phanerogamous plants of the arctic regions, a
subject hitherto little studied. Lieut Nordqvist d2VOted attention to insects, while Dr.
Almqvi9t examined the Samoeides with regard to their sense of color, and found it
normally developed in them. Prof. Norden-

H. <:. CLOVER,
Toms river, N. J.

184 FIFTH AVENUE,
BROADWAY

of Cha-

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel
Club, and of Vv':\= minister Kennel

Orders by mail, or information desired, will
receive special and prompt attention.

New York.

Clnb,

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

F

IOR

None are genuine

BROWN

A Bane
Throws

in

EVERY POSSIBLE DIRECTION,

can be made to throw
turning thumb-screw.
ATjIj

m

I"

or

:-

Fleas— A Boou
guaranteed to

CRUTTENDEN,
GENERAL AGENT,

'

i

.

'

greatly facilitates its une.

EUST PEEVENTER

i.

on dogs or

.-:

Simple and efficacious.

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

Duncklee's Patent Camping
"

Rniitnn Maas.
"Miaa
Boston,

r.

CO.,

15
.ni„

ST

this office.

LIVE

Price SO cents per Box t»y moll.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Gun
and Fobbst aud Stkeam.

HOLBERTON.

W.

UT FULTON STREET.

oct 12

Gordon Stables, R. W.,
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

Dr.

dec26

WESTERN

to 70 lbs. Just
Address TAUNBlackston street.
iv11

ESTABLISHED 1820.-

sale, 1.680 acres improved land In Hock County, Minnesota, with

farm

hous=>, three stables, corn house,

etEli

lloik-e

i.

H

i

>

1

1

i

-

-

.

.".

.ii'ln

hen house,
i,.y.

(
:

,

Windmills, wells, grading, running streams o Jcleur
water: directly on line of" St. Paul and Sioux Clly
Railroad; price $ls,Ouo. Only one half mile ty ral
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming
Interest in Immediate neighborhood. So such bargain to be had in the entire West. Photographs

shown anil lull specifications eii
CHAS, HALLOCK, office of Fokest anu Stkeam.
,:,.

Practical Kennel Cuide/'&c.
begs to Inform Ladles and Gentlemen in America
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired

N.

fit

SALE— Two line second-hand guns, breechFORloaders-a
Scott and a Toliev— ov HOKACE

SMITH,

Chicago Field

office, 33

Park Row,

S".

X,

for the highest competition.

B.—A bad dog never left

PERSONAL—If

"THE SETTER,"

Jim Tomlluson, formerly gameBlooming Grove Park, Pike County,

BY LAVERACK.
For

Wmfod.

the Doctor's Kennels
deelO tf

sale at this office.

keeper at
tend his address to tins oin.-.e, lie will hear
something to his pecuniary advantage.

Pa., will

of

Price $3.

decao

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
ANDREW
(SLERK &

CO.,

drawn heads by newitt.

¥ine

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish

c

or5

«

A SPECIALTY.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made
the

Bombay Art Society.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE

LIST.

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

Importers

of old Italian majolica.

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian
iridescent

and enameled Glass and Limoges

Faience of

new

NEW YCKK;

colors.

3,

UNION SQUARE*

3olteySt

•

to

oct 31tf

Successors to

Copeland, decorated with

MINNESOTA FAR \4—For

stone ware.

by

it

QUAIL,

AUTIiOB Of THE

ftSining Stove.

TON IRON WORKS

Shoninger Cymbella Organ.
For sale ; entirely new ; never used ; 5 octaves, 12
stops, chime of bells, stool, etc. Manufacturer's
price, $410; will sell for Si80. Address MUsIC,

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

breed,

weighing from

Stud.— Blue belton, I.lewellln
bench prizes, by cham-

of three

for Ha/*,
;

It Is put np
:on, '. Inol!

Price BO cents by mall, Postpaid

etc.

and

winner

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

Superior to all others. Waterproof for Boots, Insect Repellants, Qnn OJ, etc.
Send for descriptive Circular.
A. EEKGtraoN, Hanf'r, si Bsektnau st„ N. Y.
dec5

Blzes,

setter,

pion Rob Roy, winner ol in:: Kneoisn held trills, out
ot the pure Laverack bitch, Piekles.
Will serve
luteins at S'.'.ii. Litters warranted. Inquire of L. V.
WHITMAN, Detroit, Mich.
jan2 tf

full directions for ose.

Eekhuson's Imphoym)

For Fire-Arms,

PUPS.— Puppies, two

setters), six
white ticked,
out of Zita, she ii st prize 'inn
Sf\ acusc. N. Y.
Prize $15 each. W. VIE, St. Louis, 17 N. Market
street, Mo.
jan2 4t

Bogs.

to

kill fleas

:i:r

:
i

H.

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New Plaques by

i
i

auy desired direction by

worktivcj PARTS well
ZVSSA
FITTED.
[SEOT) FOR CIRCULAR]

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

strongly

is

1-

Cazenoyia, W. Y.

decorated by Mus-

Facsimiles of the Trojan iridescent bronze

to

This Powder

Fonr

glass

Worms! Worms!

any other animals, or money returned.

choice examples select-

Vene-

Western Agents.

FRANCE'S

(Rntrli-li

in oases of 112 pounds.

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS

invited to inspect some

with novel marine designs.

months

N. Y., Sole Agent.

St. Louis,

dec 19

CHAMPION

J.TJZE,

RATTLER— In the

(Patented June 4, ifflSh
Combining Camp Lantjsbn
Hand Lantern, Hbad
" Jack," Staff
"Jack."

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

sale

Fleas! Fleas!

Sportsman's Lantern,

sill

& HILDER,

For

Pottery and Glass are

New Plaques by Minton,

old,

1

Conn.

unless so stamped.

De

F. O.

18 South William Street,

Admirers of Artistic

Exposition, including

t

to

and out of bitches containing blooa of imp.
Plnnkett, Si ells, Buck, Floss and Burges, Ruins and
Friend.
Address E. J. ROBBLSS, Wethersfleld,

WILL.

CO. during the Paris

broken, good retrieverJAS. ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co.

$Si5.

Irifh

for St. Kicholas, to secure his blessing. In spite of this, their enterprise has not been very successful.
Dr.
Nordenskjold, guided by one of the Russians,
visited one of the sacrificial altars of the
Samoeides, who, although baptised Christians, retain many of their old heathen customs.

&

declO 3t

SALE— Setter dog.

Price

C
etc.,

pany being reserved

TIFFANY

dog and a llverAddress N. P.

Tepeka, Kansas.

SALE—Thoroughbred red
setters from
FORweeks
year
by Elcho, Rory O'Moore,

Luring their sojourn these Russians carry on
a barter traffic with the Samoeides anil engage
in fishing and in rearing reindeer.
The Russians inhabit little wooden cabins, low and
covered with turf, while the indigenes have
tents of reindeer skin, similar in form to
those of the Lappg. The Russians have
formed a company to fish the white dolphin,
two out of the twenty-two shares of the com-

ed by Messrs.

A.

SALE.— A red Irish Better
FORand-white
pointer dog pup.

come from Poustosersk, where are their
wives and children. They depart in autumn.

—

imported Kate II., by imoortcd l.averaek, Pride of
the Border. Kate II. is a litter sister to Llewellin's
II. and Luther Adams' Dash III.
Address E.
UERZBERG, Yonkers, N. Y.
dec!9 tf

Dash

BAKER,

spring

A very fat man sent an order to the office
for two seats in the coach for himself.
The
clerk engaged him one seat outside and the
other inside.

skill

Address

some of the

was paid

Kennel.

Setters aud Pointers Boarded,

& Manufacturers

of,

& "Wholesale & Retail Dealers in

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

it

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
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JOHN

NICHOLS,
"Nioliols «Sc Lefever

Tlie>

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

SHELTON'S

"BRUT

;0R&ANS.

Kentucky State Lottery
EASTERN AGENCY,

Class
One

Square

and

Second-hand Pianos and Organs at

CAINS.

HORACE WATERS &

$3,000,

I

and one of

WILLIAMSON

Up-

GREAT BAR80N», manu-

one of

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

DD9

are
the
BEST
the Tone, Tonch,

Workmanship and Durablllty nusurpassed. Warrumed for SIX YBAR8.
iExtremely Low for Cash or ou Installments. A
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,
etc,
AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed.

BROADWAY.
I.

$5,000.

$67,925.

\Vhole Ticket, Si.

Waters'Pianos
Grand,

599

A Draws January

prize of $15,000,

1S94

States.

FMADB,

N. Y.

Rifle.

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

These beaottlal organs
are remarkable aliie for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly finished in
Solid Black Walnut. We
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price than any
other Bouse in the United

£ right,

CS-uxx. 99

SYRACUSE,

AuxUiary

^n$ii{al ^mirmmt[in.

WATERS'

A.

SOLE MAKER OF

Tils barrel can be placed in a gun ready lor ose in a second of ime with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There Is do wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cannot (jet out of order.
With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a moat accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
flt any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-callbre— calibre of rifle 82, 38. or 44 as desired.
Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'a
cartridges, No. 82 and 88, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List.
t

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,
New York.

DUNN
Came,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
NEW

HAVEN, CONN.

WEBLEY'S TREBLE WEDGE GUNS.

BROADWAY,

& CO.,

N. Y.

& WILBUR.

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.
193

DUANE STREET,

YJ

N.

AMERICAN

NEW ENCLAND

MUTUAL

Life Insurance Comp'v.
Fast Office Square, lloaton, mass.
Total cash aBsets, as per Insurance Com$14,466,920 63
missioner's report
Total surplus as per Insurance Commis1,621,078 88
sioner's report

Benjamin

F. Steyens, President.
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary
GENERAL AGENTS.

New York City.
Portland, Me.
TARBOX
Nashua, N. H.
KYIERSON
MAKBTON &, WAKELIN... .Philadelphia.
HALL & WORTHINGTON.BaLiaiore, Md.
Detroit, Mich.
VERNOR BROTHERS
Chicago, 111.
O. CROSKHITE
St.Paul, Minn.
,J. J.WATSON
St. LouIm, Mo,
W. B. DAVIS
New Orleans, Iitt.
M. C.RANDALL
San Francisco, Cal
W. EVERSON

KENNY A BATCLLFFK

WITHOUT A

WEBLRY

RIVAL-

Messrs. P.
<fc SONS,
Birmingham and London, who, It will be remembered, received the
highest award at both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the most perfect machinery for Gun making
ever set up In any one factory in England. The reBult Is, that they cnn now turn oat gnns perfectly
uniform in excellence, and in such incrpas°d quantity as to greatly reduce the cost.
Their specialties this year are their BEAUTIFUL TREBLE
GUNS, Hos. 1 and 2, of which
the above cut will give a tolerably fair idea. Every gun has flne Dainascns or Laminated Steel Barrels,
Rebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, Extension Rib, Lever Forepart, and Treble Bult. It la a new tning
buy
flne
breech-loader,
with
every
possible
appliance
which can contribute to its
to be able to
a
beauty, convenience, or excellence In shooting, at the price of ordinary guns.
In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, we have on hand about fifty of Webley's Breech-Loaders, Top
and Side Lever, Single and DouoleBolt, of various grades, which arrived last year, after the seasonwas
over. These guns we are rapidly closing out at greatly reduced prices. It is fair to say that as reeards soundness, durability, and perfection in shooting, iliese guns are in no wav Inferior to the Treble
Wedge Gnns. Many of them are from SH to 11 lbs. weight, and are splendid guns for dnck shooting or
fur killing large game at long range.
The nfty guns mentioned above are all that now remain of a much larger number referred to by as In
the Forest and Btbkam In October, and as the season is now well advanced we will allow an additional discount upon the few that are left, provided they are ordered in December.
WEBLEY'S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close ShooterB, and do not need any additional choking.

WEDuE

H.

V. C.
E. F.

P O box 4,309.

30

&

FOLSOM,

D.

WARREN STKEE f, NEW YORK.

FOSS BROS. & CO.
(Successors to F.

J.

ABBEY &

Partridge

&

Pheasant Shooting.

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of
Hunting ami;:.
inge-Quall;
Ruffed Gronse— rheasnnt,,
:h dii cctlons for handling the gun, banting the do^, and shooting on the
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade.
To be had at boot; stores generally. Also for sale
one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shoti

-,-,-.

gun, 12-gauge.

Addreas,

Frank Schlev,
Oct

Frederick City, Md.

11

SEASONABLE BOOKS.
Two Thousand Miles in Texas
on Horseback; Sheep RaisRanging and

ing, Cattle
Sport, $ .50.
1

CO.),

Long- Range
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

Rifle

Shooting,

25c.

IN

Wallace's Adirondack Guide

NAPOLEON'S CABINET Guns,

37

FILS & CO.,

BEAVER STREET

and Fishing Tackle,

Fourth Miticm.

TABLE AND POCKET

83.

(R ED

Yachtsmen.
Equally well adapted to

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform In size,
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish man any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

LOW AS ANT HOUSE IN
THE UNITED STATES.

TATMAM

<&

PRICES AS

BROS., 82 Beekman
ITSW TOSS.

St.,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
J.

CURLEY & BROTHER,

ii84 and 130 Nassau Btreet, cor,

Beekman

E.

THOMAS,

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

to,

NovSJ

Taxidermy

Extraordinary.

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
1S6J4

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTABY PUBLIC,
SO. 1« BWADWAY, BOOM 80, NKW YOMC C1TT,
All t>n*B «M promptlj attended

JR.,

Booth Clark

Street, Chicago, IB.

ZETTLER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

Useful to Sportsmen and

LAb fcL.

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary Bhot.
choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders.

Guaranteed.

Tourist,

82.

Sportsman's Gazetteer,

TATHAM'S

N. V.

CUTLERY.

Life in Floida,

The Fishing

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT,

duality

82.

Camp

»i,. so.

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.

CHAMPAGNE.
BOUCHE

Rifles, Pistols

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

NEW

FIELD,
No

disappointments In getting

Animals preserved

TRUE TO

New Yorfc.

A.
lanfl

8mo8

YEOMAN,
7«

Bowery, N. Y.

COVER AND TRAP
SHOOTINC.

your Birds and

LIFE, bj

BY CAPT. BOUABDU8.

O. Si B.

807 Bowery,

JERSEY COAST,

[ILLUSTRATED.]
Contains History of the state, Towns and points o
iDterest, Populations*, Farm Lands,
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Soboolfl, Origin or
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wre
bouses, Life-saving Stations, YachtClubs, Industries,
PerBona! Sketches. Parks, Laud Aasooial
Ing and HnntlDg GroundH, Hotels, many chartBfrom
oillcial i-ourcea, with complete soundings,
Useful to spoilsmen and yachtsmen, and the country
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $T. Address o. P.
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor. Fuuest and Stbkam
Office, 111 Pulton street, New York.

New and enlarged edition, containing instruction*
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at
Price t*.

tail office.

FOREST AND STREAM.
'awn's Botitcs.

§part§mcn'3 Routes.

&

TO SPOETSIEI:

Chesapeake

Ohio RB,

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing

Crounds of Virginia and

West

fleh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quail, Bnlpe. woodcock, mountain trout, baaa, plic,
pickerel, etc., etc.

White

via

Sulphur Springs.

TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the
These lines being CONTINUOUS

Middle States.

FROM. ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

avoid the

diffi-

culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks en-

BE THANUi-OlflED WitLlontfallnre

Mtrchaudlse forwarded by dally Express Freight
from New Haven throueb to Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Northern New
Apply at Office on Pier or to
RICHARD PECK, General Agents.
train

Vermont. Western
York and Canada.

Pennsylrani

Company

Railroad

GUNNING AND PISHING

;

other well-known centers for

Wing

and

Shooting,

Nos.

(coarse) to 3 (line), burning slowly, strong and
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball,
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting.

CHICAGO.

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNBQUA, and
Trout Fishing

or this Line reach some ot the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the country.
Connections direct for Ohlncoteague, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point,
, lag, and the mountainfames' River
ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sad Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 r. M.
Full Information given at office, 197 Greenwich St.,
New York.
sepas ly

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,
DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
F.Fg am! FFFg.—The Fg for long-range rifle, shooting, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAT,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
•.ND FSA5EKR.

strong and moist.

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST.
: tons. Special
ING POWDERS of tilt
i

grades for export.

Musket. Cannon. Mortar and
U. S. Government standard.
to order of any required grain
or proof. Agencies in all clues aud principal towns
throughout the U. S. Represented by

Mammoth Powder,

Powder manufactured

1

AND

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chicago to

Louis,

St.

aifci

from
Uhicago

St. Piinl.

Rapids & N'rth'rn

EVERYTHING.

SPORTSMEN

will find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prainc cMcl sn, geese, ducks, brant,
quail, etc.
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffido and An-

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,
QUICKEST,

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, IS a

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting mom
ireBt for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Huffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates

bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn.

Trains leave
Brooklyn sod Long flam
Stj (Hunter's Point) as
follows : For Greenpoi t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 A. M„
i v. a., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. m. For Patchogue, etc., 9:30 a. jr., 4:8o and 6 p. 11.
For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 a. m., 4, 4:30, 5 and 6 p. it. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and4:30p.M. For Northport, etc., at 10 a. M., 3:30, 4. SO and 6:30 p. m. For
I

I2:15night,a

and

radi

General Agent.
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Aven no, Phlla.

and 7 p. M.
Northportand Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:80 p.m.,
Garden City and Hempstead 9 a M., 2:30 and 6:30
p. it., and from Long Island Oltj only 9:80 A. M. aud
6:30 P.M. Trains fo-oil, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at, James Slip and Thirty-fourth
etc., 6

,

at the offices of " The Long Island
3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and

street ferries,

Express,"

Grand Central Depot

in Brooklyn,

;

No. 833 WashBy purchasing
baggage can be

ington street and 79 Fourth street.
tickets at any of the above offices,
checked from residence to destination.
S.

J.

SPENCER,

Gen'l Sup't.

Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Jefi tf

&

& Northwestern RR.

Chicago

Embraces under one management the Great Tronic
Kailway Lines of the v.
and No ft west, and, with
its numerous branches and connections, form- the
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois,

Wis
Minnesota, Iowa, Nel

Western

era
rnla,

Its
the B ortest
in Northern Illinois, Iowa,
'.

i

,-,,;

-

MANUFACTURERS OF

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Unsurpassed

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
strength and clean] n

id in

k

In point of
square canis-

ters of 1 lb, only.

Hazard's "American (Sporting."
Nos. 1

(fine) to 6

In

(coarse).

1 lb.

ll,

counlry.
Its FRBM'ORT AND DUBUQUE
is the only route for Elgin, liockford. Freeall points via Erection..
Its ceiOAUn

aud
''

is

lOtli

and 24th.

.,i":,

,,,

of all kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Frictlonal and
Platinum Fuses.
ramphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
est. aent Iree on application to the above nddress.

§yot{tsnim'8 §oods.

TRY

'''.
m
IV No other roads v
i.'i'li

,

i

:.;

:,

,

:

\t

|,.|

,.

pn

,-

.

]'.

afternoon.

itns Pullman
i;

Hm

ZMi

.

For
Brant shooting,

dvantages.

i

tl

to
ro

favorable polnta
y, while for Deer

FELT
EQUAL TO ELY'S, AT LESS PRICE.
For

ahlng, a hundred
lines of
'thing

western

and

Railroad and steamboat connections
port and a 1 points in the State.:.

MALLORY &

31st.

made at each

CO,, Agents,

New

cl

it Is

-

In the

Wb»

New York

oBlce, No. 410

Hazard's
FFG.

I'l'T'l,,

packed
moist.

to.

-H
ia I
Tii"

a

Kentucky

"

% lb. csnisters.
"

ana
i

l-:i„.

octlT

8m

NEW YORK

SHOOTING COAT.
The most popnlar coat in the market. Made of
velveteen, corduroy,
,,,
Canvas
suits a-. *5, $s and $12. For sale by all dealers
n
guns and sportsman's supplies.

Pocket Cartridge Loader
paper and metallic
i'l

Bums strong and

ro favorite

,

GOVERNMENT CANNON

&,

ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES
FACTORED TO ORDER.

brands

fo:

MUSKET POWDER;
aiai EXPORT, OS

BS

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

English Sporting

;

-i,

''':

•••"'

,'i

shells.

o.i

It
'

to.

Is

Gunpowder.

CURTIS A HARYEiTS

adopted to both

extracts, uncaps, re..v:

,

.'.

.

,'

,

,

a

,

beautifully, and weighs but four ounces. Send for
circular with directions for using and recommendations from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY;
CO.,
Poughkeepsie, n. Y.
novas t

&

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
salTtaS

The above can be bad of dea.erB, or af tee Coia!>|«y's^eots in every pro^'jaent city, «r wfeojas*

anv climate,

SSrWft

i

lino

States pronoun..

me

Judge Holmes, of Day

Otty,

fiicn.,

market.

writl

the best preparation 1 have found in thirty-five
years of active au-t iivron,,;,!, use (; ; c-ans.-'
Tlie trade supplied by sole manufacturer,
GEO
B. KAlON,
Pavonia Avenue, Jersey rata
570
aolp.i!

New York

dealers, an

by

;

wm

;

iMOND

,

Gen.

all dealeis.
Manufatitured by B.
Anaonla, Conn., and 7 While street.

Dudley's Patent Instrument

Rifle."

"Sen Shooting" FG, o
and cans of olbs.ol 1

lbs,

Ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shoo
the standard Sine powder of the country.

t

„
„
H. Stbmett,
W, „

by

equally serviceable

Superior milling and Blasting Powder,

Broadway Boston office,
to 5 Stan
a ao ^1 root
No.
For rates or information not attainable from your
r.

sale

GOODMAN,
New York.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
F. L. SHELDON, Rahwat, N. J.

.

20th.

3d, 17th

H?. ^oodmmt's
American Chemically Prepared

for

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, (in tii'' Oa'iriimin Lxoress Train of
the CHICAGO & NO!
KAILWAY.
'':'. hi ip daily, except
Sunday (and ou every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at li;:.!0 a. m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next n,
isast-bouno
it
Bluffs at 5:30 p. m

our Iowa line
than any other

FERNANDINA,

Lake Shore

the on!, one pasting through Evanston,

'

or any other

Foil

old

;ite

1,

canisters

Bums slowly and very
remarkably close and with great
'
-,t oi
or water
shooting, ii,
.etu
wuier yuouutig,
It

LLNE

port and

u

lb.

.''!

.

canisters ami

In 1 and s

(One) to 5 (coarse).
id l.-.'i lb. kegs.

\

Powder.

BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLASTING APPARATUS. MILITARY POWDER

Uazurd'a "Duck Shooting."
Nos.

Rsfle

best

and 634 'ba., and ot canisters of l lb. and H lb.
All of the above give high velocities and lass
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS,

gum

....

'

Prairie Chickens,

River.

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO

<

Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Dim and
points In Southern and Central Minnesota. Its
Mi
"Els the only
Hue for JnneKviile, Warm-town, Fond du Lac, OsKosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Kscanaba, Negaunee,

.

January

STEAMEB

6. H.

Orange

for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG aud FFFG, the last being the finest.
Packed In wood and metal
lbs., 1S)£ lbSa

The

Sizes,

tf

all

and reach Chicago

:i

I

ter,

Kenosha to Milwaukee.

*PE2£ASI

JACKSONVILLE,

January

CALI-

route for all
poims
Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada. California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the snort
Hue for None
Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dnluthand all points
iu the Great Norl.lio
i.
" in A AND ST.
Its
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches-

route,

WILL SAIL FOB

December

Michigan,
and the

OMAHA AND

Territories.

FORNIA LINE

AND MILWAUKEE lASR

STEAMER

WILL SAJL

Nov8

I.

aiean. No. 1 to a ia
each, and canisters of 1 and 5

lbs.

each.

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

'

December 27th .

metal kegs, $}£

New

rlor

Fernandina

FLORIDA.

WBSTBBIf

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fowl, strong and

GREEN BAY AND

OF

DIRECT STEAMERS TO
Jacksonville

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made. In sealed
1 lb. caul-ters. Higher 'luro iiera specially are recommended for breech-loading guns.

No.

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on
the const. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given by tiit.
it?, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good
Ground. L.

'

MALLORY'S LINE

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SH1NNECOCK BAY, L. I.,

ST., W. Y.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

lbs.

W. D. McADOO,
Owner and Proprietor.

Rand Powder Co.
JIPERAY

No. B8

per Week, $10.60;

per Month,
New House,

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

jronly930A.il,,

1

Babylon,

N. C.

the only First-class hotei in the city.
a first-class livery connected
with the house,
$1.G0 to $2;
$-20 to $25.

on

SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson,

6:30 p. M.
etc., 9 a. m.

Patchogne,

McADOO HOUSE,
GREENSBORO,

&

Laflin

Prop'r.

challenge anv Hotel In the World to Bhow as
large and us elegantly furnished rooms as those of
the SHERMAN.
Je20tf

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA

P

Locust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. M„ 3:30, 4:30, 5:30
and C:30 p. h, For Far Rockawav, etc., at 9:30 a. m.,
For Garden City and Hemp4, 4:80, 5, 8 and 7 p. x.
stead, 8:30 and 10 A. Jf„ 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 0;S0 P. M„ and
1:80

ALVIN HULBERT,
We

FOR FLORIDA
IJiOR

James Slip
(daily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirtyfourth street, East River (dally) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street,
Fulton and Catharine ferries (dallv) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat-

rooms above

new Furniture and everything comSpecial rates to Theatrical Troupes. Sample
looms for Salesmen. Healthy and Delightful Climate
Winter and Summer. Plenty Quail. Woodcock and
Snipe, and 2,000 acres land unposted to hunt on.

tf

1S78.-

all

Uilete.

on parties o [ ti
ion to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
E. F. WiNstow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

27,

day for

Board: per Day,

I

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LONG
Ferryboats leave New York from

to $3 per

the parlor floor, without baths.
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.60 per day.

telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dog* for

General Manager.

F. L KNEBLAND, 70 Wall St. N. Y.
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg
Powder for long-range rifle shooting.
Kates reduced

to Kansas City.

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN

LINE.

Through Pullman Palace Sleep-ins- Cms
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
C.

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

Louis, Minneapolis

Burlington,

1

Still

Also. to

Old Dominion Line.

and

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

The steamers

PAUL SHORT

In 1801,

Nes, 1 (coarse) to 4 (line), uneqnalel In strength
quickness and cleanliness adapted for Glass Bal
and Pigeon Shooting.

herman House,

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the Company In
the principle cities to KANE, KENOVA, BEDPennsylvania and

all

IN USE

Duponi's Gunpowder Mills, established

have maintained their great reputation for 18 years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of

£<riffc mtd§es:oi[hfar sportsmen.

also reach the best lecallties for

In

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDBB,

Hunting.

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

ST.

Sporting and ^Blasting

Powder

HOWARD,

K.

DUPONT'S

TICKETS

Eallroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonaville, wlih the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern Improvements

St.

GUNPOWDER.
Rifle,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

ap

Hartford, Spring-

and the North.

field

moit of the

afforded by their lines for reaching

able STOCK TO
or injury.
The lines of

The Route of the Tourist

CONWAY

FOR

New Haven,

Respectfully invite attention to the

and

In equipment.

Sportsmen's ^oitt^s.

THE PENNSYLVANIA. E.R. OO.

Virginia!

Comprising those of Central 3ml Piedmont Virginia
Bine Ridge Mountain?, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains.;
New Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of game

The Only Route

455

MARVIN HUGHITT,
Gen. Manager, Chicago.

goU

je

Nos.

2,

3,

i,

5,

«,

utreet,

N,

Superior Rifle, Endeld
Dncliliig.
W. STITT, lij
for the Uuitetl States

T ami;;.
r's

Cedar

Chlcaao.

GRAIN".

Y Agent

...

..

n

,.

Ill

Brown

ore. Md.
S
Jos. c. Grubb
i.

.;

•

•

clown, D. c.

CANNOT BE SUNT BX

.MAI:^

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

456
$gortamei\'& <$ooda.

States Cartridge

HEADQUARTERS FOR

W.

Medals

Athletic and Shooting

H. Noiabird,

and Jewelry

THE POPULAT; SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF

FOR

VALPARAISO, IND.

HOLIDAY ^PRESENTS.
¥. A. HAYWARD,
BROADWAY,

212

§port§met['s §ood§.

Q

Full eetof

LOWELL, MASS.,

N. Y.,

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.)
house is well known as being the

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

States.
lg, Boat, BoSpecial Designs roi
Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social
Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for
Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every denovl4 2mos
scription.

n

llard,

Adapted

ARMY AND NAVY OF THE

and sporting rifles and pistols, and In use by tie
several Foreign Governments.
Rim-fire ammunition of
attention given to the manufacture of
to all military

UNITED STATES and

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

a variety ol styles, and
warranted the genuine
Send for illustrated circular. MAETIN S
article.
HUTCHING3. P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Successor to Frank Geofl.)

flneFLEXIBLE

WATERPROOF DUCK

sent free of ex. on receipt of price.
C:at tor 55, sent free on receipt of price.

$10,

PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING

»

being a comprehensive work, treating on
breaking the dog for the field, and
adapted to the wants of amateur sponsmen. Price
25o. Prospectus of the finest kennel of setter and
spaniels in Indiaua. Write for particulars.

novsi

MOCCASINS.

Fin

Special

all fcinda.

Cartridges for Target Practice.

They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
V durable. Made to order

line

1

GOOD'S OIL TANNED
The best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,

r

"

MANDPACTDTtEKS OP TIM

largest
Thij
Badge, Medal and .Jewel Manufacturer in the United

j

A

tl

New York Mailing Agency.

'

W.lW.jflreener's Champion TrebleJedge. Fast,
Breech-Loader.!

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St., ith door from
Intrano Building*. JAMES BEADY, Manager and

Open day and night.

Proprietor.

§itclftmg §oads,

•«

THE WIHBINO C^H
|

e toternatlonal Pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
,J& S
the mn& Prlx de Casino,
1

an objet d'art valued at
!7?J.
4169, and a money prize of £105, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by w. W. Greener, killing
birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29^ yards. He
alsowon the second event, killings birds In succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning

9

n

.'.'..'

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT
ING CLOTHING.
The

GOODS

and best

largest assortment

Universe.

D

scriptive Circular sent

CEO.

C.

W

on request.

in the

ite for

one

HENNINC,
WASHINGTON,

W. W. GREENER,

D. C.

H.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING
ARCHERY OUTFITS.

J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and
Mr. South for $.500 a aide, South killing 88 birds out of loo, using one Barrel only.
The winning gem also at the great London Gun Trial, 1876, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FASP BREECH-LOADER is the strongest
and most durable ever Invented, and the most successful gnn of the period. Patented In the United
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 168,828. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

AND

Tanned Buckskin Suits a Specialty.
BOUDREN'S & FERGUSON'S JACK LAMPS,

Indian

117

FULTON

TAKE

ST., N. Y.

and Rockers-

I

for the Sit-

chair, and is
ItiB easily adjusted to nearly all kinds of arm-chairs,

BOBHISSE O

Send Stamp

-

SINCLAIR}
Cift in

'

X JW t»

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

A.

N. Y.

the World

214 Pearl Street,

JeW-lj
1S40.

WALDSTEIN.
I

i

I

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

Will

Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by
Transportation,

will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will
crease paper shells, and is one of the most rapid
loaders in use. For particulars address

hipped out West since my return from
limes would nit ml a ball bit
II

rthre

CRAWFORD & LOVELL,

from, and
"ting. Xi

T four

where

Hi

Savannah, G».

--.ving

all the balls brosen.
Amateurs a u
boys ivim want to leal
will follow the instructions laid dmvu iu my Iwot-, "i'lcld, Cover and Trap
Shooting," will become crack wing shots, and. fortlier, patronize the man
who mi reduce i this spot, to the public, and who has been to I
shot and upheld the
American flag. My "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting" Is Mie oni.
been written and
published by a market hunter and experienced man. 1 will rel »ra the money to any one who has bought
o! ba'ls contains a score book with
the book and thinks they ihl uol !;-•* their mouev's worm. Each harr
Bogardus' Rules for Glass Bali Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting.
Price «f Balls, l.OOO, 814; by single barrel, 84; "Field, Cover dud Trap Shooting," $2.
CO . ID I'liUI Street, N.
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS,
HR.OS.
City.
I

i

The Huber Trap.

ALONZO

SMITH,
YACHT BUILDER.
L
E.

.

I.

•,

and

TOE

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Beat Field, Mailne, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Baroiueters, etc., etc
Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods In thlH country.
Sole Agent for the beat. Unman Artiflol
Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents.

1SLI P,

Bogardus' rale

see

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls

Builder of famous i;c
m
Windward, and many

Onward,

intlc,

Sagltla,

others.
Yachts
-.
several
hauled out, snd reted at low rates.
'

built cheap'if contract!
fine yachts for sate. Vessels
a

and

e

I

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN

"

GOODS.

Address

CAPT

wherever he

& Sons,
Thomson
BROADWAY, N.
SPORTSMEN'S

CABIN STORES.

ESTABLISHED

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with
,251 tn each barrel, and by having a rough surface strengthens the ball for shipleg, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth h»ll has to be made so
thin to break a
Nil
bit
that some^lm
rd of them are
broken by shipping, and the feather-ulled ball Is the same. Now,

SHELLS LOADED

301

paints, oils, etc.

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,

\ My PatentRongh

lor Illustrated Price List.

3m

MaBilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, manllla bolt rope, wire rope, blocta,

H.

i

deul9

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

N. T.

BOaARDUS.

H.

S7

Ball.

MADE

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

THI8 18 AN EXACT FAC-SLMILB.
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass
made. As a guarantee ol excellence, a sample has
been left at the Fokest axd Stiieaji akd Rod and
Gck office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by poet oilice
order, to any: part of the United States o"r Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New Tort
agents for the London and New Tors Compass Co.

23, 1877.

AND

Manufactured by

MOTTVILLE,

Best Holiday

TI S G © A "E

The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully can the attention of all dealers in Glass Baila to the fact
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD
TO A SCALE, therefore we
ONLY BALL
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying In a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade,
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other Inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball Is as beautifully
made. It will break In every Instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 300.
Bend for price list. Special Inducements to the trade i

but should be used on my No. 4, 5, or 13, to give complete satisfaction. Table can be Bet at any angle
desired, or lowered to good position for writing.
Makes a nice table for an invalid. Putting board for
the ladieB. None of your little 7x9 affairs, but is
16x32 inches. Cannot be got out of order.

F. A.

COMPASS.

polish used. Perrect cleanliness. Will ] >i foul or corrode the gun, nor taint the
affected by dampness or moisture.
JExcellen
for loading shells.
Size, uniformity,
qnalliy ot the" EAGLE BRAND" remain as ho itofore, but its Rang? and Penetration
led by the bright

The "Standard »

and Writing Table is separate from
secured in position by a strong button,

sale by the trade.

LOST
BECAUSE KE HAD NO

Not
—eight and

PATENTED OCTOBER

Kvery Place.

My Beading

For

England.

City.'

No Black Lead
game.

ting-Boom, for the Parlor, for

New York

~niA
A. PAINE'S
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL.

Common-8ense Chairs
For the Piazza,

1 Oortlandt Street,

ALSO

EASY.

IT

Mary's rWorks, Birmingham,

Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead,
Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead.
THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD WTF'C CO., NEW YORK.

W. HOLBERTON & CO.
decs

St.

SQUIRES, Agent, No.

I

PURE TIN-COATED & BURftSSSHED
DROP AND BU
AMERICAN STANBARJD-EA GEE BRAND.

CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS,
SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RUBBER
GOODS, AMMUNITION,
And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen.
SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EACH $15.

C.

CLUTE BROTHERS & CO.'S PRICE
PBOPKLLER TUG, A Mi YACHT
AND YACHTS NOW READY.
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY,:

A.
shoots.

BALL*.
llfflDV BILLIARD
BAGATELLE BALLS.
IVUilT
wwill FAR0
^ poitKK CHECKS.

T.,

GOODS.
I

*

HAGGEttTY

Y

TRAPS, HAKT <fc SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
H. BOG4HDU>*, Elkuarr, Logan Co., 111., or can be had from
DISCOUNT TO THE TKADE.

TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN

PINS.

ORDERS BT
MAIL
PROMPTLY
ATTENDED
I

TO.

f

,

Magic Lanterns and StereoptiVans.

EA
.

bin.

F.GR0TE&C0.,

TBBNEBS AND DEALERS
L 114 B. 14th ST., NEW YORK.

H. T. ANTHONY 4 CO.,
N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.

S»l

Broadway,

Stereoscopes

and Views; Graphoscopes, cbromos and Frames;
Albums, PhotographB of
Transparencies.
terials.

Photographlo
Convex Glase, Photographic Ma-

Awarded

Philadelphia.

GOLDo

First

celebrities,

Premium

at

Vienna and

dce»

FOREST AND STREAM.
Sportsmen's pontes.

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

$gori$men'B §ouhs.

RR

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

West

1

pickerel, etc., etc.

Guns. Bailing tackle, and one dog for each sportsfree.

Tourist
via

White

Sulphur Springs.
Railroad connection? at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordonsville, with the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Ouarlottesvllle with the South. All modern improvements
;

in equipment.

CONWAY

B.

Middle

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

1 lb.

Pennsjlvani

Old Dominion Line.

Minneapolis

St. Louis,

PAUL SHORT

LINE.

ThPonsTi Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis. Minneapolis
and St. PanL,
C.

Railroad

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1
metal kegs, 3>4 lbs. each, and canisters of
lbs.

New

Orange
The

TICKET? are sold at the offices of the Compsnj m
all the principle cilics t.c KANE, RENOVA,
BEDFORD, CRESSON, RALSToN, M1NNEQTJA. and

Rates rrdrrcii to $3 prr day for all rooms above
the parlo- Poor, without baths.
Rooms with bath*, $3.50, $4, and $4,60 per day,

'

other well-known centers, for

Trout Fishing,

Wingr Shootlnf,
Hunting.

and

ALV1N HULBERT,

tf

1878.—
New York
,lames Slip
• ntes, and from Thirty•(daily exee pi
fourth street, East River (dally) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trains, and from South Wail street,
Fulton and Catharine ferries (dail ) 30 minutes previous to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flatbash and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows : For Greenpo; t, Sag Harbor, etc., S:30 A. M.,
4 P. si., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. m. For Patchogue, etc.. 9:30 a. m., 4:3o and 6 p. m. For Babylon,
etc., at 9:30 a, m., 4, 4:30, 5 and
p. if. For'Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 a. m. and 4:30 p. n. For North.

27,

i

(i

port, etc., at 10 a. m , 3:30, 4 30 and 6:30 p. ir. For
Locust Valley, at S:3D and 10:00 a. M.. 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
aadS:30 p. m. For Far Rojkaway, esc, at 9:30 a. m.,
4, 4:30, S, e and 7 p. m. For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:30 and 10 i. m., 3:31), 4:M, .'.::», 6:30 p. m., and
12:15 night, and from
only 9:30 A.M.,
1:30 and 6:30 p. m.
For Pert Jefferson,
Patehogue, etc., 9 a. m. Babylon, etc., t> and 7 p. it.
Northpoit and Locust Valley, 9 a. a. and 6:30 p. k.,
Garden City and Hempstead ,9 a. m., 2:!0 and 0:30
p. m., and from Long Isl :nd Cry only 9:30 a.m. and
6:30 p. it. Trains for fioekaway Beach, Flushing.
College Point, Jamao-a. etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner

SUNDAYS—

Warren

street,

at

James

Slip

street ferries, at the offices

and Thirty-fourth

of"Tne Longlslaud

Express," 3 Park place. 7S5 and 912 Broadway and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.

SPENCER,

S.

Gen'l Sup't.

Chtttenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

J.

1e« tf

MALLORY'S LINE
OF

DIRECT STEAMERS TO

&

Fernandina

FLORIDA.

FOR FLORIDA
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to VTM. L. JAMES,

Chicago

& Northwestern RB.

ST.

PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS

LIN &

is

the short

THE
HAZARD POWDER OO

.

I

i;

t

Kenosha to Milwaukee.

,

i

PULLMAN li(;TELCAHS

are now running regularly bettvien Ctueugo ami
Council Blulls. ou tile Ca'iforuia I'.v,,. • Tn
Ihe CHICAGO i- NORTH WKSTERN K\ILWAY
West bound, they leave Chicago naiiy,
day (and on every Curd suud.iv), to in tti- \s'._-t is.
Street Depot, at lur.ul a. m and arriv
Blnffs next msruing.
East-bound
ey leave Council Bl>ff«a
daily, except. Saturday (and ou ev >rv tli.rd Siturduy),
and reach Chicago next uf.eruoon."
No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullm tn
or any other form of Hotel cars.
TO Si OliTSMliN.
This line presents peculiar advantages.
For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks. Geese and Biani shooting,
i

No.

5

For

home

ofllee,

No. 416 Broadway

;

Boston

ottlco.

MARVIN HUGHITT,

tf

OJF"

Hartford, Springfield and the North.

DfiLLAJJ,

FERNANDINA,
December

20th.

January 3d, 17th and

C H. MALLOET A
Flier 30, Bast Slyer.

early

morning

trains.

York

City,

canis'erB anc

lb.

"

Duck

Pocket Cartridge Loader
Dudley's Patent Instrument

Shooting:."

In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and verv
clean, shooting reroarkablv close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it
1

and

(fine)

ti,%

and

to 5 (coarse).
l^vi lb. kegs.

i

jzzle o

foi

Ha

equally serviceable

Kentucky

Rifle."

f'FFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG. in kegs ol £.3,
ViH and tM lbs, aud cans of 5ibs. 6 FFG is also
packed in I and •<; lb. c misters. Burns strong and
l

..,',;..

-

'„.

is

adopted

to

both

paper and metallic shells. It. extracts, uncaps, recaps, loads, creases aad turns over cartridge cases
beautifulli, and weighs but four ounces. Send for
circular with direction* for usiug and recommendations from prominent spor.smeu to DUDLE1' & CO
Ponghkeepsie, N. Y.
nov2St

•loadei

inrd's "

i-'no

,

ro-,.,1

,,,

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
,he standard Rite powder of the cocutry,

FG

...

le

Superior Mining aud Blasting Fowdero
80VERNMENT CANNON & MDSSET POWDEF.;
ALSO. aPECr.HL GRADES -OR ESPOBT,01
ANY REolMit -:j. 'HA IN".-oi P3O0?, MANU
•

Eaton's Rust Preventer,
For Gnns, Cotlery
Safe to handle, WILL

and Surgical Instruments.
>OT GUM, and will keep In
any climate. Sportsmen cverj where in the United
States pronounce it the beet gun oil in the market.
Judge Botmes, of Bav City. ?.lieh., writes: "Itl«
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five
years of active and frequent use of guns."

The trade Bupplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 510 Pavon.a Avenue, Jersey City
Heights, N. J.
S. Id by principal New York dealers, and bv Win.
Reao & Sons, Huston. Mass.; B, Kit redge'a Co.,
Cincinnati, otiio E E. B. ton. Chicago, 111
Hrown
* Hilde-. St. Louis, Mo, Thos.
Parr, Cleveland
Ohio.
Trimble
Kleibaes. r. Dalumore. Md. s!
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. c. Jos. C. Grnbb
* CO., Philadelphia.
:

&

W

CANNOT BE SENT BY

;

MAI!.

DUPONT'S
Rifle,

Sporting and IBIasting

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR fllWM'R

IN USE

Tlnpoji l» (.imnnwilcr Mills, es'abliehed In 1801.
have maintained their gnat reputation for 18 years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brands ol

Powder
Li:rONT'S

DIAMOND GRAIN,

Nob. 1 (coarse) to 4 (flue), uneqnalel in strength
quickuess and cleanliness adapted for Glass Bal
and Pigeon Sluotmg.

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,
(coarse) to S (flue), burning slowly, strong and
clean; great peuetr,itiou ; adapted for Glass Ball,

Nos.

1

Pigeon,

Duck and other

shooting.

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,
qnlck, strong and clean
for Pistol shooting.

A

Powder of very

flne grain

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG " SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.—The Fg for long-range rifle shootmg, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning
,

ationgand moi

t.

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLASTSpecial
ING POA'DEKS ot all sizes and descriptions.Cannon,
Masker,
SadeB for export,. Cartridge,
ortar and Mammoth Powder, U. S. Government

New York Mailing Agency.

standard. Powder manufactured to order of any reaulred (train or proof. Agencies In all cities and principal towns throughout the U. 8. Represented by

with latent improved Newspaper Folding »nd
MiiUng Machines. 13 Spruce St.. *th door from
Tribune Bmildinga. JAMES BRADY, Manager Mid
iproprietot. Open day and night.

F. L KNEELAND, 70 Wall St. N. Y.
N. B.— Use xone but DUPONT'S Fg OC FFg
Powder for long-range rifle shooting.

31st.

CO,, Agents,

New

The new and elegant steamer C. H. SOF.THAM
leaves Pier No. 25, East Kivir, daily (Sundays excepted), at 3 P. M. Passengers go North and East at
n p. m.
NIGHT LINE.— The Continental leaven New York
at 11 p. M., arr.ving In New Haven In lime ror the
Merchandise forwarded by dally Express Freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western N'ei
iorthern New
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to
RICHARD PECK, General Agents.

Will SAIL POB

1

;

New Haven,

STEAMER

CITT

Hazard's
Sos.

Weft.
State street.
rates or information not attainable from your
ticket agents, aeply to

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Arent, ihicago.
jean

January 10th and 24th.

In

to 6 (coarse).

guns.

I

JACKSONVILLE,
27th.

1 (fine)

6Xlb. kevts. A Hne grain, qnlck and clean, foi
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot,

our Iowa line to-.lay offers more favrabe points,
than any other road in the country, while for >eer

WESTERST TEXAS
December

Ilaznrd'H "American Sporting."
Nop.

.

W. H. Steskett,

FOB.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRiDE,
F. L. SHELDON, Rahwat, N. J.

ters ol 1 lb. only.

SW

in the

Uti?S PRICE.

Manufactured by B.
Colo., and T White street.
oetn 3m

Haznnl'a " Electric Powder."

t

and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiel and Bass Ashing a hundred
point8onthc Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company wili be found unsurpassed by anything

AT
a-

OP

,

l.

>

NEW YORK

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed Id point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

the only

..

aH dea,e

GOODMAN, Ansoma,
New Torn.

The most popn ar coat in the market. Made of
velveteen, corouioy. fos'lau and canvas.
Canvas
suits a $5, $S and S'2
For sale ov all dealers n
gun3 and sportsman's supplies.

1

line for JaneAville,
tertown, Fond du L'n-, Oskosh, Appleton. Green Bav, tocanaba,
piuue
Marquette. II
:iiim, Hancock ;-.
thi Li ki SupeIts FHESIOKT AND UUbUWUE
rior country.
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rfickford, Fiveport and all points va Freepi it.
Its CHICAGO
AND MILWAUKEE LINE la the old Lake Shore
route, and is the onlv one passing inioiigti livausum.
,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukvj.

WADS.

ELY'.*,

GUNPOWDER.

Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Pan!, Minneapolis, Dnlutliand all poiu>s
in trie Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST.
PETER LINE is the on vront.fi fo- Winona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
all points in Southern and C -ntral Micncsora.
I's
is

FELT

QhXXm
(

line Tor

GREEN BIT AND MAhQUETl'K USE

American Chemically Prepared

-£°,rrvl,a i V by

H Al-.-UFACTTJREKS

Katlwav Lines of ihe Won and Northwest, and, with
its numerous branches and connections, form the
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Mich.gan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, axd the
Western Territories. Its OMAHA AND CALL
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all
points in Northern Illinois, Iowa, D .kota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,

(^oochmn's

(gangoti'der.

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ne, Phlla.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunt

New

EQUAL TO

General Agent.

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

J^.

th the largest rig ot trained wild-geese decoys ._
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bav snipe shoctiugof all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address TO. N. LANE. Good
Ground, L. 1.
NovS tf

tpOR THROUGH TTCKIiTS TO FERNANDINA
1
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, S AN

STEAMER

WILL SAIL

§ood&

TRY

New York

Jacksonville

and
Platinum Fuses,
showing sizes of the grain by wood
on application *.o the above Address,

Sporfeitien'is

i

General Manager.

Safety Fuse, Frlrl.ional

challenge any Hotel In the World to ahow as
large and as e egautly furnished rooms as those of
the SHERMAN,
Je20tf

Wild Fowl Shooting.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAT DAILY,

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LO?>G
Ferrybo«ts leave
from

and ELECTRICAL BLASTING N.PPARATU8. HI II'ARY POWDER
Ot ail Kinds) :a hand and made to order.

Prop'r.

We

QDI6KEST,

i

BLASTING POWDER

Still

Also, to

Rapids & N'rth'rn

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and Went
Lines in Iowa, running through some of ihe flnest
hunting grounds in Hie So tiwesl
Geese, Ducks.
Pinnated and Rolled Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs M ken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or moi
poi applic
ion to General
Ticket Office, cedar Rapida.
C. J. IVES,
K. F. Wikslow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

Powder.

Rtfle

for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG ami FFFO, "is- List b.-ng inn Sneat.
Packed in wood and metal kegH of 2.5 lbs., 12;,,' laid <
lbs. and :h canisters of 1 lb. and y. lb.
All of the above give high velocities and Joaa
esioaum ..ha3 any other brands made, and are M>.
-.emu, ended ami used by Capt. A. H. liOGAKDUS,
the •Chaiiiplcu Wing Shot ol ihe World."

best

Sizoh.

EXCURSION

Jersey.

to 5 *u
1 and 6

each.

Company

also reach the beat localities fcr

Pennsylvania and

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,

GUNNING AND FISHING
In

1 to 7. strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
oani tots. Higher numbers specially aro recom-

mended

POINTS, avoid

the difficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent ears which run over the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BB IB
Burnt 1 aiiu?a
oi injury.
The lines of

The steamers of thl3 L'ne reach some of the flnest
Waterfowl and upland snooting sections m the country. Connections direct for Chincoteagae, Cobb's
Island, and points on the Peninsula. Wry Poim.
James' River. Currituck, Florida, and the niotiuiainona country of Virginia. Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Mood iv, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, IK-:., Tuesday and Friday at 2 r. a.
Fall information given at oillce, 107 Greenwich St.,
New York.
Bep23 iy

Burlington,

States.

No.

most of tha

rUCKBBTON, BEACH HAVEN CAPR MAT,
5QLAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIM
^ND FEA,?HER.

ap

ST., W. V.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturara ol

and RACK COURSES in the
These lines being CONTINUOUS

HOWARD,

(

ST.

CHICAGO.

MURRAY

Orange Lightning Powder.
afforded by their lines for reaching

TROTTING PARKS

through the most beaniifnl and picturesque scenery
or the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

The Only Route

Rand Powder Co.

No. 26

I

The Route of the

&

Laflin

AND RANDOLPH).

(CLAliK

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. OO.

Virginia,

(gitmyctvthr.

Sherman House,

Respectfully Invite attention to to*

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley or Virginia, Alleghany
Slountains. Greenbrier and New Kivers, an Kanawha Valley, and including In their varieties of game
ana Bah, deer, hear, wild turkeys, wild dnck, grouse,
quail, snip?, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,

man carried

and I] e sorts far fyoitsmm.

%}otc is

TO SPOILSMEN:

The Route

457

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
HOTARY PUBLIC,
No, 1« Broadway, Room 30 Nuw Yoai Crrr.
AU

bnslncaa promptly attended

to.

Norta

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

458
^gartsmen's <§oods.

crates Cartridge

HEADQUARTERS FOR

,o

Medals

Athletic and Shooting

$ac}(tinQ <§oodB,

q

Ofll

«y.

and Jewelry
fob

HOLIDAYJ»BESEFFS.
¥. A. HAYWARD,
.

BROADWAY,

212

ial

and Jewel Manufacturer

largest

in the

UnLed

Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Biat, B 1Ten Pin: Regime: tal, Pol c. ami all Social
Club Badees furnished free. Also Headquarters foi
Holiday Presents, consisting of icweiry of every deliard,

novUSrnoa

scription.

BRASS SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,
AND CARTRID GES.
;

AND

SHOOTIKG, FISHING, CAMPING

ARCHERY OUTFITS.

all

Kinds.

Special

LOST

Cartridges for Target Practice.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

"W.lW.jGrreeuer's

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Champion TrebleJWedge Fast,
"
Breech-Loader.l
-»

Tanned Buckskin Suits a Specialty.
BOUDREN'S & FERGUSON'S JACK LAMPS,

BROTHERS ft rO.'S PRICE LIST
PROPELLER TUG. AM) Y .V P
AND \ ACRTS NOW READY. SKND
I OK COPY.
SOIENtd'ADY, N. Y.

CLTJTE

ARMY AOT NAVY OF THE

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in nse by the
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-lire ammunition of
attention given to the manufacture of

Emporium.

Sraortsmen's

I¥IASS.,

MANUFACTURERS OP THS

(OVER KNOX'S nAT STORK.)
is well Known as being the

Thlu house
.

LOWELL,

N. Y.,

i

—

COMPASS.

_

,

Indian

CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS,
BAMBOO HODS, BLANKETS UOBBEK

SPLIT

GOODS, AMMUNITION,
And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen.
SPLIT BAMEOO LOWS, EACH $15.

M. ARNOLD,

D.

lU FULTON

decs

ST., N. Y.

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

At the international pigeon snooting, Monaco, Feb.,
the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, title the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six ol the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Fennel], with a lull-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
ont of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and -29X yards. He
also won the socondev
rds In snccess'on
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best Bhooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1STT, beating 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver enp, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, ists, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing S6 birds out of 101
u only.
beating,
The winning gun also at the great London Gim Trial, 18
guna by all the best makers of
FAS r BREECH-LOADER Is the strongest
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE
and most durable ever Invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented In the United
States, Oct. 5, 1S75; No. 163,328.
OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.
1878,
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SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.

Yacht Supplies.
MaBllla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, maniL'a bolt rope, wire rope, block*,
paints, oils, etc

CABIN STORES.
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Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead,
Throws
can
male
Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead.
twining thumb-screw.
ALL METAL, WORKING PART* WELL THE LER O Y SHOT AND~L,¥aD MT'C CO., NEW YOR K.
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CRUTTENDEN,

IRA A. PAINE'S
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The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE, therefore we
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the e'l
ring Trade,
would respectfully caution the dealers against laving in a stock of unsaleable
n e-..-r made a: nriees less than is oharnred for other interior balls.
rwhen yon can r,u:ci!»=.:
other Ball is as beautifully
no
Ball,
and
Filled
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather
breakage
strong
to
prevent
aufllciently
and
is
made. It will break in every Instance when hit by shot,
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 300.
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade
'

2n
Id rue world for ..
Threeofth.
24
Dog Breaking, a pamphlet
The finest kennel of setters and spaniels in the
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent stamp.
Address
HOLABIRD, Sportsmen's Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.
jan9tf

Practical Hints on

A.

.

I

Will Warrant

and will follow the Instructions laid down in my book, "Field, Cover and Trap
Shooting," will become c.ra-k wing shots, and, further, patronize the man
introduce! this sport lo the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the
rap Shooting" is the only book that has ever been written and
American flag. Mv
published by a market hunter and experienced man. I will return the money to any one who has bought
the book and thinks they oid not get their money's worth. Each barrel of bads contains a Bcore book with
Bogardus' Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and alBO his New Rales for Pigeon Shooting.

who

Price of Balls, l.OOO, 814; by single barrel, 84; "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," 9B.
BROS.
CO , 10 Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS,
S
"
TRAPS, HAKT 3e SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
A'dresa CAPT A. H. BOCtBlrtl", ElUlmrt, Logan Co., III., or can be had from him

SPORTSMEN'S

T.,

GOODS.

&

HAGGERTY

GOODS.

301

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
stock of Optical Goods In this country.
Sole Agent for the best Human Artia
fUuMraU'd Catalogue on receipt of postage o/4 ec-ata.

SMITH,

E.

YACHT BUILDER:
(SLIP,

L.

I.

wherever he

shoots.

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

BILLIARD BALLS.
"El.bE BUI.I
Y ?.*£
FARO <fc POKER CHECKS.

H/flDV
I

VU

SI

BALLS AND TEN

PINS.J

yachts Comet, Niantic. Sagittal OnwardHauled out,.
Windward, and tram
mil alters tons executed at. low rales.
Sevi rai hue yachts for rale cheap.
Builder

t

f

•

T.

YACHT
37

DESMOND,
OAT BUILDER,

<& I!

PECK

NEW YORK.

SLIP,

Cabin Yachts, Steam Launches, Open Yachts and
Sailbea's of every description for racing or cruising
at lowest rates. Also, Row Coats, shells and CIuD
Boats. Boats and yachts for export a special; v.
Oara and bcuIIb of all kinds.

Balls Against Breakage by

will pack 10 extra. I have had s.ooo shipped out West since my return from
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not Ond a ball broken, and
never over three or four in a barrel. Mv traps are the best to practice from, and
where clubs use them you can readtlv see which Is the hardest shooting. In
matches reported in papers, saying Bogardus' rules and traps used, you do not
Bee all the balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot

JOB SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTLN

& Sons,
Thomson
BROADWAY, N.

my

and

Savannah, G».

TJ8B

at ail the World i
"
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine "e
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., ettv

Y.

Transportation,

CRAWFORD & LOVELL,

The Huber Trap.

.

My

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

3m

N

PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with
251 in each barrel, and bv having a rough surface strengthens ttie ball for shipping, and prevents the glancing ol ehoi, while the smooth bill has to be marie ao
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and ins feather-rilled ball is the same. Now,

will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will
crease paper shells, and Is one of the most rapid
loaders in use. For particulars address

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls

214 Pearl Street,

BOOAEDUS.

H.

SHELLS LOADED

<Iec19

MADE

-

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

t$ 00
10 00

including cap, for

I

Has received the Highest Awards

i

*»

A complete KDit

41 Union Square, Broadway,
and 7th Street,

.

A*
for

OCULIST & OrTICIAN,

ALONZO

Ferguson's Improved

EUST PEEVENTER

WALDSTEIN.

H.

EVERY POSSIBLE DIRECTION,

ORDERS BY
MAIL
PROMPTLY
ATTENDED
TO.

[F.GR0TE&C0.,
TURNERS AND DEALERS,
V 111 E. 14th ST., NEW YORK
|

THE "SHARPIE" YACHT.
ThlB style of boat

la

especially

suitable

YACHTING, FIS1LNG AND WNTIoi

for

fast, seaworthy and weatherly as the ronneibottom boat draws but a few inches of water, and
can be built at short notice for much less [ban

as

;

yachts or boats of other types.

parts of the country.

Milpprd to

all

Adoress

THOS. CLAPHAM,

Roslyn, L.

I.

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieuns.

E*

H. T. ANTHONY * CO., 591 Broadway,
Stereoscopes
• N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and Views; Graphoscapes, Chromos and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
TrsnsDsrencies, Oonves Glass, Photographic Materials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and
Philadelphia.
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NEW

Terms, Four Hollars a Year.

Ton Ueiim n Copy.

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

THE GEORGES' BANKS CODFISHERY.
Editob Forest and Stream

The Georges' banks

The
"

Keep

are extensive shoals situated to the east

One vigorous blow

vessels venture there in Jan-

If

But, see

start,

all

!

several of the

exclaim

;

my

early call,

ice

;

Lights up the dreary waste.

calls

With varying fortune esch man tries
His best to make a trip.
They bait their hooks, heave out their
And pull with steady grip.
Thus pass long days upon the sea.

The- fortunes thus of

lines,

Who winter

this, though sad, is not the worst,
For these are safe on shore,
While many a noble vessel
Has sunk to rise no more.

bright halo,

In vain they strove ; in vain they tried
O'erwhelmed by many a wave,

coming storm.

;

They sink at
The ocean

fast.

hands on deck now shivering stand,

,

last

;

each at 80 cents per day.

After a

M

J.

Sea,

on board Schooner Marion, Aug.

22, 1878.

stove.
Our party left the clearing, taking the
course of the Green River, and traveling on the ice, thus
avoiding the deep snows of the forest. Albert .'tnd Placide
each drew a light sled, while JL and myself burdened ourselves with
snow-shoes, sticks and hunting pistols.
At
noon we had nadje nine miles with comparative ease, keeping
on the river, except where open water, caused by the rapids*
obliged us to take to the woods and cross short carries.
Albert made frequent stops to inspect or gather up his ateel
traps set for beaver, otter, mink and sable.
After a hasty
lunch of white sausage, made of suet and flour, brought from
home and a tin cup of hot tea, we renewed our march. Cariboo
tracks were abundant, showing that the game had taken the
river for the same reason as ourselves, viz., t) avoid the

anything but the hunter however, Diamond proved himself
a valuable assistant. The chase led N. and Placide about two
miles from the river to the mountain whence they returned
and joined us, without getting a shot or seeing the game.
The old man who had gone further up the river soon returned
and reported that having left the sled, with his gun strapped
on it, he was coming down to us, when two cariboo appeared
suddenly near him, and crossing the river disappeared in the
forest.
Later in the afternoon, as we were again on the
march, being somewhat fatigued with the first tramp on snowshoes, I was taking it easy, expecting to reach the camp before dark, when I heard a shot far away up river, and soon, to
my great astonishment, a buck cariboo with splendid antlers,
appeared coming round a point, and directly toward me,
followed closely by the dog. With an awkward paciug gait
he kept on until within about 300 yards, when seeing me he
stopped, and tossing his head, stood staling at what was
probably a newapparition to him. However, nothing daunted,
he advanced slowly toward me, evidently intending to run
the gauntlet in preference to taking to tlie deep snow of the
woods.
Unfortunately, my only weapon at hand was a largesized cartridge pistol, with which I gave him two shots as he
passed down the river, which only seemed to quicken his pace
before he disappeared in the woods. Albert and Placide sooa
appeared coming down and seemed to take it as a good joke,
that the buck had surprised them, and run by so safely,
Placide had hurriedly seized his gun from the sled, and fired
at long range without effect.
N., more lucky, had struck
the game with a ball from his long hunting pistol.
While
.

are lost—
grave.

all, all

Is their

That this Is true, let those attest
That now have come to mourn
For husbands, sons and brothers dear,
That nevermore return.
May God In boundless mercy
Bind up each bleeding heart
That from their dearest loved ones
Have thus been toroea to part.

;

A good look out is kept,
While breaking waves, with giant force,
Come sweeping o'er the deck.

Ashing go.

And

birds, soaring high.

again the scene has changed
The wind's a howllog blaat.
The snow falls thick and blinding now,

one I've traced,

Endeavoring for to show
The hardships great those do endure

nearly done,

making

us,

;

;

With practiced eye they note the signs,
But still the risk they run ;
For lish they must have, while they bite,
Whatever else may come.

ice is

accompany

the said

deep snows in traveling, and signs were plenty, where they
had approached the banks to browse on the moss pendant
from the trees. Although we did not intend to hunt while on
the march, the temptation to follow a fresh track was irresistible, and two of the party struck into the woods with the
dog, a small black and white cur, whose appearance denoted

I leave them now, while round the Are
Each one relates the tale
To listening friends how wild it w»b
Oa Georges in the gale.

Now circling round the sun,

'TIs night

hunter,

been the floor of the cabin, stretched with our feet to the

For old Cape Ann, where anxious friends
Our coming now await."
Once more in safety they arrive
Kind friends their hands do seize.
"Eight welcoaie home !" they all exclaim.
" How fared you in the breeze ?"

When o'er the ocean and the sky
An ominous change has come.

Foretell a

The next day Albert presented
arranged with him to act as guide, furnish
have his son Placide, a good

huge square

" All hands, ahoy ! Our reefs shake out.
Our course once more we'll shape
out

No time Is to be lost.
For moderate days are very rare
Upon cur wintry coast.

And screaming sea

we

room and a
room containing at night four boys, three girls'
the old man and his wife, N. and myself, bed. loom, a cook
ing stove, two dogs, and fleas ad infinitum, we were up
and preparing for a tramp at an early hour. Our couch had

;

;

;

The murky cloudB and

the

sleds for our traps, etc., also to

loft,

Meanwhile the wind, which was northeast,
Has haaled to nor' nor'west;
They heave her to ; all but the watch
Turn in to get some rest.
Toward night the wind does moderate
The snow has ceased tojfall;
The sea goes down, while, fore and aft,1
Is heard the skipper's call :—

the fish are here,
For I have caught a pair."
On deck they hurry now,

trip is

still,

night in Albert's log cabin, which consisted of one

You'd best on deck repair;

The day has broke

however, being

tributary of the St. Johns.

himself and

fleet,

With joyful exclamation
They hull the coming light.
And well they may, for unto them
It's been a fearful night.
Bit others worse than they have fared,
For some lie iu the deepLeaving widows, mothers, sisters— all
In sorrow for to weep.

1

the time,

The morning dawned the watch

day,

and we reached B. du Loup at

drift so badly,

brought U3 to Little Falls, Madawaska, where we found good
accommodations at "Baton's." Little Falls is on the St.
John's River, and boasts a hotel, stcre, and the remains of a
block fort. On inquiring at Emerson's store for a suitable
guide, we were advised to send for Albert, a French Canadian
hunter and trapper, living nine miles up the Green River, a

ran awhile southeast
While day, now breaking through the gloom,

boys,"

The skipper he doth say
The morning watch will note
And my commands obey."

the

officers stationed in

the

The following

and patience.

And

a pleasant night.

me an

off to clear

pastime with English

cariboo hunting, and in winter they endure

evening, thence a night ride of 80 miles in a box sleigh

Tne blows fall thick and fast.
The sail Is clear they hoist It up;
She's under way at last.
They keep her

is

march and in camp in pursuit of this
noble game, frequently accompanied by their wives, who
brave the discomforts of winter in the woods with a fortitude
that may well be emulated by the ladies of the United States
should they seek to rival "chaste Diana" and gain renown
with gun or rod. In March 18G-, N. and I anived at the St.
Louis Hotel (Quebec) where we fared sumptuously, and experienced much kindness from the Russells. After consulting "Bob and laying iu such supplies as were needed, we
decided to go to Madawaska in New Brunswick to hunt for
cariboo and moose.
Traveling in Canada in winter is uncertain business. At St. Jean Chrysostom, a scattered French
town on the Rivieri du Loup B. E , we were snowed up,
returning to Quebec the same night, having lost both time

snow did not

fleet.

With heavy clubs they pound the

Canada

''

hoists a sail,

To the foresail, now, they all do spring,
And work with eager haste,
To clear the sail; for momenta now
Too precious are to waste.

vessels go..

Do now appear to sight.
The watch is set ; the rest torn in

And

The other

And now she shoots ahead.
We're saved," they
For even hope had fled.

Lay

Like dancing stars the twinkling lights

All

o'er—

That danger past, 'twas not alone,
There are others yet to meet
For right to leeward, not far off,

For Georges' bank these venturous men
Their little vessels steer
Then- courage falls not when the lead
Warns them the shoals are near.
But sailing on, they anchor now,
Their fortune for to try
The fleet are anchored all around,
And some are very nigh.

The

all Is

;

Soon dot the distant main
Like seagulls no a-, but some, alas
May not return again.

•'

!

Thank God

"

Their snow-white sails and trlm-bullt halls

••

then

strike,

FAVORITE

many hardships on

will be their grave.

With Urm set lips, and bated breath,
They watch her through the gloom.
Thev've done their best ; the sail won't
And each exoecta his doom.

winter's cold and cheerless storms

little

It is

once they

The sea

Have covered eartli with snow,
Forth from our harbor's shelter

" Give

A

the cable parts,

;

But cold has done its work.
The sail, with ice and snow congealed,
Is Arm as any rock.
Nearer the other vessel comes
No power on earth can save.

WINTER PISHING.

Our

tgeiv $rtmmvii[h.

my boys. The cable cut,
the forsail now."

cool,

Kun up

uary and February for the purpose of meeting the large
schools of winter fish which, at that time, come up on the
shoals to spawn. The Georges' fishery is the most hazardous
branch of codfisbing, and other ports which are not, like Gloucester, forearmed against loss of property and life by a complete system of mutual insurance, are unable to take part in
it.
One of the chief dangers is that of collision between the
schooners.
The fish are very apt to congregate in certain localities and the fishing vessels then find it necessary to anchor
together.
In case of a storm some of them are almost sure to
drag their anchors and to collide with their neighbors. When
two vessels come in contact destruction to both is almo t certain. Under ordinary circumstances it would be very easy for
the other vessels to get out of the way of those which are
drifting toward them, but this is impossible when, as is usually the case, the decks are covered with ice and the ropes
and sails are frozen stiff.
The following poem, by Captain
Joseph W. Collins, for forty years skipper of a Gloucester
schooner, portrays in a vivid manner the incidents and the
dangers of a winter trip to Georges'.
Captain Collins has
been very successful in preserving the peculiar dialect of the
Cape Ann fishermen, and the verses have the salty flavor of a
Northeastern gale

When

aase and (jZariboo Ranting in

There's one adrift

!

She's right athwart our bow.

Cape Ccd, of which they appear to be an extension, which
for forty years have been a favorite locality for the codfishermen of Cape Ann. About 130 vessels from Gloucester habitually frequent this region, and the trips are not discontinued

Many

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

skipper's voice loud rlngo

A light ahead

:

of

even in the winter time.

1879.

Each man for safety grasps a rope,
Or to the rigging clings,
While high above the tempest's roar

Smithsonian Institution,
>
Washington, D. C, Jan. 3, 1878 J
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FOREST AND STREAM

460
bad peppered away without doing serious injury, traces of
blood showed thai he was hit by N.'s first shot, especially when
he had stood for a moment gazing at me, nnd hesitating
whether he should attempt to pass. It being nearly dark, and
camp to be made, we followed the stream several miles until
we reached a deserted lumber camp on the bank where a few
minutes shovelling with our snow-shoes cleared a space inside
for beds, and a rousing fire made all comfortable for the
night.
While regretting being taken off our guard by the
buck, we decided to resume the chase on the following day.
The morning broke bright, clear and cold, a splendid hunting
day, the crisp snow glistening in the sun, while the smoke of
the camp fire ascended in a straight column to the tops of the
stately spruce and pine trees.
Camp duties were soon doDe,
and snow-Bhoes strapped on.
I found my feet somewhat
chafed by yesterday's march, and leg muscles stiff and lame.
Snow-shoeing for pleasure in clubs is very different from a
day's march or hunt, wearing them for a whole day in deep
snow; then the thongs will chafe and the ankles get not a
few severe wrenches while pushing through thickets of spruce
and undergrowth, climbing over fallen trees or slidiiig down
Steep banks. The usual protection lor the feet is the Indian
moccasin, over two pairs of thick woolen socks; but whatever
is worn must be pliable.
I have used the moose shanks
snipped from the hind leg with, the hair on, but found them
too heavy, as tbey must, be kept wet.
The most comfortable
thing I found to be moccasins, extemporised by cutting down
a pair of ordinary rubber boots and removing the heels, these
are sufficiently pliable, keep the feet dry, and are a perfect
protection against the constant wear of tbe snow-shoe thongs.
The following morning we left camp, and taking only our
guns and a day's rations we followed the river on the ice
uown to the scene of yesterday's adventure with the buck
cariboo.
Placide, Albert and N. took the track of the wounded animal and followed it into the forest, while f stationed myself
on the bank for a chance shot in case the game sought to
escape by taking to the ice. But although the track gave
evidence that the buck was badly wounded he still had sufficient vitality to distance his pursuers although the snow was
The cariboo gets over deep snow which
full? six feet deep.
would impede tbe movements cf moose or hunters with great
Owing to the great spread of his hoofs and v. habit of
ease.
placing the hi'jd shanks horizontally on the snow he makes
astonishing progress, sinking only a few inches where other
lis wallow painfully.
Uy this means the buck was able
to escape and the hunters gave up the chase after a long and
wearisome tramp, and returned to the river and then to camp.
The hide of the cariboo is covered with thick, short and
velvety hair, except under the neck, where it is long and
COarae
in color it, is patchy on the flanks, white and brown,
changing to grayish white under tbe neck and belly.
The antlers are tine, and beautifully curved. It is very rare
to find both brow antlers perfectly developed.
By comparison the antlers are liner thau those of the European reindeer,
an animal which it very much resembles, and the flesh sweet
and juicy, with more flavor than venison and without the
stringy toughness of moose meal.
Our pleasant anticipations
of delicate stews, juicy steaks and toothsome marrow bones,
in place of our hitherto meagre fare of salt pork and hard
bread, were doomed to be postponed for the present.
The cariboo of Northern Maine, New Brunswick and Nova
Scoria seems to be identical with the reindeer of Lapland,
where it is almost invaluable to the natives, not Only in traveling, but iu furnishing the meaus of subsistence.
It yet retnaius for some adventurous hunter to rival the fast horses of
America by appearing iu the Central Park with a cariboo
four-in-hand harnessed tea sledge decorated with wolf, moose
and cariboo robes.
For four days, during which we lived ii [i deserted lumber
cump, the rain fell persistently. Huuiing
such weather is
out of the question snow-shoes sink deep in the yielding
snow and lose their elasticity, and, becoming clogged with
damp snow, make traveling in the woods laborious and
Nevertheless, N. and Placide made short excurfatiguing.
sions into the woods in search of signs of a moose yard
ravages, in the Canadian French, showing where the game
had browsed during the wiuter on spruce or moose-wood
branches, breaking the limbs and stripping off the buds for
Meanwhile Albert and I supplied the camp with firefood.
wood, caught trout, through the ice in the Green Hiver witln
a few rods of camp, or shot partridges and white rabbits,
which were abundant, and so tame that a pistol shot rarely
causes them to ruu indeed, they furnished no sport except
At last the weather became cold, the sky
pistol practice.
cleared, and the snow, by freezing, became so stiff as to bear
the weight or a man without snow-shoes. Taking only our
uns, snow-shoes and a day's rations, with a Bled and ax, we
left the camp one bright morning, and in single file started
into the woods, leaving the river and ascending to the high
land.
Whether Allien knew of the existence of a moose-yard
or not, before noon the dog Diamond showed by his uneasiness and occasional sniffing iu certain directions that we were
near the game. Advancing with great caution, we followed
the lead of our sagacious dog, peering right and left through
At first
the dense spruce tniclteis for a glimpse of a moose.
the only signs were those made mouths before by tbe moose
iu browsing on the. low shiubs, then a faint depression in the
Bnow showed where he had stood, or indistinctly tbe form of
the tracks
a bed Was visible beneath some large spruce tree
became more distinct as we neared the yard. Many have an
idea that a moose-yard is beaten down like a pen, but none
There are deep holes
ihat I have St en have that appearance.
tn the snow where the heavy animals sink, iu traveling, to the
|

m

;

;

j

and furrows plowed through by Wallowing, boon the
barking of the dog was heard, and rushing lor ward we saw
two large black objects fast disappearing through the thick
The snow was trampled and discolored by the
spruces.
mouse, as usual when fresh started. Is ow comes the chase!
plunging, tripping, catching snow-shoes iu twigs, falling and
wrenching 01 ankles, up and ou again. The hunting party is
scattered nere and there, as each lakes his own course. A
momentary glimpse is all that one may have before the great
moose speeds away through the forest to be seen no more;
but a quick hand with the rifle can send a bullet into the

citing

method

of hunting

any game, and requires

tbe greatest

caution and patience if one would shoot a moose by
In several instances having approached moose by
still hunting to within a few rods of the thicket where I knew
them to be standing, they have started and crashed away
through the spruces without a chance of my seeinsr them, and
at such a pace as made pursuit useless.
But besides the patience required in still bunting, the exposure of night damps
in the snow, wet clothing and the fatiguing tramps through
the forests, make it the most difficult and hazardous of sporting, but one that well repays the hunter who is williutr to endure so much to get a shot at the largest and most wary of
American game animals— the moose.
The term moose-yard, however it originated, has given an
erroneous impression to those who have never hunted this
animal in winter.
yard conveys the idea of something
fenced in, and iu quite recent accounts the preposterous story
is still repeated that moose are accustomed to trample down
the snow over a large area quite smooth and level, within the
walls of which they can move and feed unimpeded.
Having
invaded a score of so-called moose-yards iu deep snows, I have
yet to see more than a single track made, by one moose, but
used, perhaps, by several, as they move here and there from
tree to tree, breaking down or ravaging, as the Canadian
hunters term it, lee limbs and twigs on which they browse.
The flavor of the sp'uee on which they feed impregnates the
flesh, and the smom»eh rye- tains a ma;s of green pulverized
spruce which gives oui.r
ingcut odor.
But to return to the eu^se. I soon found myself gaining
on the hugs animal and expecting every moment to get a shot
but still, in spite of the deep snow, he made good progress,
though often floundering badly.
As this is a straigbt-away chase, a side shot is impossible,
so, trusting to luck, f pitched up my rifle and aimed at the
exposed flank. Still on he goes, but blood in the snow shows
that the bullet has gone home
still on, now concealed by hollows or thickets of spruce, the. huge animal is straining every
nerve, but in vain. He is evidently losing strength, and
Skill,

stalking.

A

;

must soon

yield.

It is no easy matter to overtake a wounded moose.
Snowshoes are invariably treacherous, and doubly so when following moose tracks, into which they have a most aggravating
habit of sliding, accompanied with severe wrenching if ankles,
and occasion frequent, awkward plunges, with difficult recoveries.
But. at
last the moose is at, bay, shaking his immense head at the. dog Diamond, snapping viciously at his
heels, which he can do safely enough, as he Bprings nimbly
about on the snow-crust. I have just given tbe coup de grace
when Placide appears, and the necessary but disagreeable
duty of the hunters, the " gralloebing " and dressing the
game, must be done.
Meanwhile N. had taken the track of another moose, which,
after a long cbase, he overtook aud killed with his twelveinch burning pistol. This was a young bull, and still carried
horns, one short one and the Stump of another Which had
I

been broken

off.

Haviug now secured the moose meat.'hides arid heads, the
day was nearly spent and the question of making a camp was
considered.
Old Albert announced that we were too far from the river
to think of reaching it before dark
besides, we should
require all the following day to haul our game out to the
river; so, selecting a site well protected by spruce and pine
timber, we soon cleared a space iu the snow— using our snowshoes as shovels large enough to allow four persons lying
side by side.
The bottom anil sides of the camp were then
lined with spruce twigs, and a fire built at the end, toward
which we stretched our feet
then, after a. hearty meal of
moose meat broiled on sticks and fried moose liver, with a
pull at a flask of Dominion whisky, we were glad to seek rest
after a fatiguing day.
To say that one is comfortable lying in a snow hole on
branches, with wet feet, eyes lutlauied With smoke, a chilled
spine, feet chafed by show-shoeing, and aching bones, would
he far from the truth but we slept and wakened at intervals,
and although the fire melted itself down into the snow, we
rose refreshed and ready for the hardest day's work yet lo

camp

;

—

;

:

come.

Any hunter who has helped lo haul a moose out of the woods
will admit, that the work is beyond question the most laborious
ever undertaken by hunters.
A quarter of moose meat,
weighing about 250 pounds, is placed on the hide and dragged
over the snow, with many obstructions, accidents and delays,
at a rate of perhaps one-half mile an hour, so that hauling out
the game is the hardest and most disagreeable duty, and
explains the fact that so many huuters leave the greater part
or tbe carcass in Ihe woods to spoil, and take only the hide
aud the meat they want for present use.
It is to be hoped that the protection of this noble came
will be thorough, and that, the wardens will allow no violation of the provisions of the new laws in Maine and the
Provinces to pass unnoticed. The laws have been wisely designee! to allow the moose several years of comparaiive rest
and an opportunity to rear heir young in peace, and tberebj
preserve this noblest of American game for future generations
of sportsmenIf this is not done tbeit total extermination in
the Eastern States and Canada is only a question ot a few
years, and our descendants will form their ideas of Jive moose
from the caricatures preserved in our museums of natural
I

history.
With considerable trouble we saved all our game, and had
the satisfaction of sharing with friends at home the trophies
of

our moose hunt

in

New

Jons Avert,

Brunswick.

Sec.

Blooming Grove Park

Ass'n.

belly,

plunguig brute if no envious twig or treacherous hole stops
the hunter in his haste and brings him headlong in the snow,
wbere be buries his rifle arm deep and twists his snow-shoe
mytool
itis generally supposed that to catch a moose iu the snow
This may be so iu some cases, but usually
is an easy matter.
the moose giveB the hunters a long chase, in which all one's
muscle, pcrseveience aud wind are severely tried before the
Unless
big game is rundown and receives his death shot.
depth of from six lo eight feet of snow, a moose is
With less snow still bunting must
|y caught by running.
be resorted to, which to me is the most sportsmanlike and exi

:

.
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DUCK SHOOTING ON THE CHOPTANK
RIVER, MARYLAND.

five miles away from on the Choptank River, I
began to see ducks, and until dark they kept rising in immense
flocks in front and on both sides of the steamerrouly to soon
settle down again near some point close by among acres of
It was a fine sight, and I did not hear a gunother ducks.
shot on the trip. The points for decoy shooting that I passed
were grand, and 1 could have had excellent sport if I had had
decoys and a house to put up at, as I could have left the
steamer at any of the stopping places, which were frequent.
The water is very shallow on the broad flats on both sides of
the river, which is very wide from Cambridge to the mouth of

About

my

We had

Fredhaven Creek,

the

first

of

March

last I visited

the Choptank

Kiver, expecting a grand time shooting ducks.

I

did

my decoys with me on so long a trip, and found it
any in that section, and consequently
found it rather tame sport. Although that was a failure, 1
had a good time generally, and was well entti tn'med and
cared for at a fine old mansion, beautifully located by this fine
water. The weather was as warm as any May day up North.
not take

impossible to obtain

Having

in

contemplation a ducking excursion

mac Irom Washington with

a

gentleman

of

down

the.

llml

city,

Poto-

who

necessary for success if we
should find any game in that section, 1 took the small, comfortable steamer at Cambridge, Md., for Baltimore at three
o'clock t. m,, landing there early the following morning.

would furnish

all

the decoys,

etc.,

go up

this

narrow stream about

New

A

I was informed; but you must go prepared to rough it and
take plain fare, which will cost you only a trifle.
Duck shooting is uncertain sport at best. Any one that
has followed it with success late years, especially in the East,
has been fortunate and knew his customers well, for to-day the
main flocks may be feeding several miles from where you saw
them yesterday. Any change of direction ot wind may send
them to other localities lo feed, but generally within a few
miles you will find them congregated, when a good day's sport
may be had with certainty.
October last duck shooting, and,
1 was in Cam
of redheads and broadbills at times
feeding, I could not get near them,
southeast, Anally it shifted
The immense flocks were feed'ale.
ing just in front of the house I was stopping at and close to
shore, and they had it all their own way, as not. a gun was
fired ou that day, Sunday,
1 was restless, and fiually took
mysette to a short, stretch of hard land close by and screened
yself Triad a few stones, while I kept my dog retrieving a
i did this about twenty
ball -which I threw along the shore,

although 1 saw thoi
every day on the w

The

do m3T ues t-

.

'

s

:

was From

I

minutes, and had an immense (lock, covering more than an
could tiave slaiu them
acre of water, close up to me, BO that
with a club as they stretched their long necks and looked so
It was a trying lime, I assure you.
wild, almost at ruy feet.
I quietly stole away and patiently waited till next morning.
The wind middled away during the night, and after an hour's
work and nearly wearing the legs off my dog I only got one
They took another
shot, and secured nine fine redheads.
favorable place to feed that day, and 1 had to hunt them up
To learn their ways it requires considerable time and
again.
places
favorite
feeding
in every bay or
also
their
patience,
,
L-BATHEB Stookuw.
river that one may visit.
1
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LAKE 1NNISCANNING.

NOT enjoying my
office

recruit.

An

usual good health, owing to too close

confinement, I was obliged to take a holiday to
old school chum (if mine, who is engaged in the

lumber business on the upper Ottawa, invited me to accompany him up to lake inuiseauntmr, the source of the Ottawa
River, Where he was taking out a square timber raft,
1 accepted the invitation, and left home on the 23d of September,
and we reached our destination after six days' traveling.
The first three were done by steam and the last three in our
own b latSj loaded with the men's kits and rowed, towed and
portaged by the gay aud light-hearted French Canadian
shanty-men, who seem not to have a care ia the world to
shadow their jolly faces except a p iSsrng thought of wives or
sweethearts left at home and whom they will not see for
seven or eight months to come. The first few days after my
arrival were employed in fitting up a thirty-food river boat
for the navigation of the lake, while
in

planting

the

my chum

husi.

shanties for the winter's work.

I

The

Jake

is

seventy-live miles long, with an average breadth of five miles,

and, having plenty ot

ABOUT

to

Boston, I believe, is
-vii miles to Easton, Md., after dark.
The
the terminus of the steamer's route from Baltimore.
country on either side of Ihe Choptank Kiverfrom Fredhaven
Creek to Cambridge is thinly settled, and I learned that there
was very little shooting done in this section. Gunners from
Philadelphia and Baltimore BO mostly to the Chesapeake for
ducks and geese. I doubt if there is a breech-loader used by
nny of the residents in this vicinity, and I was surprised to
find ducks BO plentiful here, when most of the favorite re
sorts— Currituck and the St. Lawrence Paver nnd bays in
Canada— were so poorly represented by the usual flights last
I found the captain of this steamer very
fall and winter.
sociable, and capable of giving the best of information to any
one intending visiting this locality as to where to go and also
for
good day or week's sport with ducks and
time
a
the best
I was informed by a resident that the latter game
geese.
were rather plenty just then in the small bays letting out
from the river. The prices are very moderate in Easton and
on the steamers, and fare good enough. The train leaving
York at twelve o'clock at night, arrives at Easton, Md,,
at about three p, m. next day; aud at Easton livery, at very
low prices, can be hail lo transport any patty to any point on
the Choptank River ; distance overland to Cambridge about
twelve miles.and roads excellent in March, and, I should judge,
It -would not be a difficult job to
at all seasous of the year.
tret all the information, as to where to stop and when to be on
hand for the best of duck shooting in that section from the
only
iu
hotel
Easton. I found him a perfect
proprietor of the
small duck
gentleman aud willing to aid any stranger.
boat could be secured and man also at Easton, and the trip of
a dozen miles could easily be made by water, and good points
selected on ibe route, aud by that you would have your boat,
for I think there are few of them, and poor at that, in the
vicinity of the best shooting.
There are any amount of good points here, and at no rental,
si

time to do the

trip,

we

started, short-

handed, for the be-nl Of In- lafce, trusting to wind for locodid not reach the head until the third day, owing
motion.
to contrary winds, but were fully recompensed for our long
i

We

up

trip

by the abundance of geese and ducks we found there.

At the head

of

the lake there

fs

nine or ten miles of low

rice beds, affording good feeding grounds for
water-fowl, and this seems to lie iheir favorite resting-place
on their journey Irom the fur northern waters to their "southern winter quarters.
Two or three hours from daylight each morning were spent
at Ihe wild geese, Which would about that lime mass themselves in V -shaped companies and start on their journey south.
find them many companions of their previous day's
Nine a. u. generally
flight to swell the number ot our slain
found us with teu or twelve brace each, and our atomachs

marsh and

FOREST AND STREAM,
howling

for breakfast, which we always had ready, nfcVirig
a man io camp for that purpose.
After breakfast we smoked our pipes and loafed aruuoil
camp for two or three hours then, taking a bite, would for
the remainder of the day harass the ducks which were tiot in
such a hurry south as their larger brethren. For about a week
each year this seems to be their favorite haunt, affording
them rest and food ou their journey southward. Wl
disturbed they stay a day or two, but as they are coming and
going by independent Hocks there are lots always, "and,
although driven away in the morning, others will come at
night, and on quiet nights their incessant equailkings are
almost deafening.
We spent four days after this fashion, and
my chum and I bagged 137 brace of geese and twice as many
ducks, when, a good north breeze rising, we packed up and
started south, doing the seventy-five miles in eight hours.
gave our French Canadians some good feeds of game, dished
up " a la. Shaidie?;" which was a welcome relief to the
monotony of salt pork.
After lounging around the shanty for a day or two I expressed a wish to have a shot at a moose, which I understood
was plentiful in that vicinity. So the shanty boss engaged to
pilot me to a small lake about seven miles inland and covering about twenty acres, where, he said, th re wire moose. So
I shouldered my Ballard and followed the heels of my guide.
tramped around the lake for some time, but without success, although the shore was tracked like a cattle-yai d.
The
lake at one point becomes quite narrow, and from the wellbeaten path leading from the water we concluded it was a
fording place for them. So, at a short distance from bere, we
constructed a rude camp and returned to the shanty. The
next day 1 packed up my blankets and some provisions and
started alone for my hunting-ground.
1 tramped around
until dark with no success, when I rolled myself up in my
blankets and went to sleep to dream of moose.
At the first peep of dawn I was on my feet and took up the
most favorable position on the runway, thinking that if any
were moving Uiey would come my way, as it was a welltrodden runway and the running season had commenced.
After keeping quiet for about half an hour, 1 began to
think that moose hunting wasn't what if is cracked up to be,
when my ears were saluted with the sound of a tremendous
splashing in the lake and at the narrows; so I made for that
point as fast as I could quietly, and there, swimming straight
for me, were three moose an old cow leading, a young cow
calf next, and an old bull bringing up the rear,
I was about
twenty paces from the leading cow, when I sent a ball through
her head, leaving her splashing up the water with her death
kicks.
I had reloaded belore the astonished calf thought of
retreating, and it became an easy victim to my second shot.
By the time 1 had again reloaded, the bull had reached the
opposite side, about sixty paces off, and as he showed a good
length of back in ascending the bank, 1 took a good aim and
pulled, but seemingly without effect. 1, however, had two
moose that I was sure of, but 1 was wanting a pair of horns
as trophies of my sport so I went around the lake to see if
the bull would grant me a second interview, and upon examining the tracks leading out ol the water, I saw by the blood
that my last shot had taken effect, and upon following the
The
track for about half a mile I bund him lying dead.
bail had entered midway down the back, and passing through
with a forward inclination, had touched a vital part. The
horns Were very large, being tilt. Sin. at the widest and 4ft.
lOin. apart at the tips.
My chum received news from home that imposed his immediate departure, and 1 was unable to have any more sport of
Blurtthis kiud, of which I am sure there is abundance.
ed down in a small bark canoe that was barely large enough
to hold us and our valises, and which led me to think that tue
Yankee's description of a bark canoe was very appropriate,
When ho says "They are made of a little bit of bark and a
few chips stuck together with gum, and when you git in
you must have your hair parted in the very middle and be
careful in passing your quirt from one cheek to the other."
I, however, arrived safely home, after spending the most
enjoyable month of rny existence.
left

;

We

We

—

;
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NOTES OF AN OLD-TIME TRAMP.

*
r

AM

--

not prepared to state off-hand what

grandfather

knew about

my

grandmother's

but in loolting over
Proceedings in My Excur-

fishing,

" Journal of My
and there remarks which
was as fond of fishing as of fish, and I will
quote one or two extracts from the worthy old gentleman's

what he

entitled

sion in the Country, " I find here

show

that he

diary.

He

" July

begins thus

i

the morning took my departure from
Breakfasted at Copeland's, in Chester, where I
could not help remarking the luxury of the country— six or
eight lubberly country laborers sitting down to tea and bread
20,

1763—In

Philadelphia.

and

butter."

the farm hands of to-day say about such luxa word said as to the toothsome pig or the stiff

What would

ury
Not
though warm-hearted fried potato. Mr. Benjamin Mifflin
seems to have been an early riser or he would hardly have
thought of riding horseback from Philadelphia to Chester before breakfast.
I do not intend to follow him on bis journey,
'.

except to pick out an occasional sentence that may interest
you.
He no doubt kuev. how to ride, for be "baled at
Grubb's and dined at Wilmington," " bated and refreshed at
Newport," and from thence reached Oglestown, where he
writes; "I thought to have pushed on to the head of Elk,
but the sun being rtown, myself and horse fatigued, and being a stranger to the road, and Ogle telling me he still entertamed travelers, concluded to lodge there, bm Mill
neither punch nor wine, but good oats and hay fur my horse,
which maile amends, as I look on it the moat material affair
care of one's horse."

There

in traveling to lake gsod
Think of that
traveling for you-neither puuch nor wine
Good oats and bay, though ; take good care of your horse:
Thus refresh Bounds vcmfortaUb
"bate end ret'.:«n
Fancy our worthy traveler spinning along in the limited exSandWilmington— ten minutes for refreshments
press"
Where are
wich, glass Of beer, and back to the smoking car.
Our manuscript sa -vs Baltimore
Baltimcne towu
we now

is

!

!

.

!

grist mill and another a. Building, and contained about
"It seems to in1511 houses, With thirty or forty going up.

had one

crease very fast."
Let us get hack to our journey.

The journal

says

;

461

"37^'— Set off early, and breakfasted at Hollingworth's,
the head of Elk, called so because the tide comes no higher
a pleasant, cool, agreeable situation, the house but mean, but
good entertainment. Here I fell in with Mr. Keyes, Clerk of
,

the County, who resides :il Obarlestown, and accompanied
thither.
Refreshed on our way at Currey's, the head of
N. E., where we had a prospect of Charlestowu distance,
about four miles. Here I understood that, one Hank Kudolph

me

;

put Up about 400 bbls. of herrings last season, which he sold
at twenty shillings u barrel, and expects to put up 500 bbls.
next season. They say they are. little inferior to mackerel,
and fetch in the West Indies almost as much."
What does the Fokest and Stiibam know about the herring fishery at Charlestown ? Our traveler, who reached this
town— of which, by the way, he seems to have formed a poor
" 1 set off from thence about 5
opinion— at 11 a. m says
o'clock e. m., and arrived at Susquehanna a little before sunset; but seeing a, fine dish of the largest old wives, and best
that I ever eat, did not choose to pass by such a delicious repast, but made a hearty meal on them, with Indian Johnny
cake.
The people bere call them sun perch, and catch what
quantities they please in a very short time.
But we were
badly off for drink, the bouse affording nothing but mm, of
which 1 ordered a bowl of toddy, but could not drink butvery
,

i

Crossing the Susquehanna after dark, he went two
" The
miles on. reaching the " Three Turns " about 8 p. wl
house afforded wine, of which I had a lullaby, and went to
bed." This constant reference to wine, or the want of it
for the ingenious narrator seems to have thought the water
sufficiently taxed to support the " delicious " sun perch, without man's taking any of it— sounds odd nowadays but that
was much more of a wine drinking age than this. The rum
hiuts at the West India trade.
You would be amused at the
descriptions of Baltimore town and Annapolis, but they have
nothing to do with either the forest or the stream.
While at Annapolis, however, on his way home, Aug. 2,
he went " with Jonas Green Io view his printing office," and
afterwards "took a walk in his garden, where, among other
things, observed a tree which be calls a catolpest tree, planted about ten years ago, and is now about nine inches thick,
about twenty-live feet high, the leaves as large as the water
beech, and grows in regular, beautiful order, much like the
English elm."
I wonder where Green's tree is now.
It
sounds to me more like an ailantbus tree. The method of
leaving Annapolis may interest some of your boating readers.
"Aug. 3 Got up very early had my horse bated and
taken down lo the boat, but to my disappointment was
obliged to stay till one side of her was graved, and about 9
o'clock a. m. set off, the wind blowing hard at N. W.
About
two mdes down the river the fore sheet tore away the bolt
tope Fri m he sail, which obliged us to comeback, unbend
and take it to a sailmakor's— perhaps for the best, as thewind
was very high find a great sea would have run in crossing the
bay, which might have endangered our lives in an open boat.
About 3 i'. m, set off again with intent to land across the bay,
at Hutchinson, on Kent Island, but the wind being right
down the bay, and our boat turning badly to windward, was
till dusk before we could reach a ferry, three miles below,
kept by one Cu.pt. Thomas Himtner, an old skipper of mine,
where I look up
lodging. From Annapolis across the bay
is computed about fourteen miles, four of which is the river
to the entrance of the bay.
The price of ferriage for man
and beast is 12s. fid. There are several persons who keep
boats on both sides, so that a traveler need not wait long at
must remember this. Twelve
Eor a passage."
and six will take a man and horse by boat from Annapolis to
Kent Island. On the 4th, passing through " Queenstown, the
little."

;

—

;

i

my

We

county town of Queen Anns, about half-past ten," our traveler says " there are about five or six dwelling houses in it,
besides the prison and court-house, built, as appears by the
date in the gable end, in 1703. The only good dwellinghouse in it is the tavern where I put up, a new and large
building, brick."
What sort of a place is Queen Ann's Court
House now? Is the building of 1708 in existence yet?
Only five or six dwellings besides the prison! Nice place
thai last, no doubt.
Still, he prefers the tavern.
He got to Elowers', " said to be the best house on the road,
at 4 p. m., and, seeing they bad no hay, turned my horse out
in the pasture, and had hardly got in the house before an impudent planter demanded my name ; but, not choosing to
satisfy his impertinence, belaid hold of me to take me up, and
but for the landlord, whoslepped in, would have had the buttend of my whip, which I had lifted up to give him. This is
the first insult I have had since I left Philadelphia."
Tibs last I quote to show that people who travel after
sim perch should either have a whip with a heavy end, or
should understand how to make their hands keep their heads.
On the 0th, at Dover, I find this entry " Toward the middle
of the afternoon went back to Dover with V. L., and from
thence went a fishing in Dover River in company with The.
Parks and Theo. Maurice, caught fourteen fine perch, and in
the evening bargained with V. L, for fifty pounds tea." I
should like to know what sort of tackle my ancestors used
to ensnare the fine perch!
I have no doubt if you had been
about at that time you would have been asked whether the
helgramite was not useful as a bait.
llh—K sudden fit having taken V. L. to go to Philadelphia,
after breakfast borrowed T. Parkes' chair, and went with my
tea to Little Creek Landing, and put it on board Lock s
:

!

Here 1 came across a hnwk's-bill turtle which I
Having enjoyed
bought and likewise put on board of Lock.
hsh while traveling, it would not do to come home empty-

shallop.

'

hiB

handed to talk of these delightful messes, but tea and turtle
must go by shallop to the city home. No express in those
days
To those who are fond of horseback travel the last
day's record of the home journey will be interesting; and, by
the way, let me here ask something
Why do not some of
the tuauy people who are always seeking new ways of amus:

ing themselves, take to the old-fashioned horseback riding ?
I mean to take horse, saddle bags and gun, if the latter is
wanted, and take a good long journey, enjoying the thing
much in the same way that one doeB a' pedestrian excursion.
travel huudreds of miles yearly in the saddle, and find it
1
very pleasant. Let us see how our old friend traveled and
took care of his horse.
"14t/t—Intending to rise very early" [he was at Jacquet's,
formerly Wilherspoon's, tweuiy-eigbf miles from Dover]
"this morning, the moon shining bright mistook it for daylight.
Arose Mini dressed, but after rousing the family and getting a
light found it was not two o'clock. Bated and set off at three.
Bated and refreshed seven miles from Jacquet's, and breakfasted at the Red Lyon, eight iniles further; arrived at
Christeen about 10 a. it. bated and lefreshed, it being eleven
miles frorn the Red Lyou." This was doing very well lor a
quiet middle-aged traveler— twenty-six miles horseback by 10
"Set off at twelve, bated and refreshed at Grubb's and
a. m.
got to Chester about three ; dined at Copeland's, and at five
;

setoff. Bated and refreshed at Darby, and about nine o'clock'
[did what I wish ail readers of Foricst and Stiikam who
sail or ride may do] "arrived at
wished-for (jorl

my

fish,

where, through mercy, I found my family well, myself enjoying a better state of health than when 1 set off." Lat u,
hope he did not mar this by too much turtle.
C.
Philadelphia, Nov. 25, 187S.
(.'.
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THE OJAI VALLEY,
SOME

six or

more weeks ago

my

into one of the prettiest little

The

Ojai Valley

'Jim.

CAL.

—or valleys rather,

wanderings carried me
nooks in all California.

two

for there are

of

them

—commences about a dozen miles directly east of San Buena
Ventura, on the Pacific coast. It is of the lower valley that
I

wish to speak.

It is

about six miles long and two wide.

Through

it run two streams that never fail even in the driest
while during the rains they are increased to two or
three times the number.
portion of the valley, almost one

reason,

A

mile wide by two in length,
is tilled

is almost as level as a floor, and
with grand old live and white oak trees, giving the

appearance of some old and
valley is a Colorado park on
rise the mountains like the
With every hour's motion

The whole

well carcd-for park.
a very small scale.
sides of a

Roman

(

>n all sides

amphitheatre.

of the sun, with every passing
cloud, these mountains have a different color, tone and s.iade.

Sometimes they are covered with heavy, threatening storm
clouds, and sometimes they are bathed in the most lender and
delicate shades of green.
But it is at sunset that they are
most strikingly beautiful. While the whole west is "tilled
with living, liquid, golden light, the mountains at the western
end are in dark shade, but those at the eastern end are covered
with a brilliant amethyst. Often have I watched the sunsets,
and thought them unequaled by any I had seen elsewhere.
true sportsman should be a lover of nature but in this
happy valley he is not confined to nature in her inanimate
forms.
Game abounds in plenty at the proper seaaou. In
the Ventura Kiver some fine trout are caught. Unfortunately
my visit was made just before the close of the seasou. When
the water grows low, as it does by August, the fish retreat
far up the streams to the shades of the narrow canyons to enjoy the cooler waters nearer their source. Owing "to this fact
I took but few fish.
But the quails— the pretty, lively, active little quails— how they did abound!
In the morning or

A

;

evening they might be found in immense numbers almost
anywhere along the base of the foothills, or at mid-day by,
the streams, to which they go with the utmost regularity.
The middle of the d-iy was usually too hot (or walking, and
so my friend D. (one of the best companions oa a hunt or
anywhere else that I have ever had the good fortune to meet)
anil myself used to go out about half-past three in the afternoon and return about half-past five with well lilled bags.
One day we each had twenty another day I had twi- nlv-two
and D. not quite so many. We had quail to our heart's conJust as I was going away English snipe began to make
tent.
their appearance on the lagunas.
Rabbits were abundant
;

enough.
I am not a good shot with a
a week more in the valley I
deer.
Just as I was packing

rifle, but bad I allowed my.-elf
would have tried my hand ou
up word came to me that the

come

into the valley in considerable

deer were beginning to

One young man killed two in one morning within
two miles of where I stayed. As I drove away, "Nick," an
Italian, a good hunter, called to me as I passed him on the
road, " Oh, yon make mistake
you go too soon deer come
plenty now." There is a hotel and a boarding-house In the
numbers.

;

;

little village of Nordhoff, about the middle ot the valley, at
either of which one will be comfortably entertain
It was with a real reluctance that 1 packed my trunk, put

my gun and turned my face from the Ojai. Pleasant
my good friend; pleasant soci-d evenings and
amusements with the ladles and other guests at McKie's
boarding house, and a new measure of vigor, all combine to
give the valley a place among my happy remembrances.
Los Angelas, Oat, Nov. 22, 1878.
b.

up

hunts with

< |.

Pish Breeding in Canada.— In his report on Pish Breeding in the Dominion of Canada, 1877, Mr. Samuel Wilmot,
Esq., has prepared a very elaborate document which mav
well serve as a model of such reports. The particular character of the

Canadian reports

is

found in he extended and
I

cir-

cumstantial statistics gathered from every part of the broad
field and so systematically arranged as to afford a clear and

comprehensive exhibit of the condition of affairs. If the sevour own States do not show the work of the
commissioners with the same exactness of figures, they are

eral reports of

nevertheless scientifically valuable because of their discussion
of the various fish cultural methods in use, the natural history

of the subject and

The

its scientific bearings.

now

before us shows the work of the previous
year to have been quite in advance of that of former years,
both in plants and distributions. The total numbers of fry disreport

tributed in the spring of 1877, from the seven establishments of

Bedford, Miramichi, Restigouche, Gaspe. Tadoussac, Sandsalmon, 5,451,000 speckled irout,

wich and Newcastle, were
99,000

;

total of

the

over 13,500,000.

same year were

000;

:

;

California salmon, 7,000

:

The

whitefish, 7,950,000, or a
eggs laid down in the full of
;

Salmon, 0,004,000; salmon trout, 1,00ft,150,000; California .salmon, 40,000

speckled trout,

whitefish, 23,500,000, or a total of 30,004,000.

The

is much enhanced by o
comprising eleven drawings,
the Newcastle Government

educational value of the report

series of pictorial illustrations,

representing different views of

breeding institution and of the apparatus there in use, the
whole deliuiating as minutely as possible the entire process of
the work. There are also accurate drawings of the salmon
from the first development of the head in the ovum to fully
fish

grown

fish as it

appears at the spawning Beason.

TheMirami

—

chi establishment

also represented In a large illustration,

ia

accompanying which
tains

many

facts

or'

a special report.

is

interest,

avail ourselves of the

the

same before our

and we

The document
from time

shall

fund of information

it

to

con-

time

contains and lay

readers.

Commissioners of the State of Vermont,
for 1877-8.
us,

the

Legislature allows the greedy fishermen of that State to so interrupt the annual run of shad and salmon that their passage

Massachusetts,

New

Hampshire and Vermont

waters

is almost wholly cut off.
It is not to be expected that
these latter Slates are to expend money year after year for the
benefit of the fishermen at the mouth of the river.
Even the

Connecticut Commissioners themselves appear to have been
unable to effect any remedy of the abuse. They confess that
they are powerless to remove the causes of complaints.
Of the re-st icking of the Merrimack the report speaks more
encouragingly,
since the fishway at Lawrence, Mass., has
been remodeled the returning fish have had free passage, and
everything promises here a great success. The detailed observations of ilie passage of fish has already been recorded in

FOBBST AND STEBAM.

Some attention has been given to the introduction of migratory fish into some of the waters emptying into Lake Champlain.
Further effort here is held in abeyance until the
necessary co-operation of Canada

and

New York

can be

In previous years some twenty ponds have been stocked
with black bass. In spite of early depredations upon the
parent fish by unscrupulous spearmen and netters the fish
have iucreased and multiplied, and now the pouds are well
stocked. Although it is still too early to predict with certainty the result of the plantings of land-locked salmon in
1876, there is every reason to believe that the experiment will
be attended with complete success. Their introduction is
still, however, an experiment.
Smelts have been introduced into the tributaries of Lake
Champlam. They have so far done very well, and further
efforts in this direction will be made if the results appear to
justify

it.

The present laws relating to the capture of fish are found
to be ineffectual, because they are not properly enforced.
The Commission suggests that in the public waters of the
State there should be the greatest possible freedom given to
angling compatible with the efficient reproduction of fish.
Fishing with uets and seines should be more stringently regulated, and confined to October and November.
Several statutory regulations, whose importance have long been recognized
in other Stales, are also very sensibly advocated. The report concludes wiih an advocacy of the present law relating
to trespass, in which the reasons for such a statute are very
clearly set forth.

—

»

Commissioner McDonald, of Virginia, writes: "The
ilmou reported to have been taken in the Shenandoah must
ave been one of the 'land-locked' placed by the Virginia
iommissiou in the headwaters of the Shenandoah two years
ago.
It is hardly probable that ;any of the Californias are

now

partridge as the wood-tick, such as

fhn river.""
rive?- "
in the

Straight-Bore.

We

are under obligations to our friend " Straight-Bore "

which his interesting communication conveys, and while we do not think he quite succeeds in establishing the connection between the so-called tick and the fly,
we think that it is by no means unlikely that such a connecfor the information

tion

may

THE PARTRIDGE
Newark, N.
Editor Forest and Strbam

probabilities are

forth alive,

more

in favor of this

and

in the

pupa

state

somewhat resemble a wood-

tick, but have only six le^s.
They live upon the blood of the
animal to which they are all iched. Dr. Packard has described

one from a great horned owl 'it,der the name Bippobosca
Imbonti.
We hope before ioug to receive specimens of
this fly, which we shall submit to a competent entomologist,
from whom we may expect to receive very full information

on this subject. We shall be pleased to receive from Mr.
Hope, whose note we print below, the specimens to which he
refers.
They can be sent to us by mail in a small bottle of
alcohol.
We feel confident from the interest taken in this
subject by sportsmen in general that we shall before iong be
able to accumulate some interesting facts with regard to this
parasite.

There can be little doubt that the flies referred to by Straight
Bore belong to the family Hippoboscidce, and this is the more
piobablefrom the fact that this family is viviparous, aud that
the young assume a shape not unlike that of a wood tick, but
having, of course, only six legs, and are parasitic on many
birds aud mammals.
Dr. A. S. Packard has described a
species (E. bubonu) which was taken from a great horned
owl, and we would refer our readers to his " Guide to the
Study of Insects" for a figure of the young. We hope shortly
to be able to clear this matter up satisfactorily:

Somerset,
Editor Forest and Strkam :

Dec,

0.,

23, 1878.

I notice in your issue of Dec. 19 an article on parasites on
the ruffed grouse and their supposed effect in destroying the
young birds. I have noticed these parasites on the adult
birds for many years, and wondered that no sporting writer
or naturalist (at least those with whom 1 am familiar) should
have mentioned them. I have never seen the grub, or young,
of the insect, as I never had a young grouse, or any grouse,

my

hands in the summer season; but 1 have noticed five
or six on one biid in the fall, and have in two or three inThey are about the size of a
stances noticed them on quail.
house-tly, with larger wings and a leathery, bat-like appearance.
in

You say you have never seen a specimen. I have two,
preserved iu alcohol, which I will send you if you wish it.
Say how you want them sent. I have no doubt but that in
wet seasons, when the young birds cannot readily find dust
in which to wallow, that these parasites would prove very desC. H. Hope.
tructive.
Yours,

FLY.

New
Editor

J.,

Dec. 23,1878.

i

;

axis of the

body, consequently is V-shaped. This fly is
fOuniTat tending our pheasant or partridge wherever it exists,
and at all seasons, whether hot or cold, wet or dry. When
the bird starts to take wing the fly starts also, and, like the

keeps close to the bird's head and neck
down, when the fly stops on the bird
under the feathers. It may also take

pilot-fish to the shark,

until it alights or is shot

under the feathers of the bird iu cold or storm. It is
said to subsist on the excrements of the bird, and some are of

shelter

it breeds there also.
The breeding of these
insects is what mostly interests us.
The last year in Pennsylvania, southwestern New York and western
Jersey
a huge number of the young of the ruffed grouse have been
destroyed by what is culled a tick, which is lodged on and
eats into the neck, throat and head of young pheasants, and I
stronly suspect that this tick is a product of this fly for the
following reasons: The tick is very tough, and unless greatly
gorged with blood is bard to mash, and so is the fly indeed
tne fly will bear a pressure with the thumb-nail on a hard
substance of tenor fifteen pounds; the beak is formed for
burrowing and so must be that of the tick, and, though they
are occasionally found every season, their great number appears to be attended with" a larger number of ticks and a
greater destruction of the young birds, as noted the past
season. The reproduction of this fly, probably, is by the insect depositing the blow (ovum) ou the neck of the young
bird before it tea) hers, where it hatches and forms the lickmaggot (larva), as it may be properly called, and where it
subsists by eating into the neck of the bird until it develops
into this peculiar fly.
There are rarely more than three or
four flies with one bird often there is but one, and they appear mutual trieuds at this season of the year.
On bringing in a number of birds and removing them from
your game bag, near a warm stove, perhaps the first thing
that will claim your attention will be one of these flies, resolved to alight on yoor neck.
This he will persist in doing,

the opinion that

New

;

;

The

Now

orest and Stubam and Rod and

1

Yokk, Dee.

Gun

21, 1878.

:

ihat the eel question 13 Settled, pleaae give us Information re-

garding the wblppoorwill. Webster delinea It as a speoics of the nighthawk. 11. is doubted, and by many believed to be a distinct species.
T. E. P.

[The whippoorwill
hawk. Ed.]

is

perfectly distinct from the night-

—>—
—We have recently received
.

Interesting Papers.

About
is one of the most novel.
the vexed question of the pigeon's edibility, we confess,

in the subjoined letter

we are unable to decide.
We have visited half a
dozen ships, and found ever so many men who have " been
around the Cape," and, while one spoke high in praise of the
flavor of the bird, another never knew of their being eaten,
and a third never heard of them. We did not confound the
Cape pigeon and the albatross. Sailors differ as much as
other people in their superstitions, and wbde some tars may
relish the flesh of a sea bird, others may refrain from it with
superstitious dread

In your issue of the 29th ult, there is some confusion as to
the birds alluded to under the caption, " Albatross and Cape
Pigeon," the latter being clearly confounded with the stormy
So far ns the sailors being
petrel or Mother Carey's chicken.
superstitious as to the capture of the Cape pigeon, which is of
a black and white color and about the size of a tame pigeon,
their catching is looked upon as an amusing recreation for the
younger passengers on board, and occasionally for the sailors
themselves.
1 have caught many molly mawks, a bird of the
same description, but of smaller size, but never heard of their
being edible before, and their rank smell is enough to convince
most people who have handled them that it would require a
very good cook indeed to fix them up into an eatable dish.
The only use I have ever seen them put to has been the preservation of their pinion bones for pipe-stems. I have never
seen one shot, the method of capture being the dropping overboard of a pork-baited hook at the end of a log-line, the bait
being kept stationary (to the limit of the line) by board floats.
The albatross is very suspicious, and will touch nothing in motion
so as soon as'tbe line has run out it must be reeled up
and the process begun anew. Hauling a good-sized albatross
up a quarter of a mile with wings and flat feet set against the
water is good work for three or four men. Most are labeled
and collared and let go again.
In Southern latitudes the Cape pigeons follow a ship in
common bottle
thousands. They are caught as follows
cork is tied to the end of along piece of thread and trailed
behind the stern so that the cork touches the water. This
gives the required tension or tautness to the thread.
As the
birds fly in clouds from side to side astern, some of them constantly strike the thread with the wing, and the resistance is
enough to turn them over it, when the thread is wrapped
round the wing and the bird is hauled on board. It is no exaggeration to say that bundreds are thus caught in a day. I
remember when sailing to India on board the ship St. Lawrence, with troops, in 1861, and a ship full of passengers, that
on the 1st of September (the opening day of sport in England)
we first struck pigeons, and sweepstakes as to numbers soon
took the place of* the excitement of hauling a single bird on
board.
As well as I can recollect, we caught over (100 to half
Against such numbers of pigeons I saw but
a dozen corks.
one stormy petral caught on that or any other voyage. The
ship's doctor, a young suraeon named Garner, caught one ou
bis thread.
He took it to his cabin, where, being an enthusiastic naturalist, he proposed to kill and skin it.
lt was his
first voyage, and be was much elated at securing the specimen.
Half an hour afterward ft deputation from the crew, headed
by a boatswain's mate named Hawes, arrived to beg htm to
He
let the bird go, or some dire calamity would happen.
agreed to do what they wished, but (rilled and preserved the
bird as soon as their backs were turned, a fact, which came to
their knowledge later on, when Lhej r grumbled exceedingly at
the risk he bad put the whole ship to.
1 forgot whether it
was on the following Christmas or New Year's Day, but on
one of there while the St. Lawrence was at anchor iu the
Hooghly, oil' Calcutta, the Doctor dropped dead off his chair
after dinner from heart disease, and, on a visit which 1 shortly
afterward paid the vessel to liquor up those who had brought
me through a four months' voyage, the sailors, one and all,
gravely attributed his death to his slaiigher of the Mother
Carey's chicken
and I am convinced that meddling with
another on any future voyage would have provoked that, ship's
;

:

>

from the

authors two papers issued by the Engineer Department at

Washington, which are of great interest to naturalists. The
first of these is a ".Report upon the Keptiles and Batrachians
Collected during the Years of 1875, 187(5 and 1877 in California, Arizona and Nevada," by Dr. H. C. Yarrow and H.
W. Henshaw, both of whom have been long and favorably

known both to naturalists and the general public for the excellent work which they have done in connection with Lt. G.
M. Wheeler's Geographical Survey West of the 100th Meridian.
The superb volume on the zoology of this survey,
which was issued some time since, was in a very considerable
work of these two writers, and would speak emphatically enough in their behalf even if they had never done any
Besides this, their pamphlets and
other scientific work.
shorter publications in various periodicals have been numerous acd valuable.
In the paper now under consideration thirty-nine species
are mentioned, of which one Bufo eopei— is new to science.
Very full synonomy of all the species noticed is given, and
the notes on the habits and relationships of the various forms

part, the

are extremely interesting.

to mutiny.

tir.io.UK.

—

Destrdotivbness of an Otter. An instance proving
that fish otters are able to catch even the largest of the inland
water tish has been communicated to the German Fitting
The fresh remains
l/asette as having happened in Norway.
of an otter meal have been discovered a few days ago upon
the banks of the Lardalsely in Norway, consisting of the
head and tail-end of salmon. The weight of the bead was
six pounds, and that of the tail-end up to the lowest point
The marks of the
of the dorsal fin, twenty English pounds.
forepaws of the otter upon the tail-eud of the salmon indicated
clearly that the otter must, have caught hold of the lish at the
tail, and that he had let himself be dragged along by the
salmon until the lattcr's strength had been entirely exhausted,
when it fell an easy prey to its enemy. To judge from the
proportions of the discovered remains, the total weight of the
salmon could not be estimated at less than fifty pounds; the
otter having, therefore, in one single meal, devoured some
twenty-five pounds of fish-flesh.— K.e.

We

have had some queer experiences of

this

kind ourselves

Once on the Neplgon
River we ran a rope through the gills of two twelve-pound
lake trout which we had caught by trolling, and left them in
the water by the riverside with the rope, made fast to the
stem of a sapling, hoping to boil them for next day's meal.
In the morning they were missing, with the rope cut. After

in the course of

many

years wanderings.

a brief search along the shore

we found

the head of one of

them protruding from the bank, and taking hold of it, found
the body eaten off to the shoulders. A mink had tried to
drag

it

into

its

hole

tail

foremost, but being too large,

aud the mink made the best he could of his
fish weighed three times as much as the mink.

it

reprisal.

stuck,

The

Seals are vastly more destructive to fish than minks or otters.
During a long cruise on the Labrador coast we observed their

ravages every day.

"A List of

A

-,

company almost

THE WHIPPOORWILL.

This insect is about a third larger than a common house
UJr, is black, a little slimmer in proportion to size, longer
winged and smaller the proboscis or beak is broad at the
base, about onesixteenth of an inch long, and tapers to a
point ; this beak at the base is flat transversely to the long

itself

exist.

view of the case, if, as we think, the fly belongs to the family
Hippobomdos, a group of flies which are parasitic on the deer,
sheep and some birds. The young of the species of this group
are not produced from eggs in the usual way, but are brought

jistarg*

and conceals

we

Until within a
the ticks on the
see on dogs, foxes,

minks, rabbits, etc., and it never occurred to me otherwise
until the fly suggested it
and now, from my memory of the
partridge tick and wood-tick, I am persuaded they differ.

Vermont Commis-

Commissioners in strongly
condemning the selfish and unjust attitude assumed by Connecticut in relation to the shad and salmon introduced into
the Connecticut River. To this complaint of a lack of interState courtesy we have already referred. The Connecticut

to

even though you may slap at him a dozen times. If you are
not acquainted with the fly, the visitor will pass for a bothersome house-fly, and you may never be wiser unless you got a
crack at him on some hard substance, when, oil giving him a
good hard slap, you will be surprised to find that he. does not

;

their last report, now before
IS sioners
join the Massachusetts

the

:

mind it more than a piece of India-rubber.
few weeks I have been accustomed to regard

Abstract of the Biennial Report of the Fish

through

—
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Pound

nets are set

all

aloDg shore for

sal-

Marine Fishes Collected on the Coast of Caliwith Notes," is by the
same authors. Twenty species are noticed, one of the most
perch (Vymatogaster
the
viviparous
of
which
is
interesting
aggregntus. Gibbons), an account of which was published in

mon, many of which are taken and smoked or salted. Hut, twice
as many would be caught but for the seals. At almost any time,
by silently watching, we could detect the round bullet hearts
of one or more seals in the water inside or outBide of the
pounds, and on inspecting the net abundant evidence of their

Forest add Stream some years

work could be found. They seldom, if ever, devoured an entire fish, hut contented themselves with a bite at
this and at that one, mutilating a large number, and almost
Unpoveriflhing the poor fishermen. Once a member of our

fornia, near Santa Barbara, in 1875,

since.

Cape Pigeons and How to Capture Thbii.— Of all
modes of capturing birds that described by our correspondent

destructive

FOREST AND STREAM.
party paid a silver dollar for a fine salmon which he laid on a
rock near shore, While he stepped away momentarily on
an
errand.

He eame back

just, in

at sunset
was II mid this morning at sunrise it was 84.
Now, why was it not 18 tue other morning instead of only
when was 29 the evening before ? I have noticed this
twice within the last few days. May not this bo an interpo,
ii

38,

time to sec the seal in the

water with the salmon in his mouth.

What we are opposed to is anything that has for
ends or aims the furthering of the interests of professional

support.
its

it,

a regular operation? Suppose the mercury
;_-:-., more as usual that night. I shudder
!| e the ruin that
would have been wrought. Let
Smi hard scientists gay what Hjey choose, but I do believe
with all my heart arid all my soul that there is a power who
often intervenes to do us 'good and save us from barm,
whether we deserve it or not. That is the exercise of a Godlike heart as well as a Godlike power.
But to return to the muttou. The weather has moderated.
The thermometer now says 51, but the clouds are again ominous and the tail end of the gentle north wind is still upon
us.
Ah, me bis tail is far better than his head. Tliere is
no telling where this thing is going to end. I was very
anxious to send you a weather report; from all portions of
Texas on our coldest day- -the 20th— but unfortunately the
telegraph wires were everywhere obstructed, and there was
no getting there that day. But yesterday's weather report
iu to-day's Galveston News is curious.
At Galveston yesterday, at 3:30 p. m., the thermometer marked 39, wind north;
at Denison, about 400 miles north, thermometer 33, wind
northwest at Griffin, 500 or 000 miles northwest, thermometer 43, wind southeast
at Davis, 700 or 800 miles northwest,
and further south, thermometer 49, wind southwest ; Ragle
arrest

1

!
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dog breakers, or those who make their living solely by dog
breeding or breaking, as against the interests of sportsmen, or
those who breed and keep dogs for amusement only.
If one

1

fgaodhmd, <#«*w ami

(garden*

TEXAS CLIMATOLOGY — CUPID AND
IONA.

Vapors, audclondH, and storms. Be these my llieme:
Tuesel that exalt the sunt to solemn thought,
And heavenly musing.

James Thompson.

Editor Forest and Stream
If such weather as we have been having for some time
should continue much longer, I guess you will have to write
:

me down

either as a " poic " or a lunatic.

I

will stake tins

!

winter of ours, as far as it has gone in the poinil of aglioess
and pure cussedness, against any winter in auy country on
the globe. It was ushered in by a succcession or rains, usually
accompanied with a cutting north wind, rilling a.ll the laud
with slop and confining every fellow remorselessly within
doors.
No plowing, no planting of trees, no riding, no shootNothing to do but to chafe
ing in such weather; as this.
the Kij Grande, thermometer 44, wind southeast ,* at
around one's fireside like a hyena or Texas peccary in a cage.
And I can't see where the "heavenly musings" and exalta- Brownesville n ar the month of the Rio Grande, thermometer,
50, wind northeast
tion of the soul, which Thompson speaks of in the above exat Indianola, on the Gulf, about midway
between Brownesville and Galveston, thermometer 39, wind
tract as being due to winter's ugliness, came in at.
I am conThis shows that this singular wind is blowvinced that he never wrote that poem in the winter and did east.
not know what he was talking about. It is a poetic falsehood ing in a great circuit all around the State of Texas.
—and all posts are extraordinary liars—on a par witlt that de- with streams shooting out here and there and running every
which way. For instance, a stream seems to leave the great
claration of Horace, that it he were placed among the icebergs of the North Pole, among polar bears, or in the deserts current somewhere about Eagle Pass and flow straight north,
of Gaetulia, among lions, he would still sing of Lalage all the hitting Stockton from the south, while another breaks out boween Davis and Griffin, (lowing dead to the southand hitting
same asunder his owu vine3 and olives. As for myself, 1
Mason from the north. When it is considered that Mason and
feel more like cussing than singing, and I assure you"l have
of late done au immoderate share of that former.
In fact, I Stockton are not very far from the same line of latitude, and
seriously doubted if I could ever go to heaven if the weather only about 200 miles apart, this looks singular.
The groat
timbered region of Eastern Texas seems to interfere with the
were always ugly,
Cm Friday morning before Christmas there was a prospect circuit of the wind, pushiug it somewhat to the west, for if
The sun peeped out, the circuit was a perfect one the wind should hit. Galveston
that all of this was going to break.
from behind the clouds, and the gentle north breezes fell from the northeast, instead of the north. But this is now not
The mocking-bird, who had not uttered a note for a a i<rue norther. It is a beggarly, villainous nondescript, aud,
asleep.
whole month, flew to the tops of the trees and poured forth in my opinion, portends ugly unsettled weather. The true
Poor soul, he thought his norther always hits every place from a few points wc9t of
his sonl in a melody of delight.
And so did I think that mine was. north.
greatness was a-ripening
00P1I) AND IONIA.
I ordered my traps for a trip I had been putting off from day
to day and week to week for more than a month, and felt
I said I had 1,0 turn "poic " in self-defense against the inhappy that I would be off on the morrow. But at 4 o'clock clemency, and now I make you another translation— not this
that evening great blue clouds began to puff up from the
time from Horace, but from an old Portuguese sonneteer.
north, and quicker than one can say Jack Robinson, a terrific
My five-year old girl pronounced it " bootiful," but my threeIn a few moments the year old boy most positively declares " It
Arctic wave rushed down upon us.
is not."
In my
blue clouds had covered the whole heavens, not even leaving version of it I agree with the boy, but in the old
Portuguese's
a crack where you could ptick a pin. The mercury fell from
version I agree with the kind little girl.
I dedicate it to any
75 to 31, and my spirits fell from 150 to zero. I ordered my pretty girl who may be named Ionia
traps to be laid aside, and there they he yet without much
Or late the little god Cupid
prospect of their soon being called for. Soon the blue clouds
Strayod away from his fidr mother's eyes,
began to precipitate a misty rain, mingled with hailstones
And
wept m a niauner so stupid
devil
seeds,
and
the
was to play genabout as big as mustard
That. lie tilled all the vale with his cries.
This inordinate and most monstrous state of affairs
erally.
continued unremittingly till the next Thursday evening, when
He wandered o'er plain and through wood.
And now here was a
the sun went down in a cloudless »ky.
And of all whom lie chaneed to see,
The rain as it fell
spectacle rarely witnessed in this region.
He Implored that they'd bo so sweet-good
had all turned to ice ou the trees, the grass, the roofs of the
As to tell where dear mamma might be.
upon
even
the
backs
of
the
and
hogs,
fences,
cows
houses, the
His quiver, so lately his pride,
and chickens and when the setting sun threw its red rays
Dropt his darts unobserved Id the piam
upon all of these, it looked as if the whole world had been
Aud
ids bow seemed to say, at his side,
mirrors.
My
three-years-old
flaming
boy
into
converted
" I will never shoot arrow again."
•went into raptures and danced until I thought he was likely
Just as the sun disappeared
to turn "poic " like his father.
And while in this piteous plight—
the norther ceased, and a night of wonderful beauty came on.
Wiih the tears streaming down his sweet faeu—
AU the heavens were throbbing with stars, which seemed ten
He saw, with unbounded delight,
times more brilliant than ever. It was a glory to look upon
Ionia, a maid of mueh graoe.
the flashing Sbrius and the gaudy Canopus changing the iiue
When she heard thepomplaint that he made,
And there hung the young moou
of his light every second.
She told lilm in words very sweet,
It was nice, but though it
close bylhe great white Jupiter.
While the smiles ou her dimpled chested played,
was cold, I looked at the thermometer and it showed 20.
" Now," said I, "our oranges are gone. The mercury will
That soon his dear ma lie should meet,
I
fall ten degrees during the night, and that will slay 'em!"
but the little go,l raised up his head
went to bed with a mind perfectly resigned, for what is the
ner lips with warm kisses he piles,
over that which cannot be helped
;

;

:

t

!

:

lie-

;

of the first acts of the National American Kennel Club, provided it possesses the power, shall be to so reform field triala
that gentlemen sportsmen may have equal chances in running
their dogs with the professional breakers, they will already

have earned the gratitude of
interest in these events.

We

all who take, or would take, an
might remark here, en pimnnt,

was perhaps unfortunate that at the important meeting
of the club noted below the professional breaker of the St.
Louis Kennel Club— worthy man though he may be— should
have been appointed one of a committee of two to form a code
that

it

of rules for Field Trials.

Our reasons for not having hitherto given the N. A. K. C. a
warmer support are as follows
The National Kennel Club
:

has been likened— to abbreviate
Trotting Association

;

and

its

fond of making the similitude.

composed of

ciation is

all,

its

title— to the National

members and supporters are
Now, the Trotting Asso-

or nearly

the

all,

local

trot-

ting associations in the country, each

of which sends deleannual conventions with power to frame
rules for the guidance of all.
If the N. A. K. C. was organized in the same manner, and its members were delegates
gates

the

to

from the

and societies under whose auspices
Field Trials are held, then there, would be
some similarity. But the N. A. K. C. is composed of private
individuals who not only frame rules which they would have
different clubs

Dog Shows and

adopted by working associations, but they evan arrogate to
themselves the right to appoint a " Board of Appeals" which
to review disputed cases occurring at dog shows held by
regularly organized corporations
It is extremely improbable
is

any of the large kennel clubs would pay much attention
any action taken by this " Board of Appeal" if it offered to

that

to

interfere with their decisions.

In fact,

we know

that a joint

committee will be appointed by two of the principal clubs to
act as a board cf appeals on cases occurring at either of their
Unfortunately, " National Associations" have not
shows,
been successful in this country, nor do wc anticipate that they
ever will be until they are properly organized in a parliamentary manner. The National Sportsmen's A ssoeiation may be cited

We have now explained our position and
sentiments regarding the N. A. K. C.
If it can show to us
and the public its ability as well as its inclination to effect reforms it will have the heartiest^support of both.
Its legitias a case in point.

mate purpose appears to us to be the publication of the KenStud Book, and little beyond that.
If it attempts to in-

nel

terfere

with the work of regularly-incorporated and legitimateit will have its hands full.
The letters

ly constructed clubs

of Mr.

Muuson, the Secretary, are as follows

National American Kennel

Ct.ob.'*

St. Louis, Dec. 28, 1878.

£

Editor Forest and Stream:
At the annual meeting of the National American Kennel
Club, held at Nashville, Tenn., on Doc. 2 and 6 of this
month, the following business was transacted The first edition of 750 copies of the stud book was ordered printed at
once, and the secretary was instructed to receive entries for
i

Vol. IL, also to take advertisements for Vol. I. at $25 per
page. The secretary has charge of the disposal of the stud
book when printed. Section 7 of the constitution making
the initiation fee $15 a necessary part of membership was
suspended for that meeting, and until the next annual meeting.
The following new members were proposed and elected
D. C. Sanborn, R. B. Morgan, M. C. Campbell, J. F. .Nicholson, M. L. Brown, M. D. Collier, Geo, 11 Clason, Gen. W.

;

use of feeling bad

my

'i

many

years to sleep for the most
My bed-room has five windows two
part in the open air.
opening on the north, two on the south and one on the east,
and I always keep the sash out, closing only the blinds wheu
the weather is inclement. But that particular night got away
with me, though I had tkree heavy blankets and a quilt piled
upon me, and after midnight, I crept down stairs into more
comfortable quarters. I haven't been up into ihat room since.
When moruing broke I hurried to my thermometer, and to
my surprise found it at 28, the mercury having fallen only
one degree during the night. I examined my orange trees,
and some of them looked like the angel of death had been iu
1 have watched them ever
their top limbs, but nowhere else.
Bince and am now satisfied that they have received no injury
whatever: so the truth is now ascertained, that the orange
I have but
will stand four degrees of frost without injury.
one lemon which is considered much more tender than the
orange— and that also escaped unscathed. I would like to
many
degrees
frost
the
orange
will
of
kno (V exactly how
Will not some of your
stand without injury. Wuo can tell
Florida readers give us their experience on this point?
I have been talking with the oldest, citizens about this cold
Bnap, and tbey say that it is the coldest since 1800, when the
mercury fell, as some say, to 21 for a few hours. They may
be right, but 1 was here then and caunot recollect such excesThese old citizens also say that years ago our
sive cold.
winters were quite severe, and that they have been steadily
becoming more moderate. I believe this is true, ueoause it
is only within the last three years that we in Houston have
Is it cultivation
is this thus ?
had bearing oranges.
and the thickening population doing the work? May be the
Vii Supcrii tempering the wind to the shorn lamb; and I
think some of the lambs eed it badly euougii.
And right here comes a little thought which I know Dr.
Draper, whose " Conflict Between Science and Religion " I
have just read with a great deal of interest, will laugh at me
I do think there is some Power which
for if he ever sees it.
occasionally interrupts the regular operation of His taws to
prevent, harm to His creatures: in other words, that He temis not thai little fact that
pers the wind to the Shorn lamb,
I have noticed tor
I have just given you an instauce of it?
years that almost every night iu this climate the mercury falls
Last evening
For instance
from ten to twenty degrees.
It

has been

habit for

And— "For Venus
"

—

—

As

c*re not," he said,
long as I loot In thine eyes,"
t

-.

That reminds me of the frozen adder which the old farmer
put into his bosom to thaw, and which being thawed, stung
the good farmer. Love is a dangerous thing, Mr. Editor,
even lor old fellows like you and me.
Houston, Term, Dec. 23, 1878.

NAT

Nichols,

Anthony

Hittgins, C. C. Maffit, V. L. Kirkman, Dr. Rawlings
Young, J. V. Cowling, J. M. Taylor, Henry Bishop, A.
Waddell, Samuel B. Duffy.
The following officers were elected for 1879 President, E.
C. Sterling, St. Louis; 1st Vice-Pres., Theo. Morford, Newton, N. J.; 2d Vice-Pres., P. II. Bryson, Memphis Sec. J. W.
Munson, St. Louis; Treas., L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Canada.
Executive Committee— Luther Adams, Boston, Chairman;
M. C. Campbell, Spring Hill Tenn B. F. Stoddard, Dayton,
O.; Jno. E. Long, Deiroit, Mich.: J. W. Foster, Leesburg,
Va. E. C. Sterling, J. H. Dew, Luther Adams, Capt.
Patrick Henry and L. H. Smith were appointed a Committee
on Bench Show Rules.
Annual meetings of the club are to be held hereafter on the
evening of the first day of the field trials. A Board of Appeals was created, aud a section to that effect added to the
constitution.
The board for 1870 is as follows: J. H. Dew,
Chairman J. A. Nichols, E. F. Stoddard, E. C. Nichols, A.

M

;

;

P^ M$tm

£t'

;

THE NATIONAL. AMERICAN KENNEL
CLUB.

FROM the
it

of Mr. Munsjn, which

letters

will be seen that there has been a

ihe National

we

print below,

reorganization of

American Kennel Club, with such an abrogation

;

'i

Why
i

:

of the rules regarding
result

the admission of candidates as should
In the election of Mr.

in a very large membership.

Sterling, of the St. Louis

Kennel Club, a gentleman

of large

means and au

enthusiastic lover of the dog, as president, the
club has done wisely and well. The immediate publication
of the " Kennel Stud Book " is a duty which is owed to the
general public, who have furnished, in the pedigrees of their
dog, the material for

and we

may

be allowed to remark
here that the book would have been published two years ago
Register had not heeu handed over to the club.
We have been accused, by members of the ST. A. K. C, of
1

•

it

;

ii

being antagonistic to their association, and it may not be out
of place for us here to state our position iu the premises.
In
the first place we will say that as far as the members of the
club are concerned, or, for than matter, the club itself, we

have no antagonistic feelings

when we

are assured

that

the

whatever
and, moreover,
is about to do anything
j

club

promote the well being of
the dog, or that it is able to do so, it

that will

all

matters pertaining to

will receive

our heartiest

Higgins.

The Commit tee on

Field Trial Rules, appointed in May,
1878, reported, but not being able to agree on anything satisfactory, a new committee ol two, with the president an eiofficio member, was appoiuted to frame a code of rules,
which, when reported, are to be accepted and considered the
Capt. Paliick Henry aud C. B.
rules of the club for 1879
Whitford appointed on the committee.
The bench show rules, as amended, will be sent to the
papers the first week in January in pamphlet form. The
club decided to give field trials on quail some time iu the fall
of 1H79, place and time to be decided on hereafter.
Mr. C. B. Whitford acted as secretary pro tern, during both
sessions of the club.
;

Youis

Jno.

truly,

W. Munson,

Sec.

Editok Forest and Stream
The constitution and by-laws, and the bench show rules of
the N. A. K. Club, will be published in pamphlet, form, aud
Copies can be
ready for delivery the first week of January.
had on application to your paper or to me. The field trial
rules will be ready by April t, and will be published promptly.
New members, for tne present, are not balloted for. To become a member of the National American Kennel Club now
:

;

:

<

ODly necessary to pay $5, which
for the year 1879.

it is

is

the entire expense o*

membership

THE MINNESOTA FIELD

Sec.

TRIALS.

St. Louis, Dec. 30, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream:
the statements of Mr. Mulliken in your issue
of he L'ljth inst. wherein he attempts to whip me over Mr.
Howe's back, I would premise by saying that you undoubtedly recognize this matter as a personal fight between the
judges UaemaelTOS, and between the judges and the public,
but would add that 1 am convinced you will in the interest of
future shows and iieid trials admit to your columns such evidence as is necessary to show the true position of each.
I do not propose to simply declare some "facts " are false,
but will prove them so by testimony of a character not to be
impeached, and to show the position of the Hon. gentleman
on the 87th day of Nov., I offer the following extract from
" I believe all the judges acted
his letter to me of that date
on all decisions honestly and according to their best judgment,
and outsiders have nothing to do with the matter," and adds
" 1 have the kindest feelings toward you and Mr, Davidson,
whatever may be said by any one hostile to either." All of
which is in strange contrast with his allusions to me in his
statements concerning Mr. Rowe. From the way he speaks
of that gent, eman walking arm in arm with one of the judges,
one would think he considered such an act a crime it this is
the case we would like his objections, and as I plead guilty of
being the judge this is aimed at, I not only acknowledge the
charge, but will say with pleasure, that on more than one occasion I was so close to the editor of Forest add Stream that Mr,
Mulliken could not tell upon oath whether or not we also
were •' arm in arm," and, as many will bear me witness, there
were times during the trial that this Hon. gentleman could
not have told whather we were two or a myriad. It is an
actual fact, Mr. Editor, that 1 sat on the ground with Mr.
Hallock while he made a plan of the battle over Nellie, and it
is with a high appreciation of that, gentleman's worth that 1
take pleasure ia recording the fact that he favored my position and complimented me for having convinced a Scotchlo

,

i

:

;

man.

The version of the controversy in regard to Nellie's point,
as given by Mr. Mulliken, must appear to those of your
readers that have ever witnessed a field trial, either a poor attempt to cover a fraud, or an error of judgment that a schoolboy sboud blush to commit. It is easy to see how there
may be a Difference of opinion between a point and a flush,
or a false point and nothing but between a point and a false
point there is no room for discussion, as it is positively one
thing or the other beyond a doubt. The one is a point where
no bird is found, and the other a bona fide point on game,
which iB proven by the presence of a bird within reas mable
distance of where the point is made. Now, the facts in relation to the disputed point made by Nellie are strictly as follows She waded a bird into a slough and for a long distance
down wind, finally making a firm stand, which Mr. Mulliken
wks first to accept, saying to me: ''There, I call that a
point,'' to which 1 agreed.
As Mr. Sanborn walked in to put
up the bird his dog ranged off to the right, having passed the
bird lying about twenty feet to the left of her point; Mr.
Mulliken, taking it for granted that there was no bird there,
proceeded to mark the dog a demerit for a false point, to
which Mr. Sanborn objected. I then said to give the dog a
Chance to find the bird, and told Mr. Sanborn that unless she
did find a bird we should be obliged to score her a false point.
Before I had finished the sentence, Mr. Davidson, who had
been some distance to the rear and right of us, came up between Mr. Mulliken and myself and flushed the bird within
wenty feet, of where the dog had established her point. This
of course was the nectssaiy proof that the point was not false,
anil i :it once gave her credit for it.
Mr. Davidson, who evidently had not seen the whole work, appeared very much
surprised t hat, I should give a dog a point for a bird he had
flushed while the dog was in motion, and he became so enraged at the idea that it was some time before I could inaue
him understand that the dog had once established a point on
the bird and we were looking for it as be came up and flushed
Mr. .Mulliken, it would seem, had already scored the
it.
false point that he expected she would get, and had not changed
it when the bird was found; so just as Mr. Davidson began to
see through the matter he looked over Mr. Mulliken's score,
found Nellie charged with a false point and marked the same on
his own.
I endeavored to show Mr. Mulliken how he had
erred, and about all he had to say was that he had ordered
He was willing to acknowledge
the dog to road up the bird.
that the dog hud established a point, and a bird was found
thai "might have been " the one she pointed, but he seemed
to have an idea that this particular dog should have walked
Mr. D. again put
straight to the bird aud put, it up.
his
oar and gave me to understand that it was two against one,
and in repW I think he understood me to say I saw clearly
through his little game and did not propose to see the dng
fraudulently dealt with; and I am sorry to say it was only
after much emphaiic language on my part that he consented
to see he matter as it really stood, and changed his score to
Mr. Mulliken's statement, that the point
as»ree with mine
was granted by two judges against one to heal the disturbance,
would come with a poor gracs from him even if it was true
for two judges that would so far forget their duly to other
competitors as to grant what they were positive a dog was
not entitled to must surely have a poor opinion of themselves,
And now, to draw as mild a close as
lo say the least, of it.
possible on Mr. Mulliken, 1 can truly say 1 fully agreed with
Sir. Davidson in the early part of the trial, that it would not
do tu depend on his judgment, Mr. D. considering him
wholly unfit for the position. This fact became more apparent as the trials progressed, which Mr. Davidson thought
lo turn to account by changing bis tactics to bidding for his
vote, hoping thereby, according to the plan of eight to seven,
to sit down*on my score and place bis favorites with the conFor the damage done I hold Mr.
sent of his colleague.
Davidson personally responsible, and pity Mr. Mulliken for
Ids weakness.
On the Bmall target Mr. Davidson set up in a recent issue
of Foukst and Stream, right here let me makes "bull'seye " with shells of his own loading. He says, and declares
he can prove it, that his score in the Nursery stakes was
copied from mine, but in his manipulations to establish
another point his right hand so far loses its cunning that he
semis for publication in the Chicago Field an entirely different aeoro Hud. he swears is mine. Now, according to his
statement as recorded in the Fouest and Stream over his
own signature, and his other statement as recorded in Chicago
Field under "Shamrock," it becomes apparent that he has
;

:

m

l

lost bis little

hatchet

when we look

he olearly says his score

John W. MuSson,

Respectfully,

la replying

1

:forest and stream*

464

according

lo his

is

at the official score; for

from mine, and our scores must.
official
and since this score,

showing, be

;

which he paraded at Detroit for the purpose of proviug his
honest capacity to judge their show and afterward sent to
"Shamrock" for publication, is not like the official score, he
no doubt will take back one or the other of his statements
rather than stand convicted of a falsehood by bis own testimony. T have still another stick of his own rearing, and will
use it precisely as I found it, additional weight not being
necessary to break it to atoms. This is word for word what
he wrote to a competitor; "Mr. M. and I think you were
unjustly kept out of a point which you were entitled to, by
Mr. Whitford, on his responsibility alone, without speaking
anything to the other judges about the matter."
He strengthens his statement by assuring the gentleman
that both himself and Mr. Mulliken saw the whole matter.
Does Mr. Davidson wish us to believe he was writing what
he knew to be false, or would he have it stand as" above.
quoted? Tell me, ye lovers of justice, your opinion of a
brace of judges that will stand quietly by and permit men
whom their honor should bind them to'protect to be unjustly
robbed of a point honestly earned
What would our field
trials come to if this sort of proceeding was permitted to go
unnoticed? They would 'die an ignoble death, from which
they could not be resuscitated. And it were better that it
should be so than to have trials ran as Mr. Davidson attempted
to run the Minnesota event.
In conclusion, I beg to assure Mr. Davidson and Mr. Mulliken that, though they join forces and attempt to kick against
their fate, that I have still more nuts for them to crack, which
I will promptly present if they willjgive rac the opportunity.
0. B. Wbitiord.
!

FROM M R. DA VIDSON.

The blanks above represent the name of a professional gentleman well known to us, who prefers, for reasons of bis own
for the present to remain incog.
Although he resigns flic pen
name over which he has been writing, we trust that we shall
nevertheless still have the pleasure of providing our readers
with more of the admirable articles with which, as "Mohican," he has enriched our columns.— Ed.

—

Hrotor. /Cdi'lvr Forest, and Stream : Through your
columns I would respectfully ask A. Pope, Jr., Esq., to
change the name Hector, which, iu your last week's issue, he
claims for his red Irish setter, as the name has already been
claimed for my black aud white setter, whelped Jan. 7,' 1878,
and recorded in the National Kennel Register. I am sorry to
say that on yesterday I lost by death my liver and white
pointer bitch Lady Francis, caused by blood poisoning.
Yours faithfully.
ft. 0. Hamiito^.-.
The Rectory, Sort's Fall*. N. Y., Dec. 37, 1878.

Owner of Jessie.—Mr. W. H. Bryant, of 1,237 N. Broad
answer to the inquiry of " W.
C. B.," of Boston, ia our issue of Dec. 13, that he baa owned
for the last four years the imported Irish setter bitch Jessie.
He also has her pedigree. Is not a member of the Philadelphia Kennel Club.
street, Philadelphia, writes, in

To Keep Fleas trom Doas— Editor Forest and Stream
I have seen at different limes inquiries in your paper bow lo
keep dogs free from fleas. I have ke t dogs all my life, but
no fleas. Take common tobacco stems, such as vou can get
at any cigar factory, and put it iu
he. dog's bed, and you
will have no lleas.
In the winter I make beds of equal quan:

I

tities

Editor Forest and Stream

Yours

:

Iu regard to assertions made in a Chicago paper about the
score in the Nursery stakes being changed at. the Minnesota
Field Trials so as to place Tempest before Jennie, and that
such could be proven, the facts in the case are as follows
When Mr. Lincoln came into the tent iu which we were
figuring up the scores of the puppies which had run in the
Nursery stakes and asked for the score, Mr. Whitford stated
to him that his score was too much crossed up to give him,
but that if he would give him another blank ho would make
out the score for him. Mr. Lincoln then procured for him
another blank, on which be made out the score and gave it to
Mr. Lincoln. I was in the tent while this was being done.
My score was never out of my possession (in the Nursery
stakes), neither was it changed after being made, and I defyany one to prove that it was. I supposed then, as I do now,
that the duty of a judge was to give each dog the respective
figures of merit or demerit that he considered him entitled to,
whether or not it suiied an imaginative reporter. To conlradict the impression that those insinuations might lead some to
entertain that I had changed my score or that my score was
the one given to Mr. Lincoln in the Nursery stakes, is my
reason for again briefly trespassing on your ganerouscolumns.
Like many others, I can testify to the gentlemanly, unoflicious and courteous behavior of the representative of the
Forest and Stream at the Minnesota Field Tiials.
Monroe, Jan.. 3, 1870.
John Davidson.
:

—The managers of
is

hay and tobacco stems,

of

Dog Show, which

held in connection with the Eighth Annual Exhibition of

the Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society, have invited Mr.
John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich., to act as judge. This
show, which is rapidly growing into importance as a regular
annual occurrence, commences on the 13th inst., the entries
having closed on the 3d.

truly,

W.

H.

nil

stems.

Bbadi.kv

li'Muo, Mich., Dee. 27, 1878.

A

Dog Baskets.— corrrespondent recently wrote for information regarding the manufacturers of the wicker baskets
for transporting dogs.
They are made by the Wakefield Rattan Co., 98 Canal street, Boston, or 814 Broadway, this city.
Detroit Notes.— Our Detroit correspondent writes that J.
N. Dodge, of that city, has sold to F. W. Savage the pointer
dog Don, Don is the first dog to win a first prize at a bench
show in this country, winning first, prize at the first Detroit
bench show. Jos. Hatch lost by death, Dec. 26, the pointer
bitch Flora.
Had she lived until Jan. 1 she would have been
eleven years of age. She was one of the best stock dogs in
this section.

—Dr. Luke Corcoran's pointer bitch, Bess (Springfield,
Mass.), has been bred to S. B. Dilley's Champion Ranger!
This 13 Hie third time she has made the trip to Lake City,
Minn., and will remain and be bred in the Lake City Kennel.
Dr. Corcoran writes that the progeny is the finest aud handsomest he has ever seen. Bess is the dam of Psyche, winner
of first for best bitch and special for brood bitch at the late
Now York Show.
8. B. D.
—Mr.

the Pittsburgh, Pa.,

summer

fu the

W. Muns

J-

u, of

St.

Louis, writes that his

large

lemon and white pointer hitch Queen whelped
mas Day thirteen to Bow. Three dogs and three bil
liver and white, aud four dogs and three bitchw are Jemon
and white. The whelps are large, strong and healthy look"Queen is in splendid condition, and with
ing.
can get for her I want to save the whole litter, as Bow's pups
are scarce." Mr. Munsou also writes: " I lost, my black and
white setter bitch Graceful, 10 months old, out of Rose 'RockPickles) by Stafford (Rake-Dart) by distemper.
She was at
Kay's Boarding Kennel near this city."
.,,

•.

(

Jc—

It is with great pain that we anDeath of Phil,
nounce the daath of the fine black pointer dog Phil, Jr., the
property of G. G. Barker, Esq. Phil was bred by Mr. A. C.
Waddell during the time he resided at Newton, N. J., and was
by Coil's Old Phil out of Fanny, a very fine bitch, once

owned by Mr. Jacob Glahn,
was a splendid
been taken by

dog, and
owner to

Of

He

West Meriden, Conn.

had
where he died a few

field

for several successive years

his

Florida,

weeks since of the congestive disease peculiar to that climate.
As a mate for Phil, Mr. Barker aud the writer purchased in
the spring of '77 from Mr. Chas. Lincoln the tine young black
pointer bitch Princess, by Dilley's Ranger out of Columbus
Kennel Club's Fan and as there are two litters— the result of
the union— Phil, Jr. 's blood will be perpetuated. It is the
intention of the owners of Princess and her puppies to send
them to England to be entered in the dog shows there, as
black pointers are extremely rare on that side of the water.
«
Sbton fob Distemper.— A correspondent Writes: "A
month ago the writer was the happy owner ot two fine Irish
They were taken with distempei or pluiopiuusetter pups.
;

—

mania, symptoms

Thought
puppies

fill

would

as described
try the

in

Hallock's

Seton remedy, did

sj,

Gazetteer.
and both

They had good ca.-o ind proper
L. O. Rawson.
off* on Setons.
remedy was suggested by a correspondent, who

untimely graves.

Am a bttlc

food.

The

1

seton

was corroborated by several others as to its efficacy.
have never recommended it from personal expericne
soould we ever even suggest it for puppies.

We
-,

nor

The Nosi dk Plume " Mouican."— Editor Forest, and.
In regard to the above nom de plume, all the articles

—Mr. W. H.

Holabird, of Valparaiso, Ind., writes that his
( Beton-Dimple), litter sister to
Sanborn's Nellie,
to champion Joe. Jr., on the 24th of
This cross will combine the finest field qualities on the continent, as Dimple, the dam of
bitch, is sister to champion

Blue Daisy

was bred

I

my

Drake.

—Mr. P. Dunham's (of Leeds, Mass.) red setter bitch.
Belle U., whelped. Dec. 30, twelve puppies-seven dogs and
five bitches

;

sired

by Mack (Carrie-Pluukett

—Mr.

Jarnes Hfiuley's red Irish bitch
cock's) whelped, Dec. 31, eight, all red

two dogs

;

by Dr.

sired

Jarvis'

').

Juno (formerly Ad-

pups— six

bitches and

Champion Elcho.

—

Mr. T. F. Taylor's, of Richmond, Va., champion Gordon
bitch Fan, bred to Champion Rupert, has whelped
eleven puppies eight dogs and three bitches.

setter

—

SAGACITY OF SHEPHERD DOGS.
Mr. Editor—Major Campbell BrowD, of Maury County, a noted
sheep breeder in Tennessee, was lelflng me some evidences of sagacity,
as shown by hU shepherd dog*, which are worthy of notice.
On one
occasion two of tils dogs noticed three atrange;eattle in among Ills herd
Without an order from aoy one, i
of Jersey*.
the intruders and aitempted to drive them out. Finding It Impossible
to get the three together, they drove them one at, & ti.jie to the gate,
aud then attracted attention by barging until some one catue to open
the gate and let. them out. He also stated that he had been amused at,
noticing the manner in which one of his dogs would attack a strange
unile. He would steal up behind him, bite him on Ihe pastern joint
and drop on hla belly, thus avoiding the certain kick.
h

Scream

over this

name

RANGER

in the Country,&s well as the recent articles in

Forest and Stream on "Breeding for Sex," issueof Uct.
"A Hint for Breeders," issue of Nov. 38,1878;
"Canine Skin Diseases— Eczema," issue of Dec. 13, 1878, and
"Canine Ovanhtomy," issue of Dec. 26, 1878, were mine.

the

34, 1878-j

With this explanation that they may not be supposed to be
from your correspondent Mr. Joseph E. Fisher, of Brooklyn,
and th it be may not on my account have to father anything
which does not belong to him, I resign any future claim to
1
and allow him its full use, either to
the name of " Mohican,
write ads. for a nameless Chicago paper, 01 to cover his individuab'ty when trying lo defend a powerful corporation, or
in anv way wlrch may seem to him to bring to it the most
'

credit.

'

Yours

truly,

.

II.

Barrnsi, .,

Editor Forest and Stream

Q

I

:

Mr. William Mallerd'a orange and white English setter bitch Belle
(she by Tombllnson'a Dandy out of Mallerd'a Maud) gav
litter of sis beautiful orange aud while puppies, sired by Riingei Li.
(he by Macdona's Hanger out of hla Wor,.
Mr. p. w

.

Donner.

hi this city.

present

iiu'i at,

Knowing

us vreli as on

MM

full

well

bench, 10

is

being

noe

oil Kennel
good (log in the Held

1

Chi

most staunch
proven mis
is very fast, and since the second week out he
seii«on

of the

i

_

htia

not

mado

a false

FOREST AND STREAM.
and very few flushes. Barring His non-retrieving, be is a dog
tie beaten
The handling of tuts dog tins reason
been to ns more aa a source of p'easure than labor. He is now
having some Hue native bitches, all we'd Held broken, and being of Ina

the proper line of attaelr, and should,

point,

18

that cannot every day

taining a superior game.

lias

we are consequently expecting some tine puppies to exhibit al
the coming New York Bench Show.
8. S< Peask.

color,

wo
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think, result in White ob-

tins

h

is tilt-

si,

1

play.

CANINE OVARIOTOMY.

(ff)

A weak move

Black's position

is

superior, which

is,

we

think

: ble to Wtiii t
loth move.
lM A good move.
() A very tine more.
The position is
(J) Nat. his best move, as the following moves show.
complicated, and it is not au easy matter to decide on White's best
.-;

IndiakapOWS, Jan.

i,

1879,

Editor Fokbst and Stkeam
Permit me to suggest that you would place some of your readers
under obligations if you would give them a carefully prepared article
The article
from competent authority on ' Canine Ovariotomy.
shonld describe the place and length of the incision; wtiatttesueB
would lie cut through when the ovaries are to he found character of
manipulations required to reaun and remove them the precautious
:

Black's play, for the last lew moves,

Again gnol,

(/)

is

of the high-

Decisive,

(1)

and

M

it

to be regretted that

B

Mr.

overlooked this ob-

;

;

;

more dexterity and

liave the impresBiou that, no

skill

would be required

perform thl< operation successfully than to spay a pig. If this be
a little practice, sous to familiarize the operator with the use
mstruments, the location of the ovaries and adjacent, organs, almost
anyone could perform tills operation successfully, and thereby save
many valuable animals, and introduce a new element of strength to the
H. Q. Carey.
kennel.

to

true, by
Ot

Cboton Bkbwuby.— W. A. Miles

&

and sparkling
and very
There
justly, too, as we are able to testify from s triples.
can be no bettor ale for the dinner-table, not excepted the
ales

celebrated Bass.

Co.'a pale

precedence of

are rapidly taking

Office,

55 Clvrystic

all others,

street,

New York.

vious reply.
The Derbyshire. Advertiser append? the following: "Mr. Cliatto here
It would hive beeu as well to have tried the. effect of 23— B B,s
Lie also directs attention to the mate which is
before resigning.'
threatened by the vanquished American— (J tks P cb. Black's best and
suites,

•

That of Kt tks Q, probably leading
winning reply to B-B 1 Is tj tka B
We recommend our readers to examine this move— Kttks
to a draw.
Q. 1 he after-play on both s dea is full of interert, through P tks B and
.

threatening to

bowling alley in this city or New
York is that of Col. Anton Meyer, located at 392 Bowery.
The building was arranged specially for the business, and has
every convenience, for clubs, with meeting rooms and banqueting halls. The alleys are two in number and are on the
ground floor. The room is large, well lighted, and has a
cheerful appearance. The Colonel is a jolly, good-natured
man, and withal a capital bowler as well as a fine shot. In
connection with the bowling alley there is also a Creedmoor
shooting gallery with the most improved rifles, and Colonel
Meyer takes pride in teaching his patrons how to shoot. He
is also an importer and dealer in California, Khine and Hungarian wines, and makes a specialty of American champagne.
Bee his advertisement.

\%mt o(

fjfehess.

m

Bull, of the -Pit-

iug

to join

made

This

a

is

to hold

ot Michia Slate tourna-

capital sclieme,

enthusiastically

:

and

r

it,

aud we

practically

awaken an

loi

and should

Interest in the
of every chess plaj er.

game,

J. A. W.. Newcastle, Pa —The symptoms you describe are those of
chorea, a sequel of distemper, for which there is rarely a cure.
It is
from his voracious appetite, that your dog may have
worms, and we should advise llrst a dose of areca nut lollowed by one
of oastoroil.
ir the twitching continues give him two grains of sulphate of zinc three times a day, Willi plenly of nourishing food.

possible also,

—

Albatross, Phila, rtaVm has not a regular cutter rig and la not
quite as handy.
She simply has her Jib cut up iuti staysail and jib,

whereas a cnttei'B jib ta set up upon
own loff and Is run iu, unbent and stowed away when not wanted,
cutter's mast steps further aft, diminishing the weight in the bows
an! reducing the length or loom. The yawl would certainly be an improvement upon her for cruising and for racing in TeeUing weather.
;

its

F. H. W., Elmira, N. Y.—I have a pappy, sire a pointer aud dam a
setter do you think he will make as good a dog as pure setter or
pointer; age about three months?
Shou'd I begin to train him yet?
Why are dogs half setter ami half pointer called " droppers?" Au>
He may make as good a field dog, but not so good to breed from. Dn
not begin to break him before he Is six months old.
presume the
name " dropper" originated from these dogs dropping when on a point
;

We

W,

—

Bowling Green, Ky I have a pointer pup which is just, getting well ot the distemper and he is now very weak inttie lolus and hind
legs; Jerks all the time as though he had the St. Vitus' dance.
What
shall I do with him in order to get htm cured ?
He is about s months
old. j\m<.
Yonr puppy has chorea. Your only chance is to give htm
plenty of fresh air and a tonic, say quinine and iron in one grain pil s
twice a day, with plenty of strengthening tood. If he does not improve
give him nitrite of silver In doses of one-sixth of a grain.
G.

J.

S

p.,

Salem, N.

,

Y.— In your answer

To make your guu

&

Brother's circular

scatter use
said

to "Nimrcd" in Dec. 26 you say,
more powder or less shot." In Perker

"The

distribution can lie increased either
by decreasing the quantity of powder used or Increasing the quantity
And to produce better penetration increase the quantity ot
powder used, or decrease the amount of shot." Who is right? Ans.
Messr*. Parker Eros', mode ot boring may be such that an increase ot
powder gives improved pattern, but It is a we!', known fact, that Increase
powder or decreased shot gives greater spread to the charge.
it is

of shot.

^tiswets to gtoyespotidmfa.
Ha Nottca Taken

Whbrk

ot Anonrniau* (tommuoloallon*.

to go fob Gajle.

— Correspondents

who send

us

where to find best localities for game
aud fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us
specific questions as to

Read

trouble.

We

N., Baltimore.—

Bedford,— Permit me to inquire, through you, of Mr.
Whllcber, Commissioner of Canadian Fisheries, whether any "discrimination against, Americans" is made in the Ashing licenses of lit*
Nepigon Biver (trout)?
Are Americans required to pay for sucil
licences? Are Canadians required to pay for such licenses? if such
discrimiua'iou exists, by what authoriiy does it exist?
Ans. The
agent, of the Hudson's Bay Company at Red Hock Landing, Neplgou

the paper.

River,

Problem No. 39.

P.

of the

Arm you

Inquire about.

B

G.,Oharleston, S.

C—Por white-booted bantams write to Knapp
New York.

C, Baltimore.—The trouble with your
she grows older.
of heat.
C.

Blevins,

11.,

It

may be caused by

New York.— The

bitch will probab'y pass

away as

the approach of her first season

statements

made

in the cutting

We know of

which you send us are largely imaginative.
tions which confirm them.

no observa-

overseer for the liver.

Ue

issues

mits, but are not charged.

—

III
We send by mail a copy of Apthorp'smap of
and also Whitney's Pathfinder (25 cents), which
needed information. The fares from Jacksonville, tip
river, vary so much and so often that we cannot tell you. From Gainesville to Orange Lake is about fifteen miles.
Can tit out at Gainesville.
if you like.
Hunting on Orange Lake and creek is good; on theOchlawaha River none except water turkey.llmklns. buzzards, egrets and
the like, useless for food, and no fish.
On the upper waters of the St.
John both hunting aud fisbiug are good. The O-good canvas boat Is
large enough and perfectly reliable.

H. H. p., Rockford,

know nothing

Van Nostrand, Fulton Market,

It

also Dniilnlon fishery

is

special angling permits to foreigners, to catch tront for pleasure, at n
uniform charge of $!, we believe. British subjects require similar per-

Florida, price $1 50,

will give

Conn."

New

T. M. 3.,

B. T., Quebec— Sharpies cost about S3 per foot, not $3J as misstated.

A Long Look Ahead.

we presume

.1

much

Motto :

Is

There being no sen salmon, except plants,
the lawmakers thought a law on

September.

salmon would be superfluous.

'"

upon Ihe chess players

Press

hands iu the effort i
ment for players during the wii
do not well see why it cannot bi

gan

Notice,— Chess exchanges, communications and solutions shonld be
addressed " Chess Editor Fokkst and Stkeam, P. O. box 54, Wolcottville,

i.i."

—The December number ot PiB American Chess Journal is readable
and interesting. Tts table of contents is varied, the games good specimens of chess genius, and the problem department uuusually attractive. Eighteen problems entered in its tourney comprise the p-oblcms.
We suggest that the publisher add one or two small prizes to the amathe general tourney, as an inducement
teurs who compete for honors
to them to enter future competitions of this kind. Our amateur talent
needs considerable encouragement, which our professionals shonld be
willing and anxious to extend to them.
—Mr.

—The most complete

for fresh water or land-locked salmon the open season

A

est order or chess.

;

necessary to avoid injuring the intestines or other organs how the exwound should be dressed; what subsequent treatment, If any.
how long before danger from the operation is past, and
la required
the best time as to age and aeason of the year for the operation, i

;

to

in the waters of the State,

both running on standing stays

1'

ternal

sea salmon

from April

Hue of play, bnt we should delny it until
the last moment. Tills B could have ecu of use further on, we think.
in The game la at least equal. We. However, prefer. White's position.
CO A very good move,and one of importance in view of Whito's alter
Perhaps

(,()

you

all

Canvas Back, Cleveland.— Yon will And the sharpie a hardy, safe an I
comfortable boat, and above all a very cheap one.
When decked wita
cabin f he will make a fair substitute for a yacht, and is to be preferre
to an open boat or cat, boat for all purposes.
A light-draft boat canuo'
!

H. S., Shocks, Pa.— All you can do for your puppy is to give iuoi
plenty of strengthening food. He will probaSiy come oot all right unless the joints become enlarged.

W. B. B.—Is there any game in the southwestern part of Kansas near
Ans. Deer, quail and pinthe Arkansas Rtver, and if so what, kind ?
nated grouse chiefly, and in abundance.
W. W.,

Paris,

III.

We cannot interfere in

dog transactions, and the
Had you
give us as reference.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO.

3— Q mates

;

Philadelphia.— 1. 1 have a setter dog lhH has canker or
something that makes me think he is deaf or partially so. What can

Boston.—1 Is beeswax a good lubricant for rifle and revolver
bullets if not, what is? 2 Is Smith & Wesson's new patent revolver
3. Would Ballard's Kentucky rifle,
considered a good and safe arm?
1,2, 3. Yes.
cal 4i'., be large enough for deer? Ans.

receiving a

E. S., Sparta,

Mich.— What

is

Island-, "lo be had only in England, and Uoga-dus'
Trap Shooting;" price $2.

other variations.

••

Field,

Cover and

H. D., Foughkeepsie. —Please Inform me what a mountain Hon is ?
I can find no description of them
I have. Ans. The mountain lion of the Rocky Mouutains
and Calilornia is the puma, panther, or cougar (Folia concolor), the
largest feline found in Northern North America.
J.

Calitornians often speak of them, bat

Game

No. 93.—GINOCO PtANO.

iu

played in the International Tourney between Mr. F. E. BrenRev. J. T. Cliatto, ot Trinity
ziger, of Saratoga Springs, N. T., and
Cambridge team In the InterCollege, Cambridge, Eng., one of the
Univeraity annual chess match-:
Black.
White.
Black.
White
,1. T. T. C,
F, E. B.
J. T. T. 0.
P.E.B

Game

l_p.K4

1-P-K4

2— Kt-Q BS

2-K-K. B3
3-B-B1
4-P-Q B3 (a)
S— P-44

3-BIM
«—Kt-K B3
5-P Iks P
6— B-K.13
7— P-Q4
8—Kt-K 5

e-H-QKifc)
T-P-K5
S-KB-iit5

9~B-Q,2

9— P tKS P
le-B

tks

Kt

(d)

h-p-qiu
12-Castles

13-R-R3(e)

10-B „ti-P-QRi
.

w-Ca-ties
13-B-Q2(e)

(b)

14— KI-B3
15— Kt-K 2
16— B-Kt2
17— KttKK P
is— QtksB
19— K-IU3
20— P-B.5
SH-F-KiS (g)
22— Q.KM
23—y-QT (j)

14-B-Kt5

24

24-.i£t-0_B4(l;i

-P

Ktfi

15-P-K B3

(1)

Hi— l" Iks P
17— B Iks lit
1S-Q-K2

23— B

tks

Kt

This

move

is that,

(k)

26-Resigns

known

variation of this form of opening

aa the

not rnauy years i.g i, considered the best line
<7jne.ro Piano, which was,
command ; but modern .nnyaiysia has caused it,
of defence at White's
and unprolliable debut. That modern
laborious
as
a
to be regarded
exhaustive, we are w all aware nevertheless
analysis is searching and
ancient proud position, and
we think that this opening is entitled to its
"
the front"
believe that it will again come to
analyst, we believe, pronounces the beet detens(b) This the modern
thereon erects his castle.
Ive move at this juncture, and
attack, but Black's best;play equalises the
(a) P tks P leads to a good
ns that P-K5 at this point or on the succeeding move
;

game.

It strikes

G. C. P., Harrison, N. Y.— 1. What is the best gun to use for sand-hill
craue shooting, and what size of shot would you recommend 1 2. What
varieties of game would I be likely to And in the northwestern portion
of Wlsco ibiu ? Ans. 1. Ten gauge ; No. 1 or 2 shot. 2. In Wisconsiu,
deer and bear chiefly ; a'so ruffed grouse, squirrels and hares.

Pa.-I Have six puppies three months old. They
are covered with dry scabs which make them appear rough. They arc
kept in a dry kennel, fed on vetteiablo food and have plenty of exercise.
What Is the cause and what remedy shall 1 use 7 Ans. Auoint them
carefully and sparingly, occasional!}., with crude petroleum.

NOTES.
(a)

any work

M.

1(1—0-l£t4
80— B-K.t2

this

It.

B., Greenville,

-Cm

you tell me where I can get, some boots
,T, L. M., Atlas Centre
that will turn water, tint are not rubber? Please to tell me the firm's
name. Ans. Canadian shoepacks, called bottes aauvages, are perhapB
Any shoedealer In the Province ot Quebec sells them ; price
the best.
*8.

These were

fully described iu our

;

1ST4.

the best work on the rearing and
breeding of dugs and the best book giving instruction for shooting on
Ans. " Stouehenge's" "Dogs of the British
the wing, and price?

S5.

wc recommend

who need a small, cheap and safe boat for general
Full particulars of this type will shortly be published in on
A general description is to ba found n our issue Df Dec. at

columns.

II.

and give mate iu two moves.

purposes.

B. C. D., Watertown, Mass.— What, book will give me an accurate deAns. Best biography we know
scription of " Prank Forester's" life ?
of was pnblished in Turf, Field and Farm last year.

;

to play

fishing, as well as for sailing with ladies aboard,

style of ooat, to all

party you mention had no authority to
written to us you couM have ascertained this.

C. B. P.,

White

be made as weatherly in rough water as a deep-keel craft, but the shaipie Is safe in a seaway owing to her extreme bonyaucy. and the sma-,
areaot canvas required to driveller makes her stiff and able under
sail, though of comparatively narrow beam. For hunting, Bhoo'ingaui

paper three or four weeks ago.

A bird rises from the trap, is shot, at and drops
Buffalo.
C. *.. li
within the boundary; a dog rushes toward the bird before the shooter
has had a chance to gather hiul, and the bird gets up aud dies beyond
the boundary and is killed by an outsider. Was the shooter entitled to
another bird, or should it have been decided "dead, or lost bird?"
Ans. The shooter should have had another bird.
,

J. M., Jr.,

do for him ? 2, Are we to have a bench show In this city soon, and
what would be the cost of entering a dog ? 3. Does the fact of a dog
first, pr.ze prevent or hurt his chances in any subsequent
snow that he might be placed in ? 4. How should a dog be fed at this
season of the year with little exercise, and what is the beat food ? Ans.
1
If your dog had canker you would know
by his shaking his head
and his ears being sore. A blister behind the ear might relieve the
deafness.
2. The bench show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club win
probably shortly be announced.
3. It puts liirn In the champion class,
where he competes with ether dogs of like breed who have won first
prizes. 4. Twice a day on scraps from the table.
I

It,

Pa.— I am anxious to procure information relative
pond llsh an their adaptation to a small lake (ai
about three acres, the water of which is always free from ic
undations and of uniform purity. Can you give me any data ns to their,
growth and size at ceitain ages, or can you put me in communication
with any intelligent German who can give information of this kind?
Any information relative to this llsh as to its habits of breeding, th-j
klDdof pond, the ptoliflcness, etc., will be thankfully received either by
letter or through the columns of your valuable paper. 5Iy correspondence with Prof. Baird, of the Smithson'an Institution, thus far lias n<
resulted in much valuable data. Ans. The flies of Fokkst and Stubau
are wed filled with explicit information aud Instruction respecting the
We can send you the requisite copies contains
culture of carp.
Carp are extensively cultivated in Callorain,
articles, if you dtsire.
where they were introduced four or Ave yeiTS ago.
G. F., Pittsburgh,

to the " carp" as a

i

•

tiucial) of

i

F. J. H., Wlnnlpissiogee.— The builder of the Shadow oaooe is one of
those benighted heathens who does n it know enough to go in oat of
the rain, and therefore does not advertise his business, nor will tic
allow the lines ot a Shadow to bo published. This cauDe is Ult. 2in,

wide at, gunwale amidships, and :;2in. at (rtdi
which Is Bin from the top
To build one, set up the midsl
form given In Harper'* Monthly, April, 1878
bend battens
tu-nund to conform to deck pun shown in same article, and others
lower down on the midship section; round oil forefoot and stern to
nearly a semicircle, and you will have a very close outline of iier form.
Then proceed as in boat building— keel, keelson and frames of Dal
stern and post same or of hackmatack; deolc, Spanish cedar; beams
and carllns of yellow pine white cedar for planking paddle of Bprncu
7ft. lone; 80 sq. ft. of canvas cut as shown iu the article mentioned.
See articles ou boat building in F. & R., and "Canoeing in KanuokU,
Harper & Bros., New York price ISc,
long. Hill, deep, 28in.
part,

Hon

i

of the

;

;

G.

il.

S.,

Boston,

Muss.— In yum-

revised

list

ot close searong, pub-

you do not mention any law in New Hampshire Hgainst
salmon oatching. Is there none ? Ans, There Is no special law on
lished Dec. 19,

;

;

;

,
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FEED THE SUFFERING GAME.

WT^

Ax Appeal

for Food akd Sttki.ter.

York Bun
THE Newwhen
tives

it

is

have such an influential coWe wish the great

gratified to

game

wonu'.r in the interest of
daily

not trespassing upon our preroga-

spreads such facts as the following before

"We arc

the public.

protection.

would oftener lend us valuable

journals

large sum of money represents vast heaps of
flesh, feathers
and fur, at the low prices for which these procJUi
F&i West are now selling. Quails
wholesale

assistance of

this sort.

We

do not know that farmers, pot-hunters, and shippers,
can be blamed for taking advantage of the mortality which
stress of weather has brought upon the feathered game of the

A
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has been preserved and distributed at low prices
whom such delicacies as game of any kind

people, to

*-nj publisher Inserting

our prospectus as above one time, with
and sending marked copy
for one year.

hrlef editorial notice calling attention thereto,
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is

a

been suffered to waste upon the prairies.
We cannot blame the collectors and shippers of game because
the elements have been pitiless, and killing cold has had a
wider range just now than climatic lines generally permit.
The thermometer at 5° to 18° above zero is a rare phenomenon in the meteorology of the extreme Southern States, and
ten inches of snow in Texas brings an experience to the birds
and animals there to which even the occasional bitter " norrarity, instead of

thers" have not accustomed them.

We

can

which has destroyed so niuch

dispensation

of

omy

deplore a

what makes un-

inhabited and wilderness places attractive to gentlemen sportsmen, and (gives intrinsic value to districts which would he

waste and unvisited but for the game which

is

found within

their limits.
The commercial value, too, of the game of our
country can only be appreciated when we examine the manifests of the express companies, and see the tons which are an-

The

nually transported.

received on any terms.

to ub. will receive the

Indeed,

are rather inclined to congratulate ourselves that so

DBVOTSD TO
IN

we
much food
among poor

great "West, to reap pecuniary profit therefrom.

WEEKLY JOURNAL,

destruction of so

much game, even

in years not exceptional, like the present, is a severe drain up-

on the country, which nothing but the most earnest, untiring
and judicious efforts can replace. It does not so much become
us conservators of game to sitidly and deplore destruction, be

wanton or providential;

it

or to prosecute pot-hunters

and

common

To Correspondents.

carriers; or to arrest chance sportsmen who may
have inadvertently dropped a bird beyond the limit of the
close season or to clamor for severe restrictions, because the
elements have been unpropitious as it does to put our wits
;

Kommnnlcations whatever, Intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
N-uuea will not be published if objection be made. Noanouymous comAll

cnunlcatlona will be regarded.

We cannot promtBe

to return rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes or their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
lip read with propriety in the home circle.

ant

We

uannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service
oats lost.

if

money

re'tiiif,«d to

tr Trade supplied by American News Company.
expressed by

Editor in his special department are endorsed

by

toe management of this paper. Experience has taught us
permanent success holds lo no enterprise which is not
Stiiimately constituted. As soon as the self-styled "National"
Kennel Club thinks it wise to reorganize in a parliamentary

that,

will recognize

it

and give

it

our unqualified support

undoubtedly will the Btate Ken>0) not until then; and so,
organized by a duly called
nel Clubs. If it had originnlly been
ovu'-eiHion. then ils jurisdiction would be undoubted, aud
acceptedshall take
and
aud
undisputed
that reason

I

We

maintain issue on this point until the principle for which
It must prevail, or the so-called
we contend triumphs.
National Kennel Club will first make a spurt, then linger for
awhile, and finally peter out.

The Sbokt-Range Tournament.—The announcement

of

off-hand clubs of this
the second annual contest between the
short-range championship is made in
city and vicinity for the
the meeting of the
success
of
The great
Title columns.

our
teams at the close of the winter season of 1877-8 was encouraging to all connected with the affair. Excellent scores
were made on all sides, and the nine teams participating, at
first medal had
close of the contest, were satisfied that the
the

of scientific or

required to set a snare for partridaes or rabbits. The
On the open prairies, where no
time can be easily spared.
trees grow, nature will second the efforts of the farmers. Let

what

The National Entrant Cltjb.— The views
out Kennel

;

and by the prompt employment
common-sense means, remedy the disastrous
To
the
starving
and shivering remnant of cur
depletion.
valued game the chief of these means is food and shelter.
There are four millions of farmers to join in the philanthropic
In wooded localities, let them send their hardy sons
work.
out with their axes to cut a few armsful of brush to scatter
here and there in heaps wherever the birds and animals are
suspected or known to frequent, or where stress of weather
would be likely to drive them in. The labor is slight, not half
together at once to restore,

A

is

brush shantie3 in the vicinity of
them build up their
Exigencies will drive the sufstraw stacks and farm yards.
fering creatures to the haunts of men whom their instinct has
fear.
simple
to
By
the
processes we suggest mythem
taught
little

riads of quail, ruffed and pinnated grouse, rabbits,

game can be wintered through.

small

impoverished people at a season when bitter cold makes

sustenance of any kind

this

tournament.

Those teams

enter-

The Pobest and

may he determined upon.
Stkeam aot Ron and Gun will keep
visions as

and

its

will

readers informed

be glad to give any

information respecting it. The date of shooting will doubtleast twenty teams should come
less be parly in March, and at
interesting a contest.
to the firing point in so

—..—
GbbjW Chabaotbhb ot Distort.— Dr. John Lord, who has
of great power, will give a
lecturer
as
a
known
long been
.

intended to present a
course of historical lectures, which are
continuous view of the progress of society from the time of
Dr. Lord's lectures arc
own
our
day.
to
Empire
Roman
the
treatCharacterized by breadtn of thought and a philosophical

ment of the themes. The
or Brentano,

tickets

in-

It is the lives of brutes for lives
the score of health, the chief objection
to eating this questionable game lies in the fact that unwonted

of

human

beings.

varieties of food

On

is utilized, in place of the wholesome
which are covered and sealed up by snow and

In wouded districts, these are chiefly the berries of the
sumac and leaves of the laurel, which not only impart a bitter

ice.

have a voice in the final arrangeing on or before Feb. 22 will
that date, if the captains
ments, while those entering after
will have to accept such proshall provide for such entrieB,

match,
as to the progress of the

not inter-

;

possible in the hands of the
being to have the match, as far as
There will be no lack of prizes, as a numhave requested opportunity
shoulder-shooting
of friends of
of offering trophies in

and other

upon ten per cent, of itself.
There are some considerations to be looked at in the purchase and consumption of game so killed.
Creatures which
have perished by freezing are certainly not as wholesome or
as palatable as those which have been killed by strangling or
bleeding no more than frozen fruit, or even malt or spirituous liquors, retain their best properties and qualities afterhaving been frozen and thawed out.
It is a natural law of
chemistry which we cannot gainsay,
Still, we do not think
injury
to
health
can result from eating
that any positive
Better a pot-pie of
drowned, suffocated, or frozen game.
So, while we lasuch viands than hunger and starvation.
of
the
woods
devastation
and
fields,
ment the
we rejoice that
so much has been added to the sustenance of a multitude of
creased supply so necessary.

ber

if

;

few minor changes will be
pone to the then chfiwpiors.
observed in the manner of carrying out the match, the object
several captains.

Nature,

rupted, easily recuperates it is wonderfully prolific.
It can
endure not only decimation, but it can survive and replenish

may be

obtained of Randolph

taste to the flesh,

to eat.

On

but absolutely make

unfit and dangerous
no escape from death
farm yard or hay stack is
it,

the open prairies there seems

unless the friendly shelter of a

within the distance of easy

We hope our

flight.

wealthy friends who read

this article will not

warm blazing fires, but devote
energy and a very little money to sheltering aud
game.
It will be the best pecuniary investment
tbey can make. A few bushels of grain and a few brush heaps
will save a great deal of game, as well as the cost of rust prequietly turn their toes to their

some

little

feeding the

ventives to useless guns

hung up

in the idle future:

" Trappers and hunters are gathering in a marvellous quantity of game in the country west of the Mississippi River just
now, and wholesale dealers in centres like Chicago and St.
Louis are kept busy receiving and forwarding it. At wholesale prices, the game arriving at each of those points is estimated to be worth something like $50,000 a week. This

at fifty-five cents a dozen, while rabbits retail
in immense
quantities at the astonishing price of five ceuts
apiece squirseven and a half cents, brant and wild xeese'at titty
cents apiece, ducks at forty and fifty ccnis a pair, and
other
game at similar figure?. Venison, which is retailed at fancy
prices, is sold, with the hide on. to butchers and packers
at
five cents a pound.
The venison which comes from Afinne-

rels at

sota is considered the best, but much also comes from Indian
Territory, where the Cherokee nation have au inclosed
game
preserve of fifty square miles in which deer and jack-rabbits

abound. Out on the plains rabbits are hardly looked upon as
the notice of professional Nimrods who have
lived long enough to call themselves grown men
when snow
is on the ground they are slaughtered
in droves and sold at
the railroad stations by the cord.

game worth

;

As Eastern markets are well supplied with gams, "Western
some other outlet for their surplus, have
been experimenting upon London. Quails principally are
sent partly because of the unprecedented numbers of 'these
birds which have come to an untimely end this winter, and
partly because the expected profits on them are larger than
on any other kind of game. When the quails reach St. Louis
and Chicago they are frozen ; they are then packed iu barrels,
tightly wedged in by hydraulic pressure, and placed on fast
freight trains to New York, where they are transferred to the
decks of fast ocean steamers for Liverpool. The steamship
companies agree that the barrels shall remain era deck during
the voyage, and if the weather keeps cold the quails arrive in
London as fresh as when they Started. Quails cost the Western shipper fifty-five cents a dozen, the freight to London is
about, twenty-two cents a dozen, and the price iu London
is from $1,511 to $2 a dozen.
The Western shipper therefore
hopes to realize a handsome profit on the quails exported to
shippers, seeking

London.
In spite of the low price at which the birds are selling,
however, some of our Western fellow citizens are grumbling
their quail on toast.
sportsmau on the Missouri River
declares that the great quantity of game brought in to market

A

at,

since the severe cold and heavy snows set iu is pretty conclusive proof of foul play practiced, not upon the game, but upon
the consumers thereof.
Instead of falling an easy prey to the
trapper and sportsman when the ground is covered with hard
snow, as at present, the quails are never moie shy and unapproachable than at such seasons, since there is then no covering under which they can hide. This winter thev are said to
be wilder than fhey were ever known to be before. This
sportsmen is therefore positive that, of the quails now on the
market a very small percentage have died of gunshot wounds.
Most of them are, he affirms, found dead in the coveys on the
snow, either frozen, starved or poisoned by the berries and
other unwonted varieties of food to which they are compelled
to resort.
The belief in such poisoning, he thinks, is strongly
supported by the dark color of the flesh and other indications
of disease presented by many of the birds sold. Wild turkeys
are also frequently found standing stark dead in the snow, and
there seems to be little doubt that in a severe season like this,
the prowess of huntsmen on the plains is largely supplemented
by the weather in bringing down the game."

A

POWERFUL GAME ASSOCIATION TO
THE FRONT.

ON

June

1st,

1871, nearly eight years ago, the editor

of this paper presented iu the following words,
through the columns of the Brooklyn Bogie, the claims of

Blooming Grove Park Association, then recently incorporated, to tbe consideration of the public
the

:

"England and the older countries of Europe long ago found
necessary to adopt means to preserve their wild game and
fish from total extinction.
The rapid increase of population aud the spread of settlements not only depopulated the
forests and streams, but denuded the land of its timber, so
it

that eventually plans for restocking

came

objects

and reproduction be-

of most serious consideration ami

earnest

practical application on the part of scientific and thoughtful
men. Judicious legislation, combined with the active co-

operation of landed proprietors and sportsmen, have secured
results exceeding the anticipations of the most, sanguine,
results remarkable for ihe ease with which they were accomplished, aud remunerative in every instance. " At present nearly every Kingdom, State, and Province has its game
Laws.
Zoological gardens, acclimating societies, public and
private parks, fish works, and all manner of associations for

breeding and preserving

game aud

fish are

found

all

over

the Continent

In England alone are no

less

than 800 parks, chases,

forests.
Timber is extensively cultivated,
certain returns and larger assured profits than any other
agricultural product.
Fish culture has become a most
lucrative branch of business, especially in Germany.
The
surplus stock sold from breeding parks invariably pays the
runniug expenses of the preserves. Indeed, the whole subject considered in its length and breadth, involves the prosperity of communities to' a degree that, is not dreamed oi
now, but will he recognized and appreciated iu years to
come. It stauds in the same relation to mankind as the
early attempts to domesticate a' nl brreil cattle and sheep;
and just as, at the pretest day, no branch of industry is
deemed more praiseworthy than ihe improving tin' breed of
our domestic animals and aidi"g Iheir increase; so eventually will be the preserving and propagating game animals,
If we would live, we must produce the
birds and fish.
food that nourishes and sustains life.

and

Our own country, though comparatively new, and originteeming with game animals, has already suffered so

ally

much from

reckless and indiscriminate slaughter, that measures equally stringent with those of Europe, have become
necessary to prevent their total extinction here.
in those wilderness districts not yet penetrated by raifroada, game is now actually scarcer than it is beyond the
Atlantic."

Impressed by facts so patent as theao, the Blooming Grove
Park Association procured its 12,000 acres of broken country in Pennsylvania, built a commodious club house, enclosed with a fence a bleeding paddock one mile square in
the heart of the forest,

gamekeepers,
tion.

To

and

divest

it

stocked

invited

it

with game, provided
ami co-opera-

membership

of the hard features or dry detail

and

drudgery which simple devotion to the development of a
principle involves, they made it attractive by adding club

FOREST AND STREAM.
features and combining

those inducements which render
our select summer resorts so popular and agreeable,
Everything which could contribute to the amusement and coma)!

tion of

game in our

eastern country

of settlement, arc due to those

who

at laBt succeeded

have

fort of families, as well as

placing this Protective Association on a firm and permaIt has within itself the
nent footing.

the plan.

strength.

If not

i

its

objects, jealous

and

interference and misrepresentation, the ensuiug panic

years business depression,

a failure to realize those
convictions of the necessity for propagating and preserving
our game which others more prescient and provident profive

claimed,

combined

all

to defeat the

prompt

fulfillment

of

bags and full
preserves.
Where the association hoped to discover Arcadia
they found only a mirage.
very considerable outlay for
outfit and appointments was utterly wasted and wiped out
dues were not paid shares were incontinently forfeited
in vain the board of management proffered most liberal terms
memberships could scarcely be sold at any price ; therefore, the allotted annual income for maintenance not being

an enthusiastic sportsman's dream of

full

A

;

Association

the

languished,

and was only

most incredulous that the Association is now in a position
to go on with the work which it long ago assigned to itself.
a guaranty, readily accepted, of its financial integrity
and high social standing. Such an array, of prominent busi-

It is

ness names was never before attached to
organization in this country.

any

j

l

the

ex-

is far in

require

and
.

Special pleas in

it.

by

reorganized and

to say, that

the Association has

now

a

Board of Management, a superintendent, and gamekeepers at remunerative salaries, and all
club appointments at present required for the entertainment
its grounds.
competent committee has carefully

territory to ascertain

what meas-

ures are necessary to replenish the depleted game; and such
aseerlai tied measures have already been taken to erect suHuble

paddocks
whatever

for deer

preserves.

grown

quail

game

and

is

hundred grouse can be turned

several

loose into the grounds at short notice.
in the early spring, the

imated

Of course

life.

A

As soon

wild turkeys are also available.

up

large

number

of

as the ice breaks

whole
all

tract will be astir with annecessary palice protection

The new Superintendent
is John M. BtellerrwerJP) late of the Lake House, at Islip,
Long Island.
The following is a list of members of the Blooming Grove

against poachers will be afforded.

Park Association, elected during the year 1878
Hon. De W. C. (Vneeler, IJ rof. S. H. Day, H. H. Wolfe, W.

L. Jen-

felns,Jr.,N.T. CH'ty; R. A. Packer, Pena; Ronald Thomas, Charles
W. Johnson, N. Y. City; Isaac S. Gartner, UUea, N; Y.; J_
Rivera, Col. E. S. Bowen, J. JET.; Beard, C. Alfred Grymes, A. a!
Drake, Joan SicKiea, N. Y. City J. E. Meaoham, Nevada; A. Patterson, Geo. H. B. Hill, Dr. Morris J. Asch, Major S. B. Eaton, Jno. McGlnnia, Jr., Geo. W. Towuley, D. B. BabooeB, H. Dorand, F. L. Eatnes,
Wayland Trask, W. P. Jonea, 8. J. Harriott, N. T. City; Horace
White, Chicago, III.; Dr. T. A. McBrMe, Dr. S. M. Nash, N. Y. city
Win. Larnpeon, Le Roy. N. Y.; Conut D. B. Da MoazUly, T. E. H. CartU, N. Y. City; John H. Swoyer, VVilkesbarre, Penu.; B.F. Brady,
Geneva, Switzerland; Alfred Beoar, E. A. Johnson, R. N.
Hazird, W. S. Andrews, Geo. H. McLean, J. Kearney AVarren,
N. Y. City; G. D. Clark, Jr., Baltimore, Md.; E. Sanford, N. Y. City
J. L. Stlaoee, Syracuse, N. Y ; Tnos. A. Vyse, N. Y. City ; Dr. E. Dodd,
Brooklyn, L. I ; B. A. Corey, A. Darling, Jame3 Benkard, Chaa. F.
Fearing, John W.Balfour, Herman R.Le Hoy, Genl. Danl. Butterttehl,
Roland Redmond, E. E. Chaso, John Benjamin, Christopher K. Robert,
Willy Bumatead, Boston, Mass.; G. G.
Arnold Marcus, N. Y. City
Culeiuin, W. B. Williams, Montefonl Isaics, Walter B. Lawrence', Leon
rjor iiinuey, Win. I;. Birr, Genl. Jno. ,J. Anderson, Dr. F.
J. BuuiBtead, H. T. Carey, Gen. 7, A). flea.-, R. 8. Elliott, W. If. bearing, O. W. Joalyn, 0. iteJivern, Fran-: Rftynolfis, Dr. A. Russell
Strachan, Phoenix Bemsen, B. W. Dyer, Louts Snyder, U. C. De Rivera
H. B. Hollina, Geo. W. Hall, N. Y. City ; Prof. Ohas. T. Jenkins, Salem!
lsbell, L.

De

;

Joseph Jefferson, Uahokus, W.

of,

congratulations of

all

persons

who

my

of drink

;

true sportsmaD, says a well

known

authority,

must pos-

combination of virtues which will fill him so full that
left for sin to squeeze in.
He must be an
early riser— to be which is the beginning of all virtue— amsess a

It

was

throughout

itfl

James

entire length.

growing oranges have been incased

in ice,

Iu

and

great quantities of ripening fruit destroyed in great variety.

—Our

——
-—•- _
known correspondent, Oscar B. Smith, Esq,,
many pleasant sketches in Forest and Stream
years, has gone into business with BTessTB. Pom

well

the author of

during paBt

roy and Cox, under the firm name of Pomeroy, Cos
Smith,
bankers and brokers, 37 Broad street, this city. It' our friend
is as earnest in the pursuit of fortune as he is in the
prosecution of the game laws, and the hunting of quail, he will
have

&

to hire a stout

boy

to carry his

bag of shekels as well as his

Good News from Good Ground.— Our friend Wm. Lane,
Good Ground, Long Island, well known to all sportsmen
who visit that region, writes us the cheerful news that Sliinueoick Bay is once more provided with an iulet. It was
of

opened on the 17th of December, not ou the spot of the last
but furthor to the westward in the precise location of the old inlet, which remained open for eighteen ycatv
futile effort,

The

surplus water, and which crossed some of the best feedwas all run off before the bay become frozen

ing grounds,
over.
bills

gladly, sir and we'll drink a civil cup to all the
*
*
other hunters that are to meet you tomorrow.
Venator— I will requite u part of jour courtesies with a bottle of
sack, milk, oranges ami sugar, which, all put together, make a drink
like nectar; Indeed, too good for anybody but us anglers.

The last day of the shooting Lane killed 181 broadand red-heads. The prospects for good shooting in the

spring were never better.

Lane says that ho never in his life
saw so many geese as passed south this fall, and as a very
large proportion of them were young ones the chances for the
spring shooting are so much improved.
With an open inlet
there should also be excellent fishing in Shinnecock, as
(he
be particularly fond of the bay.
hope

bluefish appear to

to join friend

against Herbert's will that tney have been
form, and in no other of his works can the

failed to note in his peculiar but descriptive

We

Lane

in

—

some "chumming

" next

—

summer.

.— *9<

[from our own correspondent.]

THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS OF
FRED BEVERLY.

and disapbusiness—

Church.

—Reports of

the

membership will be large enough to support the Association by its annual dues, which are fixed at $35, subsequent
to April 1, 187U; at which time the price will return to $450,
Life memberships, exempt from taxation
as per charter.
and dues, can be purchased for $1,000.

The

California the

frozen clear across, and the

ice

The Cahibbsan Sea—My Neighbors, the Mott-mtainekbs
—The Isuaha— A Work of Art— Mrs. Gkundt.
Mr. Editor;

The pictures from my cabin door are all beautiful, but all
Detached peaks rise to the eastward
aud southward, connected by a continuous chain of hills to
the sea. Their line is irregular, and very shapely are those
mountain peaks, clothed with verdure to their summits.
suggest alike the sea.

The broken

slope in front of my cabin slants rapidly to the
precipice that borders the valley that contains the river which
hastens to the sea.
Outlined against its silvery surface are

dark green mountains; a loosely-branched tree stands out
it as against the sky
palm;'., with gracefully spreading
show dark against it. It spreads so far and wide, and
seems to climb so high to meet the sky, that it is hardly posagainst

;

foliage,

sible to tell

where sea leaves

off

and sky begins.

Every day

am puzzled to ascertain the horizon line. Every day it
blends into sky so softly that all seems sky, or all may be sea.
Is the sky blue, so is the sea; is it smoky pearl,
ihe sea is
dim, and hides its face beneath a hazy cloud. A cloudy day,
I

with the sun shining on the water from behind the clouds,
turning the sea to burnished and glistening silver, is as
puzzling as a day with sky of clearest, ether
for ihe sun, tefli
ed from the silver surface of the sea, disstpales the line
;

i

of

demarkation in the glare of the reflection.
There are times when the sea does not rise up to meet the
sky, but spreads out miles and miles, until I almost
fancy I
can see to Ave3 Island— that solitary island far west in
the
Caribbean Sea, where a colony of birds breed on the sands
alone.

The

best view is obtained at sunset

;

then,

whether

the bright orb diEappears behind the mountains without
a
cloud, or whether he leaves a threatening array, clad in armor
of sold and silver, the horizon line is well defined.
At

moon-

when mountains and valleys are but gradations in
depth of shadow, the sea reposes peacefully beneath moon
and stars, content to rest itself as a sea, and claiming no
light also,

1

J.

such shares are disposed

and refresh ourselves with a cop

it

is

blockaded by

afsoupers, or the jest at Harry Archers then
finity with the vault above.
would he have written narrative void of true delineation.
It seems to me that it changes every time I
look upon itMacauiay might as well have omitted the revolution and the pearl blue,
silver shot with gold, hazy depths, from
which
reign of James 11.
That the whisky flask should be rigidly no light is
shown, aud again a sea of deepest ether. It; has
excluded from rifle practice where victory is the hard-earned never
been otherwise than calm anil placid, though Ihe
tierce
result of Clearheadedness and steady nerves is an indisputable
Winds that sometimes sweep down
im these mountains and
fact worthy the co-operation of alt organizations competing
dive into the valleys are enough to utile the tranquillity
of
whether with rifle or shot-gun. The great trouble nowadays any sea.
Indeed, it is a well kuowi fact, that vessels are ofis the want of judicious discrimination between a sporting
ten becalmed under the lee of these Jaribbee islands
for days
man and a sportsman. The former must as a consequence be to jethcr, and there
is not even a swell to break the monotony
over just to himself with the bottle, must deal at the pool of
existence on board. I can see white sails, sails of
sloops,
room and consequently visit the gaming table.
The latter of schooners, of ships, drifting lazily
over the placid sea.'
must be either painter or poet, a thorough naturalist (Darwin's Sometimes the
morning will reveal the sail of the evening
views excepted), must keep the ten commandments, the re- before—
the sail that 1 watched listlessly as I swung
in my
vised statutes and the thirty-nine articles of the Episcopal
hammock.

Kecent memberships have been secured
by the purchase of forfeited shares at a nominal
all

and a little rest.
PisCiTOR—SloBt,

hopes, for

morning's draught, at the Tbatch'tl nouse in
*
*
*
*
But now

we'll turn into

it,

Had Herbert
way those petit

also advanced.

When

my

reader say dwells the slightest degree of redolency from the
whisky flask or brandy bottle.

It is hardly necessary to state that the stock of the Association has very materially appreciated since the publication
The price of membership has
of its committees' reports.

price of $00,

at

published in book

Previous members number about ninety.

chiefly

we are

or copied.

,

Mas.?.;

am goini,' this fine fresh May morning.
Vkkatob— Sir, 1 for my part shall almost answer yonr

accompanying quaff of their favorite wine.
Izaak Walton lrequently terminated a day's fishing with a
generous libation at the "Thatched House," and e'en said
grace for the refreshing cup of barley malt.
A man may drink wine, even carry a little with him
on a fishing or shooting expedition, and be both a gentleman
and a sportsman, provided he has farce of character sufficient
But he, who to
to stop when he has partaken moderately.
every shot at a leatherhead, has three glasses from the whisky
flask, or he who deems it necessary to provide himself with a
cask of beer and a hundred weight of ice for a day's fishing
or shooting, and who, before the sun is fairly in the meridian,
is noisily drunk, and then, and then, parades before the public in the columns of a first-class sporting journal, over the appellation of a Sportsman deserves chastisement, which delicacy
forbids mentioning in this paper. "My Shooting Box," " The
Quondon Hounds," " The Warwick Woodlands" and " The
Deer Stalkers" are a series of sporting sketches meant more
as a literary amusement than an example or lesson to be taught

and coverts for

birds, and to .purchase
necessary to abundantly stock the
If circumstances demand, several thousand

live

;

—

A

examined the Park

Piscator— Yon are well overtaken, gentlemen a good morning to
you both. I have stretched my legs up Tottenham Hill to overtake
you, hoping your husinesB may occasion you toward Waie, whither I

purpose is to drink
Hododen.

is

_-,-»_

;

efficient

of visitors to

Riyer

bag of game.

of the country.

pointment courageous, watchful, intent upon his
Confident, cool, kind to his dog, civil to the
always ready.
girls and courteous to his brother sportsmen.
While possessing the above traits the sportsman should be a
most faithful devotee of the attractions of the universe
birds, flowers, woods and streams. He should have sufficient
control over the various appetites and passions of the mind
and body as will endow him with the capability of dealing
moderately in all things. From time immemorial conviviality
has been a prominent feature yea, the wind up of very many
jaunts of the angler and fowler, nine of which out of every
ten are epicures who would as soon think of eating a raw salt
mackerel as sit down to canvasback and terrapin without an

behalf arc no

success, are all the

it

game

ton inches of snow in Texas are
the rare phenomena of the present winter. Norfolk

Harbor, in Virginia,

it

bitious, temperate, prudent, patient of toil, fatigue

and merits alone, backed by its
recommendations it

Its objects

led

Suffice

its

among

no room can be

the re-

standing committees and sub-committees
December monthly meeting of the Association,
of which we had purposed to publish a full abstract, but our
space will hardly justify it. Certainly no necessities of the

cohorts,

in

IZAAK WALTON.

at the

longer needed.

kind

LITERATURE.

A

ports of several

Association require

The good

its

TRUE SPORTSMEN AND SPORTING

non-political

We have before us

cess of immediate requirements.

York, publish

for 1879.

— Sleet in Florida and

l'<

the pioneer organization of

can accomplish by its influence and
game and sport for our sportsmen
will manifest itself in time; while the fact of its having
rescued from the clang of shops and the tramp of multitudes one choice spot, which it will keep secluded and
sacred hereafter to Ntmrod and Diana, will at least be recognized.
Accordingly, we feel it to be the duty of this
journal, as the representative of sporting interests in America,
and independent of what might, bo charged as the personal
considerations of its editor, who was one of the incorporators of the Blooming Grove Park Association, to give this
enterprise its unqualified support, and to wish all connected
with it the most eminent success in their efforts to preserve

All have paid their fees and

dues, and the balance in the treasurer's hands

made

is

;

saved by the devotion of an undismayed handful of steadfast members.
This was the true condition of affairs up to the spring of
After seven years of
1878, when a .new hope dawned.
tough experience the clouds rolled off, and we have now
merely to exhibit the list of members appended below, (and
all obtained within a few short months,) to convince the

New

street,

some very neat and handsome calendars

direct aid in preserving

;

forthcoming,

It

America.

it

of confidence, a misunderstanding as to

Hastings, Fulton

in

mere sportsmen, was included in
then actually carried out at the beginning,

was because the endeavor was not warmly supported.
Candor compels us to state what the public already knows,
that the enterprise did not meet with that immediate success which its too sanguine promoters anticipated.
Lack

467
&

—Wilbur

by the steady advance

sengers to

which

the various railroad companies carrying pas-

Coney Island have been

filed

in

Albany, from

appears that the total number of persons taken to the
popular resort last season, exclusive of those who went by
boat,

the

foresee the extinc-

it

was 2,750,000.

in

other

ways

to swell

number to three millions and a half. The average number
by the roads a day was 26,000.

carried
j

Enough went

It is one of the pleasures of existence here
that
[ can at any time raise my eyes anal look out
upon the s tj|l
dreamy, beautiful sea of the Antilles. It is not
always that
it is so peaceful.
In the "hurricane season," when the /em-

pests devastate these islands,

11

rises in its

wrath— not

miserable Atlantic, though, always in commotion
disturbed by a hurricane— nothing

A century ago or thereabouts,

;

it

like the
is

only

less.

when came to this mountain
retreat (then unbroken wilderness as dow it is
save this
little clearing)—when first came that sanguine
Frenchman!

a

:

Jean Baptiste Laudat, from his native isle of Martinique or
Guadeloupe, he looked him about him for a wife. It is more
probably, though, that he brought her with him as a slave,
and that she was black and that there afterward got admixed
;

a Boupcon of Carib blood

descendants.

They

is manifest in the color of these, his
are not yellow, nor bright olive like the

Carib, but of a rich brown,

with long hair, black and wavy.
That tbe air of these mountains is conducive to health, their
size, plumpness and activity prove.
There are but five families, ruled over by the present Jean
Baptiste,

who

power from

inherits his

bis deceased grand-

father, as eldest son of his son.

With him lives his mother, a
yellowskitmed old lady of eighty, who hobbles about with a
cane and is a frequent visitor at the door of my hut. Now,
this old

lady and her Jean can speak what they

them-

flatter

selves passes for English, but their native tongue is the perverted French of their white ancestor.
To a Parisian their

perversion of the French verb faire would be sufficient to
drive him crazy.

For instance, the old lady strives to make intelligible the
number of her grandchildren and their respective parents
" My zon, Jean, he make ze enfan3 seex; Mafille, he make
:

Us enfans make seexty." She passed my door
one afternoon as I was busy preparing my collections for
preservation, and told me confidently that she was going to
" make petit walk," but a wail from the house of her eldest
son caused her to hurry her old limbs to soothe the child
" zat make ze cry." " Me make my sleep," is a common ex-

and

bait,

tout

pression to

make yam,

cane, ground provisions,

go

cafait souper, dejeuner," I

B.

to

make

"Moi

etc.

supper, breakfast.

of wise sayings,

and gives vent to some very
6trange expressions in his confidences to me. One day I returned from a long hunt in a heavy rain, and my worthy
friend was greatly exercised that I did not immediately change
my clothing: "Who drink ze watah," said he. " It is youJ.

is full

selfs feet,"

meaning that the moisture had been absorbed

mast eis, ami
hey grew troubled lest they should see this
masterpiece, and, becoming dissatisfied with their spouses'
needlework, eventually sue. for divorce on grounds of incom1

petency or some kindred cause. Then they desired I should
teach them but I protest ed that I never had taken lessons in
;

that science, and that uuless they could puzzle it out for themselves the art, as an art, must be a lost one to them.
Mine

host heard of
it is

a day has he staid from his labor in the mouutains to procure
something for my table or some new bird.

The

walls of this

me

little

solely, are

learn that this

is

cabin,

which

is

new

a

covered with writing,

Among other

his journal.

and occufrom which I
one,

things he chroni-

it,

him

to

I

forest, there exists that fear of

human

breast in

ing on but a single

comes

I

in the

town

Long

Island Sound,

Westbruok ami found

of

I

think

were more birds where I shot
level land ami light soil.
But

there

this,

I

it

this bird

was

U

>

a possibility there,

being a large tract of

only went across one corner.

way

gown

or

ragged

sbirt,

when

the time

Open

-Teams— EhcIi team shall cutislHt, of ten men. The teams
participating must be composed of members of the various
clubs
Which they represent. Rifles— Limited to ten pounds in weight; minimum null of irlgger, three pounds; 25-too cat. Teams may furnish
their own rules aud ammunition, or use those at the gallery,
as they
may desire. Number of Shot*— Ten by each competitor. Sighting
Shots—Two snots will be allowed each competitor. Position— Offhand. Targets— 200-ya.nl s targets, according to the regulations of
the
N. B. A. reduced in propoition to the range at Hie gallery. Practice—
So practice allowed on tie- day of the match. Entrance Pec— Ten
aid at the office ol the Forest and Stream and
Kod
Fulton street, N. T. The match to be governed by
N. R. A. relating to-teams. The captains of the several
earn*
89 o'clock on the evening of February 2i, will meet
at, Oonlin's lialiery at ihat liorir, aud lis upon fhe arraugemeuts
for
the match, choose referees, and decide in what order the
respective teams shall shoot. The assembled captains shall decide
upon the date ot opening the matches, and the date at which the entries

and then limp painfully
envy and

They are really prettier in the more becoming
the mountains— a simple dress gathered about the

and men and boys handsomer in
merely cotton pauts with broad breast and muscular arms exI have seen the policemen, when in secluded countfy
districts, walking with their shoes held carefully under their
arm. Though improvident of time these people are very
hips, reaching to the knees

;

posed.

careful of their clothing.

New

Game Laws

of

brief, that the

Governor

are indebted to Mr. Samuel
for a copy of the revised Fish and
Hampshire. These laws provide, in

shall appoint, a board of three comwhose duty it shall be to restock
and enforce the fish and game protective

missioners on fish aud game,
the waters with fish

Every town or city council
for its territory,

who

the laws and prosecute offenders.

i

i

The

cases shail be

New HAmfsH ran Laws.—We
Webber, of Manchester,

I

i

shall close.

GAME PROTECTION.

statutes.

be offered also, to take plaeeat Oonlin's shooting gallery.
to teams from any organized rifle club.

they
then-

willing feet into unaccustomed shoes,

game wardens

will

all

on

into the metropolis, conscious they are objects of

costume of

three team medals, which will be awarded to the teams
making the first, second and third host scores. Other prizes

town they must carry with them

heads a large Indian pannier, or basket, with nothing in it but
their best clothes.
When they reach the banks of the last
stream nearest towu they don their finery and cram their un-

admiration.

Fop the Short-Range Championship
of 1S79
And

of a wardrobe; and they will carry

for going to

possess in the

THE FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD
AND QtTN TOURNAMENT

Mrs. Grundy that smolders in

town and city. Though the young people of the mountains go about for days and weeks with noththe

haps two minutes finding and pointing- after striking scent,
following about 150 feet, footing it out and came
point, pointing toward myself.
I advanced, say 100 feet,
and sprang the bird. It lay close and sprang quick, and flew
about the same speed of our ordinary quail
I was shooting

said that he has caused to be preserved (by

into

next to God (ze Won Dieu)."
" White man not like colored, he no eat ze bones of ze poule."
ef
I
speaks ze Engleesh." Hecxercised
"I tank ze MonDieu
a sort of paternal sovereignty over me, as the first, white man
who had honored his little hamlet with his presence, and many

however, and

gave the garment.
framing
or Borne other way) that design in darning, and, having lopped
off the legs for his youngest sod, regards the remainder as an
art treasure of the highest value.
If h'i3 wife gets refractory
he has but to point with warning gesture at that specimen of
needlework, and she at once subsides.
Even in this wild island, in the deptha of the deepest

And

my system. "White man

pied by

;

FOREST AMD STREAM.
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shall appoint fish

and

be sworn to enforce
The State Commissioners
shall

referees shall elect an umpire,

whoie decision

In all

final.

THE RIFLE CAMPAIGN OF
The American Team

1879.

1878 seems determined to secure
some sort of an international match during the current year
and are not disposed to sit down uuder the somnolent in
of

Alienees which seem to have overcome the N. It. A. and its
officers.
They are acting a prudent part in affording every
opportunity for the national organization to uuite with them,

and taki lie lead before coming to a determination to start off
on an independent course. The Forest and Stkeam advocated the walk-over match to gain a record and take the conI

when he received absofrom father O'Reilly.
One day J. B. brought to my door an iguana, nearly five
He had seen it basking on a
feet in length and very ugly.
limb beneath the cliff, and had pinned it with a long bamboo
while his brother secured it with a noose made from a liane.
I expressed a desire to obtain its skin, and hastened to do so,
but a woman was already scorching the scales, which she

empowered

cles his first visit to the confessional,

are also

lution

sistance.

afterward scraped

a piece they

off in water.

later sent me I ate,

not unlike chicken.

when

This

is

It looked quite repulsive, but.

finding

it

sweet, tender, white,

the season (March and April)

the iguana leaves the rocks and precipices and takes to
He lives on grass and leaves, principally, if not

the trees.

and only frequents the trees, they say, during the dry
season then he is hunted. During the wet season he lives
The dogs
in his hole, or if he comes out he is hard to find.
of Laudat are trained to hunt this lizard
I always held that for daring, pure and simple, our good old
grandmothers of the good old times held rank par excellence.
This was conclusively proven one day, when, having made
long rent in the leg of an old pair of trowsers, I took them to
Mrs. Jean Baptiste to be repaired. As I turned to go I was
arrested by an exclamation, and looking back found her atNow, they were very old how
tentively examining them.
they got mixed up with the rest of my wardrobe I do not
know but as they were there I made use of them in the
woods, intending to leave them there, peradventure they surLest any one think they were my only ones, I will
vived.
mention that I had another pair. Years before they had been
patched by my grandmother may heaven rest her soul for
that maternal relative had a passion for darning perfectly unLike Alexander, she would shed tears when
accountable.
there were no more conquests to make in her world of darning,
aud a new pair of pantaloons or a coat without a rent was to
her a source of grief. How eagerly she would seize upon a
solely,

;

ii

;

;

—

—

The fact that the
garment that sbowed^signs of dissolution
early spankings of my boyhood made but little impression
which
a portion pi
was owing to the double thickness with
of my pantaloons were lined.
Like the Dutch girls of early New York, so graphically described by Irving, I was impregnable. Jabbering a few hurried words in patois to a gurcon who quickly departed, she
sat down with the garment in her hands to await the arrival,
as I soon found, of the adult female population of Laudat.
When they had all arrived she arose and displayed to heir
!

I

united view the broadest part of my inoffensive nether habiliments. At first they were speechless with admiration, but

soon broke forth into a chorus of Mon Dieus each one reaching forward for a closer inspection.
The simple explanation of this ia they recognized tbe work
!

Had some connoisseur of paintings ui
of a master hand.
garret—
in a garret— as some one is constantly finding in a
painting that, the dust being removed, disclosed a Murillo or
'<•

he could not have beeu more delighted and surI say delighted, but sober reflection convinced them
should not be shown their lords and
iw
hat such

a

Van Dyke,

prised.

Provision

to appoint private detectives for their asis

made

for proper posting of streams,

and

fines and penalties affixed for violation.
Section
piovides that any town or city may, at a duly notified m eting,
by the major vote of the citizens, or if the city government
prohibit all fishing in the waters of the town for a period of

three years for the purpose of restocking the same.

Chapter

II.,

pertaining to game, protects the usual insectivor-

ous birds and fixes the close seasons as follows: Plover,

yel-

low-legs, sandpipers, woodcock, duoks and rails, Feb. 1 to
Aug. 1 ruffed grouse, partridge and quail, Feb. 1 to Hej.n.
Penalty, $10 Or 60 days' imprisonment for each offence,
1.
and possession convicts. Snaring grouse, partridge and quail
Provision is made for postis penalized witn the same fine.
ing corporation or private property. Moose, deer and cariboo
are protected for a term of three years, from Sept. 1,1878,
with heavy penalties for convictions. It is lawful, however,
to kill deer within Coos County between Aug. 1 and Dec. 1,
and moose and cariboo Sept.. 1 to Dec. 1, of each year. Mink,
beaver, Bable, otter, fisher, protected from April 1 to Oct. 15 ;
hares, rabbits and
raccoons and coons, Jan. 1 to Sept. 1
muskrats, April 1 to Oct. 1. Railroads and express companies having tor transportation or other purposes any of these
animals or birds during the close season shall be punished by
a fine not exceeding S 100, unless it can be shown that such
animals or birds are being transported from without the State.
Chapter IV. provides for the protection of all waters artififor the legal capture
cially prepared for breeding purposes
of salmon, trout, laud-locked salmon, grayling, bass, striped
bass, pike, pike perch, white perch, pickerel, muskalonge
by angling with a single hook aud line only; for
the forfeiture of all implements illegally employed ; for the
protection of land-locked salmon, lake trout and brook trout
between the month of Sept. and the month of April following (lake trout may be taken during January, February and

trol

Palma out

of the

of the hands of the wrangling half-

dozen then in possession; but to keep up a succession of walkovers would only provoke a succession of broad grins.
live

A

match must be brought about by all means, and Capt. Jackson aud his associates seem possessed of sufficient energy,
pluck and skill to bring about such a contest. The following
letter to the

National Bide Association and the resolutions

explain the position of the team of 1S78

;

;

;

,

black bass, pike perch and white perch protected
;
during May and June ; muskalonge. pickerel, pike and grayFor a period of five
ling cannot be taken iu April and .May.
years from the 14th of June, 1S75, salmon, parr, smolts, grilse,
shad, alewives and tamper eels are prohibited in the Merrimack and Connecticut Rivera aud all tributary waters. AH
fish introduced by fish culturists are protected for five years
from the time of introduction. Owners of dams and weirs
are subject to flue or action for neglect to provide suitable
fishways nor is fishing allowed within four nundred yards
if sucii tishwav.
Possession of any fish in tbe clo
subjects the possessor Wall penalties provided for the other
offences, such possession being deemed prima-fucw evidence,
[dure or having in possession any
brook trout, caught from any waters ol the Stale, of a less
length than four inches, or of aDy striped bass of a
than teu inches. Section 21 provides that owners of private
waters may take fish from the same at any time for purposes
ion, dissemination or science, but not for food
escribed.
during the.
Mr. Samuel Webber,
iOneTS are:
Manchester,; Mr. Luther Hays, South Milton, and Mr. Aibina
H. Powers, Plymouth Free copies of the laws may be obtained from any of these gentlemen.

March)

;

i

That Miohatoby Quail.— In a
asb (STREAM we noticed Ibe capture

recent

issue of

Fonasx

in Centre Brook. Conn.,

men of this little quail by a correspondent, " G.
nave a more detailed account of
[1. l.'.." and. being anxious t
the circumstances, we wrote to our correspondent, asking him
In a reply recently received he Siys
for fuller particulars.
The bird I sent to you 1 found alone. My dog was per>

To THE PbKSIDBNT AND DlttECTOKS OF THE N. K, A
n— At a meeting o( the American rifle team,

:

hi ibis ciiy

on

[he 17th inst., the following resolution
also the accompanying communication,
it

held

was

passed, and
was
voted to respectfully present them to you, hoping that there
may be unanimity of action for the best interests of rifle
practice in America
:

BBSOEBTIOm
WKereas, Die original conditions governing competitions
for the "Palma" bud beeu authoritatively declared unalterable, and had not been altered at the time the American
Team of IMS was organized aud acquired its standing by
shooting the match or "walk-over," at. the request and uuder
the direction of the National Bifle Association aud, whereat,
said conditions invest (he American Team for the til
with the .custody of the Palma, and with the power to name
the time and place for the next succeeding eompetiticui
and,
whereas, by said conditions the team are to receive certain recognition in the form of badges; and, whereas, three months
have elapsed since the ''walk over," and not only have none
of the conditions which affect the team being fulfilled, but a
proposition is before the National Rifle Association, apparently
intended by eqt post facto legislation, to deprive the team of
rights to which they are. clearly entitled,—
That the American Team of 1878 respectfully reciuesf from the National Rifle Association the recognition to
which they are entitled, and enter their protest against any
action based upon the proposed alteration ot the conditions
governing the •'Palma" contest, which will curtail their just
;

;

and proper

privileges.

Rescind, That with respect to the time and place for the
Competition of 1879, the team believe they can be relied upon
lo take such action as will inure to the best advantage of longrimge rifle-shooting in the country at large, whatever may he
their local interests; and they will he glad to have seasonable
conference with the officers of the National Rifle Association,
with a view of reaching a concurrence of judgment.
.LMIKlt.
I'i'.EaiDiiXT and DiasoTuasN, R. A.:
Gentlemen— The American Team Of 1878, standing at the
present lime, however worthily, in a position which may give
some weight to their opinions respecting long-range rille-

shootiug iu the United States, take the liberty of expressing
views upon the measures which seem to them
ai
necessary to maintain the interest in that which, whether reiply as a genteel recreation, or as an auxiliary to an
element of military instruction, has claims upon our
attention.
is i u the country at large, an apparently lethareic feeling in regard to the matter. It seems to us to result,
a great
measure, from the lapse in tbe series of international compe-

m

ompetilions have been the
main cause of our hue progress; it is these which form the
hold out
tbe greatest incentive for emulative practice, local competilions, and a general diff'usiop of interest
;

FOREST AND STREAM.
We see great force in the suggestion advanced by British
riflemen that such competitions Sfcrald alternate, as to locality,
between Great Britain and the United Slates. Whether or not
the Palma cati be shot for out, of this country, without being
previously won hy a foreign team, we think there should be,
each year, some sort of an "International Match," based upon
the same general conditions as he "Palma" Match. If, as
rumored, we may expect a foreign team to visit this country
in 1879, there may he no necessity for immediate action looking to 1880 and years beyond. But, if not, it would unquestionably serve to revive the drooping interest for the lime
being, and stimulate it for the future, to send a team abroad
the coming year. As to methods and details, we have at
present no suggestions to offer but we feel confident that the
establishment, of the rule of biennial contests in each country
As the
will insure the ready assent of the foreign riflemen.
National Rifle Association is he body which will be looked
to for the initiation of nny movement in this direction, wc
hope it will take early steps to ascertain and carry out, the
It is none
ideas of our long-range riflemen in this regard.
too early to prepare for the campaign of 1879, if there is to be
one. Respectfully,
W. H. Jackson,
Captain of the American Team.
l
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range; rules of the N. R. A. to govprn highest possible snore
per target fifty points; highest possible aggregate 600 points.
The following are the names and scores of those who won
places on the team and reserve

It was at once agreed that a team of eight should shoot at
200 and 500 yards, reduced targets, ten shots at, each distance,
With Mr. Hellvvig as referee.
Match to be shot on the even-

;

s

ing of Wednesday, Jan. 15,

TEAM.

LVSone

SW

46
,..,48

Sibley

F Alder

JSCOBlm
JBBlydenbugh
FCnnlin

T

Fltz

AJUowlett

N

O'DnnneU

ANDunlap

43 41) 49 47 49
48 50 46 46 47
43 41 46 *S 49 49
17
49 42 44 45 48
46 46 43 47 45 48
49 47 47 46 4ii 47
44 46 45 43 47 46
41 49 45 43 4li 46
48 41 44 48 47 11;
4i 46 47 45 42 46

;

48

46
47
47

IT

46

48

47

48

4-t

4fi

41
47

48
45

-lit

,15

47

45

47
49
4a
4T
48
41
47
46
46
45

4*
41

46
46

43
45

48

49
4C
47
46
47

43
43

48— 57ft

47

«—

48
48
46
48
46

15

46
42
43
46

SO
48
J6

44

ington,

45
43

D ADaViB

41

43

46

45

45

45

42
41

47
44

I

43—5511

47—550
46—549
47-542

46—536
43—633

47

46

I

Massachusetts — Walnut

Hill Range, Boston, Dec. 28.
with a strong 11 to 12 o'clock wind. The
series was first contested with seventeen
entries at. 200, the best scores standing
J Wemyss, Jr
4 4 5
4—44

Conditions

fair,

November amateur

Grand total
0,037
Mr. L. V. Sone made the remarkably high average of fortyeight points per target, and the teams, 120 targets, averaged
46 5-12ths per target. This style of shooting is hard to find
equalled and must be encouraging to the members of the club

We much

Prve

4

N

4

Stephens

.(

4

W Milam

,3

455644
5444444
34454444
4

4

4

5

a

4

4

4

The Ring Target match was next disposed
tlemen entering in the competition.

WEGuerrler

85

W

28

51

J

N

4

4

4

S—13

5

5-4:!

5

Scores
Frje

5

-1

of,

4

5—41

B—36

-3

twelve gen-

from 11

The terms

o'clock.

in season for last

reduced targets,
ErHoltzmann
A H Anderson
Aug Greeneberg

1^-in. bull's-eye, ten shots
50
49
48

Johu Schntz
Isaafc Garn-rm

Wm

Sappenfeldt

MaxKeru

:

31

23

60

11 Williams
38
63 J Wemyss, Jr... ,...23
14
37
2T
Jan. 4.— There was a good assemblage to-day to see tha
newly-arranged
match.
The
opening of the
Maynard rifle
weather conditions were not favorable to good marksmanship,
and only ordinary scores were made. The wind at times blew

a perfect gale

regret, not, to

match

Sbppknhexdt Gallebt.— Regular club

:

JN

JBParker

I

have received the scores of this inweek's paper, but it being a
short week with the printers ("holiday week) we put our paper
to press earlier than usual.
Ed. F. and S.
teresting

are as follows

P Brennan
JohnHein

JohnWAdama
Lonis Bachmann
Jacob Chambers

Competitors are classed in three classes; distance, 200 yards;
any within the rules; rounds, ten; re-entries permitted;
first entry fee$l: re-entries 50 cents; winners to be determined by ihe aggregate of the three best scores made at any
time during the match; first-class open to all comers; second
and third only to members of ihe association. Any competitor in the second and third class may enter in the first or
second, but scores made in such entries must stand in the
class in which they are made ; prizes to be awarded whenever
the receipts shall equal the value of the same and expenses,
the competitors having tiie highest aggregates to take first

M

shoot, 200_yards,
:

John McCoy

GO

48

Walters

V'
42

47

Chi Joehne
George Straasner

47

chl I.aing

41;

O backer

46
46
48
45
45

John Haas
J Hoffen
G E Magark
ChlCnien..H Hodhcnburg

ABtjsinkss OeAKSB.—Mr. A. AJford has succeeded to the
business of the sporting department of E. Remington
Sons,
and will continue the same at the old stand, 883 Broadway

4-2

&

41)
'

...

'3}

.

New York.

as

Armokv Matches.—The.

.88
B5

"

43
43
42
42

Johnston

JMnner

same conditions

,-

34

H Kane

F

40
,. 8 J

..."

Foebs

37

."^".'"^37

W&iuU

rifle,

The list of prizes include (for the first class) eight of
second class, fifteen prizes, valued at
•ver §100 in value
$100; third class, seven prizes at $50; prizes were on exhibition at the store of William Read & Sons.
The result in the first day's contest were as follows :
4-42
4
JBPaker
4—42
,7 Wemyss, Jr
3
4—41
4
J H Williams
5—11
4
N J Stephens

choice.

;

N

J

Frye

4

Howard

4
4

H Mortimer
JB Francis

W

4

EWMtColl
BWAteher
The annual meeting

4
4

43544545
44645544
44454444
43*44454
454
4434
44443454
44444434
44434344
33453444
35343433
4

4—41)

4—10

3—38
3—87
S-3t
5—37

of the Massachusetts Rifle Association,
for the choice of officers and other business, will be held at
Young's Hotel, Tuesday, January 14, at 8 o'clock r. m. , and
the Executive Committee have arranged for an association
dinner to occur at the same place two hours before the business meeting, in honor of the success which has attended the
efforts of the Massachusetts Kifle Association to promote
rifle practice.

—

Qardmer. The Gardner Rifle Club is now holding prize
Two
shooting matches at its range every Wednesday.
matches have been arranged with a good list of prizes for
each, one being open to all and the other only to members of
The matches will be kept open until the entrance
the. club.
fees equal the value of the prizes, which will then be awarded.
Boston, Jan.

1.

— Mammoth Rifle Gallery; regular monthly

prize shoot ; 150 feet
SEestarick

Wm

A

John

D V

;

possible 40
38

Lowell,.,

Small

--

PI Harris
Wm H Jackson

37
.37

37

36

£

:

DF Smalt
J

U Carvalho

KDewson

W Archer

B Edwards
E

.^
y Emerson

JCouly

The

first

36
36
36
85
35

ES PicKering
K F Heiuzen

BO Spoflord
OI Jewell
G w Uavtdson

-13

H

Winchester

"

Edwards

.___

Williams

45

u

;

and two money

prizes,
entry fee, $1; of re-entries 50 cents.
rifle,

open

to all

comers

;

—

Dec. 25.
At the prize shoot held
here to-day, the following were the leading scores made with
three pound pillion the Massachusetts targets, in three shots,
out of a possible 36 off-hand ; 200 yards
34 JH PHster
31
J D Marks
S3 J Laubeustein
3D
.1 H Bidwell
32 Harry Chapin
SO
Hud

Connecticut— ColUnsville,

A Dame

4
4
3
4

brbart

4 4 4 4 4 4

A

schoverttng

JTB

Collins

4

Richard Roe

4

5

2

4

4 5

OB

32

A

Nbw

very interesting contest
Yohk Rifle Club.—
the members of the .New i'ork Kifle Club was completed at Oonlin's Gallery on Thursday evening, Dec. 2G. ft
was instituted for the, purpose of determining the twelve men
who should have the honor of composing the representative
As this team is to meet
team of the club for the year 1879.
in several important, matches which are to take place shortly,
riflemen whose skill and nerve have been tried and found Al.,
the good and the pool points of each contestant were carefully
watched. The captain, Mr. L. V. Sone, promised ten bandsome gold badges to be given the team men. This proved a
special inducement, and iu every instance to "carry oil' " one
The condiof the budges " tall " shooting was necessary.
tions of the contest required twelve targets, ten shots per target, to be shot during three evenings, four targets per evening,
shooting to he done with rifle .22-cal., trigger, three pound
position, off-hand
at 200-yarda target reduced for the
pull

among

;

;

5

4—It
6-43
6—43—343

Lake View Team.

HCBradley

.5

LHDrury
W H Cheuoweth

4
4
3
3

J Poster

JAColehonr

65442444
44446444
4444444
44446454
34445345
44445334
444344

4—41
4—41
4—40
4—40
4—38
4-34
4—39
0—21—300

4

Ohastatlln.

4

JbGram
CASawyer

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

s

A FOOL AND A uUN.
BBADronn, Pa. Dee. 28, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stkk.ui
Having just witnessed a (to me) wonderful exhibition of the strength
of the breech-action of a Ballard rifle, I give It to you for tlie heneflt of
those who peralst fu -aying that breech-loadmg rifles are not sale and
,

;

;

the number of men who hold to that opinion is much larger than is
generally supplied, as any day in my store would prov,'. The fa".tR
about the Satlard are as follows We sold a Btbi
oil producer.
He got a rug fast inilsrille in trying to clean rh<
tng any too ranch about a <<un, he put in a cartridge and fired
it to
blow the rag cut.
He pulled the trigger. >'b report followed.
He threw down the lever, when bang went the gun from the breechleaving ball, rag and rtlit fast wedged mid-way in the rifle; then lie
filled up ihe -pace from the ball to the breech with Kb. 3 Orange
Rifle

Powder

), put in another oartrirjge, and lire
that. The bait
was blown to atoms. The rifle wa8 not hurt
The man tried that four times, did not, blow out r.ho ball
and when the gun was given to me i found he breech action in perfect order— not a thing out of place and after taking out the ball
and
rag, etc., found the gnn as good as new. I believe Unit
woiim
possible to give a gun a more severe test, nor do I believe the
breech-loading rifles wonld stand the ssme test.

(full 4 (lis

the 14-inch ring target, 2-in. bull's-eye lines alternating; one
inch margin counts from six to twelve.
use muzzleloaders, manufactured by P. A. Reinbard, of Loudonville,
Ohio. The following are the best scores; 200 yards, five shots,'
possible 60 points

I

did not stir, but the shell

a particle.

i

;

it,

Ohio— Attica.—The Attica Rifle Club held their first shoot
from the new winter shed on the 31st ult. The clubmen use

We

In the

last practice

Mr. Neely put in five bull's-eyes.

[Our correspondent neglects to give specific information
about the rifles used. Are they hair-triggers, have they telescope sights, and is the shooting strictly off-hand ?]

—
5444
4544
4
5 5 4

Michigan— East Saginaw, Dec. 25. Amateur Rifle Club;
eighth practice, 200 yard target reduced possible 50
;

Captain J

W Shaw

(J Yawkey
HGHamilton

3
4
3

KFCOibjn

1!

,

C

JHllowry

1

In shooting off the tie between

4

4

4

4

4

5—42
3—42
5—39
4-36

4— 3a

Shaw and Yawkey

club's medal, the following score was.

20

;

5

4

33446444
34424445
10 14
4

;

J D Andrews

4—43
4—42
4-45
5-43
4—43

4 5 3
5 3 8
5 4

6

the Seniors.

:

54444445
44464544
54425654
345454
444454
44440454

5

TJConroy
JERathyen

Sum.
41

43 T Borden
competition for the Marksman's badge will be shot
open to all comers. Also, a match for a

on January 14

Bergen Point Team.

HMelgS.Jr

prize, ten

Tyler

W

V

:

;

;

,

A. Bottles Smith.

OFF-HAND SHOOTING.
_

Boston, JaD.

„
Editor „
Fokest and Stueam:

1,

1878.

1 would like to invite the opinion of riflemen upon position In off.
hand practice. 1 mini that off-baud practice should be divided
into two classes First, Wheu ihe man stands erect, left or fire-hand
.-

— Weekly

with Ballard rifle, .22 caL:
BO F J Hogan
50 c Jones
49
48

stood

clubs are setting

;

38
B B Somber
Jaokson Rifle Gallery, Boston.

shots, possible 50, 75 feet,

Illinois vs. Jbbsbt.— The meet between teams of the Lake
View Rifle Club, of Chicago, the champion off-hand club of
that region, and the Bergen Point Rifle Association, of Bayonne, New Jersey, came off on the 1st inst. It was not exactly a meet, either, for each team shot out its score on its
own range. Each team was of eight men, and the scores
when completed were exchanged by telegraph, and there was
a simultaneous expression of feeling at each end of the wire,
only in Jersey it was one of rejoicing, while far out in snowbound Chicago it was one of chagrin and disappointment.
Mr. Charles B. Protity acted as umpire on the Lake View
Range, assisted by H. P. Victor as scorer, while on the Bergen Point Range Abe Kleinman was the umpire and C. E.
Overbought the scorer. This is the eleventh contest which
the Bergen Point Assocsation have had with other clubs, and
in every one victory has been with the Jerseymen.
They
may now be recognized at a distance traveling about, each
with a rifle over one shoulder and a new broom over the other
They will know their first defeat, perhaps, only when they
enter the Fokest and Stream Tournament. The full scores

rifle

;

:

41

HQiost.u.'

regimental

out in earnest for their winter work on the Armory ranges.
In the Twelfth Regiment the members are divided into three
classes.
First, Those who made 86 or over for the marksman's badge
second, those who wun the badgedn Br) or less
and third, those who failed to qualify. The first class prize
is a .45 cal. Sharps special military rifle, to be fired for in four
matches. The second cla«s shoot for a trophy in seveu
matches, and the third class will compete for a regimental pin
iu five contests, best aggregate score to win in each rase
The range is fifty yards long, and targets are reduced for 200
and 500 yards firing. The rifles in use are the .44 cal. Whitney rifles, using rim-fire cartridges. The Seventh Regiment,
have five series of matches, using the regulation rifle and ammunition. The Rifles are shot for Standing, seven shots
the
Diamond Badge, standing and lying
the Senior Armory
Championship Match, seven lying'and seven standing. The
Junior Armory Championship match, and a Regimental
Team match, for teams of three from each company. Thus
far the Juniors seem to be putting on record better scores than

35
.."...".

44

Tenth Precinct, second platoon match
Pat Brenan
46 JBaggerty

JJCreed

DRyan

:

11

putling in a record of seven consecutive bull's-eyes at .-(00
yards.
There was a bit Of flnOw flying at, the time, but with
his usual range rifle, with his peep sights, the score was made.
Col. J. n. V. Burnside was not, tar behind with 84 points.
With a few more such scores at the varions ranges, Mr. Partcllo will put, himself in a fair way of becominga professional,
Or al any rate of setting everybody on the anxious scat, to see
him repeat his line displays on other runtres and iu all-comets'
matches. Although the match Was decided by the seven shots
first, tired, Col, Burnside whs s.i delimited hy the
eood record
that he proposed a continuation. Partello's eighth shot was a
bull's-eye, got, off on the ninth, put another mill in on the
tenth.
Broke again on the eleventh. The twelfth and thirteenth were bulls, the fourteenth a rilTer just off the
then with six more bulls the score of twenty shots was closed
giving a total of seventeen bulls in the twenty ahol
Col. Burnside also fired twenty shots, his shots off the bull'seye being on the fifth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, thirteenth and
seventeenth shots, or fourteen in the possible twenty bull'seyes.
It would bo interesting in view of the suggestions of
W. H. J., in this issue, on off-hand positions, to know those
used by Partello and Burnside in this very excellent exhibit.

iT-r.,i;

BESERVE.

ED Barker

187!).

Pabtbllo's Shooting.— Mr. J. M. T. Partelln, nf Wash
made very good start on his rifle record of 1379 by
visiting Bemjing'fi Station Knngeon
lay, and

49-6(16
40—5114
Bfl—558
658

made out

6

4

4

5—18 Yawkey

5

4

;

anywhere.

The

off-hand pure and simple, the second is liip-rest.
These
two classes should not compete upon equal terms in our great matches.

am

flrut is

hopes that, the N. K. A. of America will take llil.-i matter
linaei
advisement, and give us a rule for oar guidance. Should they
think,
however, that any rifle may be held in any way, there is a strong
need
that a rule should be made for military rllks. The whole
school of
the soldier is to make him erect, llrm upou bis feet, and easy in
position; and yet, have you not seen a soldi, r In uniform
shootinga
military rifle iu a military match in anything bm * military
position
and hi? score allowed ro count a-,inst his neighbor, who aims
US la
I

in

,

does, any fhn- part of the manual win, a trm- soldierly
bearing. I
my brother riflemen will glvsthfa matter tlta attention which I
think it deserves, irad we may add to our grace as well as to our i-kil.
at the firing points.
\y_ u j

4

4—17

hope

#

—

Politicians vs. Riflemen. Colonel Gilon, of the old
Fifty-fifth Regiment, does not stand long on a challenge to
try his skill as a marksman, and the following challenge was

promptly taken up by him

i

IlBABQUAimCBS JACKSON KlFLB CLUB,
Seventh Assembly District,
New York, December 17, 1878. j
Hon. Edward Gilon, Chairman JVinth Assembly District
>

'To

i.;

<

for the
of a possible

:

Shaw

seizing the stock, little finger not less than six im:liea in front of
the
trigger guard, left or Are elhow clear from the body second,
When
the man stands in any position, left or fore-hand and elbow

Committee

gag and §tm.

gftfiif I

GAME

SEASON

IN

UareB, brown and gray.

JANUARY.

IN

wild duck, geese, brant,

etc.

rna fxqmdA.
Deef, Wild Turkey, Vt'ooucock, Quail, Sulpc, T.mcks and Wild Fowl.
"Bay bints" generally, Including various species of plover, sand
p er 8 n pD ' cu !" le ^; '"
"
ifialaropea, avocer*.
£ coming
.V r,
etc.,
under the group Limncolir or Shore Birds.
'

!

'

'

'

'

'

On behalf of the above-named club, I am authorized to issue
a challenge to any team composed of members of the General
and District Committees of your Assembly District six or
eight— to shoot for the championship of the Fifth Senatorial
District, at 200 or 500 yards range at Hellwig's Gallery,
Sixth avenue, near Fifteenth street. Should this challenge be
accepted, then name a date as early as practicable for the
match to take place. Very respectfully,
Jab. Riley.

—

A Wobd

of Explanation. — our esteemed correspondent,
•'Blue Wing," of Elkton, Vd., writes that " W. K.," iu his

communication of Dec.
the readers of this

ji

26,

bias

placed

him

unfairly before

it

This party— a sttangar—(krhe here without g ving me
nonce, found shooting poor and myself sick. I .did all
J.

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

470
could for him but he was too hard to satisfy, and now
rushes nie into print in what I think an ungentlemanly
;

Wis

trust that this

may

may have had

criticism ho

fiw Assured such

is

relieve our friend of

at the

arjSETTS— Botom, Jan.
lot left

>up

6.

woods now

to breed;

men

hands of our

any unfair

readers, as

we

undeserved.

season
over; a
—fullQuail
of snow; harbor now
is

celing ou the

ice.
Pickerel fishing has beeD
Morgan, of Salem, has done well.
got BOme fine fish.
Some mink
iii
about BoXford; Thomas Peabody got a fox just, before
the lust snow; Messrs. Bailey and Stevens shot sixty-one
inuskrnls in four hours on the Artichoke, at West Newoury,
Lly; Mr. Bailey and one other gunner got ten white
in Maine State recently
chances now are trood for forcOur new Massachusetts
ing In most any pari of the county.
game laws leave just loopholes euough for unprincipled gunout then, 1 suppose,
ners to crawl out and evade detection
R. L. N.
What the wise heads say and do must be right.
;

tbdut

Sir

the

county.

Snow and friends

also

i

;

"

You

needn't be afraid, boy, she won't hurt you,

deer."

A

Jane's

it's

q_

F

.

W

.

Dog Shoots a Mas.— Okarlestan,

Coles Co., Ill, Dec.
a railway station five miles west of here,
Elijah WilliahiS was out a hunting and
training a young dog.
He bad killed a quail and he was
holding it up with his left hand, so the dog could scent it,
and at. the same time was holding his gun in his right hand
cooked. The dog was rearing up after the quail and' knocked
the gun out of Williams' hand and shot him in the right arm,
between the elbow and shoulder. It is a very bad allot, the
doctor has taken out several pieces of bone.
W. may miss
31.

—Near Stockton,

on Dec.

1-tth inat.,

amputation

if

he

is

careful.

J.

B. Dazev.

Funics Shooting.— Mr. Tra A. Faine has been giving
glass ball shooting exhibitions in Troy, N. Y., and Jersey
City, K. J.
Week alter next he appears at the London Theatre, tin's City, and afterwards at Harrigan and Halt's

—

;

Haven, Jan. i.— Two gunners, on Jan. 1, at Thimble
This can't be done every day.
Island, bugged 34 broad-bill.

New

—

KssTUCRY SieJeman, Dec 28. The. lake is frozen over,
and tho ducks, geese and Bwan flock in vast numbers to the
Sportsmen find it difficult to get to them and sport
air holes.
slow.
.i -i quently
No shipments for this week, 500 lbs.
'
for last week. Few turkeys in market for Christinas dinners

THE LAWS OF TRESPASS.

fifty

cents each.

;

Yai..

Tennessee— Naslaille, Jan. 1.— Last week we had

quite a
of snow, and very cold weather, just Ibe kind to make
good rabbit, hunting." Many availed themselves of the opporfall

I heard of two men who
tunity, and many' were killed.
Quail still continue abundant.
killed 190 in two days.
Urge owls are on exhibition at a nsh and game dealer's in the
Ducks in large numbers are being hawked about the
city.
J- D. H.
streets.

Two

Texas—San Antonio, Jan, 1.— Game was never as plenty
(
before as now, according to accounts of our old hunters.
Bexar County affords good
find quail inside city limits.
cover. Broom weed and Mesquite are just alive with quail
load,
turwagon
and
and rabbit. -Deer are brought in by the
key can be counted by the thousand in the live oak counties.
Almo.

Ohio— Oxford. Jan, 2.— Game has
hard to get. The choke-bore gun is

been plenty here, but
not juBt the thing for
and the close cover in which they are sure to be
quail in
Some of us have resolved that before another season
found.
we will have an extra pair of cylinder barrels added to our
The snow has been on for two weeks, and the quail
guns.
I have succeeded in bagging 118
are said to be starving.
quad and 45 rabbits since Nov. 1. and have now oiled my
J- S.
gun and laid it away.

Wn

Wm.

Smith
MlOBupAH—Detroit,, Deo. 28.—Dec. 23 and 24,
and bagged 16 quail and 2
a friend were out hunting
Alex. Whitmer was out in the country for live
partridge.
O. Lumsdon returned
dsys after rabbits and bagged 98.
he went well preto-day from his annual -week's hunting;

and

Wm.

loaded shells with him and had

d Cor good sport, taking 600
excellent sport, bagging during that time 3 partridge and 1
units Skuse and Nelson Simpson, of Windsor, Ont.,
had very fine sport, bag.hi on the 21th and 25th and
Dkuid.
quail and 5 partridge.
.

I

WjbcoKSis— Bamboo, Dee. 31.— Our deer hunting is over
to some excellent sport
for this year, thus putting a slop
which our hunters enjoyed so much. Since Nov. 24th to
killed in our vicinity.
date from 200 to 300 deer have been
which
Frank Houghton bagged five coons alive Eome time, ago
has them trained so they will
he makes great pets of. lie
Holland.
Ed.
called.
are
names
their
as
come to him
I send you
A LA.KGB Soorb— Editor Forest and Stream:
shooting done by a
the following account of the cmount of
Singh's, at Eividon,
party assembled at his Highness Duleep
Among the invited guests were the Dukes ManNorfolk
chester and At boi. Lords Londesborougb, Darce, De Grey,
Walsingham, and Sir R. Hervey, the average number of guns
to which
bein" eight. The shooting differed widely from that
we are accustomed at, home, tor at times there were as many
Conseon the wing at a time.
as six hundred pheasants
inclosed score shows.
nuent.lv they made a good bag, as the
There 'has been little or no hunting for some time past, on
several packs being
account of frost, and bad weather, besides
mad The bags made were Dec. 3, 1,081 pheasants, 9 parwoodcock, 2 quail; Dec. 4,
tridges 13K hares. B0 rabbits, 6
175 hares, 510 rabbits, 7 wood1 001 pheasants, 10 partridges,
hares, 103
cock- Dec 5. 2,202 pheasants, 10 partridges, 218
The totals were 1,316, 1,798
ducks.
40
7
woodcock,
rabbits
value of game
and 2 G46, or grand total, 5,755. The market
;

Pheasants, 10 shillings per brace; partridges, 7 ditto;
here is
Woodcock.
rabbits, 1 ditto.
ha.es 5 shillings each
Hikiwjs, Eng., Inc.. 20, 1578.
;

Mv Fihi-t OarAi.— Putnam, Conn., Dee. 29. Editor I west
and Strewn Fi I'ty years ago deer were abundant in Plymouth
Woods. I was a boy of sixteen. My uncle had given me a
:

small flint-lock fowling piece.

Icleanedout father's cartridge

and cutting H
box of powder and ball, flattening out the ball
in the woods most.
up for shot, and with our yellow dog was
Once 1 went, over to a small woods called Cook s
of my time.
Bwauip which came up near the door of Widow Cook's cottage,
the swamp, the dog bad trued
the old orchard being partly in
Soon the dog began to bark and I
ge, which I shot.
away at. It saw me, and in
banged
and
Creature
saw a large
l scrambled up an old
pple
directly forme,
ite fright came
I soon heard
-e and halloed with all my might for help.
Mow coming. Taking up a stick, struck the fawn and
alone," then said to me,
aid " Go home, Fanny, let the boy
i

to the question of trespass in retrieving the bird, that
my right to go upon
neighbor's land
to recover
property.
I could not be charged with trespass lor taking away
own property, though I might be
lor going upon my neighbor's land without leave if I caused
him any damage by going upon his land. Practically injuria
sine eht.mno is not actionable, notwithstanding the ancient
maxim that wherever there is a wrong there is a remedy. I
should have no hesitation in going or Bending
dog into
neighbor's field, under the circumstances, to retrieve

my

my

my

my

mv

bird.

The English

Editor Fokest and StreamThe questiou propounded by a correspondent

in

your

issue

of the 5th inst. has been answered by another in a manner not
altogether satisfactory lo the writer, and, as the subject is interesting and a proper decision of it important to sportsmen,

a

little

further discussion

may

Your correspondent, "C.

not be out of place.

your issue of December 12 very properly says, " Trespass was undoubtedly committed by sending the dog on the neighbor's properly to retrieve the bird."
But this gave the neighbor no right to shoot
the dog.
was a mere personal trespass of the master, the
1
only remedy for which is an action at law.

case of the rifle ball is a trifle thin.
Ottjus est
•' He who
solum, etc.
possesses land possesses that which is
above it"—is an ancient maxim that must command respect;
but " He who adheres to the letter of the law will stick in the
bark " is another maxim demanding grave consideration.
The balloon case, as your correspondent puts it, is also airy.
It was not for sailing through the air, but for descending

G., Jr.," in

upon and destroying

Lite plaintiffs potato and radish patch
that the defendant was mulcted in damages.
Guille vs.
Swan, 19 Johnson, 381.
p.
Denver, Col., Dec. 23, 1878.

COOTING OFF

SEA.

VIEW.

1.

BOSTON, Dec.,l8T3.

„

EDITOR FOEF.MT AND STREAM
The wind which had been Blowing tor several days from the east, at
last veered round 10 toe Damn and west, and I hastened to drop L. a
line that he might have decoys, boat, etc., ready for a few day's coot
shunting. Friday, Mov. 1, dawned bright and clear, with wind west,
!

Now

"I

;

ii,

As

would depend upon

—

;

believe there is nothing do
Followl.r; all visitors have gone home for holidays.
ing for game— Turkeys, 50 cents each; geese, 35 to 40
leach; duBks, mallards, .$1.50 per doz.; mixed do., $1
venison, scarce, 15
quail, 60 to 75 cents per doz
per doz
cents per lbvs swans, $1 each ; rabbits, 8 to 10 cent6 each.

sohi for

that he is brought wilhin the power and control of the pursuer." According to these authorities, then, it I flush a bird
on my land, and bring it within my control by shooting
while it is flying over my neighbor's held, the bird is mine.

my

;

ConHBCTKTOT JVfiw Have?)., Dec. 30.— Duck shooting at
Thimble Islands can hardly be called lair, what then
The coot have
in the bays east and west of the Thimbles.
most all gone. Old Bqpaus in fair numbers. The look-out
two
for broad bill shooting for the next two months is good
gunners are now getting eight to a dozen birds a day. Black
ducks have been scarce but are now on the increase. Jake.

ter vs. Newkirk, reported in 20 Johnson, 75, the same question
arose, and the doctrine laid down in Pierson vs.
Post approved.
In the case of Busier vs. Newkirk the court uses
this language, after stating that property can be acquired iu
animals fww natura : "It is Sufficient it the animal is deprived of his natural liberty, by wounding or otherwise, so

as to the right of property in the bird.

Your

corres-

pondent says, " If a wild bird flies from my land to the land
of another, and I shoot that bird after if has crossed my line,
1 have no right of property in the bird so shot." So under the
common law the correspondent really did not own the bird
at

all.

common or statute. On the conhold that, "If the game passed into a neighbor's
ground the property vanished and became the captor's,
although obtained by trespass. (See Oka's Game Laws, p.
34 ) In England it is established by many early decisions
that, b trespasser killing an animal fe.rm natures and carrying
it away is not guilty of larceny.
fSee Hale's P.O. 510; 7
Coke, 11.156; 2 Kuss. on Cr. 84. 4 Bl. Com. 200.) The
reason being that, in order to constitute larceny, the property
must have previously bclflnged to some individual. In the
United States questions of this sort, are governed by State
laws, differing very widely in their scope and operation as to
the mere fact of trespass, but the right to the possession of the game remaitis as above stated— in the captor.
But in England the exact point raised by your first
correspondent has been settled positively in his favor. There
the whole subject is provided for in 1 & 2 Will 4. c. 32. Sec.
80, which enacis, " That if any person whatsoever shall commit any trespass by entering or being in the daytime upon
any land in search or pursuit of game, or woodcocks, snipes,
quails, landrails or conies, such person shall, on conviction
thereof .before a justice of the peace, forfeit and pay such
sum of money, not exceeding two pounds, as to the justice
shall seem meet, together with the costs of the convictiou.
Under this section the case of Kenyon vs. Hart arose, and it
was there decided that. •' it is not a trespass within this section to enter on another's land to pick up game which rose on
other land, when the shooter had a right to shoot, and which
was shot while in the air, although the shooting took place
while the bird was in the air over the other land." (See
Kenyon vs. Hart. 34 L. J.— N. S.-M. C. 87. 11 L. T.-N.
8.—733.) The distinctions, however, under this law are exceedingly nice. In the case of Osbond vs. Meadows it was
held " that a person who, on his own land, shoots a pheasant
ou the land of another, and goes on that land to pick up the
bird, commits r trespass of entering land in pursuit of game
within 1 & 2 Will. 4 c. 32. s. 30"— the shooting and picking
up the bird being one transaction and not larceny, as it would
have been had they been treated as separate offences. In
that case Mr. Justice Erie said, " I beg to reserve for another
time whether the entering the land for the purpose of picking
up dead game constitutes a trespass within the statute."
It is to be noted, however, that it is only in the fresh pursuit, of game that, the trespassing captor is eutitled to its possession.
If sufficient time has elapsed between the killing
and the taking it away the law infers that the wrongful possession has been abandoned, and then (and not till then) it
becomes the property of the landowner.
If this is not a correct view of the law, it will give the
writer pleasure to be instructed in regard to the matter by
your legal friends. But we think that though the act of your
correspondent was a trespass under his Stale law, yet. he" was
entitled to bag his bird, and as manv mure as he could.
Norfolk, Fas,, Dec. 20, 1878.
T. S. G., Jr.
This

trary,

is

not law, either

we

Editob Forest

>>r>

Stbkam:

is a reader of your paper, and is sometimes
Bro. B
given to the discussing of legal quiddits. He called my attention to the communication of " 0. G., -lr.," in your issue
of the 12th, wherein " C. G., Jr.," answers the question
" What is Trespass ?" It will not, be considered presumption
in ft backwoods lawyer to call in question ibe opinion of a
Philadelphia brother. The point is, however, one of interest
to sportsmen, and I need make no apology for complying
with Bro. U.'s request to criticise the position assumed by
"C. G. Jr."
He says ".If .a wild bird flies from my land to the land of
another, and I shoot that bird, after it has crossed the line, I
have no right or property in the bird so shot.." He says that
the common law sustains this position. Blackstone, whom
we all consider authority, says: "If a man starts any game
within his own grounds and follows it into another's, and
kills it there, the property remains in himself," 2 Bl'k. Com.
In Sutton vs. Moody, Ld. Raymond 250, it was held
419.
that a man has property in animals ferm natura on his land,
and there are decisions of the English courts much older.
He may lose his property in such animals if they voluntarily
quit his land, but it seems otherwise "if they are hunted out
of the forest or warren." Iu your own State this questiou of
ownership was involv.d in the case of Pierson vs. Post, 3
Caine's Rep's 175, decided in 1805.
Again, in 1822, in Bus:

which 1 knew would soon beat do.vn the heavy sea caused by the
Accordingly I took the 3:30 r. m. train from the Old
Colony Depot, Bnstoa, and after an hour and a half fonnd myself at
the Sea View station and L. there to meet me. Everything gave
promise of a fair day for the morrow, and we retired early. At 3:2.0
the morniug I was awakened by L., and, hnrryingonniyclotb.es, I
found a hot breakfast wattin». This was soon disposed of, and L.,
seizing the well-Known square bax divided into compartments for
powder, shot, wads, etc., an article still used by the old coast gunners,
easterly blow.

m

who

My

fondly cling to the old inuzzlc-Ioaders, declared himself ready.
pockels were soon ailed with (hells charged with No. 4 chilled

shot (to uiy

mind the
with

best killing size for sea fowl, ;ioons

my

We polled ont

10-gn.age over

my

and geese exshoulder, I followed to the

The morning was quite
dark; overhead the stars bright, no: a breath of wiud stirring, and
perfect stillness reigning, Bttye the dull, icgular boom of the surf far
away on the bench over the sand huts. The air was clear and crisp,
river.

into the glassy water.

and a delicate lllm Of front work lay spread over everything. When
within a mile of the mouth oi the river, lite incoming tide became too
swift to row against; with comfort, so we lauded, and, tying one end of
to the bow of the dory, aud making fast the other to a
raw-lock amidships, wo proceed, d to tow. While plodding along In
he month of Stmtli Kiver, we were startled by quite a
silence near
rge bunch of geese rlBiag from the water with loud honking. We
mght a glimpse of them ns they made out to sea, their bodies being
i

darkly ontlined ng.iiust the eastern sky. Boon themouthof the river
reached, and after a hard struggle against tide and rollers, we
passed the bar and pulled out a mile or more, and HOon had our detor " woods " as they are termed along shore) out and our dory
ored a gun-shot, off. Arranging ourselves comfortably
the

m

r covering the bottom of the boat, we waiting for daylight. Ere
long the stira grew dim, pale streaks appeared in the east, the shore
before shrouded in darkness, was slowly revealel to ns as the
light increased. Smoke from Hie chimneys of the houses on shore
lazily asc-nded the still air. and now and t'neu the shrill crowing of
b
roar or 1 Us stu-r. The wotld was again
.,nli the Four OlUTs looked like I-Iands
In
nth Brant Rock could be dieBgBB aud llahermen'a nuts on
slowly sailed up Irom the sea, Its golden
autumnal foliage of tne ]\rarsh(ield hills,
rlnga lighting up the
So taken up was I in watching the veisloping nearly to the oe<
led by the report, of L.'agun aa he tumbled
n changes, that I was
black scoter from a passing flock,
overboard the buoy
e bagged the bird, and bad hardly r
berth again when we
,acovcrcd i. banBh of three swinging \n to our decoys. Two were
in
(Irst discharge, and the third returning was quickly
back. These proved to be young female black Bcoter'a
aud in excellent condition. A large sheep loon passing Overhead received a salute, bringing him down, but he dlyed immediately and was
Then another loon sailed over us, and was tumbled
liking the water, as L. said, "like a log of
by L. in aplei
v.m." This bird was retrieved, after which
u to stand erect an I nap our arms In triumph, aud
loo tj our benu nbed hands. Foronehonr
the oirda Hew fairly in small but hes, and wo bagged eight. Then the
tide turnod, compelling ua to r urn in order to get up river. la the
dag a smaller bag than in the mornafternoon wa went cut again,
Ing. and witnessing a glonoui sunset. DurUg the. night the wind
piped up iu the north and blew lard nearly all the next day, sending
heavy sea and rendering it impossible to go out. Before sunset
the wind died entirely away, aud, ascending the Mil back of L.'a house
I obtained a view repai ing mc for the whole trip.
A fine hotel erected
upon the hill waB burned several yeara ago, aud owing to the general
depression has not heen rebuilt. I consider the view from this point
one of Hie finest on the south shore. Sealing myself comfortably I
passed nearly an hour iu contemplating the view before me. Below
acreB of marsh land, bounded ou the west by woodlands in all their
rich, autumnal glory, and protected from the sea by the long range of
r-whito sand bills beyond the sand hilla, the ocean, no longer
red with white-caps, but calm and peaceful. Few souudsdls
turbed the quiet of the Sabbath afternoon, save the tinkling of the
cow-bolls upon the hillside, and the voice of the cow-boy driving tan
cattle home. Ont to sea a largo flock of gulls were llshlng, now and
I

i

i

i

i

.

m

;

then their snowy winga showing a delicate pink hue, the reflection of
the sound of their discordant voices reaching mo
the setting sun
softened and mellowed by the distance. Twilight Boon came on, and I
reluctantly descended to the house, and Monday returned to Boston.
" So, thi'tt, beach, bluff and wave, farewell
1 bring with me
No token, stone or guttering shell,
tint long and oft shall memory tell
nricf, t.houcthtful hour of
;

I

Jtuslng by the sea,"

Merlin:

FOREST AND STREAM.
THE TONE OF SPORTING LITERATURE.
Philadelphia, Deo, US, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stbeam :
It aeema to me that "H. P. T.," or Boston, hag attempted murder
(with hia pen), and only succeeded tn committing suicide. " U T. P.'
thinks there is not "sufficient Interest or sufficient novelty in the tact
of a man's taking a drink to warrant its proclamation in a paper devoted to Held sports, however appropriate it might be in the police

used only an ounce of No.

I

all in killing them clean at 30 to 36 yards in
every one having any experience knows the accurate shooting required to bag these little animals with any degree of certainty, in

closing, 1

sportsman)
than the description of the half-dandy Londoner; how he brought
down his pheasants In a driving fain every Shot, and How he moistened bis lips frequently from a flask! If " H. p. T." had been there
would he have moistened his spectacles with tears, or reported the
occurrence for the Police Gazette t
Walter Scott cays that no man really loving Held sports can be wholly
bod, and it does not occur to us now that, tire Great Wizard of the
North ever recommended his healthy game-killing Scot to take "cold
tea " with him instead of a bottle of Oleniivet.
The paper of Dec. 5, of which "H. P. T." complains, has been widely
quoted and admired in this State, and would not nave been true to nature but for its faithful, if minute, acconut of what was done and
drank ; what was shot and what was said, But yon, Mr. Editor, have
covered the whole ground in your happy editorial on " The Tone of

cal DgurtS,

Sporting Literature."

Koan

may add that

although

;

may have

trial

lacked mathemati-

still I

and

all

Although I commenced Its use with no faith In Its merits, I am now
fully convinced that it is all Us friends claim for ii, and may be used
with perfect safety. While contributing largely to the pleasure of our
favorite sport. I will cheerfully answer any inquiries any one may
wish to make regarding the auuvc, which may be addressed to me
throngh yonr.office.

abb Daootah.

Fraternally.

PIGEON MATCHES.
QuiNNiptAO Gun Club— FiJir
anu three traps paLe's Glass
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1.— Bogardus rules

Uearni, Conn,, Jan.
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Users
Jves
Bradley
Burweil

NOTES FROM NOVA SCOTIA.

my

was only prevented from trying at target by a want
must o.vn that practical (and not theoretical) work Is
what we are most to rely on in our judgment of men and Inventions.

of time

;

Boanerges.

and found no
the water; and

8 or Sshot,

7,

trouble at

finer bit of writing (gladdening the very heart of ihe true
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Double Shooting.

EDWOH

Yarmouth,
FOBEST A2TD STREAM

(J.

0.,

Nova

Scotia, Dec. 2, 187S.

:

The calling season for moose has long since passed, and still hunting
now the manner of capture and soon the law will prevent moose
hunting until next season. Tho snow covers the barrens, and the lakes

is

;

are sealed up with ice. Ducks and geese have left us lor a more comfortable clime, though a few whistlers still linger about open waters
at the foot of falls and rapids In the river. In fact, small flocks of
whistlers stay with us all winter, lurkiug about these open spots in
the river. Small game has been about as usual the past season. I am
sorry to say the law in regard to partridges and other small game is
but little regarded here. They can be easily taken out of season without the knowledge of the game warden. But it is difficult to capture
and dispose of a moose without its being known and the offender punished, I think the moose are in a fair way to increase in our province
under the present law. I have fallen in with two small flocks of
spruce partridges the past season. There is something so beautiful
about these birds I always feel as though I had done wrong after
shooting one.
WUd cats or bay lynx are scarce, owing to the bounty offered for
Ihelr ears by the county, inducing inaoy to trap them. Foxes are as
plenty us ever. I believe Nova Seotia is the paradise of foxes. Certainly they are very plenty all over the province. Going our, to my
traps of a morning, after a fall of snow the night previous, Icaunsually
count as many as eight or ten fox trails crossing my path In going a
mile; but sometimes I get a glimrue of sly reynard as he bounds off
through the snow-covered evergreens, and sometimes the rifle ball

which I send after him is fortunate, and gives me a chance to handle
his heavy brush. They are more plenty about the settlements than
farther back in the forest. Though tliey are plenty here, they are as
cunning as elsewhere, and It requires all the skill man possesses to
trap them. But they would furnish much sport if hunted with hounds,
Trapping is not as good as usual this season. Our fur-bearing animals need more protection oy the law. Our present law regarding
them is well enough, bat it is not enforced. Our country Is admirably adapted to the harboring 01 the various fur-bearing animals, with
Irreclaimable barrens, numerous chains of lakes, connected by
rushing streams Btocked with trout; Just the place which the mink,
otter, asher and beaver delight in. Jluch of Nova Scotia will probably
remain unsettled, as Its rocky, barren and forest lands are not lnvi

Roan

loinoooo-2
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Ives

11 11 10
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1

one ounce of No. 9 shot, only
:\',i drachms and
went out a short distance to look for game, being
determined to try it tn the held more than at a target. I Eoon came to
a snipe meadow, where the birds were thick and rather wild here I
shot for about three-quarters of an hour until the eighteen shells were
gone, and 1 had killed fourteen fine fat birds, none of which were
killed nnder thirty yards, and many as far as forty-five or fifty yards.
I found it particularly fine for doubles, on account of its lack of smoke.
and havo found the same advantage in ball shooting, where quickness
is more essential, perhaps, than In any other place.
When 1 came to clean the gun I found Its cleanness another larga
Item ; for instead ol the snrface.being covered by a hard dry crust, as
in the case of the black powderlhad been asiuj, there was only a
thin brown coloring, not enough to obscure the burnlBhed steel, and
easily removed by the use of one light oil rag. As I noticed ouly a
light recoil, I ventured to add a quarter of a drachm more of powder.and an eighth of an onuce more of shot, nsing for wads first one
red fibre wad, on thia un Eley black edge, and another fibre wad on the

1

1

at

oid as China, for to the Celestial tar the board has
been familiar when all Europe was still in a state of barbarous ignorance. Double lee-boards are at this day still in use
on certain smacks and boats along the Holland and North
German coasts, where the bluff bow and tanned sails of the
old-lime galliotts are yet to be seen in all their glory on the
"Eber"of the river Elbe, and on the coasting craft of Hie
Zuyder Zee, in the land of wooden shoes. Double and treble
boards have proven, like many other plausible arrangements
of an elementary sort, a prolific field for the amateur inventor,
and the experimental mind has never ceased from periodically
least, as

re-inventing,

afresh

we may

reproducing, and,

what has long been an old

to the oblivion that awaits all

add,

writing up

story, frequently consigned

spasmodic

apply in
fit for special circumstances only.
The
double board, when closely scrutinized, turns out to be only
a clumsy means of counteracting some sorry fault in the buill
efforts to

general something

of a vessel, and, with the exception of the case where
water
is scarce under the keel, may be set aside as a
needless
plication of parts, which,

however pleasant

it

may

comupon

act

commended itself to the public through
practice.
At first sight it would seem as

paper, has never yet
action

its

in

though some benefit might be derived from suddenly
lifting a board
at
either
end of
a
vessel
when
working ship, but such is hardly the case; for, had the craft

1

New Yoke—Franklin. Dee, 29.—In the recent shooting match reported from here, jou make me say tnat none, of ns had ever snot irum
a trap oefore. I am confident that I wrote "but one or two of us had
ever shotlrom atrap before."
M. P. McRoom.

been well designed in the first place, no such artificial
stimuwould be found necessary to make her go through all evo-

lus

lutions with alacrity
to aid in wearing,

The Bouardus Match.— Captain Bogardus be?an

his feat of breakTite shooting will c on-

ing 0,000 glass balls at Gilmore's yesterday.
tiuue to-day.

Texas-Foot, Jan. 1.— The Tatham Gun Club or our city was out for
a da/a sport at the trap Dec. i-.
rite weather being very bad
the e was not a large attendance. The flr,t maun was at five oirus'
""'
U and T plunge traps
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Sixth match, five balls

11110—4

McCullach
MoCftli

1

Seventh match,

Thompson
1110-4 Almond

live bulls

McColUch
Almond

11

San Antonio.— A. few
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Eighth match, five balls
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1 1 1 1

McCullach

1 1 1
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sportsmen celebrated New Years by
08 ruies; 15 glass balls; $ 1 entrance*;

match
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ordinary manner, with

Binghain

ramming
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same
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Second match

Buffham,
Penn....
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Third match
Donglaas

u
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Dougiasa
Lehrioh
Wolciten
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hills, or,

This club has been in existence a little of one month, and Is composed of members 01 the Knickerbocker ya*hl Club. Considering that
the enure practice of some of the club previous to this snoot did not
exceed fifty bail-, the cluo feels quite elated at the creditable showing
and hope soon to put a team in iue field to try eouelutlona with some
of our older and more experienced clubs.
a. K. M,
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Filth match, ten balls:
McCullach. .1

I

is

T NIXOn
1 101010110000000001010
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1101 OOOOlOOllOllllu 011 0—23.
A E Miller ...11010001 101101 oil 111000001 l
01001001000001100 0011 1—21. Total, 194.

McCall

heretofore.
On first trying it I was a little cautious, as ray gnn is a Tery fine one
and I did not care to risk damaging it. So I loaded some shells in the

lee-board

1

1

26, 1878.

The

"0

McCullach

i

called.

Total, 197.

1

Port

to satisfy

'

were then

1

"

1—23.

jV/T ULTIPLEX lee-boards and centre-boards are not new.
J-Vl As far bank as tbe sixteenth century an English inventor called the attention of the British naval authorities to
bis contrivance for keeping light draft vessels up to their
course by the introduction of several " sliding-keels, as ihey

Henshaw'sSide.
Jacques

:

ft.

DOUBLE BOARDS.
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1110010111111111111111 1-37.
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myself and friends regarding the
Dittmar powder, I procured a small amount of Mr. H. C. Squires
which he kindly furnished for the purpose. I mast own my faith in
the compound was only limited, as I have made quite extended trial'
of it on two or three different occasions, about the first year of its introduction, and on those occasions my success with it had not been
such as to warrant, a good recommendation to my brother sportsmen.
Last September I felt somewhat encouraged regarding it. on account
of Bogardus and Carver using it so successfully in their glass-ball
shooting, and on opening a can of this lot I received last, I noticed a
marked difference In its appearance and density, being mnch harder
and more compact in texture than other samples which I have had

slightly.

1

1

1

Thompson
Pomerov, Iowa, Dec.
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00
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Prompted by a desire

li 10
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Sicond match, three birds :
McCall
111—3 Garland
McCullach
1 1 0-2
Almond
McCall won shoot off.
Third match, ten glass balls, Bogardus rules
McCullach. .1 1111110 11-9 McCall
Almond
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1—8
Garland
Thompson. .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-s Fort
Fourth match, fpr silver cup, twenty balls
AIm ° ad
Garland
1 1
1 1 1

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE DITTMAR.
Editoe Forest and Stbeam:

nil 10—
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10— r Burweh

li ii

1

the first of November along the headwaters of the Tusket am
branches. We met with but little success, however, taking but four
beavers, two otters and sir minks during the month. Bui we were
on the headwaters of a stream flowing through QneettE Oonn
week, and we noticed many signs of otter and beaver. We shall
be likely to do something in the trapping line there this winter. We
expect to take a trip to the headwaters of the Clyde soon. Saelburn
County, and will then write you concerning that, section. By ihe way,
while off the other side of the river the other day I stwted three
yarded moose, hut it was unfavorable for still huniing and so did not
follow

n

Bradley

Knickebbock Gon Club— Port Morris, ,\*. Y„ Jan. 1.— First regular
club shoot at atty glass balls. Huber traps, Uosardus rales, divided in
teams of bIx. Wm, Potter, jr., and P. lleushaw, captains.

its

to the settlers. And about the only thing attractive about these wild
lands are at present the animals and bird^, and they Bhould be preserved in their natural abundance. Bub and I commenced trapping

mid Routing.

JKuchHitQ-

1

Fortheae

news columns of a daily." Why should taking a drink belong to police
news 7
In Black's new novel (by all odds his best), Mcleod of Dare," what

Faith f u lly yours,
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with all well rammed down. I noticed a slight increase of recoil, but not enough to be unpleasant.
With this manner or loading 1
secured nothing but the best results, killing grouse tbioogb September and October at 40 and CO yards with my s-/2 lb., 12-gauge Parker.
Later I used it largely in duck shooting, and found it excellent, several
times making exceptionally long shots and killing vers cleanly. I
also shot largo numbers of muskrats while in the ponds for ducks.
shot,
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down

board

it

and
is

gain.
If a board be raised forward
tantamount to saying that with the

much fore-foot or gripe if a
board aft must be lifted to help her come about, it is evident
the craft has too much section aft.
In either case the vessel
is simply badly " hung," and calls for the aid
of an additional
the vessel has too

;

means to help her through her work. If the board in the run
is supplied to aid in steering to make the
yacht easy on her
helm, it may be set down as a certainty that tbe model is
too

dumpy for her length. A few inches of keel would do more
good in alleviating the abominable and dangerous "yawing"
to which short and chubby ships are always subject,
especially when running free and in rough water.
Centreboard boats
are especially liable to suffer on this score, as they
are pinned
upon their centre by their board. A little less board
and a
couple of inches of keel will remedy the defect without
having Tesort to any more machinery, which at a crilical
moment

may

refuse to act or fail to obtain the attention it requires,
and
is apt in the hurry to interfere with the
proper tendins
of other gear, especially when beef is scarce or
hands not
adept.
The annexed sketch, from a correspondent in Phila-

which

shows the application of two boards to a lype of
Delaware Bay boats. The boats run about 40ft. long,
14ft.
beam and 5ft. hold, and have a peculiar combination of rigs.
delphia,

p

«.

.

FUNDS FOR HARVARD'S CREW.

7"HE
4,

The-daiuant at Delmonico's Saturday evening, Jan,
concluded the series of entertainments in aid of the

Harvard crew.
Those who had attended the theatricals at the Union League
Theatre were loud in their praises of the amateurs both on
the
stage and in the orchestra.
Dancing commenced promptly at nine o'clock, and
the
young Harvard athletes showed themselves adepts in tho
terpsK-horean art.
The rosy faces and well-rounded forms of
then fair partners suggested a familiarity with out-door sports
and health-giving occupations. Supper was served at
ten
p. m., after which dancing was continued until the earlv
closing time of twelve.

Among those present were the lady patroness Mrs John
Sherwood, Mrs. Paran Stevens, Mrs.
W. Sanborn' Mrs
John Avery, Miss C. Patterson, Miss J. Patterson, Dr
Her'
rtck, Bonald Thomas, John Avery, Arthur
Leary Mr Post
and many of the younger membci s of the Harvard Club
How many of us are there who remember the days when we
rowed on the Charles in the old boats Oneida, and Huron ?
The first club boats were introduced at Cambridge in 1S44
An eight-oarnd boat— the -Star— was purchased. This boat
afterward named the Oneida, was perhaps the best
of her
class ever in Cambridge.
Prom the " Harvard Book " we
quote: "She was thirty-seven feet lomi, lapstieak
built
heavy, quite low in the water, with no sheer, and
with a
straight stem.
Her width was about three feet and a half in

K

—

.

bow and stern.
gunwale with wooden

her -widest part, aud tapered gradually toward
half- way

She was floored
strips and had
had plain, flat

up

to

the

a hard-wood grating in each end.

The

boat

wooden thole-pins "fitted into the gunwale.
Her oars were of white ash, and ranged from thirteen feet six
inches long in the waist to twelve feet in the bow and stern.
The captain's gig of a man-of-war will give a very good idea
She was painted red for some years,
of her general fittings.
and then black, until she was sold in 1857. Down to 1S5G,
when regular race-boats were introduced, the college boats
were used partly for exercise, but principally for pleasure
parties, and very seldom for racing, except scrub races."
" Latching a crab " was a serious matter in those days, both
The rower was sure to be
for the unlucky oar and the boat.
knocked stiff in the bottom of the boat and the gunwale split
or thole-pins broken.
The friends of Harvard in Kew York have given substantial
aid to the Harvard crew.
A.
Union League
Theatre Jan. 3, 3 and 4, were eminently successful and the
means of adding a goodly sum to the credit of the Harvard
University crew.
So far as finances can affect the issue,
there is no longer any question but what Harvard can send a
crew to England next summer. We hope our English cousins

The

will not let national prejudices or petty crotchets interfere

With the posibility of bringing about a race.

SoumwAKK

•

ows, granite forts and grassy batteries, cheery bay-Bide taverns
of the thousand and one things

Sachet Clcu.

— Philadelphia, Jan, 1.— Editor

closed with ice
from its source to within a snort distance of the northern
limits of this city, and from thence to the bay filled with large
fields of floating ice, some of our yachtsmen are already making preparations lor the coming season. Your correspondent
paid a visit to the houses of the South wark x'acht Club and
lound some of the members busy at work on their beautiful
These boats are tne handsomest we have, and
little crat ts.
their owners take great pride in keeping them in good order.
Some of them are so particular that it is said they will not allow a fly to alight upon them for fear he would leave marks of
The metal work upon
dirty teet upon the boat's white hulls.
Ihem is mostly nickel-plated, and flashes in the sunlight like
burnished silver. The boats are divided into three classes:
First class, double-endeis (15ft, Bin. long,4ft. Oin. beain); second class, double-enders (,16ft. <iin. long, 4ft. Sin. beam,), and
tuckups same size as first-class double-enders, except that they
have square sterns. They carry from forty Lo fitly square
yards ol canvas. Among the swiftest of lliese tiny crafts is
the Thomas II'. Sparks, built and owned by the commodore
of the licet, John (J. Saunders, who very kindly opened his
house and allowed me to inspect his boat. She was built last
summer, too hue to enter into the annual regatta in May, but
took purl in the second regatta aud was leauing boat coming
home, when she carried away her throat halliards and came
The second aud third races in which she entered, the
sect ih',.
wind was very Light and tile time consumed was beyond the
limits ailovveu by the club, and of course were both considered off, but she was leading boat eacn time. The next regatta rn which she entered was between three boats of the
auulhwark Club and six boats of the fhiladelphia Yacht
Club, for a purse of seventy dollars, and she proved the vicShe has also been victorious in
tor, healing all the others.
'the following description of the Sparks
several scrub races,
will answer lor the others, as they are almost lac-similes of
each other: Length, foil. 3iu.; beam, 4ft. Gin.; depth, forward, 2£c ~iu.; depth, alt, aft.,- cenlre-board, 4ft. wide, 3ft
deep; mast, B4lt. high; length of boom, tf4ft.; gaff, 13tt.
The commodore is having
tiin.; spread ot canvas, SO yards.
a new board made au incn in thickness, as the old board,
which was but five-eighths, was not stiff enough., and caused

and Stream: Although the Delaware

of the solitary canoeist.

of epruce

tongueless

her to fall off when working to windward. She is provided with
eight life-lines (tour on each side) by which the crew can
ballast
hail"- out to windward to keep her up, as she has no
aud°is kept upon her keel by tne agility and nimbleness of her
crew. »he is sailed by Capl. Win. Roach, a very expert

c tyachtsman.
Hunt's Magazine.— The December number of "Hunt's"
contains the regular annual summary of amounts won by the
racing yachts ol Ureal Britain, one of Capt. Coffin's semi-humorous, semi-moral yarns, and a continuation of several yachtof
ing cruises, besides some very pertinent remaiks in favor
length over beam as shown by the 15-tou Maggie walking
away from au 80-ton beamy schooner in a half gale off Dartmouth last August.
Changed Hands. —The schooner Meta has become the
properly of Mr. Erank Dexter of the Eastern Yacht Club,
and will hereafter hail from Boston likewise the sloop Addte
of the
V bought by Mr. Marshall K. Abbott from a member
Seuwaunaka If. C. They will nol go round to Boston before
-

)-

;

the opening of ihe seusun.

A SHOHT TALK ABOUT CANOEING.
Bbuoismn-, N.

1'.,

Dec.

10, 187B,

Editoh Eohest and Stream:
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cold northeaster howl3 about (be
window-sashes, while sharp
honed "slamming shutters and shaking
B-rr-rl how it must
of rain-drops rattle on the roof.

Truly

summer

is

over.

tusiltules

chasing the white-caps seaward,
be sweeping over the bay,

hum-

driving the
ming through the Jigging of the Anchored BohoonerB,
I wrap my dressing-gown
rooks.
spray over the wharves and
stubby old pipe, and try to read,
closer about mo, puff away at my
m vain my thoughts will wander, and at length I hud myself

but

—"

I leave

true,

'tis

j

to delight the

Alas, that that stout piece
'tis

pity

;

and pity

'tis, 'tis

to deal with skeptical land-lubbers

it

and envious catboatmen, and rest my pen.
Many were the wamlnge, kindly and sarcastic, which greeted
my first announcement of the purchase of a Nautilus. I was told
that 1 should never get anywhere I should certainly never go beyond the breakwater ; if I went below the Narrows I'd be blown
out to sea
she'd turn turtle in tho first blow
I'd be run down,
and swamped, and drowned, and get wet and tired and hungry,
aud have rheumatism and the chills, and want to sell ber in a
month that canoes were not suited to tide-water that I should
grow heartily sick aud tired of paddling about the bay that in
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

fact,

that I'd

Dear

made

a mistake.

began to think that
knowledge whereof you spoke.

friends, kind, disintereeted advisers, I

perhaps you really had a

Pardon me

;

little

therein I did mistake.

" Jedex

Thierchen hat sein Flaisirchen" they say across the
water, and these bewisewords "Every little animal has its little
pleasure.'' You have yours, and I have found mine. I have never
been upset, nor blown out to sea
nor have I met with any of
those other mishaps, barring an occasional touch of hunger and
wet.
I have spent many pleasant hours on the bay without grow-

—

;

ing in the- least tired of

it

;

and

I

have come to the conclusion

man of little leisure and light pocket, canoeing affords,
aquatic sports, the greatest pleasure with the least expense

that, to the

of

all

and trouble.
I do not, however, seek to rank myself with those enthusiastic
giants of the pon and paddle, whose writings would lead a novice
to suppose that the sailing canoe combined all the characteristic
good qualities of the centreboard sloop, cruising cutter aud racing
shell ; but will at once oonfess that she has faults, as well as virtues, eminently peculiar to herself, aud as I never mis my quinine
with

my

whisky, but always take

it first,

shall

name them without

delay.

In the first place, under paddle she is slow, and an .ordinary
working boat, propelled by a pair of sculls, will slip away
from her with eaBe
a fact which will at firBt chagrin her owner,
and expose him to considerable chaff.
In the second place, as the boat must have more or leas Bheer
in order to be decently dry, the bow will catch the wind, and the
paddfer must occasionally work hard to keep her head straight.
Under canvas, with the wind anywhere forward of the heam
light

;

i

udIobs provided with a false keel or troublesome leeboard, she will
owner to the verge of idiocy— in a light breeze by moving

drive her

wind by etiding
oft to leeward like a crab, which is natural enough, as she ia designedly built with a draught not worth mentioning.
With a free wind and following sea, such as rolla up past Coney
Island Point and through tho Narrows when the breeze is from
the south, she will steer hard, especially if a rudder is used for
a wave will now and then lift her stern clear out of water, and if
care is not taken ahe will broach to.
In really rough water ahe is a wet boat, and nothing>lae should
Being short and light, she
be expected in a craft or her size.
rides the seas easily, but their crests will go over her, and if
with the velocity of a canalboat

in a

;

good

sailing

placed broadside to tho waves, she will fill.
So much for the canoe's faults ; I can think of no others, and
pass to a pleasanter theme— her virtues.
To begin: She's a pretty boat ; her hull of varnished cedar, with
its graceful sheer and cambered deck, combining with the slender
spars and white sails to form a picture that would delight even a
farmer. Then ahe corlainly is safe. With water tight compart-

ments forward aud aft she cannot sink a fact which I have demonstrated by filling the cockpit with water, and indulging in a
and her alleged fondness for
refreshing bath while I paddled
Of oourse, if a
wantonly capsizing I pronounce purely mythical.
man chooses to troat her as though she were a wash-tub to
attempt to sit on her gunwale to make her sheets fast to give
her the jib of a catamaran and the mainsail of a North Itivor sloop.
aud then carry full sail in a blow, she will probably relieve her
outraged feelings by promptly spilling him overboard— and serve
him right. I once knew a man who shoved his mainboom to windward, and tried to hold it there with his head— he only did it once.
There are men who would upaet a mud-scow. With a few weeks'
experience, however, and reasonable care, there Is little more
danger of capsizing in a oanoe than in au oyster-boat.
;

;

—

;

;

When

properly built she

ia

alao comfortable.

The canoeist

Bits

and the swinging backboard
whatever position he may choose to
take.
In the rain, or when the salt water is coming aboard, he
iay cover the cockpit with moveable hatches, or an India-rubber
apron, and keep comparatively dry.
If be desires to sleep in hia boat, he has only to haul her up on
the beach, remove the after hatch and sliding bulkhead, stretch
the painter between the masts and throw his rubber blanket over
floor boards, looking forward,

behind him adapts

it,

and he
The canoe's

itself

to

will have a perfectly dry lodging.

draught, which prevents her sailing well
other respecta an advantage, as it makes her
easier to paddle, enabling her owner to cruise along within a few
yards of shore, and opens to him numbers of little ooves and
creeks, otdy accessible to moat boats at high tide ; moreover, it of
the wind,

light

is in all

;

the red-bladed paddle in a corner
blinking through the smoke at
of my den.
pretty any more, as it was last spring ; its
It is not nice and

been knocked from them in spots,
blades are deutc-d, the point has
rings where my hands have worn
by tho joint are two dark
a'that
it could tell many pleasant tales—
for
but
the v.tnbli «»v
summer days, and bahny
niialj mowings, and long, warm
1

1

;

of ouul

moon hung low over

the water

of hat d

evening* « hen the
the spray breaking over the DOWB
»lea against wind and tide, Willi
skims before the wind over
aud pattering ou the aprou ; of quiet
;

runs, under shortened sail, over
placid waters, and quick, sharp
out to windfoam-created rollers, with the captain stretching

long
under ; of slimy wharves,
ward, and Ihe lee washboard all but
gurgled among the piles;
where the ships lay, and the black water
thrashed and pounded by Atlantic, breakof white, sunny beaob.ee,
camp-Urea blazed, and
the
home,
where
nearer
ers and of others,
the murmur of the wavc-8; of bluffs aud
the boatman slept to
green salt meadgardens,
terraced
wooded
headlands, rocky and
;

;

up on a beach or wharf, or carried to some shed or stable, whore
she will be out of harm's way, advantages not possessed by any
other sailing boat afloat.
Such, in brief, are the characteristics of the beat types of Bailing
tnoes
but, as Mr. Alden justly remarks, each boat has, in addition, her own moral character, and the man who intends running
;

one must be prepared for as many surprises as he who marries a
pretty girl of sixteen. In either case he will at first find Mb hands
rather

full.

And now

as to canoeing on our bay.
Oh, friendly wisfacrea— you, I mean, whose solemn warnings
once disturbed my mind's quiet— do you really think that you know
that splendid sheet of water? that you are familiar with its shores?
that in your shells and catboats you have seen all that is worlb
seeing, and done all that is worth doing ? Ah, you do. Very wellBut listen a moment to a short tale, which, in the words of the
immortal Mr. Barlow, " as you have never heard, I will now proceed to relate," of a supposititious canoeist living— let us say in
Brooklyn, and then retire to tho sanctity of your boat-housea, or
crawl into the dark, mysterious regions below your half-deck, and
commune with your hearts.
Let ub suppose him an early riser— I like to think well of my
friends and that, after a hasty bite and a drink of water, he runs
down to the boat-house to improve his wind. His boating toga
quickly donned, the canoe launched, and he ia off. If the
water ia smooth, well and good ; if rough, so much the better, for
while the shell owners idle about, and gloomily watch the water
.shiugover the float, he is driving his boat, at the waves, his spirits rising, and blood warming with every paddle-stroke.
A mile or
so down the shore he finds a quiet spot, lands, and treats himself
an invigorating swim, aud then, fresh aud glowing, and hungry
a hawk, paddles back to breakfast.
In the evening we find him again in his boat ,but the day has been
arm and his work hard altogether he feels somewhat demoralized so he pipes all hands to make sail, shapes his oourse to suit
the wind, and as the boat Blips smoothly along, leans back com
fortably, stretches his tired logs, aud smokes hia after-dinner
oigar, at peace with all the world— even those fiendish tugs.
Bye and bye the shadows fall, the light on Bobbins' Beef winks
faintly, then shines clear and bright across the bay, and the moon
over the treee on shore. He is reBted now, takes in his tiny
aails, plies the paddle, and soon floats under tho shadow of the
bluffs.
Then the bow is turned homeward, and lazy strokes carry
boat and man past well-known rocks and trees and houses, lookHere he finds a
ing new and strange in the white moonlight.
party of boys bathing, and paddles arouod and among them amid
there he spies a
yelfa of delight and much splashing of water
ipoony cquple out for a moonlight row, and tantalizingly hovera

—

i

i

—

;

)

;

about them, just within earshot stops, perchance, at a watereide
house of call for a glass of beer, and finaUy reaches home and
sleeps the sleep of tho just. Hot so bad. eh
On some Saturday afternoon our canoeist loads his boat for hie
Aud this will be ber manifest
first cruise of a night and day.
;

r

;

on the

_^.—

is

true"— else should

is

m

more which join

mind aud eye

theatrical entertainments given at tire

Forent

:
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oourse adds greatly to her speed when sailing free.
Her slowness under paddle, which I have moutioned as a fault,
is due simply to tho fact that whereas in Bculling two blades take
the water simultaneously, in paddling but one blade can be used
and after the canoeist haa found by experience that
at a time

One rubber blanket, 1 air pillow, 1 fishing rod (jointed), 1 Hob
Boy cuisine, 1 cup, 1 plate, 1 knife, 1 fork, 1 epoon, 1 water can,
1 coffee pot, 1 frying pan, 1

box peyper,

do. butter, 1 do. matches,

do. tobacco,

1

1 do. salt, 1 do. sugar, 1
1

camp

do. coffee, 1

light,

1 bottle alchohol, G bottles bear, .leans soup, 5 lbs. potatoes, 1

corned beef, 2 loaves bread; 1

fruit cake,

(i

oranges,

can

cheese, 1

1 lb.

roasted chicken, 1 overcoat, 1 extra pair trouBsrs, do. shoes, do.
aocks, 1 boiled thirt with fixings, 1 hair brush, 1 comb, 1 tooth
brush, 1 looking glass. What, messieurs, you smile. I have been
week later ho will again load her,
there moi qui 'oous park.

A

;

and thus

One rubber

her manifest read.

will

blanket,

1 tin box, containing 2 lbs. corned beef (pressed),

},\

pea jacket,

1

cheese,

lb.

%

matohes and tobacco 1 can water, 1 loar bread, 1 flask
brandy and 1 dirk knife. Experience is everything.
And on those Saturday afternoons and Sundays, on the infrequent holidays, and during the week's vacation which he manages
to secure, his cockle-shell glides and dancea and creepa, under
sail or paddle, over the ieugth and breadth of the upper harbor,
outside
past the forts at the Narrows, through Gravesend Bay
Coney Island Beach, with its mammoth hotel, and thousands of
and
Barren
jolly bathers frolicking in the hot*; and behind it
Island, through tortuous, shallow, nameless creeks to Jamaica
water
to
heaving
Bay; through Rookaway Inlet, aud across tho
up along through Sandy Hook Bay and the HorseSandy Hook
brown
aloft
the
twin
shoe, past the frowning Highlands, bearing
light-houseB up and down the North and South Shrewsbury; pas
long stretches of sand, Port Monmouth aud Keyport over Kari-

lb. butter,

;

;

;

;

;

Or, down along tba
tan Bay, and past the mouth of tho river.
South Shore of Stateu Island, past Elm Tree Beacon and Great
and up
Killa and Prince s Bay. the wharves of Perth Amboy
through Staten Island Sound, bo like a quiet English river in its
;

low, grassy shores and smooth water and aleepy hamlets, to dirty
EHzabethport ; over the dreamy surface of Newark Bay, and in
the heart-breaking tides of the Kills.
When he ia hungry or sleepy, and near

an inn, if a wise man, he
and eat a hot meaJ, or creep betweeD cool sheets and
civilization
he
will
munch hie cold food,
from
or if away
rejoice
and wash it down with water from the can and a sip from the
her,
lie
in
and amoke hia pipe
boat
and
down
hia
or boach
flask

will

seek

it

,

;

;

and be thankful.
the yachts are out and the wind fair, he will hoist sail
albeit some distance aBtern, mildly but firmly

When

and follow them,

declining all proffered ''tows ;" and when tho breeze chops around
flat calm eusues, ho will take to his paddle and

dead ahead, or a

politely return those kind offers of assistance, particularly
is

falling

if

night

and a thunder-squall coming up.

:

paddle of twenty five miles witl tire him no more lhan a pull of
half the distance, ho will not feel disponed to quarrel with his boat
because ahe cannot hold her own in a race witli.a tea iuch shell.
With the wind over her quarter, and a moderate sea, the canoe
will

show her very best

Bailing qualities,

skimming gracefully aud

swiftly over the waves, obedient to the slightest touch of the rudUe
der, and rifling her owner's breast with exultation and joy.

must be indeed an
the

new

au exhibition of her acher the extra touoh of varnish, or
which she bo mutely but louehingly im

egotist who, after such

complishments, would

He wdl occasionally gel aoaked with rain or spray, and have to
sleep in a wet jacket, and the sun aud wind will burn and tan him;
but he will eat like a bear, and aleep like a lop ; his lungs will ex.
pand, his eyes grow bright, bis muscles hard, his step light, hia
And iu a season or twu ho will kuow every eddy
spirits buoyant.
and tide, every covb aud creek and inlet, every rock and shoal,
headland and light, wharf and beach, restaurant and tavern,
between Brooklyn and Roekaway, the Battery and the Hook.

W. M. C.

refa.ee

stylish cleat, for

plores.

Last, though by no means least, she is light ; when at home
may be kept in a safe boat-house ; when abroad can be easily drawn
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2. The teeth on Ihe base of the tongue are in a single patch.
In Roccus lineatus there are two patches.
3. The spines— especially of the anal fin
are longer and
stronger in the while bass than in the Stripei
4. The coloration in the white bass is usually whiter, and
the black streaks are commonly narrower and more frequently
interrupted than in the other.
5. The maximum length of the white bass is certainly not
much over a foot. It is therefore a much smaller fish than
the striped bass.
The white bass is very common in the Great Lake region,
notably so in Lake Eric and Lake Michigan,
it, is also foUnd

—
I

Seinisg Codfish. —Through the ciTorts ol Prof gpencer F.
Baird the Norwegian method of seining codfish Iras been BUCcessfully introduced among American teamen.
Hitherto the
hook and line alone has been employed.

Tub First Shad come early this year.
They have been
abundant iu the Savannah Kiver for several days.

iu the

Ohio and

Mississippi^

and

their principal

tributaries

clear down to the Gulf.
It does not often ascend small
streams, and even the young are seldom seen except in large
1378.-- The number of arririvers and lakes.
It takes trie hook readily, and is reckoned
vals reported at this port, the past year was 2,180, averaging
as a gamy fish.
Asa food fish it. is excellent-, li he
half a dozen a day from the more important fishing grounds,
been found east of the Alleghenies, except, perhaps, in Lake
Georges, the Banks, the Bay St. Lawrence, New
Grand Meuan, etc. This does not include the boat and dory Uhamplain, aud, so far as is known, it never descends to tinsea.
This is Ihe fish termed Labrux mitUiiiuiatus, alUdus,
fishermen, the short tripe OH shore in the winter cod and hadnutalus, etc., by different writers, hut Bafiuesque's name,
dock fishery, while only a part of the hhore mackerel arrivals
Chrysops (Golden-eye j, is the oldest.
in summer are reported.
The number of Bank trips reported
The third species— the yellow bass, Morone interrupta—is
Was 503 Georges, 1,234 Grand Meuau, Bay of Fnndy and
one, the history of which is little known,
ft has somewhat
Kastport, (herring), 30; Newfoundland and Magdalen Islands,
the form of the white bass, but it is slenderer and less com18; Greenland halibut fishery, jj 5 Southern and Eastern
pressed, and iis expression is different,
may he known by
Ll
mackerel trips, 280 Pay St. Lawrence do., 113.
the following characters:
The estimated mackerel catch ot this port for the year 1878
1. There are no teeth ou the tongue, except the band along
is 00,203 bbfs., Hi, 197 bbls. Off shore aud 20,00(5 iu the Bay
its
St. Lawrence.
Only a small proportion of the latter could
2. The dorsal spines arc. very strong, and the two dorsal
have bsen taken withing the three mile limit, aud as Gloucesfins are connected by a low membrane."
ter is the priueipal port sending vessels to the Bay, and this
3. The second spine of the aual is larger and stronger than
the chief privilege for which we were called ou to pay, it will
the third.
he seen that five and a half million dollars for a dozen years'
4. The color is decidedly brassy or yellow, and the black
right to the inshore fisheries was '-paying dearly for the
stripes are broader aud more conspicuous than in the other
whistle."
The Gloucester inspection last year was 4;i,ij4t.',
species,
n
tripes are usually broken near the midbbls., showing again this year of over 11,000 bbls., but the
dle of the body.
Hence the name, inlermpta.
quality of fish is much poorer arid the prices obtained considThe
yellow bass is found iu the Lower Mississippi and
erably less than last year, and the business has been less reOhio, at least as far up as St. Louis. 1 have never taken it,
munerative.
Cape Arm Advertiser, Jan.. 3.
and I know little of us habits, except that on general princiKKNTngKr—dSieknum, Bee. 28.—Fishing is froze up: that ples we may suppose that it does not ascend small streams,
is, the lake aud ponds are.
The river is full of ice and fishing and that it is "gamy" and excellent food. Whether it ever
to the sea is not known.
Anglers from the Gulf
in il is inaccessible.
No shipments this week last week only
States will do well to tell us what they know about this fish.
0,085 pounds shipped; was shown two very fine salmon,
The largest specimens which 1 have seen were something less
taken from the river a few days ago.
Yal.
than a toot long.
Tennessee— Nashville, Jan. 1.— Shad, from Savannah, are
I have written out this outline of the characters of these
quite plentiful and at moderate prices.
Oysters are brought species in answer to numerous correspondents of the Editor
to this market from Mobile, as well as New York, Baltimore
ofFoKKST and Stp.eam. Those who care to study further
and Norfolk.
will find a general account of the group, with figures of the
yellow bass aud the white bass,
Prof. Gills Kepoit on the
Ichthyology of Gapt. Simpson's Explorations of the Great
For Forest and Stream and Mod and Gun.
Basin of Utah. The relations of the species were first worked
out by Prof. Gill in the Proceedings of tire Academy of
Natural Sciences, at Philadelphia, for 1800 and 1861.
Mk. Editor-. There are in the waters of the United States
As throwing further light on the habits of the white bass, 1
three different fishes properly known as striped bass, inassubjoin the following extracts from letters received by Mr.
much as all three are bass and all three are striped. These Hallock, and placed by him at my disposal.
Irvinrjton, Indiana, Dee. 30.
David S. Jordan, M. D.
are: 1. Moccus Uiualus, the rock, rockfish or striped bass of

The Fishing Fleet Dubibg

i

i

;

;

;

—

;

m

CONCERNING STRIPED BASS.

^ the Atlantic

which ascends all suilable streams from
Florida, aud which may perhaps be con-

Stales,

New England

to

sidered as properly a salt-water

white
basin,
Cisco

lower
called

bass, or

lake bass, of

fish.

lloccus chrysops, ihc

2.

and Mississippi
called also sometimes striped bass, aud iu Wiscousin
bass.
3.
Morone udurapta, the yellow bass of the
Mississippi and the rivers of the Gulf Stales, sometimes
in books the short-striped or brassy bass.
A near rela-

tive of these

the great lakes

the so-called white perch of the Atlantic
States, Morone Americana; but as that small fish is not
striped, and is not usually called a bass, it may be omitted in
the consideration of the kinds el striped bass.
The three species above enumerated belong to two groups,
which are Considered as distinct genera by most late writers,
aud probably correctly SO; but it must be admitted that Huey Closely reiated, and one of them,
Moccus, is stilt more neaily related to the European germs
Labrax, to which genus our spec;'
ne and Moc'1 hose who do not admit Morone,
oils were formerly referred,
Moccus and Labrux as separate genera should notice that of
is

the three names Morone is the oldest aud Roeeut next, and
that a Pacific coast genus of Chlrido: had received the name
Labi ax before it was given to tin;.ij
The ski
by Professor Gill to differ considerabJy from that of Morone.
1 have not Perilled lliis difference. The principal evident differences between the two
genera are the following
In JZoecw the scales on the head
are eilher^ey loid or imperfectly ctenoid
the teeth on the
tongue are. developed in one or two patches at the base,
besides the series along the edge
the two dorsal fins
are not. at all connected, and the second anal SJ ineis not so
The spines iu general arc less developed
large as the third.

My

efforts

Ihe question as to the existence of
striked bass in our waters have been rewarded by the following proofs, from statements of two or three reliable persons,
who are known to be the best fishermen about here, and men
of intelligence.
Captain Stoekwetl, Chief of the Fire Depart
meat of this city-, says that he has frequently, during hi!
many years devotion* (o the sport of angling, caught th(
striped bass, both iu the Cumberland River and Piney Creek
He described the fish as being of a milky white color wit)
several black stripes ruuning longitudinally on the side, frorx
tail to head, the latter being a little more tapering than the

;

;

lhaa in Morone.
in Morone thy scales about the head are very rough on their
edges; there are no teeth on the tongue except a. series along
the dorsal tins are connected by a low
its margin
the second anal spine is louger than
Moccus, and usually
considerably larger than the third.
The first of he three species is the striped bass par excelletiee, or roekhsh, of the Atlantic States.
Its scientific name,
Jioccus Uneatun, recalls the common names, for lineatus means
striped and Hoecm is rock, takeu bodily iuio Latin, with more
directness than correctness.
This fish reaches a large size,
and is highly valued as food and for its gamiuess. It is a saltwater or brackish water fish, ascending all streams, especially
southward, but usually returning like the salmon and shad to
It has not been taken iu the great lakes nor
the salt water.
in the Mississippi Valley, and there is uo authentic account of
its occurrence in the Gulf of Mexico so far as I km
pecially delights in the wide mouthed rivets and bays, with
which our coast is so well supplied.
The second species, Jtoacus c/irysops, is not so well known to
most anglers, but it is a beautiful fish, and by no means rare,
1c much resembles the rockfish: so much so that you will
find many anglers who will maintain thai they are the same
thing, and that they have the real eastern striped bass in Lake
Mchigan or in the Mississippi River. The following are
;

m

i

some of the more evident

differences between

them

to

settle

black bass, aud in weight about a pound to a pound and
He says they apparently go in small schools. He
makes the above assertion from the fact that each lime hi
has ever met with the fish be has taken several in pretty quick
succession.
The fish is, and has always been, very scarce
with us. Some four years ago he succeeded iu taking five i
the Cumberland Kiver, using minnow bait.
from another gentleman, 'who prefaced his remarks by d<
scribing the fish, f heard of several striped bass being taken
every year in Turnbull. They are found in clear, deep water.
He also reports them as very scarce.
Another prison told me that he had occasionally taken the
striped bass iu Big Harpeth with hook and line, and also with
seines, but that it was a rare fishJ. D. Hill.
half.

1

,

A DIARY FROM THE BEAVERK1LL.

its

like that of a sunfish.

Beams

atrarius.

Kingiish, lienKetrrw nctulMUS.
Sea Bass. Saiatnapa 01
Sheepstiead, Archnmrgus probata-

more

of the caudal fin, instead of nearly oni

SOUTHERN WATERS.
Dru'm (two speeies).

white bass " is a chunkier fish than the striped
body is shorter and deeper and more compressedThe greatest depth of the body
about one-third of the distance from the snout to the base

bass;

FISH IN SEASON
Fompano

473

1

Nashville,

May

of the striped bass in the waters of
r
Tennessee, and in reply will answer
i es, lots of 'em they
are, however, called while or pond trout (bass) iu this section.
They live iu the deep, still eddies of the mill pond and deep
holes in the streams, always preferiug still water, and next lo
our black bass it, is the most abundant and valuable fish of
our waters.
In general appearance they much resemble what
is known in Virginia as the "chub," or "southern chub,"
prefering still to running waters they become larger in size
than our black bass,
i have caught them within twenty miles
of Nashville, six and a half pounds weight, and have known
them lo be caught eight and a half pounds, with hook and
line.
They are not so game as the black bass, but will take
every advantage of their prey. In ponds he usually lies near
a log or brush pile and will gobble up any size minnow they
can get into their mouths, hook and all.
:

j

'Geo. F. Akkcs.

May

0,

1878.

Striped bass can be found in the Swashin River, a small
stream that empties into the Mississippi 6ome twenty-five
miles below St. Louis, iu Jefferson County.
They are not
large iu Unit stream, but the black and yellow bass are.
11
striped hasg—genuine- -are found in any oilier Western streams
than those 1 have named, 1 have never Seen therm They are
Sui generis indeed.
St. Claim.
Luiotonmlie, Georgia.

8tb0>kd Bass in Inlami Wati-:i;s.— " L\" willing from
Greenville, this Slate, says "striped bass aic being caught in
in large numbers."
"B." means black
bass, as there is not a Btriped bass in the Shenaugo River,
Sluwon, Pa., May 8, 1878.
K.
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the following extract from Bulkley's diary
Ou Sept. 28, 1878, saw the first trout on the spawning bed
in the Beaverkill.
Oct. it. The first trout ran up the inlet of Balsam Lake.
Oct. 14, The trout in the Beaverkill are in the height of
I

:

spawning.
Nov. 4. The trout have

Nov.

The

10.

all left

at Balsam Lake.
spawning beds iu the

he inlet

trout are all off their

Beaverkill.
total number of trout caught on our preserve was 1,234,
of which 300 were caught by Other than members,
leaving
865 trout taken by the cluh rods.
Besides these, members of
our club took in other waters than our preserve, in accordance
with our privileges, 355 trout. Total taken by club members,
1,228.
The total expense to the club was a little less than

$480;.

Ho far as known to our warden, there were caught in Balthis season 1,379 .trout.
Doubtless many were
taken of which we have no account.
On the club preserve the catch by members was in May, 1G
June, 321
July, 528 April and August, none.
On Weaver's were caught 980 trout.
So far as recorded, 34 trout were taken in April aud 40
trout in June, in Beecher's or Thomas' Lake.
In Balsam Brook, outlet of Balsam Lake. Earnhardt took
75 trout in April.
Notwithstanding our supposed privileges on Leaf's, but one
of our members, with a friend, availed himself of their fishing, and took but 23 fish.
In all only seven of our club fished on our preserve during
1878; and only seventeen persons altogether, of whom four
were, friendr, of members, united under our rule
three were
;
owners along the stream. The other three men were friends,

sam Lake

;

;

;

the two owners of Balsam Lake and a friend of theirs.
Four
of our members did not visit the stream at all.
On Snyder's (above Mead's; there were caught, so far as
known, 810 trout.
Doubtless many more of them were
taken.

On Mead's and
many were

Merwin's

we know

Of course

of 84G trout.

caught.

Our warden, Bulkley, is worthy of all praise. Owing to
an early spring and hue winter it was necessary to keep him
employed from April 5 until Nov. 14.
The grand total of these figures shows more than 5,427
trout caught in the upper Beaverkill this past season.
Yours cordially,
q. \y.

y.

S.

FISHING A LA FLORIDA GULL.
(From a Paper read before the Coadl's Ford farmers' Club.)
interesting paper was read by Joseph Will

THEcoxfollowing
a meeting
at

of the Chadd's

Ford Farmers' Club, of

Pennsylvania

On

the western coast of Florida, at least on that portion between Cedar Key and the Homosassa River, about thirty-five
miles farther south, a level, submerged plain of coral rock extends its wide expanse several miles from the shore, covered
with only a few inches of water at low tide.
soft, cohesive, slimy ooze, disintegrated by the action of the water
from the reels beneath, covers the surface to the depth of
several inches, too unsubstantial to support marine vegetation:
but where a small patch of rock exists above the surface of
the mud, and they arc of frequent occurrence, there several
species of sea Weed attach their roots aud flourish.
Anon, the
space is shared by the companionship of a friendly sponge,
which fastens its strong tentacles to the rough surface of the
porous rocks, affording shady retreats to multitudes of aquatio
animals, such as crabs and fishes, and protection to them from
the attacks of myriads of birds, which wade and swim and fly
over this great expanse of shoal water, attracted by ihe abundance of animal food subsisting therein. Quite a number of
islands may be seen, covered with a deuse growth of mau
grove trees, ten or twelve feet high. These odd-looking, amphibious trees, living upon a soft, precarious soil, which is
covered with water at high tide, adapt themselves with wonderful facility to their anomalous, insecure condition,
foot or two above the ground they send forth their branching
roots in all directions, which interweave among each other
affording mutual support, ami preventing the soil from being
washed away. Numerous coons resort to these islands to feast
upon the oysters which are abundantly exposed to view at
low tide, and which are not inappropriately called "coon
oysters,"
dozen of these animals may sometimes bo seen
at once foraging upon the bivalves, and they manifest much
ingenuity in this occupation. They slyly peep around, and

A

A

29, 1878.

You ask me if I knew

Very truly, etc.,
Nashville, Tenn ,

New Yobk, Dec. 30, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My Dear Hir—The following extracts from this year's report upon our Beaverkill Club may interest you and your
readers.
Bulkley began to keep a record of the thermometer
at Weaver's, June 7, 1878.
On June 6 it "froze ice
that the temperature at noon was as follows
Highest
On
Lowest.
On
Average.

A

doubtless somewhat discouraged, vainly endeavors "to close its
coony, with much satisfaction, leisurely removes the
molluskous morsel. Former experience, directed
with youthful, impulsive thoughtless vigor, resulting in sundry
undersirable compressions of the toes, has taught the coons.
how far they may safely insert their nails between the shells
of the oyster.
little inattention on
such occasions sometimes results with serious consequences, as the oysters usually
grow in clusters which are not easily removed from their bed.
Several fatal cases are known where the paw of the coou has
become fastened between the shells of an oyster. The tide
begins to rise. Fear, added to the pain, redoubles the bewilderment of the entrameled victim. Deserted by its comrades, which hasten away iu alarm, the unfortunate animal
suffers, for some time, the terrors of prospective death, until
it is finally submerged by the surging
waters.
Concurrent wlta tUo vernul sun.
Another season has begun.
shells,

delicious,

A

Now leaves spnuR

The

a

form,

,

tiro flowers dilate
courcuit mate.

Fresh plumes upon the birds expand

The time

tor nesting

is at liana.

For reasons best known to themselves, countless multitude

tiatic birds, such as pelicans, cormorants, cranes, ibises,
frigate birds, etc., have selected for their nesting-place two of
these secluded islands, in particular, about five miles from the
main land and thickly covered with mangrove trees, lu
April every available place on the branches is occupied with a
nest.
During the night, particularly, sucli an amount of
quarreling, and scolding, and cawing, and screeching, and
cackling takes place, as would outrival ten thousand bedlams.
I once passed a night iu a boat anchored about half a mile
from one of these Island rookeries but even at that distance
the hideous noise was so loud and intolerable as to preclude
the possibility of sleep until near morning, when tired nature's
claim to rest received at last a scanty, intermittent response.
But soon is ushered in the carnival of gorging and exterminaThe spoil is scented from afar by buzzards, crows and
tion.
eagles, which congregate in flocks to revel in the wanton feast
They make flesh quarrels and
of eggs and nestling birds.
contribute new, uproarious noises to the general clamor and
confusion.
Many young birds, having escaped from their
enemies above, find Other assailants equally merciless below ;
for at high tide, when the islands are covered with water,
sharks and other voracious fish assemble to the entertainment,
and luxuriate in the shade of the trees, surfeited with the feast
of eggs and young birds, that, in the riotous tumult, are
hustled out of "the nests.
The following incident was related to me by Mr. Alfred
Jones, who lives at Homasassa, only a few miles from this
rookery: With the view of obtaining an assortment of eggs
for a friend in the North, he once went in his boat to one of
these islands, accompanied by two assistants. In a couple of
hours they collected five or six bushels of eggs, which they
They were obliged to use clubs to drive many
carried home.
Before
of the birds from their nests, especially the pelicans.
proceeding to blow the contents from the eggs, if any was
discovered to contain a young bird it was at once thrown into
It was soon observed that when an
the Homosassa River.
was thrown into the water it was at once gobbled by a
Black bass, which fish grow to a large size in that river. Immediately advantage was taken of this discovery, and, procuring fishing lines, they ihrew them into the water baited
with eggs, wtiich were at once seized by the bass. In this
novel manner they caught bass large and fast but they soon
relinquished the sport from a feeling' of compassion tor the

In the hot

cm

;

fish.

on

this coast a stranger

might inquire, what meaus

that iong and solemn line of forms, apparently almost inaniNo
mate, standing iu close array, soldier-fike, in single file ?
sign of life is seen save an occasional spasmodic movement
like an uplifted arm, to be as suddenly depressed, when all is
'lis now high
still again, as if some solemn scene proceeds,
The fiats and oyster banks are covered. A long and
tide.
narrow corral reef has raised its crest above the surface of the
water, as rocks are prone to do, in that peculiar coral region.
The pelicans, having completed their labor of foraging, sated
with their repast, too lazy for further exertion, have selected
this reef as the only available spot of dry land on which to
repose and to digest their food at leisure. Their distended
pouches, heavy with the freight of finny spoils, hang down
against their breasts, and their great bills assume a perpenWhenever a portion of the food is digested
dicular attitude.
and a vacancy exists within the stomach the pelican elevates
its head and pouch lo such a degree that,, upon opening its
bill, a fish or two are detached and slip down into the stomach,
Tile bill is then closed and depressed to its former position,
the whole proceeding occupying only two or three seconds of
Each pelican
time, and the operation is extremely ludicrous.
performs this action iu precisely the same manner, and after
a fish is swallowed the bird remains as tranquil as a.statue,
until the recurrence of another vacancy withiu calls forth the
Mr.
repetition of another similar performance without.
Jones also stated to me that wheu he was once in Tampa Bay
he observed, standing on a reef of rocks, a lot of pelicans, on
the head of many of wtiich was perched a gull, in peaceful
companionship with the former and unmolested by them.
This strange proceeding excited the curiosity of Mr. Jones,
and he determined to watch the coin sc of "ornithological

events." Boon a pelicau elevated its head anil opened its bill,
in order to swallow some fish from its pouch, when a gull, extending its neck from its position on the head of the pelican,
thrust its head into the pouch of the latter, seized a fish from
withiu and llew away, screeching with delight, well satisfied
with having so successfully ••gulled" the pelican.

summer

noon.

tenth host, WKendrick, Hare and Hounds Club. SVjj'a eleventh
heat, James Kiug, New York Citv Club, 8Ja; twelfth heat,
Kittle, New York City Club, 8}s .-"thirteenth heat, J H Wiegana,
Westchester Clnb. 8Ja.
The fi D al heat was won by
McFaul, of the Fanwood Athletic
Clnb, in 7-Ja Joseph King was second.
One mile walk— Won by F L Lackemacher in 8m 8|s, E
Mol;

Watching the green lagnon,
saw an old crane droop his stately head,
Too Indolent to drinK or cure to feed
On spawn of frog or root of water weed,
1

summer

W

noon,

sou second

Watching the green lagoon,
the canning bowman once again,
Carrying into his camp, across the plaiu,
A plover, a blue heron and a erane

THE FISH MORTALITY

IN

THE GULF.

Jacksonville, Dee.

Ediiob FonEST and Stream

BT, 1S78.

:

Since my last -was written i have Interviewed Capt. James Me Kay,
of Taiupu, and he informs me that he has been engaged In the cattle
trade between Pnnta Rassa and Havana during the autumnal months,
and that he noticed large quantities of sea flBh, either dead or in a
condition, from Key West to PuntaRassa. He attributes the

dying

mortality to the freshening of the water aa a sequence o( toe heavy
rams during ihe summer and autumn in southern Florida. la forming
an opinion regarding the Influence of an excessive rain lall, we
must take Into consideration the fact that the coast line of Florida,
West to Punta Rassa, presents a shallo-w ocean, and that the

from Key
ten fathom Bouudings are from twenty to

forty miles from laud. Admitting that the ocean along the coast is Bliallow, it scarcely seems
probable that the rain fall of the past year could so freshen the water
in the gulf as to destroy the fish.
0. J,

Yours respectfully,

Kknwokthy.

RIVER.

r

!
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New Yohk Athletic Clttb. — The second annual winter
handicap games of the New fork Athlet ic Olub were held at
Gilmore's Garden, this city, last Friday and Saturday evenThe

were participated in by a large number of
well-known amateurs; the work done was of a very creditable
standard, and the tournament was most happily conducted.
The Garden has come to he regarded as the place for athletic
winter meetings every convenience and facility are afforded
both contestants and spectators. The programme was as folings.

contests

;

lows:

—

Seventy-five Yards Run First trial heat, four runners, won by
George E Payne, Khort Hills A C, G% varus start, in 8 l-5s ; second
heat; four runners, J F Jenkins-, .lr, Glenwootl A C, 2>£ yards,

m

8 H-5a third heat, A B WiIboii, Carman P. Asa, 6J4 yards, Won
S Steern, Amateur A U, (ii yards, walked over for the
7 4-5s
fourth heat, ; A Noel, Jr. Short Hilfs A C, won the fifth heat in
The final heat, run the second evening, was won hv Payne,
8 l-5s,
Si yards start, in 8s Noel, 5 yards, second Wilson, third'.
four hundred and forty yards— First trial heat, three contestants, won by 1, S Myers, Knickerbocker A C; 15 yards start, in
57 1-os. In the second heat, with rive eompBtitorR,
It Hewitt,
American A C, bo yards, won in 58 2-5s, The third heat was won
from live others by llalph Voorhees, Greenpoint A 0, 18 yards, in
58 3 -5s. In the final heat, the following evening, Hewitt won in
Meyers, second; Bissell, third; Eomniell, ihird ; Voor56 2-5s
hees, fourth.
One mile walk— Sixteen walkers appeared in the first heat, and
Wifliam O'Keefe, i'orkville A C, won in 8m llj^s J
Gilford,
New York, second. In the second heat thirteen appeared; VV
llowland, New York, won in Sin 21^a
A Elks, Port Henry, N
Y,second. lu the final heat, contested, Ihe following evening,
O'Keefe won in 8m 14 3-5s : J
Adams', Newark, K J, second,
and J Cameron, Y
C A, Ihird.
Two hundred and twenty yards— Sis started in the first heat;
the winner waa II J Gilligan, Clinton A C, 18 yards start.
.Meyers, KnickerboeKer Y C, 8 yards, won the second heat in 27s.
The third went to William H ".Douglass, New York, 6 yards, who
covered the distance in 27s. Gilligan won the final heat
26s
;

;

;

;

H

;

;

W

W

M

LE

m

;

;

Douglas, third.

Amateur tug of War— The four teams who appeared for the tug
of war were the Scottish-American, Empire Cuv Gymnasium, New
York Athletic and the Ninth Regiment, N
rt
N Y. Tfie rope
used was 1%, inches iu diameter, and the Bida creases

G

twelve feet from the line.
The Scottish-AmericanB
easily defeated the Ninth Regiment boys in lm ll%a. The tug
between the Empires and the Athletics was one of the finest ever
witnessed. The Athletics quickly pulled their opponents six feet
over the line, where they wore obliged to halt. Then the Empires
regained their ground, and the mark on the rope was once more
over the central creaae. When fifteen minutes had elapsed and
time was called, the Empires had fifteen inches only to their
credit, and won.
The final content between the two victorious
teams was pulled on the following evening, and was another line

were

display of effort and grit. The Empires pulled their opponents
slowly, inch by inch, until they had five feet to their credit, and
there they stuck, until the pistol shot announced the close of time,
There were ten men on each Hide. The names of the champion
amateur team are James McCarthy, captain Augustus Schnei:

der,

;

George Bsu-iy, Clarence flalpin, William Paytou, James
John MeUrahan, George Mullen, John JenuingH,

Uoughlin,

Thomas Mclaughlin.
One Mile Knu—Among twenty-two runners, W H Robertson,
Brooklyn. 58 yds, won iu 4m 52Xs.
Horton, Scottish-American

A

C, 95 yds,
third.

U

was second, and F Noel, Short

War—The

Regimental Tug of

C" Company

first

team

Hills

A

C, 60 vds,

teams were of six men each.
the second
team

vancpiished

"K"

aaiue company in lm iljjs.
The
Company
had a walk-over, their opponents [from •'£' not
boys
appearing. The ••B" team defeated the "B" hoys in 3m29J<;8.
n tfie final tug, Saturday evening, the "B" team defeated the,
K " team iu lm 46s, and wore iu turn vanquished by the " C "I
"0" then defeated "K' in 2m ails, and bore off the
team.
prize, a stand of colore. The winning team were Waldo Sprague,
captain C H Brual, Jauiee SValdeu, John Gillies, James C Gillies and J E JVloNicol.
Four Hundred and Forty-four Yards Hurdle— Of four competitors, Joseph Lafon, Mystic B C, scratch, proven the best man,
and won in lm lS^e. John Kuox, Scottiah-American Club, was
second. There were 20 hurdles SB, Cm high.
Bicycle Race— The first hoot of the two-mile bicycle raoe was
contested by William R Pitman, who came in ahead in Win 58a,
It Tan Nest, Now York, 11m 22k, and JameH Nolan Becoucl.
In
the second heat William at Wright, New York, won in Unions;
Addison, Ravenswoou, L
Joseph Lafon, second, 11m 3li» and
Wright (Via pro
f, anil S li Pomerpy. Manhattan A 0, behind.
tested against ou the grouud that he was entered under a fictitious
name, his real name being Butier, and that he was not an amateur, having competed for money with Stouten, the English chamthin country.
Iu the final hesit between
pion, when he was
Baton, Pitman and Wright, -Lafon held the lead lor fifteen lapB,
when Wright drew up with him and finally won in 'Jux 64a, Laluu
second.
International Tug of War— The American team of Greenpoint
defeated the ltiah team of Greenpoint in 35£s. The Irish team
of New York in turn defeated Ihe Americau team.
Then the
two Irish teams pulled and had a hard tug of it. The Greenpointers pulled their opponents within three inches of the line,
and there the two opposing forces stuck until the expiration of
the fifteen minutes.
Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Hurdle— There were ten hurAndles 2ft 6iu high. Only twJ runners started, and Arthur
derson, New York Athletic Club, with 8 yards utart, won in
32 2-5a
Two Miles Walk— There were eighteen entries, amorg whom
William O'Keefe, with 4t)s atari, won in 17m U^S.
Haif-rmle Run Tweuty-oue contestants engaged in this.
Ehia, Jr, Scottish AmeooaH A. C, with SO yards start, won in 2m

from

summer

noon,

Watching the green lagoon,
1 saw the cunning howman of the swamp
Deep iu Ihe sedges, crouched upon the damp,
Soft hammock, where the lily hosts encamp.
Mtinmernoou,
Waichtugihe green lagoon,
saw a player, coming down the brink,
KOt caring for the o ter or the mink,
Bt»p at lie weedy water's edge to drink.

the

'

:

:

W

;

m

M

12&a.

Ksickkrbookkk Athlktic

Club.

— The

second

annual

winter games of the Knickerbocker Athletic Club were held
at Gilmore's Garden last

Monday and Tuesday

evenings.

,;

I

i

In the hot
I

summer noon,

Watching the green lagooa,
the muddy margin pass
solemn bird, sad and compaulouleaa,

saw along

A.

And

pitietl.tUe

blue heron/a loneliness.

There were a very large number of entries— too large to be
managed— and the consequence was some confusion in
the ring. The events were as follows
Seventy-five yards race— Fust heat, W H Swords, Peerless Club,

well

:

time 8^s
heat, \V

;

T

second heat, J S Voorhees, Union Club,
Livingston,

American C ub, 8^is
1

sixth heat,

M

;

lUclaul,

8>.;s

;

third

Harlem Club. BJs fourth heat, F Nioholls,
J E Baker, Brooklyn Ctub, Sis;
Club, 8}s seventh heat, G Ll Mc;

fifth heat,

Fauwood

;

Donald. Brooklyn Olub, 8s, eighth heat, A B Wilson, KnickerMurray, Plainneld Club, 8js[
bocker Club, His ninth heat, J
;

twenty yards hurdle race— Won by
J Gilligan, in 30Je, with J 8 Voorhees a good second.
Half-mile run— Won by H C Romel, Triton Boat Olub, in 2m
2514a, Walter Smith second, and A E Gordon third.
hree mde walk—Won by J B Clark in 26m 38a.
Ruuning high jump— Won by J H Oakes, who cleared 6ft Sin,
Elliott Marshall coming second with 5ft Sin,
Quarter-mile run— Won by H H Morritz in 57k'a.
The five mile run brought out a large field, and after a hard
struggle, was won by
H Robertson in 30m lf)$8 J C Christian
I

W

second, and

RO

;

Rupert

third.

Of the forty-seven entries for the championship twenty-five
miles walk thirty-seven appeared for the start. Charles Conner, Scottish-Am. A. C.,"was ahead until the second mile,
when T. H. Armstrong, the former champion, went to the
front and stayed there until the fourteenth mile, when be
sprained his ankle, and was out of the race. Budd How, of
Philadelphia, then had first place, and kept it until the finish,
winning in 4h. 13m. 4GJs., which is 3m. 27*s. behind Armstrong's record last year.
William O'Keefe was second in
4h. 22m. 9s.
A. Varian, third.

;

W

Meyer, second

M

Two hundred and

Bowman.

—

In Ihe hot

Fred Reinfrank third.
;

W

A MEMORY OF INDIAN

;

One mile run— Made in 4m 43Ja by J F Dobbs L Wrangler
:cond, H C Romain, third.
Running broad jump — on bv W T Livingston, who cleared
3in Geo E Payne, second, with 16ft Win.

Haw

;

^

EB

M

:

In the hot
I

;

When

—

W

.
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Mme. Anderson.—The indomitable lady walker of Brookis now rapidly nearing the successful completion of her

lyn

task of walking 2,700 quarter miles in 2,700 consecutive
quarter hours.

Shortly before midnight Tuesday she had

fin-

ished her 3,128lh quarter mile.

Rollek-Skatinq.— The Sixty-third Street Rink has recentlybeen transformed by Mr. James L. Plimptou into a rollerskating salon for ihe fashionable recreation of "rinking," as it
is called by the English nobility.
The large hall baa been divided into two compartments, one for beginners and the
other— the larger one -for experts. There is to be an opening
invitation reception to the press next week, before the regular
public opening of the new rink.
At the Brooklyn Rink Ihe roller-skating is now limited to
two nights a week, on Monday and Saturday nights. The
former is for the fashionable assemblage, and Saturday as the
popular night, the rates being lower.

—

How Loos abb Got Out of the Mountains. A chute is laid
from the river's brink up the steep mountain to the railroad,
and, while

we

are telling

it,

thundering, flying, leaping

the monster logs are rushing,

down

the declivity.

They oome

with the speed of the thunderbolt, and somewhat of its roar.
A track of lire and smoke follows them—fire struck by their

with the chute logs. They descend the 1,700 feet
of the chute in fourteen seconds.
In doing so they drop 700
feet perpendicularly.
They strike the deep water of the pond
with a report that can be heard a mile distant. Logs fired
from a cannot) could scarcely have greater velocity than they
have at the foot of the chute. Their average velocity is over
100 feet in a second throughout the entire distance, and at the
instant they leap from the mouth their speed must be fully
sugar -pine log sometimes weighs ten
200 feet per second.
What a missile
the water is dashed into the
tons.
Like a grand plume of diamonds and rainbows the
air!
It
feathery spray is hurled to the* height of a hundred feet.
forms the grandest fountain ever beheld. Hpw the waters of
One
the pond foam and seethe and lush against the shore
log, having spent its force by its mad plunge into the deep
waters, has floated so aa to be at right angles with the path of
the descending monsters. The mouth of the chute is, perhaps,
huge log bulled
fifteen feet above the surface of water.
from the chute cleaves the air and alights on the floating log.
You know how a bullet glances, but can you imagine a sawlog glancing? The end strikes with a heavy shock, but
glides quickly past for a short distance, then a crash like the
reverberation of artillery, the falling log springs 150 feet vertically into the air, and, with a curve like a rocket, falls into
Truckee
the pond seventy yards from the log it struck.
(Nev. ) Republican.

friction

A
!

How
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The Giant Hum-iino-Bird.— The giant humming-bird
Ohili 13 the largest of

its

of

family, and besides its size differs

from all the rest in some very noteworthy respects. Mr.
Gould describes it as a bold and vigorous flyer, quick in all its
actions, passing from flower to flower with the greatest
Unlike other species of its family, it may be frequently seen perched on some small tree or shrub. It has a
very extensive distribution over nearly all the more southern
M. WarazawiO collected speciportions of South America.
mens in Bolivia at a height of nearly 14,000 feet. The nest is
a somewhat large, cup-shaped structure, composed of mosses,
lichens and similar materials put together with coowebs and
placed in the fork of a low branch of a tree, generally one
Charles Darwin, in his
that overhangs a turbulent stream.
narrative journal of the voyage of the Uengle, refers to this
species as a resident of central Chili during the breeding season, and his account of it differs, in some respects, from those
of other writers, especially that relating to the absence of the
rapid vibrations of the wings, generally supposed to be a peHe states
culiarity' of all humming-birds, without exception.
that this species, when on the wing, presents a very singular
Like others of the family, it moves from place
appearance.
to place with a rapidity which may be compared to that of
syrphus among flies, and the sphinx among moths ; but while
hovering over a flower it flaps its wings with a very slow and
powerful movement, totally different from that vibratory motion common to most of the species and which produces the
humming noise. Mr. Darwin had never seen any other bird
the force of whose wings appeared (as in a butterfly) so powerWhen hovering
ful in proportion to the weight of its body.
by a flower its tail was constantly being expanded and shut
like a fan, the body being kept in a nearly vertical position.
This action appeared to steady and support the bird between
Although it flew from
the slow movements of its wings.
flower to flower in search of food, its stomach contained
abundant remains of insectsjwhich Mr. Darwin believed to be
much more the objects of its search than honey. Its note,
like that of nearly the whole family, was extremely shrill.—
Dr. Brewer, in ticribner fer December.

rapidity.
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.Stone in a Horse's Jaw.
For a long
time a lump lias been observable in the side of
the jivv of a horse belonging to Superintendent Osbiston, of the Gould and Curry and
Best and Belcher mines. Yesterday a veter-

inary surgeon made an incision, and to his
astonishment brought to light a hard and
smooth stone, about two inches long and one
inch in diameter. The stone was of a yellowish white color, and apparently as hard as
marble. In order to make sure as to the
nature of the stone, Mr. Osbiston took it to
a jewelry store and hud it sawed iu two
When it was cut'thefe was seen
lengthwise.
in its centre what had once undoubtedly been
a grain of barley, half of which was vi-iblc in
each piece of the stone, the grain looking as
though petrified. Around this nucleus the
stones had formed in regular layers or
growths, the rings of which were distinctly
to be traced. The material of which the
Stone was formed appeared to be the same as
is found in the incrustrations on the tubes of
boilers. It is thought that the grain of barley
pierced the skin of the horse's mouth and im-

bedded itself in the flesh; aud that the saliva
then deposited upon it, limy matter. The
stone is as hard as marble, and the annular
markings are very distinct,— Virginia City

—It was

Mr. Grandlej Berkeley who, under the skillful cross-examination of Mr. Jobs
Bright, then on a committee to inquire into
the operation of the game laws, was made to
show that the average farmer made $175,000
a year by the crows on his farm.
As, thus
Crows kill wire-worms.
Where there are no
crows boys had to be employed to kill the

-wicked boy that was who slyly
a chestnut burr under the saddle of "the
parson's horse
Up to that moment the Sni!

mal had never played him a

single trick ; but
all at once he became a very spirited brute
and pranced along with a kind of military enthusiasm.
For a single moment, the parson
thought of selling hirn at a high price to a
showy colonel of the army.
After that his
attention was so concentrated on the means of
holding on that he had only time to wish that
he had sold him the day before, and to the
highest bidder.
The little boy stood on the
roadside with his thumb in his mouth and tears
of sympathy in his eyes. The parson thought
the boy had a very tender heart, but when he
took the saddle off and saw the burr he
grasped his riding whip and looked around,
but the boy was gone.

are necessary," says
the Railroad News, " to get a train oil in Ger-

When all is ready a bell rings. Then
anotlr r bell rings. Then the engine whistles,
or rather toot-toot-toots gently. Then the
conducto&tells the station-master that all is
ready. Then the station-master looks placidly around and says 'So v" Then the conductor shouts
'Fertig?'
interrogatively.
Then the station-master replies 'Fertig:'
positively.
Then, the conductor blows a
horn the engine whistles the bell rings
the other bell rings the station-master says
'So?' the passengers swear in various tongues—and the train starts. That is, unless
there is a belated fat man in which case
they do it all over again."
many.

;

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES,

;

—

—Deau

Eemsey,

tells this story.

A

its

miss, I— I wanted
to see your father. I've some important business matters to propose to him." Benevolent
Young Lady—" Well, I'm sorry father is not
in but can't you make the proposal to me ?"
The wedding cards were soon ordered.
;

— Solomon

in all his glory

OF

None

not arrayed as will be the Bt Louis woman
wears a feather cloak made of 38,880
feathers of the quail, prairie-chicken and wild
duek. It will cost her husband $500.

McKOON,

N

Franklin, Del. Co.,

Y.

keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock Shooting and retrieving. Correspondents Inclosing stamp will get printed pe<

are genuine unless bo stamp2d

Pottery and Glass are
invited to inspect some
choice examples select-

ed by Messrs.

TIFFANY

South William street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

For

CO. during the Paris

Exposition, including

HILDER,

St. Lonis,

Fleas! Fleas!

Western Agents.

Dogs For

Worms! Worms!

STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS
to

Fleas— A Boon

Dogs.

to

This Powder is guaranteed to kill (leas on dogs or
any other animals, or money retained. It Is put up
[n patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

Prlc« SO cents br mull. Postpaid

New
siil

Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus-

One Gordon setter bitch and two red Iriafi
Go [-'oris, the latter about one year old, and just
from the breaker".

A'.soonepolntertlogtlioroughly
broken, as is also the Gordon bitch, both having.
in Florida. Prices very moderate
Address, or aptly at stable, 153 West Thirty-eighth:
jinD It
street, tuts ciiy.

been worked

/CHAMPION- IRISH SETTER DOG Yr RK
\J

York is w nner
Cork Sli

stud.

ing shows

:

in the
he follow-

o:

)entenulal,

New

1376; st. Louis, talis
1877; Philadelphia,
also took pr.zefonhe
Pat aud B.ddy, who bi

ire of

m
vet v iKMK'.fc'ome

full

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze
octia

117

rlsh setter
ut of Bess;
or puppies,

rt,

FSo-s.

Maud

,-.,;

1 by pnza
easonahle.

:

For particulars aud pe
Lancaster. Pa.

nq

novis eot

FULTON STREET.

h tetter pops, two docs
and two baches, oat of my Belie, by Daniel
Webs'cr, winner of tint p'ize at the Mass. li. 0. exhibition last March. Color <•! pups, red and white.
A. S. GUILD, p. O. Box 205, Lowe!], Mass.

Plaques by Copeland, decorated with

strongly

MILKY,

to. K.

^•OR SALE— Native Engl

HOLBERTON.

W.

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

GOT

Yr

price

in:
bitches

directions for use.

Price 50 ci-nls pep Box by mall.
Both the above arc recommended by Rod and
tind Forest akh Stkkam.

;

both

months

fer^l og. 20

Pat np in boxes containing a dozen powders, wltn

York,

where he

,

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Vene-

j'it9 It

Gordon Stables, E, N., FOR SALE.— Coe llver-and-wli te (very hanupointer dog pip. by our champion Ims
ported Snapshot,
of Kannv
pedigree.
TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
Price $25. LINCOLN & BULLY AK, W-.rron, Mass.

Dr.

drawn heads by Hewitt.

-me',

cut.

Reproductions, by Doullon, of old F.emish

full

II.'

ACT30K OF THE
stone ware.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made

by the Bombay Art Society.

decl9

"Practical Kennel Guide," &c.

TTiOR SALE —Setter

begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen iu America
that he purchases and sends out. dogs of any desked

Ohio.

breed, at (or iho highest competition.

N.

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

B.— A bad dog never

left the

Price $25.

I>

Specimens of Capo

di

Monti ware, Austrian

own
old.

brother and Bister to Royal Duke, four months
Sold only because owner has no time to handle

them. Any one wishing the choicest stock can
and enameled Glass and Limoges secure
bargains by addressing C.A. D, Box 335,

Faience of

new

Sing Sing, N. Y.

jan9

colors.

T7V5R

P

S^LH— A pure Irish

of Quail

street,

Address

II.

sett*r

2c

pup by Back, out

OWNER,

171 East STih

N. Y.

CHARLES

j

.ng it

Fine

Beech-Loading Guns,

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHINC TACKLE.

Mo.

j:in2 4t

cham-

pion Rob Roy, winner of live Eugbsh tJeiil In Us, out
of the pure Laverack bitch, PI kles. will serve
hitches at S20. Litters warranted. Inquire of L. FWdlTMAN, Detiolt, Mich.
jan2 tf

SAIE— A foxhound keen sc=nt good voice
tuns well in pack cr alone. Rare cl auce for
any one wanting a first-class hound. W. II. HARTS-

FOR

REELS

RODS,

jan9 It

three-Jolnt,wnl»

rubber and brase, of th
the latest improvements.

stiver,
all

i

:

1
1

:

:-:<ritti

Insect,

:,,, ..i.ion

lo

and Spoon Bai

my

large variety

TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES.

LINES, waterproof and tapeu'd,
Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

Silk,

oiied, Eratded
Silk, Etc.

Walking Cane Rods.

The

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and

"NEW FLOAT

SPOON." One

of the

most

successful spoons In use.

Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.

SHELLS

loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the mos: artistic manner.

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50

cents per bottle,

and everything required by fishermen and anglers.

OPHCAL

GOODS.— Compasses, Field andManne.
Glasses, Telescopes Microscopes, ele
etc.
,

943
BROADWAY,
Near Twenty
third Street,

NEW

YORK.

Also

EVERYTHING

pertaining to the Sporting-

Line.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,
Successors to

—

G rman

in

best makers, and with

VniiH

central-Are, English Double
side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $«s.

1820.

;

Tl Blackstone street, Boston, Mass.

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO
extra Up, incase, $ IS.

Of fine

LOOK AT THIS !-A

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns
a specialty.
CUTLERY.— Fine Sportsmen's Bowie and Bunting Knives; 0.180
isso
.cent of finest Pocket
Cutlery, RazorB, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives,

;

HORN,

of every description.

ha'r, SI.

ESTABLISHED

ticked,

out of ZIU, she U -I o-ize winner at Syracuse. N. Y.
Pr.ze $15 each. W. VIE, St. Louis, 17 N. Marten

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS,

$8.

and T Pigeon Traps, $1.50 per pair.
The " NEW RECOIL PAD," price S2. Pronounced
by the "Forest Stream," Feb. 21, 1S7S, the best contrivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with
II

Gun,

white

RITZMA

L.

IMPORTER OF

Begardus' Glass Ball Traps, $0 and

hx

setters),

BLOODS FOR SALE— Two fine setter
BLUE
RATTLER— In the Stud— Blue beltoi, Llcweliin
paps (dog bud bitch) by L'urlowitz, out of True,
setter, wiuuer ot three bench prises, by

iridescent

UNION SQUARE.

Fine

&oods

OLEBK &

CO.,

for Sportsmen

A SPECIALTY.

—

A young lady said to her lover: " Charhow far is it around the world ?" "About
24 inches, my darling," replied he, as his arm
encircled her waist.
She was all the world to
him.
ley,

SENrD FOR -DESCRIPTIVE- PRICE LIST.

—

—"I

like to

uncceutly

;

"

it

make sponge oafce," she said,
makes my hands so clean."

Importers

& Manufacturers of, & "Wholesale & Retail Dealers in

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

NEW YORK:
48 Maiden

Lane,

35

tf

KRAXCE'3 PCPS.— Puop'es, two

months (English

Doctor's fennels
deel 9 tf

tf

do.', broken, good retriever.
JAS. RoY, Vienna, Trumbull Co ,

dec6

CHAMPION
Street,

of old Italian majolica.

If anybody wants to know what a jackrabbit looks like let him go down to Coney
Island next summer and take a glance at the
donkeys on the beach. If he should paint
the dondey red and do up his tail in cottonbatting the illusion would be complete.

A gentleman was threatening to beat a
dog which barked intolerably. " Why," exclaimed an Irishman, •' Would you bate the
poor dumb animal for spakin out ?"

if

Sale.

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

with novel marine designs.

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

glass

JW

cular, testimonials, etc.

of 112 pounds.

nale in oases

A Enue

&

Do LDZE,

F. O.
1=

BROWN &

was

who

a

ootlu

1

Etc., Etc.

Feathers.

3

dogs ha»e UaHsJ

:

Breeding Kenrte!
M. P.

sold in any quantity.

—Bashful Lover — " Ab,

TOMS RIVER, N,
san water.

COCKER SPANIEL

man

readers

iT I,OVKK,

<!.

II.

Splendid k^nne' accommodations

he answered in contemptuous tones; " you're
a' keen enough to get me anither wife, but no
one o' ye offers to gie me anither coo."
beseeches

skill

Address

icceas to

r

wife and a cow on the same day.
His neighbors naturally thinking that the
greater loss of the two was the loss of his
wife sympathized with him very deeply, and
intimated the possibility of a new partner
who could be had lor the asking. ' Ouay,"

— A Methodist paper

Broken, etc..
Young Dogs handled with
aud judgment.

Admirers of Artistic

lost his

to abstain from playing croquet, because it
" detracts from the glory of God and the salvation of souls." It is a timely warning. It
is wrong to play croquet after the frost sets
in and snow begins to fall.
That it is at all
seasons of the year an immoral play unless
you have a good eye and can hit the ball instead of your own foot we have strong personal evidence.

Kennel.

Setters and Pointers Boirded,

Bronze Medals
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel
Uiub, and of Westminster Kennel
Club, New York.

;

—

Ifcw?/.

Imperial

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and

at Hd. a hundred.
The boys made
about 0d. a day each. A single crow, Mr.
Berkely declared, was worth fifty boys at
such work, or within a small fraction of £3 a
day.
On an average, Mr. Berkely said, there
were fifty crows on a farm, hence as each
bird earned £700 a year the average farmer
made $175,000 a year out of his crows.

New

— "Great ceremonies

h

gicmtel.

ffrlic

worms

Enterprise.

—What a
put

475

Liberty* St.

FISHING TACKLE.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

476

JOHN

NICHOLS,

A,

SOLE MAKER OF

SYRACUSE,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
fennel.

j($he

ROYAL PUPPIES.
For sole a very
'bred In:

dam

few handsome,

da' k red,

Kentucky State Lottery
thorough -

EASTERN AGENCY,

[on Kl'iio,

Eloho's record on Die bench and in
the
is unequalled by any
Irish setter in
America, winning Irmself wherever exhibited; Ms
.get are no less successful; is the sire of Joe. Jr.,
the champion Nashville Held trial winner of li77,
:and ttelng with Drake in '78. Nell II. (com. Syracuse la '77) is of good dark color, ttanncn on point,
a fast and styllsli Held worker. Dam, Farm's
Nell, imported by Dr. Goldsmith; sire, im]
-champion Plunket. a winner of several field trial
Nell
stud

Class

II.

One

prizes. These puppes. combining
the b ood of these two cnarnplons, cannot fall in
Biasing a good record in the future. Will be sold
low If cilled for soon. J. E. SCHUYLEK, Bloomsburg, Penn. Box 31B.
jau9 It

OULEOUT KENNELS.
Sportsmen in want of first-class Cocker Spaniels
can be an pi ed wi h either dog or bitch pups, with
Stock and delivery guaranteed, for {15 each. For

CHiS.

S.

1S91

BROADWAY.

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

BROADWAY,

599

ana
UTiis barrel can be placed in a gun ready for use In a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge,
There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it canItlously.
can tereruo
With ihis Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
not net out of order.
will
AUXILIARY
accurate
rifle.
The
BARREL
into
most
converted
a
can
be
shotgun
breech-loading
a
as desired. Length of
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle 82, SS. or 44
barrel twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'s
for
a
Circular
No.
model
1373.
Send
and
Price
and
44,
LUt.
extra
long,
32
and
88,
cartridges, No.

NEW

& CO.,

MEYER,

A.

California, Rhine,

Hungarian Wines,
AMERICAN CHAMPAGNES.

HAVEN, CONN.

FOSS BROS. & CO.

jfa/f

(Successors to F.

Shoninger Cymbella Organ.
For

sale

;

entirely new ; never used ; 5 ostaves, 12
of bells, stool, etc. Manufacturer'swill sell for $.S0. Address MTJ-IC
dec-SB If

BOWERY,

392,

392,

new YORK.

MW;

Guns,

LIVE QUAIL
&

For propagat'ng purposes. For sale by WHITLEY
MORRIS, 218 Washington street (near Washing

ton Market),

New

York.

jan9

Rifles, Pistols

Range ln the city.
shooters only.

Ttie longest Rifle

and Fishing Tackle, NAPOLEON'S CABINET

CHAMPAGNE.
BOUCHE FILS &

CHICAG O.

LIVE QUAIL.
;

TATHA

,

jan9if

BROTHERS

&
NEW

FARM—For sale, 1 660 acres improved land in Rock Connty, Minnesota, with
farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house,
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City
Railroad; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai
froa eoiinty seat. Sold only to increase farming
Interest in Immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Photographs
shown and fnll specifications given on application
to LHaS. H ALLOCS, office of Forest and Strbam.

MINNESOTA

LET VERY LOW; A BARGAINT -The

;

SALU—Two

FOB
No.

DaGRAAF, Bowery

P.

II.

National
jau9 2t

Parker guns, 30 in
and 2S in., No. 12, 7 \ V s.

first-cla s

10, SJi to 9 lbs.,

Ei her gun for f 100. and

used.

want

Adoress

of use.

never

rifle,

YORK.
§ubUmtwn$,

HALLOCK S
Sportsman's Gazetteer
KEB LABEL.

BLUE LABEL.

Compressed Buck Shot.
WATERS'

'E&ff

Sold for

rifle ?50.

PARKER GIW,

2t

u for a

inpruved Wiu
Bret-class
remeuis.
every respect, with all
B. E. B. KENNEDY/, Oaiaha, Nebraska.
E

Address

States.

1xti9 tf

SALE—
FORSharps
KrageP.

Mlu

ar«

fl-".
i

;

S

Waters'Pianos
Remington Loog-Range

1

sho'gua, byB^ker. of London;

Moore &

'

'».

Riflsj

Ad

1

double B. L,

l-y

Al guns. To be sold low for cash.
Fulton street, Brooklyn.

561

j

mo

It

right,

MADE,
bility

Low

of all

in

Workmanship and Durafor SIX YEARS.

for Ca»h or on

Installments.

A

Ministers, Churches,
Catalogues Mailed.
and Organs at GREAT BAR-

AGENTS WANTEK.

LEAVE TO CALL
want of

New

boats tor shooting or Hieing to his superior sharpie
built l-oits. For speed, safety and coinfoit tliey are
not excelled by an thing ih d lloa's. Orders solicited. For terms, address D. O. TYVIfCUELL, 16 Arjan9 It
tuar Btreer, New Haven, Conn.

Up-

liberal discount to Teachers,
etc.

GAINS.

light draft

and

are
the
BEST
the Tone, Touch,

Warranted

unsurpassed.

Extremely

Second-hand Hlani

BEGS
THEtheUNDERSIGNED
those
attention

Square

'Grand,

1

L''tig Itiiiige Kick; 1 Peabody Long1 Wnitney Rule; 1 Remington Special
evens, 12 Ineii barrel; 1 double M. L

ED MADISON,

ORGANS.

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity nl tune and perfect
'p.m.
Their cases
are all richly finished in
Solid Black Walnut.
We
sell a better instrument al
a lower price than any
other house in the United

Newark,
jan9

N.J.

HOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACOTjRiTB
CYCLOPEDIA OP AMERICAN SPORT,

RECOCNIZED STANDARD AUTHORITY.

s

HORACE

\YATKIt-<

&

sons, manu-

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

York.

PRICE

NEW ENGLAND

MUTUAL

Life

•',•

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com-

Beujtiiniii F. Stevens,

President,
J. M. Gibbeus, Secretary
OENEKAL AGENTS.

*

R^TCUFFK

New York

NEW

[iLLt'BTKATBP,]

Towns and points o
Farm Lao. Is, their value
ScbnolB, Origin of
Names, Inhabitant? of tbe B-uches, Wrecks, Liehtncu-es, Lu B saving Stations, Yacht Ciubs, Industries,
PereaDal Sketches, Parks, Land As-ociatious. FishHunting
ing and
Grounils, Hotels, many chart* from
official sources, with complete soundings, etc., ere.
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and tne country
gentleman. Size, UsrM. Price ft. Address O. P.
Yachting
KUSHARDT,
Editor, Forest ajsd Stkbaji
.

Mo,

W.EVEKSON

r»ew OrleaiiH, Ln.
Ssan Francisco, (Jul

& WILBUR.

Fuiton street,

Office, ill

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

Guaranteed.

THE UNITED

Taxidermy

J.

CATALOGUE

E.

disappointments in getting

Animals preserved

CURLEY & BROTHER,

-13* and 136 Nassau

Extraordinary.

STATES.
No

FOB.

street, cor,

Beekumn

SHOOTING.

TRUE To

A.
jan2

3mos

THOMAS,

YEOMAN,
76

Bowery, N. Y.

C.

&

B.

Sooth Clark

Street, Chicago,

Jr.'s, Works.
VOLUMES.

PRICE 85 BY MAIL.
CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE.

JR.,

136S4

Cvpress,
TWO

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOOD6,

your Birds and

LIFE, by

and enlarged edition, containing Instructions
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles JoUnBon For sale at
Price $2.

this office.

J.

193 DTJANE STREET, N. Y;

SEND

York.

New

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.
IN

New

COVER AND TRAP
BY CAPT. BOliARDDS.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

LOW AS ANY HOUSE

JERSEY COAST,

Populations,

Interest,

-t. Louis,

CUTLERY.

PRICES AS

York.

Contains History of ihe Stale,

W. B. DAVIS

Came,

New

Yachtsmen.

FIELD,

JABLE AND POCKET

Forest and Stream. 111 Pn'I>?alers suppded by Orange

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

City.

V.O. TARBOX
Poriln-ud, ills.
E.P. EwERSUN
Niwhiia. N. II.
MAR8TON A WAKELIN. ...Pullndelpbla.
HALL & WORTlllNGTON.Bal Imorc, .lid.
Ililrult, Mich.
VEHNOR BROTHEKS
Chicago, 111.
O. CRONKH1TE
St. Pnul, Minn.
J. J. WATSON

M.C.RANDALL..

yi.riv.

245 oroadwav,

Useful to Sportsmen and

missioner's report
$14,468,920 63
Total eurnlus as per Insurance ComrnlsBioner's report
1,681,073 88

KENNY

COPIES SOLD,

sale at office of

Judd Company,

POSTAGE PAIB.

83,

4,000
For

Insurance Comp'v.

DUNN

Quality

V.

,

solid leather cases, and nickel
shells, capper, brush, loader, etc. Guns made to
Also one
order, $160 each, without equipments.

repeating

CO.,

MANOTACTrrREKS OF

each have substantial

gold-monnted Winchester

N.

Osca-

waua Trout Ponds to let, 3.3 miles from New
York, on the Hudson Biver. Sixty thousand spawn
on the screens; 3,050 trout fiom one to four years
old capaci y for keeping lu.noo trout growing, and
From one to ten acres land and
1,0011,000 hatching.
small house.
Baulr, N. Y.

BEAVER STREET

3T

oct 81tf

TO

For Sharp-

IN

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,

3c

Western, $1.50 per pair Southern. SI per pair.
Address CHA8. FKEDR1CKS, 73 Maujer St Brooklyn, E. D.

BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL.

& CO),

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

chime

stops,
price,

this offloe.

ABBEY

J.

$67,925.

N. Y.

Near Fourth avenue,

gar

I.

IMPORTER OF AND DBALEU IN

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

tt

I

Ticket, SI.

WILLIAMSON

HirOHCOCK,
jaL9

59!)

A Draws January

prize of $15,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000.

and bench show

pedigre", etc., address
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

N. Y.

^gistclktfeptts.

111.

ZETTLER,

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
.07 Bowery, New Yorfc.

"THE SETTER,"
BY LAVERACK.
For sale

at this office.

Price $3.

FOREST AND STREAM.
pommm s
The Route

BR

Ohio

of the

West

Gnus, ashing

tackle, usu"
free.

The Route

one dog for each sports-

Sulphur Springs.

BE TRANSPORTED

\

James' River, Currltucl
ons country of Virginl
steamers sail Mondi?,
nrday. Lewes,

i

rUCKERTON, BEACH
BQTJAH, and points on

JiD FEA.'HER.

HAVEN. CAPE MAY.
the NEW JERSEY COAST
LFTEB
FEN
"">.*un
.

:

the"suuiRMAN,

2

e.

PAUL SHORT

LINE.

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
St. Lonis, Minneapolis
aud St. Paid.

FOR FLORIDA
THROUGH TICKETS TO FEKNANDLNA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN

TjlOR
*-

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat., apply to WM. L. JAME8,

English Sporting

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TRAINS BACH WAT DAILY,

between Bnrltugton, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing aud connecting with all East and West

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

and from Thirtyfourth streei
(dally) 15 minutes previous
to departure of trams, and from South Wall street,
:

flail

)

30 minutes pre-

vious to departure of traius from Depot, corner Flatbush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as
follows
For Greenpo t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 A. M.,
4 p.m., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. m. For Patehogue, etc., 9:30 a. si., 4:81) and 6 r. M.
For Babylon,
p. m. For Port
etc., at 9:30 a. M
4, 1:30, 5 and
Jefferson, etc., at in a.m. and 4:30 r. m. For North:

,

port, etc , at 10 A. M, 8:30, 4.30 aud 6:30 P. M. For
Locust Vallev, at 8:30 and 10:00 a. m., 8:80, 4:30, 5:30
P. m. For Far Rookaway, etc., at 9:30 A. St.,
For Garden City and Hemp4, 4:30, 5, 8 and 7 p. M.
stead, 8:30 and 10 a. m„ 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 p. m., and
only 9:30 a.m.,
12:15 night, and from
land
1:80 and 6:30 p. M. STJNUAYS-For Port Jefferson,
Babylon, etc., 6 and 7 p. m.
Patehogue, etc., 9 A. M.
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 a. m, and 6:30 p. m.,
Garden City and Hempstead 1 9 a. M., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and fl-om Long Is) »nd CI y only 9:30 a.m. and
5130 P. M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
street ferries, at the offices of "The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place. 7S6 and 942 Broadwav and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be
stinatlon.
cheeked iron
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
je6 tf
J. Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

and 6:30

I

i

I

I

MALLORY'S LINE
OF

DIRECT STEAMERS TO
Jacksonville

&

Fernandma

FLORIDA.

& Northwestern ER.

Chicago

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with
its numerous branches and connections, form the
shortest and quickest, route between Chicago and all
points in

11110

Minnesota,

(daily except Sundays) 30 minutes,

Western

isconstrj

i

Iowa, Nebraska,

>

Gunpowder.

DIAMOND

and

CALI-

route for all
points In Northern Illinois, Jowr, D Rota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah. Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS Id <K is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and .Minnesota, and for
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dnluth and all points
in tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST.
fETEE LINE is theonli route !oX Winona, Roches-

8, a, 4, B, 6, T and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield
and Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. STTTT, 18
Cedar afreet. N. Y Auent. for the United States

^ot[fsti{m'M §aads.

Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
points tn Southern and Central mrnesota. Its
GREEN BvY
MAiicZUETTE LINE is the only
line for Janesvlllc, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Liecauaba, Negaunee,
Marquette, Houghton, Hat
ok aud the Lake Superior country.
Its FREEPORD
DUBUQUE
LINE is the only route I'm Klein, Kookford, Freeport and all points via Free.pcrt.
Its CHICAGO
LINE is the old Lake Shore
route, and is the only one passine tn rough Ywanston,
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine,
ter,

AND

AND

AND MILWAUKEE

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS

are now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Blutfs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.
West brand, they leave Clilcaijoualiy, except Sanday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:S0 a.m., and arrive at Council
Bluffs next morning.
uast-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at S:30 p. M.,
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday),
and reach Chicago next afternoon.
tsr- No other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman
or any other form of Hotel cars.

TO SPOKTSMEN.
This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting,
our Iowa Hoe to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Tront, Lake
Salmon, Pike, 1'joko.el aim Bass Hailing- a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern Hues of
this company will be found husunj.isssd by anything
In the West.

New York office, No. 410 Broadway Boston office,
No. 5 State street.
For rates or information not attainable from your
;

home

Hazard's "American Sporting."
1 (fine)

A

6^ lb.
guns.

"

Kentucky

Gr xx
J3 9S .
TO ELY'S, AT IJJSS PRICE

a " <)ealor s™5^??ie uyAnsonia,
GOODMAN,
Conn.,
New York,

New

Manufactured by B.
and T White street.

.

o ctiT

3m

York Shooting Coat,

FUSTIAN AND C.4NYA8.
I have jusf Imported a Corduroy of the dead grass
color, speciall
'. color and
strength for all kinds of shooting. I will make to
order : Coat, $15 ; Vest, $5: Pams, $T ; Cap, J2 25 • or
Suit complete, $26. Sportsmen will And myShootlne
Clothingto have
o
let
able points than any
other goodsof the kind in the market. Refer to many-

sportsmen who have worn them.
and rules for measurement.

Hazard's " Buck Shooting."
Nos. 1 (line) to 5 (coarse). Inl and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
and 6% and \iy± lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and It is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Hazard's

FELT
m WA

E«tUAr,

.

to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb, canisters ami
due gram, quick and clean, foi
kegs.
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-

Nob.

American Chemically Prepared

MADE «E VELYETBEN, CORDUROY,

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed Id point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters of 1 lb. only.

best,

all

KenoBha to Milwaukee.

Hazard's " Electrle Powder."

GRAIN".

Nos.

Rifle,

,.,

GUNPOWDER,

sen Michigan,
Oallfornla, and the

OMAHA AND

Territories.
Its
Is the shortest

FORNIA LINE

F. L.

i

Send for samples

SHELDON,

6«

Rahway, N.

J.

Pocket Cartridge Loader

Rifle."

5?FFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 26,
12X and 6*f lbs, and cans of 61ba.«I'FFG is also
packed la 1 .'inn
lb. canisters. Burns strong and
noisl. The Vifl'U aud FFG are ftvoritc brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" I?G is
the standard Mile powder ot the country.
',/.

superior Milling and Blasting Powder.

aoVERNMENT CANNON * MUSKET POWDEE;
ALSO, SPECIAL 03
:A'POJiT, 03
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OH w PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Dudley's Patent Iiiutvniuciit la adopted to both
shells. It extracts, uncaps, recaps, loads, creases and turns over cartridge cases
beautirull.v, and weighs but four ounces. Send for
circular with directions for using and recommendations from prominent sportsmen to
& CO.,
paper and metallic

DUDLEY

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

novSSt

'

The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Cosstiaoy's Agents in every proin'iient city, ec -w&otes&te
At oar office.

r

SS

WALL STREET, NEW YORS.

GUNPOWDER.

Eaton's Eust Preventer.
For Guns, Cutlery
Safe to handle, WILL

and Surgical Instruments.
KOT GUM, and will keep In
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market.
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "It la
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five
years of active and frequent use of guns."

The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. EATON, 5T0 Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City
Heights, N. J.
Sold by principal New Tork dealers, and by Win.
Reaa A Sons, Boston, Mass. B. Kittrodge A Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio; I! E. Kaon, Chicago, 111. ; Brown
A Hilde'. St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland,
Trimble & Kleibacker, llalilmore. Md. 8.
Ohio.
Cropley & Sons, Geoiyeunvn, D. C. Jos. C. Grnbb
& Co., Philadelphia.
;

DUPONT'S
Sporting and /.Blasting

Rifle,

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

ticket agents, apply to

IN USE

CANNOT BE

STCNT

BY MAIL

Buponi's Gunpowder IHllIs,

MARVIN HUGH1TT,

W. H. Stknnstt,

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago.
jeiiD

tf

established in 1S01,
have maintained their great reputation for 1% years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of

Powder:

STEAMER

WESXERMT

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO
MANtTFACTTJRIlKS OP

TWO PASSENGER

Fulton and

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,
with the largest ig ot trained wild-geeso decoys on
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
Yorkfor bay snipe shooting. of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good
Ground, L. I.
Nov8 tf

New

and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ne, Phila.

Philadelphia,

27,

^./.iAST-

Platinum Fuses,
showing aizeB of the grain by wood
on application to tho above eddress,

Je20tf

General Agent.

18TS.—
ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LONG
Ferrybons leave New York from James Slip

World."

_:

mi

of allKidus :n hand and made toorder.
Safety Fuse, Frlctional and

SP1QNGVILLE HOUSE OK SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNKOOCK BAY, L. I.,

Rapids & N'rth'm

Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of ten or more upon application to General
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
B. F. Wrssnow,
General Manager.
tf

PI

tlin

and
•

CURTIS & DARVEY'S

M.

Minneapolis

.

A.U. BO'GARDUS,

by dipt.

I'd

WingShoi.oi
!

any Hotel In the World to show as
bed rooms as those of

large and as

I

i

'Clianijuoii

Prop'r.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

Norfolk
it

AND

7S3E.&.S

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,

FOR
New Haven,

Hartford, Springfield and the North.

WILL SAIL FOE

JACKSONVILLE,

C. H. NOETHAM
East River, daily (Sundays exPassengers go North and East at

The new and elegant steamer

January 10th and

December 27th.

We challenge

-

«

»G POWDEB

ALVIN HULBBRT,

nwnAr
p towder

Rifle

rifles

i

i.

ho

Still

ay and Sat-

St, Louis,

QUICKEST,

and

mountaln-

tc.

I

C.

Shootlns,

Hunting.

for

FFG

i

?uo, Cobb's
City Point,

and points on

between

Winw

of the finest

this
waterfowl aud upland s
try. Connections dtret

Burlington,

other well-known centers for

to S3 per day for all rooms above
the parlor floor, without, baths.
Rooms with baths, $3.6ti, U, and $4.60 per day.

clean. No. 1 to 5 In
andcanisterHOf lands

•

OTr

Also, to

Old Dominion Line.

ST.

HHBB@p^
Rates reduced

nd

eafJJlj

!?'
and all ordinary
fln
and FFFG.tlicia.*' being flu
,W
lbs., 12 Jj
Packed hi wood and metal kegs o,
and 8,y lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. :.'nd y% lb.
All of the above give high velociUeB and las*
'in
and
any
oiner
are
res
than
brands made,

beat

''.,

FORD, CRBSSON, RALSTON, MTNNEQUA, and

H. IIOWABD,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Richmond, Va.

Island,

Orange
The

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at. the offices of the Company in
the principle cities? to KANE, KENOVA, BEDi

Trout FlaUlns.

lbs.

0>.i

each.

Company

also reach the best lecalitiea for

ill

BtronJ •

ar-fowJ,

TICKETS

;

The steamers of

.

GVNHIH& AND FISEINO
Ih

strongest and Cleanest :»ade, in seaied
Higher numbers specially are recom-

ibs.

Railroad Connections at Cincinnati, with the West,
Northwest and Southeast at Gordoosville, with the
North and Northwest; aud at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
In equipment.

CONWAY

'<,'

.

metal kegs,

White

via

•„ 7

mend edform^^- loaalt'^ un9
©rang© Jt>>cking Powder,
1

of the Tourist

The Only Route

an

mn»t of the

cnlties and dangers of reslllpment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth siec! traclrs enable STOCK TO
without failure

Railroad

N. Y.,

grange Lightning Powder.
.,
v°: il
.,

Pennsylyanl

MURRAY ST.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

aud KALE COURSES in the
Suite:
being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffl-

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous
watering places and summer resorts,

Rand Powder Co a

No. 26

Middle

and

Ash, deer, hear, wild turkeys, wild dnek, grouse.
qnatl, snips, woodcock, mountain trout, base, pike,
pickerel, etc., etc.

their lineB for reaching

S

TROTTING PARKS

I

k

Laflin

CHICAGO,

Respectfully invite attention to the

Virginia.

Ho:*se,

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

THE PENNSYLVANIA E.E. CO.

Comprising those ol Central ana Piedmont Virginia
Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier an. New Rivers, anil Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of game

man carried

Sherman

TO SPOETSMEN:

Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds of Virginia and

(^unpowtlcr.

§oUJs andgpofafw i&grfe*«g».

Sportsmen's Routes.

&

Chesapeake

477

24tn.

leaves Pier No.
cepted), at 3 p. M.

SIGHT LINE.— The

'

at

STEAMER

25,

11

p.

Continental leaves New York
M., arriving in New Haven In time for the

morning

early

trains.

Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight

from New Haven tnrongh to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
York aud Canada. Apply at othce on Pier or to
train

WILL SAIL FOB

RICHARD PECK,

FERNANDINA,

General Agents.

Nos. 1 (coarse) to i (line), uueqnale 1 in strength
idapti
quickness aud oleanjini
for Glass Bal
aud Pigeon Shooting.

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING,
1 (coarse) [o s (One), burning slowly, strong and
adapted for Glass Ball,
clean; great penetration
Pigeon, jluek and oilier shooting,

Nos.

;

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

A

qnick, strong and clean
for Pistol shooting.

Powder of very

fine grain

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg andFFFg.— The Fg for long-range ride shooting, the FFg aud FFFg for general use, burning
strong and

ttiol

1-

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST-

ions. Special
de»ci
IKQ POWDEKS of all sizes
Caitndge, MusKet, Caunon,
grades for export.
jlortar and Mammoth Powder, U. s. Government
'.

December

20th.

January

3d, 17th

Bailroad and steamboat connections
port and a I points in the State.
C.

Pier

20,

H.

East River.

MALLOBY &

and

THOMAS W. PEYTON,
31st.

made at each

CO., Agenls,

New York City.

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBUO,
No. 145 Broadway, room 3u, New Yokk City.

standard. Powder manufactured to order of any requited grain or i>ioof. Agencies in all eiiien and prinRepresent* j»j
cipal towns thronghoui lie L s.
I

F.

All business promptly attended to.

Novas

L KNEELAH D,

7fj

Wall

St.

B.— Use HONE but DUPONT'S Fg
Powder lor long-range rifle shooting.
N.

N. T.
or

FFg

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats.

FOREST AND STREAM.

478
gportsmetf's §t>odz.

Badges
W.

^
&
\M*

ates

HEADQUARTERS FOR

arad SVledals,

gacljtiug §oad$,

Cartridge

^

0<

'A*
»y.

HAYWARD,

A.

Manufacturing: Jeweler,

212

BROADWAY,

(OVER KNOX'S

HAT

LOWELL, MASS.,

N. Y.,

STORE.)

MANT/FACTURBBS OF THE

Thia house 1b well known as being the largest
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturing establishment in the United States.
Special Designs will be sent free, noon request,
i'.',

Boat,

Billiard,

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

Ten

Pin, Regimental, Police, Firenej or Club Badtres"of
jan
every description.
-1

Adapted

to all military

UNITED STATES and
attention given to the

ARMY

Special

manuf aoture

LOST

Target Practice.

Cartridges for

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

NAVY OF THE

ANT)
and sporting rifles and pistols, and in nse by the
Rim-flre ammunition of all kinds.
several Foreign Governments.
of

CLUTE BROTHERS & C'G.'S PRICE LTST OF
PROPELLER TUG. A"-'H YACHT ENGINES
AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND
FOB COPT. SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

W.W. Jfreener's

BECAUSE HE HAD NO

Champion TrebleJtVedge Fast,
Breech-Loaders

COMPASS.

wximiaa oua^
At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an tibje-t oVart valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholruond'ey Penned, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out, of 12 at 28 yards andl foot and 29X yards. He
also won the second event, killing 8 birds in succession
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20, Thia
Is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beating 17 gnus by the best London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 60 gulneaB, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1S76, In the pigeon snooting match between Oapt. Bogardus and
one barrel only.
Mr. South to
nth killing S6 bird,
The winning gun also at the great London Gun. Trial, 18IB, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of
FAST BKEECH-LOADKR is the strongest
Great Britain and Ireland. Tna PATENT TREBLE
and most durable ever Invented, aud the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United
OF INFRINGEMJSNTS
IMITATIONS.
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 168,328.
1878, the

EVERT POSSIBLE DIRECTION,

or
to throw in any desired direction by

FITTED. [SEND

WILL.

WEDGE

BEWARE

turning thumb-screw.

ALL METAL, WORKING

PART?.

WELL

FOI{ CIRCULAR.]

W. W. GREENER,

CRUTTENDEN,

H.

GENERAL AGENT,

Cazenovia, N. Y.

TABLE AID POCKET
CUTLERY.

THI8 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILB,

1

I

Throws in
can be made

OR

Mary's -Works, Birmingham, EnglandStreet, New York City.

St.

H. C. S0.UIRE8, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED
DROP AND BUCK SHOT.
AMERICAN STA NDAR D-EA GEE BRAND
.

No Black Lead polish uped. Perfect cleanliness. Will not fonl or corrode the gun, nor taint the
Hot affected by dampness or moisture. Excellent for loading shells. Size, uniformity,
qoaliiy ol the" EAGLE BRAND" remain aB heretofore, but its Bangs and Penetration
are increased By the bright

Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel
mounted patent catch. The very best compaea
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has
been left at. the Fokest and Stream and Rod and
Gun office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office
order, to any part of the Citilrcil states or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., Sh Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.
;

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.
ST

SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK.

Yacht Supplies.
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes,
Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocka,
paints, oils, etc.

CABIN STORES.

game.

Guaranteed.

Quality

LOW AS ANT HOUSE LN
THE UNITED STATES.

weight and

ja xx

PRICES AS

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

CURLEY

BROTHER,

J.
&
134 and 13G Nassau street,

Taxidermy
No

TRUE To

Jan2 3mos

76

of

measure
.

including cap, for

$5 00
10 00
25
25

.

HOLABIRD,
tf

Sportsmen's Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.

The "Standard "
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully

-

TON IKON WORKS
Boston, Mass.

all

MADE

AND

214 Pearl Street, N. Y.

BOGAEDUS.

•WITH

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

I

my

Will Warrant

Balls Against

s

Savannah, G».

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls

Shooting,"

USE

The Huber Trap.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

IN SPORTIN

pn

1

N.

S

Y..

GOODS.

r

>ney to any one

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS,
wherever

HASGEHTY

TRAPS, IIAKT

A-

who

<fc

.

1'

DESMOND,

T.
37

PECK

NEW YORK.

SLIP,

Cabin Yachts, Steam Liumclie.", Open Yachis and
rlptiou (or racing
lowest rates. Also, Row Boats, shells and Club
Boats. Boats aid yachts for export a specialty.
.

at

1

Oars

UH'1 Bcutls of all kmils.

This style of bout

is

especial)?

suitable

YACHTING, FISHING AND HUNTING.

for

1b ful.y

as fast, seaworthy aud weatheny as the ronndbottoin boat; draws but a few inches of water, and
can oe built at short notice for much less than
yachts or boais of other types, .shipped to all

palps of the country.

Andreas

THOS. CLA-PHAM,

Hoslyn, L.

I.

and Trap Shooting," S2.
Piatt street, N. Y. City.

£*
•

H. T.
N. Y.

ANTHONY &

CO.,

891

Broadway,

and Views;
Albums, Ptotograi
i

A. H. BiifilHDC-. Elulinrt, Lognn
shoots.
DISCOUNT To THE TRADE.

Co., HI.,

be bad from him

<

TransnarBnoli

BILLIARD BALL*.
BA<J VlfiLL'

VARO

contracted for

JACET db BOAT BUILDER,

terlale,

IVORY
will

If

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans.

Shooting.

i

Cove

CO

rates.

cheap.

o

(.LOAN, Newark, N. J.

CAPT

lie

BUDS.

i-ale

N. B.— Yachts built cheap
Immediately.

and upheld the
heen written and

'fi

»

Thomson
& Sons,
BROADWAY,

Windward, aud many others. Vessel;
i.ti't repairs
and altera ions executed at low
Several tine jacrits for

t« Ice au.l shot

1

I.

yachts Comet, Niantic, Sagltta, Onward,

<

ho

1

A-'dress

SPORTSMEN

become

Co'

the boo-: a
id not get their monej
WOI D
Bogarous' Rules for Giai.s L all Shooting, anil also his N
Price of Balls, l.OOO, SI 1; by single barrel. S-1; "Field.

GOODS.

301

will

'.-.

id,

SMITH,

E.

ISLIP, L.

THE "SHARPIE" YACHT.

and will pack 10 extra. I have had B,0W shipped out West since my return from
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not tiud a ball brnkeu, and
never over three or four n a barrel. 31 v traps are the best to practice from, and
where clutis nse them you can roadllv
matches reported in paper-, saving Bogardi
see all the halls broken. Amateurs and yoi
and will follow the instructions laid don

CRAWFORD & LOYELL,
3m

ALONZO

YACHT BUILDER

Breakage by

Transportation,

will Increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will
crease paper shells, and Is one of the most rapid
loaders in use. For particulars address

7th Street,

1

the nighest Awards at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourlst'B Glasses, Telescopes, Barou.eters, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Qoods in this country,
Sole Agent for the beat Human Artificial Eyes.
Illustrated Catalogue an receipt of postage ofi cents.

My

PateittRoDgh Glass Balls are now made even, anil carefully packed, with
26h in each barrel, and bv having a rough eur'ace strengthens the bull for shipping, and prevents the glancing at shot, while the smooth ball has to be made so
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and the feather-tilled ball is the same. Now,

jyll

SHELLS LOADED

dec!9

the attention of

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS,

A. H.

and Mining Stove.
sizes, weighing from 15 to 70 lbs. Just
thing for anv one on lui> logout. Address TAUNGO., SI Blackston street,

Four

call

and
Has received

Ball.

dealers in Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCAiE, therefore we
that the Paine Patent Filled Ball Is the STANDARD
ONLY BALL
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleabli articles for the Spring Trade,
when you can purchase the Best Bali ever made at prices less than is charged for other Inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully
made. It will break In every instance when hit by shot, and Is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 800.
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade

Duncklee's Patent Camping
the

A. PAINE'S

FEATHER
FILLED CLASS BALL.
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

Bowery, N. Y.

Three of the best fish booiss in lire world for ..
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphlet
The finest kennel of setters and spaniels in the
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent stamp.
Address
jan9

IRA

FINE WATERPROOF DUCK, SHOOTING

A complete suit,

OCULIST & OPTICIAN,

Union Square, Broadway,

your Birds and

for..

WALDSTEIN.

H,

Beehmnn

LIFE, by

and Fishing Coat by mail on receipt

1840.

ALSO

YEOMAN,

A.

» k x s m. ep ti w e oATise

Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead,
Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead.
THE LER O Y SHOT AND~L~EAD M'F'C CO., NEW YOR K.

Extraordinary.

disappointments in getting

Animals preserved

A

cor,

]e2I-U

ESTABLISHED

s-

BALLS.

rOKEK

CHECItS.

TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN

PINS.J

GR0TE&C0.,

F.
TURNERS AND HEALER*

PBOMPTLY
V

114

B.

Hth

ST.,

-NEW YOK

Awarded Fust Premium

Philadelphia..

GOLDoSnt

at

Vienna and
<lce»

AMERICAN

NEW

Term,, Four Dollar* a Year.
Ten Centa a Copy.

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

For Forest and Stream and Rod ami Gun

THE FLORIDA COAST.
Bt

Isaac McLbilik.

Struggles ou, staggers blindly thro' the gloom,
With no light, save the lightnings to tlinme,

To warn them where the tumbling billows boomWhere the eddying whirlpools beat
But the perils of the sea, 'scop'd at last,
With the reef'd and ragged canvas on the maat,
Behold the

By
a

little vessels tailing fast
the headlands of the shore.

And

When they anchor

by those shores so serene,
what a soft, delicious scene

What a fair,
What rosy hues, what tints of living
Beam on the ftslier's view

green,

I

Not a ripple, not a dimple crisps the deep
So pelluold that the coral groves that sleep
Far below are disclos'd la all their sweep,
Gay with every lovely hue
Far along the curving shores gleams the sand
High aloft the branching evergreens expand,
And the orange and the lemon o'er the land,

Wave

their globes of spangled gold.

Mice emeralds shine the grasses and the leaves,
grape, its fruit and foliage interweaves,
And the rustling corn, with its sheaves,

The

la In

ruddy bloom

unroll'd.

White and pure shines the cotton o'er the plain,
As if snows, and the sleety, icy rain,
Their flaky storm had shower'd down amain

From winter's
Soft, soft the

frosty urn.

odorous land breeze seaward blows,

Delicious with magnolia and the rose,
And the spicy air is sweet as it flows,

Where Bowers

For Forest and Stream and Rod and

—

summer
X

AS OhioEastward
the

bound

travoler

Chin.

Jrqadm.
on the Chesapeake and

Railroad steps out of the train at

Kanawha

flndB himself, like the

prizes

—for the tocsin

from the cozy-looking inn to the beautiful landscape which
surrounds it, and at one glance takes in a picture framed in
blue sky and towering peaks— a clear blue lake at the confluence of New River and the Ganlcy, and a varied cascade
tumbling over great boulders and then spreading out over a
field of shingles in ten thousand little jets of frosty foam. To
the eastward the sharp peak, that rises abruptly, is crowned

by the old Indian Fort Defiance, along the face of the
Southern Mountain winds the road made by General
Washington, and just beyond the yard of the hotel is the log
cabin occupied by Col. Rutherford B. Hayes, of the Twentythird Ohio in 1861, when a saucy rebel gun, almost overhead,
pointed by the ex-Secretary of War, General Floyd, often
caused the prospective President to trespass with a violent expletive on that staid and pious bearing which at present makes

such a contrast to the cigar of his predecessor. Above this
charming glen the train toils up a deep narrow canyon,
through which the New River comes plunging down over immense masses of rocks, piled as if to commemorate the battle
of the fabled Titans, that with earthquake and thunder moved
earth and heaven in their giant strifes. On the left hand Jefferson's Pillar arises fifteen hundredfeet, a gray, jagged tower
of rock, jutting out from the thick masses of green and displaying from

its

and content we are prepared
lio,

WALrONIAN.
Twenty miles south of Union on the main [height of the
Alleghany range is the Mountain Lake, a beau iful basin of
blue limestone water, a mile or so in extent, a pretty cottage,
inn on the northern shore, and a jagged peak overhead, from
which you may behold tho territories of five States, the Black
Mountain of North Carolina, cutting the southern horizon,
and to the southeast the peaks of Otter, the two giant outposts of the Blue Ridge. In the ice cold depths of the lake
no fish can live, but the tavern keeper can furnish yon with a
mule that can climb, and all you have to do is to make a
trapeze journey " mule back," as the mountaineer calls it, to
Booth's Fall, five miles down the mountain gorge, and the recluse of these wild solitudes, a scholar of sixty years standing
whom love and the world outlawed, will show you the deep
glen with the cascade descending like a sheet of molten silver
from a window in the roof of green foilage that canopies tho
narrow valley. As we stand on a ledge of rock the glassy

sea of eternity.
The face of nature changes abruptly as the train leaves the
courses directly eastward up the valley of the
Greenbrier.
It is a panorama of sweet, homelike pictures—
the white farm-houses set in green meadows and clumps of
orchard trees, and the cow-bells faintly heard along the narrow valleys, making the refrain of that picturesque, quiet and
happy bucolic life which is nearest to nature and to God. At
Fort Spring Station we behold what in midsummer to the eye
of the sentimental rambler is the synonym of all delights—
coach and four— representing the old-time pleasures of the
road, as Cinderella's chariot typifies the enchantments of
fairyland yea, verily, it is the fairy vehicle to take us through
the ideal olden time, for hath not the learned Dr. Johnson declared that perfect, happiness sits on the box beside the coachman and travels at ten miles an hour behind four spanking
bays ? Therefore, hail to thee, Jehu of the old stage road
let thy whip be the enchanter's wand and thy four steeds like
the flying coursers of Phteton, spurning the very clouds with
their glowing hoofs and mounting the steeps of Olympus
and we will alight presently from the giddy throne of fancy
and temper the icy draughtfrom yonder crystal fountain with
the stronger liquid which, in the dialect of Virginia, is yclept
" Buragarduer.
This road from Fort Spring to Union is the ideal turnpike,
running along the side of a spur range of the Allegheny,
from which we view an enchanting landscape as from the balcony of a grand natural theatre. The luxuriant meadows extend mile after mile, each farm set with parks of sugarmaple, buckeye and cucumber trees, and the rich green turf
giving an effect of extreme luxuriance. The atmosphere is
wonderfully exhilarating, even at noontide, imparting the
sparkle of champagne, and not less delightful to the sight
than to the lungs, for it is a dreamy and magic lens, through
which we behold a beautiful Arcadia— fanciful, yet real, giving body and form to Campbell's magnificent rhapsody and
exhaling the delicious incense of nature. He who enjoys
this sight in the first blush of the morning, though his wayworn soul be racked with remorse and his future clouded
with the dark shadow of a creditor, will say " Fade retro"
to both, as his disenthralled spirit drinks the delight of nature's virgin beauty.
Aurora, with rosy-tipped fingers, pulls
back the curtain of mist, and unfolding yet finer, the night's
dark uncertainty retaining the charm of its mystery, all the
glorious view comes forth
and as the chorus of feathered
songsters perform their beautiful pastorals, wrapped in a Sabbath-like purity, peak on peak the mountains rise and descend
and rise again, until the blue on the horizon blends iuto
heaven, and the rose-tinted clouds form into dome and spire,
battlement and turret, the airy city of our fancy where hope
leads us through dreamland.
Tumbling down from our lofty flight, we hear in the distance the early Vulcan of the village playing his ringing refrain on the anvil with a ponderous hammer.

scarred battlement, like tattered banners, the

storm-torn cedars, which the unyielding spirit ot the wild
seems to hold there in defiance of nature and man. A few
miles above here Big Sewall advances two immense cliffs like
gray, grim sentinels rearing their crests to the very sky,

while opposite the deep wooded mountain

rises to

THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH.

Falls

famous ass, hesitating between two
sounds for dinner, the conductor calls
the number of minutes allowed, and the odor of fragrant
viands is wafted from the adjacent hotel; but the eye wanders
he

an equal

Gim Bhank-

height, and far below the solemn roll of the river gives the
awe and sublimity, the deep, reverberating monotone

;

their incense burn!

1

effect of

!

the ruffian surges pour.
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proclaiming the ever-rushing flow of time on and on to the

;

of white-wing'd fowl, see they

come,
Lilce the sea-birds to their nests winging home,
When the tempests out at sea lash the foam,
floe-fc

16,

New River and

Wild the gale Its majestic trumpet blows,
Wild the night with intenser darkness grows,
As the sailing Ashing fleet

T.lke

JOURNAL,

Clank clank clank ringing and musical it resounds on
the morning air, and then you hear the double stroke of the
small hammer in cadence, and then a single keen spire, tinted
with gold, marks where the pretty town nestles in the valley,
cmoowered in trees and gardens. The blacksmith looks like
a grim ogre or a gnome in the glare of the forge, but when he
comes out of the shop with a red-hot horseshoe in his tongs,
he is a fair-haired giant, with laughing blue eyes and looking
like the mythical Vulcan, a proper husband for Venus. He
is one of the characters of the country, and upon occasion
can draw a tooth as well as he can shoe your horse. The
operation is performed by tieing the subject to the anvil, the
anvil to the forge, and a stout cord to the big sledge-hammer.
ne then swings the huge hammer thrice over his head, as
Thor, the soldier-blacksmith, is supposed to have done, and
launches it into the street, having first attached the other end
of the cord to the subject's tooth. The result is certain
for,
either the hammer has to stop, which it can no more do than
the shot fiotn Columbiad, or the tooth must come, unless the
whole forge and shop give way, which is impossible.
The blacksmith is so proud of this branch of his
profession that he has marked in big charcoal letters over
his shop door, " Tuthe ake kured in hear."
And never was a
sign more indicative of success in any line of business, for the
man in that country who has the malady is told by everybody else what to do, and if he declines the vlolenl
he is pronounced a coward, and if he tries it he is not likely
to confess to any more "tuthe ake. " Tor some time.
he handsomest man and most talented lawyer in West
Virginia is Gun Patton, who has a beautiful mansion in this
town of Onion, and is the only man in the State who can
have a preacher staying at his house and stay away froni
church, which he properly considers a moral institution conducive to virtue and, therefore, opposed to law in the professional sense of the term.
And certain it is that the pure
air and natural beauty of the country with the simpler and
more devout sort of worship have set the imprimatur of
primitive honesty on a people who are tho worthy descendants
of the bold pioneers of the last century. The vague legend of
a single crime falls on the incredulous ear of the stranger,
and in the midst of this serene and peaceful land of plenty
I

!

I

;

to believe

even that

the post-master, dosen't read the postal cards.

pool of water mirrors a single star at 'midday, and, looking
aloft to see where the fallen gem came from, behold, there it
weird, unearthly light
is, set in a patch of emerald sky.
dances along the walls of green and grey, and all the real

A

world

is

Stand on the dangerous ledge behind the

gone.

and the strange solitary spirit of the wild,
more satyr than man, gives you a gorgeous colored fly and a
like the web of a spider.
It dances down and down
through the glistening light and rising spray into the frosty
mass of foam, and then a sudden quiver on your rod and arm
and a scintillating thing like a gleam of lightning leaps and
sheet of water

line

capers at the end. It is only after the contest is over that the
strauge, wild excitement of the sport and the scene leaves you
cooler enough to examine the prize, a speckled trout eighteen
inches long. Let the wild man beside you bestow him in the
creel and cast again with the same result; no waiting
from
for a
rise,
the only thing is
y ou may slip
unreal world into
your dangerous perch, from this
still another, for temptation in sport, as in vice, waits like a
fisher of men.
Some Waltonians say they are wearied at
times by the monotony of success, but when you fish in this
weird, fascinating elf-land it is the high tension on the mind
and nerves, caused by the strange unreality, that leaves you
longing to continue, "but unable to stand up. The strange
recluse of the valley helps you down and leads you aloui; the
ledges of rock, a tortuous path, and there leaves you sly
on the mountain side alone in the glare of the sunlight with
a creel full of trout in your hand to attest the reality of what
seems a dream.
The old stage road takes the traveler from the mountain
You
lake around a circuit of curious and interesting scenes.
may behold a giant oak, on which some faint scars represent
the inscription cut by Daniel Boone: " Here Daniel Boone
killed a bar."
The sweet springs in Monroe County, and a little further on
Old Crow's tavern are notable stopping places. At the latter
Daniel Webster, Clay, Calhouo, and many other great statesmen of their time have sat under the trees of a summer's
day, and marked the half hours by juleps brewed by Old
Crow, the last of the typical innkeepers, and the biggest liar in
all Virginia, politicians not excepted. His epitaph, cut in the
wiiite bark of a big sycamore which shadows the spring, runs
thus
\\

Crow is dead, that good old soul.
bowl.
ho to.k ins gioi

11

s la.

" Old

.

But his hand was s
He drank ali day ai
And once on a ti mi

Awl wheu

true.
tight,

tho devi

He played him a gi

ik

most.

Though the liquor uunieu wmi a uery roar,
Crow drank mid drank, and called fur more,

the devil sw ure h<; had caught .1 monk,
And staggered hack into hell Head drunk,
While Crow skipped a.ofi like a minuting star,
And asxed St. Peter to show him the bar."
Till

The sentimental Waltonian may lounge away his holiday
along here with delight, and six miles further on, at Dry Creek,
is another pleasant tavern of the same sort, but more modern
and very comfortable honeysuckles at every window, and
the cottage-house surrounded with pretty yard and flowergarden.
A mile westward is the White Sulphur, from which
you may hear the terpsichoreau revels of fashion, and a mile
eastward is "Beauregard," the beautiful estate of Mr, Geo.
Bol
Grant Petcrkin, now occupied by Mr. MfteNeil.
tl
accomplished gentlemen are Englishmen of means mdhigh
social rank, and their estate is one of the most Deis Utiful in
The mansion is surrounded by an extensive park
this State.
of maguificent trees— oak, maple and buckeye— and overlooks
a rich' valley, through which meanders a clear stream, spanned
here and there with rustic bridges. And in the middle of a
velvety meadow is a spring of mineral water, that sends
bubbling from a bed of white sand a fountain copious enough
to turn a dozen mill-wheels.
The sweetest dreams of Arcadian happiness must be broken
by the dull morning of reality, and as we sat at the table and
drank good red wine of France, amid good cheer and good
company, the shrill car-whistle gave the dreadful reveiUe that
broko the charm and took us back to the American capital,
where not even a Congressional scandal delighted the ear of
gossip, and helped along the stilling heat.
P. Mod.

—

;
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West Jersey on the surprising advantages accruing
from the Game Protective Society under the
care of Major Walker (a regular), and of Judge R. T.

lated

SHOOTS QUAIL IN WEST

M. S."

!!

JERSEY.

who is as familiar with a breech-loader as he
well versed in the sinuosities and angularities of Blackstone.
I suggested to W. B. R. that one of our judges,
to put it mildly, " damned with faint, praise,"
oft-recur-

Miller,
is

moraltzeb ajid reads rosseatj

—ohimbo

and the

my

Raiibits.

ring plaudits on the

HAD

spent a long day ^trying at the May's Landing
Circuit tbo casa of the Baroness Louisa Von Puchelstein

I

German Evangelical Lutheran Reformed Zion
Church. The Baroness boasted the blue blood of the House
of Hapsburg, or some other " burgh," and was endowed with
against the

the qualifications which marks the excellent plaintiff— one

who

goes in to win.

The Baron

Puchelstein,

who wore "

his

wounds and honors

in front," as the poet said, from the bird's-eye view I had of
him, taken from the widow's locket, must have been a jolly
good fellow who could prove his doctrine orthodox
" By apostolic blows ami Knocks."

and North Vineland.

He looked as if he might be descended from the Burgomasters of the days of William the Silent and the Count
HoogstTallen, spoken of by Motley in his Dutch Republic,
where he makes the Bitter Badavaro say of the Teuton of that
" If by any chance he woke up and found himself
sober he feared he was sick!" The Baroness claimed that
her late husband was marvellously successful as a pounder
and an expounder of the Gospel, and while ministering to
the spiritual wants of " the German Evangelical Lutheran
period

:

Reformed Zion Church of Egg Harbor City, N. J.," he had
also attended to the temporal wants of the " cod-ne-gugation,"
r
and had the I. 0. L . of the flock for $1,066.6", which, as
the declaration said, was yet due and owing to the plaintiff,
and that the defendant, the G. E. L. It. Z. Church, had
hitherto wholly neglected and refused to liquidate this small
indebtedness.
If it is the perfection of art to appear natural, it is perfection itself to the mind of the Liber et Legates Homo to have a
client who can cry at the right time as the case progresses
so, when I described "the wild charge they made "—the
heroic 79th from Egg Harbor City at Chantilly— and how the
bloody Baron had to be lifted oil: his horse, and from thence
(later j into the Egg Harbor pulpit, bis interesting relict, the
Widow Baroness Puchelstein and Gluckstein, wept copiously
and the jury too, chiefly from along shore and ranging in the
latitude of Somer's Point, brought out their red bandanas to
wipe the glistening tenderness from either eye, and they
quickly brought in a verdict for the handsome Baroness of
$ 1, 606". 67 with costs to be faxed. The Baroness dried her
eyes on her lace mwhoir and bowed and smiled at the jury.
also "smiled," but I think it was at "Veal's Hotel
across the way from May's Landing's antique courthouse.
The Baroness recovered her judgment rectus in curia, but 1
fear she will not get her money till the Day of Judgment
All this is only a brief prelude to a conversation with his
Honor Burnett Vansyckle, one of the brightest minds of our
Supreme Court, who "can himself cast a fly secundmi artem,
or bring down the swift-winged woodcock in mid-air. Our
excellent Judge Vansyckle, the youngest man save one on
our Supreme Bench, was preceded by Judge Vandyke, the
father of T. S. Vandyke, Esq., whose pleasant memory while
among the Jerseys is recalled by his brilliantletteis in our own
For.EsT and Stkisam, which have so recently made his name
a household word among all generous lovers of Held sports.
Many were the words of wit and wisdom treasured up from
the judge's many-sided mind as we sat over our wine and
walnuts at home, or discussed the red-head or canvas-back
duck at the Hotel de Veal.
Judge Vansyckle was talking about quail-shooting in old
Hunterdon, near Flemington. I insisted that there was no
county for quail shooting at all comparable to the Vineland
County (Cumberland County, N. J.). This the judge seemed
to doubt, and openly proclaimed himself a skeptic, when I
B. Rosenbaum, a glass manufriend,
told him that
facturer at Malaga, frequently killed a hundred quails in a

The jury

1

my

"substantive fact" that he and Richonce bagged 100 quail in a single day in
and around the Vineland tract.
" Far be it from me," said the elegant William, "to [makeup a case against the Supreme Court, for they have had more
or less to do with my affairs for some years, but I'll just bet
my retriever's fine head against the Judge's annual salary
(say $10,000) that we will bag 100 birds before sunset tomorrow." I saw the Dutch blood of my good friend was up.
I was pleased and knew there was (bird) music in the air.
" Sweet William " sent Chimbo down the lane after George
Richman and said that he must rout us out at 5 o'clock in the
morning and have the dogs ready, because he meant to let
them slip and cry "havoc" among the partridge in and
around every buckwheat field between Nat. Chews' .house

mond had more than

Wm.

day.

" Well!" I replied, "Judge, what has been done can be
done again," well knowing the Judge's conscientious Presbyterianism. I did not ventuie to bet with him as to the number of quails to be slaughtered in a day around Vineland, but
I insisted that I would have made such a bet had I been in
company outside of the Supreme Court. I promised to report inside of a week what could be done at Malaga.
The next day, having folded up " Ram on Pacts " and
" Sedgwick on the Measure of Damages," I left for home,
via. the Egg Harbor Pacific R. K., presided over by J. E. P.
Abbott, a man of note, which the wicked boys say runs only
a tri- weekly train, so-called because it runs up one day and
I adressed a letter to the
tries al! the next dav to get back.
Hon. Wm. B. Rosenbaum, ex-member of the House, saying
that I would cheerfully accept his invitation, hitherto given,
to visit his hospitable home at Malaga, and test the power of
bis breech-loader, in our promised day's shooting among the
rabbits and the quail. ,W. B. R., prompt ever at the calls of
hospitality (for his ready toast at dinner wus that of Lord
Bolingbroko," "Friendship and Liberty") telegraphed back;
" Gome Thursday, equipped for a week's sport." The West
Jersey R. R. (which unites in one person a Superintendent
and a Senator, whose motto seems to be Sato Perpetuus-"Let
me be a Senator perpetually ") soon carried me to the village
of Malaga, in Gloucester Co., one of the sporadic settlements
peculiar to West Jersey, where patriarchal habits reign, and
—window glass is manufactured.
" My sweet William,'-' as I was won't to call my friend w.
B R. in the days when we went gypsing, was at. the depot
with his gray mare, and we were soon seated by a blazing log
fire in an old frame house, comfortable in all its appointments aglow with light and hospitality, like some of the old
farm houses in which I used to spend Sunday at Tipton, Ten.

Kichmond said everything was ready, and that we must
breakfast with him.
I insisted that, early rising was never
invented for sportsmen that Sancho Panza was correct in
saying " Blessed be sleep for it covers me all over like a
cloak."
But 1 made a tremendous effort, to be up with the
lark, and Chimbo did not call us in vain.
rose
The country never looked more beautiful as we left the village, with three dogs in our open wagon, all of us armed and
equipped as the law directs, with Chimbo at the tail-end of
the wagon, carrying a huge home-made sack, a cross between
a haversack and a knapsack, and a smile reaching from ear to
;

We

ear.

The country is as level as a barn door, and the piping of
the quail could be heard in the gray of the dawn along the
roadside ; but it was no sporadic or nomadic partridge that
sweet William was gunning for that November day.
He
made the driver strike for the nearest buckwheat field, for
well we knew jBob White there most did congregate.
I was to be taught to slay " the partridge in the mountain,"
for in India, so Stevens says in his "Travels in the Holy
La nd ," quail have their habitat in the mountain, hence the
soubriquet formerly given to one of our local statesmen, the
" Mountain Partridge."
I had not concealed the fact, that I had struck with a Minnie rifle at 200 yards the bounding deer on the banks of the
Mississippi, and had filled a boat (a big canoe) with wild
geese on the Arkansas bottoms
but an expert on quail
(except quail on toast) with timt expert, swordsman and
soldier, M. E. F., at the League, I did not claim to be.
The deig stood still, a study for Whistler, or some other
artist, and soon two birds got up from the high grass, and 1
sighed with inward satisfaction, as 1 blazed away with a
single barrel, to see one drop twenty yards away.
I was
saved from absolute disgrace in the sight of my two gunners
of the period, Richman and W. B. R., who began to think I
was not so green with a gun as I looked. Then the fun grew
last and furious.
In a little patch of woods Richuian's dog
routed a covey, ten in number, and it took half an hour tokils
nine of them; for the other one I begged a cessation of holtilities, and we left him to the tender mercies of the game
protective society. And I would here timidly suggest to that
society, whose directors are my friends, that " Lehigh must
do better " than some of their recalcitrant officers or agents
have done recently; for one of these took a couple of dozen
brook trout down to the Elmer .Mill Pond to stock it, and
by some accident or design or obfuscatlon of the moral or digestive faculties he had the trout of the W. J. G. Protective
Society cooked for breakfast! The agent of the W. J. G. P.
Society stocked his stomach at the expense of the Mill Pond
Such conduct as this ought, surely, to be reported to Seth
Green, Roosevelt, or some other high piscatorial mandarin
Richman must have had a spice of a Corkonian or Far-down
Celt in him, for his wit was fragrant of the shamrock, and
he amused himself by hummiug "
Lady Lived in Leith,"
etc.. while Sweet William was steadily (as a sleuth-hound
trailing a deer) following through briar and brake each fugi;

A

tive quail.

Woe

betide the bird that escaped the Westley Richards
of the
glass
manufacturer, and none escaped unless
it rose in Hie dim woods or from out the crowded
saplings,
thick ae gravel in a fountain of July.
The bird escaping
Sweet William's deadly aim was sure to fall before Richuian's
breech-loader. He never missed.
In going from one held to another two birds rau across the
road. I blazed away; both dropped.
in thunder don't you let 'em get upf" said W. B.
R., disgustedly.
" Get up !" said I, "I wanted 'em to get down !"
By this time my score had reached eight, and we paused a
few moments to take a light lunch beneath the nearest persimmon tree, and a square reckoning counted thirty-eight birds.
It was only high noon.
Rosenbaum was a light, wiry fellow,
all sinews, with not an ounce ot spare meal on hira, but he
could travel all day, and like "Old Virginny Never Tire."
His equal in forest or stream or with rod and gun I have
never met, whether in the Adirondack woods or among the

"Why

Jersey buckwheats,
My fighting weight is now 203, was then 200, and I filed a
demurrer to this perpetual tramp, tramp, and gently urged
Richman and W. B. R. to move on the enemy's works while
I paused beneath the umbragious persimmon— for repose.
It was a heavenly day.
There was that warm, sympathetic
silence in the ah which gives the Indian summer days almost
a human tenderness of feeling.
delicate haze that seemed
only the kindly air made visible. It was a philosopher's day,
and as the enthusiastic gunners disappeared over the brow of
half a hill— a gentle elevation I mused while the sun shone.
The dead birds were spread before me, and gentle Ellas' lines
sang themselves in my memory

A

—

:

" I have bad playmates, I have

Bad companions:
In my days of childhood
In my Joyful school days

nessee, in the anti-bellum days.
Rosenbaum began to talk of pre-Eaphckte painting, but I
incontinently snubbed him by suggesting that being hungry,
ideas of
pout- prandial conversation would better suit

All, all are

They have

And some

High Art

which would have made Rabelais himself never
more complain of his " bad quarter of an hour."
Dinner over, we devoted ourselves to gun talk and congratudelicacies

:

Ail are departed,
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces."

my reverie, he sitting on the top
a Free-lover's fence iu the Vineland Settlement, and I
quietly reposing, with Chimbo at my feet, lazily tying the
quails up with a string.
He yelled
" I say, old boy, get out of that
I thought you came here
Rosenbaum rudely broke

rail of

:

!

muidei

next,

!

!

,

;

:

hearing.

On

every

Here waa

rliere lira

liri.chi

rest,

repose—

not warfare.

My gun was

forgotten as I read from the "Confessions"
words so in accord with my mood that Jean Jacques might
have written them himself here beneath the persimmon tree
in Cumberland County. He says in the fourth book of the

" Confessions:"
" Although I have for several years past been frequently
in the country, I seldom had enjoyed much of its pleasures
and these exclusions, always made in company with people.
who considered themselves as persons of consequence and insipid by constraint, served to increase in me the natural desire
The want of these was
I had for rustic pleasures.
sensible to me, as I had the image of them immediately before
1 was so tired of saloons jets <f eaus, groves, pareyes.
.

my

and of the more fatiguing persons by whom ihcy
were shown; so exhausted with pamphlets,' harpsichords,
terres,

trios, uuravellings of plots, stupid bon mote, insipid affectation, pitiful story tellers and great suppers, that, when I gave
a side glance at a poor, simple hawthorne bush, a hedge, a
barn or a meadow when in passing through a hamlet 1
scented a good cheivil omelette and heard at a distance the
burden of the rustic song of the Bisquicres, I wished all
rouge, furbelows and amber at the d— 1, and envying he dinner of the good housewife and the wine of our own vineyard",
I h artily wished to give a slap on the chops to Monsieur le
Chef and Monsieur le Maitre, who made me dine at the
but
hour of supper and sup when 1 should have been asleep
especially to Messieurs the lackeys, who devoured with their
eyes the morsels I put into my mouth, and, upon pain of dying with thirst, sold me the adulterated wine of their masters,
ton times dearer than that of a better quality would have
"
cost me at a public house
The sun had beguQ to go down toward the baths of all the
western stars, when Chimbo, forgotten by me, suddenly exclaimed
Boss! what dal? what dat?" Through the bushes I
spied the white tail of a rabbit, and forgetting Erwin, Diderot,
;

I

;

:

Rosseau and all his loves and woes, 1 let drive at the rabbit
Chimbo gathered him in, and gathering up
fifty yards away.
our scattered munitions of war, we crossed the road into an
apple orchard, and from thence into a stubble field which
promised well. Here I did my best shooting, and by crossing
and recrossing the field twice, for the birds were very tame",
This satisfied me,
increased my bird count to seventeen.
and Chimbo devoted the balance of the afternoon to rabbits
As the sun wem. down
iu a briar patch, aud without a dog.
the sky we had abundance of sport, rarely mi&BiQg and sooi
counted seven rabbits, which made an elegant sufficiency.
We heard our companions firing nearly a mile up the road.
Chimbo gathered up the game, his burnished ivory visible ai
every step, hitched up the horses and we turned their heads
homeward. Rosenbaum and Richman, wearied at last, sat at,
It was a sight to
the foot of a big oak tree by the roadside.
When we counted the spoils we had one hundred and
sec.
twenty-eight quail andseven rabbits. How joyfully we drove
home. How our skipping spirits danced would take an hour
liosenbaum said his affidato tell, and time wanes,
go before the court to detail our day's labor. Richman deI

clared

if

his

lic.-.t

day.

Judge Vansyekle's circuit was changed to North Jersey,
and I mot him no more till the midsummer vacation, when I
encountered his smiling face at the Grand Union Hotel, SaraHis first salutation was
toga.
"J. M. S., you never reported the amount of Malaga quail
you bagged in" November."

"Welb Judge," I replied, "we beat the best score ever
in that county.
We killed, three, of us, in one day,
from sunrise to sunset, one bund red and twenty-eight birds,
and divided them, like all Gaul was divided,' into three

made

'

parts,"

He was

but his looks plainly said "There seems
Perkins about this thing!"
:

;

gone, the old familiar faces.

your

I stunned him with a rejoinder from Rutherford Institute,
thus "I say, Bill do you think perfect slavery is
lion to give all our labor for a supply of the Oare necessities of
Ufa?"
" Have I not lunched by the side of your frugal knapsack ?
O, who would fardels bare or chase the flying quail on such a
I seek reday as this— a very bridal of the earth and sky
pose. O, mighty Nim
"Bridle be d— ashed d— ashed!" said Rosenbaum, "I
thought you wa3 a gunner, not a philosopher."
He laughingly shook his finger at me, whistled for his
retriever, and was soon over the field and far away, striking
a fresh covey every ten minutes, for I never saw such a
country for birds, and never heard of one as prolific for the
long-haired denizens of C. K. Lambs' earthly Paradise (?) are
more given to trimming the midnight lamp, ameliorating the
woes of mankind, or teaching the young idea how to shoot,
They may be vegetarians
than to shooting themselves.
gunners they abominate.
I could not feel the stirring of my wings, and yet I soared.
to me the "slaughter of the
became
quail
shooting
of
the
The
innocents." Chimbo seemed fascinated with the deep tenderness in the atmosphere, or more likely with pure boyish
African cussedness, and after scooping up a big drink from a
cool spring almost at the loot of my persimmon tree, he,
like Knickerbocker's Mynheer Van Tassel, after a full dinner,
fell over asleep on a couch kindly Minerva, or some morekindly cow, had prepared for him.
I pulled out of my shooting-jacket pocket my London edition of the " Confessions of J. J. Rosseau, citizen of Geneva,"
on the fly-leaf of which I had written when a ci ill*
old Hanover, on the banks of the beautiful river, the Ohio,
the heroic words of the much-suffering, much-enduring,
much-loving and prophetic citizen and scholar, lover and
" This is what I have done and what I abide by."
patriot
I sat drinking in the air, satisfied with the mere sense of
existence— an air as pure and as Italian as a January morning
on the Ocklawaha, in Florida. I drank in also what Chimbo
had brought me iu a cup made ot leaves -a draught from
my little spring, and awaited the coming of my companions,
who, heated with the chase, had gone far out of sight and

The Judge looked amazed.

Some, they have died, and some,
left me,
are taken from me,—

my

" about that particular bom-.
Hospitable as a prince, Rosenbaum called " Chimbo," as
was called,
ike- much be- kicked and be-cuffed Scipio-Africanus
and ordered him to put on the dinner. There was an entire
lack of ceremony, but no lack of all the substantial and
'•

to shoot birds, not to study out a speech for
case."

I

too polite to say so,
to be a flavor of Eli

saw the "doubting Thomas" stamped upon the

judicial

face, a reflex from the judicial mind, and I
affidavit, which forever silenced

produced the folall cavil on that
question, and has come to be regarded as good and sufficient

lowing

"

Uy Alackins
evidence, and as Rabelais says, " Oats!"
It is as follows:
oats is evidence in the case."
"Cuui:t:r.LA>;n CorxTr, aa.:
" William B. lcosentuuui (glass manufacturer), of full age, on hii
leponeat, tooath saith, thaton the fifteenth day of No.
gether wit ti one •lames M. Seovel and George itlchumn, did tin, Dag
t

)

;

FOREST AND STREAM
»nd carry dome from the Immediate vicinity of North Vinolnnd, Cumberland County, New Jersey, between The rising mui setting of Hie soli
on the day aforesaid, seven rabbits and one hundred and cv,
quail and further this deponent Btut.n not.

affords great, protection to young fish. It so, onr friends of tlic nets
need be under no apprehension of Impediments to their seining, even
they lose some of (heir water privileges and as surely Wiethe
hunters be correspondingly benefited. Ami right?
I'erbix.

it

,

if

;

(Signed) "Wa. B. Rosbnbatjm.
at r'umoen. N. J,, mis Kt.h tin v of November,
before me, Inspector, Justice of the Peace, i lerk" of the District.
Court, Commissioner for all the Statea and nearly all the Terri-

"Sworn audMihseribtd
tories,

The Judge acknowledged

481

;

not probable that the wild rice will spread to deep

It is

We

have never seen it growing in water deeper than
however, been known to spread over large
areas, leaving only narrow channel ways and lagoons.
As a
protection of young or old fish, nothing can be better. If the
water is deep off-shore, we should have little apprehension.—
Ed. F. and S.
water.

• James jM. GASSABT."
himself convinced, and I cheer-

six feet.

fully admitted that 1 had only bagged seventeen myself, but
insisted that I was like the Western judge who said, " Gentlemen of the jury, I don't, know much law, but when you come
to en-denee.
1 am a clairvoyant on evi-dence /" So I claimed
that while I didn't know much about bagging quail in briar
patches, when it came to rabbits, "I was a clairvoyant on
!''
rabbits
I tarried a while at Saratoga, but the Baden-Baden of
America and its odor of graceful women, its moonlight and
music, with all its elegance, did not please me like the breath
of the woods and the repose I felt while gipsying around

It has,

Fig. 1

is

perspective view showing way built of timber
to a wooden dam.
a longitudinal section through centre on line

a.

and attached
Fig. la

is

CD

Fig. 3,
Fig. 3 shows horizontal sections at different levels, ce, dd,
ce, Fig. 4. and ff Fig. la.
Fig. 3 shows horizontal projection of way, 83 seen from

above.

on AB Fig. la.
through rile dam by the" oblique sluice
horizontal boflom, IS inches below level of
water in dam. The dimensions of bis sluice-way are 90 proportioned that at the topjof the incline (at T.'Fig. la) the
Fig. 4 a transverse vertical seflfti

The water

EEE, which

is

has

led

a.

i

Viueland with Chimbo at my side ; aDd a magnificent dinner
Grand Union, beginning with Julienne soup and broiled
from the Adirondacks, followed by a long line of
French, Spanish and Chinese dishes, ending with a meringue
glace, did not fill the corner in my heart so fully filled by ihe
blazing log fire at Malaga as we rested from our fruitful labors
that November day ana counted our game as the dogs lay
lazily at our feet.
Dull care, like Sheridan at Winchester,
was a hundred miles away. But they are gone, all gone, the
dear familiar faces. Somewhere in the prairies of the far
West, Roseubaum carried his household gods, and tb<
pons belonging to the mighty hunt, r go with him as Ruth went
with Boaz. He was my oeau-ideal Of a gunner. He had a
grace in handling a double-barreled shot-gun of which even
mourners approved (if 1 may travesty a poet). If these lines
reach him in same happy hunting ground, let them say to
him: "Sweet William, Ihee made that interview with the
quails a pleasant one." Yours,
J. M. S.
at the

trout fresh

—

Amebioan Fish Cultural Association. A meeting of the
officers and members of the Executive Committee of the
American Fish Cultural Association will be held in the office
of the President, R. B. Roosevelt, 76 Chambers street, on
Saturday, 18th inst., at one i: m.

Codfisq.

—The United States

I

!

I

Fish Commissioners, at their

stations in Gloucester, Mass., turned out into the sea about a

million

youDg

codfish

week before

last.

The work

is

pro-

grassing satisfactorily.

DiSTBiBrrnoH of Land-Looked Salmon.— We understand
that the crop of eggs of land-locked salmon obtained at the

Grand Lake Stream Hatching Establishment,

charge of

in

Mr. Atkins, has not been so successful as usual, although
there will be a supply for distribution by the U. S. Fish Commissioner.

We

would suggest the propriety of immediate
by those who wish

application to Prof. Baird, at Washington,
to obtain

eggs of this desirable species.

Maryland.

—The Baltimore American gives the

following

resume of the work of Mr. T. B. Ferguson, the State Fish
Commissioner at the Druid Hill Park hatching-house, for
the month just passed: "On the 17lh instant," 12, 000 California salmon were sent off to be placed in the Chester River,
near MilliDgton, and 1,000 were placed in the tributaries of
the Little Gunpowder, Baltimore County. On the 19th inst.
10,000 were sent to stock the waters of Octarara Creek, near
Liberty Grove. On the 21st instant 20,000 were placed in
Beer Creek, about eight miles east of Parkton. Besides these
there were 15,000 sent from the hatching-house that had been
hatched for Professor Baird, United States Commissioner, for
the rivers of Georgia ; 7,500 of these were placed in the tributaries of the Ocmulgee River, between Con vers and Cunnington, and the other 7,500 were equally divided between the
Oconee, at Milledgeville, and the Ocmulgee, near Macon, Ga.
Yesterday two messengers started on the 4:35 a. m. train with
20,000 for the Savannah and- other rivers of Georgia and
Alabama. These fish are from eggs that were sent to the
hatching-house by Professor Baird lor some of the Southern
States that have not yet established Commissioners.
There
are left at the hatching-house some 15,000 belonging to the
United States Commission that will be sent to stock the
rivers of South Carolina, and about 50,000 more for Maryland waters. The Park Commission are now gathering a
supply of ice from the new carp ponds to fill a large house
recently constructed. The carp ponds are not only a great
ornament, to the park, and useful for fish culture, but are now
used for furnishing the ice supply for summer use.

m

Tennessee.— In his message to the Tennessee Legislature,
delivered at Nashville, January 8, Gov. James D. Porter
urges a liberal appropriation of public funds for the furtherance of the efforts of the State Fish Commissioners. The
appeal of North Carolina for co operation in restocking the
Tennessee River is also recognized, and the necessary appropriation recommended.
Mr. Frank A. Clark, one of the United States Fish Commissioners, has begun the establishment of a fish hatchery at
Nashville for the propagation of California salmon and other
Our Nashville correspondent writes
fish.
"Two much credit cannot be given to Col. G. F. Akers for
the zeal he has manifested in the fish interest of this State
Although an officer without pay, and obstacles innumerable
thrown in his way, he has toiled unremittingly, and it is to be
hoped he will succeed in getting such protective laws passed
as will insure us a fine supply of all varieties of game fish
suited to our waters.
J. d, jj. »
_***_«

\ Wild

Rice in Fish Ponds.— Editor

Forest and Stream: Having novarious hunting expeditions to Reel Foot Lake, Tenn., lhat
there was no wild rice growing in it, and as there were doubts as to
Hs growing so far south, I sent a friend, living at Hickman, Ky., some
forty pounds of it, obtained from Bramerd, Minn., to plant in the lake.
Though it was planted late in the Bprlng of 1677, It has grown so rankly
that the question among the fishermen now is whether to destroy the
ticed in

my

wild rice, or let it destroy their fishing ? It seems it has taken such a
growth that they fear it will cover the entire lake. My Impression is
t will not take root or giow beyond Bix »set qeptu
of water alao, that
;

the Mcdonald fishway.
response to our request for information of bis recently
devised fishway, Prof. M. McDonald, of the Virginia
Military Institute, Lexington, Va., has kindly furnished us

IN

with the accompanying illustrations and description. The excellence of the design will appear at once upon a careful study
of its principles.
The advantages which this design appears
to possess are the efficiency with which it will accomplish the
for which it is designed, and its adaptability to all
streams, without rsgard to the steepness of the ascent or the
volume of the current.
maximum velocity of less than

work

A

five miles

per hour is not necessary, even for shad, and with a
slope of one in four would permit the bays (L M, fig.
3) to be
eight feet long on a slope of one in six, twelve feet long.
If
the maximum velocity permitted is fixed at eight miles
;

per

hour, then for a slope of one iu four the bays would be
about
sixteen feet long, and their width and depth would be
regulated by the water supply.
Mr. McDonald writes that he has
constructed a miniature way in the hatching-house at Lexing
ton, the slope of which is about thirty degs., the
total
rise

being nine inches. Up this the young salmon shoot with
such
rapidity that the eye can scarcely follow them, and they
move

with apparently the ease of a bird rising from cover. The inventor is sanguine that the time will come when the
principles
developed and applied in his fish- way will be successfully
employed, not only to pass fish, but boats over the
natural

and

artificial obstructions of our rivets.
Indeed the dream of the
mercenary American who would convert Niagara into
a sawmill may yet be realized in a
different and vastly better way
when Professor McDonald shall have placed in that mighty
flood a gigantic fishway and thus open the
inland Jakes to
our migratory fi 9ues
Tke illustrations given are
,

as follows

i

depth of the current is about 12 inches. The surface is there"
fore about 6 inches below surface of water in dam, and the
velocity of the current at T where the ascending fish enter it
will not exceed three miles per hour.
The water from the sluice-way escapes laterally at It, Fig.
3, and may either be caught and worked over again at lower
levels, if the water supply is deficient, or may be led by suitable means and discharged at the foot of the way.
The same
disposition should be made of all the waste, as it will serve to
lead fish to the mouth of the way.
From T. the level of the bottom of the sluice-way, a sloping
platform T U, with an inclination of one in four, leads to the
level of the water below the dam.
Up the centre of this platform is a slotted opening, the width of which is regulated by
the water supply.
This opening may be adjustable to different widths, if desirable, to provide i'or a varying water supply.
The platform or incline forms the top of a boxed
sluice of sufficient capacity, which communicates freely with
the water in the dam.
When the way is in operation the
water flows upward through the central slotted opening, and
is directed up the slope by plates set obliquely and raking up
the slope.
To equalize velocity of efflux at all points of the
slope, and to feed the current at all levels by water from rest,
the space below the incline is divided into equal compartments by transverse curved plates, ltk and c.

The water enters these compartments from beneath. The
areas of the openings below being so proportioned as to vary
inversely as the square roots of the effective heads at the different levels; consequently the quantity of water entering
each compartment in equal times will be the same, anil the
velocity of effitix all along the incline will be the same.
When water is turned on the waj there will be a central upward roll of water from Ine bottom to the top til the incline,
each particle of water will asci ad
Be tain di its ice, regulated
by the velocity of efflux will then Coin ton t and roll out;

-.

w

wardly to form on either
currents,
velocity exceeds the established maximum
are intercepted and led off the slope either to be used over
again at a lower level or by suitable channels, delivered on
either side of the mouth of the fishway.
The direction of the
Currents in the. way ri
the arrow head*, Fig. 8.

which when the

,

,

,

All the devices indicated are of the simplest construction and
most inexpensive diameter.
The conditions on the incline simulate very closely those
presented by the rapids f a river.
The ascent to
in an open current of moderate velocity, and almost a direc
line,
At the head of the incline the. fish swims into the fcluieuway leading through the dam, with the current directly ahead
and opposing him with Un^nioderate velocity of three miles
per hour.
i

inml

being found with as

many as thirty-five or forty no]
and damaging them to the extent of two and a half per
cent, of their value making a difference of nearly a million
dollars a year in this city alone.
The skin-,
est cattle, either, for

Plumage

skin",

rewstflr;
tion of the ttnfous

these insects seek out as a general thing the sleekest and fattest animal, in whose skin they deposit their eggs.
Deaths
from the presence of these larva; occur rarely, except in the
case of the horse and the sheep. Tn the latter they frequently
are the cause of severe abscesses and ulcers in the head, causing great pain and frequently death.
That they have any fatal effect upon any of our animals
designated under the name of game, I am unablo to state ;
but it leaves a field open for future investigation.

gy which have recently appeared, of which pel
most important is Dr. Coues' " Birds of the Coldradi
a work which the writer has not yet seen but which he hopes

i

jjfusforg*

PARASITES IN THE SKINS OF ANI-

Fbanxlin Bknneh.

MALS.
:

from the Entozca, which inhabit the

of the same.

The former

:

internal organs

to be taken wtth the hook. In this he is mistaken. My old
and farmer partner, Mr. S. W- Boswell, of this city, has himself
caught two, In a large lake neur here, while fishing with minnows fur
bass. One of them weighed about twenty pounds, and before he was
landed got first his bill or shovel entangled lu the lino and then his tail
when he came out like a heavy, crooked stick In a strong current. I
have heard of others being caught witn a hook, but I kin
were to caught, each time taking a minnow quite sick and not very
B. It. Folk.
active.

known
friend

and after a while become perfect insects the
latter pass their whole life in this form, and are known as
annelid helminths or worms.
Species of this genus Cirterebra have been known for bun

in this shape,

;

i

dreds of years. The species C. boris is common in cattle
throughout Europe, and also in this country, and is known as

This curious fish

the gad-fly. This fly attacks cattle, and, by puncturing the
skin along the back and neck, deposits its eggs there, which
are hatched in a very short time, and the larvio becomes encysted under the skin
the living animal and live upon the
purulent matter which the irritation of their presence engenders.
In this position they are called "warbles," and can
f -i quently be squeezed fromthelumps often seen on the backs
of cattle during the summer by a simple pressure of the hand.
Their color is at first white, becoming considerably darker as
Having
the time approaches for their leaving their cell.
passed a period of five or six months in this position, they
work their way out iu the spring and fall to the ground, and
either in the ground or under a sheltering stone turn into
chrysalids, and in a short time emerge into the perfect imago
or insect, leady to start again their peculiar voyage of life.
The species G. ovis deposits its eggs in the nostrils of sheep,
where they are hatched almost immediately and the larvai
make their way through the nostrils into the sinuses of the
head, where they likewise become encysted, and, when ready
to mature, drop out and find shelter in the earth. This species,
or one closely allied to it, is found likewise iu the sinuses of
the head of goats and deer to a limited extent. Both of these
insects, 0. luvis and mis, are objects of great terror to the
animals attacked, causing stampedes, aud even abject terror
when they make their appearance among them. Cattle seek
to avoid these living torments by entering the water, and
sheep by seeping their noses close to the ground and running
around.
'the third of this genus is known as the bot-ily (0. equi),
and is a source of a great deal of torment and sufferingto our
most useful animal— the horse. These eggs are attached contrary to the usual custom of the genus upon the hair of the
horse's legs or shoulders within reach of the mouth, whence they
are licked off and transported to the stomach. There the larvro
attach themselves by two hooks to its coating and remain un-

entifically

known

it is

Sci-

as the Shovel-nose sturgeon, {Scap7d-

which the common rock sturgeon of the Hudson River
and the great lakes aud all the larger Western waters, belongs.
We quote the following description from Hallock's
dte, to

:

How

whites sometimes smoke and cure them. They weigh from
ten to forty pounds.
The letter of our Vicksburg correspondent establishes the
fact that the southward raDge and habitat of this fish extends
tion

and we

he has bo kindly sent

feel gratified

with the informa-

us.

Nittaij. Bbxletts.— One of the most enjoyable presents
which the New Tear brings with it is the JVuttall Bulletin,
which we found on our table on the second day of January.

fully matured.

species sent by your correspondent, from the rabbit, is
this same genus, but has not as yet been specifiIt
cally described, nor am I aware that, the imago is known.
It is
is quite common in. rabbits throughout the country.*

That

thiB admirable journal continues to furnish to its read-

ers the freshest

and most trustworthy news on

Scotia.

;

saw bim thrust

dart into that spot, when,
presto Mr. Spider stretched out his legs, and with one convulsive shudder gave up the ghost.
The plucky little wasp
hovered for an instant over the body of his enemy to be sure
thai lite was extinct and then flew rapidly away, m
effort to remove the carcase while I remained.
The spider
was large, heavy and powerful in frame, weighing eight or
ten times as much as his victorious adversary.
Joa.
I distinctly
!

LraHBAS Society.— The meeting of December 14 was well
attended, and several interesting payer., were read. Air. Fisher
reported the following occui
'era!
accidental
visitors at Sing Sing: Oporms igilit, Connecticut warbler,
taken September 19, 1878; Coll,
unknown, June
Jlamnua, tar. a trusana, barn owl, January,
16, 1S77
1873, found dead in a barn -•!?'« l tffretta, great white egret.
shot at junction of Uudson and Crute.u Rivers early part of
September, 1870: Uruculus diloplMS, double-crested cormoCroton River June 22, 1876,
rant, found in fyke in
caught
diving
where it had been
while
He then spoke of various causes which had caused
and disappearance of the army and
the
destruction
The canker worm
canker worms, and the potato bug.
(Anisopteryx vernata), which caused such an excitement
several years ago by its wholesale destruction of tiur shade
trees, and for whoso eradication the English sparrows were
introduced, has gradually disappeared, but not through tho
sparrow. The lack of food and a parasite of a species of
Ichneumon (Ichneumon platpyastur) having a distinctive
This insect enters into the economy of
effect upon them.
nature as a powerful factor in keeping in cheek the. ravages
The disappearance of the army-worm
pus insects,
and potato-bug (JDvryphyviA decmiineatui) from our potato-

SMx

i

field, must be attributed to about, the same cause.
The influence of birds has little, if any, appreciable effect to this
end.
J n interesting letter was read by Mr. lugersoll, from
Mr. T. L. Roberts, of Minneapolis, Minn., in which he gave
a most minute description of the habits of the shore lurk
ntpestrh).
He states that he had taken a nest
( Ercmophila
with young about three days old, in Minneapolis, as
March 18, 1878, and several on March 23, with three and four
eggs each, They raise two, aud not infrequently three broods
a year.
The nests are slightly built and different of construc-

tion.
all

ornithologi-

without saying, for the names of its managers and the prestige of the Nuttall Club are enough to guarantee the character of its contents. Besides this, the Bulletin
cal matters goes

found along the back and neck, sometimes protruding, or

The reason for this protrusion is apentirely encysted.
parent.
The larva; in the case of the sheep and cattle take
two days or more in coming out, and where they are found
in this condition they are just making their way out. All the
e of a light color at first, gradually changing to a
dark brown or black when leaving their cells. This species
commonly known as the "wolf,"
of the rabbit is
" grub " or worm. These insects in wild animals are not
usually discovered by those who term themselves sportsmen,
for the simple reason that, they do not look for them at the
The majority ot these larvffl have left
right time of the year.
their victims by the time they are killed, or. if they are there,
they are ina very immature state, having just been hatched
from the lately 'deposited egg. These remain in the skin
through the winter and into the spring, and after about four,
five, or even six weeks in the pupa state become perfect inThose iu the rabbit are most noticeably abundant in
sects.
August and the early part of September. After they leave
theVound heals up rapidly, and in a few days no trace of
them will be noticed.
Iu this connection I would say a few words in regard to the
Lqaitea discussion in your
a
last winter, and Which showed that skepticism on this
had not all been cleared away. I refer to G. ema
the squirrels, which is most emphatically the cause of
the want of testes in many of these animals where they are
not contained in the cavity of the abdomen. I brought the
question up before theLinncan Society of this city a short time
and it was corroborated by Messrs. Merriam, Bagg and
who had seen and taken the worms from squirrels. The,
trouble, as I have 6laied above, is that sportsmen have not the
Opportunities to verify these facts, owing to the necessary
game laws which prevent the destruction of animals when
these larvas are most likely to be found, namely, in the spring

i

ffoodknd,

appearance, and the present
more imposing than any
comes to us at this time a large
pamphlet of sixty-four pages,' and is printed on heavy tinted

tetter,

paper, while its table of contents is quite as jntei
Judging from these and other indications of financial

perusal

is

constantly improving in

issue is larger

that

we have

and in

its

all respects

seen before.

It

usual.

happy to be able to behove that this periodical is successful from a business as well as from a literary
point of view, a statement which can rarely be made concerning any young journal iu these days.
Mr. C. Hart Merriam in the present number continues his
lly, New
"Remarks on Some of the Birds of
habits of the yellowYork," and his account ol
und thoughtful, and
bellied woodpecker is most interest ir
contains several points which will bo ew to a majority of
Following Mr. Merriam's pa er is one by Mr. N.
readers.
O.Brown, being a continuation of h "List of
Terns of the New
served at Coosada, Alabama." "Tl
England Coast, by Mr. Wm. Brewsteir, is a perfect gem of
who reads it,
bird literature, and will interest eve
whether he be an ornithologist or not. The writer's account
ruing birds are: subjects
of the persecution to which thesi
„„ during the breeding season is very pathetic, and we join
prosperity,

we

his

,•

its

Its
It is certainiy a strange-looking fish.
larger tributaries.
striking characteristic is its long, horny, spade-like snout,
which is from eight to eighteen inches in length, and from
two to three inches wide, and its immense toothless mouth.
In large specimens the mouth is sufficiently large to admit a
man's head. The head and shoulders are very large, from
which the body tapers gradually to the caudal fin, where it is
not more than two inches in diameter. The tail is forked,
wide and hetrocereal, one of the very few fresh water species
In lakes
living possessing this paleontological characteristic.
Pepin and St. Croix they swarm in countless numbers.
far toward the Gulf they extend has not been ascertained.
They are eaten by Indians and half-breeds generally. The

at least to Vicksburg,

Nova

the rapid motions of a large and fierce-looking
whose actions indicated terror from some other cause
than my approach. Halting to understand the cause of bis
manifest alarm, I observed careering around him in quick,
swift circles a beautiful black wasp, of a kind I do not remember to have seen before; bright black on body, nioro
slender and more agile than the common variety, without a
speck of yellow near the joint of tho wiDgs with the body.
Whenever the wasp would come very near the spider would
stand on the defensive, with every leg and spine sin
combat, but at every interval when his enemy gave him the
chance be would attempt to scurry to shelter, only to be
halted again by the nearer oncoming of his foe. At last, the
wasp hovering for an instant at a point where he seemed to
be stationary in the air, launched himself like a flash on the
spider.
They rolled over together in their deadly embrace,
and 1 gave up my little friend for lost but to my amazement
ihe wasp had alighted where, he could strike his sting under
the scales where the neck of the spider united with the trunk.

;

"Sportsman's Gazetteer"
This curious fish is found only in the Mississippi and

The

i

We have a few of

rhynchopspMyrfiynchm,) and belongs to the family Sturioni-

a member of

i

quite familiar to us.

were taken from Lake Pepin on the Upper Mississippi.

m

til

is

discounted "bills" in our private collection, which

their

as far north as

-

Editor Forest and Stream
Mr. Sdilor— ]a a recent number of the Scientific American was an
elaborate and well-exeeutod cm, representing what tuo author termed
the paddle-Ash ol the Mississippi. Here the same ash Is called a
spoon-bill cat. It Is most abundant In the still waters in the old bed of
the river where cut-offs have been made, and in the larger and deeper
laSea subject to overflow, where any moment during the Kouimer
they may be seen coming up like an arrow out of the water t.i the
height of three or four feet, and falling prone on their siiles with a
splash which can easily be heard from a quarter to half a mile. The
author ot the article accompanying the cut Ba>s they have uever been

pass oaly a part of their existence

General Notes are, as usual, very full, and contains many
of the capture of wandering birds far from their
homes, among them the Frigate Pelican (Tac/iypetes
notices

t

VicKSEi'BG, Miss., Jan. s, 1379.

known as Epima or external parasites, inhabiting the
skin and nostrils of various wild aud domestic animals in dis-

I

to receive shortly.

spider,

X

sites

North American Birds," by
and "Notes on the Habits and DistribuCrowned Sparro
William Brewster. The Department of Recent' Literature
contains notices of a number of valuable works on ornitholoin Various Species of

Apropos of Wasps.— Mr. Editor : I am no naturalist, but
the habits of insects, winged or creeping, inteiest me
About two years ago coming along a path iu my gard

PADDLE-FISH OR SHOVEL-NOSE
STURGEON.

EditOE Fomst ASD StuKasi
I have had under consideration for some time the larvre
or worms sent by one of your correspondents from Mahonington, Pa.
I find on investigation that they are mature lavrte
of the genus Cuterehra embraced in the Dipterus order of insects, to which belong the bot-fly, gad-fly, etc., of our domestic animals.
The specimens sent were said to have been
taken from the neck of a rabbit (Lepus Amerkanns), protruding from each side. These larva; belong to the class of para-

tinction

.

FOREST AIND STREAM.

482

are

-

'

with him in calling upon the Legislature of Massachusetts to
extend protection to ihe-sc charming creatures.
We heartily regret that the demands on our space are such
that we cannot notice particularly each artii
me is in some point particularly interesting ahddeAs it is we can only
,n ore than a brief mention.

and summer.

$%rm mid §M(hn.

ob a F-iieep ftiiTOHB.— Sometimes a rambling family
such hb an absent son writes to "the old folks at
home," conveys a better idea of the vicissitudes and duties of
ranche-life than a carefully prepared description for public
LiFit

and we are accordingly pleased to print the following extract from a letter of a young man in New Mexico
which has been kindly handed to us for publication by a relative in New Jersey:—
" I started fromjthe rancha Ihe day before George ami his
pardner arrived at Troyburg, so just missed seeing them but
:rd on after me and overtook me about fifty miles
and had gone to a spring
down. I had moved c
fly yards from
up on the side of
the two fellows in
water, and when I returned
lem. They stopped with
camp. Of course I was glad to
;

;

i

I

\-

We

me

all
Out after deer one afterfour or five days.
noon. Jed got a shot at a eioe ;md her fawn but dli
coed in getting eiiher of them.
I was sorry to have the bojs
wanted
winter's
7
to get their
wood before tie
snow came, and I had o move, on with my herds so we had
George will come down again this winter; if not, I
to part.
to see them again until June, for 1 una
lamb my herds down on the Itito Blanco and snail
back to the ranche until shearing time, about the 15th of
June.
I let George have my pony, and no
I

;

I

i.

whenever

I

wish

to

go away from camp

I

either

tl

re very few who have any idea of the effect of these
upon the commercial value of the hides brought to
this city during the spring. Hides taken in February in Texas
and the Southwest are found perforated by these grubs, some

insects

maiuing

1

and Eggs of the Cct-rulean Warblt
Additional Cases of Albinism and Melanism in
A. Alien;
North American Birds," bv Ruthven Deane " List of Birds
Observed in the Naval Hospital Grounds in BrookJi
"Notes on Some of the Less
e Hughes Coues
inter Residents in the Hudson River Valley," by
Edgar A. Mearns; "Breeding of the Winter Wren at Houlton Me.," by Ruthven Deaue; "Descriptions of the First
-.Nest

miles

down

southeast

am now

New

._o.,

K.Y

.

following nai
I

.nsfuunditi

-

Mr. A. K. Hi
and jour correspondent, Mr.
sides teveral outside parties

t

;

Jlr. c. s.

who

deal in g

iu

ills,

Lewis
N. Y.;

Ston, L. I.
in, Pa., be-

abon

U

<•

1

;

.'Ihisisi'i'i-UD. d to bj the
York : Mr.
SooiSty, OJ

hit

ay passage on a lii
the former as the en
into the buffalo aud Indian country, and can find
good ponies which I can
some Ute or Comanche who wants a rifle, and I'll

;

with hia

bucks and a eood supply of grub and grain.
"We have pist passed through the haide -,
is it
has
season [Nov.* 10]. For thl
rained steadily, but this morning it has cleared off bright and
clear.
have a good tent, but everything got slightly

We

mM\W
so this

XrOysBUrgi

My

morning

I

AMU STRWAM.

have everything out on the bushes

kits, etc.
I think they had snow at
for I sec this morning that old Sierra Grande is

DETROIT DOG SHOW.

and watched nearly all

ni

night, but he did not come back.
I shall expect him tonight.
They are a nuisance and hard to get, for they are us
cunning as foxes."

In a letter dated subsequently Nov. 13th,
above referred to fared. We quote

lion

we

how

learn

the

•

"I have

succeeded in getting what I have so longpromised you, a mountain lion (cougar) skin, and a fine specimen it is, too. It, is not. as H ,-g e flS S )mt t iavo Been, but is
an average, is heavily furred, and without spot or blemish, except the bullet holes. 1 hud quite a tough fight before killing
him. I had brought my herds into this canyon (the Gareaoso)
about the Oth of this month, and knowing that Uici.
lots of lions in this pari of the country had been very watchful for fear they would jump the herds.
They did not trouble
me at all until the night of the Kith, when one came into the
herd and killed one sheep. He bad no time to kill more, or
even " lug" off the one lie had killed, for as soon us the herd
ran I sprang from the tent, rille in hand, and in " two shakes
of a lamb's tail " was at the place where he had jumped the
herd; found the dead sheep, but it v. a? dark and cloudy, in
fact raining a little, and he (the Hon) got off before I could
get a glimpse of hi ui.
Well, the next night 1 Btal OB id my
men around the herd and took my position dear where he hail
entered the night before.
We watched all night long, but lie
did not come back. The next night, 1 made the same arrangements, and secreted mj-self under an overhanging rock behind
a bunch of brush, wrapped in a blanket, for it was as cold as
" blazes " and the wind blew a gale. The night was clear
except once in a while a wind cloud would obscure the moon,
which was just past the full. Just after one of tin
.Inn!;
had passed I heard the looso stones rattle on the side of a
at last

i

.

i

)

i

bluff just in front of where I was sitting.
I just drew myself more into the shadow of the rock, strained my eyes in
the direction from which the sound came, and held
breath.
Id, there on the side of the bluff in front of me,
about 80 yards off, was " the man I wanted to see." I wish
you could have seen him as I did
I tell you it was a
noble sight, although it, made a fellow hare a sort of a godown-into-his-boots" feeling.
He stood with his front feel on
a rock, broad side to me, looking toward the herd. 1 had a
Springfield ride in
hand (one of the men had the Perry),
You know they carry a fifty oall. Well, 1 asure you I had it
to my lace in less than half the lime I have been telling this,
and had a bead on his fifth rib about half-way up. When the
ball struck him he jumped into the air and gave one of the
most unearthly screams I ever heard, and came tumbling
down the hill. By the time he arrived at the bottom 1 was
there and stood over him with my six-shooter. He flounced
and pawed around some, and thinking he might get his "hooks"
onto me I gave him a shot
winch struck him
in the flank and lodged in his backbone.
So ended the battle.
The victory was certainly not to the strong, for he was
strong enough and big enough to have "chawed" me all to
pieces.
I believe about my first thoughts as I stood looking
" I bet Mort Kobinson would give half his lite
at him were
to have killed that, 'varmint.' "
I skinned him this morning
and now havs bis hide stretched out to dry. As near as I can
tell by measuring with my hands the hide was 8ft. Sin. from
to tip of tail, and 6ft. from front paw to paw as it
ched on the ground, lie must have weighed 350
pounds at least, for two of us could only just raise him from
the ground by clasping our hands under' his body.
A. B.

my

:

my

I

:

BtrFi?ALO Potjltky Snow Editor Forest and Stream : The
Buffalo International Poultry Association give their seventh
annual exhibition here at the rink, on January 29th, 80th and
Your correspondent,
31st and February 1st, 3d, -1th and 5th.
"J. D. H.," is mistaken in staling that Mr. Coleman's pair
of buff Cochins were in the exhibition here last year, as the
association held no meeting last year, holding oil at the request of the Chicago association, this year the Chicago assoThe
ciation returning the courtesy by holding no meeting.
people of buffalo always look forward to the "Hen Conventions" with pleasure, for Ihe management of them has always
been in Ihe hands of men who have given them their whole
Probably more is due to tee President, Mr. Chas.
attention.
A. Sweet, than to any other one of the officers for the great

The association is to-day
success of this society's meetings.
the only lealiy successful one in America, having given six
exhibitions and paid more premiums than any three societies
One of the most interesting parts
of the kind in America.
of the exhibitions is the show of fish, and one in which every
one who visits It seems delighted. It was in the exhibition
of lb75, I think, that Air. Pred Mather showed some Michigan grayling, the first 1 had ever seen, and, I believe, the first
T
e are promised something very fine in
ever seen in Buffalo.
the way of fish this year. It was at one of these exhibitions
that I saw for the first time a pair of pure white scmirrcls
with black eyes. They weie the property of Mr. C. G.
Irish, of this town, who exhibited a large collection of squirrels.
Is it not very unusual to find albinos with black eyes,
especially where they are all white? I shot on the 2-ith of
December last year (1ST7) a female red squirrel heavy with
young. Was not that also very unusual:' The weather that
day was more like September than Hecomber, being very
bright and warm— a slight coutrast to the same day of 1878.
I mail ycu wilh this the prize list and rules of tne Poultry
Association, showing the number of classes, premiums, etc.
The premiums aggregate about six thousand dollars. Will
advise you of any point of interest to your readers when the
Eabb.
show opens, if desired.
Buffalo, iV. Y-, Jan. 2, 1879,
«,

W

BmioloI

a.

Gjseat Cl&m!

—A California paper, the Salinas

Democrat, mentions the finding of a huge fossil clam-shell on
the farm of a Mr. Pinch, hi Tularcitos County, ll measures
5 feet 8 inches in length, 4 feet 8 inches wide, and S feet 5
inches deep. And to think that so great a clam should die
What a lost opportunity for a most marvelous evolution
I

—All

that

travels of

we want now

the modern

is

a

new Homer

to write out the

OUR

over-crowded space

tailed list

permit us to print a deof the entries for the dog show held at Detroit
will

not,

Mich., on the 7tb, Sth, 9th and 10th of the present month'
The entries numbered exactly 200, of which a large number
weie owned in Detroit. Canada was also well represented.
The most prominent exhibitors were L. n. Smith, of Strathv,,y, Canada; Arnold Burgos, of Michigan, and the St. Louis
Kennel Olub. The English setter classes, including native,
imported and puppies, comprised forty-two entries, the most

noted being Mr. Smith's Leicester, Temple Bar, Clip, etc.,
and Mr. Burges' Druid, Bob Boy, Queen Mab, etc. Irish
setters

Mr.

numbered twenty-nine

all told,

but as the

list

included

Berkley the St. Louis Kennel
and Duck; Mr. Waller's Baca
Dr. Jarvis' Bose, etc., quality was not wanting. Gordon setters numbered nineteen, including Bupert.
The Toledo Kennel Club was well represented in this class, and Mr. J. WeigFolLler's recent purchase,

Club's

Sting

hell, of

Rochester,

II.,

Elcho

;

II.

H

j

W

:

M

Thompson,

^^V

Belle.

Native English Seller Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months—
P G Sheldon, Brussels.
Imported Irisb Sett ar Dogs.— 1st, E C Waller, Race; 2d, St
Lours Kennel Ohio, Elcho. The, St Louis Kennel Olub, Sling.

1st,

H

c, Toledo Kennel Olub, Don,
Imported Irish Setter Bitches.

Wm

-1st,

Louie Kennel Club,

fit

2d, Dr
Jarvis, Ruse.
Y h c, A E Sterling, Pora, 0,
Marshal town Kennel Club, Mag.
Irish Setter puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months.— 1st, St
Louis Kennel Club, Red. V h e, A E Sterling, .Conn ; Albert
Hayes. Nelson
Native Irish Setter Dogs.— 1st, Capt Dick Ureu, Don 3d, 8
Griffin, Grouse.
V h o, It Arnold. Echo.
Native 'ii^li Setter Bitches.— No prize awarder!.
Native Irish Setter Puppies (dog or bitoh) under 12 monlhs w
1st, Bobt Shanks, Grouse.
Gordon Setter Dogs.-lst, Toledo Kennel Olub, Grouse 2d,
Goldsmith Kounol, ilnpcri. V b c, Toledo Kennel Olub. Judge.
il. e,
.h,,j eel, .:-,. ,.„„,,,. O.-u-.ire'.
nbe.i-.r. .I.vl,
Gordon Setter Bitches.— 1st, Toledo Kennel Olub. Floss 2d,
E F Mulliken, Moll. V u c, Jno JVifherspoon, Hell.
Gordon Setter Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months.— 1st,
Toledo Kennel Omb, Bob 23,
S Pound, Kosa. V h c, Toledo
Kennel Olub, Dock
C L Gill, Gypsey.
Poiuler Dogs over 55 lbs weight. 1st, St Louis Kennel Club,

Duck

;

I

.

—

;

'

Twen-

also a large exhibitor.

;

ty-two pointers appear on the catalogue, the most noted being

Bow

and Clytic. The spaniel
classes were not well filled, as far as numbers were concerned,
the entries averaging about four in each class.
There were
five entries of foxhounds and twelve of beagles.
The foxterriers (seven) all came from Canada.
Nono of the nonsporting classes were well filled.
list
of the
We append a
winners and our correspondent's letter
Detroit, Jan. 11, 1S79,
Editor Fobest asd Stkeam
The great International Dog Show has come aud gone and
the canines are taking a needed rest.
The judge of dogs in
the sporting classes—E. W. Stoddard, of Dayton, Ohio gave
the St. Louis Kennel Club's

:

i

perfect satisfaction

—
the exhibitors

I think, all of
in that
class.
I have not heard a single complaint. Unfortunately,
the judge of the non-sporting class did not give the same satisfaction, complaints coming from both exhibitors and visitto,

Below I send you a few comments on the dogs, etc.:
The imported English setter class was the finest ever exany show ever held in this country, and were a
grand lot, beieg represented in force by Arnold Bulges' Bob
ors.

hibited at

Boy and

L. H. Smith's Strathroy Kennels. Mr. Burges'
Druid won 1st in clog class and his Queen Mab winning 1st in
the imported bitch class, and winning the sweepstakes as being the best pair of imported setters in the show.
Mr.
Smith's old-lime. Leicester won 2d in the dog class.
Mr.
Smith's Temple Bar got a V. H. O. Jas. J. Snellenburg's
Thunder received an H. 0., as also did Rattler and Sport, exhibited by L. F. Whitman, of this city,
In the bitch okas
Arnold Binges' late importation, NilSSOn, and Win. B. Wells'
Star got a V. H. O., JU H. Smith's Cass o' Govvrie getting an
H. O. and J.N.Dodge's Rose getting a C. The puppies
shown, bred from imported stock, were a fine lot, Mr. Win.
B.
ells' Mark, by Druid out. of Star, winning 1st— a fine
young dog— the same owner's Dido, from the same litter as
Mark, gelling a V. H. O.
In the native English class, Royal Ben, owned by T. T.
Sawyer, Jr., Boston, Mass., got 1st, and Don, property of A.
p. FellovfS, Hudson, M., getting 2d.
In the bitch class, a
grand bitch, MelL owned by L. F. Whitman, of this city, got
1st, also winning special for being best native bitch in the
show, also for being best native bitch shown wilh suckiing
projeuy, being shown with six handsome puppies by Burges' Druid.
Unfortunately three of the whelps died the last
day of the show. In the English setter class tor puppies onder 12 months, Brussels if. entered,
lst, and he is

W

of a very lice dog— a little
nil well pun teIn the imported Irish class, E
1st.
He is a tine dog, but I think it was well for him that
Berkley arrived too late to be judged, lor 1 think him the
finer of the two.
The Gordon setter class were a grand lot,
Grouse, owned by the Toledo Kennel Club, winning
Bupert, who was supposed to be invincible. Grouse is a
grand, good dog. He arrived in this country on the 13th of
last August, and was known to be in this country by only a
few persons. He has won the following prizes
*2d, Birmingham, Eng., 1874; 1st, same place, 1875; 1st at Alexandra, 1875
a at Crystal Palace, 1870 and champion at Birmingham in 1877, and now wins 1st the first time shown in
this country,
lie seems to be almost perfection itself, if any
dog can be perfect. Floss, owned by the same club, won 1st

the

making

gfither.

31

:

,;

1

;

in the bitch class, and is a cracker for the bench, la the
large pointer class Belle, the champion, owned by E. M. Gillespie, of Columbus, Ohio, won 1st.
The Irish water spaniel
class was small, but very good, 1st and 2d going to Big Point

Kennel Club, Chatham, Out. Beagles were an excellent lot,
J. N. Dodge's Battler winning 1st and K. M. Baker's Maud
winning 2d.
The managers of the show were much disappointed on the
non-appearance of Gen'l Bowell, of Garlinviile, 111., with his
kennel of beagles (he having made a number of entries), on
account of the death of some of his dogs. The Newfoundland class was small, aud the 1st given to an inferior dog,
Nell, wdnner of 2d, being far the best in the class, and should
have been given 1st, The bull terrier class was small and oot
as good as it might have been.
The wiuner of 1st seems to
have gained his place on account of having won six bailies
aud never having lost one, The 1st in the "black and tan terrier was very much inferior to the 2d prize winners, and
should not have even been placed. In the Skyc terrier class
no award W;as made, the specimens shown not being worthy
of one.
The Scotch terrier class was good, but awards misplaced.
The winner of 1st should have received no notice,
he being a red dog, but nicely built.
much liner dog,
owned by W. 8. Bullock, did not receive any notice— not gethi
ting an H. C. In the trick- di
fine little black and
a
tan terrier, Lion, owned and handled by Mrs. Armstrong, of
Wyandotte, M., did some really fine tricks, such as turning
somersaults, climbing ladders placed in a perpendicular posi-

A

,.

—

—

and other tricks forty in number loo numerous to
Below I send you a prize list in full, with the
awards in the regular and special classes.
Dumo.
tion,

Wm

Topeka Kennel Club, Sleaford.

2d,

;

;

W

;

Bow

M

Pointer Bitches over 50 lbs weight.— 1st, E
Gillespie, Champion Belle 2d.
Lnmsden, Rose. V h 0. HYi! .Saunders
D, Nell.
Pointer Doga under 55 lba weight.— 1st, A 8 Leonard &. J E
Alhertou, Don 2d, Topeka Kennel Club, Send.
0, B li Guy,
Convoy. 0, Prank .1 Springstod, Dan,
Pointer Bitches under 50 Urn weight.— 1st. St Louis Kennel Clnb
Olyrio 2d. H B Gay, Vic.
H 0, Topeka Kennel Club, Nell,
Pointer Puppies (do* or bitch) under 12 mouths —1st, t' Huwson, Lord Diirl'erm. Y h c, P Howaon, Lady Duilerin E
Gil-

W

;

M

H

;

;

or for three
year.

and SiftEAM

months for

$1.

will be sent for six

T

months

for $2,

clubs of five or more, $3

pet-

TEE AWARDS.
Imported English Setter Doge.— 1st, Arnold Barges, Druid 2d,
Lfi Smith, Leicester, Y h o, L H Smith; Temple Bar, He,
Jamos J Snellenburg, Thunder L F Whitman, Battler and Sport.
;

;

M

j

e

,,

i,

i

g Charlie.

—

1st, Big Point Kennel Club, Mike
firth Water spaniels
2d,
Big Point Kennel Club, Bridget.
Retrieving Spaniels (other than pure Irish).— let, P A Howo,
Snider 2d, Anthony Yogel, Dick. V h c, Chaa E Miller, Chief
Rogers.
Cocker Spaniels. 1st, Herbert Brown, Gypsy; 2d, Henry
Warm, Plosa. II c, Francis Hewer, Floe.
Field Spaniels (other than Cockers). 1st, Ool G Zowski Duke2d, J C James, Track. V h c, J C James, Train,
_ Fox Hounds.— 1st, Francis Hewer, Wellington aud Wildfire 2d,
J N Dodge, Nero and Speed.
Beagles.— 1st, J W Dodge, Rattler 2d. E M Baker, Mand H c
D Haves, Handel J \Y Podr/e Roxv'"
D Haves, Ringold
;

;

—

—

•

W

;

•

,

;

W

'

.

N

e-i'.iiude.—
shuude.—No entriea.
Tci
."erriers.— 1st,
J Fox,
'

'

"

Young Spot 2d, Herbert Brown,
Boaster.. H c, Herbert Brown, Punch C J Pox. Gjpaey.
Grejhounds.— 1st, Herbert Brown, Ariel 2d, T W Jackson
Hex.
C, Jas McKay, Lord Beaconsfield.
Newfoundlands.—1st, B F Ranklyn, Dandy Jim 3d, Major Wm
Fox

;

;

;

;

JEancMilligan, Nell.
Shepherd or Oollio Dogs (rough or smooth coated).— 1st, Armstrong & Crawford. Bluce Haivev Ballautine. Jack.
Bull Terriers.— 1st, E Helber, Beauty 2d, Geo
Yoorhis
e her. New York Harry,
Jack. V h c, E
Black and Tan Terriers.— 1st,
Smith, Gypsy; 2d,
:

W

;

1

1

1

Wm

Zeese, Loafer.
Yorkshire Terriers.

-

Mrs

1st,

Wm

W Wright, Daisy.

Brown, Sandy,;
Vbc, KebtGfi— day, Rough. H c, Miss

Scotch Terriers.—1st, Herbert
Wright.

Topsey Mrs W Wright, T
Toy Terriers.— 1st, Mrs C J Johnson, rhikie;
"Lfifla Lizzie
T.iafelA VS,,rn
liams, Toy-terrier.
11 c, M
Horn, 'PI,,,,
Tiny.

2d

Mrs

W

May Talman,

;

Pugs.— Wm

Stewart,

2d,

A

Jno Wrl-

Gyp

Miscellaneous.— (For any breed of
„ that havo not been assigned a regular class, silver medala will be awarded.) lat n
C Allen, Jack, Chinese edible dog; 1st, Thos Thorlev, Enitlisl
Harrier puppies 1st, Jas Owens, Mack, imp bull dog.
Trick Dogs.— 1st, Mrs Armstrong, black aud tan terrier Leon
gold medal 2d, Anthony Yogel, Dicu, silver medal.
;

;

TROY DOG SHOW.

A

dog show was held at Troy, 2J. T., on Hie 10t.li, 11th
and 13th insts. in connection with the first annual exhibition of the Hudson Valley Poultry and Pet Stock Association.
Owing to a want of time and due notice to owners
of dogs, the show was not the success it might have
been
made, but for a first attempt it deserves commendation, and
we have no doubt that Troy will yet havo a dog show worthr
of a town which not only contains so many good sportsmen
hut
in

is

so situated as to be the centre of a district uboundin"-

good dogs and

sportsmen.

first-class

In addition to the

which our space will not enable us
to print, a number of celebrated dogs were entered for
exhibition only. Among them were the splendid English setter
bitches Bose and Nina, the properly of 1). T. Charles,
of Albany, winners at New York and Boston; the p'bi
Brush and Fannie, owned by Mr. J. Macdouakl, Mr. Adolph
nnd others. Among the campeting
/ water spaniel
dogs Mr. Sampson's red Irish bitch Nora was a really fine
animal, and did credit to her sire Elcho, so also was
Mr
King's Victor by Rory O'Moore. Mr. Jas. T. Walker showed
a very fine brace of black and tan setters, the bitch being
The Oneida Community showed a
particularly noticeable.
dogs competing, a

list

of

Sensation puppy, which, however, could get no better than
Mr. John Hobart Warren, of Troy, showed
second.

some

collies, two of which were New York winners
and
Mr. Morgan's handsome mastiff Bang Olaf and Miss Burden's
Yorkshire terrier Tatters, would have done credit to any show
The judge was Mr. W". M. Tilcston, Kennel Editor of

splendid

this,

The following

paper.

is

a

list

of awards

Bad

or Red and YVhite Setters— Bitches.— 1st, A A S<it,rm^,r.
'Troy, N, Y, Nora, 18 months; 2d.
T Moore, West Trov >fT'
*
JeSsie, 3 years, no pedigree.
Dogs,— lat. Alexander King, Lansingburgh,
Y Victor lfi
'-'

months

Itory

;

N

O'Moore-Jemne.

mM
J % ™££

Black and Tan or Black, Tan and While Setters— 1st j.
Walker, Albany N Y„ Black Beowner, Datm, ij^ yre. Oolbum s Dash, Thompson's Belle
,,

<J®"Pobest

W

;

'

N. Y., was

mention.

Ulysses.

;

Wm

I

I poisoned the carcass

Imported English Setter Bitches.—1st, Arnold Burges, Queen
Mat, 2d. L 11 Smith, Clip. V U 0, Win B Wells, Star
Arnold
Burges, Nilseou. II c, L n Smith, Lass O'Gowrie. C. J K Dodge,
Rose.
English Salter Puppies (dog or bitch) nnde
,.—lsl,
U Wells, Jr. Mirk. V h e, Bame owner, Dido.
J N
c,
Dodge, Cash. C, T V,7 Jackson, Brush.
/Native English Setter Dogs.—1st, T T Sawyer, ,lr, Boys! Ben
2d, A P Fellows, Don.
H o, H W Sampson, JaulC. O, J R dooper,
Bruno H
Lord, Bruno.
Native English Setter Bitches.— lfW. P Whitman, Mali ; 2<I,
Mrs
E GibaoD, Katie. V h oj^Mh Wyckoff, Belle. O, J no
;

white.
herds are [at and doing Well
I have lost only
one out of 4, luO head since starting from the rairche on the
loth of October, and that was
6d bj a Son night before
last.

1ST

\

Pointera-Doga.-Ut, Ji
-,;.
.,,
2d, Oneida Community, Ssnsatipn
:

pedigree

;

,

>'

'J

e hot ls
14 mo, Sensation,

II,

ni

Jb'OW^T A'ND

484
W

Beaglos.—
K Bico, Pittsfleld, MaBB, 1st, Julep, bitch 2d,
Mint, dog.
Collies— let, John Hobart Warren, Troy, N Y, Colin, QncBn'a
Eeuuel, Ilalmoral 2d, aame owner. Dare Vho, same owner,
Duncan; H c, Oneida Community, Lulu, 9% tno.
Coach Bogs.—1st, Geo, Alien, Tcoy, N V, Fannie 2d, same
owner, Cap(.
Grovhoonds.— 1st,
E Fillev, Laneingburgh, N Y, Fannia,
;

;

;

;

M

2 yra.
Mastiffs, -lat, Win
Yorkshire Terriers.

F Morgan, N
-Miss

4

ft

Y. King Olaf.
Burden, Troy,

N Y, Tattera,

5

yra, imp,

Scotch Terriers,— 1st, JohTTTr Hoolay, Troy, N Y, Fly, 5 yrs,
imp.
Italian Greyhounds.— 1st, D
Denison, Greenbnsh, N Y. Ino.
Pets.— F P Aikon, Greenbusb, N Y, Pauline 2d, Thomas Knight,
Troy, N Y, Chinese dog.
Specials.— For best brace of setters, without regard to Beit,
nickel plated couple and paii collars, awarded to James T Walker's
black and Ian setters, Dash and Black Peas.
For Setter Bitchee, any Breed— 1st premium, nickel collar; 2d
;

premium,

whistle.

—1st. A

A Sampson's Nora;

2d,

James

T

Walker's Black Bess.
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sir.

TRIALS.

davidson bkabd fbom again.

|*J

1

bi-kiilAfflT

has used his influence to advantage, and whose
extreme intimacy with Mr. Whitford during the Minnesota
Field Trials had a very ominous look. I shirk no responsibility as to Tempest's having gotten second place in the nursery stakes at the Minnesota Field Trials, for by Mr. Mulliken's score and my own she was justly entitled to it, let Mr.
Wbitford's scores have been one or a dozen. He can find
at other trials

nothing over my signature in Fokkst and Stream stating
that I copied from his score in the nursery stakes.
I stated
inFoBBST and Stream that the sci.res iu the nursery stakes
were taken from Whitford's score, and do so now, and again
State I can prove it.
It might be interesting to Whitford to
know the opinion of an expert us to the handwriting of the
mutilated score Ire speaks of, and n postal curd signed (J. H.
Whitford, in which he states that he was willing to divide the
second prize in the nursery stakes between Tempest and
Jennie, and therefore append it.
And another little interesting matter to look over, th it the many readers of Fokkst and
Stbeam and the Chicago paper, " which is sure to copy it,"
may judge for themselves which is the shirker, and whether
he will be as willing to give his gratitude to Forest and
Stream for showing up fraud as he was to the Chicago paper
for stating a volume of malicious and Unprecedented falsehoods.
John Davidson.
Monroe, Jan. 3, 1879.

Editob Forest and Struam:

APPENDIX.

Id reply to Mr. VVhit.tord's attack upon me in a Chicago
paper of Jan. 4tb, which 1 have been longing for, I will
commence with the beginning of the field trials. The judges
appointed by the Minnesota Kenaef Club were, Mr. Butler,
Mr. Mulliben and myself. Mr. Butler being unwell when requirod toactj a substitute was necessary to fill the vacancy.
prominent sportsman of Sauk Centre was selected to take
the position, who declined to act, when Mr. Whitford, who
with Mr. Morgan had been quartered on the grounds preserved lor the Held trials with their dogs for a day or two previous, was suggested by Mr. Sandboru and finally selected to
fill the vaeauey caused by the absence of Mr. Butler.
It was
well known at the time that he and Mr. Morgan had been
shooting together, and that Mr. Morgan had an entry iu the
nursery stakes; but 1 heard no objections made to that, neither
to my having been shooting with a prominent St. Pauls sportsman previous to this, who also had an entry in the nursery
stakes, which was equally well known. I merely mention this
to show the difference between shooting with one person
and with another in the eyes of a certain editor, who made so
much fuss over my having been shooting with Mr. Whitman.
The complaint came of course after Mr. Whitman's bitch had
won a place, greatly to the mortification of said editor.
There was no quarreling with the judges in figuring up the
The first quarrel that took place
scores iu the misery stakes.
between Mr. Whitford and myself was
relation to the backing of Mr. Sandfiorn's dog Dan iu the puppy stakes, of which
Dan had run out his score with the ex1 will state the facts.
ception of backing, and was put down to back Snap, who was
one of the first that ran in the champion stakes he refused to
back and went deliberately in before Snap and flushed the
When he did so, Mr. Saudborn remarked to me that he
bird.
Hardly expected he would back, and the dog was ordered up.
Daisy was then down, worked by Mr. VVaddingtou, and a
bird having flushed a short distance oil' in the nubble from
Where we stood, Mr. Saudborn said to Mr. Waddiugtou, that
by going over there'might be mute birds, and that fie would
Mr. Wadclinglon went over, when
get a point for his bitch.
on being told to put up the
his bitch made a staunch point
bird noue could be found, and she got a false point,
When
Daisy had gone on, Mr. Whitford who was a little to my right
said, give Plan a back. I ar.ked turn when he backed, as I had
not seen him do so, he replied that 1 ought to have seen him,
and that he had backed now. I then said 1 had heard Mr.
Bandborn told to take up his dog when he refused to back
Snap, and that I had not heard him told to put him down
He then replied that it did not matagain for a second trial.
ter whether I had or not, he was told to put him down and
that he had backed. I answered by saying that having seen
him refuse to back it wus only right and proper in justice to
other dogs running that 1 should see him back, and that if he
(Whitford,) was going to judge the field trials alone that Mr.
Mulliken and my sell migut as well go home. On inquiring
of Mr. Mulliken, who was near by, he also had neither seen
him back nor heard him again ordered down, and learned
that he and Mr. Saudborn had a rnisuuilersiauuing about the
dog previous to this, when Sandborn threatened withdrawing
him. These are the circumstances under which Dan got his
back, and I resolved then to withdraw from the position of
judge, as the ring was evidently at work. On mentioning my
intentions to a lovv with dogs there they insisted upon my continuing to act, and nothing urtber occurred unpleasant until the
trouble about .Nellie, which Mr. Mulliken iu his letter to Forest
and Steeam ko accurately describes. In that controversy
1 went to the wagon determmed to have nothing further to
do with the field trials, as to question anything about a dog
of Mr. Sandborn's with Whiuoid present was certain cause
of a quarrel; and only for being reminded that two dogs alone
remained to be run atter those down, 1 would not have acted
any longer as judge. Another little circumstance in justice
Alter the controto a bitcn which ran, 1 will here notice.
versy about Nellie Mr. Dilly's bitch, Countess Royal, was
down and had established a point and held it a long time,
when Mr. Whitford, accompanied by Mr. Eowe, went to him,
and Whitford said " Ditly, 1 can't allow you a point for
this." Mr. Dlllv asked him what was the reason he could
Whitford said, ••Your bitch was not down."
Mr.
not.
Dilly replied that he had not been ordered to take her up and
Mr. Whitford then said it
that he considered her down.
made no difference, Sandboru's was not down (Saudborn at this
lime had voluntarily called his to heel), and that if he had got
it flush under the circumstances he would not have given it to
him, and now he would not give him a point. Mr. Policy's
reply to this was, that it seemed somewhat strange to him,
iuid that he could not understand what Sanborn's dog had to
do with the running ot his. Mr. Mulliken and myself were
in distinct hearing of this conversation, and in plain view of

A

m

;

;

l

:

the bitch when pointing. In thinking the matter over we decided to say nothing then, she being one of the last down and
a fresh quarrel the prospective result, and intended bringing
the matter up at the close of her score, but Mr. Dilly withdrew her before running out her score, and she got no credit
It is a significant fact that Mr. Whitfor an excellent point.
ford was suggested by Mr. Saudborn to fill the vacancy caused
by the absence of Mr. Butler, and that all the quarreling at
the Minnesota Field Trials, and controversy since, has been in
regard ro Mr. Sanborn's dogs, it is also lull of significance
that Mr. Whitman is the only man who has ever run dogs iu a
field trial with whom it was improper for a judge to go shooting previous to the trials, in the eyes of a certain editor, who

the undersigned, hereby certify that I have seen and exletter of Chas. Lincoln to John Davidson, dated Detroit, Oct. 29, 1378, in which he states, in relation to the
above contest, that he received the papers in the nursery
stakes from Whitford.
I have also examined a " scale of
points" of the nursery stakes in Davidson's possession, and
compared the handwriting with a postal card to Davidson,
dated Pembroke, Ky., Nov. 14, 1878, and signed C. B. Whitford, and have no hesitstion in saying that the handwriting in
the two are the same and further, that he " scale" has some
erasures, and the " net total " is incorrectly summed up; that
when property added it gives Tempest 43i and Jennie i'A. I
further certify that I have been an attorney at law for twenty
years, and consider myself a good judge of handwriting.
Monroe, Mich., Jan. 5, 1879,
Elam Willabd.
I,

amined a

;

I

— Editor

Forest and Stream:
Some weeks back I
made mention of my bitch Jilt as being pure Laverack. I
wish now to correct this. She has soine Gildersleeve blood
in her, which, however, in no way detracts from her vulue.
She was sired by Pedigree (pure Laverack), imported by
Charles Wescott in 1876. Her dam was Orphina, sired by
the celebrated Bride of the Border, whico, as is well known,
was pure Laverack. Orpbiua's dam was Nellie, out of Bess
and Bruce.
A. F. Hekton, Coatesville, Pa.
Jilt

—

Mr. Jas. H- Clark's Princess Draco (Bob Roy-Livy)
whelped, Jan. 5, 1879, ten puppies— six dogs and four bitches
— by L. Adams' Champion Drake, late winner at the Nashville Field Trial.
The owner retains a brace for himself, as
names of which he claims Princess Draco 11. and Drake II.

apprehension but long shafts of shade suddenly projected
over the banks are premonitory finger-points, indeed while
tie zigzag of a clumsy line in mid air drives them to their
;

;

holes like the play of a lightning flash against the clouds.
Their intuitive perception has become so developed as to ren-

der curiosity a superfluous instinct and therefore the manoeuvres of the tyro have no positive interest to them. They
;

merely

—The St.
whelp

Louis Kennel Club has purchased from Mr.

II, J.

Bang.

to her sire,

perdu and passive until tlu farce of

firm the artifice of dashing spray after flying insects to

—Mr.

J.

W.

Packer, of Philadelphia, claims the following
for
hi3

We love

summer scenes of purling, gently
waters running deep, into whose dark
eddying pools, close by the shore, scraggy trees protrnde their
bare and withered roots, that the water may lave them.
io picture these

flowing streams of

still

Tussocks of rank grass have slipped down from the abraded
bank, and on the long filaments which sway in the current
great dragon flies poise with outstretched wings of steel-blue

The big trout which are watching beneath the
roots seldom molest them, provident, perhaps, of future supplies of more luscious larva; when the neuropter shall launch

gossamer.

But

her egg-bout.

an ambitious field-mouse attempt to

let

cross the stream, or a top-heavy beetle tumble in,
shaft from a
prize, seize

bow

it,

and with a triumphal

Drum

atraritts.

Mentkirrua

Sea Bass. Scieenopa

mbuUmu,

Stiiped Bass, or Rockush, Itoccus

oceltoluv.

Sheepahead, Archoaargvs probata-

lineatus.
Tailoriisli,

Pomatomut

apper, LvXjanuHhlackfordu,

which

artificial fly

But often he

fuses to be enticed

in

JIabket—Retail Prices.— Bass,

20 cantB; smelts,

10;

blueflsh,12%; salmon, 25; mackerel, 20; shad, iu; weaknah, 12 ;
white perch, 15; green turtle, 18; froatfiah, 6 halibut, IS; had;

dock, 6; codfish,
eels, 18; lobsters,

6; blackball,

12>£

;

flounders, 8; sea bass, 15

10; eeallopB, il.00 per gallon;

;

whitefiah, 18

salmon trout, 16; black bass, 15
red-snapper, 12*^
smoked haddock, 10; hard crabs, $3 per 100.

pickerel, 15;

;

HOW TROUT TAKE THE

upon the

skillfully trailed

is

sur-

so positive of the deception that he reand lies motionless in the stream, until,
is

lift itself naturally off the surface when the
angler withdraws his line for a fresh cast, he reasons, " By

seeing the lure

all !"

and, starting in swift

all

water after the object and employs
the strategy which nature has taught him.
If successful

in

hooking himself,

pursuit,

he

leaps, dashes

the angler

congratulates himself for

adroitness instead of blessing his

good luck and discounting

writing
to

fish.

now

good anglers

in the interest of really

who

manipulate a fly;

dare attempt the

is a death-blow to success
who can lay out a
and lightly that the fish themcan
scarcely
see
them
fall,
the
transparent
selves
gut lengths
touching the distant water first, and the taut, tapering line
;

delicate cast of flies so evenly

1

;

;

FLY.

WE

be lifted by the pliant rod-tip,

leaving scarcely a trace of the feathery ripple which follows
its

Fws

a

;

takes the

settling gently afterward, to

mltatrix.

Black Baas, Mwrvptenta aattnmdcsi
JUpaUidus.

iicephalus.

like

like the

I

movement

Grouper, Epinephelpwi nigritus.
Trout (ulucK baos), Centrorpriatie

md<e.
Kiugiisli,

tail,

wide, smoothly-flowing, sunny stream, where every incautious

SOUTHERN WATEH3.
Trachii,ctu eeQToltovuQ
(two species). Family Sots-

of the

times, until the hapless creature is drawn beneath the surface,
drowned, torn piece-meal and gobbled up
No time lost
then in useless leaping and by-playing with the tail for what
occasion is there to toy and dally with the game ? Just so he

We are

FISH IN SEASOfTlN. JANUARY.

flirt

waving of a victorious battle-flag, dive for the bottom— not
once only, should he miss it, but twice, thrice, yea, many

who know how

Pompano,

how

string will the trout dart straight for the

the stupidity of the

md

fax

knock

them down within their reach, when they will hesitate to indorse the bat-and-ball theory of striking a fly into the mouth
by a tip of the tail.

Jupiter! that was reality, after

names: For his black and white dog puppy, Chester;
black and white ticked bitch puppy, Daisy Bell out of
Queen by Levering's Harry.

fishing is over,

and then proceed to habitual pursuit of bona-fide insects—not
of humbugs. Sometimes they frolic aimlessly in mid stream
and turn somorsaulfs, just as the huge sturgeons and dolphins
do when at play: often they amuse themselves by jumping
at tired or disabled flies which dip and flutter above the surface. Juicy larva; which drop from projecting branches aloDg
the margin are accepted morccaus instantly snapped and swallowed, while the uncertain flight of a clumsy beetle or butterfly across the broad mid-channel affords opportunities for
acrobatic practice seldom left unimproved.
One of our correspondents has described this action by a diagram below,
which contains more of the poetry of motion than is usually
fouud in such simple hard set lines. Entomologists will con-

face.

L. Price the pointer bitches Zeal and Lizzie, full sisters to his
celebrated Bow-Bell and half sister to their Bow. Zeal Is in

lie

motion.

angling,

Of such

we

character,

told, is

much

of the

anglers, in

most

of the

are

and of such the quality of

waters of Great Britain.

In times past

the dimintitiveness of the trout

flies

we have

and the

marvelled at

fineness of the

This
gut snoods which the resident professionals there use.
article has no reference to salmon fishing, for its primary ob
ject is to define the flight of insects and show " how trout
take the fly." But alas! how many self -esteemed experts
there are who are wofully ignorant of both
They betray
their written views and opinions.
their deficiencies in
believe
delivered
an inThey actually
that, having
I

have been reading the characteristic sketch of a day's
by our candid cor"T. E. L.," for a late issue, and cannot forbear
the reflection how far we of America, or at least the majority
of us, are behind our trans-Atlantic friends in those piscatory
arts and artifices taught by the good Walton and Madame
Behner four hundred years ago
We are told by the relator
that the shuffling tactics and common-place methods of our
Rangeley and Schoodic school of angling will not answer for
the bright streams of the Emerald Isle that it is " absolutely

fashion in the Scone.

necessary to keep as far as possible from the bank and throw

not to have learned, viz., that

the line with such lightness that only the leader will fall on

keep as far as possible from the bank." Our candid correspondent, to whom wo have referred at the beginning of this
article, admits that "our rather nonchalant manner of fishing
light do very well in the wilds of Maine, but it was evi-

sport in the South of Ireland, written

respondent,

I

}

the water," and that old resident anglers will
ith

wary two-pound

fish

fill

their creels

while strangers can scarcely tempt
are impressed by the con-

an unsophisticatedflngerliDg.

We

viction that the inherent or transmitted intelligence of the

trout of the Scone (and other such rivers) are

as far

beyond

and out of the range of the puerile approaches of neophytes
as the belles of St. James are above the limp rag doll imitaThe trout of the bright waters of
tions sold in the shops.
Ireland are not in the habit of rising, like the hand-fed fish
of preserves, to every leaf, dry case, or chance bit of rubbish

which drops on the surface. They don't dodge when a bullfrog plumps into the drink, imagining it the splash of a footfall
or a Btone thrown in. Tremulous shadows on the shore, and
the arrow-like nights of birds athwart the streams cause no

terminable length of line, vi

armis,

et

their full share of

the business has been accomplished, no matter in what predi-

and thundering splash the line may
fall.
The belly of the line falls first, and the cast of flies follows "all in a heap." One writer has argued that, in the adjustment of droppers, no specified length of snood was required

cament of tangled

coil

because the sag of the line invariably kept all the flies submerged! Just so: but Irish anglers don't cast after that

Another

art
it

is

our American anglers seem

" absolutely necessary

to

dently not the ticket in this old-fashioned country " (Ireland).

The

great drawback hitherto to American proficiency has been,
anglers have usually frequented the rapid broken
water of our narrow, turgid mountain streams, where the play
of the current has given life and motion to their artificial flics,
and a multitude of unsophisticated fish has granted success
The necesto their " rather nonchalant method of fishing."
that our

has not been discovered. In this fact, too,
the secret of their ignorance of the natural history of in'hope more of
sects and of "how trout take the fly."
sity of fine fishing
lies

We

them

will follow the

example of our Rangeley friend, and

DURE « i AND sTWJAM.
learn the niceties of 'the #«»(fe art from their friends iu Ireland.

Our gun and dog
will excuse

us,

we

friends,

who

take no interest in fishing,

hope, for what

senseless prolongation of

may seem

an absurd discussion,

to

the

thein

when we

as-

sure them that we are gradually evolving hy this colloquial
method a vast deal of information concerning the habits of
trout which is not found ,in works on natural history. The
letters which we print to-day are extremely instructive.
It

should be a mutter of congratulation to the profession that the
score or so of gentlemen who have approached this subject
have done so over their true names, and that they are moat of
them widely known to the profession to he well versed in piscatorial

matters.

the subject

is

We

hope others will lake a hand in

squeezed dry

until

:

New

Kcssia, N. r., Dec. 31, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been much interested in the discussion in your paper
of the manner iu which a trout takes a fly. I think the gentlemen who have written on the subject do not give the trout
credit enough for intelligence.
The truth is, trout are not
only game "fish, but first-class sportsmen. Iu proof of this
assertion T will slate what I have observer] while trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. 1 inclose sketch. The. lower figure shows
the maDceuvers of a trout to gain possession of a miller flutTin- trout jumped at the
tering along just beyond his reach.
miller twice, as high as he could, and failed to catch him:
then changed his tactics by making sudden darts to the sur-

1ST

weight, of evidence on either side must depend a good deal on
who gives it- The testimony of a man who has been for
twenty-five or thirty years fishing for trout in all sorts of
places and under all kinds of circumstances, whose eye, naturally quick has been trained by constant use iu the woods, on
the cricket field or in the arduous duly of scouting iu active
service, would be worth more than that of a beginner in the
art, but it would take the evidence of move Qy-fishers than
read even the FOREST and Stream to convince me that any
trout ever knocks his food about before putting it in his
mouih. I caught many hundreds of trout" ihe past season,
and caught quite a number by hooking them iu various parts
of the body. One day I caught several iu one pool, none
looked iu the mouth, inside of live minutes. They jumped
freely, and in swift water missed the fly, but were hooked as
they went, over it. If I were Umpire to decide for mouth or
tail, t think my reply to the " how's that?" would be, mouth!
I have never seen the tail-knocking performance in twentyfive years successful fishing.
Let them keep on writiug about
it, though.
One of the great points in making camp life iu
the woods is to keep things lively, uever lose temper, be in a
good humor and keep everybody moving.
0. Clay.

Syracuse, Dec. 20, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream;
I have taken a few trout at different times and places, and
have Been them strike a fly on the water with their tail, and
hooked them iu the caudal appendage by so doing. Now we
all know this
inany .flies breed and hatch under water. The
fly coining out of Us larval State rises to the surface of the
water, and, flying about four feet, alights on the water for a
moment's rest to gain strength before the next flight, which
usually carries them safely to shore. Master trout understands this aud takes a whack at him with his tail, which
causes a whirlpool that draws the fly down into the water
about four inches, and then turns and takes the fly at his pleasure, because he knows that the fly being under water is entirely in his power as is the insect in the spider's web.
Then
he Claris quickly to his hiding-place to swallow the sweet
morsel, after which he is ready for the next object which may
Piseatorially yours,
come in sight.
R. Wood.

—

their respect for the little beauties will be increased.

B. Bishop.

Omaha—Nebraska, Bee. 30.— Well, what next? I have
been an interested reader of the great variety of communications from the genial qui! Is of your sporting correspondents
upon all the varied subjects begotten by the manly sports
•' Drumming
of the Ruffed
with rod and gun, such as the
Grouse," " Quails withholding their Scent," etc., etc., but the
last, that the trout Hops the fly with his tail is the champion
of them

all.

The

fellow

who

started

this

discussion

is

;

'

Ronqevbktb, W. Va., Jan. 8, 1879.
Editor FQBEST and Steba-M:
In discussing the grave question as to whether a trout knocks
it with
a fly into bis mouth with his tail or simply seizes
to me that you will
his mouth in the orthodox way, it seems

have trouble iu deciding so as to please both sides. The evidence must be merely ol a negative character unless the witOne
nesses should be speaking of the same particular trout.
man says he has seen trout play cricket and. caUi themselves
played.
such
game
not
seen
any
have
they
out others say
In considering the point, therefore, I conceived that the
•

into the fly's mouth, or the tail had flopped the fly into the
fisherman's mouth, or the Ily had flopped the tail into the
trout's mouth, or the flop had flied the mouth into the trout's
tail, or the tail had flied the flop into the trout's mouth, or the
fly had flopped its tail into its own mouth, or if the flop had
flipped its head into the trout's mouth, or the trout had
flopped its head into the fly's mouth, or, or—well, come up to

Dam

the Middle

next

summer and we

will explain

more

fully.

O'Verious.

Moon-Struck Fish.— We have

;

A

Movements op tub Fishing Fleet. The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been fiveone from Grand Menan and one from Eastport with herring,
and one from the Banks with 6, OOOlbs. halibut two other
Bankers arrived home yesterday, having first disposed of their
fares iu Boston.
Cape Ann Advertiser, Jan. 10.
;

man who
with the

just barely missed shipping on the self-same craft

line.

intitmal fljastimqs.

MADAME ANDERSON'S WALK,
LAST

Monday evening Madame Anderson, the English
pedestrienne, brought to a successful completion her

walking 2,700 quarter-miles in 2,700 consecutive
commencing each quarter-mile within three
minutes ofjthe beginning of each quarter-hour.
task of

quarter-hours,

Madame Anderson

is

of

German and English

descent,

is

thirty-six years old, stoutly built, five feet

one inch in height,
beginning of her task 140 pounds. Her
a checkered one.
At first, a contralto singer, she

and weighed
history

is

at the

became successively a variety actress, a circus clown and a
manageress, finally evoluting into a pedestrienne. Iu September, 1877, she walked 1,000 half-miles in 1,000 half-hours;
shortly afterward she accomplished 1,230 miles in 1,000 hours,
making l| miles at the commencement of each hour. In an
iu

2i hours, in a circus ring of 40

on the completion of the 87th
Again she walked 1,500 miles in 1,000 hours, 1£ miles

laps to the mile, she faiuted
mile.

Forest and stream,

ter-hours.

I

a fact which has always struck

;

We

hook and

commencement of each hour. The last feat before the
one just finished was doing 2,088 quarter-miles in 2,088 quar-

1 see, cau explain almost
should like to And out the why and wherefore of
me as very singular. Any seafaring
man will tell you that flsh left in the moonshine is not (it to eat— that
Is, dead flsh, just caught, left lying on deck or in a boat, or on the
beach, or anywhere where the moon can shine upon them, gut affected
somehow, so that when eaten tliey make one feet very queer. I never
heard ol anybody djing iron such poisoning, but there certainly Is
something in it, and I can get plenty of men who, like myself, have
been to sea, and therefore naturally know more than those who stay
ashore. The moonshine seems to affect all sorts of flsh. Weather has
notbln? to do with it ; lor a cold moonshlny night In winter is just as
affecting as a scorcher la summer. The lish ain't tainted, bur, fast
poisoned and if you don't believe what I know to be a fact, it's only
because you don't know. However, all I want now is to know why this"
thing should be, and would be obliged if your book-learning would
clear it up.
Ska.

Tlie

and now

dle the

"Ancient Mariner."

historical

Mr. Editor:

veryililng,

Florida.— Fishermen who visit the Halifax River this season will find boarding accommodations at the cottage of Bartalo Pacetti, whose name signifies that he knows how to han-

attempt to walk 100 miles
received and pondered over

the following singular letter from a well-known sea-fariDg

en-

wayuxpressive of a sentiment
will start a subscription list
'•
Bob White" will not withhold his cent from the enterprise.
Until I emigrated to this delightful region of the Bportsman's
paradise some years a^o my favorite sport was trout fishing
with the fly in Northwestern Vermont and Northeastern New
York, But iu Nebraska my Waltonian pastime is confined
pike,
to bass, microplerux sultrmides, with both fly and spoon
c*« luchm, commonly called pickerel, and pike-perch, Suciopuca, or wail-eyed pike. The same swirl is noticeable with
the bass in taking the ily as with the trout, the only difference
lie comes to the fly with
baiug that the trout is more active,
greater velocity (if I may use that term in this sense) from
ihe bottom upward and as quickly returns to the bottom
again, hence the angle he describes is mere acute, and making
the turn the tail is brought into action necessarily somewhat
as described in the cut in Forest and Stream of Dec.
19.
I have seen a trout in its eagerness jump clear of the
water and pass over the fly. Indeed, I have taken hundreds
Of them, yes, thousands of all sizes from that of a finger's
length to a three-pounder, under all the varied circumstances
known to fly fishing. Yes, I have caught them by the tail
and by hooking them in various parts of the body and head,
but I have never as yet been expert enough to see one flip a
If our piscatorial friends,
fly into its mouth with its tail.
Van Siekleu and his confreres will observe the slower motion
of any fish in the act of turning about they will not fail to
observe the same movement of the tail toward the head when
there is nothing to flip into its mouth. The tail of the fish is
steerit inany direction, and controls
its rudder to guide it and
Bon White.
all its movements with amazing facility,
titled to a monument in some
of originality, and if any one

New HAJtP8HHUt— Dover, -Tan. 11.— Fishermen at Great
Bay, situated five miles from here, report good catches of
smelts also the usual quanlity of eels are being taken from
our river through the ice.
few good strings of pickerel
have been brought in, mostly taken some distance here, as
the ponds are about fished out, being fished so much.

:

;

underneath the miller, throwing out his tai
with a sharp jerk for the purpose of spattering the insect
with water, wfiicb, of course, wets his wings and brings him
down where the fish snaps him up at his leisure. I have seen
trout make two ami three successive Shots iu this manner beI have seen them catch infore bringing down hiu game.
sects in this way that were flying eighteen inches above the
water. Now, as most artificial flies (especially hackles) are
made to represent buzzing insects, it is very evident that
trout often think they are above the surface, and instead of
seizing the fly in their mouth, endeavor to throw water with
The motion of an artificial fly
their Tails to bring it down.
being unsteady, they sometimes break water just behind it.
The" other figure shows the mauaauver 1 have soeu trout
make when about to strike an artificial fly To one who did
not understand the trick it would seem to strike the fly with
which 1 do not doubt they sometimes happen to do.
its tail
If the gentlemen will carefully observe the motions of a
trout while hunting flies iu a still time they will see why it
appears to strike ai a fly with its tail, and, my word for it,

Are our Gape Anners and Down East fishermen willing to
matter rest in this indefinite shape?—Ed. F. and S.

let this

—

^

Putnam, Vt,, Dec. 30, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream
I have been very much amused and entertained by the
sketches pro aud con. about the trout flopping the fly into its
mouth with its tail. Now I don't see anything very remarkable about that; but suppose the fly had flopped the trout into
the fishermau's mouth, or the fishermau had flopped the trout

face, directly

years been familiar with the popular prejudice, and have supposed it
worthy of credence with the popular theory that, beef
taken Irom cattle killed during the waning of the moon " will shrink In
the pot," or that the sailor always dies when the tide la ebbing, if
there be any truth in the theory of your friend, it may easily be provtd
by a simple experiment, siicm as putting two mackerel on the same
loof, oueofiliem being protected from the rays ol the moon.
The
only other requirement would be the co-operation of true luveraof
truth who would test the two flsh cooked in the same manner.
I am
always glad to aid yon with any informatiun In my possession, but this
but jeet is rather out ol my line.
G. Ukown Gouee.
to be equally

have often heard the assertions repeated which our cor-

respondent mattes here for we ourselves have served a three
months' apprenticeship as a fisherman, having embarked in
;

at the

The Mozart Garden course measured seven

laps

to

the

Madame Anderson began her walk on the 36th
of last December, and has persevered in her terrible task with
wonderful courage and perseverance.
Again and again it
seemed to her physicians and friends a physical impossibility
that she could go on.
It was not the walking, but the lack
of sleep from which she suffered.
The aggregate of
sleep for the whole twenty-four hours averaged only
about two and one-half hours, and even this was taken in
snatches of a few minutes. This struggle against nature was
a severe one and very painful to witness. Her attendants had
the strictest orders never to yield to her when she was overcome by sleep. They never did yield, though at times nature
asserted itself even stronger thau her will,' and she resisted.
all their efforts to place her on the track.
Many a lap was
made while Madame Anderson was fast asleep, an attendant
walking with her aud guiding her lagging, slow-moving footquarter-mile.

steps.

oil,

The sleepy times were periodical the walker would recover from them to speed around the track in a style that
sorely taxed the most plucky of her attendants.
The varied
accomplishments of the singer and the actress here came in
good play. Stepping ou the stage, Madame Anderson would
sing a song or make a speech, which the audiences never
failed to receive with the greatest enthusiasm.
One noticeable feature of the exhibition was the character
of the audience.
Beginning her walk without attracting
very much attention, people were generally incredulous,
o s
time went on she became the subject of very wide aud marked
attention, and the character of the audieuce which thronged
to see her was such as any one might be proud of, and was in
very marked contrast to the O'-Leary-Campana gatherings.
Indeed the ladies vied in showing her atl ntiou. Flowers

was always with us. Why such anopiuion
should prevail with substantial basi3 is what we wish to
know.
Have not popular assertions come to be accepted as
popular facts ? Is the belief founded on proof, or is it not, it-

and presents of all descriptions poured in upon her. But all
the good will and respect which she has succeeded in inspiing are due solely to Madame Anderson herself. The whole
undertakiog has been conducted with a frankness, evident
honesty and unassuming self-confidence worthy of a better

June, 1860, on the good schooner Champion, of Newburyport,
Mass., and returned in September with a full fare of codfish,
mackerel, and herring.
and appetizing kids of

Over Sunday dinners of plum duff,
and lobscouse, we have

jo-floggers

heard the stories of mackerel which laid on deck and rotted
iu the moonlight, and of phosphorescent emanations from their
bodies which drifted about the yard-arms and burnt blue in
the binnacle, until the

man on watch yelled to call "all hands
But we never have seen.

up," as Tophet was just in sight.

these weird effects of moonshine, nor have

we

perceived any

suggestive fish-like smell at any time, though the odor of
gurry, and pickle,

self, all

moonshine

the question.

?

The

In vain

we have attempted

to

fathom

log of imagination reels oil knotB faster

than we can pay out the lead-liue, and there is no way to stop
headway except to scuttle the craft, aud let the mystery go to
the bottom
We have consulted all marine authorities, and
!

referred the question to our scientific men, in vain.

All, save

What that one says we
seems that words of wisdom are contained in his
rejoinder, although he disclaims that his life associations have
been such as to bring him much in contact with moon-struck
fish.
The burden of his argument is that the asserted fact
should first be proven before an explanation is demanded
one, have given us no satisfaction.

append.

It

Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D. U, Juu. S
Mh. Editor: 1 return herewi.h the letterof your friend of the lnqulilng mind, 1 can only say that it seems to me desirable that the faot
asserted should be proved true before any explanation of its reason la
attempted,
i'eraoually, 1 very much doubt whether mackerel rot
i

<(

luster In the moonlight than In the snnahui*, though I

have

lor

many

;

cause.
At 8 o'clock Monday evening the Garden was packed wilh
a tremendous jam, and as many more people were gathered
outside clamoring for admission.
Madame Anderson's course

around the ring was then a triumphal procession amid the
wildest cheers and shouts of the enthusiastic spectators.
After finishing the 2,698th quarter-mile she ascended the reporters' stand and sang "Nil Desperandum," one of her favorite songs.
After finishing her speech ami song elm returned to the track and made the 2,699th quarter-mile in 3m
lSis.

The

final performance was a scene worthy of an
artist.
one continuous and deafening yell from thousands of
throats, Mrs. Audersou sped around the truck, making
the first lap in 10 seconds, the second and third' in 17 seconds
each; the fourth in 20^ seconds, the fifth in 39 seconds
the sixth in 31 seconds, aud the seventh and Inst in 33 seconds—the whole quarter in 2ra. 37^s the fastest in ok during
the whole walk. Then came a speech, aud the plucky woman
wes driven off to Turkish baths, sleep, aud the satisfaction
of knowing that she had performed the most remarkable
pedestrian feat ever recorded of a woman.

Amid

human

,

.
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biology.
;

'j

edge

fe^

i

pH

has been well said that he

It

is

not far from knowl-

who knows where knowledge can be found, and the
who has his attention called to a fact out

student of to-day

side ofhis special
subject,

and there

been our

department, turns to the literature of the
finds out

what

effort, therefore, to

known about

is

it.

It

has

point out to inquirers the stand-

may have been brought forward, so that each one might, so far as possible, investigate
for himself.
We have always tried to impress upon our
ard works on the subject which

readers the importance of at once putting in writing
servations,

so that

new, or of

if

sented to other workers in the

all

ob-

they can be preand attention can thus

interest,

field,

be called to novel points.
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Forest and Stream for one year.

he will but make the most of his opportunities, can observe
and report facts which will be of use for it must be remem-

from which some general principle can be formulated.
The Natural History columns of Forest and Stream are
always open to observers, and we take great pleasure in saying that they have been freely used by some thousands of our
readers, who have either had something to communicate or
some question to ask. It is imperatively necessary that there
should be some medium through which the general public
may hold communication with the strictly scientific, and we
have endeavored to furnish such a medium. From the congralutory letters which w e frequently receive we are led to
believe that not a few of our friends look upon our course
with favor and approval, and we aro thus encouraged to perT

severe in our efforts.
If we have failed in our attempts to render our Natural
History Department a prominent feature of this journal it has

1G, 1879.

out mentioning the great

we may

To Correspondents.

army

of less

distinguished writers

point with pride and satisfaction to such

names as
Grote, Yarrow, Jordan, and

Baird, Marsh, Coues, Gill, Allan,
Eaton, which appear on the list of our scientific correspond-

All communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be
companied with real name ol the writer as a guaranty of good faith

and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing CosiFANy.
Names will not be published if objection be made. No anonymouB communications will be regarded.
SVe cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Olubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department ol the paper that may
not be read with propriety In the home circle.
remitted to us is

one, if

not been for the want of able assistance and valuable contributions from the first scientific men in all countries. With-

YOHK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

We cannot be responsible lor dereliction of

Each

;

—AT—
FULTON STREET, NEW YOKE.
[POST 0FFIC2

present knowledge of the mysteries of Nature.

bered that in science, as in other matters, it is the little things
that count, and the sum of observations, each one of which
by itself may be apparently unimportant, may form a basis

§jtrt»v\ ^ubliMhing ^ampat(S'-

NO. Ill

man, we care not how unlettered he may
power to contribute some addition to our

intelligent

be, has it in his

the mall service

11

ents.

We desire to make Fobest and Stream something more.
than a mere "sporting paper," something better than a
weekly record of hunts, shooting matches and dog shows. It
should occupy a higher plane than this. It has been our aim
from the first to make it an educator, and to thi3 work we
have given thought, labor and time.

Are we

fulfilling

Have we succeeded ?

THE

OTjR "WORK.

" sharpie"

few miles

Ftri,riixiNG Otje Mission

?

Fthe prospectus of Forest akd Stream, issued in August,

1873, this proposition was enunciated: "A practical
knowledge of Natural History must of necessity underlie all
attainments which combine to make a thorough sportsman," and one of the professed objects of this j'ournal is
the "inculcation in men and women of a healthy interest in
out-door recreation and study." After so long an existence as
five and a half years it is certainly fair to inquire whether
Fobest and Stream has fulfilled its aim in this regard
whether it has encouraged in its readers a love for Nature
and the study of Nature whether it has striven to teach
them to observe and to report their observations with some
degree of accuracy wmether it has been able to set before
them the facts of science in an attractive light to clothe with
ruddy flesh the dry bones of technical detail ?
If we have not done this, it has certainly not been from any
lack of material to work upon. Questions of very great interest
have frequently presented themselves in our columns, which
we have dealt with more or less fully, not hesitating to apply
for aid on intricate points to the most eminent specialists in the
various departments of science in this country and Europe.
;

;

;

—

We have faithfully

endeavored to set before our readers the
importance of making careful and continued observations of
the various phenomena of nature, and have exhorted them to
take full notes, so that nothing which comes under their eyes

may

be

lost.

We

have reason

to believe that, in

many

cases,

our advice has been gladly received and acted upon.
Opportunities for a study of Nature, and for observation,
occur almost constantly, and every intelligent man, who
passes any time iu the open
to snuio interesting point

would be glad
however, that

air,

which

drawn
and which he

often has his attention
is

new

to be able to explain.

to him,

It is too often the case,

lack of time and the want of knowledge of

how to go to work at the subject deter the amateur from
following up his point and getting at the true facts in the
Often, too, from an idea that it is impossible to learn
case.

much about

nature without making science a profession, the
observer lets pass, without noting them, interesting matters,

which, if brought to the attention of trained naturalists, might
lead to important results.
All this is wrong.

At

the present day no naturalist, be his

attainments what they may,

can hope to cover the whole
ground, or to ho acquainted with all the phenomena of

the sharpie, with her graceful sheer, clear run, hollow waterlines and admirable adaptability to the needs of a large portion
of the community be viewed with more favor than at present?

No doubt

but that she will, for there is one element in this
Fair Haven ship that is especially in accord with the times
and appeals to the sympathies of the many; her cost is onehalf that of the round timbered type.
Though the orthodox sharpie is narrow and rigged with
comparatively small sail, distributed as leg-of-muttons on two
spars the more extensive use of this boat by yachtsmen will
no doubt lead to a gradual change toward the sloop's beam
and her rig, or that of the schooner. Just here let us enforce
;

the reminder that the great speed and handiness, as well as

from capsizing, so far as the latter quality can be incorporated in any shallow boat, arise, paradoxical as it may seem,
from the very fact of narrow beam.
No one will dispute the
safety

superiority of a small, light, narrow form on the score of "resistance," for in such a model both skin and wave-making resistance are less than in its opposite

is

few

arities for which the sloop is famous, but to a greater degree
even than in the very best among her prototype and at the same
time possesses certain other qualities to which the sloop can lay
no claim. Length for length, or, better still, size for size the
sharpie is perhaps in most respects a better boat than the common light-draft sloop. She is fully as wcathery in smooth
water, quite as fast, if not faster, on the wind, while with
sheets checked her speed is reported as something astonishing.
She is a comfortable, roomy, and, above all things, a

lumpy

obviously easier to

commences

to make waves at a lower speed.
For this reason
the sharpie requires less canvas and is a gainer in cost and handiness by just that much with the wind anywhere frorn f out-

points around the rest of the half circle. On the wind a rather
large board should make up for her lack of draft, while her
freeboard will enable her to cany a sail area which will be

found

and should the leg of mutton be retained
the wind's eye than any other.
increase in size, however, a different rig must supplant the pretty oriental style lest the masts become too long
and springy. For " sharpie waters" there is perhaps nothing
as haudy as the shop to which the Chinese bamboo system
may with advantage be applied. The use of the gaff does
away with the excessive length of mast and carries down the
centre of effort, and the celestial adjuncts will keep things flat
and render shortening single-handed an operation easy enough
sufficient,

will send the boat closer in

With an

elements, then,

which contribute

to a successful sharpie

:

fair

fine
lines forward, easy rise to floor aft, flare to sides, pretty full

such other ports where some enterprising individual has had
the good sense to import and popularize this style of craft.
The sharpie may be said to combine in her form those peculi-

In this latter respect the sharpie
must be considered as ahead of the shallow sloop, for owing
safe craft in

it is

extreme buoyancy and light draft, moderate beam,
round to her bottom, ample freeboard, large centreboard,

a boat of peculiar and eminently practiknown, curiously enough, only to a

of coast along the Connecticut shore and to a

;

drive such a form through the water with sheets free than
something approaching more to the bluff and beamy, in which
perhaps over SO per cent, more skin is exposed and which

The

cal construction,

We

'

to execute.

?

THE SHARPIE.

lost.

Abb

'

are

money

Or Trade supplied by American News eompany

our mission

drawback and one advantage. Though pretty to look at from
when close aboard they seem a little too much on the
square for eyes accustomed to delight in the gentle curve of
the topside, the handsome hollow timber forward, and the
sharper round of the quarter aft.
But custom goes a great
ways and fitness will cover up a multitude of sins against the
laws of beauty, which are after all more or less empirical in
their origin. As the cutter man sees no beauty in the
chubby,
squatty sloop" and the sloop man finds nought to admire in the
" wall-sided, half-sunk cutter" may not at some future day

afar,

water.

and extreme buoyancy she is a dry boat in
same sense as a life boat is, and the records of little open
sharpies riding out heavy weather will substantiate all we
say so far as their safety, dryness and ease at sea are concerned.

on deck all around, no skagg aft, and flat setting sails.
These general remarks we propose to follow with more
own and of our correspondents,

specific information of our

one of

whom

has furnished us with the description of a large
we may hear more this comj

schooner-rigged sharpie of which

[from our own correspondent. ]

TERRAPIN.

How

and Where They Are Caught— "Diamond Backs
ok the Chesapeake Bay and its Tribctabies—An Epicurean Diss,
'

Washington, D. C, Dec.

28, 1878.

The cold winds and nipping frosts of November which
bring the savory canvas back to our section, open the season for terrapin also, and all along the Chesapeake Bay and

to her lightness

its tributaries,

the

among

Moreover, they are not as liable to "broach-to," which, in
light draft centreboards, is always the most imminent peril
to which they are exposed in rough water.
The sharpie's
comparative exemption from this danger is to be found in the
fact that she draws no water forward or aft, aud has a considerable crown or round up to her bottom at each end, with

Washington and Baltimore. There may be ducks in the
creeks, and the "honk" of the wild goose maybe heard
in the waters beyond, but the terrapin hunter pays no attention to them so long as he can rake the diamond back
(ISmi/s terrapin, which we read Of in " Holbrook's North
American Herpetology," but since more properly named by
Prof. Cope Malacoclemmys palustris) from their winter abode
beneath the mud, where they go at the beginning of cold

hardly any

flat to

her section lines, and her great buoyancy

is

against her dipping her nose into a leading sea, and having her
stern thrown round in consequence of being taken a little on

The sloop, on the contrary, being cut away fine
aud nearly on an even keel, with a rounded bilge, is at all
times liable to play pranka with the man at the tiller, and if

the quarter.

suddenly brought "by" may turn turtle and spill her crew. The
deeper this class of craft is made, the more hold they are given
If we prefer the sharpie
in the water, the safer they become.

must not be inferred that this
predilection i3 irreconcilable with our advocacy of the deep
cutter for sea cruising, for, howevor safe, dry or easy the
Sharpie may be there can be no question but what for regular
outside work the narrow cutter would carry off the palm over
any light-draft boat, more particularly in turning to windward in lumpy water or when driven hard, owing to her momentum, easy form and low canvas then coming into play.
But for all purposes to which a small boat is likely to be
put, for shoal water, creeks, inlets and bays, for sportsmen,
fishing and short cruising, the sharpie may be accepted as
equal to the light-draft sloop, with, it should be added, one
build for vessels of small size

it

in

the shallow water beneath the lily-pads,

the roots of sweet flag and rushes, where the terrapins hibernate, they are sought more for profit than for pleasure, and quick sale awaits their arrival in the market* of

weather to await the return of spriog,{when their torpid condition ends, and they resume the active duties of life.
I
have written of the juicy canvas back and other toothsome
wild fowl of many varieties on these waters; the palatable
sheepshead, always grateful to appetite; the dainty Spanish
mackerel, a welcome dish to every epicurean philosopher;
the delicious cygnet and necessary accompaniment, a bottle
of good old port; and now the succulent terrapin, its haunts

and

habits, shall be

my

theme.

Naturalists seemed to have slighted our favorite diamond
back, and I have been able to find but little of its natural
history.
They have not given the same attention to it that

they have to some other members of the Kmydn, family.
Away back in Schoeff, who observed it in this country during the Revolutionary war, he being surgeon to a German
regiment,

1 find a very correct plate of the animal, and an"Holbrook's North American Herpetology," but
both have meagre descriptions. Other works on natural
history are wanting in their accounts, moat authors treating

other in
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tlic terrapin,

ly rather

in a general

manner with tho whole

turtle fami-

than a> a distinct species.

A prime specimen,

measure
about 6i or 7 inches along tho plastron or the lower shell.
size,
and
therefore
The females only attain this
are
the most
suitable,

for the table, should

terrapin, as thry are called
desirable, a female, or " cow
by dealers, measuring such length, is what is termed a " full
count" in tho trade, that is, twelve of them count a dozen.
Those measuring five or six inches along tho lower shall are
termed " heifera," and in trade count two for one, or three
''

for two, so that very often 18
according to size and weight.

or

24 are given for a dozen,

The females never exceed nine inches in length, and one
of that size is seldom caught, a! terrapin measuring nine
inches will weigh six or eight pounds, and one measuring
Theimales or
six inches about three pounds before cooking.
" bulls " have scarcely any marketable value. They are very
measuring over three or four inches, and under
Maryland cannot be sold if they measure Less
than live inches neither can the heifera be sold when under
This law enacted by the General Assem.
that measurement.
bly of Maryland at the last session prohibits any one from
taking or catching diamond back terrapinslrora the waters
of the State between the 1st day of April and 1st day of November in each year, and that no diamond back terrapin of
leas size than five inches in length upon the bottom
The fine for a violation of
shell shall be taken at any time.
this law is not less than $5 or more than;$10 for each terrapin, one-half going to the informer, and possession of tbo
terrapin to be deemed prima facte evidence of the violation
small, rarely

the

new law

of

;

of the low.

and Stkeam: a full
and readable account of the terrapin trade, how and where
they are caught, etc., I visited Baltimore, in which city terrapin a la Marylande is a dish as old as the city itself. I was
taken in charge by Mr. Robert Rennert, the proprietor of
the Rennert House on Fa3f ette street, and soon found myself in his cellar among diamond backs fresh from the Eastern Shore of the Bay, Choptauk River, St. Michaels and
other Maryland waters, where they are numerous. First, he
explained the noticeable marks of difference between a superior and inferior terrapin; for the genuine diamond back
is different from the James River or " Slider" specimen
commonly known as " red belly," and some other species
which resemble it closely, but do not compare to it in flavor

To

give the

many

readers of the Forest

tho former having a rough under shell of a dark mud color,
while the under shell of the latter is as smooth as glass and

has a red tinge resembling that of the common land tortoise.
visited dealers in this product of the Chesapeake
its adjacent waters; for there are men in Baltimore

"We next
Bay and

who make

their living during the winter in this trade,

buy-

ing them from oyster pungies and other vessels arriving at
Baltimore daily, and disposing of them not only in Baltimore, but forwarding them to Philadelphia and New York.

" To what extent do you trade in them ?" I inquired of
one dealer.
" Why, sir, I have sold as many as 1,000 terrapins liere in
Baltimore in three days. True, many of them were small,
bat the small ones are cheaper, and many society people giving parties will have stewed terrapin on the bill, but they do
not buy the most expensive ones. Tho large ones we sell to
the first-class restaurants, because they have their reputation
In furto maintain, aud will not serve inferior terrapin."
ther reply to my questions the dealer responded as follows
"For twenty -five years I have been catching and selling
;

them.

When

I first

commenced,

if

we

received six or eight

dollars a dozen for full counts, we were doing well; now we
get from $20 to $21 a dozen without trouble, but the terrapin are not as plentiful uow as then." An old fisherman,
who had devoted many years of his life to catching terrapin
was so impressed with their value that be declared to me,
"They is money, sir, they is money. If I had that boat full
of terrapin (pointing to a pungy near he wharf), I would

when we

them by the bubbles which

arise

from

their nostrils at inter-

Whcnrakedoutoftheirhibernatingplacethey are of course
covered with black mud, but they require little or no care
usually they are tossed into a barrel, and the fishermen claim
that they thrive better this way than if scattered over the
;

hold of a vessel or floor of a cellar. In case of bitter cold
weather they are covered with straw to prevent them from
Terrapin deposit their eggs in the sand on the beach in
June, and generally after rain, for the reason that the sand
being moist they can make the hole without the danger of

man who

many
it

much

sport, for

amateurs, but a good

professional gunners

so happens that

many of

who

live along its

the descendents o

killed the goose that laid the golden eggs also

lived m the same vicinity, and one of the number having
found an unfortunate broadbill strangled in the meshes of a
immediately occurred to him that by setting his ne
horizontally between the bottom and the surface on the feeding grounds he might capture mere of them.
His venture

fish net it

was so successful that all of his connections immediately followed his example, to such an extent that in n short time
duck could not dive for his food without being entangled in a
net.
1,000 was not an uncommon number for them to take
out in a single night but this was nothing compared with the
;

of the bay, and a correspondent
writes that he has seen 20,000 ducks go out in one day after a
big haul.
By the middle of December there were at least

1,000 nets set for the purpose of catching ducks.
The law
already provides against taking ducks in nets, but these are
set ostensibly for fish, and that is the way tho perpetrators

crawl out of it.
If a law was passed prohibiting the setting
Bay from October 1 uutil May 1 there
might still bo some shooting there, otherwise there will not
be and we sincerely trust that during tho present session of
the Legislature something may be done.
;

the sides failing in. The hole is always made beyond the
reach of the tide, and at night, when from twelve to twentyfour eggs are deposited in tho nest, and left for tho sun to

hatch.

The young ones

are soon able to care for themselves,

and seek the water shortly after they are brought to life.
The animal is exceedingly timid, hiding itself upon thelea3t
alarm.
It is a rapid swimmer, and, unlike other members of
its tribe, makes good progress over land, though they rarely
leave the water, except to deposit their eggs. They can be
easily tracked in early morning from the water to the point

where they deposit their eggs, and their nests are often
robbed not only by man but by various animals.
The eggs found in the female are always served with the
terrapin, but in the winter they are, of course, much smaller

summer when they are deposited in the sand. In a
grown female the eggs now are not as large as marbles.
They are of a golden yellow, and exceedingly rich. As the
time approaches for dropping them they increase in dza and
than in

full

are covered with a pliant, parchment-like shell.
When the terrapin first seek winter quarters in the mud,
tbey are in prime condition, and do not become poor until

nearly time for them to deposit their eggs in spring. In this
respect, they resemble the fish creation, growing poor and
losing flavor as the eggs ripen,

A

approaches.

and the time for their deposit
salmon, for instance, is unfit for table use

when

filled with ripe eggs, and so with a terrapin
but after
attending to the duty of propagating their species they soon
;

fatten again.

The proper cooking of a terrapin is a matter of great imwhen served upon a chafing-dish with the

portance, and

it presents a most tempting appearance.
" Cannot the terrapin be dressed nearly ready for table, and
then shipped abroad ?" I inquired of Rennert. " Oh, yes,"
he replied, "I have frequently sent them partly cooked in
cans to New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and even to
Europe. This may be done in very cold weather, but care
must be taken in preparing the meat and canning it. I prefer to send them alive, however, and have shipped them to
England and France to customers of mine temporarily sojourning in those countries."
In olden times terrapin were roasted in hot embers, and
served with butter, pepper, salt and other seasoning, to

rich eggs,

The
and

all

old Marylanders always enjoyed the tempting
along the Eastern shore the colored people de-

of the information in this letter.

when

roast terrapin

was

His long experience in

them and his acquaintance with the dealers has
made him quite a naturalist so far as terrapin are concerned,

and there

manner

is

nothing about the animal,

of serving

it

when

its

haunts,«habits, or

captured, that he

is

not familiar

with.

Mr. Crosby S. Noyes, the veteran editor of the "Washington
Star, has returned from Europe, where he has been traveling

June last. Being a close observer and interesting
wore of the most readable character, and
months bavc been an attractive feature of the Star, the
oldest and ablest newspaper of Washington.
R. F. B.

since

writer, his letters

for

A.

NOW

DASTARDLY" PRACTICE.

Governor in his message has made allusion
and some very sensible suggestions regarding, the
game laws it may be an appropriate occasion on which to call
the attention of the committee who may be appointed to take
charge of the matter to a most outrageous practice which has
that the

to,

been,

But

of nets in Shinnecock

freezing.

serving

\

affords not only

shores.

numbers that were driven out

vals.

would be useless for me to give the formal recipes for serving them, though Rennert gave them to me—French, Engand various other styles he mentioned, but terrapin a la
MarylaTule is the favorite. To him I am indebted for much

consider that the imprisoned terra;

One device for their capture consists of a drag ret arrangement, which scrapes off the mud, allowing it to pass
through the meshes of the net, but retaining the terrapin, and
crabs too, many of which are scraped out. of the mud at the
same time. In places where they are closely bedded three
or four are often caught at one time in this manner.
Another melhod employed is by sounding for them beneath
the mud with a sharpened stick, and upon striking one lo
rake it up with the tongs. Old fishermen say they can locate

liah,

mud. All along tho southern coast the fishermen capture them, but the Chesapeake Bay terrapin seems to have
the greatest commercial value. 1 suppose for the reason
that they are shipped to the markets of Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York, immediately after being caught, and
are therefore in prime condition. Those caught further
south, on the South Carolina, Florida and Gulf coasts, are
sold in the Southern markets. Tho experiment has been
tried in that section of penning the terrapins caught until a
sufficient number to ship north could be procured. The pen
covering an area of some two or three acres, in a creek of
shallow water, was composed of stakes driven in the mud,
and the terrapins as fast as caught were put in the inclosure,
where they were fed daily with fish, bits of meat and other
things suited to their taste. Although the best of care was
taken of them, it was soon discovered that the impounded
animal became poor, and its flavor, when served at the table,
did not compare with those taken at large, and served within a few days thereafter without being impounded. A fact

it

the

an attractive dish upon " old massa's " table. Now they are
served in a more artistic s'yle, and the cook who has had
experience in serving terrapin is master of his profession. It

in the

out,

flesh as well as flavor.

taste.

CATJGHT.

pin had not the same choice of food as the one at large

the same exercise, and, besides, the worry of

living for the

dish,

Various methods of capturing them are employed, and
many of the old negroes residing near the Chesapeake Bay
and its tributaries, especially on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, are experts in the manipulation of drags, rakes, and
tongs by which the terrapin is brought from his winter home

easily explained

it

imprisonment and constant effort to get out of the inclosure
caused the females to drop their eggs prematurely, and lose

light to tell of the festive occasions

never want anymore money."

HOW THEY ABB

neither had

487

if

not initiated, at least carried out in the waters of

Shinnecock Bay during this last fall.
As is well known this
bay is a favorite feeding ground for migratory ducks, and until the waters are frozen and the great body of ducks driven

GAME PROTECTION.
Hounding Debk
letter written

in thb Adironbacks.— From a private
by Mr, Chas.Fenton, of Number Four, we are

permitted to

make

the following extracts.

of deer in the Adirondacks

The

destruction

a subject well werthy of con
stant and repeated presentation to public notice until the
abuses shall be rectified
Mr. Hayt asserts that I boast of killing two thousand deer.
This is a false statement, and in reply to the question often
asked me, how many deer I have killed, I have stated that I
have killed about one thousand in my life-time, which is very
near the fact, as it would probably not vary fifty from that
number. As the deer question has been freely discussed
since my letter to the Herald, and as one would get the idea
from Mr. Hayt's letter that a great many deer were slaughtered
annually by still-huuting, I have taken the pains to ascertain
the facts in the case.
1 know that in this town not more than
thirty deer altogether are killed in this way.
The town of
Diana, in Lewis Co. always has been one of the best localiis

,

ties

for still-hunting.

I find that

thirteen of the

best

still-

hunters in Diana average four and a half deer during the
season.
There can be no objection to parties of sportsmen
who repair to the woods late in the season, and by the use of
hounds killing a few deer. Such parties do not usually kill
many. But as this modo of hunting requires no skill except
to know how to row a boat, every one who lives in or near
the woods have taken to hunting in this waj, and I have
known hoys twelve or thirteen years old who have killed
twelve or fifteen deer the past fall.
Fifty deer have been killed at Smith's Lake the past fall by
driving the deer into the water, and at another lake upward
of a hundred have been killed in tliis way.
At this lake I
saw a rack for jerking venison, which was being made eighty
feet in length and capable of holding the flesh of twenty-five
deer at a time. This man was one of a party who had twentyfive dogs.
I had an interview with a most reliable guide
whose business called him on a tour through the lakes during
October, and he thinks my statement in the Utica Herald no
exaggeration, but if anything underestimated. 1 will not pre
tend to say whether hunting deer with dogs is sportsmanlike
or not, but I do know that in a country abounding in lakes,
as is the Adirondacks, it is extremely destructive to deer.
I
have observed this mode of hunting rapidly on the increase,
until it has attained gigantic proportions and threatens the
speedy extermination of tho deer in our great wilderness, and
occupying the position I do, with a full knowledge of all the
facts, I deem it a duty to sound the alarm ere it is
s too
to late,
and I shall continue to sound it.

Pennsylvania.— The annual meeting of the Northwestern
Pennsylvania Game and Fish Association was held at the
office of Colonel E. P. Gould, Easton, Pa., last Thursday.
The following officers were elected for the year 1870; President, Hon. Wm. L. Scott; Vice President, Colonel John S.
Riddle; Secretary and Attorney, Clark Olds; Treasurer, Col.
E. P.Gould; Board of Directors, Wm. L. Scott, W. W. Reed,
Henry Souther, John 8. Riddle, W. W. Derby.
All the
members of the association are very enthusiastic in the prolection and propagation of game and fish, and if the citizens
of Erie will give the association the necessary assistance, it
proposes to propagate muscalongo and other game fish

~ .—

artificially.
,1/

Tennessee—Editor

Eorest and Stream

:
I have been very
columns of your valuable paper
an effort making toward fish protection in
this State.
No one not a resident can fully appreciate bow
much such a move is needed and how much good it can accomplish. In regard to this section of the State especially it
is easy to give proofs of how much harm has been allowed to
result from the lack of suitable laws properly administered.
We have in this county several streams, tributaries of tho
Tennessee River, from which, not five years ago, the most
unscientific angler, provided with the roughest tackle, was
sure of taking large strings of bass, pike-perch, hream, black
I

much pleased
that there

to see in the

is at last

and other varieties of perch. Now in these streams, after the
most faithful fishing, it is rare that one secures anything at all
approximating a good catch, In the language of the lamented
A. Ward, "Why is this thus?" The answer is very easy.
The mouth of every one of these streams in the months of
March and April, when all of our game fish are seeking their
spawning beds, are simply full of wing nets, trot lines, flshb skets and other devices of that personage, whom I believe
to hate the disciples of gentle Izaak Walton fully as
much as he is said to detest holy water. Besides, near the.
head- waters on the very spawniug beds themselves, you will
find the industrious native with his three or four-pronged gig
assiduously sticking it into the back of every unlucky speciof the kingdom of pisces that chances to show itself.

men

Now,

is it any wonder that our waters uo longer richly
reward tho patient angler's care? And what encouragement is

there to attempt to re-stock our depleted streams

when such a

:

:

:

late is in waiting

lor every finny denize n

our Legisla-

If

?

ture will give us good laws, and such tbat can be promptly
and effectively executed, there may yet, be some bope for the
"gentle art" in this part of Tennessee; otherwise "ye
brothers of the angle" may as well turn their Japanese bamboos to account as walking-canes and pipe-stems, and their
minnow buckets as coolers for buttermilk, for they will soon
have to bid a sad and long farewell to everything but the
memory of their former joys.
Will.
Savannah, Jan. 1.
This is a melancholy picture for the Tennessee angler's con-

templation.
We cannot believe, however, that our friends
will find their efforts wholly futile if they will actively engage in the cause of protection and urge the economic, rather
than the sentimental, reasons therefor. Tennessee subscribers
of the JFokbst and Stbeam, having imbibed its teachings,

must now entertain the

and they are a
remedy the evil of

desirable sentiment

host in themselves, powerful enough to

is

:

.INFrye

now

so outraged at the untimely ending of a little something
of season;" for so long as this country is, and
of it must ever, remain, an uncultivated waste,
known only to the wily redskin and adventurous prospector,
so long must game, be it noble or ignoble, come to the rifle's
call, whenever occasion demands or necessity requires.
Not
that I or my companions favor the wanton destruction of anything, Apaches and rattlesnakes excepted, but the vocation of
a prospector is such that it will not permit him to be overscrupulous as to the violation of the various seasons, whatever they may be. Soul-bound to pick and pan through sunshine and storm, subjected without mercy to the various
dangers and privations incident to extreme frontier life— this
certainly gives him a license to supply his wants, if possible,
from his surroundings. More game is seldom or uever killed
than the necessities of camp require. Opportunities for willful slaughter are no inducements to men who are liable to be
called upon to use cartridges for other purposes, and who
might have occasion to bitterly regret their waste.
But
where there is no law— nature's excepted— there can be no
so I do not write this in palliation of my oftransgression
fence, if such it be, for having learned that young turkeys
and fat fawns are not to be despised, and that lean buck is
better than no meat.
H. B.
Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona, Dec. 10, 1878.

"out
what much

;

—The following has

been sent

to us for publication. It relates to the challenge of Fish

Com-

missioner Whitcher, of Canada, to produce witnesses of any
unjust discrimination against Americans in the granting of

We feel as if the question can find

All conscientious men
a suitable resting place just here.
look to the Dominion Government for needed reforms
194 Middle St Foktj.And, jU-K., Jan. 7, 1879.
Editob Forest and Stream
,
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— Riverside Rifle Club

5
4

5

4

lhaeffer.

LWBlake
tion, Jan.

killed

licenses to fish for salmon.

rifle organizations being represented in considerable
The light was clear and the wind northwest,
ranging, during a major portion of the sport, from nine to ten
o'clock.
The leading scores stood

numbers.

Fittsjield.

Voice fkom Abizona Editor Forest and.Stream: In
this land of Apaches it is not to be supposed that we. know
what "close" and "open" seasons are, and did wT e, it is not
possible that we could respect them, nor would they be honored by many of the gentlemen whose sensitive natures are

Reply to Mr. Whitoheb.

other

an excellent

—

A

Massachusetts— Boston, Jan, 11.—The second Maynanl
match brought out a good field of marksmen to Walnut flill
to-day, and the 200-yards firing points were crowded.
A
good many spectators witnessed the shooting, visitors from

;

which our correspondent complains. Now
time to combine forces and begin the work.

5
5

4

5
5

4—13

5

4-42
4-88
4-37
6-32

14

4—4»

4
4
3

4—4:i

regular weekly competi-

;

200 yards, 10 shots :
43 Burbank
17

Leonard
Tracy

Wentworth
D Couch

45
45
44

Parker
Farrnigt-'U

46
45
745
45

Smith

43
43

w Wood

—

:

Connecticut— Bridgeport.— IXi&z matters have been

quiet
since Christmas, but the boys are planning for the spring, and
some of them keep up practice as often as the weather will
permit, and others are getting new rifles made, aud I suppose
our old guns will have to look out in the next campaign.
The Fourth Regiment, C. N. G. have received their rifles
from the Quartermaster-General of the State, and turned in
their old Peabody rifles, which are to have new barrels of the
government pattern. The ones they now have are the Peabody, with new barrels, .45 calibre, and use the United States
service cartridge.
It is expected that the Fourth will make a
good showing the next year at the target. There is a growing interest in rifle practice here, aud some independent com.
panies are going to take strongly to target work as soon as
weather permits.
number ot the boys were out on New
Year's day practicing, and some, good scores were made with
military rifle: Hull, 47 and 44'; Nichols, 46 and 44 other
scores ibout average ; possiblo 150 points.
I understand there
is to be a new gun club organized here this winter, and then
look out for a consumption of glass balls in this section.
must have a change, as walking is played out ; in fact we
have hnd an awful attack of this walking fever here this
winter, but our chief got laid out by Mr. O'Leary in New
York, and since then it has been convalescent. I am somewhat surprised by the statement of one of your advertising
firms of gundealers that a New York man has made the
largest score in ten shots off-hand at 200 yards.
I think to
Mr. O. Gore, of Denver, Col., belongs the championship of
the 200-yards range, for he has a record in a match, on Feb
24, 1878, of making 49 points out Of a possible 50, off-hand,
and I think he is considered one of the finest and most reliable shots of the day at 200 yards.
I take great pleasure in reading
G.. for
F.
S.
R.
I think unless one does take a paper devoted to these healthy
sports they lose some interest in them.
White Disk.
,

A

;

We

my

&

&

—

not utterly fulled.
I have hosts of friends In the Dominion ; friends who have shown
me the kindest hospitality, who have shared my feelings in regretting
the measures the Provincial Government has recently taken and if
they and I are assured that we have mistaken the animus of the
ures, even though they seem unjust, the regret will certainly be les;

m

sened.

yours very

truly,

The Shokt-Range Totjenament. —The
tournament

Sam'i.

Hanson.

Thomas

B

19
23

W Eansom
CA Kolb

21

Wilson....

19
18

CHelnold

Ij

Stocking

22
81

c John
FBissIng
J stratllick

18
IS

Twxeftb Regiment Armouy Matohes, Jan. 13.— Second
marksmen

class

Tl

200 yds. 500 yds.

Priv Shaw
Setgt Horn
Prlv Beattle

19
21
17

19
14

15
18

CaptMcGr>wan..ao

Orebdmook,

38
36
32

Jr.,

Range.

200 yds. boo yds.
13
18
13
14

Maj Jones
Capt Henley
Prtv Fraser

15

12

—The; Ballard

match

at the 100-

very closely fought between the Zettler
and Empire clubs. At the first match the Zettler team won
with 222 points in the possible 250, each of the five men firing
10 shots with ,22-cal. rifles. On the 4th instant, the scores
stood: Zettler, 232; Empire (first), 221; and Empire (second),
208. At the third match, on the 11th instant, the Empire
team went to the front with 225 points, with the Zettler team
223, and the Empire (second) at 206.

yards tunnel range

is

—

prospects of

the

the short-range championship open very
arrangements already made insure the most

for

The

man

J Welsh

and every hit will be registered as made,
preventing the possibility of a doubling of the shots. One or
two anonymous correspondents have called attention to the
reliable scoring,

This was done
raising of the entrance fee from $5 to #10.
as a matter of justice to the gallery where the shooting is

and as a recompense for time aud ammunition consumed. The medals and prizes are of course provided en.
If clubs will send im
tirely distinct from the entrance fees.
mediate notice of their intention to enter it will accommodate
us in making arrangements for the contest. There should be
a liberal representation from among the out-of-towu clubs,
and some of the Bostou and Chicago rifle gallery teams will
,fiud n hospitable reception among the New York marksmeD.
The privilege of putting in more than one team from the
held,

,same club gives the stronger clubs a proper advantage.

Ma8baohusett8 Rifle Shooting.— A member of the Walnut If ill company of marksmen writes in a jubilant strain over
the close of the year's work, and twits a bit at the expense of
the high and mighty N. K. A. of America. He says
The report of our treasurer showB that we are a;real, live
We have paid our bills and made over $700
organization.
We are all very much in earnest, and have
the past season.
Our best men are members. No State aid for
lots ot fun.
us.
I see that the N. R. A. A. is to become more and more
a Si ate affair, and not a small-bore rifleman among its officers.
They had belter petition the State to have the last A. turned
into a Y., and place it after the N., so that it will read N. Y.
E. A.: or N. Y. M. R. A., with its Presidentto receive $3,000
salary' from the State, and moat of its officers under State pay.
:

The New York Rifle Club have sent a challenge to the
Bergen Point Rifle Club for a match at 200 yards, ten men
per team, ten shots per man, on the Bergen Point range.

—The New

—There

is

much

champion of

gallery

talk about the

Let the matter be settled by a
let there be less talk.

this

of 100 shots per

test

man, and

— Governor

General

post of Patron to the

Lome,

of Canada, has accepted the
of Ottawa,

Dominion Rifle Association

Canada.

—The Boston Herald says "It is saidthat the prospects of
an Irish team coming over to euter the lists for the palma
during the approaching summer are very good- It is understood that Mr. John Rigby, who stands very hisrh indeed
among the Irish riflemen, and who won the Wimbledon
Cup with an unprecedented score last year, is very anxious
to again measure the Rigby rifle against the "American
Sharps and Remingtons.
:

Oaxo—ColUmvilk, Jan. 1.— The leading scores to-day
the Rod and Gun Club, at 200 yards off-hand, were
Mass.
J Laubensteln
Hull

OB

Mr. Laubenstein

Oreed.
tl

93
95

won

4.1

the

first

J

It

JO

of

Mass.

Creed,

82

43
42

M

riklwcil

Andrews

prize, also, the

same day

for

best three shots (Mass., 33 J in the prize shoot.

Michigan— -SmC Hagincm, Jan. 4.—The nmth
day

ol

yards

the East

Saginaw Amateur

Kille

practice to-

Club stood,

at 200

4

44454453

CUYaukey
KKCorbyn

3

4

4

5

5

4

4

2 4 5 3

4

JHllourV

3

4

HG

4

I

•.

CaptWTShaW
Hamilton

45444

44

W

JAOOlohour

JbOram

Chasiatllu

CASawyer

it

3

4

4

4

4
4

4

4
4
4

3

3

3

3

S

4

4

3

4

4— 3!>

6

4—39

4
4
44445334
3

4

u

4—3a
0— 21—300

2

It is but justice to Mr. Sawyer, who is one of the most reliable shots we have, to state "that, in addition to the effect
of the snow storm, his shells were off in quality as well as

the target, the lubricant

which he used having incorporated

If our New Jersey brothers think
down aud squeal under the weigh
of this crushing defeat, they strangely underrate the amount
of sand in the average Western rifleman.
When the spring
time comeB they are liable to hear our gentle accents soliciting the favor of another trial. Mr. Charles Proul f acted as
umpire for Bergen Point iu the absence of Gien. Win. E.
Strong, who was chosen by them.
The rifle range of the Thomas Post Rifle Club is in process of completion. The range is bounded on the north by

with the powder.
are going to quietly

itself

lie

Madison street, south by Barry Point Koad, cast and west
by 43d and 41lh streets. It is 220 yards wide by 1,250 yards
loDg.
The targets will be iu echelon, commencing on the
east 200 yards south of Madison street, where the fitst firing
shed is already located, with the 200 yard target directly
south of it. The other targets— 300, 400 and 500 yards for
off-hand shooting, and the 800, 900 aud 1.U00 yards— will
be erected early in the spring. The lumbermen and hardware dealers of Chicago have generously donated the material necessary to the completion of our range, and we do
not doubt but that wo shall have as fine a resort as there is
in the country when it is completed.

At Peck's Gallery on the West 8
ably good
shooting has been done lately. On the 24th lilt, Mr. W,
challenged Eclon Kellogg, both members of the
Thomas Post Club, for a match ot 100 shots each, which resulted in 470 out of a possible 500 lor Lyman and 469 for
Kellogg. A return match was shot by the same gentlemen
on the evening of the 31st, which resulted iu ttuTfollowing
score, which we don't believe csrn be beaten by any two
members of Capt. Bone's team at 25 yards oil-hand, 22 cal.
rifles, 3 lbs. pull.
I give the totals of each ten shots; score:
i

Lyman

Lyman

si
4S

Kell'igg

<H
4(i

4T
43

40

45

4-1

41

17

41

4-S

4S»4J

-it

i

.

4S

49—474
Ltj.

Mors Palma Legislation.— The Board
R. A.

of Directors

N.

at their last session, after several hours' discussion, re-

Nothing was said about taking stops
toward having another match for the trophy
Whereas, The programme issued by this Association in
lS7ti for annual competition for the International Trophy-

solved the following.

" Palma" neglects to provide for competitions after the year
1884, the date last engraved upon the medalionsof the trophy,
and also fails to provide any guarantees for a duplication of it
in the event of its loss or destruction
and,
Wheueas, Much of the matter in the paragraph under the
head of '• Prize," is applicable to the year 1870 only, thereby
making it necessary and desirable that said paragraph should
be corrected and republished ; therefore,
Resolved, That the following be 'substituted for said para;

graph headed " Prize

"

-

Pkize.— The American Centennial Trophy " Palma," to be
shot for annually in the country of the last winnii
After 1884 the Trophy to be always
until the year 1884.
held subject to challenge being received from more than one
Country or Province, in the same year the competitions
shall take place at one and the same time, and the Country
or Province whose team makes the highest score shall be enSuch Trophy shall be considered for
titled to the Trophy.
the lime being the property of the recognized head Rifle
Organization of the Country or Province which the winning
team represents and such head Rifle Organization shall keep
the Trophy insured and take all needful steps to ensure its
safe keeping
and, in the event of its loss or destruction, shall
have it replaced by a counterpart as exact as may be, and
shall deliver it into the hands of the successful competitors.
It shall be the duty of such head Rifle Organization to fix
the time and place for holding the next competition, and to
give at least six months notice of such time and place to the
rifle organizations of all countries.
If no entries lor the next
competition are received by such head rifle organization liefore the date fixed upon for the competition, such rifle organization shall require its team to shoot over the distances and
have inscribed upon the Trophy the name of its country, the
total score made and the words " No other competitors.''
Resolved, That nothing herein contained shall deprive the
American Team of 1878 of any and all rights aud privileges
they were entitled to when they won the ** Palma " by their
magnificent shooting in September, 1878.
;

;

;

York Rifle Club challenge, team are full of
fight and wish to have a trial of skill with the Empire Club
on Feb. 22 at 300 and 300 yards, off-hand, ten men per team,
The match will probably
ten shots per man at each range.
be fought on the Brinton Range.

city.

ten o'clock, flakes about the ordinary size at the beginning,
increasing to that of buckwheat flap-jacks at eloven o'clock,
and gradually to the size of pillow shams athalf-past eleven.
It was discouraging to the boys to stand at the firing point
holding their rifles dead on, waiting for an occasional glimpse
at the bull's-eye, and then, after delivering the shot, have
telegraphed back the exasperating fact that it was a three,
or a two, or a goose egg. In spite of the careful handling
of the men by Capt. Mucauley, the team succeeded in making the worst score on record. I append the score
LHDrury
4—41
4
4
HCBradley
5 5 5 4 4 2 4 4 4 4—41
H Chenoweth
4 4 4 4
14 14 4 4 io
J Foster
3 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 3-40

&

BlBW Yoke Buffalo, Oehmig's Rifle Gallery, Jan. 1.—
Gold badge shoot, 61 yards, 2|-in. bull's-eye, 32-cal. rifle,
five shots per

IuvraoiB— Ckkago, Jan. 4.— The cold weather o
few days has made outdoor shooting unpleasant and uearjy
impossible. The match between the Lake View and Bergen
Point Rifle clubs came off on the 1st, inst., and resulted in a
most disastrous licking for us. A snow storm set iu about

we

:

HaJ I not already stated that I aid not Intend entering Into a controversy about salmon flsuin?, I might feel called upon to reply to the
communication from Mr. Whitcher. Would that I had known when I
wrote my first letter what I had In store for me, I almost think I should
have preferred to suffer In silence. That I have grievances, and that
my friends have grievances, I cannot deny ; but tuat I must give my
friends' names, and perl.aps subject, them to such harsh ortticism as I
received from the chief warden of New Brunswick, I must respectfully
refuse, If my first letter has shown that the people of the Dominion
sealouslj disclaim auy intention to treat us unfairly, my mission has

brightly.

d
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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NATIONAL. RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
Seventh Annual Meeting.
The seventh annual meeting of the National

Rifle Associa-

the State Arsenal on Tuesday evening last, was attended by some sixty life members. President Stanton presided, and reviewed in an annual address the work of the past
tion, at

year.

Treasurer Wylie reported an expenditure of §20,040.43 during the year, and a balance of $146.56.

The Range Committee reported receipts of 81,256. 28 against
$1,440.98 in 1877. The expenses on the range during 1877
were $5,590.64, and in 1978 they were 84,040.92.
For Directors, G, S, Scbermerhorn Jr.; Dspt W« C. Casey,
7th Regiment; Col. J. II. Cowperthwait, of Gen.
staff; Major D. B, Williamson, of the 3d Brigade, and Major
,

:

;

TTrETESTANDSTRE A M.
J.
G-.

tegimenl, were elected, w

H. Joui
Litchfield, of

Gen. Hancock's

start, to

oE the

Executive Committee.

Secretary Schermerborn,
post, reported

as

who

declined a re-election to the

follows on the

Work

of the Association for

the past year

Nsw York, January M, 1879.
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the National Rifle Association
of Anurias :
The seventh annual report of the Secretary embraces the
year 1878.
ttely upon the adjournment of the sixth annual
meeting of the Association on Tuesday, January 8, 1878, the
Board of Director;
in special session for the purpose
,m:ii ripening,
At this meeting
of organization foi
there wei
r iairou, Wiugite, Wvlie, Scher-

tnerhorn, Scott, a
Casey and Waters,
ceeded with, and
re-elected Presidei

i-y,

The
-nlii
.

Woodward,

Holland, Beaue, Fulton,

election of. officers was at once proas follow?. Hon. N. P. Stanton,

ii

Geo. Geo. W. Wingatfr, Vice-President;

ru, Jr., Secretary; Gen. Dan'] D. Wylie,
of the Executive Committee, iu
addition to the officers above-named, Hon. My. A. Gildersleeve, Gen. Alex. Shaler and Hon. David W. Judd.
At the October meeting Gen, Geo. W. Wingate, who had
held iho position of director by election, aud was also director
At the regular
ex-offi-i-i,
resigned bis elected directorship.
meeting of the Board, held January 7, Mr. John P. Waters
ids resignation, stating Ms inibiity to attend to the
resen
duties of i.i
isitioa, and the Board reluctautly accepted it,
The directors retiring from office by reason of expiration of
term at this time (January 14, 1879) are: Gen. Geo. VV. Wingate (resigned as above), Gsn. Ira L. Beebe, Captain William
E. Casey, Geo. Seheruierhorn, Jr., and Col. John Bodine,
There
elected January, 1 87S, for one year unexpired term.
are, therefore, six vac:incies to be titled at this time, viz., rive
vacancies for full term, and one to fill unexpired term of two
years of Mr. J. P. Waters.
The term for which General ,1. P. Rathboue was elected an
honorary director expired on the 6th April last.
Hon, "Thus. G. Alvord was elected an honorary director for
three years on February 0. 1878.
General Ronald S. Mackenzie, United States Army, was
elected an honorary director for three years Aprils, 1878
Major Moreau Morris, M. D. Surgeon N. R. A., was elected
an honorary director for tbrfie yearij June 4, 1878 and on
September 3, 187S, the Board of Directors, in recognition of
the liberality of Hon. Henry Hilton, iu presenting to the Association the first prize in the International Military Match,
valued at §3,000, elected Judge Hilton au honorary director
for life.
For the first time in the history of the Association it becomes
the duty of the Secretary to report the action taken in reference
Shortly after
to the death of a director while holding office.
phe regular meeting of the Board of Directors, iu May last,
information having been received of the death of Major Gen.
Dakin, a special meeting was held on the 14th May, aud upon
the appearance of a quorum the President announced the object of the meeting to be for the purpose of taking action in
regard to the sudden death of Gen. Dak'm. Gen. Shaler
moved the appointment of a committee of three to draft resolutions expressive of the sentiments of the Board, which was
immediately approved, and the chairman appointed as such
committee "Generals Shaler, Woodward and Wingate. This
committee shortly reported the following, through its chairman, who also moved their adoption
Wubkbab, An inscrutable Providence has suddenly removed f rum our midst our esteemed friend and companion,
Major General Thomas Spencer Dakin
Attained, That in his deatis this association has lost one of
its most valuable friends and supporters, and has been deprived of the companionship of a genial and warm-hearted
gentleman that we recognize in the career of General Thomas
Dakin all that is noble aud manly, furnishing an example
worthy of emulation, aud securing to himself by his eutbnsitic devotion to the science of rifle shooting the honor of being
recognized throughout the world as a most perfect type of an
American rifleman, and as furnishing to the National Guard
an incentive to become proficient in the most important part
As a soldier he was brave aud accomplished,
of their duties.
esteemed and beloved by the officers and soldiers of his command, respected and admired by the National Guard of the
As a
Stale, his loss will be keenly felt and greatly deplored.
citizen he was upright and sincere in his intercourse, urbane
aud courteous in his demeanor, and faithful to his friends.
In bis death society loses one of its highest ornaments
Reached, That as a tokou of respect and esteem for the
memory of our departed comrade, the officers and members of
this association will attend his funeral iu a body, wearing the
usual badge of mourning upon the left arm
be entered upon the
Rejoined, That these resolutions
minutes, and a copy furnished the family of the deceased as
an expression of our sincere sympathy for them in their great

Geo. 8. Schemed
Treasurer, and foi

;

;

;

;

;

:

bereavement.
The motion to adopt the report of the committee Was duly
seconded, aud after some feeling remarks by Judge Gildersleeve and General Wingate, aud the reading of a telegram
from Hon. D W. Judd, who was uuable to be present, was
unanimously carried, and the meeting adjourned after arranging to atteud the funeral.
Iu accordance with the resolutions, the Secretary caused a
suitably engrossed copy of the resolutions to be duly forwarded to the family of General Dakin. The Irish Hide
Association also adopted a resolution in regard to the death
ofGeueral Dakin, and for warded a copy, accompanied by a
letter from its honored secretary, Major Arthur B. Leech,
who slated his desire that the resolution adopted by his association might be forwarded to General Dakin's family, which was
promptly done.
At the February meeting of the Board the. President
announced the following standing committees for the year
1878, in addition to the Executive Committee previously

given

:

Range Committee

—General

Geo.

W.

about forty names during the past year. There have been
life members added to our roll during the same
period, of whom twenty-two paid the usual fee, two were
won as prizes in the late fall meeting, nod one had the honor
conferred by vote of the hoard without expense to him in
recognition of great services rendered to the association.
Four of our life members have died during the past year, viz:
Geu. T. S. Dakin, Col. J. K. Hitchcock, Cot. H. Clay Preston, Hon. Wm. Walsh.
Fifteen silver life membership
badges have been issued, the numbers running from 71 to 85,
both inclusive, and iu connection with this subject it is respectfully recommended that the size of these badges be
materially reduced, 38 it is believed that if this was done
many who now decline to supply themselves with them, alleging that it is because they are loo bulky to wear, would
purchase them.
The roll of affiliated organizations lias suffered a decrease,
there having beeu only six during the past twelve monthB,
viz
Amateur Ride Club, N. Y. City ; Seventh Regiment
Rifle Club, N. Y. City
Massachusetts Rifle Association,
C-'.voii, MTaSS; New Jersey State Rifle Association, Elizabeth,
N. J.; Washington Gray Troop Cavalry, First Division N. G.
Oily Columbia Rifle Association, WashingS. N. Y., N.
ton. D. C.
At au adjourned meeting of the Board of Directors, held
March 19, a communication from the Adjutant General, S.
N. Y., approving the new regulations which had been submitted to him for approval, in accordance with the law, was
read and ordered on file and at this same meeting the Range
Committee reported that, though the range was then practically open for practice, it would be formally declared open
on and after April 1, 1878.
At the next regular meeting Gen. Wylie (the Treasurer),
reported that the Long Island Railroad had promised to run
trains from Hunters Point via. L. I. R. R. at 12 o'clock m.
and 2 p. m.., and via Central Road 3 o'clock p. m. with convenient trains in the forenoon also that the railroad company would sell excursion tickets between Hunters Point and
Creedmoor to members N. R. A. and N. G. 8. N. Y, in packages of 100 jit 30 cents each, in consequence of this arrangement the Secretary undertook the supply of these tickets in
packages of five round-trip tickets to our members, and distributed during the season just past (i.OOO of them iu this
twenty-five

vacancy.

till

'.actors resulted inttufchoiee
The election of off]
of N. P, Btantuu as President, G. W. Wingate as Vice-Presideut, D. W. Judd as Treasurer, ami Col. II. A, Cjudersieeve,
Gen. Alex. Shaler and Geo. 8, Seheruierhorn, Jr., as members

Wingate, chairman
;

Col. Geo. D. Scott, Captain Jos. G. Story.

:

;

Y

;

;

;

manner.
At the same nfeeting General Wingate offered the following
resolutions, which were adopted, viz.:
Resolved, That for the purpose of developing public interest
in rifle shooting with military weapons, au International rifle
match be announced to take place at the annual fall prize
meeting of the association, to be held at Creedmoor in September next, to be open to teams from each of the States of
the Union, the Provinces of Canada, the kingdom and dependencies of Great Britain, and from all other countries. Each
country having a National Guard or Militia distinct from its
regular army to be entitled to send a separate team to represent each.
Resolved, That a committee of three he appointed for the
purpose of deciding upon the conditions of the match, with
authority to confer with foreign riflemen and those of other
States.

The committee appointed

in accordance with

the above

were General Wingate, General Wylie, and Mr, J, P.
Waters, and this committee shortly afterward prepared a circular letter upon the subject of the match, which was very
widely distributed both at home and abroad, and elicited many
replies.
The committee reported conditions to govern the
match, which were finally approved by the Board of Directors,
and the match duly announced for competition at the fall
meeting.
Major-General W. S. Hancock, United States
Army, commanding the military division of the Atlantic, early
took an active intersst in the matter, and to his exertions the
National Rifle Association owes it that the Hon. H. Hilton,

New York, made his munificent donation of the first prize,
valued at $3,000. The Aiiny and Navy Journal provided
the silver badges which were presented to the members of the
winning team. For particulars in regard to the match, number and competition of teams entered, scores, etc., etc., reference is made to the statistical portion of this report.
It is very generally the opinion that this match so happily
inaugurated promises to be one of the most important and interesting competitions in the future history of rifle practice in
this country, and in connection withthe match for the military
championship of the United Stales, established through the untiring efforts of Lieut.-Col. E. H. Sanford for two years past,
and compel ed for at the same meeting, marks a new eia in the
practice with the military rifle with us, and has exerted such
a powerful influence upon riflemen, that it may be said to
have neutralized the depressing effect of the absence
of

from Creedmoor of any foreign team of riflemen

to

compete

for the ''Palma" in 1878.
Early in the year, at a regular meeting of the Board, the

following was unanimously approved, viz.:
Whkkeas, It has been the aim aud purpose of this Association to foster and encourage the organization of Rifle Clubs
and to disseminate information upon all matters connected
with rifle shooting and,
Wskkbas, Very gratifying results of our efforts in that direction are shown by the existence to-day of no less than one
hundred of such Clubs and Associations in various parts of
the United States
and,
Whereas, It is desirable that such organizations should
take an active part in all matters connected with the development of this popular amusement, and with questions relating
to Inter-State and International matches and,
Whereas, This Association called a Convention of Riflemen two years ago, which Convention, owing to the lack of
interest in rifle shooting at that time, was so slinily attended
that it was deemed unadvisable to take any steps of importance in the dhection o£ extending the span of usefulness of
and,
this Association
Whereas, The present appears to be a peculiarly opportune
time for a convention, suoh as was called two years ago;
therefore be it
Resolved, That the President be, and hereby is, requested
and empowered to invite, in the name of this Association, the
officers and members of the various Rifle Clubs and Associations throughout the country to assemble in Convention at
Creedmoor, or some suitable place in this city, on the occasion of our next Spring Prize Meeting, for the purpose of considering and determining upon all questions which may be
presented relating to rifle shooting and rifle matters gener;

;

j

;

ally.

Finance Committee— Hon. D. W. Judd, chairman Lieul;.H. Sanford, Captain W. C. Casey.
Prize Committee— Col. John Ward, Chairman Mr. J. P.
Waters, Major Jos. Holland.
The annual membership roll has Buffered a decrease of
;

Col. E.

;

Resolved, That all Clubs and Associations intending to be
represented in this Convention be requested to notify the
Secretary of this Association on or before May 1st, next,
stating the number of members upon their roll.
And a circular letter containing a copy of same forwarded

:

.

489
known rifle associations or clubs in the tj. 8, The convention herein provided for met in the President's quarters
upon the range at Creedmoor on the 34th and 25th days of
May last during the Spring meeting of he N. R. A., and
adopted the following resolutions unanimously
Resolved, That the course taken by the National Rifle Association of America since its organization, which has made
ritle shooting an element of national strength and American
rifles and riflemen renowned throughout the world, merits
and should receive the warmest commendation from all Interested iu rifle practice.
It is the opinion of this convention that the iuterest of the riflemen of America could not be
in better; hands lhan it has been by it, and they trust that the
litlemeu of the various Slates will unite in giving it an earnest
and cordial support in its endeavor to develop and extend
rifle shooting throughout the Union.
Resolved, That the riflemen of the different States should
endeavor to form State Associations, which in turn may be
represented in the National Association, so as to unite the
riflemen now divided in local clubs without any boud of
union, and aid
inducing the military authorities of each
Slate to instruct their National Guard how to shoot.
Resolved, That while iu the judgment of the members
of this convention it is inexpedient for a body of delegates, meeting as they do for so short a time, to deal with
the difficult and complicated questions iu regard to rifle shooting as can be done by the experienced officers of the National
Rifle Association ; yet in the absence of any organization in
the great majority of States it is desirable that an annual
convention should be held at Creedmoor at the fall meeting of
the N. B. A., in which each rifle club should be represented
in the proportion of one vote for each twenty-five active
members in good standing upon its roll, (to be certified to by
its secretary, on honor, and previously forwarded to the Secretary N. R. A.,) which convention shall discuss and recommend to the Directors of the N. R. A. the manner in which
the general interests of rifle practice throughout the country
can best be developed and advanced.
to all

I

:

m

Resolved, That in all international matches either for the'
" Palma " or other trophy, the vicinity of
York City isthe locality most convenient, botli for the Americans and the
foreign teams.
Resolved, That in case of competitions being required im the
future for the selection of a team to represent America either
at home or abroad, the conditions of selecting the teams
should be made as little onerous to those residing at a distance from New York as is consistent with the certain selection of the best team.
It was further resolved that the Secretary of the N. R. A,
call a meeting of the convention for the next Fall Meeting of
the N. R. A., and also, that it be recommended to the Board
of Directors N. R. A., that they endeavor to obtain for delegates to the convention and competitors from a distance who
may have^ entered for matches at the Fall Meeting N. R. A.,
tickets to 'and from New York City at reduced rates.
(An
earnest effort was made in this direction by correspondence
with different railway officials, but without success, largely
owing to the impracticability of informing the proper oflicials
of the numbers likely to travel for this purpose over their different roads.)
In compliance with the resolution to that effect the Secretary '
N. R. A. issued the following circular letter of invitation

New

1

-

New

York, August

15, 1378.

Sir: Attn j Convention of Riflemen held at Creedmoor lu May last
was resolved that the next meeting of the Convention 6e called by
f ho Secretary ol" the National Rifle
Association lo take place during the
next Fall Prize Meeting of the National Rifle Association at Creedit

moor,

T
and further, that each Ohio or Association shall be enone delegate ami one additional delegate for each twcnty-Uye
certified by the Secretary as in good standing upon the roll
of the Club or Association.
In compliance with the foregoing, I have the honor to invite your
Club or Association to 3end a delegate or delegates to the Convention
to be held at .Creedmoor. L. I., during the" coming Fall Prize Meeting
or this Association, commencing Tuesday September 17th, and lasting
throughout the weelc. A copy of the programme of the meeting wUl
be forwarded to you as soon as published, and will contain a large
number of matches open to all comers.
Very respectfully yours,
&BO. S. Sohermkrhorn, Jr.,
Secretary N. It. A. ot America.
P. Sr- -Please notify me as soon as practicable of the number of Delegates represent tug your Club or Association that will attend the
Conveution.
I..

;

titled to

members

,

This convention assembled in the President's tent on the
range at Creedmoor, September 20, 1878, during the Sixth
Annual Fall Meeting N. R. A., and there were present, Col.
John Eodine, Hudson River Rifle Ass'n Dr. Dudley. Empire
Rifle Club, N. ¥. City, the Secretary Nl R. A. aud Gen. F.
F. Mitten, Irish-American Ritle Club, N. Yr City.
After the
election of a temporary chairman it was, upon motion, decided,
as many representatives of other associations were at the
time engaged as competitors iu matches then progressing, to
adjourn to the following day. There being no attendant on
thiB occasion, no meeting of the convention was held.
There have been 138 matches in all shot at Creedmoor during the past year under the auspices of the Association, ineluding the Leech Cup Match, shot during the Spring meeting, 1878, under the special auspices of the Amateur Rifle Club,
this number is exactly double that reported for the year
1877,
and by reference lo the statistical tables will be found reported
as follows: Spring meeting, 42 matches shot, including Leech
Cup Match as above Fall meeting, 28 matches monthly oiv
special matches, G8.
it is to be remembered that in addition to the above therehave beeu a large number of matches shot upon the range at
:

.

.

t

;

Creedmoor by
and clubs.

the

The monthly or

members

;

of affibated and local associations

matches have been as follows
Spirit of Times Badge No. 2: One competition, April 13won by Mr. C. II. Johr, who having also won it on the two'
special

previous competitions in 1877, thus became the final owner
Wylie Badge
Two competitions, AprU 24 aud May 30 finally won by Capt. W. IP. Livermore, U, S. Eug.
Ballard
Rifle Match: Seven competitions, April 17, May 8, June
26
July 24, Aug. 21, Sept. 25 and Oct. 23, when it was Anally
won by Mr. W. M. Farrow. J. P. Waters' Prize three competitions, April 24, May 11 and June 15, being then
finally
won by J. L. Allen. Appleton Prize
Eight competitions
April 17, May lo, June 12, July 10, Aug. 7, Sept.
4, Oct ltj
:

:

:

and Nov.
Rifle

13, finally won by Mr. W. M. Farrow.
Sharps
Prize, $250 gold : Seven competitions, April

Company

May

June S and 13, July 20, Aug. 24, Sept. 7 and Oct.
5,_when ltvwas finally won by Mr. F. Hyde. In accordance
with the conditions of this match, one-quarter of the entrance
money received at each competition was added to the- capitu
prize, and this amounted in the end to $49.
Champion
Marksman's Badge, 1878: Seven competitions, May 18, June
13,

4,

-

July

Aug. 17, Bept. 11, Oct. 13 and Nov. 13, finally
ibe conditions by Capt. Jbb. L. Price,
Co., 7th
S. .N. Y.
Gilaeraleeve Medal: Five cornpetiJuly 17. Aug. 28, bept. 28, Oct. UO and Nov. 2J Anally won in accordance Willi the conditions by Mr. C. H. Ensile,
7thRegt„ N. G. s. N. V. Soldiers Matcbf Kvecorapctitions, May 23, June 22, July 17, Aug. 17 and Bept. 1 L, and
failed to fill on one occasion; won four times by Vo. G, 71st
lieiit., N. G. S.
N. Y.
Tierf, Field and Farm Challenge
Badge No. 2 Eight competitions, April 13, May 1, June 8.
July 20, Aug. 23, Sept, 7, Oct. 5 and Nov. 23; not yet finally won.
Skirmishers Badge: Ten competitions, April 20,
May 29, June 1,'i, July 13, Aug. 10, Sept. 14, Oct. 9 and Nov.
23 not yet finally won. Winchester Rifle Match One competition, May 11; has been announced on nix other occasions
and failed to obtain the necessary number of entries to fill.
K Remington Sons Prize, $300 gold: Two competitions,
Oand Aug. 31, and has failed to fill five times. National Gnardsmaua Match: Twi competitions, June 15 and
Aug. 10, and has failed to fill five times.
The Association has been indebted to the following parties
fot prizes donated during the year, viz.: Mr. J. II. Steward,
optician to the Association, London, a telescope, field glass
and a, baioineiei', value $135; Mr. J. F. Mctlugh.atent, $30;
Mr. Richard Oiiver, 11 John St., silver trophy and gold pin,
Graham, 19 Maiden Lane,
$110 Mesas. Schuyler, Hartley
a Peabody MartiniRifle, $50; Winchester Arms Co., 245
S3,

27,

H

won wider
Hegfc. t
tions,

O..

jN'.

;

:

;

:

&

&

;

:

1
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be announced upon the programmes as trophy or money at
winner's option. And lastly, that the plan which meets with
so much favor at Wimbledon and elsewhere be adopted— of
and offering prizes in kind— which would result in
largely increasing the number of prizes in each match.
2. It is respectfully suggested that the time has arrived In
-which a chai
governing position in miliin the regulati
tary rifle practice and competition should be adopted ; and it
is urgently recommended that at distances over 300 yards
"any position," as in " any rifle :: competitions, should be
permitted.
Particular attention is called to the favor shown by members of the National Guard, as exhibited in the large and increasing number of entries, in the monthly contests for the
Champion Marksman's Badge for this year over that of last,
as als:> in the Gildersleeve Match, shot under similar conditions and it
that the establishment of any-rifle
competitions, both for long and short-range, upon some similar plan of low entrance fees and division of money received
therefor, might meet with favor among our " any-rifle " memi

i

;

bers.

Perhaps the announcement of a small additional prize, to
a wan led at the end of the season to each competitor who
have entered all of the matches shot daring the year,
might prove advantageous.
The report of the Range Committee for the year will be
found to be of great interest to our members, and their carebe

shall

v, two Winchester rifles, $80; Commander-in-Chief
ful attention is invited to it, as also to the several reports of
N. Y., two trophies, $850 State of New York, two the Treasurer, Prize Committee and Executive and Statistical
N. G.
trophies and twelve badges, $275; Laflin & Rand Powder! officers of the late fall meeting. These several reports, in
Co., 2(i Murray St., three medals, $270; Messrs. Baker & connection with the statistical tables of all matches shot
-, 141 Grand St., one badge, $50; Messrs. E. Remduring the past year, and presented herewith, give a history
ington & Sons, 281 Broadway, rifle and sewing machine, in detail of the Association for the past year.
si7G Messrs. Schoverling & Daly, 84 Chamlser at., revolver.
It has been considered expedient to again prepare a sepa$20: Messrs. JD. Appleton & Co., 549 Broadway, American rate report on the International Long-Range Match, although
Cyclopedia, $112; Messrs. Tiffany <& .Co., Union Square, the absence of any foreign team this year deprived the comMr. J. P. Waters, gold, $50 ; Gen. Geo. petition of the greater part of its interest, still it is believed
silver vase, $75
W. Win-gate,, gold badge, $50; Hon. H. A. Gildersleeve, that these special reports on this match, furnishing, as they
gold badge, $50 Hon. D. W. Judd, dictionary, $10 Army do, a complete histoiy, year by year, of all matters and corand Navy Journal, twelve silver badges, $100 Mr. Homer respondence connected therewith, and the scores made, are
generally acceptable to our members.
Fisher, 200 Broadway, ammunition case, $15; Mr. ,1. W.
It is with pleasure the secretary makes his acknowledgFrazier, 23 Dey St., gold, $250; Col. Robt. Olyphaut, 21
Courtlandt St., trophy, $300; National Guardsman, 85 John ment of thanks to the editors of the following papers (which
have been regularly received) for their courtesy in continuing
St., rifle, $125, Sharps Rifle Company, Bridgeport, Conn.,
four rifles, $140; Hon. Henry Hilton, International Military- to supply them for the use of the Association, without ex-

8.

;

;

;

;

;

;

trophy, $3,000.
lu addition to the above list of prize donors for the year,
the Secretary begs to make known his acknowledgments on
me Association to the following for contributions to
the library, viz.: Capt. E. St. John Mildway, Secretary National Mine Association, London, England, a very valuable
doDationof a complete set (lacking4 years, now out of print) of
the annual reports of his Asj'n., probably the only one in this
country; Mr. E. A. Buck, a copy of Gildersleeve's "Riflesand
Marksmanship;" Gen. S. V. Benet, Chief of Ord. U.S.
Gen. Geo.
Artery, R. port 1877 and Ordinance Mem. No. 21
Wingate, Insp. Rifle Practice S. N. Y, Report 1877 and
1878; Oapt, E. A.Perry, score book, new edition; Col. 3,
O. P. Burnside, Washington, Map State N. Y., placed at bis
request at headquarters Creedmoor Mr. N. P. Stanton, Fire
Lte N. Y.j Winchester Arms Co., a frame containing
a, handsomely arranged exhibit of ammunition manufactured
by them; Province"bf Quebec (Canada) Rifle Assoc'n, Report
1«77; and to the Adjutant-General of the following States
for copies of their last annual reports— viz.: States of New
York, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Kentucky, Missouri,
South Carolina, Maine, New Jersey, Nebraska, Michigan,
adu, Illinois, Iowa, California, Pennsylvania, Connecticut.
Ac a regular meeting Of the Board of Directors, held Sept.
3, it was. resolved that any competitor refusing to deliver up
ring his score ticket in any match of the Association,
shall be fined $5 and shall be debarred from further using the
range until the same is paid.
At (he November meeting of the Board of Directors a report and resolution defining the opinion of the Board as to
the method of deciding ties under Article NIL of the regulations were adopted.
During the month of October a petition to the Post Office
Department at Washington was prepared and forwarded, asking for the establishment of a pest office at Creedmoor, and
The National Rifle Associathe application was successful.
tion is indebted to Col. J. O. P. Burnside, Washington, for
bis valuable assistance in the matter.
Gen. John B. Woodward, the Executive Officer of Spring
Meeting, 187S, carried into effect a change in the method of
ig the annual meetings, modeled largely after the
plan so successful at Wimbledon, and which had been sugport of the Fifth Annual Fall Meeting,
;

W

;

,

.

,

;

and the 'plan was found to work with so much satisfaction to
the members of the Association generally, that upon the appointment of Capt. Jos. G. Story as Executive Officer of the
Sixth Fall Meeting, he proceeded with his preparations for
that meeting upon the same basis, aided by Gen. Woodward's
experience and assistance, and the result was in every way
gratifying; for much valuable information upon this subject
reference is here made to Capt. Story's report, which will appear in the annual report of the Association in its proper

—

FOBBST aot Stream ASP Rod and Gun, and the

All of which is respectfully submitted.
Geo. S. SoHMSMEiiHoKN, is.., Sec'yN. R. A.

PROFESSIONAL, RIFLEMEN.
EniTon Forest Afro Stueau

*

'

;

Like causes produce like results. It would he strange, therefore— if
amateur riflemen generally were to give expression to ttielr feellngsif they should not very unanimously agree wife. UiO YleWa expressed
by Prof. I) wight In jour issue or Dec. 1M. I Have my. elf, tor several
weeks, been meditating an epbtle to Forest and Stt-.kam on the Barne
subject. Theiujuttice of uompalUnfj amateur riflemen,
meetings ol the Nations! Rifle Association and elsewhere (if they
would enter the lists at all) to compete, ou unequal teiuis, with neailrlii n.
nth expert*, directly or Indirect]; in the
It
rifle inanufaciorlos, hn? been for a long time apparent.
has resulted in a process wnere jou " pays your money and don't take
yonr choice 1" In oilier words, I assume that the great
riflemen— those who fnroish the money for the support ui
rifle ranges throughout fee country—wliq compose the majority of
,

employ of

contestauis at pr,ie

meetings—s,.-e amateurs.

-ii.
!i
'iie chief prizes, year after year,
How, win q He* .:n '
are gobbled np by a lev.' BXpeHs v. ho don't do much else but shoot,
tnej-naluratiyteel some reluctance about malting further eontrlbutlousof money tor their benefit, especially when me success Of these
experts is heralded abroad as the result of extraordinary personal
abilities and of Infinitely superior accuracy in the rifles tnej shoot,
if amateurs aU over the country
when the tact la thai

who, taaSlng

'

flue Bl

BOX °f thorough and continued

•
'
'

practice, arc greatly their superiors.

We

would never consider a circuB
ild perfi

antics

-'

rider entitled to espe

on horseback tluu a gentleman

So of a rifle expert us
1b, not that he shoots so wel^
-doesn't shoot better than he does, neither Is it a special
There are. undoubtcrld.lt to hia gnu that It shoots well iu his haads.
seveial makes of gnua which would do equsUy well with the
rod

no

recreation.

wonder

edly,

same

skilled use.

attentive to the duties of the position.
The following recommendations are respectfully offered for

was

considerations

:

competitors not members
previous to
N- R. A., who may enter for any competition
ig of the entry books at the office of the Association,
'ticket good for admission to the range on such days
as the matches for which they enter are 10 be sho
Charge; and to enable competitors from a distal c
thus early, that full programmes of spring and fall meetings
be issued at least Uiiitv~days before "opening day." That
least
in all subscription matches at our prize meetings at
of the entrance fees be divided amemg the
permitted,
its Mat) least four prizes, re-entries to be
but no competitor to take more than one prize in each match.
That at these nieetiDgs all prizes provided by the Association
1.

That

at annual

meetings

all

;

i

.

and, to that end,

Dm.

what we can

to rid

it

of

all

things objectionable.

KEhH.

51, 1S78.

new Tome
Editor Fonnar and STssi
Dear Sir— la perusing Prof. "Dwight's dignified and timely article in
your number of ths 12th ult., on semi-professions! riflemen, some
Ideas occurred te mo which I beg permission to lay before you. The
subject In question, to my certain knowledge, has been deeply agttatlDg
the amateurs during the season Just passed, and I kouw It to be quite a
general sentiment that this manly sport, In which so many
found renewed health and strength, to Bay nothing of its Jasclnatlou,
or ol the duty of every good cltlBen to give It whatever bujiji
be in his power to afford It, Is threatened with itsi
the inaction of the N. R. A. iu the matter of barring professionals from
the short and mid-range matches. It la lamentable lhat these matches
should have been left open to any professional rifleman during the last
season, thongh there is little doubt that the gentlemanly officers and
directors supposed this matter could, with safety, be left to the Beu-ie
of right ond wrong of the professionals themselves. The event proves
to the contrary, and unless action is taken in this matter before next
seieon, short-range ride shootlug, that which, next to the practice of
the military, has been the main support M Creedmoor, Is in great
danger, as Prof. Dwlght very Justly Bays, of being wholly destroyed
Many of the Bhort-range men exp
Ives to ins, during the
last summer, as having lost their interest in tho matches fr;un having
Upon one occasion I met at the
to contest against professional skill.
range four others who were there to enter a mstch, who, upon the advent of a professional, shouldered their guns and went away.
Permit me to say that while the bvII is yet young it may lie very
.!:
easily nipped in tho bud, but that to delay doing on
Invariably
i

;

|

raakCB It difficult, disagreeable, or, somelimes, almoBt Impossible to
accomplish and one's only safe way consists in meeting
boldly and without fear or favor as they arrive. It Is very m
hoped that there may be no tenderness or hcBitatlon on the part of
the N. It. A. In dealing with this question as tile exigcuci
;

I

It is their duty to Bcttle It at once and anally, or It will btfor them to reacquire the confidence and respect of
the great body of amateur nil
Had the contention of rlflomen taken place at, Creedmoor last
autumn, this would have been the first question to be taken up, as the
delegates seemed to he unanimously and very emphatically In fuvorof
It.
They, however, were mainly giving their attention to preparing for
the Wimbledon Cup match, and, of the few who were present, all regarded It an urgent necessity to pass a resolution requesting the N. R.
A. to take steps In this matter of barring professionals. By a "professional," no one will deny Is meant one who muls In shooting (as lu
any other avocation) his principal source of livelihood or Income. If
such a one cannot perceive himself to be a "professional," he mnst
certainly be called very myopic, however genial and well liked he may
be. I do not mean one who rents his rifle gallery or the p
one as such, nor yet the agent ol a rifle making or flea
Indeed the makers, testers or dealers, but one Who, having speut more
or less of time in making himself thoroughly proficient iu usiug the
rlile, Unils in snooting It himself his tola or principal source of livelihood. What shall we say or think of any Arm ol rifle makers Wlo,
after furnishing many of tne riflemen with their guns, then
professional to see that th«9e who patronized them shall not win anything! They shonld he brought up before iiognerry. If they wish to
keep their professionals from getting rusty, let them send prizes to
thB ranges he visits, open to all comers, and the amateurs win not
ttieu reel ill-treated as we do now, but win, I feel cerlaiu, enter iu such
match with tho utniOBt good nature for tho sake of the record
this latter motive, as tho boys say, "won't was'-

demand.

come Impassible

diet to long sustain

any one, and uo one can be e-

:in
who knows to s
make a creditable showing

enter matches
thing, nor

rl

tat

,

;

tne

either.

.,.

rj

Many

have hopes

force, reconciled to the former, but all

of

'

of standing at least

among

the leading oneB.
This Is really a matter of very great Importance, and the feeling
with regard to it is widespread and earnest, and thai (vaicn was so evident to a casual visitor like Prof, Uwlglit had airondy lnu,
cussed by probably every amateur rin..-man lu New York anc
We all feel that our ahances or pro
that lu tho Forest .snd Stream we have an able enough friend and defender, whose good offices we will lose no opportunity of reciprocating.
I trust that abler pens than mine will ventilate this subject. Meauwhile believe me, your ooedlout servant,
S. T. G.
I

with being beaten when they have had a reawinning, but pitting an amateur against an exchews millets and drinks powder water,
his
guu,
with
sleeps
who
pert,
which the amateur " pays theshot."
is simply a farce, tor tiie Beting ol

Few meu
...

will find fault
ciiancs; ol

,i

Besides, in allowing this state of things to continue, the rifle comagainst
panies (those who are responsible fur it) are really working
their power to
their own Interests. They Bhould do everything In
up among
foster Hie Interest in rifle shooting that has bo rapidly grown

from doing anything that will tend to kill It,
for instance, for a rifle
It is, 1 Chink, a questionable matter ol p rtlcy,
company lo oiler prists, for which amateurs are the printBid theu put forward
ol
bulk
tl
t'u
greal
tors anapaj
whea
their experts to win all the principal ones themselves, especially
they interpolate conditions which are moio favorable to themselveB
competitor.
outside
tiiau to any
with the little tricks, the wire-pullings
If amateurs be*
and unserupalons methods used to make a certain gnu win in any cona

i

the Executive Committee, held Sept- 10,
a letter from Surgeoa Morris, N. R. A., was read, in which
be stated his inability to attend the fall meeting, and upon
motion. Gen. W. F. Swalm, Surgeon-Gen. S. N. Y, was
unanimously invited to act as surgeon to the Association
during the meeting. Dr. Swalm very kindly consented, and

I

drlnlc.
'iuu of Healthful
In short, It tu_
plenty of bodily exercise In the open air, combined with an absorbing
and highly pleasurable meutal activity.
Let us do what wo can, then, to increase the number of its votaries,

:

,

On the lithof August the Board of Directors "resolved
he
that the conditions of the Inter-State Military Match
modified so that competitors in subsequent matches shall conuniformed
sist of members Of the regularly organized and
Guard or militia of each State or Territory, to be selected in such manner as shall be prescribed by the military

Army

and Navy Journal.

professlonal

;

eminently healthful; It lakes one from setl
ins nut Into
pure air and into the sunlight; it clears the brain, strengthens the
lungs, trains the muscles, and requires strict temperance

I

pense to our members viz.: Volunteer Service Qaettte (London), Turf, Field and Farm., .Spirit of the Times, 0M»0fl
Field.,

country. It requires only a moderate yearly expenditure of money
It takes little lime— a half day or a flaj once a week, W DI
weeks even, being sufficient to keep an amateur in fair practice, It is

oonaequenoe 01 this growing disgust the enthui-iasm befrequenting
Id, and the great hod} ol imatenra cease
>- will, by so much, cease to seuguns, and they will flud, tco late, that they have " ktUed the goose that
!"
laid the golden egg
devise an adequate
It would require much thought, undoubtedly, to
test, anil

ii

in

uiiis to "ru-.v

.'

.

things, but

remedy to:
tipmil Hide ABBoclatlon, or a committee of
,

.

it

would soeui

its

appointment, mlgli

be

,

.

;

a

j

i

i

il

t'l'cnif tiu-T

8

I

order to to-

might be well to allow amathey choose to do so,
the list in such a contest they
V hope some-

iijiutiou, it

can blame' uo one
the interest Iu the manly,
thing may be done to perpetuate apt] iucl ease
shooting. It is one of
gentlemanly, healthful and useiul sport of rine
of recreation ever Introduce*! into this
methods
scnsihl
most
the

SEASON IN JANUARY.

IN

Wild duck, geese,

Hares, brown and gray.
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock,

I,

"Bay birds" gettei
piper, snipe, curlew. ojBter-cata

iutJ

etc.,

comiug under the group Ids

Snipe,

i

a

brant, etc.

ImokH and Wild Fowl,

birds,

m

of

plover,

saud

pnalaropeB, avocets,

or Shore Birds.

A

How to Load.— correspondent desires to inform any of
our readers who may liave a gun which scatters too much
that they can improve both pattern und penetration by pouring hot tallow on the shot before putting on tin
The pattern can be made still closer by using a preparation of
half tallow and half beeswax.
:

Beaveu Kivke Cldb.— The

reunion of the Heaver River

was a very enjoyable
composed of gentlemen of Spi ingfield,
Hartford, RttsfleH. and JMorth Adams, who speiw
mer at Beaver Eiver in the Adirondack's. MaDy pleasant
stories were told of summe;- pleasure, and the conversation
was unflagging. Previous to the supper the club ehot off a
few targets at Mayotl's gallery, the two sides making lfll and
152 out of a possible 200, and at the supper table the leather
medal lor the poorest shot \y\ftB given to the Editor of this
Journal, who had only just been voted in as an honaraty
member of the club. The fact that that gentleman's score was
i, while the lowest other score was 38, only demonstrates the
phenomenal character of the Springfield marksmen. The old
Club

at Springfield,

occasion.

I

be Handicapped
able to accomplish the desired icsult. Experts might
shooting, by classifying all contestants, sc
lis in trap
over, or by causing
cording to their records, in regard to distance tint
those In sec..lass to allow a certain number of points to
orsosue matches might be arranged for amateurs only,

:

§mn% §ng and §mu
GAME

The club

Mass., last Friday,
is

W
v

^mt^^mm—rmmm*
:

i

Jr., of

:,

ioST— Weston,

Not,

President,

Jan. 6.—The traphaving set in in dead

The depth erf snow and extreme cold winds have
the lew surviving foxes from Hie high ranges of my

i

driven

My catch is rising— thirty
than halt the amount 1
took, with the same number of traps, in a season when I first
isutted ill
drove my stakes here. Catching oil th<
an increase 9.t partridges, very noticeable till this season,
when they have been exceptionally scarce. No young ones
locality to the valleys

ami

foothills.
;

1
had, in common^
scarcity to the cold, wi

killed.

,-

:

less

b

al

rie id

do;

uiiAM have aceouuted for

bha
are in unusual
season, being a rich, deep red.

I omitted

to

,atttfl

fitat*

it

ated the
ent nurn-

otherwise,

good color this
Waufield,

IiOecj Ibucsb—.Seus !'j/"'l-, Mlk 11.— I have just returned
from a trip to Good Ground, where I found the duck shooting
very good in holes ou the Ice, where the stools are put out

and a box

or bout cut into the ice at a convenient shooting
distance.
Quite a number of good days' sport have been
ooze over. I had the good forin this war
tune to stop at the Bay View, and was made very comfortaAnnum.
ble by its genial proprietor, Mr. A. H, Gorwin.

had

Nbw

Jbrsbt

—Kinsetfs Ashley Souse, Barnegat Inlet,

Jan.

10.— Geese, broadbiDs and black ducks
now.

i

I

Id

e

-

snap has
in

tills

are thick here just
frozen the bay over, and the only

vicinity.

We know what

is

killed by
70 to 100

our life Station house boys 15 to 20 geese and from
ducks art! an every-dsy occurrence, This must be divided
among say six gunners, 1 also hear of 32 geese being killed
by two men ai North Beach, and of some of the gunners in
Geese can
air-holes scoring as high as 80 broadMUs per day.
boat for paddling
be seen by the th
in the ice.
le, and to give it the
It is vj. teet Jou
appearance of floating ice I [ uted it white, covered it for'
vered with the same
iboa
ward with muslin, with two
Th< uly opportunity to test it was
material, cut scalloped,
m, and if that little " if " had
yesterday.
It wot £
ould have made one of the
not been' in the way I think 1
Some 50 of them were silting
greatest sir. •
I paU.vith their heads under their wings.
on the
00 yards of them, they never noticing me
died
y boat. The boat struck shoal water, and l succeeded
by mam strength to push her over the Band in about two
When Hound I
lea Of water to within 75 yards of them.
could not get any closer your readers can imagine my feelings,
with gun only loaded wuh No. 3 shot and no possibility of
Their heads were so thick you could not
getting any nearer.
I waited some three or four minutes
see through them.
watching their actions and undetermined what to do. Finally
I concluded that 1 hud looked hard enough for a shot, and let
them have it. Two dropped wing-broken, two more fell dead
a Jong distance off; but I have the satisfaction of knowing
that, win even hing favorable, I will do some big execution
iur bay.
B.
before
;

.

i

i

i

I

'

.

;

i

utGiKiA..— Mr. M. D. O'Rorke, a dealer, of Staunton, Va.,
said to have had handled 6,000 pounds of venison during
the season,

Y

is

Kkktvqky— Stanford, Jan. 10.— The goose-bone ranks
Old Pi'oli now, afi results have verified predictions. G. W.'s
only surviving servant doesn't reside here, if he did it is a
general belief that ne couldn't refer to a winter of such prolonged seventy. Three weeks of snow, ice and demoralized
thermometers have put an end to sport for remainder of
open season, and the pot-hunter with his pot-metal gun has
Quails and hares, " thin as wafers" and "light
full swing.
as feathers," glut the game markets, and are quoted at figures
which fnake tramps ashamed to beg cold victuals. Nearly
every correspondent to surrounding country papers tells of
some fellow that has bagged half a dozen coveys at as many
shots, and such wholesale slaughter, together with the continued starvation, made sure by last night's fourteen inches
fall ot snow, portend a light crop uext season.
Kbntuckian.

Tennessee— Savannah, Dec. 31.— In casting up my game
record for the past two months 1 find that I have bagged 127
quad, 15 mallards, 13 hares and 3 snipe. Under favorable
circumstances this would be but a poor bag, but my opportunities for shooting are limited, not averaging one day per
week. The snipe reported as killed are three-fourths of alt
that 1 have seen, fpr, as one may readily imagine, this is not
a famous snipe resort. Quail have been unusually numerous,
but are wilder than 1 have ever known them. They do not
he well to the dog, and when they fly alight close together,
and run or take to wing again without giving an opportunity
The clucks reported are the result
for more than two shots.
We
of two days' shooting over the snow-covered corn-fields.
have none of the appliances of the professed duck hunters,
such as decoys, sneak boxes, etc. Fully supplied with all the
appliances Coj this sport, a good shot could achieve most astonishing results, as our river and creeks.are at this time simply
full of ducks.
Several g#ese and a number of ducks have
Wilx.
been kilted by the market hunters.
Indiana—JSrev> Albany,

Jan.

8.—We have had

here the

mercury 14 below,
mornings of late 4
fell three weeks ago and sticks tight
below.
yet.
1 presume every quail in Floyd County and vicinity is
by this time defunct, So plenty have they been in Louisville
(caught in traps and nets by everybody) that they loaded
them up at Ihe depot in transfer wagons— actually shoveled
them in, just as they do potatoes. They were frozen stiff as
a hiuge, and were carted oil' by the wagon-load.
coldest weather I have ever experienced ;
iwo mornings in succession, and several

Ka

m? ha

been unue been

the members. The outlook lor next
long couliuued cold and thu large number

pour.

by

them

made
The

t

,

have been

.

oi

wild fowl will be found in
and lagoons throughout the entire country.

,

Flights op Wild GBtSB.—isAeUsr Island, Dee. 1S—J3ew
Editor .^-The wild-fowl are sill flying and feeding about
these shores; but the weather has been too rough and blowy
ploits bungled there is nothing more distasteful to the
for much sport.
The only way to gelt at theru is in " batterymodest, simple-minded American, imbued with the free-aiul- boat," but that can only be done
ID very h'gnt winds and
equal principles of this great and glorious republic, thou the smooth water. The boat is made very small, like a nnncnv
coffin— so that its deck lies near the surface of the water, the
assumption of rank, and barbarQui ran
valued
belter to deceive the wary fowl.
I tried my boa
correspondent, who has suffered in both of these ways. Writes
days Eince, in a calm morning, but
of wind
the following explanation and disclaimer.
hope that sueii from ihe .North nearly swamped me and forced me to padof our readers
But few, very lew
have read the article in question will dle back to shore as last as possible.
geese and brant have passed over thesi
area]
accept the folloi
the geese? They generally fly in good numbers at this seaFditor fiorcht, and Stream: An article having appeared in son
butnow they have been lamentably scarce. TV
the Philaderc ra
thai along the Jersey coast, especially at Bt
"Bear Hunting in !ne fy~ee
have been very scarce, so far, this sea
mer years I
ments therein contained being
have always found them there in November and December
me an opportunity of correct]
iu large Hocks.
Have they taken ftnQtkei route in their
the hear which fought bo 1
Southern migration this year? Do they pass far inland, or
would say that with the
epli,
of
follow the line of coast far out at sea"?
They mi
the account is fairly correct,
chosen one of these unusual routes, or we would find them
snow-storm ended the light, aud th
here and on the coaBt of Jersey.
In former years, the snipe
but that we left him dying, and that he fl
and fowl shooting in Shinnecock Bay used to be most exfollowing morning. Then again the shooting of the gray
cellent, but then there was a good, sufficient inlet to allow
pony I had nothing whatever to do with, Mr. Lature and his the salt tides to
flow in but now that the iulet is closed up,
companion, the "heroes ''of the adventure, having been at and
the water become brakisb, the shooting has become much
the time fully fifty miles from where I was.
As to 'the "Ex- less successful. The flats and bars are flooded with fresher
Arab Chieftainship," with which I am invested, I traveled for waters, the feed
is poor and the wild-fowl scarce, as we are
Borne time among the Arabs of Morocco, disguise
told.
I copy from a local paper some remarks on this subthemselves, it being necessary to do so in order to travel there
" Some years ago the natural inlet filled or closed
ject
up.
at all; but, exceptinglhal every one who Ira
fithoul
Since then several attempts have been made to open others, but
any apparent object and having ftnnmber oi ttl
with little or no success they would run for a short time and
considered by the Arabs to be a great: man, I can laj no cl lira
"- again till up with sand, entirely owing to ignorance as
to anything of the sort.
I cannot imagine who could have into the locality where an inlet would permanently run if
serted the article in question, but whoever it was drew someproperly dug.
These were not properly dug or located,
what largely on his imagination, and should be a contributor being too far
to the east in the bay, and too narrow, owing
.
to Beadle's dime literature.
C,
to the people not having the money to employ a powerful
Running Antelope in New Mexico.— Dr. Robinson, of machine digger mere man labor proving insufficient for' the
undertaking. The result is that this great and most valuable
Newark, has favored us with the perusal of a letter from a bay is closed
in, and has been more or less so for years.
All
relative in Troyburg, New Mexico, which begins by detailingthe clams and oysters are dead. Millions and millions of fish
some adventures in treeing turkeys, a rather tame kind of are dead, and are still dying from the stagnation aud freshness of the water, breeding disease and the most putrid odors
sport, but remunerative, as game of this kind finds a ready
and effluvia on the shores.
From the occasional overflow of
market at f 1.50 per bird. The letter continues
the ocean and the surplus water, with no outlet, vast and rich
started three bunches of deer on Monday evening, but had
meadows are destroyed by the covering of sand and water
no Title. Game is very abundant this fall, for all of the Indians Not only this, but in places also, fillingUp the bay with
sand!
have been moved off and ii they only Blay away, we will be causing flats where previously was deep water, and thereby
overrun with game in two years. I venture to say that 1 saw ruining navigation. Formerly there was some money
spent
500 antelope yesterday between Troysburg arid Leonards,
by people coming to this bay from our cities for fishing and
which are about six miles apart. The country is full of them. shooting. Now they have ceased to come, for there a
nej tier
They are the prong-horn, light brown, or cinnamon on the fish nor birds. Hotels have been built for the accommodation
back, nnd white belly and rump. The bucks have a coarse of visitors, but they do not come, fearful of disease from
the
mane which stands up on their necks like a hog's bristles. surrounding decay of fish and vegetahle matter consequently
They are very handsome: and can't they run! Stuyvesant hotels must be closed, with severe losses on tenants and ownfound three iu his vega fence last week— it is a mile square, ers. The situation and condition of these hard-working
and
making four miles of fence. He went in with his pony aud willing people is deplorable inthe extreme. "
To remedy (his,
gave them a chase. He would rnn them a mile, and then ride it is suggested, either that a canal should be
opened from
back slowly to the corner, and by that time they woidd get Peeonic Hay on the north, at Canoe Place, adistance
of onearound there, and then he would run them again. Thus he fourth of a mile only, or one from Shinnecock Bay through.
ran them one mile to their four, until they were completely Quantuek Bay, thus connecting with the Great South
Bay
rim down. Two gave out on their tenth round (10 miles) One of these plans should be adopted. Issao MoLellak.
and the other on his twelfth, or 4S miles. He killed them all
Since our correspondent's letter was written an inlet, which
with bis knife. He bad his rifle and could have shot them,
promises to become permanent, has been opened into Shinnebut had heard how they could hold their wind, and said he
never could get a better chance to try it. He had a blooded cock Bay., There has also been a large flight of wild geese,
hone and muldn't catch them on the rode odds run until they as the veteran gunner Bill Lane writes us that he has
not
had gone forty milc3. He ran them all plum down, and his seen so many pass South
for many years,
horse pretty near it. Says he don't believe there is a horse
living that can begin to run as far as they can.
Some horses
can outrun them lor a mile, but they cannot keep it up."
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to see you next trip West.
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BOGARDUS' BIG SCORE.

The same writer adds

the following

littlo

incident

by way

of a snapper

"One

the Troysburg boys killed a big wild eat last Sunhis loot— cadght the cat, out on the prairie, tool: off
and pitched iu, and got away with Kirn too."

of

day with
his boot,

—

The Uakek Gcn. Editor-Forest and Stream.:
see you
desire some information as to the three-barrel Baker gun.
Those who use them in this section are highly pleased with
them. 1 find a 12-gatige, shot barrels aud .44 cal. ride, weight
10 pounds, a weapon adapted for all .'hooting in tattler a
prairie or wooded section.
Mr. Edwards, firm of Vance &
Edwards, has one of these guna in use since 1875. it has
been in use in long camp hunts, and to all appearance is as
good as ever.
Aiato.
San Antonio,

I

Texas, Bee. 30.

Aospiciotjs Title.
.Editor Forest and Stream:, TVe
organized a shooting club here last duly and named it the Hallock Sporting aud Shooting Club, after ye editor— shake,
The club was represented by a team at the 'State tournament
last October, and came out second best in the shoot for the
hope to take it next year.
State medal.
DrBEflO.
Abilene, Kansas, Jan. 8.

We

The Old Gang on the Ashwoo—Aiken,

—On the second

—The quail shooting

has been superb
The snow has
flue bags.
deep tor the last month, and has
driven the quail into Ihe barnyards to feed. Saturday, the 4lh
If tiusjweather continues
inst., 1 found a quail hozendown.
much longer our chance of good sport will ba destroyed.
Lake, Jan.
in, s

id

0.

We have made some
inc IBS

Captain A. H. Bogardus, the champion
wing-shot of the
world, look U p 0[1 himself last week one. of those
tremendous

way

of marksmanship, for which
he is now so
famous. His match against time at 5,0110
glu^s balls a vcVr
ago is familiar to all our readers, and his
lime then 'was
'ii;

below the common. On several of the 1,
he
broke at the rate of between 18 and»20 a
minute loi
the time his own gun. The match of the
8th and 9th
one of accuracy rather than rapidity, and the
condif ons required that he should break (i,000 glass balls
throi n at 15
yards rise from a Bogardus trap. Ihe wafers
wert fl.OOQ
even that less than 0,200 would be fired ar
* 1,000
that not more than 6,100 would be used,
au'd**100 tf
that the break would be straight.
tar

Im

The Captain used

&

W.
C. Scott
Co gun w
with two
and 12 gauge, using i and
in! il.d
3i drachms
respectively, and fioz, No. 8
Koy & Co. '8 tin-coated shot. The match ope 3d at Otis Le.
11 o'clock
on the morning of the 8lh, and ail the as
isfanis were at
"'-posts. Dr. PJ. Talbot was puller
New Jersey, andElisba Garrison, of Syracusi!S Johnson, of
ces,
aud T. C. Banks, scorer.
active lad feet
'
his

&

sets of barrels of 10

—

An

S. C, Jan. 6.
of December, by invitation of that prince of

id fellows, Dr. Emanuel Witsell, of Colleton County, the
ng of the Gang sounded his horn, "all hands n
and we put out With fourteen hounds and two pointer;., with
"blood as blue as Castile," to join the Doctor in a hunt at hi
plantation on the Ashepoc 1 v
10 we took th night
train at Augusta, per Tan
>rt Royal OR.,:
...'
2 O'cl
f
place we reached about
JOtlt 3
T.eCharlestDnandSavaiiuahRR.,wl
tK., which we took. Twenty miles brought
ire
mi, and we
soon under the hospitable
tor.
The first day we. got 80 deer, but
squirrels aud quail by the score, and one very small possum,
;\v ihe Clerk of the Court of Aiken Couuly."
"captUl
The
next day we moved cunp for better bunt in:;, where we not only
hairs and feathers fly, but. walked right square into
: i

of Dittmar

powder

M

An

plied with balls, and in answer to the <• pun'"
of the ilu r
v on, ball after ball rose in the air to be shattered
u^tantfv"
Many expert shots from this and other States
watched the
pertect wor*
Now and then there was a trifling
dispute
bout balls which tell seemingly whole. In
one ease a lit
broken Ironi the neck showed the work of
the Shot ana n
another the load had passed completely
through Ilie'sDli r-withuut shattering it into the usual li'v
first to last of the match the refeiets
°?
wer'o .siammli.c- htul in their rulings.
During the fust ball h mi [red si
a Of Hie right hammer broke oil,
and though l,e
Captain did lor a time lift the ha,,:,
thumb upon the broken and jagged fragment?

tL.eJlWt was

^^^;l:^^r
The
last

surrounded by enormous Jive oaks, .,
tains of flowing moss
spersedwithjaponica, coveted
with blooms, snow white and variegated. ft was a mighty
big trip for the Pinny Woo, B
Hod four line deer,
three turkey gobblers, aud ducks, quail aud squirrel innumer-

i.

rook fish and
head of
till
the bead
o tide
water on the Ashepoo, which gave us tine fishing. Our hunting-gtound was once the land of wealth, luxury and vntellithe.

d l)roke
'

*^*«

shot at on

the first
lor upon them hung a] UQQb
uicago, in which Bogard •- -..-

J
?ai U
wa?erh^tr,--:
,
V,
ICr
s f,!ltaa.WJ
of his gun, and his right

Had game

at everj
Our
bushel.

'balls

200 broken balls, and at
o'clock
3,000 balls had been shattered wil h

'

able.

500

day were
;•-,,

|]

i

'

tiiivcr

>

l

We

has bagged four.

been six o

gence, hut the holds that once waved with the snowy fleece
."Men rice, are now the hue
cats, foxes and possum.
In the gang Was five fox guns, two
d one Kemiriglon, aud nearly every thtngMbat rose
before us folded tbeu' wings forever.
O:

i

l

now sell
cenlB per dozen in
Deer have been quite plenty, aud one member
We can turn out as well au armed team as
Sony we did not see you last fall hope
the State.
Quail are

scarce.

baga of wild
at

Vt..

1

ii

otcI,

Windsor, Conn., Secretary.

f

camp was about

6

,

cl,

.',:,,

,v

»sely

T

,

anil

i

?*^

***

heu

P burned by '
thumb,
Ihe

hot.

barrel!

vU™
to&S5 using

arm and shoulder
shou le were very very
400

fcleinman in his
shots raised only six hV
mg, however, very much slower than
Captain, and
stiff

1

^

to

Was

It

!

:

Nichols & Lefevre gun with similar charges to those of
Capt. Bogardus.
a,

On

Thursday Capt. Bogardus was early at
his work. The first ball of the fourth thousand was sprung
on time, and the work for a while was a repetition of that
done on the day hefore. When the Captain's stiff arui and
bandaged band had been warmed to his work ho made somevery quick hundreds, firing for some time at the rate of from
the

:

%
6
5

:

FORE ST AND STREAM.
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Morning

of

At 1:05 r. u., having broken
ten to twelve shots a minute.
His
3,787 in all from the start, ho took a recess for lunch.
nextBtop was at 3:05 at the 1,330th shot for the day, when
he could barely distinguish the balls against the white" canvas,
garden
was
rested
till
4:50,
the
lighted
up.
His
and
when
first misB was the 5,681st ball, a rapid dropper which he shot
over.
At this time he was evidently suffering considerably,
but he completed the hundred without another miss. He bad
rested from 8:04 to 8:20, and at 8:50 dropped again into a
chair, where be sat until 9:15, during which time a new curtain was hung up.
He was now getting into a very bail shim
shooting form, but he kept on firing as
best lie
'iculd with the rapidly stiffening arm and ringers.
Almost
immediately after resuming his work came the next miss.
In the next to the last hundred shot the misses piled up rapid-

ly. First, the 5,831st ball went, down whole, then the 5,8S4th,
then the 5,847th and 5,855th, 5,8C0th, 5,803d, 5,866th, 5,867th
and 5,872d the marksman's hands refusing to follow his eye.
The last hundred was shot with unusual energy No. 5,920was the last miss,
It was about 0:30 when the Captain completed the breaking
of the thirteen extra balls fired at to make up for those lost.
Donning his ulster, the Captain sat down to see Kleinman
;

;

finish his 400 shots.
The Chicago champion began in good
making but one miss in his first hundred and two in
each succeeding hundred, leaving the match a tie. The Captain was ready to go on and shoot off tho tie, but Kleinman
was too sore, and the tie wih be ahot oil.' in a short time In
Chicago, whither both the men have gone.
To any one but the Captain tho test would have been a severe one, since but few others than he could have endured
the pounding of so long a fnsilade. In his style of holding
and of hitting the Captain was a model gunner. Hits were
central, and the balls were not merely winged or clipped, but
fairly centered, and with the great charges which the champion delights to use the glass spheres were blown to powderin almost every case. The balis were thrown at random,
right and left, but the lightning speed wiih which they were
covered and brought down made the old shooters present,
With a record of 5,000 broken
fairly alive with admiration.
balls in 480 minutes already to his credit, as an exhibition of
speed, the great wing shot of the world now has the unprecedented score of 6,000 in 6,013, or a run of 5,6S0 consecutive breaks and yet he is not satisfied, but intends to carve
his name yet higher on the scroll of shooting fame, and liefore the year is out we shall see what we shall see, and

style,

;

I was startled by a slight rustle. After having collected myBaw them there they sat in the huddle— one noted family of
should say, about fourteen or sixteen qaall. Across my thighs lay
the breech-loader. Not a soul was within a mile ami a half of me
Who was to confront mo had I (which heaven pardon me if T ever do)
blazed away ? Surely mine host wonld be silent. Aught else I feared
not. Darkness would overtake me ere I reached home.
As eaiall a thing as this may seem, even if the taw was not off, 1
think a very handsome temptation wonld not force me to Buch an act,
which 1 have always and ever will scrupulously give way to my consaplings.

self I

;

I

HAKRV Fkknwood.
Such an instance of conscientious forbearance and self-

science.

denial

rare indeed.

is

PIGEON MATCHES.

THE CARVER-BOGARDUS MATCH.
Dr. Carver and Captain Bogardus met on the morning of
the 13th, at the Astor House, and determined upon the conTho 1,000 ball match, at first
ditions of their great match.
contemplated, was abandoned, and in its place a most severe
test of combined accuracy and rapidity was substituted. The
conditions provide that each contestant shall break 20,000
Bogardus will use
glass balls within six days, or 144 hours.
shot-gun, with balls sprung from two Bogardus traps, at
fifteen yards rise. The Captain will use both barrels. Carver
has choice of shot-gun or rifle, the choice to be announced be'
fore firing the first shot. If a shot-gun is used he will shoot
under the same conditions as Captain Bogardus if a rifle is
employed, the balls to be thrown into the air, either by hand
or trap, at the shooter's choice.
The match is to be shot between Sept. 1 and Dec. 31, 1879,
the stakes to be not less than $10,000 per man, and as much
more as may be mutually agreed upon. The actual lime and
place to be agreed upon between Carver and Bogardus at
least six weeks before opening of match.
The two champions have agreed to throw the match open
Each contestant, however, to deposit a sum
to all comers.
equal to the stakes of Carver and Bogardus. Winner to take
Each contestant to
all gate-money and the aggregate stakes.
load his weapon during the match, and to have privilege in
case the one becomes disabled of using a new one.
Captain Bogardus was desirous of having the match come
off within a few days, but Dr. Carver had made every arrangement, to sail for Europe on the 18th, with his backer. W. R.
Huntley, and will not return until late in the spring or early
Both the men are very much in earnest, aud Dr.
in the fall.
Carver says: "II I'm beat I'll slope for the prairies right, off.'

B Moore

4

CAPT.

.»

.

BOGARDUS AND TIN-COATED
SHOT.
NBW Yobk,

Jan.

13, 187».

EniTOB FOBEST AND SlBEAM
Having been asked by many ot your readers as

to the merits ol tln-

Bay tliac I consider it the best Bitot I have
ever used. I have given It a very Bevere test, having sbot my 0,000
with it. In that match I used two sets of.
ball matoti, Jao. 8 aud 9,
single barrel
double barrels, one of 10 and the other 12-bore, and each
was discharged 1,500 times without being once cleaned. Tho inner
coate.i sjtt shot, 1 desire to

surface of the barrels ia bright and free from scratches, a'.thougli in
hot that they would not
shooting I used them until they became so
any case of ordinary use which
bear handling. I cannot imagine
perfection of the ttn-coatiu.s
could so severely test the cleanliness and
which could ever result from
and Its freedom from injury by any heat
A. H. Bogakdto.
continuous discharges of the gun.

MODERATION

IN SHOOTING.

Editob Fobest and Stbeam:

of killing
There Is one fault possessed by many sportsmen, i. «.,
Freanemly we read of some
more game than is actually necessary.

quail In a day. Prteua, this is a shame.
one Killing twenty-five or thirty
This is one reason why
Eight or ten nowadays is a quantum suffirft.
which formerly swarmed with the
taere is no game in certain localities
everything taut gets up. If I may
choicest kinds. Don't blaze awav at
I hope no one will throw at mo
be permitted to advance an Illustration,
A few days before the expiration
the slightest hint of a braggadocio.
favorite shooting locality a; me eastern
of the game law, I visited a
oa hand on tho flrBt day. Reend ot Long Island, with the aim to be
where I had been watching the
turning from the beach ooe afternoon,
rather elevated swamp, and eat
water-fowl, I strayed into the edge of a
and the mild
me down 'to rest. Fully halt the leaves had fallen,
shadow through the towering
autumnal sun threw its rays in a aimy

Commodore Irving Grinnell
1

ithers.

Mr. Grinnell
six,
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Berry man
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Graham
Kennedy
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H

Ellin

H Gray

DrSJmlMt
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W Anthony
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M.
Fountain Gcn Club— ParkniUe, h. I.. Jan. 8.— Regular monthly
shoot for the cuarnpiotiship medal nf the crab. Bhot Idrat seven birds
each from ground craps, ham mapped rise, so yards hrianfiary ; ties
shot off at three birds each Fountain Gnu Cmb rules
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Ties on seven.
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Grinnell. Puff, L Grinnell; MeUw;3.
; Boreas,
I.
F. Satterthwaite; Comet, J. F. Siitterthwaitc.
Mr. Roosevelt, in his yacht, has made a mile in forty-eight
seconds. His boat measures, from end of boom to end of bowsprit, 68ft., with a width between runners of 29ft., and carries
1,070 square feet of canvas.
Mr. Saiidford's Avalanche is
cat-rigged, and of different construction from the others,
being in fact a light low box sleigh, mounted 011 two "bogie"
sleighs, each having two runners 7ft, long stud lift, apart.
They are connected by gearing, so that the'boat is turned by
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and

Mr. Roosevelt two. while many others own
The Poughkeepsie Club was organized 1861, and New Hamburg C lib in 1869. The following is a list or the jachts now
on the books of both these clubs :
Poughkeepsie— Avalanche, E. Harrison Sandford; Advance,
E. Harrison Sandford; Cyclone, Henry Bergh, Jr.; Eftfa,
Theodore V. Johnston; Echo, George Col ling wood Wlytng
Dutchman, Wm. H. Roe Qracie, John A. Roosevell
James N. Winslow, lime, Aaron Innis; Hail. Aaron liinis;
Icicle, John A. Roosevelt: Jessie, William H.' R01
Oliver H. Booth.: Snoib Flake, Charles H. Forfeit; BajmM
A. E. Whiting; Brum Bird, Henry Bergh, Jr.; Norseman,
E. Harrison Sandford
Viking, E. Harrison Sandford
I 7m,
E. Harrison Sandford Fairi/. E. Harrison Sandford: Zip.
T. H. Ransom.
New Hamburgh.— Zephyr, J. R. Lawson Quidcdep, W.
LeRoy; Zig Zag, 3. LeRoy and H. Millard Fti/ino Cloud,
Irving Grinnell
Fly Away, Irvine Grinnell; l'hanUnn, P.
A. M. Van Wyck
Satterthwaite; Zero, P. Leitoud, J. F
Roy, Qui Vite, Charles LeRoy Dart, ML Hughes; Whiff, L
;
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Grinnell, was. e.Uiibiled at the Centennial, and attracted much
attention there. She is known to be very fast. Three matches
are arranged, and will come off at the first opportunity, when
the ice is in good condition; they are the owners, first and
second class, nnd non-owners; anil a challenge has also been
sent for the pennant, now held by the Pouuukeepme Club.
Officers of the New Hamburgh Club
Com. Irvine; Grinnell.
Vice-Corn,, J. R. Lawson Secretary, P. A. M. Van Wyck;
Treasurer, P. LeRoy, and Measurer, W. Losee. Regatta
Committee— Phillip Schuyler, John LeRoy and II. 'Van
Wyck. Officers of the Poughkeepsie, Club Com. John A.
Roosevelt ; Vice-Com., Theo. V. Johnson, Treasurer, Dr.
Guy C. Bayk-y, and Secretary, Thos. Ransom. Regatta
:
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Bogardus' advertisement.

ffnehting
EiiBOMON or Offioeks.
desiring to have

t/ic

country

and prospectus for 1879 placed on
and Stream will seme their oian interests

l/ieir officers

record in the Fohkst

by forwarding

and Routing*
— Yacht dubs throughout

lists to this office.

YACHTING NEWS.
Reooklyn Yacht Club.— At the meeting

of this club,

Jan. 8, the following officers were elected tor the present
year: Corn., John S. Dickerson, schooner Madeleine; ViceCoin., James D. Smith., schooner Entitle; Hear Com., R. S.
Huntley, sloop Niantfc: President. Henry W. Turner: Secretary and Treasurer, William T. Lee; Assist. Sec, W. li.
Judge Advocate,
Measurer, .1. M. Sawyer
Wadsworth
Henry O. Place Trustees— D. S. Hines, P. W. Oatrander,
Regatta
31. T. Davidson. H. S. Wood and the flag officers.
Committee— J. F. Ames, P. W. Oatrander and A. C. WashCommittee on Membership J. L. Blood, P. W.
ington.
Jenkins and J. F. Ames. This is pretty much a new deal all
around, excepting such indispensable gentlemen as Mr. W.
T. Lee and J. M. Sawyer, who, as a matter of course, are reelected with the same regularity that duff -day comes around.
The Commodore "has been there before," and a most efficient
and enterprising officer he made, so that under the new regime
we expect to see the Brooklyn Club once more occupy the
;

j

;

—

position its fleet and membership entitle
the metropolitan organizations.

wonted

Ah

it

to

among

— Mr. J.

R. Busk is about having an iron
racing craft built to sail with the largest class of sloops. Mr.
A. Carey Smith is the designer, and probably the Harlan &
Hollingsworth Co., of Wilmington, will lay her down. We
question the utility or advantage of iron for sailing yachts of
the sloop type, and think Mr. Busk may find more trouble
keeping his sloop's bottom in racing condition than he expects.
Por cutters of deep draft and high freeboard iron, no doubt,
presents the advantages of light topsides and heavy keel and
garboards, but in the ordinary sloop these elements of success
disappear to a great extent and smooth ski n is lost by the use
of iron, even though kept well painted.
Up to five knots in
short, wide craft, friction is the main and almost only cause
of " resistance," and as light weather is the sloop's congeniality, iron is hardly to be regarded as favorable to her best
Ikon Sloop.

weather.

—

A

Pkouliak Siiabi'ie. Aboard the sharpie Quiniplac, ot
Haven, we learn that no one was ever known to go
This is
thirsty in spite of these crafts' proverbial dryness.
one of those reconciliations of opposites for which these boats

New
are

famous when in veteran hands.

—

GAR AND PADDLE.
The Han Ian Club.

f,

Has., Dec. 27.— Eleven birds each, 05 yards

yards bound ary, plunge traps

Beal

—See

Committee—Hudson Taylor, Henry S. Frost and William C.
Arnold.
description of the ice yacht has been published in
a former number of this paper.
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rise, 80

:

A

day, double birds:

AMuencb
B SpiX

;

.

officers,

;

Cum—

Toronto Gun
Toronto, Jan. 9 —The Toronto Gun Club held „
enow-bird match on i,he Don Klata on New Year's da?. Only a few of
the club put Hi ft'i appearance, who, with tlielr friends, made oat it
good day's sport. The following ts the scons 1" each, 18 yards
Club Side,
Strangers' (though friends) Side.

Brunett

further the writer sayeth not.

mentality of their chief

and Commodore John A. Moosevelt, ami
owDS no less than five boats, Sir. Ha

Ice YAonTtNG. The two chief clubs which follow this
sport are in a flourishing condition, and the number of
" boats" enrolled on their lists is rapidly increasing, owing to
the life and vigor infused ia the cluba through the instru-

A GREAT

deal of nonsense has been written of late concerning the internal affairs of this club. From infor-

mation sent us we learn that none of the statements which
have appeared of late have any foundation in faot, but are the

which for the lack of any
theme have devoted their energies to the construction of
fabulous taleB, with no better foundation to rest upon than unauthorized and unwarranted rumors.
A local Canadian
journal got itself into a snarl with a contemporary, aud a woncreations of imaginative brains,
better

derful deal of nonsense was concocted to fill vacant space
which might much better have been devoted to healthier ends,
and thus a needless and puerile wrangle bits J
over nothing, to the disgust of the better portion of the public,
who had already been surfeited with gammon concerning the
Courtney-Hanlan race, aud are not kindly disposed to having
The attempt to belittle the character
the subject prolonged.
of the, members or officers of the Hanlau Club has its origin in
the same motives of jealousy and spite which sought to fasten
fraud upon the two competitors at Lachine, an aim thai,
miserably tailed. Fulsome praise of the OwaSCO oarsman and
many months' pay lost on his chances, even before it was
earned, have contributed much toward souring certain men's
dispositions when contemplating the untarnished career in the
past and the bright future of 'the Canadian champion.
If
these detractors could only realize the serious inroads their irresponsible volubility is making into the confidence and estimation of the great public to whose approval we must look for
a euutinuance of the present popularity of manly
sports, they would cease their disparaging babble and turn
their thoughts to some more elevating phase of the oarsmen's
art, which they are now doing their best to bring into undeserved disrepute. The Hanlan Club can manage their own
affairs to the satisfaction of the American ehampiorj, and that
is quite enough for the public to know,
What scandal-'
mongers may think or write concerns them not, nor will it
have the slightest effect in replenishing pockets, emptied
through indiscretion and over-hasty zeal.
have been led
to these remarks because even some of que respected English

We

contemporaries have taken up

this senseless

hue aud cry, and

since across the Atlantic our staid cousins are slow to see the
animus underlying some chapters in American journalism of
the more reckless sort, we trust these few lines may serve to
make them see nmre cleat ly how much credit to give to the
pointless tirade against Haulan and his managers, and to understand that rowing in America, professional or amateur, ha«
not sunk to the low level some of our contemporaries, in their
hasty insinuations, might lead them to believe

Hakvakd and Oxfobd.— As might have been expected
the somewhat wdd aud unreasonable request of Harvard for
a race with the Oxford crew on the Thames, England,
months after the University race, which would require the.
keeping together and training of an Oxford eight long after
their regular race with Cambridge in March, bus met with an
end unforeseen by none but the most enthusiastic.
cannot help luit think that something else besides the late date
set. down by Harvard lias carried weight in Oxford's declining
the offer from America.
There has Of late been an outspoken
opinion abroad against, international rowing moti
against the undue prominence supposed even now to
to the University races.
Though we are fur from
with any such falsely accepted notions which would ascribe
to the deep popular interest manifested in college racing the
shortcomings ot students at theii books, there can be
tion but that the number of races and matches can he carried
too far for the convenience and interests of those
the crews, who have other affairs on hand besides continually
keeping in battle array from one end of the year to the other.

We

JWMW'i AlMi
Bd to row Harvard, chiefly because the Oxford
they were getting a little more business in the
rowing lino (ban they felt inclined to take care of and unless
Harvard can change 'their date to an earlier period of the year
in all probability they will have to forego the sweets of revenge for many another year. With the Oxford race set
aside, Harvard disbands her present eight, and therefore will
not row Cornell.
The latter college" has been entirely loo
" touchy " in its bearing since its challenge to the Cambridge
men went forth. That the latter should have shown anxiety
for a reply from Oxford before accei ting definitely any other
challenge on this side, was owing only to the fact that unless
an English race could be got the crew proposed to disband
and could not well compromise itself as long as its very existence was in doubt.
Cornell has had no just grounds of
complaint, and has added nothing to her reputation for good
sense by taking offence at a silly article from the pen of an
amateur scribe.
Thic American Hsni/y —Harvard has replied to a telegram
from Mr, Henry
Garfield, Secretary of the N. A. A. O,,
that they would not he able to enter a four or an eight for the
National Association race to meet Oxford or Cambridge, in
case one of the latter could be induced to cross the ocean.
We do not believe any English crew would consent to pull
in America without some very strong inducements, in the
present light which university and international racing is regarded abroad.
Yal,e-11 wu-ABu.—A fresh crew will be formed to pull
Yale, which will be the only outside race Harvard proposes
to engage in.
Waiaaok Ross. This St. John sculler has failed to get on
Tarryer, of England, and has now challenged
Lumsden or Nicholson to row for £100 on the Thames.
Thames. Lumsden can pull Koss hull down.
Harvard Freshmen. The freshmen of Harvard arc trying
to arrange for a race with Yale or Columbia.
EatENDSnrp Boat Olub.— At u recent meeting at their
boat-house. Twenty-eighth street and East River, the following officers were elected Pres., James S, Murray; Vice-Pres.,
Albert G. Sauer Cor. Sec'y, James J. Fitzimmons Fin.
Sec'y, Eugene P. Moore; Treas.. Michael J. Murray; Capt.,
Philip S. Biglin
Delegates, William Frinke, William Hur-

men thought

;

W

—

i,

—
:

;

;

;

ley,

Philip S. Biglin.

—

Nereid Boat Cldb. At the annual meeting of the Nereid
B. C, of Brooklyn, the following officers were elected:
Ohas. R. Flint, Pres.; Louis H. Leonard, Vice-Pres.; A. C.
Bunce, Treas.; Heywood C. Brown, liec. Sec'y F. B. Fiske,
Cor. Sec'y; Joseph P. Earle, Capt.; Ohas. M. Bull, Lieut.
;

Ariel Boat Clcb.

— The

Ariels, of

Newark, have elected
Com., John M. Koss

the following officers for the year
Pres., F. Freeman; Vice-Pres., Thomas Austin; Capt., J.
Bennett; Lieut., J. (Juiun Sec'y, Thomas Sweeny; Assistant. Sec'y, Robert Cherry; Treas", W. S. Baine.
-.

;

Eooentiuo Boat Cdcb.

—The

Eccentric Club, of Newark,
N. J., elected the following officers for 1879 at their meeting
held Jan. 6.:
Pres., S. C. Astley; Vice-Pres., R. Hilton;
Sec'y, E. B. Smith; Treas., W. 8. McLorinan
Capt., G. R.
McCkII Lieut., 8. H. Day; Log-keeper, J. E. Evans; Com.,
J. n. Jordon
Board of Trustees, D. Van Volkenburg, F.
De Bow, W. Sohritber and F. Watts.
;

;

;

N. A. A.

O.— At

the regular meeting of the Executive
Committee. Qf. the N. A. A. O., at the Metropolitan Hotel, N.
Y-, Jan. ll, the Fairmount E. A. was recommended for reinstatement.
The time and place for holding the American
College Regatta was referred to a committee consisting of
Messrs. Keys, Watts and Buermeyer. The regatta will probably be tixed for July, only uudefgraduates who have taken
their degree during the year of the college race being eligible.
Mr. Smilh, Argonauta B. C, applied to have a rehearing of
the case in consequent; of which he was dropped from the
membership of the N. A. A. O. Referred to the above committee.

—

Torned Professional. Courtney has now found a second
dangerous rival in Mr. Geo. Lee, of the Triton Club, of Newark, N. J., who aunounces his intention of becoming a professional oarsman.
He will begin with the small fry first.

CRUISING IN THE CHESAPEAKE.
Washington, D. 0., Dec. 15, 1878.
and summer aaunteringa having passed away
for a season, and the diabolical woather seeming to indicate that
old Boreas has given us the oold shoulder, it would seem to behoove all bonost tars to be amiable, hie unto the comforts and refinements of their dena, and think over the pleasures of events
just gone, and recall to .mind the exhilarating breeze and dashing

The days

of sailing

spray of the last cruiao, revel in delightful recollections of solid
mixed with ridioulona mishaps and exasperating accidents
that befall all sportsmen, and which only serve to Bpice and enliven. To this end I have been fighting the battle over again, and
grabbed my pen ta gossip about a cruise of 500 miles, made last
pleasure,

summer, and which may serve to revive aomepleaaant experience,
and save something from things forgot.
The dumpy little ship, Fanny Butt, in which we traveled, has
won many races, and in her reduced rig is j list ihe thing for iuland
with 23ft,
navigation— 22ft. long, 8>£ft. beam, and 30in. deep
boom, 12ft. gaff, and 2Jft. hoist in the mainsail, which can bo
reefed from the deck, and a jib large enough to keep the tiller
easy in a breeze, and small enough to carry a. weather helm,
A paep under the foot-boards
with a single reef in the mainsail.
ehows 18 owt. of iron about her longitudinal centre, which holds
her down to biz in a blow, and forces .her in style through the
She i8 all deoked except a small oockpit, which
cboppy seas.
allows plenty of breathing room on hot nights— and also a popular
Any serious consequence from this pre
resort for saucy waves.
ddeotion of water, however, may be prevented when desired by a
oanvas oap, fitting snugly around the coaming, and covering the
cockpit, oxcept a small portion behind, for the accommodation of
the steersman. It is true, a cabin which must necessarily bo very
;

small, will keep out the water, but

it

will

not

let in

the air

;

aud

between a certain death from suffocation and the uncertainty of
drowning, I choose the latter, and thoroughly enjoy the delightful
uncertainties and Insurious inconveniences of a voyage in a partially

open

craft.

I have given are for cruising. At home
and general purposes, X have heretofore carried about
twice the amount of oanvas, including my light sails. Except for
especial occasions, I shall not do so anymore, for the great inconvenience of reefing every time it blows a sailing breeze, and the

The dimensions of sails

for racing

fel-kEA
iAIVI

constant cam required for manipulating so ranch rag, is not compensated for by ihe slightly increased spoed, which can only be attained in light, airs
for just ns soon as you begin to travel with
the lost six cloths of the mainsail, everything shaking from that
point to the mast is dead weight, eauaea the boat to labor, and
whoroaa your rival, with proportional sail, has
holds her back
everything full, and walks right by you.
Since I cut down my
sad, every small boat on the river has done the same, and universal satisfaction is the result.
When I say cut down I do not mean
to advise any one to attempt sailing under almost bare poles, bnt
simply to cairy a boom, the outer end of which can bo reached,
and still keep a grip on the counter with your big too, and reef
and thereby avoid taking your bhin under your arm, and going
ashore to reduce sad, or dangling on the end of a stick running
as far beyond the stern as iuboard, and looking like an animated
frog on the oiid of a fishing polo.
Aud nothing looks worse, and
sticks faster at the most inopportune time, than a complicated
reefing apparatus that forcibly reminds one of a full-rigged manof-war.
Neither do 1 want a bowsprit that samples the bottom
every time a wave strikes the counter. It is, as iu all things, the
happy medium which gives the best results and most pleasure,
The admiral and ornamental man of our ship is Frank MacArthur, a well-known beau, and whose specialty, says knowing Dick
Marshall, the proprietor of a well-known summer hotel, is widows.
He could generally be found reading in the shade of a sail, braced
The skipper is Oscar Woodward, an old stager,
up by pillows.
who can go comfortably to sleep on Ihe edge of a three-cent piece,
and who always hold the tiller iu bad woather. The cook bears
the name of Wickus, and still live;). The rest of his name has
never been discovered, for fear of faring worse by going further,
He has reduced the whole science of cookery to one rule, and that
hence wo more usually call him the King of Greece. He
ia fat
does alt the delicate work, such as frying cornmoal and peeling
potatoea. Ho has an assistant who does all the manual labor,
such aa washing dishes and watching him make the fire,
The expedition was advertised to sail Saturday evening, but the
appearance of the wharf at that date indicated otherwise. A pile
of baggage, provisions and apparatus, apparently the accumulation of years and from its variety the result of much etndy had
It was like putting a house
to bo disposed of aboard the jfanny.
with all the domestic arrangements in a cart
but the skipper.
;

;

;

—

—

;

remembering the

classical pig that oat a bucketful of
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light o er all nature,

wished

which seemed contented and at rest. Then 1
all humanity, and drift for an

could livo forever, leave

I

on the crystal water, in the shadows of night, and watch
moon nso— and just then a Bpider bit me on the end of the

eternity

the

all in a row under a knife ton miles
and with this
pious wish I innocently went to sleep.
The next day wo had the first serious accident, Wo lost one of
our men overboard, and he must have boon drowned, for we never
saw him any more. Wo were sitting quietly on tbe forward deck,
when we heard tbe startling splash, and saw him come to tho surface twice, but before we could get to him he had disappeared,

nose, and I wished I had them

long, so that I could cut off all their hoada at once

;

and that waa the last we ever saw of the unfortunate man.
Drowning is Baid to bo an easy death, aud ao it proved to be in
this case
for ho never made a sound, or we could no doubt have
saved him, as we hove to and waited for him to come up or make
a noise, but nothing was heard but the murmuring water that
seemed utterly indifferent to the shrieking tragedy it had committed.
Poor inan, though the king of fellows ho whs a blockhead
and always iu the way, but nevertheless indispensable and so we
cut another one out of cork, and oontinued our game, aa he was,
after all, only a King iu our set of chessmen!
In the course of time we concluded we should like to catch aome
sheupsbcad, and so we went ashore in Great Wieoinico Kiver to
find a man to get the bait and show us the most likely place to try
our luck— and patience.
We wore told the very man we wanted
lived threo milea back in the country; the only way to get to him
was to walk, and the proper road waa pointed out. Two of us
Btarted, walked four miles an hour for three hours and a half in a
bee Une in the right direction before we scraped together those
original threo miles.
We came back in a wagon, and it took four
hours.
Such is the Virginia " idea" in regard to distance.
Such
economy would be laudablo in a Rhode Islander, but in a Virginian
it seema entirely unnecessary.
We finally had our fish, and fine sport it was. There are a great
many in tho bay, but a guide ia indispensable, as Ihe fish oDly bite
in particular spots, which are uaually far from land, and can only
be found by a system of triangulation on marks ashore, known
;

;

only to the initiated.

We

sailed up the York River aa far as Yorktown, and stopped
memorable place where the Revolution was Bettlod.
a hot, mean little placo, with a few frame houses, and one
brick one, including shot perforations, that existed at the time of
the famous surrender. We put aome corn dodgers in our pockets, passed up back of tho town and from thinking of the great

a day at that

dinner and
then got into the bucket himself, went to work, and with the aid
of some darkies assorted sizbs incorporated everything in the
craft in its proper place. Finally everything was fixed, the last

It ia

performed, and we started.
The moon was full, and beamed down
It was a beautiful night.
so benignly that we oould not help feeling the gentle influence,
and from joking and talking became ailent, and watched its ever

what might have happened had the siege terminated otherwise, of the patriotic Americana dying in he onuee
they thought right— giving their lile blood for principles, we hecame filled with emotion— and corn dodgers, and felt like shedding
a tear on those hallowed grounds for, as usual, Wickus had used
too little meal in the fat, and no one knows how much we suffered
while thiukiug o" the miseries of the brave men who made our
country. After a few moments of agony my friend produced an
electrical apparatus to be used on suoh occasions.
It was hollow,
made of dark glaea, and had a detachable top. It was operated
by removing the top, placing the exposed aperture to tho lips,
aud giving the device a slow, OBcillating movement in a vortical

—

—

rites

chaugicg silvery hues, the grim old wharf, with its dark shadows
and pleasant recollections, and the serene, blue sky, witb its
sparkling lights. Then we thought of the dear old friends left behind, and the long journey to come, with its many probabilities
and modest dangers and then very unaentimentady thought we
were sleepy, wrapped ourselves up, and soon old Morpheus had
us under his wing.
We stopped at Alexandria till morning to get an anohor. It
being Sunday the blacksmith-shop was closed, and wo had to go to
the proprietor's house. He ceased operations on a sermon, aa he
was a minister later in the day, and sold us the article. It weighs
130 lbs., and is intended to bo used only on a lee shore in a gale.
;

It is carried in

the bottom of the cockpit, with the stock folded,

the shank alongside, and the flukos on each side of the well.
this position it

was not

We

at all in the way.

christened

it

In
Baby,

and the ship always staid when it was dropped over, which was
more than once. It is one of those articles that may never be
used, but when it ia wanted, is wanted like everything.
Alter squaring away from Alexandria, we had headwinds all the
way to Piney Point, 93 miles, where we arrived without adventure.
Dick Marshall keeps a cosy little hotel here, and we stopped over
Dick iB jolly, and treats everybody just right. He
several daya.
haa a little schooner, which he thinks can show anything inside
the capes over a course, and offered us champagne to beat him.
The race was an event, and everybody was excited. The wind was
off shore, and a big woods close to the water's edge kept the wind
off tbe little Fanny, but allowed the top and staysail of the
schooner to push her ahead. They said we were anchored, and to
come on we did so, and to such an extent that when the turn
was made Fanny was a mile ahoad. So jolly Dick came to the
conclusion that he could only beat us in rough weather, and as we
never denied it, everybody is happy, and the goose hangs high.
But our journey must be completed, and so we bade all good
bye, oast off the laBt mooring rope, hoisted sail, and slowly moved
out toward the groat Chesapeake, with the good wishes of all the
people, and the predictions of the wise ones that they were taking
We reached the bay, and were delighted. It
their last farewelk
is true we could only faintly see land, aud that only iu one direction
and the oook remarked that Fanny was small for the occasion, and the assistant cook said nothing, but his usual blank
countenance indicated a heap of thinking and the Admiral said it
was the most beautiful sunset he ever saw aud the skipper said
to give him his blanket and pillow to sleep on, aud if the wind
changed to wake him up and that waa all tbat was said for some
time. In the oourse of an hour a promontory extending away out
into the water was approached, and the scene waa one long to be
remembered. My aingle blanket and the hard deok I would not
have traded for the moat gorgeous bed of a palaoe, and an old pair
of breeches, resting on tho fluke of the anohor, was softer to me
Oh, what a lovely night it
as a pillow than tbe finest feathers.
I shall never forget it, and shall
was, and how happy I felt
of tho great bluff that
dnu
the
shadow
again
into
always long to
loomed up with such grand, calm dignity from the depths of night,
and listen to the sad pinea fated to sigh and moan forever. And
well do I remember tho dark, mysterious holea in the mountain
side, and tho fantastic, ever-changing shadows, that aeemod like
evil Bpirita playing hide and seek with the jutting reeks andaturdy
bushes.
And how lazily did the little, good-natured wavoa play
with tho glistening pebbles along the sandy beach, and how cheery
the sweet muaio of their voices, and how strange they could be
And then
aDgered by a storm and rival the thunders of hoaven
I saw the twinkling stars, aud the deep, pure blue above, and the
moon slowly rise from behind the wooing trees and oast its gentli
;

;

;

;

;

!

!

,

historical event, of

I

;

plane, at right anglea to the axis of the shoulder.

The theory

ia

if tho device ia in prime order, and not been tested too much
by tho skeptical, that sufficient electric fluid will be developed by
the described movement to ran down the throat, and assimilate
with the B.vatem in an advantageous way. I cannot speak from
experience, but think there must bo something in it, as my friend's
eyes indicated a result different from the ordinary run. Havin»
finished this place, which nearly finished us, we once mora em-

that

barked, and arrived at Norfolk, saw what was to be seen, and
started on the back trip.

While Fanny ia quietly sailing along with an occasional reefing
breezo and sharp squall, I will observe one observation in regard
Canned meata and.soups were in abundance, but
to provender.
not satisfactory for the main staple, aa they were too delicate, and

do not

"fill

up"

right.

They aome way or other do not seem to

afford sufficient sustenance to

compensate for the energy expended in eating them. Boston baked beaua, that simply require
warming, are the thing, and are palatable every day. A mau can
put himself on the outside of three boned ohickens, and just feel
hke sitting down to dinner but lot him take a couple of tablespoonfuls of beans, browned just right, and he feels that holme
something to depend on.
Tho Groat Wicomico River ia honored with the moat extensive
fish-oil and guano establishments we came across.
Their odor is
fearful, and they became very evident about threo milea off.
This
odor oan tack half a mile dead to windward without effort. VVe
had expected to make harbor in thia place, butaheadwind delayed
us untd after dark, when a very heavy storm arose. Tho channel
is narrow but straight, and if you can only strike it oil ia well;
bnt
;

as there are no lights, the question; ia how to strike the out at
It, waa dark as pitch, the
sea
waa running very ugly/.aud we had been running and bumping
around a good wbde when the ekipper said he waa going to rim iD,
to look aharp, stand by the halliard8, and if she atruck, hoaae
sail
and strike for the shore. A thrill went through every man for
although it was tough work where we were, and the gale increaeing every minute, it aoemed perfect folly to dash stem on into the
breakers which we could not see but hear so plain. There ia notnight, aa each Bidois^full of shallows.

one ohance in a thousand of hitting the right plaoo, we thought
and if it's missed, we'll be churned into eternity. Bnt with human
thoughts like these the actions are like heroes.
Not a word is
Every .rope is manned. The tough
said, bnt everything ia doue.
little ship ia turned for shore, and fairly leaps in the darkness, the
quicker to end the suspense. ,AU ia dark.
Not a thing can be
aeen, but, oh! what fearful sounds can be heard.
The wind
howls, the rigging shrieks, and the mast groana. The brave little
craft fliea to her fate, aud the maddened water fairly hiasea aa
it
rushes by. Every man peers into the baffling darkness with the
fierconosB of desperation, but sees nothing. A few momenta moro
and all will be known
but time has ceased its flight, or become
entangled in our heart-atringa, and drags out life to gain a second
But, hark
The breakers are near
They come and the sullen
;

-

!

!

;

throb and methodical roar fall with painful exactness on the soul,
and bode destruction. But, thoughta away for none bo vivid as
!

leality,

and the breakers, those

insatiable tyrants, are quite near.

2

!

reraw-^wmffpraw
:
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They eomo closer! They are just
One trying second more, and we pass

and seem to howl for us.
They are here 1
ahead
1

Bafely through, while on each side, very near— too near—the
furiouB waves, in Beeming rago at our escape, dash themselves to

pieces on the beach, while

we pass

within,

and give

one prolonged, heartfelt shout of joy.
"Boys," said the skipper, "there was nothing luoky or remark
for I sailed by the infernal smell of that fish
factory, which is as good to reckon from in the dark as a light

able about that

;

house."
for a long distance

The best time

we made was on the back

trip,

from Piney Point to Indian Head, a distance of 69 miles, whieh we
made from 10 a. m. to 5 p. ar., 7 hours, or nearly 10 miles an hour.
The wind was blowing a shrieker from the south. We had the jib
unbent from the forestay and boomed out from the mainstay like
Most of the time we occupied seats behind the
squa resa il.

and held the throat and peak halliards in our fists, ready to
any moment. And so ended our cruise, with a
Queebqcili, Eeatheeeen.
run hard to beat.
illor,

et the sail drop at

;

threatening Kt-K7 ch if White plays R-K B4 or tks K B P.
I,k) At last Black is enabled to make the long sought
exchange of the

minor pieces.
ffl We don't like White's double pair of doubled P'e, but his doubled
R'b on the K's file prevent Black from profiting by this crevice In
his
opponent's armor.
(m) One of Mr. Mann's piquant and clever strokes. If White now
snatch at the coveted Q P, Black plays K-K2, and White cannot save

his

many inlets, bights and rivers,
ground for yachts of all classes.
MaDy times have we tooled famous America in its upper
waters, and it is a matter of surprise that our northern craft
do not seek the pleasant Bay, and ring a change on the regulation skim up the Sound.
Chesapeake Bay, with

its

affords delightful cruising

R

!

To prevent Black gaining the open file at Q B with his R.
Mr. Steele plays the whole of this end game with fine judgment.
Taking the P with P would give employment to the Black E. If Black
now take P, White can recover it by K-BS, with a.wmning position.
(p) Black's tactics from this point are faulty. HlB only chance lies
in playing off his P's to two on the K's side by P-R4, followed by
p.B3
(n)

(o)

andP-Kt4.
Black should play R-Kt, meeting

(«)_A mistake.

A

(r)

Stamford, Conn., Jan.

Game

6, 1879.

:

I have read with much interest your correspondent's opinions
regarding " the coming boat" in your issue of Dec. 26, i. e. the

during the next season it will bo shown that this style
of boat will be classed— for purposes either of sporting, pleasure,
or coast work, in point of economy both in construction and keeping her in commission after she is built, also as to her safety in
I believe

handling, her speed and her accommodation— as vaBtly superior to
any other class, at leaBt of the same tonnage.
I give you herewith the dimensions of a Bcbooner sharpie built

by John Eichards, of Norwalk, Conn. Her
52 feet, her beam 16 feet. She draws 16 inches of water
in full ballaBt; has no centreboard, so that her cabin is not encumbered with the oentreboard trunk. She has six feet and
one inch clear head room in her cabin, four large berths, and

one State-room, water closet, ice chest, store rooms, kitchen, two bunks in the forecastle and completely fitted out in
every respect.
I mention this because the room that can be obtained in the sharpie model is simply marvelous and could scarcelockers,

ly be credited

mainmast

is

by any one who had not seen such a

3—B-B4
6—Kt-K B3

And Black mates

it

Hartford Times and Ajr Argut have been leisurely plucking
game cock of late, who, though strange
seem, Is disinclined to march, figuratively speaking, " On to

may

Elchmond."

—The

Hart.ord Chess Circle exists no longer.

at anchor in our harbor.

Her name is B.
C. J.

Taylor.

§mm

§h*

Q.

of §ht88.

Conn."

Can

No. 94.
Black.

White.
E. M. Steele, Jr.

1-P-K4

2— B-B4 (a)
3-F-K B4

(c)

4-F-Q3 <«>
5— P IKS P
6— O-BS
7-KI-K3
B— B tts Kt

9-OtkBP
10— Kt tks Q
11— Castles
lS—Kt-QS

13— KI-K4
14-KttksB
15-Kt 06
lij-Q R-K
17—B-Kta
13-K-K2
49-K R-K
20— P-B8
21-P-04

2i-H-K4
a*— p-w
24— P tks B
25—V tkS lit
86-E-KT

2—KtKB3(b)
S—p Ik. P (0)
4-P-Q4

5-Kt

ike,

P

6-CJ-K2 ch

(I)

(g)

I— Kt-liC
8— Q tks B (h)
9— CJ tks q
10-BQ3
It— Castles
12-Kt-B3

13—Kt-Qa (1)
11—p tka lit
15-Kt-BS U)
16— Kc-K4
1I-B-K3

18-Q.BK
19-Kt-Bl

20-K-Q
21-Kt-ii?

22-K-R4 (k)
I J— B tks Kt
24-Kt iksB
25-K-Kt
86—O K-Kt

28-KRK7
»j— K tks R
30-H-B7 (u)
si— K-Ba
32— K-K3
33-P-K R4
S4—P-Kt3
35— K-Q3 (0)
36— R-Q/l
37—K-B7
SS— R-BB
39—H tks P
40-R-B61
41— R-B6
42—K-BB
!

43-K

P

Iks

44-K-B3
15— R-W3
46— K-Ktl
47— K-B5
iS—K-KM
1

49-KB6

50— K-B3
51— K-iW Ch
Sa-rvQB
53—P-UJ>

J.

Maun.

2S— RtksB
29—K-B (m)
BO—K-K
31— p-y E4
32—P-K LitS
33— PG KM
34— P-K5
35—K-B (p)
86— K Kt3
37-K-Kt2?(qJ
38—H-Kt2
39— V tks P
40— B- 0,2
Jl— K-K
42-R-K2
43—K-K6 Ch
44—E-K5
45—R-K2
46—K-B (r)

-

'

«— K-BS ch

4<—E-y.2
49— R.R.!
50— E-K2
61— K-Kl2
52-lt-iU

B3.

the Greco Couut-r Gambit-F-K
Black could also play BB4, or
recommended by he Russian anaThe text move was, however,
German theorists; and the great
Malor .Jaemsch, and is so by the
i

it n't

m

bis posthumous work edited
Staunton,
English authority, the late Mr.
it the chief place when treating upon

b7molateMi.Wormold.gavo
tU
t!)

Mr" Staunton

preferred

Kt-K B3, converting the game

into the

was favorable to the first player. White can
PrtToff which, he argued,
Ponzlani Centre Gambit, S-P-Q4, or he can adopt
so safely play the
a

I

I

the other.
J., Baltimore.— 1. My dog has a numbarot
lumps on the end of his
nose varying in size from a large pea to a pin head. They are red ia
color and " shining."
Please suggest a remedy,
a. Will a bitoh con-

come

tinue to

them

off

in heat after

with caustic.

A. H. E.,

2.

she has ceased to breed
Yes, very frequently.

?

Ans.

1.

Burn

Red Wing, Minn.— Should

a chip broken out of the neck of
a glass ball in the air be counted as a broken ball, providing the balance
of the ball remain intact ?
AnB.
It has been the custom to allow a

broken ball where u shot, mark is plainly to be seen, but vie think the
plan a bad one. A ' hit" pigeon is very often a " lost" bird.
C. D. H.,

O.—1. My

Columbus,

dog's eyes run unceasingly and he

eats nothing of any account.

of guns

marked Webley

<t

2. Is there any difference in the quality
Son, r. Webley &, Co and P. Webley ? Ans.

Your description of symptoms ia too feeble, i. We believe they
represent different grades, but the agents can inform you more deflulte1.

iy.

E. S. E., Pottstown, Pa
Where is the great dog Bismark ? I have a
puppy, 8 mos. old, said to be bred by him, that rakes. How can T prevent it ? Ads. Ab Bismarck was smothered to death in an express car
some yearB ago your puppy can scarcely be by him. You will have to
describe yonr dog's falling in someother terms, as we dou't know what
you mean by rakes. See our advertising columns for puppieB for sale.

W. H. H.; Boston.— Whl you kindly inform me what Is the best book
on training dogs ? Ans. We reply to this Bame question almost every
week. We answered it last week, recommending " Stonehenge." an
English work. We may very properly add that the most concise and
common-sense, practical lm tractions contained in any American work
may be found in » Hallook's Spoilsman's Gazetteer."
c. n. J., Boston.—J. Q. Wheeler, Wilton House, West Cowea, Isle of
and C. Wilson, 151 I.eadenhall street, London, E.
C, England, will send you photos of English yachts upon receipt of
price. They cost 2s. apiece, size 9x7, and 4s. 6d. for size 15x12. For
lithographs and chroinos write to the latter firm. They will select for
you if you indicate what class of yachts you prefer. Send money by
P. O. For American yachts go to Black £ Co., 333 Washington street,

of Wight, England,

W. T)., Jersey City.— I. Could a person (with the aid of some good
book) train a dog if he had never trained one before ?
2.
If ao what
book would you recommend? 3.Where could the said book be bought,
and at what price 7 4. Are 203 and 17S good patterns for a muzzle-loading gun, weght SH pounds 12 bore, 3 drs. Dupont's ducking powder, Ijj
oz. No. 6 shot, at a 30 inch circle, 40 yards? Ana.5 1, Easily. 2. Seo res. We can furnish it ; price $3 postage paid.
ply to another inquirer,
4. Very good.
WnEii.oox Eidef, Eochester, N. Y.—l. Please Inform me where I
can obtain " A Catalogue of the Birds of St. Vincent," and "Birds of
Dominica?" 2. Aleo "Journal of the Cincinnati Natural History Society," and "Papers on Entomology," by J. A. Llntuer. Ana. 1. Address G. N.Lawrence, 45 East Twenty -first street. 2. "Journal of the
Cincinnati Natural History Secloty " cin be obtiiued from J. \V. Hall,
Jr., 108 Broadway, Cincinnati, Ohio, and " Papers on Entomology "
from J. A. Lintner, N. Y. State Cabinet of Natural History, Albany,

New

York.

G. F. W„ Fairport, N. Y.— You will find general description or
sharpie in our editorial this week. Further particulars in correspondence, etc., about to be published. For information on boat bolldtng,
see thirteen papers published in Vols. IX. and X. of this journal. Can

The State and Church are one,
The Cattle acd Peasant's cot,
Beshrew the Knave who meddles,
Checkmate and let him rot.

No American work on boats and yachts pubBest English work forj ou is "Kemp's Manual." Can send it
upou receipt of $9. If you cannot get. cedar, white pine is beat next,
yellow pine, oak or other hard wood for keel, kelson, stem, steru-po9t,
frames, etc., hackmatack or Iron for kneeB, yellow pine for beams,
send them for f 1.30.

Gibbosus.

lished.

;

Jfttstvw to ^oiirespandmfz.

spruce for Bpars.

No

Notice

Where

Taken

at

Anonjmoaa Communlcatloot.

to go tor Game.

—Correspondents

who

send us

specific questions as to where to find best localities for game
and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there given. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

much

trouble.

Read

the paper.

C—

U. Smith, Monroe, N.
Tour note of December 4 was received,
but the head, tail and leg of the bird have never come to hand.

K. B. A., Freehold.—Please tell me the best and cheapest way to get
a dog to Iowa City. Am. We know of no other way than by express,
and your local agent can post you a3 to cost.
J. H. W., Boston.— Your dog has paralysis of the nerve of the eye.
By giving purging medicines, aud using the seton, you may cure him,
but the chances are much against his ever recovering his sight.

Light, Newark.— Sandy Hook Lightship is 6,% nautical miles from
Navesink lights. Two fixed red lights, fog bell and a Thler's automatic log-horn. Lat., 40 deg. , 25 min., 61 see. ; long., 73 deg., 51 min.,

a

it. C. JT„ Exeter, N. H.-An imported Irish setter bitch Is accidentally lined with a white hound.
Pups are of course half hound. TUe
next time she is in heat is lined with almost her double, an all Iriah
setter dog, consequence one white pup, rest pure red.
u It the rule
or an exceptional case for a pup to take back in this way, provided she
has visited none but the two dogs named? Ans. In the En
Stock Journal there was recently printed a list of well authenticated
eases similar to the one yon name.
We do not believe by any means
that it would occur in each instance, and probably the white pnppy
would resemblo the white hound more In color than anything else.
It
would be interesting to keep this puppy and see what it looked like at

maturity.

53 sec.

C. M.,

me the name and address of some one
the spaying operation, or one that can explum it to
In bur issue of last week you will find the operation fully

Albany.— Can you give

who can perform

me?

Wino Shot, Marysvllle, Pa.— 1. My dog lias trouble In discharging
Ms urine. Can you tell me a method ol cure? 2. Does Capt. Bogardus
use No. 6 shot for pigeons at 80 yards rise, or what No. does he use?
3. In shooting pigeons from five traps is there a pigeon In each trap,
and does the gunner know which trap the bird is coming from 7 Ans.
1. Give your dog every night and morning a ball composed as follows
grain, ginger 4 grains, with llnBeed meal aud
Nitre 6 grain?, dlgitales
water enough to mix. 2. He uses No s, except on certain occasions
when both barrels are used, when he might use a size largerfor his
second.
3. There is, but the shooter ia Ignorant as to which trap will
be pulled.

Ans.

described.

Doctor, Greenville, Pa.— In the

1,000

bah match, where Bogardus

gives Kleinman 200 balls in 1,000, does EJeinnian have 1,000 shots beAns. Kleinman shot at but 800 balls, 200 being given

sides the 200?

him as broken.

H.— Would you have any hesitation In breeding to a dog that
7 It strikes me that mange is not an heredl tary disease

had the mange

S—

Is iliere any very light single breech-loading
C'ouvus, Halifax, N.
shot-gun, suitable for a natnraUst to carry about without attracting attention when going through the streets of a (own, manulaetured in the
In England there is a weapon of the kind, capable of killing
States?
smallblrdsst a distance of twenty-five yards, or even more, made in

the form of a walking cano and painted to represent one a very handy
no gun of the kind is made on this continent
thing, price 2 guineas.
I ijuik || iiiiglit repay the trouble and expense of manufacture.
Ana,
;

H

There is such a cane-gun to blow pellets. Our naturalists use them.
Dust shot ia also used in shooting specimens with guns of very small
calibre. Both can be bought In Ntw York.

-

move lor White.
the move attacking Kt-K
lb)

take

Gentle Knights and Bishops irue,
Pot our game is uot a game of shauows,
But we can think with bayonets, too.

A. P.

i

tu

we

Where thought rules, as ru,e it must,
Though stars and planets fall.
Then round our Queen all gather,

1

27-1C
&i— lv H **
Q
Lf-< >i
R-Q7
irreproachable, and makes the
And mite wins. His play has oeen
Time, Ave hours.
ending an instiuctive study.
NOTES.
Staunton, in his .Praxis, pronounced this the best
(a, The late Mr.
Philldor also did bo, albeit it is not so popular now as

:_
27-i-i

of Chess"

J

solutions should be
Notice.— Chess exchanges, communications and
O. box 54, Wolcottaddressed " Chess Editor Fobest akd Steeam, P.
ville,

Game

But here's a game more tit
Pur Kings and Prelates all,

a

I am an old man, have sailed in all sorts of craft,
from the Sreadnaughl down to the smallest oat boat and want
now to predict that next summer this schooner sharpio will be a
hard one to beat by vesselB of much larger size that are accounted

now

its epi-

of Kings is war,
Wt' dear blood and lurid flame,
And the tread o' the hool on the weary earth
Is to them a winsome game.

light winds.

is

write

The game

;

She

We

taph— O.

—The following " Prologue to the Gentle
from the Ayr Argue, of Scotland

D. p., Baltimore.—1. Dooa a Gordon setter necessarily have a cross
on his breast 7 3. la hi Dlttmar powder any bettor ihun common powder? Ana. I. No. better without
vantages are claimed
for it which again may be counterbalanced by
advantages possessed by

Boston.

—The

if

speedy.

9—Kt-Q B3
10— Kt-05 cu
11-K-K3
H-Q-R4
12— P tks Kt
three moves.—Adelaide Observer.

the feathers of the Derbyshiie

She carries
89 feet, her foremast 38 feet beaches.
All her sheets trim aft to the cockpit,
and jib.

man and

Mann.

7— B tks Kt
s— II ch

CUKSOBY JOTTINGS.

her owner desires.
I think she is the largest pleasure sharpie ever built (in this
Rection of the country) and she has sailed lately on trial, where
she could lay her course, eight miles in thirty-four minutes and
she has been also out in heavy weather, behaving splendidly.
This sharpie was built for Mr. Frank Burritt, of Norwalk,
Conn., was sailed a few weeks and was recently bought by a gentleman of thiB city who is an enthusiastic yachtsmau, who is now
putting topmasts into her, so as to carry topsails and staysail in
boy,

in

Black.
J.

7— P-Q3
8— QthsB
9— K-K2
10— (J tks B P

4—P-04

4-P-K5
5— B-QKt3

maiusail, foresail

which. is large, and she can be easily managed by ono

R

It's,

No. 95.—KING'S BISHOP'S GAMBIT.

1-P-K4
2— P tka P
3-Kt-K B3

Her

craft.

his

White.
Mr. liotloway.

1-P-K4
2— P-KB4

in the fall of 1877
is

B6 or Q7, by

to

The following pretty little gambit occurred between Mr. J. Mann
(Adelaide player in above game) and Mr. Holloway, ol Williamsto'
Australia :

Sharpie.

length

R

and drawing if White persists in so playing
Winning the Q Kt P by E-K12 ch if White K tks P.

to C; or Kt2,

BIG SHARPIE.

Editor Pobkst and Stream

me text move,

Bad.

Black should play P-fji.
(<•) Wo prefer P-Q4 tz gr.:
.i_P-Q4,l-Kt HtsFj B-BlkBPoh. B-K
tts B 6—OJ-R5 ch, regaining the next move by Q-Q5 ch or K5 ch.
(/) B Q3 were safe:
(g) B-K3 was more to onr taste.
(ft) This gives op the surplus P at oace
but if P tks P, White gets a
strong attack by 9— Castles.
(0 A grave mistake Black makeB la allowing the exchange of a Kt
for a B, and isolating a P.
0') Black halts in his play in an unusual way.
Taking P were safer
for if 15— Kt tks Q B P, 16-Q K-B, 16—Kt-Q5 ; 17— Kt-KT ch,
17-K-E,'
(rf)

;

haven

to the

the tamer moves, ,1— P-Q3 or 3— Kt-Q, B3. Calvl decried
but jlr. Staunton showed that. It leads to an equal gaum.

:

but subjtct to all dogs when overfed, etc. Ans. No, only as far as risk
of contagion was concerned.

G. P. S.— The Partello aud Burnside BCoreB at 300 yds. were made,
according to letter of Mr. Partello, off-tnrnd, at Cteedmoor target, with
rifles under 10 lbs. weight, aud not less than 3 lbB. trigger pull.
The

New York.— Slow down to twenty revolutions, please.
mentioned Vision, not YiivUx, us having an approximate cutter
\rision'3fuinct> in her attempt to sail a match
should convince you of the correctuess of onr remarks. If yo
75-ft. boom an easier stick to handle than a 60-ft., you are running
counter to generally accepted laws of dynamics. If you imagine
woighta stowed as far forward as possible a beneilt to ease and drynesB, you are out of Joint with theory and practice. II you prefer to
snap a bowsprit off short to reeling it in a sea, you will"
welcome aboard the Fin-ion if you will agree to fo
you do not accept the above you must owe to the cutter rig in spite of
your imagined preference for the sloop. We do not tliink your renecessity Of
marks at all biased, but simply that you J
an easy form and handy rig for a sea-going yacht, which we moat de-

linemen here are straining their faith

cidedly do.

W. B., Wappingera Falls

— Will you please give me the address

of Ira

E. l'aiue"
Ans. A It tter addressed to the care of this office would
probably reach Mr. Patue. Willi regard to your second query we have
no opmion to express on the subject.

H. R., Philadelphia —As the symptoms you describe indicate no parWe would sugticular disease, it is difficult to prescribe for your dog.
gest a tablespoonf al of cod liver ol), with two drops of wine of iron each
day, which will probably restore her appetite.

terribly over these scores.

Jack Chbxew,

We

•Ig.

;

—

—

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
The Mountain DweelbSs os North
Carolina.— The; Warm Springs are situated
Madison County, N. 0., in the western
section of tbe State, and are. surrounded by

in

various spurs of the mountains, known in the
immediate section as the Warm Sptipg
Mountains. On every side from the springs
rise acclivities of various shapes and beauty—
wonderful peaks, cut ou either side by deep
ravines, from which in early moruina' large
squadrons of clouds float off to the adjoining
peaks and gradually vanish in the infinite be-

yond.

The

springs are themselves a centre of
trade for the mountaineers of tbe surrounding
country, where they come to exchange their
produce in the way of corn meal, corn on the
cob and shelled, raw hides, skins of sheep,
bear, and deer, together with chickens, squirrels, pheasants, and other game for the luxuries of coffee, sugar, salt, calico, cloth, powder and shot, and other things that they cannot themselves obtain at borne. The store*
here (two) deal only for trade or cash payments, making a discount of 12 to 15 per
cent, for cash.
The parties dealing here
come from ten to twenty miles, or more, and
make their trades only after a good deal of
cautious bargaining, but all seems satisfactory in the end. Chickens, and tender young
chickens, at that, si'll from 5 to 10 cents
apiece eggs, warranted sound, bring from 8
to 12 cents a dozen butter, with a good fair
complexion, from 10 to 15 cents a pound
pheasants nominally 10 cents apiece, but
raised to 25 cents by the aggressiveness of
the boarders' appetites squirrels are dropped
from the lofty trees at 5 cents a piece, and
chestnuts, or " children's fruit" as some people call them, are dealt out at from 4 to 5
cents a quart.
Everything else here is in proportion, but. the parties bringing this produce
in are much more unique than the prices
charged for them. They are truly a study.
They generally come in pairs, threes, fours or
fives, and carry their goods on their shoulders, on horseback, in wagons drawn by
horses, or, as is more usually the case, by
that primitive and Scriptural vehicle, the ox
team. There can often b3 seen here a angle
ox harnesed to a cart or wagon with regular
horse harness and straw collar, or under sad;

;

;

dle.

The women and men come

together, each
trade
separately.
There is a peculiarity, too,
about the mountain girls they are not at all
talkative, but come down to the two plain
facts of yes or no.
They are more hardy
than the men, and when your correspondent
attempted to express sympathy for a couple
of damsels that had trulged fifteen miles

having their

which "they

packages,

peartash or soap dissolved in water. Then
use the stomach pump or emetic.
AlkalieB.—Best remedy is vinegar.
Ammonia. Remedy, lemon juice or vine-

—

gar.

Alcohol.— First cleanse out the stomach by
an emetic, then dash cold water on tbe haad,
and give ammonia (spirits of hartshorn.)
Arsenic.
In the first place evacuate the
stomach, then give the white of eggs, lime
water or chalk and water, charcoal and the
preparations of iron, particularly hydrate.
Lead, white lead aud sugar of lead.
Remedies, alum, cathartic, such as castor oil

—

and epsom

salts especially.

—

Charcoal.
In poisons by carbonic acid gas,
remove the patient to open air, dasli cold
water on the head and body and stimulate the
nostrils and lungs by hartshorn, at the saint!

time rubbing the chest, briskly.
Corrosive Sublimate.— Give white of eggs,
freshly mixed with water, or give wheat flour
and water or soap and watter freely.
Creosote.— White of eggs and the emetics.
Belladonna (night henbane.) Give emetics
and then give plenty of water and vinegar ty
lemonade.
Mushrooms (when poisonous.) Give emetics and then plenty of vinegar and water,
with doses of ether if handy.
Nitrate of Silver (lunar caustic.)— Give a
strong solution of common salt and then

—

—

n p. —Recipes for cheap soup, distributed
the poor of Liverpool
Meat soup, 400
of beef, 75 pounds
split peas (steeped fourteen hours),
pounds
ground black pepper, 1 pound celery seed, 12'.
pounds oatmeal; salt to taste. Cost, 2 pence
a quart sold at, 1 penny a quart,
Sago soup,

^

to

Snake

Bites,

etc.— Apply

;

;

—

the

stomach.

Remedies— Magnesia,

soda-

—The Mayor of a

COCKER SPANIEL

Georgia town, so poor that, it possesses no jail,
prisoners put under a wagon box
turned upside down on the ground and secured them by placing two cotton bales on
top of the box.

But how could he have his prisoners
box after thus allowing them double bail

in a
1

Breeding Kennel
OF

M.

P.

MCKOON,

FranRlin,

N

Del. Co.,

Y.

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and in-

cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
ami woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond-

telligent dogs

—The first news

sent

by telegraph was the

nomination of James K. Polk for President,
in 1844.
It was telegraphed from Baltimore
to Washington over the experimental line
built from Baltimore to Washington, for
which Congress appropriated $40,000 on the
application of Prof. Morse.

ents inclosing stamp will
cular, testimonials, etc.

get,

printed pedigrees, cirJ10 tf

OULEOUT KENNELS.
Sportsmen In want of tirst-class cacker Spaniels
can be supplied with either dog or bitch pups, with
" in • for *16 each. For
stock ami delive
pedigree, etc., address CHaS. S. liITOlIOOOK,
i,

,

Franklin, Del. Co.,

JPf fennel

SPRATTS PATENT
MEAT FIBFUNE DOG CAKES
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze MedalB
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel
Club, ami od freatmtnBter Kennel
Club,

New

Tort.

janOM

N.Y.

Stud Spaniel.
TRIHBCSH (pure Clumber), imported direct, from
the kennels of the Duke ol Newcastle For nose the
clumbers are unrivalled, and Trlmbush is a capital
dog to t.reed < ockcrs or small-sized setter bitches to.
Fee $20. Address H. C. QI.OVEK, Toms river,
janlfl tt
N. J.

RATTLER—In the
setter,

pion

winner

Stud— Blue belton, Llcwellitt
of three bench prizes, by chamof five English. Held trills, out

Rob Roy, winner

pure Laverack bitch, Piekles. Will serve
bitches at $20. Litters warranted. Inquire of L. F.
jau2tf
WHITMAN, Detroit, Mich.
of the

One liver-and-wlnte (very handFOR>mn;SALE.—
nointer dog pup, by our champion ims

ported Snapshot, out of Fanny 11.: full pedigree.
Price $25. LINCOLN ft HELLYAE, Warren, Mass.
decl9tt

None are genuine unless bo stamped
F. O. De I.UZE,

'

For

HILDER,

St. Louis,

sale in oases

We

:

Fleas! Fleas!

brother aud sister to Royal Duke, four months
Sold only because owner has no lime to handle
Any one wishing the choicest stock can
secure bargains oy addressing C. A. D., Box 335,
Sing Sing, N, Y.
}an9 2t
old.

them.

of 112 pounds.

SALE— Splendid cocker spaniel pup? from
Worms! Worms! FORpure
impirted slock.
Address HORACE

This Powder is guaranteed to Sill fleaB on dogs or
•any other animals, or money returned.
It, is put no
in patent his:
pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

Trice 60 cents by mail. Postpaid

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended byRoDAKDGrn-and FOREST and Stsbam.

HOLBERTON.

W.

Oordoii

Stables, R.

N.,

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

New Plaques by Minton,
sill

begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America
that lie purchases and sends out dogs of any desired
breed, at for the highest competition.

N. B.—A bad dog never

left the Doctor's

decis

SALE—Red Irish setter nups,
FOR
ported R.
setter bitch Molli'e
I.

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

Vene-

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New

Plaques by Copeland, decorated with

strongly

(litter sister

made

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

K

MINNESOTA FARM—

For sale, 1,660 acres Improved land in B icl
tnesotu, with
stables, corn house, hen hrm*e
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator'
windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear
water: directly ou line of St. Paul and Slous City
Railroad price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai
from county scat. Sold only to increase farming
interest In immediate neighborhood. No such
bargain to be had in the, entire West. Phoio-raphs
shown and fuii peel eati
given ou application
.;

CHAS. HALLOCK,

office of

Fokest and Strkajt
ocUltt

ryo LET VERY LOW; A BARSAIN-Tne OscaJ. waua Trout Ponds to let, 3.5 miles from
New
York, on the Hudson River. Sixty thousand spawn
on the screens ; 3,030 trout from one to four years
old; capaei y for keeping 10,1100 trout growing,
and

1,000,000 Hatching.

sma

1

house.
Y.

From

on, to ten acres land

and

H. P. DjsGRAAF, Bowery National
jau9 2t

:,

1

:

shells, capper,

order, $100 each,

want

M- J

Address

of use.

PARKER GUN

Newark,
ano 2t

-

FOR
improved
SALE

3 at a bargain, for an
allard sporting rifle, a
toor rltte; perfect in

C
^

Bret-class Ken
every respect,

uuremeuts.

Address

Nebraska.

,

t

jan9

I7VOR

tf

SALE— Remington

10-gauge laminated baren, in tine case. Price
gun, Jf,5 case, S.i. Cost »85. E. L. MILLS, Treasury Department, Washington, D. O.
janlii It
;

PUPS.-Pupptes, two

scireisi, orange and white
out of Zita, jfie Llrtt|,-i/„- winner at SyraPrize jSlSeaon. W. VIE, St. Louis, l;

Market

Mo.

street,

jan34t

SALE, or
exchange for a good doubleFOR
barreled shot-gun, setter dog, broktu.
will

Monti ware, Austrian

and enameled Glass and Limoges

iridescent

WHITLEY

earWaalriwr.
j aB.'i at*

,

NY.

retriever.

di

,

York.

brush, loader, etc. Guns made to
without equipments.
Also one
gold-mounted Winchester repeating rifle, never
used. Eliher gunfor ;:nii, sn,, rifle $50. Sold for

game.

CHAMPION FRANCES
cuse

New

fTlOB SALE— Two flrst-cla's Parker guns, 30 in.,
X' No. 10, s.v to lbs., aud 28 in., No. 12. 7
,b.
eachhaves-n,,
,, auduickei

hunting and aracktng and pulling
Dogs possessing immeDse
bred especially for
the purpose ; also very large bull-dogs can be obtained from the breeder, viiASV. ADCOOK, ShevlngtonHall, W. Wigan, England.
janlG-tt

ticked,

2ig

ton Market),

janlfl St

J

months (English

by the Bombay Art Society.

Specimens of Capo

I.

go

For propagating purposes. For sale by

& Mourns,

of

still

stone ware.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery

tf

FOR

size, nose,

jfa/f

Shoninger Cymbella Organ.

im-

of:

SALE,—Thoroughbred red Irieii setters from
6 weeks to 1 year old, by Etcho, Rorv O'Moore,
etc., and out, of bttotea
>o
looa of Imp.
Pmnkett, Stella, Buck. FIosb aud Barges, Hnfus and
Friend.
Address E. J. BOBBINS, AVethersfleld,
Conn.
dec 1S
for
DOSS
down big

drawn heads by Hewitt.

Reproductions, byDoulton, of old Flemish

janl62t

For sale ; entirely new ; never used ; 5 octaves, 12
stops, chime of bells, stool, etc. Manufacturer's
price, $430 ; will sell for $180. Address MTOIC,
this office.
rjec!6 if

Bank, N.
out

Mr.JobnE. De
irlze brood bitch at New
York and Boston B-nch Show;), bv Rattler, bv
Pmnketc. Address DAVID G. HART T, Souudview
Kennel, North Port, L.

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze
glass

Kennels

decorated by Mus-

with novel marine designs.

pr

to

CO. during the Paris "Practical Kennel Guide," &c.
j

Park Row, N. Y.

farm house, three

FOLTON STREET.

117

Dr.

TIFFANY

ExDosition, including

33

LIVE QUAIL

directions for use.

AUTHOIt OP THE

&

SMITH,

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with
tall

octla

ed bv Messrs.

own

Western Agent*,

STBADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS
A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs.

invited to inspect some
choice examples select-

BLOODS FOR SALE— Two fine setter
BLUE
pups (dog and bitch) by Carlowitz, out of True,

IS South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

BROWN &

of old Italian majolica.

Poisons asd Theik Antidotes.— The.'following list of poison-antidotes is now going
the rounds of the press. It may be worth
while to cut it out, and preserve it
Acids. These cause great beat and sens a
tion of burning pain from the mouth down to

op Justiob

had two

—It was a

Potterv and Glass are

"JJoro has

octln tf

access to salt water.

A Pakadox

Admirers of Artistic

caverns have never come out.
taken them," say the natives.

Broken, etc.
Younglings bundled with skill
aud judgment.
Addres?,
H. <\ S3 LOVER,
Toms Kivek, N. J,
Splendid kennel accommodations ; dogs have dally

U

tiue are also useful.

—A

of the choicest delicacies of the Chinese kitchen are prepared from the so-called edible bird's-nest,
the nest of the Salangane, (Ooilocalia nidifica,)
and more than eight millions of these nests
are annualy imported to Ohina, representing
a value of about £300,000. The nest, which
is the size of one-quarter of a common hen's
egg, consists of a gumlike, white or brownish,
more or less transparent mass, a salivary secretion of the bird itself, mixed with seafoam, and, when dissolved in hot soup, this
mass imparls to the dish a peculiar flavor,
which a refined Chinamen cannot withstand.
What makes this article so expensive (one
pound generally fetching from $40 to $50, or
more than twice its weight in silver), is the
danger connected with its production. The
bird is found in Farther India and the islands
of the Malay Archipelagoes, but its principal
breeding-places are tbe high, perpendicular
cliffsalong the coasts of Java.
Here it builds
its nest in dark caverns, which it occupies in
common with a species of huge bats, and the
caverns are generally so situated that the
surf closes tbe entrance whenever it strikes
the rocks. The gatherers form a peculiar
corporation. They are all natives, and none
but he who was born into the corporation can
be admitted as a member. They worship a
goddess of their own Loro— and inaugurate
the. harvest-time with frightful carousals and
sacrifices.
The Hollanders, who do not feel
satisfied with taxing the harvest, have several
times attempted to take possession of the field,
but those Europeans who have entered the

Kennel.

Betters and Pointers Boarded,

;

colored preacher who said to his
"
flock last Christmas lay
have a collection to make this morning, and for de
glory of Heaben, whichever of you stole Mr.
Jones' turkeys, don't put anything on the
barefooted over the rocky roads to read
plate."
One who was there, says "Every
place, a venerable mountaineer remarked':^ blessed niggah in de church
came down with
" Them gals don't mind them rocks at all, the rocks."
but they make the sparks fly outen the flints,
you bet." The "gals" here, as elsewhere,
man seldom finds out that the Bible is
are fond of candy, but they only look at it. not true until he discovers that his course of
with longing, and buy coffee. Of the men, life is condemned by it. After that the Bible
" Old Uncle Joe," a regular in the mountains, becomes a book that will not bear the tests of
and calling himself 08 years of age, walked the scientifiic method.
here, a twelve-miles stretch, with two bushels of potatoes on his shoulder, and bargained
" When
for a pair of boots to hunt bears in.
you 'tack a bar," Joe says, "you must go
for him, and never let up till you have him.
If you do," says he, "he's got you, or else
your legs is better'n his'n."— Baltimore 8im.

— Some

§enn*i-

Imperial

800 quarts—78 pounds rice, 44 pounds Sago
flour, 41 pounds Scotch barley, 40 pounds
flour, 40 pounds oatmeal, 28 pounds treacle,
pounds pimento, 14 pounds salt. Cost, 1
penny per quart sold at i penny,

;

Edible Birds' Nbsts.

U

:

immediately
;

¥

:

quarts—11 2 pounds shins

emetics.

strong hartshorn, and take it internally also
give sweet oil and stimulants freely apply a
ligature right above the part bitten and then
apply a cupping glass.
Tartar emetics.— Give large doses of tea
made of galls, Peruvian bark or white oak
bark.
Verdigris.— Plenty of white of eggs and
water.
White Vitrol.— Give the patient plenty of
milk and water.
Opium.—First give a strong emetic of
mustard and water, then strong coffee and
acid drinks dash cold water on the head.
Nux Vomica.— First emetics, then brandy.
Oxalic Acid (frequently mistaken for epsom
salts.)— Remedies, chalk, magnesia, or soap
and water and other soothing drinks.
Prussic Acid.— When there is time administer chlorine in the shape of soda or lime.
Hot brandy and water, hartshorn and turpen-

405

trail

BOOfl

Price $25.

JAS. ROY, Vienna, Trum-

County, ouio.

FORyears

dees

it

SPORTSMAN'S NOTIC
_
all

••iieeii man. undersea
sporting weapons, tne

STSD—All
'

red Irish setter
and ne red Irian r a
Fot particulars address Dr. W. Ql.A Y
Bradforu, O.utkasaw Uo„ Iowa
jau 16
uld,

I!'

Of ull

atidrow-

SALE— One

i

I

Faience of

new

colors.

DJODtlls old.

h

I

ifhtaj

UNION SQUARE.

^PAYING-Bltdres
~ Dedlium, Mass.

Address box

124
janie-lt

BE

''fence--,

IC'J

ICAL 'sports

or with.
iiiruished,

ice,

AN, FOBEST AHfo
JaMOit,

:

FOEEST AND STREAM.

496

JOHN
mtx©

A.

NICHOLS,
cS& Lefever

SOLE MAKER OF

*'TH[±claLOl&

SYRACUSE,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
STABLISHED

C3rxa.:nV

ABBEYANDREW
& IMBRIE,

1820.—

(SLEEK &

Successors to

Kentucky State Lottery

CO.,

EASTERN AGENCY,

Class

S-oods for Sportsmen

Fttte

N. Y.

^$.iscellmtiiotts.

One

BROADWAY.

699

A Draws February

1S94

PRIZES DISTRIBUTING

Whole

Ticket,

599

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE

BROADWAY,

$6T,925.

!gl.

WILLIAMSON

A SPECIALTY.

6.

prize of $15,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000.

& CO.,

N. Y.

LIST.
I§nblicati(m£,

Importers

& Manufacturers of, & "Wholesale & Retail Dealers in
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

HALLOCK

S

Sportsman's Cazetteer

NEW YORK
COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE
CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN SPORT,

MOST

48 Maiden Lane,

35

Liberty St.

AuxUiary

^ftiMeflaqeoM.

SHELTON'S

Rifle

RECOGNIZED STANDARD AUTHORITY.
PRICE

COPIES SOLD.

4,000
For sale

NAPOLEON'S CABINET

ton street,

at office of

New

Judd Company,

FILS & CO.,

BEAVER STREET

37

NEW ENGLAND

This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it canWith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly
not get out of order.
a breech -loadiDg shotgun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
Length of
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44. as desired.
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'a
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List.

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,
NEW

MUTUAL

(Successors to F.

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Commissioner's report
$14,466,920 63
Total surplus as per Insurance Commissioner's report
1,621,078 83

F. Stevens, President.
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary
GENEBAL AGENTS.

New York

Guns,

n™7
'

THE WEATHER FOR CANADA AND THE
FOR THS NSSr SIX MjNTHS.

CO.),

Rifles, Pistols

Circulation in

unsurpassed.

Warramed

for

SIX YEARS.

A

Minister Churches,

etc.

Catalogues

Second-hand Planus aDd Organs at

GAINS.
facturers

HORACE WATERS &
and dealers,

187S—How

Canada

30,000,

and increasing.

DAWSON BROTHERS,
MONTR EAT,.
PRICE 20

fe'KNTS.

Useful to Sportsmen and

MANtrFAOTUEEBB OK

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS

"CHILLED"

NEW

SHOT

or

JERSEY COAST,

Towns and points o
Farm Lands, their value,
Taxation and Dehts, Schools, Origin of
of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light-

Contains History of the State,
Populations,

Interest,
yield, etc..

Names, Inhabitants

RED LABEL.

BLUli 1.ABKL.

e right,

Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments.

" of

TRADE AGENTS:

Waters'Pianos

liberal discount to Teachers,

Heated Term

Yachtsmen.

<&l
VvT

We

Grand, Square and Upare
the
BEST
the Tone, Touch,
I
Workmanship and Dura-

"

CANADIAN PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

and Fishing Tackle,

ORGANS.

are all richly finished In
Solid Black Walnut.
a better instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United
States.

AGENTS WANTED.

year— The

forecasts are formed.

& BR OTHE RS
TAT HAM NEW
YORK.

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases

U. 8;

Old Mother Shiptou's Prophecy— Record of Storms

IN

sell

bility

Weather Record for 1878

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.

E. F.

M

Almanac,

1879 and 1879.

of past

City.

Portland, Me.
TARBOX
EMERSON
Nashua, N. H.
MARBTON & WAKELIN... Philadelphia.
HALL & WORTHINGTON..Bal iuiore, Md.
Detroit, Mich.
VERNOR BROTHERS
Chicago, III.
O. CRONKHITE
St. Paul, Minn.
J.J.WATSON
t*t. Louis, Mo,
W. B. DAVIS
M.C.RANDALL
New Orleans, La,
San Francisco, Cal
W. EVERSON

ABBEY &

J.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

V. C.

WATERS'

York.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS IN WEATHER

HAVEN, CONN.

FOSS BROS. & CO.

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.

KENNY & RATCLIFFE

New

PREDICTIONS.

Life Insurance Comp'v.

Benjamin

Fobest and Stbbam, 111 FulDealers supplied by Orange

Broadway,

245

Vennor's

Y.

N.

York.

— 1879—

CHAMPAGNE.
BOUCHE

POSTAGE PAID.

83,

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns.

Compressed Buck Shot.

houses. Life-saving Stat urns, VachtL'lutis, Industries,
Personal Sketch hh. 1'urks, Land .\wo<::m
Ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from
sources, with complete sounding.;,
Useful to 8f
necountrv
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0. P.
official

KUNHARDT,
Office, 111

Mailed.

GREAT BARSONS, manu-

40 East Fourteenth Street,

New York.

A.

MEYEH,

DUNN

Hungarian Wines,

SHOOTING.
BY CAPT. BOtfARDUS.

Came,

AMERICAN CHAMPAGKES.
392,

BOWERY,

Near Fourth avenue,

loDgest Rifle

Ratge in

the city.

Poultry, Eggs, Butter.

J.

PEOMPT CASH EETUENS.
192

For Sharp-

DUANE STREET,

N.

Yi

shooters only.

CAB.

ZETTLER,

GUNSMITHS AND RTFLB GALLERY,
207 Bowery, New York.

New and enlarged edition, containing instruction*
for glass ball si 001 ,'
si
iter mi breeding and
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at
this office. Price i'l.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

392,
NF.W YORK.

BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL.
The

COVER AND TRAP

FIELD,

& WILBUR.

IMPORTER OF AND DEALER IN

California, Rhine,

Yachting Editor, Fokkst and Stbkah
Fulton street, New York;.

E.

THOMAS,

Cvpress,
TWO

PRICE So BY MAIL.
CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE.

"THE SETTER,"

JR.,

BY LAVERAUK.

GUN8, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
186H South Clark

Jr.'s, Works.
VOLUMES.

Street, Chicago,

UL

For

sale at this office.

Price $3.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
§>gari{>mm'B Routes.

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

*§yort§mcn's Routes.

RR

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing
Crounds of Virginia and

West

»ffordod by their lines for reaching

dnolc, grouse,
trout, baas, pike,

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sportB-

able STOCK TO
or injury.
The lines of

Tourist

The

hi pinest.

CONWAY

R.

in
all

and Cleanest, made, in sealed
numbers specially are recom-

for hreecli-loadingguns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
lbs.

each.

Orange
best

for
" ,;

Powder.

Rifle

rifles and all ordinary
'" 'VI--':. .... ... e.

Packed
and 6%

and

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above
the parlor floor, without baths.
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day.

Still

Hunting.

ALVIN HULBERT,

Prop'r.

Also, to

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAT,
SQUAN. and points ou (.he NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.

We

World
rooms

challenge any Hotel In the
large and as elegantly furnished
the SHERMAN.

to show as
as tho?e of
te20 tf

in

|,

.

„r 2e lbs.,

nei

.

12«

.

,

lbs,

m.

>/,

of the above give

All

nigh velocities and lest
rcsmaum than ai.y
.brandi made. and. are reee:iinte,,le,l and er
A. H LCCARDUS,
il'.e -'chainplGu \\ iiu'Stiot ot the World."'
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brs Is made, and are recomrcended and used by Cant. A. II. BOO VEDUS.
the "champion '~\ dnc Sum or rim World."

BLAl-TIMO POlVHEi;, mid RLEi TlilCAL B LASTIN U APPARATUS. MILITARY POiVllBl;
'

"

kinds on band and made to order.
Safety Fose, FrlcMoaal and
Plirtinum 'uses.
Pamphlets, showing sixes of the grain by woodcat, sent free on application to the above address.
of

Wild Fowl Shooting.

of the finest

wood and metal kegu
and mcamaton AI

lbs.,

.

purposes.'

'

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sole at. the offices ot the Company in
the principle cities lo KANE, EENOVA. BEB.

HOWARD.

some

of

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to B In
metal kegs, s,v lbs. each, ami canisters of lands

The

FORD, CUESSON, RALSTON, MLNNEO,UA., and

Old Dominion Line.
of this I.'nc reach

Y„

ST., N.

and Manufacturers

7, strongest
to. etutl lera. Higher

Company

Railroad

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting,

ap

The steamers

J

mended

TICKETS

;

.«.

Band Powder Co*
MURRAY

No. 1 to

most of tha

GUN KIN 6 and FISEINS

Only Route via White
Sulphur Springs.

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West,

i

a<3

Bole Proprietors

also rcaeh the best localities) for

resorts,

Northwest and southeast at Goraonsville, wltit the
North and Northwest; anil at Richmond: and Charlottesville with the South. All modern irap'rovements
,n

CHICAGO.

BE TB ANSPOtfJcKD without Minis

PennsylTani

through the most bcauilful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous

watering places and summer

No.

culties and dangers Ol reshipnient, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks en-

pickerel, etc,, etc.

man carried free.

The Route of the

&

Lafisn

(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

TROTTING PARKS and KALE COURSES In the
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi-

m Leys, wild

wild

tf,

ftmjJOW&r,

Ofange Lightning: Powder.

1

1

tlsh. fleet,

qnuu, snips, woodcock, mountain

Sherman House,

Respectfully Invite attention to the

Virginia)

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia
Blue Bulge Mo'iniu.ee
tula, Alleghany
Mountains. Greenbrier ami New Kivers, an Kanawha Valley, and Including in their varieties of game

and

§o(e la mttgtitsinjsfar ^pattBtnstu

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA E.E. CO.

The Route

497

all

SPRINGVILLB HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, 8UINNBCOCK BAY, L. I.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc.,

Tuesday and Friday ai 2 p. M.
Full Information given at oiiice, l«B Greenwich St.,

.urday.

New

Lewes,

Del.,

sep2S ly

York.

Minneapolis

St. Louis,

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
ay railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

LINE.

on

Tkron^ii Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
between St. Louis, Minneapolis
and St. I'auL.

Burlington,

C.

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN

L

AND

PAUL SHORT

ST.

General Agont.
Philadelphia and Southern Slail S. S. Co.,
pier 23 South Delaware Aven ue, Phila,

Rapids & N'rth'm

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TRAINS BACH WAT DAILT,

QUICKEST,

with the largest, rig or trained wild-geese dec.ovson
the coast. The best, ground in the vicinity of New
for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Andreas WM. N. LANE, Good
Ground. L. I.
NovS tf

York

pOR

§i3ttp0ttd$r.

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO
MANTJFACTTjItEF.S

TWO PASSENGER

between Barltngton, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines In Iowa, running through some of the finest

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.

hunting ground

in i.ite Nort invest for Geeae, Ducks,
United Grouse and tjuall. Sportsmen
antfthelr dogs t.iten good care of. Reduced rates
.

& Northwestern RR.

Ohicago

1

:.enorrnore.uponapp]io.ationioGoneral
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
C. J. IVES,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
E. F. Winsloiv,
General Manager.
tf
i

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LON>;
Ferryboats leave New York from

27,

187S.—

James

Slip

(dally except Sundays) SO minutes, and from Thirtyrourtu street, East River (dally) IS minutes previous
to departure of trams, and from Sooth Wall street,
jrnltQp and catbartce ferries (dall-) SO minutes prevloas to departure of trains fiti-n Depot, corner Flatbnsh and Atlantic avenue.-, Brooklyn. Trains le.:
Brooklyn and Long Island Ctlv (Hunter's Point) __
follows : For Greenpo t, Sag Harbor, etc., S:30 A.M..
i P. H., and on Saturdays at 3:30 P. M. For Patchogue, etc. 9::in a. m., 4:80 and 6 p. M.
For Babylon,
etcu at 9:BU a. M, 4, 4:30, 6 and G P. M. For Fort
Jefferson, etc., at 10 A. M. and 4:30 p. m. For Northport, etc
a; 10 a. m
3:88, i 30 and 6:30 p. m.
For
,

,

Locust Vallev, at 8:30 and 10:09 a. m., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30
and (,:50 c. n. Fur For Koiknwny, etc., at 9:30a. m.,
For Garden City and D.emp4, 4:30, 6, « and 7p.il
stead, 8:30 and 10 a. m., 3:30, 4:W, 6:30, 6:30 p. u., and
12:16 night, and from Long 1-land Oily only 9:30 A. H..
SUNDAYS— For Pert Jefferson,
1:B() and 6:30 p. M.
Babylon, etc., ii and 7 p. m.
Fatchogce, etc., 9 a. m.
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 A. M. and 6:30 p. jr.,
Garden Clt? and Hempstead 9 A. M., 2:30 and 6:30
p. M., and from Long Island CPy only 9:30 a. Sf and
5:30 r. M. Trains for Rcekaway Beach, Flushltig,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per lime tables.
,

.

olllees in New T> rk si Ml Uroartwav, corner
street, at James Slip and Thirt v-fourth
street ferries, at the olllees. of " The Long Island
.Express," 3 Park place 786 and 942 Broadway and
Grand Centra Depot in Brooklyn, No. 383 Wash-

Ticket

Warren

;

ington street and 79 Fourth street. By pnrehasing
tickets at any of the above en.
cheoked from residence to destination.
S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't.
J. Chittenden, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
1e6 tf

MALLORYS

LINE

OF

DIRECT STEAMERS TO

&

Fernandina

FLORIDA.

of the ViVsi

Western Territories,

of

e

il.

U

WILL SAIL

I'OK

January 3d, ITUi and

C. H.

Tier

20,

Eaat Elver.

MALLOKY &

e ,U

;

.

|.

,_

-

CHICAGO & NO

111

VI

West bound, they leave Chicago

i

RAILWAY.

i

except Sunday (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells
Street Depot, at 10:30 a.m., and arrive at Council
daily,

Bluffs next morning.
East-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 e. M.,
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday)

31st.

made at each

CO., Agents,

New York city.

Hazard's
Nos.

"

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats

BucU Shooting."

In 1 and 6 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and verv
clean, shooting remarkably close and with greai
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it la equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
to 5 (coarse).
lb. kegs.

1 (fine)

aud 6?< and }•!%

Hazard's " Kentucky

Rifle."

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting""
the standard Mile powder of the country,

FS le

Superior mining and Blasting Powder.

SOVEENMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL OR A IjES i'IK EXPORT, oi
ANY REQUIRED SRAIN OR. PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER
The above can bo bar! of dealers, or of the Company's Agents In eve:cr wioieealt
r
'

.

»1

our

office,

SS

WALL

STREET,

NEW

YOrtli.

and reach Chicago next afternoon.

tw No other roads west, or Chicago rnns Pullman

or any other form of Hotel cars.

TO SPORTSMEN,
This line presents peculiar advantages. For
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant snooting,
our Iowa Hue to-day offers more favorable points
than any other road in the, country, while for Deer
and Bear hunting, und for Brook Trout, Lake
Salmon, Pike, Plckeiel and Bass fishing, a hundred
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything

New York

office,
5 State street.

No. 415 Broadway

;

Boston

office,

For rates or information not attainable from your

home

DUPONT'S
Sporting and Blasting

Rifle,

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR FOWDER1N USE

ticket agents, apply to

MaRVTN HOGH1TT,

lliiponiv Onnpoivder.llllls, established
if

dupont's Diamond grain,

FOR

i.e.

Hartford, Springfield and the North.
NOETHAM

elegant steamer C. H.
25, East River, daily (Sundays ex-

cepted), at 3 p. m.

Passengers go North and Bast

NIGHT LINE.— The
v. M.,

at

Continental leaves New York
New Haveu in time for the

arriving in

morning

trains.

Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern NewYork and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to
General Agents.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
NO. 146 BaOADWAT, ROOM 30, NHW YOBK ClTT.
Ail business promptly attended to,

In 1S01,

have maintained their great reputation for 18 years.
Manufacture the lollowmg celebrated brands of

Powder

New Haven,

RICHARD PECK,

20tli.

Railroad and steamboat connections
jort and a .1 points in the State.

|,

'

now running regularly between Chicago and
Council Bluffs, m he
ifornla Express Train of

the

early

FERNANDINA,
December

e

,!..:.

,,

,

are

at 11

s^x.e.a.s.

A

canisters and
and clean, foi
Well adapted to shot-

upland prairie shooting.
guns.

AND MILWAOKEE

'

STEALER

(coarse). In 1 lb.
flue grain, quick

1 (tine) to 6
lb. kegs.

il

The new and
24th.

6%

AND

loaves Pier No.

end

Hazard's "American Sporting."

AND

Gen. Manager, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agent, Ihicago.
]e20

lOtli

ters of 1 lb. only.

Nos.

AND

WILL BATL FOB

emr

CALI-

FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all
points in Northern Illinois, Iowa, D ikota, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL
MINI
B is the short
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for
Madison, St.. Fuel, ?.lintie;i,;,oltB, Duluthand all points
in tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA
ST.
r-ETER LINE is the only route ice w.nona, Rochester, Owatonna, Mimkato, St. Peter, New Ulm and
all points in Southern ami Central Minnesota.
Its
GREEN 13 VY
Ms
L IE is the only
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oskosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negannee,
Marquette, Hoi g
o
Jane «* and the Lake Snpurlor country.
Its FRESrORT AND DUBUQUE
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Eockfonl, Freeport and all points via Freepcrt. Its CHICAGO
LINE Is the old Lake Shore
route, and Is the onlv one passing through Evanston,
Lake Forest, Highland lurk, Wuukegan. Racine,

STEAMER

January

OMAHA AND

its

.

JACKSONVILLE,

Hazard's "Eleetrlo Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed lo point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the

W. H Stennbtt,

V/BSTERKf TEXAS
Oeceraber 27th.

and Northwest, and, with

numerous branches and connections, form- the
shortest and ipuokcei. route between Chicago and all
its

No.

Jacksonville

GUNPOWDER,

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Kallwar Line;

OF

Novs:

lee.

ii
(o
init-qualei in strength
cleanliness; adapted for Glass Bal
aud Pigeon Shooting.
.

.

i

.,

i

Gentlemen— I feel
to bear testimony t
lent icmedy for rh

I

DUPONT'S EAGLB DUCKING,

fatied to redev.- inr

1 (coarse) to 3 (doe), burning slowly, strong and
clean; great penetration
adapted for Glass Bali,
Pigeon, Duck and other BhOOtlng,

Nos.

;

DUPOST'S EAGLE RIFLE,
A qnlck, slrong aud clean
for Pistol shooting.

Powder

of very fine grain

DUPONT'S RIFLE, EG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FPg and FFEg.— The Eg for long-range rille, shooting, the Ei'g and FFEg for general use, burning
strong and moist.

n
-.
Alcisset,
Cannon,
I'owd.-r, LL M. Government
slandanl. Powder inanuiiti'tiired *o order of any re.,n all cities and principal towns thronglioiit the 1". S. Represented by
c

'

Mammoth
-

.

KNEELAND,

F. L
N. C.-i

Powder

.:,:•

in

xone

but

70

Wall

St.

DUPONT'S Eg

New

lor long-range rifle shooting.

rti,,T-i in,,

uiru!

your

i

bOU

C.V. DOGAN*
New York.

.'brr:ienni':i.ti.-'iii.

York Shooting Coat,

"-'
uBorted a Corduroy of tile dead grass
color, si.ecifiily adapted as re. d rds iv idn, color and
strength for a
kinds or shootim/.
iviii nn.ke to
order: Ooat, 515 Vest, ts- i' oi
: ;
n -.' •''.
or
Suit complete, fJe Sportsnn
'll'l
desirable poin
Dan al
other goiidsoi ma kind in the marfcet. Refer to mauV
sportsmen who have woru them. Send lor samples
i

I

I

;

;

,:

(

;1

'•

1

and rules for measurement,

N. Y.
or

me

IUAOE OF VET.VHTEEN, CORDUROV,
FUSTIAN AND CiNVAS.
-

SPORTING, MINING. SHIPPING AND BLASTLNG POWDERS of all sizes mdde oMpI
grades for
.Mortar and

known

Special Detective Bureau, 271 Broadway,

F. L.

EFg
jwietf

SHELDON,
Rs'nvoy, N. J.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

498
§portsmet('s §aads.

Cartridge

§}ucl((iug (goods,

q

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Badges and Medals,
W.

A.

HAYWARD,

Manufacturing Jeweler,
212 BROADWAY, N. Y.,

LOWELL, MASS.,

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORK.)

MANtrFACTUBERS OP THB

' Thla boose is well known as being tlie largest
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufactuiiug establishment in the Uniied States.
Special Designs will be sent free, upon request,

for Prize, Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Billiard, Ten
Pin, Regimenal, Police, Firemen or Club Badges of
jan 18
every description.

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

TE BROTHERS & CO.'S PRICE LIST OP
BOPELLER TUG. AMI Y.V'HT ENGINES
AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

AND CARTRID GES.

ARMY AND NAVY OP THE

military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the
Adapted
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of
attention given to the manufacture of
to

all

all

kinds.

Special

LOST

Cartridges for Target Practice.

TABLE AND POCKET

"W.LW.jjGTeeiier's

CUTLERY.

LOW AS ANY HOUSE

THE UNITED

IN

*

COMPASS.

.

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an obkt d'art valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monaoo, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by
Mr. Cholmondley Peunell, with a lull-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing
birds
out of 12 at 2S yards and 1 foot and 29# yardB. He
also won the second event, killing 8 birds in succession
at 33 yards, making; a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
bore match, 1577, beatThe winning
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Purdey, the gunmaker.
itbb between Oapt, Bogardna and
The winning gnn also at Philadelphia. 1S76, in the pi gcci
Mr. South (or $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using oue barrel only,
' " makers of
The winning gnnr.; BOafcl
FAST BREEOti-L'JADEK is the strongest
TREBLE
Great Britain and Ireland.
tented in the United
and most durable ever Invented, and the most successful gun ol
IMITATIONS.
OF INFRINGEMENTS
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 108,323.

H

CURLEY & BROTHER,

134 nod 13G Nn6*nu

—

1878, the

STATES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
J.

BECAUSB HE HAD NO

Champion TrebleJWedge.Fast,
Breech-Loader.l

Guaranteed.

Quality
PRICES AS

far Illnstrated Catalogue.

Send

atrert, cor,

Been man

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

WEDGE

THB PATENT

BSWARE

W. W. GREENER,

St.

OR

Mary's rWorks, Birmingham,

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No.

1 Cortlandt Street,

New York

England.

r
City.'

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED
DROP A RID BUC K SHOT.
AMERICAN STANBABB-EA GLE BRAND

.

n

Gun

or
to throw in any debired direction by

turning thumb-screw.

AldL METAL,

WORKING PARTS WEIX

FITTED. [SEND FOK CIRCULAR.]

i;i

OOATHO

CRUTTENDEN,
GENERAL AGENT,

WILL.

NEW YORK.
Yacht Supplies.

5T SOUTJT STREET,

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes..
Russia bolt rope, manllla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks,

Je27-lj-

t<79.
liCBire

ESTABLISHED

IRA

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls
USB

The

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN
GOODS.

lor..

.

A complete suit, including cap, for

$5 00
10 oo

world for ..
55
hooks
Three of the
25
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphlet .
The finest kennel of setters and spaniels in the
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 8-cent stamp.
in the

beist fish

A. PAINE'S

<"»

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS

I

MADE

2H

"WORKS,

Pearl Street,

K. Y.

OPTICIAJY,

at all the World's
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc.
Spectacles and Eye-Glasaea to Salt all eyes.
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country.

The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers In Glass Balls to the fact
TO A SCALE, therefore wo
ONLY BALL
that the Paine Paten:
would respectfullv caution the dealers against laying in a Btock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade,
When you can purchase the Best Bill ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls.
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Pilled Ball, aud no other Ball is aa bBauttfully
made. It will break In every instance when hit by Bitot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage
either by transportation or falling on the grass.
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 800,
^ Send for price list. Special Inducements to the trade #

STANDARD AND

<£

Bas received the Highest Awards

"Standard " Ball.
I

OCULIST

41 Union Square, Broadway.,
and 7th Street,

FILLED CLASS BALL.
FEATHER
PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877.

The Huber Trap.

18».

WALDSTEIN.

H.

BOGAkDUS.

NEW YOR K.

H.

Cazenovia, N..Y.

and Rod and

my

me

CO.,

Stiifa.m

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.

SOFT SHOT, I
to the merits of TIN
to say tuat I consider it, tie best fhot I have ever used. I have riven it a v,rv -ever test, having shot
O.ooo hall match, Jan. saud 9. with It. In that match i used wo sets of double bai -els, one of 10 and the
other 12-bore, and each single barrel was. discharged 1,51)0 limes without being one cleaned. The Inner
surface of the barrels is bright and free from scr-.tches, although iu shor.tloe I iBed them until they
became so hot that they would 001 bear handling. I cannot Imagine any case ol on nsry use which could
cleanliness and pet fei.-non of the tin-coating aud ds" freedom fr< n injury by any heat
so severely left
A. ii.
which could ever result from continuous .lie.. iharges of the gun.

THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD M'F'C

and

Sent on receipt of Jl.ai, by port office
part of,thc United States or Canada.
WILLIAMS & CO., 09 Water Street, New York,
agents for the London and New York Compass Co.
ntllce.

order, to any

•

EVERY POSblBLE DIRECTION,

Throws in
can be made

FAC-SLMILE.

white metal face; Jewev
The very best compassexcellence, a sample has

CABIN STORES.
'ork, Jan.

b r

AN EXACT

IS

paints, oils, etc.

CAPTAIN BOGARDC9 ON TIN-COATED SHOT.
Editor Forest and Stream s
Halig been asked by many of your readers as

THIS

BrasB ease and cover;
mounted; patent oaten.
made. As a guarantee of
been left at the Forest

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes.
IUuztrated Catalogue on receipt of postage ofi cents,

ALONZO

.-

..

SMITH,

E.

YACHT BUILDER,.
(SLIP,

L.

I.

Builder of yachts Comet, Niautlc, Sitgitta, Onward
Windward, and many others. Vessels Imuled out,
and repairs and altera: ions executed at low rates.
Several Ado yachts for sale cheap.

.

,

Address

HOLAB1RD,
3&H9

H

Sportsmen's Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.

A.

SHELLS LOADED

H.

EOG-A HDUS.

My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with
260 In each barrel, and by having a roogh surface strengthens the bail for shipping, aud prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth bill has to be made so
thin to break,
hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are
broken by shipping, and'ihe feather-illled ball Is the same. Now,

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

.

Will increase the pattern 25 to 60 per cent. Will
creaBe paper shells, and is one of the most rapid
loaders in use. For particulars address

I

Will

Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by
Transportation,

CRAWFORD & LOVELL,
decls

SavaDnah, G».

3a

Thomson
301

&

BROADWAY,

SPORTSMEN
§,-uf(twg

S

Sons,
N. Y.,

GOODS.

§0O(l

l

be had from him

TO CALL

in
o( ligkt draft
all
boat* for shooting or nsbingtohissaperh.r suabpie
built boats. Por speed, safety and comfort they are
not excelled by anything that float' Orders solicited. For terms, address D. O. TWITCEELL, 16 ArJan23 7t
thnr street. New Ha? en, Conn.

t&

ll/ADV
Villi
WillY

BILLIARD BALLS.
BAGltTELlK BALLS.
jt ARO & POKER CHECKS.

TEN PIN BALLSjAND^TENJPrNS.J

r

ORD E ri

MA

T

ATTENDED
TO.

rF.GR0TE&C0.,

ThiB

style

of

boct

I.

Is

especially

for

suitable

YACHTING, FISHING AND HUNTING.

Is fully

as fast, seaworthy and weatiierly as the roundbottom boat; draws but a few inches t.i
can be built at abort notice for much less than
yachts or boats of other types, shipped to
.

ports of the country.

Address

THOS. CLAPHAM,

Roslyn, L.

1.

Magic Lanterns and Slereoptieaas.

E*

H. T. ANTHONY A CO., 691 Broadway,
Stereosoopet• N. Y., opposite Metropolitan.
and views; QraphoBcopes, Chromos and Frames;
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic
terials.

Awarded

Convex
First

Philadelphia.

TURNERS AND DEALERS,
GOLDoSkT!"::
114 E. 1 4th ST., NEW YO

I

NEW YORK.

37 PECK SLIP,

Cabin Yachts, steam Lannclies, Open Yachts and
SailboaiB of evtry description for racing or cruising
:!» and Club
at lowest rates. Also,
BoatB. Boats and yachts for export a speclaity.Oars and scuIIb of all kinds.

Transparencies,

I
•

DESMOND,
BOAT BUILDEB,

THE "SHARPIE" YACHT.

will pack 10 extra. I have had 5,000 shipped out West since tny return from
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not And a ball broken, and
never over three or four in a barrel. Mv traps are the best to practice from, and
where clubs use them you can readily see which la the hardest shooting. In
matches reported in papers, saying Bogardus' roles and traps used, you do not
see all the balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot
asd will follow the Instructions laid down in my book, "Field, Cover and Trap
Shooting," will become crack wing shots, and, farther, patronize the man
to the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and opheld the
sport
this
who Introduce!
Cover and Trap SbootiDg" is the only book that has ever been written and
"Field,
American flag. My
and experienced man. I will return the money to any one who nas bought
hunter
market
published by a
not get their money's worth. Each barrel of balls contains a score book with
did
thinks
they
the book and
Shooting, and also his New RuleB for Pigeon Shooting.
Ball
for
Glass
Bogardus' Rales
Price of Balls, l.OOO, *14; by single barrel. S4; "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," $2.
POE BALLS, HAiiREKTY BROS. A- CO., 10 Piatt Street, N. Y. City.
HEADQUARTERS
«
"
<fc SLOAN, Newark, N. J.
TRAPS.

and

HART

BEGS LEAVE
THEtheDKDERSIGNED
those
went
attention of

T.

YACET

Glass, Photographic

Premium

Ma-

at Vienna and

dcesa

~^^
Term*. Four Dollars

a

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK

Year.

Ton Cents a Copy.

For Forest and Stream and Bod and

O-iin.

A MEMORY OF TALLULAH.
As

of

tlie

land

The cry

of a

and

shaft,

Thrilling the air

till

Of the wilderness

And

bird,

is stirred

,

,

§mnbks

in

Bowman.
,

and Stream and Hod and

the

(Jun.

§ockg c§$oun=

tains,
BT

BATTY.
ii
/~^OT any cartridges loaded?" "Yes." "All right;
^J" let's pull out for the mountain for sheep the ponies
are in a coule near camp. I saw them a few minutes ago.
I'll catch 'em and you get our traps together."
.J.

H.

;

Such was the

neck paid the

rattlesnakes and a porcupine.
The hedgehog I tied to my
when dressed, and packed it a long distance ; but it became painfully necessary to discard it, as the quills were but
half grown and perforated my thick buckskin breeches, and
several of its smaller quills entered my fle3b, one of the points
of which I carried for nearly a year before it worked
out.
When free from the troublesome burden, the hunt was
continued, and a small band of big-horns was sighted from
the top of a bald mountain. They were on the opposite side
of a ravine, and there was no cover nearer than the bottom.
Some were feeding and others were watching me.
After taking in the surroundings, I commenced working my
way down the hill in a lying position, hitching along with
elbows and toes, making about two hundred yards, when a
lot of loose boulders furnished the desired cover.
The band
was then about four hundred yards distant, and the moment I
disappeared from view the sheep fell into single file and were
soon lost from sight among the loose rocks and dwarf pines.
bell

the bowman, glad of heart,

Forest

if bis

my

the sleepy soul'

Goes on by the sounding flood,
And the warp and woof of waves and winds
Are woven throngh the wood.

For

and follow,

We

clear,

wounded

to pull his

We

1

shrill

mule was bound

23,

rolling grassy hills, tho natural pastures of sheep, antelope
and elk.
descended into a bottom to get the best feed,
and picketed our animals. In addition to the picket pins we
took two half hitches with the lariats around two loose rocks;
and to make matters more secure, I hobbled old Breeze Indian fashion.
then started out to explore and hunt in earnest. Chip
went overamonntain to the east and I went to the west. I
tramped for over an hour and
game footed up two brown

the southwest wind prevails.

Sharp and
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Chip followed tho band, but soon joined me, and tho animals were led to the saddles, and in five minutes we were
mounted and riding further up the pass. We finally entered
a narrow cut, coming out on a table-land surrounded with

A call from the great green mil,
The voice of one 1 know,
The low, long laugh of a flying
And the ringing of a bow

JOURNAL,

penalty.

A Bong In the distant dells,
A laugh in tho ancient vales,
And dreamily sweet toe moan

SPORTSMAN

Knowing

would be folly to follow them when they were
watching the back trail, the course of the valley was taken,
which terminated in a rocky gulch. A short cut over the

me

into another ravine, which,

A

when

followed,

J
I
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monly rough traveling the doe was tied behind my saddle
we picked 6ur way through a rocky gulch, over loose stones,
During the ride Chip had kept his mule out
to the prairie.
of smelling distance from the sheep, but in an unguarded moment he rode up to me, and the hybrid got a smell of blood
and saw the sheep's head flop. That was more than mule
flesh could stand.
The mule came down stiff-legged and
Chip bounced up. My horse was trembling with fear, and
on seeing the mule buck he jumped down a cut bank, and I
had scarcely slid off the saddle when it turned, and the
horrible sheep slipped down under his belly. Fortunately I
had seized the lariat when unhorsed, which brought Breeze
up in his wild career, and when he had bucked and snorted a
few times he came to me for protection. In the meantime,
Chip had walloped his mule into submission, and after blindfolding both animals, saddles were righted, and wc reached

camp

without, further adventure.

For

Forest and Stream

and Hod and Gun.

DEER HUNT IN MARYLAND.
"

Away, and away, we'll bound o'er the mountlans,
Over the mountain, over the mountain,
Over the valley, the hills and the fountains,

Away

to tlie chase,

" See there tho wild

away, away.

deer, trembling, panting,

Trembling, panting, trembling, panting
Fearfully pausing, one moment Btinding,
Then off he speeds, away away !"
I

it

rocks brought

1879

I

WAS induced to

join

two or

three acquaintances, early in

November, in a' hunting excursion two of them and
myself taking the same route, and the fourth, from another
State, to meet us by appointment where we left the railroad.
We were all provided with repeating rifles, as well as our
driver, for neither the rough locality chosen and the absence
of snow admitted of successful still hunting hence a resort
As I do not remember to have
to our dogs to start the game.
seen an account recently, if at any time, in the Forest and
Stream of a fighting buck, I propose to.give you a brief ketch
of one in our hunt. We killed six deer altogether, averaging
about one a day though one day we killed two— and all but
one, I believe, were killed on the run or swimming in the river
near where our stands usually were nor were one-half killed
that wore started, as some took water at other points and were
lost— at least to us. Two of the six were very large, fat, and
four or five prong bucks.
Two of our party— bachelors—for the fun of the thing, as
they stated, preferred to camp in an old unoccupied shanty
near the hunting-ground and do their own chores— as, 1
think, the Yankees term it i. e., chop wood, cook their
meat, wash dishes, etc. The other two, not appreciating this
kind of fun so highly, had their quarters with an old hunting
;

morning would interrupt the course of the sheep.
walk of a mile
when poking my head ont from an A tent on the plains of brought me into another large pasture, where cover was taken
and a look-out kept. Every hillside and bottom was scrutiMontana. As he finished speaking Chip started oil on a trot
nized, and no game sighted.
Only those who have hunted
and soon disappeared over a roll in the prairie. In a few the big-horns can comprehend how difficult they are to find.
minutes he returned, bringing our horse Breeze and a long- When lying among the rocks they are easily overlooked, and
are generally seen when moving or grazing in the bottoms.
legged, stubborn-looking mule that had probably never woru
While watching the capers of a gray fox that was hunting
a saddle. " What are you going to do with the mule ?" I
n a bottom, I observed a movement among some rocks. It
asked. "Make him pack me up the mountain; it's better was followed by other moving objects which were at onco
than walking. My pony is lame, so I fastened on the first recognized as sheep.
Approaching under cover of bushes
and rooks, I succeeded in getting within fifty yards of the
animal I could catch."
nearest.
Peeping over a boulder about eighty big horns were
After considerable skirmishing the mule was finally saddled, observed within
one hundred yards. A stiff breeze was blowChip found his seat very un- ing, and as the band was to windward and there was no
tightly cinched, and mounted.
comfortable for a few minutes, but finally the mule fell in be- danger of the sheep " winding " me, I sat quietly watching
them
for
nearly
five
minutes. The band was composed mosthind Breeze as I led off up a coule to the mountains. Chip
ly of three and four-year-old rams.
Some were grazing,
was a philosopher. He started life as a tinsmith in Pennsyl- others were lying on rocks
and in groups on the ground.
vania, then became an expert at dentistry in St. Paul, MinneThey were keeping a sharp look-out occasionally one would companion and friend of the writer.
After killing four deer, our dogs got up the first of the
sota, where he afterward made considerable prowess as a get up, walk to an elevated spot and look carefully around.
Thinking further delay in shooting would be dangerous to suc- large bucks, and after a chase of a mile or two compelled him
taxidermist and collector. To have seen him in his greasy
cess, I searched the flock for an old ram for the first shot, which
to take to water, but at a point where we had no watcher.
buckskin suit, fur hat and moccasins, with cartridge belt and would be a sure one. There were
several large fellows on the The driver knowing this followed the chase, and thishecoidd
rifle, one would think that he was a regular plainsman.
He further side of the band, but they were in such bad positions do but little behind the dogs, for he stands six feet three or
was a good horseman, a crack shot with the ride, a quick for shooting that a doe and young ram were
selected that were
four inches iu his stockings, and is as agile and athletic as a
trailer, a successful trapper, a good cook, and as crafty a still
near and in range, so there was a possibility of getting them Comanche Indian. When he reached the river— as I learned,
hunter as ever tramped the woods.
both the first shot. As I pulled four cartridges from my belt for I did not witness this part of the affair the deer had
We hunted together for nearly a year steadily, commencing and cocked my Sharps rifle I could not help but think of the crossed over to another mountain but through the indomitaby scouring the dry, treeless plains of Montana and the repeating Winchester at camp.
blo energy of the driver, who waded the river, icy cold and
Provinces for scattering bands of antelope, thence west to the
Drawing a bead on the shoulder of the doe, I pressed the waist deep, followed by the dogs, the buck was again started,
Rocky Mountains, where we climbed for days over their trigger, and at the report two sheep dropped. The
ram, how- and when seen by the driver he was swimming at his leisure,
ragged sides when shooting big-horn sheep.
September ever, regained his feet and went off with a fore-leg broken. having whipped bur three dogs and also a neighboring cur,
found us on the rolling prairies of the Province of Saskatch- In ten seconds after the
shot the whole band was in a mass,
which had joined in the sport on his own account. A shot
awau among the buffalo, and the following April we separ- jostling and crowding In eager haste
to get up the steep
or two at long range from the driver soon started the chase
ated at a hunter's cabin near Long Prairie, Minnesota. We mountain side.
Three more shots were sent into the surging again, however, and turned his course down stream toward
had deserted our old deer camp on the edge of the heavy pine band in rapid succession, and two more rams
were left be- our stands, or to mine rather, on the river bank as only in
timber, having been completely starved out after a full hind,
apparently in their death struggles.
but before
deep water could the buck whip his assailants
winter's hunt.
Laying the rifle across the doe, I climbed up the steep reaching my stand (at which, and near by, I have killed about
As we followed the course of the coule about three miles to rocks to roll down the rams.
When
within a few feet of one a score of deer) he passed within range of a stand a few hunmountains,
few
a
the foot of tho
Western buck, sandpipers of them, he jumped up and
ran into some thick dwarf pines, dred yards above me, and received a running shot, breaking a
and gophers were killed on the way. Entering a pass, we With the writer in hot pursuit. He made better
time over the hind leg, as my friend thought, which turned him at right
followed it for about a mile, and were about to separate to sharp rocks than
I did with the moccasins, and he was soon
angles from the river and open ground, into the forest again
of
mountain,
sides
when
hunt opposite
a
a baud of about sixty out of sight.
Following the bloody trail, he was soon seen but in making another turn for the river below me, thefleet'big-horns was sighted. Chip had never killed a mountain
lying down behind a bush.
Creeping within about five feet est dog overhauled him— then another, and another juined in
sheep, and I passed my heavy Sharps rifle over to him
of tbe bush, I pounced upon him, seizing him by a fore-leg the fight. For several hundred yards, with a broken hind
skulked away to gain cover. Our riding animals were soon and one horn. He could
neither buck nor bite, but lie sucleg, he fought off the dogs, tossing them about seemingly as a
led under cover of a bluff, unsaddled and picketed.
A few ceeded in kicking me off from him in abont
terrier would so many rats, and still making for the water,
three seconds.
minutes later the writer was running up a ravine to head the As he jumped up
I caught his fore leg and tipped hirn, placuntil I reached a point between them and the river, when
band for some running shots, when the sheep stampeded at ing one knee on his neck
and the other on his hind legs. escape was impossible, having a dozen shots in reserve, and
the first fire. Peeping over a knoll to locate the band, 1 was While trying
to untie a lariat from around my waist to tie his
all could be used in about as many seconds.
surprised to see the sheep loping away in an opposite direc- legs, he
flounced from under my knee and gave me such a
Fearing he might yet cripple or kill a dog, tor it was a life
tion.
Bang bang bang went Chip's rifle, and down went kick in the throat that
I was glad to let him go until my
and death struggle, and no coward in the lot, I raised my
a big ram for only a moment, then he jumped up and went bunting knife,
was regained. Taking the back trail to the rifle, but forbore to fire for a moment or two, as I might acover a hill with the band, with a broken leg dangling after dead doe the
hunting-knife was soon obtained, but on reach- cidentally hit a clog in the melee, as none were still a second,
him. I was at a loss to know what had frightened the sheep, ing the battle-ground
the enemy had disappeared and the trail
en the dogs got the advantage, and the buck was
for Chip surely ought to have bagged one in mitii
was not plain enough to be followed in the. thick rover.
thrown when my friend ran up from his stand and shot him
it was strange for him to shoot before I was "fixed," as we
in the meantime the other ram had made himself scarce,
and seeing the broken leg
It was his first deer
in the head.
always made it a point to get in two guns at large game, if so 1 hurriedly dressed
the doe and packed it to the bottom,
in the fight, I supposed it was by his previous shot, and that
passible.
Chancing to look at the foot of a hill opposite where where it could be more
easily leached with a horse, and starthe was entitled to give the amp de grace. In my many huntthe sheep were sighted, the mystery wan explained. There ed out. in search
of Chip.
ing excursions, fights have occasionally occurred will:
Tyaa -breeze out in plain view watching Chip, and the mule
1 found him whaie the animals were picketed, and we were
wounded bucks and I have known thedoga to
tagging him. The horse had pulled his picket-pin, and the soon on the way
to feet the dead doe. After some uncombadly wounded and in two cases the dogs killed, with the
salutation 1 received at daylight one
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sharp prongs thrust through the body and in a single instance, a hunting companion was near losing his life.
He
had wounded a large buck with buck-shot, so that the dogs
caught him, and while fighting, the hunter approached to
shoot the deer in Ihc head with his second barrel, but
only wounded him in the jaw, when the buck broke away
hunter.
His
from the dogs and pitched at the
life was only saved by falling baokwardB as the buck
lunged at him. Fortunately, the dogs again seized the buck
and" held on until help arrived, for we heard both shots.
With continuous fighting we hurried to the scene as fast as
possible; when reached, he was completely unnerved and unarmed for in falling his gun stuck in the ground filling the
muzzles with earth, and he could not reload. My friend secured his buck, weighing over 200 pounds when dressed, but
was taught a lesson which he never forgot in our subsequent
hunts. After a long experience in hunting both bear and
deer, I would sooner " toy conclusions " with the»former than
the latter when wounded. The black bear will always escape
if practicable when wounded, except possibly to protect the
cubs, and usually even then but a wounded buck, when
harassed by dogs, will at times attack the hunter as soon if
cornered too closely, while his great activity and strength with
his formidable antlers is much the more dangerous.
But this
is a digression.
As we bad more venison than we could use after sending
several saddles to distant friends, we decided to vary the
sport by a bear hunt, as there was a good deal of sign on an
adjacent mountain, and a hear was killed a day or two previous by another party but without snow to track them we
had to rely on trailing. As our dogs preferred a deer trail to
bear we failed to get any started, or if started the dogs would
not follow, but went off after deer and left us in the lurch
among the rocks with no one to watch the crossings.
After our party separated, and feeling so much improved by
the trip, I decided to remain until a two day's rain storm
ceased, and had another hunt, when we killed the second
The river
large buck, but while swiramiug, and no fighting.
was raised eight or ten feet, and no certainty as lo the crossings, while the strong, swift current made it an even chance
only
if the game was secured when killed in the river.
secured this buck by the accidental aid of a boat, after floating
E, S.
a long time.
j
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Glen was now thoroughly disgusted; quit work and
Again we started, and niter a weary tramp of an hour and
Dthes and linking feet, were rewarded with another point. Wo again rallied oni ices, opened <rar
batteries, aud as usnal
tie bird
business but Glen
recognizing the value of our skill, marked me bird down, pointed him,
and when again flushed caught lire bird in bis
All honor be to whom honor is due. Glen saved our reputation and
prevented us from returning empty banded, bat, alas
new troubles
presented themselves. A Quaker farmer claimed ihe spoils of the
hunt as having been shot on hU property. We endeavored to appease
the righteous wrath of our friend, but failing to do BO, anally agreed
upon the following compromise: that if he would prove how much
space between heaveu and earth his title called tor, and rove to us
the bird was in that space when shot (of course we did not tell him the
dog caught it), we would gladly pay him for It. This was a slunner,
and the old gentleman finally bad to concede the victory, and we
bagged Ihe spoils.
This closed the shooting business so far as our friend Zeke was concerned, so wc ail returned to Vncle Zebertee'a, enjoyed a good dinner,
and were driven to E. M. depot, where we auxlou-ly 10
quondam friend who was to buy our gims at fifty cents
head, We
spied him down the street, and with the wnter'a coat-pockets filled
with newspapers, dog chains, e'e, and one little qaail on top to represent agoodly bunch, started to close the business. Our native immediately refused his bargain, out we insisted, and he finally sought
safety in flight; but, although iieavi'v encumbered, we kept up the
entertainment.
laid

down.

a naif, with bleeding hands, rap
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chase through the streets of this interesting village, insisting on the

consummation of our sale, until the Whistle of our approaching train
called us away.
In conclusion, we would extend an Invitation to all amateur.-, who desire a good d-jy'3 sport, to join us next year in our trip lo shoot op
" Uncle Zebcdce's Cripple."
W. C. H.

SOUFFRIERE.
BY FREDERICK

A Paper Head Before

A. OBEB.

JERSEY.

8,

1879.

that I left Isle of Martinique, thu birthplace of Josfiphine,

At four o'clock one calm morning we
steamed into the harbor of Point a Pitre, Guadaloupe's
metropolis, and fired a guu. It was [very dark only the
light-house lamp sent its gleam abroad but in an hour the
water about us wr as alive with boats.
Guadaloupe is separated into two islands, one of volcanic
origin, uneven and mountainous, the other low and flat, •without even a hill.
narrow creek divides them— a shallow,
,-

Editor Forest and Stream
Daring November I am! my friend received an invitation from a
Quaker relative, residing at Mount Laurel, to come up and Lave a day' B
shooting, promising plenty of birds and good entertainment for man
and beast. Of course we Joyfully accepted, and dropped "Vncle
Zebedee" a note to meet us on TtoankBglving morning on the arrival of
trie early train at Host Mooreetown, being the nearest railroad nation
to the " Cripple." At. the time appointed one might have seen your
humble servant wending his way wearily along, in the early morning,
encased in an immense Ulster coat, and carrying a breech-loader and
ammunition, accompanied by aj tine a setter dog as cue would need,
going to meet hia friend Tom and Ills brother John [who Had joined
:

our party) at the trysting place, the railroad station.
We all Kept our appointments, and we lad Canuleu iu the 7:1" A. M.
train, reaching East Moorestown half an hour later. But, alas; man
proposes, and you can't moBt alwuys toll who disposes. Uncle Zebedee was non est. After vain inquiries we were sadly obliged to conf ess
the fact that he had not come for us. Nothing daunted we inquired of
anative us to what road we shonlil take, and what, the distance was to

Mount

Laurel,

which

elicited the following information.

"Ju,t take

lirst, road which runs to the left, then go up that
which runs to the tight, then take that right straight
out four miles until you git that." Our native, verifying the customs
of hlB country, wanted to know what we were after? "Quails," we
"Quails, ell? well, you jlst won't git auy quails there; and
replied.
I'll give yon fifty cents ahead for all you kill, and meet jou at Ihe railroad station to-night to git them." We concluded the bargain at once.
History tells us that men whose names aro enrolled on the banner of
fame overcame, apparently, insurmountable obstacles In the beginning.
Tradition has it they had their honors thrust upon them, but we, line
little Excelsior, as he tolled with his little banner up the weary Alpine
height, tolled with our little guns and ammunition through four milta
of mad, through a cold, drizzling rain to our destination, which we
reached about an hour and a quarter later. Uncle Zebedee gave its a
hearty welcome, and Immediately set out to And his friend Zeke, wh3
knew all about the gunning business. Iu the meantime Tom went to
look for a gun for John, which he produced in the Bhape of an old
single barrel, made wheu Adam was a boy, and, judging from its appearance, might have participated in the John Browa raid, bin H was
warranted to "kill 'em" every time and not to kick, which recommendation John thought Tom might lust as well Investigate, no*, wishing to deprive him of auy chance of success, while he kept Tom's fine

tins Btreet doivu to the
to the first road

Claybrough for his own use.
Uncle Zebedee haying found Zeke, who signified his willingness to
to do the gunning ouslnes?, proceeded to load his own
gun, which was an old-fashioned double-barrel muzzle-loader, but
with a first-class stock on her (he knew, for he madeit himself), put on
a couple of caps to blow her out, but she didn't blow ; then running his
ramrod down each barrel, with the reman that he had loaned her to a
friend and guessed he hadn't cleaned her, which remark was verified
by the clouds of duBt arising from each barrel, reminding one of a
wagon on a country road In the summer time. Zeke then thought he
would put in a couple of fingers of powder to eleao her, which lie did,
but she didu't go worth a cent. Patience was fast ceasing to bo a
virtue. Zeke rushed luto an adjoining house, produced a hair-pin,
picked out the tubes, again put on his caps, and guessed sl.e would go
this time. The writer' involuntarily selzstl John, who was standing
dangerously near, fearing the result, but off she went with a sound
Btrangcly suggestive of tearing innumerable yards of cloth. All was

ehow us how

We

ready, and, Zeke reloading, wo started for the Cripple.
Anally reached the Cripple, as infainons a combination of cat-briers,
rag-weed, sorub-oafc and marsh aB one could imagine, without the op-

now

We

Zeke knew the birds were there.
its equal.
our setter dog Glen out to do his work, which he promptly did by

portunity of seeing

66M

crowded around him as quietly and quickly as
possible, flushed the birds, and opened our battery of seven barrels
upon them; but the birds went on as though, like Mark Twain's
acltass-rubblt they were on business, Gleu looked amazed and could
noi understand why lie was not called upon to bring in the dead birds.
Finally we sent him out again, and in a few moments he was again
pointing. Zeke was nearest him, and eommcuced his encouraging cry
The writer ihen interfered, threatening to
of "HI, boy! hi, boy!"
take bun awuy entirely if the encouragement was persisted In. We
again crowded around him, this time with a determination to do or die.

mating a

point.

We

,

We flushed the

birds and then tired, with a report strongly resembling
company at a Fourth of July celebra-

the fosilade of a country military
tion.

But the

un for

us,

birds,

and, as

it

they went away as though they were furnishing
them any, had no objections to the

did not hurt

i

;

i

among which was one with the leaf of the laurel and the
fragrance of the clove. Hence, they made sail for
of larger size, with a remarkable mountain
one peal
proved afterward the crater of a volcano, rose to a gi eat height,
with streams of water gushing from it. (This is U
I hope to reach by and'by.)
"As they approached within three leagues, they beheld a
cataract of such height that (lo use the words of the narrator)
it seemed to be falliug from the sky.
As it broke into foam
in its descent, many at first believed it to. fat
;

while rock. To this island, which was culled by the natives
Turugutini, the admiral gave the name of QuadalQU]
iog promised the monks of Oar Lady of Guadaloupe, iu Eatremadura, to call some newly discovered place alter then
convent. Landing here on the 4th of November, 1493, they
visited a Tillage near ihe shore, the inhabitants of
in uffright, leaving their children behind in the'n terror and

***«**»,

confusion."

This was the first island in which Columbus saw the wonderful CtirHts, of whom he. heard so much in llispaniola. The
account he gave of their neat villages, of the finding
the fragment of a vessel, and the first pine-apple, is extremely
interesting, as are all descriptions of first things— or the discovery of things previously unknown to us of the present day.
Here he first found evidences of cannibalism, as the author
goes on to relate " What struck the Spaniards with horror,
was the sight of human boues, vestiges, us they supposed, ol
unnatural repasts and skulls, apparently used as
other household titensils. These dismal objects convinced
them that they were in the abodes of the cannibals,
whose predatory expeditious and ruthless character rendered
them the terror of these seas." Fortunate for Colutnoa
his crew that all the men were absent on the war trail, otto (
wise he would not have carried away women and children
with such impunity, as he did in all his voyages.
" The island on this side extended for a distance of fiveand-twenty leagues, diversified with lofty mountains aud
broad plains,"
And this coast, which I later saw in all its grandeur of
lofty cliffs and towering mountains, in its loveliness of curvI

;

A

salt

passage called the Kiviure Salee.

creek are lined wilh mangroves
places in the

West

month

of

Indies, as
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salt
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my

Point a Pitre

sions verified.

;

The banb3

of this

one of the hottest
subsequent shooting excurit is

situated at the southern

is

It is

regularly built, with broad,

straight streets, with a fountain in the centre of a square, a
fine cathedral and many good houses,
Here is, also* one of
the largest uamen or factories lor making sugar iu Ihe world,
second only to the largest known, the Khedive oj
What strikes the visitor with surprise is the new
ance of all the buildings ami the scarcity of trees. The explanation of this is found in the records of the citj
recovering from the effects of n destructive fire.
Within the
past four years Point :! Pitre has passed through at least four
trying ordeals by the elements. First, it was shaken down by

an earthquake then all the buildings were of stone, large and
massive.
Rebuilding their city, these indomitable Frenchmen (sagacious in a human way) constructed their houses of
wood. It was not long, not many years, before (in the lauguage of my informant) " there came along the tallest kind of
a hurricane and tumbled their wooden nouses down."
To add to the horrors, a lire broke out, which swept their city
clean.
The wise men cogitated how to build to escape
earthquake, Are and hurricane
The result was the adoption
of the present, system of construction, with strong iron Irame
Blled in with brick or composite.
The loss of "life In these
successive disasters has been fearful, but these
Creoles have faith in the future of their city
aud I doubt if
they once give a thought to the mighty power against which
:

:

1

>

;

they are contending—that they are fighting forces, controlled
by Nature's laws, that always will operate in tin
and place, without regard to the little doings of mankind.
But it was uot to remain in Point a Pitre that I came here;
the blue mountains forty miles away beckoned me to their
cool retreats, and before night I had engaged passage on
board a little schooner, the Siren, for Basso Terre,
I

—

of the mountains. I left Point a Pitre in the evening the
sea like glass, the mosquitoes like fiends
For many hours
we drifted aimlessly. The cabiu was a black hole, full of
merchandise, and I was obliged to sleep on deck, which was
covered with negroes, who made way respectfully, very respectfully for the vessel's black hog— but not lor me.
Witha
bulwark of fat and garrulous negroes, men and women, on
either side of me, I stretched myself upon a narrow ledge and
If that wall of blacks gives way f am lost.
fell asleep.
To
its credit, be it said, it did not. break, but sat there the livelong night and soothed mu to sleep with ihe musical numbers
of their patois.
The night was dark, the sky black, with
stars shining in it as through holes iu a vaulted roof.
Iu the
middle of the night there came up a rain storm, driving, pitiAwakened bv the plashing of drops iu my face, I drew
less.
rubber poncho over me and fell asleep again to the music
These are historic waters. I
of their patter on the waves.
am coasting a Ehore along which sailed the caravels of Columbus ; but even the consciousness of this fact could not induce
me to go to the rail and peer into the darkness for some
ancient landmark.
Spite of historic reminiscence, and in
spite of
odorous inclosure of natives, I slept the sleep of
the just man who is taking bis second night's rest in his
clothes thanks to years of camp life
I have said that this
was historic ground, this island of Uuadaloupe, aud fraught
with dejds dear to America's existence, these waters that lave
its shores.
Let me quote, in coufiiination, the words of Irving as he
describes the second voyage of Columbus. "The islands
among which Columbus had arrived were a part of that beautiful cluster called by some the Antilles, which sweep almost
in a semicircle from the ei
no Rico to the coast
oil Paris on the Southern Continent.
"During the first day that he entered this archipelago,
Columbus saw no less than six islands of different magnitude.
They were clothed in tropical vegetation and the breezes from
I

—

my

my

;

;

'
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fragrance of their forests. After
seeking in vain for good anchorage at Done
another of the group, to which he gave the
Llere he landed, displayed the royal banner and
Marigalante.
took possession of the archipelago in the name Of his sovereigns.
The island appeared to be uninhabited a rich and dense
ae Of the trees were in blCaao
forest overs;:. _.
laden with unknown fruits, others possessing spicy odors,

:

THE ASCENT OF THE GDADALOUPE

for Guadaloupe.

CRIPPLE SHOOTING IN

them were sweetened by the

ing bays and palm-bordered beaches this coast, was right
abeam, hidden behind the impenetrable wall of rti
second time I seek a landing on Guadaloupj
We sailed into the roadstead if Basse
o'clock in the morning.
Terre, on the open sea at the southern cud of the island.
Darkness covered everything, a few cocks commenced crowAt 5, a gun boomed out from
ing, a few lights gleamed out.
the fort, and the cathedral bells commenced at once, as if
from the vibration, tolling for early inaBS. Daylight crawled
open
market by the landing
revealed
the
in
and
slowly
crowded with people, the noise Of whose v,
as long since.
Basse Terre is the seat ol
Fort de France is of that of Martinique. Like Fort di
;

i

chosen by these far-seeing Frenchmen as
of government properly, that other towns like Ihut ol Point a
Pitre and St. Pierre of Martinique, may not, by their superior
advantages for commerce aud trade, draw all the population
thither.
To this end—the distribution of wealth eu
ie
belter cultivation of the soil, the French have coven d both
their islauds with roads, in striking contrast t" LI
bridle-paths of the English islands equally motiiiLainous.
The Government buildings are in the upper part ol the town
between two rivers, behind a large stone fort. They surround
three sides of a square bordered by mighty palmistOS and
wilh an elegant fountain of bronze as center -piece. North
and east of the town tower the mountains, the land
ing to rise to their summits at its very outskirts;
The houses are built of stone,
streets lead up into the hills.
but are not large or pretentious. The streets are straight,
parallel with the shore, and at right, angles with it.
In the
centre of the town is an open market-place, iu which is a
fountain fed from the mountains, aud around which is a row
of tamarind trees. All the serving women of the place come
to this fountaiu to fill their jars wilh the cool water that perThe raihepetually drips from the bronze lips of the basin.
dral, or more properly the Buzilique, is a good old structure
As the
of stone dating from the time of Le Fere Labat.
founder of this town, and an author of note, whose
book on the Antilles contains the most comprehensivi
count of these islands, this worthy Fere deserves especial
Bora
notice, but which the time at my disposal forbids.
in Paris in 10133, he joiued the Dominican friars in 168S,
and two years later was appointed professor of mathematics
also, it is

,

at Nancy.
In 1693, while in Paris, he saw letters from the
of that order iu Martinique to the brothers in France, implor-

and philosophy

ing them to send out missionaries to replact
Seizing this onporti
died from contagious disease.
BOnseciatiOg himself to mission work (and carrying out a resoluliou he had a long time cherishedj, lie dej
nique, arriving there in January, 1694. Two years later he
was sent to Guadaloupe. Later, returning to Martin
found his place occupied by auoi her, and w as,
In this
fldence, appointed preeureur gin*ru
capacity he visited all the. isles of the Antilles, French, Engbut passed the greater portion of bis time iu
lish and Dutch
Martinique audCuadaloupe. Iu 1703 he founded Ui
Basse Terre, and took au active part in the defence of the
islandagainst the attack of the Engll
;

year.

The Bellicose Pere Blanc, as he was called by the people of
the island, could not prevent his monastery from being burned,
disaster he lost all his books, manuscripts aud instruments.
He returned to France in 1705, resided in Pans
and Rome, and in the former city prepared his different
voyages for publication. He there died in 1738.

by which

important work, " A'ouvcau Voyage aux

His most

!

" is as

valuable as

it is

at the present

lies

I

was published in Paris in 1722. He wrote, to
large works of travel, chiefly from the manuscripts
It

A

travelers
to Cuba and

cenus of plants, containing a

;

p

one to Cayenne, was named Lai
The old Basiiique remains, in defiance ol
hurricanes, a monument to the activity and
father.

Its

front,

however, was

rebuilt

•-

in Basse Ti
children fatherless and motherless, and upon inquiry was told
that these orphans, whoso sweet laces so appealed
sympathy, were survivors of the great cholera pis

During rny stay

FOREST AND STREAM*
many

years Since, in which some 1.5,000 persons, I believe,
ivepl aw .v
Outside the town, but. a few minutes,' walk
lie cemetery, where crosses and quaint
Be
loniba mini; the last resting-place oi many poor souls.
yom], below this place of sepulchre, is a depression in thehillside which, I was told, was once a deep ravine, into which
were east the bodies of nose who died of the plague, So
rapidly were- they stricken down that, people euough could not
be found to bury them, and the living hardly sufficed to lake
lie dead.
Finally vesticls were employed, and, laden
in
depart one after the other into the
with corpses, iii
oiling with their freight of death.
There was scant ceremony
in the carrying away oJ these stricken ones from the place
where onec they had enjoyed life to be given over to the
d wellerS of the deep
E'er many months the corpses strewed
the strand, and fish from the sea were banished from the tables

alou^r

i

i

i

i

,

'

i

!

of the island for a twelve- month alter.
What is remarkable in this plague is, that

it

extended to

the higher and ge erally healthy mountain villages, and killed
lessly as along the heated coast.
The heat in town was intense, and f was glad to be allowed
art for the mountains, after having been compelled to
wait, for my permit to shoot.
Every one desirous cf shooting
is is compelled to pay ten francs for a Permit tie
Uhatse, which the French official, with characteristic courtesy
to a stranger, gave me without the usual fee.
It was a
d H-iinient, exceeding in size my American passport
from the Secretary of state, and, in the comparison of the two
papers, each of which affects to describe me accurately, there
is much food for reflection upon the fallibility of passportmakem Indeed, were I furnished with a few more accurate
:.-.
should certainly lose my identity and wander
about in a maze of uncertainty, feeling, like those immortal
decidedly mixed.
My American description gives my
eyes as brown, mouth small and nose straight, hair brown
aud face oval. To this a justice of the peace has affixed hand
and Heal.
French official, iu the name of the Governor,
positively asserts thai eyes and eyebrows are black, mouth
\

I

A

tquiUne,

"

visage owtfc;"

and com-

which is BUpp ised to be white. To avoid any
unpleasantness with the numerous gtasdarme who patrol the
country, I caniOU bOlh papers.
Armed, then, uilh my " Permisde Ohasse," and sped on my
way with a hearty ban wgogt from the Chief of Police, X
turned my horse's head toward the mountains.
a pictureqsue animal, that horse; and when I say
picturesque, X use the term in its most artistic sense; for by
L do justice to his many projecting points, bold
is and rough angularities,
lie, indeed, was a horse of
its
good ones, too, perhaps, in u certain sensu.
umbrella from one of Lis shoulder blades, and
grasping his mane with one hand, 1 vaulted into the dilapidated saddle, deeply sunken between loins and withers.
With a groan he started forward, putting in motion his somewhat formidable array of joints, aud I ascended the hills to

—

,

-,

;

the rattle

oi

,

bums.

Beyond

the government, buildings is the Convent of Verjirlsot the island are iducaled; and higher
plateau some 1, 500 feet above the sea,
thoGovernOrand the troops. Spacious
ii the
buildings, including a hospital, barracks and Governor's
house, uie almost hidden by trees, among which the palmiste
nous with its gray column and green coronet.
:
a these, my road led me to a little hamlet on the mountain uoe overlooking the Caribbean Sea, called Matouba.
little thatched houses were lull, as the people of
:
Basse Tene — ah who can afford it— come up here at this
season (the sickly season) to enjoy the baths and the cool air.
Through ilie kindness of a friend 1 was able to hire a small
-:.

-

1

r

room, one of two, iua little thatched hut 18 feet by 14. The
other half, separated by a partition, over which I could easily
make a hand-spring, was occupied by the owner of the house,
Contentedly, I swung
lus wife, ijr.'tlr r, and three children.
.'o corners of the room, thanking a good
my but
....nee that 1 could enjoy all by myself as much room as
For ten days I remained in
sufficed for the other five.
Matouba, roaming over the coffee plantations and climhing
the hills iu quest of birds. Many streams dash hurriedly
down from the mountain, aud there are waterfalls and cascades, and high up the hill is the bain, e/uind, a warm spring
Tired of the continual rain, and wishing
diffleulL of access.
society of some one speakiug my own language, I set
::-'. under guidance of my boy " Co-Go," to find
]. iii
ling commune
thecommune of Saint
tin- M
itlit
could, 1 was told, speak. English. Passing
through the little village, i entered a higher region devoted
tb.cofree plantations, and climbed to a spur of the Soutfriere
Mountain, right beneath the volcano itself, where I found a
comfortable little country house, was erected in English by
the proprietor, who had heard of me before, and welcomed.
delightful week was passed here, for my host, Monsieur
Colardeau, was a graduate of Yale College and had lived in
America, practicing his profession of physician, for eighteen
lie. was a naturalist, withal, aud the remainder of
yealS.
that day was devoted to the animal life of the mountains, and
'•

i

—

'
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.
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A

especially the birds.
[

swung my hammock in his office and occupied a seat at
around which was gathered the first English speak,

his table,

iug family 1
i

which

all

had met in several months. Madame Colardeau
if Kuxbury, Mass., and we could talk of
scenes

had

visited.

—

—

hurricane season " from July through October is
tempests and rains, aud it was several days
weather cleared sufficiently for me to undertake
the
before
-v.it.. of the Souffrifere.
,;
At last, one night, just before
the sun dipped beneath the sea, the jagged outlines of the
volcano snowed against a sky of blue, and my friend preAt daybreak the Indian
dicted a clear day for the morrow.
provided by my friend came for ma. Not an Indian native
to the island— they were long since extinct— but one from
the far East, the land to which Columbus in his voyages
thought he was discovering a shorter route an Indian under
He brought a knapsack
indenture, a Coolio from Calcutta.
full Of provisions which Madame Colardeau had provided
the night before, and he carried upon his head my photographic apparatus, and marched before me into the mists of
the morning which came pouring down from the mountain

The

one of

'

c.jlms,

i

tops.

After drinking my cup of black coffee I seized my gun and
Behind the house, far up the slope,
followed my guide.
etched a broad area of coffee trees.au inheritance— this
coffee estate—-from the ancestors of Monsieur Colardeau, who
in no particular allowed it to deteriorate from its pristine vigor
st

i

Coffee trees of many years' growth grew
ago.
the side of young plants set out to replace the aged'and
enfeebled ones. The plantation is divided into small squares
a few hundred feet in length and breadth, by long rows of a
of

by

a cemury

quick-growing tree called the pr>M dnth-e, pumme rn
This is to protect the tender coffee plants from Ihe
wind and from the hurricanes which sometimes ravage these
islands.
These long rows of high trees give the cofi

Slider,

li-Snmv
a
a
The coffee tree is
to a height of but, six or eight Eefit, us this
perfect berries and renders the gathering easier.
The younger plants are further protected and shaded by
plantains and .bananas, which attain a, great height iu a
1 Striated

a|

!

allowed to grow
insures

more

twelvemonth.

They are

uf all sizes and twisted into every conceivable shape:
like bttge hawsers and cables, some, and others small as a
bass line and stretched as straight aud taut, as the rigging of a
ship.
Surrounded by the net-work of lianes and llalines
alone, the trunks would be barely visible.
But this is not
all,
Up their rough circumference creep viues and climbing
plants, clinging closely and firmly by multitudinous rootlets,

huug with broad and poudulous leaves. Attached again to
the vines and lianes are groups and clusters of epiphytic
some like pineapples, some large as
and parasitic plants
cabbages, some like huge eallas, and among them ferns aud
lillandsias, scores of species I do not know, piled plant after
;

plant, one above Ihe. other, in seeming confusion, sSOh striv
Now and then will be
Ihg for a foothold in irsaeiial world.
a great spike of blossoms crimson, scarlet orjjnre white— at
i

—

Which a humming-bird will dart, fluttering up aud down,
and reminding one— the whole scena— of those lines in
" Evangellue," where the vines
Hun

Ou

>

their laU,;<

ki

immune

ui?ei8,

ladder of Jacob,
asueu'tjug, descemliuB,

leu

ted Iroui blossom

wlie->.»

Were the

We

food that day) then pursued our way across (lie plat fan.
reached a dark chasm, made as though some Tilan had rent.
the solid rock asunder
so deep that we cannot, sec the bottom of the .lark abyss until we stand upon a nairow bridge of
The southern end is a perI'OCk that, spans the central space.
pendicular wall, running deep down, further than I can tee,
From a fissure near its
into depths the eye cannot, pei. el rah'
base atise blue hums which slain the. face of the cliff a long
way np, as iboiieh away down in the earth's center, -!"
ai
work, there burned a very hot Cflfil HieWo crosses the bridge and scaled the opposite cliff, and
were greeted a to top with loud blasts and snorts, like
of a high-:
sure iteamer,and volumes of vapor ulowkili Our
face.
Following this, 1 found an aperture in a mound of
bones,
pi
cues in diameter, through
which was forcer] a i ilumn of stream o ill loise
iu.d that
Tins aperture is iu the
We
iuld not hear each other speak,
centre of a desolate area, having on its borders numerous,
openings, whence issue blasts of hot, air that taint the atmosphere for many feet around. I peered into one, arched like
an oven, and it was like a glimpse into the arcana of nature
into the miniature palace of a genie —for the whole interior
was encrusted with sulphur crystals glistening like yellow
topaz; and a small black passage led down into unknown
depths, whence, issued rumblings, groans aud grumblings. Up
from this black throat came such blasts of old Vulcan's fetid
breath that I was glad to escape with only a few crumbling
crystals for my pains,
Ravines seam the "sides of the cone in
every direction, some spanned by natural bridges of rock;
;

I

From the glossy green leaves gleamed berries, yellow and
red, giving a beautiful effect.
In one of the sip mres I observed a large bed of .strawberries, the only ones 1 have seen
in these islands.
Higher up I found a species of ruous, a
raspberry found only in high altitudes, aud the only representative of its family iu these wilds
Beyond the. limitJa if
the coffee grove we came upon the borders of the high
woods, where one must goto see the vegetation of the tropics
iu its greatest perfection of giant growth and luxuriance.
There is a suggestiveness of giant trees and a refreshing
thought of cool retreats iu the appellation (universal throughout these islands) bestowed upon these high forests to distinguish them from those of the lowland.
As you set foot,
over the sharply-defined line of demarcation you leave the
sun with his scorching beams behind and enter a gloomy arch
beneath a canopy of leaves.
The trail is sinuous and slippery, and winds beneath huge
trees, which wo feel— for wecaan of see theircrowns— rear their
heads aloft in the clouds. Overhead is a leafy vault, through
which the sun cannot send a gleam, save now and then a
needle ray; and through this vaulted roof are thrust up the
trunks of mighty tiees, with a diameter, from buttress to buttress, of twenty feet. And these broad buttresses, which spread
out on every side as supports to the main trunk, are studies
in themselves.
In the spaces between them there is room to
pitch a tent.
Fifty, sixty feet up, begiu the broad-armed
limbs, which spread over a vast area, and from these limbs
depend attractive and wonderful ropes and cordage, of nature's making, which desceud from out the canopy above as
from the zenith of heaven, and touching the earth, climb

'•
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swift tin

tilt

ttifi
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No sound breaks

nle.S3e.in.
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but that to which

constantly recurred

is that central gorge,
which there have been
1707, the other in 1815.
Doubtless it will again, at some, future time, act as the vent
for the. internal ebullitions of mother earth.
According to Humboldt, the summit la over 5,000 feet above
the sea, and the view afforded me, as an occasional rift occurred in the masses of mist, was grand beyond description.
Climbing to an elevated rock, 1 Obtained Shelter from the
terrific gale hal Dl
D mv
1ml awaited a
1
looked upon a scene
break in the cloud of mist. It emie.
well worth a year ot common life to view.
Beneath me, in
full view, ate Mi,Columbus on
Par away, east by
that, memorable November day in 1403.
uorlh, lay
ad seen by Columbus on his
6
U
second voyage— a fey, table-surfaced rock. South by eust
lay Dominica, looking lit
vision of cloud-land,
ihe first at which fjdluuibl
the Ua.ribhees, and
;
.-. no. whore
first in this
cast, light below the 1,-1,
'
l-hi
ived.
1
arciiip Jag
royal b* mis oi tip
'/dure,
looked down to the e«Btv a rj ....
e
lopi
upon f-u'es!, almost »s Impenetrable and
-speading as on
thai day, nearly four centuries ago, w iieu II resounded to the
bhsis of trmupeis and the firing of arquebuses
For, the
d
second day of his arrival here, on
great
lO< H
admiral's fleet, su.-.-yed ieio the forest wi
some menand
was loot. i.'Vir several days ill y « ordered In racklsss forest,
so dense aa almost to exclude the light of day.
"Some,
who were experienced seamen, ell, o
tre a to get a sight,
ri the stars by which to govern their course, but the spreading branches atid thick foliage shut, out all view of the
s.a .," a pai !>' s'eul ina
jecnsi rei lb tvafjittg
the many streams which number, at this day, more than lifty.
Almost uudertlu; cliffs- ot the
the Sftintiw, «
There
cluster of rocky isl its disc wered
tio
liay.
is a significance and poetic uiuai
o every name
as
Columbus
witness those
bestowed
oa
these
islands,
y
already mentioned.
With few exeptions, fortunately,
Away north is
ihey 'retain b
perfifcl
appellations,
could
1
the triprs crown of Montserrat, eel I fancied
discover the dim outlines of At. Ivit's, an island named
probably for the goad giant who bore his lord aloft
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wicked-looking throat, from

two eruptions recorded,
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the solemn stillness of this mountain forest
save the cooing of a distant wood pigeon, ami no:
itself except an occasional perdrix, or mountain partridge, as
lilts like a ghost across our path.
Up and higher we ascend ; the trees diminish in size, and there comes to our ears
the murmur of falling water, which we cannot see from the
rankness of the vegetation. Balisiers, or wiid plantains, with
broad green leaves and spikes of crimson and golden caps,
now hue the trail, and glorious tree ferns, in majesty of
beauty unsurpassed, spread their lace-like leaves above lliem.
reach the stream and tiod it warm, so hot that vapor
arises on this, not too cool, atmosphere.
It is Sulphur-impregnated, also, as the discolored leaves abundantly testify,
and it flows over a bituminous bed. The luxuriance of the
vegetation here is marvelous, aud pen of mine cannot describe the beauty of the ferns, orchids and parasites, arches
and bridges of tropical trees and ferns that overhung and
spanned this tepid stream.
few rods further up we came
upon a basin of colorless water, walled off with blocks of lava,
the overflow of which formed the stream.
At it I cast a
wistful glauce, but could only stop to feel its warmth with
my hand and note the beauty of the banks of ferns above it.
Here we left my apparatus and plunged anew into a depth of
greenwood, aud commenced an ascent that, for steepness, left
all former paUis behind.
had to lift ourselves up, by successive broad steps, and cling to roots and trees for aid.
Emerging from the darkness of this timnel-like passage, we
come upon another zone, of vegetation, where the trees are
dwarfed lo shrubs and so intertwined and malted together that
a path must be cut with the cutlass.
Every native laborer of
these islands carries a large and ugly-looking machete, or cutlass, nearly two and a half feet loug and two ^inches broad,
which serves them in a variety of ways. There we found the
path washed into deep, cistern like cavities, down which we
must descend on one side only to climb out at the other.
After much hard work this rough road was gone over and we
came abruptly upon a plaiu of small extent, and looking up,
saw the cone whose side we fain would climb. Straight before us was the trail of former tourists, which climbed directly
up the mountain sips, so steep it seemed impossible to ascend
it.
There was no vegetation now to obstruct the view. All
about us the plain aud steep acclivity was covered with a
matted carpet of coarse grass. Immediately above us towered
an immense rock, so delicately poised, aud so far-jutting, that
it appeared ready to fall.
Undoubtedly, the next earthquake
will dislodge and hurl it below, to join 'its fellows that thickly
stud the plain beneath. For an hour and a half, with many
stops for breath, we mounted upward, and made a final pause
beneath the rock to gather strength to meet the tempest of
wind that howled above. Hero my taciturn guide pointed
out a narrow ledge where a man died of exhaustion, and was
found at midnight by my informant (who was sent in search
of him) on his knees with his face covered with his hands.
Imagine an immense pyramid, truncated by some internal
force that has rent the sides at the same time, leaving the
summit-plane strewn with huge rocks, and reft in twain by a
mighty chasm, and you have the Souffriere of Guadeloupe at
followed a narrow path ever sounding
the present day.
rocks that told of caverns beneath, aud entered through a
great portal formed by two adjacent, rocks, upon a plateau
covered with a carpet of sphagnum aud sycopodium, spangled
with pink blossoms, wild hemp ami yellow trumpet-shaped
flowers. Narrow trails cross and rccross this little track, like
rivers on a map.
It was now eleven o'clock, and we stopped
to lunch at the portal (for, Bince my coffee, I hatl not tasted
i
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A

We

The Virj
her ten thousand virgins—yet
secured.
Wearer is intiqua, but low and dim.
of mist again drew together aud 1 prepared to

farthi

Thee

desce
This mountain was once the bonne of a bird of ill omen—
the JKahli/tin, or "Tittle Devil "—which lived iu holes in the
rocks ami was hunted with dogs by the planters in the olden
lone.
Its discovery was my principal motive for ascending
the Souffriere; but 1 returned without finding a trace of its
existence.
Fatigued and bathed in perspiration, I arrived at
the but, bath, ondhe borders of ihe high woods, and plunged
into its limpid waters; but half an llOUX'S iniuieision in iu
lepid current removed every trace of weariness, aud I floated
blissfully, until the sinking sua warned me to be en the

march

again.

—

three hundred and sixty-five— there landed upon
isiaudof Guadeloupe Juan Ponce de Leou (noblest and
gentlest of all those Old Couqiustadores), fresh from his discovervof Florida, liul two years previously he had sailed inquest
of that, wonderful fountain of youth, lured on by the tales of
the lndiaus of Cuba; and who knows but. that, be was still
seeking that fountain of rejuvenescence when he essayed to
explore these wilds aud met with disastrous defeat from the
I have floated on the glassy surface of the wonderful
Oaribs.
spring of Wakulla, In Florida, arid oue winter's day three
years ago, sailed down the bright waitra of Silver Spring,
and do not, therefore, wonder that the simple natives should
BatH
invest these myslerious creations with occult power.
is a phy thai the Old Spaniard could not have found this
mountain spring, one dip iu which were worth a mouth's immersion in those of Florida
A velvet backed humming b.rd came down from the oil
oua banks above me— a tiny bird, with a Latin n
to mention here— and dauced'in the sunlight, his garnet throat
glowing like a coal in the departing beams, us I bade farewell
to this enchanted spot and descended into the deep gloom of
*
the high woods.

Tears ago

thi3

'
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SiPAKULB. Among the many preparations for the bath
sapanule is rapidly winning great favor because of (he uniAs a cleansing and
form good results"which follow its use.
healing agent its effects are marvelous.
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ts'

Fishoulturists' Association.—A meeting

and executive committee of the American FishAssociation was held on Jan. 18 at the office of

Robert B. Roosevelt, Esq. It "was decided that the eighth annual meeting phould be held on Wednesday and^Thursday,
the 25th and 26tb of February, at eleven o'clock, in the director's room of the Fulton Market Fishmonger's Association.

Makilahd — Elkton,

—

Jan. 14. Our county islargelycngagep
and herring fishing. The Susquehanna, "Elk, NorthBohemia and Sassafras Rivers pass through our county.

in shad
east,

Our

State Fish Commissioners have been propagating shad
and herring in our waters for three years next spring. The
large increase of small male shad last spring (two years after
they commenced hatching the spawn of shad) I think proves
Our fishermen think that
that they have been successful.
the shad matures in one year.
A. W. SI.

International Fishery Exhibition.—Following

is

the

prospectus of the International Fishery Exposition to be held
in Berlin, April, 1880
:

CLASS

I.

—AQTTATIO ANIMALS.

just referred to the author quotes Dr.

stated further on.

"I

Dr. Spearer says,

regard this virus as

being as peculiar to the skunk as the venom of the rattlesnake
that creature
and not an occasional outbreak of the disease, as the mstru.i veneris of the wolf or the rabies canina."

is to

A

;

similar opinion is expressed

where he

says,

(hydrophobia)
inflicting

skunk

is

the

Col.

Dodge

in his book,

convinced that the terrible disease

natural result to

is .the

skunk— in

the

"lam

by

man

territory designated

;

of

the bite of

and that while

it on the person bitten, it does not follow that the
himself afflicted with the malady."

Dr. John T. Janeway's article in the New York Medical
Record (vol. x., pp. 177-180, Mar. 13, 1875) deals with this
question in a very conscientious and scientific spirit, and gives
the fullest

and most

detailed reasons for the conclusions

and finally concludes that death from skunk
caused by rabies which does not differ essentially from
rabies canina.
Dr. Janeway also differs from Mr. Hovey in

;

;

bite is

believing that the bite of the

skunk

is

not always

fatal,

and

one case in support of it.
In this instance two herders
were bitten, one of whom was treated by Dr. J., the wound
being freely cauterized with nitrate of silver, and striebnine
administered in l-Kith grain doses every three hours. Subsequently the strychnine was gradually increased^ to one-half
cites

grain on the eighteenth day, and

it

was not

until the twenty-

;

mals.

CLASS II.—FISHING.
A. Fishing gear of every kind and from every country, or
models thereof. B. Fishing craft of all nations, in models
and representations. C. Fishing tackle and netting in different stages of preparation. D. Machinery and implements
for working up the raw material.
CLASS III. PISCICULTURE.
A. Hatching apparatus in operation. All kinds of appliances and implements for the artificial breeding of fish, crabs
Boxes for conveyance of fry, etc. B. Models or
atid shells.
drawings of well-known breeding institutions. C. Models or
drawings of appliances for protecting or perfecting aquatic
ladders, etc.).
(salmon
D. Aquaria of all sorts. E.
animals
Illustrations of the development of some of the most important specieB, such as oysters, salmon, herring, crawfish, etc.,

used

—

in their various periods of growth.
CLASS IV.

Appliances in use for keeping and conveying freshly caught
Also working models of such appliances.
aquatic animals.
ol freshly caught fish by railway.

fourth day that any symptoms of

CLASS

panion,

OLASS vi.
Models of fishermen's dwellings and costumes also of
ing implements not included in the foregoing classes.
;

fish-

VII.— SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS REGARDING THE
STOCK. OF FISH.
Physico-chemical researches ; investigation of the bottom
of the sea and lakes, shown by samples; aquatic plants in relation to fishing, herbaria, etc.; researches into aquatic fauna
(animals of the subordinate classes preserved in alcohol or
apparatus and implements used in researches.
etc,
OIASS VIII. HISTORY OK FISHING.
CLASS

)

;

—

Implements

of fishiug, original or in reproductions, from
lie oldest time downward; also models, pictures, seals, emblems of ancient fishermen's guilds, etc.
I

CLASS

:

Forest and Stream,

for

Tours,

respect.

Woodcock

showed

whose opinions we havo the utmost
Poetsa.

etc.,

are generally believed to be twilight rather than

nocturnal birds, though at the mating season their
shaip note is often heard throughout the night, especially
during full moon. We have never known of their "singing"

strictly

except in early spring, when, of course, no one would shoot
them.
We should be glad to hear of further observations on
this point.

— —

.

-».

Valuable Stuffed Specimens.—We have seen some very
fine specimens of stuffed birds and animals, preserved by Mr
A. Yeomans, of No. 76 Bowery, this city. The truthfulness
of the poses and the life-like effect of the groups are very
In an artistic sense the works are of unusual ex-

superior.

Students of natural history, artists and seekers of
these articles of household decoration should not miss inspect-

cellence.

ing Mr. Yeomans' work.

On

TriB

Golden-Eyes or Garbots in Nova Scotia.—

We

have received from the author, Mr. J. Bernard Gilpin,
A. M., 31. D., M. R. C. S., a very interesting paper with the
above title. Mr. Gilpin's essay is devoted principally to the

be, of the disease.

We have been

led to write thus fully on

only on account of

this subject, not
importance, but also because none of
written us on the subject

its

those correspondents

who have

seemed familiar with the articles from which we have quoted.
We shall hope at some future time to receive some additional
reports, which we will gladly present to our readers.

ARE WOODCOCK NOCTURNAL?

the history of B. albeola quite extensively.
interesting anatomical differences

of typographical errors

outside our shauty, enjoying a quiet smoke, when a sharp
"tweet, tweet, tweet" issued from the bushes a few rods
away, and was taken up and repeated in the shrubbery all

about us.

"I
" to

say,

BD1," querried the professor, one of our number,
or what are we indebted for this gratuitous sere-

whom

nade?"

"Ha! ha! ha!" roared our guide, the person addressed.
" Ain't you been in the woods loug enough to know a woodcock when you hear one ?"
"A woodcock!" exclaimed the professor. "You don't
mean

to tell

me

those are

woodcock making

The Zoologist.—We

inexcusably great.
are glad to be able to call to our

and to recommend, the Zoologist, a very inmonthly magazine of Natural History. It is by Mr.
J. E. Harting, who iB well known to the scientific public by
his contributions to our knowledge of the Natural History of
teresting

Great Britain.

The Zoologist numbers among its contributors many of the
leading naturalists of England, and all who are interested in
the study of Nature should have it. Its price is so low as to
bring

it

within the reach of every student, the annual sub-

scription, postage prepaid, being only thirteen shillings.

the

first

numbers

of the present year will be

maps showing

the geo-

jural ^tetorgt

Polar Expedition will be given, and many other articles of
very great importance. Persons desiring to Bubscribo to this

magazine should send a P. O. order for thirteen
Mr. T. P. Newman, 5(> Hattcn Garden, E. (J

shillings to

,

London, England.

_^»^,
Another Migratory Quail.—We have

received from Mr.
Sunbury (Pa.) Antertfan a
specimen of this bird, which was killed in that vicinity some
weeks since, and a notice of which appeared at that time in
the American. The specimen had been kept so long without
apparently any attempt having been made to preserve it, that
dissection failed to reveal its sex.
From the plumage, however, we take it to be a young male.
The apparent success which has, up to this time, crowned
the efforts to naturalize this bird to North America are most
A. F. Clapp, field editor of the

encouraging.

—

— ».—

" Well, that's about what it amounts to." said Bill. "If
How They Wear Them.— correspondent, G. H. W.
you wait awhile longer the air wdl be full of them."
writes us from Titusville, Pa., about the rattles of the rattleThis remark aroused the hunter's instinct in my nature,
snake, saying:
and I lost no time in getting out my " Parker." I stationed
I have seen and helped kill a good many, all of which carry
myself in the ceulre of the little clearing in which our shanty
was located, and prepared myself to improve the first oppor- their rattles narrow side down and not the broad side.
tunity for a wing Bhot for although the persistent "tweet,
eel " apparently issued from every bush,
Pale Eggs— Summit, Union Co., N. J., Jan.. H. TSditor
dark to discern any small object on the ground. Suddenly, Forest and Stream : On the 10th of May, 1878, I
almost from under my feet, a bird rose perpendicularly in the the nest of a robin built flat on the top of a beam
feet
and
air to the height of perhaps two hundred
sailed off bridge.
It was constructed somewhat after the ma n
knees.
Its position could be followed only by its
It contained two eggs.
bridge-pewee's nist.
Di
note, in which there seemed to be an entire change when
same month I found a blue-bird's nest containi:._
the bird was on the wing.
The sound, however, gradually white eggs. Is not this rather strange, as the eggs of this
came nearer, and ere 1 had time to raise my gun the bird bird are blue? These eggs were much larger than those
dropped into the identical bush from which it started and re- which a blue-bird ordinarily lays. Soon after the
sumed its monotonous cry. The next bird that arose I was of this nest 1 found a crow's nest which contained five eggs,
somewhat belter prepared for, and as the air soon became four of which were colored as they usually are, but the other
literally alive with them, I succeeded in a short time in bagwas pure buff.
Geo. Lawrence Nicholas.
ging enough to insure us a hearty breakfast of woodcock on
toast for the next morning.
Point Well Taken— Rutland, Yl., Jan. L—Mn,
While sitting around the camp-fire that evening the converThe Editor: I call you to order. In two recent numbers of
sation naturally turned on the habits of the woodcock.
majority of our party knew this bird was in the habit of seek- Forest and Stream you have spoken of the migrai
Let us try to call these strangers by
ing its food at night, but as we had often hunted them suc- as the Messina quail.
their right names.
There is no reason in the world why ihey
cessfully iu the daytime and never succeeded in catching one
should be called Mcminn, quail, except that the birds imported
asleep, the question arose as to where they slept and whether
myself,
Mr. Hapgood and Oth
into
country
by
this
The question having
or not they indulged in this luxury.
arisen again recently, Martin's Natural History was referred purchased in Sicily and shipped from the port ol
to.
This work, in describing the woodcock (Seolopax rusti- There is an American bird known as the Maasena quail it is
found in Texas, Arizona and .New Mexico, rarely, however,
cola), says: " Every evening after sunset these birds sally
They are totally unlike
forth to Beek their food, consisting of larva?, slugs and aquatic north of the 35th parallel.
worms, which they find in marshy meadows. Their cry is pean birds, and should not be confounded with them. We
have confusion of oames enough now. The Wilson snipe la
zig-zig-wauk."
;

—

i

DEATH FROM SKUNK

BITE.

i

,

THE

recent notes on this subject in the columns of

Stream have exited

Forest
among
communi-

a widespread interest

and we have been favored with several
I. Dodge's mention of the
fatnl efftct of the skunk's bite in his late work, " The Plains
of the Great West." In 1877, when the above-mentioned
its

readers,

cations calling attention to Col. R:

work appeared, we noticed
particularly to this point.

it

at

some length and

referred

Unfortunately for the value of

Col. Dodge's contribution to the literature of this very interesting subject, he gives no facts in support, of the opinions

which he there advances,
Indeed, he expressly says, " I
have never had the opportunity nor the technical knowledge
.ry for a cartful investigation" (of the subject), and it
appears that he only reports the general opinion of hunters,
etc., an opinion which had been brought to the

plainsmen,

knowledge of the scientific public three years before by Mr.
C. Hovey (Amer. Jour. Set. and Art, dd ser., vol. vii. pp.
477-483, May, 1874).
Mr. Hovcy's article was baoked by a number of definite

M.

In

found a continua-

tion of Captain Fielden's interesting "Arctic Notes," in which
a very complete outline of the observations of the Eritish

racket I"

all this

is

readers' attention,

excellent

Holland Patent, N. Y., Dec. 24, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My three companions and myself were spending our summer vacation at one of the many miniature lakes which so
materially add to the attractions of the northern wilds of the
Empire State. About sunset one evening we were seated

His examinations

two first-mentioned species have brought to light very
between the males of each,
which are admirably illustrated by a plata showing the heads
and windpipes of both birds. The paper is a most interesting
one, and we only regret that the proofs should have been so
carelessly read, as seems to have been the case.
The number
of the

A

IX.

Literature, statistics of fisher)',
gi'aphical distribution of fish.

under discussion, viz Whether woodcock are, strictly speaking, night birds.
Hoping to receive further information in
regard to their habits we decided to lay the matter before the

The man thus treated recovered, while his com- discussion of the differences between the common (B.elungula)
who was not under the Doctor's care, was reported to and Barrow's golden-eye (B. Ulandkua), though he goes into

have died ten days after being bitten. Dr. Janeway regards
this form of hydrophobia as " evidently epidemical, no cases
having been reported previous to 1870 in this region
(Kansas). In further confirmation of his belief that the bite
is not necessarily fatal, the writer of the article above cited
mentions eight cases of persons bitten (six hunters and two
soldiers) who recovered, and states that two dogs in his possession have been frequently bitten by skunks and have never
shown any symptoms of rabies.
This subject, as we have remarked before, is one that deserves investigation, and medical men who are stationed on
the plains will no doubt see that no opportunities for observing the disease are lost.
We have never heard of a death from
the bite of a skunk anywhere this side of the Missouri River,
and we should be glad to receive and print any information
bearing on the question of the geographical limit, if such there

IV.

kettles, fish-dishes, etc-)

toxic effects

by sense of touch. The 6nipe (Scolopax
Oallinago), when flying, mounts high in air and descends as
rapidly as it rose."
Now while this works designates certain peculiarities in this class of birds, the author leaves us
fully as much in the dark as before in regard to the matter

collect their food

themselves.

Conveyance

Models and other representations of appliances in use for
the preparation and preservation, by drying, salting, smoking, etc., of the produce of fisheries for commercial purposes
(smoking -houses, etc.), and for household purposes (fish-

its

The American woodcock (Seolopax minor), he says, "diffrom the European species in the temperature of the climate they select for their resilience. The sensibility of their
beaks, as in the snipe, is sufficiently acute to enable them to
fers

which

he arrives at. He cites cases where death followed the bites
of skunk, wolf and dog, gives the symptoms, treatment and
result in each,

1. Alive or stuffed, preserved in alcohol or represented in
pictures, casts, etc.
2. Prepared or dried, salted, smoked, pulverized, preserved
in tins, etc.; the various stages of preparation to be shown.
In particular the following are desired : A. Sponges in their
natural state and prepared for use, shown according to their
various species and localities. B. Corala in their natural
C. Mollusca ; oysters, samples of
state and prepared for use.
shells from the most famous localities, anatomy of the oyster
shells of all sorts, pearl shells,
in. enlarged proportions
mother of pearl, manufactured ; pearls, sorted according to
their value imitation of pearl, river pearl shells
mother of
D. Starfish, Stella marina, sea urchins.
pearl, from the same.
E. Worms. F. Insects (chrysalides of insects, as destroyers
G. Crustacea ; various species
of spawn or as food for fish).
H. Fish of all kinds and of all zones. I, Amof crawfish.
phibious animals, tortoises, turtles, terrapins, etc.; tortoise
shells in different stages of preparation up to the comb or
boule furniture (for comparison's sake, also counterfeit tortoise shell) ; salamanders, frogs (spawn of frogs), snakes
K. Aquatic birds (all sorts of birds detri(skins of snakes).
mental to fishing, sea-gulls, herons, cormorants, etc.) L.
Mammalia (seals, -whales) and manufactured articles from the
same ; mammalia detrimental to fresh water fish.
3. All kinds of products manufactured from Aquatic ani-

shown

and the examples cited by him show the terrible effects
which so often follow the bite of the skunk. In the paper
M. M. Spearer, Surgeon
Sixth U. S. Cavalry, and this gentleman's opinion differs
wholly from the conclusions reached by Dr. Jaueway, to be
facts,

§ttltoi&

of the officers
culturi.

•

FOREST AIND STREAM.
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;

FOREST AND STREAM.
known

in different parte of the country as jack snipe, English
snipe, gray snipe, big anipa and ball'* a dozen atl
Wctodoocte are called in some, parts mud snipe, big headed
Ruffled grouse are partridges in some States and
pheasants in others.
that we have got » fair start, let,
ee to call these new birds by their right name, migratory quail, and that is just what they are.

Now

Yours,
•'<

•

M. G. E\EKT3.

H. B. Bailey read a paper giving a description of the
breeding habits of the various species of the wood warblers,
genus De.ndrw.ai, as observed by him at the LTnbagog Lakes,
Maine. Their habits there were compared with those in other

Air.

chestnut-sided warbler, B'.jpennsylvantca,

in

Maine builds in the tops of high trees, while near Boston it
assumes more the habits of the yellow warbler, J). cBstiva, in
building in low bushes. Mr. Merriam reported this same
species as building on the ends of limbs of young saplings
only a short distance from the ground, in Lewis County, N. Y.
where he had taken a number of nests. The blackpoll warbler, Zh striata, is found there, and it was reported as abundant and breeding at Grand Menan by Messrs. Pearsall and
Osborne, and at the Richardson Lakes, Maine, by Mr. Thos.
B. Stearns. II Maekburnias is abuudant in Maine, but its nest
is rarely found, owing to its habit of building in the almost
The nesting of the Cape
inaccessible lops of the tallest trees.
May warbler, O. tiyrina, is almost unknown, and is an interesting subject for investigation to collectors.
Mr, Wyekofl
followed with an interesting article on " Ocean Currents and
Temperatures," in which he cited the different views expressed in regard to their effect upon the land or continents
The renewed and increased inlying contiguous to them.
terest taken during the last few years iu the study of meteorology tended in a great measure to solve the problem of the
laws of faunal distribution and the migration of animals and

birds
a subject which holds a leading place in the present
study of natural history, The paper was full of interest and
Dr. Coue3' recent work on
elicited a great deal of discussion.
Birds of the Colorado Valley'' was examined and disthe
cussed, and its value as a work of referenco, both scientifically
j

:

'

and bibliographically, highly appreciated.
For "difficult of construction," in concluding sentence of
jast week's report, read "difficult of identification."

TEXAS LANDS.
lUriDS City, 111., January 10, 1879.
Editou Fohkst and Stbeam
of
2 Prof. Buckley gives some very
January
your
issue
In
interesting information about Texas. Let me alBO say a good
word for tier. The " Lone Star," and she will go it alone with
;

a full hand, when settlers, stock-raisers, etc., ouce find out the
Mr. Robbins may not know that he
fine lands she contains.
can buy only every other section ef that 10,000 acre ranch at
a cheap price. The other sections are held at $1.56 per acre
Texas owns her own land— all
for the benefit, of the schools.
''Government" laud; and to get 10,000 acres and
of it.
close it, will cost something for land. Better buy four sections
of
other at 35c. to 75c. per acre, and
of State, and then eight
I thought of buying a big lot, but it costs
get it cheaper.
money. Best take a trip through there and you will be amply
camp
out go through two or three
team
and
repaid. Take a
Texas storms and get acclimatized be able to get wetter
thau a drowned rat, and dry off without making you sick,
leaving your clothes on and drying off as the sun conies out.
It can rain down there, even if it is a dry country, and everyOne must go there to
thing is fresh as a peach after a rain.

No

;

;

Coninguaai.

it.

A writer in

Vick's

Magazine gives these directions for

good porous earth, mixed with
sand or sawdust, they require slight attention,' and will contain a most astonishing number of plants.
They have, as
usually fixed in the windows on brackets, the great disadvantage of being unwieldy and taking up too much needed
space in our few sunny windows. To utilize every inch of
this apace I have this season devised 3 stand which seems to
meet the requirements, furnishing room for box and pots and
accommodations for upright, trailing, and climbing plants,
and, being mounted on castors, it may be readily reversed or
moved when desired. As the cost is really nothing to one
whs has access to any wood lot, except a few hours rather
pleasant work, I have thought it might interest some flower
lovers.
It is perfectly simple and easily put together with a
few ordinary tools, and by any one who can drive a nail and
use a screw-driver.

The box

Editor Foekbt and Stkbam:
You correspondent, " N. A. T," of Houston, Texas, asks
" some Florida reader " to inform him how many degrees of
A3 no
frost the orange tree will stand without injury, etc.
resident of Florida will be likely to inform him correctly—
lest said informant should be driven from the Stale for telling
what might be damaging to the supposed interests of it 1,
who have passed ten winters is Florida, and have some experience in orange growing on both Pacific and Atlantic coasts,
volunteer to say that there is no certain degree of cold above,
aay ten degrees Farenkeb., which can be named as necessarily
besides other condikitting to (be tree; its effect depending
tions of locality, cultivation and age— upon the state ami
place of the sap in tree at the time, and upon the temperature
after, autt especially before, the frost.
The cold that killed all the orange trees, old and young, in
Eastern and Middle Florida some thirty. five or forty years
ago was fatal to that, degree, because it followed a warm spell
of spring weather, which bad moved the sap and swelled the
buds. Since that lime no frost squally killing has been known,
although in every winter there of the ten mentioned, the thermometer has been down to 20 dogs.; four of them to 10 degs.j
once 14 degs. at Jacksonville— tow enough to cut down or
The old trees,
kill nioBt of the youug unprotected trees.
however, most generally stood it, though many were nipped,
and lost branches or leaves. They stand, too, under otherwise favorable circumstances, great and sudden extremes of
temperature, if not too long continued. On the Wlh and 19th
Jan., 1857, at St. Augustine, there was a change of 00 clegs.
of temperature iu the thirty hours (the people and books will
tell you the range of them is only 35 to 30 degs. in the year),
and this without serious injury to the full grown trees.
Tour Texas friend will have difficulties, and had better not
The orange
give much heart or capital to the experiment.
may be grown, with care and good fortune, in a climate liable
but the tree is only safe, and the fruit hue, in what
to frosts
I call banana climates, i. e., localities exempt from frost, as
Western Florida, south of Indian River, and the Balize, La.
where, if the Creoles and meteorological tables are to be
lie may
trusted, there has been ice but once in forty years.
meet, too, a worse enemy than cold in the coccus or scale insect found largely on the Oleander, which is now on its travels,
and which, after killing the groves, made it impossible for
twenty years before 1803 again to grow the orange in Florida.
T. D. L.

—

—

is

made

of rough boards, one-half or three-fourths

of an inch thick (a very good size being two feet long by nine
inches wide and eight inches high), nailed tightly together.
It will be well to put a long screw iu each corner, to bold it

securely agaiust warping. This may be lined with zinc, or
will do as well if coated over inside with rooDng pitch.
If
you cannot compass either of these use it plain, only he careful to make your earth light and porous.
Cover the outside
of the box with thick, coarse bark, tacked on with brads, and
sawed off after tacking the top and bottom. If you can procure a long woody viue, like the. bittersweet, to wrap around
the box horizontally, it will make a good finish.
Make the stand high enough to rise about three-fourths of
the height of the box above the bottom of the window sash,
proceeding by cutting saplings; say an inch or an inch and a
half in diameter, selecting straight or moderatelv straight
pieces for the four legs,
Screw to each pair of these, at the
top, a long cross piece to reach six inches beyond each end of
the box, and at about three inches from the bottom other
pieces of lengths required. The two pieces may now be
fastened together by temporary cleats, while the cross-bars
and braces are adjusted to their places.
All should be made
tight and fine with screws and nails.
About half-way up the
legs I fasten crotches for baskets, to which I nail long cross
pieces, and tacking small twigs across these I make a useful
shelf.
Nail twigs also across the braces in the lower part of
the stand and across the projecting top braces.
For the trellis, nail au upright to each corner of the box,
and cross pieces slanting up to the centre, where they are
fastened in pairs with screws, and braced with a cross piece
at the top of each upright.
With a brad-awl pass two pieces
of soft wire through small twigs to make a round pot cover or
holder for a four-inch pot, and secure this wTlh wire between
the corner pieces of the trellis. Fasten small twigs across the
trellis with brads.
set of common iron castors should be
fastened to the legs before the trellis is commenced.
On such a stand as this I have on the bottom shelf pots and
boxes of vine, as English and German ivy, maurandya and
smilax, to train over the trellis, which is crowned with a pot
of that prettiest of all droopera, Coliseum ivy.
On the end
shelves 1 have oxalis, etc., and on the front ones carnations,
young fuchsias, and such like. The box contains a general
assortment of foliage and flowering plants.

A

The Nut-Pike Forests of Nevada.—Every mountain,
far it swells into the sky, seems utterly barren.
Approaching nearer, alow brushy growth is seen, strangely black
in aspect, as though it bad been burned.
This is a nut- pine
forest, the bountiful orchard of the red man.
When you
ascend into its midst you find the ground beneath the trees,
and in the openings, also, nearly naked, and mostly rough on
however

A succession of crtvmbliug ledges of

and

quartzite, coarsly strewn with

from them by storms and sunshine

15, 1879.
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LniKEAK Booiett.—The meeting of December 88 was, as
and four new members were elected.

enjoy

Window-boxes beiug

the flowers.

the evaporation of the moisture is hot so rapid, and the
miniature garden has adecidedly more pleasing effect than the

a home-made window-box:

usual, well attended,

The

care necessary for the suc-

UltivatiOB of pot plants in the house is often so
irksome as to offset in a measure the pleasure afforded by

pots.
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localities.
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soil

lava, lime-

weathered

here and there a bunch of
sage or linosyris, or a purple cluster or tuft of dry bunch
grass.
The harshest mountain sides, hot and waterless, seem
Beat adapted to its development. No slope is too Stei p, none
too dry; every situation seems to be gratefully chosen, if only
it lie sufficiently rocky arid firm to afl'oid secure anchorage for
the tough, grasping roots.
It is a sturdy, thick-set .hi-.l
usually about fifteen feet high when full grown, and al
broad as high, holding its knotty branches well out iu every
direction in stiff zig-zags, but turning them gracefully upward
at the ends in rounded bosses.
Though making
mass in the distance, the foilage is a pale grayish gfeen,
;

it.

towns, leaving the brave inhabitants Of these wild-, to
Long before the harvest time, which is in September
starve.
and Oc ober, the Indians examine the trees with keen discernment, and, inasmuch asthecones require two years to mature
from the first appearance of the little red rosettes of the fertile flowers, the scarcity or abundance of the crop may be predicted more than a year in advance.
Squirrels and' worma
and Clark crows make haste to begin the harvest. The Indians make ready their long beating poles; baskets, bags,
rags, mats are gotten together.
The squaws, out among the
settlers at service, washing and drudging, assemble at the
family huts; the men leave their ranch work; all, old and
k,

young, are mounted on ponies, and set off in great, glee to the
nut lands, forming cavalcades curiously picturesque; flaming
scarfs and calico skirts stream loosely over the knotty ponies,
usually tw-o squaws astride of each, with the small baby midgels bandaged iu baskets slung on their backs or balanced on
the saddle bow, while the nut baskets and water jars project
from either side, and the long beating poles, like old-fashioned
lances, angle out in every direction,
Arrived at some central
point already fixed upon, where water and crass are found,
the squaws with baskets, the men with poles, ascend the
ridges to the laden trots, followed by the children; beating
begins with loud noise and clatter; the burrs t fly right and
left, lodging against stones and sage brushes
the squaws and
children gather them with fine natural gladness; smoke
;

columns speedily mark the joyful scene of

their labors as the
roasting fires are kindled and, at night, assembled in circles,
garrulous as jays, the first grand nut feast is begun. Sufficient quantities are thus obtained in a tew weeks to last all
winter. '1 hey also gather several species of berries and thy
them to vary their stores, and a few deer and grouse are killed
;

on the mountains; besides immense numbers of rabbits and
hares but the pine nuts are their main dependence— the staff
of hfe, their bread. —San Francisco Bulletin.
:

Tkdmansbubq Pouxtbv Suovr.—Trumarisburg,

this class

1st

and 3d premiums and

stiff,

awl-shaped

fasicles.

When examined

closely

|

all

A

specials.

few

:

A

large number of entries.
large and handsome exhibit of
buff Cochins, by Mr. James Brooks, of Trumansburg, attracted attention,
The white crested, black and white and
spangled Polish were also a splendid lot. In this class, Mr.
Amos O. Day, of Ithaca, won 1st and 3d and all the specials.
Of Plymouth Bocks there was a large number, too numerous
to specify the exhibitors.
The display was a credit to them
all, however.
The number of entries of Houdans, black
Spanish, Hamburgs, Javas aud Creve Cceur was small, but,
the specimens were first-class. There were also a few coops
of White and brown Leghorns, line birds.
It seems invidious
to particularize where there was so much excellence, aid to a
lover of fancy poultry the exhibition must have been a treat
indeed.
The amount of regular premiums offered by he association was §357, and the citizens of Truman:
friends of the society contributed in special premie
more, making in all a total of §409.
Sassaous.
l

i

and

jfachtiitg

i

these rounded needles seem inclined to be two-leaved, hut, they
are mostly held firmly together, as if to guard against evapo
ration. The bark on the older sections is nearly black, so that
the boles and branches are clearly traced against the
gray of the mountains on which they delight to dwell.
The value of this species fa Nevada is not easily overesti
mated. It furnishes fuel, Charcoal, and timber for the mines,
and together with the enduring juniper, so generally associaten with it, supplies the ranches with abundance of firewood
and fencing. Many a square mile has already been denuded
in supplying these demands, but so great is the area covered by
it, no appreciable loss has as yet been sustained.
It is pretty
generally known that this tree yields edible nuts, but their importance and excellence as human food is infinitely greater
than is supposed. In fruitful seasons like this one, the pine
nut crop of Nevada is perhaps greater thau the entire wheat
crop of California, concerning which so much is said and
felt throughout the food markets of the world.
The Indians
alone appreciate this portion of nature's bounty, and celebrate
the harvest home with dancing and feasting. The coues,
which are a bright grass-gr.en iu color and about two inches
long by one and a half in diameter, are beaten off with poles
just before the scales open, gathered in heaps of several
bushels, and lightly scorched by burning a thin covering of
brushwood over them. The rosin with which the cones are be
draggled is thus burned off, the auts slightly roasted, and the
scales made to open.
Then they are allowed to dryin the
sun, after which the nuts are easily threshed out and are
ready to be stored away, They ace 'about, half an inch long
by a quarter of an inch in diameter, pointed at the upper end,
rounded at the base, light brown iu general color, and hand
somcly dotted with purple, like birds' eggs. The shells are
thin, and may be crushed between the thumb and finger.
The keruelB are white and waxy-looking, becoming browii by
roasting, sweet and delicious to every palate, and are eaten by

F,,

coops of dark Brahmas were shown, but a fine lot, Messrs. G.
W. Chidsey, F. F. Preston and John Fall by being the exhibitors.
In white Cochins the display was remarkably line a

;

in

iV.

Jan. 15. Editor Forest and, Stream : In accordance with
the advertised programme, the Union Poultry and Pet Stock
Association opened its annual exhibition in Opera Hall, on
Wednesday, Jan. 1st. The number of entries was much
larger than had been even hoped for.
The display of JJautam fowls and fancy pigeons was remarkably tine, the number of entries being larger than is usual outside of the great
cities.
Of game fowls there were fifty coops, twenty-five of
them being exhibited by one man, Mr. John Harmeston, of
Trumahsburg. The K. B. red games were a very choice lot.
Every variety of games was shown, and the whole display
very excellent, exceeding in number any other class on exhibition.
Ducks and geese were largely represented, among
them a fine lot of Pekin ducks. The light Brahmas were a
splendid collection, Mr. F. F. Preston, of Candon, winning in

flouting.

YACHTING NEWS.
Florida VAonr CtUB.

—

The Florida Yacht Club of Jackreception hop to the Commodore
15.
The gathering was a very
sociable one, and the oeea -ion a most agreeable one.
sonville,

fla.,

held

a

Wednesday evening, January

Lb Yacht.— Our esteemed French contemporary Le. Yacht
has come out in a new dress for its second year and has bean.
enlarged Irom eight to twelve pages.
Wo congratulate its
is&nterprlng staff upon their success in the past, and hope they
will not weary of the worthy atlempt tliey'are making to
popularize and raise to a higher standard the sport in Franco.
Warwick (R. I.) Yacht Club. The following officers
have been elected for 1879 i Com., Andrew Robeson; VieeCom., Fred. P. Sands; Reac-Com,, John K. II. Nightingale;
Treas., W. C. Rhodes;
Bee, Howard L. Clark
Meas.,'
James N. liar!
Regatta Committee, S. (J. BlOdgett, Jr
YV
G.Koelker, H. 0. Allan, C. V. Chapin, E. O. Earned and W.
C. Rhodes.
The SHAnriE, E. Q Tatlob.—
are all mortal, and
compositors sometimes too much so. They made
pi
respondent, "O. ,1. R.," say the sharpie Tayt
had no centre-board, when it should have been to centreboards, one forward and the other abaft of the caoin
leaving the room below entirely clear.
Her foremast is 35it,

—

;

'

r

,•

We

Gin. long.

Yacht BUILDING
tle

CM

building going on

in

—

Boston. There is comparatively litthe neighborhood of iNew York, and

a pleasing contrast lo the dullness reigning hen; is nff, .rdeii by
the activity among the builders in Boston and neigh u Hi a
Lawley Ss (ion, of that city, are finishing the two schoo&egg

before noticed in these columns.
Pierce Bros, have
in hand, both for Mr. Burgess, out of Hi, an a keel feloop.
Smith, of South Boston, is geltiug out the plans for a schooner for Mr. John Ward, of the Bos
... and other
builders have a fair amount of work on hand,
Boston may
claim to have taken the lead Bona New York in the matter Of

Corinthian cratt aud sailors.

—

FOREST AND ISTREAM*
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—We

San Francisco Yacht Club.
learn -with pleasure
thai the prospects of thiB club tire exceedingly bright fur the
coming season. The new club-house tit, Sauoeliio has served
to unite the bonds of friendship and rivalry closer than before, and the influence of the club is being felt in the community. The books show 110 members and a tine fleet of
v.-ssels.
Eight schooners—the Cousins. 7.1ft. long; Minute.,
03ft,.; Azaline, 69ft ; Freda, SOft.
CommMo, 59ft. Bin.: I'earl,
Virgin., 82ft., and
53ft
Five sloops—
Lotty, 17ft. Oin.
Startled town, 15ft. Emerald, 47ft; General Morgan, 40ft.;
Sappho, 40ft.; Ariel, 111 ft. din., and Mist.
Two yawls—
Frolic and Enid, and three steamers. For the coming season,
we believe, a number Of the sloops will change to the
yawl rig, which has given so much satisfaction in the West.
The club-book is an example of completeness, and can be followed to advantage in its make-up by many organizations of
the East. Besides giving the usual matter relating to constitution, by-laws, sailing regulations, etc., the book furnishes
the addresses of the officers, the prevailing winds in San FranCisco Bay, their force and velocity for a number of years
back, the tides and currents, distances, and a chart of the
bay and regatta course. Mr. ( hailes G. Yale, the secretary
of the club, deserves the thanks of the members for his efforts in compiling a book which is a credit to the club.

be governed by amount of sheer on the boat's bottom. Big to be
of tho triangular or leg-of mutton typo, and consists of foremlBt
nd mainmast, dressed tapering, from full size at deck to 2>£in.
diamoter at head. Foremast should be stepped as near to stem as
possible. MainmaBt 12ft. aft of foremast, the mainmast somehat tho shorter, thus reversing the uauol schooner rig. The
sails are bent without boom, but with a sprit, which is stretched
i

;

ss

;

9ft.

;

Width of

foresail, lift.

do. mainsail,

;

descriptive of the cheapest kind of boat that

is

will be governed by local wagOB and cost of
and will build and rig complete such boats, or
first-class workmanship and material, for one-half the ptice of
ordinary boats, or sharpies of superior make and model, any Bize,
at proportionate rates.
This boat is just what is wanted for coast
cruising and sporting, and is well adapted to carrying a oabin if
desired. Although she is only locaUy well known, I am so confident of her future popularity that I intend making her construction a specialty. The sharpie is exceedingly graceful, regarded
from any position, and I can hardly imagine a prettier sight than
a fleet of them under way, with their Blender triangular sails cutting
clearly against the sky, and their fine hulls gliding swiftly while
leaving scarce a ripple to tell where they were but an iDBtant
Thoscas Clapham.
before.

—

;

her coat

I can

of additional yachts, their dimensions, builders, owners,

Editor Forest amd Stream
If I remember Tightly the
:

invaluable.

the fourth annual meeting
of the Quaker City Yacht Club, of Philadelphia, held Jan. 8,
the following officers were elected for the year: Commodore,
A. F. Bancroft.
Vice-Oorninodore, Paul Klotz Rear Commodore, Charles B. Alagee; President, William Post Seeretary, Charles S. Sal in; Treasurer, Robert Baird
Assistant
Secretary, J. f. Baughman Measurer, John B. Vanderslice
:

;

;

j

Regatta Committee, L. Coleman,

It. P. Thontp on, John McAlex. Wood, John MeOormick, J. H.
Membership Committee, A. F, Bancroft,
Robert Baird and John F. Loew. The club possesses eight

Trustees,

;

Coleman

;

firatckss sloops averaging 40ft. long, five second class sloops
averaging SOfc, and three fourth-class 25ft. long.
number
of additions are in prospect this season and a good programme
of races is proposed.
We congratulate the club upon the acquisition of true Corinthians for Commodore and Vice-Commodore. Their influence will be felt in the future of the
Club.

A

—

"

:

—

The forward deck extends
to

A

taken in hand, but will be kept separate

from the petition relating to sailing yachts.
The club
book of the Seawauhakas has also been revised, and the
changes to the constitution, etc., will be called up by Mr.
Robt. Centre for action at the nest regular meeting

THE SHARPIE.
I.,

Jan. 11, 1879,

'

Editor Foeest and Stream
As there appears to be much interest excited concerning the
sharpie, I think that perhaps a few lines, showing just what she
a and how much she will cost, may be acceptable to some of yonr
readers who have never aeen, or who having seen, passed her by
with ihe average yachtsman 'b
if she happened to bo anchored
contempt for anything differing from his type of boat. The simplest form of sharpie is a eharp-bowed, flat-bottomed boat, built
by nailing two planks, which form her Bides, to a plumb stem at
the one end, and to a single piece of hardwood plank at the other.
The Bides are sprung around a temporary midship section, which
is to remain in place until her thwarts are in and bottom plank:

—

ing secured,

the

latter are simply nailed athwart ship to the

lower edge of the boards which form her sides. She should have
soma inches flare amidship which flare should be carried aft to
the stern, and her bottom should be eloped up aft from amidship,
bo that she will leave the,wator easily. She may be decked over
to suit her owner'B taBte, and her sheer out to suit his eye. She
has no keel or ekag of any kind. Her rudder is made from a single
plank of an elliptic shape, hang on an iron rudder-post which
passes up through her stein. The rudder should be so hung that
,

about one-third of

its

area

is

in front of, and two-thirda of

it

aft

Such a boat should be 30m. in height at
Stem, 20iu. in height amidship, and carry a graceful sheer her entire length.
Beam amidship, 5ft. on deck, 4ft. 3in. at bottom.
of the iron post or axle.

suit the eye.
These figures are for a boat 20ft.
Centreboard at least 7ft. long by 3ft. wide. No posi
aft oan be assigned the centreboard, as its plaoe will

Width at stern to
In length.
tion fore

and

receive

the

case,

to within

a foot of the centreboard,

and has a mast-hole

for using

is

notched

a sail in

heavy weather. It also affords a convenient step to get up from
the bottom to the deok.
The after end is docked some three or four foet, and the intervening space has a washboard Tin. to 9in. wide, with a combing
rising two or three inches above, the whole opening being trimmeu
out to an oval form. About a foot from the after end of the centreboard the mainmast steps, through a very strong thwart, well
seoured and supported at tho ends. The rudder is of peculiar
form; known by some as the balanced rudder. The stock ia of
round iron or steel, paoaiug through a tube flanged at one end to
the deck, aud at the other to the bottom, so as to be tight split
and spread below to receive a plank from 41 1. to 6ft. long, and 12iu.
to 15in. wide, shaped off on the forward end, which extends
some 12in. to 18m. by tho stook, so aa to olear the bottom, and
rounded on the lower edge to prevent oatohing. Tne stock is geueially made of sufficient length to allow the rudder to be towered
aome in a sea-way, giving a better hotd. Tho head of the stock is
The
squared to receive a corresponding socket on the tiller.
usual style of rig ia with two leg-of-mutton Bails. The foremast
is Bot as near the stem as possible, and for racing the sail is cut
so as to reach several feet abaft the mainmast, the after corner
being cut off and a short spar called a chub extending from the
leach to the foot. This is done to increase the sail without adding
The booms are not attached to the foot of the
to the height,
sails, but croaa from the clew to aft on the mast about rive feet
The
up and are ehoved.out by a light purchase at the mast.
;

lar petition praying for relief from certain steamboat laws
which bear heavily upon the owners of steam-yachts. This

Bosiiw, L.

to

;

tho intervening spicit being Ailed by a thwart, which

lence were passed respecting the death of Mr. Fred. G. F ster,
an old and respected member. The flag officers' committee
reported concerning the changes in the Revenue Laws to be
asked at the hands of Congress and the Secretary of the
Treasury. The draft of an application to this end was read
circular letter will shortly be
and approved by the club.
addressed to all the yacht clubs in the United States and their
signatures to the petition solicited. As the committee has
been to a great deal of pains in compiling the grievances of
yachtsmen in the form to be presented, we trust that a prompt
compliance Willi their circular will be tendered on the part of
all, as they will be benefited by the modifications proposed.
Extra meetings should be called if necessary, for the movement is one in the right direction and concerns owners of
The same committee was requested
small craft in particular.
upon motion of Mr. It. G. l-it.uyvcsant to incorporate a simi-

•

came

;

;

now be

for hia health,

;

SEiWiSHAi'A Onus. The seventh annual meeting of the
Seawanhaka Y. C, of Oyster Bay, was held at Delmonico's
in this city, Jan. 5.
The attendance was large and the
treasurer's report exceedingly satisfactory, showing a surplus
of $1,250 cash on hand.
The club has bad many members
and yachts added to its lists last, year, and now ranks among
the strongest and most progressive in the country. The following are the officers elected for 1879
Commodore, S. J.
Colgate, schooner Idler ; Vice-Commodore, O. E. Cromwell,
schooner Eddie
Bear Commodore, Walter L. Suydam,
sloop Cygnet; 'treasurer, W. B. Snnonds; Secretary, Chas.
H. Grundy; Measurer, A. Carey Smith. Chaplains William Irving, D. D., and Geo. B Vandewater, D. D.
Regatta Committee—Mr. Roosevelt Schuyler, James II. Elliott,
C. Wylls Betis, II. de F. Weeks and Louis P. Bayard.
Law
Committee— John A. Weeks, Gerard Beekman and James M.
Varnum. House Committee— William Foulke, Jr., Francis
De Luze and Thomas S. Young, Jr. Resolutions of condo-

matter will

sharpie w&8 built by a Mr.

Vermont

H, and took the Grove House at Five Mile Point. By some
happy accident he hit upon very nearly the right shape, and, her
cheapness and excellence being at once apparent, he had many
imitators, aud now they are abont the only boat used by Fair
Haven oyatermen. They have many peculiarities, both of build
and rig, and differ much in handling from auy other boat that I
have ever used. Then: name was evidently. given from the form
of the bow, which is upright and very sharp. The dimensions
moBt in use now are: Length, 33 to 35ft.; breadth, about 5ft. 9in.
depth amidships, abont 24m. at the stem,
to Oft. on the bottom
30in,; and 12in. perpendicularly at the stern.
The stemiB a solid
piece of oak, sometimes as much as 15in. wide, fore and aft, and
The lower end is made thinBin., or even sin., thick at the top.
ner aud sharper, ao as to give a little flare to the sides. Those
are usually made of wide plank pieced up at the bow aud atern to
get the required sheer. Through the first third of the length the
liaro is increased as rapidly aa possible, to 3>£in. to 1ft. of amidship, and more g'-adually toward tho stern, where it is about 4in.
to ltt.
Of course the flare of the sides, combined with the bend,
the
gives a considerable round fore and aft to the bottom
neglect of which fHot, by unaccustomed builders, has caused many
failures through tho exoesBive rouudueaa given by shaping the
lower edge wrong.
Tue atern fa BometimeB square, at others round. When square
it is set with a great rake, not less than 45 deg.; when round it is
nearly upright, and becomes quite light by bemg carried further
out by the curve. The ceutreboard is long, and, as the boat is
narrow, should como above the top io get the needed surface.
.\.

;

Sturk, L.

first

Taylor, a carpenter, who, leaving

;

Cormick

needed being usually a layer of bricks

of the foresail beiug necessarily cut high gives

more height of cabin

We

;

in

New Haven to venture out.
Many think that flat boats are unaeaworthy.

columns as
mand.

reliable parlies

;

sail

who

15.

who

advertise in our

on de-

will fnrnish particulars

ROUGH-WEATHER YACHTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Through the courtesy of your columns I nirh to gratify the request of people interested in deep-water Failing as to why the

match between Gael and Sunbeam is not to take place. In tho
first place it will be necessary to go back to our first trial, and get
the minute facts of the speed of both boats. Before wo go into
such explanation it might be well to state what we are willing to
admit, and atick to what we believe. Our oft-repeated arguments
in (Sunbeam's favor arc that going to windward in any water wa
are a match for Gael, but aha being 4ft. longer on the water line,
would probably run away from us. Under some circumstancea

we are willing to admit that she can outran us, but going to windward she cannot touch one side of Sunbeam. Soma of her hackers
stand ready, aud have admitted that they think ua the best bout
of the two in a rough time, and from what we aaw in Capt. Weston's'
outside race, under tho auspices of tho Dorahestet Grab this Ootober, we think so ourselves.
Aa poor a speeimeu of a sea-going
never heeled her aide to a sea or reaped such u, failure. Sh
a
was drowned out, and did not go over the course, aud yet her admirers ventured to pit her against one of tho best sea-going
boats in Boston bay. Why did they do so, unless, as iheir actions
speak, they knew the race would never be sailed ? Why did they
craft

pot Sunbeam's folks to the expense of lOBing time and money in
making preparations for such a race, when they never even put in
an appearance on the second day, the day appointed by the judges?
Sueh aotion alone in sporting ciroloa would canao them the loaB of
the stakes. In the first place we never cared for money, but oonsidered the hard-earned reputation of our Hide, orafl enough incentive tocall any yacht of her dimensions out for a trial
.

inerita.

Now

Wednesday, Oct. 2 was
die appointed day, and 9 o'clock a. m. lha hour for both boats to
meet. A few minutes paat the time found Sunbeam hitohed to
tho pilot boat's mooring off Boston Light. Iu a short half hour
Qael bore down iu company with Bteam tug Dolphin.
According
to the rules of our race we must go to leeward to start, aud as the
wind was southwest, the judges concluded to log off the course by
a patent log on board the Dolphin. This was certainly an error
on the part of the judges, as it proved tho longest ten miles that
ever was sailed. On board our boat waa a practical navigator who
laid out the course on the chart in a proper manner, and when the
bearings bore right by compass wo hove to, and waited to hear
from the judges, they having stopped the tug. In a abort time
the cutter Enterprise shot across our atom with the word to " go
for our first trial outside the light.

about four miles further northeaet." When we arrived at the
place the judges decided to start us. We were to have three short
whistles to prepare, aud two long ones to start. Some little delay

was caused in getting tliB flag buoy in poaition. As the wind wsb
not over four knots, we were in a quandery about starting ; but
as we had decided to go If the j udgea ruled so we were ready
when they gave us the signal. To ua it was an anxious period of
,

and tho race one never to be forgotten. On the results of
the trial, perhaps, would rest the reputation of our floating friend.
Wo had beaten our opponent in three lair trials, and were to luae
lime,

all

or gain another triumph.

Shortly arter 12

si.

we

got too sigpa]

and Sunbeam orossed tho line, standing up to hci woik
Two and a half minutes later Qael at
looking easy and saucy, and giving us to understand that we must
work to win. Wo tacked to the northward and westward, Gael
to start,

in splendid style.

going to the southward.

When

she tacked we tacked

;

then wa

found the work Sunbeam waa doing.

In that one bitch wa had
the distance we had on the start. We outpointed and out-aailcd her for nine miles of the ten to windwaid,
and bnt for a favored slant that 9ael got to the southward, ths

Every oue that witnessed tho
would have been different.
we were doing tho best work, and had the raoe
way,- but how futile one's efforts when Providonce ruled
otherwise. Gradually the wind died away, until we lay almoat beIn a short time our attention was called to Quel.
oalmed.
By
the glass wa could see she was getting qnito a breeze from tha
southward. She now was heading almost at right augtes from ua,
and perceptibly leaving us. In has than five minutes she tacked
result

our

own

across ua, and

we plainly aaw defeat staring us in the face. For
almost nine of the ten miles to windward we had badly beaten her,
Gael rounded the buoy first,
and now to lose by a shift of wind
and set her huge studding-sail tanning before the wind. Throe
!

It is a

great mis-

and must be hove to,
the flat one yielding more readily to tho blow of the sea, flies off
to leeward aud is dry, while the deep one, being held faBt by the
bottom, receives tho full force of it, rolls deeper and is wetter.
And when worst comes to worst, and both muBt go ashore, the
flat one, if crowded with head salt, is much more fikely to maka a
safe landing . In view of their many advantages it seems strange
For
that their use has not more widely and rapidly extended.
for the workman, standing on
tonging oysters they are perfeot
coamings
supporting
his
legs,
stands
the flat bottom, with the

take when no boat can any longer carry

in fair Haven.

refer readers also to the builders

race conceded that

that harbor and rescued the crew of a schooner wrecked there during a heavy gale, when neither a smack nor a tug could be found

for

without getting accurate drawings. If any definite information
as to details ia desired, the best source ia Mr. Geo. Graves, the

most experienced builder

audden easing of the holm slews the stern so swiftly

ment and action in the sailor, but when well handled no boats
abler. They go out in all weathers, and have carried racing sailB
in Long Ialand Sound when the coasters were reefed and on
occasion, at least, a sharpie went from Brauford to tho reef off

room

usually attained in other boats, and
as to bo useful.
Their draught of

I

made over double

as to take in water before the boat rights up in answer to relief
from pressure. Of course such boats require quickness of judge-

is

The chief objection ia that hey are unsafe in unskillful hands
They Bail, like all narrow boats, on the side when it blows, ami
though very fast when properly built, they are never successful in
the hands of amateur builders.
No one shoul.l venture to build

Their
mainsail of course extends several feet over tho stern.
management is very different from that of a oat boat, resembling
that of a racing boat with large jib. Being narrow they are rather
crank and in fresh breezes must be eaBed by slacking tho fore
sheet, as too

thai:

every iuch is of such form
water is so light that they can go anywhere, not exceeding 9ro. for
a 35ft. boat. Owing to their flatness, too, it is scarcely possible
to injure them by pounding on the sand, ne the water forma a
cushion. TheBe advantages will bo duly appreciated by all who
have cruised in the shallow waters of the Sound.

THE SHARPIE.

Quakeb City Yacht Club.— At

M paving atones.

ballast is

The clow

DERIVATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF

etc., and the classification accorded them.
"Lloyd's Yacht
Register" should receive better support from American
yachtsmen than accorded it. Its influence upon yacht construction can only be beneficial, white as a hook of reference
it is

to mast.

Tho foregoing
be built

material.

Lloyd's Yacht Register, The third supplement has just
been issued to " Lloyd's Sacht Register." It includes a long
list

from sheet

erect, and can relieve himself of much weight by drawing his tongB
over the side.
Their coat is less than any other boat of the same capacity.
All the space inside is available for yachting purposes, what little

we rounded Point Allerton buoy, and boi
If wa could now hold our own we were sure of the prize,
kites.
provided the race was a five-knot breeze. The water was smooth
minutes

later

Gael was in her element.
She ragged on
we did the Bame, and a prettier sight
never was witnessed. Both boats were smothered in canvas and
going like birds. The wind kept freshening as we neared the goal,
but we gradually saw Gail leayiug ua. Bhe beat us on the run a
Her time waa 8m. 13a. better than ours. She
little lsss than 3m.
had to allow for difference in size 7m. 80s., which left lzn. lis.
as a mill-pond, and

everything Bhe could, and

o

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
her favor for a twenty-mile course but as our chartB may not be
right, ami we not so learned as some otherB, we had nothing to do
As Gad's
but submit to an injustice— an error of judgment.
actual time was 5h. 55s. and the actual sailing distance 25 miles,
We
she was 55s. too slow, and the judges decided "No race."
argued that the day was not what was called for, and would like
;

have oftou tested the very problem " Hnrd-a-lee" suggests, and
answer bis conundrum aa to how the lht-bottom behaves and
as 1 am spared to write this, it is presumable that my craft never
illustrated his fear lha! the might bounce up, by reason of her
buoyancy, and Hop over. Our " broad flats'' have no such unseemly habits, are not given to suoh gymnastic performances on
the contrary, by reason of their buoyancy, are bke corks, lively,
and come what may, in the way of a Bea, they can always be found
on top, instead of "sounding." They are safe, for the reason
that they recede from a Bea more rapidly than a deep boat, and
,ny boat that will "give way" to a sea is always acoounted by old
They are not aa likely to " trip" as a
sailors as a good Bea boat.
deep boat, inasmuch as the line of immersion is never below tho
moving surface of water there is nothing for the sea to get hold
" Hard-a-lee" says he is
of to cause that unpleasant little caper.
not convinced that scows, although good for San Francisco Bay,
would be a success in the English Channel. Who said they would
be ?
And yet thoy go outside and cruise on our coast, which is
quite as rough, certainly, as our Eastern coast, and do not lay to
any oftener or sooner than the sharp-bottomed schooners that
cruise in company. I might ask what kind of a figure his English
cutter would cut on a Jersey mud flat, or along the Sound harbors
at low tide. Ho would have a delightful night's rest with his boat
at the angle she would present.
Hard-a-leo" may have had a
boat that walloped about in a seaway, but that fact, coupled with
16ft. beam, doea not necessarily imply that it was the fault of the
beam, but more likely the result of a bad model. I have seen deep
and narrow boats that did the same thing, and for the same reason—! e., bad model. The model has quite as much to do with
a boat's ease in a seaway as anything else.
As to the argument
offered that the Mohawk carried away her bobstay, that accident
is likely to happen to any craft, sharp or flat, and either would do
I

oari

,

the stipulations six knots or

were

By

altered.

more

;

so on agreement the articles

roquest of the referee we decided to waive our
and if Ihe nest time wo started the

we would willingly go
to leeward and beat back to suit referee.
As Gael's folks had
drummed this all the time for their own advantage, we hung off,
and asserted our claims but when it began to breed discussion in
our judges' circle, wo concluded to keep harmony in the ranks
first,

;

even at a loss to ourselves.

"Tuesday, Oct. 14; same time and place," was the word sent in
by the judges for a second trial. We left our mooring with hardly
steerage way on to got to our destination, but the ease looked
almost hopeless. The indications were, a breeze to the southward;
but whether we should get it early enough for the race patient
waiting only would disclose.
Tile steamer Psyche hove in sight with the sailing master of the
Gael on board he proceeded np along side the judges' boat, the
What the sailing
cutter Enterprise, and entered into a parley.
master said wo did not know. The j udges came on board of us and
we asked where the Gael was (this was off City Point, South Boston,) and they told us " she lay at her moorings, East Boston. We
asked if they intended to put in an appearance, but could get no
definite answer.
They showed plain signs of backing out and, as
they had the ear of the judges, we made up our minds we should
not only not handle their money, but would never see the stakes.
We offered them if they would go to the appointed place— "Boston Light"— to sail them for some prize to pay for going down.
Sail her in any wind or water for the ciHail for fun or marbles.
gala, or a dinner, and let the other matter rest until we could get

;

;

request,

Sunbeam, or the rough water, or both ? Why
did she challenge us and put us to the expense and loss of time ?
She never made an appearance the day appointed by the judges
Under the circumstances who was entitled to the prize? In our
first trial her Jrienda made a great noise and she was presented
We never would have accepted such a
with a consolation prize.
The Sunbeam has earned all her prizes, and wants no
thiug.
Our race will never come off beoause they decided (from
others.
alio afraid of the

-

former trials) that our claim to being the fastest boat to windHedge.
ward is jttafc and they backed out at last.
Sunbeam's skipper certainly makes out a strong statement
in bis yacht's favor and it will now be in order for Gael and
the judges to render an accounting.

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS.
Sax Francisco,
Editob Fobest and Stkeam

Oal., Dec. 20. 1878.

:

on Corinthian yachts in
such valued
i:
pro and con_
arguments
and
after
the
IIard-a-lee,"
authority as
on the question of model and rig have been digested, and the
various good and objectionable points of the "broad flats" and
I

am gratified

the Forest

to see that the discussion

AND Stream has brought

to tho surface

"narrow deeps" duly set forth, the Corinthian contemplating
building a boat can come to an intelligent conclusion, pay his
I feel "constrained," however,
money, and take his choice.
before abandoning the field, to take up some of the theories advanced by " Hard-a-lee" on the question. I will endeavor to obtain the work he refers to ("Down Channel"), and see if the experience of the author can oarry conviction to my mind on the
superiority of the narrow deep cutter in a gale of wind over the
"broad flat," having seen some rough weather myself in the
latter craft.

a vast difference between a boat "lying to"
and under way in rough water. It is quite true his outter may
have proved herself au excellent sea boat under such cireumstanooa, inasmuch as nho was making no perceptible headway,
constantly receding from the coming
lint on the contrary, was
wave and therefore leas liable to "dive" into it. Again, it is
pretty generally the case that boats are modeled and built to suit
the waters wherein they are used, and as the English Channel,
is

acoording to my limited experience, confined to crossing it in
mail packets, is almost as turbulent and uneasy a Bheet of water
as I wish to boo, and as yachting in England must almost entirely
be done in rough water, John Bull has followed in the footsteps of

and built his boats according to the ancient theory
was good euough for his grandfather was good enough
but as we oannot very well bring tho English Channel
over to our yachts for a trial of their sea-going qualities, and none
In
of ours have been tried there, the comparison loses force.
his fathers,

that what

for

him

Tin-Coated Shot.— A look through Capt. Bogardus' shot
guu at the conclusion would have delighted any old gunner
who has known what it is to have the gun badly leaded, and
has experienced something of the rubbing and scrubbing process of cleaning.
The shot used by Capt. Bogardus was the
tin-coated shot of the Leroy Shot and Lead Manufacturing
Company, 2G3 Water street, N. Y., and by his direction no
cleaning of the inside of the barrels was attempted. They
were inspected, but beyond a few specks of powder duBt,
they were clean at each change, and the duty of his assistant
was confined to cooling the barrels. The trial was a complete
success for the Leroy Company, and Ihis with the other advantages granted to "tin-coated shot should make it a favorite
everywhere.

— ,«

;

building a yacht for Corinthian sailing, we necessarily consult
the oharacter of the water and navigation where she is to be used.

While the ambitious yachtsman can by a little effort find water
quite rough enough to satisfy him at times by cruising outside of
Saudy Hook, he, as a general thing, has no great call to poke his
but should he venture out, as I have often done,
nose into it
;

«

Bhxuhd Championship.—The Grand
Tournament

is

now

in progress at

World's Billiard
Institute, this city

Cooper

fiinw of

(JUshess.

Notice.— Chess exchanges, communications and solutions shonld be
addressed " Chess Editor FOkkst ani> Stbbam, P. O. box 54, VVolcottville, Conn."

Problem No. 40.
Motto

A Long Look Ahead.

:

what tho Mohawk did.
Take " Hard-a-lee'a" dimensions as his idea of a properly proboat—36ft. keel, 45 over all, 6 to 6)4 deep, 12lt. Din. ex
treme beam and I presumably start out with him in my craft—
of same length, but 14.6 beam, Gin. deadrise, i% deep. He will
draw 5ft.
my boat will draw about 2. 9 or 3ft. I will have an
equal amouut of freeboard my cabin will be 1ft. 9in., and consequently more roomy and comfortable, for a foot in cabin width is
liko that proverbial inch on a man's nose— counts up amazingly.
Wo get out into the Sound with a spanking breeze, and while my
craft stands squarely on her bottom, and the decanter and glasses
stand safely on the table, " Hard-a-lee's" craft is over on
side, and uulosa tho crockery has been secured, baa gone to general
destruction. I "heel" over six inches, perhaps, while his lee riging is scooping up the water, bis freeboard is unusable, and his
By virtue of standing up my
side becomes the sailing model.
centreboard is much more effective, and my boat is holding a better
course. Bye and bve "Hard-a-lee" must reef. I go along, carrying all sail comfortably. We reach Bridgeport, and run in for a

just

portioned

;

;

j

B

harbor for the night, as the weather looks a little nasty. 1 run
"Hard-a-lee" must drop bis
close to tho wharf, and anohor.
anchor a much longer distance off or if he runs in with me to b<
sociable, and the tide goes out in the night, I hear a sudden kerchunk as I lay snug in my wide berth, accompanied by a jingling
of smashed crockery and smothered imprecations on the cook who
omitted to stow it away. "Hard-a-lee" passes a miserable night,
trying to sleep on tho ragged edge, bis boat lying down on her side.
In the morning we turn out fresh and ready for a start, with a fail
wiud, but we must wait for two hours for the incoming tide to float
off " Hard-a-lee" from tho mud, most of which time he is consuming in the effort to get breakfast under diifisultioa, unless I take
compassion on him, and invite him aboard the " broad flat" ae
act of humanity and so we go. And so we mentally compare
different degrees of comfort all the cruise, "Hard-a-lee" stubbornly
refusing to admit that his sharp bottom, much deadrise, and
cranny craft ia one whit inferior to ours. Finally, we strike rough
We keep right
water, where be has been wanting to catch us.
along with him, taking no more water on board tbau he does,
there
and
if
to
we are— very
we have
"lay to,"
going just as faat,
buoyant, very dry and very comfortable. Now, where has he
;

White

and give mate

In three

moves.

30.

:

FKOBLBM NO.

Game

Game No. 9l>.— SCOTCH GAMBIT.
Toarney between Don
and Mr. E. H. Heath, of England

,

White.
Heath.

Rogers.

3-P-Q4

4— 13-UB4
5— Castles
B— P-Q B3

01)

10—S-K Kr,5
It— Q Kt q-i

K

K

13-Q Kt

I

0-Q-K2
10—Kt-K B2
11— Castlca

P

15— Q.Q3

B
17-Q-KB6 01)
lij-p

17-IMC K5(B)
15-B tks B ID
1(1— B-K 135

20-Q Q
21— K-R

tics

14-0.-Q3

I

5— P-R3 (i>)
6-P Q« <o)
7— B y Kt3
8—P-Q 113

(a)

7-F-y Kr4

S— P.O. E4
9— Q-Q Kt3

Black.

Rogers,

13-P-K5 (
!l4— KtlksKt
15— R tks P
hi-B tks Kt

1-P-K4
2-Kt-Q U3
3— P tfcl P
4-B-Q 84

2-Kt-K. B3

C. Rogers, of

White.
Heath.

Black.

1— P-K4

12-0,

37.

In the International

Detroit, Mich,

;

advantage ? Not in speed, not in safety, not ir stability, and
tainly not in comfort and if he is a sensible man, he will mentally
resolve that, when he gets back, if Jones still admires his boat,
and expresses a wild desire to purchase, he will oblige Jones, for
Jones is a good fellow, and he would like to see him have a good
boat. The next thing you hear of ''Hard-a-lee" he is building

to play

solutions to pkoblems—no.
Three solutions Q-BJ, Q-K7 and the anther's.

tK.-f

JS-tl H.s

lit (J)

19— K R K (k)
20— B tks B P ch
21— Q tks Q
22— P-Q7

(I)

22-RtkaQ,

White tcsigueu.

12-B-K3

(e)

;

a

new

boat, with ISin.

more beam and

loss deadrise.

Now,

t

poae " Hard-a-lee" had started off in your blarsted English cutter,
with its V shaped bottom and tape-worm dimensions, how far
would he have got, aud what would bis chances of Heaven be after
the amount of fearful imprecations it would call forth ? He would
leave her stuck in the mud at Bridgeport, and go home by rail,
damning Corinthian yachting as a fraud and a failure.
In using tho term " broad flat" I do not intend to imply that I
advocate a scow bottom on the contrary, I give my boat a sharp
entrance, a moderately hollow hue below water, and a corresponding run, but retain all the floor possible. I will concede even 12in.

notes.
(«)
(10

deadrise, inatead of

G,

knuckle, so as to get

timbors can bo

but carry my breadth well out, with a sharp
the bearings I can. The midship floor
perfectly straight, as I avoid anything

all

Castling at thestli

Is

decidedly inferior to
at this point,

P QB3 or Kt-Kl5k

B-K Kto

disaster.

(0 This
(j)

move

Black

He h-is hardly anything else
pursuing his advantage.

is forced.

is skillfully

let r„

The

strongest move.
(() Although B.Iks B P ch looks promising, It would he of no avail.
White's best move at this juncture would have been Q-Kt, bat even
this would not have saved the game.— Hartford Times.
(k)

made

approximating to a round or barrel bottom, in which there is no
Above water she can be made as graceful and presentstability.
able as any other model. A good sheer makes her dry, and raises
her bowsprit above tho plunging mark in fact, it will seldom go
under, and not as often as the stub straight spar of a cutter. And
my bowsprit is on a line with the sheer of my forward deck, and
not " braced down" on a curve to pick up every sea, acoording lo
the accepted style of your Eastern small craft, and some large
;

Game No. ST.— ODDS Q R -REMOVE WHITE'S Q R.
Another specimen of Australian chess
Black.
White.
White
Rlaelc.
A. J. Loughton.
H. Charliek.
A. J. Longhton.
H. Cbarllok.
C-B-Q B4
1-P-IC4
1— P-K4
B-P.Q4 (c)
2—P tks P
7-Q-U3
2— P-Q4
T—Bika p
9—B-K Ktr.
S— y-Q Kt3 (d)
&_Kt- K B3 (a) S—B-Ktfi ok (b)
'""
4-PtKaP
White lorced
4-P-QB3
three
6— 13-B4
.— P tKS P
moves (e)
:

—

ones, too, for that matter.
I have a friend, a thorough yachtsman, possessing skill and

has promised to make
illustrate our styles of

notes
(a)

and tho worthy Secretary of our
yacht club. Charles G. Tale, Es.p, will try to find time from his
arduous editorial duties to get up some diagrams and sketches of
the modified "dandy rig," aa adopted by the yachts of the San
Frauoiaoo Xacht Club, all of which will bo forwarded to tho Fobest
crafts,

STBitAji as aoon ae the aforesaid proverbially procrastinating

2—B-Q3

offers

am

Badly deficient in unfortunatly,) who
a aeries of outline drawings that will fully

talent for drawing (that I

an»

move

Of course. The correct play.
Although this move is often made

la nonsldered better.
(rf) This jooks formidable, but Black neatly parries the attack.
(t) Should have taken Q P with B, and then White has an open and
attacking game.
(f) The advance of this P leads to a aeries of exchanges which prove
disastrous to White.
(;/) This R to K seems a belter move.
It is hardly possible now for White to avert
(A) A good move.
(<•)

;

Firstly—There

first

'

came

back and reported the sailing master would not accept. We stated
then we would go to the light and wait for our breeze, but were
thunderstruck when the judges said they decided tho race off and
We were indignant at this state of
would refund the money.
lira and said we should go to the appointed starting place and
if we found the wiud we wanted should claim the money, or a race,
but we could not alter the judges' decision Dy coaxing or entreaty.
We went to Boston Light, found a splondid southeast breeze
and a heavy sea. The judges stated that our rules required us to
Why did they not think of that on the first trial,
start at 9 A. M.
We
when we did not get to the starting place until afternoon ?
were at the light before 12 M., sailed over part of the course and
proved that one of the judges made a mistake when he stated our
little boat could not sail in such a sea. She was like a duck, shootiug up to the top of a heavy ground-swell and sliding down the
other side, occasionally dipping her beak and shaking the brine
from her round, smooth sides. We proved her weatherhnoss.
Why was the Gael so reluctant to put in an appeaaance ? Was

mentioned can be forced up to the effort, from
which au idea can be formed of such a craft aa I have tried imperfectly to describe, all of which will, out of compassion for your
benighted condition, be respectfully submitted for your onlightenX.
So, load up your guns, and get ready to give ua a broadPobqees.
sido of criticism.
oldecilt"

•

a favorable chance.

The judges went on board the steamer with out

;

;

right to start to windward,

race could not be sailed to windward

505

into the waters of our broad Pacific, there would not necessarily
be any occasion to change the broad, buoyant boat for a "diver."

{h)

is

is

(F,

frequently played

M. Teed),
when giving

a piece, and probably

more chance to the tlret player thin this move.
P-Q3 or Kt-Q B3 would be more advisable, though the move made

best in even games.
(pi

Perhaps intending to follow

S— B tks KBP eh.
B— Q.-Q3 Is Hie only move,

this

by

7— R-QB3,

but White could

then play
<<f)

ning
fe)

for

Q or mating at once.
B-BtksPch 9-K-B!
10— Q,-Q,S

oil

10— K

tks

If

I

B

1

s— Q-K

Kt3,

U-Kt-K5 eh

3-B

tks

P

ch, win-

11-K-KtS

12— Q-QS mate
—Botyoke

Transcript,

FOREST
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THE NATIONAL MILITIA MOVEMENT.

THEandconvention

of gentlemen connected wilh the regular

volunteer military forces of the country, which

met

week, began in a very quiet
blowing of trumpets a task, which, when
carried out to the extent which even the most moderateminded among its members would hope for, is destined to
work a great change iu the power and prospects of this
country. These gentlemen propose to carry out a plan by
which the whole country shall be provided with a civic-military force which shall give us as a nation, not only a defense
against ourselves in cases of domestic disturbance, but a
power of resistance iu the contingency of a foreign invasion.
The project is one which no one will object to on its general merits, and the only question open for discussion and for
settlement by deliberation and legislation is the manner of
in this city during the past

way and

A "WEEKLY JOURNAL,
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it out and the extent to which it should be carried.
While we have in our conscription laws given to Congress the
undoubted right to draw every able-bodied citizen into the

ranks of the army, a very wise conservatism on the part of
the people and of respect to private rights on the part of the
Government will prevent us from plunging into the Prussian
military system. Such a permanent harassing system would
be universally distasteful to the American people ; nor on the

one Inch,

m

by Saturday of each week,

If

pos-

sible.

must be accompanied with the money
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brief editorial notice calling attention thereto,
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and Strbam

for
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To Correspondents.

rejected manuscripts.

Secretaries of OlnbB and Associations are urged to favor na with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of
remitted to us is

the mail service

if

money

lost.

tr Trade supplied by American News Company.

and insolent at the expense of
While we have our Indian wards, who recognize civilization only at sword's-point, we may have real work
for a few professional killers-of-men, and that after, in taking
care of Federal property, the skeleton of an army may find service as armorers, etc. But the idea of having a regular army suf-

ia

well

—Hon. Orville .H. Pratt, of

known among

of the field, has

his

many friends

who

as a lover of the sports

been elected to the United States Senate. Mr.

is

fill it

with credit and

ability.

—

Trials Controversy. In our next issue we
shall briefly review this little family quarrel, and, now that
all the judges and parties most directly interested have had
their say through the columns of our journal, it is possible
that the editor may deem it worth while to exhibit the facts
and occurrences in the case as they came under his personal

The Fxbxd

observation.

Says thb Quail.

week contain
the snow upon the

news columns

this

frequent mention of the fatal effects of
have already spoken at length of the necessity of
birds.
giving food and shelter to the birds, and again call the atten-

We

We

are glad
tion of our readers to this important subject.
to see that several of our most active game clubs are taking

very commendable action in the matter.
be more than repaid.

Behind the Times.— Seth Green's

Their trouble will

letter

contributed to this paper, having found

concerning

its

way

eels,

into the

"patent outsides," is now traveling about the country newspapers with the concluding remarks, that " The eel question
Keep up with the day, Mr. Country Editor.
is still open."
Bon't buy old matter, even if it is cheap. Read Fobest and
Stream and the scales will fall from your eyes.

A

a preposterous one.

spent two days discussing the outlines of a code.

Most Unconscionable Literacy Pie ate.— The most

—

systematic and unprincipled literary thief we know and we
of tbem—is the Canadian Gentleman's

The

old

laws of 1792 and 1808 are on the statute books, giving, with
great particularity, how each able-bodied male citizen shall be

and train, and shall have at hand a good firelock and
two spare flints, or else a good rifle with shot-pouch, powderhorn, twenty balls, and a quarter of a pound of powder, white
every officer shall have his hanger and spontoon. If we need
nothing more we at least need a revamping and modernization of these ancient rules and regulations, or we should musenrolled

a Falstaffian brigade, or a party of mountebanks.
of

the

We

Constitution intended—

over the whole country, able to crystalize at the shortest notice into a compact mass ready to give
and take, to crush or to resist, as it may be called upon. The
strata of force spread

and the gentleof the convention will find that wilh the enactment of
the law they get merely the tool, and it will depend
on the

men

vigor with which they wield
have.

it

how

St.

past autumn and beginning of winter, until within a
day or two, has been distinguished in Minnesota by most
charming weather. Old Boreas, while his dominion has been
•*

severely

felt in the whole middle belt from Kansas to New
York, has as yet hardly touched us with the tips of his chilly

The most glorious Indian summer lingered here unthe beginning of December, then gradually, almost imper-

fiugers.
til

ceptibly, transforming into

an equally delightful winter for
although the thermometer now often falls as low as zero and
below, the sunshine is so bright, the air so still, that out door
;

most enjoyable.
Some migratory birds, at least some
mallards and jaeksnipe, remained in the bottoms and springup till Christmas, and that not all of the latter had left as

life is

holes

late as yesterday I

can myself bear witness; for walking along
Trout Brook, in the afternoon, I flushed a genuine Gal. (IVYsonii, within 300 yards of my house, from
a big spring between Ed. Rice's pond and the railroad.
Since you were with ub last September the Extension
Line
of the St. Paul and Pacific railroad has been completed
to its
terminus at the British boundary line.
To the enterprise of
two business men of St. Paul, Messrs. Norman Kittson
and
James J. Hill, aided by Canadian capital, and to the indomitable energy and push of the general manager and
receiver of
said railroad, I. P. Farley, Minnesota and th whole
Northwest beyond are indebted for successfully carrying
through
this important improvement, which in connection
with the
Pembina branch of the Canadian Pacific, makes a continuous
line of 483 miles, and binds together by ties of
iron the capitals of Minnesota and Manitoba.
If we consider that this
line of railroad has opened for settlement in its
whole length
the Bed River valley, the very cream of the cream of
the great
Northwestern wheat belt, and that it has made Minnesota
the
gateway for the enormous irrunigration and carrying-trade
now pouring into the vast British possessions to the north and
northwest of us, and making our State the nearest and natural
market for these new settlements, anl idea may be formed
of
the importance of this improvement.

But it is not only to the business man and agriculturist that
new fields have been opened by this line of railroad it
has
also made easy of access to the sportsman the
most extensive
:

hunting grounds on this continent, and stocked with
a greater
variety of game than may be found elsewhere
within tho
limits of a single season's excursion.
Starting from St. Paul by the main line of the St.
Paul and
Pacific railroad, to the trains of which road elegant
sleeping
cars are attached, thesportsmac-toini^t will in less than
twentyfour hours find himself in the lower Red River valley
in the

northwestern corner of Minnesota.

On

timbered bottom lands of

want of uniformity. The State troops rushed to the defense
of the nation more as an armed mob than as the steady advance of an intelligent force. They lacked the first requisite
of an army organization. There are nice points of law to be
settled, and the matter is one to be handled with more than

—

the average of statesmanlike caution.

The

States are proper-

ly jealous of throwing themselves

under the great car of
and, on the
other hand, the Federal Government cannot afford to unbind
the girdle which keep us as a nation together by giving to the
States the power and the incentive to bind themselves up into

great

have

their individuality crushed out

;

In general outline the

bill

proposed, despite

its

haziness ia

and pettiness in detail, aims very near a serviceable
While laying down the principles of general military
act.
duty, the act is devoted almost entirely to the encomagement
of that body of citizens who choose to make of themselves
soldiers so far as their civic duties will permit.
These men
are to have one commission to devise a manual of discipline,
another board will fix upon a dress, and then the hand of the
N. Y. State Rifle Inspector is seen in a matter which would
grow up naturally after the general movement had taken root,
and before that it would be but a dumb show. 'First catch your
hare " is good advice here as elsewhere, and when the national
militia is established is time enough to offer prizes to encourgeneral

'

age its members in rifle practice. This section is not only
premature, but its offer of $100 as gifts to State and $1,000

team shooting is petty, and has, as was well said,
smack of the premium curomo business about it ? What

to National

know a good many

a

Journal and Sporting Times, a semi-sporting sheet published
To prove our assertion we need only
at Toronto, Canada.
refer to the scores of articles taken from our own columns
A
without the slightest credit being given for their source.
paper so utterly devoid of honor and unsupported by brains

the bill will accomplish

should suspend.

this exhibit

direct comparison,

is

which

the setting in motion of a system of
will enable each State to

as against other States by an uniform standard.

judge itself
This is now

impossible, and the weaker States do not have their inferiority brought out in the strong light

made

possible through

Emulation will be

which

it

would be were

the legislation proposed.

sufficiently strong to

bring each Stale up

and where coaxing

rrjTFoBEST and Stream will be sent for six months for $2,
or for three months for $1. To clubs of five or more, $3 per

pretty certain that the persuasion of force wilt be of no avail.

year.

Public sentiment will swell the ranks to a million where the

to a fairly effective condition,

taries there is

grouse

fails it is

is

the prairies

anywhere

abundant, and iu the

Red River and

its

numerous

tribu-

good woodcock shooting and plenty of ruffed

In the immediate vicinity of tho railroad a few
settlers have established themselves within the last
year, but
towards the east, for a distance of 250 miles, extends an
!

unbroken, almost unexplored wilderness, where the deer,
the
moose, the elk and the bear as yet roam in undisturbed secur
ity.

Getting tired of venison, grouse and woodcock
our sports-

man may again take the northward bound train, and a journey
of a

few hours

will land

him in Winnipeg,

the capital of

Man-

itoba.

He

armed Commonwealths.

1879.

2,

H^LIE

in this region the sbarptailed grouse

of the Civil

will

it

SPORTSMEN.

Paul, Minn., January

again in the opening days

war of 1812 and
War, pointed to the

great an effect

[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

NEW ROUTE FOR

A

lessons of the Revolution, repeated in the

state to

— Our

is

section of the Constitution a living law, that the convention

need what the framers
Meriden, ConD.,

well worthy of the position and will most certainly

Pratt

our vast land,

There never was a time when such was the case, and never
should be. Nevertheless, there must be a strong power somewhere in the Government or back of it, else our vast, unwieldy continent and nation will become the prey of the other
nations of the earth. That power is in the people, and how
best to get it out is the problem.
The revolutionary fathers
saw this necessity, and saw, too, on many a day during the
dark seven years which preceded our bir h as a nation, where
and how that power was defective and the Constitution provides that Congress shall have power " to provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the militia;" and it ia to put
Congress in the way of exercising this power, of making this

ter like

Honoes.

about army posts

the tax-payers.

;

AU communications whatever, Intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
Names will not be published If objection be made. HoanODymous communications will be regarded.

We cannot promise to return

army of professional
living upon the cream of

large standing

the land and growing fat

ficient for all the uses of

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral charaoter will be
received on any terms.

io us, will receive

hand do we want a

soldiers lolling

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line ; outside page, 40 cents.
Special rates lor three, six and twelve months. NotlceB In editorial
columns, SO cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

Advertisements shoald be sent

little

carrying

other

Advertising Kates.

with

strong nrm of the government could not get a hundred
men
in line,
This public sentiment has grown dormant, the mere
passage of a law will not revive it, for there are to-day hundreds of dead-letter laws on our statute book,

some 8,000

will here find a city of

inhabitants,

which

in

and cultivation of its people and substantialand even elegance of its buildings will lose nothing
when compar.d with any Western city of equal population
and much greater pretentions. The city ia prosperous, growing fast and doing an immense business, being the eKtripSt
of
the whole British northwest.
The hotel accommodations are
the intelligence

ity

and, having rested here, take Bteamer down Red
River and Lake Winnipeg to the mouth of Saskatchewan.

excellent

;

Here have your traps transferred to one of tho several steamboats plying on this gTeat stream. Once on board you may, by
this means of conveyance, without fatigue or trouble, reach the
heart of the continent and penetrate, if such should be your desire, to

the foot of the Rocky Mountains.

katchewan

one of the

The valley of

the Sas-

and largest in America and desbecome one of the great granaries of this country.
It is as yet a great game resort.
The
varieties are about the same as those of western Daeotab
Montana and Idaho— the buffalo (in untold multitudes), the
grizzly, black and cinnamom bear, the elk, deer and antelope,
and feathered game in great variety and abundance. At any
of the forts or trading-posts of the Hudson Bay Company—
at
Cumberland House, for instance, at Fort Carleton, or at Battined, at

is

no

finest

distant future, to

tle-lord, the new capital of the Northwestern Territory—
the
gentleman-sportsman will find hospitable reception by kindred spirits, good accommodations and offers of every facility

and assistance.
Returning to the mouth of the Saskatchewan,

if

there

ia

JWKEST AND STREAM.
any time to spare, should recommend-a trip 1.0 the north end
Oar sportsman will
alii Winnipeg, which is not distant.
then find himself in the land of the caribou and the willow
gCOUsa. The former is very abundant in the timber belt, which
toward the northwest extends in the direction of Lake Atai

and the latter, as I am informed by perfectly reliable
is swarming on the open barrens, which toward the
northeast Btretch out all the way to Hudson Bay. Those who
have tasted the pleasures or partridge shooting in Newfoundland or a grouse hunt on the British moors will not hesitate
to go a good distance out of their way to enjoy once more this
And
delightful sport, and here it can be bad to perfection.
although the scientist may discover some microscopic differspecies,
different
which
might
making
ences,
justify him iu
it is the writer's unscientific and humble opinion that the willow grouse of this continent, the partridge of Newfoundland,
the garcoclc, or moor-fowl, of Scotland and the dal-ripa of
Scandinavia are all one and the same species, the Tetrao lag*
puj of good old father Linnes.
If our sportsman-friend is
not in too great a hurry he may after a while Teach those fa-

basca,

parties,

mous grouse

resorts in a comfortable sleeping car

for 1 notice

-,

Surveyor-General of the Dominion, I.
he strongly urges on Parliament the construcfrom a point on the lower Saskatchewan to
he mouth of .Nelson River at York Factory, on Hudson Bay,
in order to make an outlet for the enormous quantities of
wheat and other agricultural products presumed to be raised
iu the last report of the

8. Dennis, that

tion of a railway

in the near future in the Saskatchewan and other valleys of
In his report the
the British possessions in the Northwest.
Surveyor-General states that the length of the road would be

about 100 miles, that from the magnificent harbor at the above
factory the distance to Scotland is shorter than from New

York, that for 300 years the Hudson Bay Company sent all
supplies and received all their furs by sailing vessels
Hudson Bay is free from ice from the

their

oyer this route, and that

end of June to the beginning of October.
For bis homeward trip the traveler had better take the same
route that brought him within the dominion of Queen Victoria.
There is, however, from Winnipeg another route, known as
the "Dawson road," by way of Lake of the Woods and the
Uainy Lake Region, along the boundary between Minnesota
But the first 125 miles of this
and the Province of Kewatin.
road, from Winnipeg, is overland and will entail more hardship than all the journey from the Atlantic seaboard to the
outmost post on the Saskatchewan. It is simply horrid, leading over corduroyed swamps for a great part of the way.
Once on the Lake of the Woods, however, you are amply repaid.
Nice little steamers provided by the Canadian Government "will carry you over the most enchanting lakes, and at
The banks
the several portages are good camping grounds.
are high and rocky, the waters, clear as crystal, are filled with
whitefish,
etc.—
and
the surblack
bass,
fish—pickerel, pike,
rounding country is well stocked with game of the same varities as are found in northern Minnesota, excepting the pinnated
and sharptailed grouse ; but the ruffed grouse is found in
goodly numbers, and now and then the spruce partridge (Qa-

nan

Lako Saganaga, near the eastern terminus

canadensis).

most beau-

of this remarkable expanse of water, is one of the
tiful lakes in

The end

scenery.

the

the whole Northwest, surrounded

mouth

by enchanting

of this route will put the traveler

of Pigeon River

down

at

on the shore of Lake Superior.

—

.

J. S.

», -^.

Massachusetts.—The new game law, which, as we are informed, the Massachusetts Kennel Club will ask the present
Legislature to pass, provides that pinnated grouse and quail
may be bought, sold and had in possession during January,
February, March, April and May, if not taken in the State
that is, birds lulled over the border can find a market in MasSuch a law would be perfectly monstrous, and
sachusetts.

Bay

State can never hope to enforce

close seasons while such a proviso is in operation.

putting a

premium on law-breaking

It is really

By

in neighboring States.

this proposed law the birds referred to can appear in the Boston market to be sold as food when others of their kind are

Of course provision

nesting.

dealers

and restaurant keepers

are well pleasod that the State is going to legislate
way, and well they may be.

money

in-

to their pockets in this

We

understand

that,

by the proposed law,

except four species, the

July 15

;

but

why

all

shore birds

golden plover, the knot, the turn-

stone and the telltale are protected absolutely

from April

should these four be excepted

?

The

fact

if all

sportsmen work against

it.

Massachusetts Fish and Game Association.—A

special
meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association was
held at their rooms in Boston on Thursday evening, 16th
inst., for the purpose of giving a reception to His Excellency
Governor Talbot, first Vice-President of the association,
Lieut. -Gov. Long and other members of the State Government. There was a good attendance of members of the
association. Previous to the arrival of the Governor, a busi-

our Legislature, now in session, for their consideration, that
can lie put into practical effect in all parts of the State,
An
opportunity will also be given to local clubs to join the State
Association.

Geo.

V. M. Lincoln, President,

W. Baker,

Secretary.

MioniGAN Sportsmen's Association.— The annual session
Of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association was held at Lansing
last

Tuesday.

i

—

—

New

already attended their efforts.

His honor Lieut. Gov. Long, on being introduced, reciprocated the kind expressions which the President had not addressed to him, and looked upon the matter as a joke. Of
course it was a good thing to stock the streams, as it would
make the narratives of fishermen more interesting. Legislation shifts according to the needs of the times, and this association was to be congratulated upon its labors for the improvement of the laws in relation to fish aud game. He
claimed that the desire to fish, or "go fishing," was universal
in the human breast, and he certainly desired to see the Legislature and this association co-operate in the beneficent work
proposed.
Brief remarks were made by Senator Stockwell and Representatives Bond, Lowther and Locke, after which the members and their invited guests adjourned to the library, where
they partook of a delicious collation, sewed by Stephen E.
Sewell. During the evening two dishes of smelts were exhibited, in illustration of the benefits derived from the enforcement of the laws. One plate contained a dozen smelts,
taken in a seine in Maine, which measured about six inches
in length aud weighing one pound in the aggregate, while the
other plate contained eight smelts, caught through the ice
with hook and line at Weymouth, Mass., weighing three
pounds and measuring eleven inches in length and four inches
in circumference.
The arrangements for the reception were
in the hands of a committee consisting of Dr. John P, Ordway, H. H. Kimball, Weston Lewis and Ivers W. Adams.

New Hampshire—Plymoutli, Jan. 1(3.—For the last two
years we have had sea salmon, Sahno salar, in the Pemigewasset in large numbers, from two feet to forty inches in
length, and the hatching-house at Livcrmore Falls contains
eggs taken from salmon caught in the river this season.
There is also a very stringent Taw in regard to catching any
(parr) smolts; or salmon, it being $50 fine for each fish caught
ught
at any time, and the close season extends to the 14th of June
1880, being five years from the passage of the act.
gentleman fishing for bass near Concord last June hooked a salmon,
and after a hard fight of three hours landed him, and then
came the question what to do with him ? And he did what
most any one would have done. After looking around, and
seeing no one in sight, put him under his coat and made
tracks for home. The salmon weighed 14 pounds.
E. B. H.

The Virginia Fish and Game Law's.—The Forest and

New

Stbbam, of
York, an American authority par excellence
in this line, observes that in no State in the Union are game
laws better obeyed than in Virginia. Our markets have never
in our experience shown such an abundance of game in season as they have exhibited since these laws became generally
known. The poorest man may now enjoy a partridge for his
Sunday breakfast. It is to be hoped that the same may be
said before long of the fish laws. It is to be hoped that the
business before the Legislature this session will not be so engrossing as to prevent proper attention to these most important matters. A prominent official in North Carolina
" Our Legislature meets in January, when we are
writes:
going in heavy for game and fish laws, and we hope for a
hearty co operation from Virginia with regard to our interstate streams."
Richmond JDispatcli.

1 to

is that the season at 'which game birds can be bought, sold or
had in possession, should close on or before the first of February each year, and we should only be too glad to have all
spring shooting, except at ducks and geese, put an end to.
We hope that by calling attention to this matter we may
put the friends of game protection in Massachusetts on their
guard. The question whether such a law as the one proposed
is desirable or not, can be answered in five seconds by any
person of ordinary intelligence who has given any attention
We do not believe that such a law can be
to Uie subject.

passed

[ng was held, the President, Dr. John P. Ordway,
presiding.
Three persons were proposed for membership,
and their names were referred to the proper committee. The
secretary was instructed to cause to be printed 300 lists of
members of the association, to appear in conneolion with revised by-laws.
It was also voted that the Special Committee
on Fisheries be instructed to petition the Legislature thai the
present. Mas
tor the protection of trout be
Changed S."> as to fix the dose lime of trout fishing on the 16th
bet insti ad of )et. I, and to advocate the change
before the Legislative Committee of Fisheries.
At nine o'clock Governor Talbot, Lieutenant-Governor
Long, and several members of the Legislature arrived and
were cordially received. The president welcomed His Excellency as one o£ the first friends of the association, who had
been invited to visit them and see for themselves what the
association was doing.
The Governor in reply said that he was gratified at the attention shown him and the evidences of the suocess of the
association.
He had been greatly interested in the preservation of game and the cultivation of fish.
He believed in fish
and the man who liked to catch them, ami deemed the objects of the society
to protect fish and game and to seek
their more extensive production and culture
were worthy the
labors of intelligent men.
He believed that much success
had been obtained in the propagation of salmon and trout,
and much more promised, and was glad to see that every
year there is increased interest iu the subject. He related
some of his experience as an angler, telling of his mishaps as
well as his good fortune. He declared that the stocking
of the streams of the State with shad and salmon and smaller
fish is a matter of great importance, not only in order to secure a supply for home consumption, but also as a matter of
comity between States, as. if the streams were full of fish,
one of
Hampshire's complaints against Massachusetts
would lose its force.
He expressed an opinion
association
that
the
served
useful
a
purpose, and
wished it might be successful in all its endeavors to increase the quantity and quality of the game and fish in the
forests and streams of the Commonwealth. In conclusion, he
congratulated the members upon the success which had

A
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The Vu'ginia Association is ably seconded in its efforts by
the Richmond papers, which are outspoken in their advocacy
of game protection, and by frequently bringing the cause before their readers, keep up popular interest in the subject.
The Dispatch is doing its full share of the work.
Illinois State Sportsmen's Association—Headquarters

A

State Sportsmen's Association, Peoria, Jan. 17.
special convention is hereby called of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association and all others interested in the protection
of game and fish, to convene at Springfield, 111., on Wednesday, February 13, 1879, at two o'clock p. jl, for the purpose
of devising means to secure the passage of a practical game
law, one that would secure the objects to be accomplished,
viz.; protection of the game and fish in our State, aud to prevent the same fr an being exterminated.
It is expected that
each local club in the Stata will be represented, whether they
belong to the State Association or not. All sportsmen and
belonging I clubs, who are interested in the protection of game and fish and fish culture, are cordially invited
to meet with us and take part in the convention.
It is hoped
that every county in the State will be well represented,
so
that the convention can devise or suggest a new game law' to
Illinois

i

Kunt County Sportsmen's
men's Club held

its

Cum.— The

Kent Connty

annual meeting Jan.

the following officers; President, Dr. E. S.
President, Aaron B. Turner; Secretary,

7,

and elected

Holmes; Vice-

W.

Treasurer, George A.

Gould.

board were
Calkins.

C. Dennis;
Vacancies in the executive
composed of Messrs. W. II.

filled, aud it is now
James Stewart, H. Widdicomb, Geo.

8.

Bnars and

J. C. Parker.

Cuvier Club of Cincinnati. —The Cuvier Club

of Cincinnati are giving their attention to the protection of the quail
durmg the cold weather. They have issued appeals to the
farmers for food and shelter for the birds, and are enforcing

very strictly the law against their capture and

sale.

Quebec— The seventh annual dinner of the Fish and Game
Protection Club, of the Province of Quebec, was held with
the City Club at Montreal last Tuesday evening.

e,

GOVERNMENT vs. PRIVATE ARMORIES

C OME weeks ago wo presented

the views of the private

*-5

manufacturers of small arms, as embodied in the memofrom the " Association of Manufacturers of Arms, Ammunition anil Equipments," to Gen. Burnside and the other
members of the Joint Committee on the Reorganization of
the Army. A copy was also sent to the Secretary of War,
who referred it to Gen. S. V. Beneb, Chief of Ordnance, and
he in turn presents a report drawn up by Col. Jos. G. Benton,
rial

TJ.

S. A., in

The

command

of the Springfield Armory.

was an important one, not alone for the large
immediately involved, but as well from the perplex-

subject

interest

ing coudition in which the government would find itself in
an
emergency should the Government small-arms' workshop be
closed and a full and entire reliance be placed on the facilities
to be got for hire at the armories of private firms

and com-

panies.

CoL Benton opens

by dividing the point of the
memorial into two arguments: First, That it is the proper duty
and policy of the Government to foster privato manufacturers";
and upon this as one which involves questions of political
economy, etc., Col. Benton does not pretend to offer any
his reply

opinious, preferring to leave

it

to the

wisdom assembled

in the

Capitol at Washington.

Upon argument Second, The greater
Government, compared with private,
establishments, tho reply is long and interesting and backed
up by an array of figures which seem to set aside the startling
exhibit of the manufacturer's memorial that small arms were
turned out at Springfield at a cost of $115 each.
The extracost of manufacture at

ordinary factor of interest in this amount was obtained by
multiplying $7,000,000 by 10 per cent, and dividing the product by 7,050, the number of rifles and carbines made in tho
year 1877.
But Springfield Armory is something more than
a small-arms' manufactory. It has founderies, etc., for
turning out cannon, and it is a great storehouse as weil. In
the
Beven millions of dollars all these items are included without
explanation or comment. The number of arms made in each

year since the present model was introduced are as
lows: 1874, 28,539; 1875, 20,903; 1870, 15,144;
fiscal

fol-

1877, 7,050:
1878, 13,005; a total of 90,640, or an average of 18,12s. Taking the actual interest paid by the Government for its

money

and the real taxation of property about the armory CoL
Benton shows that the proper amount to be charged on the
90,010

arms made since 1873 for taxes and interest was §2.93. The
balance sheet of the armory for the year ending June
30, 1S78.
shows that the cost of each was $14.18. This includes cost of
proof and inspection, items that do not enter into tho
price
paid to private manufacturers.
Attached to the report are complete statistical exhibits
of
the costs of making arms since the armory was
established
in

1795.

From

1808 to April 15, 1872, there were issued to the

militia of thj several Slates CS0.G86 muskets, rifles
bines, and during that time $3,103,484 had been

and carexpended in

permanent improvements. During the war S05.537 rifle-muskets were made at an average cost of $11.70 each.
The cost
of contract arms during the same period was an average
of$20
each, and with the cost of inspection made the rate
89 more
than the Government arms, or a total saving during the war of
$7,249,833, or

more than twice the

cost of the

armory paid

since its establishment.

THE MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOCIATION.

While the National

Rifle Association was holding iu
aeventh annual meeting in New York, the fourth
annual
meeting of the Massachusetts was holding at Young's Hotel,
in; Boston.
Preceding the heavy, or routine, business the

members

sat down to the first annual dinner of the associaFirst Vice-President Colonel Nathaniel Wales presided.
Speeches were made from the Chair, and by Captain.). L,
Stevenson, Salem Wilder, J. N. Frye, H. T, Rockwell, L
L.
Hubbard, \V. Parkman and others upon the success of
tion.

the

Association in the past season and the position
aa the leading long-range body of the country.

it

has gained

One marked

A

feature of the banquet was the entire absence ot spirituous
com the board, the members, one and all, believing
that a

:

:

:
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pels amateurs (if they would enter the lists at all), to con.
tend against professional or semi-professional riflemen.

Keek.

good shot must be a temperate man.

One

At

the business meeting the Secretary's report showed a
favorable state of affairs for the association, and credits the
the energy and discrimination which have been
manifested by the board of directors, and
tionof the members to support' their efforts. The report of
the Treasurer showed a balance on band, Januar]
$4.82; receipts, «3,13;3.40;
total,
H,]37.:H;
expenses,
$3,783.29 balance on band January 14, 1879, $358 9,5. The
report was accepted.
The reports of the range committee
and statistical officer were also adopted, the lattei
that twenty-nine matches for prizes valued at $2,195, were
shot during the year. The following officers and board of
directors were cliosen for the ensuing year
Nathaniel Wales and a. H. Hardy, Vice-Presidents? A.
H. Hardy, Treasurer; H. T. Rockwell, Secretary; Directors,
Salem Wilder, James Wemyss, Jr.,
H. T. Kockwell
Albert Hebbard, James N. Frye, F. R. Si.attuck, William
Gerrish, \V. H. Jacks. n, William Poland, J. A. Lowell, E.
B. Souther, L. L. Hubbardj A. H. Hardy, D. lvirkwood,
Nathaniel Wales.
The President of the association will be chosen at the next
regular meeting of the Board of Directors.
The Secretary reported that arrangements had been made
at certain ranges for a contiutiauce of the sport at short
range during the winter months, yet, with the conclusion of
the long-range classified match, the principal event of the fall
season at Walnut Hill, the regular
.a
1878 maybe
said to have closed, and the riflemen of Massachusetts may
contented!}' await the spring of IS it), wheu it is probable a
revival of the sport will occur commensurate with the progress
that has been made this year.
The erection of winter sheds
for the protection of marksmen at Uiose ranges is not the
least of the improvements that have been made, and marlss
an era in the annals of rifle practice in this State, which, with
the consequent appreciation shown by the increased attendance on "short range" days, indicates a mure decided interest
than has been apparent in former years. That the number of
entries, in all classes of competitions at the leading ranges in
the vicinity of Boston this year, lias exceeded previous
records, is undoubtedly true, with, perhaps, one or two
trilling exceptions.
Tue membership, too, of the several
associations has been largely augmented by the admission of
new aspirants for rifle honors, and this and the preceding remark may be generally applied to rilie organizaliona throughout the State.
Unquestionably, more popular interest
attaches to the sport in Massachusetts than ever before, and
the lime is probably not far distant when it will hi
the position accorded to it in other States.
The poor figure
cut by the Massachusetts military team at (Jreedmoor last fall,
where they had nearly everything to contend with in a want, of
proper assistance and encouragement, their preliminary praclice having been conducted spasmodically under many drawbacks, attributable to improper supervision and management,
contrasted with the marksmanship of the New York, Connecticut and other State teams arrayed against them, would
seem to demand that a more liberal policy should be pursued
in the future. The amateurs of Massachusetts having attained
so high a degree of proficiency as has been evincei
it is but proper that the military should hold, at least, proportionate rank in rifle practice with that of other Stales.
result to

i

;

of a parly of gentlemen

j

.

OFF-HAND
Editor Fokrst and Stream

i

for many seasons, aud 43 in the possible 50 is the highest on
recordMr. Partellp makes 49 in the first ten shots, something never yet accomplished in a match even at the 200
yards range at Creedmoor. Mr. Parlello's record for ten
shots in the champion match. 200 yards stage, being 38 in
possible SO, it shows how wonderful must have been his improvement since the fall meeting of the
K. A.
The
Pokkst and Stream says, " With his usual range rifle,"
another paper says, "With a rifle of 40 cal." Would itnot be
more satisfactory to the riflemen at large lo give the particulars of a performance from the shoulder that can hardly
be excelled with the Creedmoor long range rifles; iu fact,
a friend of mine that has had a great deal of experience at
Creedmoor offered to wager with me, or any one else, fifty
dollars that, without sighting shots, 97 in possible 100 could
not be nuuie with a long-range Creedmoor rifle, lying-down
position, 300 yards range, at Creedmoor.
I wish some of
Our experts ai long-range would take my friend up and
prove to him that Mr. Partello's score is not an impossibility,

X

and Marksmanship,"
;

.

'!

extenuation of somo humoran article of his for " Vanity Pair," thai he
1

,

cast sky drew out a
nard match was the contest of the day. and in
fifty-seven entries, the leading scores unniug
II Jackson
4 4 5 5 5
J Weuiyss, Jr
4 5 5
4
F \ Brown
3 4 4 5
J B Parker
4
5 3 4
i

:

W

.'i

r.

.'.

11

L Lee

II

Tyler Rockwell

So

I

would remark; that if there is any reasonable position that
...
wilt improve the marksmanship of the militia, a
8o fat as
relates to
in this country, do let theiri have it,
marksmen outside Of the militia, it would seem unfair to
make a rule restricting them to any one position in off-hand
If a rifleman had learned to shoot in the regular
shooliug.
position, and could shoot better so, he would have just
it

cause for indignation, were the N. R. A. to make a rule
obliging Idm to shoot with elbow close to the body. The
converse of this proposition would be equally true" I apprehend that the danger of competing on unequal terms
in short or long-range shooting will not spring from differences in position so much as from the necessity which com-

5

5

4

-i

14

this there

were

:

4
4
4
4
3

5-45
4-45
5-44
6—44
3 4—44

5

4

5
5

4

5

5

4

5

4 4

8

4

_

S—43

5

4

4

5

4

4

Frye

5

4

5

4

4

3
4
3

5

4

4

4
4

4

E b souther

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4

3—le

3

4
4

5

4

4
4
5

6
4

4

3

4

4

4

:-;

4 8 4 4 4

4

4—33
4-33

J If

Laaiurilera
Col N Wales

E

W Archer

,

SV Arthur

4

Mammoth Rifle Gallery. — The

5-43
5-41

3

regular monthly shoot
Out of

for January has shown some excellent averaae work.
a possible 40, in eight rounds, the scores stood
:

PM Harris
D Small
Wm HEcatftrick.

42

CAlead...

M Johnston

W Slum

jfi

35
,3

Ckekd, Secretary.

J. J.

Zbttlek Rifle Gali.ef.y— Weekly shoot January 7 point
target

ten shots; possible 30
B Eagel
38 G AShnrman
UZeliier
51
LUf-atae
2(1
D cuihane
M Farrow
IS c Huckerl
C Jndson
17
M I. Bijtgs
H neiu
17
KZtmmOTman
;

:

M

la
10

M Durrler
BZettteT
W Kleia

16
15

K
15
is

tieyies

14
14

irarbarus

IS

F
F

u

Until

.1

J

15

14

Jomor

10

Champion Gallery Shoot— Nmo York, January 20. — Editor
Foratand Stream: A match will take place at Ze tiler's Gallery,
207 Bowery, for the championship of the United States, open 10
comers, entrance fee $5, 100 shots per man.
All entries
must be made on or before February 11, 1879 the mutch

all

;

will commence Monday, February 17, 1879.
The man making the highest score will receive the champion medal. Conditions
Four competitors will shoot od each evening until
close of the match.
Rifle, .22-cal., 3 lb. pull:
each competitor is allowed to bring his own Title or use those at the
gallery.
From every entry $2 will go toward the medal, $1
toward the second and third prizes, ,f 2 toward ammunition
and targets. IJor further information call at Zetllei's Gallery.
O. G. <fe B. Zbttlee.
:

Political Riflemen.

— On

very pleasant contest came off

the evening of January 15 a
at] Hellwi-''s Gallery for the

championship of the Fifth Benatorical District, between two
teams from different Assembly Districts. Col. E. Gilon, of
the Ninth Assembly District, was challenged by Col. John Iv.
Perley, of the Seventh Assembly District, to produce a team
of eight men to shoot for a championship budge a
place under the following stipulations Twenty shots per man,
at Creedmoor targets reduced for distance; ten at
Standing, and ten at 000 yards; position any
possible 100
points each; tinder N. K. A. rules; Mr. A.
Hellwig, referee.
A badge was provided for the winning team; also, agold
medal for the best individual score, and a chromo for the
poorest score.
Col. Gilon's team won the event easily,
Alderman Kavanaghthe gold medal, who acknowledged it in
an aldermanic speech, and last, but not least, Col. Parley
presented the cromo to Mr. J. Reily, of his team, who scored
50 points
Ninth Assembly District Team.

Fal.s

B"

::u

86

Everett Clark

34

35
35
35

E

34
34

ai;

H Hartshorne

IS

35
35
3c
34
j
:

Knowlea

VLSeche

HA DrlBUOll

Connecticut Rifle Association.

4

:;»

—The Connecticut State

Rifle Association met in annual session at Hartford on the
afternoon of January 15. The election of officers resulted in
the following very excellent choice for the year 1879
President, General J. R. llav.dey, Hartford; Vice-President, O.
Vincent Coffin, Middletown
Secretary and Treasurer,
:

Wm.

;

Parker, New Britain
Executive Committee, S. A. Hubbard,
Hartford; Thomas F. Plunkett, Manchester; 0. 8. Davidson,
Hartford J. L. Woodbridgc, Manchester William Parker,
New Britain Colonel C. P. Graham, Middletown W- L.
Palmer, Cromwell. Mr. Parker accepted the post of secretary on the understanding that the routine work on the range
was to be performed by assistants as heretofore. In the report
for the past year that officer made a review of the rifle work
done, showing a pleasaut and successful season, the report
closing by saying: "From the exhibit of receipts for entrance
fees, etc., it will be seen that the range has been liberally
patronized during the season, and the practice thereby obtained will toil in increased proficiency during the coming
If we could add to this report properly collected data
year.
of military practice in 1878, culminating in the matches with
the Second Regiment for the Creedmoor prizes, I doubt not
that we should find the standard of excellence in military rifle
* * * On the whole, the
practice greatly increased also.
association may congratulate itself on the success of it3 efforts
for the year. It is hoped that the interest in this gentlemanly
and beautiful exercise of rifle shooting will not be allowed to
diminish iu 1879." It was determined to open long-range,
mid-range, military and all-comers matches for the season of
1879, leaving details to the Executive Committee, as in
previous years. Special arrangements will also be made for
glass bull shooting next season.
Members aud gentlemen
present testified to the benefits to health which had resulted from their rifle practice, it giving them just the kind
They are principally genof out-door exercise they needed.
tlemen whose occupations keep them in-doors, aud wdio have
taken up the rilie practice as a means of recreation.
;

;

;

—

—

Connecticut Collinmlle, Jan. 9. The following scores
were made at the regular meeting of the Canton Rod and Gun
Club to-day 200 yards off-hand
:

Mass,

OB
J

H

Creed,

Marks

103

45

JLauta

Hull
Bid well

no

42

J

91)

411

Mas?.

n

Creed.

er

UKOoa

4'J

3S
34

61

D. M.

J.

Rifle Club— Headquarters, 177
N. Y., January 11; Creedmoor rules possible 50
-is
EdHoltzmann
John item
uerg
a J McCoy
Idt

w
OO
J

U

Adams
Wafers

irasaner
Max Kerii

A Lemcke
T COOUUU

JEThumm

*.

4U

Totals.
tm

90
si

sj
60
so

(S—671

Seventh Assembly Dlstrlot Team.
PeterCnrroll
Joseph Weill
J

43

44

O wntiams

S3
B9
3S
3B
33

John Morris

JasReuy

Si
-3

«

:.:

Col Perley
J Walker
J Gallivuu

M

41
40
43
43

s3

411

is
77

si

39

66—0S5

Emiuek CliOi—Neu> York City.— The

competition for

first

a badge presented by the Vice-President of the club was shot
at Hartung's Range, Morrisania, ten shots, off-hand, 10 lbs.
rifle, 3 lb. pull, 200 yards, at German ring target, v,
the 8th insi.
D. F. Davids, with 139, was the winner on the
15.
On the second shoot the leading scores were: "&. \i.
Ward, 170; F. H. Holton, 165; J. W. Todd, 103; D, F.
.

Davids, 156.

46
13

48
4G

Biteluns.nn

43

Johu Chambers

43

41!

E B Doug.ass

40

40
45
tt
41

I.

chl cauug

o

38

Decker

33

J lloaglaml
O K JUagurk

37
35

it

Seppenfeldt Rifle Club has challenged the

Those Chicago Soores.— Editor Forest and Stream I Chicago must have been very much excited over the very good
shooting of her gallery champions, Lyman and Kellogg, so
much so that it seems to have forgotten that we here have
been doing something iu the shooting line, too. " Lu "
thinks that Lyman's average of 47 9-10 and Kellogg's average
of 47 1-10 will beat any " two members of Hone's team." L
and K. fired at 75 yards, 10 scores, while if he will look
back a week in the" Forest and Stbbam and notice that iu
the selection of our team, in 12 scores at 38 yards
of Capt. L. V. Souc was 4H, and that of S. W, Sibley was
Chicago must " pick her
47£, so we are a little ahead yet.
Hint " and try again. Let her come on aud try her skill or
luck in the Fokkst and Stheam Tournament.
JY. Y. Hifte Club.
Sonb Mas.

A

MicnioAN— East Saginaw.—At a meeting of the East Saginaw Amateur Rifle Club, held on the 10th inst.,
ing officers were elected for 1879: W. J. Shaw, Captain; J.
1:

H. Howry, Secretary C. C. Yawkey, Treasurer. Ihe tenth
weekly practice at 200 yard target reduced
possble 50.
;

;

Score

:

F Uurbvn

4

H 14 Hamilton

U

JilUowry

50455444
4434 444
3444444

4

6

CaptainW EShaw
00 Yawkey
It

4
1

In shooting off the

5

3

3

6

4

5

a

4

4

3—4H

5

3

i

3

1—3-i

b— ..7

'

.

for the club medal between Shaw
made 01 and Shaw 00 out of a possible
J. H. Howky, See.

tie

and Yawkey, Yawkey
75.

—

A LtTTLB Moee Recoil Editor Forest and Stream : In
your issue of the 9th int>t. is an article headed, '.".
a Guu." The acts mentioned were certainly very
but we have already learned from it one valuable lesson with
reference to the strength and safely of breech-action, the
:

Ballard in particular
anil may we not learn another lesson,
With the
or at least soruelhiog about another, viz.: ieeoil ?
hope of doing so, 1 would ask A. Buttles Smith, first,
Wnether there was any recoil with the first experiment, and
at the time the powder burned or at
if so, when did it occur
the time the breech was opened ? second. Whether there was
any recoil at the time of the other experiment, when four
drs. of powder were burned in additiun to the powder in
the cartridge, and if so, at whit time and in what directi u?
1 think the man who was cool enough to lire that rifle, as
indicated, ought to be able to answer these questions intelli;

Bowery,
:

;

Harrison

Juhu sclnitz
P Brenuan

sou yards.
47
40
43
4;
40
30
38
3S

-if

41
44
IS
30
41
&1

GolQilon
Captain Uoagland

I

s^
14

Sefpk.xi-ei.dt

.is

200 yard*.

John Cavanagh
Frank Douurey

;

;

;

J 1)

C

J itOOQ

Geo T Kockwell
Amos L Moore
L W Blake
e:ol N Wales
ti«n E Bverett

37
86
31

!•'

said, in

ous remarks in
thought a joke or two would improve a comic paper.

n Kane

;

18.— warm day and an overgood company of marksmen. The May-

Hill, Jan.

;

Artemus War; once

Prank Fnohs...

41
42
4a

1

RlFLEMAH.

Boston— Walnut

HM Pope

"Somemenoi pacxu
liar conformation can shoot in no other way
but thwi
hardly any man who, if he will assiduously practice the
regular position (the left elbow clear from body}, will not
for
it
the
that
he
shoots
better
in
end.
The
find
left hand
well out controls the. piece better, and if it cannot be held so
long, that is rather an advantage as tending to encourage
quick aim. The German position (the elbow to Bid
post
tion is meant), is undoubtedly very attractive for beginners,
as it seems to tire, the left arm less than the regular position,
but when the latter is well mastered, in my own
it has been found the best for off-hand sbootiie
So much for the question Of advantage to Be derived by
those using the "hip" position. In regard to the position
itself, it seems to me that line word hip is a misnomer.
Wheu using the twelve or fifteen pound target rilie, with a
short strut and knob under the Stock to be grasped by the
left hand, it is common to rest the left elbow on the hip, but
with a ten pound ride, under Creedmoor rules, the strut and
knob cannot be used, and it would be an uncommon thing
to see a marksman with such a piece resting the elbow on the
hip.
On the contrary, the height to which the left, elbow is
raised is not much different from what it is in the regular
military position. The difference, is that the elbow is hugged
ne body instead of clear from it, and the left hand
grasps the piece" nearer the guard,
.Now, while from a military point of view, we may be
ready to admit that the regular position is more erect, aud
therefore more pi eferable on drill; yet, when
actual shooting, it is efficiency we want before almost everything else. Consequently if ihere is anything in the formation of the man, or in any other circumstance, whereby he
can do better work in off-hand shouting by resting the left
Why
elbow against the body, why not let him do it
should oil-hand differ from long-rage shooting in allowing

n

JohnMaher
John iiaggerty

U Miher

:

.

K W Archer
Geo K Everett

:

duced; possible 50 points
PatBrennan
J J Creed

HHyan

W

Noticing the record of Messrs. Parlello's and Burnside's
r
In your list, issue, 1 am led to remark that such a
wonderful exploit should not be passed by without a more
extended notice. Let us compare it with our Creed moor
record.
Three hundred yard matches have been shot there

Horace Bhmey Sargenr, Jr

Referring to the article on off-hand shooting in your issue
of Jan. 9, it would seem that doctors disagree; for While
" W. U. J." thinks the off-hand position, " with left or lire
elbow clear from the body," is at a disadvantage as compared with what he calls the " hip position," Judge Gildersleeve, in his pamphlet on " UiUes
holds the contrary opinion. lie says:

Editor Forest and Steeam

!.

P Fending

THAT PARTELLO SCORE.

III

POSITIONS.

considerable off-hand

shooting iu Burlington, Vt., writes on this subject
In regard to off-hand shooting we agree with the captain
of the American 1'eain, thinking, of course, that the opinion
man ought to bear some weight in such matters, that
to shoot off-hand Ihe shooter should stand erect, tips of
fingers of forehand at least six inches forward of trig<*erguard, and elbow of forearm free and clear of body. °Vfe
should be inclined to call all other positions without artificial rests second-class ofl-hand shooting, and join in saying,
Give us a rule, a rule.

:

>

who do

O irps to shoot s. match in any
Waiiobb.
January 20.—Tenth Police Precinct Second Platoon Rifle
Team, at SeppeDfeldt's Gallery, 177 Bowery; 20 yards reScheuetzen

;

gently,

New York

City

and thus

Grand

assist iu settling that recoil question,

Rapid*, Midt.

OiKOL

FOREST AND STREAM.
About the Paxma..— Boshn, Jan. 8.— I notice in one of
your cOnterhporarres that a member Of last year's learn— Mr.
Bruce— says'" that the team of '77 doe? not know where the
Palma is in the same sense as that of Ihe learn of 1876." 1
think Mr. Bruce is mistaken
for Ihe trophy was presented
and, furthermore,
to the team of '77 at Gilmore's Garden
the consent of the team was obtained before Tiffany sent it
to Paris.
Mr. Bruce was secretary of the medium
team held in his office. "When Ihe request of Tiffany was
referred by the N. It. A. to the team Captain Weber was
chosen to take the personal custody of the trophy upon the
death of Crea. Dakin, and the sense of the team was that no
;

;

member

could resign his responsibility or trust, It was
never expected that the team was to possess the trophy in
ihe sense of having it in their rooms or to take it about upon
It was understood that the presentation
their shoulders.
was a form, as Pal ma is simply a symbol; rob it of its halo
aud what is it! Riflemen are gentlemen, and if they are to
be trusted as such when everything is at stake, is their
honor worth nothing after the victory V When ihe N. R.
A. cull for riflemen to come forward and protect the Palma,
do they not require of the gentlemen references that they
are good and true men ? If limy prove themselves to be
Riflemen
such, let ihe N. R. A. treat them accordingly.
have the honor of the trophy as much at heart as the K. K
A., and have proved it, and they now come forward and
to
sustain
it
when
the
give their time and money
N. K. A.
was in a sore straight. 'The N. R. A. would b« nothi tg
without the riflemen of America, but the head of ihe
tab
military practice of New York and the riflemen could do
nothing in OlO great international matches without the head.
Then let each work for the good of the other, and the distrust that wr as expressed by the change proposed in the original conditions of the international nrotoh last September,
aud sprung upon the team at the last moment, will he eliminated trOm our National Rifle Association, aud we will

bowled over the other
one can't help pitying a
under a nam de
plume the venom, ele lie himself litnl not the manliness to indite.
effusion on its arrival it a certain
I tell you, elr. thai
editorial office found its way Into Balaam basks! withsur..-hotly

nicely anil

neatly

day in the Loit business?
wretch Who

I

for

,

prisine celerity.

Talking about anuonymous signatures, do you Yanks use
work? If not, let me recommend it to
notice.
The man yOU dined ami drank wine with hist
night don't know who calls him a fool and an ass (English
terms of emlearn cut) in tins morning's paper if you sign yourself Karaktalcuss Iostead of plain Peter Robertson, mid you
can meet htm with a calm, onniill'O countenance, and get invited to dinner again, which is more pleasant than a c
that stjle of going lo

work

earnest for the best good of

in reul

America.
.

»

rifle

practice in

W. H.

J.

«

ACCURACY OF EXPRESS
Factcckkt, R.

RIFLES.
I.,

Dec.

30, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream
) havu
become somewliat interested ot lute, HnrongD reading tie
numerous etmunnnlcuUous In jour paver, on the suujeet gl Express
:

Hues, by which I iitHierstutn! a rifle having the Henry sjr tern of riiuug
anil using au exoesslVe charge of strong powder, with a conjparittive.y
light, hollow-pointed ball How, while I. Have observtd agood deal said
about the stralghtnesa of the trajectory of such rifles, I ha»e seen little
to enlighten me us to their comparative accuracy
livery one will admit tlie great advantage of a straight trajectory lor sporting purposes,
if it can be obtained without impairing auourafy; but it tUat has to he
saoriacert toauy great extent, tlien one Had netter attempt to calculate
elevation tbau to guess In which direction bid eccentric Express bullet
is lhielv to ily, auo attempt to aim accordingly
Jly observation bus led me to believe thai, in a small bore rifle, say not
over .m-cal., a powder charge of one grain to Ave grains of lead la the
maximum [hat can be nsed witbout impairing accuracy. I have a rifle
grooved on the Henry system, with which 1 have grouped len consecutive shots iu a thiec-lhcli ring at 200 yards, with a cliarge of lib grains
powder, 550 grains Outlet. With the same charge of powder, and an
Uxpress bullet of about 275 grains, the group of ten shots required a
circle of twenty-eight inches to cover them.
should uue to know the experience of other riflemen who have
tested tho Express principle carelu.ly. What would be desirable to
lmow la what diameter of circle would be required to cover ten or more
consecutive shots, tired from rest, at say 200 yards, sighting every time
—the same as near as possible.
-

i

happens ta testing rifles lhac a few shots will group
ban. Uomely together, then one or more will diveTge considerably. It
Is advisable, Ui'etalorel to Bte not less than tea shots to find the extrema divergence likely to occur I Cake no fitoCK la the "compressed
Express
bullets.
explosive qualifies of
uir "
theory of the
There iB not suillJient volume of air to came any explosion, llolioivpolnted bulleta will undoubtedly turn inside out aud break In pieces
somewhat on striking au object, hut it Ib am to the resistance and
friction offered to the forward part, which causes solid butt, to telescope,
and the hollow forward part turning outward. This is undoubtedly of
advantage In killing large game, as the saock aotntnuoicatcd must be

much

greater,

If the Express principle does not imoalr aecuracy ta ton great an extent, it Is undoubtedly the best yet devised for sporting purpose*. I
shall be glad to learn that others have obtained better results in the aplleatlon of this principle than 1 have been ablo to obtain thus far.
F. J. Kaisbktu.
Yours faithfully,

you how we review honks

this country and
won't tail
Well, thru, 1 could, hut
call it honest crilicism.
journey, because in the last glaring case of the kind an ex,
plauation was given, which T am bound to respect, until the

Shall I

tell

in

I

Bye and bye perhaps I'll put you
like thing happens again.
up to lots of wrinkles in unjust journalism. But here is one
which I must tell you now as you may find it come in hand}'.
To wit-. If (first if) thine enemy— call him Friend if you
as written a book, and, if (No. 2) that volume is
likely to become an authority, and if fit' 3d) you wish to have
a stab in the dark at it, and if (4th ana last) you happen to be
the man who answers the queries, then here ib how to manage it- Write a query yourself under a rum deplume, and sign
r

i

jbusiy

Ed,

:

you

Q. Can

or any of the numerous readers of your valu
recommend a good book on the dog? I have
waded through Admiral Scot's work, but it seems full of
errors, and I do not think the author knows a dog from a

ablo journal

Ionokaiius.
snob a work as .you need preparing at the
We fully agree with you iu your estimate of both the Admiral and his book.
By the way, a certain clique here, whose bones it may be
my unpleasant duly to lay bare another day, has started a
new paper (buttermeu, bless them !) with the intention of setting the Thames on fire all the way to Sbeerness.
Perhaps
But here is where the laugh comes in, and
it won't, though.
the pity too. Because its worthy editor once attempted a
joke at a bacchanalian party of mixed sex, and because it
seemed to take— every one being half seas over— he, the perpetrator, has gone in for wit wholesale.
He gets the London
Figaro and the Sun Francisco Nemtetter by heart every week,
and when he sits down to his desk he puts bis feet in mustard
and water— that tickles him— ties a wet sheet around bis
temples, rubs his face wilb buttermilk, and begins. But it
won't do; a mistaken avocation. But I can tell you one
thing, sir, his atlacks upon your humble servant do make one
laugh. When I sit down to peruse this editor's jokes 1 have
to gel a servant to steady the chair, lest wiih backward,
chination-prompted spring I break my neck, and to order
own private piper to play all the while the most heartrending
and doleful airs, else these sides of mine would simply split.
That's all.
Such is life in the canine world.
By the way, here's a good joke but no ; I won't tell it to
you to-day. "Yet I could make you laugh. Never mind;
don't cry
be good, shun vice and I'll give you all the fun of
Thine,
the fair, you bet.
Gordon Stables, M. D. R. N.
P. S. I declare I've been and gone and signed my name,
and I really meant to have taken shelter under a nick. But
Ans. There

<

—

;

!

down

it is,

down

to

it I'll

Twyford, Berlts, Mng. t

stick.
ilea. 30,

1878.

A PENNSYLVANIA FOX HUNT.
West Chester, Pa., Jan. 10, 1879.
Editor Forest and Steka?j
It has become the annual custom fcr the fox-hunting organizations in this section of the country to hold a meet
West Chester some time during the hunting season, aud as
this brings together quite a number of gentlemen whose inter:

est are of a mutual nature as regards fox hunting, the result
has alwT ays been that satisfactory and enjoyable reunions
have taken place.
The well-known Rose Tree Hunting Club, which has its
headquarters near the city of Philadelphia, aud which includes such prominent sportsmen as the venerable Fairmat)
Rogers, H. Hiedekdper, Drs. Harte, Bushe, of Philadelphia,
anil H. E. Saulhier, formerly of New York, but now a resident of Delaware County, and many other gentlemen well
known to fame in the sporting field and it is natural that it
should take the various clubs which convene here on this occasion.

Editor Forest akd Stream.
flow fare you iu America iu the canine world. Here in
England we are all at sixes and sevens, logger-heads, daggers
drawn, or any other mild form of expression you think might
uut some of us would cut
represent the state of affairs. Ab

quently into prominence as successful competitors in hurdle
When these gentlemen arrive in our quiet town or
the day previous to the one selected for the hunt to come off,
great excitement prevails in the more juvenile portion of the
community, and their scarlet uniforms, staunchly built foxhounds and handsome horses, led by their attendants, the
cynosure of admiring eyes, aud our more soberly attired local
hunters sink into insignificance for the time being.
The bunt which took place here on Tuesday and Wednesday was participated in by this club, the West Chesler Club,
and delegations from various other fox-hunting organizations,
whose headquarters extended from the Brandy wine to Thornbury. The Rose Tree pack of fox hounds, those belonging
to Jefferson Sbaner, of West Chester, which were awarded u
medal at the Centennial, the pack of Jesse Hickman, Thornbury, together with numerous stragglers brought in from here
aud there, made an aggregate whose numbers promised distruction to any fox whose temerity would induce him to
venture forth when they were abroad,
the townships included under the comprehensive title of
Goshen furnished the scene of the first day's hunt, and as the
dogs streamed through the streets at early dawn, followed by
three score and ten horsemen all bravely equipped atid
mounted, it was a sight glorious to behold and calculated to
make the blood boil with' the vigor of youth in the veins of
veterans of the chase, whose halting feet brought them to
their doors to gaze as others had gazed on them in days of
yore.
But little time was lost in starting a fox, and a cloudy day
with the wind in a propitious quarter, presented every indication that the occasion should be one such as rarely experienced even by the most successful fox hunters; but alas, the

coats.

There have been several base attempts at murder here lateFor instance, they that is we, of course— have been

—

ly.

trying to kill poor too honest old Ivingdon of Colyton for the
The weapons they— that
last ti ye years, but itingdon lives.
use arc plentiful abuse when his back is turned,
means
and plentiful libations of Champagne when he comes smiling,
But, Lord bless your honest
es he always does, to the fore.
soul, King'don doesn't miud it. He survives, I tell you. Why,
he even gets fat on it, one more proof of the Darwinian
theory of the survival of the fittest. But, look here sir, come
Ahem the reason I think
closer, aud lend me your ear.
why Kingdou lives is this He is a gentleman and a scholar.
These are synonomous terms, you say. I grant it, but I assure
you mon ami, there are some among them— i. e., us—who
couldn't write a line of fair English if you were to promise
them— us, you know— a free ticket to the soup kitchen every

we—

I

:

—

day they— ahem we lived.
Now, Mr. Lort is another poor devil against whom a conspiracy to live was got up. But Lort isn't K.eats. Tlie poordevil exists, smiles, eats and can go to bed at night without
I say, though,
hali a gallon of hot Scotch in his stomach.
!

.

tl

i

'

.

i

wine hilh being mad
obji dl ive p
toric fields of Birmingham soon furnis
trickery and agility Is said tobavecqi;

gain in the gadBrandys time, the hisrox, which for
f not surpassed

the original cause of all earthly troubli
Slipping under the fence boom OHO ,-ide lo the other, be
baffled the good intentions of the hounds in a manner very
annoying to even tbebeat nal tired, and after leading Ihe field a
tiresome hunt, finally
them in the vicinity of Chad's Ford,
after which nothing further was seen of any representatives of
the Reynard family.
The combination having been so unsuccessful then dissolved partnership, the different divisions returning to their
respective places of abode wilb ihe hope that at their next
annual meeting the Fates should be more propitious and the
foxes more unsuspecting.
Ksoclapius.

Ml

CANINE OVARIATOMY,

is

;

!

..-

i

"'

donkey.

Rose Tree Club are all uniformed iu
the regulation English style, hold monthly meetings for business, when a club supper is always partaken of, and ride
Sleek glossy hunters whose leaping qualities bring them fre-

:

ii

da, I. :':
.....
i.
und'fhen
die with fresh reinforcements of men

The

office of this journal.

DR STABLES ON CANINE MATTERS IN
ENGLAND.

each other's throats on the sly don't we love each other just,
and don't we fly into each other's arms, and don't we weep tears
Toil see we
of joy down each others backs when we meet.
prefer this form of embrace to any other, because it effectually conceals the onions so carefully hidden in the cuffs of our

This disappointment was partly compensated for by a banquet which the West. Chester Club had prepared for their
visitors, and the supper hour was pleasantly passed by the
tired hunters in feasting, speeches and songs, their couches
inbeing sought at
oui
tthej
amply pre-

hiding

It frequently

very

hopes of all are sometimes fated t" disappointment, and after
a tedious and baffling run of about a dozen miles, duriug
which time the fox was seen several times to seat himself on
hill tops to await the drawing nigh of the pack, a diversion
was caused by a beggarly half-dozen of dogs belonging to
another hunt crossing the trail and so losing the fox to ihe
burners from West: Cheater, who endeavored without success
to start other foxes, but were finally compelled at the close of
the day to return lo town with the hopes of better luck on the

your

I

all
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The members

races.

of the

Attica, N. Y., Dec. 29, 1878.

Editor Forest akd Stream

:

have been very much interested in Ihe various articles
which have appeared in your journal relative to canine surgery, and particularly ovariafouiy
and while I appreciate
the necessity for a " canine surgeon " standing upon his proI

;

fessional dignity in all matters surgical, medical, or perlaining
to his profession, still it seems to mo that Ibis matter is a very
simple one and seldom attended with danger. When we rethe mutilations which dogs undergo for scientific

member

purposes,

and the almost invariable

which they make,
ovariatomy

is

I

am

led to

and rapid recoveries

remark

(hat the operation of

quite simple and requires but

or surgical knowledge.

If

surgery, or are in doubt

anatomical

little

you

are not familiar with canine,
as to the truth of
statement,,,

my

please call at the physiological laboratory of Prof. Flint, Jr.,
few operations on the doctor's

at Bellevue Hospital, witness a
pets,

and you

will

be surprised that dogs can be literally dis-

sected alive and yet in a few days

lie

entirely

The

well.

great plasticity of the blood, the readiness

which

clots will

tion of this

men.

The

new

form

in the

and rapidity with
wounds, and the rapid organiza-

material, is a fact

well

known

to scientific

cat, rat, wolf, fox

and lower order of quadrupeds
The shock is slight, and if
the patient be brought well under the influence of an
anesthetic, so as to prevent struggling and injury to
contiguous
parts, there is no reason why any intelligent person
cannot
perform the operation successfnly. 1 have removed one
of
the kidneys from a dog, and in a few days the dog was
perfectly well.
I have out down upon the stomach, introduced

generally, bear operations well.

a silver caaula info the stomach, brought the eauula through
the external opening, and in a week the dog was well
and
with a fistulous opening into the stomach 1 have removed
ihe
entire spleen, with no other effect than lo give the
animal a
ravenous appetite, or perhaps an unusual ferocity of dbposi
tion.
I have performed many operations run The
lower aid
mals for experimental purposes, aud I never have killed
bu f
one pup, and he died from strangulation through the careless'
•

my assistant. Long years ago, before I acquired
any anatomical knowledge ,,( ihe relation of the different
organs in the pelvis of the dog, or had in any way
familiarized myself with the surgical relations of the various
parts
I was taught by au old English gentleman bow to
remove the'
ovary, and I have followed his diteclnns ever since
It is
true that we killed a young bitch to verify the truth
of the
old gentleman's statement, but it was not a necessary
procedure. I will give the opinion as demonstrated to
me and I
will vouch for the fact that I never have been
disappointed in
the result.
First, bring the bitch well under the influence
of
ether; then place her on her back; then spread
wide the
Hughs and introduce a large blunt-pointed, carved wire
probe
into the vagina
carry the probe backward and upward town d the nterial line, and feel the point of the probe about
two inches above the pubis, then place the finger firmly on
the point of the probe; now make an incision through
the
abdominal parities about one inch and a half iom>'
and cut
down upon the point of a probe pass the probe through the
opening and you will liud a Y-shaped tube projectingthe
probe is in the lower part of the Y, which is the vagina
of
nes3 of

;

;

the bitch.
The two lines which pass upward to form the
upper part of the
are the fallopian tubes, and lead directlv
to the ovaries.
Seize these lubes, pull hem out slightly
pass
a small wire hook into the cavity of the abdomen and around
the fallopian tube
follow the tube t.. tin; ovary, give tlie hook
a twist, aud the ovary will be torn from its attachment
and
an then be drawnaway. Follow the same plan with the
other
fallapian tube aud ovary.
When bulb tubes aud ovaries ar>
out of the abdominal cavity, draw slightly on the
vasina and
cut it oft. Bring the edges of the wound together,
make the
edges fit loosely, and hold by four or five sutures
passed
through aud through. Chain up and muzzle the bitch
to nrevent her pulling out the sutures and possibly
produciuir a
hernia. In a week she will be entirely well.
I have nerformed this operation frequently, and have followed
in detail
just as I have given above.
It is simple, devoid of
technicali-

Y

I

;

aud any person who will intelligently follow
direc
lions will be able to operate, sue, essfully.
Lhe«e -ire ,,nti .™
in which f take much interest, imd
as time in
eiinatiori and opportuuiiy presents, I will look
over mv well"
filled, well-kept record, and if f should find
them iu subiecta
of sufficient interest, I will gladly give them to
the
ties,

mv

Mr. Editor,

through the medium of Fowtsr and Stream.
Oaninely yours,

public

Attious.

;;

FORESTgANDgSTREAM.
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THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW.
vania Poultry Society, opened with a total of tie entries in
Nearly all varieties of sporting and non-sporting
all classes.
dogs were represented. The native English setter dog anil
puppy classes were the largest and best. The latter was considered to have been superior to any similar olass of last year's
occurrences.
classes

The premiums

were the

same— $5

The following

third.

to first,

are the

S3

awards

first,

society in

to second

all

and $3

to

— George

Imported English Setters, Dogs
American Ranger, first (only entry)

Dimple

by the

offered

'

entries).

Native English Setters, Dogs— J. Von Lengerke & Bro.'s
Duke first, and special cash premium of $30 and $10
for best setter, and for best native English setter from Pittsburgh Sportsmen's Association, and from Dr. H. H. Hostetter; also Parker gun, value $75, from J. Bowen & Son, for
best setter; and hunting suit, value $35, from J. J. SnellenJ. .T. Snellenburg's
burg, for best native English setter.
Thunder second, and special cash premium of $10 from Pittsburg Sportsmen's Association for second best setter also
Clark & Sueider gun, value $50, from J. Palmer, O'Neil &
Co., for best native setter that has never taken a premium;
Bitches, Philip Wolfender's Vixen
L. Givern's puppy third.
first and cash special of $5 from S. George, Jr., for best
native English setter bitch; J. R. Hayton's Floss second;
Von Longerke & Bro.'s Jersey Fly third. W. H. Mullin's
puppy, V. H. O.J D. D. Evans' puppy, W. H. Mullin's puppy,
and T. S. Kirk's Dash, H. O. There were 19 entries in abovo
Jersey

;

ClS .3.
entries
bitches, Edward Gregg's
Irish Setters, Dogs—
Nellie first and cash specials of $10 from Sportsmen's Association for best setter bitch, and $5 from Poultry Society for
best Irish setter bitch John Fawcett's Kate second ; same
owner's Nell third (only entries).
entries
bitches, L. R. LindGordon Setters, Dogs—
;

;

No

;

sey's Nimble first, Charley Illig's Floss second and cash
special of $5 from Frank Hutchinson for best native Gordon
The third and final entry in this class not being
setter bitch.
a true specimen, being liver and white, there was no third

prize awarded.
Pointers, Dogs J. J. Snellenburg's Buttou first and cash
special of $10 from Sportsmen's Association for best pointer
from Poultry Society, for best native pointers, $5; also
special from W. E. Hague of silverware to the value of $50
for the best native pointer that has never taken a premium;
John Fawcett's Joe second and cash special of $10 from Pittsburgh Sportsmen's Association for second best pointer J. J.
Snellenburg's Fisk third. Bitches, J. B. Reno's Topsv first
and cash special of $10 from Sportsmen's Association for best
DOinter bitch ; G.H.Long's puppy second, Charles Richardson's Flora (?) third ind cash special of §5 from Society for
pointer bitches. There were seven entries in above class.
Native English Setter Puppies— J. B. Reno's Count Dan
first and Sportsmen's Association cash special of $10 for beet
setter puppy; J. R. Steighton's Floss II. second, same
owner's Belton ill. third ; same owner's puppy, J. V. Urnstall's puppy, J. V. Steiner's puppy, V. H. O.; W. A. Given's
puppy, C. E. Clark's puppy, G. K. Andrews Daisy, H. C. ;

—

;

John Fawcett's Dan, Charles Illig's Rock (?), A. D. Ne well's
Tom, G. K. Andrews' Dick, O. Fourteen entries.
Irish Setter Puppies—William A. Mcintosh's Biz first (only

and bench show

:

OF THE NATIONAL iMjjRICAN KENNEL CLUB.
promotoj encourage an/l improve the breeding of a superior

1.

To

aud rlieir exhibition and competiv* trial in me Held.
Kennel Reglstei or Sine Bob* for [lie registration of

class of ilogs,
a.

To

pablieli a

Pedigrees.
8. To adopt limes and Regulations for eondueUng Field Trials and
Bcneh Shows, ami to promote uniformity aud concert of action among

and association*; Din- giving us a national uniform standard of excellence, both at Blows and trials.
local clubs

Now,
does

it

judging the clubby

its

not, look as if the club

Pointer Puppies— John Fawcett's Nellie S. T. first and
Sportsmen's Association special of $10 for best pointer puppy,
same owner's Josie second, T. A. Long's puppy, third; Chas.
J. J. Snellenburg's puppy, H. C.
Illig's puppy, V. H. C.
Seven
J. B. Richardson's puppy, R. M. Day's puppy, C.
;

entries.

The

other sporting and non-sporting classes, for detailed

account of which we have not space, we're up to the average.
The first and second places in the native English setter class
were very closely contested between Jersey Duke and Thunderer, and was decided in favor of the best-conditioned dog.
Among those dogs deserving special mention is an English
bull-dog, one of the most amiable (?) animals we ever witnessed. He came there in a crate, and went away without
having been taken out to walk. They wanted a man from
the interior to take him out to be judged, but he " didn't care
" he was afraid some of the other dogs might
to " he said
!"
get after it and scare it to death, it looked so timid
There was on exhibition the imported St. Bernard Bruno,
owned by J. L. Jones, of Pittsburgh. Bruno is of the true
color and form, is two years old, weighs 143 pounds, and is
an exceedingly handsome animal.
Then there was an Irish setter entered by Mr. Gregg, of
Pittsburgh, that is deserving of notice on account of having,
we are told, a coat and color that is seldom equaled. This
dog, Nellie, who was first in her class, has many other good
;

points, and no bad ones, unless it were rather too fine a nose.
Mr. John Davidson, assisted by Mr. ltobert Walker, of
Mansfield, acted as judges, and as usual gave almost universal
These gentlemen, where best kuown, are known
satisfaction.
willfully
to be capable of judging correctly, and incapable of
judging incorrectly, and are therefore appreciated by that
class of sportsmen who predominate hereabouts.
"
Your correspondent, who is a stranger here, is indebted to
the officers of the society and to Messrs. Snellenburg and Davidson for kindly assistance in making above report, which
has been unwillingly contracted in order to economize valu-

You object because Mr. Whit ford, a "professional," was
appointed one of the Committee on Field Trial Rules. You
pardon me, sir, if I tell you the objection comes from
ignorance. Why, there are not a dozen men in the United
States that are fitted by experience at field trials and long
practice, with field dogs, who will give the time and are competent to draw up a code of field trial rules. They have been
working on field trial rules in England and changing them for
the last dozen years, and still they arc not satisfied. We have
used two or three different sets of rules in this country.
Now, supposing Mr. Whitford to be a man of intelligence,
and willing to give the time to it, whom could we get better
than a man who has rim dogs in nearly every trial in this
country, and been a judge at one of them ?
As to the resemblance between the National Trotting Association and theN. A. K. C, the only resemblance that 1 ever
knew to be claimed or expected will be found, as stated, in
will

Section III. of the "Objects" as published—i. e. , "to promole uniformity and concert of action among local clubs and
associations." Thatis claimed and enforced by the National
Trotting Association among its members.
It could not be
enforced if desired by the N. A. K. C, as it is made up of
individuals and not of clubs and associations.
The N. A.
K. C. is formed on a basis similar to that of the English Kennel Club, and was never intended to be an association of
clubs.
It was formed for the purposes set forth in the "Objects " as published, and I presume that you, Mr. Editor, do
not question the merits of those objects, or that great good
would be accomplished by such uniformity of rules and regulations as set forth.
Neither docs the N\ A. K. C. claim any right to supervise
or interfere with any other club or association, as you seem
to imply, except when a show or trial is advertised to be held
or a field trial to be run under the auspices of the N. A. K.
C. then the association giving the show or trial have voluntarily for the time being accepted its rules and regulations.
What you havo to say as to "National Associations not
likely to be a success " has no bearing that I can see, except,
as 1 suppose, you intended it should— j. e., to discourage your
readers from joining the club. Now, will you please explain what your Managing Editor means by saying "that
experience has taught us that permanent success holds to no
enterprise that is not legitimately constituted. As soon as
the self-styled National' Kennel Club thinks it wise to reorganize in a parliamentary way we will recognize it and give
it our unqualified support
but not till then?" How are we
illegitimately constituted, and in what sense are we organized

A.

able space.
.

THE

.»

.

N. A. K.

CLUB.

Sr. Louis, Jan. 13, 1870.

EmTOE FOREST AND STBEAM
Your criticism and the comments by the managing editor
on the National American Kennel Club are before me. You
" We have been accused by members of the N. A.
say that
K. C. of being antagonistic to the Association, and it may not

;

?

Now, supposing, for the sake of argument, the club to be
illegitimately constituted aud " unparliamentary in its organization " (all of which I deny), if its objects arc worthy and
its motives good, why this captious opposition?
What better
have you got to offer in ils stead?
I know all the disadvantages under which I labor in a controversy with the owners of a newspaper, but you will allow
me to say that, while our club would have liked you
with us in carrying on the work before us, still we do
not think our success or failure depends upon the approbation of any newspaper, and wo much prefer your
hearty opposition to a lukewarm approval. You— the Managing Editor— are so kind as to prophecy failure. 1 think 1
am in a position to know whereof 1 speak, and I not only
prophecy success, but go further and propose you this
wager: I offer you the bet of $100 that the N. A. K. C. has
more entries at its field trials next November than were ever
made at any field trial in America, the stakeholder to be instructed to give the loser's $100 to the Women's Christian
Home, in St. Louis, or to a similar institution in New York.
Yours respectfully,
E. C. Sterling.

Mr. Sterling desires us to judge his club by

much

prefer to judge

it

by

its acts,

its "objects.''

which we

shall

mistake not, it had " objects"
If
when it was. established three or four years ago. No one will
be lpuder in its praises than ourselves when it has accomplished any one of ils " objects." Mr. Sterling is wrong
in stating that we have made an objection to Mr. Whitford.
What we stated was that it was " perhaps unfortunate " that

we

do at a proper time.

I

be out of place for us here to stale our position in the premi-

In the first place, we will say, that as far as members of
the club are concerned, or, for that matter, the club itself, we
have no antagonistic feeling whatever aud moreover, when
we are assured that the club is about to do anything that will
promote the well-being of all matters pertaining to the dog,
heartiest supOr that it is able to do so, it will receive our

ses.

;

So far, so good. That is just what one would expect from
Oae of the leading sporting papers of tha country. I now ic" objects " of the National American Kennel
ier you to the
Club, as published in the pamphlet juat issused by the N. A.

he had been selected, and gave our grounds.
give another, that

judging

versy over

we meant

is,

to infer

We

can

now

the fact of his being a party to a controat the

Minnesota Field

by the club not being

Trials.

What

legitimately consti-

tuted was, that a few men forming themselves into a body
and styling themselves a "national" club were usurping a
title that by right should belong to a body differently constituted, i. e., that every section of the country or similar body
should be represented in the organization by accredited delegates.

The

easiest

way

to re-constitute

or

drop the word " National."

Then the club

same. light as any and

other clubs.

which

it is

entitled will

all

versy," nor will his §100 ever enrich aDy of our charitable

donate

sional.

very

paper controled by a late president of the club, in which
owners of dogs are advised not to exhibit at any show not
held under the auspices of Hie National American Kennel
Club. Mr. Sterling need have no fears regarding a " contro-

we

can persuade him

to voluntarily

it.

pertaining to

an association of men were making an honest effort to carry
out the "objects" as set forth, they would receive the
hearty encouragement and co-operation of every sporting
paper that was interested in the dog. I know of no one in
the club who does not agree with you fully in being "opposed
to anything that has for its ends or aims the furthering of the
interests of professional dog-breakers and dog-breeders, as
against those who breed and keep dogs for amusement only."
1 havo attended the Tennessee State Field Trials for three
years, and have seen gentlemen, who were not professionals,
run their dogs and win, and I never have heard a complaint
that a professional had any advantages over the non-profes-

We

is

it

;

associations, unless indeed

do anything

to

As to its ability to do so, of that, of course, you will judge
for yourself.
But whether the club is able to accomplish all
its "objects " or not, one would naturally suppose that when

an unparliamentary way

club

objects as published, doesit, or

that will promote the well-being of all matters
the dog ?"

in

but it cannot expect any greater latitude
nor to be arbiter for them. A
not interfering with other clubs
only necessary to point to a recei
rest,

"was about

j

entry).

fraternity of clubs

than the

rS

:

F. McLean's
bitches, Paid Hacke's
George P. McLean's While Star second (only

No

the constitution, by-laws
are as follows

itainifig

They

rules.

E Pittsburgh Bog Show, January 13 to the 15th incluTil sive,
held under the allspices of the Western Pennsyl-

reorganize,

is

to

will stand in the

Thou

all

claims to

be recognized and allowed among the

FROM

MR. DAVIDSON AGAIN.

Editor Forest asd Stream
In reply to Mr. Morgan's letter in a Chicago paper of Jan.
he can tell what Mr. Rowo did not say at the Minnesota
:

18, if

Field Trials he

is possessed of remarkable power.
His remarks about Prairie Belle and Friend I pass unnoticed) his
object evidently being an advertisement for himself, having
run them. As tor his shooting over the grounds preserved
for the field trials, 1 have very good authority for stating it
to be true, and when necessary will give my authority.
lie

speaks of a proposition made by me to him to shoot for the
market. At St. Paul he asked me what I meant doing after
the trials

were over, and

if I was going direct home.
I said
a week or two, when he told
he had been getting for his game, and that if I had
no objections we might go together and divide what we could
make. I stated that I bad no objections, pr<

I did not care particularly for

me what

find a place where game was sufficiently plenty to make it
pay. Circumstances which occurred prevented this, aud now
we are having our little shoot. About the birds which 1 sold
on the train
When I came into the baggage car to pav for
our dogs tho baggageman asked me what I intended doing
with them. I told him I meant to take them home
He said they would Bpoil before going to Chicago, and that 1
had better sell them to him and he would give me so much
for them (I don't remember what).
I told him to take them
and deduct his charges on our dogs aud give me the balance,
The reason he paid me so little was probably because they
might not be so good as those reared on preserved grounds.
will now attend to this hotel bill he paid for me at
Memphis. I was boarding a short distance iu the country,
and being in town one evening, Mr. Morgan invited me to go
and stay with him instead of going out lo'uiy boardi
I remained at the hotel that night with Mr. Morgan—not an
expensive one— by his invitation and left in the moraine, and
he paid the bill— at least, had it charged to himself. I
thought nothing more of it than that. Any man who would
invite another to his hotel to stay over night with him, and
after a lapse of over two years come out to public and state
that he had paid such u person's hotel bill, is well qualified to
shoot into the huddled covey, aud is, no doubt, a true sportsman and gentleman. He also states about paying Mr. Benson
two dollars for his and Mr. Whitford's lunch.
From this
it seems he has also bee u paying a judge's hotel b.
befi re
the running of the dogs.
We may again hear of till
space of a few years. About what he had not paid when he
left. Sauk Centre he
is quite silent, and mahea no mention
about the person from whom he and his companions hired the
horse and buckboard, and after abusing the horse,
even to pay the man his hire. This man drove
days afterward and told us all about it. This is thi
you know, " Dick," who caught and lied up the
Duck, belonging to the St. Louis Kennel Club, intending to
hold on to her until paid for his horse and btickboi fl; but
she escaped, and ho was keeping a sharp look-out tor yoa and
her the morning we left Sauk Centre. 1 shot and
game, but not on grounds preserved for g field trial Imtnedi
ately
before the
running begun.
During the miming
of the field trials I do not recollect of having said I had
put my foot in it, but I thought so more than a tew times,
i
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We

II

i

from having anything whatever to do with them alter the'
first day.
Juux Davidson.
Monroe, Mk/t,, Jan. 18, 1870,
Chicago, Jan,

17, 1879.

Editor Forest and Stream
With a desire to get any facts connected with .Minnesota
Field Trials from the parties who charge fraud,
b
to say a few words.
Mr. Whitford has no reason to charge
anything that appears in papers over the Mm dt plume of
'•
Shamrock " to Mi. Davidson. 1 couaidet myself response
ble for such articles as have appeared over that name in
Chicago Field. The statements made regarding l;:
score of Mr. Whitford I consider correct, for the re
the score was taken from the tent in which the jdi
i

1

their decision.
It is not in ihe handwriting of Mr. Davidson,
nor Mr. Muliiken ; but, not being thoroughly conversant with
AVbitford's handwriting, before 1 said what I did, 1 compared
the writing with letters 1 had received Prom him
was correct, but still thought additional evidence would do DO
harm. I accordingly showed the score to Dr Rowe, who was
conversant with Whitford s writing, aud he at Ohce said it
was Whitford's writing; Now, as this score when correctly
added, gives Tempest i;:> points and Jennie 48, il
the way of proving fraud iu the ease of Tempest on M.. DaThere seems to be a desire to ignore it.
Put tin:-: Is
vidson.
Mr. Lincoln, the a
not all the evidence at hand.
the Trials, says he made the announcement of the winners iu
Nursery stakes from score reeeived from Whitford. It will
be noticed the so-called original score memorandum
ever it is called, places Tempest and Jennie the same as the
published score. There is but one-half point difference between them. Mr. Whitford will prubabH
hand Mr. Lincoln his score showing
How a judge can hand in such a score and then cry fraud is
more than J can understand, when iu a letter to me he Bays
he thinks Jennie got more for speed than she was entitled to;
also that one point wbb scored her to which he hardly considered her entitled.
It has been urged, as oj
points in proving fraud, that I went hunting .viih John Davidson, taking Tempest with me, which 1 have before admit
ted.
Now it is an admitted fact that Mr. Whitford
Morgan were quartered and hunted together over
:ul Friend
hunted in the Trials by Mr. Morgan
both winners, but 1 would not so far sink the character of
a gentleman as to intimate that their hunting together had
anything to do with their winning, as I have the sat
dence that they won honestly as I have that Tempest did.
I

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
With

these few facta I shall entirely drop the discussion,
unless publicly assailed, when 1 ever stand ready to defend
.rough the pruss in a gentlemanly manner.
If
yon consider these remarks worthy of a place in your paper
please insert.
J. H. Whitman.
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BREAKING DOGS ON GROUSE.

Snow ASd Halt.—The Boston Board

Gosnstf, Muss., Jan,

6,

I8T9.

your correspondent, Everett
efereuce to dogs worked ou t tie prairie la notlo
(aw his "remarks were intended to apply to
mde upon the assumption that those clogs which
ipou game, even if hut tor one season

your Issue

16 tll&t

the polul, been

young dogs, an
-rlenoe

ready broken."

And

yet in the final

summing up

iu bis first,

and also

hia last article,

says, "Bui alter a flog has necn well broken on other game, then
break him on rutted grouse." Now, I will leave it to the brethren of
the sporting rratertilty to say whether they would not inter that a dog

tie

<me season's training, at least, to entitle him to
tile appellation of "well brolii
Nevertheless, me stubborn fact remains that open country work
with all the liberties usually allowed) sadly unHts a young dog lor the
line worlc required ia successful ruffed grouse shooting.
While,
on the other hand, a dog thai la first broken on this bird never ceaaeB
id

Hie

bi'iit lit oi

of the rigid discipline required at the
afterward worked on other game. Mr. Smith admits that
and unexcelled staunchness,"
will not allow them lo hunt this bird, but calls them in. Are we to
infer from Mils Chat iu a country where three-fourths of the game is
ruffed grouse we are to dodge them In this way, because a little
labor and skill is required at the outset to have the dogs capable of
burning any and every game bird In good style ? 1 will venlnre to assert
that those dog) were not llrat thoroughly trained on ruffed grouse, for
if they had beea he need not fear for them on either thia or aoy other
game bird in the country. As regards the claim that; dogs ate apt to
contract bad habits when first broken on this bird, I do not consider
that there is the least danger of it if they are properly handled at the
to exhibit the beneficial effect

start

when

his friend, Willi flogs of " superior noses

a in

n

1
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To

am,

their feet.

sir,

your obedient servant,

of the Boston Daily Advertiser
London for testimony in regard to the
pavements
I can add mine to "N. T.," ns
reprinted by you yesterday from a London newspaper.
On
two occasions, each time on a salted pavement, 1 noticed my
dog go lame in our streets, about fifteen days ago. He would
stop, lift his legs from the ground, lick hia feet, and show
sueh evident signs of pain that a by-slander called my attention to it, and I examined the dog's feet carefully without discovering the cause, which I now understand. It is needless
to say that this only happened ou the salted snow, and has
not been observed since.
L. C.
the Editor

How
one

;

to Advketise for

way

a Lost Dog.— There

G,

1ST9.

I have taken much pleasure In perusing Everett Smith's letter, in
your issue of Dee. 20, upon the subject of grouse hunting. My attention was called to his letter by the heading, " Breaking Doge on Buffed

paper

A

last

they should go." What should a dog know 7 How shall we teach
him ? I believe Mr. Smith would put many sportsmen under obligations to him If he would write a letter or two upon the education of
dogs. Certainly there are many people in Minnesota who would

snuff.

HuansoN.

AND THEIR INFLUENCE
Nasuvim.k, Jan.

8,

1S79.

Editor Fokkbt and Stkbax:
haa been the means of inciting the sporting fraternity to paying more alt eni Ion to Hie breeding and breaking
of dogs In other parts of the country! as has been tho ease in this State
since such ttlals were llrst held here, there can be no doobt of the exceeding naefulness of them. The Southern man has been used to the
gun from childhood ; tho savage nature of the country, and the great
abundance of all kinds of game, being no doubt the canse of it. This
very abundance of game has made him, however, careless about his
dogs, they being, as It were, unnecessary to his sport ; but aa the country has become more thickly populated, game is scarcer, consequently
the more seience is required to secure it. Setters end pointers are now as
common as ihey were uncommon when I waB a boy, and a trained dog
la almost as necessary to the sportsman as his gun.
Where the field
trials must prove ao beneficial la that they bring together large numbers oi the uest known breed of dogs, and give an opportunity of seeiug the respective merits of each, and In facilitating the crossing and
propagating of those breeds best suited to the different sections. One
great point in such trials is to have judges selected from among mch
men as are above suspicion, and who are practical hunters themselves.
In tho last Held trials held here, that lucky choice must have been made.
I say so beoiiise there were dogs of grand reputation here from all
parts of the country, and some very close matches were run— instance
Luther Adams' Drake dividing llrst and second honors with Mr. Dew's
Joe, Jr., though one dog was from Massachusetts Hib other from Tennssiee. Mr. Hloholson, oi this city (a thorough sportsman), had two
dogs entered in the same ataSe, one of which he was conhdeut would
secure one or the three prizes, yet when he found the judges to have
decided cillTereutly not ote murmur was heard, nor did I hear from
any one of the many present a solitary word of dissent; this is as 1
Hbouid be. The judges were ail practical sportsmen. They enjoyed
the recreation, and followed the dogs with as close Interest as though
they were the owners. From the general expression of satisfaction at
of held

If the result

trials

ihe close of the trials, I have no doubt that the meeting to take place
here In December, 1519, will bo attended by the most oi those here last
year, and a great many more besides.
John Gilbert has been having some Una sport down in Gil es County.
Wr. Gilbert is a trainer of some considerable reputation about here
Ho has now iu training some tine puppies- Mayor Geddes' red Irish
setter Clint, Mr. Brooks' Lark, Mr.Bufurd'a black native setter George
Mr. Oi Waiiu's trap, pointer Tige, and J. F. Nicholson's white and
[r. G, says birds are very plentiful and rabbits
without number.
J. D, H,
i

which appeared in a morning

the column of
LOST AND 1-OUND

:

SPITZ DOG, OF THE YELl.OWISU OAST, ANSWERING TO
the name of " Jack," is missing iiuin riiuunhiv before last. Anyit at 101 West 3sth will be properly rewarded.
No

questions.

FIELD TRIALS

week under

body presenting

Grouse," and, although interesting, it falls Iu supplying the Information many sportsmen on the prairies of Minnesota desire. We love to
read of the fine feats performed by the intelligent dog. We admire
his action in the field, and love his companionship at home, but we
lack the knowledge of educating him. Sportsmen hero have what
are termed good dogs, and we can bag plenty of game with them, bnt
none are skillfully trained. They are taught what the sportsmen
learn by experience must be done to secure game, but we have observed that a more thorough training would enable ns to bag greater
numbers of chickens.
No doubt Mr. Smith's letter would be better appreciated by those
familiar with wall-trained dogs than by me. Evidently the gentleman
is an adept In the training of dogs, and he certainly is a happy writer,
and he conid not more profitably entertain many of the Western readera of the Fokbbt and Stbeam than by imparting through its columns
men ideas as would enable sportsmen to teach their dogs " In the way

thank him gratefully for linjartlng this kuowledge.
We have had a line hunting season. Prairie chickens in great numbers have been knled. Our hundreds of lakes abound in aquatic fowl,
and as late as the 1st of- December geese and brant were numerons.
We have bnt little game in winter. There are, however, a great many
wolves and foxna, and those who love to fodow a hound over the
prairie sometimes enjoy a hunt early in the morning.
The memiry reached forty degrees below zero on Thuraday the 2d.

is more than
Tho novice writes a

lo advertise for a stolen dog.

notice something like this one

Winoom, Minn,, Jan,

Editob Fobest and Stream:

N. T.

We need not go to

effect of salted

Huffed Grouse,

BREAKING DOGS.

:

ihe

benumbed

Such an advertisement may bring

the dog.

this country are trained to absolutely go down at the report
of a gun, or ns it ia culled, drop to Bliiol
mOBt sportsmen are
satisfied if tneir dogs do not break shot and rush for the
game the moment it is killed, and charge at the word, remaining until commanded to fetch, or keep the upright position until the gun is reloaded aud they are ordered to move
on again.
^Notwithstanding so few dogs are broken to drop to shot
with us, it should be done iu every instance, as it undoubtedly
tends to give steadiness in every active point, and acts as a
check on any desire the animal may have to break in and
mouth game when fallen; for, in the excitement of the
moment, the sportsman may neglect to give the order to drop
or cliarge when he has brought down his bird, and the dog
being left to act as he chooses, nalurally moves toward it
also, which, if too often repeated, will certainly unsteady Licit;
hence the necessity of teaching to drop to shot, which, with
very little trouble, may bo accomplished by the following
;

i

Edtpjr of Ihe London Daily News:
Sir As a good deal is being said about the uso of salt for
thawing snow, etc, I thought it might be interesting to relate what effect I myself observed the combined snow
and salt to have on two dogs a day or two back. Happening
to stand still for a few moments on a portion of pavement
where the snow had been thawed by salt, 1 noticed that the
larger of the dogs with me was holding up and licking one
paw as if in pain. I raised the dog's paw, but it was uninjured; but directly it was set down the animal began lifting
one hind and one fore foot alternately, and seemed with difficulty to replace them on the ground.
The smaller dog likewise raised one paw and began yelping pit.eouslv. The does
soon recovered tho use of their limbs after leaving that part
of the pavement, though at first they limped along in curious
fashion.
They are hardy dogs, and used to ordinary cold,
but the excessive cold of the snow and suit seemed to have

To

la

have wisely

am

from snow and ica, believing that its use was a prolific cause
of the coughs and colds so prevalent just now.
The accompanying slips show thai the practice is perhaps as injurious to
our canine friends as to ourselves

Ewroa FoBBi

of Health

prohibited the uso of salt to clear tho sidewalks

511

But the ex-

method
Fasten to your dog's collar a strong cord thirty or forty feet
long, and take him into a yard or lot where no one will be
present
secure the loose end to a short stake firmly driven In
the ground; place him in a crouching position in front of
;

you and keep him
" charge

two

of that.

this is sure to

knows a

worth
When all other methods fail, something like
recover the property, insert under the column
trick

of

BEWARES
KKWAHli WILL BE PAID F03J INFORMATION l.KAD<fe»AA
qpOl/v lag ,o the conviction of the thieves who stole, Saturday
before last, a spitz dog, of the yellowish cast, answering to the name of
" Jack," from 101 West 38 tli at.
That frightens the guilty parties into the belief that they are
harboring dangerous property, and, quaking in their shoes,
they soon make overtures. But the professional dog-thieves
are not to be caught with such chaff as this. They are up to

which encourage and

caress, allowing him to rise, using
hold up " You may now make use of the cord in a
manner, as a reminder that your command must
be obeyed. Take the dog to the stake, and make him charge
there, not allowing him to move while you slowly walk from
hip. Go a few steps beyond the distance to which the rope
will allow him to come, and tell him lo hold up. He will
naturally run toward you, when, just as he reaches the end
of his tether and receives the jerk, cry "charge." This
teaches quick and prompt obedience to the order.
It is time now, supposing that you have thoroughly inculcated Ihis lesson, to have the dog learn that the holding of
the hand aloft is equivalent to the verbal order to drop, and
from the start it would be decidedly better to always uplift

after

the words

more

'

1

'

forcible

the hand when the command is given, practicing him until
the signal only is required to cause him to charge promptly.
In the same manner can dropping to shot be taught by
firing off a pistol and instantly jerking the cord and saying
" charge ;" but it is best to commence with the cap only,
advancing to very small loads, and gradually increasing to full
charges. The dog must fully understand— to be perfectly
broken in this particular— that the uplifted hand means he
should charge, no matter how far he may be from you in the
field
and likewise that the report of the gun has a similar
;

]

perienced owner of a much-stolen dog

there, meantime exclaiming " down !" or
The moment you remove your hand, he will, of

1"

course, attempt to rise, but foil him immediately with a sharp
jerk of the cord and an imperative "charge!" until he obeys,

;

.

n

i

i

'

,'ii.

in.

in these lessons patience must he studied, and the dog forcibly impressed with the necessity of obedience, without being cruelly treated on the contrary, praise and caress him
when he does well, but then only.— AVora Halfock's Sports;

man's

Gazetteer.

:

NkwJehsexFox Hunting—Editor Forest and Stream:
During holidays there was lively fox hunting in Morris
County, just above Berkshire Valley. Mr. Maryland Smith
killed three one day in front of his dogs, and, by himself and
neighbors, several were shot during the week.
Smith has
rattling dogs, that make a fox buzz from the score until the
gun cracks. His Old Bony, an old black and yellow tan
hound, is one of the most consummate generals for a fox I
ever saw. When the scent will lie at all, any time during ihe
forenoon, he can "bounce" the fox in a short time on the
right track.
gray fox, a Hi tie fleshy, cannot stand the
punishment of tho run these dogs will give him more than
one or two hours be:ore he will take to tree or hole but the

Brkakino Doos.—All that is really necessary in the breaking of dogs, is a thorough knowledge of what constitutes a
good dog and the manner in which it should work in the field,
added to such judgment as will enable a man to determine
between the different dispositions and characters ho has to red ones, this month and next, during rut, the males can
encounter. Few can be handled precisely alike some are accommodate the best dogs living with a two-days' trot,' and
timid and need encouragment, others are headstrong and de- laugh at them half the time, in rocky, mountain running
mand strict, and at times, even severe treatment. An abso- 1Mb country ever raised better fox dogs than Jersey and I
have seen some of the noted ones run— Jes. Bush's old Dal
lute command of temper must be observed by the instructor
during his teachings so that not an unnecessary blow may be Abe Joraleman's old Philo, Bloom field Leard's old Zac, Jas!
given; for work done cheerfully and with a desire to serve Carapbel's Boston, Europe and Drive, and many others—
and benefit the master, is one hundredfold better than service twenty-five years since, equally renowned for skill, speed and
endurance; and tho entire lot, started at one time at this lime
performed grudgingly or only through compulsion.
A puppy should have but one teacher, no matter how close of year when the fox is thinned down, could catch a red dogthe methods of two trainers may agree he must learn your fox by fair play. This fox-hunting on Long Island and Mont
voice, your manner, your very look; therefore, if you deter- Clair, N. J., amuses old fox hunters— dragging a smoked
mine to break your dog, do it entirely yourself; do not break herring, leading around a tame fox, or perhaps occasionally
down iu the midst of your labor and leave it to he finished by letting a tame one loose. Year before last Joe Donahue and
"Gim" Campbell took the Bennett party up to the Hideo
another the result will never he favorable.
From the beginning attend to the feeding of your youngs- west of Moonocky Swamp, with about twenty dogs. After a
short time Campbell startod a little half-grown cub of a red
ters yourself, and if possible, let all food be taken from your
hands. This is advised that the puppj' may the sooner at- fox and got the dogs ou. I would not pretend to picture the
time they had as portrayed by "Gim," but suffice it to say
tach himself to you alone and look upon you as his master,
the fox shook off men aud dogs in almost no time.
for no dog, either setter or pointer, should ever be loaned or
Newark, N. J., Jan. 6.
hunted by others than his trainer therefore the breaking of
Shutout-Bobs.
•»>—«all field dogs is better done by the sportsman himself, provided he possesses the requisite patience, and can devote to
Detroit Notes.— L. H. Smith, who won M. S. Smith &
it the necessary time.
Co.'s capital prize—an elegant silver cup— for the best kennel
The check cord will he found of far greater assistance than of setters at our recent bench show, has donated the cup
the whip, the most unruly and headstrong animals being
hack to the managers to be used as a prize at our next bench
readily brought under subjection by it, while at the same
show. J. N. Bodge, of this city, has sold to John E. Long
time it can be so applied as not to intimidate. Always hear the Leicester-Hose whelp, Cash, ne was shown at our
rein mind that a dog should not be correated, except it is cercent show, with his dam and sister, in class 4— best English
tain he understands the fault for which he is rated.
Punish- setter with progeny under eight months old— winnim' first
ment becomes absolutely necessary at times with some dispo- He is a very elegant white, black and tan, and will make
sitions, and that too of the most severe character; but you
some of the older heads take a back seat iu the future. L F
must be satisfied that the act which demands it was commit- Whitman has lost his entire Druid -Mell litter of puppies.
ted with f unconsciousness of its wrong.
Where, you see a
Druid.
dog responding to command in a cringing and supplicating
Nassau Kennei, Club.—This is the title of a club recently
manner, you may know that his master possesses an ungovernable temper, unfitting him fur training or managing "any organized iu St. Louts, and of which A. A. Mellier, Jr. is
animal possessing consciousness. Such a dog has been un- President and W. G. Mellier is Secretary. The specially of
mercifully flogged, perhaps kicked, before he has been taught the club will be Gordons, of which breed they already have a
and made to understand his line of duty, and fearful of a fine collection, and we arc indebted for a picture 'of ikei'i'
champion Nell.
repetition of the lash, for what he knows not, obeys the sum^_».^.
mons crouching and creeping, an object of sympathy to the
—The name claimed by Mr. H. A. Wilson, SUvet Lake
beholder, while his master is viewed with disgust.
Kansas,
for
hia
hack,
white and tau setter dog by Fcdi-ree
From the moment you come into possession of your puppy,
say at three or four months of age, lessons of obedience may out of France should have been Grouse III. instead of siuiolv
3
be given at feeding time, before you undertake the more diffi- Grouse.
cult part of yard or in-door breaking iu fuel, whenever you
—Mr. Fred M. Barnard, of Boston, claims name of Hinmay choose to oiler him food, by placing it before him and
not allowing it to be touched until ordered, slightly tapping doo for his Siberian bloodhound by AI Watts' Chamnfoa
v
him when greediness or a non -regard of your command is ob- Nero out of Wm. Midler's bitch.
served, persisting until you feel he understands nothing can
gained by disobedience.
—The name of Hector having been claimed by some
The first important lesson to be given is that the puppy else, Mr. Alex. Tope, Jr., of Boston, withJraws his claimone
to
shall charge or drop at command, retaining his position until it and takes instead the
name of Hunter for Ids Elcho-Rose
permitted to rise by the order "hold up," Very few dogs in puppy.
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—Dr.
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fore for In
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name PinaDecember S, 1878,

ship Marin, of Nantucket, in tie South Pacific Ocean,

lima the

,

ped

.

by Watts' Tui

time

Fred

A. Taft's

for taking small fish, which are in the habit of running
around ships in mid-ocean), which, as soon as caught were
cleaned and spread ou the try-wort it
se fish were
caught in the afternoon, and that ,.

Gordon dog Dorr.

own

ideas of breeding.

—The

celcbinl

non

have b«
Wester;

n

i

Judy

d Irish water spaniels, Barney and Judy,
from j. J. Skidmore's Kennel by a noted
soon he expected in this country.
leaving England.
Patsey

will be brei
is brother to
itch Lifl'ey.

my

Praikie Oil —In March, 1878, 1 received a severe injury
by stepping from a Fourth Avenue ear while in motion, and
remedy used for relief was "Prairie Oil," which
acted like a charm.
T. C. Basks.

£$e» mid ^ivet[

,:'-,.,

Troiu
atranue.
Striped Ba

.Sore-

.

.'•.

KnoKfistl,

i

Roccuh

Fish is Mabkbt—Brimi, PaiOES.—Bass, 25 cents; emolra, 6 to
aO; bluetiali,li>„'; salmon, 80; mackerel., 20; shad, i0; wealrfiish,
12; white porch, 15; green turtle, 11; terrapin, 18
frostfish, 6
;

;

haddock, 6 codiisb, 6
hlackiish, 12}£; flounders,
eels, IS; lobsters. 10; eheeps' head, 25 ; seallops, $1.50 per gallon.
30 to CO
whitefiah. 18
;

;

;

;

,

;

pickerel, IS;

snapper,
18

;

;

salmon trout, 15; black bass, 18; rmiseullonge, 18;
pompano, 60 einukcd haddock, 10; smoked

123.;

;

;

dry cod, 7

;

hard

red-

a New York Dutchman too.
W. K.
Albany, Jan. 18, 1870.
But did the moon or the hot weather spoil the fish? We
are awaiting the test proposed in these columns last week by

§2.50 per 100.

oralis,

fishing schooner

Ltd mi, while

fishing off the

It was forwarded to the
Smithsonian by B. G. Blackford. Tun largest pompano on
record previous to this one weighed Hi pounds.

—

Movements

of 1'HB Fishikg FtBKtP.
it has been rather
aqui:i
been llUt six arrivals, and these
from the Banks, bringing in 130,(lD01hs. of halibut. There
are some thirty sail engaged in the Bank fishery and twentyfive in the Brown's Bank, La Have aud George's fishery.
A
"

'

Jan.

u

the business.

lie

under way, whie'u wbl

— Cape Ann

Advertiser.

17.

Kentucky — Stanford, Jan.

is

close season

10.

—An item

in a late

ii

which may be deemed deserving publication, especially as it is given on authority of a
member of the clergy and other truthful individuals. Some
years since our veteran slatberer, Dilsey, was (idling near the
Cow Ford, in Rock Castle Biver, when a whale, atter a lew
nouns, carried away bis hook and nearly a toot of his new
recalls a novel incident

moved,

it was during those days when Diisey knew no more about
the science of angling
w, and be had neither
got nor gimp soeils, though dabbling iu a stream lamed for
jack and salmon. Fortunately for thi
legrnatic
..

companion corroborated,
about the encounter,

in

a measure,

.

his extravagancies

by quietly pronouncing

it

a good

one,

aud the fame of that particular po was increased. The following season old Hop wood, who is a professor, was the
happy capturer of a lively jack of seven pounds weight, from
that very rock upon which Dilsev "had had a lussel with the
While dressing his fish a cj-stander
biggest one in the river.
diiected attention to a small tumor on one Bide, and a careful
incision disclosed a hook aud two or three inches of line still
Dilsey's
attached, neatly sacculated between skin and ribs.
legend was Lneiantly recalled, and when the hook aud line
>1

shown him he immediately recoguized them, without
having au intimation or a suspicioa ») whence they bad
•were

been brought.

rment of line prove that the

Does,!'.

hook must have passed through

the stomach

?

Kbntcokian.

Tennessee — Nailtmlk,

J.rn.
14.— A stranger walking
through the streets of Nashville would come to the conclusion
that Us citizens were great fish eaters, judging from the quanSulzhaeber
has saimop trout aud
tifies exposed for sale.
Mackinaw trout from the North grouper and red snappers,
red ash, sbeepshead and lake trout from the Gulf. Oysters
in bulk sell here for about the same pries as in Baltimore.
Besides the above must be niLntioned the fish taken from the
Cumberland and Keelfoot Lake.
J. D. H.
;

Sturgeon Wiuch Take a Hook.—Lake City, Jan. 11.—
Mr. Editor: Your interrogations at hand, and in reply would
say that I know of two shovel-nosed sturgeon being caught
with a boo* and line. One 1 took myself, but do not believe
They were simple
that either bit at the baited hook.

who

aud to preserve, the lives of
whose natural termed life might

Wat

;

1

1

Turocgh the Iob.— A

Fishing

nave full course
work, "In the Wilderness," Mr.
Charles DudUty Warner quotes the following words in his
sketch called " A Fight With a Ti-OUl :"
"The leader (I am veiy particular about my leaders)
had been made to order from" a domestic animal with which 1
had been acqu.aiided. The fisherman requires as ges
gut as the violinist. The interior of the house-cat, it is well
known, is exceedingly sensitive; but it may not, he so well
known hat the reason why some cuts lea. e th
un in
tress when a pianoforte is played is because the two instruments are not in the sam,: key, and the vibratio
chords of the one are in
ird
the catgut of Ihe
1

:

little

'

1

Oq

s-x

feet
*

artificial dies *

of

this superior

*

article

Warner

is

fixed

I

three

And Luke shoved

*

off and slowbegan ea;

toward some

ly paddled

Mr.

*

lily pads, while 1
a versatile writer, and Uae

leen.]

1

garded as a disseminator of useful and practical ti a
the youth of America, by
rgelyi lad.
Now,
to have the coming sportsman think, and perhaps inform
i

some unsophisticated
prDl

him

-

i]

i

;

lba|

mngman

sa i

as they

then- fly-books on ihe.

make

nan,

ask the yo

to

..-

Lakes,"— ami,

coui

ot

i.j',1'

in

.-

.

.

I

tx

"The

to

rjj

always do em their in.i tri]
steamer or iu some country tavern and

grand exhibit of their

-

ieu

01

lies, usually rivalling the fourth

numbers and a Turkish rug in the

brilli-

a:.,
a a inform this
ancy, and variety of their colors; and
inquirer, as he arranges his gaudy feathers ami distributes
at intervals on his leader, that said leader is made
" is certainly too bad.
I am not in love with cat.-, and it is not to save them from
.sips annihilation by the young sportsmen
whohavi heen misled by the author of
Summer in a
Garden," a work looked upon by the farmers of our land as a
standard work; neither do I expect the fisherman of to-day
to be taken in by any such nonsense, especially if he has arlived at the supreme felicity of a "seven ounce split bamboo."
lie knows better.
Bul thai the rising youth, who will follow
in our paths and whip our depicted trout brooks, may not
grow up in ignorance on so important a matter,
Warner will see that figure editions
his wi in. will have
the correct definition of what a leader i- made of, and thai in
the luturehe will n<
Lite sake of
giving his readers a little facetiousnessB. J. Thompson.

them along
.

11

"My

1

1

Y., correr.

.

a of snow and cold from your mind.
Bul we inland people, particularly those of us living in
the vicinity of that chain of small lakes straggling through

'

oiler.

N.

Dansville,

who writes of snow storms and winter blasts, and
onr suggestions SB to the precautions for the pi
vation of the game birds during the winter mouths, gives us
some account of the spott now in season at lioneoye Lake:
Notwithstanding the fact that winter
and
it
theelose season
a
commenced, and we in the
country are homed up, engaged
the phasing [alalia
reading aud p-'tliug the children and dogs, we need not fill
with tallow aud put ll, a
now n
just the time for running hares aud foxes, and the flesh of
Ihe former is never more delicate than iu .lamiarv, while the
011 is thick aud soli,. Brace up; put on rubber b
fur cap and top C
call tl
dogs, aud away to the ti
runway, and the music Of the hounds will soon drive all
a

.sci amis

i

by a double motive— to confine even our

felines,

;

their canoes among a school, and as it has
leaping onl of the water, the canoes are filled in a short time,
especially when the fish are crowded toward the
b death quite frequently, without any othi
a playlulnes.
ft, has rather good edible qualities,
but this does not induce fishermen to seek it. Thea number Of other varieties all are good pan Bt
When scientific attention was first attracted to them, four
and twenty years ago. il was generally supposed tl
covery was a new one. but that was a mistake. In 17G9 a
irausit of Venus was to lake plnceon the third of June.
The
event was of such importance that an expedition was sent
iioin Paris to observe the transit at (Jape St. Lucas, at Ihe ex""in end of Lower California,
After th
mieal observations were finished the party went up the coast
a j r!
return to Paris the naturalist of the
ev,.eilit;....n
reported that on the coast of California were
found sea perch which had their young alive, and when the
small fish were squeezed out of the parent Ihey would swim
with great celerity.— From Matlock's Spoitumari'« Gazetteer;

m

strictest verity,

delightful

last his

1

lew York, have
is us jolly fun in winter.

out

10
I

refer to

Imagine a load of, say
four good men and true', bundling into a puug, whicl
tains, ia
ible wraps aud traps, two large milk
:,!.,. live minnows lor bait. Off we" go to
a
the music
iw sleigh bells, enveloped in a fragrant
idol
and after a twenty-mile ride
'.smoke rising loan capacious chimin's, speaks 01 rugged lads and winsome lass
aboUt the been
apples, cider' and the
latest, opuntry gossip, we arrive at il.'s, on the shore of Bone-.''

1

lor pickerel.

:

1

I

,

1

"

.

•ye

Lake.

We

have been

and the good
.".-

.

of

hi

1 xprcted,
as the good man's hearty welcome
wife's great pans of doughnuts, huge brown
d solid rows of mince pics

gracing bin
al
experience lunuiug
that fishermen bav.
'a

iify.

Ah! she knows

An

us,

has taught lor
say that our
drawing
....... ...^ it very
,vij mild
11411,,
years

a
is

To

appetites.

.....
„„.._..,. is
dredfold
£
j w —
p before daylight, our breakfast of hot buckwheat
cakes, coffee, ham and stewed po
off to the ice we go.
After impeding nigin
culling out the ice formed in the boles during the night, the
hopkfl are fleshly butted uud busiia
iVe never
think of a hot dinner, but partake of a cold lunch
(and awln Li
at noon, and work on until darkness puts
fine Bport 11 is v.
the bobbers to fly up, and hurtling onl the ereat fell
over hand. At night a hot supper awails us then Come
pipes, cider and "01(1 sledge" until bed lime.
And so it
goes — this pickerel fishing
,.!._— one. day bring
the counterpart oi mother
tonally by a
few more or less fish and when we start for home, freighted
down With fishy spoil, we are, sorry it, is over, and
calculate how long it will he before we risil
F£i
leoyi
again.
H.
.1

. .,

.

j

,

I

...

and

;

;

>li

W

I

atnut the bottom and caught foul in the nose, about hi
tip of nose.
Being hooked in this way
Ihey gave tremendous play, and it was scarcely possible to
bring hem to
fiance is known here of their
biting at the hook.
We have do record of this singular fish
occurring iu any waters on the globe (as far as 1 can remember)
ex"ept the Mississippi and its tnbutari
Dr. D. C. Estes.
1

Moonstruck
find. Slrtuin
MoONSWtXTOK FtSH
fish are not all moonshine, us I myself can prove from actual
experience.
It hpppened when 1 was whaling in the good old
.'

—See Bogardus' advertisement.

—

**

§<mu?

Viviparous Perch. Viviparous or sapphire perch are very
abundant along the Pacific coast, and will bile a! ht

Igas z) is perhaps best
with anything. The E Jacki m
known, a fish from eight to eleven inches in length. Its body
is compressed, Oval and covered with scales of medium size,
which are peculiar in being cycloid. Another peculiar, and,
indeed, unique feature, is thai at the base of the long dorsal
trum those al the
fin are two or three rows ol
body by a rather broad aud deep sealeless furrow. The anterior part of this fin can be folded back and concealed.
The
female genital apparatus in a stale of pregnancy c
hag, so transparent that one can distinguish
li
through it the shape, color us-! [01 lation ol Ihe small fish
a, it
i, filled.
The fish when ready to e
miniatures of their mother iu shape aud color, and lilted to
This genital sac seems robe
seek their o.-.n livelihood,
nothing but the widened lower end of ihe ovary, and ihe
pouches into which it is divided within are inereiy a part oi
In each of these pouches a yo.ui
the ovary itself.
wrapped" up as iu a sheet, and all are packed in Lightly. It
rmal ovarian gestation
The external geniAs lnue
aim
tal opening is situated behind the anus.
The males are not
teen young have been found in one fish.
quite as large as the females, either in length or circumfer1

1

GAME

§ag and §rniu

SEASON

IN

Hares, brown anil graj.

IN

wild
FOB TLOHIDA.

JANUARY.
thick, geese, brant, etc.

Deer, Wikl Turkey, WooUOic.l:, t'aail, Snipe, DnckH aud Wild Fowl.
"Boy birds" generally, including variona species ol plover, sauu
piper, autpe, curlew, ojstcr-catelitr, surf birds, pnaluropes, avooeta,
etc., coining under the group L/itnacolceot Shore Burns.

1

i

,

ence.

There is a great variety of these fishes, differing much in
and color. The following are the species generally met

size

with:
E. webbi.
E. Uneata.
E. argyrosorna.
J'ham.rodon

fureattit.

Girard.
Girard.
Girard.
Girard.
A, a.,

a.

E. casaidii.
E. ornata,
E. perspicabi'.u.

Girard.
Girard.
Girard.
Girard.
GirarJ.

Dnn>nlich!ln/s caeca.
-a.

Gibbons

SkH,

from the mouth to

<

appears,

it

bars of golden on the belly and sides.
It arrives in immense
schools as eaily as May. seeping cl
ce, so if. is
caught quite readily. It bites freely at a hook baited with
salmon roe but Ihe mode of taking it adopted by the Indians

-

grass-line.

v;

us hear from others.

let

I

Massachusetts— Nea Bedford, Jan. 17.— It

with both game and hah, theelose to the latter consist!
lee embargo on ail our harbors and rivers; 00 fish in market
During the severe
except eels, loin cod and a few codfish.
snow storm this week I saw a Duck of the snow bunting,
rather a rare bird in this locality.
Concha.

your paper

Meanwhile,

humorists to the

reefs of Florida below- Fctnandina.

large fleet ol
give some acaviiv to

..

.1

.1

I

sal-

There was received in Fulton Market last Wednesday a
pompano weighing 111 pounds.
It was caught by Uapt.
Latham, of the

If.ci

hour afterwards

nil

rte

:

was

In

;

_

i

be shortened were Sir.

lil:

Spper,

IS

ban

,:-

1

numerous innocent

<

lieei

Sec/that

8; sea bass, 15

as big

it.
Of course we went alt to the captain, and he immediately said if was from eating the moonstruck lish
The effects did not lasi very long,
right again in an
all
hour or so. Those lish went overboard us last as many willing hands could tnrowr them over.
The effects of the 'moon
at sea is well known to sailors, so much so that you cannot
get a tailor to go to sleep on deck with Ibi
his face.
I have m-ver heui
having *
effect on laud.
I don't think her- 19 „in rot from the moon
.:.-.
: .• scent glare.
gi'. -_shining On the fish, bul
Now, why is it that porpoises when hung in the rigging will
getahardgl
on the outside, .and will then keep
good for a number of days, even in very warm weather, 1
can say. as the Dutchman did when his King Cbarli
got mixed up, that there are strange things by natuie. "and he

is

.

i

mdce.

halibut,

fell,

the following note from a Lynn, Mass., correspondent,

Pomvano, Trachinotu fcanihiuK

Dram (two Species).

mon,

our beads

'(What Was IBs Leader Made Or?— We have

BOUTUBBN WATKHS.
Family

ae
of the lish lor our supper, and in about

Prof. Goode.

FISH IN SEASOrTlN JANUARY.

'

.

i

the only

KingEiau,
cka Bass. Scioanoi

-

1

—-Mr. J. if. Whitman's fox terrier bitch Fashion gave birth
on the 13:hinst.totwo whelps; a very handsome even
one, with black and tun head and white body saved.
Notwithstanding- he has wilbdra "u i'ruui exhibitions he will still
continue bis experiments to improve the eaniue according to
his

plenty of tackle

e

—Mr-. T. T. Bawyer, Ji.'s (of Boston) Gordon bitch Nellie
whelped, on the lltb, ten dogs and tbree bitck puppies.
Sire,

some

in tin

u\ of Writs' Vixen.

.

j/s

megalops.

E. hirrmauni.

Th»

Gir;

Qiral

perch

silvery

..

(Damat

It is of a grayish olive color;
goldeu reflect tins unicolor.
;

neva
mtt
scales have a silvery
The male carries the sac
.

—Mr.

J.

Shaw Margeram,

of Washington, Pa., would

to procure a

few dozen

trict, wit. re

Ihe winter has been very severe.

If

any of out

correspondents can oblige bim they will also oblige

A Move

in

tub Right Direcoton.

lish the foil

like-

live quails for propagation in that dis-

-'-sts

— Wo are

us.

gl

the story of the

"felt for the heathen," and "felt" in the right place— his
T. 51. O. writes from Woodstock, Ohio:

pocket.

I think I have made a move in the right direction for once
I am doing all f can among the fanni
in my life.
have them trap and keep quail during this hard spell of
As an inducement I obligate myself to pay 5c. a
weather.
piece for every quail so caught and cared for until I order
Ihem turned loose; and I further agree to stand between ihern
and our State law for the violation of its provisions regarding
the trapping of quail- the intent of the law as I look at it. is
to protect the birds, and I don't believe there is any better
way to protect them than to catch them and place them in
good warm quarters, and feed and water them well until we
T. M. O.
are satisfied the severe weather is over.

Nova Soon*. Hatifato, Jan. 10.— Game matters are veryjust, now.
We have only just had our firs
few inches— bo thai there has not been snui
We intend to have a few alterations Dl
as yet.
laws, chiefly iu detail, a copy of which I will send you when
passed by the leg
P. C.
quiet

1

bait.

and a
on the

anterior third of the anal.
The golden barred perch CBJolamttun rhodoitrm), is the
most abundant species of the tamily. It has a small mouth,
sub-conical head, large eyes, aud the colors vary from a
bluish gray above to a silvery white, with three transverse

:

'

YaruMvth, Jan. 9.- The
ing our three years' prohibition.

'

1

for sport, but there are

The snow
some butchers among

wonderfully duris too deep now
us.
S. K. Jk.

FOREST AND STREAM.
:,. 11.— A. good many
sea fowl
Mai
are safe until the ice breaks np iu our
harbors and creeks. Lots of black ducks off Lynn Beach.
Kicbardsua, of Lynn, keeps adding to his string at Nahant.
Nbwoomb.
Snow buntings about.
i

—

Long Island— Shelter

Inland, Jan. 11. The wild fowl
shooting is about over, probably, in the eastern coast of Long
Island.
The very severe weather we have lately had has
ailed the cays awl coyes with floating or solid ice, and the
great body of COOt that have made these places their feeding
grounds have generally disappeared 10 parts unknown, and
scarcely a flock remains.
The chief part of them have migrated Bouth, though some yet linger iu the open seas of
Monlaoli.
But those winter fowl, the whistlers, are still
here, though not in great force, and numbers of them have
been killed by getting out decoys iu open air-hole- of the bay;
and flocks of the tough and shy little old squaws still refuse to
lint the great body of fowl will not retores,
nppear until the opening of the spring.
Isaac.

Tennessee— JVankville,

Jan.,

It.— Gcnnett has hung out

at

his door a beautiful buck, wilh splendid antlers, six points on
one and five on the other; cleaned, he weighed 08 pounds.
He was killed near Dixon Station on the North western Hailroad.
They arc reported more plentiful in that region this

year than for yeai s past.

D. H.

J.

—

Samnnali, Jan. 8. Creeks and ponds are all f rozen over,
and the river is full of floating ice. The greater part of the
ducks have left, and only a few are found among the islands
and cornfields along the banks. Was out two or three days
The extreme cold haspretty well
ago and bagged eight.
stopped

all

hunting.

"Will.

513
combining the qualifications of a good cook and

prosecute our hunt with vigor, and a Eceuo occurred Lsball
never forget. While trailing a deer, which had lain down in
I
the bushes, it bounded away, giving me a driving shot.
I at one
waited fully seventy-five yartls before I fired.
covered blood streaming from the deer, still bounding away
in his gladness, free, a. distance of fully five, hundred yartls.
Calling to one of the party, he immediately followed the
"
fie kept a close watch when, to
trail while 1 was reloading.
his dismay, the wounded beast had turned, coming buck mi
He first drew his rethe same track with lightning speed.
volver—a five shooter, 83—from his belt, ready cocked,
then drawing his rifle to his shoulder, catching
The deer
meuts, and when wilhin twenly yards he shot.
rushed by him aud fell dead, the ball entering the mise and
coining out through the ear. It was a fine specimen of a tiveprong buck, weighing 100 pounds. Later In the afternoon
Pat shot a young buck, making our total two bucks and one
doe, for a party of four men and a two days' html.
Lakkk & Co.
Hummelstmon, Jan. 14.

' run into a crei
i,i
drop
out the little light, double-end shooting skiffs—
holding two persons each— and, hauling over the
bank and into the ponds, proceed to shoot. The first few
pairs of mallards are despatched to the scow, and when we
Come in at tlark", go aboard, have a wash and change our
we find a good dinner awaiting us, to which we do
ol Hi
is cleared away, pipes
froi t of the fire or "lounge on the
and, w bile son
nselves wilh cards, etc., until
cushions, the 01
y Him in and sleep till daylight, when tin
for an early breakfast, after
tor the morning's shoot.
if we Wish to change our grounds, we get up sail and take

hoot against lime
No Mis-FroES.—Visitors
e'a in Jan., 1878, will recall the number of mis-fires
which so frequently annoyed him. It was then shown that
the trouble arose from the wearing oil of the striking-pin, and
was iu no way due to the Union Metallic Company's shells
and primers used. At the recent trial against 6,1)13 balls,
but three mis-fires were noted, aud in each of these cartridges
when moved to the opposite barrel, Ihey went off in the ordinary course. Such a lest and such a triumph speaks volumes
for the excellent, work aud borough. going quality of the product from the Union Metallic Co.'s fad or;, al Bridgeport, Ct.
Those shells were taken om of the ordinary stock, but so
thoroughly iiad they been prepared and inspected that al on<
I

Missoou.—L. D.

Wagner and

N. AlexOaven, of the Times,

Dozier, Chas.

li,

St. Louis, Mo., and J. E.
Kansas City, >to., left St. Louis Wednesday, January 7, via
Iron Mountain K. It., for a four weeks' hunt near Atlanta,

ander, of

Texas.

—

Vmo—C'hiUicoihe, Jan. 11. The
tiie very great depth of
our co' staut companions lor the
made terrible onslaught on quail.

severe cold weather, to-

snow, which have been
past four weeks, have
They are dying in great
numbers from starvation and cold. Sport, this winter has been
unusually tine. We have been seduced by the Diltmar powder,
aud unhesitatingly pronounce it as far superior to the best
brands of black as a breech-loader is to a muzzle. No smoke,
no recoil, no dirt, no noise, and terrible in its execution.
What more can we ask for ?
M. M.
gether with

—

—

Indiana Connenville, Jan. 14. We have now about
twenty inches of snow on a level, and for almost a month
past the ground has been covered, and a part of the time the
Weather has been intensely cold. It will undoubtedly result
in the extermination of the quail iu this section. Several of
my country friends have already reported to me the finding
The quail shootof dead birds—Starved and frozen to death.
ing during the past Beason has been better than before for
Hut the outlook for next season is gloomy.
years.

Duok No.

2.

Illinois— Charleston, Coks Co., Deo. 24.— Charles Hughes
the champion quail shot Of this city. lie has killed tweldvdozen Iroui Nov. 1 to Dec. 13. The largest bag iu oue
I believe he said it was
day's showing was forty-seven.
eighteen days' shooting that he killed the twenty-live dozen
average nearly seventeen a day. Newtotl Blanken
quail
Haker was out for a day's shooting Saturday, 21st, and
bagged forty quail the best shot he killed eighteen. Six of
the Tom Dean Hose boys were out for a days shooting 23d
They bagged live dozen quail and twenty-nine rabbits.
inst.

is

flve

i

could fairly be called a defective one, since the mis-fires were
attributed to the blocking of the striking-piu, and when sportsmen are afflicted with mis-fires, the first point of investigation
should be the pin. If this strikes Ireely and uniformly then
Capt. Bogardus said alter
the cartridges may be looked to.
the match that he desired no better cartridges than those he
had used in it.

J".

B. DAZE.T.

—

The Tolleston Club are taking measures
grounds with quad to give its members the
good field as well as linen shooting.

.Jan. 18.
to stuck their
opportunity of

Mioulc.n— Krwe.maw Co.—Two

black bears killed last
deer plenty partridges pleuty in season pigeons
killed six last trip.
hares plenty
W. <i. K.

month
do.

;

;

;

—

—

Wisooinsim— MadUon, Jan. 13. The father of all deer has
been killed at Devils Luke, forty miles north of this city.
He had been seen iu the vicinity for many years. His hiud
hools had the grown out about ten inches, so that his track in
He weighed 2tJ3 pounds,
the snow was known to all hunters.
Kovau.
and his antlers had twelve prongs each,

Mew

Mexico letter we learn
Tun Buffalo Kangu.— From a
that straggling Urn Indians report the great buffalo herds two
hundred miles farther south than usual this winter, in greatly
diminished numbers from the constant war that is waged upon
them in the north.

Captain Bogakdus'

St

contemplating an exteusiv
lie will beaccomp
west,
of the old block as his trn

of America.

n Trap.

—

Capt. Bogardus is
hrough the South and Southy his sou Eugene, a true chip
.villi the shot-gun iu England
e giass-baU championship medal

Under tbo auspices of the local guu clubs the

give exhibitions of his wonderful shooting skill,
and his son will use both the guu aud rifle. Before setting
out upon his tour, Captain Bogardus returns to his home in
Elkhart, Logan County, ill, where letters may be addressed
to him.
rill

,

Cabvub.—Dr. Carver
where he

sailed for Europe
is to give a series of exhibitions.

last

Saturday,

;

While there a slight snow set in, greatly disHarrisburg.
couraging most of the party
but a little persuasion on the
part of George brought everything in perfect harmony.
We
arrived at Tower City, with seven inches of snow. Our
friend Joha received us with a hunter's cordiality.
The
evening was spent very pleasantly amid the recital ot many a
hunt.
On the morrow we found that a heavy rain had set in,
over our expectations.
Wednesday morning
a heavy snow-storm set in, blowing into our faces and almost
blinding us with snow, uutil we reached he top of Sideling
Alter a little rest and other preliminaries our guide set
Hili.
us to work.
We. soou found tracks, aud were at once
Stationed, anxiously awaiting the result of the tracker
but to
no purpose. Again we were stationed, when, one of the
party, not used to hunting deer, was passing Borne timber,
five deer emerged from the thicket within one hundred yards.
;
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who must

morning, those
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fcrri

at their

return

aud

lo the railroad station,
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business are

to

two bonis they

in

,

ire

Offl

rgeof the steward and the
run Op by rail Saturday again, aud so on through the wilder.
for the season amounts to about $20
per head, and we get more solid comfort out of the ol
era
lUngthar) we could for five times the
a:y older wiy. we have had the Old craft iu coiumiasion
about live ,
d si ie is good for a dozen lo c ane. It
is seldom that more than half a dozen assemble aboard at any
There is always, therefore, ample accommodation,
iov

ie

si

i

,

as

we can

sleep fourteen,

about as comfortable a method of eni lying a day when
shooting as could be well desired, aud many are thegood diutnpaniments we h tvi
td
theai
rx tJa
viud howls about us and the rain pours down we He
rag
in our secure harbor, enjoying the sensation of
it
will clear up and that
smugness, and know that by morning
i.
endid day's shooting and when all come
in at night wild their three aud four dozen brace of fat Dial!,s
the Old scow IS festooned with game
"ii
Andnowyou have the history
lo supplj a market.
ol the 'I'ule Sbootio
Don't like lie ui HUB
[Come Out and try it you will be
It is

I

i

.

;

;
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AMERICA.

San Francisco, December 25, 1878,
Editoe Foeest and Stekam.
Some time since you requested mc to send you a sketch of
the craft known as the "Tule Bell," called more commonly by
vulgar small hoys and derisive friends the "Mud Ben," aud in"
asmuch as the organization known as " Tale Shooting Club
has been such a success and source of no inconsiderable comfort and pleasure, I will give you a brief sketch of its Organization and workings.
It has always been a weakness of mine, for which I have
been soundly ridiculed, to endeavor to combine as much com:

fort as possible with every pursuit, whether business Or pleasure
and to surround myself wilh such luxuries as circumstance
would permit, not being a believer in the principle that it is

"business-like" to be dirty,

pearance of refinement
of all that could make

severely plain, discarding

—in short,

affecting

all

ap-

an utter disregard

This prinlife cheerful and pleasant.
making myself comfortable I try to carry out. iu
all pursuits, and especially iu shooting, fishing, camping out,
etc.
I have been ridiculed, and had lols of fun poked at me
ciple of

having a floor and carpet to my tent in cimp, au extra
"fly," with a projecting front and rear, a fire-place made of
mud bricks, and chimney of sticks and- mud, or kegs mudfor

lined but I noticed that when it came on to blow and rain,
and be nasty weather, the fellows were very fond of congregating in my tent and begging for a "snake down" oa the
;

floor instead of

going

home to

their

own

water-soaked canvas

and damp blankets. For two or three years I maintained a
small yacht, in which I made excursions to the Tule country
about our bay, duck shooting, and, getting tired of the confined quarters to be obtained in a small light-draught boat
the latter being a necessity— 1 set out to build something on a
more comfortable scale, still having the merits of light
draught. I accordingly had construe led a scow of fifty feel
long, foutteen feet wide, with a guard of two feet outside for
passage way, and into the hull I built a house thirty feet long
and eight feet in the clear, the floor resting on the cross floor
timbers, which were six inches deep, the body or hull ot lie
scow being three feet deep, giving me a drop of two and a
half feet into the hull, and built up five and a half feci, the
roof on deck being crowned sufficiently to carry off the
The interior was
water, covered with felt aud asphalt.
fitted up with three tiers of berths, on one side, of six leei in
length (three lengths, eighteen feet) on the opposite side,
At one end
cushioned seats the same length, aud no berths.
kitchen, the entire width; at the other bulkbe ided
i had
off six leet, which, being divided by a partition, made a staledouble
bed
and
a
single
berth
room in which was built a lower
over.
On the side on which the cushioned scats were placed
The space on floor ad1 had three large sliding windows.
table,
telescope
dining
capable
of
seating
a
large
mitted

my

The room opposite my stale-room contained
cook and one extra man, with a passagethrough.
The house being thirty feet long, left
ten feet of deck at either end for working sldp.
Each
through the
out
kitchen
side of the door leading
closets,
one used as a pantry, and one for
were the
guns and shelves for ammunition. In one corner of the kitchen
the cooking stove is placed, the opposite side beiug fitted up
with shelves, flour lockers, aud a wide shell foi making bread,
etc., the main cabin and stateroom b'-ing carpeted, and an
open stove at the forward end, as shown in the diagram. The
enables us to
craft being rigged as tt sloop, with " lei bom
have frequently made
sail her on the wind as well as Off, and
eight nailer. Ihe hour with her.
Drawing but lit teen inches,
we can sail In shallow water and run into Bayous and creeks
even at low tide. The total cost of the entire affair being
about $1,500, a club was organized of fifteen persons lunation fee, $100 each.
At the beginning of the shooting season
we put aboard all necessary provisions, and employ a man
two

Fodgkrb.

GAME AND FISH

twelve persons.

A PenksvlvakiaDbee Hunt,— Editor Fweit and Stream:
We left our quiet little town Sunday night changed cars at

way of luxuries, drinkables, etc. On
we hoist sail aud head for the shooting

pleases in the

welcome.

FISH IN

j

;

Detroit, Jan. 18.
F. A, Apel and A. Kaiser were out for
Jno. McEwan
rabbits on the 14th inst. ana bagged 17.
was out on olhe same day and bagged 9.

sailor.

•

3

what be

i

HOW WE HUNT AND

;

;

As

At first sight he paid no attenlion, thinking they
when suddenly a shrill sound was heard in another direction,
causing sorrow in one and arousing in him a sense of duty
On the next day we
that these are the things we are after.

DAKOTA.

IN

BisilAHCK, Dakota Terrttorj, Jan. ft, 1S79.
Editor I'unisST and Strrau
Thinking a tew lines would not come amiss from his far Western
point, l take ;.. liberty.
We arc having quite a cold soap mru at the
0-. — rini in >i!ii-tur ha* ranged lor llie past few days between
below z-ro— too cold for hunting, although
name la plenty close by lowr. On the wain, on tie Northern Paolllo
BUuroad, going down to Jamestown the oilier day, 1 .saw six herds of
id naviog over lot! Jiead In it, in ea*y rifle shot of
limp) ..i, and duly ti-u lo iwentv iidlc-B from Bismarck, alio limber
down by we river (Missouri) is alive with prairie chlokets, but they
enjoy a d( greo of Immunity, only tempered by the number of degrees
winch in..- mercury passes bulow lite 0. AOou! forty erne* southeast of
Bismarck :» a large sli-et of wnti oallcQ Loi g LsKe. A pari.,- coiuol. Batter, Quartermaster at Blsmaiitt, aud mcssib. HcLeau
and your hnmble aervunr, uurnpad out there in Ootabi
fcrti eo dayt, and cur big was three antelope, two jack-rabbits, one
fox, seven swan,
Inoty-seveo ducks and eigtti couple
.,.!!..• :.. ive with water fowl ol all descriptions, hnd wc aoiuully tir=d of ihe shooting, It approximating tjo close
r.
Al m.Hde's Kanch, aouut forty av- miles n^iih from
In re, ou i.'u Fori BertUold trad, were killed by three hunters, iu three
:

I

:

..

;

.

.

.

•

jo i: al
on cents per pound. Two bullaloes were killed
town by s..ilc teamstera a week ago. They
had prcbably been separated from die Herd and wandered dnwu from
thetSorih. In October mat 1 was up to Little Knife Kiver, a tributaiy
on the uoitli fide of die Missouri It, ver, aud about llfty lulled above
Fort Berlh ilii, and duiooVtreU the uuflalo iheie iu large numbers, but
they moved west very BhorUy afterward, on account of toe persistent
huutlug by the tiros Venires and Hie Indians. Apropos of tins, it is
stated tliat runners from Silting Bull's camp tired ilie prairie's at Die
time ot the dlSiHronj) burning ia.se October, io prevent inebnffalu
:....-!.
from coming south. Mr.
sportsman, passed
through town a i.li'tfi lime ai;o on his way io ins home near llarrishurgii, (iu.
lie had i.e. u in what is called tue JuolUi i.ada, which lies
between 'l.e Vei.ow>t lie and Midsnurl luver.-*, in Montana, UiO milea
..•on.
Living mountain streams, wen slucked with
irout, flow thiough this sportsmau'n paradise, and crizzly hour, buffalo,
antelope, deer and numerous small game abound. Tile prluclpu
sireani Ie
k, which never freezes np.
It lias for Ha
...::u< in die Judith Mountains,
i he Indians call
It
from the large number of beautiful irout found In
rouble is luand in eitcliuig as imuo
[or, with
the ordinary Uickle, of from one to four pounds « Ight apiece. The
India:..-, have long lued mis place as a favorite hunting ground, and
are extremely juii ma or the intruding white man. This s lee of
dinger renders ihe locality peculiarly interesting, us the ardent
sportsman hus a chance of hunting or being liuuied. Mr. ilessiter
1

;

t

a..ou: sixteen mile* ip in

>

.

(

hiee grizzlies on his

trip,

to is

mot

:

There

A

hides alone.

slaughter

successful

in

reality.

hide doubt of the locality becoming a nioM successful cattle

is

snow

aud die growlh of
giuos is high luxurious. Our market here la well supplied with game,
Dear, nuiliiu), venison, etc r.ud lor lish we nave die Lake Superior
irout, brought up on tue railroad from liniuth aud retailed at twelvo
A. Kickab*&.
cents per pound.
range

-eiy

ie a

little

falls,

,

berths, for the
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Morris

fancy backed bows equal to any imported goods and at a
lower price.

lie seta

Boston Athletic Cu:b.— A new athletic club with the
above name has been organized at Boston. The following

va._ we can give you no Information of our own
Knowledge regarding the person yon name.

have been elected
President and CoriespondiDg
Secretary, Charles P. Huckins
V ice- 1 'resident, George if
Adams; Treasurer, William Brown; Secretary, John D.
Wayne Executive Committee. A. L. Estabrook, William P
Brennan, C. A. George, W. P. Goodell.
officers

;

j

ill

MoCormlo

W

1
1

Coy

H

Pell

Clint stove

AITFowler
Prank Kerst
In shooting

oil ties

0—1
o—i

o—o

b. r. b.

Huboken, Jan. 13.— Regular ;medal shoot of the

Palisade Gun Club:
IlrTalsin

l
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1

1

1

1

11

1 1 1 1 1
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1 1

1
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11110101191110101 0—13
111101111110110111 0—16
1 100011001111111110 1—14
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0101000100W
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1 1 1
1 111111111111111111 0—19
1 101001111111110 011 1—16
101100011111000100 1—10

I, Palmer
WPftine

l

1

J Corbet

1

Collins

F Brazean
Asuius

JO

1—3
1—3
0—2
0—2

AArderson
11 vLengerke
OHesse

1

BS Payne

To give every shooter an equal chance they were divided

in four

second two balls!; second, two
Dr. Talson won the medal.

balls to

classes:

first

third; taird,

class allowing the
balls to fourth.

two

Justus v. Lenherke, Sec.

E.

Cotjes' Birds of the Colobado Valley. —There is a
stage in the Pfe of every student of ornithology, when enthusiasm is easy, when every bird is a wonderful revelation ; when a

warbler never seen before is the rich reward of each day's labor,
and every bird's song is a voieo from the unknown laud. But
with time this charm wears away. In your favorite thicket, tho
twitter of the redstart is a

warning to follow no longer, for you
have redstarts enough; the cardinal grosbeck may let his clock
run down, and you not even look or listen the plain bird that
you shoot because yon do not know it, turns out only a red-eyed
vireo or a female indigo-bird, and you would give alt your day's
bird-Bains if it were again alive in the tree.
After this time, if you still study birds, and cannot go on to
frosh fields and pastures new, you must come to something dry
Take your scalpel and work on the tongues and stomachs, or
look for ten primaries on the swallow, where only nine grew before ; or, still worso, you may turn away from birds to the bird
men of other days, and from their literary bones evolve synonymy and the thoughts once stirred by the shivering and bodiless
notes of the first bluebird may never stir again.
As with the individual, so with American Ornithology. The period
of Wilson and Audubon and Nuttall will not oome again. The new
birdscome no longer. The rosy glow of enthusiasm is passed, and
;

;

Shrewsbury gun Ci.nn— Aebury Park, X. J„ Jan. 21
club gold badge, 18 yds. rise, Bogardua traps
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T
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Morfoid
Campbell
Wild
Coleman
T Marsden

LB
O

—Match

Davis

1

Pennsylvania— Philadelphia, Jan. 15.— On the morning of Tuosdayfl
the 14th infant, a Urge number of sportsmen congregated at the
house of Alfred Brothers, situated on Nicetowu Lane, near the Township Line, to witness a. pigeon match ol Ave birds, two) t
estants being John
lUudar;
thodelsl
eighty yap
Parks, of Tioga, and Edward Godfrey, the genial host of the Shaffer
Heme, Eighth and Green streets. The following is the score :
EGodfrey
The tie was shot

1

oil

o
o * *—2 J Parks
0—2
Mr. Godfrey proving the winner, as Mr. Parks

l

off,

J. S. JI.

failed to kill his bird.

Illinois— ATM-saw, Jo«. 11.—Match on l«e of Mississippi Kivor
gardus screen trap ; IS yards rise. First match:
('apt

J HFiulay

A

Bo-

1

Jno Worthen
.IE.Johnston
Tom Worthen
j

;
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Adoon Around.
:idiana.— CennarsvilU, Jan. 14.— Yesterday we held a sweepstakes
i".
WBhii.
1.,
round trap, 21 yards start, So yards bouuilary,
ds in diameter, marked by small flags,
was made around the trap gun below the elbow until the rabbit was
sideol circle and on the go. This was something new. and attracted
qntte a crowd. The match was quite exciting, and afforded a great
Seal of sport. Below is the score :
1

,e

f,

;

8
J?

Beck.,
WSnyder

1

Moore

J
Ross

1

Ties, misi and go out,

Oil 0—2 W Snyder
111 1—5 D Roots

110

1—3 TWllson
10 1 0—3
Moore and Wilson divided.

Second money

Moore
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the serious business of ornithological hair-aplitting, or feather-splitting, is upon us. Andbecauso this is so, all the more heartily do we

welcome this last book of Dr. Coues. Its biographical part might
have been written by Audubon, had Audubon known enough, and
could he have weightod his imagination better by facts. Its technical part is fully up to 1879, for no ornithologist that ever lived
has done such work more faithfully than Dr. Coues, yet every
page is luminous with the bright enthusiasm of the earlier timeB.
Every bird in Dr. Coues' pages stands out as a sharp individuality.
Aud they are not thrown in to ornament the scene, but each bird
out of doors, with itself as the control
book contains tho fullest as
well as certainly the best biographies ever written.
The last 240 pages of the work are devoted to a " Bibliography

Willia.M8bukgh Athletic Club.—Athletic interests in the
New Tork have received a new impetus by the

organization of the Williamsburgh Athletic Olub, of WilliamsAt a meeting held January 9 this orburgh, Long Island.

of officers,

was perfected, with a strong membership and a list
whose activity promises very creditable work for

the club.

The

ganization

President, pro

tern., is

Mr. Charles^Gaubert;

Vice-Free.) Mr. T. V. Forster; Secretary, Mr. J. M. W. HudL;
Suitable grounds will be
Treasurer, Mr. Charles Haselton.

secured at an early day, and the first public games of the club
All applications for
will probably be held in the spring.
membership should be sent by letter, stating age, residence

and place

of business, to the Secretary, Mr. J.

M. W. Hunt,

care of Charles Gaubert, 107 Broadway, Brooklyn, E.

I).

well as an old fly-fisherman for trout and black bass, will undoubtedly make his services valuable. Messrs. Conroy, Bis-

&

Malleson also intend supplying sportsmen with full
outfit, including stoves, tents, moccasins, etc., and
they will have completed shortly the retail catalogue advertised last season, but which from press of business they were

camping

said

it is

tho

most excellent piece of bibliography "in

existence,

whenever, wherever or by whomsoever done." We have little
space for quotations, but the following, from the embarrassment
of riches here, will leave a eweet taste with the reader

The bluebird "soon returns with its cheery, voluble warbling,
inseparable from the associations of spring-time, presaging all the
hopeful aspirations of tho coming year.
This song is melody
without great power
the highest art.

delightful modulation without exhibition of

;

It is

sett

&

Malleson have both the skilled labor and well seasoned
will be able to produce lancewood self and

wood on hand, and

S„ Maryland.— roar sketch received and accepted.

give your post office

makes

it

Impossible to write you.

imagination than

more

is left to

the

Like tho sunshine of the days,
young, and nature seems to pause to gather
strength for her intended triumphs, this melting music of the
bluebird is full of dohcious languor and dreamy voluptuousness,

when

the year

is

revealed.

is

suggesting the possibilities of

all things,

expressing tho realities

and a pledge of the future, like the unconscious yearning of a maiden for what sho knows not."
DAvrr s. Joedan.
It is a promise

of none.

American Naturalist.— The first number of the thirteenth volof the American Naturalist contains several articles of much

ume

Prof. J. E. Todd writes entertainingly about " Certain
Contrivances for Cross Fertilization in Flowers," Mr. W. J. Hoffman about "Curious Aboriginal Customs," and Lieut. A. W.
interest.

article, "

A neglect to
Please send it.

G. T. A., Watsonvllle.— Tue gun is a very good one. For Gordon setters in San Francisco write to the president of the San Francisco
Ksnne l
Club.

H.

Mlddletown.— "

13.,

country, tan obtain
three weeks.

M„

.1.

it

L'rntse of the Orion" ia

not to bo had in this

you from England npou receipt

for

of ?2.

Jr., Philadelphia.—The 1'nlon Metallic Cartridge

manufacture

3ln.

of barrels put

on

shells for 12

to

yoar Btock.

Time,

Company

gauge guns. You can have a new pair
Send to Squires, Oourtland st, city.

C. H. W., Augusta, Me.—For construction of skin's aud smal! yachts
see thirteen papers on bout-bailding published in Vols. IX and X. Can
send any one upon receipt of price of paper.

E. J. W. K., Philadelphia.— " The Yachtsman's Handy Book" is not
be obtained in America. Can procure it for you from England upon
Time, three weeks.

to

receipt of $1.75.

F-. A. T., Dedham, Mass.—Should a pure pair of Gordons
throw any
pups except black and tan if so, what color ? Aus. It is not at all unusual for a Gordon setter bitch to throw one or more red puppies.
;

(

Allegheny City, Pa.— Captain Bogardus' gun ia a full choke
can only refer ysu to the letter of Captain Bogardus con-

E. P.,

;.

We

bore.

cerning the tin-coated shot which was published last week.

Partridge, Dover, N. H.— For Report of the Adjutant General of
your State lSGl-'GG, write directly to the present Adjutant General.
For Keports of other States do the same.
Fjr your gun use St', dra. of
the powder.
T.

W.

G., Philadelphia.— For a winter shooting

Texaa

Florida or
so

11.

M.

We

offer rare advantages.

muoa concerning both

States that yon can

and

fishing tlip either

have already published

make your

choice.

Delphi, Ind.— The design of gun lock eogravingwhlck yon
a very good one. It is faulty In some of the details— not even-

it.,

send ns Is
ly balanced too much smoke for gun,
ably make you efficient.

Canvas Back, Cleveland.— Plans

A little practice

etc.

will

prob-

of sharpie will shortly be published.

A 30

foot boat, with about s feet beam, would be our choice for your
purposes. She can stand a heavy sea and has fair accommodations, see
letters published this week, etc.

Grouse, Collamer, Pa.—The hind quarters of a deer are termed the
saddle. " Saddle long" Is tho saddle with a part of the loin added. The
reputation of the gnnmaker is good, so far as we know. The dow-claw
iu hunting doga is a mark of mongrellsin.
S. I. Y., Brooklyn.— Will be obliged for any information cf practical
observations concerning the speed of yachts of different classes for
different angles of heel, suob as half way down to rail, rail awash, cabin
house awash, etc. Any one having made a series of such observations
will oblige by sending them to thlB office.

sweet and charming, lacking great force,

yet with a touch of such nervous quality that

The Gemmule

the Plaatidula as thB Ultimate
Physical Unit of Living Matter," will prove rather a Btaggerer to
the non-scientific reader, but the paper shows much thought and
careful study. Mr. Alfred W. Bonnett'a essay on the " Absorpvs.

Water by the Leaves of Plants " has a practical value that
must recommend it to all. Dr. A. S. Packard presents a very important paper on the "Breeding Habits of thoEoi," but aB the
author is still continuing his investigations we postpone a notice
" Recent Literature" and "General Notes "
of it for the present.
are quite full. Among the latter we observe one on a "Singular
Habit of a Meloid Beetle," by our friend. Mr. 8. W, Wiliiston,
and one on the "Mode of Drinking of the Red Squirrel," by
Judge Caton.
tion of

BOOK.S ItEOiHVBD.

" Zimmerman's History of Germany," parts 31 and 32. Henry
Johnaon, 27 Bookman street, New York sole agent, John
Beaoham, 23 Liberty street, N. Y.
J.

;

G. H. W., PlattBburgh, N. Y.—If you were buying a Scott gun to be
used for shooting all Kinds of game from the snipe to the deer what
gauge, weight, length of barrel, etc., wonld you get?
What price
wonld you pay? Ans. 12 gauge, S pound, 30 inch barrel. If our means
would permit we would buy a Premier, costing $.300.

G. B. II., Newport, Ky.—If your metal sheila have been expanded by
nae in a gun of larger calibre, you will have to procure new shells,
rutting a higher rear sight on to your shotgun for auxiliary rifle barrel
will probably remedy present defect in sighting. A sight with Blngle
peep-sight ia not objectionable, for with it you really make as true a
centre as with the other sights.

ot

fertile 7

oats,

wheat,

—probably

2,

etc.,

not.

but not of fair quality. 4. Soil ia sandy. B, Doubtful
Middle Tennessee ia better. 6. Deer, turkeys, etc.;

bass, chub, suckers, etc.

A. F„ Wapakoneta, O.— Please give me your opinion on 'he work
" llrehm's Thierlebln." I think it names all animals only In Latin aud
German. Do you know of a familiar work with as good cats as Brehm's
whioh wonld be more practical for this country? Aus. There Is no
better work than " Brehm's Thicrlsbln," but, as you say, it is In German. It has, however, been partially translated In England, we think
MacMlllan & Co., 22 Bond St., Now York, would know write to them.
We know of no single work that would take its place.
;

pointer bitch has puppies, now one month
la growing lean very rapidly, and from her
She has a kind of hitching cough similar to
hiccoughs in a man and, a disposition or tendency to vomit frequently.
Can you tell me what 1 shall do for her, Itauylhtng? Also, what
food for the puppies?
Ana.
Your bitch probably has
worms give her areca nut. Feed the puppies on bread and nulk nnlil
they arc old enough to eat scraps from the table.
G.

c,

11.

Atlanta.

Qa.—My

old (seven In number).

actions I fear she

She

is sick.

;

is no law against your building a
nse.
Any one can make a patented article
consumption without paying royalty. Royalty
must be paid only when you build for a trade or profit. To build a
paper canoe prepare a solid model of seasoned pine, allow for stem and
sterupoat at ends, flnishlng them off with rabbets also, Blot in bot'om
Cse either best manof model for keelson. Fit these in their places.
illa paper, or that prepared from pnre unbleached linen etc.
sheets being full length or model, unless you will accept a lap, which
Bhonld be avoided. Dampen the sheets, tack on Ural one, cement over
and put on next sheet, etc till required thickness is obtained. If linen
When dry, remove model and subject to
paper, nae one. Bheet only.
waterprooilug process, then Insert keelson, inwalea, irames, etc.; deck

U.

L

,

Pougbkeepste.— There

paper canoe for your

Jfnstvets to ^o^respattdmts.
No Notice Taken

New York.—1. Are

Lewis and LTickman counties, Tennessee,
Arc there any sqnattcra there v
4.
Are there any minerals ? 5,
Would land there be a profitable Investment? e. What game, Ilah,
Ans. 1. Ho. 2. Population generally poor. 3. Corn,
ffesh, orfowl?
Incog.,

prosperous and

cereals are best adapted to the soil ?

w.

own

for his personal UBe or

Anonjmoua ConamunloaLtaiu.

;

—

Where

to go foe Game. Correspondents who send us
specific questions as to where to find best localities for game
and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
coraes to us is there giveu.
By keeping themselves infeimed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

much

trouble.

Head

the paper.

unable to complete.

Owing to the want of properly seasoned timber, American
bows have, so far, not been a success. Messrs. Conroy, Bis-

A good

birds, this

of North American Ornithology," a most valuable aud laborious
piece of work, of which the English ornithologist, Newton, has

Aruiibkt Goods.— Messrs. Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, of
05 Pulton St., New York, who are the inventors and patentees of the celebrated "split bamboo bow," have secured the
services of W. Holberton to take charge of that department
of their business. Mr. Holberton's experience as an archer as

sett

life-size,

For many of our

figure.

Ryder's

vicinity of

Address

S'i.

a good one.

is

lard or tallow.

;

has his portrait,

Vogdes gives some interesting facts on Florida mounds, entitled
"Notes on a Lost Race of America." Tho title of Mr. John A.

fatiotml §Hstim^s,

common

lubricator for bullets is

0—3

1

.0111 0—3

Archer

1

Wilson and Pell won.

New Jbbsby— WeM

.E

.110

1-5 Nlveson

1

110 1—4
110 1-4

James Smith
.0110
1—3 Jhive Clark
.110
1 1 1 0-3
Siierm Briukcrhull... .0110
10 10 1—3 Fred McWor. er
.0 10 1
1
10 1—3 Philo Wicker
.0001
1110-4
Dan
Clark
1
.oooi
1 101 0—3 Colgroye.
.0000

....1

Scbbcribbk, Stamford, Conn.—Tcnr pattern

n. E. S., Sparta, Mich— Stonehenge costs $7.50. For waterproof
Bhooiing Buits send to the makers who advertise in our columns.

Pigeon match; free to all ; three prizes; five Blugle rises; plunge
traps; 18 yards rise, 80 yards boundary; weather cojd and birds dull

J Allen
Hilly Wilson
Morris

W. A. E., Brooklyn.— Nuttal Bulletin, monthly, price
Euthven Deane, Essex Institute, Salem, Ma33.

;

wou.

In shooting off tie Wilson,

I'nrnnxEEPSLE, H. Y.— Courtney never rowed against Evan Morris,
undoubtedly heat Morris.

lKfjuiTtEK, Horfolk,

,

Or all framing may flrat be puttogel
nver and varnish.
on Che wooden model, SSta B-lfiln. thick. For comcDt, try aedai p
:.» parts, litharge:; parts
mt>: well while hot. \pply
hot in very small quantity, using a rubber. For varnlnhlnz, use pure
Pat on several coats. Allow the cement to soak through the
copal.
1

F.

J

I

.

B.,

flavennorr,

Iowa.— Wonld arvlse you

to build a sharpie.

;

See our present issues.
G. M, S., Boston, Mass.— see our Fish Department
Hampshire salmon law.

tats

week

lor

New

paper, so as to

make

the whole waterproof.

:
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Admirers of Artistic

ESTABLISHED
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& IMBRIE,'
ABBEYANDREW

1820.

Potterv and Glass are

<KLERK &

Successors to

invited to inspect some

&oods

Fine

choice examples select-

CO.,

for ^Sportsmen

A SPECIALTY.
ed bv Messrs. TIFFANY

&

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE

LIST.

CO. during the Paris

Exposition, including
New
aill

Importers
:

Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus-

NEW YORK

with novel marine designs.

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

Vene-

_

:

FISHING TACKLE.

35 Libert/ St.

balden Lane,

& Manufacturers of, & Wholesale & Retail Dealers in
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

CHARLES

Facsimiles of the Trojan iridescent bronze
glass

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New Plaques by Copeland,

decorated with

Camping Outfits,

by Hewitt.

strongly drawn heads

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting
Paitie's Feather-flUed,

Reproductions,

by Doulton,

of old Flemish

Bogardus' Bough, and the

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISWNC TACKLE.

new Composition Balls always on hand.

The "

NEW RECOIL PAD," price S2.

by the '-Forest Stream," Feb.

Recent oxamples of Ginori's reproductions

Gun,

Monti ware, Austrian

di

and enameled Glass and Limoges

Faience of

new

all

RODS,

three-joint,witU

rubber acd brass, of tu

:::

the latest Improvements,

.:

oiled, Braid
Silk, Etc

LINES, waterproof and tapeied,
Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and

eS

Walking Cane Rods.

A

The ''NEW FLOAT SPOON." One of the most
successful spoons in use. Try one.
Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers.
BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per botlle
and everything required by nsliermtn and anglers.
OPTICAL GOODS.— Compasses, Field and Murine
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., etc.
Also EVEK.YTHI1NO pertaining to the Sporting
Line.

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and
sold in any quantity.
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care,
and Repairing done in the mos; artistic manner.

,

exchange, and Second-hand Guns

in

a specialty.

CUTLERY.— Fine

AWPbENDID
FORTUNE.

sliver,

best makers, and with

Silk,

BROADWAY,
943
Near Twenty

Sportsmen's Bowie and Bant-

..cat of fl nest Pocket
ing Knives;
Cutlery, Razors, Cla»p Knives, Spring-back Knives,
Etc., Etc.

UNION SQUARE.

German

notice.

THIS !— central-fire, English Double
side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28.

GUNS taken

colors.

in

i!

IB

Pronounced

the best con-

hair, $1.

LOOK AT

Italian majolica.

REELS

AET1F1CIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Ba i
'"''
<,.!;,
of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES.
FLIES tied to order from any pattern at shorteS

trivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman
should have one.
.
.
„ , ,„.
Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with

by the Bombay Art Society.

Specimens of Capo

21, 1S7S,

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO
extra tip, in case, $18.

of every description.

H
made

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery

Iridescent

Beech-Loading Guns,

Bogardus' Glass Ball Traps, $C and $8.
and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair.

stone ware.

of old

IMPORTER OF

Fine

Etc.

RITZMANN,

L.

Suits

1

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

third Street,

NEW

YORK.

OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A

FIRST GRAND DISTRIBUTION, CLASS B. AT NF.W ORLEANS, TEES.
DAY, FEbR UAH Y 1. 1570— 105th Monthly Drawing.
Louisiana State Lottery Company.
J

This

was

institution

Legislature oi

an

taWe'purpososiu

J by the
cational ami Chariwith a capital oi ?l,ouo,00o,to

rej

state

]:-'::-,

GRAND

SI
8
ITS
will take place monthly. 11 neve;
look at the following distribution

DISTRIBUTION

CAPITAL PRIZE. $30,000.
lOO.COO TICLE'I S AT T\'. O DOLLARS BACH.
HALF TICKETS. ONB DOLLAR.

FOX'S PATENT

LIST OF PEIZES.

$SO,000

1 Capital Prize of $30,000
1 Capital Prize of 10.OB0
l Capital Prize of
5,000
2,600
SPrizeBOf
"
1,000
B

50

10.000
5,000
5,000
6,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

20-

10,(100

io

10,000

SO

"

500

100
200
BOO
i.ooo

"
"

100

"
•'

LQADM

BREECH
WONDERFULLY

SIMPLE,

SHOT

GUN.

WONDERFULLY STRONG.

APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
ol $300
9 Appro?;
8 Approximation Prizes of 200
9 Approximation Prizes of 100

2,700
1,S00
000

There never was a gun easier

$110,400
1857 Prizes amounting to
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all
prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation

1

the money.

will be paid.

Application for rates to clubs should only be
the Home Office in New Orleans.

M. A. DAUPHIN,

The American Arms Co.
:

City.

BOSTON, MASS.

All our Grand Extraorditi'irv Jfrtwrtngi
ilieevj'ii

i

BBATJREGARD

•

i

and JTJBAL A.

IN EVERY RESPECT.

Send stamp for circular to

New Orleans, Louisiana,
II. L. PLUM,

319 Broadway, New York

one so good for

Prices range from $50 to $300.

WARRANTED

made

Write, clearly stating lull address, for farther inlormatlon, or send orders to

P. O. BoxG92,
or to

to handle, easier to clean,

less liable to get loose or out of order, or

L
EKU.SQ.
EARLY.

T.

jan23 at

H7*£ §£cnttel

SPRATT'S PATENT
§he

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES,
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Msdato
awarded, including Medal of English Kens*!
Club, and of Westminster Kennel
Club,

New York.

Fleas! Fleas!

Rennet

§enttel

Imperial

Worms! Worms!

Bane

to

This Powder

Is

Fleas—A Boon

to

any other animals, or money

Broken, etc.
Young Dogs handled with
and judgment.
Address,

Dogs.

kill fleas on dogs
returned. It Is put

guaranteed to

skill

H. «). SIOVEK,
Toms RIVER, N. J.

or

up

F. O.

unless so stamped.

Do LUXE,

is south William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

BROWN *
For

HJXDER,

St. Louie,

sale in cases

Western Agents.

of 112 pound*.

COCKER SPANIEL

ARBCA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS

Breeding Kennel

63

FTJLTON

ST., N. X.

''

1

FONDA &

SONS,

Warehousemen,.

jan23 It

M. P. MOKOON, Franklin, Del.

Co.,

N

Y.

full directions for use.

CONROY. BISSETT & MALLESQN,

in— not as/put
small and has to be loo'..
Inch, Has
but a strip toll
same face as Elcho I. Has been absent since 11
o'cloob, Oct. 13, 1S7S. Will pay the shove, reward for
him or information leading 10 his recovery.

Louisville, JCy.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Price SO cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Gnu
and Fobbst akd Stbbam.

;

Italian

Price SO cents by mail. Postpaid

Pot np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

full s'ze;
By Elcho IL, about
erred than usual getting lighter from the baefcdownward; tail docked ahout one-third off; the
only white on him is on the top of breast bone, very

A.

in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Bimple and efficacious.

Nose are genuine

SETTER.
S50 REWARD-RED
17 months old
;

STEADMANS FLEA POWDER for DOGS
A

Kennel.

Setters aod Pointers Boarded,

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and in-

dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspondtelligent

ents lncloHing stamp will get printed pedigrees, clrf cuiar, testimonials, etc,
J10 tf

OULEOU T K ENNELS.
Sportsmen in want of first-class Cocker Spaniels
can be sunpl'ed with either dog or bitch pups, wiH»
Stock and delivery guaranteed, for $15 each. Fo»
pedigree, etc., address
Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y.

CHAS.

S.

HITCHCOCK"
Jan9 tf

FOREST AND STREAM.
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JOHN
**

T.\tie

A.

NICHOLS,
<S& Lefever G-un,"

SOLE MAKER OF

XftTiclxols

SYRAC USE,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Methyl.

git*

SHELTON'S

Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for

Dr. Gordon Stables, R, W.f
TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns,

Gun

Clubs Take Notice.

AUTHOR OP THE

io inform Ladles and Gentlemen In America
he purchases and sends ont doga ol any desired
Bleed tit for the highest competition.
JX. B,—A had dog never left the Doctor's Kennels

This barrel can be placed in a gnu ready for nse in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana
can te removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it cannot get out of order.
With thie Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantlv
a breech-loadiDg shot-gun can be converted into a most accurate rifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre— calibre ol rifle 32, S8. or 44 aB desired
Length of
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Wlr
AEma Co.'s
cartridges, No. 32 and SB, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for a Circular and Price List,
.

TRIMBUSH (pure Clumber), imported direct from
iinelnol the Duke of Newcastle. For nose the
clumbers are unrivalled, and Tnmbush is a capital
dog to weed cockers or small-slz'd setter bitches to.
Pee |20. Address H. C. GLOVES, Toms BivRr,
janl6 tf
K. .1.

KATTL^SR-In

., ...

tones at

NEW

Litters warranted.
Detroit, Mich.

FOSS BROS. & CO.

Inquire of L. F.
1an2 tf

?«().

S3

Park Row, N. T.

j

PUPS, out of
CHAMPION DRAKEwhite,
whelped
Daisy, black and
J.
each.

EDWARD

•J35

FJRSTKK,

(Successors to F.

XT^OR SALE.— Valuable
old

Jt?

;

well broken

;

HENRY

subscriber's
Deo. 16, 1S78.

Cuns,

Rifles, Pistols

;

and Fishing Tackle,

BOUCHE FILS &
BEAYEB STREET

3T

TATHA

and white pointer bitch
SALE.— Two
FORpups,
by Champion imported Snap Shot, out of
liver

Fanny II. Full ped gree. Price,
GABB, Northampton, Mass.

CHAMPAGNE.

SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.

three years
setter bitch
good retriever. For inforM, BISSELL, care Bissell
jan23 It

2J.

NAPOLEON'S CABINET

CO.),

IS

anl6 it

jau23 4t

& Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

ABBEY &

J.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

Dexter Row,

2

Boston.

mation address

^isctlhn^om.

HAVEN, CONN.

beltoa, Llewellin

S ALE— Splendid cocker spaniel pups, from
FORpare
imputed stock. Address HORACE

SMITH,

,

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY,

setter, winusr of three beach prizes, by champion Rob Roy, winner of Ore Kiu'iisii held t.fiils, out
of the pure Laverack bitch, Pi fkiea. Will serve

WHITMAN,

CHAS.
$15 each.
jan23 at

A.MEYER,
California, Rhine,

II.,

Hungarian Wines,

jan231t

67th at.

PUPPIES— Ready
POINTER color,
liver, white

AMERICAN CHAMPAGNES.

(RED LA&fcL.

two
markings; by lmfor shipment;

dogs;
uorted Champion Snap Shot, outof imported Fannie.
Warren, Mass.
jan23 tf

Equally well adapted

shot.

"W

pair of Ferrets.

Address

flOLDEN, Sherborn, Mass.

J. E.

Sl

broken on
over three

Tears old, with good pedigree; also a beagle bitch.
Price must be low. Stamp for reply. ROBERT
ian23 8t
\V ALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

Also,

manufacturers

of

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more

BROS., 82 Beekman
HEW TORK.

PATENT

FINISH,

I.

New

Kennel, North

Port, L.

janl6

I.

WATERS'

SSfng'

3t

ORGANS.

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly finished in
Solid Black Walnut.
We
sell a better instrument at
a lower price than any
other house in the United

for
DOGS
down big

still hunting and attacking and pulling
game. Dogs possessing Immense
dose, courage and speed, bred especially for
m be obalso very larj
purpose;
::he
FRANK ADCOOK, Shevr,
janKMt
tugtonHall, W. Wigan, England.

States.

FRANCE'S PUPS.-Pupptes, two
CHAMPION{English
setters), orange and white
months
out

'4fc£j>d.

.airCkY.

Nv

Market

she

of Zita,

flrst

street,

Vtfaters'Pianos
Grand, Square

prize winner at Syra-

W. YIE,

Prize $15 each.

St.

right,

Louis 17
3an2

Mo.

MADE,

4t
bility

unsurpassed.

Extremely

Low

for

AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT,

pitr, $1.25

and

Up-

are
the
BEST
the Tone, Touch,

WorkinausHlp and DuraWarranted for SIX YEARS.
Cash or on Installments. A

discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,
AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed.

Alanjer

A

18

M.

PBICR

DUNN

POSTAGE PAID.

COPIES SOLD.

For

New York

..

sale at

ton street,

City.

omce

New

ot

Forest anu Stream.

Ill FulDealers supplied by Orange

Tnrfe.

WHEN COMPLETED, MAKES

a permanent binding. For

Came,

sale at this office.

Judd Company,

.Philadelphia.
InJitmare, Md.
Detroit. Mich.

Useful to Sportsmen and

Chicago, 111.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. l.oals,

New

Broadway,

245

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS
OF

NEW

JERSEY COAST,
I"
M
Contains History
the

& WILBUR.

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

Interest, Population*,
yield, eta., Taxation and
..,

Rile

State, Towns and points o
Farm Lands, their value,

BaVlngS

,

ional Sketches,

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

•

stables, corn house, hen house,
rraiu house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
"windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear
Paul and Slpux City
water: aliec
Railroad ; price $13,000. Only one half mile by rai
farming
Q-ora county seat. Sold only to increase
No snch barlodtooa.
imi
Interest In
West. Photographs
gam to be had in the entire 1TeQ
application
on
s
I
?hown and

,mji.

:

-!.'.

sentleman.

PEOMPT CASH RETURNS.

i

I

.

'. :

proved land

Origin of

...

-

..,
n.Mstiies,
......
Parks, Lao
Ing and Hunting Groin,
many charts from
oflicial rources, with crmpletesonii'iiin:

ies.

farm house, three

Vorfe.

Yachtsmen.

Mo,

Orleans, La.

Man Francisco, Cal

J?rice, 75 cents.

sale, 1.660 acres .„MINNESOTA FARM-For
in Rock County, Minnesota, with

New

Portland, Mo.
Nashua, N. H.

of

FILE WHICH,

Tint

Gibfoens, Secretary

V. C.

;

S3,

4,000

GENERAL AGENTS.

KENNY & RATCL1FFE

jan23 tf

THE

AKD

F. Stevens, President.
J.

S

RECOCNIZED STANDARD AUTHORITY.

missioner's report
$14,166,920 63
Total surplus as per Insurance Commissioner's report
1,621,018 38

I

WilltamBburg, N. Y.

HALLOCK

Sportsman's Cazetteer
MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE
CYCLOPEDIA OP AMERICAN SPORT,

Post Office Square, Ronton, Mass.
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com-

Benjamin

For Sharp-

city.

^abUtation§,

MUTUAL

73

.f

St.,

the
shooters only.

and COX-

Life Insurance Comp'v.

per
WESTERN QUAIL.— Per
T TVE
J AS. FREDERICKS,
doz

Ll

The longest Ride Range in

St.,

NEW ENGLAND

TARBOX
E.F. EY1ERSON
M»kSecond-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- MAR8TON A WAKEL1N.
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & «s«N*, manu- HALL A \Vi
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, VERNOR BROTHERS
New York.
O. CRONKHITE
LIVE OUAIL
J.J.WATSON
sale by WHITLEY
For propagating purposes. For
W. B. DAVIS
Washing(near
street
Washington
i. MORRIS, 2'8
51. C.RANDALL
an93t
J
York.
OH Market), New
W. EVERSON
_
liberal
etc.

4*

NEW YORK,

BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL.

uniform than the ordinary moulded shot.

SALE— Red
FOR
ported R.

Irish setter pups, out of imsetter bitch Mollie (litter sister of
Mr. 'John E. Dovelin's Moya, prize brood bitch at
York and Boston Bench snows), by Rattier, by

392,

Near Fourth avenue,

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform In alze
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

TATHAM

jan231t

A small pointer bitch,
WANTED.—
ruffed grouse and woodcock, not

BOWERY,

392,

to

LINCOLN & DELLYAR,
ANTED.— A

CO.,

N. Y.

IMPORTBK OF AND DEALER IN

A pure Irish setter pup by Bnclc, out
FORof SALE.—
both imported. Address OWNER,
Quail

WiE,

experi-

enced man, understanding the practical use of
sporting weapons, the use of Ashing gear of all
Kinds, tralnlngand hnu
u« aud rowing; also, the habits of all game ImpK animals ana
Hsh, and where to And them in the United States,
>
would like to engage I?
j, tt a club in
charge of property of the same, or with some individual, to hunt or take charge of his p ace.or wlti
some dealer to sell or travel. References furnished
Address PRACTICAL SPORTS »1AN, Forest and
stream.
JanlOit
all

t

Stud Spaniel.

It

SPORTSMAN'S NOTICE-WANT ED-An

,

deol9

BOUGHTON,
Titusville, Pa.

Jan23

t

Stud—Bine

V.

C.

^'Practical Kennel Guide," &c.

the

N. Y.

fmktl

.

Size,

12x11. Price ST. Address O. P.
Editor, FOKSBT AKIl STBKAa

KUNUARDT, Yachl.lnK

Odice, 111 Fulton street.

New

York.

-

toCHAS, HALLOCK,
ftTAOR

B.

Fokest and Stbbam

No
at a ,bargain,;for a
rifle, ^
perfect in

Winchester or Ballard sporting

Remington Creedmoor

KENNEDY, Omaha,

Taxidermy

Extraordinary.

Oct Sltl

SALE OR EXCHANGE

r unmoved

»rst-class

3. Ei

office of

193 1JUANE

rifle;

tnents.

disappointments in getting

Animals preserved

TRUE TO

A.

Address

Nebraska.

Janssmoi

K.

THOMAS,

76 Bowery,

N. Y.

TTl

J.

Cvpress,
TWO

JR.,

isstf

C. ok B.

YEOMAN,

N.

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,

yonr Birds end

LIFE, by

STREET,

South Clark

Street, Chicago, Hi.

ZETTIJ-JR,

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
SOT Rowery, New Yori.

Jr.'s, Works.
VOLUMES.

PRICE 85 BY MAIL.
CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE.

"THE SETTER,"
BY liAVSB
For

sale atlthlB office.

Price 53.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Sfoortgmm'n pontes.

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

^portfnwn's Routes,

ER

Grounds

and

of Virginia
Virginia>

TO SPOETSIEU:
THE PENNSYLVANIA RE. OO.

fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse,
quad, snips, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike,
pickerel, etc, etc.
Guns. ashing tackle, and one dog for eacli sportsman carried free.

The Route of the Tourist
Only Route via White
Sulphur Springs.

Railroad connection? at Cincinnati, wlttl the West,
Northwest and Southeast; at Gorrtonsvllle, with the
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Charlottesville with the South. All modern improvements
lT1 equipment.

most of tho

TROTTING PARES
Middle

USES

I

able STOCK TO
or Injury.
The lines of

in tuo

INTTNUOUS

These

States.

PROM allimporta:
cullies and dangers of
lent cars which r

oid the difflthe excelteel tracks enwilliouifatlavs

GUNPOWDER,
Hnznrd'H " Electric Powder."

le

1

BB TRANSPORTED

Nob.

Hnamrd's "Amerlonn Sporting."
Railroad

Company

1 (due) to 6 (coarse).
In 1 lb, canisters ant
6Jflb. kegs. A line grain, qnlek and clean, foi
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot.

Nos.

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices ol the Company vx
all the principle clues to KANE.
A, BED-

FORD, CRES.SON.

RENOV
UALSTuN, M1NNBQUA, and

other well-known centers for
Trout Flailing. Wills Sliootlns,

and

gum
Hazard'*

Still

Also, to

G

ANB FEAjVHER.

Old Dominion Line.

mo NEW JERSEY COAST
WATER tsPORT APTK.R FIN
on

1

Fnll Informal on give:
York-

ma Greenwich

n Ifce,

JTtiuing; and Blasting Fonder,
yoVKRNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO; SPEC
JJfOH KXPORt.oi
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OB. PROO?. MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

The above can bo had of dealers, or of the ComAgents in 6verj prom^ent city,
witoteeat*

"st-i

sep23 ly

w

j>any'e

PAUL SHORT

Xlirotitrh

LINE.

Pnlliuan Palace Sleeping Cars
St. Louis* Minneapolis
ami St. Paul.

between

Burlington,

C.

Rapids & N'rth'rn

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia an-i Southern Mail S. S. CW,
Pier 22 Sonth Delaware Avon ne, Phila,

CHEAPEST AND BEST!
TWO PASSKNG1JR TRAINS EACH WAV DAILY,

between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis,
crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks,
leand Quail. Sportsmen
Pinnated an.
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
oo.on to General
onpartlesof ten orni.ii .'
pll
C. J. IVES,
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids.
Gen. Passenger Agent.
B. P. WmsLOw,
if
General Manager.
i

ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,
LONG
Ferrybo'its leave New York from James Slip

1878.—

2T,

-

ft

,-

iounh

street. East

.;

i

River

;daily>

I

'

in

'I'm TLi n-tT-

minutes previous

to departure of trams, and from South Wall street.
jj 'niton and Catharine ferries (dall.) 30 minutes pre00) Depot, corner Flatvious to dejSai
bash and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave
Brooklyn and Lousrl bland City (Bunler's Point) as
10:' Greenpo it, Sag Harbor, tiiA:.,o;,WA,
etc., 8:30 a.m.,
».,
follows : For
JIOUOWH
4 p. jr., and on Saturdays at 3:30 p. m. For Patch-

For Babylon,
ogae. etc.,
etc., at 9:30 A. K., 4, 4:30, 5 and 6 P. M. For Port
Jefferson, etc., at 10 A. M. and 4:30 p. St. For N»rth-

Deel4-ly

New Haven,
field

Hartford, Spring-

Powder

elegant steamer C. H. NOP.THAM
leaves Pier No. 2% Ea>t liiver, daily (Sundays excepted), ats r. m, Pttaseugers go North and East at
Xl P. M.
NIGHT LINE.— The Continental leaves New York
at 11 p. m., amvlng in New Haven in time for the

morning

UUE

trains.
,,

,.

'.....

i,

I-

I

;

.

from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New

&

§otqls

and§esin/$for ^pvrimicK

Sherman House,
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH),

Tvn.i.

SAJX POR

JACKSONVILLE,
December

January

27th.

lOtli

and

84th.

STEAMER

CITY OF

SAI.EiaS,

FERNANDINA,
20th.

January

3d, 17th

Eillroad ana steamboat connections
port and a .1 points In the State,.
C. H.

Ker 30,

MALLOEY &

East River.

and

31st.

made at each

Powder

of very One grain

FFFg

I'

'

'

-

i

for general use, burning

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLASTING powueks ot all sizes and descriptions. Special
cartridge, Ainaket, Cannon,
grades for export,,
Mortar and Mammoth Powder, IT. S. Government
standard. Powder manufactured to order of any required grain or ptoof. Agencies in all ciiles and principal towns throughout, the U. S. Represented by

feel it a duty to suffering humanity
bear testimony to the merits of that most excelremedy for rheumatism, Prairie Oil. Having
sufferer, and Having tried every remedy suggested by the most aide and .oiioni miyslcianB, all
failed to relieve my suffering until your Prairie OU
was used. It is the only stue and reliable cure ever
C. V. HOGAN,
known to me forrheumatisin.
Special Detective Bureau, 271 Broadway, New Yort.

Gentlemen— I

to

lent

been a

i

New

York Shooting Coat,
YEI.YETEEN, CORDUROY,

FUSTIAN AND OANTAS,
No. £6

MURRAY

Y„

ST., M.

I
Ml.

and Manufacturers ol

Bole Proprietors

have jnsfimported a Corduroy of tne dead grass
i

0;

,

:-.-!

::.)

'

.

:

dajii'M

i
i

i

,.,...-

i

,

eo

o.l

'.,,•

strength for all kinds of shooting. I will make to
order : Coat, $15 Vest.. $5; Pauls, $T ; Cap, $2 25 ; or
Suit complete, I2t!. Sportsmen will tlml my Shooting
Clothing to have more desirable points than any
oloer goods of the kind in the market. Refer to many
;

Orange Lightning Powder.
1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed
lib. caul ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

No.

mended

for breecJi-loadingguns.

to tt per

day for allrooniB above

the parlor floor, without baths.
$8.50, $4,

and

$4.50 per day.

ALVIN HULBERT,

each.

Orange

Rifle

for

and

Prop'r.

The

challenge any Hotel in the World to show as
large and as elegantly furnitbed rooms as those of
Jeao tf
the SHERMAN.

best

Sizes, FG,
o ;1 .. I,,,,;; i;i

and

6V

rifles

FFG
i,

and FFFG,

and

'n

....

always on hand the best ol bouts, batteries, etc.,
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys od
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special
attention given by himself to his quests, and satisfaction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE. Good
Nov8 tl
Ground, L. I.

$661

to.

Novti'i

m

1 lb.

do
aud H

re

.

0-

0,0

J.

and Pishing Coat by mail on receipt ot measure
$5 00
10 00
A complete soit, including cap, for
SB
Three of the best flsh hooks in the world for ..
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphlet
25
The finest kennel of setters and spanielB in the
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent stamp.

do

lb.

g;

the above give high velocitiea and less
residuum than any oilier brands made, and are ren, omoodi.il and used ov Gapi. A. II. BnUAKDL'S,
the "Champion o, m-r Shot ot too V, orld."

.

Address

HOLAB1RD,
an9tf

Sportsmen** Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND,

All of

Ml.i.OMl'i

"

!

in

hand

ali ooi, ie to
:;i

5

!

n

o,al

I'latlnnm

"WITH

POWDER

oot

„,

i

I.

'.

WHITE'S PATENT LOADER

aud

ij'uses.

Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by woodon application to the above address.

cut, Bent free

English

Sporting
&,

DIAMOND

CRAWFORD & LOVELL,
iecl9

GRAIN.

8m

Savannah, Gj.

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls

\U

B. ZliCTLEU,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
i07 Bowery, New Yor*.

dfc

will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. WHl
crease paper shells, and Is one of the most rapid
loaders in use. For particnlars address

Gunpowder.

HARVEY'S

ha. o a 4 6 C. T and 8. Snporlor Rifle, Enflold
Ride and Col. Hawker's Duefebag. W. ST1TT
Cedir Btrcet. N. Y Agent for the United Statca
C.

SHELLS LOADED

:
'

'

INQ APPARATUS. MIL1TARV
•'•-•
lo

CURTIS

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
NO, 145 BaOADWAT, Room so. New Yoek City,

,
:

of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other broods made, aud are velommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS,
All

"

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. 1.,
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has

All buBlneaB promptly attended

i

oaooooos of

A

Rabway, N.

FINE WATERPROOF DUCK, SHOOTING

for

all ordinary purposes.
thelast being the finest.

oo

oi.

,,,:„

lbs.,

Powder.

Send lor samples

SHELDON,

JanlOM

For water-fowl, strong and clean. Nn. I to 5 in
metal kegs, 6>4 lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 8
lbs.

sportsmen who have worn them.
and rules for measurement.

F. L.

Orange Ducking Powder,
Hates reduced

CO., AgenlB,

New York City.

clean

for Pistol shooting.

THOMAS W. PEYTON,

will sail fob

Decenihcr

A qilck, strong and

'

MADE OF

Wild Fowl Shooting.

WSSTERST TEK&S

,

i'

KNE

FLORIDA.
STEAMER

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE,

lng, the FFg aud
sttongand moi- 1.

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Bhotof
the world, alter performing lie wondetful feat of
breaking 5,000 glass bals in Oh. 13m. 45s suffered
in his right arm, shoulder and back from the repeated concussion. We ooote from hisownbooK
p.407.Bogardus' "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting »
ooi
"
'i.l
",
'OH
:n [
until, acting on the advice cf a friend, I used
Shelley's Prairie Oil, the third application of which
entirely removed all swelling and pain. MyarmiB
now as good as new."
I

1

ELAND, 70 Wall St. N. Y.
17. L
N. B.—Use MONB but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg
Powder lor long-rasge rifle shooting,

CHICAGO.

We

Fernandina

DUPONT'S EAOLE DUCKING,
(coarse) to 3 (line), burning slowly, strong and
clean ; great penetration ; adapted for Glass Ball,
Pigeur., Duck and other shooting.

Nos.

DUPOXT'S RIFLE, FG., "SEA SHOOTING,"
FFg and FFFg.—The Fg for long-range rifle Bhoot-

DIRECT STEAMERS TO
Jacksonville

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN,
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequale i in strength
quickness and cleaullness; adapted for Glass Bal
aud Pigeon Shooting.

:

train

Rooms with baths,

OF

IN USE

established in 1801,

FOR
and the North.

The new and

early

Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDEK
Diipnm's Gunpowder Mills,

SUNDA1S—

ItfSALLORY'S

DUPONT'S
Sporting and Blasting

have maintained their great reputation for 78 years.
Manufacture the following celebrated brands ol

9:30 a. m., 4:3u and 6 p. m.

port, etc., at 10 a. M, 3:30, 4.30 and 0:30 p. m. For
Locust Vallev, al S:3fi snti 10:01) a. m., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30
and 0:30 p. m. For Far Roekaway, etc., at 9:30 a. m.,
4, 4:30, 5, 8 and 7 p. ar. For Garden City and Hempstead, 8:30 and 10 A. M., 3:30, 4:30, 6:30, 6:30 P. M., and
only 9:30 A. M.,
12:15 night, and from Long Island
For Port Jefferson,
1:80 and 6:30 p.m.
Patcbogue, etc., 9 a. st. Babylon, etc., 6 and T p. si.
Northpon. and Locust Valley, 9 a. m. and 6:30 P. St.,
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 a. m., 2:30 and 6:30
p. h., and from Long fa] ind cry only 9:30 a. M. and
5:30 P. IT. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing,
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables.
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth
Street ferries, at the offices of "The Long Island
Express," 3 Park place, 7S5 and 942 Broadway, and
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Washington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing
tickets at any of the above offices, baggage can be
checked from residence to destination.
S. SPENCER, Gen*l Sup't.
je6 tf
J". Chtttendbh, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

GUUPOWDEH.
Rifle,

QUICKEST,

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

8S

THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNAr'DINA
St. Louis, Minneapolis FORJACKSONVILLE,
ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN

ST.

1

Superior

•

New

MANUFACTURER OF
Fine Silk and Felt Hats.

packed in 1 ana y.'lb. c mistero. Burns strong and
moist. The FEPG and FPG are fevorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" I'G lg
the standard Biile powder of the conntry.

of this L'ne reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the conn"'0 OdOO
'..:
rddos
-: i-l
and, :- 'l points on tne Peninsn'a. City Point,
James' River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk
steamers sail Mondiy, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat'

Rifle."

FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in begs M 25,
,.,
it
Hl% ana e*
Slbs.orFFG is also

IrPFO,

The steamers
•

Duck Shooting."

Hazard's "Kentucky

BEACH HAVES. OAEH MAY,

TTJCKERTON,

SOJJAN, and pom's
renowned for SALT

"

(line) to n (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
aniiC-4 and to!,f lb. fcega.
Burns nlouly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, It
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos. 1

Hunting.

HOWARD,

ap

Unsurpassed In point ol
Packed la square canlB-

1 (flue) to C (coarse).

strength and cleanliness.
ters ot 1 lb. only.

Pwiusrlyani

throueh the most beamirul and picturesque scenery
or the Virginia Mountains to their moat famous
watering places and summer resorts,

R.

THE
HAZARD POWDER CO
MANtTFACTUBBKS OP

and

CONWAY

§oods.

Respectfully Invite attention to tne

West

Comprising those of Central ami Piedmont Virginia
Blue Rl.lge Mountains, Valley "f Virginia, Alleghany
atonmains. OreiMii.iiii and New Rivera, and Kantlwha Valley, and ineludlne In thetr varieties of game

The

§^b»im's

§tttl£0tt!i{p t

The Route

of the Sportsman and Angler
to the Best Hunting and Fishing

517

USB

The Huber Trap.
POH BALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN
GOODS.

.

'

.

M

i

FOREST AND STREAM.

518
(Maods.

's

ates
A sl

Card's Patent Rotating Class
Ball Trap.

§Hcl(tiag §oods,

Cartridge

c,

X©'

**

>i<*

MASS.,
MAKCTACTtrREBS OF THZ

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS,

AND CARTRID GES.

BROTHERS
PROPELLER TTJC
AND YACHTS
FOR COPY. S

CLTJTE

ARMY AND NAVY OV THB

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the
Rim-flre ammunition of
several Foreign Governments.
attention given to the manufacture of

UNITED STATES and

all

opecial

kinds,

LOST

Cartridges for Target Practice.
Send lor Illustrated Catalogue.

Throws

W.lW.xGreener's Champion TrebleJWedge Fast,

EVERY POSSIBLE DIRECTION,

in

can be made to throw
taming thnmb-sorew.

in

Breech-Loader/!
•*
v

FITTED. [SEND FOR CIRCULAR.]

CRUTTENDEN,
GENERAL AGENT,

WILL.

COMPASS.

or

any desired direction oy

WORKING PAHTS WEIJL

AIxL, JHKTAT.,

BECAUSE KE HAD NO

H.

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb.,
Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'arl valued at
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest
prize ever shot for at Monato, was competed for by
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won bv

1S78, the

Cazenovia, N. Y.

Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29X yaTds. He
alsowon the socond event, killings IrdslB ill cessfot
at»33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This
la acknowledged to be the best shooting on record.
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1S77, beating 17 gnus by the best London makers, and winning

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Badges
W.

A.

i

HAYWARD,

the silver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr.
J. Pnrdey, the gunmaker.
The winning gnn also at Philadelphia, 13T6, in the pigeon shooting match between Oapt, Bogardus and
Mr. South for $500 a Bide. South kill ins so birds out. of im), -sing one barrel only.
e Tri-d. Is if b? stint! he! puns
nil the bent, makers of
The winning gnu
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDOE FAST L.ttEGOII-LOAOElt Is the strongest
Patented tu the United
:i.ed, and the most successful pun of the period.
and most due
States, Oot. 6, W%; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS.

Manufacturing Jeweler,
212 BROADWAY, N. Y.,

,

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.)
Thla house is well known as being the largest
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturing establishment in the United States.
Special Designs will be sent free, upon request,
'

Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Blllard, Ten
Pin, RegimetiiHl, Police, 1'iremen or Club Badges of
for Prize,

every description.

]

an

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SLMILE.

;-,-,

;

16

W. W. GREENER,
H.

C.

Mary's -Works, Birmingham,

St.

SQUIRES,

Agent, No. 1 Cortlaadt Street,

New York

England.

aam pic" has

made. Asa.,
been left at the Fc
GrjN office.

post office

Sent, ot

Canada.
N..ir York,

order, to any part

WILLIAM:

pass Co.

agents for the Londoi

City.

SMITH,
ALONZO
PURE TIES-COATED & BURNISHED YACHT
BUILDEE,
DROP AND BUCK SHOT.
AMEBIC AN STANDABD-EA GEE BB AND
E.

ISLIP, L.

TABLE AND POCKET

Builder rf

CUTLERY.

CAPTAIN BOGARDCS OX TIN-COATED SHOT.
Epttob Forest a
Ha. i lg been asked

Guaranteed.

Quality

to say that 1 consider
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THE CROW AND DOVE.
\VS
K day

Sat bj a stream,

Where, In a beam,
A snow-white dove was laving,
" O, dove elate !"
iJe cried with hate,

;

Ami shook with exultation—
"I'll make you black

A

my

As any backdenomination

!

!"

Prom out bis breast
He plucked with ze3t
plume, wliere he was Bitting—
And fixed

the thing

In the puro wing
01 the white dove, unwitting.

And
The

And

out

fit

then he flew
valley through,
grass and willows,

From fence and rock—

A
He called

ten feet deep. I baited my hook and made a cast, and I will
take my oath that the bait had not sunk three feet before it
was taken. I made four casts and took in four bass in rapid
succession, when I was ordered to desist and stop using up
the minnows until we could lay in a good supply. The long
and the short of it is that we took eleven goodly bass at the
tree top and moved on to explore, and we found them almost
everywhere about the lake. I don't dare to say just how
many we caught, as I have some respect for the advice of
" St. Clair," but we all considered ourselves pretty good bass
fishers, and we carried away about the middle of the afternoon just all we had any use for, and enough to make a decided sensation at the " Spencer " House, where we drove up,
and they were lifted out. Last year, when vacation time
came, a couple of friends and myself placed a large wall
tent, a well-appointed camp chest, a sheet-iron cooking stove iu
pieces disposed in the camp-chest, and sundry hampers aboard
a northern transit propeller, and struck a bee line for Cheboygan, and on the day following our arrival we were in camp
on the beach of Long Lake, ana had everything in apple-pie
order, and a man of all work from Cheboygan to do the
camp drudgery. Right there we remained a fortnight, which
was all a dream of delight.
had two boats— all that were
on the lake.
built a small pier
we built a large floating
reservoir in which to keep our bass alive, we had a small box
with wire-gauze ends which we towed behind a boat to
receive the fish when first caught; we found a pile of
boards, which some one had taken to the lake intending to
build a shanty ;,we floored our hut with them, and made a
kitchen and dining-room table, with a canopy of boughs such

graceless flockhis

dusky fellows.

Oh, rich the eight!

M
They

cliaiter all

delight

together

" Good neighbors, see
The white dove—she

'.

Hath got a Bimitted leather

S"

i'rom ont the wool's

They drew the broods
Of doves with their exclaiming;

Nor

Disturbed they stood,
"No credence showed.
spake anght to her shaming.
I.oud screeched the crows,

The victim rose,
The wind dislodged the feather.
"

We judged aright

j

The dove in white,"

The

lair

ones cooed together.

If true

we

live

The good will

give

Their confidence to cheer us

When sland'rera He,
And hope would die,
Heaven's searching truth will clear us.
M. B. Sutherland in St. ho

ofj

northwester without, I have lost myself in reverie. Ah yes,
The winter of life is
it js colder in winter than iu summer.
1

certainly colder than its summer. Its frosts chill the dreamy
and sweet August breezes and turn to ice the murmuring rip-

summer

joyousness. It stagnates the blond which,

leaping and bounding in

life's

spring-time, flows so vigorously

and calmly through its summer. With icy hand it chisels
wrinkles upon the face and soul. Its glaciers glide over and
crush and mangle the tender flowers of the heart. Its breath
of death. Verily, winter is cold
is laden with the moisture
and summer is warm. Let us enjoy the warmth while we
can.

I Dunk of my pet lake and wonder how thick the ice
upon its bosom, how deep the snow upon its banks, how
charming it is in summer, how desolate it must be in winter.
Mr. Hal lock missed it by a
It is a perfect bijou of a lake.
hair's breadth during his rambles in Michigan in the season
It lies about twelve miles back from Cheboygan in
of 1877the woods, about two miles, I suppose, east of Mullet Lake,
through which be passed. 11 is culled Long Lake, and lieBso
off and away by itself that it has been little visil ed by fishermen. In the summer of 1876 I was told at, Cheboygan of its
existence, and it>as said to be a good place ^for bass. In
lies

we used

to put

up

our own. There was not a soul near except an old woodchopper working in the "clearing," who occasionally visited us to

jfiiqhigtm.

ii-r^\lO you ever notice," asked a driver of a street-car,
L-) upon whose platform I stood to-night, with my
overcoat-collar turned up to protect my ears from the pierc?"
I
ing wind, " that it is colder in winter than in summer
The scientific inreplied that i had sometimes thought so.
quiry furnished a theme for thought, and sitting beside a
glowing fire this evening, listening to the howling of the

ples of the

;

in the old days when we went soldiering
we set up our cooking-stove in the sand, and it worked to a
charm. There was not a mosquito, black fly or midge, or
"no see 'em, "as the Indians say, about. The lake was all

as

Ftr Fared and Stream and Mod and Gun.

pike

We

We

smoke his pipe and tell us bear stories in the evening. He was
long, lank, lean and cadaverous, and withal very ragged.
He
had been a good deal troubled with the "ager," and looked
as though it had been the daily companion of his life, and yet
he was happy, and loved to sit on the bow of a boat and
swing his long legs and whittle and tell us of his real or
imaginary woodland experience. His prowess, as exhibited
in his numerous contests with bears, was "fearful to behold."
His usual and favorite weapon for hunting "bar" was an a*,
and whenever he could get one to stand up to him for a fair
He played somewhat upon our
fight, then good-by bear.
nervous systems by representing the woods full of the
animals, that they came to the lake nights to drink, wets very
fond of fish, and would scent the camp a long ways. We
always had a good laugh after he bad shuffled away to his
clearing for the night.
We had only to row fifty or so rods
from camp to be upon splendid bass and minnow ground c.'3
could catch all the minnows wc wanted by enticing them in
swarms now, and in a landing-net with a bait, and at the same

black, their general style and habits are so different. I shall
expect to hear next that a "rocky" is a hump-bucked Muck),
and they were as gamy as any I ever saw. We caught, also,
about a dozen pickerel, averaging about 8 pounds; which we
buried.
One incident afforded me an immense satisfaction.
There were several American eagles, which seemed to live
about the vicinity of the lake, and we occasionally saw

(

One afternoon
the opposite side.
gun for
across the lake with
I returned to the boat with only two cartridges left,
one in one barrel with on ounce and a quarter No. 7 shot and
Just'as I reached the shore where lay the
in the other No. 8.
boat I saw an eagle sitting upon the extreme top of a tall
dead tree. I thought I would amuse or scare him a little, so
He was sitting with his breast
I crept close up to the tree.
charge of No. 7
toward me, looking grandly, and I sent
them circling about, on
I had been in the woods

my

pigeons.

my

shot at him, and, as sure as there's a sun in heaven, he came
tumbling to my feet dead. To say that I was elated don't
half express it— an eagle at that distance with No. 7 shot—
could hardly believe it. I hurried to the boat with my prize,
eager to display it on the other side. I pushed off and had
got but fairly started when a second eagle, probably the
first one's mate, attracted by the report of the gun, came
whirling about in the air above me. Seizing the gun, 1 sent
the No. 8's after him, and by all that's holy I fetched him'.;
He fluttered down in circles to the water with a broken wing,

and when I took him in he fought me fiercely with his beak.
I was almost aghast with astonishment. Whew! two American eagles, all in five minutes! How do you think I felt ?
How do you think the fellow felt who fired the Ephesian
Dome? I have "chased the antelope over the plain" and she.
him with my Winchester rifle, I have hunted deer and elk in
the mountain parks of Colorado, I have hunted buffalo on the
plains of Kansas, but I don't think that T ever felt quite so exIt was so sudden and
hilarated with success as I did then.
unexpected. I was not hunting for eagles, but pigeons. The
means seemed so inadequate to the result. It was like a boy
fishing for minnows with a pin hook suddenly jerking out a
three-pound trout. I felt that I must be a wonderful shot,
and if Bogardus or Dr. Carver had then been around I verily
believe I should have proposed a friendly match at glass balls.
I placed the birds side by side in the boat and gazed at them
with a kind of dazed intoxication. I patted my gun (No.
"Oh, no, old fellow, you
10 gauge) and talked to it.
I guess
can't shoot—you ain't worth a cent on eagles.
Perhaps there are some more round that would
come and see you." Then I hid one in the bow and
for camp. My" head stood straight upon my shoulders,
but I repressed all appearance of excitement and rowed slowly
up to our pier. The others were idling about, and one asked
me if I had shot any pigeon. " A few," I replied, as I tossed
them out on the sand. "By the way, I've shot an eagle," I
"The devil you say!" said Jim,
remarked, indifferently.
"You mean a hawk." "No, I don't; I mean an eagle.
Come and see him," and I produced number one. Then
He was admired the stretch of his
there was excitement.
wings measured the tree where he sat pointed out plans
made for sending him to town to be stuffed; an extra bottle
ci
of
Kelly's Island " produced from the cellar (wet sand) for
my special benefit. When all had settled down to quiet again
I casually remarked between two puffs of my pipe, " I shot
two eagles." All looked at me as if they thought the wine
You hunt round in the bow of the
had crazed his brain. "
boat awhile and I guess you'll find the other one," said 1.
He was dragged forth, and then we did have a time, over
which I'll draw a veil. I maintained my stolidity just long
enough to remark that it wasn't a very good day for eagles,
but I should probably have brought iu a few more had I not
run out of cartridges. The next morning Jim declared that
1 was muttering all uight in my sleep, "American eagles
Number seven and eight shot— One flying." We passed the
fortnight like a dream of contentment, and my pencil loves
to linger about it.
We were lazy, doubtless, and did not
travel the woods much for the deer, whose fresh tracks wo
could find upon the beach any morning. At the end of the
fortnight we struck our tent with regret and left for pastures
new. We packed a barrel full of our largest bass— running
along about four pounds—in ice, and shipped them to our
If we could have captured Mr. Hallock as ho passed
friends.
so near us I think we could have made him happy for one
day at least. Unless vandalism has been at work, any one
visiting the lake may find carved upon the trunk of a large
white birch, close by where our tent stood, " M. J.," "J.
W.," and "U. O," with the date and the following inscrip" Forsan et hmc otim meminihse juvabit."
G. C.
tion
not.
like to

rowed

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

:

Chicago, Deo. 7, 1878.
.

:

time take bass in at the other side with a perfect looseness.
They were there in general profusion, so thick that we could
only fish an hour or so iu the day without sheer waste, and wo
usually returned to the river all not weighing over 2i pounds.
I often saw a second bass follow right up the boat at the tail
of the one on the hook. They were genuine black, as distinguished from the green or Oswego (I amain
my Conceptions of black and green bass disturbed by the late
article of Professor Jordan, as I have always considered them
distinct species, and it don't consort with my convictions of
the eternal fitness of things to call a green bass a big-mouthed

Volume It-No. 2H.
INo. Ill Fulton St., N. Y,'

1879

30,

company with two others I visited it, and was more than
charmed. We found it beautifully located in the " forest primeval," with only one patch of new clearing upon its banks
and one small house at its foot, in which lived, the life of a
recluse, a mild-mannered man, the stray son of a president of
an Eastern college, disappointed probably in love or ambition.
He had once attempted a trout hatchery upon a small stream
running from the lake, but his establishment bad taken fire
and burned up and the stream had filled with sand and disappeared and when I first saw him he was living alone as a
sort of hermit, an apparently aimless life, upon the shore of
this lake, an intelligent, well-educated, gentls gentleman.
Upon my second visit I partook of his hospitality and slept
upon the floor of his kitchen. Alas when I returned last
year the grass was growing over his head— consumption having claimed him as its own— and his bouse was empty.
So little known were the resources of this lake that at Cheboygan we were told there was only one place in it where
bass could be caught, which was at a spot where a large tree
had fallen with its top in the water, and where the minnows
swarmed. This gentlemanly recluse had a boat which he
kindly placed at my disposal, and we essayed the tree-top.
Fastening the boat to a limb, wc proceeded to catch a supply
of minnows. I had rigged my line ready for business before
we left the shore, and after half a dozen or so minnows had
gone into the bucket, 1 thought I would see if there were any
bass there. On the outside of the boat the water was about

a crow,

BUM* as a sloe,
His breast foul thoughts enslaving,

In
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AFTER BLACKTAIL

(?)

IN

THE ROCKY

MOUNTAINS.

A NUMBER

of progressive spirits, including your humble
servant, had been figuring for a deer hunt back of
Cheyenne Mountain for many a day, where we heard that the
deer were very plentiful. But our great hitch was how to get
At tins excitthere with any degree of comfort and surely.
ing juuctureouresteeined fellow-citizen, Mr. Marsh, appeared,
camping
burros,
of
and proposed to join us with his outfit

and made such a favorable offer that we
were inclined, and in fact did, accept his proposition. The
day was then appointed and unanimously agreed upon for
utensils, etc., etc.,

November 23. In the interim we two, reprc.
the K. C. Kanche, got out our '76 Winchesters in Order,

Friday,

1

FOREST AND STREAM

520
1S5 rounds of ammunition, and when tbo morning to leave
the ranche at last arrived, soon made short distance of the ten
miles from the ranche to town.
On our way, about three
miles from the ranche, we shot at four antelope, but failed to
bring any to grass.
Arriving in town we put up at the
Colorado Springs Hotel. Next morning we assembled in front
of Bacon's Exchange Stables, and foiiud tbo whole outfit on
hand, consisting of three pack burros and six saddles. The
party consisted of Mr. Sanborn, Dr. Sutherland, Mr. Bacon,
Sergeant Choate, United States Signal Service officer in
charge at Pikes Peak, and Mr. Marsh, our guide, commissarygeneral, and major-domo, etc.
Mr. Bacon presented an affecting spectacle. Ue was
arrayed in a wonderful Canadian ulster, which swept the
ground, and when he mounted it totally obliterated the burro.
Sergeant Ghoate was armed to the teeth.
He carried a new
Remington, an angry-looking six-shooter, a butt full of cart
ridges, dirk kuiTe, and wore six undershirts as a protection
against the mountain blasts, which gave him a rotund and

aldermauic

appearance.

The Sergeant was mounted on

Balaam, an experienced mountaineer, of sure foot and fine
proportions.
Toe Doctor had his trusty Ballard, a carpet-bag
full of carl ridges, overcoat, etc.
hunters started off ahead of the pack train, and took the
traveled all day,
old toll road over Cheyenne Mountain.
and failed to get around the toll-gate. After the necessary
formalities here, we starter! afresh, making, at six o'clock, a
log tent, where we camped for the night. Here we discovered
our fatal mistake iu going ahead of the pack, for we had
nothing to eat. We, however, discovered the carcass of a
bear, as well as some (buck) vension (Sanborn says he can
taste it still, the liver it was), which we accordingly served up
Mr. Sanborn, after an exhaustive exin primitive fashion.
amination of the premises, discovered an ancient wash-basin,
which was Utilized on the spot as a frying-pan, and did its
duty nobly. Iu the morning Sanborn and Bacon repaired to
the spring hard by to ablute, but just as they got to it S. was
heard to utter in a hoarse whisper, "S-h-h-h! lie down!
deer I" B. dropped like a shot, while S. crept noiselessly back
Looking back to
to camp on bauds aud feet for his rifle.
make sure of his game, he discovered, to his evident disgust
and the general amusement of the camp, that the "deer" were
none other than two of the jackasses which had strayed into
the adjoining park, and were quietly grazing. About half-past
ten o'clock our pack arrived, and we fared sumptuously on
corned beef and bread. Refreshed, we again started. Up to
this time we had had a very respectable trail, but here
Sergeant Choate proposed the Government road to Pikes Peak.
Our experiences on this national thoroughfare proved delectaunanimously concluded that it was
ble in the extreme.
a "fiat" road, and the simplefaet of the Government deciding it
was a road, an absolute road, must needs be sufficient. Nevertheless the balance of the day was consumed by that noble
ride.
Pive miles— five Government miles— were scored, and
we poor fellows at last, hungry, weary, disgusted, dispirited,
cold and frozen, finally arrived at the Seven Lakes Park

We

We

and in the absence of an electric light, we filled tin plates
with lard and used condemned shoe-strings for wicks.
The following morning opened fine, aud all hands started
out.
Other signs of deer, more numerous than ever. At
night the result scored two dter, a doe and a fine buck. The
following day " Balaam," the Sergeant and Mr. Bacon returned to the Springs. The Dr. and Mr. Grant started around
the point and came" on a herd of eight deer.
The Dr., judging the distance, elevated to a thousand yards, fired three
shots without any perceptible effect.
The deer not having
shown any disposition to run, Mr. Grant became greatly in-

at
p. m., where we were received by Messrs King
and Walsh, who entertained us right royally, as becomes the
custom of the country.
Messrs. King and Walsh have erected a block house of
some twenty rooms and twenty-six windows, the main building
measuring 43x22 feet, wing 15x20, both of two stories, sawing
The Seven Lakes are the
all the boards themselves by hand.
tell us, their altitude being 11,400
largest contains nearly 160 acres, and
is separated from the next larger by a narrow causway but a
few rods in width, which furnished the road to the Lake
House. The larger lake being some three feet higher, the water
is continually running iu little streams to the other lake.
The
Seven Lakes as a whole constitute, an oval basin, Die larger
lake being nearly circular and seventy feet deep. The spring
which feeds it is" so powerful that it can bo easily perceived
bubbling vigorously to the surface.
Surrounding the' lakes is & beach of white sand resembling

highest iu the world, they

above sen

The

level.

the shore of the sea, while tbu mountains loom up perpendicTo the N. W. is Pike's
ularly nearly, from 900 to 1,400 feet.
Peak, to the eastward aud south are King's Cone aud Bald
Mountain.; iThe scenery here is simply grand— a lovely park
sheltered on every aide by mountains. In season duck abound,
There are a few fish (trout), but
there being six varieties.
they are not at all plenty. AVe understood that these gentlemen propose to stock the lakes with trout at an early day. In
great num>f game we found sharp-tailed grouse in
the. way
ie turkeys, cbapperal birds, squirrels, both black and
seemed to be millions of these squirrels, for we
hem iarkiDg in every direction. The quadrupeds
nted by the black-tailed deer, cinnamon bear, black
hear, bison, mountain lion and wild cats, also a bear locally
called Silver Tip, a hybrid between the cinnamon and grizzly.
One of these has lately been shot and brought down into the
i

i

December

3,

El Passo

_-.»._

For Forest and Stream and Mod and Gun.

FIELD SPORTS IN GERMANY.
Lbipsic, Oct. 27, 1878.

The surroundings

of this city were always celebrated for
abundance of hares and partridges, and the beautiful
with
an enormous quantity of roes, the
woods were abve
most beautiful game at home iu Germany. Though each village rents the right to hunt in its fields separately, and such
their

districts, therefore, are not very extensive, the rent is rather
high, for hares and partridges are high in price notwilb
Etanding their great number. Forty years ago, when I lived

which I ;ook home from a battue
and a partridge was only five cents
pay one dollar fora hare, ami lor a partridge

here, I paid for each hare

only

now

quarter' dollar,

have to

Ave

;

of this rise in the price

is

not

game, though itis not as abundant as formerly, but. the increase of means of communication, which permit one to sell the game iu Berlin aud other latgO Cities
Germany.
I remember a battue held about forty years ago in a district where the owners had not held a battue the previous
the scarcity of

il

;

'

;

I

enough.
'Die .years 184S and '4!), win n people did not cure for any
law, aud, least of all, for g;iLue laws, great destruction was
many parts of Germany never recovered from
these revolutionary times.
I prefer hunting alone or in a. small company, and with a
friend of mine has rented the adjoining shootgood dog.
ltig-groimds, of about four or five
reewopd,
a district belonging to Prussia aud inhabit
of an old nation, the VVenclen, speaking a language of their
own and having preserved their old eusfumi arid dresses. In
these parts is to be found still a gri ftl
OTieVj
o1 game, and
especially one kind, which is not known in America— the
It is as large as a turkey audonly to be found
great bustard.
in the field, especially large plains, never in the
summer yuu may shoot them now and thru
but later, when they join iu troops from twenty to thirty)
and even more, they are extremely shy, especially if you are
carrying a gun. Of laborers and "horses tiny are not afraid
at till, and the only means to approach them is in the disguise of some laborer, or, still better, of a woman
wheelbarrow in which is placed the gnu. You may
on
approach them, also, in a farm wtieon. Such a bustard is "a
most stately bird.
They do, however, a good deal of
damage. My friend arranged last year a battue for bustards,
but as an immense district had to be iuclosed he bad not
shooters enough.
it resulted without particub
although about live hundred bustards were seen.
On my return hero last fall I of course found many acquaintances of olden times. Among them is one who had

going on, and

A

-

,

,

,

All the invited, about eighty shooters, expected,
therefore a great number of hares, aud provided themselves
with a good supply Of cartridges.
We then used here, gen-

i

..

.

i

!

,

i

been once my dinner neighbor at a table (Vlmte. He was
then only a clerk and representative of a great Prussian firm
in Leipsic, but he was a very gentlemanly youi
loving the chase, and we became friends, remembering each
other all these years kindly.
Meanwhile his brown hair has
turned white, he bus become a grandfather, and
He had retired from business many years ago, and enjoyed
his life in a very pleasant manner.
He owns a splendid
ght already, twemy-five years ago,
a knightly estate about an hour's wa'lk from Leipsic. It was
then a rather neglected concern, rented to a man who held
there a large restaurant which was much frequented by the
Leipsic people, as it was situated amidst a mo.,;
wood. Mr. Kelbe spent about, half a million of tl
changing this estate into a most delightful place, in fact to
a kind of rural paradise, as there are scarcely any many
miles around.
The farm buildings were pulled down and re]
splendid solid ones, provided withal! modern impi
The dwelling-house was removed alsoaild Uc erected a rather
large, beautiful villa in its place.
ered, large
The mail
varanda looked toward the garden.
leading to this veranda were adorned by beautiful plants
and two life-sized roe-bucks iu bronze.
The greater change, however, the wood had to undergo
Bi
extending in front and to the right of tin-, villa.
veranda was a lovH lawn c
6d.
tight and left
U
by a belt of beautiful lice;-, Beyond the lawn stretched a
very long walk shaded by old lime trees, leading to the road
I

i

i

i

year.

to Leipsic.

erally, Tier

Bight before the veranda on the lawn a
hi the centre of the lawn
aud falls back into
has been made an artificial mound the sides of which are covered with roses, and on its top stands, ou a high pedestal, a
colossal bronze stag, held at bay by two dogs: a splendid

1

i

do, the loading requiring too much time. These needleguns were, however, no breech-loaders yet. The cartridge
was put iu at the muzzle, slipped down by itself, and was
We could load even
held in position by turning a lever.
faster

than

we can do

work,

costing several thousands.
To the left of the belt of trees bordering the lawn e .
All the beds along the different
a large square garden.
gravel walks are covered with beautiful flowers, and between them are standing the finest dwarf fruit-trees, hi
the interior ol the squares formed by [he walks are beds
On the side of the square
with strawberries, etc., etc.

to-day our Lefaucheux or any other

breech-loader.
I do not know whether you have a correct idea of the
manner in which our battues are carried on. It is done in
two different ways either by " Staudtreiben " or by " Kes;

:

at that

<

The cause

about forty cents.

I

To return to the hunt the Doctor and "friend" started
out with the parting injunelii in that in case they did not ieturn in a day or so no anxiety need be felt on their account,
Sanborn, in bidd'mg an affectionate adieu to the Dr., supplemented his parting remarks with the observation that he
Sanborn and
would look for them about --grub time."
" pard " started south and were joined immediately by Mr.
Bacon, who brought up the rear with gallant strides, but it
noved that 1he ''coat'' was one too many for our
esteemed friend and fellow sportsman, who was when last
seen in deep meditation perched on a fallen monarch, evidently communing- with nature, and positively chewing tobacco. That day's hunt proved fruitless, but sigus were
With the crunching of the snow and the want of explenty.
perience on the part of the hunters, the deer were not found
running to "keep shy." Mr. S.'s "pard "was lost, and
after a search in vain for the ranche, picked out a place to
camp, but before giving in entirely, he climbed the nearest
mountain, from which he discovered the faint glimmering of
whereupon it is needless to add he went tumbling
a lamp
indiscriminately for home. True to prophecy, the Dr. returned in time for "chuck " and related his experiences. He
had traveled 'full thirty miles, " and over mountains that looked
clear over Pikes Peak, and through gulches that it would
have been madness to attempt to describe. During the day
Mr. Sanborn, being in the neighborhood of the Dr., heard
strange noises resembling the inharmonious grating of a devil's
fiddle. For some time he was at a loss to account for this, but
finally the eminent Mr. S. hove in sight and explained the
mystery by saying that mountain climbing was pretty rough
work ou one lung that a solitary acclimated lung is capable
of doing such good work speaks highly in favor of this, our
"glorious climate of Colorado." The roll was called at night
and all found present or accounted for. The evening was
passed in a quiet game of whiBt. For iUuminating purposes,

Treiben

first

consecutive days, and the total of killed haxes amounted to a
little above three thousand.
Traveling at that time by rail from Halle to Leij
sunset, it was by no means rare to see more than thirty hares
Sitting or playing in a tield of not. hall' an acre.
These battues are mi
mil 1 only attended them as hey
offered a good exercise and to oblige the proprietor, as the
hares had to be shot by some. oue. Partridges wei
abuudau,, aud the district of oue of liie valleys furnished
several thousands during one seasiremained

Co., ?iear Colorado Springs, Col,

1S78.

are only permitted to fire on bares

tli

opportunity of which I was
speaking above, was a Standtreiben. You may imagine our
astonishment bnaeeing the harea advancing toward us in
troops of five and six af once, leaving us Bcaro
load.
The result of this one Treiben was eigh
killed.
1 had, on my part, forty-six!
All of us Q:
spent our cartridges, and we had to send to the ci
fresh supply. The battues were continued until

;

I

valley.

The

censed thereat, and discharged his •rifle six times in the air,
la fourth of July, and finally succeeded in scaring them off.
The deer ran up the side of Buck Mouutain, and Sanborn and
pard climbed after them. When they got on the other side
they came upon another herd. Mr. Sanborn fired one shot
without effect. They then separated, Sanborn following the
main herd. "Paid" branched off, and bad not gone far
when a beautiful one name loping by not twelve yards off.
With deliberate and deadly aim, "Pard" levelled "his piece
and pulled trigger, but, to 'bis amazement, without consequent
discbarge.
Upon reflection he remembered bow the night
previous the Sergeaut cautioned him against carrying around
a loaded weapon, citing numerous aud fatal cases in justification.
On examining bis piece he discovered the horrible fact
that in following the Sergeant's instructions he had removed
his cartridge and omitted to replace it.
Mr. Sanborn, after
following the main herd, came upon it again at a distance of
four hundred yards, and crept up to within shooting distance,
but, unfortunately, not being familiar with bis arm, be raised
the sight to four hundred yards, taking deliberate aim at a doe
in the middle of the herd.
Ho whistled. The doe turned
and brought herself in full sight. Bang! went the gun, and
grasping his knife he rushed upon the foe but, strange to
say, no foe was there.
He had missed his mark. S., disgusted, returned to the ranche, a matter of about three miles.
lievertiug to Mr. " Pard," we find ha had followed a trail and
came on to a fine buck, sighted his head, the only part of his
body visible, took sure aim and fired. Unfortunately, nut
securing a buck's-eye, the buck bounded off and was shot live
minutes later by another gentleman of the party. The Doctor
bad started off in the morning on a burro as an innovation
and scored three flying shots not worth mentioning, however,
Wednesday we, returned home with one buck,
as to results.
Coining down by the beautiall we could conveniently carry.
ful Pikes Peak trail, the Manitou and the Garden Of 'die
Gods, we arrived at the Springs safe awl sound. Thus ended
our hunt after black-tail deer iu the Rockies.
Ranoheko.
A". C. lianclie,

and the shooters

outside

a

We

House

noise,

garden opposite

seltreiben."

above mentioned

the.

a convenient number
divided
Sections — "Treiben" — not larger than can be inclosed by the

the very neat villa.

It is

and to the right and

left

number

aud

The whole

district, is

of shooters

in

of

and unarmed men —the " Treiber. "" The

you the hot-houses

by the proprietor or his
At the beginning of the
battue tickets, with numbers printed ou them, are drawn, and
every one has to place one iu his cap.
At a signal given by a horu or whistle, the Treiber, who
have either sticks or rattles in their bauds, advance toward
the tii in ly standing line of shooters, driving all the game toward them and preventing it to pass their own line. Such
Treiben is calico a Staudtreiben. Li woods this is always
the rule, as the other kind of Tieibeu, called KasscUrcibeu,
is mostly impossible.
At such a Kasseltreibcn the manager sends oil from a certain point iu the border line of the district two experienced
shooters who are acquainted with the grounds, one to the
Both have to go onto the
right and the other to the Jett.
shooters.
These are placed either
deputy, or very frequently by lot.

i

inclosed becomes so narrow that
I'
be dangerous for the opposite line to shi
the circle. TheVhole line makes a halt at a give
Only the Treibers advance toward the centre with great
the

tilled

with

1

:

beyond a road passing behind tfa
iU8fi
the right of the sor
an English-park, of no great extent, but of extretu
ness. "There you see emerald-green bowl
is

as velvet, with flfl
finest trees of the original wood Which were BJl
This little park, garden arid lawn are fenced by
uterine wild purl
railing. Through d
is not fenced, but lrom which you enter d

borderline until they meet. They are followed at a convenient distance, alternately, by a Treiber and shooter, until
On the given signal the
district is inclosed.
whole line advances as regularly as possible, and slowly, toward the centre. Of course by doing so the interval between Hie persons forming the line is gradually diminished.
it

containing a splendid palm-house, one

1 assure
camellias, another with tropical plants, etc., etc.
in Kew are not kept in better
these.
In the middle of the other side of the qn
which forms a rightaugle with that mcntioi
on a terrace of only two steps, guarded by two splendid
dogs made of green marble, brought both from Florence, a
lovely little villa— the pheasants' house— containing a good
many gold and silver pheasants, iu part of this extremely
elegant structure are little yards with shrubs, as
a lens;
hern in the
wid close to then
nicely arranged group of line plants and '
and chairs, from whence the wiioi,
Ou the whole terrace are standing in tubs fine
overlooked.
oiange, laurel and other trees.
large orchard, with nurseries and other hi

shoutersareplaeeiloni.be border of the selected districts,
iiundred panes distant from each other,
On the remaining
their whole line forming a semi-circle.
border line are placed the "Treiber." Where the ground i's
too open, are not rarely dug two or three-feet-deep pits with
ih wall before them, as hiding-places for the

Thus

glass,

belt o

Hie dwelling ol the bead gardener,
of it are fhe hOt-hOI

;

owner wild, it
cure aud art. 'Jle
fl
a drawing-room,
across it, and the shrubbi
splendid trees, ure interrupted by fine
park

i

would

is

called by

its

i

**

meadows

'I

FOREST AND STREAM
As

is rather far from any other wood, Mr. Kelbe
with wild pheasants, which have increased
nireds notwithstanding thy Inroads made by
foxes, martens, weasels aid cats from the village, of which

tbis

park

tocked

he caught

year

soil,

4p$h £ultuw

it

|J3"

not, less

Palmer

& Sons,

of Boscobel, Wis., write that they will

be able to furnish trout eggs to customers up to April. This
would be remarkable— November being their spawning month

—only

—Through the

two or three of its members who are well versed in
South Side Club has beeu most successful in
so much so that it has beeu
the propagation of brook trout
able to contribute largo lots to a neighboring club on Long
Island and to tbe Blooming Grove Park Association of
Pike Couuty, Pa. It has also supplied the Messrs. Thompson,
the fish breeders of New Hope, Pa., with several thousand
fish culture, the

;

•

son

pears upon our

Cclture.— Thirty years ago what now apmaps as the State of Kansas was a howling

wilderness, the bowling being furnished by the ferm naturm
The hardy adventurer who should
have braved scalping knife and tomahawk to penetrate, its
trackless wilds and returning thence should have, prophesied
that before the lapse of the third decade the intelligent

and the ftsriorcs huirwni.

citizens of that land should be giving their attention to the

restocking of the streams with edible lish — this man would
have saved his head from the Indians only to have it safely
He would have been no mudin an insane asylum.

tldcket.
Treilier formed a line and advanced without making
Some bares
noise, as it is not required to start a fox.
iabbits they met on their way took alarm and came out

The

immured

and

roan however had he predicted this: for here is the "First
Biennial Report of the Commissioner, of Fisheries of the State
of Kansas, for the years 1877-8." It is not the subject mat-

and two Volker of partridges passed my slaud.
About eighty paces
I resisted, however, the temptation.
before me was a little bridge over the ditch, and looking
sharp along the latter rny whole attention Was al
reeled to something moving underneath the bridge. I stood
as still as if 1 were made of stone and my eyes opened to
double their size. No wild here or noble stag would have
me so much as did this red rascal whose pointed
nose 1 recognized in the uncertain light under the bridge.
The noise behind him did
It was amusing to observe him.
not alarm him miiL'li. (mi more atieulion was paid by him
to the space which separated him from the opposite copse,
The wind did not teach him anything of my presence, for it
came front him toward me. The hares and partridges,
which passed unmolested, seemed at last to satisfy him that
lie cautiously, and. dragging one foot after
all was safe,
the other, crept to the brim of the ditch and had a peep
but, as be
I might have bred at him then
at the meadow.
was partly concealed behind a little shrub, 1 waited for his
further movements. The result of bis reconnoitering seemed
isfaeiorv, for he returned to tbe ditch, and, making
of the copse,

ter of the report that

culture

fish

is

yet

in

we

wish here to
infancy, so

its

insist

much

upon, for Kansas

as this fact: that

a State comprising an area greater than all Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Rhode Island, whose organized history does not antedate the
here

i

is

of the average reader of these columns, displaying a de-

life

gree of enterprise in one Of the advanced economic interests
of the day that may well serve as an incentive to many older
States.
hi

.

;

I

ioner D. B.

Long

calls

attention to a very import-

ant and icmarkable change iu the character of the streams
of Kansas, as noticeable as the alterations which have already

;

beeu noticed in her plains. Lands which not so long ago
were considered fit ouly for tbe savage and the wild beast
have beeu developed into great broad fields of magnificent

;.i

himself as small as possible, be came along ihe ditch toward
me. When be saw me he was not more than three paces
from my feet, and he was so surprised that he lost bis head.
Instead of turning round aud running back toward the
he ditch, he suddenly jumped out of it and
lie did not go
as fast as he could over the meadows,
At about twenty-five paces 1 fired, and, struck right in
far.
the head, be remained on the spot. In the same m
the Treibers emerged from the wood, and, taught, by experience, one of the laborers gave him still some blows with

wheat aud corn. Many creek beds which were once trickling
brooks are now full-flowing with pure water ; springs
and streams have gushed forth from the earth where formerly
were
only barren wastes. All these manifestations may
there
be accepted as auguring well for the efforts of man to intioalkali

i

i

.

"
ducc into the waters the valuable species of fish especial
adapted to them, and we are confident that the liberc mindea
people of the Stale will through the Legislature give to their
energetic Commissioners the pecuniary endorsement to ad1

>

we might

have gone home; but Mr. Kelbe wanted some plica
and the Treibers re-entered the same copse which they had
just left, knowing very well that plenty of pheasants had remained. A few of them bad passed me, but 1 had Dot taken
any notice of them.
The birds must have been alarmed, however, lor when

vance, the

'

,

will

*

aud epicures and anglers are
States

made happy

all

They
is

will be

accomplished

over the United

up an accountability of

whether they are not heapin
which no change of occupatio

reflect

sins,

I

>•

t

or diet will ever atone for.
large number of California salmon have
in the small streams about Trout Run.
It is
to replenish the streams which have become depleted of their once abundant trout.

been placed

hoped thuB

Potomac Fisuways. — Gov. Hunton

is giving his attention
supplying the Potomac with fishprobable that at an early date that stream will
be 80 furnished that there will be an open passage to the Virginia counties of Clarke, Loudoun, Shenandoah, Fairfax and
Warren, and the Potomac counties of Maryland.

to the subject of properly

ways, and

it is

GOOD

r

Ass't to the U, S.

Com.

Fisheries.

]§iBtorg<

wine needs no bush, nor does any work done by
word of commenda-

Dr. Elliott Cones require a single
tion

to the

practical

student

of science.

FoiaisT

and Stbbam

number

of ornithological readers,

it

for their

news

of

visits

many

which has ever appeared

tween

As

it

becomes our
first

works on ornithology

iu this country.

in

I., treats

the

title,

of ouly a small portion
for in the 800 pages be-

covers only tbe Pnsseres to Lariiidm are included.

its

far as

it

goes, however,

so complete iu

it is

its

descriptions, and so altogether delightful iu

its

as

whom depend upon

the appearance of the

briefly,

present volume, Part

of the subject as slated

and

of

current scientific events,

duty to mention, however

The

.Nevertheless,

each week a very considerable

part of one of the most important

jsynooomy
its

account

of the habits of the various species considered, as really to

leave almost, nothing to be desired.

The ornithologist who examines " The Birds of the Colorado Valley" will be especially impressed by the completeness
lists, which preface the account of each
and by the " Bibliography of North American Orniwhich constitutes the last 200 pages of the work.
Although to the untcchuical reader these portions of the volume will perhaps appear dry and of slight importance, they
are in reality its most valuable features, and the amount of
labor which has been expended in compiling them is simply
enormous. It must be reinembeied that, except in a few
specified cases, no title or reference in the book has been taken
at second hand, but that in each case the author has gone to
the original work, and taken his material from that.
The "Bibliography of North American Ornithology" is intended to be a complete list of every work, article, or paper
ever published on the birds of North America. It is, as Dr.
Coues remarks, only that very small portion of the great work
which ho has in course of preparation— his " Bibliography of
Ornithology" which relates to North American birds as sueft.
He therefore excludes all titles which refer to any group of
birds which are treated of as component parts of a genus or
family, as such works will appear in the final " Bibliography"
under their proper family or generic headings. The titles
which Dr. Coues gives us, in the volume under consideration,
are nearly 1,500 in number, and represent, he says, only about
three or four per cent, of the whole literature of ornithology.
He tells us that he has now in hand for his final work 18,000

of the synonomatic
Species,

thology, 8

—

titles

The present list is published at this time mainly for the purpose of bringing the subject to the notice of " those interested," so that any writers, whose works, or papers, may have
been omitted, can communicate the fact to the author and the
error may be rectified in the final work.
observe that Dr.
Coues has quoted mauy titles from the columns of Forest and

We

Stream and we

call the

attention of our correspondents

and
on this subject which we publish toany writers whose articles have been
gladly furnish the information which Dr. Ooucs

contributors to his note

We

day.

feel sure that

quoted will

,

Ckntuai, Short Line.— The new route, to Florida via the
!..
r md and Danville Railroad offers many ad van
pleasant scenery, the privilege of extended stays along ihe
route and the" best of traveling facilitiea and convem
The route is via Richmond, Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta.

^uinml

BIRDS OF THE COLORADO VALLEY.

:

item in your columns of January 16; Luring the four seasons of our operations here we have taken the following numgL's. viz.: 1,077,500 eggs in 1875, 513,000 eggs in
bers of
From which
1870, 2,1 5',), 000 in 1877, and 1,723,000 in 1878.
it appears that this season's work has been more successful
than that of any other except one (1877).
Schoodic land-locked salmon are less prolific than seasalmon, and in proportion to the quantity of spawn obtained
the work involved is far greater. It took 1,617 females, all
fertile, to produce 1,723,000 eggs— an average of 1,065 eggs
per fish. This was a much higher rate than usual, the fish
being this year larger than usual. Last year (1877) they
yielded onlv 985 per fish, and some years it has been less than
The'avcrage weight of the breeding fish is a trifle less
that.
than two pounds, average length about seventeen inches. The
exceeded these measurements.
The parties controliug these works this year are the United
States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries and the Commissioners of the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut and New
Cn aiu.es G. Atkins,
Hampshire.

.

desires.

While

to the ornithologist the " Birds of the Colorado Val-

ley" will prove of the utmost value in all respects, the biographies of the'various species will present to the unscientific

reader the greatest attraction of the volume.
Coues' own inimitable style, they are simply

Written in Dr.

gems

of

hirtl lit-

a charm about (hern that can scarcely be
characterised, but we venture to predict that no bird lover

erature.

who

There

is

peruses one of these delightful sketches will care to re
it quite through.
There
some of these life-histories that is strangely

linquish the volume until he has read
is

a pathos about

moving, while others are mirth-provoking to a degree.
Dr.
Coues so cunningly blends realism and poetry in his descriptions of bird habits "that

we seem

preciate all their characteristics

to be able to

and

thoroughly ap-

to enter, to a certain ex-

tent at least, into the secrets of their every-day

life.

Our author goes very deeply into a number of curious points
touching on various phases of bird life.
He never hesitates
to attack beliefs that

he thinks are founded on error, and never
His remarks on swallows are exwe know of uo account of these charm-

takes anything for grunted.

tremely iuteresting,nnd

—The

the Brooklyn and Philadelphia

".^^^e^^f'^i

persistent efforts of the U. S.

i

Uoi'.vrM.

week,

pos-

Gband Lake Stream, Me., Jan. 21, 1879.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The crop of eggs of land-locked salmon obtained here, this
rater than usual instead of less, as indicated by an

it.

hist,

The

of.

lishment in Maine are most commendable.
watched with solicitude until the full result

i

match

It

qualities

Fishery Commission aud the managers of the hatching estab-

lettol oheasants rose in the thicket before me, and
I might have, made a doublet
T brought down another cock.
been so much afraid of a mistake.
not
had
[
if
noise before me. It was a beautiful bird, and I shot him be'-):
fore be was above the trees. When a third
! ,
lired, but be went off, aud Mr. Kelbe believed
1 did not think so, and I was right.
that 1 bad missed him.
The cock was found dead on the meadow about two lime
Mr. Kelbe fired again. The bird fell
b from me.
down, but after a few seconds he got up and ran toward the
He had only been winged. Whether the gardener
thicketfouud him afterward I do not know.
We had now one fox, three hares and five pheasant cocks.
The whole affair lasted about an hour. My friend thought
We returned to the villa and
this enough for the moment.
he fetched from his cellar a choice bottle of Ehenish. After
we returned to Leipsic and were home, at
having finished
hall-past twelve, much satisfied with our little expedition.

the shots fired in

distant ennoble our inland lakes.

game

country has ever heard

;, ,..ii., rising to my right.
Mr. Kelbe. fired and a splenf!id cock fell beavily'on the grass. I was rather envious
and anxiously hoped my turn would- come next. It came.

all

•

with its step-brother salmo salar,
which has access to salt water, and its flesh is almost as toothsome. "With our clean inland waters populated with landlocked salmon, we could boast such angling in America as no

i

Chili's

some day not

sesses equal

cat, but. it was a reconnoitering
ish-brown, 1 tc
pheasant lien. She ran quickly back and I just saw the
oast of a cock coming toward me in the ditch,
when Mr. Kelbe called out to me to change my stand for
one he thought better. The cock turned round and all was
Then I heard the noise of some
Still for a few minutes.

— In

work.

_* • *
\X
Pkopaoation of Land-looked Salmon.— Pish breeders
who are interested in the cultivation of land-locked salmon
will feel much encouraged by the following report which
Com. Atkins has been kind enough to furnish. The communication also answers several questions which have lately
been propounded to us. Increasing interest is deservedly
felt in the cultivation of this fish, aud we hope its presence

the Treibers commenced their noise they rose ai ouce, one
after tbe other, above the trees and filed offwith the velocity
as 1 did not recognize for
of a rock*
ks, aud was much afraid of killing perhaps a
certain tl
be, however, shot a cock and two hares.
Mr.
hen.
placed themselves now at the border of that
The. T re:
h the fox hail longed to reach, aud I took my
ner close to the same ditch mentioned before.
id about sixty paces to the right of me.
saw something moving in the ditch. I could
Very sot
vliat it was, and, seeing only something graynot make

Gun

Let them

.

sapient reasoning to our

fine fish.

much

:

commend this

Pennsylvania.— A

Sinn Clue as Pish Cultukists.

elTorts of

rod robber would pass. I took my stand behind an elm
tree on a narrow dry ditch, from whence I could overlook
an angle-point of a copse before me and the adjoining
meadows. Mr. Kelbe told me that he bad kUled at Hint
place two foxes, and that he would probaTjly take a footpath to my left or remain in the ditch, in order to reach the

,.

fish culturists.

just

Tue South

i

his stick.
The object of our expedition being fulfilled

We

when long domesticated

that trout, like other animals,

extend their breeding season.

itll
pleasure, for since many years I had
nut had an opportunity of shooting a wild pheasant. There
are plenty in Bohemia, but in Germany you lind them but
rarely, as they can be kept only ra isolated parks and woods
where the adjoining fields belong to the same proprietor,
else kind neighbors will shoot them as they go in summer
out in the fields to feed.
Two other gentlemen whom Mr. K. had invited were prevented from coming, and we two had it all to qui
About a dozen garden laborers ami the coaelnnau and
garduer were ordered to act as Treibers, and Mr. Kelbe and
i placed ourselves where we thought it most likely that the

ti

the pursuits of agriculture would languish, and the idl
population would degenerate into effeminacy an

fish-fed

semi-barbarism.

than twenty-six in his traps. lie
formerly kept roes tn the park, but finding that the young
ones did not thrive and the bucks killed them, he got tired
of them and shot them off.
Last Sunday morning Mr, Kelbe called on me. lie was
quite excited, for his head Gardner had reported that a fox
bad invaded his park. Some laborers saw him kill a bare
and took it from him, but very soon afterward pi
notes from a pbessnt proved clearly that lie bad found a
substitute lor bis lost hare.
Mr. Kelbe invited me to driveover with him to hi pari n St morning and try to shoot^tbe
bold robber, together with a few pheasant. "cocks. [ of
this
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(hl

.

mighty brain

.,,-,,„,,,, ,,

rh a |

i

because, forsooth,

of

.,,

9

that

,

an astute Virginia editor evolves
,

s

should not be stocked with

would

encourage idleness

among

lish,

the

ing jilles

tie lair that is hall so full.
Altogether the present work more

ideal ornithology
its

than anything

that,

nearly approaches

we know

of.

the

Between

covers can be found almost everything that one wishes to

:

know on

;

:
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the subject, the

list

of titles being especially import-

HiBMS

and supplying a want long felt.
The work will lie received with equal pleasure by Ibe specialist and the amateur,
and will be no less useful to the one than entertaining to the
ant,

—

1879.

EoiTon Foebst and Stkkam
As many of your readers seem desirous to learn moro about
the migratory email, I send you a few notes gleaned from the
works of several European authors.

a source so reliable, to show that the Port

:

'Die quail arrives in

Germany

in

May and migrates

publications of the author.

is

not

sin-

Every winter, from January

to

the end of February, until legal restrictions were interposed,
Saul, the Indian, who is a noted fly -fisherman, used to stand

tember,

its favorite resorts are meadows and grain, particuwheat fields. Its food consists of grain, herbs, and hemp,
poppy and turnip seeds further, insects and their eggs, and
larvie.
The female builds her nest in July it is a mere depression in the ground, surrounded by a few straws, and containing from eight to fourteen whitish-gray eggs, marked with
large brown spots.
The quail does not mate, but is an in-

on the ice below the lower dam, and take salmon out of the
open water with his rod ; and well-favored, ruddy-moated fish
they were. Our impression has always been that these salmon
were a sort of body-guard to convoy the young smolts down
on their first journey to salt water.
All the rivers in Nova
Scotia are short, say fifteen miles from mouth to head-waters,
and the Fort Medway, like many others, has its primary source
in large lakes, into which the salmon of the ordinary summer
run find their way and congregate in large numbers for tho
purpose of spawning, affording large profits to the Indians who
gather there to capture them.
But the winter run of salmon
is never seen in the lakes
never observed many miles above
the mouth.
They do not go up for the purpose of spawning
but when smolts have dropped down from the places where
they were hatched, tho winter fish meet them in the middle
waters and conduct them to the sea, just as parent birds teach
their young to try their maiden flights.
Since summer they
have not gone far out to sea, but have lingered in the estuaries.
year
they
The next
will become pelagic, while those which
have gone down to the depths will alternate with them and
remain in shore, changing guard, as it were.
It must be borne in mind that salmon spawn but once in two
years ; that the whole of a hatching does not go down to the
sea together, but one-half takes to salt water at the end of
fourteen months' growth, and the other half follows at the
end of the second year, though sometimes a few will remain
until the fourth year.
This quality of dual periodicity distinguishes the salmon from any other fish we know of.
It accounts for what seem vagaries and phenomenal freaks to the
superficial student. It explains why the time (times) of spawning seems often to vary in the same river.
It is coincident
with the ascertained fact that the male salmon propagates its
kind before it is adult.
A portion of a " run," being riper
than others, spawn the sooner, and having fulfilled their mis-

larly

;

;

corrigible polygamist. And here allow me a slight digression.
If the naturalization of this little foreigner should prove successful, in a few years a discussion similar to the " European

sparrow question " will inevitably arise, and in the heated debate whether foreigners in general or migratory quail in particular should be tolerated or not, the polygamous habits of
the bird will probably be a leading argument on the negative
Bide of the question, as demoralizing, pernicious and generally
injurious to the piety, morality and prosperity of this land of

—

the free. Therefore, to anticipate the onslaughts of a certain
class of patriots who are opposed to all foreigners, human or
animal, that come to these shores and dure to have habits or
social customs of their owe, would it not be best to liberate all
future invoices of quail that may be received—only in Utah?

sion return to the sea, while the balance are required

;

by na-

ture to remain longer.

Our correspondent's
facts

;

'

Medway

gular in this feature of ichthyc economy.
We have referred
to this winter run in the " Fishing Tourist," aud in other early

in Sep-

In addition to finding congenial company, they would be out
of the way of the patriots mentioned above, and would be
under the direct " protection of Congress and the rest of the
United States Government." Cut to resume, the song (or
:," ») of the male bird is heard from May to August.
Before moulting the second time young mules have the same
plumage as old females. In August and early in September,
if the young birds are marked down after being flushed, they
may often be caught with the hand, as they usually squat flat
upon the ground. They are considered an excellent bird to
break dogs on.
This latter statement is directly opposite to
what, has recently been mentioned in Fohkst and Stkkam, but
I believe that Bechsfein is too careful a naturalist to have
made a mistake on this point.
I next quote verbatim from the " Feathered Tribes of the
British Llands," by Robert .Mudie, London, 1858:
"Though quails are now both local and rare as British
birds, yet it is probable that they are more numerous in somt
of the southern counties than appears to common observation.
Their extreme closeness during the day appears to be the
principal cause of this. They are best known to the night
poachers, who are well acquainted with their cries, and dexterous iu catching them
but during the day the birds are as
silent a« they are still.
Those which do migrate to Britain—
which are very few as compared with the continental migrants—usually come about the end of April. Their long
flights are understood to be performed during the night
for
though, like the other gallinie, they feed in the morning «nd
evening, they, contrary to the practice of most of these,' sleep
at mid-day— indeed, during the greater part Of the day.
They squat at these times, and do not flush or take wing
until a dog is quite among them.
The males are polygamous,
and fight desperately in the early part of the season," so much
so, that in some countries they are trained in the same manner as game cocks.
The call note of the male is a twice repeated whistle, and makes a pleasant variety among the many
sohgs of the active season. The response of the female is
made use of as a decoy note in catching the males alive,
though they will come to the male call as if it were a chalio light.
Their nests and number of their eggs are
nearly the same as those of partridges.
Quails are very
abundant on the continent of Europe, and in most parts of
Asia.
In the former, their summer migrations extend as far
as Lapland but in the latter, they do not reach the extreme
f
Siberia.
They linger during the winter in more
ies than almost any other migratory birds, but such is
ictiveness that they return even to the north of
ast docks, though very many of them are capl ured
!>laces where they halt by the way.
When at rest from
migrating and not busied with the care of their broods, quail
get very fat, especially on pastures that afford them a plentiful supply of oily seeds
and when in good condition they
are highly esteemed as food.
Their straggling appearance,
however, and their short stay, render themiess interesting to
the ordinary observers of British birds than those genera
which regularly summer and winter in tho country and are
generally distributed over it."
The followimr is from the Gorman " Lehrbuch der Zoohgie,"
by F S. Voigt, "Stuttgart, 1835
" It is the only migratory bird of this family; arrives in
Europe the beginning of May, leaves about the end of September. With us its migrations are supposed to be generally
undertaken at night, and on foot. About tho beginning of
October their migrations across the Mediterranean Sea commences, and then large flocks settle down on the islands, and
often on ihips.
On the island of Capri, for instance, they are
captured in such numbers that the natives become satiated
with eating them. As they are said to constitute a large part
of the Bishop of Capri's revenue, he has been irreverently
nicknamed der WacUtel Bishop:' Although the wings of the
quail are short, their sinews and the breast muscles are very
strong still they are largely dependent on the wind in their
long flights, and if this fads tlicm, large numbers perish.
Quite a number linger as far north as near Rome and in Sardinia.
They migrate with the northwest aud return with the
southeast wind. The male quail is noted for its pugnacity
aud its extreme amorous proclivities. While on its love excursions it will pursue the sky-lark, or, in fact, any other
sombre-colored bird. It is said to have been Eeeu flagrante
with toads."
The above is about all I can find regarding the bird that is
of interest to sportsmen.
It is worthy of note that should
the acclimatized birds have the same instincts as their progenitors, there will be great danger of tbeir being blown into
the Atlantic if they start during one of our nor' westers.
On
hex baud, if it is true that they migrate largely oi
lay they not reach South America "via Darian ?
Lasthut not least in importance— a great many will probably winter in Texas, and even further north.
Bobolik^.

following com-

salmon not popularly known.
For a dozen years we have been cognizant of the winter
run of salmon in certain rivers of Nova Scotia, notably iu the
Fort Medway, which we often visited during a long residence
in that Frovince,— and we are glad to receive testimony from

HABITS OF THE MIGRATORY QUAlT.
6,

Salmon.— The

traits of the

other.

Wixi.iamspobt, Pa., January

of the Atlantic

munication is from a gentleman whose avocation affords him
constant opportunities for observation.
It refers to certain

which

it

letter contains several other interesting

will be well for the interested reader to note;

for their production we are indebted to our Montreal correspondent. " Standsfead" who has elicited them from the writer

by a

series of questions

spared that he may impart that knowledge which
probably never have learued from the lethargic

we should

fact fishermen themselves

Pekcb, Dist. of Gaspc, Canada, Jan.
Editor Forest ASD Stream

IS,

I

i

In reply toStanstead iu your issue of the 2d inst., I beg to
say, that, without he slightest pretention to being a savant, or
bit Oracle, I think I can throw some light on his questions.
1st. I have not sufficiently studied the subject to go iuto details or scientific dissertation, but I can state as a fact that
the salmon bred in the various rivers along this coast are differently marked.
I

Yes.

2d.

That is a question which cannot, I think, be sati Ea
answered. But I should Bay yes, as in days of yore the
numbers caught by the Indians must have been comparatively few.
The white man has been the great poacher. In the
early part of this century, four and five schooners, loaded
with pickled salmon, were despatched from the Restigouche
every season, and I have seen the time when not even a"single
barrel could be obtained at any price.
Bd.
torily

salmon spawn in their native rivers,
which they invariably return, and remain in the deep pools
spawn, which takes place during the month of October,
say from the 14th to the 31st. Alter spawning bey return to
saltwater; but some are supposed to winter in the pools, as
they are seen in the spring. Query? Do they feel unequal
to the task of descending the rapids? It is a Splendid Sight—
4lh. 1 believe that all

to
to

I

—

—

when a large pool can be aj
fish, to see fifty or sixty tine salmon
quietly disporting^
friend, Dr. Clarke, of your city (New
York), the lessee of Grand River, can give a far better description of these spawning pools than I can.
The restocking
of that river, which was almost depleted, being tlue to that
devoted disciple of Isaac Walton.
5th. I do not believe that any salmon spawn out of the
rivers unless by accident.
•Jth. Stanatead has been misinformed as to the deposits of
spawn in the Bay Chaleur. 1 came to this District in 1845,
and I think it was the third summer after I am
walking along Bonaventure beach one fine in
the spring tides, I saw a number of men with horses and
carts, shoveling something off he beach, which, on inquiry,
I learued to bo herring spawn, collected to spread on their
grain crops. I inquired if this took place yearly, and beinganswered iu the affirmative, a little reflection convinced me
that there must be something wrong iu this wholesale destruction of spawn— which 1 mentioned to these men— but
they assured me that what was thus washed up was waste, el c.
1'he result
I determined to inquire further into the matter.
was my ascertaining that the herring alwayB arrive to spawn
at the spring tide, the spawn being washed up to high water
mark where it forms a ridge form six to eight inches high,
and twelve to eighteen inches at the base, where, if not disturbed, it increases to the size of a small pea, being deposited
The next spring tide clears the
to hatch on the warm sand.
beach of the entire mass. On close inspection of the ova a
few days before the high tide, which removes it, two black
specks are seen, being the eyes of the young fish. Having
satisfied myself on these points, I called the attention of the
inhabitants of Bonaventure thereto, aud ultimately induced
them to cause the Municipal Council to pass a law forbidding
the removal or destruction of the ova in any way under a
penalty of twenty dollars.
The quantity of herring which 1 have seen along the Bonaventure beaches during tire spawning time is something wonderful.
They literally roll on the beach.
one not easily forgotten
without disturbing the

My

I

which he recently propounded through

'

Philip

'

our columns
MnNTKKAr, Jan.

In reply to Stiustead's "Questions for Ichthyologists," wliieh appeared Iu your former issue, I beg to say: 1. There are just as many
different varieties ot salmon as there are revere, as the UsL Frequenting
each river or tributary of thai river are so distinctly marKed that taey
can be easily distinguished when caught in the estuary. A Cascapedia
flan will not come up the Eestigonche, neither will a Hatepeaia Bah go
up the main river. This is a wise provision ol Nature, or Providence,
which you will
2, For two reasons l Believe that salmon spawn every
year: first, the rapid gro
t ol
lie
s ova, It having quire a growth
in a fortnight aiter spawning; theflsh in tne Reallgouche going to sea
by the middle of November, as they linish laying ova before the Bret of
that month, and they are succeeded try a school of fish from sea, who
.

;

1

summer fish, hut getting up to where the pools arc d.icp, with huh;
where 1 believe they spawn some time
January,
ouly suppose this from the slao of the ova wnen they pass up. Those
flak are the kelts who so often trouble the angler iu June.aud which are
our

m

ice to trouble ilieui,
t

;

mating their way to salt water.
me In 1872, when boating on this
unserved a peculiarly marked fish having three
distinct spear marks on one side, each wound, as it healed, leaving a
near.
We first observed her on a bar, along with a large
male, nesting. The ne.vt year we again saw the same fish within tea
yards of the same place, this time iu company with a grilse. The following year I am certain I saw the same fish ai Mr. Haddon's canning
establishment at "Alhol House." a. So far yet, our rivers here would
hold all. From 25,0(111 to 3D,(lO0 hah is tire outside quantity taken in the
hay (Chaleurs;, aud our rrvers could easily have held that quantity,
along with the supply they had, though there might have been some
caught by hundreds

A uotb.ee reason

river,

;

in (he tidal nets,

for the faith that la in

myself ana

:

men

crowding iu lie favorite pools, etc.
iu answer to the fourth queaiou, I am not aware of this. Ho salmon
nets are set in our bay after August 1, and but few mackerel. Those
salmon caught in them are the winter fish already mentioned, and
although the ova may loot to an inexperienced person nearly ripe, it
may be fully one month, or perhaps two, before it is ready tu be daposited, as it must ripen more slowly with the water at a temperature
of nearly 32 deg. tTa.hr. 1 believe these fish spawn at the mouths of
rivers, or where the water is at least brackish, if they do not ascend
them. That salmon will ripen in sail
nil,
6. 1 have
and If not spawned must deposit In in.
heard of this phenomenon from Mr. Jos. lllekson. bat have been compelled to doubt its being salmun spawn. Mr. lllekson promised to visit
lis fall aud try to secure and send me a sample of this

'

;

when there
sen a possibility of a test being made In
brecdiog establishment. However, he has not done so; "perhaps
* * *
mere hua been none cast up this year."
ova,

\

my

Here

is

another

relative to the

wash

'

gether new, and
'

letter,

immense

which

fully answers the last question

ipiantity of

in the Gulf of St- Lawrence.

intelligent

we

spawn found on the laudThe information is alto-

are glad that the life of our venerable

informant,

who

is

now 74

years old,

Tame Skunk.— A

is, 1819.

EDiTon EonEai ash Btbeam:

and

has been

correspondent kindly sends us a clipping

from the West Chester (Pa.) Vittagt Itccoid, whirl
We have once or twice known of tamo skunks
which were useful pets, but we have never wanted to own
interesting.

The

one ourselves.

A

extract reads as follows

:

is the latest thing in the way of pets.
living at Roumusviile, West Bradford, has
had a pet pole-cat for the last four years. He caugl
It lives in a bOS Under
it was a kitten and brought it home.
the porch, comes out when called by its owner, and Mr. Marshall picks it up and handles it as he would an ordinary cat.
In the morning and evening it goes out hunting for insects,
which form its principal food and is perfectly conn
at home.
The only time it is unpleasantly scented is when it
by a
is alarmed by a strange dog or roughly approached
don't covet Mr. Hughes' pet and we don't bestrauger.
lieve that he will ever have it stolen.

tame skunk

Hughes Marshall,

We

Conokkniko White Mallakdm.— iSditof Fe
Stream: I nctice in your issue of Dec. 12 an account of a
while mallard seen iu England. I can report one seen several
times in the marshes at the mouth of Crane Creek, Ottawa
I am positive the bird was not a tame
Co., Ohio, this fall.
duck gone astray he flocked with the mallards, had all their
He was all
peculiar movements, and the call of the drake.
He was
white, except a little color on the wings.
watched by at least six different people, and shol
He was bb wary as any of his race. A beautiful en
;

with his winter coat of pure white, except end
black—was caught on the Ohio River, neai
Wa.-i
November, and was sent here to be mounted
not unusual to find one so far south so dressed ?
h. O. R.
Cleveland, Ohio.

sel,

glossy

ville, in
it

UNDER THE SNOW.
ii:ojraBB*L„Beo,

Enrron Forest and BtbSam:
When out shooting a lew days

ago, I

saw what resembled a hare

silking on the snow, In the open held, about twenty-five | a
grove of small cedars. On approaching the sin
was, had crouched down so that nothing but Its head was visible.
When 1 gut iiuite close to it I endeavored tt) put it up, but
tention to my movements, except to watch me closely. A hound tliat
I had with me now caught sight of the hare and made
^appeared
catch It. The hare instead of running, o
under the snow. The dog was unable to find it, and I and a fi lend who
was with me began tramping about, ami shortly si
or twenty feet from where it went ui>i
cover as fast as possible, but I brought it down before
'

ce In the [orenoon,
Thi
twelve or fifteen Inches deep, aud had all fallen during
night. There were no tracks in the snow lead

i

li

was

sitting,

showing that

It

had seen

in the

same

spot a co

FOREST AND STREAM.
time,
thai

or had (Tini.j
I
have ?p«

rowing
ohm."

In

the

the

all

way from cover under the snow. No one
Saw or heard of g b
your white ...
maki

,,,,ri,n

i

I

n

Hires

sil

wherever as

Ri

now

storm overtakes thern, and
them over, they keep crowding and pushing genQy backward and forward and from aide
to side until they form a little roomy chamber nil around them,
The snow gradually heaps up until a domed arch is formed,
except where little round holes are left in the top by the warm
still

begins to cover

air of their

maux

breathing— just as the snow houses of the EsqUi
made.
There they eit snugly, until hunger impels

are

tliem to vacate, in search of food.

No

tracks are visible in

the uewly fallen snow but the quick eye of the young
hunter,
or the keen nose of his dog, as they range over the waste on
;

the rnormng after the snow-fall, soon detects the " forms,"

and

but an instant's

work to jump poor Molly Cotton out
and then all is up with her.
Ptarmigan (a species of grouse found in the North,) also
have the same habit and when kicked up out of the snow are
as lively and strong of wing as in summer.
In the sub-arctic
regions where they have their habitat, the temperature is so
Uniformly low that a crust seldom forms and they therefore
is

it

of her bed

;

;

;

common fate of our quail which otten perish by
Deep snows are no detriment to acclimated birds provided they can obtain food, but rather a warm
protecting blanket.
Lack of food is what they suffer from.
For this reason we have so strongly urged our Mends to scatter grain for them.
Molly Cotton, the hare, who is a good
forager and wide awake to the means of subsistence, is often
found nestliug in those little hollows on the lee side of trees,
where the eddy and whirl of the snow as it ia driven by the
escape the

being snowed under.

wind, has

left the ground bare aud the dry grass and fallen
Our inquiring friend will at once perceive
anything hut unusual to find hares buried under the

seeds exposed,
that

it is

snow.

ADVICE UNHEEDED.
-FBAMiNGnAsr, Mass., Deo.

Editok Forest and stream
Perhaps,

3, 1S78.

:

your view, ' one word more " on the " Sparrow Quesone word too rnuny; but I uiluk that all printed on the
subject, in your columns and elsewhere, 1r read with Interest by a very
large portion of the community, both by those wlio side with the " at.
tacit" ana with the "defense." From the various testimonies so tar,'
to in;, unud those opposed have the beat of it, and I Send you
the following to show that we were duly forewarned. It is from an old nnmIn an article on tlte "Birds of Tndia," Rev.
f II. :ruce sounds this note of warning in regard to our proposed
Introduction of Ptuaet domcMicus. After giving an account of the noisy
aud impertinent ways of the i-parrows native to that country (P. tnMctts), auo quoting or. .ronton as saying, " It is one of tho greatest
pests
of India," Air B. goes on to say: " I itavo been more particular
in
describing this bird, because of recent attempts to introduce a closely
allied species into America, I look with some apprehension upon
(Torts, as 1 believe them to be ill-advised and inexpedient.
The
European sparroiv dous not differ essentially from Its Indian ally, aud
•"''-iy generally regarded as a nuisance wherever
itabounda." Then follows references to it in England, Spain and Syria.
Ue concludes: "If me speetos is to bo Introduced Into America to
tion

"may

in

tie

.

I

destroy the larvio of insects, It should be remembered that it is, for the
most part, a feeder on grain, seeds aud buds, devouring grubs only in
the breeding season. That season embraces but a small portion of
no years during the rernatuder they may cause great destruction,
i

Hose who have to do in this matter will act advisedly, lost they
introduce that which may eventually become as great a nuisance in lis
teosi

way

i

U3 the curculio

and canker worm."

F, C.

Brown.

ATTENTION, CONTRIBUTORS.
officis nv V. S. Gkoi.ooioal ano Geographical Sdkvf.y)
or the TEKKiTORras, Wasuikgtojt, Jan IT, 1S19.
{
EniTOtt Forest ami Stueam:
si/-— The Bibliographical portion of my late work on the "Birds of
u n \ alley " oontalha very numerous citations of titles from
lo!
i

Many of these, however, are anonymous, or of
unknown authorship. 1 beg yon to say through your columns that If
the persons interested will furnish the required names the defect will
be remedied In the anal edition of the Bibliography. I wish to add,
Forest AMD Stream.

further, that

any additions

to, or

corrections of, this piece of Bibliog-

raphy will be welcomed and utilized.
Yours,

^aadlmtdr
For

Elliott Ootjks.

$mn
Forest

and §ardm.

and Stream and Rod and Oun.

SHEEP RAISING

OP

late years great attention

of sheep

IN TEXAS.

has been paid to the culture

and the production of

fine

wool ia Texas, and

indeed with marked success, as nearly the entire south and
southwestern portion of the State is monopolized by the sheep
man. It was formerly the stronghold of the cattle man, who
reigned supreme from reasons of long occupation only, not from
any right or title lo the land, as there were scarcely aoy landowners in this part of the country at that, time, and indeed up
to the first appearance of sheep.

Cattle

men,

in the choice of

had but one tiring in view, and that was the
portion of country that possessed the most attraction for their

their ranches,

business, as they were all squatters, and neither bought nor
rented land. In those days the hills and fields were dotted
in almost every directum with cattle, while now it is alto-en i, as the fields that we're once kepi closely cropit
pea by the cow and her young are, almost thoroughly deserted
by them, aud in the place we find the dusky Mexican followCkttlfi business, it) be carried on sucing iiif woolly flock.
cessfully, must have laigo tracks of unoccupied range, with
grass and water ; and when the country was public
property It was a most lucrative business, but when the
ange must be rented or bought, the quantity is so
great that it renders it much less profitable, in consequence of
which cattle-men are moving buck into the wilt
i.

i

i
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portion of the State. In their stead we tied the
sheep-man, as be can afford to rent or buy land, for the reason
that the same amount ol capital can be Invested and manipulated on one-tenth the amount of land, with almo
quite, double the profits.
In former years bOveraoient land
could be obtained
d location, and tin cosl
a sufficient range could he
tlmoat for the cost of surveying
but now it is different, us moneyed men and oorporutionshavegained
of nearly ail of liie UUloCated laud, and it is now necessary to
either buy Or rent from them. Most of the lands, however,
belong to the railroads of the State, and as these lands are
exempt from taxation for a term ol twenty-five years, they
can rent lands very reasonably. Their rates of rent, per year
range from half a cent to a cent and a half per acre, and a
lease is given for a term of five or ten years to suit the lessee.
I might state, however, that none of the railroad lands are for
sale.
The slieep business in this Stale presents a gold in fa©

civilized

'

1

i

1

i

:

:

it hits been tested for upward ol
forty years,
has not yet proved a failure
but, on Ihe." contrary, where
favorable circumstances surround and close alien ii
to the business, it is undoubtedly a profitable one.
\V ben the
business was in its infancy, common slieep were raised almost
exclusively, but of late years great improvements have been
made in the grades of sheep, tiil now we can produce samples
Of wool to compare favorably with Australian wool, and were
it not for empty reputation we could command as high prices
The modes of grading sheep are many, but thuquickes best,
and most profitable way of bringing the common sheep to a
paying condition is to lake the common Mexican ewes, which
are long-legged) straight haired sheep, shearing from a pound
arid a halt to four pounds, aud use the full-blooded, greasy
wooled, wrinkley, short-legged Merino bucks, and the
result will be that of shortening of the legs, increasing the
weight of wool, as well as improving the texture at the same
time. The Inmb will lake on the natural hardiness of the mother,
which is far greater than the Merinoes— in fact full-blooded
Mcrinoes do not do well in this climate. After your sheep are
found to bear a wool sufficiently greaay aud heavy, it is then
time to change the breed of bucks ami grade the texture of
your wool. Imported bucks can be bought for from thirty to
ono hundred dollars per head, and one buck is sufficient for
Mexican sheep can be bought for from $1,25
fifty ewes.
to $1.75 per head, according to age and time of year.
The advantages in improved sheep are many, and
though it is claimed by some that the remuneration is no
greater, still it is a lack of judgment and calculation on their
part, tor it needs but a moment's thought to see that the expense attached is less in proportion, and the income far
greater, considering the increased number that must be kept
of the common ewes.
graded sheep is worth from §2.50
to $3 per head, just double the cost of the Mexican.
graded sheep will shear from five to ten pounds of wool,
which is worth from seventeen to twenty-live cents per pound,
while Mexicans only shear from one and a half to four pounds,
aud is worth from ten to thirteen cents per pound thus
showing that while the cost is only double for graded
the income irom them is about live times as
slieep,
great, aud as their amount of increase is the same as in the
common sheep, that being one lamb a year, wc arrive at the
following conclusion
that every improved lamb counts as
five common ones in wool producing, and is worth at least
twice as much to sell.
In keeping five times as many common sheep as improved it is necessary to pay and feed five
times as many shepherds, use live times as much salt, and
have a range of five times the extent. Another great item in
favor of improved sheep is that the muttons are worth double
that of a common sheep for market, thus leaving no inlet
lor argument on the advisability ol handling graded sheep or
the profits attached thereto.
The average amount of increase
seventy-five lo ninety per cent, annually.
iu. sheep is from
The process of breeding is carried on as follows The sheep
are divided into different flocks in one Hock are ewes, iu
another lambs, in another wethers, and in another are the
bucks. Sometimes, however, if the number of sheep is small
aud insufficient for so many divisions, they are all run together with the exception of the bucks, which are kept separate except in bucking season, that being in September and October.
Uy doing the bucking that lime of year it brings the
lambs early in the spring when the grass is green amf juicy,
producing a bountiful supply of milk, and by coming all together the period of lambing is definite, ami special attention
and care cau be paid to it, thereby saving all or nearly ail of
the lambs. The quality of land necessary for sheep is estimated differently, but from an acre and a half to
about the right amount per head, and in very fine range possibly less.
The character of range best adapted for sheep is
slightly rolling land with plenty of fine grass and underbrush;
though too much underbrush is a detriment, and especially if
there is much of the famous cat-claw, which is a bush ranging
in height from three to seven feet, and, unless visited by very
hard frost, remains green all winter. The origin of the name
(cat-claw) aud the detriment attached is due to a thorn which
is the exact shape of a cat-claw and sets with it point toward
the body of the bush, thus making a regular hook-shaped
thorn, and in driviug slieep through it the loss of wool is
The advantages of underbrush are undoubted, as it
great.
serves as food for sheep in the winter when the grass gets dry;
and as sheep will eat almost anything that is greeu it takes
the place of grass, besides being a thorough protection from
The choice
the biting winds that visit Texas in the winter.
of underbrush would be about one-half wahilla wilh a small
quantity of white brush, together with some live oak brush,
a.ud a little of other kinds will not hurt.
As for grasses, the
shortest, finest and least bulky of the many grasses are ihe
best, as a sheep will eat that kind level with the ground, and
thereby get all the nutrition, while of large, heavy grass he
In selection and choice
will merely nip the tender ends oil.
of range care should lie taken tu get it well watered, that is to
get land interspersed here and there with water, so that there
shall be no great distance to drive to water, aud also that grass
Bhall he kept in the neighborhood of it that ihe sheep may
feed up to and away from Watering, thus losing no time and
preventing a flock from scattering. Sheep, it is said, can subsist on less water than almost, any other animal, as wo have
instances here of whole docks having done without water for
three or four months.
The rule, though, is to water sheep in
summer every second day, and in winter twice a week. Another matter in which great care and precision should be exercised in sheep culture is the saltiug of your flocks, as itfl
It.
benefits are many and as apparent as they xre numerous.
serves to increase the appetite and causes them to drink win n
they would otherwise refuse, at the same time keeping up ihe
general lone Of the system,
in some countries shepherd dogs
are largely used, while in this country they are wholly nuions objection to them here is that
they herd the sheep too closely, thereby increasing the liabil-

and though

ii,

;

,

A

A

;

:

and also lessening the scope of grouiiu
Herding is done in this country almost entirely hy
Mexicans, as the life is a rough one and the remuneration
small, and there are but few who will subsist on the wages
gained and put up with the. rough secluded life necessary to a
shepherd here. The average wages paid in this Stale is
twelve, dollars per month and found, and indeed the word
found implies little, as three words will explain all, viz Meal,
bacon and coffee, and a decidedly limited quantity of each
Each man has charge of a flock of sheep, wh ich he E
day mi foot, and each flock consists of about a thousand,
sometimes more but One thousand is regarded us being about
the right quantity in each flock for safety iu every way.
Sheep, like men, are heirs to many diseases, and as many
remedies are recommended for their cure. 1 will touch, however, on those subjects at another time.
in conclusion, I would say that it is a business which, if
given sufficient attention, which means constant and undivided attention, and good judgment is displayed in conducting
it, there is no doubt of its paying qualities.
,v
If, h
ity to disease

to feed.

:

;

,

the contrary, careless and neglectful hands manage it, there
no business that will result more disastrously andin so short
a space of time as the sheep business.
J, ci.
is

Foon iron Horses.—The German army has adopted as a
its horses biscuits of three parts each of rye flour,
oat flour and dextriuated pea flour, anil one part of linseed
Hour.
The biscuits are made with a hole in the middle of
each, so they can be strung to a string and hung to the saddlebow 01 be carried by the trooper around his waist. Each"
biscuit weighs, when baked dry and hard, about two ounces.
Seven biscuits are broken up" and given to the horse in the
morning, moistened with water, if convenient, otherwise dry,
twelve at noon and seven at night. After careful experiment
iu camp, on the march and campaigning, they are reported by
all the cavalry and artillery officers better than oats.
trooper can easily carry thirty pounds of these biscuits,
which will furnish his horse wilh lull rations for eight days,
or will serve, with forage, for twenty days' hard marching.
food for

A

Yachting nnd Routing.

A CORINTHIAN CUTTER.
TIEE desigus for

an able

which we publish

little

on load lino,
from tho plans of

clipper, 30ft,

iu this issue, are

an experienced amateur, whoso extensive practice with miniature or model yachts gives especial weight to the ideas exlittle yacht of the Corinthian order, which accompanies "Martin Gale's" letter treating upon the subject.
The design meets with our approval in all its main features,

pressed in tho

wants felt by many who desire
charms of the sport only to be experienced by the real sailor when aboard a little ship that he
feels and knows can carry him wherever he listeth ; that, will
not prove wanting in times of distress ; that will not incontinently spill him and his crew into the briny should he carry
on in a breeze, and fail to lull-out or cry, "I cave! " The
design is an exemplification of Collin Archer's wave system,
in which areas proportional to the ordinates of the cycloidal

and corresponds closely

to the

to enjoy those heightened

curve are considered iu place of only lines themselves, as in
the original theory of Scott Kussell. The uniform satisfactory results which have attended the construction of such

:

;

i

J

.-.

well-known flyers as the 5-ton Freda, 15-lon Maggie and 100ton J-uUanar in England upon the Archer system is a pretty
good guaranty for the performances of the design published
herewith. Upon inspection it will be found to unite a greater
of desirable qualities than the sloop of the ordinary

number

Only in one point can the latter lay claim to any advantage, and that is in the matter oi draft. To this wc heed
only say that a deep, sea-going craft has no more business
trotter has before a Broadpoking round mud-flats than a 2:
model.

H

way " 'bus " or a laden dray. Suit your water to the boat
Very few indeed are
quite as much as the boat to the water.
so placed that they canuot keep their craft in a fathom good
and cruise when they want to with a Liverpool liner's water

under their keels. Those few who for one reason or other
cannot get beyond a few feet of the needful, have our symthey are
debarred
pathies to the fullest extent, for

from

the

one-half

life

there

is

the

iu

sport-

The
shallow
but others more
opportunities
will
find
in
their
the
design
pubfortunate iu
lished what they have long been looking for an able, easy,
open
and
Water.
deep
centre boarder becomes to them a necessity
in

sailing

;

:

and above

a safe craft, which will
which they cau beat off a
carry them
in which they can bunk in for a spell belee-shore in a gale
low and turu over the trick at the helm to the crew without
any anxiety of awakening wrong side up. The design has
more stability than Ihe sloop, and will heel less excepting at
small initial angles, a difference of no moment. She will
cost very little if anything more than boats of the ordinary
type, the excess in cost of a handy sailor -like rig and of some
wholesome lead on her keel being very nearly covered by UnShe is
less expense on her hull, due to her moderate beam.
intended to be flush decked fore and aft, gaining thereby
accommodation
below
and
a clear
something like a third more
deck with 9ft. of room across to work ship in,: instead of two
narrow gangways and a lubberly mansard with a barn door.
roomy, handy,

fast,

all,

safely anywhere; iu
;

But

if

city

bred

a cockpit be
tars, it

considered necessary to the ease of tho
be supplied without otherwise injuring

may

the design than sacrificing cabin comforts under deck and increasing somewhat the possibility of having gorgeous fittings
below make too close an acquaintance with salt water, ffor

out part

we much

entirety and

prefer to see the design carried out

in its

woidd make a tolerably high combing do duty

i

place of the cockpit.

in

:

—

:
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YACHTING NEWS.

—

Buffalo Yacht Club. Yachting in Buffalo took a fresh
when several races were held and reported in
the Forest and Stream, and a club was also formed with a
The schooner Fleetwing proved herstrong board of officers.
start last fall,

self

one of the smartest in the

as four

new

craft are

coming season

is

now

fleet during these matches, and
building for racing purposes, the

looked forward to with

much

The

interest.

club races generally take place outside the new breakwater to
a point up Lake Erie and return and also 10 miles to windward and return. The Fleetwing made a lengthy cruise and
did considerable fishing off Point Abino, Canada, a regular
outfit in the way of guns and tackle being included in her

Pennant.

stores for the trip.

—

Hudson Rivkb Yacht Club. Officers elected for the year
as follows: G. P. H. Geissel, Commodore J. T. Goodwin.
Vice-Commodore; C. Frick, Secretary; G. Heitzman, Treasurer; J. Clark, Steward; J. H. Harrington, Sailing Master;
W. Palmer, K. V. Freeman, J. Stilger, J. Kelly, M. Robinson, Trustees
G. Tread, E. P. Wilson, S. T. Lynch, Finance.
;

;

Bat.— Says a correspondent We
Lake Huron, not long ago during
had a light keel boat, 16ft. long, 4ft.

Cettisinct in Georgian
in Georgian Bay,

were up
the

fall

months.

We

:

beam and weighing 330 lbs. We started from Lake St. Clair,
went up through the river and coasted along old Huron to
Goderich. From there a schooner took us round to Midland
at the southern end of the bay.
spent five weeks among
the islands, the number of which no man can tell. The

We

scenery

enchanting, air and water as pure as any on earth,
and the fishing think of what it must be, for five weeks not
a single white face was seen to disturb the swarms of bass,
pickerel and muscalonge and as for hunting, there was game
of many kinds, partridges and ducks in great number, and a
few bears to give zest to one's hunt. The black fly does not
bite in these regions, and even the mosquito is almost inoffensive.
The Bay and its shores are a veritable paradise during
August, September and October. There are no currents nor
tides, you have open water and sheltered sailing to your
heart's content you can camp on smooth and shelving islands
of rocks, carpeted with moss, clean, cool and comfortable,
and if a storm rages, haul up your boat and seek the protection of the thickets of cedar and cypress.
Wild berries in
quantity.
Georgian Bay offers great inducements for the
sailor and the sportsman alike, and as it is within easy reach
of the great cities of the North, the Bay and its shores are
destined to become in the near future a resort for the multitude and a chosen cruising ground for the Lake yachtsman.
G. F. W.
is

—

;

;

—

Boston's Fastest Cats. During the paBt seaBon Fancy and
PsycJie had many close and interesting races, Fancy coming
out slightly ahead in the showing for the year as will be seen
by reference to our List of Winners, published a few weeks
back. !• ancy took 12 prizes and Psyche 11, but the former
counts in her locker 11 firsts and 1 second against the latter's
6 firsts, 4 seconds and 1 fourth. There is some chance of
Fancy meeting Wanderer of Providence next summer, when
a series of races will be instituted between these two little
cracks.

—

Steam Yachts and Red Tape. Official red-tape now
compels owners of steam yachts to carry licensed pilots and
engineers, and subjects them to a great many other annoyanOur
ces which the safety of those afloat does not demand.
steam yachts are generally of such light draft that they cruise
in waters to which the regular licensed pilot is more of a
Stranger than the private skipper, and consequently his presence is of no value and his room often more precious than his
presence
A movement is now on foot to have these
legal restrictions so modified as not to interfere with
the development of this branch of the sport, and we
hope those who can in any way contribute to the success
of the appeal will do so at once. All builders of engines and
hulls, as well as the owners of steam yachts, are immediately
interested in the success of the application to be made to the
authorities for the much needed modifications, and should
lend a willing hand in obtaining for the proposed petition to
Congress and the Secretary of the Treasury as wide a circulaMessrs. Clute
tion and as many signatures as possible.
Co., engineers, of Schenectady, N. Y., had taken
Brothers
the matter in hand, and now that the flag-officers of the Seawanhaka Y. C. have been instructed to investigate the grievances of owners, and also to prepare a suitable application for
the changes desired, we have no doubt but that the combined
efforts of the two parties will result in an effective appeal,
and that the relief sought for will be granted.

&

—

Export Tbadk in Boats. The superiority of American
woods for boat-building purposes as well as our acknowledged
lead in all classes of fine joinerwork requiring skill in fastening light material in such a manner as to get the greatest
amount of strength, combined with lightness, has led to a
regular export trade in boats, and there seems a new opening
In
for the more enterprising and intelligent of our builders.
this branch T. Desmond, of Peck Slip, has long held an eminent reputation, and only recently he shipped a number of
six-oared gigs of handsome model and workmanship for
foreign account, while an extension of this business to shells
and club-boats as well as yachts will follow as the result of
the excellent workmanship Which Desmond makes it a point
to put into all his work.

A SMALL COHINTHIAN.
Brooklyn, Jan.

Editor Forest and Stream

solid fact,

and as such

worth more than

is

ing which can be advanced to refute

The accompanying drawings are

all

the logic and reason-

it.

for an "lichen boat'' 30 feet on

It will be noticed that the sections cross each other a little below where the bunks would corao, the small amount of space thus
gained by the wider boat being counterbalanced by the room taken
up by the centreboard box hence the width of the bunks and the
Space between tliem is about the same in each boat. As the only

the water-liue, intended for cruising outside, or any other place
where there is over f>% feet of water, and also for racing whenever
her owner feels so inclined. As she is to carry about 4 tons of lead available cabin room in the ceutreboardor is under hor trunk Bha
on her keel, besides ballast inside, she is practically uuc&psize- is somewhat limited as to its length, while in our little craft it can
aole and, being also possessed of comparatively fine lines on ac- extend her whole lougth under her flush deck if hor owner so
count of her moderate beam, she will be capable of very fair speed choose, or it can be divided up into an after cabin, main cabin and
when driven. She is intended to meet the requirements of those perhaps a littlo galley forward.
Gall.
who, not being able to afford a large yacht, do not wish to restrict
;

;

,i

,

,

,

the length of their cruises on that account, but prefer rather to tie

down another reef in the mainsail and drive her through than to
up helm and ingloriouely run for the neai-est lee. Her dimensions
were taken aB follows, for reasons which will be stated hereafter
Length L.W. L., 30 feet beam do., 9 feet draught, extreme, 5>£
;

feet

;

displacement, 9 tons

;

;

freehoard amidships, 2)^ feet.

First,

JPu §nme

of §hess.

Notice. -Cli ess exchanges, communications and solutions should
be
'uldrtrssed" Chess Editor Foukst and STKEia, P. o.
box!
vllle,

Conn."

regard to her beam.
Only 9 feet were taken that the boat
might be able to get out of her own way when running free and
having abont 4 tons of lead at a depth of 5 feet beneath her, she
will have great stability, and any further additions to her beam
woidd be cumbersome and unnecessary, only tending
dangerously lively in a seaway. A little less beam might be of advantage to her as a racer, should she sail under the tonnage rule,
but in our cruiser we wish to enlarge our cabin as much as is compatable with speed and weathorliness, even if we do ton a little
in

Problem No. 41.
Motto: Fastuia Lente.

;

t

heavier for

it.

In regard to draught, all that can be said is, that as the boat is
intended to sail in open water there will always be plenty of it under her, and, as depth is valuable as a lever for the action of nor
ballast, it would hardly be advisable to;givo her less.
U he freeboard was taken at 1)4 feet, for two reasons first, because it gives her a standing height of over 6 feet under the sKyUght, which is rather good for a 30 foot flush deck boat and second,
because it allowB her to heel to an angle of 30* before her planksheer beoomes immersed. It may be objected that 30" is unneces;

;

10, 1879.

:

Having heard a little talk lately about "Itohen boats" I have
been persuaded to shed a little ink in that direction myself, as few
seem to be aware of the merits of these remarkable little vessels.
They were originally used as fishing boats, but the competition
arising from the periodical races originated by the fishermen gradually developed a type of boat whose speed and ability has become
famous.
As these races were not sailed under the confining tonnage rule the typo was at liberty to develop in every desirable direction, and develop it accordingly did into the very beau-ideal
Then the yachtsmen took hold of the type,
of a small cruiser.
racing them on length, and what was the result ?
The fishing
boats, which at first were built with a generous amount of beam
to give them capacity, gradually became narrower and deeper,
with more and more outside ballast, and each season the wider
boats were beaten by those of less beam, until from 11 feet or so
the average beam dwindled down to from 9 to 9>£ feet on a waterLet the yachtsman who, having beam in his own
lino of 30 feet.
eye, pooketh and thruateth at the cutter, which is prominent in his
neighbor's eye, take heed and tremble, for this is stern reality and

and that no one would ever think of sailing a boat .at
such an angle.
But let us assume that she be heeled by a windand is then struck by a puff, or sudden in-

sarily large

force to a smaller angle

crease in the force of the wind,

it

is

evident that the

momentum

engendered will at first carry the boat over to a much greater angle
than would bo roached by the Bame force of wind steadily applied.
It is to supply the needed dynamical stability, of great import in a
sea cruiser, that a liberal amount of freeboard has been chosen.
On reference to the plans it will be noticed that the overhang
aft is 6 feet ; thiB rather largo amount of counter was given because it reduced the length of boom outboard, increased deck
room and diminished the apparent height of freeboard, which

White

to play

and give mate

moves.

A eame in the series between J. Copping, of St. Neots, England, and
Daniel Jaeger, of New York, In which Hr. Copping announces a mare

might appear unsightly.
in six moves
White.
The accompanying Bail plan is for a moderate cruising rig only,
Black.
Jaeger.
Copping.
and is in consequence very low and rather small for racing, or
1—
1— P-K4
summer sailing, and 2 feet or so more all round would not injure S—P-K4
P-E B4
2-P tks P
S—P-K KM
her.
The two Bections here given are the midship sections of our S—KfcK Bis
K R4
4— V-KtB
My -j_p.
little cruiser, and of a Bloop of abont equal water-line length.
-KC-K5
B—B-K Kt2 (a)
— :Kl.!,KsKt,P(b)«-P-04
intention in making this comparison is merely to show whore our
-Ptksnp
(C
7-Q-K«ck(d)
cruiser differs from the best typo of centreboard boat and her rel- _— K-B3(e)
8— B-^5ch
i—K-B3
ative amount of oabin room.
&-B tks Kt oh
without

In three

(iii» No. OS.

it

t

)

White.
Jaeger.

10—K

tks

Black.
Copping-.

B
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R3
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NOTES.

&n8wm

was tlrst introduced by Herr Paulsen,
with most of tlie strongest players. ItiaBttll
ed the best defence in thia g
Q wo consider the correct move Here, and have no Hesitation
i

Aleve,
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'I".

We

(o)

in

the move, in the text,

lilaekuiirue

and

Ron, Vienna, (».— Mr. P.

Notice Tulien of Anouymonr CamsnunlcacloBa,

!So

rnot Invariably, play It at this stage.
ier
no choice, bat must prououaee this move as very enrematch al Buoh Importance.
Black lias now an overwhelming attack, and
!

liave

lUy in a

Th

:i 1)

must all- -.White does not appear to realize the fatal consequences or his 7tli
move in endeavoring tosave his Kt he gets into a worse dilemma. la
sued circumstances we would recommend him at once to submit to the
sacrifice and play Kt-K3.
CO The atndent will notice that all the last moves of White were
(c)

Whisbr to go for Gamb.— Correspondents who send us
specific questions as to when: to find best localities for game
and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that
comes to us is there givou. By keeping themselves informed
from this source our friends will save themselves and us

much

Head

trouble.

the paper.

;

and

0;) In this position it Is nearly immaterial whatever White plays, as
the game cannot be retrieved hothR-K sq anil B-QKt5, however, appear to Da as offering a better chance for prolonging the struggle.
(ft) A very good move and real cheas.
(0 Black has played throughout in a masterly style, ami now
announces mate in six moves.— Hartford Times.

of problems:

entered in

it.

The problems

so far published (36)

a collection aa we had expected to
flue problems, which we shall probably

aa a whole, as tine

although

It

many
award Is made

contains

when

the

see,
In-

public.

—Mr. Mcliini has escaped The list of competitors in the late tonrC. and P. Association he published recently in the CleveHis evasive statement regarding the causes for the long
land Voice.
delay In the publication of the names of the competitors is but a poor
excuse at the lies-. We pity the poor fellow, who, we doubt not, despite
a realization of 1U3 faults and sins, loves himself still. Appended is
the list wnieh he could only make public at so late a day : "Around the
I

uey of the A.

World tn Eighty Days." Ben S Wash, Bt LottU " M.oat Inter Omnes,"
W Coates, CheltenGeo E Carpenter, Tarry town ;" Chi
A Sblnfcman, Grand Rapids, Mich "Sic
ham, Bug; " Fair Play,"
" Feint," G W l'ra;-.er, San
Transit, etc," Dr G C Moure, New York
Francisco; "Make Both Ends Meet," B U Seymour, Tiolyoke, Mass;
"Easy Enough," L; Jfls Motile, New York; "Fellows, stand Fast," X
Hawkins, Wolf Crag, Harper's Ferry, Ivy; "Open Locks Whoever
Knocks," W A Baliantlue, N Y "Aula Lang Syne," J A Graves, Dela;

W

;

;

l

:

" A Fair
ware Water Gap, Pa; " Leo XIII," J C Meyer, Logon, Ohio
Field, etc," Samuel Loyd, Elisabeth) N J; "I Stand at the Limit- ami
Knock." Ben B Foster,! LOula, Mo: "Rssploe Flnem," G S Flynn,
on," J G Nix, Tucker's cross liuads, Teun;
" Nora," Chas White, Brighton,
si Lonis
f, jan Knot," K Koerper,
Hug, "QulJ (faciendum," C Jf vVeuuberg, Jonkoping, Uarnap, Swedeu; "Field of Cioth ol Gold," Tl T Brock, Chicago. So far as [he
names of the eompstltors ate concerned, it was a fair held, and it is
only to be regretted that the first tourney of the association is likely to
be its last, as it now appears as 11 its days wore o'er. That this or a
similar association is necessary no one will deny, and it is to be deplored
that one of its officers direotly caused its demise. Give us no more
Beoretai lea like unto the disgraced McK'un
;

;

I

—Thompaou, of

no longer thi shyer o(
the triumvirate— Belden, Morton and Thompson. He has awakened of
late, and the indications are that he will pitch into the other two, regardless of consequences. We'll wager a billion—that iff, if the promised explanatiou proves satisfactory— on Fred. Avenge the claret, or
the Derbyshire Advertiser,

'twill in verity look like w(li)rae

Is

1

PapoTS, In
Loweuthal Problem Tourney of tt
wliieli twenty sets were entered, resulted us follows i For the best sets,
" takes the Oral prize; the second
"•
When shall we U
prize falls to set "MyLurds, the Judges, etc.," and the set underthe
motto "Many things perplex, etc." is awarded the third prize. Messrs.
Daffy and Pierce acted as Judges, and Mr. F. 11. Lewis as umpire
Mr. Medly has placed at the disposal of the mstmingter Papers a further sum of £ 10 tor a second problem tourney The Loweuthal Problem
Tourney No. 2. il is open to the world. Motto, sealed envelope, etc.,

—The

—

together with full solutions the probicma, etc., to be sent to the Editor
cannon St., London, E. c, England, by
of the n>s(mi,ii'io- Papers, 4&
American composers On or before April '20, 1ST!). The prizes are three
;

to which the proprietors offer
3d, £2
2d, £8
in number, viz.: 1st, £5
to the author of the best
a complete set of the Westminster Papers
three-move problem in any of the sets or single problems sent separthree
problems
in two, three or four
of
consist
must
set
A
ately.
moves, at the option of ilie author. Duals will not disqualify a problem
but will nevertheless be regarded prima
(If not on the first move),
then be considered from the standpoint
facie as a delect, and will
whether their occurrence is unavoidable or otherwise, and how far
embodied in the compositheir existence affected the idea sought to be
The Judges will be Messrs, Du By and Abbott:, and Mr. Lewis wil'
tion.
While we cheerfully oongratulate the Papers on
again act as umpire.
only wonder why Mr. Medly does not place
its good fortune, we can

a portion of this

lund

;

;

;

at the

dispusalof the Chess Players' Chronicle or

other chess monthlies.

An Acknowledgment feom Cam. Booardus.—The

fol-

lowing letter from this noted sportsman carries with it a
most remarkable statement. People oan form their opinion
Of the safety of the Union Metallic Company's shells, when
they find that the percentage of miss-fires was only two in
The modest statement of the Captain that lie fired
6,013
over 30,000 shells iii one year, has a smell of powder about it
that makes one marvel-.
Astok Hodse, Jan, 23, 1879.
!

Messes, Scrotebb, Haeti
Gentlemen—It is but fair
made, both at the trap and n
shell used. During the p
Onion

worms.

for

Milwaukee— Plans of 2+rt.
Can get tip a set for you.

Metalli

1 have
Bsid, is partially due to the style of
years T have Bred Over 30,000 of the
shells,
and
paper
h th aa regards tlnls
rety of Arc,
to all sportsmen.

state that the excellent record

i

i

and cordially recommend them
In my late match at Gilmore's Garden I tired 0,01s shots from the U.
M. O. shells with only two miss-fires. I have tried nearly all the other
makes of shells, both of foreign and home manufacture, and have had
more miss-flrea in 100 than 1 had lu the 6,018 U. M. C.
A. H, EoOabduh,

who

has visited Maine and Plorida. and reported accordingly, 1ms now been wearing the
He snys "it
three-dollar watch advertised in Our columns,
ain't any hundred dollar watch, and nu one need expect it."
He can't see how a watch can be made for three dollars which
will keep time as well as his has done for the past four weeks.
He is determined to try it in the timber nest season.

—That

office

boy of

ours,

Kaos.— lias any one

a., Glrard,

one day

?

in the United States

walked

Ans. Tea; O'Leary has.

Clermont, la.— Can r procure a telescope gun-sight for
From Geo. H. Ferris, of Utica, N. Y. Do not know cost.

A.
Ans.

it.

II.

,

rifle?

departed,

W

T. B,, Orange Lake, Fla.— Messrs. Turner & Ross, T ater at., Boston,
a cane gun for killing diminutive birds for natural ;history speci-

mens.
Brooklyn, L. I.— The makers you inquire about are not
known In this market. Four drachms of powder are enough for an ordinary charge.
L.

procure yon

s., New Brunswick.—I have a bitch about two years old ; havo kept
her a maiden till the last time she came hi heat, when she escaped
whllo 1 was at business and was lined by a big mongrel cur. Of course
I don't want to keep any of the pups.
Will it be safe for me to drown
them as soon sb born and do nothing for the bitch to dry up milk? Ana.
One or two of the, puppies should be kept to suckle the bitch for a few
weeks and the milk gradually dried by bathing the teats with warm

vinegar.

E. D. S, Jersey City.— i. Can you give me the address of Col, John
2. One of your correspondents says woodcock and ruffed
grouse, in thick cover, are usually killed at from 15 to 24 yards. Wrat,
should lie the spread of a 90 inch breech-loader, 10 gauge, at these distances, with 4 dra. powder and l^ oz. Xo. 8 shot?
Ana. 1, His residence Is at Poughkeepsie, New York. 2. If a choke-bored gun It would
pnt the whole charge inside a 24 inch ring. It an open bore about 3a
Inch ring.

A. P.

sells

I.

to

Kohlenberg, of this city, has thia to say
about meerschaum : " The word meerschaum is derived from the German, and its literal translation means (meer) sea, and ahaum (foam)!
sett-foam, but this Is not. its component parts, as many suppose it to be.
It is a kind of clay, composed of magnesia combined with ellex or Hint.
The name was probably given to It on account of its pure whiteness of
oolor and lightness of weight.
It Is found chiefly In Turkoy and Asia
Minor."
J.

Bodine?

W. It. N., Philadelphia See our game reports for duck shooting.
The last news from Long Ilsattd reported all the game frozen out and

L.,

S.,

•2.

Does

Is

it

It

Boston.— 1. Is tho auxilllary rifle barrel safe to shoot with 1
shoot well as compared with a good breech-loading rifle 1 3,

liable to injure the

brown

shotgun?

Are a black back, yellowiah-

4.

and white marks on breast the right marks for a Gordon
What would be the expense of having one trained, and who
would do It that you would recommend ? Ans. 1. Yes. i. For Its size
setter

belly,
5.

?

Dkxtek, Albany,—Please tell me who Tyler & Boyd, gunmakers, are,
and how they rank ? Where are they ? Ans. Gun was made in Boston,
but has been out of market a long while.

calibre, yes.

Hamilton, ont.— Price of " Kemp's Manual of Yacht and Boat
Sailing" is $3.50. Can send it upon receipt of price, or send to A.
Williams & Co., 233 Washington street;, Boston.

G. H. B., Worcester, Mass.—1. Is the Dittmar powder a safe article
to use In a muzzle-loader? Does it possess the advantages claimed for
it by the inventor, and is it used by professionals
preference to
black powder 1 1.1 flred forty-three shots at a sheet of paper, 7xS in.,

J. n.,

W. B

Vlcksbnrg, Miss.— I sec that Bogardua to his last great
match used Z'A and 4 dra. Dittmar powder. Are we to understand that
he naed that quantity weighed or measured ? Ans. Dixon's measure.
S.

,

Wet Feet, Windsor.— To waterproof your boots apply the following
preparation two or thrco times, thoroughly rubbing It In : Tallow, 4
melt together and mix with equal
1 oz. ; beeswax, l oz.
; rosin,

oz.

;

bulk of neat's-foot

oil.

Milwaukee— Can send you a design of yacht as wanted, with
See back numbers of FoaEST.ANn Stokak, where
you will find much information on yacht building. For a model write
to Alonzo B. Smith, Islip, Long Island.
F. B.,

S. B. W., Augusta. Gi.— There are a pair of setter dogs here, brother
1 would ask If you would
sister, whicn are being bred together.
advocate such breeding, also, if that is what is caded close breeding!
Aus. We would not advocate such close breeding.

and

G. F. T.— For charts of LakeEiie write to Merrill's Son?, .Navigation
Cost of
Stores, foot of John St., New York, and mention our name.
Sail for boat icxi should be about Sft, 6tn
charta merely nominal.
?
hoist, fft. gaff,

and

12ft.

'A.
No. 4. No, black and tan ore the recognized colors of
a Gordon, although there have been undoubtedly pure ones black, white
tan. 5.
cannot recommend trainers.

We

and

m

W yards, with a

Frank Wesson pocket, rifle, hitting the paper thirtyeight times. Would that be considered good shooting for such a rifle ?
Ans. 1. We believe it to be safe if used according to the manufacturer's directions, and It is used by professionals in the exhibition shoots
in preference to black powder. 2. Yes very good.
at

;

Warren, Mass.— l. Setter for a year had canker in ears; outand tips of ears caused partly, no doubt, by shaking
head; otherwise appears well. Treated witli lead water and Donovan'a
Solution as usually given in such cases, without effect.
Feed mush,
with slight quantities of meat. Age, 3 years, 2. Bftch with chronic
sore eyes, matter and swelled, so for G months. Ans. 1. Wash thoroughly with castile soap and touch with nitrate of silver.
Wrhen esohar is
detached apply with camel's hair brush a lotion of tlnct. myrrh and
X. Y.

Z.,

side sores on back

speciflcationa, etc.

boom.

Mast 2ft. from bow.

tinct.

1'

arnica In equal parts.

2.

Setou on tho poll.

J. C. J., Tuscola, Ills.— My Gordon setter has had distemper bad for
the past six weeks.
Followed your treatment.
She has a hacking
cough, head slopped up and stupid. In good fieah, appetite good feed
her on scraps from table.
Aus.
If the dog is in good flesh wtlh good
appetite it is not distemper. We should give the following expectorant
and not feed too much. Ipecac powder, \<A grain powdered rhubarb,
;

;

Me.— What will remove a fllm or white skin from a
dog baa one on hia eye, caused by being hit in the
Ans. Thero ia no
eye with a twig making him blind in the eye.
remedy unless it ia an operation performed by a surgeon.
II.

E., Sabattus,

My

dog'aeye?

W., Chippewa, Can.— Your dog answers the description of a
except that the spots are objectionable; the color should
maltose
be clear white and the coat long, soft and silky tail curled over back
The rifle you mention would be very suitable for Colorado.

M.

O.

terrier

;

J. M„ Worcester, Mass.— Could you tell me, should I buy some Western quail if they are easily domesticated, and would they breed should
place them in a suitable place (confined} ? If so, what food do they
moat desire? Ans. Quail will not breed lu confinement, at least we
1

have never known them

many

to,

a

3 grains; compound squill pill, 2 grains; powdered opium,
grain; linseed meal and water enough to make a bolus, to be given night and
morning. A seton in the neck might afford immediate relief.

J. V, O., Bridgeport, Conn.—Read our back numbers for information
on sea-going craft also see plans in this number of small Corinthian
cruiser. Best books on naval architecture are "White's Mannal," being really the only work up to the latest developments In the science,
and " Kemp's Yacht Designing," which, though treating of yachts
only, Is, next to White's book, the ouly publication which can lay claim
to being a treatise on really modern naval architecture. Cost, $25
Can send npon receipt of money. In it you will and the lines of Mmiel,
(Lilly, 10 tons).
For a model can Tecommend Alonzo Smith, of lalip
;

and we havo experimented with them

times.

R. H. R., Canton, O.—If a thoroughbred bitch has been lined by a cur
In her next litter throws true, or some true and some half breed
It ever been ascertained whether the true puppies have or
havo not
any taint in their blood? I have a well bred Irish setter bitch which
has fulillled the first condition and I propose experimenting on the
question if it ha3 not been done before. Ans. Our opinion is that effect
of a previous impregnation, as shown In a litter, refers more to color
than to characteristics. We do not doubt that your " true" puppies aro
without taint. It would be an interesting and instructive experiment

and

B. G., Jr., St. Charles, Mo.— I. have a Parker, 28in. barrels, 12 gauge,
about 1% los. What ia good pattern at SOin. circle at40 yds., and what
ought I to load for quail and ducks ? Ans. Two hundred pellets would
be a good pattern unless your gun ia a close choke. The load for such
a gun should be 3>i drs. powder, l % oz. shot for quail, and i dra,, \)i
oz. shot for ducks.

C. W. R., Priucevllle, 111.— My dog la sore and stiff In the foresuouldcra. When he goes io sleep he whines, and after he wakes he
can hardly walk until he goes a few rods when he will get all right
again ; has a good appetite, will eat anything. Ans. Rub his shoulders

with the following: Laudanum, liquid amuionia,;splrita of turpentine
of each V% ounce.

and soap liniment

;

G. W. I., Sandy H1U, N. Y.— On the nth Inst, a friend of mine owning a valuable fox dog sent him to me by express on the N. Y. and
Canada railroad. He was delivered me at thia place with his left
shoulder broken. I am very anxious for the speedy cure of the dog and
Ans. We can only
your suggestions will be esteemed a great favor.
suggest to you to consult a surgeon.
11. W., Frauklyn, N. Y.— 1, If a shooter's gun misses are he has the
2. The powder is considered safe.
See the
correspondence in our columns on the subject. 3. The contestant who
questions the position at the score of another shooter should make his
4. A club of course has the light to bar out
complaint to the referee,
any particular brand of powder, kind of shot, gun, shooter, or anything

privilege of another ball.

else

& OtiuiJt

Yours respectfully,

W.

G,

100 miles in

yacht, with specifications, will

—

cr/aaoRT jottings.

—The Glasgow Hei'Ofa problem tourney is a decided success. Fortytwo three-move positions are entered, two of which, however, a preliminary examination discloses to be unsound. The American Chens Journai similar single-move tourney closed Feb. 1, but we have not yet. seen

dicate

him

cost $10.

;

are. not,

treat

K. A. M.,

forced.

i

Carmansvllle.— Bathe jour poppy's eyes with lukewarm water

E. K.,

street,

one.

.1

io

abovo Canal, New York, or ask Mr. West
They are cheap and the best thing of the kind.

West

to {gotjnzportdente,

70S

it

desires.

P. A. T., N.

Y.—My setter dog gives me great annoyance by barking

What would you adviseme to do in order
also seems to be very fond of meat, a habit which
be very Injurious to him. He also is frequently attacked with
Cyalocele. Ans. Repeated application of a whip will soon teach htm
to stop barking, and depriving him of meat is the simplest way to cure
constantly through the night.

to atop this?

seems

He

to

him of the

effects of eating

it.

J. S., N. Y.—1. How long would It take me to train a setter ao that I
might use him in the fleld, if I worked hard with him ? 2. What ia the
best age to begin to train a dog ? 3. How much would a pair of doublebarreh) (muzzle-loading) 30iuch 12-bore coat? Ans. 1. So much depends upon the disposition of the dog that it is impossible to Bay. 2.
Six months yet here again much depends upon the season at which
the attains this age, 3. From $30 to $100, according to material.
;

T. S., Brownsville, Me.—Do not think water-tight compartments
necessary in a canvas canoe. When filled she will still have buoyancy
enough to hold up a couple of men. For life belt, cushion or pillow,
use '< deer's hair " life preservers. Scud to Deer's Hair Mattress Co.,

has

were you

to

keep some of each.

B.Mcl., Strasburg, Va.— 1. All other things being equal, Is there
any difference in shooting qualities between breech-loading and
muzzle-loading double shot-guns? «. What advantages and disadvantages do choke-bore shot-guns possess over those of tho old-fashioned uore? 3, What, length of barrel and size of bore do I want for
limiting squirrels, partridges, pheasants and wild turkeys, especially
wild turkeys, and what size shot shall I use for each particular kind
o
game mentioned above? 4. What is a proper load for said gnn
(breech or muzzle-loading) ? 5. In muzzle-loading shot-guns should
the powder bo rammed, and should as heavy wad be put on the shot as
on the powder ? 6. For long range, say 75 to 100 yards, will long
barrels throw shot closer and harder than short ones? 7. Can a gun
be made to shoot all sizes, from No. 1 to No. fl shot, equally well ? if
J.

so,

please to describe it. s. Which is preferable, twist or laminated
9. Most persons seem to use short barrels ; then why are long

barrels.

made? Ans. l. With equa
charge of powder and shot, the average muzzle-loader would probably,
until qnlte recently, have beaten the average breech-loader ; but of
late years the attention of gunmakera has been given almost entirely
to breech-loaders, with the result of conferring upon the latter every
improvement in the way of boring, etc. 2. The advantage la that they
shoot closer than the other ; the disadvantage is that the shooter is not
apt to hold them straight enough ? 3. Either a 10 or 12-bore and 32-ln.
barrels. No. S shot for all but turkeys, and for them about No. G.
4. Four drachms powder, 1H shot ; the latter, perhaps, iuci ease to l
for turkeys, but much depends upon how wild the latter are in your
country.
Yea; lighter wad over shot. 0. Longer barrels will burn
more powder than shorter cubs, and hence are apt to he effective at
longer ranges. 7. No; guns vary very ESS: ip -Hooting qualities
some shooting one size of Bhot much better than they win another
5. Laminated.
9. Such barrels aro only made for duck and goos
shooting tor the reason given In answer 6.
barrels, fioni thirty-six to forty-some inches,

a

f>.

W.

—The entries for the Seventh Annual Poultry Exhjbilicn,
which opened at Buffalo yesterday, number 1,000 or moie.
Both Green is to give- a display of fish.

;

.
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ARCHERY AS A PASTIME.
ARCHERY

making rapid progress

is

ney's defeat,

in all parts of the

United States. Clubs are rapidly forming, and butts
and ranges are being fitted up at large expense in our principal cities.
There is promise now that archery will become
as popular as croquet, if not more so. It is a most genteel
pastime, in which both sexes can join it can therefore be
made most enjoyable. As the season for open air pastimes
approaches, we shall give especial attention to archery, and
;

impart

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
FlSHCDLTUHE, THE PrOTKCTION OP GAMS, PRESERVATION OP FORESTS,
and the Inculcation in Men and Wombn of a H>'_altht Interest
in Out-Door Recreation and Study:

PUBLISHED BY

pos-

sible.

must be accompanied with the money
will

be

received on any terms.

V Any publisher

inserting our prospectus as above one time, with

brief editorial notice calling attention thereto,
to us, will receive the

NEW

Forest and Stream

and sending marked copy
one year.

for

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

ments of meets to forward essays, suggestions, or field notes
any kind. We are prepared to make archery as important

To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith
and be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing company.
Names will not be published if objection be made. No anonymous communications will be regarded.

rejected manuscripts,

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.
remitted to us is

the mail service

if

money

by American

—We have

received from

Mr. C. B. Wb.iti.ord an instalment of a lengthy review of the
Minnesota Field Trials and the judges' decisions, which we
feel should be printed ; but we prefer to wait for the balance

make a consecutive publication. The article will appear next week. Meanwhile the promised statement of the
editor of this paper is withheld.
so as to

— «^—

.

Pit,

Rino and Breakfast Table;.—Why do our morn-

ing papers feel it incumbent upon them to publish full and
disgusting accounts of every disreputable cock fight, dog
There arc such things they lurk in
prize fight?
;

s,

isolated barns, cellars;

they are enacted in the

night with closed doors and sentineled approaches.
them remain in the obscurity they covet and deserve.

Let
We do

not want our morning journals filled with descriptions of
them. The odor of the pit is unsavory, it offends decency
why must it greet decent people st the breakfast table ?
;

Skating at Gilmore's.— Tho entertaining paper, "On
column is especially timely at 'this season
of the year, when that sport is at its height. There is no
more exhilarating and thoroughly enjoyable pastime than
gliding swiftly over the ice in the keen winter weather, and
stoting is deservedly a favorite sport everywhere that the ice
gives opportunity for its pursuit. In New York, the lake at
Central Park, large as it is, has become too limited to accommodate the thousands thronging to its surface. The managers of Gilmore's Garden have transformed the interior of that
structure into a vast field of artificial ice, and have made of
Skates," in another

the finest rink in America. The spectacle presented there
The arched lights
every evening is a very brilliant one.
above, the rocky cavern in the background, and the throngs
of swift skaters gliding gracefully through the mazes of the
course, all this is worth a visit, even if one r'oes not put

it

on his skates and join in the merriment, "'he garden is open
from ten o'clock in the mntniajj dil ten in the evening. Mr.
F: sat Swiit, the well-known skater, is in attendance to give
instruction to ladies and gentlemen. Saturday evenings there
are. races for gold and stiver medals.

Forest and Stream in Japan.—Mr. Charles F.

Orvis, of

Manchester, Vermont, writes:
I

hud an order the other day for au outfit—rod, reel, files, etc., ate—
The gentleman saw advertisement in Forest

from Yokahaina, Japan.

and Stream.

has interviewed the
to

;

supplied our columns largely, and of other toxopoltsts east
and west. Mr. Thompson has done more to promote this exercise and disseminate information regarding it than any
other writer, unless

it

be his brother Maurice.

has been called " the American game." So widenumber of base ball clubs has already
reached at least five thousand.
Almost every village of any
considerable size has its club. But base ball is confined exball

ly popular is it that the

clusively to hoys

and men.

Archery invites the presence of

women.

It is therefore refining in its influence upon men.
In every village from boundary to boundary of our country

minded spirit to color our reports in compliance with the demands of a clamorous set blinded by national prejudice or the
loss of precious dollars and cents.

—^»~^

RIP

THE

some diversion from the drudgery of common-place house-

hold duties or the routine of society engagements. Secluded hamlets are so monotonous in their daily economy that the
mere advent of a strange cavalier sets all the maidens' hearts

They need something to occupy their leisure
in a flutter.
hours in a harmless, helpful, healthful recreation. Archery
affords that recreation.

It affords

cultivate the acquaintance of

the ladies opportunities to

desirable gentlemen

courts the society of ladies of culture

and

is

— for

he

ambitious

draw the bow in honorable emulation with them, must
fine aesthetic sensibilities and tastes as he who ad-

to

have as

mires a rose, or tunes his soul in unison to music. The pracSome may acquire
tice of archery is not difficult to perfect.

Will not our lady readers deign to write us an occasional
contribution? We prefer a few thoughts on Archery to a

dozen columns on Bears.

HANLAN OFF FOR ENGLAND.

WE

had tho pleasure of a visit, a few days ago, from Sir.
Hanlan, America's champion oarsman, in company
with hia friends Mr. David Ward, of Canada, and Judge ElThe
liott, the well-known boat builder of Greenpoint, L. I.

champion is in excellent health and spirits and will give the
men he meets in Great Britain a tough pull over any course

may

they

know

select.

It

is

gratifying to our national pride to

that he will take with

him two

boats built

by Judge

El-

story of

VAN WINKLE.

Rip Van Winkle was

originally a

German

legend.

Yes,

we

know

But in one important particular, at
Irving's version of the myth is solely and truly AmeriIn no village of tho Old World would such a complete

least,

can.

all

that.

and bewildering transformation of all familiar surroundings
greet the returning dreamer as that which our own Rip found
after his long sleep among the Kaatskills. To be sure, twenty
years would leave their traces upon the quiet German burgh.
The sprightly young host would be found filling the chair of
the old innkeeper long gathered to his fathers; but there would
be the same quaint old sign and the same banner flaunting
from the flagstaff.
The busy tongue of the scolding frtm
would have ceased its earthly jarrings and, instead of the prattling child of twenty years agone, the matronly young woman,
with child in arms, would greet the old mau, but the greeting
would be at the door of the self-same cottage not at all changed
in all these twenty years.
In short, people would have
changed things would be found the same.
It is just here
that Irving's story is a true picture of American life. The new
;

;

the freshly painted inn

flag,

newspapers, the

life

the altered village, tho

sign,

and activity and

bustle, the

broadening

much more than the changed
and the old-time cronies, were what, puzzled Kip.
Twenty years in American life— that means a century, two centuries, of the village life when and where this
and

of thought

interest, all these,

faces of the children

dreamer's myth

And

women, who are pining

stupid despair.

News Company.

TrtE Minnesota Field Trials.

He

What he

more quickly than others; but let not the most awkward or
Only place them before the butts, and Cupid
will teach them to draw the bow.

lost.

t*r- Trade supplied

from an extended tour of

movement from Chicago

the attentive assistance of this gentleman in this special department also that of Mr. Will Thompson, who has already

who

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.

We cannot be responsible for dereliction of

just returned

there are girls, lasses, maidens and

30, 1879.

and fair play, and
for the sake of the good name of professional rowing iu
America. Personal preference we do net permit to interfere
with the conduct of our columns, nor do we allow a narrow-

;

for

We cannot promise to return

scores.

a feature of our pastime department as the character of the
sport deserves.

Base

immoral character

of an

to the dictates Of honesty

are interested

has written indicates remarkable progress
and an earnest of future growth. We have been promised

one inch.
if

who

of

Buffalo.

Advertising Rates.

Advertisements should be sent In by Saturday of each weefc,

matches and

any reports of scores or announce-

leading spirits of the archery

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line ; outside page, 40 cents.
Special rates lor three, six and twelve months. Notices In editorial
columns, BO cents per line— eight words to the line, and twelve lines to

No advertisement or business notice

;

to print reports of

those of our readers

observation through the country.

2832.)

TKRM8, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

All transient advertisements
or they will not be Inserted.

all

therefore urge

New Jersey, who has

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
BOX

and

We

We

—AT—
[POST Office

to designate rules,

to give hints as to dress

that in the future,
are prepared to maintain the position as-

we

sumed pursuant

possess to aid in the organiza-

to assist practice

publish elsewhere a special report from Mr. Wakeman
Holbcrton, President of the Oritani Archers, of Hackensack,

4$0**8t and £Hirt&tn fflttblishing $s)W$nt{%..
NO. Ill

;

in the subject to send us

Devoted to Field and Aquatic Spouts, Practical Natural History,

we

the information

all

tion of clubs

and they have our assurance

as in the past,

ub

first arose.

there is something of a moral in all this

all.

It is not absolutely

;

necessary to creep

a warning to

away

to the

We may
mountain recesses to fall behind these busy times.
be in the ranks of the wide-awake workers and Btill we may
if
after all
suddenly fall to rubbing our eyes and wondering
we have not been drowsing away while the winters and springs
"We are
and summers and autumns have been gliding by.
living at a tremendous pace here in America :" such has become, the hackneyed common-place but even as we say it,
some new phase of enterprise and progress presents itself and
We mutter the bewildered waking expressions of the confused
sleepers who even as they speak do not know that they have
;

slept.

_

THE MIGRATION OF

BIRDS.

migration of birds has occupied the atten-

all ages the
IN tion
of tho observers

of Nature. Early writers among
tho arrival and departure of
debate gravely as to what these
often
and
various species
movements may portend. These curly writers too seem to
have had, mixed up with a great deal of fable, not a few ideas
on the subject, which, in the light of our present knowledge,
we can pronounce just.
In later times when the swallows were thought to pass the
winter peacefully reposing in the mud at the bottoms of lakes
and marshes, and when it was considered highly probable
that the rails changed into frogs in the lateautumn and sought
the same refuge, the fact that most birds journeyed southward
at the approach of winter was generally acknowledged, and
the hybernaters were thought to be the exceptions to the

the Greeks and

rule

and

Romans mention

that they failed to migrate only because their deli-

weak powers

one the famous ship he sent across the line ahead of
Courtney in the great rnach at Lachine, and the other a new
boat from the Greenpoint shops. Mr. Hanlan will " take " in
England, for his innate modesty, good sense and generous esti-

cate organizations or their

mate of his rivals will certainly find a responsive feeling
abroad and insure him a hearty welcome wherever he goes.

attention and to lead to a true interpretation of these general
movements. But the movements of the smaller birds, and

The

especially of such as migrate

liott

:

baseless, not to

say thoroughly insipid chart;

them unequal

to so extended a journey.

passage, the storks, the

spring and

swans and the

autumn migrations could

by

night,

of flight rendered

The

larger birds of

geese,- in their regular

scarcely fail to attract

were puzzling enough

not surprising that our forefathers

raised against the results of the Lachine race, and the puerile

iu earlier times,

attempts to question and belittle Hanlan's title to the chutnpionship of America, have been so fully exploded and exposed
as the mere machinations of individuals soured by their losses

held ideas on this subject which seem to us peculiar. Besides the fact that the sudden disappearance of certain species

through being on the wrong side of the gambler's fence, that
the onslaught against the honesty and character of Hanlan
and the Hanlan Club will fail to prejudice the public abroad,
among whom the champion hopes to add fresh laurels to the
wreath of victories that now grace his brow. The calumnies
and aspersions upon the champion and his associates will fall
flat

upon the British ear and

slander

on

the

England's

moment
soil.

the

Hanlan

will

great

has

dissolve
sculler

as
sets

never

yet

vulgar
fool

pulled

best, and our
cousins will do well not to
his level
figure too heavily upon his races here, for they may find in
him stay and power which he has not so far had the chance
With the best of training
or the need of displaying at home.
and care, and seated in as good a boat as can be got for love
or lucre, we look forward to the result of his first match with
Hawdon full of confidence in the Toronto man's ability to
give his wash to his opponent and add victory twenty-seven

out of twenty-eight races rowed.
are pleased to know that Hanlan and his

We

appreciate the fairness of the course

Forest and

friends

Stiieaji has

maintained during the controversy which grew out of Court-

it is

of birds gave rise to all sorts of hypotheses to explain their
absence from localities where just previously they had
is, as Dr. Cones in his recent admirable work
on the Birds of the Colorado Valley has shown, a certain
mass of testimony furnished by people of excellent character
and standing to the absolute discoveiy in winter of certain
birds, usually swallows or swifts, in a torpid condition. This
testimony, though mainly contributed from Europe, comes in
part from this country.
It is certainly a curious fact that little or nothing is known
of the winter home of the common chimney swift

abundant, there

ptlagica),

bow the

when we

are so well tufa

<

vhere and

swallows, which so closely resemble it in many of
In the work above cited

their habits, pass the period of cold.

Dr. Coues discusses this point at some length. He believes
that the swifts hybernate in hollow trees, and no doubt iu the
succeeding parts of his work he will give us his reasons for
this belief.

Published observations on this matter are as yet

to enable ue to reach any definite conclusions on it.
old idea upon the subject of migrations was that they
were governed almost wholly by temperature, and that these
long journeys from north to south and back again were un-

too

many

and

few

The
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dertuken solely to avoid the cold of winter- At, present,
tbc, it is very generally believed that the food sup

main the governin;
Tho periodical movements of Hie various birds which visit
the regular
us are to be classed under two distinct heads
With regard to the
migrations and the accidental ones.
former "we are more or less wall informed, of the latter we
in the

i

know little
Many of

or nothing.

our birds are extremely regular in their times of

arrival in spring, but the

south

is

autumnal movement toward tho

usually more uncertain,

Tho birds seem loath to leave us, and many, even of
more delicate species, linger with us until late in the falL

comes a keen frost which nips them
warning them to delay no longer,
have trespassed on the good
nature of the weather as long as they dare, the word is passed
along the line sauve qui pent, and they arc off. When next
you walk abroad you will find in the fields and hedgerows
only the tree sparrow and the black cap in the woodland
and cedar thicket only the ringlet and the jay. Silence,
where but a short time since had been heard the chirping
and rustling of a hundred busy and eager feeders, unbroken
now save by the Bhrill scream of the red-tailed hawk or the
clamorous cawing of a clan of crows.

At

length, however,

Bharply, or a

nnd then, as

snow

if

flurry,

feeliDg that they

;

The practiced collector knows well just when
among the regular migrants may be expected, and

This lime

it

each species
holds him-

Arrived there, the Saturday-evening pleasureseekers were too boisterous in their mirth to suit the staid

The whole party were nabbed by

opinions of the policemen.
the knights of the club,

(he justice

tried before

who, being

roused from his slumbers, was naturally out of humor, and
sent home with light pockets, but, let ub hope, with not very

Now all this was the most natural thing in
There was never any love lost between the collegian and the pillar of the local law. Tho former is too full
of good-natured and thoughtless mischief to neglect any opheavy

hearts.

portunity of aggravaling his uniformed foe, and the con-

may

stables, or "peelers," as the case
if

always in

be, are

"jugging" "them college

not in reality,

spirit,

Just

fellers."

what was

actually done at Trenton it is impossible to judge
even approximately, simply because the sensation scenting
reporters and newspaper men hnve so rnisreprensented and

the actual facts.

falsi tied

the occurrence.

It is this

A bit of

which induces us to notice
and unimportant

really harmless

throughout the

college boys' adventure has been heralded

land as a disgraceful escapade in which

tho students are re-

We

presented as profane ruffians and blackguards.

know

we do know enough

none of the parties implicated, but
college students to warrant

of

the assertion that the papers

migrants.

They

fairness.

Stress of weather
at the appointed time.
delay the oncoming host for a day or two, scarcely
It is different with the second class, the accidental

self in readiness

longer.

They are like the proverbial and scriptural insect.
are here to-day and away, no one knows how far, tomorrow. There is no dependence whatever to be placed on
them, and often no cause can be assigned for their presence

Collegians are gentlemen.

—We record to-day the death of Mr.
N. Y., who died on the 24th

Silas Arnold, of

Kees-

For nearly

thirty

in certain districts.

ville,

In a veiy important article on the "Distribution and migration of North American Birds," published in the American
Journal of Science and Art, in 1800, Prof. 8. F. Baird brings

years he has been a constant visitor at the Adirondacks, and

forward some extremely interesting facts which we shall present to our readers in a future number of Fobbst attd Stream
These reflecin continuing our remarks upon this subject.
tions have been called up by the perusal of the very attractive
work of M. A. de Bowan's on La Migration dea Oiseaux, in

a true type of the old school gentlemen.

which the author gives a very entertaining account of many

more important migratory birds of France. He divides
them, somewhat arbitrarily, into migrators from the southwest, south and southeast, and describes very pleasantly the

by

not only highly esteemed

also at his place of residence

inst.

his brother anglers there, but

by

all

who knew him.

all.

Honors Latb and Eably.— The morning papers

last

Saturday contained two brief news items which however
diverse in subject have something of a moral in common.
One announced the fact that tho New Jersey Historical Society having formally expressed its faith that the bones in the
Cathedral Church of St. Domingo are the veritable relics of
Christopher Columbus, makes known its determination to
bring before the American historical societies and before
Congress the belief of the Society—" that the discoverer of
the Western World is worthy of a monument suitable to his

him a monument or not. If the wise men some hundreds of years ago had done him honor when he was alive,
have been more to the purpose. No memorial in
would
that
bronze or marble can ever heal the heart wounds of the dungeon and the chains. The praise of after generations is of
little

avail in righting the ingratitude of one's

morkbati nil nisi bonum,

well enough

is all

own

age.

De

but of the living
an old time cynic

;

anything and everything. It would make
laugh to see the Nineteenth Century newspaper vituperation,
abuse and slander heaped upon author and statesman suddenly change to f ulsome praise

and adulation when the cable

We

could name a score of men
brings the message of death.
who have died within as many months whose virtues have
only
acknowledged
after they have ceased
and
become known

" Death hath this also," says Bacon, "that
to exercise them.
good fame, and extinguisheth envy."
it openeth the gate to

—

one the monument after the lapse of centuries,
And
and the newspaper eulogies which we read in the street cars
it is all

as the hearse passes by.

Each

is tardy.

That the Government has finally, as our other newspaper
item announces, awarded some public mark of esteem to
Ida Lewis the heroine of the Lime Bock Light is Something
more to the point. Those who read years ago of the heroism
of our American Grace Darling will learn with pleasure that
she has been advanced to the position of keeper of the Lime
Kock Light at Newport, the post being assigned to her by
Secretary

Sherman

"as a mark

noble and heroic efforts in saving

tc

of appreciation for

human

lives."

your

The reward

coming but it is nevertheless vastly better than
have waited a hundred years for a paltry marble tablet.

is late in its

Monsieur."

plaisir,

"Well, lead the way."

you look

work on natural history for information regarding the crayfish, you will find it there given as
Beader,

if

in a

a "long-tailed decapod;" and, pursuing the

subject

still

you will see that it is also crustacean— a "decapod crustacean." And thus fyou might follow tho author
up to the branch, articulata, and back again through all i(s
divisions and ramifications, and about all you will know about
farther,

it will be that it is a long-tailed decapod and inhabits fresh
water streams. Long-tailed decapod, forsooth
Come with me, reader, and I will show you more of crayfish and their ways than you can learn in a week of books.
Follow in my wake, or, as tho path is slippery, take good
hold of my hand. Marie won't mind you she don't mind
anybody. The way leads up hill and over rocks, wet and
smooth, for perhaps a mile. Don't mind tho wet leaves that
;

continually flap in your face,
ferns that

vex your

feet.

nor the vines and creeping
Take a good grip and come along.

In the language of the immortal bard (who, by the way, never

knew

of crayfish like these),

"I prithee,

let

mo

bring thee

where crabs grow."
We may have completed a mile, when Marie stopped:
"Stay there, Monsieur." I staid there while she went behind
a large rock and removed her shoes. Then I was allowed to
follow on until the path was left and we entered the deeper
woods to descend to the river. Opposite another huge rock
she stopped again. "Wait there, Monsieur." Behind this
rock she darted with her little companion, and shortly reappeared. Satyrs and wood nymphs
I thought these girls

a large bundle of clothes behind.

This was becoming serious. If there were any more rocks in
our path I felt morally certain they could dodge behind them

BAPTISTE came

me

on which, morning and
It was then noon,
and I could not find any but next morning I started out with
the intention of bagging a few. Heavy showers came down
every half hour, but I donned my rubber poncho, and waded
on through the wet forest with my gun securely covered.
the tree

;

My course lay down the

south ravine.

right is a tall figuier tree, tho fruit of

This

birds.

berry,

and

On

the hill to the

which

is

liked

by the

resembles in shape, size and color, a cranattached to the twigs in clusters of two and

fruit

is

three.

And

how would they appear ? It was very certain they
much more. My hair began to bristle.
What would people say? What would my Sunday-school
theu

could not take off
teacher say ?

I

was resolved

to stop

it

at all hazards.

" Look hero, Marie !"
"Yes, Monsieur."
" Don't do that any more."
"What, Monsieur?"
" Don't go behind any more rocks ; don't;take off any more
garments." I blushed all over at the thought of it.
" Why no, Monsieur it is impossible."
;

Now,

I could have sworn to the exact position of that

having tramped doggedly through the rain for more
;
than half an hour without seeing any familiar tree or shrub,
Though 1 had noted the
I began to look about me sharply.
direction in my mind's eye when J. B. had shown me the

tree

yet,

was

to give

look for crayfish.

;

in one day with a bunch Of

nent."

—

"—To

"grives," or large thrushes, which are excellent eating
At my request he went down into

JEAN

tree, I

Yes, give him a monument. He is worthy of it. Much
have our misgivings— and possibly
good may it do him.
we should keep them to ourselves they are ill-natured that
Columbus cares very little now whether these wise men who
have sat in solemn conclave over his musty old bones see fit

mo much

where are you going?"

;

ecreohse

what I wanted for I had promised
one of the professors in Washington to make collections of
these very animals. I glanced up through a hole in tho leafy
roof above me and judged it was about ten o'clock, unless the
sun's rays were refracted in coming through.
" Have you anything for me to eat, Marie ?"
"Yes, Monsieur."
" Then 1 will go with you."

!

and the expression of the gratitude of a Christian
continent, and that such monument should bo built by the
joint contributions of the republics of the Western Conti-

greatness

" It gives

lea

just

What a mysterious combination is woman
And there
they stood, laughing and blushing, in a single dress, each
loosely gathered at the shoulders, and at the waist by a gird le.

afternoon, they could be found feeding.

written for the sportsman rather than the ornith ologist and we can recommend the lesson which it teaches

pour

Why,

left

Cruihtng for Crustaceans.

hook

;

!

Mademoiselle Marie

cherciier

1

and desirable specimens.
tho woods and showed

We

|

jnu.r,

Pour

Crayfish!

about as thinly clad as possible to be when they disappeared
behind the rock, but I declare, in all seriousness, they had

[from otju own cobrespondbnt.J

habits of each species, closing with a delightful chapter on
general migration and the use and protection of birds. The
is

He was

THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS OF
FRED BEVERLY.

of the

to

"

to Trenton.

which have published tho story from the standpoint of the
Trenton officers, eager to be interviewed and equally eager to
malign the boys, have erred. To represent the Princeton
men as ruffians may make spicy reading in the police news
sensations of the press, but it is wholly contrary to truth and

may

" Bon

stu-

accorded an unenviable newspaper
about a meny sleigh ride down

is all

the world.

and extends over

time.

the

Trenton.—The rrinceton

TriE Pkinobton Rots at
dents have again been
notoriety.
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overshot

group of

it

in

tree ferns I

—

my

search and got further down.

remembered

;

A

farther on, across a brook,

but where was the ants' nest in
a dead tree that I had especially noted? To understand why
all my landmarks were small and insignificant, the reader
a large rock

all

right

;

must be informed that in these woods the trees were so large
and shoot up so high that their crowns afford no means of
identifying them and all their trunks are so much alike, enveloped in masses of vines and ferns, that other objects must
be chosen to guide the hunter in his rambles here. Under
thick foliage, until the roar of the large waterfall came up to
me, and I knew I must retrace my steps, as the tree was on
the ridge between the two streams.
At once I was stopped by seeing on the ground before me
scattered shreds of figuier fruit, and looking up, saw the tree
above me. A3 I had approached from tho opposite side to
that of my first visit, its surroundings had seemed changed.
The rain came down in torrents, but glanced harmlessly from
my poncho. It was tiresome waiting, but I secured all I wanted of the grives and went back to the main trail leading to
the Boiling Lake and sat down on a rock in a more open part
of the forest to try to secure a few hummmg-birds.
The rain had ceased, and the sun was shining outside.
Yielding to tho overpowering influence of silence and solitude, I was indulging in a day dream, when a voice awoke
me:
"Bon jour, Monsieur Fred 1"
One
I looked up, and saw two brown-skinned maidens.
was a little mulattress, about ten years old the other was
Marie light-haired, sunny Marie in whose veins (lowed the
blood of three races. Tho blood of tho African showed in
her wavy hair and full lips, and told what was the original
stock with which that of the Carib was ming'ed and the
blood of the jovial Frenchman who had wandered to these
wilds years and years ago, gave that roundness and suppleness of limb, the quick, merry eye, tho oval cheek and littlo
hands and feet— all combined to form a creation fit to beectr.y
the mother of n new race.
;

;

—

—

No amount of italicizing or exclamation points can render
the astonishment in her tone as she thus assured me ; and feeling I could then safely proceed, I gave the order to go on.

Wo

reached the river— the stream that flows out of the
broad and with gravelly beach, with immense
boulders as islands, and a wall of vegetation on either side

mountain lake

—

that rose straight
to

my own

ciay-fish.

up a hundred

devices and
I

saw a bird

waded

feet.

Here

my guides left me

into the stream in search of

ha d not seen before and pursued
fy
sto pp ed by a cascade.
It was within
I

along the shore until
shot, however, and at the re port of my gun it fell into a little
pool.
The rocks were smooth as glass, and my great boots,

though good protection from tho vines and thorns, were but
poor aids in clambering over these rocks. The result was
that I unexpectedly sat down upon a rock, and very suddenly
I came down, too. There was a stream of water rushing over
that rock six inches in depth, so that my fall did not hurt me;

my back with great force,
and climbed up over my coat collar so rapidly that I was
immediately as bloated as a bull-frog. The rain had long ago
drenched me, but, though wet before, I did not care to get
wot behind.
but the rapid-flowing sheet struck

My half smothered yells brought Marie to my assistance,
and she rescued me and the bird, and then suggested I could
better with my boots off.
Happy thought
The boots
were removed. I need not detail, to any one who has had the
wading barefoot over stones and

wade

!

experience, the pleasure of

first time in years.
A little torture was enough
and in half an hour I was seated quietly drying in the
watching the girls at their work.
The stream was
broad, with deep pools, and it was in these pools the crayfish
lurked, looking like miniaturej^lobsters through tho clear
water.
I could only see tho small ones, but Mario assured me
there were large ones out of sight beneath the cascades. I
was glad of that, for several severe nips from these small ones
had given me enough of crayfish, and I did not c;ire whether

rocks for the

for me,
sun,

my friends in America

;

ever got a specimen.
Erect upon tho rock she stood a moment, th on plunged
disappearing from sight.
moment later, rising bubbles preceded a round little head

head- foremost into a foaming pool,

A

from which hung long, limp tresse3 a pair of shoulders brown
and bare, and round arms reaching out little hands for a support. She had a cray-ftsh in each hand, and another, with wrig^
;

—

:
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These she handed to the little girl
and then climbed out and stood erect,
with heaving bosom and parted lips, and nonchalantly
gathered up her skirls and wrung from them the dripping water.
Outlined against that wonderful background of tropical
legs, in

on

her mouth.

rock near

tfhe

nuisance iu hia barns and granaries,
o and a half drachm, and one ounce

me

leaves, with its depths of

shade and gleams of light, with the
water dashing against the rock upon which she stood and
parting in sheets of foam, what a charming Naiad
peared
Naiad she may have been, but she could hardly
have been called a Dry— ad, as the water had caused her
garment to cling closely to her shapely figure, and was pour1

been so iusi
and go With im
(how that It
to leve nature all the more
the fields and woods.
s-lf.

mention
grow up

My

health

•"'.v

Is
if

not only possible, hut a girl will
she can go with her lather to

it.

Florida.

This was repeated, until the basket carried by the

;

;

the river's banks, and the only companion to

my

seldom now

J. F.

and he walked into it.
Then I put in the cork, and later he was having his fill of
i'um not the first victim of the bottle— and of science.
Their voices reached me not long after, and none too soon, for
we had hardly light enough to reach the main path. Late as
it was, however, Marie prepared some of the fish when she
reached her mother's house, and sent them to me with some
fragrant limes and a spicy pepper. The delicate flesh as far
;

111.,

Jan.

Long

I

Among other business under discussion was the
game laws, which
was strongly condemned. The counsel of the association reminded tho members that the amendment of 1876 gives them
authority only over such birds aud animals as are not menaction of supervisors in tinkering with the

it, ists).

tioned in the law itself. This, he said, did not appear to be gen-

Editor Forest and Stream:
Iu your issue which reached ua yesterday, you a9fc: " Have we fulfilled onr mission?"
We answer, You have instructed, interested and
elevated the sportsmen of our country; yon have created a lovo for
outdoor sports you have shown that it Is wise to make laws to protect
fish and game, and you have educated your readers to respect those
laws and to force others to do the same; you are fast teaching the
farmerB that there is no conflict between them and the real sportsmen
;

of the count,.,

stnen are their friends iu place of their

enemies.

J. s. U.

GAME PROTECTION.
it.

is

our de-

to give nil parties in a controversy equal privileges of

presenting their views,

medium

a

for personal

we must

decline to

make our columns

We

recrimination.

are in receipt of

further correspondence regarding the slaughter of deer in the

as a "saddle-rock" does a coon oyster.

lime juice and a dash of

of derelict officials.

With a dripping of
West India pepper, some Peak&

Freans' biscuit and a bottle of Tennant's pale

it,

all my mishaps were forgotten.
I even
queried whether crayfish hunting, with a pretty, brownskinned maid of sixteen, who waded bare-legged in openbosomed dress, extended a helping hand when you slipped,
laughed merrily when you fell, talked musical patois as she
pattered along, I queried if it were not better than hunting

I

;

The Maine Trout Lav/.— Borne

so delightfully lhat

—

through musty brooks.

the

of

Maine descend-

ants of the original penny-wise pound-foolish fellow are think-

ing to put
for trout

money

iu their purse

from Sept. 21

to the

by extending the open 9eaaon

middle of October.

IS

THOUGHT OF

while their shekels meanwhile enrich the
coffers of the inhabitants of the land.
This is a genuine case

gravid October

fish,

Washington, B. C, Dec.
Editor Forest and stbbam

25, 187S.

The

am

so

much

accounts so entertaining pabiished in jour paper of hunting and Ashing adventures ; and as I read I am reminded of the many pleasant
times I have enjoyed in the wilderness, and hope that I may again traverse the forests, gun in hand, for I am still young.
As I have just been reading the last number, I felt Impelled to write
to you, and thank you for the interest and pleasure you afford me
through your columns, and for the manner in which you are conducting
the greatest sporting medium in our country. Well do I remJ
when the f orest and Stream first made its appearance, and with
what delight I hailed it as being something much needed among sportsman. I believed it could not fail to prosper. But its success has been
Its influence is almost unbounded,
rsr. in excess of my expectations, and
What efforts have been made ot late years
lie right direction.
and flan of
in nearly every State in the country to preserve trie game
Bow
rests and rivers, and to restock rivers depopulated of fish.
raooh interest is taken in rifle matolies and shooting contests of every
rae people are awakening to the great importance of lield
i

as a healthy

and innoceut amusement, and therefore

to the great

Importance of preserving oar game. But the Forest and Stream is
the trumpet whicli has beeu sounding in the ears of the public for the
is or seven years, and has caused this awakening; and
spoken none too loudly or emphatically iu behalf of our sporting interests.

It is

surprising

how much

Influence

it

exerts directly and indi-

v.-Hy. its power is felt In every community where there are tmeleartedsportsxen. I have seen a copy handled ami read witb interest
well as
in the logging and hunting camps of Alalue and Nova Scotia, as

in

tlie

richly iurnished

rooms

of city habitations.

Tuanking you

In be-

half of my sporting friends here and myself for the Inter;..
paper affords us, lor your willingness and attention In answering our
whicli the F. &
Inquiries, and for the honest and impartial manner in
O. W. B.
a. is conducted, I remain,

Indianapolis, Jan.

Editor Forest and Stream
luynur leader of the last number you ask

21, 1870.

:

you have accomplished
most successfully. I
what, you set out to do. Yea, you have done it
years, bu t found that my business
to-iK the ;Va«ura(i'*e for a number of
if

could not devote the time to those purely scientific Bnbjacta.
preIn your journal I hud practical common sense every -day matters
sented iu such a way that " he that runneth may read."
suffered for the past live weeks,
iv.ii White ami John Cotton tail have
byBnddft Co., snippers of game and
ig from figures given me
1

1

;

i

folly lBDjOQO quails, and the same nnmoer
f,
December
One
been received and shipped from thia point from
man, twelve miles west of here, caught over 1,200 nm:
of our quails are frozeu to
a month. We tear that the greater portion
when tuey were o
loath. Even rabbits have beenfouud dead
your pleasant way,
ng the elder bushes. Suppose you suggest, In
Igun at.v
hat the guis as wed as the boys be taught u r to
inj
a
an excellent shot, and 1 have greatly erjjoj
give an
would
that
I
I
thought
November
la
Bride,
Dougab,
uot quite eleven years of age, a few lessons with my No. 12
The third shot at a tamo turkey brought it down. On
by invitation to dine. My
glvlnit Bay we went out tu the country
kill the pigeons''
nole asked me to "bring along my shot-gun and

of rabbits, Have
1

.

who

has ever fished iu Maine

belated

two and

Every one

knows

that the trout are spawn-

ing iu September and October, aud that they are not

taken in the spawning period, and that even

if

fit

to be

they were,

it is

reason and common sense to capture them then.
Maine Legislature alter the present law at all they

agaiust

all

the

If

might with great advantage set the beginning of the close
season twenty days earlier than it is at present.
We trust
that the intelligent anglers and fish culturists of the State will
exert their influence against the proposed change.

—

Blooming Gbovb Park Association. A meeting of Direchis Association was held at the Hoffman House on
fill the vacancies occurring by the reof Dudley Field, Col.
Banders D. Bruce, A. II.
EC. Glenney.
The following gentlemen were elected in their stead, viz.: Count E. R. MouziUy,
M. B. Brown, Dr. C. Alfred Grimes, and C. P. Fearing. An
adjourned meeting of directors was subsequently held at No.
30 Broad street on Tuesday afternoon, 28th, to elect a President in lieu of Dudley Field, resigned. John McGinnis, Jr., of
the banking house of Dean, McGinnis & Co., was so elected.
John Avery was re-elected Vice-President. The following is
tors of

I

Friday, January 34, to

the full board of officers of the Association as recently reconstructed

:

John

President,

ileUlnnis,

Jr.

;

John Avery

Vice-President,

;

I.Reed.

were mere

V

—

fingerlings.

Toe Vermont State ^Association" —Ferrisburg,

it or any of its members, hut that it
its inaction, which is disheartening to
the protection of our sadly persecuted
fish and game, and who hoped for good work from this organization.
To what extent this hope has been realized you
can judge when I tell you that the fish laws have been openly
violated ever since their passage, from one end to the other of
Vermont, and part of Lake C'iiamplain (except in this township, where our little club has done its work faithfully), without an effort toward their B
The same is true of the trout lakes and ponds of the
tion.
northeastern portion of the State, and the illegal killing of
deer in the northern counties.
In one instance, as Secretary
of our club, I notified the State Association of the illegal sale
ni in!
complaint was
perch in Burlington. 1 know that
of the assoe'e
:>
where the offence was committed, but no notice was taken of
the fish went on as before.
All
it, and the illegal sale of
praise is due to members of the association for their effort to
introduce migratory quail and for turning out sundry head of
deer in the centre of the State, but as a body I believe the
I
association has done nothing that was expected of it.
uential man
firmly believe that our little
among its few members, has done more for fish and game

personal spite against

might be shamed from

all

who

really desire

my

protection than the State Association, with its jud
great men and great dinners. And 1 also believe, with my
present fight, that' the hope of game protection lies not iu such
bodies, but in the earnest work of local organizations of towns
R. E. Kukinson.
and counties.

—

society

with a membership of nearly

BlDDKFOBD AND SaoO GAME AND FiSH SOCIETY. This
was formally organized at Biddeford, Ale., Jan. 23,

.

i

Dr. B. Bradley, Charles Uallock, John Avery, John McGinnis,
l Grimes. M, B.; C. F. Fearing, Count E. B. Mouzilly,
i.
Reed, K. B. Brown, Goo. A. Greeue, Jr,

After the election the following gentlemen
elected

were duly

members

and the following officers:
Pres., Ceo. F. Calef, Esq.; Vice-Pres., Ferguson Haines,
Esq.; Sec, Dr. Thomas Haley Treas., C. T. 8. Blal
Executive Committee, Dr. H. E. Hill, Wm. B. Bnruham,
John P. Andrews, Abijah Tarbox, who were un
The new association have abundant work before
elected.
it can be made a
led with salmon
them. Tingood fishing ground once more.
fifty

;

;

I

Messrs. O. K. VanflerbUt, C. Fellows, H.J. Nicholuy,

Dunbar, aud Alurliu Vau Bureu,
Pendle on, Beverly Robinson, aud K.

ton, Jas, M.

W

It.

all
Ci.

W.T. Whar-

o( the Union Club;
Field, of the New

low numbers 142 live members, and stands
It has a large
financially as strong as any ia the country.
he treasury, and its assured receipts from annual
l

dues alone ate amply

For

expenses.

the

sufficient for all current
fiscal

aud contingent

year beginning April

f,

1870, the

The South Side Club, a
whose members are also members of the
Park Association, have offered a donation of

annual dues have been fixed at $35.
large

number

of

i

:

I

trout

from

trove
its

own

preserves to stock the streams at the park,

while Director M. B.

Brown
made

black bass spawners and

has purchased $100 worth of
a gift of

them

7.

;

Directors

:

i

Jan,

I wish you could have been a little more pointed in your hit
not thai [have any
at our dinner-eating State. Association

Executive Committee
l.u Me
o., M. B. Brown, K. Bradley, M. B.

i

i.

linger for a season or

thereby materially enhance the pecuniary interests of his
host, but we can hardly conceive how that host could expect
(his blissful condition of affairs to last very long.

:

Interested in the sports derived from forest and
stream, that being now unable to participate in tuem, heeause of
duties to perform, I gain all the pleasure 1 can in reading the many

I

would undoubtedly

tourist

US.

This, they

reason, will lure late fishing tourists to the easy capture of the

of killing the trout that lays the golden eggs.

WHAT

iustructed to give particular attention to the evil
which still prevails to a destructive extent. The
Treasurer reported receipts during the year of $6,247.65, and
a balance on hand of $804.92, beside
inently in""
vested in G
id
following officers were
elected for the ensuing year
President, Robert B.
Vice-President, Clinton Gilbert; Secretary and Treasurer,
Thomas N. Cuthheri
Counsel, CharleS E. Whitehead;
Executive Committee— H. T. Carey, William M. Fleiss and
Wisner H. Townsend. The meeting then adjourned downstairs, where a luxurious sn
njoyed,
After the
coffee, in the course of the speeches, Mr. Fleiss stated that the
South Side Club have succeeded in raising trout in one year
of a weight of eight ounces, and they have trout two years
old that weigh nearly a pound.
never been
Tl
made public before. Mr. Roach told of trout wliich lie had
seeu in Maine weighing three pounds, and which, he had
been assured by a reliable man, were only one year old.
His
informant ascribed their rapid growth to their extraordinary
Other trout of the same age in the same pond
voraciousness.
of trapping,

:

I supped

ale,

;i. and had been universally disregarded.
The consequence was that every county had practically a different law.
Even Gov. Kobinyon. in speaking of the mailer in his annual
message, seemed to lie under the impression that Supervisors
had a right to do as they pleased. The speaker was perfectly
satisfied with the law as it stands, and disapproved of any attempts to tinker it on account of the difficulty the society" had
heretofore experienced in getting the Legislature to act sensibly in the matter. He suggested that the society should prepare a condensed edition of the present law, leaving
clauses giving authority to Supervisors, and adding others
making the open season for all garj
end on the
same date, and the time for having
o end simultaneously, instead of having dill ei
r
different
..ones, as now.
He thought this would simplify
matters so that everybody could readily understand the law.
Another wise amendment would be one prohibiting
pound nets in any waters of the State of New York. On motion of Dr. Green, President Roosevelt, Counsellor Whitehead
and Senator Wagstaff were appointed a committee to take
charge of the subject, and on motion of Mr. Meyer the comi

— While

TnE Adirondack Deer SLABon-fEn
sire

Game.—

in the chair.

•

rirrsBUKo, Pa., Jan.

Association for the Protection of

The annual meeting of this association was held at Martinelli's
on Monday evening, Hon. Kohl. B. Roosevelt, the President,

:

North Woods, tho publication of which we do not consider
conducive to the correction of the abuse. That there has been
unlawful aud culpable destruction of game iu the Adirondacks,
there is no good reason to doubt. There are officers and societies whose duty
is to rectify the evil.
The question is
Will they do their duty ? Newspaper talk cannot fill tho place,

.surpasses that of the coarse garbage-feeding lobster in flavor

chili

Island.

New Tore

15, 1879.

1

a gayly-colored lizard, which lay upon a branch and watched
me. In the interest of science— but against my belter feel-

— I held a bottle before his nose,

The

is fully appointed, aud is one of the
most commodious
and comfortable in the country. It is now iu charge of
Major John Stellenweef, late of the Lake House at Islip,

put pen to paper, only when I think I ought to do
so in the public Interests, It is nearly forty years since 1 used to nil,
page at a lime, the old Spirit, when Porter and Kichards were iu the
land of the living, and Qerbei fci
my correspondents.
But though sixty-live and rheumatic, I keep alive my interest in fluid
sports, and must thank you for the pleasure your paper gives mo.
T. B. L.
It is

was

solitude

The

_.».__
Editor Forest akd Stream

one
was half full. Once she came up breathless and excited and
came to me with an ugly water scorpion between her fingers,
one of which was red and swollen, where the venomous thing
had bitten it. Thus we went on up the stream until near the
mountain lake, when our way was stopped by a jam of broken
limbs. Then we turned down again until halted by a series
of wells, worn from the rock by the action of the water,
twenty feet deep, into which the flood plunged wildly, ever descending, on its way to the grand leap of two hundred feet
into the valley below.
While my companions searched a side
stream I remained on the banks by the trail. Daylight waned
and they came not the gathering gloom urged me to be up
and on my way home but the trail was obscured and I was
not sure of reaching my hut in the dark without a guide. So
Everything living seemed to have left
I waited, perforce.
little

these will be turned into the lakes in the spring.

house

my

woods and everglades of

;

of the original projectors will be fully carried out.

better than for lirtecn years, and I attribute It all, with
Ijod's blessing, to
sweating ami wading and roughing iu the piney
is

Chicago,

ing from

ings

this fa<

tion

;i his preserves in Tennessee, and a large lot of rutted grouse will bIso
be put into the premises after the snow leave?. Under the
new management, it is confidently believed that all the plans

to the associa-

Massachusetts

— Boston,
your

notice iu

Jan.
last

Vorett and
upon Massagame protection,

25.—Editor

issue

you

call

chusetts gume people to look out for their
etc.
I would say that a com

which I am chairman, has this
oi
matter of game protection in hand, and that we are preparing
a bill to present to the Legislature, now in session, which we
trust will be satistuctory to all parties concerned, an
lealera and
The intere
us ample protect inn.

and Game A

sportsmen shoulti be

'

identical.

i

W

Adams.

Nettiko Ducks at Shikssooqk—fitUtor Fffrestand Stream:
Is there no course to lie taken by sportsmen to pu
to the netting of ducks in Shihnecock Bay f
stand that large numbers are being thus caught in the openings

FOREST AND STREAM.
i\

'ins difficult to
there, if there is such a law, as the bay-men
to complain On each other, and as the trial

way down
is

for thirteen days, and killed twenty-one deer,

said the distance

is

300 miles from Crawford
C.

ew

a conviction would be very uncertain.
appeal to you is there no course a sportsman residing,
say in this city, and in the habit oE visiting: that secttol
Sionally for a tew days' wild fowl shooting, can take to put a
this nefarious practice?
trj
At this rate we shall soon
have no duck shooting in the vicinity of Gotham.

Jacobstaff.

We

editorially called the attention of the authorities to this

thing two weeks ago.

It rest

with thera to correct the abuse.

Sportsmen's Association op Western Pensbyi.vania.—
PilUbwrg, Pa., Jan. 15.— At a meeting yesterday evening the
following named officials were elected to serve the ensuing
year: President, Robert Dalzell: Vice-Presidents, 13.0.

H. Kennedy; Treasurer, W. C.
Secretary, J. F. Wilcox ; Assistant Secretary,
Howard Eaton j Naturalist, H. S. A. Stewart; Directors. Dr.
W- F. Fuudeuhetv;, J. V. Long, E. A. Myers, John 0. Brown,
Howard 11 ai'tlcy Elective Committee, John Caldwell, Jr.,
Phillips, Col. B. P. Ruff, F.

Macrutn;

;

Edward Greg-, N. M. McDowell, Charles Hays,
hman, B. Bakewell, C. A. Carpenter.

J.

H.

to

W.

An

529
ft

Sable.

Snidbii.

East sauihaw, January

this
1,

IST9.

m : There werefoui of tjs la the party at drat, but one
fellow from Sandujky got scared oat aud left us for home. We built a
shaniyoutbe old ground, tint there were no deeron that
ol
tl
-

oilier aide.

few days before we left. We killed three over there the last
doy. Wo left Saglraw on the 6ih of November at six In the morning
arrived at. CrawfOTd at one In the afternoon, got rmr lumber and
winked 00 our boat until bed-time. We had a sail for a tear,. It
thundered and rained very hard, but soon turned eold and snowed
After breakfast we went to work on our boat, finished
until morning,
it about e even o'ctock, packed everything in It, and shoved oil' about
half-past ten; we ran on until dark, pulled up to the bank, tan led,
scraped away the snow, put np our tent, cooked supper, ate and went
got
to beil, slept on our wet blankets, and had wet ones for covering
up about four o'clock, built a fire, cooked our breakfast, and as s<
as it; was light enough pulled down the river. We began to com
the banters along the hanks, and hear the notes of the hounds, and
occasionally a deer. We passed West Urnuch. then Big Creek, and
about noon came to some of the Battle Creek farly watching
ways, We inquired the number of deer killed. They said they had
killed seventy-three, and the party had all left but six. and tiiey v
going next 8nnday. Passed the camp, saw the usual number of dogs
around the camp, and some deer hanging np. About live miles
down we came to another party incpiired tho number of deer killed.
Tiuriy-tive," was their answer.
The party was small, but they
hunted with dogs. Passing their camp, we saw the Baddies of ion
deer in the bottom of the river. Farther down saw two whole dead
ones, which had spoiled. We pulled hard to get through before night.
Saw a good m any deer signs along the bunk, und some bear signs.
About four o'c lock we turned a bend In the river, and spied the e
welcome habitation of Mr. CumminB. The banks of the river ^
lined with the boats of parlies Which arrived here ahead of ns.
were greeted from the house with a yell. We answered, and passed
on about three miles, and came to our camp. Went ashore at
found oar old shanty, stove and everything jnst as we had left it
year ago. We had Bupper and went to bud very tired, having pulled
nearly 100 miles from daylight until dark, lint, in a very rapid si ream.
Next morning we were ready tor business; Reeves and Barns were
camped in Glenney's old camp. They told as there were no deer
that side of the river. Brandage and I went hack to tho hills t
found deer signs very scarce. There appeared to be nothing but old
bucks, and they very wild. We found a good many dead deer that the
Lynx had killed. We hunted about a week on that, side, aud theu
moved down the river to hunt on the other side, so we built a
cabin ard moved into it. One evening, as T was down by the swamp
hunting deer, I shot and killed an old doe and wounded another. .She
ran into the swamp, and as it was getting dark 1 concluded to ltt her
go until inorring. Next morning I followed her in and found
about ball eaten up. A lynx had killed her. no had had a big
time doing it, but he had done tne Job better than half tt dossen large
We went on down the river
dogs. Jess, my son, was with me.
about a mile found Ave deer tracks going into the swamp. The boy
went in, aud I got upon a runway and watched for the deer to eorae
oat, but they had crossed the river. The boy turned to come out on
the back track, and met a lynx going in after the deer. lie turned
and ran. The boy followed him to the edge of the swamp, then left
About that time I saw the lynx jump
the tracks and came to me.
ont of the swamp Into a fallen tree top. He was about fifteen rods off.
I drew sight on him aud fired. He gave one awful squall, and that
was the lust of him. He was four feet ten inohos from his nose to
the end of his tafl-i the tail was about four inches long. He stands
almost three feet high, has a very large head, with black tassels on
the points of his ears, and a large black raffle around his neck. I
brought liim ro Saginaw and sent him to New York. We had very
good luck hunting on that side of the river killed nineteen deer
there In about two weeks. 1 did some very bad shooting, but Brnndage did worse. Jiy gun does not shoot powder enough. I shot flye
deer that I know I killed, but they ran, and as there was no snow 1
lost them.
I shot one old buck, the largest deer I ever saw
shot
him through the neck, and he fell. 1 stood watching for another to
move into sight, when the old buck began to bawl and kick. At last
np
and
started
off.
thought
ho got
I
he would soon fall again, but
he ran off and I lost him. The Indians found htm. cut, his In si ,n.
and sold it to Cummins for $2.00. It had oae prong growing out ou the
under Bide of one horn that was oyer a foot long. It stuck straight
down. If 1 had tiad my traps witli me 1 could have got borne fur.
There are lots of beaver and mink, and now and then an otter".
I think the most suitable gun is a heavy breech-loader, about ten
or twelve pounds, with two sets of barrels, one eight and one twelve
gauge. There was a man in there banting who had an eleven pound
Scott gox. He told me he saw two bucks fighting, about twenty-live
rods oh, and he killed one of them with eacli barrel; they dropped dead
In their tracks. We came out by railroad.
We hired Cummins to
take our stuff out to Eoseommon, There were about thirty of us
came out together. Brundage, Jess and myself walked that fifty
miles in just thirteen hours, iu from ton to twelve inches of snow.
How is that for traveling ? Ate but one meal, and saw bat one
house in the whole fifty miles. There were no bear there this fail'
bu t up the river at Ball's place they were plenty. Ball killed forty,
live boar in that section this fall. There were no acorns where we
were, but there were more hunters than ever were before. There
were about 150 deer killed at Cummins' place up to the day we left.
It is said that 385 deer were shipped from Boscommon, most of them
killed down the Au Sable.
A. C. Sckanton.
a.

;

i

WILD

RICE.

Janbsvillb, Wis., Jan. 31, 1879.
Editor Forest and Stekaii
You may easily believe that I have been a peculiarly interested reader of the recent communications in your valuable
journal concerning the propagation of wild rice, and especially
so as 10 the articie of " Howard," copied from the Tart,
inasmuch as that gentleman purchased his seed from my
brother, and his directions and predictions concerning it were
so fully carried out.
I suppose we shall now hear from other
parties on the same subject.
Speak out, gentlemen, and give
:

vied,

bad or

indifferent.

We

are all

comparatively tyros in its culture, and need all the iustruoe can get.
I am not seltish in this matter, for my experience thus far has been that the wild rice trade won't do
specialty to be depended upon for the support
of wife and babies.
The dividends are not enormous as yet.
I find others think the same, for Cantwell writes that his
stomach is lull and this is his last year in the business. Iudeed, we were rather forced into it by your- paper referring
:?.uy to us as probably being able to procure seed for
We b'idu'i. any then, but at, last getting desperate at
repeated applications, we ventured in and are still there. Our
BSt interest in the matter, however, is that of every
sportsman—?', e., " Will it grow successfully and attract wild
iierwise barren waters?"
"Howard's " experience has certainly been remarkably flattering, and his account of his success in spring planting fully
carries out my own ideas.
I always believed that it could be
planted in the spring as well as in the fall, and with as certain
The only reason why others thought differently was
results.
because none had ever tried spring planting, thinking that
because the seed sowed itself in the fall— as all sell-sown
must be the proper time. There are many advantages in favor of spring as against fall sowing. In our
cold climate winter comes on early, and many ponds are frozen
by November t, thus preventing putting in the seed until
the next fall. Spring sowing not only does away with tins,
but it gives everybody plenty of time to secure the seed.
Then again, in the spring there are no ducks about to gobble
up the seed, as, no doubt, they do in the fall.
However, I intend to experiment in the matter myself, and
I hope those who have already done so will give us, through
the papers, the benefit, of their experience. By the way,
mi. another gentleman
aTennesseean— gives a favorable
account of spring planting. He need not. fear the destruction of his tish-pond in fact, it's the most, valuable plant he
ow there, affording both food and protection for his
i|

t

1

—

:

own

use, and the remainder

kind of thing could not n
111

no;,

ii.

In the Bpring

so bid as

summer

and

,.,

they

If

I,

ttl

I

had been

ooni

•>

the dimige done would have been bad
has been.
ittfl attending to their 1 arms
the deer were loft alone as far as the men
it

it

'.'

It

Lynxes had Killedagood mauy.aud drove the rest across en the
There we found them thick enough, so wc moved our
damp down the river about one mile, and hunted on that side all the
time we were there. The deer camt; back on the old ground very

river.

ilili-k

any more to market, but, aftei killing
aud as much meat as tbej required [or
was lelt in the woods. 01

>,riug

'

Diihal they took the hide

to

their

were concerned, but the

(logs were allowed to remain in the woods,
ne this kind of life they soon became half wild, and
to ,he hoe
'.iter a month of this life
ill
erval

only came home
they were as bad or worse than wolves, and the consequence of their
depredations is now easily seen. I have seeu a party or sportsmen go
ont from the town for a day or two, and return with from one to five
"I now I would .defy the largest party of sportsnoon lo Canada
.

i

ole swamp, anttthfs miserable result has been attained in the short time of about seven years.
deer, from the constant persecution, have been completely driven
-

The

aud this U shown by the fact, tint iu the large tracts of woods in
linskoka, and aloi ._
lorgian Bay, where they are seldom
hunted, they arc still very plentiful, in spite of all the wolves to be
found iherc; and the swamp I have spoken of is ouly an extension of
these same woods. The last deer I saw there was two years ago,
ding a road through the swamp. One morning, while my
men were running out ou ou engine, three deer sprang from the cover
on one side of the track, and, crossing It, were soon iosi to sight, ou the
:.
Tin- men oarrleo the news to the next village, and the
ty men turned ont to hunt them; bat I reiltse
to say they did not get t.nem, and my best wish for them la—
Long may n
Au Saubij3.
out,

i,

;

•'

.

;

;

THE FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD
AND GUN TOURNAMENT
For the Short-Range Championship of
1879
And

three team medals,

which

Will

awarded

lie

to the

teams

malting the first, seeoud and third best scores. Other prizes
will be offered also, to take place at Conlin's shooting gallery.

Open

teams from any organized rifle club.
ns— Teams— Each team shall consist or ten men. The teams
must be composed of members of the various clubs

to

which they represent.

-Limited to ten pounds in weight minimum pull of trigger, three pounds; 22400 cal. Teams may furnish
their own rifles and ammunition, or use thosi at (he gallery, us they,
may desire, Number of Shots— Ten by each competitor. Hightlng
Shots-Two shots will be allowed each competitor. Position— Oflv
hand. Targets— 200-yards targets, according to the regulations 01 lie
N. U. A., reduced in proportion to the range at the gallery. Practice
No pract.ee allowed on the day of the match. Entrance See- 'Jen
Kifles

;

i

dollars to be paid at the office of the

Forest and Stream and Rod add

Gun, No. Ill Fulton street, N. Y. The match to he governed by
the rules of the N. K. A. relating to teams.
The captains of the several learns, entered before 9 o'clock on the
evening Of Feb. a, will meet at Oonlln'a Gallery at hat hour and fix
upon tne arrangements for carrying ont the match, choose referees,
I

what order the respective teams shall shoot. The assembled captains shad decide upon tho date of opening the matches, and
the date at which the entries shall close. The referees shall elect an
umpire, whose decision in all cases shall be final.
aud decide

iu

The championship team tournament is creating no small
and from the number of letters already received

discussion,

there

is

evory indication of a large line of entries.

come not only from the

letters

way, Bergen,

Newark and

These

clubs in town, but from Rail-

and

Elizabeth, in N. J., Boston,

even from Chicago, where the team of theThos. Post, G.A.
K., are discussing the question of coming on.
The South
Brooklyn Kifle Club will be represented by a team, aud such
clubs as desire to take practice in the gallery may have
special practice by writing the gallery master.

;

Another problem to be solved in connection with this rice
What is the greatest, depth of water in which it
Tlie minimum is already known, as it will
It must, however, be covflourish in only an inch of wnter.
ered the year round. This question of depth I shall experiment upon in some of our small lakes which now contain no
rice.
1 have planted some in my aquarium, and am anxiously
to sprout.
waiting for
We have found a great difference in
the weight of seed coming from different points in fact, it
might be graded like wheat. Our directions to buyers always
" Soak the seed until it sinks." But all that we have
are
now will sink without soaking indeed, wc have sold but little that would not do so.
Whether the difference in seed
will make any difference in the crop, as in other cereals, is

"
culture is
will grow?"
:

it,

—

:

;

also an interesting question.
I am inclined to think that light
seed wi'l beget light seed, and that being the case, but little
increase can lie looked for from such planting, as if the seed,
dropping from the stem, floats for any length of time without
sinking/ most of it will be eaten by the birds, and thus the
wished-1'or result will not be attained.
However, no doubt
all these points will soon be solved, now that the sportsmen
are becoming interested in the matter.
Such letters as those
of "Howard's" and the Tennessee gentleman (his name slips
mind'; do much toward spreading the good work.

my

A. M. Valentine.

—

Deki: Si.AroriTEK in Michigan. We print the following
communication, not by any means on account of its literary
merit, but to show how abundant deer are in some of the
wilds, as well as to expose the wanton persistence
with which so-called sportsmen are rapidly exterminating

them.

The

letter is

also interesting in its description of one

of the favorite grayling streams of Michigan, and of the
methods of roughing it in the bush by the hardy but inconsiderate men who seem lo find sport in wholesale slaughter.

Woosteb, O., January

Editok Forest and Stream

13, 1879.

:

Having received a very interesting letter from my uncle,
giving the particulars of his fall hunt on the Au Sable Klver
I forward it to you for publication, hop
be of some benefit to those whu are interested in the dispute
going on in the Chicago Fluid between the Battle Creek
party and others. Bast year (Nov., 1878)1 was one of a
party of four, including my uncle, who made the trip down
the river in one boat ia just four days. Stopped about halfi,

Massachusetts—Boston,

Walnut, Hill,

52,

IggS
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Wemyss, Jr
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W

Wales

KDITOK FORE8T AND STREAM
I see inyoar columns frequent discussion about the practice of running
deer with dogs. The place most referred to In these articles is the Adirondack range, bnt I Buppose that what experience leaches there will
be applicable to other places. Near my old home in Ontario is a very
long and wide cedar.swamp, which throughout Its whole length of
forty miles or more is seldom broken by roads or clearings, and which
a few years ago used to be a famous place for deer and a few bears.
There Is no wa^er of any kiud near it with the exception of one small
river, whioh is almost dry ia summer, so that running tho deer Into the
water to kill is an impossibility. Ia sevoral plaeeB along the edge of
the swamp were small numbers of settlers who had tried their ham at
clearing, but who had In no oase managed to make a good farm.
Nearly allot these men during the fall and winter did nothing much
else than hunt, aud for this purpose each one kept from one to three
hounds. They were always in the woods, and any day alter the 1st 01
September the cry of their dogs could be heard night and day. They
managed to kill a good mauy deer for the market, but thej
many more than they killed. After the legal season for killing was
:
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bright glistening snow on the range between the winter-shed
and the targets did not in any way help the marksmen out toDuring the afternoon a gray light came on, and good
day.
scores were made in consequence.
The wind was quite
gentle, coming from the west, and the conditions were favorable to the sport.
There was a large attendance of spectators,
in fact the largest there has been at any time since the winter
Shed was erected, several ladies gracing the range with their
In the Maynard rille match at 200 yards there
presence.
were 104 entries. The leading scores were
DKirkwoad
4 5 8 5 5
4
4 fi^tr

terrier
Btt

RUNNING DEER WITH DOGS.

1

participating

4

4
5

5

4
4

4

4

3

4

4

4
4
4

4

.4

4

4

5^4

4-<S
4-^S3

4
4

5—43
4—13
4—42
4-42
4-40

4

4

4
—
3444
5—40
4 4—
4

4

4354341

40

39
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Mam.— The Directors of the Medford Bifie Assoupon holding rifle competitions every Wedstormy the following Friday), during February.
The matches will be classified, and the conditions are as folMcdford,

ciation derided
i

lows

I

Distance, 200 yards, rounds, seven; the aggregate of
off-hand firing rifles, au\
;
to be placed in the first class..
;
The prizes will consist of 50 per cent, of the entire entry fees
in each class, divided as follows
First prize, 25 per cent.
second, 15 per cent., aud third, 10 per cent.
:

two individual scores to count
non-members

i

within the rules

:

—

;.

C'oNXKOTicuT.
In his recent report to the adjutant-general1
of Connecticut, Major J. E. Stetson, Brigade Inspector of
Target Practice, expresses the opinion that, instead of sending representatives to Creedmoor, the State should, by the ofprizee or assistance iu some form, encourage the establishment of an annual State meeting on some central range,

:

:

:

by

•where competitions can be held

representatives

from

all

companies ami members.
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—II. Nichols, of Bridgeport, Conn., writes that he has been
using I)i Ulnar powder since last fall, and so far I think it is
I was out this winter, and the score at
Hve best I can get.
D S 5
gOO yards, off-hand, stood 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 5— 40
5 5 4 4 4 5 4—46, with a Sharps military rifle.
;

:

—

Cbeeemoob, Jr. The contest for the Ballard rifle at the
underground gallery was brought to a finish on the 25th inst.,
with teams of live men each, Five matches have been fought,
and from first to last it has been a nip-and-tuck struggle between the Empire Club's first team and the Zettler Club's exOn the. 18th inst. these four teams were at the firing
perts.
points, nnd some close scoring was done as follows
Seppenlelt Club Team.
Empire Club— Team No. 1.
EHolzman
46
43
J WTcxld

F

Hllolton...

OS
11

L Qarrisoa

V Brennaa

..44

Fisher

48
13
40

J Scliutz

4S
47

Farrow.....
W AtStoKea

43—210

Wm Seppenfelt

12

BFDavldB

44

u

43—214

Empire Olub— Team No.

Zettler Club.

DMltlcr
B Bettler

2.

4ti

a

Barker

N D Wftrfl
43
3d
gldn
11
II W llonrley
,..M
Z Zettler
83—211
40—215 CHJolir
KFeuniUB
This left the score even between the Zettler and Empire
The final score was
clubs, each having won two matches.
Shot on the 25th, when, by an extra effort in running up the
best score yet ahown in the match, the Zettlers aiided another to their

of trophies, ',he score standing
Zettler Club Team.

list

04648585
45556645
54465456
Empire Club Team.
44444S54
4
4656554
6455544
63444444
Seppenfelt Club Team.
66344545
444545
5654555
42654545
444586
-....6

JtKlaln
BZBlller

1

DMUler..
PFeiining

Flinoltrm

W Uourley

4

4

5

4

4

4
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5

4

5

4

4

4

4

5

5

4

4

5

4
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5

11 FlBller
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4

6
6

WM Furrow
U

5

4
5
5

JWTodd

market up to March, 1875. 1 soon foui
aperior I" a singLeshooter as a breech-loader is superior to a muzzle-loader. In
the foot-hills and the Rocky Montr,:, ins, antelope and sheep
are found in bands at all seasons, and mule-deer bucks in
herds on the uplands in warm weather. Elk and white tailed deer band in October, and a hunter will be fortunate if
he gets more than one animal from a baud when first stalking
with a single-slioolir.
1 once killed three big horns in a retreating band out of four shots with a heavy Sharps rifle, and
three mule deer "straight" from a running band with a
Ballard, but they were all killed by lucky snap BhotS, which
cannot always bo depended on at medium
single-shooter -will do the best service only on the
when still-hunting buffalo and antelope.
Light projectiles will do well enough for small animals or
for shooting doer at, sihoit range in timber, but a heavy slug
is necessary to penetrate large game with killing effect at a
distance" of over two hundred yards.
Light explosive balls,
calibre .56, will not kill as quickly as heavy solid balls, calibre .44. 1 have tested them thoroughly on buffalo, elk, deer,
sheep, antelope, bear, wolves, panthers and seals.
long
.44 slug shot from a heavy Sharps rifle will go clean through
a large bull buffalo if it does not strike large bones.
It will
make a small hole in entering and a large one when leaving
the animal.
.50 explosive slug turns out saucer-like when
it strikes, and seldom penetrates far into the flesh.
I have
taken one from a grizzly's bead that did not penetrate but
three inches in the muscles when shot but forty yards with
seventy -seven grains of powder.
Short rifles with open sights are not the weapons for, close
shooting.
They come to the shoulder easily and quickly
iu shooting at running game, but you cannot tell when you
are holding on an animal so well as with a long rifle.
In
visiting numerous camps along the buffalo range and in the
mouutains, I have never seen old hunters have rifles with
barrels shorter than thirty inches, except men who were in
the saddle most of the time, and trappers with repeating rifles
who hunted in the thick willow cover of the Missouri bottoms in anticipation of a " whoop-up " from the Indiaus.
heavy rifle or a light one cannot be made to answer every
purpose, so it is best to select one of medium weight and
shooting qualities to obtain the best general results. The
prairie, or in timbei

the Canton Kod and Gtw Club to-day, the following scores
..I
•were made in ten shots off-hand, 200 yards, in a very strong

.1

-

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

530

5—45

4—»1

new Winchester

model

repeater,

'70,

with

open sights

fine

pistol grip, is just the gun for general hunting.
It has
not an equal in extracting shells, it is easily reloaded with
cold lingers, and for accurate shooting it is second to none.
Having studied the good qualities of hunting rii
had them combined in one of these heavy Winchester repeaters, and, if I could not obtain another, it woidd take a fancy
My rifle weighs lOi pounds; barrel, S3!
price to buy it.
iuches half octagon (to lighten it at the muzzle")
magazine
full length; stock, with pistol-grip; hollowed butt-plate,
chambered to carry wiping-rod in joints it has fine open
sights, twenty-eight inches apart
buckhorn rear sight, tested
and marked to shoot from 100 to 1,000 yards; trigger can be
set to any required pull; calibre .45] cartridge7 75 grains
powder 350 grains lead. This gun looks long, but it handles
the neatest of any rifle I have used.
It can be shot every two
seconds with sufficient accuracy to stop a running deer at
short range until the magazine iB empty. In conclusion I
would say that if any of the thousands of sportsmen who
read Forest and Stream want a good hunting rifle, as one
who appreciates a good gun I would honestly recommend
them to purchase a weapon of the above description.
I'arkeille, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1870.
Jos. H. Battjt.

and

;

;

4-46
4—12
4-^41—216

;

;

The New York Kifle Club and the Bergen Point Rifle Club
have agreed upon a match and will meet on the Bergen Boint
teams of ten men each, ten shots each man
range Feb. 8,
at 200 yards. The Bergen Point team will entertain the team
from Medford, Mass., on the 22d. The Medfords have a
mutch with the Bay View Bine Club, of Chicago. The present officers of the Bergen Boint Kifle Club are F. G. Payne,
Pres.; A. Vredenburg, Vice-Pres.; H. Meigs, Jr., Sec'y; and

m

:

F. Schilling; Treas.

Ohio— Cincinnati,
the

rifle

made

at

Jan. 19.—The following
j

W

the score of

15 shots, off-hand:

Caldwell
W
X-'lBnun

A

is

team of the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club,
Trimpe's range

4444455454544
3544454544454
5443444345444

4
3

Unit

,4

5—65
4—62

iiiej

S444354444384S 4—56
Olub, at the same place, shot for their gold
it
winning
by the fine score of 145,
Genderlin
medal, M.
closely followed by L. Fender and G. Hcusen with 144 each.
C.
Target, Massachusetts Creedmoor position, off-hand.

j Weston

•

The Germania

;

Jan, 18.—At the eleventh regular weekly practice to-day of the Bast Saginaw Amateur Rifle
Club, the following scores were made; 200-yard target reduced, possible 50

Michigan—Mast 8aglncw,

Capt, WJSliaw....
lie' VaWKej
R-jf Carton
J H Howry

4

4

6

4
*

3

4

3

*

445664
3544446
4
3448335

:,milt,m

4

3

4

4

5

4

4

4

2

2

=

3

5-45
4 4-41
4 4-37
3-35
4 3-33

A

'Visiting Mabksman.—Mr. O. P. Stokes, of Richmond,
Lj,eniltmau who is known to the readers of the Forest
\m through his contributions to the rifle department- was in the 3ity last week and bred in the wirning team
of the Empire Club, at Creedmoor, Jr., in the Ballard Rifle
Match on the 2lst, making the very good score of 44 in the
In practice on the day previous in testing the
possible 50.
merits of a new Ballard, made the three remarkable scores in
10 shots of 47, 48 and 50, the latter being the third full score
which has been made on the Range since its opening three
years ago, Mr. Sibley, of the N. Y. Rifle Club, and Mr.
M. Hays, Of Newark, being credited with the Other two. Mr.
Stokes made many warm friends among the riflemen, and
nothing would give them more pleasure than to see him before
the bulls at Creedmoor the coming season.
'

i

Wm.

—

Association's Rbpoet. Acting Secretary A. H. Weston is making every effort to secure a prompt
issue of the report of the matches of the Association for the
past year, and hopes to have the edition in press within a

Thk National Rii'm

very few days.

He

gives notice that all affiliated associations
to have the record of matches, etc., ap-

pear therein, to Tor ward to this office not later than Feb. 16,
proximo, copy of such matter for publication, accompanied
by the amount of affiliation fee. The regular bronze medal
-will be sent to such associations as may join.
TrtB Auxiliary Rifle Barrel.—Attention is called to the
advertisement this week of Auxiliary Rifle Barrol Company,
of

New

Haven, and

(heir

improved new

A HUNTING
ErU'KJH

FOBBST

BULLETS FOR HUNTING.

i

sight.

RIFLE.

AMI) SxtKU.1t:

paper of December 12 I noticed an article headed,

"Wanted, a Hunting Rifle."
A man must be fastidious who Cannot und a rifle among the
makes fit for hunting American game. I hunted
large animals eight years for pleasure and profit, and have
packed rifles in the Rocky Mountains, over the plains and in
the North woods almost daily for thirteen months. During
that lime I tested all of the American rifles which were in

i

i

had penetrated as

far as the heart or lungs. The secbeside the backbone (this was a down-hill
shot) and just ahead of the kidneys had made a hole about
four inches across, and had made an abominable mess of the
ies, but had gone no farther.
The third ball hail torn
the whole upper half of the head completely away.
here was about 550 grains of hardened lead with five drachma
of the best powder behind it, and yet, it a splinter
second ball had not touched the backbone, the deer would
have escaped in the brush. Out of about thirty bit with the
other ball— with small hole— in all parts from the shoulder to
the hips, none would be able to stagger over fifty yards or so,
and only those shot in the paunch can do even that. Vet that
ball only cuts a ,^-inch hole on the striking side and ahon
inches on the exit side. The failure of this gentleman's Express bullet may also have been due In a measure to smallness
of calibre.
So long as all the mind, energy and general resources of the world are exhausted in endeavoring to findnot how game can be killed with the least, suffering and tho
least waste, but how the hunter can be saved the in mi
carrying a pound or two more of metal and spending a few
more grains of lead, just so long may we expect such results.
The effect of the .44 Express, ball is greatly overestimated. I
can get no such results from it as 1 have seen stated in this
paper. Mr. Davidson seems fully satisfied that one in the flank
o£ a deer would " knock it down in its tracks." I only wish I
had Mr. D. here for a few weeks, f could convince him
very soon that there are some things in this world that are a
trifle worse than packing a large calibre rifle, and that the
most momentous question connected with hunting is not to
discover just now many hundredths of an inch the calibre of
I think he would lose no more
a rifle may be whittled down.
time or flesh in deciding between .11 and .45— could even
contemplate a .50 witliout.fcelings of unmingled horror—
and after seeing my .05 perform a few times on deer in clmpparal would even condescend to say that after all I was not,
the biggest fool in the world for using so big D ball.
I doubt very much if any folding bullet can be made that
for general use will equal the Express.
But the Express will
surely fail on shots where penetration is required, Unless made
ildbe
so as to open slowly and not flj
hardened as much as possible, aud the smaller the calibre the
smaller and shallower should be the bole. For hip and raking
shots I do not believe a very small bullet can be as effective
were
with a bole as without; but it might,
small and shallow.
But in the long run penetration is just ua
essential as expansion, and to combine these two things the
ball must have weight, and weight and expansion COTI
combined with velocity except ,,
beyond
that magic figure so dear to the average American heart forty-four hundredths of an inch which dread calamity may
heaven avert in tho interest of the buzzards, ravens, coyotes
aud blow-flies that now revel in crippled

the ball

ond had

hit

jti9t

;

Now

.
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'

—
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Editor Forest and Stream
In a former number of Forest aot Stream a gentleman
from Georgia asks for my opinion upon " folding bullets." I
have not tried them or even seen them yet, but 1 will venture
an opinion based upon principles, some of which I think the
:

gentleman will freely admit.
He says they will have a much lower trajectory at 900 yards
than express bullets. This is probably correct but for the
same reason they will also have a much lower trajectory at
100 yards, which is already a grievous fault in our American
sporting rifles. Their great weight 800 grains for a .44
gauge— will so lower the initial velocity that they would
probably fall some 18 or 20 inches below the line of tire at 100
yards with any charge of powder that would be endurable for
For n spurting rifle the most imbo great a weight of ball.
portant thing is the straightest possible trajectory up to 200
;

—

yards; and the heavier the ball in proportion to the Caliber,
the greater the curve it will describe up to that distance, and
the nearer the point at which game will be missed by a slight
mistake of distance. If the gentleman will try his folding
ball at something the size of n goose placed at constantly
varying distances from 75 to 200 yards, and allow himself only
is to estimate distance
and use an open hunting
Let him try it also at a
sight, he will soon see what I mean.
target and measure the drop of the ball.
Their killing power would doubtless be immense if they
did not open too quickly but this is exactly what Ifear they
would do. This is the principal fault now of Espi
Over a year ago
pointed out in
cast with too large a hole.
these columns the importance of mailing the Express ball with
a small hole tapering to the bottom so that the ball would
simply expand without flying to pieces. In the long run
penetration is quite as essential as expansion, and neither
must be sacrificed too much to the other. It seems to be assumed by most writers that big game can be hit just where
you choose to hit it. There was once a time when by picking
only good shots, one eould do this; but game does not now-adays pose as it used to, and, especially when running, must
be hit just where you can get a shot at it. If you cau hit it
in or just behind the shoulder every time, a solid ball is nearly
as good as any, and for all but dangerous game quite as good;
but if any one has a recipe for getting it there every lime he
would confer a favor on a few thousands by sending it to this
paper.
The non-observance of this principle is doubtless the cause
of the failure of the Express balls on bear shot at by Capt.
Williamson, as mentioned in issue of Nov. 38. In the ball 1
now use, No. .05 cal., 000 grains weight, 1 cut the plug down
and, had our Scotch friend
to the shape of a tine scratch-awl
that, bis bears would have thought something beIn
sides a bumble bee had stung them. When this rifle came the
mould bad two plugs, one the size and shape of a .22 long cartridge, and the other bell-shaped so as to make a hole iu the bill
22-100 at the bottom and about 40-100 at the opening. On the
strength of prior experience 1 at ouce decided that the latAfter
ter would be of little use, and used the other entirely.
killing about fifteen deer, 1 concluded I would try the one
;

General Wingate, at the. recent distribution of marksman's
badges to the Seventh Regiment, made a speech, in which he
presented the question of military rifle practice, an
With the exception of a similar- badge, recently introduced
ive, the
in Connecticut and N"
States.
It is
only official decoration existing in the
worn alike by all ranks, from n major-general commanding a
I

division to a private,
win it are announced

;

aii

I

B-fltf

those

who

alii

presented to you iu this public manner) in front of your
regiment, in presence of your comrades and your friends that
you may appreciate it, not for whal
out as a direct anil personal recognition giyi
you by the Stale of New York, whose soldiers we all are, of
your having made yourself efficient aud valuable as a member
of its National .Guard.
The experience of this regiment show's that no one can
predict now
may come, aud the proud
of the Seventh is that they are always ready to respond to it,
It is

come when

it may.
that emergency
your knowledge

When
as

is

tactics, all thi
place you In the
rifles

1

..I

;-

— .»
MILITARY SHOOTING.
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Koutuer

,

with the bell-shaped hole on deer. This ball would distribute
the per
ten-pound hare all over the adjacent
bushes for twenty feet or more
centre Of the body, and not enough meal could Ire picked up
to make a square meal for a kitten.
Thi
with this ball was about 150 yards off, ai
fas If
bit by a sledge-hammer.
On going up to it, it lumped up
when I got within twenty yards and waltzed' down hill
among the rocks and bushes with as lively a bound as ever.
The second barrel brought it bo the ground at Once, but when
I went up to It
bright as ever, audit raised
ils hair and showed fight so strongly that I dared
not touch
shot it again in the head.
first hall bad
struck back of the shoulder, but too low, and bad tote
about four inches in diameter; but none of the splinters of

if

you carry.
yon can do

arises, valuable, nay,

indispensable

proper position to use against the
this

with

skill

ei

ypu

adversary.
If you cannot, as against an enemy who can, you
are helpless, but little better off than if yon wire armed with
the old flint-lock musket instead of an improved breechloader.

The men upon whom commanding

officers rely in

of danger to support the honor of their regiment,
skirmishers, to hold important positions, are its o

and that regiment whose members do not understand the use
of their rifles is not regarded at the present time by any military critic as being efficient.
The practice of rifle shooting is in itself a tra nj
Men who, like many that 1 see b<
actual service.
can, during an exciting competition and with the
musketry around them, keep their blood iooI, tfceir nerves

steady aud their judgment unclouded, have already acquired
some of the most important characteristics of the. veteran
soldier.
I have much pleasure in congratulating the region
,inl progress it has made in lb
1875 you were the tenth regiment in the Btate
were the third. The fifty-eigl
'i
men you had in 1876 von increased to lffi
1877;audto;«4in 1878
That this improvement will cm,
can be but little doubt.
i

All that

i:

fact that, if]

Hurt to be

FOREST AND STREAM.
bird or fourth class

to be a recruit in the

is

There were many men

m

awkward

thisreuiiueut— do

less
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"Howdy," or run into the bonnets and take a double
hitch round a stalk with the line, while be repairs to other
feeding grounds, leaving me to spoil Hint ground in d
ling my line.
Tried the bass with the fly last year With good
Ut iu these waters one has best success near grass or

say,

than

did not go to Greed <>
Unce last year.
doubtedly the weather was disagreeable, yet many, perhaps
most of them, were men who make it a point of honor to be
in. the rank* whenever their regiment ia called upon to perform any duty by which its reputation would be affected.
Yet if these men had b*en present, and had shot even though
poorly, the Seventh to-day would Btand the first in order of
merit, instead of the third.

who

bonnets in fly-fishing, aud with a 12-oz. rod it is not always
possible to keep the fish in clear water, so that many fish are
lost.
«

m

8.

its range, which up to that time had been clear and pure
this so-called poisoned water wus as
with brick dust, After about two month-; from
inshore
it gradually disappeared
whether it drilled off or BetUi d Ik!
Fishing with fuiacks en the banks outside was unpos
.:-. and tho
markets of New Orleans pud Mobile wera nqmil
.
such ish aa
could be caught in the bays and bayous where the waters were, brack-

Within

Tho appearance or

I

i

I

i

;

i

:

The common kinds of liili caught were channel bass, sheepsliead
and salt-water trout. Captain Destln, my Informer, is sure Ihere was
no unusual rhse of the. Mlsilsaippi or Alabama fivers, as at thai time he.
caught fish all along Hie coast for the Sew Ories
and would have known of any heavy freshets while iu those pons.
Auy time after a heavy wind on shore a person in
sea beach pieces of pumice stone, varying In size from a squa
to a square foot, and almost all colors from blaok to white.
1 scud you
specimens bymall. Can you tell me where it conies from?
Yours respectfully,
sh.as BtbabhS,
Since writing the above we have received the following
ish.

»

EFFECTS OF MOONLIGHT ON FISH.

i

ha and

}tvet[

:

FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
ajOtM WATKKK.

Pompano,

Drum

',

''.

,...

'

i

Grouper,/.,

inve

Family

(two species).

ii'.!

Srfic>

...

Trow QtUek

base),

Si

or Kockflsli, lioceiu

i-s,

I

t

— See Bogardus' advertisement.
Fish in

Mahket— RjJTAiii

pKiciis.—Baas, 25 cents; amolts, 10;

blnefiah,12t 3'; salmon, 35; mackerel, 21);

whito porch, 15; Spanish makers!, 50
918 per doz.; frost Hah, 6 halibut, 18
;

codfish, 6

blacktieh, 12>2

'

;

lobsters, 10;

;

;

:

ahad, iO; weaMafi, 10;

green turtle, li; terrapin,
kmgfish, 15;
haddock,

flounders, 8

sheepshead. 20

(i

;

eels,

;

18

;

per quart ; Whitehall,
13
pickerel, 15
salmon trout, 18
blaok bass, N. C, 15 redsnapper, 12}£; pompano, 50 ; smoked haddock, 10; hard crabs,
$2.60 per 100.
;

;

;

;

Those Flobida Fish Again.—Who is Professor Enappf
have some curiosity to know because it seems that ProKuapp once made an awful prediction. The juvta-

We

feasor

.nets to the earth is such, says the Pro-

posilii

fessor, thai one- halt of the population of the world, including mau, animals, fishes and vegetables, must perish before

All

this desolation is to begin with the

the sea,

and pestilence and famine

dying of the

and a Florida paper
calls attention to the fact that the Chinese famine and the
yellow fever scourge in the South may be put with the fearful fish pestilence in that State, and
yes, the world, or onehalf of it at least, is coming to an end.
We thought thoso
Bali were not to waste their sweetness on the Florida desert

fish iu

They

for nothing.

The

were simply the small ones, with a couple of larger
for myself. In the morning the trout in the pan (which bad not been
covered) were spoiled those in my baskets were sound, and remained
flsh selected

;

wagon ride and twenty-four hours'
The farmer attributed the spoiling of the flsn to the
moon's effect, and eluded His wile for not covering them. I Imbibed
the belief that the effect was produced as lie asserted, and believe so
longer keeping.

yet.

I confirm the views

are filling their place in Professor

K,"

every nmecle In it. Our doctors differed; some attributed It to the
moon, others to epilepsy. Oa the other hand, men frequently sleep
exposed to the moon's rays mil aw aol so affected, Nor areilsk
msvLiys spoiled.
Hence, Prof. Ooode's test, while It might prove the
positive side of the question should the effects take place,

would

fur-

but negative evidence should it not. II is probable that there
be other causes or atmospheric influences which, when combined
with the moon's rays, produce the described effects, which the rays
alone are powerless to produce,
L. A. B.

nlt'h

may

Tho foregoing testimony is from a source which makes it
most valuable. Perhaps we may be permitted to say that the
writer

a prominent naval officer.

is

many thousands

First SaIiMOH oe THE Season.— Mr. E. W. Messenger, of
the Bromfitsld House, Boston, informs us that the first
salmon of the year was exhibited at, Shattuck & Jones', 128
Faneuil Hall Market, in th;it city. It came from the Penobscot River, a short distance below Bangor, Me, weighed
twenty pounds, and was a perfect beauty. See article in
Natural History department on winter salmon.

meteorologists,

;

F. Baird has written to

Mr. E. G. Blackford, of this city, regarding the large pomp-i in
aught IT the Florida coast and mentioned by us last
week "Dr. Bean reports that the pompano is a Trachinoius
a species of wide range and originally described, I
believe, from South Africa, and but very little known
It is a second specimen only that I
in. northern waters.
have ever heard of as being taken in the latitude of the
United States." Excellent casts of the fish have been prepared, one of which Mr. Blackford is to receive.
i

.

.

—

—

We have had
of Oaspe, Jan. 7.
a remarkably open season not sufficient snow for traveling
no ice along the beaches
navigation still open
codfish
caught here up to the 23d ultimo.
PhJlh? Vibeet.
JiUtrict,
;

;

Hitherto the question ot

the lnnar effects seems to have been confined to salt

water— to

exposed, or sailors sleeping, on decks of vessels. Now let
us hear something of its effects on land.
Has not one of the
of emigrants,

and

travelers,

traders,

soldiers,

who have

surveyors,

crossed the great

plains and the bare exposed prairies no evidence to bring?
What of those who have been stampeded and put afoot, with-

out wagon-cover or saddle cloth for a shelter V
What of the
hardy trapper who scorns any covering but a blanket— he who
lies out for weeks at a time on prairies so level that not even
a sage bush or iron weed breaks the monotony, or offers protection to the upturned faces of the sleepers ?
It ia true the
old hard cases roll themselves in their blankets, Indian fashion, aud drawing the corner flap over their heads, sleep well.
But do they never kick out with the nightmare ? never turn
over on heir backs for a change
never toss iu the restlessness of a fever or the torture of an arrow or bullet wound ?
Have the gentlemen no word of testimony to utter? And if
they do allow the pernicious effects of the moon's rays, what
'.'

t

account for it?

scientist will

army

posts

;

will not

some

render us their service

it,

The " angling catch " of salmon in the Bcstigouche division during the past .year, 1878, were over 1,000 fish, aud
the "commercial catch" during the same period 500,000
pounds, fully 100 per cent, over that of the former year, 1877.

The

Our paper

circulates at thirty

of the intelligent officers

who

read

r

BMABnra Volcano off the Coast of Floeida,—
letter from a most intelligent contributor seems
our theory of a submarine volcano off the coast of
Florida, by whose recent eruptions countless numbers of fish
have not only been killed but the business of market fishing,
upon which so many of the coast dwellers depend for a liveliSi

The following
to confirm

;

;

Movements of the FismKG Fleet.

—The

number of fishpast week has been 11,

ing arrivals reported at this port the
viz.: four from the Banks, with 102,000 lbs. halibut
four
froin Georges, with 128,000 lbs. codfish and about -5,000 lbs.

Ann

Flokida— Orange, Park, Jan. 20.— Plenty of quail, squirdeer and turkey scarce ducks
rels, larks, a few snipe, etc.
;

;

not very plenty. Last week the thermometer for two mornings stood at, 23 and 23 dfig., which made orange growers look
The past season has been very unhealthy. Almost
blue.
everybody has had fever; rnany have it yet. The river is
very low for the season.
Nautilus.

Wisconsin— Bamboo, Jan. 23.— Fishing through the ice
has commenced. Gibson's slough seems to be the best
ground. Walt. Palmer caught, last Monday, twenty-eight
perch, and Will Harris caught a fine pickerel the same day
that weighed fourteen pounds.
E. H.

dence in
other

That these eruptions are intermittent, as

itself.

known volcanoes

in

proven by the data pertaining to

is

A

Good Wokd

fop.

the Edgae Babbless Hook.

telligent correspondent at

Twin

—An

Lakes, Florida, writes

in-

:

have seen in the Fobest and Stream some commont on
th eEdgar barbless fish-hook, and have used them bass fishing.
They are a Mo 1 hook when once you have hooked
your fish. I have lost none that were hooked, but there is one
objection to them
think, and that is the difficulty of putting
on the live hail (if you hook through the back; without tearing it. Nevertheless I had rather suffer delay in doing this
than have a fish spit the hook out at me as he comes up to
1

I

other testimony
Twin Lakes, Okanok CouNTr, Florida, Jan, [8, istd.
On Sunday night, Jan. 12, wo were given cur lirst dose of earthquake
at 11:35 o'clock.
It was preoeded and succeeded by a hoarse rear, an
angry rumbling, and T thins came from the southeast, vanishing in
:

the northwest

; but every person has a different idea of this, owiti
"
soundness of sleep and amount of* scire. The shock was sever
to rock houses to quite an alarming degree, and lasted about
half minute. Does not this Bhock prove correct the theory that the
mortality among flsh on the gulf coast, arises from sulphurous gases
liberated by volcanic aotton? I think undoubtedly so. The fresh
water theory I think laughable.
s.

their

enough

§## mid (§wu
SEASON IN JANUARY.

<H$mn$

GAME

IN

Hares, brown and gray.
Wild duck, geese, brant, etc,
FOtt FI.ORIBA.
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail. Snipe, Ducks and Wild Fowl.
"Hay birds" generally, including various .species of plover, sand
piper, suien. curlew, o.vaier-eaicher, surf birds, nh
etc., coming under the group Limacoke or Shore Birds.
;

Movements of SroBTSMisN.—Dr. Carver has
Europe, and Oapt. Bogardus has gone to his home
two month's
Europe yesterday.
for a

Tue

Oo.ming

rest.

gone

to

in Illinois

Hanlan, the oarsman, sailed for

Quail Sbason.— Our suggestions

that the

suffering game birds be cared for having been so generally
and heartily received and acted upon by our readers, a word
for the future may not be amiss.
A Pennsylvania correspondent very pertinently recalls the great cold season twenty
years ago when the birds were all frozen and the sport destroyed.
Not only were new birds introduced, but with a
far-sighted forbearance and denial of immediate pleasure, the
sportsmen refrained from shooting the following seasons utitil
the stock had become again replenished.
This course should
be imitated the coming season in those parts of tho country
where the birds have been destroyed this winter. Nature
must be allowed an opportunity to recuperate. Let the gun
hang idle for a time. When the season comes again it will
bring with it the reward.
I/stnxes in Massachusetts— Framing/iam, Mass. Jan. 20.
wildcat ("probably Lyncus canadensis) was shot a few
miles to the westward of this (Boylston, Mass.).
He was
treed by the hounds in a fox hunt. The last individual of
the
that I have heard of in this vicinity was killed iu Concord, fifteen miles north of us, about 1855.
F. O. I!.

—A

,

New Yon.-s.~Lou.viUe, Jan. 80.—A fine bald-headed eagle
has been seen around here for some time. During the f reninin December, two of our sportsmen, B. 8. Kaine
and It J
Richardson, shot 101 muskrats in one day on the Black River
Marsh, near here. Parker guns and chilled shot did the
business.

jj, -yy_ j}

ijTielter Island, Jan. 22.—The bays in this
region are all
solid with ice, and the ice-gatherers anil eelersare
out in full
force. The wild fowl are not plenty, yet numbers of whistlers
coot, and old squaws have been killed in battery, but
the
birds are shy and will not come well to stool, though the boat

is

concealed with

ice.

'Mch.

Bwpaio Gun Glob.— At tho annual meeting at the club
rooms, January 13, the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year
President, Captain B. Hammond
Vice-President, Richard Edge
Secretary, R. P. Tipton
Treasurer J
G. Gibbous. Board of Managers— K. Edge, Charles Rogers.
C. G. Strong, W. W. Rancom, W. H. Price.
J. G. G.
:

,

;

Tim Flight ok Gekse.— Good Ground,

L.

/,.

Jan.

30.—

Forest and Stream : I see by your paper of last week
your correspondent, from Shelter Island, under the heading of " Flights of Wild Geese," has made some gross
mistakes, as, for iustauce, he says "we have had no Ilig'ht
of wild
geese." Now, I have made a business of shooting in
Bhinnecock Bay for market for thirty-six years, and I never have
seen such a flight of wild geese before as I have seen this fall
but your worthy correspondent is twenty miles away. Again
he says we have no inlet. We have a good inlet, and it
has
been running for five weeks, and he has not found it out yet
Again, he says we have no shootiug at ducks. Now. 1 have
never seen so many ducks in Shinnecoek Bay as there was
during the past fall. They did not make as good shooting as they
do at times when tho feed makes more on shoal water but
we had some very fair shooting. Again, he remarks that the
inlet being closed the feed for the ducks is all killed.
Now
I will say a small inlet is just what we want for c-ood feed for
ducks.
Brackish water, as every man knows, is just what
[•Alitor

similar occurrences twenty-five years ago in the

Inversely, that there have been intermittent
precisely the

same locality.
phenomena of

same character, proves the absolute

fact of vol-

canic eruptions.
If

we

what

were

to be allowed to speculate,

we might

inquire

relation or connection these oceanic disturbances

may

have with the mysterious smoke inland, near St. Mary's,
which has been visible for the past three years, and whose locality

and source so many persons have made

The evidences

futile efforts to

extreme volcanic action, not very
remote, are visible all over the western part of Texas, While
volcanoes are still burning in Mexico, localities not so far removed as to make the disturbances in the Gulf of Mexico undiscover.

of

reliable for conclusive data.
U-.A,

I

T

letter corroborative of the

;

hood, put a stop to altogether. The drift of pumice stone along
the shore of the gulf would seem to be almost conclusive evi-

;

halibut, and three from the Bay of Fundy and Grand Meuau
with fresh herring. Three of the Georges men landed good
fares, showing the presence of fish on the Bank, and the stock
being reduced and prospect favorable, the early Georges fleet
will soon fit away in considerable numbers. The weather has
been unfavorable for Shore fishing and but few have, been
landed of late* Cape
Advertiser; Jan. 24.

i

as to the

extent that vigorous medical treatment was uecessary, Ids face being
twisted and distorted as Uioueli tie had been stricken with paralysis of

side of the world.

;i

Canada— J'tra;

VY.

moon's rays upon men sleeping unprotected by awnings,
have known two instances where sailors have been most singularly affected under such circumstances. In one case a boy, sleeping
apon his back in the full glare of the moon, was s'.upeHed to rack an

fish

Babe Fish.— Professor Spencer

yonr correspondent, "

,

for I

Knapp's prophecy. But who is Professor Knapp, anyhow ?
Because this is 137IJ, and next year is 1980, and if Professor
is anybody, it's high time for us to move to the other

A.

ol

•

effect of the

;

—

air

wood-house.

so until eaten, after a twelve-miles'

sea baas, 15

;

scallops, 35

;

Washixotok, D. V., Jan, 23, 1ST!).
Kditob Fobest and .stream
While you are awaiting the results of testa proposed by I'rofeBsor
Goody, t will give you a bit of my experience ia regard to the actlou
or rnoonDgnt on iisii. I have comnmnicatea It iu pereou to frof.
Gooae, and lie thinks the evidence bo strong that It suould be contributed to your columns, ue reserving bis judgment until be becomes
thoroughly convinced that the pbeuomenon I described was unmistakably due to the actioa of the moon's rays, and nothing else. After
a day ou a trout lirook 1 obtained lodging at a farmer's house, and his
wife selected from my basket enough trout for our breakfast, placed
them In a pan, and the pan on lie roof of a little portico to be safe
from the cat; the remainder of my flsh, four or five poundB, were
restored to tho basket which was htmg up ou a naU in a post la the

Editob Fobest and StBEMi

Fla., Jan. 21,

187'J.

:

Noticing that, there is at present considerable inquiry being made as
to the cause of the discolored waters along the south coast, I herewith
give my mite of evidence, hoping that it may assist those who are able
Judges. Although not so welt acquainted along ilie southern coast as
about this section, 1 know the " lay of the land" well enough to believe
that it ia hardly possible, and not at al probable, that fresh waler

from the
ttte

interior

com

i
i

land in the vicinity before

n-

teh distances,

and not inundate

In

that'

wo want, to make good feed for broad-bills, red-head's, canyasbacks, black ducks and geese,
1 will admit that coots, old
squaws, shelldrakes and loons want plenty of tide, and that is
what your correspondent from Shelter Island goes for. We
can dispense with these birds without much effort,
correspondent also says that the inlet eli
.d all
the fish, clams and oysters to die.
Now, we never had iu this
bay better fish than we had all last summer. 1 am on the buy
every day, aud I have not seen the first dead fish yet
Perhaps they went over to Shelter Islandlo die. 7L
miles,
clams aud oysters never were beth
ni
For stagnated water, the water never was purer, and it never was
healthier than last summer. The inlet closed up in djirjl
we have got a good one now, and it looks like a perns:
out'W.
Xaaa,
i

ii

In April, 1869, there appeared along this coast Just such a baud of
discolored irati
ug the southern coast. It was first seen
fifteen or tv.
endlng<all along tin b] n

Gape San iCniabout a week

tth|n
it

...

100 miles of the "Mississippi Passes.

had spread inshore, and

llually

In

entered tho bays

,.

K
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Fl.ATS.—

/'

mon, 22

','

:
Under certain conSusquehanna Flats are an excellent place to
At other times not worth a button, and in any
kill ducks.
event not worth the price charged for box, attendants, etc.,
tc, unless indeed you are an Aster or Vandi iiiiilr,
d ev
b made
Great
then a few days would clean you out.
Soule and
at the opening of the season, noticeably by Me
Prosser, of this city, also Hamilton Diss! an,
8 WrigM
and Register of Wills Ntal. All these gentlen
wing shots, and have every conceivabli
fort that go to make up successful sh
face
old stagers at the business and would
easier as an oyster supper.
The sport at times is immense,
II.
and so is the cost.

9.

:

:

eontlitions the

1.

i

i

,

We

are now and have
Flobida— Twin Lakes, Jan. 18.—
been for some time enjoying perfection of weather. Crisp
nights and clear Indian summer days make a man good-namother-in-law.
tured with his
Most beautiful weather for
hunting it is. Quail have been very numerous, moderately so
Turkeys very scarce, the high water having overflowed
yet.
the hammocks and scattered them from " Dan to Eeershcba."
Very many deer have been killed as they have come up on
the hills to eat acorns at night, and more have been killed
"driving." I have killed two within five minutes' walk of
my door, fire-hunting, and I am only 4J miles from Sanford,
S.
on Lake Monroe, with neighbors almost within call.

—

Omo—0.rfard, Jan. 3S. Qtllte a number of farmers are
feeding quail around their barns and hog-pens. This will
keep the Eob Whites from being totally annihilated in this
part of Ohio, but we will not have as fine shooting for several
years as we have had the last season. There are fine prospects
for plenty of glass ball shooting the coming spring and sumI.

mer.

L-

—During

ten weeks previous to freezing of the
streams, L. J. Layton, o£ Layton's Comers, Jackson County,
Mich., trapped 044 muskrats, oTJ mink, 17 coon, and shot 400
ducks. His operations were confined to Portage Lake and
river, save that a portion of Ike wild fowl was bagged at Mod

Michigan.

various, 48.
Most of the grouse
were killed by
At Brawl Cantle, Caithness, the sport of five gentlemen from August 12 to October 15 was as follows Grouse,
1,739 head; black game, 2 golden plover, 78; snipe, 208;
partridge, 123; wild ducks, 2; hares, 46; rabbits. 7; various,
salmon and grilse, 6 trout, 19 total, 2,227 head.—Land
7
;

driving.

:

;

;

and Water.

1 a o o

—

;

woods

B.

the other day.

Washington Tbkritokv

11.

— Fori I/upton, Jan. — I frequent-

of fine shooting, but do not
think the shooting made by a young man who lives on the
Cascade range between Ashland and Tuckville, Oregon, can
be beaten. He killed 14 deer out of IS shots with a Winchester sporting rifle, and has frequently killed
deer without missing a shot. The 11 deer were kill d in less
J. P. C.
than a half hour out of a band, as he calls them,

ly see mention in your paper,

A New Field of Winteu Bpost.— W&adngton, N. ft—

Editor Forest and Stream: After several winters in Florida 1
resolved to investigate a new field for sport, to try some place
not much written about, so, after some reflection, decided to

The
try Wilmington, N. C, and vicinity.
among sportssatisfactory that, contrary to the old custom
men, of not giving away a good thing when they find it, 1
must make a note of it.
The route from New York is a delightfully quick and easy
The A P. M. train connects at Baltimore with the eleone
banks in
Leaving the s
gan't steamers of the Bay Line.
ig in VirNew York one evening and waking up next iiv
oute from
T
transformation.
grand
like
a
seems
ginia
Portsmouth to Wilmington has been greatly lprove of late,
Wilmington for
has better running time and brings one t<
a night from New
supper. Being in time only a day and
scene
York the journey yet affords a change of slimate and
of the length that I
greater than can be found in any trip
it: a fox
know of. I have found a great diversity
deer hunt a nd ducking at the
chase, a day among the quails, a
tL ; days not comsound, being included in the programme,
the opportunities
idk fast enough to avail of half
attract most attention, the
to
seems
shooting
quail
The
growth
summer having been dry and favorable to the life and
One can hardly go amiss in leaving the
of the voune birds.
vicinity, the planters, as a
the
in
stations
the
of
any
cars at
and often offering every possible
rule offering no objection,
I am surprised at the number of
assistance and courtesy.
dogs
owned abou here; there being
bird
trained
cuefully
t not
of fox hounds
aiso several excellent packs
and they are in lei..
great many very fine guns,
who know right well how to use hem t iu. lly 1
r

_

tlemen

Northern sportsmen to Mr. Howell Cobb,
would commend
which, by the way, has greatly imof the Pureell House,
management. This gentleman is the
nro-Ved under the new
and gun, and has a warmTOrner in
dog
horse,
tine
of a
all

owner

tastes.
his heart for all Of similar

The Moons and Foebsts
hi,

two

sons,

op Scotland.- Mr. Winans and

accompanied during the

ftlS»'r2iffta«Mltod

last

week

ol

170 stags in Glenstrathlarar.ln-

Mr. Grant, Jr., of
u j shot 85 stags and 7 roe. In the CeaaSoriston and party
Glerimoii,on,aim|
own rifle, up to
^
uj,
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Wales
of lull, d .including salmon) amountexcellent spi-rt, the list
Grouse,
total is made up as follows
ins to 4 024 head. This
woodcock, 3; snipe,
•Aioo black ganie 17; partridge, 432 ;
(bucks), 16 i hares, 458; rabbits, 23; salduck 31
tf
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Next regular shoot will be held Feb. 22.
a. E, M.
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PhUadelphla Gun Club.

Flokida.— The following

Wilderness

J

interesting letter

written from the very midst of the great Okefenokee

*|mery

HA Bummgus

Swamp.

from a correspondent of this journal who is attached to the
Government surveying party in quest of the best practicable

in that latitude is not of frequent occurrence

:

Billy's Island, Okef-ehokeb Swamp, Jan.
}
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TO RENDER PAPER SHELLS IMPERVIOUS TO DAMPNESS.

21

IT, 1819.

EliiTor.

As many or your readers have no doubt been deprived of a day's
shooting from the effect of a sudden shower or wet weather ou paper
shells, even when thought to be protected by so-calien
this is to call attention to a cheap and easy
of rendering them impervious to water with paraffins. Tim paper
luaoeptlble to moisture.
ml
p
used "m making shells seems
Once wet, the end uucrinips, the body Bwells and bulges out ol
proper shape, and is bo weakened as to give way in forcing it Into the
it,
the
result
placing
nttiffi
guu. liven it successful la
ent, as the cramming mast disarrange wada to a certain extent, and
Bometimes mingles powder und shot together.
drug
store,
almost
any
and
is
be
had
at
not
costly.
ProParafflne can
vide yourself with a flat plat fin-cap; have a tin cover mate with a
projection for a handle; perforate this cover, or laale more properly,
shells
to
paastrn
enough
to
uUow
the
with holes large
ttange; melt the parafllae in an old can, In which a sort Qf spout hue
been pinched, and when not till jour ladle with shells that arc loaded
and crimped. Bet them ia die tin cup, wad eud down, of courae, and
ponr iu the parafflne unt.l it reaches up to the brass part. It should go
above, however, as sn accumulation there might interfere
widi its easy introduction in the gun. Let the sheila remain In the
hot paramue six to eight seconds, giving the eriwn
around the
back as they are lifted oat to make SU
wads arc touched and alter dripping a moment set tncin on a newspaper, crimped end duwu, to cool, nud the job is done. It set head
down the superfluous hot parafflne might llow down aud form a ring on
the brass part, which is to be avoided for reasons above stated.
To claim that this simple process renders paper shells absolutely
waterproof is a strong assertion, but unless ihere is some way tor
water to get iu around the primer immcrsiou all night has no effect on
them; at least I find my own so treated sure Are. My experiments
were made with the Union MetalUo Cartridge Co.'s paper shell ;— they
are indeed href, class. Our club has used some 10, 000 of their make
this winter, and the most diligent inquiry has failed to bring foi tti a
nueiog welt sifted bran ip nil up
-ill ,
igle in'
shells— a Dixon souopful between tie two wads over
it does not seem to lead Die guu any more, and makes an a.Iruir.ible
Bkouak.
cushion.
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Midway GDN LLVB.-ManalapaHeUU,
Gun Club held its r ego larlnonthly shooi
yesterday
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of tlie cyprcs8 lands

or water courses are

MR.

1.

1
it II

16,

swamp. Even on these we cannot keep ttie
which are located near streams
inundated two an ! a half feet, as arc all open
prairies, except one near Floyd's Island, upon which we found two
large bucks feeding at midday the loth. U'liey did not start, for the
Island, half a mile distant, until they had been fired at three limes, and
tften halted Co view ns once more.
Tills BO-callea prairie la always interspersed with open water, making a desirable location for ducking, as
they are connected throughout by water courses which are lilted with
boss and many other kinds of fish. Mallards, buflleheada and woodduck are the most abundant. We had three inches of snow a llltlo
over a w eok ago, but the past few days' warm weather has opened the
maple blossoms, and the hum of the bee is heard all along In: bankH of
the Suwannee, which drains tne greater portion of the swamp, and is a
decided water course at a distance of eighteen mites from its western
end. Kear Mixon's Ferry, at which place we commenced Investigations by bur. t only, leaving it to draw over some sunken log, or w-aik
upon the hammock islands to sleep, which is not always easily found,
and when found Is a camping ground for large swarms of mosquitoes,
which lake a lunch ere one has half completed supper. Alligators,
ouers and turtles keep one anxious, when a gun is on board, by their
constant plunging, as many of them have not seen a boat since the
war with the Indians, who undoubtedly availed themselves of its vineclad water when in quest of game, and to escape their foeB. Mounds
are everywhere plentiful when sandy laud appears above water.
not very plenty, but the quail will endeavor to gather
crumbs about camp every morning. To-night the air is fragrant with
spring blossoms and mosquitoes, making this an undesirable pastime.
MollTON.
abundant throughout

1
i

«

'

is

trans-peuinsula route for a ship canal, to connect the Atlantic
with the Gulf of Mexico. The general line of proposed canal
is up the St. Mary's River and down the Suwannee, concerning both of which Mr. Bishop, the canoeist, and " Al Fresco,"
the Florida explorer, have written interesting papers which
The labor is by no means
We have printed in times past.
pleasant, even in mid winter.
A fall of three inches of snow
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Match at glass bulls, Iluntsville, Pa., Jan.
21 yards
;
ruleB to govern, sweepstakes; 3 purses, la cm
.1.
C. Kupp, 1st purse, broke 13 straight; Kaufman,
".

82.— Second regular shoot of the
Knickerbocker Gun OipUj bo balls, Ruber traps, is yards rise, tto!.!. /are was rather
linn, but those who did put iu an appearance took advantage of the
evceedingly tine weather:
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1'bnnsylvakia— Frankjord, Jan. 22.—Match at Whitehall
gun Loug lalaud rules, El yards rise, i;i oz.

barrelled
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Won, 3d parse, 13.
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TheXlof
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of tne lii'uoklyn

would not throw shot twenty feet. I have
used it and have seen it used only in duck shooting in a moist
atmosphere. It may be it gathers moisture more easily than
the black.
But this has been the experience Of all 1 have
ever seen use it. Has any one kept shells loaded any length
of time with Dittmar powder and then used them to good advantage, has the powder been used in damp places and has it
been a success when so used?
Canvas Back.

PIGEON MATCHES.

^KrfeXes
During
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Our present camping ground is located on wliat is known as Hammiitk tetanis, differing troiu the cypress or br>ggy Islands that art

in the

i

i

:

1

c e Biter—o

Ion in your paper over the Dittmar powder; 1 hardly pick up one that has no reference to it.
All speak well of
it.
I have used it and have seen it used a good
experience has been, that if fired on the day or the day after
being loaded it works well, but the longer it stands loaded
ihe less liable is it to work at all, and when loaded two or
1

1

(I

i u

1

1

1

A B

Dittmar Powdbe Winom Point Shooting Club— Jan. 11.
and Stream: I have have seen a large amount

Editor Forest
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stiff
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S Daiiuerlein— 1
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liUNOiB— Chicago, Jan. 38.— The Chicago Sportsman's
Club held their annual meeting last evening at the Sherman
house, and after the transaction of routine business elected
0. A. Orvis,
the followng officers for the ensuing year
President; W. W. Foss, Vice-President; K. A. Turtle,
Ro\ be.
Secretary and Treasurer.
Wisconsin— Baraboo, Jan. 23.—Fox hunting is all the rage
just now, as the law prohibits the killing o£ other game.
Every hunter that has a hound is on the alert since the last
snow after foxes and wolves. Walles Porter has two very
fine hounds, and it is a pleasure fur any one to follow them
when they are on the track of a fox or a wolf. Porter and
his son have killed six foxes and two wolves within a week.
James Noland has also some fine hounds. His hunting has
been profitable. He has killed seven wolves, two wildcat and
four lynx. The bounty in our Slate for wolves is ten dollars.
Our quail, I am afraid, are gone up the weather has been
Mr. McCoy found a bevy of ten quail
too severe on them.
;

Wm Potter, Jr— 111 1111 01000111001111
uiuiiiieniiiiiiiiliii
u-33.
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ETHAN ALLIN ON DOGS FOR RUFFED

jggimtf,

GROUSE.

RICHMOND DOG SHOW.

A

DOG

show was hold

connection with

the-

Richmond, Va., last week in
Second Annual Exhibition Of the
at

This being the first attempt at
Virginia Poultry Association.
a dog show in Kichniond, the entries were, of course, not
numerous, but the quality was very good, and next year, no
The
doubt, toe show will 1)0 largely patronized by breeders.
following is the report ol the judges, which includes the
prize

list

hmond JJench

<

a requested to
net as
report as follows: At. 10
aembled to discharge our duo'clock a. a.. Juuusi:;
Our associate, Dr. Jud. It. Wood, was prevented from acttiea,
ing by sickness.
We secured theaaeistaueeof S. O. ThlSley, lisq.,
in judging setters and hounds. The following arc our awards:
Class 3—Rough-coated St. Bernard— 1st, Mr. James Duke.
Class li— Pointer Dogs None exhibited ware worthy of menj

—

tion.

Class 10— Pointer Bitches under oOlbs.— Two specimens deserving mention, but lacking size sufficient to bo awarded.
Class 21—Pointer Puppies over six and under twelve mouths
—Bitch— J. F. Gibson exhibited a very pretty liver and white
tick.

Class 2G-English Setters—Dogs— 1st, T. P. Taylor, Richmond,
blue, white and u
Class 37—English Setter Bitohes-lsl, T. P. Taylor's Queen
I

"

1'ups

it'.:

'

'

F. Taylo V

St

months— Dogs— let, T

and tan
six mouths—Dogs
1st,
30—English Setter fup*
William Mahone's orange belton;
Class 3i— Champion Ulael; and Tan Setters— Dogs— T. F. Taylor exhibits Champion King, winner of prixe i'or imps under
twelve mouths old at Baltimore in 1878. We do not think highly
V

PoJrFKET Centre, Jan. 13, 1ST;).
JSditor Forkst and Stream :
In the IrbBEBT A»n ktreui, ol Jan. 2, 1 saw my name mentioned in
an article en spaniels, in which the witter infers that my breed of
setters
setter.

have been

To

made by

crossing the cltnnbi
on
tin
set this matter right 1 would say that I never- bred from a

oamei or bad one
anything hut a ]

-

,*

—

,

of this dog.
Class 33— Champion Black and Tan Setter—Bitch—1st, Pan,
with litter of pups by Champion Bnpert.
Class 31-Blaek and Tau Setters—Doga—lei, T. P. Taylor's
Scott.
Very handsome dog.
Class :>()— Black and Tan Setter Pups under six mouths— Bitches

have

I

I

Mm

mho

Urst

Class

ESppB.

42—Bed

lor's Scout

Bod and White Setters—Dogs—1st, T. P. Tay-

or

n

ersl

j own observation
aver breed from a dog

mil

iu the Held.

If all rig!

he shewed indications ol being purely bred, 1 (II
him. it is nj j.
ulo a etc
have made
ray breed ol' setters what they tiro at Hie present day. I have always
bred for quality, iirespectlve ol eulor, and the result has be*n color iu
to

all

..

I

varieties except solid colors,

by Plunket.

f

have always been

white, or part white, iu preference to solid colurs,
invariably part white. Huffed grouse hae

game

and
hind of game, a
bird,

my

have bred

I

setters

.

leave to

witnessed their held performance out
tertain different opinions in regard t
ruffed grouse Upg, yet all a;
is indispensable to success.
Some das.
depends on tootaoene to As
grouse can be shot ow -i.
expects to be within ten feet
class either as No. t ruffed gt
may be. A No. i ruffed grouse
Scenting powers suiiiuient, to can
ground, and he able to point his game si
yards with the wind iu Ins (a
roading before the v.
tance, and unless he can do it I do not cl

trd.

beautiful specimen.
Class 74— Bull Terriers,

alient,
II

0. 1.

named

or

bitch— George Ives for dog

i

a fast

I

admit more luffed

i

it,

ists,

I

Boston, Jan. 17, 1879.

;

in all respects

;

most

We think it unjust

creditable, considering tho short notice given.
to dog- owners in other portions of thia State

more than express that the prize-winners are entitled to tho
awards among those present. We think fuller opportunity for ex-

to do

hibiuon should be given dog- owners in other portions of the
State before any awards attempt to declare a State or other supremacy. We BUggJBt mat li e State Fair presents a. fine opportunity for a display where the whole State can be represented.
whether the State can furnish a handsomer
exhibit of English seller doge than we had at your exhibition.
We cannot conclude without expressing the gratification we feel
at seeing iu our midst a kennel of such varied, well selected, approved and carefully separated strain of sutlers as Mr. T. F Taylor
li has already done much toward restoring the prestige ot Virginia do:;*, aud, we doubt not, will continue to do great
good. All of which is respectfully submitted.
Jobs B. Wise, W. Russia u Robinson, Judges; S. Or. Ti.nslev.

SCOTCH TERRIERS AT DETROIT.

"A

Retriever.
correspondent writes:
few
I was out shoot' ng wild duck OH a pond some miles
Los Angeles, Cal. Some of them fell in the middle of
the pond, which was deep.
I had no dog with me and was
casting about in my mind what I should do in order to get
them out, when a boy came along from a neighboring ranchhouse accompanied by a greyhound. I asked him to tr}T
whether his dog would bring out my ducks. He replied that
he though! the dog would not do so but at the same time be
small stone into the pond near to one of the birds, and;
immediately the dog started in, made up to the bird, took it.
into his month, and, without munching it in the slightest degree, brought it out and laid it at the boy's feet.
The boy
threw in a second stone near another bird, aud again the dog
went in aud retreived the bird in the same handsome manner,
just as though he had been regularly trained to the work. The
ole performance struck me as a very unusual and remarkable one, especially as the dog bad no previous training.
I
wonder whether any one ever used a greyhound as a retriever
before.
C. B,

mm

;

Mr, Eye
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had with them by riding along wood roa«
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before he would
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be-
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vlnn they scarce

the presence of the rlog
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my
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Judgment.

Judging at tiie Detkoit Show.—JSditor Forest and
Stream : I see your contemporary is still banging away at
John Davidson. It only goes to prove what was originally
asserted by Mr. Whitman, that it is not his great desire that
fairness shall be shown at all trials ant! bench shows, unless a
slight departure

may

name

shall feel

indebted

if

persons

will give the breed of their dogs

who

and

desire to

their

age.—

Ed,

—Mr.

Meyer, of New York, claims the name of
Bretida for his liver and white pointer bitch pup, out of the
Westminster Kennel Olub'S Flirt, by Sensation.
Mr. R. M. Harvey, of Philadelphia, claims the name of
Cora lilack for his black and white bitch by Levering's Harry

John

IN.

—

out of Levering's Dot.

—
—

Mr. H. E. McLay, of Baltimore, claims the name of
Chance for his Gordon setter by Palmetto out of Belle.
Mr. E. M. Kellurn, of Vincennes, Ind., claims the name
of Rupert, Jr. for his puppy bought of T. F. Taylor, Kichinond, Va., born Jan. 2, 1879, out of Champion Foe
Champion Rupert. Rupert, Jr., is full Gordon setter, blaclc
aud tan, no white exact color of Champion Rupert.
—Mr. Jacob Eckstein, of Philadelphia, claims the name of
Roll for his black and white ticked setter puppy out of Packer's Queen, by Levering's Barry; whelped Oct. 14, 1878, also
Lady Jane for a red setter bitch out of his Gypsey bv Hart's
,

;

taken in favor of the

be occasionally

by chance, happened to meet Mr. Davidson at tho
Detroit Show, and he expressed himself well pleased wil It the
judging of sporting dogs, andJEelt highly complimented that

blues.

We

Notk.claim
urn;

I,

Mr. Stoddard should have corroborated bis opinion regarding
the merits of those he had formerly judged
I have heard
that Mr. Davidson was solicited to judge the Detroit Show,
but the decision was put off until after the Nashville trials,
aud in the meantime Mr. Davidson's article regarding Nellie
appeared, and he was then informed that thai
it— he could not act as judge. If Mr. Davidson did say the
show, except in setter classes, showed but tew good specimens, he was correct, as worse specuuens than were shown
in several claSSSS one seldom sees.
The management was
good. I think the tirade ot abuse heaped on Mr. Davidson
and others had much to do with there not being a larger show
was.
there
Sportsmen
view
than
do not
with' favor the rule
or ruin policy of your contemporary they believe in justice

Philadelphia, Jan, 31, 1879.
Editoii Fokest asd Stream
Your correspondent "Druid," speaking of the Scotch terriers at the Detroit Dog Show, says: "The winner of the
first prize should have received no notice, he being a red dog,
"Path
P'tav
to all.
No '"ring" for theui.
Fair P'la*.
but nicely built." 1 have no knowledge of the facts of the
Detroit, Jan. 24, 1879.
case other than the above words, and am not personally interested in this particular case, but 1 ask i'or information if the
Poisoning by Stkiohsisk.— We are indebted to a corresfact, of u Scotch terrier being red should be against him in
judging ? Mr. Tileston's book of points, compiled from Stone- pondent at York, Maine, for the following account of a sucheuge and adopted by the Westminster Hennel Club, gives cessful treatment of a case of poisoning
the colors as either pepper or mustard (which I understand to
December 15, 1878, Susie was discovered inn tetanic coninclude all the shades from red to yellow). At our last show
here the first prize was given to a dog of the mustard or red vulsion about 4 p. m. She was taken into the housi Inas
From the tetanus-like seizure, and the
variety, though there were some pure blue dogs exhibited of complete rigidity.
which were not noticed. The second was taken by a light frequent recurrence, as wed as the increasing severity, of the
blue dog with buff legs (owned by the writer), and two re- spasm, I diagnosed strichnia poisoning.
In the Pacific MedMand Surgi a<
markably fine seven-inoutii pups of a red color were marked
ui ml for July, '78, an
" V. H. O., but too young lor prizes. " I shall exhibit at our article is copied from the Daily Brapttie, which sheet copied
next show a. pup from one of these two and the first prize dog, from Mature, an account of a Skye terrier having been
and though 1 will admit blue or pepper is perhaps a prettier poisoned with strychnia, aud rescued by the use of chloral
color in itself, I think 1 have good authority for considering hydrate. I determiued to try it in this case. The experiments
that, point for point, a red or mustard Scotch terrier should of the British Medical Association made last year proved conclusively that a fatal dose of chloral hydrate would neutralize
be judged as high as a blue or pepper colored one.
a poisonous dose of strychnia, and that the minimum fatal
Very respectfully yours,
R. S. R.
Our correspondent is probably confounding a nondescript dose of tho former for a rabbit was twenty-one grains. Having only a syrup of chloral at hand, of course hypodermic
has
found
a
place
our
at
shows, known as the medication
class which
was out of the question. I gave her a tablespoonScotch terrier class, and which admits any broken haired ter- ful of the syrup (two drachms to the ounce), with the effect
If there was no of relieving the convulsion in a few moments.
rier with the true Dandle Dinmont class.
When there
were signs of a recurrence 1 gave her another spoonful After
class for Dandies at the Detroit show the judge was cmite
having taken four tablesnoonfuls o. the syrup she slept, quietly
right in placing a rod dog first, till other things being equal, as
for a few minutes, and b]
ah<
able to stand,
certainly the Dandle has a perfect right among Scotch terriers. although she had not the powei
in
At 11 i\ M.
the action of the heart was at tinu
It is true that this Scotch class was abolished and a class made
all symptoms of convulsions had ::
red
md tne next
for broken haired terriers other than those for which specific
:

—A

A Nkw

I

.

Class 73— Bulldogs— None worthy of mention. Terriers— Sevewanting points of any specitic breed pretty, but
mongrel.
We cannot conclude without saying that we regard the ahow as

ral exhibited

Mio Mao.

city.

days since

da not
tstaimeh they
i

,,

of Nov.

i

mass

i

and Stream,

Salt iNDlce.—Editor Forest and Stream; Our Board of
Health has recently passed an ordinance prohibiting the scattering of Bait on the side-walks and horse-car tracks, on account
Bty deleterious influence that this freezing mixture
has an the feet and boots and shoes of pedestrians and the
horses.
There have been some letters in the daily
papers referring to the Suffering which this process causes to
dogs.
My setter a lew days ago, while following me through
the slush on a side-walk, began to limp in a most extraonSluncr, very much as though he had a thorn sticking in
the ball of each of his fore-feet.
While was looking at bun
in astonishment he keeled over on his side aud began licking his paws furiously.
On examining I could not see any
cut or foreign body in the ball of the paws, but I noticed that
they felt very largo aud still', and further examination showed
that between his toes were solid masses of ice, which stuck SO'
hard (he is very thickly furred there), that it was wilh difficulty that. 1 removed them.
I should think that it would not
require a very long exposure of the feet in that mixture to
freeze them enough to permanently disable a dog.
Of the
danger to bipeds of this practice this is not the place to speak,
but 1 merely mention the fact as showing the advantage, even
to canine companions, of having a competent board of professional men to watch over the health and well-being of a large

...
easy <-..
.n.i. ring dog, t'.aai

>efore he points,

i

m'md
dog

.

.
i

is

With us they are the most shy game bird
in this part of New Ungland, and it is on
tlous dogs that can be depended on to point the
prrvlng a fast quail dog ot iris range that has bee
in open fields, and bringing him aown to
an expeit on ruffed grouse, is, in my opinion, like
fore the horse, and to me seema ridiculous. W
easier to teach a dog to raDge in open than to
cover after he had learned to range iu open, e
grouse, where a Bingle word will often Hash then

which we could secure no competent judge.
Class 65— For Terriers— Dogs— Mr. W. L. Bradbury exhibita a

1

Different writers en-

make

;

.

..

White Pupa under six months— Dogs
—1st, T. P. Taylor's pup Hawk, out of Jane by Baont,
Class 17—'Bed or lied and White Setters under' six months—
Bitches— T. F. Taylor exhibited throe gyps of same litter as last
Class 00— Foxhounds, beat couple— Richmond Hunting Club
exhibits Brandt aud Joe Johnson— a fine pair; also handaome
brace of pupa also lovely bitch of very delicate texture.
Class B2— Beagles— Mr. AY. B. Bradbury exhibita a brace of
very diminutive beagles, of which wo are not judges, aud as to

.:

...

Clans 43-Kcd or Bed and While Setters— Bitches—1st, T. F.
Taylor's bitch Jane, by Bufus.

named.

I

;

,

i

H.

game

on

have I ever bred to
made from

it

to

u

i

—lat. C.

a
't>

different orossei
in the held. I have a
until
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i
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jndgea at the esbibitloi
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;

Patsy.

^

—Mr. Geo. II. Thomson, of Philadelphia, claims the
of Diogenes for his red Irish setter pup, but gives no
pedigree.
name

ffztionzl jfzstimits.

—

Tun Pedestrian Fuuoue. Incited by the success of
Madame Anderson, a host of ambitious pedestrians are rushing into the sawdust arena, eager to surpass the feat of the
English pedestrienne. Iu East New York a wornanis attempting to walk 2,700 quarter miles iu 3,700 consecutive periods
of twelve minutes each; in the Fifth

Regiment Armory,

this,

two men are on the

track, one to cover 2,000 half miles
consecutive twenty minutes, and the other to walk
3,000 half miles in 2,000 half hours
at the Brewster Building, Fifth Avenue aud Fourteenth St., Miss Annie Barlel is
city,

in 2,000

;

on the way to fame and fortune.

Her

task in 3,000 quarter

miles in 3,000 consecutive quarter hours.

C, has an

Washington, D.
and there are
which we cannot begin to
They are wise women in their day and genera-

exhibition of similar character,

others throughout the country of

keep track.
tion

who

ploits to
lic

;

for

take advantage of the present interest in such exwring a generous fortune from the sight-seeing pubthe time

is

coming when that same public will be so

with the spectacle of femininity propelling itself
around a sawdust trajk that it will refuse to put its hand into
and the homely old proverb has it
its pocket for the chink
"Money makes the mare go."

satiated

;

—

Toward the close of her late walk in Brooklyn Mine.
Anderson made many laps very fast —asleep.

— One of
distance

the pedestrians

walk was named

who

Trott.

recently undertook a long-

Trott ought to be barred

!

[i

-.

classes are provided.

—•-—
MR. DAVIDSON TO DEAD SHOT."
.

'

MONHOE, Jan.

Editor Foukkt and Btheam
To "Dead Shot," Iu Hie Chicago
Davidson dia not judge at Da

25,1879-

:

Jan. 86, on " Why Mr.
.!
merely say that, a "Dead
Shot " who cowardly slioota from echini a screen 1 consider unworthy
of notice. A ring cannot be either straii
pt >er ot

i

John Davidson.

.,

day, except a slight stillness of tin
was as well as usual. Ii twenty-one grains of chloral is a
poisonous dose for a rabbit, certainly one hundred grains
wouldbeafataldo.se lor a. dog of less thau live times the
eight of a rabbit, and the whole amount taken by Susie
(about 240 grains) of itself was sufficient to kill til
my experience in this rase I am led to the conclusion that
chloral hyratc is as truly an antidote for strychnia poisoning
as is albumen for the ordinary poisons,
'the main point io
the treatment seems to give a fatal dose of choral to counteract the fatal dose of strychnia.
J. O. St-bwaiit.

Why

not give Walker, Foote and Lcggett a chance

?

—A pedestrian

who has been attempting to cover 450 miles
days at Mozart Garden, Brooklyn, retired at the expiriiliou of his time with 41 1 miks to his credit.
Next
in six

I

—

C. A. narrimau, who is to meet O'Leary, completed 150
miles in three days in Brooklyn last week.

Walk—

Fit'TY-Houri.s'
The walk of fifty hours between
Miller and Ross at the Ball imorc Academy of Music termiLiurday evening.
Miller had forced the pace from the
beginning, and had broken down his opponent. The score at
the finish was: Miller, 131 miles; Ross, 105 miles. Miller
was off the track 15 hours and Ross 30,hours,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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ON SKATES.

tl

these degenerate days we have no such skaters as there
IN were
in the sturdy old times. Notwithstanding the great

popularity to which it attained only a lew years ago, the average skater now requires more territory than ever in order to
exhibit his spasmodic skill

He is very much such an artist
who ordered a hundred square

as that ambitious academician

yards of canvas on which to paint a landscape that would
have looked much better if reduced to ten feet by seven. In
skating, as in
centrate.

reproduce

many

It is

„in

other arts,

wo do

only the most perfect

perspective

upon

not condense and con-

among

artists

who

can

The

infinitesimal surface.

gained only by constant practice and earnest
application.
The vast area of our country and our lack of
years seem to lead us into corresponding ideas of doing
things, and unless we attempt them on a grand scale— like
ability to

do so

that fellow
attract

no

is

who went " around

the world on skates"

—they

compass the globe on skates
name backward
or dance a minuet under the same con-

attention, although to

requires less preparation than to write one's

on

the ice with skates,

Our gUUB thrown into the hollows of our left arms and our
skates making a subdued " CQ-t'-T-r " in the bs
jlai
ic
caught Bight, almost instantaneously, of two bibeds apparently
covered with blood from head to loot. Tbev were half or
i

three-quarters of a mile distant up the rive/ and n(
posite or eastern shore.
Thej were on skates
<.
like ourselves, and somewhere fur in
a strip of woodland, we could hear that long, nm-

hound, which

is

""'.."

unmistakable evidence of B strong

«

at

My friend elevated his toes with anexc
meut, and as bis skates ground into the ice, making a shower
of its glittering dust fly right and left, be
" What now ? Are the red men returning '("
Before. I had time to reply a loud shout and violent gesticutions from the reds, as we afterward designated them, induced
us to look down stn
s, not
more than
away, a string of three foxes were making a bee. line for the
opposite bank, which was about 1,000 feet" ahead of them.
While my friend and I stood looking at the tempting sight,
but withholding our fire, a rifle cracked behind us, and a
heavy ball passed between us, killing the middle and
largest fox instantly.
We never measured the distance
between us, but agreed to call it five feet, although my
impression at that lime was, and continues to be, that it
did not exceed three feet. The free flight of the. ball was not
less than halt a mile, and may have been a hundred feet more.
To say that we were frightened does not
tice.
I never shall forget the vicious hiss of that IpDg all if
I live a century.
There was nolhing to be said ami we said
nothing, but I saw my friend's knees tremble as be turned to
look at the fellows who were hastening toward us, while the
rear and leading fox went up the bank like cats, and the
i

i

I

1

ditions.

doubt the god TJller, of ancient fame, derived much
of his reputed beauty by reason of his fondness for skating.
At all events, with the single exception of walking, there 'is
no more natural or healthful exercise than skating. But as
with dancing, swimming and various other amusements, we
are apt to overdo it in the attempt to make excess answer for
frequent and regular practice. It is only the strong, healthy
man or woman, with plenty of leisure and funds, who can
undertake long-distance skating. To those in suitable condition, however, this affords the keenest pleasure imaginable,
especially it the additional charm of accomplished skating
has been acquired for stretching away upon a frozen lake
or river, where the ice has no visible limit, is a magnificent
In Scotland and Ireland, and other extremely cold
sport.
countries, it is not an unusual thing to see parties of three or
five spending weeks and months on the polished blades, visiting widely several localities, and making an average of fifty
or even seventy-five miles a day.
It is only at rare intervals that such expeditions can be undertaken in the United States, owing to the extremes of atmospheric changes and frequent heavy snows therefore, we
must be content with fine-art skating and a day's excite-

No

j

;

A

pursuit of deer and fox.
thrilling adventure of the latter description once came under
my observation, not far from the headwaters of the Chenango
and Susquehanna rivers. I was skating with a friend on the
former river, about five miles north of BiugbamtOD. It was
a clear, cold day, with a bright sun, two feet of snow on the
ground, including a light crust, yet not a flake on the beautiful ice, for the swift river had not closed until most of the
snow fell, and the little that had lain for a day or two had
melted in the February sun, which came out genial and kind
It was near the closa of the month,
after the long storm.
and the sun was high, his welcome smile having tempted us
out in pursuit of ducks, which came a long distance to one
of the many coves in that vicinity, where water from several
liviDg springs kept the cove open, although there was an
average of five inches of ice in mid-channel. This place was
on lands belonging to the old half-mile square Indian reservation, known as "Glen Castle" and " Cascade!, " the latter
a beautiful brook, which empties into the river further south;
The farm then belonged to a gentleman in New York named
Pierson. The " Castle Farm," as it was sometimes called,
contained 800 acres, and had every variety of landscape within
At that time a grove existed near the mouth of
its bounds.
Oascadel, in which the ring where the Indians danced round
their camp-fire was plainly marked, as no tree or uuderbrusn
would grow where so many feet had stamped the sod in days
This grove covered an acre or
and nights gone by.
and had chestnut, pine, beech and oak within
two,
it, and several fine beech trees, as well as oak sprouts grow in
This
the centre of this camp-fire-ring, as we then called it.
was a famous place, for the poor Indians were hurried at the
base of the knoll on which this grove stood, and the brook,
which comes down from the northwest, makes a graceful
curve to the southward around the knoll, so that during high
water it washed out not only flint arrow heads and old Queen
Anno cents, but bones of the fatod red men as well. As a
boy 1 have picked up many curious relics of the vanished
race thereabout, and remember reading in Wilkinson's " Annals of Binghamton " the particulars of the sale of the reservation which, by means of fire-water and fraud, the Indians
were induced to part with for our old rifles.
The cove is formed by setting back of the river upon marshy
land extending southwestward to a circular ridge in the old
orchard where the Indians had a stockaded or palisaded inolosure which they designated as "the castle," and within
which some twenty or thirty families kept their lodge fires
burning. The river abounded with fish of many kinds—
have Been very large bass caught there in my time— and the
hills were alive with deer and small game of nearly every
It was a paradise for the braves, and but for the red
variety.
man's love of the pale- face's firewater their descendants
might have been enjoying it still. On the day described my
friend carried a double barreled side and side shot-gun, and I
had my splendid little top-and-bottom rifle and shot, built by
Stuart, of Binghamton— a capital gunsmith, b}^ the way, who
still lives, notwithstanding some terrible adventures in the
1 was a boy then, and
wilds of South and Central America.
our guns were muzzle-loaders. The " breech-butters," as we
named the Other kind, were ouly just making their appearance, and we did not like them, for our old 'una would not
only reach further but shoot more accurately than the breechloaders, which have since been greatly improved, I am glad to
but
add, and consequently my prejudice has been softened
BO strong is habit within us that if I were goiug ducking tomorrow I would much prefer the old muzzle-loader, for the
others have a " measly trie!.: of missing" yet, which 1 do not
like or care to get better acquainted with.
The traveler coming south over the A. & S. or S. & B.
W. may see the cove, as it is in plain
branch of the D. L.
sight of the Iron bridge, a few rods south of Chenango Bridge
The river makes a sharp bend
Station, on the latter railway.
to the southward about half a mile west oC the bridge, and in
the elbow of the curve thus formed is the scene 1 have de-

ment "all along shore,"

in

;

&

scribed.

As

my friend and

hound came down across the eastern flats at full speed. Not
an instant did he lose at the dead fox, but gained the western
shore and w as gone several seconds before the hunters came
up to us. We could now see that they wore red flannel underclothing, and nothing else except boots.
I afterward
learnedjwhat I did not [know at the time, that the flannels
were double, that is, each man wearing two sets.
" Was you scarte, boys?" asked the larger fellow as they
r

came

up.

" No," said I " but we are now. Don't youconsider such
experiments rather dangerous r"
"Per the fox—yes
Come down, and we'll have a look at
;

!

him."
" What's your name?" asked my friend, as we turned about
and skated leisurely back.
" Ain't any folks too poor to gin me one."
It was a year or more before we could learn his family
name, which was Soper. The fox bad an ounce ball through
his heart, and 1 am morally certain that it passed within a
foot or wo of my friend's shoulder, as he always assured me

—

'

I

that he Celt the windage, or, more accurately, the quick quiver
of the air as the ball rushed between us on its fatal errand.
Such experiences are very much the same as those attending
earthquakes— the more one has of them the less he wants for
the fear increases with the repetition, and there is no such
thing as getting used to it.
There were "ducks enough that day, but we did not kill
many, as we were a long time getting our nerves quieted.
are indebted to Holland for the skate— scluuit— where it.
is used as we use boots and shoes or horses and steam, for the
sake of convenience aud the cconomizatiou of time.
It is a
custom so ancient that there are no records of its introduction,
and yet good skaters are almost unknown in Holland. As a
nation the Dutch arc awkward on skates, flinging
about like the wings of their native wind-mills. Until recently it was an unheard-of feat to skato ten miles continuously.
They would not do it any more than the average American
will walk that distance.
Several centuries ago the people of
Edinburgh aud London led the world in popularizing the art.
Strutt records the fact in his "Sports ami Pastimes*' and describes Eour gentlemen who danced a double minuet on skates
with a degree of elegance and ease far superior to thai displayed in the ball-room. William Hone stales that " the elegance of skaters on that sheet ot water is chiefly e
quadrilles, which some parties go through with a beauty
scarcely imaginable by those who have "not Bee
skating." If we except a few of the northwest countries of
Europe, there is noplace in the world where more
pushed skaters abound than in this moderncity of New York,
although many of them are foreigners.
(.Mitsui..
Circles of St. Petersburg very little skating is done
Mr. William H. Fuller nowhere met with greater success and
attention thau during his tour of Russia.
True, most of his
art was confined to parlor skates, but it was art for all that.
He was diced and wined by the nobility, especially the ladies,
and more than once.he enjoyed drives with princesses. He
could only please the Dutch by skating with folded arms,
which waB the easiest part ot his programme.
Probably one of the finest exhibitions of this description
ever witnessed was that of the dancers, Dumas and wife, at
Paris, in the opera of Prophcle, roller skates having been introduced there as early as 1819, and the long, smooth avenues
and boulevards were frequently enlivened by the sv
Who also flocked to the public gar
Central Park and Prospect Park to see the crowd and skate

—

We

I

i

i

.

i

awhile."
Mr. Pulier, the athletic gentleman who circumnavigated the
globe with a pair of roller skates in his vest pocket, giving
successful exhibitions of his wonderful skill inmost of the
targe cities of Europe, is a native of Boston, which he left at
the age of twenty as a seaman, going to Cal
Liverpool and back to New York" ff] re
ing-raaster of a yacht
lh,
[ng since be
was a boy took place at Central Lark Bttbsequt Ul to
already mentioned, whither he wenl one d ;
forgotten his skill. Unconsciously he attracted instant atten1

.

tion,

andbeforebe
i

were skimming on up the river with

splendid

performed feat after

He became

,.i

|

eering

irl

to

him

the

long lines,
him as he

most diffieui description.
hour in no turn

feat of the.

the lion of the

winter delighted immense orowi
on purpose to see him and witness his unsurpassed exhibitions
t

lie

of skill.
The transition to parlor skates

wasqnite na
lye him full command of them; and Bh
Dining business, with pleasm, he
..
the manufacturer in theil sale.
A
Coppjn, the Barnum of Australia, n
Melbourne,

of popular entertainments in the citits and large
that auriferous isle.
Calcutta the Nabob of Surat caused a platform, ollxllll)
feet, to be laid in a grove of evergreens, v.i
a superb exhibition, beginning With a waltz, then varsovianne,
which created great excitement and applause. A
figure skatmg followed, aud Dundreary closi
of his falls were there, my countrymen, and were intensely
amusing, After the entertainment was over an olQcial presented our hero with a purse of 700 rupees.
The Nabob gave no visible hint of satisfaction or di
but two or three months after Fuller left Burnt the NahQjti
sent him a magnificent golden star of tie most ingenious
manufacture.
The points were composed of diamonds, and
the whole was valued at $1 ,800,
He went to BufiE, giving exhibitions of his skill on the dcrk
of the steamer which astonished passengers and er«n\ At the
hotel in Suez he was invited to give an entertamm
which
was much more elaborate than that on the steamer, and he
was rewarded with apurse of Bilk, which had been filled with
rupees, to the number of lijfl.
Way likely it was the first
skating ever done in Die desert of the Pharaohs.
At Constantinople our Knight of the Golden Star met with
another flattering reception, but the countless dogs which infest that city nearly killed him.
Odessa was his next objective point, where he has won
glory and his manager took the cash.
Here her
first bouquet from a princess.
People shook hands with hiui
in the street, and informed him confidentially that he had
made a decided hit. He concluded such must bo the case
after his second appearance, when the same lady who gave
him the bouquet stopped her carriage in the street, gave him
a ride with her through the suburbs, and invited him to make
her house— the Governor's official resilience— his home while
in the city. He dined there occasionally durin
of his stay, but never with the lady, as that was not in accon lance with court etiquette.
He went next to the handsome city of Kherson, thence
overland to Katherinoff. Karkov, and Poltava were his next
stopping places. On again to Orel, where other ladiel

towns of
Ai.

'

'

paid him marked attentions, for his fame had marched in
front, and everywhere his appearance was a Siglta
ovation.
He proceeded to Zulu and Moscow, remaining in the
latter city three months, and visiting the famous Williams'
iron works.
He tarried at St. Petersburg seven months, and
3d before an audience of a thousand people, once
in the great national theatre, for which the Government paid
him on the ice of the Neva, with aud under the patronage
of the Russian Noble Club, art organization as lane
way as the N, Y. Y tl. then to Prussia and Germany, ami
finally to the paradise of skaters— Holland,
lie spent the
ensuing winter in Amsterdam, where be enjoyed only three
skating.
At Rotterdam he had one fine day, and
skated in the harbor before thousands of spectators who lined
the river shores.
At the Hague he skated before the Queen-,
and there closed his engagements on parlor skates, having
been away from Inane about five years.
The autumn of 1809 saw him once more in his native land
for a short visit, after which he went to Paris and
his triumphs.
;

:

.

Those who have nothing else to tempt them from the lire
cannot do better than acquire the arc of skating. It brings
every muscle into full and natural play, lOutS
end stirs the blood with that inspiring exercise so
conducive to health. Besides, it is
"V
of motion in its widest sense.
liwmw,"
1

Ego.

_
{Reported for

F

APPROACH OF THE ARCHERY
SEASON.
Ma. Editor:

Hearing there was to. be a convention of
archers in Chicago the middle of January, I concluded to
take the trip to that city, as I was anxious tobecon
acquainted with the already famous members of the
archery clubs. On my arrival, however, I was diss
to find the meeting postponed. My friend, Mr. H. O. Cat ws
one of the best shots with a bow id the West, and
of the Chicago Archery Chili, introduced me to a number of
the members of that association, and showed me their arrangements for shooting in-doors. They are fitting up a 100-yard
range at the Exposition building, and will soon be practicing
,

regularly.

Prom Chicago I went to Crawfordsville,
brothers Th mpson, who have done so much toward creating
an interest in archery in this country.
Unfortunately, Jdr,
Maurice Thompson, the author of the charming book,
"Witchery of Archery," was alee
pleasaut evening with his brother Will, who entertained me
with his hunting exploits with the bow, and with whom I
Mr. Will and Maurice
talked archery to ray heart's content.
Thompson are masters of the subject, and tbi
very thorough. They and other members of the Wabash Merry
Bowmen were very much pleased with the patent split bamboo bow now being made by Messrs. Con roy, Bissett A Malic'

the

members

of

They

mo.

|

subjected the bow to the most severe tests, but l'ai'<
anything but a few bow-springs in fact, Mr, Will
pronounces them unbreakable. The texture or fibre of bamboo is entirely different from that of wood, and, as it runs the
e tii of the caue, it makes
the bow ruie
doulatcd to withstand the seVi
;

They believe these
wood bows and drfr

straining.

ported

bow.-

ike

th

laci

the experience of all clubs tbat no w
will stand the severe shooting at long range, and though I
could not believe it possible at first, I am
est wood bows will give out afte
The heavier the hoe
break,
I stopped on my return at Buffalo, where 1
archers very much in earn
' feet. The City Armory, a well b
lighted building, affords them a splei

seems

to be

i

are frequently

found practicing

tl

.

!'

where he made

his first

appearance as

who have not
the

rest,

the facilities, and tie.
of the archers in the great tournament at ChieagOnext

Do

.served hoi

to.,

did not, who!'
bourne-, " these, attacks no
(Ul

i

I

what had happened

realized

thousands around him divld

months

it

ild

country were

know," and he ventured

,

.

.

.

not, af|

to

return— to India—?

herto

ton

street,

used by

—

;

:

:

i
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he Bcnttcl.

"Now."

in a Chili tone she said,
1 will be Frank, 'tie true—
All ho' you Arab brilliant natch,
1 do cot (Jaffro yon i"
'•

Potter v and Glass are

hear mv suit—
This heart is Scot by thee"—
" Nay. air, 1 can not heed your wordB
For you Arnaut to me !''
"

lady,

Dane

to

invited to inspect some

A Bime

choice examples select-

" 'Tis Weloh,'' she added freezingly,
"Since Siam pressed aa far,
To Hindoo you.no longer here.

And
"
'

'

bo,

good

sir,

ed bv Messrs. TIFFANY

Tartar!"

like me to do?"
Ei-wailed the stricken man

What Ottoman

&

Finnish up my mad career
And wed the Gallican '."

I'll

—

St.

— In

quaintance,

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid

the Paris ARECA

on

better

acfor

their marvelousness,
courage of a high order, arising partly from
the confidence acquired by long practice, is
manifested in seizing and bagging the dreadall

FOR WORMS IN DOGS

NTJT

ful ophidian.
In most cases the charmer renders the reptiles
harmless by drawing their poison fangs, and
the exhibition becomss then merely one which
exhibits the snake's highly trained condition.
On the other hand it often happens that the
basket contains the veritable death-dealer,
and a cobra with his fangs undrawn is nearly
always forth-coming if the temptation in
money be sufficiently strong. But in the
handling of the creature when once exposed
there is no hesitation, for hesitation means
death, and in the swift seizure and sudden release there is a daring of an exceptional kind.
cobra strikes, when it has really made up
its mind to strike, with lightning rapidity,
and to dodge lightning successfully requires
considerable agility.
The snake charmers, however, when put on
their mettle will grasp the erect cobra with
impunity, owing solely to the superior speed
of their movements, for by a feint they provoke the reptile to strike, and before it can recover its attitude seize it below the jaws. In
the same way the ichneumon or mongoose secures in contest with venomous snakes a comparative immunity. It was for a long time
an article of faith with writers of popular
works on natural history that this animal enjoyed a complete immunity, but scientific experiment has corrected this fallacy.
mongoose and cobra confined together fought freely, and though the latter seemed to the eye to
strike his antagonist repeatedly, the mongoose, it, being examined after it had killed
the snake, was found to be untouched.
Another cobra was then brought on to the
scene and, being made to close its fangs on
the mongoose's leg, the animal confessed its
susceptibility to the poison by dying in about
four minutes.
It was, therefore, by its superior activity alone that in fair fight with the
reptile it had escaped unhurt, and to the same
cause the snake charmer owes the immunity
that attends his exhibition. But as in the case
of the mongoose the snake charmer, when actually bitten, dies as rapidly as any other
creature, in spite of all the powers of his
charms, roots and snake stone.
The Hindoo
spectator refuses to believe this, and enjoys,
therefore, by his credulity, a pleasure denied
to more intelligent audiences, for if we could
only accept as truth the charmer's statement
that he has really been bitten and the red
drops on the bitten spot were actually blood
exuding from the fatal puncture, and could
then believe that the root he smelt, the stone
be applied to the wound, and the charmB be
muttered were veritably counteracting the
magic of the cobra's poison, the spectacle
would be of surpassing interest, since it would
be a miracle. Louden, Telegraph.

A

A

Exnosition, including

A

(Pa.) Herald publishers the following: "
new and improved mode of planting telegraph poles has recently been discovered and
tried with success in this city.
The ground
being staked off at a distance of about 200
feet apart, a man starts off with a pocketful

In

boxes containing a dozen powders, with

New Plaques by Minton,
sill

decorated by Mus-

with novel marine designs.

)ni>9 tf

TRIMBUSH (pure Clumber), Imported direct from
the kennels of the fluke of Newcastle, For nose tha
clumbers are unrivalled, and Trimbush is a capital
dog to weed rockers or si as 1-sizefl setter bitches to.
Fee $20. Address H. O, GLOVER, Toms liver,
N.J.
janlC tl

RATTLBR— In the
setter,

Price 50 cents per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and Sen
and FOKKST AND STBBAJt.

HITCHCOCK,

IS.

Stud Spaniel.

fall directions for use.

Stud.— Blue belton, Llewellin
winner of three bench prizes, by cham-

pion Rob Koy, winner of five English held trUls, out
of the pure Laverack bitch. Pickles. Will serve
bitches at Pm. Utters warranted. Inquire of L. F.
WHITMAN, Dettoit, Mich.
jan2 tf

CONROY. BISSETT & MALLESQN,
Vene-

Salviati's latest reproductions of the

0Ctl2

63

FULTON

THE STUD— Champion imported pointer SnapIN shot;
imported red ln-.li aett-r D.sh,
New

ST., N. Y.

first

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century.

Fae-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze
glass

SPRATT'S PATENT
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES.

exhumed by Dr. Schliemann.

New Plaques by Copeland,
strongly

decorated with

drawn heads by Hewitt.

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
awarded, Including Medal of Engltsh Kennel
Club, and of Westminster Kennel

New York.

Clnb,

York, 1S78

LINCOLN &

If

ianso tf

well bred promising setter dog,
-j
seven months eld, for a cockei spaniel pup
dog, of eood stock. Address S. F., P. O. lock box
142, Hollklaysburg, Penn.
1an30 It

CHAMPION DRAKE PUPS, out
ilia white,
EDWARD J. i'uRSTKR.
n

t

I

n

of subscriber's
Deo. 16, isw.
cl

2

Dexter Row,
jan23 it

SA I.E.— Two

and white pointer bitch

liver

'....,

by the Bombay Art Society.

A small
WANTED.—
ruffed grouse and

pointer bitch, broken on
woodcock, not over three
old, wi
Mao a beagle bitch.
Price must be low.
Slarno for reply. ROBERT
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
jan23 3t

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions

years

of old Italian majolica.

None

are genuine unless so stamped.

i

S4LE—Red Irish setter pups,
FOR
setter bitch Moilie (inter
ported R.

Be I.UZE,

F. O.

Monti ware, Austrian

and enameled Glass and Limoges

Faience of

new

IS South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent.

BROWN &

colors.

For

UNION SQUARE.

HILDBR,

St. Louis,

sale in cases

i-

Plunkett,

Western Agents.

of 112 pounds.

fit

Ml

IF

1--1RIBCTION

•<

Broken,

junto'

lit

hunting and at 'acting and pulling
game. Dogs possessing immense
size, nose, courage and speed, bred especially for
the purpose; also very large bull-dogs can be obtained from the breeder, FRANK ADCOCK, ShevlngtonHall, W. Wigan, England,
janlSlt

20-

to

9 Approximation Prizes
9 Approximation Prizes of
9 Approximation Prizes of

e'su
1 SOO

,

200
100

II.

*no,400

1

shooter, for a brace of
b; over four months old.

Splendid kennel accommodations

j

octio

tf

COCKER SPANIEL
Breeding: KenneS
Del. Co.,

N

Y.

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only
stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir-

and woodeorf

•irieving.

•

.

Correspond-

cular, testimonials, etc.

jlu tf

A.DAUPHIN,
Louisiana,
City.

All our Grand Extraem/inuri,' i/rau'in'js are t/ndcr
the supervision w
mano ment t.f GENERALS G). T.
BEAU REGARD and JU&.\L A. EARLY.
,,

jan23 2t

H. HOLA.BIRD,

3an301t

dogs have daily

access to salt water.

COCKER

Valparaiso, Ind.

J.

Application for rates to clubs should only be made
the home Office in New Orleans.
Write, clearly stating lull address, lor farther Information, or send oraers to

Box G92, New Orleans,

a No.

Address

W.

GI.OVEK,

V.

young

H. L,. PLUM,
319 Broadway, New York

is

SPANIELS; must

skill

Responsible corresponding ogenta wanted at all
prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation
will be paid.

JJI.

and

etc.

TOMS KlVEU, N.

M. P. McKOON, Franklin,

amounting to

WANTED TO EXCHANGE,

and judgment.

5,000
5,000
10,000
10 000
10,000
10,000
10,000

§sh,

,gsr

Addres?,

r.,ooo

APPROXIMATION PHIZES.

i

by

i

A fine W. A C. Scott & Son 12-gaoge MUZZLEKennel. LOADING
SHOT-GUN, cost SIS, is in fine order,

Young Dogs handled with

lo.noo

100
50

"

the Doctor's Kennels
decl9 tf

Setters and Pointers Boarded,

$30,006

9,600
1,000
500

('

left

Imperial

LIST OF PRIZES.

Capital Prize of $30,000
Capital Prize of lo.ooo
Capital Prize of
5,ouo

P. O.

HARTT,

for the highest competition.

N. R.— A bad dog never

TWO

1S57 Prizes

G.

I.

for
DOSS
down big

and sends out dogs of any desired

breed,

HALF TICKETS, ONE DOLLAR.

'

:;

Rattler,

ACTIIOB OF THE

will take place monthly. It never scales or pontjionea.
Look at the folic,, i>;g distribution :
CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000.
100,000 TICK Ed-, AT
LOLLARS EACH.

1,000

sister of

'

AddressDAVID

OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A "Practical Kennel Cuide,"&c.
GUANO DISTRIBUAT NEW ORLEAr-S, TUES- begs tolnform Ladles and Gentlemen in America
that he purchases

table.purposes in istis, with a capital of $l,ooo,ono,to
which il has since added a reserve fund of $350,000.

"
"

,;i,

FIRST

This institution was regularly incorporated by the
Legislature of the Suite in- Eiitvational and Chart-

ZPrizesot

'

Kennel, North Port, L.

Gordon Stables, 3$, "N.,
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

TION, CLASS B,
DAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1ST9— 105th Monthly Drawing.
Louisiana Slate lottery Company.

6
20
10O
200
500

I

still

LSI.

1
1
l

if.:-.!

.,,,

York and Boston B«nch Shows), by

Dr.

GRAN]

of im-

out,

I.

iridescent

ITS

,,n

Full pedgree. Price, $16 each.
CHAS.
N. QABB, Northampton, Mass.
jan23 30

FantivII.

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made

AWLKNDID
FORTUNE,

II., first

ELLYAR, Warren,

I7<XCHANGK— A

FOR

di

imported English setter Frank

Boston.

stone ware.

Specimens of Capo

;

Philadelphia, 1817.

Mass.

Daisy, black
$83 each.

Reproductions, byDoulton, of old Flemish

or to

Planting Telegraph Poles bi» the Aid
of as Explosive Powdeb.— The Titusville

Put up

CHAS.

pedigree, etc., address
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

Dogs.

to

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

India

the favorite snake for exhibition is the cobra,
partly because of its more striking appearance,
and partly because its deadly character being
so well known, any trifling with it appears to
the uninitiated public the more wonderful.
Nor, indeed, do the performances of the
lose,

Fleas— A Boon

Sportsmen in want of flrst-clnss Cocker Spaniels
can be su: pl'ed wlili either dog or bitch pups, w ith
stock and deliver; guarnnteed, for jlu eacfi. For

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It, is pnt np
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
gTeatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

Louis Times.

Secret of Snake Charming.

Hindoo snake charmer

CO. during

to

OULEOUT KENNELS.

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

8TEADMAJTS FLEA POWDER for DOQ8

MINNESOTA FARM—For

sale, 1,660 acres improved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with
farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house,
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator,
windmills, well
rinsoielear
water directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux Clly
Railroad; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming
interest in immediate neighborhood. No such bargain to be had in the entire West. Phi
raplis
shown and full specifications given on amplication
:

to

CHAS. HALLOCK,

oflice of

Fokest and Stream.
Oct Bit!

SALE OR EXCHANGE at a bargain, for an
FOR
improved Winchettei or nuliard .sporting
a
rifle,

tlrst-clasa

Reml

every respect,
B. E. B.

m

I

with

all

ior

rifle; perfect

accoutrements.
Nebraska.

KENNEDY, Omaha,

janO

BLOODS FOR SALE— Two dog pupa, four
BLUE
monthB old, very haudEome, by Koybel (champion Rob Roy-Belle),
Prince-Livy).

winning bloud

out of Livy II. (champion
puppies combine the best

These
in An;

ml

a

address P. A.
DIE
street, Lancaster, Pa.

'

IBJ

part culars

\&

Shipnen
jan3CMt

FOR

in

AddreaB
tf

SALE—

Single breech- loader, s fauge, 42
inches, 14 lbs., made by Holland, of London,
in case, with shells and implements. The load is
S drachms and 2>,i oz. shot. One of the finest guns
in country for polntthoofnm. li EisRi: C.fcQUIBES.
No. 1 Cortlandt street.
York.
jan301t

New

_STABLISHED 1820,-

of four-ounce cartridges containing the wonderful new explosive known as electric powder,'and with a crowbar in his hand.
hole is
punched from 4 to 5 feet with the bar in a few
minutes, and a cartridge dropped to the bottom with a fuse and lighted with a match.
The operator then walks to the next stake, before reaching which a low, dull thud is heard
behind, a hole about the diameter of a flour
barrel has been blown in the ground to the
depth of four or five feet, and the work is followed up by a gang of men who plant the
poles in the holes thus made, fill in with
gravel and earth, and the job is complete.
It matters not what soil is perforated with
the bar, wet or dry, loam, clay, gravel, slate
or bowlders (provided the bar can be inserted), the effect is the same.
gang of
four men, with the poles delivered on the
ground— one man to blast and three to erect
the poles and tamp them— will put up from
100 to 150 poles a day of tea hours each.
'

A

Successors to

The

coi

I

t

i

his

new and

i

(SEiEKK

&

CO.,

Fine Goods for ^portsittett
A SPECIALTY.
BEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.
Importers

A

NEW YORK

iroj

process is about two-thirds less than the ordinary method of planting telegraph poles, as
now pra

ANDREW

48

IHaiden Lane,

35

Liberty'st.

& Manufacturers of. & Wholesale & Retail Dealers in
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

FISHING TACKLE.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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N

NICHOLS,
«§& Lefever Grui

A.

SOLE MAKER OF

c*

SYRACUSE,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Shelton's
FILE BINDER.

A

~«.,.~

WHEV COMPLETED, MAKES

FILE WHICH,

a permanent binding.

For sale

at

-,_„.

Auxiliary

Rifle

^iscellanqott:

AND

a -™

COMBINATION SIGHT AND BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS.

NEW ENC

MUTU-l

tixis office.

Price, T5 cents.

WESTERN QUAIL— Per piir, Sl.W per
LITE
doz., 16. Address CHAS. FK&DEBICK8, 73
;

Jlaujer

St.,

Williamsburg, N. Y.

jan23

Life

U

Insurance Con^

Post Office Square, Boston,

Wanted.
TESTIMONIALS from all ports of the country bear evidence to the
SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL, combined

fact that the

Gun
Yon

Gun

Clubs Take Notice.

be interested in sending name of your
C ub, also officers and P. o. address to
will

C. V.

BOUGHTON,
Titusville, Pa.

Benjamin F. Stevens, President.

with the Breech-Loading Shot Qnn, makes the best hunting arm in
the country, a
men a weapon to meet any emergency

J. M. Gibbens, Secretary
GENERAL AGBSTS.
& RATCLIFFE
New York Otty.
V. O. TAKBOX
Portland. M«.
E. F. EMERSON
Nashua, N. H.
:! .V WAIiEUN.... Philadelphia.
HALL & WORTHINCTTON..Bnl,ia,ore, JId.

may arise in the field, from the smallest game bird to the grizzly.
Not cumbersome, quickly adjusted, and equal to any ride for accuracy
and penetration. No wear or Iniary to shot-gun or rifle barrel. Calibres .32, .38, .44, Winchester model, 1S7S; also .45 U. S. Government
10 gra. powder, 405 grs. lead. Send stamp for Circular and Pries List
that

KENNY

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL CO.,

3an23 4t

SPORTSMAN'S NOTICE-WANTED—An experienced

man

understanding the practical use of

P. O.

BOX

NEW

715.

sporting weapons, the use of Ashing gear of all
kinds, training aud huntint of dogs, sailing and rowing also, the habits of all game birds, anima's and
fish, and where to find them in the United States,
•would like to engage with some sportsman's club in
charge or property of the same, or with some individual, to hunt or lake charge of his place, or with
some dealer to sell or travel. Referencei furnished.

VERNOR BROTHERB
O, L'RONKHITE
J. WATSON
W. B. DAVIS
M.C.RANDALL
W. EVERSON
E. THOMAS, JR.,

HAVEN, CONN.

Address
Stream.

FOSS BROS. & CO.
(Successors to F.

J.

ABBEY &

New

Orleans, La.

San Francisco, C«J

South Clark

198J4

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

Mo,

St. l.oulx,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,

CO),

PRACTICAL SPOHTS IAN, Forest and
janl6«

Detroit, Mlcb.
Chicago, 111.
St. Paul, Minn.

,/.

all

;

.

Mam.

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Comralasioner'a report
$14,466,920 63
Total surplus as per Insurance Commissioner's report
1,621,078 83

Street, Chicago, Hi,

IN

publication^.

Guns,

^mn§tmmt&.
Gir.nlOIlE'S

Rifles, Pistols

and Fishing Tackle,

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO.

GARDEN.

SKATING on

the BINK of ARTIFICIAL IDE.
A new sheet as clear as a mirror.
MUSIC Li GILJK OBI SERENADE BAND.
OPSN FROM 10 A. M. TO 10 P. M.
Admission, 60 cents ; children, half-price conpo d
jan.30 "
tickets at lower rates.

HALLOCK

MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE
CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN SPORT,

TATHARS'S

PROVED CHILLED SHOT,

RECOCNiZED STANDARD AUTHORITY.
PRICK

NAPOLEOl'S CABINET
CHA$!PAGft!E.

Our

chilled shot will
harder, heavier and of

FILS & CO., TATHAS¥I

BOUCHE
3T

(R ED

BEATER STREET

LAbb L.
Equally well adapted to

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders.

be found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform In size
brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Sl

BROS., 82 Beekman
Toaa.

For

COPIES SOLD.

sale at office of

ton street,

N. Y.

Yr.rK.

Forest and Stream. Ill FulDialers suppded by Orange

M5 Broadway, New

York.

—1879—

*

St.,

ctsct

New

Judd Company,

POSTAGE PAID.

S3,

4,000

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot.

S

Sportsman's Gazetteer

Almanac,

Vermor's

1879 and 1879.

Weather Recordfor 1878
WATERS'

ORGANS.

SQUVSNIR

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS IN WEATHER

These beautiful organs
are remarkable alike for
purity of tone and perfect
mechanism. Their cases
are all richly finished in

PREDICTION*.

THE WEATHER FOR CANADA AND THE
FOR THS NEXT SIX MONTHS.

We

Solid Black Walnut.
sell a better Instrument at
a lower price than any
orner house in the United
States.

Old Mother Shipton'a Prophecy—Record of Stonna
year—The '• Heated Term " of 1878—How

of past

Waters'Pianos
Grand, Square

g

right,

SHADE,

—'
bility

forecasts are formed.

and Up-

BEST
the
are
the Tone, Touch.

CANADIAN PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Workmanship and DuraWarranied for SIX YEARS.
Cash or on Installments. A

unsurpassed.

Extremely Low

for
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches,
Catalogues Mailed.
etc.
BARSecond-hand Pianos arid Organs at

AGENTS WANTED.

GAINS.

HORACE WATERS

Circulation la

Canada 30,000, and increasing.

TRAUE AGESTX:

GREAT

>fc

U. 8J

SONS, manu-

DAWSON BROTHERS,

facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street,

New York.

MONTREAL.
PHIOK 20 CENTS.

"ON THE EB
C. F.
This

is

great

little

B."

HOTCHKISS.
book, portraying the adven-

tures of an old sporting man, as well as describing
the best fishing and tmnfi
oni
and around
the southern portion of Connecticut.
Every one
should have one. Price 15 cents by mall postpaid.
rj

DUNN
Came,
Taxidermy

Extraordinary.

& WILBUR.

A.MEYER,,

No

disappointments in getting
pieserved

TRUE TO

A.
BS Smo3

yout

Bros and

LIFE, by

YEOMAN,

Poultry, Eggs. Butter.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

W

Bow

PROMPT CASH RETURNS.

J.

California, Rhine,

Hungarian Wines,
AMERICAN CHAMPAGNES.
BOWERY,

392,

NEW YORK,

Near Fourth avenue,

BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL.
192

DUANE STREET,

New

ianSO 3t

Haven, Conn.

IMTCRTBH OF AND DEAXBR IN

392,

AnlmaU

REGISTER PUBLISHING CO.

N.

The longest

Y.
novltf

Rifle

Range

in the city.

ehooters only.

Cvpress,
TWO

Jr.'s, Works.
VOLUMES.

PRICE go

BY MAUL.

CAN BE HAD THROUGH THI8 OFFICE.

"THE SETTER,"
BY LAVERACK

For Sharj-

For sale

at this office.

Price S3.
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